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Columbia Boosting Budget on New Lineup of 48

WIS. EXHIBS BOYCOTT MAJORS FORCING TRAILERS
Kahane Orders
Cautions RKO Producers
to Avoid Troublesome
Material
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — With a view to elimiating the ipossibiiity of films containing anything that is considered
objectionable, President B. B. Kahane of the RKO Studios has issued
instructions to producers to give the
strictest attention to this phase
of production.
Kahane's letter reads
as
follows :
You are aware of the attacks
being made
againston the
motion pic(Continued
Pane 4)

Stricter Scrutiny or Film Material
Second-Run Cancellations Up for Ruling

Cincinnati — Whether or not a second-run exhibitor is entitled to a 10 per cent
cancellation privilege under the code when he is allowed to omit playing whatever
pictures are shown by his first opposition at 30 cents or less will be determined under
a complaint filed against Paramount with the local grievance board. Paramount has
refused to allow the complainant to take the 10 per cent cancellation in addition to
the other arrangement.

15 ALREADY FINISHED
GRIFFITH CIRCUIT
INVADES MIDWEST ON NEW VITA. LINEUP
FILM

By BARNEY
OLDFIELU
DAILY
Staff Correspondent

Omaha — A competitive battle embracing three states is about to
break in this territory between J
H. Cooper, New York interests, and
the Griffith Brothers of Oklahoma
City. The third state was added
last week when representatives of
the Griffith group picked up the
State and Rialto here, taking posAtlantic City — More than 150 Cotoday. Both outfits have
lumbia executives and members of holdings session
in Colorado and Oklahoma.
the sales force are here for the com- Cooper, who has six houses here, arrived in town Friday.
pany's eastern sales convention,
which opens today at the Ritz-Carlton Hotel here and runs through
Wednesday, to be followed by a Marks Bros. File Petition
western meeting in Chicago on
In Reorganization Move
July 9.
The first meeting at each convenChicag-o — Marks Bros. Theatrical
(Continued on Page 19)
Enterprises, the Paradise Theater
Co., and the Riviera Theatre BuildGeneral Satisfaction
ing have filed petitions seeking reWith Work of Boards
organization, under the new bankruptcy law.
General satisfaction with the
workings of local grievance and
toning and clearance boards is relorted by exhibitors contacted by
The Film Daily in a checkup of
ode operations since their incepion early this year.
Independent
(.Continued on Pane 3)
By ARTHUR
Atlantic City — An increase in production budget to the highest figure
Orders Open Meetings
in
the
company's
history and plans
New Orleans- — John C. Flinn. executive
for a greater number of pictures
secretary of the Code Authority, has
wired the code boards here that he
built around star and director perunderstands the clearance and zoning
sonalities designed for preferred
board has been holding closed hearings
and that it is the policy of the codo
playing time will be among the
authority to hold open hearings except
highlights presented at Columbia's
when decisions were reached. Flinn's
three-day eastern sales convention
wire is thought to have resulted from
which
opens today at the Ritz-Carlindependents' protest to President Roosevelt.
ton Hotel. In the new lineup of 48
features, including eight Tim Mc-

150 IN ATTENDANCE
AT COLUMBIA MEET

High-speed production at the
Brooklyn Vitaphone studio has resulted in the completion already of
15 Vitaphone shorts for release during the 1934-35 season, according to
Sam Sax, production chief. By the
time the new selling season gets
under way officially in September
Sax estimates that the Brooklyn
studio will have completed
a full
(Continued

on

Page

4)

Oscar Morgan Likely
As Waite's Successor

Appointment of a successor to the
late Stanley B. Waite, Paramount
divisional sales manager in charge
of New England and the south, will
be announced by George J. Schaefer following his return today from
the coast. Speculation concerning
the appointment prominently mentions Oscar Morgan, district manager in Atlanta, as a possibility.

Higher Negative, More Stars
Mark New Columbia
Program
W. EDDY

State
Convention's
Move- wide
Hits Producers
Issuing Trailers
Lake Geneva, Wis.— At a statewide convention of exhibitors held
here the latter part of last week,
under the auspices of Independent
Theater Owners of Wisconsin, of
which F. J. McWilliams is president,
a resolution to boycott major companies who produce and distribute
their own trailers was unanimously
adopted. The resolution, aimed specifically at M-G-M and Warner-First
National, reads as follows:
"Whereas Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
has informed or advised us through
the trade journals that they are going to sell and distribute their own
trailers, because this is an unjust,
uncalled for and not needed departure from the present procedure
and because it causes an additional
(Continued

on

Page

3)

MINN. COURT RULES
ARBITRATION ILLEGAL
FILM

By J. E. SMITH
DAILY
Staff Correspondent

Minneapolis — Contracts containing arbitration clauses are against
public policy and illegal, the State
Supreme Court has ruled. None of
these provisions in contracts will be
enforced by the courts, the ruling
states.
The opinion held here is
(Continued

an

Page

3)

Form Midohio Theaters
To Acquire Two Houses

Famous Theaters Corp. has formCoy westerns, and supplemented by
ed Midohio Theaters Corp. with ina shorts program of eight singletention of taking over two indepenreelers and 26 two-reelers, the aim
houses, the Palace and Marion,
will be for more productions of the both dent
in Marion, Ohio.
"Lady for a Day" and "It Happened
One be
Night"
will
told. type, the conventioneers
Cannon to Revive Bill
Of the 40 feature stories for next
Chicago — Speaking over the radio
season, 32 are already set by title,
here, Representative Raymond J. Cannon
director and leading players. The
said he intends to revive his bill makremaining eight, not identified by
ing it a crime to transport "objecmerce.
tionable" pictures in interstate comtitles, will permit selection of titles
(Continued

on

Page

19)
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Acme

Center
Paramount
Roxy
Capitol

House of Rothschild
Madame
DuBarryt

United Artists
Warner Bros

Rivoli
Hollywood

"Dames" Gets Radio Plug
Warner's "Dames," with Dick
Powell and Ruby Keeler, was given
a good plug on the Borden radio
program last night over a national
network of 38 stations.
This picture also will be the first
to be exploited by Warners in its
series of ads in the "Saturday Evening Post." It goes in the July 28
issue, followed by ads on "Anthony
Adverse," "Gold Diggers of 1935,"'
"Black Hell," "Lafayette Escadrille," "Captain Blood," "Casino De
Paree," "Farewell to Shanghai" and
"Sweet Adeline."

BURKE,

Fox

screen

writer, left

York yesterday for the coast after finishing the screen play of Shirley Temple's next

picture, "Angel Face."
JACOB WILK, Warner-First National story
chief, returns to New York from Hollywood in
about a week.

♦

Columbia
Paramount
Fox
.M-G-M

Strand, Oswego, shall have 30 days'
clearance over the Quirk and Happy
Hour theaters, Fulton, and the latter two shall have ten days over the
Capitol, Oswego, effective with releases of the 1934-35 season.
In the protest of Berinstein Theaters, Inc., for the Strand, Seneca
Falls, against the Schine Theatrical
Co., Geneva — That as long as prices
and policies continue at the Geneva
and Regent, Geneva, and the Strand
Seneca Falls, clearance on the Geneva remain 30 days and clearance
on the Regent be reduced to ten
days,
leases. effective with new season re-

New

♦

Sisters Under
the Skin
(July 4)*
Shoot the Works (July 6)
Call It Luck
(July 6)
Murder
in the Private
Car
(July 6) ..

Buffalo — Buffalo area zoning and
clearance board announces these determinations: In the protest of
Weg-o Theaters, Fulton, against
Schine Theaters, Oswego — That
while present prices and policies
prevail in Oswego and Fulton, the

EDMUND

Criterion

Rialto
Strand

Clearance Determinations
Made in Buffalo District

AS OF SATURDAY)

♦

RKO Radio
First National

(July 18)**

M. COLIN-REVAL, editor of La Cinematographic Francaise, Paris, arrives in New York
tomorrow on the lie de France with a group
of movie personalities from France including J.
C. BERNARD, travelogue producer, who is coming to make a picture of the port of New York.

Palace
Center

OPENINGS

38

(QUOTATIONS

Mayfair
Rial to
Strand

Airkino

4 FUTURE

dG

RAOUL WALSH, accompanied by Mrs. Walsh,
arrived in New York over the week-end to
confer
he
will with
directthe forauthors
Fox. of "Sand Hog," which

.Music Hall

LANGUAGE

Soviets

* Subsequent runs.
** Follows Astor two-a-day run.
t Middle of July.

FINANCIAL

Capitol
. Paramount

Fox

♦ FOREIGN
of

an

Theater

♦ TWO-A-DAY-RUN
World

.ommg

Roxy

Distributor

Returns*
What Now?4

Monday, July 2, 1934

Parade •

Picture

Happy
Man,

omg

are

LILA LEE and her son, James Kirkwood,
visiting the fair in Chicago.

Jr.,

JAMES DERMODY, eastern division manager
for Universal, will be in Boston for the next
few weeks.
ROBERT GILLHAM returns to New
morrow from the Coast.

York to-

Len Daly Married
Len Daly of the United Artists
foreign publicity department and
Joseph Clouster Dead
Ruth Stripling, a southern girl,
Manchester, N. H. — Joseph Clous- were married Friday night. They
ter, a former film salesman in
Boston and an exhibitor here, is are spending a brief honeymoon in
dead.
Philadelphia.

SHE

MADE

HER

BED

She made her bed and she'll have to lie in it! You'll
have no regrets if you install Alexander Smith Carpet
— the carpet used by the majority of the country's
most successful theatres. Even the cost is no headache.

ALEXANDER

SMITH

CARPET

THE ■cBt

k
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UNIT PRODUCERS SET
ON MONOGRAM LINEUP

WIS. EXHIBS BOYCOTT
MAJORS IN TRAILERS
(Continued from Page

1)

unfair burden of expense to the exhibitor, therefore be it resolved that
the Independent Theater Owners of
Wisconsin go on record as being opposed to this plan and they will oppose it with all their strength. Be
it further resolved that the Independent Theater Owners of Wisconsin
in convention assembled will not buy
Metro product if they are compelled
to buy Metro trailers. Be it further resolved that a copy of this
resolution be mailed to Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer as well as to all other
major producers. Be it further resolved that the Independent Theater
Owners of Wisconsin in convention
assembled go on record as refusing
to buy Warner-First National product this coming year if they are
compelled to buy Warner-First National trailers with features, and
further that a copy of the resolution be mailed to Warner-First National."

MINN. COURT RULES
ARBITRATION ILLEGAL
(Continued from Page

1)

that there could be no recovery
even of transportation charges on
films. Fox sued A. B. Miller, Maple
Lake, for $2,079, while United Artists sued W. H. Miller, Cloquet, for
$250. Justice Charles Foring said
that the arbitration feature is the
strongest kind of coercion.
A verdict of $848 was awarded
RCA Photophone against George
Garish, this city, for installation in
1929 of sound equipment in the Aster and Mohawk theaters in St.
Paul. Evidence showed no breach
of contract.
M. & P. Theaters Outing July 7
Boston — The Mayflower Hotel in
Plymouth will be the scene of the
first outing of the executive offices
of M. & P. Theaters on July 7. Edward A. Cuddy is honorary chairman of the affair.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS ft
Shipment of positive film from England last year increased 50 per cent to
27,618,658
feet.

IPHIl M DALY
• • • ECHOES OF the Metro convention at the Drake
hotel in Chi are still to be heard wherever the conventioneers
assemble in li'l groups throughout the land
Si Seadler
buttonholed us and gave us a string of stories as were stories
's too bad we are laboring under the limitations of a
trade columnist we can't tell 'em here

T

•

•

•

WHEN

YOU

T

T

run into Howard Dietz and Felix

Feist

ask 'em about escorting Governor Henry M. Horner of Illinois
to the banquet at Century of Progress
the Governor was the guest of honor
and what
a regular guy he turned out to be!
at 3 o'clock in the
morn he was still goin' strong
and askin' poor Howard
and Felix
"Where do we go from here, fellers?"
•
•
• ALL THE 210 delegates agreed unanimously
that Billy Ferguson
convention showman specialist for
the past 20 years
outdid himself in staging the Convention Ballyhoo inside and outside the convention hall
ask
any who attended about that smash opener with the "Star
Spangled Banner" spectacle
and the riot at the conclusion with the balloons and the prizes
incidentally
the AMPA prexy brot back 10 more applications for membership
in the pressagey organizashe he now has his entire exploitation force signed up for AMPA
•
•
• LOOKING FOR Russian types for their next pix
Ben Hecht and Charlie MacArthur inserted an ad in
one of the foreign language papers
and 2,000 Russians
swooped down upon 'em over at the Eastern Service Stude
Hecht insisted on seein' all of 'em
stating that if
the pix does not turn out good, it won't be for lack of types
so for two days the partners and Arthur Rosson, Harold Godsoe and Joe Nadel were kept busy registering the applicants and taking photographs
•
•
• LEAVING YESTERDAY by air route
John
Paddy Carstairs is on his way to the Metro studio
the
English scenarist whom Dave Selznick picked as the best of the
British lot
Paddy came into prominence
with Metro
when he gave their London office a suggestion
to put
Wally Beery and Jackie Cooper in a version of "Treasure Island" and it has turned out so "hot" that Dave signed
Paddy while on his recent trip
•
•
• SLICK SLOGAN from the clicking cranium of one
of those live Warner publicity lads
for "Here Comes
the Navy"
it is
"Join the World and See the
Navy"
novel reverse twist to the famous Navy slogan
"Join the Navy and See the World"
the slogan
will be used in trailers, posters, imitation "A" boards, recruiting boards, heralds and ads
At the recent Warner sales
meet in Frisco
a poem dedicated to the salesmen was
read and made a great hit
it was written by Al Dubin
. . of Dubin and Warren
the team that wrote the
song hits in all the recent Warner musicals
Tonite the
Friars go to Sheepshead Bay for a party in honor of Pat
Rooney, Sr.
on the entertainment committee are George
Jessel, Georgie Price, Fred Block, Abe Lastvogel

«

«

«

»

»

»

Monogram's entire 1934-35 lineup has already been assigned to six
unit producers, W. Ray Johnston
stated Saturday. William T. Lackey
and Ben Verschleiser will each handle five features. Dorothy Reid,
George Yohalem will each supervise
three Paul Malvern and George Berthelom will handle two each.
Four directors are now working
at the Monogram studios. They are:
Reginald Barker, Christy Cabanne,
Melvin Brown and Charles Lamont.
"King Kelly of the U. S. A.," last
on the 1933-34 schedule, will go into
production Friday. Of the current
season product, first prints of "Jane
Eyre" have reached New York.
"Shock" is en route from the coast,
and "Happy Landing" and "The
Moonstone" will be shipped from
the coast this week.
In the
1934-35
"Tomorrow's Youth"
has lineup,
been completed,
"Redhead" will go into work July
10 and "Girl of the Limberlost" is
being cast.

ASS'NLY
ANDG RAPID
ENGL
NEWEXPA
NDIN
Boston — Independent Exhibitors,
Inc., which is now expanding rapidly throughout New England with
neophyte organizations already functioning in New Hampshire and Verhas appointed
Arthur
ardmont,
business
manager.
FromHowthe
local headquarters, 69 Church St.,
he will further the unit's activities.
Nathan Yamins is head of the organization.

General Satisfaction
With Work of Boards
(Continued from Page 1)

exhibitors interviewed in a number
of instances particularly stressed
the fairness shown by distributors,
uoth major and independent, in considering complaints filed with local
boards, and distributors point out
the same tendency on the part of exhibitor members.

BIG
NEWS
AS
SEEN
BY
THE PRESS
AGENT

"More than 50 sketches of different
coiffures were made for Irene Dunne
before the 16 headdresses to be used in
— RKO Radio.
'Age of Innocence' were decided upon."
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15 ALREADY FINISHED
ON NEW VITA. LINEUP
(Continued

from

Page

1)

WORDS

and WISDOM

KAHANE CAUTIONS
ON FILM MATERIAL
(.Continued from Page

1)

"It is a pity that actors as a whole
"T COULD get plenty of $5,000 and
do not plan their careers beyond the ture industry because of indecencies,
three months' schedule of short subX $10,000 a year men, but oh how
happy I would be if I could get my good-looking, youthful stage." — smut and other objectionable elejects for the coming season.
CHESTER MORRIS.
ments contained in certain producon a $50,000 man!" — S. L.
The shorts completed include six hands
(ROXY)
ROTHAFEL.
tions. Many
the attitude
attacks of
ai-esome
untwo-reel subjects and nine of onewarrantedof
and the
"I do not understand the value
reel length. The two-reelers are
"I am the only colored actor that of money. I never have, because I of the critics is unreasonable and
Ruth Etting in "A Noble Prize," a is not in the kitchen end of the
unfair. On the other hand, the
"Broadway Brevities" musical; Ben business."— STEPIN FETCHIT.
have no brain
for such things." —
criticisms coming from certain reMARLENE
DIETRICH.
Blue in "All Sealed Up," a Big "V"
ligious groups, prominent educators,
comedy also featuring "Charlie,"
the Motion Picture Research Coun"There have been times in my life
well known trained seal of vaude- when
I was sorry for the color of
cil, Parent-Teachers Associations
"In Hollywood a guy can't go and other
ville fame; Mitzi Mayfair in "The my hair — sorry for the reason that
highly respected persons
Police Girl," a "Broadway Brevities" that very hair threatened to hinder home and light with his wife with- and organizations — are to a large
number; "Smoked Hams," co-star- my career because motion picture
out
it
hittinff
the
headlines."
—
extent
justifiable.
ring Shemp Howard and Daphne producers seemed to lose sight of JOHNNY WEISSMULLER.
"While our company has in good
Pollard," a Big "V" comedy; Doro- any acting talent I might have, simfaith attempted to keep its producthy Stone in "Paree Paree," an
ply because my hair was so widely
tions free from legitimate criticism,
"I've heard every actor and acadaptation of "Fifty Million Frenchexploited."— JEAN
HARLOW.
tress I've known announce that they a few of our pictures have been inmen" and Ben Blue in a Big "V"
would retire . . . have little farms,
cluded among those criticized. It is
comedy as yet untitled.
"Why doesn't Hollywood be big lead the simple life, raise ducks or imperative that henceforth still
The nine one-reelers include sev- about it and agree to eliminate sex chickens; but have yet to eat the
greater care be taken to avoid oben "Pepper Pot" novelty reels and when Washington eliminates poli- first duck or the first egg from any
jectionable themes and offensive
tics."—GENEVIEVE, the kitchen one of those farms." — MAY ROB- scenes and lines, and I expect all
two "Melody Master" band numbers.,
SON.
The "Pepper Pots" are Little Jack cynic, per TED COOK.
producers on our lot to give me
Little in a Song Composer reel;
their fullest cooperation.
"Rambling 'Round Radio Row," with
"The people can't live without mo"The line of demarcation between
"In New York there is more digBaby Rose Marie, Harriet Lee, Roy
tion pictures." — EDWARD A.
nity among stage folk. Even if it good and bad taste is not always
Atwell and others; Mr. and Mrs. FILENE, noted Boston merchant
clear. All minds do not meet as to
is a false dignity it is there. EveryJesse Crawford, popular organists; and national economic authority.
one is addressed as Mr., Miss or what constitutes proper screen maGus Edwards and His Stars of To-*
terial. Honest differences of opinmorrow; Charlie Ahearn and His
Mrs. even after you've been friends
"Individuality is more important for
ion may arise. But if we in good
months.
In Hollywood you meet
Millionaires; a Vaudeville subject than conforming to the classic ideas
featuring such well known variety of beauty. I just let my face be a person one day and the next day faith observe the letter and spirit
performers as Herb Williams and moon-shaped and my nose be my you get a slap on the back and a of the production code, which was
prepared with great care several
Reiss and Dunn; and the Radio
greeting: 'Hi, old kid!" — HELEN
it go at that." — CAR- MACK.
OLE let
LOMBARD.
years ago, our productions will be
Ramblers. The Melody Masters, nose and
acceptable to the vast majority oi
shorts include Phil Spitalny and His,
fair-minded
film patrons everyMusical Sweethearts; and Fred Rich
where.
Jack Davis Joins Monogram
and Band in "Mirrors."
3 Minn. Building Projects Off
|
Boston — Jack Davis, who has
"We do not have to eliminate 'sex'
The star talent alreay lined up by
Minneapolis- — A long controversy
been with Universal in Boston for situations from our pictures. If we
Sam Sax for the coming season's over applications for movie houses
honest dramas of huprogram of Vitaphone short sub
is ended by the Minnesota Amuse- 14 years, has joined Hollywood are tomanpresent
emotions and experiences, some
the Monogram exchange in
jects include the biggest array of
ment's withdrawal of its plan to Films,
this territory.
scenes
of
sin
and
wrong-doing must
headliners ever gathered before the! build at 2731 W. 43rd St., and denecessarily be depicted. But there is
nial by the city council committee
studios' cameras. Among them are!
no need and no excuse whatever for
Harry Richman, Dorothy Stone, Ben! of the requests of the Lyndale Emma Abplanalp Quits Film Board
productions which scoff at chastity
Blue, Daphne Pollard, Donald Novis, Amusement Co. for permits at 4240
Chicago — Emma Abplanalp has
Freddie Rich, Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Nicollet Ave. and 50th St. and given up her position of secretary and the sanctity of marriage, present criminals and wrong-doers as
Crawford, Dave Apollon, Lillian Ewing Ave. The building expendi- to the local Film Board to become
heroes and heroines or in which
ture for the three houses would
Shade, Georgie Price, James Melton,
secretary to the code boards here.
smut and salaciousness are deliberBernice Claire, Little Jack Little, have been $235,000.
ately injected for the appeal they
Baby Rose Marie, Gus Edwards,
Two Paris Houses Go Movie
may have to coarse and unrefined
Janet Reade, Jack Denny, Shemp
minds.
Close Deals on Westerns
Paris — Movie policies have been
Howard, Hal LeRoy, Vera Van, RaB 'n' B Corp. has closed deals for instituted at the Theater Capucines,
dio Ramblers, Charles Ahearn,
"I hope that all companies proJeanne Aubert, J. Harold Murray. distribution of the Bud 'n' Ben opening with "Cavalcade", and the
ducing pictures will live up to the
Ruth Etting, Lois Moran, Phil Spi- three-reel comedy westerns with Apollo, with "Convention City".
production code and keep its producCharles
Tarbox
of
F.
C.
Pictures,
talny, Borrah Minnevitch, Will Ostions clean and in good taste. But'
Buffalo, and D. C. Millward of Coswhether they do or not, I shall insist
Popeye Cartoon at Roxy
borne, Fifi D'Orsay, Edgar Bergen,
mopolitan Film Exchange,
Seattle.
the A. & P. Gypsies, Nick Lucas,
that the producers of RKO Studios
Popeye the Sailor in "Can You
Roy Atwell and others.
Take It?" Paramount cartoon, has do so. The fact that others proRKO Circuit Books Terry-Toon
ducers may be guilty of violations
been added to the Roxy program.
The Vitaphone program is being
or evasions of the code shall not be
kept as flexible as possible so that
"Slow But Sure," latest release in
accepted as an excuse for a violathe studio can sign up new stars as Educational's Terry-Toon series, has
Start Warner House Soon
tion or evasion on your part."
they appear on stage, screen and ra- been booked to play over the entire
Chicago — ■ Work is expected to
RKO
Metropolitan
Circuit
starting
today.
dio, says Sax.
start soon on the new Warner Bros,
house to be erected at 95th St. and
Ashland Ave. The house, which
Plug Baseball via Movies
Herman
Bramberger
Quits
Poli
will
have 1,500 seats, will be known
Chicago — Lew Fonseca, former White
18,000 See Shirley in Day
as the Beverly.
Sox manager, has been appointed to
Springfield, Mass. — ■ Herman
Biggest opening day in 11 months,
handle a program endorsed by the Amerexclusive of holiday openings, was
Bramberger has resigned as manican League for promoting baseball
recorded by the Roxy on its first day
'Whom Gods Destroy ' Release
ager of the Fox-Poli theater here
through showing of movies accompanied
of "Baby, Take a Bow," starring Shirley
and has been replaced by George
by lectures. Fonseca will make a tour
Columbia's "Whom the Gods De- 1
Temple. Attendance exceeded 18,000.
Freeman, formerly with Loew in stroy," featuring
The Roxy will open its doors at 10:30
Walter
Connolly,
and appear before business men's clubs,
luncheons, banquets, boys' clubs, etc.
A. M. every morning during the run of
New Jersey. Bramberger is now with
Doris
Kenyon
and
Robert
The program will also be offered to
schools.
this picture.
manager of the Paramount in North Young, will be nationally released
Adams.
July 7.
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'(/.»/(, laughter, a little love, a little kiss
... all the mosta of the besta for deah, dea h
old box-officey, with a great cast surrounding the Old Maestro and All His Merry Lads.
Six smash songs by Robin and Rainger . . .
Gordon and Revel . . . and Ben Bernie, Al

'me"

Goering and Walt Bullock . . .

... 6 pictures, starting with the year's greatest money attraction,
Mae West in "It Ain't No Sin/' and a great musical/'Shoot the Works"
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it's

the

best

show

in

town!

BING CROSBY
MIRIAM HOPKINS

in"She Laves Me Nat9'
with

Kitty Carlisle

* Directed by Elliott Nugent

Biggest Broadway smash in years! 250 consecutive performances inNew York to S. R. O. business. Millions of
Saturday Evening Post readers followed it serially for weeks.
Music by two champion song-writing combinations— Gordon
and Revel and Rainger and Robin. A host af hits, headed
by "Love in Bloom," "Straight From the Shoulder, Right
From the Heart." Kitty Carlisle singing love duets with
Bing Crosby.
Miriam Hopkins in a sensational new role
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SIIH
SHOULD U
Directed by rw

AUGUST

5 "ace" film entertainments, including a Dietrich production, a
Bing Crosby-Miriam Hopkins comedy with music, and a picture
with Gary

Cooper,

Carole

Lombard

and

Shirley Temple.
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GARY

COOPE

CAROLE

LOMBARD

SHIRLEY

^

R

TEMPLE

ow an j
orever

Sir Guy Standing • Charlotte Granville
Directed by Henry Hathaway
Two of the biggest box office names in the
business and the littlest BIG name in motion
pictures today in a film entertainment jammed
with romance, heart throbs
and excitement.
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SEPTEMBER.

.. 5 more

Cecil B. DeMille's "Cleopatra",
and

"Mrs.

Wiggs

of

the

outstanding attractions, headed

by

the biggest box office bet of the year,

Cabbage

Patch," a

sure-fire

success.
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College Rhythm'

Joe Penner • Lanny Ross • Richard Arlen
Ida Lupino ■ Lyda Roberti
Directed

by

Norman

Taurog

Right at the time when football hysteria grips the
nation and people start going places and doing
things, Paramount will release the topper to "College Humor," a football musical/'College Rhythm."
With Joe Penner, the No. 1 comedy attraction on
the air today; Lanny Ross and a great cast of players . . .The action will be set to music by the great
Paramount

song-writing team, Gordon

and Revel.
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. . .The BIG Month ... The Harvest Month for Paramount
box

offices, with four sure-fire successes

in "College

Rhythm/'

"Limehouse Nights/' "Ruggles of Red Gap" and "Pursuit of Happiness."
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most

popular plays in
New York this year

All about those good old days when we
proudly stressed in the Constitution of the

• I

United States the famous phrase, "life, liberty
and pursuit of happiness" — and the greatest
of these was the latter, which brings us to
'bundling," the delightful subject of this picture.

PURSUIT

BACK
PORCH

10)10)
Francis

Lederer

• Joan

Bennett
with

Charlie Ruggles
• Mary Boland
Walter
Kingsford

V. C. FIELDS

Directed by Ralph Murphy
*
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CLAUDETTE COLBERT
with

CARY GRANT

JOHN

LODGE

A fascinating peek into the romantic escopodes of one of the world's most famous
women — spicy enough to be interesting,
clever enough to be amusing, daring enough
to be dramatic. With Cory Grant as the
No.

1 man

in this notorious

beauty's

life.

... 6 Top Money Pictures headed by a smash attraction
in "The Big Broadcast/' a Sylvia Sidney picture and four other big features.

YtVIA SIDNEY
in

with John Lodge Directed by Marion Gering
Sylvia Sidney as a sweet and simple little savage who
became the most brilliant Figure in the world's gayest
society ... a role which will be perfectly matched for
Miss Sidney's sincere and charming talents as on actress.

a

B.

P.

SCHULBERG

Production

The
DAMON

RUNYON'S

The LEMON
DROP KID

YELLOW
BARGAIN

with

JACK
OAKIE
end HELEN MACK
Directed by

WESLEY

RUGGLES

with

EVELYN
LLOYD

VENABLE
NOLAN

Directed by

JAMES

FLOOD
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K... Paramount's
year's big hits . . . MAE
AND

KITTY CARLISLE

WEST

Christmas tree blazes brightly with two of the
in "Gentlemen's

Choice"

and

BING

CROSBY

in "Here Is My Heart/' delivered to you for holiday business.
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Sensational Broadway comedy hit
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tional special with a
cast of players.
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the

best

SCOTT

RANGE"

A sensational interna-

JAC K OAKI E
and an all-star cast

if

GREY'S

show

in

town!

ROSTER

OF

PLAYERS

PARAMOUNT

Adrienne

Grace Bradley
Gary Cooper
Marlene

Ames

• Richard Arlen

• Carl Brisson

• Larry Crabbe

PLAYERS,

Dietrich • Jessica Dragonette
• Gwenllian

Dean

• Roscoe Karns

Jagger

Gill • Cary

Grant

Jack Oakie

• Gertrude Michael

• Lynne Overman

Alison Skipworth

• Sir Guy

Standing

Evelyn Venable

.•

Mae

DIRECTORS

Charles Barton • William Beaudine

West

■

Henry Wilcoxon

Hall • Henry Hathaway

Norman

McLeod

Gilbert

Pratt

Harlan

Thompson

WRITERS

• Wm.

• Wesley
•

Menzies

Ruggles

Frank

Tuttle

Frank R. Adams

Dana Burnet • Bartlett Cormack

•

•

Charles

Grover Jones • Paul Jones • Vincent Lawrence
JeanieMacpherson
Wm.

Cameron

Humphrey

Pearson

Dale

Van

*Also Directors

Every

Murphy

•

Lodge

•

Vidor

• Joe Morrison

• Lloyd Nolan

Rains • Lyda Roberti

• James

Wilson

Upp

•

•

Josef

• Lee Tracy
• Toby Wing

Gering

Green

von

Negulesco
Sircom

Vernon

• Elliott Nugent

• Norman

Sternberg

•

Alfred

Taurog
Werker

Binyon • Charles Brackett • Laurie Brazee
• Finley Peter Dunne, Jr. • Guy Endore

• Elmer Harris • Ben Hecht* • Cyril Hume

• Gladys Lehman

Bobby

• Sylvia Sidney

Flood • Marion

• Charles Logue
• J. P. McEvoy

• Paul Moss

• Charles MacArthur*
• Wm.

Slovens McNutt

■ Seena Owen

• Frank Partos

Roberts • Peter Ruric • Harry Ruskin

L. Schrock • Chandler Sprague • Jane Storm • Harlan Thompson*
Van

• Carole Lombard
• Joan Marsh

Howard

• Arthur

• Walter DeLeon

• Alice D. G. Miller • Jack Mintz

Virginia

Hopkins

• Margo

Raft • Claude

• Jean

■ Arthur Phillips • Gilbert Pratt* • Marguerite

Dore Schary • Raymond

• Miriam

• Mitchell Leisen • Ernst Lubitsch • Leo McCarey

• Doris Malloy • Francis Martin • John McDermott

Menzies*

• Frances Fuller

• Kent Taylor • Eldred Tidbury

Sedgwick

Herbert Fields • Garrett Fort • Lewis Foster • Howard

Colbert

Scott • Clara Lou Sheridan

• Charles Barton* • Claude
• Jack Cunningham

Claudette

Frawley

• Julian Madison

• Cecil B. DeMille

• Ralph

• Edward

Bourne

• Katherine DeMille

Henry

• John

Dorothy Wilson

• Arthur Jacobson

Cameron

LeRoy

• George

• Randolph

• Colin Tapley

• Charlotte

1934-35

• Whitney

• Kitty Carlisle •

• Lillian Moore

• Gail Patrick • Joe Penner
• Charlie Ruggles

Alexander

• Baby

Milland

Lanny Ross • Jean Rouverol

Boland

• W. C. Fields • William

• Fred MacMurray

• Raymond

WRITERS

• Alfred Delcambre

■ Jack Haley

• Charles Laughton

AND

Barbier • Mary

• Bing Crosby

• Frances Drake

Pauline Lord • Ida Lupino • Helen Mack
Herbert Marshall

• George

• Geo. Burns & Gracie Allen

• Eddie Craven

Paul Gerrits

DIRECTORS

•

Garnett

Weston

•

• Keene Thompson
Waldemar

Young
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COLUMBIA UPS BUDGET
ON NEW REASON'S 48
(Continued from Page

1)

I and materials as dictated by changing trends.
To meet the demand for several
star personalities and directors unIder the Columbia banner, a number
I of productions built around these
personalities will be included in the
feature group. Listed among these
vehicles are two Frank Capra productions, one Grace Moore production, one Claudette Colbert production, one Edward G. Robinson production, four starring Jack Holt, including one co-starring Holt with Edmund Lowe, one starring Boris Karloff and one starring Gene Raymond
and Ann Sothern.
The 1934-35 lineup will be backed
by more extensive newspaper, magazine and radio advertising and exploitation campaigns than ever before attempted, the convention will
be told.
STARS LISTED
Among stars who will appear under the
Columbia banner next year are: Claudettt
Colbert, Edward G. Robinson, Warner Baxter, John (Jilbert, Boris Karloff, Grace Moore,
Jack Holt, Edmund Lowe, Nancy Carroll,
Gene Raymond, Myrna Loy, Fay VVray, Jack
Haley, Lupe Velez, Ann Sothern, Walter
Connolly, Tim McCoy, Peter Lorre, Leon
Errol, Harry Langdon, Andy Clyde, Walter
Catlett, Richard Cromwell, John Mack Brown,
Tullio Carminati, Arthur Hohl, Lyle Talbot,
Donald Cook, Jean Arthur, Ralph Bellamy,
Florence Rice, Raymond Walburn, Mona Barrie, Jessie Ralph, Shirley Grey, John Buckler,
Charles Sabin, Inez Courtney, George Murphy, Fred Keating, Robert Allen, Lynn Overman, Clarence Muse, James Blakely, Billie
Seward, Luis Alberni, El Brendel, Arthur
Rankin, Geneva Mitchell, Patricia Caron, Allyn Drake, Richard Heming, Barbara Read,
Jerry Howard,
Larry Fine, Moe Howard.
DIRECTORS
AND
PRODUCERS
Directors and producers who will be identified with the new season productions are:
Frank Capra, Howard Hawks, Victor Schertzinger, Russell Mack, Lambert Hillyer. David
Burton, Roy William Neill, Leo Bulgakov, D.
Ross Lederman, Albert Rogell, William Rowland, Robert North, Jules White, Irving Briskin, Felix Young, Everett Riskin. Negotiations are now pending for the services of
several other noted directors.
AUTHORS AND
SCENARISTS
Among the authors whose works will form
part of the company's offerings are: I. A. R.
Wylie, Katharine Brush, Herbert Fields, Richard Rogers, Lorenz Hart, Frank Craven,
Bradley King, Mark Hellinger, Percy G.
Mandley, Argyll Campbell, Bruce Manning,
Jack Kirkland, Melville Baker, Ralph Murphy, Dorothy Speare, Charles Beahan, Gladys
I'nger, Bourbon,
Leyla Georgie,
Diane
Harry B.Leland
Smith, Jamieson,
Leonard
Spigelgass.
Scenario staff will be composed of: Robert
Riskin, Jo Swerling, Herbert Asbury, Vera
Caspary, S. K. Lauren, Lawrence Hazard,
Edmund North, James Gow, Austin Parker,
Roland Pertwee, Ethel Hill, Harold Shumate,
John Wexley, Judith Kandel, Harvey Gates,
Ray Schrock, Sidney Buchman, Fred Niblo,
Jr., Dorothy Howell, M. Coates Webster.

Lease Ramova Theater
Chicago — Halsted Theater Co. has
taken a 12-year lease on the Ramova theater, recently acquired by
bondholders. Indicated rental value
is $240,000. The transaction is said
to assure bondholders of eventually
getting 100 per cent on their investment.

fjg^*

Columbia Convention Chatter
=

By ARTHUR

ATLANTIC

CITY

THERE is this to be said about a Columbia
convention. Surprisingly tew new faces
are to be found among tne conventioneers eacn
year. JacK Conn, vice-president of the Columbia coflorts, who arrived in Atlantic City
yesterday afternoon, had no difficulty in remembering not only every one ot tlie taces,
uut also the names that belonged to tnem.
tie spent a good part of the day in greeting
the incoming Columbians.
Jack Cohn had one regret and it was that,
coming when it did, tne convention cut in
on his investigation of the fishing possibilities
of tlie waters near his new home. The Cohn
lamily have just taken, over an estate near
Greenwich,
Conn., for the summer.
Nate Spingold was also a Sunday arrival
and the sun-tan he wears is the envy ot ItK
conventioneers. When Nat Cohn heard tna^
Spingold acquired it on the goif course, he
remarked, "it takes a lot ot divot digging
to make a man as brown as that." Nat, who
.s tne district manager of the New YorK
oranch, should know, inasmuch as he recent
jy took up golf.

W. EDDY

To which Uncle Lou Weinberg, another of
Columbia's home office sales managers, remarked, "I prefer diet. It is easy for me
to lose 20 or 30 pounds in two or three weeks
— and a lot more fun putting it on again."
J. W . MacFarland, home office short subject sales manager, is still round-shouldered
as the result of the charts and graphs he
toted with him from New York. Tlie amount
of solo walking he did yesterday merely represented his effort to place in their proper
mental order the items he intends to spill in
his sales talk some time today.
All the branches in the eastern division
of the Columbia organization are attending
this sales meeting. They consist of Albany,
Atlanta, Boston, Buffalo, Charlotte, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Dallas, Memphis, New Haven,
.New Orleans, New York, Oklahoma City,
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh and Washington;
also Toronto and Montreal.
Tlie one topic of conversation is the screening of "One
Love" theater
at 11 on
o'clock
Monday
night Night
in the ofWarner
the
boardwalk. The management of the theater
advertised it as the "first special preview of
the season's greatest picture." "One Night
of Love" will be Columbia's lead-off production for the 1934-1935 season.

Abe Montague, general sales manager, with
a smile that 'reached from ear to ear, interrupted his sunning oh tlie Ritz-Carlton beacn
to greet the Columbians as they got off the
various trains. Joe McConville, his "alter ego,"
A Columbia convention without the men.cas with him. A New England exhibitor ,
tion of Sam Galanty as again playing the
name unknown, who came to Atlantic City
role of Beau Brummell would be incomplete,
lor a brief vacation and who has known
Montague and McConville since tlieir New but the fact is that Galanty still is the perlect example of what the well dressed man
England state-right days, was overheard to should
wear. However, there is a touch of
remark, "Them two fellows are never fa, added assurance to Sam this year, he having
.ipait. You might even call them the Damon
been recently appointed district manager with
and Pythias oj the industry."
.upervision over the Washington, Pittsburgh
Hal Hode, assistant to Jack Cohn, arrived and Cincinnati branches. He spent a good
at the convention city accompanied by Mrs. lations.
part of yesterday in acknowledging congratuHode and their daughter Helen, but, as happened at the convention last year, it wasn t
The old Colonel, Sam Moscow, southern
long
before he
the had
pressure
of Hai's duties madt
him forget
a family.
district manager, showed up on the beach completely recovered from tlie effects of his re
Rube Jackter, assistant general sales mancent illness. The territory over which he exager and as much a part of Columbia as the
ercises control showed a remarkable increase
trade mark itself, made no bones about the in business during the last year and in itself
delight he felt over the fact that convention provided an example of what a winning pertime was at hand. He is another Columbian
sonality can do when coupled -with dynamic
who recently took up golf and his opinion salesmanship. Although a resident of Atlanta
of that game became apparent when he ex- for three years or more the old Colonel still
pressed himself as gratified that his pres- talks with the characteristic twang of a "downence at the convention made it unnecessary
for him to batter a helpless little white bah
over a vast green space.
H. "Duke" Duvall, New Orleans branch
Remembering the surprises staged by manager, announced himself as feeling perGeorge Brown, director of public relations, east er." fectly at home in Atlantic City. "Why
at the last two or three Columbia conventions, shouldn't I " he demanded to know. "It i
the managers and salesmen from the various just as hot here as it is down my way."
branches present are guessing at the presenF. Lynn Stocker, manager of the Oklahoma
tation he has in store for the opening meeting tomorrow morning. However, George, City branch, strongly resembles the average
as usual, is saying nothing, but he and his easterner's conception of a cowboy, except
crowd have been working hard and under that he dresses like ordinary folks. This imcover and guards have been posted at the
pression is carried even further because Lynn
door of the convention hall to keep curiosity talks less and listens more than even the
seekers out of the room until opening time most taciturn cattle nurse ever written about
tomorrow.
by any of the horse opera fictioneers.
"Dou you-all come from the south?" asked
Salesman Roy Haynes of Maurice Grad, director of sales promotion. "Ah do!" replied
Grad. "Ah comes from the south. South
Brooklyn, that's where 1-all got this olive
complexion."
Lou Goldberg and Ben Atwell, director of
exploitation and director of publicity, respectively, have done a notable job in making
Atlantic City Columbia-conscious. Huge banners were placed at the railroad station to
meet the eyes of those who got off the trains,
while others are spotted at strategic points
along the boardwalk. The newspapers here
are carrying stories of the event, All told,
it is a workmanship job done in a workmanship manner.
Lou Aster, one of the home office sales
directors, has gained more of a streamline
effect in comparison with the rotundity characteristic ofhim a year ago. When Tiny Rogovin, manager of the New Haven branch,
who tips the scale at close to 300 pounds,
wistfully inquired as to the system used by
Aster in stuffing off superfluous weight, he
found no consolation in the brisk comment
— "plenty of exercise and lots of hard work."

Contrary to general opinion, that ministerial
gentleman with the ascetic features, who surveyed everything that the boardwalk had to
show, is not a member of the cloth, but none
other than Jack Underwood, Dallas branch
manager. According to Underwood, living in
Texas and under the constant fear of the
windstorms characteristic of that neck of the
woods makes a fellow feel, as well as look,
solemn.
Tim O'Toole, the Boston manager, made <
bee-line rived.
forIt isHackney's
when in
dinner
time City
arthe only place
Atlantic
where
served. shark steak, beloved by Bostonians, is
Joe Miller, Buffalo branch manager, ha'
been strong for eastern conventions ever since
his experience at the hands of the practical
jokers among the Columbians out on th<
coast locked
some years
he was for
"arrested"
and
up inago,thewhen
hoosegow
several
hours, because of a fancied resemblance be
tween himself and another Joe Miller whom
the west coast police were seeking. Joe
showed up as peppy as ever, but a trifle
balder.

M

150 IN ATTENDANCE
AT COLUMBIA MEET
(Continued from Page

1)

tion will be devoted to the subject
cf liquidation of current season
product and the reasons for the company's greatly expanded production
budget. This will be followed by
several sessions at which the 193435 product will be outlined by Jack
Cohn, vice-president, and discussed
and the company's sales policies for
the new season made public. Publicity, advertising, exploitation and
sales promotion plans will then be
presented to the delegates and the
convention will wind up with special
conferences held by the individual
branches to discuss local problems
affecting each territory.
Jack Cohn will officially open the
meeting, which will feature, in addition to his address, speeches by A.
Montague,
general sales manager;
A. Schneider, treasurer, and William
Jaffe of the legal department. In
addition to those named, the home
office contingent present at the Atlantic City convention consists of:
Nate Spingold, George Brown, director of advertising, publicity and
exploitation; Rube Jackter, Jos. A.
McConville, Hal Hode, Lou Weinberg, Henri Brunet, J. Barbano,
Louis Astor, Hank Kaufman, Al
Seligman, Sam Liggett, Milton Hannock, Lou Goldberg, Ben Atwell, J.
W. MacFarland, Arnold Van Leer,
Sam Hacker, Chas. Roberts, Mort
Wormser, Bill Brennan, John Kane,
Milt Goodman and Maurice Grad,
several of whom will address the
gathering.
Present from the field will be the
following division managers, branch
managers and salesmen:
Albany — Branch manager, C. N. Johnston;
J. Bullwinkel, S. E. Feld, J. Rieff.
Atlanta — Southern division manager, S. M.
Moscow;
branch manager,
W. W. Anderson;
B. A. Wallace, V. T. Koch. S. T. Wilson, F.
J. Shepard, exploiteer, T. To.ldy.
Boston — Branch manager, T. F. O'Toole;
S. Simons, P. D. Fox, T. F. Jennings, R. J.
Murray, E. J. Anderson, J. L. Cronan, exploiteer, Fred Marshall.
Buffalo — Branch manager, Joe Miller; M.
Briskin, T. Donahue, G. H. Ferguson.
Charlotte — Branch manager, R. J. Ingram;
G. Roscoe, C. Alexander.
Cincinnati — Branch manager, A. S. Moritz;
C. R. Palmer, L. E. Davis, M. Spanagel, E.
C. Stewart..

Cleveland — Branch manager, H. C. Bissell;
G- J. Decker, S. E. Gerson, L. Zucker.
Dallas — Branch manager, J. B. Underwood;
W. S. Hurst, W. L. Penn, J. L. MeKinney.
G. Hartley, L. L. Savage.
Memphis — Branch manager, J. J. Rogers;
F. Curd, T. B. Haynes.
New Haven — Branch manager, I. H. Rogovin; B. J. Lourie.
New Orleans — Branch manager, H. Duvall
J. Winberry,
J. J. Fabacher.
New York — District manager, N. J. Cohn;
S. Trauner, Mr. Fraum, J. Sokoloff. S
Schussell, E. Schnitzer, I. Wormser, J. Beck
er,
J. Wenisch,
C. Penser.
Oklahoma City — Branch manager. F. I.
Stocker; C. A. Gibbs, S. E. Gibbs.
Philadelphia — Branch manager, H. E. Weiner, and Mrs. Weiner;
W. Bethell, M. Gilli:..,
D. Kor,son, S. Perfeweig, Mr. Wurtle.
man.
Pittsburgh — Branch manager, A. H. Levy;
H. Olshan, C. B. Kosco. S. Lubell, S. SugarWashington — Branch manager, S. A. ( lal
anty; O. D. Weeras, C. A. Wingfield, T. H.
Walsh,
Caplon.
CanadaB.— Branch
manager. L. Rosenfeld ; I). I
mick.
H. Coplan, P. C. Taylor, A. B. Cass, M. S
Bernstein, J. Leiberman, W. Elman, H. II;
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A TITTLE" from HOLLYWOOD

By RALPH WILK
RICHARD BOLESLAVSKY has
been given a new long term contract by M-G-M and will probably
next direct Greta Garbo in "The
Painted Veil."
J. Carrol Naish, Vincent Sherman,
Arthur Hohl and Eddy Chandler
have been added to cast of Columbia's "Girl in Danger," formerly
called "By Persons Unknown."

▼

T

T

Mary Loos, niece of Anita Loos,
will make her movie debut in M-GM's "Student Tour."

T

T

▼

Claudia Morgan, daughter of
Ralph Morgan and herself an actress, will be married to Robert
Shippee, explorer, on July 22.
Virginia Verrill, granddaughter
of B. C. Edwards, one of Hollywood's founders, has been signed by
M-G-M and will appear in the new
Robert Montgomery picture, "Hide
Out."
T
T
T
James Dunn is back from New
York, to start work at Metro in the
musical, "Have a Heart," with Jean
Parker. It is an original by David
Butler and B. G. DeSylva, with But-

Feminine Production Unit
"The Captive Bride," which Jesse L. Lasky will produce for Fox, not only was written
for the screen by a woman, Sonya Levien, but will also be directed by a member of
the fair sex, Dorothy Arzner.
will star Charles Boyer.

cast of the Fox film tentatively

July 1-3: Convention of Southeastern Theater Owners Association, The Ansley Hotel,
Atlanta.
regional sales meeting

at

July 7: First Annual Outing of the Executive
Offices of Mullen and Pinanski Theaters,
Mayflower Hotel, Plymouth,
Mass.
July 8-9: G. F. T. A. Independent Theaters'
Ass'n convention, Hotel Ansley, Atlanta,
Ga.
July 9-11: Second and final Columbia sales
convention,
Medinah
Club,
Chicago.
July 11: I.T.O.A. boat ride and outing to
Roton Point, Conn.
July 13: Meeting of creditors at office of
Special Master John E. Joyce to consider
Saenger
reorganization
plan.
July 18:

Annual outing of Boston motion picture post, American Legion, Recreation
Park, Riverside,
Auburndale,
Mass.
Aug. 1-20: Second Exhibition of Cinematography, Venice, Italy.

Aug. 22-24: Allied Theater Owners of New
Jersey convention, Atlantic City.
Sept. 16; North Dakota Allied meeting, Mandan, N. D.
Oct. 29: S.M.P.E. Fall Meeting, Hotel Pennsylvania. New York.

T

T

T

Bob Steele, who has completed his
called "Wanted," which already instarring role in "Demon for Troucludes Rosemary Ames, Victor Jory, men".
ble," for Supreme Pictures, will be
Russell Hardie and Pert Kelton in
starred in "Brand of Hate," the secits roster of players.
ond of a series of eight Steele Westerns being made by Supreme.
T
T
T
T
T
T
Si Jenks has been engaged to play
Ben Lyon has been signed by Masa role in the picture version of Irvin
cot for "Young and Beautiful." The
S. Cobb's "Judge Priest" stories, Hollywood Singers, group of 30
featuring Will Rogers. John Ford voices, also will appear in the picis now directing this film at Fox ture.
T
T
T
Movietone City.
Josephine Hutchinson is being
T
T
T
teamed by Warners with Dick Powell in "Gentlemen Are Born."
Dave Gould, RKO dance director, was initiated into the Little Women of Hollywood, a chorus girls'
organization. The initiation took
place at Gould's new Laurel Canyon
home, with the dance mentor finally
being thrown into his own swimming pool as part of the ceremony.
T

T

T

Simile — As hard to find as a
screen gambler, who does not sacrifice for his daughter.
T

T
Today: Golf field day and dinner of Variety
Club of Buffalo at Willowdale Country
Club.

Proud Princess," and

ler directing.
Una Merkel and Stu- Durand and Buster Phelps to play
art Erwin also are in the cast.
important roles in "Little Men",
Louisa M. Alcott's novel, which was
T
T
T
Will Stanton will appear in the a sequel to her book, "Little Wo-

T

T

Marigold Ball and Grace Rosenfield of M-G-M's home office publicity department are spending their
vacation in the film colony and are
registered at the Hollywood Plaaz
hotel.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

July 2-4: Columbia
Atlantic
City.

Picture is based on the play, "The

T

T

Mervyn LeRoy, who directed
"Gold Diggers of 1933," "Tugboat
Annie," "Hi-Nellie" and "I Am a
Fugitive from a Chain Gang," has
started the direction of "Gentlemen
Are Born," at Warner Bros.
T

Francis
writing the
Musketeers"
make, with
star.

T

T

Edwards Faragoh is
screen play for "Three
which RKO-Radio will
Francis Lederer as the

▼

T

T

Frankie Darro, Sidney Miller,
Mickey Rooney, Raymond Borzage
and Leon Holmes are among the
members of the Lawlor Professional
school, who are forming a little theater group. They plan to present
original plays and seek the work of
new writers.
Ken Goldsmith is negotiating
with Richard Bennett, Jule Hayden,
Jackie Searl, Beryl Mercer, Cora
Sue Collins, Frankie Darro, Davfd

"LOTS

Marian Marsh has been signed bj
Monogram for "Girl of the Limber
lost," cast of which is now completed. Louise Dresser, Eddie Na
gent, Henry Walthall, Helen Jerom<
Eddy, Betty Blythe, Barbara Bed
ford, Gigi Parrish, Robert Ellis anc
Tommy Bupp also are in it. Adeli
Comandini adapted the Gene Strat
ton Porter story and Christy Ca
banne will direct.
"The Case of the Howling Dog,'
the Erie Stanley Gardner mysterj
thriller now in production at th«
Warner studios, with Warren Wil
liam, Mary Astor and Helen Trenholme heading the cast, will probably be the first of a series of detective films based on stories bj
Gardner setting forth the adven^
tures of Perry Mason, sleuth extraordinary. "The Case of the Curious Bride" will be filmed later this
summer; then, it is probable, will
come "The Case of the Counterfeit
Eye," and the producing company
holds options on several others.
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lode Authority Won't Rule on Breach of Contract

'ASSIVE RETALIATION LAUNCHED AGAINST ZEALOTS
indiscriminate
St ars on Radi io
. . . bad for their film rep
f== By DON

CARLE

OTWITHSTANDING

GILLETTE

—

all the talk about

major companies taking steps to preijit their stars from
appearing
on the
io, the ether
programs
of this past
day contained the following coterie of
h names:

Miriam Hopkins, Herbert Marshall, Edld Everett Horton, Ginger Rogers, Joel
iCrea, Tom Brown, Will Rogers, Jimmy
! ante and a few others whose names
I not come readily to mind.
n one or two instances the appearance
I these personalities on the air was in
|i nature of a tieup with some exploitai value for their next pictures.
"or the most part, however, it reflects
i radio's need of names and talent, and
I determination
to get them
wherever
isible.

•

HE detriment of this practice to the
movie business, aside from keeping a
of theater patrons at home, lies chiefly
he injury to reputation that is suffered
so many stars as a result of the failure
their personalities to register over the
Wter seeing and hearing Margaret Sul,jn on the screen in "Only Yesterday,"
ost anyone would be impatient to see
again,
tearing her on the radio, however, ined no such unanimous desire — in fact,
iwas quite a letdown after having seen
i.

The same is true of a dozen other leadI actors and actresses who have taken a
Ig at the air.

•

l ADIO

gives no opportunity for genuine

' acting, and, while a few artists who
i adept at monologue can register satis;torily through the medium of sound
ine, the majority of finished actors do
imselves an injustice and are more apt
'hurt their following than to help it.
icreen talent is so valuable and boxice personalities are so hard to mainn even under ordinary circumstances
lit they should be jealously guarded and
iserved not squandered or jeopardized
' some

small

and

temporary

gain.

Penalizing

of Films

Columbia Exec Denounces
Blanket Indictment
for Sins of Few
By ARTHUR W. EDDY
Atlantic City- — Denunciation of
crusaders who are penalizing the entire film industry because of a few
objectionable pictures was voiced
by Jack Cohn, vice-president of Columbia, at the opening session of
the company's eastern sales convention at the Hotel Ritz-Carlton here.
Cohn said in part:
"It is (Continucd
a pity that
the entire
moon Pane
9)

Hit

by Jack

'Bondage' Holds at Music Hall
RKO's "Of Human Bondage" will be
held over a second week at the Radio
City

Music

Hall

starting

TEST SUITS PLANNED
BY NEW PHILLY UNIT

COLUMBIA OUTLINES
32 OF NEW LINEUP

on Page

9)

Against Block Booking

New Labor Board Setup
By President Roosevelt

Allied States Ass'n is reported
planning legislative moves in an
effort to eliminate compulsory block
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY booking. Both the Republican and
platforms for the comWashington — An impartial labor Democratic
ing fall election in Massachusetts
board of three members to investigate and mediate disputes during are expected to contain planks forthe remainder of the statutory life
Allied's
ton unitbidding
is thisinpractice.
back of the
plan. Bos{Continued
on Page 4)

Breach of Contract Complaints
Not Within Code Jurisdiction
Cleveland

Intake

Up 65%

Cleveland — Paid admissions in 80
Cuyahoga County theaters in the first
five months of 1934 amounted to $3,523,025, an increase of about 65 per
cent over the intake of $2,147,876 in
the corresponding period of 1933, according to figures compiled by the
Cleveland Trust Co. and being used as
the basis of newspaper ads under the
heading

of

"Business

Recovery

Trends."

Reform Organizations LosIndustry
ing
Cooperation of

Thursday.

Atlantic City — As one of the highlights of its planned program to
eradicate what it considers abuses,
the Independent Exhibitors Protective Association, new Philadelphia
unit, will institute a suit next September in an effort to prohibit distributor interference with double
features, President Ben Golder told
The Film Daily yesterday at the
Ritz-Carlton. It will seek to stop
Atlantic City — Identification of distributors
from inserting clauses
32 of the productions on Columbia's in their film contracts forbidding
{Continued on Page 4)
program for next season was outlined yesterday at the opening session of the company's three-day
eastern sales convention at the Ritz- Allied Plans New Moves
{Continued

Cohn

Cincinnati — What is regarded as
part of a ,possible national movement of passive retaliation against
the unfair and discriminatory methods of zealots in attacking all motion pictures is seen here in the decision of managers and employes of
distributing companies and theater
interests to attend no further meetings of churchmen or societies seeking to "purify" the movies. At least
one major company is known to
have issued definite instructions to
this effect to its employes, and the
same word has been quietly passed
along throughout
film row.
A movie spokesman, pointing to
{Continued

on Page

4)

BARROW FOR CHANGE
IN CODE AUTHORITIES
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — That the present
method of setting up code authorities "is sadly defective and that the
cost of administration is, in many
cases, expensive and sometimes heavily burdensome to the smaller interests", is among the conclusions
in the third and final report of the
{Continued

on

Page

8)

Six Dick Talmadge Films
Planned by Hoyt & Hirsch

Hoyt & Hirsch Productions plan
to make six action features starring
Richard Talmadge for which Fred
Thomson will handle world distribution. First is slated to go in work
The Code Authority considers next week on the coast, with delivery on Sept. 15.
breach-of -contract complaints as beyond its jurisdiction as defined by
the code, it is indicated in an apFirst New House in 5 Years
peals decision among four announced yesterday. The opinion is
New Philadelphia, 0. — First new theater construction reported in this area
rendered in connection with the apwithin the past five years will be a
peal of the United Artists Seattle
house on East High St. in this city.
Paramount Theaters,
Inc., will build it.
branch from a decision of the Portland grievance board in a complaint
{Continued

on Page

4)
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Atlantic City — Sam, Galanty,
Hollywood — George W. Stout, Washington branch manager for
vice-president of Romance Pictures, Columbia, has been promoted to district manager with territory includand Ben S. Cohen, general sales
ing Washington, Cincinnati and
manager, are en route to New York
to close deals on important new Pittsburgh. This is a new post.
product and to attend the premieres Fred Curd, Memphis shipping clerk,
been made a salesman out of
in several large Eastern houses of has
that branch.
"Young Eagles", Romance's Boy
Scout serial that is now being booked throughout the country.
Hummell Handling Film
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

New 3-Day Attendance
Established at the Roxy

Financed by Coast Bank

d G

RICHARD DIX and his bride sail from N<
York coast.
on Friday aboard the Santa Lucia for tl
west
EDWARD
on

STRAUSS

CLIFF BOYD,
vacation
in

leaves

today for Chica^

RKO manager
the east.

in Cincinnati, i

WALTER WANGER arrives in New York todi
from abroad on the lie de France, which I
brings in ALFRED LUNT, LYNNE FONTANK
CHARLES COCHRAN and JOSEPH C. BERNARi

ARNO has arrived at the Hotel W<!
Howard S. Hummell has been wickPETER
from
the coast.
designated by the Pacific Bank of
GENEVIEVE TOBIN leaves New York tomd
A new three-day attendance rec- Los Angeles to arrange national re- row for the coast to resume work at the Wa;
ord for this year at the Roxy was
lease for "Greatest Thing in Life," ner studios.
starring Clive Brook and
established over the week-end, when feature
CASEY ROBINSON sailed from California li
more than 56,000 bought tickets for Diana Wynyard and directed by week for New York in company with CHARL
Howard
Hawks.
Story
is
an
origR. ROGERS and VAL PAUL. Robinson is j
route
to France.
"Baby, Take a Bow", starring Shirinal by Bess Meredith and the bank
ley Temple.
financed the production.
GEORGE
W. STOUT
and BEN
S. COHEN
The Roxy's scale of prices for
Romance
Pictures,
producers
of
the
serii
the July 4 holiday will not be in"Young
Eagles,"
arrive
in
New
York
this we
from
Hollywood.
creased, Howard S. Cullman stated
Code
Auth'y
Recess
Today
yesterday.
BENNIE BERGER, nortrwest exhibitor. J
No committee meetings or hearrived in New York yesterday from Atlan
ings will be held today at the Code City
en route to Chicago.
Authority.
A
meeting
of
an
appeal
J. P. Kennedy in Capital
headed by either SidFor Stock Exchange Post committee,
ney R. Kent of W. C. Michel, will
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY be held Thursday with four appeals
Washington — Joseph P. Kennedy, scheduled to be heard. The case of
newly appointed chairman of the Leon Rosenblatt vs. David WeinBOOK
THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
Federal Securities and Exchange stock regarding lease interference
Commission, has arrived to take up of the Orpheum, Jersey City, was
his duties. Kennedy says he has heard yesterday by an appeal committee headed by Major L. E.
given up all other interests for the
Convention of Southeastern Tl
next five years and will make his Thompson. The case was certified Today:
ater Owners Association, The Ansley Hot
headquarters here.
Atlanta.
to the Code Authority by the Jersey City grievance board.
City.
July Atlantic
2-4: Columbia
regional sales meeting
RKO Center to Prepare for Legit
M. H. Aylesworth formally an- Casey Robinson on Trip to France July 7: First Annual Outing of the Execut
nounced yesterday that the RKO West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Offices of Mullen and Pinanski Theati
Center will close Sunday night and
Mayflower Hotel, Plymouth. Mass.
Hollywood — Casey Robinson,
Paramount
scenarist
who
sailed
last
reopen Sept. 17 under the direction
Ga.
8-9: G. F. T. A Independent Theat
of Max Gordon. During the ten week for New York with Charles R. July Ass'n
convention, Hotel Ansley, Atlai
weeks that the house will be dark, Rogers and Val Paul, production
rehearsals for the first Gordon pro- manager for Rogers, is bound for July 9-11: Second and final Columbia s,
convention,
Medinah
Club,
Chicago.
France, where he will confer with
be carriedduction,
on."Waltzes in Vienna," will Renee Barteux on an original story July 11: I.T.O.A. boat ride and outing
Roton Point, Conn.
being written by the latter for RogE. M. Loew Leases House
ers. While en route to New York July 13: Meeting of creditors at office
Special Master John E. Joyce to consji
Beverly, Mass. — Current reports Robinson will work on "McFadden's
Saenger
reorganization
plan.
to the contrary, the Ware Theater Flats". He plans to return here
about
Sept.
1.
July
18: Annual outing of Boston motion i
has been acquired by the E. M.
ture post, American Legion, Recre.
Loew circuit only on a one-year
Park,
Riverside,
Auburndale,
Mass.
New Garbo Film Starts
lease and not by purchase. House
1-20: Second Exhibition of Cinem>
will be operated for the circuit by West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY Aug.graphy,
Venice,
Italy.
Manager Thomas Woodbury and the
22-24: Allied Theater Owners of N
— "Thepicture,
Painted
Ramsdell Brothers, lessees for the newHollywood
Greta Garbo
wentVeil,"
into Aug. Jersey
convention, Atlantic City.
past decade, until September, when production yesterday at M-G-M. Sept. 16; North Dakota Allied meeting, M
E. M. Loew will be back from Herbert Marshall plays opposite
dan, N. D.
France and Switzerland.
her, with Richard Boleslavsky di- Oct. 29: S.M.P.E. Fall Meeting, Hotel Pe
recting. Story is an adaptation of
sylvania.
New
York.
W. A. Ryan Joins Gaumont-British Somerset Maugham's novel.
W. A. Ryan, former manager for
Fox in Albany, has been appointed
by
by Arthur Lee as special representative for Gaumont-British in the upper New York territory.
Announces

Ken

Buster West Signed by Educational
Al Christie has signed Buster
West for the starring role in the
new comedy which Christie is producing for Educational. Tom Patricola will be featured with West.
Gaumont-British
Moves Offices
Offices of Gaumont-British moved
yesterday from 226 West 42nd St.
to 1600 Broadway.

Goldsmith

'Little
LOUISA

Men9
M. ALCOTT

IX PREPARATION

*2 WORDS FOR A $2 SMASH
as New

York critics cheer the

first hit of the new

season!

Film Daily: "Will give any fan his money's worth, even at roadshow
wide

appeal.

Ranges

from

languorous

smoothness

in the

love

scenes

prices.
to

Invested with

rapid-fire

action."

N.Y. American: "A notable addition to cinema's best ... an important event in the annals of
motion picture history.
A deeply stirring tale. Madeleine Carroll's is a deeply stirring performance." N.Y. Daily News: "A lavish production, made on a grand scale with beautiful sets
and fine photographic effects." N.Y. Daily Mirror: "Massive and spectacular film . . . magnificent drama . . . stirring and impressive love story . . . told with clarity and brilliance.
Madeleine

Carroll

gives another sensitive and fine performance." N.Y. Evening Journal:

"Lovely, talented Madeleine

Carroll

makes

her American

screen debut an

effective one. Filmed on a lavish scale."
N.Y. World-Telegram: "Splendidly done
film. One of the most lavish and well-acted of the chronicle films... a sterling
and sympathetic exhibit. ..poignant and realistic." N.Y. Sun: "An ambitious
undertaking . . . has plenty to offer as entertainment.
Its presence at the Criterion
augurs well for the new season. Hollywood

has produced another epic."

MADELEINE CARROLL
FRANCHOT TONE
Produced by Winfield Sheehan
Directed by John Ford

Two-a-day

CRITERION
THEATRE
City

(&

New

York

Story and screen play by Reginald Berkeley

"ITS

PRESENCE

AUGURS

AT THE

CRITERION

SEASON"
WELL FOR THE NEW — New
York Sun

-<

^
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G. A. WILL NOT RULE
ON CONTRACT BREACH
(.Continued

from

Page

1)

brought against A. L. Adams, operator of the Palace, Silverton, Ore
The Authority refuses to determine
complaints of this nature.
In another decision the Authority
ruled that a local grievance board
upon complaint of a distributor cannot direct an exhibitor to furnish
preferred playing time for a percentage picture. The opinion reads
in part:
"In our opinion the power of a local grievance board under the provisions quoted is
lirrrted to relieving an exhibitor from the
obligation to play a motion picture designated
by a distributor under a contract for a particular day or days or the week; and that
the local grievance board has otherwise no
power and that the parties are otherwise left
to their legal remedies."
The case dismissed involved a complaint of
M-G-M against L. L. Drake of the Ansonia,
Wadesboro. N. C, heard by the Charlotte
grievance board.
The Authority unanimously affirms determination ofthe Des Moines grievance board
in dismissing the complaint instituted by J.
M. Anderson, Princess Theater, Boone, la.
against Central States Theaters Corp., opei
ator of the Rialto in that town, charging at
tempt to deprive the complainant of product
In the case of Louis Linker, Criterion The
ater, Bridgeton, N. J., vs. Stanley Theater
same city, in which Stanley appealed from a
Philadelphia grievance board determination
that it release 17 features to the Criterion,
the determination of the Philadelphia board
is modified to include the finding that the
respondent has not adopted an unfairly competing operating policy of unnecessary and
too frequent changes of pictures, and to include in place of the direction made by
the Philadelphia board the direction that
Stanley forthwith make its selection under
its selective contracts with distributors of
the minimum number of pictures which it
is obliged to play under such agreements,
and thereby release the remainder to the Criterion for negotiation.

Exchanges Will Serve
New Cleve. Dual Houses
Cleveland — National exchanges
having no affiliated theaters are reported as willing to serve houses
playing double features in this area
in spite of the single feature agreement scheduled to go in effect July
8. A 100 per cent shutout of duals
will not be possible due to several
houses, which were closed at the
time the agreement was signed, reopening now with the intention of
playing double bills. The Temple,
operated by Victor Wolcott, is the
first of these, with others to follow.
Independent exchanges are serving
the Temple.

BIG

m

-^i \

NEWS
AS
SEEN
BY
THE PRESS
AGENT

J
1
\

n

"Evelyn
Venable
takes a long walk
pairs
every
day, yet wears
oi t fewer
of shoes than any actrcs
at the Paramount studio."
-PARAMOUNT.

PHIL M. DALY
•

• • ADVICES FROM Hollywood
via Muriel Hannah the well known portrait painter of movie celebs
who raves over a two-reel color short . . made for RKO Radio
the credit for the color composition going to Robert Edmund Jones
the short subject is called "Cucaracha"
with a Mexican background
Muriel sez
"Truly beautiful a living painting
a new technique in this color
process
more range
more depth
gives a marvellous third-dimensional quality
out here they are talking of it as the best twp-reeler ever produced
and some
say it marks the end of black-and-white pictures, even as the
first talker spelt the doom of the silents"
so there you are
take it for what it's worth
coming from an artist
and art critic who ought to know
•
•
• SHIP NEWS
of some film folks
on the He
de France at Sea
Carl Laemmle, Joe Schenck, the Sam
Woods, Dave Bader, Joe Weil, Jack Ross, Stephen Pallos, the
Maury Silverstones, the Thornton Freelands, Berney Sobel
made this ocean palace look like Hollywood Boulevard, Broadway and Piccadilly Circus during the run
Joe Schenck
took the first auction pool with half a grand in the pot when
the boat did 546 miles the second day
and Joe is just on
a vacation!
what does the guy do when he attends to
business?

•
•
• A FORMER film alumnus Frank Crossin
now with the Credit Men's Association of New York
showed up with the National Screen contingent at the Empey
luncheon for Max Baer
and Frank poured drinks for the
crowd
Nathan D. Golden, head of the M. P. Section of the
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce
has just been
elected Department Commander of the District of Columbia
Dcp't No. 1 of the Veterans of Foreign Wars
•
•
• DESIGNED FOR the American market
Gaumont-British has issued a book announcing The Select Twelve
they comprise a diversified program of dramas, comedies,
musicals and mystery plays
featuring names of players
who are internationally known
Jay Blaufox is handling
the press dep't of the Theater of the Air
a modern show
idea combining Radio, the Stage and Screen

•
•
• OPENING
TONITE
Richard Barthelmess'
"Midnight Alibi" from the First Nash stude premiering
at the Strand Dick will be there in person
here is
the latest of the Damon Runyon stories
the gent who is
Cleaning Up
they tell us Damon is selling all his old
manuscripts that he has had stored away for years
and
he has just started on the first trunkload

•
•
• WILL THE following folks in Hollywood please
be so kind as to return play scripts belonging to author Sam
Warshawsky
Sam sez he's darn tired of payin' typewriter
bills for new scripts because folks don't return the old ones
Lionel Barrymore, Bela Lugosi, Ethel Barrymore, Lowell
Sherman, Howard Hughes are some of the folks who wanted to
read Sam's plays
of course if they want to produce 'em
it's okay with him
otherwise will they give the
guy a break and let him have some action?
we once
wrote a play, so we know exactly how he feels

«

«

«

»

»

»
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PASSIVE RETALIATION
LAUNCHED IN FILM WAP
(Continued from Page

1)

the cooperation always extended bj
the film industry to churches, welfare organizations and civic groups
declares that the withholding of this
cooperation in future will prove s
bigger loss to the churches and socj
ieties than any damage they can
cause the movies by blacklisting
films. Citing the recent statement
of Roger W. Babson, noted statistician, before the general council
of the Congregational and Christiar
Churches, in Oberlin, 0., to the ef
feet that church attendance hac
dropped as much as 70 per cen
since 1930, he said the influence ot
the church crusade would be fail
less than expected by these zealotsl

New Labor Board Setup
By (Continued
President
Roosevell
from Page 1)
of the NRA is created in an execui
tive order
signed
by
Presiden
Roosevelt before sailing on his va
cation.
Members of the board an!
Lloyd Garrison of Wisconsin, chair
man; Henry
Alvin Millis of Illif
nois and Edwin S. Smith of Massaj
husetts.
By this move, labor man
ters are taken out of the hands of
the NRA and General Johnson anl
transferred
entirely
to the ne^i
board, which will work in conjunc i
tion with the Labor
Department]
The present National Labor Boaril
is terminated July 9.

Test Suits Planned
By New Philly Unii
(Continued from Page 1)
playing of their features on th
same bill with another feature.
A legal attack on block bookin
is also planned by the association
Golder stated, with the action to t
instituted under the Sherman an
trust laws.
The suit will char;
that distributors are acting in coll
sion in carrying out this policy, sa:3
the former Congressman.
The assji
ciation also plans to study the co«
with object of seeking redress i!
connection with provisions it co^
siders unfair from the standpoint cj
the independent
exhibitor.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS
Of 5,743 reels of EngNsh dialogue
films imported by Japan last year, 98
per cent were of American origin.

■

Every Exhibitor

Will Want To Know About

All Of The Product
Features—Shorts— News Reels

Of All Companies
As Now Planned For Release

For The Coming Year
Conveniently Catalogued

For Quick Reference

And But One Of Many Features
In The Coming— 1934— Film Daily
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Distributions This Month

COLUMBIA*

FIRST

One Night of Love with
jrace Moore in glorious
oice is one of the most

"Miss Moore's perform-

harming and certainly the-

the whole picture a delight-

ance utterly charming and

nost intelligent musical pic-

ful entertainment."

Lire to come out ofHolly-

Mary Pick ford

ood.'

"This is one for you! It i
an evening
for theDougherty
Gods!"
— Kathryn
Photoplay Magazine
"Grace Moore sings exquisitely and brings something
f new into pictures

Liberty Maga^jne

Silver Screen |
/\

^1

Z
Dear Grace
. . . You com-

"To Columbia's hit roster, showmen may now add One Night of

pletely won your audience

Love. After key city notices this
star may find herself a rage, both

a..

with your warmth and charm
and thrilled us with your glo-

as star and singer. . . A credit to

rious voice."

the industry.'
Motion Picture Daily

Jitdt a few of the Acwed of
have twiw4 pointing in*
TULLIO

CARMINATI
MONA

LYLE
BARRIE

caJjiteclea.

OR

vti

SCHERT

TALBOT

Norma Shearer

•OR /9J4-/935 CLICKS
''This marks a thrilling new

"Grace Moore's voice creat

epoch in sound pictures."

the strongest audience reacti

Movie Mirn

"Miss Moore

"Thrilling, trilling, de luxe!
Grace Moore sings her way

is one o

into your heart." Modern Screen

most radiant personalitic
Ruth Chatt

"Grace Moore's exquisite
voice and charming personal-

k

ever seen by this reviewer."
— Gene Chrism,
Fawcett Publicath

M

ity make this picture enchanting. Iwas thrilledGloria
withSwan
it."
*
son
"Great entertainment. Grace
Moore's performance mag-'
nifique."

?

"One Night of Love should be

Maurice Chevalier

a smash hit. Preview audience

"The whole thing is the
sort of ideal entertainment-

reaction definitely stamps it a

one yearns for."
Herbert Marshal

box-office natural. A triumph
for Grace Moore and a credit to
the Columbia organization."
Box-Office Associated Publications]

ollvwood ihunders its praises!
Watch the next announcement/
^tcuj /y DOROTHY SPEARE
uhJ. CHARLES BEAHAN
c^cteen

pltiif Pit

S. K. LAUREN

"OLUMBIA

IRNA

LOY

and

others - COLUMBIA

MARCHES

P1CTU"

ON!

THE

•<Mm
DAILY

NEWS of the DAY

« « REVIEWS
Bert Wheeler and

"COCKEYED
Randolph, Mass. — Stetson Hall
here was closed June 30 by E. J.
Brady.
West Sullivan, Me.— The Alhambra has been reopened by P. D
Murch.
Harrisville, R. I.— Assembly Hall
has been opened for the showing of
movies by the Burrilville Town
Building Board of Administration.
Springfield, Mass. — The Fox-Nelson Theater has been closed by
Arthur Theater Corp.
Cincinnati — Strand
double features for the
instituted a new price
15-25 with second run

has dropped
summer and
policy of 10pictures.

Darrow Urges Change
In Code Authorities
(Continued from Page 1)

National Recovery Board submitted
by Clarence Darrow to President
Roosevelt . and made public yesterday. Only the "conclusions" were
given out and these contained no
mention of the film industry specifically, although it is understood
that the full report did renew some
of its earlier charges.
Continuing with regard to code
authorities, the Darrow conclusions
state:
"Our candid and unbiased belief
is that every member of an industry subject to the provisions of a
code should be guaranteed a voice
in the selection of the governing
body known as the code authority.
"We are concerned, further, that
all administrative members of the
code authority should be selected
with an eye single to their fitness
and qualifications for the duties to
be assumed; they should be entitled to vote upon all questions;
they should be paid out of government funds."
St. Louis Hearing July 5
St. Louis — Federal Judge Charles
B. Davis has set July 5 as the date
for hearing on the approval of the
foreclosure sale of the Ambassador,
Grand Central and Missouri theaters to the Bondholders Protective
Committee. Warner interests have
petitioned to block the sale.

SHOWMAN'S

REMINDER
An umbrella rental service
thing for rainy days.

is a good

of the NEW

Robert Woolsey

in

CAVALIERS"

with Thelma Todd and Dorothy Lee
RKO Radio
72 mins.
TYPICAL WHEELER-WOOLSEY COMEDY DONE IN COSTUME AND WELL
SUPPLIED WITH LAUGHS AND ACTION
For the Wheeler and Woolsey fans this
production not only contains the usual
quota
of out
laugh-provoking
nonsense,
it's
a little
of the usual
run by but
reason
of being a costume affair. In addition,
the comedy holds close to the clean
variety. Story is set in a medieval town,
where Bert and Bob are lodged in the
pillory because of Bert's penchant for taking things that don't belong to him.
Through the intervention of Dorothy Lee,
disguised as a boy and running away because the Duke has demanded her hand
in exchange for a debt he holds against
her father, the boys gain their freedom
and the three of them go roaming together. Subsequently the boys impersonate
the King's doctors sent to attend the ailing Duke, and there is a lot more horseplay until Bert accidentally captures a wild
boar that has been terrorizing the village
and thereby wins a reward that enables
him to take Dorothy from the Duke.
Woolsey has a good foil in Thelma Todd,
the romantically inclined wife of a hunting baron, Noah Beery. A few musical
numbers add to the enjoyment.
Cast: Bert Wheeler, Robert Woolsey,
Dorothy Lee, Noah Beery, Robert Greig.
Director, Mark Sandnch; Authors, Edward Kaufman, Ben Holmes; Additional
Dialogue, Grant Garrett, Ralph Spence;
Cameraman, David Abel; Music and Lyrics,
Will Jason, Val Burton; Recording Engineer,
P. J. Faulkner; Editor, Jack Kitchin.
Direction, Lively.

Photography, A-l.

Withdraw Hitler Picture
Following German Protest
Buffalo — Protests by the German
consul, Alphonse Karl, and Herman
Schmidt, Buffalo importer, for a
German-American united front
caused summary withdrawal from
Theater of the Corthe Hollywood
nelius Vanderbilt-Jewel Productions
Reign of Terror."
"Hitler's
picture,
V.
Spencer
Balser, manager of
house, unit of Basil Brothers circuit, said Jewel had leased the house
for the run. A. Leonze was in
charge for Jewel.
Mrs. Daniel K. Stucki and Mrs.
Katherine Siegrist, representing the
state censorship board, said the picture never had been licensed. Suit
now is pending in Supreme Court
to determine whether it is subject
to censorship. Leonze said withdrawal was temporary and that the
picture will be shown here later.
Additional Para. Claims

e by the court of petiAcceptanc
tions requesting reorganization of
Paramount under the new bankruptcy law has opened the gates to
filing of additional claims against
the company, it is understood. Unstatus
s previous
der the company'
not
if they had
were void
all claims
been filed by Sept. 13, 1933.
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FEATURES

"THE CRIME
with

» »

OF HELEN

Ralph

Bellamy, Shirley Grey,
Gail Patrick.
STANLEY"
Columbia
61 mins.
RAMBLING MURDER MYSTERY WITH
MILDLY IMPRESSIVE SITUATIONS IN
MOVIE STUDIO.
This one goes a bit too far in having
the finger of suspicion pointed at practically everyone in the story. Action is
for the most part taken up with alibis as
Ralph Bellamy, as a police inspector, endeavors to unravel the mysterious killing
of a famous movie star. She is shot down
in the midst of a dance number while
the cameras are grinding and the set is
fiiled with actors, extras and the studio

SHORT SHOTS from
EASTERN STUDIOS
By CHAS. ALICOATE

plan to use more
in its
(CONSISTENT
withexteriors
Educational's
comedies, Al Christie
took
his company out on location yesterday to
Casino Park, Flushing, L. I., where
considerable shooting will be done
on the "fleet" comedy tentatively
titled "Sailors Ashore." With the
sanction of the U. S. Navy, Christie took many shots of the fleet during its stay in New York recently.
These authentic shots will provide
the background for the comedy featuring Tom Patricola and revolving
around the fleet's stay in New York.

•

staff. The star's past enters the story
and the unraveling centers around the discovery of a diary that the unfortunate
woman kept daily. It is through the finding of the diary that Bellamy is able to
track down the killer. Entire action takes
place behind the scenes of a movie studio.
Toward the finish the film works up a
fair share of suspense, but alibis and
grillings take up most of the footage
throughout.
Cast: Ralph Bellamy, Shirley Grey, Gail
Patrick, Kane Richmond, Bradley Page,
Vincent Sherman, Clifford Jones, Arthur
Rankin, Lucien Prival, Ward Bond, Helen

Screen Attractions Corp., of which
M. Kleinerman is president, has
completed the first of a series of 12
one-reel musicals to be made at Irv
ington.

Eby-Rock.
Director, D. Ross Lederman; Author,
Charles R. Condon; Screen Play, Harold
Day.
Shumate; Editor, Otto Meyer; Cameraman,
Al Seigler; Recording Engineer, Lambert

Production on "Woman in the
Dark", the first of the series of features to be made by Select Productions, is expected to be completed
today at the Biograph studio. Fay
Wray, Ralph Bellamy, Roscoe Atce,
Nell the
O'Day
head
cast. and Melvyn Douglas

Direction,

fair.

Photography, good.

John Wayne

in

"THE STAR PACKER"
Monogram
60 mins.
OLD FASHIONED WESTERN WILL
PLEASE THE FANS WITH PLENTY OF
SHOOTING AND
TOUGH
FIGHTS.
This western goes in for the rough stuff
in large gobs, and manages to keep the
excitement going. John Wayne rides in
to town and saves a coach from being
held up by a band that is terrorizing the
ranchers by committing all sorts of depredations. They are headed by a mysterious outlaw known as "The Shadow"
whc. gives his instructions to his gang
from behind a screen in a wall. Wayne
has himself appointed sheriff after the
former officer is killed by the gang. With
the help of his pal, an Indian guide, he
adopts some original tactics to get a line
on the gang leader and the hideout in
the hills. The finish is a hot fight sequence as the gang leader decides to make
a cleanup and rob the bank in town by

•

Charles Gibson Whitehead, associate producer of Colored Photography Pictures, Irvington, N. Y., is
the father of a nine pound girl, and
not a grandfather, as previously reported. The daughter has been
tello.
named Dolores after Dolores Cos-

•

Showcraft Forms Script Comm.
Showcraft Pictures, which plans
to deliver on Sept. 1 two features
of a schedule of 12 to be made on
the coast, has formed a committeeto pass on all scripts. It consists:
of Phil Meyer, metropolitan franchise holder; Century Film Exchange, Boston franchise holder
Security Pictures Corp., Chicagi
franchise holder, Harry Bergen o:
Bergen & Co., bankers for the comK. Ellis, attorney; anc^
Norton pany,V.EmilRitchey.

?

Dan Hart Joins Lab
DanFilm
HartLaboratory,
has becomeInc.,
associated'
with
as outside salesman.

SUNSHIN€

riding in boldly with his outfit and a machine gun in a covered wagon, Wayne
gets all the ranchers together, appoints
them deputy U. S. marshals, as he has
been sent direct from Washington, and
cleans up the gang in a running fight that
packs a punch.
Cast: John Wayne, Verna Hillie, George
Hayes, Yakima Canutt, Earl Dwire, Ed
Parker, George Cleveland, Tom Lingham.
Arthur Ortega, Davie Aldrich.
Director, R. N. Bradbury; Author, same;
Screenplay, same.
Direction, fast

Photography,

good.

Music Hall, Capitol, Paramount and
Roxy did more business jointly over
the week-end than the four houses
time.
have done in any week-end in some

THE

•£8£!k
DAILV
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COLUMBIA OUTLINES
32 OF NEW LINEUP
(Continued from Page 1)

Carlton Hotel. The complete lineup,
Counting in eight westerns, will
|;otal 48, and the eight features not
[yet designated will be selected from
material to conform with the changing trends and public tastes as the
,eason goes along,
j Productions already set are:
"Broadway Bill," Frank Capra production
'dapted by Robert Riskin from Mark HellingWr*i short story, "Strictly Confidential", featuring Warner Baxter, Myrna Loy, Raymond
[iValburn, Lynn Overman, Clarence Muse,
Sterling Holloway.
\ Another
Frank Capra Production,
not yet
titled.
I "One
Night of Love," introducing
Grace
[Hoore; based on the stage play by Dorothy
peare and Charles Beahan; directed by Vic,r Schertzinger.
"Feather in Her Hat," by I. A. R. Wylie.
An
Edward
G. Robinson-Howard
Hawks
reduction.
"Party Wire," from the current book by
3ruce Manning.
A Claudette Colbert Production.
"Maid of Honor," from the book and
'Cosmopolitan" Magazine story by Katharne Brush.
"Carnival," a dramatic romance by Robert
{iskin.
'The Girl Friend," a musical extravaganza
Herbert Fields, Richard Rodgers and
Lorenz Hart; featuring Jack Haley, Lupe
^elez; story directed by Russell Mack. A
William Rowland production.
i One Jack Holt- Edmund
Lowe
production
"Lady Beware," comedy with cast headed
iy a well known
woman
star.
"Black Room Mystery," starring Boris
Xarloff.
"Sure Fire," from the play by Ralph Murihy; starring Gene Raymond and Ann Soth:rn.
"Mills of the Gods," drama of industrial
America by Melville Baker and Jack Kirk
and.
"Depths Below," starring Jack Holt.
Two additional Jack Holt productions.
"Breakfast
ror Two," a honeymoon
farce.
"E;ght Bells," the stage drama of the sea
iy Percy
G. Mandley.
"Once a Gentleman," from the story by
Bradley King.
"That's Gratitude," the stage comedy sue
:ess by Frank
Craven.
"Spring 3100," a romantic melodrama from
he stage success by Argyll Campbell.
"Man Proof," comedy drama of modern
life.
i "Murder Island," from the story by Leand Jamieson.
j "Mistaken Identity," drama of a girl who
jived another woman's
life.
"White Lies," modern romance of a girl
[vho lived her life on the front pages of tht
country's newspapers.
, "Lady of New York," the dramatic story
>f a beautiful, sophisticated girl.
"Private Property," drama of a girl enmeshed in a net of whispers and intrigue.
''Unknown Woman," drama of a girl y/hose
bewildering conquests baffled those who knew
ier best.
"$25 An Hour," Gladys Unger and Leyla
(leorgi's romantic stage comedy.
i "I Confess," story of a woman who bared
iiei* heart to the w-orld.
In addition to these 32 productions, there
will be eight other pictures with subject'
Selected during the course of the season and
designed to meet changing trends in pub!ic taste.
The Tim McCoy features will be eight in
lumber.

SHORTS

LINEUP

In the way of shorts Columbia will offer
he following:
I 26 two-reel comedies featuring an aggregation of comedians which includes Harry
Langdon, Andy Clyde, Leon Errol and Walter
Catlett. The casts will be augmented by
musical comedy headliners, popular stage
comedians, outstanding radio personalities and
famous
Hollywood
names.
■Mintz;
"Colora Rhapsodies,"
Charles
new animatedproduced
cartoon by
in brilliant
i:olor which will introduce an amusing group
|)f new characters to the screen.
"Krazy
Kat Kartoons," produced by
Charles
Mintz.
"Scrappy."
naries Mintz.animated cartoons, produced bi-

PENALIZING ALL FILMS
RAPPED BY JACK GOHN

Columbia Convention Chatter
By ARTHUR
ATLANTIC CITY— Abe Montague, Joe
McConville and Rube Jackter landed in
A. C. with plenty of trouble all around 'em.
First their baggage went astray. And then
the second unblessed event occurred when
they checked into the wrong hotel, i.e., the
Traymore.
George amiBrown,
impresario
publicity
advertising,
worked of
Lou Columbia'
Goldberg- s
Ben Atwcll. Arnold Van Leer and himself
so hard in getting things set for the convention's opening that they dubbed him "slave
driver."
But they smiled when they said it.
Jack McKeon dropped into the Ritz over
the week-end to visit with Ben Colder of
Philly and other friends.
Eddie

Schnitzer

won

convention

honor

W. EDDY
nurse
beach.

maid

to

little

tots

playing

along

the

A. C. over the week-end looked like Broadway. Getting mixed up with the ocean were
David Bernstein, Nick Kenny, Gus Edwards,
Lee Shubert, Dave Frankl.n, et al. Plus Bennie Berger from the wilds of Detroit.
Ceoige Brozvn and his staff were handed
plenty of compliments for their decorating
job on the convention hall. Sales talk "hooey"
s absent from the displays, which include pictures of Columbia personalities and other
facts. Decorative scheme is black, silver and
Lee Shubert was on the trail of Columbia
white.
execs peddling clean plays, which, he claimed,
are now in style owing to the church campaign against so-called immoral
pictures.

Theater of the Air
Mae West's New Picture
Also to Show Shorts
Not Banned in Ohio
Newsreels and short subjects, in
addition to radio programs, will be
features of the shows at the Theater of the Air, formerly the Casino, which opens under its new policy in mid-August. Arrangements
have been completed with WOR,
WMCA, WINS and WNEW whereby these stations will utilize the
theater for sponsored and sustaining programs daily.
Rathner Handling Principal
Harry Rathner, former branch
manager for Principal Distributing
Corp. and who has recently opened
his own office in the RKO Bldg., Radio City, is acting as eastern representative for Principal, which has
given up its local offices. He will
also handle other product.
New Theater for Manila
Manila, P. I. — Eastern Theatrical
Co., Inc., plans to build a local theater costing about $500,000. House
will seat 1,100 and is expected to
open by Dec. 1. The firm is financed
entirely by Filipinos and now operates the Metropolitan and Fox
theaters here.
Alliance House on Part Time
Alliance, O.— The Columbia Theater, which closed June 1, will reopen July 5 with stage attractions
and first-run films, playing the last
half of each week. House will be
closed the first half until Sept. 1,
when it resumes full time. Ray
Wallace, manager, also operates the
Morrison and Strand.
Finish Fairbanks Film
London — Camera work has been
finished on "Private Life of Don
Juan", in which London Films is
starring Douglas Fairbanks for
United Artists release. Editing of
the picture is now in progress.
"Laughing with Medbury," humorized
iravelogues produced by Walter Futter with
John P. Medbury
dialogue.
"Life's Last Laughs," produced by C. S.
Clancy, a new idea in screen comedy entertainment.
"Spice of Life." produced by Mentone
Productions, world's humor selected from
the "Literary Digest" and edited and brought
to the screen in a series of shorts.
"World of Sport," up-to-the-minute and
authentic series of sport reels.
"Screen Snapshots," Columbia's fan magazine of the screen, handled by Harriet Par-

Recently published reports that
Mae West's latest picture has been
banned by the Censor Board of Ohio
were flatly denied today by Dr. B.
O. Skinner, head of the Ohio censor
board, in a wire to John Hammell
of Paramount. Dr. Skinner also emphasized that Paramount had never
presented the picture for previewing by the Ohio Board. His telegram follows:
"Mae West's picture was never
presented to the Censor Board of
Ohio. Anyone who stated he got information from this office that it had
been banned misrepresented the fact.
Only one reporter inquired and I
informed him it had not been pre-

(Continued from

Page

1)

tion picture industry is being penalized for the few bad pictures that
have been released, because the majority of the pictures are wholesome and intended and aimed
squarely for family entertainment.
It's as unwise to condemn movies
as a whole because of these few bad
pictures as it is to throw out a
whole barrel of apples because it
contains a few bad ones.
"The industry can clean its own
house. Columbia's hands are clean
because during the last season our
pictures were uniformly wholesome.
Our new program is being produced
with an eye toward family entertainment, and I therefore know that
our record will again be clean this

Cohn then paid a warm tribute to
Abe Montague, general sales manager, and to the entire sales force
for its remarkable work during the
last season. He said it was indicative of the harmonious team work
with which the entire organization
is functioning.
The
morning session moved along
year."
fast. Long speeches were tabooed
by Montague, who took charge of
the session
following
address. He, too,
thankedCohn's
the sales
organization for the cooperation it
gave him, and he stated that while
the problems this year are many
and serious, Columbia feels that
they can be met and solved.
Protest Cleveland Clearance Plan
sented."
Montague also stated that ColumCleveland — If the Cleveland Clearbia will live up to the letter of the
ance Board includes in its local
code.
clearance plan a 365-day protection
"The code was written for the
clause against double feature houses,
M. A. Lebensburger, manager of masses, and for that reason has our
the local First Division exchange, hearty support — but where any attempt is made to interpret this foiand other local independent distribl-he benefit of those few who tak°
utors will appeal to the Code Au- snecial
privileges, we shall fight
thority. Lebensburger claims that
such extended protection is delib- said.
those attempts tooth and nail," he
erately antagonistic and in restraint
of the trade.
Other speakers during the morning session were Joe McConville. on
Cancellation Hearing July 9
liquidation of contracts; Abe
Cincinnati — Hearing by the local Schneider, treasurer, on collections:
grievance board of the complaint Rube Jackter, assistant general
filed against Paramount, in which sales manager, on deals that cost
the question of whether a second- the company monev: James W. Macrun exhibitor is entitled to a 10 per garland, short subjects sales mancent cancellation privilege under
ner, on short subjects; Maurice
specified conditions outlined in the Grad, on sales promotion; Louis
\stor,
on analyzing contracts;
complaint, has been set for July 9.
Louis
Weinberg,
on home office coVirginia Beach Open Sundays
'"neration; Al Seligman, on adverVirginia Beach, Va. — Though blue Lisiner accessories; Sam Ligerett. on
laws are being enforced to a large •^on-theatrical accounts, and William
extent in inland towns, the Bayne Taffe, on the code.
Theater here is showing pictures on
The early afternoon was also deSundays. House changes programs
moted to speeches. At four o'clock
every other day. The Roland also -> meeting of branch managers and
has opened and is giving Sunday •liv's'on managers was called to disshows.
cuss distribution nroblems and clean
'ip business for last year.
Berger to Build Sixth House
Atlantic City — Bennie Berger
First Beacon Release Ready
who returned to New York yester"I Can't Escape," featuring Onday en route to Chicago, is planning to build a 500-seat house, his
slow Stevens, first of the six Beaton Productions action mellers, has
sixth, in Stillwater, Minn. It will
open about Sept. 1 under the name been received by Syndicate Exof the Roxy.
change. Otto Brauer directed.
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Yesterday's premiere audience at the Music Hall broke out in unrestrained applause. Radio Picti
has turned out in "Of Human Bondage" a picture that is at once absorbing, intense and convint
Such a piece of filmcraft certainly could not have been turned out with any actor of less brilliance
Leslie Howard, who invests his role with a sympathy and an understanding that fit almost exactly
fine and sensitive demands of the W. Somerset Maugham classic . . . here we find Bette Davis d
a job that is so revealing as to make one ask, "Where's that girl been all this while?". . . deserved g

REGINA CREWE

in N. Y. AMERICAN

The milling throngs that stormed the Radio City Music Hall yesterday attested to the fact til-lolly wood hero does not necessarily have to be an Adonis or a crooner to succeed. Leslie Hoi
has made an indelible impression on the minds of men and the hearts of women . . . the film
poignant portrait, sympathetically treated by Director John Cromwell and glossed by the poli
performances of an unusually fine cast.

RICHARD WATTS, JR. in N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE
Leslie Howard must certainly be the most satisfying actor on the English-speaking stage. There
splendid air of Tightness about everything he does. Thereupon, the mere fact of his appearam
the screen edition of that brilliant novel, "Of Human

Bondage", provides the picture with dig

power and dramatic effectiveness. As a photoplay, "Of Human Bondage" is definitely superi.
the average . . . well written . . . good photoplay, made something more than that by Mr. How.
perfect performance.

WILLIAM BOEHNEL

in N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

A dignified, sensitive, eminently satisfying screen treatment has been accorded "Of Human

Bonda

W. Somerset Maugham's magnificent story ... the film now on view at the Radio City Music:
emerges a distinguished contribution to the cinema . . . adapted by Lester Conn with such fin
preciation for the muted sorrow that is hidden in the novel's pages . . . that it has, as precious
films can claim to have, a true beauty in its writing. John Cromwell has dope an extra fine jr
direction, and the performances are excellent. Leslie Howard comes off with the first honors.

LESLIE

HUM Ah
IN

RKO-RADIO
PICTURE

WITH

W.

BETTE DAVIS..

SOMERSET

FRANCES DEE.. KAY

■

N. Y. DAILY NEWS

BLAND JOHANESON
brilliantly acted Film version of the Maugham

in N. Y. DAILY MIRROR

novel.

Vliss Davis will astound you ... a dramatic character actress of overwhelming power. Touching
i \ infinitely tender, it is a simple description of a devastating fascination. Leslie Howard's
cmance is exquisite. He plays it with his usual warmth, tenderness and understanding.

MORDAUNT

per-

HALL in N. Y. TIMES

\z very lifelike quality of the story and the marked authenticity of its atmosphere cause the spectais to hang on every word uttered by the interesting group of characters . . . one might be tempted to
;.* that his portrait of Philip Carey excels any performance he has given before the camera. No more
tjsert illustration of getting under the skin of the character has been done in motion pictures.
Another enormously effective portrayal is that of Bette Davis . . . outburst of applause when the
h came to an end. John Cromwell, the director, has given many a subtle and imaginative touch
(his scenes. There is nothing stereotyped about this film.

EILEEN CREELMAN
dice in a while it happens that a fine book may become a fine picture. Of

in N. Y. SUN

Somerset Maugham

s

ijdern classic, "Of Human Bondage", be it gratefully recorded, this is true.
(Adaptor Lester Cohen, and director John Cromwell, have treated the book with honesty and vigor.
Leslie Howard, of course, is perfectly cast . . . Bette Davis's portrayal of the tawdry Cockney
ftitress, a performance as humorous as it is powerful, was something of a surprise. This Miss Davis
;sn actress rather than a screen beauty in this difficult part. It is, this "Of
xture to be seen.

Human

Bondage", a

ROSE PELSWICK in N. Y. EVENING

JOURNAL

(transferring "Of Human Bondage" to the screen, director John Cromwell and adaptor Lester
Q>hen have done well . . . with intelligent understanding, those responsible for the picture have
ide it a sombrely interesting narrative. Bette Davis sheds the artificiality of her previous parts,

lid her portrait of the tawdry waitress, Mildred, is excellent even to her Cockney

accents . .

esterday noon's Music Hall audience broke into enthusiastic applause.
The picture is handsomely mounted and was obviously filmed with a great deal of care and thought

5WARD

BONDAGE

AM'S

GREAT

NOVEL

ON.. REGINALD DENNY.. DIRECTED BYJOHN

CROMWELL

PANDRO

S. BERMAN

execute producer
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A TITTLE" from HOLLYWOOD

as the title for the initial feature mons's baseball mystery novel which
made by Exploration Pictures Corp. goes into production next week at
cameraKRASNER, ace
▼ v T
M-G-M. Cast includes Madge Evans,
JyflLTON
man, has completed the phoTed Healy, Edward Brophy and C.
Ben Lyon's deal to appear in a Henry Gordon, with Edward Sedgtography on "Paris Interlude," his
initial picture for M-G-M. He did Mascot picture has fallen through.
wick directing.
▼ vv
the camera work on "The Great
▼
▼
v
Nick Stuart has deserted the
M. H. Hoffman, president of LibFlirtation" and several other pictures for Charles R. Rogers.
erty, has signed Gertrude Orr to movies to become president of HolT
T
T
adapt "Without Children." Liberty
lywood's newest and most fashionOfficials of Romance Productions has just completed camera work on
able sports and social rendezvous,
are highly elated over the fact that "School for Girls," with Sidney Fox, the "Bath and Tennis Club," modeled
"Young Eagles" is the first serial Paul Kelly, Lois Wilson, Lucille La on the swanky clubs of the same
that not only went through censor Verne, Anna Q. Nilsson, Dorothy name at Palm Beach and Long
boards without a cut, but received Appleby, Toby Wing and Lona An- Island.
commendation as the forerunner of
dre. William Nigh directed.
v
v
▼
▼ T T
a high type of clean entertainment
Barbara Stanwyck's next starthat the public wants. Observers
Jolson's next Warner picture,
declare Romance executives showed "GoAl Into
ring picture,
"A Lost Lady,"
Your Dance," is scheduled is now
in production
at the which
First
a lot of shrewdness in foreseeing the to go in work next October.
National studios, is scheduled to be
censorship upheaval. Backed by the
v
v
v
completed next Wednesday. "A Lost
approval of the National Boy Scouts'
Robert Young will have the male Lady" is adapted from Willa Caorganization and with a whale of an
ther's Pulitzer Prize novel of the
on the Diamond," same
exploitation campaign prepared by lead in "Death
title and is being directed by
adaptation
of Cortland
FitzsimNat
Rothstein,
"Young
Eagles"
bids
fair to set some exhibition records.
Put Out 8 mm. Projector
Stage Show for Salt Lake House
v
T
T
Louis King is finishing the direcSalt Lake City — Stage shows were
Chicago — An 8 mm. projector,
tion of "Wanted," for Fox. His cast known as the Filmo 8, has been put added to pictures this week at the
includes Pert Kelton, Rosemary
Studio
Theater, operated by Stetson and Diamond.
Ames, Henry B. Walthall and on the market by Bell & Howell. It
throws pictures on a screen five
others.
or six feet wide.
Two Salt Lake Holdovers
V ▼ T
Will Jason of the song-writing
Salt Lake City — "Operator 13" at
team of Jason and Burton is in New
Joe Lawrence Loses Mother
the Paramount and "Wonder Bar"
York on a business trip.
Salt Lake City — Joe Lawrence, at the Rialto have been held over.
T
V
T
manager of the State and Rialto, Carnera-Baer fight picture also
"Brides of Sulu" has been chosen is mourning the death of his mother. holds over at the Studio.
By RALPH

WILK

IT'S A

AN

ABSOLUTE

ROMANCE

Through

READ
THESE
WIRES
GEO.

STOUT,

MOP-UP,--A

CLEAN-UP

FOR

TOTS":

Alfred E. Green. The film transcription has been made by Gene
Markey and Kathryn Scola. Miss
Stanwyck has four leading men in
"A Lost Lady." They are Ricardo
Cortez, Lyle Talbot, Frank Morgan
and Phillip Reed. Others prominent
in the cast are Hobart Cavanaugh,
Henry Kolker, Walter Walker, Willie Fung, Edward McWade, Rafaelo
Ottiano and Samuel Hinds.
v

T

T

Third feature on Majestic's 1934-1
35 schedule to go into production!
will be "Night Alarm," an adaptation by Earl Snell of an original by
directing.
Jack Stanley with Robert Vignolaj
T

T

T

Reginald Denny is taking a vacation after several strenuous months
of picture-making. During that per- J
iod, Denny completed three pictures,]
"Of Human Bondage" at RKO, "The
World Moves On" at Fox, and "One
More River"V at Universal.
▼ T
Nine reels of film depicting the
Siberian countryside, from which the
necessary footage will be selected,
have arrived in America for use as
the atmospheric background in the
final sequences of "We Live Again,"
Samuel Goldwyn's screen transcription of Anna
Tolstoy's
starring
Sten"Resurrection,"
and Fredric
March.

NATURAL

THOUSANDS

OF

EXHIBITORS

PRODUCTIONS' 12 EPISODE BOY SCOUT SERIAL APPROVED BY THE BOY SCOUT ORGANIZATION

the underground grapevine exhibitors telegraph they are passing the word along through the trade to "grab it" — Have you
seen the exploitation; the press book? Wire your nearest exchange.
GEO.

STOUT,

HOLLYWOOD,

CALIF.

Warner booking office contracted Thursday morning for Stanley
Circuit forty-three theatres Philadelphia stop RKO Circuit New
York
twelve
theatres
so far stop
Opening
day
and
date
June
thirtie,hARTHUR F. BECK.
ROMANCE

PROD.,

HOLLYWOOD,

CALIF.

"Young E?gles" opened Thursday morning at Liberty Theatre with special A. M.
show stop Before doors opened had to turn away crowds stop More than thousand
Scouts and Campfire Girls attended first episode given rounds of applause stop After
showing picture was praised by Scout Church and Civic Authorities for its clean
wholesome entertainment stop It will please you to know that "Young Eagles" first
serial to play a de luxe theatre since inception of talkies in Oklahoma City stop
You've got a winner.
Regards.
JOE SILVERMAN,
Majestic
Pict. Corp ,
Oklahoma City.

OOK

THRU THESE EXCHANGES

FIRST DIVISION
EXCHANGES
1270 — 6th Ave., New York
SECURITY
PICTURES CO.
1304 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago
PREMIER
PICTURES
CORP.
3214 Olive St., St. Louis
MAJESTIC
PICTURES
CO.
706 W. Grand Ave., Oklahoma City
MAJESTIC PICTURES CORP.
Film Exch.
Bldg., Dallas

ROMANCE
8476

CONSOLIDATED
FILM
DISTRIBUTORS
130— W. 18th St., Kansas City, Mo.
PRINCIPAL
PICTURES
EXCHANGE
1906 S. Vermont, Los Angeles
CAPITOL FILM EXCHANGE
64 Glenwood
Ave., Minneapolis
SHEFFIELD
EXCHANGE
SYSTEM,
INC.
2417— 2nd Ave., Seattle
2075 Broadway, Denver
252 East 1st Sr., Salt Lake City
925 N. W. 19th St., Portland, Ore.

PRODUCTIONS,
Sunset

B Id. — Holly

wood,

Inc
Cal.

'
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Breakdown of Costs Asked by Rubin in Fox Met. Deal

ALL PHILA HOUSES CLOSING IN PROTEST OVER BAN
Columbia Launches Big Studio Expansion Program
Jack Cohn Outlines Plans
for Reconstruction of
Hollywood Plant

. . . with the movies
's Right
\ What
By JACK ALICOATE
-

K=
hi;

^ A/HILE

all about

aii ™ the hammer
|U(r of those who
A e movies, won't
lustrum
and tell

we

hear

the

fall

of

and the prolonged chattell us what's wrong with
someone please take the
the world a few things

,nljat's
right
with an industry
playing such
a prominent
part in that
the has
progress
I the world over the past 20 years.
Tell
— |jiat motion pictures have done to advance
I Utilization.
What they have done to adI Knee tastes. What they have meant to edI laticn.
What their gratuitous showing on
*Je part of our maligned
producers
has
Jfeant to millions of American
shut-ins.
\ j'hat they have done for the sale of Amerjin products
abroad.
What
propaganda
(:tures have done to help noble causes.
| ^ihat grsat lessons of morality have been
|j:ached from the screen. No, Sister Susie,
tures are not all bad. And you know it.

•

soft pedal a subject of such importance
as the Church Crusade is playing ostrich
I we were not raised in that school that
mits one to look out of the window
ile the sofa burns.
We are not unmindI of the fact that this industry has made
[{takes, many
of them,
and
needs
a
tough
spring
housecleaning.
That
it
|be better for it, is obvious. In the mean1 this Church boycott is serious. Make
loubt about that, but, it is not a panic,
is not that crucial that the very lite
t existence of motion
pictures depends
yOU Bn its outcome.
This great industry will
By on.
It will leave no stone unturned
ft-neet the wishes of all honest church
rr&
and most of the extremists.
It will
0t<! continue to entertain
the millions of
EL1T0RS ™ world and will continue
to play a
, Mi. ninent part in the lives of most AmerANGE |s.

•

T'lNtylr7^ are making it a point to talk to
i' 1 important film folk at every oppor'rn ''y for their views on this church movet[. None seem to minimize its vigor
lportance. None question its sincerity,
most agree that in spots it has become

m

'Iterant and thoroughly unreasonable in
sfemands. The head of a great company
(Continued on Page 2)

By ARTHUR W. EDDY
Atlantic City — An extensive construction program, designed to give
Columbia one of the most modern
studios in the world, was outlined
by Jack Cohn, vice-president, at the
closing session of the company's
eastern convention, which was concluded yesterday. Plans call for
the virtual
rebuilding
(Continued
on Page of9) the com-

Three

Broadway Holdovers

Broadway's first-run holdover list
mounted yesterday with the addition
of "The Thin Man" at the Capitol.
"Of Human Bondage" at the Music
Hall and "Baby Take a Bow" at the
Roxy also are staying a second week.

500 Theaters Going Dark
in Two Weeks Over
Unfair Banning

Philadelphia — All circuit and independent theaters in this area have
agreed to close within two weeks
as a protest against 100 per cent
condemnation of films by church
groups. Unions have been given
notice to this effect. Sentiment on
the issue is unanimous, exhibitors
feeling that a complete ban on pictures, because of a few that may
United Artists will start the new be deemed objectionable by some
season with more available product persons, is too drastic and entirely
than at any similar period in its unfair.
Protest wires are being sent to
history, it was stated yesterday by
(Continued on Page 12)
Al Lichtman, vice-president and general manager in charge of distribution. With four productions finished
and awaiting release, while three
Application of the I. T. O. A. for more are nearly completed and another before the cameras, Lichtman
removal to the Supreme Court of
(.Continued on Page 4)
its suit against the Code Authority
and the local code boards to compel
adjudication
of complaints
Walter Wanger will start pro(Continued
on Page 9) of non- Service Employes'
Union
duction with his own company en
Is Giving Up Its Charter Sept. 1 at the coast, with the posKansas-Missouri Unit
sibility that he may make several
Local
service
union,
turn118,back
its employes'
charter to
its pictures in London, he said yesterMeets July 17 in K. C. will
Chicago international following the
day on his return from abroad.
Kansas City — Annual convention trial of Chas. C. Levey, organizer Wanger (Continued
declined on
to Page
go into
details
12)
of Kansas and Missouri Theater As- and executive secretary of the union,
sociation will be held at the Hotel on July 12 in Special Sessions Court,
on a charge
Muehlbach
on July 17. A. F. "Peck" Brooklyn,(Continued
on Page of9) coercion, 27 Subjects Scheduled
Baker is president.

U. A. STARTING SEASON
WITH PLENTY PRODUCT

ITOA CODEIuTT STAYS
IN THE FEDERAL COURT

WANGER TO START
SEPT. 1 ON COAST

Demand for Operating Data
Delays Fox Met. Deal Again
Court of Appeals Delays
I. T. O. A. Labor Ruling
Failure of the Court of Appeals
to rule yesterday on the appeal of
the I. T. O. A. from the decision of
Supreme Court Justice Collins upholding under the Shackno act the
NRA order reinstating 55 members
of Local 306 in I. T. 0. A. houses,
is expected to delay a ruling on the
case until October. The I. T. O. A.
is attacking the constitutionality of
NRA in its appeal.

Demanding a "breakdown" of operation costs of each theater involved in the proposed purchase by
Loew-Warner of the 87 Fox Metropolitan theaters, J. Robert Rubin on
Tuesday caused an adjournment of
the hearing before Federal Judge
Julian W. Mack until tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock. Rubin told
the court that the Loew-Warner
combination, bidding $4,000,000 for
the circuit, "must know what the
individual theaters are earning be(Continued

on Page 4)

Master
will produce
27 shorts
By Art
Master
Art for
'35
for 1934-35 release, including 18 organlogues, six novelty reels and
three "Human Side of the News"
with Edwin C. Hill, it was stated
yesterday.
State

Offers

Movie

Courses

Among courses offered in the seven
weeks' session of evening classes in cultural subjects to be conducted by the
State, in its free program for adults beginning next month, the State Education Department announces courses in
scenario writing and motion pcifure production technique. There will also be
a placement service for manuscript
marketing without cost under the supertive.
vision of a publisher and a film execu-
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5 Cents

What's
Right
. . . with the movies
(Continued from Paijc 1)
tells us, informally, that the answer

of the

producers will be a program of picture:'
so close to the straight and narrow that
even the most exacting cannot criticize.
The director of a great circuit of theaters
says the movement is a blessing in disguise
and that it will do away forever with the
offensive, bootleg, fly-by-night, sex, liquor
nudist and so-called medical pictures that
cause police opposition most everywhere
receive columns of damning publicity, and

any more 'than one is obliged to read modern literature, smoke scented cigarettes

NEW

YORK

STOCK

take midnight

Am.

High
4%

Seat

MARKET
Low
4%

Net
Close
Chg.
4% +
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Fox
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motor

rides or sip cocktails

A T least this Church opposition move**
ment has done one thing. It has
caused a slump in internal industry strife.

AS OF TUESDAY)

%

Loew
6s 41ww
lOOVi lOO'/s 100Vi
+
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By.
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41 Vi
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For the first time in its tempestuous history this motion picture business is uniting
in understanding cooperation for protection

Va
Va
1/4
'A

Harrison

Third
Buffalo.

Prize — Murray

Briskin,

Fourth Prize — Max Gillis, Philadelphia.
Fifth Prize — U. T. Koch, Atlanta.
The branch office winners were:
First— Portland, Ore., J. R. Beale,
manager.
Second — Chicago, Phil Dunas,
manager.
Third— Boston— T. F. O'Toole,
manager.
Fourth— Charlotte, N. C, R. J.
Ingram, manager.
Fifth — Memphis, J. J. Rogers,
manager.

Falcon Sets Next Two

of supplying our screens with entertainment
has been a true and mighty good friend of
these
United
States
and
its peoples ove.
the trying times of the past 20 years.

With production schedules set for
both the east and west coasts, Educational's first comedy of the new
season got under way Tuesday.
Titled "Sailors Ashore," it features
a big cast including Tom Patricola
Buster West, Marian Martin, Sandra
Ward, Frank Allingworth, Eddie
Roberts and others. The comedy is
being produced in New York under
the direction of Al Christie, who is
scheduled to make about 50 per cent
of Educational's two-reel product
for the 1934-35 season.

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

on "Convention Girl," has set
"Madame Secretary" and "Men
Must Have Women" as its next two
productions. The new company,
headed by Dave Thomas, plans six
features for 1934-35 release.
Bye Has Option on Mooney Stories
George T. Bye has taken options
on two original stories by Martin
Mooney, publicist and playwright,
one other
to be screened
in the They
East am'
the
in Hollywood.
are
"Streamline," and

INA CLAIRE returned from abroad yesterday
on the Majestic, which also brought back MRS
DAVID
SARNOFF.
MRS. F. F. PROCTOR sailed last night on
the Rotterdam for a northern cruise. She is
accompanied
by three nieces.
HUGH O'CONNELL has arrived in Hollywood
by plane from New York to appear in Universale "Gift of Gab."
NICHOLAS ROGALLI,

City to
Girl"
for handle
Falcon. camera

re

work

on

"Convention

RONELL,

who

composed

music

and

lyrics for RKO's "Down to Their Last Yacht,'
has gone to Omaha from New York to mak<
a personal
appearance at the Orpheum.
RUFUS KING, playwright and author of mys.i
tery novels, arrived on the coast yesterday ti
work on several stories for Universal.
RAYMOND B. WILLIE,
returned
to San Antonio

Interstate official, ha
from
Chicago.

LEO ABRAMS, Big U manager in New York
and IKE LIBSON of Cincinnati are on v.ica
tion in Atlantic City. Abrams is recoverinl
from
an illness.
WALTER WANGER is scheduled to leave N«j
York
for the coast at the end of the week. II
JOAN LOWELL sails this morning on th
Pastores for South America. She will retur
in three weeks.
E.

H.

ALLEN

leaves

for

the

coast

tonight.

I

Dave Gross to Handle
Showmen's Pics. Saleil

Dave Gross has been named sale]
manager
Showmen'sNewPicture!
Gross wasof formerly
YofJ
branch manager for First Nationi
and Fox and short subject sahjl
manager for Metro.
Represents Actors in Detroit ;
Detroit— Walter Ryan has be«|J
named local representative of tffl
American Federation of ActoH
vaudeville actors' union.
EVERYTHINC
COVERS

"Customers'
I think it is by f*

FILM

the best looking anmost complete issui )
you

Air Theater Invites New Talent
Auditions for all-comers is the
announced policy of the Theater of
the Air, lately known as the Casino,
where several green rooms are now
being equipped with radio control

have lished.
ever
pub-ti
Needless

say I will find it a
indepensable.

DAILY

Los Angeles — Marshall A. Neilan
has filed a bankruptcy petition in
Federal Court listing liabilities of
$185,331.50, including $66,249 in income taxes, and no assets.

apparatus.

who

BLANCA VISCHER, Fox player and beaut)
contest winner, is in New York from the coast
for a vacation.

Sol A. Rosaiblatig
National Recova
Administration

DAILY

Hollywood — Edmund Hartman,
young Broadway playwright, has
been added to the Fox writing staff.
Noel Pierce, also from Broadway
and author of a novel, "Twentieth
Century Hostess," which is to be
serialized in "Cosmopolitan," also
has been signed by Fox.

cameraman,

cently
completed
"The Village
Blacksmith"
foi
Photocolor
at Irvington,
has gone
to Atlantic

Mooney recently sold "Special
Agent" to Warners.Lady."
Neilan Wins Bankruptcy
Plea
West Coast Bureau of THE

dG

CATALENA BARCENA, Spanish screen star,
arrived in New York yesterday on the Conte di
Savoia.

ANN

Atlantic City — Falcon Pictures
which started work here this week

West

Helen

year were announced at the convention here as follows:
First Prize — Phil D. Fox, Boston.
Second Prize — William Bradneld
Kansas City.

way from having to hang its head for
wrongdoing. Lest we forget, the industry

Two New Fox Writers

Louis B. Mayer
George
M. Cohan
Mrs. Thomas
Meighan Joe C. Hornstein
Mary
Patricia
Alicoate
Ed Savin
Harv:y
Thew
Henry
Armetta

.oming an

and self-preservation. It has not been perfect, but who or what has? It is a long

Educational Shorts First
On New Season's Lineup
Vi

in Role of Hero

Atlantic City — Winners in Columbia's pre-convention campaign to
clean up all business for the past

nothing but pictures of the 100 per cent
simon pure variety. He philosophizes that
one is not obliged to come to his theater

(OUOTATIONS

Thursday, July 5, 1934

Winners are Announced
In Columbia Campaign

are shown mostly in dives. An exhibitor
tells us he is experimenting by showing

FINANCIAL

DAILY

E. W. Hammons, president of Educational, has been receiving congratulations the
past few days on his heroic rescue of three persons from drowning following an explosion on a cruiser in Larchmont Harbor on Sunday. Hammons, with Mrs. Hammons
and several guests, had just started out for a cruise on his speedboat when the explosion of a 48-foot cruiser occurred, hurling the captain and a young couple into the
water. With flames raging over the damaged cruiser, Hammons rushed to the scene
and the three persons
were
pulled
into his speedboat.
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TRADE PAPER EDITORS PLEASE NOTE!
■ -BUSINESS

is excellent everywhere,

2-MARION DAVIES' work is praised in all press notices.
Consensus of opinion indicates that this star's box-office
draw is considerably enhanced by "Operator 13" following directly after her popular appearance in "Going
Hollywood/'
3-ADVERTISING angles incorporated in press sheet and
Hearst newspaper campaign are being used to good
advantage by showmen,
4-CO-STARRING of Marion Davies and Gary Cooper is
proving a happy selection for fans and all promotion
stresses star names,
5-WEALTH OF SELLING material pleases theatre
managers, JEAN PARKER is getting especial attention,
also Ted Healy and Four Mills Brothers,
6-SONG EXPLOITATION very helpful, "Sleepy Head"
and "Jungle Fever" getting wide radio plug.
Respectfully submitted by Leo of M-Q-M

THE

-c&m
DAILY

U. A. STARTING SEASON
WITH PLENTY PRODUCT

BREAKDOWN OF COSTS
ASKED IN MET, DEAL
(Continued from Page

^; KFAttw

1)

fore the deal may progress." "Uness we are permitted to scrutinize
a breakdown of individual theater
operation costs, it may be possible
that instead of paying $4,000,000
for 87 theaters, we will purchase but
four or five thriving theaters for
:hat huge
sum," he stated.
Rubin's demand was opposed by
Morton G. Bogue and H. L. Dain:on, attorneys for the bondholders'
:ommittee, and also by attorneys for
3kouras and Randforce. In the absence of his attorney, Saul Rogers,
\. C. Blumenthal also opposed the
nove to the court and said that it
,vas his understanding that at the
inclusion of the last bondholders'
:ommittee meeting, the committee
ind the bidders were in absolute accord regarding the deal and that it
was "set."
Attorneys opposing Rubin's reluest said that a delay in the consummation of the deal would seri)usly undermine next year's standng of the circuit and that the cir:uit "could not tolerate" further
idjournments. They also stated that
n divulging the individual opera;ion costs they would deliver valuable information to the trade that
night react against future bookngs. I was also stated by the bondlolders that the committee was of
;he opinion that the bid for the en;ire circuit should not be less than
^5,000,000.
Following the noon adjournment,
Bogue told the court that the bidiers and the bondholders will meet
:oday "to discuss dispensing with the
Dreakdown" and to take up other
natters with the Loew-Warner attorneys that will help facilitate the
:onsummation of the deal. John
\men, special assistant to U. S. Atorney General Homer Cummings of
;he anti-trust division, was a spec;ator at the hearing.

Philadelphia Attendance
Is Hit by Beer Gardens
Atlantic City — Unusual slump in
Philadelphia business is due largey to beer garden and tavern compe;ition, says Dave Barrist, exhibitor
eader. Several hundred of these
places are now operating in the city.
le said here yesterday. Typical of
their polices is a beer garden at
which you can spend the evening
md see a floor show for 15 cents
;he price of a glass of beer, Barest said.
Negro House for St. Louis
St. Louis — Lincoln Amusement
}o., recently formed by Crittenden
3. Clark, former Negro Justice of
he Peace, has taken an option on
he Odeon Theater and plans to
ipen it with first-run films and vauleville for colored patrons.
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HpHIL M. DALY

• • • WE ARE often amazed at the current popular belief that anything sexy or slightly off-color gets a big play
from the American public for all the dope absolutely points
the other way
what the people prefer in their fiction reading is a good criterion of what they want in their films
for the people who read books are the same who make up our
motion picture theater patronage and what are the books
that have received their patronage?

• • • A LIST has been compiled by Edward A. Weeks
of the editorial staff of "Atlantic Monthly"
and published
in "The Publishers' Weekly"
after exhaustive research he
has listed THE 65 fictional Best Sellers in this country since
1875
and without exception every one of 'em is a Clean
Book
every one of these books sold over a half million
many of them have been made into pictures such as
"Tom Sawyer," "Black Beauty," "Ben Hur," "The Virginian,"
"Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come," "Sea Wolf," "Brewster's
Millions," "Shepherd of the Hills," "Trail of the Lonesome
Pine," "Of Human Bondage," "The Crisis," "The Covered
Wagon," "All Quiet On the Western Front," "Tarzan of the
Apes," "Penrod"

• • • THE POINT we are trying to make is that every
one of these went over strong as a motion
pix
because
the public had already taken them to their hearts in book form
and the chances are that the wise producer could take
Mister Weeks' list and out of the 65 cull several more Big
Bonanzas for film production and the same thing goes
for the British fictional classics like "Jane Eyre" and
"Moonstone" that Monogram will soon release the first
has been a pop seller in this country since its first printing in
1847
three-quarters of a century
no, no, and again
no
the American public like their fiction clean and wholesome and that ?oes for their film fare
and any producer big or little
that thinks
otherwise
is just going counter to the existing evidence

• • • OVER AT the Music Hall
"Of Human Bondage" is tearing along
in spite of the hottest week of the
year
with an assurance of well over 90 grand for the first
week
and to be held for a second . just another proof
of the matter we were discussing above
the folks who have
read this classic are piling in to see the pix version

•
•
•
DOWN
IN Memphis,
Tennessee where
they
are trying to shut down on Sunday shows
the only amusement places that are classified as amusement houses that can
stay open on Sundays are restaurants, beer gardens, etc.
so to get around this the bright movie boys are serving beer
and sandwiches and becoming restaurant proprietors
.. .
meanwhile on the roof of the Peabody hotel in this town
the restaurant located there has been serving a feature lensrth
p'x for dessert for their Sunday dinner
so
the theater boys figure the gag should
work
Both Ways
why
not?

(Continued from Page

namely "Bulldog Drummond Strikes
Back," with Ronald Colman and
Loretta Young; "The Affairs of
Cellini," co-starring Constance Bennett and Fredric March and "The
Last Gentleman," the George Arliss
starring vehicle. The other production completed is the Douglas Fairbanks spectacle, "The Private Life
of Don Juan," with London Film
Korda.
production directed by Alexander
Drummond
Strikes Back"
is "Bulldog
set for July
20 release.
Among the pictures in production
are "We Live Again," the Samuel
Goldwyn
screen inversion
Tolstoy's
"Resurrection"
which ofAnna
Sten
is co-starred with Fredric March
under the direction of Rouben Mamoulian. This is the first Goldwyn
production on the new season's lineup and will probably be released
Sept. 20. "The Count of Monte
Cristo," a Reliance production costarring Robert Donat and Elissa
Landi, and King Vidor's "Our Daily
Bread," starring Karen Morley and
Tom Keene, will soon be ready for
release.
Both Goldwyn and another Reliance unit are busily engaged in
preparing two additional features
for immediate filming. Goldwyn is
about to place in production the
fifth Eddie Cantor musical, "Kid
Millions," in which Cantor is supported by Ethel Merman, Block and
Sully, Ann Sothern and George Murphy. Reliance is well into work
on "Transatlantic Merry-Go-Round,"
with Jack Benny, Nancy Carroll and
Gene Raymond under the direction
of Benjamin Stoloff.
Darryl F. Zanuck, vice-president
in charge of production for 20th
Century, upon his return in August from a European vacation will
place in work a group of pictures
headed
by "The
Barnum,"
an adaptation
fromMighty
the book
by M.
R. Werner in which Wallace Beery
will play the leading role.
"At this rate of production," said
Lichtman, "I feel confident that by
January of next year, United Artists will have completed practically
half of its program for the new

Jay C. Flippen Signed
West Coast Bureau of THE

•
•
•
OUR OLD pal who acts as correspondent-at-large
Mike Glutz
writes in that he has a solution for this
problem of Clean Pictures
he suggests that all the authors
and scenarists do their writing in their bathtubs

«

«

«

»

»

»

1)

said U. A. would be in a position to
provide a continuous string of product to exhibitors as soon as its release schedule gets under way.
Of the four pictures completed,
three are 20th Century productions,

FILM
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Hollywood — Jay C. Flippen
Broadway stage and radio comedian,
has been signed by Universal for
year." Dollar Mystery." Spencer
"Million
Charters also has been added to the
cast, which already includes Phillips
Holmes, Edward Arnold, Mary Carlisle, Wini Shaw and Andy Devine
Murray
Roth story.
is directing the Damon Runyon
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G STUDIO EXPANSION
IAPPED BY COLUMBIA
(Continued from Page

1)

s.y's Hollywood plant on earthike-proof lines. The first unit,
Iwo-story building for writers, is
ll;ady finished, and work is taking
bpe on the second, a 50 x 150
uding on Beechwood Drive outI the present studio limits, to ac>modate the electrical, paint, spe[i effects, inserts and trailers deritments. This building will cost
Sit $350,000.
seven-story structure adjoinil the Beechwood Drive property
|ii constitute the third unit. This
u house the casting, production,
I property and other departments,
be an 11-stoi-y adunit will
jqrth
istration
tower, with a threenv office building and two new
rale stages, on the Gower Street
Berty in the present studio lim|j two-story addition also is being
bk to the film laboratory and will
ffeady for occupancy shortly. This
jlfadd 50 per cent to the present
in developing capacity.
Ehn said that Columbia this year
J ping after the best group of
jkjnames in its history. He stated
•lstars formerly unobtainable are
n available to the company.
«j also declared that the company
■Sncreased its national advertisIjappropriation on the new proa.
■umbia's
field force was
inJuted to obtain more preferred
aing time when Abe Montague adwed the convention Tuesday aflon.
Sam Moscow,
who also
k said he had already signed
[ontracts in the southern dividing plans occupied the afterisession and in the evening dinwas given at Hackney's.
The
Jpition concluded yesterdav with
anal meetings after which the
4ntioneers left for their respecterritories.
rsal Buys Homer Croy
'oast Bureau

of THE

FILM

Novel
DAILY

d — "Madame Tubbs,"
■lywoo
Jomer Croy novel to be pubI this fall, has been bought by
\rsal. Adele Buffington will
- it.

f

<_lt a single new
lied
in Austria

theater
in more

has been
than
a

GOLUMBIASALESSTAFF
GETTING MORE LEEWAY

Columbia Convention Chatter
By ARTHUR W. EDDY
ATLANTIC CITY branch, refuses to admit it. Moreover, he
HERB COPELAND, in charge of Warner
houses in this zone, has been cooperating with the Columbians in connection with
tbe'r Fcreenings. Herb is doing a grand 'ob
in buildingier theaters. up patron interest in the WarTed Toddy and Sam Moscow arrived in
thei'-tic bathing
suits with designs on the AtlanOcean.
Art Levy, Pittsburgh branch manager, lost
no time in ducking into the Atlantic upon
his arrival at the shore. His bathing suit, a
symphony in color, attracted more than its
;hare of attention. "Can I help it if i
hows off my manly form?"
sighed Art.
The two "Hanks" — Hank Brunei and Hank
Kaufman — of the home office, did a swell job
n arranging the accommodations at the Rits~arlton, judging by the comments of the
•onventioneers. For once every individual
•xpressed satisfaction over the room assigned
'o him. It seems that Brunet and Kaufman
liplomatically assigned ocean front rooms to
'Iwe men who, coming from the inland states,
'ever get much chance to see a wide ex
'■•anse of water, while those men who live in
he scacoast states were assigned rooms which
'■ffordcd them opportunity to observe what the
doing.
People in the rooms across the way were
There is no question but that if a palm
were offered for heavyweight branch managers it would have to go to Columbia. Charlie Johnston of Albany, and Tiny Rogovin
nf New Haven each weigh as much as any
'wo men assembled here. When kidded about
their weights, Johnston uttered a protest.
"Shucks," he said, "I've seen heavier men
'ban we are." "That's right," said W. W.
Anderson, the Atlanta branch manager, "but
■ou had to wait until the circus came to
town."
Bob Ingraham, Charlotte branch manager,
was complaining of business conditions down
in North Carolina. He ascribed it mainly to
the repeal of the prohibition law. It seems
that the manufacture of corn liquor has al"vays been a major industry in the Carolinas
hut the industry has suffered a severe blow
fince legal liquor came in. Incidentally, Ingram gave us his favorite prescription for a
cold. It consists of one part corn to three
parts of coca cola, mixed and taken in generous doses at frequent intervals.

claims for it the greatest hideout in the
country, namely, Hot Springs, Ark. It is a
great place to close a contract every time a
fellow needs a boiling out.

Milt Hannock, in charge of the home of lice
contract department, is still trying to locahthat relative of his who is alleged to live in
Atlantic City. Although all the Columbians
thumbed the 'phone book in an effort to help
Milt locate her, the address of Miss Rika
Mo.tise was not to be found.

The Canadian contingent, headed by Loui*
Rosenfeld and composed of W. Elman and
G. H. Coplan, was among the first on hand.
Mistrusting the brands of refreshments to
be found on this side of the border the>
brought their own supplies with them.

Lou Goldberg was congratulated on the reviews of his new novel, "The Unsinkable
Mrs.
lay,"
which he
in collaboration
with Ed
Olmstead,
alsowrote
a Columbian.
As a
member of the literati, Goldberg is Lewis
Graham.

to
theArthur
confab,Levy,
made Pittsburgh's
a personal contribution
appearance in
a new bathing suit.

Ben Atwell, ace conversationalist, entertained with anecdotes about Duse and other
Broadway.
stage
celebs of by-gone and present-day
Joe (Boston) Cronin optimistically brought
along a pair of field glasses as he surveyed
the beach and its contents.

"/ am happiest when I perspire," confided
H. C. Bissetl, Cleveland branch manager. I
only took one good look at Hal to realise he
was having a corking good time.
A new waistline acquisition
y Walter
Anderson,
hailing

Abe Montague is on the records as saying
that if the Columbia Chicago sales meet runs
into
sessionspoolon
a raft tropical
in the weather,
Medinah he'll
Club hold
swimming

If there is anything wrong with the MemJimmy
ph's territory, Jim Rogers, manager
of that
bow-wows

Smithtown, Port Jefferson
Given Same Availability
In a decision rezoning part of
Long Island, which will not, however, go into effect until the start
of the 1934-35 selling season, the
main New York clearance and zoning board ruled Tuesday that
Smithtown and Port Jefferson shall
be given the same availability.
There will be no clearance between
Sayville, Port Jefferson or Smithtown. The decision marks the first
order for rezoning in the metropolitan area and was made on the
complaint of the Port Jefferson Theater, Port Jefferson.

was displayed
from Atlanta.

Rogers
of Memphis
watched
run at the Auditorium track.

the

ITOA Code Suit Stays
In the Federal Court
(Continued from Page

1)

assenters was denied yesterday by
Federal Judge Goddard. The jurist
held that jurisdiction lay in the Federal Court because of the action involved in question of constitutionvolved.ality and more than $3,000 is inHearing
the I. T.injunction
O. A.'s mo-to
tion for a on
temporary
compel
hearings
on
non-assenters'
complaint will be held next Tuesday
in Federal Court.

DuWorld Program at Cameo
Starting today the Cameo will
Double Bill at Midland
play an entire Du World program
Kansas City — With Loew's Mid- consisting of the feature, "Tell Tale
land showing "Laughing Boy" and Heart," "Yokel Dog Makes Good,"
"Lazy River" the week starting Fri- a two-reeler, Tom Terriss' "Veiled
day, those theaters without two pic- Dancer" and "Miro-Unger" onereelers.
tures will be in the minority.

Atlantic City — A further decentralization of its sales activities,
with more responsibility placed on
the men in the field, is planned by
Columbia for the coming season,
General Sales Manager Abe Montague said at the Tuesday session
of the eastern sales convention,
which closed yesterday. Both
branch managers and salesmen will
get more leeway, he said.
Calling attention to the few
changes in personnel since the last
convention, Montague stated that
vacancies will be filled by promotion from the ranks.
Columbia's new lineup was analyzed at the Tuesday morning session. Nate Spingold dealt with
highlights of the program. Jack
Cohn told of the increased negative
costs, while Montague discussed selling angles. Publicity and advertising in connection with the lineup
constituted the subject of a talk
by
George Brown.

Service Employes' Union
Is Givin
g Up Page Charter
(Continued from Its
1)
the Film Daily learned authoritatively yesterday. The union
been inactive since the collapse has
of
its recent strike against the Loew
and RKO circuits in an effort to
ootain a closed shop.
Gets Color Process
Demetre -Deponte of Cinecolor.
Ltd., has purchased the rights to
use the Peerless Film Proces
for France, Italy, Belgium sing
and
their possessions. The new type
machine, which processes negative
as well as positive without unreeling, is being shipped on the Berengaria, which sails today.
Darrow is I.T.O.A. Guest
Clarence Darrow will be guest of
honor at the I.T.O.A. luncheon today at the Astor Hotel at 1 o'clock
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"Warner Baxter is an expert in cookery and his chili con carne is the favorite dish in

his

repertoire."
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REVIEWS
Richard

Barthelmess

"MIDNIGHT

of the NEW
in

Jimmy

ALIBI"

with Helen Chandler and Ann Dvorak
First National
60 mins.

ATTRACTIVE
COMPLETE
ACCURATE
YOU'LL
LIKE

Taken from a Damon Runyon magazine
story, this production adds up as very satisfying by reason of a good human interest
story coupled with some melodramatic suspense and several performances that stand
out. Barthelmess plays the part of a budding gangster in love with Ann Dvorak,
the sister of a big racketeer. Robert Barrat. In ducking pursuit, Dick jumps over
a wall and invades the mansion of a recluse
known as The Old Doll, who has been in
seclusion for years owing to a wrecked
love. The kind old lady effectively portrayed bv Helen Lowell, tells her love
story, which is portrayed in flashback with
Dick playing a dual role. Then she advises him to let nothing stand in the wav
of winning the girl of his heart. So Dick
eoes forth, only to be unjustly accused of
killing Barrat that same night. The surprise appearance of The Old Doll as a
court witness saves the day for him.
Cast: Richard Barthelmess, Ann Dvorak
Heien Chandler. Helen Lowell Robert

Runyon; Screen Play, Warren Duff; Cameraman, William Rees; Editor, Jack Killifer
Direction, Fine Photography, A-l.

"I CAN'T ESCAPE"
with Onslow
Stevens,
Beacon
Prod.

DAILY
PRODUCTION
GUIDE AND
OUT

GENERAL AUDIENCE ENTERTAINMENT COMBINING SENTIMENTAL
ROMANCE WITH A BIT OF UNDERWORLD MELODRAMA.

Barrat. Henry O'Neill. Robert McWade.
Purnell Pratt, Harry Tvler Vincent Sherman Arthur Aylesworth.
Paul Hurst.
Director. Alan Crcsland; Author. Damon

Th
FILM

DIRECTORS

GOOD

ANNUAL

THIS MONTH

Lila

Lee
60 mins.

FEATURES
Durante

and

"STRICTLY

Lupe

Velez

ii

DYNAMITE"

with Norman Foster, Marian Nixon, Willi
RK

Gargan,
Mills Brothers
Radio

71 m

AMUSING AND LIVELY SATIRE I
RADIO BROADCASTING WITH STRO
CAST OF COMEDY
PERFORMERS.

More or less satirizing the activities
the broadcasting studios, this picture
only is pretty well studded with lai
material, plus a little human interest
amorous pursuit, but its cast of names
enough audience interest and marq
value to be an asset in itself. Jirrj
Durante, as a radio personality surroumi
by Lupe Velez, William Gargan and cth
sets the pace for the action. Norn]
Foster is converted into a synthetic j
successful writer of radio material. S]
ress gets him and he goes romancing ai
Lupe, while Gargan does a little pla>(
with Norman's wife, Marian Nixon, 1
finally being canned by Durante. But]
•s straightened out eventually, with hp
man authoring a philosophical line l]
makes Durante the hit of the air.

Cast: Jimmv Durante, Lupe Velez, h]
man Foster, William Gargan Marian Ni:|
Mills Brothers, Eugene Pallette, M>
Gcmbell. Sterling Hollcway, Leila Benn
Tom Kennedv. Jackie Searl, Mary K'
man, Irene Franklin. Stanley Fields,
fon Churchill
Franklin Pangborn
Director, Elliott Nugent;
Authors,
fj
Qrt T Colwell
Robert A Simon; So|
Plav, Maurine Watkins, Ralph Spence;
ditional Dialogue. Milton Raison, Jack 1
vey;
Music
and Lyrics, Jimmy
Dura
burton Lane, Harold Adamson
Irving K=
Sammy
Fain' Cameraman,
Fdward
C
aeer- Recording
Engineer, George
D.
'is Editor, Georee Crone.
Direction, Gccd
Photography,
Good:]

INTERESTING DRAMA OF PAROLED
CONVICT FIGHTING TO MAKE A
COMEBACK
WITH
HELP OF GIRL.

BOOK
THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S

Onslow Stevens has the role of a voung
man who comes out of prisnn after being
sent up for five years on a framed charge,
and meets a voung girl who has been on
the seamy end of societ". Together thev
determine to go straight and so marry
and start housekeeping. The trials of th?
vouth in trying to land a iob are shown.
At last he pets a connection as salesman
for a bond house, but he does not know
that the outfit is crooked. A good twist
is given the storv with th" appearance of
a young man (Russell Gleason) seeking
the crook who caused his father to commit suicide when he lost his money in a
crooked st<-"-k sale. This was the affai'
for which Stevens had been framed. H°
meets Stevens undpr another name. thev
become friends, and later when he learn«
the truth it creates a very tense and
strong situation. This one should register vuoll with the average house, as there
is nlentv of action and good emotional
suspense.
Unusual
sets for an indie.
Cast: O^low Stevens. Lila Lee. Russell
Reason Otis Harlan, Hooo°r Atrhlev
riarq Kimball Young. Nat Carr, Eddie
Gribbon,
Kan*= Richmond
Doctor. Otn Rrnwer Authn-s Jprrv
Sackheim. N'ath-n Ash" Erlitor* ' ou ^acUn, Fre^l KnudKon; Sc»»n p'av. Faith
Thima<;' Cameraman. Jerome Ash
Direction, Fair Photography, Okay.

Tod?":
I.T O.A.
luncheon.
York.
1 P. M.

Hotel

Astor,

'uly 5-6:
Fou'fh and final Paramoun*
rfl
r-|o<;
York. meeting, Hotel Waldorf-Astoria
luly 7: First Annual Outing of the Fveij
Offices of Mullen and Pinan-;ki Th<
Mayflower Hotel, Plymouth, Mass.
'uly 8-9: G. F. T. A Independent The1
Ass'n convention, Hotel Ansley, Afl
Ga.
'uly 9-11: Second and finil Columbiaconvention, Medinah
Club, Chicago.
'uly 11: I. TO. A boat ride and outin
Roton Point, Conn.

luly 13: Mating
of creditors
at offi(
Special Master John E. Joyce to eo< [
Saenger reorganization plan.
'uly 17: Annual
convention
of the I
.-id Missouri
Theater
Association
Muehlbach.
Kansas City.
July 18: Annual outing of Boston motioi
ture post,
American
Legion.
Recr
Park, Riverside, Auburndale,
Mass.
Aug. 1-20:
Second
Exhibition
of Cin
Italv
Aug. graphy,
22-24: Vpnice
Allied Theater
Owners
of
Jersey convention, Atlantic City
Sept. dan,
16; N.North
Dakota
Allied
meeting,
D.
Oct.

29: S.M.P.E.
sylvania. New

Fall Meeting,
York.

Hotel
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'RICE JAM UNSOLVED
BY NEW K, C, ZONING
i

■

LASKY'S NEW LINEUP
STARTS NEXT MONTH

11

"LOTS
from
A LITTLEBy RALPH
WILK

HOLLYWOOD Pryor, Esther Ralston and Victor
has been finished at UniverPREPARATIONS are under way at Moore,
Fox for the story in which Shir- sal.
T
T
T
ley Temple will be co-starred with
"Beach Boy," story of Hawaii by
Will Rogers. Courtney Riley Cooper
is the author of the story, not yet Daniel Evans, has been bought by
titled, and Rogers will play the role Paramount as a vehicle for Carl
of a roadhouse foreman in a small Brisson, Kitty Carlisle, Charlie Rugwestern railroad town.
gles, Mary Boland, Jack Oakie and
Evelyn Venable. Norman Taurog
T
T
T
Ben Goldman, who is in charge will direct.
T
T
T
of the physical operation of the
Irene Ware has been signed by
Warner Bros, exchanges, is visiting
Monogram to appear opposite Guy
the Los Angeles branch.
T ▼ ▼
Robertson in "King Kelly of the U
'id willing to act. Fifteen per cent
7 the number of theaters are more
Herbert Hillman, publicity direc- S. A." Edgar Kennedy, Franklyn
tor of the theaters operated in Den- Pangborn, Otis Harlan and Ferdiic less controlling the situation at
nand Gottschalk also are recent adver by H. Huffman, is making a tour
ditions to the cast.
ite present time.
of the studios.
▼ T T
T
T
T
11 (It is pretty generally agreed that
Dore Senary and Don Hartman
"The Flying Mouse," latest of the
lie present price schedules are decompleted by Walt Dis"'ibralizing to the industry. The code are writing material for the Jimmy productions
ney, is the next Silly Symphony to
Sthority has been asked for sug- Durante-Chase & Sanborn hour.
be
released
through United Artists.
T T ▼
jjstions.
The schedule is as follows:
Faxon Dean, veteran cameraman,
Henry B. Walthall and Betty
1 first runs
with
one
feature
at 25 cents
who was in charge of the Camera
iMess get 21 days clearance over first suburSupply Co., is now making his head- Blythe will appear in Monogram's
'2 run
with
one
feature
at 25
cents.
28
quarters at the Talisman studios. "Girl of the Limberlost." Gi-Gi Par'lis over second
suburban
run
charging
25
*iqts for one
feature,
35
days
over
other
He is handling cameras, Moviola, rish, Wampas baby star, also gets
^sequent
run
houses
exhibiting
one
feacutting
room
equipment and doing her first Monogram assignment in
and
charging
25
cents,
56 days
over
trick work.
this picture. Christy Cabanne i
equent
run
houses
with
one
feature
at
ents. 70 days over subsequent run houses
director, with Marian Marsh, Louise
T
T
T
e feature
at 15 cents, 84 days
over
Our Passing Show: Worthington Dresser, Ralph Morgan, Helen
equent
runs
exhibiting
one
feature
at
cents.
Clearance
is increased
30 days
Miner and Eddie Pyle playing ten- Jerome Eddy, Eddie Nugent, Robert
re subsequent
run has a double
bill.
nis at the Los Angeles Club; Harry Ellis and Barbara Bedford also in
■st runs
with
one feature
at more
than
Maizlich showing Herbert Hillman, the cast.
aits get 35 days
(28 if first subsequent
T
T
T
charges
more
than
25 cents),
42 days
Denver press agent, points of interest at Warner Bros, studio.
second
suburban,
49
over
other
sudArline Judge and Sterling Holloent runs
at 25 cents, 70 over
20 cents,
way
are
late
additions
to the cast
T
T
T
over
15 cents,
and
154
over
10 cents,
Val Raset, who was a member of of Universal's "Gift of Gab."
ble bills increase
the clearance
60 days
the Russian ballet and who was in
T T ▼
|he case of subsequent
runs
at 25 cents,
"I Murdered a Man," by Florence
charge of dance presentations at the
' [lays
20 cents
or runs
less. decreases
louble atbills
by first
clearParamount theater, Paramount, di- Ryerson and Colin Clements, will
by
half
when
subsequent
runs
have
e features.
story to engage the atrected adance number in "The Age be the first
tention of Rufus King, playwright
[fared zone clearance is 14 days,
of Innocence," which Philip Moeller and author, who has arrived here
'ithout fixed daily admission, a theater
is
directing
for
RKO.
esumed to charge 5 cents less than the
to start work at Universal.
lar price for such a theater,
T
T
T
rst runs charging 25 cents or less get
T
T
T
Robert N. Lee, Warner Bros. I
lays clearance over first run in Kansas
scenarist, has resumed work at the
Kans., where the latter shows at 25
Pat
O'Brien,
who
recently
com; 2S days over theater charging 20
studio, following a vacation spent
42 over theater charging 15. and 56
pleted work in Warner's "Here
at
Carmel.
10 cents. If Kansas City, Mo., first
Comes The Navy," has been asT
T
T
signed the leading male role in the
charge more than 25 cents, the cleargoes to 28 .lays. 42. 70, and 112 dayJay
Gorney
and
Don
Hartman
company's "I'll Sell Anything."
Kansas
houses.
have written four new songs for The production, which was written
st runin Kansas
City, Mo.,
have
the
twing
clearance
over
the
towns
listed
Fox's "Lottery Lover," which goes by Albert J. Cohan and Robert T.
in
work late this month with Hanns Shannon, will be directed by Ray
n. Blue
Springs,
Grandview,
Lees
Suml.enexa.
Maywood,
North
Kansas
City
Schwarz directing. Cast will include Enright.
Platte
Mo..
2'8 days;
"Pat" Patterson, Peggy Fears, Lew
42 days.City.'
Independence.
Mo., Fairmont.
14 days.
Arthur Housman will appear in
ty. Mo., 14 days. Olathe, Kans..
14 .lays.
Ayres and Ned Sparks.
land Park. Kans., 35 days, and Shawnee
T
T
T
Paramount's "Mrs. Wiggs of the
35 days.
Another
assignment
for
Ned
lolii
T
T
T
Sparks is in Universal's "Imitation Cabbage Patch."
Ifheaters Aid Racine Centennial
of Life," which will star Claurlette
Two young "discoveries," Nan
acine, Wis. — Approximately 150 Colbert.
Gray of Houston and Doris Atkiniter employes, owners and man
son of Beverly Hills, have been
T
T
T
rs here are co-operating in a
George Irving has been cast in signed by Warners.
et selling campaign to help the Fox picture, tentatively called
T
T
T
Jamieson Thomas goes into the
"Wanted," featuring Rosemary
nee
ion. the city's centennial cele- Ames.
cast of First National's "A Lost
T
T
T
Jack Kirkland is adapting the
H SUNSET
PROJECTION
& DUBBING
T ▼ T
ENTERPRISE
Borden Chase and Edward Doherty
Maxine Doyle has been added tc
Smith
Johnny Morgan
story
which
Raoul
Walsh
will
direct
Lady Surrenders" at Warners.
3DUCERS & PUBLIC PROJECTION
ROOM
Lady."
for Fox. It will be a Robert T. "A
MPLETE
DUBBING
& SCORING
SERVICE
▼ T T
Kane production, and deals wi!h the
John Halliday, Allen Jenkins,
facilities of a major projection room
men
who
dig
tunnels
under
rivers.
Can match into any sound truck.
Ruth Donnelly, Frank McHugh and
6048
Sunset
Blvd.
T
T
T
Dorothy Dare are the latest addiCall Hollywood 9480 for appointment
ii:'i
"Romance in the Rain," musical
Hollywood, Calif.
tions to the cast of Warner's "Genfeaturing
Heather
Angel,
Roger
tlemen are Born."
Kansas City — The new clearance
fhedule for Kansas City, approved
'V the clearance and zoning board
nd effective with new product, is
j)t expected to alter the present
^srupted price situation in itself.
tiThe situation is this: 85 per cent
( the theaters are willing to suplirt a fair level of prices. It is
,yderstood that all the downtown
luses are in this frame of mind.

t

▼
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Hollywood — Titles of the eight
productions to be made by Jesse L.
Lasky for Fox's 1934-35 program
have been set and the first picture
in the new group is scheduled to
go in work Aug. 6. Initial production is "The White Parade," based
on the forthcoming novel about
student nurses by Rian James and
Jesse L. Lasky, Jr. Irving Cummings will direct.
This will be followed by "Heldorado," starring Spencer Tracy and
going into production Aug. 20, and
"The Captive Bride," from the New
York stage play, "The Proud Princess," starting two weeks later.
"Redheads on Parade," a lavish
musical, and "Casanova — the Immortal Lover," are on the shooting
schedule for September. Others on
the Lasky list include John Galsworthy's "The Apple Tree," with
direction by Frank Tuttle; "Flight
of the Swan," based on the life of
Anna
Pavlowa, Burtis,
and "Aces
by Thompson
an airDown,"
story
of the Mexican
border patrol.

I HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood

▼

$2.50 up, Single
$3. GO up, Double

Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaza is near everything to see and do in
Hollywood.
Ideal for business or pleasure.
Every room has private
dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every venience.
modern
Fine foodscon-at
reasonable prices. Convenient parking for your car.
Cbas. Dauziger, Mgr.

G

Eugene Stern, Pres.
The "Doorway o( Hospitality"
Vine
at Hollywood
Blvo.
HOLLYWOOD

^
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PHILA, HOUSES CLOSING
IN PROTEST OVER BAN
(Continued from Page

1)

Cardinal Dougherty, in Rome. The
closing will affect about 500 theaters and approximately 10,000 employes.
The action here follows expressions from various industry representative cities that the closing of
theaters for a certain length of time
would be the surest and best method of inducing a more fair-minded
attitude on the ipart of the crusading elements.

NEWS

OF THE DAY

San Antonio — Adams Film Exchange is now located in new quarters at 400 Soledad St.
San Antonio — Betty Lou Blount,
authoress and promoter, is in from
the west coast. Richard Rosson
M-G-M director, has returned from
a trip to the Metro studios in California.

Boston — John Martin, formerly
connected with the publicity depart'U' Gets Savo Film for Abroad
ment of Radio City, is now an assistant manager at the Park theater.
Universal has acquired from DuWorld the foreign distribution rights
to the Jimmy Savo picture, "Girl in
the Case," produced in Hollywood
Hyannis, Mass. — ■ Elmer Daniels,
by Dr. Eugene Frenke. DuWorld manager of the Capitol in Worceswill release the picture in the doter, is recuperating here after an
mestic market this fall.
eight-week stay in the hospital with
rheumatic fever. After a tonsil operation he is expected to resume the
job in which Al Fowler, formerly
of the Scollay Square in Boston, is
New Incorporations
substituting.
DELAWARE
Buffalo Theaters, Inc., Buffalo. General theatrical and picture business. Vincent R. Mcpresident.
NEW
YORK

Faul,

Jack Pomeroy Productions, Inc , New York
City. Theatrical and motion picture business.
Edward
Grebs,
Charles
Ellis and Claire
Belfar.
New York Exhibition Company, Manhattan.
Motion
Shannon

pictures.
Joseph J.
and WilliamDaniel
H. E.
Le O'Keefe,
Cato.

152 West 54th Street Corporation, New York
City. Theatrical, motion and sound picture offerings. Capital, $10,000. Robert L. Cookingham, Kendall Williams and Frank C. Taylor.
Delfio Theaters, Inc , New York City. Theatricals and screen productions generally. Capital,
510,000. Herman J. Friedman, Louis Goldstein
and Nathan Vinagrad.
Knickerbocker Theaters, Inc., Manhattan. Theatrical and picture attractions. Capital, $15,000.
Stockholders: same as preceding company.
Economic Films, Inc., New York City. Theatricals and pictures. Frank R. Wilson, James
Maxwell
Fasett and Philene
Y. Wilson.
Anglo
American
Film,
Inc.,
New
York.
Milton
M.
Theatricals
and
motion
pictures.
and
Lillian
Rosenbloom,
Mary
C.
Monahan
Cerny.
Theatricals
Belle Theaters, Inc., New York
and motion and sound pictures. Capital, $10,000. Herman J. Friedman, Nathan Vinagrad
and Louis Goldstein.
Mundus Distributing Corporation, New York.
Theatrical screen products. Milton M. Rosenbloom,
Sylvk
Rohm
and
Mary
C. Monahan.
Du-Art Film-Titling Service, Manhattan. Motion picture business. Max Weisman, Sayde
Lader and Gertrude
Israel.
Rishire Theaters, Inc., Kings County. Theatrical and motion picture business. Samuel
Strausberg,
Louis Nelson
and Sol Strausberg.
Newburgh Academy of Music Operating Corporation, Newburgh. Theatrical and other
amusement attractions. Capital, $5,000. Henry
Wilson,
Alice Nelson and Alexis Beckerich.
Copark Theaters, Inc., Kings County. Dramatic plays and pictures. Samuel Strausberg,
Louis
Nelson
and Solomon
Strausberg.
Conklin Amusement Corporation, Cedarhurst.
Plays and screen offerings. Fred G. Wilson,
Ray Harris and Tina Lerner.
Melbert Pictures, Inc., New York. Motion
and sound pictures. Shareholders: Melvin M.
Hirsh, Bert Kulick
and Larry Kulick.
Nottingham Operating Corporation, Hempstead. Motion pictures. Albert Lang, David
and Ethel M. Kelley.

Jacobson

Boston — Stewart Dickie of Canton has been appointed assistant
manager of the local Columbia accessory department by Exchange
Manager Tim O'Toole.

have leased the Pickwick here and
will operate the house without
change of policy. During the past
year the house has been operated by
Haring & Blumenthal, with William
P. Wachtel as resident manager and
Albert A. Portnoy
as assistant.
Cleveland — First Division Exchange of Cleveland is preparing
to move into larger space on the
fifth floor of the Film Bldg.
Cookeville, Tenn.— The Mid-State
Theater Co. has been incorporated
with $10,000 capital. S. D. Wilhite, Sarah E. Wilhite, H. S. Hargis
and
tors. E. C. Reeves are the incorporaKillbuck, O. — Carl Duncan opened
the Duncan Theater on June 30. He
is operating on Saturday and Sunday only, playing M-G-M product
exclusively.
Cincinnati — RKO Grand, vaudeville and films, has closed for the
summer.
Marlboro, Mass. — The Pastime
Theater has been closed by I. Feldman.

Stillwater, Minn. — Stillwater
Amusement Co. is a new theater
Whitefield, N. H.— The Little Theater, a new house, has been opened
corporation with $50,000 capitalization backed by Bennie Berger, Clar- by A. F. Stoughton.
ence Stevens and Sam Helpern.

Thursday, July 5, 19i,

11 WARNER PICTURES
GET RELEASE DATE:
Release dates on 11 features, r>;
of 18 completed and awaiting dat(j
have been set by Warner-First Nj
tional, bringing the release schej
ule into September. New releal
dates include: "The Personals
Kid," with Pat O'Brien, Glenda Fa
rell and Claire Dodd, July 7; "Tt
Return of the Terror," with Mai
Astor, Lyle Talbot, John Hallidl
and Frank McHugh, July 7; "Sil
Streets," with Aline MacMahq
Paul Kelly, Helen Lowell and Ai
Dvorak, July 14; "Midnight Alibll
starring Richard Barthelmess w
Ann Dvorak, Helen Lowell
Helen Chandler featured, July ]
"Here Comes The Navy," co-stj
ring
Pat O'Bri
with James
GloriaCagney
Stuart,andDorothy
Ti
and Frank McHugh featured, Jij
21st; "Friends of Mr. SweeneM
with Charlie Ruggles, Ann Dvorj
and Eugene Pallette, July 28; "Ml
With Two Faces," starring Edwsj
G. Robinson with Ricardo Cori]
and Mary Astor featured, Aug. I
"Housewife," with Bette Da\J
George Brent and Ann DvonJ
Aug.
11; "Kansas
with Joan
Blondell, City
GlendaPrinces]
Fair]
and Robert Armstrong, Aug. '.
"Dragon Murder Case," with W;
ren William, Margaret Linds
Dorothy Tree and Lyle Talbot, Ai
25; and "Dames," all star musi'
with Ruby Keeler, Dick Powell a
Joan Blondell and others, Sept. 1

Greenwich, Conn. — Mr. and Mrs
William Vuono, owners of the
Strand
and
Palace
in Stamford.

Walter Wanger to Start
September 1 on Coast
(Continued from Page

1)

on his plans because he said they
were not definitely set. He expects
to leave for the coast at the end of
the week after conferring with his
attorney, Nathan
Burkan.
Wanger returned much impressed
with the flourishing condition of the
English film market. He advocates
yearly trips to Europe for all film
producers. He said that American
producers through lack of research,
particularly in historical films, were
making ludicrous boners which hurt
their product with British audiences.
He declared England has a number
of excellent actors that American
companies might well import.
$28,852 Tax Refund for Pola Negri
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — An abatement of
$28,852 on income taxes assessed
for 1926 has been granted by the
internal revenue department to Pola
Negri.

per aa tf ^T^*
I OR? PERSONS

and the
up Kth
Above
Floor $6.00
Enjoy the comforts of a parlor
and bedroom suite. ... All
rooms equipped with radio,
combination tub and shower
bath, and running ice water.
Ideal location — adjacent to
shopping, business and theatre
districts.
SWIMMING

POOL AND GYMNASIUM
FREE TO GUESTS

Sinner served in the beautiful
newly$1.00
decorated
Cocoanut
Grove
up.
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Truce Sought in Philadelphia Theater Boycott War

DARROW AND MASON TO AID ITOA IN FIGHT ON CODE
Court Okays Sale of St. Louis Houses to Bondholders
Objections to Foreclosure
Are Overruled by
Federal Judge
St. Louis — Federal Judge Davis
as approved sale of the Ambassaor, Grand Central and Missouri
leaters to the bondholders' protecve committees for $2,000,000. ReIrganization plans of the commitses also were approved by the Judge,
ho instructed their counsel to pre''nt a formal decree for his signaure.
: The judge overruled all objections
(Continued

on

Page

8)

WELL TO PRODUCE
FEATURE COMEDIES
tist Coast

Bureau

of

THE
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DAILY

Hollywood — Jed Buell, for years
t Sennett executive, will produce
Mature length comedies, it was regaled at a conference with Mack
1

(Continued

on Page

6)

$200 Television Sets Soon Predicted by De Forest
Montreal — Television receiving sets costing from $200 to $250 and showing pictures
on a screen about 18 inches square will be on the market next year, Dr. Lee De Forest
said here this week. Dr. De Forest said that, despite talk about practical television
being five years away, it has been an engineering possibility for some time and is
commercially possible. He declared that outdoor sctnes could be picked up, showing
automobiles passing as far as 100 feet away.

UPHOLDS DEMANDS
HARING&BLUMENTHAL
FOR FOX MET. DATA DISPOSING OF HOUSES
Opposing the stand taken by present operators of the Fox Metropolitan Playhouses and also of the main
bondholders' committee, that the
Loew-Warner group, bidders of $4,000,000 for the 87 theaters, are not
entitled to a "breakdown" of individual theater operation costs, Saul
E. Rogers, attorney for A. C. Blumenthal, who is said to hold a substantial amount of the $10,000,000
(Continued

on Page

8)

Fox Metropolitan Deal
Opposed by I. T. O. A.

That the I. T. O. A. may act in
protest in event the joint LoewWarner bid for the Fox MetropolMour Theaters Acquired
itan circuit is approved was indiiy New Denver Company
cated yesterday by officials of the
New
York exhibitor association. If
.benver — T. B. Noble, Frank L.
the
Federal
Court okays this projnt and George A. Crowther of
posal in preference to the renewal
T;stland Theaters, Inc., have or(Continued
on Page 8)
gnized and incorporated the Pueblo
: Cheaters, Inc., and have taken over
' t|? Chief and Pueblo from the West■'; Ijid
J. company,
Goodstein. and the Rialto from

Haring & Blumenthal are reported disposing of their eight houses
in the New York metropolitan territory with deals including one under
which Warner Bros, are expected to
get four New Jersey theaters. In
the Jersey deal are reported to be
the Lincoln at Arlington; Playhouse
at Dover, Rex at Irvington and the
Rahway (Continued
at Rahway.
The circuit alon Page 4)

Win Memphis Sunday Test

Seek Darrow as Counsel
In Suits Against A. T. & T.
Clarence Darrow may be engaged
as a trial counsel in the 10 antimonopoly suits brought against
Amer. Tel. & Tel., Western Electric
and Erpi by Biophone Corp., Standard Sound Recording Co., and others
in which (Continucd
over $30,000,000
in damon Page 5)

Allying of Clarance Darrow, formerly chairman of the National Recovery Review Board and internationally-famous lawyer, and Lowell
Mason, who also recently quit the
board as its general counsel, with
the I. T. O. A. to lead in its fight
against various code provisions it
considers unfair to independent exhibitors was announced yesterday
at a luncheon and meeting of the
association in the Hotel Astor.
Darrow was scheduled to speak,
(Continued

on

Page

5)

BOOKING, RIGHT TO BUY
TARGET OF ITOA FIGHT

The I. T. O. A. drive to revise
provisions of the motion picture code
under guidance of Clarence Darrow and Lowell Mason will be parFifteen complaints charging unticularly aimed at block booking and
fair trade practices against A. T. &
T., Western Electric and Erpi have the right to buy, Mason said yesterday
in New York.
Although he
been filed with the Federal Trade
(Continued
on Page 6)
Commission in Washington by members of the American Society of
the Motion Picture Theater, it was French Aim Not to Curb
said yesterday by Robert Robins
Showing of U. S. Pictures
president of the society. Robins said
(Continued
on Page 8)
New quota regulations recently
enacted by the French Government
is not with the intention of curbing
U. S. pictures in France but solely
to move to aid in bringing about a
reorganization of the French film
industry, (Continncd
reduce its
debt 8) and proon Panr
Philadelphia — While local exhibitors yesterday made efforts to induce the church authorities to
$3,000,000 Eastman Suit
modify their all-inclusive ban on
Rochester, N. Y— Suit for $3,000,000
has been filed in Federal Court here
pictures, Joseph Bernhard, general
by Hill Manufacturing Co. of Kansas
manager of the Warner-Stanley cirCity against Eastman Kodak, charging
cuit, sent a letter from his New
infringement of patents for refrigeraYork offices to Cardinal Dougherty,
tion used in film making. Hill claims
Eastman bought one of its machines
leader of the movie fight, offering
before 1930 and used it as a model
cooperation in designating suitable
to build a larger refrigeration
unit.
pictures if the churches will relax

15 New Trade Complaints
Filed Against Electrics

Bernhard Appeals to Cardinal
In Philadelphia Theater Boycott

Memphis — Sunday opening for other
theaters here and throughout Tennessee
is a possibility following the action of
the Shelby County Grand Jury in refusing to indict the Orpheum, managed
by Charles Mensing, for opening on
Sundays by charging patrons 40 cents
for a sandwich and cold drink, with the
movie show thrown in free. Folice
had arrested Mensing on three occasions,
with the exhibitor paying a $25 fine
and appealing the case each
time.

Noted Legal Lights Join
Indep'ts in Campaign
for Code Changes

(Continued

on Page

8)
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New Detroit Zoning Plan
Withdrawn for Changes

London — Plans for the opening of
Detroit — The new zoning plan
the London Pavilion as a key house drawn up by the local board last
for United Artists' British and week has been withdrawn. The plan
American product, as well as for met difficulties from exhibitors on
several points and will be radically
enlargement
of United
Artists'
fices here, which
hereafter
will ofbe
changed, a new plan being available in a few days, according to E.
the
headquarters
of under
the company's
European
activities
Murray S. Kinney, secretary of the board.
Silverstone, were outlined by Pres- The plan as presented affected
ident Joseph M. Schenck on his ar- specifically every theater in the
rival from New York.
metropolitan area.
Thornton Freeland, who is to direct Jack Buchanan in "BrewsterV
Millions" which takes the place of
"Sons o'Guns" on the British & Do- Northwest Power Project
minions schedule, arrived with Creates New Theater Field
Schenck. The U. A. executive also
— Construction of several
is completing plans for production newSeattle
theaters in the Grand Coulee
of "The Old Curiosity Shop" at the area is in prospect as a result of
B. & D. studios with D. W. Griffith directing. He also is anxious the $63,000,000 Government appropriation for the world's largest hyfor Ronald Colman to make a picdro-electric power project getting
ture here. Efforts likewise will be
made with Alexander Korda to get under way there. The locality is
typical of earlier western boom
out a production schedule enabling towns.
U. A. to arrange release dates for
London Films in America.
Darryl Zanuck, now in Africa, is
Preview of Jean Bernard Films
to join Schenck here late this month.
Jean Claude Bernard, French producer who arrived in New York a
A. T. & T. Probe Starts July 10
few days ago on the He de France,
Investigation of A. T. & T. parti- will present to an invited audience
cipation in the film industry to de- aboard this steamer tonight two of
termine whether any losses sustained
his latest documentary films, "La
by the company through such par- Sud",
taken on the north coast of
ticipation have been added to the
cost of telephone rates and whether Africa, and "Paris Au Fil De L'
any profits have been used to lower Eau", depicting Paris from the Seine
rates will be started in Washington river. "La Bataille", featuring AnCharles Boyer and reby the newly-appointed Communica- nabella and
vealing the latest advances in
tions Commission on July 10.
French production technique, also
will be on the program. Bernard,
Gervers Handling Psychic Marvel
who is filming a new picture on his
F. Ralph Gervers has signed con- oresent trip depicting life on a big
tracts whereby Adrienne, internaliner, willa part
make of tonight's
preview
tionally known psychic marvel, will audience
the picture.
appear under his exclusive management for stage, screen and radio. A
personal appearance tour is first on
"Baby Shower" for Dempseys
Various celebrities attended a
the list. Adrienne made her professional debut last fall at Loew's Zieg- "baby shower" for Jack Dempsey
feld Theater.
and his wife, Hannah Williams, at
the Stork Club yesterday afternoon
Sendoff Party for Richard Dix
when a cocktail party was given.
Richard Dix, who sails for Cali- Fox Movietone made a picture of
fornia tonight with his bride, will
Edwards giving a "contract" to
be given a sendoff party aboard the Gus
Dempsey for his baby. Marc LachGrace liner Santa Lucia starting at man and Monte Prosser arranged
the party.
4:30 o'clock this afternoon.
Albeit Saddacca in Hospital
Albert Saddacca of the Windsor
circuit, Brooklyn, sustained a ruptured artery in the leg while attending the I. T. O. A. meeting yesterday afternoon at the Hotel Astor.
After preliminary treatment he was
removed to a hospital.

Select to Film Novel
"Lavender and Old Lace," the
novel by Myrtle Reed, will be filmed
by Select Productions in the east,
it is announced by William Saal,
president. The picture will probably follow "Gigolette," by Gordon
Kahn, which goes in woi'k as soon as
Dashiell Hammett's "Woman in the
Dark" is finished.

Denver Indep't Operator Union
Operators in most of the nonunion theaters in Denver have organized and incorporated as the
Sound Projectors Union of Colorado. "Here Comes Navy" Opens Tonight
Norfolk — World premiere of
Incorporators are Chas. Deckers, J.
A. Swanson, R. O. McComb, Harold "Here Comes the Navy" takes place
Mohlman and Harry Burcher.
tonight at Loew's State. James
Cagney and Pat O'Brien are starred
Vitaphone Signs Morton Downey
in it. Opening has been accomMorton Downey has been signed
panied by an elaborate campaign
by Sam Sax of Vitaphone for a two- handled by Sid Davidson of the
Warner
home offices.
reel musical.

BOOK
THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
Today: Fourth and final Paramount regioJ
sales meeting, Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, N
York.
July 7: First Annual Outing of the Executi
Offices of Mullen and Pinanski Theate
Mayflower Hotel, Plymouth, Mass".
July Ga.
8-9: G. F. T. A. Independent TheafJ
Ass'n convention, Hotel Ansley, Atlan
July 9-11: Second and final Columbia
convention,
Medinah
Club,
Chicago.
July Roton
11:
I.T.O.A. Conn.
boat
Point,

ride

and

sal

outing

July 13: Meeting of creditors at office |
Special Master John E. Joyce to consii
Saenger
reorganization
plan.
July 17: Annual convention of the K>n
and Missouri Theater Association, Ho
Muehlbach,
Kansas City.
July 18: Annual outing of Boston motion p
ture post, American Legion. Rccreat
Park,
Riverside,
Auburndale,
Mass.

- •

Aug. 1-20: Second Exhibition of Cinema
graphy,
Venice,
Italy.
Aug. 22-24: Allied Theater Owners of N
Jersey convention, Atlantic City
Sept. 16; North
dan, N. D.

Dakota

Allied meeting, Mi

Oct. 29: S.M.P.E. Fall Meeting. Hotel Pet
sylvania,
New
York.
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IEWS OF THE WEEK IN PHOTO-REVIEW

TONIGHT'S

THE

NIGHT

for elaborate world premiere

of 'Here Comes The Navy' at Norfolk, Va. where coast-

It VANCE DEMONSTRAriN of how Warner studio

to-coast broadcast by Cagney and O'Brien, tie-up with
arrival of U. S. fleet and big co-op campaign will give

ixscts to top its former 'musi-

wide publicity to fourth of Warners' mid-summer specials.

Jtin-ups' seen by exhibs
icards, Hoblitzelle, Dembow,
'..iJalaban and others on inAtion tour of Buz Berkey beauty-full 'Dames' sets.
JSPICIOUS

SCREEN

_EIJT planned for Josephine
utninson (below), famed star
la Le Gallienne Repertory,
■isopposite Dick Powell
I Gentlemen Are Born',
jWibeing filmed for Warner
Oioy Director Mervyn LeRoy.
LATEST

'BEST' AWARDS

for Warners

are New Movie Magazine's gold medals
for the champ musical and mystery films
of the year chosen in national reader poll.
DAMON

RUNYON'S

ENCORE

to 'Lady For a Day' and 'Little
Miss Marker' set for new acclaim as N. Y. Strand opening

■L$- /
of Barthelmess' 'Midnight Alibi'
leads chain of 'A' bookings
scheduled
CLEVELAND'S

for

this

week.0

CONTESTANT

in Warners' $250 prize offer
for best campaigns on Joe E.

vfif
U1W"

,*^» ->^#,

Brown's Circus Clown', designs
arresting lobby display shown
at left, as part of flash circus
send-off at HippodromeTheatre."

°A First National Picture

Vitagraph, Inc. Diitribulors
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REVIEWS

Grace

Moore

"ONE NIGHT

of the NEW

in

Sally

OF LOVE"80

Columbia

mins.

GRACE MOORE GREAT IN WELL
PRODUCED STORY OF OPERA SINGERS
CAREER.
FINE SUPPORTING
CAST.
This is an entirely creditable production which would add distinction to any
major company program. Grace Moore,
opera star, conveys to the picture a genuine screen personality, plus a voice which
will arouse audience and critical raves.
She makes a strong bid toward bringing
operatic numbers within picture house audience appreciation, without sacrificing
their original beauty and force. The story
shows the development of a promising
young singer under the guidance of Tullio
Carminati, a famous maestro who mixes
his art with his love affairs. Discovering
the girl in a cafe in Italy, he assumes
the task of developing her upon a nonlove basis, but eventually falls for her.
Another "pupil" causes a misunderstanding which leads to complications and concludes with Miss Moore making her debut
at the Met. in New York. The story has
been handled in excellent taste and contains nothing to antagonize reform crusaders.
Cast: Grace Moore, Tullio Carminati,
Lvle Talbot, Mona Barrie, Jessie Ralph,
Luis Alberni, Rose Mary Glosz and Lydia
Westman.
Director, Victor Schertzinger; Authors,
Dorothy Speare and Charles Beahan; Screen
Play, S K. Lauren; Musical Director, Dr
Tietro Cimini; Thematic Music, Gus Kahn
and Schertzinger; Cameraman, James
Walker; Editor, Gene Milsord.
Direction, Fine
Photography, Grade A

Blaine
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"CITY PARK"
with Henry B. Walthall, Matty Kemp
Chesterfield
72 mins.
GOOD

DRAMA-ROMANCE WITH WALTHALL SCORING IN FINE CHARACTERIZATION. MANY LAUGHS AND GOOD
SUSPENSE.
This one should prove satisfactory entertainment insofar as it is sincerely handled by a capable cast, has been cleverly
directed and is built on an interesting
theme. The story concerns three old men
and a girl who meet in a city park when
the girl, discouraged because she is broke
and hungry, decides to make her living
the easiest way. Walthall, as a retired
Southern colonel, takes charge of the girl's
welfare and bluffs his way into obtaining
sufficient money to support his two cronies
and the
girl. He who
sendsturns
for the
mer sweetheart
out girl's
to befor-a
crook and is willing to let one of the
old gents take a rap so that he may marry
the girl and escape the law. The plot
is carefully worked out so that the thief
is finally apprehended and the girl married to the grandson of Walthall. All
ends well for them all. Sally Blaine gives
a very convincing performance, but Walthall's work stands out as the best in the
cast.
Cast: Sally Blaine, Henry B. Walthall,
Matty Kemp, Hale Hamilton, John Harron,
Clark King, Gwen Lee, Judith Vosselli,
Wilson Benge, Lafe McKee, Mary Foy.
Director, Richard Thorpe; Author, Carl
Brown; Screen Play, same, Editor, Richard
Thorpe; Cameraman, M. A. Anderson;
Recording Engineer, Pete Clark.
Direction, Good.
Photography, Fair.

«

«
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zoning board adjourned until July
9, thereby postponing publication of
a new clearance .plan until after the
time set by the code authority.
Clearance is proving an even harder
task for the board than zoning. Several plans have been presented, none
meeting with unanimous approval.
Owners' Ass'n
Theater
Gulf States
made
an attempt
to iron difficulties
between United Theaters circuit and
Dezel Gets Esper Picture
exchanges in an informal meeting
Chicago — Al Dezel of Road Show where the matter of premiums came
Esper's
Dwain
handle
up.
No results.
will
Pictures
"Narcotic" in the midwest.
Chicago Circuit Adds House
Chicago — Little Picture Theater
Corp., operators of the Cinema, Austin and Karlov, has leased the Punch
and Judy for a term of years from
Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance
Co. of Milwaukee. The leasing
corporation is headed by Charles
and Henry Stern. Stern said that
his firm will spend $5,000 in the installation of modern operating
equipment.
Al Wilkie

Don Mersereau
Frank

E. Garbutt

d G

"CROSS STREETS"
with

Claire

Windsor,

John

Mack

Invincible

Brown
64 mins.

VERY HEAVY AND SAD DRAMA THAT
CARRIES NO PARTICULAR POINT TO
MAKE
IT WORTH WHILE.

sn

JOHN E OTTERSON has gone to Europe fo:
inspection of Erpi offices.

ARNOLD RITTENBERG has returned to New
Yo.k from Atlantic City, where he represented
Menfone Productions, producers of "Literary
Digest's Spice of Life'," at the Columbia convention.

DAVE
representaThis production belongs definitely to the
tive, hasEPSTEIN,
arrived atHollywood
the Hotelartists'
Warwick,
where
defeatist school. Johnny Mack Brown is he will remain until Saturday.
G. MARTINEZ SIERRA, Spanish dramatist
seen graduating from a medical college
end author, who

arrived this week

New

Wednesday.

from abroad

with high honors, only to be turned down with Ctalcna Barcena, actress, and Jardiel
Poncela, journalist, leaves in a day or two
by the girl he is engaged to who decides E.
tor Hollywood.
to marry another student who can give
GARY
is on his way to New York
her all the luxuries. So Johnny right there from the COOPER
Coast.
takes to drink, and becomes a no gooa
MELVYN DOUGLAS, stage and screen leading
tramp and wanders hither and yon all over Europe.
man, sailed yesterday on the Berengaria f o,
the country for many years. Finally with
the help of an old college pal who has
D. M IDZAL, managing director of the Fo
made millions, he is induced to go back
Theater, Detroit, has returned to the M.chig^.
to a commencement exercise at the col- metropolis from New York.
MIRIAM HOPKINS is expected to arrive
lege. Here he meets the daughter of the
in a few days.
woman who threw him down, and there from Hollywood
starts a romance between them. The
FE3GY GOLDBERG of the Educational pub ileaves for the co<.st tom-r.u..
mother tries to break it up, for she wants city department
EDWARD GOLDEN, Monogram sales manager,
the man who is now being touted by hi.
rich pal as a great foreign surgeon. it left yesterday for Atlanta where he will address the G.F.T.A.
Independent
Theaters
Ass'n
is all very involved, implausible and sor- convention
on Saturday.
He will
return
to
rowful,of
finishing
the hero's
the hands
thewith
husband
of thedeath
womanat
who jilted him.
Cast: Claire Windsor, Johnny Mack
Brown, Anita Louise, Kenneth Thomson,
Matty Kemp, Josef Swickard, Niles Welch.
Director, Frank Strayer; Author, Gordon
Morns; Screenplay, Anthony Coldeway;
Cameraman, M. A. Anderson.
Direction, handicapped
Photography, good.

by

material.

ITOA Names Committee
Postpone N.O. Zoning Plan Haring & Blumenthal
New Orleans — After several
To Advise on Clean Films
Disposing
of Houses
(Continued from Pat/e 1)
Moving to avert collisions with the hours' discussion, the clearance and
League of Decency boycott on socalled immoral ipictures, the I. T.
O. A. yesterday took steps to set up
a committee which will advise its
members as to what pictures might
be considered as objectionable. The
committee will study forthcoming
report as to its characproductter.and
Bernard S. Barr is chairman
of the committee.

.oming an

so
the Ritz at Lyndhurst,
N. operates
J.
Fred Wilson, who recently took
over the Playhouse at Cedarhurst,
L. I., is reported seeking the Gem
at Far Rockaway, another Haring
& Blumenthal theater. The circun
ritory.
runs three other houses in the ter-

HAL

York

next

SUGARMAN,

U. A. manager

in Panama,

has arrived in town for a few weeks' vacation.
He is scheduled to return to Panama on July 19.
FRAZIER HUNT, author, arrives today from
abroad
on the President
Harding.

Erpi Making
Geology, Child Films
Erpi Picture Consultants has concluded arrangements whereby it will
make a series of films demonstrating stone
geologic
phenomena
in YellowPark under
auspices
of the
National Park Service, to be incorporated in the University of Chicago Physical Science Series, and
five films on child development for
the National Council of Parent Education.

Liberty Makes Southwest Deal
Budd Rogers, general sales manager of Liberty Pictures, has closed
with Jack K. Adams, president of
the Adams Film Exchanges, to han- j
die the Liberty product in Texas, j
Oklahoma and Arkansas.
The pro- i
ducing organization, of which M. H.
Hoffman is president, is now almost
100 per cent set for distribution.

Appeal Newark Zoning Case
Elwood theater, Newark, has appealed to the Code Authority from
the decision of the New York clearance and zoning board on its complaint against Warner's Regent,
Newark,
Capitol.
Belleville.and
The Warner's
Elwood complaint
was filed by Allied of New Jersey
and David P. Wilentz, attorneygeneral of New Jersey and counsel
for Allied, represented Elwood at
the clearance board hearing.

Chicago Bans "Virgie Winters"
Chicago — After a bitter battle
with the censor board and the mayor's office, the Palace theater was
denied the right to show "The Life
of Virgie Winters." This leaves
Chicago as the only city in the
United States where the picture cannot be shown. The Palace substituted Richard Dix in "His Greatest

Lifton Appointed Liberty Ad Chief
Louis S. Lifton has been appointed director of advertising and pubDissolve Pacific N. W. Companies
licity for Liberty Pictures at its
Seattle — Fox Bellingham The- New York offices. Lifton was until
aters, Inc., Bellingham, and North- recently associated with Educational
west Theater Co., Seattle, have filed as assistant to Gordon S. White
dissolution papers.
advertising head.

Shamrock Starting First
Gamble."
Detroit — "Four O'Clock in the
Morning," first of the Shamrock
features for the new season, will
go in work shortly in the new Mullett Street studios, it is announced
by B. C. Fassio, president.
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DARROW TO AID ITOA
IN FIGHT OVER CODE
(Continued from Pago
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but remained in his quarters at the
Murray Hill Hotel instead. Reports conflicted as to his reason
for failing to appear, the official
version issued hy the I. T. O. A.
being that he was ill following his
trip here from Chicago. Both Darrow and Mason will serve the association without compensation.
In opening the meeting following
the luncheon, attended by approximately 150 exhibitors, President
Harry Brandt declared that members of his organization "offered
every conceivable cooperation" to
Sol A. Rosenblatt, then deputy
administrator, during the code-drafting conferences last Fall. He charged that Rosenblatt failed to incorporate in the code, which he drafted,
provisions agreed upon previously.
Quoting the National Recovery Review Board's reports Brandt described the code as "the most highmonopolistic code" drafted under
the lyNRA.
"Independent exhibitors will be
forced out of business under the
code as it is now written," asserted
Brandt.
Mason, substituting for Darrow,
said that the anti-trust department
of the Dept. of Justice has received
more complaints against film industry practices than any other industry. He complimented Brandt on
bringing to Washington hearings
conducted by the Review Board on
the code "enough witnesses to fill
three days." Mason characterized
the film industry document as "one
of the most pernicious codes ever
studied by the board." He deplored
distributor tendency to "tell exhibitors how to run their own businesses."
Mason, whose home is in Chicago,
will make his headquarters at the
office of Milton C. Weisman, general counsel of the I. T. 0. A., at
1450 Broadway. Darrow will make
his headquarters at the home of Arthur Garfield Hays at Sands Point.
Weisman, who followed Mason,
described the campaign against the
present code as "a fight to the end."
Sunday Movies in Bronxville
Bronxville, N. Y. — Making the
last community in Westchester
County to take steps to abolish blue
laws, the Bronxville Village Board
has voted to amend the ordinance
banning Sunday movies.
Fight Penna. Sunday Shows
Washington, Pa. — Funds of the
Parkinson Sabbath observance fund
will be used to defray expenses of
a fight on Sunday movies here, it
was decided at a meeting of the
Washington Presbytery.
Cleveland Zoning Meet July 10
Cleveland — Next meeting of the
clearance and zoning board will be
held July 10.

PHIL W. &ALY
• • • THE WORST bandit scare Wall Street has had in
a long time
and all because Hecht-MacArthur wanted
some skyscraper atmosphere for a sequence in "Crime Without
Passion" which they are completing over at the Astoria
studio four autos loaded with cameramen, technicians and
equipment pulled up Sunday morn in front of the office of J. P.
Morgan
it seems that the watchmen on the inside sent
in the police alarm
they probably took the picture guys
for gunmen
there were several union men in the studio
cars
so their alarm was justified
• •
• IN ANY event
before the boys from Astoria
headed by Slavko Vorkapich had a chance to get out of their
cars with their equipment
cops in radio cars and on motorcycles appeared from every direction
they examined the
credentials held by Vorkapich, Leslie Bain, Joe Nadel and Leo
Lipp
and permitted them to unload and make their
shots
now Hecht-MacArthur are thinking of making
a
pix to show how perfectly the Wall Street financial district is
guarded
T
T
T
• •
• ATOP
THE
Music Hall is a summer
playland
for the exclusive use of the theater's employees
in
between shows you can see the ballet girls and Rockettes disporting themselves at tennis, handball, volleyball and shuffleboard gaily colored deck chairs and awnings are everywhere the showgirls appear in their abbreviated stage costumes or practice shorts , . . . so a lotta guys whose office
windows overlook the theater roof are getting sunstruck these
days
leaning out the window to get a better look
• • • AN EXCHANGE of greetings between Mayor La
Guardia of our hamlet and Mayor T. S. Walmsley of New Orleans yesterday inaugurated a direct RCA radiotelegraph
communication circuit between the two cities
New York is
already connected by this service with Boston, Washington and
San Francisco
Charles Drummond Woodyatt, stage and
screen
player,
has
written
a novel, "Satan's
Playground,"
collaboration with Irving Crump
Dodd Mead
will publishin
the book
Woodyatt leaves New York soon to join a studio
on the coast
T
T
T
• • • A HONEYMOON cocktail party in honor of Richard
Dix and his bride aboard the Grace liner Santa Lucia in
the North River will take place this afternoon
Herbert Wilcox of the London Wilcoxes is sending out invites
to the premiere of "Nell Gwyn" at the Astor on the eve
of July 10
a very novel invitation it is
with a diary
entry by Samuel Pepys reminding himself that he must not forget the important date
but Mister Wilcox should have explained to a lotta these film mugs who Samuel Pepys is
a
couple have asked us already wotin'ell this guy Pepys has got
to do with the picture biz
•
•
• UP AT Dobbs Ferry, New York
Vera Murray
will operate the Washington theater with the Mayfair Players
. presenting 10 new untried plays
each will have a
new cast and will be headed by a distinguished star
Ethel
Barrymore starts the summer series on Monday with a play by
Leslie and Sewell Stokes called "Laura Garnett"
Miss
Barrymore
will make the occasion auspicious by having it
mark the first stage appearance of herself with her son John
and daughter Ethel
Miss Murray will be associated with
John C. Wilson and C. B. Maddock

FOUR CODE APPEALS
HEARD BY COMMITTEE
Sitting as a Code Authority appeals committee, R. H. Cochrane, J.
Louis Geller and Robert Wolf heard
four appeals yesterday. The schedule was as follows: S. Hochstim,
Star. Hudson, N. Y., against HenWil-Hen Corp., Hudson, on overbuying charge heard by Albany grievance board, Hochstim and William
Friezder appeared for complainant
and respondent, respectively; Camden Drive-In Theater, Inc., Camden,
N. J., against RKO on breach of
contract complaint heard by Philadelphia grievance board, W. E. Egan
and Willard Younger appeared for
"Omplainant and respondent, respectively; Fred Lind, Grand, Littleton, Colo., against Thomas A. Sullivan, Gothic at Englewood, Col. on
reduced admissions complaint heard
by Denver grievance board; M.
Ewing of the Amus-U Theater, La
Harpe, 111. against Andrew L. Hainl:'ne, Illinois theater at Macomb, 111.
on complaint heard with Chicago
clearance and zoning board. In the
last two cases no appearances were
made. In all instances recommendations were passed on to the Code
Authority for decisions.

Seek Darrow as Counsel
In Suits(Continued
Against
A. T. & T.
from Page 1)
ages is asked, it was said yesterday
by Robert Robins, executive secretary of the American Society for the
Protection of the M. P. Theater.
Negotiations with Darrow are now
in process, Robins said.
Many "A" Dates for "Alibi"
Getting a break in the current
popularity of Damon Runyon
stories, Warners report an unprecedented number of Class "A" bookings set on its production of "Midnight Alibi," starring Richard Barthelmess.
Dick Kennedy
a Father
Birmingham — Dick Kennedy, supervisor of Wilby theaters in Alabama and Tennessee, is the father
of a boy. Tom McConnell, manager
of the Strand, also became the
father of twin girls recently.
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Short Shots from Eastern Studios
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BUELL TO PRODUCE
FEATURE COMEDIES

By CHARLES

(Continued from Paac

1)

would not comment on the report
it was indicated that under one
phase of the campaign an effort
might be made to revive the
Darrow arbitration proposal which
recently collapsed, according to Ma
son, when the Hays organization
withdrew
its participation.
Disclosure was made yesterday to
the effect that a conference was recently held toward adjusting code
differences between producer-dis
tributing companies and independent
exhibitor leaders. Present were
Charles C. Pettijohn, representing
the Hays association; Abram F.
Myers of Allied, Milton C. Weisman.
I. T. 0. A. general counsel, and
Mason.
According to Mason, who recentlv resigned as general counsel of
the National Recovery Review
Board, the plan agreed to by all factions provided for a committee of
nine members, four selected by ma
jor producers and four by independent exhibitor members of the Code
Authority. They were to jointly
select the ninth member of the
group and in event of failure to
fgree upon a man, were to leave
1he matter to the chairman of the
Federal Trade Commission.
Mason said that the Hays representative at first approved the plan
to set up the arbitration committee to study and solve major differences but later he withdrew his support of the project. The committee
was to function until a settlement
of disputes was reached and the
rgreement would be recommended
for incorporation in the code, it was
stated.
Warners Buy "White Cockatoo"

West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — "White Cockatoo",
mystery novel by Mignon C. Eberhart, has been purchased by Warner Bros. The company is planning
to make this the second picture for
Josephine Hutchinson.
Mark Goldman Loses Mother
Cleveland — Mark Goldman, manager of the local Majestic exchange,
is mourning the death of his mother
at her home in Lowell, Mass.

ALICOATE
(Continued from Page 1)
George W. Goman of West Coast
Service Studios sails Saturday on
TENTATIVELY
titled
"His Unofficial Fiancee,"
the second
of the He de France in connection Sennett and the youthful producer,
whom Sennett calls his protege. Ala series of all-Spanish features bethough not financially or actively
ing produced by Exito Productions with some European financed production to be made in New York engaged in this project, Sennett
for Paramount International release next season.
plans to lend a guiding hand to
went into production yesterday under the direction of Louis Gasnier at
Buell.
he Eastern Service studio in AsThe producing company, to be
Richard Himber and his Ritz- called Rainbow Pictures, plans imtoria. Featured in the cast of the
original story by Alfredo Lapera Carlton Orchestra have been signed
mediate production on two feature
are Carlos Gardel, Trini Ramos, to make a one-reel Vitaphone short, comedies at the Sennett studios unBlanca Vischer, Vincente Padula it is announced by Sam Sax, proder the direction of B. C. Stafford,
duction chief at the Brooklyn plant. the first of which is being scheduled
and Jaime DeVisa. Robert Snody
is production supervisor, with War- Himber, who appeared on the ra- under the title of "College Sweetdio with Rudy Vallee a few years
ren Murray assisting on the direcheart", starring Andy Clyde, with
tion and Bill Miller and Geo. Hin- ago, is known for his introduction Grady Sutton,
Frankie Eastman,
ners behind the camera. Walter of harp interludes in dance orches- and Mary Kornman.
Keller is credited with the art work.
trations and at present his music
The second production will cois heard on coast-to-coast broad- star
Harry Langdon and Andy
casts over both NBC and CBS radio
hookups.
Clyde in a jungle farce, "They Go
Nell O'Day, who just completed
work in Select Productions' "Woman
Joseph Klein, major studio distributing executive, arrived here
in the Dark ', has been added to the
Lynn Shores, president of West from New York several days ago to
cast of
"Convention
Girl",
the
Falcon production headed by Dave Coast Service studios, leaves Mon- be associated with Buell in this venThomas with exterior shots now beday with camera and sound tech- Wild". ture. The organization will have its
nicians for up-state New York, offices at the Mack Sennett studios.
;ng made in Atlantic City under the
direction of Luther Reed. Shooting where he will start production on
will be completed at the Photocolor an industrial picture for The Niagara Hudson Power Co.
studio at I rvington-on-the-Hudson.
Subsequent Runs Protest
Des Moines Zoning Setup Stays
Des Moines, la. — Local clearance
and zoning board has no future
meeting set, awaiting formation of
plans by independent exhibitors on
their objections to the present system, according to Dallas Day, secretary. The system already in
force before the board's organization has proved satisfactory up to
the present, and no action will be
taken until concrete objections are
made by individual exhibitors or
groups of exhibitors.

Poli Recovered
New Haven, Conn. — Sylvester Z.
Poli has returned to his summer
home, Villa Rosa, in Woodmont, following a period of complete rest at
a health resort. His physician says
Poli is now nearing complete recovery after the nervous breakdown
which forced him to suspend all activity some time ago.

St. Louis Critic Retiring
St. Louis — Harry Neimeyer, veteran film and dramatic critic of the
"Post-Dispatch," is understood to be
Dock Strike Hits Seattle Houses
retiring. He will be 60 years old
Seattle — Waterfront strike here shortly and intends to spend his
has been costing first-run houses later years in Hollywood, where he
at the rate of $3,000 a week, it is has bought a home.
estimated. Subsequent runs also
have been suffering.
Calvin Bard Sells House
Lincoln,
Neb. — Calvin Bard has
Two Holdups Net Only $32
of the Rialto and George
Chicago — -A bandit gang of five disposed
men held up two movie theaters on Monroe and G. L. Hooper sold the
the West Side, the Illington and the State to the Cornhusker Theaters
Milo, but obtained only small Inc., of which the Westland Theaters, Inc., of Colorado Springs,
amounts $2 and $30.
Colo., is the operating, company.

"Public Enemy"
Holds Over
"Stamboul Quest" for Capitol
"The Public Enemy," revived at
M-G-M's "The Stamboul Quest,"
the Globe, is being held for another
with Myrna Loy and George Brent
Hollywood — Hal Rosson, recently week.
stricken with infantile paralysis, is
opens at the Capitol July 13 after
out of quarantine and physicians say
Portable Circuit for Missouri
two weeks of "The Thin Man."
his early recovery is assured.
Ironton, Mo. — C. F. Grishaber, Stage show will include Willie and
who has sold his Academy Theater Eugene Howard, Gertrude Niesen.
Closes Deal for Venezuela
here, plans to establish a circuit of Bill Robinson and others.
Arthur Sanchez of Trans-Oceanic towns this summer to show films
Jimmy Grier in Reliance Films
Film Export Co., has closed a deal with a portable sound outfit.
for the distribution of a series of
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
Two
New
Tenants
in
Para.
Bldg.
dramas in the territory of Venzuela.
Hollywood — Jimmy Grier, popular
radio
band
leader,
has been signed
B'n'B Pictures Corp., producers of
"Hell Cat" First-Run at Palace
the Bud 'N' Ben westerns, have with his orchestra to appear in
Columbia's "Hell Cat" will open a moved to the Paramount Bldg. from "Transatlantic Merry - Go - Round",
Reliance picture now in production
^rst-run engagement today at the 630 Ninth Ave.
Wm. Steiner also has moved to *»nd soon to be released through
R-K-0 Palace, customarily a subsethe Paramount Building.
United Artists.
quent run house with vaudeville.
Hal Rosson Improves
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Cleveland Zoning Schedule
Cleveland — Publication of the new
clearance and zoning plan for
Greater Cleveland brought protests
charging the Clearance and Zoning
Board with "discriminatory determination." W. N. Skirboll, representing the Cameo, and Meyer
Fischer, representing the Mall,
downtown subsequent run houses,
are protesting against a special
classification of all local downtown
subsequent run houses by which the
first runs are given 77 days protection. Under the previous schedule,
these houses got pictures on the 57th
day following the conclusion of the
first run. The houses affected by
this classification are the Strand,
Standard, Carter, Roxy, Mall and
Cameo. Because they play at 15
cent matinee admission, regardless
of their evening price, they are
classed as 15 cent houses and given
the 15 cent house availability date.
The schedule provides 35 days
availability to subsequent runs
charging not less than 25 cents
(same as formerly) ; 49 days availability to houses charging not less
than 20c (was 57 days) ; 77 days
availability to houses charging 15
cents (was 63 days) ; 150 days
availability to houses charging not
less than 10 cents (was 100 days) :
and 365 days after the advertised
national release date to all houses
100 days).
playing
a double feature policy (was
A further concession to second
runs is that when circuits play a
second run at one of their circuit
second run houses ahead of availability date the protection to all
second runs shall be reduced by the
same number of days as for the circuit second run houses.

Noted for

UNIFORMITY
REVOLUTIONARY
new qualities
-"-^- made Eastman Super-Sensitive "Pan"
a byword almost overnight. But only day-in
and day-out delivery of those qualities over
a long period could give this film lasting
fame in the motion-picture world. Uniformity. . . the quality that has always characterized Eastman films . . . has made Eastman
Super-Sensitive Panchromatic Negative the
brilliant leader it is today. Eastman Kodak
Company. (J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors, New York, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN Super-Sensitive
Panchromatic Negative
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TRUCE BEING SOUGHT
IN PHILLY BOYCOTT
(Continued

from
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their stringent dictum. The Independent Exhibitors Protective Ass'n,
headed by Morris Wax, also offered
cooperation, declaring that nearly
500 theaters would have to close in
two weeks unless consideration is
granted.
Chief objection of the exhibitors,
as pointed out earlier by Lewen
Pizor of the M. P. T. 0. unit, is
that the boycott is against all theaters instead of the few offending
pictures.
In a statement issued in New
York last night, Bernhard said:
"In view of prevalent rumors and published
statements concerning the theater situation
in Philadelphia as a result of the ecclesiastic
boycott of motion picture theaters in that
city, I desire to say that the Warner-Stanle
Theater Circuit, comprising 75 motion pictur
theaters in the archdiocese of Philadelphia,
has felt compelled to notify its employees arfl
the various firms with which it does busi
ness that a general closing of our theater
may be forced upon us within the next two
weeks.
"We have been driven to this step by th
manifest possibilities of the boycott endorse
by Cardinal Dougherty, Archbishop of Philadelphia. That boycott has not discriminate
between pictures supposed to merit approva
and others supposed to merit condemnation
it is directed against motion picture theater
as such.
"We trust that it will be unnecessary t
close our theaters; but if the boycott should
succeed in its object it will clearly be impossible for us to continue to operate then
at a heavy loss. In addition to the loss o
work to our own immediate employees, a shut
down would entail unemployment or reduced
employment for several thousand people engaged in many other activities normally carried on in affiliation with our theater operation.
"The following paragraph is from a lette
which I wrote on July 5 to His Eminence
Cardinal Dougherty:
" 'Motion picture theaters, in common wit!
other enterprises, have suffered greatly dur
ing the depression.
It has been a grea
effort to maintain and operate theaters in your
diocese, which give employment to upwards o
In spite of the great deel ne in
900 people.
theater receipts during the past years, but l
we have
Roosevelt's policy,
line with President
of employee
number
retained the maximum
compensateand are paying withthemthe maximum
b
performed
services
commensurate
them.'
"We have also offered to Cardinal Doushcrty the use of 'a suitable projection room
where pictures may be viewed before the;
are released in our theaters. This preview
would enable you to prepare a Black and
White List' which could serve as iurtnei
protection for your flock.'
"The Philadelphia archidocese is the only
boyUnited States wherea alegally
territory in the proclaimed
against
cott has been
wide-sprea.
conducted business which affords
employment and which has offered even
to protect the sensibilireasonable compromise of
the public that may
ties of those sections
feel themselves to be in need of such protection."

Custer Serial

Planned

Louis Weiss plans to start production in Hollywood in August on a 12episode serial built around the historical events that led up to "Custer's
Last Stand." The government is expected to lend several detachments of
cavalry to give veracity to the film.
This will be in addition to a wellknown cast and several hundred Indians
from one of the reservations, it is
announced. Exploitation pictures will
handle
distribution.
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COURT APPROVES SALE
OF ST, LOUIS THEATERS

Movies Sacrificed Independence, Says Writer
k iOTION

pictures submitted

' * ' in the game,
in the

opinion

of

Scripps-Howard
Pegler said:

to censorship

and

sacrificed their independence

consequently

they will always

be a target for reformer

Westbrook

Pegler, featured

writer

paper.

Commenting

en

the

current

for

crusade

the

"World-Telegram,"

in last night's edition,

FOR more than a week I have been trying to compose a moving picture scenario which would
meet the restrictions proposed by the clergy, who are determined to eliminate crime and
sex for the good of the kiddies and the child-minded. It has been tough going because larceny,
mayhem and murder seem to be everywhere, even among the birds and gnats and flowers, and
the most scandalous
goings-on
take place right along among
creatures
of demurest
reputation.
It was a shock to be told by a florist one time that the primrose was an outrageous hussy
in her private life. You could not hope to get by with a voracious drama about the primrose
under the proposed code of censorship, because that would give the kiddies false ideas and
might send child-minded adults stampeding out of the picture show to launch out on a plural
life. But neither would you be allowed to avoid the truth, for that would be spreading a lie
and poisoning the wells of knowledge, a wrong as bad as a hoodlum scene or a shot depicting
bachelor
life in a New
York
penthouse.
If you will send a stamped envelope and written authorization from your pastor I might,
when I get around to it, send you a confidential report of what the florist said about the
private life of the primrose. It is a scenario which would make the most mischievous compositions of Miss Mae West
seem
downright
priggish.
Well, so the birds plunder and kill, the June-bug slays the chigger or something, the spider
is a hoodlum and the mistletoe throttles the mighty oak, which hogs the sun and starves and
stunts the little trees. This information, as the bond houses use to say, is not guaranteed,
though
believed
to be approximately correct.
Obviously, as a vein of material for the moving picture drama, nature is out, being very
criminal and full of turpitude.
REMEDY:

KEEP

CHILDREN

AT

HOME.

I AM

modest in my crime requirements and would be satisfied with such lower-case misdemeanors as illegal parking or cheating the soulless telephone corporation out of an occasional
nickel. But I hate to hear anyone run down sex, a theme so popular that it is widely referred
to as Topic A. and hope the censors will not make it necessary for the citizens to be as firm
with them about this matter as they were with those other members of the clergy who tried
to prevent them
from drinking alcoholic
beverages.
A clergyman's idea of seemliness in dealing with love or sex on the screen is sure to be
much more severe than the average customer's. And, if it is true that children are being
corrupted by the scenes which they see in the movies, there is a dandy remedy at hand for that.
The children might be kept out of the movies, just as they are excluded from the premises
where liquor is sold, except, perhaps, on children's day. The $1,000,000 theaters were not
built solely for the kiddie trade or for the ultra-pious.
It is unfortunate that nature, that depraved force which produces the shameless primrose,
turns out so many beautiful young women to defile the screen with their charm and pleasantry
and trouble the thoughts of the customers. There would be no such problem if there were nc
beautiful women, but no severity of censoiship is ever going to popularize the scrawny, fat or
warty types. The art editors of the newspapers know about this. They wade through great
stacks of bathing pictures in hot weather to select the pretty ones.
SACRIFICED
MY

THEIR

INDEPENDENCE.

crimeless, sexless scenario of sweetness and light, suitable for young and old alike, is
not coming along very well. I put a sheet of paper in the machine and typed across the

top "The Sweetest Story Ever Told." But there had to be a man and a woman in it, and at
this point sex came worming its slimy coils into the story. And there had to be a conflict
of right and wrong, and there was the crime element. So "The Sweetest Story Ever Told" isn't
even an idea yet. and I can't even say 1 have hopes.
Well, I trust the clergy never will try to impose the same sort of censorship on the newspapers, because in that case the market tables, the daily recipe, the weather forecast and th
ball game would constitute the paper. But the newspapers always have fought like tigers to
protect their freedom against every encroachment. The movies and the radio, on the contrary,
curled up and quit very early in their respective careers and thereby sacrificed an independence
which they never will get back.

15 New Trade Complaints Upholds Demands
For Fox Met. Data
Filed Against Electrics
(Continued from Pane

1)

he had been informed that investigation of the charges would be made
shortly.
The complaints allege that Erpi
has signed 4,000 theaters under the
R. & R. contract which, in effect,
gives away merchandise free in order that Erpi may be released from
damages under its old contract
According to Robins, the R. & R
contract, by fixing a stipulated sum
for the servicing of equipment which
is to include the servicing and replacement of parts in sound systems,
has substantially lessened competition in interstate commerce in violation of the law. Robins also said
the contract offends NRA code provisions against the giving of rebates
and the granting of premiums.

(Continued from Paqe 1)

early

elements,

to the confirmation of the sale held
by Special Master Nelson Cunliff on
June 7. Objectors contended the
sale price was inadequate and the
reorganization plan unfair.

French Aim Not to Curb
Showing
of U. S. Pictures
(Continued from Page 1)
vide an opportunity to use up the
productions on hand, it was stated
to The Film Daily yesterday by M.
Colin-Reval, editor of La Cinematographic Francaise, leading French
trade paper, who is in New York
for a brief visit.
The government's aim, said ColinReval, is to put the French industry on a profitable basis so that its
business will receive the cooperation
and credit facilities of French banking interests. A considerable amount
of product is now on hand in France
awaiting release, and it was felt
that the only way to exhaust these
pictures
was by temporary regulation of imports.
Production in France for the coming year will be held to about 100
features, Colin-Reval stated. A certain number will be designed for the
international market. Pictures to
be admitted from the U. S. will total about 117.
Excessively burdensome taxation
is one of the main reasons for the
inability of the French movie industry to make its way, Colin-Reval declared. Overseating also has become
a problem.
Arriving with the French editor
was Jean Claude Bernard, producer,
who is making a picture on the trip.
They sail tomorrow on the He de
France for home.

Fox Metropolitan Deal
1)
Opposedfrom byPage I.T.O.A.

{Continued

deals

offered

by

Skouras

Theaters

and Randforce,
will
be inserted increased
in the filmdifficulties
buying '
(Continued from Page 1 i
situation in the zone, it was pointed
bond issue, and counsel for a bond- out.
holder group, stated to Film Daily
Forty-two Fox Met. houses opyesterday that J. Robert Rubin had
erated by Randforce are not play"every right" to demand the oper- :ng M-G-M product at present and
in case the joint offer is accepted
ating data for Loew.
"Years ago, when I arranged the this lineup will be taken away from
purchase of the theaters for Fox, independent houses to play Randan operation breakdown on each feel. force theaters, independent leaders

house was gladly supplied to us,"
said Rogers. "We had not made a
bid, and in fact only had the houses
'on call'. Now that the situation
is reversed I see no reason why the
information is not forthcoming imHearing of the matter will be held
mediately."
this afternoon at 2:30 o'clock before
FederalBuilding.
Judge Mack in the Woolworth

See Films by Installments
Up in Pearl River, N. Y., store proprietors who patronize the Granada,
600-seat
checks"
so
they can house,
returnwant
the "rain
following
night
and finish seeing the show, according
to Bob Wile, who is operating the
theater. When their stores close about
10 or 10:30 p. m., the merchants catch
part of the bill and then return the
next day to get the rest of it.
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Darrow To Be Advisor Only in ITOA

Code Fight

LOEWWARNER MAKING NEW BID IN FOX MET. DEAL
Allied of N. J. Getting Data in Plan Against Dual Bills
Canvassing Exhibitors to
Line Up Support for
Ban on Duals
With object of devising a plan
to eliminate double features in New
Jersey, Allied Theaters of New Jersey is canvassing exhibitors in that
state to line up support for the
ban. The campaign so far has been
confined to the northern part ol
the state.
The committee in charge of the
plan met yesterday at the Allied
headquarters in the Hotel Lincoln.
Members are: Harry Kridel, Nathan
Myers, Ben Berkowitz and Jack
Pineles.

20 MILWAUKEE HOUSES
DISCARD BAN ON DUALS

"Baby, Take a Bow" May Go Three Weeks at Roxy
Indications point to Fox's "Baby Take A Bow" being held over for a third
week at the Roxy. Last feature to run three weeks at the house was "Bad
Girl", which played from Aug. 20 to Sept. 3, 1931.

PARA. STOCKHOLDERS NO CLOSINGS PLANNED
BY I. T. 0. A, GROUP
COOPERATING ON PLAN
Expectation that the Paramount
stockholders' committee will be able
to cooperate successfully with the
debenture holders and other Parai
mount creditors in working out a
successful plan of reorganizatior
for the company was voiced yesterday by Albert Cook, of Cook, Nathan & Lehman, attorneys for the
stockholders' committee. Cook said
he had as yet seen no figures on
which a reorganization plan might
(Continued

on Paae

4)

Milwaukee — At least 20 local the- 1
aters have broken away from the Walter Wanger Limiting
agreement to ban double features by
First Program to Four
Milwaukee exhibitors, according to
Production of not more than four
a checkup by independent exchanges. features during the coming year is
planned by Walter Wanger, he said
yesterday in New York. Wanger
Denver First-Run Setup
leaves for the coast on Tuesday.

In For Several Changes

Denver — ■ The Orpheum, newest
local theater and formerly an RKO
house, has been ordered sold to the
highest bidder by Aug. 20, provided
the bid is over $400,000. An order
to this effect was ordered when the
District Court gave the United
States National Bank a judgment
(.Continued

on

Page

4)

Deny Boom in Cleveland
Cleveland — Some independent circuit
operators are disputing statement made
in a Cleveland Trust Co. advertisement,
appearing
in the
Press,"
to
the effect
that "Cleveland
80 first run
and
neighborhood houses in Cuyahoga County
grossed $3,523,026 during the first five
months of 1934 as compared with $2.147,876. They claim that their books
show an increase only slightly higher
than 7 per cent.

No wholesale closing of member
houses in the New York territory
is planned by the I. T. 0. A. in an
effort to counteract the national
boycott proposed by the League of
Decency in its battle against socalled objectionable pictures, officials
of the unit said yesterday. Inasmuch as the campaign has not so
far touched the New York zone, the
(Continued

on

Page

4)

RKO-Warner-F. N. Deal
Is Ready to be Signed

Columbia home office executives
leave today for Chicago, where the
three-day western sales session will
be held starting Monday at the Medinah Club. In the contingent from
New York are Jack Cohn, A.
Schneider, Abe Montague, Joe Mcconville, Rube Jackter, L. Astor, L.
Weinberg, M. Grad, J. MacFarland,
A. Seligman, W. Jaffe, M. Hancock
and W. Brennan. Nate Spingold
and H. Brunet have already left for
Chicago.

A new offer for the Fox Metropolitan Playhouses will be made
Tuesday by the Loew-Warner combination, it was announced yesterday to Federal Judge Mack by Leopold Friedman, counsel for Loew.
Some conditions in the original offer of $4,000,000 that have met with
objections
bondholders'
committee willbybe the
eliminated,
Friedman
stated. It is also predicted that
there may be some change in the
amount offered for the 87 theaters.
Attorneys for Loew-Warner are
insistent (Continucd
on havingon Page
individual
op2)

LABOR BOARD RULES
IN CONSOL, FILM CASE

Deal under which RKO will get Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
half of the Warner-First National
Washington — Under a decision by
product is now ready for signing. the National Labor Board in the
Loew will play the other half of the Consolidated Film Industries case,
Warner lineup. During the current it is ruled that the company shall
season Loew had the entire Warner- establish a preferential reinstateFirst National output.
ment list for striking employes and
that both the company and its employes shall submit to an impartial
arbitrator all differences found im-

Will Hold Advisory Post Only,
Darrow Says in I. T. O.A.Mixup
Columbia Execs Off
For Chicago Confab

New Proposal for Circuit
WillonBeTuesday
Submitted

(Continued

on

Pane

2)

Chicago Church Campaign

Clarifying his position in the I. Being Launched Tomorrow
T. O. A. campaign to bring about
Chicago — Local campaign of 256
revisions of the motion picture code, Catholic
Churches against films
Clarence Darrow, former head of deemed indecent will finally start
the National Recovery Review tomorrow. It will be under leaderBoard, through a spokesman yestership of Cardinal Mundelein.
day indicated that while he will not
have "active participation" in the
move, he will be available in an adGrad Sears Joins Colonels
visory capacity. The exhibitor asWarner-First National's home office
sociation on the previous day annow boasts another Kentucky colonel.
When Grad Sears returned to New York
nounced that the famous criminal
yesterday from the Coast he found
attorney would lead its fight for
a commission waiting for him from Gov.
modifications of the code.
Ruby
Lafoon.
At Darrow's suite in the Murray
(Continued

on Pane

2)
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{Continued from Page 1)

Hill hotel yesterday it was stated
he had gone to the home of Arthur
Garfield Hays at Sands Pt., Long
Island, for the week-end, with plans
for returning to New York on Monday. At the Hays residence it was
stated that Darrow was at the Murray Hill Hotel.
President Harry Brandt of the
I. T. O. A. declined to comment on
the confused situation, but stated
that an announcement would be
made this morning through Milton
C. Weisman, attorney for the organization.
Lowell Mason, who stated on
Thursday that he was allied with
the move, went to Washington yesterday with the intention of returning to New York Monday.

eration costs of all the houses, and
it is understood that the matter of
theater costs "breakdowns" will be
covered in the new offer. Otto Koegel, attorney for the present operators, objected to further delay on
the grounds that it would jeopardize
next season's bookings. Adjournment was taken to Thursday at 2:30
o'clock, when the new bid will be
presented to the court.

One Code Case Appeal
Heard by Committee
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A Code Authority apjpeals committee comprising George J. Schaefer as chairman, Harry Buxbaum
and Joseph M. Seider yesterday
heard one appeal, decision on which
will be later made by the parent
body. The case was that of the
Sussex Amusement Co. of Sussex,
N. J., against the Strand and Ritz
of Port Jervis, N. Y., instituted before the New York clearance and
zoning board. The local board had
sustained the present clearance
schedule which gives the Port Jervissex30 house.
days' clearance over the SusThree cases scheduled for hearing
were put off for two weeks. They
are all grievance board complaints,
as follows: Heights Theaters Inc.
and Lena Theaters, Inc., Gem, Majestic, all of New York City, against
the Trio Amusement Co.'s Lane,
New York, charging overbuying;
Philip Sliman of Evang-eline at New
Iberia, la. against Palace, New
Iberia, charging overbuying; Strand,
Knoxville, Tenn. against Bijou,
Knoxville, charging premature advertising.
J. Robert Rubin will be chairman
at
day.the next committee meeting Mon-

Labor Board Rules
In Consol. Film Case
(Continued from Page 1)

possible to agree upon during continuing negotiations. Dispute over
wage scale was one of the reasons
for the strike, which occurred in
April.

Formal Order Is Signed
In St. Louis Theater Sale
St. Louis — Formal court order approving the foreclosure sale of the
Ambassador, Grand Central and
Missouri theaters to the bondholderss protective group and also approving the latter's reorganization
plan has been signed by Federal
Judge Davis. All objectors, led by
Warners, were swept aside. The
new owners intend to put their plan
into operation as soon as possible.
ing.
Fanchon & Marco will operate the
houses, with Harry Arthur supervis-

Coming and Going
WALTER WANGER
day for the Coast.

DIANA WYNYARD
night for abroad.
FAY
coast.

Principal

serial,

"Chandu."

Lionel Barrymore
in "Copperfield"
West Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
IKI/LY
M-G-M Signs Jim Barton
Hollywood — Lionel Barrymore and
Jim Barton, currently featured in
Jean Cadell have been assigned by
"Tobacco Road," has been signed to
a two-picture contract by M-G-M. M-G-M to "David Copperfield."
He will leave for the coast when the
play ends its run. Sam Lyons of
"Call it Luck" for Mayfair
A. & S. Lyons handled the deal.
Lyons also placed Phil Baker in UniFox's "Call It Luck", with "Pat"
Patterson and Herbert Mundin,
versal's "Gift of Gab."
opens Monday at the Mayfair.
Vote Wednesday in Union Fight
Membership
of Local 306 at a Agency Lease, Radio City Office
meeting Wednesday will vote on the M. Gale, Inc., and Max Richard
auestion of recalling President theatrical and radio booking agents
Harry Sherman and other officers have leased offices in the RKO
of the union.
, Building, Radio City.

York

Tues-

BEN

sails on

the Europa to-

WRAY

leaves by plane today for the

BERNIE

will be in Boston on

Monday.

LEAH SALISBURY, playbroker and artists'
representative, left New York yesterday for
the coast
by plane.
the

RALPH BELLAMY
Century
today

and Mrs Bellamy leave on
for Hollywood.

CLAIRE JULIANNE, Mascot costume designer, returns to the coast
today
by plane.
ISABEL JEWELL is en route from the M-G-M
studios
to
New York.
She
will
make
a
next
brief Tuesday.
stopover
in Chicago,
and
is due
here
Sailing from New York today for Europe on
the lie de France will be Mr. and MRS. RUFUS
LEMAIRE, LILLIAN BOND, MR. and MRS. DAVE
A. EPSTEIN; MARCEL COLIN-RAVEL, French
film journalist; JOSEPH C. BERNARD, French
producer; BERNARD NATAN of Pathe-Natan;
DANIELE PAROLA, French cinema actress, and
ALPHONSE
ish film men.NEHUM and I. WOOLFSON, BritFRANK BRUNER, who has been doing publicity for the Rivoli, is back in town after
the World's Fair.

visiting

SAM WIESENTHAL, having completed his
work for Universal in London, returns to New
York today. He is no longer with the company.
GRADWELL L SEARS returned to New
yesterday
from
the Coast.
HARRY
from
the

York

M. WARNER returns to New York
Coast
the middle
of this month.

JOE PENNER, who is aboard the President
Taft, arrives at the Coast July 20 from
New
York
to join Paramount.
PHIL

BAKER

RADIE
afternoon.

Rathner Handling 4-Reeler on Mex.
"Death Day," a four-reeler assembled from the huge footage shot
by Sergei Eisenstein in making
"Thunder Over Mexico," will be released shortly by Harry Rathner,
who is also handling national distribution of "Thunder Over Mexico,"
for Upton Sinclair. Rathner returned yesterday from a month's
trip through the middle west, where
he closed all territories except
Omaha and Kansas City for the

leaves New

LEON LEONIDOFF, Radio City Music Hall
stage show producer, returned yesterday from
Europe,
where he spent two months getting
new
ideas.

left yesterday

HARRIS

for

Hollywood.

leaves for the

coast

this

Dave Diamond Dickering With Col. ±
Dave Diamond, who recently returned to New York from Europe,
is negotiating a new deal with Columbia. Before going abroad he was
assistant
Jack Cohn, vice-president of theto company.
Paramount
Signs Montagu
Love
Montagu Love has been signed by
Paramount for "Limehouse Nights,"
going in work late this month. Deal
was set through Leah Salisbury.
Max Heine Incorporates
New Orleans — Incorporation of
the Avenue Theater with Max Heine
as head indicates that Heine, a for?
mer film salesman who went into
exhibiting, has abandoned plans to
quit and will remain as operator of
Paramount

Session

Ends

Paramount's two-day regional sales
meeting ended yesterday at the Waldorf-Astoria with J. J. Unger, division
sal;s manager, presiding. M. S. Kusell
and William Erbb, district managers
assisted
him.
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A Little
from "Lots"
^^
By RALPH WILK =

NEWS of the DAY
Sylacauga, Ala. — Martin Theaters
of Columbus, Ga., have opened the
new Ritz here. T. A. McDougald
of Fort Valley will be the manager.
House seats 850.

HOLLYWOOD
"QAVE"Gaucho,"
GOULD a new
will dance
create numthe
for "The Gaucho,"
which will be
made
by RKO-Radio,
with
Lou
Brock as the producer.
t

r

▼

Our
Passing
Show:
Jesse
L.
Lasky, Jr., Neil Hamilton,
Samuel
Hoffenstein,
Tom
Keene,
Henry
Myers, Theda Bara, Kubec Glasmon,
Lyle Talbot, Loretta Young, Charles
Brabin, Felix Young, Al Kingston,
at the opening of "The Green Bay
Tree."
T
T
T
Ann Dvorak will have one of the
two leading roles opposite Pat
O'Brien in "I'll Sell Anything." According to the First National studio
casting department, either Bette
Davis or Claire Dodd will have the
other leading role.
▼

T

T

More Passing Show: Henry Henigson, Charles Vidor, Sid Grauman,
Richard Wallace, Isadore Bernstein,
Jess Smith, Eugene Solow, Edward
Chodorov, Sol Lesser, Franchot
Tone, Ken Goldsmith at the preview
of "Our Daily Bread."
William Haines will appear in
Mascot's feature "Young and Beautiful."
T

T

▼

Jack Fier, formerly with National
Screen and Consolidated Film, has
been appointed assistant to Nat
Levine, Mascot president. He succeeds Maurice Conn, resigned.
Charles Richards, formerly casting
director for Charles R. Rogers, also
has joined the Mascot staff.
t

t

▼

Fox has signed Frances Carlon, of
the New York stage, and John Qualen to term contracts. Qualen will
appear in "Servants' Entrance."
▼

T

▼

An indication that more outdoor
adventure pictures may be forthcoming from the film studios of Hollywood is seen with the dispatch of
Paramount cameramen to make
photographs of likely locations
throughout the deserts and mountains of the South West.
T

T

T

Eight players have been added
to the cast of the picture tentatively called "Wanted," which Sol M.
Wurtzel has just put into production
at Fox. They are Peggy Stratford,
Iris Yamaoka, Douglas Giraud,
Harry Semels, Liela Karnelly, Frank
Fox, Ella Serrurier and Betty Schofield.
▼

T

T

First National will team Frank
McHugh with Joe E. Brown in "Six
Day
BikeGordon
Rider."
Another Arthur
cyclist
will be
Westcott.
Aylesworth has also been assigned
a principal role. Lloyd Bacon will
direct "Six Day Bike Rider."

• • • A UNIQUE celebration will be held by the township of West Milford, N. J.
in honor of its 100 years of
corporate existence
with a special program lasting from
August 5 to 12
this is of special interest to the motion picture industry
for this famous "land of lakes" in Passaic
County provided the background for many of the early outdoor
thrillers
and even "westerns" were made here
in the
days when Fort Lee was Hollywood Lionel Barrymore
made some of his early films in the township
and many
scenes of Pearl White's "Perils of Pauline" were laid in the
mountains
and along the tracks of the New York. Susquehanna & Western Railroad near the hamlet of Newfoundland where the hero snatched her from the grinding wheels
of the locomotive
ah, those were the happy days

•
•
• A GALA honeymoon farewell party
tendered
Richard Dix and his bride, Virginia Webster
aboard the
S. S. Santa Lucia
with the newspaper and trade representatives there to wish the couple luck
David B. Hampton,
literary agent, has established temporary offices in the Kenwood
Apartments, Hollywood
he will return to New York in October Mae Busch has written a book which the firm of
Hampton-Porter will handle
Luther Reed is writing a biog
of Joseph Urban
and Doug Farbanks
is preparing his
autobiog
all of which activities will be handled by this
firm
•
•
• GREETINGS TO the officers and men of the U. S.
battle fleet at Norfolk, Va.
will be extended tomorrow
night
over WABCin connection
by James with
Cagneythe and
Pat O'Brien
Hollywood
opening
of their from
pix,
"Here Comes the Navy"
at the Strand at an early date
Shirley Temple in "Baby Take A Bow' continues to goal
'em at the Roxy
into its second week and piling 'em in. . . .

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
I By CHARLES
A LTHOUGH

Fay Wray and Ralph

ALICOATE
Shots of Manhattan skyscrapers
for a sequence in "Crime Without
Passion", the Ben Hecht-Charles
Mac-Arthur Paramount film, have
been completed under the direction
of Slavko Vorkapich.

Bellamy finished work in "Woman in the Dark" in time to leave
today for the coast, production on
the Dashiell Hammett novel being
filmed by Select Productions, headed
by William Saal and Burt Kelly, will
continue well into next week. BelThe two-reel musical short as yet
lamy is to fill a radio engagement
in Los Angeles on July 11, after untitled featuring Morton Downey,
supported by Niela Goodelle, The
which he returns to New York.
Tune Twisters of radio, Charlie
Lawrence, Eddie Stanley, Maude
Lambert and the Vitaphone chorus,
Marian Martin, showgirl now
is now in production at the Brookfeatured at the Hollywood restaulyn Vitaphone studio.
rant, was signed by Educational for
comnew
the
in
role
an important
titled, "Sailors
Flushing, Long Island, probably
edy, which
tentatively
Ashore",
features Tom Patricola and Buster West. Sandra thought the fleet was back on Tuesday last when almost a hundred uniWard, West's leading lady in vauforms were donned by as many boys
deville, is also essaying an impor- for the outdoor scenes of the new
tant role in this comedy, which is
now in work at the Eastern Service Educational-Coronet Comedy, "Sailors Ashore." The short is being
Hudio in Astoria under the direc- directed by Al Christie.
tion of Al Christie.

Petoskey, Mich. — Charles Levinson, owner of the Hollywood theater, is seriously ill following a
stroke.
Omaha— The Bert Smith Varieties
have closed at the World theater
and the
house resumed a double picture policy.
Shenandoah, la. — The Earl E.
May company has leased out the
Mayfair to Charles Stuart, effective
July 17.
Denver — David W. Oyler, motion
picture operator, is a candidate for
the Democratic nomination for attorney-general. He studied law in
his spare time and has been practicing for ten years.
Lisbon, O. — M. J. Glick has sold
the Grand to George Manos of Toronto, 0., who operates two theaters
in that town.
Akron, O. — Miles-Royal, South
Akron de luxer, after two weeks
of musical comedy stock and secondrun films, is again dark. G. B. Odium, manager, has gone to Canton
to affiliate with another theater.
Boston — Horace McNab has left
the publicity offices of RKO in New
England to handle independent exploitation.
Boston — Russell Burke, formerly
with theaters in Lowell and New
York and the Metropolitan here, has
been appointed assistant manager
of the Tremont by Fred A. Lieberman, independent circuit owner who
is personally managing the house.
Springfield, Mass. — Joseph Kaiser
formerly in the Loew accounting
department, has been named assistant manager of the Fox-Poli theater, replacing A. M. Deering.
Morganza, La. — Caused by a
short circuit in the electric system,
fire destroyed the $12,000 Columbia
Theater this week.
P^c'-ti — Sam Richmond, formerly
booker at the Hub Film Exchange,
is now assistant manager at the
Tremont.
Frederickstown, Pa. — The Grand
has been leased by Alex Bellette and
will be reopened about Aug. 1 under
the name of the New Grand. The
house was operated for a number
of years by F. J. Zwick.
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Myrna

Loy

and

George

"STAMBOUL

Brent

in

QUEST"

"SHOOT
with Jack Oakie,

with Lionel Atwill and C. Henry
Gordon
M-G-M
88 mins.
GOOD SPY DRAMA AND ROMANCE,
EXPERTLY CAST AND SMARTLY HANDLED ALL AROUND.
Set in glamorous backgrounds, with
Myrna turning in a swell performance as
a German spy who is sent to the Dardanelles on a counter-espionage mission in
which she is hampered by a love affair
with a persistent American medical student,
George Brent, this is a good combination
of military intrigue, romance, suspense and
general production merits. Suspecting C.
Henry Gordon, who has charge of the German operations in Constantinople, of selling secrets to the British, the German
office sends Myrna to get the goods on
him. Brent, with whom she has just
fallen in love, follows her against her
wishes, and she finally disguises him as her
secretary and servant. After cleverly succeeding in her assignment, and believing
Brent killed by a firing squad on a frameup
which she arranged with the intention of
assuring his safety, Myrna gives up spying
and enters a monastery, where Brent eventually comes back to claim her.
Cast: Myrna Loy, George Brent, Lionel
Atwill, C. Henry Gordon, Rudolph Amendt,
Mischa Auer.
Director, Sam Wood; Author, Leo Birinski; Screen Play, Herman J. Mankiewicz;
Cameraman, James Wong Howe; Editor,
Hugh Wynn.
Direction, Class
Photography, A-l.

PLAZA

of NEW

9

$2.50 up, Single
$3.00 up, Double
Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaza is near everything to see and do in
Hollywood. Ideal for business or pleasure.
Every room has private
dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every venience.
modern
Fine foodscon-at
reasonable prices. Convenient parking for your car.
Chas. Danziger, Mgr.
Eugene Stern, Pres.
The "Doorway of Hospitality"
Vine at Hollywood
Blvd.
HOLLYWOOD

and a SERIAL

WORKS"

"THE HELL CAT"

Ben Bernie, Arline Judge

with Robert Armstrong, Ann Sothern, Minna
Gombell

THE

Paramount

64 mins.

PLENTY OF DIVERSIFIED ENTERTAINMENT WITH OAKIE AND BERNIE GOOD
FOR
PUBLICITY
PLUGS.

Columbia

as the
a run
his orcatchy
attract

69 mins.

FAIR COMEDY DRAMA WITH INTERESTING ROMANCE BETWEEN TOUGH
REPORTER

While Jack Oakie is featured
main attraction, he will be given
for the honors by Ben Bernie and
chestra, who put over some very
musical numbers and are bound to

AND

SPITFIRE SOCIETY

«

«

«

«

SERIAL
Buck Jones in
"The Red Rider"
(Serial)
with Grant Withers, Marion Shilling
and Walter Miller
Universal
63 mins.

DEB.

Despite its many incredible situations
this film has sufficient entertainment value

to satisfy most audiences. The story concerns Armstrong who as a hard-boiled reporter meets Ann Sothern, a spoiled society
girl who is notorious for her quick temper and pugnacious flurries. At their first
meeting Ann beats up the reporter, but he
later bests her in a showdown with her
father. She decides to embarrass the lad
and plans a practical joke for revenge.
and the "blues" singer with whom Oakie As part of the joke, she masquerades as
is in love and starts out for himself. Ber- an innocent Southern girl and manages to
nie and the band grow in popularity till make Bob fall in love with her. Meanwhile Bob is put on the spot by some
finally he opens his own magnificent night
club. Oakie lands up as a barker for a racketeers whom he has been exposing in
cheap show in New York. But the girl his paper. Toward the finish considerable
loves him, and finally things work out so suspense is worked up. Miss Sothern handles her dual role in fine fashion and Armthat Bernie makes him master of ceremonies, and his sweetie decides to ditch
strong gives plenty of pep to the reporter
the rich suitor and pal around with Jack part. Many spots are unbelievable but the
action is fast and the dialogue snappy.
again. It's all slightly shopworn, of course,
but sprightly production and acting make
Cast: Robert Armstrong, Ann Sothern,
it seem pleasant fare.
Benny Baker, Minna Gombell, Purnell Pratt,
Cast: Jack Oakie, Ben Bernie, Dorothy Charles Wilscn, J. Carrol Naish, Irving Bacon, Henry Kolker, Guy Usher, Joseph CreDell, Arline Judge, Alison Skipworth, Roscoe Karns, William Frawley, Paul Cava- han, Huey White, Nick Copeland, Richard
Heming, A. R. Haysel.
nagh, Lew Cody, Monte Vandergrift, Jill
Dennett, Lee Kohlmer, Tony Merlo, Ben
Director, Albert Rogell; Author, Adele
Taggart, Charles McAvoy, Frank Prince.
Buffington; Screen Play, Fred Niblo, Jr.;
Director, Wesley Ruggles; Authors, Ben Editor, John Rawlins; Cameraman, Ben|aHecht, Gene Fowler; Screen Play, Howard min Kline; Recording Engineer, Lodge CunJ. Green; Cameraman, Leo Tover.
ningham.
Direction, Good
Photography, Good.
Direction, Okay
Photography,
Excel lent
patronage because of the weekly broadcasts. Plenty of pop elements have been
crowded into the plot, which is of the
light and frothy musical comedy variety.
Jack Oakie starts off as a show impresario,
but his Nicky Nelson Enterprises goes on
the rocks, and Bernie takes his orchestra

Plenty of action, excitement and
story interest in the first three episodes of this new serial which has
also that ace western actor, Buck
Jones and a good cast. Story unfolds with Buck Jones, the sheriff,
facing the distasteful task of hanging his pal and roommate, Grant
Withers, whom he is convinced is
innocent of a murder. The murdered man was
of Grant's
sweetheart
and the
the father
sole clues
are the
butt of a marijuana cigarette and
a bit of torn letter addressed to
Gomez Springs, Mexico, and the last
initial "N" of the person to whom
it was addressed. Instructing
Withers to proceed to find the murderer, Jones permits him to escape
and then risks his own life to make
the getaway certain when the pursuit gets hot. First episode ends
there and finds Jones, too, proceeding to Mexico. Jones runs into considerable trouble and gets a job with
a rancher, who gets embroiled with
the murderer and Joe Portos, a bad
hombre who tries to bump off Jones.
The rancher has a daughter and visiting her is Withers' sweetheart.
Withers is in the neighborhood also.
The third episode ends on a gem
smuggling plot that has Jones and
the rancher
pitted against the murderer and Portos.

Denver First-Run Setup
Paramount Stockholders
Closings Not Planned
In for Several Changes
By I. T. O. A. Group
Cooperating
on Plan
(Continued from Pane 1)
(Continued from Page 1 )
{Continued from Page 1)

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood

FEATURES
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be based. He said Coverdale & Colassociation will remain passive pend- pitts, one of the leading industrial
ing developments, with the excep- readjustment firms in the country
tion of its own arrangement under had been engaged by the stockholders' committee to watch over its inwhich a committee headed by Bernterests and to lend a hand in workard Barr will examine all releases
ing out a reorganization. The
and recommend as to their charac- stockholders' committee has no inter, as exclusively reported in The
tention of bringing forward any reorganization plan of its own, Cook
Film Daily yesterday.
said.
In addition to Barr, the committee comprises: Walter Reade, Burt
Warners Sign Doris Atkinson
Kelly, Leo Brecher and Harry West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Toms.
Hollywood — Doris Atkinson, brunette member of the graduating class
of the Beverly Hills high school, has
Schine Books Serial
been signed by Warner Bros., and
Albany — Bernie Mills, manager ot is making her screen debut in "A
Standard Film Exchanges, has Lady
Surrenders." She played the
closed a deal with the Schine cir- leading role in the Senior class play.
"Three Cornered Moon," which was
cuit
for
showing
of
"Lost
Jungle,"
Mascot serial, in 28 houses.
seen by Jack L. Warner, who was so
impressed with her screen potentialities that he arranged for a
Walter Fleck in New Post
screen
test, which led to her contract.
Boston — Walter Fleck, formerly
publicist with Paramount Publix in
Aid for Soviet Films
Nebraska, is now handling exploita- Seek Drama
tion for the Normandie ballroom in
Moscow — The dramatic authorities have been invited to participate
the B. F. Keith theater. Fleck is
working under Harry Macdonald, at in the making of motion pictures in
one time RKO district manager.
an effort to improve the product.

for $544,445, covering a mortgage
due in 1936 and interest defaulted
last year. Harry Huffman has had
the theater under lease for a year.
It is expected RKO will attempt to
again gain control of the theater.
It is thought Publix may bid for it,
although most theater men here expect Publix soon to take back the
Denver and Paramount, which Huffman also has been operating in
partnership with the owners.
Fairbanks Plans Far East Trip
London — Doug Fairbanks is planning a trip to India and China following his return to the United
States for the premiere of "Don
Juan"
and
his travels. may make a picture of
Arthur Schlaifer Funeral
Omaha — Final rites were held
here for Arthur D. Schlaifer, 21
brother of Charles Schlaifer, advertising and publicity director for the
A. H. Blank houses in Omaha. He
had been ill for two weeks.
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Two More Code Suits Being Filed by I. T. O. A.

BREEN TOKAY ALL FILMS STARTINUULY 15
NRA

Will Pay for Defense of Code

Screen Uassics

CI.

... a permanent repertory
=■ By DON

CARLE

GILLETTE

—

ALTHOUGH the motion picture is still
pretty much of an infant alongside
the various arts, its amazing precocity has
fructuated into so much that is of lasting
artistic merit, aside from entertainment
value, that the time has come to give a
thought to a permanent repertory of screen
classics.
The stage and literature have theirs, and
the screen has the resources to match any
of them.
It also has enough precedent, despite its
youth, to serve as a foundation.

T

»

▼

idea is not to re-release these outstanding pictures periodically, but to
remake them every five or ten years with
casts composed of the reigning favorites of
the day and with the added advantages
of whatever new improvements in technique may be developed in the interim.
Out of some 10,000 features produced
in the last 17 years, at least 1,000 had
story value of a more or less perennial
nature.
If re-made only once every ten years,
it would still provide 100 practically surefire stories each season — and they could
be made at a considerable saving in cost.

THE

What's more, the ratio of worthwhile productions is increasing right along.

today's generation of movieAMONG
goers are many who never saw "Prisoner of Zenda," "Tol'able David," "Thief
of Bagdad," "When Knighthood Was in
Flower," "La Boheme," "Seventh Heaven,"
"Madame X," "Beau Brummel," "Monsieur
Beaucaire," "The Big Parade," "Beau Geste,"
"Green Goddess," "In Old Arizona," "Show
Boat" and other similar caliber hits that
are as good stories in one generation as in
another.
All they need to make them draw the
fans, both new and old, is the timely addition of players who have current marquee
value.
The result — box-office names in stories
of proven value — seems to be about as
near as any producer can ever hope to get
in making pictures with pre-assured profit.

General Johnson Approves
Appropriations Up
to $5,000

The NRA Administration will pay
for defense of Code Authority and
local board members, in addition to
the executive secretary, in suits instituted against them. National Administrator Hugh S. Johnson has
approved an Authority application
whereby its legal committee may
from time to time expend not more
than $5,000 for counsel in such instances. T17e appropriation comes
from within the regular code budget
and the Administrator may modify
the order if he deems such action
advisable.
Johnson has also officially approved
reopening of the period of filing
assents to Aug. 15, next under conditions previously specified.

NEW SELF-RULE PLAN
MAY REPLACE THE NRA

New Television Problem
Chicago — Whether the operation of
television conies under the jurisdiction
of the motion picture operators' union
or the electricians' union caused a clash
between these two groups resulting in
a police guard being assigned to the
television exhibit in the electrical building at A Century of Progress.

COLUMBIA CHI. MEET
IS UNDER WAY TODAY
Chicago — Columbia's three-day
western sales convention gets under
way this morning at the Medinah
Club with more than 100 executives
and members of the sales force present. As in the case of the first
meet'ng
in beAtlantic
first
session will
devoted City,
to thethe
subject
(Continued

on

Page

(Continued

on

Page

4)

12 of New Warner Group
Classed as Action Films
No less than 12 features on the
Warner-First National new season
program will be action pictures. The
(Continued

on

Page

4)

5)

Academy to Resume
Technical Program
West Coast Bureau of THE

A new plan of self-rule for industries, drafted under the leadership
of General Hugh S. Johnson, to re-

Officials in Suits

FILM

DAILY

The I. T. O. A. has spent $15,000
in its battle against code provisions
it considers unfair, Attorney Milton
association's genthe Saturday
C. Weisman,
eral counsel, said
in New
York.

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Starting July 15 the
producers' association will submit
all pictures to Joseph I. Breen for
approval before release. Upon being passed, the films will be given a
credit line indicating that they conform to all requirements of the production code. In the event a picture is not approved by Breen or
his associates, it may be submitted
to the producer association's board
of directors, including the president
of the film company, and this board
alone will have the power of veto.
Should Breen's verdict be sustained
(Continued

on

Page

4)

RKO RADIO COMPLETES
ITS 1933-34 PROGRAM
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Two RKO pictures
were completed yesterday, winding

Hollywood — Executive Committee
of the Technicians' Branch will meet up the company's 1933-34 producthis noon for luncheon in the Acadtion schedule. They are "A Hat, A
emy offices, to pass upon plans for Coat and A Glove" and "Down to
the resumption of the technical Their Last Yacht." First film in the
meeting program of the Branch 1934-35 group, "The Age of Innowhich was suspended some months
cence," is in work and will be comPage 4)Fountain"
pleted(Continued
this week. on "The
"We
feel
that
the
economic
turago.
moil and general upset condition
through which Hollywood has passed
(Continued

on

Page

4)

Rosenblatt's Removal Asked
In New ITOA Code Action
$15,000 Spent by ITOA
In Its Fight Against Code

New Plan for Censorship
from Within Expected
to Pacify Crusaders

Two additional suits against the
Code Authority, one seeking to restrain operation of the present code
on the grounds of fraud and coercion
preliminary to revising the document and the other asking the removal of Division Administrator Sol
A. Rosenblatt for alleged bias, will
(Continued

on

Page

4)

Rapf & Ruden Acquire
Fourth House in N. J.
With acquisition of the Royal
theater, Bloomfield, N. J., from
Warners, Rapf & Ruden now have
four houses in New Jersey. The
others are the Bellevue, Upper
Montclair; Broadmoor, Bloomfield,
and Park, Caldwell.
Expand Teddington Studio

London — Work has started on a big
exansion program at the Teddington
studio, recently bought outright by
Warner Bros. Several new buildings and
another stage are included in the plans.
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RKO Radio

Rialto

Dynamite

Paramount.M-G-M
RKO Radio.. .
Fox
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♦ TWO-A-DAY-RUN
The

World

Moves

On

(2nd week)

Man

With Two

Faces

(July

Stamboul Quest
(July 13)
Old Fashioned
Way
(July
I Give My Love
(July 13)
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MAX BAER leaves Chicago soon to make
sonal appearances in the middle west
deals arranged by Leo Morrison. He will
go to the coast to make a picture for
mount.

♦

HARRY ROSENFELD of
franchise holder in Canada,

M-G-M
Paramount
Universal

Capitol
Paramount
Roxy

United Artists
First National
Warner Bros

Rivoli
Rialto
Hollywood

of THE
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Toronto, Columbia
is in town.

ISABEL
New
York

LOOS plans a trip to New
coast.
JEWELL, M-G-M
tomorrow.

York shortly

player, arrives in

HELEN -MORGAN, at present in Hollywood,
returns east as soon as she finishes work in her
Paramount picture.

May Lose Film Service
For Ignoring Decision
St. Louis — Gaylord W. Jones,
operator of Rdalto, Granite City,
111., has been cited to appear before
the St. Louis grievance board today
to show cause why his film service
from various distributors should
not be discontinued because of his
alleged failure to comply with a
recent order of the board to eliminate
distribution of merchandise and
other prizes to persons attending the
theater on certain nights. The board
recently held the plan of distribution was in the nature of a lottery
and in violation of code regulation.
Roxy Sets Advance Bookings
Following
a Bow",
which is now"Baby,
in itsTake
second
week,
bookings of the Roxy will include
Universale "I Give My Love", with
Wynne Gibson and Paul Lukas;
three Fox pictures, "She Learned
About Sailors", with Alice Faye and
Lew Ayres; "Charlie Chan's Courage", with Warner Oland, and Will
Rogers in "Handy Andy", with
Universale "EmPeggy Wood, and Moments",
with Chester
Morris and barrassing
Marian Nixon.

HELEN HAYES, now on vacation at her home
in Nyack, N. Y., leaves in the near future for
the M-G-M
studios.
LOUELLA PARSONS
wood this week.

arrives back

in Holly-

DOROTHY HECHTLINGER, secretary to Darryl
Zanuck, left for the coast last night, after a
brief vacation here.

Stunt Put Over in Cleveland
Cleveland — Milt Harris, publicity
director of Addie Addison's Loew
Cleveland Division, "did it where if
can't be done," when he placarded
the city light poles along Euclid
Ave. during the recent stage appearance of Phil Spitalny and his girl
band. Permission was secured from
the Mayor's office to place 150
shields reading "Welcome Home,
Phil Spitalny",
turning
the main
street
into a lane
of welcome
for
the State Theater stage show with
a parade of open cars to City Hall
where the key of the city and glorious welcome by the Mayor anri City
officials proved a civic event as well
as home-coming reception for that
popular band leader.

Hollywood — Harry Pollard, 55
veteran director and actor, died Friday night in Pasadena after a brief
Robinson Film at Two Strands
illness. He is survived by his wife,
the former silent film star, MarEdward G. Robinson's new Warner
garita Fischer.
picture,
With Two
Faces",
Alec B. Francis, one of the best
will
open "Man
simultaneously
at the
New
known character actors, also died
York and Brooklyn Strand theaters
"Girl
in
the
Case"
Approved
Friday in the Hollywood Hospital
London — After being rejected by on Wednesday evening. The Brookat the age of 63. He had been ill
the British censors, "Girl in the bill. lyn house currently has a double
only three days.
Case" has just been approved.
Krakeur Joins Leo Morrison

S. L. Rothafel

("Roxy")
Claude C. Ezell
Frank Namczy

perunder
later
Para-

CHARLES DAVID, Pathe-Natan studio manager, arrives tomorrow
from
Hollywood
ANITA
from
the

two-a-day run.
t Follows Strictly Dynamite.
§ Middle of July

Harry Pollard Dead
Coast

FANNIE BRICE left New York on Saturday
to consult with Universal studio executives concerning the Ziegfeld story.

♦

Strand

More than 25 pre-release show'ngs have been arranged by United
Artists on "Bulldog Drummond Returns," which goes into general release July 20. Loew dates are generally set for July 13 in the followng situations: Memphis, Washington, Reading, Providence, Boston,
Dayton, Columbus, Kansas City, St.
Louis, Atlanta, Indianapolis, Nashville, Norfolk, Houston, Louisville,
Richmond, Harrisburgh, Syracuse,
Rochester, Toledo, Canton, Toronto
and London, Ont. Other dates for
Loew are as follows: New Orleans,
July 14; Evansville, July 15. RKO
nlays
the picture in Cincinnati, July
18.

West

1003/4 100y2 100'/2

Par. By. 5'/2s51 ctfs..
Par.

Low

Paramount
Capitol
Music Hall
Roxy
Mayfair

Warner Bros

Are Set on "Drummond"

(QUOTATIONS

LEO MORRISON, ARTHUR JARRETT, who has
signed to do a picture for Columbia, and ELINOR HOLM left New York on Saturday by plane
for the coast.

Criterion

OPENINGS

25 Pre-Release Dates

FINANCIAL

.

Fox

♦ FUTURE

Coming and Going

Parade •

Midnight Alibi
Hell Cat
Shoot the Works
The Thin Man
(2nd week)
Of Human
Bondage
(2nd weekJ
Baby, Take a Bow
(2nd week)
Call It Luck
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Under reorganization of his booking office, Leo Morrison has named
Richard W. Krakeur, formerly with
Columbia, Sam Harris and Edgar
Selwyn, to handle stage and screen
material, with headquarters in his
New York branch. I. R. Samuels
has become associated with the firm
to handle vaudeville and radio bookings. Hank Hartman, who has arrived in New York from Los Angeles, sails for Paris soon to join
Buster Keaton, who is making a
picture there for Les Film Margot,
starting Aug. 3.

TOM

TERRISS

Announces the production of an original and
psychic drama, entitled

THE

CURSE

OF
Written

TUTANKHAMEN
by Tom

Terriss

One of the few remaining survivors of those who were present at
the opening of the famous tomb.
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TIMELYTOPICS

Actors' Importance
Increases by Talkies
'"THE importance of a single,
pivotal "line" in a talking
picture has made it not at all
unusual for studios to compete
strenuously with each other to
get certain great stars for work
lasting but one day. In the
talkie era, there are no more
"small" parts. It is not hard
to understand why really great
actors, who can speak lines
strongly, differently, vividly, are
in such extraordinary demand
these days. In the days of silent
pictures they had personal appearance as their only asset.
Today, to appearance is added
talents of voice. And vocal excellences and peculiarities are
even more individual than looks.
There has never been a time
when there was such a premium
on good acting. Ten years ago
in silent pictures an actor never
boasted how many pictures he
did a year. Today he does . . .
for calls for a great number of
parts directly indicates the
worth of the individual.
— Ben Piazza,
M-G-M Casting Director.

THE

MONG

Authenticity Plays
Part in Box-office Hits
A/f ANY of the outstanding hits
of the past season were
pictures in which authenticity
brought about after exhaustive
research played an important
part. Intensive research wei'e
aids in making hits like "Cimarron" and "Little Women"
vivid and true to life and to
their respective periods in history. Contrary to the popular
idea, a research department
often does as thorough investigation on pictures of the present era as on those laid in the
so-called costume periods. It is
encouraging to note that all the
major picture companies now
realize the tremendous value of
research during the time their
writers are preparing stories in
preference to the period of
actual shooting. The research
department is in this way enabled to aid in the elimination
of false and objectionable matt rial which might remain as
originally in the story. By
working with the writers it can
also supply a wealth of local
color, an aid to characterization, and be of assistance in the
avoidance of errors in sets, costumes and customs that if properly presented enrich the whole
story. When a story is true
to its environment and the
characters talk and act as people of that particular class and
location would talk and act,
there is much less for the censors or public to object to. A
research department is on the
positive side of any "better pictures" argument.
— Harold Hendee,
RKO Research Dept.
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PHIL M DALY
•
•
• IF WE mention the name of Carlos Gardel
it probably won't mean much to you
till we add that he
is one of the greatest attractions on the stage and screen
is the champ phonograph record recordist of the world
and is the Supreme Idol in several countries where most of the
Hollywood stars don't mean a thing
for Senor Gardel
happens to be the Idol of the Latin-American countries
and throughout South America can outdraw any other stage,
screen and opera star about three to one
and that's Somethin'
•
•
• HE IS an Argentinian
and with his gorgeous light baritone is known as the Lawrence Tibbett of Latin
America
he has been a pop idol for 20 years
yet today you'd swear he wasn't a day over 35
he
sang the first Tango ever written
"Mi Noche Triste"
(My Sad Night)
in 1916
right now he is making Spanish features for Paramount International
over
at the Astoria stude
directed by Louis Gasnier
Louis can't speak much Spanish
but most of the gang
that Senor Gardel has with him all speak French
so
that the Parisian director gets along fine with them
•
•
• SO IT looks as if Paramount is gonna make a
cleanup with these South American features
for Gardel
has been going big in every country where Spanish is spoken
for the past two decades
the mystery of it all is that
his popularity grows instead of wanes
as is usual with
American
stars
right now he is touting one of his
countrymen as another George Rapf
he has Manuel Pelufo working with him in his current pix
incidentally
Senor Gardel has an uncanny knack of picking talent
and he loves to give young and promising artists a break
•
•
• JUST TO give you a slight idea of Gardel's popularity in his native haunts
in Montevideo, capital of
Uruguay
Gc.rdel was about to sing in a theater there
as is the custom in that country, the women were yelling to their idol the songs they wanted him to sing
a male voice in the gallery bellowed out
"Silence! God
is going to sing."
there was instant silence
they actually worship him throughout South America
in Buenos Aires he never walks in the streets
the fans
literally mob him
his one weakness is playing the bosses
when his friends urge him to quit throwing his money
away on them, he shrugs his shoulders and says
"Well,
somebody has to support them!"
•

•

• A VERY comprehensive merchandising plan on Warners' "Madame DuBarry"
starring Dolores Del Rio
is contained in the press book
a special process
cover gives the effect of an oil painting to the picture of Del
Rio
and the accessories on the pix are also prepared
on heavy canvas-type stock in a special pebbled effect
and varnished to look like oil paintings
• • • SOME OF the union boys are upset because we
told that story about the J. P. Morgan. watchman mistaking a
camera crew on Hecht-MacArthur's "Crime Without Passion"
the watchman's
error
our union
gunmen
for
if they
had worn their
cards in or
their hats he would have
been able to classify 'em better
he would have thought
they were reporters with police cards

«

«

«

»

»

»

EXPLOITETTES
Dummy Figures for
"Twentieth Century" Bally
AN

unusual stunt, part of the
national campaign
Columbia Pictures is giving its production "Twentieth Century,"
was consummated when two life
size wax figures of John Barrymore and Carole Lombard stars
i of the production
arrived on
the crack train at Grand Central
station.
Displayed on the observation platform the figures
'wave a smiling greeting were
so lifelike that they drew a
record crowd of film fans and
;jthem
curiosity
seekers
who mistook
for the
real stars.
Among
'the
railroad
executives
who
'greeted the arrivals were Vice
!President P.V.D. Lockwood and
Joseph P. Porter, City Passeng"er Agent.
The wax Barrymore
:|and Lombard,
dressed in costume as they appear in the production, were on exhibition at
iithe 43rd Street and Vanderbilt
"Avenue entrance of Grand Central Station, smiling their greeting and advertising their appearance at the Music
Hall
from the observation car of the
'ten Pullman car "Special
Cen— Columbia.

Letter Campaign
tury."

Helps "Men In White"
YWHEN Manager Joe Rosenfield, of the Paramount,
Omaha, Nebraska, was planning his campaign on "Men in
White," he decided to mail fifteen hundred letters to members
of the medical profession, including doctors, nurses, internes
and other hospital attaches.
These were sent three days in
advance of playdate. A week
in advance of the opening airbrush portraits of Clark Gable
and Myrna Loy were placed in
the lobby. Another airbrush
portrait of Gable was placed in
the window of a leading men's
shop. A hat tie-up with stills
of Gable was also arranged.
Five laundry offices throughout
the city participated in a tieup inasmuch as the uniforms
worn in the film must always
be immaculately clean.
— Paramount, Omaha.
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TWO MORE CODE SUITS
BEING FILED BY ITOA

NEWS
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OF THE DAY

6REEN TO OKAY FILMS
STARTING ON JULY 15
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

1)

Boston — Louis Stern has been appointed to the sales force of Cenconstitute the two major points of
tury Film, handling western Massathe I. T. 0. A. program attacking
chusetts and Connecticut. He sucthe code, Milton C. Weisman, genceeds Mayer Gruber, now with First
eral counsel of the New York exhi- Division.
bitor association, said Saturday in
New York. Associated with WeisAbilene, Tex. — The Gem theater is
man in handling the cases will be now
operating on Fridays and Saturdays.
Lowell Mason, former general counsel of the National Recovery Review Board.
Dallas — Theaters in this territory
dismantled recently inWeisman also made public a letter that were
cluded the Pleasure Dome, Dallas;
dated June 22, last, and addressed Martex, Marlin, and Queen, Celina.
to Rosenblatt which attacks the division administrator's conduct and
requests that he ask President
Franklin D. Roosevelt or General
Hugh S. Johnson "to appoint somebody to inquire and examine into
this entire matter."
Both Code Authority actions,
stated the attorney, will be filed in
the U. S. District Court, with the
suit seeking Rosenblatt's dismissal
to be filed before Wednesday of this
week. The other action will be filed
later, said Weisman.
In connection with the second suit,
Weisman declared that the code
drafted by Rosenblatt was sent to
the President and Gen. Johnson
with the statement that exhibitors
had approved it. Ninety per cent
of theater men don't want the present code, he asserted. The lawyer
said that he plans to get depositions
from exhibitors whom, he alleged,
assented to the code through misrepresentations and with object of
determining if they want their approvals to stick. He charged Rosen
blatt with giving out "dual interpretations" of code provisions.
Explaining the incident in which
Clarence Darrow withdrew as leader
of the I. T. 0. A. fight on the code,
Weisman said that the famous criminal attorney had "changed his
mind" as his association with the
move "might destroy the value of
his work as chairman of the National Recovery Review Board" in
attacking various of its clauses.Darrow, however, said Weisman, will
act in an advisory capacity in the
situation.

BIG
NEWS
AS
SEEN
BY
THE PRESS
AGENT

"The 20-ft. hat worn by Anna Neagle
i 'Nell Gwyn' has arrived in America."
-UNITED
ARTISTS.

RKO Radio Completes
Its 1933-1934 Program
(Continued from Page

1)

and "Gay Divorce" are also in production. Starting this week on the
stages will be "The Richest Girl in
the World," and before Aug. 1 "Radio City Revels," "Wednesday's
Child" and "By Your Leave" will
be in production.

1)

Washington — Summer closings in by the board of directors, the picture cannot be released until its obthis area include the Mid City and
jectionable matter is eliminated.
Strand, in the District of Columbia;
As soon as it is in full operation,
Little, Baltimore; New Windsor.
New Windsor, Md., and Opera the new plan for censorship from
House, Snow Hill, Md.
within the industry is expected to
prove effectual in pacifying churches
Garber, Okla. — The Blue Moon, and various other groups crusading
formerly called the De Luxe, has for cleaner films.
been reopened.
Rome — Cardinal Dougherty of
McAlester, Okla. — V. E. Hamm Philadelphia stated here on Saturday that he has no intention of liftrecently acquired the Rex in this
ing the boycott against movies.
city from C. H. Hanson. Hamm
also has taken over the Nusho
Distribution of pledges asking
Healdton, from A. L. Means.
Protestants throughout the country
to stay from objectionable films will
be started in a few days, the Rev.
Academy to Resume
Worth M. Tippy, executive secretary
the Church Conference of Social
Technical Program of
Saturday.
Work,
announced in New York on
(Continued from Page

1)

during the preceding year has sufficiently subsided to warrant our resuming the Technicians' Branch
meetings," said Major Nathan Levinson, chairman of the Branch Executive Committee. "These general
meetings, to which all members of
the Technicians' Branch are invited,
fill a definite need in furthering discussion and knowledge of what is
going on technically in the studios.
An interesting and instructive program is being worked out for the
fall and winter months to cover all

Warners Start Dating
Films on New Program

With "Kansas City Princess" at
the lead-off picture in its new season schedule, Warner-First National
has set three release dates on
1934-35 product. Schedule is as follows: Aug. 18, "Kansas City Princess"; Aug. 25, "Dragon Murder
12 of New Warner Group
Case"; Sept. 1, "Dames." Current
season releases will be completed as
Classed as Action Films
follows: July 7, "Return of the Ter(Continued from Page 1)
phases
production."
S. J. of
Twining
is chairman of the rorr" and "Personality Kid"; July
Papers
and
Programs
Committee,
14, "Side Streets" and "Midnight
list includes "Captain Blood" and
general charge of the Branch Alibi"; July 21, "Here Comes the
"Black Ivory," both pirate stories; in
meeting
program.
"Anthony Adverse" will contain adNavy"; July 28, "Friends of Mr.
venturous happenings. Two aviaSweeney"; Aug. 4, "Man with Two
tion pictures are scheduled and the New Self -Rule Plan
Faces" and Aug. 11, "Housewife."
program also offers "The Skipper
May
Replace
the
NRA
Clean
Film Drive Aids
of the Ispahan," "Oil for the Lamps
from Page 1)
of China," "Black Hell," "Here place the(Continued
Demand
for Westerns
NRA, is understood to be
Comes the Navy," "The Cinch,"
As
a
result
of
the clean picture
consideration.
Johnson's
visit
"War Lord," and "Special Agent." under
to New York last week is said to agitation, more playing
time is
have been partly in connection with .available for westerns particularly
conferences relating to this plan. those with more plot than the usual
State Royalty Tax Upheld
The program is understood to call outdoor drama, according to demand
Albany — The Appellate Division for retention of codes and for fed- registered at some New York excooperation to avoid monopolis- changes.
has unanimously upheld the State
ticeral
tendencies.
Tax Commission in collecting income
Boston Board Meetings
taxes retroactively for the years
Write Script
1929, 1930 and 1931 on incomes from We;l Craven-Pascal
Boston — The summer schedule of
Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
copyright royalties, on the basis of
Hollywood — F. Craven and Ernest the local Code Authority has been
a 1932 decision of the United States
Pascal collaborated in writing the designed so that the boards will reSupreme
Court
reversing
a
1928
despectively meet about every ten
cision.
screen-play from Christine Ames'
according to Olive Bursiel and
drama, "The Human Side," for Uni- days,
versal. They will also provide extra Dorothy Morse.
The Appellate Division decision dismisses a certiorari proceeding dialogue. The cast is virtually completed, with Adolphe Menjou, Doris
brought by Elmer L. Rice, playwright, to recover from the tax de- Kenyon, Joseph Cawthorn, Betty
Lawford,
Reginald Owen, Dickey
partment $3,231 which he paid under Henry.
protest on royalty incomes of $37,432 Moore, Dick Winslow and Charlotte
in 1929, $29,498 in 1930, and $54,887
in 1931. When the case was argued
Norris a Contest Judge
counsel appeared as amicus curiae
in behalf of Jerome Kern, Robert
Grand Rapids, Mich. — Walter J.
Esherwood, Maxwell Anderson, Oscar Norris, manager of the Regent, is
Hammerstein 2d, Sigmund Romberg, to be a judge at a beauty contest
Laurence Schwab, Fanny Heaslip to be held here during the InternaLea, Arthur Schwartz and the estional Lion's club convention July
"Are
you
capitalizing
fully on your
tate of David Belasco, all seeking 17-20. Norris is now on vacation,
'cooled theater' during the heat wave?"
tax
refunds
for
the
three-year
pewith Lowell Ritcey pinch-hitting for
riod.
him.
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HAMMERSTEIN SEES
NEW TYPE MUSICAL
Pf«(
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Sound Retards Soviets
Moscow— Long periods of time required by some Soviet directors to make
sound pictures, extending in several
cases to over two years resulted in completion of only 54 per cent of the 1933
production program, according to the
newspaper Isvestia, government organ.
A principal difficulty facing the industry
is that of finding stories which meet
official approval.

DAILY

Hollywood — A new formula for
musical pictures that will be acceptable to the public is being brough'
about by the combined efforts of
stage librettists and composers in
collaboration with film producers
says Oscar Hammerstein II, noted
librettist and musical comedy pro
ducer, now in Hollywood under con
tract to M-G-M.
"By musical pictures," he says, "I
do not mean dramatic subjects with
a few songs or musical interpolations, but entertainment in which
the predominating factor is music
"When sound first came to the screen
five years ago, all the composers and
librettists of note flocked to Hollywood to transpose their work to the
screen. They were unsuccessful, and
went home again. When screen musicals were not accepted the whole
idea was rejected.
"This could not last, for there if
an undeniable thirst for musical en
tertainment. So music is now seeping into pictures, a song at a time —
a bit of interpolated music. But in
this new movement the art of the
musician is wedded to that of the
art of the screen medium. The combination, Ifully believe, will evolve
a form acceptable to the public."
That music can be applied to
screen technique, just as in the case
of pantomime, is Hammerstein's belief.
"In a screen play," he points out.
"pantomime is often used instead
of words, and proves more effective.
So, too, in musicals, I think we shall
find that often words will be unnecessary and a theme or strain of
music symbolizing the action, coupled
with this same pantomime will
achieve
decided
results."

THE 1934 FILM DAILY
PRODUCTION GUIDE WILL
SOON BE SEEN EVERYWHERE

COLUMBIA CHI. MEET
IS UNDER WAY TODAY
(Continued from Page

1)

of liquidation of current season product and the reasons for the company's greatly expanded production
oudget. This will be followed by
several sessions at which the 1934-36
product and sales policies will be
outlined by Jack Cohn, vice president, and discussed. Publicity, advertising, exploitation, and sales
promotion plans will then be presented to the delegates and the convention will wind up with special
conferences held by the individual
branches to discuss local problems
affecting each territory.
Jack Cohn, vice president of the
company will officially open the meeting, which will feature in addition
to his address, speeches by A. Montague, general sales manager; A.
Schneider, treasurer, and William
Jaffe of the legal department. In
addition, the home office contingent
present at the convention consists
of: Nate Spingold, Rube Jackter,
Jos. A. McConville, Lou Weinberg,
Henri Brunet, Louis Astor, Al Seligman, Milton Hannock, J. W. MacFarland, Sam Hacker, Bill Brennan,
Maurice Grad, several of whom will
address the gathering.
Present from the field will be the
following division managers, branch
managers, salesmen and divisional
bookers :

IT WILL CONTAIN 400
PAGES AND WILL COVER
PRODUCTION THOROUGHLY

FILM DAILY REFERENCE
BOOKS ARE CONSIDERED
STANDARD BY THE INDUSTRY

— Branch
Dunas. F.
('.
\V.Chicago
Phillips,
G. St. Manager
Clair, T. Phil
Greenwood,
Flaherty, A. Blumstein, J. Kaufman. ExHolding Actors' Meet in Chicago
ploiteer, J. Thoma.
Chicago — Two mass meetings of
Denver— Branch Manager W. C. Ball, J.
actors will be held today at the Per- F. Baker, B. M. Shooker, M. L. Mayer.
Des Moines — Branch Manager Joe Levy.
formers' Club by Ralph Whitehead,
executive secretary of the American A.
son. P. Ableson, C. C. Brydon, O. L. DonelDetroit — Branch Manager C. II. Shalit. M.
I Federation of Actors, vaudeville acCohon, R. F. Cloud, J. M. Mellon, G. L
McCoy.
i tors' union, who will establish a E.
branch ABA office here. After the
Indianapolis — Branch Manager M. Solomon,
local meet, Whitehead will go to II. Kaufman, W. G. Craig, A. J. Gelman.
Milwaukee where he will also open I. Ilanower.
Kansas City — Midwest Division Manager
a branch office.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS
At the beginning of this year there
were approximately 1,520 movie houses
in Japan, an increase of 80 over the
previous year.

M. Roth, Branch Manager H. Taylor, L. K.
Koyster, W. Bradfield, C. E. Reynolds, II. S.
Stultz.
Los Angeles — West Coast Division Manager
L Safron, Branch Manager W. C. Riter. H.
Weinberg, S. Nathanson, II. M. Lentz, N.
Newman.
Milwaukee — Branch Manager O. J. Rub. v.
S. Schuster, M. Weisner, S. R. Chapman,
I). E. Pratt.
Minneapolis—
Branch
Manager
Mai
r-us,
I. II. Jacobs,
J. Kopald,
W. B.T. ('.
Hickey.
M. II. Evidon, A. L, Aved.
Omaha — Branch Manager II. J. Chapman.
I. ('. Hensler, I. M. Weiner, J. Rosenberg.
Portland— Branch Manager J. R. Beale, C
E. Tillman, W. T. Withers.
Salt Lake City — Branch Manager R. C.
Hill, C E. Scott, F. W. Talbot, C. Hawks
t-rts.San Francisco — Branch Manager L E. Till
man, ('. F. Harris, P. Weinstein, E. T. Rob

Seattle— Branch Manager L. N'. Walton, I
Lamb, XV. K. Beckwith.
St. Louis— Branch Manager C. D. Hill, I
Morphet, E. Dunas, J. Bradford.
V

THE ANNUAL YEAR BOOK
PUBLISHED BY THE FILM DAILY
IS FILMDOM'S ENCYCLOPEDIA

NOW COMES m PRODUCTION
GUIDE EACH JULY AS PART
OF FILM DAILY SERVICE

Features Reviewed in Film Daily, Dec. 13 to July 7
Title
Rcvtezved
Above The Clouds-COL. 12-19-33
Adieu Les Beaux
Jours-XX
4-24-34
Advice To The LovelornUA
. ...
12-14-33
Affairs of A Gentleman-U

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS

ALD — Allied Pictures
AM — Amkino
AST— Astor Pictures
AU— Capt. Harold Auten
AUS — Harold Austin
BAV— Bavaria Film A-G
BEA-Beacon Productions
BLU— Blue
Ribbon
Photoplays
BO— John W. Boyle
ciates)Gil Boag (Mayfair AssoBOA—
BON— Al Bondy
B RO — Broadway-Hollywood
CAP — Capitol
Film
Exchange
CHA— Chadwick
CHE — Chesterfield
CIN
Corp.— Cinexport Distributing

6-23-34

Affairs of Cellini-UA
5-5-34
All Men Are Enemies-F. .4-26-34
All of Me-PAR
2-3-34
Along
Came
Sally-GB. . 6-16-34
Alraune-XX
5-7-34
Are We
Civilized RAS. .6-14-34
Ariane BLU
3-8-34
As Husbands Go-F
1-27-34
As the Earth Turns-WA. 2-1 5-34
A Woman's
Man-MOP. 1-19-34
Baby, Take a Bow-F
6-30-34
Back Page-GEN
6-13-34
Badge
of Honor-MAY . .5-19-34
Bedside-FN
3-6-34
Beggars in Ermine-MOP. 2-14-34
Beloved-U
1-27-34
Beyond Bengal-SHO
..4 25-34
Big Race-SHO
.
2-14-34
Big Shakedown-FN
2-9-34
Big Time or Bust-TOW. 1-10-34
Black Cat-U
5-19-34
Black
Moon-COL
6-28-34
• Black
Shirts-XX
..
..4-12-34
Blue
Light-BOA
5-8-34
Blue Steel-MOP
5-5-34
Bolero-PAR
2-17-34
Bombay
Mail-U
1-6-34
Born to be Bad-UA
6-1-34
Bottoms
Up-F
3-23-34
Broken
Shoes-AM
3-31-34
Bulldog Drummond Strikes Back
UA.. 5-4-34
By
Candlelight-U
1-6-34
Carolina-F
2-3-34
Cat and the Fiddle-MGM .2-14-34
Catherine the Great-U A. .2-2-34
Chance at Heaven-RKO. 12-23-33
Channel
Crossing-GB .. .5-24-34
Change of Heart-F
5-11-34
Cheaters-LIB
5-11-34
Circus Clown-WA
6-13-34
City Limits-MOP
3-28-34
City Park-CHE
7-6-34
Cockeyed Cavaliers-RKO . .7-3-34
Come
on Marines-PAR. .3-24-34
Coming
Out Party-F
3-17-34
Constant
Nymph-F
.4 7-34
Convention
City-FN
12-14-33
Countess
of Monte
Cristo
U. 3-31-34
Crainquebille-TAP
...... 3-28-34
Crime
Doctor-RKO
3-14-34
Crime of Helen Stan'eyCOL 7-3-34
Criminal At Large-HEL. 12-20-33
Crosby
Case-U
3-23-34
Cross Country
Cruise-U . 1-10-34
Cross
Streets-CHE
7-6-34
Crown
of Thorns-XX . .3-30-34
Curtain at Eight-MAJ
2-1-34
Dark Hazard-FN
2-23-34
Death Takes a Holiday-PAR,
2-23-34
Der Gluecksylinder-XX. .3-13-34
Der Felderrnhuegel-BA
..4-24-34
Der Frechdachs-UFA
1-9-34
Der Meistrerdetektiv-BAV 2-14-34
Der Stern von Valencia-UFA
4-24-34
Der Traumende Mund-XX 2-6-34
Devil
Tiger-F
2-8-34
Die Blonde Christl-B A V. 2-28-34
Die Mutter Der Kompagnie
XX. .3-13-34
Die
Schoenen
Tage
in
Aranjuez-XX
6-23-34
Die Verkaufte Braute-XX . 5-2-34
Dr. Monica-WA
6-22-34
Dream of My People-PA 2-28-34
Dos Mujeres y un Don Juan
KIN.. 6-5-34
Double
Door-PAR
5-5-34
Drums O'Voodoo-INT ..5-12-34
East of First Avenue — COL
11-28-33
Easy to Love-WA
1-13-34
Eight Girls in a Boat-PAR1-13-34
Ein Gewisser Herr Gran-XX.
2-24-34
Eines Prinzen Junge Liebe
XX 3-28-34
Ein Toller Einfall-UFA .5-22-34
El Prisionero 13-CIN ... 3-30-34
End of the World-AU. .4-17-34
Enemies of Progress-XX . 1-16-34
Enlighten
Thy DaughterEXP
.12-27-33
Es Wird
Schon Wieder
Besser-UFA
1-24-34
Ever
Since
Eve F
3-27-34
Fantomas-DU
3-13-34
Fashions of 1934-FN
1-9-34
FiddHn'
Buckaroo-U ... 1 2-20-33
Fighting Code-COL
1-10-34
Fighting
Rangers-COL. .4-12-34

COL — Columbia
DU— DuWorld
EXPFox
— Exploitation
Pictures
F—
FD — First Division
FR — Freuler Film Associate!
FN — First National
FX— The Film Exchange
GB — Gaumont-British
Title
Reviewed
Film
Parade-GEN
12-20-33
Finishing
School-RKO. . .4-6-34
Flaming
Gold-RKO
1-18-34
Flying Down
To Rio-RKO
12-20-33
Fog-COL
1-6-34
Fog Over Frisco-FN
6-7-34
4 Frightened People-PAR 1-27-34
Fraoulein-Falsch
VerbudenXX.. 1-16-34
Friday the 13th-GB
5-15-34
Frontier Marshal-F
1-31-34
Fugitive
Lovers-MGM. . .1-3-34
Fury of the Jungle-COL.2-8 34
Gambling
.Lauy-WA
3-7-34
Gehetzte
Menschen-XX .. .6-5-34
Geld Regiert Die Welt-XX
5-15-34
George
White's
Scandals
F.. 3-17-34
Glamour-U
5-12-34
Going Hollywood-MGM. 12-22-33
Goodbye Love — KKO
3-13-34
Good
Dame-PAR
3-17-34
Great Flirtation-PAR
6-23-34
Uuilty Parents-SYN . . . . 4-6-34
Gun Justice-U
2-14-34
Half-A-Sinner-U
6-23-34
Handy
Andy-F
6-1-34
Harold Teen-WA
3-7-34
Heart
Song-F
6-6-34
Heat
Lightning-WA
3-7-34
He-AST
12-28-33
He Couldn't Take It— MOP
12-13-33
Heideschulmeister
Uwe
Karsten-UFA
4-17-34
Her
Secret-IDE
12-19-33
Here Comes the Groom-PAR
6-16-34
Hell and High Water-PAR
12-16-33
Hell Bent for Love-COL. 6-13-34
Here Comes the NavyWA
6-28-34
Hell Cat COL
7-7-34
He Was Her Man-WA. .5-18-34
Hi. Nellie-WA
2-1-34
Hips, Hips, Hooray-RKO
1-24-34

Hired Wife-PIN
2-1-34
His Double Life-PAR. 12-16-33
Hitler's Reign of Terror-JE
4-27-34
Hold
That
Hollywood,
sueno-U
Hollywood

3-24-34
En4-10-34
Hoodlum-REG
6-21-34
Hollywood Party-MGM.. 5-25-34
House of Rothschild-UA . .3-8-34
I Am
Suzanne-F
1-19-34
I Believe in You-F
4-10-34
I Can't Escape-BEA
7-5-34
I Like it That Way-U . .4-17-34
I'll Tell the World-U. . .4-21-34
2-3-34
I've Got Your Number-WA
Inge

Und

Girl-F
Ciudad de

die

MillionenUFA. .4-17-34
SovietsAM. .6-28-34
In Wien Hab Ich Einmal Ein
Maedel
Geliebt-XX .... 5-29-34
In Love With Life-INV. 5-12-34
In the Money-INV
1-6-34
It Happened One Night-COL,
2-23-34
In the Land

It's a Boy-GB

of the

6-8-34

GFF — General Foreign Films
GEN — General Films
GRB — Arthur Greenblatt
GOP — Goldsmith
Productions
HEL — Helber Pictures
IDE— Ideal
IMP — Imperial Dist.
INT — International
Stageplay
Pictures
INV — Invincible Pictures
J A FA— Jafa
JE — Jewel Productions
JEW — Jewish
Talking
Pictures
KIN — Kinematrade
KRE — Sherman S. Krellberg
LIB — Liberty Pictures
LIN — Lincoln Productions
MAF — Mayflower
MAJ — Majestic Pictures
MAR — Marcy
MAS — Mascot Pictures
MAY — Mayfair Picture*
MEN — Mentone
Productions
MGM — Metro-Gold wyn-Mayei
MOD — Modern
Films
MOP — Monogram
Pictures
Title
Reviewed
I Was a Spy-F
1-13-34
Iza Neni-XX
6-5-34
Ja Treu 1st Dei Soldatenliebe
XX.. 5-2-34
And Sally-F
12-16-33
the Gent-WA
3-26-34
of a Crime-FN. .2-24-34
Y MaximilianoXX.. 5-7-34
Just Smith-GB
4-24-34
Kara Salkten-XX
5-1 5-34
Keep 'Em Rolling-RKO. .3-1-34
Key, The-WA
5-31-34
King of Wild Horses
COL.. 3-21-34
Kiss and Make Up-PAR. 6-30-34
Lady
Killer-WA
12-28-33
La Ciudad de Carton-F. 2-^8-34
La Cruz Y La Espada-F 2-6-34
La Fusee-TAP
3-15-34
La Maternelle-TAP
4-25-34
L'angeSombre
Gardien-TAP
4-20-34
La
de Pancho
Jimmy
Jimmy
Journal
Juarez

Villa-MOD
La Sombra

4-10 34
de Pancho
Villa
COL. .1-9-34
Last Round Up-PAR
5-11-34
La Sangre Manda-XX .. .5-16-34
Last Gentleman-UA ....4-28-34
La Frochard et les Deux
Orphelines-XX
2-8-34
Laughing Boy-MGM
5-12-34
Lazy
River-MGM
4-3-34
Le Noche
del Pecado-COL
12-29-33

Le Serment-PRX
3-15-34
Let's Be Ritzy-U
5-18-34
Let's Fall in Love-COL. 1-20-34
Let's Talk it Over-U
6-16-34
Let's Try Again — RKO. 6-22-34
Life of Vergie Winters-RKO
6-13-34
Line-Up,
The-COL
4-17-34
Little Man, What
Now?
U..5-19-34
6 1-34
Little Miss Marker-PAR.
Lone Cowboy-PAR
1-27-34
Looking for Trouble-UA . 2-21-34
Lost Jungle-MAS
5-9-34
Loud
Speaker-MOP
5-8-34
Lost Patrol-RKO
2-9-34
Lo Tu Y Ella-F
12-11-33
Love
Birds-U
..5-4-34
Love
Captive-U
6-7-34
Love Past Thirty-FR
2-14-34
Luegen
Auf
Ruegen-XX . 1-5-34
Lucky
Texan-MOP
1-6-34
Madame
Spy-F
2-10-34
Man from Utah-MOP. . .5-23-34
Man of Two Worlds-RKO 1-13-34
Man Trailer-COL
5-23-34
Mandalay-FN
2-15-34
5-2-34
Manhattan
Melodrama-MGM
Manhattan
Man's
Many

Love SongMOP.. 4-17-34
Castle-COL
12-28-33
6-9-34
Happy
Returns-PAR

Marriage
on Approval-FR
12-27-33
Marrying
Widows-TOW. 5-18-34
Massacre-FN
1-18-34
Meanest Gal in Town-RKO.2-17-34
Melodia Prohibida-X X ... 3-28-34
Melody in Spring-PAR. 3-31-34
Men in White-MGM ..3-28-34
Merry
Frinks-FN
6-27-34

PA — Palestine-American Film Co.
PA R — Paramount
PIN— Pinnacle
PRI— Principal Dist. Corp
PRO —— Protex
Progressive
Pictures
PRX
Dist. Corp
RAS — Raspin Productions
REG — Regal Distributing
RIC— Edward T. Ricci
RKO— RKO-Radio
Picture!
ROY — Fanchon Royer
SCA — Scandinavian
Pictures
SCO— Lester F. Scott
SHO — Showmen's Pictures
STE— William Steiner
SYN — Syndicate Exchange
TAP — John S. Tapernoux
THO— Fred
Thomson
TOW — Tower Prorts
TRU—
True Life Photoplays
O — Universal
UA — United Artiiti
UFA—
Ufa
WA
— Warner
Bros
WEL— Carveth Wells
WIN — Windsor
Pictures
WOK— Worldkino
XX — No distributor set
Title
Reviewed
Merry Wives of Reno-WA 6-9-34
Midnight-U
. 3-7-34
Midnight
Alibi-FN
7-5-34
Mirages de Paris-AU. . 12-29-33
Miss Fane's Baby is
Stolen-PAR
1-20-34
Modern
Hero,
A-WA
4-3-34
Money
Means
NothingMonte

Carlo

MOP.. 4-26-34
5-15-34
Nights-MOP

Moth, The-MAR
..3-9-34
Moulin
Rouge-UA
1-10-34
Mother,
1905-AM
6-2-34
Mr.
Skitch-F
12-23-33
Murder
on the Blackboard
RKO.. 6-5-34
Murder at the VanitiesPAR. .5-18-34
Murder
in the MuseumPRO. .6-27-34
Murder in Trinidad-F
...5-16-34
Myrt and Marge-U
1-16-34
Mystery Liner-MOP .. 2-28-34
Mystery of Mr. X-MGM .2-24-34
Mystery
Ranch-STE
5-26-34
My
Weakness-F
9-22-33
Nana-U A
2-2-34
Ninth Guest, The-COL ..3-3-34
No Funny Business-PRl . 3-10-34
No Greater Glory-COL. .3-14-34
No More Women-PAR .3-3-34
Now I'll TeU-F
5-26-34
Oded the Wanderer-PA .. 5-22-34
Of Human BondageRKO. .6-27-34
Olsen's Big Moment-F. .. 1-9-34
One Is Guilty-COL
5-3-34
One Night of Love-COL. . 7-6-34
Once to Every Woman
3 5-4-34
24-34
Orders
Is Orders COL
Operator
13-MGM
6-2-34
Orient
Express-F
2-28-34
Palooka-UA
2-1-34
Parada Rezerwistow-CAP. 5-2-34
Pecados de Amor-XX. . . .4-25-34
Pettersson & Bendel-SC A. 2-24-34
Picture Brides-FD
4 24-34
Poor Rich, The-U
4-5-34
Prince of Wales-GB
4-24-34
Private Scandal-PA R .... 6-1 5-34
Public Stenographer
Prokurator-XX
5-29-34
MAR. .1-10-34
Queen
Christina-MGM. . 12-28-33
Quitter, The-CHE
3-14-3*
Rabbi's
Power-XX
6-2-34
6-16-34
Racketeer
Round-up-THO
Rafter
Romance-RKO
1-9-34
Rainbow
Over BroadwayCHE
12-27-33
Randy Rides Alone-MOP. 6-14-34
Rawhide
Mail-MAR
6-5-34
Registered
Nurse-FN
...6-1-34
Riding Thru-STE
2-24-34
Riptide-MGM
3-31-34
Road to Ruin-TRU
2-21-34
Roman Einer Nacht-XX .. b-23-34
Roman Scandals-UA. ... 12-14-33
Romance in Budapest-XX 5-11-34
S. A. Mann Brand-BAV . 5-29-34
Sadie McKee-MGM
5-12-34
Sagebrush
Trail-MOP. .12-27-33
Sagrario-XX
1-24-34
Saison in Kairo-UFA .. 12-29-33
Search for Beauty-PAR. 2-1 0-34
Secret Sinners-MAY ..12-13-33
Sensation Hunters-MOP. 2-14-34
. 1-3-34
Shadows of Sing Sing-COL,

Title
Reviewed
She Made Her Bed-PAR. 4-27-34
Shoot the Works-PAR. . .7-7-34
Show-Off-MGM
i-17-34
Simple Tailor, The-AM. .2-24-34
Sin of Nora Moran-MAJ 12-14-33
6-8-34
Sing and Like It-RKO. .4-14-34
Sisters Under the Skin-COL.
Six of
Sixteen

a King-PAR
Fathoms
Deep-

Sleepers

East-F

MOP

Smarty-WA

1-24-34
1-19-34
4-24-34
4-12-34

Smoky-F
1 2-23-33
Son of Kong-RKO
12-30-33
Sons of the Desert-MGM . 1-6-34
Sorrell and Son-UA
5-29-34
Speed
Wings-COL
3-27-34
Spitfire-RKO
2-23-34
Stamboul
Quest-MGM
7-7-34
Stand Up and Cheer-F. .4-20-34
Sitar Packer-MOP
7-3-34
Stingaree-RKO
5-12-34
Straightaway-COL
1-16 34
Strich Durch
Die RechnungUFA
Strictly Dynamite RKO . . ..36-34
7-5-34
Such Women Are Danger- 5-3-34
ous-F
6-9-34
Success at Any
Price-RKO
Su Ultima Cancion-CIN. 3-30-34
Sweden,
Land of the Vikings
Szpieg-MAJ
3-6-34
BO. .1-6-34
Tannenberg-XX
4 6-34
Pante Gusti KommandiertXX.. 5-7-34
Tarzan and His MateTausend Fuer EineMGM.
Nacht-.4-16-34
XX
2-14-34
Tell-Tale Heart-DU
6-21-34
Texas
Tornado-FD
2-28-34
These Thirty YearsBON. .5-24-34
Thin Man, The-MGM
5-23-34
Thirty Day Princess-PAR 5-12-34
This Man is Mine-RKO ...1-31-34
3-8-34
This Side of Heaven-MGM
Throne

of

the

Gods-IMP12-22-33

Thundering
Herd-PAR. .3-31-34
Tiburon-XX
4-20-34
Tod Uber Shanghai-MO. 12-19-33
Tracy Rides-STE
5-5-34
5-7-34
Trail Drive-U
1-3-34
Three on a Honeymoon-F
Trenck-XX
4-10-34
Trumpet Blows-PAR ...4-14-34
Twentieth Century-COL. .5-4-34
Twin
Husbands-INV
...5-9-34
4-5-34
Two Alone — RKO
4-7-34
20 Million Sweethearts-FN
Uncertain Lady-U .... 4-20-34
Unknown Blonde-MAJ . .4-19-34
Unknown Soldier Speaks
Upper World-WA LIN.. 5-26-34
5-25-34
Very Honorable
Guy, AFN. .5-18-34
Viva Villa!-MGM
4-12-34
Volga. Volga-KIN ...12-19-33
Voice in the Night-COL. 4-24-34
War's End-XX
5-18-34
We're Not Dressing-PAR. 1-13-34
4-26-34
West of the Divide — MOP
Wharf Angel-PAR ...4-21-34
What's
Your Racket?-MAY
Wheels of Destiny-U. .. .3-28-34
3 6-34
Where
Sinners MeetWhirlpool-COL
...
5-5-34
RKO. 4-19-34
White
Heat-PIN
6-15-34
Wie Man Maenner Fesselt
XX..
WieMann?-XX
Sag Ich's Meinnem
Wild
Cargo-RKO
Woman in Command-GB
Wine. Women and SongCHA
Witching Hour-PAR
Woman
Condemned-

5-22-34
1-24-34
3-24-34
. 5-29-34
12-16-33
.4-28-34

MAR. .3-27-34
.4-20-34
Woman
Unafraid-GOP.
Wonder
Bar-FN
2-17-34
World in Revolt-M EN ... 6-9-34
World Moves On-F. ... .6-30-34
You Can't Buy Everything
You Made Me LoveMG-M.
You 2-1-34
4-7-34
You're Telling Me-PAR
MAJ.. 5-31-34
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Short
Bill

Subject
Robinson

in

"King for a Day" 19 mins.
Vitaphone
Good Colored Musical
A nicely handled miniature musical comedy with Bill Robinson, the
vaudeville headliner, heading a cast
of good Negro talent. Bill, refused
a job in a show that is rehearsing,
shoots dice with the producer
using two bucks the later gave him
— until he wins the show from him.
After the production opens and is
going great, the ex-owner comes
around looking for a handout, and
in turn he rolls them with Bill until
he gets his show back. In between
these incidents are some dancing
and singing specialties in typical
Negro vein.

■3&"l

Reviews

eral tiers high, and the audience is
dumped out in a single stroke after
the show. Then comes the vocalizing of the title song, with the Eton
Boys featured.
"Soup For Nuts" 21 mins.
Universal
Good Vaudeville
With Bob Hope as M.C. and an
able cast of entertainers this one
depicts the Carlton Club as flopping
because Allyn Gillyn, wife of Donald Brian, the owner, won't allow
any girl talent owing to her husband's propensities in that direction. She gives in however, and an
array of talent is trotted forth including Al Goodman's orchestra,
Vivienne Segal, prima donna, Saxon
Sisters, singers; Dolores Reade,
The Heat Waves, Carol & Lane,
dancers; and Adrina Otero, a hot
Spanish dancer, who makes a play
for Brian.

"Going (Merrie
to Heaven
on a Mule"
Melodie)
Vitaphone
7 mins.
Amusing Animated
Based on the "Going to Heaven on
a Mule" number in "Wonder Bar,"
"William Tell"
this animated cartoon produced by
(Oswald The Rabbit)
Leon Schlesinger fills its purpose Universal
Funny
6 mins.
very nicely. A lazy colored boy.
after taking a swig out of a jug
This is an amusing interpretafalls into a nightmare in which the
tion of the William Tell legend. Tell
comical Negro Heaven action takes
is
chased out of the house by his
place, winding up with a crash that
irate frau for practising with his
awakens him.
bow and arrow in the house. He
and his son are walking along when
the irate governor spies him and or"Egypt,
Kingdom TravelTalk)
of the Nile"
(FitzPatrick
ders him to shoot an apple off his
M-G-M
10 mins son's head or die. Bees sting Tell
Very Good
and he lets the arrow fly without
Showing both ancient ruins and 'ook'ng. It cuts the apple and hits
modern cities, this journey through Tell's wife. She comes out and puts
the region of the Nile is well photo- the governor to flight, thinking he
graphed, suitably provided with had hit her.
running talk, and thoroughly interesting throughout. Scenes along the
"The Wax Works"
river, the crumbling Sphinx, the
(Oswald The Rabbit)
pyramids, King Tut's tomb and Universal
9 mins.
Amusing
other landmarks of past eras are
well contrasted with views of modOswald, proprietor of a wax
ern developments.
works, takes in a foundling left on
his doorstep. The infant witnesses
the figures coming to life and hav"Paramount Pictorial"
ing a high old time. Wandering in(No. 6-13)
to the chamber of horrors, the child
Paramount
10 mins.
runs into Dracula, Frankenstein, the
Fair
Items in this issue of the Pictorial Invisible Man, the Mummy, and the
include Ann Leaf, organist, in an Hunchback of Notre Dame and is
illustrated version of the song, in dire trouble when Oswald arrives.
"River and Me"; a sequence dealing Subject winds up with the infant
with bird colonies in the far north, dropping tallow from a candle on
and Roy Smeck, the wizard of string Oswald's nose which suggests that
instruments, in a demonstration of it may have been a dream, after all.
his musical skill. Makes fairly satisfying reel of its kind.
"Call of the Klondike"
Beverly Hills Prods. 20 mins.
Very Good
"She Reminds Me of You"
(Screen Song)
Presenting scenes that are not
with The Eton Boys
often caught by the camera, and
Paramount
7 mins.
aided by Wilfred Lucas' very enGood
tertaining spoken commentaries,
As a prelude to the singing ac- this subject should be a welcomed
I companied by the dancing ball, this novelty on almost any bill. It depicts life in Alaska, its gold mining
subject contains a very amusing animated travesty on Radio City and camps, colorful natives, encounters
* the super-modern theater in which with the treacherous elements, dog
c seats come up the aisle to get the racing thrills, etc. All quite interesting an 1 instructive.
patrons, symphony orchestra in sev-

DAILY

NED

WAYBURN

Who staged the most successful editions of the "ZIEGFELD
FOLLIES" and "ZIEGFELD MIDNIGHT
FROLICS" and who
helped up the ladder of fame such outstanding stars as Al Jolson,
Marilyn Miller, Eddie Cantor, May West, Fred and Adele Astaire,
Will Rogers, Fannie Brice, Ed Wynn, Charlotte Greenwood, the
Marx Bros., Jeannette McDonald, Libby Holman, W. C. Fields,
Norma Terris, Harry Richman, Marion Davies, Clifton Webb,
Vivian Segal, Oscar Shaw, Claire Luce, Jack Whiting, Willie and
Eugene Howard, Ann Pennington, Cecil Lean and Cleo Mayfield,
Gertrude Niesen, Hal Leroy, Patricia Ellis, Leonard Sillman, Polly
Walters, Caperton and Biddle, Grace Bradley, Medrano and
Donna, Melissa Mason, Georgie Tapps, Helen Cohan (new wampas 1934 movie star — daughter of George M. Cohan, "the first
actor of nounces
the Summer
theatre")
hundreds of other real artists, anand Fallandclasses.

Enroll Now for New Classes!
LOWEST

RATES EVER— EASY PAYMENTS

CHILDREN'S DANCING CLASSES (Girls and Boys— ages 3 to
16) summer term starts Saturday, July 7. Fall term starts
Saturday, September 15. Rounded training in "classical",
"tap", musical comedy, modernistic and acrobatic dancing.
ADULT GIRLS' and WOMEN'S DANCING CLASSES (ages 16
to 60). Mornings, afternoons and evenings. Once, twice
or five times weekly, Mondays to Fridays. Summer term
starts Monday, July 2. Fall terms starts Tuesday, September 4, and Monday, October 1 .
REDUCING AND BUILDING UP CLASSES— Keep fit by Ned
Wayburn's famous "limbering and stretching" method.
BALL ROOM

DANCING— Legitimate instruction for ladies, gentlemen and children.

TEACHERS'
COURSES — Special
throughout the year.

one-week

teachers'

courses

SPRING RADIO CLASSES for children and adults. Song rendition, voice culture, dramatic art, etc.
HOME

STUDY

COURSES
DANCERS'

SUMMER

COURSES

SUPPLIES

Send How
for new
60 pagefame
booklet
"YOUR CAREER"to winillustrated
health, beauty,
and independence
*You are invited to visit our beautiful new studios and see all
that is going on. You can have a FREE tryout in Dancing,
FREE Radio audition, FREE Dramatic test. Studios are open
between 9:30 a.m. and 9.30 p.m., Mondays to Fridays.
9:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. Saturdays.

NED WAYBURN INSTITUTE OF
AND
RADIO
BROADCASTING
Studio F, 625 MADISON
Telephone Wlckersham

AVE.

Bet. 58th & 59th Sts.,

2-4300

DANCING
SCHOOL
NEW

YORK

Cable Address: YAWDEN

THE ■cBtk

DAILY

"LOTS"
from
A LITTLEBy RALPH
WILK
HOLLYWOOD
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Short Shots from Eastern Studios
By CHARLES

ALICOATE
Production on the two-reel Educacomedy featuring
]\JIGHT club
sequencesGirl"
for Falcon's "Convention
will Tom Patricola tional-Coronet
and Buster West,
be made in the new Garden Terrace
and Merry-Go-Round Bar of the supported by Marian Martin, Winifred Law, Eddie Roberts, and SanRitz Carlton Hotel, Atlantic City,
dra Ward was completed Saturday
featuring the music of Isham Jones it the
Eastern Service Studio in
and his Orchestra. For the musical
Christie, personally dinumbers, special dance routines will Astoria.rected Al
the short.
be staged by Ned Wayburn. Three
songs have been especially written
for "Convention Girl" by Lou Alter
Work on the picture featuring
and Arthur Swanstrom. Latest additions to the cast are Lucila Men- Jlmmie Savo, to be pi-oduced by.
dez, Nell O'Day, Dan Wolheim. Ben Hecht and Charles MacArthur,
Lalive Brownell, William White and is scheduled to start about the 15tM
Alan Brooks. Shooting began under of August at the Eastern Scri'ice
the direction of Luther Reed last studio in Astoria.
Monday in Atlantic City.

in the cast, which also includes Andy Devine and Henry Armetta.
^IGMUND ROMBERG, who is to
T
T
T
write the M-G-M musical drama,
William Bakewell has been added
tentatively titled "Tiptoes," in collaboration with Oscar Hammerstein to the cast of "Four Walls," M-G-M
drama of prison and reformation
II, has arrived in Hollywood.
which Paul Sloane is directing. The
T
T
T
new
picture, based on the play by
Alan Hale, Henry Armetta and
Clarence R. Wilson are additions to Dana Burnett and George Abbott,
has a cast that includes Franchot
the cast of "Imitation of Life,"
which is in the third week of pro- Tone, Karen Morley, Gladys George,
duction at Universal with Claudette May Robson, C. Henry Gordon and
Nat Pendleton. Lucien Hubbard is
Colbert starred.
the producer.
▼
▼
T
T
T
▼
Roy Del Ruth, 20th Century director whose present assignment is
Fox has purchased "Sandhog," an
story by Borden Chase and
the Eddie Cantor vehicle, "Kid Mil- original
Ed Doherty. Chase is a hydraulic
for Samuelto his
Goldwyn,
givesin engineer on whose experiences the
careful lions,"
attention
fan mail
narrative is based.
order to get the pulse of public
T
T
T
taste.
Four songs are being written for
The demonstration picture to be
T
▼
T
Production starts in about a week "Gentlemen Are Born," the new made in color by Eastern ProducWarner
picture
now
in
production
tions, Inc., and which was postponed
at M-G-M on "Death on the Diawith Dick Powell, Josephine Hutch- early in May, will go into work tomond," with Robert Young in the
inson, Dorothy Dare. John Halliday,
male lead. Cast also includes Madge
day at the Eastern Service studio in
Evans, Ted Healy, Edward Brophy Allen Jenkins, Frank McHugh and Astoria.
others.
The
picture
is
being
preand C. Henry Gordon. Edward Sedgwick is director.
pared alone- the same general lines
T
T
T
as "20 Million Sweethearts." MerPhyllis Ludwig, 16-year-old deb vyn LeRoy is the director.
T
▼
T
who won a beauty contest in SacRadio has the distinction of supramento, has been signed by Universal.
plying the first featured supporting
actor to be cast for the Laurel and
T
T
T
First National has chosen Claire Hardy feature, "Babes in Tovland,"
Dodd as the second of the two lead- an adaptation of the Victor Herbert
ing ladies to appear opposite Pat operetta, which goes into production at the Hal Roach studios late
O'Brien in "I'll Sell Anything." Ann this month. He is Felix Knight,
Dvorak has the other principal role.
dramatic
tenor, who in 1932 was a
Robert Florey will direct.
national finalist in the AtwaterT
T
▼
Russ Columbo will start his first Kent Radio Contest.
T
T
T
starring picture for Universal this
William Anthony McGnire. Uniweek. It is entitled "Wake Up and
Dream," by John Meehan, Jr., with
versal nroducer, states that "The
songs by Jack Stern, Bernie Gross- Great Ziegfeld" wi'l start '•i th<»
man, Grace Hamilton, Sid Cutner fifth dav of Sentember. William
and Gordon Clifford. June Knight Powell is the only member of the
and Roger Pryor are also featured cast definitely chosen.
T

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK
Today:
Ass'n
Ga.

G. F. T. A
Independent
convention,
Hotel
Ansley,

Theite'S
Atlanta.

July 9-11: Second and final Columbia sales
convention.
Medinah
Club,
Chicago.
July 11: I TO A boat ride and outing to
Roton Point. Conn.
July 13: Meeting of creditors at office of
Special Master John E. Joyce to consider
Saenger
reorganization
plan.
July 17: Annual convention of the K^ns^s
and Missouri Theater Association, Hotel
Muehlbach,
Kansas
City.
July 18:
Park,

Annual outing of Boston motion picture post, American Legion. Recreation
Riverside,
Auburndale,
Mass.

Aug. 1-20:

Second Exhibition
graphy. Venice, Italy

of

Aug. 22-24: Allied Theater Owners
Jersey convention, Atlantic City.
Sept. 16; North
dan, N. D.

Dakota

Cinematoof New

Allied meeting, Man-

Oct. 29: S.M.P.E. Fall Meeting, Hotel Pennsylvania, New York.

T

T

RKO Radio's screen adaptation of
the New York and London stage
success. "The Gay Divorce," has
gone into production. Fred Astaire,
who had the principal role on the
stages of two continents, plays his
original role in the film version with
Gingev Rogers as his leading lady.
Eric Blore and Erik Rhodes, members of the stage cast, are featured
in the screen version as are Alice
Brady and Edward Everett Horton.
Mark Sandrich is directing with
Pandro S. Berman supervising. The
play is by Dwight Taylor and was
adapted for the screen bv George
Marion, Jr., and Dorothy Yost.
T

T

T

Irvin Cobb starts work this week
in his second Hal Roach-M-G-M
comedy short, as yet untitled. In
the supporting cast are Oscar Apfel. Mav Wallace, Benny Baker and
"Snowflake," a sepia comic. Hal
Yates, who directed Cobb in his initial picture, will again function in
this capacity.

Winifred Law, stage player last
seen in "Hotel Alimony" and who
was signed by Educational to play
in the comedy with Tom Patricola
and Buster West, is scheduled to
return to Broadway in one of the
new season's first plays.
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48% of Para. Stock Deposited in Reorganization

CHURCH GROUP TO SUBMIT PLAN TO PRODOS
Southeast Exhibitor Organization is Made
Ike Katz Made President
— Cooperative Affiliate
Is Formed
FILM

By J. H. REED
DAILY
Staff Correspondent

Atlanta— The G. T. F. A. (Georgia -Tennessee - Florida - Alabama)
rheaters Ass'n, tentatively formed
four weeks ago, was made permanant at a two-day meeting which
.vound up yesterday. Ike Katz of
Montgomery was elected president,
with W. L. Coart, Atlanta, treasurer, and A. J. Benedict, Atlanta,
secretary. Mrs. C. B. Ellis of Atlanta, Sam Borinsky of Chattanooga
and H. H. Waters of Birmingham
(Continued

on

Page

8)

RULES M. P, RIGHTS
INCLUDE DIALOGUE
Vest Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Future purchase of
notion picture rights covers talkng picture rights, according to a
uling of Superior Court Judge
7ankwich yesterday. The ruling
i'as made(Continued
in a suit
brought by Sol
on Page 8)

-Iusic Hall to Play
10 Universal Films
; Under a deal just closed by W.
I Van Schmus for the Radio City
flusic Hall and James R. Grainger
nd F. J. A. McCarthy for Univeral, the big Radio City house will
[lay 10 Universal productions next
pason, compared
with four the past
(Continued on Page 8)
Joe Cook Film Postponed
Indefinite postponement

of the Joe

Cook picture, "Fun On The Air," was
announced yesterday by S. R. Kent,
president of Fox. Prior radio contracts
signed by Cook, and difficulty of finding a suitable story in time for him to
make the picture this summer, are
given as reasons
for the postponement.

No Names Mentioned in Salary Report
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Report of movie salaries compiled by Sol A. Rosenblatt, division
administrator, and to be submitted by General Hugh S. Johnson to the White House
will contain no names, it is understood. This is in accordance with a pledge that
the questionnaire replies would be kept secret. The report is said to cover about
50 pages.

Permanent

Clergy to Present Series
of Recommendations
to Film Companies

Representatives of the Catholic,
Protestant and Jewish clergy formed
a permanent interfaith committee
at a meeting yesterday in the rectory of the Holy Cross Roman
Catholic Church and decided to arrange a conference with the heads
of the major film companies to present a series of recommendations
for the "cleaning" of motion pictures. The committee is composed
of
Rev. Joseph A. McCaffrey, pasPittsburgh
—
A
deal
closed
last
Re-election of Samuelson
tor of Holy Cross Church; the Rev.
week whereby First Division will
(Continued
on Page 6)
Expected at Jersey Meet distribute the entire Majestic 193435
program
in
this
territory,
is
Re-election of Sidney E. Samuelson as president of Allied Theaters looked upon as the first move by
of New Jersey is expected to occur First Division to combine several
at the unit's annual convention at state right exchanges with First
the Hotel Ritz-Carlton at Atlantic Division offices, establishing a coastCity Aug. 22-24. Samuelson is also to-coast distributing agency that
president of Allied States Associa- will handle most of the independent
tion.
(Continued on Page 8)
Question as to whether or not the
code's provisions on tieing in shorts
to a film contract made prior
Waive Endorsements For New Code Assenters toapplies
the effective date of the code, Dec.
7, is involved in an appeal filed by
the Whalley
of New
Haven
Requirement that exhibitors filing 21 Cleveland Theaters
(Continued
on Page
6) against
assents during the extended period
ending Aug. 15 must obtain two
Apply for Code Assents Sol Rosenblatt Orders
endorsements from theatermen who
Cleveland — With reopening of the
N. Y. Theater Survey
period
for assents to the code, Mrs,
previously assented to the code has
been eliminated, it was stated at Georgia Moffett, secretary of the Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILV
— A statistical survey
he Code Authority yesterday. local code boards, has received ap- of Washington
all New York houses as regards
Forms of assents go into the mails
plications for assent
exhibi- skilled employes such as operators,
(Continued
on Pagefrom
6)
(Continued on Page 8)
stage hands, engineers and firemen
was ordered yesterday by Division
Administrator
Sol A. Rosenblatt

First Division Making Tieups

For National Exchange System

SHORTS TIE-IN CLAUSE
INVOLVED IN APPEAL

Sufficient Stock Vote Assured
For Paramount Reorganization
Chas. Beahan Appointed
Goldwyn Rep. in N. Y.

More than 48 per cent of Paramount's outstanding stock has been
deposited with the stockholders'
Charles Beahan, who recently re- committee and promise has been
signed as an associate producer at given to permit the committee to
the Columbia studio, yesterday be- vote sufficient additional stock to
came Eastern production represen- constitute a majority of the shares,
tative for Samuel Goldwyn. Bea- it was said yesterday by Albert
Cook, Nathan & Lehman,
han, who is making his headquarters Cook of (Continued
on Page 8)
(Continued

on Page

8)

r

(Continued

on

Page

8)

"Vergie" Cleanup in Ohio

Cincinnati — Despite ministerial and
other protests, RKO's "Life of Vergie
Winters" has done so well at the RKO
Albee that it is holding a second week.
Picture originally was held up by the
censor.
In Cleveland,
"Vergie"
all
house
records at the
Palace broke
since the
house has been playing straight films
and also is being held over, according
to Nat Holt, RKO district manager.
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Operating arrangements of the
Radio City Music Hall following
the expiration of its lease Aug. 31
will not be made until after the reurn from Europe of David Sarnoff,
who is expected to arrive in New
York Aug. 1. It is believed that
RKO's lease on the theater with
the Rockefellers will be renewed
but that a change in operating policy will be made. W. G. Van
Schmus, managing director and
Rockefeller representative, will likely be retained in the same capacity
but with actual charge of stage
presentations going to the RKO theater operating department. A sim'ar arrangement existed last year
following the opening of the thefer when "Roxy" was taken ill and
the stage presentations came un''er the supervision of Harold B.
^t-anklin, then in full charge of all
RKO theater operation.

Johnston Driving to Coast
W. Ray Johnston, president of
Monogram, together with C. King
Cbarney, distributor of Agfa film,
will leave New York July 15 for a
motor trip to the coast. Stops will
be made at the Agfa plant in Binghamton and at exchange points including Buffalo, Cleveland, Chicago, St. Louis, Kansas City, Oklahoma City, Dallas and Los Anereles.
After several weeks at the Monogram studios, Johnston will visit
San Francisco, Portland, Salt Lake
City, Denver and Omaha, thence to
New York by train. During his
eiffht-week absence, Eddie Golden
will act as Johnston's alternate on
the Code Authority.
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Columbia Conventioneers
See Century of Progress
Chicago — Most of the delegates
to Columbia's western sales convention arrived Sunday and were guests
of A Century of Progress. The
three-day convention got under
way yesterday at the Medinah Club,
with Jack Cohn welcoming the sales
representatives numbering nearly
100. Sales talks by executives occupied the entire day.

Decision Is Due Today
On Paramount Trustees
Meeting of Paramount creditors
will be held this morning before
Federal Judge Coxe in the old Post
Office building to determine whether
Eugene W. Leake, Charles H. Richardson and Charles D. Hilles, temfor Paramount
under theporary
newtrustees
bankruptcy
law, shall
be made permanent trustees.

No Closings for Summer
Reported in Cleveland

Cleveland — Not one movie theater
in Greater Cleveland is closed for
the summer, according to local records. This is the first time that the
summer has not brought some closings. Akron is also reported to
be 100 per cent open, while in the
territory fewer closed houses are
reported than at any other time.

A. A. Beecroft Dead
Mamaroneck, N. Y. — A. A. (better known as "Jim") Beecroft, 56,
a pioneer in the producing field
in association with David

Coming and Going
ANDY ROY, Paramount
has arrived in New York.
J

R. McDONOUGH

night.
HELEN FERGUSON,
returns
to the coast
E. H. ALLEN
the coast today.
DAVID
Europe.

manager

in Syracuse

left for the coast last

Hollywood publicity agent
today.

of Educational will arrive on

SARNOFF

will return Aug.

1, from

RICHARD BARTHELMESS, now in New York,
expects to return to Hollywood next week
with Mrs. Barthelmess instead of going to
Europe as originally planned.
T. KEITH GLENNON of Eastern Service
Studios, Hollywood plant is in New York for
a visit.
ISABEL JEWELL, M-G-M player, is at the
Hotel Warwick for a week's vacation, after
which she returns to the Coast.
LANNY ROSS leaves about the end of next
week
for the Paramount
studios
on the coast.
H. M ADDISON, Loew district manager with
headquarters in Cleveland, is in New York for
a visit.
MONCKTON HOFFE, M-G-M writer, is on
his way from Hollywood to Europe for a vacation.
NELL
appear
Thomas

O'DAY has gone to Atlantic City to
in "Convention Girl," which Dave
is shooting
there.

^ORGE

W. TRENDLE and WILLARD PATTERSON return to Detroit today from New

York.

Lincoln to Hold Vote
On Sunday Amusements

Lincoln, Neb. — A petition bearing
Horsley, later associated with "Ex- nore than 5,000 names, twice as
hibitors
Herald,"
shot
himself
while alone in a rowboat off Harbor nany as needed, was filed here yesIsland Park. He leaves a wife and erday with the city clerk and asSupper Follows "Nell Gwyn"
Following the invitation preview two children besides his brothers insured balloting on Sunday shows at
cluding Chester Beecroft of the Beeof "Nell Gwyn" at the Astor the
croft Florida Studios and John the Aug. 14 election. Local blue law
ater tonight, Herbert Wilcox of
British & Dominions, producer of Edgar Beecroft, corporation coun- las been three times assaulted at
sel of Pelham Manor.
the picture, which is being released
he polls, the last time eight years \
by United Artists, will play host to
ago, but has always stood by a sub
Dick Powell in Radio Series
an
invited
group
at
the
Hotel
Astor.
Dick Powell will be the topliner stantial margin.
in an important series of WABC
Mrs. Rembusch
Dead
radio programs next fall, to be sponCOVERS
EVERYTHING
sored by Campbell's Soups and
Shelbyville, Ind — Mrs. Frank J.
Rembusch, 57, wife of the Indiana known as "Dick Powell's Hollywood
ManyPowell
famousfrom
starsweek
will be
theater owner whose circuit of the- Hotel."
heard with
to
aters is now being managed by his week. WABC is now conducting a
son, Truman, died last week of a
cerebral hemorrhage. Rembusch has national audition contest to pick a
Many thanks for
girl to play opposite the Warner
the 1934 Edition of
been in a sanitarium receiving star
in the series
the Year Book. I
treatment for a paralytic condition
of the legs.
am glad to have it,
"Production
Code" Not Film Code
and find it useful
Washington
Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
Advance "Navy" Release Date
Washington — The NRA, through
through the year.
Division
Administrator
Sol
A.
RosWith more than 141 Class "A"
dates in key cities already set on
enblatt, yesterday pointed out that
Gabriel t. Hess
General Attorney
"Here Comes the Navy," with James "the production code" referred to in
Cagney and Pat O'Brien, Warner daily newspapers is not the motion
Bros, has advanced the general re- picture code.
M.
P. Producers
lease date of the picture from Sep& Distributors
of America,
Inc.
tember to July 21.
Maurice White a Colonel
Cincinnati
—
Maurice
White,
WarColumbia Film for Music Hall
ner distribution manager here, has
"Whom the Gods Destroy," Co- been made a Kentucky colonel on
lumbia picture featuring Walter the staff of Governor Ruby Laffoon.
Connolly with Doris Kenyon and Donald Stanley, Warner field repre1,000 Pages -- Free to
Robert Young, opens Thursday at
sentative, also received a similar
Film Daily Subscribers.
commission.
the Radio City music hall.
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TIMELY TOPICS

Charles Ruggles Analyzes
Value of Motion in Comedy
A/fOVIES must move to be
universally entertaining.
Dialogue can be smai't and witty, but unless there is motion
the picture is bound to lack
something. Comedy relies on
motion to a greater extent than
most people realize. A comedian
can say a funny line any place,
but if he says it at a moment
when he is in great danger from
some moving object, or when
something menacing is moving
in his direction, it's twice as
funny.
— Charlie Ruggles.
Kan., Mo. Openings
Kansas City — The Casino, Excelsior Springs, recently was opened
by James Terhune with RCA sound
Cheneyis aMerchants'
The Kan.,
equipment.
theater,
Cheney,
new spot
with an RCA portable. The Academy, Ironton, has been reopened by
W. P. Sumpter, who has installed
RCA sound. J. E. Huston has opened the new Huston, Stanberry, with
RCA sound. The West, Wichita, was
opened July 7 with RCA sound by 0.
F. Sullivan.

the

MONO

"Down Under" Life
Reflects Hollywood
AUSTRALIA is Hollywood
style-conscious, and as a
natural result, the women there
are as well turned out as the
average American girl. There
is such keen interest in the
Hollywood inspired styles that
the local newspapers devote an
extraordinary amount of space
to photographs and descriptions of the apparel worn on
and off the screen by the fashion plates of the cinema capital. The names of the famous Hollywood style creators —
Gwen Wakeling, Adrian and
Travis Banton — are as familiar
to the women readers as the
noted Paris couturiers — Chanel,
Schiaparelli. and Paul Poiret.
Feminine interest in what the
stars wear and use even extends to the field of cosmetics,
and the press obligingly publishes exhaustive data on the
art of makeup, the use of perfumes and kindred topics. Radio,
has been quick to follow the lead
of the press, and there are numerous broadcasts catering to
the general feminine demand
for miscellaneous news about
the sartorial and cosmetic preferences of the screen luminaries.
— Arthur
Kelly.
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•

• A VERY interesting experiment to be conducted by the Theater of the Air
which opens at the
former Earl Carroll Casino theater early in August
they
will have a permanent legit stock company
Broadway play
successes will be condensed to fit the half-hour periods taken
up by the radio broadcasts four units of 13 plays each will
be formed a new play to be performed on the stage before an audience every Monday
and simultaneously broadcast over the air
one unit will stay in the theater for 13
weeks
then it will be sent on the road to other theaters
and radio stations with the repertoire played in New York
the second, third and fourth units will follow play
their 13 weeks, and start rotating with the first unit coming back to the Theater of the Air
each play will have
a stage production to compare with its original Broadway showing thus the theater audience will be fully catered to, as
well as the radio audience
interesting
if they can
make a qro of it
of course the air programs will be
sponsored
T
T
T
•

• • ONE OF our big film execs was talking to an influential gent in church circles the other day
and the latter came right out and stated
that after they had cleaned
up the Screen and Stage
the Church was going out after
the Newspapers
so
it gives us a sardonic laugh to
watch certain newspapers playing up the present troubles of
the film industry and writing editorials about the unwholesomeness of films
little realizing that they are helping to make it tough for themselves later on
T

T

T

• •
• A NICE
family reunion
for Hap Hadley's
clan
Hap, Art. Ted and Bob
who all work in the
Hadley Film Art Emporium they will journey back to the
old home town of Findlay, Illinois on Friday to stay for
10 days
the parents of the boys will come on from Oklahoma to the Illinois town where the Hadleys started originally
it willfour
be alads
greatwhoevent
the in
li'l the
townbigof city
Findlay
when these
madeforgood
return . . .
T

T

▼

• •
• BY SPECIAL arrangement with the Navy Dep't
Warners will co-operate in having their pix, "Here Comes
the Navy"
shown to officers and men of the Fleet throughout the service
including the outpost stations such as the
Philippines and the Orient Arthur Sanchez of the TransOceanic Film Export Co.
has closed a deal for distribution
of a series of films in Brazil
T

T

• • • THE OPENING performance of Ethel Barrymore
in "Laura Garnett" with the Mayfair Players at Dobbs Ferry
has been postponed to July 16 at the Washington theater
there following the Barrymore engagement will come
Mary Young in "To My Husband" by William J. Fulham

«

«

»

K. C. Merchants Boosted
"The House of Rothschild"
TN ushering in the premiere of
"The House of Rothschild,"
starring George Arliss, Manager John McManus of Loew's
Midland here, got many attractive displays in leading merchant stores. A few weeks before the opening, McManus
started his newspaper publicity
campaign and keot building up
until a few days prior to the
openingchild"and
thedominated
heavy "Rothspublicity
every
amusement
The "Star"
devoted eightpage.
columns
to an art
layout containing the 13 leading characters in the picture,
numerous feature stories and
roto breaks. Through a tie-up
with Standard Brands, distributors of Chase & Sanborn coffee,
McManus secured 40 of their
trucks which were bannered
with special cards. • The K. C.
News Company
got out 600
stand cards plugging
bothnewsthe
picture and Motion Picture
Magazine which contained a
special
"Rothschild."
The Johnstory
Tayloron dry
goods company devoted an entire window
display to the picture, used a
co-operative
ad in which and
"Rothschild" was mentioned
also
put on a 15 minute radio sketch
over station KMBC. Ten daily
radio announcements were secured over stations WLBF and
KWKC, thus giving the picture
great coverage. Western Union
arranged 12 window displays in
branch offices using facsimiles
of the George Arliss telegram,
scene stills and appropriate
cards. The Hotel President
used special menu cards which
Loew's Midland,
plugged the— engagement.
Kansas City.

Syndicated Cartoon

T

• •
• A BROADCAST
tonite over WOR
by the
Roxy theater in association with Fanchon
and Marco
the fourth in the series of weekly broadcasts with Eddie
Peabody, the Roxy Ensemble, Jerome Mann, Kramer and Galli
and Ross and Edwards Ann Phillips, a five-year-old youngster from Brooklyn is being given film tests by a couple
of major companies this week
for she looks like another
Shirley Temple
T
T
T

«

EXPLOITETTES

»

»

Tieup On "The Navy"
Bros.' "Hereplaying
Comes
The
J7XHIBITORS
Warner
Navy", are offered an unusual
opportunity for newspaper tieups with publications using the
syndicated cartoon strip on the
life of James Cagney. The
strip, which is released by the
United Features Syndicate, consists of twelve chapters appearing daily in newspapers over the
country, simultaneously with
the showings of "Here Comes
The Navy". The picture, which
had its world priemiere at the
Loew's State Theater in Norfolk, will be nationally released
— Warners.
July 2st.

THE
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E. H. ALLEN TO MAKE
AT LEAST 20 ON COAST

No New Offer for Fox Metropolitan
There will be no change in
Loew-Warner combination for the
presented to Federal Judge Mack,
major changes in the offer will
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Houses

the cash bid of $4,000,000 originally made by the
Fox Metropolitan Playhouses when the new bid is
Thursday afternoon, THE FILM DAILY learns. The
be in the construction of the wording of several

paragraphs covering details. .The "breakdown" cost sheets for individual theaters
in the circuit will likely be submitted by the bondholders committee over the protest

Split in production between east
of the present operators. These breakdowns were demanded by the Loew attorneys
and west of Educational's 1934-35
at last week's hearing.
program has not as yet been decided
but it is likely that E. H. Allen will
make at least 20 on the coast, Earle Rogers Asks Fan Views
Ban on Dual Features
W. Hammons told Film Daily
On Free Radio Audiences
Looms in Grand Rapids
yesterday. Allen, who arrives at
the coast studios today has been
In his final broadcast of the presGrand
Rapids, Mich. — Efforts of
ent season last Sunday night, Will local exhibitors
definitely assigned one Keaton comto combine groups
edy, one "Frolic of Youth" one Rogers appeared before the "mike" seeking censorship of films into a
Coronet series and one Musical without
his usual audience and gave
Comedy. It is believed that Allen a talk in which he invited listeners film guidance counsel are meeting
will produce the entire series of to write in and express their favor with success, except that the groups
four Keaton releases and six Frolics. or objection to free audiences in have taken a definite stand that
The Coronet and Musical Comedy broadcasting studios. Rogers said
groups will be split, with eastern he personally feels that persons at- double features must be eliminated.
tending broadcasts should be re- Efforts are being made by exhibitors
production taking at least half of
quired to pay a small fee, out of to cooperate along lines requested,
each series. Hammons is now planning a trip to England and will fariness to theaters.
The comedian and his family will the majority favoring elimination of
possibly sail early in August.
leave the west coast shortly for a duals. H. M Richey, manager of
round-the-world tour, via Hawaii Michigan Allied, is working on a
and Siberia.
plan with producers whereby double
Cincinnati Chatter
bills can be banned here.
Cincinnati — While returning from
the Columbia convention by plane, Columbia Sending Rogell
Allan Moritz, local distribution man- On Foreign Survey Abroad
ager, was forced down in a corn- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY Final Short for 1933-34
field about 25 miles outside of AtHollywood — Giving consideration
Goes in Work at Columbia
lantic City. Mike Spanagel, Si to extending its producing activities
DAILY
Stewart, Link Davis and Charier. abroad, Columbia is expected to send West Coast Bureau of THE FILM
Palmer were with him. No damage. Assocate Producer Sid Rogell to
Hollywood — "Hollywood CinderDeal is under way for sale of England for a survey of the situaella," which will mark the complethe Taft-owned Paramount theaters tion.
tion of Columbia's 1933-34 schedule,
in Hamilton and Middletown.
has gone in work under the direcFox Sales Meetings in Paris
William Bennett has opened the
tion of Archie Goettler, who wrote
Dunbar, colored house.
Paris — Clayton P Sheehan, Fox the musical short with Ewart AdVariety Club outing will be foreign department head, and SidJules White is supei-vising.
ney Towell, Fox treasurer, have ar- amson.
staged July 30 at Strieker's Grove.
rived here to hold sales meetings
Helen Cain, Columbia assistant
manager, is on vacation in Michigan. with managing directors and branch
Must
Discontinue Rebates
managers from every important city
Lou Lichstein, U. A auditor, ar- in Europe. Particular emphasis is
Boston
—
Issuing
of tickets, desigrived in town last week.
nated as lithograph advertising
being placed in the second annual
privilege passes providing for ad'Sidney R. Kent drive."
mission with payment of 10 cents,
Cincy Unit Meets July 17
Port Jefferson Theater Appeals
is a code violation and must be
Cincinnati — A meeting of exhibiPort Jefferson Theater, Port Jef- discontinued by the Tremont, now
tors is announced for July 17 by
ferson, has appealed to the Code
Willis Vance, president of the Ohio Authority from the decision last operated by Frederick E. LieberValley Independent Exhibitor
week of the New York clearance and man, the grievance board has ruled.
League. The new zoning schedule zoning board rezoning the Long
will be presented.
Island area around Port Jefferson.
Jack Mehler Joins Agency
Jack Mehler, formerly with the
Research Council Post Still Vacant
K. C. Film Row Picnic July 16
Executive committee of the Mo- American Play Co , has joined
Kansas City — Annual picnic of
tion Picture Research Council at a Romm, Meyers, Bestry and Scheufilm row will be held July 16, a day meeting yesterday failed to reach a
ing to handle plays and motion picbefore the Missouri-Kansas Theater
decision on a successor to Mrs. Aug- tures.
Ass'n convention, and exhibitors are
ust Belmont, who recently resigned
being invited because the convention as president of the Council The
has no entertainment scheduled Ar- committee will meet again next
Waite's
Will Filed
thur Cole is chairman. Committees
Monday to consider the matter.
Will of Stanley B. Waite, Paraalso include Clarence Schultz, Elmer
mount sales executive who died reRhoden, Irwin Dubinsky, Frank
Harris
House
Reopened
cently, was filed for probate yesHensler, G. L. Carrington, Peck
Pittsburgh — The William Penn
Baker, Benny Benjamin, Harry Tay- theater,
terday in Surrogate's Court at
Northside, has reopened White Plains.
Arthur Israel, Jr.,
lor, Leo and Martin Finkelstein,
under management of Harris is attorney for the estate.
Judge Leland Hazard.
Amusement Co. John M. Morin remains manager of the house, which
Amateur Sound Camera at Fair
has been redecorated and equipped
with new seats
Safron Gets Dual Bill
Chicago — A sound camera, no
Chicago — While here attending the
larger than ordinary cameras and
Columbia sales convention yesterday,
using
16 mm. film, is on view in the
"Little
Man"
Holds
in
Cleveland
Jerome Safron received word from the
coast that he had become the father
Cleveland — "Little Man, What RCA exhibit at A Century of Proof twin
girls.
Now?" is being held a second week outfit. gress. A projector accompanies the
at the Allen.

RKO IS NOT PLANNING
BERMAN SUCCESSOR
RKO will not appoint an executive producer to replace Pandio
Berman, who recently resigned from
the position to take over unit production, the Film Daily learns. Assignments are being handed associate producers by B. B. Kahane,
president of RKO Studios. J. M.
McDonough, president of Radio Pictures, left for the coast yesterday to
take active charge of all production
and to supervise preparation of
stories for the 1934-35
schedule.

Complete Distribution
Is Arranged by Mascot

Complete national distribution for!
its ten features and two specials I
for 1934-35 release has been set by :
Mascot. Among the 23 exchanges j
that
will handle the pz-oduct are:
Excellent Pictures, Detroit; Far West Excharges, Los Angeles and San Francisco:
Gold Me<!al Film, Philadelphia and Washington; Hollywood Films, Boston; B. N. Judell
Chicago, St. Louis and Indianapolis; Independent Film Distributors, Dallas; Home
state Film, Little Rock, Ark.; A. C. Bromber.? Attractions, Atlanta; Majestic Pictures
Milwaukee, Wis.; .Majestic Film Distributing
Corp., New York; Majestic Film Exchange
Seattle and Portland; Midwest Film Distribu
tors, Kansas City and Omaha; Monarch Pictures, Pittsburgh; Standard Film Exchanges,
Buffalo and Albany; J. S. Jossey, Clevelan
and Cincinnati; Monogram Pictures, Oklahoma City; Distinctive Screen Attractions
Denver and Salt Lake City, and CelebrateJ
Film Exchange,
Minneapolis.

Team Merle Oberon, Leslie Howard
London — Merle Oberon, who appeared in "Private Life of Henry
VIII" and lately opposite Douglas
Fairbanks in "Private Life of Don
Juan," has been assigned by London
Films to co-star with Leslie Howard
in

"Scarlet

Pimpernel."

Robeson for London Film
London — Paul Robeson, star oi
"Emperor Jones," has been signed
by London Films for "Congo Raid,'?
based on Edgar Wallace's story,
"Saunders of the River." Nina Mad
MacKinney, who appeared in "Hal3
lelujah,"
will be in it. Zoltatf
Korda is also
director.
Sunday

Record

at

Roxy

Shirley Temple in "Baby, Take
Bow" at the Roxy drew a Sundaji
attendance of more than 27,000, the
peak set in 1931. To accommodate
the crowds, house will continue tc
open at 10:30 A M. all this week.;
The picture is now in its second
week.

C. A. Member a Playwright
"Tragedy-Park Avenue," a play by
Claire Boothe Brokaw, Government member of the Code Authority, opens tonight at the Beechwood theater, Scarborough-on Hudson, Miss Brokaw is
also

writing

American."

for

"The

New

York
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90% OF GLEVE. HOUSES
DROP DUAL FEATURES
Cleveland — All theaters belonging
to the Cleveland M. P. Exhibitors
Ass'n, practically 90 per cent of the
houses in Greater Cleveland, dropped double features Sunday in accordance with the recently signed
agreement of the organization's
membership. The ban is to continue
through the 1934-35 season. Exchanges have been asked to cooperate in the ban, but several major
distributors are disregarding the request, stating they will continue to
serve dual bill houses in accordance
with the clearance schedule, namely
365 days after the first-run

Gloria Swanson is Signed
. By Fox for Musical Film

SEES CRUSADE AIDING
NON-THEATRI'L FIELD

A LITTLEBy RALPH
from
"LOTS
WILK
HOLLYWOOD
£UNICE SPELLMAN has been
placed in charge of the book and
play department of Lichtig and
Englander. She is the daughter of
Benjamin Spellman, prominent New
York attorney, and the sister of
Howard Spellman, RKO story editor.
She was educated at Bishopthorpe
Manor and studied with Richard
Boleslavsky at the American Laboratory theater in New York.
T

T

T

Jevere Gibbons, five-year-old actress, has completed an important
part in "Servants' Entrance," which
Frank Lloyd directed for Fox.
T

T

T

Marguerite Roberts, one of the
busiest writers on the coast, is writWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ing the screen play for "End of the
World," which will be made by
Hollywood — : Gloria Swanson has Paramount.
been borrowed by Fox from M-G-M
T
T
T
for her first musical comedy film,
Dorothy Samson, formerly with
the Erich Pommer production of the Allied Productions, has entered the
Kern-Hammerstein operetta, "Music candy business with her sister. Her
in the Air." John Boles and Doug- brother is the Fox exchange manager in Buffalo.
las Montgomery will be co-starred
T
T
T
with her. Also in the cast are Al
Robert
H. Planck, ace cameraman,
CawShean, Hobart Bosworth, Joe
thorn, June Vlasek and Marjorie who was in charge of photography
Main. Production starts in two on "Our Daily Bread," produced and
weeks.
directed by King Vidor, is doing the
camera work on "King Kelly of the
U. S. A ," which Monogram is makBlast Wrecks Key West House
ing, with Leonard Fields as the diKey West, Fla.— An explosion in rector.
the
d
wrecke
room
ion
the project
T
T
T
Strand on Friday. Jack Roy Perez,
Charlotte Henry, Felix Knight
10-year-old son of Manuel Perez, and Virginia Karns have been signmotion picture operator, was killed
ed for important roles in "Babes in
and the flames following the explothe Laurel and Hardy
sion threatened an entire block. Juan Toyland,"
feature,
which Hal Roach will proCarbonell, owner and operator of duce.
at
the theater, estimates the loss
T
▼
T
was cov$80,000, of whichce.$15,000
Monogram
has
added
Bodil Rosno
was
There
ered by insuran
ing, Johnny Arthur, William von
performance going on at the time. Brincken and Phyllis Ludwig to the
cast of "King Kelly of the U.S A.,"
in which Guy Robertson is being
Vitaphone Signs Rosco Ates
starred. Joe Sanders, formerly of
by
Rosco Ates has been signed
orchestra, and Bernie
Sam Sax, Vitaphone studio chief, Coon-Sanders
are writing the songs for
for a series of shorts. Deal was Grossman
Robertson.
Robert
Planck will
made through the Joe Rivkin office. be first cameraman, with Leonard
O'Day
Nell
Fields directing.
Rivkin also has placed
in "Convention Girl," the Dave
▼
T
T
Thomas picture now in production
Judith Allen has been signed for
in Atlantic City.
the feminine lead in Mascot's
"Young and Beautiful."
T
T
T
Plan One Censor for Canada
Archie Stout will be first cameraOttawa — Only one federal censor,
man on "Wolf Hunters" and Ira
instead of separate censor boards Morgan on "Girl of the Limberlost,"
for the nine provinces, is proposed both
Monogram pictures
for Canada in a plan now being
▼
T
T
Several famous film personalities
out by the New Prime Minworked
ister
of "silent" days, including Charles
Ray, Robert Warwick, Myrtle Steadman, William Farnum and Lucille
LaVerne are in "LibertyV'recentNaming
Berres' Successor
A successor to Al Berres, who rely completed feature "School for
cently resigned as a member of the
Girls."
Sidney Fox and Paul Kelly
Coast committee on studio labor, will
head the cast of 28 players in the
be named by the Code Authority at its
film, written by Albert DeMond and
meeting tomorrow Berres has been
appointed a member of the Radio
suggested by Reginald Wright
Commission.
Kauffman's "O u r Undisciplined
Daughters."
William Nigh directed.

Detroit — As a result of the church
censorship campaigns against
movies, a new impetus will be given
to the non-theatrical field, with regular producers seeking to distribute
their cleaner type films through
these channels where there is a
real demand for them, it is predicted by A. J. Norris, president of
T
T
T
Although Laird Doyle, Warner Michigan Film Library, coincident
scenarist, is suffering from a severe with the revealing of plans for a
national association of noncold, he has refused to suspend work new
theatrical distributors. Churches and
on his current assignment, "Oil For other special buyers have learned
the Lamps of China," hoping to they can place faith in the non-thekeep up the enviable record of speed
atrical exchanges, says Norris. The
and efficiency which he established
on his last two Warner scenarios new organization now being formed
is not yet named, but will have the
"British Agent" and "The Key."
cooperation of the Harmon Foundation and the Motion Picture ReDirector Richard Wallace is not
search Council, according to Norris.
the only successful member of the
"bunch" he went with in school. At
a recent reunion, he learned that feld" for Universal is being sought
among the closest personal friends by RKO Radio for "Radio City
of his earlier days are a bank president, a railroad executive, two government officials, and several prominent and successful business men.
Roy Burns, production business
Revels."
T
T
T
manager for Cecil B. DeMille, has
left for China, where he will spend
Ned Sparks, the screen's leading
vacation and recuperate from a
exponent of pessimistic comedy his
recent slight illness. Burns, who
credits his emaciated, sour-looking has worked with DeMille for more
visage to a once chronic case of
years, left for San Franindigestion from which he suffered. than ten
to catch the S. S. Chichibu
When his indigestion was cured he Maru ciscoafter
clearing up business
had to continue to look sour-face
and disgruntled, despite his returr matters pertaining to DeMille's latto health, because he had made an
est Paramount production, "Cleopaoutstanding
reputation
as
a
"grouch"
comedian. A near-starvation diet
did the trick.
Mack Gordon and Harry Revel,
T
T
T
who rolled into Hollywood on the
"Kid Millions," Eddie Cantor's strains of "An Orchid to You," and
new musical comedy under the remained to write hit tunes for
Samuel Goldwyn Banner, went into Bing Crosby, have signed a two-year
production this week. Sixty prize extension on their present Parabeauties, including 31 newcomers,
tra." mount contract. Their last assignare in the new group of Goldwyn
ment was "She Loves Me Not" with
Girls. They will make their debut Crosby, Miriam Hopkins and Kitty
Carlisle. They now are working on
in a stylized minstrel show.
tunes for "The Big Broadcast of
Spencer Tracy has recovered from
his recent accident, when he fell off
a horse, and is resuming
work at
Able to sit up for the first time
since she suffered a light attack of
Fox in "Marie Galante."
r
▼
r
infantile paralysis, Ida Lupino.
Dorothy Howell is collaborating
blonde
1935." English actress, is reported
with
Hill on Spigelgass,
"I'll Fix It,"
originalEthel
by Leonard
as by her mother, Mrs. Stanley Lupino,
the next vehicle for Jack Holt. An- definitely on the way to recovery.
other Holt
story, "Depths
by Kurt
Kempler,
is beingBelow,"
given
screen treatment by Bruce Manning.
Committees Meet
Now in preparation by Lou Ostrow, Universal producer, is the
screen version of Charles Grapewin's published story, "The Town
Pump." Grapewin is also to be
starred in the picture, which is being made under" the banner of O-G
Productions.

T

T

r

Universal is negotiating for Marilyn Miller to work in "The Great
t

▼

T

Ziegfeld."
"Among the Missing," Columbia
picture with Richard Cromwell and
Billie Seward in the leads, goes in
work this week.
T

T

T

Fannie Brice, who has arrived
here to appear in "The Great Zieg-

Preliminary to the Code Authority
meeting tomorrow, its legal and production committees met yesterday. At
the production committee session were:
W. Ray Johnston, Harold S. Bareford
and J. Robert Rubin. Rubin and Austin
C. Keough
attended the legal committee meeting.
Today the committees on clearance
and zoning and grievance boards meet.
Present will be: George J. Schaefer,
R. H. Cochran, Charles L. O'Reilly and
Harold S. Bareford.
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Short Shots from Eastern Studios
i By CHARLES

from Pane
l) of.-^wto"
'BREAKDOWN
on thek-„u„
story ,„;n
"Gigou,
Frederick [Continued
B. Newell,
chairman
k„ ri^A„„
ette" by Gordon Kahn, will be
the committee on civic affairs and
completed
this
week
by
Select
Prosocial betterment of the Greater
ductions, headed by Burt Kelly and
New York Federation of Churches, William Saal, with casting for the
and the Rev. Dr. Sydney E. Gold- picture starting next Monday and
stein, of the New York Board of
production scheduled to get under
Jewish
Ministers.
way July 30. Work will be at the
Dr. Goldstein, who was designated Biograph studios.
•
to arrange a meeting with the producers, said that the recommendaFalcon Productions, headed by
tions of the interfaith committee Dave Thomas, and now on location
for purifying the films would not be n Atlantic City for the feature,
made public until they had been
"Convention Girl", will move into
presented to the producers. He said the Photocolor studio, Irvington-onhe expected to get in touch with
the Hudson, on Friday, where inthe producers about the proposed
ferior shots will be made. Luther
meeting within the next few days.
Reed is directing.

•

SHORTS TIE-IN CLAUSE
INVOLVED IN APPEAL

ALICOATE
hind the camera.
Others interested
in the production and on the set are
John
Capstaff,
Eastman
technical
man; Frank Cavett, dialogue director and Lorenzo Del Riccio.

•

T. Keith
Glennon, vice-president
of Eastern Service Studios, Inc., who
has been on the coast for the past
two months, returned
Saturday on
a business trip which will keep him
in the east about three weeks, after
which he will return to the company's plant on the coast.

•

In answer to the many requests
about "Frankie and Johnnie", produced by All Star Productions at the
Biograph studios, the first finishec
print on the feature has just beer
delivered. Releasing arrangements
are now being negotiated with major companies and release of thi
feature is promised for early thi.

A one-reel musical short produced
Church's Cleanup Drive
by Peggy Keenan and Sandra PhilExtending to the Stage
lips and featuring their orchestra
Campaign of the churches against was made yesterday at the West
Coast
Service studio. Joseph Steiner
the objectionable will be extended to
the stage, dance halls and magaz- was associate producer on the pic•
with Harold Godsoe directing.
ines, it is learned following a dis- Charlesture, Harten
Walter Keller, art director at the
is credited with the
cussion vesterdav bv Csfholic leadEastern Service studio in Astoria
ers with Monsignor Michael J. camera work, while Jack Shalitt fall.
made the stills.
is
highly elated over the many con•
Lavelle of St. Patrick's Cathedral
gratulatory messages for his work
presiding.
on the sets constructed under hi
"Nephews of Paris" is the title direction for the productions madi
At a meeting scheduled for FriJiv at its headquarters here, th" of the demonstration picture being at the Astoria plant.
Federal Council of Churches will made in color and which was put
•
decide on a form of pledge to be into work yesterday by Eastern ProDick Himber and his Ritz Carlton
ductions, Inc., at the Eastern Ser- orchestra start work tomorrow in <
pdopted in cooperating with the
vice studio in Astoria. Lee Garmes
movement.
Catholics exnect to enroll about is directing the short, with P. M. one-reeler at the Brooklyn Vitaphon
studio.
The short will be released
R. 000. 000 in the drive, while the Hamilton, executive producer, supervising. Featured in the cast are the in the "Melody Masters"
series.
Protestant figure is estimated at
•
six harmony singers of the Onyx
4.000,000.
Warren
Murray,
assistant
directoi
club, Ruth Hall, Red McKenzie and
the floor show girls from the Hol- on the Spanish production for ParaGrinnell Theaters Merge
mount International starring Carlo:
lywood and Paradise restaurants. Ar- Gardel, has become an adept studen
Grinnell, la.— Merger of the Iowa
Cozine is production manager,
and Strand theaters became effective while thur
Bob Stillman is assisting on ■n foreign languages, as both Span
July 8, with William Mart, head of
he direction and Dan Cavelli is be- ish and French are spoken fluently.
the Strand corporation, in charge of
both. Each theater will continue to
Keith Memorial Reports Loss
Featuring Tom Terriss Short
operate without change of policy.
Net loss of $209,225 is reported
r>ick Phillips, manager of the Iowa
"The Veiled Dancer," one of the by Keith Memorial Theater Corp.,
is to be traveling manager for Cen- "Quest of the Perfect Woman" Boston, controlled by RKO, for the
series of travel romances produced
tral States Theaters Corporation.
by Tom Terriss, is being featured year 1933.
at the Cameo. Negotiations for
Cozy, Minneapolis, Bombed
major
release of the new series are
Jones to Loew's, Knoxville
Minneapolis- — A bomb thrown into
Columbus — W. A. Finney, Loew
the lobby wrecked the front of the now under way.
division manager, announces apCozy theater. Proprietor Morris
pointment of Raymond Lee Jones as
Yelen said he had no idea of the
Attendance Up in Greece
manager of the Loew theater in
Attendance
at
movies
in
Greece
cause for the bombing. The house
Knoxville,
Tenn. He was for some
is all union.
for 1933-34 was 20 to 25 per cent
higher than in the preceding season, time assistant manager of the
Broad
and
other theaters here.
according to a report from American
Commercial Attache K. L. Rankin,
Beloff Goes to New York
Athens, to the Department of Commerce There also was an increase
Salem, Mass. — Christopher Beloff,
of about 25 per cent in releases.
former Gloucester manager for M.
& P., has resigned as assistant to
Philip Bloomberg at the Paramount
Ideal Releasing "Wandering Jew"
AS
SEEN
BY
Ideal Pictures is releasing "The here and gone to New York. Hampton Howard of Atlanta succeeds him.
THE PRESS
Wandering Jew," a Twickenham
production starring Conrad Veidt.
AGENT
Chatkin Moving Office
Colonial, Akron, Back to Films
Cleveland
— Dave Chatkin, circuit
"Rosemary Ames, in order to preAkron, O. — Colonial, Shea's downserve her figure, never eats breakfast
town de luxe house which dropped owner, is moving from the United
until after the clock has struck 12
Artists
exchange,
where he has had
films
several
weeks
ago
for
stock,
noon." — FOX.
has closed until Aug. 4, when it will office space ever since he came into
the territory, into the Film Bldg.
reopen with first-run films.

(Continued from Page

1)

Paramount and heard by a Code Authority appeals committee yesterday.
Attorney Edward Levy, counsel
for the complainant, contended
the
^e clause is operative in the case
as its provisions on overbuying and
cancellation
privileges
have
been
leclared retroactive to cover similar situations.
This is the first case on the forcing of shorts with features which
has reached the Code A uthority.
Whalley claimed that Paramount
forced it to buy 143 shorts under
he deal approved on Nov. 23, last.
Under the code provisions, inasmuch as the theater bought the distributor's 65 features, it could not
have been forced to take more than
30 shorts, Levy argued.
As in the
nstance of the three other appeals
heard yesterday, the committee will
"■commend a decision to the Code
Authority.
The other three appeals, all from
he New Haven clearance and zon;ng board, were as follows: Harry
L Lavietes, Pequot theater, New Haven, vs. Lvric, State and Garden
heaters, New Haven; Middletown
Enterprises vs. Capitol, Hartford,
and Jadams Amusement Corp. vs.
Warner's Strand and Capitol. New
Britain; Ricci's Capitol and Poli N.
theaters' Palace and Poli, at
Meridan;Conn.
and Warner's Cameo at
Bristol,
The committee
which
heard
the
M-eals comprised:
W. Ray Johnton, chairman. Lawrence Bolognino
and Cresson
Smith.

21 Cleveland Theaters
(Continued
1)
Apply
for from
CodePaac Assents

*ors having 21 houses in this field
They include Meyer Fine, with 16
Cleveland houses; John Pekras, representing three Elyria theaters;
and Dave Schumann and Charles
Burton, each with one house here.
Ohio Passes "Guilty Parents"
Cleveland — Jack Greenbaum has
received word that the Ohio Censor
Board
"Guilty for
Parents,"
which has
he passed
has acquired
Ohio
Kentucky and West Virginia distribution.
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« « REVIEWS

of the NEW

FEATURES

"MURDER

"CALL IT LUCK"
Patterson, Herbert Mundin and
Charles Starrett
Fox
64 mins.

IN THE

» »

PRIVATE

with "Pat"

GENERALLY
STORY WITH
I OTHER
ADDED
! TAINMENT.

|
i
i
(
:
I
S

PLEASING
A MUSICAL
ELEMENTS

RACETRACK
TOUCH AND
OF

ENTER-

While basically a story of the racetrack,
this yarn is upholstered with some nice romance, abit of song-and-dance, and enough
comedy and dramatic suspense to keep it
at a fairly satisfactory level of entertainment
throughout.
An
outstanding
performance by Herbert Mundin also adds to
the enjoyment.
Mundin is a London cabby
who wins a roll in the derby and promptly buys a race horse from a mob who palm
off a nag on him.
Taking the horse to
New
York
in the belief that he has a
winner, Mundin
is fleeced of the rest of
his dough.
His niece, "Pat" Patterson, a
singer in love with Charles Starrett, gets
hold of the right horse only to be sidetracted again and finally the nag actually
wins the race in a fast windup, outwitting
the crooks.
Cast: "Pat" Patterson, Herbert Mundin,
Charles Starrett, Gordon Westcott, Georgia
Caine, Theodor von Eltz, Reginald Mason,
Ernest Wood, Ray Mayer, Susan Fleming.
Director, James Tinling; Authors, Dudley
Nichols, George Marshall; Adaptors, Joseph Cunningham, Harry McCoy; Screen
Play, Dudley Nichols, Lamar Trotti; Cameraman, Joseph Valentine; Music, Richard
Whiting; Lyrics, Sidney Clare; Dances,
Sammy Lee; Recording Engineer, A. W.
Protzman; Editor, Alex Troffey.
Direction, Good.
Photography,
Good.

Irv Waterstreet Assigned
Kansas City — Irv Waterstreet,
who has been working out of the
New York office for Paramount, has
been assigned as exploitation and
ad man to this territory for the
same company.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK
July 9-11: Second and final Columbia sales
convention, Medinah
Club, Chicago.
July 11: I.T.O.A. boat ride and outing to
Roton Point, Conn.
July 13: Meeting of creditors at office of
Special Master John E. Joyce to consider
Saenger reorganization plan.
July 16: Annual picnic of Kansas City Film
Row, Kansas City, Mo.
July 17: Ohio Valley Independent Exhibitor
League meeting to consider new zoning
schedule, Cincinnati.
July 17: Annual convention of the Kansas
and Missouri Theater Association, Hotel
Muehlbach,
Kansas City.
July 18: Annual outing of Boston motion picture post, American Legion, Recreation
Park, Riverside, Auburndale,
Mass.
Aug. 1-20: Second Exhibition of Cinematography, Venice, Italy.
Aug. 22-24: Allied Theater Owners of New
Jersey convention, Atlantic City.
Sept. 16; North Dakota Allied meeting, Mandan, N. D.
Oct. 29: S.M.P.E. Fall Meeting, Hotel Pennsylvania, New York.

with Charles Ruggles and Una Merkel
Mary Carlisle
M-G-M
63 mins.
LAUGHS

AND

THRILLS

MAKE

THIS

MELODRAMATIC FARCE
CAR" FAIRLY ENJOYABLE DESPITE CARELESS STORY.
Plenty of action, winding up with the
familiar runaway train sequence, together
with a good cast and a fairly effective mixing of comedy with murder mystery and
hokum, combine to make this melodrama
fair entertainment for the not too discriminating. Chief weakness lies in the
story, which is pretty much of a jumble.
Mary Carlisle, a telephone girl who was
kidnapped when a kid, is on her way to
rejoin her millionaire father. Aboard the
train, where she is accompanied by Una
Merkel, several efforts are made to kill
her, with other persons being murdered instead. Finally, after the action has just
about run the gamut from gorillas and
secret panels to a comedy detective, Charlie Ruggles, and a railroad car that becomes detached from the train and shoots
down a steep incline, Mary reaches her
destination, is reunited with her father
and culminates a romance with Russell
Hardie.
Cast: Charles Ruggles, Una Merkel, Mary
Carlisle, Berton Churchill, Porter Hall, Russell Hardie, Willard Robertson, Cliff Thompson, Snowflake.
Director, Harry Beaumont; Author, Edward E. Rose; Adaptor, Harvey Thew;
Screen Play, Ralph Spence, Edgar Allan
Woolf, Al Boasberg; Cameramen, James
Van Trees, Leonard Smith; Editor, William
S. Gray.
Direction, Action.

FOREIGN

Photography, Good.

DIALOGUE

"UNSERE FAHNE FLATTERT UNS
VORAN" ("Our Banner Flies Before Us"),
in German; produced by Ufa; directed by
Hans Steinhoff; with Heinrich Georg,
Claus Clausen, Hermann Speelmans, Berta
Drews.
At the Yorkville Theater.
Propaganda film showing activities in
the development of the Hitler Youth
movement before the Nazis came into
power. Production is well done, but its
appeal is limited to those understanding
German and having an interest in Nazi
affairs.

"LA BATAILLE" ("The Warship"), in
French; produced by Liano Films; directed
by Nicolas Farkas; with Annabella, Charles
Boyer, Inkjinoff, John Loder, Roger Karl,
Fabert, Betty Stockfeld. Distributor, John
S. Tapernoux.
A powerful study in patriotism, this film
depicts the sacrifice of his personal happiness and his wife's honor by a Japanese
naval officer who tolerates a budding affair
between his wife and a British naval captain to learn the secret of Britain's supremacy on the seas. Though the Englishman
dies in a naval engagement in which both
participate, the Japanese commits harikari because he has destroyed his happiness. Picture is well-produced.

By
/COLUMBIA

WARREN

STOKES

does itself proud with its

production,
of Love."
The latest
ovation
accorded"One
this Night
production
by
a capacity Hollywood preview audience
Literally sent the studio executives away
doing hand springs.
Seldom has this writer experienced such
genuine enthusiasm and spontaneous applause by a jaded preview crowd. The
patrons went wild in acclaim of Grace
Moore and thrilled to her magnificent
voice.
Tullio Carminati in the role of the vocal
teacher shared the honors and won the
approval of the preview warriors. His
performance in this picture is a masterpiece of craftsmanship and emotional restraint, undoubtedly the finest performance he has ever presented upon the
screen.
As a forerunner of the new season's
product Columbia sets a pace with this
picture that will make the major producers
look to their laurels. Such a wholesome,.
entertaining offering, combining love, romance, music, and a down-to-earth human
interest story is mighty hard to beat —
even hard to live up to. If Columbia has
launched this as a pacemaker for the rest
of its program then exhibitors are going
to jump with glee over box-office receipts.
The direction of Victor Schertzinger is
especially commendable, his guiding hand
expertly steering the course of the entire
cast through logical, believable and convincing incidents. Coming so closely upon
the heels of such successes as "Lady for
a Day" and "It Happened One Night,"
the production of this picture discounts
the general belief that consistently good
pictures cannot be delivered.
Such pictures as "One Night of Love"
will serve to crush the invasion of any
and all organizations to put the stamp of
disapproval on screen offerings. Certainly such pictures as this will do more
to eliminate double bills than all other
methods or propaganda. The exhibitor
who plays this on a double bill should not
be fined the proposed 182 days schedule
delay.
He should have his head examined.

1
*
M
I
T

Congratulations, Columbia! I have not
worn a hat for several years, otherwise I
would doff it to you with the greatest
respect.

BOXOFFICE

*> June 30, 1934.
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CARNEY TO FINANCE
INDEP'T PRODUCERS

Two More Seek Rulings on U. A. Cancellations
Two more appeals seeking Code Authority decisions on whether or not the code's
10 per cent cancellation privileges apply to United Artists have been filed and will
probably be decided about June 30. Originating with the Cincinnati grievance board,
the complaints are by the Hiland Amusement Co. of Fcrt Thomas. Ky. and the Park
theater of Cincinnati. Another appeal on the same subject is awaiting decision on
the part of the Authority, this coming from Chicago.

King Carney, who recently became United States agent for Agfa
Films, will establish a finance com- Rules Film Rights
pany on the coast for the purpose
Include Dialogue Also
of advancing funds for the production of independent films, the Film
(Continued from Page 1)
Daily learns. The company will Lesser and Mike Rosenberg against
have offices both in Hollywood and
in New York. Carney leaves for Harold Bell Wright, novelist.
Before the advent of talking picthe coast Saturday with W. Ray
Johnston.
tures the plaintiff acquired the motion picture, dramatic and spoken
stage rights
nine of
Wright's
First Division is Making
novels.
The to
question
arose
as to
National Exchange Tieups whether talking picture rights were
included in the deal. Judge Yank(Continued from Pane 1)
films. Joe Skirball, who formerly wich decided that the words "motion picture" cover dialogue.
handled the Majestic product here
under franchise, has been made general manager for First Division in Sol Rosenblatt Orders
the entire Pittsburgh territory.
First Division now has 12 exN. Y. Theater Survey
changes and it is understood that
(Continued from Page 1)
at least six will be added by next who appointed Donald K. Wallace
January. Next move in the acqui- and Daniel Bertrand of the Divisition of Majestic franchise holdsion of Economic Research and
ers under the First Division ban- Planning of the NRA to handle the
ner is reported to be under way checkup. They arrive in New York
with Cincinnati, Cleveland and De- July 11.
troit franchise holders the most
likely to move over.

Waive Endorsements
For New Assenters
(Continued from Page

1)

FACTS

FILMS

Harry Frillman Dead
Columbus — Harry Frillman, 63,
well known Ohio theater man, until
recently manager of the Cameo, died
at his home here last week.
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S, E. EXHIB UNIT
MADE PERMANENT
(Continued from Page

1)

were elected state vice-presidents.
G. T. F. A. Cooperative was
formed as a subsidiary protective
Music Hall to Play
organization, each member to take
10 Universal Films one $100 share of stock and pay
(Continued from Page 1)
$2.50 a week until a fund of $50,000
season. Specials to be released by has been accumulated for use.
Resolution was passed protesting
Universal up to December were an- the seating of theater men with
nounced yesterday, as follows: Aug- circuit affiliations as independent
ust, "One More River"; September, members of the local code boards.
"There's Always Tomorrow"; October, "Night Life of the Gods" and
"Imitation of Life"; November,
fo of Paramount Stock
"The Good Fairy"; December, "The
Great Ziegfeld".

100 Appeals Received;
Half of Them Decided
The Code Authority has now received a total of 100 appeals from
local boards and has decided half
~>f them. Sixteen decisions are exto be 16
made
at Thursday's
meeting pectedand
appeals
committee
ecommendations will also be considered.

Summer Legit. Flops in A. C.
Atlantic City — Two houses which
opened recently for the summer season, the Garden Pier presenting a
Detroit Business Better,
series of operettas starting with
George Trendle Reports "Chocolate Soldier," and the Earle.
Business in Detroit is showing where Chamberlain Brown was presome improvement, according to
senting plays with "Sailor, Beware"
George Trendle, circuit operator, as last week's
attraction, have closed
who was in New York yesterday. for lack of patronage. Brown said
With Willard Patterson, he returns Atlantic City has shown it doesn't
want legitimate plays.
to Detroit today.

today and are virtually the same
as the original blank.
Under a Code Authority ruling
exhibitors who had not paid thenassessments up to July 1 cannot file
complaints with local boards, which Philly Anti-Boycott Plan
have received from Executive SecDoes Not Materialize
retary John C. Flinn lists of the
Philadelphia — A plan to counterdelinquents. As fast as they settle
act the church boycott of movies
accounts, they are placed on the
failed to materialize when commitlist of eligible complainants.
tees appointed by the M. P. T. 0.
and the I. E. P. A. met yesterday
for this ipurpose.
C. M. Parkhurst Back to K. C.
At an M. P. T. O. meeting new
Kansas City — C. M. Parkhurst, officers
were installed. The I. E.
branch manager for Midwest Film
Distributors in Omaha for three P. A., at its session, rapped high
years, is returning to Kansas City percentage demands and non-theatrical competition.
to do special contact work between
the two exchanges. L. 0. Ringer is
18 New Houses in Turkey
going to Omaha.
Eighteen movie theaters were
built in Turkey during 1933 and the
first four months of this year, it is
reported by Julian E. Gillespie,
American commercial attache in Istanbul, to the Department of Commerce There are now 61 Turkish
ABOUT
houses wired for sound. Of the 176
talkies released in the country last
year, about 41 per cent were Amer1932. ican, compared with 37 per cent in

American films comprised 52 per cent
of the movies shown in India last year.

DAILY

Deposited
for New Plan
{Continued from Page 1)

counsel for the committee. Under
the new bankruptcy law, approval
of 50 per cent of the stockholders
is required for adoption of a reorganization, placing the committee
in a position to facilitate and expedite any reorganization plan that
it believes favorable.

Chas. Beahan Appointed
Goldwyn
Rep. in N. Y.
(Continued from Page 1)
at the United Artists office, will
handle stories, among other duties.
He plans to return to the Coast
about Jan. 1 on production matters.
New Silly Symphony at Music Hall
"The Flying Mouse," Walt Disney's latest Silly Symphony for
United Artists release, opens Thursday at the Radio City Music Hall.
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RKO Plans New Deals to Build Up Proctor Circuit

PARAMOUNT TRUSTEES MADE PERMANENT BY COURT
Decision Reserved
in TO A Suit Against Leake,
CodeRichardson,
Auth'y
Hilles
Court Gives Attorneys for
Breaking In
... as we see it

—By
TO

JACK

ALICOATE

—

ninety-nine out of a hundred who

' write us that they wish to embark upon
a career in pictures, we answer, don't. To
the sweet young things of perfect contour, and to those handsome male dogs of
athletes just out of college, who are toying
with the idea of knocking 'em dead on the
silver sheet, we softly suggest a profession
cf any other kind as sound, sane and more
sensible. To break into pictures these days
without adequate dramatic background, i:
next to impossible. Our recommendation of
the best training school is Summer stock.
Unless one has both experience and a contract with a reliable company, if one would
cat regularly, one should stay cut of Hollywood.
To the amateur scenario writer with
screen aspirations, we meekly opine that
not one in a hundred has a chance of success as a motion picture writer without experience and literary background. Studio;
are usually up to the neck in scripts, from
inexperienced writers, that never get past
first base. The successful writer, like the
success in any line of endeavor, reaches the
tewn of fame and fortune via the road
cf hard work, with a few hard knocks
thrown in. There is no short cut to literary
success. Three years in the short story field
is a minimum of apprenticeship for one who
would make the grade as a screen writer.

To those who are inclined along commercial lines and who would some day help
guide the economic destinies of the industry, we humbly suggest that there is little
to be had in the way of positions in the
home offices of motion picture companies
here in New York. Our relief work keeps
us constantly in touch with the help situation and it is a fact that for every job that
presents itself in filmland there are twenty
experienced people waiting to take it. We
do not say that it is impossible to get into
the movies. What we mean is that it is a
hard game to break into and a harder one
in which to make the grade after one is
once in.

C. H. Richardson to Stay

Both Sides Until Monday
to File Briefs

Judge Goddard in the U. S. District Court yesterday reserved decision on application of the I. T. 0.
A. for an injunction restraining the
Code Authority from refusing to accept complaints through its local
boards from exhibitors who have not
assented to the code. The court
gave attorneys until Monday to ex;hange and file briefs.
Milton C. Weisman,
counsel for
(Continued

on

Page

6)

WARNS OF CARRYING
CRUSADE TOO FAR

Denial that Charles H. Richardson
would resign as a Paramount trustee
was made yesterday by Arthur Ballantine
of Root, Clark, Buckner & Ballantine,
counsel for the Paramount trustees at
a hearing before Federal Judge Coxe.
Ballantine made his statement after
Malcolm Sumner, representing a group
of bondholders, had raised the question
of Richardson's continuance as trustee
because of newspaper reports that he
intended resigning.

SEE KOHN FIGURING
IN NEW PARA. SETUP

That Ralph A. Kohn, who recently resigned as head of Famous Theaters Corp. and other Paramount
Publix posts, will figure in the reorganization ofthe parent company
was indicated yesterday when it was
A warning that the "clean movies"
that he is lining up a numcampaign may be carried to ex- reported
ber of bondholders. There was spectremes was sounded by Catherine A.
ulation to the effect that Kohn might
(.Continued on Page 6)
McNelis, (Continued
publisher on ofPage Tower
Mag6)

loe Vergesslich Appointed Carolina M.P.T.O. Meets
Majestic-Capitol Manager
First Week in December

Named to Continue
Under New Act

Appointment of Eugene W. Leake,
Charles H. Richardson and Charles
D. Hilles as permanent trustees for
Paramount-Publix under section 77B
of the new bankruptcy act was made
yesterday by Federal Judge Coxe
following a hearing at which the
chief creditor groups advised continuance of the trustees.
Samuel Zirn, who opposed appointment of the trustees, was
sharply rebuked by Judge Coxe following the hearing for continuing to
attack the qualifications of the trustees when
he had had every oppor(Continued on Page 6)

PARA. BANK CASH
IS NOW $15,000,000
Paramount now has $15,000,000
cash in banks, it was stated yesterday by Nathan Burkan at a hearing
before Federal Judge Coxe and afterward confirmedonbyPage
Arthur
Balla(Continued
6)

Appointment of Joseph C. VerCharlotte— The M. P. T. 0. of
°;essiich as manager of the Majes- North and South Carolina will hold
tic find Capitol exchange branches
Saenger Reorganizing
in New York was announced by its annual two-day mid-winter convention here the first week in DeUnder Bankruptcy Act
Herman Gluckman yesterday. Vercember, according to an announceThe Saenger reorganization plan
gesslich was formerly New York
ment made by Charles W. Picquet, will be put through under the new
metropolitan district manager for
bankruptcy law, thereby obviating
Warner-First
National.
president.
the necessity of approval by the
Federal Trade Commission, it is
understood. Under the new bankruptcy law, E. V. Richards, present
receiver, will be named permanent
trustee and then the plan will be
put through.
In an effort to bring the Proctor
3 Weeks for Shirley at Roxy
circuit group of 21 theaters to equal
Zanuck Would See Pope
Marking the first time in about
in number the KAO circuit of 56
three years that any picture has run

Acquisition of 2 Indie Circuits
Is Under Consideration by RKO
more than two weeks at the Roxy, the
Shirley Temple film. "Baby, Take a
Bow," has been definitely set for a
third week at the big Seventh Avenue
house, as predicted in FILM DAILY on
Saturday. Last Sunday the picture set
a new record for 1934.

houses, KRO is considering the acquisition of at least two independent
circuits in and near the metropolitan district, the Film Daily learns.
Decision (Ccmtinued
on the move
awaits the reon Page 7)

Rome — Darryl F. Zanuck, production
chief for 20th Century, on his arrival
here from Africa en route to London,
said he was cabling the Hays organization for permission to seek an audience
with the Pope to discuss the campaign
against objectionable films.
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London Films Erecting
M-G-M Studios Finish 3;
New Studio at Elstree
6 Are Now in Production
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London — A new studio with four
stages will be built at Elstree by
London Films, the Alexander Korda
organization releasing through
United Artists. Construction is to
start immediately and the plant is
expected to be ready in six months

Allied Contacts Majors
In Anti-Dual Bill Plan
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Hollywood — Three productions
were completed this week at M-G-M.
They are "Student Tour", "Treasure
Island" and the untitled picture
with Constance Bennett and Herbert
Marshall. Six are now in work,
as follows: "Chained", "Four
Walls", "Have a Heart", "Hide
Out", "Merry Widow" and "Painted

Representatives of Allied Theaters
of New Jersey have contacted the
Warner, RKO, Skouras and Loew Deny
Mason Withdrawing
circuits in connection with their plan Veil".
From ITOA Code Fight
seeking to eliminate double feature
bills in their state. They are now
Commenting on reports to the efawaiting their decision.
fect that Lowell Mason, former general counsel of the National RecovEstimate is made by the committee handling the matter for the exery
Review
Board,
ing
from the
I. T. isO.also
A. withdrawcampaign
hibitor association that approximaaimed
at
certain
phases
of the code,
tely 90 per cent of all houses in New
Jersey are playing duals.
Attorney Milton C. Weisman, counsel of the exhibitor association, yesterday stated that Mason is posiThree Shifts Are Made
tively remaining identified with the
In Loew Div. Managers move. He spent yesterday at Weisman's office working on papers in
Three changes in Loew division connection with two suits to be filec.
manager posts were announced yes- against the Code Authority.
terday by Joseph R. Vogel. W. A.
Downs becomes division manager in
New York City, on C. C. Mosko Speculate on W. B. Move
witz's staff, due to the absence of
In St. Louis Situation
George Schenck, who is ill. Downs,
who has been division manager in
St. Louis — What Warner Bros,
Boston, is succeeded by H. M. Ad- will do in St. Louis now that the
dison, Cleveland division manager, Ambassador, Missouri and Grand
who takes over the district includ- Central theaters have gone to the
ing Boston, Providence, Toronto, bondholders' committees, with FanLondon, Ont., Syracuse and Roches- chon & Marco to operate them, has
ter. Harry Long moves from the become a matter of keen speculation
Washington territory post to handle in theater circles here. Reports perthe Cleveland job and is succeeded
sist that Warners, who have been
by Carter Barron, who has been city operating the Shubert Rialto lately,
manager in Washington. Barron's may lease the Orpheum as downdistrict embraces Washington, Baltown opposition to the Ambassador.
timore, Wilmington, Harrisburgh,
Rental terms for the three foreclosed houses will be 15 per cent of
Reading, Norfolk and Richmond.
the box-office receipts with a minimum of $2,000 a week for the AmH. H. Rogers Gets Feature
bassador, $1,000 for the Missouri
H. H. Rogers, Jr., president of
and
$350
for the Grand Central.
Fairhaven Productions Ltd., has
closed contracts with Capt. E. A.
Salisbury for world distribution
2 New Houses for S.C.
rights to the adventure feature.
McCormick, S. C. — Sanders &
"Ra-Mu." The picture was made in
the Marquesas and Samoan Islands Creighton will soon open a new 250and depicts fantastic legends. It seat theater here.
will be shown at a Broadway theater
Another 250-seater is beinsr built
in Ninety-Six, S. C, by T. H. McNeil.
Crosby Signs New
Air Deal
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIL)
Mrs. Cecil DeMille Improved
Hollywood — Bing Crosby has signDover,
N. J. — Mrs. Cecil B. Deed a new 39-week radio contract,
Mille, wife of the producer, is much
calling for his return to the air Sep- improved following an operation last
tember 18. His brother-manager,
the Dover General HospiEverett, concluded the deal recently monthtal. in
She may leave the hospital in
while on a trip to New York. Crosby a few days.
recently finished "She Loves Me
Not" at the Paramount studios in
Mrs. Harry Rand Dies
Hollywood, and is next scheduled to
Salt Lake City — Mrs. Harry Rand,
do "Here Is My Heart." He will do wife
of the veteran theater owner
all of his broadcasting from the picand operator, died last week.
ture capital.
Next Grievance Meet July 19
Agfa Takes Additional Space
New York grievance board will
Agfa
Ansco Corp. has taken addihold its next meeting on July 19.
tional space for its New York headThe board met yesterday but had no
quarters at 245 West 55th St. It
now has two floors.
cases to act upon.

for

WALTER WANGER
the Coast.

dG

leaves New

York

today

KING VIDOR arrives in New York this week
from the coast with a completed print of
"Our Daily Bread," which he directed for
United
Artists
release.
HOWARD S. CULLMAN of the Roxy Theater
returns this morning from a short business
trip to Washington.
CHICO
wood.

MARX

has returned east from Holly-

JACQUES CHATELAIN, French film actor,
arrives in New
York today on the Champlain
NEIL F. AGNEW, Paramount sales manager,
arrived in New York yesterday by plane from
Hollywood, after attending the national sales
convention held there last month. He stopped
over yesterday in Chicago for the regional
sales
meeting
held
there.

i

FRANK P. GATTERI, distributor of Tampi,
:rrived in New York yesterday to arrange for
product
for the 1934-35
season.

Monogram Completes
Removal of Studios
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE
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DAILY

Hollywood — Removal of Monogram
headquarters
the Pathe
General
Service
Studiosfrom
to the
Studios in Culver City has been completed. First unit to work on the
new lot will be "King Kelly of the
U. S. A." During the removal "Girl
of the Limberlost"
has been
in production at the Talisman
Studios.
France Bars U. S. Raw Film
Paris — A temporary embargo on
all American sensitized raw film for .
movie cameras has been imposed by
the French government. The order
stated that the existing quota had
been exhausted.
"Navy"

Big

in Norfolk

Norfolk — World premiere of Warner's "Here Comes the Navy", with
James Cagney and Pat O'Brien,
went over with a bang at Loew's

1
|
j
\

the
bestbusiness
in two years.
A big camas "•'|
being reported
State,
paign preceded the opening.
Reopening
Bronx House
The Belmont at Tremont Avenue,
the Bronx, recently taken over bj>
Abe Leff and Lou Meyers, is scheduled to reopen July 20 with coniplete new Photophone High Fidelity
sound. This 1,400-seater has been
closed for about a month to permit
thorough modernization.

Picks Half-Year "Ten Best"

William Boehnel, picture critic of
"The World-Telegram," yesterday picked
the following as, in his opinion, the
"ten best" pictures released during the
first six months of 1934: "House of
Rothschild," "No
Greater Glory,"
"Catherine the Great," "Of Human
Bondage," "The Lost Patrol." "It Happened One Night," "The Constant
Nymph," "As the Earth Turns," "Viva
Villa"
and "Fog Over 'Frisco."

^^/^tkTHE coast joins
THE CHORUS OF PRAISE
While
every

$2.00

Criterion

audiences

appl

show . . . "Variety Daily" adds
the parade of raves . . .

MADELEINE CARROLL
FRANCHOT TONE
PICTUflf

Produced by Winfield Sheehan
Directed by John Ford

Get a load o' this, monkey! I just
heard I busted all records for th'
last 14 months at th' world's
premeer of my new show in
Newport-with th' temprachoor
a hunnerd
an' ten in th'
shade!
//

... Boy!~a

m

I terrific!

HERE COM
WITH THE UNITED STATES FLEET AND
STUART • FRANK McHUGH • DIRECTE

^
/

Lissen, you three-dollara-day admiral! It wuzn't
14 mont's-it

wuz

teen. An' it wuzn't
hunnerd

no

an' ten -it wuz

a hunnerd

an' twenty.

An' it wuzn't
-it wuz

fif-

Newport

Norfolk. An' it

ain't you that's terrific
-it's ME!

MES CAGNEY • PAT O'BRIEN • GLORIA
t LLOYD BACON FOR WARNER BROS.
Vitagraph, Inc., Distributors

-. zm,
PARAMOUNT TRUSTEES
ARE MADE PERMANENT
{Continued from Page

See Ralph Kohn Figuring
In New Paramount Setup
(Continued from Page 1)

return to the jbompany's executive
personnel undej the reorganization.in
Kohn is maintaining an office
the Paramount building on the same
floor with the office of a representative of Ktihn, Loeb & Co., which
is drafting the reorganization plan
for the company.

Seattle Exhib Leads Fight
Against Dog Racing Bill

Seattle— Charging that many of
the 100,000 names on the petition to
the state legislature favoring the
Dog Racing Bill were fraudulently
obtained, O. J. Klawitter, theater
operator, has induced the Superior
Court here to grant a restraining
order against the petition. The bill
would legalize dog racing throughout the state and prove serious competition to theaters.
Another Theatrical Family
FILM
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Hollywood — Bob McKenzie, veteran
comedian with RKO Radio Pictures,
believes that he is in a class with the
Royal Barrymorian Family when it comes
to supplying progeny for stage and
screen. McKenzie, has reared three
daughters^— Fay, Ellen and Ida. Fay is
doing well on the stage. Ellen recently
appeared with Will Rogers in "Handy
Andy". Ida is managing her own stock
company besides appearing as leading
lady.

DECISION IS RESERVED
IN ITOA'S CODE SUIT
(Continued from Page 1)

1)

tunity to test their qualifications
Judge Coxe said that in every test
instigated by Zirn the courts had
upheld the trustees. Zirn had previously asserted that the trustees
were guilty of "important derelictions of duty" and had asked to examine the trustees and several others.
Zirn said the trustees should have
instituted suit against Adolph Zukor, Jesse Lasky, .Sidney Kent and
Ralph Kohn to recover part of the
bonuses and salaries paid them in
1929. He said also that he will appeal Judge Coxe's verdict dismissing
his motion to set aside the Paramount-Fox West Coast settlement.
Representatives of creditor groups
who expressed approval of the conduct of Paramount affairs by the
trustees and advised their continuance were Frederick Sheffield, representing the bondholders' protective
committee; Albert Cook, representing the stockholders' committee;
Nathan Burkan, representing merchandise creditors with claims of
$2,500,000; Maxwell Brandwen, representing $1,500,000 bonds, and
Malcom
Sumner.
There were only two other dissenters beside Zirn and neither represented an important creditor interest.
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• THE BRITISH trade show idea was used last nite
in presenting "Nell Gwyn" at the Astor theater
over 500 independent exhibs, circuit buyers, celebs of the stage
and screen
and of course the press reps
were invited United Artists will release this British and Dominions
production
it was really Herbert Wilcox's party
for
he is handling the production on this side for the British outfit .....at. following
"Old English"
buffet
the Hotel the
Astorshowing
for the there
press was
boys anparticularly
Mister Wilcox did himself proud in giving this affair
these Britishers are certianly catching on to the ole ballyhoo
idea
and stepping right out with the rest of us

• DRAW YOUR chairs close, dear kiddies of the motion picture biz
and hark to the story of the Religious
Racket
that is horning in on our own li'l game
and
remember as you i-ead that this is no Fairy Tale
it actually happened
and is happening
in that dear quaint
old city of brotherly love known as Philadelphia
where
we understand the church folks got so indignant at the film biz
that they almost forced the theaters to close
•
•
• IT HAPPENED
in Frankford
a suburb of
Philly
where a church runs a regular picture show every
Sunday afternoon and evening
and mind you
this is
in Philly a closed town for Sunday movies
oh well, the
church can do no wrong
a few weeks ago this church
started the experiment with Sunday evening shows
they
wereSo successful that they decided to have an afternoon show
also. . . : . they /also have an added attraction in the way of a
raffle for a $5 prize
a lottery, no less a gent of the
cloth when asked about it by a film man who didn't let on he
was a film man, said
"Business is great. We are making
money on the picture shows, of course. And our church collections have increased 40 per cent since we shut down on the
movies."
•
•
• BUT THIS is the payoff
last Sunday nite they
ran a pix that is on their own Black and White List!
they get the films without any trouble from one of the Vine
Street exchanges
now the truth starts to come out
a
religious biz is starting to compete with our amusement biz
we have only stated the Cold Facts herewith
it
is not our province
or privilege
to editorialize
but how we could wham into this situation
so we leave
it in the hands of you film gentlemen with the query
What
are you going to do about it ?
probably take it lying down
as usual

•
•
• WITH THE showing of "Stamboul Quest" starting
Friday at the Capitol
this marks the fourth starring role
for Myrna Loy at this theater since May 4
first came
"Manhattan Melodrama" with Clark Gable and William Powell
then Myrna shared honors with Gable in "Men In White"
the current feature has Languorous Loy with William
Powell in "The Thin Man"
and Friday she will be seen
in "Stamboul Quest" with George Brent
the first three all
ran two weeks at the Capitol
if the fourth repeats
it
will be reasonably safe to assume
that the appearance
of
Myrna Loy in the pix has a lot to do with it
after all
starring in four pix in two months in the same theater IS
something of a record

«

«

«

»

»

»

the exhibitor unit, assailed as unconstitutional the requirement that
only exhibitors who have assented
can bring complaints and declared
that members of his association, despite the fact that they have not
signed, are complying with the code.
He asserted the code violates the
fifth amendment to the Constitution
by not affording equal protection to
all parties, regardless of whether or
not they have assented. He quoted
Clarence Darrow's opinion attacking the code.
William Whitney, as counsel for
the Authority, stressed the fact that
President Roosevelt has approved
che code. The assent system was instituted, he said, in order to finance
the coae machinery and pointed out
that the period for filing assents is
being reopened.
Weisman indicated that in event
his motion is denied, he will take
the case to the Court of Appeals.

Paramount Bank Cash
Is Now $15,000,000
(Continued from Page

1)

tine of Root, Clark, Buckner & Ballantine, counsel for the Paramount
trustees. Ballantine said that Paramount had had about $6,000,000
cash on March 14, 1933, when the
company went into bankruptcy and
came under operation of the trustees.

Warns Against Carrying
Film Crusade too Far
(Continued from Page 1)

azines and a pioneer in the better
films movement, speaking at the Motion Picture Club before delegates
to the home economics convention
held recently at the Hotel Pennsylvania. Declaring that the crusade
for cleaner films had turned cut a
success, Miss McNelis said:
"The movies will be cleaned up and are
being cleaned up. It is being done within
the industry itself by Mr. Joseph Breen, who
has carte blanche on cuts and changes in
both films and stories. Mr. Breen has been
granted the necessary power by the producers, thanks to the crusade of the churches
and civic bodies.
"That crusade has been most successful,
and I hope it does not imperil its victory by
extremism. By that I mean boycotts against
all pictures, good and bad, or the rushing out
of proscribed lists containing the names of
pictures that we, who have seen them, would
never place on a blacklist, and fail ti
understand
how they got there.
"No crusade is helped by hasty or sweeping
actions on the part of its proponents well
intentioned as they may be."

Reopening After 5 Years
Passaic, N. J. — After being closed
five years, the Playhouse is being conditioned by Warners for reopening in
September. Merchants petitioned the
circuit to open the house, asserting it
here.
would be a stimulus to business. Warners also run the Montauk and Capitol
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RKO CIRCUIT PLANS
MORE ACQUISITIONS
(Continued

from

Papc

1)

turn from Europe of David Sarnoff,
who arrives here Aug. 1.
It is understood that Sarnoff will
either purchase the Meehan control
of the KAO circuit or repurchase
the bonds held by H. J. Yates, who
recently paid $1,800,000 for them
from the Chemical Bank and C.I.T.
Should Sarnoff permit the KAO
group to remain under th3 Meehar
control, it is reported that executives
of the Proctor group will attempt
to enter into a pooling arrangement
with Saenger-Cocalis and also with
Consolidated Circuit for additional
houses. Eleven theaters acquired by
RKO during the past two months
have been added to the KAO group

Mrs. Roosevelt Lauds
Film Industry's Efforts

REVIEWS
"RETURN

of the NEW

OF THE TERROR"

with John Halliday, Mary Astor, Lyle
Talbot, Frank McHugh, George E. Stone
First National
65 mins.
GOOD MURDER MYSTERY THRILLEK
HANDLED WITH PUNCH AND CONTAINING PLENTY OF ENTERTAINMENT.
Between its mysterious murders, assortment of characters, comedy antics of the
sleuthing Frank McHugh and others, ro
nance between John Halliday and Mar)
Astor, and the general suspense and excitement provided by the plot, this Edgar
Wallace thriller is very satisfying fare of
.ts fype. Halliday is in charge of a sani
;arium where seve:al murders are com
nitted, with suspicion falling on him. Unble to clear himself in court, he goes free
n an insanity plea. After spending some
ime in an asylum, Halliday escapes and
-oes back to the sanitarium on one of
hose howling stormy nights, and is taken
'or the murderer. Eventually the real culirit is uncovered in Lyle Talbot, one of
he doctors, who is in with a mob that

Chicago — Newly launched step?
for voluntary censorship on the par
of the film industry were lauded by
Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt in a radio talk Monday night as a distinct
advance in the campaign for cleaner
pictures. Commenting on the movies, the wife of the Pres:dent said:

las been trying to appropriate the institution. The adaptors have handled the
hokum very we!!, while director and unusually strong cast do a good job with the
naterial.
Cast: John Halliday, Mary Astor, Lyle
Talbot, Frank McHugh, George E. Stcne,
Robert Barrat, Irving Pichel, J. Carroll

"The matter of moving p'cttires is verv
important to the whole country. I am ex
appointe
atremely
censor happy
withintheitsfilm
ownindustry"
ranks.hasMr.
Tosepl
Breen, assistant to Will H. Hays, will ac
as censor in their ranks. It has long- heer
a question of great interest to women's organizations, particularly, of course, because
of thewithfactchildren.
that moving p'cttires are so p ^pular

Naish, Frank Reicher, Robert Emmet O'Connor, Renee Whitney, Etienne Girardot,
Maude Eburne, Charles Grapewin, George
Humbert, Edmund Breese, George Cooper,
Cecil Cunningham, Howard Hickman, Frank
Conroy.

"Lately
it has been
felt that the tendency to glorify the racketeer and criminal, o<
at least to make him appear a sympathetic
character
was having
something
of a bar1
effect upon the children of the country. Co
sequently this new announcement
should
d
much
to make, these organizations
feel tvthe film industry as a whole desires to cooperate and use its tremendous
power for th
improvement
of the country."

Director, Howard Bretherton; Author,
Edgar Wallace; Screen Play, Eugene Sclow,
Peter Milne; Cameraman, Arthur Todd;
Editor, Owen Marks
Direction, Good
Photography, Good.

FEATURES
"I HATE

with

Wallace

Goldsmith

WOMEN"

Ford

and

June

Productions

PLEASING

» »

LITTLE

FAMILY

Clyde
70 mins.
PICTURE

COMBINING ROMANCE WITH MYSTERY ACTION AND SOME COMEDY
TOUCHES.
For the family trade this Ken Goldsmith
picture should fill the bill nicely. It is
i well-compounded story about a newspaper lad, Wallace Ford, who has beeen turned into a woman hater by the mistreatnent he has received
from the feminine
ontingent. But when June Clyde crosses
his path, and he realizes she is bein^
sought for a murder she did not commit,
A/ally takes her case in hand, keeps her
tnder cover until he uncovers the guilty
woman, gets a scoop for his newspaper,
ind then changes his mind about being
against all women. The production has
been neatly handled all-around, with entertainment values predominating over atmospheric background, while the assemblage of players is capably
fitted to the
cquircments of the story.
Cast: Wallace Ford, June Clyde, Brad?y Page, Fuzzy Knight, Barbara Rogers,
Mexander Carr, Bobby Watson, Eleanor
Hunt, Douglas Fowley, Cecilia Parker, Billy
Erwin, Margaret Mann, Kernan Crippes,
lames Mack, Philo McCullough, Snowflake,
Shirley Lee, Joey Rae, Charles Saxtcn,
James Quinn, Pat Harmon, Dorothy Vernon
Director, Aubrey H. Scofto; Author,
Mary E. McCarthy; Screen Play, same;
Cameraman, Ernest Miller; Recording Engineer, J. S. Westmoreland; Editor, Leu
Sackin.
Direction, Good

OFFERING

YOU:

Photography, Good.

N. O. Club Women Protest 4 Appeals from Chicago
"Belle of N. Orleans" Title Heard by Code Authority

New Orleans — Acknowledging
Four more appeals to the Code
they had not seen the picture but Authority, all from Chicago boards,
Omaha — M. Beck has opened the basing their views on past exper- were heard by an appeals commitience, Club women, led by the New
Ritz, Geddes, So. Dak., in opposition
tee yesterday. Cases were as folto the Temple, owned by Alberl Orleans Federation of Women's lows:
Chicago zoning and clearance hoard: B
Florey. The Ritz has 250 seats and Clubs, are protesting "The Belle of Banowitz
and H. Applebaum, Little Paramount theater. Chicago, vs. Essaness Thehas just been built. Population oJ New Orleans" title to the Hays
office, expressing displeasure that
Geddes is about 600.
aters' Biograph: George \V. Kruger. Hins
theater. Hinsdale, 111., vs. LaGran"
F. Johnson, operator of the Stuaii New Orleans should be used in the dale
theater. La Grange; Panorama Theater. Chitheater, Stuart, has sold out to Har- title after St. Louis objected. Leadcago, vs. Sheridan, Buckingham, Vogue and
ers of the clubs believe that Mae Keystone theaters of Essaness Theater Corp.
old Erwin.
Chicago
grievance hoard: Lake Theater
Fred Baker, owner of a theater ir West and her type of pictures are
Corp.,
Michigan overbuying.
City, vs. Tivoli, Mich'gan
Homer, has purchased the Sun. undesirable.
City, charging
Walthill, from Walter Wadlow.
Comprising the committee were: Haro'd
S. Bareford,
Lewen
Pizor. chairman; Tom Connors aw'
Previewing RKO Color Short
Plaza Installs Wide Range
"La Cucaracha", a featurette in
Eugene
Street in Civitan Post
Leo Brecher's Plaza opens with
Western Electric Wide Range sound the new Technicolor process proCharlotte — Eugene W. Street,
duced for RKO release by Pioneer manager
equipment tomorrow.
of the Carolina theater,
Pictures, of which John Hay Whit- ?nd President of the Charlotte Civiney is president, will be screened
Local Talker for San Antonio
tan
Club,
has been notified of his
San Antonio — Empire theater and for the trade and other invited election by Civitan International at
guests tomorrow afternoon in the
the "S. soring
A.a local
Evening
are Zoosie
spon- Sert Room of the Waldorf-Astoria. its recent annual convention at TortalentNews"
talker.
onto, Canada, as one of the fourteen
Fox is directing the film, which i? Three showings will be given, at regional trustees.
4:30,
5:15
and
7
P.
M.
The
picture
planned to run for a week at the
Critic Makes Scenic Short
is a melody drama with Steffi Duna.
Empire sometime this month.
Don Alvarado and Paul Porcasi.
San Antonio — Samuel Woolford,
produced by Kenneth Macgowan and theatrical editor of "The S. A.
Mickey Mouse Balloons
Kay Kamen, licensee agent for directed by Lloyd Corrigan.
Light", Hearst evening paper, shot
Walt Disney, has granted permission
a one-reel scenic subject during his
Wanger Sells New York Home
vacation in the Big Bend Country
to the Oak Rubber Co. of Ravenna.
of
West Texas. He is negotiating
O.. to put out a series of Mickey
Walter Wanger has sold his New
Mouse balloons.
York residence on East 55th Street. with Walter Futter for a release.

Nebraska Theater Changes

INSTALL
RCA VICTOR
PHOTOPHONE

• A Sound Box Office
Attraction

• Complete

Ownership

• A Self-Liquidating
Investment

PHOTOPHONE

RCA VICTOR

DIVISION

COMPANY,

Camden,

N. J.

Inc.

A Radio Corporation of America Subsidiary

Judge For Yourself
AUMONT

BRITISH is definitely committed

to the policy that exhibitors should be
accorded the privilege of seeing all product before buying.
nof

We

are selling

pictures,

promises.

Another

policy of outstanding importance to

exhibitors is based on our firm conviction that
pictures of the highest entertainment quality can
be produced without resort to suggestive action
or dialogue; that wit and humor, tense drama
and convincing realism can be achieved without sacrifice of decency.

We

are now

prepared to screen any, or all of

our "SELECT TWELVE" group, for exhibitors
who are desirous of presenting clean pictures
with one hundred per cent audience and boxoffice appeal.

Intimate

in Character

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Sixteen Years Old

International in Scope
Independent in Thought

V€L.

LXVI.

NO.

9

NEW

yCCI^,

TULRSDAy,

JULY
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Film Boycott Slows Recovery, Says Musicians ' Head

MAJORS LET EXHIBS CANCEL FILMS RAISING KICK
Philly Court Denies Writ Against Dual
Federal Court Plans to
Probe All Phases of
Situation

Philadelphia — Indicating that the
court will later investigate all phases
of the situation, the Federal Court
yesterday denied an application for
a preliminary injunction restraining
major distributors from enforcing
anti-double feature clauses in their
film contracts. The court decided
the case was too important to judge
without further study of the circumstances. Action was brought by
Perelman against major companies.

AYLESWORTH DENIES
RKO CIRCUIT CHANGES
Reports of a contemplated expansion of the Proctor circuit, a
unit of RKO Theaters, were declared
to be erroneous yesterday by M. H.
Aylesworth, president of RKO and
chairman of the board of both the
Proctor and Keith-Albee-Orpheum
corporations.
Aylesworth also stated there is
no truth in the accompanying re(Continued

on

Page

4)

Goldman Circuit Plans
Novel Intimate Policy
Philadelphia — A novel policy, featuring the personal touch and described as non-conflicting with the
1 present type of first-runs, is plan, ned by the newly formed William
■ Goldman Theaters, Inc., it was announced yesterday by
President
(Continued

on

Still Another

Page

Rockefellers in Night Club Field
What is reported to be the swellest night club in America is being readied on the
67th floor of the RCA building on Rockefeller Center for opening in October. It will
seat 300 and among its unusual features are a revolving dance floor and a color organ
to supply panoramic atmosphere for the music.
There will also be a cocktail room

Mundus to Distribute 27 Thru U. A./
Earl W. Kramer NamedA program
Gen'lof 27Manager
features will be

No Kansas Church Drive;
Censor Board Satisfied

Kansas City, Kan. — There will be
no church movement for cleaner
films ■ in Kansas, the clergy of
this state having told Hazel Myers,
chairman of the censorship board,
that they consider the work of this
review group so efficient that no
additional supervision is necessary.

released in the U. S. starting July
23 by the newly formed Mundus
Distributing Corp., physical distribution being handled through United
Artists with a separate sales force,
it was announced yesterday by Earl
W. Kramer, who has been named
general manager. Producers of the
pictures will include Alexander
Korda, Herbert Wilcox, Rowland V.
(Continued on Page

12)

Sunday Movie Shows in Churches Are Proposed
A plan whereby anywhere from
5,000 to 10,000 Protestant churches
would give movie shows on Sundays,
presenting "suitable" pictures, is included in a project of the Federal
Council of Churches of Christ in
America, according to the Rev. Dr.
Worth M. Tippy, head of the Council's department of church and social welfare. An exchange bureau
is planned, to be organized at a
(Continued on Page

12)

Ban Clause
Allow Withdrawal of Any
Protested Fim Without Paying Rental
Major companies belonging to the
Hays organization yesterday announced that they would grant to
exhibitors the right to omit the exhibition of any of their pictures released prior to July 15 and against
which there is a genuine protest on
moral grounds. Companies included
in the agreement are Columbia,
Educational, Warner-First National,
Fox, M-G-M, Paramount, RKO,
United Artists and Universal.
The announcement, which amplifies the statement made by Will H.
(Continued

on Page

12)

NO SQUAWKS TO NRA
ON FILMS' MORALITY

Despite the rising tide of objections to so-called immoral pictures,
no complaints have been filed with
the Code Authority, states John C.
Robert Mochrie, Warner branch Flinn, executive secretary. Division (Continued
Administratoron Page
Sol A.
manager in Philadelphia, has been
4) Rosenpromoted by A. W. Smith, Jr., executive in charge of Eastern and
Canadian distribution, as his assis- A. Charles Hayman Gets
tant in the home office. Mochrie will
be succeeded in Philadelphia by WilBig Theater in Buffalo
liam Mausell of the sales staff. The
Buffalo— The Great Lakes Theachanges become effective Monday.
ter, 3000-seater formerly operated
by the Mike Shea interests with
Publix, and which lately has been
the subject of bidding by Loew,
Paramount and others, has been acquired by A. Charles Hayman, who
also has the Lafayette.

Robert Mochrie Appointed
Assistant to A. W. Smith

Jos. N. Weber Says Film Boycott
Is Setback to Business Revival

4)

Colonel

Morton Van Praag. general sales
manager of National Screen Service, is
the latest to be appointed a Kentucky
Colonel by Governor Ruby Laffoon. He
received his commission in Chicago,
where he is now on a trip through the
territory.

Drastic film boycotts by church
groups, without allowing sufficient
time for the industry to purge films
of obnoxious features, will set back
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
business
recovery and injure emWashington — Under his proposal
ployment opportunities of many
to President Roosevelt suggesting
the latter name a commission to thousands of workers, declared Joseph N. Weber, president of the
take over supervision of the NRA, American
Federation of Musicians,
(Continued on Page 4)
Administrator
Hugh
S.
Johnson
ex(Continucd on Page 4)

Johnson May Terminate
NRA Duties in January

Lewen Pizor Testimonial
Philadelphia — Lewen Pizor, retiring
president of the M. P. T. 0. of Eastern
Penna., Southern N. J. and Del., will be
given a testimonial dinner by the or
ganization on Monday evening at the
Bellevue-Stratford Hotel. Three hundred guests are expected. Charles Segall is the new
president of the unit.
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Edward Wick Case Heard New Southeast Ass'n
Meets Again in Sept.
By Appeals Committee
Atlanta — Another meeting of the
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The Edward Wick reduced admis;ions case, in which the Buffalo
jxhibitor instituted a restraining
,uit against the Code Authority bm
ater withdrew the action, wa;
teard by a Code Authority appeal:,
ommittee yesterday. Complain.
/as brought by Lewis Isenberg oi
New Ariel theater, Buffalo, agains.
vVick's Majestic. Wick is appealing from local grievance board decision ordering him to desist.
The other four appeals heard yesterday were as follows: Chicago
clearance and zoning board, Westmont theater, Westmont, 111., vs.
Tivoli, Downers Grove, 111.; Charlotte grievance board, P. C. Osteen,
Carolina theater, Anderson, S. G.,
vs. Palmetto Amusement Co's.
Strand, Anderson, charging overbuying; Washington grievance
board, E. B. McCurdy, Columbia
theater, Baltimore, vs. Leon Zeller,
Roy theater, Baltimore, charging
reduced admissions; New Orleans
grievance board, Philip Sliman
Evangettne theater, New Iberia,
La., vs. Palace theater, New Iberia,
charging overbuying.
Appearances were made only in
the Charlotte case. The committee
consisted of: Nathan Yamins
chairman;
die McEvoy.Harry K. Hecht and Ed-

Saal Reported Lining Up
Indie Exchange Group

Establishment of a national exchange system to handle product of
independent producers is being
planned by a group headed by William Saal, it is reported. Lineups to
be handled under the arrangement
are understood likely to include Select Pictures, which Saal heads, and
Liberty Pictures, which has a pror
gram of eight features for release
during 1934-35. M. H. Hoffman
heads Liberty.

Krellberg Buys Out Cherin
In Principal Film Exch'ge

Nat Cherin's interest in Principal
Film Exchange has been acquired
by Sam Krellberg, who will enlarge
the exchange. Cherin has resigned
as president of the exchange.
Jack Cohn, Spingold on Coast
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Jack Cohn and Nate
Spingold arrived here yesterday to
confer with Harry Cohn on Columbia's new season production plans.
They made the trip from Chicago,
where they attended a sales meeting. Both are expected to return to
New York next week.

Hunt
Stromberg
Tod
Browning
Mike Connolly

recently formed G. F. X. a. independent Theaters Ass'n, which held a
convention at the Hotel Ansley this
week, will be called in about 60 days
to work out final details of the association, including some means of
raising adequate funds for work to
be undertaken.
Col. Harry A. Cole, president of
Allied Theater Owners of Texas, attended this week's confab and was
a guiding spirit throughout the twoday session attended by some 150
exhibitors. He advocated an assessment of 1 cent or IV2 cents a
seat per month instead of $10 a
year
dues.Davis outlined a proposed
Willis
cooperative booking and buying
agencytion insimilar
to the
operaDetroit.
LoveoneB. inHarrell.
secretary of the local code boards,
led a discussion on the code.
Ike Katz of Montgomery was
elected president of organization.

.oming an
DOROTHY
today on the

MACKAILL
Manhattan.

dG
arrives from

abroad

HERBERT T. SILVERBERG. Buffalo film attorney, was in New York yesterday in connection
the Edwin Wick action over the code.

with

DR. RAYMOND L. DITMARS of the New York
Zoo sails July 19 on th= Nerissa for another
expedition
to South
America.
E. J. SPARKS has returned to Jacksonville
from a week's vacation
in Asheville.
EDWARD GOLDEN returned to New York yesterday from Atlanta.
ANNA MAY WONG arrives in New York this
week on the Aquitania from England. She i.
en route to the Paramount studios to appaar
in
at

"Limehouse
Nights."
JACK COHN and NATE SPINGOLD, who are
the Coast,
return
to New
York
next week.

JOHN BALABAN
trip. New
from
York

returns to Chicago

today

BEN COHEN of Warner's Chicago Theater
Department, is in New York on a vacation

New Summer Tryout Group Starts
Ridgewood, N. J. — -"Shanty Boat,"
by Samuel Laydon Park, will be
Move to Oust Sherman
presented by arrangement with Ear]
Is Declared Illegal Carroll as the first offering of the
Action of the progressive group Playbuilders Workshop, recently
in Local 306 in voting last week at .'ormed to produce a series of new
a meeting of the union in Odd Fel- plays at the Women's Club here
lows Hall, Brooklyn, to consider the t'or tryouts before Broadway showings. Roy Walling is managing direcall of Harry Sherman, president
rector of the group and will superof Local 306, and several other ofvise productions, while Norman Carficers has been declared illegal by
roll, brother of Earl, is general
officers of the union because the re- manager.
call motion was voted after the
meeting had been adjourned by
RKO Leads M. P. League
James O'Keefe, vice-president. The
By trimming N. B. C. to the tune
progressive group was slated to meet
last night at Yorkville Casino to vote of 14-2, RKO has taken the lead
on the recall, though the union has in the motion picture baseball
also held that this meeting will not league. Effective pitching of Chick
Schultz and fielding of Bender,
be legal.
Dahler and Bohlmfink were the
highlights of the game.

Report Boost in Bid
For Fox Metropolitan

A boost of $500,000 by the LoewWarner group in their bid for the
Fox Metropolitan circuit, raising
the offer to $4,500,000, was reported
yesterday.

$3,000 Atlanta Holdup
Atlanta — Three men held up O.
H. Bradbury, assistant manager of
the Fox theater, and escaped with
$3,000 in cash, representing receipts
of the theater over the week-end.
COVERS
EVERYTHING

Wm. Hurst Joins Sound Pictures
Cleveland — William O. Hurst has
joined the editorial staff of Sound
Pictures, Inc. Hurst was formerly
editor of the "Paramount Magazine" for Famous Players Lasky
in New York, and on the editorial
staff of Movietone News, as well as
in the production field.

"Jane Eyre" Preview at Criterion
A trade preview of Monogram's
"Jane Eyre" has been arranged by
W. Ray Johnston for next Mondaj
morning at the Criterion.
The picture has been booked for
a week's run at the Imperial, largest
house
in Toronto, starting July 20.
"A" Dates on "Navy"
Reach 161
Columbia Signs Harry Richman
in Twenty
key cityadditional
situationsclass
have "A"
beendates
set
Harry Richman has been signed
on Warner's "Here Comes The
Navy," bringing the total of guch by Columbia for two musical films
engagements to 161, according to an with options for several others.
of A. & S. Lyons negoannouncement
from the company's Sam Lyons
home
office.
tiated the deal.
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playing it! Every
day it's plugged
on the radio! A
hit song tellingthe
world gaily about
a hit picture —

EXTRA !
PREVIEW !
Hollywood Reporter says :
" 'BORN TO BE KISSED' is bright
and filled with laughs. Grand
entertainment. Harlow at her best.
Simply swell in addition to being

HARLOW
luscious eyeful!"

TO BE KISSED"
BORN
th LIONEL BARRYMORE
FRANCHOT
JACK

TONE

• LEWIS STONE

CONWAY,

Director

Produced by Bernard H. Hyman

In the M*Q*M Manner!
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WEBER SAYS BOYCOTT
WILL HIT RECOVERY
(Continued from
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in a statement yesterday urging
that leaders of the campaign proceed with caution.
"I speak for a group of innocent
bystanders who have often suffered
much from ill-advised crusades," said
Weber. "Professional musicians
have repeatedly been injured by
moral drives, which, no matter how
well meaning, accomplished little of
lasting value. In the case of the
motion pictures, now threatened with
wholesale boycott, many workers
will suffer. The churches do a vast
deal of good in the world and the
motives of church leaders are above
question, but surely it may be hoped
that they will consider the consequences seriously before becoming
too drastic in the present situation.
The motion picture interests, it appears, are no longer heedless of the
clamor for moral improvement in
their product. Being business men,
primarily, they offered in the past
what the public wanted. They have
followed the lead of the publishing
business, which first gave impetus
to the current vogue for exploiting
crime and sex. Now they must revamp their policies. However, a
tremendous industry of this kind
must have a reasonable time to readjust itself.
"It is to be hoped that their critics will give these producers a
chance. Even though they may be
blamed for having disregarded
warnings, this chance should be
given them, if not for the sake of
those who resist reform, for the sake
of those who were forced to produce
what the public most readily accepted, and for the sake of economic recovery and the workers in the industry who have suffered grievously in
the depression and surely deserve
consideration.
"In moral drives the danger always exists that they be overdone,
with consequent reaction, and if this
be the case in this instance, then
instead of a lasting improvement in
the moral tone of moving pictures,
we may eventually experience the
direct opposite."

Goldman Circuit Plans
Novel Intimate Policy
{Continued from Page 1)

William Goldman, former head of
the Warner-Stanley circuit. Offices
for Goldman's new circuit, which
plans to acquire as well as build
nouses in Pennsylvania, New Jersey,
Maryland and other seaboard states,
have been established in the WCAU
Building. A central downtown firstrun here will be among theaters in
the group, and Goldman says he
will show major company releases.

NO SQUAWKS TO NRA
ON FILMS' MORALITY

PHIL M
•
•
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DID YOU ever eat a $1,000 pie?
Sol Lesser
he is producing "Peck's Bad Boy" with Jackie Cooper
Sol strolled on the set the other day
Jackie greeted
him with
"How would you like a piece of swell pie, Mister
Lesser?" Sol said he thought that was a good idea
so Jackie told him to go behind the set and he would bring it
to him, as there wasn't enough to go around among the others
soon Jackie appeared with a marvelous cocoanut cream
pie
Sol had a slice it was great he had another
slice and then when Jackie and he had almost finished it
Director Eddie Cline appeared he gave one gasp
and almost passed out
when he recovered Sol asked him
what had happened and this is the tale Eddie told
•
•
• HE HAD
just directed some action around the
pie in a medium long shot
when he turned his back, the
pie had disappeared
now he was ready to shoot the closeup
and no pie!
it came from a bakery 18 miles away
where the frosting had been made specially thick for
photographic
purposes
to get another pie would delay
proceedings to the amount
of about one grand for Mister
Lesser
Director Cline walked away after bestowing
a
compassionate glance on the producer
Mister Lesser turned
to tell Jackie a few things
but Jackie had diplomatically
taken it on the lam

• • • A COUPLE of li'l gadgets have been picked up by
Walter Futter on his trip here
that should net him plenty
the first is a specially constructed microphone
with a
Voice Filter device
it will change any screen actor's voice
to any particular pleasant tone desired with the magic filter
it has been developed and patented by one of the country's greatest organic chemists who has had lots to do with
perfecting sound-on-film any actor or actress wishing a
more pleasing voice on the screen can have tests made
then when the right tone and quality has been decided on
that becomes the Permanent Screen Voice in future
fhe
special mike is set for that voice reaction and the actor
uses this mike henceforth . while the other players use the
regular mike
the special mike will only pick up the voice
of the actor for whom it has been adjusted neat, we calls
it
and wot a gawdsend to a few folks in Hollywood we
know!

1)

blatt recently made a similar statement to The Film Daily.
The motion picture code incorpo-•«
rates a reference to the Hays production code, although it does not
specially identify it. The clause,
considered in some quarters as ambiguous in character, does not provide any procedure for filing complaints of violation of this phase of
the code, but the understanding is
that the Code Authority, under
broad powers vested in it, can entertain such protests. Functions of
local grievance boards are generally
confined to matters concerning exhibition and distribution.

Johnson May Terminate
NRA Duties in January
(Continued from Pane 1)

pects to be relieved of his duties
by January. The President received
Johnson's plan before departing on
his vacation and it is not known
when he will reply. The commission urged by Johnson would be
made up from the ranks of the NRA
plus some important outside figures,
with the principle of government
veto over business being adhered to.

M. H. Aylesworth Denies
RKO
Circuit Changes
(Continued from Page 1)
port that the Radio Corporation of
America plans to purchase the M. J.
Meehan interests in the Keith-AlbeeOrpheum group of theaters, nor any
intention on the part of RCA to
purchase the RKO notes which H.
J. Yates recently acquired from the
Chemical Bank and C. I. T. These
interests, according to Aylesworth.
regard their participation in RKO
entirely as an investment and are
offering genuine cooperation in the
solution of RKO problems.
"Rothschild" Sets A. C. Record

•

•
• THE SECOND gadget picked up by the enterprising Mister Futter is a new type of make-up remover
the
trouble at present is that to remove grease paint it is necessary
to use usually three applications of cold cream
then wash
off with soap and water
which raises the devil with the
skin
with Walter's new cream he claims you just smear
it over the grease paint . then wash of with plain water without even rubbing
so
if Walter's two gadgets work
as per dope transmitted to us
we figure Walt should be
retiring on his millions a couple of years from now
•
•
• IN RELEASING his "Select Twelve" group of Gaumont British pix
Arthur Lee emphasizes the fact that they
are available for booking now
and are not to be confused
with the company's 1934-35 product
all of these pix are
completed and available for immediate
screening for exhibs
the slogan is
"See each picture before you book
it — and don't run a chance of getting in a jam with the Film Decency Campaign"
Mister Lee also states that a recently
published yarn that another concern is distributing G. B. product is hooey

«

«

«

»

»

»

Atlantic City — "House of Rothschild" just closed out its fourth
week here, being the only talkie to
play three straight weeks on the
Boardwalk and then pack them in
on the avenue for another. Opened
at Apollo, taken to Strand several
weeks ago, returned to Strand and
just finished Embassy on avenue.
Irving Trust Out as Sole Receiver
Monopoly held by Irving Trust
Co. on receiverships in bankruptcy
cases was ended this week when
Federal Judges of the Southern District of New York agreed that,
starting next week, each judge
would name receivers at his own
discretion.
Atlantic City Hip Dark Again
Atlantic City — Million Dollar
Pier Hippodrome pulled films after
first week, leaving Hip dark indefinitely. It is reported inability to
get
enough
first-runs
caused the sudden
closing.for season
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OUTDOOR
FEATURES

The gallant, romantic, thrilling ace of the saddle in a series of exciting, whirlwind
dramas that spell box-office success and make him the undeniable King of the Outdoors.

A
I
B
M
U
COL
COLOR

RHAPSODIES

A riot of startling color that is topped only by the riotous
blend of comedy and music. Will add a delightful dash to
your oroaram! Produced bv Charles Mintz.

KRAZY KAT

SCRAPPY
More theatres than ever before are booking these lively,
hilarious and joyous short feature hits. Gilt-edged proof of
their popularity. Produced by Charles Mintz.

LIFE'S LAST LAUGHS

Every epitaph a sign for roars! Will delight audiences and
. prove talk of your show. Received overwhelming fan reception when first shown at Radio City Music Hall! Produced
by C. S. Clancy.

LAUGHING

with MEDBURY

Medbury laughs at the world and the world laughs with
him! There's a laugh in every landscape of this cock-eyed
world with this famous commentator! Produced by Walter
Futter.

26
HARRY

STAR
STUDDED
LANGDON

The SPICE of LIFE
Over one million weekly readers of the Literary Digest are
ready-made fans for this new, delightful and hilarious reel
of the world's humor. Produced by Mentone Productions, Inc.

More than ten million people enjoy "Krazy Kat" daily in
newspapers all over the country. George Herriman's
famous
cartoonProduced
strip whets
their appetites
screen antics!
by Charles
Mintz. for "Krazy 's"

WORLD

of SPORTS

Up-to-the-minute sport thrills for all screen fans! Daring,
breath-taking, keyed to the nth degree of heart-pounding
excitement!

SCREEN

SNAPSHOTS

Hollywood through a keyhole! The fan magazine of the
screen! Harriet Parsons, roving reporter, sees all and tells
all about how the stars act when not acting.

2 REEL COMEDIES
ANDY

CLYDE
— LEON ERROL
and the 3 STOOGES

—

WALTER

CATLETT

The finest two -reel comedies you've ever played — featuring an aggregation of
outstanding comedians! They're not merely an addition to your
program — they're a whole show in themselves!

j^S
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SHORT SHOTS from
EASTERN STUDIOS

« « REVIEWS
Anna

Neagle

Al Christie is finishing preparaYou" at the
for "Bless
tory work
Astoria
studios
this week, and will
start shooting next week. The story
was written by William Watson and
Art Jarrett. Songs are by James
Hanley and Benny Davis.

•

Vincente Padula, well known Argentine actor who is featured in a
series of Spanish dialogue pictures
now being made at the Eastern Service Studios, for Paramount release,
has been signed by Frank Z. Clemente, Hollywood indie producer,
and his associate, Lewis Maisell,
for the first of a series of six pictures to be produced in the East.
Negotiations are under way for a
well-known feminine lead who may
be brought here from Spain to play
opposite Padula. The director and
studio will be announced shortly.
Frances Williams, popular blues
singer of stage and screen who was
recently featured in "Broadway
Through A Keyhole," completes
work today at the Vitpahone Studio in a one-reel short. Supporting the star are Jack Pepper and
His Five Beau Brummels, Carle
Emmy's Mad Wags and other wellknown vaudeville performers. Roy
Mack is directing.

Cedric

of the NEW
Hardwicke

in

"NELL GWYN"

By CHAS. ALICOATE

*THE Pickens Sisters will be feaof Educational's
in the first
newtured
Musical
Comedy series for
1934-1935. Solly Ward has also
been set for the cast, and instrumental music will be furnished by Ferde
Grofe and his orchestra. The picture will be titled• "Bless You."

and

United Artists-British & Dominions

75 mins.

ELABORATELY
COSTUME PLAY

PRODUCED ENGLISH
SUITABLE STRICTLY

FOR

CLASS

ADULT

Attractively mounted

TRADE.
and

with some

fine players in its cast, this period drama
about Sweet Nell of Old Drury who became the favorite of Charles II is most
likely to find favor with the class of adult
trade that enjoys literate rather than emotional entertainment. Story has little dramatic punch, about the only conflict being
between Nell and the scheming Duchess
of Portsmouth who is her rival for the
King's favor. Despite the obstructions from
the disliked Duchess, Nell is faithful to
Charles and brings many moments of happiness to him over a long period of years,
their attachment being ended only by the
death of the monarch. Anna Neagle has
her good points as Nell, Cedric Hardwicke
stands out as the King, and other roles
are played with fitting distinction. Herbert Wilcox put some good touches into
the direction.
Cast: Anna Neagle, Cedric Hardwicke,
Jeanne de Casalis, Laurence Anderson,
Miles Malleson, Helena Pickard, Esme
Percy, Hugh E. Wright and Abraham Sofaer.
Director, Herbert Wilcox; Adaptor, Miles
Malleson; Music and Lyrics, Edward German and Philip Braham; Cameraman, Fred
Ycung.
Direction,

Good.

Photography,

Fine

3 Conventions Being Held
By Ross Federal Service

In addition to the convention held
last week in New York, Ross Federal Service will hold a regional
meeting in Chicago starting July 25
Whitney Bourne, who made her and another later in Los Angeles
bow in pictures in "Crime Without The Chicago meet will be attended
Passion" the Ben Hecht-Charles by Walter I. Brown, district manMacArthur feature recently comager, and the following branch
pleted at the Eastern Service studio in Astoria for Paramount re- managers: Ralph W. Thayer,
lease, has been signed for a leading- Cincinnati; Bert Jolley, Indianaporole in the Russian picture which
lis; Howard Donaldson, Detroit;
will feature Jimmie Savo, and sched- Charles Wagner, Milwaukee; Harry
uled to be put into production by
Hecht and MacArthur the later Schiffrin, Des Moines; Henry Gleiss,
Omaha; Paul A. La Roche, Kansas
part of August.
City; Dwight Mills, St. Louis.
Soon after the Chicago convenG. J. Blatman, who operates one
tion, Harry A. Ross, president, and
of the favorite eating places for the D. A. Ross, vice-president and manproduction units at the Eastern Serager of branch operations, will convice studio, plans to open the old
vene the branch offices of the coast
studio lunch room in the studios.
in a meeting at Los Angeles.
Every phase of theater checking
Vitaphone for the Clean
new policies for greater efficiency
Vitaphone will strictly adhere to its
and the rapid progress and expanpolicy of making shorts without obsion of the Ross Federal Service
jectionable elements, Sam Sax, in crnrge
of production at the Brooklyn studio
Division in the field of commercial
said yesterday.
research and survey, will be dis"We've always made clean pictures,"
commented
Sax.
ings. cussed at length at the three meet-
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FACES"

Astor, Ricardo
Cortez,
Mae
Clarke, Louis Calhern
First National
72 mins.
FAIRLY GOOD MURDER DRAMA IN
THEATRICAL BACKGROUND WITH
STRONG CAST SUPPORTING ROBINSON.
Based on the Broadway play, "The Dark
Tower", this production has enough in it
to just about make the grade even though
Edward G Robinson suffers a letdown in
the way of role as compared with some
of his past efforts. This is partly offset,
however, by the several outstanding performances of the surrounding cast. Robinson is a member of a theatrical company
which includes his sister, Mary Astor, whose
despicable husband, Louis Calhern, exercises some sinister influence over her and
threatens the welfare of the whole show.
Adopting a disguise used in his earlier
trouping days, Robinson kills the worthless
husband. Then comes the efforts of the
authorities to find the murderer, with the
troupe knowing Robinson did it but being
in sympathy with him. Finally the mystery is solved by an old detective who knew
Robinson in earlier days, but he lets Robinson go. Action has some comedy as
well as a pleasing romance between Miss
Astor and Ricardo Cortez.
Cast: Edward G. Robinson, Mary Astor,
Ricardo Cortez, Mae Clarke, Louis Calhern,
Arthur Byron, Margaret Dale, Henry
O'Neill Virginia Sale, John Eldredge, David Landau, Emily Fitzroy, Arthur Ayleswcrth.
Director, Archie Mayo; Authors, George
S. Kaufman, Alexander Wcollcott; Screen
Play, Tom Reed, Nevin Busch; Cameraman,
Tony Gaudio; Editor, William Holmes.
Direction, Good. Photography, A-l.

Five Clearance Plans
Offered in New Orleans

"The
Mouse"
(SillyFlying
Symphony)
United Artists
7 mins.
Swell
Running close to the best of Disney's Silly Symphonies, this newest
animated cartoon in Technicolor ir
a thoroughly enjoyable affair, neatly
conceived and well executed. The
little mouse, after befriending a butterfly who turns out to be a fairy,
is given one wish. He desires to
have wings so he can fly like the
birds. Reluctantly the fairy grants
his desire, and the mouse soon finds
that the wings have converted him
into an ugly object that is kidded by
other winged birds and feared by
his own kind. So, seeing he has
learned his lesson, the fairy transforms the mouse back to his former
status and all is happy.

au Fil de L'eau"
J. C. "Paris
Bernard
19 mins.
Very Interesting
Few travel shorts have provided
sufficient scenes of Paris to satisfy
the stay-at-homes. This subject,
showing that part of Paris that hugs
the River Seine, offers more of a
variety of interesting shots than
have recent shorts. And it is very
well-photographed.
"Le Sud"
J. C. Bernard
First-rate

19 mins.

This is antographed
exceptionally
record of a trip well-phothrough
the desert in South Algiers. Some
unusual angles are obtained and a
definite impression given of the
strange and terrifying beauty of the
desert. The little oases and desert
towns are revealed as sun-baked and
cheerless and there are some unusual shots of sand cliffs. All in all
a very instructive and interesting
subject.

New Orleans — Approximately five
clearance plans were offered to the
local board, two in open hearing and
three in executive session. Major
exchanges jointly presented the following plan: First-run, 60 days;
second-run, commercial area, 45
days; first subsequent run, 60 days
after first-run; second subsequent
run, 45 days after that; third sub- Milwaukee Code Dispute
sequent run 21 days after; 10-cent
houses, nine months, with 15-cent
May Delay Product Deals
premium houses classed as 10Milwaukee — Local independent excenters. Though all major exchanges
hibitors, charging the local code
were present, but five exhibitors boards with being dominated by cirattended. Saenger offered to reduce
cuit
theaters,
threaten to refrain
first-run clearance from 60 to 50
from buying new product until the
days.
matter is adjusted. Protest has
been made to the Code Authority.
Meanwhile plans are progressing
Clean Films Committee
a new unit, to be known as the
Formed in Wilmington for
Independent Theater Owners of Milwaukee and restricted to indepenWilmington, Del. ■— An advisory
dent exhibitors.
and vigilance committee for local
motion picture presentations was
appointed here yesterday. Mrs. E
Woman Without a City
N. Barsham, former chairman of
the motion picture committee of the
New Orleans — Having already had to
Delaware State Federation of Wodiscard "St. Louis Woman" as the title
of M=*e West's new picture. Paramount
men's Clubs and also organizer of
now finds this city objecting to calling
the Wilmington Better Films Counit "Belle of New Orleans." Led by
cil, was named chairman. Other
the
Federation
of Women'sto Clubs,
members are: the Rev. J. Francis
women
have protested
the local
Hays
Tucker, the Rev. Ralph L. Minker
office.
and Rabbi Jacob Kraft.
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A "LITTLE" from HOLLYWOOD

By RALPH WILK
No More Revisions in Production Code
W/TTH Col. Tristram Tupper assigned to the adaptation of
No further revision of the production code is understood planned by the Hays
organization, which will concentrate its energies on tightening of existing restrictions,
"The Hoosier Schoolmaster", Monoit was indicated in New York yesterday. Feeling among producer-members is that
gram executives have decided to
the plan is adequate but interpretations of its various provisions must be narrowed
make the Edward Eggleston novel
in order to more closely conform with movement against so-called objectionable pictures. Will H. Hays, who is now at the Coast, is expected to remain there at least
into a special.
two weeks
before
returning
to his headquarters
in New York
City.
▼
r
T
Guy Kibbee will play the title role
in "Babbitt," Warner's screen edi- prepared for the screen by Ethel Comes the Navy," which was warmtion of the novel by Sinclair Lewis. Hill. It is being directed by Roy
ly received at world premiere here
T
T
T
William Neill. Others in it are Jane also greatly enjoyed you and Pat
Noah Beery and Noah Beery Jr. Darwell, Spencer Charters, Tyler O'Brien broadcast last night on
will appear together for the first Brooke, Mickey Rooney, Theodore Borden program. Best wishes for
time in "The Trail Beyond", based Newton, Ethel Sykes, Claire DuT
T
T
on James Oliver Curwood's novel, Brey, Mary Forbes, Henry Kolker, continued success."
"The Wolf Hunters", a John Wayne Arthur Thalasso and Mildred Gover.
Universal has completed two
feature for Lone Star Productions.
▼
T
T
productions, one for this season and
The father and son were signed toShaw
and
Lee,
old-time
vaude- one for next. This season's picture
day by Paul Malvern. Others in
ville song and dance team, have been is
"Romance in the Rain" with
the cast are Verna Hillie, Iris Lancaster, Robert Fraser, Ed Parker signed for Paramount's "Mrs. Wiggs Roger Pryor, Heather Angel, Victor
Moore,
Esther Ralston, Ruth Donand Earl Dwire. R. N. Bradbury of the Cabbage
T Patch."
t
r
nelly and Christian Rub. The other
will direct the picture, which is beIn a move to prevent a shortage story is "Million Dollar Ransom"
ing released by Monogram. Lindswith Phillips Holmes, Edward
ley Parsons wrote the screenplay. of competent acting talent in the Arnold and Mary Carlisle.
motion
picture industry, Cecil B.
The company leaves Saturday for a
▼ ▼ T
ten-day location trip to General DeMille has dispatched a plea to
the leading educators of America
Grant National Park.
George
O'Brien
has returned from
for improved methods in teaching an extended vacation
in Mexico and
T
T
T
the American language in public has moved into his new dressing
Syd Saylor has been signed for schools.
rooms at the RKO Pathe Studio
Mascot's "Young and Beautiful."
T
T
T
The Hudson-Metzger girls also have
He
start work July 22 in "The
Lanny Ross, radio tenor who will DudewillRanger."
been signed for the dance routines.
Zane Grey story
return to Hollywood soon for Para- which Eddie Cline will direct as the
▼ Y Y
first
in
the
deal
with Sol Lesser
"College Rhythm," has
"That's Gratitude", Frank Cra- signed one mount's
of the most unusual con- and Major John Zanft, for Fox reven's Broadway play, will go into
lease.
tracts in radio, according to report.
production this week at Columbia,
has signed with his present
▼
T
T
with the author-actor playing the Ross
sponsor
for a period of 70 weeks,
role he created on the stage. Craven
during
which
time
he
is
privileged
Henry
Kolker
will
appear
in Fox's
has written the screen treatment
"Serenade," with Pat Patterson
and
to make as many pictures and per- Nils
and will also direct.
Asther.
sonal appearances as he desires.
T
▼
T
T
T
r
Maxine Doyle has been assigned During his stay in Hollywood, Ross'
Harry Oliver is writing the story
to play the feminine lead opposite part of the "Showboat" program
for the "Mark Twain" picture to be
Joe E. Brown in his next starring will be "piped" east.
produced by Sol Lesser.
T
T
T
picture, "Six Day Bike Rider," which
T
r
T
Hobart Cavanauerh and Harry
will go into production next MonDouglass Montgomery, already
day at the First National studios Tyler have been added to the cast
Lloyd Bacon will be the director.
of "I'll Sell Anything," First Na- cast by Universal for "Zest," also
T
T
T
has been assigned to "Magnificent
rect. tional picture Ray Enright will di- Obsession"
for this company, while
"The Count of Monte Cristo", ReT
▼
T
Fox has signed him for "Music in
liance's presentation of the Dumas
Arthur Lubin, Broadway producclassic, is now in the cutting room
T
T
T
preparatory to release through
er-director, will direct "A SuccesstheGenevieve
Air."
United Artists.
Tobin, Warner player
ful Failure" for Monogram.
T
T
T
Y
Y
Y
who recently returned from abroad
J. M. Kerrigan has been added to
Russell Mack has been engaged is being considered for the feminine lead in "Invitation to a Murthe cast of "Gentlemen Are Born," by Columbia to direct "The Girl
now in production at the Warner
Friend," musical extravaganza.
studios.
T
T
T
Y
Y
Y
▼
T
T
Sol Lesser will star Bela Lugosi
Tala Birell, seen in Columbia's
Casting for "Blind Date", Colum- and Maria Alba in "The Return of "Let's Fall in Love," has been enbia's production starring Ann Soth- Chandu." Ray Taylor will direct
gaged by that company for one of
ern, Paul Kelly and Neil Hamilton, and
other cast assignments include
was completed this week with the Clara Kimball Young, Lucien Prival. the leading feminine roles in "The
Captain
Hates
the direction
Sea," nowof inLewis
proaddition of Geneva Mitchell. Joan
der." duction
under the
Ludwig, Tom Moore, Bryant
Gale, Beatrice Curtis and Georgia Phyllis
Milestone.
The
cast
for
this
feature
Washburn, Lionel Atwill, Jr., Joseph
O'Dell. "Blind Date" is adapted Swickard, Cyril Armbrister and already includes John Gilbert, Vicfrom a story by Vida Hurst and Murdock MacQuarrie.
tor McLaglen, Wynne Gibson, Fred
T
▼
T
Keating, Alison Skipworth. FlorSUNSET PROJECTION
& DUBBING
ence Rice, Luis Alberni and Jerry
Following the premiere of "Here
ENTERPRISE
Howard, Larry Fine and Moe HowComes the Navy" in Norfolk, the ard.
Sid Smith
Johnny Morgan
PRODUCERS & PUBLIC PROJECTION ROOM
"Ledger Dispatch" and "Virginian
T
T
T
COMPLETE
DUBBING & SCORING SERVICE
Pilot," local newspapers, sent the
No sooner had Stuart Walker
following telegram to James CagAll facilities of a major projection room.
ney:
Can match into any sound truck,
completed the Stanley Bergerman
6048
Sunset
Blvd.
"The "Lederer Dispatch" and "Vir- production "Romance in the Rain,"
Call Hollywood 9480 for appointment
than
he was asked to direct a secHollywood. Calif.
ginian Pilot" join the navy town in
extending congratulations on "Here
ond one. It is "Great Expecta-
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Ward Bond, Ed LeSaint, Francis
McDonald, Pat O'Malley and Edward Keane, all of whom have appeared in previous Columbia productions, were signed this week for
"Girl in Danger," formerly titled
"By Persons Unknown."

pi HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood
$2.50 up, Single
$3.00 up, Double
Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaza is near every
thing to see and do in
Hollywood.
Ideal for business or pleasure.
Every room has private
dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every venience.
modern
Fine foodscon-at
reasonable prices. Convenient parking for your car.
Chas. Datiziger, Mgr.

Eugene Stern, Pres.
The "Doorway of Hospitality"
Vine at Hollywood
Blvd
HOLLYWOOD
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The First Talking Picture of
The Great American

Classic —

By Nathaniel Hawthorne
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LETTER
With
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ALAN HALE
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CORA SUE COLLINS — WM. KENT
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ected by Robert Vignola

QUICK

pervised by Larry Darmour

M p DAILY— "All the earmarks of a major production
able to stand alone on any bill. ... All performances good
. comedy riotous . . . Vignola's direction splendid.'
VARIETY DAILY— "Faithfully played by a competent cast,
attention . . . Vignola
picture makes strong hid for box-office well
mounted.
directed with feeling. . . . Production
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MAJORS TO LET EXHIBS
CANCEL IMMORAL FILM
(Continued from Page

1)

Hays two weeks ago on action
taken to amend and strengthen the
industry's system of self-regulation, means that in any community in which there is genuine concerted objection to the showing of
a particular picture on moral
grounds an exhibitor who has contracted to exhibit that picture will
be given the right to omit its exhibition without obligation for its
rental.
The reason for the limitation of
this cancellation privilege to pictures generally released prior to
July 15 is because that is the date
upon which the new regulatory provisions go into effect. After that
date the Association's Production
Code Administration will function
with increased authority and the
Board of Directors of the Association will assume final responsibility
for all future motion pictures distributed by members of the Association.
To identify all films bearing the
approval of the Association's Production Code Administration, a distinctive seal has been adopted and
will be shown on the screen directly
after the main title of all pictures.
This seal, which every picture released after July 15 by members of
the Association will bear, will be
evidence of the industry's pledge
that every precaution has been taken to insure compliance with the
Production Code of the Motion Picture Producers & Distributors of
America.
Estimate is made that the plan
will apply to about 500 features, in
addition to shorts, which are now
in circulation. In effectuating the
arrangement, most of the distributors will authorize local branch
managers to investigate complaints
against pictures and to permit cancellation of them, under provisions
afforded by the plan, without necessity of securing approval from New
York headquarters.

NEWS

MUNDUS DISTRIBUTES
27 FILMS THRU U. A.

OF THE DAY

Akron, O. — Miles-Royal has dropped the stage shows in favor of dual
second-runs at 10 cents.

Steubenville, O — Jack Simons,
manager of the Capitol, has resigned, his place going to Frank
Roberts from Pittsburgh.

Pella, la.— B. H. Gholson of Knoxville, la., has purchased the Pella
Berlin, Wis. — E. M. Starkey has
theater from Oscar Benson and is reopened the Opera house here, folredecorating the house preparatory
lowing renovation.
to reopening.
Kansas City — 0. V. Swisher, disBoston — Myer Feltman is now the
trict service manager of RCA Phobooker of short subjects at Warner- tophone here, left last week for a
First National. He was formerly business trip to New York.
with Decker Film Delivery Service.
Youngstown — Park theater closed
Racine, Wis. — W. J. Simanek, 52, Saturday for four weeks for comlocal exhibitor and builder of the
plete renovation. Joseph E. ShagGranada theater, died last week. He rin, manager, announced the house
is survived by his widow, four sons will reopen the first week in Auand a daughter.
Cudahy, Wis. — Jake Disch, former
— Frank
Pentino
hasWaterbury,
leased theConn.
Carroll
to Nicholas
local exhibitor, is now operating the gust.
Waterford
theater in Waterford.
Mascoli and others for five years.
Kansas City — George Baker, manager of the Newman, and Katherine
Ridgeway are to be married soon.

Liberty, N. Y.— The Theater of
Liberty, Inc., has been chartered
here to operate a movie.

Sunday Movie Shows
Proposed in Churches

Sees Headlines, Books
As Best Barometers

cost of about $25,000, and the intention is to show pictures having
a sociological value or depicting the
meaning of religion, such as "I Am
a Fugitive from a Chain Gang,"
"Little Women," "Maedchen in Uniform" and religious subjects.

Hollywood — Newspaper headlines
and best-selling books are the best
barometers of public trend in pictures, declared Henry Hathaway.
Paramount director, in an interview
yesterday. He sees biographies
larity.
climbing steadily to greater popu-

(Continued

from

Page

1)

Schram
Building Kalamazoo House
Kalamazoo, Mich. — Michigan Theater Corp., headed by P. C. Schram,
pioneer local exhibitor, will remodel
a building at Michigan Ave. and
Burdick St. into a $35,000 theater.
House will be known as the Michigan and will seat 600.

by Dr.
Sydney
E. Goldstein,
a member of the
committee.
Dr. Goldstein
indicated
that
action
of
his
comChurch Recommendations
mittee may be delayed as a result
Likely to be Delayed
of the producers' step in permitting
Series of recommendations being exhibitors to reject films that are
believed
unsuitable locally.
prepared by the interfaith committee for submission to producers consist of a list of types of pictures that DeMille Blames Public
the clergy believe should not be
screened and a large number of For Type of Pictures
topics that should not be treated, it West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
was stated yesterday to Film Daily
Hollywood — Type of pictures produced are the kind most wanted by
the public as indicated by the boxoffice, said Cecil B. DeMille yesterAssessments Discussed
day in commenting on the cleanup
Assessment plan for the second half
crusade.
He said the industry would
of the code year, which began July 1,
was discussed by the Code Authority's
make
a
quick job of "cleaning
finance committee at a meeting yesterhouse", but there is the danger of
day. A number of changes in levies
the move going too far and hurting
will be effected. Attending the sesthe films as an art.
sion were: Nathan Yamins. Harold S.
Bareford
and W. C. Michel.
Eddie Cantor, head of the Screen
At the Authority meeting today 13
Actors Guild, made a statement in
opinions on appeals will be rendered
and 10 appeals committee recommenwhich he said the actors are not redations will be studied.
sponsible for the kind of stories
filmed.

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hathaway feels that the present
crusade against pictures considered
by church groups as objectionable
may have a beneficial reaction or
the
industry
reminding
it of the'
necessity
of by
carefully
watching
it:
material. His next directorial assignment is "Lives of a Bengal

(Continued from

Page

1)

Lee, Jack Buchanan and others.
First release will be "Cash," with
Robert Donat, followed by "Blue
Danube," with Joseph Schildkraut;
"Men of Tomorrow," with Donat and
Merle Oberon; "Night of the Garter," with Sydney Howard and Winifred Shotter; "Over-Night," starring
"Venetian
Night," Helm;
starring Donat;
Schildkraut
and Brigette
"That's a Good Girl," starring Jack
Buchanan; "Wolves," starring
Charles Laughton and Dorothy
Gish; "Girl from Maxim's," featuring Frances Day; "Chance of a
Night Time," starring Ralph Lynn
and Winifred Shotter; "Almost a
Divorce," starring Sydney Howard
and Nelson Keys; "Counsel's Opinion," starring Binnie Barnes and
Cyril Maude; "Plunder," starring
Tom Walls and Ralph Lynn; "General John Regan," starring Henry
Edwards; "Wedding Rehearsal,"
starring Roland Young and Merle
Oberon and "The Love Contract,"
starring Owen Nares and Winifred
Shotter.
Also,
Night and
Like Ralph
This," Lynn;
starring "A
Tom Walls
"It's a King," starring Sydney Howard; "The King's Cup," starring
Dorothy Bouchier and Harry Milton; "Mischief," starring Ralph
Lynn and Winifred Shotter; "Betty
in Mayfair," starring Anthony
Bushell and Winifred Shotter; "Say
It With Music," starring Percy
Marmont and Jack Payne and Band;
"Leap Year," starring Tom Walls;
"The Ghost Walkers," starring Tom
Walls and Ralph Lynn; "The
Trouble Cruise," starring Sydney
Howard; "Girls Please," starring
Sydney Howard and Jane Baxter,
and
Tom "The
Walls. Blarney Stone," starring
Pictures are to be released at the
rate of one every two weeks.

Rawlinson Sees Crusade Benefits
Atlantic City — The church crusade against movies, instead of being harmful, will bring about new
life for the industry, causing a cut
in dialogue and a return to the
speed and action pictures which
brought the industry to the front,
according to statement made by
Herbert Rawlinson, screen veteran,
Complete Six Films for Packard
Cleveland — Sound Pictures, Inc., now on location here for filming of
Girl."
recently completed a series of six "Convention
sound films for the Packard Motor
Rosson Back in Hospital
Car Co. of Detroit. These films
form the basis for a program de- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Harold Rosson, who
signed to train Packard Service men
was scheduled to leave for Europe
in proper merchandising methods.
following his discharge from the
Dramatists Quit Legit. Authority
hospital, has been ordered back to
The Dramatists Guild, with which the hospital.
various screen writers are identified,
has resigned from participating in
the Legitimate Theater Code. In a
Boston Boycott Threat
Boston — A movie boycott will be
letter sent to William P. Farnsworth,
called next month by the League of
deputy administrator, explanation
Decency here, with a plea for New
is made that the Guild considers
England cooperation, unless the Hays
dramatists are not subject to the
organization places a man in charge
of all film showings in New England
NRA as they are neither employers
or offers a better plan.
or employees and they are not engaged in any industry.
Philly MPTO Bans Dual Members
Lancer."
Philadelphia— The M. P. T. O. of
Eastern Pennsylvania has imposed
a ban on members also being affiliated with the recently-organized
Independent Exhibitors Protective
Association. Action was voted by
the board of directors.
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Court Threatens to Reject New Fox Met. Offer

PARA. ASSETS TOP LIABILITIES BY $1 5,000,000
Control of Local 306 Is Taken Over by I. A. f. S. E.
Books of Union Ordered
Returned by Supreme
Court Judge

Sanity
. . . and a situation
■By JACK
A

SOFT

answer

ALICOATEturneth away

wrath.

** Regardless of the intensity, and in
spots intolerance, of the church crusade
against the screen, the sensible and efficient method of Will Hays and his Organization in meeting an embarrassing
situation is to be commended. The exhibitor is now fully protected by being
granted the right, regardless of his contractual relations, to scratch any picture
released before July 15 against which there
is a genuine protest on moral grounds.
After that date the Production Code Administration and its Seal of Approval will
function and full responsibility will be
assumed for all pictures released by Association Members. We are informed that
so sincere will be the efforts of the industry to meet the standards of the church
dignitaries that we may soon be up against
the paradox of the few remaining censor
boards of the country officially complaining
that this new picture deal is doing them
all out of jobs.
T

T

T

ST seems to be the open season for sock' ing the movies. Not only by the clergy,
who, by the way, have certain merit to
fJieir socks, but from writers whose livelihood is derived from pictures, and who,
above all, should know what it is all about.
We suppose that the knocker will always
be with us. He who can see little good
. anything, is envious of all, and who is
always ready to join the band-wagon of
destructive criticism because of its intermittent opportunity of drawing attention.
Strange as it may seem, this hammering is
not confned to those without. We have
plenty of rapping writers within. Now,
when the industry needs its full fighting
strength, might be a good time to catalogue its pseudo writing friends. It already
knows its enemies.

/"NUT of all this hue and cry of boycott,
^^ church opposition and industry merrygo-round criticism, the recent remarks of
Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt on the motion picture situation stand out as a dignified beacon in the bewildered sco of cinema hys(Coniinued

on

Page

2)

Control of Local 306 has been
taken over by the I. A. T. S. E., it
was announced by George E.
Browne, president of the International, at a meeting of the progressive group of Local 306 in Yorkville
Casino late Wednesday night. Despite Browne's statement that the
meeting (Continncd
was not on legal,
overPage 6)an

Extend Receivers' Time

Irving Trust Co. yesterday was granted a two-month extension as receiver
for Fox Metropolitan Playhouses. The
present receivership was to expire Aug
18. The extension was granted by Federal Judge Mack at the request cf
Trust.
Charles Littlefield, attorney for Irving

65-MILLION ERPI SUIT
DISMISSED BY COURT

MILLIKEN GALLS MEET
TO DISCUSS AD COPY

Judge Knox of the U. S. District
Court for the Southern District of
New York yesterday granted Electrical Research Products motion for
dismissal of the $65,953,125 triple
damages action brought by the VoNecessity of carefully watching cafilm Corp. because of the plainadvertising and publicity copy from
tiff's failure to supply a $250 bond
the angle of propriety and good taste as directed by the court. The deis understood scheduled to be
cision does not become effective for
(Continued on Page b)
stressed at a meeting of advertising
and publicity department heads at
the Harvard Club on Tuesday. The Distributors Win Appeal
gathering, called by Carl Milliken of
In $35,336 Coast Action
the Hays association, will include a
luncheon.
San Francisco — An appeal by major distributors against a judgment
7 Field Representatives
of $35,336 rendered against them in
Are Assigned by Mundus a zoning action brought by Fae Robinson, former operator of the Seville
Seven sales representatives have
been added to the Mundus Distrib- Theater, Inglewood, was upheld yesterday by the U. S. Circuit Court of
uting Corp. sales, selling the 27 feaThe
opinion
dismisses
tures in the Midwest territories, ac- Appeals.
(Continued

on Page

6)

(Continued

on Page

b)

Terms in New Fox Met. Offer
Called Too Severe by Judge
Cancellation Privilege
Is Termed Ineffectual
Boston — Again calling on Will H.
Hays to put an agent with full censorship powers in the Boston film
district, and advising exhibitors to
appoint such a man if Hays fails,
as a means of averting the boycott
scheduled to start next month, Cath(Continued

on

Page

6)

No

Para. Reorganization
Plan Developed Yet —
Earnings Higher

Paramount assets are currently
between $75,000,000 and $80,000,000,
while liabilities are about $60,000,000, representing an excess of assets
over liabilities of roughly $15,000,000, The Film Daily learned yesterday from an authoritative source.
Film Daily is informed that no
reorganization plan for Paramount
has yet been developed. It is expected that in about two weeks the
creditors' groups, which has already
(.Continued

on

Page

b)

G. B. REORGANIZATION
TAKEN OVER BY COURT
Boston — Jurisdiction of a reorganization plan for the Goldstein
Brothers theaters in western Massachusetts and owned now by Olympia
Theaters, Inc., which is in receivership, has been taken over by Superior Court through Judge Whiting.
The court has ordered that the question of accepting the plant be taken
up by the court in the first jurywaived session, Sept. 19, and that
any objector to be heard on that
date shall file a statement of objections in Superior Court by Sept.
4th.

Fabian Interests Get
Fox Brooklyn Theater

Fabian Enterprises, Inc., of which
Simon H. Fabian is president, has
leased the Fox Brooklyn Theater for
five years at an aggregate rental
Claiming that "conditions" in the of $1,000,000.
new $4,500,000 bid for the assets of
the Fox Metropolitan Playhouses
made by Loew-Warner were "too
severe", Federal Judge Mack yesterAs a tribute
to Marie "MinDressier,Bill"
whose
Capitol
Reviving
day threatened to reject the offer as
illness has attracted nationwide inter"not proper" and to permit the bondest. Major Edward Bowes stated yesterholders to reorganize the circuit.
day that
"Min hit,
and would
Bill," be
the revived
star's
biggest
screen
The court's statement followed a reat the Capitol
starting next Friday.
quest by (Continued
attorneys onforPagethe 6)bondhold-
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teria. The first lady of the land is close
to fundamentals, knows human nature and
is not unmindful of the ideals, aims, ambitions and requirements of our citizenry.

Published daily except Sundays and Holidays She broadcasts as a distinct advance the
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
avowed determination of the industry to
by
Wid's Films
and Film
Folk,
J. W.
Alicoate,
President,
Editor
andInc.
Publisher;
voluntary censorship and pays it tribute
Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer
by recognizing its tremendous power for
and General Manager; Arthur W. Eddy, Assothe improvement of our peoples and our
ciate Editor; Don Carle Gillette, Managing
country.
Editor. Entered as second class matter,
May 21, 19T8, at the post-office at New York,
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States outside
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign,
$15.00. Subscriber should remit with order.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Address all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
Hollywood — Completion of camera
Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739. work on "School for Girls" leaves
Cable Address: Filmday, New York. Holly- only one more picture to be made
wood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607. London —
on Liberty's program of eight for
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91 next season. The achievement of
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin— Lichtbildbuehne,
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris — P. A. Harle, La the independent organization, headed by M. H. Hoffman, sets a preceCinematographie Francaise, Rue de la Courdes-Noues, 19.
dent in speedy completion of a sea-

Only One More to Go
On New Liberty Lineup

son's lineup. Sidney Fox, Paul
Kelly and Lois Wilson head the cast
of the latest production. Final picture will be "Without Children."

Nine Changes Are Made
In Para. Foreign Staff
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Wilcox Closes Deals
On 23 British Films

Deals for American release of 23
British-made films have been completed by Herbert Wilcox, director
of "Nell Gwyn", British & Dominions
production, who sails for England
tomorrow on the Aquitania after a
five-week stay here. Wilcox plans
to return in about six weeks to complete further negotiations for interchange of stars and directors between the U. S. and England.

Modified Clearance Plan
Is Adopted in Milwaukee
Milwaukee — A modified schedule
setting availability for straight picture, vaude-film and double feature
houses has been adopted by the local zoning and clearance board. Milwaukee County exhibitors must file
a policy record with the board by
Aug. 15.
West

Sign New

Coast Bureau

M-G-M

of THE

Contracts
FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Edwin L. Marin, who
has just finished directing "Paris
Interlude," and Maurice Chevalier,
now completing work in "Merry
Widow," have signed new contracts
with M-G-M. Chevalier goes abroad
after his present film and will make
a picture for Alexander Korda before returning to the Metro studios.

Nine changes in the Paramount
International Corp. foreign department have been effected as follows:
A. Lichschiendl, formerly manager
"DuBarry" Coast Premiere at $2
in Austria, to district manager su- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
pervising Austria, Yugo-Slavia and
Los Angeles — World premiere of
Roumania; Rudolp Jellinek as dis- Warner's "Madame "DuBarry," startrict manager supervising Czechoring Dolores Del Rio, is set for the
slovakia, Poland and Baltic States;
G. P. Vallar manager for Germany; Hollywood theater at $2 top. Opening date remains to be determined.
Charles Peereboom manager for
The premiere here will be followed
Holland; Louis Foldes manager for by a series of key city roadshows.
Hungary; Harvey Ott, comptroller,
transferred to the Paris office from
Joan Lowell Feature Finished
Berlin; W. Tillsman manager at
Dusseldorf ; L. H. Rubin manager at
"Joan Lowell — Adventure Girl,"
Madrid; E. Fonta manager at feature
filmed by Joan Lowell in
Seville.
Central America, has been completed by Van Beuren Corp. for
Dismiss Charge Against Levey
RKO release. Editing was done unCharge of coercion preferred
der the supervision of Sam Jacobagainst Charles C. Levey, secretary son.
of Local 118, building service employes union, by Harry Lewis, manFriedlander
Funeral Today
ager of the Tivoli, Brooklyn, was
Funeral services will be held todismissed yesterday in Special Sesday for Al Friedlander, 48, pioneer
sions Court, Brooklyn.
exhibitor and connected with the
Vallee in Warner Musical Special Nelson & Renner circuit in Brooklyn,
who died suddenly of heart trouble
Rudy Vallee, signed by Warners while returning to New York on the
to star in a special musical feature, I. T. O. A. outing Wednesday.
leaves shortly for the coast to begin work. Formal announcement
of his new film deal was made by New Contract for Maxwell Arnow
Vallee last night on his radio pro- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Maxwell Arnow,
gram.
Warner-First National casting di"Beau Geste" in London Revival
rector for the last two years, has
As a test of public opinion to fam- been
tract. signed to another two-year conous silent films, Paramount's "Beau
Geste" is being revived at the Astoria, London.
French Film Preview
Bioff as Aide to IATSE Head
A preview of "Lac Aux Dames"
George E. Browne, new presi- and "Toi Que J'Adore" will be held
dent of the I. A. T. S. E., has ap- tonight aboard the Champlain, Pier
noux.under auspices of John S. Taperpointed William Bioff as his person- 57,
al representative.

.oming an

dG

MARY PICKKFORD, accompanied by her niece,
Gwynne Pickford, is on her way to New York
from the coast, stopping over in Chicago tomorrow for a visit at the fair.
SAMUEL CUMMINS
Aquitania for London.
DIANA

sails tomorrow

on

the

WYNYARD arrives in New York tomorrow from the coast and sails the same d ,y

on the Aquitania for a few weeks' visit with her
family in England, after which she returns to
the M-G-M
studios.
WALTER REICHENBACH, who has gone to
the coast, returns to New York in about a
week.
PAT
coast.

CASEY

AL SELIG
Return
RAY
Keith
before
Palace

leaves New

York soon for the

is in Boston, on publicity for "The

of Bulldog
Drummond."
CONNER, formerly manager of the RKO
in Boston, was in the Hub this week
returning to managerial duties at the
in New York.

HERBERT WILCOX of British & Dominions
sails tomorrow
on the Aquitania
for England.
FRANK BRUNER left on the 20th Century
yesterday for Chicago, where he will handla
publicity for Mary Pickford's arrival there ir
celebration of "Mary Pickford Day" on Saturday at the World's
Fair.
JOHN BALABAN is on his way back to Chicago from New
York.
Haiti
F. today.
HERRIOK-HERRICK,

director, leaves for

Sees Reopening of Code
By New NRA Commission
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — When and if the reported new commission takes over
administration of the NRA, succeeding Gen. Johnson, its actions are expected to include cognizance of the
Darrow reports and a reopening of
the movie code, says Abram F.
Myers in his current Allied bulletin.
Cummins to Get Foreign Product
Samuel Cummins, who sails on
the Aquitania tomorrow to supervise the London opening of "Forgotten
Men," plans foreign
to close films
negotiations
on several
for
distribution in the U. S.
M-G-M Gets Two Stories
"The Old Nest," by Rupert
Hughes,
"Goodbye novelette
Mr. Chips,"
"AtlanticandMonthly"
by
M-G-M.
James Hilton, have been bought by
Arthur Beckhard Signed by M-G-M
Arthur J. Beckhard, Broadway
producer,
signed writer.
by M-G-M
as directorhasandbeendialogue
He
leaves shortly for the coast.
Theaters Must Air Profits
Judge Knox of the U. S District
Court for the Southern District of New
York has directed the Flower Garden
Amusement Corp. and others to show
the profits made by each house since
the installation of Western Electric
sound. The ruling was in answer to
specific interrogations asked by Electrical Research Products in the suit
brought by the theaters. The plaintiffs
comprise about 40 companies operating
houses in Brooklyn, the Bronx and nearby territories.

NEWS OF THE WEEK IN PHOTO-REVIEW

ALL OVER
15-MONTH RECORD broken by 'Here ComesThe Navy' at Loew's
State, Norfolk, world premiere while bannered planes, dreadnought floats, sailor ballys launch advance campaigns for a score
of ace-house
LEADING

openings next week. Cagney

A FAST

and

O'Brien star.*

BUT THE

SHEARING!

Into

the cutting room goes the pride of the
Warner musicals, 'Dames', with doubleshift crews working top speed to meet
August 18th pre-release bookings labove).

LIFE. Completion this

week of 'A Lost Lady', Pulitzer Prize story
with Barbara Stanwyck and quartet of
male leads including Frank Morgan, Ricardo Cortez, Lyle Talbot and Philip Reed,
sets season's record forproduction speed on
Warner lot. Alfred E.Green directed (right).

'MAN

WITH

TWO

FACES' garners biggest

Robinson gross since 'Silver Dollar' at N. Y.
Strand and critics' enthused applause for star's
astonishing
dual characterization
(above).0
CONTRACT

- OF - THE - WEEK !

Signing of Rudy Vallee adds airwave's biggest name to Warners'
star roster for next season (left).

WEATHER

BUREAU

BAFFLED

by reports of 'chilled spines on
Broadway' in midst of heat wave,
caused by 'Return of the Terror',
new Edgar Wallace film at Rialto,
rated 'first

class,

thrilling

|^
Pass***

enter-

tainment' byNews, Journal, others.0
*A Warner Bros Picture

°A First National Picture

Vilagraph, Inc , Distributors

HOT

Leo, the Champ,
thanks his friends for
the good things they're
saying about his
STAR SPANGLED BANNER

for 1934-35 !

WEATHER

KNOCKED

COLD!

Very pleasant to note that pictures like "The Thin Man"
"Operator 13" "Viva Villa!" "Sadie McKee" "Manhattan
Melodrama" "Men in White" etc. . . . are being followed
by two of the BIGGEST HITS EVER RELEASED in
MID-SUMMER!
EXTRA! PREVIEW!
Hollywood Reporter says:
•'BORN TO BE KISSED' is
bright and filled with
laughs. Grand entertainment.
Harlow at her best. Simply
swell in addition to being
luscious eyefull!"

JEAN HARLOW
KISSED"
TO BEBARRYMORE
i LIONEL
BORN
FRANCHOT
LEWIS

TONE

STONE
• Jack Conway. Director
Produced by Bernard Hyman

with

TREASURE

ISLAND

LIONEL

BARRYMOR

LEWIS STONE
• Otto Kruger • Directed by
Victor Fleming • Produced by Hunt Stromberg
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-FEATURE REVIEWSWalter Connolly

"WHOM

THE GODS

DESTROY"

with Doris Kenyon and Robert Young
Columbia
75 mins.
GOOD HUMAN
INTEREST DRAMA
WITH WALTER CONNOLLY SCORING
IN CHARACTER
ROLE.
Though it lacks the customary love story,
this is a consistently absorbing drama of
the type that should get the breaks in
the current clamor for strictly clean pictures. Walter Connolly, a big Broadway
showman happily married to Doris Kenyon
and having a little son whom he hopes to
train as his successor, is aboard an ocean
liner that is sunk, with Connolly supposedly going down after making a hero of himself. Actually, after doing good work in
helping save the women and children first,
he gave in to a sudden impulse for selfpreservation and got into one of the lifeboats disguised as a woman. Realizing
later that, having been publicized as a
hero, it would disgrace his family to have
the truth known, he remains under cover,
working at menial jobs near his old theater, and finally proves a guiding counsel
to his son, trurning him from a quitter
into a success.
Cast: Walter Connolly, Robert Young,
Doris Kenyon, Macon Jones, Scott Beckett,
Rollo Lloyd, Maidel Turner, George Humbert, Hobart Bosworth, Hugh Huntley, Gilbert Emery, Akim Tamiroff, Yale Puppeteers.
Director, Walter Lang; Author, Albert
Payson Terhune; Screen Play, Fred Niblo,
Jr., Sidney Buchman; Cameraman, Benjamin Kline; Recording Engineer, Lambert
Day; Editor, Viola Lawrence.
Direction, Good
Photography, Good.
Jack

"THE

La

Rue

FIGHTING

MONG

in

in

ROOKIE"

Mayfair
67 mins.
GOOD ACTION DRAMA OF FIGHTING
COP ROUNDING UP AN UNDERWORLD
GANG CARRIES NEAT SUSPENSE.
An unusually original plot treatment lifts
this out of the ruck of underworld plays.
It builds up a lot of sympathy for Jack
La Rue as the young rookie, who is forced
to put himself in a very unfavorable light
with his fellow officers, his girl and his
pal in order to get in the confidences of
the gang leader and get the goods on him.
He is framed by the gangster (Matthew
Betz) and made to appear drunk while
the gang robs a warehouse. Later the
Commissioner informs him that he was
framed, and secretly arranges a plan with
him to go out and get the evidence on
the gang leader. La Rue gets himself
mixed up in a drunken row, and is dismissed from the force for slugging a fellow officer. Then he works his way
into the confidence of the gangster and
becomes one of the gang, finally securing
a little black record book that gives him
the evidence he was after of the gangster's
crimes. Works up to a slam-bang action
finish.
Cast: Jack La Rue, Ada Ince, DeWitt
Jennings, Matthew Betz, Arthur Belasco,
Thomas Brewer.
Director, Spencer Gordon Bennett; Author, Homer King Gordon; Screen Play,
George Morgan; Editor, Fred Bain; Cameraman, James S. Brown, Jr.
Direction, Good. Photography, Okay.
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PARAMOUNT ASSETS
EXCEED LIABILITIES

THE

(Continued from

• • • A FEW days ago we broke in this column the first
news that had filtered East concerning a revolutionary development in Technicolor as exemplified in an RKO Radio
short called "La Cucaracha" our West Coast spy tipped
us off that it was practically third dimensional in its dazzling
effect
and outdid anything in color ever projected on a
screen
big words, those
but we are here to state
that the dope is absolutely correct. Bob Sisk and his publicity
dep't arranged a classy soiree at the Sert Room of the Waldorf
yesterday and proved that this new three-component
process in Technicolor has practically brought third dimension
to the screen it is one of those things that must be personally experienced in order to properly appreciate it
mere word description will not convey the remarkable effect that
the observer obtains while watching the screen the party
itself was done with class everything in the Mexican atmosphere of the pix
T
T
T
• • • A SUMMER theater for play tryouts has been
started at Ridgewood, N. J. by the Ridgewood Women's Club
season will open July 18 with "Shanty Boat"
Roy
Walling is managing director A. Raymond Gallo, publicity
Helen L. Young, treasurer
Sardi's restaurant today
inaugurates an open air cafe in connection with the regular
eaterie
Herbert T. Silverberg, the Buffalo film attorney,
expects soon to be a poppa for the second time

New Fox Met. Terms
Are Called Too Severe
{Continued from Page 1)

ers' committee that the hearing be
again adjourned for ten days to give
the bidders and the committee another opportunity to reach an amicable agreement.
It was brought out at the hearing
that the new "conditions" in the
latest bid were to the effect that if
any theaters are not delivered they
shall not be considered in the purchase price. It also states that the
present operators shall not continue
operation
of bonds
the theaters.
"Either
bid for the
or bid in
some
way that the objectionable conditions in the present bid are eliminated," Judge Mack told the attorneys. J. Robert Rubin assured the
court that the bidders had "every
hope and expectation" of obviating)
every questionable condition. At the
urgent request of Saul Rogers, attorney for a bondholder group, the
court permitted an eight-day adjournment. The hearing will be
o'clock.
continued
Friday morning at 11

Page

11

completed a factual study of the
company's financial condition, and
the stockholders' committee, now engaged in making such a study, will
meet with representatives of Kuhn,
Loeb tion
& plan.
Co. to prepare a reorganizaLatest estimate of Paramount
earnings for the first three months
of 1934 are $2,300,000 after depreciation but before federal taxes.

Control of Local 306
Taken
Over by IATSE
(Continued from Page 1)
whelming majority of those present
voted to oust Harry Sherman.
In Brooklyn Supreme Court, Justice Dunne ordered returned to the
union the books seized ten days ago
by District Attorney Geoghan.

7 Field Representatives
Are Assigned by Mundus
(Continued from Page

11

cording to announcement by Earl
W. Kramer, general manager. The
men and their territories are: Jack
Groves, Denver and Salt Lake;
Cancellation Privilege
Charles M. Davie, Detroit; Harry
Is(Continued
Termed
Ineffectual
Goldberg, Chicago; John Graham,
from Pane 1)
Edward Sapiro, Milolic leaders yesterday termed the Kansas City;
waukee; Lionel Wasson,; Omaha
new cancellation right on protested and William R. Karsteter in St.
films as only a timid step and not a Louis.
solution. They said it will cause unNegotiations are nearing complefair competition between producer,
tion for additional representatives
affiliated circuits and independents.
in
other territories, said Kramer.
Belief is that thev are strategically
trying to divide the industry.

Names Producer Members
Distributors Win Anneal
In $35,336
Coast Action OfTheActors,
Writers' yesterday
Bodies
Code Authority
(Continued from Pane 11

Robinson's comnlain and puts an end made the following appointments of
to the suit,
which
grewin out
in- Producers' and Producers' Represenclusion of the
Seville
the ofsame
tatives of members of the Actors'
zone as West Coast's M^sa when the Committee and Writers' Committee
'after was built in 1925. Distribu- under provisions of Article V-B
tors contended the zoning plan was Part 4(a) of the Code:
Committee — E. J. Man"n advisory recommendation and not nixActors-Producers'
(Metro) Alternate Fred Pelton (Metro):
legally binding.
T. T. Cain (Fox), Alternate William Koenig

65-MiIliou Erni Suit
Is Dismiss^ bv Court
(Continued

frnm^ Pnnn

11

30 days, during which time VocaDuring the proceedings, attorneys film will have an onportunity to
good the
default.
Attorneys
for the Central New York Corp., make
for Vorafilm
informed
the court
that
operators of a subsidiary circuit of
lhev
har!
been
unable
to
locate
their
34 theaters in upper New York
state, threatened to file suit against principal either bv correspondence
the estate for $243,000 in claims or personal contact.
filed. A representative from the At- "U" Gets First Clean Film O^av
torney General's office was present
Certificate No. 01. the cipher
at the hearing.
^psiernation beiner used bv the Pro
duction Code Administration preNo Deal on, Says William Saal
viewing committee in th» east unrfe'Reports that he is lining up an in- the industry's
new self-regulating
dependent exchange system, with Se- olan. was received yesterday by Unilect and Liberty among products to
versal on its Mentone short. "Hits
be handled, are denied by William of Today."
Vincent G. Hart heads
Saal.
the eastern previewing group.

(Warners): Frank O'Herron (RKO), Alternate Al Kaufman (Paramount); Nat Levine
(Mascot). Alternate, M. H. Hoffman (Liberty); Sam Bri«kin (Columbia). Alternate
Abraham
Lehr (Sam'l i^oldwvn).
Writers-Producers* Committee — Trying
Thalb'erg
Alternate
HalCenturvl
W.illi.
(Warners): (Metro).
Darryl Zanuck
(20th
Alternate Samuel Goldwyn: I. E. Chadwick,
Mternate Larry Darmour (Majesticl ; Henry
Henigson (Universal), Alternate Harrv Cohn 1
(Columbia); Sol Wurtzel (Fox); Alternate
Merrill Hurlburt
(Para.).

These selections were made by the
Code Authority from nominations
received from the Association of
Motion Picture Producers and the
Independent Association of Motion
Picture Producers.

Warners After Hackensack House
Hackensack. N. J. — Already operating the Oritani and Eureka here,
Warners are reporting dickering for
the Skouras Fox theater.
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It's cause for rejoicing when showmen get together and kick out dat
ole debbil double bill. Educational
steps up its production budget and
the short subjects step out for finer
entertainment all through the show.

Here's dog-gone good news for the exhibitors who are
just going back to the ideal form of varied picture
program . . . and for the wise ones who never left it . . .

ERNEST TRUEX
Dog-gone Babies
in

From the play "Love and Babies" by Herbert P. McCormack
Adapted by William Watson and Art Jarrett
Produced by Al Christie
Tom

Patricola

and Buster

West

will soon be on parade with "Hi. Hi,

Sailor'*; Buster KeatOll with another to duplicate the hits he has made in
•'The Gold Ghost" and "Allez Oop!" and Bing Crosby singing the
songs that made him famous in four short subject specials.

THE QID-FASHMED WAY

THE VILLAIN STILL PURSUED HER!
CAN THOSE TOMATOES, BOYS!
This is a drama, Friends, not a vegetable
mart. Just give us a chance and we'll
entertain you as you've never been
entertained before.

. . . followed by a rain of ripe tomatoes
from the enraptured audience. A
whole -hog drama of the days when
great acting was all ham.

W. C. FIELDS ,nd BAB7
JOE MORKIOT

LeHOY

• JUDITH ALIEN • JACK MTJLHALL

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Sixteen Years Old

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Crusading Groups Called on to Clarify Attitude

NOT HEARING ZONING CASES FILED AFTER JULY 1
Nationwide Summer Closings Below Seasonal Average
Houses Going Dark During
Hot Months Fewer
Than Seasonal

Theaters
. . . and church opposition
^^

By JACK

EXHIBITORS

ALICOATE

=

sitting complacently

by

L" while producers and distributors pull
hot chestnuts out of the church opposition fire had better awaken to the fact
that they face a menace far more important to their economic future than
the moral standards of their programs. We
refer to the movement for the showing
of "select motion pictures" in churches.
Now comes word of an elaborate and farreaching plan to show pictures in churches
on Sunday nights. Further, the plan calls
for the raising of a fund to establish an
exchange system which would eventually
expand as a source of pictures for thousands
of churches.
IN BOSTON

two schools have been built

' from the proceeds of showing motion
pictures in competition with theaters. Still,
while this serious movement gains momentum, exhibitor executives in key posts
keep looking out of the window. Churches
pay no rent. Pay no taxes. Are favored
from every economic burden. Have a
ready made audience. How, then, can
theaters, legitimately operated, compete
with them? The mission of the theater
is to sell amusement, of the school to
sell education, of the church to sell religion. Let each confine its activities to
its own field. This non-theatrical movement is serious and should be stopped
immediately. Competition of this sort is
obviously wrong and the industry should
have little trouble in proving this fact
to the world.
t

THE

t

▼

battle of morals between

church

■ and screen is not new. It has been
going on for centuries. Never has the
clergy been in accord with the drama
on set standards. It is not unlikely that
the producers of Athens and Rome went
through the same thing that is making
Hollywood sit up and take notice today.
It is our personal opinion that regardless
of the intensity and sincerity of the efforts
of the producers to meet the demands of
the church dignitaries, the permanence of
j these standards cannot be maintained. And
(Continued

on

Page

2)

Theaters being closed this year
throughout the U. S. for the summer months total less than the seasonal average, according to Film
Board of Trade reports for the past
month. In some sections, notably
New England, where only 12 closings against 20 reopenings are reported for the month, operations
{Continued

on

Pane

4)

DOUBLE FEATURE BAN
HOLDING IN CHICAGO
Chicago — Despite reports of new
attempts on the part of independent
companies to break the local ban
on double features, no serious opposition has developed or promises
(Continued

on

Page

4)

France

Making Only 95

Paris — Schedules for the coming season
indicate that French producers will make
only 95 features, compared with 140 the
past year. For the six months ended
June 30, France saw 86 American films
in the original version, of which 49 were
dubbed in French.

Local zoning and clearance boards
will not hear or determine complaints filed with them on or after
July 1. last, in connection with 193435 schedules, according to instructions issued by the Code Authority,
which has ordered that the boards
cease functions as soon as they finish
pending work until on or about Nov.
1, when hearings will start on protests for the 1935-36 systems.
Instructions sent to the boards
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILY
Hollywood — While the remaining originally specified June 1 as the
for filing oncomplaints
to be
pictures on Columbia's 1933-34 deadline (Continued
Page 4)
schedule are being rushed to completion, about 10 on the 1934-35 list
already have been put in work or
in preparation.
(Continued Inon addition
Page 5) to "One

COLUMBIA LAUNCHES
TEN 1934-35 PICTURES

First Division Plans
Production Activity

First Division is planning to enter the production field this season
with a lineup of six features, The
Pittsburgh — Local interests repre- Film Daily learns. "Convention
produced at Atlansenting preferred stockholders have Girl," nowby being
Dave Thomas, is likely
taken over the Penn and Aldine, for- to betic City
the
first
in
the new series. In
merly in the Loew group. Attorney
Roland McCrady, Earl A. Morton of the cast are Rose Hobart, Sally
Commonwealth Trust and Edwin S. O'Neill and Herbert Rawlinson.
Luther Reed is directing. Executives
Fownes of Oakmont have been elect- of
First Division would neither afed directors of the controlling Pennfirm nor deny the story Saturday.
(Continued
on Page 4)

2 Loew Pittsburgh Houses
Go to Stockholder Group

Public Confused by Film Drive,
Declares Civil Liberties Union
John H. Auer to Produce
Six Shorts in the East
Arrangements have been completed whereby John H. Auer, former director for Paramount and
Universal, will produce a series of
six classics, the first three to be
made in the east, probably at the
Biograph studio. "Rip Van Winkle" may be the initial story. DuWorld will handle international distribution.

Zoning Boards to Recess
After Hearing
Present
Cases — Resume Nov. 1

ONE U, S. FIRM TO GET
SOVIET MONOPOLY

Moscow — Negotiations under way
here would grant to a U. S. film
company
right
to Russia
distribute all U.exclusive
S. films in
Soviet
and a monoply on the distribution
of Soviet pictures in the United1
States. The deal would also give
the U. S. company exclusive right
to sell equipment in Russia. Conshortly.
tracts are expected to be signed

Allied Wants Cancellation
Of All Blacklisted Films
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Privilege of cancelling pictures that arouse public protest is not sufficient, declares Allied
States Ass'n in a statement Saturday calling on distributors to authorDeclaring that the recent attacks
ize exhibitors to eliminate any picon the movies by "certain religious
tures(Continued
condemned by
the League of
on Page 4)
organizations
and public
other mind,
groups"
have confused the
the
National Council on Freedom from
Censorship, unit of the American
Hays a Kentucky General
Civil Liberties Union, issued a stateFrankfort, Ky — Will H. Hays has been
ment after a special meeting yesterappointed a general on the staff of
Governor Ruby Laffoon. This makes the
day calling on the "organizations
which have engendered the publicM. P. P. D. A. chief's second generalship, his first being the federal billet
ity" to clarify their attitude toward
of Postmaster General.
state and federal censorship of the
(Continued on Page 5)
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this for the reason that the standards
of the clergy are not the standards of
the masses, never have been, and never
will be. This clean-up campaign was in
order and will do the industry a lot of
good. The movies will no doubt continue
to keep free from uncalled for suggestiveness and smut and free from questionable
scenes and subjects, but they will not
become saccharine for the simple reason
tliat the hundreds of millions of film fans
in these United States will not stand by
and allow their favorite form of amusement go completely
pollyanna.

Frisco Paramount Corp.
Files Security Listing
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — San Francisco Paramount Corp. has filed registration
with the Federal Trade Commission
under a plan of readjustment of
Granada Realty Co., in which it is
proposed to issue $1,652,000 first
mortgage bonds to the Granada
Realty
Co. in
Bondholders'
Protective
Committee
consideration
of the
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Gravatt Heads A.C. Ass'n

Get More Nazi Reels

Cornelius Vanderbilt, Jr., sponsor of "Hitler's Reign of Terror", is
stated to have smuggled news pictures of the Berlin and Munich uprisings out of the continent and will
turn them over to Samual Cummins,
distributor of "Hitler's Reign," on
his arrival in London next week, for
shipment to America and inclusion
in the present release now being
shown in the U. S. Cummins sails
today on the Aquitania.

(Henry VIII
CHARLES
- LAUGHTON
In

a

Single

Sensational

Reel

fRANKIE and JOHNNIE'

DuWoRLD

Counterclaims totaling $2,066,082
interposed by William Fox in the
suit for $2,732,828 brought against
him by equity receivers for Fox
Theaters Corp. have been dismissed
by the Appellate Division of the
Supreme Court, Brooklyn.
Fox is being sued by the Theaters
Corp. through William E. Atkinson
and Alphonse Dryer, the equity receivers, for $1,152,000, the alleged
amount of a note signed by Mr. Fox,
on which he was given a release by
the
Corporation's
and Theaters
for $1,580,828
on andirectors,
alleged
stock purchase subscription, from
which he also was released by directors. The receivers claim that the
releases were granted by directors
whom he dominated, rendc-rmg the
release improper and void.
Mr. Fox's first counterclaim was
for $250,000 to cover expenses already incurred and likely in defending the suit. The second and third
counterclaims were for a total of
$1,816,082, which Fox claimed represented rent due on a lease held by
Fox Theaters on a San Francisco
theater. Fox alleged that the lease
was broken and that the theater
owners are looking to him for payment of the rent.

.om.ng a

nd G

JANET GAYNOR, now in New York with her
mother and Lillian Myhre. traveling companion, will sail shortly for a visit to Norway,
and
Denmark.

Sweden

ANN BRODY is expected in the east from
Hollywood this week to appear in summer stock.
RUBY KEELER is scheduled
week
for the Warner studios.

to leave next

MR. and MRS. CHARLES R. ROGERS and son,
John, together with MR. and MRS. VAL PAUL
and son, Val, Jr., arrive in New York today
from California on the Santa Paula.
IRENE BILLER, Hungarian screen actress, and
MRS. DAVID SARNOFF arrive in New York today from Europe
on the Leviathan.
WILL ROGERS flew from the coast to Lakewood, Me., on Friday to visit his daughter,
Mary, who is playing in summer stock with
the Lakewood
Players.

Ben Fuller After Capital
For Austrian Production
London — Sir Benjamin Fuller,
director of the Fuller circuit of
Australia, on his arrival here from
Hollywood, said the purpose of his
visit, included the negotiating of
finances to float an Australian production company along big lines.

transfer by that committee to the
Billy Gluck Joins Amuse. Supply
issuer of the property formerly
William (Billy) Gluck, equipment
Dubinskys
Protest
St.
Joe
Plan
owned by Granada. This property
Kansas
City — Complaint
against and projection engineer, has joined
is real estate in San Francisco on
Amusement
Supply Co. as sales
the
St.
Joseph
clearance
schedule
which is located the Paramount Themanager.
STOCK
MARKET
ater Building. No dividends were has been filed by Dubinsky Brothers.
AS OF SATURDAY) Net paid by Granada in 1932, 1933 or
1934. In 1931 Granada was a subHigh
Low
Close
Chg.
sidiary of Paramount Publix, which
. 13'/2
13!8
13Vi
20,000,000
SWEETHEARTS
was declared a bankrupt, March 14
99
98 '/2 99
+
%
1933. Among the officers of San
12S/8
12i/2
125/j, +
l/a Francisco Paramount
Corp. are W.
28
27};
28
+
%
3%
3%
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Vs B. Cokell, president; J. D. Van Wagoner, secretary, and M. F. Gow2
2
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I
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thorpe, treasurer, all of New York
4%
4%
4%
jCity.

FINANCIAL
(.QUOTATIONS

William Fox Is Denied
Claims for $2,066,082

PlCTUTO*.

729 SEVENTH

AVENUE

ULTIPUED

Atlantic City — Frank P. Gravatt,
president of the Atlantic City Steel
Pier Co., one of the largest amusement enterprises of the country, including among other things three film
houses, has been elected president of
the Atlantic City Amusement Men's
Ass'n., replacing William Fennan.
Alfred Hill, of the Million Dollar
Pier was named vice president and
Edward
J. O'Keefe,
veteran theater
owner, was
elected secretary.

BY
,000,000
We can't croon, but ve do know
how to weave carpets that win the
lasting good will of theatre owners
who use them. Year in and year

Photophone Contest Winners
Winners of the annual June sales
contest conducted by the Photophone
Division of the RCA Victor were
announced Saturday by E. O. Heyl
manager, who also reported a marked increase in the sale of Photophone High Fidelity sound apparatus for June over last year.
Prizes of the new RCA Victor allwave radio receivers are to be
awarded Bernard Sholtz, New York;
J. H. Owens, Washington, D. C, and
Seth D. Perkinh, Hollywood, who are
the
tion. winners of this year's competi-

out, Alexander Smith Premier and
Crestwood Carpets have been giving
satisfaction in the majority of the
country's most successful theatres.

ALEXANDER

SMITH

CARPET

■%

THE
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HOLD JULY 1 DEADLINE
ON ZONING PROTESTS
(Continued fiom Page

1)

heard this summer, but the new order extends the period to July 1
No deadline is fixed for completing
hearings and decisions on current
complaints, but the boards are ordered to work as expeditiously as
possible.
All appeals from decisions by exhibitors or distributors, including
those who have not assented to the
code, must be filed with the Code
Authority directly or through local
boards within five days after decisions are made or schedules published.

Allied Wants Cancellation
Of All Blacklisted Films
(.Continued

from

Page

1)

Decency. The most that exhibitors
will get out of the present plan will
be an argument with exchange managers in which the theater man is
most likely to lose, says Allied.

Fox Studios Working
On Ten Productions
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — In addition to the
new Warner Oland film, "Charlie
Chan in London," which went into
work a few days ago, and "Serenade," nearing completion, Fox has
four stories in preparation, while
four completed films are in the cutting room. Latter group includes
Janet Gaynor's "Servants' Entrance," Will Rogers in "Judge
Priest," Rosemary Ames and Russell Hardie in "Wanted," and
Charles Boyer and Loretta Young
in "Caravan." In preparation are
"Lottery Lover," "Music in the Air,"
"State vs. Elinor Norton" and
"Marie Galante."

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK
Today:
Row,

Annual picnic of Kansas
Kansas City, Mo.

City Film

Today: Testimonial dinner by M.P.T.O. of
Eastern Penna., Southern N. J. and Del
to Lewen Pizor, retiring president, Hotel
Bellevue-Stratford,
Philadelphia
July 17: Ohio Valley Independent Exhibitor
League meeting to consider new zoning
schedule, Cincinnati.
July 17: Annual convention of the Kinsas
and Missouri Theater Association, Hotel
Muehlbach,
Kansas
City.
July 18:

Annual outing of Boston motion picture post, American Legion. Recreation
Park,
Riverside,
Auburndale.
Mass.
July 25: Midwest convention of Ross Federal
Service,
Chicago.
Aug. 1-20:

Second
graphy, Venice,

Exhibition
Italy.

of

Aug. 22-24: Allied Theater Owners
Jersey convention,
Atlantic City
Sept. 16; North
dan, N. D.
Oct

Dakota

Cinematoof New

Allied meeting, Man-

29: S.M.P.E. Fall Meeting, Hotel Pennsylvania, New York
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Parade •

Picture

Distributor

Theater

Dancing
Mm
Stamboul
Quest
Old Fashioned Way
Whom
the Gods
Destroy
M~n
With
Two
Faces
Return
of the Terror
Call It Luck
(2nd week)
Baby,
Take
a Bow
(3rd week)
Of Human
Bondage*

General Pictures
M-G-M
Paramount
Columbia
First National
First National
Fox
Fox
RKO Radio

Cameo
Cspitol
Paramount
Music Hall
Strand
Rialto
M:yfair
Roxy
Palace

SUMMER CLOSINGS
MUCH BELOW NORMAL
(Continued from

Page

1)

will be at the highest ievel in several summers.
The Los Angeles territory had 11
reopenings against only five closings, while another important area,
Minneapolis, reports 15 openings
♦ TWO-A-DAY-RUN ♦
against 17 closings for the month.
The
World
Moves
On
(3rd week)
Fox
Criterion
The south will fare better as a result of higher prices for cotton, while
♦ FOREIGN LANGUAGE FILMS ♦
upturn
in grain prices will someIn the Land
of the Soviets
Amkino
Acme
what offset recent drought condiJuly 14
Protex
Little Carnegie
tions in the midwest.
,
Virtually no summer closings are
♦ FUTURE OPENINGS ♦
planned by the Balaban & Katz cirI Give My Love (July 17)
Universal
Mayfair
cuit of nearly 100 houses in the ChiHere Comes
the Navy
(July 18)
Warner Bros
Strand
His Greatest Gamble
(July 18)
RKO Radio
Rialto
cago district, it was stated by John
Balaban while in New York the past
H:use of Rothschild
(July 18)"
United Artists
Rivoli
Grand
Canary
(July 19)
Fox
Music Hall
week.
Notorious
Sophie
Lang
(July 20)
Paramount
Paramount
In eastern Pennsylvania only
Min and Bi!l (July 20)f
M-G-M
Capitol
Revival.
eight houses closed in June, partly
Follows Astor two-a-day run.
Subsequent run.
offset by five reopenings. The Cincinnati region, which usually has
quite a number of closings for the
Says
Movies
Don't
Hurt
Eyes
Making
'U' Short at Chicago Fair
Toronto — Films are not harmful hot months, reports only five houses
Chicago — A three-reel short with for normal eyes, states Dr. Henry going dark, against three openings
che past month.
A Century of Progress as its background is to be filmed this week. Aronsfeld, of Houston, pi-ominent
attending
delegates
800
the
among
Jack Townley, former RKO director
Double Feature Ban
and writer, arrived in Chicago a few the meeting of the American OptoHolding in Chicago
HoYork
Royal
the
at
Ass'n
metric
days ago with a troupe of camera(Continued from Page 1)
men and sound experts and, having
tel here. "If movies hurt the eyes,
it is the fault of the eyes, and not to develop, according to theatermen
received official approval of the fail- the movies. The rapid change of who are adhering to the plan. Virofficials, will start shooting at once.
tually all local theaters are chargThe picture, which will deal with the depth and perspective in pictures has icy.
ing admissions above ten cents, with
experiences of a country boy who no effect on normally developed
but a few houses playing indepenvisits the fair and falls in love with eyes," declares this authority.
dent product not in line in this pola show girl, will be made for UniRobbers
Get
$1,000
versal. Sally Rand, Buddy Rogers
Gainesville, Ga. — Burglars recentMary Carr, Arthur Lake, Lincoln
ly drilled a hole in the safe of the 2 Loew Pittsburgh Houses
Steadman and Jean Tracy will apRoyal,
owned by Frank Plaginos,
pear in it.
Go to(Continued
Stockholder
Group
and escaped with about $1,000.
from Page 1)
New Warner House to Open in Dec.
Federal
Corp.
They
meet
this
week
Appealing Chicago Zoning Case
Chicago — Plans for the 1,400-seat
to elect successors to Nicholas M.
Chicago — Following refusal of the Schenck and David Bernstein, who
Beverly theater, new Warner south
side house, have been completed and local clearance and zoning board to
as president and vice-presiconstruction is expected to start <?rant the Balaban & Katz request resigned
dent with the loss of control. A
this month, with opening to take for modification in the present fourth director elected to represent
place late in December. Roland F. seven-day cleai-ance, the case is to the common stock was Leopold
Perry and Helmuth Bartsch are the be appealed.
Friedman of New York.
architects. James E. Costen, Chicago district manager for Warners
Toeplitz Film to Cost $175,000
7,000 See Free Movie Show
is vice-president of the corporation
London — A budget of $175,000 has
An audience of more than 7,000
which owns the site and will erect
attended the opening show of the been set for "The Dictator," first
the house.
free summer movie series of the picture by the newly formed Toeplitz Productions, Ltd. It is a story
Hudson Guild in Chelsea Park. The
New House Likely at Steel Pier
if Denmark in the year 1700. Kurt
program, which includes community Bernhardt
will direct. Work starts
Atlantic City — Addition of an- singing, will be presented every Frinext month.
other theater is a possibility in the
day night.
enlargement of the Steel Pier, which
has more amusements this year than
Full-Week Vaude at Harding
ever before assembled in a single
Chicago — The Harding theater, B.
building.
& K. neighborhood house, has inaugurated a new policy of stage and
Film Exchange Gets Two-Reeler
screen programs for the entire week.
"Desert Dangers," two-reeler deal- This will be the first time in five
ing with snake hunting, has been
years that the Harding has had fullacquired by The Film Exchange week
stage shows.
from Edward J. O'Toole. H. Pergament of the Exchange is working on
Operators Must Get License
a deal for national release.
Jacksonville, Fla. — The City Council has passed an ordinance requirOppose M-G-M Trailer Activity
Atlanta — Both the South Eastern
ing projectionists to obtain a city license after having passed a state
Theater Owners and the Georgia
Barbara Stanwyck
Florida - Tennessee - Alabama Inde board examination as to their fitness
and
ability.
Before
applying
for
liGeorge Marion
pendent Theaters Ass'n have adoptcense, operator must have had one
ed resolutions opposing the entrance
of M-G-M in the trailer field.
I year's practical experience.
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CRUSADING GROUPS i
ASKED TO CLARIFY

COLUMBIA LAUNCHES
TEN 1934-35 PICTURES
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

1)

Night of Love," already completed
for the new program, Frank Capra
is progressing with "Broadway
Bill," starring Warner Baxter and
Myrna Loy; Russell Mack is directing the musical, "The Girl Friend";
Frank Craven has "That's Gratitude"
in work; Tim McCoy is beginning
his first action feature on the new
lineup; "Spring 3100" is being readied by Kubec Glasmon; Vera Caspary is similarly busy on "Sure
Fire" for Gene Raymond and Ann
Sothern, and "$25 an Hour," "Eight
Bells" and "The Depths Below" are
being put into shape to follow immediately.
Recently completed features on
the old program include: "Whom
the Gods Destroy," with Walter
Connolly; "Girl in Danger," with
Ralph Bellamy and Shirley Grey;
'Blind Date," with Ann Sothern,
Paul Kelly and Neil Hamilton; "The
Defense Rests," Jack Holt vehicle
with Jean Arthur; "Name the Woman," with Richard Cromwell and
Arline Judge; "Beyond the Law,"
final Tim McCoy western.
Nearing completion are "Among
the Missing," with Richard Cromwell and Henrietta Crosman, and
'The Captain Hates the Sea," with
John Gilbert, Victor McLaglen and
Wynne Gibson. "I'll Fix It," with
Jack Holt, and "Hello Big Boy" are
going in work.
Four two-reel comedies, one on
the old program and three for 193435, also are starting production.
Chicago Palace Cuts Scale
Chicago — A reduction in prices is
announced by the RKO Palace.
From opening until 2 o'clock the
price is now 25 cents; 2 until 6:30.
35 cents except on Saturday and
Sunday, when the price will change
at 5; after 6:30, 50 cents plus tax.
Children's
price
from
25 to 15
cents.will be reduced
Closes Chicago Deals
DuWorld has closed contracts with
3elham Pictures, Chicago, for distribution of "Bride of Samoa" and
['Beast
territory.of Borneo" in the Chicago

BIG
NEWS
AS

SEEN
BY
THE
PRESS
AGENT

"Ann
jamas."

Sothern

always

wears

blue

—COLUMBIA

\)

movies and their iplans regaling
"the stage, the book and magazine
publications,
the radio,
and the\
• •
• WOULD IT interest you to know how the Westerns
came to be born?
it all started about 1906
Colonel William N. Selig was then working for the Canadian
Pacific as a photographer
his job was to make movies
of cowboy atmosphere picked up along the western stretches
of the immense railroad system
the Nickelodeons were
springing up everywhere that gave the Colonel a bright
idea

T

T

▼

• •
• HE GATHERED
together an assortment of film
anywhere from 20 ft. to 300 ft. in length
cowboys in
roundups, riding shots, scenics, etc
he brought these
negatives to Chicago
his first studio was the back yard
of a modest house
and he went to work on the First
Western
an 800-foot reel composed of some of his Canadian Pacific shots
between which he worked in his backyard studio shots with an old stage coach and several ham
actors dressed up as cowboys
there wasn't much story
plot to this first horse opera, of course
and Westerns
have run true to type ever since
so between turning out
these Westerns and manufacturing his Selig Polyscope Projector
the Colonel managed to amass a sizable fortune.

•

•

• WHILE
OTHER
exhibs are yelling tuff times
a young lad in our hamlet has built up a circuit of 28
houses
and is Cleaning Up in a big way
referring to Max Cohen
entrepreneur of the Selwyn and Harris theaters en Forty-second Street
the banner houses
of his circuit and this is how he did it

•

•

• HE SAT back and figured astutely and sanely
that in these Recovery Times folks want amusement
and diversion
in an agreeable Atmosphere
BUT
at a Low Price
,so he started his 15-cent admish policy
put refrigerating systems into these two houses
dressed up the ushers
who are nice mannerly young
chaps
put a refined barker out front
also refined
fronts for every show
nothing cheap or tawdry
fixed up the interior with nice drapes and carpets
made
everything so that your grandma can attend and enjoy the show
Result
a lineup as soon as the houses open at
9:30 A. M
and a steady clicking at the toll gate right
through to the closing gong at midnite or later
just a
live gent with an idea on which he Cashed In
with a
score more houses all around the metropolitan territory doing
likewise
T
T
T
• •
• WE ARE planning a theater circuit ourself
inspired by Mister Max Cohen
the circuit will be called
the Legion of Decency the Slogan on all literature
"Dull and Simple — but CLEAN!"
every house will be
equipped with a church steeple and belfry
because our
circuit will be a hookup with the Church
we will only
run pix okayed by the Church
the bell will toll the cash
customers in
a percentage of the "take" will be kicked
back to the Church in the naborhood
just a business arrangement between Church and Theater
it's the ole gag
when you can't fight a guy
take him into partnership that's probably all he wanted from you in the
first place
a slice of the booty
and when you give
it to him
he's goin' to forget all his altruistic ideas for
the ready cash
which even a Church needs in order to
carry on these days

pa-

«

«

«

»

»

»

Among
those
signingCouncil
the statenewspapers?"
ment for the
National
were
Barrett H. Clark, playwright and
publisher; Elmer Rice, playwright,
vice-chairman of the National Council; and the following members of
the Council's executive committee:
Mary Ware Dennett, sociologist;
Henry J. Eckstein, attorney; Morris
L. Ernst, attorney; B. W. Huebsch,
publisher; Dr. Louis I. Harris,
former New York Commissioner of
Health; Alexander Lindey, attorney;
William A. Orr, editor; James
tary.
Rorty, writer; Harry Weinberger,
attorney; and Clifton Read, secreThe statement was sent to members of the interfaith council of the
Legion of Decency, to Cardinal
Hayes, the Motion Picture Research
Council, and other groups.
"In the absence of any constructive contribution by these self-appointed organizations", the statement concluded, "we fear they are
inevitably laying the foundations for
a form of censorship either governmental or religious, not only of the
movies, but of the stage, the radios,
and books, magazines, and the press.
To the first class of censorship we
are militantly opposed and we believe that any form of religious censorship would be subversive of the
religious liberty clauses in our basic
law, which guarantees the separation of Church and State."
No Cancellations in Canada
Toronto — No word has been received here regarding the right of
exhibitors to cancel films on moral
grounds, as granted to U. S. exhibitors last week. Colonel John A.
Cooper of the Motion Picture Distributors' Ass'n says such a privilege would make little difference in
Canada due to the efficient censorship practiced in the Dominion.
Evelyn Laye Finishes "Evensong"
London — Evelyn Laye has completed her latest picture, "Evensong," for Gaumont-British.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS
Shanghai at present has only two
producers of sound films and 15 producers of silents.
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the entire history of motion pictures have all critics
in such unbounded unanimous praise — it's in the air —
lere— Columbia's first for 1934-35 is a sensation—
lure record-maker COLUMBIA MARCHES ONI
IULLIO CARMINATI-LYLE
tcted by VICTOR

R-MY

TALBOT -MONA

SCHERTZINGER

—

AND
OTHERS

• • •

A

COLUMBIA

BARRIE

PICTURE

Screen play by
S. K. LAUREN,
and Edmund James
North Gotl-

COLUMBIA MARCHES ON.'
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N-E-W-S O-F T-H-E D-A-Y
Boston — The Scollay Square theater has closed again after a rocky
career in recent months. Complete
renovation is heing tried as a remedy, and Manager Alton K. Freeman is staying on to oversee proceedings.

I. T. 0. A. Product Committee to Meet
The committee appointed by the I. T. 0. A. to study and make recommendations
as to the character of product will meet in a few days to organize and lay its plan
of procedure.
Attorney
Bernard
Barr is chairman
of the goup.

Charlotte. — The following theater
changes are reported here: Swain,
Bryson City, taken over from D. V.
Wright by C. R. Reagan; Richmond,
Rockingham, formerly operated by
Sampson Theaters, now under the
Boston — Four distinct tieups with management of H. W. Wall, owner
of
the building; Arcadia, Beaufort,
three different Boston newspapers,
running at the same time, is the formerly operated by W. A. Murphy,
record made by Joseph A. DiPesa, now being operated by J. H. Ross.
publicity manager of Loew's theEdgefield, So. Caro.— The Strand,
aters here. Picture was "Return of
closed for some time, is now open
Bulldog Drummond."
under the management of Allen
L. Rhame formerly manChicago — The Lexington, 715 S. Harper.aged theM.house.
Crawford, has been sold by Saperstein Brothers to the Lexington
Grove, N. J.— The Strand,
Theater Corp., of which I. Schwager on Ocean
the boardwalk, is being reopened
is president. House is scheduled to
by
the
Hughfalk
Amusement Co., of
reopen about the middle of August.
which Fred W. Falkner is president,
after extensive alterations and modernization with Photophone High
Cherniavsky
Contract Renewed
Fidelity sound equipment. New
Chicago — Balaban & Katz have carpeting, new seats and a new
renewed the contract of Josef screen are among the improvements
Cherniavsky, musical director of the made.
Chicago theater, to July, 1935. A
substantial salary increase also was
Richmond, Va. — The National, a
given him. Cherniavsky formerly Wilmer & Vincent house, has rewas musical director for Unievrsal.
placed its old sound with new Photophone High Fidelity reproducing apparatus.
Acquires "Colonel Blood"
General Pictures Exchange has r
acquired U. S. distribution rights to
"Colonel Blood," a Sound City production which M-G-M distributed in
England. Cast includes Frank Cellier, Anne Grey, Mary Lawson and
By CHARLES
Allan Jeayes.

Boston — Frank Henson, formerly
assistant manager at Loew's State,
has gone to managt the Bijou in
New Haven, a Poli house.

Passaic, N. J. — Maury Miller sucThomaston, Ga. — W. A. Odom and
ceeds Max Hecht as the manager
J. B. Hardy, who also operate the
Silvertown and Five Points local of the Rialto. Hecht has taken over
the
Plaza
theater in Paterson. Milhouses, have arranged for the immediate installation of new RCA
ler is Hecht's brother-in-law.
Victor High Fidelity sound equipment in the Ritz.
Hartford, Conn. — The Palace has
closed for the summer, followed by
the Cameo. Closing the Cameo
Berkeley Springs, W. Va. — The tainment.
the city without flesh enterBerkeley has been reopened with leaves
Photophone High Fidelity sound apparatus by its new owner, Ernest
Beverly, Mass. — The Larcom has
L. Johnson. It will be operated by been
closed for the next five weeks
James Arthur Carter.
for renovation. It reopens in September, with Thomas Woodbury replacing Paul Purdy as manager.
Holton, Kans. — Ferd J. Ledoux,
who also operates the Star, which
Mendon, Mass. — Nipmuc Park has
is now closed for the summer, has
installed new RCA Victor High been opened for straight pictures
Fidelity .sound equipment in the by D. Barnes.
Perkins.
Birmingham — George Nealens, assistant manager of the Alabama, is
on vacation in Panama City, Fla.
Berlin, Wis. — E. M. Starkey, who
now operates the Opera House, it
remodeling the Bellis Bldg., housing
the Rex, and enlarging capacity ol
the latter to 500 seats.

Short Shots from Eastern Studios

G.-B. Signs Mendes for Two
London — Lothar Mendes, who recently directed "Jew Suss" for Gaumont-British, has been signed by the
company to handle two more. They
are "King of the Damned," with
ConradVeidt
Veidt,andandMadeleine
"Anna Karenina,"
with
Carroll.
Milwaukee
Zoning Meet July 24
Milwaukee — Any objections to the
clearance and zoning schedule approved July 11 will be heard at s
meeting of the board July 24 in the
Hotel Schroeder, Secretary Ben
Koenig announces.
De Mille Defends Supervisors
We

I Coast Buy., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — No
longer
the
butt
of
jokes,
supervisors
have
proven
their
worth,
declares
Cecil B. De Mille.
"These men are doing really constructive work and have obviated the
confusion and lost motion which would
result from one executive, no matter
how able, trying to give guidance to,
say, eight pictures simultaneously under
production.^

DOSCO ATES, who has just been
signed by Sam Sax, production
chief at the Brooklyn Vitaphone
Studio, is having a script readied
for him by King Cole and Dolph
Singer. Lloyd French has been assigned to direct and the short will
mark the reunion of director and
star who have worked together in
feature
length comedies in Hollywood.

•

The story for the first of the series
of "Song Hit ' Series to be produced
for Educational release by the Al
Christie production unit has been
written by Bert Granet. Production
will be at the Hayes & Beall studios
in Oceanside, L. I., with work scheduled to get under •way about July 25.

Silver City, N. M. — The new theater built by Eddie Ward, mayor
and one of the Gibraltar group with
headquarters in Denver, is installing Western Electric sound and will
probably open about Aug. 15.

ALICOATE
ing, acrobatic gymnastics, must have
a solo specialty act and some dramatic training besides meeting the
usual tests of figure and face.

•

Joan Gallagher with Addison
Cleveland — H. M. Addison, promoted to a new Loew circuit district post with headquarters in Boston, takes along Joan Gallagher as
his secretary. Like Addison, she
has been with Loew for seven years.
Eddie Krofta Running Hotel
Milwaukee — Eddie Krofta, former
booker and later salesman for the
United Artists exchange here, is
now teloperating
the LakeWis.
Keesus Horesort at Merton,
Lubin Staging Vivian Cosby Play
Arthur Lubin will produce at the
Coast a new play by Vivian Cosby,
who
wrote "Trick
which
Fox filmed.
Later for
the Trick,"
play will
be
presented on Broadway.
Sam

Wood

in Ireland

London — Sam Wood, M-G-M di"Bless You", the first of Educarector, has concluded his visit here
tional's new series of musical come- and left for a tour of Ireland and
dies, goes into work today with the Scotland. He returns to London
Port Washington Long Island sound
ferry providing the background for before sailing back to America.
the comedy elopement scenes. The
Harbula Moves Headquarters
short will feature the Picken Sisters
Wheaton, 111.— M. G. Harbula and
and Solly Ward in the principal
roles. Al Christie is directing the Associates, consulting air conditioning engineers, have moved their
musical with Fred Scheld assisting
and George Weber doing the camera headquarters to 303 Gary Ave. here.
work. "Bless You" is an original
story by William Watson and
Nugent Pleads for Stage
Arthur Jarrett, with songs by
James Hanley and Benny Davis.
West Coast Buy.. Till-. FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Death of the legitimate
Ferde Grofe and his radio orchestra
theater would deal a costly blow tc
will furnish the instrumental music.
the motion picture as it would elim-

When it comes to versatility, Sam
Sax's chorus of beauties at the
•
Brooklyn Vitaphone studio constitute
one of the most versatile dancing
Production was completed Saturchoruses in show business today.
day at the Vitaphone studio on the
Qualifications for entrance into the latest "Rambling 'Round Radio
Vitaphone chorus are particularly Row" one-reel subject featuring
severe. The entrant must be an Arthur Boran, Irene Taylor, Cross
adept at trapeze work, ballet danc- and Dunn, Mary Small, and others.

inate "the best experimental laboratory
in the world for pictures," according
to Elliott Nugent, Paramount director
"I feel that for every person wh;
stays away from the picture because
they have seen it as a play on tho
stage, ten more will come because they
have heard of the play and are interested," says Nugent.

As REAL as Life Itself!
Made for that vast public
which likes:
CLEAN HUMOR
HEALTIiy LAUGHTER
WHCLESCME EUN
STURDY DCYIiCCD
UCMELypiilLCICPHy
m>i\i Hir am
A TOUCH Cr PATHOS

SOL LESSER

Jackie
OPER

or

(by special arrangement with M.GMA

THOMAS MEICHAN - JACKIE SEARL
DOROTHY PETERSON *"</0. P. HECCIE
Adaptation, Continuity and Dialogue by

BERNARD

andSCHUBERT

MARGUERITE

ROBERTS

PRODUCTION NEARING COMPLETION
directed by

aA^CARD

F. CLINE
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A "LITTLE" from HOLLYWOOD

By RALPH WILK
COMETHING new will be offered
° in "My Grandfather's Clock," a
two-reel novelty which has just gone
into production at M-G-M. It is described as a detective ,story in
rhyme and rhythm, burlesquing the
Sherlock Holmes and Philo Vance
type of fiction. It is to be produced in Technicolor. Felix E. Feist,
who prepared the screen play and
lyrical continuity from an idea by
Dick Goldstone, is to direct.
T

T

"LOTS

erine Doucet and Gavin Gordon in
"Wake Up and Dream."
▼
T
T
T
T
T
Columbia castings: Leon Errol,
"Jan of the Jungle," an original
by Otis Delbert Kline, has been Del Henderson for "The Captain
Sea"; Ward Bond, Sambought by Universal and will be Hates uel the
S. Hinds, Harry Todd for
made into a serial. Kline is rep- "Broadway Bill."
resented by Adeline Alvord.

Sell Anything"; Arthur Aylesworth
for "Six-Day Bike Rider."

T

▼

▼

Universal has cast Douglas Montgomery in "Gift of Gab," and Cath-

Air"; Lucien Littlefield, Henry Kolker for "Serenade"; Marjorie Rambeau for "Man Lock," formerly
"Sand Hog"; Claire Trevor for
//"State vs. Elinor Norton";
Helen
Morgan for "Marie Galante"; Sterling Holloway for "Lottery Lover";
Reginald Owen for "Music in the
Air"; Alan Mowbray, Murray KinFox Assignments: Nick Foran for nell, Douglas Walton for "Charlie
"Marie Galante" and "Music in the
Chan in London."

T

Franchot Tone, Jean Muir and
Margaret Lindsay will have the
three important leading roles in
Warner's "Just Out of College"
(temporary title). Alfred E. Green
has been assigned to direct.
T

T

K
C
A
B

T

Leo Tover, Paramount cameraman, was taken ill this week on the
set where he was filming "You Belong To Me" with Lee Tracy and
Helen Mack. Al Gilks, of the Paramount staff, will replace him during his absence.
T

T

▼

"Soldier Woman," by Charles L.
Clifford, has been purchased by
Paramount for Carole Lombard. This
is the second Lombard vehicle secured within a week, the first being
Damon Runyon's "Maybe a Queen."
T

T

T

Bertram Millhauser and Beulah
Marie Dix have been added to the
writing staff at the Paramount to
work on the treatment of B. P.
Schulberg's "War is Declared."
T

T

T

Charles Barton, recently elevated
to a full-fledged director at Paramount, will megaphone "Wagon
Wheels," an outdoor romance, as his
first directorial effort.
T

T

will he

T

come back to

John Farrow, well known author
and playwright, becomes a director
at M-G-M this week, being assigned to handle the megaphone on the
first of a series of two-reel musicals. The picture, titled "Beauty
and Truth," also was written by
Farrow.

T

Y

▼

T

T

T

YOUR

A pain in the back doesn't help your box
office. People won't endure uncomfortable
chairs. Easy, restful seating builds
"come-back-again" patronage.

Monogram has borrowed Bruce
Cabot from RKO for "The Redhead,"
which Meville Brown will direct
from Vera Brown's novel. Others
cast for the picture so far includes
Grace Bradley from Paramount,
Berton Churchill, and Regis Toomey.

Ask Us,

Florence Fair, Broadway character actress recently signed by Warner-First National, has arrived on
the coast by boat from New York.

T

T

▼

T

T

T

Paul Kruger has been signed by
Paramount for "Pursuit of Happiness," starring Francis Lederer with
Joan Bennett, Charlie Ruggles and
Mary Boland.
Warner-First National cast assignments: Hobart Cavanaugh,
Harry Tyler, Russell Hopton for "I'll

THEATRE AGAIN?

"How

can I reseat and

pay

for new chairs conveniently?"
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125 Theaters Affected by San Francisco Strike

TWO PARAM'T THEATER PARTNERSHIPS EXTENDED

M. P. T. O. A. Mapping Fight Against Non-Theatricals

Ed Kuykendall Lining Up
Data on Unfair
Competition
In a move to combat the growing
competition of non-theatrical performances, President Ed Kuykendall of the M.P.T.O.A. has issued
a call to all exhibitors, regardless
of affiliation, to write him as Chairman of the Unfair Trade Practice
Committee of the Code Authority,
giving details of unfair competitive
practices prevailing in their communities. With the code restricting
{Continued

on Page

5)

N R A NAMES GROUP
ON N.Y. LABOR SURVEY
Bv
FILM

LESLIE
F.
DAILY
Staff

STONE
Correspondent

Washington — In lieu of Donald K
Wallace and another member of
NRA's Research and Planning division making a survey of skilled
labor employment in the motion picture industry in New York, as announced recently, the magnitude of
(Continued

on

Page

8)

Famous Players Group
Signs for RKO Lineup
RKO's entire 1934-35 lineup of
product has been signed by the Famous Players Canadian circuit, involving about 125 situations, in a
deal closed in Canada by Jules Levy,
vice-president and general sales
manager of RKO Distributing Corp.,
and Leo Devaney, district manager.
J. J. Fitzgibbons and Ben Geldsaler
acted for the circuit.
Speeding

Up

Appeals

In order to clear the way for circuit
buyers and individual operators to negotiate for next season's product, the Code
Authority is speeding up the hearings
on all appeals from local clearance
and zoning board decisions. It if
planned to render final decisions on
these cases within the next two weeks

Pete Woodhull Picked as Film Arbiter in Dover, N. J.
Dover, N. J. — Following a conference of the Better Films Committee of the Women's Club with ministers and educators of Dover and vicinity, Mrs. Grace Boll, president of the Women's Club, has invited R. F. Woodhull to act as reviewer for coming
pictures. The groups, which also went on record against block booking and blind buying, plan to issue lists of approved subjects for distribution in schools and to the general
public. Woodhull, better known to the industry as "Pete," for years national president
of the M.P.T.O.A , says he is taking the matter under consideration.

PHILLY UNIONS DEMAND OMAHA'S AGE HOUSE
CURB ON BOYCOTTING
VICTIM OF CRUSADE

New Deals for Year Given
to Trendle-Patterson
and Lucas-Jenkins
One-year extensions on two theater partnership deals have been arranged by the Paramount Publix
trustees, the Film Daily learns. Operators who have been given renewals of last year's contracts are
George W. Trendle and Willard Patterson, handling the Detroit houses,
Detroit, and Lucas and Jenkins of
Atlanta. All other partnership contracts are being reviewed by the
trustees' (Continued
advisory oncommittee
to dePage 5)

Omaha — Due to loss of bookings
Philadelphia — Demand that the as a result of the cleanup crusade,
general boycott of movies be modi- the Paramount Theater, ace house
fied immediately has been made by here, will close Wednesday following the current picture, "Old Fashthe Musicians Protective Ass'n,
ioned Way". "Madame DuBarry",
with the Central Labor Union of
'Born to be Kissed" and the Mae
Philadelphia concurring in the rePage 5)"It Ain't
formerlyon called
quest. The unions ask that black- West film(Continued
listing be applied only to objectionBy WILLIAM
SPECHT
able films, and not to theaters. Ar- Censorship Threat Brings
FILM
DAILY
Staff
Correspondent
bitrary action against all movies
New
Orleans
—
Federal Judge
Action Against Dual Bills Wayne Borah has appointed
will only swell the ranks of the unV.
Grand Rapids — Following decision Richards temporary trusteeE. for
employed, itis pointed out.
by local groups seeking censorship Saenger Theaters and Saenger
that they would ask elaborate cen- Realty under the new bankruptcy
(Continued on Page 5)
sorship rules unless double features
Denver Exhibitors Charge
are banned, it is expected that the
Discrimination by Board duals will be dropped by September
Warner Bros. Close Deal
Denver — Aroused at the code or October. Major distributors are
understood to have assured H. M.
With Interstate Circuit
board decisions ordering several theaters tc stop bank nights, country ^irhey, manager of Michigan Allied,
that
they
will
cooperate
to
that
Complete
output of Warner-First
stores and cash nights, while Harry
end. About 97 per cent of local National features and Vitaphone
Huffman's theaters continue their exhibitors
shorts
for
1934-35
has been signed
are reported ready to fall
weeekly auto giveaways, 36 of the
40 exhibitors
in this area
have in line and the others are expected by the Interstate Circuit, it is announced
Sears, sales
exe(Continued on Page 8)
to be brought around.
cutive.bv Grad
Carl Leserman
and Fred
Jack acted for the comoany in closing the deal with the 75 Hoblitzelle
and O'Donnell houses.

E, V. RICHARDS NAMED
TEMPORARY TRUSTEE

San Francisco Theaters Closed
As General Strike Cripples City
Mass. to Get Measure
Permitting Cancellations

San Francisco — Theaters and
other places of amusements depending upon union musicians and stageBoston — A bill that would permit
hands were closed yesterday as laany theater to cancel a picture on
bor staged a general walkout in
complaint of even a small number
striking longshoreof personssentative
willAlexander
be filed
by Repre-in sympathy
men. Withwith
transportation
tied up,
F. Sullivan
the city was practically paralyzed.
the next session of the state legislature.
(Continued on Page 8)

New NRA Appeals Body
IVash. Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washinzton — Headed by Amos J
Peaslee, New York lawyer, a three-mar
Industrial Appeals Board has been sat
up by Gen. Johnson to act on all complaints of inequitable application of
NRA codes, particularly as they affect
small independents. John S. Clement,
president of Sandura Co., Philadelphia
is the second member, with one more
to be chosen.
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13 One-Reel Novelties
Clergyman Sees Crusade
Failing In Its Purpose
Being Made by Ideal
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olics."
Shirley
4 Weeks at Roxy

FINANCIAL
NEW

Am.
Seat
Columbia Picts.
Con.
East.

Fm
Ind.
Kodak

Fox

Fm.

Loew's,

YORK

STOCK

vtc.

High
4%
273/8

Low Close
Chg
4%
4% —
i/4
273/8 273/8 —
5/r

13'/8
99

13
13
973/8 97%

—
—
—

pfd...

"A"

Inc

Paramount

ctfs

Pathe "A"
RKO
Warner
Bros

Gen.
Keith
Loew
Par.
Par.
Par.

Net

12V4

liy2

11%

26%

26% —

3%

3%

193/8
2%
4%

1914
2
4%

YORK

CURB

NEW

YORK

13%
BOND

Technicolor

MARKET

27%

NEW

Th. Eq. 6s40. . 7
A-0
6s46... 67'A
6s 41ww
1003,4
By. 5'/2s51
40%
By. 5'/2s51 ctfs. 40
5%s50
ctfs... 473^

3%

l/2
1%
1

1%

—

\i

193/8 —
2
—
4% —

1/
V,
l/f

MARKET
13%
13%
MARKET

+

'/

7
7
—
%
67l/4
67'/4
....
1003^ 1003/4 —
1/
40
40% +
Vi
40
40
47'/4
47i/4 —
%

Pathe 7s37

993A

993^

993/4 +

y4

Warner's

53%

53y4

53%

%

6s39

Criticizing the church crusade
against films because of its attempt
to set up a morality for works of
art and creating a confusion between morality and the protection
of children, Karl M. Chworowsky,
a clergyman writing in Sunday's
"Times", declares "the current agitation against so-called indecent
films is going the way of previous
and similar agitations simply because it starts from the same premises of confusion and ignorance."
He is particularly opposed to permitting religious prejudice to dictate tastes in art or amusement.
Another dissenting note was voiced Sunday by Dr. Charles Francis
Potter before the First Humanist
Society at Steinway Hall. He declared that the experiment of the
churches in prohibition had shown
them to be "incompetent moral
judges disqualified by American
public opinion," and "church censorship of movies is likely to develop into forcing upon us a list of
approved pictures as innocuous, insipid and inane as the white list of
books approved by the Roman Cath-

+

State-Lake Reorganizing
Chicago — The State-Lake Building Corp., owner of the State-Lake
Theater Building, has instituted reorganization proceedings in federal
court under the new bankruptcy
laws. Liabilities are listed as $2,203,679.
Sign Writer for Spanish Series
Alfredo Le Pera, prolific writer of
originals and lyrics for Spanish
language pictures, has been signed
by Frank Z. Clemente and Lewis
Maisell to prepare the story, dialogue and lyrics for the first of a
series of six pictures which will be
produced in the East under the Latin
Artists Pictures Corp. banner. Le
Pera has long been associated with
Carlos Gardel, the Argentine star,
and has been responsible for "Luces
de Buenos Aires," "Esperame,"
"Melodia da Arrabal" and "Questa

Definite decision was reached yesterday to hold over "Baby, Take a
Gamby on Midwest Tour
Bow", with Shirley Temple, for a
Maria Gambarelli (Gamby), who
fourth week at the Roxy. Only three Abajo."
other pictures have had a run of has just concluded performances in
Grauman's Chinese the"his length in the history of the two ofaterthe
prologues, will make a brief
house. They are "Street Angel", tour of mid-western cities. Her first
"Cockeyed World" and "Common
appearance will be at the RKO Palace, Chicago, where she will be asClay".
sisted by the same troupe of girls
Brock Colors "Here Comes Navy"
that were with her in Hollywood
Gustav Brock has completed hand- Miss Gambarelli also is slated for an
colorinjr of several scenes in Warner's "Here Comes the Navy" for appearance at the Hollywood Bowl
its opening at the Strand. Se- the latter part of August.
quences colored include firing of
guns, flames and night scenes of a Howard Green's Play for Broadway
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
boat approaching a battleship.
Hollywood — Howard J. Green
Western
Producers
Here on Deals Paramount
writer, will have his new
Bernard B. Ray and Harry S. nlay, "Hapny Ending", produced on
Webb, producers of the Tom Tyler, Broadway this fall. Green, who has
Jack Perrin and Bud 'N' Ben west- iust completed the screen play for
erns, have arrived in New York to 'The Lemon Drop Kid", with Lee
arrange for 1934-35 releases of their Tracy and Helen Mack under the
direction of Marshall Neilan, adaptproduct.
ed his play from a story by Margel
Auer Films to Be Features
Gluck and Michael Markham, memSeries of classic pictures which
bers of a studio reading department.
John H. Auer is to produce and direct, starting probably with "Rip Bell & Howell 16mm. Rental Library
Van Winkle" in the east, will be feaChicago — A 16mm. sound-on-film
ture-length productions, not shorts.
rental library with branches in various key cities has been established
Maurice White in Exhibition
Bell & Howell. About a hundred
Cincinnati — Maurice White has by
resigned from the Warner exchange 400-foot reels from Educational and
to take charge of the Forest and other producers are now available in
Nordland theaters, suburban houses, the library.
tive charge. H. A. Spanuth is in acrecently acquired by Abe Libson
brother of Ike Libson.
Hepburn Vehicle Starting
Songwriters to Meet on Coast
We*t Coast Bureau
of THE FIT M DAILY
West

Herschel
Stuart
James Cagney
Al Bondy
Jack Conway
Frank
Whitbeck

Ideal Pictures is producing a series of thirteeen one-reel novelties
titled Ideal Whatnots, four of which
have been completed. The first four
titles are "Camera Thrills," "Happy
Daze," "Strange Hobbies" and
"Something for Nothing."

Coast Bureau

Los
of the
will be
mund
P. A.,

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Angeles — A special meeting
Songwriters' Protective Ass'n
held here tomorrow with SigRomberg, president of the S.
presiding.

Hollywood
— "The
Little Minister.'*
first
of three
pictures
in which
Katharine Hepburn will be starred
by RKO next season, is being prepared by Pandro Berman to go in
work July 23.

dG

.ommg an
JACK COHN,
accompanied by
in New York this
a conference
on

vice-president of Columbia,
NATE SPINGOLD, will arrive
morning on the Century fro™
the Coast.

ROBERT DONAT, English stage and screen
star who has just completed the leading role
in "The Count of Monte Cristo" for Reliance
arrived from Hollywood yesterday by plan2
He sails for England on Saturday.
JULES LEVY, RKO sales chief, returns thlatter part of the week from Canada.
RUBY KEELER is now scheduled to leave next
Monday for the coast to start work at First
day.
National
in "Flirtation Walk."
CHARLES R. ROGERS, who arrived yesterday
from the coast on the Santa Paula, left immediately for Boston. He will return ThursJOHN W. HICKS, JR., vice-president ir
charge of Paramount International Corp., departs forinspection
London ontohis
customary
visit of
England
and semi-annua'
Continent I
Europe by the Manhattan tomorrow. He wil
bo absent from New York for about two months
at

LUCIEN HUBBARD is due to leave Hollywood
the end of the week en route to Europe.

LILY
Saturday
on

MESSINGER,
for England

J. J. SHUBERT
the Paris.

RKO talent scout, sails
on the Paris.

returns from

abroad

today

ANDY (Charles J. Correll) of Amos n
Andy sails tonight on the Bremen for a vacation abroad.
HARRY RICHMAN leaves Thursday for Hollywood by plane to sign contracts with Columbia
for two musical films.
a

JOHN R. FREULER returned yesterday fron
trip through
the Middle
West.

Dual Bills at Hanna, Cleveland
Cleveland — Fred Clary has reopened the Hanna, legit house, with
double features at a new low scale
of 10 and 15 cents for matinee and
25 cents at night. Lowest price at
other downtown houses is 30 cents
at night. Opsning program included
a Monogram and a First Division
release.
"Navy" Opening Put Off
Opening of Warner's "Here Comes
the Navy" at the New York Strand
has
beenevening.
changed from tomorrow to
Friday

-' ■;.

COVERS
EVERYTHING

& H1 1

1 can't begin to tell
,-ble.
you how much 1 appreciate
the
Film
Daily Year Book.
In
trade association work
it

is

really

invalu-

David

Palfreyman.

Dept.

Service,
of
Theater

M.

P. Producers cV .
Distributors of
America, Inc.

1,000 Pages — Free to
Film Daily Subscribers.
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Right in the middle of New York's blazing heat wave . . .

FIRST 3-week run at the world's
largest theatre in nearly
3 years .... and that was with
"Bad Girl" (also FOX). Typical of
the business this phenomenal FOX
star is doing the country over.
Watch for her next FOX picture.

n

BABY TAKE
A BOW
with

SHIRLEY TEMPLE
JAMES
DUNN
CLAIRE TREVOR
MAN

DINEHART

Produced by John Stone
Screen pfpy by Philip Klein and
E. E. Paramore, Jr.
Based on a play by James P. Judge
Directed by Harry Lachman
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EXPLOITETTES

TIMELY TOPICS

Whirlwind Campaign
for World Premiere

Sees Television Next Great
Development in Films
'pHERE
is no important
doubt thattechthe
next really
nical development in pictures
will be television. The possibilities are already being feverishly explored and investigated.
When television is finally
achieved everyone will be able
to sit at home and see their
films by the fireside. Of course,
this state of affairs will not be
reached for some time. I do
not believe that the kinemas
will be abolished, but in the
new circumstances it will be
possible to broadcast all current films from one center.
From one main projection thousands of theaters throughout
the whole world could be supplied, which will mean fewer
copies, fewer films, and improvement in quality. Other
developments are also being exploited. One of these is contour and perspective, and the
other color. At present, the
camera is able to give us only
"flat" photographic representation, but the time will come
when we shall see all "form"
with its true contours and relief. Color is only at present
in an elementary stage, and it
has rarely so far proved satisfactory. The only successful
color films at the moment are
Walt Disney's famous Silly
Symphonies. I believe that the
English film production could,
and should, lead the world.
England has reached the top
rung of the ladder in technical
accomplishment. It builds the
best cars, and has the most
magnificent railways. Furthermore, England has produced the
greatest poets and writers. She
has produced the best actors,
like Chaplin, Laughton, Arliss,
Colman, Clive Brook and others;
and even though most of them
work in Hollywood, that does
not alter the fact. Then also,
in the studios the British are
excellent workers. They are
ambitious for solid, serious and
reliable work. The English
film industry, which was formerly not taken seriously, is now
not only respected and admired,
but also considered capable of
competing with, and even surpassing the best American productions. What faults there are
in British production lie mainly
with the producer. Generally,
having graduated from silent
pictures, he is bound by conventions, and by wrong impressions of the possibilities of the
talkies. He lacks imagination,
which is a pity; for if he had
this, he could conquer the
world, just as Alexander Korda
has made a world reputation
for English films — particularly
in America.
— Dr. Paul Czinner
of London Films.

•
•
trouble
rumors

• IT SEEMS that those rumors of theater company
involving RKO
are frittering out as just
from M. H. Aylesworth down
we find assurances of cooperation between the RKO group and the Meehan interests which moved in on the KAO corporation
only recently Aylesworth took occasion to deny stories that
seemed to point to conflict between the Proctor company and the
KAO group . . these same assurances also come from the KAO
people whose theaters are numerically the largest group
in the RKO set-up
so we are taking these statements at
their face value
for the same operating crew is still running things
and from present indications
will continue RKO is not worrying over the acquisition by Consolidated of notes against the company for Consolidated
has always had a close association with RKO

•
•
• THE
ONLY
four-way
contract in Hollywood
is
owned by James Gleason
he is under contract to Fox to
serve in four capacities
as required
actor, writer, director or dialogue director
Walter Abel has been signed
for "Merrily We Roll Along," which Sam Harris will produce
at the Music Box Sept. 29
Neat publicity stunt by Abe
Meyer and Raymond Nazarro for their shorts series, depicting
the
a rabbit's foot mailed
on a origin
card of popular superstitions

• •
• LATEST NEWS among the Church Crusaders
At a naborhood house in Philly the manager noted three kids
step from the sidewalk into the gutter as they came opposite
the theater
a fourth kid stayed on the sidewalk and kept
walking the other kids grabbed him and yanked him into
the gutter with them
"Dontcha know," yelled one of the
youngsters at the offender, "that it's a sin to go near a movie
theayter?"
Incidentally, theaters in the Philly district
that have been forced to close through lack of patronage
are going to wait for the store owners to protest for the
dealers in the vicinity of the picture houses have been hit hard
by the loss of customers, and are grumbling Up in New
Hampshire a priest in a small town has adopted the picketing
system
he stands outside the front of the theater nightly
and scares his parishioners away
they just tip their
hats
he doesn't have to say a
word to him and keep on walking

T

T

T

• • • A LUNCHEON is being given today at Sardi's by
the Paramount International Corp
to the New York correspondents for Latin-American publications
after lunch
they will attend a private shewing of "Cuesta Abajo"
the Carlos Gardel film that was recently completed at the Eastern Service studios
Ina Ray Hutton and Her Melodears,
who stopped the show as guest artists of Ed Sullivan last week
at Loew's State
will be featured on the stage of the Metropolitan in Brooklyn for the week beginning July 20

•
•
• IT MAY not mean anything to you
but Ed
Wynn's right name is Isadore Leopold
we know a guy who
went to school with him in Philly
Ed's first amateur act
to amuse the other youngsters was a hat that he twisted into
all kinds of shapes
Continuing its plan of devoting lobby
space to interesting hobbies
the Roxy has placed on view
a collection of rare birds
a large specially constructed
aviary has been installed in the rotunda

«

«

«

»

»

»

RETURNING
compliment
to the UnitedtheStates
Navy,
which cooperated in the production of "Here Comes The
Navy" in California, Warner
Bros, held the world premiere
of this feature at the Loew's
State theater in Norfolk, coincident with the arrival of the
fleet at this naval base. A special advance campaign was prepared for the premiere by Sid
Davidson,
the company's
home
office.ofAmong
the many
ballyhoos put over for this
showing were the following:
special feature stories in the
local dailies signed by James
Cagney; by means of a tieup
with Borden's Radio Hour, both
James Cagney and Pat O'Brien,
the stars of the picture, broadcast a special message to the
fleet at Norfolk, from Hollywood. A tieup with Old Gold
cigarette netted half page ads
in local and suburban newspapers
the picture's
opening.
Theplugging
Old 10,000
Gold
corporation distributed
of the
Norfolk newspapers carrying
this ad to seamen and officers
of the fleet. Special window
posters, featuring pictures of
James Cagney and copy on the
picture, were planted in cigar
stores, in addition to giant enlargements ofthe posters placed
in all local Loew theaters and
other cigar stores. With the
cooperation of the Norfolk
Chamber of Commerce, the Old
Gold ad was used as the nucleus
for a full page cooperative ad.
A tieup with Postal Telegraph,
resulted in 1000 window displays of Jumbo Telegrams from
Cagney to the fleet, in which the
star thanked the Navy for its
cooperation in helping to make
the picture. The same message, on regular size telegrams,
was mailed
city'sofresidents a week toin the
advance
the
opening. Other stunus included
space in
to the
Norfolk"
issued
to athe"Guide
men of
fleet;
publicity
storieswith
fromtheBorden's
in conjunction
special
broadcast; a sail boat ballyhoo
circulated among the ships,
carrying picture title, theater
and playdate on its canvas sails;
bulletin board announcements
on ships, in navy yards, navy
YMCA, naval base and Chamber of Commerce; three spot announcements (5 minutes each
over station WTAR); orchestrations of the picture's theme
song, "Hey, Sailor," planted
with radio orchestras, and displayed in music store windows;
100 tire covers, sixty on cabs
of the Norfolk Taxi Co., and
forty on private cars; 200 regular window cards, in addition
to special window displays, with
mounted
8x10 scene stills.
— Loew's State, Norfolk.
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MPTOA MAPPING WAR
ON NON-THEATRICALS
(Continued from Page

1)

the theater owner on lotteries, Kuykendall points out, the giveaway
practice in various forms is spreading around in ball parks, tent shows,
hails, auditoriums and even abandoned theaters, thereby in many
cases practically closing up the regular theater. Free movie shows in
public parks is another problem,
says Kuykendall.

Omaha's Ace House
Victim of Crusade
(.Continued from Page

1)

No Sin," are among the pictures
scheduled as successive attractions
at the house, but which will not be
able to meet their dates. Closing of
the house, which has not been dark
since it was opened in 1927, is announced as indefinite, although the
probability is that it will resume
Labor Day. A. H. Blank's Tri-State
company operates it.

145 Features Planned
By German Producers
Estimates of German production
for next season place the number
of features at 140 to 145, compared
with 136 this season, according to a
report from U. S. Trade Commissioner George R. Canty to the Department of Commerce. About 20
to 25 of the pictures will be made
abroad in such cities as Prague,
Vienna, Budapest and Paris, the
purpose being partly to utilize
frozen German credits in these capitals. Germany's drastic official censorship of films in recent months has
seriously affected its business
abroad, Canty states.

Teachers to Pick Films
Selection of films to be used as the
basis of critical discussion in English
classes is planned by a preview committee of the National Council of Teachers of English as part of a program
for development of an improved taste
for motion pictures. Committee is
headed by Dr. Stella S. Winter, cochairman of English at the Theodore
Roosevelt High School. Lesson plans
and study guides to be used as part
of the program will be published by
Teachers College, Columbia University.
Max J. Herzberg, principal of Weequahic High School, Newark, N. J., was
announced as general editor of publications, to cooperate with Professor Allan
Abbott of Teachers College.

Clearance is Reduced
In New Orleans Plan
New Orleans — After an orderly
night hearing July 13, the clearance and zoning board went into
executive session and formulated a
clearance plan materially reducing
clearance on first subsequent runs.
Clearance adopted is: 1st subsequent runs, 50 days after first run,
a 10-day reduction; 2nd subsequents,
30 days after 1st subsequents; a 30day reduction; 3rd subsequents, 21
days after 2nd subsequents; 4th
subsequents (non-existent now), 15
days after 3rd subsequents; 2nd
runs commercial area, A houses
(Tudor, Globe, St. Charles, Liberty),
35 days after first run, B houses
(Lafayette, Lyceum, Wonderland,
Newcomb), 80 days after first run;
10-cent houses (charging 10 cents
two or more nights a week) 320 days
after first run.

M-G-M Release Dates
Are Set to Aug. 31

2 PARA. PARTNERSHIPS
EXTENDED FOR YEAR
(Continued

from

Page

1)

cide on what changes, if any, are
to be made in the present agreements for the coming year.
Paramount trustees are unwilling
to make the deals permanent, the
F.lm Daily learns, but prefer to
continue present temporary partnership agreements pending the company's reorganization. The majority of partnership contracts between theater operators and Paramount Publix expire within the next
two months.

act on petition of unsecured creditors. A permanent trustee will be
named at an open hearing Aug. 6,
after which the reorganization will
take place. Meanwhile there will be
tions.change in the Saenger operano

Puppets as Doubles
Chicago — Possibility of substituting
life-like puppets for flesh and blood
performers in some portions of screen
productions is being given serious consideration by Bill Baird, who operates
a clever marionette show in the Swift
& Co. exhibit at A Century of Progress. Some experiments along this line
have already been made, Baird said, and
Hollywood producers have sought conferences with Baird regarding the use
of puppets as doubles for stars in dangerous shots.

GRACE
MOORE

ij
i

l "ONE

Columbus — Local Paramount exchange, managed by M. R. Clark,
has built up a nice amount of business the past year through two portable circuits, each playing seven
nights a week in small towns in the
coal region and using only Paramount pictures. Clark says that before the circuits were inaugurated
in these 14 towns, no revenue had
been derived from the area for six

1

Sault Ste. Marie, Mich. — Three
local theaters, the Colonial, Temple
and Soo, have been merged. Charles
DePaul of the Temple and Edward
Saether of the Soo control the new
company.
The Colonial goes dark.
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BRINGS
NEW INTO

SILVER SCREEN

in Politics

Rodney Toups to Bermuda
New Orleans — Rodney Toups,
manager of Loew's State, is leaving
for a vacation in Bermuda with Mrs.
Toups.
,_

NIGHT

OF LOVE"

MOTION

Marcus Buys Interest in Zaring
Indianapolis — Mannie Marcus of
Salt Lake City — Frederick C. Loofborow, local code board secretary, is Central City Amusement Co. has
re-entering the political field as Re- purchased an interest in the Zaring
publican nominee for Congress.
Egyptian theater, neighborhood de
luxer. Marcus operates the AmbasCharles B. Garrett Takes Bride
sador, Alamo and Cozy theaters
downtown.
Havana— Charles B. Garrett, RKO
representative here, will be married
tomorrow to Mercedes Ruiz, a Cuban
Three Soo Theaters Merge
girl.

FOR 1934-1935

Ohio Portable Circuits
Aid Paramount Branch

Revised M-G-M release schedule
announced yesterday gives six releases in the next seven weeks. They

Loofborow

SETS THE PACE

E. V. Richards is Named
Saenger
Temp. Trustee
(Continued from Page 1)

years.
Du World Gets "Blue Light"
are: July 27, "Paris Interlude",
DuWorld has closed with Gil Boag
Aug. 3, Jean Harlow production for- to handle domestic distribution on
merly "Born to Be Kissed"; Aug. "The Blue Light" and with Richebe
10, "Student Tour" ; Aug. 17, "Treasof Paris to distribute "Agony of
ure Island"; Aug. 24, "Straight is
the Eagle," a French picture dramathe Way", formerly "Four Walls";
tizing the French revolution.
Iowa
Theater
Openings
Aug. 31, "Chained".
Des Moines — The Palace in Exira
RKO Sends Talent Scout Abroad
Claims 300,000 Signers in St. L.
has reopened with W. Knight as
Lily Messinger, RKO screen test
manager. Carter & Lambert have
St. Louis — In six weeks of activ- director in the east, has been transopened the new Monte, Monticello,
ity, the Legion of Decency claims
ferred to the RKO London office as
over which there was controversy to have recruited more than 300,000 talent scout for the company in
with the clearance and zoning board. parishioners in the St. Louis dio- England and the continent. Marion
L. Hand has taken over the Pella, in
cese. Archibishop Glennon says the Robertson replaces Miss Messinger.
Pella, from Oscar Benson.
figure does not include many Protes- who sails Saturday on the Paris.
tants and Jews.
Fred Thomson Moves
Fred Thomson has moved to 630
Ninth Avenue.

COLUMBIA

I

, PICTURES"
I1
TULLIO CARMINATI
■ LYLE TALBOT
MONA BARRIE
Directed by

VICTOR

SCHERTZINGER

i j UMMMVUL
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« « « REVIEWS
"JANE

EYRE"

with Virginia Bruce, Colin
Monogram

"FIFTEEN
Clive
67 mins.

FAIR VERSION OF FICTION CLASSIC
FAILS TO CATCH BEAUTY AND EMOTION OF BRONTE NOVEL.

•<MH
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of the NEW
WIVES"

with Conway Tearle, Noel Francis, Raymond
Hatton,
Natalie Moorhead
Invincible
65 mins.
MURDER MYSTERY FAIRLY WELL
SPRINKLED WITH COMEDY MAKES ACCEPTABLE FARE FOR POP HOUSES.

The classic novel depicting the lovestarved life of the little orphan Jane Eyre
niisses somewhere along the line of pro-

FEATURES « « «

"I GIVE MY
with

LOVE"

Paul

Lukas, Wynne Gibson and
Eric Linden
Universal
70 mins.
RATHER HEAVY DRAMA OF WOMAN'S SACRIFICE WILL APPEAL CHIEFLY TO FANS WHO GO FOR TEARJERKING
HOKUM.
Much familiar hokum has been packed
into this yarn, resulting in somewhat of
an overload as far as the dreary element
is concerned, but it holds interest fairly
well throughout. Wynne Gibson and John
Darrow, ycung married art students, have
a falling out on account of Paul Lukas, an
artist who has taken an interest in Wynne.
John is killed in an accident and Wynne
goes to jail for 10 years, leaving a baby

Taking such an unusual character as a
man who has married 15 women in order
to get money out of them, only to be
duction, for certainly Charlotte Bronte's
beautiful and poignant story contains all killed in an unusually clever manner, this
the elements to sway the emotions and Maury Cohen production has just about
catch the imagination and sympathies of enough dramatic suspense and laughs to
o!o and young. The film version moves make it suitable for the neighborhood
alcng at a level pace without sufficient houses. Formula of the action is more
tempo or suspense. Virginia Bruce as Jane or less along familiar lines, with various
Eyre fails to create the sympathy that is persons, principally the wives, falling under
suspicion when the bigamist is found dead
in Paul's care. On her release, Paul wants
the
very essence
the orphan
girl's entire
existence.
Her of
search
for someone
who in his room. After the usual probing to marry her, but the child, ignorant that
would understand her and her recurrent arcund, it develops that the man was she is his mother, is so strongly against
disappointments, the poignant pictures of killed by a tube of poisonous gas sent her tl.*r she leaves again. Many years
this love-starved child growing up into to him by the husband of one of his later, when Wynne is in the gutter, she
victims. The mere sound of a voice over encounters her grownup artist son who
womanhood, still searching, are not adequately conveyed to the audience. The the radio was enough to break the thin wants to make a statue of her and call it
Bicnte novel is followed conscientiously, tube and let the fumes out. Conway Tearle Despair. To help him out she consents.
but its emotional charm
has been missed. does a nice job as the police inspector, When the work of art is finished Paul
Cast: Virginia Bruce, Colin Clive, Aileen while Raymond Hatton figures in the recognizes the features as those of Wynne,
comedy.
Pr ingle, Jameson Thomas, Beryl Mercer,
and the all-around reconciliation follows.
Dcvid Torrence, Lionel Belmore, Joan
Cast: Conway Tearle, Noel Francis, Ray- It's a B. F. Zeidman
production.
mond Hatton, Natalie Moorhead, John
Standing, Edith Fellowes, Desmond Robert,
Cast: Paul Lukas, Wynne Gibson, Eric
Ethel Griffies, Clarissa Selwynne, Hylda Wiay, Oscar Apfel, Robert Frazer, Margaret Linden, Jchn Darrow, Sam Hardy, Tad
Tyson, Gretta Gould, Claire DuBrey, Edith Dumont, Harry Bradley, Ralf Harclde, Lew Alexander, Dorothy Appleby, Anita Louise,
K.mgdcn, William Wagner, Olaf Hytten, Kelly, Clarence Brown, Alex Pollette, Kenneth Howell.
William Burres, Gail Kaye, Jean Darling, Aljmeda Fowler, Slickem.
Director, Carl Freund; Author, Vicki
Director, Frank Strayer; Author, Charles Baum; Screenplay, Milton Krims, Doris
Richard Quine, Anne Howard.
Director, Christy Cabanne; Author, Belden; Screenplay, same; Cameraman, M. Anderson; Cameraman, George Robinson;
Andersen;
Recording
Engineer,
L. E. Recording Engineer, Gilbert Kurland; Editor,
Charlotte Bronte; Screenplay, Adele Coman- A
dini.
Eaward Curtis.
Clark; Editor, Roland Reed.
Direction, Good.
Photography, Good.
Direction, Fair
Photography, Good.
Direction, Good.
Photography,
A-l.

A "LITTLE" from HOLLYWOOD

Gus Shy, star of the Broadway
By RALPH WILK
musical
comedy
stage, has been
pATRICIA ELLIS will play the signed by Warners
for "I'll Sell
feminine lead opposite James
Cagney
in
"The
Perfect
Week-End"
T
▼
T
Anything."
for Warners. Allen Jenkins also is
Michael Simmons has been signed
in it.
by Columbia to do additional diT
T
T
alogue on Robert Riskin's "CarniEdward Ludwig, who directed
val," originally
titled
"World's
Fair."
Slim Summerville and ZaSu Pitts
T
T
T
Block
and
Sully,
famous
comedy
in "They Had to Get Married," is
highly elated over the fact that team, made their featured screen
Arthur L. Mayer, who operates the debut yesterday when they stepped
Rialto, New York, gave it attention before the cameras in Eddie Cantor's
in his article in Liberty. Mayer fifth musical comedy for Samuel
wrote that in Los Angeles the pic- Goldwyn, "Kid Millions."
ture had no cancellations, was given
T ▼ T
many repeat dates and did a treAfter two weeks' work in "Gentlemendous business.
men Are Born," Mary Treen was
T
T
T
signed to a long term contract by
Warners.
She previously appeared
Hal Yates is directing Irvin S.
Cobb in the third of his series of in vaudeville in a comedy act called
Treen and Barnett.
comedies for Hal Roach. Cobb's
r
t
r
newest funfest is "Running from
"Tripping Through the Tropics,"
Office." The story was suggested
seventh of Columbia's series of short
by Cobb.
musical productions for the season,
T
T
T
was completed this week. It was diSix of the 52 pictures endorsed
rected by Archie Gottler, under the
by the Catholic League of Decency supervision of Jules White. Cast
were written by Harold Shumate of is headed by Frank Albertson and
Columbia.
Lois January, supported
by Billy

Gilbert, Sam Lewis, Gertie Green,
Rosa Ray, Pat Garyn, Allyn Drake.
Mary Carrol and a large female
chorus.
T

T

Tom

Tyler in

"FIGHTING

HERO"

Wm. Steiner
59 mins.
LIVELY WESTERN CARRIES LOTS OF
ACTION
FROM
START TO FINISH.
Plenty of action carried along on a
plot that sustains interest makes this one
red meat for the thrill fans. Tom Tyler,
a hunted man with a price on his head,
steps into a saloon and saves a payroll
for a youth being trimmed by the saloonkeeper with marked cards. Wandering
down the street, he abducts a Mexican
girl being framed for murder because she
shot a leading citizen who was mauling
her. Then Tom walks in on a gang plotting to steel a gold shipment. Knowing
Tom as an outlaw, they agree to let him
join in the holdup. Visiting his Mexican
girl, Tom has to worst the saloon-keeper
and an aide who had preceded him there
and rides off thinking he has been betrayed by the girl. In the scuffle, Tom
leaves his identification as an express
agent, and a note revealing a plot to trick
the bandit gang. The saloon owner joins
the bandits who seize the shipment but
lose it to Tom and the sheriff's men
brought by the girl.
Cast: Tom Tyler, Renee Borden, Edward
Heam, Dick Battiler, Ralph Lewis, Murdeck MacQuarrie, Nelson McDowell, Tom
Loudon, George Chesebro, Rosa Rosanova,
J. P. McGowan.
Director, Harry S. Webb; Author, C E
Roberts; Screenplay, Rose Gordon, Carl
Krusada; Cameraman, J. Henry Kruse;
Recording Engineer, Bud Myers; Film
Editor, Fred Bain.
Direction, Good
Photography, Fine.

"LOTS

Abem Finkel is writing the screen
play for "Black Hell," which will
serve as a starring vehicle
//- for Paul
Muni, at Warner Bros.

T

Mitchell and Durant, now with
M-G-M Notes: Brian Aherne has
been signed by Irving Thalberg to Fox, were kids together in New
a new long-term contract . . . Erskine York and joined a circus at the
Caldwell is doing the screen play of ages of 14 and 12.
"Wicked Woman" for Mady Christians . . . Charlotte Henry and
Henry Kleinbach will appear in Hal
Rowland V. Lee, who directed "I
Roach's
in Toyland" Alexander
. . . Beu- Am Suzanne" and "Zoo in Budalah Bondi"Babes
and Katharine
pest," has completed the direction
assigned
to . "Painted
with of "The Count of Monte Cristo."
Greta
Garbo
. . Edna Veil"
Mae Oliver
cast for "David Copperfield."
The Warner picture formerly
ing.
t
r
T
known as "A Lady Surrenders" is
Arthur Lubin will direct "Suc- now called "Desirable." Jean Muir,
cessful Failure" as the first of three George Brent and Verree Teasdale
pictures he will make for Mono- are in it, with Archie Mayo directgram. Marion Orth has written the
screen play. George Yohalem will
T
T
T
supervise the picture.
The Rev. Neal Dodd, a bona fide
▼ T T
Alice Reinhardt, who has appear- Episcopal rector, taking time off
ed in several Broadway plays, in- from his famous Hollywood "Little
cluding "The Wooden Slipper," "The Church Around the Corner" to don
Mask and the Face" and "The grease-paint, is appearing in Paramount's "You Belong To Me," with
Drums
Begin," is vacationing in Lee
Hollywood.
Tracy and Helen Mack.
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Waterbury, Conn. — Peter Sakarafes, new manager -of the Garden
will renovate the house. Double
features will be continued.
Newport, R. I.— The Colonial, M
& P. -Publix house, has reopened
with pictures and vaudeville. The
manager is John Connolly. Elmer
Taylor is assisting.

Oshkosh, Wis. — William Exton,
former manager of Warner's Venetian, Milwaukee, has been named
manager of the circuit's Strand theater here, succeeding William Geehan, resigned.

Cleveland — Warner theaters closed
in this territory, according to Nat
Wolf, zone manager, include the
Lake and Variety, Cleveland; Kenton, Kenton; and Plaza, Sandusky.

Kalamazoo. Mich. — Roy Tillotson
for many years manager of local
Butterfield houses and now manager
of the Capitol, Flint, is vacationing
at Long Lake with his wife and
daughter.

Beaver Dam, Wis. — William Geehan has been named manager of
Wisconsinsucceeding
Amusement Frank
Enterprises'
Odeon,
Cook,
transferred to Milwaukee.

Chicago — Saperstein Brothers
have sold the Lexington, west side
house, to Lexington Theater Corp.
ISew London, N. H.— W. H. Kid
of which I. Schwager is president. ders has reopned Memorial Hall.
House will be extensively altered
and will reopen in August.
Boston. — The Park, management
having changed since the decision to
remain
open all summer, has closed
Albion, Pa. — The Albion has been
sold to James E. Gladfelter, York until fall.
Pa. House will be improved by the
new owner.
Palatka, Fla. — The old Lincoln,
colored house, has reopened after
an expenditure of $3,500 for reWaterbury, Conn. — Frank De Bar
pairs and sound equipment.
bieri, assistant manager of the Poli
Palace for the past two years, has
resigned to conduct an entertain-*
Honaker, Va. — Mrs. W. R. Lupton
ment bureau.
of Tazewell is listed as president
of Pann Theater, Inc., of Honaker
a new corporation. Other officers
Boston — Donald Mitchell, who has
been assistant manager of the are: Helen Honaker, secretaryEgyptian, and George Cronin of treasurer; Burl Sharpe, vice-presithe Rivoli have been transferred to dent.
jobs in the local Parmaount exchange.
Denver — The Fox Isis has reopened after spending $15,000 on remodeling, new marquee, redecoration,
Vicksburg, Miss. — J. E. Adams rebuilding of organ and new seats.
and R. L. Long have opened up a Frank Culp is manager.
new house, the Strand, with Photophone High Fidelity sound. Guy
Adams will manage the new theater
Canton, O. — Carl Duncan has reopened the Duncan theater at Kilbuck, and is maintaining a weekBoston — Nathan Ross has been)
end schedule with an exclusive Metro policy.
been signed by Harry
Asher
of
American Pictures to handle sales
in New Hampshire, Maine and Ver
Akron, O. — Frank King, manager
mont.
of the Colonial, has left on a short
vacation in the east. Colonial is
due to reopen Aug. 4.
Pawtucket, R. I. — The Imperial
recently taken over by David Per
kins, former Publix district manDes Moines, la. — Forrest E. Judd
ager, and Harry A. Harootunion is the new office manager for the
has been reopened with new Photo Des Moines and Omaha branches of
phone High Fidelity sound appara- Midwest Film Distributors. He has
tus.
been branch booker for Fox here
for the last three years.
Miami, Fla. — Truman Moulder
has been transferred from the Biscayne Plaza theater on Miami Beach
to the Tower in Miami. Both are
Wometco houses. The Plaza is closed
for repairs.
Navy Week in A. C.
Atlantic City — Boardwalk rival houses
are battling it out with the navy this
week. No sooner had the Warner announced the premiere showing of "Herr
Comes the Navy" than the rival StrandApollo group built up "She Learned
AboutStrand
Sailors"
with plenty of plug for
the
theater.

Cleveland — D. L. Schumann, owner of the Marvel, recently purchased
the Pastime, Rittman, O. He plans
to renovate the house completely before opening in August.

Milwaukee — Henry Tollett has
been named manager of Warners'
Venetian. He was formerly assistant manager for the circuit in
Green Bay and succeeds William
Exton,
manager of the circuit's
Strand, now
Oshkosh.
Worcester, Mass. — Theodore L.
Smalley, publicity manager for Paramount theaters here, married Jeanette M. Goodman of Brookline last
week.
Cranston, R. I.— Park Amusement
Corp., operating the Park, has been
incorporated by Charles E. Nelson
Madeline M. Hughes, and Dora M.
Dagrasse.
Cincinnati — Universal has closed
with Frank Hassett, C. & M.
Amusement Co., for Cambridge and
Marietta.
Grand Rapids, Mich. — Savoy theater, downtown house, is being remodeled. William Murray and W.
E. Goodrich are managers.
Boston — M. & P. Publix circuit
has closed the Criterion in Roxbury.
bury.
Same circuit may also close the RoxSalem, Mass. — Leonard Dunn of
the Salem, closed for renovation, is
relieving Philip Bloomberg at the
Paramount before taking his own
vacation.
Miami Beach, Fla. — Edgar Pearce
manager of the Biscayne Plaza, has
gone west on a vacation.
St. Petersburg, Fla.— The Pheil.
Sparks house managed by M. W.
Booth, will be closed for the sum-

Grand Rapids, Mich. — Harry
lions, manager of the Kent and
Isis,
houses, has returned
Bucyrus, O. — Milton Bryer, for- from Butterfield
a vacation trip to Chicago and
mer circuit owner of Akron, has Traverse
City.
taken over the State, formerly operated by Settes Theater Corp.
Fond du Lac, Wis. — The Garrick
operated by W. L. Ainsworth, has
Lima, O. — A. D. Ritzier did not closed
for its annual summer
renew his lease on the Faurot Opera
renovation and will reopen in AugHouse. The house will be disman- ust.
tled.
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THEATERS CLOSED

Jewish Group Proposes Permanent

IN 'FRISCO STRIKE
(Continued

from

Pane

Cincy RKO House Held Up
Cincinnati — Burglars got $135 in 31
holdup of the RKO Family theater
Assistant
Manager
Louis
Seiberty
was forced to hand over the day's
receipts.
"Bondage" Holds in Boston
Boston
"Ofa Human
has been —held
second Bondage'
week b>
Manager George French at the RKO
Keith.
Ohio Reconsiders "Hitler"
Columbus — Gov. George White
has ordered the state censor board to
again view "Hitler's Reign of Ter
ror," which aroused objections fror;
Germans on being shown in Cleveland.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK
Today: Ohio Valley Independent Exhibitor
League meeting to consider new zoning
schedule, Cincinnati.
Today: Annual convention of the Kansas
and Missouri Theater Association, Hotel
Muehlbach,
Kansas City.
July 18:

Annual outing of Boston motion picture post, American Legion, Recreation
Park,
Riverside,
Auburndale,
Mass.
July 25: Midwest convention of Ross Federal
Service,
Chicago.
Second Exhibition
graphy, Venice, Italy.

of

Aug. 22-24: Allied Theater Owners
Jersey convention, Atlantic City.
Sept. 16; North
dan, N. D.

Dakota

Committee

A permanent film committee, with the clergy, the public and the producers
sented, isthe aim of the Central Conference of American Rabbis in its pledge
operation for cleaner movies, says the Rev. Dr. Sidney E. Goldstein, speaking as
sentative for the Jewish group. The idea is for the committee to take over the
supervision of pictures as now performed by the producers' association.

repreof corepremoral

1)

Area affected includes, in addition
to San Francisco with 75 theaters;
Oakland, 35 theaters, Berkeley,
nine; Alameda, four, and Richmond,
two.
All theaters closed at midnight
Sunday due to the walkout of film
projectionists, stage hands and
musicians. The novel spectacle was
presented of hundreds of thousands
facing food uncertainties due to general strike yet crowding the theaters for the last night. A few night
clubs will try to continue showing
films with non-union help and the
little theaters will come into their
own with their non-professional
plays. All radio programs originating here and employing union musicians are cancelled.
The controversy, which already
has hit theaters in the Portland area
during the last two months, started
when 12,000 longshoremen in al
coast ports walked out demanding
union recognition, control of employment, a shorter work week and
increase in wages from 85 cents to
$1 an hour. They are willing to arbitrate all questions except a closed
shop.

Aug. 1-20:

Tuesday, July 17, 1934

Cinematoof New

Allied meeting, Man-

Oct. 29: S.M.P.E. Fall Meeting, Hotel Pennsylvania, New York.

Denver Exhibitors Charge
NRA Names Group
Discrimination by Board
On N. Y. Labor Survey
(Continued from Page

1)

the study has necessitated Division
Administrator Rosenblatt's appointing of a committee to undertake the
work.
The committee, Mr. Rosenblatt
announced, will consist of Major L.
E. Thompson of RKO; Charles Moskowitz of Loew's: Charles L.
O'Reilly of T.O.C.C; Harry Brandt
of I.T.O.A.; George Brown of
I.A.T.S.E.; and Joseph Blatt of the
Empire union.
The pending salary report pursu
ant to president Roosevelt's order
when approving the code, is not yet
completed.

(Continued from Page

1)

28 APPEALS DECIDED
IN LAST FOUR DAYS
Final decisions on 28 appeals from
local clearance and zoning and
grievance board decisions have been
made by the Code Authority during the past four days. They will
be announced today for publication
tomorrow.

signed a strongly worded "manifesto" to the Code Authority in New
With the new system of appeals
York threatening that unless "radical and fundamental changes are committee hearings that are held
made" they will "refuse to submit four days each week, the Code Auin any way, either as complainants,
thority has decided on more than
defendants or witnesses or other- 50 per cent of the appeals that had
wise, to the arbitrary, officious and accumulated up to July 1. About 25
unauthorized dictation or intermed- more appeals are ready to be heard.
Today's hearing will be in the charge
dling of any local board in this of
Ed Kuykendall.

Para. Trailer Theater on Tour
Paramount has started on tour a
Detroit — Tom Lancaster, circuit traveling sound theater, mounted on
area."
Rawlinson Back to Stage
owner, is convalescing at his home a truck, which will follow a six
months' route visiting cities of 5,Atlantic City — Following comple- in Grosse Isle.
000 or more population. Trailers
tion of his role in Falcon's "ConvenRalph Ruben of Amusement Sup- will be screened in each community.
tion Girl," which has been on loca- cently.ply married Ruth McCormack re- Truck has already left Hollywood
tion here, Herbert Rawlinson will
for Seattle, where the tour begins.
return
to the stage in "We Dress
Itinerary includes Salt Lake City,
ing.
Arthur
damage
and
Charles
for Dinner," scheduled for fall openDenver, Kansas City, Chicago and
Rothstein have closed the Gayety. New York, with visits to New EngRalph Philbrook has closed the Macland states and the Atlantic seakenzie, West Side.
Irish Studio Opens
board states to follow.
Frank Smith is back in town to
Opening of a small sound studio
in Killarney, County Kerry, Ireland resume publication of "Michigan
is reported from Cork by American Film Reporter."
Martin Schiff, Universal auditor,
Consul Leslie E. Woods to the Department of Commerce.
is here to go over the local books.
HOLLYWOOD
Charles A. Garner of Regal Film
has closed his office to go on the
RKO
Circuit Books Short
road for a while with his roadshow
"Bosom Friends," Educational of "Kidnapping Gorillas."
Treasure Chest subject showing
Henry P. Zapp of Monarch Picstrange playmates of the animal
tures is on an extended trip through
kingdom, will play the New York the state.
RKO Circuit beginning July 28 together with the Fox feature, "Baby
Jules White Starting 4 Shorts
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
Take a Bow."
Hollywood — With the completion
New Orleans Folk Go West
of "Tripping Through the Tropics,"
New Orleans — Joe Alsina, zoning seventh of a series of 8 musical short
board member and manager of the
Columbia's 1933-34 proFamous, leaves for the West Coast featuresgram, on
Jules White, head of the comas soon as clearance problems are
MOST CONVENIENT
edy department announces starting
settled. Mr. and Mrs. Henry Laza- dates on four comedies within the
Hotel in Hollywood
rus of the Wonderland and the next few weeks. The first, will be
$2.50 up. Single
Coliseum are also headed westward. the last of the present group entitled
$3.00 up, Double
"Hollywood Cinderella," written by
Special weekly and monthly rates
Archie
Gottler
and
Ewart
AdamGeorge Greenlund Changes
The Plazs> is near everyson, which will be directed by the
Tacoma, Wash. — George Green- former. It will go into production
thing to see and do in
lund, former manager of several this week. Under their recently
Hollywood.
Ideal for business or pleasure.
Tacoma theaters, has been named signed contract, Harry Langdon and
district manager of Electrical Prod- Andy Clyde will both start this
Every room has private
ucts Consolidated Corp. with head- month on their first comedies. Their
dressing room, bath and
quarters in Great Falls, Mont., and vehicles will be followed by one
shower. Beds "built for
territory embracing five states.
rest."
Every venience.
modern
starring that merry trio, Jerry HowFine foodscon-at
ard, Larry Fine and Moe Howard
which is set to go into production
reasonable prices. ConvenFirst New House in 4 Years
on Aug. 15.
ient parking for your car.
Chas. Danziger, Mgr.
Lockland, 0. — Announcement by
William and Sallee Bennett that
Eugene
Stern, Pres.
Harris Circuit Drops One
they will erect a house here called
The "Doorway of Hospitality"
the Dunbar, for colored patronage,
Vine
at Hollywood
Blvo.
Oil City, Pa. — Harris Amusement
marks the first new theater con- Co. has dropped the Latonia, but
HOLLYWOOD
struction in this area is more than will continue to operate the Drake
four years.
and Lyric, Jimmy Balmer announces.
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Dispose of 21 Appeals, Upholding Local Boards

PHILADELPHIA HOUSES HEED APPEAL TO STAY OPEN
Flexibility in Code is Created by New
TheS creen

Changes To Be Effected
Readily When They
Are Warranted

. must protect itself
■By JACK
THIS
I

column

motion

Washington

ALICOATE^^-

has fought suggestiveness

pictures for 15 years.

in

It is not

Dnly good morals, but good business, that
the screens of this country be kept clean.
However, this great industry of motion
pictures is a collective chump for allowing
itself to be placed in the position of hanging its head in shame for wrongs not
committed. It has made mistakes, like
iveryone else, but has nothing to be
ashamed of. Its case should be placed
before every film fan in the country. A
trailer should be shown, immediately, upon
every screen in these United States. The
art and culture of the screen in America
ust not be killed or permanently
Tell the public a few facts.
The
can

maimed.

A few truths.

greatest protective weapon this industry has is its screens. Certainly they
never check the fire after Rome has

burned

to the ground.

DOYCOTT

is a nasty word, but it is front

*^ page conversation. As such it makes
the work of the inquiring reporter comparatively easy. For instance, after talking
to some 50 film-fans of 15 or over, we
fail to find a

single instance

of anyone

being influenced for bad by anything seen
on the screen. We find 19 out of 20
patrons for a clean screen, and, the same
19 out of 20, for a screen sincere and
forceful enough to reflect contemporary
life and its problems honestly. Regarding
church blacklists of films we find a startling and interesting diversity of opinion
among church folks themselves. Within the
dustry we find a unanimity of willingness to meet the demands of the clergy
100 per cent. Such
whirl of the day.

CITTING

between

is the merry

Ned

Depinet

cinema

and Deak

*"* Aylesworth the other day we saw a
short subject that was just about as dainty
a bit of film fare as we have tasted this
;season. We were sorry at the fade-out,
for it tempted our appetite to such an extent that we would have liked considerably
(.Continued
on Page 2)

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — More flexibility in
code administration is made possible
under a new "general policy" order
issued by the NRA calling for
changes to be made in a code whenever deemed necessary or desirable.
The aim is primarily to correct situations where the code is proving
troublesome
administratively
or is
(Continued on Pane

Advertising Chiefs Meet
Heads of advertising and publicity
departments of major companies met
yesterday noon with Carl E. Millikcn of
the Hays office. No statement regarding the nature of the meeting was
copy.
given out, but it presumably dealt with
keeping objectionable matter out of ad

SWARNER-F.N. FILMS
PREPARING TO START

10)

AMKINO TO RELEASE
21 IN NEW SEASON

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — • Continuing in high
speed with production activities, the
Warner-First National studios are
currently preparing nine pictures in
addition to seven that are before
the cameras.
The seven in production include
Day Bike
Amkino has set 21 features and Joe E. Brown
(Continued in on "Six
Page 8)
two shorts for 1934-35 release in
the United States. The features include "Thunder Storm," "Peters- RKO and Pioneer to Film
burg Night," "The Mysterious Lieu"3 Musketeers" in Color
tenant," "Accordion," "Angora,"
RKO, in association with Pioneer
"The Shepherd of Abrau," a musPictures, will produce "The Three
ical comedy;
"Enthusiasm,"
(Coutinued
on Pane 10) "NightMusketeers" in the new Technicolor
process used successfully in the
short subject, "La Cucaracha". The
Want Producer Labs Put
deal was set by B. B. Kahane, and
J.
McDonough for RKO, and
Under Laboratory Code JohnR. Hay
Whitney, president of
In an effort to bring such film Pioneer. Whitney returned from the
laboratories as those of Eastman coast yesterday. Francis Lederer
Kodak, M-G-M and Columbia under will head the cast. The picture will
the laboratory code, the deputy ad- go into production about Oct. 1 for
ministrators of the Code will be release Jan. 1.
(Continued

on Page

9)

Local Boards Upheld by C. A.
In Disposing of 21 Appeals
Louisiana

Film

Bills Die

Baton Rouge, La. — The state legislature adjourned without passing any of
the bills inimical to film interests, including several tax measures, a censorship bill and a proposal to license operators. A favorable measure passed mak:s
it unlawful
to forge
theater
tickets

Final determination of appeals on
21 cases were announced by the Code
Authority yesterday. The total includes eight clearance and zoning
cases, five reduced admission complaints, five overbuying charges, two
certifications to the Code Authority
and one case referred back for re(Contmucd

on

Pan,'

9)

NRA

Order

Civic Groups and Business
Men Ask Theaters
Not to Close
Philadelphia — Heeding the appeals of civic organizations, business
men and others, local theaters will
not go through with their recently
announced plan to close in protest
against the church boycott of
movies. Joseph Bernhard, general
manager of Warner Theaters, on the
occasion of the testimonial dinner to
Lewen Pizor, declared that the circuit would keep open even at a loss.
He expressed sympathy for the
state censor
boardon because
(Continued
Page 9) the boy-

INTERFAITH GROUP
MAPS FILM PROGRAM
In the matter of exercising supervision over films the New York Interfaith Committee will be guided
by the decisions of the national organizations of Catholics, Jews and
Protestants, it was announced yesterday following a meeting in the
rectory of the Holy Cross Roman
Catholic Church. The Committee decided to divide
(Continuedthe oncity
Page into
9) districts

3 Cases Denied Hearing
As Boards Go in Recess
Three clearance complaints filed
after July 1 have been denied hearings under the order sent out last
week by the Code Authority, which
will leave the local clearance and
(Continued on Page

10)

Zukor Jewels Recovered
Chicago — Jewels valued at more than
$65,000 recently stolen from Mrs
Adolph Zukor while she was stayin'
at a hotel here have been recovered
by police. Six persons are being held
one of them being James Weinberg
cafe owner, already under indictment
in a 5250,000 mail robbery.
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MERICAN

newspapers

have

seldom

gagged

at or refused

any of the sexy

** come-on type of advertising put out by the movies. They have published
reams of slush relative to the love life of Hollywood. There has been little
sustained newspsper protest against exploitation of sex perversion and the
deifying by the movies of gangsters and crooks.
Now that the forces mobilized by the churches have risen in protest, certain
elements of the press are showing a distinct tendency toward self-absolution
and recently acquired sanctimony. Experienced editors know that the reading
public has a very real capacity for sensing hypocrisy.
papers not to squawk too noisily about the mote
the beam
in their own.

It will behoove

news-

in the movies' eye and forget

Throughout the post-war era there has been a steady swing toward greater
liberalism in both art and letters. Newspapers adjusted their technique to
the popular taste. Some exceeded all reasonable bounds and pandered, just
as certainly as did some movie producers. Meanwhile, it would seem that the
howling for Will H. Hays' blood might well be confined to those papers which
risked advertising receipts and popular displeasure by protesting against the
class of pictures now
under fire before such
protests became
so popular.
There

is no denying

the high purpose

actuating

those

heading

the present

movement to clean up the films. There is no denying that millions, regardless of religious convictions, are in sympathy with the efforts of the League
of Decency and its non-Catholic allies. But neither can it be denied that the
boycott wielded by a minority group is a dangerous weapon which generally
begets dangerous counteractions.
It is the mission of a newspaper to report life. Reporting does not, per se,
involve endorsement. But, if the tide of moral taste turns and swerves back
toward

the crinoline and

FINANCIAL

the movies

are desperately

so — regardless of where
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long underwear — against bridge and

for authors, for

church socials and against dancing — it will be a poor service to journalism
for safety playing editors suddenly to discover that they have been for this
sort of thing all along.
There is no substitute for sincerity. The churchmen now crusading against

The Screen

It will be well for editors to be equally
aligns them.
— New

York

"World-Telegram".

Kan.-Mo. Theater Ass'n
Elects John Stapel Pres.

MR. and MRS. LOU BROCK
abroad
today on the Rex.
REGINALD

BERKELEY,

the script of "Marie
tion.
spiled for England on

who

return from

recently finished

Galante" for Fox, has
a three months' vaca-

JESSE J. GOLDBERG arrives in New York
from
the coast
about
the end of the month
ROGER
ecutive,
Antonio.

MANNING,
has returned

M-G-M
production
to Hollywood
from

exSan '

RALPH
BELLAMY
is scheduled
to return
New
York
this week
from
the coast.
LUCIEN
New
York

HUBBARD
on July 28

to j

is booked to sail from
for England.

MRS. LOUIS B. MAYER is in New York from
the coast and will be joined by the M-G-lv.
production chief in a few days. They are
Europe-bound.
WINFIELD

SHEEHAN

leaves the coast the!

lattertionpart
abroad. of the month

for his annual vaca-

SIDNEY R. KENT is slated to visit the Fox
studios early next month for product conferences.
JEANNE

AUBERT

GEORGE
the coast.

W.

is back

WEEKS

from

is in New

abroad.
York

from

JOHN HAY WHITNEY of Pioneer Pictures!
XKO unit, arrived in New York yesterday from
Hollywood.
R. C. SHERRIFF
sails from
Ihe
Majestic
en
route
to
adapt
"Great
Expectations"

England
today on
Universal
City to
and
"Mystery of

Edwin
Drood." the Kringelein of "Grand Hotel"
onSAM
the JAFFE,
New York stage, left for Hollywood
/esterday to fulfill his contract with Samual
Goldwyn

in

"We

Live

Again."

"U" Signs Three British Players
Three British players signed by
By KENNETH FORCE
FILM DAILY Staff Co-respondent
Universal will arrive in New York
. . . must protect itself
Kansas City — The Kansas and next Saturday. Carol Coombe, inMissouri Theater Association here
genue, is on the Brittanic, while
(Continued from Page 1)
yesterday elected John Stapel of Francis L. Sullivan, character actor,
more of the same dish. A new angle to an
Rockport, Missouri, president; C. L. and Valerie Hobson, ingenue, are
old color process and never used to better
McVey of Herington, Kansas, vice coming on the Berengaria.
advantage. A definite third dimension
president, and R. R. Bichele of Kanquality. A little cocktail of a story consas City, treasurer. New directors
Lou Brown a Father
taining most everything. It is from the
are, for Kansas: Sam Blair of BelleWashington
Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
RKO lot and is called "La Cucaracha" and
ville,
E.
B.
Danielson
of
Russell,
deserves a title both easier to pronounce
Washington — Lou Brown, publiA. F. Baker of Kansas City; and for
and more explanatory.
It is a cinema gem.
Missouri: Frank Wery of Richmond,
city chief for Loew's in the local territory, is the father of a five pound
Tom Edwards of Eldon and Mrs. A.
baby
girl. Mrs. Brown and child!
Baier
of
Kansas
City.
The
new
U. A. Sets Release Dates
schedule of dues is one dollar for are doing nicely at the Sibley Hos-i
On
First Two for 1934-35 theaters in cities of under fifteen
General release dates have been hundred, five dollars for all others.
Herb Silverberg Gets Wish— A Girlj
set by United Artists on its first To increase membership the associa- pital.
Buffalo — Herbert T. Silverberg]
tion went on record as being opposed
two pictures for the new season.
"Bulldog
Drummond
Back," to playing percentage pictures and film attorney, yesterday became the
with
Ronald
Colman Strikes
and Loretta
disapproved preferred playing dates. father of an eight-pound girl. He]
Young, is scheduled for July 20, From the convention floor in a reso- already has a boy and a sister for
Mother and baby doing fine.
lution, the association asked Sol A. him.
while "Affairs of Cellini," with
Fredric March and Constance Ben- Rosenblatt, Deputy Administrator
nett is slated for Aug. 3.
for action against exhibitors paying
below the code wage scale. The
Goldburg Coming East on Film Deal group also passed a resolution opposing trailers by producers.
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILY
STRY'S
INDUBOOK
THEDATE
Hollywood — Jesse J. Goldburg,
Andy
Roy
on
Vacation
in
L.
I.
president of Exploration Pictures
Andy Roy, Paramount theater
Corp., who recently returned from
the Sulu Archipelago where he made manager in Syracuse, is taking a Today: Annual outing of Boston motion picvacation
at Far Rockaway. He is
ture post, American Legion, Recreation
a feature with an all-native cast,
Park,
Riverside,
Auburndale,
Mass.
will arrive in New York the latter accompanied by his parents, Mr. and
July Service,
25: Midwest
Mrs.
J.
Wilson
Roy.
The
Syracuse
Chicago.convention of Ross Federal
part of this month to negotiate a
release for the picture. Production Paramount will remain closed until Aug. 1-20: Second Exhibition of Cinematohas a musical background by A. L. the new Mae West picture is ready.
graphy, Venice, Italy.
Aug. 22-24: Allied Theater Owners of New
Meyer and, in addition to dialogue
Jersey convention,
Atlantic
City
Mountan
in
Temporary
Quarters
spoken in English by the two prinDakota Allied meeting, ManD.
cipals and in Moro native tongue
Dave Mountan is making his office Sept.dan,16; N.North
by the others in the cast, has a nar- temporarily with Trans-Oceanic
Oct. 29: S.M.P.E. Fall Meeting, Hotel Pennrative by Gayne Whitman.
Film Co., 723 Seventh Ave.
sylvania, New York
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WHEN
1

-that man is
Warner Baxter
•
-that woman is
Madge
Evans...

YOU JUST KNOW YOUR CROWDS WILL THRILL!
Compellingly

they bring to

life one of the year's most
popular novels... the drama
of strange

adventure

in

exotic lands . . . the romance,
all -possessive but protecting
. . . the anguish of love . . . and
its ecstasy!

4zut\t&!^
true?
Caught in the mesh of a
loveless marriage . . . torn
between loyalty and
loneliness.

— or victim?
Plunged from the top of
the medical profession to
the depths of disgrace.

BAXTER
GRAND CANARY
in

MADGE

with

EVANS

Marjorie Rambeau * Zita Johann
Roger Imhof * H. B. Warner
Directed by Irving Cummings
From the novel by A. J. Cronin
Screen play by
Ernest Pascal

A

JESSE

L.

LASKY

PRODUCTION
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TIMELY TOPICS
School And the
Educational Film
JhDUCATION in courtship and
marriage of American children comes largely from the
motion pictures the federal
Office of Education pointed out
recently in a report calling on
the schools to take a hand in
the film industry. The federal
government itself was urged to
take a greater interest in production of worthy educational
films, particularly of the narrow 16-millimeter type most
used in schools. Educators have
a responsibility to guide in so
far as they can and work with
the motion picture industry in
such a way that false conceptions and improper situations
may not be accepted through
countless reiteration to the entire cross-section of the population. The attendance of large
numbers of children at motion
pictures has been under scrutiny
by various groups. Children apparently are receiving a considerable part of their education
thereby, particularly in human
relations and, more specifically,
in courtship and marriage. Significant facts in the report follow: It is estimated that 70,000,000 persons attend motion picture performances every week
in the U. S. On an average
each child in areas where motion pictures are available goes
to the movies once a week.
Three out of four pictures
shown relate to sex, crime or
romantic love. The child retains two-thirds as much as the
adult from his attendance at
the movies. Motion pictures
change children's attitudes, and
these changes have a lasting
influence.
— Dr. Cline M. Koon,
(from World-Telegram)

SUNSHIN€
,\\i-U//

"Baby,
Take
a Bow"
is being
held
over for a fourth week at the Roxy.

PHIL If. DALY
•
•
• THERE IS a chance for vaudeville to get back in
its old stride again if the public goes for this new series of
Vaudeville Reels
that Sam Sax is producing over at the
Vitaphone stude in Brooklyn
.. the vaude actors and agents
are all excited about the prospects it offers a grand opportunity for the old-time acts to once again get into the limelight.

•
•
• EACH OF these Vaudeville Reels is a presentation
of a complete vaude show
including opening acts, sister
team, comedy skit, flash act, etc.
all in ten fast-moving
minutes
in addition to presenting old-time acts and several pop present day vaude teams
these shorts are bolstered
by such well known names of the musical comedy stage as Herb
Williams, Reis and Dunn, etc.

• • • HERE ARE the important vaude names that appear
in the first two reels of the series of five The Honey Family Les Reis and Artie Lunn
Saul Grauman's Stepping Stars
Herb Williams
Carl Emmy and His Mad
Wags
Three Queens
Jack Pepper and His Society
Pets
Arthur Terry
Buster Shaver and His Midgets
these vaude acts in pix will reach a greater audience
than they have ever been able to do in the flesh
so it will
be interesting to watch the effect of these shorts on vaudeville.
T
T
T
• •
• THE NEWSREEL cameramen covering the strike
war on the Pacific Coast are having their troubles
the
Paramount newsreel correspondent at Portland was on Pier 4
he got through the police guard
after shooting a
few minutes the strikers came up and grabbed him
they
ripped out the film and sent it sailing
later he was taking
pix of an attack on a train
pickets spotted him
they took his camera away and one striker heaved it as far
as he could throw it
this cameraman winds up his report
to the home office with
"Tomorrow I am going to try
again. Today I missed — but I have a new plan"
and that's
the Spirit of the Newsreels!

•
•
• FOG CITY News
Ken Green is nicely set in
his new offices at the B.I. P. studios while Eddie Cahn and
Paul Perez, two Hollywood boys originally, are doing nicely as
director and writer at the same grind Val Guest sporting
the niftiest outfit seen in Wardour Street in years
more
stories about Mae West and the Invisible Man breaking by the
meanies of Fleet Street Betty Davies just traded in her
Rolls Royce for two Fords
Betty Hamilton, beauteous exDorchester girl from the States, being groomed for stardom by
Jimmie Barker, king of make-up men, and Dave Bader
Sidney Kingsley, author of "Men In White", leaving London
for New York after one great reception after another here
R. C. Sherriff also leaving for Noo York

•
•
• A SPIFFY press sheet from the United Artists
workshop on "Bulldog Drummond Strikes Back"
attractive,
lithos
eye-appealing ads
surefire newspaper material
and an all-round air of Practicality
Jimmy
Savo
will be introduced to the radio audience Thursday eve as the
guest star on the Rudy Vallee hour
he opens at the Paramount Friday
starts his Hecht-Mac Arthur feature pix in
August
plays nightly at the Casino de Paree
and
spends the rest of his time counting his dough
a tuff life.
we calls it

«

«

EXPLOITETTES
All-Round Campaign
On "Bulldog Drummond"
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WfORLD premiere of "Bulldog
Drummond
Strikes theater,
Back"
was held
at the Apollo
Atlantic City, with an extensive
exploitation campaign arranged
by P. M. Lewis and M. Weilland. A few days before the
opening all local newspapers
broke with considerable advance
and special stories, each stresssing the picture's world preA full page to
in the
Union" miere.devoted
the"Presssummer theatrical season planned
by Lewis & Weilland carried a
large ad on "Bulldog Drummond
Strikes Back" which dominated
the page. Supplementing the
newspaper campaign were the
distribution of 5,000 tabloids,
3,000 special announcement
cards which were placed in all
hotel mail boxes and parked autos. Besides the tabloids and
the cards, special displays of
8 x 10 stills were placed in the
lobbies of the leading hotels and
four 40 x 60 display posters
were used in front of four other
local theaters plugging the enof "Drummond"
at
the Apollo.gagementInasmuch
as local
ordinances forbid any ballyhoo
or advertising on the boardwalk,
the managers had painted on
the front page of one of the
local newspapers the title, the
theater's name, and mentioned
the world premiere. Then they
secured six girls and had them
wheeled up and down the boardwalk in wheel chairs. Each girl
held the paper as though she
were reading the back page
with the front page getting over
the message of the picture's
engagement at the Apollo. Radio station WPG put on a fiveminute broadcast of a synopsis
of the picture and mentioned the
opening. Another plug for the
picture over the air was arranged through a tie-up on the
Tidewater Oil program. The
paper campaign consisted of 20
twenty-four sheets, 30 three's,
150 one's, 200 window cards and
32 half-sheet cards which were
placed on both the front and
leys.
rear dashboards of all local trol— Apollo,

Atlantic

City.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS
Twenty-three new cinemas were
opened in Latvia last year, bringing the
total to 100, of which 36 are in Riga
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SHORT SHOTS from
EASTERN STUDIOS
By CHAS. ALICOATE

gERNICE CLAIRE and J. Harold
Murray start work today at the
Vitaphone studio in a two-reel version of the former stage and screen
operetta, "Song of the Flame." Supporting the stars in this number is
a cast of performers headed by
Greek Evans, who appeared in the
original stage production, Detmar
Poppin, Don Makarenko, Armand
Cortez, Dadette Cristine and Joan
Stevens as well as the Vitaphone
chorus in ballet ensembles. "Song
of the Flame", is to be directed by
Joseph Henabery.

•

Jimmie Savo, Cissy Loftus, Whitney Bourne, Ed Ciannelli, Sandur
Szabo and Gypsy Markov have been
cast for the next of the series of
features being made by Ben Hecht
and Charles Mac Arthur at the Eastern Service studio in Astoria, for
Paramount release. The story, which
calls for a Russian background, will
include, aside from the principals,
over 1,000 persons. Rehearsals are
scheduled to start Aug. 10, with
shooting to get under way about 10
days later.

•

Production on "Bless You", the
two-reel musical being produced and
directed by Al Christie at the Eastern Service studio in Astoria for
Educational release, will be completed tomorrow. The Pickens Sisters, Solly Ward, Warren Hull, Bob
Middlemas, Harry Short and Hugh
Cameron make up the cast, with
Ferde Grofe and his radio orchestra furnishing the instrumental music. Fred Scheld is assisting on the
direction from the story by William
Watson and Arthur Jarrett, while
George Weber, assisted by Eddie
Horten and S. Midwall, are responsible for the camera work.

« « REVIEWS

of the NEW

Richard
Dix
Grey

in

"HIS GREATEST
Dorothy Wilson,

RKO

Radio

"CUESTA ABAJO"
("The Downfall")

Bruce Cabot, Shirley
Paramount

HUMAN
FATHER-LOVE
BEATEN

INTEREST
THEME

PATH BUT
SOME IN SPOTS.

DRAMA

ON

SOMEWHAT

OFF

happy-go-lucky adventurer roles, Richard
Dix is worked into a variety of dramatics
that result in making this picture just fair
for general entertainment despite the novelty attributes of its plot structure. Having taken his little daughter away from
her worthless mother, who left him, Dix
is enjoying a gay life abroad with the
kid — a role in which little Edith Fellows
scores a big hit — when the mother finds
them and recoups the girl. At the same
time Dix lands himself in jail for a long
stretch as a result of an accidental death.
Escaping about a dozen years later, he hunts
up his daughter, who has been made to
think she is a cripple by the mental influence of the mother. After rescuing the
girl, now played by Dorothy Wilson, and
cinching her romance with Bruce Cabot,
Dix surrenders to finish his sentence. Leonard Carey as the butler helps get in a
little comedy relief.
Cast: Richard Dix, Dorothy Wilscn, Bruce
Cabot, Shirley Grey, Edith Fellows, Erin
O'Brien Moore, Leonard Carey, Eily Malyon.
Director, John Robertson; Author, Salisbury Field; Screen Play, Sidney Buchman,
Harry Hervey; Cameraman, Teddy Tetzlaff;
.ecording Engineer, Jchn E. Tribby; Editor, William Hamilton.

»

NEWS

74 mins.

SPANISH PRODUCTION FEATURES
CARLOS GARDEL IN ROMANTIC DRAMA
THAT SCORES STRONG.

BURDEN-

Starting off in another of his familiar

Direction, Satisfactory.

International

72 mins.

A LITTLE

» »

NEWS of the DAY

Carlos Gardel in

GAMBLE"

with

FEATURES

Photography, A-].

This is the first of a series of Spanish
talkers featuring Carlos Gardel, the Lawrence Tibbet of South America, who plays
i romantic role and puts over several vocal
tango numbers very impressively. Directed
jy Louis Gasnier at the Paramount studio
at Astoria, Long Island, this production
has everything that any Hollywood studio
could give it. Gasnier has introduced some
of his Parisian technical tricks. George
Webber at the camera has delivered a
brand of picture technique that is outstanding. Between the two of them, they
have produced a picture that from the
technical point alone is very impressive.
Composition and lighting are superb
throughout. No harsh shots. Ail soft
lights and shadows that give the effect of
delicate etchings. Gardel is immense. Personality plus. And how that boy can sing
his tango songs! In his own Argentine
he will slay the femmes with this one. Nice
jttle romantic drama built primarily as a
wagon to carry his song numbers. Tied up
to a flirtatious wife, and loving another
girl, fate finally works out a solution that
• lews him to return to his real love after
journeying to Paris and New York. Nice
casting throughout with unusual types.
Mona Maris was never handled better.
Cast: Carlos Gardel, Mona Maris, Vicente
Padula, Anita Cantillo, Jaime Devesa, Guillermo Arccs, Susanne Dulier, Manuel Peluffo, Carlos Spaventa.
Director, Louis Gasnier; Author, Alfredo
Le Pera; Screen Play, same; Cameraman,
George Webber.
Direction, Very good. Photography, Excellent.

from the FOREIGN

FIELD

Washington— Morton L. Katz, has
been appointed office manager of
the local United Artists exchange.
Omaha — Howard Shortly has been
appointed manager of the Town theater by Ralph D. Goldberg, owner
and operator, following resignation
of Mike Goldberg, who has not announced his future plans.
Omaha — Midwest Film Distributing Co., Omaha exchange, has
moved into its new quarters on the
north side of Davenport Street. New
manager of the Omaha office is L.
O. Ringler, formerly in charge of
the Kansas City office. C. M. Parkhurst left here to take over the
manager's desk of the Kansas City
exchange. New assistant to Ringler is F. E. Judd, formerly of the
Fox exchange in Des Moines.
Omaha — Closing of two outstate
theaters is reported by A. A. Mendenhall, manager of the Paramount
exchange. The Lyric at Edgar and
the Opera House at Butte, Nebr., are
dark for the summer.
New Orleans — Milton Dureau,
brother of Saenger Theaters' booker,
Gaston Dureau, has joined United
Artists as salesman. Nick Lamantia,
formerly with Universal, is now in
ment.
charge of the U. A. shipping departBoston — Lewis Newman, formerly manager of the Dudley Theater,
has been transferred to the Rivoli.
Marlboro, Mass. — Fay Carey has
been appointed assistant manager at
the Marlboro Theater.

Casting for "Gigolette", the sec3,114 French Houses Wired
40 Planned in Mexico
ond of the series of features to be
San Antonio Notes
made by Select Pictures at the BioParis — Out of 4,245 cinemas in
Mexico City — Production of about
San Antonio — Kier and Phillips,
graph studio, will get under way France and its North African col- 40 native pictures in Spanish is executives
of the National Picture
Friday at the company's offices, sound. onies, 3,114 are now equipped for planned for the current year, a sur- Co., are back from a business trip
with shooting scheduled to start July
vey
indicates.
to
the
coast.
30th.
•
William Bailey has reopened the
Harlingen Theater in the Southwest
3,000 Houses in Spain
Johnie Doran leaves for Albany
Handling
U.
S.
Films
in
Brussels
Texas Valley with "Baby Take a
Madrid — Latest compilation of
today to open negotiations with
Bow." Al Anderson and His MeloBrussels — Mayfair Film Co. has dians
in Spain puts the figure at
are on the stage.
members of the state for the pro- cinemas
been
formed
for
the
exclusive
disduction of an educational two-reel 3,000, of which 1,400 are wired.
Jimmy Zintgraff, cameraman, has
tribution
of
American
pictures.
short.
left for the coast.
A $2,500 open-air
been
constructed
at Forttheater
Sam has
Houston
"La Vie de Boheme" for Paramount
New Studio for Amsterdam
near North New Braunfels Avenue.
Paris
—
-'La
Vie
de
Boheme,"
beTwo M-G-M Title Changes
Amsterdam — Cinetone Studios
ing produced by Abel Gance with
New titles have been announced
established for the proPuccini's musical score, will be re- have been
Foreclosing Selwyn Theater
duction of native pictures.
for two forthcoming M-G-M picleased by Paramount.
Foreclosure sale of the Selwyn
tures. "The Girl From Missouri"
Theater, 42nd Street legitimate
will be the title of Jean Harlow's
house recently leased for pictures by
new vehicle, formerly known as
Poland Plans 20 This Year
Clive Brook for British Film
Max Cohen, is scheduled for Aug.
"Born to be Kissed." "Straight
Warsaw — About 20 native pic- 3, to satisfy a lien of $143,736 in a
London — Clive Brook will appear
Is the Way" will replace "Four
tures
will
be
produced
in
Poland
this
suit by the Dry Dock & Savings
Walls" as title of the new Franchot with Lady Tree in "The Gentleman,"
Institution against Selwyn Realty
Tone-Karen Morley film adapted to be made by British & Continental year, a checkup shows.
There
are
now
750
movie
houses
Corp.
Operation of the new policy
Jean Murat and Meg Lemonfrom George Abbott's and Dana Films.
ier will be in the French version.
is not expected to be affected.
in this country, with 400 wired.
Burnet's stage play, "Four Walls."
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S WARNER-F. N. FILMS
preparing™ START
(Continued from Page

1)

Rider", with Maxine Doyle, Frank
McHugh, and Gordon Westcott, director Lloyd Bacon; "I Sell Anything", with Pat O'Brien, Ann
Dvorak, Claire Dodd, Hobart Cavanaugh, Harry Tyler, Gus Shy and
Roscoe Karns, director Robert Florey; "Gentlemen Are Born", with
Dick Powell, Josephine Hutchinson,
John Halliday, Dorothy Dare, Frank
McHugh, Allen Jenkins and Ruth
Donnelly, director Mervyn LeRoy;
"Big Hearted Hei'bert", with Guy
Kibbee, Aline MacMahon, Beatrice
Ellis, Phillip Reed and Helen Lowell, director William Keighley;
"The Case of the Howling Dog," with
Warren William, Mary Astor, Helen
Trenholme, Allen Jenkins, Grant
Mitchell, Dorothy Tree, Helen Lowell and Gordon Westcott, director
Alan Croslandt "Flirtation Walk,"
a Frank Borzage production, starring Dick Powell, Ruby Keeler and
Pat O'Brien with Ross Alexander
and Henry O'Neill; "Happiness
Ahead," with Jean Muir, George
Brent, Verree Teasdale, John Halliday and Arthur Aylesworth, director Archie Mayo.
The nine pictures in preparation
are "The Perfect Week-End," starring James Cagney with Allen
Jenkins, Patricia Ellis, Arthur
Aylesworth, director Ray Enright,
from the story by Frederick Hazlitt
Brennan; "Border Town," starring
Paul Muni, William Dieterle directing, based on an original by Carroll
Graham; "Captain Blood," from the
novel by Rafael Sabatini, will probably star Paul Muni; "Air Devils"
co-starring James Cagney and Pat
O'Brien from the story by John
Monk Saunders; "In Caliente", starring Dolores Del Rio, from the story
by Jerry Wald and Carl Erickson;
"Oil for the Lamps of China", from
the story by Alice Tisdale Hobart;
"Just Out of College," with Franchot Tone, Jean Muir and Margaret
Lindsay, from the story by Robert
Lee Johnson; "The Irish In Us",
starring James Cagney and Pat
O'Brien with Frank McHugh and
Helen Lowell; "The Case of the
Curious Bride", starring Warren
William, based on the "Liberty"
Magazine story by Ei-le Stanley
Gardner.
Overbuying in Watermelons
New Orleans — That the grievance
board may be called upon to settle
overbuying cases in farm produce as
well as films, seemed possible here when
an exhibitor, speaking before the clearance board, said he had been giving
watermelons away as premiums but got
"stuck" when his opposition bought up
all available watermelons. Agricultural
Secretary Wallace may be interested to
know the watermelons wholesaled for
a cent and a half.

A LITTLEBy RALPH
from
"LOTS
WILK
HOLLYWOOD

gHIRLEY
TEMPLE'S
next
Fox
picture, formerly called "Angel
Face",
has been
retitled
"Bright
▼

T

T

Eyes".
Warner Baxter's next starring
vehicle, "Hell in the Heavens", will
be adapted by Byron Morgan from
the London Tstage T play,T "The Ace".
Ben Lyon is announced by Mascot
for "Crimson Romance," with
Eric Von Stroheim, James Bush and
Sari Maritza also in it. Bush and
Warren Hymer likewise have been
signed by Mascot for "Young and
Beautiful,"
with William Haines
and
Judith Allen.
T

T

T

Harry Fox, musical comedy and
vaudeville headliner for years, has
been signed by Fox Film and will
make his first appearance for the
studio interson
"Serenade",
with PatJames
Patand Nils Asther.
Tinkling is director.

Simile — As easy to sell as a Damon Runyon story.
Hugh Williams, Norman Foster
and Gilbert Roland have been assigned to Fox's "State Versus
Elinor Norton," which goes in work
soon with Claire Trevor in the title
role. Hamilton MacFadden will direct the screen play, which was preKlein. pared by Rose Franken and Philip
Arthur Byron was added to the
cast of "Marie Galante" just as
Henry King put the picture in production at Fox this week. Ketti
Gallian and Spencer Tracy head the
cast, which also includes Ned Sparks,
Helen Morgan, Siegfried Rumann,
Stepin Fetchit, Leslie Fenton, Robert Loraine, Nick Foran and Frank
Darien.

18 CHORINES TO GET
WARNER CONTRACTS
WeH

Cnci't

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — In his search for new
screen faces, Jack Warner has ordered Maxwell Arnow, Warner studio casting director, to select 18 of
the chorines working under Busby
Berkeley and Bobby Connolly for
->ossible stardom. Already five of
he projected 18 have been handed
screen contracts, which call for their
•olaying bits in the company's future productions while studying dramatics on the side.
The five girls are Louise Seidel
if Chicago; Avis St. John, Ordway,
Colo.; Margaret Carthew, West
Palm Beach, Fla.. and Ruth Eddings
and Virginia Gray, both of Glendale,
Cal.

adapted
this Damon
for
the screen.

Runyon

story

With the recent signing of Rudy
Vallee, Warner Bros, have three of
radio's outstanding stars working on
their lot. The other two are Dick
Powell and Al Jolson.

Production of "The Richest Girl
In The World," starring Miriam
Hopkins, has started at the RKO
Monogram's production activities Studios, with William Seiter directare now completely consolidated in
ing and Pandro S. Berman as asnew quarters at the RKO Pathe stuJohn Wexley recently added to
sociate producer. Joel McCrea apdios, where the company ha,s taken
Columbia's writing staff, has been
pears
opposite
Miss
Hopkins.
Fay
over the entire ground floor of the
Wray has been signed to portray assigned to do the screen treatment
main administration building and one
of the principal supporting roles.
will also occupy three other build- Other members of the cast include for "Eight Bells".
ings on the lot.
Reginald Denny, Frederick Harward
T
T
T
and William Burgess.
Howard
will direct "Sutter's Gold" Hawks
for Universal.
Ginger Rogers can now run for
President. She shook hands with 50
T
T
T
college athletes following the naLewis Stone has been given the
"Gentlemen Are Born" with Dick
tional track meet held here. The
in Metro's pro- Powell, Josephine Hutchinson, John
boys were visitors at the RKO stu- role of Mr.ductionWickfield
of "David Copperfield." Halliday, Frank McHugh and Allen
dio and every last one of them de- Stone is the fifth player selected to Jenkins has been definitely changed
manded to shake hands with the date for a leading part in the film,
Ahead."
lovely Ginger when they learned the others including Edna May to "Happiness
T
T
r
she was having luncheon at the Oliver as Aunt Betsey Trotwood,
Eleven
songs,
their
largest asstudio cafe.
Lionel Barrymore as Dan Peggotty
signment, must be turned out by
Jean Cadell as Mrs. Micawber, and Mack Gordon and Harry Revel,
The screen cleanup campaign will Hugh Williams as Steerforth.
Paramount song writers, for "Colhave far-reaching results. Magazine writers and playwrights, who
Y
Y
Y
Brian Aherne will play the male
write with one eye on the sale of
Rhythm."
TwolegeUniversal
features have just
their work to the screen, are ex- lead opposite Helen Hayes in the
pected to heed the present danger picturization of Barrie's play, been completed. One is "The Human
signals.
"What Every Woman Knows." Miss Side," with Adolphe Menjou, Doris
Hayes has just returned to the West Kenyon, Charlotte Henry, Jack Mulhall and Dickie Moore, and the other
Our Passing Show: Mae West, coast from New York.
is "Million Dollar Ransom," with
Conway Tearle, Lupe Velez, Johnny
Phillips Holmes, Edward Arnold
Weissmuller, Joe E. Brown, George
and
Mary Carlisle.
"Just Out of College," Warner's
Raft watching the weekly bouts a* comedy-drama
youth,
the Hollywood stadium; Edna and will be directed ofbypresent-day
Alfred E. Green.
Helen Ware was signed this week
Edith Waldron and Doris Witter enT
T
T
for a leading role in "That's Gratijoying the sights at Agua Caliente.
tude," Columbia's Frank Craven
T
r
T
Lottie Williams, character actress,
is the latest addition to the cast of production.
Vance Hoyt, author of "Malibu,"
being produced by M-G-M under the Joe E. Brown's "Six Day Bike
Rider," now in production at First
Committee Hears 2 Appeals
tentative title of "Sequoia," is also National.
the author of "Silver Boy," "BarY
▼
Y
Two appeals from Icoal board decirac," "Zorra" and "Whispering
sions were heard yesterday by a Code
Irene Ware is the first player
Giants," the latter an outdoor epic
Authority committee of three consisting of Ed Kuykendall, chairman, Leon
of big trees, big mountains and out- signed for Universal's "Night Life
Rosenblatt, exhibitor, and Willard C
standing people. His background, of the
McKay, distributor. The cases were
man willGcds,"
direct. which Lowell Sherfrom his birth as the first white
Ray Felker, Council Bluffs, la., against
T
T
T
Fox West Coast, overbuying, and T. C
child born in old Oklahoma, after
William Frawley has joined Lee
Shipley, KMMJ Radio Theater, Clay
the opening of the territory, inCenter,
Neb., against George K. Werner,
cludes being the grandson of the Tracy, Helen Mack and Baby LeRoy
Fairfield, Neb., reduced admissions. Tofamous frontiersman and United in the cast of "The Lemon Drop
day's hearing will be presided over by
States Scout Edward Jonathan Hoyt, Kid," Paramount film. Marshall NeiDouglas
C. Michael.
lan will direct.
Howard J. Green
known as "Buckskin Joe."
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21 APPEALS SETTLED;
LOCAL BOARDS UPHELD
(Continued from Page

Enterprises,

Middle-

SHOWMAN'S

REMINDER
♦

Build

Saturday

morning

San Francisco — Lack of movie entertainment brought as many squawks from local
fans yesterday as scarcity of food and other necessities tied up by the general walkout.
Late last night the strikers voted to accept arbitration. Spread of the
general strike to the Portland area v/as being delayed pending the arrival of Senator
Robert
F. Wagner,
national
labor board chief.

1)

hearing to the local grievance board.
In all cases where a final determination was rendered, the local
boards were upheld and in a few
certain modifications were made in
the original rulings.
Outstanding among the decisions
were the cases of Lichtman Theaters, Norfolk, Va., against existing
clearance granted theaters in Norfolk, and the case of Rubin Frels of
Victoria, Tex., against the Jefferson Amusement Co. of the same city.
In the former case, the local board
ruling was upheld without comment.
In the latter, the Code Authority
modified the Dallas grievance board
decision by limiting the ruling to affect only pictures in the 1933-34 release schedules and not for "all
time". The decision states in part
that "the province of the grievance
board or Code Authority is not to
make rulings or awards which go
beyond
existing state
of facts".
Othertheimportant
decisions
were:
Lichtman Theaters, Washington, D.
C, against existing clearance granted to theaters in Washington, D. C,
local board decisions unanimously
affirmed.
Camden Drive-In Theater against
RKO Distributing Co., which was
certified for hearing to the Code Authority and which was dismissed by
that body yesterday.
Lewis Isenberg of Buffalo against
E. Wick of Buffalo, in which the
Code Authority found that Wick has
been guilty of violating Article V-E,
Part 3, Section 1 of the code and
that violations have taken place
since the cease and desist order was
entered. It was classed as a "reduced admissions" case. The Code
Authority ruled in part that "distributors ofmotion pictures shall refuse to enter into license contracts
with the respondent and shall refuse further deliveries of motion
pictures after July 25."
The respondent may secure a suspension of the order by filing a certificate of compliance prior to July
25th.
Louis Tunick, Baltimore, against
McHenry's Theater and Pacy's Garden, Baltimore, local board decision
unanimously affirmed.
Zimmerman of Baltimore against
McHenry
cision and
modified.Pacy's, local board deMiddletown

'Frisco Fans Miss Their Movies

business.

Interfaith Group
Want Producer Labs Put
Under Laboratory Code
Maps Film Program
(Continued from Page 1)
(.Continued from Page

1)

asked by the M. P. Laboratories
Ass'n of America to rule that "producers' laboratories which print film
not directly produced by the producing company" shall come under
the provision of the laboratory code.
The idea of the Laboratories Ass'n
is to put all laboratories on the same
competitive basis. Eastman now
operates under the photographic
code and M-G-M and Columbia under the film code.
Jose Mojica to Quit Pictures
!IV"

Coast

Bureau

of THE^FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Jose Mojica, operatic
star who has been appearing in Fox
Spanish pictures, says he will retire
from screen activity when he finishes work this week in his current
feature, "The Love Flight". Mojica
intends to devote his time to writing
on the subject of Mexican folk
music.
town. Conn., against Capitol, Hartford, local board upheld.
Ernest J. Wolfe, Lowville, N. Y.,
igainst Schine Corp., Watertown,
'ocal board decision modified.
S. E. Pirtle, Jerseyville, 111..
"gainst existing clearance granted
"heaters in Alton, 111., local board
upheld.
M. Ewing. La Harpe. 111., against
\ndrew Hainline of Macomb, 111.,
!ocal board decision modified.
Harry Naeel. Indianaoolis against
Northern Theaters, Indianapolis,
'ocal board upheld.
M. L. Markowitz. San Francisco,
° gainst Mason-Ellis Corn., San
^mncisco,
local board decision modified.
Fred Lind, Littleton, Colo..
against Thos. H. Sullivan. Englewood. Colo., local board upheld.
Harrv Nagel, Indianapolis against
Louis Markun, Indianapolis, local
boprd upheld.
William Smalley against Schine
Enterprises, referred back to local
board for re-hearing.
S. Hochstim. Hudson, N. Y..
pgainst Hen-Wil-Hen Corp., Hudson, N. Y. complaint dismissed.
Sussex Amusement Co.. Sussex,
N. J., against Strand and Ritz, Port
Jervi«, N. Y., local board decision
modified.
Reliance Theaters, Lockport, N.
Y., against Schine Corp., local board
decision modified.
C. E. Esterly, Nu-Era, Kansas
City, against C. H. Buckley, Kansas
City, local board decision upheld.
Paramount, New Orleans, against
R. J. Burnett, New Orleans, complaint dismissed.

PHILLY HOUSES HEED
APPEAL TO STAY OPEN
(Continued from Page

I)

cott on pictures condemns the board
and its conception of morality and
results in an unwarranted attack
on the censorship division.
Charles Segall, president of the
M.P.T.O., also announced that the
independent theaters would remain
open and would cooperate with the
industry and the public in answer to
the demand for continued operation.
About 150 film men turned out
for the testimonial to Pizor, who recently completed seven years :
president of the M.P.T.O. of Eastern
Pennsylvania, Southern New Jersey
and Delaware. Louis Nizer came
over from New York to officiate as
tcastmaster. Other speakers included Judge John W. Kephart of the
State Supreme Court; Mrs. Gustav
Ketterer, women's club leader; Ed
Kuykendall, president of the M. P
T. 0. A., and Charles Segall. Six
prominent women club leaders were

with Interfaith Committees composed of leading Catholics, Protestants and Jews in each district and
organize a house-to-house campaign
to obtain signatures for pledges.
With the opening of the schools in
the fall, the cooperation of colleges,
high schools and public schools will
be sought and every available
agency,
andthe
non-sectarian
will be sectarian
enlisted in
clean film
campaign, the Committee stated.
The Committee went on record as
being dissatisfied with M.P.P.D.A.
cancellation privilege on objectionable films released prior to July 15,
declaring that this was a step in
the right direction but did not go
far enough. After the meeting the
committee went directly to City Hall
to confer with Mayor LaGuardia,
Police Commissitoner John F. Ryan
and License Commissioner Paul
Kuykendall attacked organizations
present.
Moss. According to the Rev. Jos. which
sought to leap into headlines
A. McCaffrey, rector of Holy Cross for publicity, and denounced salaChurch, the Committee intended reccious pictures and salacious adverthat "all
presen-of
tising. He ridiculed the block booktationsommending
conform
withtheater
standards
ing bugaboo and predicted movies
would take the place of liquor as a
outward decency."
target for professional reformers.
Nizer urged a sane middle course on
clean films.
Rebuilding Westhampton House
Pizor was given a collection of
Hampton-Star Theater, Westhampton Beach. L. I., which burned gifts and showered with praise.
down about a year ago, is being rebuilt by Harry Nugent. New house
will seat 1,200.
Keene Back to Atlanta
Memphis — Lionel Keene, Loew division manager who worked out the
Rudolph Bach Joins G-B
Rudolph Bach has been appointed plan whereby local houses could
open on Sundays by turning over
by Ai-thur Lee as salesman in the their
to charity, has return
New York district for Gaumont Bri- to his proceeds
headquarters in Atlanta.
tish.
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Walther

DAILY

League Not Joining Churches

Wednesday,

in Drive

Omaha — Instead of adopting a resolution connecting itself with other church bodies
or making a statement in the current film crusade, the International Walther League
in convention here yesterday chose to continue its position taken last year opposing
indecent pictures.
Protestant cooperation was offered by the Omaha Council of Churches to form a
local Better Movie Committee in September. A committee was appointed and representation was invited from all church bodies, P.-T. A.'s, women's clubs, etc. The
Omaha committee will cooperate closely with the national censorship committee in
Hollywood.

July 18, 1934

AMKINO TO RELEASE
21 IN NEW SEASON
(Continued

from

Page

1)

not operating in harmony with the
purposes of the recovery act. The
announcement also states that
changes will be made whenever desired by the industry or whenever George Weeks Negotiating
the occasion is appropriate. It is
To Handle G-B on Coast
believed that the new policy is anGaumont British and Gainsborother step in the reorganization of
ough productions for the new season
the NRA under Gen. Johnson's com- will likely be handled on the coast
mission plan with more self-rule lee- by George W. Weeks, who is now in
way for industry.
New York conferring with Arthur
Lee regarding the deal.

Six Spanish Westerns
Being Made in Mexico
Mexico City — Ross Fisher, who
produced the Fred Thompson westerns, and Albert Godoy, local producer, will make a series of six Spanish westerns on location at Vera
Cruz. Thompson and Godoy are endeavoring to obtain U. S. release
for the Westerns which they propose making in English also.
First of New ComiColors
"Headless Horseman," first of the
new series of 13 ComiColor cartoons
to be produced by Celebrity Productions, will be released Sept. 1. Subsequent releases will be made once
every four weeks.
"Side Streets" at B'klyn Strand
Warner's "Side Streets" will have
its metropolitan premiere at the
Brooklyn Strand tomorrow night on
a double bill with "Midnight Alibi,"
which recently played the New York
Strand. Aline MacMahon is starred
in "Side Streets."
Wilson Making Chain Store Film
Under commission from various
retail merchants' associations, Frank
R. Wilson is producing a six-reel
feature depicting the menace of the
chain store in the local community.
Maxine Dovle Signed by Warners
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Hollywood — Because of her work
opposite Joe E. Brown in "The Six
Day Bike Rider," now shooting,
Maxine Doyle has been signed to a
new long term contract by Warner
Bros.

BIG

ingale," first sound color film produced in Soviet Russia"; "The Golovlev Manor," "Love and Hate,"
3 Cases Denied Hearing
"Crusaders," "Rudy's Career," "InAs Boards Go in Recess
spired People," "Hatred," "The Con(Continued from Page 1)
queror," "Crown Prince of the Rezoning board idle till after Nov. 1.
public," "Mankind Revolts," "Two
The complaints, which had already Comrades," "We Are From Krondbeen set for hearing were those of stadt," "Aerodgrad," and "The
the Regent and Bayshore, Bayshore, Private Life of Peter Vinogradov."
vs. Loew's Valencia, Jamaica; Rial- The two shorts are "Moscow
Newspaperman Makes Short
Through the Eyes of A Tourist,"
San Antonio — S. W. Woolford, to, Patchogue and Granada, Pat- and "Chelyuskin," a record of tb.3
local newspaper editor and amateur chogue, vs. Loew's Valencia; and Russian Arctic rescue expedition.
archeologist, recently completed a the Hastings, Hastings, vs. Strand,
short of the Big Bend region of Yonkers.
Texas along the Rio Grande, telling
Beatrice Lillie Loses Suit
the story of the ancient BasketWest Coa t Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILY
maker race. He plans other sub- Rules Jones' Food Show
jects, with a view to getting a reDoes Not Violate Code
Los Angeles — Beatrice Lillie yeslease for the series.
terday lost her appeal in the $50,St. Louis — Local grievance board
Carl Brisson Filming Scenic
has ruled that the revised plan for 000 suit against Warners and Darryl
West Coast Bureau
of TILE FILM DAILY the food show conducted by the Rialto F. Zanuck charging they had used
Hollywood — Carl Brisson has gone Theater, Granite City, Illinois, does certain scenes from "Show of
for a week's vacation in Yosemite
National Park in the High Sierras. not constitute a lottery or violate Shows," a feature, as a short and
The Paramount star took along 1000 code provisions. Gaylord W. Jones, thereby injured her reputation.
feet of 16 mm. film to record his trip operator of the theater, testified at
on celluloid. He will send a print the rehearing yesterday it is not
to his brother in Copenhagen, Den- necessary to buy a ticket or attend
M-G-M
Loses "Rasputin"
Appeal
mark. On his return to Paramount, the theater to win one of the mer
Brisson will prepare for his second thandise prizes. The board had
London — Appeal of M-G-M
starring American film, "All the cited Jones to appear and show against the $125,000 verdict awardcause why his film service should not
ed by a jury to Princess Irina YousKing's Horses."
be stopped for his alleged failure
soupoff over "Rasputin" was disRichard Arlen Goes Fishing
u,o
comply
with
its
prior
ruling
tr
missed yesterday by the Court of
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
eliminate the prize distribution. He
Hollywood — Richard Arlen is ■hanged the plan after that decision
Appeals.
on a week's fishing and water-vacation at Catalina Island in his yacht.
"Jobyna R." He will be joined later
by his wife, Jobyna Ralston and
their infant son, Richard Ralston
Arlen. Upon his return, Arlen will
prepare for his next picture, "Ready
for Love" with Ida Lupino, to be
directed by Marion Gering.

*^A

"Roxy" Returning to the Air
S. L. "Roxy" Rothafel will return
to broadcasting Sept. 15 with a 45minute Sunday evening program
over the Columbia network.
250,000 See Temple Film at Roxy
Approximately 250,000 persons
have already seen "Baby, Take a
Bow" at the Roxy, according to figures compiled by the management.
Picture starts its fourth week on
Friday.

I OR 7 PERSONS

and up
Above the 8th
Floor $6.00
Enjoy bedroom
the comforts
and
suite. of. a. parlor
. All
rooms equipped with radio,
combination tub and shower
bath, and running ice water.
Ideal location — adjacent to
shopping, business and theatre
districts.
SWIMMING

NEWS
AS

SEEN
BY
THE
PRESS
AGENT

"In 'Life of Vergie Winters' Johr
Boles was married on the screen foi
the first time."— RKO
RADIO.

Fourth Week for "World Moves On"
Fox's "The World Moves On" goes
into its fourth week of two-a-day at
the Criterion tomorrow.

POOL AND GYMNASIUM
FREE TO GUESTS

Dinner served in the beautiful
newly $1.00
decorated
Cocoanut
Grove
up.

Rivoli Reopens Today
After a short period of darkness,
the Rivoli reopens today with the
first Broadway popular-price showing of "House of Rothschild." A
new Mickey Mouse cartoon, "Playful Pluto," will also be on the bill.
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St. Louis ExhibsMake First Blacklist Cancellations

INJUNCTION AGAINST CRUSADE SEEN AS LIKELY
35,000 Democrats Join the Anti- Suppression League
Plan National Referendum
on Subject of Motion
Pictures

Non-Theatrical

Menace

Gaining

Momentum

Another step in the move on the part of church and educational interests to create
an exchange system for supplying suitable motion pictures for performances in churches
and schools is scheduled for tonight in Portland, Ore., where a meeting is to be held
for the purpose of finding a way to put the idea on a practical basis. Activities
along this line already are under way in Chicago, Milwaukee and Denver, with indications of gradually spreading to other localities.

Destructive
Aspects
of
Anti - Film Propaganda
Weighed by Lawyers

Lawyers representing interests
opposed to the various movements
to emasculate or boycott motion pictures are studying the legal aspects
of the situation insofar as the campaign results in "destruction of
otherby canpeople's
property"
be enjoined
underandthetherelaw,
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
The Film Daily learns.
Exploration Pictures
Hollywood — Charging that the
Activities of organized bodies in
cleanup campaign is a lot of
Releasing 12 Travelogs movie
national propaganda
(Continued
on Page 6)
"ax grinding" of special interests, disseminating
(Continued
on Page 6)
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILY the Screen Writers' Guild and the
Hollywood — In addition to the fea- Authors' League of America have
ture "Brides of Sulu," made in the issued a statement attacking both
Moro country of the Philippines by the purpose and the methods of the
Exploration Pictures Corp., headed purification drive now under way.
The statement was signed by
by Jesse J. Goldberg, the expedition
unit obtained material for 12 one- Marc Connelly, president of the
reel travelogues, which will be re- Authors' League; Ralph Block,
leased with a background of mu- president of the Screen Writers'
Findings of the Motion Picture
Venice — Program of pictures to
Hughes, president of
sical and spoken narrative by Gayne Guild; Rupert
Research Council in the investiga(Continued on Page 7)
be shown at the Second Interna(Continued on Page 5)
tions which it sponsored to detertional Exposition of Cinematogramine the effects of movies on chilphic Art, to be held here Aug. 1-24,
dren and adolescents will be made
shows American producers leading
Holding Units for 3 St. Louis Houses in representation. Eleven U. S,
available to church groups engaged New
(Continued on Page 6)
films are scheduled to be shown,
(Continued on Page 6)
St. Louis — In furtherance of their U.A. Lineup Reaches 25 ;
National Film Carriers
plans for the rehabilitation of the
Possible 27 in Prospect Meet Next Week to Map
Meet Oct. 1 in Detroit Ambassador, Missouri and Grand
Central theaters, the interests repRecent
addition of London Films'
Detroit — A nationwide meeting of
National Cleanup Move
resented by the Bondholders Protec- "Congo Raid" and British and
the new National Film Carriers
tive Committees have formed new Dominions' "Nell Gwyn" and "The
Meeting
an enlarged Interfaith
trade association will be held here corporations to hold the properties. Queen's Affair" will give United Committee ofwhich
will consider the
Oct. 1, it was announced by Harold The companies are the Ambassador Artists a release schedule of a clean film problem from the standof 25 features for next
C. Robinson of Film Truck Service Euilding Corp., with 61,500 shares minimum
point of national action will be held
(Continued
on Page 5)
(Continued
on Page 6)
before leaving for a vacation. Robearly next week, it was stated yesinson is vice-president of the new
terday by Dr. Sydney E. Goldstein.
association.
Various plans for nationwide action
Thirty - five thousand members,
comprising the entire membership
of the Inter-collegiate Democratic
League of New York State, yesterday joined the recently formed Association for the Preservation and
Freedom of Screen and Stage, I.
Robert Broder, counsel for the Association, stated to Film Daily.
This enrollment brings the organ-

Screen Writers Call

Cleanup

Unjust

AMERICAN FILMS LEAD
AT WORLD EXPOSITION

RESEARCH COUNCIL
AIDS CHURCH GROUPS

350 Ask
More
motion

10%

Privilege

than 350 non-assenters to the
picture code have taken advantage of the 10 per cent cancellation
privilege by either becoming assenters
or paying the necessary assessment, it
was learned yesterday at the Code Authority. More than 60 per cent of the
total number have assented to the code
at the time of applying for the 10 per
cent cancellation privilege. From the j
volume of non-assenters who are sending
in signed assents each day, it is predicted that the number will exceed the
500 mark
by Aug.
15.

5 Films Cancelled in St. Louis,
First Under Hays Office Ruling

Southern Representatives
Are Appointed by Mundus

William G. Minder and John
Franconi have been appointed sales
representatives in the Southern territory for the Mundus Distributing
Corp., which is releasing 27 British
features
throughout
the
United
(Continued

on

Page

6)

St. Louis — First instance of exhibitors acting on the recentlygranted privilege by major companies to cancel films against which
there is local protest took place here
yesterday at a meeting of the local
theater owners association which decided to reject five films that have
been blacklisted by the Legion of
(Continued

on

Page

6)

(Continued

on

Page

6)

Sees End of Strike Near
San Francisco — Early settlement of the
general strike was expected last night,
following receipt of word from President Roosevelt, who is en route to
Hawaii, that he was confident the Labor
Board would work out a reasonable
solution At the same time President
William Green of the American Federation of Labor, in a statement from Chisaid the walkout
"without
nationalcago,significance"
and was
had not
been
authorized by the A. F. of L.
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Jack Warner Entertains
Code Auth'y Committee
Hears 3 Appealed Cases
Postmaster Gen'l Farley
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Griffith Circuit Opening
Two New Mexico Houses
Denver— R. E. Griffith Theaters,
Inc., is opening up two new houses
in this territory. They are the Rig,
with 500 seats, at Hobbs, N. M.,
and the Cactus, at Carlsbad, N.
M., with 700 seats.
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Hollywood — Jack L. Warner will
play host to his friend James A.
Farley, Postmaster General of the
United States and Chairman of the
Democratic Party, at a special
luncheon to be held today at the
Warner studios. The Cabinet officer
arrives in Los Angeles today accompanied by his executive assistant, Ambrose O'Connell.
Farley will proceed directly to
the Warner studio luncheon, following the dedication of the New Glendale Post Office. The affair will
be marked by entertainment supplied by Warner-First National
stars including Dick Powell, Joe E.
Brown, Phil Regan, Maxine Doyle,
Dorothy Dare, Terry LaFranconi,
Frank McHugh, the Busby Berkeley
dancing girls, and others. The
guests include Senator William
Gibbs McAdoo of California; U. S.
Senators Pat McCarren and Key
Pittman of Nevada; Federal, state
and city officials; the Congressmen
from Southern California, leading
members of the Democratic Party,
former Postmaster General, Will
Hays, and the heads of motion picture studios in Los Angeles.

Edward

Sloman

Gene Lockhart Writing
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Gene Lockhart, whose
performance in "Ah, Wilderness" on
Broadway the past season brought
him an M-G-M contract, has been
put to work on several scripts pending assignment to his first screen
role. Lockhart is an actor, author
and composer.

Three appeals from local board
decisions were heard yesterday by
a Code Authority committee headed
by W. C. Michel as chairman and
including Joe Seider and Frank A.
McCarthy.
The cases were:
Buffalo grievance board, N. J.
Basil against the Commodore, Roxy,
Columbia, Colonial, Rialto and Ellen
Terry theaters, reduced admissions:
Washington, D. C, clearance and
zoning board, C. H. Lightiser against
Ritz Theater, Baltimore, clearance;
and, Portland, Ore., grievance board,
William Cutts against Roxy Theater, Portland, reduced admissions.
Today's appeals hearing will be
presided
over Rosenzweig
by CharlesandO'Reilly
with Charles
A. A.
Schwartz as members.

Four Shorts Are Added
To DuWorld's Program
DuWorld has added four shorts

Coming and Going
HAL ROSSON sails for England
night on the Olympic.

tomorrow

AMBROSE S. DOWLING, European sales manager for RKO Export Corp., has returned
fiom
the other
side.
PATSY

KELLY

is coming east

for

a vacation.

LOU
BROCK,
who
returned
from
a foreign j
jaunt this week
with
Mrs. Brock,
leaves
in a
few days for the coast to start his next RKO
musical film, "Ho for Shanghai."
MR. and MRS. THOMAS MEIGHAN are on
their
way east from Hollywood to remain until
November.
VERREE

TEASDALE,

who

recently finished

work

in Warner's "Desirable", arrives tomorrow from the coast to visit her mother and
buy her trousseau for her marriage to Adolphe
Menjou
in Hollywood
next month.
LOUIS B. MAYER, M-G-M production chief,
arrives in New York today from the coast and
sails Friday with Mrs. Mayer on the Staatendam
for a European
vacaction.
WILLIAM MELNIKER, M-G-M manager for
South America, returns Monday from a visit to
the company's coast studios.
AL ALTMAN, M-G-M director, leaves Holly-

wood Monday for New
York.
to its list of product, including
"Sword of the Arab," a three-reel
melodrama with Duncan Renaldo
Celebrity Closes Deals
and Lucille Kaye; "Capture of Clyde
CelebritytributionPictures
Barrow and Bonnie Parker," a
deals for itshas
newclosed
seriesdisof
newsreel compilation; "Stars In The
13
ComiColor
cartoons
with
PrinMaking," a closeup of Hollywood
cipal Film Exchange, New York;
with Frank Albertson, and "Yokel
film.
Dog Makes Good," a two-reel dog Gold Medal Exchange, Philadelphia
and Washington; Majestic Pictures,
Pittsburgh; Capitol Film Co., Minneapolis and Omaha; Allied Pic"Jane Eyre" for First-Runs
tures, San Francisco and Los1
Monogram's "Jane Eyre" has been
booked for first run showing at waukee.
Angeles; and Jack O'Toole, MilWarner's Carlton Theater, Philadelphia, the Stanley, Atlantic City, and
the Uptown, Kansas City. The pic- RKO Closes Hawaiian Deal
ture also will play first run at the
RKO's new season lineup has been |
Capitol, Montreal, and the Imperial,
Toronto.
Consolidated
signed mentbyCo. the
of Honolulu,
JulesAmuseLevy
announced yesterday. Cresson Smith,
western
sales
manager,
assisted
by .
Releasing Jewish One-Reeler
Harry
C.
Conn
and
G.
William
"The Jews of Yemen," a one-reeler depicting the life of the Yemenite Wolff, closed the deal.
Jews in Southern Arabia, has been
Earl Bell Loses Father
acquired for distribution by American-Oriental Film Co., which will
Denver — The father of Earl Bell,
also handle Palestine product.
manager of the Warner exchange
here, died
Omaha, and Earl attended the in
funeral.
Will Create Dances for Cartoons
Wellington Mack, originator of
Clyde W. Simons Dead
many of the routines used by the
Las Animas, Colo. — Clyde WJ
Ringling-Barnum circus clowns, has
been signed to devise pantomimic Simons, owner of the Simons the- *
of a heart atin Pueblo
routinesof for
ater, died
tack. He had
gone there for treat!
series
13 Celebrity
ComiColor Pictures'
cartoons. new ment.

Wesley Eddy Returning to Roxy
Wesley Eddy, who recently served
13 weeks as master of ceremonies
at the Roxy, has been signed by
Howard S. Cullman to return for
another run as soon as he completes
Dent's Son Learning
Business
Denver — Frank L. Dent, just
his present radio and stage engagements.
graduated from college, son of Louis
L. Dent, has been made booker for
the Westland circuit, and will learn
"Bondage" Holding at Palace
the theater business under the guidance of T. B. Noble, Jr., general
RKO's
"Of
Human
Bondage,"
which played two weeks at the Ra- manager.
dio City Music Hall, will be held for
a second week at the Palace.
Jeanne Aubert in New Vita. Short
Jeanne Aubert, who returned this
Jessel in Lew Brown
Show
week from abroad, is preparing to
George Jessel has been signed for start work in another two-reel
the new Lew Brown musical show. musical comedy for Vitaphone.
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TIMELY TOPICS

EXPLOITETTES

Music for the Screen
Is Called the Best

Miniature Circus

^/[USIC used with talking
pictures is, on the whole,
better — much better ■— than
music used with the spoken
drama. The legitimate theater
has old traditions. The movie
made its own traditions at the
start and decided in favor of the
finer things. When a government report gives millions upon
millions of people patronizing
film productions every week in
this great country of ours, we
can easily see the force of the
music for good or evil. It is
interesting to note that movie
theaters which display the pictures with the best music — as
part of the feature itself or
part of the accompanying stage
show — has in every reported
case been followed by larger
attendance and greater boxoffice receipts. Original music
created for certain movies naturally is the only legitimate
art product for moving pictures
and brings a new variety of
musical structure into existence.
The good music in and for
movies has a structure showing
musical brains back of it as well
as traits of novel harmony, unusual rhythms, and distinctive
turns to the melodies.
— Victor Young.

An Exhibitor Answers
the Church Crusaders
'"THE exhibitor,
he cooper-in
ates with theif churches
their crusade for cleaner films,
has the right to ask for their
practical cooperation in supporting good pictures. Most exhibitors are conscientious and willing to cooperate with a "clean
film" campaign. Like myself, I
think a whole lot of the exhibitors do their best to get suitable
pictures for showing on Friday
and Saturday night,s, when we
have our largest number of
children. The crusade hasn't
hurt my business except on
"Rip - tide," which in my
opinion, didn't deserve the
blacklisting it got. However,
there isn't any doubt but that
we are going to feel the effects
of the crusade on pictures that
are disapproved, but will the
churches help sell the ones they
approve? I firmly believe that
75 per cent of the pictures I
have played in the last two or
three years would have met the
approval of the churches. I
don't believe that they can conscientiously (and I believe they
are conscientious) condemn as
many as 25 per cent of the pictures Iplay, and my theater is
open for them to screen the 25
off color.
per cent they —consider
E. E. Webber,
Mary hue Theater, Kansas City.

Plugs "Circus Clown"
• •
• WE ARE taking you back to the early days
of 1912
when Adolph Zukor and Joe Engel were partners
two film lads trying to get along
they secured the
United States rights to "Queen Elizabeth" with Sarah Bernhardt but they had just started in business
they had
no means of distributing so they walked in on Harry J.
Cohen of the Special Feature Dep't of General Film Company
a part of the Patents Trust
and asked him what
could be done in the way of distributing this feature pix

T

T

T

• •
• THE PIX looked good to Mister Cohen
he
took the matter up with Frank L. Dwyer, prexy of General
Film
Dwyer talked to Albert E. Smith and J. Stuart Blackton
they were the committee who passed on all films
they turned down Mister Zukor's "Queen Elizabeth" because it wasn't a "licensed" picture under the rules of the allpowerful Patents Trust
•
•
• THAT
DECISION
was pretty discouraging
for
Messrs. Zukor and Engel
so it was decided that Joe would
go out and peddle it to the independent exchanges on a states
right basis
the partners grossed $47,000 for their share on
the pix
with this bankroll they organized Famous Players
the beginning of the present Paramount
organization
and all its ramifications their first pix was "The Prisoner
of Zenda"
a five-reeler starring James K. Hackett
we believe that Mister Zukor is still quite active in the film
biz
thank you
•
•
• SOME LONDON Notes
Ben Weldon seen at
the American hangout
the Honey Dew (coffee and cake
only)
with the Three Admirals and the Missus
Jack
Kitchen, just arrived from Hollywood, to cut pictures here
and none other than Lloyd Knechtel, greatest trick photographer
in this here Piccadilly
Joyce King — Wood's brother is
going to be a famous actor some day
says Joyce
Joe Rock and Rae Daggett strolling down Regent Street doing
a li'l window shopping
or gazing
as we say in Lunnon, old deah
Peggy Hopkins Joyce is just browsing
around
not giving much thought to men, pictures, plays
or whatnot
she looks like a million, as usual
with or
without her precious glassware
the Savoy is her hideout
at the moment
no reel or real proposals as yet, Peggy
reports
isn't it all just too utterly utter
this frightfully sensational news from the Fog City, we mean
eh,
what?

•
•
• AT THE request of E. H. Anderson of the N. Y.
Public Library
Warners
have supplied the original of
"42nd Street"
for filing among the famous classical original
manuscripts in their archives
Ed Levy, counsel for the
M.P.T.O. of Connecticut, won the low net in the annual New
Haven County Bar Association golf tournament with a score of
65

•

• • HER LUCKY number is 13
referring to Dorothy Reid, Monogram supervisor
born on March 13
married on Oct. 13, 1913
her phone extension with Mono13 ... . she started her first production, "The Redgramhead"isonNo.
Friday, July 13
with 13 principal players in the
cast
to top it all . the production number of "The Redhead" is to be No. 513
now
we do hope the budget
for the pix production is more than 13 dollars

«

«

«

»

»

»

JhVERYBODY
loves amanager
circus,
and Carl Krueger,
of the Fisher in Detroit, made
sure everyone in town knew he
had one in Joe E. Brown's
"Circus Clown," when the picture played his theater. Krueger
contacted Jean LeRoy, a local
man and a former circus clown
who had spent eight years devising a miniature circus carved
out of wood.
Around this miniature circus
the campaign was built. Each
piece of carving, of which there
were over 30,000 was hand
carved and painted in natural
colors. The circus, consisting
of the regulation three rings
with all the auxiliary side shows
and exhibits, covered a space
10 x 24 feet. Krueger put this
exhibit in the basement lounge
of the theater on a specially
built platform, backed up with
a huge easel carrying copy on
"Circus Clown", a week in advance. LeRoy himself was on
hand costumed as a circus
clown. The exhibit attracted
so much attention that it was
kept on display all during the
picture's run. A local newsreel
company took pictures of the
circus, which were shown in
practically all of the neighborhood theaters.
Besides this grand exhibit
which attracted such wide attention and drew daily mobs to
the theater for two whole weeks,
the campaign included; a cleverly devised slide projected on
the carpet of the lobby in advance; the exhibition
"Mary",
the rhinoceros
whose of
trunk
was
bannered with "Circus Clown"
copy; a stilt walker who, with
a banner on his back, covered
the main part of town for three
days in advance; thirty-six
stills and four 22 x 28's were
spotted in several department
store windows.
Station WXYZ co-operated
with an announcement about
the picture 14 times during the
week, in a hookup with six other
stations comprising the Michigan
Radio network; in addition, the
picture was plugged for two
days over the same network in
the "World of the Theater" program, a popular local program.
— Fisher, Detroit, Mich.
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» REVIEWS
Bing

Crosby

and

Miriam

«

Hopkins

in

"SHE LOVES ME NOT"
with Kitty Carlisle, Henry Stephenson,
Lynne Overman,
Edward
Nugent
Paramount
83 mins.
ONE

OF THE MOST

ENJOYABLE

COM-

EDY-ROMANCES IN YEARS. AN
SURED CLEANUP FOR ALL-AROUND

ASAP-

PEAL.
Based on the season's leading Broadway
hit, with many production values added to
it in the filming, this comedy is geared to
smash plenty of box-office records. With
a plot that permits lots of lively action, an
ace cast, the inclusion of three pleasing
song numbers and a nice sprinkling of
romance among the laughs and suspense,
it can't miss. Story in back of it concerns
a night club dancer, Miriam Hopkins, who
in running away to avoid being involved
as a witness in a murder, finds refuge in
a Princeton University dormitory. Bing
Crosby and Eddie Nugent, in befriending
her, get themselves into a scrape that
nearly results in their expulsion and threatens the romance between Bing and the
dean's
daughter, comes
Kitty Carlisle.
the merriment
from the Much
idea of
of
Lynne Overman, press agent for the movie
company owned by Eddie's father, to make
Miriam a movie star, cashing in on her
publicity.
Cast: Bing Crosby, Miriam Hopkins, Kitty
Carlisle, Henry Stephenson, Lynne Overman, Edward Nugent, George Barbier, Warlen Hymer, Judith Allen, Henry Kolker
Maude Turner Gordon, Margaret Armstrong, Ralf Harclde, Matt McHugh, Franklyn Ardell, Vince Barnett.
Director, Elliott Nugent; Authors, Edward
Hope, Howard Lindsay; Screenplay, Benjamin Glazer; Song numbers, Mack Gordon,
Harry Revel, Ralph Rainger, Leo Robin:
Cameraman, Charles Lang; Recording Engineer, Harold C. Lewis; Editor, Hugh Bennett.
Direction, Aces.
Photography,
Fine.

SHORTS
Edgar Kennedy in

"In-Laws

Are

Out"

'""THIS violent burst of condemnation is directed against something greater, far more important
and all-embracing
than the movie."
—JACK
COHN.

isn't
better than
the preceding one."
—WALTER
CONNOLLY.

UNPARALLELED

ACCLAIM

"If you seek sartorial perfection
you should wear hats or caps like
Lowell Sherman, overcoats like Gary
Cooper, ties like Robert Montgomery, trousers like William Powell
"It is the comedy sequences and
the alleged comic pictures that I be- and shoes like Clive Brook." —
lieve have irritated those good peo- ADOLPHE MENJOU.
ple to their ROGERS
present state
activity."
— ADELA
ST. ofJOHNS.

"The art of acting is comparable
to an apprenticeship in a machine
shop. There are definite things that
one must learn that no one can
teach."— GEORGE BANCROFT.

"Quite a few folks say I'm conceited. What they should say is that
I'm confident."— MAX BAER.
"I'm sure many people find me a
disappointment at a party when I
don't swing into action with my
hands and start rattling off a long
string
of wisecracks." — LEE i
TRACY.

"Stardom is only a matter of placing a name above or below the title
of a picture, but it carries tremen"It's what they see in my
dous responsibility, and woe be to
the star if every picture he makes that counts."— MAE WEST.

eyes

U. A. Lineup Reaches 25 ; Exploration Pictures
Releasing 12 Travelogs
Possible 27 in Prospect
(Continued from Page 1 )
(Continued from Page

1)

season, with likelihood of the number being raised to 27 by the imminent Charlie Chaplin and Mary
Pickford productions. U. A. also
has 18 Walt Disney cartoons on its
list. At the time of the recent U. A.
convention, the company announced
a minimum of 22.
A. C. Exhibs Kick on Dog Racing
Atlantic City — Amusement men as
individuals have been kicking to the
city commission on the operation of
the dog track in the municipal Auditorium which is cutting into flicker
biz in a big way. Amusement people do not have objection to track
itself, but policy of track in handing
out a ten cent pass. Boardwalk
houses have all reported a decrease
since opening of track.

RKO Radio
19 mins.
Good Comedy
Edgar Kennedy in his usual
domestic hot water. His wife, Florence Lake, is about to move out on
to a nice degree of entertainhim, but agrees to remain provided holds ment
value.
he doesn't lose his temper again.
Mother-in-law and brother-in-law
Jeanne Aubert in
want him to leave, however, so they
plot various annoyances to make
Mysterious
Edgar mad, but he suffers them to
with 'The
Weldon
Heyburn Kiss"
and the
Sizzlers
the finish. Will satisfy.
Vitaphone
19 mins.
Nice Operetta
"Underneath
the
Broadway
Moon"
with Isham Jones and His Orchestra,
Using the song, "Ooh, That Kiss!"
Vera Van and Eton Boys
of some years back as the foundaParamount
11 mins.
tion, an enjoyable little operetta has
Pleasing
been developed. Locale is a weekend party on a Long Island estate,
Isham Jones conducting a medley
of some of his many popular num- where Jeanne Aubert samples the
bers, vocal specialties by Vera Van kissing of all the boys and then
and the Eton Boys, a bit of dancing learns that her own husband is the
by a team, and finally the jazzing one best able to deliver the goods.
of a classic piece comprise the con- The proceedings allow for several
numbers and plenty of costents of this subject. It's in an at- I chorus
tractive night club atmosphere and tume display.

FOR THE FIRST
GREAT TRIUMPH
OF
1934-1935

Whitman. First six subjects are:
"Jolo, The Land of Mohammed";
"Zamboanga the Beautiful"; "Cebu,
the Isle of Magellan"; "San Ramon
Penal Colony"; "Churches of the
Islands"; "Manila, Pearls of the
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"Blind Date" Release July 20
Columbia's "Blind Date," featuring Ann Sothern, Paul Kelly and
Neil Hamilton, will be released
throughout the country on July 20.
"Frankenstein" at Globe
"Frankenstein"
is being revived
at the Globe starting Saturday.
New House for Lambiotte
Sturgis, Mich. ■— Construction is
well under way on the 400-seat
house in the southwestern part of
the state for O. J. Lambiotte. It will
be named the Roxy. Opening is
scheduled for Aug. 15.
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STARS ... |

• MOST
INTELLIGENT J
MUSICAL
PICTURE TO j
* COME OUT OF HOLLY- ,
I WOOD"

I

Orient." Detroit Notes
Detroit — Charles and Harry
Komer are reducing capacity of the
Redford, former Publix house, from
2,000 to 1,200 seats.
W. G. Waring, also known professionally as Bert Mayo, plans to
bring his stage equipment factory
from Jamaica, L. I., to Highland,
local suburb.
Central Theater Corp. has been
formed by Emila Bonnot, F. F. Kane
and J. J. Lauridsen.
Theater closings reported to the
local film board of trade the past
week included the Garden, Petersburg, and Liberty, Holly.
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\ "THE MOST THRILL- '
} INGLY BEAUTIFUL PIC- |
SCRIPT
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Rob. Wagner
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"World Moves On" Gets Certificate No. 1
West
Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
Hollywood — Certificate No. 1 for approved films under the new self-regulation
administered
by the Production
Code Administration,
under the direction of Joseph

as
I.

Breen, went to "The World Moves On", Fox picture.

condemning a product whose merits
have not been submitted to unbiased
adjudication could be termed illegal Kansas-Missouri Anti-Trailer Resolution
and confiscatory, in the opinion of
one lawyer who discussed the subApplies to Warner Bros, as Well as Metro
ject with The Film Daily, and in
view of vast investments being
expense of an already overburdened
Kansas City — Resolution adopted exhibitor;
jeopardized by these activities the
courts might readily take action if by the Kansas-Missouri Theater
"Therefore be it resolved that we,
called upon.
Ass'n opposing the entrance of the Kansas-Missouri Theater Assomajor companies in the trailer field
ciation, in convention assembled,
Form New Holding Units cited the name of Warner Bros, as Tuesday, July 17, go on record and
our heartiest protest and
For 3 St. Louis Houses well as M-G-M. The full resolution register
netition them to not enter the trailer
{Continued from Page 1)
as given out by A. F. Baker, presi- business but to continue the present
of $1 par value stock, and the
dent of the exhibitor group, reads method of distribution which not
Missouri Theater Building Corp., as follows :
only has been satisfactory but enwith 30,000 shares of $1 par value
ables the exhibitor to get a comstock.
"Whereas through the representaplete trailer service from one source
tives of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and at a nominal weekly price.
Incorporators of the Ambassador
Corp. are: Thomas N. Dysart, 31,495 the trade journals we are informed
"Be it further resolved that we
shares, and Edward Greensfelder, that they will distribute their own will resist to the fullest any attempt
1; on the part of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
F. M. Hemker, Alan R. Klobasa, trailers starting next January
Marshall 0. Mitchell. F. H. Kreis"Because this is an unneeded, un- to force the sale of their trailers
called for and unjust departure from with their features and that we
man and Joseph H. Grand, one share
each. Incorporators of the Missouri the present procedure and can only urge all of our members to not buy
Corp. are Dysart, 15,000 shares, and result in a needless increased cost Metro trailers in the event that
Greensfelder, Hemker, Klobasa, Mit- of operation to the exhibitor with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer refuse to reconsider their decision and to desist
chell, Kreisman and Grand one no additional benefits;
share each.
"Because we are further informed from such practice.
"Be it further resolved that the
The incorporators will form the and assured that the question of
first board of directors of the two quality is not involved, especially principle of this resolution also applies to Warner
Brothers.
corporations. In turn they propose since Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has had
"Be it further resolved that a
to lease the theaters to operating the closest supervision and production
of
trailers
on
its
own
pictures
copy
of
this
resolution
be sent to
companies being organized by Allan
Snyder and Harry Koplar. The for the past year or more, and fur- Nicholas Schenck and Felix Feist of
ther in view of the above fact it Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and also to
operating companies are entering
into a management arrangement seems that this move on Metro- Harry Warner, and that it be sent
with Fanchon & Marco. Harry C. Goldwyn-Mayer's part is purely a also to the trade papers and pubArthur is expected to make St. move to increase their income at the
Louis his headquarters to look after
lications."
the five Fanchon & Marco theaters
St. Louis Exhibs Make
here. It is also rumored that the American Films Lead
Fanchon & Marco interests may
First Cancellations
At
World
Exposition
acquire a number of other theaters
(Continued from Page 1)
(.Continued from Page 1)
in Eastern Missouri and Southern
compared with 6 German, 6 French, Decency and other organizations.
Illinois.
In the meantime the Shubert 5 Italian, 5 British and a total of The pictures, all of which have been
Rialto, operating lately by Warners 20 from all other countries. Screen- seen locally at first-runs, are "The
is being closed. Mercantile-Comings will be held at the Hotel Ex- Life of Vergie Winters," "Laughing
merce Bank & Trust has filed a
celsior at Lido.
Boy," "Born To Be Bad," "Kiss and
foreclosure suit against the house
Make Up" and "Here Comes The
The American films on the prounder a $200,000 deed of trust,
Members of the organization will
gram include "Viva Villa", M-G-M;
alleging $50,000 in default. Rumors
later whether to extend
persist that Warners are about to "Cellini", 20th Century-United Art- determine
Groom."
the
cancellation to other pictures.
take over the Orpheum to provide
ists; "The World Moves On", Fox;
downtown competition for the Am- "Mystery Liner", Monogram; "Wonbassador.
der Bar", Warner-First National;
"White Heat," Seven Seas Corp. Meet Next Week to Map
National Cleanup Move
"Death Takes a Holiday", Para(Continued from Page 1)
mount; "Little Women", RKO; "It
Happened One Night", Columbia; on the film question, including the
"Invisible Man", Universal, and
pioposal put forward by the Jewish
Walt Disney animated cartoon.
clergy for a board of control over
the film industry composed of repRussell Hupp Reopens House
resentatives of the industry, the
Cassopolis, Mich. — The Gem has
AS
SEEN
BY
been reopened under the ownership public and the clergy, will be conTHE PRESS
of Russell B. Hupp. House was forAGENT
sidered, Dr. Goldstein said.
merly known as the Colonial.
Dr. Worth Tippy of the Federal
Council of Churches of Christ in
Geo. Healey Managing Dudley
"John Gilbert wears woolen socks all
America, the national organization
ing.
year
round."
—COLUMBIA
Boston — George Healey, formerly of Protestant Churches, said he had
assistant manager at the Marlboro, not yet been informed of the meetis now manager of the Dudley.

35,000 JOIN GROUP TO
OPPOSE SUPPRESSION
(Continued from Page

1)

ization's total membership to approximately 50,000. A call for the
organization of local groups has
been broadcast by the association
which is now forming a Pittsburgh
branch.
Plans are under way for a mass
meeting to be held next week at
the New Yorker Hotel with Rev.
Di. Charles Francis Potter of the
First Humanist Society as principal
speaker. At the meeting there will
be discussion of a national referendum in which questions involving
the production and presentation of
motion pictures will be outlined. According to Broder, the Association
plans to have its members distribute
several million questionnaires to laymen throughout the country. One
of the principal queries will be:
"Shall children be refused admission to motion picture theaters except when special programs for children are presented?"

M. P. Research Council
Aiding Church Groups
(Continued from

Page

1)

in trying to improve the tone of motion pictures, it was stated by
William H. Short, director of the
council, following a meeting of the
executive committee. Short also said
that Mrs. August Belmont had been
elected a member of the executive
committee. She recently resigned
as president of the council.
Proposal in the Patman bill providing for a federal commission to
supervise production of motion pictures, as well as licensing of films
in interstate commerce, has been disnounced. approved by the council, Short an-

Southern Representatives
Appointed
(Continued from by
Page Mundus
1)
States. Minder, who will make his
headquarters in Atlanta, will operate in the Charlotte, New Orleans
and Atlanta territories, while Franconi will cover the Dallas division.

BIG

FACTS

NEWS

ABOUT

FILMS
American films shown in Egypt increased from 42 per cent of the total
in 1931 to 75 per cent in 1933, while
French films dropped from 40 per cent
to 15 per cent.
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SCREEN WRITERS GALL
CLEANUP VERY UNJUST
(Continued from Page

1)

the Writers' Club; Ernest Pascal
and Donald Ogden Stewart.
The writers expressed resentment
at "the intemperance, hysteria, injustice and in some cases outright
falsehood which characterizes certain expressions" of the current
protest against "evidences of vulgarity and bad taste" in motion
picture entertainment.
"The zeal of reforming bodies,"
said themainsstatement,
"always
reunsatisfied until
it has
reached the point where it may order the American people as to what
they may or may not see.
"The extravagance
of the
current
reckless
attack on the
screen
has
reached the point where such distinguished works of screen entertainment as 'It Happened One Night,'
'Little Man, What Now?' and 'Of
Human Bondage,' are being specifically named on blacklists publicity."
Characterizing the protests as "an
open attempt to regiment and standardize creative expressions to the
measure of limited groups," the
authors warned against limiting
screen entertainment to the "standards of immaturity or of obvious
special interests."
"Much of the present attack
against the screen springs from the
ranks of those whose profession,
and whose only profession, is to attack," the authors declared.
"These are the persons who make
their living by an attempt to censor
the morals of a nation in a particular field.
"The passing of prohibition has
brought them to other horizons by
the score, seeking other fields on
which to fasten themselves. There
are many sincere persons, rightfully and naturally solicitous about the
nature of public screen entertainment, who are being misled by the
onslaught of these professional reformers."

•

"LOTS"
from
LEBy RALPH
A LITT
WILK
HOLLYWOOD
jy[ITZI GREEN, former child prodigy of the screen, made her
return to films yesterday in her first
role since she retired from pictures
to grow up. She had been cast for a
featured ingenue part in "Transatlantic Merry-Go-Round," the Reliance production for which stars of
the screen, stage and radio have
been assembled. Miss Green, now
16 years old, has definitely abandoned any attempt to retain her
now-famous childish characteristics,
and will devote herself to more or
less adult roles. She left Hollywood
more than a year aero and since then
she has been making personal appearances throughout, the country.
and has been participating in radio
broadcasts.

T

T

▼

In "Transatlantic Merry - Go Round," to be released through
United Artists. Mitzi Green will be
seen with Jack Benny. Nancy Carroll, Gene Raymond, Frank Parker.
Sid Silvers, Sydney Howard. William (Stage) Bovd. Patsv Kelly,
Ralph Morgan, Sidney Blackmer,
and Jimmy Grier and his Orchestra.
Benjamin Stoloff is directing from
the original story by Leon Gordon.
The music in the production is by
Dick Whiting.

The story crew working on "365
Nights In Hollywood," one of the
new Sol M. Wurtzel productions
scheduled by Fox Film, has left for
Del Mar, where the script and music
is to be completed. In the group
were William Conselman and Henry
Johnson, writers; George Marshall,
director, Richard Whiting and Sidney Clare, song writers, and Sammy
Lee, dance director. Alice Faye and
James Dunn are listed as co-stars
of the film.

▼

▼

▼

America's undefeated and unchallenged soft shoe dancing champion.
Lulu Beeson, who won the title
thirty-one years ago in New York,
has been cast in Paramount's "You
Belong to Me" featuring Lee Tracy.
Helen Mack, Helen Morgan and
David Holt.
T

T

T

The star, the author, the director
and one of the leading supporting
players in First National's forthcoming production of "British
Agent" were guests of honor at a
press luncheon given in London this
week. Leslie Howard plays the title
role in the picture, opposite Kay
Francis. R. H. Bruce Lockhart
wrote the book, based on his own
adventures in Russia before and dur▼ T T
ing the Bolshevist Revolution. He
Henry Stephenson has been signed is now a prominent London journalist. Michael Curtiz, who directed
to play one of the sunporting i-oles
in the RKO Radio's drama now in the film, is in England on a vacation,
as is William Gargan, who has
nroduction, entitled "The Richest
Girl In The World," starring Miriam a prominent role. Max Milder
Hopkins. Others in the supporting British manager for Warner-First
"ast_ are Joel McCrea, Fav Wray. National, was host at the luncheon
Reginald Denny, Frederick Harward "British Agent" is now being edited
and William Burgess. William and cut at the First National studios
Setter is directing, and Pandro S for release in September.
Berman is associate producer.
▼ r T
T ▼ ▼
Richard Rodgers and Lorenz Hart,
John Wray and Andre Beranger musical comedy writers, have arwere this week added to the cast
rived in Hollywood to go to work
*>f Columbia's "The Captain Hates for Paramount. They will do the
*he Sea," a picturization of Wallace musical score of "Mississippi," story
Smith's humorous novel, with the of a river showboat, which will feature W. C. Fields and Lanny Ross.
author
also responsible for the
Jack A. Simons Named Manager
screen treatment. Lewis Milestone On their last trip to the picture
Hartford, Conn. — Jack A. Simons 's directing. The cast being assem- capital, they wrote the score for
has been named manager of Poli's
bled for this feature already in- "The Phantom President" and "Love
theater, succeeding Harry Watts,
assigned to summer relief duty on "ludes John Gilbert, Victor McLagTen. Wynne Gibson, Fred Keating-. Me Tonight."
the Loew circuit.
Alison Skipworth. Florence Rice
Leon Errol and Del Henderson.
Marshall Neilan, Paramount diT T ▼
tector, is in San Francisco accomTudor Williams, California baripanied by Jimmie Dugan, his asTHE INDUSTRY'S
tone who recentlv completed an imsistant, and a complete camera crew.
DATE BOOK
portant role in PKO Radio's musical He has set up headquarters at the
°xtravae>anza. "Down To Their Last Tanforan Race track at San Bruno,
Yacht." has been signed to sine the near San Francisco to make tests
wale lead in "Fanst" opnosite Grar>p preparatory to taking Lee Tracy,
July 25: Midwest convention of Ross Federal
Moore at the Hollvwood Bowl. Wil- Helen Mack, Baby LeRoy, William
Service,
Chicago.
liams is the second member of the Frawley and the rest of the cast
Aug. 1-24: Second International Exposition of
film cast to be recruited for an ap- for "The Lemon Drop Kid" there for
Cinematographic
Art, Venice,
Italy.
nearance at the Bowl. Franchot horse-race location sequences. The
Aug. 22-24: Allied Theater Owners of New
White, dancer, was the first.
Jersey convention,
Atlantic
City.
party will return in a few days to
T
T
T
Sept. 16; North Dakota Allied meeting, Mancomplete final preparations for getdan, N. D.
ting under way. Howard J. Green
Oct. 1 : National Film Carriers convention,
James
Robinson
—
"Hambone"
to
is
adapting the Damon Runyon story
Detroit.
the screen fans — ha« been named the
under
the supervision of William
Oct. 29: S.M.P.E. Fall Meeting, Hotel Pennsixth youngster in Paramount's LeBaron.
sylvania, New York.
"Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch."

•

•
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Brilliant

PERFORMANCE
^VERY

fine performance on the screen

-*-^ depends upon certain earlier performances. . . not by the cast alone, but by the
film in the camera. Because of the dependability and artistic opportunity it affords
. . . because of its unfailingly brilliant performance. . . most cameramen

and produc-

ers prefer Eastman Super-Sensitive Panchromatic Negative with gray backing.
Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, New
York. (J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors,
New York, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN Super-Sensitive
Panchromatic Negative
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Loew- W. B. Reach Agreement With Fox Met. Group

ROSENBLATT'S REPORT UPHOLDS HIGH SALARIES
Feist Answers Exhibitors on M-G-M
Exhib Protests Are Called
Unjustified by
Sales Chief

Making Trailers

Atlantic City Benefits from Philly Boycott
Atlantic City — Movie boycott pledges don't count when you are on vacation. At
least that is the way things are working out here with house managers all reporting
no ill effects being felt as result of anti-movie activities elsewhere. All report biz
above this time last year with the larger percentage of audiences from Philadelphia
area where churches have gone after the films in a big way. They feel that many

By DON HANCOCK
joined the crusade for appearances' sake, but, once away from home, all bets are oft.
M-G-M's attitude regarding objections of individual exhibitors and
exhibitor groups to M-G-M estabishing a trailer service for the
tompany's pictures was outlined yeserday to Film Daily by Felix Feist,
general sales manager, in an exclude i^+erview.
Condemning any impression that
M-G-M
will "stampede"
exhibitors
Tentative approval of a plan for
Declaring that the appointment of
nto the purchase of M-G-M trailers,
an inter-industry censor may have reorganization of the company's cap<'eist said:
ital structure was voted by Pathe
effect of causing nation-wide
"Three thousand contracts for our the
moves for censorship legislation, Exchange directors at a meeting this
(Continued on Page 5)
Under the proposals, which
Saul E. Rogers stated to Film week.
Daily yesterday that the industry, will be submitted to stockholders
soon
for
approval, new preferred
by establishing its own censorship,
practically concedes the charge and common stock would be authorized and provision made to pay off
made against it instead of com-

SAUL ROGERS WARNS DIRECTORS OF PATHE
OF CENSORSHIP MOVES APPROVE STOCK PLAN

VIASS. indepTunit
VOTES TO JOIN ALLIED

Boston — Independent Exhibitors
pf Massachusetts has voted to join
he Allied association, it is anlounced by Arthur K. Howard, busiless manager. At a meeting this
veek, the unit registered disapprovil of the recent cancellation privlege accorded by majors to exhibitors, and another demand for
esignation of Will H. Hays was
tiade.

Cansas City Exhib Unit
Taking Vote on Premiums
Kansas City — Jay Means, presilent of the Independent Theater
Dwners and owner of the Oak Park
md Bagdad theaters, is conducting
i poll of Greater Kansas City exvibitors to ascertain sentiment
oward premiums. Majority of votes
so far are against the practice.
Reviving "Cavalcade"

"Cavalcade" will be revived at the
Criterion starting Monday on a grind
policy. "The World Moves On," which
has been showing twice daily at the
Criterion,
closes Sunday
night.

(Continued

on Page

7)

(Continued

on

Page

6)

500 Exhibs Coming Here
Laboratory Code Group
On Code Case Appeals
Confers with John Flinn
Inter-code committee of the Laboratory Code Authority, composed
of Charles J. Hirliman, chairman,
Alexander Marks and Frank Meyer
has been in conference with John
Flinn, secretary of the film Code
Authority, in an effort to obtain
agreement
that outside
producers'
tories handling
work laborashall
(Continued

on

Page

7)

Appeals from zoning schedules
submitted by local clearance and
zoning boards, in 40 cities will be
decided by the Code Authority during August. At least 500 exhibitors
from coast to coast will come to
New York during the month to voice
their opinions pro and con on the
individual cases involved.
In order
(Continued

on

Page

6)

Expect Cut to $4,000,000
In Final Bid for Fox Met.
50 F.W.C. Memberships
In Kansas-Missouri Unit

Loew and Warners, bidders for
the Fox Metropolitan Playhouses,
reached an agreement last night
with the bondholders' committee
whereby the bid will be for the purchase of the bonds as suggested by
Federal Judge Mack, the Film

Kansas City— Fox West Coast
will take 50 memberships at $5 in
the Kansas-Missouri Theater Owners Ass'n, it was announced by Elmer C. Rhoden following action at
the convention this week to cut dues
Daily learns. At this morning's
to $1 for theaters in towns of less meeting in the Woolworth Building
1,500 population, and $5 for
thanothers.
(Continued on Page 5)
all

Guarantee and Percentage
Pay System Advocated
for Hollywood
FILM

By LESLIE
F. STONE
DAILY
Staff Correspondent

Washington — Creation of a "salary commission",
indefinite suspension aof continued
the film code
clauses designed to curb excessive
star asalaries
and "star
raiding,"of
and
drastic change
in method
compensation to those engaged in
artistic, creative, interpretative, directorial, technical and supervisory
capacities, is recommended in the
final report of Division Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt to Administrator
Hugh S. Johnson
dealing
(Continued on Page 4)

VIRGINIA EXHIBITORS
COMPLETE NEW UNIT
Richmond — The new organization
to be known as the Motion Picture
Theater Owners of Virginia, which
will affiliate with the M.P.T.O.A.,
was perfected this week at a meeting attended by about 150 theater
owners.
James
D.on Page
Fitzgerald
of
(Continued
6)

Theresa Helburn of Guild
Is Signed by Columbia

Theresa Helburn, playwright, director and member of the Theater
Guild board of management, has
joined Columbia in an executive cawillfall.
resume her Guild
activities pacity.
in Shethe
Frisco Houses Reopening
San Francisco — With adoption of a
resolution yesterday afternoon by the
general strike committee calling off all
sympathy strikes in San Francisco, although some marine workers were still
refusing to return to work, theaters
immediately prepared to reopen. Practically all of the affected houses, numbering more than 100, are expected to
be back
in operation
within
24 hours.
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A movement to make the press the court of last resort in the present agitation
for censorship is being initiated by A. P. Waxman, advertising counsel for various
major companies in recent years. Waxman claims condemnation of the screen automatically carries with it condemnation of the press, because the press has always been
the critic and spokesman of the people in all movie matters. This, according to
Waxman, made the press, in effect, the censor of the screen. The press, he says,
had done the job to the satisfaction of the great majority of the people, and the
attempts of the present agitation, if carried out, will end in abridgement of freedom
of the press.
Waxman's
statement follows:
"The press is the voice of the people, the champion of its rights, and its best
guide in all matters affecting the public interest. The screen has always recognized
this, in submitting its pictures to the press for appraisal and criticism, regardless of
how adverse the criticism might be. To have denied this right to the press would
be to deny it one of its most fundamental privileges.
"Movies have been cussed and discussed, guided and chaperoned by the press
since the first newspaper man left his paper to write for the movies. If there is
anything wrong with the movies — mark the word 'if — after all these years of association of screen and press — if these two great forces can't solve this joint problem,
then it's a safe cinch that no rank outsiders with a wagon load of tomahawks to
grind can do it for them.
"The presidents of the Associated Press, United Press, International News Service
and Universal Service could settle the argument in less time than it takes to talk
about it. All have representatives in Hollywood. A fact finding committee of
honest to goodness reporters, trained as all newspaper men are, to find facts and
to report facts, without editorializing or logrolling, could cover the situation, report
its findings, and the results and recommendations for the future could be safely left
in the hands of the four great news-gathering agencies.
"The public would know that it was being protected, that the special purposes
of special interests were duly reported for what they were, and a square deal would
be had by all. The public is properly suspicious of reformers who make a good thing
out of the reform racket. But it knows the press is on the level. And it knows the
screen is on the level. Because the screen has always had but one credo, the public
be pleased."

Four Appeals Heard
New Mississippi Unit
Strictly Independent
By C. A. Committee
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Jackson, Miss. — The Motion Picture Theater Owners of Mississippi,
organized here this week by e. temporary body of about fifty exhibitors, will be strictly independent, the
motto of the unit being, "Of, By and
For Independent Exhibitors."
R. X. Williams, Jr., of Oxford,
Miss., was elected president; J. E.
Alford McComb, first vice-president;
J. A. West, Louisville, second vicepresident, and W. E. Elkin, Aberdeen, secretary-treasurer.
Board of directors includes J. T.
Sanford, W. S. Tyson, H. H. Alexander, H. J. Williams, Al Yoeman
H. Solomon and Arthur Lahman.
The seven directors were chosen
from each congressional district in
the state, so as to give impartial
representation to each section.
Committees appointed include:
Legal— W. E. Elkin, J. T. Sanford,
J. A. West; Resolutions — Mrs. J. B.
DeVote, H. W. Evans; Press and
Publicity— W. E. Elkins, J. E. Alford, Jr.
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Hollywood

LOU

left

last

night.

DOROTHY PIERREZ, head cutter for the
Futter coast studios, leaves for the coast today.
in

LOU GOLDER of the Bryan Foy Company
New
York
from
the coast.

is

E. H. GOLDSTEIN, vice-president of Majestic,
ha> left on a tour of Majesties midwest and
southern
exchanges.
HOWARD STRICKLING, head of the M-G-M
studio publicity department, and LEW WERTHEIMER and FRANK ORSATTI of the same
organization are sailing today with MR. and
MRS. LOUIS B. MAYER on the Statendam for
a foreign
vacation.
JOAN LOWELL returns Monday on
Pastores from a South
American
cruise.

the

LANNY studio,
ROSS leaves
today
Hollywood
where he
will for
join Paramount's
Joe Penner
and Richard Arlen in the cast of "College
ANNA MAY WONG
leaves for California
Rhythm."
•
today to play in Paramount's "Limehouse
SYLVIA
wood.

SIDNEY

leaves tomorrow

for Holly-

French Film Showing
Four appeals from the Atlanta
grievance board decisions were Nights."
"L'Abbe Constantin," French feaheard yesterday by a Code Authorture, will be given a preview tonight
ity committee of three headed by aboard the Paris at Pier 57 under
Charles O'Reilly and including auspices of John S. Tapernoux.
Charles Rosenzweig and William
Voost. The cases were : Watler L.
Brandenburg of La Grange, Ga.,
against Lam Amusement Co., Rome,
Ga.; overbuying; Lam Amusement
With
Addresses
and
Phone
Numbers
ot
Co., against Brandenburg, reduced
Recognized
Industry Concerns
admissions; H. G. Jenkins, South
What To Buy And
Pittsburgh, Tenn., against CumberWhere To Buy It
-and Amusement Co., Tallahoma,
Tenn., unfair negotiations; Gonzalo
Bezanilla, Key West, Fla., against
Juan Carbonell, Kev West, overbuy• Engravers •
ing. ing. Eddie Golden will be chairman
of today's appeals committee hear-

JReady Reference Directory

"Bank Night" Case Put Off
Kansas City — The case of Mrs. A.
Baier, Lindbergh, against Edwin S.
Young, Roanoke, charging the operation of "bank night" was postponed
by the grievance board after an allafternoon hearing today until tomorrow. Judge Emmett Thurman,
Three More Join Mundus Denver, attorney for Allied Enterprises, which is sponsoring "bank
Latest additions to the Mundus
in this territory, and Lester
Distributing Corp. sales force in- night"
Martin of the same company apclude Harry Goldman for Boston,
peared for Young. The defendants
Basil Brady for Buffalo, and Israel
held that "bank night" as conducted
Levine for the New Haven territory. under
the contract of the Allied
The company's first release is lottery.
Enterprises does not constitute a
"Cash," set for July 23.

« dXY "
PHOTOENGRAVING
—
LL and Night Service)
CA(Day
250 W

54th St.,
Tel.

COIumbus

Clearance Board Meets Tuesday
Main clearance and zoning board
will meet Tuesday, when it is expected that decision will be made
on the complaint of Edison Theater
vs. Springer & Cocalis and the Warner, Fox, Universal, M-G-M, United
Artists, Paramount and RKO exchanges charging unfair clearance.
This is the last case pending before
the board that can effect any change
in 1934-35 clearance setup.

N. Y. C.

5-6741

Foreign

J

AMERANGLO
CORPORATION
EXPORTERS— IMPORTERS
Cable: Chronophon

226 WEST 42ND STREET
NEW YORK CITY
LONDON

Await Local 306 Report
Date for an election of officers
in Local 306 will be indicated in a
report to be made to George E.
Browne, president of the I.A.T.S.E.,
on conditions in the local by Harland Holmden, International vicepresident, recently placed in charge
of the local. Indications are that a
few weeks may elapse before the
report is forthcoming because of the
tangled affairs of the local.

for

WALTER FUTTER, who planned to leave for
the coast Tuesday, has decided to start tomorrow for Hollywood by automobile. He will
make stopovers at Chicago and Helena.

PARIS

IERLIN

Hotels
PRESIDENT HOTEL
Atlantic
SEA

City's

Newest

Boardwalk

WATER
SWIMMING
POOL
MARINE
SUN
DECK
TURKISH
BATHS

Hotel

NEWS OF THE WEEK IN PHOTO-REVIEW

BIGGEST OF ALL 'Here Comes The Navy openings
I be N. Y Strand's tonight, with Navy Band, parade,
float, cannon salutes, and celeb audience expected to
set new mark for main stem premieres. Photo shows

RECORD

RADIO

BUILD-UP

Atlantic City's crowd-stopper, 'automaton sailor' bally.*
TEXAS
GOES
100%
WARNER as Karl

for 'Dames' started month ahead of

August 18th pre-release date, with two of film's five hit tunes already
in near-top spot on list of melodies played most on all networks.*
STUDIO

CELEBRATION

staged by Warner

Hoblitzelle (below) and R. J. O'Donnell again
buy company's entire output for 1934-'35
for their famous 75-house Interstate Circuit.

executives and friends

fbe/ow) after long-anticipated first-cut view of company's newest
special, Kay Francis and Leslie Howard's British Agent' In front
row are William Koenig, Jack L, Benjamin and Harry M. Warner.0

SECOND

'SWEETHEART'

campaigner

to win M P Herald's Quigley Cop is
'Fuzzy' Knight, named exploiteer-of-themonth for super set-up on Warners
Dick Powell hit. Film won last month, too °

'SUMMER'S

BEST GROSS'

at Stanley, Pittsburgh credited to 'Circus

Clown' by Variety, with Indianapolis reported 'clicking in fine style
with Joe E. Brown's best'. Here's part of turnout for gala
kiddie

circus

party

at Milwaukee's

Warner

Bros.

Theatre

(right)0

*A Warner Bros Picture

°A First National Picture

Vitagraph, Inc. Distributors

■%
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ROSENBLATT REPORT
UPHOLDS SALARIES

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
'By CHARLES

TOHNIE FARRELL, Maurine Or(Continued from Page 1)
J cutt and Eddie Rue, five-year old
with the former's Hollywood inves- trick golfer, are featured in a golf
tigation some months ago. The re- short just completed by Columbia.
port was made public yesterday. It Vincent Farrar, assisted by George
recommends the appointment of a Stoetz, did the camera work.
committee with or without government participation to study a methA three-reeler tentatively titled
od of payment based on a minimum
will be completed toguaranteed compensation against "Other Days"
morrow by Inter-Continent Film
a percentage of the receipts of the Corp., headed by David Strong. The
respective pictures upon which they short, shot entirely on location, will
may be engaged. The committee
Would
Suspend Clauses
would also study and report on recommendations for a uniform producSpecifically,
both the salary contion cost formula, a uniform protrol provision and the provisions of
duction report system, a uniform article V, division B, part 5, secbudget schedule, and uniform salary
tions 4 and 6 are recommended to
ranges for classifications of artis- be indefinitely suspended. It is intic, creative, interpretative, directeresting to note here that when he
torial, technical, and supervisory was a Deputy Administrator at the
employments.
time he made his report to general
It would also investigate, study Johnson upon forwarding the code
and report on whether it would be fo him for approval last fall, Rodesirable, practical, proper and legal
enblatt recommended indefinite susto establish a permanent industry
pension of the salary control provicommission with or without governsion pending further order from
ment participation, but in any event the President, in fact all of the reccomposed of a representative of
ommendations which became executive and administrative orders upproducers, and a representative, depending upon the interest affected
on signing of the code. Then also
at any time, of any of the above he recommended a system of a miniclasses of employees and restricted
mum stipulated salary against a
solely to such classes, which might perc°ntpge. as a method of payment
possess with the consent of the in- to the classes of employees referred
dustry, among other things, the o previously.
power to require all proposed ofStar System Criticized
fers of employment to be transmitted to the proposed commission
The "Star System" of selecting
for its approval prior to the same
being actually made; require all artists "tends to create an artificial scarcity of talent. Its operation
proposed negotiations to be with
tends to force the supposed values
full disclosure to the commission; of
artists to fantastic figures by
to provide for regulation of salaries
in proper cases; to direct that the withholding from the market the potentially available services of exeservices of employees not utilized
cutive ability and artistic talent cf
by the then employing producer may
be available upon such equitable equal ability," states the report.
"So in 1932 published statements
terms and conditions as the commission may prescribe, and in a of salaries paid or allegedly paid
motion picture industry preproper case to other producers, and 'n th° sumed
to show a total of more than
lastly to make findings and report
iRlfi.OOOnoO
paid annually to less
to the producing companies concerned when in the opinion of the com- than 230 employees in the eight
mission corporate assets have been major producing companies. Such
wasted by production executives statements do not include the salin their employment of the above
aries, payments, or bonuses receivclasses of employees.
ed by approximately 500 officials,
executives,
directors and others"
states the report.

BIG
NEWS
AS
THE

"Pretzels and such things do not accompany beer when Ann Sothern drinks
it— French fried and shoestring potatoes
the

stuff,

ALICOATE
be recorded at the Brunswick Sound
Recording studio in Brooklyn.

•

Ralph Bellamy has been signed
for a leading role in "Gigolette",
the Select production scheduled to
get under way July 30 at the Biograph studio.
•
Production on the industrial made
by Ben Blake at the Hayes & Beall
studio for a Philadelphia banking
concern has been completed.

SOL A. ROSENBLATT
ON TRIP TO COAST
Washington

Bureau

she

says."— COLUMBIA.

of

THE
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Washington— Sol A. Rosenblatt,
trip.
division administrator, leaves Monday for the coast on a two-week

weeks during the year while a full
years
ent . would have
to $1,300,000
amountedemploym
During 1933 compensation to all
individuals represented 41.3 per cent
of the gross receipts of producingdistributing companies, the average
in other industries is 25 per cent.
machinery
their efforts have been Actors and actresses
ranked first
ineffective", he concludes.
not including extras, representing
8.6 per cent of the gross receipts;
Production Costs a Problem
clerical and office employees 8.4 per
"Rationalization of production cent; studio mechanics 4.6 per cent;;
costs remains the essence of the supervisors 4.4 of the gross receipts
problems in the financial rehabilitaIn producing companies during ;
tion of the production division of 1933 total compensation to all individuals accounted for 52.8 per cent
the industry", it is stated.
"No salary is too high or ex- with actors and actresses holding
cessive ifthe picture meets with un- first place with 10.8; executives in!
usual public favor as a result of second place with 7.2,
Standard Cost System
unique
direction orfact
artistry."
One interesting
gleaned from
the exhaustive survey comprising
The apparent absence of a stand77 separate organizations within the
ard cost account formula in the inindustry was that there is a tenddustry is noted as a result of the
ency of an increased ratio of com- study, whereas industries of the mopensation in producing and protion picture industry usually do emlucer-distributing companies in indicates.
ploy a standard formula the report
proportion to increased gross receipts and that the general tendency
An unnamed actor or actress ren the industry in producing-distribceived the highest total compensa'ting companies is for a greater
tion from the industry in 1933, rehare of salary costs out of gross
$315,000. 3,176 entries were
•eceipts than is customary in other made onceiving
the report, they being all I
"orms of enterprise, where the ratio over
$150
per
week.
Second, third,,
if salary costs to receipts generally
and fourth were likewise actors or
•anges around 25 per cent.
artists.
The fifth was an undisclosed executive who received a total I
Corporate Difficulties
of
$273,596.29
including
salary
etc.
Detailing some of the problems bonus,
of the industry at the present time
A general manager ranked sixth
the receivership records are recited
as well as the huge shrinkage of with $272,621.29 and a vice president ninth with $211,538.44. A prothe
in thecompanies
common
ducer ranked eleventh and a counsel
stockpublic's
of the equity
five major
eighteenth
with a 1933 salary of
from $960,000,000 in 1930 to $140,$179,599.79. The highest paid di000.000 at the present time.
rector ranked 28th with a salary of
"Inflated capital structures require $150,000.
Other classifications were
drastic corrective measures," states further down in the long list of
the report. "Increased activity of undisclosed persons.
stockholders in the operations of
their companies may result in an
incentive to sounder and better judgment and such activity has been and
"The inflated values which pro- should be welcomed" the report
states. "However, no convincing
ducers have placed upon a limited evidence
exists to indicate that
number of executives and artists
ABOUT
have created a vicious circle of basic production costs have been
bidding for their services. The greatly reduced," it avers.
Salaries Cited Anonymously
creatures of the system have turned
to plague their masters.
Examples of the fallacy of esti"The industry has made no mamating annual earnings from weekterial progress in setting the proly wage rates are found all through
duction side of its house in order"
states Mr. Rosenblatt, although the report which refers to individuals only by number. Actor number
"most of the producers have made
Five
Norwegian
films
were
released
decided efforts to correct the abuses 98 received $25,000 a week during
last year.
1933
but his annual earnings totaled
resulting from excessive production
costs", "acting individually and only $76,666.66. In other words, he
without the aid of any centralized was employed for approximately 3
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LOEW-WARNER AGREE
WITH FOX MEL GROUP
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(Continued from Page 1)

it is expected that the court will accept the final draft of the bid,
which is said to have been reduced
to $4,000,000 with the elimination
of several "conditions" objectionable
to the bondholder groups.
Postpone "Unforbidden Sin"
Because of the clean film agitation, Famous Authors Corp. will
probably delay production of its
first 1934-35 release, ^'The Unforbidden Sin," by Roy Vickers, which
had been slated to go in work next
week on the coast, it was said yesterday by Jacques Kopfstein, president. Beth Brown's "Jazz Boat," for
which no adaptation has yet been
made, will be substituted, Kopfstein
said.
Imperial Finishes First
Imperial Distributing Corp. has
completed
"Broadway
of
six features
that willVirgin,"
be basedfirst
on
published
Virgin,"of
taken frombooks.
the "Broadway
Lois Bull novel
the same name, was produced by
Clifford Sanforth and directed by
Louis D. Collins with a cast including Dorothy Grainger, William
Bakewell, Betty Compson, Kenneth
Thompson, George Meeker and
Dorothy Burgess. Release will be
on Sept. 15.
Herman Gluckman on Job
Herman Gluckman, president of
Majestic Pictures, is taking active
charge of the company's affairs during the absence of E. H. Goldstein,
executive vice-president, who has dea tour
of the exchanges.
company's
midwestparted onand
southern
Goldstein will return Aug. 1.
Feature and Five Cartoons
Fort Worth — Instead of the usual
double-feature program, the Tivoli,
second-run neighborhood house, this
week offered "Wonder Bar" and five
cartoons, "Three Little Pigs," "King
Neptune," "Mickey's Nightmare,"
"Trader Mickey," and "Buddy of the
Apes."
New Missouri House Opens in Aug
Bethany, Mo. — New 600-seat theater being built here by Lester M.
Robinson is scheduled to open the
latter part of August. It will have
Photophone High Fidelity sound.
George Baker a Benedict
Kansas City — After keeping it a
secret for five months, George Baker, manager of the Newman, finally
admitted he was married February
7.

PHIL 14 DALY
•
•
• THAT DEFENSE of the motion picture made by
Jack Cohn in the July 8 Sunday issue of the "Herald Tribune"
should win him a medal or somethin' from the rest of
the film moguls
Jack at least refused to take it lying
down
and proceeded to punch a lot of holes in some of
the specious arguments and assertions of the church crusaders
against the "terribly evil movies"
the "Literary Digest"
will make a summary of it
and letters are pouring in from
all parts of the country commending his stand
letters written by all types of people
and strange as it may seem
not one has written attempting to refute his statements
for the simple reason that Mister Cohn stated facts that
cannot be refuted
• •
• HE NAILS the entire situation and shows up the
fallacy of the crusading critics' position by asking
"What
type of story could be obtained which would win the unanimous
approval of all of the various groups demanding good pictures?"
that's the whole story in the proverbial nutshell
they would never be able to agree AMONG THEMSELVES
.
so what chance has the film industry of ever pleasing them?
so let the church crusaders mull that one over
and
TRY to answer it logically
ha
T
T
T
• • • THE AD boys in the film biz should take a flash
at that advertising booklet prepared for Alexander Smith Carpet they have taken our Showman
Language
and
made a romance out of the Carpet as the Big Hero
all inspired by the series of their ads run in FILM DAILY
exhibs should write for a copy
it's a gem
called
"Down the Aisle" the Great Floor Show
the carpet
hero gets laid in the aisle
▼
T
T
• •
• REPUBLISHED by special request
of a film
mug who failed to follow the Success Formula
as here
outlined
he got his paws on the Sugar
but failed to
sock it away
so he suggests republication might help some
other film saps
the following appeared in the kolyum of
May 29, 1932
T
T
V
• •
• WE ALL live for it
..spend our years fighting.
dreaming, scheming, stewing, chiseling
to attain it
some achieve it on sheer merit a lot of mugs in this film
biz cop it only because they are Expert Politicians other
land with sheer Dumb Luck
most of us miss it by a mile
and always will but that doesn't keep us from still
trying
to win
SUCCESS
•
•
• AW, SUCCESS!
a Magic Creation of Silvei
and Gold
woven of star dust
shot through with the
rainbow's hues
that brings you Power
Prestige. . . .
Pelf . . . you're a Great Guy
until some day your company holds a board meeting
and you slide out on your ear
presto!
you have become a Nobody
but what
do you care
if you were smart
and socked away the
Sugar
for Success is the bunk but Sugar is the bank
on which you can draw all the Sweetening that makes life Worth
While
that's why we personally want to stay a Nobody
WITH Sugar
now
will you please tell us personally how to get the Sugar?
and we're asking you!
(wotta sense of humor that guy has!)
•
•
• APPOINTMENT announced of Louis S. Lifton as
director of advertising and publicity for Liberty Pictures
Lou was recently assistant to Gordon White at Educational

«

«

«

»
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FEIST ANSWERS EXHIBS
ON TRAILER SUBJECT
(.Continued from

Page

1)

features were signed by exhibitors
before we announced our trailer
service. A great percentage of these
operators have since subscribed for
our trailers, so, since they bought
our product before our trailer announcement, itstands to reason that
'stampeding methods' were not used.
To date we have received 2,763 contracts from independent operators
for M-G-M trailers and we will receive thousands more when we go
further into the field and sign up
circuits and groups.
"We admit having received scores
of letters from exhibitors protesting
our entering the trailer field with
trailers on our own pictures. These
protests, in the majority, are from
exhibitors to whom we have not sold
our product and, strange as it may
seem, many letters are similar in
content, word for word.
"Protests are being made before
the exhibitor has been approached
by our representative. The resolution adopted by the Kansas-Missouri
Theater Association has not as yet
reached me by telegram as stated
in the resolution. However, it is
typical of some exhibitors who
merely hear one side of a question
and fail to weigh the merits of the
other faction.
"Here are the facts regarding our
trailers. Under the present trailer
system, all pictures are 'stupendous',
'colossal,' 'outstanding' and 'marvelous'. As a matter of fact, all pictures are not good, and it is unjust
and dangerous to continually exploit on the screens of the country
poor pictures as being exceptional
entertainment. We do not intend to
have an exhibitor run a trailer sayin? that a picture is bad, but we
will
not say
is 'stupendous'
unless
we feel
the itfilm
itself can live
up
to its advance screen advertising.
Under the present system, material
for the making of trailers is dropped
into the trailer company's lap at
the last minute. Our trailers will
be in the making from the very
start of production on the feature
They will be made by a competent
director and acted especially for the
trailer. Each trailer will cost several thousand dollars. We have millions invested in our productions. Is
there
any not
tenable
M-GM should
be asreason
much why
concerned
about good trailers as about good
posters?"
Whya should
spend
fortunes on
programM-G-M
of pictures
and then abandon to others the responsibility ofdeciding what the advertising values of the product are?"
Fort Worth Committee Named
Fort Worth— Rev. W. R. White
pastor of Broadway Baptist Church
has named a committee of 10 to
work with other religious groups in
the drive for cleaner motion pictures.
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REVIEWS

"BACHELOR

of the NEW
Warner

BAIT"

Stuart Erwin, Rochelle
Hudson,
Pert
Kelton, Skeets
Gallagher
RKO Radio
75 mins.
A
KNOCKOUT
COMEDY
WITH
PLENTY OF HEARTY LAUGHS PLUS
NICE LOVE INTEREST.
This Lou Brock production is one of the
best all-round good jobs in screen comedies
to come along in some time. Provided it
is not found necessary to bow to the extreme bluenoses and suppress some of the
snappy but really inoffensive wisecracks
with which the action is peppered, the
picture is headed to bring heaps of joy
to the movie fans of the land. Story is
about a sap, Stuart Erwin, who hits on a
new angle to the marriage bureau game
and actually conducts it on a sincere sentimental basis. The idea is cutely worked
out, with Stuart seeking the best possible girl for a rich client and finally discovering her in his own office assistant,
Rochelle Hudson, who is stuck on Stuart

with

himself though he's been too busy to give
a thought to his own romance. Various
incidental complications add to the picture's values. In addition to Erwin's fine
performance, there is comedy work by
Pert Kelton, who tries to hook somebody
with dough, and the sweet performance of
Rochelle Hudson as the girl whom Stuart
finally gets for himself.
Cast: Stuart Erwin, Rochelle Hudson,
Pert Keltcn, Skeets Gallagher, Berton
Churchill, Grady Sutton, Clarence H. Wilson, William Augustin,
Hazel Forbes.
Director, George Stevens; Authors, Edward and Victor Halperin; Screen Play,
Glenn Trycn; Cameraman, David Abel;
Recording Engineer, Clem Pcrtman; Editor, James B. Morley.
Direction, Punch
Photography, Fine
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"GRAND

Baxter

FEATURES
"SMOKING

CANARY"

with Madge
Evans and
Fox

Marjorie

Rambeau
78 mins.

MOVING

DRAMA OF DOCTOR'S REGENERATION THROUGH WOMAN'S
WILL APPEAL
BEST TO ADULTS.

Rather actionless and over-talky, appreciation for this nevertheless absorbing
drama will be found chiefly among the
more discriminating adults. Warner Baxter, a doctor who has discovered a valuable t.ew serum but who gets a bad deal
on account of three patients dying through
no fault of his own, is bundled off on
an ocean trip. He is broken in spirit and
contemplates ending it all, but takes new
interest upon finding a kindred spirit in
Madge Evans, who is en route to rejoin
her husband in the Canary Islands. Love
develops, and, arriving at the islands just
after a plague has broken out, Baxter not
only saves Madge when she is stricken
but also proves the genuineness of his
serum by wiping out the epidemic. Then,
being an honorable man, he takes his leave,
and upon arriving back home he finds a
cable from Madge saying she has explained
all to her husband and is coming to join
Baxter.

It's a Jesse L. Lasky production.

Cast: Warner Baxter, Madge Evans, Maricrie Rambeau, Zita Johann, Roger Imhof,
H B. Warner, Barry Norton, Juliette Comptcn, Gilbert Emery, John Rogers, Gerald
Rogers, Desmond Roberts, Carrie Daumery.
J

Director, Irving Cummings; Author, A
Cronin; Screen Play, Ernest Pascal;

Cameraman, Bert Glenncn; Recording Engineer, S. C. Chapman.
Direction,

Good

Photography,

A-l.

Directors of Pathe
Virginia Exhibitors
Complete New Unit
Approve
(Continued
from Stock
Page 1) Plan
(Continued from Pane 1)

GUNS"

with Gloria Shea

Universal
FAIRLY

LOVE

» » *

Ken Maynard in

in

GOOD

YARN

AMPLY

HOKE

TO AROUSE

62 Mins.

OUTDOOR

SUPPLIED

ACTION

WITH

THE WESTERN

THE
FANS.

For the dyed-in-the-wool western fans,
particularly the youngsters, this one should
fill the bill with fair satisfaction, although
it is pretty much a rubber-stamp affair as
far as its type of picture goes. Plot is
the familiar situation of the hero being
charged with a murder of which he is
innocent. So he has to go to work and
clear himself, and in doing so he not only
tracks down the real culprits but also
finds his old father who had been lost
for a long time and is a sick man in the
hands of the villainous gang. Romance is
injected, too, with Gloria Shea supplying
the feminine heart interest. Among the
merits of the production is the fact that
a lot of stuff has been thrown into it,
Ken Maynard himself being credited with
the story, and this results in a good maintenance of action throughout.
Cast: Ken Maynard, Gloria Shea, Walter
Miller, Harold Goodwin, William Gould,
Bob Kortman, Jack Rockwell, Etta McDanlels, Martin Turner, Ed Coxen, Slim
Whitaker.
Director, Alan James; Author, Ken Maynard; Screen Play, Nate Gatzert; Cameraman, Ted McCord;
Recording Engineer,
Carl Crane;
Editor, Charles Harris.
Direction, Action

Photography, Good.

2 Cases Go to Code Authority
New York grievance board yesterday certified to the Code Authority
the code authority in Washington, accumulations on the present pre- the complaint of the Luxor Theater
Duray Realty Corp., and the
Carton Barron of the Loew Circuit,
ferred in new common. Present A vs.
Luxor — Bleeker Amusement Corp.,
and various city officials were among
stockholders would get two new com- charging disturbance of continued
those attending.
mon shares for each sbare held,
Officers of the new organization
possession.
were elected as follows: Morton G. while B stockholders would get oneCOVERS
Thalhimer, president; Elmer H. twentieth of a new share. Each
Brient, secretary; Sam Bendheim, share of present preferred stock
EVERYTHING
Jr., treasurer; Hunter Perry, Wil- would be entitled to one new share
liam S. Wilder, I. Weinberg, Richard C. Overby, Sidney Gates and of 6 per cent preferred stock, convertible into new common, and in
Ben Pitts, Fredericksburg, vicepresidents. Members of the board addition five shares of new common
H
1 am sure it will
of directors are: W. Harmon Reed,
be
Frederick W. Twyman, Hunter would be issued to wipe out the accumulation on the present senior
coming
Perry, A. Frank O'Brien, Elmer H. stock issue.
to me
Brient, Charles A. Somma, Walter
J. Coulter, Sam Bendheim, Jr., Bergreat
etheto
p r o v value
during
II
nard Depkin, Elmore Hines, Mrs. A.
of
I
year.
E. Lichtman, Bertha Gordon, J. S.
Falls, Norman Ruben, R. E. Levine,
/
Phil Rci smai
R. C. Overy. J. E. Loth, I. Wein- 500 Exhibs Coming Here
'
RKO
Radio
berg, Otto Wells R. H. Rippard,
On
Code
Case
Appeals
William S. Wilder, J. D. Hoffman
Pictures.
(Continued
from
Page
1)
and Morton G. Thalhimer.
to make it possible to dispose of
these zoning schedules before Sept.
Vote for Sunday Movies
1, the Code Authority will attempt
Wellington, Kans. — At a special
election here this week, Sunday to clear up all grievance cases and
movies
won by a vote of 1,239 to certifications to the Code Author1,000 Pages — Free to
763.
ity during the next two weeks.
Film Daily Subscribers.
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SAUL ROGERS WARNS
OF CENSORSHIP MOVES
(Continued from Page

1)

pelling the attackers to be made
to prove it.
"For two decades this industry
has successfully resisted the imposition of censorship in practically
forty states in the Union. This was
the result of the industry taking a
firm stand on the sound proposition
that censorship was undemocratic
as applied to any art, and impossible of practical application because
the tastes of the cosmopolitan population of this nation could not be
dictated by arbitrary rules and regulations, and that the establishment
of censorship would be an infringement on freedom of speech and expression," said Rogers.
"We can not in one breath agree
to industry censorship, and in the
next breath claim our innocence. Ii
this matter is handled diplomatically
and sanely, instead of hysterically.
j-y the industry, the problem wil.
practically solve itself. Let us demonstrate to the public that ours i.
a decent industry and we will have
no difficulty. By that I do not mean
that we must emasculate our stories
or reduce them to the level of the
substance contained in the Fourth
Grade Reader, but we must not offend public taste and public decency
by unnecessarily dragging filth and
suggestive situations into stories
wherein they do not belong. The
public will take life, honestly depicted, without offense, if depicted
intelligently, but it will not accept
perverted, insidious views that have
been concocted within the narrow
groove of Hollywood life, no matter what label may be placed on
that kind of degenerate effort."

Pathe News Issuing 20-Year Compilation
A compilation of outstanding personages and events of the past 20 years, starting
with the outbreak of the world war and including highlights up to the current San
Francisco general strike, is being released by Pathe News. It will take the place of
one of its regular newsreel issues.

Construction Rises
Laboratory Code Group
In Midwest Section
Confers With John Flinn
Kansas City — Revival of theater
construction is noted in various parts
of the midwest. Kelly and Heyl
are building a $50,000 house in
Junction City, Kans. Lester Robinson has a $45,000 structure underway in Bethany, Mo. Clarence
Schultz is building the $60,000 Kansan at Lawrence, Kans., and C. W.
Shattuck is remodeling the Midway
at Protection, Kans. Don Davis, RCA
Photophone representative, reports
many new orders for High Fidelity
sound equipment.

(.Continued from

Page

1)

operate under the laboratory code.
Flinn informed the laboratory code
committee that he would take the
matter up with the producers affected and report their decision, probably next week.
Adjustment of the matter hinges
on interpretation of a clause in the
laboratory code, somewhat unclearly
worded, but which the laboratory
code committee maintains gives
them jurisdiction over producer
laboratories doing outside
►// work.

i_jytmnbia

A GREAT STAR
COMES INTO
HER
OWN!

"LOTS
from
A LITTLEBy RALPH
WILK

GRACE
MOORE

I

"ONE NIGHT

j

HOLLYWOOD

prepared by Arthur Kober and H.
W. Hanneman. Miss Crawford's
QEORGE BRENT will have a lead- newest vehicle is "Chained," in
she is co-starred with Clark
ing role in "The Painted Veil," which
new Greta Garbo picture now in Gable.
production, based on Somerset
T
T
T
Maugham's novel of the same name. I John Beal, New York stage playRichard Boleslavsky is the director
er, who was the juvenile lead in the
and Herbert Marshall has an outstanding part. Brent was borrowed Broadway play success, "She Loves
by Metro from Warners.
Me Not," has completed his motion
T
T
T
picture role in the RKO's "Hat,
Coat and Glove." Beal was in New
Helen Vinson is the latest addi- York last week and made a hurried
tion to the cast which is being as- return trip to the coast by plane,
sembled by Columbia for its Frank to await his next RKO assignment,
Capra
production,
Bill." probably opposite Katharine HepMiss Vinson
will "Broadway
have the second
burn in the adaptation of the James
feminine lead. Warner Baxter and
M. Barrie classic,
"Little
Minister."
T
T
T
Myrna Loy head the cast. Mark Hellinger wrote the story, while the
John Cromwell, who recently diadaptation was done by Robert Risrected Ann Harding in "The Founkin. Others in supporting roles are
tain" for RKO Radio Pictures, plans
Margaret Hamilton, Douglas Dura- to visit
the locale of the picture
brille, Lynn Overman, Clarence
after it has been cut — while on his
4 W. B. Films in Buffalo
Muse, George Cooper, Charles Levi- European vacation.
Buffalo — Three of the four firs son, Raymond Walburn, Alice Lake.
run houses here this week are play- Elinor Fair, Ward Bond, Samuel S.
ing Warner Bros.-First National Hinds and Harry Todd.
"The Orphans' Benefit," newest
T
T
T
of the Mickey Mouse films, has gone
features. They are "Midnight Alibi"
into
production at the Walt Disney
at the Buffalo, "The Key" at the
Henry O'Neill replaces Russell
Hippodrome and "As The Earth Hicks, who is busy in "Gentlemen studios. Donald Duck waddles over
Turns" at the Century.
Symphonies to parAre Born," in the cast of Warner's from theticipateSilly
in this Mickey Mouse pro"Big Hearted Herbert." Others in
duction, thereby establishing a new
the cast include Aline MacMahon,
Bellette Joins Exhib Ranks
"loan" arrangement at the Disney
Guy Kibbee, Patricia Ellis and Phil- studios
and
a new interchange of
Fredericktown, Penna. — Alex Bel
lip Reed.
stars.
lette, local business man, has taken
▼ ▼ T
over the New Grand and will soon
T
T
T
Rosson, one
reopen the house with complete new aceHal
New contracts have been awarded
cameramen,
sails of
fromHollywood's
New York
Photophone High Fidelity sound today for England, where he will by Paramount to Sir Guy Standing
equipment. Extensive remodelling
and redecoration is now being done. shortly start work on "The Scarlet and
coach. Phyllis Loughton, dramatic
Pimpernel," the London Films production to be released through
United Artists.
A former Broadway leading woNo Fear of Boycott in Va.
T
T
T
man, Frances Morris, who embarked
Joan Crawford will be starred in
Richmond — Boycott fears do not exist
among Virginia exhibitors, according to
on
a theatrical career twelve years
M-G-M's
"Salute!
There
Goes
Roopinions voiced by various theater owners at a meeting here this week. They
mance," new Ursula Parrott short ago in Holyoke, Mass., with Ralph
expressed the view that attacks against
story published in the August issue Murphy, now a motion picture direcobjectionable films had been overdone
tor, is cast in Paramount's "You Beof "McCalPs Magazine." This will
and had attracted chief attention in
be a David O. Selznick production,
long to Me," featuring Lee Tracy
the large cities because of the publicity
Helen Mack, Helen Morgan and
accorded
them.
with Victor Fleming the director. David
Holt.
The adaptation of the story will be
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RKO-RADIO announces the early presentation of a short
feature production of such distinction that It heralds a new
era In motion picture art. Filmed for the first time In the
amazing new Technicolor Process, It floods the screen with
rich and glowing color harmonies never before achieved ....
blends story, drama, laughter, music and hues Into something so lovely and utterly enchanting that a beholder Is
eager to see It again and again.

LA CU-CA-RA-CHA

MELODY
DAZZLING

DRAMA
OF
SPLENDOR

IN TECHNICOLOR
with STEFFI
Don Alvarado
•

Designed
ROBERT
Directed

by

Lloyd

DUNA
Paul Porcasi

in color.... by
EDMOND
JONES

Corrlgan

Produced by Kenneth Macgowan
Assoc.
Producer;
Technicolor Director;

A

PIONEER

Carly
Wharton
Natalie M. Kalmus
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RKO-RADIO
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Circuit Adding to Its Metropolitan String

FOX MET. BONDHOLDERS TO RECEIVE 40 PER CENT
Steffes

Says

Cancellation Plan

Wants Eliminations Made
on Basis of Blacklist
by Decency League
Minneapolis — Contending that the
plan of major companies to permit
exhibitors to cancel pictures on sufficient protest by local groups will
open the way for local censorship
activity in all parts of the country
President W. A. (Al) Steffes of
Allied Theater Owners of the Northwest has written a letter to C. C.
Pettijohn, general counsel of the
Hays organization, protesting
against the cancellation plan. Steffes
(Continued

on

Page

4)

St. Louis — An unusual situation exists here as a result of the Ambassador, Missouri
and Grand Central theaters going under Fanchon & Marco management. This gives F.
& M. the major film outlets, while Warners, who will have no theater open here during the summer, have contracts for the Paramount and RKO product in addition to
Warner-First National. Warners closed the Shubert Rialto this week and will probably
reopen it Sept. 1, with likelihood of also acquiring the Orpheum. Meanwhile it is
understood the pictures contracted for the Shubert will not be shown elsewhere but will
be allowed
to accumulate.

H.M. WARNER ATTACKS M.P.T.O.A. PROTESTS
CARDINAL DOUGHERTY RADIO PLAYLET PLAN
Wet

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FU.M

DAILY

FRANKLIN SAYS FILMS
MUST RECOGNIZE LIFE

Detroit — Two new subsidiaries
have been incorporated here by Paramount Publix, the Lake Theatei
Corp. and the Detroit Theater Corp.
No further plans for the new subsidiaries have been stated.

Re-Issuing "Cimarron"
"Cimarron," one of the leading films
of 1931-32, will be reissued by RKO, it
is announced by Jules Levy, general sales
manager.

Local

St. Louis Problem — One Has the Houses, Another Has the Pix

Hollywood — Cardinal Dougherty
of Philadelphia was called "unAmerican" in his attitude toward
the movies by Harry M. Warner at
a luncheon given yesterday for
Postmaster-General James A. Farley. The attack prompted by the
recent action of the Cardinal in ordering a boycott on movies, echoed
Modern life and its social reper- through Hollywood and created a
cussions must be picturized with good
deal of comment.
Farley,
dramatic vigor to please the demands
(Continued
on Page 3)
of a wide and varied audience, even
though producers could show better
taste in eliminating anything bor- "Bohemian Girl" Slated
dering on the vulgar, declares HarAs Hal Roach Feature
old B. Franklin in a discussion of
West Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAIL1
the current cleanup campaign in the
Hollywood — Hal Roach will film
July issue of "The Theater," house "The Bohemian Girl" as one of his
organ for Frankwyn Productions.
four features for next season. Two
"While not all the social phases
of life are pleasant, it would seem of the pictures will be Laurel and
hardly fair
for the cinema drama- Hardy vehicles and two specials.
(Continued on Page 4)

Paramount Publix Forms
2 Detroit Subsidiaries

Invites

Plan of the Screen Actors' Guild
to produce 13 radio plays of 25 minutes' duration, using screen personalities in the casts, and sell the
programs to a national sponsor,
with proceeds going to the Screen
Writers' Guild and the Screen Actors' Guild, drew a protest yesterday from the M.P.T.O.A. In a statement from national headquarters,
the exhibitor association contends
(Continued

on

Page

4)

'Bank Night' Found Okay
By St. Louis Code Board

St. Louis — Bank Nights and sim-:
ilar merchandise distribution plans
do not violate the code if it is not.
necessary to buy a ticket or be present in the theater when prizes are
distributed, the local grievance
board has ruled in rehearing the
(Continued

on Page

3)

More Houses Being Added
By RKO in Metropolitan Area
Handling Warner Product
In West Indies, Guianas
Warner-First National features
and Vitaphone shoi-ts will be distributed in the West Indies and
Guianas of South America by L. M.
Epstein of The Film Exchange,
Ltd., with exchanges in Port-ofSpain and New York. Epstein also
will handle a line of independent
production.

Definite assurance that RKO will
acquire several theaters in the
Metropolitan area within the next
few weeks, and also construct new
theaters on a number of plots
owned by the company by 1936, was
given Film Daily yesterday by an
RKO theater official. Two houses
have been acquired during the past
week. They
are theon Apollo
(Continued
Page i) and Hol-

Censors

Noteholders to Get More
in New Bid for Metropolitan Playhouses

Bondholders of Fox Metropolitan
Playhouses will receive 46 per cent
of their original investment under
the latest bid arranged by LoewWarner and the bondholders' committee, The Film Daily learned
yesterday following a hearing before Federal Judge Mack. The new
bid, which was not made public, will
be for the bonds, and following its
presentation to the court on Aug. 6
all bondholders will be given 15 days
(Continued

on

Page

4)

INDUSTRY GROSSED
390 MILLION IN '33
Gross receipts from all production, distribution and exhibition in
1933 were $390,967,556, compared
with $444,646,442 in 1932 and
$543,190,309 in 1931, according to
the report(Continued
submitted
to 3)
the White
on Page

Releases to November 9
Set by United Artists

Release schedule of United Artists
to Nov. 9, embracing nine productions, was announced yesterday by
Al Lichtman as follows: "Our Daily
Bread," Aug. 10; "Affairs of Cellini," Aug. 24; "Count of Monte
Cristo," (Continued
Sept. 7; "We
on PageLive
4) Again,"
Anyway,

Shirley Gets

Culled
New
York from
papers:the columns

Paid

of Friday's

"Shirley Temple wilt get $1,000 ;
week." — "Daily
News."
"American."
"Shirley Temple Wins $1,250 pay."—
"Shirley Temple wins . . . Fox is
reported to have met their demand for
$2,500
a week."—
"M. from
P. Daily."
Official
statement
Fox stated
merely cord"that
"complete
had been
reached. contractual ac-
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With the alignment of a member
of the ministry in support of its
campaign on behalf of the layman
in the present church campaign
against the screen, the Association
for the Preservation of the Freedom of Screen and Stage, Inc., announces that one of its principal
speakers at the mass meeting to be
held at the Hotel New Yorker on
Monday evening will be Rabbi Harry G. Borwick of Williamsport, Pa.
Rabbi Borwick has expressed his
sympathy with the protest of the
association "against the regimentation of films by church groups", and
sees in the inter-faith movement,
"not alone the dangers to liberal
thought inherent in their attack,
but also, the too specious interpretation of their own moral doctrines."
Rabbi Borwick is making a special
trip to New York to be present and
speak at this meeting.
Other principal speakers will be
Dr. Charles Francis Potter of the
First Humanist Society and Mrs.
Mary Ann de Zevallos, executive
secretary of the American Society
for Visual Education. I. Robert
Broder, founder of the association,
will preside. Other well known figures in civic life and the amusement world are expected to attend.
The meeting will be open to the
public, without charge, and gets
under way at 8:15 P. M.
Preparing Play for Frankwyn
Frederick Hazlitt Brennan. author
of the "Liberty Magazine" story
"Battleship Gertie." recently acauired for stae:e and screen bv Arch
Selwyn and Harold B. Franklin, is
now preparing the dramatization on
the coast.
"Three Sisters," musical romance
by Jerome Kern and Oscar Hammerstein II, also has been acsuired by
Frankwyn Productions. It was orisrinally staged London last April.
Frankwyn will film it.

Organization of the Jews of New
York City in support of the clean
film fight was unanimously agreed
upon yesterday at a meeting of the
Committee on Social Ethics of the
New York Board of Ministers, it
was stated by Dr. Sydney E. Goldstein, chairman of the committee.
The work of organization will start
immediately through the synagogues, men's clubs and women's organizations and will reach its climax during the High Holy days which ocsaid. cur in September, Dr. Goldstein

Three Appeals Heard
R. H. Cochran, chairman, with
Harry Buxbaum and O. C. Lam as
members of the Code Authority appeals committee yesterday heard
three appeals from decisions of local boards. The cases were, Dallas
grievance board, Robert Z. Glass,
Beaumont, Tex., against Jefferson
Amusement Co., Beaumont, overbuying; Chicago Clearance and Zoning board, Westmount Theater,
Westmont, 111., against Tivoli Theater, Downers Grove, 111.; Omaha
grievance board Rialto and Loop
theaters, Sioux City, Iowa against
Orpheum,
missions. Sioux City, reduced ad-
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MEYER DAVIS will sail on the Monarch
Bermuda today for Bermuda.

Miss Adrienne Opens
Miss Adrienne, psychic marvel,
opens her personal appearance tour
of picture
houses
today at
Ritz
theater,
Elizabeth,
N. Warner's
J.

MRS.
Leviathan

MAX MILDER
for England.

sails today

Girl for Nicholas Mascoli
New Haven — Nicholas Mascoli
who operates the Carroll and Alhambra in Waterbury and the Community in Oakville, is the father ol
an eight-pound gir.l Mascoli also
has two boys.

Light.

of

on

the

LOUIS FRIEDLANDER, who is to direct Universale "Tailspin Tommy", arrives in New
York tomorrow by plane and will interview
student pilots at Roosevelt Aviation School on
Monday to select possible candidates for roles
in the film.

Cresson Smith to Tour South
Cresson Smith, western and south- )|
ern sales manager for RKO Distributing Corp., leaves July 30 for
Atlanta to begin an inspection tour
of the southern exchanges under his
jurisdiction. Among the exchanges
where he will stop over are Charlotte.
Jacksonville, Memphis, New Orleans,
Oklahoma City.

FOR THE SMALLER THEATRES

Direct Current High Intensity
arcs in the large theatres have
demonstrated the drawing
power of snow white Projection

j

MOSS HART and ROBERT L. RIPLEY are
passengers on the Rex, sailing today for the
Mediterranean.

SNOW WHITE LIGHT

Intensif
NATIO
r Carbons
nowy
ProjectoHigh
A.C. NAL
give the smaller theatres the box
office appeal of brilliant, Snoiv
White screen illumination.

in

LILY MESSINGER, RKO screen test director,
sails today
on the Paris for the other side.

Philly Unit Dedicating Quarters
Philadelphia — Formal dedication
of the new home of the Independent
Exhibitors' Protective Ass'n. at
1313 Vine St., will be held on Tuesday from 10 A. M. to 3 P. M.
G. T. Stanton Elected Treasurer
G. Taylor Stanton, superintendent
of the acoustic consulting department of Electrical Research Products has been elected treasurer of
the Acoustical Society of America.
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Winston-Salem, N. C— The Colonial, a Wilby & Kincey house of
800 seats managed by A. W. Barber,
has installed a new RCA Victor
High Fidelity sound system.

SOPHIE

with Gertrude Michael, Paul Cavanagh
LANG"
Paramount
64 mins.
GAY ROMANCE OF LADY CROOK
GIVES GERTRUDE MICHAEL FASCINATING ROLE THAT HOLDS WIDE APPEAL.
Here is a bright and gay romance of international crooks that is done with a light
touch that carries a fund of smiles and
laughs with the clever situations and dialogue. The production is bright, brittle
and smart. Paul Cavanagh and Gertrude
Michael are the two international crooks
who stage a battle of wits and wind up
helping each other on the same deal, as
well as falling in love with each other.
The plot involves the clever theft of a
valuable necklace by Gertrude Michael as
Sophie Lang. The police inspector is right
after her, and so is Paul Cavanagh, who
has a great desire to meet his clever femme
rival. The action weaves in and out of
a series of suspenseful situations, that keep
building toward a denouement where the
two clever young people finally get away
on a steamer after the police recover the
stolen jewel. The two principals are a
polished, fascinating team, and they deliver an hour of entertainment that will
satisfy the most critical as well as please
the mob. Leon Errol has a clever comedy
role that keeps the laughs coming.
Cast: Gertrude Michael, Paul Cavanagh,
Arthur Byron, Alison Skipworth, Leon Errol,
Ben Taggart, Norman Ainsley, Arthur Hcyt,
Edward McWade, Madame Jacoby, Ferdinand Gottschalk, Del Henderson, Stanhope
Wheatcroft, William Jeffries, Jack Mulhall,
Perry Ivans, Alphonse Martel, Lucio Villegas, Adrian Rosley.
Director, Ralph Murphy; Author, Frederick Irving Anderson; Screen play, Anthony
Veiller; Cameraman, Al Gilks.
Direction, Very Good Photography, Excellent.

SHORTS
"Betty Boop's Life Guard"
Paramount
7 mins.
Lively
A Max Fleischer cartoon with
Betty Boop and her life guard beau
in a romantic drama as the latter
rescues Betty from drowning at the
beach. Betty faints as he swims
ashore with her and dreams that
she is a mermaid. Her adventures
underseas form the major part of
a very clever cartoon that is artistically and technically well handled.

•

•

• THE AMPA organizashe is already looking ahead
to the Fall opening Thursday, Sept. 20
this
luncheon will be known as the Ampa Revels . ... with all home
town talent. . meaning that the pressageys will be the Talent
so if any of you AMPA mugs think you can qualify
as entertainers
here's your chance
start to work up
on your act
you have lots of time till the end of September.
▼
▼
T
• •
• THAT WAS a rather neat suggestion from A. P.
Waxman
as published in yesterday's FILM DAILY
to make the newspapers of the nation the final arbiter in the
present Film Crusade
if the industry is willing to leave
the problem in the hands of the newspaper publishers and
editors for final adjudication
there seems no good reason
for the reform elements to demur
for the press is in a
position where it must render a fair decision
and there is
no doubt that it would
well
at least it looks as if
some minds in the film biz were starting to offer intelligent
solutions of the messy proposition
T
T
T
• • • IN PREPARATION by Tom Terriss is a timely
script
"The Curse of King Tut"
an authentic account of the sensational discovery of King Tutankhamen's tomb
and the mysterious deaths of many of the participants that have
followed this is the type of material the screen needs right
now. . ... .to bridge over the period of agitation for clean films
the dramatization of this tale that was front page news
for weeks carries all the elements of pop appeal. . yet avoids
any sexy angles that could possibly arouse opposition

Olneyville, R. I.— With the closing of the Royal, E. M. Loew has
advanced the Olympia from a second-run house to a first-run.
Boston — Louis Stern has joined
Century Film sales staff.
Boston — Robert Manley, formerly
chief-of-service at Loew's State, has
been appointed assistant manager
following transfer of Frank Henson
to manage Poli's Bijou in New Haven.
Fairhaven,
is dark.

Mass. — The

American

North Adams, Mass. — Albert F.
Winstrom has been appointed manager of Loew's Richmond.

RKO Adding Theaters
In Metropolitan Area
(Continued from Page

1)

lywood on Avenue A, formerly operated by the Manhattan Playhouse
Circuit. According to the informant, RKO will consider existing
theaters before developing any new
sites.

Paramount Theater
Industry Grossed
'Bank Night' Found Okay
Adopting Run Policy
(Continued
from
Pane
1)
By St.
Louis Code Board
390 Million in '33
(Continued from Parte 1)
An extended run policy will be
adopted by the New York Paramount Theater with the opening of
"Cleopatra" in mid-August. Instead of the regular Friday change,
each picture will be held at long as
business warrants. With this move,
the company discontinues two-a-day
showings of its big pictures. "Scarlet Empress" also goes into the
Paramount.
Michigan Co-op Expands
Detroit — Larger quarters have
been taken by Cooperative Theaters
of Michigan in the Fox Theater
Bldg. Enlargement of membership
and taking over complete booking
department necessitated more space

House this week by Division Administrator Sol R. Rosenblatt. Gross
of exhibiting companies last year
was $171,869,680, while producers
and distributors took in $219,097,876.
Total assets of the industry in
1933 amounted to $667,875,161,
compared with $762,115,547 in 1932
and $938,158,321 in 1931, the report
sets forth. Payrolls for the whole
industry were $135,113,135 last
year, against $153,093,481 in 1932
and $175,302,105 in 1931.
The report also says the industry
had a net loss of $19,589,393 last
year, compared with loss of $41,364,149 in 1932 and a profit of
$21,459,058 in 1931.

Two Imperial Shorts Finished
First two subjects of the 13 Spicy H. M. Warner Attacks
Silhouettes being produced by Frank
Cardinal Dougherty
Church for Imperial Distributing
{Continued -from Paqc 1)
Corp.
have
been
completed.
Titles
"A Penny a Peep"
himself a prominent Catholic layVitaphone
9 mins. are "Nero" and "Napoleon's Watermentionedway.
the situation only
in an man,
indirect
Amusing Old Clips
"When the Cardinal says it is a
Of chief interest in this Pepper
Pot reel are clips from Mary Picktheater," said Warsin toner,go"thistois the
ford's early silent films, as well as
very un-American, beloo." charge of introducing to the
scenes of Annette Kellerman, the given
cause
it
is
confiscation
of a great inarthey
as
the luminaries
famous diving beauty and health audience
dustry and of the livelihood of
rive and register their names at the
exponent, in an exhibition. Gener- entrance to a ballroom. There are thousands upon thousands of peoally amusing.
intermittent shots of the groups of
stars as they arrive and the setting
Poland Boosting Output
in the ballroom. Brings a few
"Screen Snapshots"
Warsaw — Polish producers plan 22
Columbia
8 mins. laughs via Joe E. Brown, Jimmy
This presentation of Hollywood Cagney and others. Ben Lyon is features this year, against 11 last
screen personalities is pleasing fare, seen in the closing shots gracefully year. There are 600 cinemas in the
country, including 425 wired.
especially so because Ben Lyon is signing off.

ple."

case of Harry G. Swan, Washington
theater, Granite City, 111., against
Gaylord W. Jones, Rialto. It was
brought out that various merchants
were taking part in the plan, that,
tickets were freely distributed, that
lists of winners were posted and
prizes could be obtained two and
three days after the distribution.
In the case of Julius A. Sanowsky,
Princess, vs. Walter Thimmig, McNair, charging lowered prices,
Thimmig mission
saidfromhethehaddistributors
obtained perto
charge 10 cents. He was advised to
maintain the minimum price in his
contracts.

"U" Signs Florence Reed
Florence Reed has been signed by
Universal to appear opposite Henry
Hull in "Great Expectations." She
leaves for the coast Aug. 6. M. S.
Bentham negotiated the deal.
Baer Set for Para. Film
Max Baer is slated to appear in
a picture for Paramount.
Baer will
go to the coast at the end of August. Story is now being written.
New Fox Boston Quarters
Boston — New Fox exchange now
under construction for opening in
November will be the largest here
it is stated. Frontage will extend
about 100 feet.

DAILY

BONDHOLDERS TO GET
46% IN FOX MET. DEAL
(Continued from Page

1)

in which to accept the bid or go
through a reorganization.
Two weeks' adjournment was
granted yesterday at the request of
attorneys for the bondholders' committee who asked for time to "iron
out" two minor conditions. The bid
will be for slightly over $4,000,000.
Following the original bid of $4,000,000 by Loew-Warners it was announced that with the $1,500,000 ir
the bank the bondholders would realize 42 per cent.

Oceana Coiffure Contest
Arouses Keen Interest
A "coiffure contest" conducted in
Brooklyn by the Oceana theater, a
Rugoff & Becker house managed by
A. Lionel Greene, has proved such a
good attendance booster that several
other metropolitan houses are planning to duplicate the stunt. Thirty
beauty parlors each entered three
models upon paying a $10 entry fee
which helped defray the cost of filming the girls. The entrants were
filmed after the show at the rate
of 30 a night, each model being seated on revolving stool and identified
by a number tag in the background,
and posing for about 20 feet of film
Pictures then were shown on the
screen of the Oceana at the rate of
30 models a week, with patrons voting by means of a blalot card. Semifinals then appeared in person to be
judged by a committee including
Antoinette Donnelly of the "Daily
News," and grand prizes, totaling
$1,000 in value, will be awared next
Thursday evening.
Greene says dozens of theater
managers had called up for information on request of beauty shops
who are keen to enter similar contests.
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FRANKLIN SAYS FILMS
MUST RECOGNIZE LIFE

//

from "LOTS
A LITTLEBy RALPH
WILK
'
HOLLYWOOD

returneda
Y has under
]y[ADGE
to theBELLAM
Fox studios
long term contract and will appear
in "Charlie Chan in London." Miss
Bellamy was a Fox star in the silent
days.
Publix, RKO. Fox and other circuits have booked "Young Eagles."
the officially approved Boy Scout serial. Clergymen, women's clubs and
other organizations are recommending the picture. The Paramount. Los
Angeles which has not played serials in several years, is now showing the picture.

' Abe Meyer is knee-deep in shengs,
patalas, gambos, yueh-chins, fuehs
and yakahachis. To the uninitiated
these are the names of various
Oriental instruments which are being utilized in the musical setting
to "Brides of Sulu," now being prepared by the Meyer Synchronizing
Service.

John Miljan has been signed by
Mascot for "Young and Beautiful."
Ray Millard, British actor, has
been added to the cast of "Charlie
Chan in London," now in work. In
this Fox picture Warner Oland once
again heads an unusually large cast
T
T
T
directed by Eugene Forde which inEarl Foxe, head of a western milcludes, beside Madge Bellamy and
itary academy, has been assigned a Millard, Drue Leyton, Mona Barrie,
role as a cavalry officer in Fox Walter A. Johnson, Alan Mowbray
Film's nicturization of the life of David Torrence, Murray Kinnell, E.
Franz Schubert, tentativelv called E. Clive, George Beeraud, Paul England, Elsa Buchanan, John Rogers
"Serenade."
son and Nils starring
Asther. "Pat" Pater- Douglas Welton and Perry Ivins.
▼
r
▼
T
▼
▼
John W. Boyle, who produced
Disproving the idea that romance
"Sweden, Land of the Vikiners," is in business has become a missing
all smiles these days. His picture factor. Miss A. Laurie Brazee, formand "Th« House of Rothschild" and
er secretary, has been listed as the
"David Harum" were the only ones latest addition to the writing staff a+
out of 130 that were endorsed bv Paramount studio. Miss Brazee has
the "Parents' Magazine" as suitable been secretary to Director Elliott
for all types of audiences.
Nugent for several years. Her first
T
T
T
writing assignment is to prepare the
With "Lottery Lover." the new
for "Enter Madame," to
"Pat" Paterson and Lew Ayres continuity
production shortly with Nustarring film in readiness for pro- go into
gent as director.
duction, work was suddently broueht
T
T
T
to a halt at Fox Movietone City
William
Anthony McGuire is
when its director, Hanns Schwarz
was stricken with appendicitis and buying Irving Berlin's song, "A
immediately operated upon. Produc- Pretty Girl Is Like A Melody," to
tion will start as soon as he is ablr be used as the sentimental and theto take charge again, which should
matic musical part of "The Great
be the latter part of August. Others Ziegfeld," which McGuire will place
in
production
Sept. 5 for Universal.
in the cast are Pegew Fears, Ned
William Powell will be ftaired.
Sparks and Sterling Holloway.
t

▼

T

(Continued from Page

,
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tists to evade the pertinent issues of
our many social problems," says
Franklin. "Newspapers, and I am
now considering only the finest in
the field of journalism, report life
as robustly as they find it. Literature has always been free to paint
the realities unabashed. But it is at
the motion picture that the critical
barbs are mercilessly pointed. If the
cinema is to attain the artistic pinnacle that seems to be its destiny, it
must patiently meet the issue, eliminate vulgarity and find some way
to segregate motion pictures that
are not intended for juvenile consumption."
Says
Cancellation Plan
Invites Local Censors
(Continued

from

Page

1)

believes it would be preferable to
allow exhibitors to pull pictures that
are condemned by the national
League of Decency.
He adds:
"Every city, village and hamlet in
this territory has quite a substantial
number of customers who are in
sympathystigatedwith
the movement
by the League
of Decencyinwho reside within the confines of the
incorporated city or village and because the League of Decency has
not as yet become active in this
territory is no reason why the theater owners must now go to these
customers and request that they set
themselves up as a local board to
decide on the morality of motion
pictures. Once this is started I am
afraid that the industry is going to
have its hands full."
"Drummond" Racetrack Tieup

Cleveland — Opening of "Bulldog
Drummond
Back"
Loew's
State here Strikes
today has
beenat tied
up
Arthur Hohl and Ivan Simpson with the Bainbridge Park racetrack,
Heads Chicago Actors' Branch
Reginald
Barker's
direction
of
Bert Clinton will head the Chi- "The Moonstone" for Monogram has have been engaged by Columbia for where a special Ronald Colmancago branch office of the American won him a second assignment, to "Among the Missing." Richard Loew's State Handicap will be run
Federation of Actors, vaudeville ac- handle the megaDhone on "The Cromwell, Henrietta Crosman and with the winning jockey getting a
tors' union. Ralph Whitehead, ex- Healer." Tristram Tupper's adapta- Billie Seward have already been as- loving cup from Ronald Colman, star
ecutive secretary of the AFA, now
signed to leading parts. Albert of the U. A. release. The event retion of the novel by Robert Herrick.
Rogell is directing.
in Chicago, will establish a branch Ben Verschleiser is supervising.
ceived wide publicity in the papers.
office in Cleveland and address two
mass meetings of actors in MilwauReleases to November 9
kee and Chicago before returning M.P.T.O.A. Protests
to New York.
Detroit
Bans "Hitler"
Detroit
— "Hitler's
Reign of TerSet by United Artists
Radio Playlet Plan
(Continued from Pane 1)
ror" has been definitely banned here
[Continued from Page 1)
Donat to Make Another for Reliance
Robert Donat, English actor who this would further impair atten- Sept. 2; "Queen's Affair," Sept. 28; by Police Commissioned Pickert and
Superintendent Smith.
sailed for home yesterday after apdances of theaters already beset by "Last Gentleman,' Oct. 5; "Private
Life
of
Don
Juan,"
Oct.
19;
"Transof
"Wild Gold" at Mayfair
pearing in Reliance's "Count
atlantic Merry-Go-Round," Nov. 2:
Monte Cristo," is expected to return boycotts, hot weather and other boxFox's "Wild Gold" opens Monday
shortly for another role under the office depressants. The theater "Nell Gwyn," Nov. 9. In addition
Reliance banner, releasing through owners' organization is urging ex- was
"Bulldog
Drummond
released
yesterday.Strikes Back" evening at the Mayfair. Cast is
United Artists.
headed by John Boles, Claire Trevor
hibitors to write or wire the Screen
and Harry Green.
Fraternal Orders Join Drive
Actors' Guild, of which Eddie Cantor is president, and protest against
The Emergency Council of FraNo Changes in Boards
ternal Organizations in the U.S.A..
the move as unfair competition.
No changes in the personnel of clearEnlarging Astor Theater
including
in its membership the
ance and zoning boards throughout
New
Italian
Company
Plans for combining the Astor and
Knights
of Columbus, Elks, Odd
the country are contemplated in prep-ration for the start on Nov. 1 of hearBijou theaters into one modern house
Rome — Collosseum Film has been Fellows, Masons, B'nai Brith and
at a cost of $150,000 have been filed
ings on 1935-36 clearance schedules,
formed to produce Italian pictures others, has announced its support of
it was said yesterday by John C. Flinn,
with the Department of Buildings.
Walter
Reade
owns
the Astor
property
secretary of the Code Authority.
the church campaign for cleaner
and also import product.
The con- films.
cern will handle B.I.P. releases.
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Intimate in Character
Internationa! in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Features Scheduled for 1934-35 Jump to 625

PUBLIC NOT IN SYMPATHY WITH DRIVE ON FILMS
Era of Action Pictures is Predicted by Ernst Lubitsch
Sees Advanced and More
Robust Art in Next
Few Years
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Important changes in
the structure of film entertainment,
an era of action pictures, with an
advanced art and more robustious
amusement fare resulting, will take
place in the next few years in the
opinion of Ernst Lubitsch, Paramount director, now making "Merry
Widow" for M-G-M. He believes
that the current movie agitation will
force producers into filming great
adventures
and take them out of
(Continued

on

Page

4)

HOLLYWOOD IS GOLD
TO PERCENTAGE PLAN

HOW

THE PUBLIC FEELS

The
following
"Letter
to the
Editor"
Herald-Tribune is typical of expressions from
go to the movies and know about them:
To the New York Herald Tribune:

on

Page

4)

"Navy" Opens to S.R.O.

Accompanied

by

a

big exploitation

campaign, Warner's 'Here Comes the
Navy" opened to S.R 0. Frid-y night at
the Strand, the house doing its biggest
first night business in a long time. A
battleship ballyhoo rver the marquee,
plus other stunts in the front of th?
house, attracted a continuous crowd
around the bo. and across the street.

York
really

Has the church a right to say what the "movies" shall or shall not show? The
page:- of history carry a terribly bloody record of religion. Wretchedness, poverty and
illiteracy are conspicuous wherever
religion is intensely
observed.
Do you want to drag us down to the level of Spain, Turkey, Mexico, Italy or
French
Canada,
or even
our own
hillbilly section
of Kentucky
and Tennessee?
In my youth I was a consistent churchgoer; I can honestly say that the "movies"
have filled my heart with tenderness, my eyes with tears, and given me more inspiration for good than all the hypocrisy and preaching that was dinned into me since I
knee high.

was

When
analyzed,
the record
of the church
with
its traditional
bigotry,
Torquemadas and Rasputins, has no right to dictate to a progressive industry.
New

25

York,

July

18,

1934

Classic Works

Production of 25 classics are definitely set for the new season by
major and independent companies.
Of this number, 19 are scheduled by
major companies. Biggest number
Wfrf Const Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILY
will be produced by RKO, which has
Hollywood — Proposal of Division eight scheduled, as follows:
[Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt, in
"The Age of Innocence," by Edith
Ihis report on salaries and other in- Wharton; "Anne of Green Gables,"
Idustry matters, that film workers
L. M. Montgomery; "The Little
[be paid on a percentage basis has by
Minister," by Barrie; "Laddie." by
■received a cold reception from the Gene
Stratton Porter; "Forsyte Sa[Hollywood colony, a checkup indi
by Galsworthy; "Freckles," by
Icates.
It is pointed out that the Gene ga,"Stratton
Porter; "Last Days
(Continued
on Page 4)
of Pompeii," by Bulwer-Lytton, and
"The Three Musketeers," by Dumas
Two St. Louis First-Runs
M-G-M has "David Copperfield,"
Are Closed for Month by Dickens; "Treasure Island," by
I St. Louis — On the eve of the Am- Stevenson, and "What Every Woman Knows," by Barrie.
Universal:
Ibassador, Missouri and Grand Cen[tral theaters being taken over by
lAllen L. Snyder and Harry Koplar
Ithe first two houses were closed last
Inight. After improvements, they
■will reopen in August under man(Continued

reprinted
from
the
New
the public — the folks who

Set

CHARLES

its

evil

SILK.

for 1934-35

Survey of Public Opinion
Shows Moviegoers
Disapprove Church Move

Regardless of statements of the
church groups attempting to create
the
impression
thatcleanup,
"the public"
is
demanding
a film
reactions
of the layman, particularly the regular moviegoer, is overwhelmingly opposed to the present crusade, it is
revealed in expressions of opinion
gleaned from the Open Letter colcountry.
umns of newspapers throughout the
Out of several hundred such letters examined, more than 95 per
cent defended the movies, this being
considered all the more remarkable
(Continued

Major Companies Making 404;
About 225 from Independents
Features definitely scheduled for
1934-35 release, exclusive of a number of foreign dialogue pictures and
about 100 re-issues, total approxi
Recommendation to secretaries of mately 625, or about 100 more than
lecal exhibitor units that they pre- last season, it is shown in a checksent bills to the state legislature
up of major companies made late
providing for severe punishment in last week in connection with the
Film
Daily Production Guide and
bombings, where such a law is not
already in effect, is made by Ed Directors' Annual, which is now go(Continued on Page 4)
on

Page

2)

2)

M.P.T.O.A. TO REPORT
AMUSEMENT VALUES

Hollywood — "Footprints," first of
a series of eight features starring
Kermit Maynard, will go into production Aug. 1, with Otto Brower
directing. The series will be produced by Ambassador Pictures, Inc..
(Continued

Bills to Curb Bombers
Urged by Kuykendall

(Continued

on Page

"The Mystery of Edwin Drood" and
"Great Expectations," both by Dickens. Warner: "The Magnificent Ambersons," by Tarkington. 20th Century: "Cardinal Richelieu," by Bulwer-Lytton. Reliance: "Count of
Monte Cristo," by Dumas. London
Films: "Scarlet Pimpernel," by BarA Committee on Entertainment
oness Orczy. British & Dominions:
Values, to make confidential reports
"The Queen's Affair." Paramount: to M.P.T.O.A. headquarters with a
"Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch,' view to submitting the data to studio
by Kate Wiggin: Monogram: "Girl executives for production guidance.
of the Limberlost" and "Keeper o1 has been named by Ed Kuykendall,
the Bees," both by Gene Stratton Porof the exhibitor
on Page 2)organizater, and "The Hoosier Schoolmater,' president (Continued
by Edward Eggleston. Majestic:
"The Scarlet Letter," by Hawthorne;
"A Bachelor's Establishment," by Kermit Maynard to Make
Balzac. Amkino:
"Petersburg
Series for Conn. Firm
Night," by Bostoievski.
Vest Coast Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILY

on Page

2)

Champagne Competition
New suffered
Orleans a
— little
While in
"listed"
films
have
attendance,
even stronger competition at present,
recording to exhibs here, is coming
from night clubs and outdoor sports.
One
night,

night club alone reported 300 bottles of champagne opened in a single
not

counting other drinks.
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Grand
Canary
Here Comes
the Navy.
Notorious Sophie
Lang
His Greatest Gamble
Wild
Gold
Bi.by, Toke a Bow
(4th week)
Of Human
Bondage
(2ndweeki:
Min and Bill**.
House of Rothschildj
Cavalcade*

♦ FUTURE
Cockeyed
Cavaliers
(July 25)
Paris Interlude
(July 27)
Ladies
Should
Listen
(July 27)
Damest
*** Revivals.
Subsequent run.

NEW

YORK

(QUOTATIONS
Columbia

Picts.

High
vtc. 26%

Fox Fm. "A"
Loew's,
Inc
do pfd
Paramount ctfs
Pathe

STOCK

Exch

do "A"
RKO
"A"
Warner
Bros
NEW
YORK
Technicolor
NEW
YORK
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40..
Loew
6s 41ww

MARKET

AS OF SATURDAY)

Net

Low
263/4

Close
Chg.
263£
+
3/8

10%
25%
88%
3%

10%
25%
88%
2%

10%
25%—
88% —
3

1%

1%

%
1%

1%—

'/4

17
16%
17
—
2
134
2
—
3%
33/4
33/4 —
CURB
MARKET
13%
13%
133/4 —
BOND
MARKET
6%
6%
65/8—
100
100
100

Paramount
6s 47 filed 443/4
443/4
443,4 +
Par. 5%s50 ctfs... 44'/4
44l/4
44l/4
Paths

7s37

Warner's

6s39

%
%
%
%
y8
3^

99%

99'/2

99%

+

%

53 '/4

51%

53 1/4 +

3/4

"Navy" Opens New Griffith House
Lubbock, Tex. — Griffith Bros, open
their new Palace theater today with
Warner's "Here Comes the Navy."

Albert
Warner
Harry
Cohn
Joseph
Seiden
Roy Cozine

Florence
Vidor
Aileen
Pringle
Whitney
Bolton
Lewis Innerarify

OPENINGS

Theater
Music Hall
Strand
Rialto
Paramount
Mayfair
Roxy
Palace
Capitol
Rivoli
Criterion

♦

RKO Radio
M-G-M
Paramount
Warner Bros

Rialto
Capitol
Paramount
Strand

t Follows Astor two-a-day run.
$ Follows Here Comes the Navy.

PUBLIC NOT IN ACCORD M.P.T.0.A TO REPORT
WITH DRIVE ON FILMS AMUSEMENT VALUES
1 Continued from Page 1 1

FINANCIAL

Parade •

Distributor
Fox
Warner Bros
Paramount
RKO Radio
Fox
Fox
RKO Radio
M-G-M
Fox
United Artists

Coming and Going
HARRY
norrow.

ARTHUR

is expected in St. Louis to-

FRANK BUCK is on the passenger list of th?
Eurcpj
arriving today from abroad.
CAROL COOMBE, British film actress, arrives
today on the Britannic en route to Hollywood
(or Universale "Great Expectations."
WILLIAM MELNIKER, South American manger for M-G-M, at present on a honeymoon
(rip in this country, will return from Califo-nii
to New York by boat before going back to R.o
de Janeiro.
■n

HARRY M. WARNER and JAKE WILK arrive
New
York
this week
from
(he coast.

Bills to Curb Bombers
Urged by Kuykendall
(Continued from Page

1)

Kuykendall, M.P.T.O.A. president, in
his current general bulletin. Kuykendall says that more than 20 nonunion houses in the Pittsburgh area
were bombed in less than two
(Continued from Page 1 )
counting similar outtion. The committee consists of months,rages not
in many other places. He
Walter Vincent of Wilmer & Vin- suggests that exhibitors get in
cent, chairman; R. B. Wilby of At- touch with Edward G. Levy of New
lanta, E. C. Beatty of the Butter- Haven, counsel, for cooperation on
field circuit, Karl Hoblitzelle of the legislative action.
Interstate Circuit and Morgan A
Walsh of the Redwood-Midland Circuit.

in view of the fact that the films
have been given by far the worst of
it in news stories in the campaign and also because persons who
write letters to editors are of the
more intelligent type who would be
expected to support a drive for betterment of any kind.
Reactions obtained by newspapers
Box-office returns do not always
through the medium of "Inquiring tell the whole story, or tell it accurately, says Kuykendall, and picReporter" features also were almost
tures that draw well because of star
100 per cent of the opinion that current movies are not harmful, even name, title or exploitation, often
to the young.
leave the audience cold and dissatisfied, while films with light drawing
power turn out more pleasing. The
Monogram Branch Changes
Robert Withers, head of Midwest plan is to acquaint the studios with
audience reactions to stars, scenes
Film Distributors, handling Monogram product, has made L. O. Ring dialogue, themes, titles, etc. Identity of exhibitors submitting data
ler branch manager in Omaha. Ring- will not
be divulged and no publicity
ler formerly was a salesman in Kan- will be given
to the reports.
sas City. C. M. Parkhurst has been
appointed special representative out
Roxy
Sets
Kid
Attendance Record
of the K. C. and Omaha exchanges
More than 40 per cent of the matF. E. Judd, formerly Fox booker in
Des Moines, has been made booker
inee audiences attending "Baby
and office manager in Omaha.
Take a Bow" at the Roxy during the
past three weeks have been children, the house estimates. The ShirClaim Inability to Cancel
ley Temple film completes its fourth
Milwaukee — Inability of theaters week at the Roxy tomorrow.
to cancel films that fail to measure
up to standards required by the LeKeppler Recovering
gion of Decency has been reported
Tobias A. Keppler, film attorney,
by Ray Tesch, business manager of v/as making fair progress yesterday
the Allied Independent Theater in Broad Street Hospital, where he
Owners, which represents approxi- was removed Friday in a critical
mately 9 state theaters.
condition following an altercation
with another attorney during which
Educational Signs Headliners
he was pushed through a glass door
Will Mahoney, dancing comedian
has been signed by E. W. Hammons
Blanche Sweet in Tryout Play
for the Educational musical comedy
Blanche Sweet is a member of the
series. Yorke and King, another
headline team from the stage, also cast of "Reprise," which Mayfair
Players is trying out at Dobbs Ferhave been signed.
ry. Raymond Hackett, James Bell
and Marie Kenny have the other
Germany Forcing Culture Films
leading roles.
Berlin — New regulations of the
film chamber make it compulsory for
Church Groups Meet Today
A meeting of church groups will
exhibitors to place so-called culture
films on their programs. With a be held today at the rectory of the
view to turning out better pictures Holy Cross Roman Catholic Church
output has been ordered cut. Culture to consider a proposal for a national
films have not been popular.
plan of supervising movies.

Kermit Maynard to Make
Series for Conn. Firm
(Continued from

Page

1)

which has been formed by Maurice
Conn, son of Jacob Conn, former
Rhode Island exhibitor. Several
James Oliver Curwood stories will
be used. The pictures will be released on the independent market.
Mrs.

Richard

Kennedy

Dead

Birmingham — Mrs. Richard Kennedy, wife of Dick Kennedy, supervisor of Wilby Theaters in Alabama
and Tennessee, died at St. Vincent
Hospital following an illness of several weeks after the birth of a son.

STRY'S
INDUBOOK
THEDATE
Tonight: Open meeting of Association for *h?
Preservation of the Freedom of Screen and
Stage, Hotel
New
Yorker,
New York.
luly 24: Formal dedication of new hom^ rf
Independent Exhibitors' Protective Ass'n,
1313 Vine St., Philadelphia. 10 A M
to 3 P M.
luly 25: Midwest convention
Service,
Chicago.
Aug. 1-24: Second
Cinematographic

of Ross Federal

International Exposition cf
Art, Venice,
Italy.

Aug. 6: Adjourned hearing on offer of LoewWarner interests for Fox Metropolitan Playhouses, before Federal Judge Mack, Woolworth
Building,
New
York.
Aug. 22-24: Allied Theater Owners
Jersey convention. Atlantic City
Sept. 16; North
dan, N. D.
Sept. 20:

Dakota

of New

Allied meeting, Man-

A.M. P. A. Revels and Luncheon,
tion Picture Club, New York.

Oct. 1: National
Detroit.

Film

Mo-

Carriers convention

Oct. 29: S.M.P.E. Fall Meeting. Hotel Pennsylvania. New York
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625 FEATURES SET

ERA OF ACTION FILMS
IS SEEN BY LUBITSCH
(Continued from

Page

HOLLYWOOD

1)

the rut of domestic dramas popular
the past few years.
By robust Lubitsch says he doesn'i
mean rowdiness bordering on the uncouth, but "a form of screen entertainment that will utilize all the
possibilities of character and mannerism inherent in man."
"Already the screen is showing
signs of departure," he says. "The
popularity of historical films, whicii
need never be dirty, is a sign we are
adventuring into other channels, but
I think the screen must go farther
than that. It must, and probably
will, have a cycle of simple dramas
which shall be made interesting
through the stressing of characterization. Heretofore we shunned films
of this sort because they were too
difficult to make.
the another
hand,
I th'nk
we
are"On
in for
era of
action
pictures
films which stress the natural beauties of sceneries forbidden to the
cliff dwellers of this age. Those pictures will require our directors and
stars to journey to far places, to
the mountains, to the sea — anywhere, in fact, where natural backgrounds may be utilized to recapture the romance and beauty which
left pictures in this present era of
rowdyism and sound."

p, HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood
$2. SO up, Single
$3. GO up, Double
Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaza is near everything to see and do in
Hollywood. Ideal for business or pleasure.
Every room has private
dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every venience.
modern
Fine foodscon-at
reasonable prices. Convenient parking for your car.

X

Cbas. Danziger, Mgr.
Eugene Stem, Pres.

The "Doorway of Hospitality"
Vine at Hollywood
Blvd.
HOLLYWOOD

*g

FOR 1934-35 SEASON

"LOTS
from
A LITTLEBy RALPH
WILK
have a feaJy[AY ROBSON
tured role in will
Columbia's
new
Carole Lombard picture, tentatively
titled "Orchids and Onions." David
Burton is director.
T

T

T

Edmund Grainger, associate producer at Universal, who will be in
charge of "Moon Mullins," has also
been assigned to supervise "Robinson Crusoe."
T

t

▼

Addison Pitts is working in "Red
Head," his third picture for Monogram since his arrival from Detroit
in April. He was a member of the
Jesse Bonstelle company. Some of
the players who received their early
training with the Bonstelle company
include Ann Harding, Katherine
Cornell and Franklyn
Pangborn.
Dwain Esper is now compleMng
the final cutting on "Motherhood," a
picture dealing with child and mother education. He has just returned
from Chicago, where he closed circuit deals on "Narcotic." "Motherhood" is scheduled to open at the
Garrick, Chicago, Aug. 15 and will
also open in Los Angeles on the
same date.

▼

T

T

Naomi Conn of Providence, R. I.
is making a visit to the film colony
as the guest of her father and
brother, Jacob and Maurice Conn of
Ambassador Pictures.

RKO studio officials announce the
selection of Dawn O'Day, popular
juvenile screen player, to portray
the leading role in "Anne of Green

(Continued

from

Page

1)

ing to press. Shorts listed by major companies total 717, plus four
serials.
The schedules of independents
counting in more than 100 re-issues
T
T
T
68 westerns, total about 395
Martha Merrill is the latest lucky and
features, as well as about 400 shorts
Gables."
girl
to be promoted from the ranks and three serials.
of the chorus by Warner-First NaFeatures by major companies are:
tional and given an opportunity to
Fox,RKO,
58; M-G-M,
52rise to stardom. The credit for Columbia,
Paramount,48;64;
50; United
discovering her belongs to Dick- Artists, 24; Universal, 48; WarnerFirst National, 60.
Powell.
T
T
T
Shorts from majors: Columbia.
Nina Kochetz, opera star, and
106; Fox-Educational, 112; M-G-M
Khmara, gypsy music expert, have 77;
100; RKO, 96;
been added to the cast of Samuel UnitedParamount,
Artists, 18; Universal, 78;
Goldwyn's "We Live Again." A spe- Warner-Vitaphone, 130.
cial score for the film has been arAmong the independents, Chesterranged by Alfred Newman, musical
field-Invincible wil have 18 features;
director for Goldwyn.
Monogram, 20 features, 13 shorts and
AAA
Imperial, 23 feaEl Brendel, popular Swedish eight westerns;
tures, 117 shorts; Willis Kent, 16
screen comedian, and Joan Wheeler, features,
eight westerns; Majestic
Warner contract player, have com- 12 features; Mascot, 12 features;
pleted work in a two-reel comedy
Select, 12 feaentitled "Radio Scout" at Warner's Mayfair,tures;10Stagefeatures;
& Screen, 12; Liberty
Burbank studios. Supporting the
8,
and
smaller
groups
by various
stars are Russell Simpson, Howard
Amity will release 65 reHickman, Frank McGlynn, Jr. and others.
cent features and 31 shorts, while
Harry Seymour, all well-known fea- Kinematrade will release 33 features, 95 shorts and six westerns.
"Radio
directedturedbyplayers.
Ralph
StaubScout"
and was
will
be
in Vitaphone's series of Hollywood is Cold
"Bigreleased
V" comedies.
T

T

T

George Meeker has bpen signed
for RKO's "The Richest Girl in the
World," starring Miriam Hopkins.

To Percentage
Plan
f ,m P nc 1 )

<C,nt nncd

plan has been brought up many
times before, but inability to agree
T
T
T
on equitable percentages, coupled
Lillian Miles has been signed for with the uncertainty of box-office
▼ T T
an important role in the RKO pro- returns from even the most meritorious films, have always been
Binnie Barnes will appear with
duction of the stage hit, "The Gay
Paul Cavanagh and Neil Hamilton Divorce," starring Fred Astaire and stumbling blocks. Stars also are
now being filmed.
in Universal's "What Ladies Dream." Ginger Rogers,
unwilling to gamble on their drawT
T
T
The companv also has cast Wini
ing powers when story or direction
Columbia has engaged Forrester
may be responsible for the picture
Shaw Lois
for January
"Wake Up
and
and and
Ann Dream,"
Darling Harvey and Charles Wilson for being poor.
"Broadway Bill."
for "The Human Side."
T
T
r
Edwin Pentecost in New Orleans
Gavin Gordon has been assigned
New Orleans — Edwin Pentecost of
William Bakewell and Hardie Al- an important role in Warner's "Hap- Loew's Grand, Atlanta, is managing
piness Ahead." featuring Josephine the State here while Rodney Toups
bright are the latest additions to
Di?k Powell, Frank Mc- is on vacation.
the cast of "Crimson Romance," Hutchinson,
Mascot feature. David Howard is Hugh, Dorothy Dare and Mary
directing.
Treen.
Mervyn LeRoy is directing.

10 Films Under Way
Two St. Louis First-Runs
Are Closed for Month
At Universal Plant
(Continued from Page 1)
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — In addition to three
features completed last week, Universal has five in production and
another five being prepared. Those
completed are "Romance in the
Rain," "One More River" and
"There's Always Tomorrow." Title
of the latter will be changed. In
production are "The Human Side,"
"Imitation of Life," "Gift of Gab,"
"Wake Up and Dream" and "Million
Dollar Ransom." Now in preparation are "The Great Ziegfeld,"
"Night Life of the Gods," "Great
Expectations," "W hat Women
Dream" and "Sutter's Gold."

agement of Fanchon & Marco. Plans
for the Grand Central are not set.
Harry Arthur is due here tomorrow
to complete the management contract with Snyder. Koplar and Harry Greenman, manager of the Fox
will manage the three houses. Negotiations are under way for Paramount, Universal, RKO and Columbia product for the five F. & M.
houses here, the others being the
St. Louis and Fox.

NEWS of the DAY
Richmond — Elmer H. Brient, manLoew's,
has been
elected of?
memberager of of
the board
of directors
the
merce.Richmond Chamber of ComNorth Adams, Mass. — Albert F.
Winstrom has been appointed resident manager of Loew's Richmond.
Boston — George Healey has been
promoted from assistant manager
Dudley.
at
the Marlboro to manager of the

Get G. W. Pabst Feature
George P. Quigley and Richard E
Martins Ferry, O. — L. F. Eick hasW»W
Beck have bought "The Mistress of
Atlantis," produced by G. W. Pabst arranged for installation of Photoin Africa, with Brigitte Helm and phone High Fidelity sound apparatus in the Fenray.
John Stewart heading the cast.
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EXPLOITETTES

TIMELYTOPICS

n

W. C. Fields Talks
About His Grand Passion

"Here Comes the Navy" Bally
Makes Big Splash on B'way
W/ARNER'S Metropolitan theaters' exploitation department put over another of their
high pressure exploitation "ampaigns in conjunction with the
opening of "Here Comes
the
Navy" at the New York Strand.
The campaign was based on the
tremendous
navy
material
in
the picture, also taking advantage of the fact that the production was made in cooperation
with the United States Navy.
The highlights of the ballyhoo
included the following stunts:
the theater front was decorated
in navy fashion, with animated
cutouts of James Cagney
and
Pat O'Brien wigwagging
each
other, and
mechanical
planes,
and ships passing in review on
an endless chain.
Behind the
front arch there was rigged up
sound effect record of the fleet's
cannonading.
Other decorations
consisted of a crow's nest built
atop the marquee, a boom with
port and lee lanterns, a huge
ship's clock, a dummy
turret
with two guns facing downtown,
and a battery of searchlights
sweeping the sky. On opening
night, a sailor in uniform was
stationed on the marquee,
to
wig-wag a message to anothev
sailor in Times Square.
Three
parades
of naval
contingents
with bands marched to the theater from different directions, in
addition to a parade of chorus
girls
in naval
uniformsVitaphone
recru'ted
from
the Brooklyn
studio, who distributed herald-,
novelties and souvenirs. Exploitation also included the spotting
of eight recruiting boards in
advantageous locations w:th the
Warner
"Join the World ani
See the Navy"
poster on one
side and the regulation navy
slogan "Join the Navy and See
the World" on the other. A battleship float, properly bannered
and with a loud speaker system,
covered the city. A fleet of
heavily bannered
sailboats, as
well as a towed barge, covered
all beaches
and
waterfronts
around the city. Various tieups
included distribution of bottle
hansrers by Borden's
through
neighborhoods;
navy
displays
tying in with the picture in several of the city's leading department stores; distribution
of
500,000
imprinted
paper napkins by drug stores and cafeterias in the midtown
section;
cooperative displays working in
the Lux ads; window displays in
all Postal Telegraph
windows
throughout
the city; and the
planting of the Gloria Stuart
coiffure in leading beauty shops.
— Warner Bros.

COME day I shall contribute to
literature my treatise on the
•
•
• A NEW romantic team has arisen on the screen
horizon
a team that if given the right material in future
will have all the femmes
of the land
young and old
going into ecstacies over them
we refer to Gertrude Michael and Paul Cavanagh
who in Paramount's
"The Notorious Sophie Lang" prove a sheer delight they
are the Essence of the Spirit of Modern Romance
© ft • THEIR ACHIEVEMENT is all the more remark ab'e because of the handicaps imposed by the type of film in
which they currently appear
one of those international
crook affairs
which gives them little opportunity for
real romancing
yet throughout
their scenes together
there is always the breath of Romance
one feels that
in a genuine love story they would be positively sensational
Cavanagh is suave, polished, sophisticated, dashing and
debonair, with a light comedy touch that is contagious
Gertrude Michael has an electric quality evident in every action.
sparkling, alive, vibrant
she tones up the scene the
minute she steps in focus
then withal she has polished
charm, beauty, a sure dramatic and comedy sense
and
a scintillant Intelligence

subject of beds — if I can get
out of bed long enough.
I consider myself an even greater
authority than Groucho
Marx,
that author of note, who, in my
opinion, bounced only lightly on
the subject.
Groucho
wanted
my advice at the time he wrote
"Beds," but I was asleep.
I
have been approached by Mae
West to consider collaborating.
But I want my work to stand
out individually.
Besides Mae
has the wrong
slant on this
thing.
She says she does her
best writing in bed. Well, I do
my best loafing there, and consider that that is the primary

• • • SO WE suggest to (he Paramount studio powers
that they cast these two forthwith in a straight Modern Romance they will be a Clean-Up
pardon us for
seeming to rave
but this delightful pair so intrigued us
the opening day at the Broadway Paramount that we sat
through
picture
and we haven't done that
more
thanthethree
timesTWICE
in our life

•

•

• THROUGH
THE courtesy of Howard S. Cullman
large groups of the city's under-privileged children have
attended showings of Shirley Temple in "Baby, Take A Bow"
. at the Roxy
the Theater has cooperated with
public school vacation playgrounds, settlement houses and other
charitable institutions in arranging
theater parties for the
kids
▼
T
T
• • • WHAT SEEMS like the First screen production to
be produced in book form
so far as we can check the
records
is "The Beloved Adventurer" written by
Emmett Campbell Hall
published by the Lubin Manufacturing Co. in Philly
who were the producers of the
slory in a series of 15 photoplays in 1914
refresh your memory with the names of these old film favorites
Arthur V. Johnson, Lottie Briscoe, J. Robinson Hall,
Florence Hackett, Jeanette Hackett, Ruth Bryan, D. B. Bentley,
Howard
M. Mitchell, Robert La Monte, Josephine Longworth
in those days
that was a cast!
Jack Fuld
is the proud possessor of this valuable tome
•
•
• WE
HAVE
had the privilege of viewing "Here
Comes the Navy" at the Strand
which has the benefit
of some craftsman work by Gustav Block
who handcolored certain bits on this particular print
that make
them strikingly effective a booming gun
a fire
in the gun turret
night scene of a boat approaching a
battleship a self-illuminating life-saving buoy
and the American flag
the latter the most difficult job
ever undertaken in hand coloring the entire flag on thi
frames not being bigger than five pinheads
and 240
of these flags on 15 feet of film were colored by Craftsman
Block

«

«

«
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purpose of a bed. Statisticians
have found that the human race
spends approximately one-third
of its life in bed. I wasn't included in that survey.
If I had
been, the average would have
been higher. I think they talked
with people like Edison, and the
supervisor
of the city light
plant. For years I've subscribed
to "House Beautiful" and "Good
Housekeeping"
in the hope of
finding the perfect bed, and have
conducted
other extensive research. From what information
I now

have at hand, I'm convinced that a bed is the safest

place for anyone.
I find the
word was coined from the first
letters
of "Born,
Exist,
and
Die." Cecil B. De Mille told me
the other day that he was making a picture about Cleopatra
and that he had to have Claudette Colbert use a ladder to
get into bed in accordance with
Egyptian
customs.
That's all
wrong. A bed should be the easiest thing in the world to reach.
When I build a home, my beds
will be on the ground
floor.
They'll all be below floor level.
Then you'll only have to fall into 'em.
— W. C. Fields.
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Finishing
School-RKO .. .4-6-34
1-18-34
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Gold-RK
Flaming
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Fog Over Frisco-FN
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Handy
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Heat
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Heideschulmeister
Uwe
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4-17-34
Here Comes the Groom-PAR
6-16-34
Hell Bent for Love-COL. 6-13-34
Here Comes the NavyWA
6-28-34
Hell Cat COL
7-7-34
He Was Her Man-WA . .5-18-34
Hi, Nelhe-WA
2-1-34
Hips, Hips, Hooray-RKO
1-24-34
Hired Wife-PIN
2-1-34
His Greatest Gamble
RKO.. 7-18-34
Hitler's Reign of Terror-JE
4-27-34
Hold
That
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3-24-34
Hollywood,
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Hollywood Party-MGM. .5-25-34
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I Believe in You-F
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I Can't Escape-BEA
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End-XX
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Where

of Destiny-U
Sinners Meet-
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the Gods

3-28-34
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RKO.. 4-19-34
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COL. .7-12-341
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4-20-34
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Bar-FN
2-17-34
World
in Revolt-MEN ... 6-9-34
World
Moves
On-F
.6-30 34
You Can't Buy Everything
M-G-M. 2-1-34
You Made Me Love You
You're

Telling

Me-PAF
4-7-34
MAJ.. 5-31-34
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fHEATER CHANGES

Closings

ARIZONA
Openings
TEMPA

BEACH— Tempa

by

C.

Harking.

CALIFORNIA
Changes in Ownership
BALBOA — Ritz, transferred to Balboa
Imuse. Co. by Madame La Rue. BLYTHE
— Liberty, transferred to Robt. Dunnigan by
.. B. Todd. BREA — Brea, transferred to C.
Cdwards by L. W. Allen. EL SERENO —
"!ameo, transferred to Edward Perkins Thea.
?orp. by W. J. Edwards. LOS ANGELES—
ilysian, transferred to Mr. R. M. Fletcher
y Fletcher & Smith. MENLO PARK— New
tfenlo, transferred to R. J. Holmes and Fred.
Smith by A. Eschelbach. OAKLAND—
Arabian, transferred to Lewis T. Guther by
W. Carbine; Royal, transferred to Mrs.
irillie Price by John Cooper; Rialto, transerred to Jesperson & Dippo by Rialto TheIter Corp. SAN FRANCISCO— Parkview,
ransferred to John Phillips by Stanley Griffin. SANTA MONICA— Wilshire, transk1 to Duesuern & Seal by Fairfax The
i. SHERMAN — Marquis, transferred to
Price & Gorsace bv Mark Hansen. UPLANDS — Studio, transferred by B. G.
Meyers. WILLITS— Majestic, transferred
to George Smith by Willits Thea. Corp.

Openings
AYALON— Riviera, by Catilina Island Co.
CARPINTERIA— Alcazar, by Wm. Swanson.
LONG BEACH— Palace, bv Pacific Nat'l;
Pike, bv I. Victor; Stanley, by Albert Gallon. LOMITA — Lomita, by Lewis I. LevinN. HOLLYWOOD— Valley, bv Slat
fery & Foy. SAN FRANCISCO— Capitol.
SAN DIEGO— Orpheum, by Harry Hartan: Southside, by E. W. Metzer. WATTS
■Wattes, by I. Val Levy.
YREKA— Miner.

Closings
BELEVEDERE GARDENS— Garden. LOMITA—Lomita. LOS ANGELES— Presilent; San Carlos. SAN DIEGO— Southside.
SAN
FRANCISCO— Unique.
STOCKTON
-National.

DIST. OF COLUMBIA
Closings
WASHINGTON
—
Mid
Bernheimer.
DEANWOOD
mis Bernheimer.

City, by Louis
—
Strand, by

IOWA
Changes in Ownership
DUNLAP— Dunlap, transferred to C. C.
Moore by W. C. Bowker. MISSOURI
VALLEY — Rialto, transferred to Central
States Theater by Vernon Brown. SHENANDOAH — Mayfair, transferred to Chas.
Stuart (eff. 7-17-34) by Shirley Leavitt.
SIOUX CITY— Granada, transferred to E.
E. Seff by A. Sadoff. MISSOURI VALLEY
—-Rialto,
aters Corp.transferred to Central States The-

Closings

VALLEY— Iowa

Valley.

JACKSON— Capitol (re-opening), by W.
S, Butterfield Theaters. CASSAPOLIS—
Colonial (now Gem) (re-opening), by Russell B. Hupp. HILLSDALE — Alhambra
(new theater), by Howard
Lane.
STURGIS
Lambiotte.
Roxy (new theater open 8-15), by O. J.

MISSOURI
Closings

Closings

LANSING— Gladmar. GRAND RAPIDS
—Majestic. PORT HURON — Desmond.
ADRIAN— Croswell. BATTLE CREEK -Post. YPSILANTI— Martha Washington. E.
LANSING— State. TACKSON— Rex. DETROIT—State; Mayfair. PETERSBURG Garden.
HOLLY— Liberty.

MINNESOTA
Changes in Ownership

BALATON — Gem, transferred to E. A.
Timm by H. F. Ankum. JASPER— Happy
Hour, transferred to Chris Elverson by S. L.
Hull. REDBY— Lvceum, transferred to Karl
Karlstad by E. G. Gannon. MARSHALL —
State, transferred to Ray Hiller bv Twin
City Thea. Co.

Openings

KANSAS
Changes in Ownership

COOK— Comet. COMFREY — Comfrey.
GOODHUE— Gorman Hall.
REDBY- -Lyce
urn. HOUSTON— Lyric. MINNETONKA
— LaFayette. OSLO— Cozy. HERMAN—
Roxy.
Grand. TRUMAN— Cozy. HAZELTON—

BAXTER SPRINGS— New Baxter, trans
ferred to Jerome J. Crane by Mr. Grantham.
CHENEY— Cheney (Chg. to Cheney MerClosings
chants). transferred to C. S. Hinkson & H.
C. Ausherman by O. F. Sullivan. OSKA
CLINTON— Clinton. NORTHFIELI) —
LOOS A — DeLuxe, (Chg. to Gem Theater),
transferred to Glen McConnell by W. A. Grand. PRINCETON — Grand. WINNEBAGO—Princess. HAYFIELD— New HayPayne. WAMEGO — Columbia, transferred te field. JANESVILLE— Century. RAYMOND
S. E. Fillingham by Chas. Stanley.
- Park (Opera House). ST. PAUL World. STILLMAN— Majestic. WATEROpenings
TOWN— Rex.
MOUNTAIL LAKE— State.
NEODESHA— Gem, by A. J. Long (new).
VERMILLION— Lone star, by Smith Bros.

SPRINGFIELD— Gillioz.

MONTANA
Changes in Ownership

GLASGOW — Orpheum, transferred to
John
PLAINS — Liberty, trans
ferredSurbant.
to
Amuse.
Co. Cliff Byler by W. A. Simons

Closings

SWEETGRASS— Liberty

BLUE HILL — Sterling, transferred to M.
A. Clark. LINCOLN — Rialto, transferre 1
to Cornhusker Theaters, Inc. by Calvin Bard.
LINCOLN — State, transferred to Cornhusker Theaters, Inc. by State Theaters Inc.
OMAHA — Maryland, transferred to M. Marino by Epstein
Theaters.
ORLEANS
Orleans,
transferred
to H. C.
Ebmeier -bj
E. R. Linderman.
PIERCE— by
Strand,
ferred to Eric Wesselmau
R. transSeidl.
WALTHILL— Sun. transferred to Fred R.
Baker by W. L. Wadlow.

Openings

VALPARISO— Closings
Strand.
TABLE
State.

ROCK— Table Rock.

NEW

JACKSON— Town Hall, by Geo. Gould.
NEW LONDON— Memorial Theater, by W.
H. Kidder. WHITEFIELD— Little Theater,
by A. F. Stoughton.

Closings

KENTUCKY
Changes in Ownership

SCOTTSVriJ.E— New Ace, transferred to
C. M. Caldwell. CLAY— Palace, transferred
to Mr. Caiman. PIKESVILLE— Weddington,
transferred to Pikesville Amuse. Co. by S.
>eott.

Openings

Openings

CHICAGO— Lexin<rton (Re-open); Parkway 7-8. HIGHLAND
PARK— Alcyon.

Closings
CHICAGO— Archer: New Mable. AUGUSTA—Hoslep. CHAMPAIGN— Orpheum (for
summer). CLTBA — Orpheum (for summer).
FREEPORT— Lindo; Patio; Strand. GALESBURG— Vita. LINCOLN— Grand.
PEORTA
Apollo; Gem. WEST CHICAGO— West
Chicago
(demolished).

INDIANA
Changes in Ownership
SUTLER— Butler, transferred to W. A.
Warner. FT. WAYNE— State, transferred
to M. E. Lansdawne. GOSHEN— Lincoln,
transferred to Jack Rose by Archie Robinson.
INDIANAPOLIS— Hollywood, transferred to
Shoemaker & Nicholson; Washington, transferred to Ralph Gunion. LOGANSPORT—
Paramount and Luna, transferred to Gregory
& Valos. MONTPELIER— Palace, transferred to R. B. Shadle. NEW HARMONY
— Harmonie, transferred to H. E. Webb.
OAKLAND CITY— Storm, transferred to J.
B. King. ORLEANS— State, transferred to
Harry Palmer. SOUTH BEND — White
Eagle, transferred to Helen Sczemaski by
Julius Fedor. WARREN — Mystic, transferred
to Clevenger
Bros, by Phil Sharon.

Openings
HAR-

MT.

OLI-

MAINE
Openings

PATTEN— New Theater. WELLS REACH
—Wells Beach. OGUNOUTT -Leavitt The
iter. KEN NEBUNKPORT— Lyric: Strand
WEST SULLIVAN— Alhambra. POLAND
SPRINGS— Pavillion.

MARYLAND
Changes in Ownership

SNOW HTLL — Opera House, transferred
to H. S. Lichtman. by C. W. Outten.

Closings

BALTIMORE— Little,
bv H. A.
Blum.
NEW
WINDSOR
— Windsor, bv R. W.
Brown.
SNOW
HILL— Opera House,
by
Henry
Lichtman.

MASSACHUSETTS
Changes in Ownership

WALPOLE— Elite, transferred to C,eo. II.
Ferran by Geo. Husson. BOSTON— Tre
mont, transferred to F. Lieberman by I
Isaaces.
NANTASKET
Nfypmuck
Park.
Bluff Casino.

Openings
— ApM'n.
OCEAN

MENDON
BLUFF— Ocean

Closings

ATTLEBORO— Columbia. LAWRENCE—
Premicer. GARDINER— Uptown. SPRINGFIELD—Fox-Nelson. NORTHAMPTON—
Academy. FAIRHAVEN— American. MARLBORO—Pastime.
RANDOLPH— Stetson.

MICHIGAN
Changes in Ownership

NORTH BRANCH— Strand, transferred to
Bernard Leach by R. L. Sherman. DETROIT — Eastown, transferred to Garten
Amuse. Co. by United Detroit Theaters; Forest, transferred to Jacob Schreiber by J. C.
Sellers.

SUMMER

IN THE

SKY GARDENS

The smartest and most delightful of
dinner and supper-dancing rendezvous,
the St. Moritz Sky Gardens afford one
of the most beautiful views in al. Man-

on

OMAHA—

HAMPSHIRE
Openings

COTTONWOOD FALLS— Odeon. FORT
SCOTT — Liberty. HALSTEAD — Ideal
NEODESHA— Crescent
(dismantled).

ST. MATTHEWS— Evelann.
VET—Gem.

(Fire).

NEBRASKA
Changes in Ownership

Closings

CHICAGO— E. A. R.. transferred to Harry
Balaban by E.A.R. Amuse. Co.; Homan,
transferred to S'-hoenstadt & Sons: Parkway
transferred to Van Nomikos by L. Roth &
Sens. ARTHUR— Lamar (Garden), transferred to W. H. Hoffman by Mrs. Geo. ThomAUGUSTA— Hoslep, transferred to
Chas. Hoslep.

NEW

OF TRADE

Openings

INDIANAPOLIS — Washington (temp.);
Two Johns: Hollywood; Cozy; Indiana; Lincoln CAYUGA — Princess. CONNERSVI LLE— Auditorium 7-18 to 7-29. N. MANCHESTER—Marshall. RICHMOND— Indiana. OOLITIC— Oolitic. FORT WAYNE—
Indiana. BOSWELL — Roxy. VEEDERSBURGH— Tokyo.
BROOK— Brook.

MISSOURI

BY FILM BOARDS

LOUTSVTLLE
— Aristo (re-open).
BURKESVTLLE— Rrook (new theater).

ILLINOIS
Changes in Ownership

MONTPELIER— Palace.
MONY— Harmonie.

REPORTED

DAILY

hattan. Here, on the terraces overlooking Central Park, you dine or sup
summer evenings in a charming,

starlit
atmosphere,
far above the city's
noise and
bustle.
The Sky Gardens offer a splendid escape from summer heat.

f~/[

In ct
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X^here Cjre lOwo JSasic Ubllqations {Involved On \Lke
Sellinq of Pictures: \\Jne Ubliqation of Jjeiivcri^ and
that of Ofcceptance. L{ncerLijinq Jjotk SJs Of Sentiment
Chat Oxtenos Jjeuono die (Written (contract

CONFIDENCE
COLUMBIA PICTURES CORPORATION
is proud to announce that arrangements have been
completed whereby its feature pictures for the
year 1934-1935 will be played on

o

e

LOEW CIRCUIT
Slightly amplifying this cold statement in type
there is the larger meaning that COLUMBIA
PICTURES will be playing the finest theatres in
the United States. The creation of such a situation
carries with it the definite implication of confidence.
Such confidence on the part of LOEWS could
only be based on the past performances of
COLUMBIA and the place COLUMBIA is taking
in the motion picture industry.
Such confidence as COLUMBIA has in
LOEWS can only be based on the time-honored
position LOEWS occupies not only as regards its
theatres and its aggressive showmanship but on its
universally accepted standard for fair play and fair
dealing.

•7
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The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Sixteen Years Old

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Pettijohn Answers Steffes on Cancellation Plan

ROSENBLATT REFUSES TO REVIEW CODE DECISION
63 Features Being Distributed by First Division
'emocracy
... of morals

;By JACK

ALICOATE;

VA/E ARE living in an age of democracy.
' » The average American seems well
atisfied with our rather stabilized policy
bf
"the greatest good for the greatest
umber." All of which is bringing us to
he query of just what do the church folks
esire as moral movie standards? We are
earing much ado about what's wrong with
he screen, but have heard little of what
>ur good church friends would set up in
he way of standards. About the sanest
nd most constructive observation on the
ubject was brought out the other day at
luncheon we had with Louis Nizer of the
ilm Boards, and Harry Brandt, president
the Independent Theater Owners of
«lew York, two extremes on the industry
pendulum. Louis Nizer termed it the
emocracy of morals.
t

▼

r

F we are to have moral standards of the
movies, who is to set them? The proucers of Hollywood with their flare for
he sensational and their extreme sense o'
ophistication? Obviously no. Should it
; the church prelates? Again, no. At
ast if the screen is to survive. To reuce it to the level of the fourteen-year-old
hild would be both artistic and commercial
trangulation. Who, then? Why, the great
9 per cent of our population. Your neighor and mine. The men and women who
ave made these United States the greatest
ation on earth. The morals of the day
s they see them, as they know them, and
they live them. Morals change the same
customs. We are living in 1934, not in
i dark ages. The screen must be kept
lean. It must also keep well within the
emocracy of morals.
T

T

T

'HAT the industry has nothing to be
ashamed of and should defend itself
as agreed by both Nizer and Brandt. That
is defense of reputation should have the
Dnest and enthusiastic cooperation of evy man and woman in the industry is obous. The good name of ell is under a
oud. "One thing is certain," says Brandt
There is not a single theater in the couny that could survive if forced to show
nly those pictures as suggested on a reent white list."

Will Handle Product of 11
Independent Producers
During New Season
Sixty-three features, representing the product of 11 independent
producing companies, will be distributed during 1934-35 by First
Division. Twenty Monogram features will be released by the company in New York,, Philadelphia
and eastern Pennsylvania, Delaware
and Northern New Jersey. Eight
Liberty productions will be distributed in Pittsburgh,
Cincinnati,
(Continued

on

Page

3)

END OF QUOTA SOUGHT
BY BRITISH EXHIBITORS
London — Abolition of the British
quota, or a reduction to 10 per cent
until such time as a quality standard in quota pictures can be determined, will be sought by the C.E.A.
Board of Trade. Dethroughcisionthe
was made at a meeting of
the General Council of the C.E.A.

22 Fox Productions
Set for Music Hall

Contract for 22 Fox pictures to
play the Radio City Music Hall during 1934-35 season was closed yesterday by John D. Clark, general
manager of distribution for Fox
Film.

First

No New Film Securities
Out of 713 new security listings filed
under the Securities Act of 1933 with
the Federal Trade Commission and becoming effective during the fiscal year
ended June 30, last, no film industry
was included, according to the complete list made public yesterday.

Hollywood — "The Dark Angel", produced as a silent with Ronald Colman
and Vilma Banky in the leads, will be
re-made by Samuel Goldwyn for his
United Artists schedule. Goldwyn at
present has "We
Millions"
before

Live Again" and "Kid
the cameras.

to

First request of the NRA for a
review of a decision and determination of the Code Authority was refused yesterday by Sol A. Rosenblatt. The original complaint for
alleged overbuying was heard by
the Dallas grievance board and
concerned Rubin Frels of the Uptown and Victoria theaters, Victoria,
Tex., against Jefferson Amusement
Co., operators of the Queen Theater in Victoria. Decision of the
Belief that the setting up of a nagiving
Frels a split
tional board composed of represen- Dallas board
(Continued
on Page 3)
tatives of the Catholic, Jewish and
Protestant clergy to exercise supervision over the production of motion picture was inevitable, was exDressed yesterday by Rev. Jas. A.
McCaffrey, chairman of the Interfaith Committee following a meeting of the committee in the rectory
of Holy Cross Church.
Subsequent to the acceptance by
Under questioning, Rev. McCaffrey denied that he was authorized the Federal Court of the Loewto speak (Continued
for the Council
of Catholic Warner bid for the Fox Metropolon Page 6)
itan Playhouses, to be presented
Aug. 6, to Judge Mack, Loew and
Warner will
take onover
operation of
(Continued
Page 6)

SUPERVISORY BOARD
SEEN AS INEVITABLE

LOEW AND WARNERS
WILL HANDLE HOUSES

Breen to See Stories
Before Filming Starts
Wet

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

All-Sound Policy Slated

Hollywood — As a further check to For New York Paramount
keep objectionable material from the
When the New York Paramount
screen, all stories and scenarios will
hereafter be submitted to Joseph I goes on an extended-run basis Aug.
Breen for approval before they go 17, it will be on a straight sound
policy, with flesh entertainment
into production.
dropped. (Continued
Followingon "Cleopatra,"
the
Page 2)

Cancellation Privilege Designed
To Aid Sincere Exhib— Pettijohn
Angel"
ng "Dark
We*tRemaki
Coast Buy..
THE FILM DAILY

Appeal Carried
Administrator is
Turned Down

Purpose of distributors in granting exhibitors the privilege to cancel films released before July 15
against which there is local protesl
was to help sincere theater owners
who might be faced with an actual
complaint on moral grounds in his
particular community, says C. C
Pettijohn, (Continued
general on counsel
of the
Page 6)

Caught in Own Trap
Rev. Jas. A. McCaffrey, pastor of
Holy Cross Roman Catholic Church and
chairman of the New York Interfaith
Committee, is an innocent victim of
the clean film campaign being sponsored by the churches, he confessed
yesterday
"Some movies are awfully good," said
Rev. McCaffrey, "but I am afraid to
go around the corner to see them.
Someone might see me and liken me
to the kind of fellow who publicly approved of prohibition but went out to

get

drunk."
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All-Sound Policy Slated
Two Paramount Leases
Up For Hearing Thursday For New York Paramount
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"Director Henry Hathaway was so
pleased with the way Shirley Temple
performed several difficult scenes in
'Now and Forever' that he gave her a
glass bow! of hand-painted
turtles."
—PARAMOUNT.

Hearing on two show cause orders
relating to Paramount coast theatrical properties were set yesterday
for Thursday by Special Master
John E. Joyce.
In one order the Paramount trustees ask approval of a proposed
lease of the Paramount Theater, Los
Angeles, to the Partmar Corp., controlled by Fanchon & Marco. The
proposed lease runs from Mar. 1
1934, to Aug. 1, 1934, at a rental
ranging from $1,750 to $2,500 weekly against 12% per cent of the gross.
The second order is intended to
eliminate Paramount from all inter;
est in the Edison Building and Million Dollar Theater and to settle aU
outstanding claims against the Third
& Broadway Corp., the whollyowned Paramount subsidiary which
formerly controlled the property.

Max Ascher Passes

{Continued from Page

opening film under the new arrangement, the house will show "She
Loves Me Not," with Bing Crosby
and Miriam Hopkins; Marlene Dietrich in "Scarlet Empress"; Mae
West in "Belle of the Nineties";
"Now and Forever"; "Mrs. Wiggs
of the Cabbage Patch," "College
Rhythm" and "Pursuit of Happiness." Price scale will remain the
same.

Frank R, Tate Dead
St. Louis — Frank R. Tate, builder of theaters, including the first
motion picture house here in 1906
and the George M. Cohan on BroadImess. way, died Sunday after a year's
Services for M. R. Lederer
West
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Division Administrator
left for the West Coast
on

SOL
late

A. ROSENBLATT
yesterday.

E. B. HATRICK returns from
the lie de France.

Europe toda'

ROBERT ARMSTRONG and ERNEST WOOC
arrived Sunday from the coast and are stoppini
at the Warwick.
LESTER THOMPSON, assistant to J. J
McCarthy at the Hays office, left yesterda'
for California in connection with the Adver
tising Advisory
Council.
TRUMAN TALLEY, head of Fox Movietone
and LAURENCE STALLINGS arrive today fron
abroad on the lie de France.
JOAN
yesterday

LOWELL
on the

returned from South Americ;
Pastores.

MORRIS KINZLER
Brant
Lake,
N. Y.
PATSY
from the

returned

KELLY arrived in New
coast for a vacation.

FRANKIE

THOMAS

left New

yesterday frorr
York yesterday
York yesterday

Hollywood — Funeral services for for the coast to play his original role of thri
12-year-old youngster in "Wednesday's Child'
Maitland Rice Lederer, studio exe- for
RKO
Radio.
Chicago — Max Ascher, pioneer
who died Saturday of a heart
local exhibitor and member of the attack, cutive
GLENDA
FARRELL
returned
to
New
Yor*
will be held a 2 oclock this
from
Virginia
to
enter
Polyclin
firm of Ascher Brothers, at one
from the Hollywood Cem- yesterday
Hospital
for an appendix
removal.
time owning the biggest circuit of afternoon
etery chapel. He was the son of
EDMUND LOWE arrived in Chicago late last
straight film houses in the country, George W. Lederer, veteran New
week for a brief visit. ISABEL JEWELL alsc
died Saturday in Michael Reese York theatrical manager, and was
in the city to see the fair.
Hospital. He was 45 years old and brother of Charles Lederer, screen
MIKE MCCARTHY, Universal assistant sale
had been ill for a long time.
writer. Also surviving is his bride manager, is scheduled for a visit to Cincinnat
of
two months, the formerly Noreen the latter part of the week.
Phillips.
JOHN KRIMSKY stopped over in Cincinnat
Mort Goldberg Back to Chicago
last week while en route to the coast.
Memphis — Mort D. Goldberg, atAddison Gets Farewell Party
KING VIDOR, who recently completed "Ou
torney for G. C. S. Circuit, has reCleveland — H. M. Addison of Daily
Bread" for United Artists release, arrive:
turned to Chicago after straightentoday from the coast.
Loew's
and
acting
president
of
the
ing out legal matters with Arm- Variety Club was honor guest at
strong, McCadden & Allen in connection with the Sunday sandwich- an all-day entertainment given by Warner May Add Cleveland House
Cleveland — Presence here of Loui:
movie controversy here. The grand the club before he left for Boston
to take up his new duties as eastern
jury again
Kaufman of the Warner home of1,
3/4 refused to indict Charles
division
manager.
Program
included
Mensing, manager of the Orpheum,
fice has strengthened rumors tha:
for getting around the blue laws by afoot
rideyacht.
on E. C. Flanigon's new 50 Warner will take over the Alleri
Theater, operated for many year^
charging for a sandwich and showing the movies free.
Mrs. Alma Walton Back on Job
by
but past
an independent
The Orpheum has Mitzi Green
run Loew,
for the
year and a first';
hall
— After an absence of The Allen would give Warner three
and Evelyn Brent booked for the twoMemphis
weeks
due
to
illness,
Mrs.
Alma
downtown houses. Others are th«
week of July 26, with Ben Bernie
Walton is back on the job as sec- Hippodrome and Lake.
coming in September.
retary of the local code boards.
Grievance board had a general
"Baby" Extended Two Days at Roxy meeting yesterday. No complaints
Originally scheduled to end its were on file.
four-week run at the Roxy tomorBOOK
Luncheon
for Schofberg
THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
row night, Shirley Temple's "Baby,
Members of the Paramount forTake a Bow" is being held over two
more days, with "She Learned
eign department will give a farewell luncheon at the Motion Picture Today:
About Sailors" following on Friday.
y:
Formal
dedication
of new
home
o
Club on Thursday for Eugene SchofIndependent
10 A.AssV
W
Exhibitors'
Protective
In
berg, who sails Saturday on the
1313
Vine
St.,
Philadelphia.
Two Appeals Heard
Pennsylvania for Panama to take
to 3 P. M.
Two appeals from local board de- up duties for the company.
July Service,
25: Midwest
of Ross Federi
Chicago.convention
cisions were heard yesterday by a
Code Authority committee headed
U. A. Releases Switched
July 26: Cleveland Motion Picture Exhibitor)
by Eddie Golden and with Eddie
Ass'n initiation of new quarters in Fill
Building,
Cleveland.
Daily Bread", King Vidor's
Grainger
and Sam Rinzler as mem- new"Our
production for release through
bers.
1-24: Second International Exposition o "
United Artists, has been moved up Aug. Cinematographic
Art, Venice,
Italy.
Fred Walton Quits Agency
as the leases
second
company's
re- Aug. 6: Adjourned hearing on offer of Loew<4lf
for the ofnewthatseason.
It will
Warner interests for Fox Metropolitan PlayFred Walton has resigned from go in national distribution Aug. 10.
houses, before Federal
Judge
Mack,
Woolworth
Building,
New
York.
the Hayman & Walton casting of- "Affairs of Cellini," 20th Century
fice. Hayman will continue to head film originally set for release Aug. Aug. Jersey
22-24:
Allied
Theater
Owners
of Ne» a
convention,
Atlantic City
his company.
err
3, has been postponed to Aug. 24.
Sept. 16; North Dakota Allied meeting, Man
dan, N. D.
Biechele Elected Secretary
Cleve. Ass'n Initiating New Home | Sept. 20: A.M. P. A. Revels and Luncheon, Motion Picture Club, New York.
Kansas City — R. R. Biechele has
Cleveland — Initiation of, new
been elected secretary of the Kan- quarters for the Cleveland M. P. Oct. 1 : National Film Carriers conventionlF
Detroit.
sas-Missouri Theater Ass'n by the Exhibitors Ass'n will take place
board of directors. He is also treas- Thursday.
Location is 715 Film Oct. 29: S.M.P.E. Fall Meeting, Hotel Penn
Building.
sylvania,
New
York
urer.
K
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ROSENBLATT DENIES
REQUEST FOR REVIEW
{Continued from Page 1)

of product was affirmed with modifications by the Code Authority.
In a telegram to John C. Flinn,
executive secretary of the Code
Authority, Rosenblatt stated that
the NRA declines to suspend the
decision or to review it further for
the following reasons; that on Dec.
9, 1933, the Administrator contrued the provisions of the executive order as not containing any
right of appeal in individual cases;
that the administration was represented upon the presentation of the
appeal before the Code Authority;
that in its hearing upon the appeal
all facts were then disclosed to the
administration; that the administration was represented by the deiberations of the Code Authority
jpon the determination of such apthe Code in
Authority's
actionpeal;
was that
unanimous
affirming the
manimous decision of the local
joard upon which sat an impartial
nember, and finally that there is
lothing in the determination of the
ode authority to show that it is in
iny way contrary to the authority
nested in it under the code.
Rosenblatt concludes his wire by
aying that "the ends of justice
would not be subserved by any inerference in the due process affordd before the local grievance board
ind the code authority.'"
Sol E. Gordon, Texas attorney
ind chairman of the board of direcors of the Jefferson Amusement
has filed a brief with the Code
Authority which will be officially
resented at the Thursday meeting
if the body. In his brief Gordon
tates that when Jefferson Co. signed
he assent to the code it did so
vithout notice or knowledge of the
)ec. 9, 1933, interpretation of the
xecutive order covering appeals to
he administrator. Gordon also
tates that "the President's order
f Nov. 27, 1933, vests in these repondents an absolute legal and
nstitutional right to have their
ay in court, and any construction
laced thereon by the National Reovery Administrator to the conrary, is illegal, unconstitutional and
oid."
A stay of execution of the final
etermination which was to go into
ffect yesterday has been asked by
rordon, who also lists a "fair, just
nd equitable manner" of carrying
ut the intent and purpose of the
nal decision. He claims that the
ase involves the "right to buy" as
mch as it concerns "overbuying"
nd
thatfrom
the the
"right
mitted
code.to buy" was
Gordon's brief will be considered
y the Code Authority at the Thursay morning session and if the
ody decides to re-open the case,
tie hearing will be held in the afernoon.

K.C. Board Rules Against "Bank Night"
Kansas City— Local grievance board has ruled that "Bank Night" is unfair competition. The board said the stunt is a lottery in Missouri, whatever it may be
elsewhere, an opinion in which it is sustained by the state attorney general. Edwin
S. Young of the Roanoke, against whom complaint was filed by Mrs. A. Baier of the
Lindbergh, has been ordered to stop the practice. Lester F. Martin of Associated
Enterprises, operating the bank nights, said he would appeal to the Code Authority
In St. Louis the grievance board last week ruled that bank nights are okay.

Cleveland Chatter

Cincinnati Chit-Chat
Cincinnati — Albert Shmitkin of
Warner's Indianapolis office succeeds Maurice White as business
manager of the local branch on July
30. White, who is entering exhibition, was tendered a farewell
party last week.
RKO will reopen the Capitol and
the Grand the week of Labor Day.
Latter house will resume vaude.
Robert Schwagerle has closed the
Ideal for the summer.
Arthur Frudenfeld is on vacation in Michigan.
E. V. Dinerman of RKO is on a
trip to New York.

Cleveland — First Division exchange, under the management of
Maurice Lebensburger, has moved
into
spacious
new quarters in the
Film Bldg.
W. W. Bromberg, who is distributing "Damaged Lives" in this terhas acquired "World Of Revolt"ritory,
for distribution.
J. J. Ash, M-G-M auditor, is
spending a few weeks in the local
exchange.

63 RELEASES LISTED
BY FIRST DIVISION
(Continued from Page

1)

Cleveland, Boston and Louisville
exchanges. Eight Imperial features
will be distributed in Philadelphia,
Washington, Atlanta, Charlotte and
New Orleans.
The Chesterfield-Invincible lineup of 18 features will be handled
in New York, Philadelphia, Buffalo,
Washington, Albany, Pittsburgh,
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Detroit and
Louisville. National coverage will be
given the three First Division productions, two Principal films, one
Romance production and one DuWorld feature. One Goldsmith production will be handled in Boston
only and oneonly.
Willis Kent film in
Washington

Dick Deutsch Printing Company
has moved from the Film Bldg. to
2400 Payne Ave.
Howard Reif, local circuit owner,
Claim Inability to Cancel
Seattle Independents Organize
has returned from a three weeks'
visit
in California. He drove in recMinneapolis — Allied Theaters of
Seattle — Independent Theater
ord time, making the trip each way the Northwest has filed protest with
Owners, Inc., has been incorporated
the Hays office that exchanges are
by a group headed by Paul R. Aust in three and a half days.
not complying with the ruling that
for the purpose of combining in a
John Stone Renews Contract
theaters may cancel protested films
daily advertising campaign to exWeH
Coast Bureau of THE FILM
DAILY with rental charges. Members
ploit subsequent run pictures.
Hollywood — John Stone, asso- at a meeting reported some exGlenda Farrell Under Knife
changes refuse to cancel films at all,
ciate producer at Fox, has signed a
Glenda Farrell underwent an ap- new contract for two years. He re- others demand proof of objection to
the
film
before cancellation and
pendicitis operation in Polyclinic
cently supervised the Shirley Temothers that the operator take a
Hospital yesterday. A report issued
ple
picture,
"Baby,
Take
a
Bow,"
by the hospital last night said her and is in direct charge of all Span- previously run film in exchange at
the same price.
ish productions for the company.
condition was satisfactory.
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PETTIJOHN REPLIES
ON CANCELLATIONS
(Continued

from Page

ru..

action they took permitting exhibitors to cancel motion pictures nationally released prior
to July 15, then and now for some time in
current circulation. The purpose was to permit such exhibitors as yourself to do wha'
they thought in their best judgment was
necessary to give their patrons wholesome,
clean entertainment.
"You should know that the Legion of Decency issues no 'national' lists of pictures,
that when you refer to a national listing you
imply something that does not exist. Why
should a Minneapolis exhibitor try to claim
that there is a genuine protest against a picture in his own community where his theater
is located on the grounds that a local protes
had been made in Brownsville, Texas, or be
cause some organization in San Diego, Cali
fornia, passed a resolution and requested other
cities to do likewise? This offer should no'
be abused by chronic contract breakers who
seek to chisel down their film rentals by re
pudiating their contracts. It was intended
to help the sincere exhibitor who might b
faced with an actual protest on moral ground
actually existing in his community.
"You, of course, fully appreciate that prob
lem because you ran 'Elysia' for an extendeii
run of several weeks; requested a cancellation of 'Alice In Wonderland,' and extended
your booking of Miss West's 'I'm No Angel,'
thus affording your patrons the relief you
are talking about."

Loew-Warner Will Handle
Operation of Fox Houses
(Continued from Page

1)

the theaters. Frisch & Rinzler, operating about 40 Brooklyn houses
under the corporate title of Randforce, will continue to run their
original group of about six theaters,
the Film Daily learns. Plans of
the Skouras Brothers, operators of
a like number of the theaters, have
not been announced. It is understood that the Fox Film franchise
for the 1934-35 product will be part
of the agreement and will go to the
Loew-Warner combination.
"Navy" Opens Big in San Antonio
San Antonio — Warner's "Here
Comes the Navy" opened at the Empire on Friday to a "take" that
was short six dollars of the house's
opening record, set by "Wonder
Bar."
Critic Suggests Remakes
Syracuse — -Endorsing a suggestion in
THE FILM DAILY, Chester L. Bahn,
cinema
of thea "Syracuse
lists in critic
his column
number ofHerald,"
famous
films which he would like to see remade with present-day stars in the cast
and with the added advantages of modern technical developments. Heading
his list is "Birth of a Nation," followed
by "Hunchback of Notre Dame,"
"Covered Wagon," "Ben Hur," "Variety," "Sea Hawk," "Quo Vadis," "If
I Were King," "Robin Hood," "Little
Old New York," "If Winter Comes,"
"Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall,"
' Scaramouch?"
and "Peter Pan."

1

■

^
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Hays organization, in reply to an
open letter from Al Steffes attacking the cancellation plan as inviting
local :censorship. Pettijohn's letter
reads
"Your letter dated July 18 was delivered
in the second mail at this office this morning.
I read it in the trade papers last Saturday
but I thought I would wait until the letter
actually arrived here before replying.
"It seems
you various
do not distributors
clearly grasp
intentions
of the
in the
the
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• • • THE SERIES of one-act plays recently staged at
the M-G-M studios as a development of their "laboratory theater" experiment has proved so successful that the plan
is to be elaborated

•
•
• A THREE-ACT play, "All Good Americans"
was recently presented by the M-G-M junior stock players at
the Music Box theater in Hollywood
the play was originally
filmed
at
the
studio
under
the
title
"Paris
Interlude"
this was said to be the first time a motion picture
company
has produced a legitimate stage play in a Hollywood theater.

•
•
• A SECOND play, "Wind and the Rain," by Merton
Hodge
is being considered for production soon with George
Walcott and Agnes Anderson in the leading roles
Maurice
Revnes is the producer
and Oliver Hinsdell will direct
this series of plays will not be open to the public
attendance will be limited to studio execs, directors and writers
the entire purpose of the performances is to acquaint
studio folks with the talent represented among the company's
younger stock players

•
•
• POSTCARDING from the famous Waikiki Beach
at Honolulu
Ed Schiller sends his best to all the gang
and sez he is feeling fine
And Martin and Osa Johnson send a special postcard from British Uganda
the
photo showing the explorer's airplane circling low around a
charging rhino
Martin and the missus are on the way
home

•
•
• A BRITISH
lad had a bright idea
so he
thought he made nude tests of movie-struck gals
but first thing you know he was jammed up in court proceedings and lost heavily now he is getting the razzberry
wherever he goes in jolly ole Lunnon
if he had won the
court test
he would have been a Great Guy

•
•
• QUITE A turnout for lunch at the Empey Club
yesterday
including Charles R. Rogers, Eugene
Zukor
Howard Dietz, Phil Reisman, Austin Keough, Harold Rodner,
Morton Spring, Jack Shapiro, Laurence Bolognino, Ed Schnitzer,
Isadore Perse, Herman Zenker, Charles Zenker

• • • ON THE writing staff of Paramount's Short Subject Dep't
turning out scripts
is Bert Ennis, former
publicity chief of Columbia and the Roxy theater
Martin
Berkeley and Paul Groll opened a play by Herbert Crooker
at the Caldwell Summer theater at Caldwell, N. J. last nite
play is titled "Made In Heaven" cast includes Edmund McDonald, Adrianne Marden, Kathleen Lowry, Gloria Gill
Gloria Palmer has been signed for a role in "Gigolette"
the forthcoming Select Pictures feature scheduled to start
production at the Biograph studios on July 30
under supervision of Burt Kelly

«
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«
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SUPERVISORY BOARD
SEEN AS INEVITABLE
(.Continued from Page

1)

Bishops, the national organization
of the Catholic Church, but said that
he expected that body to convene
shortly with the national organizations of the Protestant and Jewish
clergy to take up establishment of
a national board of control.
Stating
that unable
the Hays'
organization had been
to enforce
the
production codes set up in 1922 and
1930, Rev. McCaffrey said:
"There should be a controlling
board to see that the producers live
up to the 1930 code, which meets
with the approval of all decent
The Interfaith Committee decided
yesterday that the city-wide campaign would go forward along the
lines previously mapped out, and arpeople."ranged to meet again Aug. 6th in
Holy Cross Lyceum Hall when it is
expected that each borough and adjacent territories such as Westchester will be represented by key men.
These key men will include members
of the Catholic, Protestant and Jewish clergy, who will take charge of
the campaign in their boroughs by
circulating and obtaining signatures
on pledges to refrain from patronizing "bad" movies.
National action will be left to
the national bodies of the churches,
Rev. McCaffrey said. He mentioned
that among various organizations
which had written in pledging the
support of their members to the
clean film campaign was the Intercollegiate Democratic League. A
report several days ago from I. Robert Broder, president of the Association for the Preservation of Stags
and Screen stated that this same
organization would support his association inits counter-movement to
the church campaign.
Those attending
yesterday's
Interfaith Committee,
besides Rev.
McCaffrey, were Dr. Sydney E.
Goldstein, Dr. William Rosenblum
and Dr. Henry Carpenter of the
Federal Council of Churches of
Christ in America.
Spokane

Bars

Dog-Racing

Spokane — Exhibitors here won't
need to worry about dog-racing competition, the prosecuting attorney
having
the
sport.declared he will not allow
J. Farrell MacDonald Gets Ranch
Seattle — J. Farrell MacDonald
has left the movies to operate a dude
ranch near Cottage Grove, Ore.
Joke's on Them
New Orleans — Best joke of the week
in film circles here took place at last
week's meeting of exchange managers
when the Film Board of Trade named
a conservation committee whose duties
are to make monthly inspection of
exchanges. The committee picked consists of the three who did not attend
the meeting — C. J. Briant, Dick Frank
and Ernest Landaiche.
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THEATER

CHANGES

NEW JERSEY
Changes in Ownership
GLASSBORO — Glassboro, transferred to
Glassboro Amuse. Corp. by Glassboro Theater, Inc. NEW EGYPT— Isis, transferred
to Geo. Davis by Isis Theater Co. JERSEY
CITY — Orpheum, transferred to Leon Rosenblatt by Union Theater Co. FORDS— Fords
Playhouse, transferred to Fords Playhouse,
Inc. by J. E. Ring.

Openings
LAUREL

SPRINGS— Laurel.

Closings

SECAUCUS— Community 5-19-34. S. AMBOY— Empire
5-19-34.
FORDS— Fords.
MATTAWAN— Mattawan. NEWARK— Mt.
Prospect. CAMDEN — Star. CARNEY'S
POINT— Y. M. C. A.

NEW YORK
Changes in Ownership
New York State— BUFFALO — Central
Park, transferred to Mac-Alt Amuse. Corp.
by Central Park. Th. Corp., Basil Bros.
BUFFALO — Little German, transferred to
Herman — Endres
Lydia J. Bhel'ng.
VILLE
Carlson, bytransferred
to Carlson MAYBros.
Bakery by S. Mattison. ROCHESTER —
P'aza, transferred to Jos. H. Schuler. SHERMAN— Ritz, transferred to Harry Wake b
N. W. Russell.
New York City — MANHATTAN — Ramona (1763 Amsterdam Ave.), transferred
to Marvin Amuse. Corp. by Mona Th. Corp. ;
Harlem Opera House (211 W. 125th St.).
transferred to Leo Brecher by Man Play,
Inc.; Yorktown (2409 Bway.), transferred
to RKO by Yorktown Th. Inc.: Midtown
(2626 Bway.), transferred to RKO by Midway Th. Inc.; Uptown (170th St. & Bway.).
transferred to RKO by Uptown Ent. Inc.;
Costello (23 Ft. Washington Ave.), transferred to RKO by Ft. Washington Theater
Co.; Apollo (126 Clinton St.), transferred
to Mayer & Schneider by Manhattan Play■houses, Inc.; Bijou (193 Avenue B), transferred to Mayer & Schneider by Manhattan
Playhouses; Clinton (80 Clinton St.), transferred to Mayer & Schneider by Manhattan
Playhouses. Tnc; Cosmo (176 E. 116th). transferred to Mayer & Schneider by Manhattan
Playhouses, Inc.; Florence, 85 E. Bway.).
transferred to Mayer & Schneider by Man
hattan Playhouses,
Inc.; Harlem
Grand
(117
E. 125th St.), transferred to Mayer & Schneider by Manhattan Playhouses, Inc.; Palest n»
(11 Clinton St.), transferred to Mayer &
Schneider by Manhattan Playhouses, Inc. ;
Hollywood (98 Ave. A), transferred to Mayer
& Schneider by Manhattan Playhouses, Inc.
Jewell (11 W. 116th St.). transferred tc
Maver & Schneider by Manhattan Playhouses,
Inci; New Delancy (62 Delancy St.), transferred to Mayer & Schneider by Manhattan
Playhouses, Inc.; New 14th St. (235 E. 14th
St.), transferred to Mayer &• Schneider by
Manhattan Playhouses, Inc.; Orpheum (126
Second Ave.), transferred to Mayer &•
Schneider by Manhattan Playhouses, Inc. ;
Palace (2404 Second Ave.), transferred to
Mayer & Schneider bv Manhattan Playhouses,
Inc.; Regun (60 West 116th St.), transferred
to Mayer & Schneider bv Manhattan Play
houses. Inc. BRONX— Tiffany (1007 Tiffany
St.), transferred to Haruth Amuse.
Corp. by
F. & S. Amusement Corp.; Boston Road
(1427 Boston Road), transferred to Abe Leff
by Road Theater, Inc.; Belmont (Tremont &
Arthur Aves.), transferred to Abe Leff by
Fox Met. Play.; Boro (form. Miracle), trans
ferred to Weiss Bros, bv Wejame Bros.
BROOKLYN-— Bay (200 Bath Ave.), trans
Ferred to Derfla Amusement, Inc. by Chas.
Tenlnk; Plaza (314 Bath Ave.), transferred
to 314 Flatbush Ave. Amuse. Corp. LONG
ISLAND — CEDARHURST — Playhouse,
transferred to Conklin Amu = e. Corp. bv Werr>-Vk Amuse. Corp. SPRINGFIELD GARDENS— Garden, transferred to Chick Lewis
Th. Corp. by Lewco Corp. OZONE PARK—
S':ate, transferred to Chick Lewis Th. Corp.
by Lewco
Corp.

Openings
ROCHESTER— Plaza.

Closings
BUFFALO— L'ncoln (for summer). HON
ROVE FALLS— Falls (for summer). MTDDLETOWN— State. NEW YORK CITY—
Arena, 623 8th Ave.; Astor. 1531 Bway.:
Bunnv, 3589 Bway.; Fifth Ave. Playhouse.
56 5th Ave.; 408 E. 116th St.; Lyric. 42nd I

REPORTED

St. & Bway.; 55th St. Playhouse; 1620 Bway.;
Westminister Cinema, 153 W. 49th St.
BROOKLYN— Alhambra, 214 5th Ave.

NORTH CAROLINA
Changes in Ownership
BRYSON
CITY— Bryson (Formerly
Swain), transferred to C. R. Regan by D.
Wright. HTGH POINT — Delano, (Orpheum), transferred to F. F. Buggs by N.
C. Theaters, Inc. REIDSVILLE — Penn,
transferred to A. C. Garrison by T. B.
Adams. ROCKINGHAM— Richmond, transferred to H. W. Wall
by Sampson Theaters.
Closings
REIDSVILLE— Penn,

A.

C. Garrison.

NORTH DAKOTA
Changes in Ownership
ANETA — Aneta (Formerly Grand), transferred to Ivan Johnson by John Dondie.
BERTHOLD — Arcade, transferred to Jim
McQueen by Amer. Legion. BOWMAN—
Palace, transferred to Chas. Erickson by D.
H. McNeill. MARMARTH— Palace, transferred to Chas. Erickson by D. H. McNeill.
RHAME — Palace, transferred to Chas. Erickson by D. H. McNeill. WESTHOPE—
Community, transferred to H. W. Page by
F. C. Voles.

Openings
MINOT— Orpheum.
munity.

WESTHOPE— Com-

Closings

LEEDS— Empress.

OHIO
Changes in Ownership

UTICA — Mystic (formerly new Rex),
transferred
to S. Sanderson by First Nat'l.
Bank.

Openings
ROCKFORD— Rockford. UTICA— Mystic
(formerly new Rex).

Closings

CINCINNATI— Arcade. CINCINNATI—
Cincinnati
R. R. Terminal. COLUMBUS—
Grand
(fire).

OKLAHOMA
Changes in Ownership

HEALDTON— Nusho., transferred to V.
E. Hamm by A. L. Means. McALESTER—
Rex, transferred to V. E. Hamm by C. H.
Hanson.

Openings

BY FILM BOARDS
tol. PHILADELPHIA— 51st
Closings
Apex).
YORK— York.

St.

(formerly

NEWMANSTOWiN — Auditorium. MT.
CARMEL— Rialto. TOPTON— Palace. ALLENTOWN— Astor. LARKSVILLE— Stanley.
DILLSBURG— Dillsburg.

RHODE ISLAND
Openings
Closings

MAN VILLE— Central. OI.NEYVILLE
—Royal.
PAWTUCKET— Capital.

SOUTH CAROLINA
Changes in Ownership
Openings

CHESTER — Palmetto, by Jos. Walters
(new). TOHNSTON — Liberty, by Toe Edwards (new). LOCKHART— Lockhart. bv
L. A. Linder.
Closings
by Bates

HOUSTON— Queen (dismantled). HUMBLE—Fire-Star. WILLS POINT— Maie t'c
(fire). FRANKSTON — Ritz or Palace
(f're). WAELDER— Cove. AMARILI.O^
Fair. SAN DIEGO— Palace. LORAINE—
Best. BOERNE— Sunset. ROCHESTER—
Rochester. COMANCHE— Majestic. LONGVIEW— Ritz-col. ORANGE
GROVE— Coi y.

CASTLE GATE— Martin. MT. PLEAS
ANT— Elite (remodelling). GARLAND —
Paramount.

VERMONT
Openings

by J. D.

BRIDGEWATER — Strand, transferred to
Halverson &• Marshall by Harry Baueh.
DRAPER— Opera House, transferred to Glen
Bovte. FAIRFAX— Lyric, transferred to Erwin Schlant by Chas. Lee. FREEMAN—
Movies,
transferred to E. J. Kliensa-ser by
A. P. Aker.

Openings
HURLEY— Star. PLANKINTON — Ariune. ONI DA— Auditorium. REVILLO —
House).
Star. WILMONT — Wilmont (was Opera

Closings

Santamore.

DANBURY— Ackert's

(fire).

WASHINGTON
Changes in Ownership
FERNDALE— Ferndale. transferred to C-.
D. Gallager by Rae Peacock. NESPELEM
— New Deal, transferred to Mrs. Nellie Lien
by T. E. Linder. REPUBLIC — Liberty,
transferred to Mrs. M. E. Culp by A. L.
Williams.
SEATTLE— Royal, by G. H. Ohler.

Closings
H.

UTAH
in Ownership

Closings to Harold Woolon.
I.EIIT— Cozy, tm-sferred

RICHMOND— Richmond Theater, by T
D. Santamore. UNDERHILL — Mansfield
by T. D. Santamore. MILTON— Recreation.

Harvey.

SOUTH DAKOTA
Changes in Ownership

DRAPER— O.

Openings
Closings

JO— Majestic.

Changes

EDGEFIELD— Strand, transferred to Allen Harper by M. L. Rhame.

CLOVER— Carolina,

■on. COMANCHE— Majestic, transferred to
J. V. Carter. WEST COLUMBIA — New
(formerly Queen), transferred to Mart Cole.
PT. NECHES— Lyric, transferred to O. L.
Smith & W. W. McNatt. PLEASANTOX
— Ples-Tex, transferred to D. II. Sanf r I.
SHERMAN— Royal (formerly Grayson).
ST.

NEWPORT— Colonial. PAWTUCKET—
Imperial. PAWTUCKET— Broadway HARRISVILLE— Assembly.

OF TRADE

Closing's
WEST Closings
VIRGINIA

MADISON— Lyric.

TEXAS

OWENS— Lindy.

Changes in Ownership

WOODSBORO — Arcadia, transferred to
Hall Industries. RUSK— Texas & Asur,
transferred to East Texas Theaters, Tnc.
ANSON— Texas, transferred
to H. C. John-

WISCONSIN
Changes in transferred
Ownershipto

&

MONOVIE— Grand,
McDonals
by Z. J.

Grenge

Canar.

FREDERICK— Ritz, E. G. Kadane (new
theater). ORR— Orr, L. B. Rausin. BLACKWELL— Bavs. C. F. Bavs. GARBER—
6-29). Moon, (formerly DeLuxe), (re-open
Blue

Closings
CEMENT— Princess (indef.). TIPTON—
Nira, (indef.) BLAIR— Palace, (operates trreg.). TISHOMINGO— Princess, (clos.
except Fri.-Sat. until Sept. 1st.) MINCO—
Royal,
(closed except
Fri.-Sat.
until Fall).

OREGON
Changes in Ownership
MULT.OMAH — Capitol transferred to
Mrs.
G. B. Dickinson
by R. J. Chantz.
UNION— Oas's, transferred to G. L. Rose by
J. M. Yoes.

Openings

THE DALLAS— Columbia, by MathewsMoran Amusement Co.

Closings

ner.WALDPORT— Waldport, by Dan

Gard-

PENNSYLVANIA
Changes in Ownership
RICHLAND— Nepture. transferred to Nepture Five Co. No. 1. MAHANOY
CITY—
Family, transferred to Victoria Amuse. Enterprise- In.-., bj Loyal Order of Moose No.
1353. TOWER CITY— American, transferred
■•-, Paul O. Schreiner by N. F. Power.
TOWER CITY- Opera House, transferred
-o Paul O. Schreiner by N. F. Power.
PHILADELPHIA — 51st St. (formerly
\i,.xi transferred to Toe D'Elie by Jacob
Schiff. WILLIAMSTOWN— Lyric, transferred to Jack Delmar by E. W. Morris.

Openings
RICHLAND

Nepture.

THE
Located

MILTON— Cap:-

in

EEI/CN

the heart of Times
Square — one
47th St., just West of Broadway,

HOTEL
minute
from
New York

everything.

Motion
picture
directors,
stars, technicians
and film executives
have
shown
a decided
preference for The Edison — New York's newest,
most modern hotel.
The Edison
Hotel meets every possible requirement.
It is ideally located,
being only a
few minutes to the film center, yet not actually "in it."
Around the corner is glamorous
Times
Square,
with
its many
amusement
facilities.
There
are 1.000
hugely
sized rooms.
Each contains
tub and shower,
circulating
icedwater, light, cool and airy.
Many other unusual features such as an air-cooled restaurant,
a roof solarium
and sun-ray health
lamps.
Values that are truly "The talk of the town."
From ?2.50 single.
From $4.00 double
Delightful
new Cocktail
Bar in Adam
Dining Room.
Garage
opposite
hotel

JOHN

L. HORGAN
Genera! Manager

THE

A Little
from "Lots"
—

By RALPH WILK =
HOLLYWOOD
ROBERT MONTGOMERY will be
co-starred with Helen Hayes in
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's adaptation
of Hugh Walpole's novel, "Vanessa,"
which will go into production on the
coast after Miss Hayes completes
work in her first new season vehicle.
Barrie's "What Every Woman
Knows." William K. Howard has
been assigned direction of "Vanessa."
With Gleason
William in* Coiner,
Sr., and
Lucille
leading roles,
the
cast of "A Successful Failure,"
Monogram feature, now includes
William Janney, Russell Hopton
Gloria Shea, Jameson Thomas, Richard Tucker, Clarence Wilson, Francis McDonald, and George Breakstone, child sensation of "No Greater Glory." Arthur Lubin, who recently completed his stage engagement as director of "The Green Bay
Tree," is handling the megaphone
George Yohalem is supervising. "A
Successful Failure" is Marion Orth's
adaptation of the novel by Michael
Kane.

T

T

▼

Verree Teasdale draws the feminine
lead in Warner's forthcoming production of "Firebird," with Ricardo
Cortez assigned one of the two leading male roles. William Dieterle
who recently completed "Madame
Du Barry" for Warners, will direct.
T

T

T

« REVIEWS
"WILD

DAILV

of the NEW

GOLD"

Tuesday, July 24, 1934

FEATURES
"SHOCK"

with Ralph Forbes, Gwenllian Gill
Monogram
68 mins.
WAR DRAMA TAXES CREDULITY OF
FAIR MIXTURE OF ADVENTUROUS
AUDIENCE BY FAR FETCHED SITUATION BUT HOLDS GOOD SUSPENSE.
ACTION, ROMANCE AND COMEDY
OKAY FOR THE NEIGHBORHOOD SPOTS.
If you can overlook the situation of a
wife not knowing her own husband after
There's a good deal of one thing and he returns after the war with no visible
another in this production, from conflict
change in the man except that he looks
over gold in a western mining camp, dare- a little older, then this might prove a
devil auto driving, Boulder Dam and floods,
fairly entertaining drama. The parts of
down to romance, shifts of locale between man and wife are competently played by
east and west, the antics of a traveling
Ralph Forbes and Gwenllian Gill, and in
show troupe and finally the comedy gen- fact the entire cast is very superior. Forbes
erated by Harry Green, but all together it is called to the front as an officer in the
is something of a hodge-podge that is best British army, and is shell shocked, losing
suited for the pop price houses. Much
his memory. He is given another name,
of the action transpires in a mining camp,
is assigned to another regiment, and evenwhere Claire Trevor's no-good husband is
tually becomes a major as the war ends.
out to cop an old man's gold cache. Kill- Then he returns to England intent on looking of the old man throws suspicion on
ing up his own wife at the solicitation of
the rotter, who subsequently is drowned
her brother who died in combat. The
in a flood, leaving the way open for
Claire to realize her romance with John brother had never met his sister's husband, and did not know that the major
Boles, who has been in love with her from
was the man she was searching for — her
the start. A poker game, in which Harry
husband listed among the "missing." Then
Green plays the leading role, is among the the
far-fetched situation of the wife not
chief items of comedy.
recognizing her own husband. It works
Cast: John Boles. Claire Trevor, Harry out to the usual happy ending.
Green, Roger Imhof, Ruth Gillette, Mcnrce
Cast: Ralph Forbes, Gwenllian Gill, MonOwslev. Edward Gargan, Suzanne Kaaren,
roe Owsley, Reginald Sharland, Douglas
Wini Shaw, Blanca Vischer, Elsie Larson, Walton, Alex Courtney, David Jack Holt,
Gloria Roy, Myra Bratton.
Billy Bevan, Clyde Cook, Mary Forbes,
Director, George Marshall; Authors, Dud- Charles Coleman, Colin Campbell, David
'ey Nichols and Lamar Trotti; Screen Play, Dunbar, Montague Shaw, Eric Snowden,
Lester Cole and Henry Johnson; Camera- Olaf Hyften, Harry Holden.
Director, Roy J Pomeroy; Author, same;
man, Joseph Valentine; Recording Engineer,
Screen
Play, Madeline Ruthven.
Albert Protzman.
Direction, Fair
Photography, Good.
Direction, Good. Photography, A-1.
with John Boles, Claire Trevor, Harry Green
Fox
75 mins.

T

Maury M. Cohen has cast Dorothy
Wilson and Charles Starrett for the
leads in "One in a Million," last Invincible picture of the present program. Cast also includes Gwinn
Williams, Holmes Herbert, Gwen
Lee, Barbara Rogers, Fred Santley
Lew Kelly, Bella Daube, Robert
Frazer and Francis Sayles. "One in
a Million" replaces "Mother of the
World." Frank
Strayer
is directing.
T
T
T
Merwin Light and John Eldredge
have been added to the cast of Warner's "Gentlemen Are Born," for"Just
of Franchot
College."
Others merlyincalledthe
castOutare
Tone, Jean Muir and Margaret Lindsay.
T

s^2

T

Herman Schlom, Monogram production manager, has assigned Jerry
Ashe as cameraman on "A Successful Failure," and Ira Morgan on
"The Redhead."
T
T
T
Edward Everett Horton has been
assigned to Metro's "Biography of a
Bachelor," an adaptation of S. N
Behrman's Theater Guild play, "Biography." It is scheduled to gc
into production next week, with Ann
Harding and Robert Montgomery in
leading roles. E. H. Griffith is to
direct, and Charles Richman, of the
original New York cast, has been
signed for the part he played on
the stage, that of the publisher.
The film will be an Irving Thalberg
production.

Walter Donaldson and Gus Kahn
are completing the music and lyrics
for Eddie Cantor's musical comedv
for
Goldwyn,through
"Kid Millions,"
to Samuel
be released
United
Artists.
Latest cast additions to the
Jerome Kern-Oscar Hammerstein II
operetta. "Music In The Air," now in
preparation at Fox Movietone City.
are Roger Imhof and Sarah Haden
Others in the large cast, which will
he directed by Joe Mav, include
Gloria Swanson, John Boles, Douglas Montgomery, Al Shean. June
Lane. Nick Foran, Reginald Owen
and Hobart Bosworth.
▼

t

r

Vera Caspary, author and scenarist, has completed the screen
adaptation of a story entitled, "I'll
Love You Always," by Lawrence
Hazard, which Columbia will shortly place in work.
▼

t

▼

John Bradford, recently siened by
Fox Film, will open his motion picture career in "Marie Galante" now
in production with Spencer Tracy
and Ketti Gallian. Henry King is
directing the Winfield Sheehan production, whose large cast includes
Helen Morgan. Siegfried Rumann
Ned Sparks, Nick Foran and Stepin
Fetchit besides the co-starred play-

Tim

McCoy

"AwithMAN'S
GAME"
Evalyn Knapp
59 mins

ACTION STORY WITH FIRE DEPARTMENT BACKGROUND MAKES PLEASING
ENTERTAINMENT FOR FAMILY AUDIENCES.
Instead of a western, this Tim McCoy
vehicle is a fire department yarn, with
enough action and romance to put it over
with the neighborhood crowds. Tim is a
rich lad with inclinations toward adventure. A pal induces him to join the fire
department, and one of their first feats
is the rescue of Evalyn Knapp, a girl
without a job, for whose affections they
proceed to compete.

Rockingham, N. C. — Henry C.
Wall has taken over the Richmond
and installed RCA Victor High
Fidelity sound in the house, which
will be managed by W. H. Eubank.

Warrenton, Va. — Ben Pitts, has
completed arrangements for the immediate installation of Photophone
High Fidelity sound in another of
his houses, the Pitts-Fauquier.
Ames, Iowa — Improvements to
cost between $14,000 and $15,000 will
be made to the Capitol, states Joe
E. Gerbrach, resident manager of
the Ames Theater Co. The theater,
one of the A. H. Blank group, will
open about Sept. 1.
the

Milwaukee — A. Zetley has closed
Pastime, neighborhood
house.

New Orleans — The Liberty has
closed.
Pass
Christian,
Miss. — A. O.
Thaxton here.
has taken over the Kozy
Theater
Lancaster, O. — Edd Mitthoff of
the Lyric is leaving for a trip to
England.
Dayton, O. — The Colonial is scheduled to reopen by Sept. 1 with vaude
and films.

in

Columbia

Detroit — Central Theater Corp.
has been formed, with offices in the
Fox Theater Bldg. Incorporator are
Emila
Bonnot,
F. F. Kane and J. A.
Lauridsen
.

Tim uses his influ-

ence to have her placed in the cashier's
department of his father's firm, where a
crooked employe steals $15,000 and frames
it on her. Locked in a room by the
thief, Evalyn starts a fire, with Tim and
his pal arriving after the girl has been
taken away bv the crook to his apartment. Tim finds a clue, however, and
trails them, with the action coming to a
head when another fire is started bv a
lamp being knocked over during a scuffle,
and Tim arriving just in time to rescue
the heroine for a hapoy fadeout.
Cast: Tim McCoy, Evalyn Knapp, Ward
Bond. DeWitt Jennings, Alden Chase, Wade
Boteler, Nick Copeland.
Bob Kcrtman.
Director, D Rcss Lederman; Author,
Harold Shumate; Screen Play, same; Cameraman, Al Siegler; Recording Engineer,
George Cooper; Editor, Otto Meyer.
Direction,
Fast. Photography,
Good.

Wauchula, Fla. — Work has been
started on the new theater being
erected for Walter C. House.
day.
Jasper, Fla. — The Fay Theater is
to be opened for the summer season,
with showings on Saturday and SunAkron, O. — Colonial, major downtown movie house, has reopened
after being dark two weeks following a summer engagement of dramatic stock. Policy will be first run films
according to Frank King, manager
who has just returned from a New
York vacation.
Jacksonville, Fla. — Lawrence S
Bonnell, chief engineer of the Florida Theater building for the past
eight years, dropped dead last week
while at work.
B. & K. Remodeling
Apollo
Chicago — Work of remodeling the
Apollo, taken over by B. & K., is
being rushed and has revived rethat B.house
& K from
may the
shiftOriental.
vaudevilleports
to this
B. & K. have closed McVickers
for the summer, ostensibly for alterations. As the house reverts to
Jones, Linick & Schaefer on Nov. 1.
it is improbable that B. & K. will
reopen it.
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Par amount -Hoblitzelle Deal Being Extended aYear

CODE AUTH'Y BEING ASKED TO REOPEN CASES

M.P.T.O. of St. Louis Not Ordering Cancellations
Action is Up to Exhibs
Individually, Says
Wehrenberg
St. Louis — Cancellation of pictures will not be ordered or recommended to members by the M.P.T.O.
of St. Louis, Eastern Missouri and
Southern Illinois, says Fred Wehrenberg, president, in clarifying the
recent action of his organization
relative to five films. The unit is
merely informing its membership of
the fact that these pictures aroused
objections from the Better Film
Council and the Catholic Legion of
Decency,
says
Wehrenberg,
and
(Continued

on Page

15)

VIDOR MAY PRODUCE
TWO FILMS ABROAD
Although his plans for the future
as an independent producer are as
yet unsettled, King Vidor, who arrived from the coast yesterday, told
Film Daily that he may produce
one feature for Korda in London
and it is also likely that he will direct a Russian
feature for Sam

Too Hot for Screen But Okay for Family Newspaper
Boston — Although scenes and dialogue in certain films were condemned for Sunday
showing in Massachusetts, a local Sunday newspaper, the "Boston Sunday Advertiser,"
was able to print the deleted dialogue and enlarged shots from the censored strips.
Films included "Search for Beauty," "Trumpet Blows," "Going Spanish" and "She
Learned About Sailors."

Following the refusal Tuesday of
Division Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt to review a final determination of the Code Authority, thereby giving
body virtual
supremacy that
in all matters
pertaining
to
complaints
under
the
code,
sevWet
Coast Bureau of THE FILM
DAILY
eral exhibitors who are dissatisfied
Hollywood — ■ United Artists al- with the dispositions of their cases
Zukor Returning West
ready has half of its 1934-35 line- will ask the Code Authority at its
Sometime Next Month u\i either
completed, in work or meeting tomorrow to reopen their
ready
for
production within the next cases for the inclusion of additional
Adolph Zukor, Paramount presi3nt, who arrived yesterday from few weeks. Completed and await- testimony.
fie coast, will return to Hollywood
ing release are two from 20th CenIn addition to a rehearing request
(Continued on Page 16)
sometime next month. While in New cury, two from British & Dominions
York for the next several weeks he and one each from King Vidor, Reliance and London Films.
vill be occupied chiefly with matlhey (Continued
»r» "Theon Page
Affairs
of Celcompany's
lf>)
the
to
ters
pertaining
oending reorganization.

Half of New

5

Firms

in

U. A. Lineup Launched

$15,000,000

London — Five important British
film companies have been combined
under one controlling head with the
affiliation of British International,
pioneer producer; Associated British Cinemas, circuit of 200 houses,
(Continued on Page 14)
British Instructional, producer, and
Compulsory Synchronizing Wardour Films and Pathe Pictures,
with Associated BritIs Planned by Rumania distributors,
ish Picture Corp. The companies
Prague — In line with the aim of
the government to establish Ru- have been under the control of John
manian film production, it is in- Maxwell, chairman of British International, but the merger creates a
tended to make obligatory the gradual synchronization of films pre- -orporation with a strong hold on
sented in this country, starting with the British film industry.
25 per cent the first year, 50 per
cent the second year and 75 per
cent the third year, according to the
Under-Secretary of State. Film interests here consider the proposal
impracticable.

British

Film

Merger

Funded Debt is Paid Off
By Loew's
Unit
Toronto
— Funded Toronto
debt of Marcus

as an

Pickford's First Story
Pickford will make her debut
author

in the August

issue cf

"Good Housekeeping" with a short
story,
child. "Little Liar," depicting a strge

Two New Theaters
Under Way in Conn.

LIQUIDATION PLANNED
BY GAUMONT-AUBERT

Paris — Gaumont- Franco-FilmAubert, one of the largest producing, distributing and exhibiting organizations in France, announces it
Loew's Theaters, Ltd., amounting to will liquidate its affairs. Demands
more than $850,000 in principal of the government and principal
alone and other substantial obliga- creditors are given as the reason.
tions have all been paid off, says a
statement from directors to stockholders urging support at the Seattle Censorship Body
meeting to be held July 27. It is
Increased to 9 Members
also pointed out that the company
Seattle — Local censorship board
has operated Loew's Downtown and
the Uptown at a profit when most has been increased to nine members,
other enterprises have been los- against five formerly, with one woGeorge Faltico, in the
ing, and that all directors and offi- group.man, Mrs.
Charles Crickmore, movie
cers of the company serve without
operator, also is on it.
remuneration.

Hoblitzelle Partnership Deal
Being Extended by Paramount

Mary
Mary

Exhibs Dissatisfied With
Rulings in Code Cases
Ask Further Hearing

Partnership agreement between
Paramount and Karl Hoblitzelle,
under which he operates some 60
New Haven — Work has started on Texas theaters for Paramount, is
;he construction of a movie theater to be extended for a period of one
in Mossup, while in Willimantic a year, Film Daily learns. The present Hoblitzelle contract expires
mill is being torn down to make way
for a theater.
Sept. 1.

Coincidence
While Paramount's "Cleopatra" W2S
being previewed for the trade and organization representatives at the Criterion yesterday morning, projection
trouble caused the picture to break
about 40 minutes before the finish
After vain efforts to locate the trouble,
the audience had to be dismissed. A
spokesman from the stage explained
that the house had just changed union
operators, substituting Allied and Empire men for Local 306 men, but added
that the mysterious wire trouble was
probably

just

a

coincidence."
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$5,000,000 in New British Film Capital
London — ■ Approximately $5,000,Four Appeals Are Heard
000 has been invested in new kinema
and theater enterprises in England
since the first of this year, it is By Code Auth'y Committee
Editor and Publisher
JOHN W. ALICOATE
Four appeals from local board deshown by statistics compiled by Jorisions were heard yesterday by a
dan & Sons, Ltd. Registrations in- Jode Authority committee headed
Published daily except Sundays and Holidays
cluded 120 kinema companies and
;y Austin C. Keough and with J.
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
87 theater enterprises. All but six Lewis Geller and Nat Cohn as memby
Wid's Films
and Film
Folk,
J. W.'
Alicoate,
President,
Editor
andInc.
Publisher;
were
privately
financed
companies.
1 is. The cases were:
Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer
»nd General Manager: Arthur W. Eddy, AssoAlbany grievance board, C. Dayciate Editor; Don Carle Gillette, Managine
on LaPointe. Chatham, N. Y.,
Editor. Entered as second class matter.
gainst
Hen-Wil-Hen Corp., HudMay 21, 1918, at the post-office at New York. Discrimination Charged
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879.
son, N. Y., unfair advertising; AlTerms (Postage free) United States outside
bany clearance and zoning board,
In Suit Against Zoning
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months. $3.00. Foreign,
Omaha — C. N. Robinson of Blair, "ame complainant, same respondent;
$15.00. Subscriber should remit with order. Nebr., one of the three exhibitors
New York clearance and zoningAddress all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.. who this week filed another triple- board, Leonia Amusement Corp..
Phone, Circle 7-4736. 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739. damage suit for $15G,000 in Fed- Leonia, N. J., against Skouras, Fox
Cable Address: Filmday, New York. Hollyeral Court at Lincoln against major aid Warner et al; Los Angeles
wood, California— Ralph Wilk. 6425 Hollydistributors, charging that the 193) grievance board, Cirstand Theaters
wood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607. Londongainst Alhambra Theaters Corp.,
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91 zoning schedule was fraudulent and
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin— Lichtbildbuehne. has been functioning in violation of reduced admissions.
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris— P. A. Harle. La
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Cour- an injunction, alleges he is forced
les Noues, 19.
to give Omaha theaters 28 days'
protection, while the Takamah theChurch to Support "Psalm" Film
ater, 19 miles away, does not. G. Wet
Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
G. Griffin of Plattsmouth, also a
Hollywood — At a special preview
plaintiff, says he gives 28 days' here attended by the Rt. Rev. Monprotection to Omaha, while the signor Robert M. Nolan, member of
Weeping Water theater, 19 miles the censor board, and Dr. B. Darby
iway. does not. Third plaintiff is representing the Protestant MinisEric Wesselman of Pierce.
terial Alliance, H. W. Kier and A. A.
Phillips, producers of National Pictures, San Antonio, were assured of
church support of their first produc"Adventure Girl" Ship Preview
tion, "The Shepherd's Psalm," starJoan
Lowell's
"Adventure
Girl",
ring William Farnum.
NEW
YORK
STOCK
MARKET
uoduced by the Van Beuren Corp.,
Net
The producers have returned to
ind
released
by
RKO,
will
be
given
High
Low
Close
Ch°.
San Antonio to film exteriors for
Am.
Seat
3%
33/8
3% —
Vs t preview to be followed by a troptheir second color novelty, as yet
Columbia
Picts.
vtc 253/8
24'/4
24l/4 —
%
cal fish dinner on the S. S. "Colomuntitled. "The Shepherd's Psalm"
Con.
Fm.
Ind
3'/g
23/4
2% —
V4
bia" the evening
of Aug.
1.
Ar- was
completed this week at the
Con.
Fm.
Ind.
pfd. 12%
12V2
12'/2 +
l/4
angements for the showing and the
Mack Sennett studios. The producEast. Kodak
97%
97
97 Vi
dinner
were
made
by Marc
Lachtion, not a religious picture, is ar
~an and Monte Prosper with F. R. adantation of the Twenty-third
Fox Fm. "A"
9%
9'/8
9'/g +
Vs
Psalm.
Loew's,
Inc
24 Vi
23
23 1/4 —
l/4 Peterson, passenger agent for the
Columbia
Line.
Paramount ctfs
3
2%
23,4
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"Dames" for Broadway Soon
"Damps", Warner musical with
Toan Blondell. Dick Powell, Ruby
Keeler, ZaSu Pitts, Guv Kibbee and
Hugh Herbert, will be given its
Broadway premiere within the next
Lwo weeks, company officials have
decided following a preview of the
picture.
Extended Run for "Navy"
As a result of box-office result*
s;nce its onening last Friday night.
Warner's "Here Comes the Navv"
s slated for an extended run at the
Strand.

Theater Help on Strike
Centralia, 111. — In an attempt to
force recognition of the Ushers and
Ticket Sellers Union, ticket sellers
and ushers at the two local houses
are on strike.
Larry Crosby Joins Bing
Seattle — Larry Crosby has resigned from the local office of an
advertising agency to join his brother, Bing Crosby, as western agent.
Larry also will be coast manager
for Mills-Rockwell. He has left for
Los Angeles.
Second Nordisk Film

"Friends of Sweeney" Opening
Metropolitan premiere of "Friends
"f Mr. Sweeney", Warner r>ictur°
'"'th Charlie Rnggles, Ann Dvorak
^nd Eugene Pallette. takes place at
uhe Brooklyn Strand tomorrow on
« double bill with "Return of the
William DeMille
Phillipe de Lacey
Arthur Lubin
Lila Lee

Mortimer D Sikawitt
Johnny
Hines
Harry H. Zehner
Bob Wolff

Terror".
"Bi<r Bad Wolf" for Roxy
Walt Disney's "Bier Bad Wolf,"
Silly Symphony, will be on the new
bill opening Friday at the Roxy.

Copenhagen — Production of Nordisk Tonefilms, second Swedish feature, "Unga Hjartan" ("Young
Hearts"), starts soon under the ditection of Per Axal Branner.
Film Council
for Ft. Worth
Ft. Worth — Formation of a local
Better Films Council is contemplated. The Ft. Worth All-Church
Federation and the Parent-Teacher
Ass'n have joined the move here for
cleaner pictures.

WINFIELD SHEEHAN and LUCIEN HUBBARD
are booked to sail for Europe on July 28 aboard
the lie de France.
JACK

BENNY,

on completion

of his role h

Reliance's "Transatlantic Merry-go-round"
cbout ths end of the week, leaves Hollywood
for New York. MARY LIVINGSTONE (Mrs.
Benny)
will accompany
him.
PETER LORRE, continental actor signed b/
Columbia, arrived in New York yesterday on
'he Majestic, which also brought in ROBERT
C. SHERRIFF,
playwright
MRS. NATALIE KALMUS of Technicolor h:s
arrived in New York from Hollywood for a
combined business and pleasure trip. She will
remain
at the Hotel Barclay until the end ot
the
week.
MARY PHILBIN has arrived at the Hotel St.
Moritz
from
Hollywood
for an extended
stay.
ADOLPH ZUKOR arrived in New
day from the coast.

York yester-

VERREE
TEASDALE,
who
arrived
Saturday
from
the coast,
is cutting
her visit short
to
return
to Hollywood
on Thursday
on a call I
from
the Warner
studios.
Her next
picture,
"Firebird,"
goes in work
Monday.
RUBY

KEELER

is en route to the coast to

start work in First National's "Flirtation Walk."
JOE
MORRISON,
radio star who
made
his .
film
Way," i
is en debut
route in toParamount's
New
York "Old
for aFashioned
short vacation
between
pictures.
He will spend
a few days
in Chicago
en route.
on

BERT A. MAYERS sails Saturday for Europ:
the lie de France.

Spanish Broadcast
broadcast from Spain, spon-

A

sored by "Sparta," technical magazine of the cinema industry, and including a number of Spanish film
stars on the program, is scheduled
for the night of Aug. 4. In addition
-o the stars and short talks by repesentatives of the Spanish film industry, there will be comments by
epresentatives of foreign firms and
journalists, noted Spanish writers
and others.

BOOK
THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
Today:

Midwest
convention
Service,
Chicago.

of

Ross

Federrl

July Ass'n
26: Cleveland
Motion
initiation of
new Picture
quarters Exhibitors
in Film i.'
Building,
Cleveland.
Aug. 1-24: Second
Cinematographic
Aug.

International Exposition cf I
Art, Venice,
Italy.

6:
Adjourned
hearing
on offer of LoewWarner interests for Fox Metropolitan Playhouses,
before
Federal
Judge
Mack,
Woolworth
Building,
New
York.

Aug. 22-24: Allied Theater Owners
Jersey convention, Atlantic City.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.

16;
North
dan, N. D.
20:

Allied

A.M. P. A
Revels
tion Picture Club, New

1 : National
Detroit.
29:

Dakota

Film

S.M P.E.
Fall
sylvania, New York.

of

meeting,

and Luncheon,
York.
Carriers

Meeting,

New
ManMo-

convention
Hotel

Penn-

|
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?^&SHIRLEY TEMPLE in "BABY, TAKE A BOW" goes into 4th WEEK at ROXY, N. Y.
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TIMELY TOPICS
TN a recent interview in London, Joseph M. Schenck, president of United Artists, said
that the thinking people of Hollywood welcome the severe competition of English-made films.
His tribute to the products of
Britain was more of a moral
than a commercial accolade. It
is a fact that British films reach
only about 25 per cent of the
market in England and that the
remainder, about 75 per cent, of
the showings per year are of
American films. In the United
States, of course, the proportion of British-made films exhibited is very small. But Mr.
Schenck implicitly referred to
the more important recent British films, while at the same time
he condemned the tendencies
which were at one time much
in evidence to exploit certain
types of appeal — tendencies that
have now caused widespread
dissatisfaction among the
"thinking people" not only of
Hollywood but throughout the
length and breadth of the
United States. "The day of
pictures which rely on sex appeal is past," said Mr. Schenck,
"and the gangster and other
criminal varieties of excitation
no longer attract the crowd. To
this desirable consummation
Britain's contribution has been
the making of a certain number of films which dealt with
subjects of a general interest
to the average man and woman
with standards of morality and
good taste common to ordinary
folk all the world over rather
than a particular appeal to the
morbid-minded craving for excitement at any cost."
— Joseph M. Schenck.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS
Germany produced 134 features in th2
fiscal year ending in April, 1934, against
123 the year before.

the

MOMC

British Contribution
to Picture Standards
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•
•
• A SWELL cartoon in the London "Daily Express"
kidding Hollywood pix for catering to the kids at the b.o.
the posters out front announce the following attractions
Greta Garbo in "Sweet Sixteen" Wallace Beery in "Little
Lord Fauntleroy" Jean Harlow and Clark Gable in "Jack
and Jill" Mae West in "Goody Two Shoes"
Marlene
Dietrich in "Little Bo-Peep" the manager is seen talking
to the kid and his sweetie who have just left the show
"Why don't you bring your father along to see the show sometime?" he asks
the kid retorts "Oh, he's got oldfashioned ideas. He says the films today ain't like wot they
used to be.". . this cartoon struck us as a Prophetic Picture
of what the movies soon will be under the benign Church Influence
•

•

fare
•

•

AND WITH the pix made for the child mind entirely the kids should be charged full price and adults half
that's fair enough

•

• SOME REAL down-to-earth exploitation ideas contained in Warners'
pressbook on "Friends of Mr. Sweeney"
here is a pix on which they do not expect an exhib to
spend a lot of dough
so Charlie Einfeld's dep't has included attention-getting stunts that can be worked out with a minimum of expense f'rinstance there is an idea for contacting department stores, restaurants, bathing resorts, ball
parks with signs reading "Reserved for 'Friends of Mr.
Sweeney' "
here is a gag that costs nothing to carry out
yet will draw a lot of teaser interest Gil Golden is responsible for these Merchandising Plans contained in the Warner
pressbooks
T
T
T
• • • A VERY interesting reminder of the early theatrical career of Marie Dressier
received from Walt Munson of West Haven, Conn.
in the form of a page from the
oldtime "Weekly
Standard" dated March
6, 1897
just 37 years ago
with photographs of Marie showing her
at home playing with two pet pups
the caption reads
"Miss Dressier has made her debut upon the vaudeville stage,
adding one more talented artist to the list of legitimate actresses who have appeared in vaudeville performances this season."

T

•

T

T

•

• JUST arrived at the M-G-M studio from London
Paddy Carstairs has been assigned to collaborate with
John Monk Saunders on screenplays, and writes
"What a
grand person he is to work with!" Sorry we called Gustav
Brock by name of Block in commenting on his great handcoloring work for the print of "Here Comes the Navy" at the
Strand
won't you forgive and forget, Gustav? also
all your many friends
•
•
• TWO YOUNG fellers over at Columbia home office
are f eelin' right proud these days
after that grand review
of their novel in the Book Review section of the N. Y. "Times"
last Sunday
which was about the finest rave of any book
noticed in the issue
the crit said among other nice things
"It is almost an inspired tale" "It reads itself"
..
the book, "The Unsinkable Mrs. Jay," is a colorful, splashing
tale of a notorious and glamorous figure, Molly Jay
the
shantyborn
gal of the Mississippi mudflats who rose to the
heights
a saga of Life in the Raw
but written with
Polish
a Natural for the pix
oh, yes, of course you
have probably heard
Lou Goldberg and Ed Olmstead
authored the tome
a grand job, lads

«

€<

«

»

»

»

EXPLOITETTES
.
Big Campaign Puts Over
"Dr. Monica" in Atlantic City
TN a double campaign that both
re-opened the Warner Theater in Atlantic City, and heralded the engagement of "Dr.
Monica," starring Kay Francis, Sid Blumenstock, advertising and publicity chief for the
Seashore Amusement Co., under
the supervision of Herbert CopeIan, Warner Zone manager in
that territory, thoroughly
brought the event to the attention of the local theatergoers in
a vigorous and successful fashion. The advance campaign included the posting of 24-sheets,
advantageously spotted and the
promotion of a radio tieup with
Tidewater Oil, plugging the picture a full week before opening.
Special ads featured the newspaper campaigns while publicity
breaks made the news columns
as well as the movie page. On
opening night Tidewater Oil
again plugged the picture over
the radio; heralds on the picture were inserted in "Liberty"
magazines; heralds were also
spotted on first class hotel
desks and in guest letter boxes.
All local Tidewater Oil dealers
posted 22 x 28 announcements
of the opening of the picture.
The mayor was given a giant
invitation and stories of this
broke in the press. 300 roses
were distributed to all ladies on
opening night. The roses bore
the tag, "Kay Francis premier
rose." Additional floral displays
were also promoted. All jitneys
and trolleys carried cards plugging the attraction. In a tie-up
with Postal Telegraph a 40 x
60 display was made up of
telegrams from Hollywood congratulating the theater on its
opening.
— Warner, Atlantic City.

SHOW-

REMINDER
MAN'S

Do all members of your organization
knew location of nearest fire alarm box
tnd how
to send in an alarm?
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REVIEWS

of FEATURES

production that will please audiences generally. Although the picture is a mighty
spectacle,
the principals
have
not been
submerged.
The seductive Cleopatra, brilliantly played by Claudette Colbert, brings
about the death
of Julius Caesar
while
trying to effect an alliance of Egypt with
I the Reman
Empire.
Marc Antony, out to
i avenge Caesar, falls in love with Cleopatra,
f thereby
arousing
such protests
that the
■ two end in suicide.
Henry Wilcoxon, the
' English newcomer,
gives a powerful
performance as Antony and is a good screen
bet. Warren William as Caesar, Ian Keith,
> C. Aubrey Smith, Joseph Schildkraut,
Irv■ ing Pichel and Gertrude Michael furnish
able characterizations. Waldemar Young,
Vincent Lawrence and Bartlett Cormack,
who wrote the script, did a worthy job,
while Victor Milner's photography
is
| deserving
of a bow.
Hans
Dreier
| Roland
Anderson,
the art directors,
Travis
Banton,
costume
designer,
capable aides to DeMille
in pleasing

and SHORTS

SHORTS

"CLEOPATRA"

Claudette
Colbert, Warren
William,
Henry Wilcoxon
(Hollywood
Preview)
Paramount
95 mins.
SUMPTUOUS HISTORICAL DRAMA,
STRONG CAST AND GOOD ENTERTAINMENT VALUES GEARED TO CLICK
NICELY AT THE B. 0.
Cecil B. DeMille has fashioned a lavish

also
and
and
were
the

eye.
Cast: Claudette Colbert, Warren William, Henry Wilcoxon, Gertrude Michael,
' Joseph Schildkraut, Ian Keith, C. Aubrey
! Smith, Ian MacLaren, Arthur Hohl, Leonard Mudie, Irving Pichel, Claudia Dell,
Eleanor Phelps, John Rutherford, Grace
Durkm, Robert Warwick, Edwin Maxwell,
Charles Morris, Harry Beresford.
Director, Cecil B. DeMille; Screen Play,
Waldemar Young,
Bartlett Cormack,
Vincent Lawrence; Cameraman, Victor Milner;
Recording Engineer, Harry Lindgren.
Direction, Big-time. Photography, Superb

"Scarlet Pimpernel" in Work
London — "The Scarlet Pimpernel", London Films production of
the novel by Baroness Orczy, went
into work yesterday at the Elstree
studios under the direction of Rowland Brown. Leslie Howard and
Merle Oberon co-starred. The production will be released through
United Artists.
"Congo Raid", the second of the
London Films productions to be released through U. A. this season,
goes into studio production next
week. Paul Robeson and Nina Mae
MacKinney have roles in the picture.

13

»

»

»

"Susie's Affairs"
Arthur Jarrett and
Betty Boop in
Betty Grable
19 mins.
"Poor Cinderella"
Columbia
Paramount
7 mins.
Good Musical
Swell Cartoon in Color
Done throughout in rhyme, this is
Produced in Cinecolor, the new a very pleasing musical affair with
animated series gets a swell send- a nice little romantic twist thrown
off in an adaptation of the popular in. Betty Grable, a poor showgirl,
fairy tale. Brightly conceived for meets Arthur Jarrett, a rich lad,
both comedy and romantic effect, it and pretends she belongs to society.
shows the abused Cinderella being Making a date, she insists on picking him up at the club with her car.
sent to the prince's ball in a chariot
by her fairy godmother, promptly Through her show friends, Betty
winning the royal suitor, leaving one gets the use of a house, limousine
of her slippers behind as she rushes chauffeur, etc., belonging to somebody who is away, and it turns out
out ju,st before the stroke of midnight, and finally being found again that the owner is none other than
by the prince as the only girl with Jarrett, with a romantic climax following the embarrassment. Cast is
a foot small enough to fit into the
good, the singing and dancing speslipper.
They'll
go
for
this
one
in
a big way.
cialties are enjoyable and there is a
satisfactory vein of comedy.
"Service With a Smile"
with Leon Errol
Vitaphone
18 mins.
Swell Musical Comedy
This miniature musical comedy in
Technicolor is a sprightly and entertaining job. It presents Leon
Errol as a service station owner
who gets word at home that his
place has burned down. So he goes
co the insurance company, which
promises to replace everything. As
Errol describes the kind of a layout
to be replaced, the camera shows
ultra-modern service, provided
chiefly by attractive femininity
with which the service station
abounds. For the finale, Errol and
the insurance agent drive out to
the premises and find that the reported fire was just an April fool

with

Eddie Nugent and Grady Sutton in
"Financial Jitters"
Universal
19 mins.
Fair Comedy
Fairly amusing farce on a familiar theme in a college background. In order to replenish
their depleted finances, Eddie Nugent wires Grady Sutton's rich uncle, Franklyn Pangborn, that Grady
has taken a wife. Unexpected arrival of the uncle makes it necessary for the boys to produce the
wife in question, so Eddie is forced
to do a femme impersonation, leading up to babies as well, with uncle
pretending not to be wise to the gag
and immediately giving his approval
to
Grady's real girl friend, Mary
Kornman.

joke.
Landi as Paramount Star
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Culminating negotiations
which lasted for several weeks, Elissa
Landi has signed a starring contract
with Paramount studios. No assignment
has yet been made for her first picture
under the new contract. She recently
appeared
in "The Great Flirtation" for
the
company.

Boston Brevities

Boston — Phil Berler, booking
manager for the 23 E. M. Loew
houses, will be given a stag party
Aug. 14 at the Cocoanut Grove. He
married Dorothy Esther Copeland of
"Bondage" Opens in Chicago
Hollywood Films Exchange on
Chicago — "Of Human Bondage", Aug. 18.
finally released by the censors, is
Nathan Ross of American Picbe'ng
tures claims a selling record as a
Palace. shown this week at the RKO
result of getting 100 contracts out
of 100 calls on exhibitors in a week.
Angeline A. Maney of the MetroBoard Lacks Quorum
politan publicity staff is at Cape
New York clearance and zoning board
Cod.
met yesterday but failed to transact any
Norman
F. Mclntyre of Bristol,
business because of lack of a quorum.
Next meeting was set tor Aug. 2.
Vt., has been signed by Vitagraph
to cover Vermont territory.

Dog Series for Imperial
Frederick White is the producer
and Norman Brokenshire the narrator of the six tail-wagger dog novelties which Imperial Distributing will
handle. The titles are "Every Dog
Has Its Day," "Forgotten Hero,"
"He's My Pal," "Dogs Of A Nation," "Friends To The End," and
"Naturalized Foreigners."

STA1L
CA VICTOR
PHOTOPHONE
OFFERING

YOU:

• A Sound Box Office
Attraction
• Complete

Ownership

• A Self-Liquidating
Investment
PHOTOPHONE

DIVISION

RCA VICTOR COMPANY,
Camden, N. J.

Gets

Serial

for

Orient

Exhibitors Film Exchange has acquired distribution rights to the Sam
Krellberg serial, "The Lost City," for
Indian, Burma, Ceylon, China and
the Phillipines.
DuWorld

Gets

Animal

DuWorld will distribute a series
of six one-reel subjects of animal
life. First of the series is titled
"Micro-Unga" and deals with the
sea-elephant.

A

Radio Corporation

Inc.

of America Subsidiary

—Xft^
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A TITTLE" from HOLLYWOOD

By RALPH

WILK

jyfETRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER has
acquired motion picture rights
to "The Magic Glasses," short story
by Frank Harris which was first
published in the October, 1910, issue
of "The Forum." It was reprinted
in January, 1921, in "Pearson's Magazine."
Harold Shumate, Columbia contract writer, has been assigned to do
the script of "White Lies," one of
the productions on the company's
1934-35 schedule.
Lucile Watson

will make her film

debut in "What Every Woman
Knows," in which Helen Hayes will
be starred by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
with Brian Aherne in the leading
male role. Miss Watson recently
arrived at the Culver City studios,
following her Broadway stage appearance in "No More Ladies."

Filming of "We Live Again," the
Samuel Goldwyn production starring
Anna Sten and Fredric March, was
resumed yesterday after a four-day
holiday awarded to the cast by Rouben Mamoulian for completing the
first half of the film on schedule
"We Live Again," which is to be
released through United Artists, is
the screen transcription of Tolstoy's
"Resurrection." In the supporting
cast are Jane Baxter, C. Aubrey
Smith, Ethel Griflies, Gwendolyn
Logan, Jessie Ralph and Sam Jatfe
The adaptation of the Tolstoy nove'
was made by Preston Sturges, Leonard Praskins and Maxwell
Ander-

Now that Dawn O'Day has definitely been signed for the title role
of Anne Shirley in "Anne of Greer
Gables," the young actress has reSUNSET PROJECTION
& DUBBING
ENTERPRISE
Sid Smith
Johnny Morgan
PRODUCERS & PUBLIC PROJECTION ROOM
COMPLETE DUBBING & SCORING SERVICE

All facilities of a major projection room
Can match into any sound truck.
6048
Sunset
Blvd.
Call Hollywood 9480 for appointment
Hollywood, Calif.

TOTS

//. and Sir
Gary Cooper, Richard Arlen
Guy Standing.

Grover Jones Blames Writers
A motion picture needs its face washed only once, and that'? when it is born — on
a typewriter. The solution of criticisms leveled at some pictures, is offered by Grover
Jones, writer-director for Paramount, who has spent the major part of his life applying
the washrag when and where it is needed.
"From what I have observed and experienced, one obvious reason for possibly offensive scenes and dialogue lies in the fact that risque material is easier to write," says
Jones. "I have yet to find a writer who won't admit (to himself alone, perhaps!
that it's an easier job to think up a so-called sure-fire laugh based on a shady line or
circumstance, than it is to build humor or drama without the shading. It's in a script
that a picture's censorship destiny is moulded. And that's the place to start your
purge
— ifwho
purgelikewise
it must is be."
Jones,
nationally known as the author of magazine fiction, now is
at work on the screen story, "Limehouse Nights," scheduled to bring George Raft and
Anna
May Wong to the screen
in a thrilling tale of London's Chinatown.

ceived the permission of RKO Radio
executives to adopt the character
name in the L. M. Montgomery
novel as her own.

"The Case of the Curious Bride,"
the second of Erie Stanley Gardner's mystery thrillers dealing with
the adventures of Perry Mason, detective extraordinary, will go into
production soon at the Warner
studios. Warren William will again
appear as Perry Mason, as he did in
"The Case of the Howling Dog,"
which is now being edited and cut.
Screen rights to other forthcoming
Gardner stories have been bought
by Warners.
Harry Langdon will step before
the cameras in his first comedy for
Columbia in about two weeks when
comedy supervisor Jules White, returns from a vacation in the High
Sierras. Arthur Ripley, who is writrect. ing the laughmaker, will also diJose Mojica, Spanish opera star

Maureen O'Sullivan has been added to the cast of "David Copperfield"
in the role of Dora. Miss O'Sullivan
is the eighth player selected to date
for a leading part in the Metro film
the others including Edna May
Oliver as Aunt Betsey Trotwood,
Lionel Barrymore as Dan Peggotty.
Jean Cadell as Mrs. Micawber, Hugh
Williams as Steerforth, Roland
Young as Uriah Heep, Lewis Stone
as Mr. Wickfield, and Elizabeth Allan as young
David's
mother.
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who recently completed Fox Film's
Spanish version of "The Love
Plight," will ,sing for the benefit of
the Santa Barbara Mission during
the annual fiesta on Aug. 15.

Andy Clyde, recently signed by
Columbia, will have as his first
laughmaker an original two-reel
comedy written by Pierre Coudere.
Shooting will start within the next
two weeks.

Walter Connolly will soon be playig in three pictures at the same time.
At present he has roles in "Broadway Bill" with Frank Capra direct
ing, "The Captain Hates The Sea"
with Lewis Milestone, and is being
rehearsed for a role in Holt's new
"I'll FixductionIt"
which goes into pronext week.

Riskin from the story "Strictly Confidential," by Mark
Hellinger.
After a season of appearing in
modern action stories, Tim McCoy
will return to his first love, westerns. Tim was raised in the west
and has always owned a ranch at
Thermopolis, Wyoming. On his recent vacation from Columbia Studios.
Tim again traversed the old trails
in Montana,
Wyoming
and Idaho.

James Cagney is being supported
by a large cast in "The Per tec!
Week-End,"
his new picture which
has just started production at the
Warner studios. Patricia Ellis, aj
previously announced, has the leading feminine role. Others in the
cast are Spencer Charters, Allen
Jenkins, Robert Barrat, Arthur
Aylesworth and Addison Richards.
The
picture is being directed by Ray
Enright.

King Vidor May Produce
Two Pictures Abroad
(.Continued from

Page

1i

Goldwyn.
Regardless
of the number ol films to be mace by Vidor, hi
will release through United Artists,
he said.

His latest picture, "Our Daily
Bread" will be given an "intemacional preview" Monday at the
World's Fair at which 20 persons
from every .-tate in the Union and
every
country represented at the
Billy Hart, who originated the
Fair will be invited. Vidor will sail
phrase "doubling in brass" when he
was a pantomimist nearly 50 years for Europe in two weeks and return to the coast in October.
ago at the St. Louis Dime Museum,
has been cast in Paramount's "Mrs.
Wiggs of
featuringthe
PaulineCabbage
Lord, W.Patch,"
C. Fields
ZaSu
Pitts, and Evelyn
Venable.

"Wagon Wheels," ParamountV
first 1934-35 outdoor romance, goes
before the cameras this week, with
the following players signed: Monte
Blue, Raymond Hatton, Leila Ben
nett, James A. Marcus, J. P. McGowan and Jan Duggan. Miss Duggan is one of the leading players in
the Los Angeles company of "The
Drunkard." She recently appeared
with W. C. Fields in "The Old Fashioned Way." "Wagon Wheels" is
being directed by Charles Barton.

p, HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood

Barbara King of the Follies was
assigned a minor role in "365 Nights
In Hollywood," which will co-star
Alice Faye and James Dunn and
will go in work at the Fox studios
in two weeks. Miss King is a cousin
jf Alice Fave.

Although the film is scheduled to
be one of the most spectacular produced during the year, Paramount's
"Lives of a Bengal Lancer" will use
less than 100 Hollywood extras.
The mobs, at times numbering 1,000
persons, will be composed almost entirely of Hindus from the Imperial
Robert Allen and Barbara Read, Valley date country and the olive
fields
of Napa and Sonoma, Caliyoung players recently signed by
fornia. Production is scheduled for
Columbia, have been assigned to
roles in Frank Capra's production of next week with Henry Hathaway directing a cast headed
to date by
"Broadway Bill," adapted by Robert

$2.50
$3.00

up, Single
up. Double

Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaza, is near everything to see and do in
Hollywood.
Ideal for business or pleasure.
Every room has private
dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every venience.
modern
Fine foodsconat
reasonable prices. Convenient parking for your car.
Chas. Danziger, Mgr.

&

Eugene Stern, Pres.
The "Doorway of Hospitality"
Vine
at Hollywood
Blvd.
HOLLYWOOD
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16 VITAPHONE SHORTS
NOW IN CUTTING ROOM

NEWS

OF THE DAY

LS

NO CANCEL'T'N RULING
BY ST. LOUIS UNIT
{Continued from Page

Sixteen subjects, including eight
two-reelers and eight one-reelers,
are in the cutting room at the Vitaphone studio being edited for early
release, Sam Sax announces. The
two-reelers are Morton Downey in
"Broadway Brevities" musical comedy, with Niela Goodelle, the Tune
Twisters, Eddie Stanley, Charlie
Lawrence and Maude Lambert; Ruth

1)

San Antonio — John T. Floore has
Pawtucket, R. I.— The Broadway
theater, now owned by C. Currie, is been appointed resident manager for whether any exhibitor will cancel
back in active operation.
the Texas theater, Interstate house. his contract is entirely up to his
own judgment. The association
Newport, R. I.— M. & P.-Publix
feels the matter calls for individhas closed the Strand and acquired
determination by the exhibitor
— The Columbia theater and ual
the Colonial, formerly a unit of the hasProvidence
Wehrenberg believes that, by
been closed by E. Lanin.
Joseph Levenson
Circuit.
granting the cancellation privilege,
producers have put the responsibilSan Antonio — Dick Ketner, guitarity up to the theater owners.
ist-vocalist, has left for Harlingen,
Westmore, Vt. — A community
where
theater. he will play at the Arcadia house is being constructed here for
showing of movies.
Duals at 5 and 10 in San Antone
Etting in "No Contest," a "BroadSan Antonio — Several of the West
way Brevities" singing and dancing
Side picture houses are running
number with Betty Jane Cooper and Broun Sees Censorship
from
Hollywood.
I
haven't
been
around the pictures very much of double feature bills at 5 and 10
the Lathrop Brothers; Shemp HowResulting from Crusade late, but I will take anybody's word cents for adults and children. Busifor the fact that some extremely ess is reported just fair.
Current
activities
of
crusaders
ard and Daphne Pollard in "Smoked
Hams," a "Big V" comedy; Hal Le- against motion pictures are likely shabby sensationalism has been sent
to lead to censorship though such out. But I still think it is an enorRoy in "Syncopated City," a "Broad- may
mously delicate job to separate the
not be the intention, it is feared
suffice to ban the outrageous in enway Brevities" musical with Doro- by Heywood Broun, featured writer false and true.
tertainment and at the same time
thy Dare; Mitzi Mayfair in "The for the "New York World-Tele"I am willing to listen and even never harm so much as a single toe
Policy Girl" with Donald Novis and
gram." Writing in his column, he to hold my peace while the case is of honest, sincere and profoundly
Roscoe Ails; and Ben Blue in three says in part:
being developed, but I never have useful creative effort. I want to
any
formula
which
would
" 'You cannot expect,' said Car- heard
"Big V" comedies "Daredevil
dinal
Newman,
'a
sinless
literature
O'Dare," "All Sealed Up," and one
know how."
of a sinful people.' I would like to
as yet untitled.
toss off that quotation as if I were
The one-reelers include two "Ram- profoundly familiar with the writbling 'Round Radio Row," "Pepper
ings of the famous cleric, but honesty compels me to admit that it was
Pot" novelties featuring Baby Rose
culled out of a communication from
Marie, The Harmonians, Frank No- the National Council of Catholic
vak. Jr., Harriet Lee, Roy Atwell
Arthur Boran, Irene Taylor, Cross Men.
Dunn, Mary Small and others;
"Just what will happen to the
Richard Himber and His Ritz-Carl- motion pictures I do not know, but
Masters'' the pressure of moralists in the thea 'Melody
ton Orchestra
band
number; inCharles
Ahearn and
ater has not always promoted morPot"
"Pepper
a
in
ality. Liquor is not the only comHis Millionaires
novelty;
The Radio Ramblers in a
modity which may be bootleggsd.
'Pepper Pot" reel; Gus Edwards The present campaign for a change
and His Stars of Tomorrow in a in the character of film entertain'Pepper Pot" miniature revue; and
ment does not contemplate censorone in Vitaphone's new senumber
ship, although it must be obviou?
ries of Vaudeville Reels, included ir that this
might be the end result
the "Pepper Pot" series, featuring even though it was not in the plan.
Family.
Honey
the
Herb Williams,
Yet even if we leave that bridge
and Saul Grauman's until we come to it there is no deReis & Dunn
Stepping
Sisters.
nying that pressure is being exerted.
That, of course, is the intention.
"My guess is that there will be
SUMMER IN THE SKY GARDENS
an immediate and sweeping change
Filming French Story in Quebec
Toronto — Filming of the famous in the matter of outward order and
The smartest and most delghtful of
French - Canadian novel, "Maria decency. And my second guess is
dinner and supper-dancing rendezvous,
Chapdelaine," is now in progress that there will be a great increase
the St. Moritz Sky Gardens afford one
near Quebec City under direction of in the practice of sneaking things
Julien Duvivier, who brought with over. I doubt that Mae West is
of the most beautiful views in al. Manhim from Paris a complete cast of the last of her line. More subtle
hattan. Here, on the terraces over18 artists, including Madeleine Re- approaches are distinctly possible.
looking Central Park, you dine or sup
naud of the Comedie Francaise for On numerous occasions I have heard
on summer evenings in a charming,
the title role.
it said that there can be no possible
quarrel about what is clean or what
starlit and
atmosphere,
far above the city's
noise
bustle.
is decent. It seems to me almost
impossible not to quarrel about
Rosco Ates Busy
Rosco Ates has been signed to star
them. Let us assume, for instance,
The Sky Gardens offer a splendid esin the title role of "Yokel Boy Makes
cape from summer heat.
that everybody could be brought
Good,'' forthcoming Lew Brown musical
into an agreement that from this
production for Broadway. It will featime forth nothing on the stage or
ture George Jessel and Mary Brian.
Ates also has signed to make a series
screen or in literature should be
of Brunswick records, and for a group
approved unless it were clean. I
of Vitaphone shorts, the first of which
"The Most Interesting Hotel in
went into work yesterday under the tensay that such an agreement would
tative title of "Love Thy Neighbor "
not
constitute
a
peace
treaty.
It
In addition, negotiations are on for
would be the beginning of hostilities.
Ates to do a Sunday night broadcast
while
he is in the Broadway show.
"I am not ready to bleed and die
DIRECTION '. . S. GREGORY
TAYLOR
for every product which has come

America"
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HALF OF U. A, LINEUP
IS ALREADY LAUNCHED
(Continued

from

Page

1)

lini", "The Last Gentleman",
Gwyn", "The Queen's Affair",
Private Life of Don Juan",
Count of Monte Cristo" and
Daily
Bread".
In work
are two Goldwyn

"Nell
"The
"The
"Our

films,
"Kid Millions" and "We Live
Again"; one Reliance production,
"Transatlantic Merry-Go-Round",
and one London Film "The Scarlet Pimpernel."
In preparation for early filming
are "The Red Cat", "Cardinal Richelieu", "Clive of India", "It Had to
Happen" and "100 Years from
Now".
New Motor Generator
An entirely new development in
motor generators for projection purposes is announced by Automatic
Devices Co. of Allentown, Pa. The
new device, the company claims,
was developed specifically for use
with the new 50-ampere, 35-volt,
high intensity D.C. Lamps now being placed on the market by various manufacturers. Marketed under the trade name of Stabilarc
Unitwin. the development consists
of a 5-horse power A.C. motor and
two special design 50, ampere 35volt D.C. generators, one for each
lamp mounted on each end of the
motor.

New Incorporations
NEW

YORK

Milam Theatrical Enterprises, Inc.. Manhattan. All branches of the theatrical business
Capital, $20,000. Wallace Milam. Charles I..
Marks and Emanuel
A. Hofherr.
Rural Pictures Corp., Manhattan. Motion
and sound pictures. Jul' an T. Abeles, Leo
pold Bleich and William
Leiher.
Rockmore Theaters, Inc., New York City
Pictures and vaudeville. Capital. $5,000
Henry C. Schreiger, Henry Duke and Evelyn
Pittala.
Bernirog Corp.. New York City. Dramatic
and musical performances. Capital. $10,000
Count Berni-Vici, Harry Rogers and Benjamin J. Taruskin.
Edray Theatrical Corp.. Manhattan. AM
branches of the theatrical business. Zelrna
Klein, W. Forbes Morgan, Jr., and Elsie
Tyneson.
Surf Avenue Enterprises, Inc., Manhattan.
Theaters and motion picture presentations.
David N. Goldman, Bernard R. Gogel and
Florence S. Epstyne.
H. O. H. Theater Corp., Manhattan. Motion picture theaters. Capital, $20,000. Stockholders; Daniel G. Griffin, T. Victor Howe
and Emanuel
Brooks.
Foundation Distributing Corp., New York.
Motion pxtures. M. E. Curtiss, D. L. Curtiss and G. Herskowitz.

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
'By CHARLES

ALICOATE
Hayes and Beall studio in Oceanside,
(^HARLES
whohasrecently arrivedLAMONT,
in the East,
been Long Island. "Them Thar Hills,"
from the story by Bert Granet, will
signed by Select Productions to di- feature Frank Luther and will be direct the Gordon Kahn story, "Gigorected by William Watson. The seclette," which will go into production
ond titled "Time on Their Hands,"
July 30 at the Biograph studio in
was written by Arthur Jarrett and
the Bronx.
will feature Charles Carlile. Al
Christie will direct. Fred Scheld
will assist on the direction, while
George Weber will be in charge of
"Love Among Skyscrapers" is the the camera.
title of the second Spanish feature
starring Carlos Gardel and just
completed by Exito Productions at
the Eastern Service studio in Astoria for Paramount International.
Rosco Ates, the stuttering comOthers featured in the cast, which
edian, started work yesterday at
was directed by Louis Gasnier, in- the Brooklyn Vitaphone studio in a
clude Trini Ramos, Vincente Padula, two-reel comedy. Supporting the
Blayica Vischer and Jaime Devesa.
Howard, Ruth GilWarren Murray and Jack DeLacy star arelette,Shemp
Billie Leonard and Jackie
assisted on the direction, with Rob- Kelk. Lloyd French is directing the
ert Snody supervising production.
William Miller, assisted by George short for release in Vituphone's series of "Big V" comedies.
Hinners, did the camera work.
Frank Tuthill was in charge of
sound, while Frank Serjack made
the stills.
"Crime Without Passion," the Ben
Hecht-Charles MacArthur production, is slated to open Aug. 10 at
Production on the first and second the N. Y. Paramount. The picture
of the "Song Hit" series to be made is based on the "Saturday Evening
by Al Christie for Educational Pic- Post" story of the same name writtures gets under way today at the
ten by Ben Hecht.
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from Sol E. Gordon, representing
lhe Jefferson Amusement Co. of Victoria, Tex., in the case of Rubin
Frels against Jefferson Amusement,
the Code Authority will be confronted with similar requests for reopen-t
ing of the case brought by several
independent exhibitors of Miami
against E. J. Sparks, and the case
brought by Michael H. Egnol of
Philadelphia representing, Loui
Linker of the Criterion, Brigeton,
N. J., against Atlantic Theaters.
In the former case Sparks is pro
testing the Code Authority decision
which sustained the Miami indepen
dents, while in the latter case, al
though the Code Authority fourtd
for Linker, he is asking the rehear
ing in the belief that the final de
cision is unfair. Other similar reJ
quests for reopening of cases may
reach the Code Authority before to
morrow's meeting. Charles LI
O'Reilly will be chairman.

I PREDICT
THAT
THE
SEASO^
OF \934-3c5
WILL
5EE
A RETURN/
TO THE
SMART
PRACTICE
OF
BE
ftUILDING. YOU'LL
PROGRAM
DEMANG)
PUBLIC
READY TO MEET
WITH M-G-M's GREATEST -SHORT?
SUBJECT LINE-UPSTAR 4
NAMES, DE LUXE QUALITY
COLOR,
NEW
IDEA? /

State Theater Dunkirk, Inc., Dunkirk. Motion pictures and vaudeville. Capital, $2,000.
Clyde R.
Lucile
M. Lathrop,
Matteson. Edwin G. O'Connor and
Clinton-Apollo Theater Corp.. Granar Theater Co., and the Mid-Man Theater Corp.,
all of New York City, and each with a capital of 100 shares of stock, all of which will
engage in the theatrical and motion picture
business. Philip Fliashnick, Nathan Vinegrad and Herman J. Freedman.

LEO, JUNIOR

SPEAKING
*■*»■»>•»(

Intimate in Character
Internationa! in Scope
Independent in Thought

y©L. LXVI.
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126,313 of Code Assessments Already Paid

COMPOSERS' SOCIETY DENIES GETTING SCORE FEES

Musical Features for 1934-35 Will Total About
No Wild Spree Indicated
in Song and Dance
Productions

Reformers
. and trade practices
-By JACK ALICOATE^^
IF certain exhibitors find themselves in
r a messy situation as the result of a
zonfusion of issues in connection with the
[drive of the church folks for clean pictures, they will have no one but themselves
[to blame. By that we mean that the crusade for a clean screen is one thing, and
pot without merit, but that this hue and
cry on the part of the busybody reformer
Ugainst blind-booking and block-booking is
entirely another. And the irony of the
situation is that some exhibitors are bringing all the fog about themselves by suggesting these false issues instead of facing
the situation with facts.

IT is not hard to understand how

pro

' fessional reformers can become hot on
ithe subjects of both blind and block-bookling. Theoretically, they can easily be
painted as unjustifiable. It is the old
istory, however, of a little knowledge being
a dangerous thing. Exhibitors themselves
know that it would be physically impossible for them to see one-tenth of the
oictures they show. We have yet to meet
a fair-minded theater owner who can suggest a better system than the present one.
(The present method involves some 13,000
theaters, over 30 distribution centers, millions and millions of play dates and some
600 productions annually. The exhibitor
who does not meet these facts squarely
is simply working up a crying spree for

.himself.

AS to block-booking the most militant
**of so-called independent leaders admit no more economic system has yet been
devised. One season of single picture
negotiation would bring chaos to the business. The little exhibitor has suffered lesr
than the big fellow and the big fellow ha'
suffered less than the producers. It is
certainly not cricket, then, for exhibitors
to hide behind the skirts of blind and
block-booking while allowing the real issue
of clean pictures to go unchallenged.

Contrary to earlier indications,
there will be no wild spree in the
production of musical features for
the coming season, the total number of such pictures now scheduled
amounting to only about 40, it is
shown in an analysis of all producing schedules as corrected up to the
first of this week for inclusion in
the Film Daily Production Guide
and Directors' Annual.
Heading the list will be Fox, with
11 musicals scheduled.
M-G-M has
(Continued

on

Page
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Santa

Claus

WARNER-RKO HOUSES
IN CLEVELAND POOL

12)

EDUCATIONAL FILMS
IN BIGGER DEMAND
Washington

Exhib

Omaha — In a case brought before the
local grievance board, Scott Wall, exhibitor of Fremont, Neb., was charged
with advertising a free show for kids
and then, presumably fearing legal reaction, changing his mind and charging
the youngsters a nickel, but giving them
the nickel out of his own pocket. The
board warned him to stop Santa Claus
matinees.

FILM

DAILY

Cleveland — Following acquisition
of the Alkm by Warners, giving the
circuit leadership in the first-run
field with three houses, it is understood Warntrs and RKO have entered into a pooling arrangement
whereby films will be allocated
among their four houses. Loew has
the other two first-runs.

Washington — Reflecting the increased demand for films of an educational nature, for the fiscal year
ended June 30 the films distributed Universal Closes Deal
by the Bureau of Mines were shown
With N. Y. Loew Houses
on 49,457 occasions to a total attendance of 4,068,519, an increase of
Universal's new program has been
43 per cent in showings and 36 per bought 100 per cent by the Loew
cent in attendance, according to the metropolitan circuit in a deal closed
(Continued on Page 15)
bv James R. Grainger, distribution
"hief, with David Loew and Eugene
7 More Representatives
Picker. The contract represents a
per cent increase over the
Join Mundus Sales Staff 215
amount bought last year, says
Seven more representatives have
who says Universal bookbeen added to the Mundus Distribut- Grainger,
ings so far this year are eight time?
ing Corp.
sales
force
handling
the
what
they
were a year ago.
(Continued on Page 12)

Assessments Outlined in Full;
$12 6,373 Already Paid In
Fourth Nebraska Exhib
Joins in Suing Majors

Lincoln — A fourth exhibitor,
Clarence J. Kremer, Stanton, Neb.,
has joined in the suits filed in federal court here against the Omaha
(Continued on Page

12)

Up to Tuesday of this week exhibitors had paid to the Code Authority in assessments a total of
$79,673 out of the $90,000 due for
the first half of the year, while producers and distributors have paid
$46,700 in advance of the official
(Continued on Pag:

14)

40

Distributors Do Not Turn
Over Score Fees, Says
E. C. Mills
Having been informed by exhibitors that .some film exchanges had
fostered the impression that fees
collected for "score charges" were
turned over to the American Society of Composers, Authors <te
Publishers, E. C. Mills, general
manager of the Society, yesterday
stated to The Film Daily that the
ASCAP had never shared in monies
received from score charges. Mills
said:
"ASCAP will be grateful to any
exhibitor who will promptly inform
(Continued

on Page

12)

ROSENBLATT TO AID
COAST ARBITRATIONS
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — While here on his
current trip, Division Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt will supervise
the arbitration of several labor
questions now pending under the
code. Rosenblatt is to confer with
he agency committee, standing committee(Continued
on extras and
other commiton Page 12)

Erpi Roadshowing Feature
On Rise of Civilization
"The Human Adventure", feature
produced by the Oriental Institute
of the University of Chicago and
dealing with man's rise from savagery to civilization, will be released through Erpi Picture Consultants
of New York as a roadshow. Several road(Continued
companieson will
be sent out
Page 12)
"Student Prince" in Sound
M-G-M has acquired talking picture
rights to the Sigmund Romberg operetta.
"The Student Prince", which was produced as a silent by the company in
1927 with Norma Shearer and Ramon
Novarro
in the leads.

THE

j^S

Ivy Lee Being Retained
Four Appeals Heard
By Code Authority
By ofComposers'
Society
Denial
a report that Ivy
L. Lee
Three appeals from New York
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STOCK
High

Am.

Seat

Columbia
Con.
East.
Fox

Fm.
Kodak
Fm.

Low

33/8
3%
Picts. vtc. 243/8
23 Vs
Ind. pfd.. 125/8 12'/8

971/z
91/4
233/4
82

"A"

Lcew's,
Inc
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Paramount
ctfs.
Pathe
Exch
do "A"
RKO
Warner

MARKET
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V»
Va
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V4
1/8

YORK

15/8
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114 —
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+

Va
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121/4 11% 12%
1%
1%
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BOND MARKET

6 1/4 6 1/4 —
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1
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15/4
15
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6 1/4
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6s 41 ww
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5'/2s50 ctfs
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Warner's
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Gen.
Keith
Loew
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Charles Butterworth

6
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'/a
%
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Technicolor
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3%
237/8 —
12V2

963/4
971/2
9
91/4 +
22'/2 235/g +
82 82—3

27/8

6%

973/4 98
40%
40% — 5%
38
38
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Skeptical of Self-Regulation
Boston — The one-man plan of
self-regulation in eliminating objectionable matter from motion pictures, as set up in Hollywood under
Joseph I. Breen, is no more acceptable than would be a one-man censorship of the American newspaper
and periodical press, it was stated
by William H. Short of the Motion
Picture Research Council in addressing the Unitarian General conference in New Hampshire. Most films
are distorters of life and set up
standards which are more harmful
than depicting sex and crime, Short
said.

Chg.

1 14—
15
+

Bros
NEW

Net

Close

might he dropped as public relations counsellor for the American
Society of Composers, Authors &
Publishers because of resentment
of Jewish members of the society
over recent disclosures that Lee had
advised the Nazi Government on
press relations with the world, was
made yesterday by E. C. Mills, general manager of ASCAP.
"Lee is not anti-Jewish and 1
won't join in any attack on the man.
The transcript of his testimony before the Congressional committee
investigating Nazi propaganda in
this country shows that Lee informed Hitler that the "people of
the United States can never be reconciled to the Nazi policy of persecuting Jews."

L. Yearsley
Nat Levine

Writ Issued on Merriwell Name
Preliminary injunction restraining
Superior Talking Pictures from
using the name "Frank Merriwell"
in a series of shorts has been granted to Gilbert L. Patten, better
known as Burt L. Standish, who
wrote the Frank Merriwell stories
that were popular years ago.
Sydney Cohen Gets Property
The Sixteen Twelve Broadway
Corp., of which Sydney S. Cohen is
president, has leased the three-story
basement stores and business building adjoining the Rivoli at 49th St.
and Broadway.
Theater Manager
Kidnaped
Denver — After lying bound and
gagged for 17 hours in a lonely field,
Truman P. McCoy, manager of the
Bideawee theater, worked himself
loose, and told police of having been
kidnaped by two men, and robbed of
$200, theater receipts of three days.
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grievance board decisions and one
from the Buffalo grievance board
were heard yesterday by a Code
Authority appeals committee headed
by Nathan Yamins and including
John D. Clark and Julius Charnow.
The New York cases were Heights
Theaters against Trio Amusement;
Loew's Gates against Marvin Treater
Loew'sTheGates
against
Brant and
theaters.
Buffalo
case
was Hoch against First Division.

Metzger Gets First Two
"Blossom Time" and "The Great
Defender", first of the B.I.P. films
to be handled here by Lou B. Metzger, have arrived from London. A
third, "Over the Garden Wall", is
due in a few days. Metzger is es2 nth Ave. tablishing headquarters at 729 SevGardel Host at Barbecue
Carlos Gardel, Spanish screen
star who has just completed his
second foreign language talkie at
the Eastern Service Studios, Astoria,
Long Island, for Paramount release,
and who is slated to go to Hollywood shortly to appear in Paramount's "Big Broadcast of 1935," is
giving an old fashioned Argentine
barbecue at the Long Island Studios
this
evening
at 9language,
o'clock. Members
of the
foreign
and the
English speaking daily and trade
press will attend.

Coming and Going
IRVING RAPPER of Universal has arrived)
from
the coast to look over play material.
1
ROBERT

ARMSTRONG

is in the

east

to,

appear
in Select's
new topicture,
"Gigolette",
after which
he returns
Hollywood
to start! I
in Monogram's
"Flirting
With
Danger".
WINFIELD SHEEHAN arrives in New Yor»
today
from
the coast.
He is sailing Saturday.
R. C SHERRIFF, dramatist, who arrived this '
week from England, left yesterday for Universal i'
City to complete work on the script of "Within i
ThisJ. BURGI
Present".CONTNER, vice-president of Mo-i
tion Picture Camera Supply, left yesterday by j
plane
for the coast on business.
MAUREEN O'SULLIVAN, who recently fin-j
ished work in Metro's "Barretts of Wimpole;
Street", leaves the coast today for New York i
en route to Ireland for a vacation. JOHN ■
FARROW also is Erin-bound, with coast reports
saying they will be married
in Dublin.
RAMON NOVARRO, back
American
tour, leaves shortly

from his South I
for the coast.
|

ALAN DINEHART arrived in New York yes4
terday from the coast by auto and is stopping i
at the Hotel Alamac.

Blank Showing Revivals
Omaha — On request of fans, thd
World, a Blank Tri-States house, is
holding a week's revival of old pictures to be shown along with a single regular feature. The plan is being plugged
as "Old
Favorite
Week."
Continuance
of the
firstrun feature with a daily change of I
second-run pictures is planned providing it catches on this week. TriStates will attempt it over its entire circuit if the idea clicks.

Fox Buys John Erskine Story
Libery Closes Deals
"Bachelor of Arts," current John
Budd Rogers, general sales man- Erskine
novel, has been bought by
ager of Liberty Pictures, has closed
deals for the entire program of Fox.
eight Liberty features with the
Fredro Theater, Detroit, the Genesee, Saginaw, and the Rex, Three
Rivers.
Filming Stratosphere Flight
Chicago — A local camera crew
has been assigned by Monogram to
cover the stratosphere flight for use
in "Murder in the Stratosphere." in
which liamMonogram
will feature WilCagney.
Roxy Previews
Earlier
Thursday night previews at the
Roxy will be shown about 45
minutes earlier starting tonight.
They will go on at about 11 P. M.
instead of close to midnight.

Contest Winner Goes West
R. A. McGuire of Warner's 111
R. A. McGuire, assistant to H. H.
Isabelle Coffey. 17-year-old BufDoherty, Warner's auditor of exfalo girl who won the recent perchanges, is fighting an attack of
sonality-talent contest staged in Attonsilitis. He has been out for two
lantic City by the 45th National
weeks.
Grotto Convention, will leave for
Hollywood today.
Von Tilzer for Vitaphone Short
Harry Von Tilzer, famous com"Jane Evre"
poser of popular songs, has been W'bwctrm
Bureau atM Keith's
THE FIJV Wash'n
DAILY
signed by Sam Sax to make a oneWashington
—
Monogram's
reel Vitaphone short at the Brook- Eyre" has been booked to play "Jane
firstlyn Vitaphone studio.
run at the RKO Keith theater.

If you
nave anything

to SAY
or
SELL to 1 500
independent
exhibitors . . .
use the 15th annual
CONVENTION
JOURNAL

AlLI[DToHwE^sEofN.J.Inc.
SUITE 306

NEW

•

HOTEL LINCOLN

YORK

CITY

The Convention will be held
em August 22, 23. 24 at the
Ritz Carlton Hotel in Atlantic City. The Journal will be
mailed to 1500 exhibitors on
August 16.

TREASURE!
Coast Preview of M-G-M's
"Treasure Island" starring Wallace Beery, Jackie Cooper with
Lionel Barry mo re! Never such
cheers in a theatre! It's a treasure
and a pleasure. Just one of the
M-G-M life-savers of the summer.
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EXPLOITETTES

TIMELYJOPICS
Writer Finds Films

Smash Ballyhoo for
"Navy" in Atlantic City

To Blame for Crusade

W/ELL, we've gotten ourselves
into a nice mess again,
haven't we? Got all the
churches down on us like a pile ■
of bricks, stirred up all the old
censorships and prohibitions
possible. Already every studio
is in a panic of fear, afraid to
buy this story, shelving that,
beginning to operate with tied
hands. I do not believe nor
concede that the motion pictures
have been immoral. But I do
know that they have been increasingly and senselessly vulgar. I do not believe the religious people of this country do or
will object to vital, adult problems handled with taste, honesty and sound judgment as
screen dramas. But they cannot
be blamed for objecting to
cheap, common and vulgar presentation of fundamental facts
of life. I say that this avalanche has come down upon our
heads because we have kept
flinging vulgarity and indecency
in the faces of audiences until
they rebelled. I say that if we
will stop that sort of filthy
comedy and of 10-20-30 sex junk
the intelligent people of this
country will permit us to make
any story that deals finely and
honestly with any problem that
can be considered fit for public
presentation. Why is it that
things which in a drama would
never pass our own Hollywood
censorship — the all-important
Hays office — are freely allowed
to reach the screen in comedies?
Anything for a laugh. Anything is all right as long as it
is supposed to be in the spirit
of fun. That seems to have
been our creed. Yet surely it
is more dangerous to make picture audiences feel that adultery, drunkenness or any indecency are after all nothing but
laughing matters. Over and
over a whole picture has been
lowered in tone, has been
marred by a few sequences that
didn't belong in it but were
supposed
"comedyof relief."
And overto abe period
years
this has accumulated to lower
the entire tone of the picture
output and to give a bad impression of vulgarity, carelessness and insolent disregard for
the canons of good sense, good
taste and common decency.
Surely we can sacrifice questionable laughs to keep our
great art free from the iron
bands of censorship, which no
matter how nobly and intelligently it starts always ends by
becoming narrow, stupid and
ill-advised.
— Adela Rogers St. Johns
in N. Y. American.
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IF YOU are looking for a novelty in the way of entertainment we recommend
(now don't laugh at the
idea that anything novel can be found on the airwaves)
we recommend Major Bowes' Amateur Nite on WHN every
Tuesday eve
the Major is discovering some great talent
the other nite he had a couple of singers who were sensay-shu-nal . , here is comedy, burlesque, pathos, and even
a li'l tragedy when some poor dumb cluck is yanked off the air
without ceremony all delightfully informal
it's looming up as one of the biggest attractions on the air

•
•
• A PRESSBOOK that is comparable with some of
the best put out by any of the major producers
that we
can
truthfully
say
for
Monogram's
"Jane
Eyre"
smash art cover in silver and blue . and not one word with
of blaha
in the entire book . . . straight merchandising ideas Selling Copy
one of the neatest pressbooks thus far turned
out by the Craft Shop of George Harvey
where they take
the time to specialize on each individual job

• • • A NEW pastime for the film fans
as well as
the girls and boys engaged in the film biz
started by the
"Morning Post" of London picking the films that influenced
the course of the motion picture art
"The Era" follows it
up with a much more carefully selected list of these "Milestones" in film history
as follows
"Quo Vadis,"
"Queen Elizabeth," "Birth of a Nation," "Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse," "Cabinet of Dr. Caligari," "Robin Hood," "The
Last Laugh," "Warning Shadows," "Potemkin," "Atonement of
Gosta Berling," then coming to the talkies "The
Desert Song," "All Quiet on the Western Front," "Congress
Dances," "Cavalcade," "Sous les Toits de Paris," "The Private
Life of Henry the Eighth"
come to think of it
there are few pix that have added anything really revolutionary
in production and most of these mentioned come in that
classification try and think of some others

• • • AN ARTISTIC picture is the result of a thing
beautifully photographed, rather than a beautiful thing photographed Wellington Mack, one of the few men engaged
in the limited profession of writing comedy pantomime for
circus clowns, has been signed by P. A. Powers for the ttaff
of ComiColor Cartoons
Howard S. Cullman of the Roxy
had luncheon the other day with Mr. and Mrs. James Roosevelt
and Mr. Roosevelt's sister-in-law, Barbara
Cushing
...
•
•
• IT HAS Ken Hallam of RKO Radio all upset
he wired Frank Buck in Chicago that a chewing gum manufacturer guaranteed Frank 600 berries every week for 26
weeks
just to use his name on a chewing gum brand .
and Frank hasn't even taken the trouble to answer! (he
mug is makin' so much dough on his radio broadcast and the
Wild
looks Animal
like the Show
peanutsat the. .World's Fair that the offer probably

•
•
• ON THE
Borden's radio program
Thursday
the
time will be devoted exclusively to Warners' "Dames"
Elmer McGovern is directing "Forward America" for Frank C.
Wilson
We walked in on that demon publicity man, Mike
Glutz, as he started another big job
"Get my box of rubber
stamps," he yelled to his assistant, "I gotta write another
Press Book!"

«

«

«

»

»

»

of the most
exploitationeffective
campaigns ever

put over in Atlantic City was
that engineered by Sid Blumenstock, advertising and publicity
chief for the Seashore Amusement Co., under the supervision
of Herb Copelan, Warner zone
manager in this territory, in
conjunction with the showing of
"Here Comes the Navy" at the
Warner Theater here. The advertising and publicity campaign was started four days in
advance. The town was thoroughly papered with 24-sheets
on the picture way in advance,
in addition to an extensive coverage with window displays.
The beach was covered all the
way to Ocean City by the effective use of a bannered airplane,
more than 200,000 jeople on the
local beaches viewed this aerial
display. The theater tied up
with Stanley Joy Amusement
Hour for a plug over the radio
a week in advance. On the
Boardwalk and Main Street,
Sid had a mechanical man parade in a wheel chair. When
he was not in front of the theater, he paraded the thoroughfares, attracting a large crowd.
A huge blowup of a ship was
placed in a prominent store
window on the boardwalk.
7,500 heralds were inclosed in
"Liberty" magazines distributed
on city tour buses, and placed
in hotel lobbies and in guest
boxes. 10,000 were given out
at trains, buses, and to autos
arriving in the city. All jitneys carried cards in windows,
while 30 carried large cards on
front. Signal flags, anchors,
ropes, etc., were borrowed from
the local Coast guard for advance lobby and used in current
front. Flags and pennants
were rented for the marquee.
A gold on green valance reading "World Premiere" was used.
Paper napkins imprinted with
a plug for the picture were
supplied to Boardwalk restaurants near the theater. Lively and
colorful naval atmosphere featured the distinctive front and
lobby displays.
— Warner, Atlantic City.
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SHOUTINGS
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WE'LL STRING A

Leading exhibitors of the United States and Canada, representing 1500 theatres, tell Paramount:
executives of their confidence in forthcoming product.
In this group are:
First Row:

Nathan

Goldstein, Springfield, Mass.; Ralph Branton, Omaha;

John Balaban, Chicago;

M. A. Lightman, Memphis; Adolph Zukor; Emanuel Cohen; Carl Hoblitzelle, Dallas; Sam Dembow,
Jr.; N. L. Nathanson, Canada; M. B. Comerford, Scranton; Harry Nace, Phoenix.
Second Row:

H. L. Kincey,

Charlotte;

J. R. Blank, Des Moines; George

Zeppos, Wheeling;

Bob

LEADING EXHIBITO
STATES AND CANADA
,n

ONC WITH YOU
Mw< sEk
■•■•'

%

»

-
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Wilby, Alabama & Tennessee; Bob O'Donnell, Dallas; George J. Schaefer; P. IC. Jc!:rsston, Dallas;
Hunter Perry, Charlottesville; J. Clemmens, Beaumont; Louis Marcus, Salf Lcko Cliy.
Third Row: W. K. Jenkins, Atlanta; Col. Lucas, Savannah; Barney Balaban, Chiccgo; E. V. Richards,
New Orleans; John Friedl, Minneapolis; A. H. Blank, Des Moines; Marty Mullin, Boston; Sam
Pinanski, Boston; Harold Robb, Dallas; M. Ruben, Chicago; Carl L:nz, Dallas; E. Rowley, Little Rock.
Back Row:

Carl Bamford, Asheville.
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Only players that are reaching

A E

WEST

2

pictures • • • "Gentlemen's

Choice" ♦ • • and

one

other

O

pictures • ♦ ♦"The Scarlet Empress," with John Lodge, Sam
Jaffe, Louise Dresser. Directed by Josef Von Sternberg • • •
and one other as yet untitled

Q

pictures, including Cecil B. De Mitle's "Cleopatra"* ."Are Men
Worth It?". « 'The Gilded Lily", with Gary Grant and a star cast

A

pictures^ including "Now and Forever," with Carole Lombard
and Shirley Temple • • • "Lives of a Bengal Lancer," with
Richard Arlen, Katherine De Mille, Cary Grant and Sir Guy

marlene

I E T R I C

HHHHI^HHI
elaudette

COLBERT

ii^i^^HBHBH
GARY

COOPER

H^HHHH^HH
BING

Standing • • ♦ "20 Hours by Air," with Carole Lombard
another picture to be announced

and

CROSBY

O

pictures, including "She Loves Me Not," with Miriam Hopkins,
Kitty Carlisle, Lynne Overman, Warren Hymer. •■ ."Here Is My
Heart," with Kitty Carlisle • '• ."Sailor Beware" with a star cast

G.

FIELDS

O

pictures, including "Mississippi," with Lanny Ross and Evelyn
Venable ...
"Love Thy Neighbor" • • • "Back
Porch"
with a cast to be selected

C ARY

GRANT

A

pictures, including "Ladies Should Listen," with Frances Drake,
Edward Everett Horton, George Barbier, Charles Ray ...

■HHHHHi^l

W.

"Lives of a Bengal Lancer/'. . ."Eyes of the Eagle," with
Frances Drake ... and one other

MIRIAM
charles

HOPKINS

LAUGHTON

if

it's

..."She

I

Loves Me

Not," with

Bing

Crosby; and

other pictures

picture ... Harry Leon Wilson's hilarious classic "Ruggles of
Red Gap," with Charlie
Ruggies, Mary Boland. Directed by
- Leo McCarey

PARAMOUNT

PICTURE

STAR LIST U HOT
the peak of popularity.

make these Pictures in 1934-35
and

carole

L O

B A

A

pictures, including "Now and Forever/'with Gary Cooper
Shirley TempJe • • •"Rhumba," with George Raft • • •"Case
Against Mrs. Ames," with Lee Tracy • • • "20 Hours by Air,"
with Gary Cooper

JOE

PENNE

I

"College
Rhythm,"
with Lanny
Ross, Richard
Arlen,
Morrison, Lyda Roberti. Directed by Elliott Nugent

GEORGE

"RAFT

LANNY

ROSS

SYLVIA
LEE

SIDNEY
TRACY

CHARLIE RUGGLES
ft MARY BOLAND
BETTY

t ' S

t h

BOOP

best

Joe

A

pictures, including "Limehouse Nights," with Anna May
Wong and Montague Love • • •"Rhumba,"with Carole Lombard
• • • "One Night Stand," with Ben Bernie and one other
picture to be announced

Q

pictures, including "College Rhythm," with Joe Penner, Jack
Oakie, Lyda Roberti, George Barbier • • • "Mississippi," with
W. C Fields . . ."Big Broadcast of 1935"

3

pictures, including "Desire"* • • and two others to be announced

O

pictures, including "Case Against Mrs. Ames," with Carole
Lombard • • »"You Belong to Me," with Helen Mack and Lynne
Overman • • •"Lemon
Drop Kid," a Damon
Runyon
story

O

pictures including "The Pursuit of Happiness"* • • "People
WillTalk,"with Ida Lupinp& Kent Taylor.. ."LoveThy Neighbor"
with George Burns, Grade Allen, W.C. Fields & Alison Skipworth

12

box office cartoons from the Little Sweetheart of the Screen

12

smash hits from the Sailor King of Short Subjects

o

w

n

town!

*$

PARAMOUNT
M
. . . and the people
ovels

and

Stories

Alice Hegan Rice's famous story and play. One of the
world's most popular and best-loved books. With Pauline
L©rdf W. C. Fields, ZaSu Pitts, Evelyns Venable and Kent
Taylor, Directed by Norman Taurog.

"LIVES
BENGAL

OF
LANCER

RUGGLES

OF

Francis Yeats-Brown's best-selling book. Fiimed as a
gigantic panorama of life, love and thrilling adventure
in mysterious India. With Gary Cooper, Gary Grant,
Richard Aden, Frances Drake and Sir Gyy Standing.
Directed by Henry Hathaway.

Harry Leon Wilson's hilarious classic, read by millions of
Saturday Evening Post readers and favorite novel of
thousands. With a cast headed by Charles laughton,
Charlie Ruggles, Mary BoSand and Sir Guy Standing.
Directed by Leo McCarey.

GAP'

RED

TheCASE AGAINST
MRS.
AMES

"20 HOURS

Arthur Somers

Roche's famous

By Frank Dazey and Bogart Rogers, famous war ace and
flyer. This story will soon be read by millions of people
as a sensational serial in Liberty Magazine. Gary Cooper

BY AIR

and Carole Lombard

LEMON

DROP

KID

"SHOE

THE

WILD

MARE'

story that 5,000,000

people avidly read in the recent issues of Collier's. With
Lee Tracy and Carole Lombard. Director to be selected.

will co-star in this picture.

By Damon Runyon, the most popular writer in motion
pictures today. With Lee Tracy and Helen Mack.

Gene Fowler's best-selling novel. With Henry Wilcoxon,
Roscoe Karns and a cast of skilled players, to be selected.

The exciting McCall's Magazine story by Stephen
Morehouse Avery. The interest of thousands of enthusiastic readers caused us to purchase this story and put it
on the screen. A large cast of stellar players will be
headed by Sir Guy Standing.

E

T'

Myteaf STORIES
to put in them!
Broadway's Biggest Plays

■SKUNK

ursu/f of

Unanimously chosen as the year's most hilariou's comedy.
300 performances to date, and all of them S. R. O.! As
a picture it will star Bing Crosby and Miriam Hopkins,
with Kitty Carlisle, Lynne Overman, George Barbier
Warren Hymer. Directed by Elliott Nugent.

THE

PURSUIT
HAPPINESS"

OF

Another big Broadway hit. 28 weeks, 250 performances
— all of them capacity. With Francis Lederer, Joan
Bennett, Charlie Ruggles, Mary Boland, Walter
Kingsford, Grace Bradley, Miner Watson. Directed by

Ralph Murphy.

SAILOR

BEWARE

30 weeks, 290 performances. One of the most uproarious comedies of all times. This will be seen on the screen
as a comedy with music, starring Bing Crosby.

One

ALL THE

of the most successful musical comedies

of the

' nt

year. Enjoyed long runs both in New York and Chicago.
Recently bought for Jack Oakie, Carl Brisson, and Kitty
Carlisle, the combination that scored such a big success

KING'S HORSES1

in Earl Carroll's "Murder at the Vanities".

THE MILKY

WAY

Broadway's Spring sensation — the play that made an
overnight success in New York. Just purchased as a
special vehicle for Jack Oakie who will be supported by
Helen Mack, Grace Bradley, Fred MacMurray.

••■• L /*

Karel Capek's brilliant play which scored such a hit in
New York when produced by the Theatre Guild several
years ago. Made into an amazing spectacular production. With an all-star cast. Directed by Mitchell Leisen.

HER
MASTER'S

VOICE
L

7
CtAUDETTE COLBERT, WARREN
HENRY WILCOXON

_ -

'There's a laugh in practically every line', says Robert
Benchley in the New Yorker. Played 220 performances
to packed houses this year. Cast to be selected.

>
WIILIAM

Keith, Joseph Schildkrout, C. Aubrey Smith,
jerlrude Michael and 8000 supporting player:

/■/.'■
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COMPOSERS' SOCIETY
DENIES GETTING FEES
(Continued from

Page

1)

Thursday, July 26, 1934

40 MUSICAL FEATURES
m "LOTS"
froWILK
TTLEBy RALPH
A LIHOLLYWOOD

Liberty production, "Without Children," suggested by Mrs. Wilson
C. has
FLIPPEN,
Broadway
JJAY
edian,
been signed
by Foxcomfor Woodrow's
story, "The Eyes of
"Marie Galante", now in work. Youth." Gertrude Orr has written
Michael Lark and Robert Gleckler
are other additions to the cast.
the the
screen
"Without
is
last play.
feature
of the Children"
series of
r
T
T
eight announced by Liberty for the
Wid Gunning, former producer current season.
▼ T T
and former New York and Hollywood trade press editor, has been
added to the Monogram writing
Walter Pitkin, author of "Life Begins At Forty,"
present
staff by Robert Welsh, executive the Fox
studios will
whenbe his
book atis
producer. Welsh also has assigned
presented before the cameras. Will
Paul Malvern to produce "The Mys- Rogers will star in the picture ditery Man," from the novel by Albert
rectly upon his return from a world
Payson Terhune, scheduled to start
tour early in October, and William
Aug. 15.
Conselman is now at work on the
screen play.
r
T
T
T
T
T
Walter Connolly, Columbia featured player, has been assigned to
Ben Taggart and Wade Boteler
were assigned this week to roles in
"The CaptainT Hates
▼ the
T Sea."
"Among the Missing," which Albert
AVarner-First National have Rogell is directing for Columbia.
awarded a long-term extension of Richard Cromwell, Henrietta Cros
"Third,
concernec1
should
know because
the actualalltruth
of the contract to Pat O'Brien, who is cur- man and Billie Seward head the cast
rently working for the affiliated which includes Pat O'Malley, Ed
reasons for collecting this charge
Walk."
Keane, Arthur Hohl and Ivan Simpand where the money goes after il studios in "Flirtation
son.
T ▼ T
is collected."
T Y ▼
Frank Mitchell and Jack Durant
Mills added that ASCAP collect- have been signed by Fox for feaWhile playing a leading role in
anc'
exhibitors,
oneforfeethefrom
only is
tured roles in "365 Nights In Holly- Fox's "Trapped," which is the new
that
public
performance
wood." George Marshall will direct Rosemary Ames picture in work,
profit of the copyright works o' the picture, which was written for Victor Jory is also playing the leao
for members.
its
'he screen by William Conselman in the Pasadena Playhouse revival
ard Henry Johnson. Alice Faye
will be co-starred with James Dunn. of "The Virginian."

it of any instance in which the
statement is made that 'scort
charges' are collected for its benefit— and it will immediately require
a retraction of such misinformation.
"ASCAP hopes that the producers
of sound pictures who have billed
exhibitors for so-called 'score
charges' will promptly now make a
clear public statement to exhibitor?
of just what this item covers. We
think that should be done:
"First, because we are sure the
producers do not officially desire
that their object in making this
charge shall be camouflaged undei
false colors, and
"Second, because we understand
the exhibitors generally believe that
under this heading they have be
come the victims of excessive prof
iteering, and

Rosenblatt to Aid
Coast Arbitrations
(Continued from Pane

1)

direct to the Adtees which report
ministrator. He will also look into
the functioning of local boards on
the coast. Among cities he will
visit will be San Francisco, Sill
Lake City, Omaha and Chicago.

T

T

▼

T

Dudley Digges, Donald Crisn and
David Torrence have been added to
fhe cast of "What Everv Woman
Knows," which will be Helen Hayes's
next starring vehicle at the MetroGoldwyn-Mayer studios.

▼

T

T

Henrietta Crosman will nlay a
orominent role in the Mary Roberts
Rinehart story, "State Versus Elinoi
Norton," which goes into nroductioii
Boston Theater Closes
next week at Fox, with Claire Trevor ps Ihe leading player. Hamilton
Boston — The Washington Theatei
MacFadden will direct the picture
j has been closed by Simon Rudnick, and the leading male roles will be
Archie Goodman was managei. It is
assumed by Norman Foster, Hugli
reported that Ben Wolansky, who is Williams and Gilbert Roland.
T
T
T
part owner of the Globe and Stuart,
will take over the house. Ben Stein
M. H. Hoffman has engaged William Nigh to direct the forthcoming
probably will have charge of the
theater in that event, extending his
Erpi Roadshowine; Feature
present authority.

On Rise of Civilization

BIG
NEWS
AS
SEEN
BY
THE PRESS
AGENT
"Mae
West
h
fluffy negligees
one every mormr
is served
in her
dines on a pink
PARAMOUNT.
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is more
than a dozen
and wears
a different
g for breakfast,
wh ch
boudoir
while
she resatin chaise

lounge." —

from

Page
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within the next few weeks and plans
"all for bookings in a majority of
he country's larger institutions of
learning by the end of the year. The
picture, basically educational in nature, required more than three
years to complete and utilizes mate
rial obtained by some 14 exnedition=
to Egypt, Palestine, Syria, Iraq.
Persia and other ancient locations.
Dr. James H. Breasted, archaeologist, historian and director of the
Oriental Institute, supervised the
"roduction, with his son. Charle0
Breasted, handling direction and
n"rration.

▼

T

Brown, directing
forMelMonogram,
notified "Redhead"
Hollywood
police the other day that a billfold
containing $200 in cash and several
checks had been stolen out of his
pocket while the company was on
location in a Hollywood
park.

PLANNED FOR 1934-35
(Continued from Page

1)

four on its list, plus a remake in
sound of "The Student Prince" just
announced yesterday. Warner-First
National also are down for five, with
Paramount and RKO Radio Pictures
announcing four each. Universal
plans three, Columbia two, and Reliance, Samuel Goldwyn, Monogram.
Majestic and Mascot are each down
for one.
Foreign productions will add a
few to the total. British International Pictures already has completed "Blossom Time" for release in
this country, with an Amkino release also among the musical importations in prospect.

7 More Representatives
Join Mundus Sales Staff
{Continued

from

Page

1i

company's
27 feature
productions
throughout the United States.
Latest additions include: Arthur
Abeles, in New York; Rubin Brenner, Philadelphia; Moe J. Gould
Pittsburgh; Harvey Schneider,
Washington; Herman Booth, Cincinnati; Moe Geiger, Cleveland, and M.
S. Epstein in Los Angeles.

Famous Players Canadian
Cites Improved Position

Toronto — It is pointed out by
famous Players Canadian Corp.
;hat economical administration of
"In Caliente," with Dolores De' its business has been the most imRio in the leading role, w'll be
factor in the company's
placed in production at the Warner oortant
ability to maintain payment of instudios in California next month
terest
on
its bonds through the def'cording to advices from the Coast.
pression, when revenues
showed
The story, whose scene is laid in the
famous Mexican border resort, has videspread declines from the previous peak years.
It is stressed that
been
written The
by Jerry
Wald and
Erickson.
supporting
castCar'is he depression period has been one
of
special
strain
for
now being arranged. Much of the and that the companyfilmin companies
1933 was
picture
Caliente. will be filmed on location al able to add close to $100,000 to surplus account, and that, with the
elimination of common stock diviFourth Nebraska Exhib
dends should
in 1932,be the
corporation's
plus
further
enlargedsurin
Joins in Suing Majors
the
present
year.
(Continued from Page 1)

Film Board of Trade and major
distributing companies. Kremer is
asking $61,500, damages, alleging
"unlawful trade practices," uringincthe total being asked along with
three other exhibitors to $217,500
The other plaintiffs, G. G. Griffin of
Plattsmouth, C. N. Robinson of Blair
and Eric Wesselman of Pierce, filed
suits Saturday asking a total of
$156,000 because of zoning schedule
enforcement.

SHOW-

REMINDER
MAN'S
crowds.
Sell

your

programs

to

the

beach
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REVIEWS
Richard

Tauber

"BLOSSOM

with Jane
B. I. P.

in

Matheson

TIME"

"THE GREAT

Baxter

88 mins.

THOROUGHLY ENJOYABLE AND ELEGANTLY MOUNTED PRODUCTION OF
SCHUBERT OPERETTA WITH GENERAL
APPEAL.
British International Pictures has turned
out an elaborate and altogether pleasing
sound version of the popular Franz Schubert musical romance. The picture is excellently cast and strong on production
values. Richard Tauber is ideally fitted
for the role of Schubert and Jane Baxter
is especially winsome as Vicki, the dancing
teacher's daughter who is the composer's
inspiration but who is in love with a handsome young officer. How Schubert suppresses his own love for the girl and works
to bring about her marriage with the officer, bygaining the consent of the Duchess
whose own unrealized love affair in youth
has made her sympathetic and understanding, gives the story its romantic motivation. Because of its big stage success and
the continued popularity of its melodies,
there is a wide potential audience for this
picture, and its wholesome nature should
get it unanimous support.
Cast: Richard Tauber, Jane Baxter, Carl
Esmond, Athene Seyler, Paul Graetz,
Charles Carson, Edward Chapman, Lester
Matthews, Gibb McLaughlin, Cecil Ramage.
Director, Paul L. Stein; Screen Play, Dialogue and Lyrics, Franz Schulz, John Drinkwater, Roger Burford, G. H. Clutham;
Cameramen, Otto Kanlurak, Bryan Langley;
Recording Engineers, B. Cock, A. E. Rudolf;
Editor, Leslie Norman.
Direction, Smooth.

"FOR LOVE

of FEATURES

Photography, Fine.

OR MONEY"

British & Dominions
64 mins.
LIVELY LITTLE COMEDY OF HIGH
FINANCE AND LOVE HAS ORIGINAL
PLOT THAT
HOLDS SUSPENSE.
This British production gets off to a
rather slow start but gradually picks up
and finishes as a very original little comedy
offering. Robert Donat is the youth who
suddenly finds himself the possessor of one
hundred thousand dollars in bank notes
that have been shoved in his satchel by
a thief escaping from the police. A youth
of good family, he finds himself working
as a mechanic for the lighting company
during the depression. He comes to the
home of a financially embarrassed financier
to turn off the electric lights, and along
with the daughter of the family discovers
the money in his work kit. This situation
allows the girl's father to use the youth
and the money to promote a big business
deal with three financiers by merely having the young man show the banknotes
as evidence that a lot of capital is already
subscribed. Works out into some very
funny complications before it is discovered
that the banknotes are counterfeit. But
by that time the stock has all been subscribed bythe three astute business men.
Cast: Robert Donat, Edmund Gwenn,
Wendy Barrie, Cliff Weatherly.
Director, Zoltan Korda; Authors, Anthony
Gibbs, Dorothy Greenbill; Screen Play,
same; Cameraman, Robert G. Martin.
Direction, Good
Photography, Very Good

Lang

and SHORTS

in

DEFENDER"

B. I. P.
70 mins.
GOOD MURDER DRAMA WITH SUSPENSEFUL PLOT AND FINE PERFORMANCE BY MATHESON LANG AS NOTED
LAWYER.
With the action dominated by Matheson
Lang, in the role of a famous barrister
who specializes in hopeless cases when he
is convinced of the innocence of the accused, this is a consistently absorbing
murder mystery from the British International Pictures studios. The victim is an
artist's model, who is playing several men
at the same time, including her married
employer and a poor young engineer. Suspicion is centered on the artist. His wife,
who was about to divorce him for neglect,
comes to his aid and commits perjury to
establish an alibi for him on the night of
the murder. She also induces the famous
lawyer, out of a love that he has always
had for her, to take the case, although his
doctor has warned him that his health
can't stand it. After a series of keen legal
maneuvers and dramatic courtroom scenes
that lead to discovery of the murderer,
the lawyer is stricken and dies.
Cast: Matheson Lang, Margaret Bannerman, Arthur Margetscn, Richard Bird, Sam
Livesey, Jeanne Stuart, Lawrence Hanray,
Frank Atkinson, 0. B. Clarence, Mary Jerrold, J. Fisher White, Hal Gordon, Denier
Warren, Kathleen Harrison, Gladys Hamer,
Robert Horton, Alec Fraser, Jimmy Gcdden
Director, Thcmas Bentley; Author, John
Hastings Turner; Screen Play, John Hastings Turner, Marjcrie Deans, Paul Perez;
Cameraman, John J. Ccx ; Recording Engineer, D. Howells.
Direction, Gocd
Photography, Good.

"ORO

Y PLATA"

("Gold and Silver")
Inter-Continent Film Corp.
88 mins.
SPANISH DIALOGUE FILM UNFOLDS
ROMANTIC TALE WITH GOOD EMOTIONAL PUNCH.
A familiar story but given a slightly
different twist, this picture is well-produced and works up nicely to a number
of emotional highspots. Adolfo Giron,
pleasure-loving scion of a wealthy Mexican,
is sent by his father to take charge of
his mines, but warned to avoid a local
rancher with whom the father had long
been feuding. Adolfo falls in love with
Carmen Guerrero, daughter of the rancher,
seduces her and returns to the city. She
writes telling him that their child is soon
to be born. Adolfo's father compliments
his son for having avenged his feud and
engages several attractive women to divert
his son's mind from Carmen. Hearing one
of these use the same words of undying
devotion that Carmen had used, Adolfo
decides, over his father's objections, that
he will return to her. He does and finds
their child has died. The film ends unwith Adolfo's
death. Adolfo Giron,
Cast: happily
Carmen
Guerrero,
Alfredo Del Diestro, Antonio R. Fraustc,
Julio Villarreal, Domingo Soler, Beatriz
Ramos, Lclita Camarillo, M. A. Ferriz,
Manolo Tamez,
Paco Martinez.
Director, Ramcn Peon; Author, Ladislao
Lopez Negrete; Film Play, L. L. Negrete,
Ramon Peon; Cameraman, Ross Fisher.
Direction, Okay.
Photography, Good.

»

»
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•
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SHORTS
"Tomorrow's Citizens"
Atlas Educational
Film
12 mins.
Interesting
Produced apparently for the purpose of acquainting the public at
large with the great work done by
the Loyal Order of the Moo,se in
bringing up orphans at its institution in Mooseheart, 111., this short
has enough entertainment value to
make it acceptable on programs
generally. Through the medium of
a narrative, the subject shows how
the kids are taken in hand, schooled
taught a trade, etc. Showing of the
film will be through tieups effected
with
Moose.theaters by local orders of the
"Miles per Hour"
Grantland
Rice Sportlight
Paramount
10 mins.
Swell
This interesting release, introduced by Grantland Rice and narrated by Ted Husing, shows various
rates of speed starting with a turtle
race and winding up with the fastest
airplane flight. In the reel are shots
of swimmers, bicycle racers, walkers, horse races, speed boats, skaters, and automobile speeders.
Thy Neighbor"
Max"Love
Fleischer
Screen Song
Clever
Paramount
6 mins.
Good Laugh
The majority of this release is
taken up with a nutty newsreel with
laughable
titles and
very funny
drawings
depicting the characters
and the happenings.
Finally Mary
Small is introduced as a news item.
She sings the title song and the
okay.
bouncing ball does the rest.
It's
"Screen Souvenirs"
Paramount
10 mins.
A Riot
Starting with the street corner
quartette singing "She May have
seen better days" this one grinds
out plenty of old film and with it
a narrative that in itself is a wow.
The bicycle girl of long ago, Mary
Pickford in a touching scene with
Arthur Johnson and other very
funny clips.

THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
BOOK
Today: Cleveland Motion Picture Exhibitors
Ass'n initiation of new quarters in Film
Building, Cleveland.
Aug. 1-24: Second International Exposition of
Cinematographic Art, Venice, Italy.
Aug. 6: Adjourned hearing on offer of LoewWarner interests for Fox Metropolitan Playhouses, before Federal Judge Mack, Woolworth Building, New York.
Aug. 22-24: Allied Theater Owners of New
Jersey convention, Atlantic City.
Sept. 16; North Dakota Allied meeting, Mandan, N. D.

FILM DAILY
REFERENCE . .
ROOKS ARE .
STANDARD .
IN THE....
INDUSTRY. . .
THAT'S WHY
THE COMING
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of Code Dues for Producers,

1)

schedule, which in their case was
not officially announced until yesterday.
Complete breakdown of code costs
on independent producers, distributors and exchanges, in addition to
assessments of major producers anc
distributors was released yesterday
by the Code Authority. Combined
assessments amount to $180,000, the
same as assessed exhibitors, making
a total of $360,000 for the year.
The figure was approved by Sol A
Rosenblatt, deputy administrator,
on April 13. All major companies
with the exception of Columbia anc'
Universal are assessed $20,000 e
year. Columbia and Universal pay
$15,000. Total assessment of the
majors amounts to $150,000.
Total assessment of the independent producers and distributors is
$30,000. In his letter to Rosenblatt
outlining the proposed assessments,
John C. Flinn, executive secretary
of the Code Authority, stated that
W. Ray Johnston, president of
Monogram, was sought for advice
on the allocations and that the assessments are based on Johnston's
report. No independent producer,
distributor or exchange that has not
signed the code is included in the
list.
Independents are listed in three
groups. Sixteen producers in Group
1 to pay $11,100 a year, 57 produc
ers in Group 2 to pay $13,680 and
Group 3 of independent or state
right exchanges to pay $15,840. The
t^t^l amounts to $40,620, leaving a
shrinkage in miscellaneous producers and .smaller independent exchanges, which may not pay regularly, of $10,620.
All producer, distributor and exchange assessments may be protested up to Aug. 6. Protests must be
to Rosenblatt and not to the Code
Authority.
Breakdown of independent assessments by groups is as follows:
Producers Group 1
$1,500 a year — Monogram.
$900 a year — Majestic and Mascot.
$600 a year — Liberty, Invincible,
Chesterfield, Walt Disney, Educational, International Newsreel Corp..
Sol Lesser, Movietone News, National Screen Service, Pathe News.
Hal Roach, Charles Rogers, Van
Beuren Company.
Producers Group 2
$240 a year — H. W. Auten, Chester Beecroft, Wm. Berke, Bray,
Charles
Chaplin,
Cinelog,
Elmer
First on Financial Report
The Motion Picture Code Authority
will be the first code authority in the
United States to present an audited
financial report to the NRA in Washington. At today's meeting of the
Code Authority, John C. Flinn will
present to the body his initial financial
report as secretary of the Code Authority. The report has been audited
by Price, Waterhouse
& Co.

Teachers

Urge

Selected

Programs

for Children

Most frequent suggestion made by about 1,000 school teachers who have responded
to the motion picture study being conducted by John S. Roberts, associate superintendent of schools in New York, is that theaters give children's programs made up of
films specifically approved for the purpose by qualified persons not necessarily teachers.
The schools do not intend to set themselves up as censors of films, says Dr. Roberts,
who will continue his survey through the summer and make a report in the fall to
the superintendent of schools.

Clifton, Warren Doane, Douglas
Fairbanks, F. & M. Stageshows,
Futter Corp., Ltd., General Film
Productions, Ltd., Edw. Halperin,
Hollywood Pictures Co., Ideal, General Layman, Lou Lewens, Harold
Lloyd, Moser & Terry, Premier Attractions, Raspin, Remington, Grantland Rice, Screenart, Wm. Sistrom,
West Coast Service Studios, W. A.
Films, Chenowith Film Co. (Omaha), Nelson Edwards (Baltimore),
Lang Film Co., Lynn Shores, Mentone, National Cinema Service (St.
Louis), Olympia Macri Productions.
Photocrom,
Strickland Industrial.
Miscl. Importers, Exporters and
Producers — National Screen, Hollywood, Ameranglo, Principal Distr.
Co., Hollywood, Amity, Astor,
Celebrity, Edited, Educational, Empey, Gaumont, World-Wide, German-American, Paul Goldman, Ideal
Sound Studios, Mayfair, Modern
Film Sales, UFA, Wm. Vogel, W.
Von Bechtalshein.
Group 3
Proposed assessments of independent exchanges per month:
First Division Exchanges — New
York, $36; Albany, $6; Buffalo, $12;
Boston, $18; Philadelphia, $12;
Washington, $6; Pittsburgh, $12;
Cleveland, $12; Cincinnati, $12.
Sheffield Film Exchanges — Denver, $6; Salt Lake City, $6; Portland, $6; Seattle, $6.
Monogram Pict. Corp. of Ohio —
Cleveland, $12; Cincinnati, $12.
Majestic Pictures— Cleveland, $12;
Cincinnati, $12.
Security Pictures, Inc. — Chicago,
$12; Indianapolis, $6; Milwaukee,

Majestic
Kansas
City. & Security Pictures,
Midwest
Kansas City.Film Distributors, Inc.,
Majestic Film Co., Seattle.
tle.Natl.
Film Exchange, Inc., Seat-

Interstate, (Universal), Philadel-

Lake
City.
Consolidated
Film Exchange, Salt

$18 a Month
phia.
ton.Franklin Productions, Inc., Bos-

Majestic Pictures, Salt Lake City.
Aztecs Film Distr. Co., San Antonio.

Hollywood
Films Corp., Boston.
ton.American Feature Film Co., BosMauley & Brown, Inc., Cleveland.
Selected Pictures Co., Cleveland.
las.
Adams Film Exchange, Inc., DalIndependent Film
Dallas.

Distributors,

las.Majestic Pictures Co., Inc., DalMonarch Pictures Co., Detroit.
Interstate Film Co. (Universal),
Wash., D. C.
Preferred, Philadelphia.
Hollywood,
Philadelphia.
Graphic Exchanges, Inc., Detroit.
Brill Hurlbut (Majestic), Detroit.
Capitol Film Exchange, Philadel-

Star Film Exchange,
Portland.
ver.
Distinctive Screen Attr'ns, DenHarry Marcus, Denver.
Liberty Film Exchange,
Detroit.
Majestic Pictures, Detroit.
Preferred Pictures, Detroit.
Trio Productions, Inc., Detroit.
Oscar Neufeld, Philadelphia.
Peerless, Philadelphia.
olis.
Capitol Film Exchange, MinneapCelebrated Film Exchange, Minneapolis.
Elliott Film Co,. Minneapolis.
Ideal Pictures Corp., Minneapolis.
Ideal Pictures Corp., Minneapolis.
olis.
Majestic Pictures Co., Minneap-

Monogram Pict. Corp. of Minn.,
Minneapolis.
Gold Medal Film Co., PhiladelMajestic (Silverman), Okla. City.
Monogram
(Okla. City) (Davis),
phia.
Okla.
City.
Majestic, Philadelphia.
Masterpiece
Film
Attractions,
phia.
Square
Philadelphia.
Okla.
City. Deal Film Exchange,
First Division Exchanges, Inc.,
Philadelphia.
Capitol Pictures, Omaha.
Cooperative Film Exchange, San
Security Pictures, Omaha.
Francisco.
Midwest Film Distributing Corp.,
International Film Exchange, San Omaha.
Francisco.
Majestic Pictures, San Francisco.
Majestic of W. Penn., Pittsburgh.
Monarch
Films, Pittsburgh.
Monogram Pictures, Inc., Pittsburgh.

Pinkney Film Service, Pittsburgh.
Majestic Pictures, St. Louis.
Premier Pictures Corp., St. Louis.
Progressive
Pictures
Corp.,
St.
Louis.
All Star Features, Los Angeles.
Co-Operative Film Exchange, Los
Angeles.
Far West Film Exchange,
Los
Arthur C. Bromberg Attractions
Angeles.
—Atlanta, $6; Charlotte, $6; New
Orleans, $6.
Hollywood
Films, Buffalo.
$6.
Capitol Film Exchange (Ellman),
National Screen — - Atlanta, $6; Chicago.
Boston, $18; Chicago, $12; Dallas,
Griever Productions, Chicago.
$6; Los Angeles, $6; Minneapolis.
Cameo
Screen Attractions, Bos$6; Seattle, $6; New York, $36.
ton.
B. N. Judell— Chicago, $12; Indianapolis, $6; Milwaukee, $6; St
$6 a Month
Louis, $6.
Savini Films, Atlanta.
$432 a Year
Amity Pictures, Charlotte.
Hub Film Exchange (J. Myers),
Majestic, (Capital), N. Y. City. Boston.
$288 a Year
N. E. Film Exchange (Jeffrey),
General Picture Exchange, N. Y.
Boston.
Arthur Greenblatt, Inc., N. Y.
Hollywood Film Exchange, N. Y.
Ace Films, Buffalo.
Home State Film Co., Little Rock.
Marcy, N. Y.
Advance
Films, Milwaukee.
New Era, N. Y.
Celebrated Players Film Corp.,
Principal Film Exchange, N. Y.
Syndicate Film Exchange, N. Y. Milwaukee.
Big Feature Rights Corp. — Indianapolis, $6; Louisville, $6.
$6. Standard Film Exchanges — Buffalo, $12; Albany, $6.
Affiliated Producers, Inc. — Atlanta, $6; Charlotte, $6; New Orleans,

Distributors
Midwest Film Co., Milwaukee.
Kansas
City.
Associated
Film Distributors,

First British Gov't Tie-up
London — For the first time in the
history of movie exhibition in this
country, a tie-up was effected with
the English government here, according to Robb Lawson, United
Artists publicity chief for England,
who arranged a lobby exhibit with
the General Post Office in which
telephone equipment was displayed
in the lobby of the theater in connection with the opening, at the
Leicester Square Theater, of "Looking for Trouble," 20th Century production starring Spencer Tracy and
Jack Oakie and released through
United Artists.

Urges

National

Referendum

I. Robert Broder, counsel for the
Association for the Protection and
Freedom of Stage and Screen, last night
denounced censorship and the church
boycott in an address over radio station
WF.VD. Broder demanded abolishment
of the Hays Organization, the disregard of professional reformers, advocated
a national referendum in movie houses
to ascertain the desires of patrons, and
asked for an advisory board of country
leaders, professional men and social
workers. Bishop Francis J. McConnell
defended the church attitude.
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EDUCATION PICTURES
ARE IN BIGGER DEMAND

SAYS FILM DIRECTOR
SHOULD KNOW ART
Rutland, Vt. — Thomas McKay,
manager of M. & P.-Publix Theaters
Hollywood — "You can have Art in
motion pictures without affecting here, is in the hospital, where he
entertainment value and without recently underwent a third operation for stomach trouble.
becoming 'arty' ", was the opinion
expressed to a Film Daily representative by Mitchell Leisen, Paramount director who, for several
Milwaukee — Articles of incorporay>-ars, was engaged as art director
tion have been filed by Garden
on Cecil B. DeMille's productions.
Amusement Co. with J. P. McClusIt is Leisen's contention that a key, Jr., James T. McCluskey, Sr.,
knowledge and use of art media are and L. K. Brin as incorporators. The
absolutely essential to every direc- former is manager and the latter
tor.
operator of the Garden, downtown
house.
"Just like everything else," Leisen said, "its abuse and unskillful
use will hurt any production. In
many cases where a director strives Alfred Werker Casting
to accentuate artistic forms he somePlayers Away from Type
times loses sight of dramatic and
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
entertainment values.
Hollywood
—
Does
an audience deIt is only one of the ingredients
mand from an actor only one type
that go into the making of a motion
of performance, repeated over and
picture and should be no more obtrusive than anything else in the over again in all his pictures ? Or
can the actor deviate from type and
film.
still remain popular?
A thorough knowledge of chiaThese are the questions confrontroscuro, line, form, composition,
ing Alfred Werker, Parmaount dihythm and accent does not necesrector he admitted today. Werker.
sarily mean that the director should
directing
Belong to Me" for
exploit these means for the mys- Paramount, "You
has in his cast two noted
ification of audiences. Many picpersonalities, both of whom will aptures, made both here and in Eupear on the screen in roles vastly
rope, have suffered from just this
different from those for which they
fault. They are fine examples of
have gained fame in the past.
virtuosity, but they leave the aver"Take the case of Lee Tracy,"
ige audience cold.
said Werker when seen on the set
'If a director feels that he has by a Film Daily representative.
mission to shove Art down the
"He's always played the part of a
;hroat of the public, the best way fast-talking rollicking reporter, or
le can do it, as every director barker, and here we have him as a
should, is first learn how automatic- broken-down unhappy vaudeville
illy to use these media in their artist who unwittingly becomes an
iroper places and in judicious idol and example to a little stage
.mounts."
bov.
Mitchell Leisen, who jumped
"In casting Tracy for this part,
undergone considerable crirom Paramount's art department I have ticism
by those who claim that
nto a directorial job, completed as Tracy should never do anything but
is last assignment the filming of his usual rough, fast characters. I
5arl Carroll's "Murder at the Vani- feel, however, that it's like the man
biting the dog — it'll be news if Lee
ies."
Tracy does deviate from type.
"I also have Helen Morgan, who
gained her fame bv sitting on pianos
Mickey Enters Brirranica
and crooning softly, playing a very
Next edition of the Encyclopedia
dramatic role opposite Lee. Of
Brittanica will honor Mickey Mouse
course she sings in the picture but
with an article written by Earl Theisen,
really
when it is demanded in her
honorary curator of Motion Pictures at
the Los Angeles Museum. Meanwhile
part of vaudeville prima donna.
the Brittanica is releasing to its subHelen's public will probably expect
scribers in September a supplement
her atop a piano, singing throughwith an illustrated article entitled
out the picture, but I venture to spy
"The Story of the Animated Cartoon;
from the Phenakistoscope to Mickey
they'll be pleasantly surprised to s( e
her as a very competent and very
Mouse."
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM
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lovely actress."

Dallas — Ralph Warner, assistant
manager of Arcadia theater, has
been named manager of the Jefferson theater in Beaumont. He will
be succeeded here by H. P. Williams.

Denver — Four Warner-First National pictures are currently being
shown in first run theaters here.
These are "Upperworld" at the
pheum; "He Was Her Man" at
Paramount; "Dr. Monica" at
Denver
Aladdin. and "Midnight Alibi" at

Orthe
the
the

Werker pointed to Sylvia Sidney' ;
success
in "Thirty
Day Princess''
as an example
of type-deviation.
"Miss Sidney always had played
extremely dramatic roles," said the
director. "When she came forth as
a light comedienne in 'Thirty Day
Princess' it was a sign of her versatility and, as she herself says, it
gives the audience a more expectant
feeling when they're not sure they're
going to see the same actor in the
same kind of role every time.
Werker himself refuses to direct
pictures that are too similar, fearing "typing" ofafter
himself.
He came
to Paramount
his successful
direction of the great hit, "House
of Rothschild" and his first assignment was "You Belong To Me."

« ontinued from Fane
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annual report made public by M. F.
Leopold, supervising engineer of the
bureau's motion picture production
section.
The bureau at present has 2,517
reels of films in its library for distribution. The large number of letters being received from educational
institutions throughout the country
requesting bookings for the coming
school year indicate that next year's
demand for these pictures will be far
ahead of any other year, says Leopold, who sees a continuation of this
trend as additional schools are being
equipped with projection apparatus.

Wisconsin Labor to Avoid
Disputes in Federal Court
Racine, Wis. — Labor in "Wisconsin will bend every effort to "
remove
^
labor disputes from the federal
courts of the state, according to a
resolution passed unanimously by
the State Federation of Labor convening here. The resolution was
directed specifically against Federal
Judge F. A. Geiger, whose injunotions, including one against picketing of the Rex theater, Sheboygan,
have long been a thorn in the side
of labor.
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and the
up Rth
Above
Floor $6.00
Enjoy bedroom
the comforts
a parlor
and
suite. of...
All
rooms equipped with radio,
combination tub and shower
bath, and running ice water.
Ideal location — adjacent to
shopping, business and theatre
districts.
SWIMMING

POOL AND GYMNASIUM
FREE TO GUESTS

Sinner served in the beautiful
newly $1.00
decorated
Cocoanut
Grove
up.

CORRECTING A WRONG IMPRESSION !!
The-

"SCORE

CHARGE"

ASCAP is informed that many exhibitors are under the impression that
payments made by them to film exchanges or Producers under the above
heading are for the account or credit of ASCAP.
Any such impression is entirely erroneous.
ASCAP has never received, does not now receive, and will not in the
future receive, one single cent of the monies collected from exhibitors under
that heading.
ASCAP has no connection whatever, directly or indirectly, and never
has had, nor any dealings with, any film producer or exchange, except as it
may have licensed the performance in producer-owned theatres of the music
copyrighted by its members.
ASCAP

will be grateful to any exhibitor who will promptly inform it of

any instance in which the statement is made that "score charges" are collected for its benefit — and it will immediately require a retraction of such
misinformation or falsehood.
ASCAP hopes that the producers of sound-pictures who have billed
exhibitors for so-called "score charges" will promptly now make a clear
public statement to exhibitors of just what this item covers. We think this
should be done:
First: Because we are sure the producers do not officially desire that their
object in making this charge shall be camouflaged under false colors, and
Second: Because we understand the exhibitors generally believe that
under this heading they have been the victims of excessive profiteering, and
Third: All concerned should know the actual truth of the reasons for
collecting this charge and where the money goes after it is collected.
Finally — ASCAP collects but one fee — and will never collect but one — for
a given use of the product of its members — the public performance for profit
of their copyrighted musical works.

July 25, 1934.
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All Zoning Appeals Filed to be Heard Locally

MUSIC FEE FOR THEATERS GOING UP
Winfield Sheehan Sees No Curbs on Film Story Subjects
[Public Will Continue
to
Demand Varied Themes,
Says Fox Producer
| Pictures based on all legitimate
subjects, and including crime provided they point to a moral and do
[not glorify sin, will continue to be
demanded by the public, Winfield R.
Sheehan, Fox production chief, stated to Film Daily yesterday upon
his arrival from the coast.
"As in the past, we shall continue
to make (Continued
productions
of this
sort,"
on Page
A)

REHEARINGS DENIED
ON CODE DECISIONS
In a unanimous decision yesterday
he Code Authority decided not to
•eopen the three cases upon which
•ehearings had been requested. The
Authority ruled that in each case
its ruling had been final and the
Jecision will stand.
I Requests for reopening of appeals
Bedded by the Code Authority had
peen made in the cases of Rubin Frels
(Continued

on

Page

4)

Russian Story Added
To Goldwyn Program
West
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Hollywood — "Romance in Moscow," by Vicki Baum and Eugene
Lyons, the latter a United Press
correspondent in Russia for seven
years, has been acquired by Samuel
(Continued

on

Page

4)

Add 12 Westerns
Production of twelve additional westerns in two series of six features starring Jack Perrin and Tom Tyler has
been set by Bernard B. Ray and Harry
Webb, it was said yesterday by William
Steiner. The new series will follow a
group of four Jack Perrin features, the
second of which will be released Sept.
10, and six Tom Tylers, three of which
have already been released.

Czechoslovakia Lifts Ban
Prague — All restrictions against importation of foreign pictures have been
lifted. Unlimited entry of films is
decreed upon payment of a $900 tax.
American distributors are expected to
benefit from
the new
law.

GIANNINI SAYS DRIVE
WON'T DEVITALIZE PIX

Larger Houses to Pay 500% More for Music
Under New Schedule Starting Oct. 1—
E. C. Mills Explains Reasons
By ED HARRISON

Under a new basic rate for computing the annual license
fee charged theaters by the American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers for public performance of copyrighted
music, many theaters will have to pay more than 500 per cent
above the present music fee starting Oct. 1, The Film Daily
learned yesterday.
The new rate is based on the

DAMAGE FROM DUALS
CITED BY GINSBERG

Confidence that the church clean
film campaign will not devitalize
motion pictures was expressed yesterday by Dr. A. H. Giannini
prominent banker and film financier,
in an interview with Film Daily.
"The
church won't be narrow,
est Coast Bureau
of THE
bigoted and puritannical," Giannini
Hollywood — If double
said, "but broad and liberal in its at
titude toward motion pictures. The tinue for another year,

FILM

bills
short

DAILY

consub-

will permit
mo'st insist
subjectsthatto Ject
producers
will be eliminated,
be.hurch
treated
but onwill
according
to Henry
general
manager
of Hal Ginsberg,
Roach Studios,
(Continued
Page 6)
speaking (Continucd
yesterdayon before
the
pubPage 4)

gross of a theater for a single performance calculated at the highest
prevailing admission prices and this
sum must be paid as an annual
license fee by theaters operating
throughout the year and giving 20
or more performances weekly. Thus
a 2,150-seat theater which gave 20
performances weekly and could
gross $1,275 at its top scale during
a single performance would have to
pay a $1,275 annual license fee,
whereas under the ASCAP'S previous rate of 10 cents a seat annually, the license charge was $215.
Theaters playing 19 performances

Miss. Exhibs Plan Fund
(Continued
on Page 6)
For Fight on State Tax Wide-Angle Television
Is Promised This Year Local Board Finds Church
New Orleans — Mississippi theater
men are preparing to contest the
A new system of wide-angle pro- Competing With Theaters
state admission tax in court, accordjection making it possible to reing to reports received here. Plans
ceive television images, clearly visare for an organization to which
ible in a lighted room and capable
theaters would pay one-third to one- of being viewed by an audience of
fourth of their estimated tax pay- several dozen persons, is promised
following a
ments to retain a lawyer and pro- within a few months
(Continued
on Page 6)
vide a campaign fund.

Appeals on Zoning-Clearance
Will Be Heard Where Filed
inal complaint was filed. A memIn order to clear up the scores
ber of the Code Authority or an apof appeals from decisions of local
pointee will head the appeal comclearance and zoning boards so that
mittee in the various cities.
exhibitors may secure their new seaHeads of exhibitor associations,
son's product within the next few division managers of unaffiliated
weeks, the Code Authority yester- companies and others sufficiently
day decided that all appeals that
and conversant with the
have been filed will be heard in the impartial (Continued
on Page 5)
respective cities in which the orig-

Indianapolis — The determination
of the local grievance board in the
case of St. Theresa Roman Catholic
Church vs. Baxter Amusement Co.
Louisville, Ky., finds that the church
is operating a motion picture theater
in competition to regularly established theaters of the complainant.
The board held this to be unfair
competition and ordered distributors
account.
to cease serving the non-theatrical

Add Little Ironies
Film biz gets it coming and going.
The Macmillan Co., publishers of many
sexy novels from which juicy profits
are derived by selling film rights, is
now running ads plugging its book,
"Our Movie-Made Children", which is
ammunition for the agitators of screen
reform.
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Reid Says Action Films
Get Less Sales Resistance

Suggests Cooperating
With Non-Theatricals
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Hollywood — Fast-moving action
itories will be the feature of the
1.934-35 production schedule selected
by Cliff Reid, RKO associate producer, he stated to The Film Daiia
yesterday.
"Having been associated with the
distribution and selling of pictures
for many years and having made s
thorough study of the product foi
the past few years," said Reid, "I
know that there is less sales resistance in pictures having limited dia
logue and more action. I will havt
that idea in mind in selecting the
stories for my coming productions
The making
'Losttheory
Patrol'
more
to proveof this
to did
me
than any other thing. After all, the
motion picture business offers one
vital thing which makes it different
from the stage, and that is action
30 why should we not take full advantage of it?"

Marco Denver Deal Off
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Am.
Seat
Columbia Picts. vtc.
Con.
Fm.
Ind
Con.
Fm.
Ind. pfd.
East.
Kodak
Fox
Fm.
"A"
Loew's,
Inc
do
pfd
Paramount ctfs
Pathe
Exch
do "A"
RKO
Univ.
Pict. pfd
Warner
Bros
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YORK
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NEW
YORK
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23/4
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6
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2%
25/8 2% —
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Denver — With the formation of
Centennial Theaters, Inc., Marco
Wolf of Fanchon & Marco drops out
of the theater picture here. Last
year he and Harry Huffman formed
Welton Theaters Corp. to rent the
Orpheum from the receiver for the
bondholders. With the time limit set
for Aug. 21 for bids for the theater,
the receiver asked the court to cancel the lea,se to the WeJton Company, and Huffman organized the
Centennial Company to take over
the theater.

Wetzel
Lawrence Gray
Moorhead
Joseph
Quillan
Charles Vidor
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Washington — Contenaing that no
success can be expected from at.empts to fight the impending spread
of educational exhibitions planned
Dy the Motion Picture Research
Council and other groups, Allied
States Ass'n, in its current bulletin, suggests that the industry will
do better by seeking means to turn
this movement to advantage instead
jf trying to combat it. The bulletin
says:
"The pictures desired by the educational and reform groups can be
shown to best aavantage in the theaters (sound in the churches and
school houses is seldom good) ; and
by giving special performances of
such pictures at reduced rates the
industry can largely head-off the
threatening aspects of the movement
and turn it to advantage."
Alex Woollcott in U Film
Alexander Woollcott has been
signed by Universal for "Gift of
Gab". Lou Breslow, who was assistant to Rian James in the production and who made the adaptation, has arrived in New York to
film the scenes in which Woollcott
and Ethel Waters and Graham McNamee will appear.
"Cat's Paw" at Music Hall Aug. 16
' Harold Lloyd's Fox production,
"The Cat's Paw," is scheduled to
open at the Radio City Music Ha;
on Aug. 16. Monte Proser and
Marccal Lachman
are handling the loopening.

Film Exchange Gets Foreign Rights
The Film Exchange has acquired
exclusive foreign distribution rights
Warners Set "Dames" Premiere
to two series of westerns being produced by Herman Fowler of Sunset
World premiere of Warner's musical, "Dames", has been set for the
Productions, Ltd., Hollywood. One
series of eight will feature Noah Warner Theater, Atlantic City, beginning Aug. 10. An elaborate balBeery, Jr. The first, "Five Bad
lyhoo campaign will precece the
Men," is ready. The second group opening.
is known as the Diamond Bar series.
The picture
ribution
Sept. is1.set for national dis"Adventure Girl" for Rialto
Universal Buys McGuire
Play
Joan Lowell's picture, "Adventure
Girl," goes into the Rialto on Aug. West Coist Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
7. Pro,ser and Lachman, who are
Hollywood — Universal has bought
doing the publicity for the feature
have arranged a unique preview another unproduced William Anaboard the S.S. Columbia scheduled
thony McGuire play, entitled "The
in the Cellar", Eugene Walfor next Wednesday. RKO is dis- Saint
ter has been assigned to do the adaptributing the picture.
tation.
Aldine to Warners Again
Philadelphia — Warners will again
operate the Aldine, playing United
Artists product exclusively. The
house is scheduled to open Sept. 1
with "The Affairs of Cellini," 20th
Century-U.A. release starring Fredric March and Constance Bennett.

Albert
Natalie
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Saland to Print Talmadge
Films
Nat Saland of Mercury Film Lab
has closed a contract with J. Fred
Thomson for the exclusive printing
and developing of the six Richard
Talmadge
pictures now in work.

Coming and Going
ADRIENNE AMES has arrived from the co^st
Productions.
by
plane to appear in "Gigolette" for Selact
DR. A. H. GIANNINI. who arrived in New
fo.K yesterday from the coast, sails in 3 faw
days for Europe.
VALERIE HOBSON and FRANK L. SULLIVAN,
Brit sh players signed by Universal, arrive from
England
today
on the Berengaria
week.
HAL

ROACH

is expected

east in about

VINCENT

LOPEZ

Warwick from
engagement
at

has arrived at tha Hotel

Pittsburgh to begin a week's
the Capitol
today.

AMBROSE "BO" DOWLING sails this morntoday.
ng tor Europe on the Majestic.
BILLY WILKERSON flies back to the coast
VICTOR MOORE and HUGH OCONNELL are
on their way back to New York from the coast
r.er completing
roles at Universal.
LOU BRESLOW
coast.
NdiS) BYRON,

and his wife, MARION (PEAare in New York from rnj

Para. Signs Queenie Smith
Queenie Smith, star of the Broadway musical comedy and dramatic
mount.
stage, has been signed by Para-
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Donald Cook for "Gigolette"
Donald Cook has been signed by
Select goes
Productions
"G.golette",
which
in work for
Monday
at the

226 WEST 42ND STREET
NEW YORK CITY
LONDON

PARIS

IERLIN

Hotels

Biograph studios. Robert Armstrong and Adrienne Ames also are
in the cast.

PRESIDENT HOTEL
"Cavalcade"
Holding
Over
'Cavalcade" will be held over for
a second week in its revival at the
Criterion.
The theater proposes to
continue with a policy of reviving
outstanding pictures.

a

MR. and MRS. MARTIN JOHNSON, who
have been in British East Africa making a picture for Fox release, are due to arrive in New
■foik about
Aug.
15.

Atlantic
SEA

City's

Newest

Boardwalk

WATER
SWIMMING
POOL
MARINE
SUN
DECK
TURKISH
BATHS

Hotel

NEWS OF THE WEEK IN PHOTO-REVIEW

WARNERS
fjfj*

SPEED

PLANS

for

early

world

debut of 'Dames', as home-office view of first
Drint Droves it ace of all their musicals to date.

DUPLICATING GOLD DIGGERS' big rescue act of 1933, 'Here Comes The Navy', Cagney- O'Brien
special, crashes through with sensational grosses in all key openings, topping 'Wonder Bar' and '20 Million Sweethearts' in spite of record heat This N Y. Strand scene is typical of flash premieres everywhere.*

SEPTEMBER

15th RELEASE

DATE

set for long-

heralded 'British Agent', Francis— Howard romantic
spectacle from Bruce Lockhart's noted best-seller.0
FIRST STAR
LONG-RUN

STAGE

HIT completed

for screen as Aline

MacMahon, Guy Kibbee shoot final scenes of 'Big-Hearted
Herbert', with Patricia Ellis, Helen Lowell also in the cast.*
*A Warner Bros Picture

ROLE

assignment hastens lovely

Verree Teasdale's return to coast (left) for imwhich
°A First Notional Picture

Vitagroph, Inc.. Distributors

mediate production of 'Firebird', stage hit in
Ricardo
Cortez
will play male
lead.*
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NO CURBS ON STORIES
SAYS W, R. SHEEHAN
(Continued from Page

Russian Story Added
To Goldwyn Program
from

Pape

THE

MONG

1)

Goldwyn as his third release
through United Artists next season.
It will star Anna Sten. Goldwyn
already has "We Live Again" and
"Kid Millions" in work. His announced remake of "Dark Angel"
will probably be for the following
year's program.
Detroit Film Outing
Detroit — Second annual outing of
the local film row will be held Aug
14 at the St. Clair Shores Country
Club under the auspices of the Variety Club of New York. H. M
Richey is general chairman of the
event.
ComiColor Rebooked in Groups
Randforce Circuit, operating 40
houses in Brooklyn, has inaugurated
a series of special juvenile matinees
for the circuit, rebooking in groups
the Powers ComiColor Cartoons that
have already played on their regular programs.

SUNSHIN€
NEWS

Rockefeller Center, which many said
would be a "White Elephant", is now
80%
rented and out of the red.

REHEARIN6S DENIED
ON CODE DECISIONS
(Continued from Parte

1)

said Sheehan. "Stories glorifying
prostitution, murder, gangsters and
the like never have and never shall
find a place on our programs. There
are plenty of other stories, those
about life as it really it, sex stories
that are not degrading, crime stories
that show conclusively that crime
does not pay. Pictures made from
stories based on that formula have
always been and will be the moneymakers of the industry because they
are filling the public demand. Filth
and the glorification of sin has never
been real money for any stage or
movie producer in the long run.
"Regarding clean films, I refer to
a statement made by me last year
and printed in the Film Daily Year
Book of 1934, in which I stated that
'the public taste turns to the real
problems and actual struggles of
regular people who live clean lives
We are going to return to an era
of honest stories dealing with human
emotions and interests'."

(Continued

JyJ'J irii

PHIL

M. DALY

• • • A FINE courageous and intelligent stand has been
taken by Ned E. Depinet as President of RKO Distributing
Corp
in a statement to exhibitors on "The Life of Vergie
Winters"
the letter is four pages long
and is designed to set exhibitors right on just where this picture stands
in the church campaign against certain types of films

•

•

• THE LETTER scores several points that every exhibitor should digest and cautions him against being confused in the general outcry against unsavory films and
not to classify such a beautiful and poignant drama as Louis
Bromfield has written in this instance with cheap sex pictures
or those that pander to the undiscriminating mob
Mister
Depinet finishes his letter by stating that the company has
definite convictions on this film and
"we are prepared to stand behind them
we do not mean to let it become confused with the general order of films marked 'disapproved'." let's have more of this fine type of intelligent opposition to the film crusaders from within the industry

•
•
• WITH THE mercury hitting 108 in Cincy the
hottest day in that city in the past 33 years "Bulldog
Drummond
Strikes Back" chalked up a pretty b.o. figger at
Keith's Albee Nat Saland, head man at Mercury Film Lab,
is quite elated over that printing and developing deal he put over
with J. Fred Thomson for the six Richard Talmadge pix
King Vidor is taking in the sights around town prior to his jump
to Lunnon
whehe he has a confab scheduled with Alex
Korda

• • • ANOTHER STORY for Anna Sten written by Vicki
Baum is looming up quite large and attractive, they tell us . . .
the working title is "Romance In Moscow" which kinda
puts Anna in her native locale Now that Mickey Mouse
has busted right into the Encyclopedia Brittanica, what other
honors are there left for him to attain ?
The Monte ProserMarc Lachmann combo is heading places they are handling
both the Harold Lloyd pix, "The Cat's Paw," and Joan Lowell's
"Adventure Girl"

• •
• DOWN AT the "New Movie" headquarters on Fifth
Avenoo
the entire Tower Publications organization is
hailing a new potential screen star
the lady has a long
way to go yet, it's true
for she only arrived Wednesday
afternoon a 7l/i pound addition to the home of Editor
Frank McNelis
the Missus and the babe doing fine
but Dad is staggering round still amazed and dazed at surviving
the strain

T

T

T

• • • AFTER COVERING practically all the wonder
spots of the world James FitzPatrick of FitzPatrick Pictures is back from the west
raving over the gorgeousness
of Zion Canyon in Utah
he states there is nothing among
the natural wonders of this earth to compare with it
and
what gives him a kick .
is the fact that right here in the
U.S.A. he found the highlight of his travel experiences
Mister FitzPatrick has caught with his camera the glamour
and beauty of this spot where all the colors of the rainbow are
found in stone
and soon you will see it on the screen ...

«

«

«

»

»

»
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against Jefferson Amusement
Co..
Miami exhibitors against E. J,
Sparks, and Michael Egnol against
Atlantic Theaters. The body ruled
that there were no facts in the ap
nlications for rehearing that justi
fied the reopening of the cases and
that the decision of the Code Aucase.
thority had been unanimous in each
Members attending the meeting
were Charles O'Reilly, chairman,
William P. Farnsworth in place of
Sol A. Rosenblatt, George Schaefer,
R. H. Cochrane, Nathan Yamins.
Major L. E. Thompson, W. C.
Michel. J. Robert Rubin, H. S. Bare
ford. Eddie Golden and Lewen Pizor
in place of Ed Kuykendall.

J

Damage from Duals
Cited by Ginsberg
(Continued from Page 1)

lie hearing of the clearance and zoning board attended by 300 exhibitors. He said his organization had
been required to reduce its yearly
payrolls by over $200,000 because of
dual bills.
I. W. Chadwick, speaking for independent producers, opposed the
elimination by the clearance board
of double bills.
Modernizing La Salle
Chicago — The La Salle theater,
one of the city's oldest playhouses,
is to be remodeled, redecorated and
air-conditioned by its. owners, the
Marshall Field estate. It is expected to have it ready for pictures early
in the fall.
Reopening Des Moines House
Des Moines — Improvements are
being made at the President theater prior to being reopened by the
Ted Jackson Enterprises. Ted Jack- t
son, general manager, will make his I
offices here instead of Chicago.
Belpark, Chicago, Remodeled
Chicago — Remodeling of the Bel
park theater has been completed
Harry Hartfield, manager, is plan- \
ning to hold a celebration in the
near future.

BIG
NEWS
AS
SEEN
BY
THE PRESS
AGENT

"Marlene Dietrich went to a furniture sale this week, with the result
that her dressing room at Paramount
is being done over." — Paramount.
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A, F, MYERS PROTESTS
G, A, ZONING EDICT

Allied Skeptical of New Industrial Board
Washinnton Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The new three-man review board recently created by the NRA to
hear complaints of undue hardship resulting from enforcement of the code is looked

ALL ZONING APPEALS
BEING HEARD LOCALLY

upon with skepticism by Allied States Ass'n, according to a statement in the association's current bulletin. The board was appointed by Administrator Hugh S. Johnson,
and is empowered
only to make
recommendations
to him.

Taking exception to the instructions issued July 12 by the Code
Authority, terminating the extensions of time for filing clearance and
zoning complaints against the 193435 schedules, Abram F. Myers, general counsel of Allied States Ass'n,
has written to Sidney E. Samuelson,
president of the association, as well
as to all local unit leaders, protesting against the action of the Code
Authority.
"The effect of this action," says
Meyer, "is to abandon all general
zoning operations and to confine the
local boards to the hearing and determination of individual protests
against existing clearance filed prior
to July 1. The protests which may
be entertained under the amendment
to the code approved June 13 are
'protests from exhibitors ... alleging that such clearance and zoning is unreasonable in length and
area'. By reference to the language in the code, more especially
Article VI, Sec. 4, paragraphs (d),
(e) and (f)s I interpret this to
mean that the Boards can only consider protests that existing clearance is too long, not that it is too
short. Therefore, it would appear
that the boards have been deprived
of jurisdiction to entertain protests
similar to that made bv Balaban &
Katz in Chicago, that the protection
given them is too short."
Tom

We-t

Brown for "Green Gables"

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Tom Brown, popular
screen juvenile, has been selected to
play the leading male role in RKO
Radio's film version of L. M. Montgomery's fiction classic, "Anne of
Green Gables."

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Aug. 1-24: Second
Cinematographic

International Exposition of
Art, Venice,
Italy.

Aug. 14:

Second Annual Film Outing of Detroit film row under auspices of Variety
Club, St. Clair Shores Country Club, Detroit.

Aug. 22-24: Allied Theater Owners
Jersey convention, Atlantic City.

Sept. 20:

Dakota

West

Latchis Reopens House
Keene, N. H. — The Latchis, temporarily closed for repairs and improvements, has been reopened by
Spero Latchis with complete new
Photophone High Fidelity sound apparatus.

W'SE

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Gertrude Michael and
William Frawley have been assigned
to Paramount's "The Lemon Drop
Kid," featuring Lee Tracy, Helen
Mack and Baby LeRoy. Marshall
Neilan will direct with Howard J:
Green
Damon
story foradapting
the screen.

6UOWME-W

Runyon's

of

West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

CARTOONS - TRAVE LTA LkS j
ETC. M-OM.I
PETE SMITHS
SELL TICKETS /
SHORTS

Mo-

Sept. 20:

Oct. 29: S.M.P.E. Fall Meeting. Hotel Pennsylvania, New York
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ITS MONEY'S
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WITH
EVER./
THAN
MORE
WORTH
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NAMES

New

"Night of Stars" benefit under auspices of United Jewish Appeal in aid of
German Jews, Yankee Stadium, New York.
Nathan
Burkan,
chairman.
Oct. 1 : National Film Carriers convention
Detroit.

FILM

Hollywood — Jack Oakie, Katherine
DeMille and Harlan Thompson, ths
latter a writer-director, drew extended contracts this week when
Paramount exercised options on the
three agreements.
Oakie's next picture will be "College Rhythm" with Joe Penner and
Lanny Ross. Katherine DeMille is
tentatively set for the leading feminine role in "Lives of a Bengal
Lancer". Thompson is writing the
screen play for "Here Is My
Heart", to feature Bing Crosby and
Kitty Carlisle.

^NOW

Allied meeting, Man-

A.M. P. A. Revels and Luncheon,
tion Picture Club, New York.

1)

3 Get New Para. Contracts

HAL ROACH STARS ~
THE OTHER
MUSICALSPLUS THE DE LU*E

Aug. 6: Adjourned hearing on offer of LoewWarner interests for Fox Metropolitan Playhouses, before Federal Judge Mack, Woolworth
Building,
New York.

Sept. 16; North
dan, N. D.

Milw. Board Dismisses Complaint
Jerry Ash Gets "U" Assignment
Milwaukee — In its first case in West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
more than a month, the local grievHollywood — Jerry Ash, formerly
ance board dismissed the complaint
of Shorewood Theater Co. vs. Saxe one of TJniversal's cameramen, received the call from Monogram to do
Amusement Management charging
premature advertising by the lat- the photography on "A Successful
ter's Garfield over the former's Failure." The picture will be diDowner. The complaint was disrected by Arthur Lubin, with Wilmissed on the ground that the theliam Collier, Sr., Lucille Gleason
iters are located in different zones.
Gloria Shea and Jameson Thomas in
leading roles, supported by William
Expect Allied Unit in Bangor
Janney, Russell Hopton, Richard
Boston — Already having estab- Tucker, Clarence Wilson, Francis
lished brother outfits in Vermont McDonald and George Breakstone
and New Hampshire and desiring to George Yohalem will supervise this
have Allied units all over New Eng- production, adapted by Marion Orth
land by fall, Independent Theater from the novel by Michael Kane.
officials expect a trip to Bangor this
month to result in the organization
of a section there.
Gertrude Michael's New Role

(Continued from Paae

particular problems involved will b2
selected as chairmen when a Code
Authority member is not present.
Other members of the local appeal
committee will be selected from similar lists. About 125 cities in 25
of the 31 clearance and zoning territories are effected by the ruling.
John C. Flinn, executive secretary,
immediately started preparations
for the carrying out of the order.

LEO, JUNIOR

SPEAKING
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THEATER MUSIC FEE
IS BEING INCREASED
{Continued from

Pane

1)

weekly will be required to pay 95
p3r cent of the basic rate, and there
is a corresponding reduction of f
per cent for each performance less
than 19 given by theaters. Thus
theaters giving 18 performances
will pay 90 per cent of the basic
rate; 17 performances, 85 per cent;
16 performances, 80 per cent; IE
performances, 75 per cent; 14 performances, 70 per cent, etc.
Theaters playing less than seven
performances weekly and operating
less than seven days will pay at the
old rate of 10 cents a seat annually.
Theaters operating three days a
week or less will pay 5 cents a seat
yearly.
Theaters operating irregularly, as
for roadshows, or operated for
periods less than a year will be required to pay one-twelfth of the
basic rate for each month or part
of a month that the house stays
open.
Theaters open all year round must
pay the license fee quarterly in advance. Irregularly operated theaters must pay monthly in advance
If any section of seats is closed
off and sale of tickets discontinued,
fuch seats may be deducted from the
house's capacity. If the price of
performance policy of the theater
changes during a license year, adjustments will be made by the
ASCAP.
Asked for a statement regarding
the new license schedules, E. C.
Mills, general manager of the American Society of Composers, Authors
end Publishers, said:
"The new tariffs provide for a
substantial increase to be charged
in case of large and important their.ters which make a major use of
music, but for the average small theater, no increase is provided.
"In the past there has been much
criticism of ASCAP'S tariffs because of the previous rule that fixed
the fee at 10 cents a seat annually,
regardless of the size or operating
policy of the house. The new tariffs
remedy this situation and fix the
fee to be charged in relation to the
rize of the theater, the price of its
tickets and the number of performances itpresents per week.
"The necessity for increasing the
rates arise from the financially hazardous position of the music creating and publishing art and industry.
Revenues previously had from sales
Aw.iir Word from Abroad
Home offices of major companies had
received no word up fo late yesterday
on the possible effects of the European
turmoil on film business in foreign
countries. The feeling among foreign
departments was generally of only mild
apprehension.

Protestants Will Aim

to Avoid

Censorship

Clarifying its position with regard to censorship, the Federal Council of Churches,
through the Rev. Dr Worth M. Tippy, executive head of the national campaign of
Ihe Protestant churches for better films, has issued a statement declaring it is opposed
to censorship and looks to the film industry's self-regulation plan to eradicate the
matter
that has aroused
protest.
"The Federal Council of Churches has been consistently opposed to censorship."
the statement reads: "Boards of censors are usually political appointments with all
that that means. Decisions are arbitrary and frequently subject to influence. The
help they give to the industry is negative rather than constructive, and these decisions tend to be confusing to the development of an art. They have seemed to
accomplish
little in defense of the public.
"However, if this effort to clean up the movies proves futile the industry can
count upon a tremendous move for Federal control, which will inevitably include some
form
of censorship.
"This present drive against objectionable pictures so fir as the Federal Council
is concerned is not for censorship, except for self-censorship by the industry. The
responsibility is theirs, and we do not want to see it taken off their shoulders, not
at least at present.
"Neither is the Federal Council, as yet, organizing a boycott except of unsatisfactory films. That will, of course, mean staying away from the theater where the
objectionable film is shown while
it is being shown.
"We can only advise our people. What they do is wholly voluntary, but they
are signing the pledges by hundreds of thousanc's. The local theater cannot but
feel the effect, and the manager's true recourse is to improve the quality cf his
programs. If he does so he will finally enlist a wider audience, which is now
alienated
and disgusted.
only
the
the
with

"The future of the decency drive, so far as the Protestants are concerned, can
be determined by what takes place at Hollywood. If Mr Breen succeeds and
producers support him, if what is done is no temporary effort, if chiselers in
form of independent and unregulated producers do not succeed in getting by
salacious films, more drastic action may not be necessary. We would like to

see

Mr.

Breen

succeed."

Big Show Set for Sept. 20
In Aid of Jewish Cause
Outstanding personalities of stage,
screen and radio will participate in
a festival to be known as "Night of
Stars" at the Yankee Stadium on
Sept. 20 under the auspices of the
amusement division of the United
Jewish Appeal, headel by Nathan
Burkan as chairman. The festival
is being made possible through Col
Jacob Ruppert's action in contributing the use of the stadium without
charge.
Associated with Burkan as vicechairman in the drive for funds for
the relief and rehabilitation of German Jews are Eddie Cantor, Jack
Cohn, Felix F. Feist, Max Gordon
Sam H. Harris, George Jessel, Sam
Katz, Abe Lastfogel, Louis Nizer
Boris Morros, Jack Pearl, Saul E.
Rogers. Sigmund Romberg and Herman Shumlin. According to Burkan, the festival is expected to bring
together more leading personalities
in the amusement world than have
ever before been seen together.
of sheet music and phonograph
royalties have practically disappeared, and in order to reasonably
support the creative art of music,
rates charged under the copyright
law for licenses to publicly perform
<t are being substantially increased
in all fields.
"The broadcasters are paying 4
per cent cf their annual income this
year, with an agreement to pay 5
oer cent of their income next year.
The rates for hotels, dance halls and
cabarets have recently been very
greatly increased, in some instances
as much as 700 per cent.
"The new rates will go into effect
*>t the expiration date of existing
licenses on and after Oct. 1."
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GIANNINI SAYS DRIVE
WON'T DEVITALIZE PIX
(Continued from Page

1)

wrongdoing be punished and good
conduct rewarded.
"The church is serious in this
campaign. Happily, the producers
have sensed this attitude and are
now manifesting every desire to cooperate. From now on motion pictures will be better and won't meet
with
organized
Giannini
said opposition."
he expected a defiinite benefit would result from the
?hurch campaign. The banker will
sail in a few days for a three
months'
and
son. trip abroad with his wife

Wide-Angle Television
Is {Continued
Promised
This Year
from Pane 1)

demonstration given this week by
the National Television Corp. at 52
Vanderbilt Ave. The apparatus,
'Race Nights' Are Banned which does not use lenses or prisms,
developed under the direction of
By Indianapolis Board was
Arno Zillger, chief engineer, and
Indianapolis — Contending that un- John W. McKay, vice-president of
less all forms of lotteries and con- National Television. The receiver
tests are prohibited the evils of will be ready for manufacturing this
giveaways will act as subterfuges
McKay
"provided
suitand reinstate in theaters the prac- fall, able
televisionsaid,
broadcast
programs
tices which the code strives to elimion the air."
nate, the local grievance board has, areTheavailable
entire radio receiver and picruled that "Race Nights" are a code
ture-producing mechanism is housed
violation. Case involved was Panin a space 13 by 15 by 22 inches
thom Theater vs. Moon Theater, The
unit produced black and white
Vincennes. The practice has been pictures about six inches square.
ordered prohibited in the Indianap- Operation is from ordinary homeolis exchange territory.
lighting alternating current power
and the entire set consumes about
tric
lamp.
Idwal Jones Joins Para. Scenaristr as much
current as an ordinary e'ecW'-t CoaH
Bureau
of THE FILM
D/tTLl
A novel picture illuminating lamp
Hollywood — Idwal Jones, author
and journalist, has moved his type- from the rays of which the imager
writer into Paramount studios sce- are created, is part of the picture
nario department where he wiF machine. The bulb is actuated by
the output tube of the ordinary
write the adaptation of "Limehouse short-wave receiver.
Nights," which will co-feature
Instead of coming through a scanGeorge Raft and Sylvia Sidney
Jones was recently engaged by
ning disk, the rays of the "picture
Paramount in his journalistic capa- 'amp" play against a revolving
"mirror drum" made of small metal
city to write a series of specia1 reflecting surfaces assembled in the
Dress features on the production of
form of a spiral. The eye reconCecil B. DeMille's "Cleopatra."
structs the intercepted view when
the observer gazes at the rapidly
turning
drum.
No lenses or prisms
RCA Sound for New Trans-Lux
are used. Pictures can be seen from
RCA Victor High Fidelity sound three sides of the device. This perequipment will be installed in the
mits a large group to view the picnew Trans-Lux house now under
ture without looking over the
construction at Fulton and Flatbush
trol knobs of
areothers.
used. Only two conAvenues, Brooklyn. The new 600- shoulders
seat house is scheduled to onen in
The
concern
also has developed
the fall.
compact sound-sight transmitting
The Washington Theater on Am- equipment for use by broadcasting
sterdam Ave., run by Harry Harris, stations, capable of sending out
also is installing RCA sound.
aural-visual programs either from
directturestudio
pick-up or motion-picfilms.
"IT" Testing Talent at Fair

Chicago — A search for talent is
being made at the world's fair by
Universal Pictures. This week every woman visiting the fair is to be
given a opportunity to take a screen
test at Hollywood-at-the-Fair, with
possibility of winning a role in motion pictures.

Graves to Star and Direct
ll'r-t Coast Bur.. THE

FILM

BATLY

Hollywood — Ralph Graves will direct
and star in pictures to be made by
American Artists Corp. in association
with
A. Pollak.
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A Little
from "Lots"

=£

By RALPH WILK —
HOLLYWOOD
DOWLAND LEIGH is working
with Edgar Selwyn on "Live
Vhile You May," for M-G-M. Leigh
vrote the English version of "Con:ress Dances" and also did the Engsh stage version of "Wonder Bar"
nd "Du Barry". His latest oper;tta, "Annina," written in collaboraon with Rudolph Friml, will be prouced in New York in October and
§11 star Maria Jeritza.
T

T

T

Dave Gould, RKO dance director,
•staged Hollywood's initial Asiatic
Salamander show at his Laurel Canron home. Besides those of David
Rubinoff and Chester Hale, Gould
iisplayed his own collection of
water dogs," which is reported to
>e the finest in Hollywood.
T

T

T

Re-union in Hollywood. Three of
the members of the Theater Guild's
Joard of directors, Theresa Helburn, Phillip Moeller and Helen
Westley lunched at the bungalow of
IFredric March, who is appearing in
We Live Again", with Anna Sten.
jitouben Mamoulian, directing the
picture, was the fifth guest. He directed many of the Guild's productions, including "Porgy," "Marco
Vlillions" and "Wings Over Europe".
Arthur Caesar says, "A success
lis a man who can take failure."
y

▼

I "The
Healer,"
which
Reginald
Barker will direct for Monogram,
lis apparently being set back to a
■mid-August start, with perhaps two
pictures going in ahead of it. The
script is ready and the delay in
fshooting is to permit more elaborlate production treatment, the studio
[states.
It is not yet definite that
Lionel Atwill will have the leading
Irole in this picture.
T

T

j Director Henry King announces
idditional players for "Marie Galfcnte", the picture starring Ketti
[Gallian and Spencer Tracy which is
|iow in work at Fox. Among the
new players who will carry minor
parts are Carlotta Monti, Theo. De
>Voe, Anita Rey, Rosemary Grimes,
Marie Laredo, Maria Burton, Aileen
Oovington, Muriel Barratt, Rosita
Delmar, Jesse Dvorska, Jack Mower
und Jeanette Barrett.

▼

T

and SHORT

"HAT, with
COAT
GLOVE"
RicardoANDCortez
RKO Radio
73 mins.
ABSORBING TRIANGLE DRAMA WITH
A MURDER MYSTERY ANGLE IS FAIRLY
SATISFYING THOUGH
A BIT SLOW.
Aside frcm the fact that it moves along
at a rather leisurely gait, this drama of
tangled loves is consistently engrossing and
;hould be liked particularly by the better
:lass audiences because of the painstaking manner in which the story is handled.
Ricardo Cortez acquits himself nicely in
the sympathetic role of a lawyer whose
wife has left him because of incompatibility, with an artist as her new heart interest. The two latter roles are well
handled by a couple of newcomers, Barbara Robbins and John Beal. A former girl
friend of the artist kills herself in his
apartment while he is calling on the other
man's wife, who then begs her husband to
defend the innocent man. Cortez consents en certain conditions, and wins the
case despite the threat of clues provided
by a hat, a coat and a glove. The wife
then realizes it is her husband she really
!oves and returns to him.
Cast: Ricardo Cortez, Barbara Robbins,
John Beal, Margaret Hamilton, Sarah HadJen, Samuel Hinds, Murray Kinnell, Dorothy Burgess, Irving Bacon, Wilbur Higby,
Vlarcelle Corday, Paul Hervey, Edith Van
Cleve, Joseph Anthony, Tom Brown, David
Durand.
Director, Worthington Miner; Author,
Wilhelm Speyer; Screen Play, Francis FaraTch; Cameramjn, J Roy Hunt;
Recording
Engineer,
George
D. Ellis; Editor, Ralph
Dietrich.
Direction, Smooth

Photography, A-l.

"FRIENDS

MR. SWEENEY"

▼

I Marguerite Roberts, ace writer,
lias been assigned by B. P. Schullierg to write the screen play for
■lis next production, "St. N;ck". She
|ias just finished the screen play of
|'End of the T
World"
T for▼ Paramount.

T

« « FEATURE

T

Monogram has taken up its opItion on Irene Ware and assigned her
Ito the lead opposite Robert ArmIstrcng in "Flirting with Danger,"
jlwhich starts the middle of next
month.

OF

with Charlie Ruggles, Ann Dvorak, Eugene
Pallette, Berton Churchill
Warner Bros.
70 mins.
FAIRLY ENTERTAINING COMEDY
THAT OUGHT TO PROVE SATISFYING
IN THE FAMILY HOUSES.
While this production lacks the big kick
to put it over in major stands, it has
enough varied comedy and interesting
characterizations to make it fairly pleasing
for the neighborhood trade. The action
revolves around Charlie Ruggles, who was
a leading spirit in his college days but
has been turned into a spineless hack
writer on a paper run by Berton Churchill.

REVIEWS

» »

SHORT
Laurel and Hardy in
Dallas — Roy Sachs has been ap"Going Bye-Bye" 21 mins.
pointed office manager of the local
M-G-M
United Artists exchange.
Laugh Riot
Another riot of laughs from the
Laurel-Hardy combo of funsters,
Milwaukee — Articles of incorporathat moves fast from the start. The
tion have been filed by Gem Theater
boys give the testimony that results Co. with H. B. Ells, M. E. Hansen
in sending a tough gangster up for and J. M. Hanley as incorporators.
life, and he swears to tie their legs
around their necks if he ever breaks
jail. He does break jail, and takes
Geneva, New York — J. Meyer
refuge in the home of his sweetie Schine has completed arrangements
Meanwhile Laurel and Hardy have for the installation of Photophone
advertised for a companion to gr High Fidelity sound in another of
East with them in their flivver, a his houses, the Geneva. Clint Young
they want someone to pay the gaso- manages this theater.
tariff. answers
It is the
sweetieline who
theirgangster's
ad. With
Boston — Donald Mitchell has been
the boys arriving at the apartmen
secreting the escaped convict and named assistant manager of the M.
their mortal enemy, the fun com- & P. Rivoli theater.
mences. A great gag with the gang
ster locked in a trunk, and the icy.
Fairlee, Vt. — The Fairlee theater,
comics trying to get him out, not
knowing who he is. The tag has operated by H. E. Smalley, has
the funsters with their legs neatly adopted a part-time vaudeville poltied around their necks as promised
by the criminal. Directed by Charier
Rogers.
South Plainfield, N. J.— The Park
now operated by the Sons of Italy
Jack Flex Moves East
Club, which also owns the building,
Indianapolis — Jack Flex, man- has installed new Photophone High
ager of the Palace, hay gone to New Fidelity sound. Anthony de Sabito
York to join the Loew organization
manages the house for the club.
He is succeeded by L. W. Farrar
who
in charge
theaterhas inbeen
Columbus,
0. of Loew',
Pueblo, Colo. — James Clynes has
installed new RCA Victor High FiNew Paris House for U.S. Films
delity sound in his theater, which
bears his name.
Paris — American pictures are being alternated weekly with French
McGee, Miss. — The McGee theater
pictures at the recently opened Cinis scheduled to close Tuesday.
ema Napoleon.

Charlie's secretary, Ann Dvorak, has a romantic yen forto him,
but that
the fellow
the initiative
realize
either. hasn't
Then
t former college buddy, Eugene Pallette,
arrives en the scene and the reviving of
memories is in order. Through the medium
of the rollicking Pallette, the old spirit in
Charlie is brought to the surface again
^nd he comes into his own. The supporting cast is excellent and provides a variety cf contrasting characters.
Cast: Charlie Ruggles, Ann Dvorak, Berton Churchill, Eugene Pallette, Harry
Beresford, William Davison, Robert Barrat, Dorothy Burgess, Harry Tyler, Dorothy Tree.
Director, Edward Ludwig; Author, Elmer Davis, Screen Play, Warren Duff, Sidney Sutherland; Added Dialogue, F. Hugh
Herbert, Erwin Gelsey; Cameraman, Ira
Morgan.
I Direction, Good
Photography,
A-l.

THE
Located

EEEf€N

HOTEL

in the heart of Times Square — one minute from
47th St., just West of Broadway, New York

everything.

Motion picture directors, stars, technicians and film executives have shown a decided
preference for The Edison — New York's newest, most modern hotel.
The Edison Hotel meets every possible requirement.
It is ideally located, being only a
few minutes to the film center, yet not actually "in it." Around the corner is glamorous
Times Square, with its many amusement facilities.
There are 1.000 hugely sized rooms.
Each contains tub and shower, circulating icedwater, light, cool and airy. Many other unusual features such as an air-cooled restaurant,
a roof solarium and sun-ray health lamps.
Values that are truly "The talk of the town."
From $2.50 single.
From $4.00
Delightful new Cocktail Bar in Adam Dining Room.
Garage opposite hotel

JOHN

L. HORGAN

General Manager

double
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ADD ANOTHER TO RKO-RADIO'S MID- SUMMER
LIST OF MONEY-MAKING
ATTRACTIONS
"We're Rich Again , Of Human Bondage"/ "Bachelor Bait , The Life of Vergie Winters ,
His Greatest Gamble , Cockeyed Cavaliers , and soon
Down To Their Last Yacht , Lou

Intimate

in Character

International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Gaumont-British Ready for Own U. S. Exchanges

THEATERS WILL RESIST INCREASE IN MUSIC FEE
$558,836 Loss Shown By Warner Bros, in 39 Weeks
Erpi Settlement
is Not
Included in Report —
Loss is Under '33

Financial statement of Warner
I!ros. and subsidiary companies for
the 39 weeks ended May 26 shows
a net operating loss of $558,836.69
after deducting all charges including interest, amortization, depreciation and provision for Federal Income taxes, as compared with a net
operating loss of $5,021,774.78 for

How Proposed New Music Fees Would Affect B'way Houses
Annual Fee
AnnualFee
Percentage
Theaters
At Present Time
Under New Rates
of Increase
Music
Hall
Paramount
Capitol
Palace

$620
370
485
180

$7,500
3,700
4,600
1,275

1,100
1,000
1,000
650

Loew's State
Roxy

360
600

2,745
2,900

600
400

PATHE PAVES WAY
CANCELLATIONS RAISE
FOR EXPANSION DISPUTE IN ST, LOUIS
PREMIUMS ARE BANNED
St. Louis — -Whether the inclusion
Recapitalization plan of Pathe
Exchange, Inc., besides clearing up of pictures on the banned lists of
IN KANSAS CITY AREA accruals
on preferred stock, will the League of Decency and Better

Kansas City — Announcement is
made that 75 per cent of affiliated
and independent exhibitors in the
Greater Kansas City area have declared in writing that the giving of
rebates such as premiums in the
form of gifts or other things of
value shall not be permitted. The
ban becomes effective in 90 days, on
Oct. 27.

Two Features Planned
By Seven Seas Corp.
Production of two features for
1934-35 release is planned by W. M.
C. Fiske, III, president of Seven
Seas Corp., who has gone to Hollywood to complete his production
plans. Fiske plans to film his pictures against their natural background, as was done with "White
Heat," produced in Hawaii last season.
Boston

Boycott Looms

Boston — Failure of film interests yesterday to reach an agreement with the
Catholic group here on a plan of local
censorship is expected to result in a
boycott of movie houses starting Aug
1. Martin Quigley, who came up from
New York as industry spokesman, held
a long conference with Rev. Russell
M. Sullivan, but rejected the latter's
plan of censorship on the ground that
it would be too costly and unworkable.

make it possible to issue and sell Films Council constitutes "genuine
convertible notes, placing the com- and concerted objection" as repany "in a position to raise capital
quired in order to obtain cancellafor expansion projects which may
tion under the recently granted privbe carried out in the future," says
ilege by major companies has become a matter of considerable conStuart W. Webb, president, in formally announcing details of the plan.
troversy here. Exchanges
(Continued
on Page 3) are reUnder the plan, the Class A and

Houses Can't Stand Music
Tax Jump, Says Dembow
— Meeting Next Week
Characterizing the proposed increase in music license fees char< ^d
theaters by the American Soo ty
of Composers, Authors & Publishers
as "ridiculous, ill-advised and unconstitutional," Sam Dembow Jr. of
Paramount-Publix yesterday stated
to The Film Daily, which published the exclusive story of the proposed boost, that there would be concerted action by all exhibitor elements and associations in opposition to the higher rates. A meeting
(Continued

on Page

3)

CODE AUTH'Y TO PROBE
MUSIC FEE SITUATION

A committee to investigate the
new basic rate for computing the
annual license fee charged theaters
(Continued
on Page 3)
by the American Society of ComFabian Enterprises Get
posers, Authors & Publishers, for
performance of copyParamount to Make
Stanley in Jersey City the public
righted music will be appointed by
10 French Features
The Stanley Theater property in the Code Authority at the next
of the body Aug. 9, the
Ten features in French are an- Jersey City, has been taken over by meeting (Continued
on Page 2)
nounced by Paramount for 1934-35. Fabian Enterprises, Inc., and Station Holding Corp. Fabian has a
Among rectedthem
be "Fedora",
di- two-thirds interest in the theater J. J. Franklin and Kronick
by Louiswill
Gasnier,
who is now
in America. Marie Bell will have and office building. Transaction inPlan Expansion in Hawaii
the title role.
volved about $1,500,000.
Franklin Enterprises, in which J.
J. Franklin is associated with Howard H. Kronick, formerly with S. A.
Lynch in Paramount activities, plans
to build additional houses in the
Hawaiian Islands, where they now
operate five theaters and have an
By ERNEST W. FREDMAN
another cm
intended
Page 3) for stage
London — C. M. Woolf, deputy devoting its time to putting over option on (Continued
chairman of Gaumont-British Pic- Gaumont-British product.
The company expects to market
ture Corp., yesterday announced
that the company will immediately 25 pictures a year in the U. S.
Pathe-Natan N. Y. Branch
Paris — Pathe-Natan will open a New
launch plans to set up its own dis- Among the first films will be "Jew
tribution in the United States. Jeff- Suss," "Chu Chin Chow," "LitYork agency in the Maison Francaise at
Rockefeller
Center in September for the
tle Friend", "Man of Aran", George
rey Bernerd has just sailed for
distribution of its product and eventualNew York on the Aquitania to put Arliss in "Wellington", "Evergreen",
ly
for
the
production
of pictures at the
Astoria
studio.
the initial steps in progress. A "Evensong" and others. It is further announced that,
following
coast-to-coast exchange system is
I Continued
or, fane i)
contemplated, with a big sales force

National Exchange System
Being Set Up Here by G-B

-zm.
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Published daily except Sundays and Holidays
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc. J. W.
Alicoate, President, Editor and Publisher;
Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer
and General Manager; Arthur W. Eddy, Associate Editor; Don Carle Gillette, Managing
Editor. Entered as second class matter,
May 21, 1918, at the post-office at New York.
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States outside
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign,
$15.00. Subscriber should remit with order.
Address all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y..
Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739.
Cable Address: Filmday, New York. Hollywood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607. London —
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin — Lichtbildbuehne,
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris — P. A. Harle, La
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Courdes-Noue9,
19.

FINANCIAL

Dallas — Supervision of films for
the five local Interstate first-runs by
a committee under Mrs. Clarence
Echols, prominent clubwoman and
chairman of better films for the
Parent-Teacher Ass'n, is working
out to satisfaction and is expected
to preclude any trouble from Decency League activities in these
parts. Mrs. Echols recently became
head of a permanent committee
named last winter by Karl Hoblitzelle, president of Interstate, to
preview all releases and classify
them as suitable for adult, family
or child audiences.
Mrs. Echols is in no sense an employe fo the Interstate Circuit, it is
pointed out by R. J. O'Donnell, vicepresident and general manager, and
therefore is in a position to serve
the public in her work.
Gloria Stuart Marrying Today
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Premiere at Fair

Dallas Film Supervision
Code Auth'y to Probe
Music Fee Situation
Works Out Satisfactorily

West
NEW

DAILY

Chicago — King Vidor's "Our Daily Bread", United Artists release, will have its world
premiere Monday at the Century of Progress' Lagoon Theater before an audience of
15,000, the largest ever to see a film at one time. There will be no admission charge
for the special premiere
King Vidor will be among those present.

5 Cents
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Hollywood — Upon completion yesterday of the production, "Gift of
Gab," in which she is co-starring
with Edmund Lowe, Gloria Stuart
went tc Agua Caliente, Mexico, for
her marriage to Arthur Sheekman,
former Chicago and St. Paul drama
and movie critic. He is now Eddie
Cantor's scenarist and became acquainted with Miss Stuart when she
was playing in "Roman
Scandals."

(Continued

from

Page

1)

Film Daily learns. Although the
story printed Friday in Film Daily
was the subject of discussion at
Thursday's meeting, definite action
and the naming of the committee
was deferred two weeks to enable
the members of the Code Authority
to investigate the effect of the new
license fee upon the theater end of
the
ity. industry at large. Duties of the
committee or its functions have not
been discussed by the Code Author-

MERIAN COOPER and his wife, DOROTHY
JORDAN, who are now in Italy, expect to be
back in the states about the middle of August.
JOHN CROMWELL, KAY JOHNSON, LUCIEN
HUBBARD, DR. A. P. GIANNINI, PAUL FRAWLEY, and CHARLES DAVID of Pathe-Natan are
on the passenger list of the He de France, which
sails today for Europe.
KING VIDOR, who has been on a New York
visit, is scheduled to be in Chicago on Monday
Fair.
for the showing of "Our Daily Bread" at the
HOWARD H. KRONICK, associated with J.
J. Franklin in operation of Hawaiian theaters,
is in New York at the Park Central.
BARBARA ROBBINS and MARGARET HAMILTON, RKO players recruited from the stage,
are
in New York for a visit in the
near expected
future.
vacation
B. B. KAHANE

West

Columbia
Coast
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Hollywood — Lynn Cowan, orchestra leader and song composer, has
been signed by Columbia for "Hollywood Cinderella," musical short on
the studio's 1934-35 schedule. Arthu1
Jarrett, Inez Courtney and Sheila
Mannors have the featured roles
Archie Gottler will direct from f
script written by Ewart Adamson
and himself. Jules White is the
supervisor.
M-G-M After McClintic Play
Westport, Conn. — M-G-M is reported dickering for Guthrie McClintic's play, "Love on an Island,"
which is being tried out at Lawrence
Langner's Westport Playhouse.

dG

has gone to Honolulu

for a

EMILIA SHERMAN, captain of the Radio Citv
Music Hall Rockettes, and BEULAH CRANGLE
in charge of music for the Rockettes, are on
a Central
American
ciuise.
MR. ard MRS. WILLIAM GAXTON arrive
in New York on Monday aboard the Santa
Rosa from
the west coast.
JEFFREY BERNERD of Gaumont-British
yesterday
from
London
for New
York.

sailed

BERT MAYERS of Fitelson 0 Mayers sails
on the lie de France today for England on
film deals.
JOE

MORRISON,

radio star who

made

his

feature film debut in Paramount's "The Old
Fashioned Way," arrives in New Yofk today
from Hollywood for a short vacation between
pictures.

Hollywood — Sol Blanc, authors
and artists' representative, died here
yesterday.

Grace Moore Film for Music Hall
"One Night of Love," Grace
Moore's starring film for Columbia,
"Bondage,"
After Ban, Packs 'Em will have its world premiere at the
Chicago — Admitted by the local
censors after having been banned, Radio City Music Hall. The most
"Of Human Bondage" has been pretentious advertising and exploitapacking them in at the Palace and
tion campaign ever accorded a Cois being held a second week.
lumbia production will be given
"One
Night
of Love" for its New
Adult House for Chicago
York run.
Chicago — Pictures for adult, sophisticated audiences will be the policy at the Punch and Judy, which
Film Council for Grand Rapids
has been taken over by the manageGrand Rapids, Mich. — Responsiment of the Cinema theater.
bility for organization of a better
Films Council has been assumed
Oppose Films on Dillinger
here by the board of education,
Indianapolis — Mrs. David Ross, as which has agreed to name commitpresident of the Indiana Indorsers
tee members to make up the council. The board voted to assume no
of Photoplays, has wired Will H.
Hays that the state film group is op- financial obligation in connection
posed to the showing of any pictures with the council.
pertaining to the Dillinger affair.

Sells
J. D.
Zwicker
for the

Apollo as First-Run
Chicago — The Apollo, taken over
by Balaban & Katz, will open about
ville.
Aug. 1 as a first-run without vaude-

Coast Committees Meet Monday
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — A joint meeting of
the actors-writers-producers' code
committees will be held Monday
night in Hollywood with Sol A.
Rosenblatt, deputy administrator, as
chairman. Organization and duties
of the writer-producer and actorproducer committees will be discussed. About 40 will attend.
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'White Heat' to Czechs
Trop has sold to Bruno
of Prague, Czechoslovakia,
Seven Seas Corp., the continental rights to "White Heat."

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM
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ANNOUNCES

Natteford Writes McCoy Storv

Brigitte Helm for Universal
Lonon — Universal is reported to
Hollywood — Tim McCoy's first
picture in his series of eight outdoor have signed
nental star. Brigitte Helm, contidramas on Columbia's 1934-35 schedule under his new contract will be
for Mayfair
"Wolves of Catclaw." D. Ross Leder- "Friends of Sweeney"
man will handle the megaphone.
Warner's "Friends of Mr. SweeThe story was written by Jack
ney," with Charlie Ruggles, opens
Natteford.
Monday evening at the Mayfair.
West
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558,836 LOSS SHOWN
BYW.B.IN39WKS.,
(Continued from Page

1)

ie corresponding period last year.
he recent settlement of Warner's
jit against Electrical Research
roducts, from which the film comkny receives about $6,000,000 in
arious forms, is not included in the
resent financial report.
The net profit from operations
efore amortization and depreciaon and Federal Income taxes was
11,700,147.42. A total of $1,043,16.60 was credited to the deficit ac)unt representing profit on the relemption of funded indebtedness, adjstment of income tax reserves of
rior years and profit on sale of
apital assets. There was charged
gainst the deficit account $475,18.30 representing appropriations
uthorized by the board of directors
I respect of investments in and
dvances to affiliated companies.

*athe Plan Paves Way
For Expansion Moves
(Continued from Page

1)

ommon stock will be changed into
single class of new common stock,
•hile each share of 8 per cent preerred stock will be changed into
ne share of new 7 per cent conertible stock and five shares of new
ommon stock.
Under the plan, the holders of
lass A stock will be entitled to
eceive two shares of new common
tock for each share held. The comlon stockholders will receive one
lare of new common stock for
very 20 shares held.
As part of the plan, an issue of
allateral trust notes, convertible
lto the new common stock on the
asis of $20 principal amount for
ach share of new stock, is to be
uthorized.
These notes may in the
scretion of directors be used from
me to time to retire all or part of
tie 7 per cent debentures of the
ompany outstanding in the amount
f about $2,000,000, and to provide
orking capital for corporate puroses.
Under the present setup, Webb
aid that the chances of any class
f stockholders receiving anything
way of dividends for a consider!y
ble period were quite remote. He
xplained that in addition to an
perating deficit, there are accruals
f unpaid dividends on the 8 per
ent preferred stock of more than

SHOWMAN'S

REMINDER
Avoid

waste

in

art

work.

DAILY

MONG

THE

THEATERS TO RESIST
BOOST IN MUSIC FEE
(Continued from Page

PHIL M. DALY
• • • SMART STUNT
pulled by the Royal theater
in Atlantic City
took instant advantage of the Dillinger
slaying to hold "Manhattan Melodrama" a second week
report was that the pix was dying out
the day following
the killing the theater put out sign
"Dillinger died to see
this picture"
and T
cashed T
in on extra
days
T
• • • SEVEN STRAIGHT for the RKO baseball team
licking Columbia
4 to 1
Toomy
(Cecil) Mack has
been added to the new stage revue at the Roxy
Julia Wolpin, assistant to R. B. Simonson, assistant treasurer of Fox,
will be married Aug. 5 to Jay Cohen In the current "Ladies
HomeRKO
Journal"
bridge article
illustrated with scenes from
the
series isof a Culbertson
shorts
T
T
T
• • • STARTING TODAY, the RKO Franklin will show
vaude on Saturdays
and Sundays
in addition to the feature
an all-film policy will prevail for the remainder of the
v/eek vaude will be extended through the week if it proves
successful Harry Welsh heads the opening bill
Further reduction in admish announced by the Roxy for the regular Saturday nite midnite show beginning this eve
all
seats 35c after 10:30 P. M.
That was a grand Barbecue
Party given by Carlos Gardel at the Paramount Astoria stude
the other eve . Argentine atmosphere he sang his
songs inimitably and radiated his genial personality
T
T
T
• • • AT THE Empey Club yesterday for luncheon we
spotted among those present Howard Dietz, Emil Jensen,
Arthur Loew, Harry Thomas, Jack Goetz, Murray Rosenbluh,
Jack Shapiro, William Frankel, Jack Glucksman, Morris
Kutisker, Arthur Abeles, Arnold Van Leer

1)

will be held next week to map a plan
of action, Dembow said.
"Theaters can't stand for an increase of 400 and 500 per cent in
music fees at a time like this when
most exhibitors are struggling to
stay in business. The whole idea
is
ridiculous and, I believe, unconstitutional.
"The new rates would increase the
music tax at the New York Paramount from $380 yearly to $3,800
yearly, over 1,000 per cent. The
average theater throughout the
country, seating 1,000 and charging
40 cents admission, now pays $100
annually for music, but would have
to pay $400 yearly under the new
scale, an increase of 300 per cent.
The theaters couldn't survive, what
with federal, state and local taxes,
score charges, increased rentals and
low grosses.
"The proposal is ill-advised and
the
basis for asking the increase is
ridiculous.
"There will be concerted action
on the part of all exhibitors to fight
this increase."

Cancellations Raise
Dispute in St. Louis
(Continued from Page 1)

ported to be unwilling to grant the
cancellations unless there has been
a demonstration of opposition, and
they are telling exhibitors to carry
(Continued from Page 1)
their
cases to the grievance board.
shows, it is announced by Kronick,
Meanwhile the M.P.T.O. has added
who is now in New York buying "Wellington", negotiations now in
product. Kronick says conditions in progress will probably result in two "Journal of a Crime" to the list of
films sent to its members for conthe islands have improved materially.
more Arliss pictures to be made cellation at their discretion, while
in 1935.
the Better Films Council has inHumbert
and Conroy Cast
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
list of "objectionable"
C. M. Woolf and Mark Ostrer are films to creased
17, its including:
Hollywood — George Humbert and
Frank Conroy have roles in Lewis going to America in a few weeks'
"The Life of Vergie Winters,"
the distribution per- "Laughing Boy," "Kiss and Make
Milestone's production, "The Cap- time tosonnelsettle
on the spot.
Up," "Here Comes the Groom,"
tain Hates the Sea," for Columbia.
"Born to Be Bad," "Journal of a
Crime," "Fog Over Frisco," "He
$400,000, and on the Class A stock receive in the aggregate a total of Was Her Man," "Springtime for
of more than $6,000,000.
over $12,000,000 on involuntary Henry," "A Very Honorable Guy,"
"Under the proposed plan," Webb liquidation and over $18,000,000 on "Merry Wives of Reno," "Upper
says, "all of the accruals are to be voluntary liquidation prior to any World," "Smarty," "Notorious Soto the present common
cleared up and the Class A prefer- distribution
phie Lang," "I've Got Your Numence stock eliminated, so that no stockholders.
ber," "Girl Without a Room," and
further current dividends will ac"Accordingly, it would appear "Dr. Monica.'
that
the
present
common
stock
crue with respect to this class of
stock, leaving the only dividends which is to receive over 8 per cent
payable prior to the new common of the total number of shares of
stock approximately $56,000 per an- new common stock distributable to
of Class A preference and
num on the new 7 per cent con- holders
vertible preferred stock. Thus, the common stock will be in a more
new common stock will be in a fav- favorable position than at the present time. On the other hand, the
ABOUT
orable position with respect to prospects of dividends when and as holders of the Class A preference
stock who, at the present time, ocearnings are available therefor.
cupy a position so much superior
"The present common stock which
is in such an unfavorable position to that of the common stock as to
render
the value of the present comwith respect to possibility of paymon stock practically negligible, will
ment of dividends is likewise preceded by large prior claims with through the elimination of the operating deficit and other features of
Japan
now
has 725 houses
wired
for
respect to distribution of assets. In
sound.
addition to the prior position of the the plan obtain advantages which
justify
the
concession
made
to
the
8 per cent preferred stock, the Class
A preference stock is entitled to common stockholders."

J. J. Franklin and Kronick Gaumont-British Ready
Plan Expansion in Hawaii To Set Up Own Exchanges
(Continued from Page 1)
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« « FEATURE

Little
from "Lots"

* By RALPH WILK —
HOLLYWOOD
gILL
PLANT'S
publicity
office
for
Principal
Pictures
is up
above
stage four on the RKO Pathe lot,
which means that to reach him, one
must climb a flight of stairs almost
one block straight up. In order that
reporters may know whether he is in
or not, a plant has been set in an
iron hanger. When Plant is in the
plant is out — and when Plant is out
— why the plant is in. Great idea,
eh what?
T

T

T

Our Passing Show: May Robson,
Walter Connolly, C. Aubrey Smith,
Edward Ludwig, Francis MacDonald, Jane Murfin, Donald Crisp, Sue
Carol, Harry Sauber, Sally Blane,
Henry Stephenson, at the opening
of "The Shining Hour."
T

T

T

Simile — As full of superlatives as
a toastmaster introducing candidates
for office.
T

T

T

Warren Duff, Warner Bros, scenarist, who recently returned from a
vacation spent in New York, is writing the story and screen play for
"Caliente," which will star Dolores
Del Rio.

T

▼

T

Four six-hour shifts of carpenters
and other artisans are being used at
the Hal Roach studios to complete
the
"Babes
Toyland" set.
Two
hundred
extrain mechanics
have been
added to the regular staff. Production of the Laurel and Hardy feature is scheduled to start Aug. 2.
T

T

T

Jane Wyatt will appear in Universal's "Great Expectations."
Stuart Walker will direct the Dickens story from a script by Gladys
Uns»er. Alan Hale also is in the
cast.
T

T

T

Colin Clive has been assigned one
of the two masculine leads opposite
Verree Teasdale in "Firebird," from
the stage play by Lajos Zilahy,
which goes into production Monday
at the Warner studios. The other
leading man will be Ricardo Cortez.
Anita Louise will have a prominent
role in "Firebird"; so will Helen
Trenholme and Dorothy Tree.
T

T

T

Songs for RKO Radio's new musical comedy film feature, "The Gay
Divorce," with Fred Astaire, are
being provided by five internationally known music makers — Cole Porter, Gordon and Revel, Con Conrad
and Herb Magidson.
▼

t

▼

Ruby Keeler will arrive in Hollywood today and will begin her work
in "Flirtation Walk" at the First
National studios on Monday. With
the exception of Pat O'Brien, whose
work in the film has been completed,
other players still engaged in the
picture are Dick Powell, Ross Alexander, Henry O'Neill, John Eldredsre, Guinn Williams, Glen Boles
and John Arledge.

"LADIES

SHOULD

and SHORT

REVIEWS

"SHE LEARNED

LISTEN"

with Cary Grant, Frances
Drake,
Edward
Everett
Horton,
Rosita
Moreno,
Nydia
Westman,
George
Barbier, Charles
Ray
Paramount
61 mins.
LIVELY ROMANTIC COMEDY WITH
PLENTY OF LAUGHS SHOULD PLEASE
AUDIENCES
GENERALLY.

Saturday, July 28, 1934

with

Lew

Ayres,

Alice

GETS

SAILORS"

ROMANCE

OVER

WITH

Faye
78 mins.

OF NAVAL

LAUGHS

GOBS

IN WORK

Though more advisedly for adults, this
love comedy may be found not at all unsuitable for the general run of audiences.
Because of its abundance of action and

OF CLEVER

laughs, all of them are quite likely to enjoy it a lot. The proceedings revolve
around Cary Grant, who is pursued by
three women. One, Rosita Moreno, is
sent by her husband to vamp Cary out of
a Chile nitrate option which he holds. An-

parts commendably, the credit for putting
the picture over as a real laugh number
goes to Frank Mitchell and Jack Durant.
They are the sailor buddies of Ayres who
take it upon themselves to straighten out
the tangled love life of their pal. The
result is the production of some riotously
funny situations that keep the laughs coming whenever they are in evidence before
the camera. After falling hard for Alice
Faye and she for him, the Fleet sails and
he realizes he would be doing the girl an
injustice to marry her on his small salary.
He writes her to that effect. The pals get

other, Nydia Westman, is a millionaire's
lovesick daughter in whom Edward Everett
Horton has a romantic interest. The third,
Frances Drake, is a telephone operator in
Cary's hotel and she is the one who wins
him after going to various amusing lengths
to untangle him from his predicaments. The
whole thing is done in a zippy vein that
keeps it at a nice level of amusement and
suspense. It's a Douglas MacLean production, and incidentally includes Charles
Ray making a comeback in a small role.
Cast: Cary Grant. Frances Drake, Edward
Everett Horton, Rosita Moreno, George
Barbier, Nydia Westman, Charles Ray,
Charles E Arnt. Rafael Corio, Clara Lou
Sheridan, Henrietta Burnside, Jce North.
Director, Frank Tuttle; Authors,
Alfred
Savoir, Guy
Bolton; Screen
Play, Claude
Binycn, Frank
Butler; Cameraman,
Henry
Sharp; Recording Engineer,
Earl Hayman.
Direction,

Peppy.

"PARIS
with

Madge

Photography,

Fine.

INTERLUDE"

Evans,

Otto

Young,
Una
Merkel,
M-G-M

Kruger,
Ted

Robert
Healy
73 mins.

WELL-DONE BUT ONLY MILDLY
DRAMATIC ROMANCE AMID AMERICAN CORRESPONDENTS
IN PARIS.
More episodic than cumulative in drama,
this yarn will prove most pleasing to fans
who can appreciate a story that is well
handled for the kind of a story it is, regardless of its lack of sock elements. Central character is Madge Evans, an American tourist who is stranded in Paris among
a bunch of Yankee newspapermen who are
soaking up liquor most of the time. She
falls for Otto Kruger, who is living on his
laurels as a war hero and taking credit
for stories that are dug up by his faithful assistant, Robert Young. After saying
he'll marry her, Otto is called to other
parts, and when he is reported dead in
Siberia she finally gives in to Bob's plea
to marry him. Then Otto bobs up again
and there is a showdown, with Madge having realized that it is Bob she really loves,
and Otto making the magnanimous gesture.
Occasional comedy is injected by Una
Merkel,
Madge's pal, and Ted Healy, who
runs
a bar.
Cast: Madge Evans, Otto Kruger, Robert
Young, Una Merkel, Ted Healy, Louise
Henry, Edward Brcphy, Gecrge Meeker,
Bert Roach, Richard Tucker.
Director, Edwin L. Marin; Authors, S
J. and Laura Perelman; Screen Play, Wells
Root; Cameraman, Milton Krasner; Editor,
Conrad A. Nervig.
Direction, Good

Photography, Gccd.

While Lew

NEWS of the DAY

ABOUT

Fox
COMEDY

» »

TEAM.
Ayres as the romantic gob

and Alice Faye as his sweetie handle their

the letter to mail, and send a loving letter in its place, as they have decided the
romance must continue. When she arrives
in San Francisco to meet him as per instructions, the fun commences, and winds
up hilariously and with a happy solution.
Cast: Lew Ayres, Alice Faye, Harry
Green, Frank Mitchell, Jack Durant.
Director, George Marshall; Author, Randall H. Faye; Screen Play, William Ccnselman, Henry Johnson; Cameraman, Harry
Jackson.

St. Louis — Bill Ried, former maiai
ager of the Lafayette, recently be-j =
came the father of a boy and a fewlV
days later was notified by Leto Hill.Jr
general
manager
of
St.
Louis
Amusement
Co., that he had bees 1
promoted
to manager
of the Pag, ]
eanl.
Jimmy
Walker, formerly at
Pageant, has moved over to the Au-.
bert. George Forbes of the Kings-:
land has moved down to the Lafay-,
ette.
Harry Foxx of the Congresshas taken charge of the Kingsland.'
while Jack Hoehn of the Union has
shifted to the Congress.
The Unio^
has been closed for alterations antii
repairs.
Ed Burke, formerly at the:
Aubert,
Gravois. has been transferred to the
Kansas City — Three further cases!
on the subject of bank night have1
been
these bytheater,
Mrs. A.
Baiei'
of thefiled,
Lindbergh
touching
the Westport, Colonial and South;
Town. These cases will be hearcl
by the grievance board Aug. 3.
Richmond — The Colonial, Wilmer
& Vincent house, has closed for the
summer months, while the National)
now offering stage and screen all
tractions, and the Strand, formerly
the Bijou, remain open.

Detroit — No progress was again
reported this week by the zoning
board at its weekly meeting. Plans
SHORTS
to draw up a new schedule for thf
entire city, as well as for out-stat<|
cities, are under way, but overlapf
"The Orphans' Benefit"
(Mickey Mouse)
ping houses in several Detroit sec*
United Artists
9 mins. tors are holding up matters.
Swell Burlesque
Boston — George Cronin, formerly
A grand burlesque on the benefit
show, with Mickey Mouse giving a
holds that
positionof atthe
the Rivol'l
Egym
assistant
manager
benefit performance for all the lit- now
tle orphans. They fill the theater, tian in Brighton.
but when Donald Duck starts to entertain them with a recitation of
"Little Boy Blue," they give him the
razz and almost break up the show.
BOOK
Other headliners on the bill are the
THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
adagio team of Clarabella Cow,
Horace Horsecollar and the Goof,
who put on a sensational act. Then
1-24: Second International Exposition 0)
comes Mine. Clara Cluck the great Aug. Cinematographic
Art, Venice,
Italy.
primadonna
singing
the
"Sextette"
from "Lucia." It's all very clever, Aug. 6: Adjourned hearing on offer of LoewWarner interests for Fox Metropolitan Playscreamingly funny and with a dandy
houses, before Federal Judge Mack, Woolmusical score.
Direction, Very Good

Photography, Gcod.

worth

Aug.

"Station TOT" 10 mins.
Paramount
Fair Kiddie Revue
Performed entirely by little tots
in a radio broadcasting studio,
where the youngsters play the roles
of executives as well as artistes, this
is a naive,
fairly the
entertaining
skit. It's
bit
children having
littlea
of the professional manner about
them, but insofar as kid stuff always gets a response from certain
sections of the audience this subject
will prove a moderate pleaser.

Building,

New

York.

14: Second
Annual
Film Outing
of De
troit film row
under
auspices
of Variet
Club, St. Clair Shores
Country
Club,
De
troit.

Aug. 22-24: Allied Theater Owners
Jersey convention, Atlantic City.
Sept. 16; North
dan, N. D.
Sept. 20:

Dakota

of New

Allied meeting, Man-

A.M. P. A. Revels and Luncheon,
tion Picture Club, New York.

Mo-

Sept. 20: "Night of Stars" benefit under aus
pices of United Jewish Appeal in aid o
German Jews, Yankee Stadium, New York
Nathan
Burkan,
chairman
Oct. 1 : National Film Carriers convention
Detroit.
Oct. 29: S.M.P.E.
sylvania.

New

Fall Meeting.
York

Hotel Penn
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\Exhib Interests Meet Today for Music Tax Fight

CODE AUTHORITY COST 170,846 FIRSTTMONTHS
'N. S. S. Claims 935 Protests Against Company
Majority
of Exhibitors
Said to Prefer Centralized Service

Inviting Grief
... for no reason at all
= By
I VA/HEN

DON

CARLE

it comes

GILLETTE^

to doing and saying

; "'things that have a boomerang in
jthem, the good folks of the film industry
are about as unwitting as they come.
Take the statement about motion pictures being the world's fourth biggest
business.
Just how much the widespread publicizing of this information has done to inspire
attempts to shake money out of the industry
through taxation and various other forms
of levy, legislation or aggravation, it is
hard to ascertain for sure.
1 But it needs no second thought to realize
[how many hunters are likely to be attracted
[.by game reputed to be as big as all that.
Although this publication a long time
I ago obtained official figures from the De
[partment of Commerce showing that there
| are about 20 industries bigger than the
I film industry, and this information was
| duly published to correct the widespread
| misapprehension, as late as the past week
[ a coast paper comes out with a front-page
I representation about the movies being
[fourth in size.

▼

▼

▼

THEN there is the very controversial topic
of block booking, in which the general
L public seems to have taken a surprising
r) amount of interest and is being used by
* layman snipers in propaganda against the
I movies.
Where did the public get its ideas about
I block booking?
Mostly from exhibitors telling them, in
I answer to complaints when they played a
, poor picture, that they were
forced
to
show it because of being obliged to buy
films in block.
Of course, they did not add that they
, bought
pictures in block in order to get
them at a better price and to assure them■r selves of a regular supply of product, and
i so the part-truth
went
forth to do its
dirty work.

▼

T

T

IT HAS always been a major fault of this
' industry that it not only tells the public
I too much
about itself, but, being press| agent minded,
i| agseration.

it is unduly

That's one reason
tribute-seekers than

prone

to

ex-

why it attracts more
any other business.

Stressing the belief that exhibitors on the whole will continue to
purchase trailers from one centralized source, on a flat weekly rental,
Herman Robbins, president of National Screen Service, stated to The
Film Daily on Saturday that he is
in possession of copies of 935 letters,
representing operators who control
(Continued

on

Page

2)

GAUMONT ALSO AFTER
KEY HOUSES IN U. S.

Sees Copyright Law Change
Cleveland — Plan of the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers to increase the music fee for
theaters is welcomed by Martin G.
Smith of Toledo, president of Independent Theater Owners of Ohio, as being
a move that will help exhibitors amend
the copyright laws. Smith returned
from New York last week in time for
the dedication of the new quarters of
the Cleveland MP. Exhibitors' Ass'n in
the Film Bldg. The offices also include
quarters for P. J. Wood of the I.T.C.

on

Page

7)

Two Theaters in Ohio
Added by Peter Mailers
Defiance, 0. — Peter Mailers, owner of the Riley and Family theaters
in Fort Wayne, Ind., as well as
houses in Warsaw, Portland and
Bluffton, Ind., has taken over the
Valentine and Elite here in association with William Thomas of Auburn, Ind. The Valentine is the only
local de luxer.

Total expenses of the Code Authority for six months ending June
30 amounted to $70,846.59, it is
shownreport.
in the financial secretary's
first
Cash on deposit in the Chemical
Bank & Trust Co. amounts to $36,098.41.
on

Page

5)

11 WARNER FILMS
SECOND RADIO CITY
READY FOR RELEASE
REPORTED PLANNED
An amusement and business project similar to Radio City, calling for
erection of two theaters in West
46th and West 47th Sts., between
Fifth and Sixth Aves., the cutting
through of a street extending from
46th to 47th St. and the building of
a circular plaza to be lined with
(Continued

on

Page

7)

Fanchon & Marco Get
Ohio Needs No Cleanup,
Los Angeles Paramount
School Official States
Federal Judge Coxe has approved
Cleveland — Ohio has clean motion the leasing of the Paramount theater, Los Angeles, to Fanchon &
pictures and there is no work for the
crusaders in Ohio in the "clean up Marco by Paramount and an agreethe movies" drive, G. H. Gravis,
the Edison
bondholders'
committeementforwiththe
Building,
Los
state supervisor of High Schools and
head of the enforcement department Angeles, which houses the Million
of the Ohio Censor Board, told the Dollar theater, by which Paramount
be eliminated from
members of the Exhibitors' Ass'n will eventually
(Continued
on Page 7)
'ast week. (Continued
Distributors
coopon Page 2)are

Meeting on Today by Exhibitors
In Fight on Music Tax Increase
A meeting with representation
from practically
all the exhibitor
interests and associations
in the
United States will take place MonBuenos Aires — Wired houses in
day afternoon to map a course of
Latin countries have about doubled action on the proposed increase in
in the past year, reaching a total music license fees charged theaters
of 2.208, according to statistics com- by the American Society of Comnospiled here. In addition there are ers, Authors & Publishers, the Film
(Continued
on Page 2)
still 3,262 silent houses.

2,208 Wired Houses
In Latin Countries

Expenses ofistrationCode
AdminAre Running
Below Budget

(Continued

With release dates set to- Sept.
15, Warner-First National now have
London — In addition to the na- 11 features awaiting release. Dates
tional exchange system which Gau- for the first seven are: July 28.
mont-British plans to establish in "Friends of Mr. Sweeney"; Aug. 4,
the United States, as published in "Man with Two Faces"; Aug. 11,
Saturday's Film Daily, the English "Housewife"; Aug. 25, "Dragon
organization intends to line up a Murder
Case"; Sept.
(.Continued
on Page1, 7)"Dames";
string of key city theaters for the
{Continued

Trailers

Marie Dressier Dead
Hollywood — Marie Dressier, M-G-M
star and the screen's best beloved character actress, died Saturday afternoon
at the Santa Barbara estate of C. K. G.
Billings, her lifelong friend, after being
in a deep coma for 18 days. Born Leila
Koerber in Coburg, Canada, Nov. 9,
1869, Miss Dressier had been in the
theatrical profession since the age of
14, achieving screen stardom when she
was 61. Messages of condolence, with
praise for her benevolence as well as her
artistry, are coming in from all parts
of the world. Funeral services, attended
only by closest friends, will take place
at 9 o'clock tomorrow morning in the
Wee Kirk o'the Heather in Forest Lawn
Memorial Park, Glendale. Jeanette
MacDonald
will
sing the
hymn.
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CLAIMS 935 PROTESTS DE MILLE DEPLORES
ON COMPANY TRAILERS
FORMULA METHODS
(Continual

from

Par/e 1)

)ver 3,600 theaters, protesting proposed company-made trailers.
"Exhibitors are already overburdened with overhead expenses," said
Robbins, "and they feel, as we feel,
that additional trailer expense is
unnecessary. National Screen shows
as much interest in producing a
trailer as any company in producing'
a feature. Our contract with all
companies is that the trailer shall
be madevisionunder
superand thatthenocompany's
trailers can
be
distributed until they have been
screened &nd approved by the company. Working in strict cooperation
with us at all times, no company
has ever 'abandoned to outsiders the
responsibility of deciding what the
advertising values of the product

Exch
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FILM

Coming and Going
SID ROGELL, Columbia associate producer, is
in New York for a vacation.

DAILY

Hollywood — When a motion picture director or any artistic creator
develops a "formula," the end is
just around the corner. This is the
opinion of Cecil B. De Mille. who
when asked whether he had followed

C M. WOLFF and MARK OSTRER of Gaumont-British will leave London next month for
New York to conclude arrangements for the
G-B exchange system
in the U. S.
DARRYL F. ZANUCK is due to sail from
England
this week
on his return to Hollywood.

JACK BENNY and MARY LIVINGSTONE rea special formula in creating "Cleoturn to New York this week from the coast
patra" for Paramount, declared:
"If you try to follow a formula, ivhere they appeared in Reliance's "Transyou are approaching the end of your Atlantic
GEORGEMerry-go-round."
BATCHELLER of Chesterfield and
string because then you have stop- MAURY COHEN of Invincible are due back on
ped creating and are taking the eas- ductions.
he coast Aug. 10 to start new season's proiest way out — following a pattern.
ALBERTINA RASCH'S dancers who have been
"In my opinion, Hollywood does
that too frequently. If we have a coast
working
in M-G-M's
returned
east last"Merry
week. Widow" on the
success of one trend of pictures, immediately everyone tries to jump
onto the bandwagon and make an- Ohio Needs No Cleanup,
other of the same kind.
School Official States
"The only great pictures that have
ever been made were new and fresh
(Continued from Page 1)
"We shall continue to make trail- and original — away from any forerating 100 per cent with the censor
ers of pictures controlled by comboard, Gravis stated, and fewer than
panies making their own trailers,
one out of 75 exhibitor violations are
mula at all."
andare.'the royalty we would ordinarily
reported
by the censor board field
Catherine
McNelis
Plays
Host
pay to them will be expended in
Catherine McNelis, president of representatives throughout the state, ,
building playlets written by standup" drive is entirely i
ard authors and enacted by firstis giving a recep- hence a "clean
class talent. Our interest will not Tower tionMagazines,
in this state, according f
to Victor M. Shapiro, Holly- ouperfluous
this representative of the censor
wane. No one wants to make a
wood manager of the "Motion Pic- board.
Exhibitors are preparing ai
trailer that is poor. The question
ture Herald," tomorrow from 5:30
of trailer purchase lies with the ex- to 7 P. M. at her apartment in the trailer to carry this message to the.:
hibitors and we believe that 1-1 Fifth Avenue Hotel.
years of good-will and service will
public.
be a deciding factor."

Exhib Interests Meeting
For Fijdit on Music Tax
(.Continued from Pane 1)

Daily learns. Unanimous decision
•■o ooDose the proposed boost, wh'ch
do "A"
12%
12
12% +
Vg
"■ould increase music fees from 500
RKO
"A"
13/4
15/g
13/4 +
1/g to 800 per cent above the present
Warner
Bros
334
3V2
3% +
Vg rate, is certain.
NEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
Those expected to attend the meetTechnicolor
12'/2
12V,
'2'/2 + His
ing include Sam Dembow, Jr., of
NEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET
Paramount; Leopold Friedman of
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40
. 5%
5'/8
5'/» —
3/s
of
Loew 6s 41ww
99
99
99
+
Vg Loew's. Major Leslie Thompson
RKO, Walter Vincent of Wilmer &
Paramount 6s 47. .40
40
40
+
'/2
Vincent. William Powers of Skouras
Warner's
6s39
5P/4
51
51 Vg +
Vg
Bros., Nate Yamins of Allied: M. E.
New French Studio Opens
Comerford. Josenh Bernard of Warners. E. Kuykendall, president of the
Paris — Pierre Braunberger has
M.P.T.O.A.;
Harrv Brandt, presiopened a large modern
production
plant, the Paris-Studios-Cinema
at r'ent of the I.T.O.A.; Charles L.
O'Reilly, president of the T.O.C.C:
E'illancourt.
and Sidney Samuelson, president of
Allied States Ass'n.
Pathe
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"THE

BLACK

CAT"

The only bad luck feature about Alexander Smith
Carpet (from our viewpoint) is that it wears so
long theatres are generally torn down before they

Cullman Charges Mayfair
Is Continuing Cut-Rates
Howard S. Cullman of the Roxy

get around to replacing it. From your viewpoint

today is filing another comnlaint
with the local grievance boar^
against the Mayfair for violation of
the fair trade practice section of
the code. Mr. Cullman declares that
desnite continual warnings by the
Code Authority to the Mayfair Theater, the management of that playhouse has not stopped its practice
^f distributing "courtesy admission
tickets" throughout the city. The
recipients of these tickets are required to pay a 15-eent "theater
service charge" when presenting
them at the box-office.

one reason Alexander Smith Carpet is used by the

long wear is, of course, the cat's meow. Which is

majority of the country's most successful theatres.
I if you like this series of ads, ask your Carpet Contractor |
I for a copy of "Down the A isle. " Or write W. & J. Slnane I
I
Selling Agents, Inc., 577 Fifth Ave., New York

ALEXANDER

SMITH

CARPET

1
*

•*

.-#•'-#»

•r-J-%

«Am

DAMES

THE MOST BEAUTIFUL THING IN AMERICA TODAY

WARNER BROS. WILL PRE-RELEASE IT AUGUST 18™

^"*
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TIMELYTOPICS
Big Movie Salaries
Go Mostly to Players
TF

the movie
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PHIL M DALY

industry, in a

year when it is losing money,
must go on paying salaries bigger than President Roosevelt's,
there is some comfort in the
thought that most
pay

of the big

checks go to the player

folk. As a tribe they are notoriously incapable of holding
on

to money:

their popular

vogue is like the wind which
bloweth where it listeth, and in

•
•
•
A NEW
film racket is being worked
with
Losang as the base of operations
the victims being magazine writers it goes like this
immediately after
the appearance of a story in one of the larger mags
the
author gets a phone or wire from a so-called scenarist
he is quite sure that through his connections, he assures the
author, that he can sell the story to a big producer if a scenario
is prepared
to prepare the scenario and make the sale
he asks a 90 or 180 day option
the author assents
then when some film company does want the story, as not infrequently happens he is forced to take care of the
Losang "Scenarist" for fear the deal will get cold if delayed in
closing
thus the racketeers collect some easy dough for
exactly the price and work of a phone call or a wire

the long run those huge salaries
average down to fairly moderate compensation. Out of 113
salaries of $75,000 or over last
year, 51 went to actors and 28
to directors, persons who created the pictures. They are not
only the artists in the trade, but
by their drawing

power

with

the public they are its principal
salesmen. Americans with a
larger annual income than the
President of the United States
are by no means

a rarity. In

the year 1930 there were

ap-

parently about 15,000 such persons in the income tax lists.
But the world has long agreed
that a man's social usefulness
or power and his money rewards do not always go hand in
hand.

That

is why

a year fails to stir the pulses.
He has other compensations,
and

satisfactions.
—N.
Y. Times.

» • • TAKING FULL advantage of a natural
Billy Ferguson as Metro exploitashe chief is smashing "Treasure Island" over as an Exploitation Picture
with a great
broadside that is chuck full of stunts too numerous to mention
you have to open the broadside out and cover your desk
to get a comprehensive idea of its magnitude
one pip
stunt is a tie-up with Butler Brothers
who sell their
merchandise
to 3,000 retailers
in as many
different
towns
this one hooks in with the dealers going after
the school trade with a pip Treasure Hunt idea that should ring
the bell
•

•

•
LIVING
UP
to their promise
of a play a week
with a company of well known Broadway players
the Mayfair Players of Dobbs Ferry
under direction of
Vera Murray
announce their third offering includes in
the cast
Raymond Hackett, Blanche Sweet, James Bell,
Marie Kenney

•

•

•

Ted gets out his own kolyuni
titled "Hot Toddy Graphs"
Tess .Michaels, of the United Artists pub dep't, left
Friday
aboard
the Century
for three weeks'
vacashe
at the
coast studios
less is after plenty of material for her
fan mag contacts
Mike Beck spent the last few days in
Asbury Park, handling exploitation for the opening of "Bulldog
Drummond"
An offer of loving cups to the little girls
in Greater New York who most resemble Shirley Temple
and have singing and dancing talent
being made by the
RKO theaters
the contest is in connection with the show-

ABOUT

FILMS
West

•
BEFORE SAILING Saturday on the He de France
to look over the foreign financial situation
Doc
Giannini
that great banker friend of the industry
discussed with us some interesting things concerning filmatics
he pointed out. that only the motion picture industry
produced at full capacity all throughout the depression
while all other industries without exception went along at half
capacity, or less
with industrial plants dismantled everywhere in 1931-32
pix studios were at their peak, with
new indie studios being established this astute banker
loaned more money to motion picture interests in 1931-32 than
he did in the boom years of 1927-28-29
while most bankers were denying credit to industry and making recovery difficult
if they had all followed
his fai sighted
example,
there would have been no depression worth talking about

ONE OF the finest local house organs being published is that one of Ted Toddy's
Columbia's
southern exploitashe chief headquartering in Atlanta

FACTS

Mae

•

emphasis

on Joseph Stalin's very modest
salary of a few thousand dollars

perquisites

•

weighs

only

116

pounds.

ig
of Shirley's
pix, "Baby
Take a Bow"
in most
of the local
RKO houses

«

€<

«

»

»

opening today

»

EXPLOITETTES
Norfolk Newspapers Plug
"Bulldog Drummond
Strikes
Back"
JN exploiting

the opening
of
"Bulldog Drummond
Strikes
Back" at Loew's State theater
here, A. Sparrows and J. J.
Kavanagh, managers, put over
a number of effective newspaper stunts, window tie-ups and
contests, all gaining considerable attention for the attraction. Starting a few days in
advance with plenty of publicity in all local papers, the

managers mond"
landed
the in
"Drumserialization
the
Portsmouth "Star" to run for
s'x days. Just before the serial's first break the newspaper
plugged the engagement with
several special ads announcing
the serial and giving the theater credit. In addition to the
serialization, the newspaper also
went for a "Memory Contest,"
which is suggested in the United
Artists press book on this production. The newspaper ran a
two-column line-cut showing
Colman in scenes from various
pictures. Winners received free
guest tickets to see "Bulldog
Drummond Strikes Back." A
special screening, arranged for
the Norfolk detective and finger
print department, resulted in
additional publicity in local papers. A tie-up with radio station WHG on "What was the
greatest
you've
had?getting
"was
the
means thrill
of the
picture
complete credit on the air one
week prior and all during the
run of the picture. The end of
each program mentioned the
contest and the picture at
Loew's State. Winners received
tickets to the theater. Book tieups were arranged with the following stores: Freeman's, Smith
& Walton, College Place and
Norfolk News company. Window tie-ups, in which scene stills
of "Drummond" were prominently displayed, were put over
with Barr's. jewelry; Schneer's,
jewelry; Old Homestead; Master Otto's garage; Bracken's,
shoes; Dundee Cleaners; Nunally's Confectionery; Henderson's; Moran Cleaners and the
Nyva Beauty Parlor.
— Loew's State, Norfolk, Va.

BIG
NEWS
AS
SEEN
BY
THE PRESS
AGENT
"Nick Foran has discovered that film
work keeps him in better shape than
did

football."— FOX.
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CODE AUTHORITY COST
$70,846 IN 6 MONTHS
(Continued from Page

1)

Details of $36,700 in advances received from producer - distributor
members to June 30 are listed as:
Columbia, $2,000; Fox, $8,000; MG-M, $8,000; Monogram, $500; Paramount, $4,000; RKO, $2,000; Universal, $4,000; Warner, $8,000. A
refund will be made of an advance
of $200 given by the M. P. T. O. A.
The total amount of advances added
to assessments of $70,245 paid by
exhibitor members for the first half,
and including a loan of $200 from
Nathan Yamins which was later repaid, brings the total receipts to
$107,145.00. During the month of
July, exhibitors paid further assessments of $7,428 and additional advances from producer-distributor
members amounted to $13,000 bringing the receipts to July 27 to a total
of $127,573.
Disbursements amounting to $71,046.59, including the Yamins loan
repayment, are: salaries, $34,184.74;
transportation and hotel expenses,
$6,336.02; furniture and fixtures,
$7,663.66; contingent funds of $50
advanced to each local board and
$1,507.17 to the Hollywood office,
$3,082.17; office equipment, $2,440.12;
printing, $3,073.75; postage, $2,485.75; telephone and telegraph, $2,112.01; light, $79.78; rent, $5,840.97;
insurance, $223.71; office supplies,
$1,603.10; deposits on keys, telephone, etc., $51; subscriptions to periodicals, trade papers, $53; rental
of office equipment, $152.20; expense
of reporting meetings, $264.73; sun
dries, $1,199.88.
Disbursements of the indivldua.
boards were: Albany, $736.03; Atlanta, $1,207.54; Boston, $1,332.07
Buffalo, $1,212.33; Charlotte, $804.64; Chicago, $1,311.78; Cincinnati
$943.64; Cleveland, $942; Dallas-,
$984.60; Denver, $845.83; Des
Moines, $740.27; Detroit, $1,792.35;
Hollywood, $4,210.02; Indianapolis,
$984.05; Kansas City, $975.40; Lo:
Angeles, $1,911.87; Memphis, $722.59; Milwaukee, $684.37; Minneapolis, $653.85; New Haven, $723.87;
New Orleans, $669.87; New York,
$2,821.93; Oklahoma City, $774.71:
Omaha, $814,17; Philadelphia, $1,111.98; Pittsburgh, $798.12; Portkind, $846.25; Salt Lake City, $623.77; San Francisco, $1,669.06; St.
Louis, $671.23; Seattle, $920.55;
Washington, $1,309.46; Head Office,
$34 094.39.
Highlights of the report bring out
that the lease of the Code Authority
offices in the RKO Building was executed Jan. 6 for the period Jan.
to June 1, 1935, and pro18, 1934,
vides for these rentals: Jan. 18,
1934, to Feb. 1, 1934, $133.20; Feb.
2, 1934. to Jane 1, 1934, $1,100;
June 2, 1934 to June 1, 1935, $3,300.
The Hollywood office is charged with
$1,507.17 contingent fund, with total
expenses to June 30 of $1,011.98,
leaving a bank balance of $495.19.
For the first six months of its existence, the Code Authority and its
an
expended
have
local branches

DAILY

The Broadway
Picture

Distributor

Hat, Coat
and Glove
RKO Radio
Paris Interlude
M-G-M
She Learned
About
Sailors
Fox
Here Comes
the Navy
(2nd week)
Warner Bros
Ladies
Should
Listen
Paramount
Friends ot Mr. Sweeney
Warner Bros.
House
of Rothschild
(2nd week)*. .. , United Artists
Cockeyed
Cavaliers
RKO Radio
Cavalcade
( 2nd week ) :!
Fox
The
Old-Fashioned
Wayt
Paramount

4 FOREIGN
Soviet

DIALOGUE

Close-Ups

4 FUTURE

Cat's Paw
Cleopatra

PICTURE

Amkino

Personality
Kid
(July 31 )
The World
Moves On
(Aug. 21}
Elmer
and Elsie (Aug. 3)
Girl from Missouri
(Aug 31
Handy
Andy
(Aug. 3)
Dames§
Adventure
Girl (Aug. 71

»

Parade

OPENINGS

«

Harold Lloyd in

Theater
Music Hall
Roxy
Capitol

"THE CAT'S PAW"
(Hollywood Preview)
Fox

Strand
Paramount
Mayfair
Rivoli
Rialto
Criterion
Palace

Time, Not set.

ACE ENTERTAINMENT WITH GOOD
STORY AND STRONG CAST SHOULD
DO
NICELY
ANYWHERE.
In this picture Harold Lloyd uses a real
story and does not depend on gags for
laughs. The old formula of milking gags
has been tossed aside and slapstick has
also been avoided. Instead, clever situations are used and suspense created. The
laughs are there in great number, however, although very few are of the belly
variety. Lloyd has surrounded himself with
a very strong cast in which George Barbier
and Una Merkel are the shining lights.
Sam Taylor deserves bows on two scores
for his direction and for his screen play

♦
Acme

*

Warner Bros
Fox
Paramount
M-G-M
Fox
Warner Bros
RKO Radio

REVIEW

Rialto
Music Hall
Paramount
Capitol
Roxy
Strand
Rialto

(Aug. 16)
(Aug. 17)

Fox
Music Hall
Paramount
Paramount
,
t Subsequent run.
* Follows Astor two-a-day run.
i Follows Criterion two-3-dy run.
** Revival.
§ Follows Here Comes the N^vy.

average of $11,807.76, but according disbursements made necessary by
to John C. Flinn, for the remainder the increased duties which will gradually be given all branches.
jf the year it is likely the expendiCopies of the report are being
tures will average $25,000 monthly
due to additional traveling expense sent to local boards throughout the
to be incurred by Code Authority country and will be available for
members or their appointees at lo- inspection by any one of the motion
cal appeals meetings to be held picture industry who desires to examine it, whether or not they have
throughout the country, and also
because of additional correspon- signed an assent to the Code. Copies
dence, postage, salaries and other or duplications are forbidden.

based Lloyd
on Clarence
Kelland's
story.
plays the Budington
role of a son
of an
American missionary in China who returns
to his native town only to be drafted as a
candidate for mayor on a so-called reform
platform. His sponsors are in league with
racketeers, who are as much surprised as
Lloyd when he is elected and he puts
through
reforms with vim and vigor.
Cast: Harold Llcyd. Una Merkel, George
Barbier, Grace Bradley, Grant Mitchell, Nat
Pandleton, Alan Dinehart, Warren Hymer,
James Dolan, Frank Sheridan.
Director, Sam Taylor, Author, Clarence
Budington Kelland; Screen Play, Sam
Taylcr, Cameraman,
Jack MacKenzie
Direction,
First-rate
Photography,
A-l

.SIMPLE
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SPEAKING

Features Reviewed in Film Daily, Jan. 2 to July 28
Title
Adieu Les Beaux

Rwnvcd
Jours-XX
4-24-34
Affairs of A Gentleman-U
6-23-34
Aftai s of Celiini-U A
5-5-34
All Men Are Enemies-F . .4-26-34
All of Me-PAR
2-3-34
Along
Came
Sally-GB . .6-16-34
Alraune-XX
5-7-34
Are We
Civilized-RAS . .6-14-34
Ariane-BLU
i 8-j-i
As Husbands Go-F
1-27-34
As the Earth Turns- W A . 2-15 34
A Woman's
Man-MOP. 1-19-34
Baby, Take a Bow-F
6-30-34
Back Page-GEN
6-13-34
Bachelor
Bait-RKO
7-20-34
Badge
of Honor-MAY .. 5-19-34
Bedside-FN
3-b-34
Beggars in Ermine-MOP. 2-14-34
Beloved-U
1-27-34
Beyond Bengal-SHO
. . 4 25-34
Big Race-SHO
2-14-34
Big Shakedown-FN
2-9 34
Big Time or Bust-TOW . 1-10 34
Black Cat-U
5-19-34
Black
Moon-COL
6-28 34
Black
Shirts-XX
..
..4-12-34
Blossom
Time-BIP
7-26-34
Blue Light-BOA
5-8-34
Blue Steel-MOP
5-5-34
Bolero-PAR
2-17-34
Bombay
Mail-U
1 -6-34
Born to be Bad-UA
6-1-34
Bottoms
Up-F
3-23 34
Broken
Shoes-AM
3-31-34
Bulldog Drummond Strikes Back
UA. .5-4-34
By
Candlelight-U
16-34
Call It Luc-k-F
7-10-34
Carolina-F
2-3-34
Cat and the Fiddle-MGM .2-14-34
Catherine the Great-UA. 2-2-34
Channel
Crossing-GB .. .5-24-34
Change of Heart-F
5-11-34
Cheaters-LIB
5-11-34
Circus Clown-WA
6-13-34
City
Limits-MOP
3-28-34
City Park-CHE
7 6-34
Cleopatra-PAR
7-25-34
Cockeyed Cavaliers-RKO .. 7-3-34
Come on Marines-PAR. .3-24 34
Coming Out Party-F . . . . 3 I 7 3i
Constant
Nymph-F
.4 7 34
Countess of Monte Cristo
U
331-34
C^ainquebille-TAP
..
..3-28 34
Crime
Doctor-RKO
3 ii-_.
Crime of Helen Stan'eyCOL
7-3 34
Crosby
Case-U
3-23-34
Cross Country
Cruise-U . 1 1 0-34
Cross
Streets-CHE
7-6-34
Crown
of Thorns-XX .. 3-30-34
Cuesta
Abajo-PAR
7-18 ^4
Curtain at Eight-MAJ
2-1-34
Dancing
Man-PYR
7-14 31
Dark Hazard-FN
2-23-34
Death Takes a Holiday-PAR.
2 23-34
Der Gluecksylinder-XX. .3 l '
Der Felderrnhuegel-BA
..4-24-34
Uer

Frechdachs-UFA

1-9 34

Der Meistrerdetektiv-BAV 2-14 34
Der Stern von Va'encia-UFA
4-24-34
Der Traumende Mund-XX 2-6 34
Devil
Tiger-F
2 814
Die Blonde Christl-BAV. 2-28-34
Die Mutter Der Koinpag.iit
XX .3-13-3
Die
Schoenen
Tage
in
Aranjuez-XX
6 23-34
Die Verkaufte Braute-XX . S '.14
Dr. Monica-WA
6-22-34
Dream of My People-PA 2 .1 il
Dos Mujeres y un Don Juan
KIN. . 5-S-34
Double
Door-PAR
c-5-34
Drums
O'Voodoo INT
..5-12-31
Easy to Love- W A
1-13-34
eight Girls in a Boat-PAR
1-13-34
Ein Gewisser Herr Gran-XX.
2-24-34
Eines Prinzen Junge T.ielie
XX.. 3-28-14
Ein Toller Einfall-UFA. 5-22-34
El Prisionero 13-CIN ... 3-30-34
End of the World-AU .4-17-34
Enemies of Progress-XX . 1-16-34
Es Wird Schon Wieder
Besser-UFA
1-24-34
Ever
Since
Eve-F
3-27-34
Fantomas-DU
3-13-34
Fashions of 1934-FN
1-9-34
Fifteen Wives-INV
7-17 3'
"iehting Code-COL
1 10-34
Fighting
Hero-STE
7-17-34
Fighting Rangers-COL. .4-12-34
Fighting Rookie-MAY .. .7-12-34
Finishing Schonl-RKO 4-*-i<i
Flaming
Gold-RKO
1-18 34

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS

ALU — Allied Picture!
AM — Amkino
AST — Astor Pictures
AU — Capt. Harold Auten
AUS — Harold Austin
BAV — Bavaria Film A-G
BEA-Beacon Productions
BD — British & Dominions
BIP — British International
BLU — Blue Ribbon Photoplay
BO— John W. Boyle
ciates)
BOA
— Gil Boag (Mayfair AssoBON— Al

Bondy

BRO —— Capitol
Broadway-FilmHo'.ly Exchangt
wood
CAP
CHA— Chadwick
CHE— Chestem-M
CIN
Corp.— Cinexport Distributing
COL— Columbia
DU— DuWorld
EXP
— Exploitation
Pictures
K — Fox
FD — First Division
FR — Freuler Film Associates
FN — First

National

FX— The Film Exchange
GB — Gaumont-British
Title
Reviewed
Friends of Mr. SweeneyWA. .7-27-34
For Love or Money-BD . 7-26-34
Fog-COL
1-6-34
Fog Over Frisco-FN
6-7-34
4 Frightened People-PAR 1 27-34
Fraoulein-Falsch
VerbudenXX. .1-16-34
Friday the 13th-GB
5-15-34
Frontier Marshal-F
1-31-34
Fugitive Lovers-MGM. ..1-3-34
Fury of the Jungle-COL.2-8 34
Gambling
Lady-WA
3-7-34
Gehetzte Menschen-XX .. .6-5-34
Geld Regiert Die Welt XX
5-15-34
George White's
Scandals
K. .3-17 34
Glamour-U
5-12-34
uoodbye Love — RKO. . . . 3-13 3-t
uood
Dame-PAR
3-17-34
Grand
Canary-F
7-20-34
Great Flirtation-PA R
6-23-34
Great Defender-BIP
7-26-34
Guilty Parents-SYN . . . . 4-u-Jt
Gun Jnstice-U
2-14-34
Hdlf-A-Sinner-U
6-23-34
iiandy
Andy-F
6-1-34
Hat, Coat and GloveRKO. .7-27-34
Harold Teen-WA
3-/-j4
Heart
Song-F
6-6-34
Heat
Lightning-WA
3-7-34
Heideschulmeister
Uwe
Karsten-UFA
4-17 34
Here Comes the Groom-PAR
6-16-34
Hell Bent for Love-COL. 6 13-34
He.e Comes the NavyWA
6-28 34
Hell Cat COL
7-7-34
He Was Her Man-WA .. 5-18-34
Hi. Nellie-WA
2-1-.S4
Hips, Hips, Hooray-RKO
1-24-34
Hired Wife-PIN
2-1-34
His Greatest Gamb'e
RKO. .7-18-34
Hitler's Reign of I'er.or-JE
4-27-34
Hold
That
Girl-F
3-24-34
Hollywood.
Ciudad de En^.ueno-U
4-10-54
Hollywood
Hoodlum-REG 6-21-34
Hollywood Party-MGM. .5-25-34
..-jusc oi RotMsL-iiiid- U A . . 3-8- < .
! Am Suzanne-F
1-19-34
I Believe in You-F
4-10 34
I Can't Escape-BEA
7-5-34
I Give My Love-U
7-1 7-34
I Hate Women-GOP. .. .7-11-34
I Like it That Way-U .. 4-17-34
I'll Tell the World-U ... 4-21-34
2-3-34
I've Got Your Number-WA
Inge

Und

die

MillionenUFA. .4-17-34
In the Land of the SovietsAM. .6-28-34
In Wien Hab Ich Einmal Ein
Maedel
Geliebt-XX
5-29-34
In Love With Life-INV. 5-12-34
In the Monev-INV
1-6-34
It Happened
One Night-COL.
2-23-34
It's a Boy-GB
I Was a Spy-F

6-8-34
1-13-34

GFF— General Foreign Films
uLNuc^erdl Fllnia
GRR—
'
GOP — Arthut
GoldsmithGreenhlati
Productions
HEL— Helber Pictuies
IDE— Ideal
I MP— Imperial Dist
INT — International
Stageplay
Pictures
INC — Inter-Continent
Film
1NV — Invincible Picture?
1AFA— Jafa
J E— Jewel Productions
JEW — Jewish
Talking
Pictures
KIN
— Kinematrade
KPI?_?i.frma„
s K'ellberg
LIB — Liberty Pictures
LIN — Lincoln Productions
MAF — Mayflower
IMA I — Maiestic Pictures
MAR — Marcy
MAS — Mascot Pictures
MAY — Mayfair Picture*
MEN — Mentone
Productions
M CM — Mefrn-Golriwyn- Mdyei
MOD — Modern
Films
MOP — Monogram
Picture"
Title
Revised
Iza Neni-XX
6-5-34
Ja Treu 1st Dei Soldatenliebe
Jane

Eyre-MOP

XX.. 7-17-34
5-2-34

Jimmy
the Gent-WA
3-26-34
Journal of a Crime-FN .. 2-24-34
Juarez Y MaximilianoXX.. 5-7-34
Just Smith-GB
4-24-34
Kara Salkten-XX
5-15-34
Keep 'Em Rolling-RKO . .3-1-J4
Key. The-WA
5-31-34
K ng of Wild
Horses
COL
.3-21-34
Kiss and Make Up-PAR.6-30 34
La Batai le-TAP
7-10-34
La Ciudad de Carton-F.2-i!SJ4
La Cruz Y La Espada-F 2-6-34
Ladies Should ListenPAR. .7-28-34
La Fusee-TAP
j-u-ji
La Maternelle-TAP
4-25-34
L'ange
La SombreGardien-TAP
de Panclio .... 4-20-34
La

Villa-MOD
Sombra

de

Pancho

4-10 34
Villa

COL
. 1-9-34
Last Round
Up-PAR
5-11-34
La Sangie Manda-XX ... 5-16-34
Last Gentleman- U A
4-28-34
La Frochaid
el les Deux
Orpheuncs-X X
2-8-34
Laughing Boy-MGM
5-12-34
i^azy
Kiver-MGM
4 3-Jh
Le Serment-PKX
3-15-3H
Let's Be Ritzy-U
5-18-34
Let's Fall in Love-COL . 1-20-34
Let's Talk it Over-U
6-16-34
Let's Try Again— RKO .6-22 31
i^i.e of Verg.e W;nte.s-i<KU
6-13-34
Line-Up, Man. The-COL
~.tt.e
What
Now? 4-17-34
U. 5-19-34
.6-1-34
Little Miss Marker-PAR.
Lone Cowboy-PAR
1-27 34
Looking
for Trouble-U A . 1-1 1 34
Lost Jungle-MAS
5-9-34
Loud
Speaker-MOP
5-8-34
Lost
Patrol-RKO
2-9-34
Love
Birds-U
5-4-34
Love
Captive-U
6-7-34
Love Past Thirty-FR ... 2-14-34
u.cegen
Auf
Ruegen-XX . 1 -5-34
I. ickv
Texan-MOP
1-6-34
Madame
Spv-F
2-10-34
Man from Utah-MOP. . .5-23-34
Man of Two Worlds-RKO 1-13-34
Man Trailer-COL
5-23-34
Man
With Two
Faces
FN. .7-12-34
Mandalay-FN
2-15-34
5-2-34
Manhattan
Melodrama-MGM
Manhattan
Love SongMOP. .4-17-34
Man's Game. A. -COL. .. 7-24-34
Many
Happy
Returns-PAR6-9-34
Marrying
Widows TOW . 5-18-34
Massacre-FN
1-18-34
Meanest Gal in Town-RKO.2-17-34
Melodia Prohibida-X X ... 3-28-34
Melody in Spring-PA R . 3-31-34
Men in White-MGM ..3-28-34
Merry
Frinks-FN
6-27-34

PA
Film Co.
PA —k—Palestine-American
Paramount
PIN— Pinnacle
Pkl — Principal Dist. Corp
PRO
Progressive
Pictures
r>
f x —— Potex Dist. Corp.
PYR— Pyramid
RAS— Raspin Productions
REG — Regal Distributing
RIC— Edward T. Ricci
KKO— RKO-Radio
Pictures
ROY— Fanchon Royer
SCA — Scandinavian
Pictures
SCO— Lester F. Scott
^HO — Showmen's Pictures
STE — William
Steiner
SYN — Syndicate Exchange
TAP— John S. Tapernoux
THO— Fred Thomson
TOW — Tower Prods
TRU— True Life Photoplays
U — Universal

UA — United Artistt
UFA— Ufa
WA — Warner
Bros
WEL— Carveth Wells
WIN — Windsor
Pictures
WOK— Worldki"o
XX — No distributor
set
Title
R, viewd
Merry Wives of Reno-WA 6-9-34
Midnight-U
.3 7-34
Midnight
Alibi-FN
7-5-34
Miss Fane's Baby is
Stolen-PAR
1-20-34
Mouern Hero, A-WA . . . . 4-J-ii
Money
Means
NothingMOP. .5-15-34
4-26-34
Monte
Carlo
Nights-MOP
Moth,
The-MAR
3-9-J4
Moulin
Kouge-UA
1-10-34
Mother.
19J5-AM
6-2-34
iviutdet
on the Blackboard
RKO. .6-5-34
at the VanitiesPAR. .5-18-34
Murder
in the MuseumPRO. .6-27-34
Mulder
in the Private
Car
MGM . .7-10 34
Murder in Trinidad-F
...5-16-34
Myrt
and
Marge-U
1-16-34
i.iysiery Linei-MOP .. 2-28-34
Mystery of Mr. X-MGM . 2-24-34
Mystery
5-26-34
Nana-UA Ranch-STE
2-2-34
Murder

Nell Gwyn-UA
7-12-34
N.nth Guest, The-COL ..3-3 34
No Funny Business-PRl . 3-10-34
No Greater Glory-COL. .3-14-34
No More Women-PAR .3-334
Notorious
Sophie Lang-PAR.
7-21-34
Now I'U Tell-F
5-26-34
Oded the Wanderer-PA. .5-22-34
Of Human BondageRKO. .6-27-34
Old-Fashioned Way-PAR. 7-14-34
'■sen's Big Moment-F ... 1-9-34
One Is Guilty-COL
5-3-34
One Night of Love-COL .. 7-6-34
Once to Every Woman
Orders
Is Orders COL
Operator
13-MGM

3 5-4-34
24-34
6-2-34

e-s-*Orr-r.ent Y Exp
Plata-INC
7-26-34
Palooka-UA
2-1-34
Parada Rezerwisto » CAP S 2 34
Pecados de Amor-XX ... .4-25-34
Paris Intermde-MGM. . .7-28 34
Pettersson & Bendel-SC A . j-24-34
Picture
Brides-FD ...
4-24-34
Poor Rich, The-U
1 . 14
Prince of Wales-GB 4.?4-(a
Private
Scandal-PAR
6-15-34
Public Stenographer
Prokurator-XX
5 29-34
MAR
.110-34
Quitter, The-CHE
3 14 »
Rabbi's
Power-XX 6-16-34
6-2 34
Racketeer
Round-up-THO
Rafter Romance-RKO ..1-9 34
Randy Rides A'one-MOP . 6-14-34
Rawhide
Mail-MAR
6-5-34
Registered
Nur«e-FN
Return of the
Terror ...6-1-34
FN. .7-10 34
Riding Thru-STE
2-24-34
Riptide-MGM
3-31-34
Road to Ruin-TRU. ..2-21-34
Roman Einer Nacht-XX . .6-23-34
Romance in Budapest-XX 5-11-34
S. A. Mann
Brand-BAV . 5-29-34
Sadie McKee-MGM
5-12-34
Sagrario-XX
1-24-34
Search for Beauty-PAR . 2-10-34
Sensation Hunters-MOP. . 1-3-34
Shadows of Sing Sing-COL.
2-14-34

Title
She Learned
About

Reviewed
Sailors-

F.. 7-28-34
She Loves Me Not-PAR . 7-19-34
She Made Her Bed-PAR. 4-27-34
Shock-MOP
7-24-34
Shoot the Works-PAR. . .7-7-34
snow-Off-MGM
j-17-34
Simple Tailor, The-AM. 2-24-34
Sing and Like It-RKO. .4-14-34
Sisters Under the Skin-COL.6-8-34
Six of
Sixteen

a King-PAR
Fathoms
Deep-

1-24-34

MOP
1-19-o4
Sleepers East-F
4-24-34
Smarty-WA
4-12-34
Smoking
Guns-U
7-20-34
Sons of the Desert-MGM . 1 -b-34
Sorrell and Son-UA
5-29-34
Speed
Wings-COL
3 27-34
Spitfire-RKO
2-23-34
Stamboul Quest-MGM .... 7-7-34
Stand Up and Cheer-F. .4-20-34
Sltar Packer-MOP
7-3-34
Stingaree-RKO
5-12-34
Straightaway-COL
1-16 34
Stricn Durch
Die Rechn-.uigUFA .3 6-34
Strictly Dynamite-RKO . . . 7-5-34
Such Women
Are Dangerous-F
65-3-34
9 34
Success at Any
Price-RKO
Su Ultima Cancion-CIN. 3-30-34
Sweden,
Land of the Vikings
Szpieg-M AJ
3-6-34
BO. .1-6-34
Tannenberg-XX
4 6-34
Tante Gusti KommandiertXX.. 5-7-34
Tarzan and His MateTausend Fuer EineMGM.
Nacht-.4-16-34
XX
2-14-34
Tell-Tale Heart-DU
6-2134
Texas Tornado-FD ....2-28-34
These Thirty YearsThin Man,
Thirty Day
This Man
This Side

The-MGM
5-23-34
Princess-PAR
5-12-34
BON. .5-24-'>4
1-31-34
is Mine-RKO
3-8-34
of Heaven-MGM

Thundering
Herd-PA R .. 3-31-34
Tiburon XX
4-20-34
Tracy Rides-STE
5 5-34
TVaH
Drive-U
1-3-34
5-7-34
Three on a Honeymoon-F
Trenck-XX
4-10-34
Trumpet Blows-PAR ...4-14-34
Twentieth Century-COL. . 5-4-34
Twin
Husbands-INV
...5-9-34
Two
Alone— RKO
4-7-34
20 Mil ion Sweethearts-FN
Uncertain Lady-U .... 4-20-34
Unknown Blonde MAJ . .4-19-34
Unknown
Soldier Speaks
Unsere

Fahne
Flattert
LIN.. Uns
5-26-34
4 5-34
Voran-UFA
7 "1-"
Upper World-WA
5-25-34
Very Honorable Guy, AFN. .5-18 34
Viva Villa!-MGM
4 12-34
Voice in the Night-COL. 4 24 34
War's End-XX
5-18-34
We're Not Dressing-PAR. 1-13-34
4-26-34
West ol the Divide — MOP
Wharf
What's

Angel-PAR ...4-21-34
Voui
Racket?- MAY

Wheels of Destiny-U ... .3-28-34
Whe e Sinners MeetWhir'pool-COL
White
Heat-PIN
Whom
the Gods

5-5-34
RKO. .4-19-34
6 15-34
Destroy 1 V-.4

Wie Man Maenner COL
Fesselt 7-12-34
XX.. 5-22-34
Wie Sag Ich's Meinnem
Mann?-XX
1-24-34
WiM
Cargo-RKO
3-24-34
Wild Gold-F
7-24-34
Witching Hour PAR
. 4-28-34
Woman in Command-GB . 5 29-34
Woman
CondemnedWoman
Una'raid-GOP.
3-27-34
MAR. ..4-20-34
Wonder
Bar-FN
2-17-34
World
in Revolt-M EN ... 6-9-34
World
Moves
On-F
.6-30 34
You Can't Buy Everything
You
You're

Me

LoveMG-M.
You 2-1-34

Telling

Me-PAR
MAJ. .5-31-34
4-7-34

Made
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Little
from "Lots"

' By RALPH WILK

From New York World-Telegram

—

By CHAS.

HOLLYWOOD
MONTGOMERY
has

DOBERT

been assigned by M-G-M to costar with Helen Hayes in "Vanessa."
William K. Howard will direct.

▼

▼

T

Maury Cohen, producer of Invincible Pictures, and George Batcheller, producer of Chesterfield Pictures, are expected to return from
New York on Aug. 10 to begin their
new season's program of features.
Invincible is currently producing "A
Girl Must Live," featuring Dorothy
Wilson and Charles Starrett, with
Frank Strayer directing.
T

T

t

▼

Nancy Carroll was signed last
week by Columbia for the elaborate
musical extravaganza, "The Girl
Friend," to co-feature with Jack
Haley and Lupe Velez. Herbert
Fields, Richard Rodgers and Lorenz
Hart, one of America's leading musical comedy trios, wrote the book,
music and lyrics.
T

T

T

David 0. Selzhick has signed Arthur Kober and H. W. Hanneman
to write the scenario of Joan Crawford's next Metro production, "Salute! There Goes Romance," from
a magazine story by Ursula Parrott.
Victor Fleming is to direct.
T

T

T

Purnell Pratt, Oscar Apfel and
Jason Robards are among the latest
signed by Mascot for "Crimson Romance." In addition the cast features Ben Lyon, Sari Maritza, Vincp
Barnett. Erich von Stroheim and
James Bush.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Aug. 1-24: Second
Cinematographic

International Exposition ot
Art, Venice,
Italy.

Aug. 6: Adjourned hearing on offer of LoewWarner interests for Fox Metropolitan Playhouses, before Federal Judge Mack, Woolworth
Building,
New
York.
Aug.

T4: Second
Annual
Film Oufh"
"f Dtroit film row
under
auspices
of Variety
Club, St. Clair Shores
Country
Club,
Detroit.

Aug. 22-24: Allied Theater Owners
Jersey convention, Atlantic City
Sept. 16; North
dan, N. D.
Sept.

20
tion

Dakota

29:

of New

Allied meeting, Man-

A.M. P. A. Revels and Luncheon,
Picture Club, New York.

Sept. 20
"Night of Stars" benefit
pices of United
Jewish
Appeal
German
Jews, Yankee
Stadium,
Nathan
Bu/kan.
chairman
Oct.
1 : National
Film
Carriers
Detroit.
Oct

S.M.P.E.
Fall
sylvania. New York

THE

fundamental

cultural issue involved in the movement

to purge

the movies

' of far greater significance than is usually perceived. It goes more
question of the profits of a great industry or the salaries of its artists.

is one

deeply than the

It is also something wider than the issue of whether or not self-constituted bodies
shall control the education, morals and art of the American people.
It brings sharply to the fore the basic question of who shall be our guides in so
advanced and highly civilized an age as the second quarter of the twentieth century.
Moving pictures are more than an industrial product. They are, or certainly should
be, a prominent element in our culture, ranking with the newspapers, radio and the
stage.
They

have already attained a marvelous

development

as a manifestation

of applied

science and popular art. In spite of all the valid criticf-rtv which may be leveled
against them it is doubtful that any other notable achievement of recent capitalistic
enterprise offers more to the public for its money or contains so slight an element of
evil in proportion to the educational and recreational facilities provided.
A

A

A

A

T

Ramon Novarro is due back this
week from his South American tour.
He starts work at M-G-M soon in
"Tiptoes," musical romance, with
Evelyn Laye.
t

SHORT SHOTS from
EASTERN STUDIOS

Dr. Harry Elmer Barnes on Movies

Meeting,

Mo-

under auin aid o<
New
York
convention
Hotel

Penn-

A

LMOST

any sane and civilized man

would,

however,

welcome

any intelligent move-

^* ment within or without the films, to insure better pictures. We would profit
greatly if we could have productions which deal with more vital and realistic themes.
The movies could do far more than they accomplish at present in the way of popular
education
and
social
guidance.
While not a movie addict myself, I have certainly seen
fall into every category of film production.
I have been frequently impressed with
triviality and imbecility cf many
pictures.
A

rVEN

this most

the insufferable

A

A

I am

with
downs

movies

which

dullness or the incredible

A

deadly charge against the movies — that of a prevailing trend toward

■" triviality, nonsense and too often sheer imbecility — may
against the American
public as against the film industry.
personally well acquainted

they would much
they could do so.

representative

prefer to make

with some

be lodged

of the leading producers

their millions out of worthy

quite as much
and know

and educational

that

films if

Many a producer has spent large sums in making pictures which dealt intelligently
an important current social theme, only to find that the antics of one of his
brought
in a hundred-fold
more
paid admissions.
Inasmuch as the film industry is not a charitable enterprise but cne

R

ALICOATE

OSCO

ATES completed work Saturday at the Brooklyn Vitaphone studio in a two-reel Vitaphone
comedy entitled "Love Thy Neighbor." Supporting the stuttering
comic are Shemp Howard, Ruth Gillette, Billie Leonard, and ■ Jackie
Kelk, all of the Broadway stage.
"Love Thy Neighbor," directed by
Lloyd French, will be released in
edies.
Vitaphone's
series of Big "V" com-

•

"Gigolette,"
the
Gordon
Kann
story, goes into production today at
the Biograph
studio.
Ralph
Bellamy, Adrienne Ames, Robert Armstrong and Donald
Cook
head
the
cast of the feature, which is being
produced by Select Productions headed by William Saal and Kurt. Kelly.
Charles
Lamont
will direct, with
Chris Bute assisting, while Joe Rutenberg and Sam Levit will hanale
the camera work.

•

Will Mahoney will be featured in
a short to be produced and directed
by Al Christie for Educational release. Work is scheduled to get
under way Wednesday at the Eastern Service studio in Astoria from
the story, as yet untitled, by Arthur
Jarrett
and Bert Granet.

of the most

highly organized and expensively equipped of capitalistic undertakings, it can hardly
be blamed
if it produces what the public wants.
No honest and fair critic of the movies can well allege that the producers have
been as reluctant to give us films providing both social education and a high ordeof entertainment as the public has been in giving the necessary support to such
laudable efforts.

pi HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA

Gaumont Also After
Second Radio City
Key
Houses
in
U.
S.
(.Continued from Pane 1)
Reported
(Continued
from Pane Planned
1)
plugging of its product in America,
it is stated by C. M. Woolf, deputy
chairman of the company. Jeffrey
Bernerd, another official of the company, is now en route to New York
to conduct preliminary negotiations,
with Woolf and Mark Ostrer following him next month.
In order to give Gaumont-British
pictures more American appeal, i
concerted effort will be made to obtain more Hollywood stars, directors
and technicians, it is stated.

11 Warner Films
Ready for Release
{Continued

from

Page

1i

Sept. 8, "Kansas City Princess";
Sept. 15, "British Agent." Others
awaiting release are: "Big Hearted
Herbert." "The Case of Howling
Dog," "Desirable," and "Madame
Du Barry." Five features are now
in production, they are "A Perfect
Week-end," "I Sell Anything," "SixDay Rider," "Happiness Ahead" and
"Flirtation Walk." Twelve pictures
are in preparation with casting competed on "Just Out of College."

shops, is contemplated by a Boston
syndicate, according to Nat Eastman, of 41 West 46th St., who ir
now engaged in designing plans for
<be buildings. Eastman said Saturday that the theaters would be of
2.600 and 1,600 capacity and that
the larger house would be devoted
to nictures.
Eastman declined to name his
principals, saying he h? d been sworn
to secrecy, but declared th«t the entire nlot necessarv for the project
had been assembled or was held oi,
option. He said he thought work on
the razing of the bu'Mings now on
the site might start in a month.

Fanchon & Marco Get
Los (Continued
Angelesfrom Paramount
Page 1)
any interest in the property and receive $20,000 cash in a settlement
of all outstanding claims. The F. &
M. lease on the Los Angeles Paramount runs for five and a half years
from Mar. 1. 1934, at ■* rental ranging from SI, 750 to $2,500 weekly
against 12 Yz per cent of the gross.

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood
$2.50

up, Single

$3.00

up, Double

Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaza is near every'
thing to see and do in
Hollywood.
Ideal for business or pleasure.
Every room has private
dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every venience.
modern
Fine food con> at
reasonable prices Convenient parking for your car.
Chas. Danziger, Mgr.
Eugene Stern, Pre*.
The "Doorway of Hospitality"
Vine
at Hollywood
Blvo.
HOLLYVOOD

iq

C>liij JYlitsLc <J-jctii tyyvcers I
J\aalo
r L w, / %mpdlayt or C^oyvfioerLce
CONFIDENCE:

''Trust in or reliance upon another;

belief in a person or thing". — Junk & QYaqnM Standard Didionmu

N 1932 the Rockefeller interests completed
at the greatest cost in the world's history, the
most concentrated form of real estate development within the confines of a city; in the center
of Radio City they constructed

U^aJLu

uf M

mankind's
greatest single
world of entertainment.

contribution

Its needs and its purposes now

to

the

as then, are

clearly defined: it is devoted to the very finest representations ofMotion Picture Art. COLUMBIA
PICTURES

CORPORATION

is pleased to an-

nounce that twenty-five per cent of the playing
time for 1934-1935 will be devoted to COLUMBIA
pictures in this great theatre.
Confidence is the very essence of the thought
which found expression in the contract entered
into between this Company

and that theatre.

Confidence on the part of the MUSIC
Management in the pictures COLUMBIA
duce the forthcoming year.

HALL

will pro-

Confidence on the part of COLUMBIA

in the

men guiding the destiny of the world's finest
theatre . . . in their aims . . . ideals and ambitions.
COLUMBIA

is proud of its partnership.

L>oUimb LcL ^JV[aYckes CAi A^lvrouqh, l/JTiJJJ

Intimate

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion
Pictures
Now Sixteen Years Old

in Character

International in Scope
Independent in Thought

VCL.

LXVI.

NC.

2<5

NEW

yCCI\,

TUESDAY,

JULY

31,
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Would Rule Non-Paying Assenters as Violators

EXHIB UNITS MAP PLAN TO FIGHT MUSIC TAX RISE
Composers' Society Says It Is Willing toLitigation,
Compro.tiise
Legislation In-

Objections to Increase in
Fees Are Answered
by E. C. Mills

Declaring he had not refused any
;ompromise on the proposed increase
n music license fees charged theaters by the American Society of
Composers, Authors & Publishers,
E. C. Mills, general manager of the
Society, yesterday stated to The
Film Daily that he was ready at
my time to receive a committee repesenting a substantial exhibitor invest to discuss the schedule raise
n rates.
"A committee
ofon exhibitors
called
(Continued
Page 5)

HALF OF MONO. LINEUP
FINISHED BY OCT. 1

Code Authority Laying Off Music Tax Fight

cluded in Plan to Combat
Music Fee

The Code Authority will not concern itself with the increase in the music tax, proposed by the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers, which has aroused
a storm of exhibitor protest, it was indicatted at its headquarters yesterday. Matter
so far seems beyond its jurisdiction, it was pointed out. Charles L. O'Reilly, who attended an exhibitor conference held yesterday in connection with the planned tax
raise, was present as president of the T. O. C. C. and not as a member of the Code
Authority, it was stated.

LAB. CODE HEARINGS EXTEND PROTEST TIME
ARE SET FOR AUG, 14
ON ASSESSMENTS
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Public hearings on
proposed amendments to the code
for the motion picture laboratory
industry, previously postponed, have
been reconvened for Aug. 14, the
NRA announced yesterday.

Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Stating that the demands of the
American Society of Composers,
Authors & Publishers for increased
music license fees were "entirely unwarranted, unconscionable, imposiible and unreasonable and that the
Jociety had advanced no justifiable
.easons" for the proposed increase,
an Emergency Committee represent.ng all affiliated circuit theaters, the
Allied
Ass'n, theatM.P.T.O.A.,
i.T.O.A.States
and T.O.C.C,
a meeting

Washington — An extension of in
time from Aug. 6 to Aug. 15 for
filing of objections or criticisms to
the proposed basis of contribution by
producers and distributors to the
budget for Code Authority of the
motion picture industry was announced yesterday by the NRA.

Allied Unit Launched
RKO Circuit is Adding
In Rhode Island Area
To K-A-0 Theater Group

the

Hotel

Roosevelt

yesterday,

MORETIllHoUGHT
FOR DECIDING APPEALS

Permission to extend the period
tor rendering decisions on appeals
from 15 to 30 days in instances
Indicating a further step in the vhere additional time is needed for
Providence — Martin Tuohey of the
Leroy Theater, Pawtucket, is head building up of the RKO theater cir- reviewing evidence originally submitted and examining new evidence
of the newly organized Allied The(Continued on Page 4)
cuit, several more houses will be acquired for the KAO group before
aters of Rhode Island, Inc. Abraham Spitz of the Bijou here is vice- Sept. 1, the Film Daily learns.
president; John Findley of the The Alhambra in Harlem, closed for Would Confine Duals
United, Westerly, secretary, and practically the entire season last
To First Half of Week
Charles Williams of the Park, Woon- year, will be reopened by RKO about
socket, treasurer. Anthony Romano, Sept. 1 with an all-picture policy.
Grand
Rapids — Regulation of
A. Gould, Milton Bomes, Peter Nel- Additional openings and new houses double features
under a plan advoVerschleiser and Lackey
son and M. Stanzler are on the are expected to be announced next
cated
by
Allen
Johnson, manager of
week.
Full-Fledged Producers board of directors.
the Royal and Our theaters and
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
member of the Michigan compliance
committee, is being taken up with
Hollywood — Ben Verschleiser and
William Lackey, who have been asthe NRA in Washington in an efsociate producers at Monogram,
fort to have it incorporated in the
hereafter will be full-fledged procode. The plan calls for showing of
ducers, it is announced by Robert
duals the first half of the week only.
Welsh, executive producer.
Amendment
of
the
motion
picture
First American Talker
Two More Colonels
Shown in Soviet Russia code to provide that assenters who
Tribute to Marie Dressier
Max Cohen, New York circuit operafail to pay their assessments astor, and Edward Bonns, short subject
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
sume the status of violators of the
Moscow — Showing of Warner's
manager for Universal, two of the few
Hollywood — As a tribute to Marie
film lads who were still without a
"Cabin in the Cotton", starring code is proposed in a resolution
Dressier, whose funeral takes place this
Richard Barthelmess, in about half unanimously adopted by the Code Aucolonel's commission from Governor
morning, the M-G-M Studios will cease
Ruby Laffoon of Kentucky, received
a dozen theaters here yesterday
all activity while the services are in
theirs yesterday.
thority and transmitted to the Adprogress.
marked the premiere of American
ministrator with request
for
a pub(Continued
on
Page
7)
talking pictures in Soviet Russia.
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Present rate of activity at the Monogram studios indicates that half of the company's
lineup will be completed by Oct. 1.
Four pictures are now in the cutting rooms, two before the cameras
and four scheduled for production
before the middle of September.
Those completed
"Girl4) of the
(Continued are
on Page

Code
Assenters
Whoas Don
't Pay
Would
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Columbia Giving Previews
Cincy Zoning Schedule
Being Presented Aug. 1
Of "One Night of Love"
Cincinnati — A 1934-35 schedule
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A private screening of "One Night
.vill be presented to exhibitors by of Love", starring Grace Moore,
will be given in the Astor Theater
ihe clearance and zoning board to- on Thursday at 11 A.M. by Colummorrow. Some 40 exhibitors from
bia for exhibitors of Greater New
Dayton, Columbus, Cincinnati and York and their wives. This screening and one in Boston will inaugenvirons protested jointly against
urate a series of previews in the
delayed availability tor houses with east.
reduced
prices or dual bills.
The board has decreed no penWarners Sism English Actor
alty for lower prices or duals in
colored houses, inasmuch as there
Ian Hunter, young British actor,
is no competition in trade.
has been signed by Warners and
will come to Hollywood on completion of his engagement in "Touch
Penzner to Make Series
Wood", now running in London. Hun.£•..( Coist
Bureau
of THE
FILM
PAIL)
_er already has appeared in three
pictures made at the Warner stuHollywood — "Kings Highway"
dios in England. He also played
will be the first of a series of picon
the Broadway stage. His first
tures to be made by Penzner PicLures, Inc. William L. Penzner is American screen role will probably
president and B. V. Mindenberg
>e in "A Present from Margate",
proQuction manager. Offices have being considered as a vehicle for
been opened at the Talisman studios. Kay Francis.

Salt Lake City Notes
Salt Lake City— C. M. Van Horn
has jo.ned the United Artists sales
force to cover Montana.
Bill He.neman, Universal division
manager, is the father of a girl.
Three houses have holdovers this
week — "Viva Villa" at the Gem,
"House of Rothschild" at the Rialto
and
"Baby, Take a Bow" at the
Paramount.
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New Virginia Unit Chartered
Richmond — A charter of incorporation has been granted the recently formed M.P.T.O. of Virginia. M.
G. Thalheimer is president of unit,
with Sam Bendheim, Jr. as Vice
president and Elmer H. Brient as
secretary.
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Hollywood — Victor Schertzinger,
who Columbia,
directed "One
of Love"
for
has Night
been signed
by

Start New

Carolina House

Thomasville, N. C— Work has
been started on a new 400-seat theater here to be known as the Family. It is to be ready for opening
Oct. 1.

arrived from the coasl

HENRI ELLMAN and R E. BECK of the Capitol Film Corp., Chicago, arrived in New York
yesterday.
PAULINE LORD returns to New York tomorrow from Hollywood after completing work in
her initial film production, Paramounf's

"Mrs.

Wiggs
of the Cabbage
Patch,"
JOHN DCS PASSOS, playwright and novelist,
has arrived in Hollywood from New York to
develop his original story, "Caprice Espagnole."
as
Marlene Dietrich's next starring picture for
Paramount.
at

LILA LEE and ADRIENNE
the Hotel
Lombardy
from

AMES checked
the coast.

in

AL ALTMAN
returned to New York yesterday •
from the coast where he spend about three and
a half weeks conferring with M-G-M studio executives on production and talent.
BONNIE JEAN KINNARD of the WarnerFirst National branch in New Orleans has arrived in New
York
for a vacation.
HIRAM
PARKS of Miami and C. E. PEPPIATTI
Atlanta,
both with
Warner
Bros., have arrived in New
York
to confer
with
Gradwell
L. Sears and Carl Leserman.

of

HOWARD SMITH, 20th Century story editor
few
days.
on the Coast, arrives in New York within a
KITTY CARJ.ISLE
from
New
York.

Contract

company under a long-term
Hollywood — Adolph Pollak, pres- that
contract. His next assignment will
ident of the newly formed Showbe
"Georgianna";
musical announccraft Pictures, will handle the dised under the working title of "Hello,
tribution of "Mother's Romance",
Big story.
Boy!" Sidney Buchman wrote
which will be made by Elite Produc- the
tions as the first of a series of eight
pictures. Productions will start this
week, with William Nigh directing.
Holmes Installs Optical Reduction
Barney Goodman, Abe Heller and
Chicago — Burton Holmes Films,
Pat Clemons are the organizers ol Inc., has installed one of the new
Elite.
RCA Victor High Fidelity optical
Showcraft will also handle dis- sound deduction units and is now
tribution on the series to be made
producing 16mm. sound-on-film with
by American Artists, Inc., and frequencies up to 9,000 cycles.
which will star Ralph Graves.
Son for Ernest
Truex
Teaming Swanson and Gable
Ernest Truex, star of EducationWest
Coast
Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
al comedies, is the father of a son
Hollywood — Gloria Swanson, reborn
Saturday in the Doctors' Hoscently put under contract by M-Gpital. The newcomer
has
been
M, will be co-starred with Clark
Gable in an original by Frances
named Barrett Ernest Truex.
Marion dealing with the New OrAnother
Crusading
Group
leans waterfront. George Hill will
direct, and it will be an Irving
Latest group to enter the "cleanThalberg
production.
er pictures" arena is the Legion of
Liberty, New York organization
formed by Edward Burke and Paul
E. A. Lake at Figueroa
Atkinson, writers. Backers of the
West
Coast
Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
Los Angeles — E. A. Lake, former- society feel that neither the ideas
ly with Loew, Keith-Albee and Pub- of the Hays association nor the
lix in the east, is now holding the League of Decency coincide with
reigns at the Figueroa, Fox West their theories and plan to issue their
Coast house, here.
own "white list."
Gomersall Does a Prince of Wales
E. T. "Peck" Gomersall, Universale western sales manager, is laid
up for a few days due to a fall from
a horse while riding Sunday in Central Park.

Sunday.
JESSE J. GOLDBURG

ARTHUR LYONS
from
Hollywood.

Schertzinger

dG

.oming an

in

is en

route to the Coast

arrives in New

York today

M J. O'TOOLE of the Comerford circuit was
New
York yesterday
from
Scranton.

WILLIAM H. VOELLER of Conquest Alliance
Co. is en route to the coast to arrange for
productions of radio programs and for the bookances.ing of film stars for South American appear-

of

CHARLES STERN, assistant to Al Lichtman
United Artists, was in Boston
last week.

RICHARD BARTHELMESS, after visiting his
children in a New Hampshire camp, left for
Provmcetcwn
and then to his attorney's home
in Rhode
Island.

BOOK
THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
Aug. 1-24: Second
Cinematographic

International Exposition of
Art, Venice,
Italy.

Aug. 6: Adjourned hearing on offer of Loew- 1
Warner interests for Fox Metropolitan Play- '
houses, before Federal Judge Mack, Wool- j
worth
Building,
New York.
Aug. 14:

Public hearings on proposed amendton. D.mentsC.to the Laboratory Code. Washing-

Aug. 14:

Second Annual Film Outing of Detroit film row under auspices of Variety
troit.
Club. St. Clair Shores Country Club, De-

Aug. 22-24: Allied Theater Owners
Jersey convention, Atlantic City.
Sept. 16; North
dan, N. D.

Dakota

of New

Allied meeting, Man-

Sept.tion
20: Picture
A.M. P.Club,
A. Revels
New and
York.Luncheon, MoSept. 20:

"Night of Stars" benefit under auspices of United Jewish Appeal in aid of
German Jews, Yankee Stadium, New York.
Nathan
Burkan,
chairman.

Oct.

1 : National
Detroit.

Film

Carriers convention

Oct. 29: S.M.P.E. Fall Meeting, Hotel Pennsylvania, New York
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MORE TIME IS SOUGHT
FOR DECIDING APPEALS

HALF OF MONO, LINEUP
FINISHED BY OCT. 1
(Continued from

Page

1)

Limberlost", "King Kelly of the U.
S. A.", "Tomorrow's Youth" and
"Moonstone". In production are
"Redhead" and "A successful Failure". Those in preparation include
"Mystery Man", "Flirting- With
Danger", "The Healer" and "Murder in the Stratosphere."
Trem Carr Recovered
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Trem Carr, Monogram vice-president, returns to his
desk at the studios this week after
convalescing from an abdominal operation at the Cedars of Lebanon
Hospital four weeks ago. He gets
back to the job in time to greet W.
Ray Johnston on his arrival from
New York.
"Last Gentlemrn" Premiere in A. C.
Atlantic City — George Arliss'
second starring vehicle for 20th
Century, "The Last Gentleman,"
will have its world premiere at the
Apollo here on Friday. Picture is
in for an indefinite popular price
engagement. United Artists is releasing.
New Mickey Mouse at Roxy
"Gulliver Mickey,,' new Mickey
Mouse cartoon, will be on the Roxy
program starting Friday. Will
Rogers in "Handy Andy" is the incoming feature. Wesley Eddy holds
over as master of ceremonies.
"Navy" Holds in Louisville
Louisville — Warner's "Here Comes
the Navy" is holding for a second
week at the Mary Anderson theater.
Testing Balieff for Savo Film
Nikita Balieff is to be tested for
a role in the Jimmy Savo feature
planned by Ben Hecht and Charles
MacArthur
for Paramount release.
Third Repeat
West Coast Bureau

for "Krakatoa"
of THE FILM
DAILY

Los Angeles — "Krakatoa," Educational's short subject thriller of the
volcano of that name, is playing its
third
Theater.repeat run at Loew's State

SHOWMAN'S

REMINDER
Do your screen
need replacing?
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PHIL M.DALY

• • • MUCH HAS been written and much will be
written about the wants of the public
. . what they do want
and what they Hon't think they want
Most of the
opinions are guess work
others are based on theory
but here's an opinion that has proven to be a money-getter
it was worked out because a chap named Barkann Rosinoff
went right to the people and found out what they were
missing
T

T

T

• •
• IN HIS wanderings
through the Bronx
Rosinoff discovered that only one per cent of the neighborhood
theaters advertised in the dailies the folks never knew
what pictures were being played at theaters just around the
corner
The answer started in February
as the "Bronx
Home Guide" free to all
plenty of ads from store
and shops and a late listing of all local theaters
and their programs It began with a few hundred free circulationit was what the people wanted so today
it was well over 1,500 circulation . . . . at $1 a year
with local drug stores breaking their necks to effect a tie-up
There are two morals to this tale
first, if you have
something to sell, remember that there are more prospective
customers away from your front door than there are passing
it
and second give the public what they want and be
sure they want it
T
T
T
• • • FOR YEARS we've passed up contests puzzle
pictures and the like but we're here to state that
the "Anthony Adverse"-Warner-Photoplay-Farrar & RinehartPostal Telegraph-Moch, Judson, Voeringer tie-up has left us
weak
and we're confessing that we're hooked The
contest as arranged by Charlie Einfeld and his go-gettem crew
is too voluminous to carry in detail here
but it's a honey
and as we say, so clever that already we've made
out three casts for the picture and will probably win one
of the day-night mirror sets for revenge.
T
T
T
• • • JOHN BEAL whose swell work in RKO's "Hat,
Coat and Glove" is getting plenty mention arrived in New
York July 13
married Helen Craig of the Hedgerow Theater near Philly
and the happy pair have just returned
to the coast
One of their first social calls will be at the
Jerome Safron residence, to get a slant at Pat and Nancy
twins who have given Jerry that chesty look
"If
it's a Safron production, it's the best show in town" sez the
announcement
right!
but it ain't a record

▼

▼

▼

• • • MAJOR BOWES was host yesterday at the
Capitol to 22 Holland High School children who are
now giving America the once-over seeing all the good
things including "Paris Interlude" which is the current feature at the Major's theater and while we're on the
subject Postmaster General James A. Farley will be host
to 2,000 children from Hebrew, Protestant, Catholic and Colored
Orphanages, next Monday at Long Beach
Transfer Tax
Appraiser David F. Soden is the sponsor and Mayor Charles
Gold of Long Beach the official greeter And, before we forget it our old friend Vic Shapiro will be officially welcomed back to town this afternoon
at the Fifth Ave. Hotel
where Catherine McNelis of Tower Magazines will pour
the grape

"ends"

«

«

«

»

»

»
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is sought by the Code Authority in
a resolution unanimously adopted
and addressed to the Administrator.
In part the resolution reads as follows:
"Any party aggrieved shall have
the right to appear before the Code
Authority and present additional
evidence. The Code Authority, after investigating the complaint or
grievance and reviewing the evidence theretofore taken, and considering the additional evidence, if
any, sion
shall
promptly
render (15)
its decinot less
than fifteen
days
from and after the date when the
parties have been fully heard on
appeal, unless the Code Authority
shall extend the time to render its
decision which extension shall in no
event exceed thirty (30) days."
"Housewife" Next at Strand
"Housewife" has been set by
Warners as the next attraction at
the New York Strand, following
the
run isof now
'Herein Comes
the Navy",
which
its second
week.
"Dames"
originally
was
scheduled
to
follow.
On Stage Code Authority
Lawrence Morris, New York lawyer and son of the U. S. Ambassador to Belgium, has been appointed
administration member of the Code
Authority for the legitimate theater,
succeeding Robert K. Straus, resigned.
RKO and M-G-M After "Julie"
Both RKO
and M-G-M
are reported negotiating for picture rights
to "Julie," new play tried out recently at Locust Valley, L. I.
"Navy"
At B'klyn Strand
Warner's "Here Comes the Navy,":
which is in its second week at the*
New York Strand, begins its engagement at the Brooklyn Stran?,
Theater tomorrow morning.
Dezel Opens Cleveland Office
Cleveland — Al Dezel of Road
Show Pictures, Chicago, has opened
an office in the Film Bldg. for the;
roadshowing of "Narcotic" in Ohio.:
Fire Destroys Kentucky House
Brookville, Ky. — Pastime Theaters
here burned to the ground last week.
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COMPOSERS' SOCIETY
READY TO COMPROMISE
(Continued from Page

1)

on me and asked me to postpone the
increased charges, but left me no
alternative," Mills said.
Answering the objections raised
by Sam Dembow, Jr., of ParamountPublix to the increased fees, Mills
said the new music fees had been
held in abeyance for a year because
of conditions in the industry, but
that economic pressure on authors
forced their introduction at this
time. Mills estimated that the increased fees would just double the
$650,000 revenue received from film
theaters during 1933. Mills complete statement follows:
"The only reason given for opposing the increased fees is that
exhibitors can't stand the expense
at this time. ASCAP's answer to
that is that we cannot afford any
longer to license our music so cheaply. Apparently, then, it is a matter of economic necessity on both
sides.
"We know that the public paid $1,560,000,000 in theater admissions
during 1933. Out of this tremendous sum but $600,000 was paid to
authors. The new rates would bring
in $1,300,000 annually to the Society. This is less than one-tenth
of one per cent of the entire amount
paid in admissions.
"We realize the troubles of the
motion picture industry and are
sympathetic to them. We know that
the League of Decency pledges has
cut down attendance at theaters.
However, authors must get more
money or they are going to desert
the business of writing music.
"The motion picture industry has
been the last to have its fees increased. Broadcasting had its rates
first. Then cabarets and dance halls
had their fees substantially increased. Increased fees for motion picture theaters have been held in abeyance for over a year because of conditions in the industry. There has
been no increase in music charges
to the motion picture industry since
1917. For 17 years the rates have
been the same and during that time
the motion picture industry increasGala Opening for "Cleo"

For the first time since opening its
doors in 1926, the New York Paramount
Theater will introduce a screen attraction with a gala evening performance,
when

"Cleopatra" has its world premiere showing at 9 P. M. on Aug. 16.
Under Paramount's new run-of-the-picture policy of presentation, which "Cleopatra" will inaugurate, the opening performance will be attended by all the
fanfare and ballyhoo which generally accompanies a two-a-day premiere. A
large section of the Paramount will be
reserved for guests from press and
celebrities of stage, screen and society.
Cecil B. DeMille, director of "Cleopatra," will be guest of honor at the
opening
performance.

Transparent

Metal

May

Revolutionize

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

Photography
DAILY

Hollywood — Possibility that a new transparent metal, recently developed in Germany, may revolutionize the mechanics of motion picture photography, was pointed out
in Hollywood by Arthur Zaugg, Swiss film technician and assistant superintendent of
the machine shop at Paramount studios. The new metal would take the place of
celluloid film, according to Zaugg, who is a closs observer of developments in tin
science of cinematography throughout the world. It would have two big advantages
over film in that it would
be much
cheaper and permanent.

Columbia Awards Prizes
For "Glory" Campaigns

Winners in Columbia's "No
Greater Glory" nationwide contest
for exhibitors are announced as follows:
First prize of $300, Temple DeVilbiss, Kiva Theater Greeley,
Colo.; second prize of $200, Frank
LaFalce, Metropolitan Theater,
Washington, D. C.; third prize of
$100, A. L. Cowan, Caldwell Theater, Caldwell, Idaho; five prizes of
fifty dollars each went to L. P.
Weaver, Opera House, Tucson, Arizona; R. D. Walsh, New Lafayette
Theater, Buffalo, N. Y., Morris
Kinsler, Roxy, New York City; Milton Overman, Chief Theater, Pueblo,
Colo.; and O. W. Williams, Gillioz
Theater, Monett, Mo.
The eight prizes were awarded to
those who inaugurated the best general campaign on "No Greater

Fox-Roxy Product Deal
Is Under Negotiation

Having already closed with the
Music Hall for first pick on 22 Fox
features on the new program, John
D. Clark, general sales manager for
Fox, is now in negotiation with the
Roxy
of
the management
Fox group. on the remainder
"Congo Raid" Before Cameras
London — "Congo Raid," London
Films' production of Edgar Wallace's "Saunders of the River", went
before the cameras yesterday at th<a
Elstree studios. It is under the direction of Zoltan Korda, who recently returned from Africa after
filming a number of sequences at the
actual locale of the story. Paul
Robeson and Nina Mae MacKinney
have featured parts in the film
which will be released through

EXHIBS MAP FIGHT
ON MUSIC TAX RISE
(Continued from Pane

1)

voted to recommend a two-fold plan
for fighting the higher music tax.
The recommendations are:
"1. Resort to litigation, which is
at present being studied by a selected committee of attorneys.
"2. To bring the demands of the
Society to the attention of all present and prospective members of Congress, so that they may be full informed of the aims decided
of the Society."
The Committee
also to
recommend to all exhibitors through
out the country that, before thev
enter into anv new license agreement, thev should
consult with
thei'-if
own exhibitor
associations
and,
they are unaffiliated, they are privileged to address either of the national exhibitors associations' headquarters. The Committee found that
the new music tax involved a raise
over old rates of from 300 to 1.000
per cent, and stated that opinions
expressed were
demnation of theunanimous
higher feesin conExhibitors also are advised to
carefully study the new schedules
of the ASCAP, and figure out exactly what the new rates mean to
them in dollars and cents.
Walter Vincent of Wilmer & Vincent is chairman of the press committee which gave out the Emergency Committee's statement.
Deal on Color Shorts
Four series of natural color short
subjects produced
by Screen next
Attractions will be distributed

United Artists."
Producing 5 at Argentine Studio
Buenos Aires — S. I. D. E. studios
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
announce five features for this year.
Hollywood — Following her starAmong them will be "Riachuelo,"
ring role in "Red Woman", Sylvia
Sidney is to be starred in a Damon "Bajo la Santa Federacion" and "Le
Runyon story, "Broadway Finan- Reina del Tango".
Major Bowes Guest of Yankees
nounce. cier", the Paramount studios anMajor Edward Bowes, managing
New Mexican
Producing
Firm
director of the Capitol, will be the
of honor at the Yankee StaMexico City — Impulsora Cinema- guest dium
today when the Yankees play
tographica, S. A., has been formed
the
Boston
Red Sox. After lunchfor the production of Mexican picing with the players at the Club- season in Chicago by Capitol Film
tures. Six are planned the first
house, Major Bowes will sit on the Corp. The deal was handled by M.
Kleinerman for Screen Attractions
players' bench during the game, an
year.
and by Henri Ellman for Capitol.
unusual honor.
Auctioning Two Theaters
Auction of the Selwyn Theater on
42nd Street and the Lincoln Square
Theater at Broadway and 66th
Street will take place Friday in
the Vesey Street salesroom of
James R. Murphy.
Glory."
Runyon Story for Sylvia Sidney

Advertising
Goes

°d its rates many times. We encreases. joyed no benefits from these in"We are increasing fees because
we have to, not because we want to.
Our authors can't live under the
present rates. We have 45,000 members in 16 different countries. Our
income is divided among all these
members, not among a wealthy few.
T regret tremendously that there
must be an increase at this
u,ime. I have been an exhibitor and
in exchange manager and I know
the problems that the industry faces.
"This increase is the first scientific assessment having some relation to the income of the movies.
Do you mean to tell me that music
is not worth one-tenth of one per cent
of the annual revenue received by
the industry?"
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"HAPPY
New

Orleans — Product deal between Loew's circuit and Columbia
may not apply to Loew's State, only
Loew house here, whose playing
time is filled with M-G-M and United
Artists pictures. Columbia has sold
the Orpheum here in the past and
may sell the St. Charles this year.
Florence, Ky. — The new
theater has opened.

Florence

Burlington, N. C. — The new Alamance, with 456 seats, has been
opened by L. C. Sipe.
Ninety Six, S. C. — The Gloria,
under the management of J. G. McNeil, will open Aug. 6.
Charlotte, N. C. — Nat Fisher,
formerly with M-G-M exchange
here, has accepted a position with
National Theater Supply.
Boston — The Washington closed
last week by Simon Rudnick, has
been taken over and reopened with
films by the W. & W. Theater Corp.
of which Bernard Wolansky is president. The name has been changed
to the Lyric.
Maynard, Mass. — Fire last week
destroyed the Maynard Theater,
formerly controlled by the Gruber
Bros, and operated by Bert J.
Coughlin, who owns the Peoples
Theater.
Brooksville, O. — Fire backstage at
the Pastime destroyed the theater
and other businesses in the Citizens
State Savings bank block, with loss
estimated at $60,000.

Cleveland Notes

with

of the NEW

Ray Walker, Jacqueline Wells,
William Farnum, Noah Beery

FAIR COMEDY-DRAMA
PATROL
HITS
A
FAST
SLOW START.

60 mins.

OF THE COAST
PACE
AFTER

with Greta

Nissen and Carl

GOOD
AND

SPY
WELL

Cast: Ray Walker, Jacqueline Wells,
William Farnum, Noah Beery, Hyram
Hoover, Morgan Conway, Warner Richmend, Donald Reed, Billy Erwin, Ruth
Rcmaine, Edward Fetherstcne, Gertrude
Simpson.
Director, R, N. Bradbury; Author, Stuart
Anthony; Screenplay, same, Editor, Carl
Pierson; Cameraman, Archie Stout; Recording Engineer, John A. Stransky, Jr.
Direction, Fair Photography, Good.

ACTED,

SUSPENSEFUL

WITH
FRONT

COLORFUL
AS

SETTING.

spy dramas, this British International Pictures production contains plenty to make
it suitable for American audiences generally and those who love espionage stories
in particular. In addition to a plot that
carries suspense very nicely to the finish,
there are several noteworthy performances
and a good deal of action amid the picturesque mountains along the frontier between Austria and Italy. Plot deals with
spy activities between Italy and Austria.
An Austrian intelligence officer, disgraced
through a frameup by some Italian spies,
among whom is Greta Nissen, with whom
he falls in love, makes a daring effort to
clear his name. Taking long chances, he
invades Italy, obtains the necessary data
to indentify the traitor in Austrian headquarters, and thereby redeems himself,
though at the cost of his love for the
Italian girl.
Cast: Greta Nissen, Carl Diehl. Den
Alvarado.
Director, Arthur Woods; Screenplay,
Ai thur Woods; Dialoguer, Frank Vcster;
Cameramen, Cyril Bristow, Jack Parker;
Editor, E, B Jarvis
Direction,

Fine
Tim

Photography,
McCoy

Esper's Platform

FILM

D in I

Esper, who is

A-l

with Shirley
BEYOND
THE Grey
LAW"
58 mins.

GOOD MURDER MYSTERY PROVIDES
LOTS OF ACTION WITH ADDITIONAL
ROMANTIC
INTEREST.

Nate Schultz, president of Selected producing "Modern Motherhood",
Fairly suspenseful, this murder mystery
Pictures, has leased the Lucier the- has adopted the following platform develops considerable action, is somewhat
ater. Fred Schram will manage the on the making and showing of picaway
from the routine and is well-acted.
tures :
house, formerly operated by J. 0.
Grade films as to their audience Stcry opens showing trial scene and an
Guthrie.
ex-convict being sentenced to death on
Sam Polster, uncle of Max Lefko- suitability before showing (A — fam- purely circumstantial evidence for a train
ily; B— Adults); do not inject off- licldup which resulted in the death of a
wich, Henry Greenberger and Bernard Polster, and father of Dave color sequences into family films;
and Martin Polster, all well known keep stars who are favorites with guard. Tim McCoy, the railroad's special
in local film circles, died yesterday. children in wholesome pictures; agent, whose testimony won the conviction,
is visited by the attractive Shirley Grey,
Chester Loewe, former indepen- eliminate scenes demonstrating the who is the daughter of the convicted man
dent distributor here and in Cincin- technique of committing crime;
nati, is now associated with Jack eliminate the glorification of promis- arid certain cf his innocence. Through
cuity; parents should select the a microscopic examination of one of the
Flanagan in Tri-State Pictures Co.,
makers of trailers and industrial bype of picture their children should murder clues she convinces Tim that there
pictures.
see and go with them; motion pic- may have been a mistake. He obtains a
ture appreciation should be made a 30-day reprieve for Shirley's father and
"Buck" Stoner, M-G-M office manthey join forces to track the real killer.
ager, with Mrs. Stoner, is vacation- part of the school curriculum.
Their adventures lead Shirley to masquerade
ing in Buffalo.
Duals

Cancel Dillinger Reel
On advice of the Hays association
the E. J. Sparks circuit, operating in
Florida, has cancelled showings of a
two-reeler enitled "Dillinger, Public
Enemy No. 1." Picture being distributed
by L. C. McHenry, Charlotte independent exchangeman, is understood to
be a compilation ot n'wsrcol shots concerning the bandit who was killed by
the police in Chicago last week The
picture had been scheduled to open at
a Miami house last Friday

at Constant

House

East Liverpool, O. — The American, an A. G. Constant house, has

as a waitress in a low dive
get on the trail of the holdup
quarter of the film packs lots
ind excitement as the gang is
in a fast finish.

(~)NE
of theever
moststaged
unique ischorus
numbers
that
currently being filmed at the Brooklyn Vitaphone studio for inclusion
in "Gem Of The Ocean," a two-reel
Vitaphone musical comedy starring
Jeanne Aubert. The number will
feature twenty boys and girls performing a spectacular adagio dance
ensemble, created and staged by
Alan K. Foster, studio dance director. The short, which is being directed by Roy Mack, will be released in Vitaphone's series of "Broad-

•

way Brevities."
Graham McNamee, Ethel Waters,
Alexander Waollcotf and Hugh O'Connell complete work this iveek in
the eastern sequences of "Gift of
Gab", being produced by Universal.
Work is being done at the Eastern
Service studio in Astoria under the
direction of Lew Brcslow.

•

Dorothy Burgess has been signed
for
the
by
M.

a leading part in "Gambling",
feature production to be made
Harold B. Franklin and George
Cohan and scheduled to get under way Aug. 12 at the Eastern
Service studio in Astoria. Dick
Krakeur of the Leo Morrison office
negotiated the deal.

•

in

Columbia
W-esi Coast Bureau of THE

■By CHAS. ALICOATE

80 mins.

DRAMA,

AUSTRO-ITALIAN

SHORT SHOTS from
EASTERN STUDIOS

Diehl

B. I. P.

Ranking with the best of the foreign

This story starts out with many QuirtFlagg situations, with Ray Walker and
Hyram Hoover as two lieutenants in the
bolder patrol who carry on a friendly feud
for the smiles of Jacqueline Wells, daughter
of the colonel of the outfit. The lads
are continually getting into scrapes. Walker
is unwittingly the tool of a gang of holdup men who rob the local bank and force
him to fly them across the border. Unable
to explain the situation, Walker resigns
from the service and signs aboard a ship
ot which his father is the skipper. The
ship is carrying a fortune in gold. While
on the high seas, one of the gangsters attempts to play a lone hand and steal the
ca-go of coin. He is foiled by Walker
and all ends well. Many situations are
difficult to believe due either to poor
stcry or direction. All parts are handled
well, with Walker and William Farnum
as the colonel taking the honors.

Hollywood — Dwain

» »

"ON SECRET SERVICE"

LANDING"

Monogram

FEATURES

where they
gang. Final
of interest
rounded up

inaugurated
a' policy
first-run
dual
bills with
matineeof admission
Cast: Tim McCoy, Shirley Grey, Addison
10 cents and- evening 15 cents in- Richards, Harry C. Bradley, Mert La Verre,
Dick
Rush.
cluding tax. Programs change
three times weekly. The State,
Director,
D
Ross
Lederman;
Author,
other Constant house, continues
Shumate;
Cameraman,
AI Seigler,
first-run single features with two
changes weekly. House recently in- Recording Engineer, George Cooper; Film
augurated an early bird hour 1 till Editor, Otto Mayer.
Direction, Fine Photography, Good.
2 P. M. for 15 cents tax paid.

('(lutein work is scheduled to get
under way Thursday on Educational s second musical comedy of the
season for which Will Mahoney has
been signed. Al Christie is vow
casting the picture, as yet untitled,
and. has selected Frank Lather for
an important singing part following
Lather's work in Ed ueationul' s onereel "Song Hit" story series tentatively titled
Hills".
Al Christie
will"Them
direct Thar
the musical
at the Eastern Service studio. Fred
Scheld will assist on the direction
with Warren Murray, while George
Weber and Solm Midwall will be
behind the camera.

•

"Science Marches On," an industrial short being made by Films of
Commerce, has been completed at
the Ideal stud'o. •
"Them

Thar Hills," starring Frank

La I her, and, "Time on Their Hands, '
featuring Charles Carl He, the first
and second of the "Song Hit" series
being produced by Al Christie for
Educational release, were completed
last week at tuc Hayes and Beall
studios in Oceanside, L. I.

for

Digging toUpcashClean
Stuff
Endeavoring
in on the
demand
clean pictures as fostered by fha
of Decency,
Broadway
produ'■nd authors are flooding story editors with old plavs wtveh
have Ions
gathering
in theiris files.
tually all of thisdustmaterial
being Virrejected as it is old-fashioned and hackneyed, according to story editors.
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EDUCATIONAL FINISHES
3 '35 T
Three two-reel comedies have
been completed by Educational for
the new season. Seven two-reel
laugh subjects are in preparation
with production in both east and
west to start this week.
Al Christie's next production in
New York will be a Musical Comedy with Will Mahoney, and will
start at the Astoria studios Wednesday. Christie has also signed
Frank Luther, radio singer, following his work last week in Educational's first single-reel Song Hit
story of the new season.
The comedy scheduled for eastern
production will be Ernest Truex's
first for 1934-1935; a Tom Howard
Comedy and after this Yorke and
King will make their first appearance under the Educational banner.
The company at the Educational
Studios in Los Angeles, in the
charge of E. H. Allen, will begin
work this week on a Coronet Comedy, which is now being cast. A
Musical Comedy will follow this in
production, and a story is now being prepared for the first picture in
the new Buster Keaton group, to go
into work on Keaton's return from
Europe.
The three pictures already completed are "Educating Papa," a
Frolic of Youth subject, featuring
Junior Coghlan and Kenneth Howell,
with little three-year-old Gloria Ann
White; "Hello Sailor," a Coronet
Comedy, with Tom Patricola and
luster West, and "Bless You," a
Musical Comedy featuring the three
Pickens Sisters and Solly Ward.
The last two were made in New
York, while "Educating Papa" was
produced in Hollywood.
RCA Wins Decision
Judge Dawson, sitting in the District Court of the United States for
the Western District of Kentucky,
has handed down a decision in the
case of the Radio Corp. of Americe against the Ken-Rad Corp., holding that, under a tube license agreement between the parties, Ken-Rad,
as licensee, must pay royalties on
sales of tubes to all other licensees
of RCA, with the sole exception of
sales to tube licensees licensed to
make and sell radio tubes under
license agreements similar to the
one involved in the litigation.

A LITTLEBy RALPH
from
"LOTS
WILK
HOLLYWOOD
arrived in Hollywood.
He is buying
his organizations.
£IONEL ATWILL will appear in equipment for
T
T
T
Warner's "Firebird," with Verree Teasdale, Ricardo Cortez, Colin
Nate Slott, former actor, has
Clive,
Anita Louise and Dorothy joined the J. G. Mayer Agency.
Tree.

▼

T

The 1934-35 edition of the Motion
Picture Almanac, edited by Terry Ramsaye with a foreword by Martin Quigley,
made its appearance yesterday. The
volume is 1114 pages filled with data
and editorial and technical features
comprising a comprehensive coverage of
the industry. Among the new features
are "All-time Best Sellers in Amusement World," Film Reviewing Organizations, and the Text, Translation, Authority and Local Boards of the Motion Picture Code. "Who's Who in
the Motion Picture Industry" continues
to be the outstanding feature of the
book.
•

T

Douglas Blackley, from dramatic
stock, and Jack Cox, graduate of
Western Reserve University, have
been added to Paramount's roster of
young players.

▼

T

▼

Mary Carlisle and Irene Hervey,
vVampas Baby Stars, have been givG-M.en new long-term contracts by MT

T

T

T

T

T

"Clipped Wings," the first of four
pictures to be made by American
Artists, Inc., will go into production
shortly at the Talisman studios. The
series will star Ralph Graves, who
will also write the stories. "Clipped
Wings" will be directed by William
Nigh. The pictures are being made
in association with Adolph Pollak
and will be handled by Showcraft
Pictures of New York.

T

Mel Brown, following his direction
of "Redhead," has been signed by
Monogram for another picture.

▼

▼

Leon Connell, who has had much
stage experience, was the only member of the cast of "All Good Amer• PageT
T
TNacio
Anita
and
Herb
icans," which was presented at the
Brown, following their marriage in Music Box, Hollywood, who is not a
Tia Juana, returned immediately to member of the Metro stock company.
Hollywood.
He is represented by Marc McGee.
T

T

T

Edward Arnold, Una Merkel and
Greta .Meyer are additions to M-GM's "Biography of a Bachelor," the
Ann Harding -Robert Montgomery
vehicle being directed by E. H. Griffith.

•T

T

T

T

V

"Saint Nick," an original story by
Dana Burnet, will be produced by
B. P. Schulberg, independent producer for Paramount. Adaptation
is being written by Dana Burnet and
Marguerite Roberts.
T

Casting of Mascot's "Crimson Romance" was completed with the
signing of Bodil Rosing, Crauford,
Kent, Brandon Hurst, Jameson
Thomas and Jean Gale, one of the
Wampas Baby Stars.
r

T

T

T

T

Louis King, who has just completed the direction of "Wanted,"
for Fox, has been assigned to direct "Bachelor of Arts," a best seller
written by John Erskine.
Elissa Landi, newly-signed Paramount player, may soon appear on
the screen in musical pictures. The
actress, now preparing to enter the
leading role of Paramount's "Yours
to Command" under the direction
of James Flood, is studying singing
with Nina Koshetz, famous grand
opera

star.

{Confirmed I rum

lJa<ie

\>

lie hearing on the recommendation.
Another phase of the resolution
seeks to reduce personal liability on
the
bers. part of Code Authority memThe resolution, in part, reads as
follows :
"Any such member who shall fail to pay
promptly his or its equitable contribution, a.
provided in subsection (b) of this Section.
shall not be entitled to file any complaint
under anj ARTICLE or PART of this Code.
and such failure shall constitute a violation
of this Code.
"Nothing contained in this Code shall constitute the members of the Code Authoritypartners for any purpose. Nor shall any
member of the Code Authority be liable in
any manner to anyone for any act of any
other member, officer, agent or employee of
the Code Authority. Nor shall any member
of the Code Authority, exercising reasonable
diligence in the conduct of his duties hereunder, be liable to anyone for any action or
omission to act under this Code, except for
his own wilful malfeasance or nonfeasance."

After Film S'ars for So. Amer.
Film stars for South American
appearances will be lined up by
William H. Voeller, vice-president of
Conquest Alliance Co., Inc., who is
at present on his way to the coast.
He also will arrange for the production of radio programs on the coast.

New

Louisiana

House

Kentwood, La. — 0. A. Ott will begin construction on a new theater
here about Aug. 1.

T

Gloria Ann White, dimpled darling of three, will appear in the
role of Mary Lou, the mischievous
kid sister, the part formerly played
by Shirley Temple, in the new Frolics of Youth which Educational is
producing in Hollywood.
T

T

T

Ken Maynard, who now is making
personal appearances in the metropolitan center throughout the country, will report to Mascot Sept. 1 for
his first feature production on liis
new contract. It is a dude ranch
story entitled "Down

"Almanac" is Out

C, A. WOULD RULE NONPAYERS VIOLATORS

T

T

T

Supreme Pictures has shipped
"Demon
for Trouble" to the indeFee."
pendent exchanges handling the picture. The second subject in the Bob
Steele series, "Brand of Hate," will
go into work Aug. 10, with Bob
Steele being starred. The story was
written by Jack Natteford. Sam
Katzman will supervise the picture.
T

t

THE
Located

in Old Santa

▼

J. Burgi Connter ofi the Motion Picture' Camera Supply Co. and the
Blue Seal Sound Devices Corp. has

Motion

picture

in

CDIXCN

the heart of Times
47th St., just West

directors,

stars,

technicians

HCTEL

Square — one
minute
from
of Broadway, New York
and

film

executives

have

everything.
shown

a

decided

preference for The Edison — New York's newest,
most modern hotel.
the Edison
Hotel meets every possible
requirement.
It is ideally located,
being only a
few minutes to the film center, yet not actually "in it."
Around the corner is glamorous
Times
Square,
with
its many
amusement
facilities.
There
are 1,000
hugely
sized rooms.
Each contnins
tub and shower,
circulating
icedwater, light, cool and airy.
Many other unusual features such as an air-cooled restaurant,
a roof solarium
and sun-ray health
lamps.
Values that are truly "The talk of the town."
From S2.50 single.
From $4 00
Delightful
new Cocktail Bar in Adam
Dining Room.
Garage
opposite
hotel

JOHN

L. HORGAN
General Manager

double

I
a»

:ture

Directed by Elliott Nugent with Lynne Overman,
George Barbier, Henry Stephenson, Edward Nugent
f^

Music by GORDON

& REVEL, RAINGER

& ROBIN

Intimate

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Sixteen Years Old

in Character

Internationa! in Scope
Independent in Thought
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$125,000 Allowed by Court in Para. Receiver Fees

EXHIBITORS TO DISCUSS MUSIC TAX COMPROMISE
Authority Upholds the Film Code as Non-Retroactive
Contracts
Signed Before
Code Not Subject to
Its Regulations

Internationalism
. . . and some film trends
=

By

DON

LJOLLYWOOD

CARLE

GILLETTE^

has annexed so much of

** England's acting talent in the past
few years that the average American film
now contains almost as many British accents as you are likely to find in an Elstree
or Twickenham
production.
Coincidentally, either by contrast or as a
result of a trend in the opposite direction
the more recent film imports from England
are nearly as Americanized in their speech
as the Hollywood product used to be.
As a consequence, a better basis for
the interchange of produce between the
two countries is gradually being established.
Keener competition for production superiority also is being fostered.
Benefits from these trends should accrue
to both sides of the pond.

THE

PRACTICE

of

exploiting films

■ through the medium of tabloid previews over the air does not seem to be
working out very successfully.
There is the case of "Here Comes

the

Navy."
On the screen the story is a hilarious
affair with the laughs coming fast and
hitting deep.
Over the air the biggest howls in the
film didn't evoke even a mild titter from
a parlor audience when caught last week.
No better proof is needed that sight has
far more entertainment value than sound.

\A/HETHER the reason be economic, con* * venience or accident, the tendency
of producers to use substantially the same
supporting players in successive pictures
has reached the point where audiences are
no longer taking it in very good grace.
The productions of various studios a*e
becoming too much like the oH d-amatic
stock companies where the same casts appeared each week in different plays.
On double feature bills or on preview
nights, when two pictures from the same
company follow each other, this repetition
of players becomes particularly glaring —
and sometimes annoying.

Provisions of the motion picture
code do not affect contracts executed
prior to Dec. 7, 1933, effective date
of the code, despite the fact that
the product involved was played after that date, according to a decision
of the Code Authority in affirming
a ruling of the New Haven grievance board dismissing a forcingshorts - with
- features
complaint
(Continued
on Page 8)

RKO Associates Down to Six
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Roster of association producers at RKO was reduced to six yesterday by J. R. McDonough with the
dropping of Glendon Allvine. Earlier
in the week H, N. Swanson withdrew.
Howard Spellman, story head, also is
out. The move is reported to be "in
the interests of economy" and because
McDonough believed the remaining six
associate producers can handle the new
season's output. Present roster of associate producers is Merian C. Cooper,
Pandro Berman, Kenneth Macgowan, Lou
Brock, Cliff Reid and B. P. Fineman.

Theater Men's Committee
Calling Special Meet
on Music Issue
A special meeting of the Emergency Committee representing the national circuits and exhibitor associations in the fight against a higher
music tax will be called within a
week to aiscuss the statement of E.
C Mills, general manager of the
American Society of Composers, Authors & Publishers, indicating a willingness to compromise on the proposed rate boost as published exclusively in The Film Daily, and

ZONING SCHEDULES
29 PARAMOUNT FILMS COVER 86 SITUATIONS
STARTING IN 2 MONTHS Total of 86 cities and parts of M.P.T.O.A. WOULD SUE
territories are affected by clearance
and zoning schedules prepared by
MUSIC SOC, AS TRUST
Hollywood — Paramount is placing local zoning boards for the 1934-35
(Ci n tinned

West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

on

Page

6)

DAILY

15 pictures in work between now
and Aug. 20, with another 14 tentatively slated to start in September, (Continued
marking one on ofPagithe 7) heaviest

season,

it(Continued
was stated
at the
on Page 7)

Code

Suit against the American Society oflishers
Composers,
Authors
& Pubas a monopoly
in restraint
of trade is contemplated by the
Emergency Committee, representing
Educational is adding another all groups of theater owners in the
Studio Activity Spurts
production unit in the east with the fight against
tax,
(Continueda higher
on Page music
8)
of Leslie Pearce to direct
At Warner-First National signing
comedies at the studios in Astoria.
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
He leaves Los Angeles today by 12 Censor-Proof Pix
Hollywood — Warner-First Nation- plane for New York. This gives
al studio activities have spurted to Educational four working units,
Going in Work at RKO
seven features before the cameras three in the east and one in the West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
and 11 more in preparation.
Those west.
Hollywood — Twelve feature pro(Continued
on Page b)
ductions designed to be air-tight
from a censorship angle will go in
work this(Continued
month at
the RKO Radio
on Page 8)

Educational Increases
Production in the East

Court Allows $125,000 Fees
During Para. Receivership

St. Louis 'Banned' List
Reduced to 6 Pictures
St. Louis — Through the efforts of
Fred Wehrenberg, president of the
M.P.T.O. of St. Louis, Eastern Missouri and Southern Illinois, the list
of pictures locally listed as "100%
objectionable" has been reduced
to
six out of some 600 relea?es for the
(Continued

on Page

7)

Withholding for the present the
$23,000 allowance asked by Adolph
Zukor for his services as receiver
of Paramount-Publix during the
period from Jan. 26, 1933, to Apr.
18, 1933, when the corporation was
in receivership, Federal Judge Woolsey yesterday granted a number of
other allowances totaling $125,000
for services during the receivership.
The allowances
were,
with one ex(Continued
on Page 6)

Spectacle Set for Roxy
"The Romance of a People," dramaticmusical spectacle of the Jewish race,
presented last year at the Kingsbridge
Armory before more than a half million
spectators, is set to open Sept. 7 at
the Roxy for its first showing at popular prices. A percentage of the receipts will go to the Federation for the
Support of Jewish philanthropic Societies
of New York, it is stated by How.ird
S. Cullman of the Roxy. The big
pageant was originally presented at the
Century of Progress in Chicago and on
a tour of the larger cities, winning the
endorsements from all faiths.
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Paramount Files Notice
Big Crowd at Fair Sees
On Tax Claims Deadline
"Daily Bread" Premiere

ivmiiuui,|||w

JOHN

-C&H

Chicago — Before an audience of
15,000, of which 3,000 had to stand,
King Vidor's "Our Daily Bread",
a United Artists release, was given
its world premiere in the Lagoon
Theater at A Century of Progress
before an audience of international
celebrities. Representatives of every
country, many in native costume,
were among those present, and the
audience included the governors of
Illinois, Massachusetts, Mississippi,
Rhode Island, Vermont and South
Carolina. Civic and industrial leaders of Chicago, movie celebrities
and newspaper representatives from
St. Louis, Minneapolis and other
cities also attended. The audience
reaction was favorable and 10,000
preview cards were distributed.

Four Appeals Heard
Four appeals were heard yesterday by a Code Authority appeals
committee comprising W. C. Michel,
chairman; Neil Agnew and Joseph
Seider. Cases were: E. B. McCurdy, Columbia theater, Baltimore,
against Leon Zeller of the Roy, Baltimore, charging reduced admissions,
from Washington grievance board;
Anne Amusement Co., operator of
Wallack's, New York, against Helgus Corp., operator of the Liberty,
charging transfer of pictures from
one theater to another, from New
York grievance board; Anne AmuseCorp. against
Harry ofBrandt's
Libertymentcharging
violation
Article
6, Part 2, Section 4; Martha Dixon
and Mary A. Rosetti, Luxor, New
York, against Duray Realty Corp.
and Luxor-Bleecker Amusement
Corp. charging interference with
leasing deal, both cases from New
York grievance board.
Mattsson Brings Swedish Films
Ernest Mattsson, industry representative for Scandanavia, Sweden,
Norway, Denmark and Finland, has
returned from Europe after a three
months'
stay,made
bringing
with with
him
six
features
in Sweden

Formal notice that tax claims
must be filed by Sept. 15 or become
invalid will be given to the federal
government, 24 states, 16 counties,
10 cities, four boroughs, two towns,
one village and one township by the
Paramount trustees under an order
signed yesterday by Federal Judge
Coxe.

Virginia MPTO Supports
Fight on Music Tax Boost
Richmond— M.P.T.O. of Virginia
has pledged its support of the M.P.
T.O.A. in fighting the increase in
music fees proposed by the American Society of Composers, Authors
& Publishers, it is announced by
Elmer H. Brient, secretary of the
exhibitor unit.

Legal
Aide Joins
Auth'yhas
Tyree Dillard
Jr., attorney,

joined the Code Authority staff as
an aide to its legal committee. He
was formerly identified with Sol A.
Rosenblatt's staff at the NRA headquarters in Washington.
Drew Heads Cleveland Variety Club
Cleveland — Frank D. Drew, local
M-G-M branch manager, has been
elected president of the local Variety Club to succeed J. E. Fontaine,
formerly Paramount district manager here and now manager of the
Chicago district. Nat Holt, RKO
theater division manager, was elected first vice-president and Nat Wolf,
Warner zone manager, second vicepresident. Elected to the board of
directors are Nat Lefton, Jack
Schulman and Warren Wade. Other
d:rectors previously elected are
George Roberts, E. C. Flanigon and
Fred Meier. I. J. Schmertz conas secretary and M. B. Horwitz as tinuestreasurer.

Monty MacLevy Loses Wife
Mrs. Irene MacLevy, wife of
publicity and exSwedish dialogue. While abroad he Monty MacLevy,
ploitation director for the Frisch &
signed contracts as American rep- Rinzler circuit, died yesterday in
resentative for N. V. Handels- Syracuse. She was 24 years old.
vereeniging V/H Reiss & Co. of city.
Funeral will be held today in that
Amsterdam, Holland, and Cecil Cattermoul, Ltd., London. The former
company handles films in the Dutch
Grievance Board Postpones Case
East Indies and the London firm
distributes in France, Italy, South
New York grievance board met
America and other countries. yesterday but postponed hearing on
Mattsson is now buying product for a single pending case until the
his clients.
board's next meeting on Aug. _ 9.
The case is that of Warner's Lining.
Advertising Men in Confab
coln, Union City, vs. Temple, Union
Heads and representatives of ad- City, charging premature advertisvertising and publicity departments
of major companies yesterday met
New Art Posters for ComiColor
at the Hays office to discuss the advertising and publicity situation as
To exploit and further emphasize
it regards the movement for cleaner the Powers ComiColor Cartoons as
pictures.
"special attractions", Celebrity Productions will hereafter issue individBrooklyn Manager
Held Up
ual one-sheet posters on each subDavid D. Sannule, manager of the
ject. The new posters will be isWindsor theater, Brooklyn, was held
suer! on all ComiColor Cartoons beup Monday by two bandits and
ginning with "Aladdin and the
robbed of $492.
Wonderful Lamp",

.ommg

an
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HARRY ARTHUR will arrive in New
day from St. Louis.

York to-

BERNIE FINEMAN of "The New Leader" arrives at the Coast
today
from
New
York.
HAROLD LLOYD arrives in New York within
10 d;ys from the Coast.
B B. RAY. producer of the Bud V Ben
eries.York.
is en route back to the Coast from
New
AMES R. GRAINGER is back from Camda.
where he closed Universal product deals with
Famous Players Canadian. Bloom & Fine and
the United
Amusement
Co. circuits.
NED DEPINET left for the coast yesterday
by airplane
coast.
ARTHUR LYONS returned yesterday from the
vacation.
EMANUEL

TISHMAN

is back from a Canadian

MARY PICKFORD has arrived in New York
from the coast after a stopover in Chicago.
FRANKIE DARRO comes east this week from
Hollywood for a personal appearance tour with
Chicago as his first stop.
HUGH O'CONNELL, who has returned east
ifter finishing his role in Universal's "Gift oi
Gab," goes to Syracuse on Saturday to be guest
>i honor at a reception sponsored by friend,
in

that city, where O'Connell
played
in stock.
HELEN MORGAN, having finished her role
n Fox's "Marie Galante", is en route back
!o New York by auto.

BOB WILE, who now operates a theater in
Pearl River, N. Y., was in New York yesterday
on product
deals.
JACK BENNY, having completed his role in
"Transatlantic Merry-Go-Round" for Reliance,
returns to New York tomorrow to resume his
radio broadcasts.
MITZI

GREEN

has arrived in New

York from

the coast, where she played a part in "Transatlantic-Merry-Go-Round."
RUSSELL SPAULDING, now on vacation in the
Maine woods, is combining work with pleasure
by doing research work on several Vagabond
Adventure
scripts for Van
Beuren.

William Alexander Moves
William Alexander, president of
Fairhaven Productions, has moved
his company's offices from 6 East
53rd
Sixth St.
Ave.to the RKO Building, 1270

STRY'S
INDUBOOK
THEDATE
Aug. 1-24: Second
Cinematographic

International Exposition of
Art, Venice,
Italy.

Aug. 6: Adjourned hearing on offer of LoewWarner interests for Fox Metropolitan Playhouses, before Federal Judge Mack, Woolworth
Building,
New York.
Aug. 14:

Public hearings on proposed amendton, D.mentsC.to the Laboratory Code, Washing-

Aug. 14:

Second Annual Film Outing of Detroit film row under auspices of Vari°ty
Club. St. Clair Shores Country Club. Detroit.

Aug. 22-24: Allied Theater Owners
Jersey convention, Atlantic City
Sept. 10: First
Variety
Club

fall luncheon
of Cleveland.

Sept. 16; North Dakota
dan, N. D.
Sept. 20:

of New

meeting

of

Allied meeting, Man-

A. M.P. A. Revels and Luncheon,
tion Picture Club, New York.

Mo-

Sept. 20:

"Night of Stars" benefit under auspices of United Jewish Appeal in aid of
German Jews, Yankee Stadium. New York.
Nathan
Burkan.
chairman

Oct.

1: National
Detroit.

Film

Carriers convention

Oct. 29: S.M.P.E. Fall Meeting. Hotel Pennsylvania, New York

A

memorable

1934!

2nd

AUGUST
date

#OR

on that date ... at popular

prices ... in Radio City Music Hall . . .
one of the great productions of this
great industry comes within the reach
of the movie -going millions ... to give
them far more than an hour's glorious
entertainment . . . inspiring them with a
new faith in themselves, a new courage
to face the future!

HIPPODR
JAMES CARREY
WS
COART
A STU
RIE
GUTO

m

-JL^

PAT £««
AVY"
THEFRI1
ANK MCHUEH

f

1
HERE COMES THENAR

NOT SINCE "GOLD DIGGER!
STAGED THE BIG RESCUi
ACT OF 1933 HAS THERI
BEEN ANYTHING SO IN
IRTANT TO THE FORTUNE!
. THIS INDUSTRY A
HFSF AMA7INR FIRIIRF!

BREAK YOUR RECORD!
Topped
"Wonder
Bar" inin 60
Memphis
in Hottest
Weather
Years
Doubled
Opening

•

.

Any Previous
Midnight
of Season
in Houston
•

Only $6 Under "Wonder Bar's" Record for '33-34 • in San
Antonio
Million SweetTwenty
•
, Cleveland
hearts' in Pittsburgh
More Than Doubled Gross in Albany,
Akron
and
Erie
Openings
•
Topped

Way

Over

Twenty Million Sweethearts at New
Yo rk Strand

THE BIG AGITATION IN THIS BUSINESS TODAY IS FOR QUICKER AND LONGER DATES FOR

IERE GOMES
THE NAVY

Directed by

LLOYD

BACON

Wednesday, Aug. 1,1934%

NEW LABOR PROCEDURE,!
IS ANNOUNCED BY NRA

EXHIBS TO DISCUSS
MUSIC COMPROMISE
(Continued from Page

$125,000 Is Allowed
In Receivership Fees
(Continued from Page

Washington

1)

to consider a further course of action, it was said yesterday by Walter Vincent, chairman of the Emergency Committee.
Vincent declined to comment on
whether the Committee would seek
a compromise on the new rates. It
is known, however, that there is
strong feeling among Committee
members that the Society is amply
paid under its present scale. Vincent said that he and other members of a committee which had
called on Mills prior to publication
of the new schedules had received
the impression that no compromise
would be considered.
Counsel for the exhibitor associations will meet this week to map a
legal fight against the proposed increase in music fees, Vincent said.
Any legal action taken on the matter will be brought by the exhibitor
associations, though attorneys for
the affiliated circuits may be consulted, Vincent said.
Explaining the purpose of having
exhibitors inform present and prospective members of Congress of the
aims of the Composers' Society,
Vincent said:
"We feel that Congress, in granting to the Society a licensing privilege, had no intention that this
privilege should be carried to indefinite lengths in fixing license fees.
We may find it necessary to ask
Congress to act on this matter."

1)

ception, considerably
reduced
from
the original amounts asked.
Chas. D. Hilles, co-receiver with
Zukor, was granted $20,000. He
had originally asked for $30,000,
which had been reduced by the late
Referee Henry K. Davis to $25,000.
Root, Clark, Buckner & Ballantine,
counsel for the receivers, were
awarded $75,000. The firm's original request for $125,000 was reduced to $100,000 by Davis. Rosenberg, Goldmark & Colin were
awarded $15,000 of a $30,000 request. Cravath, DeGersdorff, Swaine
& Wood were awarded a full request
of $15,000 for defending Paramount
in the Quittner anti-trust action,
which was dismissed.
The Zukor allowance was withheld because the court was informed
that a bondholders' committee contemplates suit against him. Payment of the allowances had been
E. Rogers and Samopposed
uel Zirn.by Saul

Gets Bud 'n' Ben Series
Abel Davis of Capitol has acquired
rights to the Bud V Ben series of
three-reelers in the Salt Lake City
territory.

•

• • THEY DO say that some people who bark the loudest for "clean" films are donning blue goggles and false whiskers when they pass the turnstiles at theaters playing the
"forbidden" films
For instance . this morning's mail
brought a letter from our ol' frien' M. A. Lightman
of
Malco Theaters Inc., Memphis, Tenn
Yes Suh

T

▼

T

• • • IT SEEMS, reports M. A., that an organization of
women, in one of the local churches recently gave a bridge party
and called on M. A. for passes as prizes
and he
shelled out eight
Now it seems that the passes were good
anytime
. . . . for any of M. A.'s five theaters
four of
which were playing "approved" films
and one was showing
a feature stamped "shocking" So
. how do youse guys
think these passes were used
Right .
four were handed
in to see the "approved" films . . . . which had three more days
to run
and the other four
'sterrible isn't it
landed at the house showing the "shocking" film
within
two hours after the prizes were awarded
Thanx, M. A.
we were AMAZED

T

T

T

• • • IT LOOKS as though the Radio City Music Hall
will be the center of attraction
for the Dancing Masters
of
America
who will flock here during the week
for
their annual convention which starts Sunday
In honor of
these terpsichorean specialists, Leonidoff is preparing the most
elaborate dance spectacle ever staged at the huge theater
it will be called "A Study in Black"
and the Rockettes and
Corps de Ballet will be augmented for the occasion
Nina
Whitney, formerly of the Ballet Russe, will dance the principal
role surrounded by settings designed by Vincente Minnelli
Ray and Sunshine, who have just returned from knocking 'em
cold at the Folies Bergere, will be featured The show starts
tomorrow with Fox's "The World Moves On" as the screen attraction

T
•

T

T

•

• NOT THAT we care to pose as a prophet of advanced fashions but try to remember this col'n when, next
year
or sooner
the wife appears in a hoop-skirt
The reincarnation of the fad will start with the release of
M-G-M's "Sacred and Profane Love"
in which Joan Crawford wears the first modernized hoop skirt
which doesn't
seem to bother Clark Gable in the clinches
Miss Crawford's outfit was designed by Adrian, and the hoops flare out
from the knees to the floor
and, won't the bow-legged gals
be happy ?

T

▼

T

• • • BUT AMIDST our levity
and the trials of
the day
we pause to pay our humble tribute to a glorious
personality, a gifted actress whose spark of genius flared forth
in the twilight of her life
and whose passing was keenly
felt throughout the Universe
Yesterday, Marie Dressier
was laid to rest
at Glendale, Cal.
within the shadow
of the studios where
were
recorded
her inimitable
grimaces
her hilarious antics
and her great contribution to
the happness of this life
and future generations for
although Marie Dressier has passed on
she will live on the
screens of tomorrow

T

T

T

• • • Guests and members at the Motion Picture Club
for luncheon yesterday included, Nathan Burkan, Phil Reisman,
Jack Alicoate, Arthur Hirsch, Toby Gruen, Jerome Safron,
Lewis Weinberg, Rube Jackter, Abe Schneider, L. Barbano, Nat
Cherin, Chick Lewis, L. Aster, David Diamond, Ludwig Satz,
E. C. Grainger, James L. Ryan, Tom Gerety, Leo Klebanow,
Howard Dietz, Nat Cohn and Jack Hoffberg
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Washington — Modification of existing procedure to harmonize code
machinery for the adjustment of labor disputes and complaints with
that established in the recently created National Labor Relations
Board is announced by the National
Recovery
Administration.
Creation of the National Labor
Relations Board emphasizes the distinction in treatment between labor
complaints involving alleged violation of the maximum hour and
minimum wage provisions of codes
and disputes based on alleged violation of Section 7(a) of the NIRA
and involving actual or threatened
strikes or lockouts.
In the case of such latter disputes, an Administrative Order just
issued points out that final jurisdiction may be vested in the National Labor Relations Board created by a recent Act of Congress
and although the new Order does
not affect industry boards heretofore authorized to deal with labor
disputes, cases heard by alrealy established code agencies may be reviewed by the new Board.

Studio Activity Shorts
At Warner-First
National
(Continued from Page 1)
in work are "Gentlemen Are Born,"
"Flirtation Walk", "Happiness
Ahead," "Six Day Bike Rider," "I
Sell Anything", "A Perfect Weekend" and "The Firebird". List ini
preparation includes "Borden
Town", "Captain Blood", "Air Devils", "In Caliente", "Oil for the
Lamps of China", "The Irish im
Us", "Case of the Curious Bride",'
"Babbitt," "Concealment," "Invita-i
tion to a Murder" and "A Present
from Margate".
Developing Color Process
A trichromatic color projection
process is being developed by Nat]
ural Color, Inc., of 90 Broad St. I«
will use regular black and white1
positives in which three diminutive
"frames" are contained in trial
formation within the area of a
standard frame.
Cut in Ontario Censors Looms
Toronto — A cut in the number of
movie censors,
along with
some re-is
laxation in censorship
activity,
planned by the new premier. Hon
Mitchell Hepburn. He already has
discontinued the Ontario government's motion picture production
work as part of his program foi
economies.
Another House for Yamins
Fall River, Mass. — Nathan
ins has added
the Academy
ater to his string.
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United Artists Splurge on the Radio
United Artists will be well represented on the air this week.

"THE PERSONALITY

KID"

with Pat O'Brien, Glenda Farrell,
Claire Dodd
Earner Bros.
PLEASING

PRIZEFIGHT

67 mins.
YARN

WITH

JOOD HUMAN INTERESTVALUES MAKES
1ICE GENERAL
ENTERTAINMENT.
While familiar in basic plot, this story
as been handled in such a way that enages new interest and proves very satisactory. It's essentially a prizefight drama,
ut stronger than unusual on human qualiies plus a good romantic issue and comedy.
at O'Brien is the fighter and Glenda Farell is his wife and manager. Pat is a
opular figure and thinks he's good. He
loesn't know that he wins his fight because
is opponents are paid to lay down. The
life is interested only in acquiring a roll
o they can retire. On learning about his
jight being framed, Pat walks out and takes
ip with Claire Dodd, a society girl who is
getting a little fun out of him, but when
ie gets word that his wife is about to
resent him with a baby he makes a comeback and this time delivers a real knockut. The nice pace of the action, plus
.everal good supporting performances, help
he story considerably.
Cast: Pat O'Brien, Glenda Farrell, Claire
)odd, Henry O'Neill, Robert Gleckler,
nomas Jackson, Arthur Vinton, Clarence
Ause, Clay Clement, George Cooper,
George Pat Collins, Al Hill.
Director, Alan Crosland, authors, Gene
Towne, C. Graham Baker; Screen Play, F
•lugh Herbert, Erwin Gelsey, David Boehm ;
Cameraman, William Rees, Editor, Terry
^lorse.
Direction, Fine

FOREIGN

Photography, A 1

DIALOGUE

"SOVIET CLOSE-UPS", compilation of
icwsreel matter from Soviet Russia; reeased by Amkino.
At the Acme Theater.
Designed to show what is taking place
n the Soviet Republics under ths Five-Yea;
Ian, this compilation of newsreel materia'
yill be of interest chiefly to persons who
re concerned with the development of
iussia. All varieties of activity are shown,
irom industry and military defense to housng, education and amusement.

SHORTS
5eorge Sidney and Charlie Murray in
"Radio Dough"
olumbia
18 mins.
Okay Comedy
A satisfactory two-reeler of the
ypical Sidney-Murray brand. With
their business in the dump^, the
comedians take some mail lessons in
"adio entertaining, then for an audition. Through a misunderstanding
)ver some "soup," they fall among a
?ang of crooks waiting for the arwithsafe.
"soup"
)rder rival
to of two
blow pals
a cafe
Whenin
hey are pushed into the room and
cold to do their stuff, the comics
broceed to sing and dance, with the
gangsters thinking it is a bluff in
!>rder tc fool the spectators.
Then

At 10:30 tomorrow

•

•

•

night "The Affairs of Cellini," 20th Century production, will be previewed over a
national WABC network. Today, King Vidor, director of "Our Daily Bread," will be
interviewed by Bide Dudley over WOR at 1:30 P. M., and at 7:45 tonight Vidor will
be interviewed by Al Sherman over WNEW.

New Zoning Schedules
St. Louis 'Banned' List
Reduced to 6 Pictures
Cover 86 Situations
(Continued from Paae 1)
season now coming to a close. Following the recent announcement
that the Better Films Council had
listed 17 films as wholly objectionable, Wehrenberg immediately conferred with that group and as a
result there will be no demand from
the Council that the contracts on
the other 11 pictures be cancelled.
The women will be satisfied if exhibitors try to confine the showings
of these films to adult audiences.

29 Paramount Films
Starting
in 2 Months
(Continued from Pane 1)
schedules of activity ever attempted by a studio in this space of time.
The 15 starting this month include
"En^er Mac'ame", "Lemon Drop
Kid", "Limehouse Nights", "Ready
for Love", "Lives of a Bengal Lancer", "Yours to Command", "College Rhvthm", "Ruggles of Red
Gap", "Here Is My Heart", "Back
Porch", "Red Woman", "The
Range", "All the King's Horses",
"The Ca?e Against Mrs. Ames" and
"Shoe the Wild Mare".
Stage Honors Marie Dressier
A special Marie Dressier memorial
fund for the benefit of the deserving
unemployed is being created by the
Stage Relief Fund.

{.Continued from Page 1)

Authority yesterday. Together with
additional instructions for local
boards in connection with the schedules, the list was dispatched yesterday to members of the Authority, distributors, trade associations
and local board secretaries.
The list, which supplies the board
location and then the town involved,
reads as follows:
ALBANY— Glen Falls, N. Y. ATLANTA
— Atlanta. Ga.; Newman, Ga.; Jacksonville,
Fla. ; St. Petersburg, Fla. ; Miami. Fla. ; Birmingham, Ala. BOSTON — Cambridge-Somerville Southwestern. Mass. BUFFALO— Buffalo. CHARLOTTE— Newton & Hickory,
N. C.; Anderson, S. C. CHICAGO— Metropolitan Chicago Down^tate (Illinois and Indiana). CINCINNATI— Greater Cincinnati,
Dayton, Ohio; Columbus, Ohio; Ashland, Ky. ;
Greenville, Piqua, and Troy, Ohio; Tippecanoe. Ohio. CLEVELAND — Cleveland;
Toledo. DALLAS— Entire territory. DENVER—Denver, Colo.; Littleton, Colo. DETROIT—Detroit: Grand Rapids. INDIANAPOLIS — Indianapolis; Louisville; Ft.
Wayne. Ind.: Lafayette, Ind. ; Terre Haute;
Evansville, Ind.; Anderson, Ind.; Muncie,
Ind.; Logansport,
Ind.; Richmond, Ind.; Peru, Ind".;
Ind.;Marion,
New Castle,
Ind.;
New Albany, Ind.; Huntington, Ind.; Bloomington, Ind.; Vincennes, Ind.; Frankfort, Ind.
KANSAS CITY— Kansas City; Wichita; St.
Tosepb; Atchison. LOS ANGELES— Entire
territory. MEMPHIS — Entire territory.
MILWAUKEE— Milwaukee. NEW HAVEN
— New Haven, Hartford, Bridgeport, Conn.
NEW ORLEANS— New Orleans, including
Marrero, Westwego, Gretna and Harvey.
PORTLAND, ORE. — Portland. SALT
LAKE CITY— Boise. Ida.; Provo., Utah. SAN
FRANCISCO— San Jose (Santa Clara & Willow Glen) 1st Run Medesto over Turlock.
ST. LOUIS— Alton, 111.; Belleville, 111.; Centralia. 111.; East St. Louis; Jersey ville. 111.;
Springfield, 111.; Kirkwood, Mo. SEATTLE
— Everett; Bremerton: Olympia; Seattle;
Spo':ane; Tacoma ; Wenatchee.

maiden's hand as the prize, and Nero
and his fiddle as the chief spectator.
Cubby has only one horse and a
makeshift buggy, against the regular chariots and teams of the other
contestants, but despite dirty work
Mickey (Himself) McGuire in
by his rival he finally comes through
"Mickey's Rescue" 20 mins. winner, making the last stretch on
Columbia
Good Comedy
horseback while the nag propels itself on the wheels of his busted
An entertaining comedy for the
chariot.
kids, and not at all bad for grownups. Just as the gang of youngsters
headed by Mickey McGuire are
"Mediterranean Blues"
about to give a birthday party to
(Romantic Journey)
Mickey's brother, Billy Barty, some
10 mins.
rich folks adopt Billy and take him Educational
Fine Travel Scenic
away. But he isn't happy in his
new home and "cissy" clothes, and
eventually is restored to his own
Attractively photographed in Cinegang after an exciting windup in color, and with interesting narration
which Mickey rescues Bill from fall- by Claude Fleming, this travelogue
ing down the side of an apartment
is an excellent subject of its kind.
house where he is suspended. It's
After a glimpse of the blue waters
a Larry Darmour
production.
of the Mediterranean, some time is
spent in Algiers, where distinctive
"Fiddlin' Fun"
(Aesop Fable)
Arab types are caught, then to colRKO Radio
7 mins.
orful Morocco and other north AfriFair Animated
can locales. Due in part to the
In this Van Beuren animated car- color, it is an altogether enjoyable
toon Cubby the Bear is entered in
a Roman chariot race, with a fair reel.

the real safeblowers arrive and it's
the rush for Sidney and Murray.
Has enough action and laughs to
amuse the general run of audiences.

YOU WILL . . .
SOON BE....
HEARING...
PLENTY....
ABOUT THE .
FILM DAILY
PRODUCTION
GUIDE
OF 1934...
FOR IT
IS ON
THE WAY . . .
AND HOW!!!
•

•

•
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CODE NOT RETROACTIVE
AUTH'Y SAYS IN RULING
(Continued

from
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A LITTLEBy RALPH
from
"LOTS
WILK
HOLLYWOOD

OEMILLE SAYS SCREEN
CAN'T ELIMINATE SEX
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILJ

Hollywood — As soon as sex can
be eliminated from life, then it can
brought by the Whalley, New Haven, yiNCE BARNETT, famous Holly▼
T
T
against Paramount. The Authorbe eliminated from motion pictures,
wood "ribber," and Billy GilGeorge Nichols has been signed to Cecil B. DeMille stated yesterday
bert, fat dialect comic, will be
ity's decision, announced yesterday
along with 15 other determinations teamed together in Educational's direct "Ann of Green Gables" for before a group of newspaper men.
RKO.
"For some unknown reason those
of appeals, observes that "there is next Coronet Comedy which is goT
T
T
little question that the complainant
ing into production at the Educacritics who are striking at Holly-,
Dorothy Dare and Gertrude Short wood so rapidly seem to blame the
was forced to buy a greater number
tional Studios in Hollywood today.
of short subjects than presently Leigh Jason will direct the comedy, are additions to Warner's "Perfect
screen for creating sex," said Dewould be permitted under Article from a story by Mauri Grashin and
Mille. "Motion pictures can't bq
T
T
made without sex. Take it away
William Gilbert, under the tempor- Week-End." T
V-D, Part 5, of the Code."
Walter Connolly joins the list of from films, and you take their verj
Other determinations were anary title, "Going,
Going,
Gone!"
r
T
T
nounced as follows:
names for Columbia's "Broadway life. They must have normal sex;
Frank Lawton, young: English
As I remember, this sex business
Affirmed decision of Chicago
T
T
T
all started in the Garden of Eder,
grievance board dismissing over- actor who appeared in "Cavalcade,"
Virginia
Bruce
will
make
her
with the act of Jehovah when ha
has
been
picked
by
M-G-M
for
th"
buying complaint brought by Lake
Theater Corp., Michigan City, 'eading role in "David Copperfield." RKO debut in "Dangerous Corner." provided the apple. To blame al:
that on motion pictures is slightly
against Michigan City Theater
unfair. To blame the beauty of s
Corp., operator of the Tivoli.
M P.T.O.A. Would Sue
12Bill."
Censor-Proof Films
Affirmed decision of Boston grievwhich
neither
bitsch norbody,
I ever
would
have Lu-'
the
Music
Society As Trust
Going
in Work at RKO woman's
ance board ordering Olympia Oper(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Pane 1)
brains to create, is sheer nonsense:
ating Co., operator of the North
Shore, Gloucester, to release a cer- iccording to a special bulletin is- studios, B. B. Kahane announces.
"Motion pictures didn't start imij
sued yesterday by the M. P.T.O.A. The pictures, all prepared to con- modesty. From the time they started
tain number of pictures to Edward
T. Bloomberg of the Strand, Glou- Th"> bulletin states:
form with Kahane's recently laid to put clothes on a woman's body!
cester.
down policy to avoid censor trouble, immodesty began. Screen critici
"We think the Society is a monop- are:
oly in restraint of trade, an illegal
will have to look further back ii|
Affirmed decision of Dallas grievprice
fixing
combine
for
which
"By Your Leave," with Skeets the records than motion pictures t-:
ance board in dismissing overbuying
there
is
no
more
justification
than
Gallagher; "Anne of Green Gables," locate the cause of sex. As far bad;
complaint brought by Robert Z.
Glass of the Rio, Beaumont, against 'here would be for a similar com- with Anne Shirley and Tom Brown; as Troy, sex played quite a part
bine licensing all talking pictures "The Little Minister," starring Irregularities in sex likewise did no
Jefferson
Amusement
Co.
and fixing film rentals for every Katharine Hepburn, with John Beal;
Affirmed decision of Omaha griev- theater. One is words, the other is
originate in Hollywood," pointei
"Let's Get Married" and "Radio out
ance board finding M. Singer of the
DeMille. "I seem to remembei]
music. Both are copyrighted under City Revels" starring Fred Astairc in the Bible a story about Sodor
Orpheum, Sioux City, in violat:on the same act.
and
Gomorrah and a lot of sej
of unfair practices, as charged by
and Ginger Rogers: "Sea Girl";
"The individual exhibitor is per- "Romance in Manhattan," starring
E. E. Seff of the Rialto and Loop
fectly helpless before this combine
Fvfmcis Lederer; "Kentucky Kertheaters, Sioux City.
nels" with Wheeler and Woolsey;
Affirmed decision of Atlanta griev- which has exacted its toll from theCircuit Booking
"Dangerous
Corner," with Virginia RKO
aters for many years and now proance board dismissing overbuying
complaint brought by Gonzalo noses to arbitrarily take several mil- Bruce, Betty Furness and Erin
26 Indep't
Feature;
lion dollars more, giving nothing ad- O'Brien - Moore; "Wednesday's
Bezanilla of the Palace, Key West,
there."
RKO circuit
will include
about 2
<~hild," with Frankie Thomas and
against Juan Carbonell of Strand,
ditional in return."
independent features in its prod
The bulletin also advises mem- Karen Morley: "Laddie Boy" and uct buy for the coming season, tb
Key West.
bers that in self defense they should "The
Silver Streak."
Film Daily learns. Approximated
Affirmed decision of Buffalo grievance board finding the Commodore, contact their Senators and Congress130 major pictures are guaranteee
men, explain to them how the copyRoxy, Columbia, Colonial, Rialto, E1Practically all RKO houses wi;
Third Week for "Navy"
right law 's being used by the Soclen Terry theaters of Buffalo guilty
Warner's
"Here
Comes
the
Navy"
single feature programs foi
iety and demand a thorough Con- is being held a third week at the play
of unfair practices, as per complaint
the "short half" of the week. F j
of Nicholas J. Basil of the Genesee
gressional investigation of the Soc- New York Strand.
the week-end half, using double fea
etv's act'vities.
theater, Buffalo, with several exceptures, 104 films will be necessarl
tions.
and will be supplied, but the threi
cago, over the Little Paramount, op- day bookings will have to be mat
Affirmed decision of Omaha griev- Tenn., complaining that Cumberland
erated by B. Banowitz and H. Ap- up of major and independent film
ance board in finding George Wer- Amusement Co. of Tallahoma, Tenn..
ner of the Orpheum, Fairfield, Neb., interfered in lease negotiations with plebaum, is reasonable.
Affirmed
decision of Chicago The buy to date is 50 from RK(
a
landlord.
guilty of unfair practices, as com30 from Warners, 30 from Pari
plained by R. C. Shipley of the
Affirmed decision of Portland clearance and zoning board that pro- mount and about 40 unplayed 193?
KMMJ Radio theater, Clay Center,
tection
given
the
Sheridan
at
Buck34 films. RKO bookers expect
grievance board finding K. A. CurNeb.
ingham and the Vogue and Key- "shrinkage" of about 20 picture
tis of the Roxy, Portland, Ore., in
stone in Chicago is reasonable, de- from the list.
Affirmed decision of Atlanta griev- violation of unfair practices, as
spite complaint of Harry M. Kroom
ance board dismissing charges in- charged by William Cutts of the
of the Panorama Theater Co., Chistituted by Henry G. Jenkins of Kenton,
Portland.
Sells World Wide Territories
Affirmed decision of Chicago cago.
the
Palace,
South
Pittsburgh,
Bob Savini has sold World Wic s
Affirmed decision of Chicago
clearance and zoning board finding
clearance of the LaGrange theater, clearance and zoning board that franchises for four more territorie
clearance given the Rivoli, Downers Deals have been closed as follow:
La Grange, 111., was reasonable, con5 Security Registrations
Seattle. D. C. Millward, Metropo
trary to complaint of George W. Grove, 111., is reasonable, contrary
Five theater firms are included in
itan; Chicago and St. Louis, B. J
to
charge
made
by
George
Zulas,
opKruger
of
the
Hinsdale
theater,
the Federal Trade Commission's third
erator of the Westmont, Westmont, Judel Inc.; Oklahoma City, Budd
111.
and final list of registration statements
Hinsdale, 111.
filed under the Securities Act of 1933
Benjamin of Allied
Affirmed decision of Washington
and becoming effective in the fiscal year
The Authority also announced its
clearance and zoning board finding
ended June 30. The companies are:
Cosmopolitan Theater Bldg . Chicago.
that clearance enjoyed by the Ritz. decision ordering modifications of
Czechs to Make 30
$73,333; William Jackson, bondholders'
Baltimore, is reasonable and fair, certain phases of the Miami clearcommittee. Commodore Theater, Philaance and zoning system as prepared
contrary to complaint of C. H.
delphia, $80,000- Stanley Theater ProPrague — Activity in the Czechoslovaby
the
Atlanta
board.
The
cases
tective Committee, Bridgeton, N. J..
kian film industry is now in full swing,
Lightiser Jr., of the New Preston,
$137,500; Villa Theator Protective Cornwere: Tivoli, Miami, vs. E. J.
Baltimore.
with 10 pictures in work and a total
mime, Collingdale, Pa., $33,750; Portof 30 sound features planned for the
Sparks, Paramount and Fox; Dade
Affirmed
decision
of
Chicago
land Paramount Corp. bondholders' comyear. Six of the pictures will probably
mittee, $110,000.
clearance and zoning board that pro- Enterprises vs. Wometco Theaters;
be dubbed in French or German.
Dade Enterprises vs. E. J. Sparks.
tection given the Biograph,
ChiRalphfor Murphy
will direct "Sure
Fire"
Columbia.
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\Bond Plan Wipes Out 187 Million in Para. Claims

EXHIBITORS MAY ASK FEDERAL BOARD ON MUSIC
Local

306

Depleted

[Rehabilitation Will Take
Months, Says Holmden
— Officers Resign
During Harry Sherman's incumbency as president of Local 306 the
;reasury of the local was depleted
:rom $1,017,000 to $? n^0, Harland
Holmden, I.A.T.S.E. vice-president
recently placed in charge of the loal, reported to the membership at
1 meeting yesterday in the Central
Opera House. When Sherman took
)ffice in Feb., 1933, the local's treasury held $360,000. During the period up to Jan., 1934, $657,000 was
{Continued

on

Page

of $1,015,000,

Members

Copyright
Commission
May be Sought by
Theater Men

I.T.O.A. Drops Film Check-Up Plan
The I.T.O.A. has decided to temporarily suspend its plan to study pictures for possible objectionable features and making recommendations to its membership, THE FILM
DAILY was informed yesterday. The arrangement will net be put into operation until
a situation which justifies its existence develops in the New York metropolitan territory, it was stated.
At a meeting of the exhibitor unit yesterday support was pledged the Emergency
Committee in its fight against the music tax increases planned by the A. S. C. A. P.
£.nd it was indicated that the association will develop plans of its own in an effort
to prevent the proposed
tax rise.

RCA HALF-YEAR NET ICANCELLATIONS PLAN
RISES TO $1,771,580 SEEN AS

11)

Net income of Radio Corp. of
America, parent company of RKO,
for the six months ended June 30
amounted to $1,771,580.81 compared
with loss of $1,268,211.68, it was
announced yesterday by General J.
G. Harbord, chairman of the RCA
board. Second "uarter earnings
Famous Theaters Corp. has were $535,855.95. Surplus at the
aunched a theater acquisition drive end of the period was $1 1 ^ '9,671.44.
n Ohio and is taking over eight
louses in that state to be operated
>y subsidiaries.
Barnstyn Gets 8 Features
Midhio Theaters Corp. has been
For Foreign Distribution
ormed to run Young's Palace and
Acquisition of foreign rights to
he Marion,
both in
Marion and ac(Continued
on Page 2)
eight features and one serial was
announced by Jack Barnstyn, following his return to New York yes55 Members Contributing
terday from the Coast. He stated
Laboratory Code Budget he has bought rights to six George
Vashington
Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
O'Briens being produced by Sol Lesser and also foreign
rights
to
Washington — Approximately 65
(Continued
on Page 2)
nembers of the laboratory industry
ire expected to contribute to the
judget of $21,157.75 set by the NRA
'or the lab
Code Authority.
Num(Continued on Pane 11)

FAMOUS THEATERS
EXPANDING IN OHIO

Harmony between exchangemen
and exhibitors has so far prevailed
in agreements on pictures to be
cancelled under the Hays association plan to cope with protests
against so-called objectionable films,
it is indicated by the fact that up
to last night no local grievance
boards have
been asked to unoffieial(( ontinued on Pane 12)

DeMille on Lecture Tour
FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Cecil B. DeMille leaves
today on an aerial lecture tour of 12
cities. Stands are Denver, Kansas City,
New York, Philadelphia, Washington,
Cleveland, Detroit, Chicago, St. Louis,
Atlanta, New Orleans and Dallas. Newspapers and civic groups are sponsoring
the talks, which will be of a non-controversial nature — and doubtless give
DeMille a chance to mention his new
picture,

"Cleopatra "

Meeting of Paramount creditors
will be held Aug. 9 in the office of
Special Master John E. Joyce, 70
Pine Street, to vote on approval of
a reorganization plan for the Broadway Paramount Corp., holding company for the Paramount Bldg.,
which would wipe out $187,982,134
claims against Paramount-Publix.
The reorganization plan has been

In event a compromise plan is
not agreed to by the American Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers in connection with its
threatened increase in the music
tax, allied exhibitor interests may
seek a federal control plan setting
jp a commission to regulate music
affairs, leaders in the opposition
movement indicated yesterday in
New York. They pointed out that
they are considering asking Congress (Continued
to enact aon measure
which
Page 12)

LAWYERS MEET TUES.
ON MUSIC TAX ACTION

Meeting of attorneys for the M.P.
T.O.A., Allied States Ass'n, T.O.C.C.
and I.T.O.A. will be held next Tuesday to decide what legal action shall
be taken against the American SoLos Angeles — Independent Prociety of Composers, Authors & Pubducers and Distributors will appeal
lishers to halt the proposed indirect to the code authority protestcrease in music license fees, it was
ing the decision of the Los Angeles said yesterday by Walter Vincent,
zoning and clearance board which
(Continued on Page 12')
ruled against double featui-es, according to W. Ray Johnston, of
Monogram. Johnston declared the Seven Midwest Theaters
■local board had exceeded the authorClosed by the Drought
ity set out in the code.
Omaha — Mainly due to the
drought and partly also to the
church campaign, seven theaters in
this area have joined the closed list.
They include six Nebraska houses,
located in Stromsberg, Valparaiso,
Scribner, Springfield, Lawrence and
approved by the Grimm Committee Prague, and the Iowan, i i Red Oak,
la.
of bondholders, which has on deposit one-third of the $8,875,000 of
5^ per cent sinking fund gold loan
Another
House for K-A-0
bonds outstanding, and will be apAnother house was added to the KAO
proved by the Schenck Committee
group of the RKO Theater circuit yesterday with the acquisition of the Emof bondholders, according to inforbassy, Port Chester, N. Y. Other deals
mation received by the Paramount
will be announced within the next week.
trustees.

Coast Indies to Appeal
Los Angeles Dual Ban
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Para. Creditors Meet Aug. 9
On Plan Involving Big Claims

West Coast Bur., THE

Told

Plan

calls for exchange
of old bonds
(Continued on Page 12)

for

omg
THE
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Famous Theaters
Barnstyn Gets 8 Features
Expanding in Ohio
For (.Continued
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STOCK
High

Am.
Seat
Columbia Picts.
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Con.
Fm. Ind
Con
Fm.
Ind.
East. Kodak

2V4
pfd. . 123/8
99

Fox

Fm.

"A"

3
25%

MARKET
Low

Net
Chg

Close

2%
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25%
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123/8
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123/a
99
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Vs

1%

10

9%

Loew's,
Inc
Paramount
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3
1%
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RKO
Warner

14%
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4
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4
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+
+
+
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NEW YORK
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MARKET
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%
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V4
+ 2
+ 1
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%
+ 3y4

Warner's 6s39

52%

+ 2%

55</2
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quired from independent operators.
Under deals now nearing consummation, Famous gets the Liberty,
Quimby, Imperial and Grand in
Zanesville, the Paramount at Hamilton and the Paramount in Middletown, all in Ohio. Tracy Barham,
formerly Albany district booker for
Warner Bros., has taken charge of
the Marion houses.

St. Louis Notes
St. Louis — Cullen Espy, managing director of the Central theater,
left this week for California on vacation. He is considering a proposition to return here next winter to
operate a group of houses.
Al Poos, manager of the North
St. Louis district for St. Louis
Amusement Co. circuit, is the father
of a girl.
Johnny Vaineko, former manager
of the Congress and Shaw theaters
\nd now handling a Fox West Coast
house in San Pedro, Cal., is here
for a visit.
French Previews Off for Summer
During the vacation period John
S. Tapernoux is discontinuing his
weekly showings of French pictures
held under the ausoir-es of the
French Line on board its steamers.
The previews will be resumed later.
Pathe Not Getting Thomas Film
Reports that Pathe would take
over "Convention Girl", being produced by Falcon Pictures, of which
Dave Thomas is president, were
^nied yesterday on both sides.
First Division will handle distribution.
"Handy
Andy" Tops "Harum"
Will Rogers in "Handy Andy" is
doing 25 per cent better in key cities
than the previous Rogers picture,
"David Harum." despite release of
the former film during the hot
weather, the Fox home office reports.
C. C. C. Work Deoicted in Film

Myrna Loy
Claude Gillingwater
Olga
Baclanova

FILM

DAILY

d G

"Chandu,"

4 More Appeals Heard

Four more appeals were heard
yesterday by a Code Authority ap6 Finished by Monogram
peals committee consisting of L. E.
West Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
Thomas, chairman; A. W. Smith, Jr.,
Hollywood — With completion of and William Yoost. Cases were as
"A Successful Failure" and "Red- follows:
head", six of Monogram's 1934-35
New Heights,
York grievance
board.charging
Loew's
against
New York,
schedule are finished. "The Moon- RioFrom
advertising; from Atlanta grievstone" and "Tomorrow's Youth" are premature
ance board. Amusement Corp. of Lake Wales,
ready for release, while "King Kel- Inc., operator of the Scenic, against Mountain Lake Corp.. invoking non-theatrical clause
ly of the U.S.A." and "A Girl of
code; from Los Angeles grievance board.
the Limberlost" are in the cutting of
Colcata Corp., operator of Colorado at Pasaroom.

Washington Bureau of THE

Jack L. Warner
Hal Mohr
Glenn
Tryon

another Lesser production. Barnstyn has acquired "Hollywood on Parade" from
Paramount and "Young Eagles," a
serial, for foreign distribution. He
leaves
weeks. for Europe within a few

.oming an

dena, against United West Coast Theaters.
United Artists Theaters Circuit and Fox
West Coast Theaters charging overbuying ;
from New York grievance board. Leon
Rosenblatt for Rosewelt Realty Co., operator
of tlie Orient, Jersey City, against Skouras
Theaters'
Apollo,
charging
overbuying.

Warners Buy 2 Novels for Aline

West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Aline MacMahon will
star in "While the Patient Sleeps"
and "The Patient in Room 18," which
Warners have just purchased from
Mignon G. Eberhardt, author of
"The White Cockatoo," also on
the company's schedule. "While the
Patient Sleeps" will be the first of
the two novels to enter production.

GEORGE TRENDLE and WILLARD
SON are in New
York
from
Detroit.

PATTER-

JERRY SAFRON, Columbia Western division
sales manager, who has arrived in New York,
will remain East two weeks before returning
to his office.
MAURICE CONN of Ambassador Pictures
Corp. leaves Hollywood today by plane for
New York. On his return to the coast he
will make
stopovers
in several
key cities.
DONALD

COOK

arrived in New

York yester-

day from the coast to appear in "Gigolette",
being made by Select Productions at the Biograph
studios.
ABE
LASTFOGEL,
general
manager
of the
William
Morris
agency,
is en
route
to the
coast, accompanied
by WILLIAM
MORRIS, JR.,
who
joined him
in Chicago
NANCY
Hollywood

CARROLL
for a stay

has returned east from
of about three weeks.

SOL A. ROSENBLATT is expected to leave :
the coast about the end of the week on his :
return to Washington.
FREDRIC
MARCH
ELDRIDGE,
are now
lease.
through
the Rockies.
ed his role in "We

and
his wife,
FLORENCE
on a vacation
motor
tour i
March
recently completLive Again"
for U. A. re-

Harold Lloyd Exhibit at Pier
Atlantic City — J. Burlington Jarrett, in charge of Steel Pier motion
picture exhibits, has installed a
large number of props from Harold
Lloyd's
new film,
"ThetheCat's
in
a special
spot on
front Paw"J
part I
of pier. The exhibit is attracting
considerable attention.

Bob Hope at Capitol
Bob Hope will head the stage
West Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY show at the Capitol starting tomorrow. Pat Rooney and Pat Rooney
Hollywood — Herbert Aller has become a partner with Maurice Conn III also will be on the bill, with
in Ambassador Pictures Corp. Conn Jean Harlow and Franchot Tone in'
leaves today for New York by air- "Girl from Missouri" on the screen.
plane. On his return trip he will
visit several key cities.
Cliff Edwards Gets Air Spot
Cliff Edwards, after a trial perFairhaven Film for Cameo
formance last Sunday, has been
"Ra-Mu," feature of the South
signed to preside regularly over the;
Seas made by Capt. E. A. Salisbury, WABC
variety show on Sunday,
opens tomorrow at the Cameo. This nights. George Jessel recently held:
is the first release of the new FairOn the next program Edhaven Productions, Ltd., of which H. the spot.
wards will have Wallace Ford in|
H. Rogers is president. Fairhaven one of the skits.
has just moved to new offices at
1270 Sixth Ave., Radio City.
Publishing: "King Kelly" Music
Harms Music Co. will publish thi
Vivian Gay Joins Agency
Vivian Gay has joined Berg, songs from Monogram's "King Kel
Stebbins, Allenberg and Blum to ly of the U. S. A." The numbers,
featured by Guy Robertson, ar&
take charge of its story and writers "Believe
Me," "There's a Love Song!
department. A. & S. Lyons, New
York associate of this firm, is also in the Air" and "Right Next Door;
to Love." Bernie Grossman wrote
organizing a similar department, the
lyrics and Joe Sanders, member
with appointments to be announced
of the Coon-Sanders orchestra, comwithin a few days.
posed the music.
New Cleveland Theater Firm
Columbus — A charter has been
Metro Wins Plagiary Suit
granted to Manhattan-Cleveland Co.,
with headquarters in the Film ExPlagiarism suit brought by Edward
Sheldon and Margaret Ayer Barnes
change, Cleveland, to operate theaters and engage in kindred activity.
against
M-G-M it
over
Lynton"
was unjustified,
has "Letty
been ruled
by
Incorporators are Frank W. Britton.
Federal Judge John M. Woolsey. The
S. C. Kessler and Ilona Leyser.
judge said the plot was based on the
story of Madeleine Smith, who went to
trial in Scotland in 1857 for the murder
"Housewife" at Strand Ansr. 9
Herbert

Aller

Joins

Ambassador

Washington — The story of the
Civilian Conservation Corps, its objects and accomplishments, is told
by F. A. Silcox, Forester, United
States Forest Service, in comment
accompanying a one-reel sound motion picture, "Forests and Men." recently released bv the U. S. Deoartment of Agriculture. Prints of the
film in both 16 mm. and 35 mm.
size are loaned unon annPc^tion to
Opening
"Housethe Division of Motion Pictures, Exwife" at the ofNewWarner's
York Strand
has
tension Service. Department of Agri- been set for Aug. 9, following a
culture, the borrower paying the third week of "Here Comes the
transportation costs.

Navy."

of her sweetheart and was freed by the

return of the Scotch verdict "not proven," and that this story had been written many times and the plot was in
the public domain.

MRS. LEO LOVES
TO CURL UP
WITH A GOOD
MAGAZINE
-isn't she just like millions of other women [your patrons!).
And so Papa Leo takes the hint and here's what's happening—
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ACROSS

AMERICA!

M-G-M IN 40 BIG NATIONAL
MAGAZINES with 34,204,660
CIRCULATION REACHING
EVERY FAMILY IN AMERICA!

WHAT A PUBLIC FOR LEO'S
MESSAGE IN THESE MAGAZINES!
Saturday Evening Post
Colliers

Red Book
True Story

Literary Digest
Liberty
Time

Fortune
Photoplay

Ladies' Home Journal
American
Woman's Home Companion
Cosmopolitan
Good Housekeeping

McCall's
Pictorial Review
Delineator

Motion Picture
Modern Screen
New Movie Magazine
Screenland
Silver Screen
Screen Book
Screen Play
Picture Play
Shadoplay
Screen Romances

Film Fun
Movie Mirror
Movie Classic
Modern Romances
Home Magazine
Serenade
Mystery Magazine
Tower Radio
American Boy
Boy's Life
Open Road for Boys
Parents' Magazine
Life Magazine

STARS !

Paiac-

M-G-M's AD
CAMPAIGN

I THE ENTIRE
| REACHES
I 30,000,000
I FAMILIES OF
I AMERICA!
Whether you run a
theatre in Caspian,
Michigan (population
1,888) or Davis, Oklahoma (population
1,705) or Harrisburgh,
Because THE BARRETTS OF WIMPOLE STREET" was
America's greatest stage thrill of the decade, its motion
picture presentation becomes an event of nation-wide importance. Three foremost stars, each an Academy Prize
Winner, enact the leading roles in the famed romance
of Elizabeth Barrett and Robert Browning. Its sincere
and exciting production represents the finest achievement
of modern picture creation. Presented proudly by the
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

nORITI-A
FREDRIC
C-H-OP.LE5

studios.

SHEARER
m-PRC-H
LAUG-HTOn

Pa.(population 85,500)
or cities with hundreds
of thousands . . . ask
your M-G-M salesman
to show you how
many families in your
town are getting these
magazines
with
M-G-M's new season

WimPOLE

STREET

message. This campaign has been designed to cover every

Maureen O'Sullivan • Katharine Alexander
From the play by Rudolph Better
DirecKMi by SIDNEY FRANKLIN

A

ABOVE-

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

PICTURE

city!
picture-goer
in your

One of a scries of three national magazine advertisementsi

FULL PAGE ADS LAUNCH
NEW SEASON
PRODUCT

M-G-M's
NATIONALLY!

Left:

D"
TREAS
A BIG
GETS ISLAN
ALSO URE
NATIONAL MAGAZINE
CAMPAIGN. Leo's looking ahead to next season,
but he's not neglecting
the great attractions of the
current year!

IT PAYS TO
ADVERTISE
YOU'VE
WHEN
GOT PRODUCT
LIKE THIS . . .
(turn over for the very best)

w*

MARCHES

ON!
^ '>/

And he's not too modest to
ADVERTISE the greatest line-up in the
history of motion pictures! I
Loretta
Young

Ann Harding
in i picture, courtesy
R. K. O

/ace B(

M-G-M STAR SPANGLED
1934.35

AMONG
THE

MERRY

THE SPECIALS

WIDOW

Ernst Lubitsch's
production, starring Maurice
Chevalier, Jeanette MacDonald
Irving Thalberg,
producer.
DAVID COPPERFIELD
Charles
novel. Cast
GeorgeCukor,
director.
David O.Dickens'
Selznick,famed
producer.
to be announced.
THE GOOD EARTH
Pearl S Buck's best-seller
Adaptation by Frances
Marion.
George Hill, director.
Irving S. Thalberg,
producer
Cast to be announced.
BARRETTS OF WIMPOLE STREET
Norma Shearer, Fredric March, Charles Laughton
in illustrious stage hit. Director, Sidney Franklin.
Irving Thalberg, producer
Ernst Lubitsch

STAR

PICTURES

JOAN CRAWFORD
JEAN HARLOW
WALLACE BEERY
CLARK GABLE
ROBT. MONTGOMERY
JEAN PARKER
WILLIAM POWELL

ONE
ONE
ONE
TWO
ONE

WARNER BAXTER— MYRNA
RAMON NOVARRO
GLORIA SWANSON
MARION DAVIES
JEANETTE MacDONALD

ONE

Fredric March, courtesy 20th Century.

CONSTANCE

^

BENNETT

in Michael Aden's famed novel. CONSTANCE BENNETT
HERBERT MARSHALL, Elizabeth Allan, Mrs. Patrick
Campbell,
Henry Stephenson and many more. Directed by
Robert Z. Leonard.

ONE

ANN HARDING
& ROBERT MONTGOMERY

in "Biography of a Bachelor" based on the stage hit "Biography" by S. N. Behrman. Screen writers Anita Loos and
John Emerson. E. H. Griffith is director.

TWO
LOY

ONE MARIE DRESSLER— WALLACE
ONE HELEN HAYES
TWO LIONEL BARRYMORE

SHORT

Helen
Hayes

CHAINED
Joan Crawford, Clark Gable co-starred
Director,
Clarence Brown
Hunt Stromberg, producer
MUTINY ON THE BOUNTY
Clark Gable, Wallace Beery, Robert Montgomery in
best-seller and serial. Frank Lloyd, director
Irving
Thalberg, producer
MARIE ANTOINETTE
Norma Shearer, Charles Laughton and Fredric
March in Stefan Zweig's famed best-seller
Irving
Thalberg, producer
NAUGHTY MARIETTA
Victor Herbert's operetta, starring Jeanette
MacDonald with Nelson Eddy
Robert Z. Leonard,
director Hunt Stromberg, producer,

Charles Laughton, Herbert Marshall, courtesy Paramount

ONE
TWO
TWO
ONE
ONE
ONE
TWO

BANNER

SUBJECTS

(Two Reels)
HAL ROACH M-G-M COMEDIES
3 LAUREL-HARDY
8 CHARLEY CHASE
7 IRVIN S. COBB
8 TODD-KELLY
6 OUR GANG
6 M-G-M MUSICAL REVUES
IN TECHNICOLOR

LAUREL. HARDY
FEATURE LENGTH COMEDIES
TWO ALL-STAR COMEDIES
Produced by the two most successful comedy producers of
today, Charles Reisner and Jack Cummings . . . Jimmy
Durante, Charles Butterworth, Louise Fazenda, Stuart Erwin,
Ted Healy, Una Merkel and others in the casts.

FOUR

BEERY

COSMOPOLITAN

H ,*

PRODUCTIONS

Just an idea of the Cosmopolitan hits of past months "Penthouse," "Manhattan
Melodrama"
and "Theadvertising
Thin Man."
Cosmopolitan
Productions
get nationwide
and
publicity through the Hearst chain of newspapers.

FOURTEEN

MARQUEE

PICTURES

Showmanshipideas,new slants in production, with casts of topnotch names. ..Marquee Pictures over a period of several years
have won a high ratingfor consistent entertainment delivery!

°H-e/

/

(One Reel)
12 PETE SMITH ODDITIES
6 PETE SMITH GOOFY MOVIES
13 M-G-M MUSICAL CARTOONS
8 FITZPATRICK TRAVELTALKS
IN TECHNICOLOR
104 ISSUES HEARST METROTONE
WITH EDWIN C. HILL AS
THE GLOBE TROTTER

IN COLOR
NEWS

Constance
Bennett
in i20th
picture,
courtesy
Century

Jackie
Cooper

THE

» REVIEWS
Leslie

Howard

and

Kay

LOCAL 306 DEPLETED

«
Francis

OF $1,015,000 FUNDS

in

"BRITISH AGENT"

(Hollywood
Preview)
First National
Time, Not Set
FINE WAR STORY COMBINING DRAMA WITH ROMANCE THAT SHOULD
EXERT GOOD
GENERAL
APPEAL.
This is an excellent vehicle for Leslie
Howard and Kay Francis, and it should
please audiences generally. Russia in the
days of the war furnishes an exciting
background for a love affair between Howard, as a British agent seeking to keep
Russia fighting against Germany, and Kay
Francis, as a leader working in behalf of
the Soviets who sought a separate peace
with Germany. "Lenin", another famous
Russian revolutionist, figures in the story.
Although Kay Francis is loyal to the Soviets
and submits information injurious to Howard, in the end her love for him is so
strong that she is ready to die with him.
However, a happy climax is effected.
Michael Curtiz has done a very good job
in the direction, while Laird Doyle fashioned an excellent script.
Cast: Leslie Howard, Kay Francis, William Gargan, Phillip Reed, Irving Pichel,
Walter Byron and Ivan Simoson.
Director,
Michael
Curtiz;
Author,
H
Bruce Lockhart; Screen
Play, Laird Doyle;
Cameraman,
Ernest
Haller;
Editor, Tom
Richards.
Direction,

Excellent.

Photography,

A-l.

SHORTS
George

Sidney

and Charlie
in

Murray

"Plumbing for Gold" 18 mins.
Universal
Fair Comedy
As
a couple
of inexperienced
plumbers, called in to recover a ring
that has been lost by a woman in
the bathroom,
George Sidney and
Charlie Murray stir up a fair number of laughs with their familiar
hokum.
Generally the two-reeler
follows the well trod path of slapCharley

11
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Chase in

"It Happened One Day"
M-G-M
19 mins.
Okay
Not much originality in this script,
but Charley Chase manages to make
it fairly satisfactory. Charley, on
his way to get a job, has the usual
run-in with a man who turns out to
be his new boss. Then Charley gets
himself kidded by bragging about
being all set for promotion and to
marry the boss' daughter, with these
things actually coming true by accident. A lot of typical gag matter is scattered along the route.
Popeye the Sailor in
"Shiver Me Timbers" 7 mins.
Paramount
Good Cartoon
Another very amusing adventure
of Popeye the Sailor. With Olive
Oyl and Wimpy trailing along, Popgoes exploreye defies warning and soon
as they
ing in a ghost ship. As
off from
takes
hulk
the
are inside,
shore, and there follows a series of
spooky incidents, winding up with
Popeye's usual trick of taking a big
chew of spinach and then cleaning
up the works.

(Continued from Pane

•
•
• A FEW MONTHS back
when we made some
positive statements
regarding
eastern production
there
was a bit of sniffing and a scattering of cynical amusement so, to those who doubted, we are here to state that
eastern production is more secure today than it has been in
many years and is undoubtedly permanent

•
•
• WHY NOT take a run up to the Biograph studios
where Select Pictures is producing "Gigolette"
with Ralph
Bellamy, Adrienne
Ames
and Robert Armstrong
heading a
swell cast
Either Bill Saal or Burt Kelly will welcome you
You'll be ushered onto one of the stages where Charles
Lamont is directing
Once on the set, you'll find it difficult
to discern whether you're on a Hollywood stage or at Biograph
except that things seem to move more smoothly up there
meaning
more speed
with utmost efficiency

•
•
• YOU'LL SEE Joe Ruttenberg and Sam Levitt at
the cameras
Dan Bloomberg, the recording engineer
Chris Beute, assistant director, handling matters without fuss
or fury
Willon Fieldz. the make-up expert
and
many others who are all contributing to the precision and art
of the production Ask Bellamy and Miss Ames, as we did,
what they think of eastern production get the actors' slant
ask Charlie Lamont
then remember that this is th°
company's second picture up there and that they WILL
make 10 more
We are not the gloating kind
but now
and then we take a holiday from virtues so
here goes
"I TOLD YOU SO!"

•
•
• DOWN IN Havana
. two branch managers are
receiving congrats from their colleagues and competitors alike
for capturing some home office quota prizes
Basilio de
Arms, newly appointed exchange manager for Warners, copped
first prize in the company's recent drive conducted by the foreign department
de Arms exceeded his quota by plenty
The other chesty gent is Ernesto P. Smith, Columbia
manager, who was runner-up in his company's quota contest
crew was second only to one other Latin AmericanSmith's
branch office

• • • WE ACKNOWLEDGE the above chatter from
Charley Garrett, RKO representative in Cuba
Charley recently took toofhimself
a bride and
although
been accused
being gullible
he asks
us to we've
believenever
the
following yarn
Charley and his bride-to-be taxied to a
nearby town to get hitched and during the whole hour it
took the Justice of the Peace to perform the ceremony
some cluck next door to the courthouse had his phonograph
played over and over again "Carioca" from
and Down
going
RKO's
"Flying
to Rio"
no less
T

T

T

• • • INTERESTING ITEMS
We hear that several
"The Light Behind the
to
rights
for
angling
are
producers
pix
Shadow"
which Clifford Brooke recently directed at the
with Edith Barrett in
Ridgeway Theater, White Plains
the star role
the house is operated in the summer by
Conchita Estraviz, "Miss Cuba of 1934,"
Ernest Truex
for a screen test at the Vitawill soon arrive in New York
they say the young lady is a beaut
phone studios
they say she's good
well
with flashing eyes that
looking

«

«

«

»

»

»

1)

collected in dues and assessments,
Holmden said.
The local is in poor financial condition and will require at least three
to six months for rehabilitation,
during which time the I. A. will
continue
in charge, Holmden declared.
Holmden said that all the officers
with the exception of Herman Boritz had either resigned or turned
in their resignations. Boritz had
been performing his duties satisfactorily, Holmden said. He announced
that John Sullivan, private secretary to Harry Sherman at $110
weekly, and Leo Kissne, auditor at
$200 weekly, had resigned and that
their positions would be abolished.
Examination of the books revealed that a number of "favored sons"
had not paid their dues and assessments for years, Holmden declared.
He reported that $50,000 in back
dues had been collected during the
past two weeks.
Holmden said he expected that
the 7 per cent weekly assessment on
members might be reduced shortly.
Harry Sherman reduced the assessment from 12 to 7 per cent just before he resigned, largely through
the efforts of Nat Doragoff.
The officers who have resigned
or have turned in their resignations
are: Harry Sherman, president;
Jas. O'Keefe, vice-president; Chas.
Beckman, financial secretary; Geo.
Reves, recording secretary; Chas.
Hyman, treasurer; Harry Levine
and Bert Popkin, business agents
and Sam Kravitz and Joe Daisie,
executive board.

65 Members Contributing
Laboratory
Code Budget
(Continued from Paae 1)
ber of productive employes in the
lab field is given as approximately
3,500. The budget includes $3,000
as annual salary for an executive
office manager, $2,080
an investigator-ac ountantfor
and $1,300
for a
stenographer.
New Fight on Dog Racing
Seattle — A new legal fight to
prevent dog racing in this state has
been launched by J. M. Hone as secretary of Allied Amusements of the
Northwest. The measure is due to
come up for a vote in November.
Hone, appearing
as a taxpayer,
contends that he and
other theater
owners will be financially injured
by the dog races. He also charges
that signatures on a petition for
the bill were obtained by fraud.
Marschoene Circuit Adds Two
Wayne, Nebr. — Marschoene Theaters, Inc., of this city has acquired
the Royal and Elite theaters, Le
Mars, la., from Mrs. D. C. Scott.
The circuit also has houses in Hawarden, la., Vermillion, S. D., and
here.
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EXHIBITORS MAY ASK
FEDERAL MUSIC BOARD

S'7
from
WILK "LOT
A LITTLEBy RALPH

(Continued from Pane 1)

HOLLYWOOD
would provide machinery modelled
after the Canadian commission set- g. F. ZEIDMAN, whose producup.
tion, "Wake Up and Dream,"
is now before the cameras at UniPlans are being developed by the
versal City, has been given a new
Emergency Committee for organiz- producer contract by Carl Laemmle,
ing opposition to the proposed tax Jr. His first picture under the new
risen on a national scale. Local exhibitor associations will hold mass contract will be Gerald Beaumont's
meetings to line up support pre- story, "I've Been Around." John
Jr., is writing the screenliminary to contacting Congressmen Meehan,
play for it and Chester Morris is
and Senators in an effort to enlist
the
probable
star.
their aid at the next session of ConT
T
T
gress. There is a possibility that
William Powell and Myrna Loy,
100 contact men will be named to
who are to be co-starred by Metro
carry on this organization work.
in "The Casino Murder Case," will
again appear opposite each other in
Ihe screen version of W. E. WoodLawyers Meet Tues.
ward's novel, "Evelyn Prentice."
On Music Tax Action
( Continued from Page

1)

chairman of the Emergency Committee representing all groups of
exhibitors
in he
the expected
music tax
"fight.
Vincent said
that
the
major circuits would be represented
by counsel at the meeting. There
is strong likelihood that a suit will
be instituted against ASCAP to
test the legality of the increased
rates.
Next Wednesday, the Emergency
Committee will meet to discuss the
apparent willingness of ASCAP to
compromise on the higher rates as
indicated in a statement of E. C.
Mills, general manager, published
exclusively in The Film Daily,
Vincent stated.

Cancellations Plan
Seen As Harmonious
(Continued from Page 1)

ly act as arbiter in such disputes.
In instructions recently sent to
branch managers by home office
sales managers, territorial heads
were ordered to appeal to grievance
boards for decisions in event differences in opinion occurred as to
whether or not a certain picture
should be cancelled on grounds that
it has aroused
local objections.
Clarifying the Hays plan, it was
pointed out yesterday that although
the cancellation privilege only applies to pictures generally released
up to July 15, it holds good nevertheless as long as these films are in
distribution.
"Rothschild" for Fourth Week
"The House of Rothschild," 20th
Century-U. A. release, which entered its third week yesterday at the
Rivoli, will be held over for a fourth
week.
George Arliss is starred.

▼

Columbia has signed Harry Richman
under a long-term contract whereby he
will make two pictures a year. Deal
was set by A. & S. Lyons, which has
also made a deal under which Jack
Benny will make another picture for
Reliance for United Artists release.
Benny will return to the Coast following his appearance in a Broadway show.

T

T

T

T

T

The next Rosemary Ames starring1
vehicle, tentatively called "Wanted,"
which has just been completed at the
Fox studios, will be titled "Pursued."
Victor Jory, Pert Kelton and Russell Hardie have prominent roles in
the Sol M. Wurtzel production,
which was directed by Louis King,
based on a story by Larry Evans
and adapted to the screen by Lester
Cole and Stuart Anthony.

▼

T

T

Columbia plans to produce a picLowe. ture teaming Jack Holt and Edmund

T
Tom

Brown

T
and

▼
Anita

Louise

have been signed for Fox's "Bachelor of Arts."
T ▼ T
"That's Gratitude," Columbia production which Frank Craven is directing and also starring in, will finish shooting this week.
▼

▼

Frank Melton, Fox player who recently completed scenes in "Judge
Priest" with Will Rogers, has become engaged to Gaye Mynatt, advertising model and screen actress.
Wallace Smith, author of "The
Captain Hates The Sea," which
Lewis Milestone is directing for Columbia, is returning to Mexico soon
to make a motion picture.
It will

SIX FILMS UNDER WAY
AT M-G-M STUDIO!
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAIL1

Hollywood — Production activities
be made with the Tarasco tribe of
at the
studios currently are
Indians, some 400 of whom are liv- centeredM-G-M
on six features, namely,
ing in primitive fashion in the state
"What
Every Woman Knows"
of Michoacan.
T
T
T
"Have a Veil",
Heart","Merry
"Death Widow"'
on the
The Fox film originally called "Painted
"Serenade" and based on the life Diamond" and "Barretts of Wimpole
of Franz Schubert, the famous com"Student Tour" and the untitled
Constance Bennett-Herbert Marshall
poser, has been re-titled
"Pat" Paterson
and Nils "Lovetime."
Asther are
production are completed and awaitco-starred in the production, now Street".
ing release dates.
nearing completion, with Herbert
Murdin and Harry Green featured.
James Tinling is directing.
Bond Plan Wipes Out

187 Million in Claims
M-G-M cast assignments: Charles
(Continued from Page 1)
Richman and Edward Everett Horthe same amount of new bonds to bear interton for "Biography of a Bachelor" ;
ing to the time when the principal amount of
Roland Young for "David CopperT

T

T

T
T
T
As a result of his script of "AnAfter an absence of almost two
thony Adverse," Sheridan Gibney,
writter, has been rewarded with a years from the screen, more than
half of which was spent in plaster
new long term contract by Warner field."
Bros.
casts on a bed of pain, Kate Price,
T
T
T
one of the most popular of comediennes, returns to the screen in
Ferdinand Gottschalk has been assigned by First National to "I'll Sell "Have a Heart," the M-G-M picture
directed by David Butler with Jean
Parker starred.
T T
Anything." ▼
▼ ▼ T
Florine McKinney, Geneva Mitchell and Ferdinand Gottschalk have
Inasmuch as "A Girl of the Limbeen added by Lowell Sherman to berlost" with Marian Marsh, Ralph
the cast of "Night Life of the Gods", Morgan, Louise Dresser, Henry B.
which he is directing for Universal. Walthall and Helen Jerome Eddy, is
T
T
T
now in 12 reels. Monogram is deHal K. Dawson will appear in
bating- the possibility of releasing
Warner's "Firebird."
this picture in special length or cutT
T
T
ting it drastically. The picture is
"Win or Lose," a story by Frank now in the cutting room. Christy
R. Adams, has been purchased by Cabanne directed it.
Paramount.
T
T
T

t

Harry Richman-Columbia Deal
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A deep mvstery now grips the
RKO Radio Pictures' lot in Hollywood, one that may be solved and
one which is giving photographic
and architectural experts the jitters!
A tremendous hotel exterior, covering some 2200 square feet of floor
space, and which is being used as a
setting- for a spectacular sequence
in "The Gay Divorce," a musical
comedy, has three-dimensional qualities when projected upon the screen.
The quality was discovered when
the first test rushes of the set were
projected, and is the result of accident in designing the hotel set.
T

T

making "Broadway Bill" for Columbia, is the lyricist who wrote the
words to the music of "Harlem
Heab'n", symphony of Negro life
which is to be performed in the
Hollywood Bowl on the West Coast
and
by Paul
Whiteman's
augmented
orchestra
in the
East.
T

T

Mary Boland has bought a lot in
Hollywood Knolls, where she intends
to build a residence for her mother.
T

T

and building is to he scrapped and a new lease
entered into. Under the new lease Para=rnount-Pubhx
„ , .e -m'-1 '^Se
the ^amount theater
will!or
lease
six floors and part
of two others, and three floors above the Paramount theater at $188,147 annual rental
the Paramount Theater will be leased to a
corporation designated by Paramount-Publix
at a yearly rental of $2fi0.000 during the first
period, against a percentage of the yearly
gross receipts, starting at 15 per
cent of the
gross up to and including- $1,750,000 and runnin- to 2;> per cent if the
reaches $3 -.10 000 Payment of rentalsgross
will be guaranteed either by Paramount Productions,
Inc.,
Paramount Pictures Distrib.
Corp., or Paramount International Corp. Guarantee of payment of 3 per cent interest on the binds
and at least $100,000 annually to the sinking fund will be made by Paramount.
otc $1.40
per square
foot per
annum atfor
„nrustees
w'" make
Payment
thespace
rate
used*, by
the receivers,
the trustees in bankruptcy and by the trustees for the debtor.

Comedy Radio Bill from RKO Studio
Richard Dix, Mitzi Green, Edith
Fellows and Wheeler and Woolsey
will headline the Hollywood-on-theAir program next Sunday, when the
RKO-NBC half-hour, 8:30 to 9:00
P. M., will feature an all-laugh bill.
Dix and Miss Fellows will enact a
scene from "His Greatest Gamble."
Musical score from the RKO short,
"La Cucaracha," will be played by
Paul Whiteman
on the air tonight.

T

Clarence Muse, colored actor,
singer and composer, now on location with the Frank Capra company

T

im ♦'^P^-Cent 2urinff a first Peri(xi extend™.
c?°ndsshaI1
reduced
$4 437,500.
The planhave
wouldl^en
go into
effecttoeither
old bonds, holders will receive interest at
3
S^IS,°«Fd
15- °n ^rendering the
l;er new
cent bonds.
from May
the run
date for
the
of
Ihe 1,
new1934
bondsto will
-O years. During
second periou the in-'
terest rate will he the
5% per cent. Sinking
in". I provisions are also made

T

W. S. Van Dyke, M-G-M director,
has
tract.been given a new long-term con-

American Films for Paris House
Paris — Cinema Pantheon will
present an American picture every
other week. The opening feature
was ox's "Bottoms Up."

Not Impairing Product-

studio caution to avoid stories which
might be considered objectionable in
some quarters is not impairing quality
of productions now in work, according
to Arthur Lyons of A. & S Lyons, who
has just returned to New York from the
Coast. The agent feels that the new
product, guided by a desire to use better taste, will have wider audience appeal and will bring more people into
the theaters.
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First Dual Bill Appeal to be Heard Next Week

LOEW'SJ
NC. NETS J5J50J50 IN 4LWEEKS
80% of Fans Against Censorship, Radio Survey Shows
Response to Query Over the
Air Reveals Opposition
to Crusade

Exhibs May Hire Outside Counsel in Music Fight
Outside counsel may be employed by the exhibitor associations in the event of a
suit against the American Society of Composers, Authors & Publishers to test the
legality of the proposed higher music rates, it was said yesterday by Walter Vincent,
chairman of the Emergency Committee. It has not been definitely determined that a
suit will be brought, Vincent said.

That motion picture fans — the
folks who really go to the movies as
:ompared to those who just talk about
hem — are overwhelmingly opposed
to censorship of the screen is revealed in the results of a query adIressed to moviegoers over the radio by Sam Taylor who conducts the
'Hollywood Highlights" program
aver WMCA on Monday and Tuesday evenings at 6:30.
Although the American Federation of Musicians is opposed to an
Taylor recently made an impartial request that his listeners write increase in the music tax, the union
(Continued
on Page 6)
at present has not formed plans designed to object the rise planned
by the American Society of Composers, Authors & Publishers, officials told The Film Daily yesterday. Developments in the situation,
which has aroused national exhibitor objection, will be carefully
watched, it was stated. President
Joseph N. Weber of the Federation
London — Product turned out by is now in Europe on vacation.
ritish & Dominions hereafter will
>e made specifically for the Amercan market, it is stated by Herbert
Vilcox, who recently returned from Injunction at Cleveland
*Jew York. No more British picStops Dual Feature Bill
ures will be made by B. & D., he
Cleveland — M. B. Horwitz of the
leclares. (Continucd
The company's
new pro- Haltnorth, yesterday was granted a
on Page 4)
temporary injunction by Judge Skeel
prohibiting showing of double feaCourt Blocks Intervention
tures at the Family Thea!"e], operated by Sol Singer, Edward Singler

First 40 Weeks' Profit of
Loew Triples 1933
Figure

Loew's
Incorporated
forNettheprofit
40 of
weeks
ended
June 7
amounted to $5,750,750, equivalent
to $3.45 a share on the common
stock, compared with $2,336,027 or
$1.11 *<£ a share in the corresponding
period in 1933. The third quarter
profit amounted to $1.07. The figures bear our recent estimates that
the
would earn at least
License Department suffered a $4 a company
share for the full year.
setback yesterday in its drive to
license all Broadway theatrical
agents, when Justice Kernochan,
Flood and Dale in Special Sessions
Court acquitted Charles Allen and
six other agents of operating without a license. The justices held that
the service rendered by the agents
in promoting and developing talent
was more (Continued
important
than 8) their efNo reduction in the first year
on Page
budget of the motion picture code
machinery is contemplated by the
New Orleans Relaxing
Code Authority, despite the fact
that operating expenses for the first
Crusade Against Films six
months amounted to only $70,New Orleans — That the moral 896 out of an annual appropriation
crusade here is not as vigorous as f $360,000.
Balance
of the
(Continued
on Page
4) approit was may be gathered from the
fact that the St. Louis Cathedral is
not posting a black list. The Church
of the Immaculate Conception Mass Boycott of Films
(Jesuit) is now posting recommendIs Temporarily Postponed
ed films as well as condemned ones,
Boston — The Massachusetts boytogethed with thumbnail reviews of
cott on the so-called immoral picthose thought "below standard."
tures, scheduled to become effective
yesterday, has been indefinitely
postponed but not abandoned. Announcement was made that the plan
is heldMartin
up pending
from
Quigley.a communication

MUSIC FEUERATION
AGENTS WIN POINT
OPPOSES ASCAP BOOST
IN LICENSE FIGHT

B & D TO AMERICANIZE
ALL FUTURE PICTURES

In Para. Reorganization

Motion of the trustees of Allied
Owners Corp., which holds a $23,564,726 claims against ParamountPublix, to intervene in the reorganization proceedings was denied yesterday by Federal Judge Coxe.
[Though the statute states that any
creditor may intervene, Judge Coxe
field that the intent was to encour(Continued

on

Page

4)

Korda Firm Boosts Capital
London — Capital of London Film
Productions, the Alexander Korda company making pictures for United Artists
release, is being increased to $700,000,
about double the former figure.

(Continued

on

Page

6)

NO CODE BUDGET CUT
IS LIKELY THIS YEAR

Penalizing of Dual Bill Houses
Code Auth 'y
Being Appealed to
The question of whether or not a
$994,085 Loss Reported
By Para. Broadway Corp.

local zoning and grievance board
can penalize an exhibitor for playing double features by setting him
Net operating loss of $994,085 was back on his pictures will reach the
sustained from Jan. 1, 1933, to Apr. Code Authority via the appeal route,
30, 1934, by the Paramount Broad- probably at its meeting next Thursway Corp., holding company for the
day. This will be the first time the
Paramount Bldg. and Paramount issue of
duals has been brought to
theater, according to a balance sheet the Authority.
The code does not
submitted in conjunction with the
(Continued
on Page 6)
(Continued

on Page

4)

Fox British Expansion
London — In addition to having features in work at three studios, Fox is
understood to be considering a fourth
studio for additional activity. Al Parker is now making "The Shakespeare
Murders" at the A. T. P. studios, George
Smith

is
"Virginia's
Husband" atproducing
Nettleford,
and Anthony
Kimmins at is Sound
makingCity.
"Once in a New
Moon"
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$500 Prizes to Exhibs
For Mascot Campaign

Marie Dressier Estate
Is Valued
at $300,000
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY

Prizes totaling $500 will be
Hollywood — Marie Dressier left
awarded by Nat Levine to exhibitors for the best exploitation cam- an estate of about $300,000, it was
estimated
yesterday with the filing
paign on behalf of the Mascot proof her will. Mamie Cox, Negro maid
duction, "Young and Beautiful."
First prize will be $250, second $150, in Miss Dressler's service for 25
and third $100.
years, gets $35,000 and all the
star's wearing apparel. Jerry Cox,
the maid's husband, receives $15,Meeting on Lab Code
000 and the automobiles. Bulk of
A semi-private hearing on prothe estate
to Missin Dressier'^
posed changes in the laboratory sister,
Bonitagoes
Ganthony,
England.
code will be held in Washington on
Aug. 13. Charles J. Hirliman, HerLoew Gets Bronx House
bert J. Yates, Steven Ehler and
Loew has taken over the Boston
Charles Friedman, a committee repRoad
in the Bronx from Henry
resenting the M. P. Laboratories
House seats 1,500.
Ass'n of America, will attend this Siegel.
hearing to advise a number of
1,400 at Columbia Preview
changes in the code and to discuss
More than 1,400 exhibitors and
with the Administrator the changes
he may want. Public hearing on their wives and other guests atthe laboratory code is set for the
tended the preview of Columbia's
following day.
"One Night of Love" at the Astor
Theater yesterday. Tullio Carminati, who appears opposite Grace
McClintic Not the Author
Moore in the picture, was among
Westport, Conn. — "Love on an Is- those present.
land," which was tried out the past
week by Lawrence Langner at the
Earl Taylor in East for Stories
Westport Country Playhouse, is a
Earl in
W. New
Taylor,
play by Helen Deutsch, who has arrived
York writers'
yesterday agent,
from
served as press agent for Katharine
Cornell and Guthrie McClintic, and the coast for a month's stay, during which he will scout story matenot McClintic's play, as inadvertentrial for Fox and Paramount. Tayly reported. Film company offers
lor arrived by plane on the first
have been received for the play.
trip
the new He
13 xk will
-hourmake
service
from of
California.
his
Zanuck Signs Writers
headquarters
at
the
Hotel
PennsylLondon — Darryl F. Zanuck, vice- vania.
president and production head of
20th Century Pictures, has engaged
Glenda Farrell Leaving Hospital
W. P. Lipscombe and R. J. Minney,
Glenda Farrell, First National
authors of "Clive of India," to do player, who has been recovering
the screen adaptation of their Lon- from an appendicitis operation, will
day play for Hollywood production. be able to leave Polyclinic HosThey are expected to leave next
pital on Monday. She will then reweek and to accompany the promain in New York until she is sufducer to the film capital. Ronald
ficiently recovered to return to HolColman will play the title role in
the production.
lywood.
Cocalis Opens New Beacon House
S. D. Cocalis last night onened
Another New House for Michigan
Benton Harbor, Mich. — O. J. Lam- the New Beacon in Beacon, N. Y.,
biotte, who is now building the Roxy with formal ceremonies. The thein Sturgis, plans another theater of
ater has a capacity of 1,000. Cocathe same name for this city.
lis and J. Ginsberg are jointly opThe new Jane theater under way
erating the Paragon in that town.
in Saginaw will be opened next
New House for Randforce
month by Fred Widders.
Randforce will open a new house
Buffalo House Reopening with Duals at 94th St., and Church Ave., BrookBuffalo — Court Street theater,
lyn, late next month. It seats 750.
former ace Shea vaudeville house,
later used as a double feature the- 'British A sent' International Release
First National has fixed Sept. 15
ater, and practically idle for more
than a year, will reopen Aug. 11 as the date for the international rewith dual bills. Robert Murphy, forlease of "British Agent," which
merly at Shea's Century, is expect- stars Kay Francis and Leslie Howed to manage it. It will be operated ard.
by Buffalo Theaters, Inc.
"Dames" Canadian Premiere
Si Fabian Not in Deal
Canadian premiere of the Warner
Si Fabian yesterday denied a re- musical, "Dames", will be held Aug.
port that he is taking over the Stan- 1 in the swanky Manoir Richelieu
ley in Jersey City.
Hotel, Murray Bay, coinciding with
the Amreican premiere at the Warner Theater, Atlantic City.
"Blue Light" at Boston Fine Arts
Boston — "The Blue Light," being
Julius Sanowsky
Buried
released by DuWorld in association
St. Louis — Funeral services for
with Gil Boag, opens Sept. 6 at the
Fine Arts theater for a two-a-day Julius A. Sanowsky, owner of the
run at $1.65 top. This is the first Princess theater, were held Tuesday.
of the roadshow engagements plan- tion.
He died Monday of a throat infecned for the film.
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CHARLES
BOYER
leaves the coast next week
to return
to France
for two
pictures,
jftcr
which
he
returns
to Hollywood His wife,
''AT PATTERSON,
follows him abroad after her
next Fox picture.
MERRITT
HULBURD.
Paramount
story chief,
left Hollywood
on a two-week
vacation.
JOSEPH SCHILDKRAUT, now en the coast,
is expected to return to New York for a fall
stage
production.

\
I
II

I

has

JOHN FARROW of M-G-M has been in Toronto the past few days looking over Britishspeaking candidates for "David Copperfield."
MORT
BLUMENSTOCK,
director
of advertising and publicity
for Warner
Theaters,
has
gone
to Atlantic
premiere.

City

to

handle

the

1
I

"Dames"

A
C. HAYMAN
of the Lafayette and Great
Lakes
theaters,
Buffalo,
is expected
back
in
that city tomorrow
from
a trip to New
York
and Washington.

|

MARGARET
SULLAVAN,
vacation
in the east, will

;

City

today

by

plane

to

who
has
return
to

start

work

been
on
Universal

in

"Within

ThisHUGH
Present."
O'CONNELL leaves New York today
en route to the Coast to resume work for
Universal.
He will stop over in Syracuse.
GEORGE JESSEL returns to New
Chic.igo on Aug. 10.

York

from

DARRYL ZANUCK is scheduled to sail from
Europe
on Aug. 8 for New York en route to
the
Coast.
EDWARD FINNEY, director of advertising and
publicity for Monogram, leaves today for a
/acation
trip to Skowhegan,
Maine
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NEWS OF THE WEEK IN PHOTO-REVIEW

RECORD-BREAKING CAREER of 'Here Comes the Navy' spreads from
coast to coast! This Detroit parade is typical of big-scale ballyhoos which
have brought 'Cincy's mightiest dough wave' (Variety), 25% boost over
season record in Milwaukee, three- week holdover at New York Strand'*

AUGUST

lOth'S THE

DAY

set for dual world premieres of Warners' long-

pwaited 'Dames' at Warner Theatre, Atfantic City, and swank Manoir Richelieu,
Murray Bay, Canada, prefacing nation-wide pre-release openings August 18th.
'TREMENDOUS
MONEY,'

PICTURE —

HEADED

FOR

TIME OUT on 'Six Day Bike Rider' set while Joe Brown provides bicycle
escort for U. S. Attorney-General Homer S. Cummings En route to meet
President

Roosevelt,

official

is gist of coast press representatives' re-

tours

KEELER

studio
MOBBED

with

Jack

L

Warner0

by autograph addicts

on coast arrival for final scenes of 'Flirtation
Walk,' Warners' big West Point romance co-

faction to first private view of 'British Agent,' Kay
is-Leslie Howard special due September 15th.°

starring Dick Powell, with Bobby Connollydancers.0

'A RIOT—A HOWL— RICH FUN' is summary
of boisterous press reception which has pulled
turnaway business to N. Y. Mayfair for 'Friends
of Mr. Sweeney,' while success of 'Personality Kid'
at Rialto makes 3 current Warner hits on B'way
*A Warner

party

RUBY

BIG

Bros. Picture

°A First National Picture

Vilagrapb, Inc., Distributors

THE
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NO CODE BUDGET CUT
IS LIKELYTHIS YEAR

B&DTO AMERICANIZE
ALL FUTURE PICTURES
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

11

gram will be reduced to eight for
the year, with directors, stars and
technicians from Hollywood being
employed. Production in the U. S.
also is planned by B. & D., Wilcox
states.

Court Blocks Intervention
In Para. Reorganization
(Continued from Pane 1)

age collective action in citing the
practical impossibility of giving notice individually to attorneys for individual creditors. The Allied Owners claim is for money advanced to
permit erection of seven Paramount
theaters.

MacKean Will Produce
Columbia Sport Shorts
Sydney H. MacKean, formerly
newsreel editor for Hearst, Kinograms and Paramount, has been
signed by Columbia to produce a
series of sports reels to be known
as "The World of Sport". For the
past two years MacKean has edited
the "Adventures of a Newsreel
Cameraman" series for Fox. First
in MacKean's new series for Columbia will be "Thrill Flashes", followed by "Speed Flashes" and "Action Flashes".

San Antonio Notes
San Antonio — The local-made our
gang kid comedy has been completed
and will be exhibited at the Empire
theater the coming week, it is announced by Director Zoosie Fox.
The short was sponsored by "The
Evening News" and the Empire theater, independent house managed by
Robert E. Hicks.
The Palace is now running double
features four days a week and singles the other three days.
llips
National Pictures' Kier-Phi
Productions has designs on making
"The Man from Galilee," written by
Jean Luder, as their next vehicle.
The recent storm in Texas did not
affect any theaters in this district
as far as could be learned.
Director Josh Binney is shooting
a three-reel Western on the Gallagher Ranch.
B. Willett has rePickups: Paul brief
trip to Fort
turned from a
Worth . . . Marvin Jacobs, camera
man, shot a scenic short near the
Mexican border recently . . . L. J.
Sack, film exchange manager, back
after sightseeing Chicago and the
World's Fair . . . L. W. McClintock
Paramount booker, recently returned
from vacation in the Dakotas . . •
Cecil House, Para, manager, alsog
back at the exchange still talkin s
about Hollywood . . . Warner
the Navy" held over
"Here Comes the
Empire.
four days at

•
•
• FOR THE FIRST preview ever held on a Colombian
Line steamer
the dinner and showing of Joan Lowell's
"Adventure Girl" on the S.S. Colombia
Wednesday night
was a grand success
about 45 invited guests
showed up
and about 20 guests of the invited guests
also arrived
thereby putting the chief steward momentarily on the spot
but everyone had plenty of mysterious
tropical beverages
and a dinner that included steak
instead of chicken
thank goodness

•
•
• AFTER THE DINNER
that ol' rascal Bide
Dudley made a few passing remarks, in which was included a
very decrepit joke
which Bide's pal Kelcey Allen seemed
to like
Then Joan Lowell, looking sweet in an evening
gown, thanked Mr. Pearsall of the Colombian Line for the
party, and for the services his ships rendered her during emergencies in tropical waters
introduced her dad, Capt.
Wagner
and the show was on
Marc Lachmann
and Monte Proser, who are handling the New York opening
Aug. 7 at the Rialto
were the official greeters
Among
the guests were: Margaret
Tazelaar, Irene
Thirer, Zach Friedman, Princess Kropotkin, Bert Lytell, Arthur
Mayer, Regina Crewe, Herb Cruikshank, Bob Sisk, Jules Levy,
Sam Jacobson, and Amedee J. Van Beuren, who sponsored the
expedition

• • • ONE OF THE P-E-S-T groups in Hollywood is the
gang of dinner-check-dodgers who can outfumble the most
parsimonious Scotchman
the other night at the Coconut Grove, one of these parasites walked over to Pert Kelton's
table
"Well, well, well," said the mugg, "if it isn't
Kelton the pert
Why do they call you Pert ?
for PERtricia, eh?
Ha, Ha, Ha!"
"No," retorted Miss
Kelton, "for PERTICULAR!"

• • • IN A CHAT yesterday with Andrew Joly of Eaves
Costume Co.
we learned many interesting facts which
we're passing on to those readers who still believe the depression is rampant Joly sez that a greater number of summer stock companies are working this season than in the past
five years
that through these companies the screen will
benefit by many stories that might never have been heard of
that plenty of costumes were ordered this year
and paid for
that Sir Ben Fuller is having 1,500 costumes shipped to Australia for his opera company
and
that Eaves will also supply 700 costumes for Max Gordon's "The
Great Waltz"
the Viennese operetta of the 1847 period
opening next month at the RKO Center

1)

priation will be needed, substantially at least, during the last half of
the year, it was stated yesterday.
The comparative small operating
cost for the first half-year is largely due to the fact that the local
boards did not start to function until
the
period had been under way some
weeks.

$994,085 Loss Reported
By Para.
Broadway Corp.
(Continued from Page 1)
proposed reorganization plan for the
company. Fixed assets, including
the building, land and equipment,
are put at $13,186,752. This figure
tion.
is based on actual cost less deprecia-

Detroit Notes
Detroit — United Detroit Service
Corp. will handle film bookings for
Paramount houses, headed by George
W. Trendle, as well as booking for
some other houses, but apparently
will not compete with Cooperative
Theaters of Michigan. L . H. Gardner will continue to head the new
booking department.
Carl Burmele, assistant manager
of Cooperative Theaters of Michistate. gan, is back from a vacation upMontcalm Theater Corp. has been
formed by Letha Taby, F. F. Kane
and G. Broadwell, all of 90 Broad
St., New York. Headquarters here
are in the Fox Bldg.
Alvin Tucker has taken over the
Colley theater.
Morris Robbins, owner of the
Echo, is back from California. David
Robbins,
his brother, has now gone
west.
Otto Bolle of Paramount exchange
.'
is general chairman of the annual
film row outing to be sponsored this
year by the Variety Club.
Trans-Lux Declares Dividend
A dividend of 10 cents a share
has been declared by Trans-Lux
Daylight Picture Screen Corp., payable Aug. 31 to stock of record Aug.
February.
15. A similar dividend was paid last
Trans-Lux Daylight Screen Corp.
and subsidiaries report net profit of
$98,729
June
30. for the six months ended

•
•
• NEWSY NOTES from U. A., supplied by Herbie
Berg,
include
George
Arliss
LastAtlantic
Gentleman"
has its world premiere
tonight
at in
the "The
Apollo,
City
Mike Beck has returned from Asbury Park after exploiting "Bulldog Drummond Strikes Back"
and
Willard Vander Veer, Paramount Pictorial cameraman, has photographed both ends of the world and is the holder of a gold
statuette presented by the Academy of M. P. Arts and Sciences
for his camera work with Byrd

«

«

«

»

»

»

Lose Step in Dog Racing Fight
Seattle — Theater owners lost their
fight against the competition of dog
racing and pari-mutual betting this
week when Superior Court Judge D.
F. Wright in Olympia sustained the
state's demurrers to the action of
the theater interests which sought
injunctions to prevent further canvass of names on a petition to legalize dog racing.
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CENSORSHIP OPPOSED
BY 80% OF FILM FANS

NEWS
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CODE AUTH'Y TO HEAR
APPEALOVER DUALS
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

1)

Milwaukee — The Alhambra, operated by Fred S. Meyer and dark
in and state whether £hey favored
or opposed rigid censorship of the since July 1, will reopen Aug. 18
movies. Out of 1,200 replies already under the direction of Wisconsin
received, 80 per cent are absolu- Amusement Enterprises, according
tely opposed to censorship, while of to H. J. Fitzgerald, general manager. The circuit has also acquired
the remaining 20 per cent many are
operation of the Oriental, Tower
only mildly in favor of it.
A surprising angle in the results and Downer theaters, local neighhouses; the Shorewood in
was the amount of intelligent com- Shorewoodborhood
and the Brin in Menasha.
ment by the fans with respect to
crusades against the screen, with The new regime will officially take
practically none of the writers being control of these houses Sept. 1, the
in sympathy with the current drives. first two of which have been operated by John Jones and the latter
This is the first time an attempt
has been made to obtain the senti- by E. L. Wiesner.
ments of genuine moviegoers on a
current subject through the medium
Stamford, Conn. — Vuono Amusement Co. has been incorporated to
of the radio. Sam Taylor's program
is sponsored by the B. C. Remedy operate theaters and engage in
Co. of Durham, N. C.
other amusement enterprises. Authorized capital of the new corporation is $50,000, with $10,000 paid in.
First ComiColor Series Finished
First series of Powers ComiColor
Hyde Park, Mass. — The Hyde
Cartoons was finished this week with
Park, operated by Kenmore Amusethe completion of "Aladdin and the
ment Co. of Boston, has been
Wonderful Lamp." First issue of equipped with new RCA Victor High
the 1934-35 series, "The Headless Fidelity sound apparatus.
Horseman," is now in work for release Sept. 14.
Minneapolis — Three Warner-First
National features are currently beWill Hear Para.-Polka Claim
ing shown in three first-run houses
Hearing on a show cause order to here. "The Key" is at the Century,
permit the Paramount trustees to "Midnight Alibi" at the Orpheum
settle a $1,454 claim for film rentals and "Personality Kid" at the Lyric.
against Polka Bros. Theaters, which
formerly operated in Illinois, for 25
Boston — Alexander J. L. Ryley,
per cent of the amount owed, will former radio personality, has joined
be heard Aug. 6 before Special Mas- the local Paramount exchange.
ter John E. Joyce.

When
buy

you
space

in the . . . .
15th ANNUAL
CONVENTION
JOURNAL
of ALLIED
THEATRE

OWNERS

of N. J., Inc.

. . . . you buy
the Good Will
of 1500
independent
exhibitors I
•

Phone PE 6-8447

exchange here, has married Marian
Fuller of Omaha.

refer to double
or the other.

features,

1)

one

way

Appealing from the tentative zoning and clearance schedule drafted
for the Milwaukee territory, a number of independent exhibitors will
protest that there is nothing in the
code which legalizes any restraint
on the policy. In their attack on
Omaha — S. A. Madsen, former the
plan they will have the support
booker for Fox exchange for ten
of Monogram and other companies
years, becomes first assistant book- which favor dual bills.
er at. the Warner branch, filling in
the
vacancyto made
Alice Neal's
promotion
booker,bysucceeding
the
late Willis Beale.
Injunction at Cleveland
Omaha — H. J. Chapman, manager
of Columbia exchange, is recovering
from three cracked ribs sustained
when he attempted a dive in Peony
Park pool here.

Stops
DualfromFeature
Bill
Des Moines — Construction of the
(Continued
Page 1)
neighborhood theater by T. I. Stoner
is being delayed due to a problem and Harry Kaplan. The hearing is
of zoning raised by protests of set for 2 P. M. today. Statement
property owners in the district.
was made that the operators of the
Family had signed the agreement
eliminating
double
Rankin, Penn. — Andrew P. Staland last July
8. features in Clevefura has installed complete new
RCA Victor High Fidelity sound in
his Ritz house.
Des Moines — Tri-State Theater
managers have concluded their managers' request drive
the awards
are announced
as and
follows:
Verne
Ford of the Paramount, Des Moines,
$100: Bob Dunnuck, Majestic, Rock
Island, $100; William Miskell, Orpheum, Omaha, $75; H. L. Davidson,
Paramount, Omaha, $50; C. W.
Peterson, Princess, Sioux City, $75;
John Krier, State, Cedar Rapids, $50.
Wauseon, O. — The Princess has
reopened here after complete remodeling and refitting. Ray Tourney is manager.

Paramount Rebuilding
Circuit in Colorado
Denver — Paramount Publix,
through its partnership with J. H.
Cooper, is getting entrenched in this
territory again. It has one new
house under construction, a 1,300seater in Pueblo, and will tear down
the Rialto in Colorado Springs right
after Labor Day, and start conthere.
struction of a new 1,300-seat house

In Pueblo the houses will be carried by a corporation just formed,
Rialto, Inc., with L. J. Finske, J. H.
Cooper and W. B. Shuttee as directors. Regal Theaters has been incorfor the Colorado Springs
Kenosha, Wis. — Articles of incor- situation, porated
with L. J. Finske, E. F.
poration have been filed by the
Roberts and J. Alfred Ritter as di- •
Vogue Theater Co. Incorporators rectors.
mil.
Wichita, Kan. — Odom, Farrell & are S. Feld, E. McCoy and M. ZaThe Paramount-Cooper partnerSullivan, who operate the West Theater, have arranged for the installaship, known as J. H. Cooper Entertion of new Photophone High Fidelprises, is spending considerably
Milwaukee — Roy J. Bernier, vetity sound.
money remodeling houses in the
eran Milwaukee theater operator, state.
has been named business agent of
Harlingen, Tex. — The Arcadia the Milwaukee council of the American Federation of Actors.
Theater, dark for some time, has reopened.
NEW
BOOKS
Hartland, Wis. — Articles of inAlbany — Bernie Mills of Standard
corporation have been filed by HartOn the Art and Business
Film Exchanges has booked Mas- land Victor Co., operators of the
cot's feature. "The Lost Jungle," Victor theater. Incorporators are H.
of Motion Pictures
starring Clyde Beatty, for a first L. Jackson, J. A. Feix and A. W.
Haselow.
run
showing:
in
Warner's
Ritz
hei'e
starting Friday.
PICTURE PEOPLE, by Olga
Omaha — Business at local movie Rosmanith. Published by DoublePortland — It's Warner Week here, houses has shown a decided pickup
with three Warner-First National following termination on Tuesday of day, Doran & Co., New York. $2.
features playing simultaneously in strike.
A novel of Hollywood people, activities, foibles, etc... written by a
first run houses. These are "Dr. the five-day street car workers' woman who
knows her subject quite
Monica" at the Music Box, "The
Man With Two Faces" at the United
well. The from
plot Vienna
deals with
baker's
Osceola, la. — Plans have been daughter
and a how
she
Artists and "Return of the Terror"
at the Broadway Theater.
is built up into an American film
completed
for immediate
construction of a theater
here to be
owned
this story as a frameand operated by John Waller. The star. With
work, the author gets in a lot of
Omaha — L. S. Abraham, former new house will be equipped for both stuff about
the film capital that is
booker, now salesman for Universal motion pictures and vaudeville.
both interesting and entertaining.
New Britain, Conn. — The Palace,
owned by Peter Perakos, has been
re-seated at a cost of $4,000, the
work being carried on without interruption of performances.

JUuiahfoi IS ONLY THE -Haft OF IT J

It has every bit of the drama, romance,
thrills and humor of Clarence Budington Kelland's most popular story —
plus Harold Lloyd, as you never have
seen him before . . . and the most

HAROLD

appealing cast he ever assembled.

LLOYD

- The Cat's Paw
with

UNA
MERKEL
GEORGE BARBIER
NAT PENDLETON
GRACE
BRADLEY
ALAN
DINEHART
GRANT
MITCHELL
•
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AGENTS WIN POINT
IN LICENSE FIGHT

(Continued from Pane 1 )
released
them.
forts in obtaining employment
for
through
Columbia.
FURNESS, discovered last
RKO-Van
Beuren
65 mins. gETTY
year by RKO and who after
Commissioner of Licenses Paul
playing as a contract player decided
UNUSUAL ADVENTURE FILM WITH
Having just completed supervision Moss said after the trial that he
that free-lancing was to her liking, of "Redhead" starring Bruce Cabot was undecided what further action
GOOD EXPLOITATION VALUES. JOAN
has returned to RKO again to play and Grace Bradley, Mrs. Dorothy
he might take because he did not
LOWELL FINE IN MANY DARING UNin "DangerousAAA
Corner."
Reid has been assigned by Robert know the basis for the verdict. He
DERTAKINGS.
Welsh, Monogram executive produc- said he might make a decision toMaybelle Jennings, movie critic of
day. Harold Goldblatt and Maurice
For adventure- film fans, and those who
er, to supervise "Women Must
Dress," scheduled for October pro- Goodman conducted the trial for tho
enjoy pictures of dangerous pursuits, this the Washington "Herald", visited
duction. The picture will include
one will fill the bill. Joan Lowell starts the Warner studios and played a bit
out with her father, Capt. Wagner, two in Joe E. Brown's new film, "Six winners of the Monogram-Agfaagents.
Ansco contest in the cast.
Musicians' Union Moving
sailors and a dog, on a 45-foot two-master
Day Bike Rider."
T
T
T
for a journey from New York to Central
Local
802, musicians' union, on
"Night Alarm," Majestic's third
America. First thrill comes during a hurJohn Bradford has been signed by Monday moves to 1267 Sixth Ave.,
ricane in West Indian waters. During the production of the new season, goes
where
it
will occupy two floors.
into work on Aug. 14 with Neil Fox for a major role in "365 Nights
storm the fresh water tank is punctured
In
Hollywood,"
which
will
star
Hamilton
and
Mary
Brian
in
feaand its contents empty into the sea. The
Clearance Board Lacks Quorum
Dunn and Alice Faye in an
tured roles. Spencer Bennett will James
following morning they sight an old de- direct.
original story by Jimmie Starr.
Lacking a quorum, New York
serted vessel and board it. There, in the
clearance and zoning board took no
T
T
T
hold, Joan finds a map which shows where
action at its meeting yesterday.
First National has assigned DorAnita Louise, C. Aubrey Smith,
a precious emerald is hidden near a Cenothy Christy and Ralph Remley to Next meeting was set for Aug. 14.
tral American indian village. After four Etienne Girardot, Dorothy Tree, i
days without water they land, and Joan uses Spencer Charters, Helen Trenholme,
Donahue & Coe Expanding
principal roles in Joe E. Brown's
a ruse to have the young queen of the Hobart Cavanaugh, Russell Hicks "S'x Day Bike Rider." Lloyd Bacon ing.
tribe direct them to the ruined city where and Nan Grey are the latest addi- is directing. Story was adapted by
Donahue & Coe is taking addiEarl Baldwin from his own original.
tional space in the Paramount buildis stored the valuable gem. When the
tions to the cast of Warner's "Fire-

"ADVENTURE

GIRL"

t

queen discovers the trick, a swell fight

ensues between Joan and the girl. It's a
wow, and no fooling. The film also has
a startling fight between a mongoose and
a poisonous snake and other battles between tropical animals. Scenery is beautiful. Properly exploited, the film should
draw them in.
Cast: Joan Lowell, Captain Wagner.
Director, Herman Raymaker; Dialoguer,
Ferrin Frazier; Editor, Sam Jacobson; Cameraman, Harry Squire; Recording Engineer,
Larry Lynn.
Direction,
cellent.

Not

Good.

Photography,

E>

SHORTS
"Going Places"
with Lowell Thomas
Universal

9 mins.
Excellent

The first of a new series, this
subject sets a fast and interesting
pace. Following a short introduction by Lowell Thomas comes the subject of Venice and the glass-blowing
craft. This art, jealously guarded
for years, is shown and explained
in detail. The second subject is a
beautifully photographed sequence
of scenes on the Crimean coast,
known as the Russian Riviera. The
closing subject starts with the duckbilled women of the Ubangi tribe
in Africa, the Turkannas, and finally the pigmy natives of the Belgian
Congo. Scenes are extremely interesting. The narration by Thomas
is carefully delivered without the
usual artificial speed of most announcers. If the remainder of the
series keeps to this standard, its
success is sure.

T

T

r

t

T

Completing the direction of
Jay Blaufox Loses Father
John P. Medbury, humorist and "Young and Beautiful," Joseph Santbird."
newspaper columnist, is now work- ley returned to Monogram to preCharles Blaufox, father of J. David Blaufox, died yesterday in the
ing in California, writing the compare his original story, "Million Dollar Baby." Santley recently directed Rockaway Beach Hospital after an
and dialogue
for "Arctic,"
the
first ofments the
new series
of Walter
illness of several months.
"The Loudspeaker" for Monogram.

IMAGINE / 40 LEADING NATIONAL MAGAZINES

will garry an a/k>m short subject
plug in October issues telling 'em
about laurel-eiardy , edwin c.hill.irvin
cobb, fitzpatrjgk traveltalrs, cartoons!
musical shorts and all twi others /

my greatest short scxmect "
this biggest, — ~
merits
year
bal1yhoo
in shorts history*!
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/. T. O.A. Denied Injunction Against Code Authority

LOEW WITHDRAWS FROM FOX METROPOLITAN RID
60 Springcr-Cocalis and Consolidated Houses Merged
Bolognino Will Head New
Company With Cocalis
as Vice-President

Boycott of Theaters Threatened in Chicago
Chicago — Boycott of theaters persisting ir, exhibition of films blacklisted by the
Legion of Decency was threatened yesterday by vigilance committees. List of the
week's condemned films follows: "Affairs of a Gentleman," "Finishing School," "Glamour," "He Was Her Man," "George White's Scandals," "Good Dame," "Laughing Boy,"

Consolidated Circuit yesterday
"Little Man, What Now?," "Lazy River,' "Manhattan Melodrama,' "Merry Wives of
Reno," "Nana," "Of Human Bondage," "Sadie McKec," "Smarty," "Sisters Under the
purchased a "substantial" interest
Skin,"
"Upperworld,"
"Catherine
the Great,"
"Henry
VIII"
and "Queen
Christina."
in the Springer-Cocalis circuit, Laurence Bolognino, president of Consolidated, told F.lm Daily. The
deal combines 40 Springer-Cocalis
theaters with about 20 Consolidated
houses, all in the metropolitan area
including northern New Jersey and United Artists Signs
Net profit of $1,199,241.77, equal
Yonkers. A new corporation to be
to 49 cents a share, is reported by
Five
Circuit
Deals
known as Trio-Consolidated will be
Fox Film for the six months ended
Product deals with five circuits June 30. Before deducting a reserve
formed with Bolognino as president
have been closed to date by United for federal taxes, net was $1,389,242,
and
Cocalis
as
vice-president
in
(Continued
nn Pane i)
Artists, it is announced by Al Licht- compared with loss of $482,406 in
man. The theater groups include Ihe first half of 1933. Second quarWarner, Loew, Famous Players Canter profit was $458,865, compared
adian, Frank H. Durkee and Joe with $74,717 in the same quarter
Cooper.
(Continued
on Pac/e 3)

Fox Nets $1,199,241

in Six Months

BURKAN IS CONFIDENT
OF MUSIC COMPROMISE

G-B

Exchanges

Ready

Confidence that exhibitors will
Gaumont - British will have its
reach a satisfactory compromise
planned exchange system operating
with the American Society of Com- in this country by the middle of
posers, Authors & Publishers on the
proposed increase in music license September, said Jeffrey Bernerd, official of the company, upon his arfees was expressed
yesterday by
rival in New York yesterday on the
(Continued
on Poor
3)
Aquatania. The company has increased its program to provide 26
NRA Seeks 35-Hour Week features designed for the world
For Laboratory Workers market, said Bernerd. There is a
Reduction in hours for laboratory possibility, he stated, that some
production may be done in this
workers from 40 to 35 hours week- country.
ly will be proposed by Division AdArthur Lee of AmerAnglo conmisitrator Sol. A. Rosenblatt at the
ferred with Bernerd following his
(Continued on Page 3)
hearing on revisions of the Laboratory Code on Aug. 13 in Washington, it is understood. Consensus of
opinion among the laboratories is
that a reduction in hours is not possible at this time when the laboratories are not making money under
a 40-hour schedule.

by

Sept.,

Says

Bernerd

Expansion is Launched
By Hal ofRoach
Studios
West Coast Bureau
THE
FILM
DAILY
Hollywood — Following action of
the Los Angeles codl? board in ruling
against double features, the Hal
Roach studios announce expenditure
of several hundred thousand dollars
in physical improvement and staff
enlargement. First addition is Jack
Schultz, art director. Several new
writers will be engaged immediately. Construction involving more
shortly.
,'han $100,000 will be under way

Exhibitor Unit Loses Move
To Enjoin Code Authority

Lichtman Holding Chi. Meet
Chicago — Al Lichtman, United Artists
vice-president and general manager of
distribution, is holding a meeting of
Western managers at the Drake Hotel
here today. An eastern meeting was
held in New York earlier in the week.

Judge Goddard of the U. S. District Court, New York, has denied
the I. T. O. A. motion for a temporInformal meetings are being held
ary injunction to compel the Code
between representatives of stock- Authority and its New York boards
holder and creditors groups in an
effort to work out a reorganization to accept complaints of its members
The and to desist from accepting complan
for Paramount-Publix,

Stockholders, Creditors
Discount Paramount Plan

(Continued

on

Page

:■■)

l < ontinncd

on

Poor

3)

Cost of Adding Fox Met.
Houses is Considered
Too High by Loew
Withdrawal of Loew from the
Loew-Warner bid of $4,000,000 for
the Fox Metropolitan Playhouses
was announced yesterday in Federal
Judge Mack's chambers by J. Robert Rubin, general counsel for Loew.
Rubinter is
quoted the
as saying
that Loew
"afconsidering
deal, the
advisory board decided that the cost
of film for the additional houses
would be excessive and that the cost
(Continued

on

Pane

3)

PHILA. EXHIBS JOIN
MOVE TO OUST ASCAP
Philadelphia — At a meeting of
the Independent Exhibitors' Protective Ass'n yesterday, President Ren
Golder announced he will file a petition to intervene on behalf of the
I E.P.A. in
a suit onwhich
(Continued
Pac/e is3) expected

Philly Unit Clamps Down
On Beer Garden Opposish
Philadelphia — Beer gardens which
have been offering severe competition to theaters giving free vaudeville will hereafter be obliged to
abide by a state law requiring a
license of $500 a year if they want
to provide entertainment. The law
was invoked through efforts of the
Independent Exhibitors' Protective
Ass'n.
Allied Convention

Program

An eight-point program has been
planned for the annual convention of
Allied Theaters of New Jersey and the
Eastern regional Allied confeience scheduled for the Ritz Caroiton, Atlantic
City, Aug. 22-24. Subjects listed are:
film rentals, mus'c tax, clean pictures,
block booking, clearance and zoning,
legislature, code and its future and
sources of product. In addition to President Sidney E Samuelson, speakers will
include
Ab.im
F. Myers.
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PHIL M. DALY
• •
•
INTERESTING
ITEMS
at a glance
Those annoying controversies over Mexican marriages
have derded AI Goulding, the RKO director, to tie a doubleknot to his recent marriage to Diana Seaby, of musical comedy
fame
the couple were wed in Mexico not long ago, and
now they are making preparations for another ceremony at San
Bernardino
Celina
Breen,
child dancer
of the Ballet
Russe, has been selected by F. L. Ferguson to dance in his new
pix which George Roland is directing
T
T
T
• •
•
MORE HOLDOVERS for next week include
Fox's "Cavalcade" which goes into its third week at the Criterion and Warner's
"Friends
of Mr. Sweeney"
which
holds a second
week
at the Mayfair
Crowds
yesterday
greeted M-G-M's "The Girl From Missouri" with Jean Harlow
pnd Franchot Tone, at the Capitol thousands packed into
the Roxy to see Fox's "Handy Andy" with Will Rogers
and long lines waited for the Radio City Music Hall to open
where Fox's "The World, Moves On" is playing
T
T
T
• • • RKO GAINED its 8th win in the M. P. Baseball
League behind the four-hit performance of Jimmy Mulhall .__
with RCA on the short end
5 to 1
at Recreation
Park. Thursday night
Watch out for some important
screen material at the Civic Reportory Theater on 14th St. next
sea -on
the house was taken over yesterday by the Theater
Union
the organization's last play "Stevedore" ran 20
weeks at the theater and the producers have received three
bids from major film companies

KING VIDOR, who recently produced "Our
Daily Bread" for United Artists, sails today on
the Champlain
for London,
Paris and Moscow.
JACK CONNOLLY, general sales manager for
RKO Pathe News, is sailing on the Champlain
today forabroad.
Europe to extend the Pathe News
coverage
HARVEY THEW, M-G-M scenarist, and family,
and RUTH SELWYN, actress, also are sailing
today
on the Champlain.
SID RECHETNIK of the Warner publicity detion.
partment leaves today on a two-week vacaHAL HORNE and ED CHURCHILL
the coast today by plane.

leave for

RICHARD A. ROWLAND associated with the
RKO studios, has arrived in New York for a
stay of about
three
months.
,
TED

CURTIS

of Eastman

Kodak

day.
by plane
for the coast.
PHIL REISMAN sails next
Europe
in the interests
of RKO
CAPT.

HAROLD

AUTEN

leaves today
Saturday for
foreign
sales.

sails for Europe to-

JEAN CADELL, English actress, has arrived
from London and is at the Hotel Warwick. She
leaves for Hollywood in a few days to play in
"David
Copperfield."
CHARLLS MacARTHUR left last night for tha >
coast
by plane,
returning
Monday.

M-G-M

Training

Young

Talent

Cognizant of the need of developing new acting material, M-G-M is
bending every energy to train young
players for featured and starring
roles, says Al Altman, who came to
New York recently from the Coast
STOCK
MARKET
studio. Young players are being
Net
trained in both stage and screen
Universal Forms Company Eight Fox Productions
High
Low
Close
Chg.
Columbia Picts. vtc. . 27l/2
technique, he stated. Stage presenGet Under Way in August 16.
27
27
+
3/r
To
Produce
in
Germany
Con.
Fm.
!nd
2%
2%
2y8 +
Va
tation of "All Good American" by
Berlin — Universal Pictures and a West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
East. Kodak
98 1/4 98'/4 98'/4 —
i/7
Hollywood — Starting of five pic- young M-G-M players will be regroup of bankers have formed a corpeated at the Coast Aug. 14, 15 and
IOI/4 IOV4 IO1/4 —
%
tures
this
week,
plus
three
already
Fox
Fm
"A"
poration with an initial capital of
25%
243/4
25V4
Loew's,
Inc
in work, makes eight productions
$7,000,000
to
produce
German
picParamount
31/4
3i/8
31/4
tures.
getting under way at Fox this
Pathe
Exch
13/8
1'A
13/s +
Va
Lou Goldberg Leaves Columbia
month. The three before the
141/2
14
Hi/2 +
%
Lon Goldberg has resigned from
do "A"
cameras
are
"Music
in
the
Air",
Hal Home to Confer on Coast
ment.
RKO
2
1%
2
"The State Versus Elinor Norton" the Columbia exploitation departWarner
Bros
37/s
33/4
37/s —
Va
Hal Home, director of advertis- and "Charlie Chan in London," beMARKET
NEW
YORK CURB
ing and publicity for United Artists,
ing followed by "365 Nights in HolTechnicolor
13
12l/2
121/2 +
Vi and Ed Churchill, president of DonWill Hays
on Vacation
lywood," "Lottery Lover," "The
ahue & Coe, leave today by plane White Parade,"
Trans-Lux
Will H. Hays and family have left
1%
13/4
13/4
"Hell in the Heavfor
the
coast
to
confer
with
Samuel
for
a
short
vacation
with his brother
NEW YORK BOND
MARKET
ens" and "Man Lock," formerly
"Sand Hog."
and family in Upper Michigan.
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. .
63/4
6
1/2 +
1/4 Goldwyn and Lynn Farnol on camKeith
A-0
6s46... 603/g
paigns for "We Live Again" and
603/g
603/8 +
Va
Schreiber Adding House
Loew
6s 41ww
1 003/4 IOOI/4 1001/4 +
Va "Kid Millions." Churchill returns to
Loew Leases Enlarged Astor
New
York
after these conferences,
Detroit — Jacob Schreiber con371/2
371/2 + 11/2
Par.
By.
5l/>s51 . . . 38
while Home remains to consult with
Loew has taken a 10-year lease
firms that he is after another house
Warner's
6s39
543/4
543/4
543/4 —
1/4
on the Astor and Bijou theaters in the Woodward Ave. situation in
Reliance and Disney.
which are to be combined into a sin- his war with the Cohen Bros.
gle house. Property is controlled
RKO
Rushes
"Fountain"
Release
by Walter Reade and Frank Storrs.
Producing
Shorts
in Seattle
Release of "The Fountain", starSeattle — Using a cast composed
ring Ann Harding, has been adRaynor
at
Brooklyn
Paramount
the Cornish
at
vanced by RKO to Aug. 31 to make
of students of drama
Bill Raynor will be in charge of School and the University of Washit available for exhibitors on Labor
Day. Other August releases from the Brooklyn Paramount when it
ington. Earl Kennell has completed
reopens Aug. 31 with stage shows
RKO are "His Greatest Gamble," and
films. He will handle the house his first two-reeler, "Festival
"Their Big Moment," "Adventure under supervision of Sam Dembow, old-type
"No One to Care," an
Queen," or
comedy.
Girl," "Hat, Coat and Glove" and
Jr.,
and
Boris
Morros.
"Down to Their Last Yacht."

FINANCIAL

Charles
Delaney
Daniel
N. Rubin
Emanuel Cohen
M. A. Lightman

Burton
King
Robert Vignola

Report on Detroit Plan Monday
Detroit — A report on the final
zoning and clearance plan for this
area is slated for Monday, according to E. S. Kinney, board secretary.
S. A. Morris of the Code Authority
offices in New York was here for
several days this week in connection
with the plan.

Detroit Theater Changes
Detroit — Contemplated changes in
operation of houses by United Detroit Theaters were discussed this
week by Jack Frost, general manager. The State is set for reopening
in the fall, probably as a second run.
The Fisher may go to second run
also.

Soft-Ball

Competition

Kansas City — Practically all small
towns, and some big ones, in Missouri
and Kansas now have soft-ball teams
playing regularly several nights a week,
and their attendance ci'ts into theater
business quite a bit. according to exchange men. Harry Taylor of Columbia
says the fad is providing considerable
competition, but Tommy Thompson of
RKO thinks it is only temporary.
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'Lots"

By RALPH WILK — HOLLYWOOD

after and
a stage
I'ONRAD
season NAGEL,
in New York
Los
mgeles, will return to the screen
l RKO's "Dangerous Corner."
T

T

T

Leonard Praskins, who did the
cript of Samuel Goldwyn's Anna
■ten-Fredric March vehicle, "We
live Again," has been signed to a
>ng-term contract by Goldwyn.

▼

T

T

Astrid Allwyn, who recently flushed work in "Servants' Entrance"
t Fox, is laid up with influenza.
r

T

T

Lee Marcus, who is now a feature
roducer at RKO after having been
i charge of shorts, will have a far—'
y Marion Dix, Joe Fields and
ohnny Gray as his first production,
?ith Ben Holmes directing.
T

T

T

Charles Sabin, recently signed by
Columbia to a long-term contract,
'as this week given a role in "That'?
Jratitude," the Frank Craven proluction.
T

T

T

O. P. Heggie has been signed bv
tKO for "Anne of Green Gables."

I!ourt Denies Injunction
Against Code Authority
(Continued from Pace

)laints against them.
eads in part:

1)

The decision

'Aside from the fact that the position of
he plaintiffs seems inconsistent in contendthat they themselves are not subject to
ese provisions of the Code so as to percomplaints of its violations by them to
.entertained, yet that they are entitled to
benefits and to file under the Code cumJaints against their competitors notwithstanding they declined to assent or to pay their
>ro rata expense of administering it; 1 do
tot think that the papers disclose clear and
onvincing grounds for the granting of the
xtreme remedy of a mandatory injunction
fore trial, or that plaintiffs are suffering or
reatened with irreparable injury."

of the NEW

Jean Harlow in

"THE GIRL FROM
with

"ELMER

MISSOURI"

Franchot Tone, Lionel
Lewis Stone

FEATURES

Barrymore,

M-G-M

75 mins.

BOX-OFFICE STUFF. JEAN HARLOW
AND ACE SURROUNDING CAST IN
LIVELY YARN ABOUT GIRL WHO GETS
HER
MILLIONAIRE.

with

AND

»

ELSIE"

George
Bancroft, Frances
Fuller,
Roscoe
Karns, George
Barbier

Paramount
mins.
MILD DOMESTIC COMEDY 65
DRAMA
WITH BANCROFT IN WEAK ROLE AND
SHORT
ON
MARQUEE
NAMES.

There isn't much to this one, either in
:he way of outstanding entertainment values or stellar names to attract the customers, although the cast is competent
Between Jean Harlow, who is at her
all-around.
George Bancroft, the main
luscious best, and the strong supporting
draw,
is
cast in a rather tame role of a
ast and the production values put into it,
this story comes out not only as good piano factory worker who thinks he has
the stuff to make good, but actually is
box-office pull, but more entertaining than
engineered ahead and eventually made a
its familiar theme would suggest. Addiforeman
through the efforts of his clever
tional b. o. strength accrues to it as a
wife,
played by Frances Fuller. Nella,
result of recent publicity over the picture,
which is more advisedly for adults. Jean .vho marries George despite efforts of his
uns away from a sordid home in Missouri pal, Roscoe Karns, to prevent the splicing,
■ets on the good side of the wife of
intent on landing a millionaire husband.
She is accompanied by Patsy Kelly, who George's boss, and enlists her cooperation
does grand work in the comedy line. Af- In pushing the more or less dumb husband
ter making a play for a couple of rich to the front. The story brings in a bit
old fogies, Lewis Stone and Lionel Barry- of occasional comedy, and of course the
more, Jean encounters Franchot Tone, whole thing is absolutely clean so that it
will have no trouble making any family
Lionel's son, and goes for him in the right list.
way. He wants her without benefit of
ing, figuring she is a playgirl, but Jean
Cast: George Bancroft, Frances Fuller,
holds out for the legal formality and, de- Roscoe Karns, Gecrge Barbier, Nella Walspite obstructions put in her way by the
' °r, Charles Sellon, Helena Phillips Evans,
suspicious father, eventually gets her hero.
Ruth Clifford, Albert Ccnti, Floyce Brown
Cast: Jean Harlow, Lionel Barrymcre,
v/era Stedman, Helene Lynch, Marie Wells,
Ti^nchot Tone, Lewis Stone, Patsy Kelly, Tom Dempsey, Eddie Baker, Duke York,
Alan Mowbray, Clara Blandick, Hale Ham- William Rcbyns, Alf P. James
ilton, Henry Kolker, Nat Pendleton.
Director, Gilbert Pratt; Authors, George
Director, Jack Conway; Authors, Anita S Kaufman, Marc Connelly; Screen Play,
Lccs, John Emerson; Cameraman, Ray Humphrey Pearson; Cameraman, William
June; Editor, Tom Held.
Mellor; Editor, Richard Currier.
Direction, Snappy
Photography, Fine
Direction, Gccd
Photography,
Good

SHORT SHOTS from
EASTERN STUDIOS
By CHAS. ALICOATE

man WALTON,
& Walton is
now supplying
pRED
formerly
of Heytalent for the radio, stage and
screen through his new offices in the
Bond building in association with I.
N. Weber.

•

Harry Von Tilzer started work
yesterday in a one-reel Vitaphone
short,
"Man besides
of a Thousand
Hits".
It features,
the star, Freddy
Bishop, Marilyn Erskine, and The
Mattison Rhythm Dancers. Joseph
Henabery is directing.

•

Leslie Pearce, who has arrived in
New York from the coast to direct
comedies under the supervision of
Al Christie for Educational release,
>vill start work Wednesday on "Marriage Vows," starring Yorke and
King, as his first assignment.

•

An hidustrial production of fea'urc length to be made for a leading linoleum firm goes into work
Wednesday at the West Coast Service studio under the direction of
Lynn Shores.
•
A short for Educational release
will go into production Monday at
the Eastern Service studio in Astoria, according to Al Boasberg, who
wrote the story and will direct.

Phila. Exhibitors Join
Move(Continued
to Oust
A.S.C.A.P.
from Page 1)

to be filed next week by radio interests for dissolution of the American Society of Composers, Authors
& Publishers.
(Continued from Pane 1 )
Oscar Neufeld has been appointed
Nathan Burkan, general counsel for business manager of the I.E. P. A. He
ASCAP since its inception. He said: is giving up all other activities to
devote his full time to the new post.
"Composers are creators of property and
are entitled to be fairly and adequately paid Miss J. Willemsky, member of the
for their work. Exhibitors want to tell them
what they shall charge. Do the exhibitors Washington bar, was appointed secretary. Dave Barrist and Morris
till the producers what they shall charge for
m- No. they have to pay the price set by Wax are other leading spirits in the
new
unit.
the distributor. Exhibitors don't say 'Let the

Loew Withdraws From
Burkan Is Confident
Fox Metropolitan Bid
Of Music Compromise
(Continued from Page

1)

of operation was far more than had
beenIt is
anticipated."
understood that Abel Cary

Thomas, representing Warners, desired to go through with the original bid, with Warners holding a 20
Der
cent
interest in the deal. The
Milton C. Weisman represented
hearing scheduled for Monday will
he plaintiff while William D. Whitplace and it is expected that
ley was counsel for the Code Au- take
Saul Rogers, attorney for A. C.
;hority.
That the I. T. 0. A. will take an Blumenthal and other bondholders,
will voice his clients objections to
to the Circuit Court of Apppeal
jeals was indicated yesterday by its the proposed bondholders' reorganization plan. The plan is for the
■ounsel.
bondholders to bid the property in
and form a new corporation with
Sidney R. Kent as president and
p-B Exchanges to Start
chairman of the board. Fox Film
Sept., Says Bernerd will hold a 10 per cent participation
By {Continued
from Page 1 I
in the corporation and take over the
arrival. The British executive Fox franchise.
brought over prints on "Power,"
'Chu-Chin-Chow", "Princess Charming", "Little Friend" and "The Man
er, Consolidated
from Erin." "The Iron Duke", one SpringCombine 60 Theaters
•yf three pictures to star George Ar(Continued from Page 1)
liss, is now in production, he said.
Nine pictures on the Gaumont-Brit- charge of film. Bolognino and
ish schedule have been completed.
Springer will supervise operation
The company definitely plans to and real estate. The deal was handled by Charles Segal, attorney, for
obtain a Broadway show-window for
its product, stated Bernerd. That Consoliated, and the legal firm of
the Roxy is being considered was Kelley and Connolly for Springeradmitted.
Cocalis.

court
fix the den't
rates.' let the public come into
"Exhibitors
their theaters for nothing. They charge the
public what they consider a fair price. The
composer has merchandise to sell and he. loo.
i- entitled to a fair price. Exhibitors are
under no compulsion to use music. If the
price is too high, let them leave it alone.
"All this hullabaloo is not new. We went
through the same when we fixed the rates
at 10 cents a seat 17 years ago."

No information about the contemplated radio suit against ASCAP
could be obtained in New York yesterday. A suit to dissolve ASCAP
was filed a year ago in U. S. District Court, Southern District of
New York, by the Pennsylvania
Broadcasters Corp., which is associated with NBC. Suit is scheduled
to come up in the fall.

Stockholders Creditors
Discount Paramount Plan Fox Nets $1,199,241
(Continued from Pone 1)
In First Six Months
(Continued from Page 1)

Film Daily learns. Progress to
date has been slow but satisfactory,
it is stated.
Determination of capital obligations and the amount necessary to
float the reorganization, both of
which are still uncertain, has left
up in the air the question of whether
the stockholders will be assessed
under the reorganization.

of 1933. Earned surplus at June
30 amounted to $2,913,312. Operations of Wesco Corp. are not insidiaries. cluded because of bankrupt subNew Brussels Distributor
Brussels — U. F. I., S. A., has been
formed to distribute American and
French pictures.

Brilliant

PERFORMANCE
^VERY

fine performance on the screen

-*-^ depends upon certain earlier performances. . . not by the cast alone, but by the
film in the camera. Because of the dependability and artistic opportunity it affords
. . . because of its unfailingly brilliant performance. . . most cameramen

and produc-

ers prefer Eastman Super-Sensitive Panchromatic Negative with gray backing.
Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, New
York. (J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors,
New York, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN Super-Sensitive
Panchromatic Negative
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Actual Exchanges, Not Franchises, is G-B Plan

1K0 CIRCUIT GOING THROUGH WITH EXPANSION
film Cleanup Campaign Draws Protest From
Big Subjects
. . . tabloid thoughts
=By JACK
REGARDLESS

AUCOATE-

of the boycott, the code,

* the depression and the heat, this inistry is destined to carry through to
eater heights and the man who keeps his
te on the road and not on the wheel
ill be there or thereabouts when pay day
>ain rolls around.

jJARIE

DRESSLER,

a great actress, a

"' great mind, a great heart and a great
iend, was the most beloved of all of her
rofession.

UOURNALISTIC, elevator, street-corner
and NRA arguments to the contrary
otwithstanding, an artist is worth to his
ompany, to the exhibitor, and to the parens, every dollar he or she can bring to
he box-office.

SOMEONE

should tell those who would

damn the industry of the joy and sunhine that motion pictures bring to our
housands of shut-ins. And that these intitutions are supplied with films free by
ese terrible movie moguls.

OTION PICTURE production is gradually moving Eastward. Within a fortlight productions for major release, with
Hollywood importations at all important
controls, will be in work at both the Bio
;raph studio in the Bronx and the old Paranount studio on Long Island.

COR the first time the British cinema in' vasion becomes more than a threat,
ioth Gaumont British and British Internaional have assumed the offensive and are
jut to capture a goodly share of the Amercan market. Again it is the old answer
jf giving the picture-loving public what
they want, for they don't give a whoop
ivhs makes 'em.

Moral and Intellectual
Damage Seen from
Agitation
Vienna — That the American campaign against indecency in pictures,
and the publicity given to it by
newspapers, is causing reactionary
people in all lands to agitate against
supposed "immoiality" of movies and
will do world-wide damage to the
American film standing is the view
of Dr. Adolf Niehtenhauser, prominent European writer and contributor to the(Continued
International
Review of
on Pane 3)

REGAL WILL CONTINUE
AS G-B CANADA OUTLET

Big
Ad -Splurge by M-G-M
An extensive advertising campaign

to
attract fan interest is being instituted
by M-G-M, using 36 national magazines
with an aggregate circulation of 33,1 85. 000. Full page ads will be used to
carry ture
messages
aboutandthenewsreel.
company's fealineup, shorts

KAS.-MO. HOUSES CUT
NUMBER OF CHANGES
Kansas City — Many small town
exhibitors in Kansas and Missouri
who
changed
four formerly
times a week
have bills
cut three
down o~
to

Abroad

Loew-Warner Withdrawal
ofChange
Fox Met.
Won't
RKOBid Plans

Withdrawal of the Loew-Warner
bid for the Fox Metropolitan Playhouses will in no way affect the
present program of RKO to strengthen its circuit in the metropolitan
area, The Film Daily yearns. More
than a dozen additional theaters have
been acquired by the K-A-0 group of
the RKO circuit during the past two
months and
it is learned that at least
(Continued on Pane 3)

EXHIBITORS CONSIDER
STRIKE AGAINST ASCAP

one or two changes due to slack business for which the drought is chiefly responsible, according to Harry
Taylor, Columbia exchange manaPossibility of a nationwide exhibThough crops will bring about
Under Gaumont British's expan- 40 perger.cent
itor strike against the American
more money this year, it
sion plan including setting up of
Society
of Composers, Authors <£
its own exchange system in this will go to fewer people due to the
Publishers, with a flat refusal to pay
country, Regal will continue to widespread devastation.
the proposed increase in music license
handle its pictures in Canada.
Ar( Continued on Pane 3)
fees, is being considered, a promi$250,000 National Tieup
nent exhibitor told The Film Daily
Saturday. While legal action by the
Six Philadelphia Houses
On "Six Day Bike Rider"
A $250,000 national tieup between Society might be certain in such an
Darkened by Warner Bros. Warners
and Quaker Oats on Joe E. eventuality, the exhibitor said that
Philadelphia — Six local houses Brown's "Six Day Bike Rider" has the Society(Continued
could not
very 3)well bring
on Page
have been closed by Warner Bros,
been arranged by S. Charles Einin the last few weeks. They include feld,
Warner advertising and pubthe Boyd, Avon, Allegheny, Lindley,
licity chief. The deal involves dis- 5 New Carolina Houses
Victoria and Harrowgate. Total of
tribution of 1,000 bicycles in a na12 theaters in this territory were
Opened Within a Month
tional contest on "What my mother
closed last month, while four openCharlotte, N. C. — Opening of five
says about Quaker Oats," and the new houses in the Carolinas within
ed, the Film Board of Trade repcrt spending
of $130,000 to advertise
shows.
(Continued on Pane 2)
the past month is shown in the current report of the Charlotte Film
Board of Trade. Theaters are: J. R.
Wagener's Palmetto, Bennettsville,
S. C; C. W Walker's New, Greenwood, S. C; H. L Frazier's Prince.
Orangeburg, S. C; the Ritz, Editor
Theaters Corp., Orangeburg, S. C.
American
invasion
plans
of
GauContinuing Fight on Agents
mont-British call for actual opening and the Alamance, L. C. Sipe TheaStating that he would not accept as
ters, Burlington, N. C.
cf a nationwide exchange system by
conclusive the verdict of Special Sessions
the company, not the issuing of
Court that Broadway theatrical agents
could not be classified as employment
franchises, it was emphasized Satagents and hence need not be licensed,
Boston Boycott Off
urday by Jeffrey Bernerd, who is
Commissioner of Licenses Paul Moss said
Boston — Threatened boycott of movies
here to handle preliminary negotiaSaturday that he would arrest a halfhere
is
understood to be definitely oft.
tions.
dozen agents this week to initiate a
Reason given is that objectionable films
new court test. Commissioner Moss inFour more Gaumont-British pichave been withdrawn. Checkup of extimated that the state's case had not
tures are due in New York this
changes fails to uncover any pictures
been fully prepared in the Special Sesbeing cancelled.
sions case
week, said(Continued
Bernerd,on including
"EvenPage 2)

G-B Set is on Own Exchanges;
Not Territorial Franchises
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Exchanges, Not Franchises $250,000 National Tieup
Aim (Continued
of Gaumont-British
from Pane 1)
On "Six
DayfromBike
Rider"
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song," "Unfinished Symphony" and
"The Forbidden Territory," with
Gregory Ratoff. Other pictures
scheduled for production are: "King
of the Damned," which Lothar
Mendez will direct; "Mary, Queen
of Scots," "Rhoades" and "The Tunnel." The company intends to spend
$500,000 on "The Camels Are Coming," Bernerd asserted. He discussed the proposed deal for operating the Roxy at week-end conferences. William O'Brien, agent, has
gone to the coast to negotiate contracts with two important players,
stated Bernerd, who said that Gaumont-British will sign a number of
American "names" for its productions. He denied ever discussing a
deal with S. L. Rothafel.
The British public is steering
away from objectionable pictures
with the result that no church drive
aimed at such films has been launched in the British Isle, B.ernerd said.
He declared that a large percentage
of American pictures distributed in
his country have offensive elements.

Expanding Movie Guides
In Virginia Territory

FINANCIAL
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YORK

(QUOTATIONS
East.

Kodak

Fox Fm. "A"
Paramount

STOCK

MARKET

AS OF SATURDAY)
High
98'/2
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1%
24%
3 Va

973/4
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3
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RKO
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Technicolor
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2
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+
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—
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%
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Richmond — Ban Eddington of
Richmonder Publishing Co., publisher of the "Richmond Movie
News" and "Petersburg Movie
News," amusement guides published
weekly for distribution to the local
public, is planning to put out similar sheets for other cities in this
region. The Richmond edition now
has a distribution of 12,000 copies
while the Petersburg issue has a
printing order of 3,000. They carry
fan news, film comments and advertising of current and coming attractions. Eddington is a newspaperman of long experience.
NRA to Name Dressier Successor
Appointment of a successor to
Marie Dressier, who died at the
coast last week, on the Code Authority is exnected to be made by the
NRA within a few days. The star
was named to represent coast players.

Jnterfaith Committee Meeting
Cullman Host to Bernerd
Meeting of the Interfaith CommitJeffrey Bernerd of Gaumont-Brittee and newly-designated key men in
ish was the week-end guest of How- the five boroughs and nearby counard S. Cullman of the Roxy at the
ties such as Westchester will be
latter's residence at Purchase, N. Y. held today in the auditorium of Holy
Cross Lyceum to discuss the clean
film campaign.
Chicago Theater Reorganizing
Chicago — A petition for reorganization of the Paradise Theater Corp.
under the amended bankruptcy laws
has been transferred from Springfield to the United States District
Court here.
Columbia and Metro Dividends
Regular nuarterlv dividend of 75
cents on the preferred stock has
been declared by Columbia, payable
Sept. 1 to stock of record Aug. 16.
Metro-Goldwyn Pictures has declared regular quarterly of 47 M
cents on the preferred, payable Sept.
15 to stock of record Aug. 31.

the contest, during a five-week period from Sept. 23 to Oct. 31. Twenty magazines will be used and reader
coverage is estimated at 35,000,000.
Over 70,000 stores, including A. & P.
and other big chains, will be tied in,
and the Quaker Oats organization
will send 250 men on the road to
coordinate activities between local
stores and exhibitors. These men
will have the aid of exploiteers sent
out by Einfeld from the Warner offices. Trailers, broadsides, etc., also
will be put out, and about 400 simultaneous release dates on the picture
are planned for the week of Oct. 7.

Milwaukee Main Stem
Down to Four Theaters
Milwaukee — With no pictures reported available, the Palace has gone
dark, leaving the avenue with but
four houses operating as against the
usual seven. Rumors have it the
house, owned by Uihlein Realty Co.,
will reopen about Sept. 1 under new
management.

New Series Planned
By Supreme Pictures
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM
DAILY

Hollywood — Another series is
planned by A. W. Hackel, president
of Supreme Pictures, now producing
the Bob Steel group. Hackel left
last night for New York by plane.
Italian Epic for Broadway
"Courage." the American adaptation of "Camicia Nera" ("Black
Shirts"), Italian epic conceived and
authored by Premier Mussolini, is
being prepared for a Broadway release early in September by J. A.
Koerpel and Samuel Cummins.
Two European productions and a
series of shorts also have been acouired by Cummins, who is now in
London.
Fairbanks Film Premiere
London — "The Private Life of Don
Juan." London Film production starring Douglas Fairbanks and released
through United Artists, will have its
world premiere at the Pavilion on
Aug. 31.
Sells Foreign Rights
J. A. Koerpel, president Eureka
Productions, has sold the European
rights to "Forgotten Men" and "Jungle Killer," exclusive of United
Kingdom, to the Film Exchange
through H. Pergament.
Two Times Sq. Houses Bought In
Mortgage holders of the Selwyn
and Forrest theaters have bought in
the properties at auction. Dry Dock
Savings Institution took the Selwyn,
while the Forrest went to Lawyers
Title & Guaranty Co. Scheduled
auction of the Lincoln theater has
been postponed.
"Handy Andy" Big in Indianapolis
Indianapolis — "Handy Andy,"
starring Will Rogers, is holding
over at the Apollo for a second
week. The best box office attraction
in several
years,
according to Kenneth Collins,
manager.
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DAVID
SARNOFF
the Leviathan.
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returns

from

Europe
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A. W. HACKEL, president of Supreme Pictures, producing the Bob Steel series, left
Hollywood
last night by plane for New
York
BARBARA KENT, who signed an M-G-M con-t
tract
last week, plans to spend next montl
in Europe.

c"

BUDD ROGERS, general sales manager of Lib-I
erty
Pictures,
returnedChicago.
to New Minneapoli:
York afte'
a tour
which hasincluded
and Omaha.

MARGOT GRAHAME, British actress, and he«
husband. FRANCIS LISTER, arrive in New
York today on the Leviathan.
MAUREEN
by

way

of

O SULLIVAN

is en route to Ireland

Canada.

MADGE EVANS is expected
from
the coast this month.

in New

York

ROLAND BROWN, HAL ROSSON and DICK
HYLAND have gone to Deauville, France, froit
London.
ica

MARK OSTRER sails from England for Amer
on Wednesday.

OSCAR
from New

HANSON
York

has returned

to Torenh

ED KUYKENDALL, president of the M.P.T.O.A.!
is expected in New Orleans today to addres:
the Gulf States Theater Owners and other ex
hibitors.
SID
ew

ROGELL

has

retur led

to

the

coast

York.

HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood
$2. SO up. Single
$3.00 up, Double

Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaz^ is near everything to see and do in
Hollywood.
Ideal for business or pleasure.
Every room has private
dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every venience.
modern
Fine foodscon-at
reasonable prices. Convenient parking for your car.
Chas. Danziger, Mgr.

Eugene Stern, Pres.
The "Doorway of Hospitality"
Vine
at Hollywood
Bl>
HOLLYWOOD

froir,
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Regal Will Continue
RKO Circuit Expansion
Exhibitors Consider
Cleanup Crusade Draws
Is Not Being Dropped
Protests from Abroad
As (Continued
G-B Canada
Outlet
Strike Against ASCAP
(Continued from Pane 1)
from Pane 1)
(Continued from Pat;' 1)

Educational Cinematography, in a
tatement to The Film Daily.
"The organized battle against
ndecency,' with its innumerable
ermons, articles and assemblies is
tself extremely indecent and likely
o give rise to severe moral and inellectual damage," he declares. "It
las produced a mass-psychosis which
auses the whole people, inclusive
f youth, to occupy itself continu>usly in fancy and in conversaion with 'Indecency.' It keeps the
hass from thinking and judging for
hemselves, and causes them, by
peculating upon their herd instinct,
o run after a catch-phrase.
"If the newspapers continue to
vrite about the 'indecency' of the
American film, the whole world will
nd by believing it. If the moralists
/in, the American film will sink
>ack into the primitive form from
vhich it has begun to free itself, and
vill be an instrument of making the
)eople stupid.
"America must take thought that
ler motion picture is the strongest
nd most powerful expression of her
'fe.
Only
freedom
of the of
screen
an lead
to the
improvement
the
ih
and only education of the
nasses can make bad films superluous. Prohibition can lead to
lothing lasting."

A. Lee, vice-president of Gau- six deals for neighborhood houses
British Corp! of America, will in Manhattan, Brooklyn and Long
charge of the expansion pro- Island are about to be signed. The
gram from his New York headquar- Utica, Brooklyn, was taken over
Friday by RKO from Haring &
Blumenthal.
LeRoy Finishing Newest
Installs New Equipment
Mervyn LeRoy is completing the
Protection, Kan. — New Photodirection of "Happiness Ahead," for
Warner Bros. This is his first pic- phone High Fidelity sound equipture since his return from a honeyment has been installed in the Midmoon trip around the world.
way by Claude W. Shattuck.
thur
mont
have
ters.

every

BUY A CAR
THAT HAD NO SPRINGS ?
® If your seats are hard, lumpy, and
uncomfortable, you've just about as
much chance of getting and holding
patronage as a manufacturer who
turns out a springless car. Get the

YORK

jump on your competition by reseating

The 1236 Sixth Avenue Corp., New York. To
provide for the production of theatrical offerings and concert features. $150,000. W. S
Savage, Keneth B. Umbreit and Gordon E.
Youngman. The latter is associated with the
RKO Pictures.

with

comfortable,

upholstered

chairs.

Music Guild Productions, Inc., New York.
Dramatic productions, motion pictures and
vaudeville. Directors: George Bailhe, Theodore
A. Benedek and Charles D. Halsey.
Pageantry, Inc., New York. To operate theaters and stadiums. Paul P. Gettinger, Kenneth M. Ellis and Annette
Freedman.
Dreigern Productions, Inc., Manhattan Theatrical business in all of its branches. Willard
G. Gernhardt, Arthur Dreifuss and Leonard
Klein.

Ask Us,
'How

can I reseat

and

pay

for new chairs conveniently?*

American Seating Company
Makers of Dependable Seating for Theatres and Auditoriums

General Offices: Grand Rapids, Michigan
BRANCHES

IN

ALL

PRINCIPAL

1)

in the

The Society's policy is certain to
produce legislation at the next session of Congress designed to prevent ASCAP from making exorbitant charges for music, the exhibito.
said. In this move trie independent
exhibitor in neighborhood locations
will be a potent factor through d.rect contact with his Congressman.

YOU

New Incorporations

Bosroad Operating Corp., Manhattan. Theaters. Mollie Siegfried, Gertrude Lebelson and
Helen
Steinberg.
Palestine Pictures Corp., Manhattan. Motion
and sound pictures. $20,000. Samuel Padnick,
Rose Zuckerman and Jeannette Rosenblum.
Phoenix Theater, Inc , Manhattan. Theatricals
snd pictures. $15,000. George V. Reilly, David
H. Jackman and Arthur W. Britton.
Tribune Theater Corp.. Manhattan. Stage
and screen presentations. $10,000. Benjamin
Rich, Abraham
Scheiner and Jacob S. Aaronson.
Joe Fields Productions, Inc., New York. Theatricals, pictures and radio features
$10,000.
Fabian Brooklyn Theaters, Inc., New York.
Simon H. Fabian, Sam
Rosen and Mary Becker.
Latin Artists Pictures Corp., New York. Theatrical and screen productions. $20,000. Lester
Shoenthal,
Rita L. Kiley and Naomi
Barr.
Bison Theaters Corp., New York. Theatricals
and pictures $25,»00. E. Paul Phillips, M. F.
Gowthorpe and J. D. Van Wagoner.

theater

WOULD

Extra Shows for "Handy Andy"
Extra performances were given at
;he Roxy on Saturday and Sunday
to accommodate attendance for the
Will Rogers picture, "Handy Andy."
Business
the first two days was 68
per cent ahead of the previous Rogers film, "Mr. Skitch," the house
reported.

NEW

(Continued from Pane

country.
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A Little
from "Lots"

=^

MONG

By RALPH WILK —
HOLLYWOOD

^EMBERS of the film colony are
taking advantage of the overight airplane passenger service beveen Los Angeles and New York,
he new service, which went into
feet Aug. 1, provides for "The Sky
hief" to leave Glendale at 4 P. M.
id to arrive at New York at 10.55
le following morning. The airline:;
■e being operated by TWA.
T

T

T

Our Passing Show: Philip Moeller,
dgar Allan Woolf, Helen Westley,
heresa Helburn, Robert Vignola,
la Koverman, June Brewster, Helen
enken. Russell Mack, David Lewis,
enry Travers at the cocktail party
iven by Laura Hope Crews.
t
r
r
M-G-M Notes: Barbara Kent has
jen signed to a term contract . . .
avid Landau joins the cast of
Death on the Diamond" . . . Hugh
ralpole, who is adapting the "David
opperfield" dialogue, will remain
i Hollywood until November . . .
/alter Donaldson and Gus Kahn,
>ng writers, have been given a
jar's contract . . . William Tannen,
>n of Julius Tannen, is launching
i a movie career in "Biography of
Bachelor" Charles Judels
nd Franklin Pangborn head the
ist of the musical novelty, "My
randfather's Clock."
T

T

T

Gus Meins has assembled his cast
>r "Babes in Toyland," the Hal
oach feature, which will co-star
aurel and Hardy.
T

T

T

Emile de Recat, veteran motion
ieture director, staged "Rip Van
the atfirst
f/inkle,"
the SERA
the major
Greek production
theater in
riffith Park. Several thousand enlusiastic spectators witnessed the
erformance in which professional
ctors and musicians of the State
Imergency Relief association's avoational project appeared.
T

T

r

Columbia has signed Paul Harvey
nd Frankie Darro for "Broadway
iill"; Charles King and Monte Car?r for "The Captain Hates the
ea"; Claire DuBrey and Harry C.
iradley for "Among the Missing,"
nd Arthur Hohl and Raymond Walurn for "Orchids and Onions."
T

T

T

Universal cast assignments: Paul
[aye for "Night Life of the Gods";
!. P. Huntley, Jr., for "What Ladies
iream"; Wyndham Standing, Frankin Pangborn, Noel Francis, Walter
Valker, Alma Tell for "Imitation of
,ife"; Muriel Kirkland, Rafaela Otiano, Emily Naylor, George Baraud for "Great Expectations'';
Luth Elmer Stevens to replace Joyce
,'ompton in "Wake Up and Di'eam."
Roy William Neill will direct Jack
lolt in "I'll Fix It" for Columbia.

■

THE

PHIL M. DALY
• • • WONDER WHAT a Trade Paper Reporter Thinks
about?
Well, well, well
another day
another dollar It's too hot to work
but maybe I'll
get some cool receptions on my rounds
That's a pun
a dambad start for the day
Oh, well
Lessee
Wonder if Malcolm Kingsberg over in the K.A.O.
offices will let me print that story I've been holding back for a
week?
affable chap, Kingsberg, but the boss is paying
us for printing stories, not for holding them back
Must
go up to Lee Ochs and see if he is really going to Spain as the
RKO representative they tell me that Portugal will be
included in his territory Lee liked the idea a couple of
weeks ago
wonder if the disturbance in Europe will
change his attitude
▼
▼
Y
• • • C. C. MOSKOWITZ told me that the reported buy
by Loew of the Century Circuit was the bunk
never
even negotiated in any way
but I think I'll make a note
of it
a guy can never tell
sometimes men, women
and circuits have a change of mind
Must run over and
congratulate that clever young attorney, I. Jack London
who has been made a member of the firm of Fitelson and Mayers
and by the way
if Bert Mayers' mission in
France is successful, it'll be a swell story
I could take
the steam out of it in tomorrow's paper
but that's another part of the 60 per cent we leave out, as per personal
agreement
the 40 per cent we gents print is usually
as a result of keeping the faith

▼

TV

• •
• MUST RUN OVER to the Capitol and congratulate
Bob Hope
the comedian who has turned serious
and announced his engagement Friday to Dolores Reade, songstress they'll be married Thanksgiving
Day, iust one
year from the day they met
Think I'll see Phil Reisman.
who is sailing for Europe on Saturday
I've tried to get
a yarn from him for weeks
today I'll just say, "So you
won't talk, Eh?"
and see what happens
and I
mustn't forget to give the nod to Nino Schiavon, genial maitre
d'hotel of the St. Moritz
he's a daddy
and the
first born is named
Annita Maria
The boss just arrived wonder how he slept last night in the heat
think I'll go in and tell him the story of the fellow who decided
to buy a cabin cruiser
and after all arrangements had
been it
made
Oh, well, let's skip it
maybe he can't
take
▼
T
▼
•

•

• MET
DAVE
DIAMOND
at Lindy's
yesterday
Dave recently returned from England
what a
swell story he has, if he'd only let me print it
Ho, Hum
. Let's see
must call Roxy
maybe he'll invite me to breakfast his deal for the Roxy on Seventh
Ave. is not as cold as some folks would like to believe
Charlie Griswold, who always manages for Roxy, has been a
very sick gent
he's better now, I understand
must call him up, too
Wonder
what Kirk McGee
is
doing since he left the Music Hall
Oh, yes
S. A.
Lynch, who has done a swell job as chairman of the Paramount
Trustees advisory committee, should have something interesting
to say pretty soon
I'll put him on today's list
maybe I'll have to review a pix during the day
hope it's
in an air-cooled theater instead of a stuffy projection room
Oh, boy, there sure is plenty to watch in this industry
that's what makes it so interesting

▼

▼

▼

• • • WELL, IT'S TIME to get started
Think
I'll run down and ask Mr. Zukor about the Paramount reorganization plan but first I guess I'll stroll over to Sixth Ave.
where yesterday I saw a man who was one of the comedians in the Follies of 1909 when I was breaking in
He was gazing at the cards outside employment agencies
holding a pair of cracked eye glasses, with a frayed black ribbon, up to his failing eyes
He looked hungry
sorry I didn't stop
Maybe he'll be there again today
Think I'll run over before I see Zukor

SHORT SHOTS from
EASTERN STUDIOS
Bv CHAS. ALICOATE

gENthur,
HECHT
Charles MacArafter and
a two-week
retirement in Nyack, N. Y., have completed the script for their second
film production for Paramount.
Camera work probably will be started in about two week . The authors
have not yet found a title for the
film, which is to have Jimmy Savo.
MacArthur is due back today from
Hollywood, having made a week-en:!
trip
by plane to see his wife, Helen
Hayes.

•

Phil Spitalny and his orchestra
have completed work in a Paramount
short for release in the "Headiiner"
series. Fred Waller directed, assisted by Leslie Roush with William
Steiner in charge op the camera.
Work was done at the West Coast
Service studio.

•

Adrienne Ames, now playing a
featured role in "Gigolette" at the
Biograph studios, may take to the
air-ways if a deal now pending is
completed. She will be featured as
the feminine lead in a series of dramatic featurettes to be presented
by a face cream company.

•

Jeanne Aubert has finished work
in "Gem of the Ocean", her second
two-reel musical short for Vitaphone. Supporting the star are
Michael Bartlett, Miriam Verne, The
London Four, Ralph Riggs, Sheldon
Leonard, Fred Harper, Maude Lambert, and Suzanne Jayne, all of the
Broad>u>ay stage.

•

Charles Lamont plans to return to
the coast, where he will direct Buster Keaton in a picture on completion of his directorial assignment of
"Gigolette", the Gordon Kahn story
now in work at the Biograph studio,
with Ralph Bellamy, Adrienne Ames
and Robert Armstrong in the leading roles.
•
Wynne Gibson and Dorothy Burgess so far head the cast in thj
Harold B. Franklin-George M. Cofeature,
"Gambling",
to go haninto
production
Aug. scheduled
20 at the
Eastern Service studio in Astoria
under the direction of Rowland Lee.
Jack McKenzie has been assigned to
the camera work. •
Al Christie has completed work
on "Pretty Soft," tentative titled,
musical comedy starring Will Mahoneyernand
madein atAstoria
the EastServicebeing
studio
for
Educational release. Supporting
Mahoney in the short, which was
written by William Watson and
Bert Granet, are the Reilly Sisters,
skate dancers, the Mountain Melodeers orchestra, the Cabin Kids,
five pickaninnies, Marion Martin,
Muriel Schey, Winnie Law and
Harry Short. Fred Scheld assisted
on the direction, with George Weber
and Walter Strenge doing the camera work.
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«DATE BOOK»

«

Today: Adjourned hearing on offer of LoewWarner interests for Fox Metropolitan Playhouses, before Federal Judge Mack, Woolworth
Building,
New
York.

"RA-MU"
Fairhaven Productions
61 mins.
EXTREMELY INTERESTING ADVENTURE FILM THROUGH SOUTH SEAS,
DUTCH EAST INDIES, INDIA AND
AFRICA.
One of the greatest assets in this feature
is the fact that it moves rapidly from port
to port, never tiring the spectator with an
overabundance of subject matter or description of any one locality. It was made by
Capt. E. A. Salisbury during his world tour
on his yacht "Sea Gypsie." The feature
starts from Seattle and calls at the Society
Islands, Samoa and Fiji groups, where natives in dances and crude industry are
shown. The next stop is Singapore and
then Java, Sumatra and Ceylon, where a
very clear description both in narration and
picture is given of the rice industry. Scenes
follow at Bali and Arabia. The final sequence was made in Ethiopia, where Emperor Haile Selassie, known as Ra-Mu King
of the Sun, permits the photographing of
his vast monarchy. For a thrill climax, Salisbury has the Emperor call out his army
of 50,000 shrieking warriors in a frenzied
charge. The film has many humorous incidents and much of human interest.

SHORTS
"Chris Columbo, Jr."
(Oswald Cartoon)
Universal
9 mins.
A Dandy
This is all about young Chris,
who, being convinced that the world
is round, tries to put over his idea
with the King of Portugal, the King
of England and the King of Spain.
They all turn him down. Finally
the Queen of Spain hands him her
jewels and he sets sail. The ships
reach America and are met by the
Indians. The musical background
and lyrics are up to the minute and
contain many very humorous mo
ments.
Drawings are very funny.

Mobile — The Empire was slightly Boston — Mundus Distributing
damaged by fire recently.
Corp. has established offices at 52
Church St. to handle Mundus product in New England. Harry (Zippy)
Miami — John Crovo, manager of
the Paramount, has returned to his Goldman is manager.
desk following two weeks spent in
Kentucky and Jacksonville.
Battle Creek, Mich. — Double features have been dropped by the
New Orleans — Jerry Jernigen,
Elite.
The Rex, owned by Rex
head booker for Vitagraph, is critically ill with pneumonia at Touro Cross, is installing new seats.
Infirmary.
Richmond — Virginia charters reHouma, La. — William Kobb, opervoked the past month for failure to
ator of a tent theater outside the
tax include: Acadcity limits, will open an actual the- pay theemyfranchise
Amusement Corp., Newport
ater shortly within three blocks of News; Crewe theater, Richmond;
the Grand here.
Danville Amusement Co., Danville;
Jacksonville — Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Henry Theater Corp., Danville;
Theaters, Chatham; RichSparks are on an extensive tour Piedmont
mond Amusement Corp., Richmond;
which includes Cuba, Mexico, New Star theater, Norfolk; Theater
York and Canada.
Holding Corp., Roanoke; United
Theaters Corp., Richmond, and Wells
Jacksonville — Bill Kraus, manager Amusement Co., Norfolk. New corof the Empress, is spending several
porations have assumed control of
weeks in Chicago.
certain playhouses in the state.
Buffalo — Dave Miller, chief barker of the Buffalo Variety Club, and
manager here for Universal, has
been confined to his home by illness for the past week.

Aug. 14:

International Exposition of
Art, Venice,
Italy.

Public hearings on proposed amendton, D.mentsC.to the Laboratory Code, Washing-

Aug. 14: Second Annual Film Outing of Def-oit fi'm row under auspices of Variety
troit.
Club, St. Clair Shores Country Club, DeAug. 22-24: Allied Theater Owners
Jersey convention. Atlantic City.
Sept. 10: First
Variety
Club

fall luncheon
of Cleveland.

Sept. 16; North
dan, N. D.

Dakota

Sept. 20:

A.M. P. A. Revels and Luncheon,
tion Picture Club, New York.

Oct. 29: S.M.P.E.
sylvania.

New

Fall Meeting

Hotel Penn

York

Nita Naldi, Stanley Smith in Play
Nita Naldi, Stanley Smith and
George Meader are included in the
cast of "Julie," which opens Monday at the Woodmere, Woodmere,
L. I., operated by Ivan E. Cedar.

The Sky Gardens offer a splendid escape from summer heat.

Interesting Hotel in

. . S.

Mo-

"Night of Stars" benefit under auspices of United Jewish Appeal in aid of
German Jews, Yankee Stadium, New York.
Nathan
Burkan.
chairman
Oct Detroit.
1 : National Film Carriers convention

starlit
atmosphere,
far above the city's
noise and
bustle.

DIRECTION

of

Sept. 20:

SUMMER IN THE SKY GARDENS
The smartest and most delightful of
dinner and supper-dancing rendezvous,
the St. Moritz Sky Gardens affnrd one
of the most beautiful views in at. Manhattan. Here, on the terraces overlooking Central Park, you dine or sup
on summer evenings in a charming,

"The Most

of New

meeting

Allied meeting, Man-

James Wallington, this release is a
dandy and will satisfy all. The subjects are a pet seal, gas masks for
babies, farmers who pull the plow,
unusually tall school boy, hatching
ostriches, the tiniest motor, freak
collection, a hobo hotel, a tipsy
cockatoo, a man who has been married 15 times, and the iron skul
strong man.

"Picnic Perils"
with Sterling Hollawav
Universal
21 mins
"Fads and Fancies"
Plenty Slapstick
Universal
19 m'n
Fans who like plenty of slapstick
Fine Vaudevill"
This release directed by Milton mixed with their comedy shorts will
Schwazwald brings a first-rate vau- e;o for this one. The story is a
deville bill to the screen. There are jumble of errors with Hollaway.
some striking numbers by the Men- who has just been married, taking
tonettes, and the high spot of the the lion's share of punishment. It
bill is the tumbling act by Fritz concerns a bunch of bandits who
and Jean Hubert. Val and Ernie spoil Hollaway's picnic by stealing
Stanton act as masters of ceremony his car. Sterling and the family
in addition to delivering their very group enter a deserted house to
comical dialogue. Others in the 'phone the police and while there
program include Ann Pritchard, the mingle in many merry mix-ups.
Townsends and Joev Nash.
Grady Sutton, Sylvia Picker in
"Just We Too"
"Stranger Than Fiction"9 mins Universal
19 mins.
Universal
Pretty Dull
Extremely
Interesting
The old, old story of honeymoonFirst of the new series edited by
Allyn Butterfield and narrated by ers who try to be alone, but are
pestered
by the and
bride's
nothing brother
his good-forfriends,
comes to life again in this release,
Retaliation
but
with
very
unfunny
results.
movin
"You Americans have been
and
on England for the past 15
Comedy consists of screams, slapsays
moving
in
on
ofj
g
in
now
we're
years
Jritish
stick, roughhouse and almost-tough
Jeffrey
Bernerd,
Gaumont
policemen. Best laugh in the reel
York to se
ficial, who is in New
1
a national exchange system and otherup
is in a scene between Grady and a
wise work out expansion plans. you."
nighty blonde whp insists on being
petted.

_l

Aug. 1-24: Second
Cinematographic

GREGORY

America"
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Para, to Have 900 Houses Under Reorganization

WARNERS STILL AFTER FOX NEW JERSEY THEATERS
I. T. O. A. Seeks to Re-argue Code Injunction Suit
Two Suits Being Combined
in Action
By Unit
Indep't
Exhibitor

NRA Upheld in 90% of Court Cases
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — NRA codes have been upheld in 90 per cent of the cases ruled upon
by federal courts, according to a survey made by the NRA Litigation Division. Only
three out of 30 cases brought decisions against the NRA, while 30 other cases were adjusted favorably to the NRA without resort to court action. The three unfavorable
rulings were in cases brought against the NRA. and all three have been appealed. No
adverse decisions have been rendered
in actions instituted by the NRA.

Offer
of $1,250,000
by
Warners for Jersey
Group is Likely

Warners are still interested in the
New Jersey group of the Fox Metropolitan Playhouse circuit The Film
Daily learns. It is understood the
company may include an offer of
$1,250,000 for the group in either a
new bid to be made at the next
hearing or as part of a reorganization plan to be submitted by Saul
E. Rogers, counsel for an independent group of bondholders.
New Orleans — Unopposed by atAt yesterday's hearing before
Judge
Julian
W. Mack,
Rogers
(Continued
on Pageboth
6)
torneys for creditors and bondholders, E. V. Richards was appointed
permanent trustee for Saenger
Theaters and Saenger Realty by
Federal Judge Wayne Borah in a
long hearing where records on
R. E. Martin Circuit
both bankruptcies were read.
Bv KENNETH
FORCE
Is Invading Florida
FILM
DAILY
Staff Correspondent
Milwaukee houses which play
Kansas City — Fifteen percent of
Marianna, Fla. — R. E. Martin of Warner-First National
stage
shows plus pictures or give
;he exhibitors have blocked any con- Columbus, Ga., and Rufus A. Davis
rebates are penalized as well as
structive move on the part of thea- of Dothan have purchased the Dixie
Close
Circuit
Deals
double
features by being set back
;ers here to secure a better general Theater. J. A. Bivings, present mandates under the Milevel of admission prices, according
Product deals with the Butter- on picture
waukee zoning and clearance schedager, will continue in charge. Mar;o Jay Means, president of ITO.
tin is head of a string of theaters field Circuit, Famous Players Canaule which(Continued
goes under
fire4)Thursday
dian, William Keyes, Ike Libson,
on Page
But, Means predicts, if the down- operating in Georgia and Alabama,
own houses go up — and there are and plans to add Florida to his cir- Milton Feld, Charles Olson and Fred
umors to the effect that they will
cuit. The Dixie is to be remodeled. Dolle have been closed by Warner- United Artists Program
(Continued on Page 4)
Martin also acquired the Rose Thea- First National, it is announced by
Is Boosted by Two More
ter, owned and operated by A. E. A. W. Smith Jr., eastern and Canadian sales executive. Vitaphone
United Artists' 1934-35 program
Faine. It is understood this house
Compromise on Music
shorts
are
included
in
the
deals.
has been boosted to a possible 29
Awaited by Committee will not be opened.
with the addition of "Old Folks at
No compromise plan on the proHome," just acquired in London by
posed increase in the music tax has
Darryl F. Zanuck of 20th
Century,
been offered by the American Soand the launching of production by
ciety of Composers, Authors & PubBritish & Dominions of "Brewster's
lishers to the Emergency Committee
and
Buchanan
with Jack
Millions," (Continued
on Page
6)
formed by both circuit and independent theater operators, members
Paramount - Publix, through its
jf the committee
said yesterday. Interfaith Conference
Ex- Patriotism
(Continued on Page 6)
theater subsidiary, Famous TheaIndefinitely Postponed
ters Corp., will hold interests in apNew Orleans — Heard on Film Row:
proximately 900 theaters when reExchange manager trying to sell a
Meeting of the Interfaith Comorganization activities are com90% Excess Shooting
mittee! was indefinitely postponed
short to an exhibitor: "This is a grand
pleted late this year, probably in
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
yesterday because several committee
film; all the papers said so; it's got
music and everything, and singing of
Hollywood — Less than 10 per cent of
members are away from the city, December. Paramount had an interall motion picture film that is "shot"
'TheExhibitor,
Star Spangled
Banner'."
est in about 1,100 theaters, includdetermined
to get best of
it was said by the Rev. Jas. A. Mcactually reaches the screen, according to
ing the Famous Players Canadian
Caffrey, chairman. Dr. Sydney E.
deal: "My audience don't go for 'The
figures compiled by Raymond Hoadley, Columbia studio statistician.
Goldstein, who represents the Jew- group, prior to the company's bankStar Spangled
Banner*."
(Continued on Page 4)
ruptcy difficulties.
I Milton C. Weisman, counsel for
[the I. T. O. A., has written to Judge
Koddard of the U. S. District Court
tasking permission to re-argue his
Injunction motion which seeks to restrain the Code Authority from accepting complaints against exhibitors who have not assented to the
:ode.
Weisman yesterday said that the
[. T. 0. A. will combine two other
suits which have been in preparaControl of four Haring & Blumention and which are directed at the thal
theaters in northern New Jer(Continued on Page 6)
sey has passed to Warner Bros. The
theaters are the Rex and Lincoln,
Irvington; Rahway, Rahway; Playhouse, Dover.

WARNERS TAKE OVER RICHARDS APPOINTED
4 JERSEY THEATERS PERMANENT TRUSTEE

15%0F K. G. EXHIBS
HOLD DOWN PRICES

900 Houses in Para. Group
Following Reorganization

STAGE SHOW POLICIES
PENALIZED LIKE DUALS
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Another Confab Planned
Discussion of Crusade
At Film & Photo League
On Jersey Dual Bill Ban
Another conference between a comA lecture and discussion on the
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'"'Church Crusade Against the Hollywood Film" will be held at 9:30
P. M. tomorrow at the Film and
Photo League, 12 East 17th St. Both
opponents and defenders of the Legion of Decency have been invited
to attend and participate. Admission will be free.

NRA Takes Up Complaint Vitaphone Summer Drive
Of Roxy Against Mayf air
?c Ahead of Last Year
Complaint of Howard S. Cullman

of the Roxy to the NRA, charging
Vitaphone's annual summer bookthe Mayfair with violating the fair
ers' drive has bettered last year's
trade practice section of the code figures by 35 per cent for the same
in the issuance of admissions, was period, according to Norman H.
to have been taken up by the NRA Moray, director of sales. The annual Vitaphone drive runs from
yesterday, according to a communi- June 1 until August 26.
cation received by Cullman from
Burton A. Zorn, trade practice compliance officer. Zorn said he would
use all his efforts to see that the Cullman Says G-I3 Films
Would Be Supplemental
practice is eliminated.
Commenting on the negotiations
Mark Greenbaum Dead
in progress for showing of Gaumontproduct at the Roxy, HowCleveland — Mark Greenbaum, 72, British
ard S. Cullman stated yesterday
pioneer movie theater owner, died that, in any arrangement made, the
last week of a heart attack. He is
Roxy will continue to show both
survived by four daughters and a American
and foreign product.
son, Jack, new engaged in independent distribution.
Spokane Houses Swap Staffs
Spokane — With dropping of
Trans-Oceanic Acquires Feature
Trans-Oceanic Film Export Co. vaudeville by the Orpheum in favor
has purchased from Ideal Pictures of double feature, the house staff has
the Spanish and Portugues rights to been switched over to the State,
in turn will oper"Her Secret," featuring Sari Ma- whoseate thepersonnel
ritza.
Orpheum. H. D. McBride.
city manager, and Ernie Rose and
his staff moved from the Orpheum
Leff-Meyers Opening New House
to the State, while Russell Brown
Abraham Leff and Louis Myers and
his crew shifted over from the
will open their new De Luxe thea- latter house to the Orpheum.
ter, at Tremont and Belmont Aves.,
The Fox Theater, which recently
tomorrow night.
went dual bill, has had a pickup in
business, according to Manager Al
Baker.
Arthur Leonard Shifted West

Harding
Rudolph

C.

Phillips
Ising

Smalley

.ommg

an

dG

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, SR., is scheduled to
sali tomorrow from Villefranche, France, for
New York.
KITTY CARLISLE, Paramount screen actress,
has returned to Hollywood following a fourweek vacation
in New York.
MAURICE CONN, president of Ambassador
Pictures, arrived in New York yesterday from
the coast to arrange distribution deals. He
will be at the Hotel Edison for a few days
before
proceeding
to other
cities.
JOSEPH M. SCHENCK sails from
side today for New York.

the other]

NAT HOLT, RKO theater division manager
in Cleveland, MRS. HOLT, FRANK DREW, M- <J
G-M branch manager, and MRS. DREW, are 11
on vacation
in Atlantic
City.
JOHN HAMMELL of Paramount arrived in
New
terday.York yesterday from the Coast.
HERMAN

RIFKIN

arrived from

CHARLES B. MILHOLLAND
Rhode Island yesterday from New

Boston yesreturned
York.

to

RICHARD HALLIDAY of the Paramount editorial department, who is now at the Coast,
returns to New
York
on Aug.
22.

Attack on Woman

Laid to Union

Kansas City, Kans. — Refusal of W.
Lee Vaughn, manager of the Art
Theater, to hire union operators is
ascribed as the reason for a second
attack on his friend, Mrs. Laura
Ellis, who was bound and gagged
and her hair crudely clipped off in
her beauty parlor last week. Mrsl
Ellis, who was kidnaped on a previous occasion, said alleged representatives of the union sought to influence Vaughn through her.

159 Simultaneous Dates on "Dames"
Warner booking department to
date has scheduled 159 simultaneous
showings of "Dames," musical film
with Joan Blondell, Ruby Keeler and
Arthur Leonard, employed in the
Dick Powell. National release date
Warner play date department until Warner Ad Staff Member Marries
was Aug. 1. World premiere is to be
last Friday, left New York yesterJerry Ellison, a member of the held at the Strand in New York next
Warner
advertising
department
in
day for a studios.
new job at the company's
Burbank
week, following "Housewife."
the home
office,
is on aKarsch,
week's honeymoon with
Frances
whom
2 More for Ruggles-Boland
he married Saturday at the Plaza Franchot Tone with Dolores Del Rio
Hotel.
Wetl Coast Bureau of THE. FILM DATT.Y
Hollywood — Two more stories for
the team of Charlie Ruggles and
Mary Boland have been bought by
Paramount. They are "Such a Lovelv Couple." by F. Hugh Herbert, and
"Kavo Oke," a "Saturday Evening
Post" story by Sophie Kerr.
Kuykendall Cancels N. O. Trip
New Orleans — Ed Kuykendall.
scheduled to confer here yesterday
with Gulf States Theater Owners
and unaffiliated exhibitors, cancelled
his visit.

Ann

mittee representing Allied Theaters
of New Jersey and executives of
circuits operating in New Jersey
will be held this week to further
iron out details in the ban on duals
scheduled to become effective Sept.
3. Fifty-four independents have
okayed the plan, in addition to all
major circuits, it is stated.

Disney Sues Biscuit Companies
Chicago — A petition seeking to
restrain three Chicago companies
from using the faces and figures of
comic characters he has created was
filed in the Federal Court here this
week by Walt Disney. The companies are the Sawyer Biscuit Co.,
Chicago
cuit Co. Carton Co. and United Bis-

West

Brock fireColors
Girl"the
The
scene "Adventure
which climaxes
action in "Adventure Girl," RKO
feature opening tonight at the Rialto, has been hand-colored by Gustav
Brock to give it more realism.

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Warners are planning
to team Franchot Tone with Dolores
Del Rio in "In Caliente," soon to
start production on location at the
famous Mexican pleasure resort.

Maylon as Pantages Booker
Paramount Dark for Week
Portland, Ore. — Will Maylon, veteran stock company operator, has
In preparation for the world premiere of "Cleopatra" on Aug. 16, taken over the vaude booking for
the New York Paramount will go the Pantages
Theater here.
dark
for a week starting Thursday
Midnight.
Professor Attacks Reformers

—By "sensatio
Wis. scientifi
Madison,
n of
c facts,nal"
redistortio
formers now attacking movies have
n"
false impressio
"totally
given
on children
of movies
the aeffect
of
and adults, said Prof. Kimball
Young, university social psychologist, in a talk at the University of
Wisconsin law school.

Asks Support of Clean Films
Buffalo — Giving the situation an advantageous twist, Jules Michael of the
M.P.T.O.A of Western New York has
called upon members of the Buffalo
branch of the Legion of Decency to support the pictures which they have named
in their list of approved films or else
they will not accomplish their purpose
of inducing
to make
productions which producers
they consider
good.
The
Legion has okayed 82 pictures.
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CINCINNATI SCHEDULE
PROTESTED BY INDIES

MOONSTONE"

with David Manners and Phyllis Barry
Monogram.
62 mins.
MYSTERY MELODRAMA WITH PLENTY OF PLOT COMPLICATIONS AND
SOME SPOOK STUFF OVER VALUABLE
JEWEL.
Fans who go for the mystery stuff will
find this one pretty much to their liking.
It is well cast, endowed with good production values, and holds its suspense to the
finish. Action revolves around a highly
valued moonstone diamond which is brought
from India by David Manners to his English fiancee, Phyllis Barry, who inherited
it. The jewel originally was stolen from a
Hindu temple and is supposed to have bad
luck trailing it. In the spooky mansion on
the stormy night when David arrives is a
collection of dubious persons, including a
maid who had been in jail for theft, a
cousin who covets Phyllis and her jewel, a
crooked money lender to whom the father
of Phyllis is in debt, and others. The diamond is stolen from under Phyllis' pillow
and suspicion falls on David, but an investigation led by a Scotland Yard man unravels the myterious incidents. It's a Paul
Malvern production.
Cast: David Manners, Phyllis Barry, Gustav von Seyffertitz, Jameson Thcmas,
Charles Irwin, Evelyn Bostock, Elspeth
Dudgeon, Herbert Bunston, Claude King,
Claf Hytten, John Davidson and Fred
Valton.

I Director, Reginald Barker; Author,
Wilkie Collins; Screen Play, Adele Buffington; Cameraman, Robert Planck; Editor,
Carl F. Pierscn.
Direction.Good

NEWS
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has been appointed manager of the
Cincinnati — Disfavor of indepenremodeled New Grand theater.
dents with the 1934-35 clearance and
House will be operated by B. E. zoning schedule here has resulted in
Gore, who has theaters in Tampa, a call being issued for a meeting of
Haines City, Bartow and Sulphur the Ohio Valley Independent ExhibiSprings.
tors at an early date to discuss the
question of delayed availability and
Panama City, Fla.— J. E. Church- other sore spots.
well, owner and manager of the
Panama theater, is spending $3,000
Orange Grove, Tex. — Carl Ander- for remodeling.
ka closed his theater here for the
Decisions Against Church Shows
summer months. He will reopen
Salt Lake City — Two decisions
in the fall.
Lawrence, Kan. — The new $60,000
Granada being built by C. A. have been handed down by the code
Schultz and the Commonwealth board in the 15-year-old problem of
New Orleans — With the reopening Theater interests will open Sept. 1, competition from movies given in
of the St. Charles' second balcony, according to Schultz. House will churches paying no tax or license.
10-cent first-runs have returned to seat 900.
In the case of Intermountain Theathe commercial area.
ters Ass'n vs. Pleasant Green Ward
of the L.D.S. Church, Magna, a
Winchester, Ky. — Sam Leeds has
Bainbridge, Ky.— H. 0. White is remodeled and will reopen the Co- clearance of 365 days was imposed,
manager of newly opened Bainwhile in22 the
lonial theater, showing films Satur- against
bridge theater.
othersame
ward plaintiff's
houses of case
the
days and Sundays only.
L.D.S. Church the ward houses are
Richmond, Ky. — State Fire MarCincinnati — J. N. Gelman of Na- to be held to 90 days' clearance after
last commercial run in this area,'
shal held up Jack Schwartz's buildtional Theater Supply is now a bene- the
as well as being held to one show a
ing operations on a new local the- dict.
week.
ater, first of a proposed 5 and 10
circuit.
Loveland, O. — Opera House recently suffered $1,000 damage bj
Year's Clearance for Portables
Pewaukee, Wis. — The Rex, dark fire.
Salt Lake City — Non-theatrical
for the past several months, is being remodeled into a store building.
accounts, including traveling exhibiCincinnati
—
Rudy
Margolis
of
It was the town's only theater.
tors, shall be held to 365 days' clearonel.
Monogram is now a Kentucky Col- board. ance, it has been ruled by the local
Lake City, Fla.— L. W. Goodbread
Hartford, Conn. — The Colonial,
neighborhood house operated by
Warners is opening the fall season
with a change of policy which will
stress double features with two
weekly changes, according to announcement byHenry Needles, Warner district manager.

Photography, A-l.

"STOLEN

SWEETS"

with Sally Blane and Charles Starrett
Chesterfield.
75 mins.
FAIRLY SATISFYING ROMANTIC
COMEDY DRAMA, HELPED BY GOOD
CAST, BEST FOR THE POP HOUSES.
A story that has a good vein of interest
in it, even though it seems to run rather
wild before
the finish, and a cast that
does full justice to the various roles combine to make this production a fair piece
f entertainment.
It should
be generally
cceptable
in the
neighborhood
houses,
ally Blane is the sheltered
daughter
of
ch parents who completely dominate her
:tions. On a boat she meets Charles Startt, a happy-go-lucky lad full of life, and
ey fall in love. But the parents intervene,
ring arranged
for Sally to marry
the
Btocratic
Jameson
Thomas,
whom
she
>sn't love.
Just before
the wedding,
_..Hes breaks into Sally's bedroom to take
her -iway, but is beaten up by the financee
and lands in jail. In the end Sally asserts
herself and marries Starrett so she won't
have to testify against him in court. Espeby
given
are
cially good performances
Miss Blane, Starrett, Claude
King as the
father, Thomas, and Jane Keckley, Sally's
companion.
Cast: Sally Blane, Charles Starrett, Claude
King Jameson Thomas, Jane Keckley,
Phillips Smalley, Tom Ricketts, Johnny
Harron, Polly Ann Young, Goodee Montgomery, Maynard Holmes, Aggie Herring.
Director, Richard Thorpe; Author, Karl
Brown; Screen Play, same; Cameraman, M
A Anderson; Recording Engineer, Pete
Clark; Editor, Roland Reed.
Direction, Good.
Photography, Good.

JUST HAD A CHAT WITH HEARST METROTONE NEWSREEL EXECUTIVES BACK fROM
A TRIP AROUND THE WORLD./ UNPRECEDENTED NEWSREEL COVERAGE-' NEW PLACES /
HEW SPARRLE / AND EDWIN C HILL, GLOBE~
TROTTER COMMENTATOR^ EVERY\
IT
DEMAND
WILL
AUDIENCE
„lrfNEW TSSLIE- OCTOBER^/ '

LEO, JUNIOR

SPEAKING
1M
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Interest in Crusade Drops — Revival Held Difficult

TRUST ACTION DECIDED ON IN MUSIC TAX FIGHT
Drought, Summer Slump Closes 34 Northwest Houses
Novelty
. in motion picture plots
■By DON

CARLE

GILLETTE-^-

^CREEN writers seem to have a tenacity
** for clinging to a small repertoire of
plots, a limited group of favorite dramatic
situations and a catalogue of well-known
stock expressions for typical occasions.
That is why the element of surprise, so
effective as an entertainment quality, ha:
become as rare in films as a single feature
bill in New
England.
If things keep on at this rate, pictures
will soon be like burlesque just before it
hit the toboggan.
The trouble with burlesque, after reaching a prosperous stage, was that each show
was concocted so much like all the others
that the burlesque reviewers, in writing up
the openings, could describe the productions by merely listing the familiar comedy
"bits"
used along with the current songs
and
dances.

•

ASA

means

of avoiding this extreme

*» pitfall en She screen, the following
are suggested among novelties worth trying:
A spy drama
feminine secret
not fall in leve
spy whom
she
A prizefight

in whi:h
the beautifu'
agent of one country doe'
with the handsome enem
has been ordered
to trap
story in which the champ

doesn't desert his wife or real sweetheart
for a society girl who wants him only for
temporary amusement.
A college football yarn in which the
hero 30
doesn't
turn defeat into victory in the
last
seconds.
A murder mystery in which there is no
dumb detective, browbeating inspector or
comedy cop.
A newspaper story in which the reporters
don't stagger around drunk.
A navy
filmwhen
in which
sailors leave.
don't behave
like
rowdies
on shore
Any story in which palatial drawing
rooms are net used to domicile girls who
are supposed to be earning $30 a week.

•

A ND

while on the subject, it will also

** help a lot if the newseel lads give
time out to those overworked motorcyclists
who are forever trying to ride to the top
of that steeD hill, and never making it.
Kate Smith gave up trying to get that
moon over the mountain, so why can't the
newsreel boys be equally good sports?

23 Theaters in Cincinnati
Territory Go Dark
in Month
Prolonged drought, coupled with
the usual summer dullness, resulted
in an unusual number of closings
in the northwest and middle west
the past month, a total of 34 houses,
going dark in Minnesota, North Dakota, South Dakota, Wisconsin,
Nebraska and Iowa, it is shown by
the monthly reports of the Film
Boards of Trade*.
The Cincinnati

0 CODE APPEALS
HEARD IN 4 WEEKS
Approximately 60 appeals have
been heard by Code Authority appeals committee in the past four
weeks. Three more appeals, includinvolving
an cent
exhibitor's
right ingtoonecancel
10 per
of the
United Artists program
under the
(Continued on Page

7)

Earl Hudson Joining
Trendle in Detroit
Earl Hudson, former First National production executive, is joining the George Trendle c:rcuit in
Detroit to take charge of all publicity and advertising. He has left
New York for that city.

Double Contracts
Instead of a loan arrangement between 20th Century Pictures and London Films, the stars, directors, writers
and cameramen will be under contract
to both producers at once, under the
deal concluded this week in London by
Darryl F. Zanuck of 20th Century and
Alexander Korda of London Films.

I. T. 0, A. COMPLAINS
TO TRADE COMMISSION
Lowell Mason, former general
counsel of the National Recovery
Review Board and now associated
with the I. T. O. A. in its legal
attacks on the motion picture code,
has protested to the Federal Trade
Commission against certain industry practices, including some legalized by the code. He has returned
to New York from Washington after personally transmitting the exhibitor association complaint to the
governmental agency.

Code Authority to Issue
Monthly Financial Report
A financial report covering code
operation costs during July will be
submitted by Executive Secretary
John C. Flinn at the Code Authority
meeting scheduled for tomorrow.
Flinn plans to issue a monthly finan
cial statement.

Exhibitors'
Committee
Names Group to Map
Course on Music
Plans of the exhibitor Emergency
Committee designed to prevent drastic increases in the music tax proposed by the American Society of
Composers, Authors and Publishers
were further developed yesterday
when the Committee's legal group
moved to do battle under the antitrust laws. At a meeting held in
the Hays office a committee of five
was appointed to study the copyright and other laws with view of
(Continued

tin

fane

5)

AWAIT NRA RULING
ON NEW UNION PACT
Negotiations
a newYork
operators'contract
for theon New
metropolitan area are being held up pending a ruling from Division Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt on whether
or not representatives of Allied M.
P. Operators will be allowed to sit
in at conferences c*s well as I. A. T.
S. E. officials.
(ContinuedThe on current
Page 5) two-year

Three Carolina Houses
Under Stevenson Banner

Charlotte, N. C. — Three houses in
this state went under the banner of
Stevenson Theaters, Inc., the past
month. They were the Gem, Clinton,
formerly owned by Sampson Theater, Inc.; San Lee, Sanford, acquired from R. P. Rosser, and the
Temple. Sanford, taken over from
That the League of Decency drive Henry Vann. The Wanoca in Wallace and the Lyric in Bladenboro
aimed at so-called objectionable pictures is already losing its momen- also changed from J. L. Caudell to
tum throughout the country is indi- C. H. Caudell.
cated in a checkup of the field, with
exhibitor observers asserting that
public interest in the movement has
3 Broadway Holdovers
drastically fallen off. Theater men
In addition to First National's "Friends
are inclined to the theory that where
of Mr. Sweeney," now in its second
week at the Mayfair, the Roxy will hold
box-office takes are off it is due alover Fox's "Handy Andy," while the
most entirely to the usual summer
Capitol
M-G-M's
slump and{Continued
not reform
agitation
with
Missouri" retains
for a second
week."Girl from
on Pane 5)

Drive Against the Screen
Is Losing Its Momentum
Harry Novak Appointed
Warner Argentine Head
Harry M. Novak has been appointed general manager for Warner
Bros, in Argentine and Uruguay, it
was announced yesterday by Sam E.
Morris, vice-president. Novak left
New York with Karl MacDonald,
Latin-American, manager, and has
already taken charge at the headquarters inBuenos Aires.
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Boston Arena Will Book
Taurog Sees the Classics
Independent Films, Stars Furnishing Much Material
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Benjamin Brody Leases House
New 10-year lease on the Bridge
theater in Manhattan has been
signed by Benjamin Brody direct
from the landlord. It was previously reported in error that I. Brody
had acquired the house.
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Thomas McKay Dead
Ruthland, Vt. — Thomas McKay
died here after undergoing several
operations. He formerly owned theaters and lately managed local Publix affairs.

5% —

Liberman Opening Two More
Lowell, Mass. — Fred E. Lieberman, independent circuit owner who
is operating the Rialto here, will
open the Capitol and the Victory
within a few weeks. Jerry Jerome
will be resident manager of the
three houses, it is planned.
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Party for Berler Moved Ahead
Boston — The date of the Cocoanut
Grove stag party to be given Phil
Berler, head booker of the E. M.
Loew crcuit, has been advanced to
Aug. 13. After his marriage the
following Saturday, Berler and
bride will leave on a Canadian
northern lake cruise.
Mrs. Mayer 111 in France
Paris — Mrs. Louis B. Mayer is in
the American Hospital here due to
a minor illness. Mayer, who has
been in London, flew to Paris yesterday to join her.

Sylvia

Sidney

West

E. M. Loew Returns
Boston — E. M. Loew, head of the
independent circuit of 23 houses
bearing his name, is due back today
from a tour of Europe.

Coast
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of THE

FILM

"Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch."
"I think, too, that you will find more
parts in pictures for children. The
success of Jackie Cooper, Shirley
Temple and Baby LeRoy has opened
the road for youngsters."
Kilfoil Back at Majestic
Thomas A. Kilfoil, first comptroller
for Majestic, has returned to his
former post after being away since
March to look after private interests.
Hoffman, Jr., and McManus on Tour
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

F'f.M

D.J''V

Hollywood — M. H. Hoffman, Jr.
associate producer of Liberty Pictures, and F. W. McManus. San
Francisco manager of Allied Pictures Corp., are on a tour of the
northwest, including Seattle, Portland and other cities, in connection
with distribution of Liberty product
in that territory.
Koerpel Sells Far East Rights
J. A. Koerpel, president of Eureka
Productions, has sold the rights to
the "Jungle Killer" for Japan and
China to Yamani Yoko of Tokyo.
Best Biz in 26 Weeks
Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

Coming and Going

DAILY

Hollywood — During the next two
years Hollywood will draw a great
amount of material from historical
and classical stories, declares Norman Taurog, Paramount
director.
"The success of such pictures a"
'David Harum' and 'Little Women'
is indication enough that the public
approves
this type
picture,"
says
Taurog, who
has ofjust
completed

West

Par.
5Vis50
: Pathe
7s37
6s39

Order of bookings following "Cleopatra," which opens Aug. 16 under
the new straight-film extended run
policy at the New York Paramount,
will be: Bing Crosby and Miriam
Hopkins in "She Loves Me Not";
Marlene Dietrich in "Scarlet Empress"; Shirley Temple, Gary Cooper
and Carole Lombard in "Now and
Forever"; Mae West in "Belle of the
Nineties," and Pauline Lord in "Mrs
Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch". Each
picture is expected to run two weeks
or longer.

MARKET

High
Columbia
Picts.
East. Kodak

Five Set at Paramount

"One More River" for Music Hall
Universal's "One More River,"
with Diana Wynyard, Colin Clive,
Reginald Denny and Mary Astor,
opens tomorrow at the Radio City
Music Hall.

FINANCIAL
NEW

Boston — Franchise for booking- all
forms of entertainment in the Boston Arena has been acquired by E.
M. Jacobs. State rights pictures,
screen stars, radio shows and other
attractions will be offered.

DAILY

Los Angeles — Business at the
downtown Theater on Warner's
"Here Comes The Navy" was the
best the house has had in 26 weeks,
the management states.

WILLIAM CONSELMAN, Fox scenarist, is in
New York on a combined vacation and conferring trip. He is writing the screenplay of
Walter Pitkin's "Life Begins at 40."
IDA LUPINO. who has been working at th?
Paramount studios on the coast, is returning
to England for a vacation.
HARRY ASHER of Boston, WILLIAM HURLBUTT of Detroit. MORRIS SEGAL of Cincinnati
and RALPH SCOTT of Oklahoma City, all Majestic franchise holders, arrived in town this
week on business.
MANNY GOLDSTEIN is back from a swing
around
the Majestic exchanges in the south
and
midwest.
WILL MAHONEY sails today on the President
Harding for England.
CHARLES B. BALLANCE, general manager of
Paramount Films of India, Ltd., will arrive in
New York tomorrow on the Manhattan for conferences with home
office officials.
week.
NATE SPINGOLD left New York yesterday by
plane for the Coast, returning East late this
diately.
ROBERT RISKIN, Columbia author and scenarist, arrived in New York yesterday on the
Paris. He is returning to Hollywood immeMITCHELL LEICHTER, who has been in New
York the past several weeks, leaves in a few
days tionfor
deal. the coast on an independent producGLENDA FARRELL will leave today for Marbelhead Hall. Va., where she will continue
her convalescence from her recent operation
for appendicitis.
PHIL REGAN, the former "Singing Cop" who
is now a featured player on the Warner roster,
has arrived
in New
York for a vacation.
ALICE REINHEART has returned to New York
from the Coast.
HOWARD SMITH, 20th Century story editor
at the Coast, has arrived in New York
LES WHELAN flew to Indianapolis last night
to make publicity arrangements prior to the
openin? of "The Cat's Paw" at the Apollo on
Aug. 17.
HAROLD LLOYD arrives in New York Saturday from the Coast.
JACK MURPHY, production manager for
Harold Lloyd, has arrived in New York from
Hollywood.
for

ROBERT HARRIS
California.

CLIFF LEWIS
a few days from

left New

York

is due in New
the Coast.

yesterday

York

within

BOOK
THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
"Lady is Willing" for Palace
"The Lady
is Willing,"
Leslie
Howard's
starring vehicle for Columbia, will have its New York premiere at the Palace on Friday.
NRA Confers on Criterion Labor
The labor division of the NRA,
New York, has notified the Criterion
on Broadway of complaints of violations of labor provisions of the code.
A representative of the operator,
John Goring, will take the matter
up withrector
the immediately.
NRA labor division di-

Aug. 1-24: Second
Cinematographic
Aug. 14:

International Exposition of
Art,
Venice,
Italy.

Public hearings on proposed amendton, ments
D. C.
to the Laboratory Code. Washing-

Aug. 14: Second Annual Film Outing of Detroit. troit film row under auspices of Variety
Club, St Clair Shores Country Club, DeAug. 22-24: Allied Theater Owners of New
Jersey
convention,
Atlantic
City.
Aug. 23: First Golf Tournament of Cleveland
Variety Club,
Beechmont
Club, Cleveland.
Sept. 10: First fall luncheon meeting of
Variety
Club
of Cleveland.
Sept 14: Clambake, Golf and Dinner-Dance
of Cleveland
Variety
Club.
Cleveland
Sept. 16: North Dakota Allied meeting, Mandan, N. D.

Plug "Dames" With Catch-Phrase I Sept. 20: AM P. A. Revels and Luncheon, Motion Picture Club,
New
York.
Warner Bros, will begin immediately to publicize and advertise a Sept. 20: "Night of Stars" benefit under auspices of United Jewish Appeal in aid of
German Jews. Yankee Stadium, New York.
catch-phrase
"teaser"
in
its own theaters
and onwill"Dames"
advise
Nathan Burkan, chairman.
the same procedure for other houses Cct.Detroit.
1 : National Film Carriers convention
playing the musical picture. The
Fall Meeting Hotel Pennphrase selected is "Make a date with ' Cct. 29: S.M.P.E.
sylvania, New York.
'Dames'."

Vaud LLOYD H.

<?

Ctv

&

Trade reviewers and newspaper
tSscribes welcome new note in

ft

"Should prove a box office
clean-up! Lloyd at his best!
Marks departure from his gag
formula . . . deftly blending
suspenseful incident, hilarity,
romance."

star's latest, greatest release!

"Ace entertainment! Harold
Lloyd uses a real story and
does not depend upon gags.
Laughs in great numbers . . .
Daily
clever situations —. . . Film
suspense."

a novel— plot,
good
acting."
Motion
Picture
Daily

— Variety Daily

"All-audience

entertain-

ment affording something special for each age. Entirely
different type of Harold Lloyd
comedy . . .audiences will live,
laugh and sympathize with
him." — Motion Picture Herald

"A packed house gave
Harold Lloyd's latest many
laughs, prolonged applause.
Radically different from his
latest efforts... has strong cast,

"Harold Lloyd was never
funnier or better in his whole
career. You are actually
thrilled as well as amused every
minute. Hop on this one
quick and give your box office
a new lease on life."
— Hollywood Filtnograph

"Lloyd has ample reason
to be happy about his latest.
One of those fine, clean comedies so many film fans have
been looking for. I tender
him my congratulations."
—Hollywood Citizen News

"Certain to register at the box office. One of the most
entertaining pictures of the year. Provokes laughter aplenty. Harold
Lloyd proves his versatility as an artist." — Hollywood Screen World

HAROLD LLOYD
in

The Cat's Paw
with

UNA
MERKEL
NAT PENDLETON
ALAN
DINEHART

GEORGE BARBIER
GRACE BRADLEY
GRANT
MITCHELL

From the Saturday

by CLARENCE

Evening

Post story

BUDINGTON

KELLAND

PRODUCED BY THE
HAROLD
LLOYD
CORPORATION
A

SAM

FOX
release
Directed by

TAYLOR

THE

EXPLOITETTES

TIMELYJOPICS

Special Screening, Broadcasts

v The Limited Horizon
it o/ £/ie Motion Picture
I
"W7HY are not film producers
tj
more
catholic
in
their
p
choice of subjects?
It seems to
e
me that the world as reflected
j
in films is a place very limited
„
in its activity and emotions.
I
I
confess to being rather amazed
u
at the narrow
limits within
n
which most film subjects fall. I
will leave aside such particular
species as the musical spectacle,
the supernatural or horror film
(
and the newspaper melodrama.
But when
it comes to serious
drama based on the emotions of
human
beings,
the film story
,
seems to be almost exclusively
pre-occupied with sex and crime,
relieved jperhaps with rare excursions into the
realms
of
neurosis
and insanity.
When
H. B. Warner came to England
from the States recently to recreate the leading role in "Sorrell and Son," he told me that
he relished the prospect because
the
He
felt story
that itwas
was "different."
worth his while

I

to travel eight thousand miles
to appear in a film which did
not pivot upon a situation arising from sex or crime or neurosis. Admittedly sex and crime
are the obvious
raw
material
of
drama.
Any
writer
or
scenarist seeking a ready-made
plot need actually look no further than the pages of a certain
type of daily or weekly newspaper. But the time has come
when the cinema should look for
its inspiration beyond the newspaper headlines — should
look,
perhaps, into the very existence
of those millions of people who
form the film public; study their
problems and the dramatic difficulties with which they are often faced, and offer us a picture of that kind
of reality
upon
which
society
is truly
based.
My attitude is not that
of the self-righteous critic who
suggests that the subject matter
of films is degrading, immoral
or injurious.
On the contrary,
it is my opinion that the majority of films are well constructed,
entertaining, educative and more
moral than probably any other
form of art. Precisely for these
reasons I would like to see the
film draw upon life more widely
for its stories.
Consider
the
lives of great men — pioneers in
the cause of science, discovery
or empire;
musicians,
artists,
great reformers.
There is rich
film material in each of them.
Sex and crime are not enough.
There are other factors in life
and other emotions
met
with
every day and understood by all
which can yet be fashioned into
attractive screen entertainment.
— Warwick Deeping
in "Picture-Goer Weekly"

Feature "Operator 13"

•

• • THERE IS NO question but that many representative short subject producers have a right to squawk
since double-feature
bills have put a serious crimp
in their
grosses
but it seems to us that one sure way to find
security for shorts
is to make them so good
that exhibitors and public will make insistent demands that they
be played
T
T
T
• •
•
FAR BE IT from us to criticize
without
one or more constructive suggestion
so here's our first
and foremost
and as we review over 300 shorts each
year
we take this privilege
In eight out of ten
short subjects
the finish is a flop
the greatest
offenders are the two-reelers
sketches and the like
granting that the ,story is okay
which it possibly isn't
the majority of final fadeouts is BLAH

▼

•

•

•

WHY

NOT

▼

SELECT

▼

two or three members

of a

writing

staff
and designate
them
as "end-er
up-ers"
toss them
every short subject script
make it
their job to write in a good smash finish
have them keep
a "climax" file
be satisfied that the ending of every
short is geared up to your satisfaction and then rigidly
deny any and every director the privilege of changing the finish on any pix
Through the process of elimination you'll
soon have a staff of eificient "end-er up-ers"
and MUCH
more acceptable screen material
which all brings us to
point of quoting what whoseis said "Always leave them in convulsions at the pav-off"▼
▼
T
• •
•
CECIL
B. DeMILLE'S
latest spectacle
"Cleopatra"
will have its world premiere on his 32nd
wedding anniversary
and both the director
and Mrs.
DeMille will be at the Paramount, a week from tomorrow night,
to see the first public showing
Speaking of the coincidence, DeMille wires
"We have tested that day and
found
it a good omen for a long run"
to which we add
our felicitations
▼
▼
T
• •
•
OUT IN CHICAGO
J. V. Scholefield of the
Chicago Film Dealers
is all hot and bothered over our
English cousins picking the films that helped influence the
course of the motion picture art
J. V. is only 27 years
old but he's dug into the archives and dusty film vaults
and screened many pix that he considers worthy of the honor
how about the early Gaumont one-reelers such as "The
Life of Napoleon"
sez J. V.
or "The Adventures
of Kathlyn"
with Kathlyn
Williams
or Broncho
Billy
or Triangle-Kay-Bee's
"Three
Musketeers"
Okay, young feller, we didn't mean to start a riot
▼
▼
T
• •
•
NEWSY
NOTES
Robert Armstrong who
is appearing in Select's "Gigolette" up at Biograph, will be
guest artist on Rudy Vallee's radio program tomorrow night
Ed Finney of Monogram, whose vacation destination
was a deep secret
is touring the summer stocks up in
New England, in search of new plays to add to his company's
screen line-up
Whitney Bourne, who has been cast for
the next Hecht-MacArthur feature to be made at the Astoria
studios
has recovered from an attack of pneumonia and
will be on hand for the fade-in
and Marc Lachmann and
Monte Proser have been signed to handle the musical comedy,
"Saluta," which opens in Atlantic City on Monday.
T
T
▼
• • • AMONG THE members and guests who stepped in
for lunch at the Empey Club yesterday were
J. C. Barnstyn, Budd Rogers, Jack Glucksman, H. Schnitzer. Harry Shiffman, Lee Ochs, Nat Cohn, Fally Markus, Emil Jensen, David
Loew, A. Hammerslag, S. Golden, Harry H. Thomas, Murray
Rosenbloom and Louis Phillips

«

«

«

»

»

»

son, of the Paramount Thejy[ANAGER "Shake" Davidater, Omaha, Neb., invited
newspaper critics, business and
local celebrities to a special
screening of "Operator 13" one
week in advance of playdate of
that M-G-M production at the
theater. Assisted by an M-GM exploiteer, he also arranged
for all the local radio stations
to announce the picture daily,
with as pecial broadcast each
evening from the World Theater
featuring the song numbers
from it. Several days before
the opening, station KOIL
broadcast a special script, using
local talent from the Little Theater Group. The "Bee-News"
ran the serialization of the picture thirty days in advance.
10,000 code cards were distributed to all business offices.
Tie-ups were arranged with cosmetic shops featuring Max Factor products and with a leading ladies'
store.
— Paramount,

Omaha.

Preview and Music Plug
Feature "Riptide"
^JANAGER ranged H.
EVENS
arfor a W.
special
screening, three days in advance of
playdate, for St. Louis critics
and fashion editors when "Riptide" was scheduled for Loew's
State theater there. He also arranged with Sandusky, Robbins
Music Co. representative, for
the song "Riptide" to be played
by leading orchestras in hotel
and clubs as well as sheet music display of the same. Evens
was assisted in his campaign by
an M-G-M exploiteer. Tire covers on taxicabs and dashboard
cards on street cars carried
copy on the picture one week
in advance and current with the
showing. There was a tie-up
with Sonnenfeld's, one of the
most exclusive ladies' stores in
the city, for a full window display using a large airbrush
portrait of Norma Shearer.
Ten thousand tabloid heralds
were distributed. One hundred
24-sheets were posted with 25
of them illuminated.
— Loev/a State, St. Loui*.
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RUST ACTION DECIDED
IN MUSIC TAX FIGHT
(Continued from Page 1)

jtermining the campaign's course,
he committjse was also authorized
> interview law firms preliminary
i> recommending counsel to handle
Ilie litigations planned.
i Comprising
the new committee
•Ire: Ed. Levy, M. P. T. 0. A.; Leoold Friedman, Loew's; Abram F.
illyers, Allied; Milton C. Weisman,
T.O.A., and Major Issac Lambert,
IJKO. The committee is expected to
Import back at a meeting of the parnt committee late this week.
The newly appointed Legal Committee was instructed that it was
lie sense of both the Major Legal
jommittee and the Emergency Comiiittee that the most eminent counsel procurable should be engaged;
iving to the counsel engaged the
luthority to proceed as he believes
or the best interest of the Exhibits.
Immediately counsel has been engaged a meeting of the Emergency
jommittee will be called for the
urpose of naming a nation-wide
,ommittee of 100 representative Exhibitors throughout the United
ptates to contact Senators and
Representatives now serving and
till to serve in Congress, and individuals up for election in all States
|'f the Union to enlist their support
If new legislation designed to curb
yhat the theater owners believe to
>e a monopoly and out of line with
:he original intent of the copyright
iaw.
Walter Vincent presided at the
jession, which was attended by
kbout 20 attorneys. The law firm to
be engaged will determine the najure of the suits to be filed.

Vwait NRA Ruling
On New Union Pact
(Continued from Page

'.)

agreement, which affects approxinately 1,800 projectionists, expires
\ug. 31.
Circuit representatives are understood agreeable to allowing Alied to participate in the contract
talks. Rosenblatt is now at the
oast in connection with code administration.
New Roxy Record for Year
In its first four days at the Roxy,
he new Will Rogers comedy, "Handy
Andy," exceeded the receipts of the
first four days of "Baby Take A
Bow," the Roxy's previous record
holder for this year.

• The Broadway

Parade #

Picture

Distributor

Theater

The
Girl from
Missouri
Elmer and Elsie

M-G-M
Paramount

Capitol
Paramount

Handy Andy
Adventure
Girl

Fox
RKO

Roxy
Rialto

The
World
Moves
On"*
Here Comes the Navy
(3rd week)
House
of Rothschild*
(3rd week)
Personality
Kid
Friends of Mr. Sweeney
(2nd week) ...

Fox
Warner
United
Warner
Warner

Cavalcade

Fox

Criterion

Fox
Fairhaven Prods

Palace
Cameo

Grand
Ra-Mu

(3rd

week ) t

Canary

♦ FOREIGN
Soviet

Radio

Music Hall
Strand
Rivoli
Rialto
Mayfair

Bros
Artists
Bros
Bros

DIALOGUE

PICTURE

♦ FUTURE

♦
Acme

Amkino

Close-Ups

OPENINGS

♦

(Aug. 9)
More River
One
Dames (Aug. 15)
10)
(Aug.
Lady is Willing
(Aug. 9)
Housewife
Treasure
Island
(Aug.
17)
Charlie Chan's
Courage
(Aug
17)
Bulldog Drummond
Strikes Back
(Aug.
17)
Cleopatra
(Aug.
16)

Universal
Bros
Warner
Columbia
Warner Bros

Hall
Music
Strand
Palace
Strand

M-G-M
Fox

Capitol
Roxy

United Artists
Paramount

Rivoli
Paramount

Cat's

Fox

Music Hall

Paw

(Aug.

16)

Follows Astor two-a-day
"Follows

Criterion

run.

two-a-day

run.

fRevival.

DRIVE AGAINST FILMS
IS LOSING MOMENTUM
(Continued from Page 1)

the possible exception of a territory
or two in which the League is especially well organized, such as Philadelphia.
Exhibitors who hold this opinion
declare that the current newspaper
policy of "playing down" stories
concerning the move indicate decline
of public interest in it.
Many theater men point out that
the public never was in sympathy
with the drive, and that the intended
revival of reform activities on a big
scale in the fall will meet with very
little support.
Cleveland Tourney Set
Cleveland — George Gilliam, former manager of Loew's Stillman
theater and now manager of the local Variety Club, announces the first
annual golf tournament of the club
is scheduled for Aug. 23 at the
Beechmont Club. A clam-bake and
dinner-dance, preceded by golf, is
on the calendar for Sept. 14.

GR^AT NfWS / "HAPPY HARMONIC
LOOKS LIKF Tftf BR.IGHTFST GOLORGARTOON MUSICAL OF TH-FM
ALL /

my

Pftf Smiths arf fUNNitH^

THAN LAST
SEASON'S .^TRAVEL-TALKS
in Tpn/MieOLO^ / T-Rf SPICF1
OF
(SHOWMANS-rfiP
in
-35 IS GOING TO BF-,
/A|fM-G-M S{fOJ>T SUBJECTS. WATaW

LEO, JUNIOR

SPEAKING
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NEW

•

A SHOWMAN
WRITES US .
THAT HIS . .
INVESTMENT
OF $10 A..
YEAR IN A .
FILM DAILY .
SUBSCRIPTION

IS THE BEST
BUSINESS .
INSURANCE
HE HAS FOR
HE ALWAYS
KNOWSWHAT'S

.
.
.
.
.

GOING ON . .

A LITTLEBy RALPH
from
"LOTS
WILK
HOLLYWOOD
JJASIL RATHBONE
been assigned the role of has
Murdstone
in
M-G-M's "David Copperfield," which
will be directed by George Cukor.
T

T

T

Busby Berkeley, director of ensembles in all the Warner musical
pictures from "42nd Street" to
"Dames," is to have charge of the
entire production of "Sweet Adeline," soon to go into work. This will
be the first musical film in which
Berkeley will direct the dialogue as
well as the musical numbers.

p, HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA

•

alumbia.
new longer-term contract at CoT

T

T

t

v

T

Though Bette Davis is in great demand by other studios, Warners have
decided not to lend her out in future.
The leading male role in "The
White Parade," the Rian James
story which Fox is preparing for
filming, has been assigned to John
Boles. Irving Cummings will direct.
T

T

T

vq)

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood
$2.50 up. Single
$3.00 up, Double

Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaza is near every'
thing to see and do in
Hollywood. Ideal for business or pleasure.
Every room has private
dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every venience.
modern
Fine foodscon-at
reasonable prices. Convenient parking for your car.

BOOKS

the Art and Business
of Motion Pictures

MOTION

PICTURES

IN EDI

CATION AINReport
THECompiled
UNITE,'.
STATES.
fc
the Intei-nwtional Congress of Edi,
cational and Instructional Cinema]
tography. By Cline M. Coon in Col
laboration With Dr. C. F. Hobai
Dr. V. C. Arnspiger, Mrs. Robbiy\
Oilman, Mr. William Reid. Fori
word by George F. Zook, Unite]
States Commissioner of Education
106 pp. Chicago: University of Chi
cago Pi-ess. $1.
Primary value of this booklet li«j
in the direction of the various ager
cies, educational, governmental, voy
antary and motion picture, desirirri
data on films in their relation 1:
education. The report deals wit]
films in education, health ar
hygiene, governmental service ari
patriotism, international understand
ing, educational problems of a geri
eral nature, vocational education
motion picture legislation, et;
There is also a long bibliography <•
book titles, publications and varionj
material dealing with motion pi
tures in educational work.

inence, in RKO Radio's picturizatic
of the fiction classic "Anne of Gre<;
Gables." With Tom Brown sign:
for the role lead and Sara Had .
named for an important supportii;
▼ T T
"'I've Been Around" by Gerald role, casting is expected to be co*
Beaumont will be B. F. Zeidman's pleted this week, and camera wo;
first
production under a new producPost."
er contract which Zeidman has will be started immediately aftesigned with Carl Laemmle, Jr. John ward. Kenneth MacGowan is piv
Meehan, Jr., will contribute the ducing the picture.
T ▼ T
screenplay and Chester Morris is being considered for the stellar role.
Claire
Dodd
has been lent by Fii;
T
T
T
Dudley Nicholas will write the National to Universal for "Rend ■
screen play for Fox's "24 Hours a vous at Midnight," in which she Mjl
Day," which
he and Lamar Trotti have the leading feminine role.
originally
penned.
T

The "Doorway of Hospitality"
Vine at Hollywood
Blvd.
HOLLYWOOD

*

On

Gladys Unger, who has just completed the screenplay for "Great ExT
T
T
pectations," has been assigned by
Carl Laemmle, Jr., to write the
Hedda Harrigan has joined her
husband, Walter Connolly, on the script of Max Marcin's play,
Columbia lot. She will appear in the "Cheating Cheaters."
T T ▼
Jack Holt vehicle,
"I'llT Fix It."
T
T
Walt Disney's next Mickey Mouse
Madge Evans has been added to cartoon will be "Mickey's Man FriV
T
T
the cast of "What Every Woman
Knows," in which Helen Hayes will
Trem Carr has signed June Colbe starred by Metro. Gergory La Iyer for the lead opposite William
Cava will direct the picture, whose
cast includes Brian Aherne, Lucile Cagney in "Murder in the StratoMonogram feature which
day."into sphere,"
Watson, Dudley Digges, Donald goes
production this week with
Crisp and David Torrence.
Melville Brown directing. Eddie
T
T
T
Nugent
role
in it.will also play an important
Victor Schertzinger is preparing
▼ ▼
v
to film "Georgiana," semi-musical,
which will be his first vehicle under
Edward A. Paramore has been
signed by Fox to adapt the Charles
Francis Coe story, "Pennies," which
appeared in the "Saturday Evening

Chas. Danziger, Mgr.
Eugene Stern, Pres.

•

► //

T

T

Florence Reed has arrived in Universal City from Lake Sebago,
Maine, her summer home, for a role
in Universal's "Great Expectations"
in which Henry Hull will star.

The role of the theatrical prodier in Fox's "Music in the Air" H»
been assigned to Jed Prouty. itJ

May
is directing
the inKern-HaT
T
T
merstein
musical now
work, 1
Majestie's "Scarlet Letter" was
the first independent production to which Gloria Swanson and Joi
receive the official sanction of Joseph Boles are co-starred, with Doughs
I. Breen ductionunder
the reinforced procode.
Montgomery, Al Shean, Regimt
T
T
T
Owen, June Lang and Joseph CaMitchell Leisen, whose last direc- thorne playing featured roles. Era
torial assignment was Paramount's Pommer is producing.
"Murder at the Vanities," will direct "Menace," Philip
murder-thriller.
FrancesMacDonald's
Drake and
SUNSET PROJECTION & DUBBING
ENTERPRISE
John Lodge have tentatively been
Sid Smith
Johnny Morgs
cast in the picture, which is to go
PRODUCERS & PUBLIC PROJECTION ROOI
into production this week.
COMPLETE DUBBING & SCORING SERVIC
t

v

T

George Nicholls, Jr., has been assigned to direct Anne Shirley, formerly known as Dawn O'Day, the new
star he helped bring to screen prom-

All facilities of a major projection root
Can match into any sound truck.
6048 Sunset Blvd.
Call Hollywood
9480 for
Hollywood,
Calif.appointment
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Wallace

Beery

and

"TREASURE

Jackie

Cooper

of the NEW

in

ISLAND"

at wney.
Victor
Fleming's
direction, the
in.diotography by Ray June, Clyde DeVinna
.rid Harold
Rosson, art details by Cedric
i ibbons and the musical score by Herbert
et(|tothart a" are of the best.
Cast:
Wallace
Beery,
Jackie
Cooper,
onel Barrymore, Otto Kruger, Lewis Stone,
igel Bruce, Charles
(Chic) Sale, William
. Mong,
Charles
McNaughfon,
Dorothy
eterson,
Douglas
Dumbrille,
Edmund
"reese,
Olin Howland,
Charles
Irwin, Edard Pawley, Richard Powell, James Burke,
ihn Anderson, Charles Bennett.
Director, Victor Fleming; Author, Robert
In|ouis Stevenson; Screenplay, John Lee Mali in; Cameramen, Ray June, Clyde DeVinna,
ijlarold Rosscn ; Editor, Blanche Sewell.
Direction, Aces.
Photography, Expert.

Karen

Morley

and Tom

Keene

United Artists-Viking Prods.
GOOD

74 mins.

HUMAN INTEREST STORY EFFECTIVELY COMBINED WITH SOCIOLOGICAL DOCTRINE WITH GENERAL

APPEAL.
Taking up a very timely subject, King
Vidor has turned out a really worthwhile
screen document that not only makes
satisfactory entertainment but has sociological interest and the also currently important merit of absolute cleanliness which
should get it support from various groups.
Tom Keene and Karen Morley, a destitute
couple, arc given a farm by Tom's uncle
as a means of making a living for themselves. Knowing nothing about farming,
Tom organizes a cooperative community of
others who are in the same fix, and together they swap services, pool their possessions, struggle to keep going until their
crops come in, and as a climax build a
four-mile ditch to bring water to their
farm just in time to save the corn crop
from being entirely killed by the drought.
Despite the apparently depressing theme,
human interest values are strong and the
dramatic intensity of the subject plus its
effective photography and preponderance
of motion over dialogue result in an altogether worthwhile production.
Cast: Karen Morley, Tom Keene, John
T. Qualen, Barbara Pepper, Addison Richards,
Harry Holman, Bill Engel, Frank Minor,
Henry Hall, Lyntcn Brant, Ray Spiker, Harry
Samuels, Alex Schumberg, Bud Ray.
Director, King Vidor; Author, same;
Screen Play, Elizabeth Hill; Cameraman,
Robert Planck; Recording Engineer; Russell
Hansen; Editor, Lloyd Nossler.
Direction, Fine
Photography,
Fine.

rlcLeod Urges Pictures
Drought, Summer Slump
Close 34 in Northwest
Aimed at Young Folks
est

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — "Pictures aimed at
he younger generation are better
liow than any other type," according
o Norman McLeod, Paramount diector, who declares "if you can atract youngsters, you hit the entire
amily, for many fathers and mothrs take their children to shows."
McLeod points to the popularity
jjf comic strips originally designed
interest kids.
"That they interest grownups is
[Jemonstrated by the fact that comic
ections now cary a large amount
f advertising aimed at adults," says
he director, who is now preparing
o direct W. C. Fields in "Back
'orch."

First
Vest

National

Coast Bureau

Finishes
of THE

FILM

One
DAILY

Hollywood — ■ First National has
inished shooting on "I Sell Anyhing," with Pat O'Brien, Ann
Dvorak and Claire Dodd.

(Continued from Page

«

«
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Dolores Del Rio in

"OUR DAILY BREAD"
with

with Lionel Barrymore
■G-M
95 mins.
GRAND
ENTERTAINMENT, A CLEANUP FOR JUVENILE TRADE AND PLENTY
« IT FOR THE GROWNUPS.
A Not only will youngsters
go for this
Jtie in a big way, but the Robert
Louis
A evenson story of adventure as adapted by
i ihn Lee Mahin
makes
screen
entertainp lent of the first order for both young and
[d. It is a robust affair, full of deep dyed
, ratical bad men, seme menacing and some
jmorous,
with
Wallace
Beery
doing
a
a veil job as the one-legged
Long John
Iver and Jackie Cooper
likewise taking
snors as the fearless lad who
is taken
l the cruise for treasure and who touches
Ime soft spot in the tough old Silver. Other
Outstanding
performances
are
given
by
if lonel Barrymore as Billy Bones, Otto KrugMl- as Dr. Livesey, Lewis Stone as the capiin of the adventure
ship, Chic Sale as
en Gunn and Nigel Bruce as Squire Tre-

FEATURES

1)

area, covering Ohio, Kentucky and
West Virginia, reports another 23
closings for the month, and there
were eight in the Chicago field and
15 around Buffalo.
In the latter territory, the closings were largely offset by the reopening of 10 houses. There were
also three reopenings in Minnesota
and one each in South Dakota, Ohio,
Kentucky, West Virginia and Chicago, and two new houses in Nebraska.

"MADAME
with

DU

BARRY"

Reginald Owen, Verree Teasdale,
Victor Jory, Osgood
Perkins
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

Warner Bros.
CLASS

ENTERTAINMENT

79 mins.
WITH

GOOD

BOX-OFFICE POSSIBILITIES AMONG
ADULT CLIENTELE.

THE

This production has distinct box-office
flavor although its appeal will be largely
to sophisticated audiences that like spice
and subtlety French history treated
lightly, and Edward Chodorov, who wrote
story and screen play, has fashioned several
situations productive of laughs. Dolores Del
Rio is a captivating figure in the title role,
while Reginald Owen gives a flawless performance as Louis XV, who is ruled by Du
Barry. Osgood Perkins as Richelieu and Verree Teasdale, Ferdinand Gottschalk, Anita
Louise and Henry O'Neill furnish excellent
support. William Dieterle has done a splendid job of directing. Jack Okey designed
sets that did much to create the atmosphere of the French court. Sol Polito deserves abow for his photography.
Cast: Dolores Del Rio, Reginald Owen,
Verree Teasdale, Victor Jory, Osgood Perkins, Ferdinand Gottschalk, Maynard
Holmes, Dorothy Tree, Helen Lowell, Hcbart
Cavanaugh,
AnitaArthur
Louise,
Henry Camille
O'Neill
Halliwell Hobbes,
Treacher,
Rcvelle, Jessie Scott, Leo White, Virginia
Sale, Nella Walker, Joan Wheeler, Doris
Lloyd, Mary
Kornman.
Director,
William
Dieterle;
Screen
Play, Edward
Direction, Excellent.

Story

and

60 Code Appeals Heard
In the
Last Four Weeks
(Continued from Pane 1)
code's cancellation provision, were
heard yesterday by a committee consisting of Charles L. O'Reilly, chairman; J. Louis Geller and William
Kupper.
Yesterdays calendar was as iollows: Forumhold Corp. against
Loew's Victory and distributors, involving zoning and clearance; Fleethold Corp. against Loew's Victory
involving clearance granted house
by major distributors; H. R. Evans,
Albion theater, Indianapolis, against
United Artists
on 10 per cent cancellation privileges.

Cudmore Joins Superior
Cleveland — Ray Cudmore has been
appointed manager of the Cleveland
Closes Liberty Deal
office of Superior Motion Picture
Boston — First Division Exchanges,
Supply Co. by Arthur Marrone,
president. W. C. Barry, formerly distributor of the Liberty product
with National Theater Supply in in New England, has closed a deal
Chicago, has joined the service de- on the entire program of eight Liberty features for first run at the
partment of the organization.
LeRoy theater in Pawtucket,
R. I.
Adds to Equipment
Milwaukee — Milwaukee Film Laboratories has added a new sound
truck to its equipment, which will
be used for taking local news shots
for showing at a downtown theater,
according to Ed Harris, vice-president of the company.

INSTALL
RCA VICTOR
PHOTOPHONE

Chodorov;
CameraPhotography, A-l

Steinberg Takes Over Another
Ashtabula, O. — Jack Steinberg,
owner of the Dome theater, Youngstown, has taken over the Harbor
theater, closed all summer, with
plans to reopen Aug. 9 with three
changes a week.

OFFERING

YOU:

• A Sound Box Office
Attraction
• Complete

Ownership

• A Self-Liquidating
Investment

- ,;
PHOTOPHONE
RCA VICTOR

DIVISION

COMPANY,

Inc.

Camden, N. J.
A

Radio Corporation

':?.-Vff:

of America Subsidiary

-

m
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Features Reviewed in Film Daily, Jan. 2 to Aug. 7
7~ir/<>
Title
Adieu
Les
Beaux
Adventure
Affairs
of

Reviewed
Jours-XX
4-24-34
Girl-RKO
8-3-34
A Gentleman-U
6-23-34

Affairs
of Cellini-UA
5-5-34
All Men Are Enemies-F. .4-26-34
All of Me-PAR
2-3-34
Along
Came
Sally GB. .6-16-34
Alraune-XX
5-7-34
Are
We
Civilized-RAS. .6-14-34
/inane BLU
3-8-34
As Husbands
Go-F
1-27-34
As the Earth Turns-WA .2-15 34
A Woman's Man-MOP. 1-19-34
Baby, Take a Bow-F. .. .6-30-34
Back
Page-GEN
6-13-34
Bachelor
Bait-RKO
7-20-34
Badge
of Honor-M AY. .5-19-34
Bedside-FN
3-6-34
Beggars in Ermine-MOP. 2-14-34
Beloved-U
1-27-34
BevonH P«ngal-SHO . . 4-25-34
Beyond
the Law-COL. . .7-31-34
Big Kace-SHO
2-14-34
Big Shakedown-FN .....2-9-34
Bi» Time or Bust-TOW
1-10 14
Black
Cat-U
5-19-34
Black
Moon-COL
6-28 34
Black
Shirts-XX
4-12-34
B'ossom
Time-BIP
7-26-34
S-R-3*
Light-BOA
Blue
Blue
Steel-MOP
5-5-34
Bolero-PAR
2-17-34
' -ft "
Mail-U
Bombay
Born
to be Bad-UA
6-1-34
3-23-34
Up-F
Bottoms
8-2-34
Agent-FN
British
3-.-U-34
Snoes-AM
Broken
Bulldog Drummond Strikes Back
UA.. 5-4-34
1-6-34
Candlelight-U
Bv
7-10-34
Call It Luok-F
2-3-34
Carolina-F
Cat and the Fiddle -MGM .2-14-34
Catherine the Great-UA. 2-2-34
Crossing-GB .. .5-24-34
Channel
5-11-34
of Heart-F
Change
Cat's
Paw-F
7-30-34
Cheaters-LIB
S"il"fi
6-13-34
Clown-WA
Circus
3-28-34
Limits-MOP
City
7-6-34
Park-CHE
City
7-25-34
Cleopatra-PAR
Cockeyed Cavaliers-RKO . .7-3-34
Come on Marines-PAR. .3-24-34
Coming Out Party-F.... 3-17-34
Constant Nymph-F .. .4 7-34
Cristo
Countess of Monte
U

3 31-34
3-28-34
3-14-34

Crainquebille-TAP
Doctor-RKO
Crime
Crime
of Helen
StanleyCOL
7-3 34
3-23-34
Case-U
Crosby
Cruise-U . 1-10-34
Country
Cross
7-6-34
Streets-CHE
Cross
Thorns-XX . .3-30-34
of
Crown
7-18-34
Abajo-PAR
Cuesta
2-1-34
at Eight-MAJ
Curtain
.... 7-14-34
Man-PYR
Dancing
2-23-34
Hazard-FN
Dark
Death Takes a Holiday-PAR,
2-23-34
Der Gluecksylinder-XX. .3-13-34
.4-24-34
.
Der Felderrnhuegel-BA
Der
Frechdachs-UFA
1-9-34
Der Meistrerdetektiv-BAV 2-14-34
Der
Stern
von
Valencia-UFA
4-24-34
Der Traumende Mund-XX 2-6-34
Devil
Tiger-F
2-8-34
Die Blonde Christl-B A V. 2-28-34
Die Mutter
Der
Kompagnie
XX. 3-13-34
Die
Schoenen
Tage
in
Aranjuez-XX
6-23-34
Die Verkaufte Braute-XX . 5-2-34
Dr. Monica-WA
6-22-34
Dream of My People PA 2-28-34
Dos
Muieres y un Don Juan
KIN.. 6-5-34
Double
Door-PAR
5-5-34
Drums
O'Voodoo-INT
..5-12-34
Easy to Love-WA
1-13-34
Bight Girls in a Boat-PAR1-13-34
Ein
Eines

Gewisser

Herr

Gran-XX.
2-24-34
Prinzen Junge
I.iebe
XX
3-28-34

Einfall-U'FA .'5-22-34
Toller
Ein
Elmer
and
Elsie-PAR
8-4-34
El Prisionero 13-CIN ... 3-30-34
End of the World-AU . .4-17-34
Enemies of Progress-XX . 1-16-34
E« Wird
Schon
Wieder
Besser-UFA
1-24-34
Fver
Since
Eve-F
3-27-34
Fantomas-DU
3-13-34
Pinions
of 1934. FN
1-9-34
Fifteen Wives-INV
7-17-34
^hting
Code-COL
1-10-34
Fighting
Hero-STE
7-17-34
Fighting Rangers-COL. .4-12-34
Fighting
Rookie-MAY. . .7-12-34

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS

ALD — Allied
Pictures
AM — Amkino
AST — Astor Pictures
AU— Capt.
Harold Auten
AUS — Harold
Austin
BAV— Bavaria Film A-G
BEA-Beacon Productions
BD — British
& Dominions
BIP — British
International
BLU — Blue
Ribbon
Photoplay
BO— John
W.
Boyle
ciates)
BOA
— Gil Boag
(Mayfair AssoBON—
B RO —
CAP —
CHA—
CHE —

Al Bondy
Broadway-Hollywood
Capitol
Film
Exchange
Chadwick
Chesterfield

Cinexport
CINCorp.—
COL — Columbia
DU— DuWorld
EXP — Exploitation
F— Fox

Distributing

Pictures

FAI — Fairhaven.
FD — First Ui"i.ion
FR — Freuler Film Associates
FN — First
National
FX — The
Film
Exchange

■fitle
Reviewed
School-RKO. . .4-6-34
Finishing
Flaming
Gold-RKO
1-18-34
Friends
of Mr.
SweeneyWA.. 7-27-34
For
Love or Money-BD .7-26-34
1-6-34
..
Fog-COL
6-7-34
Frisco-FN
Over
Fog
4 t Tightened People-PAR 1-27-34
Fraoulein-Falsch
VerbudenXX.. 1-16-34
Friday the
13th-GB
5-15-34
Frontier
Marshal-F
1-31-34
Fugitive Lovers-MGM. ..1-3-34
Fury
of the Jungle-COL.2-8 34
Gambling
Lady-WA
3-7-34
Gehetzte Menschen-XX. . .6-5-34
Geld
Regiert
Die
Welt-XX
5-15-34
George
Girl

White's
From

Scandals
F .3-17 34

Missouri-MGM 8-4-34

Glamour-U
Goodbye
Love — RKO
Good
Dame-PAR
Grand
Canary-F
Great
Flirtation-PAR
Great
Defender-BIP
Guilty
Parents-SYN . . . .
Gun
Justice-U
Half-A-Sinner-U
Handy
Andy-F
Happy Landings-MOR.
Hat,
Coat
and
GloveRKO..
Harold Teen-WA
Heart
Song-F
Heat
Lightning-WA
Heideschulmeister
Uwe
Karsten-UFA
Here Comes the

5-12-34
3-13-34
3-17-34
7-20-34
6-23-34
7-26-34
4-6-34
2-14-34
6-23-34
6-1-34
.7-31-34
7-27-34
3-7-34
6-6-34
3-7-34

4-17-34
Groom-PAR
6-16-34

Hell Bent for Love COL. 6-13-34
Here
Comes
the NavyWA
6-28-34
Hell
Cat COL
7-7-34
He Was
Her
Man-WA. .5-18-34
Hi.
Nelhe-WA
2-1-34
Hips,
Hips,
Hooray-RKO
1-24-34
Hired
Wife-PIN
2-1-34
His
Greatest
Gamble
RKO. .7-18-34
Hitler's
Reign
of Terror-JE
4-27-34
Hold
That
Hollywood,
sueno-U
Hollywood

Girl-F
Ciudad

3-24-34
de En4-10-34
Hoodlum-REG 6-21-34

Hollywood Party-MGM.. 5-25-34
House
of Rothschild-UA. .3-8-34
I Am
Suzanne-F
1-19-34
I Believe
in You-F
4-10-34
I Can't
Escape-BEA
7-5-34
I Give
My
Love-U
7-17-34
I Hate Women-GOP. .. .7-11-34
I Like it That Way-U . .4-17-34
I'll Tell the World-U .. .4-21-34
I've Got
Your
Number-WA2-3-34
Inge

MillionenUFA. .4-17-34
In the Land of the SovietsAM. .6-28-34
In Wien Hab Ich Einmal Ein
Maedel
Geliebt-XX
5-29-34
In Love With Life-INV. 5-12-34
In the Money-INV
1-6-34
It Happened One Night-COL.
2-23-34
It's

Und

a

die

Boy-GB

6-8-34

GB — Gaumont-British
GFF — General Foreign Films
GEN— General Films
GRB — Arthur Greenblatt
GOP — Goldsmith
Productions
HEI — Helber Pictures
IDE— Ideal
IMP — Imperial Dist.
INT — International
Stageplay
Pictures
INC — Inter-Continent
Film
INV — Invincible Pictures
IAFA— Jafa
JE — Jewel Productions
JEW — Jewish
Talking
Pictures
KIN — Kinematrade

S Krellberg
Sherman Pictures
KRE—
LIB
— Liberty
LIN — Lincoln
Productions
M A F — M ayf lower
MAJ — Maiestic Pictures
MAR — Marcy
MAS
MAY
MEN
MGM
MOD
MOP

— Mascot Pictures
— Mayfair
Pictures
— Mentone
Productions
— Merro-GolHwyn-Mayer
— Modern
Films
— Monogram
Picture*

Title
I Was a Spy-F
Iza Neni-XX
Ja Treu
1st Dei

Reviewed
1-13-34
6-5-34
Soldatenliebe
XX.

Jane

Eyre-MOP

.5-2-34
7-17-34

Jimmy
the Gent-WA
3-26-34
Journal of a Crime-FN . .2-24-34
Juarez
Just
Kara

Y

MaximilianoXX.. 5-7-34
Smith-GB
4-24-34
Salkten-XX
5-15-34

Keep
Key,
K.ng

'Em
Rolling-RKO .. 3-1-34
The-WA
5-31-34
ol Wild
Horses
COL.. 3-21-34
Kiss and
Make
Up-PAR. 6-30-34
La
Bataille-TAP
7-10-34
La Ciudad de Carton-F. I Oi j4
La Cruz Y La Espada-F 2-6-34
Ladies
Should
ListenPAR. .7-28-34
La Fusee-TAP
3-15-34
La
Maternelle-TAP
4-25-34
L'ange Gardien-TAP. .. .4-20-34
La Sombre
de Pancho
Villa-MOD
4-10 34
La Sombra
de Pancho
Villa
COL.. 1-9-34
Last Round
Up-PAR
5-11-34
La Sangre Manda-XX. . .5-16-34
Last
Gentleman-UA
4-28-34
La Frochard et les Deux
Orphelines-XX
2-8-34
Laughing Boy-MGM
5-12-34
Lazy
River-MGM
..4-3-34
Le Serment-PRX
3-15-34
Let's
Be
Ritzy-U
5-18-34
Let's
Fall in Love-COL. 1-20-34
Let's Talk it Over-U
6-16-34
Let's Try Again — RKO. 6-22-34
6-13-34
Life of Vergie Winters-RKO
Line-Up,
The-COL
4-17-34
Little Man,
What
Now?
U.. 5-19-34
6-1 -34
Little Miss Marker-PAR.
Lone
Cowboy-PAR
1-27-34
Looking for Trouble-UA. 2-21-34
Lost
Jungle-MAS
5-9-34
Loud
Speaker-MOP
5-8-34
Lost
Patrol-RKO
2-9-34
Love
Birds-U
5-4-34
Love
Captive-U
6-7-34
Love Past Thirty-FR. .. .2-14-34
Luegen
Auf
Ruegen-XX . 1-5-34
Lucky
Texan-MOP
1-6-34
Madame
Spv-F
2-10-34
Man from Utah-MOP. . .5-23-34
Man of Two
Worlds-RKO 1-13-34
Man
Man

Trailer-COL
With
Two

Faces

5-23-34

FN. .7-12-34
Mandalay-FN
2-15-34
Manhattan
Melodrama-MGM5-2-34
Manhattan

Film Co.

She

PRI — Principal Dist. Corp.
PRO — Progressive
Pictures
PRX— Protex Dist. Corp.
PYR— Pyramid

Six of
Sixteen

Murder

in

Murder

in

Murder

the
the

.6-5-34

MGM. .7-10-34
in Trinidad-F
...5-16-34

Myrt
and
Marge-U
1-16-34
Mystery Liner-MOP .. 2-28-34
Mystery of Mr. X-MGM . 2-24-34
Mystery
Ranch-STE
5-26-34
Nana-UA
2-2-34
Nell Gwyn-UA
7-12-34
Ninth Guest. The-COL ..3-3-34
No Funny Business-PRl . 3-10-34
No Greater Glory COL. .3-14-34
No More Women-PAR
.3-3-34
Notorious
Sophie
Lang-PAR.
7-21-34
5-26-34
.5-22-34
6-27-34
7-14-34
.. 1-9-34
5-3-34
.7-6-34

COL .7-31-34
3 24-34
On
Secret
Service-BIP.
Orders
Is Orders
5-4-34
Operator
13-MGM
6-2-34
Orient
Express-F
2-7H-34
Ore
Y
Plata-INC
7-26-34
Palooka-UA
2-1-34
Parada Rezerwistow-CAP. 5-2-34
Pecados de Amor-XX ... .4-25-34
Paris
I nterhide-M GM . . .7-28-34
Personality
Kid-WA
8-1-34
Pettersson & Bendel-SC A .2-24-34
Picture
Brides-FD
4-24-34
Poor
Rich. The-U
4-5-34
Prince of Wales-GB
4-24-34
Private
Scandal-PAR
6-15-34
Public Stenographer
Prokurator-XX

5-29-34

MAR. .1-10-34
Quitter, The-CHE
3-14-?*
Rabbi's
Power-XX
6-2-34
Racketeer
Round-up-THO 6-16-34
DaftRnmance-RKO
Ra-MU-FAI

1-244-244-12
1-19'
7-20
. 1-6
5-29
8-1
3-27^
2-23
. .7-7

Stand
Up
and
Cheer-F. .4-201
Star
Packer-MOP
7-31
Stingaree-RKO
5-12
Stolen
Sweets-CHE
8-7j

PAR.. 5-18-34
MuseumPRO. .6-27-34
Private
Car

Now
I'll Tell-F
Oded the Wanderer-PA.
Of Human
BondageRKO.
Old-Fashioned Way-PAR.
Olsen's
Big
Moment-F.
One
Is Guilty-COL
One Night of Love-COL.
Once to Every Woman

a King-PAR
Fathoms
Deep-

MOP
Smoking
Guns-U
Sons of the Desert-MGM
Sorrell
and
Son-UA
Soviet CloseUps-AM
Speed
Wings-COL
Spitfire-RKO
Stamboul Quest-MGM . .

NothingMOP. .5-15-34
Nights-MOP

RKO.
at the Vanities-

Sailors-

Sleepers
East-F
Smarty-WA

Monte
Carlo
4-26-34
Moonstone,
The-MOP
8-7-34
iviotn,
ine-toAK
3-y-jt
Moulin
Rouge-UA
1-10-34
Mother,
1905-AM
6-2-34
Murder
on the Blackboard
Murder

About

Simple Tailor, The-AM. .2-24Sing and Like It-RKO. .4-14Sisters Under the Skin-COL.

Title
Reviewed
Merry Wives of Reno-WA 6-9-34
Midnight-U
3-7-34
Midnight
Alibi-FN
7-5-34
Miss
Fane's
Baby
is
Stolen-PAR
1-20-34
Modern Hero, A-WA. .. .4-3-34
Means

Learned

She Loves Me Not-PAR.7-19
She Made Her Bed-PAR.4-27
2-14- ,
F. .7-28Shock-MOP
7-24Shoot
the Works-PAR. . .7-7Show-Otf-MGM
5-17
6-8

RAS — Raspin Productions
REG — Regal
Distributing
RIC— Edward T. Ricci
RKO— RKO-Radio
Pictures
ROY — Fanchon Royer
SCA — Scandinavian
Pictures
SCO— Lester F. Scott
SHO — Showmen's Pictures
STE — William Steiner
SYN — Syndicate
Exchange
TAP— John
S. Tapernoux
THO — Fred
Thomson
TOW— Tower Prods.
TRU
— True Life Photoplays
U — Universal
UA — United Artists
UFA— Ufa
WA— Warner
Bros.
WEL— Carveth Wells
WIN — Windsor
Pictures
WOK— Worldkino
XX — No
distributor
set

Money

Revim

Sensation Hunters-MOP. .1-3Shadows of Sing Sing-COL.

1-9-34
8-6-34

Straightaway-COL .. .1-16
Strich Durch Die Rechnung*
UFA .3 6
5-3
Strictly Dynamite-RKO . . . 7-5'
Such
Women
Are Dangerous-F
fi-9j
Success
at Any
Price-RKO 'I
Su Ultima
Cancion-CIN .3-301
Sweden.
Land of the Viking
Szpieg-MAJ
Tannenbere-XX
Tante

Gusti

Tarzan

3-el
BO.. 54-(?
1-17,1
XX..
Kommandiert-

and

His

Mate-

Tausend Fuer Eine NachtMGM. .42 -111
XX
Texas
Tornado-FD BON.
2-281
Tell-Tal'e HearV-DU.'.
. '.'.'. s6-2,1
These Thirty
YearsThin Man,
Thirty Day
This Man
This
Side

The-MGM
5-221
Princess-PAR
5-KH
is Mine-RKO
1-311
of Heaven-MGM

Thundering
Tiburon-XX

Herd-PAR

3
4

Tracy
Rides-STE
Trail Drive-U
Three on a Honeymoon-F
Trenck-XX

5- |»
I- i<
5-;

..4-1/4

Trumpet

Blows-PAR

...4-M4

Twentieth
Centurv-COL....5-4
. 5-'-4
Twin
Husbands-INV
Two
Alone— RKO
4- <4
20 Mil. ion Sweethearts-FN 4
Uncertain
Unknown
Unknown

Lady-U
....
4-2ii4
Blonde MAT. .4-V4
Soldier Speaks
3:W;
LIN..5-2fl4

Unsere

Fahne

Flattert

Voran-UFA
Very
Upper Honorable
World-WA Guy,
Viva
Voice
War's
We're
West

Un-v
7-'.«
A- 5-'J»4
I

Villa!-MGM
4-1JM
in the Night-COL.
FN.. 45- JIM14
End-XX
5-lti4
Not Dressing-PAR 4-jH
of the Divide — MOP 1-1,14

Wharf
What's

Angel-PAR
...4-2.JI4
Your
Racket?-MAY

Wheels
Where

of Destiny-U
Sinners
Meet-

Whirlpool-COL
White
Heat-PIN
Whom
the Gods
Wie

Man

5 34
RKO.4-114
Destroy 6-134

Maenner

Wie
Sag
Ich's
Mann?-XX
Wild
Wild

3-iW

Fesselt
COL. .7- 34

Meinnem
XX..

Cargo-RKO
Gold-F

1-i 34
5-: 34
3-5 94
7-; 34

SongMOP. .4-17-34
A. -COL. .. 7-24-34
Returns-PAR6-9-34

Randy Rides Alone-MOP. 6-14-34
Rawhide
Mail-MAR
6-5-34
Pe^istered Nur«»-FN ...6-1-34
Return
of the Terror

Witching inHourPAR
4-1 34
34l
Woman
Command-GB . .5-;
Woman
Condemned-

Marrying
Widows-TOW. 5-18-34
Massacre-FN
1-18-34
Meanest Gal in Town-RKO.
2-17-34

FN. .7-10-34
Riding
Thru-STE
2-24-34
Riptide-MGM
3-31-34
P.,ad
to Rnin-TRU
..2-21-34

Woman
Unafraid-GOP. .3-1 34
Wonder
Bar-FN
2-34
MAR..4-:34,
World
in Revolt-MEN.
. .6 34
World
Moves
On-F
-6-34
You
Can't
Buy
Everything

Man's
Many

Love

PA — Palestine-American
PA R — Paramount
PIN— Pinnacle

Game,
happy

Melodia Prohibida-X X . . . 3-28-34
Melody in Sprine-PAR. 3-31-34
Men in White-MGM
..3-28-34
Merry
Frinks-FN
6-27-34

Roman Einer Nacht-XX . .6-23-34
Romance in Budapest-XX 5-11-34
S
A. Mann
Brand-BAV . 5-29-34
Sadie
McKee-MGM
5-12-34
Sagrario-XX
1-24-34
Search
for Beauty-PAR. 2-10-34

You
You're

Made

Me

Telling

LoveM-G-M.2
You

3<>

Me-PAR
MAJ..

5-^
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Paramount is Buying Out Louis Marcus

<S CENTS

Circuit

M.P.T.IU PREPARINGJOR LEGISLATM FIGHTS
Music Society is Willing to Bargain With Exhibitors
No

Intention of Backing
Down on Increased
Fees, Says Mills

I The American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers does
jnot intend to back down on its dejmand for increased music fees, but
!is perfectly willing to discuss with
[exhibitors the question of whether
Ithe Society is entitled to higher
[rates and how much higher the rates
! should be, it was said yesterday by
E. C. Mills, general manager of
IASCAP. Mills remarked that exhibitors were taking the arbitrary
stand that the Society had no right
{Continued

on Page

4)

TECHNICIANS NEEDED
BY ENGLAND-EPSTEIN
England's biggest need in film
at present is for experiproduction
enced technicians and equipment,
declares David Epstein, representative of Hollywood talent, on his
return from a sojourn abroad. One
of the costliest items in the British
studios now is the amount of delay
{Continued on Page

6)

Homer G. Tasker Slated
For S.M.P.E. Presidency
Homer G. Tasker of United Research Corp., Long Island City, will
be the next president of the S. M.
P. E. As the only nominee for this
office selected by the board of governors, his election via mail ballot is
assured. The same holds true of the
{Continued on Page

6)

One-Sheet Menu
Omaha — Theaters operating in some
of the most devastated parts of the
drought area have had to discontinue
using one-sheets in the front of the
house, a returning film salesman reports.
An exhib explained that, within five
minutes after the sheets are posted,
grasshoppers
would
eat them
all up.

Kuykendall May Call Meeting of MPTOA
President Ed Kuykendall
the directorate to consider
music tax, double features
theatermen's association.
plans to leave New Yo k
with exhibitor
leaders.

Directors

of the M P. T. 0. A. contemplates calling a meeting of
various current issues, such as the proposed increase in the
and also unit applications for affiliation with the national
The session will be held within a few days, as Kuykendall
next week by boat for New Orleans, where he will confer

LE BARON TO PRODUCE LOEW CIRCUIT TO GET
SERIES IN ENGLAND FOX PRODUCT IN N. Y.
London — Arrangements are reported to be practically set between
William LeBaron, now a producer
for Paramount, and a British studio
whereby LeBaron will make a series
of pictures here. The deal is part of
a concerted effort of British studios
to bring over Hollywood talent.
Among others wanted are Ricardo
Cortez, Charles Bickford, Gloria
Stuart and John Boles for starring
{Continued

on Page

6)

Wisconsin Exhib Unit
Will Meet Sept. 26-27

Milwaukee — Allied independent
Theater Owners of Wisconsin will
hold its annual convention Sept. 2627 at the Hotel Schroeder, Ray
Tesch, business manager of the organization announces.

Loew houses in the New York
area will play Fox product, which
last year went to the RKO circuit,
under a deal now reported ready for
closing. The entire Fox line-up is
understood involved in the contract.

Saul Rogers Starts Work
On New Plan for Fox Met.
First draft of the new reorganization plan for the Fox Metropolitan
Playhouses to be submitted Aug. 16
to Federal Judge Mack was started
yesterday by Saul E. Rogers, counsel for a bondholders' group. It is
understood that Abel Cary Thomas
will cooperate with Rogers in the
formulation of the plan, which may
replace the one submitted by the
bondholders' committee.
Either (Continued
plan, if on accepted,
is exPage 6)

Marcus and Goldstein Circuits
In Paramount Purchase Deals

Avalanche
of Measures
Expected at Coming
State Sessions
Anticipating censorship and other
adverse legislative bills in stats
legislatures next Winter as a reaction from the Legion of Decency
movement, M. P. T. O. A. units are
preparing to defend industry fronts.
President Ed Kuykendall and other
officials of the association will act
as a clearing house for reports on
situations as they develop and
recommend corrective treatments.
As steps in the protective move,
individual{Continued
exhibitor
units, designed
on Page 6)

DUAL BILL HEARING
DRAWS BIG TURNOUT
First line members of the Code
Authority are virtually all expected
to attend its meeting today when
the afternoon session will be devoted
to the issue of double features. Attendance is indicated to include:
Sidney R. Kent, Nicholas M.
Schenck, Harry M. Warner, Ed
on PageL. 4) O'Reilly,
Kuykendall,{Continued
Charles

Hirsh, Kulik Take Over
Syndicate and Monarch
Melvin Hirsh and Bert Kulick

have formed Melbert Pictures Corp.
to take over the assets and activities
of Syndicate Exchanges, Inc., and
Paramount-Publix will announce Monarch Exchange, Inc. Hirsh and
Warners Will Refuse Films the purchase today of the $615,000
president
and 6)vice-presion Page
To Houses Using Passes outstanding debenture bond issue of Kulick were{Continued
Goldstein Brothers' circuit in
A letter from L. J. Kaufman of the
New England, also the outright
Warners to Howard S. Cullman of
Breaks 14- Year Record
of Louis
50 Inc.
per
cent interest
in the Marcus'
Salt Lake
the Roxy, stating that Warners purchase
Chicago — Paramount's "She Loves Me
would refuse to serve any further circuit of 15 theaters, the Film
Not" broke the all-time record at the
Chicago Theater this week, according
pictures to the Mayfair or Globe Daily learns. Both deals have
to Walter Immerman, division manager
unless they discontinue service been passed by the trustees and will
for Balaban Cr Katz. Picture drew the
passes, is the latest step in Cull- be recomemnded to the creditors at
biggest week's attendance in the 14year history of the house. It will be
man's war against the alleged code a meeting to be held this morning.
held a second week.
Other {Continued
deals to be
announced will
violation. The Roxy-Mayfair case
on Page 6)
{Continued on Page

6)
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Friedrichstrasse, 22'5. Paris — P. A. Harle, La
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Cour'les-Noues, 19.

Eight RKO Features
Signed for Germany
A deal with Europa-NDLS of
Berlin for the distribution of eight
RKO Radio features on the 1933-34
schedule in Germany and Luxemburg has been closed by Ambrose S.
Dowling and W. F. Linsenmeir, it
is announced by Phil Reisman, vicepresident and general manager of
RKO Export Cor]*. Reisman sails
Saturday on the Paris for a survey
of conditions in France, England,
Portugal, Switzerland, Belgium,
Austria, Norway and Sweden.
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Hollywood ■— ■ Extras registered
with the Central Casting Bureau
are to be reduced in number from
17,000 to 1,600, it was revealed yesterday by Sol A. Rosenblatt NRA
division
there are administrator.
too many extras He*
here said
for
any of them to make a decent living.
Rosenblatt also indicated a
"hands off" policy by the NRA with
regard to the campaign for cleaner
films.

"Cellini" in Loew Houses
"Affairs of Cellini," 20th Century
picture for United Artists release,
opens Aug. 17 for engagements in
Loew houses in 35 key cities. New
York first-run will be at the Rivoli,
probably next month.
"Merry Widow" at Astor Aug. 31
"The Merry Widow" M-G-M picture starring Maurice Chevalier and
Jeanette MacDonald, is slated to
open a two-a-day showing Aug. 31
at the Astor.
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Golden Denies Activity
With Exhibitor Units

Eddie Golden, Monogram sales
A national survey of unfair nontheatrical competition is being made manager, denies he has been identified with efforts to organize new
by the Code Authority committee on
non-theatricals, of which Ed Kuy- exhibitor groups in Atlanta, Milkendall is chairman. Complains and
waukee and other key centers. Rereports are being gathered from all
ported purposes of these units was
sections of the country. The com- to defend double features, in addition to other objects.
mittee will meet in New York within a few days to determine ways
and means of coping with the situa- Van Schmus Lines Up
tion, invoking the code provisions.

West Coast Bureau of THE
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Talent for Music Hall

W. G. Van Schmus, managing director of the Radio City Music Hall
who returns today on the Manhattan
from a trip abroad, concluded arrangements on the other side for
talent to appear in the Music Hall
stage shows. Van Schmus spent two
weeks in London inspecting the film
studios, looking over stage talent
and searching for innovations to be
brought over to the Music Hall.

Lightman is Not Running
For Tri-State Re-election
Memphis — M. A. Lightman has
indicated he will not accept re- election as president of the Tri-State
unit, which holds its annual convention here Oct. 14 and 15. President
Ed. Kuykendall of the M. P. T. O.
A. will address the meeting.

Warner St. Louis Deal Set
St. Louis — Deal for Warners to
take over the Orpheum and open it
about Sept. 1 as a first-run is reported set. Warners also are expected to reopen the Shubert on
Aug. 18. Joseph Bernhard and M.
A. Silver of Warner Theaters are due
here in a few days to work out details of the Shubert and Orpheum
plans with B. F. (Dinty) Moore,
who has been managing the Shubert.

Loew Invades RKO Spot
Invading an RKO territory, Loew's
is taking over the Gem at Far
Rockaway which has been operated
by Haring & Blumenthal. Acquisition of the house, which seats 700,
brings Loew into opposition with
the Columbia and Strand, RKO
theaters.

Warners Test Richard Purcell
Juvenile Censorship Bill Delayed
Richard Purcell, Jr., comedian lead
Albany — No consideration will be
in the Chicago Company of "The given at the special session of the
Milky Way," has been given a test legislature to the bill requiring specensorship of films for juveniles
by Warners. Purcell formerly ap- undercial16.
peared in Torchy comedies and is
slated for a musical comedy in the
fall.
Schenck-Oberon
Wedding in Month
Monte Carlo — Marriage of Joseph
Local 306 Election Not Set
M. Schenck to Merle Oberon is exNo date for the election of new
pected to take place when Schenck
returns
from the States in about a
officers of Local 306, operators'
union, has been fixed pending in- month, he said before sailing. Miss
vestigation of its affairs by officers Oberon has joined Schenck in conof the I. A. T. S. E. Harry Holmden,
firming their engagement.
international vice-president, is in
charge
of
the
local
representing
the
union.
Rhoden's Infant Son Dies
Kansas City — The infant son of E.
Warners
Sign Radio Singer
C. Rhoden, manager of Fox Middied at birth August 6. Mrs.
Chicago — Dorothy Nelson, singer we,st,
Rhoden
is reported convalescing
on station WJJD, has been signed satisfactorily.
by Warners.
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row.CECIL B. DEMILLE leaves Hollywood today
on his flying lecture tour across the continent.
He will make his first talk in Denver tomor-

in

MR. and MRS.
New York today

MARTIN JOHNSON
on the Manhattan.

arrive

MOSS HART and IRVING BERLIN return to
New
York
today
from
abroad on the Saturnia.
SOPHIE TUCKER, now in London, is sched-l
uled to sail Aug. IS for New York with a
radio contract in view.
RUSSELL SPAULDING, who prepares the Vagabond Adventure shorts for RKO-Van Beuren, is]
expected
Montreal. back in New York next week from |
WILLY
CASTELLO,
Hollander,
well known
and screen,
arrives in
versal.
aboard
the Statendam

young
English-speaking
on the European
stage
New
York
on Saturday
under contract
to Uni-

WALTER HUSTON and NAN SUNDERLAND
(Mrs. Huston) are returning to New York for
the reopening of "Dodsworth" following theit
engagement in "Othello" as the third annual
festival play presented
in Central
City, Colo.
W. G. VAN SCHMUS, managing director of
the Radio City Music Hall, returns today frorr
England
on the Manhattan.
DAVID EPSTEIN
terday and checked

returned from Europe yes-in at the Warwick
Hotel.

M. J. KANDEL sailed yesteday on the President Harding for London.
MORRIS SHAPIRO of Boston is in town.
CLAIRE
this
week. WINDSOR
Tuesday.
HAROLD

visited Pawtucket,

B. FRANKLIN

was

R. I.I

in Boston

01

JEANNE COHEN leaves New York tomorrow
for a trip to the Columbia studio on the coast
WALTER
York
from

WINCHELL
Hollywood.

has returned to Nev

GEORGE
QUIGLEY
New
next
week on
a trip toleaves
the Coast.

York

earl-i

H. WILLIAM FITELSON left last night fo:
Detroit.
He will return
tomorrow.
JOAN LOWELL leaves for Boston on Aug
15 to make a personal appearance with th!
opening
"Adventure
JULES ofLEVY
will returnGirl."
Monday

from Detroit

"Drummond" Opening Aug. 15
Opening of "Bulldog Drummonr
Strikes Back," 20th Century produci
tion released by United Artists, ha<
been advanced to Aug. 15 at th]
Rivoli.

15

ANNUAL

Convention
AND

EASTERN
REGIONAL
CONFERENCE OF INDEPENDENT
EXHIBITORS

ALLIED
THEATRE OWNERS
OF NEW JERSEY,
Inc.
•
ATLANTIC
HOTEL

CITY

RITZ-CARLTON

AUGUST

22, 23, 24

Independent exhibitors in all territories
are invited to attend and enjoy full
convention
privileges.

M-G-MVAD
Com panic

CAMPAIGN
REACHES
THE ENTIRE
30,000,000
FAMILIES
OF AMERICA!
40 Great National
Magazines with
32,204,660 CirculaCarries M-G-M's
^| New tion
Season
Message
to the Entire Nation!
Whether you run a
theatre in Caspian,
Michigan (population 1,888) or
Davis, Oklahoma
(population 1,705)
or Harrisburgh, Pa.
(population85,500)
or cities with hundreds of thousands
...ask your M-G-M
salesman to show
you how many families in your tcjwn
are getting these
magazines with
M-G-M's new seaoh message. This
campaign has been
designed to cover
every picture -goer
in your city!

FULL PAGE ADS
LAUNCH M-G-M's
NEW SEASON
PRODUCT FROM
COAST-TO-COAST!
(Next come BILLBOARDS!

Watch!)
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DUAL BILL HEARING
DRAWS BIG TURNOUT
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(Continued from Page
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Nathan Yamins, Major L. E.
Thompson, K. H. Cochrane, Edward
Golden and George J. Sehaefer. The
hearing on protests on the Milwaukee clearance and zoning plan,
which has aroused complaints concerning penalties imposed on houses
playing this policy, will begin at
3.30 o'clock and is open to the public.

Code Amendments Filed
Ass'n
States
Alliedwith
In By
accordance
the principle
of NRA that when an industry proposes an amendment to any part of
a code the entire code is opened for
amendment, Allied States Ass'n has
filed a schedule of amendments following the Code Authority's recent
proposal of additional amendments,
says the current Allied bulletin. The
Allied proposals are the same as
those approved by its board before
the Darrow hearings.

Protest Free Tent Shows
Protest against free tent shows
in the New York area will be made
to the state relief agency by the
I. T. 0. A. as a result of a move
started at yesterday's meeting. A
committee comprising Dr. Brown
and William Small will handle the
complaint, based on reports that 10
shows are operating in the territory.
President Harry Brandt was
authorized to continue his conferences with circuit officials looking
to eliminating of dual bills.
10% Tax Proposed in St. Louis
St. Louis — A 10 per cent tax on
gross admissions is being considered by the Special Tax Committee
of the Board of Aldermen seeking
to obtain additional city revenue. A
previous proposal called for increase
in annual license fees.
"Pagliacci" at Rivoli
"Pagliacci," Educational's onereeler which introduces a new technique in the presentation of grand
opera, has been booked to play the
Rivoli starting Aug. 15, in conjunction with the new Ronald Colman
feature, "Bulldog Drummond Strikes
Back."

SHOWMAN'S

REMINDER
Pay bills
discounts.

promptly

and

cash

in

ASCAP WONTRETREAT
WILLING TO BARGAir

on

PHIL M. PALY
•

•

•

WE HAVE SEEN many newspaper-theater cooperative tie-ups, in our time
but in the Baltimore
"News and Post" of Aug. 1 there appeared what we judge to be
the ace of them all
an eight-page section was given over
to the opening of I. M. Rappaport's New Hippodrome
with a score or more of feature articles contributed by staff
writers including Norman Clark, movie critic, and Louis Azreal,
columnist
▼

▼

T

• • • AT A GLANCE it seems as though every merchant
in Baltimore took advertising space to congratulate Mr. Rappaport
whose enterprise and foresight have brought
the Hippodrome to what I. M. terms a NEWER Hippodrome
with a newer deal in entertainment
What a tribute to a
theater
and a personality
What grand evidence
of cooperation
▼
T
T
• •
• AND THEN
as his first gesture in making
good his promises Rappaport gave the customers
as the opening bill
RKO's fine, sturdy pix, "Of Human
Bondage"
and a smash vaudeville bill headed by Sylvia
Froos
and then to top it off
Eddie Cantor halted
his work on the coast, where he is making "Kid Millions"
to greet the Baltimore first-nighters and Mr. Rappaport
via amplified long-distance telephone
certainly
the opening the tie-up and the unusually friendly
spirit tions
of it all
is worth mention
and congratula▼
T
T
• • • E. R. P. I., through its export department, has
just completed a contract with the Rajah of Sarawak
for the instariation of WE sound in a theater that the Rajah
is presenting to the City of Kuching, British North Borneo
reports Walt Eberhardt
His 'ighness is Sir
James Brooks, said to be the world's only white rajah
and despite the fact that the b. o. grosses will never equal the
operating expenses
Sir James is giving the city a theater of which both he and they will be proud
T
T
T
• •
• FIGURE THIS OUT for Ray Cavanagh over at
Majestic
if you can
Ray is ghost writer of a
story which the publishers say is the McCoy
and one
that they'll be glad to handle if it is accepted by a movie company and then
on the other glove
movie
producers say it is swell screen fodder and will take it
provided it is first published in book form
so, when the
yarn finally is taken up
we'll all know the answer to
the age old question
"which came first, etc."
T
T
T
• • • NEWS FROM the Radio City Music Hall includes
a note that Florence Rogge, director of the Corps de Ballet
will be the guest of honor Aug. 10
at the Dancing Masters of America 51st annual convention banquet
at the Roosevelt Hotel
Harold Lloyd will attend the
opening of his pix, "The Cat's Paw," at the big theater on
Aug. 16
Llcyd arrives from the coast Saturday
and
that Columbia
plans to spend $50,000 exploiting
"One month
Night of Love," which will open at the Music Hall late
this
T
T
T
• • • AND, BY the way
for downright pleasing entertainment
movies
vaudeville fun
and eats
we still claim that Billy Rose is more than filling the bill
at his Music Hall The whole theory of Rose's show is based
on his sound idea of what the public wants
a swell theory
for ANYONE who supplies entertainment screen or stage
we'vecolumnist
seen the show twice which is a record for this
censorious

«

«

«

»

»

»

1)

to charge for music and that whil
this attitude continued no con
promise was possible.
Mills said the Society had a wa
chest and was ready to fight for th
increased rates if the exhibitoi
wanted a fight. "We whipped thei
before
and we'll whip them again,
he declared.

Terry Turner is Signed
For "Bike Rider" Tieu
Terry Turner has been retaim
by Quaker
Oats
Co. toadvertisin
cooperawith
the First
National
and publicity department and e:
hibitors throughout the country c
the $250,000 campaign tie-up c
Joe E. Brown's next release, "Si
Day Bike Rider." He is pi-eparin
the "Bike Rider"-Quaker Oa
campaign now in collaboration wit
First National and the cereal con
pany's advertising agency. Turn,
will leave New York in a few daj
for a tour of the country, durir
which he will confer with local e:
hibitors and Quaker Oats distrib
rial. on the planting of advertisin,
tors
publicity and exploitation mat
More Vitaphone Color Cartoons
First of the new season's Vit
phone cartoon comedies in color w
be "Those Beautiful Dames," bas<
on
the Warnerbyfeature,
is announced
Norman "Dames,"
H. Mora
Vitaphone sales director, who r
ports
a bigin increase
Melodies"
color. in the "Merr
Will Outline Settlement
Details of the Vitaphone-Electric
Research Products settlement will
broughtstudios
to thebyWarner-First
tional
George QuigleN'1
home York
office ' early
executive,
New
next who
weeklea'<a
Hollywood. He will be away abof
four weeks.
Protest Dillinger on Stage
St. Louis — Executive
Committf
of the Better Films
Council
Greater owners
St. Louis
has book
called
theater
not to
the up:
Df
ingers.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS
wired.
Albania has the smallest number cf
movie houses, 10 in all, including seven

NEW YORK CRITICS DESIGN IDEAL LOBBY
DISPLAYS FOR THIS WEEK'S WARNER HIT!
Put 'em up and you'll stand
N. Y. Mayfair
in sensational

'em
up— a la
second
week!

^JL

-JL.
Rich

'Uilariou$ portrayal ! A vioV.
howl \"
— IV. Y.AJournal

the

fun.

Entertain

average

".

merit far above

- N.Y. World

Telegram

ffer$ am hours genuine motion
icture entertainment for ani|
" iStOITier."

-N.Y.American

—Variety
"Suddenly brought house lo life/

t net/7A/etvs
Charlie Rubles funnies-Daily

wmmm
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HhhmJhjJmij t jnd diverting action.
- tve. Post 1

Kthe
Proves
Mr. Ruggles
be$t f hat
comedians
who■$ ore
everof

1

raised a laujffh*- - - Morning Telegraph

Most successful comedy in recent
weeks ."
-N.Y. Times

'
Merri| Tale. Fuggles is -admirabe'
Dailg Mirror

WARNER BROS/ DESIGN FOR LAUGHING!
//

FRIENDS OF MR. SWEENEY
With CHARLIE RUGGLES
Ann

Dvorak,

Eugene

Pallette •

Directed

by

Edward

Ludw
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M.P.TM PREPARING
FOR LEGISLATIVE WAR
(Continued from Page 1)

solely to fight adverse measures,
have been formed in Mississippi and
Arkansas. Members of both associations are identified with the TriState organization, an affiliate of
the M. P. T. O. A. R. X. Williams,
recretary and treasurer of TriState, has been named president of
the Mississippi unit.
Other similar groups may be
formed by M. P. T. 0. A. members
in other territories.

Technicians Needed
By(Continued
England
— Epstein
from Page 1)
occasioned by the lack of organized
methods such as expert technical
men would install, says Epstein. He
predicts, however, that the necessary
men will gradually be drafted from
America, several studio heads having authorize Epstein to line up
technical talent for them.
Poor showmanship an neglect to
exploit British product at home like
American pictures are plugged here
are cited by Epstein as reasons why
English films are difficult to sell to
the public even when the pictures
are good entertainment. He said
the British trade does not yet fully
appreciate the necessity of exploiting to the trade and to exhibitors
in particular, so that they in turn
will sell the public.
Epstein returns to Hollywood in
a few days.
A. H. Blank Extends Revivals
Omaha — "Old Favoriteo Week,"
in which a different old hit is revived
each day along with the new feature,
is being extended by Tri-State Theaters Corp., A. H. Blank circuit, to
Sioux City, la., and Grand Island
and Hastings, Neb. The policy was
a success at the World here.
Principal Gets Westerns, Shorts
Principal Film Exchange has acquired metropolitan distribution
rights to six westerns featuring Bill
Cody from Aywon Pictures, and six
three-reelers featuring Wally Wales,
Yakima Canutt and Franklyn Farnum from Imperial Distrib. Corp.
Gulf Unit to Protest on Music
New Orleans — Gulf States Theater Owners Ass'n has decided to
file protest with the American Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers against the latter's proposed increase in music fee, says
H. S. McLeod, president.
2 New Houses for Missouri
Kansas City — Louis Grife, who has been
operating the Opera House in Windsor,
is planning to build a second theater
there. In Ash Grove, a storeroom is
being remodeled for a theater by Hurst
0 Son.

Neilan Predicts Internationalization Soon
West

Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Exchange
of talent, acting,
technical
and
directorial,
between
foreign
producers and those operating in this country is bound to intei nationalize motion pictures to higher
standards,
declares
Marsh3il
Neilan,
who
recently
joined
Paramount
to direct "The Lemon Drop Kid."
"In a few years there will be no difference between
European and Hollywood-made
movies,"
says Neilan.

Homer G. Tasker Slated
Saul Rogers Starts Work
Plan for Fox Met.
For S. M. P. E. Presidency On New(Continued
from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)

following noimnations: executive pected to be opposed by Archibald
vice-president, Emery Huse; edi- Palmer, counsel for a group of
torial vice-president, J. I. Crabtree; minority bondholders, who told
convention vice-president, W. C. Film Daily yesterday that he
Kunzmann; secretary, J. H. Kur- would file an appeal should the court
lander; treasurer, T. E. Shea.
Nominations for the board are as accept either
mittee bid or the
the bondholders'
Saul Rogers combid.
follows: Max C. Batsel, RCA Vic- Answer to the minority bondholdtor; Sidney K. Wolf, Erpi; Terry
ers' petition for reorganization under Section 77-B of the new bankRamsaye, Quigley Publications; and
Harry Rubin, Paramount. Formal
ruptcy laws, that was expected to
announcement of the election will be filed by Fox Metropolitan corpobe made at the Fall meeting of the
ration yesterday, did not materialize
S. M. P. E. at the Pennsylvania but it will likely be filed today.
Hotel, Oct. 29. Officers assume their
duties on Jan. 1.

Hirsh, Kulik Take Over
Syndicate
and Monarch
(Continued from Page 1)

Warners Will Refuse Films
To (Continued
Houses from
Using
Passes
Page 1)

comes up before the grievance board
today. Cullman has asked Warners
dent, respectively, of Syndicate and to take the matter up with the Hays
Monarch.
organization with a view to having
Melbert Pictures will handle all other distributors refuse pictures to
the Beacon Productions output in- houses with a cut-price policy.
cluding six features, the first o?
which has been released and a new Board Hears Roxy Complaint Today
series of six westerns featuring Big
Complaint of the Roxy Theater
Boy William, the first of which is that
the Mayfair is continuing to
now in work.
offer advertising throwaways despite the Code Authority's order to
Donahue & Coe Expands Again
halt the practise, will be heard toDonahue & Coe, Inc., advertising
day by the New York grievance
agency, has leased approximately board. Should the board find the
two-thirds of the twenty-second floor Mayfair guilty, it will issue a ceaseof the Paramount building, in addi- and-desist order which if not obeyed
tion to the space which they have by the Mayfair in seven days will reoccupied since November of last
sult in local exchanges denying product to the theater.
year, comprising the entire twentyOther
cases scheduled to be heard
first floor of more than 10,000 square
feet. The additional space was ac- by the board are: Warner's Lincoln,
quired because of a considerable Union City, vs. Temple, Union City,
increase in personnel and new busi- premature advertising; Loew's Melness. Recent expansion of this ba vs. Parascourt, premature adveragency into radio broadcasting actising; Loew's Palace vs. Bluebird,
tivities has made necessary the in- premature advertising.
stallation of a completely soundproof audition room, to include all
Cited Again on Reduced Prices
facilities for re-broadcasting proKansas City — For continuing the
grams to the executive offices, and practice
of reduced prices after bethe manufacture of electrical traning ordered to cease by the grievscriptions of actual auditions. The
board, Dickinson's Uptown,
additional space will also make pos- Parsons,ance Kans.,
has been ordered to
sible rearrangement of other impor- appear for hearing Monday to show
tant departments.
cause why film service should not be
discontinued. The house arranged
with distributors to obtain films for
Tiff Delays "Navy" in Omaha
Omaha — Because A. H. Blank showing at reduced prices after the
wants to play it in the No. 2 the- first order by the board.
ater, the World, where previous
The board this week, for the secJames Cagney films have shown, end time in a month, ruled against
while Warners prefer to have it go bank night in cases involving Mrs.
in the Orpheum, A house, opening houses.
A. Baier against two E. D. Fulton
of "Here
Comes the Navy" here is
being
delayed.
Gets "Wandering Jew" for Boston
Morris Shapiro has signed with
M. J. Kandel to distribute "The
tory.
Wandering
Jew" in the Boston terri-

Regular Eastman Dividends
Eastman Kodak yesterday declared regular dividends of $1 on
the common and $1.50 on the preferred, both payable Oct. 1 to stock
of record Sept. 5.

PARA. BUYING OUT
LOUIS MARCUS CIRCUIT
(Continued from Page 1)

be the one-year extension of the
contracts with Carl Hoblitzelle as
operator of the Dent and Central
Texas circuits, and the one-year extension of the Lucas-Jenkins operating deal for the Atlanta enterprises.
Extension of the A. H. Blank deal
has not as yet been completed.
, On May
18, Referee
Ehrhorn
signed
an order
authorizing
the
Paramount trustees to proceed with
the reorganization plan of the Goldstein theaters in New England. A
week previous, the Paramount creditors approved
plan.
Jurisdiction
of the
the trustees'
reorganization
plan was taken over by the Supreme
Court on July 12. At that time the
court ordered that all objectors to
be heard at the first jury-waiver
session Sept.
19 must
file their objections by Sept.
4.
In the Louis Marcus matter, Paramount-Publix has been 50 per cent
owner for the past year, and it is
one of the few deals which will not
be continued by the corporation. All
Paramount-Publix operating deals
carry a clause which gives the
corporation the right to re-purchase
at the expiration of one year.

Le Baron to Produce
Series in England
(Continued from Page 1)
roles, Howard Estabrook for writing, and Clarence Brown, E. H.
Griffith and others for directorial
assignments.
Irving Pichel also is
mentioned.
Amkino Features and Shorts on Way
Three features and two scenic
shorts are en route here from Moscow, it was said yesterday at the
Amkino offices. The features include
"The Sheperd of Abrau," a musical I
comedy; "Accordion," and "The
Water Flows." The shorts are "Moscow Through the Eyes of A Tourist," photographed by Edward Tissef
who did the camera work for "Thunder Over Mexico"; and "White Sea
Canal," a photographic record of the
giant Soviet project which was completed by convict labor.
"Jungle Killer" for India
"Jungle Killer" has been sold by
J. A. Koerpel, president of Eureka i
Pi-oductions,
Ltd.
for India.to Halmook Film Corp.
"Bondage" Holds in Chicago
Chicago — After two weeks at the
RKO
"Of Human
Bondage"
is now Palace,
being shown
in another
Loop
house, the B. & K. Garrick.
Old

Home Week

Memories of yesterday in the picture
biz were revived yesterday when luncheon guests at Sardi's included Nita
Naldi, Lila Lee, Pauline Frederick and
Cyril Chadwick. Other luncheonites included Helen Morgan
and Gus Edwards.

TT'S an established fact that many
Executives in this industry use
FILM DAILY REFERENCE BOOKS
in preference to information and
statistical data in their own
company files.— A rather compelling
reflection on FILM DAILY accuracy,
completeness and reliability.
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SHORT SHOTS from
EASTERN STUDIOS
By CHAS

ALICOATE

F)ON REDMAN and his orchestra,
night club and stage entertainers, started work yesterday at the
Brooklyn Vitaphone studio in a one
reel musical short. Supporting Don
Redman is the comedy team of Red
and Strugge, as well as other specialty artists. Joseph Henabery is
directing the number, which will be
released in Vitaphone's series of
"Melody Masters."•
Charles LaMont, who is directing
"Gigolette" from the story by Gordon Kahn for Select Productions,
completed location shooting on the
feature yesterday at Riverdale, N.
Y. The entire company, 'with
Adrienne Ames, Ralph Bellamy,
Robert Armstrong and Donald Cook
playing the leading roles, returned
to the Biograph studio, where production will be completed.

•

Clark Robinson has been signed
as art director for the Harold B.
Franklin-George M. Cohan feature,
"Gambling," scheduled to go into
production Aug. 20 at the Eastern
Service studio in Astoria. George
M. Cohan, Dorothy Burgess, Wynne
Gibson so far head the cast of the
picture, which will be directed by
Rowland Lee. Richard Krakeur of
the Leo Morrison office negotiated
the Robinson deal.

•

Herb Rawlinson, in between his
regular work, is playing the leading
role in an industrial feature now in
production at the West Coast Service
Studio under the direction of Lynn
Shores. Charles Harten and Bill
Williams are doing the camera
work, with Bob Stillman assisting
on the direction.

•

"Rambling 'Round Radio Row,"
musical short featuring Donald
Novis, Ed Lowry, The Landt Trio
and White, Edith Murray, Gene and
Glenn, Mary McCoy, Murrie Nordstrom, Joan Stevens and Dave
Burns, has been completed at the

NEWS of the DAY

A LITTLEBy RALPH
from
"LOTS
WILK

Canton, O. — Casey McDougai
who for several years has been tou
Henry B. Walthall will appear in ing eastern Ohio with his portab
Fox's "Bachelor of Arts," while Eula movie show, plans to take the out!
Q.US KAHN,
the lyricof writer,
re- Guy will have a leading role in the to Florida this winter.
ceives an average
a hundred
Fox's "The State Versus Elinor Norletters a day from persons throughAkron, O. — Jack Flex, has r
out the country who suggest rhymes
▼ T T
placed Ernie Austgen as manager
to be set to music. Unfortunately,
Casey Robinson is busy writing a Loew's here. Austgen, manager i
Kahn says, none of them has ever new version of the 1928 Warner pro- the local house for several year
proved to be of any value. He is
has gone to New York where 1
duction, "Gloriousstarred.
Betsy," in
completing the lyrics for Eddie Can- Dolores Costello
Thewhich
new house.
likely will be assigned to anoth
tor's
picture,
"Kid
Millions,"
and
ton."
be known
as "Glorious,"
will soon move to Universal to version,
will
haveto Leslie
Howard
and Jean
author the lyrics for "The Great Muir in the leads. Improvements in
Pawtucket, R. I. — Dave Perki;
sound technique and possibilities in is trying vaudeville in the Imperii
T ▼ T
Ziegfeld."
the past six years will enable a
Moe Sackin Productions have com- much better production today, says
Buzzards Bay — The Capitol ha
Robinson.
Peck.
been opened by M. Alves and
pleted "Feliz Accident," a Spanish
T
T
T
picture, for release by Universal.
"Police Ambulance" will be the
Ken Goldsmith supervised the prostarring production for John
duction, which co-starred Jose Cres- first
Boston — Walter Fleck, formt
po, and Mona Maris. The supporting Mack Brown under his recently Publix publicist in the West, has rr
signed long-term contract with Co- signed as exploiter for the Normal
cast included Mimi Aguila, Paul story.
lumbia. Harold Shumate wrote the
Ellis and Anita Compelo. Sackin is
die, managed by Harry McDonal
planning five more Spanish pictures,
to launch a new theatrical enterpria
T
T
T
which will be released by Universal.
in New York.
Lee Crowe,
latest
T
r
T
juvenile
discovery,Universal's
has been chosen
New Orleans — Reports persir
Dore Schary and Roy Chanslor for the lead of "Secrets of the Chathat country exhibitors are disr
are writing an untitled original
teau,"
Lou
Ostrow's
first
production
garding
contractual
prohibitioi
screen play, which will be produced for Universal. It will be directed by about double
featuring the produ
by Warner Bros.
Richard Thorpe and will have a cast of a major company.
Film men d<
T
T
T
including Claire Dodd, Alice White, cline to discuss the matter.
Don Douglas has been added to William Faversham, Jack LaRue,
George E. Stone, Ferdinand GottsBoonville, Mo. — The safe of tr
the cast of "Sequoia", which is being chalk,
Osgood Perkins, Helen Ware Lyric was cracked early on Aug.
made by M-G-M. He is represented
and
Alphonse
Ethier.
by Ralph G. Farnum.
and
about $350 in week-end receipt
stolen.
t
r
T
T
T
T
Ann Harding forthcoming RKO
Kenneth Macgowan, producer of
New Orleans — Split-week polic
"The Fountain" and "Alien
RKO Radio's "Anne of Green Ga- pictures,
Corn," will be benefited by a special has been dropped by the St. Charle
bles," has selected Santa Cruz as campaign for the September issue in favor of a return to full-wet
the ideal location for exteriors.
basis.
of "New Movie Magazine."
T
T
T
Warren William is supporting
Claudette Colbert in "Imitation of
Life" at Universal.
HOLLYWOOD

Brooklyn Vitaphone studio under the
direction of Joseph Henabery.

•

Dorothy Mackaill has been signed
for
leadingRichman
part in show
"Say by
When,"
the aHarry
Jack
McGowan and Ray Henderson.

•

Josephine Dunn, has been signed
by Educational for the new Ernest
Truex comedy which starts, today
at the Eastern Service Studio with
Al Christie directing. Thurston Hall
and Tom Manning, both from the
stage are other cast additions. Story
is by William Watson and Arthur
Jarrett. George Weber will do the
camera work, with Fred Scheld and
Warren Murray assisting on the
direction.

•

Charles

Farretl

Dorothy
Jordan
Walton Butterfield

Gerrit Lloyd
Fred

Newmeyer

I

Rehearsals for the Ben HechtCharles MacArthur feature for
Paramount release, and which will
star Jimmie Savo, were started yesterday, with production scheduled
to get under way at the Eastern
Service studio in Astoria on Aug. 20.

*
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ichtman Offers 2 Plans for Raising Admissions

JOUBLE FEATURES UPHELD BY CODE AUTHORITY
reditors Delay Action on Paramount -Publix Deals
First-Run Houses
. losing out to neighborhoods
By DON CARLE GILLETTE—
A/ITH

a few special exceptions, the de

]Df * luxe first-run theaters for some time
jfive been slowly but steadily losing patron;e to the neighborhood
houses, and this
ifting
seems
quite
likely
to continue
tklirther.
1 Inquiry

among

a

representative

number

1 ■ those who make up these audiences re
;als some
interesting
reasons
for the
■ langeover.
, ; For one thing, it appears
that a surprisingly large group
of the public does
' pt care for stage shows.
- There
is so little outstanding
talent
mailable for vaudeville
and presentations
bese days, and so many of these performrs are heard week
in and week
out on
he radio, that a lot of people actually go
o the movies to get away from them.

CONVENIENCE and price, of course,
^^ have been more or less important factors during the period of depleted pocket
tnoney.
In the matter of price, many movie
;cers look at it largely from the standpoint
if value.
, They would rather pay two bits to see a
iouble feature than 40 cents for a feature
;ind stage show.
| Seeing the pictures a few weeks or even
months after the first-run apparently

Approval is Held Up on
Several Reorganization Matters
Objections raised yesterday before
Special Master John E. Joyce at a
meeting of Paramount-Publix creditor groups to consider approval of
five reorganization matters resulted
in adjournments being taken in
three cases. The other two matters
were taken under advisement by
Special Master Joyce.
Hearing on the proposed purchase
k. ontimud

on

tagc

11)

MGM PRODUCING UNIT
LIKELY FOR ENGLAND
London — Establishment of producing unit here, to turn out pictures
for regular release and not just
quota films, is being seriously considered by M-G-M, it was indicated
by Louis (Continued
B. Mayer onfollowing
his arPage 8)

Schreiber Files Test Suit
Against Mich. Cooperative
Detroit — Charging restraint of
trade and questioning the legality
of a cooperative buying organization under federal statutes, Jacob
{Continued on

Page

11)

Precedent on Music Fees
A precedent exists for regulation of
music rates by Congress, in 1909 Congress fixed a royalty of 2 cents a side
tor phonograph
still
stands today.records and that rate

No local clearance and zoning
board shall discriminate against
houses playing double features, the
Code Authority ruled late yesterday
afternoon, following a hearing at
which the Milwaukee schedule which
would penalize theaters on this policy, as well as those giving rebates
and using stage shows, was hotly
assailed
by exhibitor and distributor
Reviving its $65,000,000 antitrust suit against A. T. & T., West- representatives. Nobody appeared
ern Electric and Electrical Research to criticize penalties imposed on
Products, Vocafilm Corp. has filed theaters giving rebates and using
and these matters were
a bill of particulars with the U. S. stage shows,
(Continued on Page 8)
District Court, New York, and bond;
amounting to $250, David R. Hochreich told The Film Daily yesterday. He expects the action will
reach trial within 30 days.
Hochreich has been in the field
collecting additional evidence in connection with the suit, he stated.
Financial report of the Code
New Film Duties Are Set
Authority covering first seven
months of its operation indicates
By Mexican Government that it has a cash balance of $33,Mexico City — New import duties 833.25, as of July 31. The statement,
on film have been set by the Ministry submitted to the Authority at its
of Finance as follows: blank film, meeting yesterday, shows producers
(Continued on Page 11)
50 centavoes (about 14 cents at current rate of exchange) a kilogram
(2.204 pounds) ; developed films of Motions Filed With Court
less than 20 centimeters width, $2.20
a kilogram;
more than 20 centi- In Fox Met. Reorganization
{Continucd on Page 11)
An answer submitting to the
jurisdiction of Section 77-B of the
new bankruptcy laws was filed yesterday with Federal Judge Mack by
the Fox Metropolitan Playhouse
Corp., which at the same time filed
a similiar petition on behalf of
Archibald Watson, new president of
Deploring current theater admis- the corporation.
(Continued onThe Page new11) petition
sion price scales and asserting that
an increase is vital to insure recovery of business within the industry,
Al Lichtman, United States distriC. A. Honors Marie Dressier
bution chieftain, yesterday proposed
A resolution mourning the death of
two plans, as follows, to remedy the
Marie Dressier, who was described as
situation:
one of the industry's greatest personLocal exhibitor conferences to
alities, was adopted by the Code Authority yesterday. Miss Dressier was
uniformly raise prices.
a member of the body.
Distributor increase in film ren-

VOGAFILM REVIVES
SUIT AGAINST AT&T

CODE AUTH'Y REPORTS
$33,833 GASH BALANCE

doesn't bother many folks, because they
realize it will still be exactly the same
picture and not a second-rate touring
troupe like the legit stage often sends out.

25-Cent Standard Admission
Called Necessary by Lichtman

/*"\BSERVANT showmen can't escape the
^""' fact that amusement business today is
confronted by a new generation that is
predominantly
movie-conscious.
For entertainment or relaxation through
the medium of make-believe, even a lot of
the legit die-hards new realize that the
screen is far superior to the stage because
the very absence of actors in reality renders it more conducive to the illusion of

Par. Reorganization Work
In Abeyance for 10 Days

make-believe, besides being more soothing
and more gratifying in a visual sense.

John E. Joyce, special master in
the Paramount reorganization,
leaves tonight for a ten-day vacation during which court action in
the reorganization will be at a standstill. Appointment of a substitute
special master was considered, but
decided against.

Local Boards Denied Right
to Penalize Houses
Playing Duals

(Continued on Page

11)
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RKO Radio Closes Deal
With Butterfield Circuit

RKO Radio features and shorts on
Radio City Music Hall will be the
"show window" for many of the the 1934-35 program have been
outstanding British productions dur- bought 100 per cent by the Buttering the coming season, W. G. van field circuit of 80 houses in Michigan, it is announced by Jules Levy,
Schmus, managing director, told
Film Daily yesterday. Van Schmus RKO sales chief. Deal was negotiated in Detroit by Nat Levy of the
returned Thursday from a visit to
London, where he conferred with RKO branch with E. C. Beatty of
Hubert T. March, Herbert Wilcox, the Butterfield theaters.
John Maxwell and other British producers with regard to the booking 23 Interstate Houses
of their outstanding films at the
Sign Warner Product
Music Hall. No specific bookings
were made, but it is expected that
A 100 per cent product deal covering Warner-First National features
as the British features are completed they will be submitted to van and Vitaphone shorts has been
Schmus.
signed with Karl Hoblitzelle of the
Although denying that he had Interstate Circuit, it is announced
signed any "flesh' acts or foreign by Gradwell L. Sears, Warner sales
personalities for the Music Hall, executive. The twenty-third house
group is the Emvan Schmus said that many "pro- in thepire,Interstate
San Antonio, which goes under
duction ideas" would likely be Hoblitzelle
operation
on Sunday.
brought to the theater.

Songwriters to Get More
Under New Society Pact

Rosenblatt Back Monday
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Sol A. Rosenblatt,
Songwriters will receive half of NRA divisional administrator, reall funds collected by the American
turns here Monday from the Coast,
Society of Composers, Authors and where he has been engaged in code
Publishers under a new ten-year machinery work.
contract empowering the Society to
act for its members in collecting
RKO in Deal With Tobis
license fees for public performing
Paris — RKO Radio has concluded
rights of copyrighted music. At a deal with Tobis Films giving the
present, composers receive 33-1/3 per latter the right to dub RKO films
cent of all collections, the balance
going to the music publishers. The from America and authorizing distribution of a number of the Hollynew agreement runs from Jan. 1,
wood productions.
1936 to Dec. 31, 1945.
Unions' Clash at De Luxe Opening
Opening of the new De Luxe Theater at Belmont and Tremont Aves.
in the Bronx on Wednesday night
was marred by a riot when representatives ofthe Allied M. P. Operators Union attempted to break up a
mass meeting started by Local 306
across the street from the theater.
Members of the electrical workers
and other unions joined Local 306
15.
in picketing the house, one of about
Negro Theater Firm in St. Louis
St. Louis — Abraham Lincoln
Amusement Co. has been organized
by a group of local Negroes to operate in movies and other amusements.
Company plans to lease the Odeon
on Grand Blvd. and Finney Ave. as
a first-run for colored patronage.
New Kalamazoo House Opening
Kalamazoo, Mich. — P. C. Schram
is opening a new house, remodeled
from an old store building, across
the street from his present Or-

"House of Greed" at Acme
"House of Greed," new Soviet production released by Amkino, opens
tomorrow at the Acme Theater.
263 Radio Plugs on "Dames" Score
Remick Music Corp., a subsidiary
of Warner Bros, and publishers cf
the producer's forthcoming musical
film "Dames," has scheduled 263
"plugs" on chain broadcasts for the
next three weeks.

.ominq

Norma

Shearer

Harry Bernstein
Joseph R. Fleisler

Harry J. Gumbin

G

start work
in Columbia's
"Geogiana."
HOBE ERWIN, art director and designer, !
en route from New York to Hollywood to desig
the sets for the new Katharine Hepburn pictui
at the RKO studios Miss Hepburn also h;
returned to the studios.
HOWARD
tonight
for
ADOLPH
Hollywood.

S. CULLMAN of the Roxy leavi!
Lake
Placid
to spend
a few day;
POLLAK returned yesterday fro»

R. E. BECK, who is at the Park Central, re
turns today to Chicago.
DR. RAYMOND L. DITMARS of the Net!
York Zoological Gardens sails next Thursday ol
the Furness liner Nerissa for Trinidad for al
expedition in the backlands of the jungle couni[
try in search for rare snakes On previou,
expeditions Dr. Ditmars brought back film m
terial.
DICK POWELL may fly to New York
coast next week for the premiere of
ner picture, "Dames," at the Strand
nesday night. The trip is contingent

from tl
his Wai
on Wet
on con

pletion of his role in "Flirtation Walk."
FRED PELTON of the M-G-M studios in e
route to England to survey the situation wit
regard
to production
over there.
RUTGERS NEILSON of the RKO Radio put
tion.
liciry department returns Monday from vacs
IRVING MANDEL, president of Security Picl
tures, Chicago, arrived in New York yesterdi
to meet with
the Code Authority.
HERMAN ZOHBEL has returned from a tri
through the Maine woods.
BIJOU FERNANDEZ of Fox leaves New Yo
tomorrow for the Coast.

!

WILLIAM UNDERWOOD and CLAUDE EZEL
are in New York with plans for returning 1
Dallas within a few days.
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PHOTO ENGRAVING
LL—
CA(Day
and Night Service)

Gets Two Hungarian
Films
Danubia Pictures, Inc., has received for U. S. distribution two
Hungarian pictures, "My Wife The
Miss," a comedy featuring Irene
Agay, and "Everything For the Women," a comic-operetta.

250 W. 54th St.,
N. Y. d
Tel. COIumbus 5-6741

Robert Milford Preparing Center
Robert Milford is acting as general manager for Max Gordon in
preparing the Center Theater in
Radio City for the opening of
"Waltzes in Vienna."

AMERANGLO
CORPORATION

Grievance Board Hearing Put Off
New York grievance board hearing was postponed yesterday to Aug.
21
because of the absence of SenaBooking of the Rialto for the baltor Geo. F. Thompson, impartial
ance of August include Columbia's member of the board.
"The Defense Rests," with Jack
Holt, opening Aug. 14; "The Dragon
Murder Case," a Warner picture
starring Warren William, Aug. 21,
Germany
Bars "Mr.of X"Mr. X,"
Berlin—
"The Mvstery
and "Crime Without Passion," first M-G-M picture, has been barred
Hecht-MacArthur production, to fol- from Germany. No explanation is
low.

Foreign

EXPORTERS— IMPORTERS
Cable: Chronophon

226 WEST 42ND STREET
NEW YORK CITY
LONDON

given.

PARIS

iERLIN

• Hotels •

pheum.
Three Films Set at Rialto

Walter Lang

a nd

NANCY CARROLL, who is on vacation il
the east, returns to the coast next month l|

PRESIDENT HOTEL
Atlantic
SEA

City's

Newest

Boardwalk

WATER
SWIMMING
POOL
MARINE
SUN
DECK
TURKISH
BATHS

Hotel

HEWS OF THE WEEK IN PHOTO-REVIEW

\
$250,000

\

\

PROMOTION

CAMPAIGN

for Browns

Six Day Bike

Rider' swings into operation as Warner Bros, complete gigantic Quaker
Oats contest tie-up, with 3500 bicycles to be awarded
as prizes.
WORLD CELEBRITIES FETE 'British Agent' star at London Press Dinner (below). Director Michael Curtiz and author Bruce Lock'hart share
acclaim as famous critics predict international success for Kay
Francis-Leslie Howard
> THE

DAMES

romance, set for release in America, Sept. 15thc

is America's toast as industry's ace exploiteers

t final touches on sizzling campaigns for pre-release 'Dames'
smieres next week in 21 deluxe
houses
from coast to coast.*

I

-it*?'
*&%£$&.
W3&&,

\ CITIES BATTLE

for top gross honors as 'Here Comes The Navy'

lams into keys after 3 weeks' run at Strand, N.Y. Los Angeles reirts best business in 26 weeks'. . .'doors jammed' is flash from New
rleans Orpheum...as leading journals rate it months' top picture.*
CINCH

TO SATISFY'

HOUSEWIVES

William as
Picture

New

fire woman draw in 'Housewife', with
Bette Davis, George Brent, Ann Dvorak.*

ilo Vance with 'enthusiasm', predicts coast critic in lauding cast.0
*A Warner Bros

STRAND,

York, to prove coast prediction of sure-

is Variety Doily's verdict after preview of

agon Murder Case' Inghtl. Public will greet Warren

MOB

3A Firs/ National Picture

Vilagraph, /nc, Distributors

J

THE
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TIMELYTOPICS

in stirring one's imagination.
You can stir imagination only
when you leave something unsaid, something to be completed
by the audience itself. Just as
a book is as good as its reader,
so is a film only as good as its
audience. The easiest and the
most obvious way is not always
the best. In "City Streets," I
made Sylvia Sidney cry with
joy and happiness. Garbo, feigning surprise and amusement in
"Queen Christina," asked to be
excused from a scene because
she couldn't laugh out loud. In
fact, she had never laughed out
loud. But we packed so many
grimacing and distorted faces
around the camera that, for the
first time, Garbo laughed loud,
long and clear. Chevalier cried
through his romantic scene in
"Love Me Tonight." And Anna
Sten, suffering the sins of the
tortured and damned in "We
Live Again," effects a laugh
that echoes through a mile of
prison corridors. Much of the
obvious vulgarity on the screen
in recent times has been the result of careless thinking on the
part of movie-makers. A little
thought in the right places, and
a little less of following the line
of least resistance, would obviate much of the necessity for
censorship. Subtlety is practically a guarantee of good taste.
So as long as the new restrictions apply only to vulgarity
and indecency, there are no worries for the director who thinks
out his problem with honesty
and does his job with discretion.
Rouben Mamoulian.

BIG
NEW
AS
SEEN
BY
THE PRESS
AGENT

"Mark Sandrich counted "i5 of the 50
ensemble girls on the 'Gay Divorce'
set
doing embroidery work." — RKO
RADIO.

Fridav. Au?. 10. 1934
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Line of Least Resistance
Is Blamed by Mamoulian
TpHE censorship regulations,
whether they be old or new,
are directed against indecency.
But there is nothing indecent
about a real love story or an
adult love story. And there
seems to be no reason why the
telling of such a story should
be adversely affected by the
new regulations. Any scene is
most effective when it succeeds
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• • • PSYCHOLOGISTS CAN possibly tell why most
folks try to find out where honeymooners
are going as
soon as they get through saying "I do!"
it must be a
disease
and without question we are suffering from a
similar form of eccentricity
because we recently assigned
our Hollywood scout No. "X"
to find out where some of
the stars really go when they are on a holiday
and here
is his first report
T
T
T
• •
• WILLIAM POWELL
clad in dungarees and
a cap
is right now on a little island off the coast of
Mexico
the natives, who have never seen a movie
think he's just another gent with fishing as a hobby
Powell told the lads he was going east
Myrna Loy let it
be known that she was off to Banff
had her trunks
packed Charlie said
"so long" rents a and
home
Butterworth
housethenat stayed
Malibu at Beach
in the name of his butler
so, technically, he
hasn't any house at Malibu
▼
T
T
• •
• A FEW MILES from Victorville, Arizona
on the Mojave desert
you'll find Clark Gable
reports the trusty snooper
and actually, no one out there
knows that he's the ace heart-breaker of the screen
three
squares a day and ten hours sleep
and he's supposed to
be touring the mid-west
Wallace Beery says nothing
but he hops his airplane
is off
relays
to New York
of all places
and stays away from
Broadway
all of which brings us around to wondering
where we're going for a couple of weeks
▼
T
T
• •
• WE
WON'T
MENTION
the cop's name
nor where it happened
but Wednesday night
after he was finished at the Biograph studios
Robert
Armstrong and his stand-in, Eddie Roberts
were driving
downtown
Bob breezed past a red light
in the
Heights section and was quickly pulled up by an Irish
cop with a brogue as thick as a mattress
out came the
summons book and the conventional fountain pen
but as
the cop filled out the ticket from Eddie's license he kept
looking at Armstrong
finally he couldn't hold it anv
longer
"Ain't you the movie guy who played an Irish
cop in a picture I seen last week?" sez the law
"That's
me," sez Bob
"Well, hell, why didn't you tell me?"
Go
on wit yer," sez the cop
It's good he didn't see Bob in
well, let's skip it
T
T
T
• • • AND ARE WE looking forward to that A. M. P. A.
meeting in Sept.
when the entertainment will be provided by "home talent"
Imagine Bill Ferguson playing
the bagpipes
or M:' ~ Vo«">l as I— >Hing man in a skit
or Ed Finney and his trick rabbit
or Harry
Blair singing a bass solo
or Leon Bamberger crooning
But, gagging aside
the affair promises to be
one of the best
and the audience is assured a swell time
provided
thebut
house
with uparmchair
comedians
whose
line
is loud
too isn't
weak filled
to stand
under the
lights
T
T
T
• •
• INTERESTING
ITEMS
Warners
reports
that 100,000 ballots have been received on the "Anthony Adverse" casting tie-up
Major Bowes has been guest of
both the Yankees and Giants during the past week
sitting in the dug-out
and learning some secrets
James Hutchinson has been made editor of the "British Motion
Picture News," succeeding W. H. Mooring
the M-G-M
"Tarzan" float now touring the country
was the center
of attraction at the Century of Progress last week
and drew such crowds that the concessionaires hollered
and RKO has practically cinched the baseball championship of
the Motion Picture League by defeating Erpi by 7 to 1
the winning battery was "Chick" Schultz and Jack Alexander.

«

«

«

»

»

»

EXPLOITETTES
Good 'Drummond' Campaign
Staged in Asbury Park
'"THE Asbury Park premiere of
"Bulldog Drummond Strikes
Back," 20th Century production
starring Ronald Colman and released through United Artists,
Parain at
was ushered
an effective
withReade's
mount Theater
exploitation campaign arranged
by William Chesney and LeRoy
Blumenheim. The oustanding
stunt in the campaign was a
tie-up with the Board of
Trade in connection with the
city's campaign against unlicensed peddlers and fake solicitors. The Board of Trade
got out 200 special window
reading:You"The
copy Urges
cards,
To
of Trade
Board with
Strike Back at Unlicensed Peddlers and Fake Solicitors— Ronald Colman Urges You To See
His Most Exciting Adventure
in 'Bulldog Drummond Strikes
Back' at the Paramount." Besides the above window cards,
5,000 "Drummond" heralds
were distributed throughout
the city, 10,000 napkins, with
theater imprints, placed in all
restaurants, and 2,500 postcard announcements of opening
were used in a direct mail campaign. A tie-up with Postal
Telegraph resulted in that company issuing special cards which
were distributed with each wire.
the picture's
cards plugged
The
engageme
nt at the Paramount
Theater. A street ballyhoo, consisting of a 5-ton truck with 24
sheets pasted on both sides and a
6 sheet in the back, was paraded
around town before, and during, the engagement. Special
bulletin boards with displays of
8 x 10 stills were placed in 14
leading hotels. Radio station
WCAP broadcast a 30 minute
dramatization of "Bu 1 1 d o g
Drummond Strikes Back" and
mentioned the theater's engagement of the film. The "paper"
ten 24campaign100consisted
25
window ofcards,
sheets,
three-sheets and 100 one sheets.
Reade's Paramount,
Asbury Park, N. J.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS
25 countries, including the U. S., have
signed the Geneva convention to permit entry of the educational films without payment of duty.

as predicted
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HAN DY AN DY
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(;'// the heat of mid-summer}

tops
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DAVID HARUM

ii

and
"David Harurn
record-breaking
played 5
weeks at this
theatre
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THE BIGGEST
IN TOWN AT

THING
STATE

Theatre, Los Angeles

PALACE

Theatre, Cincinnati

ORPHEUM

WILL ROGERS
HANDY ANDY
MARY

Theatre, Buffalo
Theatre, Denver

CHICAGO

Theatre, Chicago

POLI Theatre, New Haven
Theatre, Baltimore

WOOD

CONCHITA MONTENEGRO
CARLISLE
ROGER IMHOF
ROBERT TAYLOR
Produced

DENVER

NEW

with

PEGGY

BUFFALO

Theatre, Omaha

by Sol M. Wurtzel

ST. FRANCIS,'rSan Francisco
^'Continued first run from the
Warfield, where it beat every
previous

a*u/

Rogers picture.

EVERYWHERE

ELSE!

Based on play "Merry Andrew" by Lewis Beach
Directed by David Butler

Held over for second smash

week

at Roxy Theatre, New York
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FACTS ABOUT

LEO'S BILLBOARD

SCOPE: Nation-wide.
NUMBER SHOWINGS: 8,000.
NUMBER TOWNS: 1,000.
POPULATION OF TOWNS: 45, 1 19,000.
ESTIMATED READERS: 112,788,000
daily. According to scientific compilation
by National Outdoor Advertising Bureau.
TYPE OF DISPLAY: Standard 24-sheet
poster panels, set with borders of lattice

MAGAZINES!

1XER

USED

in

P|CTUf

CAMPAIGN

work and moulding which are painted
green; illuminated at night traffic points.
SIZE OF PANEL: 12 feet high; 25 feet long.
LOCATIONS: Strategic city points; highways entering cities; along railroads; interurban trolley and bus line terminals, etc.
FIRST POSTING: Joan Crawford and
Clark Gable in "Chained."
POSTING TO START:
August

BILLBOARDS!

15th.
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|
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DUAL BILLS UPHELD
BY CODE AUTHORITY
(.Continued from Page 1)

not dealt with by the Authority in
its resolution.
Charges that the Milwaukee clearance and zoning1 board had ex-'
ceeded its authority, as provided by
the motion picture code, were registered by Attorney Louis Nizer, who
as counsel for Universal, Columbia
E. N. Judels, and Security, as well
as 30 independent exhibitors in that
territory, led the assault on the
schedule.
Sidney R. Kent presided at the
hearing, with the following Authority members and alternates present:
R. H. Cochrane, Edward Golden,
Nathan Yamins, Ed Kuykendall,
Major L. E. Thompson, Harold S.
Bareford, Austin C. Keough, J.
Robert Rubin and Charles L.
O'Reilly.
Nizer took issue with several
phases of the clearance schedule.
He socked at its definition to the
effect that 3,000 feet constitutes
length of a feature and declared
that the board had no authority to
establish minimum admission prices
as the code does not provide this
latitude. Furthermore, he said, according to the schedule, a house
which on only one night changes its
admissions scale automatically assumes a new price classification.
"The schedule only lacks a morality clauseNizer,
to make
it a newaway
code,"
observed
hammering
at

NEWS

&th

MGM PRODUCING UNl
LIKELY FOR ENGLAI

OF THE DAY

Haverhill, Mass. — William Burhoe
Toronto — Members dropped by the
Ontario censor board in the economy is now operating the Strand, recentmove, as predicted recently, are Maj. cuit.ly part of the Charles Morse CirJ. Chancellor Boylen, who is succeeded as chairman by J. B. Hardwicke, and Mrs. L. Phillips and Mrs.
Portland, Me. — Fred Stone, manP. Thorneloe. The board now is reager of the New Portland Theater
duced to three members.
an E. M. Loew house, will marry
Thelma Sparks next week.
Burlington, Wis. — For the second
time in two months, the Plaza was
Decatur, Ind. — The Madison, Deheld up, the latest robbery netting
catur's third motion picture house,
$400. The house is operated by Jack has opened under the management
Yeo and was robbed two months ago of David Rice.
of $500.
Fort Wayne, Ind. — Pickets who
Milwaukee ■ — Charles Koehler, patroled the fronts of the Creighton
booker for the B. N. Judell exchange and Capitol for the past eight
here, is observing his first vacation months have quit. Apparently the
in 25 years, an enforced one, recov- union trouble was patched up by
Tony Nelleson, the owner of both
tion. ering from an appendicitis opera- theaters.

rival and(Continued
after conferring
with i\ !.'■■'
m
from Page 1)
Eckman
Jr., the M-G-M
chiefl CIAS
Great
Britain.
Whileout,
plans
been fully
worked
it ishave
urn j DMES'
DNE '
stood that from eight to 15 picti.
might be made the first year. Stu<
being considered include the Loni||ti»t
Films plant, which is said to
favored by Mayer if terms can
agreed upon.
that part
M-G-Mof its
is now)
a Mayer
position said
to send
Hoi ■
wood
organization
to
Englsi ik i
Further study of the situation hj
will be made by Fred Pelton of
M-G-M studios who is now on

Dowling Says 75% of Films Gaumont-Franco-Films
Should Be Aimed at Family
Continuing Activities

local manager.
sumed
his new post as B. N. Judt'
Homer H. Harmon of the Shut
cently.
advertising staff was married

Paris — Gaumont-Franco-FilmsAubert has been authorized by the
Government to pursue its activities
despite the recent order to liquidate.
A French-British-American syndicate will take over the GaumontFranco-Films.

Byron Moore is on vacation in
Ozarks.
"Windy" Wilbert, former exp
tation man at the Ambassador,
joined the Warner
sales staff
Denver.

Seventy-five per cent of pictures
should be made for family audiences,
declared Eddie Dowling, stage and
screen producer, in discussing the
Legion of Decency movement yesterday in New York. If such a
policy is adopted, thousands of persons whom objectionable pictures
have driven away from the theaters
would return, said Dowling.
Picture producers must "keep
faith" with the churches in turning
the "upsurping" of an "unauthor- out
wholesome productions, Dowling
ized" power taken by the local
board.
warned, or swift and disastrous retaliation, partly via legislation, is
Status of rebates is specified by
the code itself, the attorney pointed certain to follow. He appealed for
out, and any tampering with the greater sincerity on the part of promatter is beyond the jurisdiction of
ducers in conforming with the cleanup ideas of the church movement.
The code is "silent"
boards.
local
on the double feature issue, Nizer
stressed. He asked that article 17,
Detroit Notes
in which houses playing duals, using
Detroit
—
Confirmation is still lackstage shows and giving rebates, are
ing on the report of George W.
penalized by being set back on pic- Trendle leasing the Paramount, now
tures, be stricken out of the schedule. The code seeks to encourage dark.
Variety Club Outing has been
production, which means employ- changed to Aug. 21 at Grosse Pointe
ment, declared Nizer, and any ban
Yacht Club. Otto Bolle of Paraon duals would be to the contrary.
mount exchange is chairman.
Edward Saunders of M-G-M, I. E.
Bernard Brooks and Raymond
Powers, I. LevenWilliam
Chadwick,
son and John
Freuler also raised Schreiber are reopening the Crystal,
objections to the schedule. Levenson, formerly owned by Ben Cohn. Clarence Runkle succeeds Brooks as
representing Warner-First National, manager of the New Center.
picked out, among other phases, the
Louis
A. Orsin will be in charge
definition of a feature-length picture as he criticized the schedule, of distribution at Shamrock Film
with offices in the Film
pointing out that Vitaphone is mak- Exchanges,
Exchange Bldg.
ing three-reelers as shorts. PrinI. J. London will remodel and reciples involved in setting up clearFerry Field under the name
ance schedules entered the discus- of theopen theBeacon.
sions, with Kuykendall taking part.
Central Theater Corp. and Montcalm Theater Corp., recently formed
here, are Fox Theater subsidiaries,
WestFoxCoastPrepar
Bur., ing
THE "Infe
FILM rno"
DAIT Y
according to D. M. Idzal.
Hollywood — Philip Klein, who has
John Crinnion of Amity Pictures
just completed, together with Rose
was
here this week visiting Monarch
Franken, the screen version of the Mary
Exchange and conferring with L. A.
Roberts Rinehart novel, "The State
Young.
Versus Elinor Norton," has been assigned
by Fox to write a motion picture adaptation in a modern treatment of the immortal Dante's "Inferno."

DAILY

Harry Lush, exhibitor of Plymouth and Northville, is now in Alpena recuperating from an illness.

\iW

way here.

St. Louis Notes
St. Louis — Eddie Rosscan, fo
erly with United Artists, has

"Side Streets" for Mayfair
First National's "Side Street
with Aline MacMahon, opens v^ mei
a Monday
night preview at
Ordered to Pay Vaude Scale
Mayfair.
Detroit — Theaters playing vaudeGardel to be at Opening
ville, even one show a day, must
Carlos Gardel will make a r.
pay the full code price of $7.50 a sonal
appearance
tonight
at
day, it has been ordered by Dante opening of the Teatro Campoarr
Dente, legal advisor of the NRA, Fifth Ave. and 116th St., with
Spanish - dialogue
featu
this week. Case was brought by new
Actors Federation of America "Cuesta Abajo", in which Garc,
Mona Maris and Anita Campillo .11
against several houses.
i;

Everything Points pear.Toward Busines
Revival
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REVIEWS
Diana

"ONE

Wynyard

MORE

«

in

^IE ALL AROUND.
lelegated
to
the
more
intelligent
litele because
of its theme,
this proirion is a consistently engrossing trile drama that has its moment of
or as well as intensity. Locale is Engand the characters are all British.
1a Wynyard, running away from a cruel
Isand, Colin Clive, meets Frank Lawon the boat from the Orient back to
land. Lawton falls in love with her, but
keeps him at a distance because she is
a married woman. The husband follows,
ks in on the wife and abuses
her
in. Then,
realizing he can't get her
k, he has her followed and divorces her
circumstantial evidence of unfaithful, whereupon she realizes her love for
ton. Among the most interesting pors of the film is the rather lengthy
rce trial. Some deft comedy touches
put in by Mrs.
Pat Campbell,
as
la's aunt, and all the surrounding roles
handled impressively,
ast: Diana Wynyard, Frank Lawton,
. Pat Campbell, Colin Clive, Reginald
ny, C Aubrey Smith, Henry StephenLionel Atwill, Alan Mowbray, Kathleen
vard, Gilbert Emery, E. E. Clive, Robert
g, Gunnis Davis, Tempe Piggott.
lirector, James
Whale;
Author,
John
worthy;
Screen
Play, R. C. Sheriff;
neraman, John Mescall.
(irection, Smooth.
Photography,
Fine.

Bob Steele

and WISDOM

"TT IS when we get down to actual
regulation that the trouble starts,
for there is nothing even remotely
resemblihg an agreement as to what
pictures should be." — WILL H.
HAYS.

"I'm bad copy because I'm a normal guy who wants to live in a normal manner."— ROBERT YOUNG.
"The question is: What constitutes
bad
LIN. taste?"— HAROLD B. FRANK-

"Writers, directors and producers
all share equal responsibility for the
condition of the screen today. The
"Even where double-featuring prewholesale importation of the sothe big majority doesn't want
called sophisticated writers of the it but vailscan't
quit because of compestage hasn't elevated our position DALL. titive conditions."— ED KUYKENany."— JOSEPH I. BREEN.
"Wives are beaten before they
"Another hopeful sign in the development of the motion picture is start
in Hollywood."— OTTO KRUGER.
the recent tendency to deal honestly
and realistically with important subject matter."— FRANCES WHITE
"Many of the books that are clasDIEHL, National Council of Women.
sics today would be quickly branded
as indecent if they were put on the
Hollywood has glorified the work screen."— WILL IRWIN.
of the manVIDOR.
who has nothing to say."
—KING
"I like being a mug."— SPENCER
TRACY.

"I have made 60 pictures and only
two of themB. have
not made money."
—CECIL
DE MILLE.

"Nobody was more surprised than
"The trouble with spotless films is
that the public always finds some I when I was chosen as a potential
spot
Hollywood beauty."— MARGARET
COOK.it prefers to a theater." — TED SULLAVAN.

Aug. 14: Public hearings on proposed amendments to the Laboratory Code. Washington, D. C.
Aug. 21 : Annual Outing of Detroit film row
under auspices of Detroit Variety Club,
Grosse Pointe Yacht Club, Detroit.
Aug. 22-24: Allied Theater Owners of New
City.
Jersey lantic
convention,
Ritz-Carlton Hotel, AtAug. 23: First Golf Tournament of Cleveland
Variety Club, Beechmont Club, Cleveland.
Sept. 10: First fall luncheon meeting of
Variety Club of Cleveland.
Sept 14: Clambake, Golf and Dinner-Dance
of Cleveland Variety Club, Cleveland
Sept.dan,
16: N.North
D. Dakota Allied meeting, ManSept. 20: A.M P.A. Revels and Luncheon, Motion Picture Club, New York.
Sept. 20: "Night of Stars" benefit under auspices of United Jewish Appeal in aid of
German Jews, Yankee Stadium, New York.
Nathan Burkan, chairman.
Sept. 26-27: Annual convention of Allied Independent Theater Owners of Wisconsin,
Hotel Schroeder, Milwaukee.
Oct.Detroit.
1: National Film Carriers convention
Oct 14-15: Annual convention of M.P.T.O.
of Arkansas, Mississippi and Tennessee
(Tri-State), Memphis.
Oct. 29: S.M.P.E. Fall Meeting Hotel Pennsylvania, New York.

Jack P. Moore Quits Fox Midwest
Springfield, Mo. — Jack P. Moore
has resigned as manager of the
three Fox Midwest theaters here. He
is said to have gone to San Antonio.

in

FOR TROUBLE"

with Don Alvarado, Gloria Shea and
Nick
Stuart
n. Steiner
61 mins.
JVELY WESTERN HAS PLENTY ACDN AND PLOT TWISTS TO INTEREST
RILL
FANS.
rhis one is action-filled from start to
sh and dovetailed satisfactorily enough.
) Steele turns down a hard-won job to
ow a pretty girl to a nearby ranch.
: agrees to put him to work, advising
i to wait around. When a stranger walks
who Bob thinks is the old foreman,
gets into fight with him. Bob's opponent
rts out to be a brother of the girl and
i is ordered off the ranch. Nick Stuart,
brother, sells the ranch and while en
te to bank the money is murdered,
cie witnesses the murder and later sees
murderers split their loot with the
it who bought the ranch. Steele is sus:ted of the murder, for he is seen leavthe body. Fleeing a sheriff's posse,
ele is befriended by a bandit, Don Alado. Together they manage to trick the
ok into buying the sheriff's farm and
s round up his confederates, and conce Gloria that Steele is not her brother's
rderer. There are a number of amusing
ches.
last: Don Alvarado, Gloria Shea, Nick
art, Walter McGrail, Carmen LaRoux,
e McKee, Perry Murdock, Blackie
liteford and Jimmy Aubrey.
lirector, Bob Hill; Screen Play, Jack
tteford; Recording Engineer, Herbert
ke; Cameraman, Wm. Thompson; Film
tor, Wm. Austin.
Direction, Good.
Photography, Okay.

First thing (My. Pop tahg-eh me- was
T44AT AMfklCA

BUYS

AT

"NAME'S*

Tt+E: Box -Of Fief: So x ?
I'M tBATURING- MA£Ql)ft\
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Aug. 1-24: Second International Exposition of
Cinematographic
Art, Venice,
Italy.

RIVER"

i Frank Lawton,
Colin Clive, Reginald
nny, Mrs. Pat Campbell, Lionel Atwill
i|/ersal.
85 mins.
LASS DRAMA ON STRICTLY ADULT
,/IESTIC
THEME
IS
VERY
WELL

"A DEMON

WORDS

«DATE BOOK

SPEAKING

~
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Short Shots from Eastern Studios
?By CHARLES

ALICOATE

John B. Kennedy, newspaperman
will be featured in and radio news commentator, has
jyf ARTY MAY ess,"
comedy
a
Busin
"B'g
short with music which will go into :ompleted the dialoguing of the
production Monday at the Eastern
Service studio for Educational re- first four short subjects in the E.
lease. Al Boasberg, who is respon- M. Newman "See America First"
sible for the story, will direct, with series for Vitaphone. Kennedy's
George Weber in charge of the work is being done at Vitaphone's
camera. An all-star personality cast Brooklyn studio.
will support May in the picture.

Josephine Dunn, whose name is
invariably associated with the epochmaking film "The Singing Fool,"
end who is now playing a leading
part in the Ernest Truex comedy in
work at the Eastern Service studio,
is very much at home in the Astoria
plant, having been one of the successful graduates of the Paramount
school when that company operated
that studio.

Nick Lucas, the crooning troubador of stage, screen and radio fame,
starts work today in "Run on the
Bank,' a two-reel musical short
subject at the Brooklyn Vitaphone
studio. The dancing team of Cherry
and June Preisscr, featured in the
last Zicgfcld Follies and now appearing at Billy
Rose's the
Musicmusical
Hall,
and Janet
Reade,
comedy singer, are also cast in the
short.

Robert T. Haines and Frank
Jacquet have been signed by Select
Productions for roles in "Gigolette,"
the feature now in work at the Biograph studio under the direction of
Charles LaMont. The deal was
negotiated through the Fred Walton
offices.

By a strange coincidence, Burt
Gillett, supervisor of cartoon production for the RKO Van Beuren,
"Toddle Tales" and "Rainbow Parade," is again working in the same
building and on the same floor where
he broke into the animating cartoon
business for the Hearst International Films over 16 years ago. The
reason Burt remains late so many
evenings
each week is because the
Monty Shaff, who last season completed a series of musical shorts for cartoon ghosts of "Jerry on the
release through RKO-Radio, noiv Job," "The Katzenjammer Kids,"
has in preparation a feature produc- "Happy Hooligan," and "Tad's Intion to be released by the newlydoor Sports" come creeping down
formed Topical Pictures of which from the rafters and re-enact their
stories
of old slapstick days.
Shaff is the head.

THE
Located
Motion

picture

in
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the heart
47th St.,

directors,

stars,

of Times
just West
technicians

HOTEL

Square — one
of Broadway,
and

film

minute
from
New York
executives

have

a

decided

preference for The Edison — New York's newest,
most modern hotel.
The Edison
Hotel meets every possible requirement.
It is ideally located,
being only a
few minutes to the film center, yet not actually "in it."
Around the corner is glamorous
Times Square, with
its many amusement
facilities.
There
are 1.000 hugely
sized rooms.
Each contains
tub ?nd shower,
circulating
icedwater, light, cool and airy.
Many other unusual features such as an air-cooled restaurant,
a roof solarium
and sun-ray health
lamps.
Values that are truly "The talk of the town."
From $2.50 single.
From $4.00
Delightful new Cocktail Bar in Adam
Dining Room.
Garage
opposite
hotel

JOHN

L. HORGAN
General Manager

double
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LEBy RALPH
WILK "LOTS"
A LITT
HOLLYWOOD
^pHREE writers were added this
week to Columbia's staff of
authors.
The trio consists of
Stephen Morehouse Avery, who is
working on the script of "Once a
Gentleman"; Garrett Fort who has
been assigned to the "Mills of the
Gods," and Jo Graham, who has as
yet no assignment.

Byron, Robert Loraine, Jay C. F
pen and Stepin Fetchit.

With completion of "A Lost Lac
First National's production of W
Cather's Pulitzer Prize novel, _
bara Stanwyck will turn to "C
cealment" for her next starrin
ture. "Concealment" has
adapted by Tom Buckingham anc
Hugh Herbert from a play by Lti 1
.T
T
▼
A new title has been given by ard Ide. It is scheduled for pro©
Warners to the picture formerly tion within the next few weeks j
called "Boulder Dam," with its story as in the case of "A Lost Lat
laid on the scene of that great en- Miss Stanwyck will have An
gineering project. The title will be Mayo as her director.
"Backfire." Cy Bartlett and Ralph
Block have written the script. No
Mitchell Leisen has been assig.
definite casting arrangements have the direction
of Sylvia
Sidn< p
yet been made, but it is not unlikely forthcoming film, "Red Woman,
that Edward G. Robinson will have is announced at Paramount.
Si
the leading role.
duled to start production Aug.
k
T ▼ T
the film is being produced by B.; |
Shooting on Majestic's "Night Schulberg. The adaptation and
Alarm" is scheduled to start Aug. dialogue was written by Williarr |
13. Neil Hamilton and Mary Brian
Lipman,J. Gladys
Morgan. Lehman and A1 :
have the leads, with Harold Hopper worth
1
now_ busy on the remainder of th'
Hobart Cavanaugh has been ads I
casting.
duce it. Larry Darmour will proto the cast of the new James Cagii it?
T
T
T
picture, "The Perfect Week-Eii, sui
Marjorie Gateson has been added now
in production at the Wan t;
studios under the direction of !> I
to
the
cast
of
"Just
Out
of
College,"
now in production at the Warner Enright. Patricia Ellis is pla>i
studios, and Charles Starrett has the leading feminine role. Cast :i^,
replaced John Eldredge in the same includes Allen Jenkins, Artt f
picture, Eldredge being occupied Aylesworth, Robert Barrat, Speit
with his role in "Flirtation Walk." Charters, Addison Richards, Htj ™
Franchot Tone is leading man in
"Just Out of College," opposite Mar- Woods and William Davidson, t sai
picture
was I.adapted
by Warren
garet Lindsay, Jean Muir and Ann and
Seton
Miller from
a storyl1| 5™
Dvorak. Other players in the film Frederick Hazlett Brennan.
are Ross Alexander, John Foran.
Mary Forbes has been addedtj
Robert LightT and THenryT O'Neill.
^he
of "Happiness Ahead," u
Nora Lane, Lucille Brown, Doro- FirstcastNational
picture which 1
thy Dix, Marian Shockley, Caryl
Dresent
Josephine
of <U
Lincoln and Susan Fleming were Civic Repertory Hutchinson
in d
sierned bv Fox to appear in the screen debut. DickTheater
Powell is JWJ
Mary Roberts Rinehart storv, "The Hutchinson's leading man, and li
State Versus Elinor Norton," which
Rose Franken and Philip Klein cast features John Halliday, Fr^ilj
adapted to the screen. Director McHugh, Allen Jenkins, Ruth In
Dorothy Dare, Russell Hiis
Hamilton MacFadden's cast for the nelly,
Marjorie Gateson, Marv TreeniJ
film, now in work, includes Claire M.
Kerrigan, Mary Russell w
Trevor. Norman Foster, Hugh Wil- Gavin Gordon. Mervyn LeRoy is
liams. Henrietta Crosman and Gil- recting from the screen play >)
bert Roland.
Harry Sauber and Brian Mar.w
T
T
T
and shooting is practically finish?,.
Roger Pryor has been signed by
Columbia for the leading1 male role
opposite Carole Lombard in "Orchids
and Onions" (temDorary title). May
Robson, Arthur Hohl and Raymond
Walburn are already included in the
cast. The story is by Dwight Taylor. S. K. Lauren and Milton GropDer prepared the adaptation and
David Burton directs.

SUNSHIN€

everything.
shown

DAILY
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▼

T

Mitchell Lewis, Frank Lanning
and Leonid Kinskey are cast additions to "Marie Galante," the Panama Canal Zone picture starring Ketti Gallian and Spencer Tracy now in
production at Fox. Others featured
in the cast, which Henry Kiner is
directing, are Helen Morgan, Siegfried Rumann, Leslie Fenton, Arthur

Loew's,
substantial

Inc.,
and
Fox
Film
increase in earnings.

report
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(Continued from Page 1)

lis to force theaters to increase
pieir scales.
!Quoting theaters' weekly gross as
»proximating $4,000,000 at present,
jj contrast with the industry's need
jj a $6,000,000-a-week take, Lichtttan pointed out that a general 5
[|nt admission price raise would add
iout $1,000,000 to weekly box[Jnce receipts.
JiThe United Artists executive
iised part of his data on information obtained on a recent Mid-WestJn sales trip. Theater attendance
I; present approximates only 20,t)0,000 patrons weekly, he said,
hile the average admission price
20 cents.
i Describing this take as inadejate, Lichtman declared that as a
:sult of operating at a loss, exhibits are allowing their houses to
jcome shabby. Unless grosses are
icreased, he said, producers will be
>mpelled to turn out cheaper negaves.
Attracted by low price scales,
atrons are going to cheap houses,
ichtman stated, thereby reducing
jceipts of first-runs. He deplored
leaters which provide expensive
;age shows at substantially reuced admissions.
"The industry is furnishing enirtainment
to the public — at a loss,"
Dserved
Lichtman.
Growth of the store type of show
'as pointed to by the official, who
^id their scales are averaging 15
ants. Most houses at present have
;hedules calling for 25 and 30 cents,
e stated.
If the present-day market in Eng,nd did not exist, Lichtman deared, American producers could
ot make pictures costing more than
150,000, in view of conditions in
lis country. Admission prices in
ngland are three times higher than
i the United States, he said. In
hicago, stated Lichtman, 275
ouses are operating on 15-cent
:ales. He estimated attendance at
alaban & Katz houses in that city
i 650,000 weekly and asserted that
irst run revenue is almost extinct"
iroughout the country.
Twenty-five cents should be the
;andard average admission price
ar theaters, "with the exception of
Broadcast

from

ii

DAILV

pday.Aug. 10, 1934

the Set

Broadcasting from a studio set while
shooting of a feature is in progress
will take place for the first time in
the east next Tuesday evening at the
Biograph studio under arrangements
made by Sam Taylor, screen commentator of WMCA, with Select Productions,
who are making "Gigolette" at Biograph. The broadcast will go over
WMCA from 7 to 7:30 P.M and the
scene in progress of shooting at the
time will include Adrienne Ames, Donald Cook, Ralph Bellamy, Robert Armstrong and Milton Douglas. The latter,
a Broadway baritone, will sing the theme
song, "Gigolette." Ten key stations
along the Atlantic seaboard will carry
the broadcast.

The Problem of Original Titles
KIO

"Life") a monicker for a firstborn
mother ever lavished (Reprinted
more care from
on picking

' ^ than do the movie chieftains in choosing titles for their flickers. The
reason is somewhat less tender. — the better showing a picture makes on a
marquee the more people will be lured past the box office and the more kale
it will make.

ACTION IS DELAYED
ON PARAMOUNT DEALS
(Continued from Page 1)

of Louis Marcus' 50 per cent interest in the Salt Lake, Inc. circuit of
15 theaters for $50,000 was postThe output of 15 years of title-thinking-up appears in the FILM DAILY
poned till today at 2 P. M. to perYEARBOOK in a section given over to titles — 13,905 of them. Considered on
mit examination of S. A. Lynch and
their merits as a great many queer combinations of words, the list is a panic;
Sam Dembow, Jr. Special Master
considered as the 15-year product of our fifth industry it's hilarious.
Joyce ordered Lynch and Dembow to
"Love" is the most hackneyed of all marquee words. The movies have given
appear
following a protest against
us "Love Is a Lie," "Love Is a Racket," "Love Is an Awful Thing," "Love Is
consummation of the deal by MalDangerous," "Love Is Like That," and, more conservatively, "Love Is Love" —
com Sumner, attorney for a small
and 170 other titles beginning with "Love."
group of bondholders whose petition
"Hell" got a good play, too, with "Hell Below," "Hell Bent," "Hell and High
for reorganization under Sec. 77 B
Water," "Hell On Earth," "Hell's Holiday," "Hell's House," and some others.
was consolidated with that of the
There was to be a "Hell's Bells," but at the last minute Warners changed it
debenture committee. Sumner said
to "I've Got Your Number." "Heart," of course, is very prominent with such
he saw no reason to approve the
titles as "Heart of Romance," "Heart of New York," "Heart of Nora," "Heart
plan at this time when the option to
of a Fool," "Heart of the Sunset," Hearts Adrift, Aflame, of Oak, and of
purchase ran three years longer.
Flint. "Girl" runs even "Love" a close second with such gems as "Girl at Bay,"
Sumner's objections that he had not
"Girl at Home," — from Beyond, — from God's Country, — from Chicago, — from
had
time to study the suggested
Gay Paree, — from Everywhere, — from Nowhere, — In the Dark, In the Rain, In
purchase
of the $615,000 outstanding
the Limousine, In the Glass Cage, and In the Web. There are also "Girl of
debenture issue of the Goldstein
Today," "Girl of Yesterday," "Girl On the Barge," — On the Stairs, — OverBros, circuit in New England for
board,—Who Came Back, Who Couldn't Grow Up, Who Couldn't Think, Who
$307,000, payable, in one year, reDared, Who Lost, Who Ran Wild," Who Won Out, Who Wouldn't Quit, Who
sulted in adjournment of this matter
Wouldn't Work, Without a Room, and Without a Soul. Under "F" we find "For
till today at 2 P. M. also.
Heaven's Sake," "For His Sake," "For Her Sake," "For Your Daughter's Sake,"
Hearing on the Paramount Broadand "For You, My Boy." But we've no intention of running through the whole
way Corp. reorganization was ad13,905 of them here and now. Just thought you'd like to know how tough it is
journed to Aug. 22 before which
to think up an original title.
time Sumner will file specifications
of objections to the plan. Sumner
said he was unalterably opposed to
Motions Filed With Court
Schreiber Files Test Suit
this reorganization because it tied
In
Fox
Met.
Reorganization
in with the Paramount-Publix reorAgainst(Continued
Mich.fromCooperative
(Continued from Page 1)
Page 1)
ganization, real estate which was no
Schreiber, owner of five Woodward was filed by William Atkinson, re- essential part of the business. Speceiver for Fox Metropolitan. A moAve. houses, has filed suit against
cial
Master
Joyce himself raised an
tion to strike out the answer was
Cooperative Theaters of Michigan
objection to the plan for payment
and Ben and Lou Cohen charging made by Archibald Palmer, attorney of $23,500 to settle rent claims of
them with buying up product to for the minority bondholders. the owners of the Penn and State
keep it away from his theaters.
Judge Mack will hear Palmer's mo- Theaters, Uniontown, totaling $250,tion on Tuesday morning, at which 000 in the case of one theater only,
time he will decide Palmer's conten- and to a second proposal involving
Code Financial Report
tion that the bondholders have a
purchase for $165,000 of $1,340,right to act for themselves even the
000 outstanding bonds against the
Shows
$33,833
Balance
though they have turned their bond Toledo Paramount Corp. Joyce said
(Continued from Page 1)
he did not know whether he had the
have paid $49,700 in assessments holdings over to the committee.
Should Judge Mack accept the
and exhibitors $78,570, receipts toright to order purchase of claims
new Fox Met. petition, it will mean when
no reorganization was assured.
talling $128,270.
'Disbursements that the reorganization plan of the All creditor groups advised approval
have amounted
to $94,436.75.
July expenditures aggregated $23,- bondholders' committee and the pro- of these two matters.
posed reorganization plan of Saul
604.41, says the statement.
E. Rogers will be discarded. The
court will appoint a trustee who
McEvoy, Jr., a Reporter
on "British
Agent"
West Report
Coast Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILY may either accept and re-file either
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — The six major wo- of the reorganization plans or subHollywood
— Giving up college in
mit a substitute.
favor of a newspaper education, J.
men's group affiliated with the Hays
Office in the reviewing and considP. McEvoy's 16-year-old son, Deneration of motion pictures have filed New Film Duties Are Set
nis, goes to work as a cub reporter
next month on the San Francisco
their reports on "British Agent,"
By Mexican
Government
First National's co-starring film for
"Examiner,"
the writer announced
(Continued from Page 1)
Kay Francis and Leslie Howard, exat Paramount, where he is writing
pres ing a unanimous agreement on meters, from $2.80 to $5 ; sound film
in Spanish, $2.20: other languages, on "The Pursuit of Happiness."
the picture's merits.
from $9.28 to $12.48. Phonograph
records for use with films will have
Musical For Joe E. Brown
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM
DAILY a duty of 28 cents each. The new
Hollywood — Joe E. Brown, who is schedule is intended for the protection of native film production.
working now in First National's
"Six Day Bike Rider," will probably
return to the musical comedy realm
Louis King Assigned
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
for his next picture.
Hollywood — ■ Louis King, having
completed the colorful melodrama,
"Pursued," has been assigned by
the dumps," said Lichtman. During Fox to direct the film adaptation of
the boom years industry
grossed $800,000,000 annually when John Erskine's "Bachelor of Arts,"
How about a Fall Fashion Show as a
business builder?
admission prices averaged at least with Tom Brown, Anita Louise and
Henry B. Walthall already cast for
80
per
cent
higher
than
now,
he
estimated.
the production.
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"Wo Paramount-Publix Deals Approved by Court

"ILLY MPTO SAY UNIFORM CONTRACT IS WITHHELD

)

troit Zoning Plan
louses Giving Premiums
Must Raise Scales
One-Third

Expected to Help Admissions

Approve Cancellations Applying to United Artists
An opinion to the effect that the Code Authority has unanimously ruled that the
cedes 10 per cent cancellation clause applies to United Artists will be approved at
the next session of the administrative
body Aug. 23.

Exhib Unit Charges Some
Firms Not Using Contract as Per Code

Claiming that "certain distributors are not using the uniform contract as provided to be used in the
code," but instead are including in
their rental agreements clauses giving them the privilege to allocate
pictures after thev have been cancelled, the M. P. T. O. of Eastern
Pennsylvania has protested to the
The resolution adopted by the Code Authority. The complaint will
Code Authority forbidding local zon- be considered at the meeting of the
ing and clearance boards from dis- body scheduled for Aug. 23.
criminating against houses playing
The letter,
signedon Page
by George
P.
double features in their schedules
(Continued
3)
did not refer to theaters playing
stage shows and giving rebates because no protests had been filed
against these phases of the Milwaukee system, it was stated at the
Code Authority yesterday.
The vote on the Milwaukee ifsue,
originating from a schedule which
Kansas City — As a result of word
penalized offenders by setting them
(Continued on Page 3)
from John C. Flinn, executive secretary of the Code Authority, that
exhibitors who recently signed the
Dickering on Law Firm
anti-premium petition here, but later
For Music Tax Battle changed their minds, could not with(Continued
on Page 3)
Paramount Reopening
draw from the agreement, premiums
Negotiations for a law firm to
(Continued on Page 3)
2 Detroit First-Runs represent
the
exhibitor
emergency
Detroit
—
Reopening
of
the
State
J. Unger Promotes 12
Paramount about Aug. 31 is committee in its fight against the Sam Baerwitz to Produce
in Paramount Field Force and
planned by United Detroit Theaters, music tax rise threatened by the A.
Joseph J. Unger, Paramount Paramount-Publix unit, according to S. C. A. P. are still under way and
For Educational in East
visional sales manager, has made Willard Patterson, general manager. are expected to be completed by
Sam Baerwitz, formerly a pro! promotions from within the Both are major downtown houses. early next week. The deal will be
ducer for M-G-M, has been signed
nks. Ch^ng-ps are as follows: The Paramount, dark for nearly submitted to the law committee for
:ott Lett, head booker, Atlanta, to three years, will return to its or- its approval at a meeting to be by Educational to head a fifth unit,
(Continued on Page 3)
called early next week.
his assignment
being story
"Big byBusiiginal name of the Capitol.
ness," musical with
Al
Boasberg and featuring Marty
May, with production starting next
"Rasputin" Case Settled
week at the Astoria studio.
A mutual settlement was reached yes-

Detroit — A summary of the longraited Detroit zoning and clearce plan, a 30-page document
lich is to be made public Monday
E. S. Kinney, code secretary, inmates that many theaters will have
Ieither raise prices or change poli:s. Basic feature of the plan, acrding to Kinney, is a proposal to
Clarifying vaudeville clauses of
termine the protection for a house the motion picture code, the Code
(Continued on Page 3)
Authority, upon recommendation of
its vaudeville committee, has ruled
that no performer shall be booked to
play more than one theater a day
unless the minimum rate is paid at
each theater. The code establishes
$7.50 as the minimum rate per day.
The interpretation was decided upon
to stop a reported practice of requiring a performer to play in more
World film rights to the "Folies than one theater on a single day
rgere," Paris musical institution,
pay him or her the one-day
Ive been acquired by Darryl F. and
muck, production head of 20th minimum.
fentury, according to a cable sent
Persons(.Continued
taking onpartPage in 3)"amateur
• him from the Rex, which is bringg him back from a foreign jaunt.

VAUDE MUST BE PAID NO COMPLAINTS FILED
$7.50 DAILY MINIMUM ON REBATES & VAUDE

ANUGK TO PRODUCE

PREMIUMS IN K. C.
WILL END OCT. 27

"FOLIES BERGERE"

terday between M-G-M and Princess
Youssoupoff in the latter's libe! action
over "Rasputin and the Empress."
'oints in the agreement are that M-G-M
will not avail itself of the right to appeal to the House of Lords, that action
for damages pending in the Supreme
Court of New York county will bs
withdrawn, and that all future litigation
against the producer in any part of the
world is ended. The film will carry a
statement that the part of Natasha is
purely fictional. J. Robert Rubin, general counsel for M-G-M, and Fanny
Holtzman, counsel for the Princess,
handled
negotiations.

Paramount Trustees to Proceed
In Goldstein and Marcus Deals
Fox Studio in Aug. Drive;
$3,000,000 for 12 Films
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Fox plans to spend
approximately $3,000,000 on 12 features which are currently under way
or are scheduled to go into work
this month at Movietone City, studio
(Continued

on Page

3)

Special Master John E. Joyce yesterday approved the purchase by the
Paramount-Publix trustees of the
Goldstein Brothers debenture issue
and the half-interest held by Louis
Marcus in Publix Salt Lake, Inc.
On Thursday, at a meeting before
Special Master Joyce, the trustees
sought approval
for the exercise of
(Continued on Page 3)

Acclaim New Kid Find
West Coast Bur.. THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — As a result of his work
in "You Belong to Me," Paramount film
just previewed, six-year-old David Jack
Holt is being hailed as star material by
the critics, who rate him as Shirley
Temple's only rival. He was born in
Jacksonville. Fla., went on the stage at
the age of three, and also sings and
dances.
Paramount
has him under op-
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More Little Theaters
Walter Reade Protests
Cut-Price Dog Racing In CWA Winter Program
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Walter Reade has filed protest
with Robert A. O'Brien, secretary
of the Dog Racing Commission,
Jersey City, that the dog racing
tracks now operating in Jersey are
violating the NRA code with reference to racing amusements by
giving away rebate tickets and cutrates contrary to their advertised
prices. He charges the tracks are
distributing slips admitting persons
for 10 and 25 cents, where the regular scale is 50 cents and $1.25, respectively. Reade's Jersey houses
have been hit by the dog racing
competition.
Albany Golf Tournament Aug. 24
Albany — First Annual Golf Tournament sponsored by the Variety
Club of Albany will be held Aug. 24
at the Sharker Ridge Country Club,
Loudenville. It will be a stag affair,
with action starting at 1:30 P. M.
and dinner scheduled for 7:30 P. M.
at the Variety Club Rooms in the De
Witt Clinton Hotel. Fee is $3, extaxed cept
$2.to non-golfers, who will be

A broad movement to establish
little theaters which would provide
work for actors, playwrights, musicians and others is contemplated by
the CWA as part of its Winter relief program. With free performances put on by these groups, regular theaters look upon the move as
more or less serious competition.

U. A. Signs B. & K.
United Artists has closed a product deal covering 1934-35 releases
with the Balaban & Katz circuit in
Chicago,
it is announced by Al Lichtman.
Cockerill Managing
Denham
Denver — Benjamin D. Cockerill,
recently Universal salesman in Salt
Lake and formerly with the Warner
circuit in Philadelphia, has been
made manager of the Denham. Alan
Cooper, acting manager since Lou
Hellborn resigned, remains in an advisory capacity. House has raised
scale from 40 to 50 cents.

"Ra-Mu" Holding Over at Cameo
"Ra-Mu," the Captain E. A. Salisbury South Sea picture released
Hollywood — Dorothy Parker has
by
Fairhaven Productions, is being
been signed to a writer's contract by
Paramount. Her husband, Alan held for a second and possibly a
Campbell, also has been signed by third week at the Cameo. First
the company as a player.
week's gross was the best registered
by the house in the last six months,
Jack Frost to Des Moines
the management reports.
7R
Detroit
— Jack Frost, assistant
Fox Sales Executives
Meet
general manager of United Detroit
Theaters, has left this week for a
Fox sales executives attended a
month's
stay in Desunit
Moines
loana Kent sales drive meeting yesterday
to
the Paramount
thereon for
at the home office. Speakers were
special job, according to Willard John D. Clark, Herman Wobber,
Patterson, general manager.
Harry Buxbaum and Roger Ferri.
Bob Gary, handling publicity, has Wobber and Ferri leave New York
resigned. Earl Hudson succeeds Monday returning to the Coast.
him.
Paramount Signs Dorothy Parker

West
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Truex Comedy for RKO Circuit
"Dog-gone Babies," latest Educational-Ernest Truex starring comedy to be completed, starts a run
today over the entire RKO metropolitan circuit in conjunction with
"She Learned About Sailors." The
comedy, in which Jacqueline Logan
and Montagu Love also appear, has
already played first-run at the Music
Hall.
Carlos Harrison to Wed
Carlos Harrison, of the U. A.
home office exploitation department,
leaves today for Cincinnati where he
will marry Virginia Reiff next week.

Hobard
Samuel

Bcsworth
Bischoff

Cecil B. De
Hal
Home

Mille

Jean
Parker
Roy T. Barnes
Pauline
Frederick
Mort
Spring

Stafford Promoted by WMCA
Gene Stafford has been appointed
manager of production and studios
of the American Broadcasting: System— WMCA network. He will also
have charge of announcers. Stafford
formerly was director of programs
and productions for WMCA.
Sixth Marcy Western Ready
Marcy Pictures ^vill release "Nevada Cyclone," sixth in the series of
Bud 'N' Ben three-reel westerns on
Aug. 15.

Editor Gives "Rothschild" Sendoff
Atlantic, la. — E. P. Chase, editor
and publisher of the Atlantic "NewsTelegraph"
and the
winner
the Pulitzer Prize for
best ofeditorial
of
1933, sponsored the opening of "The
House
Rothschild"
a twocolumn of
editorial
break with
on page
one
which materially aided the picture's
engagement at the Iowa theater.
Chase's editorial urged those who
believed in motion pictures to indicate to the local theater their approval of better pictures and demonstrate that approval by their patronage. D. V. Lucas, United Artists branch manager in Omaha, was
instrumental in securing Chase's cooperation for the Iowa theater engagement.
Filing Data in Electrics Suit
Robert Robbins, president of the
Society for the Protection of the
American Theater, leaves for Washington on Tuesday to present a sheaf
of evidence to the Federal Trade
Commission, which is now investigating the Society's
of
unfair trade
practisescomplaints
against the
Amer. Tel. & Tel., Western Electric
and Erpi.

Coming and Going
BEN GOETZ
Europa.

sails for Europe today on]

JACK COSMAN is sailing on the Paris 1
for a trip abroad.
JEAN COUPAN
of Cosmofilm, Paris, wil | i
rive /n New York Tuesday on the lie De Fr,>(
J. C. films
BERNARD,
producer
of a <[}°
mentary
who
isFrench
at present
making
ture depicting
life aboard
a big ocean
returns
to New
York
on Tuesday
via thr
de France.
V.
WILLIAM
BEAUDINE
is due
in New
shortly from
the coast en route to Englan
direct for British International
Pictures.
MARCEL
ACHARD,
French
playwright
did the
M-G-M,

French
version
sails today on

of "Merry Widow'ti »;
the Paris for Francj

CHARLES of BOYER,
French
cinema
star; 'I
REISMAN
RKO and
GEORGE
LANDY,
i
licist, for
are Europe.
among others departing today or k
Paris

:

BEN BLUMENTHAL sails for Europe todae
the Leviathan.
MR
and MRS.
JOE
BRANDT
and WILLJ
G. STIEGLER,
theater
critic of the Cinciijis,
"Times-Star,"
sail today
on the Monarcl'o 1.
Bermuda for Bermuda.
WILLIAM
ing via the

MELNICKER
of M-G-M
is dejl I
Furness Prince line for South Aiir ":

ROBERT
SHIPPEE,
explorer
and aviator
his bride, the former
Claudia
Morgan
.-nd daughter
of Ralph
Morgan,
actor,
avt
in New York on Monday aboard the Santa I
from
California
KRASNA
fromNORMAN
the Coast.

has

arrived

in

New

|

DORETH HOWREN is en route to Ne ac:sL
from the coast by plane to artend the ope«i
of "Dames" on Wednesday at the Strand. I*
was selected as the "Miss Busby Berkeley i]
to represent her colleagues at the premiere
ROBERT
SHAYNE
leaves New
York on In
day
by plane
theRKO
coastRadio.
to appear in "Vtff'
nesday's
Child"forfor
MAURICE CONN, president of Ambas
Pictures, left yesterday by plane for Bi
to spend the week end with Herman Rifkir;
J. R. FREULER
left yesterday
on a stil
around the exchanges.
J. M. LOUGHBOROUGH, head of the it
picture division of the Federil Housing
ministration, is in town for a few days.
returns
from
Eip i
nextJOHNweek.E. OTTERSON

BOOK
THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
Aug. 1-24: Second
Cinematographic

International Expositiriof
Art, Venice,
Italy. |

Aug. 14: Public hearings on proposed amid
ments to the Laboratory Code. Was*l
ton, D. C.
Aug. 21:
Annual
Outing
of Detroit
film
under
auspices
of Detroit
Variety
Grosse
Pointe Yacht Club, Detroit.
Aug. 22-24:
Allied
Theater
Owners
of
lantic City.
Jersey convention,
Ritz-Carlton
Hotel, |
Aug. ?3 : First Golf Tournament of Clevnid
Variety Club.
Beechmont
Club, Clcvel I
Aug. 24: First Annual Golf Tournament r
sored by Club,
AlbanyLoudenville,
Variety Club,
I'ge
Country
N. Shaker
Y.
Sept. 10: First
Variety
Club

fall luncheon
of Cleveland.

meeting of

Sept 14: Clambake, Golf and Dinner-Dice
of Cleveland
Variety
Club,
Cleveland
D.
Sept.dan,
16: N.North

Dakota

Allied meeting, I n-

Sept. 20: AM P. A. Revels and Luncheon,
tion Picture
Club,
New
York.

0

Sept. 20: "Night of Stars" benefit under I
pices of United Jewish Appeal in ai 'of
Nathan Burkan,
chairman.
German
Jews, Yankee
Stadium, New ' 'k.
Sept.

25-27:
Annual
convention
of
dependent
Theater
Owners
of
Hotel
Schroeder,
Milwaukee.

Alliec n
Wiscc

Oct.

1 : National
Detroit.

convev

Film

Carriers
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IILLY MPTO WANT
UNIFORM CONTRACT
iil
.

MONG

INDIA PRODUCING 50;
14 T0 16 REELS EACH

THE

(Continued from Page 1)

Herons as secretary of the exhibitor
it, asks that "ail of these distribfl ng companies immediately submit
1 the exhibitors for the renting seaii of 1934-35 pictures the uniform
jatraet as provided in the code."
'lie communication further requests
' lat the Code Authority immediately
!ll(ce steps to bring about the necesry change in order that exhibitors
ly be "fully protected as provided
" the code."

|)x Studio in Aug. Drive;
for 12 Films
$3,000,000
(Continued from Page 1)

"ecutives state. The pictures inside: "Marie Glante," "Music in
ie Air," "Charlie Chan in London,"
ii65 Nights in Hollywood," "Manick," "The White Parade," "The
iittery Lover," "Hell in the Heavis," "Bright Eyes" and "24 Hours
Day."

J. Unger Promotes 12
n Paramount Field Force
(Continued from Page 1)

[lesman in Memphis; Karl Chal|in, ad sales manager, Atlanta, to
lesman, New Orleans; E. G. Johna, assistant booker to head booker,
tlanta; Buford Stiles, head shipper
assistant booker, Atlanta; W. R.
ord, assistant shipper to head shipir, Atlanta; K. E. Miller, ad sales
sistant to ad sales mgr., Atlanta;
>e Young, ad sales assistant, Memlis, to ad sales mgr., Memphis, reacing C. T. Chapman, resigned;
mi Watson, assistant booker at
larlotte to head booker, Memphis ;
axine Wilkinson, from booking deirtment to branch manager Bugie's
cretary, Memphis; Katherine
ravis, from shuttle sheets to sten^rapher in Booking Department,
emphis; Lucille Spigener, prooted to contract clerk and shuttle
eet operator.

PHIL M DALY
• • • FOLLOWING CLOSELY ON THE hairbreadth escape from serious injury
last week
by Walter
Huston
who was almost trapped in the flood waters of
Golden Gate Canyon
word was received yesterday that
Lewis Jacobs, who is directing the Hopi Indian feature at Polacca, Arizona
just missed being crushed by a huge boulder
that fell from a Mesa
during the taking of a scene
Martin Vigil, full-blooded Hopi star of the pix, received
a badly crushed foot
the camera was demolished
but luckily Jacobs ducked before it was too late
T
T
▼
• •
• ADFvIENNE
AMES
will present the "Bulldog
Drummond Trophy" this evening
to the winner of the
feature race at the Long Branch Kennel Club meet
the cup has been donated by William Powell
M. K.
Morton, v. p. of the club, has invited a host of stage and screen
stars to attend
and speaking of stars, this dazzling
array has attended the Capitol since "The Girl from Missouri"
opened its engagement
David Warfield, Belle Baker,
Richard Barthelmess, Dorothy Mackaill, Al Jolson, Jack Pearl,
Sylvia Sidney, Abe Lyman, George Givot, Cliff Edwards and
Patsy Kelly who plays an important role in the pix
▼
T
T
• •
• WELL, IT'S ABOUT time we started giving out
records for 1934
chalked up one for the Roxy
as Will Rogers in "Handy Andy" has established a new record
for this year
which is swell
considering the
theater has played some ace pictures Rogers is now
aboard the S.S. Empress of Canada bound for Japan. ......
and to make sailing more pleasant
yesterday he received
a wire of congratulations from Howard Cullman

2 Paramount Deals
Detroit Zoning Plan
May
Help Admissions
Approved By Court
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)

their option to purchase the entire
issue of G-B debentures and approval to exercise their option to purchase from Louis Marcus one-half
of the common shares of Publix Salt
Lake, Inc. At the request of Malcolm Sumner, representing a small
group of bondholders, the meeting
was adjourned to the following day,
at which time S. A. Lynch, chairman
of the Advisory Committee on
Theater Properties, who had, as
representative of Paramount trustees, negotiated the deal, was reaude Must Be Paid
quested to be present for the purpose
$7.50 Daily Minimum of
ner.explaining the situation to SumSumner held a meeting with Lynch
(Continued from Page 1)
ght" shows must be paid at least in his offices yesterday morning, as
ie minimum of $7.50 a day under a result of which Sumner attended
lother Authority decision which the Friday afternoon session before
akes this provision apply to ama- Special Master Joyce and approved
both deals. It is understood he
:urs as well as professionals.
stated that Lynch had clearly exTestimonial to Al Blofson
plained the advantages of the deals,
and
that it was really the first time
Philadelphia — A testimonial dinhe,
Sumner,
had understood the
sr is being given Al Blofson, reirning First Division manager, transactions.
:onday night here.
Expenditures Approved
Federal Judge Coxe yesterday
approved expenditure by the ParaPhilly Unit Raps Score Fees
mount-Publix trustees of $6,000, balPhiladelphia — Score charges are conance due on 75 shares of United
demned in a resolution passed by the
M. P. T. O. of Eastern Pa., at a meetDetroit Theaters Corp. stock, and
ing yesterday. The unit voted to supretention of Winston, Strawn &
port the M. P. T. O. A. in its campaign
Shaw as special counsel in Chicago
against the proposed raise in the music
tax.
to safeguard Paramount's interest
in the Marks' Bros, reorganization.

by the price of admission it charges.
This is carefully determined within
each zone. First-runs have a special privilege of getting additional
protection if they charge more than
the minimum required in some
cases.
Premiums are not banned, but
houses with this policy must increase scales approximately onethird over the minimum in order to
get the protection of their run. The
plan is based essentially on the dualbill policy as now practiced by 90
per cent of local houses, or for
houses using vaudeville and one feature. Vaudeville with two features
will have to be stopped, according
to Kinney.
Local plan will serve as a basis
for Grand Rapids and other Michigan cities.

Less than 50 features are being
produced in India during the current
season, Charles Ballance, Paramount
manager for this country, said yesterday in New York. These pictures run from 14 to 16 reels, he
stated.
Admission prices generally average from 20 cents to $1.25, Ballance said, while lower-class houses
get 10 cents. Ballance, who is conferring with home office executives
on the Paramount new year lineup,
sees a greater audience for American
pictures developing in India as many
students are learning the English
language. Britishers, however, he
pointed out, patriotically support
pictures made in England. Indian
audiences show a preference for historical and religious subjects and
also a great liking for spectacles
and musicals.

Zanuck to Produce
"Folies Bergere"
(Continued from Page 1)
The picture will be included in his
1934-35 schedule for United Artists
release. Cole Porter has been
signed to do the musical score, while
Aron LeBlanc is at work on the
dramatic plot. E. Ray Goetz, the
Broadway producer, is now in Paris
making selections for the chorus. It
is planned to bring over the original French Can Can girls as one
of the features of the film. Max
Weldie and M. Duval, who for the
past 15 years have been owners and
directors of the "Folies Bergere,"
will supervise the screen version.

No Complaints Filed
On Rebates and Vaude
(Continued from Page 1)

back on their pictures, was disclosed
as follows: for resolution, R. H.
Cochrane, Edward Golden, Nathan
Yamins, Sidney R. Kent, Charles
O'Reilly and J. Robert Rubin;
against, Major L. E. Thompson,
Harold S. Bareford, Ed Kuykendall
and Austin C. Keough.

Premiums in K. C.
Will End Oct.
(Continued from Page 1)

27
will be officially banned here on Oct.
27,
three
months
from
publication
Allied M. P. Operators' Union men of the action of the local board. The
have replaced Empire Union opera- petition, circulated by Jay Means,
tors in six Brooklyn houses operated
by Sam Strausberg, president of the was approved by 56 to 15.
Parkshire Ridge Amusement Corp.
Allied Men Replace Empire

Goldsmith Making Spanish Film
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Ken Goldsmith is engaged at the Talisman studio in
making a Spanish version for Universal of one of the company's
features.

George Hill Dead

West Coast Bur., TUP

Fir If DAU.V

Hollywood— George W. Hill, M-G-M
director and former husband of Frances
Marion, scenario writer, was found dead
yesterday in Santa Monica. He recently
returned from China, where he filmed
backgrounds

for M-G-M's

"Good

Earth."

THE

« « FEATURE

A Little
—

from "Lots"

T

T

RKO Radio
72 mins.
REFRESHING FARCE OF DOMESTIC
LIFE WITH SPARKLING DIALOGUE AND
LIVELY ACTION.

T

T

Alexander Bros, are preparing a
series of six westerns, which will
feature Guinn Williams. The first
picture, "Thunder Over Texas," will
go into production next week at the
Alexander Bros. Studio, with Edgar
Ulmer directing. The story is by
Charles Granneman. Alexanders are
also preparing "Death in the Evening," by Ulmer, which will be
placed in work about Sept. 1.

▼

▼

T

Carmen Rio has been signed to
appear in six Spanish features to be
made by Warner Bros. She is represented by James Barlotti.

▼

T

T

While Maurice Conn of Ambassador Pictures is in New York, Harry
Kusnick will be in charge of the office here. Conn will visit Boston,
Cleveland, Chicago, Atlanta and
Dallas before returning to Holly-

This is a comedy of errors, mishaps and
fun, with a sprinkling of suspense and a
goodly share of clever dialogue. The cast
has been carefully selected and carries on
capably. The story concerns Grant Mitchell
who, with his wife Bill ie Burke, is trying
to stall off creditors until his daughter
Joan Marsh is married to the wealthy Reginald Denny, Marian Nixon, a country cousin
from West Texas, unexpectedly arrives. She
is a loquacious miss with a false air of unsophistication. Denny immediately takes to
Marian, who makes it her business to be
with Denny more than Joan. As a poloplaying grandmother, Edna May Oliver
keeps the house filled with casualties from
the polo field. There are many grand mixups and plenty of hearty laughs. All ends
well with a surprise finish. Associate producer Glendon Allvine is to be credited for
cne of the most refreshing light features
of the new season.
Cast: Edna May Oliver, Billie Burke,
Marian Nixon, Reginald Denny, Joan Marsh,
Larry "Buster" Crabbe, Grant Mitchell.
Gloria Shea, Edgar Kennedy, Otto Yamaoka
Director, William A. Seiter; Author,
Alden Nash; Screen Play, Ray Harris; Editor, George Crcne; Cameraman, Nick Musuraca; Recording
Engineer,
John L Cass
Direction, Fine.
Photography, Fine

wo d. !
with

Harold Manheim, formerly a member of the Universal publicity department, has joined the Mascot
scenario department. He is writing
a serial that will star Ken Maynard.
T

T

T

Louis King will start the direction of "Bachelor of Arts" about
Sept. 1. Tom Brown, Anita Louise
and Henry B. Walthall will be
among the principals.
T

T

T

Jane Murfin is adapting J. M. Barrie's "The Little Minister" as the
next Katharine Hepburn vehicle for
RKO Radio.
T

T

T

First National's "Just Out of College", with Franchot Tone, Margaret
Lindsay and Jean Muir, has been retitled "Gentlemen Are Born."

SUNSHIN€
C|^

THE
DAY'S
NEWS

W. Ray Johnston announces that
Monogram will pay another quarterly
dividend of 1 '/4% on Aug. 15.

and SHORT

with Edna May Oliver, Bill ie Burke, Marian
Nixon, Reginald
Denny,Crabbe
Joan Marsh, Larry
"Buster"

Lucien K. Ballard has been elevated to first cameraman at Paramount and will photograph the next
Josef von Sternberg production, as
yet untitled.
T
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REVIEWS
Leslie

"WE'RE RICH AGAIN"

By RALPH WILK =^
HOLLYWOOD
T-TAL ROACH is reported making
good progress following an operation for appendicitis in the Good
Samaritan Hospital on Thursday.

▼

ma

"THE LADY
with

Howard

NEWS of the DAY

IS WILLING"

Binnie

Barnes

Columbia
FAIRLY GOOD
BRITISH
WITH

»

in

67 mins.
COMEDY

LESLIE HOWARD AS THE
CIPAL MARQUEE VALUE.

PRIN-

Produced by Columbia in England, this
comedy

makes generally satisfying entertainment chiefly by reason of Leslie How-

ard's presence in the cast. It is also quite
certain that audiences will take to the
charming leading woman,
and there are a number

Binnie Barnes,
of distinguished

players in the supporting cast. Despite its
British flavor in dialogue, the yarn has a
comedy vein that carries the action along
at a nice gait. Howard plays the part of
a nutty detective who is trying to recover
money lost by investors in stock sold to
them by a crooked promoter. Adopting
the comical disguise of a rural doctor, Howard goes after the crook and falls in love
with the man's wife, Binnie Barnes, with
amusing results. The part of the stock
swindler is admirably played by Cedric
Hardwicke.
Cast: Leslie Howard, Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Binnie Barnes, Sir Nigel Playfair,
Nigel Bruce, W. Graham Browne, Kendall
Lee, Claude Alhster, Arthur Howard, Virginia Field and John Turnbull.
Director, Gilbert Miller; Author, Guy Bolton; Screen Play, same; Cameraman, Joseph
Walker; Recording Engineer, Edward
Bernds; Editor, Ottc Ludwig.
Direction, Lively.
Photography, Good

Jacksonville, Fla. — Two chart*
have been granted subsidiaries
the E. J. Sparks organization, o
to Saratee Theater Co., the other
Sparks Bonaker Theater Propertii H
Inc. Both have the following as <
F. H. Kent, H. T. Pegue
C. Copp.
Crectors:
Madison, Va.— The Madison the]
ter is temporarily closed while ]
pairs are being made preparatory
the fall season.
Montgomery, Ala. — Bill Coury
Birmingham
has been made mi
ager of the Strand.

Washington — Although the 1
riety Club of Washington has st
pended
luncheons
until Sept.
there will be a gathering on Aug. ,
at the cottage of A. Julian Bryla; |
ski on the Wicomico River.
London — "The House of Rot!
child," 20th Century-U. A. relea:
is now in its 12th week at the Tiv
theater here. The picture alrea
has grossed more than $250,000 a
has established a new record at 1
theater.

r

"HOUSEWIFE"

Bette Davis, George Brent, Ann
Dvorak, John Halliday
Warner
Bros.
69 mins
MILDLY
DIVERTING DOMESTIC
DRAMA IS TOO FLIMSY IN PLOT AND
TREATMENT TO REGISTER A SOCK.
This is another variation of the plot in
which a true blue and forbearing wife engineers a spineless husband to success,
whereupon affluence goes to his head and
he goes running around with another woman, only to find out in the end that it is
his wife he really wants. Story has been
handled in a leisurely vein, with no punches
either in characterizations or dramatic development and only a thin layer of comedy, so tha1- it comes out as just moderately satisfying. Best work is done by
Ann Dvorak as the industrious wife. George
Brent is thp husband, employed clerically
in an advertising agency where he is browbeaten by his boss, Robert Barrat. Finally
he breaks away, starts on his own, and with
the help of his wife becomes a big shot
advertising counsel. Then he takes up
with the brazen Bette Davis, a famous ad
writer and former girl friend, while John
Halliday, one of his clients, attempts to
console Ann. An accident to their child
is worked in, then the start of a divorce
trial, where they change their minds and
reconcile.
Cast: Bette Davis, George Brent, Ann
Dvorak, John Halliday, Ruth Donnelly, Hobart Cavanaugh, Robert Barrat, Leila Bennett, Ronnie Cosbv, Willard Robertson, Phil
Regan, Joseph Cawthorn, Harry Tyler,
Charles Coleman,
Director, Alfred E. Green; Authors, Robert Lord, Lillie Hayward; Screen Play, Manuel Seff, Lillie Hayward. Cameraman, Wilham Rees; Editor, James Gibbons.
Direction, Gccd.
Photography, Good

SHORTS
Ben Blue in
"The Prize Sap"
Vitaphone
19 mins.
AYeak Comedy
Starts out with the old, old gag
of a guy having a run-in with the
man who later turns out to be the
individual on whom he is calling for
a job, this skit develops into a travesty on radio broadcasting. Ben
Blue, a business promoter, calls on
Hugh Cameron, advertising specialist, who is trying to work up a program for a suspender firm. Recognizing him as the nut who smashed
his hat in the hall, Cameron has Ben
thrown out on his ear. After a few
repetitions
this,heBen's
identity to
is
made clear ofand
is directed
stage the broadcast, which proves a
scream to the ad man and sponsor
because Blue gets the sound effects
all mixed. For a tag, word comes
that the suspender firm is getting
wholesale cancellation of orders as
a result of Blue's program. All
very routine stuff.
Close Deals on "Get That Venus"
John R. Fieuler, president of
Regent Pictures, has signed with
Universal for distribution in England of "Get That Venus," which
features Ernest Truex, Jean Arthur,
Tom Howard,
MollyFreuler
O'Day and
bert Rawlinson.
has Heralso
closed with the Century Exchange
for distribution in the Boston territory and with Superior for Chicago
and Indianapolis.

V

HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA
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MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood
$2.50

up, Single

$3.00 up, Double
Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaza is near everything to see and do in
Hollywood.
Ideal for business or pleasure.
Every room has private
dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every venience.
modern
Fine foodscon-at
reasonable prices. Convenient parking for your car.
Cbas. Danziger, Mgr.
Eugene Stern, Pres.
The "Doorway of Hospitality"
Vine at Hollywood
Blvd.
HOLLYWOOD
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Hollywood Employment 59% Ahead of Last Year

ODE ASSESSMENTS FOR PRODUCERS TO BE REVISED
Varncr Houses Getting 1934-35 Product of Six Majors
Some

Public Relations
, . . . and the film industry
fc^iBy D0N

CARLE

i'IS flying lecture
Cecil B. De Mille
1 one of the most
film industry has
I! work.
hr a business that

GILLETTE-^^

tour being made by,
brings to mind again
neglected duties of
been its public relaholds such a fascina-

jifor all classes of people, this neglect
lat only a matter of losing many opporjties to do itself much
good, but it
ss the way clear for the public curiosity
e satisfied by mediums which, by mislesentation
and sensationalization,
only
i lot of harm.
Pbe tripe dished
out so profusely
: fan magazines is an example.

by

\DE associations, of course, do a lot
f good, but for the most part they
occupied with basically trade problems
are indigestible to the public,
rthermore, there is always a lurking
ticism in the layman's mind over any; disseminated by organizations of the
less end.
en it frequently happens that the
fication of a current controversy by
trade group will evoke disparagement
a belligerent rival trade group, thus
confusing
the public.

T with such a disarming emissary as a
>roducer, director, writer or star, it is
ble not only to draw large assemblages
also to dispel suspicion of any sinister
Yes.
tere need be no effort to spread propaa.
the industry's ambassadors did nothmore than give intelligent and honest'
rers to the public's questions, it would
lot to clear up the distorted ideas of
movie world that have been created)
unwarranted headlines and the fan
it slush.
iril more of this public relations work
one, the movies, despite their interinal interest, importance and influence,
continue to be the most maligned of
stries.

Deals Are Already
Closed and Others
Practically Set

With deals for Fox and Paramount 1934-35 product nearing completion, Warner Theaters will have
lineups of six major companies for
its houses throughout the country.
In addition to Warner-First National
pictures, the circuit gets United
Artists, M-G-M and RKO as well as
Fox and Paramount.
The Fox deal will be closed in a
(.Continued

on Paae 2)

Extension for Wilby-Kincey
Extension for one year of the Paramount-Publix ag eement expiring Sept.
1, under which Wilby-Kincey operate
Paramount theaters in North Carolina,
Georgia and Alabama, is certain, THE
FILM
DAILY
lea ns.

15 OF NEW PROGRAM
West

LAUNCHED BY M-G-M
Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Drafting New Allocations
of Code Assessments
for Producers
Drafting of a new set of producer
allocations of code assessments is
scheduled as a result of protests
made by 30 companies against the
current system employed by the
Code Authority. United Artists and
Universal, in complaining to Sol A.
Rosenblatt, division administrator,
both urge that allocations should be
based on gross receipts.
The protests have been turned
over to the NRA division of research
and planning
in Washington which
(Continued on Page 7)

Hollywood — M-G-M is well launched on its 1934-35 production schedule, having 15 features either completed and unreleased or now in
work Two of the productions have
just started. They are "Evelyn
Prentice," with William Powell and
Myrna Loy, and "Forsaking All
"The situation caused by the Le- Others," with Joan Crawford. Comgion of Decency movement will ultipleted pictures include "Treasure
mately adjust itself to benefit every- Island," "Chained," "Straight Is the
Formal affiliation of Associated
body," Harold Lloyd declared Satur- Way," "Hide-Out," "Student Tour"
day, following his arrival in New and "The Green Hat." In the final Exhibitors, Inc., Los Angeles, with
M.P.T.O.A., by approval of the
York to attend the premiere of his stages or other process of comple- the
executive committee of the national
( Continued on Paae 2)
latest
picture,
"The
Cat's
Paw,"
at
organization, was announced Saturthe Music Hall Thursday.
day by Ed Kuykendall, M. P. T. 0.
"The movement
pro- Actors to Join Protest
(Continued on will
Page cause
2)
A. president. A large number of the
leading
Southern California theaters
Against Fan
Scribblers
West Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
are members of Associated ExhibiUsing Trailers to Plug
(Ccntinued on Paae 7)
Hollywood — At the next meeting
For Sunday Movie Shows of the Screen Actors Guild the members are to be asked to cooperate Philly Indie Delegation
Lincoln, Neb. — Sunday shows
come to a vote for the fourth time with the studios in curbing fan magGoing to Allied Meeting
azine writers, according to Robert
here tomorrow after a record camPhiladelphia — Independent Exhibpaign in which the theaters, for- Montgomery. Following a conference at the Hays Office last week, it
itors Protective Ass'n is lining up
merly afraid to buck public opinion, have been openly plugging for was decided to have all fan scribes a delegation to attend the Allied
the vote by running trailers. News- submit their material to the studios convention in Atlantic City, Aug. 22paper ads, radio and house to house for approval before it is published. 24. A motor run is being arranged
canvassing also were employed.
The writers are opposing the edict. to start at 8 A. M. on Aug. 23 from
the association's headquarters, with
free transportation for those who
want it. The I. E. P. A. holds a
meeting today. Oscar Neufeld was
recently named business manager,
and Miss J. Willensky, secretary.

LLOYD SEEIbENEFITS
FROM LEGION DRIVE

CALIFORNIA EXHIB UNIT
OFFICIALLY IN MPTOA

59% Increase in Employment
f Noted in Hollywood Studios

West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Due partly to heavier schedules and partly to the code,
employment in the studios for the
month of June was 59.2 per cent
higher than in the corresponding
month of 1933, according to the
monthly business summary of the

Security-First National Bank of Los
Angeles. There was a slight decrease in June as compared with
May, due to seasonal letdown, but
indications for the fall, with the
launching of full-speed on new
schedules, point to still a higher increase of employment over last year.

Roxy Sets Two More
"Charlie
Chan's
Chance,"
•FoxFollowing
picture which
comes
in after
the
Itwo-week run of "Handy Andy." the
lind
the Universal
musical
poxy then
will play
RKO's "Were
Rich comedy,
Again"
["Romance

in the

Rain."
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.oming an

Parade •

Picture
Housewife

Distributor
Warner Bros

Theater
Strand

Girl From
Missouri
One More River
Adventure Girl

M-G-M
Universal
RKO Radio

Capitol
Music Hall
Rialto

Handy
House

(2nd week)

Fox
United Artists

Roxy
Rivoli

The Lady Is Willing
Ra-Mu
(2nd week)

Andy
(2nd week)
of Rothschild
(4th week)

Columbia
Fairhaven Prods

Palace
Cameo

Side-Streets
(opens tonight)
Street
Scene*'

First National
Paramount

♦ FOREIGN
House

DIALOGUE

cf Greed

PICTURE

*

.

♦ FUTURE

OPENINGS

Mayfair
C iterion

♦
Rialto
Rivol:
Strand
Paramount

Cat's Paw (Aug. 16)
Treasure
Island (Aug. 17)

Fox
M-G-M

Music Hall
Capitol

Charlie Chan's Courage
(Aug. 17)
Dragon
Murder Case
(Aug 21 )

Fox
Warner Bros

Roxy
Rialto

Follows

Astor

two-a-day

run.

—Revival.

15 of New Program
Lloyd Sees Benefits
From Legion Drive
Launched by M-G-M
(.Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)

FINANCIAL
NEW

YORK

(QUOTATIONS
Am.
Seat
Columbia
Picts.
Con
Fm.
Ind
East. Kodak
Fox

Fm.

vtc.

"A"

Net
High
Low
Close
Chg.
3'/2 3i/2 3y2 +
i/4
26
26
26
—
3/4
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ducers to watch story material more
closely and use greater finesse in
handling it," said Lloyd.
As a result of dialogue in pictures, audiences now demand more
reality in comedies than previously,
according to the producer-star. Story
now comes first in importance, even
in comedies, with gags as a supplementary and second value, he observed. Picturegoers desire a comedy story they can remember, not
merely a succession of gags, in
Lloyd's opinion.
Lloyd will remain in New York
several weeks. Date of start of his
next production depends upon obtaining of a suitable story. Whether
or not he will make one or more
pictures for Fox release during the
year ahead is contingent upon his
discovering material he likes.

Warner Houses Get
Six Major Lineups
(Continued from Page 1)

week or so and gives the Warner
houses a substantial part of the program. The Paramount contract,
now near the closing stage, puts virall the company's output into
Warnertually theaters.

Buddy
Rogers
Regis Toomey
W. E. Green
Leo Brecher

Sam

Taylor

Mary
Duncan
Alfred Hitchcock
Gene

Raymond

tion are "Barretts of
Street," "Merry Widow,"
Veil," "What Every Woman
"Have a Heart," "Death on
mond" and "Biography of

of the Hays Office is back f

B. DE

MILLE

arrives in New

^

today by plane for the opening of "Cleopat
Thursday night at the Paramount and also
fill a lecture engagement Wednesday at Tes
e-s' College,
Columbia
University.
MARK
to arrive

OSTRER of Gaumont-British
in New York about Aug. 24.

is

BEN
KATZ
of the Warner
theater
advet
ing and publicity
department
in Milwaukei
coming to New York about
the middle of
week
on vacation.

Acme

Columbia
United Artists
Warner Bros
Paramount

15)

NORR

HERMAN WOBBER and ROGER FERRI
Fox leave New York today for the coast.
CECIL

Amkino

The Defense Rests (Aug. 14)
Bulldog Drummond Strikes Back (Aug
Dames
(Aug. 15)
Cleopatra
(Aug. 16)

ROY
Russia.

I

d G

JAMES KEEFE, advertising-publicity dire
for Saxe Amusement Management, Milwau
is on vacation
in the east.
MAUREEN
JOHN

OSULLIVAN

FARROW

has arrived in Ire]

is in England filming sc

for M-G-M's
"David
Ccpperfield."
nesday.
DARRYL
F. ZANUCK,
DOUGLAS
FAIRBA'
and JOSEPH
M. SCHENCK,
en route
to
York on the Rex, are due to arrive next W

N. O. Tax Bill Up This Week,
New Orleans — Ordinance int
duced by the city council last w<
calling for a 10 per cent tax on
missions over 10 cents, to prov
relief funds, comes up for pass*
this week.

Wimpole
Reopening Three in Milwaukee
"Painted
Milwaukee — Warner's Stra
Knows," first-run, and the Lake and Koscii
the Dia- ko, neighborhood theaters, are sla
a Bache- to reopen Sept. 3.

Hold Hearing Wednesday
On Two Paramount Issues
Hearing will be held Wednesday
before
lor." Federal Judge Coxe ir. U. S.
District Court on approval of plans
submitted by Paramount - Publix
trustees for reorganization of Toledo Paramount Corp. and settlement of rent claims on two Uniontown theaters following the action
of Special Master John E. Joyce in
declining to sanction the plans because of expenditures involved. In
the Toledo plan, trustees would pay
$165,000 to Al Reuben and Walter
J. Kountz, receivers. The Uniontown
pian involved payments of $23,000
to settle provable rent claims exceeding $250,000. Creditors approved both plans.

Cartoonland Revue Clicks
Oklahoma City — Grouping of a
T»l]p"tioTi of animated shorts, billed
as the "Cartoonland Revue," in coniunction with the Joe E. Brown feaCliff Lewis a Benedict
ture, "The Circus Clown," broke a
15-week record at the Midwest theWest Coast Bureau of THE
FILM
DAILY
Hollywood — Cliff Lewis of the
ater, Warner house. The idea is beParamount publicity department and Tulsa.ing repeated at the Orpheum in
Margehereafter
Decker beof Mr.
Bill and
Pine's
will
Mrs. office
22 Vita. Shorts in Cutting Room
"Andy" Three Weeks in Louisville
Twenty-two 3horts, including nine
Louisville — Will Rogers in "Handy two-reelers and 13 one-reelers, are
now
in the cutting room at the
Andy" has been held for three
weeks at the Strand. Bing Crosby Brooklyn Vitaphone studio, accordto Sam Sax, production chief at
'.n "Shp Loves Me Not" ran 10 days the ing
plant.
at the Rialto.

BOOK
THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
Aug. 1-24: Second
Cinematographic

International Exposition
Art, Venice,
Italy.

Aug. 14: Public hearings on proposed anvil
ments to the Laboratory Code. WashSton, D. C.
Aug. 21: Annual Outing of Detroit film I
under auspices of Detroit Variety ilb
Grosse
Pointe
Yacht Club, Detroit.
Aug. 22-24: Allied Theater Owners of *
lantic City.
Jersey convention, Ritz-Carlton Hotel t
Aug. 23: First Golf Tournament of Clevipi
Variety
Club,
Beechmont
Club, Clevelitl.
Aug. 24: First Annual Golf Tournament Jjr
sored by Albany Variety Club, Shaker Pg(
Country Club, Loudenville,
N. Y.
Sept. 10: First
Variety
Club
Sept

of

fall luncheon
of Cleveland.

14:
Clambake,
Golf
and
Cleveland
Variety
Club,

Sept. dan,
16:

N.North
D.

Dakota

Allied

meeting;ol
Dinner-Lici
Cleveland

meeting,

Sept. 20: AM P. A. Revels and Luncheon,
tion Picture
Club,
New
York.

N3-

Sept. 20: "Night of Stars" benefit under is
pices of United Jewish Appeal in ar of
German Jews, Yankee Stadium, New 1(k
Nathan Burkan, chairman.
Sept. 25-27: Annual convention of Allied n
dependent Theater Owners of Wisco in
Hotel
Schroeder,
Milwaukee.
Oct. 1-3: National Film
Statler Hotel, Detroit.
Oct

Carriers convenim

14-15: Annual convention of M.P 0
of Arkansas, Mississippi and Tcnn e
(Tri-State),
Memphis.

Oct. 29: S.M.P.E. Fall Meeting
sylvania,
New
York.

Hotel

F|
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FILM PREVIEWS
Kay Francis • Leslie Howard
British Agent
in

Warners production and release. Directed by Michael Curtiz. Screen play
by Laird Doyle. Suggested by the novel by
H. Bruce Lockhart. Photography, Ernest
Haller. Cast: Leslie Howard, Kay Francis, William Gargan, Phillip Reed, Irving Pichel, Walter Byron, Ivan Simpson,
Halliwell Hobbes, Arthur Aylesworth, J.
Carroll Naish, Cesar Romero, Alphonse
Ethier, Tenen Holtz, Doris Lloyd, Marina
Schubert, George Pearce, Gregory Gaye,
Paul Porcasi, Addison Richards, Walter
Armitage. Previewed, July 31. Running
time, 72 mins.

Superb artistry and distinguished craftsmanship in every department combine to make 'British
Agent' a picture of quality, fulfilling every requirement
for high

class entertainment and a smash
hit. With Leslie Howard and Kay
Francis heading a splendid cast
for the draw, and direction which
outstandingly develops a powerful,
dramatic story, this love tale of
opposed conspirators against a
background of Russian revolution
comes to the box office with big
initial momentum.
Howard and Francis are strikingly effective in their restrained,
but emotionally rich handling of
the top roles, and every member
of the company, including the
smallest bit, has been tellingly assigned in an exceptionally smart
job of casting. Deserving special
honors are William Gargan, Phillip
Reed, Irving Pichel, Halliwell |
Hobbes, Ivan Simpson, J. Carroll
Naish, Walter Byron, Tenen Holtz,
Gregory Gaye and Doris Lloyd.
Laird Doyle has done a fine dramatic writing job
in liberally

adapting the Russian wartime
memoirs of H. Bruce Lockhart.
Dialog is crisply selective and advances the story with smooth and
powerful precision.
Michael Curtiz turns in what is
probably his best job of direction,
sweeping along intimacies of romance and larger movements of
riot and political upheaval with unerring dramatic instinct. He contributes his large share of good
taste to a picture which never
once deviates from refinement and
sense of eye-witness reality.
The main scene is the dangerous, critical life in and around
British diplomatic offices in Petrograd and Moscow when the Allies
strove to prevent Russia from
making separate peace and to
stave off the red revolution. Howard is a consul general, operating
secretly, loving and being beloved
of Kay
Francis.
She, a confi-

dential secretary and spy for the
commissars and Cheka police, betrays him in the name of patriotism, but political amnesty in the
end saves them for each other.
Suspense builds tremendously
through fateful episode and character clash, and the weakest spot
in the picture is the end, where
the lovers are kept alive for the
sake of general audience satisfaction, perhaps, instead of meeting
the artistically demanded death
they expect.
One of the high merits is the
way the revolutionary political
phases have been handled to keep
them valid and potent without offense. Technical direction and
photographing also rate high
praise, as does the orchestration
of Leo F. Forbstein.
An Advertisement

of

■%
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Wires from Stars Exploit
'Murder in Private Car"

Movies Among Three
Greatest Inventions

HTELEGRAMS, bearing messages from Charlie Ruggles
and Una Merkel, featured in the
film, were delivered by Western
Union messengers at Manager
Leonard Sowar's instigation
when "Murder in the Private
Car" was scheduled for the
Strand theater, Muncie, Ind.
They were delivered three days
in advance of playdate. Sowar
was assisted in his campaign by
an M-G-M exploiteer. Heads of
Miss Merkel were employed in a
| cosmetics tie-up, as well as a
hat display in a large local department store.
—M-G-M.

Code Assessments
Are in for Revision
(Continued

from

Paqe

1)

will study the present system of allocations.
Protestants are: United Artists,
Universal, Amity Exchange, Charlotte; Remington Pictures, Hollywood Pictures, Capitol Film Exchange, Monogram, Chenoweth Film
Co., Omaha; Franklin Productions,
Boston; Paul Goldman, New York;
P. & M. Stageshows, Inc., Edited
Pictures System, New York; Greiver
Productions, Chicago; Educational
Films Corp. of America, Ideal Pictures Corp., Minneapolis; Education[al Film Exchanges, Louisville; Peerjless Distributing Corp., Philadelphia;
Premier Pictures, St. Louis; First
Division, Strickland Industrial Film
[Corp., Atlanta; Progressive Pictures,
[St. Louis; Douglas Fairbanks Pictures, Interstate Film Co., New
York; J. Bruce Johnson, San Francisco; Monogram Pictures, Denver;
Pathe News, Cameo Screen Attractions, Boston; Van Beuren Corp. and
Charles R. Rogers, Hollywood.
That Paramount, M-G-M, WarnerFirst National, RKO, Fox and
jUnited Artists have each been assessed $20,000 as their respective
shares of cede costs is disclosed in
the United Artists protest, which
says that Universal and Columbia
are each assessed $15,000. The Universal complaint, which much resembles the one from United Artists,
' also points out that smaller producers and distributors are to pay
sums varying from $1,500 to $72
• per year. Both protestants recommend that Price, Waterhouse & Co.
audit gross receipts of companies
and its findings be used as the basis
of determining contributions.
More Holdovers on "Navy"
Warner's "Here Comes the Navy,"
which played three weeks at the
New York Strand and is now in its
second week at the Brooklyn Strand,
also has chalked up holdovers at the
Fisher, Detroit; Keith's, Cincinnati;
Strand, Hartford, and in San Francisco, where it moved from the Warfield to the St. Francis.

PHIL
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• •
• RAMBLES OF A RAMBLING REPORTER
Swell break last week, with that cool spell
after what
we've suffered
sometimes I believe Broadway is hotter
than the tropics and I've tested both
but I still
like the Main Stem best
Plenty doing lately
and
plenty more to come
the Fox Met. deal is sure to develop into something that will make the major circuits sit up
it's a bet that Warners don't want the entire circuit
Abel Cary
Thomas
was readymust
to lettrygotoatseelasthimMonday's
hearing
but held
back
but it's practically certain I won't
he's more elusive than
a Scotch theater manager
when asked for a pass
T
▼
T
• •
• DAVID SARNOFF
is back from Europe
got in Monday on the Leviathan
no one wants to talk at
RKO
but my guess is that the KAO-Proctor matter will
be ironed out
within the next month
must try
to see Mr. Sarnoff
Glen Tucker always helps me out on
the Sarnoff interviews
Guess I'll put Joe Plunkett on
today's calling list
he's been quiet too long
it's
got me suspicious
T
T
T
• • • MUST TELL the lads that Glen Allvine is still an
associate producer for RKO
regardless of recent reports to the contrary
and that his latest pix, "We're
Rich Again," is a honey
Wonder how Joel Swenson likes
it over at the Hays office . . . . must run in and see him
also his boss, J. J. McCarthy
who might uncork a yarn
Tom McNamara, the cartoonist, is in town
and
it is whispered that he has the scripts all set for an "Us Kids"
series of shorts
similar to the "Our Gang" pix which
he produced in the pioneer days
I'll get the low-down
today
seein' as how we've been friends for 25 years
I guess he'll talkT
T
T
• •
• GOT WIND OF a story last week that it would
be a crime to publish
just yet
even though it's
true
boy, would it upset somebody's apple-cart
Saul E. Rogers just 'phoned and wants me to sample his new
private bar 'n' everything
maybe tonight
George
Brown over at Columbia is on today's list for a call
story or not. it's a pleasure to visit George and his capable
staff who understand the true meaning of "co-operation"
It's a bit out of the way, but I'll stroll over to the Plaza theater
to see Leo Brecher
understand Leo has some unique
plan up his sleeve
T
T
▼
• • • SORRY TO HAVE to pass up Dan Healey's
ing at the Riviera on the Jersey side, Thursday night
plenty of columnists there
with James Barton and
Gibson taking the spotlight
Joe Weil postcards
Budapest that he wishes I was there
Is zat so?
Think I'll try to see the screen test of June Clay worth
leading
in flickers
"Are You Decent?"
she should
swell bet lady
for the

▼

▼

openHoot
from
be a

▼

• • • TWO LETTERS and three 'phone calls already
this moaning from stenos and secretaries who once held responsible jobs in the industry
but who are out of work
and badly in need
That makes about 14 appeals
this week
and, inquire as I do
it just seems as
though there aren't any jobs open
wish I could help
but I'll have to say "Nothing doing" to them all
Wonder
why some individual
or association
doesn't start an employment agency execlusively for motion
picture office help
and charge the legal commish for securing positions
Think I'll talk it over with some of
the lads who every week contribute to the support of some
unemployed niece or nephew
or other relative who is
making a sincere effort to get a job

u u «

»

»

»

f~\\JT of a thousand inventions,
there are three which mark
an epoch in the history of civilized humanity: the invention of
movable letters, which was
made at the end of the xvth century; the camera oscura which
came a century later; and lastly,
the cinematograph, three fundamental stages of progress for
the human mind, three formidable instruments for the conquest and spread of culture.
The cinema, which is still in
first phases of its development,
has the advantage over the book
of making a direct appeal to the
sight, and forms, so to .speak, a
language that is easily understood by all peoples of the earth;
whence we get its universal
character and the innumerable
possibilities it offers for international educational collaboration.
— Premier Mussolini.

California Exhib Unit
Officially
in M.P.T.O.A.
(Continued from Paqe 1)
tors, which has Ben Berinstein as
president; Harry Hicks, vice-president; Russell Rogers, secretary, and
Arnold Shaak, treasurer. Directors
include these officers and Louis
Halper, George Bromley, George
Haines, Robert Gumbiner and Milt
Arthur.
Technicians'

Branch

West Coast Bureau of THE

Nominates
FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Appointment of a
nominating committee, to make
nominations for offices on the Technicians' Branch Executive Committee and as Technicians' Representatives on the Academy board of governors, is announced by Gordon S.
Mitchell, manager of the Academy
Technical Bureau, as follows: John
Cass, Carroll Clark, Charles David
Forrest, John Hughes, Fred Gage,
Charles Lang, Maurice Pivar; and
alternates, Vernon Walker, William
B. Moll, and Loren Ryder.
The committee will meet tomorrow to select a slate of candidates
to
be voted
upon by the
Branch
membership
in Technicians'
the general
Academy elections to be held next
month.
Revive "Kameradschaft"
A revival
schaft" willof
be Pabst's
shown "Kameradunder the
auspices of the Film & Photo League
and the New Theater Magazine at
the New School for Social Research
on Thursday evening at 7 and 9:30.
In addition a Charlie Chaplin comedy, "The Count," with sound, will
be presented.
Publishing Mascot Music
Mascot has signed with Mills Music, Inc., to publish the musical
numbers in the Mascot production,
"Young and Beautiful."
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m "LOTS"
froWILK
A LITTLEBy RALPH
CTARTED more than a year ago in
the wilds of the High Sierras, the
M-G-M picture, "Sequoia," is now
nearing completion at the studios.
Into the spectacular animal drama
has been woven a love story with
Jean Parker and Russell Hardie
playing the leads. John Considine
is the producer.

Henry B. Walthall, who has just
completed a featured role in the new
Will Rogers picture, "Judge Priest,"
has been signed to a long term contract by Fox.
T

T

T
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NEWS

OF THE DAY

New Orleans — All claims, includthose of bondholders, against Saenger Theaters and Saenger Realty
must be filed by Oct. 10, according
to an order by Federal Judge Wayne
Borah. The order may be modified
at the court's discretion.

Paul Muni will have two leading
women in his next Warner picture,
"Border Town," which is about to
Louisville — The Brown theater has
T
T
T
start production. The roles will be initiated a new policy of first-run
The Bond Bread radio program, played by Bette Davis and Margaret pictures only with a preview Thursday nights.
featuring Frank Crumit, Julia San- Lindsay. Lyle Talbot will also be
derson and Jack Shilkret and his in the cast. Archie Mayo will direct.
T
T
T
orchestra, devoted its broadcast yesLouisville — George Hunt is the
Arthur Byron was signed last
terday to the compositions of Harry
new manager of Loew's theater. He
Warren. His song hits from week by Columbia for "That's Grati- formerly
was on the staff of the St.
Francis, San Francisco, and with
"Dames," Warner picture, was spotT
T
T
lighted on the program.
ington. theater in Lex▼
T
T
Het Manheim has joined the Mas- Switow's Kentucky
tude."
cot Pictures' writing staff. He has
"Happy
Harmonies"
has
been
selected as the title for the series of been assigned to work on the Ken
Milwaukee
city's most
recent film row— The
convalescent
is Etta
Technicolor animated cartoons which Maynard serial.
T
▼
T
Weisner, whose Shorewood and
Metro is scheduling for release durPeggy Fears, whose first assign- Downer theaters revert to Wisconing the coming season. Thirteen of
ment with Fox is a leading role in
sin Amusement Enterprises on Sept.
the cartoon subjects are to be produced within a year by Harman- "Lottery Lover," with "Pat" Pater- 1 and who is taking a rest in a local
Lew Ayres, Ned Sparks and
Ising, all in natural color with mu- son,
hospital under doctor's care. It is
sical backgrounds. The first two, Sterling Holloway, is the possessor reported he will continue with the
of a contract calling for her services new operators in the management of
"The Discontented Canary" and "A
as writer, producer, director and ac- the theaters.
Tale of the Vienna Woods," have tress.
been completed.
T
T
T
T
T
T
Louisville — The Studio theater is
Margaret Mann has been assigned
Orry-Kelly, Warner - First Na- to the cast of Fox's "Charlie Chan closed temporarily for repairs. The
tional fashion creator, designed 30
National is closed for the summer.
London," the new Warner Oland
costumes for Jean Muir's work in in
mystery now in work with Drue
"Desirable." Verree Teasdale, also Leyton, Mona Barrie, Raymond Mila principal in the picture, was the
land, Alan Mowbray, Madge Belsubject of 20 sketches.
lamy, Paul England, Perry Ivins and
T
T
T
others.
T
T
T
"Donkey Baseball," popular sport
recently originated in California and
Kubec Glasmon, co-author of
spreading rapidly throughout the
country, is to be the subject of Pete "Public Enemy" and "Little Caesar,"
Smith's forthcoming Metro oddity. is now writing for Columbia. He's
going to do a story called "Spring
Chic Sales is to bring another
T
T
T
of his lovable characters to the
Monogram may make a Spanish
3100."
screen in "Windy," a Metro short
in which the inimitable delineator of version of the Tristram Tupper
story, "Murder in the Stratosphere,"
bucolic roles portrays an old desert soon
to go into production.
prospector.
T
T
T
t
r
T
"What New York Wants" is the
Ann Sothern and Fay Wray, Co- tentative title of the musical piclumbia contract players, have had
ture in which Joe E. Brown will star
their contracts extended.
for First National.
T

t

▼

T

T

T

T

T

AS
THE

SEEN
BY
PRESS

AGENT
"Nils
Asther
held up production
on
'Lovetime'
for several
minutes
at the
Fox studios
when
a collar button
fell
—FOX.
under a bureau
in his dressing room."

T

T

Walter Connolly has joined the
cast of Columbia's "Orchids and
Onions," temporary title of the
Carole Lombard vehicle. May Robson also is in it.

▲

▲

Palatka, Fla.— The Howell, an
J.
Sparks house, is being closed f
cony.
six weeks
to permit remodelin.
which includes the erection of a ba
Charlotte, N. C— North Carolir
Theaters, Inc., hope to have cok
pleted by late fall a 1,200-seat I
luxe house on the old Imperial thl'
ater site. The construction projei,
will cost approximately $50,000.
Chicago — Scouts from two wel
coast
producing
companies
hail
been looking over the members I
the "Folies Bergeres" at the Freno
Casino here and it is probable seT
eral contracts will be the result I
their work.
Emile Boreo, Karcff
Mary Jensen of the Komarova ba;
let, Gloria Gilsert, the "human top;
and Gabby Fournier and Suzanr
Gray of the ensemble are being coif
sidered for movie roles. All of thei.
have had some previous screen ezl
perience.

T

William Haines, who played the
Wini Shaw, stage and radio headmale lead in Mascot's "Young and
Beautiful," has been signed by Nat liner, will appear in Warner's "Sweet
Levine, president of Mascot, for the
T
T
T
Adeline."
lead in "The Marines Have Landed."
Gertrude Messinger has been
signed by RKO for "Ann of Green
Gables," which has gone in work
with George Nicholls, Jr., directing.
T

Gibsonville, N. C — The Gibsc
ville theater has been destroyed i
fire. R. E. Gibbs, operator of tj
theater, was badly burned and is j
the hospital.

A

His work in "I Sell Anything"
completed, Pat O'Brien has returned
to the cast of "Flirtation Walk,"
the First National picture in which
Dick Powell. Ruby Keeler and he
have the leading roles. A newcomer
to the cast is Frederick Burton.

"BABY, TAKE A BOW
"Baby, Take a Bow" ran three weeks at Roxy's.
Alexander Smith Carpet will have a run of years at
your theatre because it is the sort of carpet that can
take it on the chin— one reason why it is used by the
majority of the country's most successful theatres.

f

Ask your Carpet Contractor for a copy of our booklet,
"Down the Aisle."
Or write W, & J. Sloane Sell
Agents, Inc., 577 Fifth Ave., New York

ALEXANDER

SMITH

CARPET

r>«>
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Warners Adding $5,000,000 to 1934-35 Budget

II '

REVISING CODE CHARGES TO AID SMALL TOWNS
Congress Being Asked to Probe Fox Met. Agreement
Protective Agreement
of
aJ Noteholders
Arouses
Protest
e ' Archibald
Palmer, attorney for
leveral noteholders of Fox Metropolitan Playhouses, Inc., announced
)a!esterday
that
Congress
will be
wsked to investigate a "noteholders'
Protective agreement"
under which
substantial part of a $13,000,000
isue of Fox Met. was deposited with
committee.
Palmer said this acion would supplement the summons
nd complaint
filed in Supreme
jourt yesterday and his petition in
quity in the U. S. courts to be
(Continued on Page 8)

injunction! duals
held legal in cleve.
Cleveland — Common Pleas Judge
iLee Skeel has overruled the motion
jo dissolve the injunction against
((louble features, thereby holding
that the single feature agreement
t'gned by every exhibitor of Greater
Cleveland and put into effect on
(Continued on Page 7)

New Company to Make
Edgar Burroughs Films
IV est Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — The Burroughs-Tarzan Enterprises, Inc., has been
formed with George W. Stout, president; Ben S. Cohen, vice-president;
Ashton Dearholt, vice-president in
(Continued on Page 8)

Movie Boom in Colombia
Motion picture business in Colombia
is having a boom, according to reports
received by the U. S. Department of
Commerce. Ten sound houses, closed
since the silent era, have been reopened
in the last three months, while new
houses have been started in Medellin,
Barranquilla and Giradot and another is
contemplated in Bogota. Out of 140
features shown here in the second quarter of this year, all but five were American.

Hollywood Has $1,000,000 in Silver
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — About $1 ,000,000 in silver bullion, reclaimed from used films, is reposing
here awaiting word from the Government on its disposition as a result of Presidential
action last week in nationalizing silver. Laboratory executives have queried the federal authorities on whether the government's 90-day sale limit oder would apply to
their accumulations. Annual reclamation of silver in Hollywood is placed at about
$500,000.

DETROIT ZONING PLAN I0WA-NEBR. EXHIBS
DETAILS ANNOUNCED WOULD ACCEPT CODE
Detroit — Detroit zoning plan released Monday gives first runs 28
days protection over second runs
with prices of 35 cents afternoons,
55 cents nights, minimum with stage
shows, 30 cents matinees and 45
cents nights without stage shows.
All matinees end at 6 o'clock with
minimum price of 10 cents, but such
houses cannot get pictures till six
months after first runs. Three sec(Continued on Page 3)

FILM

By

CLAUDE
WILBUR
DAILY
Staff Correspondent

Omaha — Calvin Bard, chairman of
a group of independent exhibitors
and Allied members of Nebraska
and Western Iowa who announced
"withdrawal" from the code a few
months ago, made overtures to have
his group (Continued
re-affiliated
when7) Division
on Page

Philly Independent Group
Elects Alternate Boards

Pope Insists All Films
Be "Moralizing"
Rome Must
— A compromise
suggestion,

Big City Theaters to Pay
Higher Code Fees Under
New Allocation
Revision of the code system of
allocating theater assessments, with
the purpose of reducing fees charged against houses in small towns
and transferring the burden to theaters in large centers, is expected
to be effected by the Code Authority. The plan, understood to be set
to become effectiive in connection
with the (Continued
second half
of the
assesson Page
7)

ENJOIN GROSS TAX
IN STATE OF WASH.
Seattle- -Exchanges in the state
of Washington were victors in a tax
ruling wh^n the state tax commission in Olympia was enjoined by
court order from enforcing the state
business tax law against the gross

Philadelphia — At its meeting yesterday the Independent Exhibitors
(Continued on Page 8)
Protective Ass'n elected the following board of governors: Morris
calling for the production of a cer- Wax, Chairman; Harry Fried, Co- RKO Circuit May Charge
tain number of films on religious
lumbus Stamper, Herb Elliott, Bill
subjects to satisfy the demand for Butler, John Bagley, Norman Lewis, Overbuying by Loew Group
Dave
Shapiro
and Clarance Hexter.
"moral" films, has been turned down
As a result of new season prodby Pope Pius. The Pontiff insists David Barrist was elected honorary
uct situation in the New York metthat the entire output of the indus- member.
ropolitan territory, the RKO circuit
An alternate
board
also
was
electtry be a "moralizing educational
is reported planning to file an over(Continued on Page 7)
buying complaint with the local
force."
grievance
board against
Loew's.
RKO is understood
to have obtained

$5,000,000 is Being Added
To Warners' 1934-35 Budget

Robert Frenzel Joins
Wisconsin Enterprises

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Voicing optimism in
the outlook for the new season, Jack
L. Warner yesterday stated that the
Milwaukee — Robert Frenzel, for- Warner production budget for 1934mere executive with Fox-Midwesco 35 would be increased by more than
and more recently with Skouras $5,000,000 in excess of last year
Bros, on the west coast, has been and any previous year. The comnamed supervisor of suburban thepany is making 60 features, 30 each
aters for the Wisconsin Amusement under the Warner and the First Na(Continued on Page 7)
Enterprises.

(Continued on Page 7)

Columbia Becomes Lender
West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Columbia, which until a
few months ago had few players under
contract and was obliged to borrow for
almost every picture, is now one of the
principal lenders. Recent loans from
its roster include Gene Raymond and
Nancy Carroll to Reliance, Ann Sothern
and George Murphy to Samuel Goldwyn,
Donald Cook to Select, Richard Cromwell to Paramount, John Buckler to
and Geneva Mitchell to Univers-

M-G-M
al

THE

S^S

IATSE Asks Changes
Music Hall Is Bidding
In Lab Labor Clauses
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The Music Hall is making a bid
for a deal under which the big
Rockefeller Center de luxer would
play part of the Gaumont-British
program, but owing to differences between Jeffrey Bernerd, general manager of the English company, and
Music Hall executives over the number of pictures to be played, indications are that the Roxy deal will
go through. On his recent visit to
London, W. G. van Schmus, managing director of the Music Hall,
conferred with Gaumont officials
concerning a contract.
Bernerd is understood to feel that
bis company will derive more benefits from playing 16 pictures into
the Roxy than a considerably lesser number into the Music Hall.
Gaumont-British intends to distribute not less than 20 features in this
country next season through its
planned national exchange setup
which is now in the preliminary
stages.

K-A-0 Shows Profit;
Loss for Keith Corp.

FINANCIAL
NEW

YORK

STOCK

Am. Seat
Columbia Picts. vtc.

High
3'/2
2734

Con.

Fm.

East.

Kodak

Ind

MARKET
Low
3'/2
2714

Net
Close
Chg.
ZVi
21% + 1 %

2%

25/8

9834

983,4

9834

+

VA

Fox Fm. "A"
Loew's,
Inc
Paramount ctfs
Pathe
Exch

10
273^
3V4
VA

93,4
253/8
3'/s
VA

10
273/8
3'/4
1 V4

+
+
+
+

V*
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Va
Va
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RKO
"A"
Warner Bros
NEW
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135/s
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2
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MARKET
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YORK. BOND
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MARKET
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Technicolor
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YORK
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Loew
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Paramount 6s47 ctfs. 39
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Robert Woolsey
Lois Brisbane
Edward L. Boniva
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Changes in labor conditions affecting laboratory workers which
will be asked by the I. A. T. S. E.
at the open hearing in Washington
today on the Laboratory Code include discontinuance of the wage
differential between laboratories employing 20 or less workers and those
employing 20 or more; 10 percent
increase for night workers; two
weeks vacation after 50 weeks employment whether consecutive or
not, and the classification of helpers, who can now be employed under
the code at $20 weekly, as apprentices to be paid at the scale for apprentices. Another change would
divide the workers in developing departments into three classes, under
which negative developers would receive $65 weekly, instead of having
all developers listed as machine operators at $30 weekly.

F. &. M. Not Entering
Salt Lake Situation

E. MILLIKEN
OldCARL
Orchard,
Me.
Lick.
CHARLES

spent the week-end*

C. PETTIJOHN

has gone to Frel

ANITA LOOS has arrived from the coast \
checked
in at the Hotel
Warwick.
NAT
WOLF,
Warner
Theater
zone
manJ
for Chlo,
has been
in New
York
confer.f
on
the policy
for the newly
acquired
A
Theater in Cleveland.
OTTO KRUGER is due east from Hollywl
shortly on vacation.
CONSTANCE BENNETT is scheduled to I
from Europe.
New York on Friday aboard the Majej
for
BARBARA BARONDESS arrives in New J
this week
from the coast.
ED KUYKENDALL
New York.

has returned South

f,

MAX FLEISCHER leaves New York today I
a vacation
in Florida.
ADOLPH ZUKOR is en route to the Or
from
New York.
CECIL
yesterday

B. DE MILLE arrived in New
from
the Middle
West.

l|

THOMAS HECK, actor, is due at the C (
Salt Lake City — Rumors about
the entry of Fanchon & Marco into Aug 27 from New York City.
HARRY BERINSTEIN of Ithaca called om
the local theater situation are denied
W. Smith at the Warner-First National off)
After charging off $489,597.02 for by Frank Freeman of the Paramount yesterday.
depreciation and making tax provi- Publix theater organization, which
TERRY TURNER leaves New York today i
sions, Keith-Albee-Orpheum shows is taking over the entire ownership Chicago
to confer with Quaker Oats Co., cnet profit of $485.73 for the six of the houses in this territory now cials
on the tieup between that company i
months ended June 30. B. F. Keith operated jointly with Louis Marcus. First National on "Six Day Bike Rider."
Corp., after taxes and $395,933.03
for depreciation, had a loss of $59,Rosenblatt Returns
15 More Are Approved
198.24 in the same period. Both
Washington Bureau, of THE FILM DAILY
are RKO subsidiaries.
Washington — Division AdminisBy Legion in Chicau
trator Sol A. Rosenblatt returned to
Chicago — The Chicago Coun,,
Southeastern Exhibitors
his office yesterday from his trip Legion of Decency, has just ghfl|
the stamp of approval to 15 ith
Vote to Fight Music Tax to the West Coast.
films.
Classed as inoffensive ill
Atlanta — Proposed increase in the
Harlow Film Going Big
suitable are: "Avalanche," "Bon? I
music tax collected by the American
Box office returns in more than 20 Beast," "Elmer and Elsie," "Hap
Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers will be fought by the G. cities show that Jean Harlow's new- Landing,"
"Mystery
Ranch," "Te
est picture, "The Girl from Mis- Oil Raider," and "Our Daily Brea/
F. T. A. Independent Theater ownsouri," is exceeding business of her Others approved are: "She Wasi
ers Ass'n and the South Eastern
Theater Owners Assn. At ses- former picture, "Bombshell," by
the Star
Law,"Packer,"
"The "Shoe"'
Defe:^
Lady," "The
sions held last week it was voted from 9 to 14 per cent, according to "Beyond
to cooperate with the M.P.T.O.A. Loew Circuit home offices. The pic- Rests,"
Should"The ListCsfs '
Mail" and
ture is in its second week at the "Rawhide "Ladies
and Allied in combatting the inPictures considered offenfi?
crease.
Capitol, New York. It will be fol- Paw."
but not forbidden are "The P =
lowed there by "Treasure Island."
Danube," "Hollywood Hoodlum" Jjl
New Tacoma
Censor Board
"She Loves Me Not."
Harry Pollard Left $145,000
Tacoma — New censor board
named by Public Safety Commis- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Mrs. Hal Roach Injured
sioner Frank T. Callender includes
Hollywood — Harry A. Pollard, diMrs. Helen R. Crowe and Mrs. Narector who died July 6, left an es- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DA&
than Friedman, both reappointed,
tate of $145,000, it was disclosed by
Hollywood — Mrs. Hal Roach jja
and the following five new members: records filed in Probate Court. His her 12-year-old daughter, Marga?;,
Rev. S. J. Osborne, Ed. J. Daily, sister, Mrs. Nora P. Lane, and two lision yesterday.
Mrs. Greta Herr, Mrs. James R. brothers, Horace and Wilford, re- were injured slightly in an auto cEgan and Mrs. O. W. Eckman.
ceive $10,000, with the residue going to his widow, the former Margarita Fischer.
Augustus
Tom'w
OFFERING
Funeral Thomas
servicesFuneral
for Augustus
FEATURE BALI CULTURE
PICTURI
Thomas, dean of American playMrs. Margaret Fairbanks Dies
wrights, will be held tomorrow West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
WITH
ENGLISH TITLES.
morning in St. George's Protestant
Hollywood — Mrs. Margaret Fair80 MINUTES'
RUN;
Episcopal Church, 207 East 16th St.,
banks, sister-in-law of Douglas Fair2 MUSICAL
SHORTS
He died Sunday at the Clarkstown
banks, died Sunday following an
MENGELBERG
CONDUCTING
Country Club, near Nyack, at the operation last week. She was 52
HIS FAMOUS
DUTCH
ORCHESTRA
months.
years old and had been ill several
IN OVERTURE
age of '77.
Georgie Price for Vitaphone
Short
OBERON,
MARCHE
HONGROISE
Georgie Price has been signed to Warners Reopen Coshocton House
Parties
interested
(for outright
sale onl
star in a two-reel Vitaphone musical
please apply BOX No. 992
Coshocton,
— Warner's
Sixth
TheaterO. has
been reopened
short subject at the Brooklyn Vita- Street
The Film Daily
1650 Broadw.j
phone studio, it is announced by Sam with Harry Bodie as manager.
New York City
New York
Sax, studio production chief.
House was entirely remodeled.
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OUTLINING PRINCIPLES
FOR ZONING SCHEDULE

(MOLINA EXHIBS
I JOINING G, F. T. A.
I \tlanta — Delegates from indep»dent theater owners in North
.15 South Carolina attended last
wiek's meeting of the G. F. T. A.
Ass'nandin
Ownershere
Theater Hotel
,I;iependent
br Robert Fulton
areed to affiliate with the new unit,
Wich is headed by Ike Katz of
JVntgomery. Date of the next meetM was set for Oct. 1-2 in the Fult'l Hotel.

jrthur Lee Remaining
, I With Gaumont-British

! Characterizing rumors to the efi3t that Arthur A. Lee is to resign
f)m Gaumont-British as wholly
Uhout foundation, Jeffrey BerIrd, general manager of that compny says:
'Such reports as these invariably
Mve their origins in the minds of
'ijesponsible people and, in this injUce, were undoubtedly inspired
C my trip to America. As we have
my mis,a-eady publicly announced,
s>n here is to effect a complete reand
company,
our
of
.oganization
tt in motion the initial plans for
Ks immediate establishment of a
mtion-wide exchange system.
I'l wish to state most emphatical!lJthat Lee's status with this compny is in no way affected by these
pins except as his responsibilities
sfe broadened and increased."
'Inirth Week for "Bondage" in Loop
' iChicago — "Of Human Bondage,"
ftiiclh played to capacity houses for
[fro weeks at the RKO Palace, is beHg held over at the B. & K. Garrick
Mr its fourth Loop week. During
A 14 days at the Palace the picIre played to more than 128,000
'Arsons.
Cincy Exchanges Report Rise
Cincinnati — As a result of thea^rs being reopened in West Virginia
;id Kentucky, some under the mancement of coal companies to enterlin employes, local exchanges reIrt that summer closings have been
rgely offset and business actually
creased the past month.
Libsons on Eastern Vacation
, Cincinnati — Ike Libson, RKO cirjiit chief in this region, who is at
resent in New York on business,
ill be joined shortly by his brother,
be Libson, for a vacation in the
•ist.
Discussing Movie Drive on Air
Rev. Dr. J. Henry Carpenter, one
fvestheofthree
designated Churches
representa-in
the Protestant
reater New York on the Motion
ictures Inter-Faith Committee, will
Deak on "The Church and the
lovies" over the American Broadisting System — WMCA network on
hursday at 9 P. M. Dr. Carpenter
ill say over the air that the reIgious groups are not asking for
gid censorship but are demanding
1 clean-up in the screen industry.

HPHIL M. DALY
•
•
• FOR A midsummer premiere
the opening of
Warner's "Dames" at the Strand on Broadway tomorrow eve
will probably eclipse anything ever seen here in the East
for the pix is touted as the Last Word in girlie-musicals
and so Charlie Einfeld's advertising and publicity staff
has been drafted in toto
meaning that 50 people have been
added temporarily to the Strand staff to put the gala opening
over in the Grand Manner
•
•
• A BIG feature of the premiere will be a half-hour
broadcast from the theater lobby over station WINS
a
public address system will permit the Broadway crowds to hear
what's going on
celebs will be introduced as they arrive
and Phil Regan, a member of the "Dames" cast will sing
the song hits of the pix in the lobby as the broadcast is going
on
the premiere has been fittingly dedicated to Al Dubin
and Harry Warren
the lads who did the musical scores for
all the Warner series of musicals
•
•
• SEEING THAT this is a girlie show
dames
'will predominate in this banner ballyhoo of "Dames"
the
Columbia broadcasting system will furnish the 12 girls who won
their sectional tests, allowing 'em to compete for the honor of
being Dick Powell's radio leading lady
in the projected
Campbell Soup program
the 12 girls will be driven in as
many cars to the Strand
preceded by a float carrying the
Vitaphone studio's famous beauty chorus
the latter will
act as hostesses to receive the guests in the lobby which
fact alone makes it worth while attending this opening
some dames
for "Dames"
• • • A NATIONAL contest is being staged by Mascot
Pictures
to pick a girl who best typifies young and beautiful American womanhood
in connection with their pix,
"Young and Beautiful"
featuring the Wampas Baby Stars
department stores and leading photographers in cities
throughout the Youessay are cooperating
the national
judges are Nat Levine, Max Factor, Melbourne Spurr, Joseph
Santley, Phil Gersdorf, Ben Lyon and Judith Allen

T

T

T

• • • THAT ARTISTIC postal card display in Radio City
of Irving Browning's is collecting a plethora (there's a word!
just picked it up on our vacashe) of praise all along the line
Ted Toddy, Columbia southern exploitashe chief in Atlanta
lined up Governor Eugene Talmadge and his sec as the
first two members of the "Scrappy Club" in that territory
Mike Beck is preparing some snappy ballyhoo for the opening of
"Bulldog Drummond Strikes Back" at the Rivoli
Bernice
Stern, sec to Al Bondy, vacationing at Mt. Pleasant, N. Y., has
put on so much weight she's afraid to come back to the ossif.

T

•

•

•

T

T

A BRILLIANT

turnout of society and diplomatic
grace the world premiere of Cecil De Mille's "Cleolights will
patra" at the Paramount theater Thursday eve
Contest for
the prize bull dog will be held Saturday afternoon at the St.
Joe BernMoritz as a tie-in with the Ronald Colman pix
hard, his son Jack, and Arthur Siegal with a party of friends
in Delaware
ranch trailer
dude lobby
Ralphfor Budd's
week-end
the Wilkie
spent Al
in the
that nifty
gets atcredit
"Cleopatra"
pix
the
of
Paramount showing the makingperformers in the current show
Roxy theater will have stage
Deal as good as set for Mary Pickf ord to
on WOR tonite
broadcast on Frigidaire program this Fall at five grand per
Mary also will appear in a stage play on Broadway
and she plans to personally produce a series of feature pix
busy gal, we calls her

«

«

«

»

»

»

Principles to be considered in the
setting up of local zoning and clearance schedules will be outlined by
the Code authority in a communication to the Milwaukee clearance
board. Copies of the letter will be
sent to all other local zoning and
clearance boards to guide them in
preparing schedules.
A committee consisting of Harold S. Bareford and Nathan Yamins
is drafting the communication.

Detroit Zoning Plan
Details Announced
(Continued from Page

1)

ond runs now open are given 21
days availability with 25 cents at
matinees, 35 cents nights, but may
run 30 cents if following last week
availability policy. Key houses are
given 21 days protection with 20
cents afternoons and 25 cents at
night minimum. Other classes follow with 21 days protection each
except that 15 cent night houses are
given 42 days over straight 10 cent
theaters. Premiums mean increase
in prices of one-third. First runs
secure additional protection on raising prices.

Akron Exhibs to Retain
Double Feature System
Akron — Local exhibitors have
voted to continue double features
under the same policy now in practice. This is to play the outstanding attraction on a single basis, and
to dual pictures of questionable
draw. Robert Menches, head of the
local exhibitor organization, states
that about 50 per cent of the Akron
playing time is devoted to single
feature policies and that this plan
has worked out successfully all
around.
Making Industrial for Shell Oil
St. Louis — National Cinema Service, Inc., is now in production on a
feature length talkie for Shell Petroleum Corp. R. C. Bennett has assigned Harry R. McClain to direct
the picture, entitled "Stephan Steps
Out," with a cast including Dean
Clark, Don Merrifield and Edith
Hauber. Tentative release date of
Sept. 1 has been set.
Loop Attendance Spurts
Chicago — A substantial increase
in attendance at Loop movie theaters during the past week is credited
to the influx of out-of-town visitors
to the world's fair. A still larger
increase is expected this week, which
is Farm Week at the fair and will
be mar-ked by many special features.
Providence Paramount Reverts
Providence — National Realty Co.,
takes back the Paramount Theater
on Thursday
former name of and
the restores
Strand.theEdward
Reed continues as manager.

GAUMONT BRITISH ANNOUNCES ITS
AMERICAN DISTRIBUTION POLICY
/(COINCIDENT

v/jth the publication of this announcement,

Gaumont

^-^ British will assume the important position in the American
motion picture field to which it is rightfully entitled through the
indisputably high quality of the product which it has to offer to the
exhibitors and the theatre-going public of this country.
Arrangements

are rapidly being consummated

of an exchange
same

system nation-wide

for the establishment

in scope, which will offer the

high quality of service now provided by major American distributors. Without exception these exchanges will be manned by

an ail-American personnel.
On the opposite page we have described briefly some of the productions which we will offer to discriminating exhibitors for presentation to their supporting patrons, and it is worthy of especial mention
that every picture which emanates from our studios has been produced with particular consideration of the requirements of American
audiences.
Current

and

future production plans of Gaumont

British include

the employment of many of the best known American stars and
directors. Technically, as well as artistically Gaumont British and
Gainsborough
in America.
We

pictures are comparable

with the finest produced

earnestly urge all exhibitors to reserve ample

which to book our product in its entirety, a group

open

time in

of not less than

twenty pictures for the 1934-35 season, all of which can be secured
on equitable terms which will insure their presentation at a liberal
margin

of profit.

JEFFREY BERNERD,

GAUMONT

aamon

Genera/ Manager

BRITISH PICTURE

CORPORATION

1600

York

Broadway,

New

WITH SUCH FINE
PICTURES AS THESE!
Conrad Veidt in

Anna May Wong in
CHU CHIN CHOW
With

George

Robey

and

Fritz Kortner. This

POWER

With

Benita Hume

("JEW
SUSS")
and Cedric Hardwicke.

A

splendid, dramatic musical extravaganza, reflecting all the glamor and fascination of the Orient,

compelling screen translation of Lion Feuchtwan-

presents the exotic Anna May Wong
liest. Directed by Walter Forde.

to be ranked among
by Lothar Mendes.

at her love-

ger's great novel. A picture inevitably destined

Jessie Matthews in
EVERGREEN

George Arliss in
THE IRON DUKE

With Sonnie Hale and Betty Balfour. The worldfamous Cochran stage play by Benn W. Levy
brought to the screen with all the drama
charm

of the original production.

the Year's Best Ten. Directed

and

With the completion of "The Iron Duke" George
Arliss will have given to the screen the outstanding portrayal of his distinguished career. This

Romance,

comedy and drama blended with unforgettable
melodies, in a distinctly different motion picture.
Directed by Victor Saville.

dramatic story of the historical "100 days" and
Wellington's defeat of Napoleon at Waterloo is
directed by Victor Saville.

Evelyn Laye in
PRINCESS CHARMING

Matheson Lang in
LITTLE FRIEND
Co-starred with Mr. Lang in this gripping drama
of marital life is a child star whose poignant,

With

appealing,

definitely

loveliness of Evelyn Laye been seen to greater

establishes her as the most important screen discovery of recent years. She will take America by

advantage than in this lilting tale of a seriocomic revolution in the mythical Kingdom of
Ruritania. Directed by Maurice Elvey.

yet poised performance

storm. The picture is directed by Berthold Viertel.

^P In addition to "The Iron Duke", George Arliss
will make two more pictures for Gaumont British; Jan
Kiepura, sensational star of "Be Mine

Tonight" will

be seen in his second picture, "My Song For You";
and Conrad Veidt will be starred in three, the first to

Yvonne

Never

We

Arnaud

and

George

has the bewitching charm

Grossmith.

and vivacious

shall release not less than twenty box-office

productions during the coming season, and exhibitors
have our assurance that every one will possess outstanding entertainment values and, furthermore, will be

absolutely clean in both theme

and dialogue.

be titled "King of the Damned".

GAUMONT BRITISH ASKS YOU TO SEE THESE PICTURES BEFORE YOU BOOK THEM

THE

» REVIEWS
Aline MacMahon

"SIDE

«
in

NEWS

WH

OF THE DAY

STREETS"

with Paul Kelly, Ann Dvorak, Patricia Ellis
First National
63 mins.
FAIR DRAMA OF BUSINESS WOMAN'S
STRUGGLES FOR LOVE SHOULD APPEAL BEST TO THE FEMME TRADE.
The feminine fans will get the most
satisfaction out of this yarn about a business woman past thirty, played by Aline
MacMahon, and her efforts to find love
with Paul Kelly, an irresponsible mugg,
whom she marries but has a tough
time fitting into her scheme of life.
Lack of sufficient comedy to brighten up
the more or less sombre theme is one of
the drawbacks of the story as far as general appeal is concerned, although a few
amusing bits of human interest crop into
the activities in Aline's fur shop. After
marrying Aline, Paul proceeds to play
around with other girls, particularly Ann
Dvorak. The parents have a baby that
brings them together again for a while, but
the kid dies, and later Paul becomes the
father of a baby born to Ann. Finally, in
remorse and apparently out of a newly
awakened parental realization, he returns
to his wife, who even goes so far as to
adopt the illegitimate child.
Cast: Aline MacMahon, Ann Dvorak, Paul
Kelly, Lorena Layson, Dorothy Tree, Helen
Lowell, Henry O'Neill, Mayo Merhor, Marjorie Gateson, Renee Whitney, Lynn Browning, Clay Clement, Paul Kaye, Dorothy
Peterson.
Director, Alfred E, Green; Authors, Ann
Garrick, Ethel Hill; Screen Play, Manuel
Seff; Cameraman, Byron Haskins; Editor,
Bert Levy.
Direction, Good.
Photography,
Gccd.

"NOT AGAINST

FLESH"

General
Foreign Sales Corp.
63 mins.
ARTISTIC FOREIGN PRODUCTION
HANDLES OCCULT THEME WITH DRAMATIC SUSPENSE.
The famous Danish producer responsible
for "Joan of Arc" has created a notable
contribution to the field of weird and eerie
films in this French production. The locale
is French, as well as the cast, but it has
been dubbed with English voices, and an
English version of the manuscript titles
that clearly explain the plot. Here is a
subject that will be received with acclaim
by all the intelligentsia and the highbrows,
as well as those appreciative of the artistic in motion pictures. It also should
exercise a wide appeal to the masses, for
it tells a highly dramatic story of a vampire casting its dire spell over a little
French village. A young scientific investigator of the occult comes to the town
and tracks down the vampire, and at the
end succeeds in exterminating the menace
from beyond the grave. The cast are all
distinct types and do fine work. Photographic treatment is splendid. Director
Dreyer's directorial handling lifts this into
a class by itself.
Cast: Julian West, Rena Mandel, Sybille
Schmitz, Jan Hieronimko, Henriette Gerard,
Albert Bras, Jane Mora.
Director, Karl Dreyer; Authors, Christen
Jul, Theodore Dreyer; Cameraman, Rudolf
Mate.
Diection, Excellent. Photography, First
Class.
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Nampa, Idaho — After remodeling
and installation of new equipment,
the Majestic has reopened.
New Orleans — The St. Charles has
returned to a full week run policy
with dual bills.
Quincy, Fla. — The Shaw theater,
one of the Interstate Enterprises
group which operates in Georgia
and Florida, is to be enlarged and
improved.
H. N. Lord is manager.
Charleston, W. Va. — Fred Frey,
Ferguson theater, narrowly escaped

Await Return of Casey
On Eastern Studio Labor

death when his car was sideswiped
while journeying to his summer
home in Morrow, 0. Mrs. Frey was
also badly ,shaken. Both were removed to a hospital.
Haverhill, Mass. — The Strand here
has been acquired by Morse and
T1nt1"xnb"rg. It was formerly owned
by W. B. Burhoe.
Amherst, O. — S. Hull, formerly of
icy. has leased the Mary Jane theIowa,
ater from Mrs. M. H. Eppstein. He
opened Aug. 12 with a full week polMilwaukee — E. J. Weisfeldt, operator of the Riverside, will stage
the Community Fund pageant to be
held in the Auditorium in October.

Conferences between Pat Casey,
as chairman of a committee representing local studios, and I. A. T.
Studio Mechanics to Nominate
S. E. officials, acting for Local 52,
Local 52, studio mechanics, will
studio mechanics, have been held
tonight to nominate officers for
in an effort to change certain work- meet
ing conditions which the studios hold the ensuing year.
increase the cost of production so
that competition with coast studios
cannot be effectively met and more
production brought east. Chief point
of difference is the request of local
studios to be permitted to call workers at any time during the day and
without paying double overtime for
second and third shifts as now required.
Both sides have made some concessions on this puint which are
now being considered. Definite action by either faction awaits the return of Pat Casey to New York in
about three weeks.

«DATE BOOK
Today:

Public hearings on proposed amendton, ments
D. Cto the Laboratory Code. Washing-

Aug. 1-24: Second International Exposition ol
Cinematographic
Art, Venice,
Italy.
Aug. 21 : Annual Outing of Detroit film row
under auspices of Detroit Variety Club
Grosse Pointe Yacht Club, Detroit.
Aug. lantic
22-24:City.
Allied Theater Owners of New
Jersey convention, Ritz-Carlton Hotel, At'
Aug. 23: First Golf Tournament of Cleveland
Variety Club, Beechmont Club, Cleveland.
Aug. 24: First Annual Golf Tournament sponsored by Albany Variety Club, Shaker Ridge
Country Club, Loudenville, N. Y.
Sept. 10: First fall luncheon meeting of
Variety Club of Cleveland.
Sept. 14: Clambake, Golf and Dinner-Dance
of Cleveland Variety Club, Cleveland.
Sept.dan,
16: N.North
D. Dakota Allied meeting, ManSept. 20: A.M.P.A. Revels and Luncheon, Mo-Jl
tion Picture Club, New York.
Sept. 20: "Night of Stars" benefit under auspices of United Jewish Appeal in aid of
German Jews, Yankee Stadium, New York.
Nathan Burkan, chairman.
Sept. 2S-27: Annual convention of Allied Independent Theater Owners of Wisconsin,
Hotel Schroeder, Milwaukee.
Oct. 1-3: National Film Carriers convention,
Statler Hotel, Detroit.

Special Confab on Zoning
Is Asked by Texas Allied

Dallas — Allied Theater Owners of
Texas, headed by Colonel H. A. Cole,
is asking the Code Authority in New
York to send a special committee to
Dallas to hear the protests against
the local zoning and clearance
schedule.
The exhibitor unit also is protesting the proposed increase in music
fees and has advised members not
to sign any film contracts at additional rates until they have to do so.

Scoppa Named Advisor
On Laboratory Labor
Sol Scoppa, business agent of Local 669, film technicians, which embraces laboratory workers, has been
named labor advisor to the Laboratory Code Authority.
68 Released in Germany
Berlin — Out of 221 features released in Germany during 1933-34
season, 68 were American, compared
with 43 American films in the previous year and 62 in 1931-32.

SUMMER IN THE SKY GARDENS
The smartest and most delightful of
dinner and supper-dancing rendezvous,
the St. Moritz Sky Gardens afford one
of the most beautiful views in ai. Manhattan. Here, on the terraces overlooking Central Park, you dine or sup
on summer evenings in a charming,

'pmiaxai

starlit
atmosphere,
far above the city's
noise and
bustle.
The Sky Gardens offer a splendid escape from summer heat.
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10DING $5,000
TO WARNER

Short Shots from Eastern Studios

By CHARLES
CCENES to be broadcast from the
'onal banner, as well as 130 short
"Gigolette" set at the Biograph
jibjects.
; In addition to the program to be Studios this evening, in the tieup
arranged
Station WMCA, will
iiade here and at the Vitaphone include thebysmart
night club scene
lant in Brooklyn, Warner said that and a dramatic sequence
in a gaudy
ae Warner studio in Teddington,
lear London, recently purchased and honky-tonk. Gordon Kahn, who
nodernized, will turn out 25 features wrote the story of "Gigolette' for
inder the supervision of Irving Select Productions, will be on hand
fisher. It is planned to make these to assist Sam Taylor, WMCA's
in supplying comproductions well up to the standard screen reporter,
and explanation. Milton
k the Hollywood output, Warner Douglas ments
will
sing
the theme song,
laid.
1 As a result of keeping the studios also titled "Gigolette".
•
lere active throughout the summer,
"A Pastrytown Wedding," first
Ihere are now 15 Warner-First National features ready for release, release of the 1934-35 series op all
frith dates set up to Sept. 1. These color Rainbow Parade animated
cartoons produced by the Van BeuInclude "Dames", "British Agent", ren
Corporation for RKO Radio reMadame Di\ Barry", "Happiness
lease has been completed at the Van
khead", "Six Day Bike Rider", Beuren Studio in New York. Burt
jFlirtation Walk", "Gentlemen Are Gillett, formerly with Walt Disney,
|5orn", "Big Hearted Herbert",
[Lost Lady", "Desirable", "A Per- s the supervisor of production on
his series, as well as "Burt Gilfect Week-End", "I Sell Anything",
Firebird", "The Case of the Howl- lett's Toddle Tales" also produced
by Van Beuren for RKO Radio re'ng Dog" and "Kansas
City Prin- lease.
(Continued from Page

1)

•

lowa-Nebraska Exhibs
Ready
to Accept Code
(Continued from Page 1)

Al Christie has completed work
on a short subject, as yet untitled,
featuring Ernest Truex supported
by Josephine Dunn, Thurston Hall
and Tom Manning. William Watson and Arthur Jarrett wrote the
story for the picture, which was
made at the Eastern Service studio for Educational release.

Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt
>assed through here late last week.
3ard announced yesterday that he
Jind a number of labor leaders met
Rosenblatt at the train here and
•
alked over their problems. Bard
would not divulge what reply he reProduction on "Gigolette", unceived from Rosenblatt, but said
the direction of Charles Laphings looked promising. About 200 Mont,der is
to be completed
exhibitors are understood to be in- Thursday.expected
Adrienne Ames, Robert
volved.
Armstrong Ralph Bellamy and Donald Cook are featured in the cast.
Injunction on Duals
Joe Ruttenberg and Sam Levitt are
responsible
for the camera work,
Held Legal in Cleveland while Chris Beute
assisted on the di(Continued from Page 1)
rection.
July 8 is legal and binding. The
•
ruling followed the request of the
Sam Baerwitz is about to start
iudge to the attorneys to submit
briefs on the question of the legal- "Big Business", from the story by
Al Boasberg, at the Eastern
Serity of the agreement.
New "Tarzan" Story
Edgar Rice Burroughs will publish "Tarzan and the Lion Man" on
Sept. 1. This is the fortieth book
for Burroughs.

SUNSHINC
.\^4i//

Three pictures held over
first-runs
the past week.

in

Broadway

San Antonio Squibs
San Antonio — Empire is now one
of the Interstate Circuit Theaters.
This
string.makes five houses for the local
New Ft. Sam Houston Theater
soon to get under way will be built
of concrete and steel and will cost
$94,000.
Army Post open-airdome theater
opened to a capacity house.
Arthur E'sberg, Aztec manager,
on vacation, with Maurice Gleaves
pinch-hitting.
Weldon W. Parsons, former house
manager at the State, transferred to
the Empire in a similar position.
"Eissays on the Movies by Elkay" appears in the current "San
Antonian," Chamber of Commerce
magazine. Elkay is the pen name
of Lester J. R. Ketner, local Film
Daily correspondent.

ALICOATE
vice studio in Astoria. Marty May
will be featured in the short, which
will be released by Educational.

REVISING GODE FEES
TO AID SMALL TOWNS
(Continued from Page

1)

ment year, will be submitted to the
NRA in Washington for its approval, as is the customary procedure.
•
Final day of the extended period
Chick Yorke and Rose King, who
for filing assents to the code is Aug.
start work this week in an Al Chris- 15th.
tie short for Educational release,
are receiving congratulations for
their 27 years os a stage team and Philly Independent Group
their 25th wedding anniversary. The
Elects Alternate Boards
short will be directed by Leslie
(Continued from Page 1)
Pearce, who recently arrived here ed, consisting of John Munroe, Lou
from the coast to join the Christie Berger, Ray Schwartz, Leo Posel,
production unit.
Dave Milgram. George Sobel, George
Naudascher, Joe Price, Sam WaldHarry Perelman. The al"A Nite in a Nite Club", two-reel man andternate
board will sit with the regmusical, will be put into work Thursular
board,
but cannot vote.
day by Mentone Productions at the
The association also announced
Biograph studio for Universal release. Featured in the cast, which formation of a cabinet composed of
will be directed by Milton Schwarz- [staff experts from outside who will
members. Departments already
wald, are J. Harold Murray, Mar- I aid
tha Ray, Buck and Bubbles, Elaine selected include legal, consulting
Arden, Eddie Burtson and his or- J electrical engineer, purchasing of
chestra, the 12 Mentonettes and supplies and equipment advertising.
Harry Rose as master of ceremonies. Four other divisions will be filled
Frank Zucker and Tommy Hogan later.
will do the camera work, with Joe
Report dicates
onthattaproom
competition
infloor shows
have been
Bannon assisting on the direction.
stopped in many of these places. The
state gives Sept. 1 as the deadline
Location shooting on the Ben for payment of $500 license fee for
Hecht-Charles MacArthur produc- those taprooms using entertainment,
tion which will feature Jimmie Savo with a penalty of 50 per cent if the
has been set for Aug. 25 at Tuxedo, sum is not paid on time.
N. Y. Interior shots will be made
at the Eastern Service studio.

RKO Circuit May Charge
Overbuying by Loew Group

"Gambling", the Harold B. Frank(Continued from Page 1)
lin-George M. Cohan feature, is set
to get under way the first of next the product of only three major distributors with the following numweek at the Eastern Service studio,
ber of pictures provided by their
under the direction of Rowland V.
deals:
Radio,
50; Paramount, 30;
Lee.
Warner-First National, 30; totalling
110 features. Loew is reported to
Lynn Shores completes production have bought the rest of the major
and direction Thursday on the in- studio lineups with the following
dustrial which features Herbert
tied up: M-G-M, 52; ParaRawlinson in, the lead. It is being pictures mount,
30; Warner-First National,
made at the West Coast Service stu- 30; Fox, 52; Columbia, 48; United
dio with Charles Harten and Wil- Artists, 24; Universal, 48, with a
liam Kelly doing the camera work. total of 284.

Cincinnati Chatter
Cincinnati — Wess Huss of Associated Theaters has gone to Canada
for four months to fight hay fever.
Allan Moritz of the Columbia exchange is back on the job after a
siege of lumbago.
Herman Wobber and Roger Ferri
of Fox arrived here a few days ago
to inaugurate the local "Kent
Pending decisions on zoning protests, selling of product is proceeding slowly.
Drive."
"Blacksmith" for Music Hall
RKO Music Hall has booked "The
Village Blacksmith," second in the
series of famous poems in natural
color being produced by Screen Attractions Corp. Music Hall previplayed "Barefoot Boy," first
of the ously
series.

Cleveland Warner Outing
Cleveland — Annual all-day picnic
of the local Warner Club takes place
Thursday at Cedar Point. Offices
and
will be
closed theater
for the department
day.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS
About aestablishments
third of Egypt's
cinemas only
are
open-air
operating
in summer.
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ASKING GOV'T PROBE
OF FOX MET. PACT
(Continued from Pane

1)

A LITTLEBy RALPH
from
"LOTS
WILK
HOLLYWOOD

argued before Judge Julian W. Mack
today.
In the State court action, the
agreement was attacked as "oppressive, arbitrary, a denial of judical
review to the depositors, and against
public policy."
The committee, the complaint recites, not only obtained extraordinary powers through the agreement,
but "the exercise of such powers by
the committee was not in good faith
and was not performed for the
benefit of the depositors under the
agreement, but was prejudicial and
detrimental to the interests of such
depositors."
The action is brought in behalf of
two noteholders. Samuel and Jacob
H. Adler, and names as defendants
past, present and future members
of the committee under the agreement, and also the Central Hanover
Bank and Trust Company as corporate trustee, Frederick J. Fuller
as individual trustee and Warner
Marshall Jr., present secretary of
the committee.
Powers set up in the agreement
grant to a majority of members of
the committee the right at any time
to reorganize the committee, follow
is own rules and procedure, amend
the agreement, exercise or not exercise any function under it and
delegate to any one "authority to
take any action or refrain from any
action."
The committee is also declared to

Stefan Zweig's biography, and
£DWARD EVERETT HORTON has Norma Shearer will be seen in the
title
role. Charles Laughton will
completed roles in "The Merry
Widow" and "The Gay Divorce." appear as Louis XVI and Herbert
His next assignment is in "Biogra- Marshall as Count Fersen. Miss
phy," which Edward H. Griffith will Shearer and Laughton have just
direct for M-G-M.
completed roles in "The Barretts of
T
▼
T
Wimpole Street" and Marshall is
Mark Sandrich is completing the now finishing a new part with Greta
Garbo
in "The Painted Veil."
direction of "The Gay Divorce."
T
T
▼
Fred Astaire, Ginger Rogers and
Edward Everett Horton are among
Casting of "The Captain Hates
the principals.
the Sea" has neared completion with
T
T
T
the addition of Claude Gillingwater
Emma Dunn has returned from a and Emily Fitzroy, veteran character actors. Lewis Milestone is ditrip to London and will soon resume
recting this elaborate Columbia proher screen activities. She is repreduction and the impressive cast alsented by Max Shagrin.
ready assembled includes Victor McT
T
T
Laglen, John Gilbert, Wynne Gibson,
Erin O'Brien Moore is one of com- Tala Birell, Fred Keating, Alison
paratively few native Californians
Skipworth, Florence Rice, Luis Alacting in pictures. She was born berni,
Leon Errol, Walter Connolly,
in Los Angeles and studied at St. Del Henderson, John Wray, Andre
Joseph's convent in Tucson. She is Beranger, Charles King and Monte
playing one of the featured leads in Carter. This is a picturization of
"Dangerous Corner," at RKO-Radio. Wallace Smith's novel of the same
T
T
T
name, with the screen treatment by
Virginia Pine has been added to the author.
T
T
T
the Columbia player roster.
T
T
T
Madge Evans, whose latest part
Fan Magazine writers are holding is the feminine lead in "Death on
heated conferences to block the the Diamond," and who has just
effects of studios to require the been given a new role in "What
scribes to submit their interviews to Every Woman Knows," with Helen
the studios before they are pub- Hayes, has been signed by Metrolished.
Goldwyn-Mayer
to another longterm
contract.
T
T
T

be its own sole judge of all disbursements, expenses and compensation, and is allowed to dispose of
the notes as it sees fit without liability. It is also granted the right to
approve any reorganization it sees
fit to without submission of the plan
to the noteholders.
The action asks for voidance of
the agreement, return of the notes
to the noteholders, and an injunction restraining the defendants from
taking any further action under the
agreement. An accounting and a
r mplete list of subscribers to the
agreement is also asked.
Palmer today will have the option, in the Federal equity receivership hearing before Judge Mack, of
presenting a petition of intervention
on behalf of undeposited noteholders, or to argue a previous petition
filed July 20, under section 77B of
the Federal bankruptcy law.
An answer to the latter petition
was attacked at a hearing Thursday
as "sham and frivolous and not filed
in good faith." The answer was
filed by Ralph 0. Willgus, counsel
for the company,
which has just

Charlie Chaplin is reported to be
Winnie Lightner has been signed
set to start his new picture, "Street
Waif," sometime next month. It will by Columbia for a leading feminine
be a silent with music and sound role in "I'll Fix It," Jack Holt's next
effects. Paulette Goddard will play starring vehicle, which goes into production this week under the direcopposite the star.
T
T
T
tion of Roy William Neill.

17 Appeals to be Heard
With approximately 17 appeals yet
to be heard, the Code Authority expects to complete hearings on zoning
and clearance schedule complaints in
about five weeks. An appeals committee will hold a hearing
today.

T

Leo Bulgakov's option has been
taken up by Columbia. The former
stage director has been acting as an
observer since he arrived on the Columbia lot a few months ago. He
will later be given a berth probably
combining the duties of producer
and director.

T

T

T

T

T

Frank Morgan and Karen Morley
have been signed by RKO Radio for
"Wednesday's Child." John Robertson will direct, with Pandro S. Berman and Kenneth Macgowan as
supervisors.

DECISION IS RESERVED
IN PARA. EXAMINATION
Supreme Court Justice Samue
Rosenman yesterday reserved deci'
sion on the motion of Samuel Ziri
to examine before trial in the Rober
S. Levy bondholder suit agains,
Paramount-Publix a long list of in:
dividuals including Adolph Zukor
John Hertz, Austin Keough, Ralpl
A. Kohn, Sir William Wiseman, Gil
bert W. Kahn, Frank Bailey, AlberLasker, Sam Katz, Jesse Lasky, Sidir
ney R. Kent, Eugene Zukor, Alberi
H. Wiggin, former president of thi
Chase National Bank; Wm. C. Paley
president of the Columbia Broad
casting System; and several officeri'
of the National City Bank, Banker
Trust Co., Central Hanover Bank i
Trust Co., Chemical Bank & Trus
Co., Commercial National Bank c
Trust Co., County Trust Co., Empin
Trust Co. and Manufacturers Trusri
Co. All parties to the litigatio:
briefs.
were given until Thursday to fil:;

Enjoin Gross Tax
In
Washington
Stati
(Continued from
Pane
1)
revenues of film exchanges operate
in this state by national distribu
tors. Ruling was in a suit brough,
by Paramount and seven other na
tional distributors. Judge John M;
Wilson of Thurston County Supe
rior Court ruled that the state ta:
which was sought to be imposei
on the exchanges would be a bun'l
den on interstate commerce, anil
would therefore be invalid.

New Company to Make
Edgar
Burroughs Film
(Continued from Pane 1)

charge of production; Nat G. Rotr.
stein, advertising and exploitati<
director. Edgar Rice Burrougfi
and Ralph Rothmund are amorj;
members of the board of director
The new company controls all Bui
roughs material. Initial activity w*
be an Ashton Dearholt expedition i
Guatemala to make "Adventures »j
Tarzan in Guatemala." Twentj
three reels will be produced whj
the exhibitors enabled to play fk
first seven reels as a complete feature and the remainder as eight tw.
reel chapter plays.

T
T
T
"Bike Rider" Campaign
Contest
Quaker Oats Co., tied up with
Sidney Franklin has been named
First
National
on
a
$250,000
nationdirector of "Marie Antoinette," new
Irving Thalberg production which is
al advertising, publicity and exploischeduled to get under way at the
tation campaign on Joe E. Brown's
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios soon. "Six Day Bike Rider," is offering
The film has been adapted from $1,000 in prizes to managers of first
run theaters for the best campaigns
"Navy" Holds in New Orleans
on the picture and their product.
New Orleans — The Orpheum
nreviously
elected
new
officers
and
Terry
Turner,
representing
the
cere'directors.
holding "Here Comes
The Navy
al concern, announced yesterday. the
Warner nautical comedy, for {
Any reorganization of the com- The Quaker company offers four second week.
pany must be approved by at least prizes, a first of $500, second $250.
third $150 and fourth $100.
25 per cent of the creditors.
Representative Adolph J. Sabath
From Colonel to Hobo
of Illinois is chairman of a House
Record Summer Holdovers
Cincinnati — Colonel Paul Krieger of
committee investigating bondholdCleveland — Although it was the
Universal has another honor — one that
is more exclusive in the film industry
ers or noteholders "protective com- hottest summer in local annals, firstmittees." which, he said, have de- runs set a record for holdovers. The
than his present Kentucky Colonelship.
He was made a qualified member of the
list
since
the
middle
of
May
includes
frauded investors of "billions."
International Itinerant Workers Union at
Palmer said he made formal com- "Vergie Winters," "Handy Andy,"
the convention of the Hoboes of America held here last week.
plaint
to
Representative
Sabath
yes"Damaged
Lives,"
"Baby
Take
a
terday.
Bow" and "House of Rothschild".
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Zanuck Says U. S. Film Crusade is Joke in England

CHARGE CIRCUITS BAR INDIE FILMS WITHOUT SEAL
17 Decisions on Appeals Made
Sight New York Cases Are
Among Latest Batch
of Rulings

by Code Authority

Voluntary Censorship for Songs

stage

IMCC 1 1 V.liaigC Ut Ilk |J ■ cl ■ I V.U1I.
uy

Lombardo

and

Abe

Lyman.

broad-

, Seventeen decisions on appeals
pom local boards, including eight
jrom the New York boards, were aniounced by the Code Authority
jesterday. Opinions were rendered
s follows :
New York
Luxor-Bleeker Amusement Corp.
Picture business in England is
jrdered not to interfere in leasing
London — Total output of the
Negotiations carried on by Martha British studios for 1933-34 amounted good, while conditions in France are
iHxon and Mary A. Rosetti of the to 195 features and 60 shorts sub- picking up, declared Joseph M.
Luxor, New York City.
jects. Importations totaled 454 fea- Schenck, United Artists president,
I Affirmed clearane and zoning
yesterday when he landed from the
tures and 647 shorts.
(Continued on Page 4)
Rex after a trip abroad. No changes
have been effected in the company's
foreign production plans, he stated.
Warner-First National
Alexander Korda will make six and
Preparing 8 Features British & Dominion eight. United

195 FEATURES IN YEAR FOREIGN SITUATION
PRODUCED BY ENGLAND GOOD, SAYS SGHENGK

IRA APPROVES MOST
: LAB GODE PROPOSALS
By LESLIE
F. STONE
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

: Washington — Virtually all of the
amendments suggested by the NRA
["or inclusion
in the laboratory
existing code
for
fhe
motion picture
industry have been accepted by the industry, some with modification, it
;vas learned here yesterday. Price
ixing or any form of price control
(Continued on Page 5)

Yeomans to Build One;
Plans Circuit in South
; Meridian, Miss. — Plans for a 1,i)00-seat theater here, equipped with
lair conditioning and a stage, have
peen approved by A. H. Yeomans,
luanager of the Temple, who announces construction is due to start
(Continued on Page 4)

Clean Bill for West Film
Mae West's picture, "Belle of the
Nineties," has been passed by the New
York Board of Censors without a single deletion, it was announced by
Paramount
yesterday. The
film
is
tentatively scheduled for September release.

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

(Continued on Page 6)

Coast Indie Producers Up
in Arms Over Alleged
Orders to Circuits
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Members of the Independent Motion Picture Producers
& Distributors association are incensed at alleged instructions apparently issued to major circuit operators to refuse to play pictures
released after July 15 which do not
bear the Hays purity seal, according to W. Ray Johnston, president
el Monogram. He declared: "Hays
members seem to have forgotten a
clause in (Continued
the code onwhich
deals with
Page 5)

HAYS SEALISTSSUED
TO FIRST NON-MEMBER

Hollywood — In addition to six features now before the cameras, 13 Pictures Under Way
First certificate of compliance
eight are being prepared for early
At
RKO
Radio
Studios
with
the
industry's
shooting by Warner-First National. West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ards issued
by the production
Production standCode
Administration to a producer not a
In work are "Singer of Naples",
Hollywood
—
Thirteen
features
are
"Flirtation Walk", "The Firebird", currently in various stages at the member of the Hays group has been
"A Perfect Week End", "Six Day
"Aladdin and His WonderBike Rider" and "Just Out of Col- RKO Radio studios. Those shoot- givenfultoLamp,"
a ComiColor animated
ing include "Anne of Green cartoon produced
lege". Those being prepared inby P. A. Powers.
clude "Border Town", which will Gables", "Dangerous Corner", "The The certificate
is No.
154.5) This ac(Continued
on Page
star Paul Muni and will be directed Gay Divorce," with Fred Astaire,
Ginger
Rogers,
Alice
Brady,
Edby William Dieterle; "Concealward(Continued
Everett Horton;
"Kentucky
ment",
starring Barbara
on Page 5)
(Continued
on Page 6)Stanwyck,

Crusade on Films in America
Joke to England, Says Zanuck
Local 306 Picketing 6;
One House Capitulates
Mass picketing by Local 306, assisted by the stagehands, electricians, upholsterers and musicians'
unions, is being conducted at six
local theaters where Allied operators are employed. Agreement to
employ only union help at the theaters is the condition for abandonment of the picketing. The DeLuxe
(Continued on Page 4)

England regards the American
campaign against objectionable pictures as a joke, as in the instance
of prohibition, Darryl Zanuck said
as he arrived on the Rex yesterday
from Europe. With Howard Smith,
20th Century story editor, he leaves
New York tomorrow for the Coast.
Zanuck said he has acquired nine
stories for his program of 10 features for new season distribution
through (Continued
United Artists.
One picon Page 4)

'Holy City' of Midwest
Votes for Sunday Movies

Lincoln, Neb. — This community,
known as the "Holy City" of the
Middle West, swung the pedulum in
the other direction at this week's
election by voting in favor of Sunday shows(Continued
by almost
two to one. The
on Page 5)
Meet Tues. on NRA Setup
Wash. Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — President Roosevelt has
called a joint meeting of the National
Emergency and Executive Councils next
Tuesday to consider the reorganization
of NRA on a permanent basis. Donald
R. Richberg is mentioned as likely to
head the board which is to handle the
NRA under the new setup.
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Premiere Jammed

Backed by a terrific advance campaign and climaxed by a broadcast from the lobby,
last night, the premiere of Warner's musical "Dames," gave the Strand its biggest
opening in months. Traffic congestion in front of the house extended all along the
block and across the street. Many celebrities were in the audience. At 10 P. M.
the lobby was filled waiting for the second show.

DeMille Addresses
Teachers at Columbia
Several hundred teachers from
various parts of the United States
received an extra-curriculum course
yesterday at Teachers College, Columbia University, when Cecil B.
DeMille talked to them for two
hours on the subject of how motion
pictures are made.
The director, who arrived in New
York on Tuesday by plane to attend
the world premiere this evening ol
his latest Paramount picture, "Cleo
patra," at the Paramount Theater,
began his lecture with a word picture of the wild and glamorous, but
fallacious, conception which the public has of motion picture making. H<
detailed the activities of every art
science and craft that goes into the
making of a film. In the open forum
which followed his lecture, DeMille
answered questions and ended with
a strong plea to the school teachers
who are taking summer courses al
Columbia to carry on a battle in the
schools of the country for the teachtion. ing of pure English and clearer dic-

Mascot Exchangemen
Meet Next Week in N. Y.
Mascot exchangemen will meet
with Nat Levine next week in New
York. Jack Jossey and Nat Lefton
of Cleveland are now in town. Levine is due in Monday from the
Coast.
Para. Plans Under Advisement
Following a hearing yesterday in
U. S. District Court, Federal Judge
Coxe took under advisement approval of plans submitted by the
Paramount-Publix trustees to expend $165,000 in settlement of all
claims of the Toledo Paramount
Corp., and to settle rent claims exceeding $250,000 on two Uniontown,
Pa., theaters for $23,000.
West

Marie
Dressler's Will Filed
Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

NANETTE KUTTNER
York from
!he Coast.

has

returned

to Net

STANLEY FRIEDMAN, Warner attorney, re
turned
yesterday
from
Europe.
ton.WILLIAM UNDERWOOD left New York yes
terday by boat en route to Dallas via GahrcsHARVEY DAY. special representative fo
Terry-Toons, and BILL CLARK, assistant sale
m.n.gar for Educational, leave New York todalj
to attend the "Kent Drive" meetings bein
held at the Fox exchanges in Dallas an.
JkLhoma City. Day and Clark will then cor
finue their trip to Kansas City, St. Louis, Oma
ha, Des Moines and Chicago visiting exchange
n the interests
of Educational
product.
WILLIS KENT arrives today from the coasl
bringing
two completed
pictures
with
him.
MORRIS

SIEGEL

of Cincinnati

is in town,

SC'L Sept.
LESSER
about
15. plans to come

to New

JANET GAYNOR, JOHN VAN DRUTEN GIN,
MALO and COLL PORTER arrive in New Yor
today on the lie de France.
on

SOPHIE TUCKER sails from England
the Washington
for New
York
JOAN

LOWELL

toda

has gone to Boston for per

Los Angeles — Marie Dressler's sonal appearances with "Adventure Girl."
last will, disposing of an estate of
$310,000, has been admitted to proPreparing Allied Owners Plan
bate. The estate includes $50,000 in
public utility bonds, $50,000 in
A reorganization plan under Sec]
stocks, $110,000 in cash, a Beverly tion 77B of the bankruptcy act i
Hills
000. home worth $50,000 and mis- now being prepared for Allied Owr,
cellaneous properties valued at $50,- ers' Corp., following an agreemen
Following the premiere of "Cleoon a settlement of suits by bond]
patra" tonight, DeMille will spend
holders against Loew's Theater
several more days in New York
At Strand
for has
"Dames"
looking at plays for the purpose of Coca-Cola
Corp., Loew's,
Inc.,$10,000,001
and Para
The Strand
Theater
made Realty
mount Publix
to recover
finding performers for his next pic- arrangements with the Coca-Cola Settlement is subject to approval b I
ture, "The Crusades." He will leave Company for the service to patrons
New York next Monday morning foi of frigidaire-iced Coca-Cola during two-fifths of the bondholders and b I
the court.
Under
the agreemen J
Boston where he will also lecture.
the run of "Dames," which opened
will
pay
a
total
$12,875,00't
there last night. The beverage will Lcew
in annual installments of running
Modifying New Orleans Tax
be served from a modernistic bar June 1, 1958.
New Orleans — Acting on advice of installed in the main lobby.
the Mayor, the Gulf State Theater
Owners will appoint a committee of
Rivkin Office Signs Three
to See director
"Courage"of
three to discuss amelioration of the Italian
MollieEmbassy
B. Steinberg,
Lester Vail, Blaine Cordner an 1
proposed 10 per cent tax on amuse- publicity for Eureka Productions,
Rodney McLennon, Broadway play
ments. The Mayor said he would
hear modified measures, but insisted distributors of "Courage," American
ers,
been placed
man"
adaptation
of
the
Italian
film,
"Cacontracts
by theunder
Joe Rivk.
on deliberations being secret. Mean- micia Nera," authored by Mussolini, gerialhave
while Senator Huey P. Long started has gone to Washington with a copy office. Cordner has just finished i
a move in Baton Rouge for a special of the print for a special private picture at West Coast studios.
session of the state legislature screening by appointment at the
which, among other things, would Royal Italian Embassy today.
repeal the enabling act allowing the
city to pass a local tax.
Burstyn Gets Pabst Film
Joseph Burstyn, president of
Stan Laurel Laid Up
Worldkino, will handle U. S. distriWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Due to an injured leg,
bution for "Mistress of Atlantis,"
directed
by G. Pabst. The picture
Stan Laurel will be laid up for about
will
have
simultaneous first-run
AND
EASTERN
REGIONAL
CONFERtwo weeks, thus delaying further
ENCE OF INDEPENDENT
EXHIBITORS
in several cities next
work on the Hal Roach production, openings
month.
"Babes in Toyland."
London Films Gets Studio
Danson's Honeymoon is Over
London — London Films, Ltd., has
Hal Danson has returned to New
over the bankrupt studio of
York after honeymoontng with Hen- taken
cently.
THEATRE OWNERS
rietta Steinberg.
Triumph Films, which failed re-

15

ANNUAL

Convention

ALLIED

Universal German Distributor
C.
Berlin — Rota Film, with initial
C. C.
capital of 500,000 marks, has been
formed for distribution of Univer- an office
sale German and American pictures. plans to
Lucien

Littlefield
R. G. Katz

Mae

Clarke

j
Yor

OF NEW JERSEY, Inc.

C. Burr Opens Office
Burr, producer, has opened
in the French building. He
make shorts at the Coast.

"Night of Love" at M.H. Sept. 6 57 Hold-Overs So Far on "Navy"
Warner's play date department
Columbia's "One Night of Love,"
with Grace Moore, opens Sept. 6 at announces a total of 47 hold-overs
the Radio City Music Hall.
to date on "Here Comes the Navy."

ATLANTIC
HOTEL

CITY

RITZ-CARLTON

AUGUST

22, 23, 24

Independent exhibitors in all territories
are invited to attend and enjoy full
convention
privileges.

ft\)S|n£5&

"TREASURE
(Beery, Cooper, Barrymore) ISLAND"

starts off with a whoop-la week-

end at Baltimore, beating the record-holding "Tugboat Annie"
by 16 percent. Boston terrific! You're next! What a sensation!
"GIRL
MISSOURI" spreading box-office sunshine
{Jean Harlow FROM
is an eyefull)
from coast to coast! She'll show you!
"HIDE-OUT"
"Thin Man", it's got that
(Robert Montgomery, Maureen looks
O'Sullivan) like another
certain something! Talk it up!
COAST PREVIEWS on "Barretts of Wimpole Street",
"Merry Widow" and "Chained" have set the whole film colony
shouting M-G-M!
Hello 34-35!
Leo's on the loose again!

THE

17 APPEALS DECIDED
BY CODE AUTHORITY
(Continued from Page 1)

board decision giving some relief to
E. Thornton Kelly and George Roedels of Grand Lee theater, Fort
Lee, N. J., who charged Fox and
Critani theaters, Hackensack,
United States and Fabian at Paterson, State Capitol and Lincoln at
Union City, Park Lane at Palisades,
Plaza, Englewood; Stanley, Jersey
City and Embassy, North Bergen,
with unreasonable protection.
Dismissed compaint of Leon Rosenblatt of Orpheum, Jersey City,
charging David Weinstock of
Rialto, Newark, with interfering
with lease negotiations. Insufficient
evidence.
Affirmed grievance board decision
finding Empire, Brooklyn, lowering
admissions, as complained by Marcus Loew Booking Agency on behalf of Loew's Gates.
Affirmed grievance board decision
finding Marvin, Brooklyn, reducing
admissions, as complained by Marcus Loew Booking Agency on behalf of Loew's Gates.
Affirmed clearance and zoning
decision affording some relief to
Leonia Amusement Corp., Leonia,
N. J., which complained against
Skouras Fox, Hackensack; Warner's Oritani, Hackensack; Skouras Plaza, Englewood; Skouras'
Queen Anne, Bogota; Loew's Embassy, North Bergen; RKO Capital,
Union City; Skouras Park Lane,
Palisades; Paramount, RKO, Columbia United Artists, Fox and M-G-M.
Affirmed grievance board decision
dismissing overbuying complaint instituted by Heights Theaters, Inc.
and Leha Theater Inc. against Trio
Amusement Corp., Bingham Theater Co., Vitagraph, Paramount,
Fox, Universal and RKO.
Dismissed complaint of Anne
Amusement Corp. operator of Wallack's, New York, against Helgus
Corp., operator of the Liberty, on
grounds that interpretation of contract is beyond jurisdiction of Code
Authority.
Washington
Affirmed grievance board decision
ordering Leon Zeller of Roy Baltimore, to desist lowering admissions,
as complained of by E. B. MCurdy
of Columbia, Baltimore.
Sustaining
grievance board, or-

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS
Hobart Bosworth's role in Fox's
"Music in the Air" makes his 533rd
screen role in 25 years.
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A LITTLEBy RALPH
from
"LOTS
WILK
HOLLYWOOD

Henry Stephenson has been added
to the cast of "What Every Woman
]yf ETRO
- GOLDWYN
- MAYER'S
Knows," Helen Hayes vehicle now
production
of "David
Copper- under
way at M-G-M. Gregory Lafield" went into production yester- Cava is directing, with Brian Aherne,
day. Leading players include Frank Lucile Watson and Dudley Digges in
Lawton, Edna May Oliver, Lionel the cast.
Barrymore, Roland Young, Lewis
Stone, Maureen O'Sullivan, Basil
Rathbone and Herbert Mundin.
Over 25 players selected from
Adaptation was prepared by Hugh Hollywood and the New York stage
Walpole and Howard Estabrook.
are in the cast assembled by DirecT
T
T
tor John Cromwell to support Ann
Harding in her current RKO Radio
Dawn O'Day, who has been engaged by RKO to play the leading vehicle, "The Fountain."
role in "Anne of Green Gables" and
has changed her screen name to Ann
Discovered while working on the
Shirley, is seen in Liberty's recently
completed production, "School for set of "A Successful Failure," Claire
niece of the Piccard BrothGirls,"
in support of Sidney Fox and Piccard,
Paul Kelly.
ers, original stratosphere explorers,
T
T
T
has landed a small part in "Murder
the Stratosphere," Monogram air
Columbia has assigned Harrison in
picture, starting Friday with Mel
Green and Harry Holman to "The Brown directing. Executives figure
Captain Hates the Sea," and George that having the girl in the cast will
Meeker, Alan Hale, Arthur Rankin provide an added asset for the
and Richard Heming to "Broadway French-speaking market. June ColIyer and William Cagney have the
T ▼ T
leading roles in this original story
Warner Oland and Forrester Har- by Tristram Tupper. Pauline Garon.
Bill."
vey have been added to the cast of Eddie Nugent and Lona Andre head
"The Painted Veil," new Greta Gar- the supporting cast.
bo starring film which is now ir
production at M-G-M. Herbert MarFirst National has purchased an
shall and George Brent have the
principal male roles and the direc- original story entitled "Dinky" from
tor is Richard Boleslavsky.
John Fante and has signed the author to write the screen play.
T
T
T
will be Fante's first screen
June Preston, four years old, ha? "Dinky"
play, but he is known to readers
been put under contract by RKO of the "American Mercury" and the
Radio, with a role in "Anne of Green "Atlantic Monthly" for his stories
Gables" as her first part.
in those publications.
ders distributors to cease selling
Lakeside Park, Roanoke, Va.,
found to be a non-theatrical account, as complained of by William
S. Wilder of the Grandin, Roanoke.
Los Angeles
Modifies and then affirms grievance board decision finding Alhambra Amusement Co. and Fox West
Coast at Alhambra, Cal., lowering
admissions, as complained of by
Cirstrand Theaters Ltd., operator of
the Garfield and Granada.
Buffalo
Upholds decision of grievance
board finding First Division violating; the code clause requiring a distributor, under certain conditions,
to offer additional pictures to a theater which has bought more than
50 per cent of its program, as complained of by Herbert A. Hoch of
the Rialto, Buffalo.
Omaha
Affirmed decision of grievance
board dismissing overbuying complaint filed by Ray Felker of Broadwav, Council Bluffs, against Fox
West Coast, Morris S. Cohn, Strand
and Liberty theaters at Council
Bluffs.
Indianapolis
Affirmed
decision
of grievance

ZANUGK SAYS CRUSAD
IS JOKE TO ENGLAN
(.Continued from Page

1)

ture will star Douglas Fairbanl<with whom he is now working <
the script. This will be in additiii
to the picture just made in Englai!
by Fairbanks. Merle Oberon, w)i
worked
in "Henry
the Eighth,"
Century.
being
brought
to Hollywood
by 20 'i

Exchange of talent between Ale]J
ander Korda's company and 201:|
Century was arranged for by Za,|
uck while in London. In additii. I
to his hunting trip in Africa, tijl
20th Century production chief vij
ited London, the Riveria, Paris ai
Rome on his three and a ha]
months' trip. Zanuck said he rjj
gards the English market as t)!|
salvation of the American pr;
ducer.

Local 306 Picketing 6;
One(Continued
Housefrom Capitulate
Page 1)
Theater in the Bronx capitulab
Thursday to Local 306 after an a
tempt to enjoin the picketing faile
Theaters now being picketed a;
the Ritz. Art and Star, the Bron:
Rugby and Utica, Brooklyn, ar
the Mt. Morris, Harlem. The unio:
are being aided in their campaij]
by speakers from such organiz
tions as the Socialist Party, Ce>
tral
Council,
Women's
UnionTrade
League
and the
United Trai
He
rew Trades. Norman Thoma
Socialist candidate for president
the United States, was a speak!
this week.

Yeomans to Build One;
Plans Circuit in Sout

board finding Theodore
Charles of
(Continued from Pane 1)
Moon, Vincennes, Ind.. lowering ad- shortly.
Yeomans is also report
mis ions, as per complaint of Pan:ntereFted in procuring a house
theon Theater, Vincennes.
Now Orleans, apparently intendi
Charlotte
to build a circuit.
The Liberty
Decided that Palmetto Amuse- New Orleans has been consider*;
ment Co.. operator of Strand at An- but no deal reached.
derson, S. C, has overbought, as
complained of by P. C. Osteen of
Banks Producing
Ratoff Film
Carolina, Anderson, and gave further instructions to local grievance
Paris — Monty Banks is producii
board for ironing out situation.
"Eighteen
Minutes,"
written
ai
Cleveland
acted by Gregory Ratoff.
Others
cast will be Richard Benne*
Affirmed decision of grievance the
John Loder and Benita Hume.
board finding Swayne Field Ball
Park unfair non-theatrical competition, as charged bv the Aburndale
Theater Co., operator of the Avalon, Toledo; East Side Amusement
Co., operator of the Westwood;
Loew's Valentine,
and Adams TheAlbany
aters, Inc., operator of the Paramount and Princess.

BIG

NEWS
AS

Sustained grievance board decision d'smissing unfair advertising
comnaint brought bv C. D. LaPointe
of Crandell theater. Chatham, N. Y..
against Hen-Wil-Hen Corn., operator of the Playhouse and Park theaters Hudson, and finding protection reasonable.

SEEN
BY
THE
PRESS
AGENT

"Pogo, a Pekinese, was placed in
residence with Gloria Swanson and put
on the Fox payroll in order to become
friendly so their appearance in 'Music in
the Air' will be harmonious." — FOX.
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ITSE HEAD TO PROBE
CAMERAMEN SOCIETY
Investigation of reports which
ave reached him that the Ameran Society of Cinematographers
a company union will be made by
eorge E. Browne, president of the
A.T.S.E., when he arrives in Hollywood early in October after atImding the annual A. F. of L. conOct. 4 in San Fran;ention hestarting
isco,
said yesterday. Browne
aid he expected to stay in Hollywood for some time and investigate
inion conditions there thoroughly.
Browne is especially interested in
he American Society of Cinematogjaphers because so many members
'kMembers
this organization
displaced
I. A.
in the studios
following
|he recent coast strike and because
fhe I. A. adopted a resolution at its
nnual convention to work for the
'issolution of the A.S.C.

jlays Seal is Issued
To First Non-Member
(Continued from Page 1)

,ion, it was stated, is in conformity
„vith the association's purpose to
afford all producers, whether or not
they are members of the M. P. P.
p. A., the opportunty to use the
facilities which the association has
developed to assure the highest
standards of production.
| Majestic's "Scarlet Letter" also is
understood to have been given the
'approval seal, with this producer
planning to submit all its pictures
[to
tion.the Production Code Administra-

Holy City' of Midwest
Votes for Sunday Movies
(Continued from Page 1)

issue had been tried three times before in the last 20 years without
[success. Houses will start the sevenJday basis on Sept. 2, according to
Bob Livingston, campaigner and
Capital manager. It will put 35
more persons to work. Change day
'will be moved from Monday to Friday.

13 Pictures Under Way
At RKO Radio Studios
(Continued from

Page

1)

(Kernels" with Wheeler and WoolKcy, and "Richest Girl in the
iWorld", with Miriam Hopkins and
Joel McCrea. Pictures being edited
are "Age of Innocence", with Irene
Dunne, John Boles and Lionel Atwill; "Down to Their Last Yacht",
with Mary Boland and Polly Moran, and "The Fountain," with Ann
Harding.
Five productions in preparation
are "By Your Leave," with Genevieve Tobin and Frank Morgan;
"The Little Minister", with Katharine Hepburn; "Radio City Revels," with Fred Astaire and Ginger
Rogers; "Romance in Manhattan",
with Francis Lederer, and "Wednesday's Child", with Frankie
Thomas, Karen Morley and Frank
Morgan.

THE
WITH

(Continued from Page

PHIL M. DALY
•
•
• IT WOULD be a grand thing if some genius could
hit on an idea for discovering screen talent as productive
of results as Major Bowes' scheme for uncovering radio talent
for his Amateur
Nite on WHN
every Tuesday eve is
bringing to the air audiences a steady flow of new and delightful entertainers never before known

•
•
• F'RINSTANCE
last Tuesday nite there was
Captain Longbottom
a deep sea salt who reproduces
famous chimes
with a cigar box and a few wires
he was so good that Paul Whiteman called up on the phone and
asked the Major if he could get the Cap for his show the following afternoon

• • • AND THAT gave the Major a chance to comment
to his radio audience "What a fine nature Paul Whiteman
has! Always
holding of
out listeners
a helpingmust
handhave
to some
otheras fellow."
and thousands
thought
we did
on hearing that . . "What a grand fellow is Maior Bowes!
For planning this Amateur Nite that gives a lot of Unknowns a
swell break."
• • • WHAT A program of genuine entertainment he
put on Tuesday nite! . The Cheese Man
a grand baritone with a speaking voice that should make him an ace
announcer
The Irish Bagpipers
and that Negro
Quartette
how they harmonize!
Jiminez and Buttons
being the WHN reception clerk and call boy respectively they sang "Cucaracha" with a smoothness and melody
you have seldom heard on any sponsored program
by anybody then there was a four-year-old miss who sang "I
Loveown
Mountain Music" with a character angle that is entirely
her
T
T
T
• • • IT JUST goes to prove that the public is hungry for
something fresh and vital in their Entertainment Names
mean nothing when you can Entertain on the Air
Major
Bowes is proving that conclusively every Tuesday eve on WHN
so we say again . . . if some genius can hit on a plan
to do as much for the Screen what a gawdsend!

• • • LOOKS AS if the circus days of poster billing are
coming back
as far as Paramount is concerned with
the way Bob Gillham is splashing the boards in the entire Metropolitan district
whamming home "Cleopatra" in the minds
of the public in the way that only the billboard flash can do
for those who read while they run
and after all
isn't
that the way most folks in the Big Town and environs do their
reading nowadays ?
understand
Mister Gillham is so
pleased with results
that he is planning other big board
campaigns
T
T
T
• •
• AT THE Empey
Club for luncheon yesterday a
nifty turnout
including such well known personalities as
Robert Montgomery, Stuart Webb, Harry Thomas, C. Poole,
Austin Keough, Nathan Yamins, Willard McKay, John C. Flinn,
Robert Gillham, Jack Alicoate, Louis Nizer, Jack Shapiro, Hai
Hode, H. Hammerschlag, Arnold Van Leer, Dave Loew, Howard
Dietz, Phil Meyer
Joe Weil postcards from Venice
where he is accompanying Carl Laemmle on a tour of the Continent visiting all the interesting cities wot a job that guy
picked for himself

«

«

«

CHARGE CIRCUITS BAR
FILMS WITHOUT SEAL

»

»

»

1)

maintenance of right moral standards. It seems to me that it is high
time that the Code Authority itself
should perform the duties for which
it was created and that instead of
being secondary to the Hays body
it should not only be above it but
entirely apart from it."
Johnston stated that independent
interests will present a resolution
authorizing the Code Authority to
set up a morals production code and
enforcement body and making it an
unfair trade practice for a theater
or circuit to refuse to book a picture because it does not bear Hays
seal.

NRA Approves Most
Lab Code Proposals
(Continued from Page 1)
was eliminated from the proposed
code, with the exception of a provision, common to many codes, permitted only upon declaration of an
"emergency" in the industry. P
was brought out that this phase
centered upon its effect upon small
laboratories which have asked for
some form of price control and
which principally service independent producers.
At this rjoint the discussion, it
was learned, centered upon the recent motion picture industry code's
decision not permitting any discrimination against houses play;ng
double features and the question
whether or not this decision wouH
increase or decrease independent
production. In event that independent production decreases it is expected that the smaller laboratories
may seek some form of price protection.
The code authority to be chosen
by the industry will be representative both of the East Coast and the
West Coast laboratories and of t^.e
smaller and larger interests in fh"
industry. A minimum wage of $16
a week was agreed upon. This minimum applies whether employe
works two hours or 40 hours during
the week, as long as he is on the
payroll of a company. All salaried
employes
receive a two
vacation. areIn toconnection
with weeks'
overtime it was agreed that where the
overtime was on newsreels the first
12 hours overtime would be at regular commission only on a part time
basis.
It is expected that the new commission will begin taking shape
within the next 60 days.
Kinematrade Gets Soviet Film
Kinematrade has acquired distribution rights for U. S. and Canada
to a Soviet film tentatively titled
"Bv Water and Smoke." Picture
will be released in September with
English titles and dialogue.
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"DAMES"
with Joan Blondell, Dick Powell, Ruby
Keeler,
ZaSu
Pitts,
Hugh
Herbert,
Guy Kibbee
Warner Bros.
90 mins.
PLEASING
MUSICAL
WITH
GOOD
TEMPO
AND
COMEDY
HOLDING
UP
SLIM STORY TOPPED BY SPECTACULAR
ENSEMBLES.

Thanks chiefly to the Trojan comedy
work of Hugh Herbert and some tuneful
musical numbers, and despite a letdown
in the second half due to an overdose of
Busby Berkeley's gigantic blossoming ensembles, this musical production has
enough in it to satisfy the customers
Nothing much to the story except the
familiar situation of the poor lad, Dick
Powell, who has written a show and can't
find a backer to produce it. Through an
accident of circumstance, a puritanical
old fogy, Guy Kibbee, with a rich reformer relative is hooked into being the backer, while his daughter, Ruby Keeler, does
a romantic duo with the hero. Herbert,
as the reformer with oodles of dough which
he wants to spend on moral uplift, does a
grand job. ZaSu Pitts and Kibbee, the
relatives to whom Herbert intends to give
ten of his millions, also help considerably.
Several new tricks are revealed in ensemble effects, though the entertainment value
cf these numbers doesn't justify them.
Cast: Joan Blondell, Dick Powell, Rubv
Keeler, ZaSu Pitts, Guy Kibbee, Hugh
Herbert, Arthur Vinton, Phil Regan, Sammy
Fain, Arthur Aylesworth, Johnny Arthur,
LeNa Bennett,
Berton Churchill.
Director, Ray Enright; Dance Director,
Busby Berkeley; Authors, Robert Lord, Delmer Daves; Screen Play, Delmer Daves;
Cameramen, Sid Hickox, George BarnesMusic and Lyrics, Warren and Dubin, Fain
pnd Kahal, Dixon and Wrubel; Editor,
Harold McLerncn.
Direction, Good
Photography, Fine

SHORTS
"Cab Calloway's Hi De 10
Ho"mins.
Paramount
Good Musical Novelty
Starting off with a rehearsal in a
Pullman, this subject jumps to a
Cotton Club locale, where Cab Calloway dispenses some of his typical
hot rhythm plus a fan dance in
which the girls use fans to cover
up the bathing suits they are wearing. There is a bit of story in the
short which develops a little comedy angle. Calloway, in tipping the
Pullman porter, advises him to get
a radio to keep the wife entertained
while he's away. Motto of the radio
company is "We bring the stars of
the air into your home." On returning from a subsequent trip, the
porter finds his wife entertaining
Calloway in her flat, with the entire
orchestra being marched in for a
finale. The skit is generally pleasing^
Theater Activity in Midwest
Kansas City — Increased activity
in new theaters in Kansas and Missouri is reported by Don Davis of
RCA Victor Photophone. The Strand
new house being built in Pierce City,
Mo., by Mrs. E. Nolan, and the new
C. A. Schultz theater in Lawrence.
Kans., have bought RCA equipment.

NEWS

OF THE DAY

St. Louis — Reopening of the Ambassador by Fanchon & Marco has
resulted in several switches of personnel. Harry Greenman is now
supervising the Ambassador. Charles
Kurtzman succeeds him at the Fox.
Larry Davis becomes assistant treasurer at the Missouri. Jack Rosenzweig moves downtown with Greenman. Benny Battin is the new Fox
treasurer. Harry Arthur, general
manager for F. & M., will probably
make his home here.

a few days ago to Marge Fahsel.
Milwaukee — Robbers cracked open
the outer section of a double safe in
the Modjeska theater, neighborhood
house $40.
operated by Saxe, and escaped
with
Town Creek, Ala. — Fire starting
in the Pastime theater destroyed the
theater and wiped out more than
half of the business section with the
loss estimated at $20,000.

Platteville, Wis. — Application for
Boston — Jerry Harrison, formerly
a permit to operate the Gem theater manager
of the Fenway, is now
has been filed with agreement to
doing publicity here.
make
required
alterations
within
60
days.
Marlboro, Mass. — Fred Mason of
Milwaukee — Carl Biron, artist Kennebunk,
Princess here.Me., has opened the
with Warner Theaters, was married

Warner-First National
Preparing 8 Features

Foreign Situation
Good, Says Schenck
(Continued from Page 1)

in the unproduced play by Leonard
Ide; "The Case of the Curious
riride" with Warren William, from
the "Liberty" Magazine story by
Erie
Gardner; "Babbitt",
with Stanley
Aline MacMahon
and Guy
Kibbee, from the novel by Sinclair
Lewis; "In Caliente", starring Dolores Del Rio, based on a story by
Jerry Wald and Carl Erickson,
"The Irish In Us", starring James
Cagney with Pat O'Brien, Frank
McHughj and Helen Lowell, from
ar. original story by Frank Orsatti; "A Present from Margate",
co-starring Kay Francis and Ian
Hunter, from the London stage success by Ian Hay and A. E. W. Mason, and "The White Cockatoo"
with Josephine Hutchinson from the
story by Mignon G. Eberhardt.

Artists has no intention of expanding its theater holdings in England.
Schenck leaves for the Coast shortly.
Douglas Fairbanks arrived on the
same boat and today flies to Chicago en route to Denver to attend
a relative's funeral. Another passenger was Stanley Friedman, Warner attorney, who was returning
from a vacation. Among those who
greeted the Schenck-Zanuck-Fairbanks party were: Nicholas M.
Schenck, Al Lichtman, Harold
Lloyd, Richard Barthelmess, who
leaves New York in about three
weeks for the Coast; Joe Moskowitz, Charles Moskowitz, Thomas P.
Mulrooney, William P. Phillips,
Dennis F. O'Brien, Hal Home, Howard Smith and Monroe Greenthal.

(Continued front Page 1)

Casino Project for Brooklyn
Yermie Stern, president of the
Casino de Paree and the Billy Rose
Music Hall, announced yesterday
that he will sponsor a huge amusement and restaurant project for
Brooklyn calling for transformation
of the Elks Club at Livingston and
State Streets to house 11 restaurants
of various nationalities with entertainment to match. The club will be
renamed The International Casino
and will be opened in about two
months, Stern said. The types of
restaurants will include American.
Spanish. French, Russian, Hungarian, Italian, Chinese, Swedish,
Turkish, Roumanian and Alsatian.
The 12-story clubhouse will also
have a swimming pool, gymnasium
and an International Bar with
liquors from all parts of the world
served by natives.
C. Lang Cobb Moves
C. Lang Cobb, Cine pictm*e consultant, has moved from 1476 Broadway to 522 Fifth Ave.

Thursday, Aug. 16, IS

» New Incorporations
NEW

YORK

Brooklyn
Civic Opera
Association,
Inc., t<
Yok
City.
To provide
for the production
presentation of grand and light opera offerii
50
shares.
Simon
Rasch.Henry J. Herzoge, Maurice Frank

Metropolis Pictures Corp., Manhattan. Mo
and sound pictures products.
100 shares
Lewis.
mund Gottlober,
Irving E. Meller and Martir

Dell Orefice New York Grand Opera, ,
Manhattan. Operatic and theatrical prodiicti
300 shares Enzo Dell Orefice, Vera R. Gosl
and Eugenia
Hildegarde
Farrar.
Gold Rush, Inc., New York City. Theatrh I
and motion pictures. 200 shares. Harry |
Heckheimer, Edward G:ebs and Hilda Lef
witz.
Sov-Am Film Corp., Manhattan. Screen pr I
ucts of all kinds. 100 shares. Jacob Stillit
Lena Stillman and Kitty Lynn.
Vigilant Pictures Corp., New York CI
Motion and sound pictures. 200 shares. Pau1
Bloom,
Isadore Fried and Doris Feld.
Mayhem
Picductions,
Inc., Manhattan.
►
tion pictures
and vaudeville.
100 shares, jf
C.
Mayer,
Arthur
A.
Segall
and
Irving
Schanzer.

Kings Leasing
Corp., New
York City
Op I
ation of theaters
and other
places
of ami
ment.
200and shares.
A.
J. Handel,
Harry
Pimstein
R. P. Myers.
Namreg Theatrical
Corp., Kings County,
branches
of the
theatrical
business.
$3,C
Abraham
H. Sarasohn,
Elihu D. Sarasohn
Kasryel
H. Sarasohn.
Signal Theater. Corp., New York City. Th
trical enterprises. 200 shares. A. J. HanHarry M. Pimstein and R. P. Myers.
Acme Producers, Inc., New York City Th
trical productions. $5,000. Joseph Stark,
Alfed Schlesinger and Elsie Saxer.

Radio Ramblers
to Resume
Sho
The Radio Ramblers, now appe
ing at the Brooklyn Fox, have b(
booked for the Roxy the week
Aug. 24, after which they return
the Vitaphone studio in Brooklyn'
resume work in shorts. Joe Riv
is handling the act.
New Orleans House Cuts Scalt
New Orleans — The Prytania, J
United theater, with a 25-cent adj
admission, has cut to 15 cents M"
day through Thursday, 20 cents Fl
day and Saturday, and 25 eel
Sunday.
Children always 10 cerd

Mrs. Colbert at Premiere
J
Invited by a radiogram to her sjl
at sea, Mrs. James Colbert, ml
Hamrick Closes with Liberty
Liberty Pictures has concluded a of Claudette, will be an honor gill
deal with John Hamrick of Seattle of the Paramount Theater tonijl
to play the entire program of eight at the world premiere of her famv
Liberty features for first run ir daughter's picture, "Cleopat:/
Seattle, Portland and Tacoma which opens this evening. Mrs. (_■
"Cheaters," first release on the bert was returning from a vacati
France.to France aboard the He
schedule, is set for the latter part trip
of August, with "When Strangers
Meet" to follow early in September.
New Films on Japanese Beetl.
Damage caused by the Japan^
Boston Delegation for Allied Mee> beetle in the United States since
Boston — Independent Exhibitors entry about 20 years ago and 1j
Inc., with membership in Massachu
methods of control followed in 1J
setts, Maine, New Hampshire, Rhorlf infested areas are portrayed in th:
Island and Vermont, is lining up a new motion pictures produced a
delegation to attend the Allied meet- released for the Bureau of Entor
ing in Atlantic City on Aug. 22-24 logy and Plant Quarantine by 1
At this week's meeting of the unit Division of Motion Pictures of ij
discussion centered on the proposed United States Department of Ag
boost in music fees, cooperative culture, Washington.
buying plans, copyright revision, the
code and other subjects.
Vincent Lopez for Vitaphone Sh
Ufa to Film 6 in France
Paris — Ufa will produce six
French pictures here, including
"Turandot," the Puccini opera.

Vincent
Lopez
has beenforsigned
Sam
Sax of
Vitaphone
a sh I'
subject to be made at the Brook l
studios. Deal was negotiated throui
the Joe Rivkin office.

Brilliant

PERFORMANCE
^VERY

fine performance on the screen

•*-^ depends upon certain earlier performances. . . not by the cast alone, but by the
film in the camera. Because of the dependability and artistic opportunity it affords
. . . because of its unfailingly brilliant performance. . . most cameramen

and produc-

ers prefer Eastman Super-Sensitive Panchromatic Negative with gray backing.
Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, New
York. (J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors,
New York, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN Super-Sensitive
Panchromatic Negative
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Fox Met. Reorganization Order Being Signed Today

FIVE SOCK PICTURES BOOM BIZ ON BROADWAY
RKO

and Columbia

Vo More Companies Want
Code Costs Allocations
Based on Gross

Join Protests on Assessments

New Movie Season Viewed as Favorable
Outlook for motion picture business in the season ahead is generally favorable, according to a survey just completed by Dow-Jones. Receipts of the past few months
have been ahead of the same period last year, the financial firm finds, with no serious
effects resulting from the church campaign. Production quality is regarded as holding
up well. Likelihood of further depreciation of the dollar is seen as boosting income
from
the foreign
field.

Two more major companies, RKO
ind Columbia, registered their proests against code assessments prior
o the deadline for filing complaints
ast Wednesday, it was stated at
he Code Authority yesterday. These
notests supplemented those filed
>y United Artists and Universal
;nd will be transmitted to the NRA
it Washington for consideration.
Protests made against assessFrancisco — A general boost Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
nents generally ask that the pres- in San
admission prices has taken place
Washington — Theater owners and
ent plan be revised so assessments
through
peninsula spots. Fox West lessees of buildings housing theire computed on the basis of gross
aters are eligible for remodeling and
Coast
houses,
averaging
25
cents
.•usiness.
top, have raised to 35 cents, while renovation loans under the Federal
independents have gone from 15 Housing Act, it was learned yestercents to 20 cents. The move inday. They are subject to the same
(Continued on Page 6)
cludes houses in Burlingame, San
Mateo, Redwood City. Palo Alto and

BOOSTING ADMISSIONS THEATERS ELIGIBLE
FRISCO TERRITORY FOR HOUSING LOANS

RKO HOUSES MAY USE
VAUDE AND DUAL BILLS

(Continued on Page 6)

Laboratory Minimum Pay
Is Highest Under Codes

Unless the New York metropolian area product situation takes Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
an unexpected turn toward improveWashington — The $16 basic minimum guaranteed wage adopted by
ment, RKO is expected to inaugurate a policy under which its the laboratory industry is the highest guaranteed basic minimum wage
louses in this zone will play a sinTie feature and vaudeville the best yet to be incorporated in a code,
lalf of the week and double features NRA announced yesterday. The
(Continued on Page 6)
$16 minimum
is guaranteed
every

W^ll Ask Indictments
For Evasion of Code
Following decision yesterday of
the New York grievance board in
finding Abe Drogin, John Gladtone, Henry Liman and Morris Shatoiro guilty of transferring the
(Rialto Theater, Whitestone, to avoid
fulfillment of film rental contracts,
(Continued on Page 6)

Fan

Interview

on

Air

A sidewalk interview with a typical
V'inday night moviegoing crowd on
Broadway will be broadcast over WMCA
from 7:15 to 7:30 P. M. this Sunday.
Interviewing will be done by A. L.
Alexander in front of the Hotel Astor,
with the fans being asked how they
stand
on censorship.

(Continued on Page 6)

Weisman as Co-Receiver
For Fox Theaters Corp.

Attorney Milton C. Weisman
yesterday was appointed co-receiver
of Fox Theaters to act with William E. Atkinson, co-receiver. Weisman, who is general counsel for
the I. T. O. A., succeeds John S.
Sherman, who died last March. The
appointment was made by Judge
Martin Manton of the U. S. District Court.

Court Will Sign Order Today
For Fox Met. Reorganization
New York Hearing is Set
On Ohio Clearance Plan
Ohio exhibitors will flock to New
York Aug. 28 and 29 to attend hearings held by the Code Authority on
zoning and clearance plans drafted
by local code boards for their respective territories. Systems prepared for Cincinnati, Columbus and
Dayton will be subjected to protests
on the former date while the Cleveland and Toledo plans will come up
for hearing on Aug. 29.

Judge Julian W. Mack of the U.
S. District Court yesterday indicated at a meeting of Fox Metropolitan Playhouses creditors that he
will sign an order today authorizing
reorganization of the circuit under
section
77-B of the new bankruptcy
law.
Sol Ringel, attorney associated
with Saul Rogers, stated that as
yet there is no bid for the houses
to be filed in behalf of A. C. Blumenthal.
This matter, it was re(Continucd

on

Page

6)

"Dames" Tops All Strand
"Drummond
" Big
Records—
"Cat's-Paw",
New motion picture season gets
into swing with a bang today, with
four sock films already in action and
a fifth opening this morning. The
quartette includes 20th Century's
"Bulldog Drummond Strikes Back",
which opened Wednesday morning
at the Rivoli to big business and
rave
Warner'srecord
"Dames",
settingnotices;
a new premiere
Wednesday night at the Strand; Harold Lloyd
in "The
Cat's-Paw,"
release,
which
jammed
them inFox
at
the Music (Continucd
Hall at on itsPageopening
yes6)

BROADWAY HOUSES
SPLURGING ON ADS
Seven Broadway first runs playing major company product are expending approximately $47,000 this
week in selling their programs to
the public. This increase is about
35 per cent over the street's normal
summer weekly budget and is largely due (Continued
to newspaper
on Page advertising
8)

Ovation for "Cleopatra" at
Swanky oneB'way
Against
of thePremiere
swankiest
opening night backgrounds Broadway has witnessed in many a moon,
Paramount offered the world premiere showing of the Cecil B. De
(Continued"Cleopatra'',
on Page 8) at the
Mille special.
Nebraska

Fair Seeks

Film

Lincoln, Neb. — Emulating the successful stunt of the Chicago Fair in
holding the world's premiere of "Our
Daily Bread," the Nebraska State Fair
is seeking a new picture for similar
treitment here. Joyce Ayres, press
representative, says there is angling for
the new Mae West film if it can b:
had.
Fair opens
Sept. 2.
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Having been advised by the New
Jersey State Racing Commission
that it could do nothing about his
complaint about dog-racing operators issuing cut-rate tickets, Walter
Reade states he will take the matter up with Gen. Johnson of the
NRA. The Racing Commission
wrote Reade that the dispute would
have to be settled between him, the
track operators and the NRA.
Reade charges that racketeers are
operating these tracks in all parts
of the country and providing unfair
competition to theaters and other
businesses. He also intends to bring
the matter to the attenion of the
Department of Justice.

Des Moines Board Curbs
Free Movie Performances
Des Moines — A curb on free movie shows in this territory will result from a ruling of the local grievance board this week ordering all
distributors to stop supplying films
for gratis entertainment within 25
miles of established movie theaters.
Hale Cavanagh presided.

Twelve Mack Sennett two-reel
comedies are being revived for immediate release by World Wide Pictures. First will be "The Bride's
Relations", set for national distribution Aug. 22. "Clancy at the
Bat", "The Big Palooka" and
"Match Play" are among others to
follow.

Jack Alicoate to Survey
Foreign Studio Activity
Jack Alicoate, publisher of The
Film Daily, sails on the He de
France tomorrow with London as
his first stop on a survey tour of
studio activities abroad. He will
be gone about a month. Louis Nizer
is among
his co-passengers.

Another Interchange Deal
Is Set by Darryl Zanuck

.oming an

dG

ALAN
DINEHART
has returned
to the Hotel
Alamac from
Provincetown.
wood.
AL JOLSON
leaves New York today tor HollyBEN
R.
KATZ,
advertising
and
publicity
manager for the Warner Milwaukee zone under
Dave Weshner,
is spending his vacation in N
York, much
of the time being devoted to ho
office
contacts.
GLENDA
FARRELL
has left for the coast.
EVELYN LAYE, British stage and screen
actress, arrives from England today on the
Berengana. After a short stay in New York
she will go on to the coast to begin work
for M-G-M opposite Ramon Novarro in "Tio-

COMMANDER GEORGE M. DYOTT. explorer
who has made several films, sails today on
the American
Merchant
for England.
MR. and MRS. RICHARD LUNDY sail from
Elena.
New York today for California on the Santa
ROBERT

C. BRUCE,

just back

from

abroad

where he filmed material for Audio ProducIn addition to the interchange of toes."
tions shorts, leaves this week-end for the coast
talent deal effected by Darryl F.
LOUISE LATTIMER, young screen player, is
Zanuck of 20th Century with Brit- month
headed oreast
so. from Hollywood for a stay of a
ish & Dominions in England, a similar arrangement has been made by
CONSTANCE BENNETT is flying east from
the producer with Pathe-Natan in the Coast and sails for Europe tomorrow o.t
France. Thornton Freeland, Holly- the lie de France. Miss Bennett will probably have to take a seaplane in order to
wood director, is now making
Hacketstown Bans Sunday Shows
"Brewster's Millions" for B. & D., get aboard the ship, which sails at 1 1 A. M.
Hacketstown, N. J. — A new local while Rowland Brown is directing
BEATRICE
LILLIE and AL SANTELL are sail- I
ordinance adopted by the common
mg on the Me de France
tomorrow.
council will end Sunday movies in "Scarlet Pimpernel."
HOWARD S. CULLMAN is at Blue Mountain
Lake in Hamilton County, New York after
Hacketstown, the largest communFrisco Bans Dog Races
spending
a few
days at Lake
Placid.
ity in the northwest part of the
state. Another new ordinance proSan Francisco — Fight of local exMEYER WEISGAL, general director of "The
hibitors and night club operators Romance Of A People," the musical and dramavides for the licensing of operators.
which will be presented on the
against dog-racing competition was stagetic ofspectacle
the Roxy the first week in SeptemBruce Films Musical Reels
won this week when Mayor Angelo
ber, arrives today
on the Berengaria.
Robert C. Bruce has returned Rossi put a taboo on the sport. The
FRANK CAPRA is due in New York Monday
problem is expected to crop up from
the Coast on his way to the Thousand
from a two months' trip through again, with rumors that racketeers Islands for a vacation.
Europe where he filmed five new
GEORGE QUIGLEY, who was scheduled to
"Musical Moods" subjects in Ireland plan
tricts. more races in outlying dis- leave
New York this week for the Coast, has
and Italy for Audio Productions. He
deferred
his departure until next week.
leaves this week for the coast to
HELEN MORGAN leaves New York today for
edit and cut the material. The shorts F. & M. Dicker on Frisco Orpheum Hollywood.
San Francisco — Fanchon & Marco
will be released early in the fall.
are reported negotiating with W. B.
Wagnon for a new rental deal on Hear Frisco Zoning Plans
Frisco U. A. House Reopens
now dark. Lease exSan Francisco — The United the Orpheum,
pires Sept. 1, when show opens
San Francisco — Following a meetArtsts Theater has reopened with
again, according to the marquee.
ing of the local zoning and clear"House of Rothschild" after being
ance board, with Morgan Walsh
closed two months. Herman Cohen Columbia's "Night of Love" and
stage names is expected to be the heading the independent group, ofis manager. Prices have been raised
ficial decision on the plan was put
from 40 to 55 cents, considered sig- opening bill.
nificant as a possible forerunner to "Dames" Advance Sellout in N. O. off until next Monday. The former
56-day clearance seems in the bag
a general boost.
for houses charging 30 cents at j
Premiere of "Dames" in New Or- matinee
and 50 cents or more at]
leans was a sellout two days in adReinlieb With Empire Supply
vance, according to word received night over subsequent runs charg|
Albert Reinlieb, formerly with at the Warner offices yesterday. In ing 20 cents afternoon and 30 at
M-G-M and associated with the film Hartford the new musical topped
night.
business for the last 18 years, # is
now sales director of the Empire the "42nd Street," "Gold Diggers"
Ted Green Joins Rivkin Office
and "Footlight Parade" average by
Theater Supply Corp.
$517, the company states, while the
Ted Green, former assistant direc-;
Saratoga
premiere
ran
50
per
cent
better.
tor
and office.
agent, has joined the Joe
Gus Eyssell on Vacation
Rivkin
Gus Eyssell of the RKO operating
department at the Radio City Music
Put Out Airplane Premium
Hall is off for Kansas City, his
Detroit — Raoul Cleaver, manager
Protecting Small Fellow
home
tion. town, on a three weeks' vaca- for Powers Pictures of Michigan,
Wash. Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington —
The NRA yesterday
and Arthur D. Baehr, former theater owner, have formed Junior Aero
took sion
cognizance
lastAuthority
week's deciRKO Wins Championship
by the film of
Code
proAssociates to distribute children's
hibiting any zoning discrimination
RKO won the Motion Picture tieup.
model airplanes to theaters in a new
against houses running dual bills. It
issued a statement saying the Code
League baseball championship Wednesday night at George Washington
Authority's ruling was "further evidence
Paramount
Signs
Ann
Boland
of the protection afforded small enterField by defeating Rockefeller Center 6 to 0. "Chick" Schultz was the
Paramount has signed Ann Boprises under the code."
winning pitcher.
land to a long term contract.

JEWS OF THE WEEK IN PHOTO-REVIEW

'AN ENTERTAINMENT

HONEY'.

..

'triumph for Jean Muir', chirp trade
press previewers, announcing discovery of surprise sock qualities in 'Desirable', with Brent and Teasdale.*
THEIR FIRST CO-STARRER

greeted

as sensation! Coast's critical savants
call MacMahon and Kibbee 'great —
perfect'. . . 'a riot of clean, wholesome fun' in 'Big-Hearted

Herbert.'*

STANDEES FAINT when celebrities stampede swankN.Y. Strand debut of 'Dames', zooming attendance
'Cals to all-time high for Warner musicals, setting burning pace for current nation-wide key openings.

$000,000

BUDGET

BOOST

announced

by Jack

I (Vomer for 1934-'35 production, as first samples
otcompany's
new-season
shows
head for screen.
KkRNERS

COMPLETE

3 in week, adding Dick PowMAILBAG

elJosephine Hutchinson's 'Happiness Ahead'0 — Pat
Orien's 'I Sell Anything'0 — and Franchot Tone's

BOYS

ENTER

PROTEST

as first few million

entries in $10,000-prize contest to select 12-Star cast

c
ntlemen

Are

Born'0

to

rich

supply

of product.

ISHBHSflM

*A Warner Bros. Picture

°A First National Picture

for 'Anthony Adverse'* swamps New

Vitagraph, Inc., Distributors

York Postoffice.

BUILD BETTER PROGRAMS NOW WIT

GOOD LUCK— BEST WIS :S
with Pickens Sisters, Solly W J
Ferde Grofe's Orchestra

SHE'S MY
I'm Her Wi e
withLILY...
Will Mahoney
MUSICAl

COMIDIIS

"HELLO,
SAILORS"
with Tom Patricola and Buster/*
"SUPER-STUPID"
i
with Vince Barnett and Billy Gi^il
"MOUNTAIN

MELODY

with Frank Luther
TIME
ON
THEIR
HANI
with Charles Carlile
SONG

HIT

STORIfS

object Leadership
bason
The Greater Short Subject Season starts with these pictures.
Budget increased.. .four distinct
production units at work. ..new
Big Star Names signed up each
week . . . Educational Pictures
lead off the parade
season 1934-1935.
You know

that the best fun and

the biggest star names

are al-

ways in Educational* 's short subjects. But here's new evidence.
The grandest array of short subject entertainment that has ushered in a new season in years.
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for the
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m
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f NEW SEASON SHORT FEATURES
ERNEST

TRUEX

In "DINNER

g|

BING

FOR

TEN"

CROSBY

IRRENDER, DEAR"
MORE
CHANCE"
PRODUCED
BY ""ONE
MACK
SENNETT

I "EDUCATING
PAPA"
with Junior Coghlan

£
>

^

"MICE
IN COUNCIL"
" "WHY MULES LEAVE HOME"
THEN

fl

CAME

TRIASURt

THE

CMIST

mum. V'

YAWN"

WK and KING

BUSTER KEATON

OMESTiC
Mage
Wow, BLISTERS'
Comedy

M11
TOM

'
...
HOWARD

S

THE

i^S

DAILY

SIGNING ORDER TODA
ON FOX MET. SETIP

FIVE SOCK PICTURES
BOOM BROADWAY BIZ
(Continued from Page

Will Ask Indictments
For Evasion of Code
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

1)

terday and looks easily set for two
weeks, and Cecil B. DeMille's "Cleopatra", given a sparkling premiere
last night at the Paramount, where
it continues for an extended run at
popular prices. An additional performance is being tacked on at the
Music Hall today.
The fifth picture, M-G-M's
"Treasure Island", comes into the
Capitol today.
Notwithstanding rainy weather,
rush at the Strand for "Dames"
was so big yesterday that the boxoffice had to be closed for 15 minutes about 2 P. M. Receipts for
the opening night, Thursday, topped
all records in the 20-year history of
the house, according to Warners.
The picture came in with an unusually strong campaign.
Harold Lloyd in "The Cat's-Paw"
had the Radio City Music Hall
filled and lines formed for an hour's
wait by 1 P. M., without a particularly heavy campaign.
At the Roxy, Will Rogers in
"Handy Andy" goes into its third
week this morning.

1)

Louis Nizer, attorney for the five
major exchanges which filed the
complaint, said he would ask the
Federal Court to indict the respondents for evasion of the code.
Nizer said also that he would ask
that the four men be punished for
contempt because of their refusal
to answer questions of grievance
board members on the ground that
it might tend to incriminate and degrade them. The exchanges involved are M-G-M. Columbia, Paramount, Big U, Majestic and Warner. The case is the first of its
kind to come before a local grievance board.

Theaters Eligible
For Housing Loans
(Continued from Page 1)

provisions and regulations as
promulgated for private homes and
apartment houses. The necessity
for the improvement and its benefit
to the community and the property
must be shown by those making application to local banks or other
places for the loans. Where the
theater operator is a lessee, arrangements must be made through
the landlord for the loan.
RKO
Dallas Men Promoted
Dallas — Two members of the local RKO exchange are receiving
congratulations this week upon their
promotions. C. J. Wheeler, former
booker, moves up to the post of office manager on the staff of S. M.
Sachs, local branch manager, and
J. R. Cummins, formerly assistant
booker, is now feature booker.

Friday, August 17, 19*

• • • IF THE public is sold on a theater because of the
quality of the product shown on its screen why can't the
exhibitor or theater manager be sold thru the medium of the
screen also? it must have been on this premise that Norman Moray proceeded when he hit on the idea of selling
the Vitaphone shorts with a Special Sales Trailer
the
shorts sales manager of Warners put the idea to work in concrete form and it is proving nothing short of Revolutionary in sales results
T
T
T
•

• • IT WORKS like this
when the Warner salesman goes in with the Vitaphone lineup
he doesn't approach
the exhib with the usual routine spiel that all the rest of the
film salesmen are using with slight variations
he makes
arrangements to show him the Special Sales Trailer some morning right on his own screen
it has one "catch"
it
leaves nothing for the salesmen to do but get the customer to
sign on the dotted line after the 15-minute trailer concludes
which practically eliminates the salesmen
so far as
selling the short product is concerned
this Special Trailer
is so all-embracing, alluring and convincing that if an exhib can resist its appeal then no salesman's individual effort
could possibly sell him

T

T

T

• • • IT IS very cleverly conceived and handled with
sprightliness and cunning sales psychology a typical film
salesman walks in on the exhib prospect
instead of giving
him the usual spiel he shows him actual clips from the
various Vitaphone subjects these you see on the Trailer
then he actually produces some of the talent right in
the exhib's office introduces 'em
and they give the
prospect a sample of the stuff they do in the short in question
it's Smart
it's Modern Selling and if you ask
us
it's darn clever

▼

T

T

• •
•
showman's
with the J.
to ring the

FOR
A timely ticket-selling campaign
for any
house
this tieup Kay Kaymen has arranged
C. Penney Company for the Walt Disney pix seems
bell
1,500 stores of the Penney chain will inaugurate a* nationwide
promotional
campaign
starting
now and lasting through September
known as "Mickey
Mouse's Back-To-School Days"
Mickey will be the advertising andfamilies
display with
motifschool
to sell
to
the countless
kidschildren'sthe merchandise
theater can tie
in with the local Penney store
and cash in with the store
on the results
the plan also affords co-operative possibilities with the schools

T

▼

T

• • • THAT WAS a Big Nite for the opening of "Dames"
at the Strand the other eve
with a bunch of talent participating in the broadcast over WINS
Al Jolson, Rudy
Vallee, the team of Dot, Kay and Em, George Givot, Hal LeRoy,
Helen Daniels, Grace Hayes, Phil Regan of the "Dames" cast, Al
Bernie, Vallee's 14-year-old protege, Charles Carlile, Bennie
Claire and Diane Bourget of the Busby Berkeley chorus, Bert
Rule, Del Campo, George Price, Gus Edwards and Irene Bordoni
Earl Harper announced the program
TodayHarold Lloyd appears at Macy's department store in his FIRST
personal appearance in connection with his pix, "The Cat's
Paw"
•
•
• FOR ITS unusual sincerity
and a rare quality
of humanness we commend a little pix made by Tower
Productions
"Beggars' Holiday"
in which Hardie
Albright and Sally O'Neil score impressively in some touching
and poignant love situations
the story material was there
and so was the Director, Sam Newfield
a lot of our
major pix could use what this li'l pix has

«

«

«

»

»

»

1)

ported, is in an indefinite state.
Archibald Palmer, representing
group of bondholders, participad
in the hearing.
Morton Bogue,
torney representing 85 per cent f
the filed bonds, is studying obj
fered.
tions to the reorganization plan

RKO Houses May Use
Vaude
and Dual Bib
(Continued from Page 1)
the other half. With independet
pictures supplementing its mail
buys, which approximate 110 fa
tures, the circuit will then gL
enough film to carry out this phi
which will replace dual policies I
most of its theaters in the ter*
tory, it is understood. Loew, j
principal opposition, has made den
giving the group about 284 majf
company features.

Boosting Admissions
In Frisco Territor
(Continued from Page 1)
others. First of local houses to i
prices is the United Artists, whii
repened this week at 55 cent
against 40 cents formerly.

Laboratory Minimum Paj
Is Highest
Under
(Continued from
Page 1) Code
employe on a laboratory payroll r
gardless of whether or not the
work the maximum of 40 hours a
lowed under the code, William
Farnsworth, Deputy Administrate
in charge of the code, explains.
Radio Stars Signed by Vitaphone
Pat Barnes, a feature of the Gu
Lombardo orchestra, and Lee Sin
and Ilomay Bailer, the radio tea*
now making a series of person!
appearaces, are at work in the thhj
of Vitaphone's "Rambling 'Rour
Radio Row" specialties now in prj
duction at the Brooklyn studio. Su^
porting them are Ramona, Three
Sisters and Ralph Kirbery.
Lila Lee

in Play

Lila Lee is appearing in "LadJ
Jane," stage production, which haj
a tryout at Westport Sept. 3 an!
reaches the Plymouth on Broadwa
Sept. 10.
Dorfman
Play to Open
"Errant Lady," play by Nat N
Dorfman, who has written for va
rious major studios, opens at tru
Fulton theater next month.
Universal September
Releases
Release schedule of Universal fo
September has been set as follows
Sept. 3, "Gift of Gab"; Sept. 10
"Million Dollar Ransom"; Sept. 17
"There's Always Tomorrow," anc
Sept. 24, "Wake Up and Dream."

HAROLD
LLOYD
in

The
Cats Paw
From the Saturday Evening

Post story

by CLARENCE

KELLAND

A

BUDINGTON
FOX

release

Every
thing

Now playing Radio City Music Hall

these
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A Little
from "Lots"

By RALPH WILK — ■

HOLLYWOOD
A LICE BRADY has turned down
an offer to star in "Three
Loves," which Guthrie McClintic
will produce on Broadway. She will
remain on the coast, as RKO and
Jesse L. Lasky are negotiating for
her services. She has just completed an important role in "The
Gay Divorce," at RKO.
T

T

T

Irene Ware, whose contract has
been renewed by Monogram, is playing a leading role in "Night Life of
the Gods" at Universal. She is represented by Mitchell Gertz of the
Al Kingston office. Gertz also
placed H. B. Warner with Larry
Da.rmour for "Night Alarm."
T

T

T

C. King Charney, who will handle national distribution for AgfaAnsco raw stock, has opened offices
in the Lyon Storage company building on Santa Monica Blvd. He will
also have a warehouse in the same
structure. Dr. Myers will be in
charge of the technical division for
Agfa-Ansco.
T

T

T

"Broken Soil," in which Samuel
Goldwyn will co-star Anna Sten and
Gary Cooper, goes in production
early next month. Paul Green and
Edwin Knopf did the script from an
original by Knopf. This will be
Goldwyn's
third Artists
picture release.
of the season for United
t

▼

T

Warners announce the purchase
of the screen rghts to "North
Shore," novel by Wallace Irwin, and
it is planned to produce it as a starring vehicle for Bette Davis.
T

r

T

Billy Milton, who played opposite
Mistinguette in the Casino de Paree,
has arrived in Hollywood.

New Service Help Union
Establishes Headquarters
Local 95, theater and amusement
employes union. s'""cessor in interest to Charles C. Levey's Local 118
in organizing ushers, doormen, janitors and cleaners, has taken offices
at 156 West 44th Street. Local 118
had its charter revoked. Officials
of Local 95 are Walter Knickman,
president; Arthur Nichol, vicepresident; Jas. Wilson, secretarytreasurer; Harry Mitchell, business
manager and organizer.
Globe

Holds

Revival

Revival of "The Finger Points,"
starring Clark Gable and Richard
Barthelmess, will continue for a second week at the Globe.
Dual Run for "Cleo" in Boston
Boston — Paramount's "Cleopatra"
will probably play consecutive extended runs at the Paramount and
Fenway.

«

«

FEATURE
"BEGGAR'S

and SHORT

There is a heart-warming and tender
quality in the love interest of this little
drama that lifts it out of the ruck of
the average independent production and
sets it apart in a class by itself. It is
surefire for the femmes, who will go for
the manner in which Sally O'Neil clings
to her man through everything. Miss
O'Neil comes through with an impressive
performance as the little wharf waif who
is taken in hand by the smart young crook
played by Hardie Albright. The story is
wholesome and clean, and the manner in
which the hardboiled youth gradually falls
for the girl he has befriended and she
for him is handled with fine feeling and
sentiment. For a long time the girl does
not suspect that her benefactor is an
embezzler cut on bail awaiting sentence.
When she realizes what he really is, she
sticks to him through his prison sentence
and is waiting for him on his release. Here
is a family picture that all can enjoy.
Cast: Hardie Albright, J. Farrell Macdonald, Sally O'Neil, Barbara Barcndess,
Ger.rge Grandee, William
Franklin.
Director, Sam Newfield; Author, Adele
Buffingfcn; Screen Play, same; Recording
Engineer, L E. Tope; Cameraman, Harry
Forbes.
Direction, Vary Good
Photography, Okay

NEWS of the DAI

SHORTS

HOLIDAY"

with Hardie
Albright, Sally O'Neil
Tower
59 mins.
SCORES WITH SINCERE. HUMAN
LOVE STORY OF EVERYDAY FOLKS
THAT
CARRIES
REAL
EMOTION.

REVIEWS

"Dumb-Belle Lettres"
Amusing
RKO Radio
4 mins.
A series of eight letters, represented as having actually been received by various firms and individuals, who ask goofy questions or
make odd requests, apparently in
all seriousness. All of them are
amusing, some more than others.
The letters are edited by Juliet
Lowell from her collection.
Clark

and

McCullough

in

"Everything's Ducky"
RKO Radio
21 mins.
Fair Comedy
This subject has plenty action and
movement, but it is not very plaus:ble nor very funny. Clark and McCul ough, a counle of salesmen for
"Never-Smut. Soot Proof Aluminum." bust in on a suburban home
and induce the owner, whose wife
is giving a luncheon party, to allow
them to prepare the meal. They
inall the edibles, her
proceed to ruinmake
a fool of
sult the wife,
husband and annoy the guests.
pet
host's
theneck
Finally
around
him the
serve roast
and they
duck
which hangs the silver bell he put
there. Enraged, the host then
chases them out of the house.

Ovation for "Cleopatra" at Conferring on Suit
ere
y B'way
Against Dual Ban
Swank
(Continued
from PanePremi
1)

Atlanta — G. Tom Bailey, who
operates the Royal and Strand 1
has arranged for immediate in;
lation of Photophone High Fide
sound apparatus in his Ashby ho
Curwensville, Pa. — The Rex,
merly the Strand, which was air
destroyed by fire, is being rebuil
H. J. Thompson and is scheduler
reopen with new RCA Victor |
Fidelity sound around Oct. 1.
Monson,

Mass. — The

Capitol

opened.
Cleveland — Frank Gross has ci
pleted arrangements for moderj
ing his sound with a new Ph|
phone High Fidelity system.
Charlestown,
Mass. — The
owners of the Hollywood have <]
tracted for the installation of cj
plete new RCA Victor High Fidej
sound equipment.
Denver — Competition from ni|
clubs will be stronger than *
now that the council has passed]
ordinance changing their clos
hour from 12:30 to 3 A. M.

Broadway Houses
Splurging
Ai
(Continued
from Pane on
1)

force being given "Cleopatr
which opened last night at the Pa
mount; "Treasure Island," wr
In connection with plans of inde- begins its Broadway showing to'
Paramount theater last night. Social and diplomatic leaders and big
at the Capitol,
and "Dames",
pendent producers and distributors premiered
Wednesday
eveningwr
"names" of the stage and screen to attack the legality of the Cleve- the Strand.
t
prohibi
ent
agreem
land exhibitor
Appropriations
reported
world comprised most of the audifollows:
Paramount,are$20,000
as c<
ence at initial performance, with ing double features, conferences
on the filing of a suit in the U. S pared with an average weekly
big crowd waiting for the first reg- District Court in that city are now penditure of $5,000; Capitol, \
ular price showing which started
compared
with
$4,5'
under way in New York and Cleve- 000.
at midnight. Premiere audience land.
Strand, as $5,000
as compared
$3,500. Other Broadway houses
gave the picture an ovation.
understood
to
consider
the
fol
Preliminary to the action, the inAmong the guests were Sidney R.
budgets
as aver
dependents intend to ask the U. S ing weekly
Kent, Harold Lloyd, Guy Lombardo,
Half, $7,500; Rivoli,
Ben Hecht, Charles MacArthur. Dept. of Jnstice to investigate the Music
Rialto, $1,500; Roxy, $2,000.
George Gershwin, Armando N. Ba- situation. In coui't the ban, which
lieff, Jules E. Brulatour, Heywood became operative July 8, will be assailed as restraint of trade.
Broun, Major Edward Bowes, Har
Only 20 Non-Code Hous
old B. Franklin. Leland Hayward.
Claimed in Iowa-Nebras
Dinehart Preparing Play
Al Jolson, Will H. Hays, William S.
Omaha — Out of some 250 .ex
Paley, Nicholas M. Schenck, Gilbert
Alan Dinehart, who has appeared tors in Western Iowa and Nebr
Seldes, Spyros Skouras, George
and 32 affili
Skouras, Sir William Wiseman, Rex in forty pictures in the past two and 204 independents
half years, has returned to thr houses are under the code, lea'
Beach, Paul Whiteman, Guthrie aAlamac
Hotel from Provincetown, only 20 non-code houses, it is sta
McClintic, Faith Baldwin, Kath- where he motored last week to con
offici
arine Cornell, Dawn Powell, Mar- fer with Samuel Shipman, his colla- hy exhibitor organization
here, following announcement t
garet Sangster, Frank Sullivan,
Bard had
consulted v,
borator on a new play entitled "Al- Calvin
Kate Smith, Irene Bordoni, Lillian
ley-Cat," and will remain at the
A. Rosenblatt with regard
Roth, Jessica Dragonette. Joe Mor- Alamac for two and a half weeks Sol
bringing Allied and other indep
rison, Kent Cooper, Eddie Dowling
and others.
putting the play in rehearsal pre- dent exhibitors in this territory
paratory to trying it out in Prov- der the code.
"Cleopatra"
was
reviewed
in
and probably Boston, after
The Film Daily issue of July 25. which it incetown
will come into New York
for a Broadway run.
Fairhaven
Productions,
Ltd..
"
on "Ra-Mu
Close Deals
G. A. Kingsbury Dead
closed distribution deals on C£
Levine
Bringing
2
Prints
Chicago — George A. Kingsbury, 68.
E. A. with
Salisbury's
for N
Arthur"Ra-Mu"
Greenblatt,
veteran theater executive and formNat Levine, who arrives in New York
er manager of the New York Hip- York on Monday from the coast Cleveland and Cincinnati with I
podrome, died here Wednesday
brings alone: prints of "Crimson Ro- jestic Pictures, and for St. Lo
night.
mance" and "Young and Beautiful." with Majestic Pictures of Missoi
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Foreign- Dialogue Film Imports in Drastic Drop

PARAMOUNT EARNS 3 MILLION IN SECOND QUARTER
Kttorneys Meet Next Week
[organization Proposals
|Expected to Resemble
Previous Setup

on New Plan for Fox Met.

New Censorship Bill Presented in Albany
Albany — A resolution to create a joint legislation committee of six to make a thorouh
study of film censorship was introduced yesterday by Assemblyman Jay E. Rice of
Queens. Rice said he made the proposal, which calls for an appropriation of $25,000.

so the people "may enjoy cleaner and more wholesome pictures "
It was referred
to the Ways and Means committee.
Conferences
between
Morton
J?uf of Beekman, Bogue & Clark,
n.nsel for the Fox Metropolitan
nidholders' committee representing
liper cent of the bonds, and Archid Palmer, attorney for a small
ldholders'
group,
new reorlization plan
for on
the a circuit
will
in late next week in New York.
I is expected that the new plan
San Francisco — Marshall Square West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
El considerably resemble the one
Hollywood — Twelve Northwest
i:ginally proposed by the Bogue Theater Co., Fanchon & Marco subsidiary operating the Orpheum, has Mounted Police stories and 20 westinmittee and which went into the
are planned for 1934-35 by
[(card when Judge Julian W. Mack filed a $1,500,000 triple-damage suit Empireerns Pictures,
a new independent
in Federal Court against Fox West
(Continued on Page 3)
Coast, Charles Skouras, United producing company headed by Robert Tansey with offices and studio
Artists and others, charging conspiracy to prevent acquisition of space in the International Studios,
United Artists product after nego- built on the site of Charles Ray's
tiations were almost completed. old plant.
Among the pictures scheduled for
Jules Goldstone is attorney for
(Continued cm Page 2)
plaintiff.

$1 ,500,000 S. F. SUIT NEW TANSEY COMPANY
OYER U. A. PRODUCT
PLANNING 32 FILMS

10 ARE ATTENDING
ALLIED CONVENTION

Vpproximately 200 Eastern exhiors are expected to attend the
! ied Eastern conference and ani|al convention of Allied Theaters
New Jersey which opens Wed£day at the Hotel Ritz Carlton,
antic City.
nitial session begins at 3 p. m.
ursday morning. New Jersey will
(Continued on Pane

3)

'.lesterfield-Invincible
Itart New Lineup Sept. 1
1st Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Chesterfield and In'icible will launch their 1934-35
wgrams of nine features each by
jpt. 1., it is announced by George
( Batcheller and Maury M. Cohen
(Continued on Paqe 3)

RKO- Fox West Coast Deal
RKO Radio has closed a 1934-35
product deal with Fox West Coasti Skouras. Jules Levy, Cresson Smith
and Harry Cohen handled negotiations
for RKO, with Spyros Skouras, Eddie
Alperson and Jack Sullivan acting for
the circuit.

Midnight Previews
Classed as 2-for-l

Detroit — Midnight previews, enabling patrons to see two pictures
for one admission, are classed as
"two-for-ones" and banned in the
zoning and clearance plan which
went into effect here this week.
Other details revealed in a study of
the schedule include the fact that
first-runs may not transfer films to
(Continued

on Page

2)

Canton, O. — Despite agitation
elsewhere in this territory against
dual
film houses
policy, are
seven
of Canton's
nine film
offering
double
feature programs. One major house
is doing nicely with dual first-runs,
while all others are sticking to subsequent duals.

in

Paramount - Publix subsidiaries,
exclusive of the theater companies,
earned approximately $3,000,000
during the second quarter of 1934,
after depreciation but before payment of federal taxes and interest
on debts, The Film Daily i« informed.

PARA. REORGANIZATION
IS STILL WEEKS OFF

Judging from present progress of
the Paramount Publix creditor and
stockholder committees in adjusting
their differences, it will take a
month or six weeks before perfection of a reorganization plan which
British Censors Rejected
meets with approval of all groups,
Only 23 of 504 Pictures The Film Daily is informed. Some
London— Out of 540 feature pic- new money will be required to fintures reviewed by the British Board
ance the reorganization and as a result stockholders face a probable
of Film Censors the past year, only
23 were rejected, it is shown in the assessment.
annual report of the Board. Reasons given for the rejections includ- Philadelphia Exhib Units
ed burlesque of the marriage serMove for Consolidation
vice, comic suicide, industrial unrest
and psychological
arguments
"treatPhiladelphia
— Overtures are un(Continued on Page 3)
derstood to have been made for a
consolidation of the Independent Exhibitors Protective Ass'n and the
M. P. T. O. of Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern New Jersey and
Delaware. Reports along Vine
Street are that both groups are
anxious
to talk the matter over.
Importation and exhibition of
foreign-dialogue pictures, which
flourished in New York particularWarners Sign Irene Dunne
ly for a few seasons, has dwindled
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
to the low point in years, with only
Hollywood — Irene Dunne has been
an occasional continental picture
signed by Warners to star in "Sweet
now being shown in the Times
Adeline," the Jerome Kern musical
Square area compared with six to
which goes into production immediately
with Mervyn LeRoy directing. This will
eight weekly last year and the year
before. The reason is ascribed
be one of the company's ten milliondollar pictures for the new season.
chiefly to the Hitlerized nature of

Drastic Decline in Imports
Of Foreign-Dialogue Pictures
7 of 9 Canton Houses
Oh Dual Bill Policy

$3,000,000 Earnings
Quarter Excludes
Theaters

(Continued on Page 2)
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Drastic Decline is Shown
Midnight Previews
In Foreign Film Imports
Classed as 2-for-l
(Continued from Pane 1)
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another house except within eight
blocks, a rule which will block Publix from shifting pictures to the
Fisher for a second week; 60-mile
protection of one week, with no advertising, is given a new feature
locally, with several Butterfield
houses in nearby cities being affected; shorts are given playing time
clearance only, with special shorts
allowed one-half of the feature protection; triple bills or duals with
vaudeville are banned; temporary
change of price to obtain additional protection is not allowed, and cutprice coupons or passes are construed as lowered admissions.

Mapping Schedule to Hear
Appeals in Zoning Cases
A schedule for hearing of appeals will be mapped out by the
Code Authority's committee on
clearance and zoning and grievance
boarc's
noon
at the at
M. aP.meeting
Club. Monday
The schedule
will cover about one month. Those
attending the meeting will be
George J. Schaefer, R. H. Cochrane, Nathan Yamins. Charles L.
O'Reilly and Harold S'. Bareford.
Jolson to be Feted in Chicago
Al Jolson, accompanied by Michael Curtiz of the Warner directorial staff, Harry Charnas of Warner
Theaters, Jacob Wilk of the Warner-First National story department
and Martin Fried, personal musical
director for Jolson, left yesterday for
Chicago, where the star will be
guest of honor at the Chicago "Trib
une" Music Festival and at a spe
cial press preview of "Dames." The
party, with exception of Fried, will
then continue to the coast, where
Jolson is to start work in "Go Into
Your Dance" at the Warner studios.

German productions, which led the
imports by a big margin. French
films of a quality considered suitable for showing here also have been
rare lately, and imports from other
countries except Russia have been
practically nil. Amkino is showing
an occasional picture at the Acme
on Fourteenth St. The Cameo on
Forty-second St. formerly played a
fairly steady run of Soviet product.

New Tansey Company
Planning 32 Films
(Continued from Pane 1)
shooting are: "Silent Code," "Fury
of the Mounted," "The Last Outpost," "Roaring River," "The Dawn
Rider," "Rogues of the Rockies,'
"Pals of the Range," "The Battling
Buckaroo," "Saddle Courage," "The
Ropin' Fool," "Two-Fisted Gallagher," "The Way of the West,"
"The Texas Terror," "The Ridin'
Preacher,"
and others. "Cyclone of the Saddle"
Robert Tansey is director in
charge of Empire Pictures production, Al Lane is business executive
and David Arlen is story editor.
John Preston, new star, heads the
cast in the Northwest Mounted Police stories. Other western starr
will be borrowed from the freelance ranks and from various studios for the stellar leads of these
pictures.
Ben Berk Quits Blue Seal
Ben Berk has resigned as senera1
manager, secretary and a director
of Blue Seal Sound Devices, Inc.
He was formerly West Coast representative of Cineglow sound
equipment. J. Burgi Contner, president of Blue Seal, assumes part of
his duties. Berk will soon announce
his new plans.

Emil Shauer Estate $252,820
Emil E. Shauer, Paramount
ex
Films for Chicago Rialto
ecutive who died last year, left •
of $252,820, of which
Chicago — The Rialto, operated by net estate
was insurance and $98,26"
Jones, Linick & Schaeffer as a bur- $187,577
securities.
His
widow received half
lesque house, will change its policy the residue in trust
and the inconr
to vaude-pictures Sept. 1 if satis- from $85,000 insurance.
Bulk o
factory arrangements can be made
the other half went to their son
with the unions.
Melville A. Shauer.
Special Educational Screening
A special screening of the first
releases on EducationaFs new program will be held Monday for the
trade and fan press at the Fox Little Theater. Included on the program will also be two Fox short
subjects.

Doug Reported After N. Y. Theater
Interviewers who caught Douglas
Fairbanks in Chicago quote him a<saying he will return to New York
shortly to close a deal for a theater.
Fairbanks was on his way to Wyoming to attend the funeral of a relative. He also will visit Hollywood
to start preparations for a picture
dealing with China.

Educational Musical Finished
Shooting was complete yesterday
Kuykendall in N. O. on Aug. 30
en "Big Business," two-reel musical
New Orleans — Ed Kuykendall,
comedy produced by Sam Baerwitz
for Educational at the Astoria stu- M. P. T. O. A. president, will arrive
here
Aug. 30 on his tour to fight
dios. Al Boasberg wrote and di- the music
tax.
rected it.
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ALICE TERRY plans to leave the coas i
Europe.
month to join Rex Ingram, her husbai
WANGER
fromWALTER
Hollywood.
JANET

GAYNOR

has arrived in thu

leaves New

York in It

days for the coast to start work in "Oneli
Spring,"
her next Fox picture.
coast.
FRANK LAWTON is in New York fro t
EUGENE

CASTLE

of

Castle

Films;

*

CHARRELL,
London
producer
who
has bc<"
the Fox studios;
GLADYS
HENSON.
Britn,
tress, and JAMES
BENTLEY
of Carrier
wick
International
are among
those
depjj
today
on the lie de France
for Europe, n
viously
reported
passengers
include
Con)
Bennett.
Beatrice
Lillie,
Al
Santell.
V
Beaudine.
Jack
Alicoate
and
Louis
Nizi.
GRADWELL
Monday
from

L. SEARS
Chicago.

returns to New

daysQUEENIE
to join SMITH
Paramount
the York
Coast. witl'I
leavesat New
MICHAEL CURTIZ, HARRY CHARNA ai
JACOB
WILK
left yesterday
for the coa
DARRYL F. ZANUCK, vice-presidentW
production chief or 20th Century PHrt
left yesterday aboard the Century fofll
Coast.
HERMAN GLUCKMAN
York from a vacation
at

has returned tdU
his Adirondack H

LILLIAN SILVER, local code board I
tary, departs today on a vacation t*[]
Bermuda LILLIAN ABRAMSON returnsW
day from a vacation.
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Reopened After Three Years
"She Was a Lady" for Mayfair
Fredericktown,
Pa. — The Grand,
Fox's "She Was a Lady," with closed for three years, has been reHelen Twelvetrees, opens Monday
opened after remodeling.
Alex Belnight at the Mayfair.
lette is the new operator.

an
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A Little
from "Lots"
ft= By RALPH WILK ^^
*

NEWS of the DAY
St. Louis, Mo. — George McBride,
formerly with B. N. Judell, has joined the local sales force of the
United Artists.

HOLLYWOOD

*|NN SOTHERN will have the
jj
feminine
lead and
in "Georgiana,"
jlumbia
musical
one of the
'jv productions remaining on the
!,:jnpany's 1933-34 schedule. Vic,;• Schertzinger will direct.
It I

T

T

T

Joan Bennett is completing her
lie opposite Francis Lederer in
pursuit of Happiness," at ParaVnint. She and her husband, Gene
^irkey, plan to spend several
Iteks touring their favorite Southai California scenic resorts.

I

▼

T

T

|With the winding up of "The ReJen of Chandu," for Principal Picires, Bela Lugosi returns to Uniii'rsal to play the lead in "Dracula's
Iiughter"; Maria Alba leaves for a
^cation with her husband, David
jdd, agent; Clara Kimball Young
,i) completing negotiations with a
mtional Broadcasting Company for
& series of radio skits originating
*fbm San Francisco, and the ingenue
id juvenile leads, Phyllis Ludwig
id Dean Benton, return to UniMrsal, where they are under con'bict.
T

T

T

;|Arthur Beckhard. New York stage
Floducer, who will direct for M-GA has moved into the Hollywood|aza Hotel.
T

T

T

(George Bertholon, Monogram assjciate producer, and Helen Bishop
"ling of Hollywood were married
reently and are on a brief honeyipon in San Francisco.

j
William

T V
Seiter and

▼

Marian Nixon,
Sfio were married Thursday in
lima, Ariz., are back and receiv\s congratulations.
T

»

T

IZane Grey's "West of the Pecos"
Is been bought by RKO. Cliff
fid will produce it, with John Ford
liobably directing.

T

T

T

!Guy Kibbee has been given a new

■Jig-term contract by First National

hester field-Invincible
Start New Lineup Sept. 1
(Continued from Page

1)

I their return from the east. Four
fecials are included in the group
?id the budget will be considerably
/(creased, it is stated. First picire to go in work is Chesterfield's
Port of Lost Dreams," by Robert
lllis, who is now finishing the
:|reen play.
II Invincible has just completed
Dne in a Million," which winds up
ie 1933-34 schedule
of these two
fits.
eviving "State
Fair," "Krakatoa"
I Fox's
"State
Fair"
and Educalonal's "Krakatoa" will be revived
an all-Fox program at the Cririon starting Monday.

• • • YOU WILL readily recall that page ad which appeared in the trade papers a few days ago
showing Leo
the Lion standing with bowed head and holding a wreath before
the portrait of Marie Dressier
nothing else
not
a line of copy
that sketch of the Metro Lion and the
portrait told volumes
it is perfectly safe to state that
no single piece of film advertising copy has created such nationwide comment from so many sources as has this
and as
a fitting peroration to the episode
the magazine, "Advertising and Selling," has made the Advertising Award of the
Week to M-G-M for this dignified tribute to a great artiste and
a greater human
Marie Dressier
whose following
was
and IS
legion
T
T
T
• •
•
OUT
OF
the London
Fog
Fred
Spencer,
well known Canadian chain owner, so glad to be out of Nursing
Home that he pays four visits to Efmpire theater
to say
hello to Manager Charlie Raymond, who used to act in Spencer's theaters
Peter Ruric, pop scribe from Hollywood,
here for a few days en route to China to write a book
"The Black Cat" will be passed by the censors here, but
of all things!
the title must be changed
it's too
naughty,
no less
oh, pussy,
pussy
They
also
passed "Little Man" with only a few cuts
does that
make the li'l man just a shaver?
tush, tush
Val
Guest writing more
film articles than any other free lance
scribe in town
Louis B. Mayer took over the Lunnon
Press during his brief stay here
T
▼
T
• • • THE FRENCH liner He de France will be held at
her dock today to catch Constance Bennett flying from Hollywood A nice campaign tieup United Artists with the
Philly "Daily News" and the N. Y. "Mirror" for "Cellini" in
connection with advance serialization of the pix

Lawyers Meet Next Week 200 Are Attending
Allied Convention
On Fox Metropolitan Plan
(Continued from Pane

1)

of the U. S. District Court decided
to allow the reorganization to proceed under Section 77B of the new
Federal
bankruptcy Act.
At a hearing before Judge Mack
yesterday morning, he asked for
changes in the language of the
court order which he was to sign
authorizing procedure under 77B.
Late in the day the judge is understood to have formally given his
approval to the order.
De Luxe
Managua
House
Opens
Managua — ■ The 1,500-seat Gonzalez Movie Theater, one of the
largest in Central America, opened
this week with M-G-M's "Fra Diavolo," starring Laurel and Hardy.

(Continued from Page

Akron, O. — Both Loew's and the
Palace plan a return of stage shows
this fall. Presentation policy likely
for both houses supplemented with
first-run feature films.
Rottman, O. — The Pastime has
been acquired by D. L. Schuman,
Cleveland operator, who will remodel the house before reopening
around Labor Day.
Alliance, O. — W. B. Urling, operator of the Rex, has appealed to the
courts for an injunction to stop
picketing by I. A. T. S. E. men.
House
recently was
reopened.
Detroit — Harry Balaban of Chicago, operating the Adams here, has
filed complaint against George W.
Trendle of the Paramount Publix
houses charging overbuying. Hearweek.ing on the case was postponed this

Hollywood — "Here Comes the
Navy," Warner comedy with James
Cagney, Pat O'Brien and Gloria
Stuart, has been held for a third
week
Theater.at the company's Hollywood
Atlantic City — The first six days
of business on "Dames" at the Warner Theater was $4500 ahead of
"Gold Diggers of 1933" for the same

1)

hold a meeting while various Eastern groups will hold regional sessions under Walter Littlefield of
Boston. Public relations, including
the music tax, legislation and code
matters, will be discussed at the
joint afternoon session. A dinner
will take place in the evening. Friday's program will be devoted to
relations with distributors. Attendance at the convention will include President Sidney E. Samuelson, Abram F. Myers, Herman Blum
and Fred Herrington.

British Censors Rejected
Only(Continued
23 offrom504PagePictures
1)

Reorganization for Pickwick
Chicago — Reorganization of the ed too frankly for public exhibition." In many cases films were
Pickwick Building Corp., owners of
sent back to Hollywood and scene
the $1,300,000 Pickwick theater and
office building in Park Ridge, if retaken at the Board's request.
With regard to topical films, the
sought in a creditors' petition filed Board has ruled that compilations
in the U. S. District Court.
of material taken over a period of
time and put together with a comMonarch
Adds
House
mentary in order to provide a story
New
Castle, Pa. — Monarch
The- must be submitted to the censors.
aters has purchased the Penn.
Im- Animal films are to be made the
provements are planned
and some subject of a special conference of
all interested organizations.
new equipment will be installed.

period.

M. P. Academy to Pursue
Scientific Researches
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — In order to create
machinery for considering new developments of a scientific and theoretical nature in relation to production, the Research Council of the
Academy has appointed Carl Dreher a committee of one to formulate
a policy for the council and to
recommend the makeup of a Scientific Subcommittee which will be engaged in bringing these innovations
to the attention of the industry.
Nathan Levinson has been named
to represent the Council on the
American
Standards
Ass'n committee on acoustic
measurements
and
terminology, and John Aalberg has
been requested to investigate several projection safety devices
brought out recently.
Mitzi Green Packs 'Em in Chi.
Chicago — Mitzi Green is packing
the State-Lake Theater this week.
Five shows a day are being given
instead of the usual four and daily
average attendance has been over
10,000,ords ofbreaking
the house.all attendance rec-

THE
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REVIEWS

Montgomery
0 Sullivan

and
in

Maureen

"HIDE-OUT"
with

Edward

Arnold
and Elizabeth
Patterson
M-G-M
82 mins.
DANDY ENTERTAINMENT. NICELY
HANDLED STORY OF RACKETEER WHO
IS TURNED STRAIGHT BY COUNTRY
GIRL.
Typical of the "Turn to the Right"
school, this story is a smartly conceived
combination of romance, human interest
and racketeering, with the latter employed
only as an expedient. Action starts with
Robert Montgomery in his glory as a dashing young gangster who also makes the
dames fall right and left. Obliged to do
a hideaway from the police and being
wounded by pursuers, he lands at a farm
run by some kindly folks with a charming
daughter, Maureen O'Sullivan. The rest,
though obvious in outcome, is engineered
with a shrewd sense of entertainment values, and builds up to a strong sentimental climax where the reformed Robert,
being taken away by detectives, vows to
come back to Maureen after he has served
his time. An ace cast and expert direction help the story considerably.
Cast: Robert Montgomery, Maureen
O'Sullivan, Edward Arnold, Elizabeth Patterson, Whitford Kane, Mickey Rooney, C.
Henry Gordon, Muriel Evans, Edward Brophy, Henry Armetta, Herman Bing, Louise
Henry, Harold Huber.
Director, W. S. Van Dyke; Author,
Mauri Grashin; Screen Play, Frances Goodrich, Albert Hackett; Cameramen, Ray
June, Sidney Wagner; Editor, Basil Wrangell.
Direction, Topnotch.
Photography, A-l.

"The Camera Speaks"
Vitaphone
9 mins.
Oldtime Clips
Another collection of clips from
the film vaults of years ago, combining some element of humor, novelty and a certain amount of interesting contrast. Among personalities of chief current interest in the
reel are Glora Swanson and Charles
Ray. Bert Frank edited the short
for the Pepper Pot series.
"Buddy of the Apes"

(Looney Tune)
Vitaphone
7 mins.
Good Animated
Jungle pictures are given a kidding in this Leon Schlesinger production, which has been generally
well handled in idea and execution. Burlesquing of recent wild
animal films results in a good batch
of laughs.
Edgar Kennedy in
"Poisoned Ivory" 21 mins.
RKO Radio
Pleasing Comedy
It's Christmas Night in the Kennedy home, and Edgar is so full of
the Yuletide spirit that he insults
his mother-in-law, brother-in-law
and the doctor and his wife who
drop in to visit but leave quickly.
When Edgar takes the pills prescribed for him, his brother-in-law
substitutes a bottle of poison pills,
which leads his dumb dora wife to
believe he faces immediate and certain death. Edgar takes to bed and
the doctor, who is summoned,
be-

of the NEW
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FEATURES

PASSION"

with Claude Rains, Margo, Whitney Bourne
Paramount

DAILY

80 mins.

BRILLIANT, SOPHISTICATED DRAMA
HOLDS YOU SPELLBOUND WITH ITS
SEARING SUSPENSE AND ABSORBING
SITUATIONS.
The writing boys have smashingly clicked
as author-producer-directors of their own
brain child — meaning of course Ben Hecht
and Charles MacArthur. And the beauty
of it is that the picture is not only a sheer
delight to sophisticates, but packs a terrific sock for the masses. For it is a
cunning, amazing, intriguing, fascinating
concoction of primal passions, elemental
lusts, merged with modern refinements
surrounding a superintelligence who falls
a victim to his own cleverness, satire,
fiendish genius and Satanic sophistication.
All done in graphic picture portrayal. Every
human emotion is here. Not a superfluous
foot. It moves with sure, pounding tempo
to a gasping climax that is so simple that
it amazes. The drama of a man destroyed
by his own brain that turns upon him to
mock him as he had used it to mock the
world. Claude Rains is immense. Margo,
is a revelation.
Cast: Claude Rains, Margo, Whitney
Bourne, Stanley Ridges, Paula Trueman,
Leslie Adams, Greta Granstedt, Esther
Dale, Charles Kennedy, Fuller Mellish.
Directors, Ben Hecht, Charles MacArthur; Authors, same; Cameraman, Assoc.
Director, Lee Garmes; Special Effects,
Slavko Vorkapiich.
Direction, Excellent. Photography, The
Best.

Will

Colleen

Rogers in

"JUDGE

BY

FINE

CHARAC-

with

Charles

«

Moore

"SOCIAL

PRIEST"

Fcx
80 mins.
ANOTHER ROGER NATURAL. COMEDY DRAMA THAT ENTERTAINS ALL
THE WAY, AIDED
TERIZATIONS.

«

and SHORTS

in

Winninger,

Alexander

land,

Pauline
Frederick,
Robert
Ben'
and Margaret Livingston
Columbia
72ii

FAMILIAR STORY OF CHORINSI
Irvin Ccbb's story dealing with an ec- CIETY BOY ATTACHMENT AND (f
centric and interesting Kentucky judge is
the basis of this story, which ought to SITION LACKS PUNCH.
please any audience and which is as clean
A weak story, awkwardly unfolded li
as a hound's tooth. It possesses an indicaps this one. Cast is good, 'i
fectious brand of comedy to supplement
begins with Colleen Moore bursting
Rogers' own unfailing supply. Tom Brown,
the home of social registerite AleA
a young attorney and relative of Judge Kirkland and running off with his tie 1
Priest, is in love with a neighboring girl,
domicile of Robert Benchley, direct*
despite the opposition of his uppish mother,
posite. Kirkland pursues her, learnrj
and the judge engineers the romance to all the guests were playing scavenge:
success. Principal obstacle to be overthus meets Colleen. He falls ink
come is the fact that her mother was
with her, but mother decided to spoilt
unmarried. The girl's father gets into a
legal jam when he tries to protect himself friends
game byandshowing
up ColleenAlex
befor'h
thus convincing
of hs
from the attack of rowdies, one of whom
had made slurring remarks concerning her. incompatability. This fails, so ma d <d
to frame Colleen. In the resultant r«
Judge Priest learns his identity, and, temderstanding, Alex leaves Colleen. 01
porarily ousted from the bench, takes up
Colleen learns of the trick, -e
his defense. In a stroke of strategy he ever,
the mother to confess and wins bac li
swings the jury to his side by reviving society boy.
the prisoner's Civil War record. The casting job is grand and the dialogue natural
and clever.
Cast: Will Rcgers. Tom Brown, Anita
Louise. Henry B. Walthall, David Landau,
Rochelle Hudson, Roger Imhof, Frank Melton, Charles Grapewin, Stepin Fetchit, Bertcn Churchill Francis Ford, Hattie McDaniels, and Brenda Sawler.
Director, John Ford. Author, Irvin Cobb;
Screen Play, Dudley Nichols and Lamar
Trotti; Recording Engineer, Albert Protzman; Cameraman, George Schneiderman,
Direction, Fine
Photography, Grade
A

Cast: Colleen Mocre, Charles Winrft
Pauline Frederick, Alexander Kiri
Robert Benchley, Ross Alexander, Mai
Livingston, Roberta Robinson, Olive j
John Miltern, Edward Garvie, Geo
Harvey, Hans Hansen.
Director, Marshall Neilan; Authors jj
Emerson, Anita Loos; Screen Play, la
Beranger, James A. Creelman, Gr
kins; Film Editor, Robert Sncdy; Cal
man, Merntt Gersted, Recording Engin
Joe Kane.
Directicn, Far
Photography,

comes privy to the game. Considerable amusement is engendered waiting for Edgar to die. When he
doesn't
law for he
the gets
hoax.after his brother-in"Grandfather's Clock"

(Burt Gillett's Toddle Tale)
RKO Radio
10 mins.
Good Cartoon
A combination of actual photography and cartoon, this subject
shows two attractive tots playing on
the floor with a clock. One is about
to hit the clock with a hammer
when the Grandfather Clock in the
corner tells them not to harm the
clock and he will tell them a story.
Cartoon then begins and a clock village is shown and some of the activities there. The cartoon part is
very ingenious and amusing. Subject winds up nicely.
"Eyes On Russia" 11 mins.
RKO Radio
Interesting

Photography by Margaret BourkeWhite, who is also the narrator,
this subject shows for the first time
on the screen the hole in the ground
which was the birthplace of Stalin
and affords a glimpse of Russian
kindergartens and the ballet schools.
The religious issue is touched upon
interestingly. Many churches are
shown to have been converted into
homes for workers and some cemeteries as places where students
study. Narrative is interesting, if
somewhat indistinct.
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HIGH INTENSITY
ILLUMINATION FOR
THE SMALLER THEATRES
proA. C.
sity
er
gives the
jection
small
HIGH Inten
theatres the patronage drawing power of immediate comfortable vision. It also provides
the same snow white screen
illumination found in the largest theatres. The added cost of
operation is negligible.
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Sees Chance of Recovering Music Levies

AYS ELICITS ACCORD FROM CHURCH ON FILMS
rst Division Forms Shorts Dept. for Audio Subjects
Tink( ering
. . with entertainment values
3.=By DON CARLE GILLETTE-=
GERMANY'S sad experience in trying to
^make her commercial motion pictures
I an end other than entertainment
id be held up as a warning to those
seeking interests in this country who
i|d standardize all our films within close: rescribtd limits,
II or otherwise.

either

moral,

educa-

(fore the Hitler regime came into power,
nan product was in the ascendancy;
I German films were hailed internailly for merits in technique, and ex:ion of German pictures was increasing
j.merica as well as in other countries.
bw, with the Reich ministry of propala dictating the country's film policies,
only has the showing of German pici> in the U. S. practically stopped, but
ji the Teutonic nations have switched to
Ir product in a greater measure than
before, with consequent losses of from
lo 75 per cent to the German pictures.

S A RESULT, the country's film industry, unable to pay its own way, must
government support,
•lis means the public must contribute
funds in the way of taxes and assessts.
o the people pay two ways for someg they don't want; at least they don't
t that type of picture enough to make
i paying proposition
for the producers.

ALL resolves itself down to the fact
hat you can prescribe for the public
you can't make them take the medicine,
hat is why any crusade against the
:en is doomed from the start,
loralistic and restrictive movements can
er succeed in getting public support
ause they imply that the public is inable of supervising its own morals and
;ing its own movies.
n a country where free thinking is persible, the people resent that.

Harry
Thomas
Company
to Distribute Shorts
in the U. S.
Under a deal completed last week
between W. A. Bach, president of
Audio Productions, and Harry
Thomas, president of First Division Exchanges, a special short subject sales department will be organized immediately by First Division
to handle selling, advertising, ex{Contimied on Pane 3)

NOBODY WANTS TO BE
M. P, COUNCIL'S PREXY
Several prominent persons approached by the Motion Picture Research Council to succeed Mrs. August Belmont, who recently resigned
as president of the organization,
have declined the office, The Film
Daily learns. The Council expects,
however, to have a new president
early in the fall.

Louisiana 10% Relief Tax
Extended Through State
New Orleans — The act enabling
Louisiana municipalities to tax
amusements up to 10 per cent for
relief funds was passed by the state
legislature Friday night. The local meeting on the tax ordinance
was
row. postponed Friday until tomor-

Holland Raises Import Duty
Amsterdam — Tax on imported productions has been raised by government to
29 cents per meter. This is an increase
of nearly 100 per cent.

OKLA. CITY HOUSES
REPORT 15% UPTURN

New Orleans — Saenger Theaters
and Saenger Realty will present a
reorganization petition Aug. 28, according to bondholder committees,
which borrowed $75,000 from the
Hibernia Bank to pay arrears interest.

An amenable attitude toward the
classification of certain films for
adults, as distinguished from those
suitable for family patronage, and

aseal
hopeofthat
the film ultimately
industry's own
approval
will
guarantee the purity of pictures,
thus avoiding the confusion arising
from the black and white lists of
different Legions of Decency conOklahoma City — Theaters in Oklaflicting
with each other, are exhoma City showed an increase of
(Continued on Page 8)
15 per cent in business for the first
six months of 1934 compared with
the corresponding period of 1933,
according to a report of the NRA
fact finding committee. The report
also showed an increase of 20 per
cent in the number of employes, indicating 30 new
employes
have
{Continued on Page 3)
Foreseeing an extension of the
motion picture code following exEducational Finishes
piration of the national recovery act
on June 16, 1935, Abram F. Myers,
15 of 1934-1935 Lineup Allied general counsel and chairman
Educational has already com- of its board, calls upon exhibitors
pleted 15 of its new season's shorts, "under unified leadership, to see
while five two-reel comedies now that Congress provides for the negoeither in production or preparation.
tiation(Continued
of a fair code
under
on Page
3) an unWith the production forces in the
east practically doubled, this represents an increase of approximately Protestants Oppose
50 per cent in finished product over
last year for the same period. The
Any and All Censors
New Orleans — With the exception
subjects
already "in the can" are:
"Then Came the Yawn," a Treasure Chest; of the Lutherans, the Protestant
"Hello Sailors," a Coronet Comedy featuring Churches of New Orleans are opTom Patricola
and Buster
West; 3)"Good Luck
{Continued
on Page
posed to federal censorship or censorship in any form, O. H. Harris,
editor of "The Church World," Protestant weekly, told The Film
Daily in an exclusive interview. Attitude of the churches is based both
ship.
on a liberal attitude and the failure
If exhibitors are successful in the of censorship in the past. Harris
present campaign to prevent the also is opposed to private censorAmerican Society of Composers,
Authors & Publishers from increasing music license fees, the next step
will be to seek to recover the music
Keaton Film for Paramount
Paris — Paramount is slated to release
tax collected over a period of years
the Buster Keaton picture, "King of the
by
the
Society's
suits
at
law,
it
is
Champs
Elysees,"
Caesarstated in the current bulletin of the
Film, which
tookbeing
over made
the by
production
M. P. T. 0. A.
from Margot-Films
due to the latter's
financial
difficulties.
The national exhibitor unit says

EXTENSION OF CODE
IS SEEN BY MYERS

Back Levies by Music Society
To Be Target of MPTOA Fight
Saenger Reorganization
Is Being Filed Aug. 28

Archbishop
Amenable
to
Adult Classification of
Pictures

(Continued

on

Page

8)
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Parade •

Picture

Distributor

Theater

Treasure
Cleopatra

M-G-M
Paramount

Capitol
Paramount

The Cat's-Paw
Dames

Fox
Warner Bros

Music Hall
Strand

Bulldog Drummond Strikes Back
The
Defense
Rests

United Artists
Columbia

Rivoli
Rialto

Handy

Island

Andy

(3rd week)

One
More
River*
Side Streets
State Fair**

4 FUTURE

Fox

Roxy

Universal
First National . .
Fox

Palace
Mayfair
Criterion

OPENINGS

Dragon Murder Case
(Aug. 21 )
She Was a Lady
(Aug. 21 )

♦

Warner Bros
Fox

Rialto
Mayfair

Charlie
Chan's
Courage
(Aug. 24)
One Night of Love (Sept. 6)

Fox
Columbia

Roxy
Music Hall

We're
Rich
Again
(Sept. 7)
Romance
in the Rain (Sept. 14)
Affairs
of Cellinif

RKO Radio
Universal
United Artists

Roxy
Rcxy
Rivoli

Hide-Outf

M-G-M

Capitol

Subsequent run.
Revival.

t Follows Bulldog Drummond
t Follows Treasure Island.

Strikes Back.

More Free Drama Shows
Cochran with Frankwyn
In Two Stage Productions
Being Launched in City

FINANCIAL
NEW

YORK

(QUOTATIONS

STOCK

High
Columbia

Picts.

vtc.

MARKET
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Low
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Chg.
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28 '/2

28y2 —

J4

Loew's, Inc
Paramount ctfs
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3Vi
1 Vi

Vi
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RKO "A"
Warner
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NEW
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Laughton Short for Roxy
The Roxy has booked "Frankie
and
Johnnie,"
one-reeler
with
Charles Laughton
which DuWorld
is releasing.

C. B. Cochran, the London showman, will be associated with Harold
B. Franklin and Arch Selwyn in
two productions on Broadway this
season. The first, Noel Coward's
"Conversation Piece," with Yvonne
Printemps starred, opens the week
of Oct. 22 at the 44th St. Theater.
This will be followed by the Margaret Kennedy play, "Escape Me
Never," with Elisabeth Bergner.
Frankwyn Productions, in association with Arthur Hopkins, also will
put on "Lady Jane," starring Frances Starr, and under the managerial
direction of Selwyn and Franklin
there will be a repertory season
starting with "L'Aiglon," starring
Eva Le Gallienne, at the 46th St.
Theater in November.

Lightman on Committee

Appropriations for employment of
300 more actors in addition to the
12 dramatic companies now giving
free shows throughout the city are
assured, Col. Earle Booth, head of
the drama division of the Dep't of
Welfare, told The Film Daily yesterday. The new appropriations
will run for two to three months
with the probability of renewal.
Provision for the 12 drama companies for the entire winter is practically certain, Booth said.
The new group of actors will be
recruited from amor" musical comedy and vaudeville players within
the next few weeks. They will be
organized into units and after a
break-in period around New York,
will be sent on a tour of the C.C.C.
camps.

Waxman Opens Publicity Office
M. A. Lightman, former M.P.T.
A. P. Waxman, formerly advertisO.A. president, has been added to
ing and publicity director for Warthe committee of exhibitors apners and other major companies, has
pointed by Ed Kuykendall, the cur- opened an office of his own at 247
rent
ment prexy,
values to
of report
films. on entertain- Park Ave. to handle film accounts.
His first campaign is on the Harold
production of "Gam3,000-Seater for Oklahoma
City B. Franklin
bling," starring George M. Cohan,
Oklahoma City — Backers of the and scheduled to start production
Western States Theaters, Inc., an- this week at the Eastern Service
nounce that site for their new 3,000- Studio in Astoria.
seat suburban theater has not yet
been chosen but three locations are
Close Deals on Color Shorts
under consideration. The showhouse
Imperial Distributing Corp. has
is being planned to cost $1,000,000.
Foster McSwain of Ada is head of closed with the Capitol Film Exchange of Chicago for distribution
the new organization.
of 13 single reels in natural color
for
Illinois,
Indiana and Wisconsin,
Martin Johnson Film at Xmas
and with Majestic Exchange of
Martin Johnson expects to have Cleveland for Ohio and Kentucky.
his latest African picture ready
around Christmas. He is now negotiating adistribution deal. JohnHoflfberg Gets "Bride of Samoa"
son is confronted with handling
J. H. Hoffberg Co. has acquired
160,000 feet of film made in central "Bride of Samoa" from Phil Brown
Africa.
for Europe.

Coming and Going
EVELYN LAYE, British stage and screeut
who arrived in New York last week, is en it
to the coast to start work at M-G-M
toes" with Ramon Novarro.
J. P. McEVOY arrives in New York this ft )
to film some location material for Param>il
"The
Goddess."
JOHN E. OTTERSON, Electrical Res
Products president, returns from Europe
week on the Washington.
NATE
SPINGOLD
has returned
to New*
after conferring with
Harry Cohen
at thej ;
lumbia
studios.
sailed
New
LOUIS from LOBER,

York
M-G-M on

Saturday
executive aboanth
in Ipt'o

MILTON
WEISS of M-G-M
Rex.
muda
for a vacation.
LOUISE
LATIMER
arrived
Saturday

from

the

has gone tot E
in

New

Yon)< j

coast.

Fanchon & Marco Afteri

Theater
in 'Friia
San Fox
Francisco
— Fanchon
& MJp
are dickering for the Fox thesjjl
If the deal goes through, F.&M.
let their option on the Orph
lapse. The Orpheum option fl
be exercised by Aug. 31 if F. &\1
intend to reopen the house.
K'J
Paulson Gets Fox China Pos
Lawrence Paulson, youngestji
the Fox salesmen in Canada,
been appointed manager of hi
Shanghai, China, branch office
cording to announcement by (fa
eral Foreign Manager Claytonf
Sheehan.

THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
BOOK
Aug. 1-24: Second
Cinematographic

International Exposition
Art, Venice,
Italy.

Aug. 21:
Annual
Outing
of Detroit
film m
under
auspices
of
Detroit
Variety
Grosse Pointe Yacht Club, Detroit.
Aug. 22-24:
Allied
Theater
Owners
of
lantic City.
Jersey convention,
Ritz-Carlton
Hotel, tAug.

23:
First Golf Tournament
of devoid
Variety Club,
Beechmont Club, Clevelil

Aug.

24:
First Annual Golf Tournament
vl
sored by Albany Variety Club, Shaker film
Country Club, Loudenville, N. Y.

Sept.

10:
First
Variety
Club

fall
luncheon
of Cleveland.

meeting >l

Sept. 14:
Clambake,
Golf
and
Dinner-Duel
of Cleveland
Variety
Club,
Cleveland
Sept.dan,
16: N.North
Dakota Allied meeting,
■
D.
Sept. 20: A.M P. A. Revels and Luncheon, I
tion Picture
Club,
New
York.
Sept. 20: "Night of Stars" benefit under I
pices of United Jewish Appeal in aflfl
German Jews, Yankee Stadium, New fl
Nathan Burkan, chairman.
Sept. 26-27:
Annual
convention
of
dependent
Theater
Owners
of
Hotel
Schroeder,
Milwaukee.
Oct.

1-2.
Meeting of G. F. T. A. Indepen. I
Atlanta. Owners £ss'n, Roberr Fulton Hii
Thealer

Oct. 1-3:
National
Film
Statler Hotel, Detroit.
Oct

Allied I
Wiscoi I.

Carriers

convent;,

14-15:
Annual
convention
of
of
Arkansas,
Mississippi
and
(Tri-State),
Memphis.

Oct. 29:
S.M.P.E.
sylvania,
New

Fall
York.

Meeting

M.P.I.
Tenne e

Hotel

Pc|-
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EXTENSION OF CODE
IS SEEN BY MYERS
(Continued from Page 1)

{Continued from Page 1)

Citation and publicity throughout
on the series of "Musical
U. S.short
,]lods"
subjects produced by
"iijdio.
*jVmong the subjects which will
rt their release the latter part
3 September will be "In a Monasy Garden," "FingaPs Cave,"
i ymn to the Sun," "Italian Ca^ce,"
"Voices
of Spring"
and
ish Melody."
J:lobert C. Bruce, after completing
number of these shorts in the
Eureturnedfivefrom
recently
tij>eS.,where
he filmed
subjects
»iil Ireland and Italy with a three!or Technicolor crew.
Music in
[i pictures is recorded on Western
fijctric Wide Range system and is
• -nished by symphonic orchestras
Ejected by Gastave Haenschen,
tysario Bourdon, Hans Lange and
JSilier prominent conductors.

.

Jjlucational Finishes
I 15 of 1934-1935 Lineup
(Continued from Page 1)
■llest Wishes," a Musical Comedy with Sols'v Ward, the Pickens Sisters and Ferde
"ife's Orchestra; "Mountain Melody, a
My Lilly, I'm Her
,,g Hit Story; "She's
[lie," a Musical Comedy with Will MaPaey and the Cabin Kids; "Educating
a Frolics of Youth Comedy; "Superipid " a Coronet Comedy with Vmce
Their
on
nett and Billy Gilbert; "Time
Hit Story; "Dinner for
a Song
Mnds,"
li," starring
Ernest Truex; and Mice in
jincil" and "Why Mules Leave Home,
rill Terry-Toons. In addition, there are
J four Bing Crosby revivals, as follows^
I Surrender Dear," "One More Chance,"
jream
"Billboard
Girl." is
_ a
n the House"
process and
of cutting
and editing
iv Musical Comedy, "Big Business," proled at the Astoria Studios by Sam Baer,\z, with Al Boasberg responsible for the
'.fry and direction. In preparation now are
l|ries for the first of the Marriage Wows
ilies, starring Yorke and King; a Tom How"•1 Comedy, a Young Romance Comedy and
', fourth in the Musical Comedy series.

Reversal of Dual Ruling
Is Hope of M.P.T.O.A.
Dissatisfied with the recent deci&n of the Code Authority approvh double features, the M.P.T.O.A.,
| its current bulletin, contends that
tie ruling was unfairly rendered
I d holds out hope by reason of the
let that "fortunately rulings of the
'pde Authority can be reversed at
,ay time by— a majority ■ vote."

i Salt Lake City Briefs
'Salt Lake City — Majestic Pictures,
Ith Gene Marcus as local manager,
;1is moved to new offices at 254 E.
krst South St.
Distinctive Screen Attractions has
Wed an office at 250 E. First
|>uth St., with W. W. McKendrick
I manager.
IM. L. Meyer, Columbia home office
ipresentative, is here for a visit.
,e goes to Los Angeles next.
jAbel Davis, division manager for
jxpitol, with headquarters here, is
Denver for six weeks.

PHIL

M. DALY

• • • IT'S A Wham
meaning the advance exploitation campaign on "Treasure Island".
as demonstrated
in the few key spots where it has started to show
this
pix has so many Publicity Potentials that Billy Ferguson's only
problem in laying out his plans for the exploiting of the Metro
special was to decide where to start First
• •
• IT WAS
timely, for one thing
a clean,
wholesome pix coming just at the time when such features are
most needed
and a lot of the newspaper comment jumped that angle and played it up
a double-barrelled appeal
to kids and grown-ups
a classic come to the screen that
everybody has read and wants to SEE
names such as
Wallace Beery and Jackie Cooper
put those ingredients
into the hands of the Exploitation Ace
and watch him
go !
T
T
T
• • • WE WILL make no attempt to list the ballyhoo and
publicity stunts
before us we have a batch of 25 distinct exploitation Merchandising,
Seat-Selling Slams
most of them are listed in the giant pressbook
and
oodles of newspaper comment in Boston and Baltimore papers
one of the stunts that is going strongest with the kids
is the Treasure Hunt
a Natural if there ever was one
with the tie-in newspaper running a local map covering
the terrain of the Buried Treasure
and do the kids go
for that one!
in Baltimore the city administration cooperated bystaging the Hunt in a city park
with all the
park cops assisting the youngsters
never has a city park
been so popular as was this one on the day of the Treasure
Hunt
a simple stunt that can be worked in every city
for a Mop-Up
T
T
T
•

•

• THERE SEEMS to be some indication in our editorial office
that your humble columnist went cockeyed
and overboard in heaping adjectives on "Crime Without Passion"
in his Saturday review
so we read it over
again carefully
and decided that we did Messrs. Hecht
and MacArthur, the producers-directors-authors,
an injustice
we didn't say half enough
don't get us wrong
we don't claim this is the great Money Maker of all
time
but we do emphatically state that it has more
thought-compelling,
emotion-stimulating,
controversial angles
than any picture we can ever recall having seen
and if
that is treason
come up and hang us for it
•
like
all
and

•

• WE BELIEVE that this biz can stand a Novelty
"Crime Without
Passion"
that throws overboard
the sacred Hollywood Rules for making a picture
gives the public a torrent of New Treatment in story, direction and acting that is overwhelming
what amazes us
is that the story itself is never lost in the Radical Revolution
of Hecht and MacArthur
it moves forward clearly, grippingly, suspensefully in a surge that will carry the dullest mind
with it
and gawd knows this biz depends on a lot of
dull minds for support
Inside as well as Outside
here is a pix that is a Distinct Novelty
and as the public is eternally hungry for something unusual in its film fare
this offering certainly should Intrigue and Entertain
........ and what more can any pix do?
•
•
• AN EMPHATIC denial is entered by Jimmy Cagney
to the charge that he gave financial support to fh£
Communist
movement
in California
as Jimmy
says
"I would be a sap to go against a country that has
done cal so
that sounds reasonable and logito usmuch for me."

«

H

«

»

»

»

biased deputy administrator." The
appeal is made in the printed program for the 15th annual convention
of Allied Theaters of New Jersey
and the eastern regional conference
which begins a three-day session
lantic City. at the Ritz Carlton, AtWednesday
Myers indicates need of contacting Congressional candidates during
the forthcoming campaigns. Figuring that the copyright law will come
up for revision
asks: provisions
"Will exhibitors agree on hedefinite
and then hammer away until they
are adopted or will they allow their
different attorneys without consultation to send in inconsistent and divergent proposals
that disgusted
the patents committee
will so
become
at The
the Myers
sheer lack
of cohesion?"
message
includes an
attack on "the false leadership" of
the M. P. T. O. A., and also slams
the
producers'
association
and hits
at rental
demands
being made
by
distributors.

15% Upturn Reported
By(Continued
Okla. fromCity
Houses
Page 1)
been added to the payroll, which has
been increased $10,836.10. Payrolls
were increased 19 per cent and general expenses of the theaters went
up 22% per cent.

Detroit Notes

Detroit — -George McArthur, wellknown theater supply man, has received a gold plaque from IndependentinTheater
Supply Dealers'
Association,
recognition
of his
work as a director for several years.
The Zellah Theater, Highland
Park, has been reopened by Mrs. S.
Kulinski and William Szypulski.
Theater Investment Co., affiliate
of the Sam Brown Circuit, has filed
amended articles of incorporation
changing the firm name to the
Brown Construction Co. Brown is
now building the Tower Theater on
the west side.
The Empress, small downtown
house, was taken over this week by
Stinson Theater Co., formed by
Donal Stinson and Elsie Stinson.
It was formerly operated by Stinson
and George Dawalt.
Jake Ostach has purchased the
Holbrook from E. B. Dudley. Theater is closed for remodeling.
"U"

Film

in

Fox's

Wisconsin

Milwaukee — Booking of "One
More River"
consin theater into
marksthetheFox's
first Wistime
in the history of the house that it
has played a Universal picture. The
product formerly was tied up by
the Alhambra, which has since been
taken over by Fox. Reports have
it the circuit will enter into an operating agreement with L. K. Brin,
operating the Garden, whereby the
house will carry the pictures following the run at the Wisconsin.

Heigh-ho, Albert • • • I'm at a loss
for words to describe this sensational "Dames" premiere to our
radio audience. Suppose you tell
them about the 3 customers
that have fainted, and about all
the celebrities that are here— and
I'll just make

a short announce-

ment about "Sweet Music," the
show I'm going to do for Warners.
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AND
HUGH

RUBY
KEELER,
HERBERT
AND

DICK
POWELL,
HUNDREDS
OF

Look, Rudy. Now that you're
a Warner star too it's only
fair that you should have
the honor

of telling the

folks how much bigger this
opening is than all the
other Warner musicals— and
I'll just sign off with a few
words about "Casino de
Paree," starring Al Jolson.

,:

<- JI

ILONDELL,
BERKELEY

ZASU
BEAUTIES

PITTS,
ARE

GUY
IN

KIBBEE,
"DAMES."
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REPORTED
Closings

CHANGES

THEATER

CALIFORNIA
Changes in Ownership
ESCONDIDO— Pala, transferred to Nagje
& Funk by E. H. Silcocks. LONG BEACH
—Stanley, transferred to Trinz & Blumberg
by A. Galston. OCEANSIDE — Palomar,
transferred to Fred Seigle by r . Hainhne.lo
PASADENA — Washington, transferred
Robb & Rowley by J. C. }™"$; T F^„
ALTO— Mayfield, transferred to W.J. Helm
SAN MATEO-Baywood,
by Phil Frease.
transferred to Peninsula Theat. Corp. byto Ben
A.
Levin. TRACY— Grand, transferred
J Eschelbach by Principal Thea. Corp.

Openings

CUMBERLAND— Ritz. FALMOUTH—
Pastime. FRANKFORT— State. FRANK
UN — Victor. MiDDLESBORO— Brownie.
PAINTSVILLE— Arcade. SOMERSET —
Kentucky. WINCHESTER — Leeds.
LOUISVILLE— Aristo.

MARYLAND
Closings
ESSEX —
Opera
House.

Electra. NORTH

EAST

—

MASSACHUSETTS
Changes in Ownership

ES
LONG BEACH— Palace. LOS ANGEL
ported closed).
(Erroneously LOS
-San Carlos yllw,
ANGELES
d.
IUYLLWILD-ld
Monterey. SAN
—Iris MONTEREY—Artists.
FRANCISCO— United

BOSTON — Lyric (form. Washington),
transferred to W. & W. Thea. Corp. by S.
Kudick. HAVERHILL — Strand, transferred to Morse & Rothenberg by W. Berhoe. MARLBORO- Princess, transferred to
E. Mason
by H. Feldman.

n. LOS ANGELES—
BALDWIN— BaldwiDIEGO
— Souths.de.
President. —SAN
BERKELEY Campus.

MONSON— Capital. BOSTON — Scollay
Sq. Olympia.
ROYBl'RY— Criterion. MAYNARD—
Maynard.

Pueblo
PUEBLO-Chief, transf
rs Inc.;
Theaters, Inc. by Westland Theate Inc. By
Thea.,
Pueblo
to
Rialto, transferred
erred to
T H Cooper Ent.; Pueblo, transf
Thea Inc.;
"Pueblo ThlaV, Inc. by Westland
inc. DJ
Thea.,
transferred to Pueblo
J.Palm,
H. Cooper Ent.

DELANO — Delano, transferred to Clemm
Jaunich by R. J. Berneck. HECTOR— Palace, transierred to Geo. Ryan by John Spevacek. MINNEAPOLIS— Cozy, transferred
to Harry Dickerman by M. Yellen. WHEAXON — Grand, transferred to H. W. Jahnng by M. DeFrea.

COLORA;
CRESTED BUTTE-Princess.
GS— Little Theater. MAMLUS
SPRIN
.
—DOMancos

ELLSWORTH -Majestic. HECTOR
Palace.
HIBBLING—
Homer.
Closings

Closings

COLORADO
Changes in Ownership
erred to

Openings
Closings

COLUMBIA
DUST. OF
Closings

WASHINGTON,

D.

C.

Hippodrome.

IDAHO
Changes in Ownership

transferred to Baker
ian.
GENESSEE-Aud
RAM AH
by L. Worthy.
& Anderson
by Geo.
to O. Eckersley
Cozy, t. transferred
Junger

■

enin
0. Eckersley.
by gs
Cozy,
KAMIAH - Op
KOOSKIA— Koosia, by O. Eckersley.

ILLINOIS
Changes in Ownership

to MuelCHICAGO— Famous, transferred
by Bland Bros.; Lexington, trans'
ler Sass
o
erred to Dr. I. Schwager by Swwt
to P.onee,
Bros.; Logan Square, transferred
Corp.,
Amuse. Corp. by Logan S«. Thea
ihea
Vic, transferred to Essaness by Vc ( has
& Judy, _ transferred to
Corp. ;byPunch
Stern
M. Levine.

Openings
Closings

CHICAGO— Garrick.

BROADCHICAGO— Pastime, Webster.- Liberty.
LANDS-Broadlands DEPUE
I EROY— Princess. PLANO— Grand. ROCK.
- Rossly.
FORD(Fire
) Rialto. ROSSVILLE

INDIANA
Changes in Ownership
transferred

to Mr.
Roxy,
LAPORTE
s BICK& Roate
gtonrred
by. Reddin
y Indiana
Gregor
Mel ai
E.
H.
to
transfe
,
NELL—
rell BRAZIL— Lark & Sourwine by Citizens
^heater Co. INDIANAPOLIS Zaring bj
Corp.
Theater
Zarings Egyptian

Closings

VILLEwood . —
HENRYPOLIS—Holly

Legion.

INDIANA-

IOWA
Changes in Ownership
View, transferred

to
VIEW— Lake
LAKE
W O Calloway by E. B. Hamm. LEMARS
by
Inc.
ne,
Marschoe
to
ed
transferr
Royal,
—
Mrs D. C. Scott; Elite, transferred to Mar
-choene, Inc. by Mrs. D. C. Scott.

Closings

RED

OAK— Iowana.

KANSAS
Changes in Ownership to

HALSTEAD— Ideal, transferred
Wassell by Earl Bookwalter.
HALSTEAD—

Openings
Ideal.
Closings

HOLYROOD— Holyrood.

KENTUCKY
Openings

FLORENCE— Florence.

MINNESOTA
Changes in Ownership

Openings

—

BAYPORT -Bayport. CLITHERAL —
Community. ELK RIVER -Elk. FRAZEE
—Palace. HANCOCK— Hancock. HAWLEY— Garrick, MABEL -Mabel. MINNEAPOLIS—Minnesota. ST. PAUL — Faust.
SPRING GROVE — Opera House (was
Princess).
WHITE
EARTH— Chippewa.

WALSH— Walsh.

TriNJATTO— Ute

Closings

G. C

MICHIGAN
Changes in Ownership

CHESANINl. -Crystal, transferred to C.
G. Monroe by W. E. Madill. DETROIT —
Crystal, transferred to Ray Schreiber by Cohn
& Bernstein; Holbrook, transierred to Jake
Ostach by E. B. Dudley; Cooley, transferred
to Alvin Tucker by
Bert Seidon.
Closings
DETROIT— Zellah.

MISSOURI
Openings

HOLDEN— Davis

(formerly

Lyric).

MONTANA
Changes in Ownership

RED LODGE — Iris, transferred to D. A.
BAKER —
Kober.
& S.
C. Byler to
Post
Lake, bytransferred
Edwin
Lake by W. R.
Pickerd.

NEBRASKA
Changes in Ownership

CROFTON — Home, transferred to Clem
Tramp. WOOD RIVER — Wood River,
transferred to John Lyhane. (These two
are new Theaters).

Openings

W

CROFTON— Home.
1 River.

WOOD

RIVER

—

Closings

HAVES CENTER— White. EDGAR
Lyric. LAWRENCE. NORTH BEND —
Star PRAGUE Catholic Hall. SCRIBNER— Scribner. SPRINGVIEW Springview. STROMBERG— Rialto. VALPARI
SO— Strand.
OMAHA— Paramount.

CARSON

NEVADA
Openings

ATLANTIC CITY - - Hollywood, transferred to Hollywood Amuse. Co. by H.
Savage. NEWARK — New Orpheum, transferred to Fred Clark by Washington Thea.
Co. LYNDHURST— Ritz, transferred to
Cohn & Siegal by Haring & Blumenthal.

Openings

CITY— Hollywood (formerly

Closings

Bishop.
WOODCLIFF— Broadway.

NEW MEXICO
Openings

CARLSBAD— Cactus.

Closings
BOARDS
BY FILM
Hamilton
Ave.).
LORDSBURG — Studio.

~>t*

OF TRAE[Parkway).
BROOKLYN—
Fortway

(672<fc I

NORTH CAROLINA
Changes in Ownership

NEW YORK
Changes in Ownership

WINSTON
SALEM— Rex, transfer
G. W. I.igan by E. Blumenthal.
WALliC
— Wanoca,
transferred
to C. H. Caudc;
J.
L.
Caudell.
BLADENBORO
;ransferred to C. H. Caudell by J. L.— Calirlti^

^ AUBURN— Palace, transferred to Shea &
Schine. BUFFALO — Cazenovia, transferred
lo Lembke Co., Inc. by Teschmacher & Minor, Circle, transferred to Talking Pict.
Tours, by Elmwood Thea. Corp. Embassy,
CLINTON— Gem,
transferred
to Ste\| fc
transferred to P. Lavene by Dewey Michaels;
Thea., Inc. by Sampson
Thea. Inc.
Great Lakes, transferred to C. Havman bv EORD — San
Lee, transferred
to Ste
Shea Thea. Corp. FALCONER— Falconer Thea., Inc. by R. P. Rosser; Temple,
(Victoria), transferred to E. A. Gibbs. FULferred to Stevenson
Thea., Inc. by
Vann.
TON— Happy Hour, transferred to M. Bloom
by Julia Fanning. FULTON— Quirk, transOpenings
ferred to Wego Corp. JAMESTOWN —
BURLINGTON— Alamac, by L. C.
Wintergarden, transferred to Publix & M.
Theaters. LAKE LURE — Coliseun
Shea by Warner Bros. LACKAWANNA —
Rhodes
Bros.
Hollywood, transferred to M. Morad. NIClosings
AGARA FALLS— Colonial, transferred to S.
NORTH
DAKOTA
Trapasso by Stanley Mojeska. SENECA
FALLS — Seneca, transferred to Lucy RicDRAKE— Drake.
FLAXTON — Ly|
ciardiello. SILVER CREEK — Geitner,
LINTON— Willow.
PAGE— Page.
transferred to A. Geitner by C. Martinia.
Hall.
WILTON— Grand*
SYRACUSE— Civic, transferred to M. J. NAN— Mem.
Kallet. TONAWANDA— Star, transferred
OHIO
to Ted Rosen by Niagara Amuse. Corn.
Changes in Ownership
WAVERLY— Amusu, transferred to M. E.
CINCINNATI—
Forest,
transferred tofi
Comerford. WELLSVILLE— Temple, transferred to Mrs. N. Macris by Jas. Macris. land, Inc. by Forest Amusement Co. ; .i
transferred
to
Forland,
Inc. by >■
ROCKAWAY POINT — Rockaway Point, land,
Co.
transferred to Sanford Ent. Inc. by Jos. land Auditorium
DeMeo. BROOKLYN — Fortway, transOpenings
Closings
ferred to Morris Levin by Ft. Way HoldPORTSMOUTH— Empress.
ing Co. NEW YORK CITY— Hollywood
(98 Ave. A.), transferred to RKO by M. &
CORNING
— Majestic.
HAMILTO.
S. Circuit; Apollo, transferred to RKO by
M. & S. Circuit; Pastime, transferred to Rialto.
Pendrola. ROCKFJ
I. ON"
Princess.LOCKLAND—
MASON— Dream.
Marwhit Th. Co. by Marwhit Th. Co., (prin-Rockford. TROY— Jewell.
VERSAII
cipals of the organization
changed).
-Opera House.
BROOKYILLE — PA
Openings
(Burned).
CINCINNATI— Capitol ;
AUBURN— Palace. BUFFALO— Lincoln, ent; Erlanger; Grand
O. H.; New
Lil
FALCONER — Falconer (Victoria). ELM IRA— Strand. LACKAWANNA— HollyOKLAHOMA
wood. OLEAN— State. ROCHESTER —
P'aza. SENECA FALLS— Seneca. SYRAOpenings
YUKON— Yukon.
Closings
Closings
CUSE—Civic (Ritz).
WAVERLY— Amusu.
ALLEGANY— Town Hall. BATAVIA- Lafayette. BINGHAMTON — Binghamton.
BUFFALO— Artistic. ELMIRA— Majestic.
ITHACA— Lyceum. ITHACA— Temple. NIAGARA FALLS — Cataract and Colonial.
OSWEGO — Richardson and Oswego (Orheum).
TONAWANDA— Star.
UTICA
Avon; Colonial. JAMESTOWN— Winter■arden. MARLBORO— Advance. PEEK•-KILL— Colonial.
PELHAM— Pelham.
NEW
YORK CITY— Alhambra (2110
"th Ave.); Loew's 7th Ave. (7th Ave. ) •
Rose
(W.
102nd
St.); Verona
(2094
2nd

ROOSEVELT — Rex. DUNCAN —
CARTER— Liberty.
MINCO— Royal.

OREGON
Changes in Ownership

PORTLAND— Alberta, transferred to W
Washtok by H. V. Evens; Bluebird, 1k
ferred to Frank Lillie by P. A. Carlir.

Openings

B.

BEND— Liberty.
CORVALLIS— Majtic
Rossheim by Allentown
transit Theap
(Continued on Page 7)

ONE MINUTE
EVERYTHINf
HOTEL EDISON
NEW

YORK'S

HOME

OF

NEWEST

HOTEL

FILMLAND

47th St. just 30 seconds west of Broadway

1000

OUTSIDE
ROOMS
WITH
SUCH
FEATURES AS

*•* Two
Radio clothes closets in each room

CITY— Carson.

NEW JERSEY
Changes in Ownership

ATLANTIC
Aldine).

Monday, Aug. 20,

HOBOKEN—

HOBBS— Rig.

+ Circulating Iced Water
+ Chevaly Full Length Mirrors
+ Excellent Beds
* French

Window

Ventilation

Rates in Keeping With the Trend of Modern Times From $2.50 Singh
Three Attractive Popular Priced Airconditioned Restaurants
YOUR
LOGICAL
HOME
IN
NEW
YORt
JOHN

L. HORGAN

General Manage

THE

Short Shots from Eastern Studios

Fheater Changes
"

(Continued

from

Page

6)

'By CHARLES

PENNSYLVANIA
Changes in Ownership
^LLENTOWN— Transit, transferred to J
HL EH EM— State, transferred
to J. B
heim
by M.
J. Kline. EASTONth St., transferred
to J. B. Rossheim
SICCUS HOOK— Speilmont, transferred ti
B'luel Labron
by M.
Speilmont;
Glob
ferred to Samuel
Labron by Wm.
Mc
|e and Chris Nacrelli.
PALMERTON
lial, transferred
to Chester LaBarre
b
Weiner.
TOWER
CITY— American.
ferred to H. A. Evans by Paul SchreiSCHWENKSVILLE
—
Auditorium
ferred to Wm.
Haggerty.
SHEPPTON
lace, transferred to Joseph Pesansky.

Openings

\STON— Fourth St.— PHILADELPHIA
IWENKSVILLE— Auditorium. SHEPP
Palace.

Closings

HILADELPHIA— Viola. HALLSTEAD
tol. COALDALE— Ritz. PHILADEL
A — Allegheny; Lindley; Boyd; Avon
owgate; Victoria. ALLENTOWN ;; Rialtn; Park.

RHODE ISLAND
Changes in Ownership

ROVIDENCE
—
Paramount
(Chg.
ad),P. transferred
Thea. Co. to Nat'l Realty Co.

*

t
b

Openings

;'fi(f\WTUCKET—Closings
Broadway.
PalROVIDENCE— Columbia.
rand.

NEWPORT

^EENVILLE — Carroll, transferred t
L. Curry by J. E. Carroll,

Openings

ENNETTSVILLE— Palmetto, l>v J. R
ener. GREENWOOD — New, by C
ker. ORANGEBURG
— Prince by H

Closings
by

Edisto

Theater

SOUTH DAKOTA
Openings
OWDLE— H. and H.
Closings
10WDLE — H. and H. FAIRFAX fax (was Topic). HURON — Bijou.
DISON— Lyric.
OLDHAM— Strand.

TEXAS
Changes in Ownership

UEDERICKSBURG— Palace, transferee
lall Industries.
LAMPASSAS— Bai
Inferred to Walker & Donnell. BIG LAKE
(jilace, transferred
to A. C. Hami
NE— Crane, transferred to A. M. MorFRANKSTON— Strand
(form
Ritz
Skferred to R. E. Humphries.
GOLIAT
!yiad. transferred to W. H. Allen
to J. G
transferred
ARTON— Queen,

Openings

INTERS— Lvric. HAMLIN— Avon. T^
HUNTSVTLLE
. B.
by S.R. Ferg'erson.
B. Weatherall,
Jr.
GARDENdan.

Closings

JESSA — State. FRIONA — Capitol
BEAUMONT— Tovland. VAN AT.'NE—
DALLAS—
Circle. LAM
SAS Lyric.
— Bailev.
SAN ANTONIO
WINTERS— Queen
(fire)

Changes in AOwnership
H

5LPER— Strand, UTtransferred
to Charb
h by Mrs. Littlejohn.
MT. PLEASANT
I
:, transferred
to Leslie
C. Lund
Borg.
KANAB— Kanab.
transfe
E. Huish bv T. II. Chamberlain.

VIRGINIA
Closings

OPEWELL— Harris.

ALICOATE
Work starts this week at Astoria
("AMERAS
start of
grinding
this on "Gambling," starring George M.
week on will
the first
three new
Educational comedies set for produc- Cohan. This is the first of three or
tion at the Astoria studios. Shoot- four features to be made by Harold
B. Franklin with distribution going
ing will start Wednesday on "Mar- to Fox.
riage Blisters," the first of Educa•
tional's new series of Marriage
Nick Lucas completed work last
Wows, featuring York and King.
The following Monday a new Tom week in "Run on the Bank," a two'
Howard starring comedy will go into reel musical, at the Vitaphone stuproduction, and immediately followdio. Supporting the "crooning trouing that, the initial subject in the
badour" are Cherry
ser and Janet
Reade.and June Preisnew Young Romance series.

•

•

A complete Punch and Judy set
has been erected at the Van Beuren
studio and a staff of expert puppeteers engaged to put on a shoiv
for the newest Burt Gillett Toddle
Tale now in production. The story
deals with one of the important happenings in the life of Punch and reveals why that character maintains
his perpetual grin.

•

SOUTH CAROLINA
Changes in Ownership

RANGEBURG— Ritz

-<2^s
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SALEM— Grand

WASHINGTON
Changes in Ownership

\ACORTES— Empire, transferred tn H
enson by Rex Stevenson. GARFIELD
■mita. transferred to W. L. Talkington
Featherstone.

Openings

\COM A— Beverly
(New).
GARFIELD
tn. bv W. Talkineton.
KENNEWICK
berty, by Inland Thea. Co.

Shemp Howard and Daphne Pollard are supported by one of the
strongest casts ever assembled for a
two-reel short subject in their second
comedy for Vitaphone, which went
into production at the Brooklyn studio Saturday. In the cast are Cora
Witherspoon, Jessie Busley, Margaret Irving, Charlie Howard, Don
MacBride, Herschell Mayall, Elmer
Brown, Harry Shannon and Melissa
Arno. Lloyd French is directing.

•

"Eyes on Russia" No. 2, of the
Vagabond Adventure Series, photographed by Margaret Bourke-Whitc
and produced by Van Beuren, is now
being edited at the Van Beuren studio. Russell Spaulding is preparing
the descriptive text, which will be
narrated by Alois Havrilla.
Schoenstadt Circuit Gets House
Chicago — The Schoenstadt Circuit has purchased from A. N. Gallos the Hyde Park theater, located
near two other Schoenstadt houses
on the south side. This ends a
controversy that has been on for
some time between Gallos and
Schoenstadt, the former having appealed to the grievance board several times, claiming he could not
obtain pictures for his house. Gallos has leased the Midway, an 800seat house at 63rd and Cottage
Grove Ave. that has been dark for
seven years. He will spend $15,000
on improvements.
WEST VIRGINIA
Openings
ECCI.ES— Lyric.
Closings
ANAWALT— Anawalt.

WISCONSIN
Changes in Ownership

DURAND— Grand, transferred to Donald
Doyle by Jacobs & Bauer. FAIRCHILD—
Rialto. transferred to F. Miller by Mrs. H.
Emanuel.

Closings

ARCADIA— Arcadia.
— Legion.

INDEPENDENCE

Minneapolis — Harry Dickerman,
owner of the Alhambra, has acquired the Cozy at 407 Plymouth
Ave. and will reopen it next month
after renovation. House seats 500
and will be renamed the Roxy.
St. Paul — Carl H. Boyer announces he will build a theater at
Como and Snelling Aves., North St.
Paul.
Chicago
— Because
the men
stagehands'
union
insists
that two
be employed backstage, the Apollo, recently taken over by Balaban &
Katz, has not yet opened.

The A & P Gypsies, oldest program in radio, have been signed to
Sumner, la. — The Cass theater
make a musical short at the Vitaphone studio. Harry Horlick, who interests here have added the Senate theater in Nashua. The house
has led the popular aggregation for
ten years will wield the baton as reopens next month as the Nashua
theater after alterations.
usual, and Frank Parker, the sensational radio tenor, will appear with
them.
Chicago — McVicker's theater will
•
reopen early in September under
Burnet Hcrshey has been signed management of Jones, Linick &
by Monty Shaff, president of Topical Schaeffer. First picture will be Mae
Pictures, to adapt the first story on West in "Belle of the 90's."
his current schedule for production
in an Eastern studio.
Oklahoma City — Continuous shows
•
have been instituted at the Ritz,
Mentone Productions has com- neighborhood house.
pleted work at the Biograph studios
Des Moines — Application of Coon "Gus Van and His Neighbors,"
operative Film Service of Britt, la.,
featuring Gus Van. supported by
Martha Meers, Jini De Quincey and for permission to operate a film
Lewis, Louis and Van and the 12 transportation service between Des
Mentonettes. Milton Schwarzwald Moines and Webster City and other
directed with Frank Zucker and northern Iowa points, was refused
the state board of railroad comTony Hogan doing the camera work. by
missioners.

•

"Big Business." Educational twore eler made by Sam, Bacrwitz at the
Astoria studios, is now in the cutting room. Al Bowberg wrote and
directed it, with Jack Mersereau
as assistant director.

Oklahoma City — The secretary of
state has listed an affidavit increase
in capital used in Oklahoma by the
Standard Theaters Corp., Delaware,
from $20,000 to $50,000.

Imperial Closes Deals
Imperial Distribution Corp. has
closed distribution deals for five
three-reel Wally Wales westerns
with First Division for the entire
South, Philadelphia, Washington
and Western Pennsylvania; with
Majestic Exchange of Cleveland for
Ohio and Kentucky; with American
pictures of Boston for New Hampshire, Rhode Island, Connecticut.
Maine, Vermont and Massachusetts; with F. C. Pictures
of Albany for Albany and Buffalo;
with Monarch Exchange of Detroit
for Michigan; with Superior Pictures of Chicago for St. Louis, Indiana and Wisconsin and with the
Jack Adams Exchange of Dallas for
Texas, Oklahoma
and Arkansas.

Milwaukee — Fox has reopened
the Alhambra theater with vaudeville and films. George Gambrill
has been named manager, with
John Zempke as his assistant.
2 Mexico City Houses Going Sound
Contracts for Western Electric
sound system installations have
been signed with the export department of Electrical Research Prod
ucts by the Politeama and the Esperanza Iris Theaters of Mexico
City. The Politeama was formerly
a vaudeville house and the Esperanza Iris used to play legitimate
productions.

Sack Gets Mexican Film
San Antonio — Sack Amusement
Enterprises has acquired distribution rights in Texas, New Mexico,
Regal
Gets
"Angkor"
Arizona,
Colorado, and Florida on
Regal Distributing Co. has acquired world rights outside the U.
the Spanish feature. "Oro Y Plata,"
S. to "Angkor," feature produced
completed in Mexico by Hison the coast bv the Warner Purdon just
pano-Mexicana Cinematografica, S.A.
Co. Distribution and the negative
"La Calandria," first release of
are now being financed by Amuse- this new Mexican company, was
ment Securities Corp.
also distributed by Sack.

THE

HAYS ELICITS ACCORD
FROM CHURCH ON PIX
(.Continued from Page 1)

pressed in a letter from Archbishop
John T. McNicholas of Cincinnati in
reply to a communication from Will
H. Hays, who wrote the Archbishop
to point out the difficulties resulting
from a picture being blacklisted by
one church group and being approved by another.
Archbishop McNicholas is chairman of the Catholic Bishops' Committee on Motion Pictures, appointed at a conference of American
bishops held in Washington last
November. The other members of
the committee are: Most Rev. John
J. Cantwell, bishop of Los Angeles;
Most Rev. John F. Noll, bishop of
Fort Wayne; Most Rev. Hugh C.
Boyle, bishop of Pittsburgh. The
Legion of Decency campaign on motion pictures was organized by this
committee.
Hays wrote Archbishop McNicholas on Aug. 10 as follows:
"Your Excellency:
"The Motion Picture Producers & Distributors of America, Incorporated, the members
of which produce a very large per cent of
the motion pictures in the United States, is
happy to he able to inform Your Excellency
that arrangements previously outlined which
are intended more effectively to influence the
character of motion pictures produced by
members of our Association have been carried
into effect. These arrangements are producing results which, when they become fully
known to Your Excellency will, I believe, be
a source of gratification.
"Your Excellency will, I hope, realize that
even with the utmost determination on our
part a reasonable length of time from this
point on is necessary in order that the results of our efforts may become known and
generally understood. In this connection, likewise, it is our hope that the confusion now
arising from black and white lists may be
avoided. It would be a means toward a better understanding and more rapid progress
toward our common objective if these instances were eliminated in which in one locality a particular picture is placed on a
recommended list and in another locality the
same picture is placed on a condemned list.
Without doubt these are incidents growing
out of the confusion of the campaign.
"We wish not to discourage, but definitely
to encourage, all reasonable criticism and comment on our motion pictures. We are glad
to have our motion pictures freely discussed
by persons who have actually seen them and
it is entirely agreeable to us to have those
persons communicate their opinions of the
pictures to those groups and communities with
which they may be identified. Facilities for
pre-release reviews of pictures to that end
have been established in Hollywood. The
open and frank discussion of individual pic
tures, which is consequent upon such deliberate and experienced information, aids materially in the discriminating selection of its
entertainment
by the public.
"Your Excellency is informed that the organized industry has arranged to place an
emblem and declaration of its approval upon
each motion picture released subsequent to
July IS indicating that it conforms with and
has' been passed by the industry's revised plan
of self-regulation. The industry is arranging to give wide publicity to the use of this
emblem in its various announcements. It is
proposed that company advertisements will,
through the use of this emblem, identify mo-

Omaha

Bans Bank Night

Omaha — Bank nights weire ordered
discontinued in a ruling by the local
grievance board on the complaint of
A. H. Blank's Capitol against the Rialto
in Sioux City. Lester Martin, attorney
for the defendants, filed notice of appel to the Code
Authority.

■c&
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m "LOTS"
froWILK
TTLEBy RALPH
A LIHOLLYWOOD
ducted the symphony orchestra

'"THE original Pat O'Brien, who
was starred by FBO in the
"Fury of the Wild" and several
other silent features, is returning
to the screen. He is considering two
offers to star in outdoor action pictures. Although a star of the silent days, he is only 27 years old. He
is represented by Bill and Sabel
Dunn.
▼

T

T

Grover S. Campbell, Dallas exhibitor, who is with the Texas Interstate circuit, is at the Hollywood
Plaza while looking over the studios. He declares his patrons have
appreciated entertaining pictures
and have avoided the dull ones.
T

T

T

Henry Lazarus of the Henry Lazarus circuit of New Orleans and
Morris Shulman of the Palace,
Bryan, Tex., are here negotiating
with Dwain Esper for the showing
of his new feature, "Modern MothT

T

tion pictures which have been approved. Local exhibitors will be encouraged further to
afford this guidance to the public."

Archbishop McNicholas' reply,
dated Aug. 14, follows:

"My
dear Mr. Hays:
"I thank you for your letter of August 1(1.
I am pleased to learn officially from you that
the industry's revised plan of self-regulation
of which the Committee of Bishops was informed at its meeting on June 21, has now
been carried into effect. It is to be hoped
that it will effectively and permanently influence the character of motion pictures.
"One must recognize the reasonableness of
the point you make concerning the time required to show proper results in the new
program. It is assumed, however, that the
industry will shortly give such evidences of
good will and determination as to justify a
confident expectation of satisfactory and permanent results.

(Continued from Page

1)

for that counsel in the music campa
"Peck's Bad Boy."
will undoubtedly present a dem;|
▼
T
T
to the Department of Justice .
Frank Strayer has signed a new the Federal Trade Commission
contract with Invincible for another an investigation
and
appropri
year. He will direct an Invincible action.
It urges theater owners
take initiative of indivdually ]
special,
of LostDuring
Dreams,"
starting "Port
next month.
the senting the situation to their m.^
next 12 months, he will direct nine bers of Congress, as the exact
features.
rests entirely on the federal cc
right law and the state legislatuj
T
T
T
Production starts today in Holly- have nothing to do with it.
wood on the first of a series of six
It is possible that Baker, Hos
features starring Richard Tal- tier, Sido & Thompson, of wr
madge. Noal Mason will direct firm Newton D. Baker is head, ij
them for H. & H. Productions. Re- be employed as counsel for exrJ
ports that foreign rights to these tors in the fight, as this firm J
pictures had been sold are denied ready has filed a similar suit oni
by Fred Thompson in New York.
half of the broadcasters. The JT
T
T
T
committee of the exhibitor em
gency committee dealing with k
Sidney
Franklin
will
direct
"Marie Antoinette," Irving Thalberg matter will meet today or tomorjl
make final decision on the
production for M-G-M, with Norma to
Shearer, Charles Laughton and firm.
Herbert Marshall.
T

T

T

Mona Barrie will have a leading
role
Jack Holt picture,
"I'll in
FixColumbia's
It."

erhood."
Earle Snell is writing the screen
T
T
T
play of "Black Pearls," at UniverJohn Darrow is the latest addition
sal. This is a South Seas pearl diving story. Maurice Pivar will to the cast of First National's "Flirsupervise the production. Snell co»
T
T
tation Walk."
authored "Touchdown" with Nick
Wallace MacDonald, leading man,
Barrows. The story will be picturhas put aside the grease paint for
ized by RKO.
T
T
T
the typewriter and is now scenarist
Among the pictures recently han- on "Streamline Express," Mascot
dled by the Abe Meyer Synchroniz- picture.
T
▼
T
ing Series are "Peck's Bad Boy," for
Henry Guttman will open his new
Sol Lesser; "King Kelly of the
U. S. A.," "Redhead" and "Success- play, "Soviet Princess," in San
the latter part of Septemful Failure," for Monogram; "That's Francisco
ber. Following the San Francisco
Gratitude," for Bryan Foy: "School
for Girls," for Liberty. Dr. Hugo engagement, the production will be
Reisenfield wrote the score and con- brought to the Biltmore, Los An▼

CHANCE TO GET BAC
MUSIC SOCIETY LEVI!

while eralothers
for genpatronage.could well be approved
"There are many motion pictures now or
the market, presumably intended for circula
tion during the next few months, which d
not bear your emblem of approval. In tb
application
of thetheindustry's
announced
ment to allow
cancellation
of suchagrerpictures in the event of protest on moral grounds,
it is urged that a broad and sympathetic interpretation be given which will definitely
relieve theaters under contract from the legal
obligationtionableto
showpatrons.
pictures which are objecto their

"It must be presumed that the right to
review and to criticize a motion picture bearing the emblem of your approval cannot be
restricted. In discharging its responsibility
to the public by complying with the requirements of the moral code, the administration
set up by your organization to regulate the
character of motion pictures can and should
be helped by reasonable criticism.
"I notice your reference to the confusior
"Your wish definitely to encourage all reaarising from the multiplicity of lists, both
sonable criticism of and comment on motion
black and white. It is to be hoped that the
is very gratifying and should prove
emblem of your organization's approval will pictures
ultimately be the solution. If the emblem helpful. This willingness of the industry to
receive
from competent sources criticism
itself could be" made a sufficient guarantee
that any picture bearing it assures the public tending to gu'de the code administration will
of a wholesome screen and is worthy of gen- assure also that, freedom essential to moral
leadership in any given community.
eral patronage, all confusion
would end.
"The widespread organization of the Legion
"From many sources the suggestion has
Decency has a clear objective which is in
been received by the Bishops' Committee that of
in giving approval to moving pictures certain no sense destructive. Its members will be
lines of distinction be drawn. One recognizes urged to keep up an active interest in the
that there are legitimate dramatic values in moral significance of motion pictures. This
life, affording themes of proper and profound interest will prove very helpful in the forinterest to mature minds, which would be
mation of a general and well-informed public
utterly unfit for the impressionable minds opinion. Such a program cannot but redound to the best interests of the motion
of youth. Those who have thought the problem through are convinced that many pictures picture industry.
should
bear
approval
for adult
patronage,
"With best wishes, I am, Faithfully yours."

Switching to Local 306
Local 306 has been informed^
Abe Leff, operator of the Art o
Star theaters, The Bronx, thatji(
will drop Allied operators and
ploy 306 men starting this
and the union expects to effe< I
similar shift at the Mt. Morri
ater, Harlem, this week. The u I
is now picketing 14 houses in 31
Brooklyn.
hattan and the Bronx and sis'l
geles, later to be presented in
York and London.
Although
piece is a melodrama, it will ha;|l
musical score and dancing.
T
T
Clarence T
Geldert,
Joe
BerH
Frank LaRue and Richard Gaifl
have been signed for roles in "JYpj

r

t

t

Joseph Cawthorn celebrateo I
Galante."
fiftieth anniversary as an actouj
playing the role of the movie M
ducer
"Young featuring
and Beautiful.,!
Mascotin picture
the ^|n|
pas Baby Stars.
T
T
T
Joel McCrea and Henry Ste
son are planing a hunting and
ing expedition in Mexico. ThejfH
make the trip by air.
T

▼

▼

t

▼

T

Ethel Hill and Bruce Mali
are writing the screen play for I
low the Depths," which Sam Brf
will supervise for Columbia.
Omar Kiam is designing cost I
for Samuel Goldwyn Prods, a;
now
working
on "Kid
Millions.)
had his
own salon
in New
Yorl
Reade Appeals to NRA
Walter

Reade

has

taken

his fi

against the New Jersey dog-racing tra
to the NRA. In a letter to Gem
Hugh S. Johnson, the circuit owner o
lines the situation and offers to ,
down to Washington
details
in person.
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lode Authority Sets 4 Zoning Schedule Hearings

VARNER AND SKOURAS SIGN JERSEY BAN ON DIMS
aramount Box -Office Receipts 10% Ahead of 1933
Ebost in Current Quarter
is Expected From
"Cleopatra"

Box-office receipts of Paramount
,F|blix are running from 5 per cent
i; 10 per cent ahead of last year
fjjthis time, according to a sum[iry
of the
company's
enounced
in Wall
Street operations
yesterday.
J.e statement also confirms Film
jily's exclusive story of last week
■at Paramount earnings at the end
the second quarter of this year
(Continued

cm

Page

Amusements Aid Employment Upturn
Washington Bureau of THE

REVIVING VAUDEVILLE FREEDOM OF SCREEN
AFTER SEVERAL YEARS URGED BY PREACHER

; IN IMPORTED FILMS

l*xas Indies Aroused
| Over Admission Prices

'Dallas — Declaring that the Karl
-Iblitzelle-Paramount houses have
•rned contracts with major distribil>rs specifying that films shown for
jcents admission in the Hoblitzelle
itaters in Dallas, San Antonio, Ft.
nth and Houston cannot be
;>wn beyond a 24-cent limit in any
Drop

Blacklist

Page 4)

in Frisco

San Francisco — Catholic Churches of
the San Francisco Diocese are no longer
publishing or promoting the banned list
of motion pictures. It is asserted that
« the Catholics will concentrate on
stressing

the

"White

List."

Two Major Circuits Agree
to Allied Plan Against
Double Features
Warner Bros. Theaters and
Skouras Theaters have formally
agreed to participate in the plan
of Allied Theaters of New Jersey
to ban double features in the northern part of New Jersey. Signatures
of other circuits operating in the
territory are expected within a few
days. Original date for starting
of the ban, Sept. 3, will be put back.

4)

iflTISH GAIN SEEN

on

DAILY

Washington — Employment in the wholesale and retail trade and in various service
and amusement enterprises increased by more than 1,000,000 last year, according to
data collected by the Bureau of the Census. Employment in these fields showed a continuous rise from the low of 4,800,017 in March of last year to 5,838,182 in December. Employment in production was 59 per cent higher in June this year than in the
same period a year ago, it was shown recently by a Los Angeles bank survey.

Lively season for vaudeville is
indicated in the booking of stage
shows by a number of theaters
which haven't played "flesh" in several years and pre-season interest
pointing to an increased use of
vaudeville, according to George Godfrey of the Godfrey & Linder BookDuWorld will import at least 20
ing Office. Theaters which recently
(Continued on Page 5)
.'■eign
principally
BritL in features,
anticipation
of increased
aying time for foreign films durX the new season, it was said yes- Presnell Predicts End
/•day by Irving Shapiro. IndicaOf "Wisecracking" Film
■jns are that a number of theaters
J|ich played foreign films, but
The day of the "wisecracker"
flich either closed up or abandoned type of picture is definitely over,
Is policy because of the boycott according to Robert Presnell, Warliainst German films, will now use
ner-First National producer, who
Ejitish (Continued
pictures on to Pageprovide
the ha? arrived in New York from the
4)
Coast to look for story material.
Exercise of good taste will solve
the so-called
immoral picture issue,
(Continued on Page 5)

(Continued

FILM

Topeka, freedom
Kan. — of "Alongside
our
cherished
the press must
be maintained an equally ballasted
right-of-way for the freedom of the
camera," declared Dr. William S.
Dando, pastor of the First Presbyterian Church of Emporia and districttional,
governor
who wasof Kiwanis
the onlyInternaguest

Felix F. Feist, M-G-M sales
rhief. has been elected president cf
the Motion Picture Club, succeeding Lee Ochs. Vice-presidents are
Jack Alicoate, publisher of The
G-B Would Handle Sales
David Loew of M-GPhil Reisman of RKO. Joe
In Fox Distribution Tieup MFilmandDaily;
Brandt
was
elected
president, while
In event Gaumont-British ar- Tom Wiley and Arnold
Van Leer
ranges a distribution deal via Fox,
chosen to act as executive secthe English firm will establish its were
retaries.
own national sales force while Fox
Directors elected are Will H.
will only handle physical distribuCohn of
Hertion. Important decisions on this Hays, Jack
(Continued
on Columbia,
Page 4)
situation, and that concerning the
Roxy, which Gaumont will use as
(Continued

on

Page

5)

(Continued on Page

4)

4 Zoning Schedule Hearings
Are Set by Code Authority
Florida to Lift Tax
On Studio Properties
Tallahassee, Fla. — A proposed
amendment to the state constitution
would exempt motion picture studios
and their accessories from ad valorem taxation for a period of 15 years.
This is to encourage the film industry to come to Florida. The amendment will be voted upon at the
general election in November.

FELIX F, FEIST HEADS
MOTION PICTURE CLUB

Four hearings on zoning and
clearance schedules have now been
set by the Code Authority, which
today continues its program with
sessions on the New Haven, Hartford and Bridgeport plans. George
J. Schaefer, chairman; E. C.
Grainger and Edward Rugoff will
comprise
forthetoday's
hearing. the
Two committee
members of
New
Haven clearance and zoning committee,
George
Cruzen
of
Para(Continncd on Page 8)

Ralph J. Pugh Forming
Export-Import Company

Formation of Motion Picture Export Corp., to handle foreign sales
of independent pictures made here
and abroad, is announced by Ralph
J. Pugh, (Continued
who established
on Page 4)the First

49,109
See "Dames" in 4 Days
Breaking all attendance records at
the Strand since "42nd Street" played
there, Warner's "Dames" drew 49,109
admissions in its first four days at the
Broadway house, according to the management's figures. House has been
opening at 9:30 A. M
and running
shows.
to 1 :30 A.M., for a total of eight
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PHIL M. DALY
•
•
• WHEN IT comes to publicity stunts they are
not very far behind us over in England three recent "David
Copperfield"
contests
in London
newspapers
mags that
scored
the
amazing total
of 247,000
entries
whichandshows
the
British Division of M-G-M was on the job

RALPH BELLAMY and CATHERINE W
LARD (Mrs. Bellamy) are aboard the Ber
garia en route
to the other
side.
HOWARD S. CULLMAN of the Roxy rehj
today from a brief vacation at Lake Pla
State.
and Blue Mountain Lake in upper New Y
WYNNE

GIBSON

has arrived from the co

to appear with George M. Cohan in "Gamblin
to
filmed by Harold B. Franklin at the i
toriabe studios.
HAROLD LLOYD went to Atlantic City
Saturday for the opening of his new f|
walk.
"The Cat's-Paw," at the Apollo on the bo;

•

•

• THE BIG stunt was a Casting Suggestion contest
conducted by the London "News
Chronicle" and the
"Evening Star"
individual entries totaled 161,000 the
results of this contest were closely studied by David O. Selznick, director George Cukor, Howard Estabrook and Hugh Walpole, scenarist and dialogue adapter
the other two contests were for the children
a painting and essay contest
the response to these contests was greater than that of
any others ever held in the British Empire they indicated
impressively the wide nop appeal beine; shown in the forthcoming filming of the Dickens masterpiece

EDWARD FINNEY, Monogram advertising
publicity chief, has returned from his 1
England
vacation.
ELIZABETH
LONERGAN,
New
York
red
sentative
for
British
publications,
sails t
29
from
Southampton
for
New
York
a
two
months
in London
conferring
with
editors and looking over the studios.
SID RECHETNIK of Warner-First Narq
vacation.
publicity department returned yesterday J
JOSEPH M. SCHENCK, president of Uni
Artists, leaves for Hollywood today aftei
short visit
the home offices following
return
from at
Europe.
MR. and MRS. CLIFF LEWIS
New
York
from
the Coast.
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Ind.
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York

Fri

returns to New

1

RUDY VALLEE will go to California to si
work at the Warner studios the last
his
film.
in Ssptember.
"Sweet Music" is the title
BARBARA

• • • STILL GOING strong after one year and a half
of uninterrupted ballyhoo . that is a record for any other
exploitation campaign in the entire history of the industry to
shoot at
it has been hung up by the M-G-M Studio Train
traveling steadily through cities and towns across the nation
. . statistics compiled are staggering of the number
of people who have inspected the Traveling Studio of the
individual tests made
photographs
submitted
to newspapers in the tieups

STANWYCK,

having finished I

JACK MclNERNEY has gone to Lake Ge
for a two-week
stay.
cealment."
JOE MORRISON, singing juvenile under c
tract to Paramount, now filling a series
theater engagements in the East, will ret
to the West Coast around Sept. 1.

BOOK
THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
•
•
• AND
THE
reactions speak for themselves
from both theaters and newspapers Shea's Buffalo theater
during three day's preparation of the Studio Train tests did
the best biz they have done in a year
the following week
excellent biz was chalked up when they presented the tests on
the screen the Studio Train invariably scores the same
reaction in all theaters heavy biz for the making and the
showing of the tests a double-barrelled
proposition that
brings the crowds back for the repeat Ralph R. Younc:,
managing editor of the Rochester "Journal" writes to Director Eddie Carrier "I do not recall any promotion which
has been handled so cleanly and with such satisfactory results
for all concerned."

Today:
Annual
Outing
under
auspices
of
Grosse Pointe Yacht

•
•
• WE ARE glad to note that there was a swell audience reaction to "The Camera Speaks"
when shown at
the Strand the other week
this short was written by Billy
Bitzer
former ace cameraman for D. W. Griffith
Billy has been behind the lens on 1,000 pictures
including
such classics as "Broken Blossoms" and "Birth of a Nation".

«

«

«

»

»

»

of Detroit
fil
Detroit
Variety
Club, Detroit.

i

Cj

Aug. 1-24: Second International Exposition-i
Cinematographic
Art, Venice,
Italy.
'
Aug. lantic
22-24:City.
Allied Theater Owners of V[
Jersey convention, Ritz-Carlton Hotel, ■
Aug. 23: First Golf Tournament of Clevell
Variety Club, Beechmonf
Club, Clcvelai
Aug. 24: First Annual Golf Tournament sp
sored by Albany Variety Club, Shaker Ri
Country Club, Loudenville, N. Y.
10:
First
Variety
Club

fall
luncheon
of Cleveland.

?

1
1

Sept.

Albert
Rogell
Forrest
Stanley
Hans Dreier
John
Dacey

arrives in New

Y. FRANK FREEMAN
tomorrow
from
Buffalo.

3/4
1 Vs
%

33/g

MARK OSTRER
the Aquitania.

2

Warner's
6s39
.... 53 Vi 53 Vi 53 Vi +
N. Y. PRODUCE
EXCHANGE SECURITIES
Publix

on

in First National's "A Lost Lady," plan!
vacation in New York before starting in "C

i/8

MARKET
6l/2
6
101

• • • PICTURE FANS should go for the recital of Harold Hendee, research director of RKO Radio Pictures who
will tell the air audience over WNEW on Wednesday eve
interesting experiences in securing authentic data on "Little
Women," the current Henburn film, "Little Minister", and other
pix
Al Sherman will interview Mister Hendee Peggy
Wood, this week appearing in the revival of "Trelawney of the
Wells" at the Westchester Playhouse at Mount Kisco
has been invited by Howard S. Cullman to see herself in her
talking pix debut in "Handy Andy"
on the Roxy screen.

have arrived,

ROBERT PRESNELL, Warner producer, »
is now in New York, is due back in Hollywi
directly after Labor Day.

meeting

Sept. 14: Clambake, Golf and Dinner-D<
of Cleveland
Variety
Club,
Cleveland.
Sept. 16: North Dakota Allied meeting, M
dan, N. D.
Sept. 20: A.M P.A. Revels and Luncheon, r
tion Picture
Club,
New
York.
Sept. 20: "Night of Stars" benefit under ;
pices of United Jewish Appeal in aid
German Jews, Yankee Stadium, New Yi
Nathan Burkan, chairman.

To Thrill The World's Millions.'

A NEW Form of Entertainment!
A COMPLETE 7 REEL FEATURE!
Followed By Eight Chapters of 2 Reels Each!
Actually Filmed on The Authentic Locations!

— 1 - A READY-MADE AUDIENCE NUMBERING MORE THAN 25,100,000 READERS. * ■ JUNGLE THRILLS OF THE RIO DULGE. 3 - THE
JIESTASOFTHECHICHICASTENANGO. 4 - MYSTERIES OF LAKE ATITLAN.
■ GIANT MONOLITHS OF QUIRIGUA. 6 ■ MAYAN TEMPLES MORE THAN
HIRTY CENTURIES OLD. 7 - THE FAMOUS OLD RUINS OF ANTIGUA »
iHRILLINGLY PICTORIAL -- FILMED ON THE EXACT LOCATIONS- THE!
bLDEST, MOST COLORFUL, MOST ROMANTIC SPOTS ON EARTH --UNBE-!
LlEVABLE SCENES AND SEQUENCES -- THE GRANDEUR OF GUATEMALA
PITY AND ENVIRONS. 8 - ROMANCE. 9 • THRILLS. 10 - HIGH AD VENTURE. 11 ■ REAL NATIVES --THEIR CUSTOMS, ARTS, CRAFTS, CIVILIZA- \
riON. 1* - NATIVE MARIMBA MUSIC. 13 - THE LURE OF A LOST CIVILI:ATION. 14 ■ AN EXPEDITION PICTURE AND PRODUCTION THAT WILL
i HRILL THE WHOLE WORLD --NEW- DARING -- UNIQUE » UNPARALLELED
N TWENTY-FIVE YEARS OF MOTION PICTURE HISTORY- A PRODUCTION
!)F GRANDEUR, SCENICALLY, HISTORICALLY -- EXTRAORDINARILY DRAMATIC »A TREMENDOUS PROPERTY FOR REAL SHOWMEN -- OUT-BARVUMING BARNUM.
GEORGE W. STOUT
President

BEN S. COHEN
Vice-President

BURROUGHS-TARZAN

ENTERPRISES,

ASHTON
DEARHOLT
Vice-President in Charge of Production

INC., HOLLYWOOD,

NAT G. ROTHSTEIN
Director of Adv. and Exploitation
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FELIX F. FEIST HEADS
MOTION PICTURE CLUB
(Continued from Page 1)

bert J. Yates of Consolidated Film
Industries, Adolph Zukor of Paramount, and Carl Laemmle Sr. of
Universal.
Louis Nizer is chairman of the
executive board.
Activities of the club this fall
and winter will be on a more extensive scale than ever before, it is
announced, with Sunday evening
previews of new pictures among the
innovations planned. Preparations
are about completed for the formal
inauguration of the Motion Picture
Club Forum sessions next month. A
national radio hookup will carry
these programs throughout the country over the air.

G-B Would Handle Sales
In Fox Distribution Tieup
(Continued from Page 1)

a show-window for its product, v/ill
be made following arrival on Friday of Mark Ostrer, who is on the
Aquitania.

45% of New York Schools
Equipped to Show Films

Approximately 45 per cent of the
schools in New York City, with pupils totaling 450,000, are now equipped to give movie shows, according
to the annual report of Rita Hochheimer, assistant director of visual
instruction, to Dr. Harold G. Campbell, superintendent of schools. In
addition to 300 schools equipped
with movie projectors, 635 schools,
or 90 per cent of the total number,
have one or more lantern slide machines. Educational value of pictures is highly praised by Miss
Hochheimer in her report.

Though

50
Per Cent Holdovers on "Here Comes the Navy"
booked for extended runs in nearly all of the 631 engagements so far,

ner's "Here Comes the Navy," with James Cagney, Pat O'Brien and Gloria Stuart, has
been held over in about 50 per cent of the situations, according to the Warner home
office.

British Gain Seen
Texas Indies Aroused
Over Admission Prices
In
Imported
Films
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)

backbone for a foreign film policy,
Shapiro said. Art theaters slated
to reopen soon are the Little Theater, Baltimore, on Sept. 6, and the
Mayfair, Cincinnati, about the same
date. Both houses have booked
"The
lease. Blue Light," DuWorld re-

Recommendations of the Code Authority's committee on local grievance and clearance and zoning
boards concerning a schedule for
hearing pending appeals will be
submitted to the parent body for
approval at its meeting Thursday.
The committee met yesterday with
Harold S. Bareford, Lou Phillips
and Jack Cohn present.
Thursday's session of the Authority will be devoted exclusively to
administrative matters, no hearings
on appeals being planned.

Fox Met. Meeting Off

Meeting of Fox Metropolitan
Playhouses creditors and bondholders scheduled for today has been
cancelled. Next session is planned
for Sept. 12, when approval of Irving Trust Co. as permanent trustee for the circuit is expected to be
granted by Federal District Court.

FACTS

FILMS
Smallest movie house in the world
is said to be the 12 x 20 theater at
the Hupmobile exhibit at A Century
of Progress.

Chicago Legion Okays Four
Chicago — The Chicago Council Legion of Decency has approved four
more films. They are: "Berkeley
Square," "The Red Rider," "Treasure Island" and "Young Eagles."
The following pictures have been
listed as offensive in spots: "Adventure Girl," "Green Eyes," "The Lady
Is Willing," "Name the Woman,"
"Their Big Moment" and "The
World Moves On."

PARA. B. 0, RECEIPTS
10% OVER LAST YEI
(Continued from Page 1)

totalled about $3,000,000 from
film producing subsidiaries alo
Current quarter earnings are
to get a good boost fr
other houses, Col. H. A. Cole, presi- pected
"Cleopatra", which may run fi
dent of Allied Theater Owners of weeks
at the New York Paramoi
Texas, says action will be taken Theater.
against the alleged unfair price basis. Cole intimated something
would be done about it before the
regular meeting of the independent M.P.T.O. of Eastern Pa.
exhibitors late in October.
Points to 15-Year Reco

Plan for Zoning Appeals
Ralph J. Pugh Forming
Being Submitted Thursday
Export-Import
Company
(Continued from Page 1)

Peter Clark Dies
Peter Clark, founder and president of Peter Clark, Inc., stage
equipment company, died Sunday at
his home in Fairfield, Conn. He was
56 years old and had been ill for
Women
Stop Dillinger Film
San Francisco — Showing of a pic- nine months. Funeral services will
ture of Dillinger's life at the Broad- be held tomorrow morning in St.
way Theater, Oakland, was stopped Malachy's Roman Catholic Church,
after a two-day run when groups West 49th St.
of women brought pressure through
Win Point in Dog Track Fight
the police. The East Bay Motion
Picture Council, representing clubs,
Atlantic City — Amusement men
schools, churches, etc., also is in here won a point with dog track ofthe drive to ban all undesirable
ficials in the matter of 10-cent
films of this kind. Posters used in passes which were being distributed
exploiting the Dillinger picture by latter and which were cutting
started the agitation.
in on movie houses to great extent.
After protest to the city, the kennel club was ordered to stop the
practice. However, they now have
a 25-cent clubhouse pass on a minimum admission of 40 cents.
ABOUT

War-

National business in England and
has since been identified with AngloAmerican film activities. Thomas
W. James will be president and
treasurer of the new firm. Pugh,
as vice-president and general manager, will handle sales. Temporary
headquarters have been set up at
55 West 42nd St. Pugh plans to
sail for Europe next month to establish branch offices.
"She Loves Me Not" Third Week
Chicago
"She a Loves
Not,"
which
was — held
second Meweek
at
the Chicago, has been moved to the
Garrick, another B. & K. Loop
house, for at least one additional
week.

Philadelphia — Warning exhibit
against opposition organizat
statements that the M. P. T. O.
Eastern Pa. is "run by producer
the theatermen's unit, in its curr
bulletin, defends its record dur
the 15 years of its existence
lists its efforts for the eliminat
of the following: high film renfc
unjust percentage contracts, uni
competition, score charges, high i
sic license fees, increased overhe
increased operator salaries, bad ]
tures both from box-office and mc
standpoints, unfair competition
tap rooms, daylight saving time, j
ferred playing time and objecti
able legislation.
The M. P. T. O. this fall will o:
headquarters where members r
do their booking and transact ot»
business with adequate phone i
vice at no charge.
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NEWS

OF THE DAY

REVIVING VAUDEVILLE
AFTER SEVERAL YEARS
(Continued from Page

1)

New Orleans — Motion of Loew's
Wautoma, Wis. — Bernhard Las- installed stage shows after a lapse
State attorney to dismiss a petition sack, operator of the Elite, Mil- of several years include the Royal,
week's meetingman-of
pliker at last Fox
waukee neighborhood house, has Port Jervis; Capitol, Ilion, N. Y.;
filed by the musicians' union with
Midwest
e than 100
opened the Wautoma here.
the
NRA
compliance
officer
to
comGeneva, Geneva; Smalley's, Ft.
ors.
pel Loew to reinstate 12 musicians
Plain, N. Y.; Smalley's, Norwich,
[Taking it by and large, people
N.
Y.; Olympic, Utica. Local houses
and
pay
back
salaries
of
approxinor
Milwaukee — i Milwaukee Theater, slated
jri neither dangerously bad
to install vaudeville around
mately $30,000 was denied by the
jfltively good, and it is easy to
Inc.,
has
been
organized
as
a
subLabor
Day are the Folly, Brooklyn,
lis up the thing by imposing on compliance officer, who certified the
and
the
Circle.
sidiary of the Wisconsin Amusefor a hearing next month.
lln a lot of standardized stupidi- case
ment Enterprises, Inc., to operate
Musicians claim breach of contract.
the Shorewood and Downer, local Team Crawford-Gable-Montgomery
d," said Dr. Dando. "Of course
dmethod ever devised by man for
neighborhood houses, and the Brin West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
New Haven — The Garden, neigh- in Menasha.
1 discipline and direction of life
Hollywood — Joan Crawford, Clark
borhood house, suffered damage of
Gable and Robert Montgomery will
home."that about $15,000 in a fire and explosion
a good
withcome
compare
4Ian
also has
to know
head
the cast assembled by M-G-M
Aug. 17.
Clarinda, la. — Herman Fields is
|Vr>onses and reactions to life are
remodeling the Rialto for reopening for the film adaptation of the stage
jiiually within his own control, the
play, Dyke
"Forsaking
All Others."
W. S
Milwaukee — Gem Theater Co., about Sept. 1.
,,i!acher said. He urged producers
Van
will direct,
with Bernard
jfavoid the inane and the bawdy with Etta Weisner as general manHyman acting as production superager, has taken over operation of
West Paris, Me.— The Town Hall
/Lcracks, an urged theater men to the Gem,
visor. Joseph Mankiewicz had prelocal neighborhood house, here has been reopened by C. A.
pared the film adaptation.
J'Hw better taste in the kind of from Peter Keslin.
Foster.
Mures booked for Sunday show"Young Eagles" Sold for Canada
ps. He also praised the screen
Excellent Exchange of Canada,
Delavan, Wis. — Kissathons, as
to the mul- well as walkathons, skatathons and
brought
it
cheer
jcjthe
Maysville,
Ky.
—
Russell
theater
through
its New York agent, Guarildes during times of despondency,
contests, are out- returns to daily operation with four
anteed Pictures, has purchased the
|i criticized those who have made ether endurance
lawed here as the result of a reso- weekly changes on Sept. 1.
Boy Scout serial, "Young Eagles,"
^{"convenient scapegoat"
of the
lution adopted by the county board
for all of Canada and New foundof supervisors.
Maysville, Ky. — J. Barbour Rus- land. Arthur Beck represented the
sell, Jr., of the Wilson theater is producers, Romance Productions, in
reported giving up bachelorhood the transaction.
La Crosse, Wis. — The Riviera, soon.
flesnell Predicts End
neighborhood house closed for several weeks to permit remodeling,
cracking" Film
Of "Wise
Nigel Playfair Dead
(Continued from Page 1)
has reopened.
London — Sir Nigel Playfair, noted
Delray Beach, Fla.— E. C. Hall, British
actor and manager, died
■isaid yesterday. It is impossible
Noblesville, Ind — The Wild Op- manager of the Delray, is increas- Sunday at the age of 60. He had
'^eliminate emotions from a story
ing
the
theater's
seating
capacity
era
House
has
been
leased
by
Harry
>fl have it still ring true, observed
by 200 with the addition of a mez- appeared in a picture, "Perfect Un»!;snell, but careful handling of Vonderschmidt of Bloomington who zanine.
derstanding."
will take possession Sept. 5. Rob■jterial
can
preserve
these
elements
ert Smith of Bedford will manage.
/hout offensiveness.
Theater
was
leased
from
Minnie
Presnell sees a strong trend, at
( moment, toward melodrama and Jackson.
- And in
fstery melodrama. He plans to
urn to the Coast shortly after
Indianapolis — After being renovated, the Indiana theater reopens
.bor Day.
PITTSBURGH/" i
Aug. 31 with "She Loves Me Not."
Maurice Conn Closes Deals
Bryantville, Mass. — Mayflower
Contracts have been signed be- Grove theater has been opened by
een Maurice Conn, president of W. B. Littlefield.
Inbassador Pictures, and three
item exchanges for distribution
Walpole, Mass. — The Elite is be: the eight James Oliver Curwood
ing operated by Franches Gelli. The
ptures starring Kermit Maynard. house was completely renovated by
"Sizzling
the
Comi Brothers of Boston.
%e distributors are Marcel Meckeltirg of Century Films, Boston; Melh Hirsh and Bert Kulick of MelHyde Park, Mass. — William Spiro
pt Pictures, New York, and Flax is opening the theater formerly
lothers of Liberty Films, Washing- called the Cleary Square.
(Continued from Page 1)

: i.

Conn is now discussing a deal
Ith Harry Thomas of First Divi£n for the rest of the eastern tertory rights.

SHOWMAN'S

REMINDER
Remove cash daily from
chines.

vending ma-

Plant City, Fla.— The Capitol has
introduced Bargain Day twice
weekly, when a 10-cent cut in
prices is made.
More Honors for Duke White
Columbus — Duke White, Paramount manager, is now a Kentucky
colonel in addition to being president of the local Variety Club, aidede-camp to Governor White of Ohio,
state deputy and father of three
husky boys.
Vidor to Direct Anna Sten
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — King Vidor will direct Anna Sten in "Broken Soil,"
second of the Sten pictures being
made this season by Samuel Goldwvn for United Artists release.

$16,000!
A cinch for ex— VARIETY
cellent money!"

Certainly it's Ronald
Co/man in "Bull dog
Drummond

Strikes Back"

THE
I
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A "LITTLE" from HOLLYWOOD

t
I
i
I

By RALPH WILK
Wf ALTER WANGER'S first independent production, "The President Vanishes," is now in preparation.
Shooting
will start
about
Sept. 10 . William Wellman will direct, Dolph Zimmer will assist him.
Production will be at the General
Service Studios.

e

*
t
'<■

T

'
I

T

"Such Men Are Cookoo" has been
completed by Educational. Billy
Gilbert and Vince Barnett are featured.

opposition has been

worked

up

in the independent

producer

ranks

Walter Meyers is now general
manager of the John Zanft Agency.
Previous to coming to the coast,
Meyers was in charge of the Warner
Artists'
Meyerson opened
the
William Bureau.
Morris office
the coast.

be starred by Warners in "Murder
in the Clouds," first of a series oi
action pictures for this team. D.
Ross Lederman will direct.
T

T

T

Part of Columbia's new comedy
schedule for the 1934-35 season provides for 12 two-reelers to be made
before Feb. 20. According to Julei;
White, short subject supervisor,
they have been allocated as follows
Moe Howard, Larry Fine and Jerrj
T
T
T
Howard, four; Harry Langdon, two;
John Zanft will handle all the Andy Clyde, two; Leon Errol, two,
west coast motion picture work for and Walter Catlett, two.
T
T
T
the American Play Co. of New
York and the latter will handle all
Maxine Doyle and Nan Gray have
T
r
T
of the Zanft agency business in
Hazel Forbes' contract at Radio New York as regards plays, stories roles in First
▼ National's
▼ ▼ "Babbitt.'
City will start Nov. 1. It is a seven- and writers. American Play, how"Feud"
is
the
title of a story
year contract. Arthur Silber set the
ever, still maintains its own office which Lambert Hillyer is writing
deal.
here handling plays for the stage. for Tim McCoy. This will be No. i
r
▼
T
T
T
T
of the new series of outdoor drama:
Werner Richard Heyman, who which the virile star is making foi
Warners will produce "Dinky," an
original story by John Fante. Fante
and Casey Robinson are adapting it. wrote the melodies for Fox's "Car- Columbia Pictures. "Wolves of Catavan," has been signed to write the claw," now in work, is the first.
T
T
T
T
T
T
songs for "Man Lock," which Raoui
Edna Searle, who played with
Robert Welsh, Monogram execu- Walsh will direct for Fox. Victor
tive producer, has assigned Marlon McLaglen, Edmund Lowe and Steffi Chariot's Revue in this country, and
was a well known
screen, variety
Orth to the screen play of "Sing Duna have the leading roles.
▼ ▼ T
Sing Nights." Harry Stephen Keeler
Ahmed
Productions
are
preparing
mystery novel. Paul Malvern is associate producer.
"Jadaan," first of a series of six
T
T
T
pictures. It will feature Jadaan,
J. Carroll Naish has been signed the horse used by Rudolph Valentino
for two roles at Fox, a featured in "Son of the Sheik." Negotiations
part in "Marie Galante" and "Hell are on with Vilma Banky for the
leading role, as many available
in the Heavens."
T
T
T
players from "The Son of the
Bob Horner is shooting "The Sheik" will be used. Shooting will
Phantom Bandit," featuring Ted start about Sept. 1. Ahmed Productions is a California corporation.
Wells. This will be released by Aywon of New York. It is the first Mrs. Marie K. Mathersen is president. The other officers will be
of a series of eight westerns that
Horner is making for Aywon. He named at a meeting to be held this
week.
will also make six Bill Cody westerns for the same release.
T
T
T
T ▼ T
Glen Boles has been signed by
Bebe Daniels, Ben Lyon and Mon- Warners to a long term contract,
roe Owsley are now being repre- and has been assigned to play his
sented by the John Zanft Agency. first leading role, the juvenile lead
T T ▼
in "Babbitt."
Johnny Downs, now playing Little
T
T
T
Harry Warren and Alfred Dubin
Boy Blue in "Babes in Toyland" for
Hal Roach, forfeited the lead in a have returned to the Warner Stufrom a two-month vacation in
Broadway production, "Tourists Ac- New dios
York and have started on their
com odated," to stay in Hollywood.
He may return to New York to play latest assignment, "Gold Diggers
in "Maltese Falcon" later on.
T
T
T
of 1935."
Cecelia Parker has been borrowed
by Paramount to play an important
Controls Multicolor
role in "Enter Madame." Other
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
cast assignments are Torben Meyer,
Hollywood — All United States and
foreign patents on the Multicolor procHarold Berquist and Fred Malatesess are now controlled by Cinecolor,
ta. Featured in the cast are Elissa
and the use of the term "Multicolor"
Landi, Cary Grant and Lynne Overby any other color system is unauthorized and an infringement, says
man. Elliott Nugent is directing.

}

\
'

T

W*

Indies Opposed to Paying Share of Censoring Cost
Considerable

against proposals of the major producers' organization that the indies pay a share
ot the costs involved in the inspection of pictures before giving them the seal of
approval. W. Ray Johnston, president of Monogram, is leading the fight. He contends the indie films have no need of the censorship service.

T

T

T

Ben Mindenberg,
Herbert Moss,
William Penzner and Carl RusseL
are down at Monterey, where thej
are getting background
shots for
"King's Highway," the story of the
life of Father
Junipero
Serra,
founder of the missions from San
Diego to San Francisco and over to
Mexico.

Robert
wider.
wider's
listing
Process"

F. Fulwider of Fulwider Cr Fulattorneys for Cinecolor. Fulstatement was evoked by the
of Vericolor as a "Multicolor
in The
Production
Guide.

Some of the people he brought oui
for pictures are Walter Huston, Jack
Benny, Sammy Lee, Fred Keating,
Helen Lowell, Albertina Rasch, Reginald Owen, Walter Kingsford and
Lee Tracy.

T

T

T

Mary Carlisle has been signed by
Columbia for "That's Gratitude."
T
t
r
Lyle Talbot and Ann Dvorak will

"LOTS"=

and musical comedy personal ;
England, will appear in Univtl
"What Ladies Dream."
T

T

T

Archie Mayo will direct "Co
ment," next Barbara Stanwyclij
ture for First National. Tom
ingham and F. Hugh Herber
the screen play from a pla
Leonard Ide.
"The Spectacle Maker" hasf
selected as the permanent titl
M-G-M's fantastic musical 'u
subject formerly called "Beaut;a
Truth," which John Farrow d*
ed. The two-reel Technicolor ti
slty, produced by Harry Rapf
tures Christian Rub, Cora Suefl
lins, Nigel De Brulier, Do^
man.
Scott, Nora Cecil and Ralph lis
Robert

T ▼ will T
Barrat

appea

Warner's "Bordertown."
Stephen
Collins
Foster, jr
wrote "Swanee
River," "My.O
Kentucky Home" and other As
can classics, will figure in at 1
two stage plays and one pi|
way.
this
year.and "Harmony
picture
Mascot is Lane"
produciii
The plays are scheduled for B
T

T

T

Ruth Donnelly has received all
contract from First National

>"

;$
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>, » >, REVIEWS
Patricola and Buster West in
"Hello Sailors"

(Coronet Comedy)
Rational
20 mins.
Moves Fast
eifvely and snappy comedy centaround the trouble of a couple
)bs who try to hold their sweetigainst the competition of two
nes. Tom Patricola and Buster
tl£ are the gobs. Frank Alsworth
Eddie Roberts are the marines,
r many
skirmishes, Tom and
m,er finally manage to get their
r:2S into a cabaret show for eats.
f. boys win a dancing contest helm them, but the marines again
o(! the girls, and the finish is a
j battle between gobs and mar! in rowboats on a park lake. The
:-ing put on by the boys is a
j(,t stepping exhibition.
This one
:es fast, and is well gagged.

of the NEW

"Man's Mania for Speed"
(News Cameraman Adventures)
Fox
9 mins.
Exciting

DAILY

SHORT

SUBJECTS

the business to introduce a series
of songs that the girls sing. It is
light, refreshing and has a goodly
amount of laughs as well as a very
fast pace that should click with the
average audience. Produced by Al
Christie. Story by Art Jarrett and
Will Watson. Photographed by
George Webber.

Here is an imposing assemblage
of speed shots of every variety from
all parts of the world, with a dramatic narration that catches the
spirit of the speed demons. The
editing job is splendid, an presents
"Then Came the Yawn"
the shots in a way to keep building
(Treasure Chest)
the excitement to the close without
8 mins.
any letup. In the air, on land and Educational
Good Burlesque
sea the mania for speed is graphically presented in some shots that
A very funny burlesque that kids
must have taxed the ingenuity of the trailers and the super-superthe news cameramen to secure, not productions with a lot of nonsense
to say anything about the risks of and clever comedy business. The
personal injury they must have big adjectives are thrown in regardtaken on several daring clips.
less, and the plot of this "superspecial" wanders all over the world
The Pickens Sisters and Solly Ward with stock shots, news clips, and
specially posed scenes. It makes no
in
sense whatever, but it is good for
quite
a few chuckles. Directed by
"Good
Luck
—
Best
Wishes"
"Paramount Pictorial"
Educational
21 mins. Ben Blake and Max Hayes. Pho(No. 4-1)
imount
10 mins.
tographed by Frank Zukor.
Bright Musicomic
Interesting
A musical comedy featuring the
io of items in this Pictorial in- Pickens Sisters and Solly Ward.
"The Coast of Catalonia"
B Charles Tobias, song writer, Solly is in love with Jane Pickens,
(Movietone Magic Carpet)
brief symposium of his hits; a but the father of Jane can't afford
Fox
9 mins.
y of California flowers, attrac- an expensive wedding. So he conDelightful Views
nives with the father of Solly, his
y shown in Technicolor, and
ss aboard a windjammer on the business partner, to stage a quarA delightful jaunt through the
seas in both rough and calm
rel so that the two young people picturesque province of Catalonia
her, with nautical vocalizing as will elope and save him the expense. in Spain, the coast scenes being esting accompaniment. As maga- The complications due to the elopepecially fine, showing the fishermen
ment furnish the laughs, and also at their daily tasks.
The camera
stuff goes, it's fairly good.

Cleveland Items

Boston Brevities

Boston— Max Michaels of Michaels Operating Co. will be resident
manager of the Park when it reopens early next month. John Martin, formerly of the Metropolitan
here and of Radio City, will be his
assistant. Floyd Bell, independent
exploiteer, is to handle publicity.
Morton Lieberman will be resi'mdeville,
went weather
out of
dent manager of the Tremont, now
eland whenwhich
the warm
the jurisdiction of the Fred E.
fe in, returns here the week of under
Lieberman
circuit. Russell Burke
24 when Ted Fiorito and his
is
his
assistant.
| play the RKO Palace,
Teddy Richmond, formerly of
tank D. Drew, M-G-M branch
lager, and Mrs. Drew have re- First Division and later the Park,
ted from Atlantic City. So have has gone to New York to work under Ellison Vinson in the RKO thei)1*
Fine, circuit owner, and Mrs.
i.
aters' publicity department.
eveland — The Allen theater, to
operated under a pooling arement between RKO and Warreopens early in September,
pooling arrangement is said to
Ive the RKO Palace and Wars Hippodrome and Lake as well
he Allen.

'.jrjnan
Smith, the
owner
of forthe
i;e,
has leased
Hough,
Jerry Jarnagin Found Dead
ily operated by M. B. Horwitz
;.he Washington circuit. After West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Jerry Jarnagin, comjvating the house, Smith plans
pen about Labor Day.
poser and husband of Irene Franklin, was found dead under mysterililip Harrington, Paramount
ous
circumstances at their home on
t subject booker for the past
years, has resigned to become Sunday. Death was due to a gun
ciate booker at M-G-M ex- wound, but no motive could be found
ige, succeeding Mason Williams, for either suicide or murder.
in New York. Ted Barber has
promoted from shipper to short
"Cleopatra" Nears Record
ect booker succeeding Harringat Paramount.
"Cleopatra," the Cecil B. DeMilleParamount spectacle which opened
at the Paramount Theater last week,
William Orr in Hospital
came close to equalling the all-time
illiam E. Orr of National high week-end box office figure set
en Service is laid up with the at that house by Mae West's "I'm
t the Leominster Hospital, Leo- No Angel," which played during
cool October weather.
>ter, Mass.

« « «

takes us through the rural mountain towns, and into the beautiful
c:ty of Barcelona, where countless
phases of the life of the residents
is presented. It is off the beaten
path of the usual scenic, and is a
splendid example of camera techknows it.nique as the news cameraman

Cincinnati Chatter
Cincinnati — • RKO Orpheum at
Peebles Corner, turned back to
Martin Bros, by Ike Libson, will
be run as an indie house.
Nat Kaplan of Paramount reports contracts ahead of last year,
with outlook very bright.
RKO Capitol is being improved
for reopening Sept. 1.
Local film folk visiting New
York include Nat Lefton, Jack Josander. Morris Segal and Joe Alexsey,
Eddie Riesenbeck, manager of B.
F. Keith Theater, is back on the
job after two weeks in the hospital
for a tonsil removal.
George Kirby of Monogram is recovering from an operation.
Ray Frankel Hippodrome, across
the river, reopens Oct. 1 with
Charles Mervis as manager.
Frank Melton
Married
We.'l

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Frank Melton and
Alma
Gaye Mynatt
were married
Sunday.
Both are in picture work.
it'*

r»
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FOUR HEARINGS SET
ON ZONING SCHEDULES
(.Continued from Page
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Sealed and Censored
Columbus — After being given the
seal of approval in Hollywood, Paramount's "Scarlet Empress" underwent
some deletions at the hands of the
Ohio board of censors. It was the
first picture to be cut here on fop
of the Hollywood purity stamp.

1)

mount and Jake Fishman of the
Lyric, will be present in the capacity of advisors.
3 Appeal Cases Heard
A hearing on the Detroit plan
A Code Authority appeals comwill take place Aug. 30. As previously announced, a hearing will be
comprising Charles
L. and
O'Reillymittee
as chairman,
Nat Cohn
held Aug. 28 on the Columbus, Dayton and Cincinnati systems, while Julius Charnow yesterday heard
the following day a session takes three cases as follows:
From Los Angeles grievance board complace on the Cleveland and Toledo
plaint filed by Mrs. Jennie H. Dodge of
plans.
Mission theater. Ventura, Cal. against Fox

3 in Preparation for U. A.

In addition to four before the
cameras and one just finished, three
United Artists pictures are being prepared for early filming. Anna Sten's
"We Live Again" has been completed by Samuel Goldwyn and will
be previewed in Hollywood on
Thursday night. Eddie Cantor's
"Kid Millions" is in work on the
coast, while "Scarlet Pimpernel",
"Congo Raid" and "Brewster's Millions" are before the cameras in
England. "Mighty Barnum" and
"Clive of India" are being prepared
by 20th Century, while "100 Years
from
Now" Films.
;s nearly ready to start
at London
"Cleo" Packs 'Em at Steel Pier
Atlantic City — Even the midnight
show had the S.R.O. sign out when
Paramount's "Cleopatra" opened
over the week-end at Ocean Hall on
the Steel Pier. Edward Corcoran
handled the exploitation.

West Coast, Ventura theater, Ventura, charging reduced admissions: from Los Angeles
crievance board, complaint brought by John
T. Rennie & Son. Rennie theater, San Francisco; against Feldstein & Dietrich, San
Fernando theater, San Fernando, charging
reduced admissions; from New York clearance and zoning board, complaint filed by
Port Jefferson theater, Port Jefferson, L. L,
against Smithtown theater, Smithtown; Sayville theater, Sayville; Patchogue theater,
Patchogue; Granada theater, Patchogue;
Riverhead theater, Riverhead, and Glen Cove.
Huntington, and Huntington Station, Huntington.

Salt Lake Squibs
Salt Lake City— J. T. Sheffield
has left his local exchange for an
intermountain tour.
Dave Frazier of the Sheffield Exchange is on an extended trek into
Montana.
H. G. Davis of the Monogram
home offices has left here for Denver.
"State Fair," revived at the Gem,
is holding: for an extended run.
C. E. Huish has opened his newly
remodeled Strand in Helper.

Billy Hill for Vitaphone
Short
B. & K. Revive Community Singing
Billy Hill, composer of "The Last
Chicago — Community singing,
formerly popular in all movie the- Round Up" and other popular songs,
aters, is being revived this week at has been s:'gned to star in a onethe B. & K. Oriental. If it goes reel musical short subject at the
over, community singing will again Brooklyn Vitaphone studio, according to an announcement by Sam
be introduced in all of the B. & K.
houses.
Sax, production chief.
Rebuilt Chi. House Reopens
Chicago — After being rebuilt with
a seating capacity of 800, the former Mable theater at 3956 Elston
Ave., operated by Goldberg, Courshon & Solomon, has reopened as
the Revue theater.
New Hearst Metrotone Oct. 3
First issue of Hearst Metrotone
News with Edwin C. Hill will be
released Oct. 3.

SUNSHIN€
A\Ui//
MEWS

Four- Year Record in Hartford
Hartford — Warner's "Dames", in
its first four days at the Hartford
Theater, broke the record for the
past four years.

DRUMMOND
STRIKES

BACK"

"Andy" Goes 4 Weeks in Indpls.
Indianapolis — "Handy Andy,"
smashing all former records at the
Apollo, is being held over for the
fourth week.
Lamp Inventor Dies
Boston — Charles Henry Hinds, inventor of one of the first incandescent lamps for use in theaters, died
Saturday night at his home in Somerville.
New Theater for Palatka
Palatka, Fla. — On the site of the
Old Howell theater a larger house
seating 600 will be built, it is announced by F. L. Alig, Jr., manager.
William Axt Loses Father
We°t

Metro earnings for the quarter ended
Ju:ie 7 were more than the profits for
the full year ended in 1933.

COLMAN
"BULLDOG

Coast

Bureau

of
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Hollywood — William Axt of the
M-G-M music department is mourning the death of his father, Joseph
Axt.
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astern Studio Unions Offer Concessions to Producers
Public Sentiment
. . defied by greedy exhibs
—By DON CARLE GILLETTE=
jXT time exhibitors let up a howl that
'it is block-booking that compels them
lay undesirable pictures, it won't be
I surprising if somewhere nearby there
;ard a great big colossal yawn.
I the last few weeks several claptrap
i dealing with the life of Dillinger
i been put out by enterprising proirs.
It sane exhibitor could have been blind
e fact that a dramatized screen offerer this type would prove highly offenrto the big majority of decent-minded
de.
i) theater in the land was obliged by
K-booking to show such a film.
lit hundreds of houses not only have
- showing the Dillinger pictures but
i been exploiting them in all sorts of
'id ways.

T

▼

▼

£ consequence, as even the simplesr
imon might have guessed in advance,
been another wave of public indignaI another flood of protests and resoluI by women's clubs, schools and other
'i institutions, and another gorgeous
i. eye for the movie industry in geni

fcck booking may have its bad points,
<;hey will have to go some to beat the
liness of those exhibitors who sacri: the reputation of their industry and
1'steady good-will of their own clientele
irder to scoop
in a few
immediate

,ENTS of the last few months have
forcibly emphasized upon the motion
pre industry that, because of its vast
re of influence, the screen must ob} a certain obligation to good taste
fell as social harmony and moral rectii.

'hether you like this or not, it is going
>e best all-around
to abide by it.
listakes can and will be made,
of
jse, and tolerance is expected for uniitional errors.
it to stir up certain trouble in the
ner exemplified by the showing of
nger films is plain foolhardiness for
h no compensating alibi can be found.

Would Make Inducements
for Bringing 10% of
Production Here
Local studio unions might be
willing to make concessions if motion picture companies would produce 10 per cent of their output
in the East, is the tenor of a proposal made to Pat Casey, as representative of the major companies,
bv Sol Scoppa, president of Local
52, studio mechanics. The proposal
will
discussed
further on Casey's
returnbe from
the coast.
Scoppa made his statement at a
(Continued on Page 6)

SEVEN ALLIED UNITS
AT A, C. CONVENTION
Atlantic City — Members of seven
Allied units are scheduled to attend
the Eastern conference which opens
today at the Ritz Carlton simultaneous with the annual convention of
Allied Theaters of New Jersey.
Organizations
expected to be rep(Continued on Page 6)

U. A. Not to Distribute
Walter Wanger Pictures

Joseph M. Schenck, United Artists
president, yesterday denied a report
that the series of features being
produced by Walter Wanger will be
(Continued on Page 6)

All Lab Workers Employed
Unemployment among local laboratory
workers has been wiped out as a result
of a 17 per cent increase in jobs since
the reduction in the work-week effected
by the Laboratory Code, it was said
yesterday by Sol Scoppa, business agent
of Local 669, film technicians of th
Motion Picture Industry.

B, 0. GETS STIMULUS,
SAYS WALTER VINCENT

Paramount Chief Making
Headquarters on Ct t
—30 Films to St r
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

uAILY

Hollywood — That Hollywood is
likely to become the hub of the film
industry in financial and company
organization matters as well as in
production was indicated by Adolph
Zukor, Paramount president, following his arrival from New York
to concentrate his attention on production. Zukor announced his intention to make the Hollywood studios his (Continued
headquarters
in the future
on Page 7)

The Legion of Decency agitation
against so-called objectionable pictures is serving to whet the public's
appetite for screen entertainment,
Walter Vincent of Wilmer & Vincent and an M. P. T. 0. A. leader
declared yesterday. According to
his observations, current grosses
are approximately 20 per cent highMayor La Guardia yesterday
er than in August of last year. Vincent is optimistic concerning new took a hand in the battle between
Local 306 and the Allied M. P. Opproduct.
erators by announcing that he will
not tolerate mass picketing, unfair
New Amusement Center
competition or misrepresentations
rival labor groups fighting unions
Will Include Movie House by
affiliated with the A. F. of L. The
Jack Dempsey and associates, announcement was made at City
who are planning to convert the old Hall in connection with the picket(Continued
on Page 5)
"Morning Telegraph" building on
Eighth Ave. at 50th St., into a Steel
Pier type of amusement spot, plan
to establish a picture house in the Zoning Confab Discusses
Basis for Availability
project.
theadmit
enterprise's
policy,
one Under
ticket will
a patron
The argument of whether or not
to all the amusements.
availability of pictures should be determined by film rentals or admission price scales entered the hearing held by the Code Authority yesterday
on zoning
and 6)clearance
(Continued
on Page

UNFAIR PICKETING
RAPPED BY MAYOR

Doubling 20th Century Budget,
Darryl F. Zanuck Announces
Eight M-G-M Features
Ready for Release

West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — A $6,500,000 appropriation for production of 10 features by 20th Century to be distributed by United Artists in the 1934Eight M-G-M features are completed and currently awaiting re- 35 season was announced yesterday
lease, with dates scheduled on seven. by Darryl F. Zanuck. This budget
double the amount spent by 20th
The eighth is "The Merry Widow," is
slated for roadshowing first. Others Century in its first year.
Speaking of censorship, Zanuck
are "Hide-Out,"
release
Aug.
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued for
on Page
6)

4 Broadway Holdovers
Four Broadway first-run houses are
holding over their attractions the comweek. run
In addition
whiching may
a monthto at"Cleopatra,"
the Paramount, and "Dames," headed for three
or four weeks at the Strand, "Bulldog
Drummond Strikes Back" continues at
the theRivoli
Cat's-Paw"
holds
at
RadioandCity"The
Music
Hall.
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Lester Tobias Expanding
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Won't Schedule
Boost
Production
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Am.
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Columbia Picts.
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30
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3l/4
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Net
Chg.
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Opening of offices in nearly every
key city is planned by Lester S.
Tobias, premium distributor, who
has already started branches in Los
Angeles, San Francisco, Portland,
Ore., Boston, New Haven, Philadelphia and New York. The program
will be carried out during the 193435 season, he states.
Tobias leaves New York in two
weeks for Chicago, where he will
establish Mid-Western headquarters,
setting up branches in Cleveland
and Detroit en route. He has arranged to exclusively represent four
leading American manufacturers.

Glucksman Quits Mentone
E. M. Glucksman has resigned as
an executive of Mentone Productions. His future plans will be announced later.
AU-Star
West

Coast

RKO
Bureau

Feature
of THE

Comedy
FILM

DAILY

West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

Johnston goes from here to San
Francisco, Portland, Seattle, Omaha
and Chicago to visit Monogram exchanges. He is due back in New
York early next month.

K.

.oming an

DAILY

Hollywood — Action of the Code
Authority in deciding on a "hands
off" policy with regard to double
features will not cause an increase
in the Monogram schedule for 193435, says W. Ray Johnston, scouting
reports about a contemplated boost
in quota. The company will stick
to its original program of 20 feaerns. tures and eight John Wayne west-

of C. Convention
Endorses Film Move

Detroit — Endorsement of the
Legion of Decency move was among
the actions at the opening session
of
day.the 52nd Supreme Council of the
Knights of Columbus here yester-

Hollywood — "Lightning Strikes
Twice," an original comedy story
Confer on NRA Changes
by Ben Holmes and Marian Dix, will
be produced with an all-star cast on Washinnton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — A joint conference
the RKO Radio lot. Ben Lyon, Polly
Moran, Pert Kelton, Chick Chandler was held at the White House yesterday by the National Emergency
and Skeets Gallagher have already
Council and the Executive Counci1
been
rect. signed. Ben Holmes will di- regarding the proposed NRA re
organization. The President, whr
had expected to go to his Hyde Park
Cummins Extends Foreign Trip
from instead
Speaker isRainey's
Samuel Cummins has cabled his home
funeraldirect
in Illinois,
return
New York office from abroad that ing here immediately to confer with
he is extending his foreign trip to Gen. Johnson.
Vienna and Praag. While in England he sold the British and colonial
Stop Free Movies in Park
rightsthurtoDent "Forgotten
to ArBuffalo — Removal of a motion picfor Wardour Men"
Films.
ture machine from Karnival Kourt
a concession at Sea Breeze Park
near Rochester, under supervisior
Bergner in "Escape Me Never"
London — Screen rights to "Es- of a field adjuster, C. G. Steiger
cape Me Never," stage hit, have marked the final step to prevent the
been acquired by British & Domin- showing of free motion pictures
ions, which will use it as a vehicle there, it is disclosed here. H. B
for Elizabeth Bergner. Paul Czin- Harper of the Hub theater, Sep
ner will direct, with distribution Breeze, had complained against A.
through United Artists.
H.
Bornkessel, operator of Karniva'
Kourt.
"Cat's-Paw" Holds at Music Hall
2 More Okays for Mae West Film
Lloyd
"The definitely
Cat's-Paw,"
FoxHarold
release,
has inbeen
set
Chicago and Kansas censor boards
have
fiven a clean bill of health to
to hold over at the Radio City Music Hall. The picture broke the Mae West's new Paramount picture
long-standing box-office record for a "Belle of the Nineties." The ChiMonday matinee.
cago board approved the film for all
types of audiences. The New York
Mrs. John J. Iris Dead
board nreviously approved it without deletions.
Mrs. John J. Iris, who formerly
conducted the Iris Novelty Exchange, died recently in New Hamp
De Mille on Air Tonight
shire, according
to word just reCecil B. De Mille will speak over
ceived in New York.
the WMCA net work from 8:15 to
8:30 tonight. His talk will be
24 Appeals Opinions Up Thurs.
broadcast from the Penn Athletic
Twenty-four appeals opinions, Club in Philadelphia through the
based on recommendations of Code facilities of WIP.
Authority appeals committees, will
be considered by the Authority at
"Take The Stand" Release Date Set
its meeting tomorrow.
Liberty Pictures has set Sept. 7
Demonstrating Television
as the release date on "Take the
Seattle — First public demonstra- Stand," third production on its curtion of television in this section is
rent season's schedule of features.
being featured this week at the Jack LaRue. Thelma Todd, Russell
Paramount by C. R. Spencer, inven- Hopton, Gail Patrick and Berton
Churchill play the leading roles.
tor, of New York and Hollywood.

d G

R. C. SHERRIFF
is on his way to New
from
Hollywood
after completing
his
mer's work at Universal.
He sails for En
via Quebec.
CHARLES LAMONT, who has just comp
direction on "Gigolette" for Select Produc
left last night by plane for the coast.
TALA BIRRELL arrived in New
day from
Hollywood.

York yt

GRACE MOORE arrives in New York
4 preliminary to opening of her picture.
Night of Love," Sept. 6 at the Music H
VAL LEWTON, who has been signed tt
.'or Hollywood.
M-G-M
writing
staff, leaves
New
York
f
stay.
LEONARD SPIEGELGASS, Universal story
tor, is coming east this week for an extt
JOSEPH
MOSKOWITZ,
20th
tive, leaves
tomorrow
for the
UNDERWOOD
department
at the end

same
also of is thescheduled
of the week.

Century
coast.

e>
FP

company's
to return 1

OLIVE JONES. singer-musician who
been featured over WMCA, has passed a
ner screen
test and
is Hollywood-bound.
BINNIE BARNES, having completed her
picture for Universal since May, is flying
the coast to New York at the end of the
en route to England to finish her cor
with Alexander Korda, after which she re
to Universal.
DRUE

LEYTON,

Fox

player

worked
in "Charlie
Chan
route
to
New
York
to

who

has

in London,"
appear
in a

1

THELMA TODD sails today on the New
play.
for Europe. The ship also takes out S
LEY M. KOWALSKI, Eastman Kodak e
tive, and his family.
I. RAPPAPORT

of

Boston

is in

town.

THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
BOOK
Aug. 1-24: Second
Cinematographic

International Expositic 1
Art. Venice.
Italy.

Aug. 22-24: Allied Theater Owners of
lantic City.
Jersey convention, Ritz-Carlton Hote''
Aug. 23: First Golf Tournament of Cle
Variety Club, Beechmont
Club. CleveJ.
Aug.

24:
First Annual Golf Tournament
sored by Albany Variety Club, Shaker
Country Club, Loudenville, N. Y.

Sept. 10: First
Variety
Club

fall luncheon
of Cleveland.

>

meeting)

Sept.of 14:
Clambake,
GolfClub,
and Clevelan
Dinner-11
Cleveland
Variety
Sept. 16: North Dakota Allied meeting,
dan, N. D.
Sept. 20: A.M P.A. Revels and Luncheon,)
tion Picture
Club,
New
York.
Sept. 20:
"Night of Stars" benefit under!
pices of United
Jewish
Appeal
in a
German Jews, Yankee Stadium,
New
1
Nathan Burkan, chairman.
Sept. 25-27:

Annual

convention

of Allie |"

dependent
TheaterMilwaukee.
Owners of Wise :
Hotel
Schroeder,
Oct. 1-2. Meeting of G. F. T. A. Indepe
Atlanta. Owners Ass'n, Robert Fulton 1
Thealer
Oct

14-15: Annual convention of M.I.I
of Arkansas, Mississippi and Teni *
(Tri-State),
Memphis.

Oct. 29:
S.M.P.E.
sylvania. New

Fall
York.

Oct. 1-3:
National
Film
Statler Hotel, Detroit.

Meeting
Carriers

Hotel

»

conve »

AS YOU THRILL TO THEIR ROMANCE!
Janet Gaynor proves a genius at light
comedy . . . Lew Ayres brings you a contagious youthful vitality. Together they
give the happiest performances of their
lives ... in this gay, exciting escapade of
a millionairess . . . masquerading as a
maid servant . . . who goes through hot
and cold water for the man she loves.

GAYNOR

AYRES
in

Servants' Entrance
NED

SPARKS

LOUISE

DRESSER

ASTRID

ALWYN

Produced by Winfield Sheehan

WALTER
G.

P.

CONNOLLY
HUNTLEY,

SIEGFRIED
Directed

JR.

RUMANN
by

Frank

From
the
novel
by
Adaptation:
Samson

Lloyd

S i g r i d Boo
Raphaelson

rgw
RE-UNITING THOSE "STATE FAIR" SWEETHEARTS
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"SHE WAS

with

REVIEWS
A LADY"

Helen
Twelvetrees,
Donald
Woods,
Ralph Morgan,
Monroe
Owsley
Fox
77 mins.
CAPABLE CAST AND DIRECTOR UNABLE TO DO MUCH WITH RATHER
AND
RAMBLING STORY.

WEAK

Lack of imagination in adapting the
script seems to be the main fault of this
production, although the basic materials
weren't much to begin with. Story starts
in a bleak Montana locale, where Ralph
Morgan is banished from England because
he married his aristocratic mother's maid,
Doris Lloyd. A daughter, Helen Twelvetrees, inherits the father's nobility of
spirit. On a ranch where she is a riding
instructor, Helen meets a rich playboy,
Donald Woods, who turns serious and useful for her sake. She puts off marrying
him, however, until she has fulfilled her
father's wish to visit the ancestral castle
in England and see her grandmother. Arriving there after the old lady has died,
Helen returns to New York and finds her
marriage to Donald blocked by his father's
objections. So she takes a job through
Monroe Owsley as a decoy in a gambling
joint, where she again meets Donald, who
has sunk to his old ways, and finally wins
the father's consent
to their marriage.
Cast: Helen Twelvetrees, Donald Woods,
Ralph Morgan, Monroe Owsley, Paul Harvey, Dons Lloyd, Harold Goodwin, Barbara Weeks, Jackie Searl, Karol Kay, Ann
Howard.
Director, Hamilton MacFadden; Author,
Elizabeth Cobb; Screen Play, Gertrude
Purcell; Cameraman, Bert Glennon; Recording Engineer, W. D. Flick, Editor,
Dorothy Spencer.
Direction, Handicapped. Photography,
Okay.

"SPRINGTIME

FOR HENRY"

with Otto
Kruger,
Nancy
Carroll, Nigel
Bruce, Heather Angel, Herbert Mundin
Fox
73 mins.
SOPHISTICATED ROMANTIC COMEDY OF LIMITED CLASS APPEAL. GOOD
CAST
BUT
UNSATISFACTORY
STORY.
Audiences with cultivated tastes for the
ultra in broad comedy will probably get
a sufficient kick out of this farcical affair, but for the general clientele it's not
likely to prove very acceptable. Story is
a sexy affair revolving chiefly around Otto
Kruger and his "springtime" philandering
with Nancy Carroll, the wife of Nigel
Bruce, who in turn takes to Heather Angel,
the prim secretary to Kruger. Heather
had been working a reform in Otto from
his amorous deviations when Nancy came
along and led him astray again. Because
it is profitable to their business relations,
Nigel allows Otto to fool around with the
wife and finally take her, while Nigel gets
Heather. The whole affair is not exactly
wholesome from a family audience standpoint, even though it is handled in a comedy vein. Several very good performances
help matters some.
Cast: Otto Kruger, Nancy Carroll, Nigel
Bruce, Heather Angel, Herbert Mundin,
Arthur Hoyt, Geneva Mitchell.
Director, Frank Tuttle; Author, Benn W.
Levy; Screen Play, Keene Thompson, Frank
Tuttle. Cameraman, John Seitz, Recording
Engineer, Alfred Bruzlin; Editor, Jack
Murray.
Direction. Good
Photography, Good.

of the NEW
Sally Eilers and

"THE

Ben

MORNING

Lyon

in

AFTER"

Majestic
62 mins.
FARCICAL MELLER FAILS TO SCORE
DUE TO LOOSE STORY THAT WANDERS
AND
MISSES ON COMEDY.
Evidently a British importation, although
no credits are given in the pressbook. The
plot starts in London, then rambles to the
continent, with a lot of authentic scenes
that are interesting, such as the scenes
on a railroad train and the activities
around the stations en route. Ben Lyon
gets mixed up in a revolutionary plot of
one of those mythical European kingdoms,
and is sent by the leader on a dangerous
mission from London to Paris to find a
certain princess and plant certain incriminating papers on her. Sally Eilers is impersonating the princess, and after she
departs with the stolen papers he follows,
having fallen in love with her. Arrived at
the mythical kingdom, they are both aricsted and condemned to be shot. They
then both learn their true identities, and
that they both are Americans from the
same little town in the midwest. They succeed in escaping after some wild and unbelievable adventures. Too loose and improbable even to build the farcical situations on for the laughs.
Cast: Sally Eilers, Ben Lyon, Harry Tate,
H. F. Maltby, Harold Warrender, Andrews
tnglemann, Dennis Hoey, Henryl Victor.
Director, Allan Dwan, Author, Fred
Thompson, Cameraman, not listed.
Direction, Weak.
Photography, Fair.

SHORTS
El Brendel in

"What,

No

Men?"

(Broadway
Brevities)
Vitaphone
21 mins.
Comedy Fantasy
A lively and humorous novelty
done in Technicolor. El Brendel
finds himself in an Indian village
in the old west, where he is stranded
with a traffic cop from Broadway.
There are no men in the village, and
Phil Regan, the pal of Brendel, gets
the Indian princess for a sweetie
while the old witch doctor grabs
Brendel much against his will. They
finally escape and land in a Wild
West town where there are no meii
also. The women are tough and
hardboiled, and the sheriff who
takes Brendel over proves to be z.
sweetie of his childhood days whom
he walked out on. Then came the
forced wedding bells, with the old
Indian witch doctor walking in and
claiming the unhappy groom. Plenty
of action and incident, pretty Indian
numbers,
and El Brendel's humor to*
give
Staub. diversity. Directed by Ralph
Ruth Etting in

"No Contest"

Vitaphone
21 mins.
Colorful
Quite an elaborate production that
has been handsomely staged and
costumed. There is considerable plot
to this two reeler that builds up to
good suspense. A travel agency engages Ruth Etting for a program,
and offers a prize for a contest in-
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and SHORTS

volved. The prize is that Ruth
Etting will grant her company at
a party to the winner. Three
cronies, played by Charles Lawrence,
Elmer Brown and Bert Matthews
listen in, and the other two frame
Lawrence into thinking he won the
contest and get him to throw a
party for Miss Etting. He learns
of their trick, and arranges to have
the radio singer there anyway. The
party is put on with plenty of
swank. Ruth Etting sings "Easy
Come, Easy Go," "Harvest Moon,"
"A Thousand Goodnights," "How
Can It Be a Beautiful Day?" Betty
Jane
bery. Cooper and Lathrop are also
featured. Directed by Joseph HenaRadio Ramblers in
"Guess Stars"
(Pepper Pot)
Vitaphone
Clever Musical

9 mins.

One of the cleverest and most interesting musical shorts ever produced. The famous Radio Ramblers
— the three lads who can imitate almost any celebrity of stage, screen
or radio — are seen as radio repair
men who are unable to fix a radio

«

«

K

Little Jack Little
"America's Most Popula

(Pepper Pot)
Vitaphone
{« \
Sprightly Melody
«
Composer"
Nicely diversified presentatji '■
song numbers written by i\l
Jack Little, who sings them h;is
with atmospheric interludes of>1
singers and dancers. Those w)
sist in the latter are LesterQ
Gloria Palmer, George Taps < \
ginia McNaughton, Vercell evS
nett. The vocal and dance spec.lt
they put on help the song miA
greatly.
"Jealous," Songs
"There'sinclude
Oceans"HolcM
of w
"Shanty in Old Shanty Town"
the Baby inParade."
A lot of r lo
crowded
a few minutes

"The

Girl At the Ironing Ear
(Merrie Melody
Novelty Cartoon)
Vitaphone

A clever burlesque on the rrjsi
number of the same name injVi
ner's "Dames." The character i
the clothes of three laundry cifco
for a gangster's girl. He orders ers — the Hero, the Heroine ai I
them to get the different radio acts Villain. After closing hourstk
that she likes, so while they are stage their romance and c»i
pretending to fix the set they imi- with the other laundry article pi
tate in turn Rudy Vallee, Eddie ticipating as the audience in;b
Cantor, Rubinoff, Chevalier, Dick little play. Carried out in tpi
Powell, McCormick and Ponselle. In nieller style, with the villaii
putting over their impersonations ting beaten up at the climax 1
they sing the favorite songs of these hero. Good novelty cartoon, wi
various entertainers. Directed by musical score by Bernard B. Eo^
Joseph Henabery.
Produced by Leon Schlesinger

ONE MINUTE ' EVERYTHIN
HOTEL EDISON
NEW

YORK'S

HOME

OF

NEWEST
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FILMLAND

47th St. just 30 seconds west of Broadway

1000

OUTSIDE
ROOMS
WITH
SUCH
FEATURES AS

♦ Two
Radio clothes closets in each room
+ Circulating Iced Water
-*
Beds Length Mirrors
■* Excellent
Chevaly Full
■K French Window Ventilation
♦ Tub and Shower

Rates in Keeping With the Trend of Modern Times From $2.50 Sinj s
Three Attractive Popular Priced Airconditioned Restaurants
YOUR
LOGICAL
HOME
IN NEW
YOR
JOHN
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ATIONALCONFERENCE
PROPOSED ON FILMS
ila

the

MONG

„

Holding of a national film con•ence in Chicago the last week of
ptember, to discuss film economprogress and trends, is proposed
the National Organization Comatittee of the Film & Photo League,
a bulletin sent to all its branches
d to movie and photo clubs, soties, guilds, unions and other proisional and amateur organizations.
w!m Brandon, head of the commitT s, states that the conference is enirsed by Sidney Howard, King Vijr, Slavko Vorkapich,
Margaret
!>urke-White,
Erskine
Caldwell,
jhn Wexley, Ralph Steiner, and
lers.
]The conference will devote itself
i,:

njl. A discussion of the economic,
ial and political conditions that
ce the amateur and professional
m and photo worker.
j2. A discussion of the organizanal problems facing film and phogroups.
3. A discussion of the elementary
hnical and creative problems.
4i. The Collective creation of a
ogram and plan of work for the
ilding of a NATIONAL FILM
SID PHOTO LEAGUE.
is. The election of a National Exetive Committee.
With respect to the Legion of
icency crusade, the Film & Photo
ague sees two main dangers:
essure for production of anti-lar, jingoistic, pro-war films, and
essure for establishment of fedal film censorship.

Minnesota Briefs
Barnesville — The Bijou is closed
r improvements.
Pipestone — Alex Keyes will open
e Roxy about Oct. 1.
JHawley — J. H. Helsing has leased
$e Garrick from J. L. Allison and
Ikes possession in September.
Proctor — The Orpheum
has put
sound and opened.
International Falls — The Falls
jeater will open about Oct. 15.
iStillwater — Berger Amusement
). is spending $12,000 in altering
je Majestic.
ISt. Paul— Mid-town Theater Corp.
iks been incorporated by C. H.
byer and H. W. Johnson, St. Paul,
pd W. A. Schaefer, Minneapolis.
| Kinematrade Gets 6 Westerns
H. & H. Productions of Hollyjood will produce a series of six
jesterns starring Lane Chandler for
jorld distribution by Kinematrade,
Jic, under contracts just signed,
'linematrade plans also to have two
slditional series of six features each
reduced to mark its entry into the
jmeral distribution field. Chandler
jill be supported by several wellifiown western players, Kinema|ade states.

UNFAIR PICKETING
RAPPED BY MAYOR
(Continued from Page

PHIL M. DALY
•

• • THE AGENCIES have lined up strong with a special committee to aid "Night of Stars"
the mammoth production that will be presented at the Yankee Stadium on Sept.
20
by the United Jewish Appeal for German Jewish relief
agents of the stars of radio, stage, screen, opera and concert were represented at a meeting in the office of Louis K.
Sidney, Chairman of the Program Committee
the program
will consist of a series of sketches combining the outstanding
personalities in each of these fields
prominent writers will
prepare these special scenarios
•
•
• AMONG THOSE who attended the conference and
accepted membership on the Guest Stars Committee are John
Hyde, of William Morris Agency
Harold Kemp, National
Broadcasting Company Artists Bureau
Paul Ross, Columbia Artists Bureau
Marvin Schenck and Sidney Piermont,
of Loew Booking Office
Charles Allan, of Curtis Allan
Agency
Ned Dobson, Nick Kenny, Arthur and Sam Lyons,
A. Werblen, Irving Mills, Tom Rockwell, Ferdie Simon, Charles
Yates, Leon Leonidoff, Boris Morros and Louis K. Sidney
•
• • SOME
MONTHS
ago the public prints ran a
story about Ann Dvorak having discovered her long lost father
who had been missing for 17 years
now the papers
tell how pop will arrive in Hollywood today to visit Ann who
is working at the Warner stude
it seems a shame to wind
up a good yarn after all these years the ole man has been lost
if Ann's press agent is smart
he will see that Dad
gets lost on the way to Hollywood
and it can be another
17 years before he finally meets up with his dotter
when
you
figure
that
Ann's
name
has
broken
in
every
big
newspaper
with this yarn
it seems a shame not to capitalize this
million-dollar publicity to the limit
• •
• THERE WILL be four relatives of well known stage
people dancing in the chorus of Paramount's "College Rhythm'"
they are Sally Rand's brother Harold
Russell Ash,
son of Sam Ash
Lee Middleton, daughter of Charles Middleton
and Jimmy Aye, brother of Marion, the musical
comedy star
T
T
T
•

•
• LOOKS LIKE another popular tune is being adopted by the nation from a Radio pix
there is a song in
"Down to Their Last Yacht" that is catching on in a big way
called "There's Nothing Else To Do In Malakamokalu,
But Love"
44 air broadcastings of this number have been
set in the past three weeks
looks like a hot number
• • • AN EXHIBIT of motion picture promotion work
done under supervision of S. Charles Einfeld on Warner Brothers' pix
will be held at the Advertising Club of New York
in September
the exhibit will include the promotion work
on "Anthony Adverse" featuring the national casting contest
with Photoplay
and numerous
commercial
enterprises
and the big tieup with the Quaker Oats Company on Joe
Brown's "Six Day Bike Rider"

T

T

T

• •
• REHEARSALS
HAVE
begun for production of
"Romance of a People"
the dramatic-musical spectacle
which will be the stage attraction at the Roxy beginning Sept.
7
A hole-in-one was hung up by Frank Snell, general manager of Van Beuren Corp. at the Longshore Golf Club last
Sunday
Frank sank the pill on the 13th hole with a 201yard drive with a No. 1 iron

«
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ing of Loew theaters by the Allied
Union, an independent group,
against Local 306, affiliated with the
A. F. of L.
Signs carried by Allied pickets
have characterized the Loew houses
as "unfair to organized labor" although the circuit has steadily employed Local 306 members. In small
letters at the bottom of the signs it
is explained that the theaters refuse
to hire Allied men. This fact, the
Mayor said, must be given more
prominence. He also indicated that
the city administration would not
tolerate representations that there
is a strike in progress when actually there is only a fight between rival
unions. The Mayor displayed a letter from Local 306 stating that it
was satisfied with labor conditions
in the Loew houses.
Police instructions, ordering enforcement of the Mayor's policy,
were to have been sent out last
night.

Revised Legitimate Code
Curbs Ticket Speculators

Provisions for the curbing of
ticket speculators along stricter
lines than before are contained in
the revised code for the legitimate
theater industry. Under the new
rules, a ticket agency cannot set
up shop within 100 feet of a theater, no agent may charge more
than 75 cents additional fee on a
ticket, and theaters must maintain
at least 25 per cent of their tickets
for sale at the box-office.
The revised draft also increases
the pay of some actors and company
managers. Composition of the Authority gives employers and employees equal representation. There
will also be two members appointed
by the NRA to watch the interests
of the public.

Grievance Cases Put Off
New York grievance board yesterday reserved decision on the complaint of the Roxy against the
Globe, charging reduced admissions,
and postponed hearing on three
other cases until Aug. 30. Hearing
on the complaint of the Roxy
against the Mayfair over the alleged
continued use of advertising throwaways was postponed because of
a misunderstanding on the date for
the hearing. Complaint of Paramount Distrib. Corp. vs. Fortway
Holding Corp., Herman, Morris and
Alexander Rifkin, charging transfer of the Fortway to avoid fulfillment of film rental contracts, was
from
Europe.
put off
till Louis Nizer's return
Park, Youngstown,
Reopening
Youngstown, O. — The Park, Feiber & Shea house, dark for several
weeks, will reopen Aug. 26, Manager Joseph Shagrin announces.
First-run dual bills at popular
prices will be the policy.
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,500,000 BUDGET
FOR 20TH CENTURY
(.Continued from Page
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said: "Hollywood need not be
alarmed to the point of excluding
sex from pictures. It's all a mat
ter of handling situations. We dc
not intend to shun it in our pictures
but will treat it with sincerity aw
good taste."

U. A. Not to Distribute
Walter Wanger Pictures
(Continued from Page

1)

distributed through his company.
The Wanger program goes into
work Sept. 10, when production begins on "Peacock's Features," starring Ann Harding.
Wanger, who is now in New York
returns to Hollywood within a few
days. His second picture, "The
President Vanishes," will include
Osgood Perkins in its cast.

Eight M-G-M Features
Are Ready for Release
(Continued from Page 1)

24; '^Chained," Aug. 31; "Have :
Heart," Sept. 7; "Death on the Diamond," Sept. 14; "Barretts of Wimpole Street," Sept. 21, and the un
titled Constance Bennett-Herbert
Marshall picture, Sept. 28.
2 Opening in Minneapolis
Minneapolis— The Time Theater
at 727 Hennepin Ave. opens Aug.
30 with Arthur Johnson as ownermanager. It is a Trans-Lux projection house seating 30.
The 1,000-seat new Edina Theater,
just across the city limits in the
Club district, opens Aug.
Country
31 with a 500-car parking lot. John
C. Hurley is manager.

Importing Arabic, Syrian Films
Boston— Alex Tradd is back from
abroad where he went to obtain
rights to Arabic and Syrian films
for dubbing in English and French.
Tradd, who is now with Comi Bros.,
plans an international exchange for
such pictures.
New Silly Symphony at Roxy
Walt Disney's Silly Symphony in
color, "Wise Little Hen," will be
seen on the new program opening
Friday at the Roxy. "Charlie
Chan's Courage," with Warner
Oland, is the feature.

NEWS

Wednesday, Aug. 22, ft H<

N. Y. STUDIO UNION
OFFER CONCESSIT

OF THE DAY

Wheeling, W. Va. — George Otte,
who last season managed the Pitt
theater in Pittsburgh, will remain
in Wheeling this winter in charge
of the Virgina, now under going
improvements for reopening next
month. Jack Jones, formerly with
the Comerford circuit, will replace
Otte as manager of the Pittsburgh
house.
Coshocton, O. — Warner's Sixth
Street theater has been reopened
under the management of Harry
Brodie on full time policy.
Sparta,
Mich. — Carlson's Our Theater has reopened.

(Continued from Page

recent conference with Casey
<vh'ch time Casey proposed tha |
local studio unions make co

Lampasas, Tex. — Donnell & Walkater.er have taken over the Bailey the-

sions
encourage
Eastern
tion. to
Scoppa
then said
that prc'n
as ti
one per cent of all production Iri
done in the east, there was littf
encourage.

Marshall, Minn. — American Theater Corp., Sioux Falls, S. D., will
15.
open
the Roxy theater about Sept.

Coldwater, Mich. — A. C. Early has
opened the Crystal, new house.

Seven Allied Units
At A. C. Convention

Fokine Ballet for Capitol
Major Edward Bowes has booked
the world-famous Michel Fokine
(Continued from Page 1)
resented are: M. P. T. O. of Mary- Ballet to appear at the Capitol this
land, Allied Theater Owners of week starting Friday. Screen feaR. I., Independent Exhibitors of
ture will be "Hide-Out."
New England, Allied Theater Owners of New Hampshire, Allied Theater Owners of New York, Allied
Theater Owners of Vermont, in addition to New Jersey Allied.
Highlights of the session are the
New Jersey election of officers toning.
morrow and the banquet that eve-

yesterday
listened to a Paul
plea !'n
1o [
License Commissioner
L'
George A. Heinz, ex-member oft "
cal 669, laboratory
workers, Si l
the city intercede with the rniii f
picture companies to increase <n
ern production and thereby deem
unemployment here. Moss was ;jn
pathetic
and inclined
to be In
ful, but said there was nothing
could do in the matter.
Dave Miller Recuperating
Buffalo — Dave Miller, Vaife
Club president and Buffalo mam*
for Universal, is recuperating sja
an operation following a severe
tack of tonsilitis.

As indicated in The Film Dail\
several weeks ago, re-election oi
Sidney E. Samuelson as president
of Allied Theaters of New Jersey
s expected.

Zoning Confab Discusses
Basis for Availability
(Continued from Page

1)

plans drafted for Hartford, New
Haven and Bricgeport. The appeals committee comprised George
J. Schaefer, chairman; E. C.
Grainger and Edward Rugoff.
About 40 exhibitors and distributors, plus attorneys, were present
at the hearing, including a group
from the Connecticut cities involved
in the protests. Jake Fishman and
George Cruzen of the New Haven
board attended as advisors. Representing the Loew circuit was Attorney Irving Greenfield, while I.
Levenson was counsel for Warner
Theaters. Ed Levy, New Haven attorney active in exhibitor affairs,
was also present.

SUMMER

IN THE

SKY GARDENS

The smartest and most delightful of
dinner and supper-dancing rendezvous,
the St. Moritz Sky Gardens afford one
of the most beautiful views in ali Man-

on

hattan. Here, on the terraces overlooking Central Park, you dine or sup
summer evenings in a charming,

starlit
atmosphere,
far above the city's
noise and
bustle.
Indie Protest Not Filed
The Code Authority up to yesterday
had not received the reported protest
from the Independent Producers & Distributors Ass'n on the coast seeking to
make it an unfair practice for a theater
or circuit to refuse to play an independent film which does not bear the
Hays approval seal. W. Ray Johnston
announced on the coast that a resolution to this effect would be submitted
at the Code Authority meeting here
tomorrow.

Great Lakes Opens Aug. 31
Buffalo— The Great Lakes, erstwhile Fox, Loew and Shea vaudeville and picture house, will reopen
Aug. 31 under general management
of A. Charles Hayman, who operates the Lafayette here and the
Strand and Cataract in Niagara
Falls. It will be a single feature,
straight picture theater. More than
$10,000
ments. has been spent in improve-

1)

Haverhill, Mass. — The Strand has
been reopened by Charles Morse, an
independent
circuit proprietor.

The Sky Gardens offer a splendid escape from summer heat.

"The Most

Interesting Hotel in

America"
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IKOR SEES H'WOOD
AS FINANCIAL HUB
(Continued from Paqe 1)

his efforts to producto devotemore
al, matters
actively than ever
oi re in his more than 20 years as
4 of the company.
At the same
Zukor said that Paramount
d undertake its most intensive
t|u.ction activity in the next 60
with 30 features scheduled to
jjt in that time — an average of
j every two days.
>tween now and the end of Augten will be under way: "Ready
Love," with Ida Lupino and
ard Arlen; "The Lemon Drop
', with Lee Tracy and Helen
Ik; "Enter Madame," with Elissa
[i\ Gertrude
and Cary Michael
Grant; "Menace,"
and Paul
anagh; "College Rhythm," with
ny Ross, Joe Penner and Jack
ie; "Lighthouse
Nights," with
•ge Raft and Anna May Wong;
es of a Bengal Lancer" with
l|y Cooper, Henry Wilcoxon and
all-star
cast:
"Here
Is My
rt," with Bing Crosby and Kitty
isle; "Ruggles
of Red Gap,"
Charles Laughton, and "Back
h," starring W. C. Fields.
tght will start in September:
fie of the West"; "Red Woman"
Sylvia Sidney; "The Gilded
L" with Claudette Colbert; "Sace" with Evelyn Venable; "Win
Lose," with Joe Morrison
and
ian Mansfield;
"War
is Deid," "Father Brown," and "All
King's Horses" with Carl Brisvelve additional subjects will
t in October: Zane Grey's "The
ishing Pioneer;" "People Will
:"; "Caprice Espagnole," with
lene Dietrich; "Eyes of the
le;" "Rhumba;" "Mississippi;"
Id 'em Yale;" "Kids on the
s," with Max Baer; "Lady Bete," "Broadway Financier," and
1 B. DeMille's next dramatic
tacle, "The Crusades."
J" Revises Release Schedule
evised release schedule of Unial for the next month is as
\<ws: Sept. 10, "There's Always
borrow"; Sept. 17, "Million-Dol« Ransom"; Sept. 24, "Gift of
f'; Oct. 1, "Wake Up and
Oim."

I'Tab for Globe, Bridgeport
jA-idgeport — The Globe, Poli house
-rolled by Loew, will try out a
M show beginning Sept. 28, with
$ Smith starred in the company.
■he show clicks, the unit will be
M;ed through other houses in the
'■<f England circuit.
Genevieve Tobin Writing
[tyest Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

| Hollywood — Genevieve Tobin, current' making "By Your Leave" for RKO
adio, has contracted to write a numer of articles about Hollywood for
ritish newspapers and magazines. The
londe actress also is preparing stories
>r the screen.

m "LOTS"
froWILK
TLEBy RALPH
A LIT
HOLLYWOOD
^LLAN SCOTT has written a role
especially for Gene Lockhart,
into the screen adaptation of the
stage nlay. "By Your Leave." Lockhart has been borrowed by RKO
from M-G-M.
T

T

T

Frank Mitchell and Jack Durant,
knock about comedians, while giving
an interview at the Fox studio dressing rooms were asked whether they
ever hurt each other seriously. "Not
a scratch" both stars chorused
triumphantly.
nose
broken twice and"Jack
mine had
washisbroken
once and I had a few stitches taken
over my right eye and three ribs
slightly fractured, but that was all,
really,"
thought. Mitchell added as an after-

Ricardo Cortez and Mary Astor,
who played the romantic leads in
"The Man With Two Faces." will
be teamed again in Warner's "I Am
A Thief." based on the original by
T
T
T
Ralph Block and Doris Malloy. RobMinna Gombell celebrated the
ert Florey has been assigned to di- start of her fifth year in pictures
ing. rect, with Henry Blanke supervis- this week by accepting a role in
Paramount's adaptation of Damon
T
T
T
Runvon's story, "The Lemon Drop
RKO Radio, planning to sneed
production, has assigned two direcT
T
T
Howard J. Green, who has just
tors to "Dangerous Corner," mystery comedy featuring Conrad finished writing the script for ParaNagel, Virginia Bruce and Melvyn
mount's "The Lemon Drop Kid,"
Douglas. Phil Rosen directs the acstart work at once on "RhumKid."
tion of the picture and Arthur Sir- will
ba," which will co-star George Raft
corn directs the dialogue.
and Carole Lombard.

Detroit Briefs
Detroit —

Fox-RKO pooling arrangement, whereby the Fox gets
RKO stage shows and films, ha?
been renewed. The Fox went back
to stage shows this week.
Jacob Schreiber has reopened the
Forest under the name of New Forest with Bernard Samuels as man
ager.
Opening date for the State ha<
been set back to Sept. 14.
Lafayette Theater Bldg. Co. h»<
been incorporated in Michigan, M
J. McQueen as sole stockholder
The Lafayette theater has been dark
over a year.
Raymond Schreiber and Bernard
Brooks have reopened the Crystal,
dark for a year.
Henry P. Zapp of Monarch Pictures is back from an extended trip.
Phil Kaplan of Theatrical Printing Co. is seriously ill.
Harry W. Mason of Detroit Soun:'
Engineering has just completed
sound installations at the Sheridar
and Myrtle. He denies reports that
he plans to go out of business.
Inter-Continent Gets Mexican Film
Inter-Continent Film Corp, headed
by M. D. Strong, has secured world
distribution on the Mexican feature,
"El Escandalo" ("The Scandal"),
produced by a new company,, RenMex Films, at the reconstructed studios of the Cia Nacional Productora
De Peliculas, which burned down
last year. The picture will be shown
at the Campoamor Theater in New
York in September.

San Antonio Squibs
San Antonio — Adams Film Exchange here has the world rights
for the all-Mexican comedy, "La
Chillona." Jack H. Adams, manager of the exchange, has booked
the short into the State for a midnight showing Saturday.
Jimmy ("Slats") Allard, tabloid
actor and producer, has become
house manager of the State.
Bob Hicks, formerly skipper at
the Empire, has left to take up
new duties in another state.
Bank nights are going over so
great at the Palace that the management has to call out extra firemen to help keep order.
Eph Charninsky, manager of the
Palace, back after a vacation in Chicago, Florida and New York.
V. D. ("Buddy") Welker, Majestic treasurer, on vacation in Old
Mexico.
John Candell off for parts unknown.
More Theaters for Grand Coulee
Grand Coulee, Wash. — With one
theater already operating, several
additional houses are expected to
be erected here as the population
expands around the big hydro-electric project to be built by the government. A city of 25,000 is predicted eventually.

INSTALL
RCA VICTOR
PHOTOPHONE
OFFERING

• A Sound Box Office
Attraction
• Complete Ownership
• A Self-Liquidating
Investment
PHOTOPHONE

First Division Closes Liberty Deals
First Division Exchanges, dis"Treasure Island" Holds in Hub
tributors of Liberty Pictures in New
England,
has closed with RKO to
Boston — "Treasure Island" has
been held a second week at the play the entire program of eight
Loew's State, from which it will Liberty features for first run in Boston, Lowell and Providence.
move to Loew's Orpheum.

DIVISION

RCA VICTOR
COMPANY,
Camden, N. J.
poration

Steffes Sponsors Stage Play
Minneapolis — As a sideline, W. A.
Steffes, operating the World
Theater,
has staged
Drunkard"
in the West
Hotel "The
Moorish
Room
It is now in its second week.
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Features Reviewed in Film Daily, Jan. 13 to Aug. 1$
Title
Title
Adieu

Les

Adventure
Affairs of

Reviewed

Jours-XX
4-24-34
Girl-RKO
8-3-34
A Gentleman-U

6-23-34

5-5-34
of Cellini-UA
Affairs
All Men Are Enemies-F. .4-26-34
All of Me-PAR
i2*!4,
Sally-GB. .6-16-34
Came
Along
5-7-34
Alraune-XX
Civilized-RAS . .6-14-34
We
Are
• 3-8-34
Ariane-BLU
As Husbands
Go-F
x-21;\\
As the Earth Turns-WA.2-15-34
Man-M OP. 1-19-34
Woman's
A
6-30-34
Baby, Take a Bow-F
Back
Page-GEN
!K?il
7-29-34
Bait-RKO
Bachelor
of Honor-M AY. .5-19-34
Badge
3-6-34
Bedside-FN
4
Beggar's Holiday-TOW. .8-17-3
2-14-34
OP.
-M
Ermine
in
s
Begfar
Beloved-U
Jilll
Beyond Bengal-SHO . . 4-25-34
4
Beyond the Law-COL. . .7-31-3
2-14-34
Big Race-SHO
2-934
Shakedown-FN
Big
Rio. Time or Bust-TOW. 1-10-34
5-19-34
Cat-U
Black
6-28-34
Moon-COL
Black
4-12-34
Shirts-XX
Black
7-26-34
Time-BIP
R'ossom
5-8-34
Light-BOA
Blue
-5-5-34
Steel-MOP
Blue
Bolero-PAR
••••••••
2^\'\l
to be Bad-U A..... 6-1-34
Morn
3-23-34
Up-F
Bottoms
.8-2-34
-FN
Agent
British
34
.3-31.....
Shoes-AM
Broken
Bulldog Drummond

Call

It

Luok-F

^"^^
H"4

M
FWdle-MGM.'z-U^S'^'
A. 2-2-34
Catherine the Great-U

Crossing-GB .. -5-24-34
Channel
5-11-34
of Heart-F
Change
7-30-34
Paw-F
Catfs
4
5-1-3
Cheaters-LIB
6-13-34
Clown-WA
Circus
4
3-28-3
Limits-MOP
City
.7-6-34
Park-CHE . . „
City
Cleopatra-PAR
A'1 ill.
. .7-3-34
Cockeyed Cavaliers-RKO
.3-24-34
Come on Marines-PAR.
-3-17-34
..
F.
PartyComing Out
.4-7-34
Constant Nymph-F ..
Countess of Monte Cr'st°3 31.34

• 3-28-3
-14-344
APKO .....'
....3
lle-T
or-R
Crain
Doct
Crimequebi
Crime
of Helen
Stagey^ ^

Crime

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS

ALD — Allied
Picture!
AM — Amkino
AST — Astor Pictures
AU — Capt.
Harold
Auten
AUS — Harold
Austin
BAV — Bavaria Film A-G
BEA-Beacon Productions
BD — British
& Dominions
BIP — British
International
BLU — Blue
Ribbon
Photoplays
BO— John
W.
Boyle
ciates)
BOA — Gil Boag (Mayfair Asso-

Beaux

Without

Pwjon

^^

3-23-34
Case-U...
Crosby
7-6-34
Streets-CHE
Cross
4
Crown of Thorns-XX . .3-30-3
8-34
7-1
■
.
.
...
AR
jo-P
Aba
Cuesta
.2-1-34
...
MAJ
at EightCurtain
Dames-WA
I'MW
Dancing Man-PYR ... -I-}*-**
Dark Hazard-FN .....2-23-34

a Hohday-PAR^ ^
5-34
Defense Rests, The-COL. 8-1
Demon for Trouble-STE. 8-10-34
3-34
3-1
.
.
er-XX
sylind
Der Glueck
34
Der Felderrnhuegel-BA ..4-24Der Meistrerdetektiv-BAV 2-14-34
ia-UFA
Valenc
von
Stern
Der
4-24-34
Der Traumende Mund-XX 2-6-34
2-8-34
Tiger-F
Devil
Die Blonde Christl-B A V. 2-28-34
Die Mutter Der
Kompagnie
XX.. 3-13-34
Die
Schoenen
Tage
in
6-23-34
Aranjuez-XX
Die Verkaufte Braute-XX . 5-2-34
6-22-34
Dr. Monica-WA
Dream of My People PA 2-28-34
Dos Muieres y un Don Juan
KIN.. 6-5-34
Double
Door-PAR
5-5-34
Drums
O'Voodoo-INT
..5-12-34
1-13-34
Easy to Love-WA
Eight
Girls in a Boat-PAR
B
1-13-34
Ein Gewisser Herr Gran-XX.
2-24-34
Eines Prinzen Junge Liebe
XX
3-28-34
Death Takes

Einfall-UFA.' 5-22-34
Toller
Ein
Elmer
and
Elsie-PAR
8-4-34
El Prisionero 13 CIN ... 3-30-34
End of the World-AU . .4-17-34
Enemies of Progress-XX . 1-16-34
Es Wird
Schon
Wieder
Besser-UFA
1-24-34
Ever
Since
Eve-F
3-27-34
Fantomas-DU
3-13-34
Fifteen Wives-INV
7-17-34
Fighting
Hero-STE
7-17-34
Fighting Rangers-COL. .4-12-34
Fighting
Rookie-MAY. . .7-12-34

BON— Al Bondy
BRO — Broadway-HoHywood
CAP — Capitol
Film
Exchange
CHA— Chadwick
CHE— Chesterfield
CIN
—
Cinexport
Distributing
Corp.
COL — Columbia
DU— DuWorld
EXP — Exploitation
K — Fox

Pictures

FAI — Fairhaven.
FD — First Division
FR — Freuler Film Associate!
FN — First
National
FX — The
Film
Exchange

Title

Reviewed

Finishing
School-RKO . . . 4-6-34
Flaming
Gold-RKO
1-18-34
Friends of Mr.
SweeneyWA.. 7-27-34
For Love or Money-BD .7-26-34
Fog
Over
Frisco-FN
6-7-34
4 Frightened People-PAR 1-27-34
Fraoulein-Falsch
VerbudenXX.. 1-16-34
Friday the
13th-GB
5-15-34
Frontier
Marshal-F
1-31-34
Fury
of the Jungle-COL.2-8 34
Gambling
Lady-WA
3-7-34
Gehetzte Menschen-XX .. .6-5-34
Geld
Regiert
Die
Welt-XX
5-1S-34
George
Girl

White's
From

Scandals
F.. 3-17-34
Missouri-MGM 8-4-34

Glamour-U
5-12-34
Goodbye
Love— RKO
3-13 34
Good
Dame-PAR
3-17-34
Grand
Canary-F
7-20-34
Great
Flirtation-PAR
6-23-34
Great Defender-BIP
7-26-34
Guilty
Parents-SYN
4-6-34
Gun
Justice-U
2-14-34
Half A-Sinner-U
6-23-34
Handy
Andy-F
6-1-34
Happy Landings-MOR.. 7-31-34
Hat,
Coat
and
GloveRKO.. 7-27-34
Harold Teen-WA
3-7-34
Heart
Song-F
6-6-34
Heat
Lightning-WA
3-7-34
Heideschulmeister
Uwe
Karsten-UFA
4-17-34
Here Comes the Groom-PAR
6-16-34
Hell Bent for Love-COL. 6-13-34
Here
Comes
the Navy-

WA

6-28-34

Hell
Cat COL
7-7-34
He Was
Her
Man-WA. .5-18-34
Hide-Out-MGM
8-18-34
Hi,
NelUe-WA
2-1-34
Hips,
Hips, Hooray-RKO 1-24-34
Hired
Wife-PIN
2-1-34
His
Greatest
Gamble
RKO.. 7-18-34
Hitler's
Reign
of Terror-JE
4-27-34
Hold
That
Hollywood,
sueno-U
Hollywood

Girl-F
Ciudad

3-24-34
de En4-10-34
Hoodlum-REG 6-21-34

Hollywood
Party-MGM.. 5-25-34
House
of Greed-AM
8-15-34
House
of Rothschild-UA. .3-8-34
Housewife-WA
8-11-34
I Am
Suzanne-F
1-19-34
I Believe
in You-F
4-10-34
I Can't
Escape-BEA
7-5-34
I Give
My
Love-U
7-17-34
I Hate
Women-GOP
7-11-34
I Like it That Way-U. .4-17-34
I'll Tell the World-U. . .4-21-34
2-3-34
I've Got
Your
Number-WA
Inge

MillionenUFA.. 4-17-34
of the SovietsAM. .6-28-34
In Wien Hab Ich Einmal Ein
Maedel
Geliebt-XX
5-29-34
In Love With Life-INV. 5-12-34
It Happened One Night-COL,
2-23-34

In

It's

Und

the

a

die

Land

Boy-GB

6-8-34

GB — Gaumont-British
GFF — General Foreign Films
GEN — General Films
GRB — Arthur Greenblatt
GOP — Goldsmith
Productions
HEI — Helber Pictures
IDE— Ideal
IMP — Imperial Dist.
INT — International
Stageplay
Pictures
INC — Inter-Continent
Film
INV — Invincible Pictures
J A FA— Jafa
JE — Jewel Productions
JEW — Jewish
Talking
Pictures
KIN — Kinematrade
KRE — Sherman S. Krellberg
LIB — Liberty
Pictures
LIN — Lincoln Productions
MAF — Mayflower
MAJ — Majestic Pictures
MAR — Marcy
MAS — Mascot Pictures
MAY — Mayfair
Pictures
MEN — Mentone
Productions
MGM — Metro-Gold wyn-Mayer
MOD— Modern
Films
MOP — Monogram
Pictures
Title

Reviewed

I Was a Spy-F
Iza Neni-XX
Ja

Treu

1st

Dei

1-13-34
6-5-34
Soldatenliebe
XX..

Jane

Eyre-MOP

5-2-34
7-17-34

PA — Palestine-American Film Co.
PA R — Paramount
PIN— Pinnacle
PRI— Principal Dist. Corp.
PRO — Progressive
Pictures
PRX— Protex Dist. Corp.
PYR— Pyramid
RAS — Raspin Productions
REG— Regal
Distributing
RIC— Edward T. Ricci
RKO— RKO-Radio
Pictures
ROY — Fanchon Royer
SCA — Scandinavian
Pictures
SCO— Lester F. Scott
SHO — Showmen's Pictures
STE — William
Steiner
SYN — Syndicate
Exchange
TAP— John
S. Tapernoux
THO— Fred
Thomson
TOW — Tower Prods.
TRU—
True Life Photoplays
U — Universal
UA — United
Artiiti

Merry

3-7-34
7-5-34

Money

Juarez

Monte

MaximilianoXX.. 5-7-34
Priest-F
8-18-34

6-9-34

Midnight
Alibi-FN
Miss
Fane's
Baby
Stolen-PAR
Modern

Hero.
Means

is

A-WA

1-20-34
4-3-34

NothingMOP.. 5-15-34
Nights-MOP4-26-34

Carlo

Just
Kara

Smith-GB
Salkten-XX

4-24-34
5-15-34

Moonstone,
The-MOP
8-7-34
Moth,
The-MAR
..3-9-34
Mother,
1905-AM
6-2-34
Murder
on the Blackboard

Keep
Key,
King

'Em
Rolling-RKO.
The-WA
of Wild
Horses

.3-1-34
5-31-34

Murder

Judge

COL. .3-21-34
Kiss and Make
Up-PAR. 6-30-34
La
Bataille-TAP
7-10-34
La Ciudad de Carton-F.2 28-34
La Cruz Y La Espada-F 2-6-34
Ladies Should ListenPAR.. 7-28-34
Lady
is Willing,
The
COL.. 8-11-34
La Fusee-TAP
3-15-34
La
Maternelle-TAP
4-25-34
L'ange
Gardien-TAP
4-20-34
La Sombre de Pancho
Villa-MOD
4-10 34
Last Round
Up-PAR
5-11-34
La Sangre
Manda-XX. . .5-16-34
Last
Gentleman-U A
4-28-34
La Frochard et les Deux
Orphelines-XX
2-8-34
Laughing Boy-MGM
5-12-34
Lazy
River-MGM
..4-3-34
Le Serment-PRX
3-15-34
Let's
Be
Ritzy-U
5-18-34
Let's
Fall in Love-COL. 1-20-34
Let's Talk it Over-U
6-16-34
Let's Try Again— RKO. 6-22 34
Life of Vergie Winters-RKO
6-13-34
Line-Up,
The-COL
4-17-34
Little Man,
What
Now?
U.. 5-19-34
6-1-34
Little Miss Marker-PAR.
Lone
Cowboy-PAR
1-27-34
Looking for Trouble-UA .2-21-34
Lost
Jungle-MAS
5-9-34
Loud
Speaker-MOP
5-8-34
Lost
Patrol-RKO
2-9-34
Love
Birds-U
5-4-34
Love
Captive-U
6-7-34
Love Past Thirty-FR
2-14-34
Madame Du Barry-WA. . .8-8-34
Madame
Spy-F
2-10-34
Man from Utah-MOP. . .5-23-34
Man of Two Worlds-RKO 1-13-34
Man
Man

Trailer-COL
With
Two
Faces

5-23-34

FN.. 7-12-34
Mandalay-FN
2-1 5-34
Manhattan
Melodrama-MGM5-2-34
Manhattan
Man's
Many

Love

Game,
Happy

SongMOP. .4-17-34
A. -COL. . .7-24-34
Returns-PAR6-9-34

Marrying
Widows-TOW. 5-18-34
Massacre-FN
1-18-34
Meanest Gal in Town-RKO.2-17-34
Melodia

Prohibida-X X . . . 3-28-34

Melody'
in
Spring-PAR. 3-31-34
Men
in White-MGM
3-28-34
Merry
Frinks-FN
6-27-34

at the

Murder

in

Murder

in

Murder

the
the

RKO..
Vanities-

6-5-34

PAR.. 5-18-34
MuseumPRO. .6-27-34
Private
Car

MGM.. 7-10-34
in Trinidad-F
...5-16-34

Myrt
and
Marge-U
1-16-34
Mystery Liner-MOP .. 2-28-34
Mystery of Mr. X-MGM . 2-24-34
Mystery
Ranch-STE
5-26-34
Nana-UA
2-2-34
Nell Gwyn-UA
7-12-34
Ninth Guest, The-COL ..3-3-34
No Funny Business-PRl . 3-10-34
No Greater Glory-COL. .3-14-34
No More Women-PAR
.3-3-34
Not Against Flesh-GFF. 8-1 4-34
Notorious
Sophie
Lang-PAR.
7-21-34
Now
I'll Tell-F
5-26-34
Oded the Wanderer-PA .. 5-22-34
Of Human
BondageRKO..
Old-Fashioned Way-PAR.
One
Is Guilty-COL
One
More
River-U
One Night of Love-COL.
Once to Every Woman

Learned

She Loves

6-27-34
7-14-34
5-3-34
8-1 0-34
.7-6-34

COL
3 24-34
On
Secret
Service-BIP.
.7-31-34
Orders
Is Orders
5-4-34
Operator
13-MGM
6-2-34
Our Daily Bread-UA
8-8-34
Orient
Express-F
2-28-34
Oro
Y
Plata-INC
7-26-34
Palooka-UA
2-1-34
Parada Rezerwistow-CAP. 5-2-34
Pecados de Amor-XX ... .4-25-34
Paris
Interlude-MGM . . .7-28-34
Personality
Kid-WA
8-1-34
Pettersson & Bendel-SC A. 2-24-34
Picture
Brides-FD
4-24-34
Poor
Rich, The-U
4-5-34
Prince of Wales-GB
4-24-34
Private
Scandal-PAR
6-1 5-34
Prokurator-XX
5-29-34

About

a King-PAR
MOP
Fathoms
DeepEast-F

Spitfire-RKO
Speed
Wings-COL
Stamboul
Quest-MGM

2|
3 1J-

Stand
Up
and
Cheer-F. .4U
Sltar
Packer-MOP
l|
Stingaree-RKO
5J.
Stolen
Sweets-CHE
K
UFA
.V
Straightaway-COL
If.
Strich
Durch
Die
Rechnufi
Strictly
Dynamite-RKO . . . 5-]
Such
Women
Are Dangerous-F
I
Success
at Any
Price-RH"
Szpieg-MAJ
Su Ultima
Cancion-CIN.3'0-jj
Tannenberg-XX
E
XX.. TJ
Xante
Gusti
KommandiertTarzan

and

His

Mate-

Tausend
XX

Fuer EineMGM..4
Nacht- ,5-;
2^
Tell-Tale Heart-D U
II-3-:
Texas Tornado-FD . ...2:fl
These

Thirty

YearsBON..5J.
The-MGM
5:1Princess-PAR 5!is Mine-RKO...i
of Heaven-MGJ
1-1Three on a Honeymoon-F

Thin Man,
Thirty Day
This Man
This
Side

Thundering
Herd-PAR.3Tiburon-XX
4K
Tracy
Rides-STE
|
Treasure
Island-M GM . . . I
Trenck-XX
4I
Trumpet Blows-PAR ...4-1
Twentieth Century-COL. .*•
Twin
Husbands-INV
...»•;
Two
Alone — RKO
I
20

Million

Sweethearts-FN-

Uncertain Lady-U .... 4-1.
Unknown Blonde-MAJ. .4"s
Unknown Soldier Speaks '
Unsere
Fahne
Flattert
U
Voran-UFA
it
LIN...'*
Upper World-WA
SW
Very
Honorable
Guy,FN A-. . ; ,1
■*

Viva

Villa l-MGM

4fi-l

Voice in
the Night-COL. 5*
fl
War's
End-XX

We're Not Dressing-PAR.4>W
We're Rich Again-RKO. .»!•!
West of the Divide — MOF
Wharf
What's

Angel-PAR
4-1-3 ^
Your
Racket ?-M A'

Wheels
Where

of Destiny-U
Sinners
Meet-

Whirlpool-COL
White
Whom
Wie

Heat-PIN
the Gods

31-1

H
RKO. .41-3
•!,
Destroy 6W1

Maenner COL.
Fesselt .7M

Man

WieMann?-XX
Sag
Ich's
Wild
Wild

FN.. 2-24-34
7-10-34
Riding
Thru-STE
Riptide-MGM
3-31-34
Road
to Ruin-TRU
2-21-34
Roman Einer Nacht-XX . .6-23-34
Romance in Budapest-XX 5-11-34
S. A. Mann
Brand-B A V. 5-29-34
Sadie
McKee-MGM
5-12-34
Sagrario-XX
1-24-34
Search
for Beauty-PAR.2-10-34

44

4I,
(',ft
(.
J 9.
J,

Ra-MU-FAI

Randy Rides Alone-MOP. 6-14-34
Rawhide
Mail-MAR
6-5-34
Registered Nurse-FN ...6-1-34
Return
of the Terror

14.
18J

Social
Smoking Register-C
Guns-U O L
Sorrell
and
Son-UA
Soviet CloseUps-AM

Quitter, The-CHE
3-14-3*
Rabbi's
Power-XX
6-2-34
Racketeer
Round-up-THO 6-16-34
8-6-34

Sailor'
F..:g.
Not-PAR.:j>

Me

She Made Her Bed-PAR.'I
Shock-MOP
]■
Shoot
the Works-PAR. . .f
Show-Off-MGM
•}.
Side
Streets-FN
14.
2 4Simple
Tailor,
The-AM.,24Sing and
Like
It-RK0..4».
Sisters Under the Skin-CCi.

Smarty-WA

Reviewed

of Reno-WA

Rc „

of Sing Sing-COv

Sleepers

Midnight-U

Jimmy
the Gent-WA
3-26-34
Journal of a Crime-FN . .2-24-34
Y

Wives

She

Six of
Sixteen

UFA— Ufa
WA — Warner
Bros
WEL— Carveth Wells
WIN — Windsor
Pictures
WOK— Worldkino
XX — No
distributor
set
T'tle

Shadows

Meinnem

Cargo-RKO
Gold-F

1-fe

3-!
7 I
XX. .5
-1

Witching in Hour-PAR
. 4 I-!
Woman
Command-GB.5
Woman

Condemned-

Woman
Unafraid-GOP. .3- -3
Wonder
World
in Bar-FN
Revolt-MEN. . 2-3
. il
World
Moves
On-F
MAR..4 .6*
--!
You
Can't
Buy
Everything
You
You're

Made

Me

Telling

Love You
M-G-M.
Me-PAR

-!

MAJ.. 5 -3
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athe to Finance Chesterfield - Invincible Distribs

WED SEEKS TO 'WIPE OUT' CODE AND MUSIC TAX

oosting of Admissions in Kansas City Starts Tomorrow
land and Newman Lead
Increase in B. 0.
Scales
nsas City — Predicted boosting
dmission prices by downtown
4s is set to start tomorrow.
's Midland
and the Newman
(Jgo to 40 cents, with 25 cents
jek-days to 6 P. M. and on Sunand holidays to 2 P.M.
The
street, after the present dual
policy at 25 cents, will change
; ug. 31 to a combination stage
and films at 25 cents until
M., 35 cents to 6 P.M. and 50
at night.

New Fabian Brooklyn Deal Practically Set
Deal is understood to be practically set whereby Si Fabian will take over the Brooklyn Paramount and also effect a working arrangement involving the Brooklyn Strand.
Fabian
now
has the Brooklyn
Fox.

NGH POPULATION
10% MOVIEGOERS

on Parte

2)

he Reorganization
]alls for New Company

Since Hitler's Regime

Berlin — For the first time since
Hitlerism, Germany has produced
a picture in English. It is titled
"Victor Muller
and Victoria,"
made by
(jrmation of a new company, to Renate
Films.
lulled Pathe, Inc., or some simiiiame, with a board limited to
nembers, is called for in the
I of reorganization for Pathe
ange, Inc., to be voted on at
fecial meeting of stockholders on
(Continued

on Page

4)

opsful of Ohio Tax Repeal
(Atlantic City — Ohio exhibitors are
[ipeful that the state will repeal the
lesent admission tax and substitute
;3 per cent general sales tax, accordig to Pete Wood, who is here attendIg the Allied meeting. The Governor
,is indicated he will call a special
ission of the legislature next month to
Jiact the bill, says Wood. Thi Legion
Decency drive is waning in Ohio,
ood also stated.

By ARTHUR W. EDDY
Atlantic City — Addressing the
opening session of the Eastern Allied conference and the New Jersey
unit convention, President Sidney
E. Samuelson said he hopes the conventionpicture
program would
out"
the motion
code "wipe
and music
tax in its efforts to correct industry
abuses. Allied will play politics, he
St. Louis — Practically all M. P. declared.
T. 0. houses, together with the St.
Louis Amusement Co. and Harry
One major purpose of the conArthur of Fanchon & Marco, have
vention is to find out "the different
gadgetson Page
of 8)
sales poliagreed to the elimination of dual tricks and(Continued
bills here, and the key now is held
by Warners, who have the majority
of product tied up. Warners have
enough pictures to play duals indefinitely at the Rialto, now open,
and the Orpheum, opening next
month, while F. & M. have insufficient product in sight to play duals
at their five houses.
Denver — Police have stopped all
lotteries and other giveaways in
Denver theaters. This is one of the
Fan Writers on Coast
effects of a drive on gambling started when local dailies revealed that
Sign Pledge of Purity the slot machine and gambling rackWent Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
et was assuming vast proportions in
(Continued cm Page 4)
Hollywood — Following a meeting
called by John LeRoy Johnston of
Universal, all fan magazine repre- Five RKO Theaters
sentatives here signed a pledge to
Set to Start Vaude
adhere to a policy of clean and constructive material. The
pledges
After being without stage entertainment for the last two years,
(Continued
on Page 2)
RKO will start vaudeville bills on
Saturday at the Coliseum, Chester

CLAUSE IN LEGIT CODE WARNERS HOLD KEY
DELAYS FILM VERSIONS
TO ST, LOUIS DUALS

Restriction on competition between stage plays and motion picture versions of plays is sought in
a new clause in the revised legitimate theater code providing that
producers shall endeavor to withhold release of film versions of plays
until the attractions have had the
"fullest opportunity to complete
their runs and enjoy road showings."
The clause is intended to make impossible such a situation as occurred
an effort to increase the per
iere recently when the stage and
ige of moviegoers in France
Se less than one-tenth of the screen versions of "Men in White"
(Continued on Page 4)
jlation is now counted as rearu
jaovie fans, the Federation Nale du Cinema has sent Jean
an, director of its propaganda First Reich English Film
(.Continued

Attack on the Code Marks
Opening
Allied Session
Meet of

GIVEAWAYS HALTED
BY DENVER POLICE

Chesterfield-Invincible Distribs
To Get Financing from Pathe

Through arrangement with Pathe
Exchange, Inc., Chesterfield and Invincible have developed a plan
whereby financing, if required, is
made available to distributors of
Chesterfield and Invincible product.
An exclusive statement to The Film
Daily describes the plan as follows:
"Pathe Exchange, Inc., will provide funds necessary to put into operation a royalty
financing plan,

which Chesterfield and Invincible
have developed to assist their exchanges. The plan embodies many
beneficial features new to the stateright field, and is calculated to effect a considerable saving of money
and to relieve the distributor of the
expenditure of time and effort usually required in financing their pictures. Also to permit distributors
(Continued on Page 8)

(Continued

on Page

4)

N. O. Gets One-Cent Tax
New Orleans — A one-cent tax on all
theaters charging over 10 cents was
passed by the commission council yesterday. While the tax actually reads
"2 per cent," the ordinance provides
that where the tax amounts to less
than a cent this much shall be charged.
Amusements other than theaters are
taxed 5 per cent. The Mayor promised
Charles Rosen, Saenger attorney, that
the tax might be revised when the
city budget is drawn in December, although the ordinance is for one year.
Henry McLeod of The G. S. T. O. A.
also spoke
against
the tax.
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Loew's,
Inc
do pfd
Paramount
ctfs.
Pathe
Exch
do "A"
RKO
Warner Bros
NEW
Technicolor
NEW
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YORK
YORK

San Francisco — Raising
of admission
prices in all first-runs
here is expected
within
two weeks, coincident with Fox West Coast taking over operation of the Fox Theater
on Aug. 31.
Joe Leo, who
arrived
here yesterday,
announced
that the Fox theater
deal was
closed
in Los Angeles
between
Leo and Charles
Skouras. Policy will be
double features.
This gives F. W. C. a grip on local houses.
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Fan Writers on Coast
French Population
Only 10% Moviegoers
Sign Pledge of Purity
(Continued from Papc 1)
(Continued from Pacjc 1)

office, to America for a study of the
advertising, exploitation and publicity methods employed by the
movie industry here. The Federation Nationale is an organization of
the entire French industry, embracing producers, exhibitors, distributors and artists. It is headed by
Deputy Henri Clerc as president.
Coupan, in cooperation with John
S. Tapernoux, New York representative, will also survey possibilities
of expanding exhibition of French
films in the U. S. During the past
season they arranged with the
French Line to hold previews of pictures from France aboard the line's
ships in port here, and for the new
season it is planned to select 12 outstanding French productions to send
over here as a starter.
Coupan made a trip to New England yesterday, and on Saturday he
sails back to Paris. On his return
he will organize a press agency to
supply news about French films tc
native and foreign publications.
Moskowitz to Confer on Lineup
Joseph
of United Moskowitz,
Artists and vice-presidenf
treasurer of
20th Century, who leaves today for
Hollywood, will remain on the coast
for several weeks conferring with
Joseph M. Schenck and Darryl F.
Zanuck on future production plans.

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

Gareth

Hughes

group has always been committed
to a policy of clean stories and that
by entering into the present agreement it would be branding itself
among those guilty of the scandal
yarns that resulted in the studio action again -t fan writers.
Sue Over Edison Name
A complaint against Edison-Bell.
Inc., and others, of New York City,
charging unauthorized and wrong
ful appropriation of the name "Edison" on radio sets has been filed
with the Federal Trade Commission
in Washington. Other respondents
are Fox Radio & Television Co., Atlas Television Co., York Television
& Radio Corp., Bob Radio Corp. and
Music Masters Corp., all selling
agents of Edison-Bell. Officers also
named are Robert Siegel, Aaron L.
Siegel, Samuel Fox Farsky and
Simon Barsky. It is alleged that
the use
the name that
"Edison"
creates theofimpression
the tubes
and sets have been manufactured by
Thomas A. Edison, Inc. A show
cause order has been issued, returnable Sept. 21.

an

dG

J. P. McEVOY, author-humorist, *
Hollywood for New York sometime t
to gather material at Ellis Island
screen adaptation of Paul Hervy01Fo
"The Goddess," soon to be produced
mount.
PAULINE LORD, following a brief
in New York, left yesterday for the
resume work
at the Paramount
studio
MERIAN C. COOPER and his wife, D
JORDAN returned yesterday on th
from
abroad.
CONSTANCE BENNETT, who was
arrived from the coast in time to
Saturday, reached New York yesterday
parts for Europe at the end of the
MRS. ERNO RAPEE arrives in New
day on the Washington
from
abroad.
SOPHIE TUCKER, who was sehei
sail from England last week for Ni
has changed her plans and is rem;
London
to appear
in a musical
show
H.
F. AUERBACH,
member
of
th
of Tri-Ergon
Holding
Corp.,
and
Mr
bach
arrive
in New
York
today
on
fayette.
DALE
CARNEGIE,
author
an
caster, is on the same ship.
W.

P.

LIPSCOMBE

and

R.

J

authors
of to
20thhave
Century's
o'
who
were
arrived "Give
in Artici
week but were delayed, are now en I
this country aboard the Aquitania. .1
in New York tomorrow. They will ji
mediately to Hollywood to start \j
the adaptation
of the play for the
stay.
LEONARD M. SPIGELGASS, story eilw
Universal, has arrived at the Warwic.l
with his mother and sister for a si:*

Warner's
West

Coast

Buy

"Living

Bureau

of THE

on

«

FILM I

Hollywood — "Living on Vl
and
Julius Epstein,
beei
an original
story byhas Jerry"
chased for early screening by
ner Bros. Wald and Epstein ,ta
ready at work on the screen ill

RECORDING ON
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Hollywood — Larry Darmour, producer of Majestic Pictures, wins the
purity seal on a second independent
feature production, "She Had to
Choose." The first one was "The
Scarlet Letter," also produced by
him.

Fleischer

representative for "New Movie" advised his New York office of the action, Catherine McNelis, president
of Tower Publications, publishers of
that magazine, instructed him to
withdraw the pledge. The attitude
of Miss McNelis was that the Tower

"Dragon Murder" Big at Rialto
Criterion Stench-Bombed
Opening business at the Rialto for
Conflict between operator unions
"The Dragon Murder Case," Firs' ;s ascribed as the cause of a stench
National release, was the biggest bomb being deposited Tuesday night
since "Lost Patrol" several months in the Criterion, causing about 600
ago, the house reported yesterday.
patrons to leave. Robert McCabe is
manager of the house, which is playing a revival of "State Fair."
Second Majestic Film Gets Seal
West

Max

were made individually. When the

.ommg

Get Para.

Product in St. Louis

St. Louis — Reopening of Warner's
Shubert Rialto with "Ladies Should
Listen" settles the suspense as to
who gets the Paramount product
here. Fanchon & Marco had hoped
to land it.

Maisell Quits Latin Pictures
Ferd Warner Buried
Lewis Maisell has resigned as
St. Louis — Funeral services were
vice-president of Latin Artists Pictures Corp. and severed all connec- held a few days ago for Ferd Warner, pioneer local exhibitor, who
tions with Frank Z. Clemente. Maisell has opened offices of his own died Aug. 16 in St. Vincent's Saniat 11 West 42nd St.
tarium. His wife died July 16.

AVAILABLE
OPEN

FOR POSITION•J

College and technical educa
over fifteen years varied busi
technical and educational ex
ence. Formerly with leading
company. Possessing initiative,
and executive ability. Have tra»
extensively.
Willing to go anywl
Box
No.
994
1650 Broadway

The
Film
New York

I
.'GREAT
PROPERTIES MAKE GREAT PICTURES"
The outstanding best-seller of recent years ... a novel - powerful,
'luman, deeply moving... striking the understanding heart of woman.

A GREAT PROPERTY THAT
WITH IT RKO-RADiO

HAS BECOME

A GREAT

PICTURE.
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CLAUSE IN LEGIT CODE
DELAYS FILM VERSIONS
(Continued from Page 1)

m "LOTS'7
froWILK
TTLEBy RALPH
A LIHOLLYWOOD
Berton Churchill has

were playing a few blocks apart. 17. E. CLIVE and Forrester Harvey
The clause was included in the legit
are additions to the cast of "The
code at the instance of the govern- Gay Divorce," which Mark
Sandrich
is directing for RKO Radio.
ment, it was said by Dr. Henry Mos▼ T ▼
kowitz, vice-chairman of the legit
Code Authority.
Nancy Carroll will play the feminine lead in Columbia's "Spring

Pathe Reorganization
Calls for New Company
(Continued from Page 1)

Sept. 11. Details of the new stock
setup were published some time ago.
In the first six months of this year
Pathe earned $5.30 a share and on
the 8% cumulative preferred stock,
compared with a loss last year.

Five RKO Theaters
Set to Start Vaude
(Continued from Page 1)

and 125th Street, Manhattan, and
the Madison, Brooklyn. Tomorrow
the RKO Proctor, Troy, joins the
circuit's vaudeville houses, and
others will come in later. Policy
consists of five acts and pictures.
Add to "Marie Galante"

West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

Cast

DAILY

Hollywood — J. P. McGowan,
Herbert Hayward, Wallace Clark
and Paul Stanton have been added
to the cast of "Marie Galante," the
Fox production which co-stars Spencer Tracy and Ketti Gallian. Henry
King is the director.
"Navy" Sets Glendale Record
Glendale, Calif. — Warner's "Here
Comes The Navy" set a new high
for a single day's "take" at the
Capitol Theater here last Sunday,
which was the fifth day of the picture's sensational run here.
Chas. H. Haarmann
Dies
Omaha — Charles H. Haarmann,
the father of William Haarmann,
Paramount booker at the local exchange, died suddenly here.
Jack McCarty Reopens House
Omaha — The Louisville theater in
Louisville, Neb., has been relighted
by Jack McCarty, who operates a
house in Gretna, Neb. George Wilkins has taken over the Bruning,
Neb., Opera House.
Strand, Newport, Reopens
Newport,
R. I.— M. & P.-Publix
balanced the closing of the Colonial
by reopening the Strand.
Represent Ohio Unit at Meet
Atlantic City — Independent Theater
Owners of Ohio, latest unit to affiliate
with Allied States Ass'n, is represented at the Allied confabs here by Pete
Wood of Columbus and Willis Vance
of Cleveland. The Ohio unit has a
membership
of about 300.

Thursday, Aug. 2
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Russell Hicks and Arthur Aylesworth are additions to First National's "Babbitt."

GIVEAWAYS HALTE
8Y DENVER PO
been as-

"Menace,'
in supportsigned toofParamount's
Gertrude Michael,
Paul
Cavanagh and John Lodge. Because of previous engagements,
Claude Gillingwater has been forcea
to withdraw from the cast. He was
replaced by Robert McWade. Director
Murphy started production onRalph
Monday.
T

T

T

(Continued from Page 1)

Denver. Several theaters ha
ordered to stop bank nights
nights and other lotteries r
mobile
conductedThf1
by
the giveaway,
grievance board.
eight Harry Huffman theatei
permitted to continue, the
throwing the case out for i
evidence. The police depai
however, ordered Huffman t
the automobile drawings as

Kent Taylor has been given a
major role in Paramount's "Lime- will
be
directed
by
E
house Nights." He joins a cast Laemmle.
T
T
T
that includes George Raft, Anna
T
T
T
Gordon Westcott has been as- May Wong, Montagu Love and Billy
Special arrangements hav
signed to Warner's "Murder in the Bevan. Alexander Hall directs the
made by Warners with Jerom
picture.
for the composer to write tv
_
T
T
T
Clouds."
Beacon Productions has started
song numbers for the screen i
the first of its series of six westerns
With the signing of Richard jf his musical comedy, "Swee
Cromwell
for
the
third
major
role
line,"
starring Big Boy Williams, "Thunstarred.in which Irene Dunne
der Over Texas," which Edgar Ul- in "Lives of a Bengal Lancer," the
mer is directing. Marian Shilling Paramount studios have completed
T
nas the feminine lead.
Universal rhas T
borrowed
P
major casting on the picture except
T
T
T
for the leading feminine role, which Farr from Fox to play the fe
Phyllis Fuller, daughter of John is tentatively assigned to Katherine
Tommy."
T
T
T
Fuller, big theater owner in Aus- DeMille. Cromwell, with Gary lead in 'Tailspin
Harold
Long,
a staff
tralia, on a holiday in America, is Cooper and Henry Wilcoxon, comwriter,
for
20th
Century
th
enthusiastic over the balloon skirts
pletes the trio of lancer-adventurers
and costume of Brown Derby wait- around whom the story is built. In season, has been signed by
resses and wants the pattern to support of them will be Sir Guy F. Zanuck, production head i
take back to father in his theaters Standing, Noble Johnson and Colin company, to a long-term conl
and restaurants.
recting.
▼ T T
Tapley. Henry Hathaway is diT
T
T
Russell Hicks, who recentl!
Edward Sutherland has returned
pleted work in "The Case
to the Paramount Studios after his
Dog" and "Ha)
Felix Adler and Raymond Mc- Howling
serious illness to direct "Mississip- Carey have been engaged by Co- Ahead", has been assigned a
Warner's
"Babbitt," co-fe»
pi,"
the
Booth
Tarkington
story
lumbia to write and direct a two- Aline MacMahon
and Guy ]
which is to be made as a musical
reel feature under the supervision Others in the cast include'
with W. C. Fields, Lanny Ross, Eve- of Jules White.
Treen.
lyn Venable and Queenie Smith.
and
Nan Maxine
Gray. Doyle, Gleni
T
T
T
T
T
T
Walter
Connolly
is
again
playing
Phil Ormsby, who has appeared
T
T
T
Rochelle Hudson,
having
jus
in a number of Pasadena Commun- in two pictures simultaneously at
ity Playhouse productions under the Columbia. They are "Orchids and pleted work in the new Will
stage name of John Lawrence, Onions" and "I'll Fix It."
picture,to "Judge
Priest,"
hat
T
T
T
signed
a new Fox
contract
makes his screen debut in "The
T
T
T
The team of Kent Taylor and
Painted Veil."
Maude Truax and Isabel
T
T
T
Evelyn Venable, which has worked
The first of this year's Screen together in five consecutive pictures, are among latest additions
Snapshots has been completed by was parted this week with the as- lumbia's "The Captain Hal
Harriett Parsons for Columbia.
signment of Taylor to a role in
Many of prize children of Holly- Paramount's "Menace." Miss VenT T ▼
Ralph Morgan, Vince
wood will be seen in that short,
able is being tested for a role in
Andy
Devine,
William St
"Sacrifice."
Halliwell
Hobbes
and
among them Joe E. Brown's daughters and Barbara Bebe Lyons and Gwenllian Gill also were given roles Rudolph Ahment have been e
Arline Judge's son. The roster oi in "Menace," where they will sup- by Fox for the forthcoming I
port Gertrude Michael, John Lodge Baxter film, "Hell In The He*
stars looks like the who's who of
Paul Cavanagh. Ralph Murphy
directs.
Hollywood — Warren William, Isa- and
belle Jewel, Lewis Stone, Joan
The Famous Meglin Kidd
Marsh, Helen Morgan, Lupe Velez,
vue, composed of 70 talented
Johnny Weissmuller, Genevieve ToReginald Denny, Dickie Moore, sters,Sea."
will appear in a two-rii
bin, Louella Parsons, Douglass Mont- Cora
Sue Collins and Dorothy Lee taphone Technicolor short €
gomery, Alison Skipworth, Walter have been
"The Big Show." which is ci
added
to
the
cast
of
LibConnolly, Victor McLaglen, Wynne
ly in work at Warner Burbai
Gibson and Helen Twelvetrees.
erty Pictures' "Without Children,"
for which Evelyn Brent and William dios. Also in the cast are
T ▼ T
Tad Alexande
Janney have already been signed. Aylesworth,
Florence Fair. Ralph Staub
With two picture scripts virtually William Nigh will direct. Gertrude recting.
ready for Margaret Sullavan, Carl Orr wrote the screen story.
Laemmle, Jr. has decided to make
T
T
r
Ferenc
Molnar's
Good Fairy"
Cesar Romero, Cuban ball room
first. The
other "The
is Margaret
Ayer
Golden to Talk Duals
Barnes' current novel "Within This dancer, actor, and screen protege
Atlantic City — Eddie Golden, N
of Carl Laemmle, Jr., has arrived
gram sales manager, arrives today
New York to promote the double
at Universal City and been assignPresent."
ture cause at the Allied conventic
ed to his first role the lead in
Brian Marlow, writer, has had
the Ritz-Carlton Hotel. Golden
his contract renewed by Columbia. "Cheating Cheaters." This Max
confer
with various exhibitors at pi
conferences.
He is now doing the screen play Marcin play has been adapted to
the
screen
by
Gladys
Unger
and
for "Lady Beware."
t

▼

T

p
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TIMELYTOPICS

I3XPLOITETTES

The Motion Picture
and Internationalism

e Campaign
lugs Fashion Pix

TAMES THORNLEY, house
V manager, Frank V. Kenne:peck, exploitation manager and
.Stanley W. Higginson, Warner
!')ubicity man, in Australia
vorked out one of the most effective campaigns put over for
i 'Fashions of 1934" when it
played the Capitol Theater in
[Melbourne. Papering included
,19 twenty-four sheets in selectid the
spots,
a special
it
football
grounds,10' allbannor
tram
pars posted with special car
fcards, and 1,500 quad-snipes.
bver the air four radio stations
,-ooperated with special 1 ^0-word
.announcements broadcast three
.times each day for four days
before the opening. On the front
k complete lobby display was
arranged with a frontispiece
[animated with dancing girls and
;feather fans, attractively dolled
up with plenty of letter signs
and neon. At the Meyer Emiporium Ltd. a special fashion
tie-up was arranged. All windows of the store were posted
with a was
special
9x3' poster,
which
likewise
hung
throughout the store on direction signs and in elevators. The
same in
poster
21"x9' These
were
posted
larger inwindows.
w'indows were special displays
[of fashions from the picture.
iDisplay also included special
jfashicn photos and title cards of
[the picture. For three days
Myer's held a special "Fashions
of 1934" display and mannequin
parade in their large tea room.
Cards, photos, and easel signs
were prominently displayed during the parade. They also cooperated on a special half page
ad and 15,000 duplicates of the
ad were printed and distributed
by the store. The tie-up included
other angles, all of which
plugged
the picture and playdates.
— Capitol,
Melbourne, Australia.

d Contest, Radio Tie-Up
ft "Manhattan Melodrama"
(Md.)
HPAGERSTOWN
its first classified ad

saw
contest concurrent with the showing of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's
"Manhattan
Melodrama"
at
Frank
Boucher's
Maryland
Theater.
Prizes
were
autographed colored stills of Clark
I Gable, star of the film. Boucher
was assisted by an M-G-M" exploiteer.
The local ^radio staI tion announced th<§ Showing of
I the picture four times daily,
jfour days in advance and curI rent with playdates.
A special
I fifteen-minute broadcast, using
I M-G-M
material.
Four thousand heralds were distributed,
half of them in the theater, the
rest in a house-to-house
campaign.
Nearyland, Hagerstown, Md.

© • • THE LINEUP of Vitaphone product for the new
season looks very encouraging
these shorts from the Warner lit ocklyn studio certainly are bringing a load of New Names
lo the screen names that are well known on the radio and
in vaudeville but mostly unknown to the film patrons . . .
the sale of Vitaphone shorts has hit a new top the past months
indicating that Sam Sax has the right idea
. . and the
secret, if any
if you ask us
is that the millions of
radio fans are anxious to see their favorites on the screen
and these shorts offer them their opportunity
•
•
• A NEW slant in publicizing a pix
is the dance
chart prepared by Radio as part of the press book on "La
Cucaracha"
the two-reel Technicolor subject that is being ballyhooed like a big feature production
Leon Bamberger's department has sent out 1400 of these dance charts
being Arthur Murray's ballroom adaptation of the colorful dance
mailed to ballrooms and dancing academies
every dance step is indicated in diagrams, and photographs of
a team of ballroom dancers show the various positions
radio orchestras have started the new dance craze and the public
is eager to learn the dance
hence the stunt
•

•

•IT ALSO looks as if Radio has hit on a new technique for putting over certain pix
through a pop dance
number
first it was the sensational "Carioca" in "Flying
Down to Rio"
now comes "La Cucaracha" in a pix of the
same name
and soon will come "The Continental"
introduced by Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers in "The Gay
Divorce"
•
•
• ONE
MORE
honor for Mickey Mouse
Kay
Kaymen, handling the merchandising end of the Walt Disney
product
has prepared an elaborate merchandising
book
of 80 odd pages
listing as many manufacturers who are
licensed to use the Mickey Mouse trademark on their products
this is sent to retail establishments throughout the world
so they can be informed as to the various merchandise
available that is identified with the Kid's Own Hero
Mickey
it marks the first time in the history of merchandising
that such a volume has been prepared
the book carries
beautiful photographic reproductions of all the varied articles.
• •
• ONCE MORE this Mister Van Beuren has picked
a winner
over at the Music Hall on the bill with Harold
Lloyd's pix is the first of the series of shorts called "Dumb
Belle Letters"
and the reel is clicking strong with the
hearty laughs and chuckles at every showing
it consists
of seven letters bona-fide missives mailed to various companies and individuals
so dumb that they produce the
guffaws
T
T
T
• •
• OVER A period of years Juliet Lowell canvassed
corporations and prominent
individuals
asking for any
dumb letters in their files
she has thousands of 'em
here are a few she sent us specially from the Balearic Islands
in Spain where she is now on vacashe
Miriam Hopkins received this letter
"I have a pocketbook that with alterations would look stunning with the dress you wore in your last
picture. How about calling to see it?"
Frances Dee received this gem
"My daughter insists on doing everything
the way you do. Do you wear nightgowns or pajamas, and
what color?"
the RKO studios added this from their files
"I have the chicken farm, you the girls.
If you can
spare one for marriageable purposes, I'll keep you supplied
with fresh eggs."
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'J'HE ambitious film festival
which is to be held in Venice
this summer, and the exhibition
to be held in Vienna, have
drawn attention to an aspect of
the cinema that of late has been
somewhat neglected. When the
talkies were introduced it was
seen that they threatened a
severe blow to the international appeal of the
, but it
was long felt thatscreen
this appeal
would survive. Recently that
confidence seems largely to
have disappeared. The coming
festival in Venice is so determinedly international in
scope — fourteen countries are
sending examples of their
screencraft, to be judged by
juries drawn from many nations— that the hope is being
revived that sooner or later
efforts to make talking films
more or less universally intelligible will succeed. Much experimenting, of course, has
been done. Three or four years
ago
import
films were
mademany
in severant
al languages,
notably "Kameradschaft," that
remar
kable plea for cooperation
between France and Germany.
This plan, however, proved expensive and complicated. Then
M. Rene Clair began to cut the
dialogue of his films to a minimum, using music to emphasize the rhythm and emotion of
his productions, but his methods
have not been widely followed
so far as the particular aim of
breaking down the barriers of
language is concerned. Of late
the problem appears to have
been somewhat sidetracked, and
such foreign films as have been
shown in England and the
United States recently have
pursued the unambitious and
unsatisfactory line of least resistance by merely superimposing on the film rough English translations. At the same
time, it is significant to notice
that the content of the films
still remains largely international. "Henry VIII," one of
the most successful of British
pictures, was made by a Hungarian director; a German star
played orate
in warEnglan
film; d's
the most
Amerielabcan
film
"Quee
Christ
has a
n
Swedish star
and ina"
a Swedis
h
story; and the chief player in
the English "Catherine the
Great" is an Austrian actress
representing a German princess
in an episode from Russian history. If the Venetian and
Viennese festivals seriously direct attention to the problem
of making the films universally
understood, this aspect of international cooperation will be immensely strengthened.
— Christian Science Monitor.

An Instantaneous Hit!
Film Daily's 1934 Production Guide,
in the two weeks since it came off
the press, has elicited the usual
rounds of applause for its completeness and authoritativeness,
like the Film Daily Year Book, it
will be used for reference every
day throughout the season in all
parts of the world.
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1935 FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK NOW IN PREPARATION
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HE DRAGON

REVIEWS
MURDER

CASE"

i^

of the NEW
Ann

Harding in

"THE FOUNTAIN"
Warren
William,
Margaret
Lindsay,
with Brian Aherne,
Paul Lukas,
Lyle Talbot, Eugene Pallette
Jesn Hersholt
ii National
68 mins.
RKO
Radio
83 mins.
iMRLY GOOD MURDER MYSTERY
HEAVY AND SLOW BUT ENGROSSING
VTH SOME NOVELTY IN CRIME AND
TRIANGLE DRAMA APPEALING BEST TO
IIPED BY STRONG CAST.
though the human interest angle and CLASS ADULT CLIENTELE.
Despite a heaviness due chiefly to lack
giince in this murder drama are too
|i to give the picture much appeal for cf action, this three-cornered love tragedy
■-. but the mystery fans, the latter will has a compelling intensity about it and
M\ an intriguing time trying to figure should be appreciated at least by the more
U the identity of the culprit. This is discriminating grownups. Ann Harding,
! erly covered up, and the manner of a British girl married to a German officer,
Paul Lukas, and interned in Holland with
h crime also is unusual. A disliked
his pro-German relatives while he is at
cig man dives into a private swimming
a and is seen no more. There is a the front, revives a romance with a sympathetic English sweetheart, Brian Aherne.
:,nd about a dragon being in the pool.
flPhilo Vance, played by Warren Wil- The husband returns, all battered up and
minus
an
arm, and there is an uncomfortable
al, gets on the job and eventually shatsituation, with Ann not wishing to hurt
I the myth by showing how a member
f he household, Robert Barrat, with the him, while Brian adopts an equally honorable attitude. Paul realizes how things
s of a diving suit, committed the crime
eiuse he was deeply in debt to the vic- stand, however, and when he is on the
n and the latter was using this to force point cf dying from his injuries he bestows his blessing on the lovers. Considnarriage with Barrat's sister, Marering the difficulties in the story, the proat Lindsay, who wanted to marry Lyle
duction isa good all-around job.
'lot. There is occasional comedy from
Cast: Ann Harding, Brian Aherne, Paul
u:ne Pallette, a police sergeant, and
t<nne Girardot, the coroner.
'.ukas, Jean Hersholt, Ralph Forbes, Violet
[last: Warren William, Margaret Lind- Kemble Cooper, Sara Haden, Richard Abbott, Barbara Barondess, Rudolph Amendt,
af Lyle Talbot, Eugene Pallette, Robert
Betty Alden, Ian Wolfe, Douglas Wood,
IVade, Helen Lowell, Dorothy Tree,
fert Barrat, George E, Stone, George Frank Reicher, Fenke Boros, William Stack,
4'ker, Robert Warwick, William David- Christian Rub, J M, Kerrigan, Charles
McNaughton,
Desmond Roberts.
i| Arthur Aylesworth, Charles Wilson,
Director, John Cromwell; Author, Charles
rnne Girardot.
Morgan;
Screen
Play, Jane Murfin; Diairector, H. Bruce Humberstone; Aulogue, Sam Hoffenstein; Cameraman,
bi, S S. Van Dine; Screen Play, Rian
aes, F. Hugh Herbert, Robert N. Lee; Henry W. Gerrard; Recording Engineer,
Clem Portman; Editor, William Morgan.
liogue Director, Daniel Reed; CameraDirection, Studied
Photography,
Fine.
li, Tony Gaudio; Editor, Teddy Morse.
Erection, Good
Photography, Good.
I

FOREIGN
'NICE TO EVERY BACHELOR"
vh Marian
Nixon
and Neil Hamilton
i rty
67 mins.
CTION MELLER WITH ROUTINE
TRY IS AIDED BY GOOD DIRECTION.
ble direction saves this routine story
■ bogging down completely in spots
n gives it movement and some buoyancy.
■ concerns Marian Nixon, a fugitive
rn justice, who suddenly accosts Neil
l.iilton, a society youth, on the street
oilistract the attention of police. HamI, facing a scandal because of his atCjicns
to another
man'sandwife
i to hush
the affair
win and
overseekhis
filthy aunt who insists that he get marit proposes to Marian that they be wed
sa strictly business proposition. Marian
cscnts and they sail to visit Neil's aunt
ii Paris accompanied by Neil's mistress
r her hubby. In France the latter comn|i suicide and Neil falls completely in
: with Marian. His mistress, who
Its Neil to wed her, tells his aunt of
J|i's arrangement
when
Neil
eljffs
her. The with
aunt Marian
sticks to
Marian.
; il scene in New York clears Marian
tier jam with the law.
ast: Marian Nixon, Neil Hamilton,
wen Pringle, William Austin, Raymncd
p ten, Bradley Page, Kathleen Howard,
I Irving, Ralf Harolde,
Don Alvarado.
irector, Wm. Nigh; Author, Eleanor
y,es\ Screen Play, George Waggner; Reidling Engineer, R E. Tyler; Film Edict Mildred Johnston.
irection, Able
Photography, Fine.

DIALOGUE

"ENEMIGOS" ("Enemies"), in Spanish;
produced by Atlantida; directed by Chano
Urueta; with Miguel Delgado, Gaby Sorel,
et al. At the Teatro Campoamor.
Generally entertaining Mexican war
drama, with good cast and adequate production values, should prove satisfying to
the Spanish audiences.

SHORTS
"Buddy Circus"
(Looney Tune Cartoon)
Vitaphone
7 min:
Lively
The cartoon character Buddy
i
running a circus, and on the day r
the opening performance finds h
hands full when a little baby in tht
auidence gets mixed up in the circu;
acts.
The events are mostly con
;erned with the aerial acts, and the
circus atmosphere
is very realistically portrayed, with a fund of comedy incident.
Musical
score
by
Norman Spencer. Produced by Leon
Schlesinger.
"Movie
Memories"
(Pepper Pot Review)
Vitaphone
8 mins.
Old Favorites
A very well handled presentation
of the movie stars of yesteryear.

DAILY

FEATURES

and SHORTS

Most of the shots show the stars
in private life standing before the
camera, in the silent days before
their voices were heard. These are
not clips from the old silent pictures, so that they carry an intimate, human interest quality. The
celebs include Rudolph Valentino.
Lon Chaney, Jack Pickford, Milton
Sills, Marie Dressier, Mabel Normand, Lew Cody, Lillian Tashman
And many more memorable screen
personalities who have disappeared
forever from the screen. An excellent narrative accompanies the
shots.
Phil Spitalny and His Musical
(Melody Master)
Queens
Vitaphone
Good Harmony

10 mins.

« « «

of sports, including a bit of wrestling by the comical bearded Russian, then a hilarious baseball travesty. This is followed by a newsreel burlesque, in which Roy Atwell
does some stuttering on politics, a
crooners' convention in Chicago is
illustrated by a shot of mooing
cows in the stockyards, etc.
Popeye the Sailor in
"Axe Me Another"
Paramount
7 mins.
Pip Cartoon Comedy
Full of action and especially
humorous in conception, this animated cartoon will ring the bell anywhere. Popeye matches his strength
with
ing. a champion lumberjack, at felling trees, throwing logs, and of
course the usual quota of fist-fight-

Class presentation of a girl orchestra with Phil Spitalny wielding
the baton. The girls are all in
white and make a splendid showing.
"Water Rodeo"
They introduce several harmonizing vocal-chestral
numbers
or(Grantland
Rice Sportlight)
selections.with
Thesetheir
include
10 mins.
"Bugle Call Rag," "Let's Fall Ir Paramount
Love," "Dinah," and "Hungarian
Fast
Sport
Rhapsody." Joseph Henabery directed. A nice diversity of melody
Taken at Winter Haven, Fla., and
with plenty of eye appeal in the
amplified with comments by Ted
good looking musicians.
Husing, who injects a nice note of
humor, this subject shows some of
the fastest action stuff to come
"Madhouse
Movies"
along in these sport reels. Scenes
Paramount
9 mins. are concerned with aquaplaning
stunts and an outboard racing conLots of Fun
test in which the boats ride over
Plenty of big laughs in this one. land as well as water, with many
First it gives some goofy glimpses thrilling stunts and spills.

ONE MINUTE / EVERYTHING
HOTEL EDISON
NEW

YORK'S

HOME

OF

NEWEST

HOTEL

FILMLAND

47th St. just 30 seconds wsst of Broadway

1000

OUTSIDE
ROOMS
WITH
SUCH
FEATURES
AS

* Two
Radio clothes closets in each room
"►
■K
M
M
*

Circulating Iced Water
Chevaly Full Length Mirrors
Excellent Beds
French Window Ventilation
Tub and Shower

Rates in Keeping With the Trend of Modern Times From $2.50 Single
Three Attractive Popular Priced Airconditioned Restaurants
YOUR
LOGICAL
HOME
IN
NEW
YORK
JOHN

L. HORGAN

General Manager
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ALLIED SEEKS TO END
CODE AND MUSIC TAX

Allied Convention Sidelight!
By ARTHUR

(Continued, from Pane

1)

Atlantic City — Prexy Sidney E.
Samuelson is getting colossal compliments on his >vork in handling
•oublication of the convention pro-

Thursday, Aug. 23, 19 \

CHEST'F'D-INVINCIBLI
GET FINANCE BY PATIfc

W. EDDY
(Continued from Page

1)

has been instrumental in the organizing of additional Allied units in greater freedom in selecting t
that territory.
most advantageous time and me Y
od of releasing and selling.
Irving Dollinger is bearing up
"The plan is available to ests
ably so far in handling secretarial lished
distributors and others a
work for the Jersey unit.
templating going into the distril
of motion pictures. ChestConventioneers picked the wrong tion
field and Invincible will have ]
ones and the right ones, sometimes, nercent distribution in the Unit
last night at the bow- wow races at States this coming season, since tn
the Atlantic City auditorium.
will open their own exehanj
in those territories where t)J
Delegates are laden with passes are unable to find suitable and sat
factory distributors. This plant
for the boardwalk picture shows.
the initial step in the formation
Henry M. Mulstcin, newly ap- a national distribution setup."
Exchanges with which Chest
pointed sales manager of Price The- field and Invincible have alrea
ater Premium, New York, is in evi- concluded distribution arrangeme
dence at the convention stamping
'nclude First Division for N
York, Philadelphia, Washingt:
ground.
Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Cincinnr
Louisville, Albany. Buffalo and 1
troit territories; Selective Pictui
Inc., for which American Film I
r-hange will distribute the Chest
field and Invincible product in N!
ALICOATE
England; B. N. Judell, Inc.,
Indianapolis, Milwaul
Shemp Howard and Daphne Pol- Chicago,
lard complete work today at the and St. Lou's; Capitol Pictu
Corp.,
for
Omaha and Des Moin
Vitaphone Studio in thp second of
their series of two-reel comedies. Consolidated Film Distributors, Ii
Supporting the comedians in this for Kansas City. Other dome*
short is a cast including Cora deals are now b°ing; negotiat
Witherspoon,
Jessie Busley, Mar- Amer-Anglo Corporation, w'U
fore'g'n agents
for
earet Irving'. Charlie Howard. Don exclusive
Chesterfield-Invincible
nro net.
Mac-Bride. Hers^hell Mayall. E'mer
Brown, Harry Shannon and Melissa by All
the printing:
will be hand'
Arno.
Lloyd French is directing.
holdsthe anDupont
interest.lab in which Pa

cies." Samuelson announced a wire
from Al Steffes, who endorsed the
convention program and incidentally
observed that the code has accom- gram.
Julius Charnow active in the
plished "nothing for the independent
nit's plan to eliminate duals from
exhibitor."
hr fair state of Jersey, authori"Louis Senn of Theater Underatively talks on the so-called evils
writers, Inc., addressed the conven
>/ the policy.
tion briefly on theater fire insurance. More than 100 registered at
'Conventioneers look to Abram F.
the opening meeting, with more ex- Myers, former chairman of the Federal Trade Commission, to provide
pected today. Leaders present in- he oratorical fireworks for the fesclude Abram Myers, Herman Blum, tivities.
Fred Herrington, Aaron Saperstein
Walter Littlefield and others.
Walter TAttlefield, contribution
from Boston and who is one of AlA change in the convention pro
Hed's
mainstays in New England,
gram today switches the Allied of
New Jersey election to the morning
session simultaneous with the con
ference of exhibitors from states
other than New Jersey. Myeiv
speaks in the afternoon.
By CHARLES
Jeffrey Bernerd and Arthur Lee
YWTTH
renovation
and
redecoraare expected to attend the convention of their new and larger
tion today to plug the GaumontBritish program.
quarters in New Rochelle completed last week, Paul Terry and
Frank Moser this week have a considerably larger staff working under their direction on the making
Terry-Toons, the popular cartoon
I HOLLYWOOD
ig ofseries
which they produce for Educational. An increase of about 2C
per cent has been made in the number 0? artists and animator?. A
Tom Howard is starred in "Keep
large increase was made in the Ter- Moving." new Broadway musical.
ry-Toon staff last Fall, and several additions have been effected
Harrv Squires, staff Van Beuren,
since then. With the addition just cameraman, now engaged in turning
announced, the force is practically the crank for actual photogranhv
twice as big as it was a year ago. scenes in Burt Gillett's "Toddle
Tales," has been the recipient of
w,qnv complimentary remark* on
To accommodate the larger staff,
excellent camera work in "Joan1
the Moser-Terry organization has the
Lowell — Adventure Girl" which
leased space in the Pershing Square Harry shot in the backwoods of
Building at 271 North Avenue. New Guatemala. Harry has been in the
MOST CONVENIENT
e-ame more than 18 years, during
Rochelle. In these new quarter
they have just completed Educa
which time he worked for Fox. ParHotel in Hollywood
an^ nractically all of the
$2.50 up, Single
tional's first cartoon release of the newsreel amount
units.
$3.00 up, Double
new
season,
"Mice
Ir,
Council."
Special weekly and monthly rates

Short Shots from Eastern Studios

PLAZA

The Plaza is near everything to see and do in
Hollywood. Ideal for business or pleasure.
Every room has private
dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every venience.
modern
Fine foodscon-at
reasonable prices. Convenient parking for your car.
Chas. Danziger, Mgr.
Eugene Stern, Pres.
The "Doorway of Hospitality"
Vine
at Hollywood
Blvd.
HOLLYWOOD

W. D. Fulton Adds House
"British Agent" for Strand
City — W. D. Fulton, own
Warners have set "British Ag;ent". er Kansas
of the Southtown and other su
starring Leslie Howard and Kay
houses here, has purchaer
Francis,
follow "Dames" at the burban
the Tivoli.
New Yorkto Strand.

THFDATE
INDUSTRY'S
BOOK
Todav: Fi'<=*- Golf Tournament of Clevei
Variety
Club. Beechmont
Club. ClcveL|
Aug. 1-24: Second
Cinematographic

Aug. 22-24: Allied Theater Owners of Ji
Ip-sov City.
.-invention, Ritz-Carlton Hotel.'
lantic

Aug, 24- First Annual Golf Tourn'ment S*
sored by A'binv Variety Club. Shaker U
Country Club, Loudenville,
N. Y.
Sept. 10- First
Variety
Club

New Vienna Producing Firm
Copenhagen — "Five Gh-ls in
Vienna — Styrin, a new firm has Love,"
just turned out by National
the first native producbeen formed by the Austrian finan- Pictures,
tion in 18ismonths.
cier, Haas, and has acquired the
Vita Studios.
Block Island House Opens
Block Island, R. I.— The Empire
is now open.

Maynard, Mass., House to Open
Maynard, Mass. — The Colonial is
expected to be opened shortly by
Burton Coughlin.

fall luncheon
of Cleveland.

meeting

"eptll- Meeting of Pathe Exchange sb
holders
to vote on reorganization
pla
>ept 14- CUmbike. Golf and Dinner-0
of Cleveland
Variety
Club.
Cleveland
Sept.dan,
16: N.North
D.

First Danish Picture in 18 Month*

International ExdomHok;
Art,
Venice.
Italy.
J

Dakota

Allied meeting, rV.

Sept. 20: AM P. A. Revels and Luncheon,
tion Picture
Club,
New
York.
Sept. 20:
"Night of Stars" benefit
pices of United
Jewish
Appeal
German
Jews, Yankee Stadium.
Nathan Burkan. chairman.
Sept. 25-27:
Annual
convention
of
dependent
Theater
Owners
of
Hotel
Schroeder,
Milwaukee.

,

under
in aic
New Y

Allied
Wiscoi

Oct. 1-2.
Meeting of G. F. T. A
Indepen
!
Thealer Owners Ass'n, Robert Fulton Hi
Atlanta.
'

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Sixteen Years Old

I ti mate in Character
Iternational in Scope
I dependent in Thought
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KO Reported Seeking Monogram

(5 CENTS

Product Deal

IYERS LAYS INDIE ILLS TO INFERIORITY COMPLEX
aramount and Warner Bros. Pooling Brooklyn First -Runs
Ibice Attractions
Will
Play Paramount
Theater

47 Companies Using Films at World's Fair

Chicago — Forty-seven corporations, companies, sales organizations, etc., are using
films to put over the stories they have to tell at the World's Fair here. More than
60 projectors are used, most of them 16 mm. The advertising matter is liberally
sugar-coated with entertainment. A number of stage shows also are employed for the
same purpose.

''iking over
the in
Brooklyn
akmount
by Si ofFabian
a deal
giving the Brooklyn Strand, as
irted in yesterday's Film Daily,
ill for pooling of the Paramount
aj Warner first-run product in
rpklyn, giving the choice product
>|the Paramount Theater. The
bind lately has been playing dual
il|, with occasional reversion to
rles.
Net profit of Eastman Kodak for
he Brooklyn pooling deal was
qked out by George J. Schaefer the 24 weeks ended June 16 amountto $6,745,676, equal to $2.91 on
nj Sam Dembow, Jr. of Paramount the ed common
stock, compared with
{Continued on Page 12)
$4,348,624 or $1.84 a share in the
corresponding period last year. In
a statement to stockholders yesterday, President Lovejoy said there
had been a substantial increase in
volume of business both here and
abroad.

Allied Counsel Outlines
Program to Improve
Exhib Status

By ARTHUR W. EDDY
Atlantic City — Hitting the New
Deal and its NRA-imposed code,
Abram F. Myers, chairman of the
board and general counsel of Allied
States Ass'n, speaking yesterday at
the eastern regional conference of
independent exhibitors at the RitzCarlton Hotel here, urged exhibitors
Following discussion yesterday of to discard thsir inferiority complex
a new schedule of code assessments and wage a concerted fight for their
rights. (Continued
In a speech
outlining
some
on Page
9)
applying
producers-distributors
to
take theto place
of the allocations
rejected by the NRA, the Code Authority finance committee will meet
again Monday, at which time definite proposals are expected to be

EASTMAN PROFITS
NEW ASSESSM'T PLAN
JUMP 50 PER CENT EXPECTED NEXT WEEK

ILLY EXHIBS PLAN
PERCENTAGE FIGHT

hiladelphia— Through the M. P.
I 0. of Eastern Pennsyvania,
cithern New Jersey and Delaware,
iciibitors in this territory plan a
ijpaign against allegedly excesn distributors'
iJds.
Drive will percentage
be focused deon
(Continued

on Page

12')

iO. Votes $19,000
To Fight Local 306
Lt a mass meeting of the Indecdent Theater Owners yesterday
'und of $19,000 was raised to
jit mass picketing by Local 306.
Is the intention of I.T.O. to carry
1 fight direct to the public through
yspaper ads, trailers, bill-posting
ti house-to-house canvassing. The
,' O. uses Allied union operators.
Amedee Van Beuren, Too
Amedee J. Van Beuren, president of
he Van Beuren Corp., producing shorts
or RKO, is the latest to receive an ap)ointment as Kentucky Colonel on the
taff of Governor
Laffoon.

More Kans. City Houses
Raise Admission Scale
Kansas

City — Following announcement of admission price increases by downtown first-runs,
Stanley Chambers, manager of the
Uptown, will go to 40 cents top,
with 25 cents for matinee, starting
Aug. 1. Barney Joffee, manager of
the Tower, goes to 35 cents (25 cents
matinee) about the same date.

(Continued on Page

12)

Merian Cooper Sticking
To Two Specials a Year
Merian C. Cooper, RKO producer
who returned this, week from Italy
with his wife, Dorothy Jordan, will
stick to two special features a year,
he said before departing for the
coast. His first this season is "Last
Days of Pompeii." It is understood
Cooper will use the new three-component Technicolor process in sequences of this picture. The process
was recently tried in the short, "La
Cucaracha".

Product Deal With Monogram
Is Reported Sought by RKO
30 RKO Houses Getting
New Photophone Sound

RKO is reported to have assured
Monogram of a substantial amount

time for the latter's prodAtlantic City — Installation of new of playing
uct, particularly in New York RKO
RCA Victor Photophone sound
equipment in 30 RKO houses is now theaters, provided the independent
being made, it was stated yester- producer will permit RKO to exerday by E. O. Heyl, head of the
cise some influence in 'he Monogram production plans. The major
Photophone division. Theaters affected included the Ike Libson
company
is understood to be seekhouses. Heyl addressed the Allied
ing the right to okay stories and
(Continued on Page 12)
convention.

SAMUELSON ADDS JOB
OF BUSINESS MANAGER

Atlantic City — Re-elected president of Allied Theaters of New Jersey, Sidney E. Samuelson combines
that post
with the
duties Sept.
of busi-1.
ness manager
effective
Other officers re-elected are: Julius
Charnow of Leonia, I. M. Hirshblond .of(Continued
Tom's onRiver,
I.
Page 12)Harry

Obtain Order to Step
Probe of Para. Bankers
A show-cause order returnable
next Wednesday was obtained yesterday in Federal Court to restrain
Special Master John E. Joyce from
questioning officers of the Chemical
Bank and(Continued
Trust Co.,
City
on PageNational
12)

Merger of Philly Units Off
Philadelphia — Prospects of a

merger

between Independent Exhibitors Protective Ass'n and the M P.T.O. of Eastern
Penna. are at an end due to disagreement on certain phases of policies of
the understood
proposed joint
unit.
Bothtogether
group",
are
to have
gotten
on isfues of elimination of affiliated
theaters and withdrawal from the M.
P. T. O. A., but then a stumbling
block was reached.
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San Francisco — Film industry
Under a resolution adopted yeswill be well represented in the next
terday the Code Authority may, in
California legislature, it appears its discretion, rule that any increase
certain. Walter Barusch, theater in the number of features exhibited
advertising man, is candidate for after filing of a complaint against
the assembly, while many other the- an exhibitor charging overbuying
ater men are running for office and or too frequent changes of program
getting good support. Last session, is a violation of the Code and may
with over 80 bills against movies add the number of features repreintroduced, the industry had only
senting the increase to the award
one defeat.
made to the complainant. The Code
Authority stated that the practice
of some respondents in cases involvLouis S. Bach Acquires
ing ovei'buying and unfair operatFourth Atlanta Theater
ing policy charges has been to increase the number of pictures exAtlanta — Louis S. Bach, now ophibited in theaters after filing of
erating the Hilan, Alpha and Bank- a compaint before a local grievance
head theaters here, has added the
board
or
appeal to the Code
Ponce De Leon to his group. The Authority pending
and that this practise has
new acquisition will be remodeled resulted in irreparable damage to
throughout and Bach starts opera- complaining exhibitors.
tion within a few months.

Pathe News Special

Candidates Nominated
By Assistant
Directors
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY

Next issue of Pathe News will be
a special devoted to only two subHollywood — The following have
jects, the Canadian quintuplets and
been chosen by the Academy assisthe $427,000 Brooklyn robbery.
tant directors nominating committee
as candidates for the seven section
Plot to Kidnap Fox Children
executive committee positions to be
An attempt to get $50,000 from
William Fox, on threat of kidnaping voted upon by the section membershiptions:
in the
comingEdgar
Academy
elechis children, was revealed yesterday
Al Alborn,
Anderson,
at the office of the TJ. S. Attorney Scott Beal, Sid Bowen, Sid Brod,
in Brooklyn. A man was arrested Doran Cox, Robert Fellows, Horace
at Hewlett, L. I., in connection with Hough, Percy Ikerd, Charles Kerr,
the plot. Fox has two married
McDonough, Jay C. Mardaughters, one of whom has a son. Joseph
chant, William J. Reiter, Arthur
Rose, Lester Selander, Frank Shaw,
Previewing Americanization Films
Charles Stallings, Eric Stacy anc;
Washington
Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
Cullen Tate.
Washington — A preview of the
St. Louis Orpheum Reopening Set
first
two subjects
Americanization
series inwillWarner's
be held
St. Louis — Definite date for re-n Tuesday at 11:30 A. M. in the
opening of the Orpheum is Sept. 15,
Mayflower Hotel. Following the
^review there will be a luncheon in it is announced by B. F. Moore, local manager for Warner theaters.
honor of Harry M. Warner, Col. At the
same time Moore stated that
E. M. Newman and John Kennedy.
Warners had obtained first-run
showing of RKO product, which will
Henry Sommers
Gets Post
play the Orpheum and ShubertIndianapolis — Henry Sommers, Rialto. Warners also are interested
who has managed houses in Cincin- in the Hi-Pointe, second-run. About
nati. Chicago and Seattle, is the $25,000 will be spent to improve
newly appointed manager of the In- the Orpheum.
diana Theater here, it is announcSunday Fight in Seattle
ed by I. M. Halperin, general manager of the Indiana and Circle.
Seattle — A move to close movie
houses on Sunday is threatened by
Roxy Theaters Cuts Loss
Ben Paris, owner of several beer
Roxy Theaters Corp. reports net parlors^ if authorities succeed in
loss of $184,204, after interest and closing these beverage dispensaries
other charges but before deprecia- on the Sabbath. Paris is a deputy
tion, for the 26 weeks ended June sheriff and says he will padlock the
21. This compares with net loss theaters.
of $194,904 the year before.
Warners Renew
Chicago Lease
Apollo, Chicago, Opens
Chicago — Warner Theaters has
Chicago — An adjustment having renewed its lease on the Cosmobeen reached between Balaban &
politan, 7924 S. Halsted St., for 15
Katz and the stage hands' union,
the Apollo opened this week with the
world prem;ere of Marlene Dietrich years. Gets Palestine Film
in "The Scarlet Empress."
"The Lost Comrade," produced in
Palestine, has been acquired by
Columbia
Signs John Ford
Guaranteed Pictures Co. for world
West Const Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
distribution. It is a drama porHollywood — John Ford has been
traying Jewish life in Palestine today. Dialogue is in English and
signed bv Columbia to direct Edward G. Robinson in "Jail Breaker." Hebrew.

.oming an

d G

VAL LEWTON, who has signed a til
coast
today. writer for M-G-M, leaves t
as scenario
STUART ERWIN, who recently finisrlu
in the Joan Crawford-Clark Gable |cl
"Chained." is on his way East and i
in New York tomorrow. He will spei ai
two weeks in New York before retufcj
the M-G-M
studios.
CLARENCE BROWN, M-G-M
New
York
from
the coast.

directed »

MERIAN C. COOPER and DOROTHY .H
who returned to New York this we|]
Italy, are en route
to Hollywood.
LEE GOLDBERG, Majestic Pictures jnc
holder
in Louisville,
has arrived
in Nd Yi
ROLAND YOUNG left New York -fc
for Hollywood to enact a featured lyli
Paramount's
"Here
Is My
Heart."
CARLOS GARDEL sails Saturday I
Bremen for a vacation abroad, and onl
turn will go to the coast to appear II
mount's
"Big
Broadcast
of 1935."
JACOB WILK is back from Chicago:!
cancelled
his trip to the coast.
OLIVE JONES, 21 -year-old singer anrlrj
who has just been signed by Warners, M
ing for the Coast today.
CECIL B. DE MILLE was in WashinrL
terday addressing the National Press (I
their guests.
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(Day and Night Service
250 W.

54th St.,
Tel.
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5-6741

Foreign

AMERANGLO
CORPORATION

EXPORTERS— IMPORTERS
Cable: Chronophon
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DECK
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BATHS

WS OF THE WEEK IN PHOTO-REVIEW
MILLIONS HEAR JOLSON plug 'Dames' on air as guest star
of Chicago Tribune Music Festival at Soldiers'Field on stopover
enroute to Warner Bros, studios for start of 'Casino de Paree'."

\

MEYER

SCHINE

LANDS

PRODUCT

and smiles

elation to A. W. Smith, Jr., Warner Bros, general
v
sales
manager,
after
booking
complete
~~~"x
Warner-First National and Vitaphone
^\

TRIO

assembled

for

tri-state

circuit.

m*mc.
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STAR

progam

as

ier Bros, start picking headline

NEXT

any for 'Sweet Adeline'* Irene
s will star, Jerome Kern will write

TO HOUSE

RECORD

is Arthur Mayer's report on

opening of 'Dragon Murder Case',0 with Warren William
and Mary Astor at the N. Y. Rialto. Critics welcome new

i, and Mervyn LeRoy will direct.

Phifo Vance in thriller that is 'baffling and amusing' IMirrorl.
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WARNERS

ON GOES 'DAMES' CRAZY as record grosses pile up
:oast to coast. All-time high is target as New Yorkers flock to
J. ..House record smashed atWarners, Atlantic City. ..2-day adi sell-out at Orpheum, New

national newspaper

Orleans... 'Denver's top' {Variety).
*A Warner Bros. Picture

BACK

° A First National Picture

THEATRES
campaign,

by launching gigantic
contracted to break

day-and-date

with Sept. 15 national release of

'British Agent'0

with

Vitagraph, Inc., Distributors

Kay

Francis

and

Leslie

Howard.
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EASTERN STUDIOS
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QEORGIE
PRICE and Sylvia
Froos started work yesterday
in a two-reeler, "Hit and Misses",
at the Vitaphone studio. Supporting the stars are Billie Leonard,
Geo; ge Lewis and George Watts.
Nick Rogalli, who recently completed the photography of the air
scenes for "Convention Girl," will
be in charge of the camera on the
next color short, "The Children's
Hour, ' scheduled to get under way
soon at the Photocolor studio, Irving ton.
Ruby Film Co. has completed the
production for the University Settlement of New York City. The
pictures show the entire operation
of the settlement from its New
York City building to the summer
camp at Mt. Bacon, N. Y. Work
was cone under the supervision of
Leon J. Rubinstein.
Select Production?:, headed by
William Saal and Burt Kelly, have
started preparations for the.r third
film with work scheduled to get under way in aboiit three lo four
weeks.
Charles Williams and Marcy
Klauber have been added to the
scenario staff of the Al Christie production unit for Educational, with
headquarters at the Eastern Service
studio in Astoria.
Work will be completed tomorrow
on "Marriage Blisters", first, of
Educational's new series of marriage Wows to be produced by the
Al Christie unit at the Astoria studios and featuring Yorke and King.
Leslie Pearce directed, assisted by
Fred Scheld and Warren Murray
with George Weber doing the camera work.
Production on "Gambling", to be
msde by Harold B. Franklin with
Rowland Lee directing and George
M. Cohan, Dorothy Burgess, Wynne
Gibson, Harold Healy and Walter
Gilbert in the leading roles, will get
under way Monday at the Eastern
Service studio. John W. Butler will
be in charge of production, with
Jack McKenzie and Joe Ruttenberg
behind the cameras.
Harry G ribbon has been signed
by Educational for a comedy to be
produced by Al Christie at the Astoria studios. He will be co-featured
with George Shelton. Production is
scheduled to start Sept. 10.
Seattle Dog Racing Loses
Seattle — Fears of competition
from dog-racing have subsided here
following receipt of word from
Olympia that the Dog Racing Initiative received few valid votes.

PHIL M

DALY

•
•
•
WHAT DOES the juvenile really want in his and
her film fare?
the National Board of Review endeavored
to find out
so they prepared a questionnaire for children
ranging from 8 to 13 years who attended New York City public
schools also in the suburbs
the question was
"What books would you like to see made into motion pictures?"
• • • THE BOOK that easily scored with the most votes
was "Treasure Island"
the results of the poll was tabulated before the release of this pix, incidentally
other
books that scored strong were . "Little Men," "The Odyssey,"
"The Last of the Mohicans," "Robin Hood," "An Old Fashioned
Girl," the "Little Colonel" stories, "Batty," "The Five Little
Peppers," "Gulliver's Travels," "Stover At Yale," "Twenty
Thousand Leagues Under the Sea," "Captain Blood," "Anne of
Green Gables," "Honeybunch," "The Call of the Wild," "Nobody s Boy" and "Nobody's Girl," "A Tale of Two Cities,"
"The House of Seven Gables," "Seventeen," "Julius Caesar,"
"Ivanhoe," "The Three Musketeers," "David Copperfield,"
"Green Mansions" and "Jo's Boys"
•
•
•
THE COMMENTS of the youngsters on what they
wanted in films is worthy
of study by every producer
f'rinstance "more baseball stories" "some basketball
stories" "any of Gene Stratton Porter's stories"
"some Andersen fairy tales"
"any colorful biography"
"more like 'Little Women'"
"more history books"
"more Charlie Chan stories"
and "any of Jeffrey Farnol's
books"
the National Board of Review questionnaire was
also circulated in a New Orleans public school
so here is
a prettv good barometer of what the kids want for their dough
at the B. O.
•

•
•
A VERY nifty lobby that one
for the showing of "Cleopatra" at the Broadway
Paramount
design
and construction by Duke Wellington with photographic
effects by National Studios
. there is a 30-foot panoramic
effect stretching across the front, over the box office
the
scenes from the spectacular production of De Mille are giant
closeups of the principal characters, done in colors
and
with plenty of contrasting bright colors in the rest of the display
here is one of the most attractive lobbies and fronts
we have seen on Broadway for a long time
Herbert Bayard
Swope took a screen test for the title role of "The President
Vanishes"
the Walter
Wanger
pix to be made
at the
Eastern Service studio
•

• • PLENTY OF advance publicity for the 20th Century film, "The Affairs of Cellini" with three local newspapers running the serialization another stunt consists of
six narratives of the follies and fables concerning this romantic
here
written by such famous authors as John Erskine,
Konrad Bercovici, Richard Halliburton, Ursula Parrott, Faith
Baldwin, Thorne Smith
these are also available to newspapers Kenneth Harlan married Helen Spelner of Chicago at Endicott, N. Y
T
▼
T
• •
•
A SIGNAL honor has fallen to Pathe News
which has been selected by the Canadian Government to make
the only photographs of the celebrated Dionne Quintuplets
Solly Kann, the well known Pressbook Specialist, is now affiliated with Artcraft
the lithograph
and printing concern
in charge of their Motion
Picture
Division
the
popular brother of "Red" Kann has the well wishes of a host
of friends in his new association Columbia's "One Night
of Love" gets a play over the airwaves
it will be the feature of several big sponsored programs with song excerpts that
Grace Moore sings in the pix

«

«

«

»

»

»

Lincoln, Neb. — Business A
Lem Mulner and President H
Miller of the operators' union c
to an agreement with Bob Li\
ston, managerial representative
work under tentative terms with
beginning of Sunday shows i
about Sept. 15, when J. H. Coc
who has six houses here, come
town and new contracts will
drawn up. Present scale is $4
for a 30-hour, six-day week.
Lincoln, Neb. — Mrs. E. A.
chen, wife of the Lincoln Thea
Corp. exploiteer here, is now ou
the hospital after a month.
St. Louis — Jimmy Walker, r
ager of the Aubert theater in
St. Louis Amusement Co. cir
has become a benedict. He mar
Dolores
mond, Va.Siera, show girl from E

Los Angeles
—
Liberty's
Heads on a Pillow," featuring
Hamilton
and Miriam
Jordan,
been booked by the Pantages
ater, Hollywood, for first-run, v,\
the United
Artists
theater, I
Beach,
"No Jack
Ransom,"
Thelma has
Toddset and
LaRuc <
leading
roles, for a first-run
gagement.
Northampton,
Mass. — The P
will be opened Aug. 29 by M. &
Publix.
Ciasconset,
Maine. — The
Ca
has been put into active operati

'Good Housekeep'g' Edi
Defends Motion Pictu:
"There are too many good moi
pictures for the industry as a Wi
clares
William as
Frederick
Bigej
to
be branded
a criminal,''
editor of "Good Housekeeping I*
azine," in a full-page editoriai
the current film crusade in the '
rent issue of this publication. Vl)
pleading
for matter
elimination
jectionable
that of
hasthe'd
into pictures, Bigelow says
country has lost its sense of i
portion, that for a long time it:
been asking for realism and b;
now
has been
stampeded
off <'
ging itthat
it "could
take it,"
new hunt for the screen's scalp
Vaude in Seattle Houses
Seattle — Vaudeville is on the
crease here. The Embassy, W
ler's First Ave. and several o
downtown houses are using
with films, while the Rex, Colo
Capitol and Roxy of Ballard 1
amateur vaude.
"Dames"

Holds in New

Orleai

Orleans
Warner's
hasNewbeen
held — over
for a"Dar
set
week
at the Orpheum.

ii

WHAT'S THE EXCUSE
TONIGHT
LEO D-A-R-L-l-N-G !"

This was for
"Thin Man"

1

For "Riptide'

This was for
"Dancing Lady"

For "Viva Villa"

0

J*^ "Honest, Mama, I just
T^J-f had to bust out . . . the
box-office reports started coming
through on 'Treasure Island'
right on the high heels of that
'Girl from Missouri* . . . what a
grand and glorious feeling . . . !
. . . So the boys started knocking
'em over for dear old M-G-M . . ."

This was for
'Sadie McKee"
^

For "Manhattan
Melodrama"

—~

iv

you fascinate mel"

For "Men in
White"

This was for
"Tarzan and
His Mate"

i

For "Operator
13"

For "Girl from
Missouri"

"...It's the same old story
Leo . . . go on, a-n-g-e-l!

"You see, Mama, the
trouble was that we had

K
■ ■ i^i

*> x

so many things to celebrate. . . we couldn't neglect the
'Riptides'
and the 'Dancing

or my national
ampaigns in 40
nagazines, biggest
n film history

Ladys' of the past months... and
there was 'Thin Man' /Viva Villa',
'Men in White' and all the others."
>i

l

ror the preview
>n "Barretts of
Vimpole Street"

For my billboard
:ampaign (8000
stands) biggest
n film history

or the preview
yf "Chained"

or the good
ews about
lerry Widow"

or "Hide-out"
y the makers
f "Thin Man"

;Y

"his was for
)avid
iopperfield"
ly pride and joy!

nd this to the
lowmen who
tarch forward
ith me !

^

L

"I can see that you
didn't skip anything, my
sweet! ' '

"Positively not, Mama...
Jy and the boys got around
to my big campaigns in national
magazines and on the billboards
. . . and we drank to the big, newseason hits just previewed on the
coast... 'Barretts of
Street', 'The Merry
'Chained' ... and many
my exhibitor pals who

Wimpole
Widow',
a toast to
will play

them... so you see how it was..."
(Does Leo get socked by Mama?

J^ext page tells all! )

"THAT'S

REASON BNOUQ+\

T0 e£L£&K>AT£-, LfQ
OLD

PASCAL

1H MOTION
aND
NtXT
CELBB^ATf
VjNVITt

H&

V

^

PlCTu^&qF,T
T/Mf
y0^, vv^y NQT
MAMA
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Han of Action for Indie Exhibs Outlined by Myers
(Continued from Page 1)

rthods of procedure to this end.
Vers attacked the NBA, the code,
1 Code Authority, the M.P.T.O.A.,
X music tax, the producers and
piers, and even went so far as to
njuse the newsreels of kow-towing
.( the administration. Myers said
i part:

doming on the eve of a new struggle for
>h' vindication of the rights of the indepenIt, exhihitors before the law, this gathering
s lost timely. If it be true that 'whom the
;J loveth he chasteneth,' tben the indepenl< exhibitors must have stood high in Din favor during the past year. In the mate of cold, heat and drought the exhibitors
Wed the common lot. These are but passd visitations, there is nothing we can do
[jit them; we must let the dead past bury
1 dead and strive to forget. In the matter
jithe continued decline in business, due to
11, depression, we also are helpless, and
l.iing can be gained either by 'Whereasing'
:1 government which has demonstrated its
totency, or by crowding the wailing wall.
Ii' depression will, in due course, pass out
/natural processes, if not hindered by too
ir:h experimentation in government. But
ithe matter of the intolerable burdens fast3d upon them by the NRA and the combina: is of producers, theatrical chains and copyit owners under color of the laws of the
lited States — which are by far the most serjs blows suffered during the past year
iause the most enduring — the exhibitors can
a must strike lusty blows for their libera:i and the preservation of their rights.
To accomplish this the independent exhibits must by self-analysis and some form
: Coueism achieve a different mental attire. They have been so often reminded by
riducer spokesmen
of their supposed insigcance that they have come to believe in
'Insignificant elements on the fringe of
:! industry' is a phrase used by industry
■ ikesmen who are themselves
merely
the
ed hands of the corporations they are sup;i;ed to administer in the interest of the
tie owners — the stockholders and creditors.
•e fact of the matter is that the indepenlt exhibitors represent in actual investment
nre than any one of the Big Eight, probably
/re than all combined. If the theaters combed in Allied States Association were to
Jvcott the company represented by the last
okesman to sound off in this strain, that
mpany would be forced into bankruptcy
;er night.
So far as being on the fringe
the industry is concerned, the fringe this
;titleman sees is merely the loose ends of
s mind scattering his brains in all directs.
;"Turn to the ethical side and you will find
at the independent exhibitors not only have
thing to be ashamed of in their dealing
th the remainder of the motion picture inistry, but that they have spoken with the
ngues of prophets in endeavoring to guide
e industry along right lines. Adoption by
e industry of the proposals, resolutions and
eas of Allied since her formation early in
'29 would have spared the industry the ruins results of overbuilding, the campaign of
e Legion of Decency and other reform bodi, the extortionate demands being made by
e American Society of Composers, Authors
Publishers, and would have prevented the
iming struggle in the uncertain and dangeris field of politics in which the several divions of the industry will engage in a struggle
at will prove a spectacle for gods and men.

Says Exhibs Have Strength
"Why, in view of this honorable record,
lould exhibitors suffer from an inferiority
implex? If they are discouraged by the
any reverses of fortune during the past
■ar, they themselves are to blame for the
ost of it. The exhibitors must learn their
yn strength. They must renounce the docine that they cannot overcome the political
iwer of the Big Eight. They must cast off
leir lethargy and enlist wholeheartedly in
ie common cause. They must cease bleating
ke lambs and roar like lions 1
"The reasons for the success of the proucers in gaining unfair and discriminatory
references and advantages from the govrnment are two-fold. The first is the bold
id for favor made by the producers in culvating the friendship of politicians and in
attributing to their campaign funds. The
;cond is the respect and fear which the poli-

ranging from 100% to 600%, effective
October 1. These demands are made under
color of the copyright law. While I do not
want to express a final opinion at this tirpe,
the chances are that the law will sustain
the demands. Allied, as a voice crying in
the wilderness, has been seeking for years
By ARTHUR W. EDDY
to prevent this very occurrence because it
was obvious that the Society, believing itself
A TLANTIC
CITY— Aaron SaperAl Gold, who knows as many to possess an unrestricted right of extortion,
stein, Chicago exhib leader, got celebs as any good Broadway would sooner or later seek to exercise that
right. In 1932 Allied succeeded in blocking
a big hand when he was introduced colymnist,
tioneers.
screen-tested the conven- a bill that would have perpetuated the right
to the convention.
and in having reported out of the Committee
on Patents a substitute bill (H. R. 120094,
72d Congress, 1st Sess.) that would have
Biz at the b. o. in Pittsburgh is
Ben Kassoy is handling matters ended both the seat tax and the score charge.
not so hot, according to that veteran
bill required that all charges for the
here for Quality Premium Distribu- Our
conventioneer, Fred Herrington.
tors.
reproduction of sound pictures be included
in the film rental, and cast upon the proEd Auger and E. A. Timulty are
ducers the burden of striking a favorable
Tommy Goldberg of Baltimore is bargain with both the Music Publishers'
representing RCA Photophone, which
Protective
Assoc:ation and the American
installed a loud speaker system in 'mploring exhibs to unify their ef- Society. The
bill was recommitted for dethe meeting room.
forts toward correction of so-called
fects in other provisions than those sponsored
abuses.
by Allied, although the Congressman chiefly
active in having it sent back is notoriously
That well-known convention word,
friendly to A.S.C.A.P. This year the fight
"octopus" crept into Sidney SamHerman Blum is introducing Ar- must be renewed. The general manager of
uelson's remarks at the inaugural
thur
Price,
vice-president
of
AlLed
A.S.C.A.P. says that they have a 'war
session.
that they licked the exhibitors beTheaters of Maryland, around the chest;'
fore and will do so again. Every Congressconvention
hall.
man must he told about the extortion pracThis convention is novel from at
ticed by these combinations under the Federal
least one standpoint. So far there
law ; warned
they mustagainst
be toldit about
'warsupport
chest'
Irving D oiling er is functioning as and
has been no welcoming address by
; and the
their
must be enlisted for a measure curbing or
the secretary of the Mayor of A. C. secretary at the sessions.
dissolving all such predatory combinations.
"Another problem calling for careful unified
ticians have for the industry as a publicity money-bags, has been used to show a divi- policy and action by the independent exhibitors
sion
in
the
independent
ranks;
the
unaffiliated
medium.
is that of maintaining satisfactory relations
"I assume that if the twelve or fifteen units, not being with us, have been accounted with the Legion of Decency, the Motion
thousand independent exhibitors and theii against us. These circumstances lend sup- Picture Research Council, the Federal Counport to the claim, always encountered, that
families and employees let it be known tha
cil of the Motion Picture Industry and similar organizations. The exhibitors must work
they were going to cast their votes so as t< 'the exhibitors do not themselves know what
with these groups and obtain their sympathy
reward their friends and punish their ene"This deplorable situation led, in. the NRA
mies, the effect of the off-setting contribution!
and support in solving exhibitor problems —
proceedings,
want.' to a terrible debacle. The pro
of the producers to both parties would be in a they
ducers retired from the field with a code such as compulsory block booking, designated
large measure overcome. Certainly when we
dates, etc. — which directly affect the
written solely in their interests. The inde- play
public and in which those bodies have a
get down to individual Congressmen and Senpendents must never again allow themselvef legitimate interest.
ators the exhibitors can be of greater value —
to be ravished in this fashion.
or harm — than the producers. I would prefer
Product of Chief Importance
not to consider these matters, but in a purely
Opposes Continuance of Code
"Finally, there is the problem of product
defensive campaign in which their very ex"Let us consider, for a moment, some of which, from the standpoint of exhibitors
istence is at stake, the exhibitors must mar
sha! their influence and bring it to bear the problems with which the exhibitors will alone, is the most important of all. In few,
be confronted during the next twelve months if any, other industries are the buyers — the
where it will do the most good.
and see whether the organized efforts I have retailers, if you please — subjected to such
outlined are worthwhile. In June, 1935, the monopolistic practices. It is useless to adopt
Newsreels Accused
National Industrial Recovery Act will expire resolutions of protest addressed to the producers against high rentals, percentage deals
"Unpleasant as the subject is, the time by its own limitation. A movement already is
has come when the exhibitors must consider on foot in NRA to extend the law and, con- and the like. You have been doing that for
the newsreel as a source of political influence
sequently, the jobs of the 1800 persons em- years and conditions have grown steadily
ployed in that bureau. An extension of the worse. You must match the unified tactics
that has been and is being used against them.
The producers may protest until they are blue law, without other limitations in the act will of the producers in selling with unified action
in the face but the fact is that the newsreel in effect prolong the life of the existing codes.
in buying. By this I do not mean a general
has degenerated from an action strip showing
It will do more than that. It will place the boycott of any producer ; that would not be
graphically happenings in various parts of stamp of Congressional approval upon ajid consistent with our policy of clean hands.
the world, including utterances by outstand- may even legalize the motion picture code What I mean is that exhibitors, knowing
ing world leaders whose voices and person- which the Darrow Board has found 'is not that particular producers fell down badly in
al'ties are unknown to the theater-going public, authorized by and is contrary to the Na- the quality of their pictures last year, should
to a mere repetition of speeches of politicians
tional Industrial Recovery Act.' Hence the individually resolve that those companies do
in praise of themselves which already have exhibitors may have imposed upon them not merit percentage contracts and preferred
been transmitted over the radio and pub- permanently, by act of Congress, a code playing time ond govern their buying aclished in the newspapers. No one would be which places them absolutely and utterly at
cordingly. Intelligent buying of this sort
mercy of the eight big producers and would soon break down the burdensome pracso foolish as to suppose there was a 'deal' the
between the producers and the politicians cov- their affiliated chains.
tices which are being imposed upon the exering their mugging and yammering on the
"I know that there are some who feel that
hibitors with ever increasing severity. But
screen. But it is not a violent assumption since the producers have not yet exerted to
this requires interchange through a central
to suppose that a publicity-minded person like the full the vast power vested in them by the organization of thought, information and exGeneral Johnson, when he sees long sequence? code to injure the independent exhibitors, the
of his speechmaking on the screen, conclude? code has shrunk in importance as an issue. perience.
"Another phase of the problem is the
that 'these producer chaps are pretty fine But that restraint on the part of the profellows and there cannot be much to the comducers has not been due to the good nature bringing in of new production. This idea
with the slogan, 'Proor indulgence of those in control of the Code has beenducerscombatted
should keep out of exhibition and
plaints against them.'
"In view of these and other circumstances
It is
to the
fact that
Al'ied exhibitors should keep out of production'. A
has kept alive
an due
active,
vigorous
opposition
that will readily occur to you exhibitors, i: Authority.
handsome sentiment to which I subscribe !
is perfectly plain that the exhibitors have that has made the exercise of such power But it is of doubtful application since the
the latent power to protect themselves, if only inexpedient and dangerous. By the Congress
very deeply engaged in exthey will organize and bring that power tr Theater case. Allied succeeded in preserving producershibitionare
and within the past few weeks have
bear. Allied States Association is a great the right of exhibitors to sue for oppressive or
shown
a
disposition
to acquire even more
and powerful organization, with a majority injurious acts by the Code Authority and the theaters. This penetration
of the field of
of the regional units, including most of the local boards, notwithstanding the assents
really strong ones already affiliated with it. which were demanded from such exhibitors exhibition would justify the exhibitors in
engaging
directly
in
production.
But that
Allied leaders believe, not without cause, that by the Code Authority. In obtaining from
their policies have the approval of virtually the Darrow Board a ruling that the code was really is not within the contemplation of the
Allied leaders who have advocated the nropoall independent exhibitors. Letters from such outside the scope of NIRA and therefore out- sition.
Our idea has been, if possible, to
exhibitors throughout the country attest this
side the exemption from the anti-trust laws. encourage new, qualified producers to come
fact. But Allied's work has been greatly Allied served notice on every member of the into the field by pledging them a return on
Code
Authority
and
of
the
local
boards
that
hampered by (1) the skeleton Motion Picture
Theater Owners of America, kept alive by they would be held accountable in the courts each negative which will cover a substantial
the contributions of the producer-owned chains for injury inflicted upon any independent part of the production cost. Such a move,
if successful, would introduce a healthy comthrough the Hays Association for political exhibitor.
petition into the now monopolized and regipurposes; and (2) the selfish indifference of
Raps
Music Tax
mented film market and would constitute a
certain leaders of so-called 'unaffiliated' relet us consider the demands of great step forward in the liberation of the
gionals and the exhibitors in unorganized ter- the"Again,
American Society of Composers, Authors exhibitors from the state of bondage in which
ritory. The M. P. T. O. A., responsive alfor increases in the seat tax
ways to the whiplash of those who wield the & Publishers
they now find themselves."

Allied Convention Sidelights

Despite the strongest oppositn

HELD OVER
RADIO

iroadway has seen in years . .

2nd
WEEK
MUSIC
HALL
H

•AROLD

LLOYD'S

"The Cat's Paw" joins Radio City Music Hall's

immortals . . . Only seven other pictures have been held over in

that theatre's history . . . and no other comedy! Meanwhile, word-of-mouth
increases the mammoth

crowds to all-day S. R. O. business. A record

worthy of so great a picture . . . one that will bring you untold revenue!

HAROLD LLOYD
in

The Cats Paw
From the Saturday

Evening

by CLARENCE BUDINGTON
PRODUCED

BY

HAROLD

LLOYD

Post story

KELLAND

CORPORATION

Every
thing

A FOX RELEASE

these
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RKO REPORTED AFTER
MONO, PRODUCT DEAL

Against Block Booking

Atlantic City — A group of about 10
members of the Independent Exhibitors
of Philadelphia were holdouts from the
standpoint of registering at the Allied
convention, as they opposed the idea
of paying a registration fee of $3.
They were willing, however, to pay a
separate and smaller charge for admission to the banquet last night. President Samuelson later admitted them
to the meetings without payment of
the fee.

ATTACK POLICIES
IN SELLING SHORS !

A LITTLEBy RALPH
from
"LOTS
WILK

HOLLYWOOD
casts as a highlight of the proposition. RKO is confronted by what jyfARGUERITE
and
Bruce Cabot CHURCHILL
have been signed
is considered an acute product
shortage for its New York houses by M. H. Hoffman, president of
as the Loew circuit has bought the Liberty Pictures, to play the leading
roles in "Without Children," comproduct of all but three majors.
pleting the cast which includes
Evelyn Brent, Dickie Moore, Reginald
Denny,
Dorothy Lee, William
Samuelson Adds Job
Janney and Cora Sue Collins. WilOf Business Manager
liam Nigh will direct. Gertrude
(Continued from Page 1)
Orr has written the screen adaptaWaxmann of Atlantic City, all vicetion, suggested by Mrs. Wilson
presidents; Irving Dollinger, Lin- Woodrow's "The Eyes of Youth."
den, secretary; Jack Unger, HillT
T
T
side, assistant secretary; Louis
Harvest," a story of
Gerofsky, Somerville, treasurer; W. the"Andrew's
Texas plains by John Evans, was
D. Hunt, Wildwood, assistant treas- placed in work this week by Paraurer. Jerome Kaidell of East
mount with Henry Wilcoxon named
Orange also was named vice-presi- for the lead. The screen play is bedent.
ing written by Marguerite Roberts.
Louis Levin of Newark also was
calledyear
one because
of Hollywood's
named an assistant treasurer. New Wilcoxon,
finds of the
of his
directors, each to serve three vears, work as Marc Antony in C. B. Dewere elected as follows: Frank
Mille's production "Cleopatra", is
Gravatt, Atlantic City, succeeding now
preparing to play one of the
P. Mortimer Lewis; W. C. Hunt, leads in "Lives of a Bengal Lancer."
Wildwood, and Ralph D. Wilkins,
T ▼ T
Pitman.
Lennox Pawle, British character
Samuelson announced the appoint- actor who retired several years ago
ment of the following committees: from the English and American
Product — John Benas. Ralph Wilk- stage, has been signed by M-G-M
ins and Ike Levy; Resolutions — for "David Copperfield."
T
T
T
Lou;s Levin, Lew Newbury and
Jack Unger.
Jean Chatburn, a screen newcomer who has played several bits in
recent films, has been signed to a
Allied to File Bill
long-term contract by Metro.
Her

Balk ar Convention Fee
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{Continued from Page 1)

Atlantic City— That Allied will introduce in Congress a bill to end
block booking was indicated at a
general exhibitor meeting at the
Allied conference yesterday when
the legislative situation figured importantly in the addresses. Walter
Littlefield of Boston pointed to the
need of a measure similar to the
Brookhart Bill. Ben Golder of Philadelphia, active in the Independent
Exhibitors association of that city,
also spoke on legislation, urging organization of various units to promote a campaign in behalf of measures which have Allied support.
Talks by Julius Charnow, Ben
Berkowitz and Dave Barrist included references to the code. Barrist
was added to the committee on resolutions. About 150 exhibitors attended the session.
A banquet took place last night.
Today's closing session will be devoted to follow-up on work of the
previous meetings.

DAILY

Obtain Order to Stop
Probe of Para. Bankers
(Continued from Page 1)

Bank and Manufacturers Trust Co.
about transactions with ParamountPublix under Sec. 21A of the new
bankruptcy act. The bankers contest the legality of the subpoenas
served on them and examinations
under Sec. 21A.
The officers served represent three
of the twelve banks now being sued
in Federal Court by the Paramount
trustees to upset a transaction made
in March, 1932, by which uncompleted films and net film rentals
were transferred to a newly organized subsidiary called Film Productions Corp. They were to have been
examined today at Special Master
Joyce's office, not only on the transaction over which the trustees are
suing but on other dealings of their
banks with Paramount-Publix, according to counsel for the trustees.
Hearing on the reorganization
plan for the Paramount-Broadway
Corp. has been postponed till Sept.
11th.

! first role under this
not yet been selected.

contract

r

T

T

t

▼

T

▼

T

T

has

John Dos Passos, who recently
joined Paramount's writing staff to
write the script of "Caprice Espagnole," the next Marlene Dietrich
picture, is ill as the result of a
tropical fever contracted several
years ago. The noted author is at
the home of Francis Faragoh, film
writer, where he is being cared for
by Mrs. Dos Passos. who made a
hurried trip from New York to
Hollywood after learning of her husband's illness.
Eugene Pallette has been signed
for Warner's "Bordertown," starring
Paul Muni. Others in the cast of
the film, which goes into productior
today, include Bette Davis, Margaret Lindsay, Lyle Talbot and Solidad Jiminez.
Archie Mayo directs.
Tammany Young, who "supports"
W.
C. Fieldspictures,
in all ofwent
the latter's
Paramount
on his
own this week with a role in that
studio's picturization of Damon
Runyon's "The Lemon Drop Kid."
T

T

Atlantic City — Strenuous oj
sition to short subject sales poll
of at least three major distribu^
cropped up at an Allied confer j
attended by exhibitors other Ij
those identified with the New m
sey unit. These distributors \1
charged with evading the spiriif
the code by allegedly asking exlj.
tors to pay them the equivalent
their shorts costs last season &
use as many of the shorts as neel
Attack was principally centereoj
the weekly payment plan whicS
a feature of the policy. It was>clared that under the arrangemj,
if an exhibitor spent $500 for sh-s
with a company last year, the £.
tributor asks the same amountf
money but allows the theater to jy
as many subjects as it needs.
The music tax, the code and e
need of a strong national org .
zation were among other subj s
which entered the conference. Spcers included Walter Littlefi],
chairman; Pete Wood of Columi;,
Willis Vance of Cincinnati, Asn
Saperstein of Chicago, Tommy G berg and Herman Blum of Bimore, Fred Herrington of Pitburgh and others. Forty ve

T

Montagu Love and Desmond
Roberts have been added to the cas*
of Paramount's "Menace." They will
support
Michael,
Cavanagh Gertrude
and John Lodge
under Pau1
the
direction of Ralph Murphy.

New Assessment Plan
Expected
Next Week
(Continued from Page 1)
made. Members of the finance committee are Sidney R. Kent, Nathan
Yamins and Harold S. Bareford.
The matter of a royalty system
for production talent, also scheduled
to be discussed at yesterday's Code
Authority meeting by Sol A. Rosenblatt, awaits reports from committees on the coast.

New Jersey Allied to Hold
Semi-Annual Convention
Atlantic City — Allied Theaters of
New Jersey will hold a semi-annual
convention next winter at a place
and date to be decided upon later.
President Sidney E. Samuelson will
name a committee to handle arrangements. The unit also will
hold a social affair every two
months.
Gore Bros. Seek to Extend Lease
San Francisco — Abe and Mike
Gore are conferring with E. B.
DeGolia, owner of the Embassy, for
a continuation of the lease. House
is now operated by Fox West Coast.

New Tacoma House Opens
Loew Unit Reports Profit
Tacoma — The Beverly, newest loToronto — Marcus Loew's Thecal downtown theater, has been
aters. Ltd., reports net income of
opened by Mike Barovic, owner. $19,066, after taxes and charges,
It seats 450 and has Western Elec- for the period from Jan. 5 to Aug.
tric sound.
31, 1933.

present.
Paramount-Warner
Poo
Brooklyn
First-Rilis
(Continued from Page 1)
■

Publix, who then turned it oveio
Fabian. First picture to play 'e
Brooklyn Paramount under the h
arrangement
will be also
"Cleopatr;
The Fox Brooklyn,
openi
by
Fabian,
is
not
affected
by I
deal.

Philly Exhibitors Plan
Fight
on Percental
(Continued from Page 1)
demands for 35 per cent and higt
and will be similar to the <?■
paign aimed at M-G-M a few 3g
sons back. M-G-M this seaso |s
reported making big progress I]
contracts in this territory.
Pathe's Own Laboratory
Correcting an inadvertent err&'i
yesterday's story about Pathe ladling the Chesterfield-Invincible H
printing, the laboratory where H
work will be done is Pathe's who •
owned plant in Bound Brook, N •
It is the DuPont Film Mfg.
in which Pathe holds a 49 per c$
interest.

Beverly

Bayne

in Short

Beverly
Bayne,pictures,
one of returns
the first
stars
in motion
to real'
the
screen in "Domestic Blisters," starring
Yorke and King. This is the firsl
comedy in Educational's new Marriage
Wows series. In the cast also are Frank
Alworth, George Shelton, Jack Howard,
Eddie Roberts and no less than a dozen
attractive
rected by young
Leslie girls.
Pearce. It is being di-;j
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Caumont- British Not After Theaters, Says Ostrer

I0CAL ZONING BOARDS MAY RECONVENE ON APPEALS
267

New

Code Assents Boost

1|3 Distributors and 72
IProducers Also Have
Assented to Code
Hew assents to the motion picture
Ctte received up to Aug. 15 totaled
& bringing the number of exhibov assents to 8,525, the highest
fi.ire yet attained.
There are 123
tributor assents and 72 producer
ents.

110,383 See "Cleopatra" in First Week
In its first week at the N. Y. Paramount, "Cleopatra" played to the year's record
of 110.383 admissions, exclusive of the capacity guest audience at the premiere. The
Cecil B. DeMille production goes into its second week with prospects of beating this
record
and will be held over as long as business warrants.

JOHNSON WILL STAY U. A. MUST GRANT
AS HEAD OF NRA 10% CANCELLATIONS
Bv
FILM

.LIED WANTS GOVT
TO PROBE FILM CODE
FILM

By W. II. McMAHON
DAILY Stuff Co-respondent

LESLIE
F.
DAILY
Staff

STONE
Correspondent

Washington— President Roosevelt
announced last night that he and
his aides are evolving a plan to
make NRA permanent with General
Johnson to continue as administrator. Permanent features to be retained include maximum hours, minimum wages and curbing of unfair
trade practices.

Atlantic City — A demand for Al Reid and Joe Lee
Gngressional investigation of all
pkses of drafting and administraJoin Fabian in B'klyn
te of the film code was embodied
Al Reid, formerly district manager with the RKO circuit, will be
iija resolution which was the high
nte of the first session of the East- supervisor of the Brooklyn Paramount and Brooklyn Fox theaters
ei Allied and New Jersey unit convhtion, closing yesterday. The con- under Si Fabian's operation. Joe
vlition declared that Sol A Rosen- Lee will be managing director of
(Continued
on Page 4)
the Paramount, which Fabian has
just taken over in a pooling deal
embracing
Warner's Brooklyn
jfyx Confirms Series
Strand.

By Harold B. Franklin

fficial announcement
was made
b\ Fox yesterday that it would relase a series of features to be prodped by Harold B. Franklin, startiij; with "Gambling", with George
W Cohan, Wynne Gibson and Dorly Burgess.
Rowland V. Lee will
ect the picture, which goes in
rk Monday at the Astoria studios.
Frank Capra a Professor
West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Frank Capra, Columbia director, has been appointed to the
faculty of the University of Southern
California. He will lecture on "Fundamentals of Motion Picture Production"
at evening classes of the university's
extension
division.

Total

United Artists must grant 10 per
cent cancellation privileges to exhibitors who purchase all the company's
and fulfillthe
all their
contractual product
obligations,
Code
Authority ruled in effect yesterday.
Decision was made on the appeal of
United Artists from the ruling of
the Indianapolis board upholding
the claim of H. R. Evans of the
Albion Theater, Albion, Ind., for
cancellation privileges.

"Declaration of Indep'ts"
Issued by Southeast Unit
Atlanta — A "Declaration of Independents", declaring war on major
interests and announcing its intention to employ legal instruments nftw
in existence to obtain a better break
for small theater owners, has been
issued by (Continued
the Georgia-Florida-Tennon Page 3)

Ostrer Says Gaumont -British
Not Going After U. S. Houses
Para. Settlement
Approved by Court

Federal Judge Coxe yesterday
approved the plan of Paramount
trustees to settle for $23,000 claims
totaling over $250,000 on two
Uniontown theaters, but ordered
Special Master John J. Joyce to file
supplemental report outlining all
the facts surrounding the proposed
Toledo Paramount reorganization
and to give notice to counsel for
the trustees who may arrange for
an additional hearing.

Gaumont-British, which now has
approximately 330 houses in Great
Britain, has no intention of invading the American theater field, but
will rely upon the quality of its pictures to obtain playing time in the
theaters of this country, Mark Ostrer said in an interview with The
F lm Daily as he arrived in New
York yesterday on the Aquitania.
Ostrer's mission is in connection
with the G-B plan to establish its
own distribution
setup
here and ar(Continucd
on Page 4)

Up to

8,525

Code Authority Calls Off
New York Meetings on
Clearance Plans
Because the industry is faced
with the problem of proceeding into
the new season with the clearance
and zoning schedules of important
cities unsettled for months to come,
the Code Authority, with the consent
of Sol A. Rosenblatt^ has decided
to cancel hearings scheduled for
next week on appeals from clearance and zoning schedules of five
cities and to conduct a national survey through exhibitor associations
and trade bodies on whether local
boards shall be called into continued session
to hear appeals.
De(Continucd on Page 4)

CODE AUTH'Y RULES
AGAINST BANK NIGHTS
Screeno games and bank nights
violate ihe code clause prohibiting
reduced thorityadmissions,
the Code
Auhas ruled on several
appeals
f i om local grievance board decision.-.
S^ch decision was rendered
{Continued on Page 3)

Mary Roberts Rinehart
Calls Public Best Censor
The public is capable of doing
its own censoring of pictures, observed Mary Roberts Rinehart,
famous novelist, as she arrived on
the Aquitania yesterday after a trip
to Russia. Censorship of pictures
(.Continued on Page

3)

Free Drinks and Smokes
San

Francisco — After giving his patrons free beer as a competitive move
against the China Nights and Ad Show
Nights, John Phillips of the Parkview
Theater added wine to the beverage
menu and then supplemented the drinki
with
cigarettes. Other
exhibs
are
wondering
what
next.
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FINANCIAL
NEW

YORK

Philadelphia — A new television principle, using an apparatus so sensitive that it is
described as capable of photographing the moon and transmitting the picture by
radio, was demonstrated here yesterday by its inventor, Philo T Farnsworth. Electrical impulses replace the scanning disc and other mechanical features in the new
device. Farnsworth says he is ready to photograph outdoor sports with a handy
camera.
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Never Lost on Films
Hold Hearing Sept. 18
On Paramount Publix Fees
Says Dr. Giannini
Hearing in Federal Court will be
heM Sept. 18 on the petition of the
Paramount-Publix trustee, counsel
for the trustees and firms engaged

by the trustees' attorneys for fees
aggregating close to $725,000 for
services during the past 14 months.
The trustees, Charles E. Richardson, Charles D. Hilles and Eugene
W. Lake ask $100,000 each. Root,
Clark, Buckner & Ballantine request $350,000 for their services.

K. of C. to Join Legion
Detroit — In a resolution adopted
at the closing session of the Knights
of Columbus convention here, all cf
the 600,000 members were urged to
become militant members of the
Legion of Decency in working for
cleaner films.
"Young and Beautiful" Premiere
Mascot's "Young and Beautiful"
will have its world premiere tomorrow on the Steel Pier in Atlantic
City. Booking was made dire"t by
A. Lucchese of Gold Medal, Philadelphia, Mascot distributor in that
territory. Al Sherman, advertising
and publicity chief for Mascot, has
left New York for Atlantic City to
assist E. M. Orowitz on the opening
campaign.
Protestant

Film

Move

in

Oct.

San Francisco — Campaign of the
Protestants for clean movies will go
into full swing Oct. 31, it is stated
here. A national convention will be
held and it is expected the move will
be merged with the Catholic activities. Presbyterians here joined the
K. of C. in the campaign.
"Little Women"
Gets Award
•Vienna — RKO's "Little Women,"
one of the pictures selected for
showing at the International Film
Festival here, was awarded the
Honor Prize diploma presented by
the Ministry of Economics.
"Girl of Limberlost"
Preview
An invitation trade preview of
Monogram's "A Girl of the Limber'ost." with Louise Dresser, Marian
Marsh and Ralph Morgan, will be
given Tuesday morning at the Criterion.

Victor Heerman
John
R. Bray
John
Zanft
R:chard
Wallace
Ruth
Roland

George Fawcett
James
R. Cowan
Ruby
Keeler
Alice
Wh te
Jerry Drew

Irwin Dubinsky
Married
Kansas City — Irwin Dubinsky,
brother and assistant of Ed Dubin"kv, married Rosalind Steiner here
this week.
"Cimarron"

at Criterion

RKO's "Cimarron," a Ten Best
picture, will have a revival showing
at the Criterion
starting
Aug. 31.

London — "The film business has
never stuck
a nickel,"
declared Dr. A.me H.forGiannini
of the
Bank of America in an interview
here. Giannini, who is on a vacation tour, said he had loaned many
millions of dollars to producers
throughout the depression years and
that all loans had been liquidated.
After visiting France and Italy,
Giannini returns to America from
Naples on Oct. 3.
Closes

Deals

on

Maynard

Films

Maurice Conn, president of Ambassador Pictures, has closed territories for his eight James Oliver
Curwood features starring Kermit
Maynard, as follows: Midwest Film
Co., Milwaukee; Affiliated Producers, Atlanta; Standard Film Exchange, Buffalo, Detroit; Monogram
Exchange, Cleveland, Cincinnati and
Pittsburgh. Conn is now en route tr
Hollywood, stopping off to close
some western territories.
ReleasingSpanish
Film
"Romance Tropical," first of a series of Spanish pictures to be made
in Puerto Rico by Latin Artists Pictures Corp., headed by Frank Z.
Clemente, has been finished and will
be released shortly. Juan Viguie.
director and cameraman, supervised
the production and will also handle
the remainder of the series. He is
"iw en r^ute to San Juan to start
the second.
Cohan Theater Fights Vandals
Stanley Lawton, managing director of the George M. Cohan Theater, has engaged men and women
detectives to mingle with the patrons in order to battle alleged
racketeers who are using methods
of coercion and vandalism against
the theater. A trailer also is being
run to inform the public of the situation. The Cohan was stenchbombed the other night.
M-G-M

Film

for

Mayfair

"Straight is the Way," M-G-M
picture with Franchot Tone, Karen
Morley and May Robson, opens
Monday night at the Mayfair.
"Fountain"
Heads
RKO
Releases
"The Fountain," starring Ann
Harding, will be the first release by
RKO for 1934-35. It goes into the
Music Hall next week, with national release set for Aug. 31.
Buffalo Zoning Plan Ready
Buffalo — Finally approved this
week by the local board, the zoning
and clearance schedule for this terday.
ritory is expected to be issued to-

.oming an

dG

HENRY KING is coming to New Yoi „
shoot Central Park scenes for the new 1
nor-Baxter film after he finishes "Mariej.
lante"
at the Fox studios.
MR5.
BERNARD
SCHUBERT
York
today
on the Virginia

sails from| |
for Californi

JEAN COUPAN, who has been here g,-;
film data for the Federation National j,
Cinema
for
Paris.of France, sails today on the Lafcfc
MACK SENNETT has checked
wick
from
Hollywood.

in at the

JUAN VIGUIE, director and cameraman, <j
Thursday on the Borinquen for Porto i
to make his second Spanish feature for %
Artists
Pictures.
AL ROSEN

is at the Warwick

from Holly»d.

UNA MERKEL has called off her trip to ,
York with her husband, Ronald Burla, did
a new
M-G-M
assignment.
MARC CONNELLY arrives in New Yora
Tuesday
aboard the Santa Lucia from i.
fornia.
W.

P.

LIPSCOMBE

and

R.

J. Mlh

authors of "Give of India," leave toda'
Hollywood to do the screen adaptation of
play for 20th Century.
AL ADAMS. U. A. exploitation dept
starts his vacation
today
at Lake
Placid
BERT MAYERS of Fitelson & Mayers
torncys, arrived from Paris and London
terday after a month's absence.

Keaton Film in November
Paris — "Le Roi des Champs m
sees," starring Buster Keatonls
to have its premiere at the Pimount theater here early in Octor,
according to M. Nebenzahl of Cn
Films, who is producing the feat*
Max Nossek is directing, frora
scenario by Arnold Lipp, with lsemble work handled by Floyd ^0
Pont and theme song written*?
Lou Alter. Paramount will hatfe
French and colonial distribuln.
Rights also have been sold >r
Spain, Italy, Poland, Hungary, 11
land, Switzerland, Czechoslovak,
Scandinavia and Egypt.

Roger Fowler Contacting Fan 5 3
Roger W. Fowler, formerly (fit*
the Van Bcuren production derjtment and who for the past 15 yjrs
has conducted a portrait studio n
Hollywood, is spending two mojjl
in the East negotiating contrjf||
with fan magazines for his n«*y
developed system of cover paint;;s
of famous stars.

RECORDING

ON FILM

INDUSTRIAL
FILM
SLIDE FILM— RECORDS
BRUNSWICK
PRODUCTIONS
CH 4-2200

CORP.

321 W. 44th <

DAILY

REVIEWS
CHANS
IE Oland,
IQARL
rnWarner
Drue

«

MONGthe

COURAGE"
Leyton,

Donald

Sept.ll: Meeting of Pathe Exchange stockholders to vote on reorganization plan.

Woods
k

PHIL M. DALY

72 mins.

SVELL YARN OF GREAT CHINESE
TtTIVE BUILDS TO STRONG SUSN: AND NEAT ROMANCE.
TIs is as gocd as any of the pop Charlie
miseries, and better than most. It
n a steadily mounting suspense that
to a tense climax with plenty of
interspersed. Adapted from the Earl
rrjiiggers' novel, "The Chinese Parrot."
ai3 is commissioned by a San Francisco
ver to deliver a valuable necklace of
ipoverished heiress to a prospective
y« on a ranch. Charlie works with
b in of the jeweler who precedes him,
laie having his suspicions that all is
t i the up and up in the deal.
Then
cnes along later, disguised as a lowly
lirse cook, and lands the job which his
»d:essor has forsaken. Drue Leyton
>o>s the romantic interest and does it
trra decidedly unusual touch. In fact
is<Levton is unusual in personality and
:reque.
Sh» locks like a grand bet if
material is built around
her.
irjr, and a series of aiming and mvsincidents, before Charlie Chan un
the crime with those deft and artv
s with sudden dramatic surprises
o distinguish the work of the author.
r: Warner Oland, Drue Leyton, Dcn/oods, Paul Harvey, Murray
Kinnell,
iw Clark.
Doctor, George
Hadden;
Author,
Earl
diggers; Screen Play, Setcn I. Miller;
ccling
Engineer,
Alfred
Bruzlin;
maman, Hal Mohr.
Dfction, Good. Photography, Very Good.

•

•

• ACTING ON a suggestion from Nicholas Schenck
the Loew theater managers are employing showings of
"Treasure Island" to bring happiness to orphan inmates everywhere the idea met with civic support f'rinstance
in Cleveland the Mayor proclaimed "Orphans' Week" and
200
citizens
donated
to big
take keythe cities
kids have
to Loew's
State
more
than private
a dozen cars
of the
given
shows for the orphans
with the newspapers
in several
cases sponsoring the parties
and thus broadcasting the
"Treasure Island" bookings
T
T
T
• • • GLAD TO note our ole pal Mark A. Luescher is
handling the publicity on the D'Oyly Carte Opera Company
the famous organization from the Savoy theater in London that has been handling Gilbert and Sullivan operas
ever since the Savoy was built in 1881
in biz practically
without interruption for 53 yars!
commencing Sept. 3, this
celebrated aggregation will give the G & S operas for a series
of weeks
T
▼
T
• •
• NOVELTY
STUNT
pulled by Lester Pollock of
Loew's Rochester, N. Y.
a throwaway with a line in eight
different languages for "The Affairs of Cellini" the line
rather neat and nifty "Cellini, the Liar and Lover!"
Mary Nolan, former screen player, is now appearing at Beau
Rivage
J. J. Robbins of Robbins Music Corp. all enthused
over a new song by Rodgers and Hart that looks to him like a
mop-up
Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld's song, "Why," introduced in
Liberty's "Two Heads On A Pillow"
will be published by
the Southern Music Publishing Co

"Declaration of Indept's" Code Authority Rules
Against
Bank Nights
Issued(Continued
by Southeast
Unit
(Continued from Page 1)
from Page 1)

essee-Alabama Independent Theaters Ass'n. Copy of the resolution is being sent to the President,
as well as to General Hugh S. Johnson, Sol A. Rosenblatt, John C.
Flinn, heads of producing companies, local exchanges, local code
ith Hero, Vt. — The Community board authorities and others in the
eler has been opened by J. D. industry.
ukmore, independent circuit
ihe GFTA unit was formed a
7m:.
short time ago with Ike Katz of
V»rcester, Mass. — The Plaza, Montgomery as president; W. C.
Goart, Atlanta, treasurer, and A.
>l|house, is closed.
Jules Benedict, Atlanta, secretary.
Operation of the code is discrimV/onsocket, R. I. — The Olympia
to the independents
and
Iter, a 900-seater, is being op- inatory
Wu for subsequent runs by Mau- clearance plans are making it difficult
for
small
exhibitors
to
obtain
Je'safner.
product; the association claims.
BiErrade Lakes, Me. — The Acme
ung operated by Peter Mills. Injunction Against Sunday
Denied
Clinton, Conn. — Judge John A.
Mwaukee — Reported dismantled, Cornell of Superior Court in Bridgeejhe Comfort and Legion, neighport has dismissed an application
rpod houses; the World, Min- filed by residents of Grove Beach
afpoint; the Alamo, Amberg, and here for an injunction restraining
e|)rpheum, Wausaukee.
Frank F. Wagner, Grove Beach exhibitor, from staging film shows on
Bffalo — Jane Holloran, secretary Sunday.
|:e code office here, was called
.lbany by the illness of her
Theater-of-the-Air
Off
>ter. During her absence, A. A.
The Theater-of-the-Air promotion
Kiss, assistant to John C. Flinn,
e tive secretary of the code au- for the Casino Theater, with broadWfcy, has been in charge.
casting from the stage and admission to the public at pop prices, will
not
open
this month as announced.
Litcoln, Neb. — Henry Fear, maneiof the Kiva theater, was mar- Policy and reopening date of the
Casino will be determined
later.
irJthis week.

!EWS of the DAY

»DATE BOOK»

Sept. 10: First fall luncheon meeting of
Variety Club of Cleveland.

on the appeal of John Kampton, operator of the Englewood Theater,
Chicago, from the ruling of the
Chicago board, which upheld the
complaint of Balaban & Katz that
screeno games were lotteries, and also on the Denver bank night case.

Mary Roberts Rinehart
Calls(Continued
PublicfromBest
Censor
Page 1)

Sept. 14: Clambake, Golf and Dinner-Dance
of Cleveland Variety Club, Cleveland.
Sept.dan,
16: N.North
D. Dakota Allied meeting, ManSept. 20: A.M P.A. Revels and Luncheon, Motion Picture Club, New York.
Sept. 20: "Night of Stars" benefit under auspices of United Jewish Appeal in aid of
German Jews, Yankee Stadium, New York.
Nathan Burkan, chairman.
Sept. 25-27: Annual convention of Allied Independent Theater Owners of Wisconsin,
Hotel Schroeder, Milwaukee.
Oct. 1-2. Meeting of G. F. T. A. Independent
Atlanta. Owners £ss'n, Robert Fulton Hotel,
Theaier
Oct. 1-3: National Film Carriers convention,
Statler Hotel, Detroit.
Oct. 14-15: Annual convention of M.P.T.O.
of
Arkansas, Memphis.
Mississippi
and
Tennessee
(Tri -State),
Oct. 29: S.M.P.E. Fall Meeting Hotel Pennsylvania, New York.

SHORT SHOTS from
EASTERN STUDIOS
By CHAS. ALICOATE

J£DUCATIONAL
embarking on the PICTURES,
heaviest production schedule it has ever had in the
east, is at present preparing seven
two-reel comedies for production at
the Astoria studios. With completion
of "Domestic Blisters," production
will start next week on a new Tom
Howard comedy, followed by the
first in the new Young Romance series, a Harry Gribbon-George Shelton comedy, a Musical Comedy titled
"Girl from Paradise," another Tom
Howard, the second Marriage Wows
and a new Ernest Truex comedy.

Herbert Bayard Swope, former
newspaper executive, after taking
through legislation is impossible, she a, screen test at the Astoria studio,
declared.
announced he would not invade
1 "The motion picture is the clean- films. Walter Wanger wanted him
President
amongRinehart,
the democratic
arts," for
made"The
on the
coast. Vanishes," to be
said est
Mrs.
who asserted
that "a high percentage of films are
wholesome. In fact the percentage
is so high that it overshadows those
pictures which might be considered
Jimmie Savo, Balieff, Cissie Loftus, Whitney Bourne, Sandor Szabo,
Gypsy Markoff, Teddy Armstrong,
immoral."
Balaban After Milwaukee House
Hans Steinke and Ina Miraeva comMilwaukee — Reports have it that
plete the cast for the feature to be
Max Balaban of the Balaban and produced
and directed by Ben Hecht
Katz circuit and John Jones, also and Charles MacArthur for Paraof Chicago and former operator of
mount. Production gets under way
the Tower and Oriental, local tomorrow on location in Tuxedo, N.
neighborhood houses, are both dick- Y., with over 400 extras. Lee
ering for leases on the Palace, local Garmes is in charge of the cameras,
downtown house dark since Aug. 2. with Harold Godsoe assisting on the
direction.
Reopening Kenosha Theater
Kenosha, Wis. — The Gateway, formerly operated by Fox Midwesco
Tom Howard, has just been signed
and dark for the past year, is slated by E. W. Hammons for another
to reopen Sept. 1 with Irving Stein
group of two-reel Educational comand Harry Corbett as operators.
edies.

THE

LOCAL ZONING BOARDS
BEING RECONVENED
(Continued from Page 1)

cision of the boards would be subject to appeal to the Code Authority. In the meantime a special
Code Authority committee composed
of George Schaefer, Charles O'Reilly, R. H. Cochrane, Nathan Yamins and Harold Bareford will make
a study of all proposed schedules
preparatory to the meeting of the
Code Authority next Thursday.
Following the Code Authority
ruling, Ed Kuykendall, president of
the M. P. T. O. A., sent out a
night letter to all members of his
association, favoring the reconvening of the local boards as the only
way to rectify unreasonable situations that now pertain and asking
that exhibitors wire their sentiments. It is understood that some
cities may retain their schedules.
Hearings slated to have been held
here next week were those on appeals from clearance and zoning
schedules for Cincinnati, Columbus,
Dayton, Cleveland and Detroit.

Allied Wants Gov't
To Probe Film Code
(Continued from Page 1)

blatt

acted for eight major companies only.
The convention took up the dog
racing situation and demanded
stricter regulation as well as opposing the licensing of additional
tracks in the state. Allied pledged
itself to seek revision of the copyright law neutralizing the power exercised by the music interests.
Lunch to Johnston in 'Frisco
San Francisco — W. Ray Johnston,
Monogram president, was given a
luncheon by circuit operators and
independent exhibitors at the William Taylor Hotel in the course of
his visit here this week. Floyd St.
John, Monogram district manager,
arranged the affair. Johnston then
left for Seattle, arriving yesterday,
to begin a tour of Sheffield exchanges.

&£&

►//

A LITTLEBy RALPH
from
"LOTS
WILK
HOLLYWOOD
pOX has signed Sam Mintz to a
contract for the writing of a
screen play for Shirley Temple. Byron Morgan, having completed "Hell
in the Heavens," has been assigned
to prepare Shirley Temple's "Meal
Ticket," an original story by Gene
Towne and Graham Baker.

▼

T

T

Mona Bruns, mother of Frankie
Thomas, has been signed by RKO to
appear with her son in the screen
version of "Wednesday's
Child."
T
T
T
Timeliness comes into its own at
the Walt Disney studios this week
with actual shooting started on
"The Dognapper," latest of the
Mickey Mouse productions to be released through United Artists.

▼

T

T

Walter Armitage has been assigned by Stanley Bergerman to the
last prominent role in "Great Expectations" which Stuart Walker is
directing at Universal City. With
the selection of Virginia Hammond
and Philip Dakin the day before,
the cast is now complete. It includes
Henry Hull, Phillips Holmes, Jane
Wyatt. Florence Reed, Alan Hale,
Rafaela Ottiano, Francis L. Sullivan, Jackie Searle, Bily Malyon,
Georgie Breakstone, Forester Harvey, Muriel Kirkland, Harry Cordraud. ing. Douglas Wood, and George Bar▼
▼
T
Cameron Rogers, author of numerous biographical novels among
which are works on Walt Whitman,
Sir Francis Drake and Cyrano de
Bergerac, has been signed by Darryl
F. Zanuck, production chief of 20th
Century, for research on "Cardinal
Richelieu" in which George Arliss
is to play the stellar role. The research is being conducted by Nunnally Johnson, author and journalist, whom Rogers will assist.
Cameron Rogers is vice-president of
the Grace steamship and banking
interests.
Writing is his avocation

T

▼

▼

Adele Buffington has been assigned by Lou Ostrow. Universal
Buck Jones Completes First
producer, to adapt the Homer Croy
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
T T
"Rocky
Rhodes," which
first novel, "Lady ▼Tubbs."
of Hollywood
the series— of
six features
Sam Ornitz, author of "In Old
Buck Jones is making for Universal,
Kentucky," which is to be brought
has been completed.
into New York this fall, has completed the dialogue for Universal's
Foreigns for Frisco House
"The Man Who Reclaimed His
This play by Jean Bart,
San Francisco — Ralph Pincus has Head."
leased the Filmarte for foreign pic- which starred Claude Rains in New
York,
was
adapted to the screen bv
tures starting immediately.
the author. Edward Ludwig will
direct as soon as a cast can be
selected.
Clive Brook in French
T

Paris — Clive Brook is replacing Jean
Murat in the leading role of the French
version of "The Gentleman," which
British & Dominions will make in England. This will be Brook's first attempt to speak French in a French production. Me? Lemonnier and Marcel
Vallee will appear with him.

j

Saturday, Aug. 25, )}
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T

T

Lorraine Bridges, newcomer from
Oklahoma City, received her first
major break in Hollywood this week
when she was assigned by Paramount to sing a solo number in Zane
Grey's "Wagon Wheels." Earl Covert, operatic baritone, will record

on film in sound and action the hit
song, "Wagon Wheels" around which
the picture is built. Randolph
Scott, Raymond Hatton and Olin
Howland also will sing parts of the
song- with background music to be
provided by a popular radio quartet,
the Guardsmen, composed of Henry
Iblings. William Brandt, Frank Carpenter and Charles Henry.
▼
▼
T
Sonya Levien and Ernest Pascal
have completed the screen play of
Rian James' novel, "The White Parade," which Jesse L. Lasky is putting into production for Fox, with
cast headed by John Boles and Loretta Young. Erich Pommer has received the picture version of the
play. "A Woman Lies," which Seton
I. Miller finished a few days ago.
T

T

T

June Brewster spent only two
days of an
three weeks'
vacation
at intended
Lake Tahoe.
Miss
Brewster drove to the mountain resort last week, planning to rest and
recuperate from her recent illness,
but found the high altitude a hindrance to her recovery.
▼ . ▼
▼
Paul Sloane is considering an offer to direct two American stars in
a picture for an English independent studio. Sloane's last picture
M-G-M."Straight Is the Way" for
was

T

▼

T

Irving- Pichel, versatile character
actor, may try his hand at radio,
along with his picture activities. A
local network has asked the actor
to write, direct and act in a weekly
series of dramatic sketches. Pichel

G-B IS NOT AFTER
THEATERS IN ill
(Continued from Page

1)

range for a Broadway show-wdo§l
for its product.
Six houses are now undei
struction for G-B in the Itii f
Isles, Ostrer
2,000
seats orstated.
more. Each wil'w
G-B is now spending an a\
of $250,000 on each feature 1
tive, said Ostrer, who, recogiB
the difficulties confronting selljj
British pictures in America, I
theless feels confident that t:-<]
fice
productions,
embracinghere,|
"niM
known
to audiences
eventually attract much p
time.
Ostrer believes that Novafl
beam, 14-year-old British acres
will develop into a box-office
sonality. She recently finishedW
in "Little Friend." Pictures, hi
opinion, are not too sophistiti
for the enjoyment of the Itisl
theatergoing public. Ostrer wjj
main
weeks. in New

York four oiffl^

Legal Committee to Sit
Philly Contract Complirt
Complaint of the M. P. T. H
Eastern Pennsylvania to the Im
were
not using
uniform
eonA
Authority
that the
certain
distri'jBi

clauses
the Codethehascance'/H
beel iI
and
wereof violating
ferred to the legal committee jl I
Code Authority
for investigaH
Sheffield Denver Change:
Denver — A. G. Edwards haltj

the Sheffield
exchange
system,
n
local otm^
of the
come manager
handles
Monogram
product. HI
formerly with Pathe and I
T
T
T
Torben Meyer and Otto Fries James R. Keitz and J. H. Shi
have been appointed salesniji
have been added to Fox's "Music in work out of the office, while J
the
Air,"
which
is
in
production.
Gloria Swanson and John Boles Sheffield will act as booker, i
have the starring roles.
Leon Janney in Play
T
T
T
Leon Janney, stage and J
Roger Pryor, young Universal
juvenile, will appear as guea
star, is to forsake his "fast-talk- with the New York Players in4
ing" roles for awhile and demonstrate some of the versatility which Tarkington's "Seventeen" at J
his wide stage experience has given ton, Conn., next week.
him. Universal is negotiating for
Germany Bans Austrian Ft
the purchase
"Rich Soil,"
in which
the
star will ofportray
the role
of p
Berlin — Because, among'
young artist. Prvor is now on loan things, a non-Aryan plays a I
to Columbia for the lead in "Orchids sympathetic role in it, the Au
picture, in"Spring
barred
Germany.Voices," haa
T T
and Onions." ▼
Isabel Jewell, M-G-M actress, has
started work in her second-lead role
9 Bands at Steel Pier j
in "Evelyn
Prentice,"
under theMiss
direction of William
K. Howard.
Atlantic City— Checkup of mu:Jj
units
on the Steel Pier reveals a refl
Jewell recently finished the leading
number of nine orchestras playing 1 1
role of "She Had to Choose."
simultaneously. They include Vim«
appears currently in Paramount's
"Cleopatra."

T

T

T

Franklin Pangborn, Julian Madison and Dean Jagger have been
added to the cast of Paramount's
"College Rhythm," which features
Lanny Ross, Joe Penner and Jack
Oakie. Norman Taurog is directing.

Lopez. Ted Fio-Rito. Frank Dailey, >
low Steel Pier, Elkins Opera MP
Co.. Roval Philipino, Joe Lopar r
sperial Hawaiians, Jimmy Jones I
Aldrich Hawaiian. Three movie >
aters, vaudeville, opera and minU
shows also are part of the Pier I

grsm.
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nions Ask Mayor's Aid on Eastern Production

IELETIONS BY CENSORS DROP TO RECORD LOW
f More Appeals Are Decided by Code
Authority
Stricter Hollyw
Over-Selling
... for no reason at all

I

1 1

By DON CARLE GILLETTE -

"5 NOT news that one of the major
ss of movie business is its penchant
• ver-selling all along the line.
Is fault has been pointed out time and
M to little or no avail, although the
n quenccs of the evil have piled up.
'Cer-selling of sex and realism did more
3 anything else to bring on the recent
jde against the screen; the apathy or
'Jist of much of the more intelligent
t: toward the movies is due largely to
jipointment after having believed too
•ipcitly in press-agent representations,
cunduly vitriolic criticism of films by
v .vers often is the natural reaction from
prtations that were aroused but not fulT

T

T

*E funny part of it all is that this overelling is so unnecessary,
as witness:
/dozen years ago, pitchmen
in Times
lire used to rake in the dough by sell
gjl5-cent toy wrist-watches to the city
d.
1st week one of these peddlers was
e on the Paramount corner still dishing
ilrhese trinkets to an eager push.
I; made no promises about his merchans he did not claim the watch would
iror keep time or even tick; he merely
f ed a wrist-watch that any man or woa could wear, and at the astoundingly
vprice of 15 cents.
' what the folks bought was a watch
i^ they could take home and show to
ii friends and tell them
how little it

3

- - -

"ESE same people who trample over
sach other to pay 15 cents for a worth(iwrist-watch are the ones the film busB thinks it must blast into making
ii pay about the same sum to see a
Cvalcade" or "Rothschild" or "Little
r»ien."
easing the public isn't nearly as hard
1 seems — or rather it wasn't until the
ima showmen came along and spoiled
igame by competing with each other to
I'who could give the most for the least
Oey.
jiie only real difference between that
iwd wrist-watch pitchman and movie
ivmen is that he promised nothing
lie they promise everything and give
■nums besides.

Additional Rulings Given
on Appealed Decisions
of Local Boards

The Code Authority has determined 17 more appeals from local
board
decisions, including' four from
New York.
Opinions are as follows:
New York
Affirms grievance board ruling
that Heights theater, New York
city, prematurely
advertised,
as
(Continued on Page 8)

LOEW CIRCUIT BOOKS
8 LIBERTY FEATURES
In the first major circuit deal
closed this season by an independent
producing company, Liberty Pictures has sold its complete program
of eight pictures to Loew for the
latter's metropolitan houses, it ib
announced by Budd Rogers, general
sales manager for Liberty.
First
(Continued on Page 8)

Stanley-Fabian Buys
Stanley, Jersey City
Stanley-Fabian Corp., present lessee of the Stanley Theater, Jersey
City, has bought the theater property from Fabian Enterprises, Inc.,
and the Station Realty Corp., which
(Continued on Page 8)

First State Theater

First state theater in the country is
scheduled to open this fall in a remodeled public school building at 257
West 40th St., the State Education
Department announces. It will be called
the American People's Theater and is to
be used for instruction and production
of plays by professionals. Most of the
persons associated with the project will
be unemployed
adults.

35 FOX PRODUCTIONS
FOR MAYFAIR THEATER
About 35 Fox pictures will play
Walter
Reade'sa deal
Mayfair
this
season under
closedTheater
last week
The contract gives the Mayfair firstrun product which formerly played
the Roxy. With an M-G-M picture
opening at the Mayfair ton:ght and
other major deals under negotiation.
Reade says the Mayfair will discontinue showing independent product
in 1934-35.

Union Locals Sign
For Longer Week

ood Supervision Leaves Little
Work for Censors

As a result of the heightened
supervision of films at the production source, deletions by censors
in the last several weeks, or since
the Hays seal of purity went into
effect, has taken a drastic drop and
in some instances has hit a new low,
a checkup shows. This applies to
city as well as state censorship.
In Detroit, Lieut. Royal Baker,
police censor
of films,
says4) the pic(Continued
on Page

I.A.T.S.E, PREDICTS
CONTINUED UPTURN
All signs portend a steady and
satisfying improvement in the future, the I.A.T.S.E. states in its
current bulletin.
"There seems to be a general indication of confidence and more
cheerful outlook on the part of our
local organizations prevalent in the
(Continued on Page 8)

Disregarding provisions of the
motion picture code, a number of
locals affiliated with the I. A. T.
S. E. have worked out contracts Stage, Screen to Hold
under which members work in exParley on Code Points
cess of 40 hours a week. Only mainThree chief points of contact betenance men in theaters do not
tween the stage and the screen will
come under the restriction, it is be gone into following receipt by
pointed out.
he Legitimate Theater Code Authority of the revised legit code which
provides for appointment of an inter-code committee to explore mutual
problems of the stage, screen and
radio, it was said Saturday by Dr.
(Continued on Page 4)
By EDWARD HARRISON
Cooperation of Mayor Fiorello H.
LaGuardia in a move to increase moRevise Lab Labor Clause
tion picture production in the East
Provision for employment, at wages
and thereby decrease unemployment
below the Laboratory Code minimum, of
here is asked by Sol. A. Scoppa, busiaged and partially disabled persons who
might be disbarred from the industry
ness manager of Local 669, laborabecause of their condition is included
tory workers, as representative of
in the revised laboratory code. Authora committee of local studio unions,
ization for employment of this type of
in a letter sent last week to the
worker must be obtained from the

Seek More
Mayor's
to Bring East
Film Aid
Production
Columbia Establishing
Own Offices in India

Columbia's latest move in its foreign expansion includes the opening
of branch offices in Calcutta and
Bombay under the management of
N. C. LaHarry, who is at present
the Columbia representative in India.
Organization of the offices will be
under the supervision of John Al- Mayor.
Stating that there is no practical
beck, Far East manager. The company now has offices in Tokio, reason why at least 10 per cent of
Osaka, Hakata, Shanghai and Man- all U. S. production should not be
(Continued
on Page 4)
chukuo.

State Authority designated by the U. S.
Dcp't of Labor, which will issue a certificate fixing the wages and hours of
employment
of such employes.

THE
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Schine Theatrical Enterprises of
Glovtrsville has signed for the entire output of Warner-Firs!: National features and Vitaphone shorts
and trailers for the 1934-35 season.
Under the deal, the full Warner
product will be shown in the circuit's 47 theaters in Albany, Buffalo, Cleveland, Cincinnati and outlying districts. J. Meyer Schine
and George Lynch closed the deal
for the circuit, with Andy Smith,
Harry Seed, Buffalo branch manager and Ray Smith, Albany manager, representing the distributors.

DAILY

Efrus Opens R. C. Office
To Handle Eight Pictures

Sam Efrus has opened New York
offices in the R.K.O. Building, Radio
City, for the distribution of a series
of eight Peerless Pictures on the
state right market. The first of the
series, "The House of Danger," is
now being delivered, with a cast including Onslow Stevens, Janet
Chandler, James Bush, Desmond
Roberts, Howard Lang, Tove Lindan
and Nina Guilbert. It was directed
by Charles Hutchison. Work on the
second of the series has been started.

Mrs. Felix Feist Dies

Mrs. Felix F. Feist, wife of the
M-G-M sales chief, died early SaturSt. Louis — A "Manager's Appreday morning. She had been ill for
ciation Month" is being conducted by some time.
the St. Louis Amusement Co., with
business getting a stimulus as a reHonor Gene Curtis, Harry Dahn
sult. In charge of the drive are
Montreal — About 150 of the film
Leto J. Hill, Warner theaters zone fraternity here gathered at the
manager; Bess and Matt Schulter. Mount Royal Hotel to bid farewell
bookers; Al Zimbalist, advertising
Curtis and welcome to Harand publicity director, and William to Gene
ry Dahn. Curtis goes to Toronto
Hoppe Jr., Al Poos and George to assume his new position of adWoods, district managers. Film bills
vertising and exploitation manager
are being supplemented with stage for the eastern division of the Faattractions, souvenirs, radio and ous Players theaters. Dahn returns
newspaper tieups, kiddie bathing after several years to assume his old
revues and other stunts. To launch position as manager of the Capitol
the drive, there was a parade of 200 theater. The meeting was presided
cars, while the Warner-First Na- over by George Rotsky, veteran
tional exchange tendered a buffet Montreal theater manager, who is
lunch to all managers, with B. Y. now back at the Palace. Rotsky
Cammack, branch manager, as toast- presented Curtis with the keys of a
master.
new Hudson car, a gift from his
colleagues, employees and friends in
Montreal.
Reviving "Immigrant" and "Ivan"
A revival of Charles Chaplin's
Rehearsing Roxy Spectacle
"The Immigrant" and Dovzhenko's
Rehearsals are under way for the
"Ivan" will make up a film program
that is being sponsored by the Film production of "Romance of a People" which opens Friday at the
& Photo League and the New Theater on Wednesday evening at the Roxy. The large cast is working
New School for Social Research. in two sections on the stage of the
This is the second of a series of film Lyric and Cosmopolitan theaters under the supervision of Isaac Van
showings that will continue throughout the winter season.
Grove and Lazar Galpern.

St. Louis Ballyhoo

Previewing "Young and Beautiful"
Mascot Pictures will hold a trade
showing
"Young on
and Wednesday
Beautiful"
at the of
Criterion
morning. The screening has been
arranged by Herman Gluckman,
president Majestic Film Distributors, metropolitan distributors for
Mascot.

Monday, Aug. 2719
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WILLIAM G. MANSELL, manager of ',„
branch office in Philadelphia, is in Nc }
conferring with A W. Smith, Jr., exec y,
charge of Eastern and Canadian
distriboi
HARRY WOLFE of "The Daily Film ,|,
London,
is due in New York soon.
PETE SMITH, humorous commentator r
G-M shorts, sails from the coast Sept)
New York on a two-month leave of .;
Mrs. Smith will accompany
him.
FRANK
LAWTON,
who has been on <j
in New
York,
returns
to Hollywood
in
days to work
in Metro's
"David
Copp<d
STUART
New
York. ERWIN is spending a fortrlH
SIGMUND

ROMBERG,

who

has been I

ing music for M-G-M's "Tiptoes" on th«l
returns
to New
York
shortly to start
contract.
JOHN
Saratoga

EMERSON
Springs.

and

ANITA

LOOS

CLARENCE BROWN and his wife. theJ
ALICE
JOYCE, sailed Saturday on the Ao|
for
Europe.
NAT

LEVINE.

who

has arrived in Ne'

from Hollywood with a print of "Your
Beautiful," Mascot's first 1934-35 featu
turns to the coast within the week t<
the first Ken
Maynard
feature.
JOE
MORRISON,
singing
juvenile
wli
been making some
theater
appearances
east, returns to Hollywood next week to
work at the Paramount studios.

Monogram Studio Rece
Until After Labor ]
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

t

Hollywood — All feature produ
at Monogram has been postpone
til after Labor Day, Trem
announces.
Three features g
work next month.
They are
Healer", with Lionel Atwill; "]
ing With
Danger",
with
R
Armstrong,
and
"Girl
of

"Dames" Stars on Air in Hoo>
Dreams".
Another extensive radio plug
Fight Frisco Hotel Shows
Warner's "Dames" has been
San Francisco - — Civic groups, ranged for next Sunday evei
newspapers and others are fighting coinciding with the national t<\
the showing of old-time plays in the date on the picture. The prog
Fairmont Hotel. Hotel showings which will be broadcast ovq
are a violation of the fire protection coast-to-coast hookup as part 0?
ordinance.
"Hollywood-on-the-Air" hour, (

Virginia Passes Mae West Film
Richmond, Va. — Paramount's new
New Policy at Gaumont Palace
Mae West film, "Belle of the NineParis — Two weekly films, includties," has been passed by the state
ing one American, will hereafter censor board. Only two or three
be presented at the Gaumont Pal- minor dialogue cuts wrere made.
ace, which is not included in the
Alice White for South America
liquidation of Gaumont-FrancoFilm-Aubert. Stage shows are beBuenos Aires — Alice White is
ing dropped.
booked to come here for a musical
revue this winter.
F. W. C. to Deny Frisco Charges
San Francisco — Fox West Coast
Lupino Lane Forms Company
will answer the trust charges
London — Lupino Lane has formed
brought by Fanchon & Marco his own producing companv and
through Marshall Square Theater
plans foretotheappear
comedies beend of inthefouryear.
Corp. by a general denial of the allegations.
New York Labor Meet Today
Films for Casino
New York State Federation of
Haring & Blumenthal will reopen
hold its annual conventhe Casino theater shortly with a Labor tion will
at the Hotel Lafayette, Bufpicture policy, it was said Saturday.
falo, starting today.

be devoted to a plug for "Dan
Among the picture's stars rchea
to appear on this broadcast are 1
Fowell, Ruby Keeler, Guy Kij
and Hugh Herbert.

RECORDING ON
FILM b DISC.
INDUSTRIAL

—

SLIDE FILMBRUNSWICK
PRODUCTIONS
CH 4-2200

CORP.

321 W. 44th S

*

TRADE
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MONOGRAM'S

First Attraction for the 1934*35 Season

"A GIRL of THE
LIMBERLOST"
LOUISE DRESSER
with

by

MARIAN MARSH
RALPH MORGAN

Taken from the Book that sold 1,750,000 copies

GENE

STRATTON-

Directed by
CHRISTY CABANNE
Screen

Play

by

ADELE

PORTER

A
W. T. LACKEY
PRODUCTION
COMANDINI

•

CRITERION
44th
Street
Tuesday 11 A.M.

THEATRE
and
Broadway
- August 28, 1934
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DELETIONS BY GENS
DROP TO RECORD
(Continued from Page

1)

Richmond, Va. — Edwin S. Reid,
Hollywood — Adolphe Menjou and
concentrated in New York City, director of the State Division of Verree Teasdale were married Sat- tures are coming through
Scoppa requests the Mayor to re- Motion Picture Censorship, has re- Pope. urday morning by Judge James and better, with a lot of tfo
cracking taken out of ther
turned from a vacation trip to
ceive a delegation representing local
added that a change is notice
studio unions and trade groups that South Carolina, where he visited
the
nudist
colony
located
at
Cat
Iswould benefit from additional EastMarinette, Wis. — Braumert Thea- screen stories and he sees pnl
land. Reid expressed the opinion
ern production to go into the matter
ter Co. has acquired the Fox and making a genuine attempt t
that the nudist colony is far worse Strand theaters here.
with him.
product clean.
than anything yet shown in motion
"One of the principal reasons for
Virginia's censorship divisi1
the lack of production here is the pictures.
Clarendon, Va. — George H. Rucker made
fewer cuts and has j>i
severe restrictions of the several
Co. has completed arrangements for fewer complaints lately. A
Hollywood
—
Charles
Laughton,
city departments that come in conreplacing
the
sound
in
the
Ashton
in
deletions
also is noted 1
who underwent a major operation
tact with this field," Scoppa states. in a local hospital last week, is re- with new Photophone High Fidelity New York, Kansas, Ohio and
sylvania state boards, by ta
"Conflicting regulations in various
ported well on the way to recovery. equipment.
departments hamper the growth of
cago censors and various othe;
the motion picture industry here.
City — "Mussolini
Speaks"of censorship groups.
Somers Point, N. J. — The Seaside, hasMexico
been boycotted
by the Union
"At present only 1 per cent of all owned
by Edward Skrym, has ar- Cinema Employees here on the
film production in the United State?
ranged for the installation of a com- ground that it is a Fascist picture
Will of Geo. W. Hill
is centered here. If 10 per cent of
plete new Photophone sound system.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM
the production was done in New
and
Fascism
is
"against
the
interW.
W.
Love
is
manager
of
the
Los Angeles — In a will wh
York City, close to 10,000 people house.
wrote two days before his .
ests of labor."
would become directly employed in
the industry locally, and thousands
Lewiston, Pa. — Paul O. Klinger, George W. Hill, M-G-M df
Hollywood — Mae West anonunced manager,
and Mary Check, owner, left one-seventh of his estat
would benefit indirectly. Benefits last
week that she would move he*
of
the Rialto have had new Photo- to Frances Marion, his forme:
would accrue to hotels, real-estate permanent residence from New York
owners, modiste shops, furniture to California. She and her father,
phone High Fidelity sound equip- and her two sons, while his pi
ment installed to replace the older a brother and friends get t
houses, antique dealers and prac^ Dr. Jack West, are looking over
mainder.
t;cally every type of supply house. San Fernando Valley for a ranch.
system.
New York City would become an
even greater mecca for out-of-townDexter, Mo. — C. H. Weeks has
ers.
modernized the sound in his Weeks
"We feel sure that after talking house with complete new RCA Victhis matter over with you, that you
tor High Fidelity sound apparatus.
will find that your support in this
matter is of the highest importance
Hollywood
— Maurice Chevalier deand could facilitate the success of
nies reports from Cannes, France,
this movement."
that he is to marry Kay Francis
at the end of the month.
Leff Improving Freeman Theater
Abe Leff is making improvement?
at the Freeman, former Loew house Stage, Screen to Hold
on Southern Blvd.. for early reopenParley on Code Points
(Continued from Page 1)
ing. Photophone High Fidelity equipment is being installed.
Henry
Moskowitz,
vice-chairman of
Mayer Schneider also is installing the legit Code Authority.
High Fidelity in the Palace on SecJoint
action
with
the film Code
ond Ave.
Authority in opposition to free radio
shows will be sought, Dr. Moskowitz
said. Action on this matter has been
delayed because of the long drawn
out legit code revision, Dr. Moskowitz declared. So-called stealing of
legit actors by film companies from
Sept. 10: First fall luncheon meeting of current stage attractions and delays
SUMMER IN THE SKY GARDENS
Variety
Club
of Cleveland.
on exhibition of film ' versions of
The smartest and most deUghtful of
Sept.ll: Meeting of Pathe Exchange stockplays until the stage attraction has
holders to vote on reorganization
plan.
enjoyed roadshowing are the other
dinner and supper-dancing rendezvous,
Sept. 14: Clambake, Golf and Dinner-Dance
two matters to be discussed.
the St. Moritz Sky Gardens afford one
of Cleveland
Variety
Club,
Cleveland
of the most beautiful views in alt ManSept. 16: North Dakota Allied meeting, Mandan, N. D.
Making Film at Canadian Fair
hattan. Here, on the terraces overSept. 20: AM P. A. Revels and Luncheon, MoToronto — Arrangements have
looking Central Park, you dine or sup
tion Picture Club,
New
York.
been made by the directors of the
on
summer
evenings in a charming,
Canadian National Exhibition, being
Sept. 20: "Night of Stars" benefit under auspices of United Jewish Appeal in aid of
held
here
Aug.
31
to
Sept.
16,
to
German Jews, Yankee Stadium, New York.
starlit
atmosphere,
far above the city's
noise and
bustle.
Nathan Burkan, chairman.
transform the east wing of the
(Continued from Page 1)

»DATE BOOK«

Sept. 2S-27:
Hotel

Annual convention of Allied Independent Theater Owners of Wisconsin,
Schroeder,
Milwaukee.

Oct. 1-2; Meeting of G. F. T. A. Independent
Thealer Owners Ass'n, Robert Fulton Hotel,
Atlanta.
Oct. 1-3: National Film
Statler Hotel, Detroit.
Oct

Carriers convention,

14-15: Annual convention of M.P.T.O.
of Arkansas, Mississippi and Tennessee
(Tri-State),
Memphis.

Oct. 29:

S.M.P.E. Fall Meeting
sylvania, New York.

Hotel

Penn-

$500,000 Ontario Government Building into a large sound motion picture studio where throughout the
16 days of the exhibition a threereel picture film will be produced in
which, without cost, exhibition visitors will be permitted to play minor
parts. While the directorial staff,
sound engineers and principal players are coming from New York,
Canadian cameramen and technicians will be used in the production.

!i!M_i

pxuxiia

The Sky Gardens offer a splendid escape from summer heat.
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HORT SHOTS from
EASTERN STUDIOS
=}=By

fNTY SHAFF, president of
jropical Pictures, has assigned
Hi Carrick to edit the as yet unit feature production which he
v\has in preparation. Picture is
; le exploitation type and will
\ special narrative prepared by
det Hershey.

•

Fl Conklin, who plays the lead
revival
Drunkdt ! current
has been
addedof "The
to the
cast
rfit & Misses," the Georgie PricelA'a Froos musical now in work at
Witaphone studio. Other Broadi.pcrfortners in the cast are Billie
iqard, George Lewis and George
Hpk McKenzie, who is handling
camera work on "Gambling", the
Mge M. Cohan vehicle which
[ifld B. Franklin is placing in
n today at the Astoria studios,
dfthe camera work on Harold
oil's current film hit, "The Cat'sWsf of the children being used in
I second Hecht-Mac Arthur
proton for Paramount release were
ited from homes and orphanTitle of the picture, which has
\y Savo at the head of its cast,
ie announced in a few days.

•

irk Robinson has designed the
:or the Harold B. Franklin proon of "Gambling", and Tony
is credited with many of the
ative effects. John W. Butler
ted as production manager.
ix New
nqton

Government Films

Bureau

of THE

FILM

of "Antonia"
ench
is
— Version
Milo Films will make a
for
version of
^h
lont-British
at "Antonia"
the Pathe-Naifctudios in Joinville.

SEEN

PHIL M. DALY
•
•
• AFTER A two-year layoff
Harold Lloyd returns to the screen in "The Cat's Paw"
and scores what
locks like the biggest triumph of his illustrious career as a film
comedian
judging by the reception of the pix at the
hands of Music Hall audiences at Radio City

"17ALLACY about Hollywood sells
more readily than fact; the
public has been misinformed about
Hollywood for years and this misinformation iswhat has given rise
to unpleasant
public reaction." —
CECIL
B. DE MILLE.

•
•
• WHAT MAKES his triumph all the more inspiring
to all screen players
is the smashing demonstration he
has given that a player need not be wedded and welded to one
type of performance
in this pix Harold forsook his familiar type of "gag" comedy
he took Clarence Budington Kelland's "Satevepost" serial that depends on story, characterization and situation
and proved his ability to rise
above the narrow limitations of a mere gag comedian
from this auspicious New Start
Harold Lloyd can go on
indefinitely to new heights of screen achievement

"Will H. Hays was dubbed a
'czar' because the title makes good
reading."— R. H. COCHRANE.

9
•
• TWO NEW M-G-M pix
"Treasure Island"
and "Murder in the Private Car". .
have been awarded the
special seal given outstanding films suitable for family entertainment by "Parents' Magazine"
Paula Gould has sold
her first novel, "Love Is A Madness," to Authors' Publications
it will be published in January
• •
• LATEST TRIBUTE for Mickey Mouse comes from
Brazil
45 Brazilian tourists are en route from Rio de
Janeiro to Hollywood with a bionze statue they will present to
Walt Disney

T

BY

jrHE PRESS
' AGENT

'Grace Bradley has a real drawbridge
the grounds of her Hollywood Hills
ne."— PARAMOUNT.

T

T

• •
• CHARGES HAVE been preferred on behalf of the
National Board of the Film and Photo League
against
Police Captain Hynes of Los Angeles and District Attorney
McAllister of Sacramento
with unconstitutional interference with the private affairs of picture stars in the matter
of contributions they allegedly made to communistic activities.

T

DAILY

ish'nsrton — Six new shorts have
put in circulation by the mopicture division of the U. S.
rtment of Agriculture. Three
n "Civilian Conservation Corps
ork," while the others include
are of the Japanese Beetle,"
ists Serve Man" and "Poi'cuControl in the Western States."

B

WITH

CHAS. ALICOATE =====

WORDS
WISDOM,

•

T

T

•

• AN UNUSUAL film of the Arctic regions is expected from Floyd Crosby
cameraman of "Tabu"
who is now with the Bedeaux Sub-Arctic Expedition
conducted by Charles S. Bedeaux
an engineer and multimillionaire who heads the outfit that is elaborately
equipped with everything money can buy
a strange thing
was reported in a letter from Bedeaux dated Aug. 4
in broad daylight they lost a cowboy packer
who had
ridden back some five miles to pick up dunnage bucked off by
a horsi the day before
he disappeared completely
the theory is that he wandered off the trail and that his horse
was injured or lost its rider in the almost impassable bogs of
the Half Way Valley country

T

T

«

«

TED
as theyCOOK.
are perfectly mechanical." —
"But too often the box-office returns are all right when the picture
is all wrong." — IBID.
"There is something pathetic to
me about the effort which so many
people make to be pleasant, affable
and entertaining although they
never do any thinking and have absolutely nothing of importance to
say to each other."— LEE TRACY.
"The trouble is, official censors
get frightfully indignant about the
I. BREEN.
wrong
things in pictures." — JOSEPH
"In my fan mail I find an answer
RAYMOND.
to almost every problem." — GENE
"And just when you begin to
think the depression is over, someone takes you to one of those doublefeature movie theaters." — Genevieve,
the Kitchen Cynic (Per Ted Cook).
"The screen is an instrument of
such range and quality that I am
jealous for its prestige and its usefulnes . Idon't want too much of
either
Salome orS. Mrs.
Grundy."
—
DR. WILLIAM
DANDO,
pastor
of First Presbyterian Church, Emporia, and district governor of Kiwanis International.

T

• •
• BY WIRELESS
from Little America
comes an
acknowledgment to United Artists
for the donation of
motion pix to the Byrd Expedition
the message reads
"They were enjoyed immensely
and greatly relieved
monotony during the long winter night. Just as sun returns
we are finishing our picture program in the world's most unique
theater."
here's one house that isn't squawking at playing any of the product they have booked
The ocean
liners Reliance and Resolute, commissioned for world cruises,
have been equipped with the very latest in motion picture projection

«

"Anyway, you can say this for
Hollywood's motion pictures: They
are almost as mechanically perfect

»

»

»

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS
Out of 1,500 wired houses in Japan,
1,000
feature
exclusively
native
films.

■S
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A "LITTLE" from HOLLYWOOD

By RALPH WILK
pRANK MORGAN, who was
brought here a while ago by
RKO Radio for "Secrets of the
French Police," has been brought
back to his original Hollywood lot
for an important role in "By Your
Leave." Morgan joins a cast that
includes Genevieve Tobin, Margaret
Hamilton and Gene Lockhart. Lloyd
Corrigan is directing.
T

T

T

Ned Sparks has been signed by
Warners for an important role in
the company's forthcoming musical,
"Sweet
Adeline," which will star
Irene Dunne.

T

▼

T

GiGi Parrish, who plays one of
the leading roles in Monogram's "A
Girl of the Limberlost," has signed
with the Pasadena Players to appear in their repertory under the
direction of Hardie Albright.
T

T

T

Howard Wilson and Alfred Delcambre, contract players, have been
added to the cast of Paramount's
campus musical, "College Rhythm."
Lanny Ross, Jack Oakie and Joe
Penner are featured.
T

T

T

Two more additions, in the persons of Johnny Arthur and Alan
Hale, have been made to the cast of
First National's "Babbitt," which
will co-star Aline MacMahon and
Guy Kibbee.
T

T

T

Owing to illness, Florence Rice
has been forced to retire from the
cast of "The Captain Hates the Sea,"
Helen Vinson is taking her place.

Liberty Starts Final Picture on Lineup
M H Hoffman, president ot Liberty Pictures, has started shooting on "Without
Children" at the RKO-Pafhe Studios in Culver City. This feature is the last of the
program of eight announced by Liberty for the current season. Marguerite Churchill,
Bruce Cabot, Evelyn Brent, Dickie Moore, William Janrey, Reginald Denny and Cora
Sue Collins are prominent in the cast.
William Nigh is directing.

nar, Howard Leeds, John Roberts "Spring 3100," which he will produce in the late fall.
and Wesley Giraud. John Robertson
T ▼ ▼
is directing. Kenneth Macgowan is
producing.
Bob Steele's second starring westT
V
V
ern, "Brand of Hate," has been completed by Supreme Pictures. It was
Jean Chatburn, a screen newcomer directed by Lew Collins and superwho has played several bits in revised by Sam Katzman.
cent films, has been signed to a long
▼ T T
term contract by M-G-M.
James Gow and Edwin North
T
T
T
are at M-G-M working on the adapFlorence Ryerson, M-G-M writer,
tation of "Broadway Melody of
is resting following her work on
T
V
T
"Have a Heart," and is on a trip
into the redwood country of NorthWilliam Wyler starts work this
ern California. On her return she week
at Universal on the direction
is to start work with Edgar Allan
of1935."
"The Good Fairy." Hans Kraly
Woolf on the adaptation of her re- is working on the adaptation.
▼ T T
cent novel, "Mild
▼ ▼Oats."T
"Sixty Seconds to Live," starring
After the completion of her first Richard Talmadge, is now in production at the International Studios.
American
film, French
"Marie stage
Galante,"
Ketti
Gallian,
and Noel Mason is directing, Germon
screen favorite, will return to her Perez is assistant, Reginald Lyons
home on the Riviera.
cameraman and Robert Hoyt superv
T
T
visor. This is the first of the series of six Talmadge's that Hoyt
Edward Sedgwick, director of MHirsch are making for BeauG-M's "Death on the Diamond," and
Arts release. Production of the re"doubled in brass" in the produclease that Kinematrade will start
tion. He plays the city editor in the
Kelly.
newspaper sequence with Paul Sept. 1 is entitled "The Lone BanT

T

T

Guy Robertson, who recently made
"King Kelly of the U. S. A." for
Monogram, has been signed by Par▼ T ▼
amount for a picture, while Monogram has him for two more. RobertPaul Muni's newest picture, "Borson
meanwhile
is making another
dertown," has gone into production
at the Warner studios, and at the stage appearance in "All the King's
last moment Eugene Pallette was Horses" in Chicago. He is due here
added to the cast. There are two about Sept. 8.
T
T
T
leading
women
in "Bordertown,"
Bette Davis
and Margaret
Lindsay.
Jackie Cooper, with his parents,
Lyle Talbot is also prominent in the Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bigelow, saillist of principals. The picture is beed last week on the Chiriqui for the
ing directed by Archie Mayo.
Panama Canal Zone.
T

T

T

Genevieve Tobin's first role upon
her return to Hollywood from a
brief vacation in Europe brings her
back to the RKO Radio lot for a
leading part in "By Your Leave."
being produced by Pandro S. Berman with direction by Lloyd Corrigan.
T

T

T

Five boy actors have been signed
by RKO Radio to support Frankie
Thomas in "Wednesday's Child."
The five are: Dick Quine, Julius Mol"Different" Musical Short

A "different" type of musical short
subject is announced by E. H. Allen, in
charge of Educational's west coast production, as the next picture to go before the cameras. Val Burton and Will
Jason, of "So This Is Harris" and "Flying Down to Rio" fame, have been writing original
music
for this "intimate"
revue,
a type
of entertainment
never
done before on the screen. Stanley
Rauh is writing the book.

Conchita Montenegro has been engaged by Fox to play the only feminine role in "Hell in the Heavens,"
the forthcoming Warner Baxter film
adapted infrom
play,Herbert
"The Ace."
Others
cast the
include
Mundin, Russell Hardie, Ralph Morgan,
William Stack, Andy Devine, Vince
Barnett, William Stelling and J.
Carroll Naish.
Edward F. Cline, directing "The
Dude Ranger" at Zion National
Park, made a new discovery in Annette Brady, blue-eyed blonde, when
he needed a stand-in for Irene Hervey, who plays opposite George
O'Brien. Cline plans to bring Annette Brady back with him when
the company returns this week.
V

V

T

Felix Young is starting research
on the locale of lower Lafayette St.
in New York for the forthcoming

T

T

▼

Replacing Hugh Williams, whose
role in "The State Versus Elinor
Norton" prevents doubling, Russell
Hardie has been signed to appear
in "Hell in the Heavens" now ready
to begin work at Fox.
dit."

JOHN KING has complete
law's Highway," featuring 'laz
the dog star. This is the frst
eight pictures which King
ing for the state right markj Kj
will handle distribution In
Bob Hill directed the "({tin
Highway" story by Philip Ljis.

▼

T

T

While Nat Levine is in Ne-IYo
Al Levoy, business manajj
Mascot, assumes charge of t
lywood headquarters.
T

T

T

I. E. Chadwick is official mea
tative of the Independent M. i Pi
ducers Ass'n in carrying out he i
rangement whereby the ijep*
dents will submit their pictuts I
the purity seal as issued totiq
v
v
T
product.
Turning in an original stw l
the title, "Honeymoon Limitet? H
Gunning has been assigned l\ h
ert Welsh, Monogram executij pi
ducer, to write the screen plil 1
picture is set for November ;odi
tion.

▼

T

T

Fox has completed the cU
Rian James' "The White Padi
which is about to be filmed b; Jes
L. Lasky.
John Boles and l»rel
Young are co-starred, suppo»jd
Muriel Kirkland,
Dorothy
Gertrude
Short, Astrid
Allwy, 'ilsi
Sa
Haden, H. B. Warner
andPoi
Young.
Jesse L. Lasky, Jt; o
laborated with the author I
screen play. Irving Cummin;
direct.
Arthur Stone has been adsd
the cast of Paul Muni's new "Skm
picture, "Bordertown."

ONE MINUTE '"" EVERYTHIK!
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47th St. just 30 seconds west of Broadway

1000

OUTSIDE
ROOMS
WITH
SUCH FEATURES AS

*•* Two
Radio clothes closets in each room
-* Circulating Iced Wafer
Chevaly Full
** Excellent
Beds Length Mirrors
* French Window Ventilation
*Tub
and Shower
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Three Attractive Popular Priced Airconditioned Restaurants
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\ » » TIMELY TOPICS « « « « » » » » EXPLOITETTES
«4 Many Film Codes
il the Picture
HARLES
FROHMAN
con' tended that an idea was a
ing of such delicate fragility
keat to allow minds less senl,ized than that of the creator
'(Jmeddle with it was like playl a harp with a hammer,
ohman held that the fewer
stetricians,
anesthetists, in•ument wielders, dry and wet
rses, friends, relatives and
quaintances that were involv, the more chance a dramatic
>rk had of attaining a sucsful maturity.
The purest
>de of expression is the novel,
ay, story or verse.
There
e involved but two people —
ator and printer. From this
the drama, where one must
n the gauntlet of from twelve
sixty minds, each one con\ buting something, taking a
f^tle more.
From this to the
tures,
starting
with
that
blimation
of abominations,
:ile story conference, in which
possibility of real originaldisappears.
Always it has
;en found that the best form
running
anything
is the
[fnevolent autocracy.
In the
11 days, "Collier's" Weekly had
I editorial board of three men.
printed during the reign of
t triumvirate
hardly
one
ry that was striking.
The
]':ard was abolished;
and a
■"?igle editor made the magazine
,1 fiction success.
In many
"ifnds lies confusion.
Men like
IHng Thalberg, Jesse Lasky,
i al., always give us good pici«tjres.
water on
Ik wheelsIt would
of the be studios
to
golish boards and conferences
^d put each picture in the
mnds of two able men, a good
ent auirioducerand a compet
br. All pictures might not
t good. But the percentage of
lid pictures would be smaller.
I — Porter Emerson Browne.

*s Elimination of Sex
uld Ruin All Business
IrOLLYWOOD is bad and a
good scare is an excellent
ting, but a censorship which
eose from such extreme reactjn that it sought to suppress
eery fresh idea and every origiil thought would be a tragedy
i a country where original
toughts are so scarce that a
wn with two of them is menfened in the same breath with
&r Isaac Newton. One point
cjerlooked in the controversy is
tat not only is Hollywood
Ipnded on sex but our whole
crilization has the same basis.

Newspapers, magazines, art,
music, advertising, theaters, movies— everything is arranged
with the idea of furnishing the
utmost in titillation. It reaches
the height of absurdity when the
radio editors of newspapers insist on having nude studies of
the radio beauties for their columns. But you can see the implications of the war on sex.
Brought to its logical conclusion
it would just about ruin American business.
However the church-movies
quarrel is ideal for the bystanders. They can be on both sides.
They can hope that Hollywood
will get such a lambasting that
it will start turning out picures
actuated by honesty and based
on reality and they can keep an
eagle eye on cleanliness for the
purpose of seeing that cleanliness does not subtly edge over
into a general censorship of
ideas. Gentlemen, we need ideas.
There never was a time when
we needed ideas more. If by
keeping Mae West and Lupe
Velez and Marlene Dietrich we
can assure ourselves that we
won't miss something more important, we may be willing to
risk a little sex. Of course, in
a nice way.
—Editorial by K. S. C.
in "Life".

The Fallacy of
"Crowding" a Star
TT'S an old struggle — the one
between temptation to cash
in heavily on star's popularity,
and careful exploiting of a star
in fewer and better pictures.
The star who is presented to
the public less often and more
effectively lasts much longer,
and brings in greater returns in
the long run.
It is a natural impulse to
want to crowd a popular star
into as many pictures as he can
carry. Of course, with few exceptions, the returns on each
successive picture will be found
to diminish, since the pictures
are apt to be rushed through
and hence suffer in quality. But
as long as the star retains any
vestige of popularity, there will
always be those who want to
squeeze the most out of his waning favor with the public.
Considered from almost any
angle, it is a much wiser policy
to proceed cautiously and carefully, to spend more time on
each production and to allow
sufficient intervals in between
for
theitself
star's
to
freshen
anewpopularity
in the mind
of the public.

— Lou Brock

Author's Popularity
Aids "Thin Man"
TJNUSUAL
wat at" tached to interest
the showing
of
"The Thin Man" at the Lensic
theater, Santa Fe, N. M., inasmuch as Dashiell Hammett. author of the novel on which the
M-G-M film is based, is well
known among the writers and
artists of the district. Manager
T. J. Smith advised he had more
'phone calls on this production
than in a long time. Fashion
displays of Myrna Loy and
Maureen O'Sullivan were arranged for in the local women's
department
Three thousand heralds stores.
were distributed
to
homes in the city. One side was
printed in English, the reverse
side in Spanish. A teaser contest asking: Who, What is "The
Thin Man?" was run three days
in advance of playdate. A large
cutout of the book was used as
background for a window display in the local book store
— Lensic Theater,
Santa Fe, N. M.

Blow-up of Book Cover in
"Thin Man" Campaign
A TALL young man, dressed
very conservatively and
carrying a 3x4-foot copy of the
book cover of "The Thin Man,"
was employed to exploit the
picture version of Dashiell
Hammett's mystery story for
the Tivoli Theater showing in
Michigan City, Ind., by R. W.
Waterson, manager, assisted by
an M-G-M exploiteer. Four
thousand heralds were stuffed
in the home edition of the
"News" four days in advance
of the opening. The delivery
boys were permitted to see the
picture gratis in return. A
milk tie-up, showing Maureen
O'Sullivan drinking milk on the
set, was arranged with the
local dairy company. — They
Tivoli,distributed 6,000 hangers on their
milk bottles.

« « « «

Thursday with a full page ad,
the next day a half page was
devoted and on Saturday, the
newspapertraction afull
again
the The
atpagegave
break.
serialization is scheduled to run
for a minimum of 40 days and
will thus benefit theaters playing "The House of Rothschild"
at a later date. Local exhibitors cashed in on this publicity
by devoting additional expenditures to their exploitation with
heavy accessories consisting of
tabloids, broadsides and throwaways. More than twenty local
theaters were playing "The
Housewasofarranged
Rothschild."
The
stunt
by the U.A.
home office exploitation department with Roy Daniels, managing editor and E. L. Garber,
promotion manager for the
— United Artists.
Chicago "American."

Fashion Tie-ups Highlight
of "Manhattan Melodrama"
'J'lE-UPS
stores on with
fashionsdepartment
featuring
Myrna Loy, one of the stars of
the picture, were arranged by
Rocky Newton, manager of the
Paramount Theater, for the
showing of M-G-M's "Manhattan Melodrama". A large art
panel featured one of the tieups. These were planted several days in advance. Newton
was assisted by an M-G-M exploiteer. 5,000 special heralds
were distributed to all homes in
the city and surrounding smaller towns several days prior to
playdate. A men's fashion
spring and summer clothes tieup was made with a clothing
company, using an art display
of William Powell and Clark
Gable. Three 40 x 60 processed
displays of the three stars were
placed in the lobby. All display panels in the lobby carried
special art a week
in advance.
— Paramount,
Cedar Rapids, Mich.

Michigan City, Ind.

"New Movie" Tieup
Chicago American Played Up
for "Manhattan Melodrama"
"Rothschild" Serialization
SUBSEQUENT
run territory
theaters
in the Chicago
playing "The House of Rothschild" received the benefit of
tremendous breaks in the Chicago "American" here in connection with that newspaper running the serialization. Following the picture's first run at the
United Artists Theater, the
"American" announced the running of the serialization on a

TN exploiting "Manhattan Melodrama" in Boston, Joe DiPesa, manager of Loew's State,
tied
up with displays
Woolworth's
for
full window
on their
"New Movie" magazine, which
featured a Clark Gable article.
DiPesa was assisted by an MG-M exploiteer. Myrna Loy
fashions were used in the "Herald," "Traveler" and "Transcript." 5,000 special
were distributed.
There heralds
was a
Truly Warner tie-up featuring
Gable.
— Loeiv's State, Boston

THE

17 MORE APPEALS
DECIDED BY G, A.
(Continued from Page 1)

charged by Marcus Loew Booking
Agency in behalf of Loew's Rio.
Orders Harry Brandt of Liberty,
New York, not to interfere with
leasing deal, as complained by Anne
Amusement Corp., operator of Wallack's decision.
and appealed from grievance
board
Affirms zoning and clearance
board decision finding clearance of
Loew's Victory, New York, over
Forum, operated by Forumhold
Corp., as reasonable.
Affirms ruling of clearance and
zoning board that the Elwood, operated by Broadwood Holding Corp.,
at Newark; Warner's Regent, Newark, and Warner's Capitol at Belleville, N. J., are competitive houses
and are entitled to 14 days' clearance against the others.
Chicago
Affirms grievance board decision
finding Indiana theater, Indiana
Harbor, Ind., not guilty of overbuying, as charged by Garden theater
at Indiana Harbor.
Affirms grievance board ruling
finding "Screeno" constitutes a lottery, as complained by Balaban &
Katz against H. Schoenstadt & Sons,
operator of the Kenwood, Atlantic
and Piccadilly theaters, Chicago.
Affirms grievance board decision
that H. Schoenstadt & Sons, as operator of the Palace, Cicero, 111., is
not guilty by overbuying, as charged
Bartelstin of the Anby Benjamin
nette, Cicero.
Indianapolis
Affirms grievance board opinion
that Emerson Theater Corp. and
Henry A. Calloway, operators of the
Emerson, Indianapolis; George Wolf ard of the Hamilton and Irvin Tamler of the Tuexdo, have prematurely
advertised, as charged by Northern
Theaters, operator of the Rivoli.
Affirms grievance board decision
finding L. 0. Sholty, Leroy Dennis
and others, including all distributors
serving free street shows, violating
non-theatrical provisions, as complained by Charles R. Metzger of
Two Johns theater and 118 other
houses.
Denver
Affirms
grievance board ruling

SUNSHIN€
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Picture

Distributor

Hide-Out
Dragon
Murder

M-G-M
Warner Bros.

Case

Monday, Aug. 2

Theater
.Roxy
. Capitol
Rialto

Charlie
Chan's
Courage
Hat, Coat and Glove'**
She Was a Lady
Cleopatra
(2nd week)

Fox
RKO Radio. .
Fox
Paramount. .

.Palace

The Cat's-Paw
(2nd week)
Dimes
(2nd week)
Bulldog Drummond Strikes Back (2nd week)

Fox
Warner Bros.
United Artists

.Music Hall
Strand

State

Fox

Fair

(2nd week)*

4 FOREIGN
The

Problem

of

Fatigue

*

OPENINGS

Straight Is the Way (Aug. 27)
The
Fountain
(Aug. 30)

M-G-M
RKO Radio

We're
Rich Again
Chained
(Aug. 31)

RKO Radio
M-G-M

Cimarron
Romance

(Aug.
in the

(Aug. 31)

31)*..
Rain (Sept. 7)

Rivoli
Criterion

Amkino

♦ FUTURE

Paramount
Mayfair

RKO
Universal

Acm1;

♦
Mayfair
Music
Roxy Hall

Capitol
Criterion
Roxy

LOEW CIRCUIT BOIK!
8 LIBERTY FEATII
(Continued from Page

1)

booking is "When Strangers
with Richard Cromwell and tri
Judge, opening Aug. 31 for f(k. ,
of
the circuit's
Stand,"
with Jackhouses.
La Rue "Tt'e
an Ttp'■
ma Todd, follows on Sept. 4;?0
to Every Bachelor" or. Sept. lj t|
"No Ransom,"
"Two
Heads*!
Pillow" and "Cheaters."
Liberty, which is headed bj
Hoffman, has already cor
seven of its eight features fo
1935.

Stanley-Fabian Buys
Stanley, Jersey #
(Continued from Page

1)

\

acquired it only a month age
Crime
Without
Passion**
Paramount
Rialto
re-sale indicates a profit of $3British Agentf
Warner Bros
Strand
When the building was con
Affairs
of Celling
United Artists
Rivoli
by the Hudson
Plaza Holdii
She Loves Me Not§
Paramount
Paramount
in 1924 it was leased to the Si
* Revival.
t Follows Dames.
Fabian Corp. for twenty-one
•* Follows Dragon Murder Case.
% Follows Bulldog Drummond.
at a net rental of 10 per centfj
*** Second run.
§ Follows Cleopatra.
cost of the land and building!
July 25 the Plaza Co. sold :l
thirds interest in the propeilT
I.A.T.S.E.
Predicts
Fabian
Enterprises
and onp]
that "Country Store Nights," operated by Charles Kreiling of Mato
the
Station
Realty
for abo
Continued
Upturn
jestic, Denver, reduced admissions
500,000. The deeds filed at thafl
(Continued from Pane 1)
in violation of code, as complained
indicated
a
cash
considerati
by D. R. Kline of Alpine; Rex The- mass of correspondence being re- about $750,000, the buyers
ater Corp., of Rex; E. J. Ward of
ceived at the New York office" says
Jewell, DeWitt Webber of Webber, the Bulletin. "A few words here over the theater subject to a .
Nokomis Theaters, operator of the and there advising of a new house 000 mortgage held by the Pa
Institution.
Hiawatha; E. W. Kerr of the Sante opening — or an old one, closed for Savings
The deed
filed for record i fl l|
Fe, International Amusement Corp., several years, about to re-open — a
house
reorganized
—
members
reterday's
transaction
had i
operator
of
the
Ogden,
all
of
Denver.
turning to work — fewer petty com- revenue stamps to the val
New Orleans
plaints. No spectacular, irregular $1,086. The buyer took ova
Dismisses breach of contract com- and misleading sudden advances in- property subject to the $71 ;ii.
dicating the immediate return of mortgage held by the Patersonil
plaint of Paramount, New Orleans,
against L. D. & G. G. Guidry, op- prosperity, but all gratifying and indicating that the resale imj
erating Allen theater, certified by authentic signs, which portend a about $1,836,000 and gave the
grievance board, on grounds con- steady and satisfying improvement a profit of $336,000.
The buyer gave back in par;
provisions involved do not con- in the future. Not only do the prosconcerntractcode.
pects seem bright for the majority ment a mortgage for $911,000
Finds Palace, New Iberia, La., of our local unions securing signed ing for the payment of $175,0
guilty of overbuying, as charged by agreements, but already in several next Oct. 20, $500,000 in twenty
Philip Sliman of Evangeline, New instances local organizations have monthly instalments of $20y
Iberia, in grievance board complaint. been successful in signing up for beginning Aug. 20, 1937, and
000, the balance of the princij
Dallas
an increase in wages."
Aug. 20, 1937, with interest at
Orders Hall Industries Theaters,
Constance
Bennett Film Titled
operator of Rialto at Alice, Texas,
Thepayable
deed semi-annually.
was signed by
M-G-M's Constance Bennett-Her- cent
bert Marshall vehicle, based on a and Simon H. Fabian for the SI
to desist advertising reduced admissions, as complained by Frank Jung- story by Michael Arlen, has been
man of New theater, Falfurrias, titled "Outcast Lady." It is set for Enterprises, Joseph Stern and 'I
Stein signed for the Station ij
Texas,
in his grievance board ac- September release, along with "Bartion.
Co., and the mortgage was sign
retts of Wimpole Street," "Heavy a Herman Starr, president, and]
Kansas
City
Heart" and "Death on the DiaReversed overbuying decision of
Hessbery, secretary.
grievance board against Lester M.
Robinson of Rigney theater, Al- complaint brought by Gerald Hardy
bany, Mo., as complained by I. W.
Hardy's Fresno at Fresno, Cal.,
Maple of Maple, Bethany, Mo., and ofmond."
dismisses charge of interfering with against Fox West Coast's State,
Kinema and Wilson theaters, Fresleasing negotiations.
no; board dismissed complaint.
Boston
Atlanta
Affirms grievance board ruling
Affirms grievance board ruling
that Mountain Lake Corp. of Lake dismissing overbuying complaint instituted by Aetna Amusement EnWales, Fla., is unfair non-theatrical
competition to Scenic, operated by
terprises, operator of the Arcadia
Amusement Corp. of Lake Wales, at Portsmouth, N. H., against Maine
Fla.
Practice
some
job
rotation
ami
& New Hampshire Theaters Co., opSan Francisco
erators of the Colonial and Olympia
your staff.
Orders re-hearing on overbuying at Portsmouth.
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Four
first-run
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lamer s and Indie Group in New Bids for Fox Met.

USIC BOOST OCT. 1 ON NEW CONTRACTS ONLY
Staten Island
I Circuit Retains 75
jer Cent Interest in
Affiliation

Brill Houses Merge With
Film Industry Going on the Air
First of four
give the people a
get, goes on the
Barrymore will be

test broadcasts, sponsored by the film industry and designed to
more accurate idea of Hollywood and its product than they usually
air over WJZ on Wednesday evening. Irene Dunne and Lionel
on the program, which will include a film preview.

Paramount

Music Contracts
at Old
Rates Will Run Until
Expiration

American Society of Composers,
Authors & Publishers does not propose a blanket increase in music
rates on Oct. 1, but will permit all
existing contracts to run out their
term, it was said yesterday by E. C.
Mills, general manager of ASCAP.
Theaters whose music contracts expire on Oct. 1 will be expected to
obtain
a license at the higher figures
i,uing 75 per cent. Harry Shiff- Sol Lesser to Produce
(Continued on page 11)
or discontinue
using the copyrighted
a
Lincoln, Neb. — As a result of the music yof society members.
First
Geo.
O'Brien
Film
Abroad
(Continued on page 11)
three-way
price
tussle
between
J.
W est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
H. Cooper, Westland Theaters
Hollywood — ■ Having completed (Louis Dent) and Bob Livingston,
three features on his schedule, Sol it
is possible to see 19 features and
Lesser plans to leave Sept. 12 for about
20 reels of shorts here for
London, with George O'Brien, star one buck. Five houses, two of them
of "Dude Ranger," which he has just first-runs and all offering dual bills,
-cast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
finished, and Eddie F. Cline, direccywood — New setup at the
tor, to film "The Cowboy Million- are scaled at 10 cents. Town's top
rational Studios, with Agfais 40 cents. It's possible to go
aire." En route Lesser will stop in price
shows and four matcj Corp. interested, will start New York
to arrange for personal to six ineesevening
George Z. Medalie, former U. S.
for $1.
flies in about two weeks, with
(Continued on page 11)
District Attorney, has been retained
reram of 26 outdoor features
as counsel by all exhibitor groups in
ujd. All present occupants of
their fight against the proposed inskdio are moving and the plant Lichtman
Sees Admission
Boosts
Under W
crease(Continued
in music rates,
on page it
11) was anle completely rearranged, aclig to Ralph Like, who leased
Boosting of admissions is starting Frank L. Newman Gets
sidio to the new group.
ProcMack Sennett to Produce
I (Continued on page 11)
to get under way and within the
Oregon Theater Post Two or Three in England
next few weeks conditions throughb. Houses to Boost
out the country will show a marked
Portland, Ore. — Frank L. NewProduction of two or three feaimprovement for both circuits and
man, Jr., has been appointed manture-length comedies is planned by
jOnly for Stage Shows independent exhibitors, it was stated
ager of Portland Evergreen Thea- Mack Sennett,
who is now en route
ters. He will have charge of the
Inland — Admission prices here yesterday by Al Lichtman, United
vt be boosted except for stage
to England, where the pictures will
which coincident- be
and general local Paramount,
made.
Associated
with him is
W it is stated. The Palace Artists vice-president
(Continued
on
page
11)
(Continued on Page 2)
Al Rosen, who will handle business
tfrom 44 cents to 60 cents this
ffairs
of
the
company.
kjwith Ted Fio-Rito on the
;e This house and Loew's State
iot vaudeville attractions withMother of Warners Dead
(Continued on page 11)
rj.er the terms of negotiations
■ted yesterday, arrangements
!,)een made for the merging of
till circuit of nine Staten Is,,ieaters with the Paramount in
Ciorge. A new company will
j/ned to be called the Paraland,
holding
per cent
I' Paramount
stock and the
Brill 25circuit
the

$1 Buys 19 Features, 20 Shorts
In Lincoln Price Competition

iiA ISlNTERESTED
I30AST STUDIO DEAL

EXHIBS HIRE MEDAL1E
IN MUSIC TAX FIGHT

New $l9000f000 Warner Bid
For Fox Met. Houses in Jersey

Jes

Majors

<!iaha — Charging
Tilt of trade, V.
Missouri Valley,
i P. S. District

for $425,500
conspiracy in reS Brown, exhibitor
la., has filed suit
Court here asking

?' 500 damages from 20 defendants
ic ding all major producers and the
I Board. Suit names the former
ujx Theaters and Publix Iowa, Inc.,
Il'ing that Publix opened a house
i 931 in competition with his and
rented him from getting films.

M-G-M Will Distribute
British 'Wandering Jew'

A new bid for the Fox Metropolitan Playhouse circuit, with Warners offering over $1,000,000 for the
Conrad Veidt in "The Wandering New Jersey group, and some outside
Jew," produced by Julius Hagen at financial interests offering over
the Twickenham Studios in England
with Maurice Elvey directing, has $2,000,000 for a selection of the remaining theaters, will likely be a
been acquired for release by M-G-M
and will ooen at the Capitol follow- part of (Continued
the
bondholders'
on page 9)reorgani(Continued on page 11)
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Los Angeles — Mrs. Pearl Warner,
mother of the Warner brothers, died
here early yesteday morning. H. M.
Warner, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Warner,
Harry Charnas and Lou Halper hurried
here by chartered plane on receiving
word that Mrs. Warner was sinking,
but they arrived a few hours too late.
Among survivors are her husband, Benjamin Warner; four sons, Harry M.,
Albert W., Jack and Dave, and three
daughters, Mrs. Harry Charnas, Mrs.
David Robbins of Youngstown, and Mrs.
Lou
Halper.
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Candidates Are Selected
Al Lichtman Sees Boosts
In Admissions Under Way
By Academy Technicians
(Continued
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West Coast Bureau of THE

manager, who recently pointed out
the necessity of raising prices.
Lichtman points to the action of
theaters in Kansas City, Texas,
Detroit and Chicago as evidence of
the realization that prices must go
up. Increases have just been effected in K. C, while Detroit exhibitors
are about set to raise prices and in
Chicago and Texas the circuits and
independents are conferring on the
same move. Before the winter sets
in, there will be a general price
boost throughout the country, Lichtman predicts.

Mayf air Stench-Bombed

A stench-bomb deposited in the
Mayfair on Friday night caused a
scramble for exits and created annoyance for other establishments in
the vicinity of the theater. The culprit was caught. He claimed he had
been hired to do the job. This is
the second bombing offense at the
Mayfair in recent months.

New Contract for Colman
West

YORK

STOCK

MARKET

Net
High
Low
Close
Chg.
Am.
Seat
3'/2
3V2
3'/2 +
Vb
Columbia
Picts. vtc. 30 '/4 30'A
30l/4 —
Vi
Con.
Fm.
Ind
3
3
3
Con.
Fm. Ind. pfd
14 Vs
H'/g . KVg
—
V»
East.
Kodak
100
100
100
— 1
Fox
Fm.
"A"
Leew's,
Inc
Paramount
ctfs.
Pathe
Exch

1114 —
285/g —
3% —
l'A+

1 Vs
1/4
Vs
Vs

do "A"
'.. 15%'
RKO
25/8
Univ.
Pict.
pfd. .. 26
Warner
Bros
4%
NEW
YORK
CURB

15</2
15V2
21/4
21/4 —
26
26
—
45/g
4S/8 —
MARKET

Vi
5'/g
Vs

Technicolor
Trans-Lux
NEW

13
13
1%
1%
MARKET

—

1/4

6'/8
6Vg
6%
63/g
101 l/2 101%
48
48

—
—
+
—

%
Vi
Vi
3/4

Gen
Gen.
Lcow
Para.

...123/4
283A
. . 3%
1 1/4

\ORK

13
1%
BOND

Th. Eq. 6s40..
6'/2
Th. Eq.6s40ctfs
6%
6s 41ww
1013/4
6s 47 filed.. 48

1UA
28
3%
1 Vg

Par. By. 5"Vis51
... 39%
397/g
397/„ +
Par.
5Vis50
ctfs.... 48
48
48
Pathe
7s37
98%
98%
98% +
Warner's
6s39
56
56
56
—
N
Y. PRODUCE
EXCHANGE SECURITIES
Para. Publix
334
33^
33,4 —

D.

Manheimer

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Ronald Colman has
signed a new contract with Darryl
F. Zanuck calling for his exclusive
services under the 20th Century
banner for a term of years. His
next
whichpicture
starts will
soon.be "Clive of India,''

FINANCIAL
NEW

Coast

%
%
1/4
14

Fairbanks-Pickford
West

Coast

Bureau

Wealth

of THE

FILM

Drops
DAILY

Hollywood — Taxable wealth of
Douglas Fairbanks and Mary Pickford in Los Angeles County has
dropped $1,366,000, according to
records of the tax collection office.
Miss Pickford's assessed taxable
wealth here this year is recorded
as $1,950,770, against $2,635,390
last year, while the Fairbanks total
is $1,065,530 compared with $1,696,930.
Ritchey Gets Clyde Features
Ritchey Export Corp. has signed
for the foreign distribution of three
feature comedies starring Andy
Clyde to be made by Jed Buell and
Joe Klein at the Mack Sennett
studios on the coast. George Callahan acted for Buell and Klein in
New York.

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Candidates selected
by the Technicians' Branch Nominating Committee to represent the
Branch in the coming Academy elections are as follows:
For the Academy Board of Governors, of whom three are to be
elected: George Barnes, Carl Dreher,
Farciot Edouart, Nathan Levinson,
Wesley C. Miller, J. M. Nickolaus,
Max Parker, Van Nest Polglase,
and Karl Struss.
For the Technicians' Branch Executive Committee, of whom seven
are to be elected: John Arnold,
George Barnes, Gerald Best, John
Boyle, Harry Cohan, Harris Ensign,
Charles D. Hall, Fredric Hope, John
Hughes, Nathan Levinson, Wesley
C. Miller, William B. Moll, Emil
Oster, Van Nest Polglase, Loren
Ryder, and S. J. Twining.

Dix Signs for Two More
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Richard Dix has signed a new contract with BKO Radio
calling for two pictures.
Gamby for Hollywood Bowl Festival
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Maria Gambarelli
(Gamby) has been picked by the
committee in charge of the Hollywood Bowl Concerts Ass'n to give
a dance recital at the Bowl on Friday in connection with the annual
dace festival. In addition to her
solos, she will be seen in a new
ballet written by Sid Grauman.

CLIFF WORK is in New York from Sa I
Cisco for conferences at the RKO homed
FLORENCE

Compson to China

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Betty Compson is on
her way to China, where it is said
she will direct native pictures. Her
husband, Irving Weinberg, preceded
her to the Orient. Miss Compson
is to make personal appearances in
Australia and other countries en
route.
RKO Radio Leases More Space
RKO Radio Pictures has leased
additonal space in the RKO Building in Rockefeller Center in order
to afford adequate mailing facilities
for its various departments. The
ing.
corporation already occupies all of
the 14th and 15th floors in the build-

returning

east after i<

JACK MclNERNEY of the Paramount
to New York Sept. 4 after a vacation a
toga and Lake George.
JOSEPH SKIRBOLL, Majestic Pictures
chise holder in Pittsburgh, is in New Yo
JEAN HOWARD, film actress who wa|
ried last week to Charles K. Feldman, \
iu,n to Honywood wiih her husband fo
a wedding
trip to Europe.
MAX REINHARDT arrives from Europe)]
on the Olympic to direct the open air |
ration ot "A Mid-summer Nighrs Dieal
the Hollywood Bowl, after which he ret
New York to aid in staging "A Roma
the People" at the Roxy.
SOL LESSER, producer, accompany
GEORGE O'BRIEN, star, and EDDIE F. I
director, will leave the coast about Sc
for London
to make
"Cowboy
Millionai
NOEL MADISON has arrived in Nev
from
the Coast.
MACK SENNETT and AL ROSEN are ei
England
from
New York.
NATE SPINGOLD, FRANK CAPRA anc
WINSLOW are at Alexandria Bay in the
sand Islands.
to

HARRY PUCK
from
Chicago.
PHIL
by

REGAN

motor

to

has
is

Fredric

West

returned

on

start

his

work

GEORGE BURNS
from
Europe today
Adeline "

Betty

REED,

ing
"Great
Expectations"
tor
Universe
spend
a few weeks
at her home
in l|
going
into the ma
aLakes.
New Me.,
York before
play.

to New

way
in

to

the

Warner's

and GRACIE ALLEN
on the Paris.

March

Coast Bureau

to Tahiti

of THE

FILM

D

Hollywood — Fredric March, ,
recently finished his role with .
Sten
in Samuel
Goldwyn's
Again,"
sails this
week "We1
with
wife, Florence Eldridge, o:
month's vacation trip to Tahiti;

BOOK
THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S

Sept. 10: First fall luncheon
Variety
Club
of Cleveland.

meetini

Sept.ll:
Meeting
of
Pathe
Exchange
holders
to vote on reorganization [
Sept. 14: Clambake, Golf and Dinner
of Cleveland
Variety
Club.
Clevelat

Mae West Plays Santa C'aus
Pathe Calling Bonds
West Coast Bureau, of THE FILM DAILY
Pathe Exchange has called for
Hollywood — About $15,000 in
redemption $78,000 of its 7% sink- presents was passed around by Mae
ing fund debentures of 1937. The West to those who helped in the
amount will be redeemed Nov. 1.
retakes of her new Paramount picCall price is $103.
ture, "Belle of the Nineties."
Lewis B. Jones of Eastman Dies
Universal Signs French Stars
Paris — Yvonne Printemps and
Rochester, N. Y. — Lewis B. Jones,
Eastman Kodak vice-president, died Pierre Fresnay, who will tour America next winter, have been signed
suddenly of a heart attack on Saturday at his country home. He was by Universal for a film to be made
in
Hollywood
next spring.
68 years old.

Sept.dan,
16: N.North
D. Dakota

John Edwards Dead
Yonkers, N. Y. — John Edwards,
former film man, died here Saturday night.

Oct

George Shanbaugh Dead
Cincinnati — George Shanbaugh of
Monogram
Distributing Corp., died

last week.

Allied meeting,

Sept. 20: AM PA. Revels and Luncheon,
tion Picture Club,
New
York.
Sept. 20: "Night of Stars" benefit under
pices of United Jewish Appeal in a
German Jews, Yankee Stadium, New
Nathan Burkan, chairman.
Sept. 25-27: Annual convention of Allie
dependent Theater Owners of Wise
Hotel
Schroeder,
Milwaukee.
Oct. 1-2: Meeting of G. F. T. A. Indepe
Atlanta.
Theater Owners Ass'n, Robert Fulton I
Oct. 1-3: National Film
Statler Hotel, Detroit.

Carriers convei

14-15: Annual convention of M.f
of
Arkansas,Memphis.
Mississippi and Tenr
(Tri-State),

Oct. 29: S.M.P.E. Fall Meeting
sylvania,
New York.

Hotel I
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FIRST TIME ON ANY SCREEN!
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DIONNE
QUINTUPLETS
EXCLUSIVE

IN

PATHE

NEWS

NO.

Exclusive and comprehensive pictures of the FIVE BABIES that all the world wants
to seel How they live, how they eat, how they bathe, intimate glimpses of their
home, their mother, their father, their nurses, guardians and themselves.

\ BOX-OFFICE FEATURE UNPARALLELED
IN THE
HISTORY
OF NEWS
REELS!

9

LABOR DAY WEEK ATTRACTION
AND
200 LEADING
THEATRE
The one story chos
from thousands to op
a year of finer scree
entertainment! Charli
Morgan's notable nov
of three lives caught
a whirlpool of passioi
a glorious womc
two men who love
<ier!

A HUMAN DRAMA TH/
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HEART C
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BRIAN AHERNE
PAUL LU K AS
JEAN HERSHOLT
CHARLES MORGAN'S GREAT NOVEL
BROUGHT TO THE SCREEN AT THE
HEIGHT OF ITS WORLD ACCLAIM! . . .
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ITOA TO DETERMINE
STAND ON ZONING

RNERS. INDIE GROUP
NEW FOX MET. BIDS
(Continued from Page 1)

mii plan to be submitted to the
al Court at the next hearing,
j 12, The Film Daily learns.
fiC. Blumenthal, who acted as
u|r in the Loew-Warner bid of
D,000, is said to be the moving
jr in bringing about the new
iwhich, under the terms of secn77B of the new bankruptcy
smust be made either as a part
te reorganization plan or held
he purchase of the circuit,
ji it be offered for sale by the
r
t'itten approval of the reorgani( plan must be made by 51 per
tof the stockholders and two•i of the creditors of all classes,
i the secured and unsecured
n. The plan must be presented
;'i! court. Failing to do so, the
nation must go through bankV and it is likely that in the
>)f bankruptcy, the court will
e the theaters put up for sale,
is understood that the new bid
e ready for such a terminai f the present activities.

\\ F. N. CuttingFILM
Room
DAILY

tCoast Bureau of THE

[plywood — In the First National
tig room being edited for early
Ahead,"
"Happiness
are Powell
hgja
Dick
and Josephine
Vinson;
hFranchot"Gentlemen
Tone, JeanAre
MuirBorn,"
and
rjiret Lindsay, and "Six Day
elRider," with Joe E. Brown.

Cincinnati Briefs
Jfcinnati — New Liberty reopans
w 1. Same for the Mayfair,
liplayhouse, under management
1 Turner. The Metropolitan,
^showing week-ends, goes full
le1

Jirge Kirby of Monogram is in
Lcjal hospital, having undergone
seond major operation.
3i Paul Krieger of Universal
1 e host to Mr. and Mrs. J. Real
Hof Columbus over Labor Day.
2 Warner Holdovers in N. O.
Na— Warner-First
Ujv il;Orleans
set something
of a record
■ewhen two of its features book]> follow each other at the
■fium, did such heavy business
Khey had to be held over a secRveek. Features were: "Here
rrs the Navy" and "Dames."
iu. S. Films Up in Greece
Wens — Films released in Greece
It 1933-34 totaled 248, cora|f with 195 the previous season.
Bean product approached 57 per
■of the total, including dubbed
Hh versions from the European
lq>s of the producers.
I Onslow

Stevens

ttCoast Bureau of THE

Married
FILM

• •
O ON LOCATION
with the Hecht-MacArthur
company making the Jimmy Savo feature
at Sloatsburg, N. Y
near Tuxedo exactly an hour's motor
drive from the Washington Bridge practically virgin territory nature in the rough
hills, valleys, rolling
fields, forests, mountain streams on the 8,000-acre estate
of Morgan Hamilton everything needed to make a picture
of the Great Outdoors including all the marvellous facilities and conveniences of New York City close by .

T
•

T

T

•

• HERE IS Eastern production in the Grand Manner
it is without doubt the biggest sound production on location ever attempted in the Fast
with a technical crew of
over 75
yesterday thar«» were almost 1,000 on location
including 600 children
representing a Russian mob
oh, yes
. . .this is a p-'x with a Russian locale
Jimmy Savo b">ing a sort of traveling one-man circus playing
in the little Russian villages

T

▼

T

• • « AT FIRST Ben Hecht and Charlie MacArthur were
all enthused about going to Russia for the authentic atmosphere then Uiey realized that there were a lot of Russians
right in New York
and that Art and Technique could supply the rest
and they did
it is really remarkable
what a technical staff can accomplish in the way of transforming a countryside in a few days
what they have produced
up there near the shores of ihe Hudson is a decided improvement on anything in Russia . . . without any of the drawbacks
and inconveniences
• •
• WE TURNED a corner in the road on the private
estate
and ran smack into a horde of mounted cossacks
riding toward us hellbent
yelling and waving their rifles
we fell into the ditch just in time
one of the "props"
explained to us it was only a rehearsal
but it was realistic enough for us

T

T

T

• • • EVERYWHERE you turn you run into Russian
scenes . some of the buildings are so substantially built
they appear permanent and there is a Russian village
perchedment weoncould
a hill
if itwehadn't
equiphave sworn
were been
in theforU.the
S. camera
S. R.

T

T

T

• •
• LUNCIITIME
feeding 600 kids is some task
but everything moved with clocklike precision
every kid
got the same Funcnbox as the producers-auchors-directors
meaning Messrs. Hecht and MacArthur
Jimmy Savo put
his inevitable cigar butt down to bite into a sandwich
a nannygcat swallowed the butt
and damn near died
then Arthur Rosson, associated with Hecht-MacArthur on production gave the order for all the peasants and kids to
assemble at the village on the hill
and within a half hour
they were ready 1o shoot the biggest mcb scene in the film
never saw any big scene prepared with so little fuss and
confusion
and if you think it's a cinch to handle 600
lively kids
try it sometime
and when those yelling
youngsters came tearing through the village from a half dozen
directions it was some stirring spectacle!

T

▼

T

• e • NICE WORK by all hands including Lee
Cannes, head cameraman his assistants, Vincent Farrar,
Bill Kellv, Bill Miller assistant director Harold Godsoe
Bill Williams, art director Joe Kane, sound technician and they started the pix right on schedule

DAILY

Plywood — Onslow Stevens marIcUPhyllis Cooper, society girl, in
Hi, Ariz., on Sunday.

«

«

«

»

»

»

The I. T. O. A., through its board
of directors, today will decide the
association's attitude on the Code
Authority's survey to determine
whether local zoning and clearance
boards shall be called into continuous session to hear protests on zoning plans. The association itself
will hold a meeting tomorrow.
No action on the part of the T.
O. C. C. is expected by Thursday,
when the Code Authority meets
again to principally tackle the
knotty problem of getting local
zoning and clearance schedules into
shape before the new selling season,
already retarded by the zoning situation, ismuch further advanced.

Capitol-Para. Pool Cold

There are absolutely no chances
of reviving the talked-about pooling
deal involving the New York Paramount and the Capitol, The Film
Daily was officially informed yesterday. Under the plan the Capitol
was to play both M-G-M and Paramount products and drop stage
shows, while the Paramount was to
play second-choice pictures and
stage shows.

Salt Lake City Squibs
Salt Lake City — J. A. Epperson
has taken over the post vacated by
B. D. Cockrill at the Universal
exchange.
Irving Schalank, U.A. manager, is
in the hospital recovering from an
appendix operation.
E. T. Clark, RKO traveling auditor, left here last week for
Seattle.
The Orpheum is offering a stage
show with its picture this week.
Marcy Gets 2 Willis Kent Films
Marcy Pictures has acquired distribution rights in the metropolitan
territory to two Willis Kent features, "Man From Hell," with Reb
Russell, Fred Kohler, Yakima Canutt and Rebel, the Wonder Horse,
and
"Fighting
Through,"
Russell
and Yakima
Canutt.with Reb
F. N. Testing Helen Morgan
First National is testing Helen
Morgan for the feminine lead opRudy Vallee
"Sweet
Music." posite
Vallee
goes westinOct.
1 to
start work in the picture.
"Dames" Breaks Detroit Record
Detroit— Warner's "Dames" broke
all records at the Michigan Theater
at its opening Saturday, the receipts
topping
this house.every previous opening at
Third Week
"Darr.es"
starts for
its "Dames"
third week at
the New York Strand tomorrow
night. Nextradio
Sunday's
Hollywoodon-the-Air
program
will be
devoted to the Warner musical.
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A "LITTLE" from HOLLYWOOD

By RALPH WILK
T OU BROCK, associate producer
at RKO Radio, since his return
from abroad has selected ten girls
to bo given tests for screen careers. Promising personalities will
get roles in the three pictures being
put in work by Brock in the next
two months.
T

T

T

of the o?
is den Chase, author
Raoul Walsh will direct and -^
T
T
T
T. Kane will product "East \\t
Willie Weil is handling the story with
T
T
T
VictorMarjorie
McLaglen,
Lowe and
Rambeau ~Em1 1| f\
"Show Kids" is the new title for department at the Marc McGee leading roles.
the two-reel Technicolor musical, agency.
▼ T T
T
T
T
The Richard Talmadge f<tu
formerly called
"The Kiddies
Big Show,"
Vera Caspary, having completed
featuring
the Meglin
and
"60 Seconds to Live," has
cast Robert FraseiGe
just completed at Warner's studios. an adaptation of Ralph Murphy's supporting
ing. Messinger,
Others in the cast are Arthur Ayles- play "Sure Fire," has been given trude
Eddie Davi ai
worth, Tad Alexander and Florence the Lawrence Hazard story, "I'll
Rafael Storm. It's an H. & HPn
Fair.
Ralph Staub directed.
Love
You
Always,"
to
do
a
screen
duclion, with Robert Hoyt suj-vi
treatment for Columbia.
market. The second of the series,
"Cowboy Holiday," is now in preparation.

Dorothy Yost and Allan Scott are
now at Radio doing the screen adapT
T
▼
tation of "Roberta", which is a
composite of the book by Alice Duer
Casey Robinson has received a
Miller and the stage play by Otto writing assignment which he conHarbach and Jerome Kern.
siders one of the most important in
T
T
T
his career to date. Harry Joe
Wallace Fox is preparing "Sea Brown, associate producer at Warner-First National, has given him
Girl" which he will direct for Radio.
Original story by Gouverneur Mor- the job of doing the screenplay and
ris, adaptation by John Twist.
dialogue of "Main Street," the Sin▼ T T
clair Lewis novel, which is to be one
Sally Blane has been selected for of the big Warner pictures this
season.
the role of leading lady in "Police
T ▼ T
Ambulance," John Mack Brown's
Judith Kandel will do a screen
first in a new series of action dramas for Columbia. The story is by treatment of "Once a Gentleman,"
Harold Shumate.
an original story by Bradley King,
AAA
for Columbia Studios.
AAA
Sam Mintz and Byron Morgan
Glenn Tryon, once a comedy star
together will write Shirley Temple's
next starring vehicle for Fox, the himself, will direct "The Kick-Off ,"
adaptation of an original story by forthcoming football comedy, with
Gene Towne and Graham Baker Marian Nixon and Eddie Quillan in
the leads. The story is an original
called "Meal Ticket."
AAA
by N. T. Barrows and Earle Snell.
Edward L. Walton and Lon T. Lou Sarecky will supervise.
T ▼ T
Fidler, distributors of Mascot Pictures, with offices in Seattle, PortJohn Howard Lawson was assignland, Denver and Salt Lake, were
ed to do a screen story of Katherin Hollywood to attend the premiere ine Brush's novel, "Maid of Honor,"
west coast trade showing of "Young which Columbia will produce.
▼ T T
and Beautiful."
T
T
T
Dorothy Wilson has one of the
Beacon Productions has complet- featured roles in "The White Paed "Thunder Over Texas," starring
rade" which Jesse L. Lasky is makBig Boy Williams and Marion Shilling. This is the first of a series
of six westerns which will be released through the State Rights

NEWS

Max Baer Film Set
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

of THE

FILM

Irving

T

T

Cummings

T

Scott Pembroke, formerly direcM-G-M has signed 12-yc.j|
tor of Fox Studio test department,
Mickey Rooney to a long-tern m
has joined William Anthony Mc- tract.
Guire's staff for "The Great ZiegT ▼ T
feld." Pembroke was associated
Clarence Brown, before h/ii
with several of McGuire's New York on
G-M.a three-month vacation, s>nj
stage productions.
a new long-term contract wr i
T
T
T
William L. Penzner and Ben Mindenberg have returned to the TalisJoseph Moncure
March has*
man Studios from Monterey, where
they filmed exteriors for "Kings signed by Columbia to do the a|
Highway." The story of "Kings tation of Argyll Campbell's Fal
Highway" has been approved by
Rev. John J. Devlin who is a mem- way play, "Spring
V
T 3100."
T
Guy Endore is doing the aott
ber of the Catholic censorship
board.
tionv of "The Raven," by l\
Allan Poe. Bela Lugosi, CKI
▼

▼

T

T

T

T

T

▼

r

t

-r

t

After completing heir work in
"Imitation of Life" at Universal.
Rochr-He Hudson will return to Fox.
vhere she is under contract to go
into "Dante'sT Inferno."
T
T
Jack Natteford is writing the
script on "The Cowboy Millionaire"
for Sol Lesser productions.

Morris and Boris Karloff will |
the leading roles. Endore reel
'ompleted a novel, "Babouk," lit
s about the Haitian revolt of 9
It is an all-negro story.
Era
vill be remembered for his ij|
"The Were Wolf of Paris."
Michael Curtiz will direct 1

Howard Irviig Young and Billic
Wilder have completed the screen
play for "Music in the Air," and are
now writing the scenario for "East
River," in collaboration with Bor-

Skipper
of the story
Ispahan,"
a draitili
sea
adventure
by Tom
ingham with Josephine Hutch oi
and George Brent in the lean
roles.

OF THE DAY

AAA

Neil Hamilton has been givl
featured
role in RKO's "By I
directing. which
Leave,"
Lloyd' Corriga.1
Pioneer Pictures Plans Chan;

Paramount Signs Bonelli
Coast Bureau

ing for Fox.
directing.

DAILY

Hollywood — "Kids on the Cuff,"
Damon Runyon story, in which Max
Baer will return to the films as an
actor rather than a fighter, is set
to get under way at Paramount
next month. Adela Rogers St. Johns
will adapt the story, based on events
in Baer's early life and having no
connection with the ring.
David Holt will appear with
Baer.
West

"LOTS

//— I

DAILY

Hollywood — Richard Bonelli,
noted operatic baritone, has been
assigned a role with Elissa Landi
in Paramount's "Enter Madame."
This will mark his debut in a full
feature-length motion picture.
Show Films in Daylight
Warsaw — Showing of movies in
daylight is being demonstrated at
the Poles Abroad Exposition here.
Invention is credited to the Polish
engineer, Marczewski.

West Coast Bureau of THE

Lincoln, Neb. — Vaudeville for the
last half starts Friday at the Orpheum. Stuart may do intermittent stage shows.
Birmingham — Sam Muggs of the
Paramount, Bristol, Va., and Rollin
K. Stonebrook, manager of the AlaHendersonville, N. C. — N o r t h
bama, Wilby house here, have Carolina Theaters, Inc., operators
switched places.
of the Carolina theater here, has
purchased the Queen Theater propNew Orleans — ■ Morris Ash will
erty on North Main St. It seats
reopen the Liberty Sept. 12, accord- r,00 and has been dark several years.
ing to the owners. Ash will prob- House will be remodelled.
ably head another corporation which
will do business on a cash basis.
Des Moines — Distribution facilities for Chesterfield, World-Wide
Vicksburg, Miss. — Independent
Theaters. Inc., is scheduled to open and ComiColor Cartoons have been
its new Strand here shortly. House opened here by Capitol Pictures
Corp. with headquarters in Omaha.
may adopt second run policy.
Joe Krestul has been named office
New Orleans — Lillian Grosz, wife manager here.
of Albert E. Grosz, owner of the
Cortez, died last week.
Stuart, Iowa — Plans call for complete remodelling of the Princess,
Gorham, N. H. — The Oper-a House according to E. S. Johnson, manis being operated with films by C.
ager. Theater will reopen about
A. Foster.
Sept. 15.
Birmingham — The Galax will open
Sept. 2 after extensive remodeling.

FILM

I

Hollywood — Plans of Pi
Pictures and RKO for the first)
ure film in the new Technii
process have been changed, it
announced here yesterday by
Hay Whitney, president of Pio
Instead of "The Three Musketi
being scheduled as the first, "
Sharp" will be the initial pro
tion. It is a dramatization
Thackeray's "Vanity Fair." ]
neth Macgowan
Robert
Edmond will
Jonessupervise,
in charg '
color.
Talkies Cause Tokio Strike
Tokio — Strike of employes!
Tokio theaters broke out yester'
as a protest against the preser
tion of talking pictures. Musici ,
vaudeville performers and speal
used in explaining silents to
audience participated in the w:
out. Though 70 houses were aff
ed, they kept
emergency
help.open with the use
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JIE BRILL HOUSES
« WITH PARAMT
_ ■
ieJ| (Continued

•

from Page
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MUSIC ROOST OCT. 1
ON NEW PACTS ONLY

Third Dimension Claimed for New Speed Lens

1)

H will be general manager in
ttlfe of operation. The deal beJ(n3 effective Sept. 1 and includes
Jdition to the Paramount, the
i; theaters, St. George, Ritz, PalffiCapitol, Strand, Stadium, LibsjPark and New Dorp.

1

DAILV

.

Major producers are manifesting interest in a new high speed "eyj ler.s" invented
by Jack Sussman, who headquarters at News Events Photos. The lens records with
fidelity, Sussman states, both extreme foreground and background. It is capable of
i?r<?a!er speed than any other lens, it is c'a<n-.ed. and produces thiid dimensional effects. The device guarantees an improved grade of color in color photography and
at the same time uses less light than commonly required in production of this type.
Sussman, who developed the lens after four years of work, intends to lease it on a
footage
basis.

(Continued from Page

Frank L. Newman Gets
M-G-M Will Distribute
Oregon Theater Post
British
'Wandering
(Continued from page 1)
(Continued
from page 1) Jew'

1)

official notices of the increase will
go out on Sept. 1, Mills said.
Mills declared he had received no
communication of any kind from an
organized exhibitor group about a
compromise on the proposed increase. He repeated that the Society's doors were open to exhibitor
tax.
groups that wished to discuss the

ally is being transferred from Fox
ing "Chained," which comes in Fri- West Coast to the growing Everday. Picture has special musical
green Theaters group. Gerald Galscore by Hugo Riesenfeld.
lagher, who has been in charge of
Mills said that theaters with seatThe
picture
was
acquired
by
the Paramount for F. W. C, is
(Continued from page 1)
ing capacity of 800 or less, chargM-G-M through Phil Meyer.
being
transferred
south.
Stage
,nd projection apparatus, plus
ing 15 cents or less for adult admishows
will
be
presented
with
films
sion, would continue to pay the
td,ional general facilities, are beat the Paramount.
rjidded to make the plant one of Exhibs Hire Medalie
present tax of 10 cents a seat
under the new scale.
■ nost modern in Hollywood,
In Music Tax Fight
/'though the studio has been
Sol
Lesser
to
Produce
(Continued
from
page
1)
i^i over by a new concern, Like
Leslie —Banks
"Congo has
Raid"been
lis that the International Sound nounced yesterday by Walter VinLondon
Lesliein Banks
Geo. O'Brien
Film Abroad
cent. A meeting of the emergency
(Continued from page 1)
njneers facilities will still be
signed for "Congo Raid," the Edgar
mmittee representing exhibitor
aable to all producers.
interests in the music campaign appearances of O'Brien with "Dude Wallace story being made by LonRanger."
Other pictures completed lease. don Films for United Artists rewill be held tomorrow.
i^e. Houses to Boost
by Lesser are "Peck's Bad Boy"
Joan Gardner, who appeared with
and "Return of Chandu."
Shows
Stage
for
|Only
No
Limit
on
Pickets
Douglas Fairbanks in "Private Life
(Continued from page 1)
"Fountain" on the Air
of Don Juan," has been assigned
t making it a regular policy.
No hard and fast rule limiting
ieA.llen, reopening Thursday with the number of pickets to two at a
Marking the eighth RKO Radio by London Films to "Scarlet Pim>3i "The World Moves On" under theater has been laid down to the p'cture to be dramatized over the
r Warner-RKO pooling deal, will police, it was said yesterday by Nat air on Borden's Forty-five Minutes
Capitol, Wheeling,
Reports Loss
' ised at 20-30 for matinee and Doragoff of Local 306, who repre- in Hollywood program, a brief verWheeling, W. Va. — Net loss of
sented a committee of local theater
1 at night.
sion of "The Fountain," starring Ann
unions at a conference with Police Harding, will be heard over the ra- $28,194 is reported by the Capitol
dio Thursday night.
Theater
pernel." Co. for 1933.
odeyn Joins Donahue & Co.
Commissioner O'Ryan. Doragoff
said
that
when
it
was
pointed
out
to
dorge J. Podeyn has joined Donu & Coe, advertising agency, to O'Ryan that more than one union
irle all radio activities.
might be affected in a theater situation, the Commissioner said he
would "investigate and act in a rea*lew Incorporations « permitting
sonable manner" on the question of
more than two pickets
at theaters. At the moment, Local
NEW YORK
306 has five pickets stationed at
Srjm Child
Corp.,
Manhattan.
Theatrical
crises.
100 shares.
Albert S. Ingalls, Jr., both the Oxford and Rugby, Brookvrce Langner and Armina Marshall Langner.
lyn, and two each at the Star, Ritz
ical Films Co., Manhattan. Motion and
picture products.
100 shares.
Sidney I. and Art theaters, the Bronx.

(FA Is Interested
1 In Coast Studio Deal

■g> Anne Schantz
and Sadie Levin.
•rerred
Theaters
Corp.,
New
York
eafical business generally.
100 shares.

City.
G. J.

riifein,
Anna
Nadelman
and
Augusta
MSr.
>ubme
Burlesque
Circuit,
Inc., Manhattan.
rlque and
other
stage
attractions.
100
re; Max Goldstein,
George Finch and
EdrdVcinstock.
ShVyn
Productions,
Inc.,
New
York
City.
eaical
enterprises.
200
shares.
Joseph
tikn, Margaret McMullen and Ann Western.
)al- Amusement
Corp.,
New
safcal
enterprises
generally.
rb
Schane.
Sol
Rosenberg

nN.

York
and

City.
$10,000
Esther

Ed Amusement
Corp.,
Albany.
Theatrical
I Iher amusement
features.
$10,000.
Max
drik Edwin
W.
Rowland
and
Leonore
Mcigfcn.
laiiica Sports
Bowl,
Inc., New
York
City.
ealcals,
amusements
and
sporting
entersel 200
shares.
Irwin
S. Krohn,
Joseph
OMry and Joseph A. Faurot.
5ii ot A Nation,
Inc., Manhattan.
Motion
lis.
350
shares.
Herman
Sulkin,
A. F.
son
and
A. Laitman.
Icjeek Theatrical Enterprises, Mount Vernon.
saical business.
100
shares.
Herman
E.
?0i, Sander Feingold
and Helen
Haupt.
-el Theaters,
Inc., Bronx.
Theatrical
enpips.
100 shares.
Milton
H. Fox, Hern oung and Harold
D. Scharf.
DELAWARE
WHer Bros. First National
Pictures
(Java),
:. ($10,000.

Corporation

!td

Maukee
5 Corp.

Theaters,
Co., Dover.

:0; Alhambra
rpfco., Dover.

Corp.

Trust

Co.,

Inc.

1,000

100

shares.

Wilmshares.
U.

S.

Detroit Notes
Detroit — Jack Frost is back from
his special assignment in Kansas
City to resume work under Willard
Patterson of the Paramount Publix
theaters.
Milton Herman has resigned from
the Publix publicity department to
take a new post. Roy Fields of the
Michigan theater staff succeeds him.
Publix is reopening the old Capitol under the name of the Broadway-Capitol, with Bob Gary as manager.
Joseph A. Smith, head of Exhibitors Truck Service, is Republican
candidate for the state senate.
Cooperative Theaters of Michigan, buying combine, has moved to
larger offices in the Fox Theater
Bldg.
About 750 attended the film outing sponsored by the Variety Club.
New Mickey Mouse for Roxy
"Mickey's Steam Roller," new
Walt Disney cartoon released
through U. A., will be on the Roxy
program starting Friday.

wOF HUMAN
Twenty years ago, when

BONDAGE"
Somerset Maugham

wrote the book "Of Human

Bondage," it was

just as true as it is today that "Alexander Smith
Carpet is used in the majority of the country's
most successful theatres."

ALEXANDER

SMITH

CARPET

HOW THEY BROKE RECORDS IN
BALTIMORE AND BOSTON WITH
M-G-M's
BALTIMORE
STREET

"TREASURE
PRATT

FLOAT

Replica pirate ship on float in advance and
during run. Pirate gave away pamphlet "Jackie
Cooper's Adventures on Treasure Island."
TREASURE HUNT
Baltimore News Post and City Officials cooperated. Stories and pictures daily.
200
treasures buried in Druid Hill Park night before hunt. 10,000 men, women and children
took part. Police unable to cope with crowd.
Long John Silver and Century Theatre Band
started ceremonies. News Post photographer
covered the event.
5000 pirate hats, 1000
Gold candy coins distributed.
SPECIAL SCREENING
Maryland Tercentary Celebration permitted
special screening for critics, celebrities, officials aboard yacht.
PIRATE SHIP
Converted old two masted schooner, with banner advertising picture. Took part in Maryland Regatta attended by 100,000 persons.
Only commercial ship in pageant procession.
ARROWS
500 special arrows sniped on poles around
town.
DRUG STORES
Reade Drug Store Chain used chests with
coins, stills, relics, etc., for window displays.
Contest to guess number of coins.
Herald
distributed by stot es.
RADIO
"Treasure
Island" record
radio dramatization.

broadcast,

also

POSTERS
75 24-sheets; 100 6-sheets; 200 3-sheets; 200
window cards sniped everywhere. City literally plastered!
ORPHANS' PARTY
Tie-up with theatre and orphanage.
CATHOLIC REVIEW
Leading Catholic paper gave picture splendid
send-off.
HAYS' OFFICE
Sent out letters to leading educators, clergymen, etc.
JUNIOR BIRDMEN
Tie-up with Junior Birdmen column. Photos
of Jackie, who is a member, with miniature
planes, etc.
BALLOON BALLYHOO
Huge captive balloon over theatre, with a
streamer banner.
STREET BANNER
Big flash strung from theatre across street.
MAY COMPANY
BOOK TIE-UP
Department store display, stills, phot6play
edition, etc.
CLASSIFIED ADS
Under title AD- VENTURE contestants sent
in their experiences as want-ad users. Got
1080 lines and cost a few passes.
BABY RUTH CANDY
Curtis Candy Co. of Chicago furnished window cards with Jackie Cooper tie-up. Got
prominent store windows.
MAGAZINE TIE-UPS
"Scteen Romances" carried story of picture.
Placed cards on news-stands, "Read the story,
see the picture."

ISLAND"

LIBRARY

First time ever permitted a tie-up. Placed large
oil painting in window with copy.
COUNTRY
PAPERS
Planted stories, art, etc., in 16 country papers.
FUR FASHION SHOW
To attract
women, tie-up
with Furriers'
Association of Baltimore.
$500,000
Fur Fashion
Show on stage, modeled by society debs.
Promotional ads placed by furriers.
COOPERATIVE ADS
Direct store tie-ups in ads. Also in Station
WFBR display ad announcing broadcasting
of "Treasure Island."
LOBBY DISPLAY
Special innerlobby display 1 week in advance.

BOSTON

EDITORIALS
Four leading newspapers ran editorials favorable to picture. First time in Boston history.
Backed
by united support of Boy
Scouts,
National Council of Teachers, etc.
CRIPPLED CHILDREN
2000crippled children at special performance.
Pirate hats distributed.
WHITTLING
CONTEST
Boston Traveler sponsored a Whittling Cortest. Special 2-Column photo of Jackie Cooper
with Remington Atms Scout Knife, appeated
daily.
10,000 Special
booklets prizes
"How forto best
Whittle"
given
away.
boats
carved. Thousands of entries.
RACE-TRACK

HE GOT
THE
TREASURE!
So can you!
(It's all in the Big Campaign Book,
Get a copy today and plan youi
GOLDEN ENGAGEMENT!)

Special "Treasure Island" Handicap run at
Narragansett Park. Cup presented. Excellent
publicity.
TREASURE HUNT
Boston American and Advertiser sponsored
tremendous treasure hunt at Paragon Park.
ORPHANS' PERFORMANCE
12,000 orphans, guests of I. J. Fox, at special
performance. Candy and pirate hats
distributed.
WINDOW
DISPLAYS
Coca-Cola has special cut-outs of Beery and
Cooper. Grossett 6k Dunlap photoplay editions. Baby Ruth Candy. Planters' Peanuts.
Old Gold Cigarettes. Butler Bros. Jackie
Cooper sweat shirt. Beech-Nut chewing gum.
Rockwood Candy. Whitman Candy.
RADIO STUNTS
Thousands of boys enrolled in Radio Pirate
Club.
Contest fot best name for parrot in
picture. Also tie-up with Skipper Jim hour
representing 160 First National stores.
OTHER STUNTS
Jackie Cooper doubles contest. Birthday Club
catds. Ptoctor &. Gamble, White House tieup on Jackie Cooper Treasure Island Gold
and Silver Cake. Classified ad questionnaire.
SERIAL STORY
Ran daily in Boston Globe.
TABLOID STUNT
Daily Record published special front page layout for "Treasure Island."
LIBRARIES
15,000 book-marks

distributed.

Special dis-

plays, stills,
etc.STREET
FLOAT
Cut-out figures of group of principal players,
life-size on island with palms and treasure
chest. A marvelous crowd-stopper.

Extra! While "Treasure Island" continues a
smash success from Coast to Coast another
M-G-M hit crashes the nation's box-offices!
WATCH "HIDE-OUT"!

I
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ew Zoning Schedules Will Upset Film Contracts

A-0 SUSPENDS THEATER ACQUISITION DRIVE
>o!ing of Seider- Schwartz Long
jjl Paves Way for Pool\g of 17 Skouras and
Schwartz Theaters
Spooling and partnership deal
hieing eight Long Island nouses,
iii operated by the Joe Seider
epsts and four by A. H.
ijartz'Closing
Centuryof circuit,
has which
been
Lid.
the deal,
:cjies operative Saturday and has
spending several months, clears
I ay for closing of the Schwartz
i^kouras pooling deal involving
Img Island theaters.
Hjses
in the Seider-Schwartz
(Continued

on Paqe 4)

EVPPROVED
SAENGER^SETUP
BY COURT
J By
WILLIAM
SPECHT
ILM
DAILY
Staff Correspondent

W Orleans — Plans for reorgan.tn of Saenger Theaters and
si^er Realty were approved yesdy by Judge Wayne Borah,
rier Theaters will issue new 10(Continued on Paqe 8)

Disorganization Plan
■or Fox Theaters Corp.

ST withstanding reports to the
lljiry, no reorganization plan is
nj prepared for Fox Theaters
v\ and there is none imminent, it
sitated yesterday at the office of
lei'ers of the circuit.
«light of
itle song

Love"

and

Broadcasts

excerpts from

Co-

Ijibia's
"OneMoore
Nightand
of scheduled
Love", starry Grace
to
orn Sept. 6 at the Music Hall, will
b heard in six radio programs within
I next two weeks. They include
Rly Vallee's Fleischman hour, WEAF,
t\. 30; Buddy Rogers' Ward program,
VaBC, Sept. 1 ; vocal numbers by
C ce Hayes and Roxanne Wallace from
VZ, Sept. 2; broadcast by Tullio Carn.ita. leading man, in conjunction
v* Sam Taylor of WMCA, Sept. 5;
B|den program, WABC, Sept. 6, and
I singing of numbers by Miss Moore
o the Fleischman
hour Sept. 6.

Island

Amusement Codes Under Service Industries
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Amusement codes, including films, will be listed in the Service
Industries group under the new grouping planned in the reorganization of the NRA.
Other industries in this group will be public utilities, transportation, communication
and finance. The new setup calls for four basic groups and 22 classifications in all,
with codes reduced from 682 at present to about 250. Later there will probably
be a regrouping with amusements, fine arts and graphic art falling in one division
with all former personnel continuing to handle those codes. Provisions of the film
code are not expected to be affected in the revamping, and Sol. A. Rosenblatt
will still be in general
charge of the film code.
The President yesterday raised

Gen.

Johnson's pay

from

$6,800 to $15,000 a year

13 INDIE PRODUCERS SUMMER SETBACK
IS FIGURED AT 10%
ACCEPTING HAYS SEAL
Thirteen independent producers
?re voluntarily submitting their pictures to the Hays association at the
Coast to receive the seal of approval
Indicating compliance with moral requirements. Producers not affiliated
with the Hays organization which
are participating in the plan, supervised by Joseph I. Breen, are:
Monogram,
Mayfair, Mascot, Majes(Continued on Page 4)

Unusually hot weather and other
causes resulted in a movie attendance setback of about 10 per cent,
after a 15 to 20 per cent gain in
the first five months of 1934 as com
pared with last year, according to
the current survey of the movie industry by Standard Statistics, Inc.
The church agitation and lower
average quality
of pictures released
(Continued on Page 4)

Historical Shorts Shown
At Washington Preview

Allied Operator Union
Gets Writ Against 306

Washington — An audience of
about 110, including cabinet members, officers of the Army and Navy,
officials of patriotic societies, leading educators and others, attended
yesterday's luncheon and preview of
the first (Continued
four pictures
on Pagein 4)Warner's

A show cause order to restrain
Local 306, Local 1, stagehands
union; Local 802, musicians' union;
and Local 95, service employees'
union, from picketing I. T. O. A.
houses or theaters where Allied
operators(Continued
are employed
on Page 4) was ob-

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Upset in Film Contracts Seen
In Discarding of Zoning Plans
Fred Lieberman Circuit
Reported Set to Expand

Provided the Code Authority, as
expected, decides to generally discard zoning and clearance schedules
Boston — An expansion move is drafted for the new season and exreported set to be started by the
pedite handling of the situation by
Fred E. Lieberman circuit within reconvening local boards to hear
the next two weeks. Sam Richmond protests, film contracts previously
has just been named booker for the made must be altered to conform
three Lieberman houses in Lowell with new plans adopted under the
(Continued on Page 4)
and the Tremont here.

Houses

Set

RKO
Circuit
Subsidiary
Calls Temporary Halt
in Acquisitions

K-A-O's drive to increase the circuit's number of theaters in the
metropolitan district has been
brought to a temporary halt, The
Film Daily learns. Eleven nouses
have been acquired by the RKO subsidiary since the first of the year,
but, with the buying season practically at an end, it is believed that
all future deals will be made to take
effect as of March 1, 1935.
In the meantime conferences are
being held for the purpose of determining logical sites for the building
of additional
theaters
(Continued
on Page in4) Greater

JAYDEE' WILLIAMS
DIES IN HOSPITAL
James Dixon ("Jaydee") Williams, one of
industry's ofpioneer
executives
andtheorganizer
First
National Pictures in 1916, died
early yesterday morning in the New
York Emergency Hospital, Ward's
Island, where he had gone for observation. Deathonwas
(Continued
Pagedue
8) to com-

Reclassifying Theaters
For Code Assessments
In an effort to more equally fix
exhibitor assessments in connection
with the code budget, a number of
new theater classifications will be
established. This subject will be
further considered by the Code Auis
thority at its session tomorrow,
when additional
attention will be
(Continued on Page 8)

Control
Kansas
displaying
marquee:

City — A downtown
theater
the
following
sign
on
its

Red Hot
Cooled
by

Burlesque
Refrigeration
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ITOA to Seek City Aid
Philly Unit Opens Drive
In Union Controversy
On Percentage Demands
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Next move of the I. T. O. A. to
counteract effects of ths campaign
of Local 306 to persuade four
Greater New York houses to employ
its operators is to seek aid of the
City Administration in banning
union speakers stationed in front
of the theaters.
Under the police ruling, a total
cf five pickets may be used at each
theater. At present theaters involved in the dispute are bsing
patrolled by two members of the
operators'
union, twoHouses
stagehands
and one electrician.
being
picketed are three in the Bronx and
the Rugby in Brooklyn.
The union situation was extensively discussed at a meeting of the
I. T. O. A. board yesterday.

Mander to Distribute
12 Features in Italy

Philadelphia — As the first gun in
its campaign against what the association considers excessive percentage demands, the M. P. T. 0. of
Eastern Penna., in a bulletin issued
yesterday, declares exhibitors who
are signing contracts for 40 and 50
per cent as asked by some distribu"cutting
theirprovided
own throat."
Some tors,ofare the
pictures
under
these agreements "have no stars or
designated titles as yet," says the
statement.
"Upon a careful check we
M-G-M, with admittedly the
known stars in the industry,
only ask:ng four pictures at 35
cent," the bulletin states.

find
best
are
per

Reade Spending $40,000
On Strand in Freehold

Freehold, N. J. — Walter Reade
Rome — Lineup of 1934-35 re- will spend about $40,000 for alterations and improvements at his
leases by Manderfilm has been announced by P. G. Mander and in- Strand here. General contract has
cludes 12 American and European been let to Clifford W. Stiles, Inc.
features as well as six ComiColor American Seating Co. is supplying
Cartoons produced by P. A. Powers. the new chairs. Entire new equipment will be installed.
Among the features are six from
London Films, also a Katharine
Hepburn picture, a Constance Ben"Girl of Limberlost"
Premiere
nett and an Ann Harding-Richard
Dix from RKO Radio, and several
World premiere of Monogram's
continental productions. Manderfilm "A Girl of the Limberlost" has been
now has nine branch offices in vari- set for the Broadway, Portland,
Ore., the week of Sept. 15. W. Ray
ous parts of Italy.
Johnston. Monogram president, arranged the opening while in the
Katharine
Brown
on Leave
Pacific Nothwest.
Katharine Brown, RKO Radio
story editor in New York, who has
Change "Cimarron" Opening
been granted two months' leave of
Opening of the revival showing
absence, starts her recess in two
weeks. Richard A. Rowland is now RKO's "Cimarron" at the Criterion
in New York from the RKO studios has been advanced a day by Manager John P. Goring and will take
to take charge of the story departplace tomorrow.
ment during Miss Brown's absence.
Albany Golf Tourney
Postponed
"Blind Date" First-Run at Palace
Albany — Golf Tournament sponColumbia's "Blind Date," with
sored by the local Variety Club has Ann Sothern. Neil Hamilton and
been postponed to Sept. 7, it is an- Paul Kelly, will have its local firstnounced by Nate Sauber of Univer- vnn ft the Palace starting tomorrow
sal exchange. Bad weather prevent- night.
ed the affairs last Friday.
Henry J. Pfeiffer Nominated
Warners
to Make "Beggar's Opera"
Kenton, O. — Henry J. Pfeiffer,
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
'oral theater- owner, has been nomHollywood — "The Beggar's Op- :nated for Congress from this disera," musical classic originally trict.
staged in 1728, will be filmed by
Warners with an all-star cast unSafety Drive in Brooklyn
der direction of William Dieterle.
A number of Brooklyn exhibitors
have received summons during a
Fight K. C. Gambling
Joints
department drive to enKansas City — City officials have "urrentforcefire
the ban on standees in cerbeen asked by the Council of Partain classes of houses. Many of
ents and Teachers to investigate
the tango gambling establishments, the "tickets" call for attendance at
a
hearing
on Sept. 25.
some of which are said to be operating near schools. The parlors
Closed During Funeral
have become increasing competition
for theaters.
Warner-First National home office will close at 2 n. m. today durUniversal Signs Stage Actress
inar the funeral of Mrs. Pearl Warner, mother of the Warner brothers.
Universal has given June Clayworth, playing the feminine lead in
Sari Maritza Laid Up
"Are You Decent," a contract. She
leaves New York shortly for the
Sari Maritza is laid up by the flu
Coast.
in New York.

.orning an

dG

RICHARD
RODGERS
and
LOREN; (
who
just completed
the musical
nu
"Mississippi,"
in which
Lanny
Ross I
starred
by
Paramount,
are
en
roi
Hollywood
to New
York
to write
t
for a play which
Max
Gordon
is pro:
JAMES
ChVago.
York.

R.
GRAINGER
left
yestejl
He
will
return
Monday

ARTHUR LOEW sails from New Y
month
on a trip to South
America.
HERBERT RAWLINSON h?s returned
York
from
a vacation
at Nantucket,
DICK

POWELL,

now

finishing his i

First National's "Flirtation Walk", he
'n ten days for personal appearances H
burg, Washington
and
Philadelphia.
BUSTER KEATON is scheduled to s
France
in a few days for New
York.
BASIL
RATHBONE,
after finishing
M-G-M's
"David
Copperfield"
on
th
returns
to New
York
for Katharine
repertory season.
He and Mrs. Rathbc
taken
an apartment
at the Lombardy.
PETER

ARNO

has registered at the V

where BERT LAHR
also has put
up.

of "Life Begins a

Coast "Dames" Premiere Se
West

Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

Los Angeles — All seats hav<
sold for the $2 premiere of
ner's "Dames" at the Hollj
Theater tomorrow evening.
"Cat's-Paw"

for

Loew

Hoi

Loew
has bought
"The
Paw," Harold Lloyd picture, f
circuit in New York, opening
Sept. 14. Lloyd films are sold
arately from the regular Fox
gram.
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TpLeJj& -J^cn

they awaken the romance in every heart!
/vudiences will chortle merrily when this
masquerading millionairess wrestles with pots
and pans . . .They'll sigh contentedly when she
nestles in the arms of her inventive chauffeur
sweetheart. And applaud delightedly at the
reunion of these two . . . together for the first
time since "State Fair."
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Directed
From
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K-A-0 SUSPENDS DRIVE
FOR ADDED THEATERS
(Continued from page 1)

New York. Outside interests will
likely finance the construction of
some of the houses on properties
owned by RKO. Building on at least
three will be started in October,
with contracts set for the completion of the structures by the first of
the year.
It is also learned that the K-A-0
officials are no longer interested
in acquiring out-of-town theaters,
but will devote their activities to
houses in the metropolitan district
exclusively. Rumors that RKO will
join with Loew and Warners in a
new bid for the Fox Metropolitan
Playhouses were denied at the RKO
offices yesterday.
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Wanger Will Probably Make 6

SET POOLING DEAl
ON LONG ISII

In event Walter Wanger's production deal with Paramount goes through,
the producer will make six features for release during 1934-35. Wanger is
now in New York.

(Continued from page 1)

Historical Shorts Shown
At Washington
Preview
(Continued from page 1)

series entitled "See America First,"
photographed by E. M. Newman
and described by John B. Kennedy.
Albert Howson of the Warner home
office addressed the gathering as
H. M. Warner's representative. E.
M. Newman and John B. Kennedy
also spoke. Sam Sax, production
executive of the Brooklyn Vitaphone
studio, and Norman Moray, Vitaphone sales executive, were also introduced. A. Julian Brylawski,
Warner representative here, made
the introductions.
The "See America First" series
comprises 13 one-reel Vitaphone
shorts each based on a historical
period in American history, the entire series covering the founding of
the country and important events
leading
up to present day America.
(Continued jrom page 1)
The four films shown at the nationduring the summer also are credited
al capital were "Pilgrim Days,"
by the financial institution as ad- "The Boston Tea Party," "Hail Coverse factors of a temporary nalumbia" and "Dixie Land."
ture, and the opinion is expressed
that the church campaign may prove
a disturbing factor for the remain13 Indie Producers
der of the year.
Prospects starting with Labor
Accepting Hays Seal
Day are regarded as favorable. Ris(Continued from page 1)
ing film budgets, however, estimated
at 10 to 20 per cent higher than a tic, Liberty, Ken Goldsmith, Invincible, Chesterfield, Larry Darmour,
year ago, are seen as deterrents to
profit expansion. Continued high
I.
W.
William
BeaconChadwick,
and Adventure.
MoreB*erk,
indepenunemployment also is expected to
dents are expected to subscribe to
limit increases in unit attendance.
Because various companies re- Daily of June 22.
ceive anywhere from 25 to 40 per
cent of their film rentals from
abroad, any further depreciation of
Cleveland Chatter
the dollar would boost income from
Cleveland — Frank Gross, owner of
the foreign income, it is pointed
the Grand, was relieved of about
out.
$100 by hold-up men as he was leavFairbanks, Jr., in British Play
ing his theater the other day.
Bournemouth, England — Douglas
G. W. Erdmann, business manaFairbanks, Jr., and Gertrude Lawger of the Exhibitors' Association,
rence opened Monday night at the has left by plane for Chicago, the
municipal pavillion in their new Grand Canyon, Boulder Dam and
Los Angeles on a ten-day business
play, Dane.
"Here Lies Truth," by Clem- and
pleasure trip.
ence
Herbert Greenblatt, RKO branch
Irene Rich Play Opens
manager, reports that sales are
nine times ahead of last year
Irene Rich returned to the legiti- about
at this time.
mate stage this week in "Any WoCharles Lynch, former manager
man" at the Castle Theater, Long
of the Allen, is now managing the
Beach.
Knickerbocker, succeeding Louis
Swee, transferred to the Jewel.
Sheila Barrett in Dowling Show
Tommy Rogers, former advertisShelia Barrett has been cast for
ing manager at the Allen, has reEddie Dowling's show, "Thumbs
turned from New York, where he
took a screen test.
Up."
John Himmelein, Paramount
branch manager, won first prize for
Sanders Temporary Chairman
low net score at the first annual
Rudy Sanders of Brooklyn yesterday
golf tournament of the Cleveland
was named temporary chairman of the
Variety Club. P. E. Essick took
I T. 0. A. board of directors. He
second prize.
succeeds Lou Blumenthal, who retired
owing to his new status as an afWarner's Variety reopens Sunday.
filiated exhibitor owing to recent theJohn Bicerra returns as house manater deals with major circuits. A perager after spending the summer in
manent chairman will be elected within
the east.
six weeks.
P. L. Tanner of Film Transit Co.

SUMMER SETBACK
IS FIGURED AT 10%

Allied Operator Union
Gets Writ Against 306
(Continued from page 1)

tained yesterday in Supreme Court
from Justice Steuer by the Allied
Motion Picture Operators Union.
The order was returnable today,
but adjournment was granted to
Sept.
The 5. order asks also that Local
306 be enjoined from inducing I. T.
O. A. members from breaching their
contract with Allied. The LeffMeyers Corp., operators of the De
Luxe Theater, the Bronx, which recently switched from Allied to
Local 306, in alleged breach of a
contract, is named as a defendant,
also, and the court is asked that the
corporation be made to perform its
contract with Allied and enjoined
from non-performance of the agreement. Allied further requests that
the defendant unions be enjoined
from holding mass meetings within
rive blocks of a theater.

New Zoning Schedules
Upset
Contracts
(ContinuedFilm
from page
1)
emergency arrangement. This means
that hundreds of 1934-35 contracts
already signed will be upset unless
their clearance provisions jibe with
the schedules to be prepared.
Although all reports on a national
survey tociation
determine
exhibitor
assoreaction to the
emergency
plan had not been received at the
Code Authority last night, it was
indicated that the arrangement in
all probability will be adopted.
Theing Authority's
zonand clearance committee
will meet ontoday
to further determine ways and
means of coping with the situation.
George J. Schaefer is its chairman.

deal are: Floral at Floral Pj
Bellerose at Bellerose, Park ii]j
Hyde Park, Riverhead at Rivjhi
and Huntington Station at Hfl
ton Station, all run by Seid-i, i
Queens in Queens Village, SulH
Riverhead, Franklin at F«
Square, and Huntington at HHi
ton, Century operations.
Towns in the Schwartz-Sin
deal are: Freeport, Hempstea'l
ley Stream, Lynbrook, Rcjf
Center, Huntington and Glerft
each situation averaging two Ju
Inception of the negotiation j
exclusively printed in The^
Da ly of June 22.

HALF OF RKO LINEI
TRIMMED WITH Ml
At least releases
50 per centwillof the'|
1934-35
dances, music or songs, Dave I
Radio Pictures dance director, il
to Film
Daily yesterday.
who
is spending
about a moi '
New York before returning .1
coast to start work on the mil
"Roberta," said that a check
foreign
distribution
showed!
musical films reached about 91
cent of the foreign possib*
whereas films without music, cj
or songs reached about 50 per
The additional cost of ind|
dances and large chorus numb
more
than covered by the addi'
foreign
added: business, Gould said,
"Merian
C. Cooper's 'Thej|
Days of Pompeii' will have j
dance numbers,
with about
chorus
girls taking
part. \
musical effects will be inserte
will also be in the new Technj
process.
Duedanced
to thein success
'Carioca' as
'Flying (J
to Rio,' we are introducing
Continental,' danced by Fred M
find
Ginger
Rogers,
in
Divorce,' with 50 couples also 1

F. & M. After "Peck's Bad Boy"
premiere
"Peck's
BadFollowing
Boy" at the
F. & M.ofBroadway
Theater, Santa Anna, Cal., Harry irig the number."
Arthur wired Sol Lesser an offer French Firm Making "Lysista
Paris — La Nationale
CineN
to play the picture at the Roxy, N.
Y., and the other F. & M. theaters. graphique Production, new com, I
plant, four pictures, including
Bellman Gets 6 Westerns
Jack Bellman has acquired distriNew Producing Firm in Cai
bution rights to the six Willis Kent sistrata."
Cairo — Mena Films has
westerns featuring Reb Russell for
formed
to make Arabian films
his exchanges in Buffalo, Albany,
Washington and Philadelphia.
English and French sub-titles.
and Mrs. Tanner are enjoying a trip
up the lakes.
Howard Higley, formerly assistant at Keith's East 105th St., will
manage the Allen when it reopens
Thursday under the pooling deal between Warner and RKO. House
will be under direct supervision of
Nat Holt, RKO
division manager.

Universal Oct. Releases
Universal will release five featurf
in October. They are "Wake Up an
Dream," Oct. 1 ; "Secrets of the Cha
teau," Oct. 8; "What Ladies Dream'
Oct. 15; "Great Expectations", Ocl
22 and "Imitation of Life", Oct. 25
The first two
have
been
completed
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TIMELYJOPICS

Iflanta R. R's Tie Up
ik "Bulldog Drummond"

Zanuck Denounces
Program Pictures

[D MILNIKEiR, manager of
a! Loew's Grand Theater, Ati:ata, ushered in the premiere
it>j "Bulldog Drummond Strikes
nek" with an outstanding excitation campaign. Stunts and
t-ups backed up a barrage of
fwspaper publicity never beBfj.*e accorded any picture in
<al papers. A tie-up with five
.jtal railroad companies on
J sir cent-and-a-half a mile rate
j.tthis city got displays of three
..mdred 14 x 36 cards in all
,:,lroad stations and the dis!;bution of 3,000 dodgers. This
ffWp gave the campaign como te coverage over a radius of
7 miles. Both Postal and West2:i Union cooperated on Mil"nter's exploitation program.
'Fetal got out 2,000 cards, an'nmcing the engagement of
fjrummond"
Loew'swere
Grand
Heater. Theseat cards
deliered with each wire leaving
4ir offices. W. U. used 15
jiinbo telegram displays in each
■M the branch stores and gave
rtl picture full credit. "Silver
Speen
Magazine" special
displayed
on
a|
newsstands
cards
pigging their issue containing■afeview of the picture and also
njntioned the Grand Theater.
IVinu cards plugging the enggement were placed in rooms
O) leading hotels and 3,000
npelty throwaways, as well as
3|00 tabloids were also effectfely circulated throughout
tl city. One hundred halfs|et cards were used on trolley
dfhboards and 3,000 finger
pint novelty sheets were disputed at the theater. Two
fijeen-minute radio sketches
wre arranged over stations
\fcST and WSB with the thear and playdate used after
e|h program. The picture also
rqeived mention on the air.
— Loew's Grand, Atlanta.

aio Script Broadcast
elures 'Missouri' Campaign
pLISTING
the aid
of Little
members of the
local
riater group, Charles Schlaifa manager of the Orpheum
tflatre, Omaha, Nebraska, had
brm broadcast the radio versih of "The Girl from Misscri" four days in advance of
pjjydate. Also, for a week in
Lrance there were daily plugs
:\r three of the city's radio
sttions. The life story of Jean
Hrlow, star of the film, was
plnted in the Journal. This
ptjier reaches every home in
tr| city. A contest was run
wareby the girl from Missouri
wb has made the biggest succe was sought. A special 24sbet was planted one week in
a<iance at the heaviest traffic
inl>rsection in the city.
Orpheum, Omaha.

• •
• ONCE IN awhile some guy from one of the lesser
film organizations emerges with a New Slant
we found
his angles on the Preparation of the Pressbook decidedly worth
while and are setting them down herewith
incidentally giving Arnold Rittenberg of Mentone Productions full credit for them
although he modestly requested
that his name be omitted
T
T
T
• • • THE IDEAS have been worked out in a practical
demonstration in the company's pressbook on "The World In
Revolt"
two full length reviews from extremely different
types of influential publications
the description of the
picture is strictly a description, and not a publicity blurb
scene mats are reproduced in a group, for convenience's sake
instead of using heads and sub-heads, which newspapers
invariably ignore, all publicity stories are captioned, for the
exhibitor's benefit, according to classification
as catchlines are used first and most frequently in the selling of any
pix, this pressbook contains almost two solid pages of catchlines, covering many different selling angles
T
T
T
• • • AND BECAUSE half-tone reproductions are a
gamble in the big metropolitan newspapers as well as the hick
towns, these pressbook ads have been made up in line cuts as
they are practically printer proof
there are 21 different
ads, plus a number of accessory slugs, as the average exhib
wants to select his newspaper ads from as wide a variety of
layouts as possible
so
it is our considered opinion
that if the average pressbook contained as many sane and practical innovations as that on "The World In Revolt"
exhibitors generally would quit using pressbooks for chair cushthey really should be
READ ions as so many of 'em do now
T
T
T
• •
• IT WOULD be very illuminating
to discover
the ACTUAL cause of the interrupted projection tendered at
the preview of Monogram's
"Girl of the Limberlost"
with the machine going haywire about a half dozen times
while the audience sat in darkness
and this at the Criterion right on Broadway
for a preview that meant
a lot to the producer
▼
T
T
• •
• MEMBERS
OF Chorus
Equity will picket
the Criterion this morning
for the showing of Mascot's
"Young and Beautiful"
which they claim was produced in
Hollywood on a deal with the WAMPAS
who promised their
publicity support for using their Baby Stars for the pix
the picketing group seems to think that the pix should have
been produced here in the East

T

T

T

• •
• IN ADDITION to attending to the usual business
of getting the company ready for location work
Harold
Godsoe, assistant director on the Hecht-MacArthur production
now under way at Sloatsburg, N. Y
had his hands full
locating hotels and inns scattered through a dozen towns to
take care of the 600 kids engaged in mob scenes with Jimmy
Savo
this is the toughest assignment
Harold has ever
had
and he has done a grand job
on location since
Saturday with almost 1,000 people
and not a major hitch
in anything

T

T

T

• • • TO STAGE the special ballet numbers in "Romance
of a People" at the Roxy opening Sept. 7, Blake Scott has
been engaged
"Believe Me", the song hit in "King Kelly
of the U. S. A."
will get its first air break Saturday nite
with Orville Knapp's orchestra playing it from the Grand
Hotel in Santa Monica

«

«

«

»

»

»

J HAVE no time for the program picture. It is one of
the evils of the film business.
If a program picture is good,
it is usually an accident. Most
program pictures are dull; they
look exactly what they are —
machine-made. They constitute
a far worse menace to the film
trade — and the filmgoer — than
any agitation
againstwill"sex"
pictures.
Sex pictures
not
kill the film industry, but program pictures might. They
have had their day, and that
day is past. My job has taught
me, too, that cycles of similar
films are a great mistake. Filmgoers demand variety, not rehashes of the same theme. I
have been accused of being the
man who started cycles. If I
did, which I doubt, I hereby
make amends by forswearing
cyclic production from now on.
My object is to make films as
different from one another, in
style and subject, as George
Arliss is different from Bing
Crosby. "Forty-second Street,"
which I produced, started a
cycle of musical films. Some of
the imitations were good and
some bad. But the point is
that the cycle must always end
by burning
thetoimitators'
fingers. In order
keep up public interest, the imitator must
try to go one better than the
man who initiated the idea. He
has to bring on a bigger oast
and spend more money in order
to make the picture more lavish.
The climax is a picture which
has cost ten times more than
the one everybody is trying to
copy — and a surfeited public
with no inclination to go and
see it. The big stores tell us
that "the customer is always
right." I do not believe this. I
could mention several pictures
which have been huge successes
which deserved to be colossal
flops, and I have known the
opposite to be true of pictures
which should have broken world
box-office records. All because,
in my opinion, filmgoers were at
sea in their judgment. I do
not think filmgoers are right in
their attitude towards stars.
The public wants stars and
pays to see stars. Therefore, I
have to fall into line. My own
conviction is, however, that
every picture should stand or
fall by its own merits or demerits as entertainment without
regard to the personalities appearing in it. — Darryl Zanuck.
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A "LITTLE" from HOLLYWOOD

By RALPH WILK
V7TRGINIA PINE, recently placed
under an extended term contract
by Columbia, has been assigned to
"I'll Fix It", Jack Holt's next starring vehicle. Mona Barrie and Winnie Lightner have the feminine
leads, with Walter Connolly also appearing in a featured role. Roy
William Neill is directing.
T

T

T

Dudley Digges, Henry O'Neill,
Hobart Cavanaugh and Arthur
Aylesworth are the latest additions
to the cast of Warner's "I Am a
Thief."
▼
T
▼
Sheila Terry has been signed by
Paul Malvern for the lead opposite
John Wayne in two Lone Star westerns, '"Neath Arizona Skies," and
"The Lawless Frontier." Both pictures are scheduled to be finished
by Sept. 30. Buffalo Bill, Jr. (Jay
Wilsey) has been signed for
"'Neath Arizona Skies."
Warners have added Minna Gombell, Minor Watson, Alan Hale and
Berton Churchill to "Babbitt".
T

Y

▼

Ray McCarey, brother of Leo McCarey, gets his first feature assignment to do "Girl of My Dreams,"
Monogram feature. The picture
goes into production the first week
of September with W. T. Lackey
producing. George Waggner wrote
the original story and screen play.
Sterling Holloway has been signed
for a featured role.

▼

▼

▼

Robert E. Welsh has signed Ed
Joseph to write an original story
and screen play for "Women Must
Dress," which Mrs. Dorothy Reid
will supervise for Monogram. The
picture is scheduled for October
production and features a national
contest tie-up with Agfa-Ansco.
T

T

T

Jean Parker will play the feminine lead opposite George Raft in
"Limehouse Nights" for Paramount.

"LOTS"E=

Charles Laughton is starred and which William Wyler will ir«
Mary Boland will aid Ruggles with Hans Kraly is working with Vyl
the comedy in this adaptation of on the final continuity.
T
T
T
Harry Leon Wilson's famous story.
Kitty Kelly, former NewYoj
Ned Sparks has been signed for
"Sweet Adeline," which Warners will
Monte Blue has been cast in Par- musical comedy star, and fidj
produce with Irene Dunne in the
amount's "Lives of a Bengal Lan- Peabocy, the "American Id
leading feminine role.
cer." The cast is now complete with
the exception of the leadinrg lady, King," have been added to trE
likely will be Katherine De- of Paramount's "The LemonDn
Helen Mack and Mary Brian have who
Mille. Featured are Gary Cooper,
▼
T
T
been assigned to the leading femi- Henry Wilcoxon, Richard Cromwell,
nine roles in Paramount's campus Sir Guy Standing and Colin Tapley.
W. J. O'Bryen of O'Bryen, in;.,
musical, "College Rhythm." Lanny Henrv Hathawav directs.
& Dunfee. London, is in tow cm
Ross, Jack Oakie and Joe Penner
tacting players, writers, dirtm
head the masculine side of the cast.
▼ ▼ T
Following their performances in and technical experts. The O'ryd
Linnit & Dunfee Co. acts asEnj
"Georgiana," the elaborate mus- the Frank Craven picture, "That's lish agents and produce legima
ical which will be directed by Vic- Gratitude," Sheila Mannors and
Kid."
tor Schertzinger, with Ann Soth- Charles Sabin will be seen together plays,
but does not have anyiitel
ern in the leading role, will be one in feature roles, Columbia an- studio affiliation. The firm >pi
nounces. They have been assigned
of the outstanding productions on
sents the Volck-Hawks ageiy
Columbia's 1934-35 schedule.
to the juvenile leads in "The CrimLondon and handles the Brit \ 'i
inal Within."
terests of Douglas Fairbank Ji
Charlie Ruggles has replaced
Gertrude
Lawrence, Fay Coiatt
Preston
Sturges
is completing
Sidney Toler in the cast of ParaLothar Mendes, Herbert Mahal
mount's "Ruggles of Red
Gap." the adaptation of "The Good Fairy,"
Helen Chandler. William g9
Nigel Bruce, Raymond MassejW
Boston
Brevities
'Time' Shorts to Be Weekly
othy Hyson, Elizabeth Alien, id
Boston — James Dermody, Univer- Ellis, Jane Baxter and riJ
One-reelers being made by Time,
sal division manager, is on a trip Ahearne. O'Bryen expects to*l
Inc., modelled after its "March of to New Haven, New York and Hollywood for about two wee! ai
Time" radio program, will be issued Boston.
will be in New York tor a up
on a weekly basis, it is understood.
Joseph A. DiPesa, Loew publicist, of days on his return trip.
The company has already made two
experimental subjects at the Fox is back from the White Mountains.
studio on Tenth Ave. Production is
Arthur Touhey, Loew's Orpheum
under supervision of Roy Larsen, assistant manager, has returned
vice-president and general manager from an Atlantic cruise.
Carlo M. Vannicola, recently with
of Time. As yet no releasing arNational Screen Service and now ad
rangements have been made.
artist for RKO houses, is back
HOLLYWOOD1
from Pittsburgh.
Marxes Averaged $150,000 a Film
Charles Hector's orchestra goes
The Four Marx Brothers averaged
$150,000 for each of three films they into Loew's Orpheum next month to
made for Paramount, according to augment stage shows.
figures in a suit by William Morris
Agency for a commission alleged to
be due but disputed by the Marxes. Warners Reopening Penna. Houses
The brief set forth that the actors
Ambridge, Pa. — Warner Bros, are
got $100,000 for "Cocoanuts," $150,- planning to reopen the Prince shortly, as well as the Cameraphone in
000 for "Animal Crackers," and
$200,000 plus 50 per cent of the East Liberty, and other theaters in
this zone.
profits for "Monkey Business."
picture, while Arthur Sircom handles the cast in their lines off-stage
before each scene is filmed.

PLAZA

Short Shots from Eastern Studios

"It's the Cats!" is: the title of
Columbia's first comedy of the 193435 season, with Andy Clyde in thBy CHARLES
starring role; Jules White producing. A! Ray directing, story by
Andrew
Bennison.
£DUCATIONAL has augmented
its production staff at the Astoria studios by the writing team of
Two directors are working on Charles Williams and Marcy Klauber.
They are now preparing a
"Dangerous Corner" at RKO Radio.
Phil Rosen is directing the actual story for a new comedy which will
co-feature Harry Gribbon and
George Shelton. The two writers
SUNSET PROJECTION
& DUBBING
recently returned from the coast,
ENTERPRISE
where
they worked for practically
Sid Smith
Johnny Morgan
all of the studios. Williams also
PRODUCERS & PUBLIC PROJECTION ROOM
has done considerable stage and
COMPLETE
DUBBING & SCORING SERVICE
screen acting.
All facilities of a major projection room.
Can match into any sound truck.

6048
Sunset
Blvd.
Call Hollywood 9480 for appointment
Hollywood, Calif.
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Georgie Price and Sylvia Froos
complete work today at the Vitaphone studio in a two-reel musical,

ALICOATE
"Hit and Misses." Hal Conklin,
Billy Leonard, George Lewis and
George Watts of the Broadway
stage are the supporting players in
the short, which will be released in
Vitaphone's series of "Broadway
Brevities."
Al Christie will start work tomorrow on a new Educational comedy
starring Tom Howard and titled
"Second Hand Husband." George
Shelton and Harry Short will support Howard in the picture, which
will be made from the story by
Harry Blair, William Watson and
Arthur Jarrett.

Hotel in Hollywood]
$2. SO up, Single
$3.00 up. Double
Special weekly and monthly rat* I

The Plaza is near everything to see and do io
iness or pleasure.
Hollywood.
bus-"
Every roomIdeal
has for
private)
dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built fon
rest." Every venience.
modern
Fine foodscon-at
reasonable prices. Convenient parking for your car.
Chas. Danziger, Mgr.
Eugene Stern, Pres.
The "Doorway of Hospitality"
Vine
at Hollywood
Blvd.
HOLLYWOOD
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REVIEWS
MONTE

CRISTO"

)UNTRobert Donat, Elissa Landi
/ith
id Artists (Reliance) 115 mins.
ST-RATE ENTERTAINMENT FOR
tl WITH ROBERT DONAT A SWELL
|AS THE HERO OF DUMAS NOVEL.
^generally good job was done by RePictures in bringing the Dumas clasIfB the talking screen, and a happy
it ; was made in Robert Donat for the
Erole.
Though unknown on this side,
Iritish actor has personable
qualities
twill win him a quick following, and

of the NEW
with

Louise

Dresser,
Ralph Morgan,
Marian
Marsh
Monogram
86 mins.
WHOLESOME DRAMA OF BACKWOODS
HAS THE HEART APPEAL AND HUMAN
TOUCHES FOR THE CROWDS.

u

RAIGHT

IS THE

Franchot
Tone,
May
Karen
Morley

WAY"

Reb

Robson,
59 mins.

A HUMAN INTEREST DRAMA IN
±TEER BACKGROUND LACKS MOXING FORCE AND
PUNCH.
'a^n from the 1927 Broadway play,
ul Walls," this racketeer yarn suffers
it from the dozens of much more
jljangster stories offered by the screen
Tent years. Basically, it is the story
| a! young Ghetto racketeer, Franchot
,iewho wants to go straight after havcved a five-year stretch, but gets
gh up with the old crowd and his
-ining former sweetie, Gladys George,
• pas appropriated by the new ring'U Jack LaRue,
when
Franchot
was
* p. The old gang all want to ditch
nd put Franchot on the throne, but
leadings of his old mother, May
, and the incidental
influence
of
;ol girl, Karen Morley, help him reIb evil influences.
Despite a smooth
"prion, the play's locale is depressing
characters evoke little sympathy.
: Franchot Tone, May Rcbscn,
Kaorley, Gladys George,
Nat Pendle?ck LaRue, C. Henry Gordon,
RayfcHatton, William
Bakewell.
»ii:tor, Paul
Sloane;
Authors,
Dana
ni George Abbott; Screen
Play, Beri >chubert; Cameraman, Lucien AnEditor, William S. Gray.
>ii:tion, Fair. Photography,
Good.

Reb

"A GIRL OF THE LIMBERLOST"

Adapted from the novel of Gene Stratton Porter, the film version follows the
original very closely, and should click with
the legion of readers of the book on that
account. Louise Dresser plays the part of
the mother who hates her own daughter
' 'jilities fit well into the part of Ed- whom she holds responsible for the death
H Dantes who daringly escaped from a of her husband. On the night of his
iiion exile and returned to French
death he was returning from a meeting
%\ life as the Count of Monte Cristo with the woman he really loved, and is
A an
end
to the
trio of political drowned in a swamp near his home. His
ters who framed him. Louis Calhern, wife answers his frantic cries for help,
but owing to her condition imminent on
Vi Blackmer and Raymond Walburn
\ cry effective as the villains, while the birth cf her child, is unable to help
AS Landi fits nicely into the role of him out of the bog. Thus she blames the
innocent babe for her loss, and her hatred
, eroine who marries Blackmer when
jji is supposed
to be dead, and later continues through the years till the day
rinited with her real lover. Other when she meets her rival accidentally, and
learns that the man whose memory she
1 are in good hands, and the direction
tslooth.
had worshipped was unworthy of her. Then
Kit: Robert Donat, Elissa Landi, Louis the surge of smothered mother love for
her child, and the happy ending. Today
(frn, Sidney Blackmer, Raymond Walit scunds all very saccharine and oldfash(TiO. P. Heggie, Georgia Caine, Walter
ioned for the sophisticates, but there is no
I'lir,
Luis Alberni,
Hervey,
Doug/alton,
Juliette Irene
Comptcn,
Clarence
dcubt that it will go over big with the
Ii, Eleanor Phelps, Ferdinand Munier,
neighborhoods and the small town audience;.
lis Herbert, Mitchell Lewis, Clarence
Cast: Louise Dresser, Ralph Morgan,
)S| Lionel Belmcre, Wilfred Lucas, Sid3rvis, William Farnum, Paul Irving.
Marian Marsh, H B. Walthall, Edward
Nugent, Gigi Parrish, Helen Jerome Eddy,
Ji'Ctor, Rowland V, Lee; Authors, AlexI Dumas; Screen Play, Philip Dunne,
Betty Blythe, Barbara Bedford, Robert Ellis, Tommy Bupp.
7i'~crherch, Rowland V. Lee; Camerai Peverell J. Marley; Recording EngiDirector, Christy Cabanne; Author, Gene
■nVintcn Vernon;
Editor, Grant Why- Stratton Porter; Screen Play, Adele Comandini; Editor, Carl Pierscn; Cameraman, Ira
Morgan.
>i:ction, A-l. Photography,
Fine.
Direction,
Fair
Photography,
Good.
v;h

FEATURES

"MAN

Russell

FROM

in

HELL"

with Fred Kohler
Willis Kent
55 mins.
GOOD WESTERN UNFOLDS WITH
LOTS OF ACTION
AND
EXCITEMENT.
This picture introduces an actor new to
westerns. Reb Russell, former Ail-American football star at Northwestern U., and
a handsome and well-trained animal. Rebel,
the Wonder Horse. Both seem likely to
develop into favorites in this field. Story
oDens with Russell's return home after a
three-vear jail stretch on a framed charge
of robbing the stage. He foils an attempted ambush as he rides to visit Ann
Darcv, daughter of the local banker. At
her home he finds Fred Kohler, the town's
mavor, forcin" her into a marriage agreement. Russell informs her that Kohler is
an escaped murderer. Returning to town,
Russell whips Kohler in a fist fight and a
bit later overhears one of the Kohler gang
"•p'ating how he (Russell) was framed.
Whrn Russell wires Kohler's whereabouts
to the state penitentiary, Kohler decides
tn round up the citizens. Russell frustrates
this in a good windup and wins the girl.
Cast: Reb Russell, Fred Kchler, Ann
Darcv, Yakima Canutt,
Chas, Whittaker.
Director, Lew Collins; Author, E E.
Reprv Screen Plav, Melville Shyer; Cameraman, Wm, Nobles; Film Editor, Roy
Luby; Recording Engineer,
Bud Myers.
Direction, Okay
Photography,
Fair.

and SHORTS

Russell

"FIGHTING

« « «

SHORTS

in

THROUGH"

with Lucille Lund
Willis Kent
55 mins.
LIVELY WESTERN WITH ACTIONFILLED PLOT MAKES GOOD FARE FOR
THRILL FANS.
Hard-riding and plenty action are served
up in this one. Reb Russell, a ranger, is
shown being warned by the sheriff that
he has a tough proposition to round up
the rustlers in that section. Wandering
into town, Russell rescues Yakima Canutt
just as he is about to be hit with a gun
butt by cwner of the town's saloon after
a card game frameup in which Yakima
lost his horse. Russell and Canutt get
jobs at the ranch cf Lucille Lund. The
salccn cwner, who is also the leader of
the rustlers, seizes Canutt during Russell's absence from the ranch and is about
to lynch him when Russell arrives to frustrate the scheme. In a second raid, the
rustlers steal Lucille's cattle and kidnap
her after killing several hands on the
place. Russell and Canutt trail the outlaw band.
Cast: Reb Russell, Lucille Lund, Yakima
Canutt, Edward Hearn, Fred McCarrcll,
Benny Corbett,
Wally Wales.
Director, Harry Fr.aser; Cameraman, Jas
Diamond; Recording Engineer, Earl Crain;
Film Editor, Roy Luby.
Direction, Good
Photography, Fair.

FOREIGN
"THE PROBLEM OF FATIGUE", with
English titles; produced by Sovkino; directed by Ivan P. Pavlow. At the Acme
Theater.
Designed to show the fatigue that follows muscular exertion, the subject of this
picture is of insufficient interest to run
feature-length. Material for the picture
was prepared by the Russian Academy of
Science.

with
"Tripping Through the Tropics"
Frank Albertson and Lois January
Columbia
19 mjns.
Nifty Musical Comedy
For nicely balanced entertainment
values, this is one of the best of the
two-reel musical comedies in Columbia's series, although
previous
ones have been mightythegood,
too.
For story background, the fathers
of Frank Albertson and Lois January, desiring to see the youngsters
married, take them on a trip to the
tropics as a way of throwing them
constantly together. The kids pretend they are courting, just to please
their dads, then make faces at each
other when they're alone. But in
the end they get together as expected. Musical numbers are judiciously interpolated, and there is
considerable satisfactory comedy,
especially by Frank's chubby father,
who has an effective style of laughmaking.
Archie Goettler directed.
Clark and McCulIough in
"Hey, Nanny, Nanny"
RKO Radio
20 mins.
Fair Slapstick
More of the familiar Clark and
McCulIough nonsense, taking place
this time in Sidney Jarvis' home,
where Bobby Clark entertains a
group of dinner guests by doing
tricks that don't work out. In the
course of his performance he ruins
his host's silk hat and frock coat,
along with doing other damage,
winding up with an attempt to make
a goat appear from nowhere and
getting a surprise when the object
in his blanket is his host instead of
the goat.

ONE MINUTE t~ EVERYTHING
HOTEL EDISON
NEW

YORK'S

HOME

OF

NEWEST

HOTEL

FILMLAND

47th St. just 30 seconds west of Broadway

1000

OUTSIDE
ROOMS
WITH
SUCH
FEATURES AS

*
Radio clothes closets in each room
■* Two
■* Circulating Iced Water
+ Excellent
Chevaly Full
-*
Beds Length Mirrors
"* French Window Ventilation
¥ Tub and Shower

Rates in Keeping With the Trend of Modern Times From $2.50 Single
Three Attractive Popular Priced Airconditioned Restaurants
YOUR
JOHN

LOGICAL

HOME

L. HORGAN

IN

NEW

YORK
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JAYDEE' WILLIAMS
DIES IN HOSPITAL
(Continued from page 1)

NEWS

OF THE DAY

NEWAPPROVEDBY
SAENGER SETIP
Gljj
(Continued from page 1)

Girard, O. — Peter M. Pegadiotes
of Farrell, Pa., has acquired the
Mock Theater here and will take
possession Sept. 1. It has been managed by Ted Hall for the past five
years. Chris Lampros will be the
new manager.

Memphis — "Dames" opening at
the Warner Theater here topped
every opening in the history of the
house by $404, despite lower prices
at present.

1

year bonds dated Nov. 1, 193 pi
ing 4 per cent for two year tl
HJA per cent for six years, Uh
linking fund for three yeartl
Funeral services will be held to$4,600 monthly for two yeeg i
morrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock
$9,200 monthly for five years 3q
at Campbell's Funeral Parlor. Many
Covington, Ky. — The Strand has holders must surrender >oi
prominent industry leaders will atLee.
reopened under management of Joe waive past interest and get nsti
tend.
warrants. Saenger Realty, N
Madison, Wis. — John Scharnber,
Williams was born in Credo, W.
Orleans, issued $674,000 nc I
manager of the Parkway and
Va.. Feb. 27, 1877. Leaving high
year bonds dated Nov. 1, I
Strand, is recovering at a local hosschool at the age of 16 he became
Lexington,
Ky.
—
Annabelle
Ward,
pital from a foot infection.
C>J/2 per cent. Sinking fundjts
treasurer of a local theater. Later
formerly manager, is now vice-pres- Nov. 1, 1938, at $2,200 mitt
ident of Phoenix Amusement Co.
he operated four picture shows in
ris'ng to $4,400; Mobile Sjq
Vancouver, B. C, afterward moving
Milwaukee — Joe McCluskey, forbonds $240,000; Paramount, ifl
to Spokane, where he ran two
Madisonville,
O.
—
Margaret
Weimer manager of the Garden, is prodale, $40,000.
theaters.
moting wrestling matches for the gel, sister and associate of Charles
Forty-page reorganization p|
Weigel of the Madison Theater, is
In 1909 Williams founded the State Fair.
dead.
provides for two new eorrwij
Greater J. D. Williams Amusement
reorganized Saenger Theate: a
Co. in Australia and organized a
Lincoln, Neb. — With beginning of
reorganized Saenger Realty, /&
circuit of theaters. The Williams Sunday shows, Sept. 2, the Stuart,
Chicago — The New Lexington
issue 6 per cent thri-yi
theaters formed the nucleus of the acer, will change on Thursdays, the Theater, 715 S. Crawford Ave., will may
maturity notes and income nosl
Orpheum on Fridays. Others will be formally opened Sept. 1. Max
present Union Theaters circuit. ing.
creditors, with no dividends™
Sachs,
owner,
states
that
more
than
After selling his Australian inter- change on Sunday for the time benotes are paid. Saenger Tlati
$15,000 has been spent in remodelests he made a world tour as reping and redecorating the house. claim against Saenger Real i
resentative ofseveral American film
Admission prices will be 15 and 20 continued. Saenger stock vrn
Fond du Lac, Wis. — W. L. Ains- cents.
producers. Returning to America,
holders have same rights umn
he interested W. W. Hodkinson, then worth has reopened his renovated
organization to subscribe t a
Garrick theater.
a Coast exchange operator, in orRittman, O. — A new 400-seat stock as before. Class B stoihd
ganizing a national distributing
ers have right to court apriis
company, which later developed into
Franklin, Pa. — Hokay Theaters house, evolved from the old Pastime,
Saenger Realty stockholde |
has been opened by David Schuman
the present Paramount concern.
Co., T. L. Haughton and P. V. Mc- of
all stock of reorganized S,n|
Cleveland.
In 1916 Williams formed First Kav, are planning to reopen the
Realty. Paramount drops u
finances reorganization and m
National Exhibitors' Circuit, Inc., Park.
Marysville, O. — Russell theater,
later known as First National Picadvance up to $20,000. It ffi
tures, Inc. He remained general
Claysburg, Pa. — Dave Bloom, who operating part time this summer,
film franchise and stock in rk
manager of this company for six operates the Rex and Portage, has has returned to winter schedule of
niss Corp. for three-year Snj
four
changes
weekly.
years. In 1925 he organized Ritz acquired the Diehl and is planning
ncome notes, all outstanding 0
Carlton Pictures, with the late Ru- Lo reopen it shortly.
tal stock of reorganized Sfi?
Portland, Me. — Francis Gooch has
dolph Valentino as its first star.
outstanding capital stock in ill
Going to England in the same year,
State. made house manager at the
Currensville, Pa. — The Strand, re- been
Saenger, 25 per cent of st>{
he also formed British International
cently damaged by fire, is being reOent Theaters, 500 shares c.p
Pictures, Ltd., and built a large
modeled and rebuilt by H. J. Thompferred and 50 shares Class l:n
studio at Elstree, near London. In tober.son and will reopen under the name
Rutland, Vt. — George Sargent has mon of Central Florida TF||
association with John Maxwell and ">f the Rex around the first of Oc- been transferred from the Strand.
ind all evidences of owners!
E. W. Hammons, he organized
Dover, N. H, to manage the Grand
3.000 shares Jefferson Amuif
here.
He
also
will
be
city
M.
&
P.
World Wide Pictures, first Ameristock.
manager.
can national distributing company
Bristol, R. I. — Lon Vail expects to
to specialize in imported films ex- rebuild the Pastime, recently declusively.
Wheeling, W. Va. — George Otte,
stroyed by fire, for reopening in NoFree
Tryouts
for Plaj
manager last season of the Pitt in
An outstanding figure in the de- vember.
Drama
division of the D.
Pittsburgh, is readying the Virginia
velopment of the industry, Williams
Welfare, which has been spolj|
was associated with such names as
Westfield, Mass.— M. & P.-Publix here, which he acquired recently, for
early reopening.
Valentino, Harold Lloyd, Charles has reopened the Strand.
free dramatic shows through*
Chaplin, Mary Pickford and D. W.
Griffith, Louis B. Mayer, Joseph M.
city, proposes to concentrate <• t!
Schenck and the late Thomas H. of the motion picture industry to Reclassifying Theaters
ing
new plays,
Earleout Booth,
head according
of the AM' (j
Ince. In 1922 he was named by the national unemployment commisFor Code Assessments There will be no charge to tBj
President Harding as representative sion.
(Continued from page 1)
ducer who wishes to have '
Williams is survived by his
given to the matter of revising pro- tried out, Booth said.
ducer and distributor assessments.
widow, Ethel Hope Williams, and
three sisters, Mrs. Victor Fear of Various major companies have protested to the NRA in Washington
Sabastapol, Cal., Mrs. Hugh Chatfield of Catlettsburg, Ky., and Mrs. that the present assessments are inequitable and have recommended
Clough Davidson of South Point,
Ohio. He was a 32nd degree Mason, that a new nlan, based on gross revenue of the different firms, be
Shriner and a life member of the
adopted. Whatever revisions are
B. P. O. E.
will be applied to asWilliams was stricken 10 days decided upon
sessment for the second half of the
AS
SEEN
BY
THE PRESS
ago on the way from his office at code year, which is the calendar
247 Park Ave. to his summer home
AGENT
at Schooleys Mountain, N. J. Last
week another attack occurred while J ear.
"Cellini"
at Aldine
"Johnny Mack Brown eats only
he was en route to the office of a
77% of business leaders expect gains
meal a day, dinner in the evening
specialist, Dr. Lewis Greenwald.
Philadelphia — "Cellini" opens at
in November,
survey
shows.
Williams was organizing a new the Aldine Saturday, to be followed
COLUMBIA.
company at the time of his death.
by "Monte Cristo."
plications, following a nervous
breakdown. Williams was 57 years
old.
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ocal Option May Be Granted on New Zoning Plans

KHIBS TO FINANCE MUSIC FIGHT BY SEAT LEVY
an 2 Million Yearly Saving to Producers of Music
abor Violences
... and other comment
V=By
DON CARLE GILLETTE=
a: [
' (ONG things showing an increase this
"Hason is the number of stench-bombsind other destructive attacks against

*rs.

lit year some 500 of these violences
1 reported, and many others probably
rinot.
lis year the number is running almost
J;It cent higher.
lis perhaps a mere coincidence that
nut 99 per cent of the instances, the
i&rs were involved in a labor convsy.
■If many cases the theaters were just
^«nt bystanders, suffering heavy damI 'hile rival labor groups battled it out.
kie from the culpable destruction of
icrty and danger to public safety, these
gf of terrorism invariably put such a
Ion a theater that it can never regain
anding
or clientele, and permanent
sg often is the inevitable result.
Lor groups have a right to fight for
si principles, but they should find ways
nng it other than through forms of
niism that ultimately destroy their own
e sts.
•
BVING once more that the game of
arting public taste is tougher than
I to guess the ponies, there is noted
creasing popularity among the pro•aj.t for such aristocratic actors as
si Howard, Franchot Tone, Clive Brook.
lohe Menjou and their type.
A the same time the W. C. Fields, Jack
ik|, Hugh Herbert and Laurel-Hardy
rdy contingent seem to be gaining
»td with the cinema fans of higher
eigence.

John Paine and Ed Kilroe
Discussing New Deal
for Music
Formation of the World Clearance Bureau, which is expected to
save producers $2,000,000 yearly in
music royalties, is being informally
discussed by John G. Paine of the
Music Publishers' Protective Association and Ed Kilroe, chairman of
the copyright bureau of the Hays
office and also of the Fox company.
In an exclusive interview with
Film Daily yesterday, Paine stated
{Continued

on

Page

6)

COAST WOMEN MAKE
DUAL BOYCOTT THREAT
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Los Angeles county
women's organizations, with an aggregate membership of 390,000, are
threatening to boycott theaters
which play double features, according to exhibitor leaders. They are
talking about
asking the Legisla(Continued on Page 6)

Brandt Claims Rosenblatt
Okayed Advertising Passes

Duals Stay in St Louis
St. Louit — Due to impossibility to get
all exhibitors to swing into line, hope
for elimination of double features here
has been abandoned. Warners are reported to have held out. Fanchon &
Marco, which wanted the single policy,
has ended the run of "Of Human
Bondage" at the Ambassador and replaced it with duals. Nelson Cunliff,
speaking for St. Louis Amusement Co.,
had tentatively agreed to cut duals, but
set Aug 20 as the deadline for all
others to join in.

IDEAL TO DISTRIBUTE
16 TWICKENHAM FILMS
M. J. Kandel, president of Ideal
Pictures, returned Tuesday night
from London, where he concluded
a five-year agreement with Twickenham Studios to distribute 16 pictures annually in the United States
and possessions and Canada.
"Wandering Jew," first of the
Twickenham product for 1934-35
has been acquired for U. S. by
(Continued on Page 8)

Wants L. A. Zoning Plan
Placed in Operation

Ben Berinstein, head of the recently-formed Associated Exhibitors
New York grievance board is at Los Angeles, is asking the Code
Authority
to
put the new zoning
awaiting reply from Division Administrator Sol. A. Rosenblatt to its and clearance plan drafted for that
request for verification of the state- territory into effect. He conferred
ment made by Harry Brandt, owner with John(Continued
C. Flinn,
executive
secon Page
8)
(Continued

on Page

6)

Njxt thing you know, Park Avenue will
ling in for westerns.

May Let Each Territory Choose
In Drafting of Zoning Schedule

tKING of admission prices, as Al
htman in particular has been doing,
riy interest the trade in general to
o that in France box-office scales are
o 20 per cent higher than in the U. S.
Agood seat in a Paris de luxer costs
>iid $1.85, counting all charges that a
tii is compelled to pay.
A] this is for a single feature, not
a

Territories are expected to be inThe Code Authority's committee
dividually allowed to decide whether on local boards, at a session yesteror not they will adopt zoning and
day, found a diversity of opinion as
clearance plans prepared by local to how it should proceed in straightcode boards or draft new systems
ening out the clearance and zoning
under authorization which may be tangle. Seventy-five communications
were received from exhibitor
granted by the Code Authority at
its meeting today. Decisions will associations, circuits and independent exhibitors. Present at the
be made following a determination
(Continued on Page 8)
of sentiment in the various zones.

•

One Cent a Seat Is Set as
Exhibitor Outlay for
Music Tax Fight
A plan to finance the exhibitor
fight against the proposed raise in
the music tax was agreed upon at
a meeting of the Emergency Committee and its law committee at the
Hotel Roosevelt yesterday, when it
was decided to assess all theaters
an the basis of 1 cent a seat. It
is impossible at the present time to
estimate the amount to be derived
from the contributions, but support
af the major circuits is definitely
issured as well as many indepenJents. Pledges already made indi:ate between $30,000 and $40,000
at present.
Walter (Continued
Vincent on presided
at the
Page 8)

XATZ. GORDON TO FILM
STAGE PLAYS IN EAST
Sam Katz, in partnership with
Max Gordon, theatrical producer,
plans to produce several feature
alms in the east during the coming
/ear, The Film Daily learns. It
s understood that Katz will select
he successful stage plays .presented by Gordon
and adapt therri for
(Continued on Page 6)

Para. Banker Hearing
Indefinitely Postponed
Hearing on the motion of Thomas
A.. Reynolds, vice-president of the
National City Bank, to prevent examination about his bank's dealings
vith Paramount-Publix under Secion 21A of the bankruptcy act, was
adjourned indefinitely yesterday before (Continued
Federal Judge
Murray
W.
on Page 6)

12th Week

for "One Night"

Portland, Ore. — Columbia's "It Happenedthe
One Niijht"
h's gone
into its
12th
week at
Blue Mouse
Theater.
Crowds
are still coming strong.
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I.T.O.A Launches Move
Majestic Closes Deal
For Master Art Shorts
Against Union Picketing
Herman Gluckman, president of
Majestic Pictures and Majestic
Film Distributing, has signed a deal
Vol. LXVI, No. 51
Thurs., Aug. 30, 1934
5 Cents
with E. Schwartz, president of
Master Art Products, to handle the
JOHN W. ALICOATE
Editor and Publisher
iatter's short subjects in the News
York metropolitan and northern
Published daily except Sundays and Holidays
New
Jersey territory. Pr@dy.ct inat 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
cludes the Organlogues, Melody
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc. J. W.
Alicoate, President, Editor and Publisher; Makers, Pet Superstition and EdDonald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer
win C. Hill series.

Mid General Manager; Arthur W. Eddy, Associate Editor; Don Carle Gillette, Managing
Editor. Entered as second class matter.
May 21, 19T8, at the post-office at New York,
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States outside
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign,
$15.00. Subscriber should remit with order.
Address all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739.
Cable Address: Filmday, New York. Hollywood. California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607. London —
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin — Lichtbildbuehne,
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris — P. A. Harle, La
Cinematographic Francaiie. Rue de la CourHes-Noues, 19.
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Columbia Picts.
Con. Fm. Ind
Con
East.

Fm.
Ind.
Kodak

East.

Kodak

STOCK
High
3%
32%
3

vtc.
pfd..

pfd

Fox Fm. "A"
Loew's,
Inc

do

pfd

Net
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RKO
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MARKET
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31%
31%
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Technicolor
13ft
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13ft +
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MARKET
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Establishment of a London office
is planned by A. & S. Lyons, which
is affiliated with Berg, Stebbins,
Allenberg & Blum, Coast agents.
Lyons will either make a deal with
the existing Wieland agency in London or open its own office. Pat de
Cieco, Coast agent, will manage the
branch. David Bath sails from New
York Sept. 10 to handle the deal for
Lyons.
Lyons has no intention of closing
its New York office, as reported,
but will use the office of its Coast
associate as headquarters of the
combination. Provided a deal under
negotiation goes through, D. A.
Doran, Jr., will join Lyons as story
and play editor with Gertrude
Turcheon as his aide.

Nat Liebeskind Returns

MARKET
Low
3%
313A
3

London Office for Lyons

543/4
54ft
54ft —
EXCHANGE SECURITIES
4
33/4
3ft +

ft
ft
ft
ft
3
1%
%
ft
ft
1%
1%.
%|
ft

Singapore — Nat Liebeskind, who
has spent two years establishing offices for Warner-Frst National in
Singapore and Java, returns to New
York on Sept. 14 aboard the Paris
for a new foreign assignment.
Service at Warner Club
As a tribute to the late Mrs. Pearl
Warner, mother of the Warner
brothers, a memorial service will be
held this afternoon at the Warner
Club in New York coincident with
the funeral services on the coast.
Rev. Solomon A. Feinberg of Mt.
Vernon will conduct the service. The
Warner home offices will be closed
for the remainder of the afternoon.
Chevalier in 20th Century Film
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

to appear in 20th Century's "The
Red Cat" for United Artists release. Picture will be adapted from
the stage play being presented on
Broadway shortly by A. H. Woods.
Tala Birell in Stock Tryout
Tala Birell will play the lead in

Mayfair
Bombed
Again
Another stench bomb was let
loose in the Mayfair on Tuesday
night. House is having union
trouble.

Blondell

Must Give Up 34 Films
New Iberia, La. — Elias and
Scharff's Palace here must release
34 features to Sliman's Evangeline,
according to a Code Authority ruling which reverses a New Orleans
grievance board decision that the
Palace was not guilty of overbuyAppeals Theater Transfer Ruling
Abe Drogin, John Gladstone, Henry Liman and Morris Shapiro, recenly found guilty by the New
York grievance board of transferring the Rialto theater, Whitestone,
to avoid fulfillment of film rental
contracts, have filed appeal with
the Code Authority. Complainants
in th* case are the M-G-M, Columbia, Big U, Paramount, Majestic s.nd
Warner exchanges. The grievance
board in its decision noted that the
respondents had declined to answer
questions on the ground that it tended to incriminate them.
Mayfair Drops Cut-Rates
Howard S. Cullman of the Roxy,
who recently complained to the
grievance board against the Mayfair, which he charged with issuing
cut-rate tickets, has received word
from the board that the Mayfair
will comply with the ruling of the
grievance board arid the Code Authority to discontinue the practice.

DAILY

Hollywood — Maurice Chevalier
has been signed by Darryl Zanuck

the stock tryout of "Just One More"
at the Stony Creek Theater, Stony
Creek. Conn., the week of Sept. 3.
It will be her first stage appearance
in this country.

Joan

Plans for counteracting picketing
and other activities aimed by Local
306 at four houses affiliated with
the I. T. O. A. during current operator union difficulties were
launched at a meeting of the Hairy^
Brandt exhibitor association yesterday when a committee -oi W was
named to handle the work. Its
membership consists of Sam Strassberg, Louis Nelson, Sig Mantell,
Sam Weinberg, Doc Greenfield,
Maurice Fleischmann, Charles
Schwartz, Albert Cooper, Harry
Lewis and Paul Melzer.

4 Loew Complaints Up Today
Four Loew conajplaints, all charging , premature advertising, are
slate'il to be heard today by the New
York grievance board. They include
a rehearing on the Loew's Melba
vs. Para Court ea&e; Loew's Palace
vs. Bluebird; Loew's Lexington vs.
Pastime; Loew's 42nd St. vs. Pastime.
Must
Drop
Cut-Rates
Milwaukee — The Ace Theater, operated b^. Albert Nichols, was ordered! bj^the grievance board: to
discontinue issuing advertising
passes with 5-cent service charges
and admitting children for 5 cents
and less.

"Cellini" at Rivoli Sept. 5
Don Baker at Stapleton Paramount
"The Affairs of Cellini," 20th CenDon Baker, organist, who is now
tury production starring Constance
in England, begins an engagement Bennett and Fredric March,- opens
at the Paramount, Stapleton, S. I., Sept. 5 at the Rivoli. United Artists
is releasing.
Sept. 15.

oming an

d G oin

ALFRED E. GREEN, Warner director is
New York from the coast and stopping) k
Warwick. He is here on vacation and he
some conferences on the Rudy Vallee :t«r

"Sweet
Music "
JACK FIER. assistant to the presii t (
Mascot Pictures, has arrived in New Yo fn
the Coast.
CONSTANCE
BENNETT
sails
Paris for Europe.
EDWARD
V.

today
DARLI , i

parts on the same
boat."
JUNE CLAYWORTH. member of th "J
You Decent" stage cast now on Broadw, t
who has been signed by Universal, lea: |
show Sept. 7 to go to the coast.
L. J. FINSKE,

general manager

for thj |

Cooper circuit of Denver,
is in New Yo*1
MR. AND MRS. ARTHUR ISRAEL saiiati
tion.
day for Jacksonville and Charleston for «o
DAVID
the

BATH

sails for England Sept. 0 1

Aquitania.

LUIS
ROJAS
DE
LA
TORRE,
presii t i
Inter-Continental
Film
Corp.,
distribus
Spanish
and
American
pictures,
sailed -jle
day on the Me de France
for New
Yoi aft
a three months'
survey
of the foreign
Id

HARRY MOSKOWITZ of Loew's i«J
yesterday
on the Conte
di Savoia
fron

Lincoln Houses to En
Ten-Cent Admissini
• Lincoln,- Neb. — End of 10-cei
nissions here is reported an:
possibility.
Two
second-runsani
ne first-run
now
operating
lime are understood to be con la
ing a price boost.

Equipment Biz Spur

Detroit — Herman HuntofTlita
Supply Co. reports that ciei
month's business is the best iroJ
yeas. Renovation of theaters tq
principal factor, he says.
Local

306

Not

Enjoined

Although Allied M. P. Opeiiorl
union obtained a show-cause "d(
his week to restrain Local 3t -pi
>ther unions from picketing fjisfl
where Allied operators arr a»
ployed, no injunction was g.itei
by the court. The order is ip
able Sept. 5.
Herbert Marshall Signed by
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

•?

Hollywood — Herbert Marshal
been signed by Universal to s^a!
opposite Margaret Sullavan in The
Good Fairy."
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YOU CAN
KICK ME
for having failed to predict that
'Thin Man" was going to be
one of the year's biggest hits—

BKIUSTS YMOEU'LL
for tipping you off about another
"Thin Man"— Yes sir, it's

ROBT.

MONTGOMERY— MAUREEN

O'SULLIVAN
Directed
W.
VANS. DYKE
Produced by

Stromberg
Hunt

We told you that this delightful entertainment by the writers and director of "Thin
Man" WASHINGTON,
was going D.toC. beDoubles
a surprise
sensation! Mjjok what's happening!
normal biz!
NEW YORK.
Beats "Thin Man"!
KANSAS CITY
Biggest in months!

ATLANTA.
MEMPHIS.

Way ahead of "Thin Man" !
Doing swell here!

INDIANAPOLIS. Also tops "Men in White" here!
EVANSVILLE.
Excellent!

BALTIMORE.
Beats "Tugboat Annie"!
BOSTON.
Tops recent hits!
CANTON.
Excellent!

LOUISVILLE.
ST. LOUIS.

COLUMBUS.

WILMINGTON.

Beats "Men in White"! Imagine!

Beats "Thin Man" by miles!
Exceptional!

Get going!

Tops "Thin Man" and recent hits!

by
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PLAN 2 MILLION SAVING
IN NEW MUSIC DEAL
(Continued from page 1)

that during the past fiscal year, the
eight major producers have paid
about $4,000,000 to secure music for
their films as against about $2,000,000 during 1932 when the "ERPI
Agreement" was in force. The new
bureau, if formed, will make available to all producers the catalogues
of all music publishers, with established royalties set for all numbers.
Producers will be asked to pay into
a fund at the beginning of the season, the monies to be utilized as a
guarantee to the publishers and
used in lieu of royalties to be later
due from the producers. The plan
has been formed not only to decrease the royalty cost to producers
but to increase the income from
producers to publishers.
"Under the plan," said Paine,
"producers will retain a writing
staff and engage ace composers for
special numbers, but all incidental
and background numbers will immediately become available to the producers when they become members
of the bureau. Right now we are
carrying on informal discussions,
but I firmly believe that the plan
will take root and blossom into
reality in the near future."

Katz, Gordon to Film
Stage Plays in East
(Continued from page 1)

motion pictures, using the original
casts in the films. First to be made
by Katz will be "Dodsworth," with
Walter Huston in the leading role.
Should "The
Great
successful
at the
RKOWaltz"
Center prove
this
fall, it also will be made into a
screen feature by the Katz-Gordon
company. Studio arrangements
have not as yet been completed.

Brandt Claims Rosenblatt
Okayed Advertising Passes
(Continued from page 1)

of the Globe Theater, that Rosenblatt had sanctioned his use of advertising passes. Brandt made the
statement at a hearing before the
grievance board on the complaint
of the Roxy Theater that Brandt
was using the passes in violation
of the code clause on reduced admissions. The grievance board reserved
decision on the case pending word
from Rosenblatt.
Taxing 1 Cent a Ticket in Kentucky
Louisville — The problem of collecting the 3 per cent gross sales
tax is being met by taxing each
adult ticket 1 cent. While this
amounts to slightly more than 3
cents, the state authorities consider
it will be equalized by the tax-free
children's tickets.

Thursday, Aug.Q,
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A LITTLE
from "LOTS
—
By RALPH WILK — —
HOLLYWOOD

COAST WOMEN \\
DUAL BOYCOTT TIE

(Continued from page \M
The Frank and Milt Britton band
will do a special comedy sequence in ture to enact a measure p hi
T~)UE
to illness,from
Spencer
withdrawn
the Tracy
cast has
of "Sweet Music," the Rudy Vallee fea- the policy. Opposition to ej
h- understood based on th
ture for Warners.
"Marie Galante" and his role opposite Ketti Galilan in the Panama
T
T
T
that it encourages an infeir
Zone film will be assumed by Edpictures and causes shop
Natalie Kalmus, color and art di- of
mund Lowe. Winfield Sheehan is
rector at Technicolor, had to cut are inconveniently long.
Estimate is made that 8!ja
producer of this film in which Ned short her European visit, due to the
Sparks, Helen Morgan, Siegfried early production scheduled here on of approximately 475 hous i
Rumann, Leslie Fenton, Arthur By- "Three Musketeers," which RKO territory are using duals
ron and others have prominent roles. Radio is producing, starring Francis
T
T
T
Lederer.
Para. Banker Hearig
▼ T T
Busby Berkeley, Warner dance diIndefinitely Posjh
rector, will direct the entire producJames K. McGuinness, M-G-M sce(Continued from Page i
narist,
is
making
an
enviable
record
tion of the company's "Gold Diggers
of 1935." Berkeley is already at of achievement in one year. This Hulbert when counsel fori
work creating dance ensembles for week the assignment to write the requested that the action J
the production, for which Harry
play and dialogue for "Riff by Judge Coxe, who grants]
Warren and Al Dubin are preparing screen
Raff," in which Clark Gable and der for the examinatior
the music.
Gloria Swanson will co-star, was Hulbert and counsel for 1
T ▼ T
given him by Irving Thalberg. Sev- mount trustees assented
George Batcheller and Maury
eral weeks ago McGuinness com- transfer of the case, w
Cohen, producers of Chesterfield and
pleted the task of scenarioizing the probably be heard when Ju
Invincible pictures, signed a leas- Mary Roberts Rinehart series of returns from vacation ne
ing deal this week with the RKO- "Tish" stories. Since then he has The Reynolds action is a
Pathe studios to produce their new added further credit to his record by to determine whether the
season's program of 18 features at creating the screen play based on can examine under Secion
cers of the 12 banks they
the Pathe studios. They have preT
T
T
to set aside creditor preff
viously been renting production the story "Saratoga."
space and facilities at Universal
Arline Judge has been signed to a
City. Chesterfield-Invincible will re- Fox contract for a role in John Er- W. C. Hunt Sues Mil
tain business offices in Hollywood, skine's "Bachelor of Arts," now in
After Blue Law J
but production staffs will move in- preparation. Tom Brown, Anita
to offices at Pathe. Invincible plans Louise and Henry B. Walthall are
Atlantic City — As the oi
to put its first picture of the new leading players already cast.
p.is arrest, for admitting
T
T
T
panied children, and othei
season, "Port of Lost Dreams," into
production there Sept. 1 with Frank
Lillian West, Sunny Ingram, Wal- ties in connection with his
Strayer directing. Robert Ellis is
ter Johnson and Fred Wallace have theaters, Assemblyman W
now completing the screen adapta- been added to the cast of Fox's Hunt, South Jersey circuit
tion of his original story.
"The White Parade," the Rian James has filed suit in U. S.i
T
T
T
novel in which John Boles and Lo- Court against Mayor Doi
O. Henry stories at present free retta Young are co-starred.
way of Wildwood. He ask
T
T
T
from long-term options are now bedamages as the result of 1
ing handled by Lichtig & Englander,
Twelve Arabian nautch dancers, ference with his picture
who have been given exclusive agen- the only such group in America, The most recent battle bet
cy rights for the O. Henry material have been signed by Paramount for Mayor and the picture m
by the publishers.
scenes of "Lives of a Bengal Lan- vhen former stopped kid:
T
T
T
from his theater to collect
Shane Ryan and Hal Wiener have
T
T
T
against him in order t
dissolved partnership and Wiener
With the purchase of Captain "blue laws" which forbid
has established publicity offices at
under 14 in movies unlet
6636 Hollywood Blvd., while Ryan Cornelius J. Willemse's book "Be- panied by parents. This }
remains at 1509 North Vine St.
Lights,"
has
decidedhind thetoGreen
use that
title onMascot
its police
ever,
has never been T
T
T
through.
Hunt declares he will fight
story
instead
of
"The
Man
From
Helen Morgan is completing recer."
takes for Fox's "Marie Galante" Headquarters." Captaini Willemse
and is negotiating with Warners, will make a series of personal apHugo ofFelix
De
pearance with the picture in vari- West CoastDr. Bureau
THE Fit
who are testing her for "Sweet
ous key cities throughout the United
Hollywood — Dr. Hugo Fi
Music," to star Rudy Vallee, and States.
"Casino de Paree," with Al Jolson.
poser of "Pom
successes,
died Pom"
Aug. and
25 otrl
ofy
T
T
T
Johnny Arthur, Branch Stevens, attack following a long illsj
Janet Beecher has heen signed
and Vincent Carato have been add- Felix was 62 years old.
for a featured role in "The Little
ed to the cast of the Warner Bax- a widow who is his only rull
Minister," which Richard Wallace
will direct for RKO Radio. Walter
ter film, "Hell
the Heavens,"
in work
at Foxin Movietone
City. now this country. Burial was tiij
Meyers of the John Zanft Agency is
of
Fund.by the Motion Pictur I
representing Miss Beecher.
T
▼
▼
Irving Pichel has been added to
H. & H. Productions and Emprie the cast of "I Am a Thief," Warner Sada Cowan Westbound, T
Productions have moved to the Alex- picture with Ricardo Cortez and
Sada Cowan, who recen
ander Bros. Studio on Sunset Boule- Mary Astor in the leading roles,
vard.
script Dashiell
for "The ]
which is just going into production. pleted
in the the
Dark,"
T
T
T
Others in the cast are Dudley Dig- story, for Select Producti
The Harry Weber Agency, includ- ges, Henry O'Neill, Hobart Cavan- an original story and s
ing Herbert Weber and Robert augh and Arthur Aylesworth. Rob"Lavender and Old Lace'
George, have taken offices in the
ert Florey will direct from the adap- same firm, leaves this ^
California Bank Bldg., in Beverly
tation by Doris Malloy and Ralph Hollywood. From the coast
Hills.
Block of their original story.
hop to England to do a pic
t

▼

f

t

▼

▼

THE

EVIEWS
Wampas

THt

BEAUTIFUL"

IWilliam Haines, Judith Allen,
Joseph Cawthorn
63 mins.
DvVORK BY HAINES AND OTHER
PAYERS PLUS AMPLE PRODUC/LUES PUT OVER RATHER WEAK

1

J(vine's
try at At
feature
pro; quite first
promising.
the same
a fine example of what a real
:'i Ian do by way of saving a weak
*A\ Haines, by his effervescent perime and again saves this one from
.Joe Cawthorn also is a big help.
r'ucers are starring the Wampas
'tis, but it will be Bill Haines alone
il'keep 'em coming by the word-of( =or the Baby Stars have little to
<ok cute in several stock scenes
U been done to death long before.
,Srhe familiar theme of the pressitHollywood blurbing his girl friend
Extra into the marquee lights and
'd'igh, with the dumb producer firing
f hem for incompetency and hiring
Be again. It starts out with promise
,'lslow in getting going, but has a
rman note of sincerity and sym, Then the story is sidetracked to
'^musical revue with some vaude
u«n in, and later tries to get back
uman note.
■jA/ampas Baby Stars of 1934, Wildes, Judith Allen, Joseph Cawthorn,
l|jan, Ted Fio-Rito b Orchestra,
ad Lee, James Bush, Vincent BarWren
Hymer,
Franklin
Pangborn,
I rtis, Syd Saylor, Greta Myers, Fred
'.Kndre Beranger, Ray Mayer, Roy
l.hdward Hearn.
ifflr, Joseph Santley; Authors, Joseph
/IMi Iton Knms;
Screen
Play, Dore
Dialoguers,
Al
Martin,
Colbert
ditor,
Thomas
Scott;
Recording
Karl
Zint;
Cameraman,
John
Photography, Gccd

THE PARTY'S OVER"

DAILY

«

RtALTO

Baby Stars in

)NG AND

i«on, Fair.

-JZW

ijtuart Erwin, Ann Sothern, Arline
; Judge, Chick Chandler
I
63 mins.
RY AMUSING AND INTERESTING
iK-DRAMA OF DOMESTIC LIFE
iOOD CAST.
i Erwin has been given a part that
\\ well. As Bruce Blakely, family
^ner, and father-confessor for his
- and sisters, he holds the film to
Ikace and manages to put over quite
;earty laughs. Ann Sothern as his
I, aids him in his work of accountalso in the end shows up his greedy
i relatives. Although successful as
I, Bruce has a flare for art and
norable mention at an art institute.
us to drag him from his family but
ts love aside for what he considers
II ends well. Characters are cleverzd throughout.
I Stuart Erwin, Ann Sothern, Arline
Zhick Chandler, Patsy Kelly, Cathjcet, Marjorie Lytell, Henry Travers,
Bakewell, Esther Muir, Rcllo Lloyd.
Walter Lang; Author, Daniel
Screen Play, S K Lauren; Editor,
Cooper; Cameraman, Benjamin
Recording Engineer, George Cooper
ion, Okay
Photography, Good.
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PHIL M. DALY
•

•

• AN OLDTIME Exploiteer pulls one out of the bag
and whams it over in the face of a tuff break
it
takes a few words to spill this one, mates
but it is worth
wading thru
showing what a real exploitation mug can do
when he's pressed hard
T
T
T
• •
• IT ALL started when Monroe Greenthal of United
Artists sent Jack Fuld to Asbury Park
to exploit "The
Last Gentleman" playing at Walter Reade's Mayfair theater
. and Monroe told Jack frankly he was up against a tuff
one
for there would be no advertising in the newspapers
to help him
as Mister Reade had pulled his advertising
on all his theaters in that section
on account of the publicity given to the Long Branch Dog Races
Reade contended— and rightly so — that he was a daily advertiser year
in, year out
while the dog racing was only a temporary
attraction
the newspapers left out the motion picture and
theater "readers" to make room for the dog race publicity
and that started the argument
• • • SO ON the Wednesday before opening Mister Fuld
hopped the rattler to Asbury Park
and did some tall
thinking
when he hopped off, he made a bee-line for Station WCAP in Asbury and sold 'em this idea
If
they would give him announcements over the air on Thursday
and Saturday
Friday, hemorning
would give
for
. . . . 'em "The Old Time Song Contest"
▼
▼
T
• •
• AND
THE
Results? . ... plenty!
the radio
addicts were told four times on Thursday and three times on
Friday as follows "Have your paper and pencil ready at
11 A. M. Saturday morning. Jack Fuld will play the choruses
of 10 old-time songs. See if you can name the titles of the
songs. Passes to the Mayfair to see 'The Last Gentleman' featuring George Arliss will be prizes to the fifty persons getting the most correct list of titles"
now here's the kick
the radio station sent the story to the newspapers and
they printed it!
result was that the pix opened BIG
the radio station was swamped
with letters of contestants
it just goes to show that an oldtime pressagey can be
resourceful for he knows all the tricks Jack Fuld
pulled a nifty and we are glad to rate his stunt this space
why not?
ain't we all in the Show Biz?
▼
T
T
• • • RADIO DEBUT for Jacqueline Logan last nite
over WNEW
Jacqueline gave the screen artist's version
of motion picture censorship Max Reinhardt, famous German producer, yesterday went over the production plans of
"Romance of a People" which opens at the Roxy Friday,
Sept. 7
he gave his suggestions to Howard S. Cullman
for the staging of this famous pageant Arthur James has
been nominated for first selectman on the Democratic ticket
for Westport, Conn.
T

T

T

• • • AN ORCHESTRA of 600 has been massed as a
star attraction of the theatrical production "Night of Stars"
to be presented at Yankee Stadium on Thursday eve., Sept. 20
to raise funds for German Jewish relief the announcement ismade by Nathan Burkan
Chairman of the
Amusement Division of the United Jewish Appeal which
is sponsoring the huge presentation these names have
been added to the Committee of Sponsors of the benefit performance Merlin H. Aylesworth. Frank Gillmore, E. L.
Kuykendall, Luise Sillcox, Irving Caesar, Marvin H. Schenck,
Jules Levy, Leo Klebanow, Hal Home, Sam Dembow, Silas F.
Seadler, J. Pollak

«

«

«

»

»

»

» NEWSofDAY«
Louisville — 'Blake Amusement Co.,
operators of the Savoy, has leased
the Drury Lane and plans to reopen
it around Sept. 15. Stoner Hadden
is to be manager.
New Orleans — R. A. Kelly has
been appointed manager of Mayfair
here to take effect this week.
Portland, Ore. — Fire in the Novelty Theater caused considerable
damage to equipment and resulted
in painful burns to Rudie Hartman,
operator, as he heroically put out
the blaze.
Seattle — The Moore, dark for
years, is going movie. It is being
prepared
early
other for
downtown
film opening
house. as anSheboygan, Wis. — The Butterfly
has reopened after being closed for
the past several weeks for re-building, necessitated by a recent fire.
Hyde Park, Mass. — William
Spiro has opened a theater here in
opposition
to Walter
Littlefield's
Everett Square
house.
Portland, Me. — John Divney has
been named resident manager at
the
M. & P.-Publix circuit's Maine
Theater.
Dover, N. H. — Mel Morrison has
been made manager of the Strand.
Beverly, Mass. — The Larcom
Theater has been renovated and reopened with double features by
Ramsdell Brothers. Thomas Woodbury has been transferred to the
house from the Ware as manager.
Newark, N. J. — Washington
Amusement Enterprises, New England theatrical syndicate, has signed
a long-term lease for the City
Theater in the Roseville section.
House will be remodeled.
Newark, N. J. — Reopening of the
Paramount-Newark this week will
mark the fourteenth anniversary of
ownership of the house by Adams
Brothers.
Cherokee, la. — Leo Grosvenor has
succeeded F. M. Sutton as manager
of the Empress.
Peru, Neb.— W. S. Whitefield will
reopen his theater Sept. 13.
Holdrege, Neb. — Henry Rogge
opening a movie house here.
Omaha Blacklist Dropped

is

Omaha — Blacklisting of pictures
by the local decency league has been
discontinued. Suitable family films
will be stressed.
Closes for Bud 'n' Ben Series
Seattle — Metropolitan Film has
closed a deal for the series of 12
Bud 'n' Ben three-reel westerns for
Washington, Oregon and Montana.
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Short Shots from Eastern Studios
By CHARLES

(Continued from page 1)

ALICOATE

Thursday, Aug

1

LOCAL OPTION Llli
ON NEW ZONING
(Continued from page V,

Nikita Balieff, Whitney Bourne, meeting were: George J. il
meeting, which was attended by gENthur,
HECHT boast
and that
Charles
MacArat least
one Cissie Loftus, Teddy Armstrong, Charles L. O'Reilly, Walrl
Sam Dembow, Jr., Paramount; player in who
every film they have made Sandor Szabo, Gypsy Markoff, Hans cent, Eddie Golden and W
Leopold Friedman, Loew's; Lou to date later achieved fame in Steinke and Ina Miraeva. Location
Phillips, Paramount; William Pow- Hollywood, have made another find. work is expected to last about a
The July
deadline
for fig
executive
secretary.''
ers, Fox West Coast; H. M. Pinweek more, after which time the Flinn,against
existing zonir.ji
stein, RKO, and Milton C. Weisman, He is Jackie Borene, a six-and-a- company will return to the Eastern tests
ules
will
necessarily
be
extijj
old French boy from ToI. T. 0. A. counsel. These organi- half year
ronto, Canada. They have signed Service studio, where the picture a new date.
zations have pledged their coopera- Jackie to a contract and he will be will be completed.
At today's Code Authori
tion. The aid of Warner Theaters, seen for the first time on the screen
•
Walter Vincent will s |
which was not represented at the
Al Trahan starts work today in ing,
for Ed Kuykendall.
with Jimmy Savo in the new prosession, is also expected.
duction which Hecht-MacArthur are the third of Vitaphone's series of
Other groups which have prom- producing for Paramount.
Vaudeville reels. In addition to
WantsPlaced
L. A. Zoning
ised their support include Fox West
•
Trahan, the short will feature other
Into Opeat
ing.
Coast, Fox Midwest, Fox Rocky
well-known
headliners
of
the
variety
(Continued from page 1)1
Mountain, Mort Shea, Wilmer & Eastern
Enlarging
of
stage
"F"
at
the
Service studio in Astoria, stage. Joseph Henabery is directVincent, M. E. Comerford, I. T. 0.
retary, yesterday, and mall
started, with work expectof Southern Cal., I. T. O. of North- has ed been
•
his story to the attention rf
to
be
completed
in about a week.
ern Cal., Associated Exhibitors of
Code
Authority at its meeig
Harold
B.
Franklin,
producer
of
Bayn.es is chief exSouthern Cal., T. O. C. C, M. P. T. Capt. G.ecutive McL.
day. Berinstein, who is a n
of the Astoria plant.
0. of Eastern Pa. and the M. P.
George
M.
Cohan's
"Gambling,"
now•
of
the
Los Angeles grievancW
being filmed at the Eastern Service
T. 0. A. Vincent also anticipates
"Hearts and Flowers" is the ten- studios in Astoria with Cohan in intends to leave New Y« I
the cooperation of Allied, although
tative title of the Ben Hecht-Charles the leading role, announces the ad- to
afternoon
by plane on his*et
this exhibitor association was not
the Coast.
dition of Walter Gilbert and Harold
feature starring Jimmie
represented at the committee meet- MapArthur
Savo and now in work on location Healy to the cast. Fox will dising.
Movietone Branch ii li
tribute the picture, which is being
near Tuxedo, N. Y. Others playing
George Z. Medalie's law firm will
Fox Movietone is plan'igj
handle the litigation aimed at the leading parts in the cast include directed by Rowland Lee.
establish a production officcnj
proposed music tax rise.
de Janeiro where its South .a
Blue Ribbon Preparing
May Film Texas Epic
can reels will be turned out isj
Ideal to Distribute
First of Feature Series
of
New York, as at the t|
For State's Centennial time.from Personnel
16 Twickenham Films West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
is yet to be!
San
Antonio
—
A
motion
picture
(Continued from page 1)
Hollywood — Blue Ribbon Produc- depicting Texas history and the
Detroit
Notes
M-G-M. "Bella Donna," the sec- Hon is preparing its first picture, growth of the state may be filmed
ond picture, which features Conrad
Detroit — Bernard Samuel i
"Old Lady 31," which Rachel Croth- during the Texas Centennial in
Veidt and Mary Ellis, has just ar- °rs authored. The director will very 1936. It is also learned that a
licity manager for the Ii
rived and four others, either com- 'ikely be George Archainbaud. Res"o:gestion by a member of the plan- Schreiber circuit, is also taki l
pleted or being cut, are "Broken 'ease is being arranged through a
ning commission proposes that "The <:he post of manager of thj
Melody," with Merle Oberon; "The maior producer. The company will Raven,"
Marquis James' biographv Forrest, just added by Schreffl
Lodger," with Ivor Novello; "Are make either four or six pictures of Sam Houston,
might be adapted
William A. Schulte has takl
You a Mason?" with Sonny Hale, fhis year. Production costs have for the screen.
the Tibbitts theater, ColM
?nd "The Lash."
?rom
D. R. Vanes.
been "set at around $300,000. Tentatively scheduled as the second proTwo New Denman Supers
San
Antonio
Notes
Burton
London
has clos'
duction is "Jan Vedder's Wife."
London — Denman Cinemas, headSan Antonio — H. W. Kier of Ferry Field for remodeling i.l
Charles Smead, Washington, D.
ed by C. M. Woolf, Mark Ostrer
reopen
it
as
the
Beacon.
National Pictures is in Hollywood
and Sidney L. Bernstein, announce C, attorney, is president of the contrip.
Irwin Pollard of the Cia
cern;Bruce Merman will be suoer- making final arrangements for the exchange is back from a fotjj
completion of plans for two news
"isor
in
charge
of
production;
Mrs.
release
of
"The
Shepherd's
Psalm"
3.000-seat cinemas. One will be on
film.
the present site of the East Ham ^lora Douglas will serve as story
The Oakman,
north end)
The Venus Theater is the only
Kinema in Barking Road, and the "ditor. Mrs. Douglas is well known house that is closed on the West
;n Washington and Chicago society. Side of town.
other in Enfield Town.
managed
by
Ted
Schlenkert,
'4
ing for remodeling
and rH
She is the wife of head of the Sugar
taken over by a new party, fl
Association
of
America.
Production
Harold
"Josh"
Binney,
director,
New Duals at Brooklyn Strand
and writer, is in Dallas on
George McArthur of Mrtfl
will be handled at the General Ser- producer
vice Studios and will start about a business trip.
Warner's "The Dragon Murder
summer in
Monroe. is spendi '
Equipment
Case" and Paramount's "Ladies Sept. 15. Negotiations are on with
Vernon Geyer, former theater Theater
Should Listen" open tomorrow as a M-G-M for Jean Hersholt, Eliza- organist, is now managing his own
dual bill at the Brooklyn Strand
beth Patterson and Emma Dunn, beer parlor. Earl Abel, formerly Julius Foder Opening Two hli<
under the newly closed pooling deal •vho are being considered for impor- organist at the Texas, is also runDetroit— Julius Foder is c nil
tant roles.
which gives ou^+andme product of
Cozy in St. Joseph this el
Avenue.ning a cafe and inn on Main the
•e two companies to the Brooklyr
He
also will open a Benton A
Paramount.
house in two weeks. Both a
Governor Lays Off Racing Issue
position to Butterfield.
New Orleans Tax Starts Sept. 2
Atlantic City — Governor A. Harry
Wynne Gibson to Tour
New Orleans — First run houses
Moore has declined to hear charges
Following completion of her role
brought against State Racing Com- were already charging 1 cent extr?
in "Gambling," being produced at
mission by Walter Reade. circuit amusement tax this week when FiDavid Holt's Backer
Eastern Service Studios, Wynne owner, who asked removal of the
nance Commissioner A. Miles Pratt
Jacksonville. Fla. — In the cour '
Gibson goes on a four weeks' per- entire commission because they president of the St. Charles, republic records of Duval County, FIc '
sonal appearance tour.
turned to the city and informed th»
"passed
the buck" when protest was commission
an agreement has been filed bet '
made.
council that the tax
L. G. Buckner and L E. Holt, as r
.{<-.•) fn- h'< son. D'vid '*ck 1
could not be legally put into effect
whereby
Buckner agrees to pay expi '
A. F. of L. Backs Local 306
until Sept. 2.
Wedding Bells
of the trip of the Holts to Calif j
in consideration of 33 1 3 per cer '
Matthew Woll, vice-president of the
Heather Angel and Ralph Forbes
A. F. of L. has written Local 306 com"La Cucaracha" at Music Hall
earnings of the child actor for '
went to Yuma, Ariz., form Hollymending the fight of the Local to
professional services for the next »
wood yesterday to be married.
unionize all metropolitan theaters and
RKO's "La Cucaracha," the twor» ih;' is <WeH "u1 • 23 '
promising the support of the A. F. of L
reel
Technicolor
subject,
has
been
Lily Damita, in London, is reportprobably about the time "You B< I
to Me" was started, and was filed
in the campaign.
23.
ed marrying Hugo Brassey, British booked to play the Radio City Mumillionaire.
sic Hall starting today.
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fecial Committee to Pass on Zoning Schedules

:hib group to ask dissolution of ascap

llckcy Mouse Sells $20,000,000
ley Rodent Is Working
[(}•142 Manufacturers
Here and Abroad
e^handise to the extent of more
ji820,000,000 has been sold in
nst year through the use of
[iit
jickey
acto an Mouse
article trademark,
in the current
"Advertising
Selling."
sepf
figure
is exclusive and
of the
work
2f>y the Walt Disney character
eent months for General Foods
: ational Dairy Products. At
sdt Mickey is working for 142
iiacturers, including 75 in the
(Continued

on Page

6)

OS. ATTENDING
: X ROCKY MT. MEET

Estimate $3.75 a Share Net for Loew — 80c for Fox
Wall Street estimates of Loew earnings
net at about $3.75 a share, compared with
80 cents a share, compared with 10 cents the
the latter part of the month may cause the

6)

l>ur for RKO on Broadway
HO Radio product predominates along
Jway
this week,
the company hav(jfour features concurrently
on view.
are: "The Fountain"
at the MuH all, "We're
Rich
Again"
at the
>} "Hat,
Coat
and
Glove"
at the
lie, and the "Cimarron"
revival at
EJCriterion.
RKO's Technicolor spea le
subject,
also is
Music "La
Hall. Cucaracha",

for the full year ending today place the
$2 15 last year. Fox is figured to earn
year before. Pickup in movie attendance
figures to be revised upward.

BREEN SAYS NEW PIX A. F, BECK LAUNCHING
MAINTAIN VIRILITY NEW DISTRIB COMPANY
Scouting the fears that stricter
morality impositions would make
forthcoming pictures too wishywashy, Joseph I. Breen, head of
Production Code Administration activities on the coast, in a nationwide
radio talk Wednesday night, said
that not only are the new pictures
more abundantly supplied with action, but on the basis of 114 pictures
he has seen in the last two months
(Continued

on

page

6)

ever — Annual convention of
Jpx West Coast Intermountain Frisco Theater Situation
.tr division will be held at the
Undergoes Several Shifts
ainoor Hotel, Colorado Springs,
San Francisco — Theater situation
II1-13, with about 40 managers
[executives attending. The here has undergone some interesting
i". of Decency will be one of the changes since the recent arrival of
topics of discussion. Other Joe Leo to turn back the Fox Theafal
s before the convention will
ter to Fox West Coast. The Fox
(Continued on Page 6)
Paramount has dropped dual bills,
leaving the Fox as the only major
house with duals. The Fox St.
utive Program Set
br S.M.P.E. Fall Meet Francis is preparing for roadshow
films, with the Warfield as the only
entative program has been house with stage show. Fanchon &
up for the fall convention of Marco reopen the Orpheum with
iciety of M. P. Engineers to
d Oct. 29 to Nov. 1 at the Columbia's "One Night of Love.''
Pennsylvania. Technical seswill be held on each of the
(Continued on Page

Articles in Year

Completion of plans for the formation of National Distribution
Syndicate Inc. were announced yesterday by Arthur F. Beck, who as
general manager of the company
has just completed a tour of every
exchange center in the country. According to Beck, the company will
create a new function in national
(Continued

on page

8)

200 Attend Last Rites
For "Jaydee" Williams
About 200 persons, including

With the purpose of expediting
preparing of local zoning and clearance schedules, a special committee
New Orleans — Ordinarily exhib- of the Code Authority, with the aid
itors can buy 35 features more than
of members of the body and leading
they need without
the distribution heads in New York.
anti-overbuying
clause violatingin the code,
all onplans
submitted
Fd Kuykendall, president of the M. will analyze
(Continued
page 8)
(Continued

on Page

2)

to

Dissolution of the American Society of Composers, Authors &
Publishers will be asked by the exh i b i t o r Emergency Committee,
which is now raising funds to wage
a court fight against its proposed
increase in the music tax.
The committee, through) George
Z. Medalie, its counsel, will also
seek a court order preventing
Ascap from assessing and collecting
the tax. Members claim that prethis
make
vious(Continued
court decisions
on Page 6)

$2,000,011^ SEEN
IN NEXT RKO REPORT
In the next receiver's report, to
be filed in November, RKO will
show a bank balance of about $2,000,000, it was learned yesterday by
The Film Da'ly. This is a gain of
approximately $1,025,000 over the
company's balance a year ago. Indications ofthe gain were evidenced

many executives, attended funeral
services held for James Dixon (Jaydee) Williams yesterday afternoon
at the Frank Campbell funeral parlors. Rev. Dr. Caleb Moure of the
Madison Ave. Baptist Church offi(Continued on Page 6)
ciated and cremation, followed at
Fresh Pond. Those present at the
services included Sam Dembow, Jr., Demand for Musical Films
Joe Brandt, E. V. Richards, Nathan
Up, Says Al Green
Burkan, Lee A. Ochs, William Ka- Holding
There is no evidence of a let-up
lem Wright, Harry Schwalbe, P.
in
public
demand
for musicals, but
A. Powers, Spyros Skouras, Colvin on the contrary good
musicals are
Brown and others.
clicking greater than ever, Alfred
E. Green, Warner-First National
director, said in New York yesterday. His company has a schedule
calling for five films of this type:

Code Auth 9y "Names Committee
To Analyze Zoning Schedules

Code Overbuying Leeway
Explained by Kuykendall

Seeking Court Order
Prevent Collection
of Music Fee

(Continued

on

Page

6)

Believed in Sign
New Orleans — A sign reading "10
Cents to All" put up by the Wonderland Theater drew a patron who bought
a ticket and tried to bring in his wife
and three kids with it. He contended
that his reading of the sign was that
a dime would admit all of them.
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Televise Sound Film from

Friday, Augusts']

Car

Berlin — A television car for the transmission of sound films has been successfully
demonstrated by the German Radio Co. Shots were taken by a camera attached to
the roof of the car and the pictures were shown by television 75 seconds later in a
pavilion nearby. Transmission from car to projection machine was effected by wire,
but it is planned to equip the car with its own small sender to transmit the sound
film by wireless.
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Globe Advertising Passes
Are Ordered Discontinued
New

York grievance board yesterday found the Globe Theater, operated by Harry Brandt, guilty of
reducing admissions through issuance of advertising passes following
receipt of a letter from Sol A.
Rosenblatt denying that he had
granted the Globe or any other theater exemption from the code ban
on reduced admissions. The board
also upheld three Loew complaints
of premature advertising and permitted withdrawal of the complaint
of Loew's Melba vs. Paras Court
Theater when the Paras Court management agrees to stop advertising
prematurely. The three Loew advertising complaints that were sustained were: Loew's Palace vs.
Bluebird; Loew's Lexington vs. Pastime; Loew's 42d St. vs. Pastime.
Camden House Opens
Camden, N. J. — The Broadway,
1,100-seater rebuilt after having
been almost destroyed shortly after
it opened originally, has been opened. M. B. Ellison is manager of
the house and secretary of the operating company. RCA Victor High
Fidelity sound was installed.

Code Overbuying Leeway
Explained
by Kuykendall
(Continued from pape 1)
P. T. 0. A., told exhibitors here
yesterday.
The Code Authority member declared that the code gave independent exhibitors more rights than
they have secured in the past 20
years. Kuykendall declared that
any attempts on the part of exchanges to be technical in the 10
per cent cancellation clause would
build sentiment for Federal block
booking legislation.
The proposed increase in the
music tax was assailed by Kuykendall, who warned exhibitors that
they must unite to prevent profits
being absorbed by unjust taxation.
The M. P. T. O. A. official said that
exhibitors should cooperate with
organizations wishing to improve
pictures, but should oppose reform
racketeers and attempts to run
their houses for them.
Henry McLeod, exhibitor unit
president, pleaded with the exhibitors not to absorb the new state
amusement tax, which became effective yesterday, or to cut admission

prices.
Songwriters Get Coast Offers
Harry Arthur House Opening
Johnny Burke and Harold Spina,
Springfield, Mass. — Completely
rebuilt at a cost of about $100,000, writers of "Annie Doesn't Live Here
the former Fox Mainstreet Theater Anymore" and "The Beat of My
will be opened by Harry Arthur the Heart," have received several offers
first week in October. The house, from the coast, and will depart
which will be renamed, now seats shortly for Hollywood.
1,000 and has no balconies.
Warners Buy Spence Story
Jersey City Majestic Opening
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM
1 >AI Li
Jersey City — The Majestic TheHollywood — "Social Pirates," an
ater, Mayer & Schneider house original story by Ralph Spence, has
opens tomorrow with pictures and been purchased for early screening
vaudeville.
by Warner's. Joan Blondell and
Guy Kibbee are being considered for
Dave Brill Joins Principal
the leading roles.
Dave Brill, former manager of
Roulien to Tour With Film
the Capitol Exchange, has been engaged by Samuel Krellberg to man- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
age the Principal Film Exchange,
— Raul Roulien has left
which will handle 26 features and 50 forHollywood
a personal appearance tour with
shorts.
his new Fox Spanish picture, "Grenadiers of Love." He will stop off
Irving Blank Out of Hospital
in Cuba. Porto Rico, New York,
Irving Blank, insurance man with Spain, Italy and other Mediterranean countries.
many film clients, is out of the
Bronx Hospital, where he was confined for two weeks by pneumonia,
Guy Robertson Back to Stage
and leaves tomorrow for a shore resort to convalesce for two weeks.
Guy Robertson, star of Monogram's musical, "King Kellv of the
U. S. A.," returns to New York the
San Francisco Clearance Plan
middle of September to appear in
San Francisco — Under a new
clearance board decision announced the Max Gordon operetta, "The
yesterday, 50-cent first-run houses Great Waltz."
High Fidelity for Detroit Studio
get 56 days clearance and 40-cent
houses get 49 days clearance.
Detroit — Metropolitan Motion Picture Co., producers of industrial and
"Dames" Holds in Cincinnati
other films, has arranged for modernization of its recording system
Cincinnati — Warner's "Dames" is
with new RCA Victor High Fidelity.
being held a second week at Keith's.

.oming an

dG

J. R. McDONOUGH, president of I,
tures, arrived from the coast yesll
airplane.
SAMUEL
KRELLBERG
leaves SundaJ
for the coast to supervise production!
Lost
City",
serial.
He
will
be
months.
BILLY ROSE sailed for New York
on the Majestic following six weeks
London and on the Continent.
ALBERT HACKETT and FRANCES &|
have arrived in New York from the C«n
IRVING RAPPER leaves New York!
day for the Coast.
LEONARD SPIEGELGASS of Univei
in New York, remains here about a rr
fore returning
to Hollywood.
JOHN BARRYMORE
rom the coast.
JOAN

personal

apl

with
her RKO
release,
"Venture
today at the RKO Palace, Albany.

Gir|

CLIFF
from
New

LOWELL,

arrived yesterday!

LEWIS
York.

making

is en

route

to I

MARY
PICKFORD.
after
officially!
the
National
Air Races
in Cleveland
boards
a plane
for New
York.
JOHNNY
WEISSMULLER,
M-G-M
arrived
in New
York
and
is stopping
Hotel Warwick.
He remains for two
NICK FORAN, Fox player, is en n\
Hollywood
for 3 visit. to his home in FlemingtoiJ
HARRY
WOOLF
of
"Daily
Film
London, arrives in New York on TuesdaJ
the Me de France.

800 Cases Heard
Approximately 800 casesJ
been heard by local zonin;
clearance boards since incept
the code, it was stated at tht
Authority headquarters yest
following a meeting.
Heads New Jewish Film Co
Jack Stillman has been
head of Sov-Am Film Corp'
production unit which
make Yiddish talkers. Hea
ters have been established C
Broadway. Four features
superimposed English titla
P'jssia" is for
thethis
first.year. "Yc
scheduled
Kay Francis Extends Vacs
Kay Francis, now abroad
been granted an extension (
vacation by First National,
will not have to report in Holl
until Oct. 15.

RECORDING
FILM

&

ON
DISC.

INDUSTRIAL

—

SLIDE FILMBRUNSWICK
PRODUCTIONS
CH 4-2200

CORN

321 W. 44th

IS OF THE WEEK IN PHOTO-REVIEW

U:

'PERRY MASON' ACCLAIMED by
coast critics in screen debut of Earl
Stanley Gardner's famous detective
hero, played by Warren William in
'The Case of the Howling Dog,'* with
Mary Astor and Helen Trenholme.
U FALLS FOR 'DAMES' with millions marching
Irnstiles on first day of national release. Epidemic
;fid records spreads to keys while test runs continue
zttrade. Strand, N. Y., goes into fourth capacity week
njitional beach-and-boardwalk exploitation (above)
t SRO
sign at Warner
Theatre,
Atlantic City.

USIC FOR

EXIBS as Director Al Green makes first

cjnent
greatin plans
for 'Sweet
lie,
on of
arrival
New York
to conferMusic',*
with thestarring
radio
eji sped East after completing 'Gentlemen Are Born.'0

NATION'S

CRACK

SHOWMEN

await starting gun in Warner

Bros, gigantic advance

campaign for 'British Agent',0 starring Kay Francis and Leslie Howard. National drive keyed
to hit major proportions Sept. 1 and hold peak for full month following Sept. 15 release.

HAPPY

BRIDE

is Verree

Teasdale as wires hailing
'The Firebird',*with Ricardo
Cortez and Anita Louise,
as great personal triumph
reach her on honeymoon
trip with Adolphe Menjou.
*A Warner Bros. Picture

°A First National Picture

Vitagraph, Inc., Distributors

THE LION OF ENGLAND

Hello America!

Such excitement when we brought to your shores
the picture that is the sensation of the day in
Europe 'THE WANDERING JEW." We thank
all the distributing companies for their enthusiastic

interest, for their high praise. Leo, the M-G-M
Lion, has won the race to present this new dra
matic thunderbolt to American audiences. An ;
we're honored that our triumphant picture is to<
enjoy the sponsorship and showmanship of the
roaring Lion. That speaks a house-full for the
picture! sincerely
0.
, yours,
TWICKENHAM

STUDIOS

ENGLAND

****

* 4 » *
******#»
*****
***
*****
*A*
** *** ** *
***** ***

Yl£A/

THE

AMERICAN

LION

Leo 0/ M-G M

Hello Twickenham

Studios!

X^e're still breathless from the wonders of your
simazing entertainment "T H E WA N D E RI N G
!EW." It's a privilege and a joy to bring its thrills
,ind magnificence to America. We're calling it "The
uccessor to 'Ben-Hur'" because it's the BIGGEST
^ICTURE to flash on the screen since we wowed
them with the Chariot Race ! Very seldom that
M-G-M goes outside its own Studio for a picture,
but we'll confess this is worth making an exception
o the rule. What a picture! No wonder it's the
smash hit of Europe ! Watch for miracles when the
screen shouts: "Metro -Goldwyn- Mayer presents
[THE WANDERING JEW."
Sincerely yours,

LEOofM-G-M

THE

•%2?k
DAILY
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EXHIB GROUP TO A[
DISSOLUTION OF AS

MICKEY MOUSE SELLS
$20,000,000 IN MDSE.

{Continued from
{Continued from Page 1)

U. S., 45 in England, 20 in Canada,
6 in France and 6 in Spain and
Portugal. Items bearing his trademark range from trinkets costing a
few cents to tricycles and other articles priced as high as $12.50. Two
million Mickey Mouse watches alone
have been sold by Ingersoll in the
last 14 months.

40 Managers Attending
Fox Rocky Mt. Meet
{.Continued from Page 1)

be fundamentals of theater management, admission prices, bank night,
advertising and exploitation, new
film deals and analysis of new product. A number of films will be previewed.
On Sept. 11 a luncheon will be
given at the Broadmoor, guests including theater men, exchange managers and newspaper men. Charles
and Spyros Skouras have been invited. Rick Ricketson, manager of
the division, will preside.
Those attending the convention
in addition to Ricketson will include
Wm. Steege, H. B. Ashton, I.
Weiner, Wm. Agren, Max Goldstein,
Wm. Dollison, George Frantz, J. E.
Hughes, Ray Davis, Walter Jancke,
Chet Miller, Charles Mann, Elwood
Vorhees, Harry Moore, Mike Zalesny, Ed Marquand, Wilford Williams, Harry Westerfield, Mark
Berkheimer, Ed King, George
Paper, Fred Glass, Irving Simpson,
Dave Davis, A.J.Hamilton, Thomas
Berta, Bill Fowers, Fred Bezold,
Harold Jones, Carl Smith, Don
Sheedy, Vern Austin, Paul Krier,
Frank Culp, Gerald Whitney, Frank
Larson, A. D. Eichenlaub, E. K.
Taylor and Paul Scates.

Tentative Program Set
For S.M.P.E. Fall Meet
{Continued from Page 1)

four days, with the semi-annual
banquet on Wednesday evening. An
equipment exhibit will be on view
adjacent to the convention hall.
There will be inspection tours Wednesday afternoon to important laboratories, theaters, studios and equipment factories. Motion picture programs are scheduled for Monday
and Tuesday evenings, and there
will be passes to local theaters for
members, bridge parties and other
diversions for the ladies.

Demand for Musical Films
Holding{Continued
Up, Says
Al Green
from page 1)
"Sweet Music," which Green will direct with Rudy Vallee; "Flirtation
Walk," "Gold Diggers of 1935,"
"Sweet Adeline" and a picture with
Dick Powell and Ruby Keeler.
Green plans to leave New York
early next week on his return to the
coast.

•

•

• TWO BIG Showmen have combined their resources
two veterans one of the Stage the other of
the Screen referring to the production of "Gambling"
George M. Cohan's stage play now in work at the Eastern
Service Studios in Astoria George M. Cohan himself is
featured in the play he wrote
Harold B. Franklin is the
producer
and if this combination of Stage and Screen Exdish can?
out Box Office Entertainment for the popular
taste perts can't who
T
▼
T
• • • SO IT was with a feeling that we were participating in a Major Development in Eastern Production
in
fact in production ANYWHERE
that we followed our
guide through the studio
none other than A. P. Waxman
the peppy, suave advertising expert handling Mister
Franklin's publicity who possesses a magician's trick of
effacing himself so that his advertising proposition stands out
more dramatically A. P. gave us more slants and angles
in a half hour's casual conversation than we could cram into
two columns
T
T
T
• • • HERE IS the first occasion in the history of the
industry that a really Big Time Exhib has gone into picture
production
THAT'S
significant
if anyone
knows
what the public wants on the screen, H. B. certainly has had
every chance to find out
he has operated more theaters
than any man living Paramount Circuit, Fox West Coast,
RKO
and he knows what the exhibitor wants
all
our other big producers developed from executive posts in studio
and home office Franklin learned his trade in the theaters of the land
so we repeat that is Significant
when you think it over
▼
T
T
• • • NO PRODUCTION in Hollywood is proceeding
with more expert handling than Director Rowland V. Lee is
contributing to "Gambling" he also did the adaptation
from the play
Clark Robinson
designed the sets
and they're the Last Word . . John W. Butler moves about
with quiet efficiency as production manager Frank Cavett
is the first assistant director Jack Mackenzie, head cameraman Frank
Zerrenner
still photographer
Joe
Nadel, contact man
Frank Heath, casting director
not overlooking Capt. George McL. Baynes
the chief executive of Eastern Service Studios who is cunningly building
up Eastern production to impressive proportions
T
T
T
• • • IT IS Harold Franklin's thought that a selected
few pictures can be made here
in the Broadway background the type of picture that George M. Cohan is so
well qualified to make. after all
George Cohan has
probably done more to give Broadway world-wide glamour than
any other individual with his songs, his plays and his
acting
so it is eminently fitting that this Cohan picture
be produced just a few minutes from Broadway
and the
casting director did a Smart Thing
he put an exceptionally
fine type of men and women in the Gambling Scenes they
look Class
they ARE Class
▼

•

▼

T

• • NO WILD blurbs are going out
no extravagant promises
just a Showman's pix starring a Showman
made by a Showman
ain't that Somethin'?
Mister
Cohan has written a new song
"My Little Girl"
the
playwright-star-composer will sing the song in this pix. . .
Wynne Gibson and Dorothy Burgess lend their charm to a smart
picture not too sophisticated and as we strolled around
the studio
we had a strong feeling that Harold Franklin
was pulling
a clever
stunt inlove
producingfor"Gambling"
featuring
a gentshowman
whom millions
his songs
his wholesome
Americanism
who is looming up
BIG as a Radio Bet
and going back on the road in a play
by America's greatest playwright, Eugene O'Neill

«

«

«

»

»

»
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procedure possible.
The inj«|
action will be based on theil
man anti-trust laws.
Attorney
Medalie, who w.
of town yesterday, will go tc
on his
the office
actiontoday.
following his
to

Breen Says New Pix
Maintain Viiii
{Continued

from

page

1)

the
quality of product in gen.™
considerably
higher than lasts
Breen took part in a bro
which was the first of a ser,
four test programs sponsored j
industry to tell its own sto
Hollywood film making and i
action to the film crusade.
Irene Dunne was the first \{
er.
She was followed by ]
who delivered the major talk,
nel Barrymore
then said a
words on the subject, condei
censorship and warning the
against allowing itself to be
peded into censorship and then
complaining about lifeless filr
Breen said that 98 per ce
the pictures made in the U. I
now being submitted for the
approval seal.

$2,000,000 Net Seen
In Next RKO Reji
{Continued from page 1)

in Mav. when in the RCA n
of its earnings it was shown
the net profit earned by RKi
the first quarter of this yearl
$403,616. Although reorganizi
of the company is imminent, iii
not take place before late ill
fall, it is learned.

Code Finance Group
Still Drafting ill
The Code
fi ':
committee,
still Authority's
engaged in the'i
of drafting a schedule of eod<H
sessments for producers and |
tributors, will present its rqi
mendations at the next meetini
the parent body. As yet the
has not been fixed.

Members of the Authority att |ing
yesterday's
Cochrane,
who session
acted aswere:
chairrE'
Walter Vincent, George J. Schai
Charles L. O'Reilly, Nathan
mins, Eddie Golden, Joe Vogel
William Jenkins.
Division Ad:
istrator Sol A. Rosenblatt was
present.
John D. Clark Back on Jot

John D. Clark, Fox general s i
manager, is back at his office
lowing an operation at a New
sey hospital.

Discharging an

OBLIGATION
ANY
xA.

manufacturer who has won his way
into the confidence of a great industry isunder obligation to maintain the

standards that have given his product preference. Eastman Super-Sensitive "Pan" is
continually discharging such an obligation.
On the lot . . . in the laboratory. . . on the
screen ... it is unfailingly delivering the same
qualities that first made it a sensation in the
motion-picture world. Eastman Kodak Co.
(J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors, New
York, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN Super-Sensitive
Panchromatic Negative
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"PECK'S BAD BOY"
with

Jackie
Cooper,
Thomas
Meighan,
Jackie Searl, 0. P. Heggie
Principal
70 mins.
A CERTAIN HIT WITH JACKIE
COOPER SCORING IN TITLE ROLE OF
ALL-AROUND CREDITABLE PRODUCTION.
In the modernized "Peck's Bad Boy",
Sol Lesser has a sure-fire hit. Every boy
and everyone who has been a real boy will
want to see this picture. Jackie Cooper
plays his role so naturally that at no time
does he seem to be acting. Thomas
Meighan, as the father, does excellent acting, as do 0. P. Heggie, Jackie Searl, Dorothy Peterson and Gertrude Howard. Jackie
and his father are great pals. Dorothy
Peterson and her son move in and for a
time affect the comradeship. Jackie, disheartened, runs away and spends his first
night with Heggie, who convinces him he
should return and prove his manliness. Eddie Cline directed with deft understanding.
Bernard Schubert and Marguerite Roberts
furnished an excellent screen play. Musical score by Hugo Reisenfeld is very effective.
Cast: Jackie Cooper, Thomas Meighan,
Jackie Searl, 0. P. Heggie, Charles Evans,
Gertrude Howard, Larry Wheat, Harvey
Clark.
Director, Edward F. Cline; Author,
George W. Peck; Screen Play, Bernard
Schubert, Marguerite Roberts; Cameraman,
Frank B. Good; Recording Engineer, L, E
Clark; Editor, Donn Hayes.
Direction, Fine. Photography, Excellent.

SHORT
"Wine, Women and Song"
with Neil MacLaughlin
Master Art Products
8 mins.
Good Organlogue
Against production backgrounds
descriptive of popular oldtime songs,
the singing of the numbers by Neil
MacLaughlin with organ accompaniment makes a generally pleasing musical bit. Theme of the short
follows the title, with a couple of
swains shown courting attractive
feminine partners.
Previewing Soviet Film
The Soviet and Turkish consul
generals will attend a preview today at the Atlas Studios of "Soviets
Greet New Turkey," a feature depicting the recent development of
Turkey which was produced by the
Leningrad Cinema Trust in cooperation with the Turkish Ministry
of Education. Amkino is distributing the picture, which opens tomorrow at the Acme.
Lightman Opens Memphis House
Memphis — M. A. Lightman opened his new Strand here last night.
"Twentieth
miere bill. Century" is on the preMary Pickford in Cleveland
Cleveland — Mary Pickford arrives
here today to officially open the National Air Races at the Municipal
Airport. She will then fly to New
York.

from "LOTS
A LITTLE
—
By RALPH WILK — —
HOLLYWOOD

LASKY has
placed
JJESSE
WhiteL. Parade"
before
the "The
cameras at the Fox studios. Loretta
Young and John Boles are co-starred in the Rian James story adapted
for the screen by Sonya Levien and
Ernest Pascal. Irving Cummings is
directing an unusually large roster
of players including Muriel Kirkland, Dorothy Wilson, Gertrude
Short, Astrid Allwyn, Sarah Haden,
H. B. Warner, Polly Young, Lillian
West, Sunny Ingram, Walter Johnson and Fred Wallace.
T

T

T

//

New Orleans — Reports frorl
try exhibitors state that i\
and Affiliated Theaters are dl
Three additions, in the persons of ing that exchanges grant til
Charles Wilson, George Cooper and days' clearance over towi
Arthur Pierson, have been made to miles and more away. In see
stances the demands for cli-j
the cast of principals in "Murder in cover situations that nevt |
the Clouds," the first of a Warner- clearance.
First National series of action pictures. Lyle Talbot and Ann Dvorak
Lincoln, Neb. — George flni
have the leading roles in the pic- Jr., former manager of the?ti
ture, which will be directed by D. here, is conferring with Tow tl
Ross Lederman. Because of Talbott's ater heads, Kansas City, an g
engagement in 'Murder in the line up with them.
Clouds" he will have to forego his
role in "Bordertown," the Paul Muni
Dallas — New Photophon<fli
starring picture now in production Fidelity sound equipment hab(
at the same studios. Gavin Gordon installed in the screening rcn
has been substituted for Talbot in the Independent Film Distritq
the latter picture.
Inc., operated by Claude Cj|
T ▼ T
and W. G. Underwood.
Kathleen Howard and Akim Tamiroff are the latest additions to
Harrisonburg, Va. — Charh a
the roster for Columbia's "Orchids Sam Roth, who operate the ta
and Onions" (temporary title), have arranged for the installa n
which is now in work under the di- new Photophone High Fidelity «
rection of David Burton. Carole

"The Night Is Young" has been
selected as final title for the Ramon
Novarro-Evelyn Laye musical romance, soon to go into production
at M-G-M. The former title was
"Tiptoes," and the musical score is
now being completed by Sigmund
Romberg and Oscar Hammerstein
II. The story is an original by
Lombard, May Robson and Roger
Vicki Baum.
T ▼ T
Pryor have the leading roles and
Louise Henry, Ted Healy and are supported by Walter Connolly,
Forrester Harvey have been added Arthur Hohl, Raymond Walburn,
Burke, A. R. Haysal, Arthur
to the cast of "Forsaking All James
Others," the Joan Crawford-Clark Thalasso and Charles King.
T ▼ T
Gable-Robert Montgomery producLew Collins has been signed by
tion now under way at the Metro
studios. Based on the Broadway Trem Carr to direct "Sing Sing
play by Frank Morgan Cavett and Nights," which Monogram puts into
Edward Roberts, the film is being production the first week in October.
directed by W. S. Van Dyke.

A. F. Beck Launching
New Distrib Company
(Continued from page 1)

distribution and will handle individual productions both domestic and
foreign with a guarantee of 100 per
cent coverage. Only exploitation
subjects will be handled. The company will operate three departments, each supervised by an executive who will hold practically
the controlling ownership of his
own division. Financing for independents will be supervised by Lou
Hiller. formerly president of Hiller
and Wilk, state righters. General
policies and exchange operations
will be under Beck, and English
affiliations will be established
through Ralph G. Pugh, _ former
First National distributor in London.
First contracts involve world distribution of three exploitation serials. Contracts for the first have
been closed with Eagle Productions,
headed by Harry 0. Hoyt, who also
is president of Romance Productions, which made "Young Eagles,"
and it will be made at the RKOPathe studios on the coast. It will
be called "Eagles Over the Border."
Serial rights to the 1921 production of Edgar Rice Burroughs' "The
Return of Tarzan," which was distributed by Goldwyn, have also been
acquired by Beck, who is making
his temporary New York headquarters at the Pathe offices.

Code Auth'y Committee
To Analyze Zoning Plans
(Continued from pant' 1)

and in such instances as schedules
exceed legal limitations authorized
by the code they will be returned to
local boards for redrafting. George
J. Schaefer is chairman of the committee, which will also work in conjunction with the committee on local
boards consisting of Charles L.
O'Reilly, R. H. Cochrane, Nathan
Yamins and Harold S. Bareford.
This course was decided upon at
aday.meeting of the Authority yesterA number of schedules have been
prepared with "sufficient accuracy
and practicability as to warrant
appeal hearings before the Code Authority at the earliest possible
date," it was stated. Next week a
hearing will be held in New York
on the Los Angeles plan, with others to follow on schedules for the
Cleveland, Detroit and Cincinnati
territories.
In zones where local boards did
not prepare schedules of clearance
and zoning for the entire territory
or parts thereof, boards will reconvene and continue to hear any individual protests where Protestants
did not have an opportunity prior to
July 1, the former deadline. Appeals may later be taken to the
Authority.

apparatus.
Noblesville, Ind. — H. P. \ j$
schmitt has arranged to reop fl
Wilds with a complete new o«
phone High Fidelity sound s{«
"Gay Divorce" Finished
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM ll

Hollywood — "The Gay Dh •«
RKO's most elaborate musica on
edy so far this season, has be i
ished and sent to the cutting m
It will be released in Septil
Ginger Rogers, Fred Astainl
ward Everett Horton and I
Brady head the cast.
Spokane Supply Co. Changes :%
Spokanehave
— Harry
Smith
O'Neill
bought
the anc'a
Spai
Theater Supply Co. from M.ji
and Franks. New owners areio
ing the business into largei ill
ters in the Kroll Bldg.
Reopening Chicago Capit
Chicago — Albany Park T.'.itfl
Corp., headed by Robert Tefilai
has leased the 1.000-seat C$1
4826 North
Kedzie Oct.
Ave.,10.am'Ji
reopen
it about
will be remodeled.

Brooklyn Paramount Opens "ifl
The Brooklyn Paramount re'ej
today
"Cleopatra."
Housvi
have awith
symphony
orchestra
b i
stage show.
Frances Marion in Crash
West

Coast

Bureau

of Till-.

FILM

IA

Hollywood — Frances Marion™
six others were injured in an ^
crash near here Wednesday i W

Plan Army Post Theater
Seattle— A Post Theater is \
built at Fort George Wright, ^ !>■
center
the largest CCC actiB
in the of
country.
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\scap Denies Monopoly Charge — Is Not Worried

[5 JERSEY HOUSES SIGN ANTI-DUAL AGREEMENT

ven Code Authority Decisions Against Bank Nights

lion Practice Is Upheld
>J Appeals from Local
! Board Rulings
len decisions, all ordering extii's to
cease
using
"Bank
i"
on the in
ground
that of they
admissions
violation
the
were announced by the Code
Irity yesterday.
The opinions,
: on appeals, involve the f ollow;^rties: Denver- Victory AmuseCo. and others against Amuse\\ Enterprises;
Victory
Amuse( Continued

on

page

3)

IBS NOT DROPPING
\GTI0N VS. ASGAP
Government's anti-trust suit
iit the American
Society
of
ljsers, Authors and Publishers,
Vlusic
Publishers'
Protective
I and the Music
Dealers
Serine, will not deter the exEmergency Committee from
if) ahead with its plans to file
(Continued

on

page

3)

lid Not Yet Pledged
% Levy for Music Fight
d has

not

as

yet agreed to

pj't the one-cent-a-seat
assessII planned
by
the
exhibitor
jency Committee
in its legal
against the proposed increase
i music
tax.
No formal
re(Continued

\*rs

on

page

U. S. Talent

rrangements

for

Jack

Doug Fairbanks Jr. Forms British Company
London — Douglas Fairbanks Junior Productions, Ltd., has been registered here
with the stated object of acquiring exclusive rights to the professional services of
players and other talent to carry on theatrical or employment agencies, produce
plays, etc.
Another newly formed company is Exploitation Pictures. Ltd., with James Van B.
Bryson
and Mortimer
Dent associated
in the project.

Board Okays K-A-0
Grand Rapids Zoning Plan
Raises Admission Prices
Grand Rapids — Zoning and clearance plan for this situation, approved in Detroit this week, raises
neighborhood admission prices from
10 cents to 20 cents, with no fluctuating pi'ices. Ten-cent bargain
matinees are adjusted to 15 cents.
Sunday
and holiday matinees
will
(.Continued

Lee Ochs

on

page

2)

for

Eng.
to ap-

^ in "DuBarry"
and for Nils Asther
appear
in "Abdul
Hammid",
both
British International
Pictures,
were
frjng deals closed by E. 0. Gurney of
Schulberg-Feldman-Gurney
office of
H|ywood who returned this week from
irjand.
Gurney
also made
the deals
oClive Brook to appear in "The Dicatr"
for
Toeplitz,
with
Al
Santell
:ting, and for William
Beaudine
to
:t "Funny
Face"
for B.I. P.
In
tion, he signed
Edmund
Gwenn
to
Je to this country for stage and posil' screen work.

All theater deals made during the
past seven months by Malcolm
Kingsberg, K-A-0 representative at
the RKO offices, were approved by
the K-A-0 board of directors at a
meeting held late Thursday afternoon. Plans for future theater acquisitions and also for the construction of several new theaters are understood to also have been approved
by the board.
At the meeting, in
(Continued

to Confer on RKO

Lee Ochs, who sailed last night
on the Leviathan for Paris, will
meet Phil Reisman, head of the
RKO foreign department, for conferences regarding Och's appointment as RKO franchise holder in
Spain. They will go to Barcelona
to establish headquarters for Ochs,
who is expected to return to New
York about Oct. 1 to complete the
deal with RKO home office executives.

2)

Gilbert

Theater Deals

on page

2)

Spanish Franchise

Darryl Zanuck Preparing
First Four Productions
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Darryl Zanuck has
started preparations on the first
four of his lineup for United Artists
release. The quartette includes "The
Mighty Barnum", "Cardinal Richelieu" with George Arliss, "Clive of
India" with Ronald Colman, and
Jack London's "Call of the Wild."

Statement by Gene Buck Defends
Music Society's Rights to Fees
Vaudeville Being Added
By Detroit Theaters
Detroit — Increased use of vaudeville in movie houses here is indicated by action of United Detroit
Theaters in putting acts into the
Annex and Ramona starting this
week, with several other houses expected to follow.

Declaring that the American Society of Composers, Authors &
Publishers had successfully weathered other attempts to "deprive the
creators of the country's music of
protection from piracy," Gene Buck,
president of ASCAP, in a statement
yesterday, denied the charge that
ASCAP
is a monoply
in restraint
(Continued on Page

3)

Only 40 N. J. Theaters
Have Not Yet Signed
to Drop Dual Bills
One hundred and seventy-five theaters in New Jersey have signed
agreements with the Allied of New
Jersey to eliminate double-feature
programs, The Film Daily learns.
The number includes all major circuits. According to an Allied official, fewer than 40 houses remain
to be signed for exclusive singlefeature showings. Added impetus
will be given the campaign to bring
the remaining theaters into the
agreement.

TRANS-LUX TO BUILD
PHILADELPHIA HOUSE
Trans-Lux Movies Corp. has
leased a site at 1521 Chestnut
St., Philadelphia, for a new theater
building, plans for which are being
prepared by Thomas Lamb. Aggregate rental approximates $500,000. James Felt & Co. handled the
deal for Trans-Lux, with Albert M.
Greenfield & Co. representing the
property owners.

Census of U. S. Theaters
Is Nearing Completion
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — National survey by
the Bureau of Census on service
establishments, including theaters,
is nearing(Continued
final tabulation.
Total
on page 2)

"Chained" Shatters Records
Atlantic

City — In

its premiere

at

the Apollo starring
on Thursday,
M-G-M's
"Chained".
Joan. Crawford
and Clark Gable, broke all house records for opening day. Receipts were
four times as much as for "Dancing
Lrdy", 234% better than "Riptide",
193% better than "Men in White",
110% above "Grand Hotel" and 102%
over "Tugboat
Annie".
On its opening yesterday at the
Capitol on Broadway, "Chained" was
aheadness of
Lady" busifrom 1theP. "Dancing
M. on.
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Grand Rapids Zoning Plan Census of U. S. Theaters
Is Nearing Completion
Raises Admission Prices
(Continued
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receipts for 1933, number of fulltime and part-time employes and
the relation of their employment to
each month of the year, are among
the facts recorded. Figures for
Maine have been completed and
those for Iowa are nearly done.
The Maine records cover 71 theaters with total receipts of $1,115,Board of Directors Okays 000 for the year. Employees are
listed at 82 full-time and 188 partAll K-A-0 Theater Deals time, with yearlv payroll of
(Continued from page 1)
addition to Kingsberg, were Mike $186,000.
Meehan, Merlin H. Aylesworth, W.
G. Van Schmus, Donald David, Da- Allied Not Yet Pledged
vid Sarnoff, Orie Kelly, J. R. McOn (Continued
Levy forfromMusic
Fight
Donough, Paul Mazur, P. J. Mapage 1)
lonev, Frank Altschul, H. B. Swope
and J. E. Eddy.
quest for aid along this line has
reached headquarters of the organization. In event the matter is forStebbins Coming
East for Funeral
mally presented the proposal will
Arthur W. Stebbins, whose wife be submitted to the Allied board for
and two children were killed Thurs- action and individual leaders charged
money.
day in an automobile accident near with
the task of collecting the
Bakersfield, Cal., arrives in New
York today by plane to make funeral arrangements.
Henigson
Signs British Actress
wife also
died in the Ned
crash,Marin's
while

their daughter was seriously in-
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High
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Close
Chg.
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd 13'/8
13V8
13'/a
—
%
East.
Kodak
99%
993/4
99%
+
%
East.
Kodak
pfd.
140
140
140
Fox Fm. "A"
11%
10%
11%—
Vi
Loew's.
Inc
27'/4
26%.
27%
do pfd
94
94
94
cash
Paramount
ctfs.
...
4
3%
4
+
%
Pathe
Exch
1%
1
1%
do "A"
141/2
13
13% — l'/2
RKO
2%
2%
2%
Warner
Bros
4%
4%
4% —
%
NEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
Technicolor
12%
12%
12%—
'/4
Trans-Lux
1 Vi
1 Vi
1 Vi —
Va
NEW
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MARKET
Gen.
Th.
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7
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3%
3%
3%

Rex Beach
Richard Arlen

■George O'Brien
Marilyn
Miriam Seegar
Betty
Maj. William S. Altman
David

Rollins

Ernest
Mary

Doran

Miller
Blythe
Hickson
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Los Angeles — Don Lee, operator
of the Don Lee radio station, died
"Ra-Mu"
Territories Sold
Fairhaven Productions has sold late Thursday night of a heart ailment.
"Ra-Mu" to J. J. Franklin Enterprises for Hawaii, Charles J. Klang
of Philadelphia for eastern PennBuy "Not on Your Life"
sylvania, and M. M. Jeffrey of New Warners
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
England Film Exchange for New
Hollywood — "Not on Your Life",
England.
original by Isabel Dawn and Boyce
ners.
De Graw, has been bought by WarOffer Film Writing Course
A course in various forms of film
writing is included in the fall, winEducational Comedy in Rivoli
ter and spring program of the Institute of Adult Education, Steinway
"Good Luck — Best Wishes," EduHall. Classes will be held Thurscational two-reel comedy featuring
day evenings. Playwriting and ra- the Pickens Sisters, Solly Ward and
dio script writing also are among Ferde Grofe's Orchestra, will be
the courses.
seen at the Rivoli together with
nesday.
"Affairs of Cellini" starting WedDaughter to William Wellmans
Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

AI Steffes Adds House
Minneapolis — W. A. Steffes has
taken over the Shubert, which formerly housed Bainbridge stock.
Writing

West

Bureau

Coast

Music

of THE

for
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ALICE TERRY (Mrs Rex Ingram), id
and PHIL BAKER and family sail todig
Conte di Savoia for Europe.
IVY L. LEE
trip abroad.
MRS.
rive in

Film

DAILY

is back

HAROLD
New York

from

an

ei

LLOYD
and
her f,
next week to join e

and

producer.
BINNIE BARNES, British star, who
completed her first American role
versal's "What Ladies Dream", arrive;
York by plane from Hollywood tomoi
will sail Sept. 4 on the Majestic for
to make pictures for Alexander Kordail
turns to America in February to rent
under
her Universal
contract.
WILLIAM
PIZOR,
president
of
leaves
Tuesday
for the coast,
where I
two-reelers.
place
in production
two
features
E O. GURNEY, of the SchulbergGurney office in Hollywood has arrivec
York en route to California after a two
business
trip to England.

John

Kent

Improving

John confined
Kent of toProducers'
tories,
his bed byI
the last three weeks, is imp
and expects to be back on t
about Sept. 15.

sReady Reference Direct
With

Addresses
Recognized

and
Phone
Numbii
Industry Concerns

What To Buy And
Where To Buy It

•

Engravers •

"CITY"

LL—
CAPHOTOENGRAVING
(Day and Night Service,!
250 W.

54th
Tel.

St.,
COIumbus

N.

5-6741

• Foreign •
AMERANGLO
CORPORATION
EXPORTERS— IMPORTERS
Cable:
Chronophon

British Studio Installs W. E.
London — Interworld Films has become a Western Electric licensee.
Installation of Wide Range recording equipment in the Interworld
studio, Worten Hall, Isleworth, is
now being completed.

New Cleveland Theater Firm
Cleveland — William Skirboll, L.
Hollywood — Jimmie Bradford is P. Miller and Samuel Horwitz have
writing music for a new musical incorporated Square Theater Buildbeing produced by C. C. Burr at the
ing Co. to acquire and operate theaters.
Mack Sennett Studio.
Bradford

d Goi

LEE OCHS sailed last night for E|
the Leviathan.

DAILY

Hollywood — A daughter has been
born
man. to Mr. and Mrs. William Well-

f. M. Asher
Edwin S Clifford

Wet

Hollywood — Henry Henigson, Unijured.
versal associate producer, is bringing over a British discovery, Peggy
Tri-Ergon Wins on Patent
Fontaine, as a possibility for starWilmington, Del. — ■ Fifteen years
dom in Hollywood films. After seeof litigation over a glow lamp invention used in sound films has re- taine.ing her play a small role in a British film, Henigson signed Miss Fonsulted in a decision by the U. S.
District Court in favor of Tri-Ergon,
which acquired the patent from
German inventors. De Forest had
Don Lee Dies
claimed the invention.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
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be the same as night prices. Downtown second-runs are raised from
20 to 25 cents and bargain balcony
prices are dropped. First-runs and
protection remain the same. All exhibitors have approved the plan.
Action by the exchange is not yet
known.

226 WEST 42ND STREET
NEW YORK CITY
LONDON

PARIS

IER

• Hotels •
PRESIDENT HOTEL
Atlantic
SEA

City's
WATER
MARINE

Newest

Boardwalk

SWIMMING
POOL
SUN
DECK

TURKISH

BATHS

r

IUTH7 DECISIONS
IAINST BANK NIGHTS
(Continued

from

page

(Continued

1)

el Co. vs. William Fox Isis Inisirient Co. and others; Seattle —
iiles Grieme, Washington, vs.
/•green State Amusement Corp.;
>?Angeles — Mrs. Jenne H. Dodge,
;iura, vs Fox West Coast Theeli; John T. Rennie & Son, San
iiando, vs. Feldstein and Dietzj San Francisco — James Beatty,
d Jose, vs. Maurice Klein and
wles Hayman; Atlanta — Fred
iby, La Grange, Ga., vs. Walter
'idenburg.
le decision on the Beatty comat also forbids "Eddie's Whoo;e Party," while opinion in the
cry Amusement Co. case against
msement Enterprises also profa s "Cash Night."

3)iibs Not Dropping
[\ction
Against ASCAP
(Continued from page 1)

ction attacking the proposed
iase in the music tax, members
he committee
said yesterday.
in broadcasting
interests
are
idrstood to have figured impory in the move which resulted in
Jovernment suit. The EmergCommittee will meet next week
irther consider its campaign
wo Nebraska Houses Close
OJiaha — Theater closings this
,s week include Andy Jensen's
u; ininBoelus
eaer
Arnold.and W. T. Dailard's

lew Incorporations «
NEW

MUSIC SOCIETY DENIES
MONOPOLY CHARGES

YORK

Irejicast Pictures, Inc., New York. Theatrical
I ition picture enterprises. $20,000. Julius
S<n, Sylvia Breeman and Fanny Fisher.
ie\ Deal Producing Corp., Kings County,
mtc plays and musical compositions. $2,000
us Goldstein, Julius Nathanson and Ida
lei.
>uW
Haenschen,
Inc., Manhattan.
Theicdand screen
products.
100 shares.
Max
(|funt,
Leonard
S
Picker
and
Martha
ne
Whca Sings Productions, Inc., Manhattan,
nalment of theaters. 100 shares. Mildred
>or| Dorothy Weinberger and Theresa Powers.
Warly Terrace, Inc., Yonkers. Theatrical
erises 50 shares. Gretl Urban, Mary
>arUnd Margaret Walsh,
ianx Corporation, New York. Theatricals.
).0|i. Jacques A. Keerpel, Rose Chatkin and

Cohen.

fc.':ko Productions, Inc., Manhattan.
Motion
60 shares.
Herman Shumlin, Lawrence
and W. Herbert
Adams.
3o >n
Eagle
Theater
Corp.,
Manhattan,
er^on of theaters.
$5,000.
Ralph M. Sacks,
litis and Dorothy Jacobson.
nal 16MM
Film
Exchange,
Inc., ManMotion and sound pictures
200 shares.
A. Lieberman,
Harold
J. Sherman
and
nellahn.
rri Consolidated Corp., Manhattan. Motion
1 and screen productions. 20 shares. Lawice . Bolognin, John W. Springer and Max
:ht
En^orth Theater Corp., Manhattan. Motion
1 ijind pictures. $600. Joseph Billik, Ethel
visjnd Rose Brodsky.
Spsrum Pictures Corp., Manhattan. Screen
duions generally. 200 shares. Harold J.
■mi, Eleanor Klein and Anne Kahn.

• • • THEY ARE splurging on what has been termed
"The Intelligent Musical Picture" meaning Columbia's
"One Night of Love"
with Grace Moore touted from all
the advance dope to have come through as a dazzling sensation
we will know more about it after it opens at the Music
Hall next Thursday
T
T
T
• • • BUT WHAT interests us right now is the distinguished advertising and publicity campaign
contributed
by George Brown's staff
as reflected in a pressDook that
is as dignified as it is practical
a gorgeous folder with
portrait head of Grace Moore
enclosing three separate
books devoted to Exploitation, Publicity, Advertising
and
not overlooking the Distinguished Newspaper Campaign
leading off with metropolitan ads announcing merely the
opening at the Music Hall of "A new picture of importance"
together with the opinion of some celeb who has previewed it
but the picture itself or the star is not mentioned
all
Class Handling of Columbia's leading
offering of the spelling
year
T
T
T
• • • A RADIOGRAM from Admiral Byrd's Antarctic
Expedition to Electrical Research Products informs that
their Penguin Little America theater has closed for the winter
after a very successful season and that the Western Electric sound equipment "functioned under almost impossible conditions" Macy's department store inaugurates a new form
of sales promotion with a film titled "The Story of a Country
Doctor"
based on a story by Rex Beach
the film
produced by Castle Films
a plug for a special type of
shoes
the pix will be shown in the store four times daily.

Detroit Notes

Omaha Squibs

Omaha — Still weak from his illDetroit — Mack Krim, circuit ownness while on his vacation in Chier, is returning from California,
cago last week, Will Singer, Branwhere he has been on vacation for
deis manager, is back on the job.
several months.
Frank Gardner, part owner of
Emanuel Schulman has been sign- Film Transport Co., married Lillian
ed as public relations director for Sumovich, local girl.
the Krim circuit.
Orpheum, a Tri-States Blank theHarriet and Helen Krzymanski
ater, set four house records for
have taken over the Zellah Theater, films during
the past three months,
east side, from Mrs. S. Kulinski.
climaxing all records on "She Loves
House is closed for alterations.
Ben and Lou Cohen will reopen
the Mayfair this month.
Deals Closed on Serial
Me Not."
Great Lakes Sound Service, headSuper-Serial Productions, which
ed by Robert Fullerton, is taking
over the contract to service RCA will produce "The Lost City", a serial, has closed distribution deals
equipment in local theaters.
Suit of Jacob Schreiber against with First Division Exchanges for
Cooperative Theaters of Michigan, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia.
alleging restraint of trade, is set for
hearing Sept. 17 in Federal Court. District of Columbia, Ohio, Kentucky, West Virginia and Michigan;
Selective Pictures, of Boston, for
Regal Sells Territories
the New England States; A. C.
Regal Distributing Corp. an- Bromberg for Georgia, Florida, Alanounces the sales of four features
bama, Tennessee, North and South
with Lightning, the dog, the first Carolina, Louisiana and Mississipof which has just been completed,
pi; Security Pictures of Chicago for
to Principal Film Exchange for the Illinois, Indiana, Wisconsin, MisNew York territory; Standard Film
souri, Iowa and Nebraska. Amusement Securities Corp. is financing
Exchange of Buffalo for Albany and
Buffalo; Monogram Pictures of De- the serial.
troit for Michigan; American PicZimbalist Variety Club P. A.
tures of Boston, for New England;
Majestic Distributors for Ohio and
St. Louis — Al Zimbalist, advertising and publicity manager for St.
Kentucky; Security Pictures for Illinois, Indiana, Wisconsin, Kansas, Louis Amusement Co., has been
Western Missouri, Iowa and Ne- named public relations counsel for
braska; Tom Branon of Atlanta for the Variety Club and local editor of
the eight Southern States.
the "National Barker."
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of trade made by the federal government in a suit filed here to dissolve the Society. Buck said that
the suit would not interfere with
the Society's plan to increase music
rates charged theaters.
Buck said:

"This suit will be answered at the proper
time before the proper tribunal.
"This is not the first time that attempts
have been made to deprive the creators of
the country's music of effective protection of
their property rights against piracy by unauthorized use of their works for the profit
of others.
''The creator of a song has as much right
to his property and to determine how it shall
be used as the owner of any other piece of
property.
"It is this right that the songwriters of
the country are seeking to protect through
ASCAP and they are simply exercising the
property right specifically conferred upon
them by Congress.
"There is not the slightest semblance of
monopoly in ASCAP nor is ASCAP connected with any other organization, neither
the Music Publishers' Protective Association nor the Music Dealers' Service, Inc.

The three organizations, the government charges, have been allied
by interlocking directorates and
agreements since 1932 in a conspiracynessto inmonopolize
thethe
music
busiviolation
of
Sherman
an^'-trust
law.

The government alleges that the
Society has fixed "unreasonable and
arbitrary fees" for broadcasters and
seeks to break up all existing license fee agreements between the
Society and radio stations throughout the country. A perpetual injunction to restrain the defendants
from violating the anti-trust laws
of the country is asked, as well as
the setting aside of all agreements
between the Society and its members, between the Music Publishers
Protective Ass'n and John G.
Paine, its trustee; between the service and music publishers and between the Society and the phonograph recording companies.

»DATE BOOK«
Sept. 7:

Variety Club
nament, Albany.

Sept. 10: First
Variety
Club

of Albany

fall luncheon
of Cleveland.

Golf Tourmeeting

of

Sept. 11-13: Annual convention of Fox West
Coast Intermountain theater division, Broadmoor Hotel, Colorado Springs, Colo.
Sept.ll:

Meeting of Pathe Exchange stockholders to vote on reorganization
plan.

Sept. 14: Clambake, Golf and Dinner-Dance
of Cleveland
Variety
Club.
Cleveland.
Sept.dan,
16: N.North
D.
Sept. 20:

Dakota

Allied meeting, Man-

A.M P. A. Revels and Luncheon,
tion Picture Club,
New
York.

Mo-

Sept. 20:

"Night of Stars" benefit under auspices of United Jewish Appeal in aid of
German Jews, Yankee Stadium, New York.
Nathan Burkan, chairman.

Sept. 26-27:
Hotel

Annual convention of Allied Independent Theater Owners of Wisconsin,
Schroeder,
Milwaukee.

Oct. 1-2: Meeting of G. F. T. A. Independent
Theater
Atlanta. Owners Ass'n, Robert Fulton Hotel,
Oct. 1-3: National Film
Statler Hotel, Detroit.

Carriers convention,

-%2H
THE
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A Little
from "Lots"
*=* By RALPH WILK ^^
gHIRLEY TEMPLE'S next Fox
picture will be "Bright Eyes," to
be directed by David Butler, it is
announced by Sol M. Wurtzel. It
goes into production about Oct. 1.
Story is an original by Butler, with
William Conselman helping him
adapt it.

« « REVIEWS
Jean

Crawford

with

Otto

and

of the NEW

Clark

Gable

in

Stuart

Erwin

M-G-M
A BOX-OFFICE
BY ACE

71

PUSHOVER.

mins.

BIG MAR-

QUEE NAME COMBINATION BACKED
ENTERTAINMENT VALUES.

Nydia Westman joint the cast
of Warner's "Sweet Adeline."

Reflecting good showmanship throughout, this production ought to have no
trouble cleaning up. Besides the doublestrength star combination, the story has
plenty of pull and will send them home
satisfied. Theme of the drama is the
perennial triangle. Joan Crawford, taking
a recess from her married employer, Otto
Kruger, who is in love with her, meets
Clark Gable on a boat en route to his

Eddie Quillan and Betty Furness
are being teamed by RKO in "The
Kick-Off".
Glen
Tryon ▼ will direct.
T ▼

South American ranch. It's a case of
mutual love, but Joan feels an obligation to Otto, and asks time to return to
him and break the news personally. On
her arrival she finds Otto has divorced his

T

T

▼

Charles Ray has been assigned by
RKO to "By Your Leave", with
Frank Morgan and Genevieve Tobin.

T

▼

T

T

▼

▼

Harriet Parsons has a new longterm contract as the Hollywood reporter in Columbia's "Screen Snapshots."
t

t

▼

Henry O'Neill, who just completed
work in Warner's "Flirtation Walk",
has been assigned to "Murder in the
Clouds",
opposite Lyle Talbot and
Ann
Dvorak.

▼

T

T

Fred Cavens, Maurice Brierre,
Eugene Beday, Pierre Coudere, Nina
Borget, Ray DeRavenne, Charles
Fallon, George Nardelli and Albert
Pollett have been added to the cast
of Fox's "Marie Galante."
T

T

T

T

Lee Marcus, formerly head of
RKO Radio's comedy unit and recently made an associate producer
will have as his first assignment the
production of "Kentucky Kernels",
starring Bert Wheeler and Robert
Woolsey, supported by Mary Carlisle, Noah Beery, Lucille LaVerne,
Spanky McFarland, William Pawley
and Frank McGlynn, Jr.

▼

T

T

Bess Meredyth has returned from
Europe, where she did the screen
play of the "Iron Duke." She is now
at work on the screen play of "Folies Bergere", which Darryl Zanuck
bought while in Paris for 20th Century.
T

T

good sport. Stuart Erwin, as Clark's pal,
helps to sprinkle comedy along the route.
Cast: Joan Crawford, Clark Gable, Otto
Kruger, Stuart Erwin, Una O'Connor, Marjorie Gateson and Akim Tamiroff.
Director, Clarence Brown; Author, Edgar Selwyn; Screenplay, John Lee Mahin;
Cameraman, Gecrge Fclsey ; Editor, Robert
J. Kern

T

Arthur Sheekman and Nat Perrin
start their second year on their three
year contract with Sam Goldwyn.
They are now preparing the next
Eddie Cantor picture which Goldwyn will produce in 1935.
T

wife for Joan's sake, so she feels duty
bound to marry him now, which she does.
Later Clark runs into her again and their
love reasserts itself, finally leading to a
showdown with Otto, who takes it like a

Direction, Aces

T

Cedric Worth is doing the screen
play on "The President Vanishes",
which Walter Wanger will produce.
Wanger Buys Third Story
"Private World," novel by Phyllis
Bottomley, has been acquired by Walter Wanger as his third picture. With
his Paramount releasing deal set,
Wanger leaves New York today or tomorrow on his return to the Coast to
start production
on his tirst picture

with

Photography, Fine

"BLIND

Ann

DATE"

Sothern,
Neil
Paul Kelly

Hamilton,

Columbia
PLEASING
ROMANTIC
SHOULD
GENERALLY
FAMILY CLIENTELE.

FEATURES

Irene Dunne and John

» «

Boles in

"THE AGE OF INNOCENCE"

"CHAINED"
Kruger and

Saturday, Sept. 1, 1934

YARN
SATISFY

72 mins.
THAT
THE

Although the basic story theme is of
familiar pattern, the handling of this
production has enough fresh angles and
pep to make it a satisfying entertainment
for the general run of fans. Particularly
good work by Ann Sothern, Neil Hamilton, Paul Kelly and several supporting
members of the cast, plus a nice directorial tempo maintained by Director Roy
William Neill, held the interest at a good
level throughout. Ann and Paul presumably are in love, but he's too occupied with
his garage business to pay hei the attention he should, so she turns to Neil, a
playboy, who falls for her in a real way.
When Paul sees how things stand, he bows
cut of the picture gracefully. A generous
amount of comedy, and good human interest touches both in the romance and in

Dallas — Though the Old Mill
managerial post has become vacant
since Richard Foy has gone to the
Arcadia, James Owen Cherry, Interstate city manager, said no appointments will be made for several
weeks. Foy replaced Wallace H.
Akin, who has become manager of
the Melba, succeeding W. A. Lewis,
who resigned
accept a non-theatrical business tooffer.

RKO Radio
81 mins.
CLASS PRODUCTION FROM FAMOUS
NOVEL SCORES WITH FINE ACTING
AND
DIRECTING.
This represents Philip Moeller's initial
directorial effort for the screen — the man
who has done so much to make the Theater Guild through his stage direction of
its plays. It is beautifully directed,
with restraint, fine feeling and marvelous
attention to details. Add to this a performance by Irene Dunne that is one of
her very best, in a part that suits her as
if made to order, from the famous novel
by Edith Wharton that catches the very
spirit of the earlier times in New York
life, and you have a picture that will exercise strong appeal with the discriminating
audiences. John Boles also delivers a performance of superior calibre, as well as
Lionel Atwill and Helen Westley. The
story of the young aristocrat of early New
York driven into a marriage to meet the
demands of his smug and hypocritical relatives while he loved another, makes a
screen drama of emotional appeal and
dramatic power. It is grown-up entertainment as wholesome as it is intelligent.
Cast: Irene Dunne, John Boles, Lionel
Atwill, Laura Hope Crews, Helen Westley,
Julie Haydcn, Herbert Ycst, Theresa M,
Concver,
Edith Van Cleve, Leonard Carey.
Director, Philip Moeller; Author, Edith
Wharton; Screen Play, Sarah Y. Mason,
Victor Heerman; Editor, George Hively ;
Cameraman, James Van Trees
Direction, Splendid Photography, Very
Good.

Dennison, O. — The Lincoln theater, after complete remodeling, has
reopened.
Walla Walla, Wash.— The Roxy,
managed by John Wright, is being
remodeled.
Portland, Ore. — Acquisition of the
Pantages theater by John Hamrick
has been approved by Federal Court.
Marshall, Minn. — The Star has
been taken over by Ray Hiller. It
is reported that American Amusement Co. of Sioux Falls may build
a house here. Competition also is
said to be contemplated at Pipestone, where the Orpheum has just
changed hands.
Sparta,
reopening

Mich. — Barth Carlson
the Our Theater.

is

Minneapolis — The new 1,000-seat
Edina theater, south of here, has
openedHurley.
under the management of
John

Butterfield Opening Two
Detroit — Butterfield circuit opens
two major houses Sept. 18, both
East St. Louis, 111. — Charles
with straight films. They are the Byrnes, pioneer theater manager in
Gladmer, Lansing, and the Majestic these parts, is reported about to return to the industry.
Gardens, Grand Rapids.

ONE MINUTE /-< EVERYTHING
HOTEL EDISON
NEW

YORK'S

HOME

OF

NEWEST

HOTEL

FILMLAND

47th St. just 30 seconds west of Broadway

1000

OUTSIDEFEATURES
ROOMS AS WITH
SUCH

vjl

*
Radio clothes closets in each room
■* Two
"K Circulating Iced Water
Mirrors

the girl's family background, add to the
values.

Chevaly Full
*"* Excellent
Beds Length

Cast: Ann Sothern, Neil Hamilton,
Paul Kelly, Mickey Rooney, Spencer Charters, Jane Darwell, Joan Gale, Geneva
Mitchell, Theodore Newton, Tyler Brooke,
Henry Kclker, Ben Hendricks, Jr., Mary
Forbes, Billy Seward.
Director, Roy William Neill; Author,
Vida Hurst; Screenplay, Ethel Hill; Cameraman, Allen Siegler; Editor, Gene Havlick.
Direction, Smooth
Photography, Gocd.

■* French Window Ventilation
* Tub and Shower

Rates in Keeping With the Trend of Modern Times From $2.50 Single
Three Attractive Popular Priced Airconditioned Restaurants
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Decentralization of Production Fails to Materialize

THEATER REOPENINGS RUN AHEAD OF LAST YEAR
RKO Will Consider Handling Some Independent Films
Major Distributor Will
View Completed
Films Only

Product
. . meets new demands
=By
THE

quickly

DON CARLE GILLETTE^=-

first few dozen samples of product

' to be turned out in conformity with
the stricter moral and ethical impositions
prove once again that Hollywood has the
ingenuity, resources and enthusiasm to
quickly meet almost any demands made
upon it.
It is doubtful if any industry of similar
size and ramifications can boast of a
more flexible machinery and greater speed
in adjusting itself to new requirements —
even when they are sprung on it suddenly
and unexpectedly.
Credit for this expeditiousness is du.
chiefly to the efficient producers' organization piloted by Will H Hays.

•

PLENTY
of
product
with
box-office
' guts has just arrived from the coast or
is on the way.
Speaking only of films already seen or
about which something is known, exhibitors can look hopefully to the opening of
the 1934-35 season with attractions like
"Chained," "Barretts of Wimpole Street,"
"One Night of Love," "British Agent,"
"Cleopatra," "Dames," "Judge Priest,"
"Servants' Entrance," "Merry Widow,"
"David Copperfield," "Belle of the Nineties," "You Belong to Me," "Mrs.
Wiggs," "Now and Forever," "Age of Innocence," "The Fountain," "Gay Divorce,"
"We're Rich Again," "Hide-Out," "Affairs
of Cellini," "Count of Monte Cristo,"
"Kid Millions," "Last Gentleman," "Madame DuBarry," "Babes in Toyland," "A
Girl of the Limberlost," "Student Tour,"
"Peck's Bad Boy," "Gift of Gab" and "Imitation of Life" — to mention just a few.
And this is only the beginning.
k yjAKING

his bow

with a program

of

'"' feature productions, Nat Levine of
Mascot rates a congratulatory handshake
on his initial picture, "Young and Beautiful."
It's a nice little piece of entertainment, good for the whole family, and the
William Haines fans in particular will be
glad to see him do a swell comeback in
the picture.

Although RKO announced early
in the Spring hat the company would
not include any indepedently made
films in its 1934-35 line-up, it was
learned Saturday by the Film
Daily that the company will consider independently made features
(.Continued

on Pane

2)

SEE SETTLEMENT NEAR
IN PARA, BANKING SUIT
There is a very good probability
of a settlement of the ParamountPublix trustees' suit to set aside the
preferred creditor status of 12
banks owed over $13,000,000 provided the lawyers don't insist on
standing on legal technicalities, The
(Continued

on

Pane

Fox
Gets
"Peck's
"Peck's
Bad Boy,"
with Bad
Jackie Boy"
Cooper,
produced by Sol Lesser of Principal, is
understood to have been acquired for
national
distribution by Fox.

Indications Point to an
Increase in Houses
Open This Season

Theater reopenings for the new season are being reported at a faster
rate than in any year since 1930,
and indications are that the number
of houses operating this winter will
be the highest in several years, according to daily reports from Film
Board of Trade centers to The Film
Chaos and confusion for pro- Daily. In the last three weeks alone,
ducers, exhibitors and broadcaster? reopenings went well over the hundred mark and practically wiped out
is envisioned by Gene Buck, presiclosings of the entire summer.
dent of the American Society or the
Composers, Authors & Publishers, Accelerated resumption of activity
if the government succeeds in itr over the Labor Day week-end and in
the next few weeks, when the new
suit to dissolve the society.
season officially starts in most local"Where (Continued
will theyon clear
Pane 2)the musi'
ities, boost the figure considerably.

BUCK PREDICTS CHAOS
IN ASCAP DISSOLUTION

13 Films Under Way
At Warner Studios
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

PAIL)

2)

K G BIZ
'UNDER PRICE BOOST

Hollywood — A high rate of activity continues at the Warner-Firsl
National studios,- where 13 pictures
Fox Studios Working
Kansas City — First week's showare in various stages of work or
ing under the increase in admission
On Ten Productions preparation. Before the cameras arf
prices is very gratifying to local exWe<t Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
"Bordertown," with Paul Muni:
hibitors. George Baker of the NewHollywood — 'Fox is keeping pace "Babbitt," with Guy Kibbee and
man said attendance was over the
with its release dates with four films
Aline MacMahon; "Singer of Naaverage with
"She Loves
in work, two being edited and fourChambers
reportsMe Not".
that
ples," Spanish feature, and "Flirta- Stanley
ready for early shooting.
In work
(Continued
on page 2)
tion Walk,"
big musical.
In prepa(Continued
on Pane 2)
(Continued
on Pane 2)

Decentralized Production
Has Failed to Materialize
Griffith Circuit Signs
Entire Warner Program
Entire lineup of Warner-First
National features and Vitarthone
shorts and trailers for 1934-35 has
been bought by the Griffith Amusement Co., it is announced by Grad
Sears, Warner sales executive. The
deal puts the Warner product in thp
circuit's 82 theaters located in 43
cities in the southwest. Sears, Carl
Leserman and Fred Jack handled
the negotiations with R. E. Griffith
and Horace Falls.

6 New Franchise Holders
Are Added by Majestic

Majectic Pictures has added six
new franchise holders, it is announced by E. H. Goldstein, viceThat the often-reported production
decentralization movement is making president. They are Harry Asher of
Boston;
Floyd St.on page
John 2) for Los
but little progress is indicated by a
(Continued
checkup which shows that only 10
independent producers are now
working for major distributors. This
Ban Boosts Business
is approximately the same number
Omaha — Opening at the World Theihat was so engaged a year ago.
ater in the face of a strongly worded
Fox heads the list with four outwarning to Catholics via "The True
Voice." diocesan newspaper, to stay
fits, not directly connected with its
away from it. "The Scarlet Empress"
producing organization, turning out
enjoyed its biggest opening in months.
product for its program. They are:
Showmen say this illustrates the inJesse L. Lasky, Harold Lloyd, Sol
efficacy of bans and boycotts.
(Continued

on

Pane

2)
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RKO Will Consider

Some Indep't Films

(Continued from Page 1)
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"Don Juan" Premiere Tomorrow
London — The Pavilion, recently
completed and renovated, reopens
tomorrow with the world premiere
of "The Private Life of Duan Juan,"
Douglas for
Fairbanks'
latest starring
vehicle
London Films
and re
leased through United Artists.

RECORDING
INDUSTRIAL

ON FILM
—

FILM

SLIDE FILM— RECORDS
BRUNSWICK
PRODUCTIONS CORP.
CH 4-2200

See Settlement Near in
Paramount
Banking Suit
(Continued from Page 1)

321 W. 44th ST.

K. C. Biz Improves
Under Price Boost

13 Films Under Way
At Warner Studios
(Continued from Page 1)

Are(Continued
AddedfrombyPageMajestic
1)

Angeles and San Francisco; Majestic Pictures headed by Harry Quinn,
Minneapolis; Joe Silverman, Olkathey now use? Where are they go- homa
City; Robt. Mcllhern, Dallas,
ing to get the music from?" Buck and Chas. Trampe, Milwaukee.
asks, pointing out that the copyright laws give composers a propClearance Is Decided
erty right in their creations.
Buck scouted the idea that ConFor 'Frisco Subsequents
gress might fix the price that comSan Francisco — A 49-day clearposers can charge for music, just
ance has been decided by the local
as was done with music royalties
board for subsequent houses chargfor phonograph recordings.
ing
30 cents at matinee and 40 cents
"They don't dare to fix the price,"
Buck asserted. "If they do we will at night. First-runs maintain their
insist that a fixed price be set for 56 days over second-runs charging
theater admissions. They are deal- 20 an 30 cents. All first-run films
ing with dynamite when they deal shall be shown here before any other
part of the territory, thus preventing
with price-fixing."
pictures from being shown in Stockton and Sacramento before the local
Fox Studios Working
run.
Fox West Coast is affected by a
On Ten Productions
(Continued from Page 1)
ruling that features cannot be transone first-run to another
are "Marie Galante," which will star if thereferredisfrom any
lapse of exhibition
Ketti Gallian, French actress who
makes her American debut in this time. This means the St. Francis
have to raise its price, as the
film; "Music in the Air," an Eric will
Pommer production directed by Joe Warfield has been sending pictures
over to it.
May; "The State Versus Elinor
Norton," and "365 Nights in Holly-

Reade Spending $75,000

Being edited are "Charlie Chan in
On Asbury Park House
London"
wood." and "Love Time." In prep
Asbury Park, N. J. — Walter Reade
aration are "Lottery Lover, "Hell
in the Heavens," "Man Lock" and has arranged for remodeling and improvement ofthe St. James at a cost
"The White Parade." Completed
and ready for release are "Servants' of about $75,000. Alexander Milne
of Plainfield is the general contracEntrance" and "Caravan."
tor. This is the second big job announced by Reade in the last few
Het Manheim
Joins Mascot
weeks.
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Het Manheim has been
signed by Nat Levine to take charge
of the West Coast publicity department for Mascot, filling the post left
vacant by Lon Young, who moves to
Chesterfield-Invincible in a production capacity. Manheim will work
in association with Al Sherman, director of publicity and advertisng.

.ommg

(Continued from Page 1)

"Handy
Andy" beat
"David
Harum"of
at
the Uptown.
John
McManus
Loew's Midland and Lawrence Lehman of the Mainstreet are among
others who lauded the price boost.
Barney Joffee's Tower will raise to
35 cents, Sept. 14 when "One Night
of Love" comes in.

Film Daily learns from an authori- ration are "Case of the Curious
Bride" for Warren Williams, "Murtative source. There was "practical
der in the Clouds," "Casino de Paagreement"
among
the
laymen
on
to star Al
"In Caliente"
the creditor committees and the ree"
for Dolores
DelJolson,
Rio and
Franchot
trustees that a "fair settlement" Tone, "North Shore" for Bette Dashould be made with the banks, it
vis, "Sweet Adeline," "A Present
is stated, but the lawyers got the
upper hand for the moment. How- from Margate" for Kay Francis,
ever, Film Daily is informed, the "The Skipper of Ispahan" for
views of the business men who de- George Brent and Josephine Hutchinson, and "The Irish in Us" for
sire a settlement probably will preCagney, Pat O'Brien and
vail because final adjudication of the James
Frank McHugh.
suit could not be had for at least
a year in view of the certainty of
6 New Franchise Holders
appeals to the highest court.

Buck Predicts Chaos
In Ascap Dissolution
(Continued from Page 1)

FINANCIAL
(OUOTATIONS

provided they are complete and can
be submitted on the screen and not
on paper. Only films that have
been produced will be considered. Independent producers with scripts,
cast, director and even finances will
be turned down and asked to produce the films before RKO will enter
any distribution arrangements.

Tuesday, Sept. 4, 1934

1st Runs for "Young and Beautiful"
Jack Fier, assistant to Nat Levine,
president of Mascot, has concluded
a deal with Fred Meyers of the RKO
circuit whereby "Young and Beautiful" will play first run in the Golden
Gate, San Francisco, and the RKO
Theatre, Los Angeles.

DICK

POWELL,

an

dG

having finished work in First

National's "Happiness Ahead," leaves Hollywood this week for New York preparatory to a
personal appearance tour starting Sept. 7 in
Pittsburgh.
MARY
from
the

PICKFORD
coast.

has arrived in New

York

JEANNE COHEN, Columbia story editor, is
back
from
Hollywood.
RUDY VALLEE leaves New York for the coast
about Sept. 25 to start work in "Sweet
for Warners.

Music"

WALTER CONNOLLY, under contract to Columbia, comes east
in a Broadway
play.early next month to appear
GROVER S. CAMPBELL of Texas Interstate
Circuit has returned to Dallas from Hollywood.
MAURICE CONN of Ambassador Pictures is
back on the coast following a sales trip covering key centers in the interests of the eight
action pctiures
being made by his company.
SUZANNE CAUBET. French actress, sales for
Europe
tomorrow on the President
Harding.
CHARLOTTE
FEDAK,
Hungarian
actress
andi'
wife
of Franz
Molnar,
playwright,
arrived
in
New York yesterday on the St. Louis.
MONROE GREENTHAL of United Artists combined business and pleasure up in Boston over
the week-end, while CHARLIE STERN of the
same
company
went
to West
End, N. J.
GRACE MOORE arrives in New York today
from Hollywood to attend the opening of
Columbia's
"One Night of Love" at the Music
Hall on Thursday.

Decentralized Production
Has Failed
to Materialize
(Continued from Page 1)
A. Lesser and Harold B. Franklin
United Artists, whose organizatior
setup differs from the other first
line companies, has 20th Century
Samuel Goldwyn and Reliance on its
producing roster. William Rowland
and Bryan Foy are producing fo:
Columbia, while the Ben Hechti
Charles MacArthur company is tho
only independent now working fo;
Faramount. B. P. Schulberg an
Charles R. Rogers, who last seasoi!
produced for the Paramount lineup!
are now identified with the concerjj
as associate producers.
A newcomer in the independent
production field is Walter Wange^
now reported negotiating a major
company release and very likely f
tie up with Paramount.
"U" Sells German Interests
Berlin — Universal has relinquish*
all its interests to Torilag Produe
tions, who has bought all picture
made
by "U" in Germany and si
in Hollywood.
MULTIGRAPHING
MIMEOGRAPHING
PHOTO— OFFSET
PRINTING
RUBBER STAMPS
The entire FILM INDUSTRY has
used our service for more than a
decade
Low

Prices
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Every now and then a new picture takes its place
In making motion picture history.
I he occasions are not many but when one occurs
It is a tense, stirring, unforgettable circumstance.
Such a moment is at hand:
I here will be presented at
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL on Thursday
A musical romance marking a new cycle of entertainment.
This is the first
And, as in similar instances in the past
It will in all likelihood be the greatest.
If one were to analyze the picture, one would find
1 hat Entertainment is its outstanding quality.
Its dominant note is the most thrilling voice
Vet heard upon the screen.
i
CLARK GABLE defined it as the most romantic entertainment
In the world of the theatre.

»

EDDIE CANTOR said that because of it
I he singer was destined to become
I he world's greatest musical star.
NORMA SHEARER was thrilled by it.
MAURICE

CHEVALIER stated that it would start another cycle.

Ruth chatterton, mary pickford, gloria swanson
Added their plaudits to the rapturous comments of the others
And LIBERTY gave it Four * * • * Stars.
For all of these reasons
COLUMBIA is proud to present

Grace moore in one night of love.
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A TITTLE" from HOLLYWOOD

By RALPH WILK
TOE CAWTHORN has been signed
J by Warners under an exclusive
contract, with his first role to be in
"Sweet Adeline," starring Irene
Dunne.
T

T

▼

Frank Mayo was engaged last
week by Columbia for two pictures.
He has started work in "Orchids and
Onions" (temporary title).
▼

T

T

RKO Radio cast additions include
Shirley Grey for "Wednesday's
Child," and Edgar Kennedy for "The
Kick-Off."
T

T

T

T

T

V

Jack Mulhall was last week assigned an important role in "Evelyn
Prentice," M-G-M's new detective
romance reuniting William Powell
and Myrna Loy.
Finishing on schedule, "The Richest Girl in the World," starring
Miriam Hopkins and Joel McCrea,
is now in RKO Radio cutting room
for final editing. Illness in the cast
and two days of bad weather prevented the picture from coming in
ahead of schedule.
T

t

▼

Ferdinand Gottschalk joins Ricardo Cortez and Ann Dvorak in the
cast of Warner's "I Am a Thief."

T

.▼

f

Billie Burke last week joined Joan
Crawford, Clark Gable, Robert
Montgomery and Charles Butterworth in the cast of "Forsaking All
Others," now before the cameras at
M-G-M.

T

▼

f

Making a quick recovery from the
illess which forced him to withdraw
from the cast of "Marie Galante,"
Spencer Tracy has returned to his
role opposite Ketti Gallian. Edmund
Lowe, who had been substituted for
Tracy, will go back to "Man Lock,"
in which he and Victor McLaglen
have the leading roles.

T

▼

▼

With the signing of Inez Courtney and Walter Catlett, the cast for
Columbia's "The Captain Hates the
Sea," is now complete. Lewis Milestone is directing.
T

▼

T

Extensive Building Program

Under Way at M-G-M

One of the most extensive construction programs since talkies is in progress at the
M-G-M studios. The work, being carried out under the supervision of Fred Pelton,
studio manager, includes erection of a building now under way containing 16 threeroom suites for stars. A new and centralized class A administration building for
executive offices also is under way, and work is progressing on a two-story addition
to the wardrobe department housing workrooms and offices. Other construction in
prospect includes a modern emergency hospital, an up-to-date dental office, a central
fire station equipped with every modern device, expansion and remodeling of the
studio commissary to accommodate the thousands of extras to be employed in the
extensive new production program, expansion and remodeling of the casting department and erection
of additional
fireproof film storage
vaults.

Sig Herzig is doing the original
music for Louis Brock's next RKO
musical production, tentatively titled
T
T
T
"Adios Argentino," which will be
Richard Boleslavsky has become worked out as the successor to "Flya member of the Directors' Branch
ing Down toTRio."T
T
of the Academy, the fourth to be
added to the director rolls in a week,
Ralph G. Farnum has arranged
the others being Louis King, Kurt ing.
for Regis Toomey to play the lead
Neumann and Victor Fleming.
in "Sea Girl" for RKO. Cliff Reid
T
T
T
supervising and Wally Fox directRian James, author of "The White
T
▼
T
Parade," has been signed by Fox
Corporation to work on the script
Mort Dixon and Allie Wrubel,
for Frank
a picture
based Dazey.
on "Heldorado," Warner song writing team, have
by
Mitchell
composed a new song, "Mr. and
r
T
T
Allen Jenkins and Ruth Donnelly Mrs.," for Dick Powell to sing in
have been teamed in "Vacation the finale dance number of "Flirtation Walk." Bobby Connolly is diDaze," a two-reel Vitaphone comrecting this finale.
ing. edy, now in work at Warner's BurT
T
T
bank studios. Joe Traub is directBeyer-McArthur office has set
Murray Kinnell and Paul Stanton
▼
T
T
George Bertholon, Monogram as- in "Ann of Green Gables," RKO;
sociate producer, was injured in an Oscar Apfel in "I Am a Thief,"
automobile accident last week and Warner Bros.; and Florence Roberts
spent four days in a Santa Monica in Hal Roach's
"Babes
in Toyland."
T
T
Y
hospital. Four stitches in his lip
will keep him from laughing for a
Bing
Crosby's
activities
are so
few days.
numerous that a corporation was
T
▼
T
necessary, so now it is Bing Crosby
Frank Albertson has been added Corp., with his father, H. L., Sr.,
to the cast of Fox's "Bachelor of and his brothers, Everett and Larry,
handling his business interests. EvArts." Louis King directs.
of My Dreams." Eddie Nugent,
Gigi Parrish and Sterling Holloway
also are in it.

New Story for Warner Baxter

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Fox has bought "Under the Pampas Moon," original by
Gordon Morris, as a vehicle for
Warner Baxter. Al Rockett will
produce.
"The Day Never Came," by Vina
Delmar, also has been bought by
Fox. duce it.Erich Pommer is to pro-

Henry Stephenson has been put
under long-term contract by M-G-M.
Chatkin Adds House
He recently appeared with ConNew
Castle, Pa. — Monarch Theastance Bennett in "Outcast Lady"
and is now working with Helen
ters, Inc., headed by Dave Chatkin,
has
leased
the Penn theater. House
Hayes in "What Every Woman
will be closed a week for redecoratKnows."
▼
T
T
ing and installation of new equipE. H. Allen, in charge of Educament. M. D. Cohn, formerly of Indianapolis, will manage it.
tional's west
coast production,
announces that cameras
have started
grinding on a new two-reel musical
Loew Gets Worcester House
comedy, "Nifty Nurse," the most
Worcester, Mass. — The Marcus
ambitious so far on the new seaLoew circuit has acquired the Plaza,
by Stanley
operated by the Poli-New
Rauh, son's
withprogram.
tunes Written
by Val Burton
and formerly
England circuit.
Will Jason, the comedy will feature
Johnny Downs, Sally Sweet, Billy
Keaton for B. I. P. Film
Gilbert and Billy K. Wells. Leigh
Jason is directing.
Paris — On completion of his
T
T
T
French picture, Buster Keaton is
Mary Carlisle has been borrowed understood to be slated to make a
comedy
for B. I. P. of London.
by Monogram from M-G-M for "Girl

Cleveland Operator Scales Up
Cleveland — In compliance with
the code which specifies that operators wage scale shall be set at th<
scale prevailing on Aug. 23, 1933,
local operators' scale at subsequen'
run houses went up 10 per cent oi
Sept. 1. The new scale is $117.90, a?
against last year's scale of $106.11
The lower scale prevailed last year
because of an agreement entered
into on Sept. 24, 1933.
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TOTS":

erett Crosby is also representing
Marian Mansfield, for whom he has
negotiated a five-year contract with
Paramount. Bob, another brother
of Bing's, and who recently played
an engagement at the Paramount in
New York, where he was featured
with the Vic Young band, is now on
the screen in a Paramount short
singing with the Anson Weeks band.
▼

T

T

▼

T

T

True T. Thompson, operating the
State and Harlem Theaters in Dallas, Tex., is registered at the Hollywood Plaza Hotel, on vacation here
and visiting the studios.
James Gruen, who has just finish-'
ed a writing assignment for Sol
Wurtzel at the Fox Studio on "Little Countess" as well as the continuity on "Heartshasandbeen
Flowers"
Radio Pictures,
signed for
by;
Nat Levine, president of Mascot. He
is working on an original for "The
Marines Have Landed," second Mascot production in which William
Haines carries star billing.
T

▼

T

Darryl Zanuck brought back sci
much film from his African hunt-1
ing trip that he is having Allen Mc
Neil edit it for him. The film was
shot in a regular continuity forrr
and is a record of his trip from the
time he left Mt. Vesuvius until h<
reached the Belgian Congo. It [
doubtful that Zanuck will use his
material commercially.
T

T

T

Nedda Harrigan, actress wife ot
Walter Connolly, Columbia feature
player, started work in her first
Hollywood picture role this week
Miss Harrigan has been engaged foi
"I'll Fix It," in which Jack Holt
is starred. Winnie Lightner anc
Mona Barrie are the feminine leads
Connolly is also featured in th«
cast. The story was written b
Leonard
with Harve'
Gates andSpiegelgass,
Ethel Hill credited
witi f»
thedirecting.
screen play. Roy William NeiJ '
is

Christian Rub, Otis Harlan, Le
Kohlmar, Herbert Heywood, Grac 7
Hayle, Betty Heistand, Devoni
Doxie, Wynne Davis, Ray Russe?
and Sid Jarvis have been added tl
the player roster of Fox's produtf
2 Warner Ohio Houses Reopen
tion of "Music in the Air," now bt
Cleveland — Two Warner houses, fore the cameras, with Gloria Swan
son
closed all summer, reopened this roles.and John Boles in the leadinj
week. The Kenton, Kenton, reopened under the management of
Cameron Rodgers is now at 20t
Dick Crusiger, and the Plaza, San
dusky,Manuel.
under the management of Century working with Nunnall
John
Johnson on George Arliss's next pi<
ture, "Cardinal Richelieu." Rodger
Hungarian
Film Opening
is the author of such well-kno'
"My Wife the Miss," the Hungar- biographies as "Magnificent Idler
ian production starring Irene Agai, "Gallant Ladies", "Drake's Quest
opens an indefinite run at the Tobis
theater
Sept. 7. Danubia Pictures and "Cyrano."
▼
▼
T
is releasing.
Edwin Knopf's original stor;
"Broken Soil," will be produced b
Pickup in Installations
Sam Goldwyn and will star Anr
A decided increase in business is Sten. Knopf and Paul Green ai
reported by the S. 0. S. Corp., which doing the screen play. King Vid<
installs Wide Fidelity theater sound ture.
has been signed to direct this pi
equipment.
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SHORT SHOTS from
EASTERN STUDIOS
Lincoln, Neb. — Bob Livington,
Capitol boss, has left for New York
to be present in the film buying
battle now being waged between
Louis Dent and Joe Cooper there.

By CHAS. ALICOATE

"EDGAR
has

BERGEN,
ventriloquist,
started
work with
his inseparable dummy, Charlie McCarthy,
in a one-reel short, "Two Boobs in
a Balloon," at the Vitaphone studio.
Supporting the star are Almira Sessions, currently entertaining af Billy Rose's Music Hall; Patricia Morison, recently of "Growing Pains";
and Fred Harper, Broadway
comedian. Lloyd French is directing.

•

E. W. Hammons, president of Educational Pictures, has added Forbes
\Dawson staff.
to Educational'
s already
eastern
vwriting
Dawson has
.1joined forces with Bert Granet at
\the Astoria Studios and they are
Aworking on a comedy story for the
t\second release in the new Marriage
AWows Series.
.! George M. Cohan, who is the author of many popular songs, has
•composed a new one called "My LitJtle Girl," which he will sing in his
Jmystery melodrama, "Gambling,"
,lnow in production under the Harold
' B. Franklin banner at the Eastern
..[Service Studios, Astoria, for Fox release. •
3 One of the novelties now in production at the Van Beuren studio
ms called "The Sunshine Makers," a
\Rainbow Parade color cartoon directed by Burt Gillett. It is designed
i[po show the triumph of Joy over
■Boom.

•

J Clark Robinson, scenic artist, and
JRussell Mai-kert, dance director,
jWiave been signed under the exclusive management of the Leo MorriJJson office by Richard W. Krakeur.
J The A & P Gypsies have been
jmgned for a one-reel Vitaphone
mkort which goes into production
Mpday at the Brooklyn Vitaphone studio. Frank Parker, tenor, will also
wmpear in this number. Harry HoriMck will wield the baton. Joseph
JLlenabery will direct.
Lillian Harvey for Paris Revue
Paris — Lillian Harvey is scheduled
o appear in a musical revue at the
irque d'Hiver this winter.
"Cat's Paw" Holds
Cat'sbePaw,''
"The will
olis — Lloyd,
IndianapHarold
tarring
held
ver at the Apollo.

I

SHOWMAN'S

REMINDER
Check
heating
equipment
insure readiness
to resume

now
ti
operation.

• • • A COLORFUL article on motion picture records
of championship ring battles
is contributed to the current issue of "The Ring" by George Pardy
the famous
fistic expert
and incidentally the Dean of the Trade
Film Critics
George covered the pix of the silent days
for nine years running on the old "Exhibitors' Weekly Trade
Review."
T
T
T
• •
• SOME OF the highlights of the story
How
the Baer-Carnera fight film was doctored and edited for British
consumption in order to promote a fight for the defeated Italian
it practically shows Camera winning the fight, and
now all the British sports writers are up in arms because Baer
was declared the champ!
The biggest fake ever perpetrated in fight films
occurred a couple of weeks after
Bob Fitzsimmons
lost the championship
to Jim Jeffries at
Coney Island in 1899
no motion pix were taken of that
fight
so a few enterprising gents made a deal with
Fitz to fake a film of the fight
they hired Jack McCormic, the Philly wrestler-boxer, to play the role of Jeffries,
as he looked somewhat like the champ
the fake pix was
shown in many big cities for months
•
•
• INCIDENTALLY
this fight authority, George
Pardy, explodes the commonly accepted idea that fight films can
determine winners and losers in closely contested or disputed
bouts
no pix of championship
bouts yet taken have
proved any decision was wrong
or right, for that matter
the camera eye is fooled sometimes, even as the
human
eye
strange as that may seem
Mister
Pardy also shows up the newspaper
fake of the "round by
round" description of championship fights
no human eye
can possibly accurately record all the blows struck in a fast
milling fracas
and few eyes can tell which blows landed
solid and which were mere taps
but the hick public
wants the round-by-round reports
so all the newspapers
give it to 'em
and we thot that only in the film biz the
public was sometimes fooled
for purposes of Glamour
so any time a newspaper scribe or editor yawps at
motion picture tricks
remind him about the round-byround newspaper racket
•

• • NEW DEPARTURE by M-G-M in their advertising campaign on "Chained"
Howard Dietz has laid out
a schedule of color advertising of 1,100-line ads
for all
key cities where newspapers have facilities for color advertising
Mister Dietz inaugurated color advertising in newsin a test color
campaign
"The Thin Man" a last
in citiespaperswhere
is notonavailable
blackJune
and white
campaign is used
the company will make it a policy to
use color ads on newspaper campaigns for their more important
pix
•
•
• AN ELABORATE stage revue is being planned for
Broadway
presentation
starting January
1
by Felix
Ferry, noted European theatrical producer who produced
"Monte Carlo Follies" abroad
Officers of the Irene Dunne
Club, a national organization of 6,000 film fans
held a
theater party at the Criterion theater for the Broadway opening of the revived "Cimarron."
the pix that made Miss
Dunne
"Little Women"
has run for 18 weeks at the
Edouard VII theater in Paris
Campaigns have been
started in the Skouras Long Island and Jersey nouses for contestants in the national "American Beauty" Pageant at Madison Square Garden in October
in charge of Hal Olver
Paula Gould is acting as press representatives for the
Donald Sawyer Dance Studios

«

«

«

»

»

»

Lawrence, Kan. — Opening of C. A.
Schultz new theater here on Sept.
7 will be a big holiday event with
many features planned.
Kansas City — Don Davis has sold
RCA sound equipment to Mrs. Edna
Hartman, who is opening a theater
at Smithville,
Mo., closed for several years.
Kansas City — Mrs. E. Nolan, who
operates the Ozark at Cassville,
Mo., is opening the Strand at Pierce
City, Mo., a new house of 400 seats,
with RCA sound.
Forming New British Circuit
London — Formation of a new
theater company under the guidance
of C. F. Bernhard, chief of Union
Cinema Co., is expected this month
in a move to build up a new circuit,
with a renting company to follow.
Bernhard also has a deal on for
seven more houses to be added to
the Union circuit, which already has
about 40 houses.
West

Helen Hayes to Go on Tour
Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — After finishing her
role in "What Every Woman
Knows" for M-G-M, Helen Hayes
will go on tour in October with her
Broadway stage hit of last season,
"Mary of Scotland."
Helen Strauss Joins Wanger
Helen Strauss, who has been with
Fox handling stories, has resigned
and is joining the new Walter Wanger
firm. She will remain inproduction
New York.
German
Films Drop
Berlin — Of 221 films passed in
the year ended in June, 117 were
German and 104 foreign, compared
with 133 and 72, respectively, the
year before.
"Over Seven Seas" for Ziegfeld
William K. Vanderbilt's "Over the
Seven Seas" will play Loew's Ziegfeld Sept. 24.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS
Numbers of films released in Greece
last year increased 30 per cent over the
previous
year.
Total
was
248.

Take em on these
, 3 Great Laugh Cruises

Produced by
AL CHRISTIE

Bob Geraghty ••Five Spirits of Harmony

Marion Martin* *• Mountain Melodeers
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if vacation

Presented by:
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Here's all the fun of another
7-day
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cruise, all

Kfel

wrapped up in two reels. Will
Mahoney at his best, plus a

It I

big surprise hit in the singing
of the Five Spirits of Harmony. Itwill be one of your

j

The
PICKETS SISTERS
and SOLLY WARD
in a musical comedy that combines
exceptional action and fun with four
great new song hits.

biggest comedy
season.

hits of the
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Distributed in U. S. A. by FOX Film Corporation

TOM PATRICOLA
and RUSTER WEST
"Lively and snappy comedy... The
dancing put on by the boys is a great
stepping exhibition . . . fast and well
gagged."
Film Daily
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Consol. Film to Extend $1,500,000 RKO

Notes

Fox Product
May HEADS
Go to MELT
RKO Houses
N.Y.
MAJOR
"SALES
TONIGHinT Greater
ONJONING
Europe
. . a holiday and what's what
=

By JACK

A BOARD

ALICOATE

the Ide de France:

=
Looking

** back now the whole thing seemed
inevitable. This trip, we mean. If one
must

have one's breakdown during midsummer, one might just as well have it
in Europe. Eh! What? In addition, we
were told that if we were fed up with
the cinema, that if looking at the screen
gave us the needles and that if film talk
bored us, a sea trip was just the thing
to get away from it all. Per. The per
meaning perhaps. We had not left the
smiling, flirting eyes of the Statue of Liberty before we ran smack into more motion picture people than one will find film
salesmen at an exhibitors' picnic. Among
those aboard is Billy Beaudine, who is to
make one for British-International. Al
Santell, who will direct the next Clive
Brook-Madeleine Carroll story. William
Cameron Menzies, who will co-direct with
Alexander Korda on the "War of the
Worlds" special. Bee Lillie, the inimitable
comedienne, Gladys Henson, Jack Lait of
"Variety" and Ely Culbertson, who makes
bridge shorts in his spare moments for
RKO. To make it a grand slam we were
not past Sandy Hook before we found a
complete French company aboard making
a picture during the round trip of the
ship. Now it is easy to understand why
sailors go rowing in Central Park on their
day off.
AS

our travelling companion we are
fortunate in having Louis Nizer, the
scholarly and brilliant lawyer, and a man
of very few thousand words. We have
yet to win even the first point in an
argument with him. Neither has anyone
on the ship. It is his first trip to Europe
and our movements so far have been
guided by strictly conventional judicial
procedure. As the man from Cook's, I
have promised to show him Europe provided he throws away his hat box and
brownie camera. His education proper
will start when we reach Paris.
AAA

EARLY
the

in the morning we leave ship at
misty, sleepy little gray town
of
{Continued
on Page 2)

Loew Expected to Give Up
Pictures in Settlement
of Buying Jam
RKO houses in greater New York
are reported likely to get Fox product, which has been sold to the Loew
circuit, under an arrangement now
being discussed as a means of settling the buying situation dispute.
Fox distribution executives are understood to have figured importantly in conferences already held on
the matter. Date of the next meeting has (Continued
not as yet
been scheduled,
on page 10)

UNION SITUATION
BEST IN 5 YEARS
Describing operator contract negotiations as the least troublesome
in four or five years, Lou Krouse,
assistant to the president of the I.
A. T. S. E., yesterday declared that
no walkouts have occurred on the
(Continued

on page

10)

77% of Films Approved
By Legion in Chicago

Chicago — ■ A full-page advertisement inserted by the Legion of Decency in the Chicago "Sunday Tribune,"
listing 235 on motion
(Continued
page 10) pictures

Wanger to Use Met Studio
Walter Wanger, who has just signed
an agreement whereby he will produce
six pictures independently for release
through Paramount, will work at the
Metropolitan studios in Hollywood He
is now en route to the Coast from New
York, where closing of the deal was
official. y announced by George J.

Distribution executives of 13
companies will meet with George J.
Schaefer, chairman of the Code AuSchaefer yesterday. "Peacock Feathers,"
thority's committee on zoning and
which Wanger will make as his second
clearance boards, at the Motion
picture following "The President Vanishes," will be done
in Technicolor.
Picture Club at 6 o'clock tonight to
further develop plans for straightening out the tangled zoning and
clearance situation and adopting
schedules for the 1934-35 season as
expeditiously as possible.
In addition to Schaefer, several
members of the Authority are expected to attend the meeting, at
which committees will be named to
Taking the attitude that the motion picture code does not empower compare basic principles of clearance (Continued
agreed uponon by
it to act on monopoly charges in
page the
1C) Authorwhich allegation is made that an
exhibitor cannot buy film, the Code
Authority has reaffirmed decision of
the Atlanta grievance board dismissing a complaint
filed
(Contimted on
Page by 12)John Gil-

CODE CANNOT ACT
ON MONOPOLY ISSUE

George Brown Resigns
Columbia Adv'g Post

George Brown, director of advertising and publicity for Columbia for nearly three years, has resigned and will terminate his connection early next month. As yet
no successor has been appointed.
Announcement of Brown's new post
will be made within a few days.

$1 ,500,000 in Notes of RKO
Being Extended by Consol. Film
Kann Injured; Wife Dies
In Automobile Accident
Maurice D. (Red) Kann, editor
of "Motion Picture Daily," sustained
fractures of three ribs and Mrs.
Kann was fatally injured early yesterday morning in an automobile
accident at New Haven. Mrs. Kann
passed away
a few hours later in
(Continued on Page 12)

Distribution
Execs
Will
Seek to Work Out
Zoning Solution

An extension of the $1,500,000
RKO notes held by Consolidated
Film Industries is being worked
out by H. J. Yates for Consolidated
and H. A. McCausland for Irving
Trust Co., trustees for the company,
The Film Daily learns. Consolidated's original purchase amounted
to $1,825,000 but payments of $25,000 and $300,000 were made by
(Continued on Page

12)

WARNERTPLAN LEGIT
AT BROADWAY HOUSE

Reopening of the Hollywood theater, Broadway at 51st St., is being
planned by Warner-First National,
which will present members of its
Coast studio stock company in
plays. Idea is understood to be to
allow players
to keep
with
(Continued
on Pagein touch
11)

Loew Putting Dual Bills
In 4 Out-of-Town Houses

Breaking its policy of showing
only single-feature bills outside the
metropolitan territory, Loew is putting duals in four large out-oftown theaters. Houses are in Boston, Syracuse,
Rochester
and Provi(Continued
on Page 12)

Mae West Film Packs 'Em

Atlantic City — Paramount's new Mae
West picture.
"Belle
the Nineties",
played
12 shows,
with of
standees
25 rows
deep throughout, on its opening day at
the Over the Waves theater on the Steel
Pier.
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of peek into the studios there and a survey of the Cinemas. After a cricket
game perhaps, a dash of joints and ale at
Simpsons, a luncheon or two with important film folk at the Ivy and the
Trocadero and a visit up Surrey way with
Jimmy Walker, we shall be off to Paris
via Dcauville. Old Col. Alicoate is riding
again. If you would see a bit of cinema
Europe :s he sees it, follow the man from
Cook's.

Para. Houses in Deal
For Warner-F.N. Lineup
Warner-First National features
and Vitaphone shorts will play the
Paramount Publix houses in the
south and midwest under a contract announced yesterday by Grad
Sears, Warner sales executive.
First-runs in Kansas City, Salt
Lake City, Ogden and Twin Falls
are included.

G-B Deals About Set

FINANCIAL
NEW

(Continued

Plymouth, in the south-west of England.
From there on to London town for a bit

53A
1013/4 _
47+1

Va
V4

Deals for showing of a certain
number of Gaumont British pictures in both the Music Hall and
Roxy were reported yesterday as
being virtually set. Officials of the
English company declined to comment on the story, but stated an official announcement will be made
tomorrow concerning the situation.
Favor Juvenile Blue Law in N. J.
Atlantic City — The New Jersey
State Federation of Women's Clubs
has gone on record as favoring
"blue laws" for minors at movie
houses. This is outcome of the suit
against Mayor Doris Bradway of
Wildwood by W. C. Hunt, operator
of all theaters there, and whom
Mayor Bradway had arrested for
admitting children under 16 years
old.

An outstanding American picture
can gross close to $1,000,000 in
Great Britain, it was said yesterday hy Harry Woolf, advertising
manager of "The Daily Film Renter" of London, who arrived for a
brief visit. A big British success
can do almost as well, Woolf said.
English film business is in a
healthy state and there is plenty
of money to finance good film ventures, Woolf declared. English
audiences are shopping for pictures.
They are not satisfied with seeing
just a program film, Woolf stated.
Woolf will be here nine days, during which time he expects to contact a number of distribution executives and perhaps visit Chicago
and Washington.
Holding Columbo Inquest Today
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Body of Russ Columbo, who died Sunday from an accidental shooting at the home of
Lansing Brown, Jr., his artist
friend, lay in the county morgue
yesterday pending an inquest to be
held here today. Columbo recently
finished work in the Universal picture, "Wake Up and Dream."
Crosby
West

Coast

Returning
Bureau

of THE

to

Radio

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Bing Crosby, currently working in his seventh motion
picture, Paramount's "Here is My
Heart," goes back on the air Sept.
18, in complete charge of his own
radio program. Georgie Stoll and
his
band will work with Crosby this
season.
Thief Shoots Len Grant
Leonard P. Grant, assistant manager at the RKO Flushing, was shot
and critically wounded early yesterday by a thief who attempted to
rob Grant as he neared his home.
Grant was formerly assistant to
Mark Luescher at RKO. He was
taken to Flushing Hospital where
his condition is said to be serious.

.oming an
MAURICE

CHEVALIER,

dG
who

signed a

new

M-G-M contract on completion of "The Merry
Widow," arrives in New York tomorrow from
the
coast and sails Saturday for a holiday in
France.
MAY ROBSON is now at the Mavfair, arrived in New York yesterday from Hollywood
fn- -i vacation. She returns to the M-G-M
studios in about a month.
ELEANOR HOLM
(Mrs. Art Jarrett) has
checked
in at the Hotel
Warwick.
is

B.
in

H.
New

MILLS, Majestic franchise
York
from
Albany.

WALLACE

BEERY

holder,

has arrived in New

York

by

plane from
the coast for a visit.
PINNIE BARNES, who arrived in New Yorkl!
a few days ago from the Universal studios,
land
sails this afternoon on the Majestic for Eng'ACK S. CONNOLLY, general manager of!
"-the News; BARON VALENTIN MANDEL-.
STAMM. scenarist: BILLY ROSE. PEGGY HOPKINS JOYCE. FANNIE HURST. HARRY WOOLF
of "Daily Film Renter." and ADELE BLOODi:
HOPE, HOPE MINOR and EDDIE ROOT of the
stage arrived in New York yesterday from)
abroad
on the He de France.
ARTHUR SANCHEZ of Trans-Oceanic Filml
Export sailed Monday on the Champlain fori
Europe on a business trip. He will be gonei
cbout
six weeks.
JAMES R GRAINGER has returned to New
York after attending the races at Narragansetl
Track, Pawtucket, R I., over the holiday as ;l
guest
of Ed Fay of Providence.
MRS. PATRICK CAMPBELL, British stag*
star, has arrived from London on her way back
to Hollywood
to resume
work
in pictures.
ALFRED
coast from

E. GREEN is en route back to th:
New York.

W. RAY JOHNSTON, president of Monogram, arrived in Waterloo, la., his home town.j
last night.
JOHN
W
HICKS,
JR.,
vice-president
otl
Paramount
International,
who
has been
con
ducting
his
regular
semi-annual
survey
ot|
European
film
conditions
for
the
past
tw>
months, returns to New York tomorrow on th'|
Manhattan.
MR. and MRS. LEE CHADWICK
terday by boat from the coast.

Son
West

Coast

to Harry
Bureau

of

arrived yes;

Joe Browns
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Hollywood — A son was born ove
afi
the week-end to Mr. and Mrs. Harr.
Theodore Deitrich Recovering
Closes Pathe News Tieups Abroad
Joe
Brown at the Cedars of Leh
Theodore C. Deitrich, director of
Warner's 6s39
54
523^
54
+ 1..
Jack Connolly, general manager
anon
Hospital. Mrs. Brown is Sail]
Eilers.
N. Y. PRODUCE
EXCHANGE SECURITIES
publicity
and
advertising
for
Cosof Pathe News, who returned yesmopolitan Productions, who has
terday
from
abroad,
arranged
for
Para. Publix
33/4
33/4
33/4 —
i/8
been critically ill with pneumonia
additional coverage in Austria, Hun- at his home at 33 Fifth Avenue, is
gary, Jugoslavia and the Balkans, now out of danger and on the road
in the event that trouble breaks ou to recovery.
Cameo Reopening With Foreigns
Connolly was away four
Reopening of the Cameo with the there.
weeks.
Local 306 Signs Three More
Russian film, "Petersburg Night",
is scheduled for Saturday.
Local 306 has won over three adDavid Strumpf a Father
ditional houses from the Allied operMrs. David L. Strumpf, wife of
union. The houses are the
the RKO art director, became Cameo ators'
in Manhattan and the Uticc
OPPORTUNITY
mother of a 7% -pound son Sunday and Fortway Theaters, Brooklyn,
at the Fifth Ave. Hospital. The lad
Entirely new national set up.
now closed, but which reopen
shortly.
will be named Michael.
Anxious contact successful
branch managers and film salesmen: if interested write in detail giving past experience and
present position, all replies will
be kept
strictly confidential.
Box 915
THE
FILM
DAILY
N. Y. C.
1650 Broadway

Andy Roy Joins Warners
Film Companies
After Play
Albany — Andy Roy, formerly with
Paramount Publix, has become manSeveral film companies are reager of the Strand, ace Warner
ported dickering for screen rights
house here. Roy recently was man- to "Hitch the Wagon," new play by
aging director of the Paramount in Riana Brown which was tried out
Syracuse.
recently at East Hampton, L. I.

Jack
Sam
Sax
Jerry Safron
Amos Hiatt

Duffy

Doris Kenyon
Cleve Adams

THIS INDUSTRY OWES YOU A DEBT OF
GRATITUDE . . . WHICH THE BOX OFFICE
WILL COLLECT!

Your Genius
has blazed a new trail . . .
marked a new milestone.
Your Daring Originality,
soaring imagination,
are reflected in every scene
of "Caravan".
You Have Inspired
a cast of many stars
to give the grandest
performances
of their lives.
You Have Assembled
mass effects
involving thousands
of people . . .
and infused them
with swinging,
colorful rhythm.
You Have Given Us Music,
gay and exciting,
that fills the hearts
of the audience.

You Have Created Spectacle
of such sheer beauty
that nothing ever done
on the screen
can compare with it.
You Have Depicted Romance
that fires the senses
like wine.
Above All
You have given us something
in your first production
for Fox
definitely new
and significant
that will be studied
in every studio...
and welcomed by a public
that has been begging
for a newer, truer use
of the motion picture.
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WARNER
BRO

S« proudly

bring to lhe screen ihe
amazing drama inspired by
THE GREATEST HUMAN
DOCUMENT

OF THE

CENTURY!

BRITISH AG
Together

for

ihe

first

time

in

Directed hy
Michael Curtiz

Now Available for

EATH

Special extended
engagements
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Nol since Warner Bros, startled the
world with "I Am a Fugitive" has the
screen given you any drama so astounding— so shocking as that inspired by
the best-seller that rocked the chancelleries ofEurope!
The story of one man against a million— and of his perilous love for the
woman whose kiss was death!

THIS IS ONLY

Here is a drama of danger and daring! ... of love and betrayal! ... of life
and death in the dreaded secret service
. . . and of a man and woman who
umphed over the grim legions of
Watch for 1934's one great
sensation — the picture the w
will acclaim!
With Williai
in cast of
Suggested
Lockhort'
A First Nq

SAMPLE
OF

ONE

OF

A

THE

ADS

which will herald "British Agent" to the world
in the GREATEST NATIONAL ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN in Show History
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REVIEWS

Chester

"TAKE THE STAND"

with Jack

of the NEW

LaRue, Thelma Todd

Liberty
78 mins.
HIGHLY ENTERTAINING MURDER
MYSTERY WITH INTELLIGENT PLOT
THAT
BUILDS FINE SUSPENSE.

Morris

"EMBARRASSING

FOREIGN

Woolf,
Alan
John
Wray,
61 mins.

THIN STORY MATERIAL PROVIDES
Adapted from The Deuce of Hearts" by LITTLE FOR CAST OR DIRECTOR AND
Earl Derr Biggers, this clever mystery
RESULTS
IN MILD ENTERTAINMENT.
writer has constructed a most absorbing plot
The trouble with this one is that a
that holds the interest grippingly and builds
to a surprise climax. The theme centers two-reel comedy idea was stretched out
around a Broadway scandal columnist who to make a feature, consequently it is rather
has antagonized a group of prominent peo- feeble stuff most of the way. Chester
ple in various walks of life by airing their Morris is an inveterate practical joker
private affairs in his radio broadcasts. On whose friends turn the tables on him, causing Chester to run away in the belief that
Christmas eve he is about to go on the
air after previously announcing in his col- he is responsible for the death of Walter
umn that he will divulge some sensational Woclf, his rival for the hand of Marian
scandal about a prominent New Yorker. Nixon. Falling in with a trio of crooks,
All the people in question fear that they Chester is taken to Mexico, where a series of makeshift and haphazard melodramight be the victim of this radio attack,
and assemble at the studio before the matics takes place, and finally he returns
broadcast in an attempt to dissuade the to the states with the crooks as his prisoners only to find that Marian has fallen
columnist from carrying out his promise.
But he is in the studio behind locked for Walter, who wasn't killed at all. So
doors. The listeners-in hear a shot and Chester pulls a fake suicide to bring Marian back to his arms. The story creates
the columnist crying "Don't shoot!" The
suspense starts to build in the clever un- little interest or sympathy in the characters, and even the cast seems to have a
ravelling of the murder after an innocent
man has been practically convicted. In- hard time taking the thing seriously.
telligent entertainment with a punch and
Cast: Chester Morris, Marian Nixon,
plenty of excitement.
Walter Woolf, Alan Mowbray, George E.
Cast: Jack La Rue, Thelma Todd, Gail Stone, John Wray, Henry Armetta, Huntley
Patrick, Russell Hopton, Berton Churchill, Gordon, Gay Seabrook, Herman Bing,
Vmce Barnett, Leslie Fenton, Sheila Terry, Charles E. Coleman, Virginia Sale, Jane
Paul Hurst, DeWitt Jennings, Bradley Page, Darwell, Charles Wilson, Christian Frank,
Oscar Apfel, Jason Robards, Richard Tucker, Carl Miller, John T. Murray.
Arnold Gray, Edward Kane, Lew Kelly, Al
Director, Edward Laemmle; Author, WilHill.
liam Anthony McGuire; Screen Play,
Director, Phil Rosen; Author, Earl Derr Gladys Unger, Charles Lcgue; Cameraman,
Biggers; Screen Play, Albert Demond; Edi- Charles Stumar; Recording Engineer, Jos.
tor, Mildred Johnston; Cameraman, Harry Lapis; Editor, Daniel Mandell.
Direction,
Handicapped.
Photography,
Neumann,
Tom Gallagan.
Good.
Direction, Very Good. Photography, Good.

Subsidized Movies
Proposed for Kids
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Theaters controlled
by local boards of education or city
recreational departments, showing
films fianced by the government o:
civic interests if suitable pictures
are not provided by regular producers, are advocated by the National
Congress of Parents and Teachers.
The organization is now distributing
pamphlets to 20,000 local groups in
its drive for movies supervised by
local educational boards. It is suggested that production and showing
of such films be made a part of the
country's relief activities.
Music Hall, Roxy Set Records
A new record for Sunday attendance
was chalked up at the Radio City Music
Hall the past Sunday with RKO's "The
Fountain" as the screen attraction.
Previous record also was held by an
RKO picture, "Little Women," with
an attendance of 23,551 for the day.
The Roxy. showing RKO's "We're
Rich Again," played to more than 27,000 on Labor Day, also a record. Police
reserves were necessary to handle the
Monday
crowds
M-G-M's "Chained" packed them in
at the Capitol and is being held over.
Warner's
"Dames"
week
at the
Strand. will go into a fourth

Milwaukee Items
Milwaukee — Leo Salkin, former
operating head of the closed Palace,
will handle stage bookings for the
Alhambra and Wisconsin through
his Chicago office.
Billy Keaton, who recently opened
with the Alhambra as part of its
new stage show, has been signed
for a long term and will act as comaster of ceremonies with Jack
Stanley, director of the orchestra.
All downtown houses have cut
prices. Fox's Wisconsin and the
Warner are now charging 40 cents
top, while Fox's Alhambra is charging 35 cents top and E. J. Weisfeldt
has announced 15 cents to 1 P. M.
and 25 cents to closing for his Riverside. The Garden has again switched
to first-run pictures at lower prices.
Dual Premiere at Steel Pier
Atlantic City— The Steel Pier
packed them in over the week-end
with two premieres at once. Pictures were Mae West in 'Belle of
the Nineties" and the Dave Thomas
production of "Convention Girl"
which was made mostly in and
around here. Incidentally, number
of bands on the Pier for the weekend reached a new high total of 10.
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FEATURES

in

MOMENTS"

with Marian
Nixon, Walter
Mowbray,
George
E. Stone,
Henry Armetta
Universal
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and SHORTS

FILMS

"ABEL MIT DER MUNDHARMONIKA"
("Abel With the Harmonica"), in German, with English titles; produced by Ufa;
directed by Erich Waschneck; with Karin
Hardt, Karl Ludwig Schrieber, Carl Balhaus, Goetz Wittgenstein, et al. At the
79th St. Theater.
Just a moderately entertaining comedy
of young love, well acted and helped considerably by excellent photographing of
sea and sky sequences.
'SOVIETS GREET NEW
TURKEY";
travelog-newsreel compilation; produced by
Leningrad Cinema Trust; directed by L.
Arnstam.
At the Acme Theater.
An interesting travelogue and newsreel
record based on a recent visit of Soviet
officials to Angora, Turkey, for the purpose of cementing friendly relations between the two countries. A good idea of
present-day Turkey is conveyed by the
picture,
which is accompanied by a musical score.
"GRANADEROS DEL AMOR" ("Grenadiers of Love"), in Spanish; produced by
Fox; directed by John Reinhardt; with Raul
Roulien, Conchita Montenegro, Valentin
Parera, Maria Calvo, Andreas de Segurola.
At the Teatro Campoamor.
Good romantic drama with musical
touches revolving around a composer,
played by Raul Roulien, and his romance
with Conchita Montenegro, the daughter
of an old Tyrolean baron. Makes firstrate entertainment
for the Spanish
fans.

SHORTS

«

«

«

saves his lady love from a monstei
fish that turns its attentions on tha
hero and pursues him to a terrifiJ
suspense and thrilling climax. Ai
original song has been written t(
fit the action, sung by male voices!
Done in beautiful color. Well ui
to the standard of the Walt Disnej
studio. A very cleverly executec
subject that is also a novelty with
the penguin characters.
"Screen Fine
Souvenirs"
Paramount
10 mins
Following an introductory vocai
bit in which an oldtime quartette
sings "Sweet Adeline" at a barn
this dip into the old files bring?
forth clips showing Boston in 1907
a sequence from an early film wit!
Lillian Gish, Dorothy Gish and Rob
ert Harron, the inaugural of Theo
dore Roosevelt in 1905, and finallj,
another oldtime drammer, "Th«|
Lady Killer." Running comment, as:
usual, adds to the amusement.
"Radio Announcers' Revue"
Paramount
10 mins
Good Novelty
A group of well-known radio an
nouncers and some of the artist)
for whom they officiate are present
ed in this short, which incidentally
gives interesting glimpses of th<
"backstage" of radio broadcasting
how the performers do their stuff
the making of sound effects, etc
Announcers who appear are Ken
neth Roberts, Harry VonZell, An
dre Baruch and David Ross witt
entertainers including Edith Mun

"Peculiar
Penguins"
(Silly Symphony)
United Artists
8 mins.
Clever
A delightful cartoon adventure of ray, the "Red Ghost" mystery
a penguin in the frozen North who troupe and others.

K. C. Critic Adopts
Five-Star Film Rating
Kansas City — Rating of films by
the star system, employing up to
five stars and using the additional
designation of "F" for family and
"A" for adult pictures, has been
adopted by Lowell Lawrance, movie
critic of the "Journal-Post." Explaining his new reviewing policy,
Lawrance says :
"The outcry for stricter censorship and the campaign for a socalled clean-up on the screen has
been stirred up primarily because
of the screen's influence on children. And children comprise less
than 10 per cent of the total movie
audience. It is ridiculous to contend that all pictures should conform to standards suitable for the
juvenile mind. The simplest and
soundest solution of the censorship
problem is classification of pictures
in accordance with their audience
appeal. Only adults should see
adult pictures and impressionable
children should be kept away from
movies which are not intended for

them."

Cincinnati Chatter
Cincinnati — Erwin Bock will mar*'
age the Grand, which reopens Sati
urday with films only. A. J. Meiny
inger, former manager, is now a!
at the Capitol with Norman Lin:
as assistant.
Joe Goetz, manager of the RKO
Paramount, is celebrating the thir«
anniversary of the house with I
birthday party lasting a month}
Jack Tiernan, formerly of the Cap>
itol, is his new assistant.
ing.
Al Sugarman of RKO has had i
setback and is again taking treat
ments for his eyes, affected by driv
Yarrow Miller is back from Cleve
land, bringing back his family fron
a summer on the lakes.
W. C. Mills of Russell, Ky., stop
Fair. off here en route to the Chicag<
ped
Ralph Kinsler of RKO closed s
ton.
100 per cent contract with the sb
Semelroth Circuit houses in Day

Sober Film Row

New Orleans — Carl Liuzza has closed
his bar in film row for lack of patronage. He continues his restaurant, which
has been a part of the row for years.

»
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Vigorous Detroit Campaign
On "Here Comes the Navy"

A T the Michigan Theater in
^ Detroit, Bert Perkins, Warner exploiteer, and the house
staff availed themselves of the
gold mine possibility of "Here
Comes the Navy" by doubling
advertising space in all the papers and breaking publicity two
weeks in advance. Over the air
daily spot announcements were
supplemented by a radio skit on
the picture. The front and
lobby were beautifully decorated, the central piece being a
large battleship set-piece surrounded by art panel displays.
Naval pennants from roof to
marquee, a line of burgees, special art frames and decorations
at the entrance enhanced the
nautical aspects. A Naval
Reserve band and company
were tied in with a march from
their headquarters around the
"Loop" to the theater. They
were accompanied by the recruiting force and a squad of
Sea Scouts. With the parade
was a bannered sound truck
which had been driven around
the town for eight hours a day
for four days. Nautical airs
were played, the personnel
"spieled" and distributed heralds and tabloids. A thirty-foot
cruiser equipped with giant
banners covered the waterfront
and beach resorts for six hours
a day for three days. Ten
thousand four-page tabloids
were distributed around town.
Thirty locations were spotted
with a mounted still-card display. Display boards were put
in all hotels, and two hundred
all downposters were posted byin Old
Gold.
town cigar stores
— Michigan, Detroit.

■ft Big Poster Campaign
mfor "Last Gentleman"

F

OR the opening of "The Last
Gentleman," Manager R.
Jonnason put on an aggressive
poster campaign at the Mayfair in Asbury Park. A few days
before the opening of the picture 50 block three-sheets, 100
one's and 100 window cards
were posted throughout the city.
Later this was followed up by
50 one's
, 30althree's,
10 24-sheets
window cards.
50 addition
and
For a street ballyhoo, Jonnason
got out a truck which contained
two 24-sheets on the sides and
a six-sheet in back. This truck
traveled about the city and in
outlying towns. More than
5,000 heralds were distributed,
20,000 imprinted napkins were
circulated in all local restaurants, and 5,000 throwaways
used effectively.
—May fair, Asbury Park, N. J.

PHIL M. DALY
• •
• THE
PREMIERE
of Columbia's
"One Night
Love"
at the Radio City Music Hall Thursday eve
will be graced by the presence of the operatic star
Grace
Moore
who has scored so brilliantly in this productionof
At a midnight reception to the star, Managing Director
W. G. Van Schmus of the Music Hall will act as host to a
notable list of guests including the Rockefellers, the Sarnoff s, Owen Youngs, Aylesworths and a selected assortment of celebs of finance, industry and the arts and amusements
T
T
T
• • • HERE IS the simple yarn of how Morris Kandel
fell plump into a Load of Luck . . . in acquiring the American
rights to "The Wandering Jew" and turning the property over
to Metro at a very handsome profit
•
•
• WHILE IN London he killed some spare time
by wandering into a theater that was playing the pix
very much impressed, he went to the offices of Julius Hagen
at the Twickenham Studios after two conferences he signed
a five-year franchise which gives him the sole U. S. rights to
all Twickenham productions and soon after returning to
these shores, Kandel had sold distribution rights to M-G-M
now comes the payoff
when Mister Kandel asked Hagen
why he had no U. S. distribution tie-up Hagen said that
he understood British pix were not wanted in the U. S. unless
imported by a major company
well, lads and lassies
it is Fairy Tales like this that keep us all hoping to strike a
similar break in the ole film biz

•

• • THE STUDIO publicity men were saved from putting themselves in an embarrassing situation when they
recently appointed a committee that prepared a set of resolutions calling upon fan magazine writers to first submit
their stories to them before turning the manuscripts over to
the fan mag editors
it was pointed out to them that the
industry was fighting censorship yet here they were trying to establish a press censorship right in Hollywood
the position
of Catherine
McNelis.
of "New
in refusing
to subscribe
to thepublisher
plan on the
groundsMovie"
that
her publication had never printed a scandal story
caused
the pressagey committee to reconsider
•
•
• A NICE opening for the Brooklyn Paramount
under direction of Si Fabian
last Friday
city officials, and stars of screen, stage and radio were in attendance
"Cleopatra" was the attraction
the b.o. rush forced
midnight showings
on Saturday
and Sunday
estimated
that opening week's gross will reach almost 30 grand
•

•

• IN SPITE of its title
"The Common Couch"
a novel by Guy Fowler of United Artists
isn't the
sort to antagonize either the Hays office or John Sumner
it's a yarn of Greenwich Village
where Guy has lived
for 12 years
the novelRichard
is on the
fall list of has
Authors'
lications meanwhile
Barthelmess
asked Pubfor
another script of Mister Fowler's titled "Hudson Dusters" to
study its screen possibilities
so it looks as if this rising
young author is fairly well occupied these days
Mrs. Martin Johnson is recovering in Roosevelt hospital from an operation Howard S. Cullman of the Roxy will deliver a radio
talk over WABC Wednesday afternoon on "Romance of a People" the stage spectacle that opens Friday at his theater.
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TIMELY TOPICS
Local Censorship
Held Inadvisable
'jT'HAT there is a definite swing
toward a complete clean-up
of the product of the Hollywood picture industry is evidenced by the activities of the
producers. The church and laymen organization protest against
the increasing tendency toward
the suggestive in dialogue and
costume went directly to headto "purify"is
quarters. The place
producti
moving picture
ons
the place of manufacture. The
playhously.
secondari
es are affected only
Care should be exercised in
creating local censorship. It
must be remembered that a
board of censors represents but
the aggregate of individual
tastes among its limited membership. It would be easily
possible to appoint seven such
boards, each to serve one night
a week, and thereby set at
cross purposes the real effort at
picture rehabilitation. One
board might condemn a picture
that the board on duty the following day would approve. It
must not be forgotten that suggestiveness is as the individual
sees it. Such a condition all too
easily can set at naught all of
the meritorious effort now being made in the direction of a
new standard of moving picture
productions.
There are more than 3,000
counties in the United States.
A board of censorship in each
county would soon disrupt the
entire picture industry. The
compositions of those boards
would represent — of necessity
— the very acme of vagariousness. It would be an interminable labor to provide movie
entertainment to the patrons of
show houses throughout the
ment.
country
under such an arrangeThe place for effecting reforms of moving pictures in
Fort Worth is at Hollywood.
That reform is well under way.
It would be much more practical not to confuse the issue.
— Fort

Worth

Star-Telegram

Theater Employes Meet
Mass meeting of members of
Local 95, theater and amusement
employes union, was held last night
at 752 Eighth Ave.
Plan Film on St. Francis of Assisi
London — Religious Films Society
plans a film based on St. Francis
of Assisi.
Readying Seattle House
Seattle — The Moore, old legit
house, is being readied to reopen
shortly with talkies.
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MAJOR SALES HEADS
WILL MEET ON ZONING
(Continued from Page 1)

ity's committee and plans already
prepared for various zones.
Distributors planning to attend
the session are: Jack Skirball, Educational; Abe Montague, Columbia;
John D. Clark, Fox; Edward Golden, Monogram; Felix F. Feist, MG-M; Neil Agnew, Paramount; Ned
E. Depinet, RKO; Jules H. Levy,
RKO; Al Lichtman, United Artists;
James R. Grainger, Universal; A.
W. Smith, Jr., Warner-First National; Gradwell L. Sears, Warner
Bros. - First National; Harry
Thomas, First Division.
The plan of procedure, as outlined by a resolution adopted by the
Code Authority, is briefly as follows:
If any submitted schedule is believed impractical and unworthy of an appeal hearing,
which will entail traveling and living expenses for appellants from different sections
of the country, then such schedules will be
sent back to the Local Clearance and Zoning
Board with specific instructions to amend
it in conformance with the principles as outlined in the memorandum.
Such schedules thereupon shall be redrafted and presented again to the Code Authority with the right of appeal from any of
its provisions by any person affected thereby.
If in the opinion of the Code Authority
any submitted schedule of clearance and zoning is sound in structure and practical in
operation, a date for an appeal hearing before
the Code Authority Appeals Committee will
be set as soon as possible thereafter.
In any territory or part thereof where
no schedule of clearance and zoning has been
promulgated, or where a schedule is not now
in preparation, the Local Boards shall promptly reconvene and shall, at the discretion of
its members, hear individual protests against
any unreasonable clearance. If any exhibitor has failed to file a complaint or has been
denied a hearing through misinformation as
to the procedure to be followed by the Local
Clearance and Zoning Boards and in any
cases where the clearance granted any exhibitor is greater for 1934-35 than existed
for the season 1933-34, then the individual
protest of any exhibitor adversely affected
shall be heard, the hearing of such case
not being discretionary with the Local Board.
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S"
from
WILK "LOT
TTLEBy RALPH
A LIHOLLYWOOD
J^DWARD
EVERETT
HORTON
has joined the cast of M-G-M's
"The Night is Young," with Ramon
Novarro and Evelyn Laye.
t

y

▼

Walter Connolly, Sheila Mannors
and Arthur Rankin have had their
options taken up by Columbia.
Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y
y

y

▼

Tn his snare moments Simeon
Aller of Smith & Aller. Pacific Coast distributors of DuPont raw stock, has written a storv
wh>Vh he is calling "Without a Title." Aller is seriously thinking of
producing: this story and may do i*
w'th another producer. This is not
Aller's first attempt at writine. H<>
has made a number of English translations from Russian works.

(.Continued from Page 1)

it was stated yesterday at the Loev
Disney Silly Symphony in Techni- offices. Loew's is figured as having
color for United Artists.
bought 284 features for next season
Y
Y
Y
showing, while RKO theaters have
Clay Clement has been added by acquired 110 pictures.
First National to the cast of "Murder in the Clouds," in which Lyle Operator Union Situation
Talbot and Ann Dvorak star.

James K. McGuinness, M-G-M
scenarist, has one of the first typeGrant Mitchell has been added to
writers ever constructed. It wr
the cast of RKO's "The Kick-Off." made before writing machines bewith
Betty
Furness
and
Eddie
Quillan.
gan to be manufactured commercially, and although McGuinness
y
y
y
keeps it only as a curiosity, it is
Barbara Stanwyck and Warren still quite workable.
William will appear together for the
Y
Y
Y
Isabel Jewell, M-G-M actress now
first time in Warner's "Concealment." William Dieterle will direct.
playing the second-lead role in "Evelyn Prentice," is an enthusiastic
Y
Y
▼
amateur photographer. Miss Jewell
Edward Arnold has been signed carries a small movie camera on
by Darryl Zanuck to play the role her trips, and is also making a collection of shots of M-G-M notables
of Louis XIII in "Cardinal Richeliss. lieu," which will star George Ar- whom she snaps on the lot.
Y

RKO HOUSES IN N. Y.
MAY GET FOX PRODUCT

Y

Y

Paul Sloane, director of RKO's
"Down to Their Last Yacht," war
once
as "killed
duringreported
the world
war. in
Theaction"
error
went uncorrected for several days,
and was rectified only when Sloane
himself reported that the story was
"greatly exaggerated."
Y

Y

Y

Charles Kenyon, Warner scenarist, is writing a screen adaptation
Y
Y
Y
of his own original story, "The Goose
Four additions have be^n made to and the Gander." The story is a
the cast of Paramount's football comedy, and will star Kay Francis
Davis in the leading femmusical. "College Rhythm." They and Bette
inine roles.
wre Eric Alden, Gilbert Wilson, Lee
Philips and Dutch Hendrian, and
Y
Y
Y
will appear as gridiron hproes. The
Lou Brock,
producer
of RKO's
picture features Lanny Ross. Joe musical,
"Down to Their
Last
Penner. Jark Oakif. Mary Brian Yacht," played an important part
°nd Helfn Mack. Norman Taurog in the introducing and establishing
is directing.
Improved Ames House Reopens
of American film distribution in
AAA
foreign countries. Brock was one
Ames, la. — Completely remodeled
Al Martin is with the Blue Rib- of the early pioneers in this field,
and modernized, the Capitol, one of
bon Productions, where he is doins' and remained actively engaged in it
three Ames theaters that are part
of the A. H. Blank circuit, has re- the screen-play on "Old Lady 31." for some years.
Y
Y
▼
opened. Joe V. Gerbach is resident
Y
Y
Y
Hugh Walpole will adapt his
manager of Ames Theater Co. AlJune
Brewster,
who
came to Holterations at the Capitol included an novel, "Vanessa," as a M-G-M r>™lywood from Earl Carroll's "Vaniincrease in seating capacity to 640, ^uction starring Helen Hayes. Wilties"
last
year,
has
an
offer
make
liam K. Howard will direct, with three pictures in England, to but
smoking rooms for men and women
a
as supervisor.
and lounging rooms in the base- David 0. Selznick
Hollywood bid to play in a musical
Y
Y
Y
ment. House continues its facilities
picture
will
probably
keep
her
here.
Ginger Rogers has drawn the Miss Brewster has been spending a
for stage attractions.
Iparl opposite Francis Lederer in
deal of time studying dramatics
RKO's "Romance in Manhattan." good
Colonial, Richmond, Reopens
with Laura Hope Crews.
which
Stephen
R.
Roberts
is
to
diY
Y
Y
Richmond, Va. — The Colonial, rect.
Richard Wallace says one of the
only local house closed for the sumY
Y
Y
mer, has reopened.
Henrietta Crosman will appear in biggest responsibilities he has ever
Chesterfield's first 1934-35 special. had on his shoulders is the present
SUNSET PROJECTION
& DUBBING
"The Curtain ^alls." to be direct- task of choosing a name for the
ENTERPRISE
ed by Charles Lamont under super- baby the Wallaces have adopted.
Sid Smith
Johnny Morgan
Y
Y
Y
vision of George R. Batcheller.
PRODUCERS & PUBLIC PROJECTION ROOM
Y
Y
Y
COMPLETE DUBBING & SCORING SERVICE
Isabel Jewell's forthcoming engagement
in
a
Broadway
play will
All facilities of a major projection room,
T.«uis Calhprn has ioined th» <*p<*t
Can match into any sound truck.
of Warner's "Sweet Adeline." Bobbv not take her away from the films
6048
Sunset
Blvd.
Connolly is set to direct the dances. for good, she says. After the stage
Call Hollywood 9480 for appointment
Y
Y
Y
run, she plans to return here and
Hollywood. Calif.
"Water Babies" will be the next resume picture work.

The(Continued
Best from
in Five
Years
Page 1)

part
of projectionists and none an
indicated.
"All negotiations toward nev
agreements are oroceeding withou
major difficulties," said Krouse.
Scores of operator contract)
throughout the country expired 01
Aug. 31.

77% of Films Approved
By
Legion in Chicago
(Continued from Page 1)
divided into three classes with rei
spect to suitability, showed only 5
or 23 per cent in the disapprove(
group. Eighty-eight films wer<
given Class A rating, designating
them suitable for family trade.
This is believed to be the first ad
vertisement employed by the Legioi
in its campaign. The action is un
derstood to have been local and no
indicative of a national policy.

HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood
$2.50
$3.00

up, Single
up, Double

Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaza is near everything to see and do in
Hollywood.
Ideal for business or pleasure.
Every room has private
dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every venience.
modern
Fine foodscon-at
reasonable prices. Convenient parking for your car.
Chas. Danziger, Mgr.

Eugene Stern, Pres.
The "Doorway of Hospitality"
Vine
at Hollywood
Blvo.
HOLLYWOOD

\|
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WARNERS PLAN LEGIT
AT BROADWAY HOUSE
(Continued -from Page 1)

direct audience reaction and get the
"personal feeling" of the audience.
Al Jolson and Ruby Keeler may
appear in the initial production.
s Tentative plan is to have a 20-week
season, with shows changing every
two weeks. The Hollywood is now
being redecorated.

NEWS
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OF THE DAY

Orlando, Fla. — Remodeling of the
old Phillips theater building is
under way and it is expected to open
for business around Oct. 1. The old
Grand Theater also is to be completely remodeled, according to
Jesse L. Clark, city manager of the
Sparks theaters.

a month. Otto Braeunig, office manager, was elected president. Other
Pawtucket, R. I.— The Capitol will
be reopened by E. M. Loew either
September 14 or 21.

Wildwood, N. J. — Directly after
filing of a suit for $50,000 against
Mayor Doris Bradway by William
Miami, Fla. — The Mayfair is tak- C. Hunt, owner and operator of the
ing time out for general renovation. only five movie houses here, in z
Boston Brevities
s Boston — John Curran is back at While the theater is closed, Sonny blue law controversy, his office?
Shepherd, manager, is taking a va- were ransacked by thieves apparentthe Columbia exchange as exploita- cation.
tion director under Manager Tim
thanly looking
money.for private papers rathe"
i!0'Toole. Fred Marshall has been
(transferred.
Key West, Fla.— The Strand, recently destroyed by fire, is to be re1 John J. Schnitzer, RKO auditor,
Boston — "Hitler's Reign of Ter
built, according to Jan Carbonell,
tjis centering here.
owner.
ror," held up for some time by th
district
Columbia
Rieff,
j Jules
local censor, has been permitted t
booker, is here for a few days.
open at the Tremont Temple as ;
Cleveland — The twenty-five mem- charge.
i RKO Boston theater, managed by
bers of the local RKO exchange have roadshow. Samuel Fisher is ir
Bert Henson, is back to vaudeville
{after two months of dual features. formed a social club to meet twice
[ Josephine M. Nolan of Columbia
«.!is back from Cohasset.
Providence
First-Run Changes
DeMille, Richards Go Fishing
Providence — With opening of the
New Orleans— Cecil B. De Mille,
fall season, the first-run situation
after delivering his local lecture, here
'{ Coast Writers Have B'way Play
has undergone something of a
I "Fly Away Home," a play by joined E. V. Richards on the latter's shakeup. Loew's State, which has
yacht,
Eldes,
for
a
fishing
trip.
De
'Dorothy Bennett and Irving White,
playing vaudeville plus a sin
iboth Coast writers, will open soon Mille landed two big tarpon in an been
gle feature, has adopted a dual pol
hour
and
a
half.
Yesterday
the
De
BamTheron
with
Broadway
Jon
icy. Fay's, which has been dark
Mille party, including Bill Pine, left for
several months, has reopened
berger as producer. It was recentby plane for the coast, where the with a single feature and vaudeville.
y tried out at Stockbridge, Mass.
producer starts preparing his next
Stage Play for Grace Moore
New Klamath Falls Theater Firm
Paramount picture, "Crusades."
Grace Moore, who makes her film
Klamath Falls, Ore. — Capitalized
Philly
M.P.T.O.
House
Organ
debut in Columbia's "One Night oJ
it $100,000, the H. W. Poole TheLove," opening tomorrow at the
Philadelphia — "Contact" is the Music
Falls has just
aters of Klamath
Hall, is scheduled to appear
>een incorporated by H. W. Poole, title of a weekly bulletin now being
season in a stage comV. D. Miller and Will Murphy.
printed by the M. P. T. O. of East- the coming
edy now being prepared by Francis
ern Pa. George A. Aarons, secre- de Croisset,
French playwright.
tary of the association, is in charge
of the publication.
Goldwyn Signs Miriam Hopkins
THE INDUSTRY'S
Manchukuo M-G-M Captives Rescued West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
DATE BOOK
Hollywood — Samuel Goldwyn has
Mukden, Manchukuo — Robert M.
Miriam Hopkins to a fourLury and E. F. Johansen represen- signed
year
contracts. He is now hunting
tatives of M-G-M, were among a her first
story.
group rescued by a Japanese gunept. 7: Variety Club of Albany Golf Tournament, Albany.
boat after they had been taken capTwymann Retires as Mayor
tive several days ago by outlaws.
spt. 10: First fall luncheon meeting of
Charlottesville, Va. — Frederick
Variety Club
of Cleveland.
Twymann, popular exhibitor,
Third Week for "Dames" in Cincy W.
8pt. 11-13: Annual convention of Fox West
has retired as Mayor of this city.
Coast Inrermountain theater division, BroadCincinnati — Warner's "Dames"
moor Hotel, Colorado Springs, Colo.
has gone into its third week at B.
James Kirkwood Injured
ept.11: Meeting of Pathe Exchange stockF. Keith's with business ahead of
holders to vote on reorganization
plan.
James Kirkwood was taken to
"42nd Street."
Bellevue Hospital on Saturday as a
ept. 14: Clambake, Golf and Dinner-Dance
of Cleveland
Variety
Club.
Cleveland.
result of a fractured right ankle
George Givot at St. Moritz
ipt. 16: North Dakota Allied meeting, Mansustained while returning to his
dan, N. D.
George Givot began an engage- home at 74 Irving Place after a
ment last night as master of cereipt. 20: A.M.P.A. Revels and Luncheon, MoBarrymore at the Homonies in the Sky Gardens of the visitteltoNew John
tion Picture Club,
New
York.
Yorker. Kirkwood twisted
Hotel St. Moritz.
his
ankle
while
trying to dodge a
pt. 20: "Night of Stars" benefit under auspices of United Jewish Appeal in aid of
car.
German Jews, Yankee Stadium, New York.
Nathan Burkan, chairman.
Play by Charles Beahan
K. C. Manager Robbed
pt. 26-27: Annual convention of Allied In"Dearly Beloved," a play by
dependent Theater Owners of Wisconsin,
Kansas City — A casual bandit
Charles
Beahan and Robert L.
Hotel
Schroeder,
Milwaukee.
robbed Morril Moore, manager of
Buckner, is scheduleld for Broad- the Rockhill theater, of $75 the
cf. 1-2: Meeting of G. F. T. A. Independent
way production. Sidney Fox and other night.
Thealer
Owners
Ass'n,
Robert
Fulton
Hotel,
Atlanta.
Roger Pryor are being talked about
for the leads.
ct. 1-3:
National
Film
Carriers
convention,
Frank A. Graham Retiring
Statler Hotel, Detroit.
Auburn, Wash. — Frank A. Gract. 14-15:
Annual
convention
of
M.P.T.O.
Paramount
Buys
Stark
Young
Novel
ham, owner and operator of the
of
Arkansas,
Mississippi
and
Tennessee
Paramount has acquired screen Granada, has leased the house to
(Tri-State),
Memphis.
tiring.
t. 29-Nov.
1: S.M.P E. Fall Meeting
Hotel
rights to "So Red the Rose," novel J. G. Maddux of Spokane and is rePennsylvania,
New
York.
by Stark Young.

RCA
VICTOR
PHOTOPHONE
OFFERING YOU:
• A Sound Box Office
Attraction
• Complete Ownership
• A Self-Liquidating
Investment
PHOTOPHONE

DIVISION

RCA VICTOR
COMPANY,
Camden, N. J.
A

Radio Corporation

Inc.

of America Subsidiary
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CODE CANNOT ACT
ON MONOPOLY ISSUE
(Continued from Page 1)

looly of the Capitol, St. Petersburg,
Fla., against E. J. Sparks of Jacksonville and distributors. In his
complaint, Gillooly sought to invoke
Article 3, Section 2 of the code
which reads: "This code is not designed to promote monopolies or to
eliminate or oppress small enterprises and shall not be applied to
discriminate against them nor to
permit monopolies or monopolistic
practices."
Gillooly has filed a Federal Court
action against Sparks charging
monopoly and the case is still pending.
Other Code Authority decisions
on appeals are as follows: modified
Atlanta clearance and zoning schedule as it applies to John Gillooly of
Capitol, St. Petersburg: affirmed
Atlanta grievance board ruling dismissing overbuying complaint
brought by John Gillooly against E.
J. Sparks, complaint alleged respondent exacted agreement from
distributors not to sell complainaint;
reversed decision of New York
grievance board and dismissed complaint of Leon Rosenblatt, acting
for Orient theater, Jersey City,
charging Skouras' Apollo, Jersey
City, with overbuying and with indistributors not to sell complainant;
of film; reversed ruling of New
York clearance and zoning board
and dismissed complaint of Fred S.
Griswold of Port Jefferson theater,
Port Jefferson, L. I., against Smithtown, Sayville, Patchogue, Granada,
Riverhead, Glen Cove, Huntington
and Huntington Station, charging
unfair clearance.
Catholic Drive Starts in Month
Crusade of the Catholic Archdiocese of New York for cleaner
films will get under way in about
a month, according to Mgr. Michael
J. Lavelle in "The Cathedral Bulletin."
Hoffberg Gets 3 Willis Kent Films
J. H. Hoffberg has acquired all
foreign rights to three Willis Kent
features, "Man From Hell" and
"Fighting Through" with Reb Russell, and "Guns for Hire" with Lane
Chandler.

• The Broadway

Parade •
Distributor

Theater

Chained
. . ."
We're Rich Again
Blind Date
Crime
Without
Passion.
Dames
(3rd week)

M-G-M
RKO Radio
Columbia
Paramount
Warner Bros
Paramount

Capitol
Roxy
Palace
Rialto
Strand
Paramount

RKO Radio
United Artists
M-G-M

Music Hall
Rivoli
Mayfair

Cleopatra
(3rd week)
...
The
Fountain
Bulldog Drummond Strikes Back (3rd week) .
Straight Is the Way

. RKO Radio

Cimarron*

♦ FOREIGN
Soviets

Greet

New

Turkey

4 FUTURE
Their Big

*

OPENINGS
RKO Radio

Mayfair

United Artists
Columbia

Rivoli
Music Hall

Romance
in
You
Belong

Universal
Universal

Roxy
Rialto

Loves

the
to

Me

The
Wandering
British Agentj
* Revival.

(Sept. 5)

Acme

♦

Affairs
of Cellini
(Sept. 5)
One Night of Love (Sept. 6)

She

Moment

Rain
Mef

(Sept. 7)

Not*"
Jews§

' * Follows Cleopatra.

(Continued from Page 1)

RKO on July I and Aug. 1, respe
tively. Next payment was due ye
terday, but is being held up pern
ing the new extension agreement
Irving Trust lawyers and a.
countants are now preparing th
final report of the equity receive
It will be submitted to the cou:
upon the return next month of Judg
Bondy. At the same time Irvir
Trust will be discharged as equil
receiver and continue as trustee u
der the new bankruptcy law.

Criterion

Amkino

Paramount

Paramount

M-G-M
Warner Bros

Capitol
Strand

Loew Putting Dual Bills
In 4 (Continued
Out-of-Town
House
from Page 1)
dence. Double-feature competitid
has caused the change in policy,
H. Vogel stated to The Film Daii
yesterday. He also said that tl
general vaudeville policy in pracl
cally all situations will be to "spj
book" outstanding acts when fii
programs need strengthening.

t Follows Dames.
§ Follows Chained.

t Follows Crime Without Passion

Kann Injured; Wife Dies
In Automobile Accident
(Continued from Page 1)

the New Haven General hospital,
death being due to internal injuries.
With Mr. and Mrs. Kann were
Harry Goldberg of Mentone Productions and Herman Center, Mrs.
Kann's brother. Goldberg was badly
bruised and was placed in the emergency section of the hospital, but
his condition is not regarded as serious. Center was able to leave the
hospital late yesterday. Kann returns to New York today.
The party was returning to New
York from Mohegan Island, Me.,
where Mrs. Kann and her brother
had been on a vacation. The accident occurred on York St., opposite
the Yale University Theater, when
Goldberg, driving through rain
and fog, was reaching to readjust
the windshield wiper. The car
crashed into a milk truck. Mrs.
Kann was Marie Center prior to
her marriage in 1927 and was 30
years old. She was riding in the
front seat while Kann and Center
were in the rumble seat of the convertible coupe.

Vera Van for Vitaphone Short
Vera Van and the Yacht Club
Boys,
radio
features,
have
been
signed by Sam Sax for a one-reel
Vitaphone short.

Sept. 5, 193'

CONSOL, TO EXTEND
$1,500,000 RKO NOTE!

pjcture

Sascha Guitry for Universal
Dick Powell Feted in Indianapolis
Paris — Sascha Guitry, noted actorIndianapolis — Arriving here yesauthor, will go to Hollywood to
write for Universal.
terday en route east to start a personal appearance tour, Dick Powell,
Warner star, was given a reception
by the Indianapolis Club. Powell
Drought Section Okay
scored his first big success here as
Kansas City — Near normalcy in the
master of ceremonies at the Inmidwest despite drought reports is indiana Theater.
dicated by the sustained demand for
westerns, primary farmer audience pictures, according to Harry Taylor, Columbia exchange manager. Minimizing
effects of the dry spell on theaters,
film row executives point out that the
sections most severely hit are small
rural communities
with
few
theaters.

Wednesday,

Editing Spanish Film
Virginia Censors Pleased
Elmer McGovern, who edited
Richmond — Virginia's three ce
"Juarez and Maximilian," Spanish
talker released by Columbia, has sors have expressed themselves
pleased with the films now beii
been assigned by Latin Artists Pic- submitted for examination, few*
tures to edit "Romance Tropical," objectionable features being fou:
Spanish picture made in Porto Rico. since the tightening at Hollywooc

lit:
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MEET AT THE
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Nelson-Renner and Straussberg Circuits Merge

HOY. 1
TO LOW"in England
OVERActivities
POLI CIRCUIT
Set toBEING
Start TURNED
Production

M-G-M

Films for World Release
Will be Made, Says
Arthur Loew

London Town
. . ard its cinema situation
=
I ONDON,

By JACK ALICOATE
Eng. : One

may

===
not

be

crazy

™ about this tight little isle, but one is
bound
to respect it. To step one's foot
J into London and its Strand is to immediately realize that the English have fought
{ jjoff the depression
and are definitely and
compellingly on the way back.
The spirit
| Bf collective patriotism
is manifest
where. It has now taken a much

everysaner

course than the "Buy
British" movement
_ that has practically worked itself out.
It
better reflected, perhaps, in the playing
)f the National Anthem at the close of the
ast performance
in every theater in the
ritish Isles.
London today is the London
if old.
Theaters and night clubs doing a
)ang-up
business, and tails and evening
ress everywhere.
The
industry
of the
inema
is booming.
Growing
bigger and
gger every day.
Too fast, perhaps, for
ts own good, but that is another and longer
rory we will go into another day.

lA/E had not lost our sea legs on the
* ' morning of our arrival before we
irere into it with interviews and invita10ns. Lunch at the Savoy with a list of
ilm notables, chaperoned by Sam Eckman
tod Ernest Fredman. A quick trip along
ilm row.
Dinner at the colorful Savage
lub, the distinguished London meeting
lace of the five arts. In the evening a
rip of inspection of the important cinemas
f the West End.
The Empire, M-G-M's
200-seater, is still the downtown flagship.
he Gaumont-owned Tivoli is recognized as
he class run house. All of the first-class
ondon theaters charge considerably more
jr their best stalls (seats to youse guys)
ban the Music Hall, Capitol or Paramount.

yjOST of the large cinemas have bars
VI where one can ice cream soda it a
t, if one cares. Picture house programs
never given away, but sold for the
^uivalent of a jitney to the patrons of
le cheaper seats and the same program
r 15 cents to the higher-priced paying
istomers. As if by agreement, there is
(Continued
on Page 2)

M-G-M has definitely decided to
produce a series of features in England, Arthur Loew stated to Film
Daily yesterday. The pictures will
not
"quota" films,
made that
for
worldbe distribution
frombutstories
can best be produced in England.
Script for the first is now being
considered. (Continued
Although
some Ameron Page 4)

PAST DUES CANCELLED
BY SO. CALIF. UNIT
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — At a general mass
meeting here, the Independent Theater Owners of Southern California decided to cancel all past dues,
and from now on dues will be $2
(Continued on Page 8)

Louisiana Exhibitors
Vote for Premiums
New Orleans — Opposition to
changes in the code with regard to
giveaways and two-for-ones was expressed by Allied of Louisiana in
meeting
here.
The
organization
(Continued

on

page

4)

Exclusive Colonel
First colonel's commission handed out
by the governor of Tennessee to a
citizen has just been conferred on
Grace Moore, star of Columbia's "One
Night of Love," which opens today
at the Music Hall. Miss Moore is a
native of Chattanooga.

GEO. WEEKS ASSUMING
GAUMONT-BRIT. POST
George Weeks, formerly Paramount general manager, is joining
Gaumont-British in an important
executive capacity. Weeks in recent years was identified with Sono
Art and Mayfair. During the past
year or so he has been inactive
owing to ill health.
Formal (Continued
announcement
of Weeks'
on page 8)

Taking
Over Full
Operation of New
England Houses

Loew will take over complete operation of the Poli circuit in New
England on Nov. 1, it was stated
at the Loew offices yesterday. For
the past few months, administration has been under the supervision
of S. Z. Poli and Louis M. Sagal.
It is expected that there will be no
further changes in personnel. Poli
and Sagal cease activities in connection with the circuit Oct. 31.

10 TRANS-LUX HOUSES
EXPECTED WITHIN YEAR

Ten Trans Lux theaters will be
in operation before the start of the
1935-36 season, the Film Daily
learns. Two are now operating in
Mascot, Majestic Product New York with the third scheduled
opening Oct. 21 at Fulton and
Get Criterion First-Run for
DeKalb Aves., Brooklyn. Another
Criterion Theater resumes a firstrun policy starting Sept. 19 with Brooklyn Trans-Lux will be opened
about Nov. 1 at Church and Flatthe opening of Mascot's "Young bush Aves. The sixth house is
and Beautiful" under arrangements scheduled for opening about Jan. 1
concluded with Herman Gluckman,
with the Bronx sepresident of Majestic Exchange, in Baltimore,
lected as the location for the sevwhereby the theater will play the
enth. Three other locations are now
two series(Continued
of 12 pictures
on Page 8)each pro- under consideration by Trans-Lux.
All ten houses are expected to bo
operating by next June.

Fifteen Independent Theaters
In New Metropolitan Merger

Nelson & Renner and the Straussberg circuits have consolidated,
thus placing 15 greater New York
under one management. TheRecommendation that the prema- houses aters
embraced in the deal, with one
ture advertising clause of the code
exception,
are situated in Brooklyn.
be eliminated or considerably modified is made by William Yoost, who They are as follows: Nelson & Renner: Coliseum, Hollywood, Endicott,
served as a member of a Code Authority appeals committee at the Metro, Sun and Howard; Straussberg: Berkshire, Canarsie, Kismet,
hearing of the premature advertisPark,
Ritz,
State,on page
Sumner,
Wil(Continued
4)
ing complaint
Loew's
(Continuedbrought
on Page by
8)

Says Advertising Clause
Favors Circuit Theaters

Loew

John E. Joyce Continues
As Para. Special Master
John E. Joyce continues as special master in the Paramount-Publix reorganization for an indefinite
period under an order signed yesterday in Federal Court.
U. S. Equipment for Soviet
Order to purchase $25,000 worth of
American film equipment, the first in
over a year, has been received by the
Amkino office from Moscow.

'%2H
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W. ALICOATE

:

:

5 Cents

Editor anl Publisher

(Continued

from Page

1)

no vaudeville, presentation or orchestras.
Other than the conventional organ player,
the program

is completely

sound

film. It

Published daily except Sundays and Holidays is surprising to see the number of dinner
at 1650 Broadway. New York, N. Y., jackets and even tails at West End cinemas.
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc. J. W. There is no question of the fact that, with
Alicoate, President, Editor and Publisher;
Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer the gradual return of prosperity, the Lonind General Manager; Arthur W. Eddy, Assodon theater is back in its old place in
ciate Editor; Don Carle Gillette, ManaRing
Editor. Entered as second class matter, the sun. The thought at least is comforting that when things get better in
May 21, 19T8, at the post-office at New York.
N Y., under the act of March 3, 1879. America nothing can keep the theater
Terms (Postage free) United States outside from regaining its old time popularity and
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; J months, $3.00. Foreign, prosperity.
$15.00. Subscriber should remit with °™er.
Address all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y..
Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739.
Cable Address: Filmday, New York. Ho yIndicative of renewed efforts on
wood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607. LondonRenter, 89-91 the part of the British industry to
Ernest W. Fredman, The FilmLichtbildbuehne.
make pictures which are attractive
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin—
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris— P. A. Harle, La to American box-offices is the signCourla
de
Rue
Francaise,
Cinematographic
ing of two Hollywood directors and
lei-Noues, 19.

Brabin and John Halliday
Signed for British Films
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Detroit — A 14 per cent increase
Two Additional Houses
in wage scale has been won by
Harry Brandt has added two
union operators, according to Frank
Kinsor, business agent of Local 199, houses to his greater New York
I.A.T.S.E.
circuit. They are the Wyckoff and
the Willoughby, both in Brooklyn
both
formerly operated by MorHirsch-Kulick Get Product and ris
Goodman.
Melvin Hirsch and Bert Kulick
have acquired distribution rights tc
RKO Gets Jamaica House
four series and two serials, includ
RKO has acquired the Alden at
ing Stage & Screen Productions' six Jamaica.
It has been run by the
Northwest Mounted pictures, six po
Algin
Amusement Corp.
lice dog melodramas, six Range
Rider and six Rough Rider Nebraska
Exhibs to Discuss Music
series; Superior Talking PicOmaha
—
Nebraska and western
tures' "Pioneers of the Plains" serial, and Exploitation Pictures' Iowa exhibitors, regardless of affiliation or membership in picture or"Custer's Last Stand" serial. The
ganizations, have been requested t
product will be released by Melbert
attend
a conference here Sept. 2
Pictures and distributed by Syndicate Exchanges in the Greater New to debate the music tax. Charles
York territory.
Williams, president of the M.P.T.O
tions.
of Nebraska, has issued the invitaBertram Bloch Back at M-G-M
Bertram Bloch, who left M-G-M
Knobel Sells Peekskill Houses
last spring with a plan for producBen Knobel has disposed of his
ing plays on Broadway, has reN. Y., houses to Presumed his former post as play ed- two Peekskill,
ferred Theaters Corp., of which Ray
itor, with headquarters in New
Whittaker is president. Houses inYork. No permanent appointment voled
in the deal are the Peekskill
of a successor to Bloch had been
and
the Colonial, which has been
dark.
made at M-G-M.
Mitchell
West

Coast

and

Durant

Bureau

of THE
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Again
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Hollywood — Frank Mitchell and
Jack Durant, comedy team, have
been signed to a new Fox contract
for a year. Their latest picture is
"365 Nights in Hollywood."
Rowland V. Lee
Donald Keith

Edgar S. Bowman Returns
To Ticket Register Field

14% Increase in Scale Harry Brandt Acquires

High

Loew's,
Inc
Paramount ctfs
Pathe Exch
do "A"

Private funeral services for Mrs.
Maurice D. Kann will be held tomorrow afternoon at the home of
the editor of "Motion Picture Daily,"
65 Central Park West. She died in
New Haven on Tuesday following
an automobile accident.
Kann and Herman Center, brother
of the deceased, returned to New
York last night following the customary coroner's inquest at New
Haven. Harry Goldberg of Mentone Productions, who was driving
the automobile which figured in the
tragedy, yesterday was reported to
have sustained fractures of the nose
and arm. He is expected to remain
at the New York General Hospital
for several weeks.

Edgar S. Bowman, for many
years treasurer and general manone player. Through London repager of Automatic Ticket Register
resentatives of the A. & S. Lyons Corp., has become sales managing
director
of Silent American Ticket
office, Charles Brabin, Edward Sloman and John Halliday have en- Machine Co. Associated with Bowtered into contracts sending them to
man in his new connection is R. H.
London.
Helsel, responsible for many ticket
machine inventions. Bowman has
Detroit Operators Get
spent over 20 years in this field.

FINANCIAL
NEW

Mrs. Kann Funeral Friday
With Private Services

Dorothy
Gulliver
Otto Kruger

E. W. Hammons on Vacation
E. W. Hammons, president of
Educational Pictures, is on a vacation cruise aboard the Transylvania
which will call at Quebec, Murray
Bay and Bermuda. Hammons will
be back in New York on Sept. 14.

"Cleo" Holds at B'klyn Paramount
Regular Loew Dividend
Regular quarterly dividend of 25
"Cleopatra" is being held for a
second week at the Brooklyn Para- cents was declared yesterday by
mount, which reopened last week
payable
Oct.14.1 to stockwith Joe Lee as managing director. Loew's, Inc.,
holders of record
Sept.

DAVID PALFREYMAN has returned to New
York
following
a vacation
in Angola,
Ind.
MR. and MRS. JULIUS COHEN, and young
son, Geoffrey, returned to New York yesterday
after a vacation
at Schroon
Lake
SIDNEY R. KENT returns to New
week from
Hollywood.

York next

LEO BLANK, Warner branch manager in Minneapolis, isin town this week conferring with
H. Moray,
Vitaphone
sales executive.

Norman

BELLE BAKER sails Sept. 18 on the Paris
for an engagement at the Palladium in London.
LOUIS
HYMAN,
general
manager
for
Soli
Lesser, arrives this morning by plane from Hollywood with a print of
"Chandu,"
the newest Sol Lesser production.
HAL ROACH arrived in New York last night
by plane
from
the Coast.
SHIRLEY GREY leaves the Coast within a
few days for New York to negotiate a role in
the new George Kaufman play which Sam Harris will produce starring Jack Benny.
MARY BRIAN arrives in New York within
Murray.
two
to work in "Yokel Boy Makes Good "
Lew weeks
Brown production which will star J. Harold
J. ALBERT HIRSCH of the Paramount publicity department has returned to New York
after a vacation in South Carolina.
to

E. O. GURNEY, agent, is on his way
the coast
after a trip abroad.

back

N. H. BROWER, Pacific coast manager of
coast.
Warner exchanges, is in New York from thLOUIS B. MAYER sails from England
Saturday
aboard
the Paris for New
York.
CARL LAEMMLE
than from England

on

sails Saturday on the Leviafor New
York.

N. L. NATHANSON is sailing Saturday from
England on the Empress of Britain on his return to Canada.
stay.
LOU SIMPSON, M-G-M representative in
Guatemala, is in New York for a two-week
ARTHUR
ern Prince
MAX

LOEW leaves Sept. 21 on the South-)
for South America.

W1NSLOW

of the Columbia

studios

in New York for the opening of "One Nigh
of Love" at the Music Hall today. He h
been on vacation in the east and returns short
ly to Hollywood.
EDWARD L. KLEIN is en route to New Yo
from abroad on the Lafayette.
JOE
arrives

JACOBS,
today
on

manager of Max Schmeling
the Manhattan
from
Europs

BOOK
THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
Sept. 7:

Variety
Club
nament, Albany.

of Albany

Sept. 10: First fall luncheon
Variety Club of Cleveland.

Golf Tourmeeting

ol

Sept. 11-13: Annual convention of Fox Wes
Coast Intermountain theater division. Broad'
moor Hotel, Colorado Springs, Colo.
Sept.11: Meeting of Pathe Exchange stock
holders
to vote on reorganization
plan.
Sept. 14: Clambake, Golf and Dinner-Dane
of Cleveland
Variety
Club,
Cleveland
D.
Sept.dan,
16: N.North
Sept. 20:

Dakota

Allied meeting, Man-

AM P. A, Revels and Luncheon, Motion Picture Club,
New
York.

Sept. 20: "Night of Stars" benefit under aus
pices of United Jewish Appeal in aid o
German Jews, Yankee Stadium, New York
Nathan Burkan, chairman.

Toyland
You
will!
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METROTN MERGER
TAKES IN 15 HOUSES
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{Continued from Page 1)

liamsburg and the College, located
at College Point. Jack Haddam is
expected to remain with the new
company, known as the Interborough Circuit, as booker.
Radin and Levine Get Cameo
M. Radin and Chas. Levine, operators of the Acme Theater, will
be operators of the Cameo under its
policy of foreign films exclusively,
starting Saturday with Amkino's
"Petersburg Night." The Acme,
which has been showing first-runs,
will now play second-runs after the
Cameo and first-run product not
deemed suitable for the Cameo. The
Cameo will play most of the Amkino product.
Mrs. Earl Bright Dead
Word was received at the Hays
office in New York yesterday of the
sudden death of Mrs. Harriet
Bright, wife of Earl Bright, connected with the association's Coast
office. She died in the Hollywood
Hospital Tuesday.
Warners Buy Mystery Story
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — "Murder By An Aristocrat," mystery by Mignon G.
Eberhart, has geen purchased for
early screening by Warners. Miss
Eberhart is also the author of "Murder in the Clouds," currently in work
at the Burbank studios with Lyle
Talbot and Ann Dvorak in the leads.
Lower Scale at Missouri
St. Louis — New scale at the Missouri, with dual bills, is 25 cents to
6 P. M. and 40 cents at night, with
kids a dime at all times. Other
first-runs charge 35 cents to 6 P. M.,
when the usual night scale starts.
Sidney Kingsley
West

Coast Bureau

Signed by M-G-M

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Sidney Kingsley, author of "Men in White," the Pulitzer
Prize play filmed by M-G-M, has
been signed by Metro to write for
the screen.
M-G-M Signs Ruth Gordon
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Ruth Gordon, Broadway stage star, has been signed by
M-G-M for her picture debut. She
is now here.
Tim McCoy Off on Tour
West Coast Bureau of THE

Hollywood —
bia star, left
for a month's
tour through
east.

FILM
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•
•
• AN UNUSUAL step was taken by Sol Lesser with
his production, "Peck's Bad Boy"
so sure was he that he
had a big bet in this pix
that he defied all the rules of the
game
and went out and got the public reaction and the
criticism of the press BEFORE selling it
•
•
• HE TOOK the pix to Santa Ana, California,
for a press preview and also to get the public's reaction
showing it at the Broadway theater in this town
the response was so enthusiastic that it more than justified Mister
Lesser's conviction that he had something
and he now has
a Fox release
but Sol cautions other independent producers not to follow his gamble
unless they are as sure
they have something as he was
•

•

• MUCH
COMMENT has been aroused by the rePig Scenes
in Monogram's
Girl pig
of the
two markable
hefty
porkers
are seen in"Atheir
sty Limberlost"
apparently
pie-eyed they stagger around and roll over on their backs
to all appearances out cold from good corn likker
in the script they are supposed to have eaten grape mash fed
to them by mistake Trem Carr had a tuff time trying
to dig up two porkers who could act like drunks
he finally
dug up a pig act from an itinerant circus
then they were
shot through their routine with normal and ultra rapid cameras
and the illusion of soused swines is absolutely perfect.

•
•
• A RADIO
dramatization
of sequences from the
RKO
Radio "Age of Innocence"
goes on the Borden
"Forty-Five
Minutes in Hollywood"
program
Thursday
eve,
Sept. 13
Polly Walters and the entire cast of the stage
production, "She Loves Me Not"
will attend the midnite
premiere of the picture play at the Paramount tonite
the pix goes in for an extended run at the Broadway house
Friday morn
• • • A NEW slant was sprung on assistant director
Harold Godsoe handling the working details of the HechtMacArthur company on location near Tuxedo, N. Y.
the
pix has a Russian atmosphere and a group of Russians
have been billeted at various hotels in the neighboring towns
they received petty cash vouchers from Harold for their
work
and thought they were real money
and hollered so much that several of the hotel proprietors cashed 'em
knowing that the company was perfectly good for the
paper
T
▼
T
•

•

• AN
ANNOUNCEMENT
from
Nathan
Burkan
Chairman
of the Amusement
Division of the United
Jewish Appeal which is sponsoring the theatrical production, "Night of Stars" at the Yankee Stadium on Sept. 20
states that Governor Lehman has accepted membership on the
'Committee of Sponsors the affair is being given for German Jewish relief

DAILY

Tim McCoy, Columthis week by motor
personal appearance
the Middle west and

ComiColor Cartoon at Roxy
"Queen of Hearts," ComiColor
cartoon distributed by Celebrity,
has been added to the bill opening
tomorrow at the Roxy.

•
•
• FILM VERSION of "The Pied Piper of Hamelin"
produced by Walt Disney was performed by a group of
Cleveland children before an audience of 65,000
as part
of the city-wide playground festival
Martin Johnson will
remove a consignment of wild animals
from the S. S.
Exochorda today to an airplane

«

«

«

»

»
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M-G-M SET TO START
BRITISH PRODUCTION
(Continued from Page 1)

ican stars may be sent to England
for the films, the first will have an
entire English cast. Studios have
not as yet been acquired.
Loew leaves Sept. 21 on the Southern Prince for a tour of major cities in South America. He will then
go to 1.Europe and return here about
Jan.

Louisiana Exhibitors
Vote for Premiums
{Continued from Page 1)
went on record as favoring modifications to permit bank nights and
lotteries. Meeting was called to give
Nathan Yamins an official opinion.
Two Theater Holdups Net $1,705
Two theater holdups in the metropolitan district this week netted the
bandits $1,705. Major loss was suffered by the Corona, Skouras house
in Queens, where three robbers got
$1,600.
held
up The
for Royal
$105. in the Bronx was
Selwyn-Franklin
Group Get House
Representatives of Harold BJ
Franklin and Arch Selwyn have
taken over the Little Theater, legit
house, on a year's lease with option
for another year. House is scheduled to open Oct. 3 with the revue,
"Continental Varieties."
Acquire

British

Rights

Distribution of "Before Morning,"
Stage & Screen Productions release,:
and "Enlighten Thy Daughter,"
Exploitation Pictures feature, will)
be handled in the United Kingdomi
by
James
Wardou'Films,
Ltd.,Bryson
under through
deals negotiates
by Miss M. Swift, London film
agent. Randolph C. Lewis Dead
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAIL

.

Los Angeles — Randolph C. LewisJ
scenario writer and former newsl
paperman, died at the General Hos^
pital yesterday of heart disease. Ha
is survived by a daughter and sisteB
living in the east.
Mary Pickford Would Aid Legit
Mary Pickford, in association with
Eva LeGallienne, is planning a na
tional theater, subsidized by the
Government, it was announced yes
terday. Miss Pickford named i
committee of actors and actresses to
draw up the plans in detail.
Edward Kearns Dead
East St. Louis, 111. — Edward
Kearns, 64, theater operator, died a
few days ago as a result of injuries in an auto accident.
Next Grievance Meeting Sept. 12
New
York grievance board wil
hold its next meeting Sept. 12.

UNITED
LICENSE

ARTISTS
PICTURES

DOES
NOT
IN BLOCK

■4-

INCE the formation of the company in
1919 license agreements for each separate photoplay are negotiated separately and are submitted separately to the
home office for either approval or rejection.
The home office and producers' representatives examine each contract separately and
some are accepted and some are rejected,
depending on the individual terms of
each individual contract.
So that there will be no misunderstanding
in the trade, United Artists Corporation
has not changed its policy of selling but
will continue to offer pictures to exhibitors
individually, and each individual picture
will be negotiated on separate terms and
on separate contracts.
UNITED

ARTISTS

CZt4-1
VICE

-6-

PRESIDENT

CORPORATION

J—lcktt man
AND

GENERAL

MANAGER
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SIX FOX PICTURES
START THIS MONTH
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Six new productions
will be placed in work at Fox this
month. Two have just started.
They are "Man Lock", with Edmund
Lowe, Victor McLaglen and Marjorie Rambeau, being directed by
Raoul Walsh, and "Bachelor of
Arts", with Tom Brown, Anita
Louise, Henry B. Walthall, Arline
Judge and Frank Albertson, under
direction of Louis King.
Others to follow are "Heldorado",
with Spencer Tracy, to be directed
by Irving Cummings; "Bright
Eyes", with Shirley Temple under
David Butler's direction; "24 Hours
a Day", with Rosemary Ames, Herbert Mundin and Harry Green, directed by Hamilton MacFadden and
Sinclair Lewis' "Work of Art."

British Producers Offer
U. S. Talent More Money
Salaries paid players, writers and
directors by British producers are
being substantially increased in an
effort to lure American talent, according to E. 0. Gurney of the
coast agency of Schulberg, Feldman
& Gurney. Gurney, who recently arrived in New York from England,
left yesterday for the coast. While
abroad he arranged several deals
for Hollywood talent to work in
England.

6 M-G-M Releases Set
M-G-M has national release dates
set on six coming features, bringing
the schedule up to Oct. 5. They are:
"Have a Heart," Sept. 7; "Death on
the Diamond," Sept. 14; "The Barretts of Wimpole St.," Sept. 21;
"Outcast Lady," Sept. 28; "Student
Tour" Oct. 5. "The Merry Widow"
will possibly be released the following week.
R. A. McGuire Back on Job
Out for seven weeks with a severe
attack of tonsilitis, R. A. McGuire
of the Warner home office has full}
recovered and is back at his desk.
McGuire is assistant to H. M
Doherty, head of the branch auditing department.
Frances Williams for Vitaphone
Frances Williams has been signed
to work in a Vitaphone short, the
deal having been handled by the A.
& S. Lyons office.
Carter de Haven With Chaplin
West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Carter de Haven has been
signed by Charlie Chaplin as assistant
director for his next production, now
known as "Picture No. 5". De Haven
also will play a role in the picture,
which will be distributed by United
Artists.

A LITTLEBy RALPH
from
"LOTS
WILK
Gilbert Roland and Henrietta Crosman prominently cast.

7 M-G-M PRODUCTIONS
NEARING COMPLETION
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAIL

Hollywood — Seven M-G-M
ductions are nearing completionpro,a
T
Y
T
the studios and it is expected tha ,
Illness of Henrietta Crosman is four new features will be startef:
delaying production to some extent within the next three weeks. 1
on Paramount's "Menace." Miss work are "Biography of a Bachelo
Crosman, featured with Gertrude Girl," "David Copperfield," "Evely
Michael, Paul Cavanagh and John Prentice," "Forsaking All Others^
▼
▼
T
William Thiele has been signed Lodge in the picture, became ill "Painted Veil," "Sequoia" am
suddenly when the company workec "What Every Woman Knows^
by
Fox will
to direct
Lover," late Saturday night. She has been Ready for product
which
be his"Lottery
first American
ion are "Vaness
unable to return to work yet, anc
d Woman," "The NightajI
production. Thiele is a well-known Director Ralph Murphy has been "Wicke
Young"
and
"Mutin
y on the Bour
European director having to his
forced to change his shooting schedcredit such outstanding productions ule.
as "Love Waltz," "The Private Sec
T
T
▼
retary," "Le Bal" ("The Ball") and
George Raft will be featured ii Code Auth'y Members
"Le Fille et le Garcon."
Attending NRA Mee
"Hold 'Em Yale," one of severa
T
T
T
Damon Runyon stories recently purMembers of the
Busby Berkeley will direct "Gold
chased by Paramount. Negotiations will attend a meetingCode Authorit|
of more tha
Diggers of 1935" for Warners. War- to borrow Bette Davis and Francis
ren and Dubin are preparing a
400 code authorities at Carnegi
Dee
from
their
home
studios
have
series of songs for this picture. The
Hall Sept. 14 when General Hugi
story was written by Robert Lord been opened, the leading feminine S. Johnson will explain
the futu*
and Peter Milne, with the latter and parts to be offered them.
of the NRA. Next meeting of tB
▼
T
T
Manuel Seff credited with the
Authori
ty is scheduled for Thur<
screen-play.
Richard Wallace, who will direct
ffo
▼
T
T
Katharine Hepburn in RKO's "The day, next week.
Sidney Buchman was assigned by Little Minister," has a parrot whon
Columbia Studios to do a screen- he has trained to say, "Cut! That Hollywoodty."under a new M-G-M coi
lousy!" Wallace considers this tract, signed just before his dc
play of "Mills of the Gods," an or- was
iginal story by Melville Baker and much more distinctive, as well as
Jack Kirkland. The adaptation was much more practical, than the cusparture
recently completed by Garrett Fort.
tomary,
"Polly-wants-a-cracker."
Addie McPhail, widow of Roscc4»
T
T
T
Robert North will supervise.
"Fatty" Arbuckle, appears in RKO to
Casey
Robinson,
Warner
scenarist
T
T
T
"By Your Leave," with Frank Mo:
Clements Ripley is at M-G-M do- now adapting Sinclair Lewis' "Mair gan, Genevieve Tobin, Neil Hami
ing the adaptation of his story, "A Street," has rejected an offer tc ton and Marian Nixon.
Lady Comes to Town," which ran in teach a course in "The Mechanics of
"Cosmopolitan." Richard Schayer Film ernWriting,"
university. at a large mid-WestDianna Lewis, tiny specialty dam
is working with him. It is expected
▼
T
T
er whom Paramount signed to a
that Jeanette MacDonald and Clark
Gable will be starred.
Forrester Harvey has become Hol- acting contract recently, will mal
lywood's triple-threat actor with her screen debut in "Enter Madam*
with Elissa Landi, Cary Grant ai
Harry Segall is working on th- an assignment in Paramount's Lynne Overman, who have the leati
"Limehouse
Nights,"
which
features
screen play of "She Takes the George Raft and Anna May Wong.
ing parts.
Elliott Nugent directs),
Wheel" under Edgar Selwyn's suT
T
T
Harvey already is working in "Menpervision at M-G-M.
ace" at the same studio, and apDonald Meek has been added i fetOl
pearing nightly in the local stage
Edgar Allen Woolf and Franz
the cast of M-G-M's "Biography
Schultz have just completed tht revival of "Journey's End."
a Bachelor Girl," the film adapt
screen-play for the new Hammer
T
T
w
Arthur Lake,
Creighton
Chaney tion of the Theater Guild S. !
stein-Romberg operetta, "The Night and Tommy Dugan are additions to Behrman comedy, "Biography." Ai
Harding and Robert Montgome:
is Young," which M-G-M will pro
duce.
the cast of Monogram's "Girl ol duction.
have leading roles in this new p:
T
T
T
My Dreams." Others in it are Mary
Berg, Stebbins, Allenberg an Carlisle, Eddie Nugent, Sterling Holloway and GiGi Parrish.
Blum have secured the release o'
▼
T
▼
Bruce Cabot's contract from Radi<
Lambert Hillyer's next directori J
Cabot has been dissatisfied with t In
Vin Moore, formerly Universal di- assignment for Columbia will I it
rector, has been signed by Trem "Police Ambulance," first of a serif
parts that have been assigned him
He will free lance.
Carr to direct Monogram's "Flirting of fast action dramas in whi<
T
T
▼
With Danger," starring Robert Johnny Mack Brown will be starre
Armstrong, with Edgar Kennedy;
Joe May has added "Fuzzy" William Cagney and Irene Ware in Sally Blane has the feminine lea
Knight to the cast of the Kern- featured roles. Albert E. DeMond The story is by Harold Shumate.
Hammerstein film, "Music In The adapted the story, an original by
Air," now in production at the Fox vise.
studios with Gloria Swanson, Johi George Bertholon, who will super
Liberty Program Finished
Boles, Douglass Montgomery, June
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Lang and a large supporting cast
Hollywood — Completion ot shooting
of players.
on "Without Children" this week marks
Clarence Brown, prominent M-GM director, and his wife, the former
T
▼
T
the finish of the Liberty Pictures program for 1934-35. Marguerite Churchill,
h
Richard Tucker and Edwin Max- Alice Joyce, have arrived in EngBruce Cabot, Evelyn Brent, Dickie
land and will soon commence their
Moore, Reginald Denny, Dorothy Lee,
well have been signed for "The aerial tour of Europe. Brown hopes
Cora Sue Collins and William Janney
State
Versus
Elinor Norton,"
whichin to touch all important European
Hamilton
MacFadden
now has
head the cast of the final production in
the group of eight turned out by the
film
centers
during
this
vacation
production at Fox with Claire TrevM. H. Hoffman organization.
or, Norman Foster, Hugh Williams, trip, after which he will return tc
HOLLYWOOD
A LAN HALE has been signed for
a prominent role with Katharine
Hepburn
in "The Little
Effective immediately
upon Minister.''
the completion of this role, Hale will start
a long term contract just negotiated

t

▼

T

t

▼

▼
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NEWS of the DAY

« « REVIEWS
Mae

West

"BELLE OF THE
Ada, O. — Carl Moore has not reased the Odeon, which he has operted for several years. Instead he
as leased Lehr's Auditorium for
lowings three times a week.
Carey, O.— D. A. Capell, operatig the Strand, is now running on
ill schedule.
San Francisco — Charlie Pincus,
leater manager and advertising
lan, has taken charge of exploitaon and publicity for the Fairmont
otel.
San Francisco — Jack Marpole is
le new manager of the Metropoliin theater.
Boston lange, Inc
parate cor
to handle
hesterfieldr Segal is
id secretar
epped up
eo Young.

American Film Exhas been formed as a
poration by Harry AshMajestic, American and
Invincible product. Hargeneral sales manager
y. Exploitation will be
under the direction of

Grand Rapids, Mich. — Myron Van
uren, has been named manager of
le Majestic Gardens. He comes
;re from the eas£.
Woonsocket, R. I.— The Park The;er has been darkened by Alton
musement Co.
Smyrna
Mills, Me.— The I.O.O.F.
all has opened for the showing
pictures.
J. E. Tarbell Co. is
lerating.
Fort Worth, Tex.— The New Libty has started Bank Nights on
lursday nights, along with double
atures.
Stromsburg, Neb. — C. C. Goodjh, on petition of citizens, is re•ening his theater, closed since the
n on Sunday shows.

of the NEW
in

ZaSu

NINETIES"

with Roger Pryor, John Mack

Brown, Duke

Ellington's Orchestra
Paramount

68 mins.

EASY MONEY FOR THE BOX-OFFICE.
PLENTY OF ENTERTAINMENT SNAP
AND CLEAN ENOUGH FOR ANY AUDIENCE.
The new Mae West picture is swell entertainment and probably is much better
off for the pruning it received. This
coupled with an expectant audience
should make it a cinch for big grosses.
For plot background, Mae is a glamorous
entertainer who hies from St. Louis to
New Orleans and becomes the adored favorite of a gambling house operated by the
villainous John Miljan. Mae incidentally
walked out on Roger Pryor, a prizefighter,
in the belief that it would be for his
good.

Eventually Roger gets to New Orleans himself and likewise is taken in
hand by Miljan, who as a side issue tricks
Roger into stealing Mae's jewels for him.
Mae gets wise and in turn causes Roger
to lose a fight on which Miljan had staked
everything. Then the climax in which
Miljan meets his Waterloo as he tries to
welch on his bets, with Roger and Mae
being reconciled and winding up before a
preacher. There are plenty of typical Mae
West quips, all good but not rough.
Cast: Mae West, Roger Pryor, John Mack
Brcwn, Katherine DeMille, John Miljan,
James Donlan, Tom Herbert, Stuart Holmes,
Harry Woods, Edward Gargan, Libby Taylor, Frederick Burton, Augusta Anderson,
Benny Baker, Morrie Cohan, Warren Hymer, Wade Boteler, George Walsh, Eddie
Borden, Fuzzy Knight, Tyler Brooke, Duke
Ellington's Orchestra.
Director, Leo McCarey; Arthur, Mae
West; Music and Lyrics, Arthur Johnston,
Sam Coslow; Cameraman, Karl Struss; Recording Engineer, Harry Mills; Editor, Le
Roy Stone.
Direction, Snappy.
Photography,
Fine.

is dickering with United Artists to
use their English pictures and shorts
wthout a repeat on any program,
officers are Sylvia Amster,
secretary, and Irene Tuza, treasurer.

Hartford, Conn. — Princess TheaRockingham, N. C. — A new 400Corp. has been formed to opere the Princess. Incorporators are seat theater is opening here under
F. and M. H. Keleher and L. R. the management of J. L. Caudell.
imer
New Bern, N. C. — The name of
South . Royalton, Vt.— The Opera the Bocast has been changed to
rase has been opened by E. J. Palace. House is again under the
Connell.
management of C. W. Bowdin.
Boston — Harry "Zippie" Goldman
s been added to the Harry Asher
les force.

Greenville, N. C— J. E. Carroll
has taken over the Carroll theater.

Charlotte, N. C— The Wanoca at
Fall River, Mass. — The Royal has Wallace and the Lyric at Bladenboro are now in the charge of C. H.
en opened by Antione Devenos.
Cordell, brother of J. L. Cordell,
who
Winston-Salem, N. C— The Rex, houses.had been operating the two
rmerly operated by E. Blumenal, has been taken over by G. W.
'gan.
Charlotte, N. C. — Marjorie Allen,
for five years with the M-G-M office, has joined Paramount.
San Francisco — Ralph Pincus con•nplates turning the Filmart theaLakeview, Mich. — Ray Fox has
intoandtheentertainment
O'Farrell Gardens,
nee
affair. beer,
He sold the Liberty to Warner & Wood.

FEATURES
Pitts

and

Slim

» «

Summerville

in

"THEIR BIG MOMENT"
with Ralph Morgan, William Gaxton, Bruce
Cabot,
Kay Johnson
RKO Radio
68 mins.
FAIRLY GOOD COMEDY DRAMA WITH
CLAIRVOYANT THEME SHOULD DO
ALL
RIGHT
IN THE
POP
HOUSES.
While

there's nothing especially new

or outstanding about this yarn, it's the
type of fare that generally gets by all
right in the neighborhood houses. ZaSu
Pitts and Slim Summerville are the chief
attractions in the roles of assistants to
a vaudeville magician, William Gaxton, who
is hired to put on a fake seance in order to
expose a crooked doctor, Ralph Morgan,
who is exercising his influence over a rich
widow, Julie Haydon. When the real
clairvoyant of Gaxton's act walks out on
him, ZaSu is put in her place and she surprises everybody by showing genuine
psychic powers and among other things
reveals that the widow's husband was
murdered instead of accidentally killed
and that Morgan has been trying to steal
the woman's money. Comedy is fairly
well sprinkled among the action, and Director James Cruze has handled the capable cast very well.
Cast: ZaSu Pitts, Slim Summerville, Julie
Haydon, Ralph Morgan, William Gaxton,
Bruce Cabot, Kay Johnson, Tamara Geva,
J. Huntley Gordon and Edward Brady.
Director, James Cruze; Author, Walter
Hackett; Screen Play, Arthur Caesar and
Marion Dix; Cameraman, Harold Wenstrom; Recording Engineer, P. J. Faulkner,
Jr.; Editor, William Hamilton.
Direction, Good.
Photography, Good.

"WOMAN
with

Claudia

WHO
Dell,

Lola

DARED"
Lane,

Monroe

Owsley,
Matty
Fain
Imperial
60 mins.
PLEASING COMEDY DRAMA FOR POP
HOUSES. HAS NICE ROMANTIC ANGLE
AND RACKETEER STUFF FOR ACTION.
Released late last year, but just caught
in a neighborhood spot, this William Berke
production makes satisfying program fare
for the family houses. The story concerns
Claudia Dell, a brave young miss who becomes head of a textile plant when her
father dies. Refusing to pay further tribute to racketeers for "protection", Claudia
enlists the aid of the newspapers in her
fight, and in this way meets Monroe
Owsley, a reporter, whom she presses into
her own service, with romance entering
the picture at the same time, and with his
aid she eventually wins out over the
racketeering gang. There is enough nicely
balanced human interest and action to
keep the entertainment at a generally
satisfactory level, and although there is
ably.
no particular marquee strength in the cast
the various players fit their roles acceptCast: Claudia Dell, Monroe
Lane, Douglas Fcwley, Robert
Fain, Bryant Washburn, Eddie
Muir, Mathew Betz, Paul

Owsley, Lola
Elliott, Matty
Kane, Esther
Fix, Sidney

Bracy, Joseph Girard.
Director, Millard Webb; Authors, C. Edward Roberts, King Guidice, Robert Webb;
Screen Play, Curtis Kenyon; Cameraman,
Robert Cline; Recording Engineer, H. Gordon.Direction, Good.

Photography, Good

SHORT SHOTS from
EASTERN STUDIOS
=

By CHAS. ALICOATE

=

gILLY
"The
Last HILL,
Roundcomposer
Up," of
"Wagon
Wheels", and other popular songs,
is at work at the Vitaphone studio
in a one-reeler supported by Margaret West and Her Cowboys, Kay
Lazelle, Mildred Holland, and Lee
Beegs. The short is being directed
by Joseph Henabery.
Herman Ruby, studio scenario
chief, and his staff of writers are
now at work on a script which will
feature Vera Van, popular) radio
songstress, and the Yacht Club Boys
in a one-reel Vitaphone short. Production is scheduled to get under
way soon.

•

Location work on the Ben HechtCharles MacArthur production starring Jimmie Savo is expected to be
finished this week, after which the
company will move into the Eastern
Service studio in Astoria where the
feature will be completed.
"Gambling", written by and starGeorge M. Cohan,
which Haroldring
B. Franklin
is producing
for
Fox Films at the Eastern Service
Stu>d\ios, Astoria, is ahead of its
shooting schedule with production
to be completed in about two weeks.
The complete cast, under the direction of Rowland V. Lee, includes:
George M. Cohan, Dorothy Burgess,
Wynne Gibson, Harold Healy, Percy
Ames, Walter Gilbert, David Morris, E. J. De Varney, Robert
Strange, John T. Doyle, Frank Dae,
Cora Witherspoon, Joseph Allen,
Fred Miller, Hunter Gardner.

Educational's entire eastern writing staff is busy at the Astoria
Studios, writing five new comedy
stories. Charles Williams and Marcy
Klauber are now completing a
"rural" comedy for Harry Gribbon
and George Shelton, and have also
started on a new musical comedy,
titled "The Girl From Paradise."
Bert Granet and Forbes Dawson
are working on the second Yorke
and King starring comedy, while
William Watson and Art Jarrett
are finishing the first story in Educational's new Young Romance series, and starting on a new Ernest
Truex starring comedy.

The Young Romance comedy will
go into production next week, and
the schedule will continue as follows: the comedy co-featuring Gribbon and Shelton; "The Girl From
Paradise";
the York and King starcomedy.
ring comedy; and the Ernest Truex

-. £Sfr*
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PAST DUES CANCELLED
BY SO. CALIF. UNIT
(Continued from Pane
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a month. The new organization will
not include any producer-owned
theater, nor will it affiliate with the
M.P.T.O.A. One of the important
items the organization will try to
handle is co-operative buying for
the members. This does not include
the buying of film. Another of its
purposes will be to represent its
members so as to have fair representation before the Code Authorities.
New directors of the unit are H.
W. Chotiner, C. A. Ferry, Lou
Bard, H. Popkin, J. Berman, A.
Bowman and R. Levinson. Jules
Wolf is secretary and Irving Carlin, treasurer.
The Independent Theater Owners
of Southern California will stage a
gala midnight show with screen,
stage and radio stars at the Hollywood Pantages Theater, Sept. 22. All
seats are reserved, prices being $1
and $2. This is their first affair of
this kind and it is expected that it
will be an annual event. The studios are all co-operating with the
association in furnishing their stars.
Jules Wolf, chairman of the entertainment committee, is handling all
arrangements.

Committee on Music Fight Still Confabbing
Members of the exhibitor Emergency Committee appointed to oppose the music
tax rise planned by the American Society of Composers, Authors & Publishers are meeting almost daily with George Z. Medalie, counsel handling the court attack on Ascap.
Exact date of filing of the committee's suit has not as yet been determined.
Walter Vincent, chairman of the committee, yesterday said that contributions to
the "war chest" being raised to finance the litigation are coming in at a satisfactory
rate and an ample sum has been received to back the action. Theaters have been assessed on the basis of a cent per seat.

Says Advertising Clause
Mascot, Majestic Product
Favors Circuit Theaters
Get (Continued
Criterion
First-Run
(Continued from Page 1)
from Page 1)

Rio against the Heights theater recently in New York.
"In all events the exceptional situation existing in the New York
metropolitan district should be
taken into consideration by this
section," says Yoost, in a dissenting
opinion on the Rio-Heights case.
According to Yoost "favoritism
arises by virtue of the fact that the
first-run theater in a large chain
can waive, and it has been brought
out in this case that in the case of
Loew's, has waived the provisions
of this section as against the violation thereof by its own subsequent
run theater. In this manner the
subsequent run theater of a large
chain is permitted to unfairly compete, by premature advertising, and
have an undue advantage over the
independent exhibitor who competes
with said subsequent run exhibitor."

GEO, WEEKS ASSUMINI
GAUNIONT-BRIL P0S1
(Continued from Page

1)

affiliation with G-B, along wit
other information concerning it
American expansion plans, is ex
pected today. Weeks is expected t
devote much of his time to sales.
Six Gaumont
pictures will pla:
the Roxy, it is reported, under
deal now set.

duced by Majestic and Mascot. Majestic's "Scarlet Letter" and MasDonat in Second for Reliance I
cot's "Crimson Romance" will fol- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILl
Hollywood — Edward Small, RrJ
low "Young and Beautiful." A revival of RKO's "Cimarron" is cur- liance production head, is startinl
rently in its second week at the preparations for a second picturl
Criterion.
starring Robert Donat, who recent]
ly finished "Count of Monte CristoJ
Donat is due back shortly from I
Extend RCA
Radio-Telegraph
Chicago was added yesterday to London stage engagement.
the new inter-city radio telegraph
Zanuck Gets Soviet Play
service of RCA Communications, West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILI
making a total of six large cities
Hollywood — "Igra," Soviet pla\J
now in the RCA domestic network.
Within a short time, Seattle, De- also known as "The Man Who Broklj
Bank at Monte Carlo", has beeJ
troit and Los Angeles will be the
acquired by Gregory Ratoff on brl
brought into the system and other tury.
half of Dairy] Zanuck of 20th Cei
important cities will be added later.

Indicted in Fox Kidnap Threat
Charged with mailing an exto:
Hollywood — Dual engagement of tion letter to Mrs. William Fox, a
unemployed chauffeur by the nan'
Warner's "Dames" at the Holly- of
Minnesota Reopenings
Maurice Monnier was indicted bl
Northfield — Grand theater has re- toe ay. wood and Downtown theaters will the Federal Grand Jury in Brookly
be
held
for
a
second
week
starting
opened with new equipment.
this week. The letter demand*'
Pipestone — American
Amusement
Form B'klyn Paramount Unit
$50,000 on threat of kidnaping menl
Famous Theaters Corp. has form- Co. has reopened the Alo.
bers of Mrs. Fox's family.
Hibbing — The Edelstein interes
ed Century Theater Co. to control
Silly Symphony at Music Hall
reopened the Victory, closed sev
St. Paul Drive to Start
the Brooklyn Paramount. Firm is has
Walt
Disney's
Silly
Symphony,
eral years.
a wholly-owned subsidiary.
St.
Paul — Catholics in this diocea
"Peculiar
Penguins,"
opens
today
on
Stillwater — The renovated Majesthe new bill at the Radio City Mu- will be asked at the masses nei
tic will reopen Oct. 12.
sic
Hall
Theater.
Sunday to sign the clean film pledg
Harry Blair Joins "Reporter"
New Ulm — Anderson & Gleasor
Harry Blair has resigned from have opened a movie theater in Tur
the New York editorial staff of ner
Hall.
"Box Office" and is joining the
Litchfield — New sound equipment
"Hollywood Reporter." He is now is being installed in the Unique.
en route to the Coast via auto.
Plans to Finance Italian Films
"British Agent" Opens Sept. 12
Arrangements to finance producFirst National's "British Agent",
tion in Italy of a number of Italian
with Leslie Howard and Kay Fran- features to be distributed here later
cis, opens Sept. 12 at the New will be made by Alfred J. Krellberg
York Strand.
of Krellberg & Fitzsimmons, law
NEW
YORK'S
NEWEST
HOTEL
firm representing film interests, wh;
Jeanne Aubert Dickering With 'U' sails tomorrow on the Berengaria.
Jeanne Aubert, through the office Krellberg will also investigate some
HOME OF FILMLAND
of A. & S. Lyons, is negotiating a
patent matters involving film recontract with Universal.
47th St. just 30 seconds west of Broadway
production while abroad. He wil
visit England, France and Italy.
1000 OUTSIDE
ROOMS
WITH
SUCH
FEATURES
AS
F. & M. Gets West Film in St. L.
Dual "Dames" Run Holds Over

West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

ONE MINUTE /-EVERYTHING
HOTEL EDISON

SUNSHIN€

M-G-M's "Chained" breaks all opening records in history of Apollo, Atlantic City.

St. Louis — Though it was announced that Warners has obtained
the Paramount product here, Charles
Kurtzman of the Fanchon & Marco
forces states the Mae West film,
"Belle of the Nineties," will open
at the Ambassador on Sept. 14.
Council Bluffs Crusade Starts
Council Bluffs, la. — Ministerial
Ass'n here has adopted a resolution
supporting the movement for cleaner films. The crusade begins immetober. diately and continues through Oc-

*+ Two
Radio clothes closets in each room
■* Circulating Iced Water
Chevaly Full
*+ Excellent
Beds Length Mirrors
+ French Window Ventilation
* Tub
and Shower

Rates in Keeping With the Trend of Modern Times From $2.50 Single
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YOUR
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5- Cent Boost in Admissions Urged by Schaefer

H. B. SWOPE SUCCEEDS SARNOFF AS RKO CHAIRMAN
Columbia Reports Second Biggest Profit in Its History
$1,008,834 Net in Year
Is Equivalent to
$5.69 a Share

Lond
ondon
. . . Merry-Go-Round
1=
I ONDON,

By JACK ALICOATE

=

Eng . . . England is definitely

™ out to capture the film markets of
he world, including our grand old United
.fates. For this, like the Indian who
food in the way of the Overland Limited
0 stop its progress, one must admire its
ourage if not its judgment. One does
ot have to be here long to realize that
hey are doing things in a big way and
hat there seems to be unlimited backing
or legitimate film prospecting. On every
and we see the identical symptoms that
id the American industry to the breaking
disjoint of the big bubble and that finally
ut it flat on its back. Producers going
ild with enthusiasm and throwing prouction money in every direction. Theters going up everywhere. The real esate element playing its insidious part
he country soon to be overseated. Major
ircuits feverishly outbidding each other
> add advantageous houses to their ciruits- The inevitable result is obvious.
(0 one is more blind than he who will
it see.

|*TUDIOS that last year produced at
r 15,000 pounds a throw are now going
at the rate of 35,000 pounds a pix.
he so-called big fellow who was satised to make 50,000-pound pictures a few
onths back is now in the twice-thatnount class. This move is manifestly
Iculated on the basic economic prinple of capturing a part of the lucrative
merican market. Well it might, for
ley seem to know in what direction they
e generally going. But. If for any ream it fails to click, someone is going to
it hurt. There is no question of the
ict that some of the pictures to come
om this side will be definitely worth
hile to the American market! Interitionalization of the art of the cinema
is arrived.
T

T

T

A/E find the double feature situation
W in the British isles most interesting,
lose who know
tell us that in 60 per
{Continued on page 2)

L

Showing the best profits of any
year in its history with the exception of 1929, Columbia Pictures
Corp. reports net earnings of $1,008,834.58 for the year ended June
30, equivalent to approximately
$5.69 a share on 168,177 shares of
common stock outstanding after deducting preferred dividends and
provisions for federal income and
(Continued

on

page

4)

ALL-AMERICAN STAFF
FOR GAUMONT-BRITISH
In confirming appointment of
George Weeks to an executive post
whereby he will assist in carrying
out the American distribution plans
of Gaumont-British, Jeffrey Bernerd, general
manager of G-B, yes(Continued on Page 7)

Operator Unions Agree
On Naming of Referee
Agreement to appointment of a
referee to obtain speedy trial of
the injunction suit brought by Allied Motion Picture Operators'
union to enjoin Local 306 and Local 1, stagehands
union, from pick(Continued on Page 5)

U. S. Record in Poland
Warsaw — Of 166 pictures imported in
the second quarter of this year, American films set a new record of 154.

David Sarnoff yesterday resigned as chairman of the RKO board
of directors. Herbert B. Swope was
immediately named as Sarnoff's
successor. The resignation was
handed to the board at a meeting
held in the RKO office yesterday afternoon. Sarnoff's action will bring
about a unification of the K-A-O,
Proctor and Orpheum circuit facWith the exception of dubbed vertions which have been, to a desions, Paramount will confine its
gree, working as separate corporaforeign language picture program
tions for the past six months.
this year to 10 features, comprising
New
officers
(Continued of on Keith-Albee-OrPage 4)
e'ght French pictures made in Paris and two Spanish features with
Carlos Gardel made at the Eastern Service Studios, Long Island, it
was stated by John W. Hicks, Jr.,
vice-president of Paramount International following his return to
New York yesterday from a sevenweek trip through Europe.
American Society of Composers,
Three (Continued
Paramounton page
foreign
execu- Authors & Publishers will not
5)
change its policies or rates, present or proposed, as a result of the
Oppose Reorganization
government's anti-trust suit, the
Of Paramount Broadway board of directors of the Society
a meeting
ac(Continued
on Page Tuesday,
7)
A schedule of objections to the decided at

PARAMOUNT TO MAKE
ONLY TEN FOREIGNS

ASCAP BOARD VOTES
TO PURSUE POLICY

proposed Paramount Broadway reorganization plan put forward by
the Paramount-Publix trustees was Salary, Raiding Clauses
filed yesterday in Federal Court by Are Definitely Suspended
Malcolm Sumner and Edwin L. Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
— General Johnson
Garvin, (Continued
representing
bond- hasWashington
on pagesmall
5)
suspended the provisions of the
film code applying to excessive salaries and star raiding. The clauses
were made inactive by President
Roosevelt, when he signed the code,
pending investigation. Sol A. Rosenblatt conducted the survey and
recently made his report recommending the action just taken by
A general admission price increase of five cents is necessary to Johnson.
allow theaters to show a profit and
to assure exhibitors of a continuSweden Plans 40 Films
ance of quality screen entertainStockholm — After months of inacment, George J. Schaefer, Paramount general manager, declared
tivity, studios here announce plans for
40 productions in 1934-35.
yesterday.
Unlike every other industry, the

Schaefer Says Admission Boost
Needed to Maintain Standards
Political Trailer Boom
Detroit — Use of trailers in political
campaigning takes a big spurt this year,
with eight films of this type just made
by Simon's Film Service and an even
larger number reported by Lloyd Hammond.

New Officers Are Elected
for RKO Theater
Subsidiaries

{Continued on Page

7)
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Roach Completes 14
On New M-G-M Lineup
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cent of this territory it is so definitely
established that it will never be erased.
Strange but true, in both Scotland and
Ireland the double feature is unknown.
And

apparently

not

missed.

They

have

slipped us the gentle info that if an exhibitor over here is caught bicycling or
out-of-step

the

renters

Friday, Sept 7, 1934

(distributors

to

you mugs) as a body simply refuse to
serve him and he goes forthwith back to
his job of pressing pants. It is a strange,
enthusiastic, colorful cinema industry we
find in Britain. It has a somewhat general idea of where it is going and is definitely on the way.

Hal Roach has completed 14
shorts on his 1934-35 program of 32
shorts and four features for M-G-M
release, he said in New York yesterday after his arrival by plane
from the Coast. Production on
"Babes in Toyland," with Laurel
and Hardy, has been held up owing
to Laurel's leg injury.
Roach sees a trend toward comedies based on situations, with slapstick as a secondary value. With
Mrs. Roach, he is stopping at the
Hotel Ambassador, where he will
remain a week before returning to
Hollywood.

RKO

Sets Three Releases

Seven Release Dates
Scheduled by U. A.

Release dates for the remainder
of this month have been set by RICO
as follows: "Richest Girl in the
United Artists has set tentative World," with Miriam Hopkins, Joel
McCrea and Fay Wray, 8epr, 14;
general release dates on seven pictures. Schedule follows: today, "Age of Innocence," with Irene
"Count of Monte Cristo"; Sept. 21, Dunne and John Boles, Sept. 21 ;
Divorce," with Fred Astaire,
"The Last Gentleman"; Sept. 28, "Gay
Ginger Rogers, Edward Everett
"Our Daily Bread"; Oct. 19, "Pri- Horton and Alice Brady, Sept. 28.
vate Life of Don Juan"; Nov. 2,
"Transatlantic Merry-Go-Round!' ;
Paramount Buys Stories
Nov. 9, "Nell Gwynn" and "The West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Queen's Affair."
Hollywood — Recent story purchases by Paramount, in addition
Mrs. Kann Buried Today
to
Stark
Young's
the Rose"
as
a
likely
vehicle "So
for Red
Pauline
Lord,
Services for Mrs. Marie Kann,
wife of Maurice D. Kann, editor of include "Now I'm a Lady," by Marion Morgan and George Powell, as
"Motion Picture Daily," will be held
possible film for Mae West; "Two
privately at 11 o'clock this morn- aLittle
by Frank Dazey and
ing at the Kann residence, 65 Cen- Agnes People,"
Christine Johnston, probably
tral Park West. Rabbi Alfred I.
for
Baby
LeRoy,
Helen Mack and
Aarons of the Congregation of Mt.
Sinai, Brooklyn, will officiate. Burial Cary Grant, and the John van Druten play,
Juliet,"
will be at New Mt. Carmel Ceme- With
Herbert"There's
MarshallAlways
and Claudette
tery, Glendale, L. I.
Colbert
being considered as the
leads.
Condition of Harry Goldberg, injured in the New Haven accident
which brought about Mrs. Kann's
Blaine Cordner for Stage Play
death, was reported as further imBlaine Cordner, who recently finproved yesterday in the New Haven General Hospital.
ished a picture at West Coast, has
been signed for "Bridal Quilt," new
"Cimarron" Run Extended
production coming to Broadway.
kin.
Cordner is represented by Joe RivBusiness done by RKO's "Cimarron" has exceeded all other revivals
Ann Pennington also has been
at the Criterion, according to John
P. Goring, manager of the house, booked through Rivkin to open Sept.
and the picture will continue its 24 at the State-Lake, Chicago.
run.
RKO-Austria Deal Closed
Barney Rapp for Vitaphone
Barney Rapp and his New Engenders, orchestra aggregation, have
been signed by Sam Sax through
Joe Rivkin for a. Vitaphone short.

AmbrosesalesS.manager,
Dowling,
European
has RKO's
closed
a contract with Tobis-Sascha of Vienna for a number of pictures to
be distributed in Austria. The films,
to be dubbed in German, will include
Mordaunt
Hall Entering Film Biz "Little Women," "Morning Glory,"
Mordaunt Hall, picture critic of "Finishing School" and "Right to
"The New York Times" for years,
is leaving the paper to enter the film Romance."
business.
"Always Tomorrow" for Music Hall
Universal's "There's Always ToFokine Ballet Repeats at Capitol
morrow" has been set for the Radio
The Fokine Ballet will play a re- City Music Hall. Tentative opening
date
is
Sept.
27.
turn engagement on the Capitol
stage the week of Sept. 14.
Paris House to Show U. A. Films
Cancel "Wandering Jew"
Paris — The Theater de L'Avenue
opens as a cinema on Sept. 15 for
of "The
Wandering
at Booking
the Capitol
for the
week of Jew"
Sept. uct.
the
showing of United Artists prod14th has been cancelled.

Coming and Going
ROSE GOLDSTEIN, who has been connected
with the Paramount home office as secretary
to John Hammell, leaves by boat Saturday
to work
for him
at the Coast.
JACK PORTE, formerly booker for Harding
& Blumenthal, has returned to New York from
New
Hampshire.
JOHN HICKS of Paramount
York
yesterday
from
Europe.

returned to New

FRANK ORSATTI, Coast agent, returns to
New York today from abroad and leaves for
the Coast within a few days.
WILLIAM
Texas.

JENKINS

is in New

York

from

WILLIAM M. L. FISKE, president of Seven
Seas Corp., arrived by airplane in New York
yesterday
from
the Coast.
OWEN MOORE arrives in New York today
on the Aquitania from abroad. The same
boat brings back CHARLES J. CORRELL, the
Amos of Amos 'n' Andy.
ROSCO ATES returns from the west coast
today to start work in another of his series i
of Vitaphone shorts under the deal arranged I
by Joe Rivkin,
who
handles Ates.
DANIEL T. O'SHEA, head of the RKO studios;
legal department, is on a trip to the home
offices
in New
York.

to

MRS. HAROLD LLOYD and her father arrive in New York tomorrow from the coast I
join Lloyd.

WINFIELD SHEEHAN, now abroad,
back for Hollywood
in about a week.

starts'

MIRIAM HOPKINS is en route from the west)
coast to New York on the California.
JOHNNIE
BOB
LIVELY

WALKER, BETTY
sail Saturday
for

LAIDLAW
London.

and

Liberty Midwest Franchise
Budd Rogers, general sales manager of Liberty Pictures, has closed
a Iranchise deal with Security Pictures for the Omaha, Des Moines
and Kansas City territories. Negotiations were concluded in New York*
with Max and Pinney Weintraub of!
Security.
Smaney's circuit of Cooperstown,
N. Y., has closed a deal for the en
tire group of eight Liberty features.
Filming Hackett Book in East
Grace Pictures has acquired complete rights to the John C. Hackettfj
book based on the murder of Dot J;
Ling in New York in 1933 George
Terwilliger, writer and director, is|
preparing the screen version, which
will be produced in the East with/1
work starting within a few weeks

Arthur

W.

Kelly
Merna Kennedy

Roscoe

Karns

NEWS OF THE WEEK IN PHOTO-REVIEW

U. S. LEADERS stage swank send-off for Vttaphone's unique 'See America First' series at Washington preview luncheon. At extreme left and right of speakers' table are Sec'y of Commerce Daniel C. Roper and
Vitaphone studio chief Sam Sax. Shorts are authored by E. M. Newman, with dialogue by John B Kennedy
GOTHAM

SET for Sept. 12th premiere of Kay

Francis-Leslie Howard's 'British Agent' (below) as
Warners fire opening guns of huge supporting ad
campaign in newspapers from coast to coast.0

POWELL

PACKS

DIRECTOR LeROY STARTS 'Sweet Adeline/
from classic Broadway music-hit, with Irene
Dunne, Hugh Herbert, Joe Cawthorne, Dorothy

UP for eastern personal appearance

!tour on completion of 'Happiness Ahead'0 with Josephine
Hutchinson, and 'Flirtation Walk,'0 Warners' big military
musical with Dick, Ruby Keeler, Pat O'Brien heading cast.

Dare
'IT'S GOTTA

BE OUR

BIG-

GEST YET' is Busby's opening
instruction to famed Berkeley
beauties (left) as they start
rehearsals for 'Gold Diggers
of 1935', dance creator's first
full directorship assignment.0
'DAMES'

FLASHES

into 4th

record week on B'way, brings
speculators out of hiding at
record-wrecking dual los
Angeles debut (right), clinching
proof it's greatest money musical of entire Warner series.
*A Warner Bros Picture

°A First Notional Picture

Vilograph, Inc., Distributors

already

picked

for

multiple-star

cast.*
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CHAIRMAN OF RKO
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$1,008,834 PROFIT
SHOWN BY COLUMBI
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

pheum Corp., in addition to Swope,
are as follows: Malcolm Kingsberg,
vice chairman of the board; L. E.
Thompson, president of K-A-O; I.
E. Lambert, vice president and general counsel; Leon Goldberg, vice
president and treasurer; A. E.
Reoch, vice president in charge of
real estate; Nate Blumberg, vice
president in charge of theater operations; O. R. MacMahon, comptroller.
These officers have also been
elected, in their respective positions, to the B. F. Keith Corp., a
subsidiary
of K-A-O.
J. R. McDonough, former president of RKO Corp. and other RKO
theater corporations, will devote his
full time as president of RKO Radio Pictures and associated companies, to RKO Radio pictures, with
headquarters in Hollywood.
The following have been named
officers of RKO-Proctor Corp., Stadium Theaters Corp., and the RKO
Mid-West Corp.: L. E. Thompson,
president; I. E. Lambert, vice president and general counsel ; Leon
Goldberg, vice president and treasurer; A. E. Reoch, vice president
in charge of real estate; Nate
Blumberg, vice president in charge
of theater operations; 0. R. MacMahon, comptroller. These officers
have also been elected to similar
positions in RKO
Service
Corp.
Swope, new chairman of the
board, is a member of the RKO Directory and was editor of the New
York "World".

Admission Price War
Looming in St. Louis
St. Louis — Slashing of scale to
25 cents up to 6 P. M. and only 40
cents at night by the Missouri Theater is expected to start a first-run
price war. The Ambassador, Fox
and other Fanchon & Marco houses
will probably follow suit.
German Star Coming Over
Katy Von Nagy,
German screen
star, will be brought
to America
soon by the A. & S. Lyons office.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS

Lumberton, N. C. — H. H. Anderson has taken over the Carolina thetime. ater and has also opened the Pas-

Spencer, Neb. — Jones & Bradstreet
have taken over the Moon and renamed it the Boyd, following improvements.

Easley, S. C— The Pastime, formerly under the management of M.
A. Mull, has been transferred to
Claude West.

Pilger, Neb. — Bud Darlington has
bought the local theater from C.
Gragson.

Scribner, Neb. — Robbie Robertson has reopened the local theater.
Regal Closes Deals
Regal Distributing Corp. has
closed distribution deals on "Hollywood Mystery," formerly known as
"Hollywood Hoodlum," and "Fighting Lady", featuring Peggy Shannon and Jack Mulhall, with Principal Exchange, New York; American Pictures, Boston; Security Pictures, Illinois, Indiana, Wisconsin,
Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas and Western Missouri; Majestic Film Distributors, Ohio and Kentucky.

Six Fox Films Cited by Women
Joint committee of six women's
organizations cited six Fox productions in their selections of best films
of the month. The pictures are:
"Caravan," "Cat's Paw," "Judge
Priest," "World Moves On," "Servants' Entrance" and "She Was a
B. &

K.

Books

Tab

Drama

Chicago — Balaban & Katz have
Lady."
signed Shobe & Bell's tab version
of "The Drunkard" for five weeks
in their Chicago houses, with possibility of more time for out of
town.

Para. Banker Hearing Sept. 13
Hearing on the motion of Thomas
A. Reynolds, vice-president of the
New Des Moines House
National City Bank, to prevent examination about his bank's dealings
Des Moines — Despite delays due
with Paramount-Publix under Sec- to protests by residents, construction 21 A of the old bankruptcy act
tion is under way at the 42nd St.
was set yesterday for Sept. 13 by and Rollins Ave. Theater being built
Federal Judge Coxe.
by T. I. Stoner, owner of the Roosevelt, and house is expected to open
in the fall.
Ralph
Kettering
Bankrupt
Chicago ■— Ralph T. Kettering,
formerly operator of the Adelphia,
Garrick and Illinois theaters, has
filed a petition in bankruptcy in U.
S. District Court here. He lists
liabilities of $42,944.70 and assets
of $1,795.

Warners Reopen St. Louis House
St. Louis — ■ Warners have reopened the Shubert-Rialto with
"Here Comes the Navy." Dinty
Moore is manager, with H. J. Harmon among his staff.
Vaude Goes Big in Troy

Good Week-End for Loop Houses
Chicago — With tens of thousands
of visitors in Chicago over the week
end that included Labor Day, all
Loop theaters did capacity business despite rain during the three
days.
Para. Film at Brooklyn Strand
Paramount's "Crime Without Passion," the Ben Hecht-Charles
MacArthur
production,
opens
at the
Brooklyn Strand today.
Lincoln Goes for Sunday Shows*
Lincoln, Neb. — Sunday shows
opened to an enthusiastic reception.
In spite of a murky day and steady
rain, business was better than the
average previous big day, Saturday.

"U" Signs Claude Rains for 2
West

Movie attendance in Greece during
1933-34 was from 20 to 25 per cent
higher
than
in 1932-33.

Clarinda, la. — Herman Fields ha?
been made house manager of the
Rialto by the Finkelstein circuit.

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Troy — All house records at RKO
Proctor's for three days were broken last week with the inauguration
of vaudeville. For Friday, Saturday and Sunday the program consisted of five vaudeville acts and
"Grand Canary."

other taxes. This compares wi
$740,240.97 for the fiscal ye
ended July 1, 1933, or approximate
$4.10 per share on 167,885 shar
of common
stock outstanding as
that
date.
In his letter to the stockholdc
of the company,
President
Har
Cohn
points out that during
t
year Columbia has opened distr
uting offices throughout Great Br
ain and that in conformity with
policy of not deferring any selli
or organization expense in the estz
lishment
of
its distributing
<
changes,
the
company
upon
t
commencement
of operation
of
British Exchanges has written
to Profit and Loss the amount
$187,036.08.

Vaudeville Actors Meet
In Organization Mo^

Over 1,000 actors attended a m.i
meeting of the American Federatl

of
vaudeville
uni
at Actors,
the Hotel
Edisonactors'
Wednesc
night at which Matthew Woll, vr
president of the A. F. of L., QC
missioner of Licenses Paul M
and State Senator David Wald w
the principal speakers. Woll urj
the actors to organize pointing
that only through collective barga
ing could they obtain their rig!
Commissioner Moss said that wi
in two weeks he expected to hr.
a uniform and equitable contra
for use by actors and employ?
completely drafted. State Sena
Wald declared his readiness to spi
sor legislation beneficial to vaui
ville actors. Ralph Whiteh ■;
executive secretary of the Al
and Joe Laurie, Jr., vice-presid<l
also spoke.
Reopening

Schenectady

Houssi

Schenectady — RKO will reel
the Plaza Sept. 30 with a doui
feature policy. The house has |
closed for 18 months.

Eleanor Boardman
in Film Abroad
Omaha
Golf Tourney
Barcelona — For the first time in
Omaha — Film Row will holo
Spain an American actress, Eleanor
stag golf tournament on Sept.
Boardman, has made an English di- for
exhibitors and exchange mei
alogue picture, titled "Three Corners," with Victor Varconi. French
and Spanish versions also were
made.
Harry D'Arrast directed.
$2,200 Seattle Holdup
Seattle — Three armed bandits
bound Asst. Manager Robert Williams and other members of the
staff of the Paramount Theater a
AS
SEEN
BY
THE PRESS
few nights ago and escaped with

Hollywood — Claude Rains has
Get $107 in St. Louis Robbery
been signed by Carl Laemmle, Jr., $2,200.
St. Louis — Yeggmen broke into
to star in two Universal pictures.
Following "The Man Who Reclaimed the office of the Hi-Point Theater
safe. week and took $107 from the
His Head," Rains will appear in this
"The Return of Frankenstein."

AGENT
"Lew
Ayres
Prof.
Einstein
his interest

received
a letter fron i
congratulating
him
or 1II .

in astronomy." — FOX
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PARAMOUNT TO MAKE
ONLY TEN FOREIGNS

ZONING COMMITTEE
DRAFTS BASIC RULES
A set of basic principles covering
zoning and clearance schedules has
been drafted and approved by the
Code Authority's committee on this
phase of its activities, following a
conference with distribution executives held at the Motion Picture
Club Wednesday night. The memorandum will serve to guide local
boards in drafting schedules.

Operator Unions Agree
On Naming of Referee
(Continued from Page 1)

eting I.T.O.A. theaters and other
houses where Allied operators are
employed and from inducing I.T.O.
A. members to break their contracts
with Allied, was reached yesterday
at a hearing before Supreme Court
Justice Frankenthaler on Allied's
application for a temporary injunction. Justice Frankenthaler is expected to appoint the referee within the next few days and trial of
the suit will probably get under
way next Wednesday. The litigants
will split the cost of the referee's
fee.
In the meantime Local 306 and
Local 1 consented to an order restraining them from any acts of
violence and intimidation against Allied operators, agreed to limit the
number of pickets at Allied houses
to eight, and will not hold mass
meetings within one block of a theater. Wm. E. Goldman, of Phillips, Mahoney, Leibell & Fielding,
represented the unions and Alfred
B. Nathan, of Moos, Nathan, Imbrie & Levine represented Allied.

12 Stories Rejected
By Breen's Office

Twelve stories were entirely rejected in the last few weeks by
Joseph I. Breen's office, to which
all scripts are submitted by producers before starting work on pictures,
it was stated by Breen Wednesday
night in the third of the series of
national broadcasts from Hollywood on behalf of the industry. On
the basis of about 75,000 stories examined annually to find screen material, the number of rejections is
considered comparatively small. In
a much greater number of instances,
changes are recommended, and the
studios are cooperating fully along
this line, Breen stated.
The Hays office executive delivered his talk in the form of an interview, with Joe E. Brown as the
interviewer. John Boles also spoke
on the program.
New House in Haiti
Port au Prince. Haiti — The new
Rex, seating 2,000, has opened.
American films will alternate with

French.

(Continued from Page 1)

• •
• HERE IS a stunt that is worthy of a great star
and a great pix
referring to Grace Moore in "One Night of
Love"
arranged by the exploitation dep't of Columbia for
the
Chattanooga
Moore's
homeshowing
town of the
Tedfeature
Toddy, inlocal
exploiteer for Miss
the company
arranged to have the first week of the run set aside as
"Grace Moore Week"
by proclamation of the Mayor
with the merchants of the town running full-page ads in the
newspapers, and their stores decorated in the gala manner ....
the special celebration is making a great splash
Mayor
E. D. Bass issued a special proclamation declaring the week
beginning Sept. 8 devoted to honoring the city's distinguished
daughter

T

•

T

T

•

• A FINE illustration of how an exceptionally attractive front can be constructed at small cost
the demonstration being given by Manager John P. Goring of the Criterion
on
Broadway
currently
on display where RKO Radio's revived "Cimarron" is

T
•

•

T

T

•

THE FEATURE of this display is a bromide enlargement 96 inches long
of the stirring scene that
depicts the start of the Oklahoma Land Rush
the letters
of the lines immediately above and below this enlargement are
cut out of compo board
with a liberal display of stills on
either side the title of the pix is built of solid letters
six inches thick and painted crimson, the color motif
of the entire front on another part of the front is a 72inch blowup of the letter written by Franklin D. Roosevelt, then
Governor of New York, lauding "Cimarron"
all in all an
Eye Catcher for any theater's front
and Mister Goring
didn't have to blow the bankroll to click with it

•
•
• LESS THAN a year ago
Editor Harry Gittleson of of
the local
RKO newsRadio
"Flash"
started a
column
items house
from organ
the various
branch offices
featuring social and pergonal notes about the members of the
various office staffs
it grew so popular that in the current
issue it runs through several pages of the eight-page paper . .
Editor Gittleson prints the comments from the local correspondents and after each item makes his comment in italics
and does the gang throughout the key spots go for his
neat and clever quips!
just another case of the Human
Touch livening up the routine trade stuff

•

• • THE FIRST artist to publicly introduce the hillbilly songs that have become the current rage was Lorraine
Foster
born in de land ob cotton and raised in the heart
of the Kaintuck
mountains
Miss Foster introduced the
quaint mountain songs when she made her New York debut in
Town Hall in October, 1927
it was soon picked up by radio
and has been going strong ever since after all these
years the girl who gave radio audiences the hill-billy melodies
indirectly will be heard herself on the radio
on Monday
when she appears on Claudia Macdonald's Radio Revue program
May Robson came east to be present at the christening of
her great-granddaughter at Bayside, L. I.
Mayor
La
Guardia will be the guest of Howard S. Cullman at the Roxy
tonite for the stage spectacle, "Romance of A People"
a corps of extra ushers has been hired for the showing of this
gala attraction

«

«

«

»

»

»

tives are due in New York soon for
home office conferences. Henri
Klarsfeld, director - general for
France, arrives in October. Americo Aboaf, Italian manager, is
scheduled to land here Sept. 13,
while Steve Fitzgibbons, in charge
of the Joinville studio, also arrives
this month.
Hicks is optimistic concerning the
foreign market outlook during the
coming year and reports that business in Europe is considerably improved as compared with a year
ago.

Oppose
Reorganization
Of Paramount
Broadway
(Continued from Page 1)

holder interests. The brief charges
that the plan is "illegal, inequitable
and violative of Sec. 77 B, in that
it allows claims which are not entitled to prioritytheunder
statute."to
Specifically,
brieftheobjects
the
pledging
of the
of Para-to
mount's
solvent
film assets
subsidiaries
guarantee the reorganization plan,
holding that this constitutes "a partial
of Paramount's
assets indistribution
prior settlement
of claims
against the subsidiary."
Objection is also made to expunging of claims totaling $4,822,397 owed to Paramount-Publix by
the subsidiary and abandonment of
the Paramount Theater as a firstrun theater is recommended. The
brief states that deterioration of
the Times Square neighborhood
makes successful operation of this
house improbable.
Sales Tax for St. Louis
St. Louis — Local tax committee
has decided to present before the
Board of Aldermen a general city
sales tax for three years as a means
of raising
the first
city's year
needed
revenue.
Rate
for the
is set
at 2
per cent, with 1 per cent for the
two remaining years.
Gladys George for Stage Play
Gladys George, who last appeared
on the Broadway stage in "The
Milky Way" and was subsequently
signed by M-G-M, will return to the
theatrical field, between picture
work, in Brock Pemberton's new
production,
"Personal
Appearance."
This new play
by Lawrence
Riley is
scheduled to open in New York the
first week in October.
R. & R. Reopening Uptown House
Rapf & Ruden circuit, which operates a number of New Jersey
houses, has taken over the old
Bunny at 3389 Broadway and renamed it the Dorset. House has
been completely renovated and new
Photophone High Fidelity sound in
stalled for an early opening.

Features Reviewed in Film Daily, Feb. 1 to Sept. 6
Title
Adieu
Les
Beaux
Adventure
Affairs
of

Reviewed
Jours-XX
4-24-34
Girl-RKO
8-3-34
A Gentleman-U
6-23-34

of Cellini-UA
Affairs
All Men Are Enemies-F.
All of Me-PAR
Sally-GB.
Came
Along
Alraune-XX
Age of Innocence-RKO.
Civilized-RAS.
We
Are
Ariane-BLU
As the Earth Turns-WA.
Baby, Take a Bow-F
Page-GEN
Back
Bait-RKO
Bachelor
of Honor-MAY.
Badge
Bedside-FN
Beggar's Holiday-TOW.
Beggars in Ermine-MOP.
Belle of the Nineties

ALD — Allied
Picture!
AM — Amkino
AST — Astor Pictures
AU — Capt.
Harold
Auten
AUS — Harold
Austin
BAV— Bavaria Film A-G
BEA-Beacon Productions
BD — British
& Dominions
BIP — British
International

5-5-34
.4-26-34
2-3-34
.6-16-34
5-7-34
.9-1-34
.6-14-34
3-8-34
2-1 5-34
6-30-34
6 13-34
7-28-34
.5-19-34
3-6-34
.8-17-34
2-14-34

PAR.. 8-6-34
..4-25-34
Beyond Bengal-SHO
7-31-34
Beyond the Law-COI
2-14-34
Big Race-SHO
2-9-34
Shakedown-FN
Big
5-19-34
Cat-U
Black
6-28 34
Moon-COL
Black
4-12-34
Shirts-XX
Black
9-1-34
Date-COL
Blind
7-26-34
Time-BIP
B'ossom
5-8-34
Light-DU
Blue
5-5-34
Steel-MOP
Blue
Bolero-PAR
^Vlt
6-1-34
to be Bad-UA
Born
3-23-34
Up-F
Bottoms
8-2-34
Agent-FN
British
3-31-34
Shoes-AM
Broken
Drummond Strikes Back
BulldogB
UA.. 5-4-34
7-10-34
Call It Luok-F
2-3-34
Carolina-F
Cat and the Fiddle-MGM .2-14-34
2-2-34
A.
Catherine the Great-U
Crossing-GB .. .5-24-34
Channel
5-11-34
of Heart-F
Change
7-30-34
Paw-F
Caffs
9-1-34
Chained-MGM
Charlie
Chan's Chance
F. .8-25-3'.
5-11-34
Cheaters-LIB
6-13-34
Clown-WA
Circus
3-28-34
Limits-MOP
City
7-6-34
Park-CHE
City
7-25-34
Cleopatra-PAR
Cockeyed Cavaliers-RKO . .7-3-34
on Marines-PAR. .3-24-34
Come
3-17-34
Party-F
Out
Coming
Constant Nymph-F .. .4 7-34
Count of Monte Cristo
U A.. 8-29-34
Countess of Monte Cristo
U
3-31-34
3-28-34
Crainquebille-TAP
Crime Doctor-RKO ....3-14-34
Crime
of Helen
StanleyCOL
.7-3-34
Crime
Without
Passion
PAR.. 8-18-34
3-23-34
Case-U
Crosby
7-6-34
Streets-CHE
Cross
Thorns-XX . .3-30-34
of
Crown
7-18-34
AR
Abajo-P
Cuesta
2-1-34
Curtain at Eight-MAJ
8-16-34
Dames-WA
....7-14-34
Man-PYR
Dancing
2-23-34
Dark Hazard-FN
Death Takes a Holiday-PAR.
2-23-34
Defense Rests, The-COL. 8-1 5-34
Demon for Trouble-STE. 8-1 0-34
Der Gluecksylinder-XX. .3-13-34
Der Felderrnhuegel-BA ..4-24-34
Der Meistrerdetektiv-BAV 2-14-34
Der
Stern von Valencia-UFA
4-24-34
Der Traumende Mund-XX 2-6-34
Devil
Tiger-F
2-8-34
Die Blonde Christl-B A V. 2-28-34
Die Mutter Der Kompagnie
XX. .3-13-34
Die
Schoenen
Tage
in
Aranjuez-XX
6-23-34
Die Verkaufte Braute-XX . 5-2-34
Dr. Monica-WA
6-22-34
Dream of My People-PA 2-28-34
Dos Mujeres y un Don Juan
KIN.. 6-5-34
Double
Door-PAR
5-5-34
Dragon
Murder
Case
4
3."
12-3
8-23O'Voodoo INTFN....5Drums
Easy to Love-WA
1-13-34
Ein Gewisser Herr Gran-XX.
2-24-34
Eines Prinzen Junge Liebe
XX
3-28-34

Ein
Einfall-UFA.' 5-22-34
Elmer Toller
and
Elsie-PAR
8-4-34
El Prisionero 13-CIN .. .3-30-34
Embarrassing
Moments
U.. 9-4-34
End
of the World-AU. .4-17-34

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS

Blue W. Ribbon
BLU—
BO— John
Boyle Photoplays
BON— Al Bondy
BRO —
CAP —
CHA —
CHE—

Broadway- Ho'lywood
Capitol
Film
Exchange
Chadwick
Chesterheld

CINCorp.—

Cinexport

Distributing

COL — Columbia
DU— DuWorld
EXP — Exploitation
F— Fox

Pictures

FAI — Fairhaven.
FD — First Division
FR — Freuler Film Associates
FN — First National
FX — The
Film
Exchange
GB — Gaumont-British
OFF — General Foreign Films

Title
Reviewed
Ever
Since
Eve-F
3-27-34
Fantomas-XX
3-13-34
Fifteen Wives-INV
7-17-34
7-17-34
Hero-STE
Fighting
.4-12-34
COL.
RahgersFighting
Fighting Rookie-MAY .. .7-12-34
Finishing School-R KO . . . 4-h-34
Fighting Through-WK. .8-29-34
Friends of Mr.
SweeneyWA.. 7-27-34
For Love or Money-BD . 7-26-34
Fog
Over
Frisco-FN
6-7-34
Fountain-RKO
8-23-34
4 Frightened People-PAR 1-27-34
Friday the
13th-GB
5-15-34
Fury
of the Jungle-COL.2-8 34
Gambling
Lady-WA
3-7-34
Gehetzte Menschen-XX .. .6-5-34
Geld
Regiert
Die
Welt-XX
5-15-34
George

White's

Scandals

Girl of the Limberlost F. .3-17-34
MOP.. 8-29-34
Girl From
Missouri-MGM
8-4-34
Glamour-U
5-12-34
Goodbye
Love — RKO
3-13 34
Good
Dame-PAR
3-17-34
Grand
Canary-F
7-20-34
Great
Flirtation-P A R
6-23-34
Great Defender-BIP
7-26-34
Guilty
Parents-SYN
4-6-34
Gun
Justice-U
2-14-34
Half-A-Sinner-U
6-23-34
Handy
Andy-F
6-1-34
Happy Landings-MOR. .7-31-34
Hat,
Coat
and
GloveRKO.. 7-27-34
Harold Teen-WA
3-7-34
Heart
Song-F
6-6-34
Heat
Lightning-W A
3-7-34
Heideschulmeister
Uwe
Karsten-UFA
..
4-17-34
Here Comes the Groom-PAR
6-16-34
Hell Bent for Love-COL. 6-13-34
Here Comes
the NavyWA
6-28-34
Hell
Cat COL
7-7-34
He Was
Her Man-WA. .5-18-34
Hide-Out-MGM
8-18-34
Hi,
Nellie-WA
2-1-34
Hired
Wife-PIN
2-1-34
His
Greatest
Gamble
RKO.. 7-18-34
Hitler's
Reign
of Terror-JE
4-27-34
Hold
That
Girl-F
3-24-34
Hollywood.
Ciudad de Ensueno-DU
4-10-34
Hollywood
Party-MGM.. 5-25-34
House
of Greed-AM
8-15-34
House
of Rothschild- U A. .3-8-34
Housewife-WA
8-11-34
I Believe in You-F
4-10-34
I Can't
Escape-BEA
7-5-34
I Give
My
Love-U
7-17-34
I Hate Women-GOP. .. .7-11-34
I Like it That Way-U . .4-17-34
I'll Tel! the World-U. . .4-21-34
I've Got
Your
Number-WA2-3-34
Inge
In the

Und

die

MillionenUFA. .4-17-34
of the SovietsAM.. 6-28-34
Hab Ich Einmal Ein
Geliebt-XX
5-29-34
With Life-INV. 5-12-34

Land

In Wien
Maedel
In Love

GEN— General Films
GRB — Arthur Greenblatt
GOP — Goldsmith
Productions
HEI, — Helber Pictures
IDE— Ideal
IMP — Imperial Dist.

Stageplay
INT— International
Pictures
INC — Inter-Continent
Film
INV — Invincible Pictures
JAFA— Jafa
JE — Jewel Productions
JEW — Jewish
Talking

Pictures

KIN—
KRE — Kinematrade
Sherman S. Krellberg
LIB — Liberty
Pictures
LIN — Lincoln Productions
MAF — Mayflower
MAJ — Majestic Pictures
MAR — Marcy
MAS
MAY
MEN
MGM
MOD
MOP
PA —

— Mascot Pictures
— Mayfair
Pictures
— Mentone
Productions
— Metro-Gold wyn-Mayer
— Modern
Films
— Monogram
Pictures
Palestine-American Film Co,

Title
It Happened

One

It's a Boy-GB
Iza Neni-XX
Ja Treu
1st Dei

Reviewed
Night-COL.
2-23-34
6-8-34
6-5-34
Soldatenliebe

XX.. 5-2-34
Jane
Eyre-MOP
7-17-34
Jimmy
the Gent-WA
3-26-34
Journal of a Crime-FN. .2-24-34
Juarez
Y MaximilianoXX.. 5-7-34
Judge Priest-F
8-1 8-34
Just
Smith-GB
4-24-34
Kara
Salkten-XX
5-15-34
Keep
Key,
King

'Em
Rolling-RXO
The-WA
of Wild
Horses

. 3-1-34
5-31-34

COL. .3-21-34
Kiss and Make
Up-PAR.6-30 34
La
Bataille-TAP
7-10-34
La Ciudad de Carton-F.2 28 34
La Cruz Y La Espada-F 2-6-34
Ladies
Should ListenPAR.. 7-28-34
Lady is Willing,
The
COL..
La Fusee-TAP
La
Maternelle-TAP
L'ange
Gardien-TAP
La Sombre
de Pancho

8-11-34
3-15-34
4-25-34
4-20-34

Villa-MOD
Last Round
Up-PAR
La Sangre Manda-XX. ..
Last
Gentleman-U A
La Frochard et les Deux

4-10 34
5-11-34
5-16-34
4-28-34

Orphelines-XX
2-8-34
Laughing Boy-MGM*
5-12-34
Lazy
River-MGM
..4-3-34
Le Serment-PRX
3-15-34
Let's
Be
Ritzy U
5-18-34
Let's Talk it Over-U
6-16-34
Let's Try Again— RKO .6-22-34
Life of Vergie Winters-RKO
6-13-34
Line-Up,
The-COL
4-17-34
Little Man,
What
Now?
6-1-34
Little Miss Marker-PAR.U..5-19-34
Looking for Trouble-UA. 2-21-34
Lost
Jungle-MAS
5-9-34
Loud
Speaker-MOP
5-8-34
Lost
Patrol-RKO
2-9-34
Love
Birds-U
5-4-34
Love
Captive-U
6-7-34
Love Past Thirty-FR. .. .2-14-34
Madame Du Barry-WA. . .8-8-34
Madame
Spy-F
2-10-34
Man
from
Heli-WK
8-29-34
Man
from
Utah-M O P. . .5-23-34
Man Trailer-COL
5-23-34
Man
With
Two
Faces
FN. .7-12-34
Mandalay-FN
2-15-34
Manhattan
Melodrama-MGM5-2-34

PA R — Paramount
PIN — Pinnacle
PRI — Principal Dist. Corp
PRO — Progressive
Pictures
PRX— Protex Dist. Corp.
PYR — Pyramid
RAS — Raspin Productions
REG — Regal
Distributing
RIC— Edward T. Ricci
RKO— RKO-Radio
Pictures
ROY — Fanchon Royer
SCA — Scandinavian
Pictures
SCO— Lester F. Scott
SHO — Showmen's Pictures
STE— William
Steiner
SYN — Syndicate
Exchange
TAP— John
S. Tapernoux
THO— Fred
Thomson
TOW — Tower Prods.
TRU—
True Life Photoplays
U — Universal
UA — United

Artiitt

UFA— Warner
Ufa
WA—
Bros.
WEL— Carveth Wells
WIN — Windsor
Pictures
WK— Willis Kent
WOK— Worldkino
XX — No
distributor

set

Title
Revtew-d
Modern
Hero.
A-WA
4-3-34
Money
Means
NothingMonte

Carlo

4-26-34
MOP.. 5-15-34
Nights-MOP

Moonstone,
The-MOP
8-7-34
Morning
After-MAJ
8-22-34
Moth.
The-MAR
..3-9-34
Mother,
1905-AM
6-2-34
Murder
on the Blackboard
RKO.. 6-5-34
Murder
at the VanitiesPAR.. 5-18-34
Murder
in the MuseumPRO. .6-27-34
Murder
in the Private
Car
MGM. .7-10-34
Murder in Trinidad-F ...5-16-34
Mystery Liner-MOP .. 2-28-34
Mystery of Mr. X-MGM
2-24-34
Mystery Ranch-STE
5-26-34
Nana-U A
2-2-34
Nell Gwyn-UA
7-12-34
Ninth Guest. The-COL ..3-3 34
No Funny Business-PRl . 3-10-34
No Greater Glory-COL. .3-14-34
No More Women-PAR
.3-3 34
Not Against Flesh-GFF. 8-1 4-34
Notorious
Sophie
Lang-PAR.
7-21-34
Now I'll Tell-F
5-26-34
Oded the Wanderer-PA .. 5-22-34
Of Human
BondageRKO. .6-27-34
Old-Fashioned Way-PAR. 7-14-34
One
Is Guilty-COL
5-3-34
One More River-U
8-10-34
One Night of Love-COL. .7-6-34
Once to Every Bachelor
LIB.. 8-23-34
Once to Every Woman
COL
3 24-34
On
Secret
Service-BIP. .7-31-34
Orders
Is Orders
5-4-34
Operator
13-MGM
6-2-34
Our Daily Bread-UA
8-8-34
Orient
Express-F
2-28-34
Oro
Y
Plata-INC
7-26-34
Palooka-UA
2-1-34
Parada Rezerwistow-CAP. 5-2-34
Paris
Interlude-M GM . . . 7-28-34
Party's
Over-COL
8-30-34
Pecados de Amor-XX ... .4-25-34
Peck's
Bad
Boy-PRI. . .8-31-34
Personality
Kid-WA
8-1-34
Pettersson & Bendel-SC A. 2-24-34
Picture
Brides-FD
4 24-34
Poor
Rich, The-U
4-5-34
Prince of Wales-GB
4-24-34
Private
Scandal-PAR
6-1 5-34
Prokurator-XX
5-29-34
Quitter, The-CHE
3-14-3*
Rabbi's
Power-XX
6-2-34
Racketeer
Round-up-THO 6-16-34

SongMOP.. 4-17-34
6-9-34
A.-COI
7-24-34
Returns-PAR

Ra-MU-FAI
8-6-34
Randy Rides Alone-MOP. 6-14-34
Rawhide
Mail-MAR
6-5-34
Registered Nurse-FN ...6-1-34
Return
of the Terror

Marrying Widows-TOW. 5-18-34
2-17-34
Meanest Gal in Town-RKO,

FN.. 7-10-34
Riding
Thru-STE
2-24-34
Riptide-MGM
3-31-34
Road
to Ruin-TRU
2-21-34
Roman Einer Nacht-XX . .6-23-34
Romance in Budapest

Manhattan
Man's
Many

Game,
Happy

Love

Melodia Prohibida-XX .. .3-28-34
Melody in Spring-PAR. 3-31-34
Men
in White-MGM . .. .3-28-34
Merry
Frinks-FN
6-27-34
Merry Wives of Reno-WA 6-9-34
Midnight-U
3-7-34
Midnight
Alibi-FN
7-5-34

S. A. Mann
Brand-BAV
DU.. 5-29-34
5-11-3'
Sadie
McKee-MGM
5-12-34
Search
for Beauty-PAR. 2-10-34

Title
Rrvieive
Shadows
of Sing Sing-COL,
2-14-3
She

Learned

About

Sailors-

She Loves Me Not-PAR.
7-19-:
F.. 7-28-3
She Made Her Bed-PAR. 4-27-3
She Was
a Lady-F
8-22-i
Shock-MOP
7-24-3
Shoot
the Works-PAR. . .7-7-3
Show-Off-MGM
i-17-.
Side
Streets-FN
8-14-:
Simple Tailor. The-AM . .2-24-3
Sing and Like It-RKO . .4-14-3
Sisters Under the Skin-COL.
6-8-3
Sleepers
East-F
4-24-:Smarty-WA
4-12-3Smoking
Guns-U
7-20Social Register-COL
8-18-JSorrel]
and
Son-UA
Soviet CloseUps-AM

5-29-.'8-1-

Speed
Wing5-COL
3-27-3
Spitfire-RKO
2-23-iSpringtime for Henry F..8-22-,
Stamboul

Quest-MGM

. . . .7-7-;

Stand
Up
and
Cheer-F. .4-20Sltar
Packer-MOP
7-3-.
Stingaree-RKO
5-12Stolen
Sweets-CHE
8-7Stricn
Durcn
Die
Rechnnng.3 6Strictly
Dynamite-RKO.
Straight
is the Way UFA . .7-5-.
M-G-M. .8-29-}
Such Women
Are Dangerous-F
6-9-:
Success
at Any
Price-RKO
5-34
Su Ultima
Cancion-CIN.3-30-1
Szpieg-MAJ
3-6-.
Take
the Stand-LIB
9-4J
Tannenberg-XX
4-6->
Tante
Gusti
KommandiertTarzan

and

His

MateXX.. 5 7-

Tausend Fuer Eine NachtMGM. .4-16XX
2-14Tell-Tale Heart-DU
6-21
Texas Tornado-FD ...2-28Their Big Moment-U. . . .8-6These
Th.rty
YearsBON. .5-24Thin Man. The-MGM
5-23Thirty Day Princess-PAR 5-12This Man is Mine-RKO . . . 3-8Three on a Honeymoon-F
5-7
Thundering
Herd-PAR. . 3-31
Tiburon-XX
4-200
Tracy
Rides-STE
5-5-5
Treasure
I sland- M G M ... 8-84
Trenck-XX
4-1M
Trumpet Blows-PAR ...4-144
Twentieth Century-COL. .5-44
Twin
Husbands-INV
. . . 5-95
Two
Alone — RKO
4-7?
20 Million
Sweethearts-FN
Uncertain
Unknown
Unknown

Lady-U
4-20t
Blonde-MAJ . .4-1M
LIN..5-2FJ
Soldier Speaks

Unsere
Fahne
Voran-UFA

Flattert

Uns 1
7-ld

Upper World- WA
5-2S
Very
Honorable
Guy, AFN..5-18*
Viva Villa 1-MGM
4-121
Voice in the Night-COL . 4-24War's End-XX
5-18*
We're Not Dressing-PAR.4-26"
We're Rich Again-RKO. .8-11Wharf Angel-PAR
...4-21
What's
Your
Racket?-MAY
.3 28
Wheels
Where

of Destiny-U..
RKO
Sinners
Meet3 6

Whir!pool-COL
White
Heat-PIN
Whom
the Gods
Wie

6-15 j
.4-19
Destroy
-.5-5
Maenner COL..
Fesselt 7-12

Man

Wild
Wild

Cargo-RKO
Gold-F

^3-247-24 »

XX
5-22Witching
4-28'
Woman inHour-PAR
Command-GB . .5-29
Woman

Condemned-

Woman
Unafraid-GOP. .3-27 :
MAR. .4-20i)
Woman
Who
Dared-IMP.S
Wonder
Bar-FN
2-17 1
World
in Revolt-MEN. . .6-91
World
Moves
On-F
-6-3Cf
You
Can't
Buy
Everything
You
Young
You're

Made
and

Me

LoveM-G-M.
You

2-1 •

Beautiful
MA J.. 5-311
Telling
Me-PAR
4-7 1
MAS..8-3H

■%
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ASCAP BOARD VOTES
TO PURSUE POLICY
(Continued from Page 1)

fording to E. C. Mills, general manager of ASCAP.
I Stating that the Society was
j;uite as anxious as the plaintiffs
i(o know once and for all whether it
was operating illegally, Mills expressed the belief that ASCAP
Would win hands down. He said
[mat in 20 years the Society had
ifeen sued in every court of Federal
jurisdiction and in the Supreme
jCourt of the United States and
Ijhat in no instance had charges of
jionopoly been sustained.

[All- American Staff
For Gaumont-British
(Continued from Page 1)

'■ferday stated that all appointments
jp the increased staff planned here
lily the British company will be
Mlled by Americans. Bernerd also
{tanounced that Marion Sanders,
brmerly of the Roxy, had joined
Hie Gaumont company as publicity
f.iirector.
I Weeks will actively direct the
American sales campaign of G-B,
jInder Bernerd's supervision. It is
Hkpected that a large number of additional appointments will be made
jh executive, sales and clerical de: ortments, Bernerd said.
Schiff Back from Vacation
I Martin Schiff, traveling auditor
jir Universal, returns to work Mon'iy from his vacation.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK
bt. 7:
Variety
Club
of Albany
Golf TourI nament,
Albany.
Int. 10:
First
fall
luncheon
meeting
of
I Variety
Club
of Cleveland.
ot. 11-13:
Annual convention of Fox West
1 Coast Intermountain theater division, Broadmoor Hotel, Colorado Springs, Colo.
pt.11:
Meeting
of
Pathe
Exchange
, holders
to vote on reorganization
1 pt. 14:
Clambake,
Golf
and
of Cleveland
Variety
Club,
Dakota

Allied

stockplan.

Dinner-Dance
Cleveland

!>t. 16:
i dan,

North
N. D.

meeting,

J>t. 20:

AM P.A. Revels and Luncheon,
tion Picture Club,
New
York.

Sit. 20:
"Night of Stars" benefit
pices of United
Jewish
Appeal
• i German Jews, Yankee Stadium,
Nathan Burkan, chairman.
>t. 26-27: Annual convention of
dependent Theater Owners of
Hotel
Schroeder,
Milwaukee.

ManMo-

under ausin aid of
New York.
Allied InWisconsin,

't. 1-2:
Meeting of G. F. T. A. Independent
' Thealer
Atlanta. Owners Ass'n, Robert Fulton Hotel,
'■*. 1-3:
National
Film
Carriers
convention,
: Statler Hotel, Detroit.
'». 14-15: Annual convention of M.P.TrO.
of Arkansas, Mississippi and Tennessee
(Tri-State),
Memphis.
I. 29-Nov.
1: S.M.P E. Fall Meeting
Hotel
I Pennsylvania,
New
York.

►//

A LITTLE from "LOTS

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD Club. Jimmie Moore, of the camera
department, will direct the produc(^HESTER
MORRIS
been given
tion. Hundreds of employees aspire
roles in two
more has
Universal
picto become screen actors, directors,
tures, "I've Been Around," being or writers, and they will have an opadapted by John Meehan, Jr., and
portunity to display their talents.
to be directed by Kurt Neumann,
T
T
T
and "The Raven," with Karloff and
Juanita Connors and her Girl OrLugosi.
T
T
T
chestra have been signed for a seReata Hoyt, Frances Carlon, June
quence in Warner's "Sweet AdeGittleson, Jane Barnes and Grace
Goodall were added to the cast of
T
T
T
"The White Parade," the Rian James
Liberty's
"Once
to
Every
Bachestory now in work at Fox.
lor" and "Two Heads on a Pillow"
T
T
T
have
been
given
Purity
Seals.
Neil
line."
Herbert Marshall and Frank Mor- Hamilton plays the leading male
gan will appear with Margaret Sul- role in both features, appearing oplavan in "The Good Fairy," which
posite Marian Nixon in "Once to
William
Wyler will direct for Uni- Every Bachelor" and Miriam Jordan
versal.
in "Two Heads."
T
T
T
▼
T
T
The title of the film version of
Gene Fowler and Leonard PrasMary Roberts Rinehart's novel, "The kins have been assigned to prepare
State Versus Elinor Norton," has the screen play of Jack London's
been changed to "Elinor Norton."
of the Wild,"
Century
The picture is now in work at Fox. "Call
production soon tothego20th
before the
cameras.

ADMISSION INCREASE
URGED BY SGHAEFER
(Continued from Page 1)

film business has not passed its increased operating costs along to the
consumer, Schaefer pointed out. In
an effort to turn out box-office pictures the studios have found it impractical to1 reduce negative and
other expenses. On the other hand,
Schaefer said, requirements of the
Recovery Act have substantially
added to production, distribution
and exhibition overheads.
A minor increase of five cents in
admission prices will not hurt theater attendance, in Schaefer's opinion, and will save theaters from red
ink entries.
Dallas Day Joins RKO
Des Moines—Dallas Day, secretary of the local code authority, has
been named assistant booker for
RKO in Des Moines, taking up full
time duties immediately. Elvira
O'Hare was appointed his successor.
Next meeting of the board is set
for Sept. 14.

- ▼ T
Josephine Whitteel goes into
"Spring 3100" at Columbia and
The latest addition to the cast of
Yiddish Talkie Finished
"Back Porch" at Paramount. Rich- "Murder in
the Clouds," which is
ard Tucker will work with Harry
"Youth
of Russia," Yiddish talkie
production at the First NaLangdon in his first Columbia short. now in tional
studios, is Gordon Westcott, with English titles, has been comfice.
pleted by Sov-Am Film Corp. and
Deals set by the O'Reilly-Mann of- who just completed his work in "Sixwill be released on Broadway about
Day
T
T
▼
Sept. 2. Henry Lynn is author and
a fewBike
daysRider"
ago. with Joe E. Brown director.
"Lawless Frontier," the Lone Star
western which has been on location
at Kernville is back on the Tren
Carr ranch at Newhall for interiors.
Immediately upon its completion
" 'Neath Arizona Skies" goes into
production. John Wayne is being
starred in both pictures, with Sheila
Terry playing the feminine lead. R
N. Bradbury is directing "Lawless
Frontier" from his own story, while
Harry Frazer is set to direct
" 'Neath Arizona Skies" from the
[^ET
us show you our low cost plan for putting
your
mailing list on high speed automatic
story by Burl R. Tuttle.
T

T

T

Special Notice to
Theatres and Publishers

▼

▼

Y

T

T

T

Nina Howatt has been signed b
Robert E. Welsh, Monogram execu
tive producer, to adapt "Mysteriou
Mr. Wong" from the novel by Hair.
Stephen Keeler. George Yohalenwill supervise.
Mervyn LeRoy starts direction
this week on Warner's "Sweet Adeline," with the following cast: Irene
Dunne, Olive Jones, Donald Woods,
Phil Regan, Hugh Herbert, Joseph
Cawthorne Winifred Shaw, Ned
Sparks, Dorothy Dare and Louis
Calhern. Bobbly Connolly will do
the ensembles.
T

T

T

Harold Tarshis is doing the screen
play of "The Fighting Fool" for
Supreme Pictures, the next Bob
Steele picture.
▼
r
T
Giving "secret hopes" some chance
of fulfillment, the hundreds of nonacting employees of Paramount studios are being invited to try out for
roles in "Here Conies the Hero."
The play will be produced by the
Paramount
Employees'
Dramatic

addressing plates (Addressograph, Elliott, Rapid
Addressing Belknap, or Pollard- Ailing Systems) .
No initial expense, no machinery to buy.
We correct and keep the list up to date for you,
and address and deliver a set of envelopes or
wrappers weekly, monthly, or as called for.

Also, we supply you with all accessories and
plans for building up a new list, and for cutting
out dead wood and postage waste.

Phone Mr. Green, CHelsea 3-7390 for full
details.
Automatic Addressing Division

GLOBE

MAIL SERVICE

Inc.

The Largest Lettershop in Greater Netv York
148 West 23 rd Street, New York, N. Y.
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Code Assessments for Small Houses Being Reduced

SARNOFF NOT AFFECTED IN RKO CIRCUIT CHANGES
Admission Scale Not to Govern First -Run in Zoning
tasic Principles by Code
Auth'y Give Distribs
Leeway in Sales

Fairbanks Film Acclaimed at London Premiere
London — Douglas Fairbanks in "The Pri /. te Life of Don Juan," produced by Alexander Korda of London Films for United Artists release, was acclaimed at its world
premiere in the Pavilion. Opening night was a brilliant affair, and reviewers next
day heaped
praise en the production,
described as a satirical romance.

Under the set of basic principles
f clearance and zoning okayea by
tie Code Authority committee on
)cal boards, distributors will be
iven the r.ght to sell their prodct without admission price restricions adopted in some schedules for
ae new season and which will be
evised to conform with the memoBv LESLIE
F. STONE
andum.
FILM
DAILY
Staff Correspondent
Philadelph'a — Plans are being
A number of plans drafted and
Washington— Title 1 of the Napproved by local zoning and clear- completed by the Independent Extional Housing Act should prove a
nce boards during recent weeks
hibitors Protective Ass'n to enlist
{Continued
on page 4)
public sympathy in its fight against veritable boon to many small motion
picture theaters that have been
what it considers high film rentals.
closed for some time says the FedScreen, rad'o and a big public mass
eral Housing Administration in ;
meeting are among the mediums to
special statement to the motion picbe employed.
ture industry. It estimates there
are between 3,000 and 4,000 such
theaters
in towns of between 2,000
RKO Ooening Offices
to 25,000 population that have been

APPEALING TO PUBLIC SEE MANY REOPENINGS
IN FIGHT ON RENTALS THROUGH HOUSING ACT

JIRCUITS BUY PRODUCT

WHILE INDEP'TS DELAY

In Spain and Portugal

Wh'le hundred'
independent
Final arrangements have been
xhibitors
are holdingof back
on their
934-35 film buys owing to the cur- made for the opening of RKO Exlent zoning and clearance situation
port Corp. offices in Spain and Porfnd other reasons, operators in
tugal, with headquarters in Barcelona and exchanges in principal
partnership with major companies
cities
of
the two coun*"- »* accordire getting set on new season proding to a cable from Phil Reisman,
ct. Film-buying expeditions have
vice-president of the company, to
(Continued on Page 4)
the home office?. Roberto Trillo,
now manager in Panama, leaves
Vill Seek to Standardize
that post shortly to assume management of the new RKO distributing territory.
?ilm Carriers' Equipment
Standardization of film carriers'
quipment will be planned at the
nnual convention of the National
^ilm Carriers, Inc., at the Hotel
ftetler, Detroit, Oct. 1-3. Various
xhibitor leaders, including H. M.
tichey of Detroit and Martin
Code assessments of hundreds of
Imith of Toledo, will address the
leetings. A banquet will take place small theaters will be reduced for
n the evening of Oct. 2.
the second half of the code year
under the revised schedule which
will be submitted to the Code AuTriples Back in Detroit
thority for consideration at its
Detroit — Triple bills returned here
meeting Thursday, along with a
this week when Jacob Schreiber's
Blackstone advertised three teatures
new assessment plan covering proHouse is a downtown all-nighter.
ducers and distributors. Houses affected by the cut are small theaters

(.Continued

on

page

4)

10 Theaters Are Added
By Philly Exhib Unit

RKO Theater Realignment
Designed to Coordinate
Activities
Appointment of Herbert Bayard
Swope as chairman of Keith-AlbeeOrpheum, the principal RKO theater
subsidiary, in no way affects the
status of David Sarnoff as chairman
of Radio-Keith-Orpheum, contrary to
an inadvertent statement by The
Film Daily that Swope was succeeding Sarnoff. The new elections
in RKO circuit personnel, designed
to coordinate the activities of the
various theater organizations, were
announced by Merlin H. Aylesworth,
president of Radio-Keith-Orpheum,
as follows:
New officers of Keith-Albee-Orpheum Corp.:
of

Herbert B. Swope.
directors;
Malcolm
(Continued

chairman
of the board
Kingsberg,
vice-chairon page 4)

THEATERS SIGNING
NEW MUSIC SCALE

Philadelphia — Ten additional theA number of theaters have alaters have joined the Independent
ready signed for music licenses at
Exhibitors Protective Ass'n. They the increased rates, it was said yesare the Carman, Lyric and Jewel
terday by E. C. Mills, general manof this city; Roxy, Northampton;
ager of the American Society of
Parkway, Stone Harbor, N. J.;
Composers, Authors & Publishers.
Strand, Steelton; Strand, Kutz- Mills said ASCAP was having no
town; Penlo, Emaus; Park, Allen- difficulty with the average theater.
town; Casino, S. Langhorne.

Assessments for Small Theaters
Lower in Second Half of Year
in small towns and last run houses
in large cities.
Reduction in assessments is made
possible through 925 additional assents received by the Authority
when the period for indicating compliance with the code was reopened
recently. A total of 8,825 assents
has now been registered, as compared with the previous total of
7,900.

Czech Government Stops
Films Dubbed in German
Prague — Dubbing of French andl
American films in German has been
prohibited by the Czechoslovakian
government.
Roxy Opens at 9 A. M.

To accommodate

the crowds

for the

double attraction of "Romance of a
People" on the stage and "Romance
in the Rain" on the screen, the Roxy
will open at 9 A. M. today. Bill is
expected to hold a second week.
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WILLARD C. PATTERSON of United Detr
Theaters
is due in New York next week.
HELEN

WESTLEY,

who

recently finished w

at the RKO studios in "Anne of Green Gable
arrives in New York tomorrow to resume st;
activities.
MRS.
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• • • SOME BRIGHT feller over at the Universal home
office adapted an old wheeze to a new purpose _
and it
makes a great ballyhoo to plug the company's pix, "There's
Always Tomorrow"
which tells the story of an old flame
who came back into a married man's life had a chance to
wreck it, but stepped out and left him with his selfish wife and
children after giving 'em a good scare
and incidentally
teaching 'em to appreciate the ole man
T
T
T
•

9

• SO THE bright feller alluded to has started an Instunt,Out
asking
the
Girl Do quiring
Right Photographer
in Stepping
WhentheShequestion
Could Have "Did
Grabbed
Off the Ole Family Drudge?"
or somethin' to that effect
it is inaugurated in the current issue of the "Universal
Weekly"
with members of the Publicity Dep't giving their
opinions pro and con
thus showing the exhibs how they
can go out and sell the idea to their local newspaper
and it makes a genuine human interest feature for any live
editor

T
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MARKET
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Co'.umbia Piers vtc. 32V2
Con.
Fm.
Ind
3%
Con.
Fm.
Ind. pfd. . 13'/2
East.
Kodak
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Fox Fm. "A"
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Paramount
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• • • DOWN IN Buenos Aires during the premiere
of "Cuesta Abajo," Carlos Gardel's first American-made pix in
Spanish for Paramount release the tumultuous applause caused the picture to be stopped and the reels rewound
three times
that's what you call Appreciation. Harold
B. Franklin has engaged Frank E. Tours as musical director
of "Gambling," starring George M. Cohan
At the Home
Club party for President Roosevelt at Hyde Park
the show
was presented thru Paramount's
booking offices
George
C. Walsh and Abe Feinberg handled the arrangements locally
for the company

Hollywood.
MAURICE

Westminster Cinema Reopening
Westminster Cinema on West
49th St. reopens Monday with
"Bride of the Lake," a Julius Hagen
production with Gina Malo, John
Garrick and Stanley Holloway. The
house will show a new British picture weekly.

Report on Extras Next Week
Rules governing employment of
extras in production will be considered by the Code Authority at its
next session Thursday when a report is received from the Coast
standing committee on extras. Matters covered include: transportation,
working hours, wages, classification
of work, and over-night assignments.
Williamson
Brings Films
J. E. Williamson returned to New
York yesterday on the Munargo
from a cruise of the West Indies
where he photographed submarine
flora and other under-sea scenes.
"Monte Cristo" Holds in Baltimore
Baltimore — "The Count of Monte
Cristo," Reliance-U. A. release, garnered the biggest attendance and
gross of any United Artists production at Shanberger's Keith Theater here Thursday. The picture
will be held over for a second week.

Herb Miller Married
Announcement is made of the
RKO Opens East Side House
marriage of Herbert Michael Miller
The RKO Hollywood Theater, at
of the Jay Emanuel Publications to Sixth St. and Avenue A, was opened
Mildred Goldstein, daughter of Mr. last night with gala ceremonies. The
and Mrs. Morris Goldstein.
new link in the RKO circuit will
have a double-feature policy.
RKO First With '34 Football Film
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Boy for Joel McCrea-Frances Dee
Hollywood — First football film of West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
the 1934 season is announced by
Hollywood — A seven-pound son
was born yesterday to Mr. and Mrs.
RKO, tentatively titled "The Foot- Joel
McCrea. The mother is known
ball Fool."
and Betty on the
Furness
willEddie
have Quillan
the leads.
screen as Frances Dee.

is in New

York from I

has returned east fr

CHEVALIER

and

FRANCIS

CROISSET, playwright, sail today on
de France for France.

the

TAMARA GEVA, who makes her film deli
in RKO's
"Their Big Moment," has returi
from
the coast.
JANE WYATT, having finished her role
Universal's "Great Expectations," is en ro
to New York.
MIRIAM HOPKINS, who recently finished I
role in RKO's "Richest Girl in the Worli
and has been signed by Samuel Goldwyn, ,
rives in New York on Monday from the co
aboard
the Santa
Paula.
JEAN

SARGENT,

who

went

to Hollywood

appear in Reliance's "Transatlantic Merry-C
Round,"
returns
Monday
to New
York.
JAMES HOOD McFARLAND is en route
Bermuda and Nassau on the Rotterdam for
vacation.
FRANK
return
to

C. WALKER and M. E COMERFO
New
York
today
from
Syracuse.

M. B. COMERFORD and JOHNNY ROBERT
who have been in New York the past f
days, return
to Scranton
today.
HAROLD AUTEN returns Monday from Euro
on RADIE
the Frederick VIII of the Scandinavian Lii
Thursday.
HARRIS
returned
from
the
co;

[Ready Reference Director)
With

Last Rites for Mrs. Kann
Private funeral services were conducted for Mrs. Marie Center Kann,
wife of Maurice D. Kann, at the
Kann residence, 65 Central Park
West, yesterday morning, with Rabbi Alfred I. Aarons of the Congregation of Mt. Sinai Brooklyn, in
charge. Funeral was in New Mt.
Carmel Cemetery, Glendale, L. I.
Harry Goldberg, who was injured
in the accident which caused Mrs.
Kann's death, will leave the New
Haven General Hospital today and
recuperate at the home of his
Brother-in-law in New York City.
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Portland, Ore. — John Hamrick,
who recently acquired the Pantages
Theater here for his circuit, takes
possession Sept. 14, with name of
theater being changed to Hamrick's
Orpheum.
Seattle —
George
McMurphey,
formerly with Fox and Publix, has
1 opened the new local office of the
iMary Pentland Advertising Agency.
Chicago — The Adelphi at 7074
'North Clark Street is to undergo
jextensive remodeling. Mark D.
iKalischer, architect and part owner
[of the theater, has the contract.
Rusk, Tex. — The Astor and Texas
theaters, formerly owned by J. H.
Hughes, were recently purchased by
East Texas Theaters.
Uvalde, Tex. — R. L. Anderson, J.
j|H. Ashby, Jr., and M. B. Walcott
•recently formed The Uvalde Theaters, Inc, with a capital stock of
$50,000.
( West Warwick, R. I.— The Thornton Theater has reopened.

BARRETTS

Shearer

OF

Miriam

in

WIMPOLE

with
Fredric
March,
Charles
Laughton,
Maureen O'Sullivan, Katharine Alexander
STREET"
M-G-M
HO mins.
ARTISTIC TRIUMPH AND BOX-OFFICE
SMASH HAVING A POWERFUL ROMANCE PLUS UNUSUAL CAST.
Unquestionably one of the greatest love
stories ever filmed, here is a cinema
achievement that combines the acme of
artistry with universal box-office appeal.
It is, centrally, the romance of two great
poets, Elizabeth Barrett, played by Norma
Shearer, and Robert Browning, played b/
Fredric March, and the obstacles put in
their way and in the way of the other
Barrett children by their heartless, tyrannical father, Charles Laughton, who keeps
Elizabeth in a cripple bed until Robert
comes along and imbues her with the will
to live. Miss Shearer rises to new heights
with a superb performance as Elizabeth,
March makes a dashing character of
Brcwning, Laughton gives one of his most
dominating performances as the father and
it least half a dozen other portrayals
stand out. The story is intensely human
and filled with dramatic impacts that will
just about tear the emotions of any audience to pieces. Sidney Franklin's grand
direction and the work of the art directors also deserve palms.

Providence — William Lovett,
Cast: Norma Shearer, Fredric March,
formerly assistant manager at the
Albee, is now resident manager at
Charles Laughton, Maureen O'Sullivan,
:he Victory here. Richard Farrell Katharine Alexander, Una O'Connor, Ian
las left publicity work at the Vic- Wolfe, Marion Clayton, Ralph Forbes,
;ory to return to the New York Vernon Downing, Neville Clark, Matthew
RKO offices.
Smith, Robert Carleton, Allan Conrad,

"THE

» »

FEATURES
Hopkins

RICHEST

GIRL

IN

THE

| Pennsburg, Pa. - — W. I. Snyder
tnd Foster C. Hillegas have arranged
v tor the installation of Photophone
rligh Fidelity sound apparatus in
heir Aurora house.
' Smithville, Mo. — Mrs. Edna
jffarttmann has taken over the Rial-mo, a new house nearing completion,
Lnd will soon open it with new
■ Photophone High Fidelity sound.
Everett, Mass. — The Rialto, recently taken over by the Morse and
Gothenburg circuit, is being repened with complete new RCA Vicbr High Fidelity sound equipment.

garet Booth.
Direction,
Finest

Photography,

Expert.

Vicksburg, Miss. — Independent
Theaters will open the Strand Sept.
J. Jimmie Adams is manager.
Worcester, Mass. ■ — The Regent
has been reopened by Levinson
Brothers.
Worcester, Mass. — The Plymouth,
closed recently, will probably be
taken over by the Arthur circuit
and reopened.

Canton, O. — The Palace is dropping duals for single features with
weekly change of bill, it is announced by George A. Delis, division
East St. Louis, Mo. — Geo. L.
j»j)aniels has replaced the sound in manager for A. G. Constant houses.
- he Little Broadway
with
a new
Portage, Wis.— The Portage the■'hotophone High Fidelity system.
ater has been sold at a sheriff's
$ I Birmingham — The Galax, com- sale for $1 and all costs and liens
to
the
Portage Amusement Co., an
" letely
remodeled,
has
been
repened by Acme Theaters.
Frank organization of the bondholders who
lerritt is general manager of the financed the theater.
t» ;>cal circuit.
Canton, O. — Dick Crusiger, former manager of the Alhambra, has
New
Orleans — Henry
Lazarus
been
named manager of the Kenton
ill reopen the Newcomb
on Sept.
in Kenton, a Warner house.

—
ts"
from "Lo
HOLLYWOOD

—
RKO Radio
76 mins.
DELIGHTFUL AND UNUSUAL LOVE
STORY THAT WILL CHARM
THE
FEMMES,
RECTION.

WITH

FINE

CAST

WORLD"

AND

DI-

J) OY

By RALPH WILK

DEL
RUTH
has been
assigned by Darryl Zanuck to direct Ronald Colman in "C!liye of India," 20th Century-U.
A. release.

This one
honey forromance
any showman's
T
T
T
theater,
withis aa charming
that is
Violet Kemble Cooper has been
ultra-modern yet entirely wholesome and
free from sophistication. The girls and added by M-G-M to "David Coppermatrons of the land will eat it up. A
ight comedy touch runs throughout and
the laughs come frequently in the midst
of delightful love situations. The dialogue
is crisp and clever. Miriam Hopkins plays
the role of the Richest Girl in the World,
who is endeavoring to find a husband who
Icves her for herself alone. To this end
she goes incognito and has a married friend
(Fay Wray) pose as herself while she
pc:es as the secretary of the richest girl
in the world. Joel McCrea is the new
acquaintance who has charmed her and
whcm she puts to an acid test to prov.
that he loves her as a poor secretary even
though she keeps throwing him into the
i'rms of her friend who is supposed to b
the heiress. Delightful situations ar
created that keep building to an unusua
climax.
Handsomely mounted sets.
Cast; Miriam Hopkins, Joel McCrea,
Fay Wray, Henry Stephenson, Reginald
Denny, Beryl Mercer, George Meeker,
Wade Boteler, Herbert Bunston, Burr Mcintosh, Edgar Norton
Director, William A Seiter; Author,
Norman Krasna; Screen Play, same, Ed, tor,
George Crone; Recording Engineer, Jo i.
E, Tnbby, Cameraman, Nick Musuraca.
Direction, Very Good
Photog.aphy, F,n_

r'eter Hobbes, Ferdinand Munier, Leo Carroll.

, Spartanburg, S. C— The Rex, a
iVilby and Kincey house which has
Director, Sidney Franklin; Author, RuDeen dark for some time, is being
dolf Besier; Screen Play, Ernest Vajda,
Pjmodelled and will soon be re- Claudine West, Donald Ogden Stewart;
?ened with new RCA Victor High Cameraman, William Daniels; Editor, Maridelity sound equipment.

A Little

in

"ROMANCE

IN THE

RAIN"

with Roger Pryor, Heather Angel
Universal
76 mins.
ROMANTIC COMEDY ALONG ROUTINE LINES WITH RATHER MECHANIZED STORY.
Story construction and formula stuff
hinder this production from impressing as
being sincere and human. Roger Pryor
has the part of promoting a Cinderella
stunt for his boss who publishes a group
of cheap love magazines. By chance he
meets Heather Angel, a poor working girl,
and enters her in the contest. She wins
unanimously after the votes are cast at a
gorgeously staged contest party. Cinderella is in love with him, but he sees
her only as a promotional proposition to
help his boss' publications. When she
suggests that Cinderella needs a Prince
Charming, he still doesn't tumble, and
goes out and stages another contest. This
results in the selection of a conceited
gigolo, and to spite the young promoter
Cinderella insists on going through with
the publicity wedding just as her real
hero wakes up to the fact that he was in
love with her all the time. And so on to
the inevitable happy ending.
Cast: Roger Pryor, Heather Angel, Victor Moore, Esther Ralston, Ruth Donnelly,
Paul Kaye, Christian Rub, Guinn Williams,
David Worth.
Director, Stuart Walker; Authors, Sig
Herzig, Jay Gorney; Screen Play, Barry
Trivers; Dialoguers, Gladys Unger, John
V. A Weaver, Cameraman, Charles Stumar
Direction,
Fair
Photography,
Okay.

T

T

T

Joe E. Brown, Warner comedian,
flew yesterday to Lodi to be guest
at the Carnival of Raisins.
t

t

▼

Leonard Fields, formerly Universfield."
al's eastern scenario editor, has been
signed to direct "She Married a Mil▼
r
r
Earle Foxe, veteran screen player
and now president of Black Foxe
Military Academy, has returned to
the movies as technical advisor for
RKO's "Wednesday's Child."
lion."
T
T
T
Adolphe Menjou will appear in
"Mighty Barnum," while Fredric
March is to star in "Call of the
tions.
Wild," both 20th Century produc-

T

▼

Y

"Wicked Woman," from the Anne
Austin novel, will be the first Mady
Christians vehicle for M-G-M. It
directing.
starts Monday with Charles Brabin

▼

▼ . T

Hrarriet Hoctor, premier dancer
from Broadway, will appear in Universal^ "The Great
Ziegfeld."
T

T

T

Martha Sleeper has been signed
by RKO to appear opposite Richard
Dix in "West of the Pecos."
T

T

T

Fritz Lang's first directorial
effort in this country, for M-G-M,
will be "The Journey," by Oliver H.
P. Garrett and himself.

▼

T

T

William Thiele will take over direction of the Parisian comedy
which Al Rockett is to produce for
Fox. Hanns Schwarz, who was to
have directed, is still ill.
T

Harry

T

T

Fox, vaudeville star, will

make his film debut in Fox's "365
Nightsshall isindirecting.
Hollywood." George Mar-

▼

T

T

Russell Hicks is the latest addition to the cast of Warner's "Murder in the
co-featuring Lyle
Talbot
andClouds,"
Ann Dvorak.
T

Y

T

Charles Laughton,

who

recently

completed work in M-G-M's "The
Barretts of Wimpole Street," has
been assigned to "David Coppert

▼

T

Francis
L. Sullivan,
newest
contract
characterUniversal's
man, has
been assigned his second role, in
"Cheating Cheaters."
field."
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SARNOFF UNAFFECTED
IN RKO CIRCUIT SETUP
(Continued from Page 1)
of the board of directors; L. E. Thompson, president, Keith-Albee-Orpheum;
I. E.
Lambert,
vice-president and general counsel;
Leon Goldberg-, vice-president and treasurer;
A. E. Reoch, vice-president in charge of real
estate; Nate Blumberg, vice-president in
charge of theater operations; O. R. MacMahon.
comptroller.
J. R. McDonough, formerly president of
Keith-Albee-Orpheum Corp., and other RKO
theater companies, will devote his full time
as president of RKO-Radio Pictures and associated companies, with headquarters in Hollywood.
The above officers have also been elected
in their respective positions in the B. F. Keith
Corp., a subsidiary of Keith-Albee-Orpheum.
The following have been elected as officers
of the RKO Proctor Corp.. Stadium Theaters
Corp. and the RKO Mid-West Corp.:
L. E. Thompson, president ; I. E. Lambert,
vice-president and general counsel ; Leon Goldberg, vice-president and treasurer; A. E.
Reoch, vice-president in charge of real estate;
Xate Blumberg, vice president in charge of
theater operations; O. R. MacMahon, comptroller.
L. E. Thompson and the above officers have
also been elected to similar positions in the
RKO
Service
Corporation.
Aylesworth stated that the election of L.
E. Thompson as president of the theater
organizations of RKO, with his staff of operating executives, will result in full coordination in the various theater organizations under
Major
Thompson's
direction.
Concerning the election of Swope to the
board chairmanship of Keith-Albee-Orpheum,
Aylesworth
said:
•'Mr. Herbert B. Swope was Editor of the
"New York World" during its most successful period, resigning two years before
the paper was sold. He is a member of the
RKO directorate, a member of the Committee of Unification negotiating with the city,
and other directorates. He was sent by
President Roosevelt with Professor Raymond
B. Moley to the London Economic Conference
and is also chairman of the New York State
Racing Commission.
"Mr. Swope has been active in business
in this city for many years and is well acquainted with the activities of the Radio-KeithOrpheum Corp. as a member of its board of
directors and the directorates of its various
organizations. This close acquaintanceship
fully qualifies him for the chairmanship of
the Keith-Albee-Orpheum
board."
man

Darryl Zanuck After Rene Gair
Paris — Darryl Zanuck is reported to have asked Rene Clair, French
director, to come to Hollywood after completing his work with Alexander
Korda in London.

Circuits Buy Product
Drop Price Restrictions
Under(Continued
New from
Zoning
Rules
Page 1)
While
Indep'ts
Delay
(Continued from Page 1)

Nick Schencks in Shorts
new series of shorts which ex-

hibitors won't have the privilege of
showing are two one-reelers on the
birthday party of Martha Schenck, aged
5 and daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Nicholas
M.
Schenck. Little
Miss
Schenck's
supporting cast in the pictures includes
no less than her dad and "mum," two
little sisters, Tom Meighan and a host
of Martha's
young
friends.

COURT DISMISSES
ARRESTED PICKETS:
Ignoringpartment
the
Deban onrecent
mass Police
picketing,
Magistrate Brofsky in West Side
Court yesterday dismissed 31 members of Local 306 arrested last week
for picketing in Times Square.!
Magistrate Brodsky held that since
the picketing was orderly and no
violence occurred, the men wen
guilty of no offense.
Kansas
City Holdup
Kansas City — Two bandits held
up Edgar B. Jones, manager of the
Madrid,
few
days andago.got aWay with $100 a]

classified theaters as first runs on
the basis of their admission price
scales. Under the new procedure,
however, distributors will be freed
from such interference and can sell
first run to any house they desire.
The set of basic principles will
be further studied by the Authority when it meets Thursday. The
memorandum will be made public
following the meeting and copies
sent to local clearance and zoning
Leff Opens Bronx House
boards to guide them in drafting
Detroit Notes
Following complete alterations^
Detroit — Harold Robinson of De- new schedules or revising existing the Freeman Theater on Southern
troit Film Truck Service is comBlvd., the Bronx, formerly a Loev*
house, was opened last night bj
pleting plans for entertaining the See Many Reopenings
1-4. carriers who convene here Oct.
film
Through Housing Act Abraham Leff.

brought the following circuit executives into New York during the
past few days: John Friedl, L. J.
Ludwig and Ted Bolnick, all of the
Minnesota Amusement Co., Marty
Mullen and Sam Pinanski, both of
M. & P. Theaters, Boston; Nate and
Sam Goldstein of the Goldstein circuit with headquarters in Springfield, Mass., and William Jenkins
of Dallas.

(Continued from Page 1)

R. C. (Bob) Gary has been made
manager of the Broadway-Capitol,
with G. Hawkins as assistant. House
was opened this week by George
W. Trendle with gala ceremonies.
Charles R. Porter has been appointed manager of the Beacon, formerly the Ferry Field, by Burton
London, owner.
Joseph Urban has closed the
Davidson, north end house.
William London, circuit owner, is
back from Miami.
George Quesada, formerly assistant general manager to H. M.
Richey of Allied Theaters of Michigan, has resigned and returned to
Cincinnati.
Charles Barron is now handling
special exploitation for U. A. pictures here.
First of the shorts in Shamrock
Amkino Distributing in S. A.
Pictures' "Ye Olde Time Illustrated
Amkino is preparing to make ar- Adams.
Songs" series has opened at the
rangements for distribution of Soviet- films in South America under
Seek to Settle Para. Claims
the recent order from Moscow makParamount-Publix trustees yestering Amkino the official Soviet film
day filed request with Special Masdistributing organization for South
ter John E. Joyce for permission to
America instead of the South
accept
offer of $25,000 from the
American Amtorg office at Monte- Saga an
Theater Corp., Paramount
video, Brazil.
subsidiary, in payment of claims to$480 Holdup in South Haven
taling $2,006,000 against the OlymSouth Haven, Mich. — Herman pia Theaters Corp., and the OlymLeverns, owner of the Center, and pia Operating Company, which operates a group of Paramount houses
Henry Boughten, employe, were held in Massachusetts.
The claims
up this week to the tune of $480.
The bandits forced the two men into against Olympia are principally future
rent
claims.
a car and released them several
hours later in Chicago.
Frank Gersten Dead

Among

Saturday, Sept. 8, 1934

closed during the depression because
they are in a state of disrepair or
badly in need of modernizing or because their owners haven't had
available money to finance improvements or purchase sound equipment.
The same thing applies to neighborhood houses in the larger cities, the
statement says.
Urging theater owners to avail
themselves of the Act's benefits, the
statement says that the opening of
only a fair proportion of the thetry.
aters now closed will have a most
beneficial effect on the whole indusDetroit Circuit Shifts
Detroit — Shifts of managers being made by United Detroit Circuit,
Paramount Publix group, include
the return of Asher Shaw to the
State from the Riviera, where he is
succeeded by Russell Chapman, and
the addition of Rex Minckley to the
Publix fold. Hector Freeland of the
Michigan Theater joins the circuit's
publicity department.
Opens New Frisco Exchange
San Franicsco — Sid Blumenthal,
formerly head of Amity exchanges
in Dallas and El Paso, has opened
the Liberty Film Exchange here to
handle independent product.
Tom Buckingham Dead
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Tom Buckingham,
Warner writer, died yesterday following an operation in Queen of
Angels Hospital.

5-Cents in New Orleans
New Orleans — The Capitol, a
Frank Gersten, who built and
Theater, experimented with
formerly operated the Prospect and United
Royal Theaters in the Bronx and 5-cent admissions recently. Feature
was
"Gambling
Sex" with major
some houses in New Jersey, died product shorts.
Thursday of a heart attack. He was
60 years old and had been in retire"British Agent" Has Premiere
ment for two years.

Du World Gets Skelly Short
DuWorld has acquired distribution
rights to "The Chump," a two-reeler featuring the late Hal Skelly.

Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Warner's "British
Agent" has its world premiere at
the Earle here Thursday night, with
business exceeding "Dames."

$1,500 Milwaukee Robbery
Milwaukee — Burglars extractet
$1,500 from the safe of the Egyp-;
tian, Warner house, this week.
Barrymore Sails for Europe
John Barrymore sailed yesterdaj
on the Berengaria to discuss mak
ing a picture in Europe. He saic
eluded.
that negotiations have not been con

r
G) HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood
$2.50
$3.00

up, Single
up. Double

Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaza is near everything to see and do in
Hollywood.
Ideal for business or pleasure.
Every room has private
dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every venience.
modern
Fine foodscon-at
reasonable prices. Convenient parking for your car.
Cbas. Danziger, Mgr.

Eugene Stem, Pres.
The "Doorway of Hospitality'
Vine
at Hollywood
Blvd.
HOLLYWOOD
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Showing of Foreign Talkers Here is Picking Up

150 OUTDOOR ACTIONTLMS SET F0RT934-35
Roster of M-G-M
Jiimmy Walk er
. . . from down Surrey way
^^^

By JACK

ALICOATE

=

ONDON,
Eng. — Up and at it early in
" the A.M., for we have much traveling
j i do before we reach the countryside of
t jirrey, the home of Jimmy Walker.
It is
ii jinny as we leave the Savoy.
Out thru
Historical Pall Mall.
Past Wimbledon
of
innis notoriety and out Dorking
way to
- here the charming little country estate of
lie former
burgomaster
of New
York
own nestles in the rugged green hills of
iirrey. We turn sharp up a road banked
f ith holly bushes.
A friendly hand waves
friendly greeting
and there is Jimmy
d his lovely wife, a scottie on one side,
i English hunter on the other and a great
bringing up the rear in case of a tie.
Ine
e same old Jimmy, a little more rugged
d a trifle more settled, perhaps, but
tth the same roguish eye and with a
jight, healthy tint to the cheeks. His
irdens are his hobby and every morning
hds him there. He boasted to me of the
Insies he is raising. Fancy that!

ji SETTLING

jaunt through the country-

j' side to stretch auto legs and then to
Icomfortable chair on the shady side of
;e homey thatched cottage that Jimmy
ralker calls home. We talked of politics,
tilosophy, of government and governments,
| mutual friends back home and of
erything under the sun. A cinch to
nd up with motion pictures, and we
i. As we sat there, deep into the counr'side of rural England, talking pictures,
seemed but yesterday that the old quartte of O'Reilly, Berman, Cohen and
alker were doing their stuff. At 4 o'clock
e constant and inevitable tea table made
appearance. The local Vicar dropped
Tea on Sunday afternoon in the couni. It is all so delightfully strange. We
things differently in Hollywood and
intucky.

'IMMY tells me he is perfectly contented
and happy in his present environment.
th his looks and manner definitely demstrate that.
He constantly repeated, as
(Continued on Page 2)

Works
West

Writers Hits New

of 30 Additional
Authors Will Be
Adapted

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Eighty-eight dialogue
and scenario writers are included in
an official list of the M-G-M studio
personnel just issued, representing
the peak of writing talent under

Price-Fixing

Upheld

In a ruling that upholds price-fixing
under the NRA, Supreme Court Justice
Steuer stated last week that fixing of
prices was among the intents of Congress in the Recovery Act. The case involved retail prices as fixed by the
divisional
Code
Authority.

ANOTHER BIG WEEK
MORE MERGERS LOOM
FOR B'WAY HOUSES
AMONG INDIE CIRCUITS another
In spite of a bad weather break,
big week is looked for along
(Continued

on

page

4)

Peak at 88
Increase in Westerns
Is
Laid Partly to Clean
Film Campaign
Chiefly as a result of the clean
film drive, twice as many westerns,
action and outdoor features will be
produced for 1934-35 release as in
the preceding season. The total will
exceed 150. Producers of this type
of feature who were not active last
year include: William Steiner, with
32 pictures; First Division, 10; Exploitation Pictures, 18; Phil Goldstone, 6; Principal Pictures, 6; Bea(Continucd

on

page

4)

MUSIC HALL AND ROXY
GETTING 14 G-B FILMS

More consolidations of the inde- Broadway with the elaborate reception of Columbia's "One Night of
pendent circuits in the New York
metropolitan area as defensive Love" at the Radio City Music Hall,
good reaction to Paramount's "She
moves, due to the intensely compe- aLoves
Me Not" at the Paramount
titive situation in the zone, are now
and
the dual attraction of the specindicated. Several deals are retacle,(Continued
"Romance ofon a Page
People"
on the
Gaumont British's Broadway bookported under negotiation. Increased
4)
ing deals, now understood to be
buying power, plus various econodefinitely set, will place 10 of its
mies in operating costs, is inspiring
features
into the Roxy and four into
NRA in Flexible State
the mergers.
the Music Hall.
For Some Time to Come
Deal under which Fox will handle
Plan American Factory
Hdye Park, N. Y.— That the NRA 'physical distribution of Gaumont
For Soicer Dufay Color and its codes will remain in a state product in this country is also reported as ready for signatures. The
London — Erection of a factory in of experimentation for some time
America to produce Spicer Dufay to come was indicated by President English firm will establish its own
color film stock will be supervised Roosevelt last week in discussing sales force, including managers,
bookers and salesmen.
by F. S. Cotton, a director of Dufay- conferences he is to hold here this
color, according to announcement week with General Johnson regardhere. The company's British factory
ing the next steps in NRA's reor- Univ's European Office
is now working at capacity, it is
ganization. A "gradual
evolution"
stated.
is the Presidential
aim.
Is Moved to London
London — Max Friedland, European
chief for Universal, previously with
headquarters in Berlin, has arrived
here to make his future offices at
36 Oxford St. The move does not
affect Frank Ditcham, who controls
British activities in diAfter a severe decline since last Universal's
offices.rect touch with the New York home
Mary Pickford Will Star
year, showing of foreign producIn Dramatic Broadcasts
tions along Broadway and nearby
Mary Pickford has been signed takes a spurt upward thi,s week. In
"Dames" Going 5 Weeks
addition
to the Soviet films at the
to head a stock company that will
present dramatic playlets over the Cameo and the Acme and the reContinuous
satisfactory business being
sumption of the British policy at
WEAF network on Wednesday
done by "Dames" at the New York
nights starting Oct. 3. The troupe the Westminster, German dialogue
Strand has resulted in a decision to hold
the Warner musical for a fifth week at
will be organized in Hollywood, productions are at the Yorkville and
where the .shows are to be staged. the 79th St. Theater, while a Hunthe Broadway house. Opening of "British Agent" is pushed back to Sept. 19.
garian picture is showing at the
Condensed versions of stage and
(Continued on page 4)
screen hits will be offered.

Foreign Dialogue Offerings
Show Renewed Activity Here

oing
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the fact, that he is forever
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SLIDE FILM— RECORDS
BRUNSWICK
PRODUCTIONS CORP.
CH 4-2200

321 W. 44th ST.

and his wife, JUNE

MAY
ROBSON
coast from
New

is on
York.

her

way

back

Charles Somma
on Council
Richmond, Va. — Charles A. Somma has qualified as a new member
of the city council.

C

to

MRS. CAROLYN CAGNEY and JEANET,
CAGNEY, mother and sister of JAMES CAGN
arrive in New York today from the coast
the Santa Paula.
EMIL HOLLENSTEIN, director of a Swiss t
society, and JOHN McCORMACK are abo
the Bremen
arriving
in New
York
today f
abroad.

*
Bros.. .. Strand
Mayfair

Paramount

Capitol

RKO
Radio
Paramount
Universal

Music Hall
Paramount
Roxy

Mascot

Criterion

WARREN
HYMER
from Hollywood.

She Loves
Me
Not.
Romance
in the Rain.

Harvey Circuit Adds House
San Francisco — Harvey Amusement Co. has taken over the Casino,
third run, placing R. W. Harvey as
manager. Admission scale has been
boosted a nickel to 25 cents.

is at

the

Hotel

John McGann Loses Mother
Boston — The mother of John ]
Gann, sales
manager
at the lc'
Warner
exchange,
is dead.

"CLEOPATRA"
Your competitors will turn Nile green with envy and
your jiatrons turn handsprings of joy if you do your
floors over with Alexander Smith Carpet. Beautiful as
Cleopatra, unusually long-wearing and very reasonably
priced, this famous floor-covering is used in the majority
of the country's most successful theatres.

ALEXANDER

War*

RKO Books "Scarlet Letter"
Majestic's "The Scarlet Lett*
has been booked 100 per cent
RKO for its metropolitan circ;
The picture had a pre-release she
ing last week at the RKO Pala
Akron.

Brent, Howard and March Lead
Latest polling in the Warner
Bros.-Photoplay casting contest in
which the readers of the fan magazine are invited to send their selections of players to portray the
leading roles in the producer's forthcoming picturization of "Anthony
Adverse," reveal George Brent, Leslie Howard and Fredric March leading the field as the fans' choice for
the title role. Brent and Howard
are on the Warner-First National
Roster,
ists star.with March a United Art-

Coast Circuit Books Mascot Film
Mascot's "Young and Beautiful"
hag been booked 100 per cent for
Fox West Coast Theaters, marking
the first time in several years that
West Coast has bought away from
the majors.

COL

appearing at Loew's

do change.

Endor and Farrell for Clover CIud
Chick Endor and Charlie Farrell
have been signed by Dick Krakeur
of the Leo Morrison office to play
four weeks, with an option of four
Zack Freedman
Freedman has
at Fox
B'klyn his
more, at the Clover Club, Hollywood.
Zack
assumed
They open Sept. 12.
duties as managing director of the
Fox in Brooklyn operated by Si
Fabian. He was formerly identified
with the Music Hall and S. L.
RECORDING ON FILM
(Roxy) Rothafel, as well as various major circuits.

INDUSTRIAL

ERWIN

through with politics. His return to business will undoubtedly be via his old profession of law. Never, in England, have
we had a more enjoyable day. Tea and
crumpets with our old friend, Jimmy
Walker, at his home, down Dorking Way,
in merrie

li/s

1

NEW

3/8

3% +

1 Va

Technicolor

1

265/8 +

Pathe Exch
Bros
NEW

Love.

fFollows
^Follows

. . . from down Surrey way

AS OF SATURDAY)

High
vtc. . 32%

19)

dG

A. H. BLANK, president of Tri-State Theat<
pheum.
Corp.. Des Moines, accompanied by G. RALI
BRANTON, general manager, Booking Manai
J. J. DEITCH and L. McKECHNEAY, treasu
are now on a business trip to New York.

Cameo
Acme

Fox

Jimmy Walker
(.Continued from Page

YORK

12)

14)

In The
World'-""'
Ninetiesf
Sidet
Beautiful

STUART

YER, are in Boston

♦

OPENINGS

19)

in London

Empress

Richest
Girl
Belle of The
The
Human
Young

(Sept.

Hall

Palace
Criterion

Amkino
Amkino

♦ FUTURE
British

Radio
Radio

an

JOSEPH N. WEBER, president of the Ame
can Federation of Musicians, returns fr<
Europe
on Friday aboard
the Paris.

Julius Hagen. ... Westminster

♦ FOREIGN
Petersburg
Nights
Soviets
Greet
New

•

NEW

Parade

Picture
One

Subsequent
run.
Revival.
Follows One Night

FINANCIAL

.ommg

SMITH

CARPET
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A TITTLE" from HOLLYWOOD

By RALPH WILK
Eugene
Pallette and Soledad Jimenez.
AMERAS
begin
grinding this
T ▼ ▼
week
on "Concealment,"
Lillian Harmer, friend and comand
tarring
Barbara
Stanwyck
Varren William, on the Warner lot
panion for many years of May RobVilliam Dieterle directs.
so- son, is to play in "Forsaking All
Others," forthcoming M-G-M production with Joan Crawford, Clark
Following the recent purchase of Gable and Robert Montgomery.
Goodbye Mr. Chips," James HilT
T
T
on novel, M-G-M has bought "Rage
Joseph
Moncure
March
was enti Heaven," the book in which Hilon followed his first story with a
econd success.
t
t
r
"Death Flies East," by Philip Wyie, is the title of a story Columbia
:as bought from this author.
T

T

TOTS

and Nick Copeland were
gaged last week by Columbia to do McWade
added to the cast in support of Lyle
the screen treatment for "Spring Talbot and Ann Dvorak.
3100," in which Nancy Carroll will
T
T
T
be seen.
Edmund Mortimer, //director who
Coincident with the departure of gave up the megaphone to return to
his
first
love,
acting,
has
been cast
the First National company engaged
ing."Evelyn Prentice," M-G-M's new
in the filming of "Murder in the in
Clouds" for a desert location near William Powell-Myrna Loy picture,
Palm Springs, Russell Hicks, Eddie which William K. Howard is directShubert, Wheeler Oakman, Edward
r

t

▼

T

Claire Dodd is the latest addition
o the cast of Warner's production
f Sinclair Lewis' "Babbitt," which
jo-stars Guy Kibbee and Aline Maclahon. Others in the cast include
'atricia Ellis, Maxine Doyle, Nan
■flray, Harry Tyler, Mary Treen,
'lien Boles, Minor Watson, Minna
sjrombell, Alan Hale, Berton ChurchIll, Johnny Arthur, Russell Hicks
tod Arthur Aylesworth.
T

T

T

Phyllis Ludwig has been added to
Jniversal's "The Good Fairy."

T

T

▼

; ; Marcella Bannett, executive assisant to David O. Selznick, will be
inarried on Oct. 17 to Dr. Maurice
tf. Rabwin. They will take a month's
lioneymoon in Honolulu.

T

▼

T

Margaret Burt, former Follies
l:irl, has been signed for M-G-M's
Forsaking T
All Others."
T
T
Antoinette Marcella Lees, Willard
jtobertson and Lottie Williams have
>een added to the cast of the Mary
toberts Rinehart story, "Elinor
Norton," which Fox is completing,
'laire
Trevor, Hugh
Williams,
ietta Crosman,
Norman
Foster Henand
iilbert Roland are the featured
<layers.

▼

T

T

Hobart Cavanaugh, William Da\idson and Henry O'Neill join the
■ast of "Bordertown," Paul Muni's
. litest starring vehicle for Warners.
Dthers in the roster are Margaret
uindsay, Bette Davis, Gavin Gordon, Arthur Stone, Robert Barratt,

Must They Bring Cushions Along?
• Theatre goers are comfort lovers. If they drive
to your theatre in automobile

comfort, will they

sit contentedly on hard, lumpy, worn-out

ASK
'How can

chairs?

US,
I reseat my

theatre economically?'

American Seating Company
Makers of Dependable

Seating for Theatres and Auditoriums

General Offices: Grand
BRANCHES

IN

ALL

Rapids, Michigan

PRINCIPAL

CITIES
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M-G-M WRITERS' LIST
HITS NEW PEAK AT 88
WITH

(Continued from Page 1)

contract to a studio at one time.
This number added to about 30 authors whose works will be adapted
into screen plays brings the M-G-M
list of writers and authors to nearly
120. The new list of dialoguers and
scenarists, plus the authors, adds
58 names to the list published last
month in the Film Daily Production
Guide.

Another Big Week
For Broadway Houses
(Continued from Page 1)

stage and Universal's "Romance in
the Rain" on the screen at the Roxy.
"Affairs of Cellini," United Artists
release, made a good start at the
Rivoli, While M-G-M's "Chained" is
being held for a .second week at the
Capitol
Warner's
"Dames"
in
its
fourthandweek
and slated
for a is
fifth
at the Strand. "Crime Without Passion," Hecht-McArthur production
for Paramount, is holding at the
Rialto.
Distributing Dutch Film
The Hague — Arrangements are being concluded for the showing in several countries of "Dead Water,"
one of the few Dutch productions
to be made since talkers. It was
produced by Nederlandsche Filmgemeenschap (Dutch Associated Film
Producers), and was recently shown
at the International Cinematographic Exhibition in Venice.
West

Russ Columbo Left $20,000
Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — An estate of about
$20,000 was left by Russ Columbo,
a statement by his lawyer discloses.
Warners Buy 2 More Mysteries
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

MGthe

PHIL M.DALY
• •
• AT LAST!
the plebeian fillums have been
taken up by Society in the Grand Manner
because of the
fact that the great operatic star, Grace Moore, premiered at
the Music Hall in Columbia's "One Night of Love"
the
conservative N. Y. "Times" truthfully stated that the mezzanine of the Radio City Hall was comparable to the Golden Horseshoe of the Metropolitan in its heyday
the society pages
of all the New York papers played up the opening
listing the celebs present from the worlds of society, the arts and
public affairs
Miss Moore was guest of honor at a reception in the studio atop the Music Hall
with Managing
Director W. G. Van Schmus acting as host
never before
in the history of the motion picture has Society bowed the knee
before the Shrine of the Screen
so Miss Moore is to be
thanked for lifting the industry up a considerable notch
T
▼
T
• •
• FOR THE second night of the Grace Moore film
Friday
prominent
foreign notables made the
evening almost as brilliant as the society premiere
it
is planned to have special groups of celebs present on succeeding evenings of the showing an innovation in itself
▼
T
T
• •
• THEY
SNEAKED
one over
it just leaks
out that the pop Jimmy Wallington, ace announcer for NBC,
was married three weeks ago to Anita Fuhrman, former member of the Rockettes
Yermie Stern, prexy of the Casino
de Paree and the Billy Rose Music Hall
confirms newspaper statements that Billy Rose is definitely out of both hot
spots
replaced by Lew Brown of DeSylva, Brown and
Henderson fame
▼
T
T
• • • WITH EXTREME regret we look forward to Mark
O.strer's Cocktail Party at the Waldorf-Astoria tomorrow afternoon for we are still on the milk diet
the Gaumont-British chief will extend himself in the royal British
manner for the affair
Rockefeller Center will start publishing its own weekly mag in October
dealing with
news and happenings in the Center

Short Shots from Eastern Studios

DAILY

By CHARLES
Hollywood — Warners have bought
"The Case of the Velvet Claws" and
Yachtat Club
"The Case of the Lucky Legs," two yERA
Boys VAN
start and
work thetoday
the
recent mystery novels by Erie StanVitaphone
studio
in
"Nothing
But,"
ley Gardner. The company had pre- a two-reeler.
viously purchased two other mys•
tery tales by the same author, "The
The Six Spirits of Rythm, enterCase of the Howling Dog" and "The
tainers ofthe Onyx Club, have been
Case of the Curious Bride."
engaged by Harold B. Franklin to
First Crosby Short on RKO Circuit interpolate one of their characteristic numbers in "Gambling," now
"I Surrender, Dear," the revived
Educational two-reel comedy which in work at the Eastern Service
introduced Bing Crosby to the Studio in Astoria under the direction of Rowland V. Lee.
screen, will play over the entire
RKO metropolitan circuit starting
Sept. 15. Educational Pictures is
Grace Pictures will put into proreviving the entire group of featurettes starring the popular crooner,
duction former Deputy Police Commissioner John C. Hachett's storj
consisting of "I Surrender, Dear,"
of
the
Dot
King murdery mystery
"One More Chance," "Billboard
Girl" and "Dream House."
according to George Orth, who has
just completed arrangements for
Ostrer Giving Reception
production of the picture at the
Mark Ostrer, Gaumont-British Irvington Studio. Casting for the
chairman, is giving a reception to- picture will be started this week.
morrow afternoon at the WaldorfAstoria. Leaders in society, finance,
politics, literary and theatrical cir"The Crime of Dr. Crespi," feacles will be present.
ture, is scheduled to go into work

ALICOATE
Thursday or Friday of this week at
the Biograph studio in the Bronx.
m
Katherine Standing, daughter of
Sir Guy Standing, is making her
film debut with George M. Cohan in
"Gambling."

150 ACTION FILMS
ON 1934-1935 LISTi
(Continued from Page 1)

con Pictures, 6; Ambassador, 8;
Hoyt & Hirsch, 17, and Aywon, 6.
Majors that will have action series
include Warner, Paramount, Fo«
Columbia and Universal.

Foreign Film Showings
Are Picking Up Again
(Continued from Page 1)

Tobis.
Spanish talkers are being
presented at the Campoamor.
Present activity of Gaumont-Brit-H
ish to expand the showing of English productions over here is expected to give an impetus to otheri
foreign producers seeking American
outlets.

Legion of Decency Drive
Is Flop, Says Playwright

The Legion of Decency campaign
is definitely flopping because of lack
of public sympathy, particularly
from the angle of pictures banned
under the move, according to Irving
Kaye Davis, scenarist and playwright. Upon reading publishec
lists of films described by the reform elements as objectionable, picturegoers generally find nothing
immoral in them and so lose faitV
in the judgment of persons guiding
the drive, Davis says. Furthermore,
he pointed out, efforts to discredi]
these pictures merely have the ef
feet of arousing patron interest an(;
therefore causing bigger grosses
Davis' latest play has beei
bought by Joseph Pollack, forme:
National Screen Service executive
for fall production. It is title!
"Life Wants Padding."
Columbia Starts 1935 Comedies
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAIl

Hollywood — First short comedy 6,
Columbia's
1934-35 program,
"It!
the Cats," with Andy Clyde, go<
in work this week.
About 40
these comedies will be made. Oth
personalities to appear in them i
elude Harry Langdon, Walter C;
lett, Leon Errol, and Howard, Fi
& Howard.

•
Hoot Gibson for Brockton Fair
Feminine screen aspirants no
Gibson and his rodeo sho'
longer need to go to Hollywood and is Hoot
booked to appear at the Brocl
get jobs as ivaitresses in order to be ton Fair, Brockton, Mass., nei
discovered. Sam Sax of Vitaphone month.
has just initiated the same system
in the east by picking Leona Olson
"Mass Struggle" for Acme
from the studio lunchroom for a
Kinematrade's new Soviet filr
berth in the ensemble group.
"Mass
Struggle,"
Acme, Sept.
15.will , open at tr
Sylvia Froos, N.T.G. for Educational
Reopening State, Detroit
Sylvia Froos, popular singer, and
N. T. G. and his entire Paradise
Detroit — Reopening of the Sta1
Club show, including 30 girls, have is set for Sept. 14 by United Detro
been signed by Educational to head Theaters.
vaudeville. The Fisher is shifting 1
the cast of the mo,st elaborate tworeeler Educational has ever underTelevision Magazine
taken, a musical comedy, titled "The
Girl from Paradise." Al Christie
"Television Times" new public
dios.
will produce it at the Astoria Stu- tion edited by Benn Hall, will mal
its debut Sept. 19.

ntimate

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Sixteen Years Old

in Character

nternational in Scope
ndependent in Thought
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^ox, Warner, 30 Indies Resume Duals in Milwaukee

1EMB0W QUITS PARA.- PUBUX TO JOIN NATL SCREEN
vtusic Hall and Roxy Bookings Give Impetus to G-B
First Attractions Dated in
Two Big Houses for
Week of Oct. 4

Europe
. . . on-a-srring
F=

By JACK

ALICOATE

—

'URREY, Eng.— We are on the TRAIL
' of DOC giannini, who will sail on the
onte di Savoia from Naples on Sept. 19
;. . SAM eckman is the BEAU BRUMMEL
; London film execs . . . LOU nizer is
iw wearing spats, carrying a cane and
IRGUING with bar maids . . . PHIL reisan is touring the continent . . . ALL
I'cadcasting in Great Britain is CONjROLLED by the government, hence NO
jdio advertising, hence NO good radio
ograms, hence NO serious radio competion for theaters . . . Capt. Harold Auten
[ill arrive in New York on the NEXT trip
the Frederick VIII from SWEDEN . . .
indon automobiles run on WRONG
side
the street . . We have tea every afrnoon at four . . . Frank Orsatti is with
juis Mayer in Carlsbad.

,yj-G-M is making elaborate plans to
(VI PRODUCE in London . . . Jack Lait
1 joining up with the Hearst crowd at
k CASTLE in Wales . . . London cinemas
(>en on SUNDAY only from six in the
lening until eleven, and 10 per cent goes
I charity . . . N. L. Nathanson is in Carlspd for the cure . . . We missed Lucinda
Mrs. Harry) REICHENBACH in Paris by
day . . . EDDIE klein just called to say
ELLO . . . The only town worse than
jandon on a SUNDAY is Philadelphia . . .
jr'ILL
mahoney
is a RIOT
the are
Palladium
. . Dues
in theatrical
clubsat here
about
ALF of what we pay in New York . . .
irossed cocktails with DICK (Richard)
iennett who tells us he will be BACK in
ie States in about three weeks after he
nishes at ELSTREE.

)EE lillie will make a feature production
' in the AUTUMN ... We stopped off
.i see BOB holliday who is country-gentleaning it down Surrey way . . . ELISA
ETH bergner in the HAROLD franklin
iportation of "Escape Me Never" cannot
iss on Broadway . . . Taxis here are
HEAPER than in New York, but you have
' pay extra for the third person . . . Who
(.Continued

on

page

2)

Given added stimulus by the signing of contracts for 14 pictures to
be shown at the Radio City Music
Hall and the Roxy, Gaumont-British
is launching its most extensive production program, it was stated by
Mark Ostrer, chairman of the 85million-dollar
corporation,
in an(Continiied on page 3)

The Lighter Side
FILM

DAILY'S usually invincible statistical and information department was
stumped last week trying to answer a
persistent telephone query seeking to
identity a recent spy picture in which
a certain star is supposed to h:,vc appe£.ed. The caller finally was informed
that no record could be found of the
picture described, but that if the information was imperative a detailed
search would be made
"It is rather
irrpo.tartt," was the bland reply "I
need the title in order to complete a
cross-word

puzzle."

Lynch and Freeman Are
Mentioned as Possible
Dembow Successors
Resignation of Sam Dembow, Jr.,
from Paramount Publix to join National Screen Service, effective not
later than Oct. 1, was announced
yesterday by George J. Schaefer,
general manager of Paramount
Publix. Dembow, who was president of Theater Management Corp.
and a member of the Paramount
Publix board of directors, tendered
(Continued

on Page

3)

LOCAL BOARD ZONING PATHE REORGANIZAT'N
UP FOR ACTION TODAY LIBERTY IS ADDING
REPLACES OONTRACTS
Approval of Pathe's plan for reT0
1334-35 PROGRAM
organization, calling for the formaClearance established by a local
Having completed its originally

tion of a new company and paving
clearance and zoning board supersedes clearance specified in any the way for clearing up indebted- announced program of eight feaness through stock issues and for
tures in record time, Liberty Piclicense agreement made between extures is planning to extend its outhibitors and distributors, according future expansion, is expected at toput for (Continued
the new onseason.
to a resolution adopted by the Code
day's meeting of stockholders. In
Page 3) Conferletter to the stockholdAuthority and announced yesterday. his recent(Continued
on Page 3)
Time of execution of the licensing
California Exhibitors
agreement, which may have been
prior to decision of the local board, Four New Theaters
Fear New Film Bills
is not a factor in such a situation.
In Minneapolis Area
San Francisco — Calling of a special session of the legislature by
Minneapolis — Four new theaters
Parent-Teacher Group
were opened in this territory last Acting Governor Frank Merriam to
Opposed to Censorship month, in addition to eight reopen- convene tomorrow has caused film
try.
San Francisco — Attacking the ings, according to the current re- men to rush to Sacramento in anof the Film Board of Trade.
ticipation of theater tax bills and
Patman Bill, the Motion Picture New porthouses
are the Edina and other measures affecting the indussection of the Parent-Teacher Ass'n
declared that no one would attend Time, this city, the New Victory,
(Continued
on page 3)
Hibbing, and the New, Ulen.

Dual Bills Stage Comeback
In the Milwaukee Territory
Milwaukee — -Double features are
making a strong comeback here,
with both the Fox and the Warner
circuits now playing them in several of their neighborhood houses
Memphis — Annual convention of
the M. P. T. 0. of Ark., Miss, and several times a week. In addition
Tenn. will take place Oct. 7 and 8, to this, some 30 independent theinstead of Oct. 14 and 15, says tractions.
aters are offering dual feature atPresident M. A. Lightman.

Tri-State Convention
Taking Place Oct. 7-8

Pettijohns

Defeat

McEvoys

A bitter feud between two fatherand-son combinations, C. C. Pettijohn
of the Hays office being the parent
on the one side, and E. L. McEvoy of
RKO on the other, was played off Sunday on the Westchester golf links, with
the Pettijohns winning four points up.
Merits and abilities of the two sides had
been hotly debated by Westchester
folk, and those siding with the Pettijohns hail the victory with particular
glee by reason of the fact that the
younger Pettijohn is only 15, against
19 for the young McEvoy, while McEvoy
pere is 46 and the elder Pettijohn admits being over 50.
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• • • NEW SEASON for the AMPA starts Thursday
with a resumption of the weekly luncheons at the Motion Picture Club Prexy Billy Ferguson has lined up a Gala Bill
including Edwin C. Hill, radio commentator James
Barton and Maude Odell, star of "Tobacco Road" and his leading lady
Leon Janney
Lila Lee
Jacqueline
Logan
the Merry Widow orchestra under Bola Loblov, the
Gentleman Gypsy
Furman and Lorraine, Don Galvin, and
the guest of honor being Tom Noonan, Bishop of Chinatown
who will speak direct from his Cathedral of the Underworld
and get this!
an announcement concerning a $1500
Nash five-passenger car which will be given away to some lucky
AMPA
member
now
will ya be there Thursday?
souvenirs for all
T
T
T
• •
•
MEMORIAL
STATUE for Russ Columbo
is being executed by Alex Romano
the statue will be exhibited alongside the Rudolph Valentino Memorial in Griffith
Park, Los Angeles
the unveiling of the statue is to be
held by Edmund Lowe, Dolores Del Rio and Carole Lombard.
T
T
▼
• • • THIS GENT Major Bowes of the Capitol who has
interviewed so many people on the air
will himself be
interviewed by Nellie Revell
on WJZ today at 2:45 P. M.
. Olga Baclanova returns soon from a vaude tour to appear
in a Vitaphone musical short
The Frankie Darro Stamp
Club is getting under way for Mascot Pictures claiming a
membership of 70,000 kids
picture stamps of screen personalities are given to the youngsters for weekly attendance at
Mascot ser:'als Ivan E. Cedar is negotiating with Louise
LatimerSmith
for and
the Dale
femme
in "Anything Can Happen" in
which
will lead
be featured

turope

Giving Free Screen Course

Free courses in motion picture
and radio work will be given by the
New York State Department of
(Continued from Page 1)
Education, in association with the
— 1
wants
a
third
person
in
a
taxi,
even
in
Board of Education in the City of
—
Vs
London? . . . Savoy COCKTAIL bar is the New York, at the State Building, 80
—
1/4 meeting place of all prominent film and
do "A"
13
Center St., starting Sept. 17. The
2y4 —
Vs stage folk ... A unique hotel as DIGNIRKO
ZVt
courses will continue for 15 weeks.
4%
FIED as the Union League Club and as Registrations start Sept. 13 and will
4Vi
Warner
Bros
4^
MODERN
as Broadway . . . (Free Ad).
be held from 5 to 8 P.M. each day
NEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
until attendance quotas are filled.
Technicolor
12'/2
12
12
Court
Stops
Picketing
+
Acting, camera work, scenario writTrans-Lux
2
1%
2
ing and other pointers will be
In an opinion stating he was conNEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET
vinced that violence had occurred taught.
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. . 6
6
6+i/a
in the picketing houses belonging to
45
45
Paramount 6s47 ctfs. 45
the Rosekay Amusement Co. and
James Cruze Signed by Lasky
Par
5Vis50
filed .. 47]
47l/2 47 Vi —
l/4 Bert Amusement Corp. in the Bronx
West Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
Pathe 7s37
99
981/2
931/2
Hollywood — ■ James Cruze has
and Brooklyn, Supreme Court JusWarner's
6s39
52%
52
52
tice Edgar J. Lauer has issued an been signed by Jesse L. Lasky to
N. Y. PRODUCE
EXCHANGE SECURITIE5
order temporarily restraining Local direct "Helldorado", the next Spencer Tracey vehicle under the Fox
Para.
Publix
3%
3%
3%
..
306, operators' union, from picketing the houses. No strike had bat-n banner. The picture marks the return of Cruze under the Lasky prodeclared, the judge pointed out.
duction banner for the first time
since
talkies.
Trailer Issued on RKO Short
RKO has had National Screen
Doran Putting On 5 Plays
Service get up a trailer on "La
D. A. Doran, former Fox story
Cucaracha," the Technicolor tworeeler. This is said to be the first editor, will be identified with the
time a trailer was put out on a production of at least five plays
short of this length.
during the season just started. He
will do one in association with the
Dallas Premiere for "Barretts"
Grouption Theater
four and
in associawith ArthurandHanna
James
Dallas — Premiere of M-G-M's Neilson.
"Barretts of Wimpole Street" is
set for Friday at the Palace here,
$905 Theater Holdup
according to James Owen Cherry,
Hector
Turnbull
Herbert
Stothart
Interstate city manager. Seats will
Three Negro bandits held up the
be reserved at $1.10 top and the Apollo, West 125th St., and got
event will be broadcast.
away with $905 Sunday night.

. . . on-a-string

.oming an
LUCIEN
family are
Hollywood

d G

HUBBARD.
M-G-M
producer,
an
in New York on their way back t I
after a trip abroad.

LOUIS
B. MAYER
and
HOWARD
LING
are passengers
on the Paris,
rive in New York on Friday.
SIDNEY R. KENT
York
tomorrow
from

due

STRICK I
to ar

is expected to reach Ne>
the coast.

M. H. HOFFMAN, president of Liberty Pic
tures. has arrived in New York from Hollywooc
LOUIS HYMAN. personal representative ft
Sol Lesser and general manager of Princip,
Distributing Corp., is in New York to woi
on release dates for "Peck's Bad Boy," "Urn
turn of Chandu" and "Dude Ranger." and tl
arrange for the personal appearance of Geonjl
O'Brien
with
the latter film.
day

W. RAY JOHNSTON
from
his extended

returns to New
western
tour.

York tc]

EDDIE SUTHERLAND has arrived from Holly
wick.
wood to join Monte Brice at the Hotel Wa(
WILLIAM BERKE is due in New York th
week from the coast on a 10-day business tri|
for

NORMA TAYLOR
the Coast.

leaves New

KARL MacDONALD returns
today from South America.
SAM
hattan

E. MORRIS
for Europe

COSMAN
fromJACKEurope.
MARC
a rest.

Coast

tod;

New

Yo

to

sails Oct. 10 on the Mai
has returned to New

LACHMAN

Connolly
West

York

has gone to Bermuda

Signed

Bureau

Yo

of

f

for Festival
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Hollywood — Walter Connolly, CV
lumbia player, has been picked I
Max Reinhardt for "A Midsumm*
Night's Dream" to be staged at tl
Hollywood Bowl starting Sept. 1
Mickey Rooney also will have a pa'
in it, playing Puck. Cast will ah
include Gloria Stuart, Evelyn Ve;
able, John Lodge, William Farnui
George Wolcott, Lief Erickson, PaNicholson, Otis Harlan, Fra.i
Reicher and others.
Close 2 Jersey
Dog Tracks
Two New Jersey dog tracks ha]
closed, one voluntarily and the otra
by order of the county prosecut
after Vice Chancellor Charles Egj
handed down an opinion declarb
pari-mutuel betting to be uncons*
tutional. He also dissolved a tej
porary order obtained by the N*
Jersey State Racing Commissior.
restraining the Atlantic City Kenr
Club from opening its track. T
order is taken to mean that trac
can be operated, but not with b(
ting. There are two other dog trac
operating in Jersey.
2 Dayton Houses Boost Scale
Dayton, O. — Ike Libson is J
modeling the Strand for a first-r
policy with prices increased to
cents top. Keith's also has boost
prices a nickel.

New Mexican Producer
Mexico City — Paul Bush has formed
L'lmpulsora Cinematografica S A. to
produce pictures in Mexico. First will
be called "Song of Yesterday."
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features » » DEMBOW QUITS PUBL1X
M, H.j ROXY BOOKINGS ;« « reviews of the new
"THE BRIDE OF THE LAKE"
"KING KELLY OF THE U.S.A."
GIVE IMPETUS TO G-B
TO JOIN NAT'L SCREEN
with

(Continued from Page 1)

ouncing
the first pictures
to
ihown at the two big theaters.

be

Conrad Veidt in "Power" opens
ict. 4 at the Music Hall, while Anna
lay Wong in "Chu Chin Chow"
bmes to the Roxy on Oct. 5, making
Vo G-B films running simultaneous-

Guy

Robertson,
Edgar
Irene Ware

Kennedy

and

Monogram
66 mins.
AMUSING ROMANTIC COMEDY
WITH MUSIC IS TRAVESTY ON MYTHICAL KINGDOM TYPE OF STORY.
An amusing burlesque on the Graustark
type of story, this picture develops a considerable number of laughs after getting
its start. Guy Robertson from the Broadway musical stage does pretty well by
the title role, that of a girl-show producer who swaps his troupe for some cash
and a contract as efficiency expert in
the kingdom of Belgardia. On shipboard
Kelly meets an attractive stranger, Irene
Ware, who afterwards turns out to be the
princess of Belgardia, and also the gent
who made the swap when he was cabled
the contract was worthless. Once in Belgardia, Robertson and his chief lieutenant,

1 in the world's two biargest movie
puses. Other pictures to be shown
nclude George Arliss in "The Iron
'•uke." Jessie Matthews in "EverTeen," Matheson Lang and Nova
ilbeam in "Little Friend." Evelyn
laye in "Evensong," Jack Hulbert
;i "Jack Ahoy" and Evelyn Laye in
(Princess Charming."
<' Ostrer, who is at present person- Edgar Kennedy, who gives a grand perlly supervising the G-B campaign
formance, pick up the king on the road
ii America at his New York office, and thus get into the palace. They regiving a reception at the Waldorf vive the country's waning chief industry,
storia at 4:30 o'clock this after- that of mop making, by daily broadcasts,
pon. Jeffrey Bernerd has been here and in an amusing windup straighten out
)r several weeks handling pre- all difficulties, financial and romantic.
minary negotiations.
Cast: Guy Robertson, Irene Ware. Edgar

'athe Reorganization
Up for Action Today
(Continued from Page

1)

s explaining the new setup, Present Stuart Webb urged approval
: the plan, pointing out that unar the present capitalization there
little chance of dividends on any
ass of stock.

[iberty is Adding
To 1934-35 Program
(Continued from Page 11

Kennedy, Franklin Pangborn, Joyce Compton, Ferdinand Gottschalk, William von
Bricken, Lorin Raker, Otis Harlan, Bodil
Rosing
Director, Leonard Fields; Authors,
George Bertholon, Howard Higgins; Screen
Play, Leonard Fields, David Silverstein;
Music, Bernie Grossman; Lyrics, Jce
Sanders.
Direction, Good
Photography,
Gocd

"GIRL IN DANGER"

with
Ralph
Bellamy,
Shirley
Columbia
WEAK STORY HAMPERS
IN CROOK DRAMA WITH

Amer-Anglo Corp.
69 mins.
MUSICAL ROMANCE OF IRELAND
SCORES WITH COLORFUL ATMOSPHERE AND SPLENDID
ACTING.

A delightful and refreshing romance of
the Emerald Isle, adapted from Dion Bou-

(Continued from Page 1)

his resignation in the following letter to Schaef er :

"As you know, for some time I have had
under consideration a proposal to become associated with National Screen Service. Recent developments in the affairs and prospects
of that organization have convinced me that
I should accept their proposal.
"Because of my long and pleasant association with Paramount, I want to assure
you that I have reached this conclusion only
after deepest thought and with considerable
reluctance in bringing that association to
an end. Accordingly I am offering you my
resignation, effective Oct. 1. If it would not
inconvenience you too much. I would be glad
to have you accept my resignation effective
at an earlier date, but I leave that entirely
to you.
commitment,
to National ScreenMyService
makes ithowever,
impossible
for me
to remain beyond Oct. 1.
"I cannot let this opportunity go by withwith Eileen O'Connor, the peasant girl
out expressing to you personally my genuine
Sir Patrick is about to lose his estates
and ancestral home as he is heavily in appreciation of the fine support and cooperation you have always extended to me. Also,
debt to Sir Corrigan. The climax is a through you, I want to express the same
rentiment
to all my friends and associates in
the
company.
steeplechase won by Sir Patrick.
though I am leaving, I want you
Cast: Gma Malo, John Garrick, Stan'c, to "Even
know that I shall continue to have the
Holloway,
Stanley
Perrins,
J William-'.
Sara
Allgocd,
Dennis
Hoey, D Dorothy
Boyd, keenest and friendliest interest in the welfare and prosperity of Paramount.
Hughes Macklin, John Mortimer.
"With
kindest personal regards."
Director, Maurice Elvey; Author, Dion
Nosor hasdecision
on Dembow's
succesbeen made
yet, Schaefer
said
Bcucicault; Dialoguer, H. Fowler Mear;
last night. Among possibilities for
Cameraman, Sydney Blythe.
cicault's stage play, "Colleen Bawn."
Filmed against the authentic background
of the gorgeous Irish scenery, with the
everyday life of the peasants and gentry
presented with perfect naturalness, here
is a film that will appeal to all classes
with its wholesome story and wealth of
Irish humor, sentiment and song. The
singing of the various classic ballads is
worked in very naturally into the thread
of the plot. The celebrated play that
charmed an earlier generation is still
crowded with entertainment values as
adapted to the modern screen. It tells
the story of Sir Patrick Creegan in love

Direction, Very Good. Photography. Excellent.

the post are S. A. Lynch
Frank Freeman.

and Y.

Grey
62 mins.

GOOD CAST
MILDLY IN-

ices to this end will be held in New
TERESTING ROMANCE.
ork this week between M. H. HoffThis one starts out in grand style only
|ian, president of Liberty, Budd to fall flat as the result of several un•ogers, vice-president and general
believable situations. Shirley Grey, a
ales manager, and other asso- young playgirl seeking adventure, gets in
ates. Hoffman is now in New with a racketeer crowd and assists a
ork for a stay of at least ten society crook to steal a very valuable
kys. He brought a print of "With- emerald. Ralph Bellamy, as a police injit Children", last of the series of
spector, visits the girl and poses as a
ght announced for 1934-35.
henchman of the crook. In a scuffle with

arent-Teacher Group
Opposed to Censorship
(Continued

from

page

1)

}ovies if the censorship clause in
le bill is passed. Ministers from
rveral sects were present to obdn the stamp of approval from
lie P-T-A for the League of Demcy, when the tenor of the meet' ig became hostile to their cause.
Morro Castle Survivor Improved
Gertrude Cohn, secretary emoyed in the United Artists sales
Apartment, was reported yesterday
t recuperating at Asbury Park, N.
, after having been injured in the
orro Castle tragedy early Saturny morning. Miss Cohn, who is the
ster of Henrietta Cohn, was formly employed at Paramount.

the thief, Bellamy is shot and the papers
run splash headlines that he has been
murdered. The girl hangs on to the
emerald and is captured bv a rival gang.
There are a couple of killings, much intrigue and a hot chase. At the end Bellamy turns up, very much alive, to capture the crooks, free the girl, and return
the emerald. At the pay-off he thanks
the newspapermen for assisting the police
by running the headlines of his supposed
murder. Romance between Bellamy and
Grey is weak and plays a very small part
in the film.
Cast: Ralph Bellamy, Shirley Grey, J
Carrol Naish, Charles Sabin, Arthur Hohl,
Ward Bond, Ed LeSaint, Vincent Sherman,
Francis McDonald, Edward Keane, Eddy
Chandler,
Pat O'Malley.
Director, D. Ross Lederman;

Author,

Harold Shumate; Screen Play, same; Editor, Otto Meyer; Cameraman, Benjamin
Kline; Recording Engineer, George Cooper
Direction, Fair. Photography, Gcod.
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NEWS

from "LOTS
A LITTL
SByE RALPH WILK
pDWARD H. GRIFFITH, now direeting "Biography of a Bachelor Girl", an Irving Thalberg production for M-G-M, has been signed
for another picture, "No More
Ladies". Horace Jackson will do the
screenplay.

the Savage."
The first serial was
Buck Jones in "The Red Rider."
v

T

T

OF THE DAY I

Sandusky,
O. — John
Manuel has
been assigned to the reopened Plaza.

Among players who will support
Bradford, Pa. — The modernized
Mady Christians in her first M-G-M Shea's
Bradford has reopened.
picture, "Wicked Woman," which
goes in work this week, are Jean
Alliance,
O. — The Rex, reopened
Parker, Zelda Sears, Betty Furness,
▼ ▼
▼
recently, is dark again, following a
James K. McGuinness, M-G-M William Henry and Sterling Hollo- dispute with operators.
way. Florence Ryerson, Maurice
scenarist now adapting "Riff Raff", Watkins and Zelda Sears joined in
is reported set to go to England in
April for a one-picture deal with the adaptation.
Tampa, Fla. — Casino Amusement
T
T
T
British International. If he likes the
Enterprises, Tampa, was robbed of
Jack Rawlins will direct "The $3,000 in jewelry and $2,000 in cash
work, he may accept a long-term
contract, it is said.
Criminal Within" under the super- when its safe was hauled away.
T
T
T
vision of Sid Rogell for Columbia.
Charles
Sabin and Sheila Mannors
Roy Del Ruth, who completed diShell City, Mo. — The Photoplay
recting Samuel Goldwyn's produc- have the leads. Story bv Herbert has been opened by M. O. Haddox.
tion of "Kid Millions" in unusually Asbury and Fred Niblo, Jr.
t
t
y
good time, says he didn't see GoldAsh Grove, Mo. — The Melba has
Don Beddoe and Lennox Pawle,
wyn once since the day he started
actual filming. Goldwyn is reported New York actors, are registered at been opened by Ralph Hurst.
to be enthusiastic about the picture. the Hollywood Plaza Hotel. Beddoe
»
T
T
Coldwater, Mich. — Arthur Early is
his original role in "GoodGilbert Roland has been signed to is playing
preparing to open the new Crystal
bye Again" at the El Capitan, and theater.
Pawle
is
here
for
a
fling
at
films.
a long-term contract by Fox. He is
now in "Elinor Norton."

▼

T

T

RKO Radio will use the Burlington Streamline Zephyr train in "Silver Streak."

San Antonio Gossip

Cincinnati Briefs

San Antonio — Jack Howard BritCincinnati — Arthur Frudenfeld
ton has been appointed cameraman
of
is back from a week's trip
for
Hearst
Metrotone
Newsreel
to RKO
Chicago.
»
T
»
this section.
Wallace Smith has been signed to covering
Charle> Barron is here to exploit
M. V. Wilson, secretary of Na- "Count of Monte Cristo", United
adapt Vina Delmar's novel, "The
tional Pictures, is on vacation in Artists release.
Day
Never
Came,"
Pommer
is to
direct. for Fox. Erich Houston.
Chester Martin is remodeling the
AAA
W. L. Kessinger of the Inter- Orpheum at Peebles Corner, with
state Circuit has returned from the
Tammany Young, without whom
likelihood of a night club being inno W. C. Fields picture is complete, Gulf Coast.
stalled on the roof.
has been assigned his customary
Chick Gaither of this city is now
Harris Dudelson of United Arrole in the Paramount comedian's with M-G-M Studios as sound retists recently lost his father, while
George Shanbaugh of Monogram is
next picture, "Back Porch." Produc- corder.
tion starts next Tuesday, with NorHarold Joshua Binney has return- mourning the death of his mother.
man McLeod directing.
ed from Dallas.
AAA
H. W. Kier of National Pictures
MacDonald Back from Survey
"Menace" has been definitely set is back from Hollywood.
as the title for the original Philip
Karl MacDonald, Warner Bros.
MacDonald story which Paramount
South
Bend
Securities
Filed
foreign department executive, reis making with Gertrude Michel,
turns to New York today on the
Paul Cavanagh, Henrietta Crosman Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY Santa Barbara after checking exWashington
—
The
Theater
Corp.
and John Lodge in the leading roles.
change operations in South AmerRalph Murphy is directing from a of South Bend Bondholders' Protecica. Sam E. Morris, vice-president,
tive Committee, Cleveland, has filed
screen play by Anthony Veiller.
is slated to sail Oct. 10 on the Manfor registration under the SecuriT
T
T
ties Act a bond issue dated Aug. 15. Europe. hattan for a survey of conditions in
Wallis Clark and Jimmie Butler
are the latest additions to the cast 1930, in an original amount of
$875,000, now reduced to $850,000
of Columbia's "I'll Fix It," starTri-State Exhibit for More Fairs
ring Jack Holt, now in work under and having a present market value
the direction of Roy William Neill. of $212,500. Certificates of deposit
Des Moines — "Tristaco," an exhibit by the Tri-State Theaters
Mona Barrie and Winnie Lightner are to be issued by the Committee,
have the feminine leads, with Nedda but no plan of reorganization will Corp. at the Iowa State Fair proved
so
successful
that a number of
be
presented
until
all
of
the
bonds
Harrigan and Virginia Pine in featured roles.
have been deposited. Members of county fairs through the states in
the committee are J. F. Moriarty, which the theaters are located, are
T
T
T
For his excellent miming in Cleveland ; C. R. Backus, Columbus, planning to duplicate the stunt.
"Kentucky Kernels," Wheeler- Wool- and W. W. Austin, South Bend, Ind.
sey feature currently in production
Famous Players Fan Mag
Get Films at 70 Below
at RKO Radio, the studio has just
Famous Players Canadian circuit
signed Willie Best, Negro comedian,
Chicago — Using Eyemo and Filmo is now issuing a fan magazine,
to a long term contract. From now cameras from Bell & Howell, the
on he will be known to filmdom as Byrd Antarctic Expedition has made which, it is estimated, reaches 400,000 patrons. Gene Curtis is editing
pictures in a temperature of 70 be- the publication.
Sleep-'n'-Eat.
T
T
T
low, according to a radiogram from
Commander Noville.
With its second serial, "Tailspin
Center Show Opens Sept. 22
Tommy," well under way, Universal
Fifth Week for Cagney Revival
is developing its third and its
Opening of the musical play, "The
fourth. Already Ancil Friedberger
"Public Enemy," with James Cag- Great Waltz," at the Center Theater
ney, has gone into the fifth week is set for Sept. 22. Max Gordon is
and Horace McCoy have been aspresenting the show.
of its revival at the Globe.
signed to the story of "The Call of

Miami,

Fla. — Sonny

Shepherd

c

the Mayfair spent some time "suit
stituting" at the Biltmore his forrr \
er theater, before going on a vacs
tion trip.
The Mayfair is undei
going a remodeling
program.
Miami Beach,
Plaza has been
renovation. The
tions.
house, also is

Fla. — The Biscayr.
closed for complet
Community, Sparli
undergoing renovi

Spirit Lake, la. — A. C. Myric
recently purchased the Lake Par
State theater
near here.
Middletown, O. — G. Booth hi
taken over the Sorg and is impro
ing it.
Newark,
O. — The Alhambra
terations.under a new name after a
reopen
Ashland, Ky. — Marvin White ■
the Paramount is in the hospit
due to a severe illness.
Boston — The Park Theater,

ma

aged
by Max
has open* '
with films
and Michaels,
flesh.
Boston — The third heir at tl
home of Frank Lydon, manager i
the Hamilton
Theater, Dorcheste ,,
is a girl.
Davenport, la. — P. E. Lockar
manager of the LeClaire theater [
Moline, 111., and William Praff, ma
ager
Corp. of the Garden here, have e
changed positions. Both theati
are members of Tri-State Theater

New

Industrial Films

St. Paul— "The Tale of a Sal'
two-reel
sales film in sound
h
been completed for Pillsbury Fla
Mills by Ray-Bell Films.
The ri
ture has 25 scheduled
showings
middle
western
and eastern
cit;
before branch houses
of ';he llo
company.
After
these
showin
production
will
be
presented
grocers
throughout
the
territoj
Pillsbury covers.
Deere & Co. also announc
through Ray-Bell Films the eai
release of a six-reel sound film n<
being produced under the tentati
working title
"Partners." Ca'
eramen
have of photographed
ov
15,000 feet of scenes since May
showing the John Deere tractor
actual field operation.
S.R.O.

for

"British FILM
Agent"
DAI

Washington Bureau of THE

Washington — Warner's "Briti
Agent," opening Friday at the Ear
nlayed to S.R.O. on Saturday desp
heavy rain.
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Of Motion Pictures
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?jxhibs See Attorney-General Today in Music Fight

Iathe reorganization plan must bTrevised

discarding of Purity Seal Advocated by W. Ray Johnston
Monogram Head, in from
Tour, Reports Better
Business

England
...
<i|—

as we see it

By JACK

ALICOATE

—

jjNDON, Eng. — The popularity of the
pritish picture, just because it is a
■r sh picture, and upon which the present
ir.perity of the industry was based, has
b t run its course. British film fans are
omg in droves, but they come because
h. want to see 'em and not because of
# made 'em. Last night we caught
Ci Chin Chow," the Gainsborough spe:i; at the Tivoli. It is plenty of picu. but no smash. Understand it is
ibied to play the Roxy Theater. From
h spectacle standpoint, it should get by
nicy. Fritz Kortner, its German leading
n; might be tabbed for future reference.
rcmically it is well done, and the music
i orth while.
fATCHING

the show at the Palladium

'Nput us in a reminiscent mood and we
vc' once again back in the good old days
Advanced vaudeville in the States. The
Ja dium is now the foremost vaudeville
TOO of the world, taking the place of
'Sold Palace. Nowhere will one find a
ltd enthusiastic and responsive audience,
■jthe big house never has a vacant seat.
nm show is always more than half Ameria and the advertising slides still do their
fll during overture. A curious mixture
"f ie old music hall days with the sophistic ed small talk of tomorrow.

The purity seal should be abandoned both because of its costliness
to producers and because it is not
deterring the blacklisting of films
bearing the purity seal, as witness
the action of groups in Chicago and
St. Louis, it was said yesterday by
W. Ray Johnston, president of
Monogram, on his return from a
two-month tour of the country.
Theaters as a whole do not seem to
(.Continued

we are off for our tour of

• be studios. Gaumont-British at Shepitls Bush, on the outskirts of London,
am then Elstree, the Hollywood of Englan where are located the studios of
Bri;h International, British & Dominions,
ani London Films, which is Korda. These
prcucing outfits comprise England's Big
Fbi There are about ten other studios
of linor importance. We are informed
thj all companies, regardless of schedule,
stc. promptly at four each afternoon for
tea, (On the square). We have been in
traing for it for the past three days, and
ho<|we hate tea. Our traveling companion Mons. Nizer, is already assuming an
Enjsh accent and we are becoming wor-

page

6)

FREEMAN SUCCEEDS
SAM DEMBOW, JR.
Frank Freeman has been appointed vice president and general manager of Famous Theaters Corp., and
vice president and general manager
of Paramount Theater Service Corp.
in charge of theater operation, it
(Continued on Page

7)

Kansas City Suburbans
Delay Admission Boost
Kansas City — Increase in admission scales by suburban houses will
not take place for at least five or
six weeks, the time that must elapse
before the new product now playing
(Continued

T.MORROW

on

on Page

7)

NRA

in Three Divisions

Hyde Park, N. Y.— New setup of the
NRA will consist of three distinct
divisions — legislative, judicial and administrative— with General Johnson continuing as Administrator, it is indicated following preliminary conferences
between the President and Johnson.
The Johnson idea of a board to govern
NRA is expected to go into effect.

Extraordinary Meeting of
Stockholders
to Be
Called by Pathe
Objections to the proposed Pathe
Exchange reorganization plan and
many varied
for amendments were suggestions
voiced yesterday
at a

special stockholders' meeting. Over
the protest of the majority of stocklolders present, a resolution was
passed
stating
that represented
"inasmuch asis
.he amount
of stock
less than the amount required by
statute to take the action contemplated, it is authorized that an application be made for an extraorOttawa — In the four-month period
dinary meeting of stockholders to
ending with June of this year, the
(Continued
on Page 7)
U. S. supplied 66.2 per cent of the
film footage imported by Canada,
compared with 58.3 per cent a year
ago, according to figures compiled
by A. F. Peterson, Asst. U. S. Trade
Commissioner.
Though mid-summer box-office receipts have been only fair, and dual
bills prevail in all but leading firstLiberty Pictures will produce 18
run houses, exhibitors in the Dominion expect a substantial seasonal features for 1935-36 release, it was
increase in attendance this fall.
stated yesterday to Film Daily by
M. H. Hoffman, president. The
schedule will include 12 pictures of
Audio Productions, Inc.
the same quality as the current proExpanding Activities
on and
Page two
7)
gram,(Continued
four specials
superExpansion of activities by Audio
Productions, Inc., is announced by
W. A. Bach, pi-esident, with the ap- No Price Boost This Fall
pointment of Frank K. Speidell as
director of the industrial division,
Planned by Sparks Circuit
(Continued on Page 7)
Basing the decision on the theory
that conditions are not right for an
increase, admission price scales of
the 80 houses operated by the E. J.
Sparks circuit in Florida will not
be raised (Continued
this fall,on Sparks
in
page 6) said

U. S. PRODUCT GAINS
IN CANADIAN MARKET

M,H. HOFFMAN RAISING
1935-36 LINEUP T0 18

Committee on Music Tax

Confers in Wash
'n Today
Arguments against the increase

Fan Magazine Folk
Meet at Hays Office

in music tax planned by American
Society of Composers, Authors &
Publishers will be formally laid beRepresentatives of all fan magfore the U. S. Attorney-General in
azines met yesterday with Will H. Washington today when members of
Hays, J. J. McCarthy and other the exhibitor Emergency Commitmembers of the Hays office. The
tee and their attorneys will confer
conference will be continued at an- with him there. As an outcome of
other meeting on Monday, after the conference,
decision
will be
(Continued
on page 6)
which a statement is to be issued.

RKO's Eighth Kernel

Commissioning of Cresson Smith as
a colonel on the staff of Governor Ruby
Laffoon of Kentucky makes eight Kentucky colonels in the RKO fold. Others
.ire Ned E. Depinet, Jules Levy. Ed McEvoy, Stanley Jacques. A. J. Van Beuren.
Frank Snell and Fred McConnell. And
the company will soon release a feature
called

"Kentucky

Kernels."
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Reorganization of Fox Metropolitan Playhouses under the new
bankruptcy laws will be heard by
Federal Judge Julian Mack this
morning, when considerable opposition to the plan is expected to be
voiced by independent bondholders'
groups. Yesterday afternoon Judge
Mack vacated a motion to vacate
his order of Aug. 28 disapproving
the plan of reorganization spontee.
sored by the bondholders' commit-

Reorganization Hearing
Postponed to Sept. 24
Hearing on the Paramount Broadway reorganization plan was postponed yesterday to Sept. 24 by Special Master John E. Joyce at the
request of the Paramount-Publix
trustees. At the same time Joyce
extended the time for filing objections to the plan till Sept. 20.
Appoint Referee in Union Fight
Ex-judge Robert C. Marsh has
been appointed referee by Supreme
Court Justice Frankenthaler to render decision on the suit of the Allied
Motion Picture Operators Union to
restrain Local 306 and Local 1,
stagehands union, from picketing I.
T. O. A. theaters and from inducing
I.T.O.A. members to break their contracts with Allied. Hearing on the
suit will start this afternoon. March,
a former Supreme Court Justice,
maintains offices at 20 Exchange
Place.

Mark Ostrer and Jeffrey Bernerd
will confer with Sidney R. Kent tomorrow on final details of the deal
under which Fox will handle physical distribution of Gaumont-British product. Kent arrives in New
York today from the Coast.
Bernerd will remain in America
indefinitely as the company puts into operation its expansion plan.
George W. Weeks, who has assumed a executive post in the organizaleaves New York Monday on
a salestion, trip.

2 Mass. Bills Loom
Boston — Rep. Thomas Dorgan,
whose bill to bar children from all
movies except those of an educational or religious nature was defeated at the last session of the
state legislature, plans to reintroduce the measure. Local division of
the Motion Picture Research Council also is preparing to file a bill
next week.
Milton Feld on Honeymoon
Kansas City — Milton H. Feld,
head of Monarch Theaters with
houses in the Ohio territory and
formerly manager of the Newman
theater in this city, will be on a
honeymoon until abou* Oct. 1 following his marriage here last week to
Shirley Vogel of New York. After
the
honeymoon
they will live in New
York.

.oming an

dG

L. W
CONROW, Eastern division mana
for Erpi, left New York last night for a 1
to Buffalo, Rochester, Syracuse and ot
WARREN
HYMER
left
for a vacation
in Maine,
points.
turns to the Coast.
BERT

WHEELER

is

in

New
after
New

Yok
yesten
which
he
York

from

Coast.
E. J. SPARKS, who is in New York folic
week.
ing a sea trip, returns to Jacksonville I
ROBERTO TRILLO, Central American brai
rrjnrger for RKO, leaves Panama tomorrow
plane for New York en route to Spain to asstt
command
of RKO's new branch there.
JEAN SARGENT, back from the coast, wh
she made her first feature, has taken an apa
ment with her mother at the Hotel Warwic
to

FRANK CAPRA, now in New
Hollywood
in about a week.

ALICE
coast to
24.

FAYE
has
appear at

York, retir

gone
to Chicago
from
the Fair the week of %i

NILS ASTHER sails today on the Aquita
for London to appear in a British Internatio
picture.
C. C. PETTIJOHN
tour to the coast.

leaves

HARRY COHN is due in New
from
Hollywood.

this

week

York on Sum

WATTERSON ROTHACKER is expected
New
York the latter part of the week fi
the coast.
A C. BLUMENTHAL
wood.

has arrived in Hoi

to

FRANK ORSATTI, coast agent, is schedu
sail Saturday
from
Europe
for New
Y(

ro

T'JLLIO
appear

CARMINATI
in a picture

sails Saturday for II
for Manderfilm.

Ruth Goetz Succeeds Beahan
J. MAXWELL
JOICE,
screen
and stage pi
gent
and
exploiteer,
has
returned
to I*
Ruth Goodman Goetz has suc- York
from
the west.
ceeds Charles Beahan as eastern
"Chu Chin Chow" 2 Weeks for Roxy story editor for Samuel Goldwyn.
EDDIE
CANTOR
is expected
to leave
coast
next
week
en route
to England
for
Opening of "Chu Chin Chow,' Beahan, who occupied the post sevfollowing
completion
of
"Kid
r,
first of the Gaumont-British piceral weeks, is entering stage pro- vacation
lions"
for Samuel
Goldwyn.
tures to go into the Roxy under the
duction. In association with Bela
deal just signed, has been advanced
HARRY WOOLF of "The Daily Film RenU
from New York today on the ManN
he will produce "Spring 1,600," sails
to Sept. 21, with a contemplated Blau Emlyn
Williams. The Beahan tan for England.
run of at least two weeks, Howard by
program includes two other plays.
QUEENIE
SMITH
leaves
for Hollywood
S. Cullman of the Roxy announces.
day to appear
in pictures
for Paramount.
are with
"Dearly
Beloved,"
which
The picture is a musical, with Anna They
he
wrote
Robert
Buchner,
and
AMERICO
ABOAS,
managing
director
May Wong.
"Just One More," by Charles Gar- Paramount in Italy, arrives tomorrow on i
rett Hunter, in which Tala Birell is Rex.
To Decide on Grace Moore Options scheduled to appear.
CAROLE LOMBARD arrives here Friday f*
In addition to conferring on the
Hollywood.
appointment of a successor to South Dakota Dog Races Stopped
George Brown, director of advertising and publicity, decision on taking
Sioux Falls, S. D.— Circuit Court
Roxy Showing Universal Reel
up options on Grace Moore is to be Judge L. J. Wall has ordered dog
Newsreel will hereaf1
made when President Harry Cohn racing at Stevens, S. D., to stop by be Universal
shown at the Roxy as part oi
of Columbia reaches New York from issuing a restraining order. Stevens
compilation with other newsreel s<
the coast early next week. Cohn is just across the Missouri River vices.
also will attend a meeting of the from Sioux City, la., and about five
miles from downtown showhouses.
board of directors on Monday.
Large crowds motored across the
river nightly to take in the sport.
"Human Side" at Roxy Friday
RECORDING ON
Universal's "The Human Side"
opens Friday at the Roxy, keeping
FILM & DISC.
Wally West to Edit Mag
the run of "Romance in the Rain"
Wally West of the Paramount
and "Romance of a People" to a publicity department next week
single week. Walt Disney's Silly joins "Roto," new magazine, as its
INDUSTRIAL —
Symphony in color, "The Flying editor. West has been with ParaMouse," also will be on the new bill.
mount several years.
"Desirable" at Strand Tomorrow
Penser Joins Gaumont-British
Warner's "Desirable," with Jean
Charles Penser, formerly with the
Muir, George Brent, Verree Teasdale and John Halliday, opens to- Columbia sales department in New
morrow night at the Strand, follow- Yoi'k for five years, has joined the
Gaumont-British sales force.
ing "Dames."

SLIDE FILMBRUNSWICK

PRODUCTIONS
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CORP.
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FOX lavished a fortunc to make
"Caravan"... to make a fortune for

CHARLES BOYER
LORETTA YOUNG
JEAN PARKER
PHILLIPS HOLMES
LOUISE
FAZENDA
EUGENE
PALLETTE
C. AUBREY
SMITH
CHARLEY GRAPEWIN
NOAH
BEERY
Executive Producer, Robert T. Kane
Directed by Erik Charell. Screen Play and
Dialogue, Samson Raphaelson. Continuity
by Robert Liebmann. From a story by Mekhior
Lengyel. Music by Werner Richard Heymann
Lyrics by Gus Kahn

L
mk

THIS WEEK-SCORES OF AMERICA'S SMARTI

Warner Bros, had to team
two stars as great as these
to make a picture worthy
of the world -shaking book
that inspired it

FRANCIS
HOWARD

LESLIE

With William Gargan in Cast of Thousands.
Directed by Michael Curtlz— A First National
Picture.
Vitagraph,
Inc., Distributors.

IXHIBITORS WILL RECEIVE THEIR

GENT
FFICE MERIT

FROM WARNER BROS.

pngratulations to These Scholarly Showmen!
learned Their Lesson from the Astounding
Dames-and

Now

They're Graduating

They

Records
from the

ass of Musicals to the Class of the Year's Dramas!

pitol .
tjestic .
ijestic .
iin Street
idwest
oadway
mnley
Brie .
Warner

PJlace

|mo
2 pitol
Rktlaw

. . Detroit
. .
Dallas
San Antonio
Kansas City
Oklahoma City
. . Portland
Philadelphia
Washington
. Milwaukee
So. Norwalk
Albuquerque
Ottumwa
Fond Du Lac

Mary Anderson
Majestic .
Hollywood
Orpheum
Brandeis
Strand
.
Stanley .
Warner .
State . .
Carolina
Curran
Mission .

. Louisville
. . Houston
Fort Worth
New Orleans
. Omaha
New York
Pittsburgh
Memphis
Waterbury
. Durham
. Boulder
San Diego

WASHINGTON
CALLING! . . .
"Earle Theatre speaking . . . . We've just
opened'
British
Agent'in
to standout
business
pouring rain, topping
season's strongest

THE
DAILY

j^S

DISCARD PURITY SEAL,
JOHNSTON ADVOCATES
(Continued

from Page

No Price Boost This Fall
Planned by Sparks Circuit
(.Continued from Pane

1)

New York yesterday, following his
return from a trip to Canada and
Bermuda. The decision was reached
after a test made in 32 Sparks
houses, he stated.
Sparks opens a new house, the
State, at Tallahassee, Sept. 27. The
theater, which seats 1,100, replaces
the old State which was destroyed
by fire.

S. Manheimer
Lindsley
Parsons
Alice Lake
Maurice Chevalier
William Slavens McNutt

the

MONG

\)

be affected by the Legion of Decency drive, Johnston stated. While
it may be hurting the smaller towns
somewhat, the larger cities are doing even better than normal business, he declared.
Johnston said that Monogram
sales were 25 per cent above last
year, an average he hoped to see
maintained. While on the coast he
arranged for the next Monogram
convention to be held in Hollywood
in April.
Business conditions are improved
throughout the country and particularly in the theater field, Johnston
observed. Even in the drought arep
theaters are not feeling the effect
at the box-office as much as might
be expected, he said.
Use of the purity seal will cos*
independent producers about $25,000 yearly in salaries and adde^
film cost, Johnston stated. I. E
Chadwick,
devote almos'
his
entire who
time will
to functioning
for
the independents in the same way
as Joseph I. Breen acts for the
majors, will be paid on a per picture
basis. Independents will give the
purity seal practice a three-month
trial, Johnston said.
In talks with exhibitors, Johnston
learned that there is general satisfaction with the workings of the
grievance and zoning boards, but
that in a few locations exhibitorF
are complaining of delays in settling
zoning schedules for the current
season.
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• A RECEPTION
was tendered by Mark
Ostrer
on behalf of his Gaumont-British corporation in the
Perroquet Suite of the Waldorf-Astoria it was a sort of
coming-out party for the British organization which has
started after the American market in a forthright manner
the expanding personnel of the American branch of the company
was there acting as assistant hosts to Mister Ostrer
including Jeffrey Bernerd, George Weeks and Arthur Lee
everywhere over the cocktails we heard rumblings of two big
pix the company has in the oiling
"Chu Chin Chow" and
"Jew Suss"
both budgeting well over a half million
which is Real Dough for British productions
▼
T
T
• • • FOR THE first time a British outfit is tackling
the American Scene with some regard to American customs,
traditions and general requirements
for this display of intelligence and business acumen the Gaumont-British boys are
to be congratulated
personally we think they are going
to travel far
very far
and as a Scotsman we sure
appreciated the smile of the hat check gal on the way out as
she declined our proffered tip with
"Thank you sir, it
has been TAKEN CARE of."
if that ever happens to us
at an American cocktail party
they'll carry us out all
horizontal from the Shock
this expanding outfit is lining
up New York film vets of experience for the various departments like Reg Wilson in the sales dep't
and a,s
Mister Ostrer remarked
"We are .not looking for any
special favors. We expect our product to sell strictly on the
Entertainment Merits."
a typically British sporting attitude ..Among
those noted around the cocktail glasses
were Walter Huston, Harold Lloyd, Sir Joseph Duveen, Grace
Moore, William H. Chadman, Col. Joseph Hartfield, Sir Gerald
Campbell, Conde Nast, Al Boyd, George Weeks, Mr. and Mrs.
Marshall Field, Howard S. Cullman, Col. Erwin M. House, A.
P. Waxman, James Roosevelt, Princess Rospigliosi, W. G. Van
Schmus, Irving Lesser, Florence Britten, Margot Graham, Mrs.
Jerome Napoleon Bonaparte, Graham McNamee, Louis Wiley,
Col. Julius Ochs Adler and Ted Husing
T
T
T
• • • NEWS FROM the city of fogs, warm beer and
crowded pubs known as Lunnon
Betty Hamilton stepped
into Florence Desmond's part in "Why Not Tonight" and
now every talent scout in town is after her
but they don't
know Universal has an option on the gal
Lloyd Knechtel
getting plenty pats on the back for his swell background and
atmospheric shots in "One More River"
Jack Alicoate.
he
visits
enjoying
ye ed of this paper, is the busiest guy in town
the studios by day, attends the shows at nite
hisself immensely before embarking for Paree
Y
Y
T
• • • DOINGS OF other celebs in Lunnon
Jimmy
Barker, the makeup guy, turning down some big jobs to keep
his eye on the artists of Korda's "Scarlet Pimpernel"
and that's one title no showman dare abbreviate on the marquee
Sam Joseph reading every sailing schedule so that he
won't miss Binnie Barnes the missus
Everybody
in town tickled to hear about Rufus LeMaire's new
job as
Metro's Hollywood casting director Rufus being here In
Lunnon town
Lucinda Reichenbach and Dave Bader sitting in the Dorchester Grill talking about good ole days on
Broadway, Hollywood and Palma de Mallorca Lil Messenger, Radio's pop little talent scout, taking in all the first
nites an' sleepin' with the rest of the gang thru some of
em
Carl Laemmle blew into town from Paris and had the
newspaper lads down at the Dover Cliffs interviewing him
while Joe Weil and Jack Ross looked on
T
T
T
• • • BACK ON the RKO Radio studio grounds is Katharine Hepburn making the initial scenes for "The Little
Minister with John Beal as her leading man
Crackajack reading in the modern style is provided in "Tender
and pubof "Variety"
Kaufman
« ' ^ritten by Wolfe
i ' by■ Covici-Frie
r uj lished
de Gerry
Oldak,
sec on the
Sam
Dembow staff, suffered a fracture of the right leg

SEE ATTY.-GEN1 IN
FIGHT ON MUSIC TAX
(Continued from Page

1)

made as to whether or not the committee will file its own suit, seeking dissolution of Ascap, or lend its
support to the Federal action insti-t
tuted
againstofthe
association.'
Members
themusic
committee
were
to leave New York just after mid-1
night for Washington. The party
was expected to include: Walter
Vincent, chairman; Sam Dembow,
Jr., Attorney Louis Phillips and Attorney Milton C. Weisman. E<J
Kuykendall M. P. T. O. A. presi
dent, is scheduled to meet the group
in Washington today and return
with it to New York in order to attend the Code Authority meeting;
tomorrow.

Cleveland Chatter
Cleveland — Variety Club starts its
fall activities Sept. 14 with a clam-:
bake. Nat Lefton is chairman ot
arrangements. Regular Monday
luncheon schedule starts Sept. IT
First dance will take place Nov. i
at the Statler Hotel.
M. A. Lebensburger has been in
New York attending the First Di
vision branch managers' meeting.
G. W. Erdmann is back from the
coast.
"Chained" set a four-year recordfor
State.straight film policy at Loew'i
Lew Wasserman had been elected
head of the Warner Club.
Para, to Film "Jericho" in Texas
San Antonio — Paramount wil
film "Yonder Lies Jericho," by Sam
B. Harrison, in Texas. Story wili
soon go into production with Weslej
Ruggles as director.

BOOK
THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
Sept. 11-13: Annual convention of Fox Wes|
Coast Intermountain theater division, Broad'
moor Hotel, Colorado Springs, Colo.
Sept. 14: Clambake, Golf and Dinner-Dano
of Cleveland
Variety
Club,
Cleveland
Sept.land.
14: Cleveland Variety Club Clambake
Bratenahl Lake Shore Country Club, Cleve

D. Dakota
Sept dan,
16: N.North
Sept. 20:
tion

Allied meeting, Man

A.M P.A. Revels and Luncheon,
Picture
Club,
New
York.

Mo

Sept. 20:
"Night of Stars" benefit under auspices of United
Jewish
Appeal
in aid ol
German
Jews. Yankee
Stadium,
New York
Nathan Burkan,
chairman.
Sept. 25-27:
Annual
convention
of
dependent
Theater
Owners
of
Hotel
Schroeder,
Milwaukee.

Allied In
Wisconsin

Oct. Atlanta.
1-2:
Meeting of G. F. T. A. Independen
Thealer Owners Ass'n, Robert Fulton Hotel
Oct. 1-3:
National
Film
Statler Hotel, Detroit.

Carriers

convention

Oct. 7-8:
Annual
convention
of
Arkansas, Memphis.
Mississippi
(Tri-State),

of
and

Oct. Pennsylvania,
29-Nov.
1:

Meeting

S.M.P
E. Fall
New
York.

M.P.T.O
Tennessei
Hote

■%

&±
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PATHE EXCHANGE PLAN
TO UNDERGO REVISION
i

(Continued from Page 1)

3e held pursuant to Section 52 of
;he Stock Corporation Law of the
!;tate of N. Y. to vote upon the
iction." Section 52 permits the
stockholders to appeal to a Supreme
,Dourt Justice for permission to
[iold an extraordinary meeting at
jvhich time two-thirds of the stock
.-epresented may take action on any
[•eorganization plan. Permission
fvill be sought by the Pathe attorneys.
I Amendments suggested include
[hat all stockholders shall have preemptive rights on any issuance of
collateral trust notes, and that
Pathe consider its contract with
itKO void so that the company may
•e-enter the production and distribution field. It is also possible that
Btuart Webb, president of the company, may be put on a profit-sharing basis instead of his present
veekly salary of $400.
I Stock represented at the meeting
,icluded 166,690 common, 102,569
plass A, and 4,728 of 8 per cent,
[y proxies; 3,035 common, 1,406
fjass A, and three shares of 8 per
jent, in person.

lansas City Suburbans
Delay Admission Boost
(Continued from Page 1)

jlowntown houses at higher prices
i 'ill reach the neighborhoods, according to Jay Means, president of
file I. T. O. Confusion over the
i oning status and the fact that the
r ual bill epidemic this summer has
•Ipft the suburban exhibitor with a
i pt of pictures to play in the six|'-eek interim before they get the
_ Irst of the product played downllpwn under increased scales are
I mong factors in the delay.

NEW

YORK

Queens Entertainment Corp., Manhattan. Theiial enterprises generally. Capital, $70,000.
ockholders: Harold N. Harowitz, Freda Freeyn and Jerome H. Greenberg.
Wickman Film Productions, Inc., New York
'*y. Motion and sound picture products
•pital, 100 shares of stock. Shareholders:
iry E. Cooney, Marjorie Cooney and Dorothy

m "LOTS"
froWILK
;By RALPH
A LITTLE
HOLLYWOOD
A/TARIAN NIXON, recovered from
her recent cold, has moved into
her new home with her directorhusband, William Seiter, and also
has resumed work at RKO in "By
Your Leave." Lona Andre has been
added to the cast of this picture.

T

▼

T

Lionel Atwill and Baby Jane have
been assigned by Universal to "The
Man Who Reclaimed
His
Head."
T
T
T
Richard Thorpe has started directing "Cheating Cheaters" at Universal. The company's new production of "Showboat" is expected to go
in work Jan. 2.

T

T

▼

Glenda Farrell and Henry O'Neill
have been added to Warner's "Concealment." ▼
▼ T
Paul Gerard Smith wrote the skit
that Charlie Ruggles and Mary Boland will do on the "Hall of Fame"
program scheduled for Sept. 30.
Smith has written the 26 radio programs that Billy Gaxton and Victor Moore will use this fall. Gaxton and Moore are negotiating for
a national hook-up spot.

patient, respectively, in their next
Hal Roach comedy which goes into
production this week under the title
of "Opened by Mistake." This is
one of the series of eight fun films
the stellar comediennes will make
under the Roach banner this season. James Parrott will direct.

T

T

T

J. P. Carstairs is writing the
screen-play
of "Paris
which Edgar
Selwynto New
and York,"
Edwin
Knopf authored. Selwyn will proT T ▼
duce. Carstairs also worked on the
Eloise Rozelle, one of the few ex"FallingFarrell
in Love,"
tra girls who has worked steadily screen-play
which stars ofCharles
and
for three years, spent her first vaca- Gregory Ratoff and which has been
tion of two weeks in her home town, well received by the London critics
Seattle. One of the weeks was given While in London Carstairs directed
to personal appearances at the Lib- "Paris Plane." He is now under
erty Theater. Her agent Marc Mc- contract to M-G-M.
Kee has been receiving so many
▼ TV
offers for her services that he had
Frank Conroy has been signed
to ask her to cut short her vacation.
for "White Parade", and Grace
T
T
T
The Roy Davidge Laboratory Bradley for "East River", both Fox
will continue to handle independent
▼ ▼
▼
production as it has in the past. pictures.
Western Film Laboratory will
The personnel under the present setup is Roy Davidge, president; Earl handle all the developing work for
the Adventure Picture Corp. It is
Rodman, secretary-treasurer and L. expected that more than 12,000,000
E. Davidge, supervisor in charge of feet of film will be used during the
n;ght work.
run of the contract.
▼ T T
T T ▼
Immediately upon completing his
Dudley
Murphy
is looking for a
role in "Kid Millions," Henry Kolker hopped to San Francisco, where horse that understands pantomime.
Said horse must be a lady (mare)
he
opened
in "Men in White" at the and should be able to dance as well.
Curran
Theater.
The horse will appear in his picThelma Todd and Patsy Kelly
ture, "The Night is Young," for
will be seen as hospital nurse and M-G-M.

fc'te Redanz and Agnes Michelson.
/anhil Productions, Inc., Manhattan. Option of theaters of all kinds Capital, 200"
Nres of stock.
Shareholders:
Irving
Berlin,
• :pard Green and Jeanette Ogus.
)rder Please, Inc., New York City.
Theatriand motion
picture
attractions
Capital
000.
Stockholders:
Edward
C. Carpenter,
les A. Vaughan
and T. H. Dugen,
Jr.

Audio Productions, Inc.
M. H. Hoffman Raising
Expanding
Activities
1935-36 Lineup to 18
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page

1)

specials at greatly increased cost,
Hoffman said.
Within the next 48 hours, Hoffman expects to decide whether he
will produce four additional pictures for Liberty's current program
which is already completed. Hoffman may acquire some story material while here and is also considering a trip abroad, he said.

William Mallard was made vicepresident and general counsel of
RKO Radio Pictures at a meeting
Monday of Mallard,
the company's
boardbeen
of
directors.
who has

secretary of the company, will continue in that post in addition to his
new duties. General routine matters were taken up at the meeting
T ▼ ▼
After an absence from the studio with no moves of significance being
of several weeks, occasioned by ill reported.
health, Charlie Chase returns to the
Hal Roach lot this week to prepare Frank Freeman Succeeds
the second of a series of eight comedies in which he will star. Under Sam Dembow, Jr., at Para.
(Continued from Page 1)
his real name, Charles Parrott,
comedian will direct himself in the was announced yesterday by George
forthcoming fun opus.
Schaefer, vice president and genT
T
T
eral manager of Paramount. Freeman succeeds Sam Dembow, Jr., who
Rowland Leigh and Eve Green
resigned on Monday.
completed the screen play of "Live
Freeman, who was a vice-presiWhile You May," which Edgar
dent of Famous and who originally
Selwyn will produce for M-G-M. handled
realty matters when he
Leigh's operetta, "Annina" will joined the outfit, has gradually been
open in tober.
New
sometime
in Oc- familiarizing himself with other
J. J. York
Shubert
is producing,
phases
with Jeritza being starred.
Famous. of theater operation at

he.

(Brooklyn Operating Corp., Manhattan. Mol)n picture films. Capital, 1,000 shares of
Sick. Shareholders: Gertrude Lebelson. Mollie
Sgfried and Helen Steinberg.
Projector Improvement Co., Inc , New York
ty. Motion picture apparatus and supplies,
'pital, $20,000. Stockholders: George Hepfrn, Charles A. Fuchs and Walter H. Holl, Jr.
F. B. P. Theater Co , Inc., Manhattan. The• ical proprietors. Capital, 200 shares of
fck. Shareholders: Martin D. Jacobs, Geor-

MALLARD MADE V. P.
OF RADIO PICTURES

F. Lyle Goldman as director of the
theatrical division, and C. H. Bradfield, Jr., as director of the service
division in addition to his other duties. In the industrial field, Audio
is at present making pictures for
Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. and
the Brown & Williamson Tobacco
Co., while in the theatrical field it
will soon place in release three new
shorts, "Musical Moods," in the
three-color Technicolor process.

The post which Sam Dembow,
Jr., will assume with National
Screen Service about Oct. 1 is that
of general manager. An expansion
program will mark his advent into
the company's
executive setup.

p, HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood
$2.50

up. Single

$3.00

up, Double

Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaza is near everythingto see and do in
Hollywood.
Ideal for business or pleasure.
Every room has private
dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every venience.
modern
Fine foodscon-at
reasonable prices. Convenient parking for your car.
Chas. Danziger, Mgr.
Eugene Stern, Pres.
The "Doorway of Hospitality"
Vine
at Hollywood
Blvd
HOLLYWOOD

VG)
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Short Shots from Eastern Studios
Denver — Fire, Saturday night, ap- sides remodeling, Courter is installing RCA High Fidelity sound.
parently caused by defective wiring,
caused $15,000 damage to the Oriental theater. Several hundred were
Pratt, Kan. — The Kansas theater,
in the theater, but marched out in on which Mr. and Mrs. Charles Barorderly manner when told of the
ron recently ,spent $5,000 remodeling, has opened.
fire by one of the owners, A. P.
Archer. Charles G. Doty, director
Manchester, N. H. — The Crown
of publicity, was burned when he
tried to fight the fire with extin- theater has reopened.
guishers.
Milbury, Mass. — The Town Hall
Lincoln, Neb. — Henry Fear, city ha,s reopened for pictures.
manager for Westland Theaters
Maynard, Mass. — The Colonial has
here (Kiva and Rialto), was replaced last week by Temple DeVil- been opened by Burton Coughlin.
biss, formerly of Greeley, Colo. Fear
Los Angeles — Howard Stubbins,
goes back to the Rialto, Pueblo,
local exchange manager, has sold
Colo., it is understood.
the entire Monogram 1934-35 program of 20 features to the Pantages
Springfield Mass. — The Broadway
will reopen Sept. 14 with a first- Hollywood theater for first-runs.
run policy.
New Orleans — Reports reaching
here that Saenger Theaters plan to
Hartford, Conn. — Poll's Palace is regain the Temple, Meridian, which
reopening Sept. 14 with a stage it released upon entering receivershow and films.
ship, continue unconfirmed. The
house is at present under manageHartford, Conn. — Princess Theament of Al Yeoman, who is planter Corp., recently formed, has taken
ning to construct another.
a five-year lease on the Princess.
Martin H. Keleher, president and
Ratoff Returning in October
treasurer of the new corporation
Gregory Ratoff will return to
continues as manager.
New York from England about Oct.
1, and will go directly to Hollywood
Boston — The Hollywood theater in to make three pictures. Ratoff origCharlestown will be opened Sept. 16
inally went to London to make a
by G. G. Solomon who also runs picture for Gaumont - British, but
the Thompson Square there.
has stayed to appear in five. He
may return to London after comBristol, N. H. — The Gem has been
pleting his Hollywood engagements.
taken over by Allard Graves of
White River Junction, Vt.
Kidnap Story Called Hoax
Kansas City, Kan. — Mrs. Laura
Lincoln, Neb. — Vaudeville in its Ellis, beauty shop operator who had
second week at the Orpheum boost- reported she was kidnaped as a
ed the average business in that spot threat against her friend, W. Lee
something like 400 per cent over the
Vaughan, operator of a non-union
straight picture policy which held theater, has told federal agents that
throughout the summer
her stories were a hoax.
Lubbock, Tex. — Griffith & Lindsey
have opened the New Palace theater.
Milwaukee — Jim Luntzel, former
press agent for the Palace, which
continues dark, is now advance man
for the "Bowery" show produced by
Balaban & Katz, Chicago.

Farm Film to Be Shown
"Sheriffed," three-reeler dealing
with the farmer's struggle for a
livelihood, is scheduled for showing
Friday at the headquarters of the
Film & Photo League, 12 East
17th St.

Lieberman Running 3 in Lowell
Lowell, Mass. — In addition to the
Kansas City — Earl Courter, who Rialto, managed by Norman Glassoperates theaters in Hamilton and man, the Fred E. Lieberman circuit
Gallatin, is reopening the Odeon in recently opened the Capitol and VicHardin, closed for some time. Betory with Jerry Jerome as manager.

RapsCoast"Scarlet
Ban
IVrst
Bur., THELetter"
FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Blacklisting of Majestic's
"Scarlet Letter" by the Legion of Decency is criticised as unfair by Larry
Darmour, who produced it, in an Associated Press statement. Darmour pointed out that if the picture deserves to
be blacklisted, the Hawthorne novel
from which it was taken also should be
barred from schoolrooms where it has
long been a classic.

"British Agent" Opens St. L. House
St. Louis — Warners have set
"British Agent" as the initial attraction for the Orpheum, which
opens Saturday.
Epidemic Stops Juvenile Trade
Olympia — As a precaution against
spread of infantile paralysis, chiling. dren under 18 have been barred
from movies here for the time be-

By CHARLES
JOCATION shots on the Harold B.
Franklin production, "Gambling," starring George M. Cohan
and featuring Wynne Gibson and
Dorothy Burgess, start today with
the Olympic liner docks as the locale. Rowland V. Lee is directing
the feature, which is being made
at the Eastern Service studio in
Astoria for Fox release.

Mentove. Productions, Inc., will
put into work today at the Biograph
studios in the Bronx for Universal
release, "At the Mike," a two-reel
short featuring Baby Rose Marie,
Aunt Jemina, The Giersdorff Sisters, Benny Ross, Honeyboy and
Sassafrass, Ford and Bond, and
Maxine Stone. Milton Schwartzwald
will direct, with Joe Bannon assisting and Frank Zucker in charge of
the cameras.

ALICOATE
The two-reel short featuring Hairy Gribbon and George Shelton t(
be produced and directed by A
Christie for Educational release, i
scheduled to get under way Monday
at the Eastern Service studio it
Astoria.

•

George Noffka, production super
visor who recently resigned as th
head of the American branch oi
Andre DeBrie, equipment manufac
turers, has joined the productior
staff of the Eastern Service studio
in Astoria.

•

Location

Notes

on

the Hecht

MacArthui' production starring Jim*
my Savo, adroitly cast in tht,
role of an itinerant gypsy mounte*
bank with a cast of principals iw

eluding
WhitneyBalieff,
Bourne,
"Cissie'.
Loftus, Nikita
George
Aw
dre, and a blonde miss of 16 knowi
only under the name of "Teddy
Armstrong . . . George Diaz chasing
Rosco Ates, who recently finished from cowbarn to cowbarn checking
"So You Won't T-T-T-Talk," a two- on his battery of lights . . . Arthu
reel Vitaphone comedy, is scheduled Rosson doing a daily Paul Rever
to start work tomorrow in his sec- aboard a black charger . . . Jo<
ond Vitaphone comedy at the com- Kane, sound man, considerably irket
pany's Brooklyn studio. A strong at times by the noises of the quie
cast is being assembled to support countryside . . . Jack Shalitt takm;
the star, who will be directed by something more beside productio
stills.
Lloyd French.
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Warners Ready to Boost Admissions, Say sBernhard
200 Books
Bought
for Screen
18 Months
HEW
FOX 'METROP
OLITAN
COMMITinTEELastT0JILE
PLAN
Gaumont-British
... at Shepherd's Bush
=S=

By JACK

ALICOATE

ONDON, ENG.— Just
■ old Colonel is not
e surface, he has dug
id historical fact that

=

to prove that the
merely scratching
up the interesting
the first studio to

': erected in these tight little isles was
| the site now occupied by the big
lumont-British plant at Shepherd's Bush,
me half-hour by tram and possibly ten
tinutes shorter by motor from the heart
I London. This Gaumont-British produc>n workshop is probably the most imsing of the lot over here. It is built of
ick, is some seven stories high, and
jvers more than a quarter of a block.
ilorful, uniformed guards stand sentry at
< the entrances. Once one is inside, busies, and nothing else but, is in the air.

A/E

WERE

fortunate in finding our old

;"'friend, Mickey Balcon, in charge of
e studio. Under his intelligent and symrheric guidance we inspected this modn plant from stem to stern. It is ultra
•'idem in every respect. During the
i ning twelve months this outfit will make
But 24 features. The majority will cost
proximately $500,000 each. Pictures
id international appeal will be the keyite. When under full sail the studio
■ ploys upwards of 1,000 in help. Salaries
i along the line range considerably under
C's. George Arliss is just starting to
Siot "The Iron Duke" (Wellington). It
*jl be released in the States about the
flit of the year. It will be the most
oensive picture produced in England to
we. Arliss has just signed to do two
4rt for Gaumont-British in 1935. They
eject big things of "Power." It cost
a pretty penny and opens here in the
V:st End shortly. It is booked into the
'isic Hall in New York.

'HERE is no doubt that this outfit knows
where it is going. Important executives in
(iirnonr- British scheme of things include
fcthael Balcon at the studio in charge of
Auction, and C. M. Woolf and Mark
prer as joint managers
(Continued

on

Page

of corporation
2)

$2,000,000 Paid, Averaging $10,000 a StoryMystery Cycle Seen
Approximately 200 books were acquired for the screen in the period
from Jan. 1, 1933, to July 1, 1934,
and the amount paid for them aggregated around $2,000,000 or an
average of $10,000 a story, according to a compilation by William
James Fadiman, former Columbia
story editor and now with Leland
Hayward, Inc.
In an article
Publishers'
(Continuedforon "The
page 10)

Roxy-Rialto Get 58 Films
The Roxy-Rialto film buying combine
has already acquired 58 pictures from
major companies and is currently dickering fo 27 others which it is estimated
will meet the needs of both theaters
till Sept. 1, 1935, when the pooling
agreement expires, it was said yesterday
by Harry
Arthur.

BOB SISK TO ASSIST
MCDONOUGH ON COAST

Saul Rogers Forming New
Group of Fox Met.
Bondholders
A new bondholders' committee for
the Fox Metropolitan Playhouses
will be formed by Saul E. Rogers
in event the proposed reorganization plan to be submitted by the
present bondholders' committee
proves unsatisfactory to the court.
In a statement to Film Daily made
yesterday immediately after the Fox
Metropolitan hearing before Fedsaid:
eral Judge Julian W. Mack, Rogers

Robert F. Sisk resigned yesterday
"I represent bondholders with
as advertising director of RKO to
become assistant to J. R. McDon- about $500,000 holdings, and in order to expedite the culmination of
ough, president of RKO-Radio Pic- the whole matter I shall most cer(Continued on page 10)
tures. Sisk's headquarters will be
at the RKO studios in Hollywood.
He will leave with his family for
the coast next week. Advertising
departments
of Radio Pictures and
Virtually all major companies are
understood to be giving thought to RKO theaters will become separate
Broadway stage production as a entities, with S. Barrett McCormick
of the onpicture
company
source of screen material, with one in charge(Continued
Page 7)
outfit, Twentieth Century, definitely
Under its expansion program, Naembarked upon legit presentation.
tional Screen Service is understood
"The Red
Cat," financed by the Gaumont-British Signs
(Continued en page 10)
contemplating
a plan to centralize
Distribution by Fox physical distribution
of trailers. If
Deal whereby Fox will handle the venture materializes, facilities
United Artists Closes
distribution of Gaumont- organized will handle both its own
Two Circuit Contracts physical
British product was officially an- pi-oduct and those made by distributors themselves.
United Artists has closed product
nounced yesterday by G-B. The
deals with Randforce Amusement British company has organized its
There (Continued
seems to onbePage
but 10)little posdepartment to deal diCorp., Brooklyn circuit, and Fox's own sales
rectly with exhibitors. Branch
Rocky Mountain circuit, it was announced yesterday by Al Lichtman, managers and salesmen will be sta- Philly Delegation Attends
tioned (Continued
at the various
Fox exchanges,
vice-president and general manager
on page 10)
Hearing on Zoning Case
of U. A.
About 25 persons, including a
delegation of Philadelphia territory
exhibitors, attended a hearing held
on the Philadelphia zoning and
clearance schedule by a Code Authority's appeals committee yesterday when
a complaint instituted by
(Continued on Page 10)
Provided independent competitors
Soviets Place Orders Here
will go along on the plan, Warner
Amkino has placed an order for about
theaters stand ready to raise admisJersey Duals Up Today
$25,000 worth of film equipment with
sion prices, Joe Bernhard, general
Developments in the plan to eliminate
Bell & Howell and expects within the
terday.
manager,
told The Film Daily yesdual bills from Northern New Jersey

MAJOR COMPANIES
EYE STAGE ACTIVITY

SEEK TOlNTRALIZE
TRAILER DISTRIBUTION

Admission Boost by Warners
Contingent on Competitors

next few days to receive from Moscow
an order authorizing purchase of a
number of projection
machines.

"There is no reason why prices
should not(Ccntinued
be increased,"
Bernon Page said
7)

will be discussed at a meeting of
Allied Theaters of New Jersey today
at its quarters
in the Hotel
Lincoln.

oing
Thursday, Sept. 13, 19
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Gaumont-British

Darryl Zanuck Schedules
First Five to Start
West Coast Bureau of THE

...

at Shepherd's Bush

(Continued from Page 1)
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affairs, devoting most of their time to distribution. Jeffrey Bernerd is ambassador
extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary
with full powers for America. GaumontBritish is in the hands of experienced,
competent men. It is a powerful company, not only here in Britain, but throughout the world. And it will become more
important
as time goes on.

First of 1934-35 Lineup
Is Started by Chesterfield
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

FILM

Hollywood — Following "The
Mighty Barnum", with Wallace
Beery, now getting ready to start
shooting as the first 20th Century
producion for the new United Artists lineup, Darryl Zanuck has
scheduled "Clive of India", with
Ronald Colman; "Call of the Wild",
with Fredric March; "Red Cat",
with Maurice Chevalier, and "Cardinal Richelieu", with George Arliss.
Zanuck is trying to get Bob (Believe-It-Or-Not) Ripley to supervise
assembling of oddities for "Bar-

DAILY

Hollywood — George R. Batcheller
3 Eastman Promotions
has put "The Curtain Falls" in work num".
Rochester — Directors of Eastman
as the first release on the 1934-35
Chesterfield program. Henrietta Kodak yesterday elected Albert F.
Crosman is starred, with Dorothy Sulzer vice-pi'esident in charge of
Lee, John Darrow, Natalie MoorPark, Eastman's largest
head, William Bakewell Dorothy Kodak
plant, of which he formerly was
Revier, Jameson Thomas and Holmes manager. Dr. C. E. Kenneth Mees,
Herbert in support. Charles La- who was director of research and
mont is directing the picture at the development, was elected a vicePathe studios.
president in charge of that department. Herman C. Sievers, who was
general sales manager, has been
I.T.O.A. to Dissect
vice-president in charge of
New Season Product elected
sales and advertisement, succeeding
New season product lineups will Lewis B. Jones, deceased.
be dissected by the I. T. O. A. at
a general, special meeting Monday
Jack Warner Flies East
at the Hotel Astor. Plans for the
Jack L. Warner is arriving in
athering were made at a regular
session of the New York exhibitor New York today by plane from Holunit yesterday.
lywood.
Reopening
55th St. Playhouse
G-B Signs 3 Salesmen
Max Goldberg will reopen the 55th
Three salesmen have been engaged so far by Gaumont-British Street Plavhouse on Sept. 25 with
in connection with its plan to handle in invitation performance of "The
its own sales in this country. Rube Blue Light," DuWorld release.
Wilson, formerly with Educational,
Mrs. Mayer Out of Danger
has just joined the G-B sales force.
Paris — Mrs. Louis B. Mayer was
RKO Gets More Mysteries
reported out of danger at the AmerWest Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
ican Hospital vesterday. She has
Hollywood — More Stuart Palmer been laid up with double pneumonia.
mysteries are to be filmed by RKO,
which has bought "The Puzzle of
Plan Reception for Johnson
the Pepper Tree" and taken options
A
will be given to Gen
on "The Puzzle of the Silver Per- Hugh reception
S. Johnson at Carnegie Hall
sian" and another not yet titled. tomorrow
setup.
upon
his arrival to deEdna May Oliver and James Glealiver a radio talk on the new NRA
son will again be teamed in "Puzzle
of the Pepper Tree," with Kenneth
Macgowan
supervising.
Femmes March on Ampa
Metro Buys Clements Ripley Story
Femme nress agents are marshallWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
;ng female pHendance for today's
Hollywoed — Another story by A. M. P. A. luncheon and meeting
Clements Ripley, "Sehoy, Ahoy!" when subject of admitting women
nautical yarn published in "Cosmo- to regular membership is expected
politan Magazine," has been bought +o come up for action.
by M-G-M. David Hampton set the
deal. Metro recently bought Rip- Duals. Shorts at Schreiber House
ley's "A Lady Comes to Town."
Detroit — Triple features are not
b^ing shown at Jacob Schreiber's
Audio Doing Trick Photography
Rlackstone theater, f>s reported.
Audio Productions, which did the House does offer double features
trick photography for the Hecht- and shorts, but not three full-length
MacArthur feature, "Crime With- pictures at one time, it is nointed
out Passion," is now at work on out by Dr. L. L. Krauss, of the Efthe new Martin Johnson picture.
ficiency Department.
Print of Fairbanks Film Arrives
A print of "Private Life of Don
Juan," Douglas Fairbanks' pictures
produced by London Films, arrived
yesterday on the Olympic.

Warner's
Coast
Bweau ofBuyTHE "Slim"
FILM DAILY
Hollywood — "Slim" a novel by
William Wister Haines, has been
purchased by Warners.
West
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MR.
and
MRS.
JULES
BRULATOUR
(r
Hampton)
return
from
abroad
today
on
Rex.
JAMES DUNN has arrived at the Ritz T<
from
the Coast.
MRS.
DAVID
Europe
yesterday
leave immedately

SELZNICK
returned
on
the
Olympic
and
for Hollywood.

t

EDDIE CRAVEN, member of the "Sailor,
ware" stage cast, leaves at the end of I
week for the coast to report for work
the Paramount
studios.
MRS. MILLARD WEBB (Mary Eaton) ii
the Hotel Warwick from Hollywood Web
expected
to join her shortly.
FRANK JOYCE of the Selznick-Joyce ag
arrives in New York today on the Lafay
from
abroad.
GLENN

ANDERS,

Broadway

player who

m

his screen
in and
RKO's returns
"By
Your
has
finished debut
his role
to NewLea
this week
by plane for a Theater Guild |
BARBARA KENT and HARRY EDINGTON'
Europe.
pect to leave the coast this week en routi
MRS.
AD
SCHULBERG
arrives
this week
from
the coast.

in

New

WILLIAM W. SULLIVAN, Fox represent
in South America, has returned to Pai
after a two-month vacation in New Ji
and
New
England.
Los

CHARLES
CABALLERO
Angeles.
SOL

LESSER

is due

is in New

in New

York

York
next v

CARL LAEMMLE,
president of Universal,
has spent
the last three
months
in a
bined
vacation
and
business
trip in Eu
returns
tomorrow
on the Leviathan.
Hll
accompanied
by his assistant,
JOE
WEIL, |
his secretary,
JACK
ROSS.
wood.
JOHN ZANFT is in New York from H
MAE MURRAY
tions of working
IRWIN
Coast.

is in New
in a show.

GELSEY

is in New

York with ii
York

fromi

L. P. WILLIAMS, art director for Bl
& Dominions, arrives today on the Lafayi
After several days in New York, he goal
United
Artists
before
returning
to En9

Great Lakes, Buffalo, in Shi;
Buffalo — Bob Murphy has
transferred from the Court St
to the Great Lakes as house r
ager since the return of the la
house to the Shea lineup. It
to have been operated by A3
Hayman, but arrangements alr>
overnight returned it to Bui
Theaters, Inc., successor to S
Amusement Corp. Walter Lei
is
acting as manager for the G
Street.
Baum,
West

Crothers

Signed

Coast Bureau of THE

by M-<|
FILM

D/

Hollywood — New
contracts
Rachel Crothers and Vicki B|]
are announced by M-G-M. They |
write originals.
19 Appeals Up Today
Nineteen
hearings
on
appeals
frol
local clearance
and
zoning
plans wif
be set by the Code
Authority
at
meeting today.
Appeals will be heai|
by committees
of three.

In almost every engagement in which the
have demonstrated at the box-office thai
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Nice work by Miss Courtney and the
Gale girl, as well as Jarrett, although the song numbers in this
instance
are not up to some of the
former tunes.

DIALOGUE

Lee Tracy, Helen Mack, David Holt,
"DIE FREUNDIN EINES GROSSEN
Helen Morgan
MANNES" ("The Girl Friend of a Big
Paramount
67 mins.
Man"), in German; produced by Ufa;
NEW KID DISCOVERY, DAVID HOLT, directed by Paul Wegener; with Kaethe
IS HIGHLIGHT OF PLEASING HUMAN
von Nagy, Karl Ludwig Diehl, et al. At
the 79th St. Theater.
INTEREST STORY ABOUT SHOWFOLK.
Amusing comedy about an actress who
If only for the presence in the cast of
little David Holt, a youngster who is easily arrives on the scene incognito, when the
leading
lady of a theatrical troupe walks
comparable to Shirley Temple in his appeal to fan popularity, this picture is very out, and puts the show over.
much worth while. Everybody who sees
"DAS BLAUE VOM HIMMEL" ("The
this kid will be talking about him, with
consequent benefit to the box-office. Story Blue from the Sky"), in German; produced
by Aafa; directed by Victor Janson; with
is about a group of vaudeviliians. When
Martha Eggert, Herman Thimig, et al.
David's father dies, his mother, Helen Distributed by Danubia Pictures. At the
Mack, teams up in an act with the two- Yorkville Theater.
timing Arthur Pierson, who is disliked by
A very agreeable musical romance reDavid. Lee Tracy, a comedian, is David's
volving around a pretty ticket seller in a
pal and hero. Lee had broken up his act
Berlin subway station and a daring aviator
with Helen Morgan because he felt that who wins her as his bride.
drinking habits hindered her career. David's stepfather puts the boy in a military
"MY WIFE THE MISS," in Hungarian;
school, where he is unhappy, and when produced by Erno Gaal; directed by Stethe mother falls to death from a swing
ven Szekely; with Irene Agai, Gabor Ranwhile doing her act, on the night her hus- jay, Paul Javor, Ella Gombaszogi, et al. At
the
Tobis
Theater.
band is to desert her, there is a tear-jerking sequence in which Lee goes to the
Entertaining comedy about an arranged
boy, tries to tell him the situation, and marriage in which the girl is married ofr
winds up by reuniting with Helen and by her gay father, a widower, so he can
rake another wife.
taking the boy with them.
Cast: Lee Tracy, Helen Mack, Helen
"PETERSBURG NIGHTS", in Russian,
Morgan, Lynne Overman, David Holt, Arthur Pierson, Edwin Stanley, Dean Jagger, with tnghsh titles; produced by ioyuzIrene Ware, Lou Cass, Max Mack, Mary tilm; directed by r. M. DostoevsKy; witn
K. Tarasovna, B. Dobron Ravo, A. borunot,
Owen, Rev. Neal Dodd, Irving Bacon.
Director, Alfred Werker; Author, Eliza- et al. Distributed by Amkmo. At the
Theater.
beth Alexander; Screen Play, Grover Jones, Cameo
William Slavens McNutt, Walte DeLeon;
Based on two Dostoyevsky novels, this
Music and Lyrics, Sam Coslow; Cameraman,
is an excellent dramatic story with musLeo Tover; Recording Engineer, Harry Mills;
ical accompaniment, very abiy acted ana
directed.
I heme involves tne revolution
Editor, Dcane Harrison.
Direction, Fine.
Photography, Fine.
and there is an angle of romance between
an oppressed violinist and a Russian girl.
"CHARLIE
CHAN
IN LONDON" The native types are particularly interwith Warner Oland, Drue Leyton,
esting and the photography is unusual.
Alan Mowbray
Fox
79 mins.
TYPICAL CHARLIE CHAN MURDER
MYSTERY SHOULD PROVE GENERALLY
SATISFYING TO THESE FANS.
"Hollywood,
We Come"
with ArthurHere
Jarrett
and
Although Warner Oland is the only name
Inez Courtney
of any consequence in the cast of the
latest Charlie Chan adventure, the mystery Columbia
20 mins.
which he is called upon to unravel is quite
Very Good Musical
neatly concocted and should have no
Archie Goettler, as writer and dit ouble pleasing the followers of this serrector, delivers another topnotch lities. Just as he is about to leave London
tle musical in this two-reeier, again
fcr his Honolulu home, Chan is prevailed demonstrating a knack for freshness
upon by the distraught Drue Leyton to un- of idea and ability to set things in
dertake the case of her brother who is motion and keeping them going ai
sentenced to die for a murder of which a nice clip througnout the iooiage.
he is innocent. The crime took place on For story background, this one has

SHORTS

Alan
v^ied
Chan
crime

Mowbray's country estate, where a
assortment of personages are guests.
goes to the scene, reconstructs the
and uncovers one of the least suspected persons as the murderer.
Cast: Warner Oland, Drue Leyton, Raymond Mil land. Mona Barrie, Alan Mowbray, Murray Kinnell, Douglas Waltcn, Walter Johnson, E E, Give, George Barraud,
Madge Bellamy, David Torrence, John Rogers, Paul England, Elsa Buchanan, Perry
Ivins.
Director, Eugene Forde; Screen Play,
Phillip MacDonald, based on Earl Derr Big-

gers' character, Charlie Chan; Cameraman,
L W. O'Connell; Recording Engineer, E.
Clayton Ward; Editor, Irene Mccre.
Direction, Good. Photography, A-l.

the situation ot a couple of girls,
Inez Courtney and one of the Gale
quadruplets, with correspondence
scnool diplomas as ".stars," trekking
to Hollywood to crash the movies.
Lacking funds, they ride the
freights, encountering a radio-screen
star, Art Jarrett, who also is riding
the rods to Hollywood incognito in
order to avoid autograph hounds.
The girls, not recognizing Art, razz
him and praise the tramp. Later
chey meet again in Hollywood, where
Art puts the girls into his movie.
Some novelty musical specialties are
performed by Jarrett and the hoboes
in the freight car, with other musical embellishments also interspersed.

and SHORTS

"Jock and Jill"
Morgan Dennis Prod.
10 mins.
Dog Novelty
A tale of two little black Scotty
pups owned by an artist who is
about to be dispossessed for lack of
rent. Off-stage dialog has the pups
carrying on part of the explanatory conversation. They learn
through a conversation between the
artist and his wife that their pedigreed mother died and left a fortune of 100 grand that the mistress
had bestowed on her pet. So the two
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from a camera angle has even tx
done in a short. Robert Bri
cameraed the art study with a t
artistic sensitivity. The three-co
Technicolor process makes this
standout. The symphonic orches
was directed by Rosario Bourd
playing the selections, "Cielito L
do" and "La Golondrina" which p.
fectly interpret the morning s
evening motifs of the subject.

Moods)
In A(Musical
Monastery
Garden"
Audio Productions
7 mi
Delightful
A beautiful camera study of
Southern California monastery f
turing the famous musical com"
sition, "In A Monastery Gardei
by Albert W. Ketelby. Robert;
Bruce,
the camera artist, caught 1
pups
the lawyer'swhich
officesaves
and
claim go
thetoinheritance,
mood of this melody perfectly
the daytress.for
their master
Good number
for all and
loversmisof the lens shows the monks cross:
garden on the way to their
animals, especially pups. Directed the
votions in the little chapel. Thl
by Lynn Shores at the West Coast voices are heard blending with
Studios.
harmony as they disappear. D^
in the new three-color Technicc
"Manchuria"
process. The color work is gor
Beaux Arts Prod.
9 mins. ous. The symphonic orchestra
Scenic
under direction of Rosario Bourd
Norman Brokenshire does the
narration on a film of Manchuria
(Musical Moods)
of the present day. The camera
7 mi
covers the industrial life of this Audio Productions
Fingal's
Cave"
A High Spot
oriental country, showing the treThe moods of the sea are tra.
mendous developments through modern machinery and industrial meth- lated graphically and harmoniou
ods. The life and customs of the through the classic composition
people are also presented, as well Felix Mendelssohn-Bartholdy, "I
as activities of the school children gal's
Cave," played by a sympho
who are remarkably well trained in orchestra under the direction
athletic exercises.
Hans Lange. Photographed like I
rest of this series in three-co
Technicolor, which portrays the se
"Special
Messengers"
varying lights and shades gorj
British Instructional
Novelty Films
11 mins. ously. Robert C. Bruce did the p';
tography. A dazzling selection
The highly developed sport of gorgeous seascapes has caught evs
pigeon racing as indulged in mood of the ocean from rippl
throughout England is presented in calm to thundering tempest,
a very interesting film. The narra- these have been cunningly editeN
perfectly with
tor describes every step in the busi- synchronize
ness of breeding and training pig- score of the musical compositj
Here
is
a
picture
that will provi
eons for their races, that are participated in by hundreds of pigeon delight to a wide diversity of t
fanciers everywhere. Great mech- ater patrons, as it holds so mi
anical ingenuity is employed in genuine entertainment in marvel
identifying the birds with special color, music and natural
ring markers, and a time clock de- beauty.
It will program.
prove the high s'
vice that cannot be tampered with. on any shorts
In this way the birds are clocked
although landing at scattered places Kiddie Shows in Butterfield Hou^
many miles apart and the winner
Grand Rapids, Mich. — Success
picked without any difficulty.
the "Okay Kiddie Show" at the
gent here, under direction of Wj
ter J. Norris, house manager,
"Mexican Idyl"
led Butterfield circuit to inaugur
(Musical Moods)
similar shows in several Michi|
Audio Productions 7 mins. cities.
Beautiful
Penna. Dog Racing Bill
The story of a dream-day done in
the open, the motif being a Mexican
Philadelphia — Members of the
maid and her man attending a flock P. T. 0. of Eastern Pa. hear tl
of sheep. It opens with shots of a bill to legalize the sport in Pe |>
the sky and the hills, then the sheep sylvania is being prepared for
going to pasture. Then through the troduction in their state legislati
lazy summer day to dusk as the Dog tracks lately have been giv
sheep are slowly driven home again. New
Jersey exhibitors a lot
Nothing more artistic and beautiful trouble.
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WARNER PRICE BOOST
UP TO COMPETITORS
g5j|
(Continued from Page
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Jiard. "Due to the code, costs have
slubstantially gone up, and furtherMore in some instances we are even
Ljibsorbing the admission tax without passing it on to patrons."

Arranging Screen Tests
In Mono.-Agfa Contest

A Arrangements are now under way
(o make tests of all the outstanding
jii.ispirants in the Monogram Agfa
jJhance-for-Hollywood contest which
Jonies to a close on September 15.
j;Jlose to 100,000 snapshots have been
deceived from all parts of the country from boys, girls, men and woJlnen of all ages and types. Negotiations are being made with various studios in all leading key cities
J'f the country to take tests locally
If all likely contestants. These tests
rjjrill then be forwarded to Hollywood
jfo be screened by the judges who
include Trem Carr, Carl Laemmle,
Jr., Eric von Stroheim, Cecil B. De
.Mille, Marion Gering, Norman Taulog, Norman McLeod, Mitchell Lei[jen, George White, George Melford,
'harles B. Lang and Lee Garmes.
DuWorld
Gets Irish Talker
DuWorld has acquired U. S. disribution rights to "Norah O'Neale,"
he second production of Clifton
Hurst Productions and the first talking picture made in Ireland. DuBVorld is now handling "Tell-Tale
Heart," first of the Hurst produeions.
Hurst Productions has an ambiious schedule including "Joan of
pc," "Wuthering Heights," for
jjvhich Nancy Carroll is being
ought;Tallulah
"Mary, Bankhead
Queen of may
Scots,"
which
do,
I nd "Attila, the Hun."
• Zoning Advisors Meet Monday
I Manhattan and upstate advisory
pmmittee on clearance and zoning
'ill meet Monday under the recent
lode Authority ruling reconvening
[loning boards, to hear the comllaint of the Hastings Theater,
jlastings, vs. RKO Strand, Yonkers,
jharging unfair clearance.
Korda to Film "Joseph"
i London — Alexander Korda of
London Films has bought world
tights to "Joseph and His Brethren,"
'jy
Mann, and
dickering
lor Thomas
either Fredric
Marchis or
Leslie
toward to play the lead. Mann is
I Nobel Prize winner.
(Ken Tallmadge at Lansing House
Flint, Mich. — Kenneth Tallmadge
f Lansing will manage the Palace,
utterfield house, reopening Saturay after having been closed two
ears.
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•
•
• AFTER
TEN
years with Paramount
Sam
Dembow, Jr. has decided to make a change he is going
with National Screen Service about Oct. 1 as General Manager
thus he enters into a sort of partnership with his old pal
Herman Robbins, prexy of that trailer organization these
two grew up together in the film biz for the past 21 years
they both started with Fox when it was just a film rental company and since then both these gents have left their impress large and clear on the Motion Picture Scene
and you
can take it from us
from confidential info we are not at
liberty to disclose
in the new setup together again they
will be more in the picture than ever
•
•
• BASED ON his long and varied experience in the
theater end
Mister Dembow has some very weighty assets
and Definite Ideas to bring to the highly specialized business of
making trailers
he says, for instance
"We hope to be
able to demonstrate to the exhibitor that scenes from the picture are not always necessary to sell it. Sometimes words can
better describe and create more interest than actual scenes from
the picture."
he is convinced that the Trailer runs the
newspaper ad a close second in publicity value
you KNOW
your customers are reading your trailer message on the screen
you GUESS as to the number who read your newspaper ad.
•
•
• A SHORT history for the book covering Sam Dembow's career
for the gent IS Important
Started with
Fox in 1913 as a salesman quit after nine years with the
post of assistant general sales manager
became District
Manager for Goldwyn on the Coast with Jimmie Grainger
his boss as General Sales Manager joined with Herbert
L. Rothschild in San Francisco to promote the Rothschild Enterprises when Rothschild sold out to Paramount,
they
broutrht Mister Dembow to New York as the buyer for all their
rapidly expanding theater interests
that was in 1925
so
with 10 years in Distribution and 11 years in Exhibition
he is well equipped for his new job that demands an exhaustive knowledge of both
•
•
• MEDAL AWARD to W. Ray Johnston
prexy
of Monogram
was made by George Hecht, editor of "Parents' Magazine"
for the company's production of "A Girl
of the Limberlost"
which reminds us that the pressbook
prepared under direction of Ed Finney is one of the most elaborate, complete and practical of its kind
the book is in
four sections
and hasn't missed a thing in the way of
merchandising aids to the exhib
• • • QUITE A turnout of theatrical folk for the opening
of Paramount's "You Belong to Me"
at the Rialto
and Manager Ed Lenihan was busy renewing acquaintances
with Blossom Seely, Bennie Fields, Jack Benny, Mary Livingston, Louis Shurr, Arthur Lyons and others Mrs. Seth Low,
of the Famous Seth Low family of New York history, has joined
the Fox story dep't under John Mock
• • • THE RUN of "Cimarron" at the Criterion on
Broadway has demonstrated conclusively that a revival of
this pix was welcomed by a raft of folks
Clarence E. Boykin, amusement crit of the Richmond "Times-Dispatch," is back
on the job after his honeymoon Frank Capra, now a guest
of
Cook
the for
comic's
home in New Jersey, leaves New
YorkJoelate
thisatweek
the Coast
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BOB SISK TO ASSIST
MCDONOUGH ON COAST
(Continued from Page 1)

advertising and publicity, while
John A. Dowd will head the theater
company department. Sisk joined
RKO three years ago. He had been
general press representative for
the Theater Guild for seven years.

Seven Release Dates Set
By Warner-First National

General release dates on seven of
the 12 productions that are completed at present have been set by Warner-First National. They are:
Sept.
15, and
"British
with Sept.
Kay
Francis
LeslieAgent",
Howard;
22, "Case of the Howling Dog",
with Warren William and Mary
Astor;
Sept. 29,Stanwyck,
"A Lost Ricardo
Lady",
with Barbara
Cortez, Frank Morgan and Lyle Talbot; Oct. 6, "Big Hearted Herbert",
with Guy Kibbee, Aline MacMahon
and Patricia Ellis; Oct. 31, "Kansas City Princess", with Joan Blondell, Glenda Farrell, Robert Armstrong and Hugh Herbert; Oct. 21,
"Happiness Ahead", with Dick
Powell and Josephine Hutchinson;
Oct. 27, "I Sell Anything", with Pat
O'Brien,
Claire Dodd and Ann
Dvorak.
Attending Dinner to Mochrie
Warner Bros, and other executives
will go to Philadelphia Monday
night to attend a dinner given by
exhibitors of that territory in honor
of Bob "Mochrie, former local branch
manager for Warners, who recently
was named assistant to A. W. Smith,
Jr., divisional sales manager. Attendance at the party, which will
take place at the Hotel Bellevue,
will include Smith, Gradwell L.
Sears S. Charles Einfeld and others.
Plan Philly Mass Meet on Rentals
Philadelphia — Ben Golder's Independent Exhibitors association is
contemplating calling an exhibitor
mass meeting here in its campaign
to protest against film rentals which
it considers unreasonable. Drive is
particularly aimed at 40 and 50 per
cent percentage demands. The unit
may also use its screens to solicit
patron support in its drive.
Zanft Here on Agency Deal
John Zanft, former Fox Theaters
Corp. executive, may represent
Romm, Meyers & Scheuing, agents,
at the Coast. He is now in New
Yorkdeal.
from Hollywood to negotiate
the
American Seating Cuts Loss
American Seating Co. reports net
loss of $120,779 after all charges
for the six months ended June 30,
compared with loss of $248,747 in
the corresponding period last year.
Loss for the second quarter was
$39,474 against $106,150 last year.
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I his .is the story of Columbia's opening picture on the new
^
^
™
^
CRITICISM
PRESS
S
UNANIMOU
s program
*
*
*
*
Every now and then a picture proves a natural
This is a
^
^
^
^

atural. Its performance in the few days that have elapsed' since it
'pened is conclusive proof.
n RADIO

CITY MUSIC

HALL, New

PUBLIC

OPINION

York, One Hundred and

rhy-Five Thousand people have flocked to see the picture. On
Monday of the current week the picture broke ail records for mid/eek business in the history of the theatre. It is held over for a
Bcond week.
n San Francisco the capacity of the Orpheum

Theatre has

een taxed throughout the past seven days and the picture is held over.
The same story applies to Los Angeles where crowds have
ontinuously thronged the Paramount Theatre and the picture is
gain held over.

«w

In all three spots the newspapers have been unanimous in
eir praise and audience reaction has startled each of the three
eatre managements.

/^VASfc*

That's success three ways — Box-Office, Audience Reaction
nd Unanimous Press Criticism.

^QP*Sfa

S^E

.

Ons JMight of Joy e
Story
SPEARF
Wv by
hv DOROTHY
HOROTHY
WFARF end
and CHARLES
CHARIF^, BEAHAN
RFAHAN
Screen play by S. K LAURFNI
-James Gow and Edmund North

A
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200 BOOKS BOUGHT
WITHIN 18 MONTHS
(Continued from Page 1)

Weekly", Fadiman discusses the importance of the book field as a
source of screen material, pointing
out that it is now supplying more
than one-third of the stories filmed.
Speaking of cycles, Fadiman says
there are indications of an increase
in mystery stories and an increasing public interest in classics and
approved books.

Major Companies
Eye Stage Activity
(Continued from Page 1)

Darryl Zanuck company, opens on
Broadway this Saturday night.
Early season announcements indicate that nearly 90 plays are
scheduled for Broadway showings.
This number will be substantially
increased as the season progresses.

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
By CHARLES
A FTER completing "At the Mike,"
two-reeler, at the Biograph studio
yesterday, Mentone Productions
went right into work on "What
Price George
Georgie",
another
two-reeler
with
Price,
Ramona,
Mills,
Gold & Ray, The Four Ink Spots,
Dave Kraft and the 16 Mentonettes.
Milton Schwartzwald is directing,
with Joe Bannon assisting and
Frank Zucker in charge of the cameras. Universal will release.
"Amazing, Dr. Watson — Elementally Mr. Holmes", wtritten by Johnny
Mercer and Bernie Hanighen, song
writers, will be introduced in George
M. Cohan's "Gambling", which Harold B. Franklin is producing at the
Eastern Service studio in Astoria.

•

William Watson and Arthur Jarrett have completed two stories, as

Seek to Centralize
Trailer Distribution Gaumont-British Signs
Distribution by Fox
(Continued from Page 1)
sibility that for the present, at
least, other majors will join Warner-First National and M-G-M in
making their own trailers. Contracts with first line firms now in
effect have between two and three
years to run.

(Continued from Page

1)

reporting to the G-B office in New
York. First of the new G-B releases will be "Chu Chin Chow",
set for two weeks at the Roxy starting Sept.
21, Hall
while on"Power"
to the
Music
Oct. 4. comes

EVERYTHING
„,„„„ EASY REACH

HOTEL

EDISON
the

Home

of

Filmland

I n the Heart of New York
30 SECONDS

WEST

of BROADWAY

1000 LARGE OUTSIDE
ROOMS. . . Such features as
* 2 clothes closets in each room
* Radio in each room
"fc Circulating Iced Water

MODERN
In Every Detail..
including
from

the

* French

rent

*!!*J5»

"* Chevaly
Full Length
* Excellent Beds

single —

Window

Mirrors

Ventilation

"* Tub and Shower

three attractive popular priced Air Conditioned Restaurants
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JOHN

LOGICAL

HOME

IN NEW

L. HORGAN

YORK
GENERAL

MANAGER
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NEW FOX MET. GROW
WILL FILE A PU

ALICOATE
yet untitled, to be
reelers for release
"Song Hit" series.
be at the Hayes •&

(Continued from Page 1)

made into oneform a new committee
in Educational's tainly
Production will submit what we consider to be
Beall studios.
proper reorganization
plan to
court should the present group
More Hecht -Mac Arthur location to submit a plan, or submit a p
notes: Harold Godsoe thinks that a
is not accepted."
one- armed -paperhanger - with - the - that
Milton C. Weisman, co-recei
seven-year-itch is just a slow motion with William Atkinson for J
picture compared with an assistant Theaters Corp., hinted that he,
director on location . . . Lee Garmes
would submit a reorganization p
in charge of the cameras brooding if none is forthcoming from
moodily when delayed by a coquet- bondholders' committee. Judge
tish sun, or wishing passing air- gave all parties concerned 60 d]
planes a happy landing in an air- in which to submit plans. Cen
pocket . . . Ben Hecht taking off Hanover Bank attorneys asked i
weight walking back and forth from mission of the court to intervene!
the main office to location . . . Bob the proceedings and were grar.
Snody keeping a close check on pro- permission on the provision that:
duction .. . Mickey Hayes tagged as bank temporarily cease all f<!
closure pioceedings on Fox 1
houses.
the
speediest
assistant
. . . and Vincentassistant's
Farrar never
leaving his camera from morning till
Irving Trust Co. was appoiii
permanent trustee for Fox Me>
night.
politan at was
yesterday's
hearing, tij
Philly Delegation Attends company
made temporary
tee Aug. 18.
Hearing
on
Zoning
Case
Weisman petitioned the court
(Continued from Page 1)
Fain Rock theater, operated by Her- leave to have Fox Theaters
bert J. Elliott, against Warner- countants examine the books and<
Stanley's Logan, Colney, Lindley counts of Irving Trust both as:
ceiver and trustee for the defi
and Felton theaters was heard.
Comprising the committee which company. Permission was gran
sat on the case were: George J. over the protest of Archibald
Schaefer, chairman; Leon Rosen- mer, attorney for a bondho
blatt and E. C. Grainger. It rec- group. During the proceeding;
ommended that the Philadelphia was brought out that the total m
board set up a zoning plan for West gage and free cash in the hand:
Philadelphia. Those present at the the trustee as of Sept. 1 was
hearing included: Lewen Pizor, 171,928.71.
Wall Street's interest in the
George Aarons, David Barrist, Herbert Copeland, Harry Waxman and ceedings was made evident whe
Attorney I. Levenson.
representative of the broke*
Other appeals were heard as fol- firm of Munds, Winslow & Po
lows: from Albany clearance board, a?ked the court about the statui
Orpheum theater, Saugerties, N. the Fox Film franchise. J'j
Mack replied that the franchise*
Y., against Walter Reade's theaters remained
with Randforce and Si
in Kingston, N. Y., known as Broadway and Kingston; from Philadel- ras, operators of the circuit.
phia, clearance board, Earl M.
Forte's Ambassador, Philadelphia,
against Benn theater, operated by
Stanley-Warner, and Astor AmuseBOOK
THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
ment Co.'s Astor, Atlantic City,
against
theaters' Colonial,
Atlantic Seashore
City.

Robert McGowan Making
Kid Shorts for Para.
Robert McGowan, formerly with
Hal Roach as a producer, is making
a series of seven single-reel kid
comedies for the Paramount Varieties series of shorts. First picture
to be completed in group, being
made with the three-color Technicolorunder
process, supervision
is "Baby of
Blues."
Work is
Lou
Diamond, in charge of Paramount
short subject production.
"Limberlost" for RKO Boston"
Monogram's "A Girl of the Limberlost" has been booked into the
RKO intheater,
Boston, for its firstrun
that city.

Today:
Annual
convention
of
Fox
Coast Intermountain theater division, B
moor Hotel, Colorado Springs, Colo.
Sept. 14: Clambake, Golf and Dinner-I
of Cleveland
Variety
Club,
Clevelam
Sept. land.
14: Cleveland Variety Club Clam
Bratenahl Lake Shore Country Club, (
Sept.

16:
dan,

North
N. D.

Dakota

Allied

meeting,

Sept. 20: AM P.A. Revels and Luncheon,
tion Picture
Club,
New
York.
Sept. 20: "Night of Stars" benefit under *
pices of United Jewish Appeal in al
German Jews. Yankee Stadium, New t
Nathan Burkan, chairman.
Sept. 2S-27: Annual convention of Allid*
dependent Theater Owners of Wise »■
Hotel
Schroeder,
Milwaukee.
Oct. 1-2: Meeting of G. F. T. A. Indepefl
Atlanta. Owners Ass'n, Robert Fulton IN
Thealer
Oct. 1-3: National Film
Statler Hotel, Detroit.

Carriers conve *
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ion Pact

ft CENT J~

ETUP

is

Week
eavy
For

to Cut Hours

111
'Th«

Improvement
Picted by Kent in
Annual Report

Biro" is pfced by Congress, a
rarjorweek
lm Daily survey shows. Circuit
ecutives are now figuring an a 25
;i" cent
boost
in
overhead,
s e d on the cut of 25 per
nt in working hours from the
©sent NRA maximum of 40 hours,
ccording to one major circuit offial, the average overhead in sal-

3IC~

(Continued on Page 4)

eleaseTates set

loeal
ition!e
finanKeFnway
as
of exS support
Jeen by the

ON 13 WARNER Fll

fe Council,
rweek,
prelimKvide
movement
Ehe Council at a
fn on March 21 at
avelt, 75 socially

Release dates on- 13 new
first National features
it, taking care of thej
jhedule to the first of j
it includes: "JimmyJ
'arch
17; "Wondej
gambling Lady," Jj
lered Nurse"
ami
{Continued

Wd on Paste

fbgers AfterTrip

lgfield, Mass. — Harry Kenformer vice-president of Fox
ft Coast
Theaters,
has been
ned manager of the Fox theater

Sam Kai
jmisback
(quired
liaises,
the1
lie NewtowJ!
,}■
Elmhurst,
Earner
house,
iiieensboro Theater^
(Is headquarters, and ]^
<tional houses. His ofgarr!
• lied Tanor Holding Corp.
RKO Talking

FOX WESfCOAST BIZ
IS UP J5_PER CENT
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Fox West Coast circuit business is reported to be more
;han 15 per cent improved as compared with this month in 1933. Officials of the outfit look for a further improvement.

[endriek Handling Paramount to Exploit
Dozen Potential Stars
Springfield Theater

Bam Kantoi
3 Moj

Rowland m&

4 >

~$ first annual statement since
animation, Fox Film Corp. renet profit of $1,410,793 for the
keeks from April 1, 1933, effective
e of the reorganization, to Dec.
This compares with a loss of
$7,595,100 for the 40 weeks ended
Dec. 31, 1932. In making the report yesterday, President Sidney R.
Kent stated that the management
feels the corporation "has successfully weathered a most critical period in its(Continued
history and
looks4) forward
on Page

lion Agreement
E. Not Included
npruveu KTonditions Boost
Attendance in Canton, 0.
Canton, 0. — Turnawav business

West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Basic agreement
between major producers and unions

Paramount will exploit 12 players
as embryo stars with special trailers and other forms of publicity,
during the next four months. The
first trailer, "Stars of Tomorrow,"
is completed and will be sent to all
Paramount .houses this week. The
{Continued on Page 4)

"Rothschild" Acclaimed
George ArUss irs "Ths House of
Rothschild, "r 20th Century production
released by United Artists, was acclaimed by a distinguished premiere
audience at the Astor Theater last
night. Reaction of the opening night
pnce^ag^faAfuta

—ZtW
DAILY
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A "LITTLE" from HOLLYWOOD

By RALPH WILK
"W7 ALTER LANG has been as*^ signed by Darryl Zanuck to direct "The Mighty Barnum," 20th
Century-U. A. production, with
Wallace Beery, Adolphe Menjou,
Janet Beecher, Donald Meek, Charles
Judels, Herman Bing and Tammany
Young.
T

T

T

Campbell MacCulloch, new head
of the Central Casting Corp., replacing David Allen, resigned, is
expected to make a number of
changes in the operation of the
bureau.
T

T

T

year. Deal was set by DeShon and
Naylor.
V

V

V

▼

▼

TV

▼

H. W. Hanneman just completed
a songKatharine
titled "The
WillfulwillMale,"
which
Hepburn
sing
in "The Little Minister," her next
▼ V ▼
RKO picture. Hanneman and Roger
E. A. Dupont has been signed by
did the screen-play on "The
M-G-M and will shortly begin direc- Wheeler
Silver Streak," now in production.
one of the company's new Wheeler authored "The Silver
seasontion offeatures.
Streak." Glendon Allvine is produc▼
T
T
ing and Tom Atkins will direct.
v
▼
▼
Meyer Synchronizing Service is
handling the musical scoring on the
Since "The Little Liar", which
six George O'Brien westerns which ran in "Good Housekeeping," was so
Sol Lesser is making; "Without well liked, Mary Pickford, who authored it, is doing another short
Children", a Liberty production, and
"Strastosphere," "Million Dollar story for same magazine. It will
Baby" and "Successful Failure", probably appear in the December
Monogram
releases.
or January issue.
T

V

T

V

T

V

William Lipman, writer, has been
signed by Paramount
for another

▼

▼

▼

Una Merkel, Charles Butterworth
Howard A. Anderson has received and Stuart Erwin join the cast of
Korda's
"The Night is Young,"
from toAlexander
an offerFilms
London
go to London to M-G-M's
with Ramon Novarro and Evelyn
work with Ned Mann in handling Laye.
the special effects department. If
agreeable financial arrangements
Jeannie Roberts, RKO contract
can be made, Anderson may go.
player, Arthur Lake and Tom Dugan
v
v
T
additions to Monogram's "Girl
Carey Wilson, M-G-M scenarist, are
of My Dreams." Edward Ward is
has been loaned to Walter Wanger doing
the music. Ira Morgan and
for his forthcoming production, Archie Stout have been signed as
first cameramen.
"The President Vanishes."

Lyda Roberti and R. A. Golden,
assistant director, plan to be married in Las Vegas late this month.

Kathryn Scola and Paul Gerard
Smith have completed the screen
play on "One Hour Late" for Paramount.

mount's is"Here
is My Heart." Frank
Tuttle
directing.

▼

▼

▼

Ted Healy, who just finished a
role in "Death on the Diamond," has
signed a long-term M-G-M contract.
▼

t

▼

William Frawley and Louise Carter have been assigned to Para-

NEWS

t

▼

▼

T

Universal has assigned Douglas
Montgomery, Heather Angel and
Claude Rains to the romantic leads
in
"Mystery
of Edwin
while
Claire
MacDowell
and Drood,"
Norma Drew

ture, "Back Porch."
Louis Mason
is an addition £=
RKO's "West of the Pecos." 1,1
Character roles were assigned \
week to Edward
Brophy, Chai
Moore
and John production
Wray in "I'll
It," Columbia
starr
Jack Holt, supported by Mona H
rie and Winnie Lightner.
Oth
carrying important parts are N
Harrigan,
Virginia
Pine,
Wa|
Clark and Jimmie Butler. Roy
liam Neill is directing.

i

Arthur Rankin, having just cc

pleted an important role in "Bro, ,.,
way Bill," Columbia's Frank Ca%\l
production, shortly to be releas
have been cast for "Imitation of ing.
has
been assigned
a part
in "Poi
Ambulance"
in which
Johnny
M:
Brown and Sally Blane have
T ▼ V
leads. Lambert Hillyer is dirt
Arthur Byron, Grant Mitchell and
Douglas Dumbrille are the latest
additions to the cast of Warner's
"Concealment,"
co-starring Barbara
Life."
Warners Finish Two
Stanwyck and Warren William. Wil- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DA^
liam Dieterle has been assigned to
direct.
Hollywood — Production will
completed tomorrow on two War li
v
▼
▼
features, "Babbitt," co-starring (
Robert Light, young player from Kibbee and Aline MacMahon, i i
Broadway, has been assigned by "Murder in the Clouds," featur
First National to "Murder in the Lyle Talbot and Ann Dvorak.
Clouds," in which Lyle Talbot and
Ann Dvorak are co-starred.
"20th Century" in Spanish
▼ ▼
▼
Columbia will make a Spani
Clive Morgan and Akim Tamiroff
version of "Twenti
have joined the cast of Paramount's language
Century" authored
by Charles i■ *,
Milholland.
Nina Belemonte
"Lives of a Bengal Lancer."
Martinez-Sierra will do the adap
tion.

OF THE DAY

Vic Gauntlett Promoted
Seattle — Vic Gauntlett, until recently director of publicity for the
Evergreen Theaters circuit here,
has been promoted to managing director of the Fifth Avenue theater,
Junction City, Kan. — The Kaw,
it is announced by Frank L. New- new $60,000 house built by Kelly &
man, president of Evergreen. James Heyl, has opened.
Q. Clemmer has resigned as house
manager, and R. J. Harrington sucLawrence, Kan. — Stanley Schwan
ceeds him.
is manager of the Granada, new
$60,000
house of C. A. Schultz (ComDenver Outing Tuesday
monwealth Theatei^s, Inc.), which
Denver — Exchange, theater and was opened last week.
equipment men and their ladies will
have an all-day get-together at the
Chicago — Logan Square Theater
Lakewood Country Club next Tues- has been reopened by Dave Lubin
day at the first annual exhibitors' under the name of the Rio.
and distributors' outing.
Los Angeles
— Majestic's
twelve
Goes Single for "Night of Love"
features
have been
booked by
the
Buffalo — Opening of "One Night Pantages, first run.
of Love," Grace Moore's starring
musical talker, marks the first sin
New Orleans — Harry Gold of
gle feature program for the Lafay- United Artists is here, possibly to
ette since last October. Policy will negotiate a Saenger circuit contract.
continue for only one week.

"LOTS

Jean Withers, seven years old |
with a repertory of 37 imitati
is in Paramount's W. C. Fields

Kalamazoo, Mich. — M. P. Gruenewald, former manager of the Post
theater, Battle Creek, has been
named manager of the Fuller here.

Trio Building House
Trio-Consolidated circuit is b\i£

■

ing
a 600-seat
house St.in the
Trib| *
Building
on Nassau
House
be ready in about four months.

Wilchinski Writing for Radio]
Martha Wilchinski is writing i
script of the Castoria program wa
network.Saturday over the Colum
Milwaukee — Russell Leddy, for- begins
mer manager of the Oriental, is now
managing the Avalon, operated by
Warner Jersey Circuit Shifts
Jack Silliman. Stan Meyer, formerly
Robert S. Clark has been
of the Alhambra, is now at the
Oriental.
appointed manager of Warn*
Claridge, Montclair, N. J., succe
ing Frank Hall, who is transfer
Portland, Me. — The Gem theater to the Garden, Paterson.
on Peak's Island in Casco Bay was
destroyed by fire last week.
Dave Miller Back on Job
Buffalo — Dave Miller, Univer
Indianapolis — R. R. Bair, opera- branch manager, is back at his d'
tor of Bair's Theaters, has suc- after a long absence due to a thr
ceeded Charles Olson, who resigned operation.
from the Indianapolis Grievance
Board. Business interests caused
Showing "America" to Veteran
Catherine Jaccard Marries
Fordyce, Miss. — Mrs. Mary At- Mr. Olson to resign.
A special screening of fi
wood has opened the Amuse-U with
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
shorts
in Vitaphone's
entit
Western Electric sound.
"See
America
First" series
has been
Hollywood — Catherine Jaccard,
Tillamook, Ore. — The Harrison ranged for the Veterans of Fore
actress and former wife of Jacques
A. Jaccard, director, was married
Donaldsonville, La. — Harp and de- Building is to be converted into a Wars encampment in Louisvi
yesterday to Stewart James, British Las will reopen the remodeled movie theater. It has been leased will take place during the week
to Dude Smith of the Coliseum.
Grand on Sept. 20.
actor.
Sept. 30.
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R. Kent Lauds Move to Increase Admission Prices

KHIBS MAY DROP SUIT AGAINST MUSIC SOCIETY
rsey Dual Ban Expected to Go in Effect Next Month
Elstree
the Hollywood of England
-

By JACK ALICOATE

=

DON, ENG. — Elstree is a miniature
jllywood, real estate signs and all,
it the hamburger stands. It is 15
from the heart of London, about 45
I by motor, without fog. The first
one meets on the way out is that
fish & Dominions. Here, also, is the
of London Films, the Alexander Korfit. They tell me that at the time
ir construction the B. & D. studio
onsidered the finest in Europe. Stuounds now cover about 15 acres
t Wilcox, our old friend, is the head
f the lot. The only production now
c by B. & D. is "Brewster's Millions,"
ack Buchanan, directed by Thornton
id.
T
T
T
T door, at London Films, we found
exander
Korda
busy making
"The
Pimpernel," with Leslie Howard in
ading role.
This is the outfit that
out "Henry VIM,"
"Catherine the
and the Doug Fairbanks new one,
uan," for which all London is waitlaborate plans are under way at LonIms for the making of the H. G.
special, "The Worlds at War." We
long talk with Korda. Our friend9es back many years. We rememing down the bay to meet him on
t trip to America. Success has not
o his head and he is the same unlg, retiring, splendid character that
when his name meant comparatively
T

T

T

riNG about Elstree is like attending
fights at the Hollywood arena,
ee everybody. From lunch to tea
n a single afternoon we ran across
Sherwood and "Bill" Menzies, both
orda; Al Santell and Billy Beaudine,
ill both soon start shooting:
Leslie
, Dick Bennett,
Jimmy
Finlayson,
Banks, now directing, and our deold Berlin friend and philosopher,
'elnik, who is directing for British
tional. In size, Elstree is insignifiid cannot compare with Hollywood,
is a bee hive of activity and without
n, through
this internationalization
ill turn out some important pictures
the coming year.

95% of Exhibs in Northern
N. J. Reported to Have
Signed Agreement
With 95 per cent of exhibitors,
both circuit and independent, having signed the northern New Jersey dual feature agreement, indications now are that the ban will become operative the middle of next
month, it was reported at a meeting of Allied Theaters of New Jersey yesterday.
Stumbling block so far in the
move is the
Springer & Cocalis cir(Continued on page 5)

Loew Assets Rise
Consolidated
Inc.,
as of Marchstatement
15 shows of
total Loew's,
assets
of $126,529,095, compared with $123,697,591 on Aug. 31, 1933. Current
assets total $40,223,644, and liabilities
$4,338,844, against assets of $36,420,961 and liabilities of $5,923,981 on
Aug. 31. The New York Stock Exchange has approved a listing of 250,000 additional Loew common
shares.

15-20 OUTSIDE FILMS
LIKELY FOR UNIVERSAL

CODEAinTYOKAYS
ZONING PRINCIPLES

Federal
Action
Against
Ascap is Being
Broadened
That the exhibitor Emergency
Committee will discard plans for
filing a separate suit against the
American Society of Composers,
Authors & Publishers, seeking to
dissolve the organization and prevent its proposed raise in the music
tax, was indicated yesterday when
it became known that the Federal
Government's action against the
same respondent will be broadened
to embrace certain recommendations
(.Continued

on Page

5)

PARA. BANKER QUIZ
PUT OFF TO SEPT, 25

Universal is prepared to take on
from 15 to 20 outside pictures for
distribution along with its own output, it was stated by President Carl
Laemmle in a London interview just
before he sailed for New^York. Pictures will be considered from indeAfter a vigorous discussion, the
pendents either in this country or
On the statement of Morton G.
Code Authority yesterday approved
abroad,
Laemmle said. The Univer- Bogue counsel for the Paramounta set of principles governing local
sal chief arrives in New York to- Publix bank group committee, that
zoning and clearance schedules, as
day on the Leviathan.
a settlement of the Paramount
recommended by distribution executives and its zoning committee.
Trustees'
set aside
preIt is understood that there was some
ferredsuit
creditortostatus
of thethebanks
Circuits to Cooperate
{Continued on Page 5)
was imminent, Federal Judge Coxe

16mm. Film Is Projected
76 Feet on 14-Ft. Screen

In Gov't Housing Move

(Continued

on Page

5)

Circuit executives yesterday discussed ways and means of co-operat- Two Exploitation Features
ing with the Federal Government On Next Sol Lesser Lineup
Boston — The successful 76-foot
in its $2,000,000,000 campaign to
Sol Lesser will probably produce
throw
a 16mm.
'film ona anew14-foot
screen of
here
may herald
step aid in the rehabilitation of homes. one or more exploitation pictures of
Officials
of
the
Hays
association
whereby 35mm. film will be sup- will take charge of the cooperation,
type release,
of "Peck's
Badstated
Boy" yesfor
planted by the smaller width prod- the exact nature of which has not the
1934-35
it was
uct, which
in
addition
is
non-inflamterday
to
Film
Daily
by
Louis
(Continued on Page 5)
(Continued on page 5)
as yet been decided.

Kent Says Admission Scales
Have Fallen Below Fair Level
"Night of Love" Piles Up
2nd
Highest "Hall" Gross
In its first week at the Radio City
Music Hall, Columbia's "One Night
of Love", starring
Grace Moore,
grossed $104,120,
the pagesecond
high(Continued on
5)

"The move by exhibitors in several parts of the country toward
increased admission prices, I believe to be sound at this time since
prices in many sections had dropped
far below a fair level," said Sidney
R. Kent,(Continucd
Fox president,
in an exon page 6)

Film Industry Exhibit
San Francisco — Hollywood studios and
California circuits are financing the
construction of a motion picture industry exhibit at the Pasadena convention
of the League of California Municipalities to be held Sept. 24-25. The exhibit
will show the evolution of movies from
early days to the modern deluxer. A
brochure of facts is being printed to
show what the industry means to the
state. Principal benefit of the display
is expected to be in heading off censorship and taxation bills.

-. &&%
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Bill Hendricks Wins
Warners Expanding
In South America
"Circus Clown" Contest
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Also selected for honorable men*ion were
♦he following campaigns: F. D. Padgett.
Capitol, Clearwater. Fin.; M. Thompson,
rrystal. Ellis, Kans. ; Manager of Schine's
^ialto. Glens Falls. N. Y.; Wallv Allen,
Keeney. Elmira, N. Y. : E. L. Fawks, Gran
idn. Plainview, Tex.; W. J. Tubbert, RKO
Keith's, Syracuse; Clark Krueger. Fisher,
Detroit; Harry Mintz, Parthenon. Hammond.
Tid.; Pete Egan, Capitol. Calgary; T. L.
Stallman. Circle. Philadelphia: M. Goldberg.
Colonial, Philadelphia: Saul ITIlman. Branford.
\ewark: Julius Lamm, Uptown. Cleveland:
Tom Mangoin, Stanley. Chester, Pa.: Lyric
Camden; Stanley, Baltimore; Broadwav.
Charlotte. Green
N. J.;
Capitol,
; Ba'v
Theater.
Bav,
Wis.; Elvria,
State. O.
Hanover.
NT. J.; lola, Iola. Kans.; Gordon. Middletown
O. ; Uptown, Muscatine, Ta.; Strand. Ridgway, Pa.; Take Golden, RKO Palace. Roches
r<»r, N. Y. ; Mikado. St. Louis; Indiana.
Terre Haute. Ind.: J. E. Flicker. Penn
Wilkes-Barre;
Stadium,
Woonsoeket.

N. Y. Allied to Elect

+

47
46
99

Bill Hendricks, manager of the
Warner Theater, Memphis, is the
winner of the first prize of $100 in
Warner's national exploitation contest on "Circus Clown", starring
Joe E. Brown. Second prize of $50
was won by Louis Charninskv, Capitol, Dallas. Ed Hart, Oxford,
Plainfield, N. J., won the $25 third
prize. Four prizes of $10 each were
won by William Leggiero, Ritz, San
Bernardino, Cal.; Gene Curtiz and
Ken Finley, Palace, Montreal; Ken
Grimes, Warner, Morgantown, West
Va., and Roy Patterson Gordon,
Middletown. O. Remaining seven
irizes of $5 each were won by J.
E. Elicker, Penn, Wilkes-Barre,
Da. ; Barney Gurnette, New Santa
Cruz, Santa Cruz, Cal.; George
O'Brien, Miller, Woodstock, 111.,
Hadden Matthews, 69th St. Theater,
Upper Darby, Pa.; Abe Frank,
Lyric. Camden; Jim Totman. Warner, Erie, Pa., and R. D. Hutchings,
^ortage, Portage, Wis.
Judges in the contest were A.
Mike Vogel Major Albert Warner
•^nd Chick Lewis.

1%
%
%

Officers will be elected by Allied
Theaters of New York at its annua'
meeting Wednesday in Albany. Abe
Stone is president at the present
time. President Sidney E. Samuel>on of Allied will address the convention.
Will Drink
to Spiegelgass
Leonard Spiegelgass of the Universal story department will be
tendered a cocktail party Sunday
afternoon by I. Broder, motion picture attorney. The affair will be
held at
Billv
East
57th
St. Gordon's penthouse or
Hoffman Shifts Quarters
M. H. Hoffman, Liberty Pictures
president who is in New York for
nroduct conferences, has moved
fi'om the Essex House back to his
former
headquarters, the Park Central.

Warner's Buy Satevepost Story
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Hollywood — "Women Are Bum
Newspapermen," by Richard Macauley, published in last week's
"Saturday Evening Post," has been
purchased by Warners.

Continuing its foreign expansion
movement, Warner-First National
has opened a new office in Lima,
Peru, and plans to soon handle its
own distribution in Central America. Karl MacDonald, who has returned to New York after a 10-week
trip through Latin America, installed Jack Fisher at the Lima office and Harry Novak at Buenos
Aires as manager for Argentine
and Uruguay. Business throughout
South America is stabilizing itself,
t,aid MacDonald yesterday.

Major Firm to Release
Harry Schenck's Next

Harry Schenck, producer of "Beyond Bengal," said yesterday that
his next picture would be for major
release, but would not be an animal
picture because he thinks this cycle
is played out. His new feature will
be a sea story, part of it to be
shot under water and probably in
the vicinity of the South Sea Islands, Schenck said.
Schenck expects to arrange for
oublication within the next few
days of a book on his last trip to
be titled "Beyond Bengal."

Jack Warner to Confer
On Production Program
Jack Warner, who arrived in New
York yesterday by plane from the
Coast, will discuss the WarnerFirst National Spring production
orogram at home office conferences.
Conversations will touch upon plans
for "Anthony Adverse." Warner
will remain in New York about two
weeks before returning to the Coast.
Merge Photophone Divisions
Camden, N. J. — Consolidation of
RCA Photophone's
sound-on-film
cording activities with
the sale reof
theater reproducing equipment
takes place coincident with the appointment of James E. Francis as
manager of the Photophone Division of the RCA Victor Co. to replace E. O. Heyl, resigned, it is announced by G. K. Throckmorton,
executive vice-president.
West
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Helen Strauss Joins
Helen Strauss has
play department of
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Buck Owens for St. Louis Roedc
St. Louis — Buck Owens, who a]
peared in many westerns, is het
liner of the rodeo to be held SeN
22-30 at the Arena.
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Hollywood — "Three Wise Guys,"
Damon Runyon short story published originally in "Collier's" and
subsequently included in the Runyon book collection under the title
if "Blue Plate Special," has been
bought by M-G-M.
The company also has acquired
"Backfield," an original with a football background, by Byron Morgan
and J. Robert Bren.
Lyons Office
joined the new
the A. & S.
formerly was
at Fox.

Second
Week
for "Loves
Me Not"
Paramount's "She Loves Me Not"
starts its
second
week
at
the
Paramount today.
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HEWS OF THE WEEK IN PHOTO-REVIEW
14 SHOWMEN

COLLECT

$250 incampaign
prizes as contest
'Circus
Clown'
judges award top money to
Bill Hendricks of the Memphis
Warner, with Louis Charninsky of Dallas second, and
Ed Hart
'DAMES'

of

Plainfleld

MARCHES

third.0
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'Seattle's high gross,' '75%
over
average
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'leading
dough
Kansas
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Paul Muni

(below) for leading 'Anthony Adverse' role, in early returns of $10,000-prize contest to choose mammoth cast
for Warners'
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t-Muir-Teasdale's 'Desirable,' on strength
Lie ad campaign
which
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xpamites to brilliant September 13th premiere.*
*A Warner Bros. Picture
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exotic feature star, as Warners' Brooklyn
studio continues intensive talent roundup
°A First National Picture
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TIMELY TOPICS
Ivy Lee Urges Use of Films
For World Understanding
'"THEsocial
habits
practices life
of
and and
commercial
are today being profoundly influenced by the motion picture.
Why should not this medium be
utilized by governments in telling abroad on behalf of their
own people their own story and
purposes ?
How interesting and effective
it might be if Italy should present its problems to the whole
world in the form of a motion
picture, or a series of motion
pictures, and if at the very beginning of each picture Mussolini himself should sign a message saying, in effect: "I have
caused this and other pictures
to be made and offered to the
world as Italy's own interpretation of itself." Such frankness
would itself be refreshing.
If there was any special problem between Italy and, say,
France, what more effective
way than this for Mussolini to
present his special case to the
peoples of those countries?
The motion picture is chiefly
used today in places of entertainment, but its use is extending to the school, the church,
even the home, and to all places
where groups of people gather
together. The technique of presenting with the film any kind
of story, argument or scientific
demonstration is being perfected
with astonishing insight and
originality. If the nations were
consciously to adopt and incur
the expense incident to a widescale use of this medium with
which to reveal almost their
very souls, as represented by
their culture, purposes and aspirations, the beneficient results
might be beyond all compare.
Ivy Lee

Technical Developments
Help Screen Writer
JUST as advanced technical
methods have made things
easier for the director and the
actor, they have relieved the
writer of many worries as well.
In the early days of sound
the dialogue writer had always
to be on the alert to guard
against innumerable sounds,
words, and phrases which the
earlier microphones could not
handle. As a consequence, the
writer was often hard put to
create a natural-sounding dialogue, since he nmst either eliminate a good portion of natural
speech, or else leave them in and
take a chance that they would
emerge from the sound track
sounding more like a cat-fight
than polite conversation.
— Casey Robinson

"U"

Rushes

Morro

Scoop to Havana

While other newsreels were rushing to make scoops in New York, Chicago
and the coast with pictures of the Morro Castle fire, Universal Newsreel chartered a plane and rushed prints to Havana, where 10 theaters are showing the
scenes
the tragedy.
Nate Manheim, "U" export manager, was responsible
for
the of
Havana
idea.

Hollywood Exchanges
La. Units Won't Join
Adds to Sales Staff
Court Fight on Music
As a result of closing the Loew
circuit deal for the entire Liberty
product, Jack Bellman of the Hollywood Film Exchanges has increased
his sales staff in Buffalo, Washington and Philadelphia offices. Frank
Loftus, "Chief" Powell and Ray
Smith have been assigned to work
under John Golder, out of Philadelphia. Bert Freese has been added
to George H. Moeser's Buffalo organization, and an additional salesman has joined the Washington office, managed by Nat P. Fleischer.

Detroit News
Detroit — Max Blumenthal, owner
of the Film Exchange Projection
Room, plans a 250-seat auditorium
in place of the present small room.
Carl H. Shalit, Columbia branch
manager, is back from New York.
Chester J. Williams, operator of
the Zellah, Highland Park, is running for Wayne County treasurer.
B. A. Morthorst has resigned
from the Klatt circuit and is leaving
for Indiana, where he plans to get
a house of his own.
The State, just reopened with
Asher B. Shaw as manager, is go
icy.
ing from singles to a dual bill polJoseph La Rose, manager of the
Eastown, drew 6,000 entries from
kids for a Betty Boop party as a
Saturday matinee. He is repeating
the stunt with a Shirley Temple
party.
J. G. Portell is remodeling the
Virginia Park Theater.
Ernest E. Forbes has opened a
new theater supply house in the
Film Exchange.
Shamrock Film Exchanges is
opening an office in the Film Exchange with Louis A. Osrin in
charge.
Morris Dudelson, U. A. branch
manager, is mourning the death of
his father.
Nebraska Theater Changes
Omaha — Recent theater changes
in this area include: Uptown, Omaaa, acquired by Avon Theater Corp.
irom R. D. Goldberg; Dean, York,
now operated by Ross Lobart; Orleans, Orleans, now operated by F.
\V. Anderson; Bancroft, Bancroft,
formerly the Owl, reopened and now
managed by Mrs. Charlotte Ripp.
Discuss Non-Theatrical Plans
Detroit — Plans for a new national
combination of non-theatrical exhibitors and interests were discussed
this week by Dr. David G. Latshaw,
religious and youth organization
figure, and Alban J. Norris of Michigan Film Library.

New Orleans — Neither Gulf States
Theater Owners' Ass'n nor Allied
Theater Owners of Louisiana will
take part or contribute in the proposed exhibitor court case against
Ascap, it is learned. Allied Secretary Henry Lazarus pointed out it
would be difficult to raise funds,
while G. S. T. 0. A. President H. S.
McLeod said his organization would
have nothing to do with the court
case now but would be ready about
January to join and contribute to
any reputable organized movement
to
carry the exhibitors' cause to
Congress.
Para. Stage Shows Out for Good
Stage shows have been definitely
abandoned by the New York Paramount, which has consequently reduced its overhead by approximately $5,300 per week. Estimate is
made that the deluxer has been
spending an average of $4,000 weekly for stage talent. Balance of the
economy is represented by salaries
of producers and their staffs. Producers to sever their connection with
the theater are Clark Robinson,
Danny
Morgan. Dare, Robert Alton and Leo
Amkino to Show Documentary Film
Amkino will hold two invitation
showings at the local Soviet consulate on Sept. 27 and 28 of "Chelyuskin," a documentary record of
the Soviet expedition to find a
northern sea route.
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Tie-Ups Help

Episcopal History in Film
A picture depicting the history
of the church in this country will be Push
Over "Cellini"
A
SERIES
of tie-ups
shown at the triennial General Conamong the highlights o:
vention of the Protestant Episcopal
exploitation campaign arra:
Church in the United States, opening Oct. 10 in Atlantic City. The
by
Vogel, Loew's
city o
agerCecil
in Memphis,
for the
picture has been in preparation for
ing the
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of Cell;
nearly a year. After the Atlantic
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PalaceAffairs
theater.
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City showing, it will be made availhis tie-ups, Vogel secured
able for diocesan heads throughout
cooperation of the local trc
the country for exhibition in
churches.
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EXHIBITORS MAY DROP
MUSIC SOCIETY SUIT
(Continued from Page

THE

MONG

BAN ON DUALS INN. J.
STARTING NEXT MONTH
(Continued from Page

1)

of the theatermen's group. The suit
instituted by the U. S. AttorneyGeneral also asks for the dissolution
of the music society under the antitrust laws.
These new developments resulted
from a conference held between
members of the committee and Howard Stephens, first assistant attorney-general, inWashington on Wednesday. Those present included:
Ed Kuykendall, Abram F. Myers,
■Leopold
Friedman and Lou Phillips.

Para. Banker Quiz
Put Off to Sept. 25
(Continued from Page 1)

yesterday consented to adjournment
until Sept. 25 of the motion of
Thomas A. Reynolds, vice-president
of the National City Bank, to prevent examination about his bank's
dealings with Paramount under
Sec. 21-A of the old bankruptcy act.
As a condition of the adjournment it was agreed that the banks
would withdraw their motion against
being examined if no settlement
was reached by Sept. 25. David
Grossman, of Davis, Polk, Wardwell, Gardiner & Reed, representing
the debenture holders committee,
and Louis M. Loeb, of Cook, Nathan & Lehman, attorneys for the
stockholders' committee, were in
court and consented to the adjournment.
Settlement of the trustees' suit
against the banks will speed the
Paramount reorganization to the
point where a reorganization plan
could be presented to the court
within a few weeks. Failure to
settle the suit would hold up reorganization for at least a year. 1

Code Authority Okays
Zoning Principles
(Continued from Page 1)

opposition to certain phases on the
part of Loew and Warner.
Nathan Yamins presided as chairman. Others present were 'Ed
Kuykendall, H. S. Bareford, R. H.
Cochrane, Charles L. O'Reilly, W.
C. Michel, Neil Agnew, Joe Vogel,
Edward Golden and Gordon C.
Youngman, who represented M. H.
Aylesworth.
The next meeting of the Authority will take place Sept. 27.
See Defeat for 2% St. Louis Tax
St. Louis — Defeat of the 2 per
cent local tax on amusements is
Jseen with the addition of two alderi manic members to the opposition
side. This makes 15 opposed to the
ibill.
"Fountain" Holds at Palace
RKO's "The Fountain" is being
i held a second week at the Palace.
jThe
Musicpicture
Hall. had its first-run at the

PHIL M. DALY
• • • AND DID the AMPA open up with a bang for
the autumn season! the luncheon room of the Empey Club
looked like a combination Democratic and Republican convention and when it comes to Politics
these professionals
have nothing on the Pressageys be that as it may
Prexy Billy Ferguson with his lineup of celebs and entertainment features, showed that the Old Master Exploiteer was still
hitting on high

•

•

• A NEAT bit of emceeing was done by Leon Janney
at the outset the president called for a moment of silent
tribute to the memory of Maurice "Red" Kann's wife, Marie
and then Fergie paid a tribute to two mugs who have
been shouldering more than their share of the organization's
work .....
and we mean WORK
referring to Marvin
Kirsch and Paul Benjamin
then the Special Guests were
honored
being 36 femme pressageys who occupied an immense table
•
•
• AN ADDED feature was an announcement by Paul
Benjamin
who has personally promoted
an expensive
Nash car to be raffled off
proceeds to go to the three major
motion picture charities in the East
Paul passed out books
to members the lucky number winning this handsome gift
will be drawn at the AMPA Christmas Luncheon at the Astor
hotel
either Gov. Lehman or Mary Pickford will flip the
lucky number from the hat
•
•
• THE
GUEST
of honor was Tom Noonan
Bishop of Chinatown
who spoke about his famous Sunday
afternoon broadcasts
Joe Howard, the vet song writer,
sang some of his famous melodies of yesteryear Furman
& Lorraine had the gang warmed up as they joined in "The
Man On the Flying Trapeze"
the Merry Widow Orchestra
led by Bola Loblov, dispensed melodies generously
guests
of honor were Maude Odell of "Tobacco Road" fame
Lila
Lee
Vern Shaw
the luncheon room was jammed with
an overflow in the hall
with a list of prominent folks
present too long to mention
everybody was tickled to see
the luncheons resumed with such a splendid opening session.

•
•
• IT IS not generally known that Henry Ford is a
picture fan
he has a section of his Dearborn Museum set
aside for photos of those who have played important parts in
the development of the motion picture
he has just added
pictures of three Radio stars
Irene Dunne, Ann Harding,
Richard Dix

•
•
• AT THE "Night of Stars" affair at the Yankee
Stadium
on Sept. 20
dedicated to the German
Jewish
refugees
George M. Cohan will sing a song titled "Night
of Stars" which he wrote for this occasion
A weekly bulletin is being issued by Secretary George P. Aarons of the M.
P. T. 0. of Eastern Pennsylvania, So. New Jersey and Delaware
Mister Aarons devotes the front page to a brief summary
of important events, with sound advice on what position to
take so that the organizashe can present a United Front
Constructive and Sensible
Ted Koehler and Rube Bloom
are writing the book and score for the new floor show at the
Cotton Club
Lucky Millinder and the Mills Blue Rhythm
Band will remain at the club for the premiere
Cab Calloway and his orch will probably replace them about Dec. 1

«

«

«

»

»

»
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cuit, according to members of the
committee in charge for the exhibitor unit. Up to last night the independent circuit had not indicated
its intention to sign the agreement
banning the policy. Operating five
houses, the company, however, affects exhibition in three counties.
Terms of the agreement, signed
by several major circuits operating
in the section, as well as independents, provide that the move must
be a 100 per cent one.

Two Exploitation Features
On Next
Sol Lesser Lineup
(Continued from Page 1)
Hyman, Lesser's personal representative. Negotiations are now pending for a star for a story which
Lesser is prepared to start shooting on quickly, Hyman said.
Lesser will arrive in New York
on Wednesday from the coast accompanied by Eddie Cline and
George
All Emrope
three are
scheduledO'Brien.
to sail for
on
Sept. 29 to make some scenes for
"The Cowboy Millionaire," third of
the series of six pictures starring
George O'Brien which Lesser is
producing for Fox release. The
Harold Bell Wright story, "When
a Man's A Man", will be O'Brien's
second vehicle and will go into production on the coast Nov. 19. Lesser plans production of another
Chandu serial for 1935-36 release,
Hyman said.

"Night of Love" Piles Up
(Continued from
Page 1) Gross
2nd Highest
"Hall"

est gross in the history of the house.
The picture is now in its second
week at Radio City. At the Paramount in Los Angeles, the film
broke all house records and has been
held over, while in San Francisco
and Winnipeg, the only other openings so far, it is in its third week.

16 mm. Film Is Projected
76 Feet
on 14-Ft. Screen
(Continued from Page 1)
mable and is not hampered by fire
rules in this state. David Ambuter
of the Ambuter Film Laboratory,
who has carried on extensive experiments with the idea, is at present working close to capacity in
showings.
reducing foreign film for private
New Sonotone Stock Issues
Sontone Corp., makers of a boneconducting hearing device for the
deaf, with installations in the Radio
City
Music and
Hall,other
Fay's
Theater
in
Providence
eastern
cities,
yesterday announced a new issue of
100,000 shares of the common stock
at $3. The issue will also be offered
to employees of the company at
$2.55.
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TIMELY TOPICS
ivy Lee Urges Use of Films
For World Understanding
TPHE habits and practices of
social and commercial life
are today being profoundly influenced by the motion picture.
Why should not this medium be
utilized by governments in telling abroad on behalf of their
own people their own story and
purposes ?
How interesting and effective
it might be if Italy should present its problems to the whole
world in the form of a motion
picture, or a series of motion
pictures, and if at the very beginning of each picture Mussolini himself should sign a message saying, in effect: "I have
caused this and other pictures
to be made and offered to the
world as Italy's own interpretation of itself." Such frankness
would itself be refreshing.
If there was any special problem between Italy and, say,
France, what more effective
way than this for Mussolini to
present his special case to the
peoples of those countries?
The motion picture is chiefly
used today in places of entertainment, but its use is extending to the school, the church,
even the home, and to all places
where groups of people gather
together. The technique of presenting with the film any kind
of story, argument or scientific
demonstration is being perfected
with astonishing insight and
originality. If the nations were
consciously to adopt and incur
the expense incident to a widescale use of this medium with
which to reveal almost their
very souls, as represented by
their culture, purposes and aspirations, the beneficient results
might be beyond all compare.
Ivy Lee

Technical Developments
Help Screen Writer
JUST as advanced technical
methods have made things
easier for the director and tha
actor, they have relieved the
writer of many worries as well.
In the early days of sound
the dialogue writer had always
to be on the alert to guard
against innumerable sounds,
words, and phrases which the
earlier microphones could not
handle. As a consequence, the
writer was often hard put to
create a natural-sounding dialogue, since he must either eliminate a good portion of natural
speech, or else leave them in and
take a chance that they would
emerge from the sound track
sounding more like a cat-fight
than polite conversation.
— Casey Robinson

"U" Rushes Morro Scoop to Havana

While other newsreels were rushing to make scoops in New York, Chicago
and the coast with pictures of the Morro Castle fire, Universal Newsreel chartered a plane and rushed prints to Havana, where 10 theaters are showing the
scenes
the tragedy.
Nate Manheim, "U" export manager, was responsible
for
the of
Havana
idea.
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"Drummond" Gets
Big New York Play
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Hollywood Exchanges
La. Units Won't Join
Adds to Sales Staff
Court Fight on Music
As a result of closing the Loew
circuit deal for the entire Liberty
product, Jack Bellman of the Hollywood Film Exchanges has increased
his sales staff in Buffalo, Washington and Philadelphia offices. Frank
Loftus, "Chief" Powell and Ray
Smith have been assigned to work
under John Golder, out of Philadelphia. Bert Freese has been added
to George H. Moeser's Buffalo organization, and an additional salesman has joined the Washington office, managed by Nat P. Fleischer.

Detroit News
Detroit — Max Blumenthal, owner
of the Film Exchange Projection
Room, plans a 250-seat auditorium
in place of the present small room.
Carl H. Shalit, Columbia branch
manager, is back from New York.
Chester J. Williams, operator of
the Zellah, Highland Park, is running for Wayne County treasurer.
B. A. Morthorst has resigned
from the Klatt circuit and is leaving
for Indiana, where he plans to get
a house of his own.
The State, just reopened with
Asher B. Shaw as manager, is go
icy.
ing from singles to a dual bill polJoseph La Rose, manager of the
Eastown, drew 6,000 entries from
kids for a Betty Boop party as a
Saturday matinee. He is repeating
the stunt with a Shirley Temple
party.
J. G. Portell is remodeling the
Virginia Park Theater.
Ernest E. Forbes has opened a
new theater supply house in the
Film Exchange.
Shamrock Film Exchanges is
opening an office in the Film Exchange with Louis A. Osrin in
charge.
Morris Dudelson, U. A. branch
manager, is mourning the death of
his father.

New Orleans — Neither Gulf States
Theater Owners' Ass'n nor Allied
Theater Owners of Louisiana will
take part or contribute in the proposed exhibitor court case against
Ascap, it is learned. Allied Secretary Henry Lazarus pointed out it
would be difficult to raise funds,
while G. S. T. 0. A. President H. S.
McLeod said his organization would
have nothing to do with the court
case now but would be ready about
January to join and contribute to
any reputable organized movement
to
carry the exhibitors' cause to
Congress.
Para. Stage Shows
Out for Good
Stage shows have been definitely
abandoned by the New York Paramount, which has consequently reduced its overhead by approximately $5,300 per week. Estimate is
made that the deluxer has been
spending an average of $4,000 weekly for stage talent. Balance of the
economy is represented by salaries
of producers and their staffs. Producers to sever their connection with
the theater are Clark Robinson,
Danny
Morgan. Dare, Robert Alton and Leo
Amkino to Show Documentary Film
Amkino will hold two invitation
showings at the local Soviet consulate on Sept. 27 and 28 of "Chelyuskin," a documentary record of
the Soviet expedition to find a
northern sea route.
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Episcopal History in Film
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ing of "The Affairs of Celli
nearly a year. After the Atlantic
at the Palace theater.
Ami
City showing, it will be made availhis tie-ups, Vogel secured !
able for diocesan heads throughout
the country for exhibition in
cooperation
localontro*
churches.
company
for of100thecards
th
dashboards;
Greyhound
bu
used
special
cards
in
their
New House for Bogota
hides and at all of their t

Nebraska Theater Changes
Omaha — Recent theater changes
in this area include: Uptown, Omaia, acquired by Avon Theater Corp.
Bogota, Colombia — A local archidrawing plans for a 990-seat
t'rom R. D. Goldberg; Dean, York, movietect is house
on which construction
now operated by Ross Lobart; Orleans, Orleans, now operated by F. is expected to start in two months.
W. Anderson; Bancroft, Bancroft,
Vaude Pickup in New England
formerly the Owl, reopened and now
Boston — A pickup in vaudeville
managed by Mrs. Charlotte Ripp.
exceeding seasonal proportions is
seen by Lou Golden, head of one of
Discuss Non-Theatrical Plans
the large booking offices in this secDetroit — Plans for a new national tion.
combination of non-theatrical exRumanian Producing Company
hibitors and interests were discussed
this week by Dr. David G. Latshaw,
Bucharest — Filmul Romanesc (Rumanian Film) was formed recently
religious and youth organization
figure, and Alban J. Norris of Mich- with the object of producing pictures.
igan Film Library.

minals; a Lux soap tie-up
suited in 150 local store disphl
on Fay Wray, and 3,000 df
knob hangers were placed l
all parked autos.
Additic 1
tie-ups were put over with "I erty Magazine"
for the pla
dis i•
bution
of 3,000 dodgers
in their got
issues;
"Romance
azine"
out 150
special M1 x'22 cards which were placed "
all newsstands
and the (B
News Co.,anddistributors
papers
magazines, of neiip
special banners
on all t|
trucks announcing the open I
— Palace, Memphis, T»
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EXHIBITORS MAY DROP
MUSIC SOCIETY SUIT
(Continued from Page

THE

MONG

BAN ON DUALS INN. J.
STARTING NEXT MONTH
(Continued from Page 1)

1)

of the theatermen's group. The suit
instituted by the U. S. AttorneyGeneral also asks for the dissolution
of the music society under the antitrust laws.
These new developments resulted
from a conference held between
members of the committee and Howard Stephens, first assistant attorney-general, inWashington on Wednesday. Those present included:
Ed Kuykendall, Abram F. Myers,
Leopold Friedman and Lou Phillips.

Para. Banker Quiz
Put Off to Sept. 25
(Continued from Page 1)

yesterday consented to adjournment
until Sept. 25 of the motion of
Thomas A. Reynolds, vice-president
of the National City Bank, to prevent examination about his bank's
dealings with Paramount under
Sec. 21- A of the old bankruptcy act.
As a condition of the adjournment it was agreed that the banks
would withdraw their motion against
being examined if no settlement
was reached by Sept. 25. David
Crossman, of Davis, Polk, Wardwell, Gardiner & Reed, representing
the debenture holders committee,
and Louis M. Loeb, of Cook, Nathan & Lehman, attorneys for the
stockholders' committee, were in
court and consented to the adjournment.
Settlement of the trustees' suit
against the banks will speed the
Paramount reorganization to the
point where a reorganization plan
could be presented to the court
within a few weeks. Failure to
settle the suit would hold up reorganization for at least a year. '

Code Authority Okays
Zoning Principles
(Continued from Page 1)

opposition to certain phases on the
part of Loew and Warner.
Nathan Yamins presided as chairman. Others present were Ed
Kuykendall, H. S. Bareford, R. H.
Cochrane, Charles L. O'Reilly, W.
■■ C. Michel, Neil Agnew, Joe Vogel,
Edward Golden and Gordon C.
Youngman, who represented M. H.
Aylesworth.
The next meeting of the Authority will take place Sept. 27.
See Defeat for 2% St. Louis Tax
St. Louis — Defeat of the 2 per
cent local tax on amusements is
seen with the addition of two aldermanic members to the opposition
side. This makes 15 opposed to the
bill.
"Fountain" Holds at Palace
RKO's
"The week
Fountain"
being
held
a second
at the isPalace.
The picture had its first-run at the
Music Hall.

PHIL M.DALY
• • • AND DID the AMPA open up with a bang for
the autumn season! the luncheon room of the Empey Club
looked like a combination Democratic and Republican convention and when it comes to Politics these professionals
have nothing on the Pressageys
be that as it may
Prexy Billy Ferguson with his lineup of celebs and entertainment features, showed that the Old Master Exploiteer was still
hitting on high

•

•
• A NEAT bit of emceeing was done by Leon Janney
.... at the outset the president called for a moment of silent
tribute to the memory of Maurice "Red" Kann's wife, Marie
and then Fergie paid a tribute to two mugs who have
been shouldering more than their share of the organization's
work
and we mean WORK
referring to Marvin
Kirsch and Paul Benjamin
then the Special Guests were
honored
being 36 femme pressageys who occupied an immense table
•
•
• AN ADDED feature was an announcement by Paul
Benjamin
who has personally promoted
an expensive
Nash car to be raffled off
proceeds to go to the three major
motion picture charities in the East
Paul passed out books
to members the lucky number winning this handsome gift
will be drawn at the AMPA Christmas Luncheon at the Astor
hotel
either Gov. Lehman or Mary Pickford will flip the
lucky number from the hat
•
•
• THE
GUEST
of honor was Tom Noonan
Bishop of Chinatown
who spoke about his famous Sunday
afternoon broadcasts
Joe Howard, the vet song writer,
sang some of his famous melodies of yesteryear
Furman
& Lorraine had the gang warmed up as they joined in "The
Man On the Flying Trapeze"
the Merry Widow Orchestra
led by Bola Loblov, dispensed melodies generously
guests
of honor were Maude Odell of "Tobacco Road" fame
Lila
Lee
Vern Shaw
the luncheon room was jammed with
an overflow in the hall
with a list of prominent folks
present too long to mention
everybody was tickled to see
the luncheons resumed with such a splendid opening session.

•
•
• IT IS not generally known that Henry Ford is a
picture fan
he has a section of his Dearborn Museum set
aside for photos of those who have played important parts in
the development of the motion picture
he has just added
pictures of three Radio stars
Irene Dunne, Ann Harding,
Richard Dix

•
•
• AT THE "Night of Stars" affair at the Yankee
Stadium
on Sept. 20
dedicated to the German
Jewish
refugees
George M. Cohan will sing a song titled "Night
of Stars" which he wrote for this occasion
A weekly bulletin is being issued by Secretary George P. Aarons of the M.
P. T. 0. of Eastern Pennsylvania, So. New Jersey and Delaware
Mister Aarons devotes the front page to a brief summary
of important events, with sound advice on what position to
take so that the organizashe can present a United Front
Constructive and Sensible
Ted Koehler and Rube Bloom
are writing the book and score for the new floor show at the
Cotton Club ... Lucky Millinder and the Mills Blue Rhythm
Band will remain at the club for the premiere
Cab Calloway and his orch will probably replace them about Dec. 1

«

«

«

»

»

»

cuit, according to members of the
committee in charge for the exhibitor unit. Up to last night the independent circuit had not indicated
its intention to sign the agreement
banning the policy. Operating five
houses, the company, however, affects exhibition in three counties.
Terms of the agreement, signed
by several major circuits operating
in the section, as well as independents, provide that the move must
be a 100 per cent one.

Two Exploitation Features
On Next
Sol Lesser Lineup
(Continued from Page 1)
Hyman, Lesser's personal representative. Negotiations are now pending for a star for a story which
Lesser is prepared to start shooting on quickly, Hyman said.
Lesser will arrive in New York
on Wednesday from the coast accompanied by Eddie Cline and
George
All Etarope
three are
scheduledO'Brien.
to sail for
on
Sept. 29 to make some scenes for
"The Cowboy Millionaire," third of
the series of six pictures starring
George O'Brien which Lesser is
producing for Fox release. The
Harold Bell Wright story, "When
a Man's A Man", will be O'Brien's
second vehicle and will go into production on the coast Nov. 19. Lesser plans production of another
Chandu serial for 1935-36 release,
Hyman said.

"Night of Love" Piles Up
(Continued from
Page 1) Gross
2nd Highest
"Hall"
est gross in the history of the house.
The picture is now in its second
week at Radio City. At the Paramount in Los Angeles, the film
broke all house records and has been
held over, while in San Francisco
and Winnipeg, the only other openings so far, it is in its third week.

16 mm. Film Is Projected
76 Feet
on 14-Ft. Screen
(Continued from Page 1)
mable and is not hampered by fire
rules in this state. David Ambuter
of the Ambuter Film Laboratory,
who has carried on extensive experiments with the idea, is at present working close to capacity in
showings.
reducing foreign film for private
New Sonotone Stock Issues
Sontone Corp., makers of a boneconducting hearing device for the
deaf, with installations in the Radio
City Music and
Hall,other
Fay's
Theater
in
Providence
eastern
cities,
yesterday announced a new issue of
100,000 shares of the common stock
at $3. The issue will also be offered
to employees of the company at
$2.55.

—JXW
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A LITTLE from "LOTS

I By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD
in "The Mighty Barnum," and Pert
Demand for serials in recent,
who
will assume
an imSTAHL today will bring to Kelton,
months has hit a high mark for JJOHN
a close a twelve-week shooting
portant role in "The Red Cat."
several years, due probably to ab
r
v
T
3chedule on "Imitation of Life."
sence of sex element in these pic- Major members of the cast are
May Robson is en route to Hollytures, according to Universal. The Claudette Colbert, Warren William,
wood to play in "The Portrait of
same applies to Westerns. Both Rochelle Hudson, Ned Sparks, Louise Miss Laura
Bales" for RKO Radio
types of product have been report- leavers, Baby Jane, Marilyn Knowl- Pictures. Wanda Tuchock is reed rather scarce this season. As a len, Fredde Washington, Siebe
sponsible for the story and is also
result Universal has rushed com- rlendricks, Henry Kolker, Alma Tell, doing the screen adaptation. Cliff
pletion of its second serial, "Tail- Claire MacDowell, Norma Drew, Reid is the associate producer.
T
T
T
spin Tommy", to follow up the Buck Alan Hale, Paul Porcasi, Henry Armetta and Wyndham
Standing.
Purity Seal No. 219 has been
Jones serial, "Red
Rider".
T
T
T
In making "Tommy", Louis
to "School For Girls," reFox has signed John Arledge for issued cently
Friedlander used 147 players with
completed Liberty production
speaking parts, believed to be a a leading role in "Bachelor of Arts,"
features
Sidney
which is about to go into production which
record for a serial.
Kelly, Lois Wilson
and Fox,
LucillePau"
Le
at Pomona College, Claremont, Calif., Verne. Albert De Mond wrote the
with Louis King directing a large screen story, suggested by Reginald
cast including Tom Brown, Anita
Acquire Denver Orpheum Louise, Henry B. Walthall, Frank Wright Kauffman's "Our Undisciplined Daughters." William Nigh
Denver — The Orpheum theater Albertson and John Qualen. Lamar directed.
has been sold to Centennial Thea- Trotti converted the best seller into
T ▼ T
ters Corp., controlled by Harry Huff- a screen play.
The role in "Hell In The Heavens'
man and composed of Denver bond
v
T
T
originally assigned Hugh Williams
houses and Denver financiers, the
Ruth Etting's new musicomedy who was unable to assume it belatter owning the Paramount and i'or RKO Radio Pictures is to be a
cause of work in "Elinor Norton,'
Denver. $10,000 has been paid down :evue of Irving Berlin's most pophas been given to William Stelling,
on the deal, with $21,000 more tc jlar songs, it is annuonced. The
young Fox player. Others in the
be paid when the sheriff's deed it star will sing "All Alone," "All by aviation film based on the stage sucdelivered next February. RKO has Myself," "Blue Skies," "Lazy," "Alcess, "The Ace," are Warner Baxuntil then to redeem the property.
ways" and "When I Lost You."
ter, Herbert Mundin, Ralph Morgai
Price has been set as $500,000. Valand William Stack. John Blystonc
Film
is
as
yet
untitled.
Alt*
Gouldng will direct.
is directing.
ue of the ground, building and
T
r
T
equipment was announced as $1,250,T
T
T
000 when it was built in 1931.
Murray Kinnell has been assigned
The newest tenants of the Walt
to RKO's "Anne of Green Gables."
Disney studios — three live wallabies
T
T
T
Ross Alexander, stage recruit re- sent to the creator of Mickey Mouse
cently brought to Hollywood by by an Australian admirer — will soon
Warner Bros, was handed a new be seen on the screen. They have
pi HOLLYWOOD
»<* long term contract by the company been cast as the inspiration foi
as a result of his work in "Flirta- three of the players in the forthtion Walk" and "Gentlemen Are
coming production, "Mickey's SurArtists. prise," for release through United

PLAZA

T

T

T
T

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood
$2.50 up. Single
$3.00 up, Double
Sptcial weekly and monthly raft

The Plaza is near everything to see and do in
Hollywood. Ideal for business or pleasure.
Every room has private
dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every venience.
modern
Fine foodsconat
reasonable prices. Convenient parking for your car.
Cbas. Danziger, Mgr.
Eugtne Stern, Pres.
Th« "Doorway of Hospitality"
Vine at Hollywood
Blvd
HOLLYWOOD

T

Will Mahoney

Comedy

at Roxy

Will Mahoney's first starring
screen comedy, "She's My Lilly,"
produced by Educational, opens on
the new bill at the Roxy today.

Mascot

Opening

(Continued from Page

elusive
statement
Daily yesterday.

to

1)

The

Fii

"Especially is this so in the eai
ern territory where prices have be
notoriously low for the class of t
tertainment
clared.

presented," Kent

<

"The constant demand on prodi
ers for more costly production ci
inly be met by increased film re
.als and exhibitors must necessari
help in this direction by seeing
g
t that adequate admission om
pria
ire charged. There may be so<
sections where a rise in admissioj
nay not be advisable at this tin
)ut, generally, admission prices a
much

too

low."

.oming an

d G
LARRY

DARMOUR

and

HAROLD

HOPI

rrive today
by plane
from
the coast.
MIRIAM HOPKINS arrives from the <
Monday on the California.
ELLIOTT
omorrow

to

NUGENT
New

may
York

fly from
the ct
for
the
opening

lis Broadway
play, "Dream
Child."
Trip
jends on completion of "Enter Madame," wl
Nugent
is directing
for Paramount.
rromSAMabroad.
WOOD arrived in New York yesten
ALINE MacMAHON, having completed *
n Warner's "Babbitt," leaves the coast to
for a short vacation in New York
STUART ERWIN
Erwin)
are at the

and JUNE COLLYER
Hotel
Warwick.

BARNEY
BALABAN
from
Chicago.

(I

has arrived in New I

T

Florence Fair, one of the young
Born."
Cecelia Parker, whom Paramount
ladies recently signed to long-term
contracts by Warners, has been giv- borrowed from M-G-M for "Enter
en a principal role in the new Ricar- Madame," with Cary Grant and
Elissa Landi, will remain for a seclo Cortez-Mary Astor picture, "I
ond film. She was assigned tc
Am a Thief." Cast already includes
Dudley Digges, Hobart Cavanaugh, "Here Is My Heart" with Bing CrosIrving Pichel, Arthur Aylesworth Owen.by, Kitty Carlisle and Reginald
and Ferdinand Gottschalk. Robert
Y
Y
Y
Florey is directing. Story and screen
William Wellman will direct 20th
play were written by Ralph Block
and Doris Malloy.
Century's production of "The Call
T
v
T
of the Wild," Jack London story.
Darryl Zanuck has signed two Much of the filming will be done in
the
original locale in Alaska.
important feminine players for two
T
V
T
separate productions now being
Finley Peter Dunne, Jr., is workprepared for the cameras at the 20th
Century studios of which he is proing on the screen play of "Man
duction executive. They are Vir- Who Reclaimed His Head," which
ginia Bruce, who will appear with Jean Bart and Sam Ornitz authored. Edward Ludwig is directing.
Wallace Beery and Adolphe Menjou
New Brussels Exchange
Brussels — M. Vande Vliet has organized Film-Mundus for exclusive
distribution
of American
films.

S. R. KENT LAUDS MO
TO BOOST ADMISSION

Advanced

Broadway premiere of Mascot's
"Young and Beautiful" at the Criterion has been advanced from
Sept. 19 to Sept. 17.
British Quota in Rhodesia
London — A British film quota of
15 per cent has been established by
the Colony of Southern Rhodesir
for the year ending May 30, 1935.

JOHN
BENAS
goes
to Boston
Tuesday
Jttend
a meeting
of the Independent
Exl
Allied.
tors of New
England
as a representative

an

SIDNEY
E. SAMUELSON
Wednesday.

WILLIAM
next week

will

be

in A\H

MORRIS, JR., returns ..
via Saranac from
the Coast

PETE SMITH, monologist for M-G-M St
and formerly head of the publicity departit
in Culver City, arrives in New York
on H'
I to New
day on the California
for a short vacatio
F. HERRICK HERRICK is back in town
is at work cutting the Phillips Lord pictur
DeLuxe Lab.
LUCIEN
HUBBARD,
M-G-M
producer
jrrived
in New
York
this week
after a
week vacation in Europe, left yesterday for
coast.
He will stop off for two days al
former
home
in Kentucky.
NAT LIEBESKIND, Warner-First National
resentative who has been in the Orient for
years,
returns to New York today
Paris.
LOUIS
turn to
maining
of Mrs.

B. MAYER,
who was scheduled t(
New
York
today
on the Paris, is
abroad
a while
owing
to the il
Mayer.

JOSEPH N. WEBER, president of the Ai
can Federation of Musicians, and JAME
PETRILLO, head of the Chicago musi<
return
today on the Paris from
abroad
FRANKIE

THOMAS,

who

has

just

fin

work
in "Wednesday's
Child"
for RKO,
route
to New
York
with
his parents
f
vacation,
after which
he returns
to the
to resume work
under an RKO contract.

Discharging an

OBLIGATION
ANY
xjl

manufacturer who has won his way
into the confidence of a great industry isunder obligation to maintain the

standards that have given his product preference. Eastman Super-Sensitive "Pan" is
continually discharging such an obligation.
On the lot . . . in the laboratory. . . on the
screen ... it is unfailingly delivering the same
qualities that first made it a sensation in the
motion-picture world. Eastman Kodak Co.
(J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors, New
York, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN Super-Sensitive
Panchromatic Negative
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SUBJECTS

"A Nighr in a Night Club"
Universal
18 mins.
A Dandy
Milton Schwarzwald, director of
this series, has assembled an excellent program of vaudeville acts for
this release and has blended them
into the action admirably. The
show is introduced by Harry Rose
as master of ceremonies and includes Martha Raye, singer, Elaine
Arden with her funny Greek dialect,
a fine orchestra, Buck and Bubble?
and J. Harold Murray, who captures headline honors with the rendition of one stirring number. It
is a Mentone production.

for the pleasure cruise engagement.
So the manager frames him with a
gag that gives Mahoney a phoney
name, and to justify himself with
the captain and prove that he is
really the famous hoofer, he puts on
his act. Plenty of atmosphere and
it moves fast. Featured with the
dancer are Bob Geraghty, Marian
Martin, and the Five Spirits of
Harmony. These little cullud kids
go over immense with their novelty
harmonizing that has charmed the
radio fans. Produced by Al ChrisStory by William Watson and
"beauty" purposes is shown in de- Bert tie.Granet.
Photographed by
tail. Then there are magnificent
shots of the beautiful temples and George Webber.
shrines.

"Going
with
LowellPlaces"
Thomas
Universal
10 mins.
Good

Will Mahoney in
"She's My Lilly"
Educational
21 mins.
Good Dance Number

"In Far Mandalay"
(Magic Carpet)
Fox
9 mins.
Beautiful
Some gorgeous camera studies of
the Far East, centering more particularly around the "Road to Mandalay", and the camera work is
something to talk about. Whoever
the newsreel cameramen are, they
deserve special mention. The
strange custom among the Burmese
of elongating
women's
with
torturousthesteel
bandsnecks
for

This travel subject is extremely
A musical comedy in which Will
interesting. Sequences are: Paris Mahoney appears in a skit that presents him as an entertainer on a
in the spring, summer and fall, baby
animals at the Hamburg Zoo, and pleasure cruise ship. Will has declared
Bronx Park, present day status and to his manager that he is off for a
work of Russian women, strange re- vacation and refuses to be booked
ligious ceremony on the little Island
of Eronguaricaure, dancing by the
Hopi Indians in Arizona, religious
dances in Belgium, a Chinese dance,
a festival in the Austrian Tyrol, native dances in South Africa and the
Bull Dance by the Balecarlian farmers of Sweden. Lowell Thomas does
his usual fine service as commenCleghorn, la. — L. L. Patton has
tator.
been selected by local merchants as
manager of the Cleghorn theater.

NEWS

"The Dizzy Dwarf
(Oswald Cartoon)
Universal
Just Fair

mins.

"Ye
Happy Cartoon)
Pilgrims"
(Oswald
Universal
8 mins.
Oswald, playing the part of John
Alden, lands with the Pilgrims at
Plymouth Rock. There they are besieged by Indians selling hot dogs,
and lemonade and hawking for
taxis. Alden and Miles Standishj
a huge dog, are in love with Pris-i
cilia. John wins, but their wedding
feast is upset by Standish and a:

on the
warpath."
Featuring Billy Gilbert and Vince horde
There of
are Indians
a few good
laughs.
Barnett in a fast comedy wherein
Lively
Vince
acts act
as awherein
come-on hefortries
Billy's
pitchman
to
"Why Mules Leave Home"
take the town yokels. He does it
(Terry-Toon)
7 mins^l
so well that a prominent citizen Educational
hires him to auction off the furnishA Paul Terry-Toon reciting thai
adventures of the old farmer wherj
the mule stages a strike of all the]
farm hands, and the animals wall]
out without notice. A tribe of hosj
tile Indians swoop down on the un!
protected farmhouse. When thrl
strikers hear of it, they return t«|
Milwaukee — Jack Stanley has rescue their old pal. Good animal
been succeeded as orchestra leader tion and it moves fast. Scored bi|
ards.Fox's Alhambra by Jack Rich- Philip A. Scheib.
of

OF THE DAY

New Orleans— Eddie Chittenden,
former Marcus show comedian,
plans to open the Crescent here
This one is strictly juvenile en- about Sept. 22 with tabloid musical
tertainment and holds little for comedy and pictures.
adults. It's about a queen who complains to the king that she is in
tatters and needs new gowns. OsBoston — It's a boy at the home
wald's sister claims she can spin
straw into gold. A dwarf appears of Jack Davis of Monogram.
and makes it possible for her to
produce the gold with the provision
Lincoln, Neb. — Flu is smacking
that she guess his name within a
certain time. Oswald overhears the theater row early here. Charlie
Shire
is barely out of bed, and E. A.
conversation, discovers the dwarf's
name and returns in time to save Patchen is talking about four octaves lower in the first stages.
his sister and the gold.
9 mins.

"Stranger(No.
Than2) Fiction"
Universal
10 mins.
Swell

"Super-Stupid"
(Coronet
Comedy)
Educational
19
Fast Comic

ings of his home. The boys get into
the home of the police chief by mistake, and when he discovers his old
enemies at work there is plenty of
excitement. It moves along at a
brisk pace, with some good gags in
the auctioneering sequences. Leigh
Jason directed.
Okay

Palace, Akron, Books "Cheaters"
Akron — "Cheaters," Liberty production featuring Bill Boyd, Dorothy Mackaill and June Collyer, has
Following up the tempo set by been booked for a first-run engagement at the Palace. Murry Lebensthe first in this new series, Allyn
Butterfield has compiled 10 unique burg of First Division and Dave
Monarch Theaters negosubjects that have been prepared Chatkintiatedofthe deal.
for the screen with an interesting
narrative spoken by Alois Havrilla.
Representing Conquest Alliance
The subjects are Cactus Candy, Un
usual Clock of Lierre, Artist withConquest Alliance Co. has apout hands, Priest on Horseback,
pointed Walter Biddick Co., with offices in Los Angeles, San Francisco,
Pigmy Hippo, Ancient Smithy, Palace of Depression, Skirts 100 feet Seattle and Denver as its west coast
long, Electrified Cat and Piano casting.
representative for foreign broadPlaying device.

Beloit, Wis. — New Western Electric sound, new men's smoking room
and manager's office are being installed at the Rex at a cost of about
$7,000.
Montello, Wis. — W. J. Ladwig,
operator of the Opera House at
Princeton, has taken over the Montello here and has installed new
sound equipment. He also has installed new lighting equipment in
the Opera House.

"Mountain Melody"
(Song Hit Story)
Educational
10 mins
Hillbilly Melodies
Featuring Frank Luther in h ,
Hillbilly songs, assisted by Let
Hearn, Six Mountain Melodeert,
Four Diplomats and the Eight Bur
caneers. The theme is that of I
rivalry between two Kentucky rnour*
tain groups of hillbillies. They eF>
ter a local contest to see which wi.
win the chance to go to New Yort
on a big radio program. Good loci,
color and some fine rendition of hill
billy melodies. Directed by Williaj
Watson. Story by Bert Gran©
Photographed by George Webber. |
man)

James Roosevelt Guest of Cullman
"Marching With Science"
(Adventures of A News Camera-1
James Roosevelt, son of the President, was the luncheon guest of
10 minr
Howard S. Cullman at the Roxy Fox
Modern Science
yesterday. Roosevelt remained to
A very diverting and unusual ree
see "Romance of a People". After
his visit at the Roxy, Roosevelt paid right up to the minute with a can
a call at the offices of Gaumont- era recording of recent events i
British.
science. The principal shots covf
developments in airplanes and gli<
Frankie Thomas Gets RKO Termer ers. The methods used in clearir
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY the ground for Boulder Dam ai
Hollywood — Frankie Thomas, 12 graphically presented. Also art
years old, brought here from Broad- ficial lighting technique, remote r;
way to appear in the screen version dio control to be applied to ai
of "Wednesday's Child," has been craft and vessels, and several othi
put under a five-year contract by scientific
that wi
RKO.
have wide developments
appeal.

;::i

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Sixteen Years Old

Intimate in Character
Internationa! in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Propose Permanent Reopening of Code Assents

\DMISSI0N BOOST WONT AFFECT CLEARANCE TIME
ox Met. Receiver and Bondholders to Confer on Plan
leceivers to Submit Plan
if Bondholders Are
Not Successful
Next move in the Fox Metropoljin Playhouse situation will be in
fe nature of conferences between
llton C. Weisman, co-receiver for
fx Theaters Corp., and Beekman,
|gue & Clark, counsel for the bondders' committee in the formation
a new reorganization plan. Fed1 Judge Julian Mack has given
interested parties until Nov. 12
V submit plans.
IfWeisman stated to Film Daily
(Continued

on

Page

3)

[JSINESS IN MIDWEST
SHOWS MARKED RISE
ILincoln, Neb. — Business is better
' the movies in Nebraska, accordto reports emanating from
te-wide sources. Evert Cumings,
heads the Tri-State group, says
sses are up more than 15 per
t; C. E. Williams, M.P.T.O. head
Nebraska and Western Iowa,
:es some Nebraska theaters have
(Continued

on

Page

3)

£hib Music Committee
fceting Att'y-Gen'l Again

(lore conferences between mem|E? of the exhibitor Emergency
J^imittee with respesentatives of
b Attorney-General in Washingft are expected in connection with
h Federal Government's suit atadng American Society of Com>c;rs. Authors & Publishers under
(Continued

on

Page

2)

Jackie Cooper at Capitol
I Jackie Cooper is coming from the
nast next week to appear with George
pssel and Ed Sullivan in the stage
low opening at the Capitol on Fri(ay.
"Death
on the Diamond"
ill beM-G-M's
the screen
attraction.

Principles
o f Clearance
and Zoning Adopted by
Code Authority

Upton Sinclair to Keep Hands Off Movies
San Francisco — Interviewed, on his arrival here, regarding his attitude toward the
film industry, Upton Sinclair, candidate for Governor of California, said, "I am going
to devote myself, if elected, to governing the state and not meddling in the movies "
Sinclair recently was quoted as saying he would install a state-run motion picture
industry
to aid unemployment.

Provisions that any theater which
purchases a specified run shall retain that run irrespective of any increase in admission prices of subsequent runs is embraced in the set
of 12 basic principles of clearance
and zoning adopted by the Code Authority. The memorandum also authorizes revision of clearance of subsequent runs where a prior run reduces admission prices, and of
clearance of prior runs where
a

15 RKO PRODUCTIONS 12 IN PREPARATION
UNDER WAY ON COAST AT WARNER STUDIOS
We-t

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood— Activity at the RKO
studios is running high, with six
films before the cameras, four being
edited and five in preparation.
Those in work are "Little Minister,"
"By Your Leave," "Ann of Green
Gables," "Gridiron Flash" (formerly "The Kick-Off"), "The Silver
Streak" and
"The Sea Girl". In the
(Continued on Page 3)

Pittsburgh Variety Club
Holds Banquet Oct. 14

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — A dozen stories cur(Continued
on Page 3)
rently are in preparation at Warner-First National, in addition to
five pictures shooting. The quintette includes "Sweet Adeline",
"Bordertown", "Babbitt", "Murder
in the Clouds" and "I Am a Thief".
Those being readied include "Air
Devils", "Casino de Paree", "Concealment", "Gold Diggers of 1935",
"In Caliente", "The Irish in Us",
Sounding a most optimistic note
"North Shore", "Racing Luck", "A of box-office recovery, Ed KuykenPresent from Margate", "Invitation dall, M. P. T. O. A. prexy, yesterto a Murder", "Skipper of the Isday declared that in towns of 30,000 and under, business is bepahan" and "Sweet Music".
tween 35 and 40 per cent better

Pittsburgh — Sixth annual banquet
of the Variety Club will be held
Oct. 14 in the William Penn Hotel. Seek December Meeting
This year's affair, which has beOn Pathe Reorganization
come an industry event attended by
Application for an extraordinary
some 1,000 showmen, will be in
honor of the retiring chief barkers, meeting of Pathe stockholders
Harry Goldstein who moved to whereby two-thirds of the stock represented will be permitted to act on
Cleveland, and Harry Kalmine of
Warner Theaters. Entire 17th floor the proposed re-organization
plan,
(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued

on

Page

KUYKENDALL REPORTS
IMPROVED BUSINESS

(Continued

Permanent Reopening Sought
For Filing of Code Assents
Period for filing assents to the
code will be permanently reopened
under an amendment proposed by
the Code Authority and submitted
Larry Darmour, Majestic production chief, who arrived in New York to the NRA at Washington for approval. The amendment revises j
yesterday with Harold Hopper, stu- Article Six,
Part Two, Section ;
dio manager, will discuss with Her- Eight, of the code, which imposes
man Gluckman, president of Majes
tic Pictures, the possibility of in a restricted period.
Approximately 1,300 houses have
creasing the budget on the balance
(Continued
on Page 3)
(Continued

on

Page

3)

Page

3)

'U' Handling Outside Films
In Foreign Territory Only

3)

Larry Darmour Discussing
Majestic Budget Increase

on

Outside films acquired by Universal this year will be, with but one
or two exceptions, for foreign distribution exclusively, James R.
Grainger (Continued
stated toon Film
yesPage Daily
2)
Probe Coast Union

Matter

Discussing the supplanting of I. A.
T. S. E. members in coast studios by
the I. B. E. W ., a matter he will investigate thoroughly on arrival at the
coast shortly, George Browne, president of the I. A. T. S. E. said yesterday that "everything we had belonged
to us and we want what we are entitled to." Browne said that while he
might not raise a jurisdictional issue
at the A. F. of L convention in San
Francisco next month, he intends to see
that proper jurisdiction is maintained.
He said he believed the matter could
best be handled by direct negotiations
with the studios.

-. &M:
Provisions for Extras
Forwarded to the NRA
Vol. LXVI, No. 64
JOHN
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A set of 13 provisions governing
employment of extras, as recommended by the standing committee
on extras, at the Coast, has been
approved by the Code Authority and
transmitted to the NRA legal deparment for study. The clauses
were approved by the Coast committee on July 31.
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2 More Amity Exchanges
Amity has established two additional exchanges, in St. Louis and
Des Moines, bringing its total to
30 exchanges in the U. S. A., it is
announced by John M. Crinnion,
executive vice-president. The new
St. Louis exchange, Superior Pictures, is operated by James Jovaney, manager of the Chicago exchange. S. H. Stern, head of Capitol Film Exchange, Omaha, will operate the Des Moines exchange under the same name.
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Hollywood — Sam Wood, who arrived in New York this week on his
way back to Hollywood from abroad,
has five directorial offers awaiting
him here. One is from M-G-M, where
Wood worked for nine years before
sailing for Europe four months ago.
He also is expected to rejoin Paramount for at least one assignment.
In addition, it is understood Wood
has agreed to direct a special feature for B.I.P. in England after
making one here.
Parker Acquires Atlanta Exchange
Charlotte, N. C— W. L. Parker,
manager of the Amity Exchange
here, has taken over the Atlanta
territory, formerly handled by M.
C. Howard, and will now operate
both exchanges.

Brown
N. Goldsmith

Joseph P. Kennedy
Alexander
Korda
Jackie Cooper

Robert
T. Kane
Louis Gasnier
Neely Edwards
Sam
Spewack
Wally Caldwell
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Seek December Meeting
On Pathe Reorganization
[Continued from Pane

'U' Handling Outside Films
In Foreign Territory Only
(.Continued from Page

.oming an

1)

1)

terday. "The 15 or 20 outside films
planned! for release by Universal
will not be for domestic release," he
said. "That does not mean that we
will not be interested in any good
independently made film for American distribution, but so far none
have been acquired."

District Sales Managers
Appointed by Photophone
Camden — All Photophone district
sales representatives hereafter will
be known as district sales managers,
it is announced by James E. Francis, manager of the Photophone Division of RCA Victor. Simultaneously, Francis announces a realignment of sales territories. In addition to having New York City, Bernard Sholtz will operate in the
Northern New Jersey, Staten Island, Connecticut, and Eastern New
York State territories; M. S. England has been assigned to Central
and Western New York State; J. B.
Dumestre has been assigned to
Georgia, Florida, Alabama and part
of Tennessee; and C. W. Savin has
been assigned the entire New Engcut. land territory, excepting Connecti-
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in New York and will be a guest at the
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Music
Hall
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WILLIAM CLARK, Educational assistant^!'
manager, and HARVEY DAY, sales miij(
for the Paul Terry-Toons, leave tomorro
on a tour of Fox exchanges which will ai
them to Charlotte, Atlanta, New OJ*
Memphis and Cincinnati.
HARRY
COHN
has
indefinitely
postjj
his

trip

East

from

the

Coast.

ABE
MONTAGUE
returns
week
from
Hollywood.

to

New

Yc

Exhib Music Committee
Meeting
Att'y-Gen'l
(Continued
from Page 1) AgJ
the anti-trust laws. So far daA
the next meeting has not been if
Walter Vincent, chairman oil
committee, who is now out of t|
returns to New York next we«fT
Sennett Asks
West

Coast

Bureau

$35,500
of THE

in Crai
FILM

Lll

Los Angeles — Mack SennettjJ
filed suit against Mrs. Myrtle I«
widow of George Mack of mm
and Mack, for $35,500 damagjl
a result of alleged injuries reca
in the auto crash which result
Mack's death last April. GtJ
Moran recently sued for $34,50*1
lost. Sennett at present is in I
don, where he was badly brjjj
yesterday in a cab collision, ac»|
ing to cable reports.

Filming Ross-McLarnin Fight
Arthur Gottlieb, head of Oliver
Film Corp., has completed arrangements for the filming of the RossMcLarnin fight scheduled to take Grand Rapids Voting on Prem
place at the Madison Square Garden
Detroit— Grand Rapids has I
bowl tonight. Gottlieb will have six declared
a premium area byj
sound cameras and six slow-motion
local board to allow exhibito:|
outfits at the ringside.
vote on elimination of the prafl
according to E. S. Kinney, secrtl
20th Century Starring Gable
Flinn Attends NRA
Meet
West Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM DAILY
John C. Flinn, Executive SecreHollywood — Clark Gable will be
tary of the Code Authority, last
No Loew Split of Col. Filr
starred by 20th Century in "It Had night attended a meeting of all Code
Commenting
on reports
that Loe I
to
Happen", for United Artists re- Authorities in Carnegie Hall, where
lease.
New
York houses
might release half]
Gen. Hugh S. Johnson outlined futhe Columbia
1934-35
lineup
buy
RKO
theaters
in the
territory
unf
ture plans for the NRA.
1% Tax Decided in St. Louis
terms of settlement of its current pri
uct
dispute.
Jack
Cohn
of
CoIuit
St. Louis — A city income tax of
yesterday
observed
it was
the first }
$923,794 Profit for CBS
1 per cent has been agreed upon
had heard
about
the plan.
"We'll
Net profit of $923,794, equal to
by a caucus of the 16 Democratic
he
the said.
giving away,
if there's any dor
aldermen with leaders of the ad- $8.21 a share, is reported by Coministration.
lumbia Broadcasting Co. for 1933.

Dinehart Back to Stage
After three years in films, Alan
Dinehart returns to the Broadway
stage Monday night at the 48th St.
Theater in his new play, "Alley
Cat." Sam Shipman helped him prepare the production.

George
Alfred

DAILY

will be made Friday to the Supreme
Court by George S. Montgomery, Jr.,
of Coudert Brothers, attorneys for
the company. Montgomery is also
a director of Pathe Exchanges, Inc.
The court will be asked to set Dec.
21 as the date of the meeting. It
is learned that no changes will be
made in the plan submitted to
stockholders Sept. 11 with the posMichigan Allied Meeting
sible exception of the inclusion of
In Flint Oct. 16 and 17 a paragraph granting stockholders
preemptive rights on any issuance
Detroit — Dates of the Allied The- of collateral trust notes. All other
aters of Michigan convention have suggestions made by stockholders at
been tentatively set as Oct. 16-17, in the meeting will be considered at
Flint, according to H. M. Richey,
the next board of directors' meetgeneral manager.
ing, but not included in the plan.

5 Offers Await Sam Wood
NEW

omg

-. WW.
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CLEARANCE UNALTERED
BY BOOST IN PRICES
(Continued

from Page

MONCthe

1. Members of local Clearance and Zoning
loards should familiarize themselves thoroughI with the provisions of Article VI. Part 1.
lection 4 of the Code of Fair Competition
Dr the Motion
Picture Industry, as follows:
Each Board when making any classificaon of theaters, or when fixing the maximum
riod or area of clearance in respect of any
leater shall, among other things, consider
rid give due regard to the following factors:
(a) that clearance to a very considerable
<tent determines the rental value of motion
ctures;
(b) that exhibitions of the same motion
cture within the same competitive area at
io short
an
interval
after
the
conclusion
a preceding run or runs thereof by unlly restricting the competitive area in which
earance is limited, depreciates the rental
ilue of motion
pictures:
and
(c) that all such depreciations of the rental
ilues of motion pictures tend to reduce the
jmber of motion pictures produced, disurages
the production
of motion
pictures
quality involving large investments of cap\\. labor, skill, and enterprise and thereby
nd to reduce employment.
(d) that unreasonable clearance to a conlerable extent affects the value of motion
ctures
for subsequent-run
theaters.
(e) that unreasonable clearance depreciates
e potential return from motion pictures to
bsequent-run
theaters.
(f) that unreasonable clearance as to time
I d area
diminishes
the
potential
revenue
the Distributor from the subsequent-run
thibitor."
2. The competitive geographical area intded. in schedules should be clearly defined
th as to first run in cities and suburban
itricts. In defining geographical areas
ecting first runs, clearance should be given
t only against theaters in the particular
y but also against competitive theaters
thin a trading area or within a metropolitan
itrict. First run theaters should have clearce over nearby towns and cities which are
isidered
competitive.
3. No prohibition may be placed upon the
i which
an exhibitor
may
be able to buy
a distributor may be able to sell to any
" 'ater. and no theater shall be designated
t( name as first run, as second
run, or as
« other
run in a city or in a zone
area,
edules
including
statements
to the effect
i he Blank Theater may purchase no clear« :e" cannot be approved.
It is within the
isdiction
of the local board,
however,
to
te that a theater is not in competition with
lit f other
theater.
(J f. Georgraphica!
areas of competition which
■» 11 be designated
as zones
shall be estabYfed by the local board.
Such
zones
shall
established by dividing the territory affectinto groups of competitive theaters.
Any
ater shall have
the right without
restricI to buy any
run
it is able to negotiate
with any distributor,
and any distributor
II have
the right
without
restriction,
to
any run he desires.
* Maximum periods of clearance shall be
Wished between the various runs which
f exist. For instance, the board shall
ne the maximum clearance between the
t run in a city and the second run in a
i and also the maximum clearance between
A second run, if there be one, and the first
in any competitive geographical zones.
Local Board may make provision for the
J<ing of any extraordinary picture which
play first run to substantially increased
ission prices, which substantial increase
admission prices shall entitle a theater
dditional clearance unless the next subent run also increases its admission prices
he same proportion ; and this principle
1 apply to all other subsequent runs.
In establishing maximum clearance for
run, consideration may be given to the
rential between the first run admission
es and the admission prices charged by
second run and/or subsequent runs in
espective competitive cities or zones.
Provision may be made for the revision

FOX MET. RECEIVER
TO CONFER ON PLAN
(.Continued from Page

1)

mbsequent run cuts its admission
>rices.
Vote on adoption of the set of
•rinciples was unanimous, it was delayed at the Authority. They are
is follows:

DAILY

PHIL M. DALY
• • • A NEAT promotion has been engineered by the
RKO Radio studio crowd for the production of the pix "Silver
Streak"
which features the Burlington Zephyr in a thrill
sequence in the story the world famous train races with
death from Chi to California
the train is leaving the Chicago Fair by special permission of General Charles G. Dawes
in charge of Glendon Allvine, producer and Tommy
Atkins, director the pix is now being filmed en route
with stops at points called for in the script
later, the
Zephyr proceeds to the RKO Ranch at Hollywood for other
scenes
some promotion!
T
T
T
• •
• ANNOUNCEMENT by George Weeks of GaumontBritish
who is rapidly building up a staff of ace salesmen
his organizashe now includes Charles Penser, formerly
with Columbia
Reg Wilson, former sales manager for Educational and Irving Gumberg, who goes back to the old
days with Selznick and World-Wide
T
T
T
• • • ALL OF Columbia's salesmen and the first-run accounts are being supplied by the company
with a distinguished looking folder that contains loose-leaf reproductions
of the advance newspaper campaign used for the world
premiere at Radio City Music Hall
for "One Night of
Love"
it makes aTcompelling
T flashT
• •
• A DANCE
contest will be held at the Roseland
Ball Room Sunday afternoon
in a tie-up with the premiere
showing of Mascot's "Young and Beautiful" at the Criterion
starting Monday
Jack Porte has been appointed by Max
Libman, director of the Frankie Darro Stamp Club, to handle
the campaign in greater New York
it is a plug for the
Mascot serials featuring the kid

1)

yesterday
if thenotbondholders'
committee that
plan does
meet with
the approval of the Fox Theaters
receivers, he and his co-receiver,
William Atkinson, will form a plan
to be submitted for the court's approval on that date.

Kuykendall Reports
Improved Business
(Continued from Page 1)
than it was a year ago. He based
his computation on information obtained while attending exhibitor
country. in various sections of the
meetings
Kuykendall stated he believes a
five-cent increase in admission
prices isi generally practical, but
Southern theaters cannot stand any
substantial raise in scale. It is better, in some situations, to maintain
current scales in order to keep the
public "picture-minded" and financially able to attend shows several
times a week, said the exhibitor
leader.
Leaving New York on Tuesday,
Kuykendall
goes to
Charlottemeeting
to address an open
exhibitor
sponsored by the M. P. T. 0. of
North and South Carolina on Wednesday. He will discuss the music
tax and other current industry issues.

Larry Darmour Discussing Permanent Reopening
Majestic
Budget Increase
Sought
on Code Assents Business in Midwest
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
Shows Marked Increase
not as yet indicated compliance
of the company's lineup, he told
Film Daily. Majestic has already
produced three of its scheduled 12
pictures for 1934-35. The reception accorded Majestic's first three
pictures has led to the talk of raising production costs, Darmour said.
He will be in New York ten days.

(Continued

"Chan" Holding at Mayfair
Music Hall May Get "Peck's Boy"
"Peck's Bad Boy," a Sol Lesser
Fox's "Charlie Chan in London,"
with Warner Oland, will be held for production, may be booked into the
Music
Hall.
a second week at the Mayfair.
of clearance of subsequent runs where a
prior run reduces admission prices, and of
clearance of prior runs where a subsequent
run reduces its admission prices. Notwithstanding, any theater which purchases a specified run shall retain such run irrespective
of any increase in admission prices of subsequent runs.
8. In the event that two theaters are in
separate zones which overlap and are in
competition, the maximum period of clearance
between such theaters shall be established by
the board.
9. The period of clearance shall not be
affected by reason of any theater using a double bill policy or stage shows.
10. The schedule shall provide that in the
event of the building or opening of a new
theater or the reopening of a closed theater
the Clearance and Zoning Board shall immediately meet and determine the zone in which
such theater shall be placed. Such theater
shall of course have the opportunity of purchasing such run as it is able and which the
distributor may desire to sell.
11. It shall be provided that if any first
run theater permits an earlier exhibition than
provided in the schedule by a waiver of clear-

from Page

1)

with the code, it was estimated at
up about 40 to 50 per cent.
the Authority yesterday. Signatures business
Officials here say they are playing
total 8,700.
to about 35 per cent more people,
Society Woman
Given Test
but grosses remain about the same
cheapness of adMrs. Henry Field, Chicago so- due to themissionsextreme
here.
ciety and fashion leader, was tested
by Paramount yesterday at New
York.

ance or by any other means with respect to
any second run theater, then third, fourth and
subsequent run theaters shall also move up
and receive a like benefit from the above mentioned earlier exhibition in accordance with
the clearance period established between the
runs involved. If any second, third or subsequent run theater permits an earlier exhibition than provided in the schedule with
respect to any theater in the following run,
then the same principle as set forth above
with respect to the first and second run shall
be applicable in accordance with the clearance
period established between the runs involved
and any
runs thereafter.
12. The following resolution was unanimously adopted by the Code Authority on August
23rd, 1934:
"RESOLVED:
That clearance for any
theater established by a clearance and zoning board in any decision affecting a schelule
of clearance and zoning for a territory or
part thereof, shall supersede any clearance
specified in any license agreement between
distributors and exhibitors, irrespective of
whether such license agreement was executed
prior to the decision of the Local Clearance
and

Zoning

Board."

15 RKO Productions
Under Way on Coast
(Continued

from Page

1)

cutting room are "The Gay Divorce," "Dangerous Corner," "Kentucky Kernels" and "Wednesday's
Child". Those in preparation include "West of the Pecos", "Romance in Manhattan", "Lightning
Strikes Twice", "Portrait of Laura
Bales" and an Ann Harding picture.

Pittsburgh Variety Club
Holds
Banquet Oct. 14
(Continued from Page 1)
of the hotel has been reserved for
the banquet, according to John H.
Harris, general chairman of the
banquet committee, and this is the
first year in which all of the Variety Club chapters, comprising Pittsburgh, Columbus, Cincinnati, St.
Louis, Detroit, Cleveland, Buffalo,
Albany, Kansas City, Indianapolis
and Washington, will participate in
the affair.
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A Little
from "Lots"
—
By RALPH WILK —
HOLLYWOOD

"QORE ist,
SCHARY,
Warner
will leave Oct.
1 forscenarNew
York to finish his play, "Violence,"
and make arrangements for its production. Sidney Harmon, co-producer of "Men in White," is the producer. Schary is writing the screenplay for "Blue Moon Murder," a S.
S. Van Dine story.

T

▼

T

Our Passing Show: C. B. DeMille,
Frank Lloyd, Stanley Bergerman,
Sid Grauman, Edwin H. Knopf, Jack
Gardner, George Marshall, Dudlev
Nichols, Oliver H. P. Garrett, Ed
Chodorov, Howard Emmett Rogers,
Nat Goldstone, Abe Meyer at the
opening of T
"Mary T of VScotland."
Alan Mowbray is playing an important role in "Night Life of the
Gods," which Lowell Sherman is
directing for Universal.
T

T

T

Walter Lang, who directed
"Whom the Gods Destroy," "The
Warrior's Husband," and several
other pictures, will direct "The
Mighty Barnum," which will be
made by Twentieth Century Prods.
Wallace Beery and Adolphe Menjou
will be featured.
T

T

T

t

v

▼

Roy
Ronald
"Clive
Darryl

Del Ruth, who is to direct
Colman in 20th Century's
of India," was selected by
Zanuck in response to requests of exhibitors as a result of
the good job done by Del Ruth with
Colman's recent release, "Bulldog
Drummond Strikes Back," according
to Zanuck. Del Ruth's last direceffort was vehicle
"Kid Millions,"
the
Eddie torial
Cantor
for Samuel
Goldwyn.

▼

▼

T

Here is a bright little love comedy of
light texture but so scintillating in the
it has

▼

T

Simile — As busy as a summer resort in the winter.
Directs

Hammett

Story

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Murray
Roth
will
direct
"On
the
Make,"
original
story
by
Dashiell Hammett,
for Universal.

handled

that

it should

to her apartment and finds her grown-up
daughter, Jean Muir, who has been kept
in boarding school because

the mother

was

too busy with a career. The bubbling life
in Jean comes to the surface as she finds
a kindred soul in George, but the mother
quickly takes sly measures to break up
the romance. She throws Jean into a social
whirl where

she

meets

and

becomes

en-

gaged to Charles Starrett, whose snobbish
family eventually cause Jean to fly back
into the arms of George, whom she really
loves. The parts, especially those played

» »

with
Adolphe
Menjou,
Doris
Universal
GOOD

HUMAN

INTEREST

MODERN
FAMILY
SOME APPEAL.

NEWS of the DAY

SIDE"

LIFE

Kenyon
61 mins.
DRAMA

HAS

OF

Adapted from the stage play by Christian Ames, here is a down-to-earth story
that will exert wide appeal because of its
very human touches. Adolphe Menjou has
the role of a theatrical promoter who for
28 years of married life has been going
*o do great things but scores nothing but
flops. His wife, played by Doris Kenyon,
has been forced to divorce him for the
sake

of the four children.

But

they all

are still pals together. The husband and
father is always dropping in and acting
as if he were still the head of the family.
He promotes a would-be prima donna into
backing a musical comedy with herself
in the star role, and it proves a terrible
flop. She crowns him the next day in her
apartment. The wife determines to marry
a rich suitor,
but
reconsiders.
Cast:

Adolphe

Menjou,

Doris

Kenycn,

Charlotte Henry, Joseph Cawthorn, Reginald Owen, Betty Lawford, Dick Winslow,

are beautifully played, while Archie Mayo's
direction catches the spirit of the story
with
full effectiveness.

George Ernest, Dickie Moore, Ward Bond,
Lcis January, Anne Darling, John Sheehan,

Muir,

Miss

Teasdale

and

Cast: Jean Muir, George Brent, Verree
Teasdale, Arthur Aylesworth, Jean Wheeler,
Barbara Leonard, Charles Starrett, John
Halliday, Jim

Miller, Virginia

Doris Atkinson,
ton.

Hammond,

Pauline True, Russell Hop-

Archie

Mayo;

Author,

Mary

McCall, Jr.; Screen Play, same; Cameraman, Ernest Haller,
Editor, Thomas
Pratt.
Direction, Aces
Photography,
Fine.
John

Wayne

Noah

Beery

and

Noah

Hayes, Leland Hodgson,
Kelly, Lew Phelps.

Director, Edward Buziell; Author, Christian Ames; Screen Play, Frank Craven,
Ernest Pascal; Cameraman, Robert Brodir.e.
Direction, Gcod
Photography, Okay.
Marlene

Dietrich

"THE SCARLET

Beery, Jr.

EMPRESS"

103 mins.

STAR'S NAME AND LAVISH PRODUCTION ARE CHIEF POINTS OF HISTORICAL DRAMA.

Monogram
55 mins.
LOTS OF ACTION
AND
SPILLS IN
TALE OF TANGLED
INTRIGUE IN THE
NORTHWEST.

From the standpoint of spectacle, this
production has plenty to engage the eye,
but as entertainment for the masses it is

There is plenty of action in this one
and some thrilling spills, though the tale
is somewhat lacking in suspense. On a
mission to the northwest to find a girl,

the drawing power of the star will have
to be depended upon largely. Story theme
is strictly adult, dealing mostly with the
amours of Catherine, the Great, who came

John Wayne leaps from
friend who faces a murder

from Germany as an innocent Princess and
ascended the Russian throne after the

a train with a
charge. Chased

by a sheriff who was warned of their
coming, they take shelter in a cabin where
they find the map of a gold mine in the
bony fingers of a skeleton. At a settlement further on, an associate of an outlaw band sees the map and in making an
unsuccessful attempt to steal it, kidnaps
Hillie. Wayne

and his friend

go to rescue her and en route are captured by one of the outlaws wearing the
coat

of a Northwest Mounted police officer. Left tied up with the real Mountie,
who was sent to get them, Wayne works
himself free. Wayne outwits the outlaws
and finds both the mine and the girl.
Windup is a running battle in which the
outlaw band is captured and Wayne and
his friend cleared.
John

Wayne,

Noah

Beery, Noah

Beery, Jr., Verna Hillie, Iris Lancaster, Robert Fraser, Earl Dwire and Ed Parker.
Director, R. N. Bradbury; Author, James
Oliver Curwocd; Screen Play, Lindsley Parsons; Cameraman, Archie Stout; Recording
Engineer, Ralph Shugart.
Direction, Gocd.
Photography, Fine.

likely to prove

murder

more

Duke

just as

plotting to kill her and marry
Weak
in human
interest.

Cast: Marlene
Jaffe, Louise
Aubrey

or less spotty, and

of the crazy Grand

he was
mistress.

Dietrich, John

Dresser,

Smith, Ruthelma

Maria

a

Lodge, Sam
Sieber,

Darwell,

Harry

Woods,

Hans

von

Twarkowski, Davison Clark, Phillip Sleeman, John Davidson, Gerald Fielding, James
Burke, Belle Stoddard Johnstone, Nadine
Beresford, Eunice Moore, Petra McAllister,
Blanche Rose, James Marcus, Thomas C.
Blythe, Clyde David, Richard Alexander,
Hal Beyer, Julianne Johnson, Elinor Faire,
Bruce

Warren,

George

Davis, Eric Alden,

Agnes Steele, Barbara Sabichi, May Foster, Minnie Steele, Katherine Sabichi, Dina
Smirnova, Anna Duncan, Patricia Patrick,
Elaine St. Maur.
Director,

Josef

von

Sternberg;

Screen

Play, Manuel Kcmroff. Cameraman, Bert
Glennon; Recording Engineer, Harry Mills;
Editor, Sam Winston.
Direction, Good

Akron, O. — Dark for sevei
months, the Portage, neighborho
house, has reopened.
Washington
— Monogram's
Eyre"
set a new
record for "Ja
inc
pendent pictures in its run at t
RKO Keith Theater.
Hollywood — "A Girl of the Li
berlost," Monogram production, r.
been
booked for first-run at t
Pantages.
Lake Charles, La. — Bert Til
has severed connections with Sou
ern Amusement Co.
Rayne, La. — Craig's Opera Hov
is remodeling at a cost of abc

J
•
'i:

Photography,

A-l.

New Orleans — Paramount, E
$3,000.
and M-G-M
1934-35 product is
ready playing the Saenger circi
subject to contracts which will
agreed upon later.
Lincoln, Neb. — Wages have be
boosted here with the advent of Si
day shows. In some cases pec.
were added, in order that all (
ployes be still allowed a day
but in most instances hours w.
added and the payrolls upped
Ada, O. — Cal Moore failed to
new his lease on the Odeon and
stead has leased the 1200-seat Lt
auditorium for first-run films thf.
nights a week starting Sept. l1

C

Stevens, Olive Tell,

Gavin Gordon, Jameson Thomas, Erville Alderson, Marie Wells, Edward Van Sloan,
Jane

Portland, Ore. — Eddie Rivers h
been engaged by John Hamrick
manage the Music, succeeding A
drew Seso, transferred to Hamricl
Orpheum, which is the former Pa
tages.

in

Paramount

in

"THE TRAIL BEYOND"
with

Eddie Kane, Richard Powell, Charles Wilson, Jack Mulhall, Arthur S. Hull, George
Kirby, Bernardine
Ara Haskell, Lew

Lincoln, Neb.— The $156,000 pr
tection suit filed by three Nebras
exhibs is still marking time in t
courts.
It is expected to come
in the winter.
Plaintiffs are C.
Robinson,
Home
Theater,
Blajjs
Neb.;
Eric
Wesselman,
Strai
Pierce, Neb. and G. Griffin, Ritz a
Platz theaters, Plattsmouth,
Net :

r

WHOLE-

Brent,

by Miss

Cast:

Roth

been

give plenty of pleasure to any audience.
George Brent, one of the many admirers
of Verree Teasdale, a Broadway star, goes

pretty Verna

Paramount studio helped Roscoe
Karns celebrate his birthday by
presenting him with a new contract.
The comedian starts his fourth year
with the company under the new
deal.
T

SPARKLING WITH
LAUGHS AND
HUMAN INTEREST AND ADMIRABLY DONE
ALL AROUND.

way

FEATURES

"THE HUMAN

with
Jean
Muir,
George
Brent,
Verree
Teasdale
Warner Bros.
68 mins.
DELIGHTFUL
ROMANTIC
COMEDY

T

Alf Goulding, popular comedy director, has been given the directorial
assignment on the second release
in Educational's new Frolics of
Youth series which features Junior
Coghlan.

of the NEW

"DESIRABLE"

Director,

T

Francis Edward Faragoh has completed the screenplay for "The Three
Musketeers," which RKO will produce, with Francis Lederer as the
star.
T

« « REVIEWS

Saturday, Sept. 15,193

Ashtabula, O. — The Caste, d
several weeks for alterations,
reopened.
RKO Signs Astaire for Three M
West

Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DA

Hollywood — Fred Astaire, who
cently finished in "The Gay
vorcee,"
has three
signed morean RKO
exclus
contract for
tures.

Continue Saturday

Closing

Major companies which have beer
closing shop Saturdays during the sum
mer months are expected to continu
this policy indefinitely. Paramount ha
notified its employees to this effect.

nkli

l::■:

Intimate
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Of Motion Pictures
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Independent in Thought
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negations Denied in Para.-Publix Stock Suit

10DE ASSESSMENT BASED ON GROSS IS LIKELY
Jniversal Producing 12 in England, Says Carl Laemmle
British International
. . and a trip to Warner

Bros.

=

=

By JACK ALICOATE

NDON,
ENG.— We
found
the British
[Or
\ International
studios at Elstree quite the
xiest of the lot here.
After a delightH luncheon with Alfred Dent at the Ivy
°fhe Sardi's of London), we were on our
f again to Elstree.
Under
the careful
ervision of Production
Manager Walter
croft, we saw the studio from top to
torn.
BIP plans about 26 pictures for
coming 12 months at an average cost
jl)$150,000 each. This outfit also controls
' ut 200 theaters
in the British Isles.
the BIP studios we met just about the
Sit colorful character in British produci activities. Joe Grossman, studio manr, wit extraordinary, confidant of kings
princes, and as British as Piccadilly
is. To visit London without seeing
is to hold out on one's self one of
best half hours one ever had.
T

T

T

i/E took a gang out to the Warner
|* Bros, studio at Teddington-on-theImes. Genial and clever Irving Asher, who
1 charge, and his wife, the charming Laura
Plante, now
starring in a West
End
"[(I, were there to welcome us. The plant
beautiful spot and is used exlively for the production of quota picj(S. The inevitable tea, of course. Why
pn't some one tell them over here that
i proper thing to serve at tea time is
jif tea but cocktails? The plant is small
i well equipped and with unlimited pos.Jtities for growing up.
They are turnte K 'em out there at the rate of about
' 11 every two weeks.

T

T

T

"».'' r;tE censorship
problem
in England
is
: *jn the hands of a self-governing body
lu n is plenty strict.
Funny
though
it
1. seem, they are more
exacting
with
-r sh than
with
American
productions
nhe theory that if the Americans want
■t'io aricature their lives before the British
, sJfic, that is their business,
but
that
kwthing
in English films to be shown
;;'.,flish audiences must be strictly on the
»::pnd-up.
Regularly we see the "Adults
^)\
sign.
Here, too, constantly
they
al their church opposition
movement.

Business Abroad Showing

ent, "U"
ovemReports
Impr
Chief
Twelve pictures are being made
by Universal in England, primarily
for the English-speaking market
outside of the United States, and
whether or not any of these are
brought to this country depends
upon their(Continued
suitability,
Carl Laemon Page 2)

IVAN ASRAMSON DIES;
FORMER INDEPENDENT

New

Coast Animated

West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

Studio

Code

DAILY

Hollywood — Plans for opening an animated cartoon studio in Los Angeles,
backed by New York and London capital,
are reported near completion Major
American and British release is planned
by the new
enterprise.

U. S. TAKES HONORS
AT VENICE FILM EXPO

Venice — American winners at the
second international cinema exposition here include: Katharine Hepburn and Wallace Beery, awarded
gold medals for best actress and
Ivan Abramson, former indepen- actor; Walt Disney, gold medal for
dent producer, died Saturday in Mt.
Sinai Hospital. Before entering film best cartoon; Columbia's "It Hapbusiness in 1917, Abramson was a
pened (Continued
One Night," on most
Page 2)entertainpublisher of Jewish papers and a
leader in Jewish theatricals. With
his first company, Ivan Film Corp., Dual Bills Restricted
in which William Randolph Hearst
In Grand Rapids Zoning
was a partner,
Abramson wrote, di(Continued on Page 2)
Grand Rapids, Mich. — Zoning and
clearance plan for this area, approved at a meeting last week, bars
Lincoln Ten-Centers
dual bills on Saturday and Sunday.
In For Admission Boost It is planned to gradually eliminate
Lincoln, Neb.— T. B. Noble, Jr., all duals. First-runs charging 40
of Westland Theaters and J. H. cents get 49 days' clearance; 35
Cooper of Lincoln Theater Corp. cents, 42 days; 30 cents, 35 days.
are due here before the end of the Second-runs at 25 cents and neighborhood houses at 20 cents get 21
month, when action on higher prices
in the cheaper houses is to be con- days over 15-cent houses, while 10sidered. Dual bills at 10 cents are centers must wait six months after
first-run.
a sore spot here at present.

Para. Officials File Denials
In Stock Repurchase Action
General denial of the allegations
Clyde Elliott to Make
set forth by the Paramount-Publix
Far East Film for Col. trustees
in the stock repurchase suit
Clyde E. Elliott, who directed is made by past and present officers
and
directors
of Paramount in an"Bring 'Em Back Alive" and "Devil
swers filed in Federal Court. Those
Tiger," leaves with a unit on Oct. who had filed answers Saturday
15 for Mongolia to produce and direct a picture for Columbia. Story morning include Adolph Zukor, Sir
is by Gordon Rigby. Cast will be William Wiseman, Jules Brulatour,
native except for a prominent Sam Katz, Gilbert W. Kahn, Felix
(Continued on Page 2)
screen personality in the male lead.

Authority Expenses
For Seven Months
Below Budget

Strong possibilities that the Code
Authority may decide to adopt distributor grosses as the basis of code
assessments instead of the plan used
during the first half of the code
year were reported Saturday. There
is some dissension over this method
of computing assessments among
the distributing firms, however, it
is understood.
The

Code
Authority's
(Continued
on Page

financial

2)

ATTENDANCE HIGHER
FOR FAMOUS PLAYERS
Toronto — Famous Players Canadian, in reporting on its business for
the past 12 months, states it has
enjoyed a larger patronage than in
any previous like period, almost in
all parts of its entire territory, but
particularly
in theColumbia.
provincesIt ofstates
Ontario and British
that revenues
and earnings have
(Continued on Page 2)

Gaumont-British Options
Other Toeplitz Pictures
London — In addition to having acquired the forthcoming production
of "The Dictator," from Toeplitz
Productions, Gaumont - British has
taken an option on future pictures
by
"TheMadeline
Dictator,"
with
CliveToeplitz.
Brook and
Carroll,
(Continued

on

Page

2)

$1,000,000
Columbia Deals
Two product deals involving about
$1,000,000
haveFanchon
been closed
by Columbia, one with
& Marco
calling
for 25 townpictures
to play with
Warner's
in Los Angeles,
other Downfirstruns specified in F. & M. houses including San Francisco, Salt Lake City
and St. Louis, and the other calling for
15 pictures at the Paramount,

geles.

Los An-

THE

-a&H

01 ns

DAILY
Universal Is Producing
May Base Assessments
12 Features in England
On {Continued
Distributor's
Gross
{Continued from Page 1)
from Page 1)
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FINANCIAL
NEW

YORK

{QVOAATIONS
Am.
Seat
Columbia
Picts.
East. Kodak

STOCK

MARKET

AS OF SATURDAY)
High
3

vtc. . 30
96 '/4

Net
Chg.

Low
2%
30

Close
3
30

95 '/4

95 '/4 +

statement covering the first seven mle stated Saturday, following his
months of its operation, ending return to New York after a 90-day
trip which include visits to Paris,
Aug. 31, last, indicates that pro- Vienna, Budapest, Venice and to
ducers and distributors paid $54,500 Switzerland. Most of the pictures
in assessments, while exhibitor contributions totalled $81,360. Cash are being produced by Hagen Films.
or four pictures are being
balance as of Aug. 31 is reported Three
made in Vienna and Budapest for
at $18,323.53.
Universal. In Germany, Universal
August disbursements of the Au- has turned its distribution over to
thority amounted to $23,173.22, or Rota Film.
$1,793.28 under the budget, accordBusiness in Europe is now "opening to the month's
July
ing up," stated the Universal presidisbursements
also statement.
were $1,362.09
dent, partly due to an improvement
under the budget.
in the money situation. Speaking
of conditions in this country he declared that the sales department is
2,000 contracts ahead of last year,
Sam Wood Says Tempo
with practically all circuit deals now
Still Foreign Handicap closed.
Laemmle will remain east before
Although foreign pictures are
showing improvement in quality, returning to the coast, where he
their tempo is still to slow to gen- plans to spend the winter.
erally satisfy audiences even abroad,
declared Sam Wood in New York
on Saturday. The director returned U. S. Takes Honors
last week from a vacation trip to
At Venice Film Expo
England, Scotland, France, Belgium,
{Continued from Pane 1)
Holland, Germany, Switzerland and ing film; M. P. P. D. A. awarded the
Italy and left yesterday for the
biennial cup for greatest presentacoast.
tion of films at the exposition. The
American pictures are still far English film, "Man of Aran," received the Mussolini Cup for the
more popular in Europe than dobest foreign production. A premium
mestic
product
according
to
Wood's
observations. One reason why films as the best world premiere went to
produced in Europe lack wider ap- Douglas Fairbanks' "Don Juan." It
peal is because of inferior writing, is planned to establish an internaasserted Wood, who pointed out that
tional film museum here where copproducers there must pay higher
ies will
of the beworld's
films
kept. most successful
salaries in order to keep their most
expert writers from going to Hollywood.

Vi

Fox Fm. "A"

10

10

10

—

>/2

Loew's, Inc
Paramount ctfs
Pathe Exch

26'/2
3%
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25/2
3%
1

26'/2 +
3% +
1 Vs +
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Allegations Are Denied
In Paramount Stock Suit

.oming an

d G

ERIC
VON
STROHEIM
is due in New
today
from
the coast
to appear
in a pict
MORDAUNT SHAIRP, English playwright,!
arrived to join the writers at the M-G-M stul
where his first work will be the adaptatiorl
Wilson
Collison's
"Dolly." visited Toronto \
DOROTHY
MACKAILL
week en route to New York
OSCAR S. OLDKNOW of Fanchon & M j
MARSHALL
NEILAN. Paramount dire
MIRIAM HOPKINS and CHERRY and Ml
SALE, daughters of Chic Sale, arrive in I
York today on the California from the I
coast.
SAM WOOD
Hollywood.

left New

York

yesterday!

HOWARD S. CULLMAN of the Roxy hasj
for Blue Mountain Lake. N. Y., for a brief!
cation.
STANLEY BERGERMAN is due in New I
next
month
from
the Coast.
JUNE CLAYWORTH, signed by UnivJ
leaves New
York
this week
for the Coast]

Gaumont-British Options
Other
Toepli
Pictui
{Continued fromtzPage 1)
under the direction of Al Santel
scheduled to cost about $400,000.
tween this and other expected dd
G-B will have a program of al
35 features, including around
made in its own studios, for J
season.
"Petersburg Nights" Holds 1
"Petersburg Nights" will be
over at the Cameo
for a sec
week.
"Mass Struggle," new Soviet
handled here by Kinematrade, 01
ed Saturday at the Acme.

Attendance Higher
Ivan
day Abramson Dies;
For Famous Players
Former Independi
{Continued from Page 1 )

been about balanced, as the lower
{Continued from Page 1)
admission charges prevailing have
do "A"
1 1 1/2 11
I'
—
%
RKO
2
2
2
virtually offset the increased attenWarner Bros
4
4
4
+
Vs E. Kahn, John Hertz, Austin C.
dance. Famous Players is opening
Keough, Ralph A. Kohn, Frank three new theaters in Canada, one
NEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
Bailey,
Eugene
J.
Zukor,
Donald
S.
Technicolor
1 1 3/4 1 1 Vi
11% —
Vi
Stralem as executor of the estate of them in the city of Guelph, OnNEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET
tario, and the others in Victoria and
of
Casimir J. Stralem; Elek J. Lud- Penticton, in British Columbia.
Gen.
Th. Eq. 6s40..
5'/4
5Vi
5Vi —
%
Paramount 6s 47 ctfs. 5034
47%
50% + 2'/2 vigh, Wm. H. English, Jr., as executor of Wm. H. English; Daniel
Par. 5V2s50 ctfs
49 Vi
49'/2
49Vi +
3/4
Frohman and the executors of Emil
Pathe 7s37
98
98
98
—
Vi
Detroit Notes
E. Schauer.
Warner's 6s39
51
50 Vi
51
Detroit — Cooperative Theaters of
San Francisco Squibs
Michigan has added three new memPhotophone Technical Consultant
bers— the Mayfair, LeDuxe and
San Francisco — Arch Bowles, Fox Stratford, making a total of 74.
Camden — Barton Kreuzer, long West
Coast
division
manager,
is
Suit of George W. Trendle vs.
associated with Photophone engineering and service, has been ap- working out a new deal with Gore Lew Wisper, over the Eastown, has
pointed technical consultant to RCA Bros, in operation of the Embassy. been dismissed in Federal Court.
Victor High Fidelity recording liWilliam J. Murphy is the new
Balaban's Adams Theater, mancensees.
publicity man at the Orpheum,
aged by James Kehoe, is back to
which reopened recently with Hal first-runs.
Neides continuing as manager.
Roy Campbell, back from Hollywood, has become manager of the
Golden State Circuit will reopen
the Piedmont, Oakland, this week.
Rosedale, succeeding Claude Deer3 Reels of Action!
dorf, who goes to the Regent.
C. Reed has been promoted to as"SWORD of
with the ARAB"
sistant manager of the State, just
"Bride of the Lake" in for Run
George
Durrell, Duncan
Renaldo,
Harry
reopened
by United Detroit Theaters.
"The Bride of the Lake," British
Meyers,
Paul Panzer.
production based on Dion BouciReady for Immediate
Release
Acct
Fred Schacer, Fox publicity dinplctc
cault's play, "Colleen Bawn," goes
rector, has just celebrated his 25th
into its second week today at the
Westminster Cinema and will be wedding anniversary.
729 SfVlNTH AVENUE
held over indefinitely. Picture reRoy Miller of the Ramona has enceived exceptional notices.
rolled a dancing class of 2,400 kids.

DuWorld Pictures i*,1

Monday, Sept. 17, 19

(Continued

from

Page

1)

rected and produced more thar
pictures
in two Film
years.
headed Graphic
Corp.Late^*
anci
rected many big stars. His wil
a sister and a brother sun
Funeral services were held yei
riav

<

Allied Lines Up Maine
Boston — Preparations
have j
made to bring Maine into line |
a state organization of indepeni
exhibitors
associated
with
Aj
Arthur
Howard,
secretary of
local Independent
Exhibitors,
plans on a recent Maine trip,
organization meeting will take I
in Bangor on the 23rd.

W4NTE
ANIMATOR^
Animated

cartoon

studio

in procef

of formation
requires the servic "
of
experienced
animators.
Cor ! ^
municate by letter only, stating e
perience
Address

and
Box

1650 B'way,

other
qualification'
No. 993, Film Dai
New

York

City.

-. &W
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A Little
from "Lots'
S^Z By RALPH WILK

THE

HOLLYWOOD
^ENEVIEVE
TOBIN, Warner
star, has written a story entitled
;Give Up," which her company is
onsidering for early production. If
Varner's decide to produce the picure, Miss Tobin will play the leadng role.
T

T

T

Rupert Hughes is busy on the
icreen play of the Johann Straus
jtory to be T
filmedTby M-G-M.
T
j Warners have added ArthurAyles■orth to the cast of "Concealment"
Ind Vivian Tobin to "Bordertown."
I
r
r
r
I Charles Butterworth and Una
literkel will make up a comedy team
[ji"The Night
Young"
T Is T
▼ at M-G-M.
I RKO cast assignments recently
icluded Lumsden Hare for "Little
inister"; David Durand for "Wedj|?sday's Child"; George Offerman,
jr., for "Anne of Green Gables," and
jfisan Fleming for "By Your Leave."
I

T

T

T

I Zelda Sears, scenarist and former
^age star, wrote a character part
1 her latest M-G-M script so well
lat now she has to play it herself.
I is the role of Grandma Teague in
Wicked Woman." Betty Furness
feo has been given an important
lie in this Mady Christians vehiMRoss Alexander, signed by First
Iitional a few months ago, has
Ijen given a long term contract folIving his work in "Flirtation
jfe.lk" and "Gentlemen Are Born."

PHIL M. DALY
• •
•
WE NOW
go through the ceremonial of donning
our purple robe of a Prophet
and make this prediction
If some smart producer were to make a series of tworeelers of the series of Gilbert and Sullivan
operas
now being so brilliantly presented by the famous D'Oyly Carte
Opera Company of London at the Martin Beck theater
it would be the most outstanding and popular and Financially
Successful
musical
series in films ever produced
for
there are millions of Gilbert and Sullivan fans throughout the
world
and these shorts would prove perennially popular
even as the G & S operas have survived for over half
a century
T
T
T
• O
•
DON'T
TAKE
our word
for it
visit the
Martin Beck theater
see the gorgeously staged "Mikado"
now
current
Japanese
court
costumes
of the 1870's
with all their extravagant gaiety and brilliant coloring
a creative work of art
a stage spectacle of
surprising dignity and beauty
and what Voices!
what
charming
English
lassies
and so with all the
other G & S operas
a Sure-fire Bet for Pix
IF
done
with
Class
a Cleanup
throughout
the Englishspeaking world
and if you promote the deal and make
seven million
don't be a heel and forget the guy who
tipped you off
all inquiries directed to Mark Luescher
at the Martin Beck
who will be the most surprised gent
to hear about it all

•

•

•
A HOLLYWOOD
opening is promised by Mascot
for "Young and Beautiful" this eve at the Criterion
N. T. G.'s Paradise Beauts will act as hostesses
orchestra leaders and radio personalities will be there in tribute
to Ted Fio-Rito whose band is featured
Miss Estraviz,
chosen Miss Cuba in Havana contest, arrives today for a Vitaphone test

Gloria Stuart, Rose Alexander,
JRank McHugh, Ruth Donnelly,
firothy Dare, Philip Reed, Helen
lUwell, J. Farrell McDonald, Helen
J^vers and Joseph Cawthorn have
By CHARLES
>n cast in Warner's "Maybe It's CELECT PRODUCTIONS has purLve," from a story suggested by
chased Edward Dean Sullivan's
V.xwell Anderson's play. William
VGann will direct. Screen play is original story, "Bad Penny," for its
I Jerry Wald and Harry Sauber, next production. Gordon Kahn has
vn adaptation by Lawrence Haz- been assigned to collaborate with
Sullivan on the adaptation. It is to
go into work in about 30 days at the
Biograph studio.
j jid Silvers has a new term confct with Metro.

Short Shots from Eastern Studios

T

T

T

"Rural Rorneos," two-reel comedy
featuring Harry Gribbon and
George Shelton, goes into production
tomorrow at the Eastern Service
T
T
T
studio. Leslie Pearce will direct
t lerbert Stothart, composer who
from
the original story by Charles
Ujdled the orchestras for "The
Williams and Marcy Klauber.
"it Widow," leaps at once into a Others in the cast include Muriel
& .assignment. He will orchesSchey, Virginia Fairfax, Harry
£fe and conduct in "The Night Is Short and Frank Ahvorth.
<mg," M-G-M's new Sigmund Rome?-Oscar Hammerstein II musical
o.ance.
Olive and George, the singing and
dancing midgets, are the stars of
Joins K. C. Price Boost
the second in Vitaphone's series of
vaudeville reels, which has just been
Kansas City — The Tower, managed by
Varner's latest discovery is Grace
?,,d,
) a. a dancing teacher from Tulsa,

?

arney Joffee, has followed other down>wn theaters with "One Night of Love"
I upping admissions to 35 cents in the
ening.

previewed by the company's home
office executives. Other variety
headliners in this one-reeler are
Buster Shaver, Carl Emmy and His

ALICOATE
Mad
Wags,
Jack Pepper
and His
Society Pets, and the Three Queens.

Erich von Stroheim arrived yesterday by plane from Hollywood for
the leading role in "Crime of Dr.
Crespi,' which is scheduled to go
into production this week at the
Biograph studio. The role originally
was intended for James Barton but
the deal fell through. Lou Goldberg and Ed Olmstead are credited
with the script.

Ted Newton

NEWS of the DAY
Milwaukee — The Palace, closed
for the summer, will reopen soon
under Fox management, H. J. Fitzgerald, general manager of the theater operating company, announces.
Livingston Lanning, supervisor of
the circuit's Alhambra and Wisconsin theaters, will be managing director of the Palace. The acquisition gives Fox control of the majority of the local downtown houses
including the Wisconsin, Alhambra
and Garden.
Milwaukee
neighborhood
new policy of
until 6 p. m.

— Saxe's Modjeska,
house, has adopted a
daily 15-cent matinees
except Sundays.

Maryville, Tenn. — The Ausmus
and Parrott Amusement Corp. has
installed new Photophone High Fidelity sound reproducing equipment
in the Palace.
Mayfield, Ky. — The Princess, operated by Legion Theater Co. and
managed by Ned Green, has had
new RCA Victor High Fidelity sound
apparatus installed.
Portland, Ore. — Still packing 'em
in, "It Happened
One Night"
continues into its 14th
consecutive
week at John Hamrick's Blue Mouse.
Atlantic City —
a Falcon Picture
sion release, has
ond big week
Atlantic
City. at

"Convention Girl,"
and a First Divigone into its secthe Steel Pier in

Boston Brevities
Boston— Al Somerby of the Bowdoin Square also is in charge of the
Howard, which has reopened with
films and flesh.
Victor J. Morris, manager of
Loew's Orpheum, is mourning the
death of his mother in Hollywood.
Harleigh Schultz, theater editor
of the "Boston American," has joined the RKO script department in
Hollywood.
Ann Harring of the M-G-M exchange fractured an arm while
horseback riding.

has been added to

the cast of "Gambling," featuring
George M. Cohan, supported by
Wynne Gibson and Dorothy Burgess
and now in work at the Eastern
Service studio under the direction
of Rowland V. Lee.
Lewis
Milestone
Herman
Ruby

Jane and Goodman Ace, known to
radio fans as the Easy Aces, have
been signed to make their third onereel Vitaphone comedy.

Monty

Schaff

Dolores
Costello
Ed
Paramore. Jr.
Al

Kingston
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$ 104, 120
This Is The Largest Week's Gross of An Impressive Array of
I mportant Pictures-With The Exception of One-ln The History of

THE

RADIO

CITY

•

MUSIC

HALL

Held for 2nd week,, Radio City Music Hall, New York.
Broke the all time record at the Paramount Theatre, Los Angeles. Now
Held for 3rd week, Orpheum

in 2nd week.

Theatre, San Francisco.

Held for 3rd week, Garrick Theatre, Winnipeg, Canada.
Held for 2nd week, Orpheum

COLUMBIA

Theatre, Salt Lake City.
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Ludington and Fiske Buy Control of First Division

m may give up io Uses in product truce
>eek to Finish Hearings on Zoning in October
Eight Clearance Schedules
Ready to be Heard by
Cede Authority

France
. . . and on to Paris
Sfc=

By JACK

ALICOATE

IARIS, FRANCE.— Up and away early,
soon leaving the green fields of Britain
I behind. On to the swanky George V
- rel in a tooting taxi and a driver with a
are beard. Lunch with the dapper Phil
Isman, who is RKOing it all over Europe,
i then for some quick social calls, as
je is limited. A chat with that grand
i'e old fellow, Carl Laemmle, and his
ether, just in from a tour of southern
-ope. The Ritz for tea and a talk with
.lis Mayer, who arrived this morning. On
cthe apartments of Winnie Sheehan, jus.
nrom Carlsbad, and looking all the world
i ivenile.

[IRIS never changes much.

It is the

' most beautiful city in the world. Busii'. conditions, at least compared to Lon< are not good. Things and living are
eibly high, even in France. With the
cent rate of exchange it's dynamite.
i ormer American colony of some 30,000
a dwindled to about 5,000. Favorite
lies that one used to have to fight to
6 into are now deserted. Many of the
iter swanky eating places are closed.
h shows at both the Follies and Casino,
Jiier high spots, are nothing compared
3 heir brilliance of the past.

r ERE are several new de-luxe theaters
' in Paris and exhibition is holding its
wj Production, they tell me, compared
t :ast to the riot now going on across
': English channel, is extremely limited.
'-ever, we shall see what we shall see.
r. slated into a common denomination,
inna admission prices here are considray higher, for all theaters, than in the
'a s. And usually for less show. At
a motion picture actors have some
aling here, for they name streets after
ie. We are toying with the idea of
ling trip to Berlin and Budapest, with
Hips a bit of Warsaw. In the msanm the old observer will officially start
is rip of observation by observing Paris
iclits cinema, starting tomorrow.

With eight hearings scheduled to
be held by Code Authority appeals
committees on local zoning and
clearance plans, indications are that
all hearings will be completed by
late next month. Seven zoning systems have been returned to local
boards for redrafting along lines
consistent with the new set of principles adopted by the Authority.
Schedule of hearings on zoning
(Continued

oil Page

4)

Ascap Issuing Licenses
Under its new plan for increasing
music tax assessments, Ascap is discarding its contracts and instead is issuing
applications for licenses authorizing use
of music its members control. A board
or committee representing the society
is to pass on each application, according to the system. Application blanks
have
York. been placed in distribution in New

FEARS PERCENTAGE
DEMAND BY ASCAP

RAISING IOWA PRICES
TO ADD IN SALES TAX

Circuit Expected to Swap
Metropolitan Theaters
For Pictures
RKO may relinquish operation of
10 Greater New York houses, acquired in its recent drive, under
terms of the settlement of its proddisputeis with
Loew's
which uctRKO
swapping
housesunder
for
Under plans being discussed the
pictures.
Hollywood and Apollo, both East
Side houses,
may to
go Skouras;
to Loew's,Utica
the
Alden
in Jamaica
and Fortway,
both on inpageBrooklyn,
io
{Continued
6)

That the American Society of Composers, Authors & Publishers will
probably make a percentage demand
next was predicted by Ed Kuykendall, M. P. T. O. A. president, in a
statement yesterday urging exhibitors to support the Emergency Fund
Des Moines — Recommendation
that all admission prices be raised created to fight increased music West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
rates.
Walter W. Vincent and MilHollywood — Current roster of the
not later than Oct. i and that sales
ton C. Weisman are treasurers for
Columbia studio shows eight assotaxes be added according to a defi- the Fund.
ciate producers in place of four sunite system was made by Allied
pervisors formerly carried. They
(Continued
on Page 4)
include Robert North, Felix Young,
Charles
S.
Mion
Heads
Business in Cleveland
Irving Briskin and Everett Briskin,
listed on aspage supervisors,
Atlanta Theater Group previously Continued
6)

8 ASSOC. PRODUCERS
ON COLUMBIA ROSTER

Is 28% Above Average

Atlanta — Cooperative Theaters.
Cleveland — Business in first-runs
last week was 28 per cent over re- Inc., has been formed here with
Mion of this city as prescent averages. "Chained", which Charles ident,S.N. H.
Waters, Birmingham,
played to 106,000 people in a week
at Loew'sContinued
State, onsetpage
a new
atten- vice-president-treasurer;
Continued on page 6)Ike Katz,
6)

Control of Fir st Div. Exchanges
Bought by Ludington and Fiske
Nicholas S. Ludington, pioneer
aviation executive and William M.
L. Fiske, III, son of the international banker, yesterday purchased
Wayne H. Pierson, formerly with
Caddo and other film companies, has all outstanding stock with the exbeen appointed a deputy collector for terests inceptionFirst
of HarryDivision
H. Thomas's
in
Exchanges,
the Internal Revenue Department
with headquarters in New York. Inc. The company will immediately
Pierson, who was vice-chairman of undertake an extensive expansion
the stage, screen and radio division campaign with plans for complete
and inter-nationalizaof the Democratic
National Commit- nationalization
(Continued on Page 4)
(Continued on Page 4)

Wayne Pierson Gets Post
In Revenue Department

Chicago Receipts Up;
Overhead Also Mounts
Box-office takes in Chicago are
between 5 and 7 per cent better
than a year ago, according to Jack
Miller, exhibitor leader, who is in
New York for a few days. Theater overheads, however, are considerably higher than in Hipf
past years,
he pointed out yesterday. Miller
believes that the Legion of Decency
drive
list. has served to help, rather than
hurt, certain pictures on City
its banned
Para.

for Radio C
Film

Pursuit Radio
of
Music
has been
the
set for" 25.
Paramount's
Hall starti
This is th e first
Paramount
play
Radio
Ocl
City acer. ngpicture
to
the
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at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc. J. W.
Alicoate, President, Editor and Publisher;
Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer
and General Manager; Arthur W. Eddy, Associate Editor ; Don Carle Gillette, Managing
Editor. Entered as second class matter,
May 21, 1918, at the post-office at New York,
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States outside
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign,
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FINANCIAL
NEW

YORK

STOCK
High

Am.
Seat
Columbia
Picts.
Con.
Fm. Ind
East. Kodak

2%
vtc. 31
2%
93

Fox
Fm.
"A"
Loew's,
Inc
do
pfd

IOI/2
26%
90

Metro-Goldwyn,
Paramount ctfs
Pathe

1 1/8
Ui/4
2i/a
4

Bros
NEW

YORK

CURB

YORK

12
1 3/4
BOND

Technicolor
Trans-Lux
NEW
Keith
Loew

Low
25/g
30'/4
30V4
925/8
10 Vg
25
9031/2
2Sy2

pfd. 251/2
4

Exch

do "A"
RKO
Warner

2%
MARKET

A-0
6s46...
531/2
6s 41ww
101

Net

2%
Close
Chg.
2'/4 Va
-

30%

93

—

lOf/s +~

-

5/8

Vl
+— Vt

Vi

25% 90 —
3% +
251/2 —+

IOI/2
1
3%

l'/a

IOV2
2

IOV2—
IO1/2 —

Vt

•

2

MARKET
11 34
12
+
is/8
1 y4 +
MARKET
533/8
101

1/4
21/4

53 '/2 —
101

1/2

Para.

Publix

51
523/4 + 23^
383/8 + 13/8
37
53 -f 3%
51 1/2
97
— 1
97
51
....;
511/2
51
EXCHANGE SECURITIES
3%

3%

33/4

Para. Signs Iris Adrian
Iris Adrian,
Broadway
singer,
has been signed by Paramount. She
will leave for the coast in November.

Dembow
Sam

Starts Monday

Dembow, Jr.. on Monday assumes his duties as general manager of
National Screen Service. Jack Bannon.
aide to Dembow for years at Paramount
goes with
him.

Wm. Goldman Acquires
Pottstown Hippodrome

Code Groups Meet Thursday
A

Boston — In cooperation with the
Adult Education Council of Greater
Boston, the Fine Arts Theater, managed by George Kraska, on Oct. 4
will start a series of programs combining education with entertainment. First feature under the new
policy will be. "The Blue Light,"
In addition there will be two subjects dealing with the humanities
and sciences, as well as a travel
film, news and cartoon. Subjects
to be treated include botany, geology, chemistry, astronomy, sociology, fine arts, etc. The first series
will last about three weeks and will
give an introduction to geology and
music. Prominent local men are
sponsoring the project.

joint meeting

of the

finance,

legal

and production committees of the Code
Philadelphia — William Goldman,
Authority will take place Thursday at
who recently resigned as general
1 p. m. at the Motion Picture Club.
manager of Warner theaters in this
Matter of new assessments for producers
and distributors is included in the order
zone to form his own company, Wilof business.
liam Goldman Theaters, has taken
a long lease on the Hippodrome in
Pottstown and will remodel and reequip it into a deluxe house for
pictures and stage entertainment. Triple Internat'l Debut
J. B. McKeown, also formerly with
A For
tripleGaumont's
international "Powe*
premiere
Warners, is advertising and pubfirm. licity manager for the Goldman scheduled for "Power", the Gi
mont-British production openi
Oct. 4 at the Radio City Music Hi
On the same date it will make
More Meetings Scheduled debut
at the Tivoli, London, a
Uptown, Toronto. Fitting ce
With Fan Paper Writers the
monies are being planned for
Another meeting of the fan mag- event.
azine writers was held at the Hays
office yesterday, with Will H. Hays,
Numerous Holdovers
J. J. McCarthy and Tony Muto of Sid Picker Joins BellmaJ
the Hays staff in attendance. No
Sidney Picker, son of the l[
On "Monte Cristo" statement was_ given out following D. V. Picker, has joined Hollyw
"Count of Monte Cristo," Reliance the confab, which is to be followed Film Exchanges as an execut
production released through United by further meetings soon.
member of the firm, it is announj
Artists, has been held for a second
by Jack Bellman, president, if
week at Keith's Baltimore; a third
lywood Exchanges is at present :
U.
A.-Minnesota
Deal
week at the U. A. in Chicago and
a second at the U. A. in Detroit. On
A production deal has been closed erating in New York, PhiladelpiL
Buffalo and Washington. LibfJ
its opening day at Keith's, Boston, by United Artists with Minnesota pictures are among its productjf
the picture did so well that it will Amusement Co. calling for the disbe held over there for two and postributing company's entire 1934-35
Tom Waller Joins Paramoun
sibly three weeks. Exceptional lineup, Al Lichtman announces.
Tom Waller, long identified \|
business at Keith's in Washington,
Mel Heymann a Father
"Variety's"
New York edito
Aldine in Philadelphia and Loew's
An eight-pound girl was born yesState in New Orleans indicate that
staff,
is
joining
the Paramount 1
terday to Mr. and Mrs. Mel Heyit will be held for a second week.
mann at the Presbyterian Hospital. licity department. He succc
The picture opens Sept. 26 at the
Wally
West,
who
has resigned
Heymann is on the M-G-M publicity
Rivoli on Broadway.
edit "Roto," new magazine.
staff.

Five Appeals Are Heard
Over Chicago Clearance

Five individual appeals against
Chicago territory clearance and
zoning schedules were heard yesterday by a Code Authority committee on appeals. Comprising the
committee were: R. H. Cochrane,
chairman; Cresson L. Smith and
Julius Charnow. Cases were heard
as follows:

NATIONAL
%up)wx

Steve Bannis' Lincoln. Lincoln. III., again't
'llinois Great States Theater Corp.; V. V.
Voting, Palace, Gary, Ind., against Premiere
Theater. Valparaiso. Ind.; George Gehring.
l/4 Rosewood. Chicago, against Davis and Center
heaters, Chicago; Premier Theater Co.. operi/6
itor of Empire, Chicago, against existing
clearance and zoning schedule; Astor, Ch'cagn
against Clark. Woods, Majestic and Princess
1 1/2
'heaters, Chicago; Logan theater, Chicago,
tgamst
Embassy,
Chicago.

Paramount 6s47 ctfs. 53%
Par. By. 5l/2s51 . . . . 383/8
Par. 5i/2s50
ctfs.... 53 'A
Pathe 7s37
97%
Warner's 6s39
N. Y. PRODUCE

Tuesday, Sept. 18, 19!

Special D. C. Projection Lamps have
been designed to use
these new carbons
developed by the

Souhami Heads New Firm
Paris — David Souhami, formerly
of Paramount's French organization,
has formed a distributing firm with
Leon de Vidas, his former assistant.
Only American and French films will
be handled.

"Limberlost" Big in Portland
Portland, Ore. — Monogram's "Girl
of the Limberlost" did the biggest
week-end business in two years with
the exception of "Wonder Bar" at
the Broadway, managed by Ted
Gamble, who gave the picture a
strong campaign.
U. S. Films for Paris House
Paris— Only American films will
be featured hereafter at the New
Canmartin playhouse. RKO's "Life
of Vergie Winters" is the opener.

High Intensity
DC. Projector Carbons
for operation in the
40-65 ampere range
NATIONAL

CARBON

COMPANY,

INC.

Carbon Sales Division, Cleveland, Ohio
Unitcf Union Carbide PTeTelond Corbon

Corporation

Branch Salts Officei:
New

York

Pittsburgh

Chicago

San Francitco

Research Laboratories of National
Carbon Company,
Inc.
National SUPREX
Carbons provide
brilliant, snow
white, High Intensity Projection for
the smaller theatres
using direct
current.
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WILL SPEED HEARINGS
ON ZONING SCHEDULES
(Continued from Page

Raising Iowa Prices
To Add in Sales Tax
(Continued from Page

_. JfHt

1)

and clearance plans is as follows:
Oct. 3, Los Angeles; Oct. 4, Cincinnati, Columbus and Dayton; Oct.
9, Buffalo; Oct. 10, Indianapolis;
Oct. 17, San Francisco and San
Jose; Oct. 18, Detroit and Grand
Rapids; Oct. 23, Portland, Seattle
and Salt Lake City; Oct. 24, Denver. Hearings on individual protests are planned as follows: Sept.
21, 24, 25, Oct. 2.
Since the Authority began hearing appeals May 1, 140 have been
heard. Pending at present are 32
from local grievance boards and 29
individual appeals from local zoning
and clearance boards.

1)

Theater Owners of Iowa after a
series of meetings here. Action follows a survey by the state board of
assessment and review showing that
theaters have not handled the sales
tax uniformly. Lester Martin, Allied secretary, said that failure to
comply might throw admissions into
a straight 10 per cent tax.
Under the proposal, 10-cent tickets would be raised to 11 cents,
with $.002 representing sales tax,
and one cent would be added to the
higher admissions as well.
Seek Trustee for Fox Theaters
Appointment of a temporary trustee for Fox Theaters and an order
approving bankruptcy proceedings
for the company under Section 77B
of the new bankruptcy laws will be
asked Thursday of Federal Judge
Martin T. Manton. Applications
will be submitted by ex-Judge Kelvey representing Miriam Rogers, assignee for A. C. Blumenthal in a
$400,000 judgment action. Present
receivers for the company are William Atkinson and Milton C. WeisWesley Eddy Dead
Stratford, Conn. — Wesley Eddy,
master-of-ceremonies whose real
name was Edward Gargiulo, was
found dead on Sunday from gun
wounds at the grave of his mother
in St. Michael's Cemetery near here.
Eddy, who recently filled engagements at the Roxy in New York,
had been despondent since the death
of his mother.
Educational
Starting Three
Three subjects are scheduled to
be placed in work in the East this
week by Educational. They are:
"The House Where I Was Born",
Song Hit Story, with Sylvia Froos
and Frank Luther; a Treasure
Chest subject starring Wynn, the
Astrologer, and a two-reeler, "Rural Romeos", with Harry Gribbon
and George Shelton.

PHIL

M OALY

• • • BIG TIME advertising and publicity methods are
once more the vogue
in at least one major picture company
and it may startle and amaze you to learn that the concern in question is an English outfit the Gaumont-British
Picture Corp. of America
▼
T
T
• • • WE WANDERED into the office of that Advertising Specialist A. P. Waxman
who is handling special campaigns on "Chu Chin Chow" and "Power" . . . . preparing premiere openings of these at the Roxy and Radio City Music Hall
respectively
what we saw induced us to retire unobtrusively in a corner
and just watch with thrilled admiration
boy, it was like the good ole days of some ten years
back
when an advertising gent went ahead with his campaign free and untrammeled
without getting 17 okays
from the higher-ups
and exchanging a few score office
memos
as they do nowadays
what we mean is that
Mister Waxman was putting his campaign on "Chu Chin Chow"
into high gear right before our eyes. . . without any Red Tape.

T
•—
•
• HE MADE Tthree T
major advertising
commitments
in less than a half hour
dealt with printers, engravers,
artists, advertising specialists, newspaper men and theater publicity dept's in in a steady stream and had a large staff
steaming along right in back of him
then he conducted us
unceremoniously into the large office occupied by Mark Ostrer
and Jeffrey Bernerd the Head Brains of it all
and
while they talked offhandedly about their American Expansion
without any fuss or feathers, blow or ballyhoo
Mister Waxman casually showed 'em his layout for the company's Annual Announcement, and explained its objects, purposes and implications both Mister Ostrer and Mister Bernerd nodded with equal casualness
made a few incisive comments that showed clearly they knew exactly what the Announcement was designed to do
and failed to utter one
single criticism or doubting remark it was Terrific
we reeled on our chair under the shock two big film execs
had okayed a tremendous
Advertising
Campaign outlay AS
PRESENTED
in a few minutes
strange as it may
seem
they had hired a good man to do a specialized advertising job and took it for granted that he had DONE
IT
they say it is an old British custom
T
T
T
• • • WE COULD bore you unconscious with a routine
blurb about
B. organization's
American the
Expansion
plans
but itthis
all G.simmers
down to this
terse words
from Mister Ostrer's lips as Mister Bernerd nodded
"Starting with 'Chu Chin Chow' and 'Power' we are definitely
after the American market. We are confident we are making
product comparable to the best from Hollywood. We ask no
favors. Let the exhibitor look — then buy, if we have what he
wants. And we are going to keep after it till we give him exactly what he wants. We are not making British or American
pictures. We are making Entertainment Pictures."
T
T
T
• •
• JUST THEN Messrs. Ostrer and Bernerd started
looking
Mister Waxman's
Announcement
layout if there
okayed itover
as noted
then they
asked us smilingly
was anything else we craved to be enlightened on
we said
stutteringly
"Nunno — and THANKS!"
and staggered out
for they had given us a Practical Demonstration
that beat any possible interview of WORDS
they do Big
Things in a Big Way
without fuss or feathers and
so when they tell us they are making Entertainment Pix
we believe 'em
as we closed the door
Mister Ostrer
was asking the operator for London
just as you ask for
Chickering or Circle Casually just like that
a
gent who is obviously used to doing big things as a matter of
course

«

«

«

»

»

»
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LUDINGTON AND FISKE
GET F. D. CONTRO
(Continued from Page

1)

tion of exchanges. First Divisk
now covers 60 per cent of the cou:
try. New offices will be opened
cover the remaining territory.
A. Curtis negotiated the deal f<
Ludington and Fiske and will bei
stockholder of the company.

Wayne Pierson Gets Post
In Revenue Departmer
(Continued from Page

1)

tee and chairman of the Recove
Party's campaign committee, w
recommended for the new post 1
Frank C. Walker and Postmastt
General James J. Farley.
3 Local Board Appointments
Three new appointments to lot
boards have been made by the Co
Authority. They are as follow
Frank Culp, Isis theater, Denv
to Denver clearance and zoni
board, succeeding Rick Ricketson
Fox Rocky Mountain; John Den
of United Artists to Boston cle»
ance and zoning board, succeed!
Tim O'Toole of Columbia; M. K
varre of United Artists to Seat
grievance board, succeeding L,
Walton of Columbia.

25% Budget Increase
Decided by Ma jest
Majestic Pictures will increase
budget 25 per cent on each of \
remaining nine pictures on its 19
35 schedule, it was said yesterc
by E. H. Goldstein, vice-preside
Majestic's next picture will be "?
Perfect Clue," based on a story
Lolita Ann Westman which Al>
DeMond has adapted.

Youngclaus Sells Houst
Columbus, Neb.— W. N. You)
claus has sold the Swann and P*
nee theaters to Central States T
aters, Des Moines, headed by Hal
Weinberg, who now controls tft
houses here and eight others in
Omaha territory.
Morro Castle Survivor at Rialt
George West Rogers, chief w
less operator on the ill-fated Mc
Castle, will make personal appc
ances today at the Rialto, where
will tell his own story of the dis
ter and answer questions. Ben
Atwell is guiding him on a led
tour which follows.
Switch Chevalier's First
Coast Bureau of THE FILM DA
Hollywood — (First Maurice C ;
valier picture for 20th Century
be "Follies Bergere de Paris,"
stead of "The Red Cat," as o
inally planned, it is announced '
made
in the"Red
season.
Darryl later
Zanuck.
Cat" will1
West
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10 RKO THEATERS
MAY BE GIVEN UP
(Continued from Page 1)

Randforce; Embassy in Port Chester to Skouras; four former Lee
Ochs houses, the Costello, Uptown,
Midtown and Yorktown, to Springer
& Cocalis. RKO is expected to continue to operate the Alhambra on
upper Seventh Ave.
Houses involved in the plan are
in opposition to Loew theaters.
Working out of the situation as it
involves the Skouras circuit is now
understood holding up completion of
the settlement which will be soon
submitted to Sidney R. Kent for
his study.

Business in Cleveland
Is 28%
Above Average
(Continued from Page 1)

dance record the following week at
Loew's Stillman, where prices were
raised to the State level. "Dames"
was strong in its second week at
Warner's Hippodrome, while "Now
and Forever" went about $4,000
over average at Loew's State.

H. M. McLeod Optimistic
On Gulf States Outlook
New Orleans — Business for the
fall season is decidedly encouraging
according to H. S. McLeod, president of the Gulf States Theater
Owners' Ass'n. McLeod stated he
believed the sombre thoughts of exhibitors about the fall were unjustified since cooler weather, together
with the return of vacationists, was
already boosting trade.
Patriotic Shorts Premiere
Memphis — World premiere of the
first four in the series of Warner's
"See America First" one-reel subjects will take place the week of
Oct. 6 at the Warner Theater here.
An elaborate campaign is being prepared by Howard Waugh, who is
contacting local civic bodies, heads
of patriotic societies, schools, etc.,
to get their endorsements for the
screenings.
New Texas House Open
Greenville, Tex. — Jefferson Amusement Co. and Sullivan & Moore recently opened the new Texan theater. House cost $40,000. Sullivan
& Moore will operate.
Ia.-Neb. Allied Offices Moved
Nevada, la. — Allied Theater Owners of Iowa and Nebraska have been
moved here from Des Moines. Lester Martin, executive secretary,
maintains his headquarters here.
Gets Copperfield Role
W est Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Freddie Bartholomew
has been picked to play the role of
David Copperfield as a boy in M-GM's picturization of the Dickens
novel.

Stk

Coming

and

ROBERT J. FLAHERTY, director of "Man
of Aran," Gaumont-British film, arrives Friday on the Berengaria with a group of natives
from the island of Aran.
on

IKE LIBSON is in New
a business trip.

York from Cincinnati

SYDNEY HOWARD arrives this week from
ihe coast and sails Sept. 22 on the Berengaria
for London. He was brought over from England by Eddie Small of Reliance.
WILLIAM SEITER and
cove the coast this week

MARIAN NIXON
for Boston to see

.he direct
stage for
musical,
to
RKO. "Roberta,"
DAVE CHATKIN
from Cleveland.

which

DAILY

Setter is

has arrived in New

York

BELLE BAKER sails today on the Paris tor
London
to fill a stage
engagement.
JACKIE COOPER will arrive in New York
from Hollywood tomorrow for his personal appearance at the Capitol beginning Friday. They
will stop at the Hotel Warwick, where ERIC
v'ON STROHEIM
also has just registered.
WALTER CONNOLLY, Columbia contract
player, comes east for a stage play after his
engagement at the Hollywood Bowl in "Midsummer Night's Dream."
KING VIDOR, recalled by Samuel Goldwyn
from abroad to direct Anna Sten and Gary
Cooper in "Broken Soil," will remain in New
wood.
r'ork about a week before taking off for Holly-

Film Folk in Chicago
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8 ASSOC. PRODUCERS
ON COLUMBIA ROSTE

Going

RAY NOBLE, British songwriter who did the
score for "Brewster's Millions," British & Dominions production to be released by United
Artists, arrives in New York today on the MaE. W
HAMMONS returned yesterday from
jestic.
a two-week
cruise aboard
the Transylvania.
ARTHUR
Janiero on

LOEW leaves Saturday for Rio de
the Southern
Prince.

ADOLPH ZUKOR arrives in New
day from the Coast.

York Thurs-

ROBERT GILLHAM arrives in New
morrow from Hollywood.

York to-

CAROLE LOMBARD left New York yesterday
for
the Coast where she will make one for
M-G-M.
JACK MILLER
Chicago.

has arrived in New

ED KUYKENDALL
for Charlotte.

leaves New

York from

York

tonight

M. J. O'TOOLE returned to Scranton yesterday after a visit to New York.
M. E. COMERFORD is in New York from
Scranton.
SAM SHIRLEY, division manager
at Chicago, is in New York.
WALTER
has arrived
JAMES

IMMERMAN of B. &
in New York.
COSTON

ABE KAUFMAN
Chicago.

of Chicago

for M-G-M
K., Chicago,

is in New

has arrived in New

York.

York from

Jacksonville Jottings

Chicago — Rosemary Ames, Fox
Jacksonville, Fla. — Guy Kenimer,
player and former local society girl, city superintendent for E. J. Sparks,
is
here
for
a
month's
visit
with
her
ting.
returned from a two-weeks'
five-year-old daughter, Julie Ket- has
stay in Atlanta.
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Sparks have
Jimmy Durante is due here to- returned from a two-month tour of
morrow from the coast to be the Cuba, Mexico, Canada and New
guest of the Italian Village at the York. They were accompanied from
Fair.
New York by Frank Rogers, Sparks
Helen Parrish, 11-year-old film manager, who went North to arplayer, is here for personal appearrange next season's contracts.
ances in Loop theaters.
Tickets for a "Belle of the NineAlice Faye has signed contracts
ties" midnight preview showing
for a Loop appearance in October.
have gone on sale two weeks in advance of play date.
Reversing the Incline
New Orleans — First theater in
Netherlands
Attendance
Up
this territory to be reconstructed
with a reversible incline floor will
Amsterdam — Movie attendance in
be the new 635-seat Venus, owned by the Netherlands increased during
J. T. Tadlock, who has been run- the first six months of 1934. The
ning the old Venus in the West End. rise was confined to lower-priced
It will be ready about Dec. 15.
seats. The government proposal to
raise duties on film imports has not
yet been acted upon, but may come
First National Finishes Two
up later in the year.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — First National has
Mt. Morris License Restored
completed production on "Babbitt,"
with Aline MacMahon and Guy KibLicense of the Mount Morris Thebee, and "Murder in the Clouds,"
ater, recently suspended in a conwith Lyle Talbot and Ann Dvorak.
troversy over back pay of operators, has been restored by License
"Scarlet Letter" Held Over
Commissioner Paul Moss after
adjustment of the wage
Akron — Playing its first engage- amicable
dispute.
ment in this territory, Majestic's
"The Scarlet Letter" has been held
over at the Palace, a Dave ChatTo Make Cheap Television Sets
kin house. Chatkin also has booked
Vienna — Gustav Boehm, Austrian
it for the Paramount, Steubenville.
inventor, is en route to New York
to supervse manufacture of a cheap
Italian Film in English
television apparatus invented by
Milan — Elios Films will for the him and to which he recently sold
first time make a picture in English American rights. Details are being
as well as in French and Italian. kept secret until the equipment is
Anatol Litvak will drect.
ready for the market.

(Continued from Page

1)

and Sid Rogell, J. S. Bachman, Le
ter Cowan, and Harry Decker, foj
mer film editor. Theresa Helbui
recently joined the personnel as sj
executive, with William S. Holmn
as studio manager, Max Winslow ;]
production executive, Jules Whii
and Hugh McCollum as short sul
jects, Frances Manson as scenanj
editor and William Perlberg 1
charge of casting. Name of Sal
Jaffe,
executive,
is missing.
Samu1
J. Briskin
is general
manager
the studio.

Charles S. Mion Heads
Atlanta Theater Grou
(Continued from Page

1)

Montgomery, secretary, and the fi
lowing stockholders: Louis S. Bac
Atlanta; Fred G. Weis, Savanna
Frank Plaginos, Gainesville; Jam
Thorington, Birmingham, and M
Katz, Montgomery. First project!
the group will be the reopening
the Jefferson, Birmingham.

Cincinnati Chatter
Cincinnati — The

Mayfair ope»

Sept. 20 with a revival of "Be Mi^
Sol Worthington has been added'
the art department in the RI
Tonight". offices.
downtown
Martin Schiff, Universal audit
arrived in town last week.
Neva Gronotte of Columbia i
touring Kentucky on vacation.
Jack Goldhar, U. A. district m»
here.
ager from Detroit, spent last wf
San

Marcos

Palace

Celebrates

San Marcos, Tex. — In celebra
of the twelfth anniversary of
Palace, owned by F. W. Zimmerm
the San
Marcos
"Daily issue
News"to j
voted
almost
its entire
theater and the important part
has played in the community. T,
ters of felicitation from a gri
of Hollywood stars also were pj
lished. The house was thorougi
modernized for the occasion, t
Zimmerman
fr"
2.30
to 10:30held
P.M.openA house
stage si
by
Texas
talent supplemented
screen
offerings.
Miriam Hopkins in Color Filtf
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DA.

Hollywood — Miriam Hopkins, r
in New York for a vacation, !
been
to star in
"Be<
Sharp,"picked
first full-length
feature
be made by Pioneer Pictures in
new Technicolor process for RKO ■
lease. The picture is an adaptati
of "Vanity Fair." Kenneth Mgowan
will supervise productic
Columbia Meeting Sept. 29
Meeting of the Columbia board;:
directors was postponed yester,'
until Sept. 29. President Ha,'
Cohn will arrive in New York fij
the Coast prior to the session.
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FEATURES

and SHORTS

"EL ESCANDALO" ("The Scandal"), in
"REDHEAD"
"SHE HAD TO CHOOSE"
with Bruce Cabot, Grace
Bradley
Spanish; produced by Ren-Mex; directed
with Larry "Buster" Crabbe, Isabel Jewell, by Chano Urueta; with Enrique del Campo,
lonogram
76 mins.
Sally Blane, Regis Toomey
Julian Soler, Rosita Castro, Carmen GuerENJOYABLE ROMANCE WITH PLENTY
Majestic
65 mins.
rero, et al. Distributed by Inter-ConF SUSPENSE AND LIGHT-COMEDY.
PLEASING ROMANTIC AND HUMAN
tinent Film Corp.
Running time, 66 mins.
XCELLENT
CAST.
Story of a libertine who reforms and
jAlthough written along a familiar theme, INTEREST STORY QUALIFIES AS SUITABLE FAMILY ENTERTAINMENT.
weds after many scandalous actions unlis story contains many novel situations
folds with fair dramatic interest .and is
id much sparkling dialogue that hold it
Neighborhood spots will find this one
satisfactory enough. Story is about Isabel well-acted by a handsome cast.
jmewhat above the regular programmer.
ide story concerns Grace Bradley, a for- Jewell, who wanders into a roadside lunch
er artists' model, who marries Bruce stand operated by Buster Crabbe and his
mother, is befriended by Buster, does a
jabot, ne'er-do-well son of a wealthy
isiness man. She agrees with her hus- good deed for him in return, and soon
finds herself in a romance with him. But
fnd's father to make a man of the play"Good Morning Eve"
iy and in doing so receive $10,000 as Buster's mother has her eye on a rich

SHORTS

:r reward. She accomplishes her "deal",
it not without heartaches and many try; situations. Most of the film's action
Ikes place during the time that the
luple run a hamburger stand which they
quire in trade for the son's expensive
tadster. After a while he gets a job as
.factory hand and later has some safety
ins accepted by the company. Cabot
d Miss Bradley are fine in their reective parts and Berton Churchill as the
re father gives a sterling performance.
'JCast: Bruce Cabot, Grace Bradley, Regis
l]omey, Bertcn Churchill, George Humbert,
|ta Campagna, LeRoy Mason, Monte Car]-, JackPage.
Mack, Ed Brady, Bess Stafford,
Jdison
Director, Melvin Brown; Author, Vera
pwn; Screen Play, Betty Burbridge; Dial;uer, Jesse Lasky, Jr.; Cameraman, Ira
iljxgan; Recording Engineer, J. A. Stransky.
:iDirection, Okay. Photography, Excellent.

Colleen Moore in

"THE SCARLET

[Mthough a much better picture could
in should have been made from this
flj>k, Majestic has turned out a products that may fare well enough with the
<ff too discriminating audiences. Chief
wdicaps of the picture are a lack of
airopriate vitality and frequently creaking
rilogue. Colleen Moore, as the girl
bnded with scarlet letter, and Hardie
Aright, the young minister who event My succumbs in retribution over his
s| do quite well with their roles, and
t re is a good performance of the heavy
sH by Henry B. Walthall, Colleen's suppedly dead husband who reappears and
Relentless in his efforts to be avenged.
Dector Robert Vignola did fairly well with
t script handed him, but for the most
pit, however, the characters are not suffiently alive and do not adequately crea| the atmosphere of the Nathaniel Hawtlrne novel.
>ast: Colleen Mcore, Henry B. Walthall,
hdie Albright, Cora Sue Collins, Alan
He, Virginia Howell, William T. Kent,
Vjliam Farnum, Betty Blythe, Al C. Hendpn, Jules Cowles, Mickey Rentschler,
Si'ley
Vlbert.Jean Rickert, Flora Finch, Dorothy
director, Robert C. Vignola; Author, Nathiel Hawthorne; Adaptors, Leonard
rids, David Silverstein; Cameraman,
Jiies S Brown, Jr.; Recording Engineer,
J. Lambert.

Cast: Larry "Buster" Crabbe, Isabel
Jewell, Sally Blane, Regis Toomey, Fuzzy

with Leon Errol and Maxine Doyle
Vitaphone
19 mins.
Good Musical
Done in Technicolor, this is an
altogether enjoyable musical comedy. It does a travesty on the Adam
and Eve yarn, showing Leon Errol
and Maxine Doyle as the famous
pair in their leafy costumes traveling down the years from generation
to generation until they reach the
present century. Just enough comedy, song-and-dance and general zip
to make it quite palatable. Roy
Mack directed.

"Art Trouble"
with Harry Gribbon and Shemp
Howard
Vitaphone
20 mins.
Amusing Comedy
As a couple of painters who substitute for two rich brothers on a
trip to Paris to study art, Harry
Gribbon and Shemp Howard do a
good job in supplying laughs. Before the parents of the shirking
boys learn of the trick, Harry and
Shemp have had quite a time of it
in the Paris art salons, Apache rendevous and other places. Should
satisfy generally.

"Eli Eili"
with Charles Carlile
Master Art
6 mins.
Class Subject
For special bookings, this screen
rendition of the famous Jewish lament, nicely vocalized by Charles
Carlile with an accompaniment of
scenes illustrating Jewish suffering,
will serve its purpose.

Knight, Maidel Turner, Wallis Clark, Arthur Stone and Edwin Gargan.
Director, Ralph Ceder; Authors, Mann
Page and Izola Forrester; Adaptor, Houston Branch; Cameraman, James S. Brown,
Jr.; Recording Engineer, Thomas J. Lambert; Editor, Charles Harris.
Direction, Good.
Photography, Good.

LETTER"

v h Hardie Albright and Henry B. Walthall
hjestic
70 mins.
•FAIRLY SUCCESSFUL ADAPTATION
C HAWTHORNE CLASSIC SHOULD DO
il RIGHT IN THE POP HOUSES.

"Umas

girl, Sally Blane, for a daughter-in-law,
and at the same time Sally's no-good
brother, Regis Toomey, makes a strong
play for Isabel, who runs off with him
when Buster'e mother and Sally make it
disagreeable for her. Buster follows them
over the border and there follows a scrap
in which Toomey is killed, Buster is put
in jail, and finally everything is cleared
up, with Buster doing the wedding march
alongside Isabel. There is an agreeable
human interest note in the yarn, and some
good incidental comedy is maneuvered by
Fuzzy Knight.

« « «

Editor,

Charles

irection, Fair. Photography, Good.

Har-

FOREIGN

DIALOGUE

"MELODIE DER LIEBE" ("Melody of
Love"), in German; produced by Reich
sliga; directed by Georg Jacoby; with
Richard Treff, Ida Wuest, et al. At the
79th St. Theater.
Pleasing musical romance with the fine
vocal work of Richard Tauber as its highlight. Should prove highly satisfactory for
German audiences.
"LA BUENAVENTURA" ("The Fortune
Teller"), in Spanish; produced by Warner
Bros, in Hollywood; directed by William
McGann; with Enrico Caruso Jr., Anita
Campilla, Luis Alberni, Germaine de Neel,
Emilio Fernandez, Lita Santos, Alfonso
Pedroza, Antonio Vidal. At the Teatro
Campoamor.
Introducing the junior Caruso to the
screen, this operetta based on a popular
Victor Herbert score is a thoroughly enjoyable production, well cast and strong
on production values. It ought to go over
big in the Latin countries.

SUMMER

IN THE SKY GARDENS

The smartest and most delightful of
dinner and supper-dancing rendezvous,
the St. Moritz Sky Gardens afford one
of the most beautiful views in all Manhattan. Here, on the terraces overlooking Central Park, you dine or sup
on summer evenings in a charming,
starlit
atmosphere,
far above the city's
noise and
bustle.

"MASS STRUGGLE", Soviet production
with English titles; produced by Ukrainfilm; directed by I. Kavaleridze; with Les
Serdiuk, V. Spischinski, D. Antonovich, et
al. Distributed by Kinematrade. At the
Acme Theater.
Russian revolt in the time of Catherine
the Great, with the Ukraine as the locale
this time, again supplies the basis for
propaganda that rates only fair as entertainment except to special audiences with
an interest in Soviet history and development.

The Sky Gardens offer a splendid escape from summer heat.

The

Most Interesting Hotel in

DIRECTION

'. . S.

GREGORY

America"

TAYLOR

A GIRL OF THE LIMBERLOST
is a picture for the entire family, . .somecan sell.'
thing the exhibitor definitely
— Motion Picture Herald
"Very good. ..Will appeal greatly to the family trade. Marian Marsh
is a deeply sympathetic character ... Suitable for children, adolescents, and Sundays.

"THE BEST
PICTURE OF
THE MONTH
MEDAL

Class A."

— Harrison's Reports

"A natural for the family trade. Should prove good news at the pay
window. It packs especial appeal to women ... Genuine, human
performances, held to nice restraint, faithfully convey the spirit of
the Limberlost classic... Production is impressive."

— Variety

"Heart appeal and human touch for the crowd. Wholesome drama
of backwoods. . . adapted from the novel of Gene Stratton- Porter,
the film version follows the original very closely and should click
with the legion of readers of the book."

— Film Daily

"Finely cast. . . superbly directed . . . great tie-up possibilities. You'll
receive enthusiastic support from church, press and civic groups...
Extremely well cast and in this it ranks with or even surpasses major

AWARDED

casting jobs.

BY

"Monogram's

PARENTS'
MAGAZINE TO
"A GIRL OF THE

— Showmen's

Round Table

most pretentious production. ..Should ring box-office bell

in any man's theatre. A quality picture in every respect." — Box Office.
"Louise Dresser gives as great performance

LIMBERLOST'

in 'Girl of the Limberlost'

as she did in 'Goose Woman.' Ralph Morgan, Marian Marsh and
Helen Jerome Eddy are at their very best. Built for present day
audiences, with an eye to box-office, and exhibitors will find their
audiences

leaving the theatre pleased, feeling they have

been entertained."
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Stiff er Competition Looming from Radio Programs

PARAMOUNT
TRUSTEES' FEES OPPOSED AS TOO HIP"
fying Up Second Runs is Ruled a Code Violation
France
and its 3,000 theaters
=

By JACK

ALICOATE

==

ARIS, FRANCE.— Unlike the States, only
15 per cent of the population of France
»s pictures. This from official figures.
its 3,000 theaters, more than half are
nsidered first-run. Paris proper has about
3 cinemas. About ten compare with our
downtown New York houses. Avenue
i Champs Elysees is the Times Square
trict and most Parisians, knowing English
in in part, decidedly prefer American
ns. The Rex, built a little more than a
ir ago at the staggering cost of 40 mili francs and seating 3,500, is an armosric house, of unusual beauty. The old
rmpia Music Hall, the former home of
terican vaudeville stars, has also gone
ema.

T

T

▼

lARAMOUNT'S theater on the Capucines,
"the pioneer class house of France,
ought back memories of the days when
tt used to call on Al Kaufman when he
W; the Paramount head man here. Metro's
itw window is the Madeleine and is now
ftldng 'em in with "Viva Villa." The big
P'.ie Natan downtown house is the brilliit new Marignan on the boulevard. The
b 6,000-seater, Gaumont Palace has been
rcone and we hardly knew the old place.
Itis probably the most popular house in
P^is and prices are comparatively low.
Mere the small neighborhood house in
Aerica charges 20 cents admission they
g« the equivalent of 50 cents here.

. ND to youse theater fellers back home
> who think taxes are bad, give a fleetin thought to what goes on in La Belle
Fnce.
First the state takes 25 per cent
»fthe receipts.
This goes to poor-law
C'f and to hospitals.
A man from the
rtment of revenue is in the box-office
tantly and takes out the State's cut
night.
In fact, on percentage piccheckers
are
never
necessary
in
ce for the distributors know the rev*> collectors never give France any the
t of it. Next comes 3 per cent to
Society of Composers
and
Authors.
(.Continued on Pane 2)

Acquiring
Two Runs
Product Is Classed
as Overbuying

of

Tie-up of second run pictures by
an exhibitor, in addition to first
runs, constitutes violation of the
code's provisions against overbuying
with effect of depriving a competitor of product, according to a ruling of the Code Authority announced yesterday. Decision, based
on an appeal, was that of Pikeville
Amusement Co., Pikeville, Ky., vs.
Liberty Theater, operated by C. C.
Scott at Pikeville, and originally
(Continued

on

page

Non-Stop Grind for West Film

Kansas City — A 24-hour grind will be
established at the Newman, managed
by George Baker, with the opening of
Paramount's new Mae West film, "Belle
of the Nineties," tomorrow. Prices
will be 40 cents from 12 midnight to
2 A. M. and 25 cents from 2 A. M. to
6 P. M.

CIRCUITS NOTIFIED
BY MUSIC SOCIETY

6)

Ascap has notified all the major
circuits of the increase in music
rates which takes effect Oct. 1, and
intends to sue promptly under the
copyright laws where a theater fails
or refuses to renew its license, it
was said yesterday by E. C. Mills,
General manager. Answering Ed
Kuykendall's statement that Ascap
Both Electrical Research Prod- would probably make a percentage
ucts and RCA Photophone are seek- demand next, Mills said the Society
ing permission from the U. S. Su- had no such plan.
preme Court to reargue American
Tri-Ergon patent cases in the Court
of Appeals. In event there motions Wilby to Build House

ERPI AND RCA SEEK
TRI-ERGON REHEARING

(Continued

on Page

7)

8 Paramount Films
Ready for Release
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Paramount now has
eight features completed and awaiting national release. They are
"Belle of the Nineties," "Cleopatra,"
"Mrs. Wiggs
of theon Cabbage
(Continued
Page 7) Patch,"

In Birmingham Suburb

Birmingham — R. B. Wilby has announced plans for a $100,000 house
seating about 1,000 to be erected
at Five Points, exclusive suburb.
It will be occupied around the first
of the year, according to R. M.
Kennedy, district manager for Alatersbamahere.and Tennessee with headquar-

Bigger Lineup of Radio Bills
Scheduled for the New Season

Creditors
of Paramount
Attack Requests for
Allowances
Requests for interim allowances
aggregating over $700,000 by Chas.
D. Hilles, Eugene W. Leake and
Chas. D. Richardson, ParamountPublix trustees, and Root, Clark,
Buckner were
& Ballantine,
trustees'
counsel,
attacked as too
high
by practically all creditor groups at
a hearing yesterday before Special
Master John E. Joyce. Arthur Ballantine, of counsel for the trustees,
answered all objections in a plea in
which he asked for payment of the
full allowances.
L. P. Reed, of Davis, Polk. Wardwell,
Gardiner & Reed, counsel for the debentures
(Continued
on Page 6)

$1,280,000 PARA, NET
IN SECOND QUARTER
Paramount-Publix's net profit, after all charges, for the second quarter of 1934 was $1,280,000, it was
disclosed yesterday by Arthur Ballentine, of counsel for the Paramount trustees, at a hearing before
Special Master
E. Joyce.
Bal(Continued John
on Page
6)

Educational Signs Deal
With were
Gaumont-British
Contracts
signed yesterday
by Jeffrey Bernerd and Earle W.
Hammons for the distribution by
Gaumont-British in England. Ireland,(Continued
Scotland andon Page
Wales2) of all
Pictures by Radio

Photophone at Lower Cost
RCA Photophone this Fall will place
on the market a new low-priced equipment known as the
"Economy
Model."
It is understood
slated
to be sold
for
approximately $1 ,200 and will be an
equipment apart from high fidelity and
regular RCA Photophone.

A summary of radio programs
lined up for the new season by the
three major networks indicate the
stiffest competition which the air
has yet given the theater. Not including sustaining numbers, the
ether bills include 495 script acts,
Continued

on

page

6)

A new development in photo-radio,
whereby letters and pictures may be
flashed through the air in a manner
that is said to be the "gateway to
television," will soon be established by
RCA, It is understood. In a recent experiment, it is said that a picture was
sent from New York to Camden in less
than five minutes.
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This, too, is collected
how these Frenchmen

every night. Oh!
trust each other.

This

of

tax

is exclusive

the

sum
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Educational Signs Deal
With
Gaumont-British
(Continued from Page 1)

France

:iHE

DAILY

paid

originally for story, music and dialogue.
Next is the turn-over tax of 2 per cent,
after which comes the usual income tax
deductions of both the corporation running
the theater and then those individuals making up the corporation. The theater man
and his problems seem to be the same the
world over.

More Musicals, Mysteries
Are Predicted by Gelsey

Educational 1934-35 two-reelers.
For the past ten years Educational
shorts have been distributed in England by Ideal Films, a G-B subsidiary, now out of business with
G-B Distributors taking over all its
releases along with films fo the W-F
Corp., another G-B subsidiary,
which has also ceased to operate.

Australian-Made Films
Just Fair, Says Kelly
Pictures being made in Australia,
where two Sydney studios have been
active, are fairly successful in that
country, says Arthur W. Kelly,
vice-president in charge of foreign
distribution for United Artists, in
a report to the home office. Australian studios are handicapped ir>
the way of equipment, for one thing
Kelly states. On the exhibition end
however, the countrv is on a nar
with the U. S. He adds that British
pictures of good caliber are still wel1
received there, but all-British policies are not panning out well.

Pressure brought to bear by the
Legion of Decency movement is
likely to persuade producers to turn
to musicals and mystery plays for
material in order to avoid trouble,
according to Irwin Gelsey, scenarist.
In New York yesterday he declared
there is imminent danger of a flock
of clean but dull pictures.
After surveying the Broadway
scene, Gelsey observed that little or
Fox Buys Two Stories
no promising screen material is indicated so far this season. He leaves West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
New York Friday on his return to
Hollywood
— Florence
"Heaven'sLei<?htor
Gate.'Hollywood. Before coming East short
story bv
Gelsey was on the Warner studio
Pfalzgraf,
published
in
"Good
House
writing staff.
keening'." and "Hichwav Robb°rv "
ro bo published this month, havr
beor,
bouo-ht bv Fox. E. W. Rutehe'
150 Fete Bob Mochrie
wi'l produce both, the first as r
Philadelphia — One hundred and Shirley Temple vehicle.
fifty film men attended the dinner
given Bob Mochrie at the Bellevue
Leases Manhattan Opera House
Stratford on Monday night to conThe 311 West 34th St. Theater
gratulate him on his promotion as
assistant to A. W. Smith, Jr., War- Corp., of which Jerome Rosenberg
has leased the Manhatner-First National divisional sales is president,
tan Onera House on 34th St. fo
manager. Dick Powell headed a big
General
theatrical
purposes includshow, and a watch was presented
to Mochrie. Attendance included :ng motion pictures.
Joe Bernhard, S. Charles Einfeld
Rawlinson
Signed for Play
and Smith.
Herbert. Rawlinson h»s been signed for "The Path of CHrvrv." which
Italian Film at Hippodrome
Schwab
and Phil
"Cielo Mio" ("My Heaven"), new Lawrence
oneninc
soon Dunm'npin WilTfalian feature comedy, opens Sun- will nroduce.
mington prior to a Broadway run.
day at the Hipnodrome in conjuncNew Exchange Formed by Adler
tion with an Italian stage show.
The film was produced by Comm
L ester W. Adler has organized
Clemente Giglio.
Advance Film Exchange with offices at 630 Ninth Ave. Emil RoNew Contract for John Ford
«enbaum
will be associated with Adler.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — John Ford has signed
"Gift of Gab" for Rialto
a new long-term contract as a Fox
director. His next picture will be
"Gift of Gab," Universal picture
is tentativelv scheduled to onen
"Steamboat Round the Bend."
Sept. 25 at the Rialto. "Our Dailv
"British Agent" on the Air
Bread." which King Vidor produced
A radio dramatization of War- for United Artists, will be the following1 attraction.
ner's "British Agent" goes on the
air over WABC and 38 affiliated staNew House for Richmond
tions as part of the Borden proRichmond, Va. — Another new
gram at 10 o'clock tomorrow night. house is planned here bv the newly
formed Grace Amusement Co..
"We Live Again" for Rivoli
headed bv Clarence Vaden, who had
Samuel Goldwyn's "We Live the Rex for many years.
Again", starring Anna Sten and
Another for Jefferson Circuit
Fredric March, will follow "The
Count of Monte Cristo" at the Ri7
El Campo, Tex. — Jefferson AmuseCo. will open a new 400-seat
voli.
"Kid Millions," house ment
starringThen
Eddiecomes
Cantor.
here soon.

Coming and Going
HELEN HAYES, having completed her rol
in M-G-M's "What Every Woman Knows,
leaves the coast Friday by plane for Ne
York,
arriving
Saturday. BRIAN
AHERNt
leading
man
in the picture,
is now
en rout
to New York on his way to England.
JOE SHEA, assistant to Gabe Yorke, Fo
studio publicity chief, leaves New York to
morrow on his return to the coast.
DICK

POWELL

has arrived in New

York an

is stopping at the Waldorf-Astoria.
LUPE VELEZ is due to leave the coast
3 few days for a trip to Europe, with JOHNN
WEISSMULLER
also slated to go abroad for
British film.
JANE MANNERS, variety actress, retur*
from
abroad
today
on the Champlain.
PHILIP MERIVALE, CHARLOTTE GREEK
WOOD. BLANCHE YURKA and ROBERT
FLAHERTY arrive in New York today on til
Majestic from
the other side.
H. R. KOSSMAN, head of the Andre DeBrl
branch here, sailed last night on the Euroj
for a four-week trip to France and Germany.
ADOLPH ZUKOR, delayed in his departu
from Hollywood, leaves the coast today I
train for New
York, arriving
Monday.
GEORGE O'BRIEN,
:nd MR.
and
MRS.
to
sail for Europe
France.

MARGUERITE CHURCHII
SOL
LESSER are book
Sept.
29 on the He i

MICHAEL BALCON and NOVA PILBEAM
from
England on Saturday for New York.

I

MURIEL
KIRKLAND,
having finished work
"White
Parade" for Fox, is bound for an ear
ern
vacation.

day

LYNN FARNOL arrived in New
from
the coast.

York yestef

KING

coast

VIDOR

leaves for the

tod

'o start production of Sam Goldwyn's "Brok
Soil" be in starred.
which Anna Sten and Gary Coop
will
JOHN
MYERS, publicity
manager of Lond
Films, arrives
in New
York
Sept. 21 on t
Berengaria.
He will
leave
immediately
f
the
coast.
ARTHUR
turned
to
the South.

ISRAEL, JR., of Paramount has r
New
York
following
a vacation

IRWIN GELSEY, scenarist, leaves New
Friday for the Coast.

Yo(

M-G-M October Releasei
Revised October release schedv
of M-G-M follows: Oct. 5, "Wh|
Every Woman Knows"; Oct. 12, j
release; Oct. 19, "Student Tourj
Oct. 26, "Biography of a Bachel'j
Sunday Shows for Brownwood |
Brownwood,
Tex. — By a vote
1,121 to 746, Sunday
shows hali
been legalized here.
Girl."
RECORDING

INDUSTRIAL

ON FILM
—

FILM

SLIDE FILM— RECORDS
BRUNSWICK
PRODUCTIONS CORP.
CH 4-2200
321 W. 44th ST.

it I

HANDY ANDY' WAS PRETTY GOOD
BUT WAIT TILL YOU SEE JUDGE PRIEST
—says Washington Evening Star*

* They

took the
words tight
out of our
mouths!

# a

ODUCTION
early 1935 release

THE
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TYING UP TWO RUNS
RULED AGAINST CODE
(Continued from Page

NO THE

1)

heard by the Cincinnati grievance
board, which dismissed the complaint. In view of the fact that the
Liberty is using seven pictures a
week, its buy of 389 first run films
is justifiable, the Authority ruled,
but its acquisition of repeats for
second run purposes, however, is
found a violation.
Other decisions on appeals were
announced as follows:
Walter L. Brandenburg's Family and Ritz
LaGrange,
Ga., vs. charging
Lam Amusement
LaGrange Theater,
overbuying,Co.'s
re
versed Atlanta grievance board decision dis
missing charge ; Colcata Corp.'s Colorado
Pasadena, Cal., vs. United West Coast Theaters, United Artists Theaters. Fox West
Coast Theaters, United Artists Theaters Cir
cuit, and Strand and Pasadena theaters
charging overbuying, reversed decision of Los
Angeles grievance board dismissing complaint
and remanded case for further proceedings;
C. A. Castlereigh's Rialto, Jacksonville.
Texas, vs. East Texas Theaters' Palace and
Dorbandt theaters, Jacksonville, charging overbuying; affirmed decision of Dallas grievance
board dismissing complaint.
Clearance and zoning board cases: Thornton Theaters' Orpheum, Saugerties, N. Y.,
vs. Walter Reade's Broadway and Kingston
theaters, Kingston, ruled first run Kingston
should have 14 days clearance over Saugerties under certain conditions; in case appealed from Albany board; Earl M. Forte's
Ambassador, Philadelphia, vs. Benn, operated
by Stanley Co., Philadelphia, ordered Philadelphia board to consider complaint and designate territory affected and set up schedule;
Astor Amusement Co.'s Astor, Atlantic City,
vs. Colonial, operated by Seashore Theaters,
Atlantic City, affirmed Philadelphia board
ruling reducing maximum period of clearance
from 14 to seven days.

Stiffer Competition
Looming from Radio
(Continued from Page 1)

32 commentators, 96 orchestras, 125
vocal soloists, 27 vocal groups, five
reviews and various other acts, totaling about 30 per cent more than
last season. Drama is to play a
b'gger slated
part, forand
screen
names
the among
air are Victor
McLaglen and Edmund Lowe, Mary
Boland and Charles Ruggles, Claudette Colbert and others. Negotiations are under way to dramatize
the works of O. Henry, Richard
Harding Davis and other noted authors. Jules Verne's "Mysterious
Island" also is slated for presentation.
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• •
• A SURVEY was conducted by Audio Productions
among a great variety of movie patrons
in all
walks of life
to get their opinions on the average screen
program
among other things they got these definite reactions a demand for a higher type of incidental music
and a distinct feeling that the average screen program
is too fast paced, noisy and jittery
that is
folks
go to the theater to RELAX
and it is next to impossible
when the jazzy hot-cha stuff is thrown at the audience in both
Sight and Sound
▼
T
T
•

•

• THE RESULT of this survey made some time ago
resulted in Audio Productions
engaging
Robert C.
Bruce
the "Camera Artist"
to photograph a series called "Musical Moods"
based on the idea of "recorded
musical entertainment with visual accompaniment"
in
other words
certain popular classic harmonies that carry
an atmosphere of Restfulness, Dreaminess, Beauty
were
combined on the screen with outdoor scenes that exactly caught
and interpreted the MOOD of the composition
hence the
series' title
"Musical Moods"
• • • WE HAVE seen three of the series
and
they're breath-taking in their beauty
gorgeous in their
new three-color Technicolor process
(the first, by the
way, to be taken out-of-doors with this new development)
and the music of the symphonic
orchestration
hits a
high point in screen musical recording
above all, they
accomplish perfectly what they were primarily designed to do
vary the tempo of the average fast and high strung
film program
with an INTERLUDE
of Relaxation, Peaceful
Charm, Poetic Beauty
these shorts will prove a veritable
oasis of Restful Calm to the patron whose nerves are too often
jangled by the fast pace and hectic sounds of so many screen
programs

T

T

T

• •
• IN PERSON
"Sparks" Rogers, chief radio
officer of the "Morro Castle"
at the Rialto
Officer
Rogers tells his own story of the disastrous fire, and answers
all questions
A big cocktail party with more than 200
guests given to Leonard Spiegelgass
associate producer
for Universal
by Robert Broder at Billy Gordon's penthouse on East 57th St. last Sunday
•
•
• THE SECOND program of experimental shorts will
be given by the Film and Photo League at the New School for
Social Research
on Saturday
Ticket sales for
the "Night of Stars" were conducted at the Edison Hotel Monday and Tuesday afternoons
with such celebs as Gus
Edwards, Lila Lee, Armida and Mae Murray selling the ducats.
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PARA. TRUSTEE FEES
GALLED TOO Hit
(Continued from Page

1)

holders' committee, asked that the reqi
of trustees' counsel for $350,000 as
interim allowance for services from A
19, 1933, to June 16, 1934, be cut to $2
000 and said also that he considered the
quests of the trustees for $100,000 each asi
high. Reed C'ted a recent opinion on
matter of interim allowances by Judge W
sey who stated that the value of sem
could be determined more wisely at
termination of any procedure.
Declaring that a reorganization was p
able in the near future, Reed said that
value
both of could
trustees'
and at
thai
their counsel
bestservices
be fixed
time. Morton G. Bogue. representing
bank group committee, and Vermont Hatch
White & Case, representing the Banl
Trust Co., the Manufacturers' Trust Co.,.
the Lawyers' Trust, both said that amo
requested by trustees and their counsel l
"high" and merited very careful consic
tion. Albert Cook, of Cook, Nathan
man,
representing
the that
stockholders'
protet,
committee,
declared
an allowance
$50,000 or $60,000 for each of the trui
and proper.
$250,000 for trustees' counsel was!
and
Saul Rogers, representing a group of j
holders, requested that the trustees and '
counsel present a bill for what they considi
was the full value of their services for
14 month period covered by the interim
lowances. If the trustees wanted $300
for the entire period, and not just as.
interim allowance, he would object. Re
said. He said, too. that he believed th(.
quest of all three trustees for $100,000
was inequitable in view of the fact that
one of the trustees had previously had
perience in the operation of a motion
ture company, L. J. Flynn, representing
Allied Owners' Corp., requested that
referee permit examination of the tra
on just what services each had individi
rendered, and also asked that the truf
counsel present detailed data on the
spent by the firm's partners and assoc<
before an allowance was fixed. Mai'
Brandwyn,
representing
bondholders'
and
Malcolm
Sumner, aalso
a bondholg
representative, praised the work of the
tees
and
their
counsel
and
said the
were fair.
Samuel Zirn, representing small bond;
er interests, attacked the trustees, jf
their work had been purely of a routini
ture, that they had not recovered a I
of assets, and that the profit statements-based mainly on the earnings of solvent
sidiaries not within the jurisdiction <f\
court and over which the trustees hal
ercised almost no supervisory
activity.
At the request of Special Master
Arthur Ballantine went into this charge
had reference to the film subsidiaries,
lantine said that every company
had a
get and that the budget had to be ap|
by the trustees.
Every large problem
trustees thus came to the attention o
trustees and was passed on by them.

$1,280,000 Para. Net
In Second Quar
(Continued from Page 1)

Greta Garbo
C. Gardner Sullivan
Mary Rosenfeld
Ernest

Truex

Betty

Garde

•
•
• THE SERIES of stories included in the press sheet
on "The Affairs of Cellini"
is getting a big play in
newspapers everywhere
a half dozen celebrated authors
were selected to retell one of the immortal episodes from
Cellini's autobiog in his own original manner
such writers as John Erskine, Konrad Berkovici, Richard Halliburton,
Faith Baldwin, Thorne Smith
the gent at United Artists'
ad and pub. dept. who hit on this one stepped out of the beaten
track and copped a pip
W. Ray Johnston is sending out
autographed copies of the photoplay edition of "A Girl of the
Limberlost" as a plug for his pix special

«

«

«

»

»

»

lantine also revealed that P
mount had profited by $1,500
from
tion. the foreign exchange si

Room

and Board Next

Chicago — The Julian on the Nori
Side is giving its customers plenty fi
their b.o. investment. Recently tl
house, in a battle with its oppositioi
offered an adult admission for five cen
and two youngsters for a nickel. Ar
tossed in a hamburger sandwich or <
ice cream
cone, too.
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REVIEWS
ILLION DOLLAR

h

Phillips

«

comes out as just moderately sarisfare.
Edward Arnold, a former booter baron, decides to go straight on
lease from three years in jail.
But
lad, Phillips Holmes,
talks himself
ieing kidnaped by Arnold as a hoax
er to stop his mother's marriage to
line hunter
who
is just after his
Arnold's former
gang, on whom
walked out, get hep to the situation
eally
kidnap
Holmes
as well
as
's daughter, Mary Carlisle, who have
I up a romance in a rural hideaway,
ding to play ball with the gang,
engineers the marriage of the lovers
lien brings the police on the scene
ishooting finish to the mob, thereby
1 » up a double-cross.
I: Phillips Holmes,
Edward
Arnold,
■Carlisle, Wini
Shaw,
Andy
Devine,
■ Gleckler, Marjorie
Gateson,
Edgar
I, Bradley
Page,
Hughey
White,
R Colman,
Henry
Kolker,
Spencer
B's, Jay C. Flippen.
Ibtor, Murray
Rcth; Author,
Damcn
I; Screen
play, William
P. Lipman;
le, Ben Ryan; Cameraman,
George
Hin; Editor, Murray Selden.
tttion, Good.
Photography, A-l
Carlos

Gardel

EN

in

BROADWAY"

jl'The

Tango On Broadway")
(In Spanish)
runt
85 mins.
■SING MUSICAL COMEDY GIVES
LS GARDEL FINE SINGING ROLE,
ICOMEDY AND ROMANCE WORKIt
■• for the South American trade by
Efo Corporation, which produces the
is talkers for Paramount, this being
tend in a series featuring the fam/^enrinian baritone, Carlos Gardel.
s; y is designed primarily to give him
u.e to get his tango songs over,
h\e does splendidly. Gardel has a
ed voice, a nice screen personality,
klws how to act. His first of the
>, Quesra Abajo," is reported to be
pit the shows in Argentina with the
iu, and if that is the case, this one
II, for it is a better produced pic*th the cast much smoother, and
gs for the story. Gardel plays the
oil young Argentinian who has come
let York on his uncle's money and is
osj to be in the leather business. He
1 I a theatrical agent, having fallen
thi Broadway lure. When his uncle
esjhe is forced to keep him in ig'K«of his business. The comedy and
net are intertwined with the efforts
o\\\e uncle. Gardel sings many tango
s iy effectively.
Carlos Gardel,
Trini Ramos,
Blanca
'icente Padula,
to,. uzanne
Dulier. Jaime Devesa. Manuel
Louis Gasnier; Author, Alfredo Le
'■en play, same; Cameraman,
William

eeti, Good

Photography,

DAILY

Short Shots from Eastern Studios

RANSOM"

Holmes,
Edward
Arnold,
Mary
Carlisle
rsal
78 mins.
RLY ENJOYABLE RACKETEER YARN
JOUT ANY SPECIAL PUNCH IN ITS
LOPMENT.
hough the basic idea seems to have
he possibilities, the working out of
;angster yarn never gets very strong
in human interest or melodrama,

ITANGO

j^£

Okay

'By CHARLES
original musical score for
"Gigolette", featuring Adrienne
Ames, Ralph Bellamy, Robert Armstrong and Donald Cook, has been
prepared by John Rochetti, who has
to his credit among musical successes
"His Double Life", released by Paramount, and "Devil Tiger." Release for "Gigolette" will be announced soon, according to Select
Productions, who recently completed
the feature at the Biograph Studios.
AN

•

"Your Stars for 1935", featuring
astrologer Wynn, and "The House
Where I Was Bom", both one-reelers for Educational release, are
scheduled to go into production Friday at the Hayes & Beall studio in
Oceanside. Al Christie ivill direct
the Wynn short, while William Watson will be in charge of the latter,
from the story by Bert Granet,
which will feature Sylvia Froos and
Frank Luther.

•

ALICOATE
Dalmatoff and Jackie Borene.
Lee
Garmes is doing the camera work,
as well as being •associate director.
Conchita Estravis, recently chosen
Miss Cuba in a national contest and
who arrived from Havana this week
will be given a screen test at the
Warner Brooklyn studio under the
direction of Sam Sax. If the test is
successful, Miss Cuba will be featured in Warner's Spanish pictures
being made at the coast.

•

Raymond Midgley, credited with
staging the dances for many Broadway successes, has been placed in
charge of the dance sequences for
Harold B. Franklin's production,
"Gambling", now in work at the
Eastern Service studio in Astoria.
One of the sequences in which the
16 Midgley dancers will appear is a
new
iey. and unusual arrangement of a
jazz shadowgraph creted by Midg-

•

Eastern Service studio notes on
the "Gambling ' set: Wynne Gibson
and Dorothy Burgess, who play the
feminine leads, passing up Paris
and Hollywood modistes in favor of
New York: Hattie Carnegie to be
specific. .. .Rowland Lee, director,
telling them how they do it in Hollywo d. . .Lee Frederick holding
script and getting more homesick
for the coast every day ... .Jack
MacKenzie, cameraman, continuing
to receive congratulations for his
work on "The Cat's-Paw" and en•
on "Gambling"....
Eastern shots taken in New York Harold joyingB.his work
Franklin
making daily
will be completed this week by Fred trips to the studio ... .George M.
Flick for the RKO production, "Ro- Cohan giving his daily interview
mance of Manhattan", with Charles during lunch time. .. .John Butler
Lederer and Ginger Rogers in the handling the production end and doleading roles. Lynn Dunn is doing
ing a swell job. . . .WUlon Fieldz
the camera work.
applying makeup with more gadgets
•
than he can use on one's face in a
"Laugh, Little Clown" is the title day.... Joe Nadel putting up the
selected for the feature now being "Not In" sign so he can get his
Sam Levitt keeping
produced by Charles MacArthur- work done
Ben Hecht marking the film debut up the spirit of the crew. .. .Joe
of Jimmie Savo, stage comic, in the Ruttenberg assisting MacKenzie on
leading role. Others in the cast of the Cameras .... Herman Serena
the picture, which is expected to be getting his stills under any and all
completed in about three weeks for conditions .... Dorothy Burgess and
Paramount release, are: Whitney Wynne Gibson enjoying every minute of their work in the picture, so
Bourne, Nikita Balieff, Cecilia Loftus_. Edwina Armstrong, Sandor they tell me, and Frank Cravet carSzabo, J. Charles Gilbert, Hans
out Director Lee's orders to
Steinke,
George
Andre,
Michael the lastrying detail.
After three weeks of location, in
the tall grass, stumbling over cowslips, wrestling with the woodbine
and recharging their pulmonary
batteries with whiffs of unadulterated ozone, that city slicker motior
picture outfit as they were callec
by he mountaineers, Ben HechtCharles MacArthur and company,
producing the feature starring Jimmy Savo in a Russian background,
returned to the Eastern Service studio in Astoria, where the picture
will be completed.

ERPI and RCA Seek
Tri-Ergon
Rehearing
(Continued from Page 1)

8 Paramount Films
Ready for Release
(Continued from Page 1)

are denied or, upon reargument, decisions favoring the William Fox
corporation are affirmed, they are
expected to appeal to the U. S.
Supreme Court.
Erpi is defending Paramount in
a double printing patent infringement action while RCA Photophone
is fighting an infringement suit involving aflywheel patent.

"The Pursuit of Happiness," "Wag-on
Wheels," "Ready for Love," "The
Lemon Drop Kid
and "Menace."
Six films are currently in production. They are "Enter Madame,"
"College Rhythm," "Limehouse
Nights," "Lives of a Bengal Lancer.''
"Here Is My Heart" and "Back
Porch." Seven pictures are slated
to start within the next four weeks.

A VICTOR
>HOTOPHQNE
OFFERING

YOU:

• A Sound Box Office
Attraction
• Complete

Ownership

• A Self-Liquidating
Investment
PHOTOPHONE

DIVISION

RCA VICTOR COMPANY,
Camden,

A

N. J.

Inc.

Radio Corporation of America Subsidiary
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A LITTLE
from
By RALP
H WILK "LOTS
-

...

HOLLYWOOD
JOHNNY WEISSMULLER and
J Maureen O'Sullivan will be teamed
in a third Tarzan story by M-G-M.
T

T

T

John Robertson, RKO dire<-(<;r,
has been assigned to find a story
for 12-year-old
Frankie Thomas.

T

T

▼

Rochelle Hudson is a recent addition to the cast of "Mighty Barnum,'r
20th Century production for U. A.
release.

▼

T

T

Seton I. Miller will adapt S+uar'
Palmer's mystery storv. "Puzzle of
the Pepper Tree," for RKO. Edna
May Oliver and James Gleason are
to play the leads.
T

T

Y

"Gridiron Flash" is the new title
of RKO's picture formerly called
"The Kick-Off" and "The Football
Fool." Eddie Quillan is starred, with
Glenn Tryon directing.

picture, possibly Paramount's
Broadcast of 1935."
T

T

"Big

T

Sharon Lynne has returned to her
film Alma Mater, Paramount, in
"Enter Madame" with Elissa Landi
and Cary Grant.

▼

▼

»

Kathleen
Howard,
who
resigned
her post as fashion editor of "Harper's Bazaar" when she was offered a
small part in "Death Takes A Holiday," has received her third role.
She is cast for the leading feminine
role in Paramount's "Back Porch,"
the new W. C. Fields picture.

▼

v

T

Harry Tobias and Neil Moret have
written "Just Pals" as the theme
song for "Wednesday's Child," RKO
film.
T

T

DAILY

T
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OF THE DAY

Dover, O.— R. C. Spidell, owi
Redwood City, Cal. — Lloyd Roland
the State, is reopening the 0has been appointed the manager of of
this
week.
the Redwood theater here.
Wallingford, Conn. — Louis Gordon and Joseph Borenstein have
taken over the Strand from C. Kofman. Borenstein, who has been managing the Capitol, Middletown. will
manage the Strand, while Alder
Smith, manager during the past
ater.
year, goes to a Beverly, Mass., theBoscobel. Wis. — Jacob Eskin. operator of theaters at Black River
Falls, Elroy and Richland Center,
and part owner of the theater at
Viroqua, has been granted the lease
on the theater in the new $53,000
communitystructioncenter
now under conhere.

Three numbers by Werner RichHeyman, written
"Caravan,"
Wauchula. Fla. — Marion Lee has
have ardattracted
much for
attention.
His
▼ T T
been selected as manager of the
Elsa Lanchester, who was in songs comprise "The Sweetest Thing
new Palace theater, recently built
"Henry VIII," has been added tr in Life," a haunting slow fox-trol : by Walter and Fred House.
M-G-M's "David Copperfield" cast. a rollicking number, "Happy" and a
She is the wife of Charles Laugh ton lively Hungarian dance tune, "HotOrlando, Fla. — Extensive remodel▼ T T
chacha." He also wrote the music
Charles Lamont is completing the for "CongressT Dances."
ing of the Grand theater will cos'
T ▼
$15,000, according to Jesse Clark
direction of "The Curtain Falls," for
Edmund Grainger is busy making manager of Orlando theaters for
Chestei-field. Lamont recently returned from New York, where he preparations for three pictures he Sparks Enterprises.
will supervise for Universal. Thev
directed "Gigolette." Before going
Bartow. Fla. — Vance Marquis ha
East he directed "Tomorrow's include "The Mystery of Edwin
Drood," by Charles Dickens; "Moon sold a half interest in the Ernada
Youth" for Monogram.
T
T
T
Mullins" Lowe.
and an untitled story for theater to Earl M. Fain of Lees
Edmund
burg. Marquis will continue to opOur Passing Show: Sylvia Sidney.
▼ T T
erate the theater. Fain has beer
Sally O'Neill. William Rowland
Franz
Schulz
has
received
word
operating
Maxie Rosenbloom, Jack Haley, Jack
Lake City. theaters in Leesville and
Osterman, Norman Rivkin. Nate from London that "Blossom Time,"
which he wrote for British InternaStein, Irving Strouse at the "TingleBlossburg, Pa. — M. F. Meyer,
tional, isplaying a month's engageTangel" revue.
ment at the Regal Theater. It is brother of the late J. G. Meyer, has
▼ T T
William Thomas, formerly assis- also the first picture to play the new taken over the Victoria here and the
tant to Bill Pine in the Paramount Theater de l'Avenue, Paris, which Rialto, Mansfield.
publicity department, has joined opened this month. He is now at
M-G-M, working on the script of
Walter Wanger as chief pres== agent
Oakmont, Pa. — Lehigh theater
Bill Hardwick moves from RKO to "Tiptoes," with Edgar Allan Woolf
has been reopened by Steve Rodand Oscar Hammerstein
II.
succeed
Thomas
at Paramount.
nock after reconditioning.
T

T

T

George Light is now assistant
"Part Time Lady" is the permanent title selected for Columbia's casting director at Columbia, making
Carole Lombard - May Robson - about the twentieth former office boy
Roger Pryor - Walter Connolly pro- to rise from the ranks at that studio.
duction, under way since July 30
▼ T T
with the working title of "Orchids
Josephine Hutchinson, having
and Onions."
▼ T T
completed work in "Happiness
The Boswell Sisters have arrived Ahead," has been assigned by Warners to the leading feminine role
in Hollywood to join Bing Crosby on
his ether broadcasts. Crosby, now in "The Right to Live," based on
the
play
by W. Somerset Maugham.
working in Paramount's "Here Is
Also in the cast will be George
My Heart," resumes his air work Brent,
Genevieve Tobin and Colin
on Tuesday. While they ate in
Hollywood, the sisters may make a Clive. William Keighley will direct
from the screen play by Ralph
Block.
Crawford- Powell

in

Musical

West Coast Bur., THE FILM I). Ill V
Hollywood — Joan Crawford and William Powell will be co-starred by MG-M In a musical. Story is an original by Oliver Jeffries, with dialogue
by P. J Wolfson and Joseph Mankiewicz. David Selznick will supervise.

T

T

T

Albert Winton. Hollywood actor
who went to the Brazil jungles more
than a year ago to search for the
lost British explorer. Col. P. H.
Fawcett, is reported to have appealed to the U. S. consul in Rio de
Janeiro for assistance to get back
to civilization.

Lima, O. — Fire in the projection
room of the Lyric did several thousand dollars worth of damage.
George
Ritzier is manager.

Cleveland — George
Roberts,
_
district manager,
has
moved
family here from New York.
Cleveland — John Bocorra, ma:
ger of Warner's Variety theater,
laid up by a bad case of neuralf
Boston— Phil D. DePetro has I
made manager of the Modern t
ater.
Hartford, Conn. — William
Fischer, formerly manager
Loew's Columbia, Washington,
been named manager of Poli' Pal
here, succeeding Charles Benson,
signed. manager.
Stephen Kurpin becoi
assistant
Springfield, Mass. — Edward
Gallner, lately of Jewel Productic
New York, has been named maw
;ng director of the Broadway h
Daniel Maloney, formerly of Ti
mount's ColoniaJ, Pittsburgh,
been appointed
house manager.
Vienna, Ga. — A new theater
been opened here by W. E. G.
}f Manchester, Ga., in the buik
formerly
occupied
by the Wa(ik
theater,
which has been modern'
and
enlarged.
Minneapolis — Harry Dickers
recently added the Southern thei
in South Minneapolis to his str«
He will rename it the Southtov
Hendersonis ville,
C. — H';_
Buchanan
to be N.
in charge
o$
Queen theater, purchased by
North
Carolina
Theaters,
Inc.
Mount Airy, N. C— The ]
way has been renamed the
and is open now.

>>:.
Concord,
N. C. —
Bill Cor
manager
of the Paramount,
been transferred to the Imperir
Greensboro.

Beverly, Mass. — E. M. Loew has
begun operating the Ware theater
Lincoln, Neb. — Temple De Vil
on a one-year lease from Ware new
manager
here for West
Brothers. William E. DeCroteau,
Theaters,
was
in conference
manager
in charge. of an Arlington house, is the weekend with T. B. Noble,
the general manager, about the
ing.
of the Rialto, which may be cl, *
Newark, O. — Clark Raider is manshortly
for repairs.
Stage si*
agingtheater.
the recently opened New Ar- will
cade
probably go in after the o
Bluefield, W. Va.— J. Frank Gilbert of the Granada and Rialto theaters is confined to St. Luke's Hosmonia. pital by a serious case of pneuGrafton, O. — J. O. Guthrie, formerly of Cleveland, and associates
have taken over the Grafton and reopened it.

Wm.

Faversham for Columbi

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAIl\
Hollywood —
William Faversha
noted stage star and once a silent fi
star, has been signed by Columbia I
"Part Time Lady" (formerly "Orchi
and Onions") with Carole Lombai
May
Robson
and Roger
Pryor.
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W. B. Swope to Take Active Interest in Theaters

lEW PARA. PLAN MAY AVERT STOCK ASSESSMENT
Icanup

Crisis

rrance
I . production and other things

Passed,

Says

Moose Organ Praises Work
of Hays Office in
Meeting Issue

One of the severest crises the film
industry has faced in its career,
WtlS, FRANCE.— Foreign films, which namely, the drive by the Legion of
il)f course includes all American prod- Decency, has been successfully met
<are not allowed to have more than 15 and is over, in the belief of A. D.
■>" in France. Five of these "runs" are Williams, who summarizes the sittfed in Paris theaters, the balance in
uation in the lead-off article in the
provinces. Occasionally special permits
current "Moose Magazine," official
Granted to those pictures which French organ of Loyal Order of Moose. The
(ferities consider unusual. "Little Woarticle, filling three pages, praises
lf' now in its eighteenth week in Paris, the work of the Hays organization
Bthe fine and unusual German producin meeting the clean films issue.

fj=

By JACK ALICOATE

=

ts "The Unfinished Symphony," are
Kg several coming under this head at
Hmoment. A French official told us
e reason for limiting foreign screenings
i encourage home talent. From the
ii point of revenue to the American pro4, France is not terribly important. It
i best about a 6 per cent territory.

▼

▼

BUTTERFIELD AFTER
JUVENILE ATTENDANCE

T

Detroit — Saturday morning matjCjNVILLE might be considered the Holinees for kids have been launched
/wood of France. At one time it
over the Butterfield circuit. Special
pi to rival our American edition. Imporprograms are arranged, with a dime
ii French studios are Pathe Natan, Para- admission
for children and 25 cents
M(t, Gaumont, Braunberger and Tobis. for adults.
it'Pathe
Natanbutplant
is in Paris
proper.
e equipped,
a tabloid
of what
we
Hj lot back home. Our old friend Ludy
■RCe took us on a personally conductor of the Metro studio and we came
tvith a complete and liberal education
Je "dubbing" process which is by far
Bhief industry of American motion picrecompanies in France. "Dubbing" has
iijed that state of artistic perfection
Itone can almost believe our American
m are speaking French. The Param studio is well equipped and has
'8 stages. Space is rented for indepen■production.

▼

T

▼

rj cost of the average French cheapie
Quickie to you) is about 60,000 in
»«can frogs. Anything over that must
^ceptional to get its cost back. French
Hfction is lagging. This is natural bensjthe French home market is not large
Bijh to support anything
but compara
cheap product and its foreign marnil. Dubbed American versions are
g in favor.
Occasionally a German or
glh picture makes
the grade. France,
er, is still principally American
as
its cinema likes is concerned.

More Producer Meetings
With Cinematographers
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — First Annual HiJinks of the American Society of
Cinematographers, held this week
at the Uplifter Ranch Club, Santa
Monica, with studio executives participating for the first time, is expected to be followed by a series of
meetings
with producers,
probably
(.Continued

on Page

4)

Those

Fraternal Magazine
Dialecticians

Again

Boston — Abe Weiner, United Artists
office manager here, in talking to an
exhibitor recently, suggested that he
play "that Arliss picture."
"No, thank you," replied the exhib.
"I'm not going to run 'Arliss in Wonder-

25 TO 30 PICTURES
PLANNED IN ITALY
land'."

Groups Agree on Tentative
Reorganization Setup
for Paramount
A tentative plan for reorganization of Paramount Publix whereby
it is believed no assessment will
be made on the common stock isunderstood to have been agreed
upon by various creditor and stockholder groups. It provides that bank
creditors who are owed about $15,000,000 will receive about $5,000,000 in cash and will become general
(Continued

Between 25 and 30 features will
be produced in Italy by domestic
independent companies for the year
ahead, said Americo Aboaf, managing director of the Paramount organization in that country, in an
interview in New York yesterday.
This number is slightly larger than
the output for the current season,
he stated.
Paramount will distribute 25
dubbed features in Italy in 1934-35,
Aboaf said. Owing to increased
stability of the Mussolini government, business conditions are improving in Italy, Aboaf declared.
He notes a demand for musicals
with good stories. Aboaf will remain in New York three weeks more
before returning to his Rome headquarters.

Reducing Extra Ranks
From 17,500 to 9,000
We t Coast

Bureau

of TILE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — A reduction in the
number of extras from 17,500 to
9,000 is planned by the committee
on the NRA code of the State Department of Industrial Welfare.

K-A-O Board Chairman Taking
Active Interest in Operations
Active interest in the adminis- i Aylesworth which both Major
tration and operation of theaters L. E. Thompson and Nate Blumwill be taken
by Herbert
Bayard j berg attended.
Swope, newly elected chairman of
Under the present revised plan it
the board of K-A-O, the Film , is expected that RKO will have
Daily learns.
Yesterday he head- j about
200 films during
the fiscal
ed a meeting
in the office of M. H. I
{Continued on Page 4)

on Page

4)

300 S.M.P.E. MEMBERS
ADDED IN PAST YEAR
Addition of about 300 members
in the past year has lifted the S.
M. P. E. membership to a new peak
of 850, according to O. M. Glunt,
financial vice-president. This increase is credited largely to lower
fees and the widened scope of activities by the engineers' society,
which holds its semi-annual meeting Oct. 29-Nov.l at the Pennsylvania Hotel.

Dietz, Pete Smith, Roach
On Ampa Slate for Today
Howard Dietz will be guest
chairman of today's A. M. P. A.
luncheon in the Motion Picture
Club, with Pete Smith, witty commentator for M-G-M shorts, and
Hal Roach as guests of honor. Entertainers lined up include Charles
Winninger, Molasses and January,
Showboat Octette, Stuart Erwin
and June Collyer, Charles McManus, Myron Damon and the Six
Ampalettes.

And Still They Come
New
Orleans — Marquee
sign
Prytania "Free
Theater:Shirley
Temple
Photos to the Kiddies
Whom

the

Gods

Destroy"

on

the
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Managerial Shifts

Recent managerial changes in
RKO theaters include: Herman
Grofing, formerly assistant at the
Madison, now manager replacing
Fred Brunelle, who is managing
Keith's, Richmond Hill; Emil Groth
replaces Harry Moore as manager
of the Coliseum, Moore going to the
Dyker, Brooklyn; William Michaelson appointed manager of the newly acquired Embassy, Portchester ;
Robert Ward now managing the Orpheum and Ray Hodgdon managing
the Greenpoint, replacing Warren
Bartlett and J. C. Greenfield, respectively, with Bartlett at the Uptown and Greenfield at the Hollywood; J. Reiss made manager of
the Costello; Harry Lyons, formerly at the Dyker, now managing the
newly acquired Rackville Center;
C. Bozman replaces Louis Mayer at
the Majestic, Columbus, O., and H.
Higley is manager of the Allen,
Cleveland.

Dismiss Romance Suit
We't Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Suit filed by Harry
M. Popkin against Romance Productions, asking for a receivership,
has been dismissed.
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SayBuffalo
Schine
Didn't Overbuy
— First of the new season
actions, before the Buffalo grievance board, the complaint of Reliance Theater Corp., operating the
Palace, Lockport, against Schine,
operating the Rialto and Hi-Art,
and charging overbuying and too
many changes
of program,
dismissed. Reliance
contendedwasSchine
had all major product under contract. Schine, through counsel,
Herbert T. Silverberg, showed
agreements current with only four
companies. Warner Thompson represented Reliance.
The Palace, however, got a ceaseand-desist order against Schine for
the use of a newspaper contest and
give-away of tickets to promote a
picture. It was ruled a violation
of the lottery section of the code.

Zukor Returns in Month
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Adolph Zukor, Paramount president, now en route to
New York, will return here in a
month.
"Barretts" Big in Dallas
Dallas — M-G-M's "Barretts of
Wimpole Street," with Norma
Shearer, Fredric March and Charles
Laughton, has played to practical
capacity since its world premiere
here last week.

Paul Gulick on Radio
Stylset has signed Paul Gulick,
Universal publicity director and
editor of "Universal Weekly," for a
series of broadcasts over WOR,
65% Replacements
by Erpi
starting Sunday, on "The Human
Side of Moving:
Stars." Binnie
First
Sixty-five percent of installations
broadcast
will Picture
deal with
being made by Electrical Research
Barnes.
Products are replacements, according to C. W. Bunn, in charge of
Lloyd After Another Kelland Yarn
sales. Erpi has installed approxiHarold Lloyd has started premately 6,000 equipments in this
liminary negotiations for Clarence country, it is stated.
Budington Kelland, author of "The
Para. Buys Play
Cat's Paw," to write his next picture, to be released via Fox.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Ostrow May Go on His Own
West

1

DAILY

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Lou Ostrow is reported negotiating for his release
from Universal in order to produce
independently with eastern financial
backing.

Hollywood — "Two for Tonight",
unproduced play by J. O. and Max
Lief, has been bought by Paramount
as a musical to feature Bing Crosby,
Jack Oakie, Marian Mansfield,
Queenie Smith and Roscoe Karns.

Joe May to Direct 2 More at Fox
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Opens Chicago Premium
Office
Hollywood — Joe May, who reLester S. Tobias, theater premium company president, has opened
cently finished "Music in the Air,"
a Chicago office with Irwin S. has been signed to direct two more
Joseph, formerly of Universal and pictures for Fox. First will be "A
Woman story.
Lies." Second is to be a
Master Art Products, in charge.
circus
Marie Shotwell Dead
Drops Vaude for Duals
Marie Shotwell, screen and stage
After
five weeks' trial, vaudeville
actress, died Tuesday in St. John's
Hospital, Long Island City. She will be dropped Sunday from Procwas stricken while at work in
tor's 125th St. House will revert
to double-features.
"Gambling" at the Astoria studio.
"Young and Beautiful" Ampa Night
Tonight will be A.M.P.A. Nighl
at the Criterion for the 8 o'clock
performance of Mascot's "Young
and Beautiful."
"Last Yacht" Premiere at Palace
Local premiere of RKO's "Down
to Their Last Yacht," musical, takes
place tonight at the Palace.

Reopening

Schenectady

House

— RKO's
Plaza,
closed
forSchenectady
18 months,
reopens
Sept.
30
with double-features.
Jack Fier in New Orleans
New Orleans — Jack Fier, assistant
to Nat Levine, flew here this week
to supervise two previews of Mascot product.

Coming and G

w Yorkdip
jt
entury

oi nc

ROY
DEL
RUTH,
accompanied
by his Do
son. Richard,
is leaving
for New valier
York inr!
jt
next
few
days.
The
20th
Cen
who
is to direct
Maurice
Chevali
Red
Cat."
plans to see the stage
lage vcrsi
this play while
in Gotham.
PHILLIPS HOLMES arrives in
mo-rnw and sails Saturday on
for England to do some pictnre
just appeared
in two
Universal
MONTAGU

LOVE,

having

New Yell
the Berkai
work. f|i
films.
I

finished

hjra

in
Paramount's
Nights,"N
the
coast Saturday "Limehouse
for Westchester.
make stage appearances.
work.
JOE MORRISON, Paramount contract ly
has returned to Hollywood to resume hyfi
EDDIE CRAVEN, signed by Paramount,^
New
York
tomorrow
for the Coast.
SOL

LESSER

arrives in New

York todatn

Hollywood with the script of "The <Wi
Millionaire," to be filmed in London,
together with GEORGE O'BRIEN, star
film. MARGUERITE CHURCHILL, and ECU
F. CLINE, director, sails Sept. 28 on I
de France.
M. H. HOFFMAN, president of Libert Pi
tures, plans to leave New York on M
for the coast
PETE
SMITH,
former
M-G-M
studio^
licity director and now commentator o
time.
is in New
York
for his fist vacation
MERVYN
LEROY,
Warner
director,
trip to New
York
on completion
of
Adeline"
next month.
YorkLESTER
from

S.
TOBIAS
Chicago.

JOHN
L. MURPHY,
Harold
Lloyd,
is en
New
Yok.

has

returned

Jj
tcJrJ

production
manaj
route
to the CoasH !

K. C. Variety Club Blowo
Kansas City — Local Variety,!!
plans a big dance late next to
or in November at Convention!
The club's "Kings for a Dajl
Monday will be Paul Bayzmi, j
"Box-Office" and Kenneth For
Film Daily.
T. F. Ware Back to Nashv|
West

Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

]|

Hollywood — T. F. Ware, dl.
manager
for Crescent AmusiH
Co. with
officeshome
in Nashville,
'■
has
returned
with his :pj
after spending two weeks as i\
of Trem Carr, Monogram vicel
dent.
Holdover for Lafayette
Buffalo — "One Night of
holds over for a second week ; tl
Lafayette.
It's since
the first
singL'ej
ture
to do that
A. C.
Hs ^
took over the theater.
New Saginaw
House Openin; Si
Saginaw, Mich. — Opening oji
Janes theater, new house, is s ft
Oct. 15.
Barsky Quits Argosy
Hollywood
Bud THE
Barsky
has DA'A
resijf
West
Coast —Bur.,
FILM
from Argosy Productions and will if
duce independently.
succeed
him at Argosy.

Ralph Like j1

DAILY

The Outstanding Event
of the Amusement World
=1
|

By RALPH
WILK
A LITTLE
from
"LOTS"
HOLLYWOOD
JkNN HARDING will next appear
in "The Enchanted April" for
KO. Sam Hoffenstein and Ray
arris are adapting the story and
arry Beaumont will direct under
enneth Macgowan's
supervision.
T
T
T

Carole Lombard will have the
in "Repeal," Charles Francis
novel, to be filmed by M-G-M
Jack Conway directing. Sam
Bella Spewack adapted it.
T

T

lead
Coe
with
and

r

Wyndham Standing will appear in
Paramount's "Limehouse Nights,"
with
Raft, Jean Parker, Kent
Ernst Lubitsch, signed to direct a TaylorGeorge
and Anna May Wong, under
icture for Toeplitz Productions of direction
of Al Hall.
ondon, will not leave until after
▼
T
▼
e first of the year.
Sidney Buchmain has been asT
T
T
signed by Columbia to do the screenShirley Temple, James Dunn and
play forBaker
"Mills and
of Jack
the Gods,"
by
laire Trevor will be teamed again Milville
Kirkland.
Fox in "Bright Eyes". David Robert North will supervise.
utler is to direct, with production
T
T
T
arting Sept. 24.
John Wray has joined the cast
T
T
▼
Warner's "I Am a Thief," while
Gordon Molson has been appointed of
Maude Eburne is an addition to
i sting director for Mascot by Nat
"Maybe
It's Love" at the same
ivine.
studio.
▼

T

T

▼

▼

5 Helen Morgan will appear oppose Rudy Vallee in Warner's "Sweet
,niisic."
T

m Joan Bennett gets the feminine
4d in Universale "The Man Who
Maimed His Head," with Claude
:ins.

1VIi
™

RY'S
INDUST
THEDATE
BOOK

I

riay:
Ition

A MP. A. Revels
and
Luncheon,
Picture
Club,
New
York.

..Hay:

"Night of Stars"
benefit
pices of United
Jewish
Appeal
of i German Jews. Yankee Stadium.
i Nathan Burkan, chairman.

Mo-

under ausin aid of
New York.

jjirf. 25-27: Annual convention of Allied Injj dependent Theater Owners of Wisconsin.
"■ Hotel
Schroeder,
Milwaukee.
3l 1-2:
Meeting of G. F. T. A. Independent
Thealer Owners Ass'n, Robert Fulton Hotel,

,„,. Atlanta.
I?

Dt 1-3:
National
Film
Statler Hotel, Detroit.

Carriers

isfl 7-8:
Annual
convention
of
Arkansas,
Mississippi
(Tri-State),
Memphis.

of
and

convention,
M.P.T.O.
Tennessee

Ji\ 14:
Pittsburgh
Variety
Club's
Sixth Annual Banquet,
William
Penn
Hotel,
Pitts; burSh'"0 16-17:
Allied Theaters of Michigan con.'." vention,
Flint, Mich.
■:-0\ 29-Nov.
1: S.M.P E. Fall Meeting
Hotel
*
Pennsylvania,
New
York.
N

3:
ball,

Cleveland
Variety
Club's
Hotel Statler, Cleveland.

first

annual

THURSDAY EVENING, SEPTEMBER 20TH
8:15 P. M.

Yankee Stadium
>f

CELEBRITIES
s i \ (, i:

T

Melville Brown, who recently di"One Exciting Adventure" is the
eted Monogram's "Lost in the title
chosen by Universal for the
ratosphere," has been signed for Binnie Barnes picture formerly
third picture by this company.
T ▼ ▼
called "What Ladies Dream."
T
T
T
p H. B. Warner, Evalyn Knapp,
?nneth Thomson, George Hayes
Alberto Valentino, brother and
d Gene Autry and his Cowboy heir of the late Rudolph, returns to
usic will appear with Ken Maymajor films in Paramount's "Enter
rd in Mascot's "In Old Santa Fe,"
"Ider David Howard's direction, Madame."
ory is by Wallace MacDonald and

hn Rathmell. Victor Zobel is proving.
T
T
▼

NIGHT OF STARS

NEWS of the DAY
Schuyler, Neb. — Joe Swoboda, who
also operates the Avalon, has opened
the Strand with new equipment.

SCREEN
li A D I O
O P E It A
In the Most Lavish and Spectacular Theatrical Production in the History of the Modern Entertainment World
Presented by Amusement Division, United Jewish Appeal
For German Jewish Relief
in co-operation with Daily Mirror
Nathan

Portland, Ore. — John Hamrick has
let the contract for remodeling of
his newly acquired Pantages, which
will be reopened next month as the
Orpheum.
Milwaukee — A. Nichols has been
given until Oct. 2 by the local
grievance board to discontinue admitting children at his Ace, neighborhood house, for 5 cents. The
board originally ordered the policy
discontinued Aug. 27, upon complaint of the World theater.

SEE

has re-

Division
and Leon

Leonidoff,

THE PARADE OF AMERICA'S GREAT COMPOSERS,
with Gene Buck as Master of Ceremonies; THE FOKINE BALLET: THE ORCHESTRA OF 1,000 CONDUCTED BY LEOPOLD STOKOWSKI; GUS

and many other of the foremost entertainment personalities ofour time.

Wautoma, Wis. — The new Park
has reopened under the direction of
Bernhard Lassack.

Marion, la. — The Garden
sumed Saturdav matinees.

Amusement

EDWARDS' ORIGINAL REVUE, with GEORGE
JESSEL, GEORGIE PRICE, CHARLIE KING, WALTER
WINCHELL, HERMAN TIMBERG, HARRY ROSE,
JACK PEARL AND LILA LEE; LOU HOLTZ AND
JACK BENNY; LOUIS SOBOL, ED SULLIVAN, PAUL
YAWITZ and NICK KENNY with MILTON BERLE.

De Pere, Wis. — The Majestic is
in hands of a receiver and has been
closed indefinitely.

Kaukauna, Wis. — The renovated
Colonial reopened recently under
the new management of William
Lemke.

Burkan, Chairman,

Louis K. Sidney, Director of Program; Boris Morros
Associates.

TICKETS: $1, $2, and $3.
Ticket- station at 1540 Broadway

THE

THEATRES

ALL SEATS RESERVED

or United

FIRST

Jewish

Appeal,

100 East 42nd

BILLION-DOLLAR

Street

SHOW

This advertisement published by FILM DAILY as its contribution to the
United Jewish Appeal for German Jewish relief.

THE

-Z£l
DAILY

NEW PLAN MAY AVERT
LEVY ON PARA. STOCK
(Continued from Page

creditors
000,000.

for

the

R IALTO

1)

remaining

$10,-

Present bonds of both issues outstanding
amount to about $25,000,000, and trade creditors and other claims are roughly $15,000,000. These two claims will also come under
the head of general creditors, making a total
of about
$50,000,000.
_ This
group will and
receive half their
claims in
new debentures
half in new convertible preferred stock.
Common stockholders will retain their
equity. Shares will probably be consolidated,
one for two, and stockholders offered the
right to subscribe to a new convertible security in the total amount of about $6,000,000,
to provide funds for reducing bank loans.
On the set-up as indicated, prior securities
will amount to about $56,000,000 on which
charges at 6 per cent annually would amount
to $3,360,000. Earnings are expected to be
between $6,000,000 and $6,500,000 for the
full year after taxes and depreciation. This
would leave a balance of between $2,600,000
and $3,100,000 for the new common stock,
which
shares. is expected to total about 1,700,000*
A nlan of reorganization of Allied Owners Corp.. including a new contract with
Loew's. has heen filed in Federal Court.
Brooklyn. l>v Robert P. Levis, attorney for
the corporation.

San Francisco Briefs
San Francisco — The famous Kamokila Club has been converted into
a movie theater, known as the Nob
Hill, and has ODened under the management of Adolph Umann. Second
runs from M-G-M and Warners are
being shown.
Arch Bowles, F.W.C. division
manager, has received a petition
from a San Mateo delegation of
civic leaders asking that the Fox
San Mateo theater, gutted by fire
last July, be reopened.
Efforts of downtown theaters to
cause a shutdown of night spots,
particularly "The Drunkard" at the
Palace Hotel, the Odeon Music Hall
at the Fairmount and other night
club entertainments on the ground
that they do not comply with fire
laws, has stirred up a fight on the
part of the night club contingent
to remain open.
NBC will gradually shift its San
Francisco production activities to
the Radio lot in Hollywood.
Charlie Pincus, former theater
manager and publicity expert, topped
all amusements for publicity last
week with his Odeon Music Hall at
the Fairmount Hotel.
Roger Pryor is appearing on the
Curran Theater stage in "Men in
White".
Lew Maren hopped here this week
to handle advance exploitation for
"Count of Monte Cristo", which
opens next week at the United Artists.

PHIL M. DALY
• • • IT IS expected that upward of 50,000 people will
attend the Yankee Stadium tonite for the spectacular production, "Night of Stars" being presented by the Amusement Division of the United Jewish Appeal
for the relief
of German Jewish refugees

•

•

• ONE UNIQUE number on the bill will be Gus Edwards' revival of his first vaude sketch
with Walter Winchell, Lila Lee, Harry Rose, Georgie Price, Mae Murray, George
Jessel, Charles King, Jack Pearl and Harry Timberg
the
immense program is under direction of Louis K. Sidney, Boris
Morros and Leon Leonidoff
other officers of the committee
include Jack Cohn, Felix Feist, Sam Katz, Saul Rogers, Edward
Bowes
the program is so mammoth that three stages have
been erected to accommodate it

• • • THE BIRTHDAY Party of Mickey Mouse will be
celebrated Sept. 29 . . . . with a special celebration for the children of Greater New York
with Uncle Robert of WHN
acting as host
Vivien Fay, toe dancer featured in various
Broadway
shows, Logan
opens atandLoew's
Friday
Jacqueline
Jesse Fox,
RoyceWashington,
Landis are on included
in the cast of "Merrily We Roll Along," now in rehearsal for
Broadway Eleanor Phelps, who recently returned to New
York from the Coast, opens soon in a Broadway show

Thursday, Sept. 20, 19.!

NEW K-A-Q CHAIRMA1
ACTIVELY INTERESTS
(Continued from Page 1)

year, against a possible 130 wh \
was the number obtained before il
gotiations
with
Loew
executhki
were
reopened.
RKO's
picture
rangement will include, in additi*;(■
to 52 RKO films and 30 from boi
Paramount and Warner, all the Fii
product that can be played "awafl
from Skouras
and Randforce hous,
and, under negotiations now w*fl
Loew officials, about 10 each of (lumbia and Universal.
Loew vf|
have first choice of Columbia
al
Universal films.

More Producer Meeting;
With Cinematographej
'Continued

from

Pane

1)

at
monthly
The Socie',
which
is 15 intervals.
years old, has a frf
year working agreement with m
ducers on salaries and conditio..
John Arnold is president.

San Antonio Notes

San Antonio — Josh Binney a:|l

Coast. have returned to the' W.t
family
The Aztec is scoring a hit t'L
week with the local made "scni
souvenirs,"
photographed here I
years ago. Earl
Abel, organist, j]
the
musical
score.
Fred Archibauu
shot the scenes.

Dan Esser, Hollywood portij
artist, is leaving for California j
Boston — Ben Rosenberg has been ter spending several months he!
Detroit — Donald Kuhn has been
shifted by M. & P. to manage the
Bill Keys of "The Morning ]
made treasurer of the newly opened Fenway.
press" and Lester Ketner plan if
State Theater by United Detroit
Theaters.
start
a Variety Club here soon.
Annual ball of the film post of
Gus Coplin and Louis Goldberg the American Legion is set for Nov.
Omaha Items
have opened the Columbia with 12 at the Hotel Statler.
"Narcotic."
George Moffitt, formerly of the
Omaha — Exhibitors in this
Al Dezel and Roy Reed have Washington St. Olympia, is now as- meet here today to discuss the I
opened an office for Road Show At- Allston. sistant manager of the Capitol in sic tax.
tractions in the Film Exchange.
Tomorrow about 100 member;*
Sam Bynder and Saul Korman
James Lawrence Caddigan, op- the industry are to take part
erator for Paramount, becomes a golf tourney.
have taken over the Medbury, upTaking
advantage
of the iq
Curdy. town colored house, from Pete Mc- benedict next month.
going events, A. Mendenhall, P;
mount branch manager,
is hoi
Edward J. St. Onge has withSalt Lake City Squibs
drawn as a partner in Olschefsky &
St. Onge.
a D.
screening
of
"Cleopatra."
V. McLucas,
U. A. br
Salt Lake City — Irving Schlank,
National Theater Engineering Co., United Artists branch manager, has manager,
garnered much public}
for
"Rothschild"
by
sending a
recovered
from
his
illness
and
is
operated by William Marley and H.
ter to editors in the territory
P. Munger in the Film Exchange, back on the job.
has closed its offices.
The renovated Hippodrome will ing in the picture with the cleaij]
Lew Schwartz, representative of present a stock company in old-time drive.
Leila Bennett Marrying
Streimer Ad Service, has opened an melodramas this fall.
office in the Film Exchange.
Stage shows are being added this
Leila Bennett, stage and scr<
week at the Victory.
actress, and Francis M. Keough h\M
Hearing of Jacob Schreiber's suit
M. S. Eccles, Ogden banker, is obtained a marriage license and p
against Cooperative Theaters of
Michigan, charging conspiracy to reported to be one of the backers to be married this month
in
keep him from buying product, is of a new Hollywood producing com- Paul's Church.
set for Oct. 20 in U. S. District pany.
Court.
Oldest Iowa Exhib Celebrates
300 Houses for Local 306
Local 306 has about 300 hou
Jack Morgan, M-G-M salesman,
Neola, la. — R. W. Brown, oldest
and
Clarence
Fagan,
city
booker,
Iowa exhibitor in point of service,
here by moving from the United and the Allied Operators Union 1 ;
has just observed his 25th year in are in the hospital.
Artists Theater to the Broadway- E.
survey.
around
55, according to an I.A.I
the business.
Tower Theater Co., operating Capitol to continue its run.
The Fisher has gone from straight
company for the new Tower TheFascist Film at 28th St.
ater built by Frank A. Wetsam, has films to combination, the Gayety has
Third — Both
Weeks here,
for at
"Dames"
Seattle
Hamric
"Ernst
Thaelmann:
Fighter been formed as a subsidiary of reopened with burlesque and films,
Grandsteel
Blue Mouse, and in Portland, W
Against Fascism" opened yesterday the house. Corp., which is building Harry Balaban's Adams has moved ner's
*he^^^run.
28th Street Theater for a
into the first-run class, and Publix week. "Dames" has gone into a th
"Chained"
set a new precedent has reopened the State.
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Sought in Motion Picture Code

REDITU TO BID FOFFOX THEATERTSTOCK
[tension of Protection in New Jersey Charged by Allied
Violation of Code Auth'y
Rulings Claimed by
Samuelson

Oermany
. . en route to Berlin
=

By JACK

ALICOATE

=

)ARD the Paris-Berlin Express.— This
being written
en route to Berlin.
ave passed the border and will soon
Cologne.
Our last visit here was
hat great Indian, Harry Reichenbach.
''[ill be glad
";| at the big
romised
to
outfits in
(is inspector

to again renew acquainUfa plant.
At one time
be one of the biggest
the world.
The border
just came in and asked

■ had any chocolates,
tea, coffee,
or cigarettes.
Nizer, reading, asked
1 bring a bottle of beer.
My face
ti red. Am I having trouble with that
His French, too, is perfect.
In Paris
ied for a glass of dry sherry and they
I im up a seamstress.

▼

T

T

Si detached but thoroughly interested
'server, we are of the opinion that
i) little attention is being paid to
feign field by the boys out Hollywood
. American films in Europe can turn
r mous grosses when they are right
\i type of picture they prefer here
htone that might be shown with the
idtrack ripped off. In other words
' rill want motion pictures that tell
r ory with motion, not words.
Censorship problem in Europe, partiilarly France, is strict. Surely is
tje of films dealing with officials in
ioife and with the war. For instance,
>r«nt "The House of Rothschild" is
Jr|the ban of the French censor.
br|l Over the White House" and
aylAmerica" would never be tolerated
till films.
In France the double feaia has gained but little headway.
t

▼

▼

leverage theater in Europe, compared
roour American standards, is badly
ag), has but average projection and
idjind is so terribly ventilated as to
l> jatrons away instead of attracting
n. The tipping evil, too, is irritating
)u* when the usherette takes you to
' at you tip her or she will stand
deou until Thursday. Berlin, the fais dlon Hotel and some real Pilsener
1 fv hours.
Hi!
Ho!

Still Want

Valentino

Chicago — Revival of Rudolph Valentino's "Blood and Sand" at the Keystone, Essaness house, brought more
than 800 requests for the showing of
other Valentino films. The manage-

Bad Faith is Charged in
Plea for Reorganization Order

A bona fide offer for the outstanding stock of the Fox Theaters Corp.
will likely be made within the next
two weeks by ex-Judge Charles H.
Kelby in behalf of his creditorclients, it was announced by Kelby
yesterday at a hearing before Federal Judge Martin T. Manton. At
the hearing, which was adjourned
until 2 P. M., Oct. 4, Kelby, representing Miriam Rogers, assignee for
Exhibitors would get results at A. C. Blumenthal in a $400,000
{Continued on Page 8)
the box-office if they used advertis- judgment action, applied for the aping and publicity campaigns laid
pointment of a temporary trustee
out by distributors whose pictures and also an order approving reorthey are playing, declared Jack
ganization proceedings under SecCohn of Columbia yesterday. Urgtion 77B of the new bankruptcy
{Continued on page 8)
ing them to adopt "tested campaigns," he pointed out that in a
recent test, 10 out of 12 theaters
London — Scouting the frequent which used the Columbia plan on
claims that a large percentage of "One Night of Love" reaped grosses
British cinema receipts go to Amer- which were higher than the two
ican companies in the form of film houses which devised their own
rentals, Simon Rowson, president of campaigns.
the B. K. S., told a meeting of the
British Association that out of a
The motion picture laboratory
{Continued on Page 14)
B. & K. Buy Chicago Site code
authority will ask Division
For Erection of Theater Administrator
Sol. A. Rosenblatt
Warner Circuit Appoints
within
a few days for a ruling on
Chicago — Balaban & Katz has
Dinty Moore Dist. Mgr. bought from George Claire, real es- the status as regards hours of labor and rates of pay of producertate man, a lot at the corner of
St. Louis — In a shift of person- Scott and Cass Sts., where it is owned • laboratories doing outside
nel coincident with the reopening of
work
and
functioning under the
understood a theater will be built.
{Continued on Page 14)
the
by Warners,
Moore Orpheum
had
been
promoted "Dinty"
from Price of the property is reported at
{Continued on Page 8)
$100,000.
RKO and Glucksman
Charges that distributors are endeavoring to extend protection, both
in time and area, in New Jersey,
despite Code Authority rulings, are
made by Sidney E. Samuelson as
president of Allied Theaters of New
Jersey in a bulletin issued to his
members today. Situation will be
discussed at a meeting of the unit
Tuesday at the Hotel Lincoln. Another matter on the program is the

ment is following with

"Young

Rajah."

JACK GOHN URGES
TESTED CAMPAIGNS

BRITISH CINEMAS PAY
27 MILLION TO U. S.

SEEK NBA RULING
ON PRODUCER LABS

Code Amendments Are Sought
On Contracts and Vaude Wages
Two amendments to the motion
picture code were outlined at a joint
meeting of the Code Authority's
legal and production committees
Paramount studios now have six yesterday at the M. P. Club. One
features in production, five in proc- concerns relations between employers and contract labor and the other
ess of editing and seven in preparation, said Robert Gillham, director minimum wages to be paid vaudeville players.
of publicity and advertising for the
At the meeting were: Austin C.
company, {Continued
yesterday,
following
his
{Continued on Page 8)
on Page 14)

18 Pictures Under Way
At Paramount Studios

Sign for Fifth Year

RKO
Export
Corp.
yesterday
entered into its fifth consecutive
contract with Jacobo Glucksman of
the New {Continued
York office
of Compania
on Page 14)

Reopening

Chi.

Deluxer

Chicago — Improved business outlook
has caused Balaban & Katz to decide
on reopening the Paradise, 3,650-seat
West Side deluxer, closed for more
than two years. House resumes Sept.
Sundays.
29, with stage shows on Saturdays and
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Strayer

■ oming an

John Eberson, architect, played entertainment host and guide yesterday to a Soviet
commission sent to this country for a two-month study of architectural ideas for incorporation in the $50,000,000 Palace of the Soviet to be erected in Moscow as a
monument to Lenin and as headquarters of the Soviet Government. The structure will
have a number of auditoriums, one of them accommodating 20,000 and designed along
kinema lines. Members of the commission sent here include Boris M. lofan, chairman
and architect; Vladimir Schuko, member of the Academy of Arts, and Vladimir Helfreich, professor of architecture. Eberson took them on a tour embracing the Roxy
and Paradise theaters, the Bronx Court House and other outstanding examples of American architecture. The visit will result in closer working relations and exchange
of ideas between this country and the Soviet, according to Eberson, who recently visited
Moscow and has followed the development of Soviet cinema activities.

Another Broadway House Allied Will Play Ball
With Gaumont-British
For Free Radio Shows
Broadway picture houses are due
for more competition from broadcasting studios, where the public
is admitted without charge, as the
Avon theater is soon to be taken
over by Columbia Broadcasting
System. This national radio outfit
also operates the Hudson as a free
broadcasting theater.
Competition from broadcasting
studios operating under this plan
was the subject of a protest made
by the joint Code Authorities of the
motion picture and legitimate theater industries recently and the
complaint was brought to the attention of the radio Code Authority.
No arrangements for correcting the
situation were ever announced.

Allied members are expected to
lend their support, via bookings, to
Gaumont-British which, under its
new setup in this country, will sell
its own product nationally and distribute physically through Fox exchanges. The national exhibitor association isunderstood planning to
support the Gaumont lineup as a
means of obtaining pictures supplementary to the output of the
American majors and in hopes of
getting prices which its membership considers more reasonable.
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MAUREEN O'SULLIVAN arrived inD
on Wednesday en route back to rft
after a brief trip to Ireland.
MR. and MRS. RALPH
BELLAMY
retn,
c ueicngdi
a foreign jaunt today on the Berengar j
1ERTY wit4
of Aran"}
also brings ROBERT J. FLAHE"
of Gaumont-British's
"Man
ROY DEL RUTH, who recently fin e
recting
Eddie Cantor's
"KidNew
Millions"
uel Goldwyn,
arrives in
York \
m
from Hollywood for a vacation before*,
work in "Clive of India" for 20th Ceti
MAURINE MARSEILLES, fomer mrL
the Paul Ash shows who has been w <i
comedy.
Fox films, is visiting her home town, hi
before leaving for New York to entemi
MURIEL

KIRKLAND,

who

recentlyln

work in Fox's "The White Parade," h.jai
in New York from Hollywood to visit jri
ily and consider several stage offers, j
FRANK McHUGH, Warner player, ,M
wife are in trip.
New
honeymoon

York for a belated tt e-,

HOWARD S. CULLMAN of the Ro» I
today State.
from a brief vacation in up ■
York
FREDDIE FLECK, who is in New Yc
for the Coast next week after makin
shorts for Radio.

Warner-F. N. Studios
Start Four Next Week

MRS.
DOUGLAS
MacLEAN
and
Mi
RITT
HULBURD
arrive in New
York
urday from the Coast.

West Coast Bureau of THE

AL
SELIG
went
to
Boston
yest
United Artists to handle showing of
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Hollywood — Warner-First NaWINFIELD R. SHEEHAN is due in
tional will put four pictures in
"One Night of Love"
27 from
Europe.
Gentleman."
work next week. They are: "White Sept.
Sets Music Hall Record Cockatoo",
JOHN
EBERSON
left last night for
with Margaret Lindsay;
Columbia's "One Night of Love",
JOHNSON of New Orleai
musical starring Grace Moore, in "Right to Live", with Josephine rivedWILLIAM
in town.
Hutchinson; "Racing Luck", with
its two-week run at the Radio City O'Brien.
CARL LAEMMLE, president of Univ
"Flying and
Marines",
with Talbot,
JamesandCagney
Pat arrived last week from Europe, left
Music Hall, topped all previous pic- Lyle
tor the coast.
tures that were held for two weeks
at the big house, according to W.
G. Van Schmus, managing director
Blank Houses Raise Scale 23 Day-and-Dates Sett
Second week's gross again crossed
100 grand and the film could have
Kearney, Neb. — The Blank houses
held over again if the booking sit- (Tri-State), World and Empress,
For
Para's "Mrs. Wi'?g
uation had permitted.
have raised all prices a nickel and
Twenty-three day and da op
are making a big thing out of it ings of "Mrs. Wiggs of tl C
every Wednesday.
bage
are12.
planned
"British Agent" Opening
mount Patch"
for Oct.
Cities bij
Frisco Theater Sold
Breaks Week-Day Record
in the plan are: Boston, l!
Opening day's business for WarSan Francisco — H. N. Bloch, phia, Cleveland, Cincinnati)
ner's "British Agent" at the New
more, Pittsburgh, New
York Strand broke all week-day representing Henry Rosenfeld, prom- Dallas, Atlanta, Buffalo, til
inent shipping man, bought the his- Denver, San Francisco, Des
records, according to the house
toric Columbia Theater at auction
management's figures. Attendance this week for $122,500. House is Minneapolis, St. Paul, India!
for the day clocked beyond 23,000.
expected to continue its former Los Angeles, Omaha, Detroit
legitimate policy.
ville and St. Louis.
New RKO Manager in Panama
Fred S. Culbransen, appointed
Fox to Make "Tale of Two Cities"
Central American branch manager West
Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
RCA
2 Trans-Ll
Major Sound
L. E. for
Thompson,
p|
for RKO Radio, has sailed on the
Hollywood — "The Tale of Two
Petan with R. K. Hawkinson, Latin- Cities," Dickens novel, will be pro- of the Trans-Lux Movies Col
American division manager, to estabduced as a talker by Robert T. Kane arranged for installation off
lish his headquarters in Panama. for Fox. Frank Lloyd, who directed phone High Fidelity soundl
Hawkinson is making a routine sur- the silent version, will again direct. ment
in the two Trans-Luxl
vey trip of exchanges under his
lyn houses scheduled to bel
jurisdiction.
Fairbanks Play a Hit
at 931 Flatbush Ave. and 6cl
P. E. Furber will mana|
houses.
London — "Moonlight Is Silver," in St.
Walt Roesner in Hospital
which Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., makes
San Francisco — Stricken while his London stage debut with Gerconducting at the Warfield Theater,
trude Lawrence, was cheered at its
Walt Roesner, nationally known or- opening here.
chestra leader, was taken to Dante
Forgotten Author
Hospital for blood transfusions.
By-line credits on the current W"
"Servants' Entrance" at Mayfair
"Servants' Entrance," Fox feature
paper serialization of "Affairs cC(''
lini," the screen version of "Th finRe-Drafting Dallas Zoning
with Janet Gaynor and Lew Ayres,
brand," stage hit by Edwin «W
Re-drafting of the Dallas zoning opens with a Tuesday evening preMayer, read
follows:
"By Lewi'""
Browne,
basedas on
the motion
pic ^
and clearance schedule has been
view at the Mayfair following two
Bess Meredyth."
No mention of i*el
ordered by the Code Authority.
weeks of "Charlie Chan in London."

|
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EWS OF THE WEEK IN PHOTO-REVIEW

BIGGEST PAYROLL LIST
in Warner history puts
thousands to work in spectacle scenes for Muni's
'Bordertown,' Mervyn LeRoy's 'Sweet Adeline,' and
eight other new - season
headliners now in work.
Photo shows Irene Dunnein
first 'Sweet Adeline' take.
■EN MORGAN (of the piano-sitting Morgans)
huge list of famous stars Warners are massing
ke 'Sweet Music' Rudv Vallee's areatest show.

LARGEST WEEK-DAY
GROSS in Strand history
piled up by 'British Agent'
in B'way premiere, while
press acclaims it 'magnificent,' 'strikingly dramatic,'
no praise too great!0

E1TLEMEN ARE BORN/ with Franchot Tone,
Muir, is one of four future Warner shows elabj«inty praised in a single issue (last week's) of M. P.
d.° Others include 'Babbitt/'PerfectWeek-End.'
*A Warner

'FUNNIER

AS A PICTURE

than as a Broadway

play' says delighted author Sophie Kerr after
viewing Warners' version of her 'Big Hearted Herbert,' teaming Guy Kibbee, Aline MacMahon.*
Bros. Picture

°A First National Picture

GREETED

BY GOVERNORS,

feted by public,

Dick Powell, shown herewith Gov. McNutt of Indiana, continues personal appearance tour in ad-

Vitograph, Inc, Distributors

vance of'Happiness Ahead"3 and 'Flirtation Walk.'0

DAILY

SHORT SHOTS from
EASTERN STUDIOS

&EALT0

:By CHAS. ALICOATE;

"DITA WEIMAN has been engaged
by William Saal and Burt
Kelly to collaborate with her husband, Maurice .Marks, both well
known authors, on the screen adaptation of Myrtle Reed's novel, "Lavender and Old Lace." Select Productions has announced this as its
fourth production. •
Jeanne Aubert started work yesterday in her third two-reel musical
picture for Vitaphone at the company's studio in Brooklyn. In support are Stanley Smith, Jules
Epailley and The Desteys, an Apache
trio. Joseph Henabery
is directing.
•
Work on the Harold B. Franklin
production, "Gambling", with George
M. Cohan, Wynne Gibson and Dorothy Burgess in the leading roles, is
expected to be completed Tuesday
at the Eastern Service studio in Astoria. Rowland V. Lee is directing.

•

"Rural Romeos", two-reeler from
the story by Charles Williams and
Marcy Klauber, and co-featuring
Harry Gribbon and George Shelton,
will be completed tomorrow at. the
Eastern Service studio. Leslie
Pearce is directing the comedy for
Educational release.

•

Production on the feature, "Crime
of Dr. Crespi," starring Eric Von
Stroheim, got under way Wednesday at the Biograph studio in the
Bronx.

•

A musical is being considered for
the next production by Charles MacArthur and Ben Hecht, who are now
at work on "Laugh Little Clown,"
starring Jimmie Savo.

•

"The Girl From Paradise" is the
title of the next two-reel musical
to be produced by Al Christie for
Educational release. Work is expected to get under wav in about
a week at the Eastern Service studio.

Celebrity to Handle
Features and Serials
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Harry A. Post, vicepresident of Celebrity Productions,
is here from New York for confer
ences with studio executives on the
Powers ComiColor Cartoons for
1934-35 and also to confer with independent producers on proposals
already made for release of features
and serials through Celebrity.
Castle Finishes Safety Film
"Saving Seconds," a picture showing the fallacy of trying to save a
few seconds at the risk of lives, has
been completed by Castle Films for
the Aetna Casualty & Surety Co.
Sound and silent versions are being
released.

PHIL M.DALY
• • • IT WAS Old Home Week for good ole M-G-M at
the AMPA luncheon at the Empey Club
exploitashe director Billy Ferguson of course was there as the club Prexy
and he had advertising director Howard Dietz, his boss, on the
bill as Guest Chairman with the M-G-M shorts subjects
expert commentator and wit, Pete Smith, as the Main Guest of
Honor
and Stuart Erwin representing the M-G-M players.
T
T
▼
• • • AND WE are here to state that it was a touching
picture to see Prexy Ferguson introducing his Boss as the guest
chairman and sending him in Big
as a film exec
so Mister Dietz acknowledged the kind words by talking
exclusively about his many
theatrical activities^
and
Howard was good also when he introduced the various guests
of honor
referring to James FitzPatrick, the producer of
"Travelogues" fame, a world traveler
as the "one movie
gent who always travels with his wife"
he referred to his
own "Hollywood Party" of recent memory as "the longest short
ever made"
T
T
T
• •
• AFTER AN absence on the Coast of several years
Pete Smith as the honor guest got a big welcome
Pete started out by saying that he had traveled 3,000 miles from
Hollywood to bring the AMPAS a vital message and that
he would like to tell the boys that the studio press agents loved
'em
along with a few other nice things that they would
love to hear
but, as Pete concluded "If I said all
these nice things you know and I know that I would be a cockeyed liar."
T
T
T
• • • REFERRING TO his stop at Havana, Pete said that
economic conditions there were terrible that he was introduced to all the prominent Major and Indie beggars in the
town
and some of 'em even introduced themselves
and that they all agreed that the country's troubles were entirely due to the Double Feature Evil
and that what was
needed were more Shorts like this feller Pete Smith was making so when Pete introduced himself as Smith
one
Major beggar asked him if he was the Smith who married
Pocahontas
T
T
T
• •
• A FEW comments were made by the guest of honor
concerning Supervisors
he said they wear two hats as a
rule one for their heads, and another to talk through
and in commenting on studio conditions Mister Smith said he
spoke with all the authority of a studio supervisor
as he
had been on board ship for two weeks and hadn't seen a trade
paper and when Pete sat down
Howard
Dietz admitted that he had been better than he is in his M-G-M shorts
commentaries and what higher praise can any man pay?
or, knowing those Pete Smith shorts WAS it praise?
who dare say? working on a trade paper as we do
one must be so careful but Pete was passing out
the laughs with every sally so that's the best proof
those pressageys don't T
laugh easy
T
T
• •
• OTHER ENTERTAINERS were
Charlie Winninger of "Showboat"
fame
Mrs. Noel Rhys (Merle
Stevens) of "Belle of New York" company who sang
and
left a sick-bed to do so
Myron Duncan, opera star
James FitzPatrick, Radio Blues Singers, Frances Langford,
Jimmie McManus, Lefcourt's Ampalettes
a Grand Luncheon in every way
A. H. Schwartz, exec general manager
of the Century Circuit
has been awarded first prize, first
district, Class D, in the "Herald-Tribune" Yard and Garden
competition of 1934
Tonite Mr. Cullman will be host at a
dinner party given for Mark Ostrer in honor of the opening of
"Chu Chin Chow" at the Roxy
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Lincoln, Neb.— T. B. Nobk-,
general manager for Westland]
p+ers. after a hurried trio here
Denver announced the Rialto
rloso for remodeling
within |
weeks.
Newark, N. J. — The Citv th
taken over by the Morse & R(e
berg circuit and now operate
Louis Simon, has been equipped
RCA Victor High Fidelity sour
paratus. Bernard Elving is ree
ing the Metropolitan, dark all n
mer, with new Photophone }
Fidelity sound. House will
pictures during the week and |
shows and plays on week-end
South Fork, Pa.— Ray Alliso
erator of a circuit of Pennsyi
theaters, has installed Photo
High Fidelity sound apparat
his Rivoli here.
Shippensburg, Pa. — Herm
Hurley, Lee E. and Lloyd L. S
have combined to take ovei
Lyric, dark four years, and w
open it with complete new RCi
tor High Fidelity sound. Hoi
being revamped and modernized
will be operated by Hurley.

New British Circui

London — Mirabeau, Ltd., has
registered at Somerset House
plans to build a new group
luxe cinemas. Directors are M.
of Wardour St., and B. Golon
King's Garden, Cove. Negoti:
are now nearing completion f(l
first two theaters.
File 3 Overbuying Complau
Three
complain' II
with
the overbuying
New York grievance
will be heard Tuesday. Thel
velt,
Beacon,
N. that
Y., vs.ofBeacoi]
plaints
include
the "'
con, and Paramount Distrn
Corp.; Westwood, Westwood, *
vs. Pascock Theater, Wes.
RKO Distributing Corp. Vita;
and Universal Film Exchange,;
al Port Jervis, vs. Strand &
Port Jervis, United Artists, li,
Bros.,
M-G-M
versal RKO,
and Columbia,
Fox exchanges,
complaint of Loew's Warwick
the Adelphia Theater has far
obey
the grievance advertisinj
board's I
against
also
be premature
heard.
Blank Reopening
P.'
Omaha
— A. H. Omaha
Blank Tl
July.
Corp., announces that the
mount Theater will reopen Se]
after having been closed sine
Warners Close Boardwalk B
Atlantic City— The Warner
ter on the Boardwalk has closi
the winter and Manager F. E.
has been transferred to the Vi
theater in the uptown section

A CAST OF 3000 J

CHARLES BOYER LORETTA YOUNG

TtUZSJjetf FOR MERRIMENT...
ySke&e&£szf' FOR GAYETY...
ftCt^te^ten

FOR

RHYTHM!

NAMES to crowd your marquee... and pack your
theatre with happy throngs whose eyes will
glisten at "Caravan's" lavish splendors . . .whose
ears will tingle to its lilting melodies... whose feet
will dance with its rollicking thousands . . .while
their pulses quicken to its impulsive romance!

CA1AYAH

AN ERIK CHARELL

PRODUCTION

CHARLES BOYER
LORETTA YOUNG
JEAN PARKER
PHILLIPS HOLMES
LOUISE FAZENDA
EUGENE PALLETTE
C. AUBREY
SMITH
CHARLEY GRAPEWIN
NOAH
BEERY
Executive

Producer,

Robert

Directed by Erik Charell. Screen

T. Kane.
Play and

Dialogue, Samson Raphaelson. Continuity
by Robert Liebmann. From a story by Melchior
Lengyel. Music by Werner Richard Heymann.
Lyrics by Gus Kahn.
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LOUISE FAZENDA

EUGENE PALLETTE

v^S*? Jjf

h
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MIRIAM HOPKINS i "THE Rl

Wmh JOEi McCREA

. . FAY WRAY

. . HENRY

STEPHENSON

. . REGINALD

DEI

Worth her weight in gold at any box office
j . . "The Richest Girl In The World"

moves

into the world's largest theatre, taking her
proper place among the bluebloods of the
screen that have made
Hall the Showplace

Radio City Music

of the Nation \

Smart, scintillating, saucy, dressed like a
million, utterly charming, she'll have all
New York at her feet before the week's over!
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RKO
PIC

*>•

RAtrro
T U It E

(EST GIRL IN THE WORLD"
PRECTED

BY

WILLIAM

A.

SEITER

. . PANDRO

S.

BERMAN

PRGDUCTION
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CREDITORS TO BID
FOR CIRCUIT STOCK
(Continued from Page

laws. Opposition to the application and order was made by Archibald Palmer, representing three
creditors, who questioned the "good
faith" of that action. During his
argument before Judge Manton, it
was brought out that Palmer is
counsel for both a bondholder group
and a creditor group. His position
in the matter was termed as "a most
unusual procedure" by the court.
It was also brought out that
claims amounting to about $35,000,000 have been filed against Fox Theaters and that the assets are "negative." Before adjournment, Kelby
announced that he is forming a general creditors' committee. Adjournment was taken to permit
Judge Manton to study the record
and pass on Palmer's claim of "bad
faith."

William Atkinson Ends
Duties as Co-Receiver
Resignation of William Atkinson
as co-receiver with Milton C. Weisman for Fox Theaters Corp. has
been accepted by Federal Judge
Martin T. Manton. Atkinson will
retire from practice and return to
his Virginia estate today. Weisman continues alone as receiver.

I HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA

tg

Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaza is near everythingto see and do in
Hollywood. Ideal for business or pleasure.
Every room has private
dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every venience.
modern
Fine foodscon-at
reasonable prices. Convenient parking for your car.

S\ T|

Cbas. Danziger, Mgr.
Eugene Stem, Pres.

The "Doorway of Hospitality"
Vine at Hollywood
Blvd
YWOOD

Ross

Alexander

have

the

leading

(Continued from Page

1)

anti-double feature ban being spon
sored by the association.
JyTARGARET
LINDSAY
will
be
▼ ▼
▼
starred by First National in its
Allied of New Jersey will hold
J.
Farrell
McDonald
is
again
to
production of "The White Cockatoo" parts.
get-together "at the Newark
A. C
as a result of her work opposite n^y with Francis Lederer, RKO Ra- Sept.
27, with a dinner as part o
dio
having
signed
him
for
a
part
in
the
festivities.
Paul Muni in "Bordertown," according to a studio announcement.
"Romance in Manhattan." His firs*'
with the star was in "Man of Two Warner Circuit Appoints
Francis L. Sullivan, who was
▼ ▼ T
brought here from England by UniDinty Moore Dist. Mgr
Dean Jagger, actor and director of
(Continued from Pane 11
versal, is playing in "Cheating Worlds."
Little
Theater
movements
throughCheaters." First American picture
manager of the Shubert-Rialto t
out the country, who signed a con- district manager for Warner Th(
was "Great Expectations." His
tract with Paramount last April, i? aters. Homer Harmer has bee
British pictures include "Chu Chin
cast
in the Zane Grey outdoor ro- made publicity director and assii
Chow," "Power," "The Return of
"Code of the West." Others
Bulldosr Drummond," "Red Wagon" in the mance,
cast include Evelyn Brent. tant to Moore. Robert Hicks, foi
and "The Wandering Jew."
of Memphis and San Antonii
Randolph Scott and Jackie Coogan. merly
T
T
»
is manager of the Orpheum. Cleti
Phil Goldstone denies published who makes his return to films after Ramsey is his assistant, with B
reports that he will produce six several years' absence. Arthur Karcher succeeding Ramsey as chic
Jacobson directs.
of service at the Rialto.
westerns.duction
Heefforts
'will
his proT
T
T
to confine
two features,
"Mala" and "Twenty Thousand
_ Lorraineex-stenographer,
Bridges, Oklahoma
singing
has City's
been Two Amendments Sought
Leagues Under
theT Sea."
assigned her first real part in a
T
T
In Motion Picture Cod<
Cesar Romero is playing the male picture since she was given a Para(Continued from Page 1)
mount
contract
a
month
ago.
She
lead in "Cheating Cheaters," which
Richard Thorpe is directing for Uni- is cast in a small role in "College Keough, Willard McKay, Sidne
versal. Romero played in the stage Rhythm," a musical featuring Joe Bromberg and William Jenkins, a
Penner, Lanny Ross, Jack Oakie, as members of the legal commr
versions of "Dinner at 8," "Spring Mary Brian and Helen Mack. Previ- tee. W. Ray Johnston, Brombeit
in Autumn," "Social Register" and
ously her picture experience had and Jenkins also functioned as menr
"Strictly Dishonorable."
been confined to singing off-screen bers of the production committe!
T
T
T
solos.
Ralph Staub has completed the
The Authority's finance commits
meets today to further develop tl
▼ Tis directing
»
direction of "Vacation Daze," a comDave
Selman
and
plan for assessing producers an
edy for Warner-Vitaphone. Joe
distributors.
Traub wrote the story.
Harry Decker is supervising "Wolves
Y ▼ V
of the Catclaw," first western on
Col. Tim McCoy's new contract with
Howard Estabrook, M-G-M sce- Columbia.
Synchronizing Sarah Bernhardt
Sheila Mannors has the
narist, has proved himself as adept
Paris — A talking picture of tl
with the rod and reel as he is with feminine lead, with Alden Chase. late Sarah Bernhardt will be mac
his pen. Trout, which he caught at Harry Todd, Hooper Atchley and by the Comedie Francaise, whic
Lake Arrowhead recently, was served Charles King in support.
plans to synchronize phonograp
T
Y
T
to him for dinner the same day.
records made by the celebrated a
An ill wind that laid Lyda Roberti tress with a silent picture in whu
Irving Pichel, after completing low has blown Clara Lou Sheridan she appeared.
her first good break in pictures, an
his role in Warner's "I Am a Thief,"
departed for San Francisco, accom- important minor role in Paramount's
panied by his family. Pichel has "College Rhythm." Miss Roberti
been invited to address the Belda was stricken with grippe during the
of the picture. Miss SheriWomen's
sorship. Club, of that city, on cen- filming
dan was chosen as a pinch hitter.
She did her bit so well that Director
V
T
T
A test at M-G-M and one at RKO, Norman Taurog immediately ordered the part enlarged. It is her
for featured roles, has influenced
NEW YORK
June Brewster in her decision to de- first important break.
"Revenge Without Music Corporation." Mi
T V ▼
hattan. To provide for the production
cline an offer from British Interof operatic, musical and of
national.
"Cinematic Design," by Leonard presentation
performances, also management of theat
Hacker, has been found useful by and
T
T
T
motion picture houses; capital, 100 sha
both
the
amateur
cinema
artist
and
of stock. Directors: Arch Selwyn, Harold
Sam Briskin, Columbia producFranklin
and Howard
Dietz.
tion executive who had been report- professional filmers who are interPetite Theaters, Inc., New York. Theatri
ested in the artistic and modernis- business
and radio broadcasting; capital, j
ed likely to join Paramount, is untic phases of the screen. The book, shares of stock. Shareholders: Harold B. Frai
derstood to have received better
Arch
Selwyn
and
Robert
Rabinowitz.l
terms in a new contract from Har- published some time ago by Ameri- lin,Walter
Wanger Productions, Inc., ManM
can Photographic Publishing Co., tan. Motion
ry Cohn.
pictures; capital, 7,200 shares]
contains chapters on form, rhythm, stock. Shareholders: Betty Black, Florel
T
T
T
Sam Hellman has completed the color, miniatures, scenarios, rela- Levy and June K. Rothman.
A. B. C. Play Corporation, Manhattan. PI.
tivity in pictures, etc.
adaptation of "The County Chairof all kinds: capital, 120 shares of sta
Y
Y
V
Shareholders: Martin Winter, Herman Sutt
man," George Ade play, in which
and
A. Laitman.
Sonya Levien and Ernest Pascal,
Will Rogers starts work on his reEddie Dowling Productions, Inc., Manhatt
turn from abroad.
Fox staff writers who were teamed
Theatrical enterprises of all kinds; capital, I
T
T
T
on Jesse L. Lasky's "The White Pa- shares of stock. Shareholders: Eddie Dowlii
John Wray and Oscar Apfel are
rade," have been separated and as- Mary M. Nicosia and Lillian Kreisman.
Cinema Circuit Corporation, New York Ci
signed to individual adaptations.
additions to the cast of Warner's "I
operation of theaters of all kinds; capil
Miss Levien will work on "The Cap- The
100 shares of stock. Shareholders: Martin
Am a Thief."T
T
V
tive Bride," forthcoming Lasky pro- Greene, Jacob Kaplan and Rose Resnick. j
Maude Eburne has been signed by
William B. Friedlander, Inc., Manhatt
duction, and Pascal will adapt "Un- Motion
pictures and vaudeville; capital, <
First National for "Maybe It's
der the Pampa Moon" for Al Rock- jhares of stock. Shareholders: Lewis Hett
Love," in which Gloria Stuart and ett.
rr.sn, Louis B. Rothstein
and
Ida Grossman
▼

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood
$2.50 up, Single
$3.00 up. Double

CHARGE EXTENSION
OF N. J. PROTECTS

m "LOTS"
froWILK
iBy RALPH
A LITTLE
HOLLYWOOD
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When EDWIN C. HILL interprets the human
tide of the news—

In thousands of homes—all activity ceases
♦♦.the magic voice of EdwinC.Hill electric
fies the nation—bring that voice with its
millions of followers—into your theatre!

Bring those

EDWIN

INTO

C. HILL

YOUR

FANS

THEATRE!

STAR

Adding

VALUE

to the NEW
and GREATER

METROTONE

EDWIN

C.

HILL

EDWIN

Radio STAR, Newspaper STAR and now
adding STAR value to the mighty Hearst
Metrotone Newsreel. He interprets and
dramatizes news events giving them an informative and thrilling background.

*

C. HILL

THE GLOBE TROTTER!

HEARST PUBLICITY AND

ADVERTISING

Backed by the tremendous power of twenty-five Hearst newspapers located in principal cities
of the United States with a total paid circulation of 8,450,000 and an approximate reader
circulation of 40,000,000, Hearst Metrotone News is brought daily to the attention of this vast
movie-going public. Here is priceless publicity which only the Hearst Metrotone News enjoys.

*
*

*

EXCLUSIVE
Hearst Metrotone
that when you see
duplicated in any
ization of Hearst

GREATER

NEWSREEL

EVENTS

News will operate independently of any previous association. This
an "exclusive" news event in the Hearst Metrotone News it will
of the other newsreels. The extensively augmented news-gat-hering
Metrotone News is your positive guarantee of "exclusive" news

NEWSREEL

COVERAGE

means
not be
organscoops.

The most extensive and complete news-gathering network in the world has been organized for
the new Hearst Metrotone News. Affiliations have been made with foreign newsreel organizations making it possible to reach hitherto inaccessible places. Accomplishing the greatest
newsreel coverage of any newsreel on the market today, Hearst Metrotone News is ready at a
moment's notice to bring the world's news to your screen.

EDWIN

C. HILL AS THE GLOBE

TROTTER

In thousands of homes all activity ceases when Edwin C. Hill interprets the human side of
the news. The magic voice that electrifies the nation has now been captured by Hearst Metrotone News. Now you will bring that voice, with its millions of followers into your theatre.
Mr. Hill continues his celebrated radio broadcasts as well as his r • vspaper syndication,
thereby keeping his name before your public on the air, on the so „n and in the press.

*
FIRST

M-G-M
SHOWMANSHIP
The unparalleled showmanship and exploitation

and EXPLOITATION

resources of the vast Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
organization is behind every issue of the Hearst Metrotone News. M-G-M believes that its
new and greater newsreel merits the same type of high powered intelligent selling to the public
as any other STAR property which it exploits. Hence, watch M-G-M's newsreel showmanship.
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THEATER

CHANGES

REPORTED

ILLINOIS
Changes in Ownership

ALABAMA
Changes in Ownership

BIRMINGHAM— Five Points, transferred
to E. Thorington. CULLMAN — Lyric, transferred to H. M. Muir. DADEVILLE— Ritz,
transferred to T. K. Jones. HUNTSVILLE
—Elks, transferred to T. F. Thompson.
LEEDS— Dixie, transferred to R. P. Higginbothan. TALLADEGA — Fox, transferred
to Ritz Thea., Inc.; Paramount, transferred
to Ritz Thea., Inc. TUSKEGEE— Rose,
transferred to C. Thompson. WEST BLOCTIN — Strand, transferred to L. Neely.

Openings

BUTLER— Butler, transferred to W. A.
Warner. CHICAGO— Alma, transferred to I.
B. Goldman by Sylvester Skora; Apollo, transferred to B. & K. Thea. Corp.; Garrick,
transferred to B. & K. Thea. Corp.; Hyde
Park, transferred to Schoenstadt & Sons by
Callus Bros.; LaSalle, transferred to JonesLinick & Schaefer by R. E. Christenson;
Midcity, transferred to James Vani (J. P.
Amuse. Co.) by Mid-City Thea. Corp.; New
Mable, transferred to Goldberg, Courshon &
Solomon by Ed. Nickodem.

Openings

ASHLAND— Ashland. FLORENCE— Majestic. PORT PAYNE— Globe. SYLACAUGA— Ritz.

CHICAGO— La Salle, Midcity. LEROY—
Princess.

SUPERIOR— Magma
or Lyric).

CHICAGO — Majestic and McVicker's.
COAL CITY— Opera House. BETHANY—
Cozy. DECATUR— Crescent. HOMER—
Pastime. PEORIA — Gem. URBANIA —
Princess.
WINNETKA— Community.

ARIZONA
Openings

(formerly Alhambra

Closings

NOGALES— Nogales.

INDIANA
Changes in Ownership

CALIFORNIA
Changes in Ownership

MODESTO — Modesto,
transferred
to M.
L.
Markowitz
by
Midland
Thea.,
Inc.
TRACY — Tracy (formerly
Grand),
transferred to A. J. Eschelbach
by Principal Thea.,
Inc.
ORLAND — Orland, transferred to Harvey Amu=e. Co. by C. A. Pendleton.
MA1 DERA — National,
transferred
to Henry
&
Y. V. Preciado by Harvey Amuse. Co.
SAN
> FRANCISCO— Fox. transferred to Fox West
Coast Thea. by Pacific Thea. Co.
AZUSA—
■ State, transferred to A. F. Minor by Winn &
|i transferred
Cunningham. to Muraki
LOS
ANGELES—
& Kush by D. Rosebud,
Ullman.
MOORPARK — Egyptian, transferred to Viola
Rogers by M. E. Cue.
PASADENA— Washington, transferred to California Amuse.
Co.
by J. C. Young.
SHERMAN—— Marquis,
A
.
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Closings

LOS

ANGELES— Rainbow and Gaiety.

COLORADO
Changes in Ownership
HOTCHKISS — Victory, transferred to
Lawrence Heath by Geo. Carr.

Openings
HOTCHKISS— (Victory) formerly Cres:ent).

Closings

! GRAND
-Rialto.

JUNCTION— Strand.

Closings

PUEBLO

CONNECTICUT
Changes in Ownership

I WALLINGFORD— Strand, transferred to
.. Gordon by A. Kaufman.

Openings
COLCHESTER— Colchester.
HARTFORD
-Cameo.
BRIDGEPORT— Globe.

FORT WAYNE— Indiana, transferred to
Andrews & Gilpin. NOBLESVILLE— Opera
House, transferred to H. Vonderschmitt
Amuse. Co. OAKLAND
CITY— Storm,
transferred to Walter
Geise.

Openings

LOGANSPORT — Paramount.
APOLIS—New Roxy.
Closings

BUTLER — Butler. BROOKVILLE —
American. LOGANSPORT— Luna. MONTPELIER— Palace.
SPENCER— Campbell.

IOWA
Changes in Ownership

CLARINDA— Rialto, transferred to Finkelste!n Thea. Co. by Herman Fields.

Openings

KANSAS
Openings

CITY
NEW

FLORIDA
Changes in Ownership
; HAINES CITY— Florida, transferred to
. E. Gore. MARIANNA— Dixie, transfer:d to Martin & Davis. ST. CLOUDiranada, transferred to Elbotco Amuse.
Co

Openings

CRESCENT CITY— V. I. A. DAYTONA
iEACH— Empire. DELRAY BEACH— Del
ky.
DUNNELLON— Lyric.
FERNANINA— Ritz. LITTLE RIVER— Rosetta.
T. GEORGE— Strand.

Closings

FERNANDINA— Ritz.

GEORGIA
Changes in Ownership
lACWORTH— Acworth, transferred to S.
Sloane. NEWNAN — Gem, transferred to
im Amuse. Co. PERRY — Perry, transfer1 to J. H. Thompson.

Closings

NEWNAN— Majestic.

MOUNT

HOPE

Closings
CIMARRON — Morris. LEONARDS
VILL— Leonard. ST. PAUL — Pastime.
SCANDIA— Princess.

KENTUCKY
Changes in Ownership

MARTIN— Martin, transferred to M. Staley by H. V. Smalley.

Openings
Closings

FRANKLIN— Victor.

LIVERMORE— Green River.
VILLE— Shelmar,
Studio.
WEST

LOUIS

MAINE
Openings
PARIS— Town
ClosingsHall.

MARYLAND
Changes in Ownership

BALTIMORE— Dainty (formerly Realart)
transferred to Milton Caplon by Peter We's
engoff.

MASSACHUSETTS
Changes in Ownership

FALL RIVER— Royal. WORCESTERPlaza, transferred to Loew's, Inc., by S. Z
Poli. WALPOLE— Elite, transferred to Francis Gelli by G. Ferrand. HAVERHILL—
Strand, transferred to C. Morse by M. Berhore.

Openings
RIVER— Royal.
MAYNARD— Colonial.
NORTHAMPTON— Plaza.

Closings

EVERETT— Rialto.
WORCESTER— Plaza.

MARION— Marion.

MICHIGAN
Changes in Ownership
LAKEVIEW— Liberty,
transferred
to
Messrs.
Warner
and
Wood
by Ray Fox.
MEMOMINEE— Lloyd's, transferred to Mai
tin Thomas by Warner Bros.

Openings

COLDWATER— Crystal

DETROIT— Virginia

Park.

MINNESOTA
Changes in Ownership
BAYPORT— Pines (was Bayport), transferred to M. Yellen by Warren Huss. HAWLEY — Garrick, transferred to J. H. Helsing
by J. L. Allison. PINE RIVER— Marlow
(was Mem. Hall), transferred to Franzes &
Rohr by D. Frye. TWIN VALLEY— Cozy
transferred to J. L. Allison by V. E. Smith.

Openings

MINNEAPOLIS— Edina by Edina Thea.
Corp. (new); Time by Art Johnson (new).
HIBBLING— New Victory, by J. Edelstein
(new). ULEN — New, by S. N. Roden (new).
HAYFIELD— Hayfield. FARMINGTON—
Lyric. NORTHFIELD— Grand, MAPLE
Closings
LAKE— Wright.
PINE
RIVER— Marlow.
BARNSVILLE— Bijou. COOK — Comet
TVANHOE— Ivanhoe (fire). REDWOOD
FALLS— Dream. MINNEAPOLIS — Cozv
(for repair). BELFIELD— Lyric.

MISSOURI
Changes in Ownership
KANSAS CITY— Tivoli, transferred to W.
D. Fulton by Stanley Schwartz.
HUMANSVILLE— Community, transferred
to Ancell Lacy byClosings
J. Allard.
CITY— Norris.

(new

by

BRUNING— Opera House, transferred to
Geo. Wilkins by W. S. Hallman. COLE
RIDGE — Joyo, transferred to Henry Rogg
by F. W. Anderson. HUMPHREY— Coro
nada, transferred to Preston & Cartensen b>
Glen Johnson. LOUISVILLE— Playhouse
transferred to Jack McCarthy by P. M. Reck
crd. OMAHA — Uptown, transferred to Avon
Thea. Corp. by R. D. Goldberg. ORLEANS
— Orleans, transferred to F. W. Anderson b'
H. C. Ebmeier. PILGER— Paragon, trans
ferred to Bud Darlington by C. Gragson
SPENCER— Boyd, transferred to Jones &
Bradstreet. YORK — Dean, transferred tr
Ross Lobart.

Openings

SPENCER— Bovd.
YORK— Dean.
Closings
ARNOLD— Barrvmore. BANCROFT —
Owl. BOELUS— Star. BRATNERD— Star
CAMPBELL— Community. PERU— Crystal
RRTDHEPORT— Trail. CODY — Fauban
CHAMPION— Arlyn.

PEAKES
ISLAND — Gem
(burned)
WOODLAND— Opera House. ORONO —
Strand.
SOUTH
BERWICK— Palace.

FALL

Thos. Thea.;
Copeland;
Un'tedThea
De
troit
State,Paramount
by UnitedbyDetroit
GRAND RAPIDS — Majestic, by W. S
Butterfield. LANSING— Gladmer, by W. S
Butterfield. WILLIAMSTON — Roy (for
merly Star), by Closings
L. E. Carson.

NEBRASKA
Changes in Ownership

SIDNEY— Strand.

KINCAID— Community.
— Community.

Early). BENTON HARBOR— Cozy (new
by Julius Fodor). ST. JOSEPH— Cozy (new
by Julius Fodor). SPARTA— Our, by Barth
Carlson. DETROIT— Beacon, by I. J. Lon
don; DeSoto (now Broadway Capitol), by

APPLETON

CLARINDA— Rialto.
Closings

Closings

TAFTVILLE— Hillcrest. JEWETT
-Finns. PLAINFIELD— Lily.
IAVEN— Garden.

INDIAN-

BY FILM BOARDS

Arthur

NEW

HAMPSHIRE
Openings
GORHAM— Opera
House.
Closings
— GREENVILLE—
Memorial.
Sawyer. NEW

NEW
YORK
Changes in Ownership

NEW
YORK
CITY— Apollo (126 Clinton
St.), transferred
to Greater
N. Y. Vaud.
i
Thea. Corp. by M. & S. Circuit; Hollywood
I
(98 Avenue A), transferred to Greater N. Y.
Vaud. Thea. Corp. by M. & S. Circuit; Tux- J
edo
(650
3rd
St.), transferred
to Javee I
Amuse.
Corp. by Vafiades ; Theatro CampoaJ
mor (1 E. 116th St.), transferred to Marshall
J
Flores
by Mt.
Morris
Th.
Corp.:
Bridge J
1316 St. Nicholas Ave.), transferred to Benmir Am. Corp. by Wash. Bridge Amuse. Corp.
:
BRONX— Freeman
(1232 So. Blvd.). transferred to Leff Thea., Inc., by Loew Circuit:
Boston Road (1472 Boston Road), transferred
I
»o Loew Circuit by Road. Thea., Inc. LONG |
TSLAND — Alden
(Jamaica),
transferred
to
Oueens Amuse.
Corp. by Algin Thea. Corp. :
^era
(Far Rockawav),
transferred
to Loew L
Circuit by Haring
& Blumenthal.
BROOK-! I
LYN— Luna
(211 Columbia
St.), transferred il
*o Zenith
Amuse..
Inc.. by Chas. Zineale;
Ut:ca (1410 St. Tohns Place), transferred to
Kings Leasing Corp.
(RKO)
by Harinf
&
Blumenthal;
Fortway
(6720
Ft. Hamilton
Pkwav.),
transferred
to Signal Thea.
Corn,
bv
Fortway
Hold:ng
Co.
ROCKAWAY
POINT — Rockaway
(Rockaway Point), transJ
c»rred to San ford Ent.. Inc.. by Toseph De(
Mee.
PEEKSKILL— Peekskill.
transferred
'o Preferred
Thea.
Corp. bv Stuart Thea.
J
Corp.
PORTCHESTER— Embassy, transferred to Bronx Leasing Co. by Sawnits Thea. i
Corp.
(RKO).
STATEN
ISLAND— Par- \
amount, Thea.
transferred
to Isle Thea. Corp. by' i
Netco
Corp.

The following theaters have been transfer- )
red to Tri-Consolidated
Amusement
Circuit
by Springer-Cocalis
Circuit and Consolidated
Amusement Co. : NEW YORK CITY— Arena.
Columbus.
T'mes,
Tivoli.
Arden.
Beacon.
Carlton. Dyekman, Marblehill. 77th St.. Stod\
dard,
Symphony,
Thalia;
BRONX— Avalon.
Fleetwood.
Forum,
Jerome,
Luxor,
Kingsbridge. Mt. Eden. Mosholu,
Ogden.
Oxford.
Tuxedo. U. S.. Willis, B. B., Bedford. Burke.
Castlehill.
Tnterboro,
Laconia.
Ro«edale.
Wakefield.
Ward.
Allerton. Pelbam.
Vor'-».L|l
VONKERS— Broadway.
Parkhill:
BROOK-1!
LYN— Anollo. Garden. Heights. MaiesfV. Mo-:
mart.
George Closings
Playhouse.
BEACON—
(
Paragon, St. Beacon.
NEW YORK CITY— Circle 182a B'oarlwav: (East End 1187 First Ave.). BROOKLYN—Eden (409 5th Ave.).

NORTH CAROLINA
Changes in Ownership
CLINTON— Gem, transferred to Henrv
Vann by Steveson Thea. SANFORD— San
Lee, transferred to R. P. Rosser by Steveson
Thea.; Temple, transferred to R. P. Ro-ser
by Steveson Thea. NEW BERN— Palace.
transferred to C. M. Bowden by Worth Stewart. LUMBERTON — Carol:na. transferred
'o H. H. Anderson by Lumberton Thea.

Openings

ROCKINGHAM— New (new thea. bv T.
L. Caudell). LUMBERTON— Pastime, by
N. H. Anderson.

NORTH DAKOTA
Changes in Ownership
LONDON

NEW
JERSEY
Changes in Ownership

IRVINGTON— Rex. transferred to War
ler Bros, by Rexirv, Inc. RAHWAY— Rah
vay, transferred to Warner Bros, bv Rahwav
rnc. DOVER— Playhouse, transferred tr
Warner Bros, by Thirsec, Inc. ARLINGTON
— Lincoln, transferred to Warner Bros. b<
Lincari, Inc. LINDEN — St. George, trans
ferred to George Lange. SECAUCUSInc.
Plaza, transferred to Secaucus Thea. Corp. bv
Community PI., Inc. NEWARK— Orpheum
't-ansferred to Fred R. Clark by Wash. Thea.
The following theaters have been transfer"ed to Tri-Consolidated Corp. bv Springer
Tocalis: ELMORA
ELIZABETH
— Gaie'tv.
Royal
Strand.
— Elmore.
ROSELLE
PARK— Park. WEST NEW YORK— Mayfair.

NEW

OF TRADE

MEXICO
Openings

SILVER CITY— El Sol. LORDSBURG—
Studio (not closed as reported last month).

DRAKE— Opera House (was Drake), trans- i
ferred to Wm.
McCarthy by Q. Fors.
SHA- I
'(ON — Sharon, transferred
to Sharon
Boost-1 I
;rs' Club by Amer. Legion.

Openings

DRAKE— Opera
Sharon.

House.

Closings

FINLEY— Roxy.
iNECHE— Movies.

SHARON

—

I

LIDGERWOOD— Lyric.

OHIO
Changes in Ownership

AMHERST— Mary
Jane,
transferred
to 1
Stanley Hill by M. H. Epstein.
CHARDON
— Chardon,
transferred
to L. F. Smith bv
Goodrich Bros.
CLEVELAND— Allen, transferred to RKO
Thea. by Allen Thea.. Inc.;
Hough
(79th
St.), transferred
to Herman
Smith by Hough Improvement Co.; Memphis,
transferred to The Memphis-Cleveland Co. bv
The Memphis Operating Co.
DILLONVALE
— Arcade, transferred to Wm.
Wanenmacher ' i
by H. P. Samuels.
SHELBY— Opera House.1,
transferred
to H. M.
Brown
by Bushman
I
& Malone.
HAMILTON— Rialto, transfer- If
(Continued on Next Page)
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red to Midhaf Corp. by Tewell Photoplay Co
PORTSMOUTH— Strand, transferred to F
& R. Brady by Copas, Vogel & Copas.

Openings

CINCINNATI— Grand. Capitol. HAMILTON—Rialto. ST. MARY'S— Reeent. VER
SAILLES— Opera House. KENTON— Kenton. POINT PLACE— Shoreway. SAN
DUSKY
—
Plaza. TOLEDO
—
Alan
YOUNGSTOWN— Park. ADA— Lehr's AuditoHnm. AMHERST— Mary Jane. ASHTABULA— Casto. CLEVELAND — Memphis.
New Y.

Closings

KINSMAN— Kinsman (formerly GibbsT
GAMBRTDGE— Ohio. CINCINNATI— Tdeal
MARIETTE — Strand. ADA — Odeon
CLEVELAND— Hough
(79th St.); Lake.

OKLAHOMA
Changes in Ownership
MINCO— Royal, transferred to M. B. Phillips by J. E. Hudeens. DAVIS — Fox, transferred to W. T. Kerr by S. J. Coole>.
PONCA

Openings

CITY— Ritz.

REPORTED

Nieman Amuse. Co. by Jean Shender. SUNEHJRY — Rolling, transferred to Sunbury and
Sellingsgrove Transit Co. RED LION— Community, transferred to Chas. Ramsey; LALTRELDALE— Laurel, transferred to Wm. O.
Heckman. COLUMBIA — State, transferred
to DeLob Thea. Ent. by Jos. Shverha; Opera
House, transferred to DeLob Thea. Ent. Co.
bv Dan Neagley; Alto, transferred to DeLob
Thea. Ent. by Jos. Shverha. EASTON—
Transit, transferred to Cities Thea. by Easton
Transit Thea. Co. BETHLEHEM— College,
'ransf erred to Cities Thea. Corp. by Vine
St. Thea. Co. BOYERTOWN— State (formerly Lyric), transferred to Geo. H. Kline
by Theo. Nyquist. CROYDON— Manor.
'ransferred to John S. Woodrow. bv Mrs.
E.
S. Grupp.
Shil'lington.
'ransferred
to SHILLINGTON—
Matilda Shverha by
Jas. S.
Gebhart. LARKSVILLE— Stanley, transferred to Jos. Reed by Stanley Novitskv.
WILKES-BARRE — Palace, transferred to
Stanley Podsiadlik by Wm. and Arthur
Brown. RICHLAND — Nenture. transferred
*o Paul S. Gorrshall by Nepture Fire Company No. 1. MARCUS HOOK— Globe, transferred to Marcus Hook Amuse. Co. by Samuel Labron; Spielmont, transferred to Marcir
Hook Amuse.
Co. by Samuel
Labron.

Closings

TEXHOMA— Strand

(Part

££S

Openings
Time).

OREGON
Changes in Ownership
JUNCTION CIAY— Rialto, transferred to
\V. Thrall by Denzel Piercy. PORTLAND—
Pantages. transferred to J. Hamrick by John
Stile ; Paramount, transferred to Evergreer
State Amuse. Co. by Fox West Coast.
PRINEVILLE— Lyric, transferred to Denze'
Piercy by Bertha Sipple.

PENNSYLVANIA
Changes in Ownership

PHILADELPHIA— Frolic: Elite. SUNBURY— Rolling Green Park. RED LION—
Community.
LAURELTON—
Laurel.
Closings
McADOO— Roxy.

RHODE ISLAND
Openings

SOUTH

NEWPORT

Friday, Sept. 21, 19!
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SOUTH DAKOTA
Changes in Ownership
TENNESSEE
Changes in Ownership

CLINTON— Clinton, transferred to T. L.
Davis. DICKSON— Dickson, transferred to
Helen Bruster.

TEXAS

Changes

in Ownership

Openings
LONE

—

CAROLINA

PHILADELPHIA— Frolic, transferred to
Changes in Ownership
Frolic Thea. Co., Inc.; Lincoln, transferred to
GREENVILLE— Carroll, transferred to J.
Cities Thea. Corp. by Americus Thea. Corp :
foxy, by Cities Thea. Corp. by Ridge Ave
E. Carroll by M. L. Curry. EASLEY—
Thea. Co.; Wayne, transferred to Mary Past'ine. transferred to Claude West bv M.
Riley by Chas.
Riley;
York, transferred
tr A. Mull.

—

Openings

Coeburn.

NORFOLK

WASHINGTON
Changes
in Ownership

AUBURN — Granada, transferred to J.
Maddux
by F. A. Graham.
WENATCHEE—

Openings
Mission.

WEST VIRGINIA
Changes in Ownership

CLEVELAND— Cleveland, transferred to
T. G. Long. HUNTSVILLE— Avon, transferred to Sam Parrish. MIDLAND— Ritz
and Grand, transferred to Griffith Amuse.
Co. CRANE— Crane, transferred to O. K.
Thea. EDEN— Eden, transferred to H. Ford
Taylor. SAN ANTONIO— Empire, transferred to Interstate Circirt. Tnc. BAIRD —
Siegal. transferred to H. S. Leon. GLADEWATER — Ritz. transferred to East Texa'
Thea.. Inc. GREGGTON— Ritz. transferred
to East Texas Thea., Inc. HOUSTON— Lincoln, transferred to Bijou Amusement Co
SAN
DIEGO -Palace, transferred to Hall
Industries.
SANOak.DIEGO— Palace.
Ixsne

OF TRAD

COEBURN
Bramelton.

McINTOSH— Lyric, transferred to Coast
Van Fossen by W. L. Chaplin.

OAK—

Closings

PETERSBURGH— Petersburgh. POTEET
—Robinson's. MARBLE FALLS— Riggs
DENTSON— Col. -Dreamland. RTCO— Palace.
AUSTIN— Texas.
CRANE— Palace.

UTAH
Changes in Ownership

WOONSOCKET—
Olympia.
Closings
WOONSOCKET— Park.
Colonial.

DAILY

MTDVALE — Iris, transferred to Ralph Du
vail by J. W. Johnson.

VERMONT
Openings

SO. ROYALSTON— Optra House.
HERO— Community.

SO.

VIRGINIA
Changes in Ownership

SHENANDOAH— Pastime, transferred to
R. B. Armel by H. A. Fix.

KEYSTONE — Community, transferred
L. M. Corcoran by Carroll & Maynard. I
HOPE — Royal, transferred to Louis Sit
by R. H. Sangid.

WISCONSIN
Changes in Ownership

SHEBOYGAN— Butterfly, transferred
Timony Johnson by Geo. Herzog. MILW/
KEE — Ace. transferred to Albert Nyklew
GOODMAN— Goodman, transferred to G<
man Lumber Co. by Ray C. Klass. O!
KOSH — Star, transferred to H. Glazier
Mark Morgan. FOND DU LAC— Retl
'ransferred to Lake Winnebago Amuse.
'>v Warner Bros. HORICON— Pastime, tr;
ferred to I. J. Craite. WATERFOR)
Waterford. transferred to Diske & Zaebe
H. K. Gutherie. OSCEOLA— Garden, trc
ferred to M. Yellen by Osceola Thea. C(

Openingsby Vallev Tt
WAUSAU— Wausau.
Torp. GREEN LAKE— Opera House.
Ghas. Thrasher. WITTENBERG — Oc
House by W. Kersten. FISH CREEK— T<
Hall, by A. Brungraber. FOND DU LA(
Retlaw. by Lake Winnebago Amuse.
Closings
ARCADIA— Arcadia.
WEYAUWEGA— Ceroid. MILWAUK
—Legion and Strand. OXFORDSVILL!
Tranele. HILBERC— Opera House. NI
HOLSTEIN— Majestic.

WYOMING
Changes in Ownership

GILLETTE — Rex, transferred
Thea.. Inc., by J. T. Morgan.

to Ki.

British Cinemas Pay
18 Pictures Under Way
RKO and Glucksman
Seek NRA Ruling
27 Million to U. S.
On
Producer
Labs
Sign for Fifth Year
At (Continued
Paramount
Studii
(Continued from Pane 1)
from Page 11
(Continued from Page 1)

Comercial Radiolux Inc. for distri- Motion Picture Code and producerbution of RKO product in Argen- owned laboratories doing outside
tine, Uruguay, Paraguay and Chile. work that are functioning under the
The deal involves the entire RKO
Laboratory Code. The Film Datly
1934-35 lineup. This is the second learns. This ruling will settle the
year that Glucksman has acted for much-disputed question of whether
the Compania Comercial Radiolux. producer-owned laboratories doing
Previously he acted in behalf of outside work come under the LaboraMax Glucksman of Buenos Aires,
tory Code or not. If they do, the
whose film holdings were taken over laboratory code authority wants to
by the new companv. Max Glucks- assess them. If they don't, then
man is now confining his film in- producer-owned laboratories such
terests solely in the Argentine. Ned as Paramount here in the east now
E. Deoinet, president of RKO Ex- working under the laboratory code
port Corp., stated to Film Daily will have to function under the
yesterday that "the signing of the higher wage scale of the film code
new contract marks the continua- ^nd therebv be out of competition
ion of a very hanpy and successful with local laboratories in considerable measure.
business
association."
Spanish "Rhapsody in Steel"
Audio Productions has made s>
Spanish version of "Rhapsody in
Steel" for distribution to the various South American headquarters of
the Ford Motor Co. The English
version has been on exhibition at
the Chicago fair.

St. Louis Fxhibs After Leeion
St. Louis — A meetine of M. P. T
r>. members was held this week tc
discuss ways and means of raisins"!3.000 as the theaters' contribution
foward the fund beiner raised ir
bring the next American Legior
Convention here.

Allied Taking Larger Quarters
Allied Theaters of New Jersey
is moving to larger quarters on the
third floor of the Hotel Lincoln, ir
which the I. T. 0. A. also has it?
office. Several rooms on the third
floor are being constructed into a
luncheon and meeting room for film
and other organizations.

"Thunderstorm"
for Cameo
Amkino's "Thunderstorm" will
follow "Petersburg Nights" into the
Cameo, probably on Sept. 29.
Vaude
at Brooklyn
House
Folly Theater, Brooklyn, adds
vaudeville starting Sunday on a
twice-a-week change basis.

(Continued from
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total intake of about $200,000,000 by return to New York from the Coa
theaters in this country duriner the
oast year, only about $27,500,000 In work currently are: "Lives
a Bengal
Lancer," "Collel
went to the U. S. for film hire.
Rythmn", "Limehouse Night!
Attendance in British cimenas ag- "Back Porch," "Here is Mv He?1
gregates around 20,000,000 weekly,
and "Code of the West." Be.,
according to Rowson's figures.
edited are: "Wagon Wheels", "a
ter
for Lov>:
"TheMadame,"
Menace" "Ready
and "Lemon
D
Signed for Stage Play
Viola Richard and Jane Wintor
have been engaged for "Geraniumin My Window," which Laura D
Wilck and Phil Baker will produce
on Broadway with Bruce MacFarland in the cast.
Ambassador Trying Stage Shows
St. Louis — Booking of the Milt
Brothers at the Ambassador next
week is a feeler by Fanchon & Marco and Harry Koplar to determine
the public's reaction to stage shows
The outcome will probably deter
mine the future policy of both this
house and the Fox and Grand. Jor
Winter is lining up an orchestra ag
gregation for the house.
Samuelson

to Speak in Atlanta

"Plight of the Independent" wil'
be the subject of Sidney E. Samuelson, Allied president, when he addresses the recently-formed GFTA
Independent Theaters Association
in Atlanta on Oct. 1, Gov. Talmadge
is also on the program.

Calif. Wants Congress
To Investigate Ascf-

San Francisco — Urging Congr*
sional investigation of Ascap, t
California
Theater Owners Ass"
Kid."
representing
big circuits and e
changes, the San Francisco Theat
Owners Chamber of Commerce ai
an independent group of exhibito
ioined yesterday in passing a resol
Hon denouncing
Ascap's
mus
fees
as unreasonable
and new
unfair.

I

2 Cleveland Firms Chartered
Columbus — Hough Theater C
and Maple
Heights
Theater, li
ters
here.Cleveland,
Incorporators
both of
have filedof c"
Hough
company
are Sol Edg
Joseph
G. Ehrlich
and B. K
son, while Abraham
Fine, Jean
Barck
and Maurice
S. Barck ai
listed for the latter firm.
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September 20, 1934

Columbia Pictures Corporation
729 Seventh Avenue
New York City
Gentlemen:
I tried to get in touch with you last
night after the close of business to
tell you that the Grace Moore picture,
"One Night of Love", for its two weeks'
showing at the Radio City Music Hall
grossed $207,914.38, which is the highest record of any picture on a two-weeks
run, in our theatre.
May I again congratulate you on this
marvelous picture, just as our patrons
haven't ceased to congratulate us on
showing it? "One Night of Love" is a
credit to the motion picture industry.

Yours truly,

WGVS:ku

Managing Iglijbetor
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Ex nib Group to Let Gov't Conduct Music Suit

CATHOLICS READY TO SUSPEND FILM CAMPAIGN
Administration Asks
'ieups With Local Better
Housing Campaigns
Are Urged
tuhington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Theaters to Aid Housing Drive
Cardinal Mundelein
Says
Producers Will Be
Given Chance

Educational-G-B Arrangement Extended Further
In addition to the new contract signed this week whereby Gaumont-British will distribute Educational's 1934-35 product in the United Kingdom, E. W. Hammons, Educational president, who negotiated the deal with Jeffrey Bernerd of G-B, also arranged
for distribution of the 1935-36 product and obtained options for continuing after
that season.

Washington — Tieups by theaters
■4th community campaigns for
iitter Housing arc being urged by
1e Federal Housing Administration
i a means of boosting movie attidance and creating goodwill by
operating to acquaint the public
< how they may obtain loans to imjove or modernize their property.
Box-office business among ConI'bby displays, use of slides and
necticut theaters is between 10 and
\i spotting of prominent speakers 39 per cent better than last year
spplied by a committee, are sug- at this time, according to Ed Levy,
{sted by the Administration.
general counsel of the M. P. T. 0.
A. and secretary of the M. P. T. O.
of Connecticut. Levy was in New
York yesterday to attend a meeting in connection with the exhibitor
fight
rise. against the proposed music tax

CONN. BOX-OFFICES
SOL LESSER PLANS 12
UP 10-30 PER CENT FOR MAJOR RELEASE

kordTcWty
at rko studios

*rf

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

lollywood — Production activity at
ti RKO
studios has been stepped
to something of a record in the
>t week, resulting in six pictures
v before the cameras
and four
ers ready to start as soon as
ges are available.
In addition,
films have recently been finished,
(( ontinued on Page

3)

J. Balaban Joins RKO
As Associate Producer
t Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

lollywood — A. J. Balaban
terday from Balaban
I will join RKO Radio
an associate producer.
wj arrive here Monday.

DAILY

resigned
& Katz,
Pictures
Balaban

134 Approved in East
Total of 134 pictures, consisting of
6 features and the balance repreenting short subjects, have received the
lays production code approval in the
Gaumont-British has subscribed
o the self-regulation plan and its
ictures already okayed include "Chu
hin Chow" and "Power."

Sol Lesser is negotiating to produce 12 pictures for major release,
he told Film Daily yesterday. He
said the deal may be well along by
the middle of next week. Lesser
has decided to produce for 1934-35
release only four of the six George
O'Brien pictures which Fox will
distribute. The other two pictures
will be made for the next season.
Lesser has O'Brien under option for
six pictures in addition to the Fox
series.

Rome — Willingness of the Catholics to hold up future action in
the clean film campaign until they
see how the producers handle the
issue over the coming months was
expressed yesterday by Cardinal
Mundelein of Chicago in a statement to the Associated Press. The
Cardinal said in part:
"We are willing to suspend the
campaign now to see what the movie
producers will make of themselves.
We are going to give the movie
producers (Continued
a chance on toPage
see 3)what they

FETITIONISHLED
FOR PATHE MEETING

T. F. Joyce Appointfd
RCA Victor Adv'g Head Joe Weil Assigned to Plug
Camden, N. J. — Appointment of
Seven Universal Pictures
T. F. Joyce as advertising and sales

Steps toward calling an extraordinary meeting of Pathe stockholders were taken by Pathe Exchange
yesterday when a petition was filed
promotion manager for RCA VicJoe Weil, assistant to Carl in the U. S. District Court asking
tor, which embraces Photophone, is Laemmle, has been assigned tc the judge to fix a date for the gath(Continued on Pane 3 1
announced by G. K. Throckmorton, initiate and direct special exploitaexecutive vice-president. Joyce also
tion
campaigns
for
seven
forthcomwill continue in the same capacity
ing Universal pictures. They are
with the RCA Radiotron company "Imitation of Life", "Great Expec- Code Assessments Report
The Victor and Radiotron units are
Being Submitted Thursday
tations", "Night Life
of the
Gods".
{Continued
on Page
2)
the largest in the RCA group.
Additional work on a schedule of
code assessments for producers and
distributors was accomplished by
the CodemitteeAuthority's
finance comyesterday afternoon.
The

Committee on Music Satisfied
With Gov 't Handling of Suit

Boston and Philly to Get
First G-B Sales Forces
George W. Weeks, general manager of Gaumont-British, who leaves
Monday for a tour of key cities to
organize the G-B sales force, will
make his first stops in Boston and
Philadelphia, where he expects to
appoint sales staffs immediately.
Fox exchanges will handle physical
distribution.

report will be submitted to the par°nt body at its meeting Thursday.
Producer-distributor members of,
"I feel that the Department of the committee handling the job are
Sidney R. Kent and Harold S. BareJustice's suit against Ascap is be- ford.
ing ably handled," said Walter Vincent following a meeting of the legal
committee of the exhibitor EmergBreaks 4-Year Roxy Record
ency Committee battling the in"Chu Chin Chow." Gaumont-British
crease in the music tax planned by
production, broke the Roxy's opening
day attendance record of the past four
the music society to become operayears on its premiere yesterday. The
tive Oct. 1.
house
will cpen
at 10 A. M. todav.
Vincent

(Continued
3)
declined on toPane amplify
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Joe Weil Assigned to Plug Huffman to Attack Code
Seven Universal Pictures If Giveaway Ban Upheld
(Continued from

Pane

Denver — That Harry Huffman
will attack the code as unconstitutional if the Code Authority upVol. LXVI. No. 70
Sat., Sept. 22, 1934
5 Cents
holds the local grievance board in
its
order
to him to stop auto giveJOHN W. ALICOATE
Editor and Publisher
aways, is indicated in his appeal
brief filed with the Code Authority.
Published daily except Sundays and Holidays
the appeal Huffman contends the
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y..
RKO Closes Dutch Deal In
constitution of the United States
W.
J.
Inc.
by Wid's Films and Film Folk,
Amsterdam — First European does not give either the President
AHcoate, President, Editor and Publisher;
Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer contract for RKO's 1934-35 proor any of their apAssoand General Manager; Arthur W. Eddy,
gram has been closed with Reina- or Congress,
pointees, the right to interfere with
ciate Editor; Don Carle Gillette, Managing
matter.
class
co's
Filmbedryf
N.
V.
here
by
Phil
second
as
Entered
Editor.
Reisman. vice-president of RKO any business carried on wholly withMay 21, 1918, at the post-office at New York,
in any one state. He also claims
1879. Export Corp., now touring Europe.
N Y, under the act of March 3,outside
States
United
free)
Terms (Postage
The deal includes distribution in that anyone who interferes with
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; b the Dutch East Indies.
such a business is liable for any
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign.
financial losses sustained because of
$15.00. Subscriber should remit with order
the inter-meddling.
Address all communications to THt *1LM
Society Leader Sponsors Film
"The Great Ziegfeld", "Sutter's
Gold", "Mystery of Edwin Drood"
and "Show Boat." Andrew H. Sharick will assist Weil. Laemmle lef.
this week
for the coast.

DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 4-4738, 7-4739.
Cable Address: Filmday, New York Ho yHollywood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425
wood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607. London89.-91
.^"V^Film
Ernest W. Fredman, The
tlnldbuehne
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin-L.ch
Friedrkhstrasse, 225. Paris— P. A Harle, La
Courla
de
Francaise, Rue
Cinematographie
19.
des-Noues,

FINANCIAL
NEW
Am.
Seat
Columbia
Picts.
Con
Fm
Ind
Con.
Fm.
Ind.
East. Kodak
Fox Fm. "A"

YORK

MARKET
Low
23/4
32V4
25/8

Net
Close
Chg.
V/a +
%
33 + 1
2% +
Va

12l/4
97%
12

12'/4
96
lltf

12l/4 +
97% +
'2 +

'A
2%
Vl

27i/2
4%
1 'A
13%

263/4
4
1
12V4

27%
4'/4
1 'A
13%

3A
'A
'A
HA

High
2%
vtc. 33
2%
pfd..

Loew's,
Inc
Paramount ctfs
Pathe
Exch
do "A"
RKO
Warner

Bros
NEW
Technicolor
Trans-Lux
NEW

STOCK

YORK

YORK

+
+
+
+

2y4
2i/s
2l/4
43/4
4%
43/4 +
CURB
MARKET
13'A
12%
13 +
1%
1%
1%
BOND
MARKET

Gen.
Th. Eq. 6s40..
6 'A
5%
6y4 +
Keith
A-0
6s46.... 58%
587/8
58% +
Loew
6s 41ww
1013/4 1 01 V2 101%—
Paramount 6s47 ctfs. 56%
55
55% +
Par.
By.
5%s51 . . 38%
38
38
Par. By. 5%s51
ctfs 39
38%
39
+
Par.
5%s50
ctfs. . . 57
53%
56 +
Warner's
6s39
...57%
553/4
57% +
N. Y. PRODUCE
EXCHANGE SECURITIES
Para.
Publix
4 'A
4%
4% +

RECORDING
FILM

&

%
%

%
27/8
%
2
1
2%
2%

ON
DISC.

INDUSTRIAL —
FILM —
SLIDE
BRUNSWICK
PRODUCTIONS CORP.
CH 4-2200

321 W. 44th ST.

Va

Cobina Wright, social leader and
sponsor and patron of the art, is
entering the motion picture field
professionally in the presentation
of "The Blue Light" at the 55th St.
Playhouse, starting Tuesday. She
will be associated with Gil Boag,
who holds the American rights to
the film, and Du World, which is distributing it.

U Releasing World's Fair Film
"World's Fair and Warmer," tworeel comedy made at the World's
Fair, will be released by Universal.
Jack Townley produced it under
auspices of The Thalians, with cast
including Arthur Lake, Johnny
Harron. Lincoln Stedman, George
Lewis and Helen Mann.
RKO

an

dG

Salesmen

Engagement of Joseph Meyers
and Harold W. Boehme as salesmen
n the Winnipeg and Seattle offices,
-espectively, is announced by Jules
Levy, RKO
sales chief.
Vitaphone
Signs
Pat Roon°y*
Pat Rooney and Pat Rooney III
have been signed to star in Vitaphone's next vaudeville reel.

BRUCE CABOT and his bride. ADRIINI
AMES, sail today on the Berengaria for be
lated European
honeymoon.
SYDNEY

HOWARD,

DOROTHY

4 Appeals Heard

Four appeals from the Indian
apolis grievance board decisions
were heard by a Code Authority appeals committee yesterday. Comprising the committee were: Jack
Cohn. chairman; Charles Reagan
fnd Harry Hecht. Cases were as
follows:

Bells."

Broadway

Radio for "The
for the coast.

SHAYNE

a a

Little M

has returned to Newport

ROBERT

F. SISK

ED

LEVY

of New

yesterday.
JOE
PENNER
finishing
Rhythm."
appearances

returns

work
He
at

SAMUEL
Hollywood.

York

Haven

yesterday o hi!
was

east

in Nework

next

week

ts

in
Paramount's
"CC
will
stop
off
in Detroi/lw
the Michigan
Theater.

KRELLB-ERG

left

yesterday Ion

leady Reference uirectuij
With

Addresses
Recognized

and
Phone
Numberj
Industry Concerns

What To Buy And
Where To Buy It

•

Engravers •

PHOTOENGRAVING
LL— and Night Service)
CA(Day
250 W. 54th St.,
Tel.

COIumbus

Foreign

N. Y.

5-6741

AMERANGLO
CORPORATION
EXPORTERS— IMPORTERS
Cable:
Chronophon

226 WEST 42ND STREET
NEW YORK CITY
LONDON

PARIS

lERLIr

• Hotels •
PRESIDENT HOTEL
Atlantic

Ave.
reopens
picture.

in "»

leaves fo the coast Sep;29

JOE SHEA left New
return
to the Coast.

Finishes 3-Reeler

Phil Brown has completed "Child
of Mother India," a three-reelei
dealing with child marriage which
was photographed in the Hindu
colony at Trinidad.

t, ,

RICHARD HALLIBURTON, author andei
Europe.
plorer. sails today on the Champlain for

contracted to prepare "Once a Gentleman," and John Wexley, with r
contract, is doing the screenplay of

Swedish
Film at Fifth
Fifth Avenue
Playhouse
tomorrow with a Swedish

brougr

JUNE CLAYWORTH, recently signed by ZaK
versal
City.Jr.. left yesterday by plane for mLaemmle.

has been signed to adapt "Wolve;
of Catclaw" for Tim McCoy, Harry
McCoy will write a Harry Langdon comedy, Gene Markey has been

Phil Brown

was

STICKNEY

signed by RKO
left yesterday

ROBERT

"Eight

who

Hollywood by Reliance for "Transatlantic Ntv.
Go-Round. " is another
passenger
on the ler
engaria.
He
is returning
to
England l«itl i
Mrs
Howard.
ini 1
JOSEPH SCHILDKRAUT has arrived at tl St
Moritz
Hotel
from
Hollywood.

from the coast where he appeared
nesday's
Child"
for RKO.

Bnxter Amusement Co.. Louisville, vs.
Get Richard Talmadge Series
Theresa Catholic Chinch Gymnasium, char^Advance Film Exchange, in which in^< unfair non-theatrical competition; MarionRealty Co.. Marion. Ind.. vs.
Lester Adler and Emil Rosenbaum Washington
Washington Theater Co.. Marion, charging
are associated, will handle in the reduced admissions; H. G. Frederickson,
metropolitan area six Richard Tal- Fourth Ave. Amusement Co., operator of
Mars theater. Lafayette. Ind., vs. Clyde
irfdge features, "Beast of Borneo," South and Ivan Arnold, operator of Main
'Tell-Tale Heart," "The Man Who theater. Lafayette, charging reduced admissions; Leonard Sowar's Strand. Muncie. Ind..
Ranged His Name," based on an vs. Rivoli.
Muncie. charging unfair competi^dgar Wallace story with Lynn
tion through "bank
nights."
"arding featured and a number of
hort subjects
of varying
length.
Sarnoff, Cunningham to Be Feted
Leslie Howard Back to Stage
David Sarnoff, president of RCA,
Leslie Howard, now making a pic- and Elmer T. Cunningham, presiure in London, will return to the
dent of RCA Victor Co., will be tendered a dinner Monday evening in
3roadway stage this season in a
\ew Robert E. Sherwood play, "The the grand ballroom of the Waldorf^etrified Forest," to be presented by Astoria Hotel by more than 1,000
' rthur Hopkins, Gilbert Miller and RCA Victor dealers of metropolitan
Howard.
New York. Broadway talent will
supply the entertainment. Sarnoff
Services for Porter E. Browne
and Cunningham will discuss the
Norwalk, Conn. — Funeral services plans of radio.
for Porter Emerson Browne, noted
author who wrote "The Bad Man"
Columbia
Signs Writers
and other works, who died Thursday
DAILY
afternoon in the Norwalk Hospital, West Coast Bureau of THE FILM
will be held at 2:30 P. M. today in
Hollywood — Columbia has placed
Albert DeMond under long-term conSt. John's Masonic Temple.
tract as a writer, while Ford Beebc

2 New

oming
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(MBS TO LET GOV'T
iONDUCT MUSIC SUIT

THE
WITM

(Continued from Page 1)

:ements or comment on the in?nce
exh'bitor
committee
I letthat
the the
Federal
action,
which
ks the dissolution of Ascap unthe anti-trust laws, suffice.
350 Attend Denver Party
'enver — First annual exhibitors'
distributors'
outing,heldbanquet,
ntainment
and dance
at the
ewood Country Club was attend py more than 350. Jack Langan
; the instigator of the affair, and
his committee were J. L. Morri| Al Hoffman, Walter Ibold, Earl
i and Rick Ricketson. Plans call
(more get-togethers, and eventuI it is hoped to organize a YarijiClub here.
S. & H. Library Adds Offices
(licago — Four more branches
■j been opened by Bell & Howell
rjits 16mm. sound-on-film rental
They are: Michigan Film
ary, Detroit; Metropolitan Film
iiange, Seattle; J. G. Kretschmer
b., Omaha, and Hall Stationery
. Topeka.
ijtest N. O. Reviewing System
w Orleans — Protest over the
reviewing s>Tstem and the asnent of different reporters to
different shows was made to
Item" by the Gulf States The
itOwners' Ass'n.

DAILY

R IALTO

PHIL M DALY
•

•

• LARGE DOINGS at the Roxy
with the premiere of the Gaumont-British special, "Chu Chin Chow"
what a Spectacle! Hollywood thought they had a corner
en this Spectacular stuff they ain't seen nothin' yet
wait till they lamp this dazzling baby
Ornate Resplendent Gargantuan
it exhausts all the arty adjectives
T
T
T
• • • AXD THE list of specially invited guests looked
like a composite of the best in Society, Finance, Films and Diplomacy with Mister Mark Ostrer acting as host at a reception after the picture presentation a private showing of
the pix was given Mrs. James Roosevelt
mother of the
President
at Hyde Park
with the President and
immediate family attending . . . . yezzir
G-B is away to a
Flving Start
▼
T
T
•

•

• A PREVIEW-BY-EAR will be given Reliance Pictures' "The Count of Monte Cristo"
over WABC on Tuesday eve
prior to its opening at the Rivoli on Tuesday
Frankie Thomas, who appeared in Radio's "Wednesday's
Child." was featured on Rudy Yallee's broadcast
T
T
T
• • • A NATION-WIDE radio contest has been set by
Paramount
to pre-sell "Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage
Patch"
a tie-in with Kolynos Dental Cream that looks like a
darb for the exhibs Leon Bamberger's dept. at Radio has
sent letters introducing the new dance, "The Continental," featured in "The Gay Divorcee" to 7,000 members of the
Dance Masters association, and 1500 public ballrooms
Edgar Rice Burroughs has issued a statement that only his
firm is authorized to produce a Tarzan pix with the exception
of another story to which M-G-M has the rights

bckholders:
Samuel
P. Slotnick.
Reuben
Csrtr and Geraldine
C. Henning.
DELAWARE
ran
Cinema
Corp ; $10,000;
Corporation
o., Wilmington.
ctors
Screen
Equipment
Corp.;
24C
"orporation

Trust

Co..

Wilmington.

(Continued

from

Page

1)

can do. We do not want to put the
movies out of business. But we are
not taking any chances. We are
going to remain organized. In my
diocese we have 650,000 signatures
of adults without asking promises
from the youths.
"We do not ask the movie producers to bring out the 'Pollyanna'
type
film. be a real story, pro"Letof there
vided it is decent."
Exhibs Support Music Fund
Charlotte, N. C. — Support of the
penny-a-seat plan to provide funds
to fight the proposed increase in
music fees was indicated at a meeting of North and South Carolina
exh'bitorsspoke
hereto this
kendall
the week.
group. Ed KuyOmaha — Nebraska and Western
Iowa exhibitors, at a meeting here
presided over by Charles Williams
and attended by 60, agreed to give
1% cents a seat to aid the music
tax fight. A petition to congress
against the increase in music fee
also was agreed upon. Counsel for
the music society told the exhibitors
that the increase in tax would affect
only about 30 per cent of the theaters.

Films for Million Dollar Pier
Atlantic City— Million Dollar Pier
may go fl.cker again with announcement of new setup there which will
cause pier opening later this fall
Petition is Filed
with sports programs, dancing and
For Pathe Meeting possibly films. Deal is under way at
present to get film representation.
(Continued from Page 1)
With close of summer season, the
ering at which the reorganization Steel Pier is continuing with two
plan will be submitted for appro- flicker houses, one carrying first
val. At a recent stockholders' meet- runs and premieres. Movie exhibits
ing a quorum was lacking. Under to stay all winter.
new procedure provided by revi-

Censorship
Profit Higher
.mono — Profits of the Virginia Record Activity
ship division for the past year
At RKO Studios
rtS13,909.58, the best in its his(Continued from Page 1)
with $11,000 the
compared
as follows: "Dangerous Corner",
ir'before.
"Gay Divorcee", "Gridiron Flash",
"Wednesday's Child", "Kentucky
Kernels", "By Your Leave" and
Sew Incorporations
"Ann of Green Gables". Now in
60 da'ys'
noof the
ticesionsmust
be statutes,
given before
holding
work are "Little Minster", "Ro- of the meeting.
mance in Manhattan", "Girl of the
The application asked for a hearNEW
YORK
Islands", "West of the Pecos", "Siling on Oct. 1.
ok Projection
Laboratories,
Inc., New York
ver Streak" and "Lightning Strikes
I Motion
picture
cameras;
capital, $140,Twice". Those set to start soon in1 Stockholders:
Frank
V. Donegan,
Betty
Ft. Worth Film Council Elects
niiand
Margaret
Ernst
clude "Portrait of Laura Bayles,"
ear
Metrotone
News,
Inc..
Manhattan
"Enchanted April", "Roberta" and
Fort Worth — Seven ministers are
ioi picture
business:
capital.
500
sharer
'Becky
Sharp."
ncluded in the 21 officers elected by
itc .
Directors:
William
R. Hearst,
Edgar
Ha>ck and Caleb B. Stratton.
he Better Films Council here. Dr.
ravsi Theater
Corporation,
Kings
County.
W. G. Phillips is president. NovemMilt Overman for Lincoln Post
■oipictures
and vaudeville:
capital.
S20,Stockholders: Louis Linder, David R
ber was designated as "educational
Lincoln, Neb. — It is understood month" for better films. A "coner|id Hyman L. Schwartz.
iihS Distributing Corporation. New York that Milt Overman, now in Pueblo,
structive" rather than a "censor. Motion pictures: capital, $1,000. StockColo, will be city manager here for
ier* Louis Kramer. Jacob Kramer and Viola
ship" program was decided upon.
Westland Theaters after the local
net
improvements are mace. Temple
'ilk' Theater Corporation. New York City
Berke Plans Keene Serial
DeVilbiss is in now.
jonpictures: capital, 100 shares of stock.
Anders: William Katz. Arthur A. Katz and
iha Gibe I
William Berke plans production of
0 C. Theaters,
Inc.,
Onondaga
County
a 12-episode serial starring Tom
Keene.
ion;pictures
and
vaudeville;
capital.
S5.Arlene De Haas Aiding Waxman

t

CATHOLICS TO SUSPEND
CLEAN FILM CAMPAIGN

Arlene de Haas is aiding A. P.
Finish Italian Feature
Waxman in handling publicity on
S. V. Casolaro has completed pro"Gambling," which Harold B
Franklin is producing at the Eastern luction on "Speak To Me of Love,"
an Italian feature.
Service Studios, Astoria.

STRY'S
INDUBOOK
THEDATE
Sept. 26-27:
Hotel

Annual convention of Allied Independent Theater Owners of Wisconsin.
Schroeder,
Milwaukee.

Oct. 1-2: Meeting of G. F. T. A. Independent
Atlanta. Owners Ass'n, Robert Fulton Hotel.
Thealer
Oct. 1-3: National Film Carriers convention.
Statler Hotel. Detroit.
Oct. 7-8: Annual convention of M.P.T.O.
of
Arkansas,Memphis.
Mississippi and Tennessee
'Tri-State',
Oct. 14: Pittsburgh Variety Club's Sixth Anburgh. nual Banquet, William Penn Hotel, PittsOct. 16-17:

Allied Theaters of Michigan convention, Flint, Mich.

Oct. 29-Nov. 1: S.M.P E. Fall Meeting
Pennsylvania,
New
York.

Hotel

Nov. 3: Cleveland Variety Club's first annual
ball, Hotel Statler. Cleveland.
Nov. 12:

Annual ball sponsored by Motion Picture Post of American Legion, Hotel Statler.
Boston.

THE
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"DEATH

ON

REVIEWS
THE

DIAMOND"

with Robert Young,
Madge
M-G-M

Evans
72 mins.

SWELL ENTERTAINMENT COMBINING ACTION, MYSTERY AND COMEDY
WITH GOOD CAST AND SNAPPY
HANDLING.
Besides being a baseball story with primary interest for the male clientele, this
production has a variety of ingredients
from murder mystery and fast movement
to comedy and romance, so that between
them all it adds up as grand entertainment
for the crowds at large. The St. Louis
Cardinals baseball team figures in the
story as background. David Landau, as
the team's owner, is seriously troubled by
the killing of some of his players. C. Henry
Gordon's gang of gamblers is suspected,
but the real mystery is cleared up chiefly
through the efforts of a newspaper reporter, Paul Kelly. A satisfactory vein of
love interest is provided by Robert Young,
one of the ballplayers who escapes being
a victim, and Madge Evans, the secretary
of the baseball club. In the comedy end,
Ted Healy and Nat Pendleton fulfill the
requirements nicely. Edward Sedgwick's
direction develops a lively tempo, made
possible in a great measure by a well
worked out script.
Cast: Robert Young, Madge Evans, Nat
Pendleton, Ted Healy, C Henry Gordon,
Paul Kelly, David Landau, DeWitt Jennings, Edward Brophy, Willard Robertson,
Mickey Rocney, Robert Livingston and Joe
Sauers.
Director, Edward Sedgwick; Author, Cortland Fitzsimmons; Screen Play, Harvey
Thew, Joseph Sherman and Ralph Spence;
Cameraman, Milton Krasner; Editor, Frank
Sullivan.
Direction, Fast. Photography, Fine.

of the NEW
with

"CHU CHIN CHOW"

FEATURES
"DOWN

TO THEIR

Saturday, Sept. 22j!

to the Caliph, and innumerable other colorful and spectacular scenes have been
built up from the limited stage spectacle.
Some fine acting by George Robey as Ali
Baba, Fritz Kortner as Abu Hasan, and
Anna May Wong is very alluring as Zahrat,
the slave girl. The song numbers are
impressively handled, both solos and the
Robbers' Chorus. Costumes and sets are
the last word.
Cast: George Robey, Fritz Kortner. Anna May
Wong, John Garrick, Pearl Argyle Denis Hoey,
Sydney Fairbrother, Laurence Hanray, Frank
Cochrane, Thelma Tuson,
Director. Walter Forde; Author, Oscar Asche;
Screen Play, Edward Knobloch, Sidney Gilliat;
Dialoguers, same; Editor, D N Twist; Cameraman, M Greenbaum
Direction, Very Good
Photography, Okay

up so she can get rid of the entire tourist
party and take their valuables. She also
fixes her eye on Sidney Blackmer, who
stewed away to follow Sidney Fox, daughter cf the yacht owner, but in the end
transfers her attentions to the comic
Sterling Holloway. There is some nice
vocal and instrumental work by a south
sea troupe.
Cast: Marv Bcland, Polly Moran, Ned Sparks.
S'dney Fox. Sidney Blackmer, Sterling Holloway.
Marjorie Gateson. Irene Franklin, Charles Coleman, Ramsey Hill, Tom Kennedy, Gigi Parrish,
Hazel Forbes, Phil Dunham, Betty Farrington.
Martin Cichy, Dot Farley, Helen Collins, Maurice
Bl'-'ck, Harry Semels.
Director, Paul Sloane; Authors, Herbert Fields,
Lou Brock; Screen Play, Marion Dix, Lvnn
Stirling Music and Lyrics, Ann Ronell, Cliff
Friend, Sidney Mitchell, Will Jason, Val Burton Max Steiner; Cameraman, Edward Cron■ager; Recording Engineers, Hugh McDowell,
P I Faulkner. Jr ; Editor, Arthur Robets.
Direction, Good
Photography,
Good

A "LITTLE" from HOLLYWOOD
Lynne Overman, recently signed
Crosby, in "Here Is My Heart,"
which also has Kitty Carlisle and on a long term contract at Paramount, will have one of the leadyiCTOR FLEMING has been as- Roland Young in the featured parts.
signed direction of the new un- Following her first picture. Miss
ing roles in the forthcoming B. P.
titled Joan Crawford-William Powell Mnnsfield is scheduled to go into
Schulberg film, "Red Woman," starmusical, which David 0. Selznick is
"Win or Lose" with Joe Morrison.
ring Sylvia Sidney, to be directed by
Mitchell Leisen.
t
t
▼
to produce at M-G-M. Franchot
Tone, Ted Healy and Nat Pendleton
▼ T ▼
William Henry, who appeared in
are additions to the cast of this pic- "The Thin Man," has signed a new
Arthur Housman has been asture, for which Gus Kahn and Wal- contract with M-G-M. He is cursigned a role in support of Bing
ter Donaldson are preparing the
rently working in "Wicked Woman," Crosby, Kitty Carlisle and Reginald
musical score.
featuring Mady Christians.
Owen in Paramount's "Here Is My
T
T
T
▼ ▼ ▼
Marion Dix. ace writer at RKO
Lyle Talbot, having completed
▼ ▼
▼
work in "Murder in the Clouds," Radio, has been given a long term
Lillian Harmer will play in supcontract,
and
is
now
assigned
to
has been assigned t^e lead in anport of Francis Lederer and Ginger
Heart."
other Warner action picture, "Racing Louis Brock's musical production, Rogers in "Romance in Manhattan."
"Argentina."
t
▼
▼
Luck."
▼ ▼
▼
▼
t
▼
Russell Mack has been signed to
So impressed has Carl Laemmle,
George Ernst and Eddie Shubert Jr., been with the work of Baby direct M-G-M's "Backfield," a story
have been added to the cast of "Va- Jane that he is going to bring her with a football background by Byron
cation Daze," two-reel Vitaphone out as the featured player of a fea- Morgan and J. Robert Bren.
▼ ▼
▼
comedy co-featuring Allen Jenkins
ture production. The story he has
and Ruth Donnelly, now in work at
Winifred Shaw and Dorothy Dare
the Warner studios. Joe Traub is in mind is entitled "Straight From
the Heart" and is being put into have been cast in Warner's forthdirecting.
screen form by Doris Anderson. B.
coming "Gold
Diggers
of 1935."
T
T
T
T
T
T
F. Zeidman will produce it.
▼ ▼
▼
Lester Cole, Fox staff writer, has
Marian Mansfield, radio singer
whom Paramount recently placed
James Creelman's contract as been assigned to adapt "Old Farm,"
under contract, will make her screen RKO Radio writer has just been re- novel by Ettie Stephens Pritchard,
newed.
for Shirley Temple.
debut
with
her
discoverer,
Bing
By RALPH

WILK

«

SHORTS

LAST

George
Robey,
Fritz Kortner,
Anna May Wong
with
Mary
Boland,
Polly
Moran,
Ned
Gaumont-British
96 mins.
Sparks, Sidney
Fox, Sidney
Blackmer
LAVISH SPECTACLE CROWDS POP
RKO
Radio
64
mins.
APPEAL IN COLORFUL, ACTIONFUL
YACHT"NUMBERS AND
PLEASING MUSICAL
DRAMA OF THRILLS AND BEAUTY.
You can chalk this one up as sure- SOME COMEDY ARE BEST ELEMENTS
EXTRAVAGANZA.
fire for the popular audiences, for it has IN FARCICAL
a little of everything that makes for film
Though handicapped by a story of twoentertainment. It is easily the biggest reel weight, this musical satire contains
thing in its class that has ever come from
enough interest in its several song numEngland, and you have to search your
bers, comedy and capable cast to fairly
memory to think of a Hollywood spectacle satisfy the average audience that seeks
production that quite compares with it.
only entertainment and isn't too particular about rhyme or reason. Plot is conFor it is really "different." It could have
been quickened in several spots, but take
cerned with a formerly rich family that
it by and large, the tempo is satisfactory has nothing left but a yacht and is obliged
for American audiences. The grandeur, to charter it out for a cruise to a new
splendor and lavishness of the scenes is "eneraticn of lowbrow millionaires. Ned
really amazing, and also the multitude of
the yacht's new captain, beaches
them. Plenty of money was spent with- Sparks,
the ship on an island where Marv Boout stint. It shows. The glamorous
Ijnd is queen, and she has the boat blown
scenes of "Arabian Nights" are created
on the screen as they have never before
been attempted. Ali Baba and the Forty
Thieves, the Slave Market, the Banquet

«

and SHORTS

"Baby Blues"
Paramount
Excellent

10 ij

Here's a knockout short in
nicolor made by Robert McGc
who
handled The
the "Our
for years.
story Gang"
involv
number of youngsters includi
couple of colored kids, a few
mal pets and a dozen pots of \
Pressure "guns" are attache
each paint pot. The monkey
mixedtheupresult
on that
the all
painter's
with
animals 1
appear covered with divers
In fact anything and every}
that comes near the playful ma
and the paint guns, leaves gld
with many tints. The film
Technicolor a swell chance to
its worth, and the result is stri

Film

"Desert Dangers"

Exchange
Thrills

I

I

18

A crudely produced film of a
fessional snake-catcher plying
risky work in the Arizona d
There is no question about the
that this gent does some thr
stunts and daredevil acts
course of landing the venomous
tiles in his prison box, but thef
tography is poor, and the hand
skilled film producer is lackil
the presentation of the advel
Fights to the death with a pa
rattlers and a pair of scorpion
also caught. The type of film
will only appeal to male audit

"LOTS"=

Jack
Wallace,
John
Irvinj
Moriarty
and Sailor Vincent
been added
to the cast of
"East
River,"
the
new
EdjlJ
Lowe- Victor
McLaglen
dramakft,.

▼

▼

▼

Hugh Walpole, who came t^|„j
country for his first try at serf |(„
work, has now been turned ii» jj»„|
actor. Decision to give the ; \\m
British novelist the role of thejiL,

in
"David
Copperfield"
was mafc,.',v
David
O. Selznick,
producer
fl (|,|
picture. Walpole acted as edi L
supervisor for the script of L '

T

▼

T

Virginia
Weidler,
seven-yei^Wst
Los Angeles child, has been hill
a perfield."
seven-year contract by Paran; j

▼

▼

▼

Mary Carlisle's acting in th(V
Wheeler-Woolsey
picture,
'yS
tucky Kernels," has resulted i *T "'■
being signed by RKO Radio forjj*<
Portrait
Laura
in 7s*
the
studioof will
have Bales,"
May Bobs
Story
isJohn an Robertson
original
by
star.
will VW%
('.'"
Tuchock.
Adaptation is being r^m
by John Twist and Robert Kri
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Expect Hearing of Ascap Suit Before November 1

VM. FOX NOT BARRED FROM FILMS FOR FIVE YEARS
KO

Slated to Distribute 12 Productions from Select
Major Company Release
for Films Made Here
by Saal and Kelly

Berliin
. . . as we see it
By JACK ALICOATE

11 'N, GERMANY
. . . Arriving early
md on through the Avenue of Victory
icjthe center gate of Brandenburger Tor
irigh which formerly only the Kaiser
iu1 pass. With much dispatch to the
dp and ushered into the Royal suite.
ii' I Paramount) Schaefer is arranging for
! I have a swell time in Berlin if it costs
k I we've got. Before one could say
»r, a crack German detachment with
trjards flying and bands playing passes
i; windows where formerly kings and
in:s stood. Followed shortly by a Nazi
oof in full uniform. Makes one feel like
W- correspondent. The hotel manager,
BrlEbert, who is Roy Norr with a blueact goatee, is our friend of former years,
ds doing everything to make us comrt.le.

UCH

and a quick trip along film row

'. id Friedrichstrasse to renew
erohips. Later a trip along Wansee

old
and

t itsdam way for a dash of sightseeing
d |i eighteen hole loosening up round
g< at the Wansee Country Club, Ber'$ j/anky layout, with Gus Schaefer, and
?n|ome for a warm tubbing.
Tomorrow
rpe to see what it is all about. In
: orning we visit the Ufa studios, said
bethe largest in Europe.
Then to the
Ibis plant on the other side of town,
nigf we will visit some of the smaller
•OS* ( theaters

to you),

k ' on the Winter
us'ariety
house.

L:ADY
k i'.en
pliand

we

have

with

Garden,

perhaps

a

Berlin's fa-

RKO is understood to be slated to
distribute the 12 features being
made at the Biograph studios in the
east by Select Productions, headed
by William Saal and Burt Kelly.
Initial release is "Woman in the
Dark."

talked

to

a

half

iks'ike we won't see Hitler or even
:be as they are away at Nuremburg for
)ig,-neeting.
The
foreign
office
tells
htever, that tomorrow we may intern meone
important
in the Hitler adistition, on the cinema situation.
We
rijdy. Our striped trousers
{Continued on Page 2)

have

a

Notifies

Producers

American Tri-Ergon Corp. has written to producers informing them of a
recent decision of the U. S. District
Court, Wilmington, Del., determining
that the William Fox company has priority in conection with glow lights for
sound recording. Judge John P. Nields
has ordered the Commissioner of Patents
to issue a patent to American TriErgon covering the invention The TriErgon action was against DeForest and
General
Talking
Pictures.

No Agreement Ever Made
to Keep Former Fox
Head Out of Films

By ARTHUR W. EDDY
Exploding a popular myth which
has survived within the industry for
nearly five years, The Film Daily
learned from authoritative sources
Saturday that there is no existent
agreement under which William Fox
is barred from activity in the film
business during a given period. At
the time of his withdrawal from
Fox Film in April, 1930, it was generally believed that, under terms of
the deal, the millionaire executive
was to remain inactive for five
years, except in an advisory capacity
For purposes of the code's clause
Fox.
covering tieing-in of short subjects, to When
Fox
stepped out of the Fox
serials shall not be classified as
(Continued on Page 7)
shorts, according to a resolution
adopted by the Code Authority and
announced Saturday. This ruling
prevents forcing of serials with features.
Under the code a distributor cannot require an exhibitor to buy more
shorts
than he has features from
him.
Revised executive set-up of First
Division under the new financial arrangement consummated last week
Cleve. Board Dismisses
will be: Harry H. Thomas, president
First Overbuying Case and general manager; Nicholas S.
Cleveland — First protest on over- Ludington, and William M. L. Fiske,
buying heard by the Cleveland vice-presidents, and Jules K. Chapgrievance board resulted in the case
man, secretary, The Film Daily
being dismissed on its merits, the learns.
Treasurer on has
(Continued
Page not7) been seboard finding in its determination
that upon the evidence no violation
as charged by the complainant. Pro- 13 Pictures Under Way
test was filed by the Alden Seitz
Amusement Co., operating the State For
Unitedaffiliated
Artists'withLineup
Producers
United
(Continued on Page 7)
Artists now have six pictures in
work and seven others in preparation. Samuel Goldwyn, who has
completed "Kid Millions" and "We
(Continued
on Page
7)
Live Again,"
is now
occupied
with

COMMENTATOR BATTLE SERIALS CLASSED
NEW SPUR FOR REELS APART FROM SHORTS
That "name" commentators not
only will become a permanent fixture in newsreels, but will provide
the incentive for keener competition
among the reel companies and result in better releases, is the opinion
of E. B. Hatrick, general manager
of Hearst Metrotone News. Supremacy in newsreel popularity of
the future will depend largely upon
the kind of interpretation given to
the pictured events by the commentators, according to Hatrick, and
these men (Continued
are slatedon to
figure as perPage 5)

'Parents' Magazine' Okays
41 Films for the Family
Under its recently inaugurated
policy of designating family pictures and giving a monthly medal
to the picture which offers the
strongest appeal to both children
and adults, the "Parents' Magazine"
for October lists 41 films approved
(Continued

representative Berlin picture
have six different viewpoints,

Tri- Ergon

on

Page

7)

THOMAS AS PRESIDENT
UNDER NEW F.D. SETUP

Federal Suit Against Ascap
Slated for Trial Before Nov. 1
Pat Powers a Colonel
Patrick A. Powers joined the list of
Kentucky Colonels last Saturday on the
occasion of a get-together of Colonels
at the swanky Longshore Club, Westport, Conn , of which Powers is the
owner
and president.

Indications are that the AttorneyGeneral's suit against Ascap, seeking dissolution of the music society,
will reach trial in the U. S. District
court before Nov. 1. The action,
which in many respects resembles
(Continued

on

Page

7)

Sarnoff

Is NBC

Chairman

David Sarnoff has been elected chairman of National Broadcasting Co. to
fill the place of the late H. P. Davis.
M H. Aylesworth was re-elected president and R. C. Patterson, Jr., continues
as executive vice-president.
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at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc. J. W.
Alicoate, President, Editor and Publisher;
Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer
and General Manager; Arthur W. Eddy, Associate Editor; Don Carle Gillette, Managing
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May 21, 1918, at the post-office at New York,
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Terms (Postage free) United States outside
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Picture

Distributor

Death
on the Diamond
Belle of the Nineties
Richest Girl in the World
Chu
Chin
Chow
Down
to Their
Last Yacht
British
Agent
Young
and
Beautiful
(2nd week)
Million
Dollar
Ransom
Charlie Chan in London (2nd week)
Affairs of Cellini (3rd week)

M-G-M
Paramount
RKO Radio
Fox-Gaumont-British
RKO Radio
First National
Mascot
Universal
Fox
United Artists

WILLIAM SAAL of Select Productions mad
a flying round-trip to Hollywood over |U
week-end. BURT KELLY, who flew west will
Saal, is remaining on the coast for a fe
days.
RAQUEL TORRES and STEPHEN AMES ai
due in New
York
this week
from
Hollywoc
stay.
HERBERT
T. SILVERBERG,
Buffalo
film
torney,
arrives in New
York
today for a sho

Paramount
Capitol
Music Hall
Palace
Strand
Criterion
Rialto
Mayfair
Rivoli

♦ FOREIGN LANGUAGE FILMS ♦
Cielo Mio
Haelsingar
Petersburg
Nights
(3rd week)
Mass
Struggle
(2nd week)

Giglio Prods
Amkino
Kinematrade

has

Hippodrome
5th Ave. Playhouse
Cameo
Acme

Fox
DuWorld
Fox
M-G-M
Amkino
Paramount
Universal
Paramount
First National
United Artists
Mundus

Berlin

FINANCIAL
...

as we see it

(Continued from Page
NEW

YORK

STOCK

MARKET

Loew's,
Inc
Metro-Goldwyn,
Paramount
ctfs
Pathe
Exch
do
"A"
Warner

Bros
NEW

Columbia

Pets.

vtc. 34'/g
98
pfd

YORK

Low
33}4
97 Vi

Close
333/4
98

3£
l/2

-f-f
—
+

l/4
l/4
'/8
l/8

13y2
43/4
CURB

131/4
13l/4 —
4S/8
4% —
MARKET
33/2

%
i/8

33Vi

+

1%

13
13'/8
1 7/g
1%
MARKET

+

Vs

NEW

YORK

Eq.

6s40. .

6'/4
6

6 'A
5%

47...

56 Vi
553/4

55
553/4

56Vi —
553/4 +

V4
i/4

56 Vi
56'/4

553/8
55%

56Vi
55%

+
—

V4
'/4

58

57

58

+

Vi

Gen. ctfs
Th.
do
Paramount
do ctfs

6s

Par. 5Vis50
do ctfs
6s39

....

in

+
V*
66'Vi +1

them

john's tongue.

Chg.

271/4
2734
26
26
4'/8
4>/8
1 1/4
1%

131/4
1%
BOND

Net

+
+

277/8
26
4'/4
1%

vtc. 33y2

Technicolor
Trans-Lux

Warner's

crease

AS OF SATURDAY)
High

Columbia
Picts.
East. Kodak

1)

as
T

sharp

as Charlie

T

Petti-

CHARLES KOERNER. head of RKO Thea
in New England, has returned to Boston from
New
York
stay.

Mayfair
55th St. Playhouse
Music Hall
Capitol
Cameo
Music Hall
Rialto
Paramount
Strand
Rivoli
55th St. Playhouse

BERT
McKENZIE,
M-G-M
New
York
from
Boston.
JOSEPH M.
Saturday
from

West

Winfield
R. Sheehan
Julia Faye

Carlyle R. Robinson
M.

Van

Praag

A. L Rockett
Harvey B. Day

and
HAROLD
the coast

Remodeling Lincoln Rialto
Lincoln, Neb. — The Westland circuit's Rialto closed Saturday for e
month to undergo complete remodeling. It will be renamed the Varsity, reopening with stage shows
about Oct. 21.

Coast

Bureau

Bells

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Barrymore May Do Hamlet Abroad
London — Hamlet or some other
Shakespearian role will be played by
John Barrymore in a picture to be
produced here under direction of
Alexander Korda, it is announced.

TREASURE

Sam
Brown
Quits Principal
Samuel S. Brown has resigns
from Principal Film Exchange, Inl
to become associated with a chai
store organization.
Mrs. Louis Cohn Dead
Springfield,
Mass. — The
wife
Louis
Cohn,
head
of Winchest
Amusement Co., died last week,

ISLAND

Long John, with a glint in his eye, opines that it's the
unexpected things that add spice to living. Such as this
nifty spadeful and, we hasten to add, the extra eyeappeal and year-after-year satisfaction built into every
yard of Alexander Smith Carpet — the floor-covering
used by the country's most successful theatres.

ALEXANDER

Yo

H<

FRANK & MILT BRITTON and band le
Saturday for the coast to appear in Warn*
"Sweet
Music."

T

Hollywood — Hamilton MacFadden.
Fox director, and Ruth Channing!
actress, are to be married in Santa
Barbara on Saturday.
Lewin

SCHENCK arrived in New
the Coast.

LARRY
DARMOUR
leave Wednesday
for

Open
"Bank
Night"
Headquqarters
Des Moines — Headquarters for
Affiliated Distributors have been established at 228 Iowa building for
the control of "Bank Night" in 10 V2
states in this territory. Ray Coffin
is manager. A suit asking an injunction had been started by "Prosperity Night" with headquarters in
Nevada, la., but was settled out of
court. Lester Martin of Nevada, responsible for "Prosperity Night," is
not connected with the new distributing firm, according to Coffin.

Wedding

Eric von Stroheim

exploiteer.

"kj|ASQUER.ADE," the Viennese picture
'"•directed by Willy Forst, who also
produced "Unfinished Symphony," is a swell
money picture and proves the first was no
mistake. Someone will grab him soon for
Hollywood. Tomorrow we shall see what
we shall see.

Edwin T. Fourcher Goes West
Edwin
T. Fourcher has resigned
from
the Van
Beuren
animating
staff and is returning to the coast
by auto.

Albert

ROSE FRANKEN, playwright signed by Fo
left for Hollywood.

E. J. SPARKS, Florida circuit operator, 1
rived in New York for conferences with W*
ners and Radio.

♦ FUTURE OPENINGS ♦
Servants'
Entrance
(Sept. 25)
The Blue Light
(Sept. 26)
Caravan
(Sept. 27)
Barretts of Wimpole
St. (Sept. 28)
Thunder
Storm
(Sept. 28)
Pursuit of Happiness
(Oct. 25)
Gift of Gab'
Now
and
Forever**
A Lost Ladyt
Count of Monte Cristof
Men of Tomorrow§

d G

Theater

* Follows
Million
Dollar
Ransom.
t Follows British Agent.
•• Follows Belle of the Nineties.
X Follows Affairs of Cellini.
§ Follows The Blue Light.

(QUOTATIONS

an

Roxy

Editor and Publishe

W. ALICOATE

.ommg
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SMITH

CARPET

-NO

Warner Bros, picture has just broken ALL
WEEK-DAY
TOTAL

HOUSE

RECORDS

ADMISSIONS

AND

RECEIPTS

at its Broadway

FOR
TOTAL

premiere,

and has been hailed by critics as "a stunning drama"— "a dynamic film"— "a stirring picture"— "unusual entertainment"?
ANSWER

ON NEXT

PAGE

■
THE
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» REVIEWS

(Answer to question on page 3)

B

... Of course, it's

I
T
I
S
A
G
E
T
Starr in g Kay
Francis and Leslie
Howard. Directed
by Michael Curtiz

m "LOTS"
TTLE RALPfro
A LIHOLLYWOOD
WIL'K
H Harrison
SBy
Wiley, veteran

art direcJESLIE HOWARD and Jean Muir
tor, designed the sets for "Cheating
will probably be teamed by First Cheaters," now in production at
Universal.
National in "Glorious," by Rida
T
T
T
Johnson Young. Frank Borzage is
scheduled to direct.
Bob Vignola has been signed to
T
T
T
direct "The Perfect Clue," MajesFox has renewed the contracts of tic's
next production.
Mona Barrie and Pat Paterson folT
t
▼
lowing the former's work in "CharSamuel Hinds replaces Louis Malie Chan in London" and the latter's
son in the cast of Richard Dix's
in "Love Time." Miss Barrie, recently loaned to Columbia for a sin- RKO vehicle,T "West
T of▼ the Pecos."
gle picture, will soon return to the
Selmer
Jackson
and Harry Holhome lot to fulfill an assignment as
yet unannounced, while Miss Pater- man will appear in Columbia's "I'D
It," starring Jack Holt, with
son at present is depicting the fem- Fix
Mona Barrie and Winnie Lightner
inine lead in the forthcoming Fox in
the feminine leads.
production, "Lottery Lover."
T
T
T
t
▼
T
Peter Lorre, European stage and
Grace Cunard, Universal's outstanding star of former years, re- screen actor, under a long term contract with Columbia, has been asturned to the studio last week to
signed to his first starring role in a
play a small role in "The Good story now being prepared.
T

T

T

Fairy."
Because Margaret Lindsay is busy
in "Bordertown," opposite Paul
Muni, Warners have replaced her in
"White Cockatoo" with Jean Muir.
Others in the cast are Ricardo Cortez, John Eldredge, Gordon Westcott
and Ruth Donnelly.
T

T

T

"Midsummer Night's Dream,"
the Shakespeare play which Max
Reinhardt has staged in Los Angeles, will be made into a motion
picture by Warners.
T

T

▼

▼

T

Jane Cowl's first achievement under her writing contract with RKO
Radio Pictures, has reached the production phase, with the current
filming of "Romance in Manhattan"
starring Francis Lederer with Ginger Rogers.
T

T

T

T

T

"The President Vanishes," first
Lionel Atwill, who recently finof six pictures Walter Wanger is
ished work in "The Firebird," at making independently for Paramount
Warner Bros., is playing in "The release, was put into production this
Man
Who Reclaimed His Head," at week at the Metropolitan studios.
Universal.
Cast includes Lewis Stone, Janet
T
T
T
Beecher, Paul Kelly, Peggy ConkNils Asther is expected to return lin, Rosalind Russell, Sidney Blackfrom England about Nov. 1 to play mer, Douglas Woods, Walter Kingsin a Universal picture. He has also ford, DeWitt Jennings, Charley
been offered a Broadway play for Grapewin, Charles Richman, Jason
production this season and may ac- Robards, Paul Harvey, Robert Mccept if his picture work permits.
Wade, Edward Arnold, Osgood
T T ▼
Perkins, Edward Ellis, Andy Devine,
Our Passing Show: Samuel Gold- Harry Woods, Irene Franklin, Tomwyn, Carl Laemmle, Jr., Ronald Colmy Dugan and Clara Blandick.
man, Mervyn LeRoy, David Butler,
Buddy de Sylva, Gene Raymond,
E. H. Allen, in charge of EducaAileen Pringle, Felix Young, Arthur
tional^ west coast production, anHornblow, Jr., Charles Vidor, Sam
nounces the completion of a new
Jaffee, Jeff Lazarus, David Burton,
Merritt Hurlburd, Boris Karloff, Frolics of Youth Comedy tentativeGraham Baker, Gene Towne, Lou
ly titled "The Campus Hoofer." The
Baum, Arthur Byron, Michael Sim- comedy, directed by Alf Goulding
from
an original script by Glen
mons, Hobart Cavanaugh, Abe Jacoby at the Pacific Southwest tennis Lambert, features Junior Coghlan,
matches.
with Dorothea Kent, Kenneth HoT
T
T
well, Gloria Ann White, Sidney Miller, Buddy Messinger, Phil Dunham,
Jerry Larkin, who specializes in
southern characters, has returned Harry Myers, Virginia True Boardman, Louise Keaton and James T.
from an extended vaudeville tour, Morton.
and has resumed his picture work.
T

T

T

T

John Ira Angus, who made an excellent record as business manager
for the Charles R. Rogers Productions, is making new production
plans which will be announced shortly.

t

Sten

"WE

and

Fredric

March

in

LIVE AGAIN"

(Hollywood Preview)
United Artists-Goldwyn Time not si
EXCELLENT PRODUCTION OF TOL
STOY NOVEL WITH ANNA STEN DI
LIVERING AN
OUTSTANDING PEJ
FORMANCE.
In this adaptation of Tolstoy's "Resu
rection," Anna Sten gives one of the mo
dramatic performances since the inceptic
of talking pictures. Her portrayal of tl
peasant girl loved by a member of royalt
who finally renounces his position becau
of his love for her, is most effecitve. Fredr
March does fine work as Anna Sten's love
Rouben Mamoulian has directed with e
cellent taste, and the production is mounti
with the usual Samuel Goldwyn care. Sa
Jaffee, Jessie Ralph, Jane Baxter, a nevl
comer from England, Ethel Griffies ai
Mary Forbes give able support. Grer
Toland, who handled the camera on "Nana
again shows his skill as a cinematographi
Alfred Newman supplied an effective scor
while Richard Day and Serge Soudeik
deserve credit for the settings.
Cast: Ann Sten, Fredric March, Sa:
Jaffee, Jessie Ralph, Jane Baxter, EtK
Griffies, Mary Forbes.
Director, Reuben Mamoulian; Author, L
Tolstoy; Screen Play, Leonard Praskir
Cameraman, Gregg Toland.
Direction, A-l.
Photography, Expert. ,

"I!

T

Irene Dunne will sing six songs
in Warner's "Sweet Adeline," based
on the Broadway musical comedy hit
of the same name.
V

Anna

▼

FOREIGN
"EL ESCANDALO"
("The Scandal"), 'j
Spanish; produced by Rex Mex; directed i
Chano
Urueta;
with Enrique
del Camp
Carmen
Guerrero,
et al.
At the Teat
Campoamor.
Very good Mexican production based :
a popular Spanish novel and well handr
both technically and artistically.

SHORTS
Popeye the Sailor

"Strong to the Finich" 7 mil
Paramount

Pip Cartoon
Old Popeye gets better and bi „,i
ter, and in this concoction he is, jj,
knockout. Olive Oyl runs a hea' [,,;.
farm for kids, but has trouble gt jj
ting them to eat spinach. Pope [a,
comes along and, by showing t j.
kids how the stuff promot
strength, gets them to go for ■ te
Hi
eagerly. Plenty of originality a 111
action in development of the ides J,

"Phil Spitalny and His Musical

Vitaphone
10 mil
Pleasing Musical Novelty
Phil Spitalny has an aggregati
of attractive and talented girls <
T > ▼
their stuff in this one-reel
"It's a Gift" has been selected as ing
The troupe, which has appeared
the definite screen title for the orvaudeville, is adept both in ense
iginal story, "Back Porch," by J. P.
McEvoy and Charles Bogle, which ble and specialty work, and tb
makes up a nici
Paramount is making with W. C. musical routine Queens"
diverting ten minutes. Joseph H<
Fields in the starring
role.
abery directed.
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KPLOITETTES

MONGthe

easing Contest
?d On "Cellini"

"""IE-UPS, a newspaper contest and tremendous admce newspaper publicity, were
nong the highlights of the exloitatior. campaign arranged
y Ed McBride, manager of
oew's* theater in Syracuse for
le opening of "The Affairs of
ellini," 20th Century producon starring Constance Benett and Fredric March and reased through United Artists.
(ie outstanding tie-up was ar(nged with the Hunter departent store. Five thousand
hralds on the "Guessing Key"
junt were distributed throughit the entire store. A large
^ntest box on the main floor
4is draped with scene stills
^d brought in several hundred
rplies. The prizes were guest
:,kets to see the feature. In
edition to the key contest,
Emter'g got out a co-operative
i on a hair-dress and plugged
:'& picture's engagement at
Lew's. Scene stills, book*rks and window displays
are used in the following six
5 res: Deys, Timson, Howard's,
U n t e r, Everybody's and
Biley's. All store windows
i played appropriate cards
pgging the picture's opening.
Vre than 1,000 menu cards,
Bh special imprint, were disat Liggett
grated
S. S.
the United
and 's,
Bar Stores
fesge stores.
j — Loew's, Syracuse, N. Y.

)jimentator Battle
New Spur for Reels
(Continued from Page

1)

is ties of major importance in
i elling of the newsreel to the
blL
first Metrotone has Edwin C.
11 signed to do its commenting
i ill give him an extensive build| f.mpaign through the Hearst
vsapers and other media. For
mi competition, Hill will have
w< Thomas in Fox Movietone
I and Graham McNamee in the
livt-sal reel. Whether Paramount
i athe newsreels will eventually
tttie commentators is not known
pisent.
1*% Coverage for Majestic
iVh the signing of Masterpiece
m Attractions for the Philadelia and Washington territories,
tjeiic Pictures now has practily 100 per cent coverage in the
itd States, says E. H. Goldstein,
e-jesident.
»>lored House for Boston
Boson — Report is current that a
Jsefor colored patronage will be
ilt bn Tremont St. where the
noiSt. carbarns have been razed.
"lung and Beautiful" Holds
Via ot's "Young and Beautiful"
beiJ£r
tenn. held a second week at the

PHIL M

DALY

• • • THE GREATEST tie-up of theaters on a publicity
stunt is now under way in Greater New York
with the
Voice and Screen Contest jointly participated in by Loew's Theaters, M-G-M, and the "Daily Mirror"
marking the triumphal entry of the famous M-G-M Traveling Motion Picture
Studio into this city after traversing the United States for over
a year of continuous campaigning
•

•

•

THE CONTEST has been planned with the characteristic thoroughness that marks everything the "Number
A-l Company" undertakes
all these experts have given
their specialized knowledge to building this Contest to a point
of perfection
Howard
Dietz, Billy Ferguson,
Charlie
Moskowitz, Oscar A. Doob, Eddie Carrier
•

• •
view here

THE

PLAN of the contest deserves extended rebut space forbids
here are the high
spots
the "Daily Mirror" will run daily feature stories
and art displays throughout the campaign
66 Loew theaters will participate
240 "Mirror" and "N. Y. American" delivery wagons
carrywillimmense
announcing
the contest
each will
theater
run a deposters
luxe trailer
5,000 one-sheets will be used
with 40x60 lobby displays
also hookups with WHN and WINS
• •
• OF THE 66 participating theaters
16 have
been designated as "Key Theaters"
and the actual filming and recording of semi-final tests will occur on the stages
of these theaters
the other houses are known as "Feeder
Theaters"
and through the medium of preliminary contests on their stages
will send the most outstanding girl
and child in their elimination proceedings to the "Key Theater"
designated for their group of the tests
•

•

• THE BIG kick lor the individual theaters participating is in the Elimination Contest
which gives them
a great show
girls and children contesting are presented
on the stage
the idea has been worked into a fast-moving act of 25 minutes that is a surefire box-office draw
with all the friends and relatives of the contestants in the audience
two local judges are seated in the audience
one girl and one child are selected
and are later sent
to the "Key Theater" for a screen and voice test
•
•
• THIS traveling Studio ballyhoo holds the industry
record on a scoi-e of points
length of time it has run
number of people who have witnessed it
theaters served
pictures publicized
public officials
participating
and so on indefinitely
Billy Ferguson and Eddie Carrier, Director of the Train, planned and built
up the mammoth ballyhoo and cop the major credits
Eddie has taken over 2,000 tests in the past year
in all
parts of the Youessay
• • • SEVERAL NUMBERS from "One Night of Love"
will be sung by Grace Moore over WABC tonight on a coast-tocoast hookup
Word from London has it that the Jimmy
Walkers (Betty Compton) are reading scripts for a Mack Sennett picture in which they are expected to appear
Lou
Goldberg, who recently left the Columbia publicity and exploitation department, has joined Gaumont-British's exploitation
staff, under supervision of A. P. Waxman, advertising counsel
in charge of advertising, publicity and exploitation

«

«

«

»

»

»

Younger Stage Stars
TIMELyj-OPICS
Get Film Preferences
ers are not interested
in the
L^OLLYWOOD
film producstage records of any but younger personalities who offer possibilities offuture development.
The character star coming to
the films for the first time can
only expect to play supporting
roles. The screen's few character stars are persons who have
been in pictures for years and
who have built up followings
oyer a long
period.
audiences are so
vast inScreen
comparison with those of the stage that
this is a perfectly natural condition. The picture actor may
be appearing on the screens of
fifty theaters on a single night,
The stage actor can only play
before one audience a night,
and may be limited to appearing
in one stage for an entire year,
or longer. His audience is
strictly limited. At first it was
a shock to relinquish stardom
and step into supporting roles.
I soon got over that feeling,
however, and realized that I had
not lost ground or hurt my
stage prestige. I have had numerous stage starring offers since
I have been playing character
parts in the —films.
Barton Churchill.
Fox Signs Rose Franken
Rose Franken, author of "Another
Language" and other stage plays,
has been signed by Fox to write ?
Shirley Temple screen play. She is
now en route to the coast.
All Lansing Houses Open
Lansing — With the opening of the
State, East Lansing, all theaters in
this area are in operation. W. H.
Thompson, from Connecticut, is
managing the State. Howard Sweet,
former manager, was transferred by
Butterfield to Saginaw.
Talbot to Act Again in Nebraska
Lincoln, Neb. — The town is all
agog here with announcement that
Lyle Talbot, Nebraska stock company actor who cracked the movies
in a substantial way, will come back
to do a couple of plays with the
University
matic group. Players, college draScreen Ad Branch for Boston
Boston — National Film Advertising is opening a branch here with
J. E. Ward as district manager. Bill
Ward, regional manager for the
U. S., is here from Dallas arranging
details. About 25 salesmen are expected to be employed.
First Chesterfield Released
The first Chesterfield production
for the new season, "The Curtain
Falls," starring Henrietta Crosman.
will be released Oct. 1. The first
Invincible for the new program,
"Port of Lost Dreams," is in work,
featuring Bill Boyd, Lola Lane, Lucille LaVerne and George Marion.

Features Reviewed in Film Daily, Feb. 17 to Sept. 22
Title
Adieu
Les
Beaux

Reviewed
Jours-XX
4-24-34
Adventure
Girl-RKO
8-3-34
Affairs of A Gentleman-U
6-23-34
Affairs
of Cellini-UA
5-5-34
All Men Are Enemies-F. .4-26-34
Along
Came
Sally-GB. .6-16-34
Alraune-XX
5-7-34
Age of Innocence-RKO.. 9-1-34
Civilized- RAS. .6-14-34
We
Are
Ariane-BLU
3-8-34

ALD — Allied
Picture!
AM — Amkino
ANG — AmerAnglo Corp.
AST — Astor Pictures
AU — Capt. Harold Auten
AUS — Harold Austin
BAV— Bavaria Film A-G
BEA-Beacon Productions
BD — British
& Dominions
BIP — British
International
BLU — Blue
Ribbon
Photoplays
BO— John
W.
Boyle
BON— Al Bondy
BRO — Broadway-Hollywood
CAP — Capitol
Film
Exchange
CHA— Chadwick
CHE— Chesterfield
CINCorp.—
Cinexport
Distributing

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS

6-30-34
Baby, Take a Bow-F
6-13-34
Page-GEN
Back
7-28-34
Bait-RKO
Bachelor
Badge of Honor-MAY. .5-19-34
Barretts of Wimpole St.-MGM
9-8-34
Bedside-FN
3-6-34
Beggar's Holiday-TOW. .8-17-34
Belle of the Nineties
PAR. .8-6-34
Beyond Bengal-SHO . . 4-25-34
Beyond the Law-COL. . .7-31-34
5-19-34
Cat-U
Black
Black
Moon-COL
6-28 34
4-12-34
Shirts-XX
Black
Blind
Date-COL
9-1-34
B'ossor*
Time-BIP
7-26-34
5-8-34
Light-DU
Blue
5-5-34
Steel-MOP
Blue
2-17-34
Bolero-PAR
6-1-34
to be Bad-UA
Born
3-23-34
Up-F
Bottoms
Bride of the Lake-ANG. .9-11-34
8-2-34
Agent-FN
British
3-31-34
Shoes-A M
Broken
Bulldog Drummond Strikes Back
UA.. 5-4-34
Call It Luok-F......... 7-10-34
Crossing-GB .. .5-24-34
Channel
5-1 1-34
of Heart-F
Change
7-30-34
Paw-F
CaWs
9-1-34
Chained-MGM
in London-F
Chan
Charlie
9-13-34
Charlie
Chan's Chance
F. .8-25-3'.
Cheaters-LIB
i'W'W
9-22-34
Chow-F
Chin
Chu
Circus
Clown-WA
6\13/34
City
Limits-MOP
3"28ii
.7_6-34
Park-CHE
City
- -7-25-34
Cleopatra-PAR
.
Cockeyed Cavaliers-RKO .7-3-34
4
Come on Marines-PAR. .3-24-3
34
Coming Out Party-F. . . .3-17
Cinstant Nvmph-F .. .4 7-34
Count of Monte
CrisW^
g^ ^
Countess

of Monte

Crist0

J4

3-28-34
Crainquebille-TAP
4-34
Crime Doctor-RKO ....3-1
^ ^
Stanleyof Helen
Crime

Crime

Without

Passion ^^

Crosby
Case-U
3"23/3,4.
7-6-34
Streets-CHE
Cross
Crown of Thorns-XX. .3-30-34
7-18-34
Abajo-PAR
Cuesta
Dames-WA
5"*?_?1
....7-14-34
Man-PYR
Dancing
Dark Hazard-FN
H\,3*
Himmel-XX
Vom
Blaue
Das
9-13-34
Death

on

the

Diamond-MGM
9-22-34

Death Takes

a Holiday-PAR.
2-23-34
Defense Rests, The-COL. 8-1 5-34
Demon for Trouble-STE. 8-1 0-34
Der Gluecksylinder-X X .. 3- 1 3-34
Der Felderrnhuegel-BA ..4-24-34
Der
Stern von Valencia-UFA
4-24-34
Desirable-WA
9-15-34
Die Blonde Christl-BAV. 2-28-34
Die
Freundin
Eines
Grossen
Mannes-XX
9-13-34
Die Mutter Der Kompagnie
XX. .3-13-34
Die
Schoenen
Tage
in
Aranjuez-XX
6-23-34
Die Verkaufte Braute-XX. 5-2-34
Dr. Monica-WA
6-22-34
Dos Muieres y un Don Juan
KIN.. 6-5-34
Double
Door-PAR
5-5-34
Down to Their Last Yacht-RKO
9-22-34
Dragon
Murder
Case

i"
PA.8-2-28
Dream of My People FN.
23--34
Drums O'Voodoo-INT ..5-12-34
Ein Gewisser Herr Gran-XX.
2-24-34
Eines Prinzen Junge Liebe
XX
3-28-34
Ein
Einfall-UFA.' 5-22-34
Elmer Toller
and
Elsie-PAR
8-4-34
El Prisionero
13-CIN. . .3-30-34

COL — Columbia
DU—Du World
EXP
— Exploitation
F— Fox

Pictures

FA I — Fairhaven.
FD — First Division
FR — Freuler Film Associate
FN — First National
FX — The
Film
Exchange
GB — Gaumont-British
GFF — General Foreign Films

Title
Reviewed
El Tango
En
Broadway-PAR
9-19-34
Embarrassing
Moments
9-4-34
End
of the World-AU.U...4-17-34
Ever
Since
Eve-F
3-27-34
Fantomas-XX
3-13-34
Fifteen Wives-INV
7-17-34
Fighting
Hero-STE
7-17-31
Fighting Rangers-COL. .4-12-34
Fighting Rookie-MAY .. .7-12-34
Finishing School-K KO . . 4-h-34
Fighting Through-WK. .8-29-34
Friends of Mr.
SweeneyWA.. 7-27-34
For Love or Money-BD .7-26-34
Fog
Over
Frisco-FN
6-7-34
Fountain-RKO
8-23-34
Friday
the
13th-GB
5-15-34
Gamb.ing
Lady-W A
3-7-34
Gehetzte Menschen XX . . .6-5-34
Geld
Regiert
Die
Welt-XX
5-15-34
George

White's

Girl of the
Girl

From

Scandals
Limberlost F. .3-17-34

MOP.. 8-29-34
Missouri-MGM
8-4-34

Girl in Danger-COL
9-11-34
Glamour-U
5-12-34
Goodbye
Love— RKO
3-13 34
Good
Dame-PAR
3-17-34
Grand
Canary-F
7-20-34
Great
Flirtation-PAR
6-23-34
Great Defender-BIP
7-26-34
Guilty
Parents-SYN
4-6-34
Half-A-Sinner-U
6-23-34
Handy
Andy-F
6-1-34
Happy Landings-MOR. .7-31-34
Hat,
Coat
and
GloveRKO.. 7-27-34
Harold Teen-WA
3-7-34
Heart
Song-F
6 6-34
Heat
Lightning-WA
3-7-34
Heideschulmeister
Uwe
Karsten-UFA
Here Comes the

4-17-34
Groom-PAR
6-16-34

Hell Bent for Love-COL. 6-13-34
Here
Comes
the NavyWA
6-28-34
Hell
Cat COL
..
7-7-34
He Was
Her Man-WA. .5-18-34
Hide-Out-MGM
8-18-34
His
Greatest
Gamble
RKO. .7-18-34
Terror-JE
4-27-34
Hold
That
Girl-F
3-24-34
Hollywood,
Ciudad de Ensueno-DU
4-10-34
Hollywood
Party-MGM.. 5-25-34
House
of Greed-AM
8-15-34
House of Rothschild-U A. .3-8-34
Housewife-WA
8-11-34
Human
Side-U
9-15-34
Hitler's

Reign

of

I Believe
in You-F
4-10-34
I Can't
Escape-BEA
7-5-34
I Give
My
Love-U
7-17-34
I Hate Women-GOP. .. .7-11-34
I Like it That Way-U. .4-17-34
I'll Tell the World-U .. .4-21-34
Inge
Und
die MillionenUFA.. 4-17-34
In the Land of the SovietsAM.. 6-28-34
In Wien Hab Ich Einmal Ein
Maedel
Geliebt-XX
5-29-34
In Love With Life-INV. 5-12-34

GEN—
GRB —
GOP —
HEI
IDE—
IMP —
INT—

General Films
Arthur Greenblatt
Goldsmith
Productions
Helber Pictures
Ideal
Imperial Dist.
International
Stageplay

PA R — Paramount
PIN— Pinnacle
PRI — Principal Dist. Corp.
PRO — Progressive
Pictures
PRX— Protex Dist. Corp.
PYR — Pyramid

Title

It's a Boy-GB
Iza Neni-XX
Ja Treu
1st Dei

6-8-34
6-5-34
Soldatenliebe

XX.. 5-2-34
Jane
Eyre-MOP
7-17-34
Jimmy the Gent-WA. .. .3-26-34
Journal of a Crime-FN . .2-24-34
Juarez
Y MaximilianoXX.. 5-7-34
Judge Priest-F
8-18-34
Just
Smith-GB
4-24-34
Kara
Salkten-XX
5-15-34
Keep
Key,
King
King

'Em
Rolling-RKO . .3-1-34
The-WA
5-31-34
Kelly
of the U. S. A.
of

MOP.
Horses

Wild

.9-11-34

COL. .3-21-34
Kiss and Make
Up-PAR.6-30 34
La
Bataille-TAP
7-10-34
La Buenaventura-WA. .. .9-18-34
La Ciudad de Carton-F.2 28-34
Ladies
Should
ListenPAR.. 7-28-34
Lady is Willing,
The
COL. .8-11-34
La Fusee-TAP
3-15-34
La
Maternelle-TAP
4-25-34
L'ange
Gardien-TAP
4-20-34
La Sombre de Pancho
Villa-MOD
4-10 34
Last Round
Up-PAR
5-11-34
La Sangre Manda-XX. . .5-16-34
Last
Gentleman-UA
4-28-34
Laughing Boy-MGM
5-12-34
Lazy
River-MGM
4-3-34
Le Serment-PRX
3-15-34
Let's
Be
Ritzy U
5-18-34
Let's Talk it Over-U
6-16-34
Let's Try Again— RKO .6-22-34
Life of Vergie Winters-RKO
6-13-34
Line-Up,
The-COL
4-17-34
Little Man,
What
Now?
6 1-34
Little Miss Marker-PAR.U..5-19-34
Looking for Trouble-UA. 2-21-34
Lost
Jungle-M AS
5-9-34
Loud
Speaker-MOP
5-8-34
Love
Birds-U
5-4-34
Love
Captive-U
6-7-34
Madame Du Barry-WA. . .8-8-34
Man
from
Hell-WK
8-29-34
Man
from
Utah-MOP. . .5-23-34
Man Trailer-COL
5-23-34
Man
With
Two
Faces
5-2-34
FN.
.7-12-34
Manhattan
Melodrama-MGM
Manhattan
Man's
Many

Love

Game,
Happy

Song-

MOP. .4-17-34
A. -COL. . .7-24-34
Returns-PAR6-9-34

Marrying
Widows TOW. 5-18-34
2-17
34
Mass
Struggle-KIN
9-18-34
Meanest Gal in Town-RKO.
Melodia Prohibida-X X . . . 3-28-34
Melodie Der Liebe-XX . .9-18-34
Melody in Spring-PAR.3 31-34
Men
in White-MGM
..3-28-34
Merry
Frinks-FN
6-27-34
Merry Wives of Reno-WA 6-9-34
Midnight-U
3-7-34
Midnight
Alibi-FN
7-5-34
Million Dollar Ransom-U. 9-19-34
Modern
Hero,
A-WA
4-3-34

Money

Means

Monte

Simple Tailor, The-AM..2->
Sing and Like It-RKO,.4-i|
Sisters Under the
Sleepers
Smarty-WA East-F

in

Murder

in

R< viewd

the

.6-5-34

PAR.. 5-18-34
MuseumPRO.. Car
6-27-34
Private

MGM. .7-10-34
in Trinidad-F ...5-16-34

Murder

My Wife the Miss-XX . .9-13-34
Mystery Liner-MOP .. 2-28-34
Mystery of Mr. X-MGM . 2-24-34
Mystery
Ranch-STE
5-26-34
Nell Gwyn-UA
7-12-34
Ninth Guest. The-COL ..3-3-34
No Funny Business-PRl .3-10-34
No Greater Glory-COL. .3-14-34
No More Women-PAR
.3-3 34
Not Against Flesh-GFF. 8-1 4-34
Notorious
Sophie
Lang-PAR.
7-21-34
Now
I'll Tell-F
5-26-34
Oded the Wanderer-PA .. 5-22-34
Of Human BondageRKO. .6-27-34
Old-Fashioned Way-PAR.
7-14-34
One
Is Guilty-COL
5-3-34
One More River-U
8-10-34
One Night of Love-COL. .7-6-34
Once to Every Bachelor
Once

to

Every

LIB.. 8-23-34
Woman

On
Secret
Service-BIP.
COL .7-31-34
324-34
Orders
Is Orders
5-4-34
Operator
13-MGM
6-2-34
Our Daily Bread-UA
8-8-34
Orient
Express-F
2-28-34
Oro
Y
Plata-INC
7-26-34
Parada Rezerwistow-CAP. 5-2-34
Paris
Interlude-MGM... 7-28-34
Party's
Over-COL
8-30-34
Pecados de Amor-XX ... .4-25-34
Peck's
Bad
Boy-PRI. . .8-31-34
Personality
Kid-WA
8-1-34
Petersburg Nights-AM .. .9-13-34
Pettersson & Bendel-SC A .2-24-34
Picture
Brides-FD
4 24-34
Poor
Rich, The-U
Prince of Wales-GB
Private
Scandal-PAR
Prokurator-X X

4-5-34
4-24-34
6-15-34
5-29-34

Quitter. The-CHE
3-14-3*
Rabbi's
Power-X X
6-2-34
6-16-34
Racketeer
Round-up-THO
Ra-MU-FAI

8-6-34

Randy Rides Alone-MOP. 6-14-34
Rawhide
Mail-MAR
6-5-34
Redhead-MOP
9-18-34
Registered
Nurse-FN
Return
of the
Terror ...6-1-34
FN. .7-10 34
Richest Girl in the World-RKO
9-8-34
Riding
Thru-STE
Riptide-MGM
Road
to Ruin-TRU
Roman
Nacht-XX
RomanceEiner
in Budapest

Stand
Up
and
Cheer-F..4l i-!
Sltar
Packer-MOP
U
Stingaree-RKO
SU
Stolen
Sweets-CHE
|4
Stncn
Durch
Die
Rechn
UFA
Strictly
Straight

Nothing-

the

Skin-CO ">
4'i
4-j

Smoking
Guns-U
71
Social Register-COL
■
Sorrell
and
Son-UA
5:fJ
Soviet CloseUps-AM . . . .
Speed
Wings-COL
3.,!
Spitfire-RKO
2.-!
Springtime
for Henry F..8.
Stamboul
Quest-MGM
[

RKO.
at the Vanities-

Murder

Not-PAR.7
I-3
F..7--1I

Show-Off-MGM
iJ
Shoot
the Works-PAR...:'rM
Side
Streets-FN
8 ■.,

Moonstone,
The-MOP
8-7-34
Morning
After-M AJ
8-22-34
Moth,
The-MAR
3-9-J4
Mother,
1905-AM
6-2-34
Murder
on the Blackboard
Murder

Me

She
Bed-PAR.4 8--'J
She Made
Was
aHerLady-F
la
Shock-MOP
7-1*

4-26-34
MOP.. 5-15-34
Nights-MOP

Carlo

5- Si
. . .9U|

She Loves

Ufa
— Mascot Pictures
WUFA—
A— Warner
Bro»
— Mayfair
Pictures
WEL— Carveth Wells
WTN— Windsor
Pictures
— Mentone
Productions
— Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
WK— Willis Kent
— Modern
Films
WOK— Worldkino
— Monogram
Pictures
XX — No
distributor
set
Palestine-American Film Co,

Title
h'evieivcd
It Happened One Night-COL.
2-23-34

RcviU

Sadie
McKee-MGM
Scarlet
Empress-PAR.

Scarlet
Letter-MAJ
9 .-!<
She Had to Choose-MAJ.9-«
She Learned About Sailors'!

RAS — Raspin Productions
REG — Regal
Distributing
RIC— Edward T. Ricci
RKO
—
RKO-Radio
Picture!
Pictures
ROY — Fanchon Royer
INC — Inter-Continent
Film
SCA — Scandinavian
Pictures
INV — Invincible Pictures
SCO — Lester F. Scott
JAFA— Jafa
SHO — Showmen's Pictures
JE — Jewel Productions
JEW— Jewish
Talking
Pictures STE — William Steiner
SYN — Syndicate
Exchange
KIN — Kinematrade
KRE — Sherman S. Krellberg
TAP — John
S. Tapernoux
THO — Fred
Thomson
LIB — Liberty
Pictures
LIN — Lincoln Productions
TOW — Tower Prods.
TRU — True Life Photoplays
U — Universal
M A F — M ayf lower
MAJ — Majestic Pictures
UA — United
Artitti
MAR — Marcy
MAS
MAY
MEN
MGM
MOD
MOP
PA —

Title

2 24-34
3-31-34
2-21-34
. .6-23-34

Romance in the Rain-U . .9-8-34
S. A. Mann
Brand-BAV
DU.. . 5-29-34
5-11-3'

Dynamite-RKO
..
M-G-M..8U
is the Way

ous-F

Such

f
Women

Success

Are

at

Danger-i

Any

Price-RR;

Su Ultima
Cancion-CIN.
Szpieg-MAJ
Take
the Stand-LIB
XX.
Tannenberg-XX
Tante

Gusti

Tarzan

Kommandiert-

and

His

Mate-

Tell-Tale Heart-DU
Texas
Tornado-FD
Their
These

:

Big
Moment-U...
RON..
MGM..'
Th.rty
Years-

Thin Man, The-MGM....
Thirty Day Princess-PAR
This Man is Mine-RKO..
Three on a Honeymoon-F
Thundering
Tiburon XX

Herd-PAR.

|

Tracy
Rides-STE
Trail
Beyond-MOP
Treasure
Isliand-MGM.
Tienck-XX
Trumpet
Twentieth

Blows-PAR
..
Century-COLJj|

Twin
Husbands-INV
Two
Alone — RKO.
. .
20 Million
Sweethearts-V,
Unknown
Uncertain
Unknown

Blonde MAJ.
Lady-U
.....'
Soldier
Speak; t

Unsere
Fahne
Voran-UFA

Flattert

Very
Honorable
Guy,
Upper World-WA
Viva Villa 1-MGM

A.l

War's
End-XX
Voice in
the Night-COL
LIN.'
We're Not Dressing-PAR
We're Rich Again-RKO.
Wharf
What's

Angel-PAR
Your
Racket?-M
FN.-

Wheels

of

Destiny-U...

Where
Sinners
MeetWhirlpool-COL
White
Heat-PIN RKO.
Whom
Wie
Wild
Wild

the
Man

Gods

Destro

Maenner

Cargo-RKO
Gold-F

Fesse
'
COL. '

Witching Hour-PAR
Woman in Command-GB
Woman
CondemnedXX.
Woman
Unafraid-GOPWoman
Who
Dared-IM
Wonder
Bar-FN
MAR.
World
in Revolt-MENWorld
Moves
On-F
You Belong to MePAR
You
Made
Me Love Yc
Young

and

Beautiful
MAJ.

You're

Telling

Me-PAR

h

■%

&n
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M. FOX NOT BARRED
FROM FILM ACTIVITY
(Continued from

Page

1)

l situation, he carried a contract
er which he was to receive $500 •
I a year for his services as adt over a five-year period, which
ires in April of next year. At
sent he has pending a suit to
ect on the contract, which he
ms, has not been fulfilled in re: years.
ince his withdrawal from Fox
j maernate has formed American
5 Ergon
Corp., which holds variij sound
patents
which
he conbasic.
In his legal fight tc
his patents,
Fox
has won
<je after move. At present ac
js involving two patents consid6 unusually important have startin the direction of the U. S. Suine Court.
Whether or not they
be tried there depends upon den of the court in considering
lions
for writs
of certiorari.
nrh ask permission for bringing
^appeals into the jurisdiction of
ehighest court in the land.
tie case involves
the American
iSrgon flywheel
patents
and is
nst Wilmer & Vincent, Altoonaix and the Locust
St. Realty
RCA Photophone is defending
| suit.
The
other
concerns
p
vjle print process and is against
.ijmount, with Electrical Research
oucts defending its licensee. Deliti of the U. S. Supreme Court
looth writs
is expected
next

>jh.

[| addition American Tri-Ergon
spther patent litigation pending
:lping an infringement suit based
I photo electric cell process,
nevont the U. S. Supreme Court
s1ins the American Tri-Ergon
tuts, the procedure will be to re■ le matter to the U. S. District
u; in which the actions origitl and arrange for an accountf,ivith a master appointed to surue the work.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

h ji-27: Annual convention of Allied Indjendent Theater Owners of Wisconsin
Hfel Schroeder,
Milwaukee.
!: Meeting of G. F. T. A
Independent
aler Owners Ass'n, Robert Fulton Hotel
Alanta.
. •■: National

Film

Staler Hotel. Detroit.

Carriers convention

. 7(t: Annual convention of M.P.T.O.
oi Arkansas, Mississippi and Tennessee
<1i-State), Memphis.
. It Pittsburgh Variety Club's Sixth Annil Banquet, William Penn Hotel, Pittsbi,;h.
H17:
vcMon,

Allied Theaters
Flint, Mich.

:}Nov. 1:
Ptisylvania,

of

S.M.P E. Fall
New
York

Cleveland
Variety
Club's
Hotel Statler, Cleveland.
1
Bo

Michigan

con-

Meeting

Hotel

first

annual

Annual ball sponsored by Motion Pic
Post of American Legion, Hotel Statler.

NEWS

EXPECT ASCAP HEARING
TO START NEXT MONTH

OF THE DAY

(Continued from Page

Des Moines — Dispute over a lease
issued to two parties on the Iowa
theater in Mason City was referred
to the code authority for settlement
after the Des Moines grievance
board had taken up the case.
Everett, Mass. — The Rialto has
been acquired and reopened for second runs by Charles Morse after
having formerly been operated by
Irving Green.
Lincoln, Neb. — E. A. Patchen, Lincoln Theaters press agent, promoted
■\ mutual aid scheme with the local
radio stations for vaudeville here.
Puts some of the talent on sustaining times at the studios and gets a

13 Pictures Under Way
For United
Lineup
(ContinuedArtists'
from Page 1)
"Broken Soil," starring Anna Sten
and Gary Cooper; Reliance, with
"Count of Monte Cristo" and "TransAtlantic Merry-Go-Round" finished,
will do a third production starring
Robert Donat; Charlie Chaplin has
begun erecting sets for his new picture; Darryl F. Zanuck of 20th Century is preparing "Clive of India,"
"Mighty Barnum," "Cardinal Richelieu," "Call of the Wild," "Folies
Bergere" and "It Had to Happen";
and on the British side London Films
has "Scarlet Pimpernel" and "Congo
Raid" in production, with "Joseph
and His Brethren" set to start soon,
while British & Dominions is working on "Brewster's
Millions."

Cleve. Board Dismisses
First Overbuying Case
(Continued from Page

1)

theater, Sandusky, against the Warner circuit, operating the Ohio and
Plaza, Sandusky. This protest was
unique in that it charged overbuying of "star value" product, and
not just overbuying of all types o*
product. The case will be appealed.
Saul Silverman, operating the Savoy, Toledo, upon complaint of J. C
O'Connell, La Grange Theaters, was
found by the grievance board to
have violated the code by distributing hundreds of "Manager's
Treat" passes.

free

and

pic-

Boston — Bert Grady has rejoined
the RKO Boston theater managerial
staff.
Bert Henson is manager.
Fall River, Mass. — The Academy,
recently acquired by Nathan Yamins, is closed indefinitely.
Baird, Tex. — The Plaza, formerly
the Sigal, has been reopened by H.
S. Leon, who operates theaters in
Haskell and Albany. Toad Leon will
be manager.
Newton, la. — The Rialto, closed
for several years, is to reopen late
this month. A program of three or
four shows a week will be given.
"Hell
West

Coast

in Heavens"
Bureau

of THE

Cast
FILM

DAILY

'Parents' Magazine' Okays
41 Film
ly
(Continsued for
from the
Page Fami
1)
for family trade. In addition to "A
Girl of the Limberlost," which was
awarded the medal for the month,
the list includes:
..„"Adv<!nU're
a Bow."
Beyond the Giri'"
Law," "Baby
"Blue Take
Light,"
"Blue
Steel," "Bulldog Drummond Strikes Back."
"Cat's Paw," "Charlie Chan's Courage,"
"Cleopatra." "Colleen Bawn," "Criminal
Within, " "Elmer and Elsie," "Fighting to
Live," "Handy Andy," "Happy Landing."
_Here Comes the Navy," "Jane Eyre," "Judge
Priest, ' "La Cucuracha," "Last Gentleman,"
Love Past Thirty," "Man from Utah,"
"Moonstone." "Old Fashioned Way," "One
Night of Love," "Operator 13," "Our Daily
Bread," "Randy Rides Alone," "Return oi
Bulldog Drummond," "Romance in the
Rain," "Servants' Entrance," "She Learned
About Sailors." "She Was a Lady." "Smoking Guns," "Tomorrow's Citizens," "Treasure
Island." "Wandering Jew," "We're Rich
Again," "Woman in Command," "World

Hollywood — With signing of Adrienne D'Ambricourt and Bob De Coudic, the cast of Fox's Hell in the
Heavens," was completed, Warner
Baxter heads the cast, which includes Conchita Montenegro, Russell
Jean On."
Arthur Returning to Films
Hardie, Herbert Mundin, Ralph Mor- Moves
gan, Vince Barnett, Andy Devine,
Jean Arthur, now appearing in the
Rudolph Armandt, Johnny Arthur,
William Stack, J. Carrol Naish and Broadway play, "Bride of Torzko,"
William Stelling. John Blystone is will go back to Hollywood for four
directing.
more Columbia pictures this season.

EVERYTHING
wmin EASY REACH

HOTEL

EDISON
the

Home

of

Filmland

In the Heart of New York
47TH
30 SECONDS

ST.

WEST

of BROADWAY

1000 LARGE OUTSIDE
ROOMS. . . Such features as
* 2 clothes closets in each room
"* Radio in each room

Thomas as President
Under
New F. D. Setup
(Continued from Page 1)
Official announcement is expected today.
Under the new arrangement,
Thomas retains 50 per cent interest
in the company with the other 50
per cent divided between Ludington
and Fiske. Plans are now under way
to extend First Division distribution
coverage throughout the country.
Negotiations are also under way for
early production of several features.
It is likely a coast studio will be
selected.

plug on stage show
tures at the Orpheum.

1)

the suit planned by the exhibitor
Emergency Committee and which
possibly may be dropped, is based
on thetrustSherman
and Clayton antilaws.

MODERN

lected.

In Every Detail..
including
from

the

rent

'fP^^Oll

* Circulating Iced Water
* Chevaly
Full Length
* Excellent Beds

Mirrors

* French Window Ventilation
"* Tub and Shower

single — ■

three attractive popular priced Air Conditioned Restaurants
YOUR LOGICAL HOME
JOHN

L. HORGAN

IN NEW

YORK
GENERAL

MANAGER

Don't Let The Postman

Ring Twice •^itmk^Wm TM%M.
Till

■

There was never anything like this! A little |
pops out on the screen and panics the popuba
They forget all about stars, stories, sex, j
super-specials and just let dou»n their hair
roar! A hou>l! A yell! . . . just one long conttJ
ous laugh that shakes the chandelier (and, Iji
is that siveet music!).
This collection of nut mail, dumb, funny, sen))
and hilarious is made up of guaranteed gentin
lallapaloozas that business firms receive .
gathered from all over the u>orld by Juliet Let
and made into a reel tuith so many belly-laii

a
\0
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rovich Copyright Bill Being Revived Next Session

IAMI SLAPS $2,500 LICENSE ON MUSIC GROUP
st Division Will

Exchange
Personnel
to
Meet in New York
Sept. 28-Oct. 1

Interviewing
the German Government
;

By JACK

ALICOATE

=

fXENED early with typical Adlon
swice and coffee in bed on a goose
Jimattress. Then for a bit of tidyi|j for the foreign office has just
I us that we are to have lunch
C Fritz Scheuermann, head of the
npicture
industry in Germany
and
jpresentative of Herr Hitler. He is
\\ at our rooms promptly at one and
ai invited Gus Schaefer and Peter
i |f Fox to be present. We have
djhat the industry here — exhibition
:tjn and distribution — is all combined
pe organization, with Dr. Scheuerj the head. His instructions arc
• fe decrees imperative. Our good
, ieorge Canty, is away in Brussels
! business, but he has seen to it
vijlack nothing in the way of gov't)! cooperation. Another crack
niof German soldiers passes on the
•one tomb of the unknown soldier,
lijerently they do things here.
T

T

T

pa^ed by Director Van Dyk of Licht>ir\
as
official
interpreter.
A
illand then a delightful luncheon.
i no strain and we are ourselves
isjio understanding but we can fee'
ere nere ro raiK
ej-e here to talk of motion pictures
talks
>tpolitics. The good Doctor
stately and scholarly.
'I le is tall, sta
lis s, first, of the aims of the Govitbward the motion picture theater.
osSvely, to simply entertain, but to
ejlways a sense of the cultural and
This is not a thought,
but a
n fact, pictures here are banned
re in the world is the problem
ite, because
they
simply
offer
kertirtainment. For instance, the
roly things that our audiences find

ghiul.

narios, before a scene is shot,
pass the official censor. Such
and

Four-Day Convention
First Theater

Here

Collectors of Music Tax
Must Pay Stiff Fee
in Florida City

Loan

Toledo, 0 — Jack O'Connell is credited
with getting the first government loan
for theater reconstruction to be approved in this
territory.
remodeling
the Ohio
Theater.O'Connell is

First annual convention of First
Miami — Collectors of music taxes
Division Exchanges will be held
and other royalties on copyrighted
at the Park Central Hotel, Sept. 28
works will be required to pay a
to Oct. 1, it was announced yester- Olmstead Taking Over
license fee of $2,500 under an orday by Harry H. Thomas, presidinance passed last week by the
dent. The primary purpose of the
George
Brown's
Duties
convention is to have the salesmen
Ed Olmstead, exploitation head City Commission of the City of
for Columbia, has been made acting Miami. Theater men here view this
from the company's exchanges meet director
of advertising and publicity as a "happy conclusion" insofar as
Nicholas Ludington, William Fiske
III and J.
A. Curtis, newly-elected pending final decision on George the activities of the American Soc(Continued on Page 4)
Brown's successor. No other
iety of Composers, Authors & Publishers are concerned.
changes are contemplated and OlmThe
portion
the 5)ordinance
stead will continue in charge of ex(Continued of
on Page
ploitation for the time being.

HEARING IS ADJOURNED

ON PARA. B'WAY PLAN Gaumont-British
Hearing on the Paramount Broadway reorganization plan was adjourned yesterday to Oct. 22 by Special Master John E. Joyce after
Arthur Ballantine, of counsel for
he trustees, had indicated that
.onferences would be held to re(Continued

Ej'clock and we are assembled.
Dr.
ctuermann is announced and we go
tithe lobby to meet him.
He is

"Murder in the Vanities"
(.Continued on Page 2)

Hold

on Page

4)

Wisconsin Allied Meet
Is Postponed a Week
Milwaukee — Convention of Allied
Independent Theater Owners of
Wisconsin, originally scheduled for
tomorrow and Thursday at the Hotel Schroeder, has been put off to
Oct. 3-4.

Closes Circuit

Skouras theaters in the East will
play eight Gaumont-British pictures
under a deal just closed by George
W. Weeks of the distributing firm
with Eddie Alperson, representing
the circuit. Under another deal
now in negotiation, Fox West Coast
Theaters, operated by Skouras,
will also get Gaumont product as
well as Skouras houses in the Middle West.
Titles of the eight pictures are:
"Power/' "Chu Chin Chow," "Evergreen," "Little Friend," "Princess
Charming," "Iron Duke," "Jack
Ahoy" and "Eversong."

Allied Sees Copyright Changes
Only Solution in Music Fight
Renewal of efforts in the next
session of Congress to put through
the Sirovich copyright bill, regarded as the only solution of the situaat the Roxy was broken Sunday,
tion brought about by the higher
when 27,873 jammed the house to music fees demanded by the Amersee "Chu Chin Chow." This was
ican Society of Composers," Authors
the biggest turnout the theater has & Publishers,
is predicted by Alhad since Aug. 4, 1929, when "Cocklied States
Ass'n in
bul(Continucd
on its
Pagecurrent
8)
Eyed World" drew 28,605.

"Chu Chin Chow" Breaks
Roxy's
Five-Year Record
A five-year record for attendance

Deal

TELEVISION SERVICE
PLANNED BY SANABRIA
Chicago — A wired television service, with machines installed in
both theaters and homes, receiving vision
programs
from ais central
studio here,
planned teleby
U. A. Sanabria, who is demonstrating his latest developments in this
line at the Marshall Field store.
Sanabria and L. P. Garner have developed a new multi-channel machine which transmits a 150-line
image, instead of the old 45-line
image, and shows full-length pictures in place of just head and
shoulders.
New screen is 12 feet
(Continued

on Page

4)

Harry Weinberg Circuit
Now Up to 10 Theaters
York, Neb. — Addition of the Sun
and York theaters here brings
Harry Weinberg's General Theaters
circuit up to 10 houses in the
Omaha territory. He recently acquired the Swan and Pawnee in
Columbus
from Wm,
Youngclaus.

—JZfrl

Capt. Auten to Handle
12 A.T.P. Productions

Interviewing
. . the German
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Government

from Page

1)

"Trouble in Paradise," are taboo. The
Doctor tells us that there are some 4,000
theaters in Germany and that, except for
seme parts of the Rhineland, double features, by decree of September 1, are
barred. That every program, and distributors in Germany sell complete programs
and not individual pictures, must contain
an educational picture. That no new theaters will be allowed to be constructed in
Germany between now and April 1, next,
and that those now under construction will
be

allowed

to be

completed

only if the

present opposition is satisfactory to the
local authorities. He is firm in his contention that the great value of the motion
picture lies in its ability to educate
uplift the morals of the people.
T
T
T
r\R.

SCHEUERMANN
beine

thoroughly

impressed
sincere,

us

and

as

although

compellinsly academic and dogmatic in his
views. His opinions are obviously those of
official Germany. He has the respect anrl
backing of the German film world. We
told him in our most direct manner that
we did not believe the peoples of any
nation came to the theater to be cultured

FINANCIAL
NEW

YORK

STOCK

or educated. That, in our modest opinion,
his experiment carried the danger of giving
patrons too much education and too little
amusement and thereby driving them to
seek other forms of amusement. In that
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there would soon be no German picture houses, in turn no German producers

and then, perhaps, no German Film Board
of Trade. We then turned the conversation over to those better qualified from
the practical standpoint to talk out the
situation of American films in Germany. It
was all off the record, and, while talk war
to the point, a thorough understanding of
those present was obvious. The Doctcr
bowed and graciously thanked
interview as he left.
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Entire output of Associated Talking Pictures, Ltd., of London, numbering a minimum of 12 features,
has been acquired for distribution
by Capt. Harold Auten. Basil Dean
and Reginald P. Baker are joint
managing directors of A.T.P. First
of thei releases, "Loyalties", with
Basil Rathbone, has been booke:
for the Mayfair. Others to follow
include "Java Head", with Anna
May Wong and Elizabeth Allan;
"Autumn Crocus", with Ivor Novcllo and Fay Compton; "For Love
of You", musical comedy; "Going
Gay", musical comedy, and "Lorna

Minn. Houses Grossed
Doone."
$7,523,000 Last Year
Washington Bureau, of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — A gross of $7,523,000 was realized in 1933 by 314
movie houses in Minnesota, according to the Department of Commerce
Census of American Business. The
theaters were run by 285 proprietors, employed an average of 1,104
full-time workers a month and had
a payroll of $1,514,000 for the year.
In Minneapolis, 53 houses operated
by 31 proprietors grossed $3,058,000,
while in St. Paul 25 houses run by
15 p&rties grossed $1,354,000.
Other figures just released cover
Colorado, where 101 movie theaters
operated by 83 proprietors grossed
$1,977,000 and had a payroll of
$496,000; Utah, 74 theaters, grossing $1,126,000, with payroll of
$242,000, and South Carolina, 77
houses, grossing $1,636,000, with a
payroll of $320,000.

Expect G-B Sales Setup
Completed in Six Weeks

The Gaumont-British sales setup,
national in scope, will be completely
functioning in between four and six
A ND now for a dash to the Tobis plant. weeks, stated George W. Weeks yesterday before leaving to organize
** The car is waiting and we must wish
staffs in three Eastern key cities.
godspeed to our traveling companion, Lou
He will spend today and tomorrow
Nizer, who is flying within ten minutes
in Boston, Thursday in Buffalo and
600
daddy.miles to Warsaw, to see his grandFriday and Saturday in Philadelphio, returning to New York over
the
week-end.
Cleve. Exhib Leaders Shot
Claude MacGowan, formerly exeCleveland — Ben Z. Levine. 51.
cutive vice-president and general
treasurer of the Cleveland M. P. manager of Mayfair Pictures, has
Exhibitors Ass'n, was fatally shot, joined Gaumont. Its New York
while Ernest Schwartz, 49, lawyer staff now includes Harold J. Carand president of the association, leck, Irving Gumberg, Reg Wilson
was critically wounded Saturday in and Charles Penser. Abe Fischer,
Schwartz's office in the Williamson Chicago representative, is now in
Bldg. Levine and Schwartz were
for home office conferbusiness partners. Abraham Knopp. New York
60, brother-in-law of Levine and
also a business partner, who was
SamCoastTaylor
Joins Roach
sought by police as the probable West
Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
slayer, drowned himself in Lake
Hollywood
—
Sam
Taylor
has
Erie on Sunday.
been signed by Hal Roach
Studios
as a supervising director.
15 Weeks for "Rio" in Stockholm
Joseph
Schenck Delayed
Stockholm — "Flying- Down To
Return of President Joseph M.
Rio" RKO musical, production has
just completed a 15-week run at the Schenck of United Artists to New
Riviera. The film is now playing York from the coast has been dea simultaneous second run engagelayed for a week or 10 days. Joe
ment at the four largest theaters Moskowitz returned to New York
here, the Rivoli, Rico, Rita and Rrri.
yesterday.
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Coming and Goim
JACK HULBERT, star of Gaumont-B ii
'Jack Ahoy"; NOVA PILBEAM, child <r
"Little Friend," from the same studio
i
MICHAEL BALCON, production director fcj
arrive in New York on Friday aboai I
Aquitania.
GUY KIBBEE,
from
Hollywood

Warner player, is comin
for personal
appearanc

for HENRI
Cuba. BRUNET

of Columbia

sailed Si

H. this
B. WARNER
is scheduled
to lea' I
co^st
week en route
to London to i
p.cture for British & Dominions.

WILL ROGERS. Fox star; ROBERT E j
WOOD,
playwright; ROBERT (BELIEVE-lt
NOT) RIPLEY,
JACK LAIT, and STE
FITZGIBBON of the Paramount studios ii
ville. France, arrive in New York toe
the lie de France.
JACK
ALICOATE
and
LOUIS
NIZER:
from
their foreign
jaunt
on Thursday
the Conte di Savoia.
GEORGE O'BRIEN, MARGUERITE CHUrJ
and EDWARD CLINE arrive in New York;
row from the coast en route to England,
O'Brien
will
make
a pictue
being
prd
by Sol Lesser for Fox release.
GEORGE W
WEEKS, general sales
for Gaumont-British, arrives in Bostoni
to organize the G-B sales force there
week.
also will visit Buffalo and Philadelph*
JEANETTE MacDONALD, having con
"The Merry Widow" at the M-G-M s
irrives in New York today for a brief va
DICK POWELL, First National star, wit
for Hollywood immediately after his i
week's personal appearances in Washing*
ABE FISCHER of Chicago has arri«
New York.
NORMAN
KRASNA leaves
Thursday for the Coast.

New

yJ

CHARLES HARTEN has returned to N«
after working for M-G-M at Hollywood.
JOE MOSKOWITZ returned to New
rerday from
the Coast.

Yor

DAVE DIAMOND has returned to Ne»
from abroad after surveying the proc
situation
in England and elsewhere.

Fox Metropolitan Plan]
Is Expected This

Proposed reorganization p
Fox Metropolitan Playhouse:
be completed this week by tl

torneys for the bondholders'
mittee, the Film Daily learn
is expected that it will be a
Milton C. Weisman, receiver*
Fox Theaters Corp., for his a
val before it is formally pres
to Federal Judge Manton.
Duals at State, Providence
Providence, R. I. — Loew's \
has gone double-feature.
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'^corner Bros/ Comedy with Reginald Owen,Verree Teasdale,
clor Jory, Osgood Perkins. Directed by William Dieierle,
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4 ADDITIONAL FILMS
ARE SET BY LIBERTY
Definite arrangements to produce
four additional pictures for 193435 release, thereby increasing the
Liberty Pictures scheduled to 12
for the current season, were concluded by M. H. Hoffman, president
in a series of conferof Liberty,
ences with Budd Rogers, general
sales manager, and other associates
prior to his departure yesterday for
the coast. Negative cost on each of
the four new productions will be
increased, it is announced.
Release dates for the entire season's program are to be revamped,
the completed features being moved
new productions schedup and
release in the second half
uled forthe
of the current season. Hoffman
will start work on the first of the
immediately on arnew productio
coast.
rival at the ns
Hoffman now proposes to take his
planned European vacation after
completing the four new features.
Youngclaus Acquires House
Grand Island, Neb. — W. N.
Youngclaus has taken over the Empress, formerly operated by A. H.
Blank's Tri-State circuit, but dark
recently. The house is the property
of U. S. Senator W. H. Thompson
of this city. Youngclaus last week
sold his two theaters in Columbus,
Neb., to the Central States circuit
of Des Moines.
Son for Bill Burke
Bill Burke, who has been away
from the coast for about three
weeks, received the glad tidings a
week ago yesterday that Mrs. Burke
had presented him with a bouncing
boy at a coast hospital. For eight
days Bill kept the wires busy inquiring about his son whom he only
knew as "it". Yesterday he received the belated message that the
heir's name will be Lester William.
Will Film Texas Epic
San Antonio — National Pictures
will film "The Life of Sam Houston" as its next production. Those
already cast in this historic vehicle
include Geraldine Duke, Gordon
Craig, Loretta King and Bernard
King.
10% Raise for Milwaukee Union
Milwaukee — A tentative boost of
about 10 per cent is understood to
have been determined upon for operators in the new contract now being negotiated.
U. S.-Soviat Dickering
Negotiations now in process between
the Soviet film trust and a major company would grant the company a monopoly on distribution of Soviet product in
North and South America, it was said
yesterday by V. I. Verlinsky, president
of Amkino. The deal provides also that
the American Company shall have a
monopoly on distribution of American
films in Russia and cooperate with the
Soviet film industry in production of
pictures,
Verlinsky
said.
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New Music Hall Lease Under Different Terms
RKO's

lease on the Radio City Music Hall, which expired Aug. 31. will not be renewed under the same terms as the last agreement, the FILM DAILY learns. It is
understood that the Rockefellers will take over the theater in all departments with

RST DIV. TO H0L1
4-DAY CONVOT

RKO retaining the capacity of "advisor" in buying and advertising. Negotiations for
the completion of the new contract are expected to be concluded this week.

Smith Urges Exploitation
For Shorts Personalities

In order to increase shorts appeal
to audiences, personalities must be
developed and publicized, declared
Pete Smith of M-G-M yesterday in
New York. Smith, who makes
"Oddities" and "Goofy Movies," said
that the newsreels are making a
greater bid for popularity through
the signing of personalities as commentators, thus freshening the
presentation of material which, in
many instances, is unavoidably familiar stuff to consistent picture-

Television Service
Planned
by Sanabria
(.Continued from Page 1)
square. Sanabria intends to rent
the machines intended for home use
at $4 a month plus a $50 installation charge. Motion pictures will
be projected
on sent
a screen
the central studio and
over inwires
into
the homes.

Freeman on Music Committee
Y. Frank Freeman has accepted
an invitation by Walter Vincent to
serve on the exhibitor Emergency
Committee now engaged in fighting
M-G-M is getting behind its the proposed increase in the musicgoers.
tax.
He succeeds Sam Dembow, Jr.,
shorts with publicity and exploitation campaigns, Smith said, and who recently resigned from Famous
pointed out that Loew houses in Theaters Corp. to join National
Screen Service as general manager.
particular
pluggingwith
"names"
shorts. In are
connection
the twoin
series with which he is identified, Indie Films on Air in New England
efforts are being made to insert exBoston — Through efforts of Leo
ploitation angles, Smith stated. For Young, publicist for American Film
illustration, a short dealing with Exchange,
a gratjs radio tie-up by
bowling allows a tieup with a ra- which 15-minute versions of feational bowling association which has
tures will be aired weekly has been
a membership of 6,000,000, he said.
arranged for all Majestic and ChesTwo-thirds of the "Oddities" and WEEI.
terfield-Invincible features over
"Goofy Movies" subjects have been
completed on the 1934-35 season
program, Smith stated.
Columbia
Buys Two Originals
"Du Barry Premiere in Memphis
Memphis — World premiere of
Warner's "Madame DuBarry", starring Dolores Del Rio, has been set
for Oct. 6 at the Warner Theater
here. The picture will be preceded
by an elaborate advance campaign
handled by Howard Waugh, Wartory. ner exploitation man in this terri-

West
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of THE
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Hollywood — Columbia has just
purchased two stories by prominent
authors. One is "Wise Guy", by
W. Scott Darling, and the other is
"Burnt Ranch" by Walt Coburn.

(Continued
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officers of the company.
The
will attend the convention a
Eddie Elmer
Hochstim,
>msJ. I..
from Ro«e,
Albany;
Lux, P'jj
I:.
Mr. Schoenfeld,
Minna
Cold frou]
M. A. Lehensburger, Mr. Chapman I;
cent,
from
Cleveland;
Sam
Rot
Levinson, John Schaffer, E. V. Sal
Sherman
from Philadelphia;
Morr I
Dick Perry, Bill Benson, Al Glaub «
ney
Kulick,
Mollie
B. Shear,
I rl
stein. Myron Starr, Joseph Joel, E>
from New
York;
Toe Skirboll, I.
nick, E. Skirboll, Mr. Wheeler,
i
burgh; La Sance, Mr. Burns, M.!
from Cincinnati; Carl Crawford, Ri
Meyer Gruber, Mike Thomas and
Laughlin
from Boston; Harry
Btl
Rosian, Miss Cunningham
from W
.n addition to the home office of|
epresentatives
from the southern

Hearing is Adjourn*
(Continued
Page 1)1
On
Para.from B'waj

move objections to the plan.
extended the time for filin)
tions to the plan till Oct.
Malcolm Sumner, repu
small bondholder interests, i
court that he was unalter.
posed to the plan in its
form. Counsel for Allied
Corp., a large creditor, si
he would file specifications
jections against the plan.
Hearing before Special
John E. Joyce on a show c
der obtained by Sumner td
the Paramount trustees to>
a breakdown on the earning,
lain wholly-owned foreign
diaries was adjourned yestt
Oct. 1 after Ballantine hi
cated that the information:
ed might be made avabi
Sumner.

RKO
Report Due Next Month
Final report of Irving Trust Co.
as receivers in equity for RKO will
1
be handed to Federal Judge Bondy
early next month. The report will No Settlement Read]
cover operations for the company
141 Dates on "Bike-Rider"
Warners have already set 141 pre- from May to June 30, when Irving
In Para-Bankers
ferred advance key city dates on Trust was discharged as receiver
No settlement has y
"Six Day Bike Rider," Joe E. Brown and named trustee under Section reached on the suit of £
comedy. The company expects in 77B of the new bankruptcy laws.
mount trustees to set aside t
excess of 400 engagements on the
feired creditor status of li
show by the week of Oct. 13, the
Joel McCrea Opposite Dietrich
national release date of the picture. West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY owed close to $14,000,000 ai
Hollywood — Joel McCrea has been result the examination of I
Lease Academy, Chicago
signed by Paramount to play op- J. Reynold?, vice-president
The been
Academy
on three
Halposite Marlene Dietrich in "Caprice National City Bank, is sche
stedChicago
Street— has
leased for
Espagnole,"
to be directed by Josef proceed this afternoon befo
Sternberg.
years by Florence Paley of the Hay- von
eral Judge Coxe. It is expec
market Theater, Joe Drell of the
counsel for Reynolds will
Empire and Sam Halper of the
Empress
Closed for Repairs
adjournment in view of the
Halsted. It will be operated as a
The Empress, 181th St. and Audu- certain settlement of the su
picture house. Lease calls for rent
bon Ave., is closel until Friday for
The bank suit will be sett]
of $125 a week.
repairs to the projection booth ne- the payment to the banks
cessitated bya fire on Sunday.
000,000 in new money recei l
Canadian G-B Deal Denied
vanced, The Film Daily
Will Discuss Code Amendments
Reports from Toronto to the effrom an authoritative sour
fect that Harry Carver has signed
bank? will become creditors
Two
amendments
planned
for
the
to make four pictures in Canada
remainder.
for Gaumont-British were denied at motion picture code will be further
studied at a meeting of the Code
the
company's
headquarters
in
New
York yesterday.
Contradictory
Authority's legal committee today.
"British Agent" Holds Over
Mae West Film Holds in Chi.
Warner's "British Agent" is beChicago — Mae West's "Belle of
the Nineties" is being held over a ing held for a second week at the
second week at the Chicago Theater. New York Strand.

Omaha — Current

issue

of

Voice,"
Catholic
weekly newspaps
dudes under the heading of Obje |
able;

"Nice

Women."
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MAY DECIDE TODAY
ON ASGAP ACTION
A definite decision as to whether
,or not the exhibitor Emergency
Committee will discard1 plans for
instituting a private suit against
Ascap in an attempt to prevent effecting of its new music tax rates
may be reached today when a meetling of the committee may take
Iplace. Consensus of opinion among
(the committee members is understood to be that the Attorney-Genpral's action, now pending and seeking to dissolve the music society un(ier the anti-trust laws, is likely to
adequately handle the situation,
Without need of launching another
bait.
i Attorneys working on the situation for the Emergency Committee
ire puzzling over the question of
|he amount of protection to be obained in event a private suit seekng an injunction to prevent operation of the new rates is successful.
It remains to be determined if an
Injunction, secured by one theater
iwuld serve to restrain Ascap from
[orcing
its new rates on all theters.

Buffalo Staff Changes
I Buffalo — Joseph Weinstein has*
jsigned as booker for the Shea theIters, effective Wednesday, to join
lie Basil Brothers community cirjiit, formerly comprising six houses
lid now to include eight, with the
Idition of the Maxine, a South
ide house formerly operated by
eorge Hanny, and the Rivoli, an
last Side house. Joe also is to
If married Thursday.
|Robert Murphy, now at the Great
Jakes, will succeed Weinstein.
feorge Mason, now at the Century,
^11 transfer to the Great Lakes,
lason will be succeeded by Emil
(Iffoniello, son-in-law of the late
Ichael Shea, and heretofore a suprvisor of community houses.
Paramount to Film "Carmen"

l\st Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

[Hollywood — The story of "Carrjn"
will Colbert
be filmedis by
Paramount.
Caudette
mentioned
for
ta title role and Gary Cooper as
apossibility for the toreador lover.
Te script for the picture is now in
v rk.
"Jane Eyre" Holds in St. Paul
3t. Paul — Monogram's "Jane
Ere" has been held for a second
wek at the World.
Philly to Continue Boycott
Philadelphia — Despite the announcement of Cardinal Mundelein of Chicago
that the Legion of Decency activities
would be relaxed to give producers a
chance to show what they are doing in
cleaning up the films, Cardinal Dougherty says there will be no change in
Attitude on the part of the local
Jiocese. Each diocese is independent of
he others, though all are subject to
he Pope, he said, and boycotting of
>bjectionable
films will continue
here.
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• • • IT SEEMS that on the record we have qualified
as a bloomin' picture prophet
and on a long-range prophecy at that
for back on May 26, 1932
over two
years ago
we took it upon ourselves to forecast the future of Two Gents
who had just started out with a new
picture production setup
and doggone if the things we
prophesied haven't Come True!
•
•
• WE TOLD in our kolyum about these two gents
having the background, experience and ability to Travel Far
that we thought they were capable of putting Glamour
into pix
also definite exploitation built into every production that they wouldn't try to imitate the other fellow
they would make every pix in a Different Groove
and would SET Styles in pix
not FOLLOW 'em
and
they have fulfilled every one of those prophecies
and
more besides
• •
• THE
GENTS
in question are Harry Goetz and
Eddie Small of Reliance Pictures look at their Record !
"I Cover the Waterfront," adapted from a best-seller that
wise birds said couldn't be done
"Palooka," from a comic
strip and now "The Count of Monte Cristo" from
Dumas' immortal novel
that is starting off in key spots
everywhere with a rush that may sweep this pix into one of
the biggest moneymakers
of several seasons back
note
the Diversity in Type of these productions
and their next,
"Transatlantic Merry-Go-Round"
will capitalize on Jack
Benny's enormous radio popularity in a very unique manner.
T
T
T
• •
• ON THEIR current number
"The Count of
Monte Cristo"
they did some smart thinking before deciding to make it
these lads figured folks needed Glamour
to offset the doldrums of the economic blight
(remember
they had the script in preparation for a year)
the great
Dumas novel was a logical bet
they also figured the time
was ripe for a return to High Adventure and the costume
piece
and they have proved 100 per cent correct on the
record
that's what you call using the bean
and not
following the mob out in Hollywood

T

T

T

• •
• BUT YOU'VE got to hand it to 'em for the nervy
thing they did
they had decided that there were only two
stars in Hollywood who could play the title role of the Count
of Monte Cristo
after the year's delay in preparing the
script
these two were not available for a long time
so they looked around heard about a young English chap
who seemed to have the necessary qualifications
he was
appearing in a London stage play, "The Sleeping Clergyman"
he played
of Culpepper
Henry VIII"
they
took athelongpart
chance
and gave in
him"King
the part
the
rest is now history
Robert Donat has swept the reviewers
off their balance
most of their reviews are Raves when
talking about him
T
T
T
• •
• AND SO
we salute you
Harry Goetz and
Eddie Small
you had the Experience to put it over
the Courage to strike out on pathways of your own
and
the Intelligence to gauge public preferences IN ADVANCE
and set New Picture Styles
and we only hope t'gawd
you keep it up
the Industry needs Minds like yours
•

•

• PASSING OF Steve Reardon, the Broadway character, is being mourned by theatrical folks, newspaper men and
the sporting world
he died at his home yesterday, aged 70.

«
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$2,500 LICENSE FEE
PUT ON MUSIC GROIN

»

»

»
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dealing with a license on music taj
collectors reads as follows:

"An ordinance
providing for the registra
tion of all persons, firms and corporations en
gaged in certain businesses, professions or oc
cupations in the city of Miami:
Fixing thi
license taxes for such businesses, profession
or occupations: providing terms under whicl
such licenses may be obtained: regulating thi |
carrying on of such businesses, profession '
or occupations
under such license and pro
viding a penalty for the violation of the or1 ,
dinance: declaring same to be an emergenc;
I
measure:
and dispensing with the reading oj N
this ordinance on two separate days by a 4-3 1
vote of the city commission.
ordained by the commission
of th< | <
Citv"Be of it Miami:
"Royalty and copyright agents and sales
men.
$2',500.
"Shall mean each person, as agent for an
other, or as the representative of another ir
any capacity, _ collecting, or attempting t<
collect, or receiving money, or other valuable
consideration for rights, royalty, rents 01
fees on copyrighted music, books, recordec
music for mechanical reproduction, radio pro
grams and/or patents.
"Any person or persons and the membei
of any firm or corporation violating this
ordinance or any of its provisions, or sec
tions,
or punished
parts of sections,
shallnot
uponexceeding
convic
tion be
by a fine
$200.00 or by imprisonment for a period not
exceeding 60 days or both such fine and im
pnsonment,
in the discretion of the Court.
"All laws and parts of laws in conflict
with the provisions of this ordinance ar<
hereby

repealed."

San Antonio Squibs
San Antonio
— James
Allard
resigned
as house
manager
of haf:
the
State to become manager of the
Old Mill Theater, Dallas. O. B.
Thomas
the
State.is now house manager at
H. W. Kier, head of National Pictures, has returned from a trip to
the East.
Jack Karmi, producer-exhibitor, is
back from a swing through Colorado,
New Mexico and Oklahoma.
Raymond B. Willie, Interstate
city manager was in Dallas last
week on business. Doris Wise, his
secretary, is back on the job after
a three-week vacation in Mexico.
Jean Luder, scenarist and playwright, is back from the Gulf
Coast.
Plans French-British Versions
Paris — Warwick Films of London
will produce French and English
versions simultaneously starting
with Oscar Strauss' "The Last

Waltz."

On the Level

A press release from Columbia

yester-

day phone
reported
thathadthegone
company's
exchange
haywire teleand
required the addition of two operators
as a result of calls from film fans
wanting to know where they could see
"One Night of Love," which recently
ended a two-week run at the Music
Hall while it was still going strong
The story would have been regarded as
press-agentry had it not been for the
fact
that has
THE been
FILM having
DAILY'S
telephone
exchange
a little
jam
of its pix.
own
same

answering queries about the

,
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A "LITTLE" from HOLLYWOOD

By RALPH

WILK
HOLLYWOOD

L^ENNETH MacGOWAN, followA ing completion of his latest
production, "Wednesday's Child,"
had his contract as associate producer renewed by RKO Radio. He
also produced "Little Women."

T

T

▼

Lou Brock's next musical production for RKO has been titled "Adios
Argentina." r
T
T
Beulah Bondi is playing an imFairy,"
Good finished
"The
portant role inShe
at Universal.
recently
an
at engagement
Paramount. in "Ready for Love,"

this, the Warner scenarist will re
sume work on "Main Street,"

Because of his work in "British
Agent," co-starring Kay Francis
and Leslie Howard, Warners have
▼
▼
T
Gargan to an exEdward H. Griffith has completed signed William
clusive long-term contract. Gargan
the direction of "Biography of i who is on vacation in London with
Bachelor Girl," in which Ann Hard- Leslie Howard, returns to Hollywood
ing and Robert Montgomery co-star. soon to start work under his new
Griffith's next for M-G-M will be contract.
"No More Ladies."
T

▼

T

Henry with
Henigson's
newwilltwo-year
contract
Universal
enable
him to purchase several stories
which he has had in mind for filming for the past five years.
r

t

▼

Brian Marlow, playwright, author
T T ▼
and scenarist, has almost completed
Our Passing Show: Edwin H. his work on "Lady Beware," one
Knopf, E. A. DuPont, Al Kingston, of Columbia's important productions
George Archainbaud, Jameson Tho- on the new season's schedule.
mas, at the Pacific Southwest ten- Within the next few days the screen
nis matches; Max Reinhai-dt lunch- treatment will be turned over to the
production department for casting.
ing with Samuel Goldwyn.
▼

T

T

Grady Sutton, who played the
comedy lead in the RKO feature.
"The Kick Off," is playing the starring role in newest "Blondes and
Redheads" comedy at RKO, temporarily titled "It's a Buy."
T

T

T

Louis King is directing "Bachelor Of Arts," the John Erskine
story, for Fox.
T

T

T

Frank Morgan will play the male
lead opposite Ann Harding in "The
Enchanted
April" for RKO.
Reginald Owen also will be in it.
r
y
t
Willy Pogany has been signed by
Charlie Chaplin as art director oi
the comedian's forthcoming United
Artists production now called "Picture No. 5."
T
T
T
Walter Woolf has been signed to
appear in an untitled musical short,
which Lee Marcus will supervise for
RKO Radio.
T

T

T

Jean Carmen, Wampas Baby St;
of 1934, is one of the masqueraders
in RKO Radio's "By Your Leave."

T

T

T

Chester Morris has been given the
leading male role opposite Carole
Lombard in "Repeal," the Charles
Francis Coe novel which has just
gone into production at M-G-M. Jack
Conway is director and the cast includes Nat Pendleton, Leo Carrillo,
ZaSu Pitts, and Una Merkel.

▼

T

▼

Fay Wray has been assigned the
feminine lead opposite Fredric
March in the 20th Century production of Jack London's "Call of the
Wild," which goes into production
shortly for release through United
Artists.

T

▼

T

Madge Evans has been assigned
to the leading feminine role in Jesse
L. Lasky's Fox film, "Helldorado,'
starring Spencer Tracy and directed
by James Cruze.

T

T

T

recently
So. Africa,
wherefrom
he Johannes™"
has been
Paul Lukas has returned to Para- turned
mount, the studio which first de- ducing pictures for the past
veloped him for the screen, to appear in "Father
Detective,'
the Gilbert
K. Brown,
Chesterton
story years. Cleveland Chatter
which will be directed by Alfred
Werker.
Cleveland—
Nat Holt,hasRKO.'
ater
division manager,
be&
T
T
T
pointed by president Frank
"Wings in the Dark" has been as general chairman of the firs
selected by Paramount as the definite nual Cleveland Variety Ball 1
title for the original story, "Eyes held Nov. 3 in the Statler I
W. N. Skirboll, just rett
of the Eagle" by Neil Shipman and
Philip D. Hum which is now being from New York, says he am
readied for production. Dale Van associates, L. P. Miller and
Every is doing the adaptation. James uel Horwitz, are having plans
Flood has been assigned to direct.
pared for the completion of]
T
T
T
Shaker Heights Theater.
Local Paramount exchange'
William "Wild Bill" Wellman, i:
"Eddie Fontaine Week"
to direct Walter Wanger's drama, hold
10-17,
honoring Eddie Fontaini
"The President Vanishes," which is
cently
promoted as head of th
to be published
as
a
novel
in
October. Lewis Stone has the title vision to be district managt
the
Chicago
territory.
role, supported by Paul Kelly, Peggy
Henry
Essick,
Paramount
Conklin, Janet Beecher, Osgood Perwas married recently.
kins, Sydney Blackmer, DeWitt Jen- per,Bill
Watson,
manager
of
nings, Andy Devine, Edward Arnold,
Hippodrome, is on a t
Robert McWade, Paul Harvey, Ed- ner's
ward Ellis, Tommy Dugan, Walter week vacation trip to his old I
Kingsford, Marrion Ballou and many in Starkville, Miss. Lew W»
man of the Warner publicity
other stage and screen favorites.
partment is temporarily mans
T
T
▼
the house.
Genevieve Tobin, currently in
Sam Greenberger, manager o
RKO's "By Your Leave," is con- Cedar-Lee Theater, is assoe
sidering aBroadway stage appear- with Henry Smith in taking i
ance in a play being written by Sid- the Hough— 79th Street thj'
ney Howard for production by Max All
new equipment will be instj
Gordon.

Chicago Notes

Short Shots from Eastern Studios

By CHARLES bery.
ALICOATE HE CRIME OF DR. CRESPI", which was directed by Joseph Henafeature
production
starring
Completing a four month's vaca•
tion tour of Europe, Sam Wood, ac- Eric Von Stroheim, now in work
companied by his family, returned at the Biograph
studio
in the
"The House Where I Was Born"
Thursday. a new Song Hit Story in one-reel
to Hollywood to find a "band," com- Bronx, will be completed
•
posed of prominent stars blowing
featuring Sylvia, Froos and Frank
trumpets, on hand to greet him.
George M. Cohan has written his Luther, and a single-recler starring
T
T
T
own trailer for the Harold B. Frank- Wynn, the astrologer, for release
Alan Hale's next RKO assignment
lin picture, "Gambling", now in by Educational were completed yeswill be with May Robson in "Por- work at the Eastern Service studio.
terday at the Hayes & Beall Stutrait of Laura Bales."
The trailer is beingI made under the
dios in Oceanside. Al Christie diT
T
T
T
supervision of National
Screen Serrected "The House Where I Was
vice and is being directed by Row- Born", while William Watson diLaird Doyle's recent vacation in
San Francisco resulted in an invitarected the latter.
land V. Lee, who is directing the
tion to address the El Dorado Wo- feature production.
•
•
Will Osborne and His Orchestra,
men's Club of that city. Doyle willingly spoke on a subject dear to
Jeanne Aubert, musical comedy night club and radio musical agstar, completed work yesterday in
him — "meddling in screen art."
gregation, start work today at the
▼
▼
T
her third two-reel musical picture Vitaphone studio in a one-reel short.
Casey Robinson is working on the
Helen
Ward,
songstress and Evelyn
for Vitaphone at the company's
.screen play for "Glorious," which is plant in Brooklyn. Stanley Smith, and James Vernon, specialty dancto be made by Warner-First Nation Jules Epailley and the Desteys supers, will also be seen in this numal with an all-star cast. Following
port Miss Aubert
in the short, ber.
T

T

T

"LOTS";

Lorimer Johnston, who dir|
the first three-reel, four-reel I
serial film ever made, now r
bit role in Paramount's "Enter
dame," featuring Elissa Landi,
Grant and others. He directel
the old American Film Co.
Santa Barbara in 1912. Johi
whose son Richard is assistant i
duction manager at Paramoun:

Chicago — John P. Field, ma|
of the West Englewood theate^
been transferred by Warners n
Cosmo in a shift of James (
from the latter house
Essaness circuit will reopei
Julian on Oct. 3.
The Century has inaugU'
stage
Sundays.shows for Saturdays
Will Rogers in "Judge Pries
giving the Apollo its best bus
since the house opened.
Kenneth Harlan and Al St.
Lake.
are appearing in person at the' t;

Detroit Briefs

Detroit — J. N. Robertson, c:
owner, has incorporated the
firm of Associated Theater Co
Michael G. Fader, Jr., assi
lanager of the Ramona,
is '
from Portland, Ore., where h '
tended the funeral of his fathf x\
Robert Fullarton, who recent!
tablished Great Lakes Sound
vice, has moved his office to
Asbury Park.
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"AMONG

"GIFT OF GAB"
Edmund Lowe, Gloria Stuart Paul
;, Boris Karloff, Roger Pryor, June
t, Ruth Etting, Phil Baker, Chester
lorris, Bela Lugosi, Alice White
rsal

70 mins.

:alth of names and plenty
entertaining
material
put
musical
over
without
IBLE.
addition to having enough star names
>)wl over almost any audience, this
Iction has been given a story to string
equences together, so that between
'iramatic suspense and the musical
jlties there is never a dull moment.
>iot, Edmund Lowe is seen as an
-alkative announcer with a flare for
pectacular and who fakes a broad|of an event that doesn't happen,
•jty putting himself on the toboggan,
iter redeeming himself through an! sensational broadcasting coup. The
^background supplies the opening for
png and varied list of entertainers.
lis a romance, too, with Gloria Stuart
tp heart interest opposite Lowe.
$. Edmund Lowe, Gloria Stuart, Paul
Boris Karloff,
Roger
Pryor,
June
Ruth Etting, Phil Baker, Chester
Bela Lugosi, Alice White,
AlexWcollcott,
Victor
Mcore,
Hugh
.dnell, Helen
Vinson,
Gene
Austin,
Hanlon, Henry Armetta, Andy Devine,
Shaw, Marion Byron, Sterling Hollo,iid Walker, Skins Miller, Jack HarI, idwin Maxwell, Binnie Barnes, Beale
Boys, Graham McNamee,
Candy &
Gus
Arnheim
Orchestra,
Downey
Douglas
Fowley.
ctor,
Karl
Freund;
Authors,
Jerry
Philip G. Epstein; Screenplay,
Rian
Music
and
Lyrics, Con
Conrad,
le Von
Tilzer, Charles
Tobias, John
Herb
Magidson,
George Whiting,
Mencher;
Cameraman,
Harold
rom.
Recording
Engineer,
Gilbert
l±l; Editor, Raymond Curtiss.
>ittion,

snappy.

Photography,

fine.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK
t B-Oct. 1 : First convention of First Divlon Exchanges, Park Central Hotel, New
Yjk.
\ JZ: Meeting of G. F. T. A. Independent
TSaler Owners Ass'n, Robert Fulton Hotel
Ranta.
r. j}: National
Film Carriers convention,
Sjtler Hotel, Detroit,
t. 4: Annual
convention
of Allied
Ind endent Theater Owners
of Wisconsin
l- el Schroeder, Milwaukee,
r. p: Annual
convention
of
M.P.T.O.
a Arkansas,
Mississippi
and
Tennessee
( i-State), Memphis,
t. j: Pittsburgh Variety Clubs Sixth Annl Banquet, William Penn Hotel, Pittsbgh.
t t-17: Allied Theaters of Michigan conVi'tion, Flint, Mich.
I :-Nov. 1: S.M.P E. Fall Meeting Hotel
Plnsylvania, New York.
v | Cleveland
Variety
Club's first annual
Hotel Statler,
Cleveland.
Annual ball sponsored by Motion PicPost of American Legion, Hotel Statler
ton.

j^J

FEATURES

» »

THE MISSING"

with Richard Cromwell, Henrietta Crosman
Columbia
62 mins.
AIMLESS DRAMA RAMBLES ALONG
WITHOUT PARTICULAR POINT OR INTEREST TO A FLAT FINALE.
This can be chalked up as one of the
casualties of the season, and so the title
is still good. There seems no logical reason for anything that the two principal
characters do in the first place, and, having started off wrong, anything that follows seems weak and aimless. Richard
Cromwell is a young lad who works for
a crook who runs an antique shop as a
blind. When he is cornered in a park
after a robbery he slips the stolen jewels
on an old lady sitting on a bench. After
the cops pass, the crook takes the old
lady to his home and makes her his cook.
It seems she has escaped from her home
where her nephew's wife has made things
very unhappy for her. So now she starts
to mother the young lad and tries to save
him from his crooked career so that he
can marry the sweet young girl who does
not know he is a crook. It is all very
confusing, unconvincing and hopeless.
Cast: Richard Cromwell, Henrietta Crosman, Bill ie Seward, Arthur Hchl, Ivan
Simpson, Ben Taggart, Wade Bcteler, Harry
C. Bradley, Claire Du Brey, Douglas Cosgrove, Paul Hurst.
Director, Albert Rogell; Author, Florence
Wagner; Screenplay, Fred Niblo, Jr., Herbert Asbury; Editor, John Rawlins; Cameraman, Joseph August.
Direction, poor.
Photography, fair.

with

"INSIDE
Rex

INFORMATION"

Lease, Marion
Shilling, Tarzan
the Police Dog.
Stage & Screen Prod.
60 mins.
INFERIOR MELODRAMA WITH POLICE DOG HERO, MAY PLEASE KIDS IN
POP
HOUSES.
Not by the wildest stretch of imagination can anyone accept the so-called human intelligence that the writers have
endeavored to cram into the brain of
Tarzan, a very beautiful police dog, the
hero of this rambling melodrama. They
have taken too many "screen privileges."
The story concerns Rex Lease, assistant
cashier of a bank, who, in requesting a
Police Honor Medal for Tarzan, describes
the heroic detective work done by the
canine. Bonds worth $200,000 are stolen
from Lease and, although his friends stick
by him, the newspapers infer that he is
guilty of the theft. Before starting on
the trail of the robbers, Tarzan saves a
child from being run over. Then the dog
sets down to business. He understands
everything that occurs and finally brings
the culprits to justice. In the end he is
awarded the coveted medal. Adult audiences will pass this up as incredible.
Cast: Tarzan, Rex Lease, Marion Shillm, Philo McCullough, Charles King, Robert
McKenzie, Victor Pctel, Jimmy Aubrey,
Jean Porter, Henry Hall, Bob Hill, Vance
Carrol, Charles Berner, Baby Woods, Henry
Roquemore.
Director, Robert E. Hill; Authors, Bert
Ennis, Victor Potel; Screenplay, Betty
Laidlaw, Bob Lively; Cameraman, George
Meehan; Recording Engineer, Tom Lambert.
Direction,
weak
Photography,
poor.

NED

WAYBURN

Who staged the most successful editions of the "ZIEGFELD
FOLLIES" and "ZIEGFELD MIDNIGHT FROLICS" and who
helped up the ladder of fame such outstanding stars as Al Jolson,
Marilyn Miller, Eddie Cantor, May West, Fred and Adele Astaire,
Will Rogers, Fannie Brice, Ed Wynn, Charlotte Greenwood, the
Marx Bros., Jeannette McDonald, Libby Holman, W. C. Fields,
Norma Terris, Harry Richman, Marion Davies, Clifton Webb,
Vivian Segal, Oscar Shaw, Claire Luce, Jack Whiting, Willie and
Eugene Howard, Ann Pennington, Cecil Lean and Cleo Mayfield,
Gertrude Niesen, Hal Leroy, Patricia Ellis, Leonard Sillman, Polly
Walters, Caperton and Biddle, Grace Bradley, Medrano and
Donna, Melissa Mason, Georgie Tapps, Helen Cohan (new wampas 1934 movie star — daughter of George M. Cohan, "the first
actor of nounces
the Summer
theatre")
hundreds of other real artists, anand Fallandclasses.

Enroll Now for New Classes!
LOWEST

RATES EVER— EASY PAYMENTS

CHILDREN'S DANCING CLASSES (Girls and Boys— ages 3 to
16) summer term starts Saturday, July 7. Fall term starts
Saturday, September 15. Rounded training in "classical",
"tap", musical comedy, modernistic and acrobatic dancing.
ADULT GIRLS' and WOMEN'S DANCING CLASSES (ages 16
to 60). Mornings, afternoons and evenings. Once, twice
or five times weekly, Mondays to Fridays. Summer term
starts Monday, July 2. Fall terms starts Tuesday, September 4, and Monday, October 1 .
REDUCING AND BUILDING UP CLASSES— Keep fit by Ned
Wayburn's famous "limbering and stretching" method.
BALL ROOM DANCING— Legitimate instruction for ladies, gentlemen and children.
TEACHERS' COURSES — Special one-week teachers' courses
throughout the year.
SPRING RADIO CLASSES for children and adults. Song rendition, voice culture, dramatic art, etc.
HOME

STUDY

COURSES
DANCERS'

SUMMER

COURSES

SUPPLIES

Send How
for new
60 pagefame
booklet
"YOUR CAREER"—
to winillustrated
health, beauty,
and independence.
*You are invited to visit our beautiful new studios and see all
that is going on. You can have a FREE tryout in Dancing,
FREE Radio audition, FREE Dramatic test. Studios are open
between 9:30 a.m. and 9:30 p.m., Mondays to Fridays.
9:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. Saturdays.

NED WAYBURN INSTITUTE OF
AND
RADIO
BROADCASTING
Studio F, 625 MADISON
Telephone Wlckersham

AVE.

Bet. 58th & 59th sts.,

2-4300

DANCING
SCHOOL
NEWYORK

Cable Address: YAWDEN

DAILY

TECHNICAL MEETINGS
RESUMED BY ACADEMY
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — First of a series of
technical meetings to be held during the next few months is planned
by the Academy Technicians Branch
for Thursday evening at United
Artists Studios, on the subject of
"Transitions and Time Lapses." Included in the discussion will be the
making and use of all types of
fades, wipes and dissolves. Cecil
B. deMille has accepted the invitation of the Branch to be guest
Chairman. Membership of the Directors and Producers Branches,
and the Assistant Directors Section,
has been invited to the meeting.
Short papers, illustrated by excerpts on the screen from current
productions, will be presented by:
Fred Jackman, "Organization of a
Special Effects Department"; Anne
Bauchens, "How We Use These Devices to Increase Production Value";
Slavko Vorkapich, "The Psychological Basis of Certain Photographic
Effects"; Laren Ryder, "Sound Recording Treatment of the Transition Shot", and Martin Cohn, "A
Few Thoughts from the Editorial
Department".
This meeting marks the resumption of the Technicians Branch
meeting program which was suspended early in 1933, and is undei
the general direction of S. J. Twining.

Hear 4 Albany Appeals
Four appeals from Albany code
board decisions were heard by a
Code Authority appeals committee
yesterday. The committee consist
ed of Edward Golden, chairman; A
W. Smith Jr. and Harry Sussman
Zoning and clearance cases were
heard as follows:

St. Lawrence Investors. Inc.. and the Amer
i^in theater. Canton, N. Y., operated !>•
Alex P. Papayanakos. vs. Strand, operatei
1>v Schine Theatrical Co. at Ogdenhurg; Wil
liam C. Smalley's Smalley's theater, Cooperstnwn. N. Y., vs. Schine's Oneonta, Oneonta
N. Y„ and Schine's Palace, Oneonta; William C. Smalley's Smalley's, Cooperstown. vs
Schine's Colonial. Norwich. N. Y. Inter
ference in leasing negotiations was charged
in a grievance board action instituted In
Harry E. Haff, operator of the Photoplay
Adams, Mass., against Russell Monroe, man
ager, of the Atlas Amusement Co., Adams.
Mass.
Meyer Schine and Willard MacKay were
present for Schine, while Norman Samuelson was counsel for Smalley, who was also
present.

New
House
for Guatemala
Guatemala City — Work is under
way on a new theater at Sixth Ave
and Twelfth St.

Sign Toledo Para. Plan
Order approving the Toledo Paramount
reorganization plan was signed yesterday
in Federal Court. The agreement provides for the payment by the Paramount
trustees of $165,000 to Walter J. Kountz
and Al E. Reuben, receivers for Toledo
Paramount, and their attorneys and the
release of all claims against Toledo
Paramount by Paramount-Publix and
Famous Theaters and vice versa.

NEWS

OF THE DAY

Tuesday, Sept.

COPYRIGHT MEASURE
IS BEING REVIVE
(Continued from Page 1)

Cleveland — Metropolitan Theater,
one-time an ace Loew house and
closed for the past five years, will
reopen soon, it is announced, with
burlesque and comic opera.

Plymouth, Wis. — Fred Brown,
operator of the Plymouth theater,
has been elected president of the
Plymouth Association of Commerce.

letin to members.
As a result c
the agitation aroused by the new d«
mands of Ascap, Allied believes
will be easier this time to rally
united
industry
in support of tk
Milwaukee — Fox is now playing measure.
first run films at its Garden theater
So long as the law permits
Elyria, O. — Plans are completed
by which Warners will give up the here and the house's former extend- copyright owner to split his monoj
ed run policy has been switched to
oly three ways — publishing, record
Capitol to John Pekras, owner and
circuit's Alhambra. Reports
operator of the Dreamland, Rialto the
have it that the latter house will ing and performing — and to collei
and Rivoli theaters. If the deal goes
a royalty on each, enduring relit
through, Pekras will close the house play dual bills following the reopen- cannot be obtained by litigatioj
ing
of
the
recently
acquired
Palace,
says Abram F. Myers, Allied cou
for alterations, reopening Oct. 6
and the Alhambra's vaudeville will
with "The Barretts of Wimpole be switched to the Palace.
sel, in urging for modification t!
the copyright law.
Street."
Arp, Tex. — E. E. Lutz, Circuit
operator of Dallas, is erecting a new
house in this oil field town. J. W.
Lawrence is now managing the Rex
Theater.
Meridian, Miss. — Saenger Theaters, Inc., will resume management
of the Temple here Oct. 1, replacing
Al Yeoman. The Saengers originally had this house but relinquished
it upon entering receivership. Yeoman has transferred his film contracts to the Alberta, a new house
which he will operate.
New Orleans — Minimum amusement tax to be paid here by theaters
■s. one cent on each ticket under
50 cents and above 10 cents, the
city government ruled, and not 2
per cent of the gross.
New Orleans — Arthur C. Bromberg attractions will move shortly
from its present address to 1307
Tulane, in the building formerly occupied by Columbia, which is now
in the Vitagraph Bldg., 150 S. Liberty St.
Columbus, Neb. — General Theaters, headed by Harry Weinberg
Des Moines, has just purchased
lease and equipment of the Swan
here. He already operates the
town's A house, the Columbus, and
holds the lease on the Pawnee.

Sam Taylor Joins Roach;
Will Produce 3 Features
West

Cast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Sam Taylor has
ioined Hal Roach and will produce
three features for release through
M-G-M. Taylor will select stories,
writers and casts and will supervise
and direct the pictures.
Ted Morrison Joins A. H. Blank
Omaha — Ted Morrison will manage A. H. Blank's Paramount when
it opens here Thursday. Morrison
has been managing the Fort at Rock
Island, 111., for Tri-States circuit.

North Platte, Neb.— Mack Berkheimer, formerly of Las Vegas, N.
M. is to replace Dave Davis as manager of the Paramount. Verne Austin, transferred to Trinidad, Colo.,
for Fox-Wesco a few weeks ago,
comes back as assistant manager.
Davis plans to operate the Rex,
F-Wesco.
Rapid City, S. D., and will leave

New

House

for Houma,

La.

Houma, La. — Construction of
$30,000 theater to seat 700 will I
started on Main Street shortly b
W. H. Cobb, young showman wb!
has been experimenting with a cii
cuit of tent theaters in the smalle
communities. House will be calle
the Fox and should be ready tH
latter part of December.
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ira. Trustee Fee Called Too High by Probe Group

IHNSON'S RESIGNATION ACCEPTED BY ROOSEVELT

scap Offers to Modify Music Tax for Small Houses
Compromise Plan on Fees
is Submitted by
Music Society

Production
... in Germany

A compromise plan modifying the
proposed increase in the music tax
JWHERE OVER THE ALPS.— This is as it applies to small houses was
wig written miles in the air. We left offered by Ascap at a conference
with members of the exhibitor
»bof, the Berlin airport, in a big triokker early this morning, and, after Emergency Committee yesterday at
the office of E. C. Mills. Exhibitor
stops at Nuremburg and Munich,
be in Venice,
18 hours by train, representatives merely listened to
By JACK ALICOATE

=

after lunch.
We are in the air
vind under us nothing is visible but
t of billowy white clouds.
Nizer
remarked that the pilot is slowing
nd may stop.
If he does he is
a hell of a place to do it. A sweet
hing, traveling with her dowager
has just offered us a nip of brandy.
still be summer in New York but
i Year's morning up here.

▼

▼

T

fa studio at Neubabelsberg is the
iisst in Europe. It is about 45 minfm town, out Potsdam way. It is
formal and dignified. Today a
j Spanish journalists are inspecting
Pftt. It seems thoroughly modern
sfendidly equipped. One is immeywipressed with the stability of Ger5<j. Ufa will turn out about 40 this
ialf their own and half partly
I by them. The average cost of
cm is about a hundred thousand in
iijey. The foreign market for GerFiiis is terribly shot and I am confiill informed that attendance in Geri the past year has dropped off
1 per cent. My guide extraordinary
aVas Fritz Thorhauer of the foreign
rent. General
Ge
titnt.
Manager Theobald is
He
lie citv
city on
i business.
iher large studio in Berlin is that
F fobis.
Practically all worthwhile
ctn, outside of Ufa, is made here.
irresponds to our ERPI outfit and
ii the important
recording
system
dectly interested in production priI rom the standpoint
of financing.
'0 pictures will be made at this
jring the coming year.
While on
he sets we saw a working mike
r than a small milk bottle.
The
luced. Had tea here with Director
(Continued on Page 2)

(Continued

on Page

7)

SCHLAIFER TO HANDLE
GAUMONT-BRIT. SALES

Educa'l One-Third Finished

With release dates set to Dec. 28
on short subjects for Fox distribution,
Educational now has one-third of its
1934-35 line-up completed. Fifteen
two-reelers and 10 one-reelers are
finished.

Warners Set to Start
Four $1,000,000 Films
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Four special features
are set to enter production at the
Warner studios in the next 30 days,
it is announced by Jack L. Warner,
who says about a million dollars will
be spent on each of these pictures.
They
"Gold cast
Diggers
with anareall-star
headed ofby1935",
Dick

L. J. (Jack) Schlaifer, formerly Powell, with Busby Berkeley directing; "Sweet
Music,"
starring
Rudy
with Universal and United Artists,
(Continued
on Page
8)
has been appointed sales manager
for Gaumont-British in America, it
was announced yesterday by George
W. Weeks, general sales manager
pf the company. Schlaifer starts
immediately.

NRA

Administrator Will
Terminate
Duties
on Oct. 15

Hyde Park, N. Y. — Resignation of
General Hugh S. Johnson as NRA
Administrator reached President
Roosevelt here late yesterday and
was immediately accepted. It becomes effective October 15th. Johnson in his letter indicated that under
the new setup plan for the NRA
his job as Administrator would be
surperfluous. The President, in his
letter accepting the resignation,
which had long been expected, complimented Johnson and said the NRA
had fulfilled its first phase of usefulness and is ready for revision.
Further details of this revision may
come in a few days.

Fox Studios Starting 8 Next Month
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

SWOPE PLEDGES
NO FAVORITISM

Hollywood — Fox will put eight
features into production next month.
Detroit — Convention of Allied They are "Bright Eyes", "Lottery
Theaters of Michigan, formerly set Lover", "Twenty-Four Hours a
Complete fairness in all relations
for Oct. 18 in Flint, has been post- Day", "One More Spring", "The
poned until after the Code Author- County Chairman", "A Woman between KAO and its personnel, no
ity holds its hearing on the Detroit Lies", "Charlie Chan in Paris" and favoritism and no "rule by fear" is
and Grand Rapids zoning schedules "Dante's Inferno".
pledged by Herbert Bayard Swope,
in New York on Oct. 18. A later
recently (Continued
elected on
chairman
of the
Page 7)
In production
now are "White
October date will be picked for the
Parade", (Continued
"Hell in onHeavens",
"East
Allied meet.
Page 8)

Mich. Allied Convention
Changed to Late October

Congressional Committee Calls
$100,000 Trustee Fee too High
Del Ruth Sees Crusade
Dead in Three Months
Dying out of the reform drive
within three months is expected by
Roy Del Ruth, 20th Century director, who views the Legion of Decency movement as imposing severe
handicaps (Continued
on the picture-makers.
In
on Page 8)

Fee of $100,000 asked by Charles
D. Hilles for his services during 14
months as one of the three Paramount Publix Trustees was declared
"exorbitant" yesterday at the initial
session of the Congressional Real
.Estate Bondholders Reorganization
Committee inquiry.
Representative A. J. Sabath, of
(Continued on Page

13)

12 Shorts Are Planned
By London Film Prods.

London Film Productions, headed
by Alexander Korda and releasing
through United Artists, has signed
Winston Churchill to make a group
(Continued on Page

13)

M. & P. Circuit Reopens 2

Boston — Mullen
& Pinanski
circuit,
Paramount affiliated, has reopened the
Criterion in Roxbury and the Liberty
in Dorchester.

52^2

Jay Paley in Hollywood
As Head of Wanger Firm

Production

West

... in Germany
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Mainz

of

the

from Page

Europa

outfit,

1)
probably

as

important as any here.
He is a film man.
and a showman, and knows what it is all
about on both sides of the big pond.

Published daily except Sundays and Holidays
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc. J. W.
Alicoate, President, Editor and Publisher;
Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer /"\UR pilot tells us we will be at the
and General Manager; Arthur W. Eddy, Asso- ^-^ Venice airport, at the Lido on the
ciate Editor ; Don Carle Gillette, Managing
Editor. Entered as second class matter, Adriatic, in about five minutes. That's
May 21, 1918, at the post-office at New York. good. We are getting fed up with travelN. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879.
ing. Two days rest at the Royal Danieli,
Terms (Postage free) United States outside
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6 one of Europe's historical hotels, in Venice,
and
then
a fly over the Pyrenees to Rome;
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign
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Hollywood — Jay Paley, financier
and member of the board of directors of the Columbia Broadcasting
System, arrived in Hollywood
yesterday to assume the new post
of president of Walter Wanger productions. Paley is the uncle of William S. Paley, president of Columbia Broadcasting System. He will
continue to retain his associations
with the broadcasting concern but
will devote the major portion of his
time to picture production.
Wanger Productions recently signed a contract to produce six pictures
for release through
Paramount.

I.A.T.S.E. to Continue
In Control of Local 306

FitzPatrick to Produce
Technicolor Two-Reeler
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I.A.T.S.E. will continue in control_ of Local 306 for an indefinite
period, it was said by George E.
Browne, president of the I. A., just
A two-reel subject in the new prior to his departure for the coast.
three-color Technicolor process will Browne will be away several
be made on the coast by James A. months.
FitzPatrick, producer of the TravelTalks for M-G-M. The short is titled
6 In Work at Universal
"Ballet Dancer," with story laid ir
England.
Saturday. FitzPatrick goes west on West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Starting of "When f
Man Sees Red," Buck Jones picture
the number of productions
Allied Leaders in Albany brings
in work at Universal up to six.
Albany — Abram F. Myers, Sidney
E. Samuelson and Nathan Yamins, Others are "The Good Fairy," with
Allied leaders, will address the an- Margaret Sullavan; "Night Life or
Gods," "Cheating Cheaters,"
nual convention of the Allied The- the
"The Man Who Reclaimed His
aters of New York today at the De Head" and "Life
Returns."
Witt Clinton, Albany.

Loew Not Boosting Scales

V4

Dinner-Preview for "Peck's Boy"
Sol Lesser and Fox will be hosts
to the press at a dinner and preview of "Peck's Bad Boy" at the
Waldorf-Astoria tomorrow evening.
Guests will include Jackie Cooper,
Thomas Meighan and O. P. Heggie,
who appear in the film; Edward F.
Cline, director, and George O'Brien
and Marguerite Churchill. The picture opens soon at the Roxy.

4'/8

Dismiss Overbuying
Case
New York grievance board yesterday dismissed the overbuying
complaint of the Royal Theater
Port Jervis, against the Strand and
Ritz, Port Jervis, and the major
exchanges, and reserved decision on
the complaint of Loew's Warwick
against the Adelphi Theater charging that the Adelphi failed to obey
a previous grievance board decision
against premature advertising.
Hearing on the overbuying complaint of the Roosevelt, Beacon, N.
Y., vs. Beacon Theater and Paramount Distributing Corp., was postponed to Oct. 9, and the overbuying
complaint of the Westwood, Westwood, N. J., vs. Pascock Theater.
Westwood, RKO, Vitagraph and
Universal exchanges was withdrawn.

J. E. O'Connor Dead
Universal to Test Beauties
Universal has acquired exclusive cently.
Fall River, Mass. — J. E. O'ConWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
nor, owner of the Plaza, died rerights from the National American
Hollywood — "I'm A Lady" has Beauty Pageant to make screen
been selected as the title for Mae tests of the winner and other enLightman Adds House
West's next Paramount production.
trants in the contest taking place
Memphis — Malco Theaters, headed
at the Madison Square Garden.
by M. A. Lightman, has acquired
the Cameo, Memphis suburban.
General Film Library, Inc.
Mary Pickford on Air Oct. 3
larged.
House is be'ng remodelled and enM. J. KANDEL, Pres.
Mary Pickford starts her series
of dramatic programs over WEAF
Morris Helprin Married
World's Largest Stock Shot
on Oct. 3, succeeding Jack Pearl.
Library. Over 20 Million Ft.
Broadcasts will come from HollyMorris Helprin of the U. A. pubwood on Wednesday evenings. Her
licity department was married Sat729-7th Ave. N.Y.C. BRyant 9-4417
first playlet will be "The Church Locke. urday at City Hall to Katherine
Mae
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important as any here.
He is a film man.
and a showman, and knows what it is all
about on both sides of the big pond.
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/'"NUR pilot tells us we will be at the
^■^ Venice airport, at the Lido on the
Adriatic, in about five minutes. That's
good. We are getting fed up with traveling. Two days rest at the Royal Danieli,
one of Europe's historical hotels, in Venice,
and then a fly over the Pyrenees to Rome;
there to join Dr. Giannini on the Conte di
Savoia for that good old country where
men are men and where the plumbing is
sanitary.
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Hollywood — Jay Paley, financier
and member of the board of directors of the Columbia Broadcasting
System, arrived in Hollywood
yesterday to assume the new post
of president of Walter Wanger productions. Paley is the uncle of William S. Paley, president of Columbia Broadcasting System. He will
continue to retain his associations
with the broadcasting concern but
will devote the major portion of his
time to picture production.
Wanger Productions recently signed a contract to produce six pictures
for release through
Paramount.

I.A.T.S.E. to Continue
In Control of Local 306

FitzPatrick to Produce
Technicolor Two-Reeler

I.A.T.S.E. will continue in control of Local 306 for an indefinite
period, it was said by George E.
Browne,
president of the I. A., just
A two-reel subject in the new
to his departure for the coast.
three-color Technicolor process will prior
will be away several
be made on the coast by James A. Browne
months.
FitzPatrick, producer of the TravelTalks for M-G-M. The short is titled
6 In Work at Universal
"Ballet Dancer," with story laid ir.
England. FitzPatrick goes west on West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Saturday.
Hollywood — Starting of "When r
Man Sees Red," Buck Jones picture
brings
of productionr
Allied Leaders in Albany in worktheat number
Universal up to six
Albany — Abram F. Myers, Sidney
E. Samuelson and Nathan Yamins, Others are "The Good Fairy," with
Margaret Sullavan; "Night Life or
Allied leaders, will address the an- the
"Cheating Cheaters,"
nual convention of the Allied The- "The Gods,"
Man Who Reclaimed His
aters of New York today at the De
Head"
and
"Life
Returns."
Witt Clinton, Albany.
Dismiss Overbuying
Case
Loew Not Boosting Scales
New York grievance board yesterday dismissed the overbuying
No increase in admission prices
complaint of the Royal Theater
is planned by Loew houses in great- Port Jervis, against the Strand and
er New York, with the exception
Ritz, Port Jervis, and the major
of Loew's Ziegfeld, which will raise exchanges, and reserved decision on
its top from 40 to 50 cents starting
next week.
the complaint of Loew's Warwick
against the Adelphi Theater charging that the Adelphi failed to obey
Dinner-Preview for "Peck's Boy" a previous grievance board decision
Sol Lesser and Fox will be hosts against premature advertising.
Hearing on the overbuying comto the press at a dinner and preplaint of the Roosevelt, Beacon, N.
view of "Peck's Bad Boy" at the
Waldorf-Astoria tomorrow evening. Y., vs. Beacon Theater and ParaGuests will include Jackie Cooper,
mount Distributing Corp., was postponed to Oct. 9, and the overbuying
Thomas Meighan and O. P. Heggie,
who appear in the film; Edward F. complaint of the Westwood, WestCline, director, and George O'Brien wood, N. J., vs. Pascock Theater.
and Marguerite Churchill. The pic- Westwood, RKO, Vitagraph and
Universal exchanges was withdrawn.
ture opens soon at the Roxy.
J. E. O'Connor Dead
Universal to Test Beauties
Universal has acquired exclusive
Fall River, Mass. — J. E. O'Concently.
nor, owner of the Plaza, died rerights from the National American
Beauty Pageant to make screen
tests of the winner and other enLightman Adds House
trants in the contest taking place
Memphis — Malco Theaters, headed
at the Madison Square Garden.
by M. A. Lightman, has acquired
the Cameo, Memphis suburban.
Mary Pickford on Air Oct. 3
House is being remodelled and enlarged.
Mary Pickford starts her series
of dramatic programs over WEAF
Morris Helprin Married
on Oct. 3, succeeding Jack Pearl.
Broadcasts will come from HollyMorris Helprin of the U. A. pubwood on Wednesday evenings. Her
licity department was married Satfirst playlet will be "The Church Locke. urday at City Hall to Katherine
Mouse."

LOUIS B. MAYER, whose return from abro;
has been delayed by the illness of Mrs Maye
now reported much improved, sails from tl
other side tomorrow on the Paris for New Yor
PERCY PHILLIPSON of General Register Corp
accompanied by Mrs. Phillipson, sails today <
the Washington
for Europe.
LEONTINE SAGAN, foremost European w.
man director, who made "Maedchen in Un
form," has arrived in New York and is at tl
Hotel Warwick for a few days before leavii
for Hollywood to take up duties at M-G-M
ROY DEL RUTH, 20th Century director wl
has been at the Waldorf-Astoria since SatU
day, leaves today for the coast.
ROBERT K. WAGGERSHAUSER of Eastm<
Kodak sails tonight on the Albert Ballin f
Europe.
ROBERT
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de France sailing Sept. 29 for abroad.
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producer of Vitapl
cartoon
comedies,
is scheduled
to come
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Friday.week.
next
JESSE J. GOLDBURG

will return to the co;

JEANETTE
REX,
press representative
for !
Lesser,
arrived
from
the coast
yesterday
airplane.
S. W. SMITH, managing director of Brit
Lion Film Corp., sailed Saturday from En
land on the Empress of Britain for Canat
From Toronto he will come to New York, whi
he is due at the Waldorf-Astoria on Oct. 3.
GEORGE E BROWNE, president of the I.A
S.E. has departed
for the coast.
FRED
DEMPSEY,
vice-president of
T. S. E., leaves today for the coast
the A. F. of L. convention.
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to atte

J. P. DONOHUE, Paramount manager
Puerto Rico, leaves tomorrow for his off
in San
the
U. S.Juan after a stay of several weeks
S. E. (TED) PIERPOINT, manager of Pa.'
mount's Cristobal office, returns to his p
next week after several weeks in the U. S.
WILL ROGERS, just back from abroad, V
remain with his daughter in New York fc I
week before returning to the coast to si
work in his next Fox picture, "County Ch
JAMES A. FITZPATRICK leaves New >
Saturday
for Hollywood.
EDDIE CANTOR,
who
recently finished I
Millions"
for Samuel
Goldwyn,
arrives in t
York tomorrow to fill radio engagements,
plans a trip to England in December.
JOHN B MYERS, publicity and adverts
manager for London Film Productions, who ■
rived in New York this week, sails back1
London
man."on Oct. 5 aboard the Olympic.
SIDNEY E. SAMUELSON, ABRAM F. MY
and NATHAN
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were in Albany tot
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within a few days from the Coast.
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oard of KAO, in a bulletin sent tr
11 RKO theater managers and excutives. In his message Swope
tates that "Major Thompson, who
as been in actual charge of operaions, now takes full title and is
lothed with full authority."

dust Maintain Staffs
As of Aug. 23, 1933
Detroit — A ruling that practically
reezes theater, staffs Aug. 23, 1933
s a minimum, allowing no disharge of employes except under r
lolicy change, has been made by
lobert A. Gaffney, NRA assistant
leputy administrator, in a case filed
iy the I. A. T. S. E. against Lew
Visper, Eastown theater, for letting
iut a stage hand. Gaffney ruled
hat none of the duties performed
ly a stage hand could be shifted to
mother person in order to eliminate
.he first employee. The Eastown
ilays films only.

Hear 4 Grievance Appeals
Four grievance board cases reachid the Code Authority on appeal
resterday when an appeals committee examined the records. On the
|:ommittee were: Charles L. O'Reiln;. Robert Wolff and
chairma
|y,
Tulius
Charnow
t Cases heard are as follows: Atlanta—Strand, Knoxville, Tenn. vs.
Bijou, Knoxville, charging premature advertising; Cincinnati — Ike
iLibson's Strand, Dayton, vs. W. C.
IChesbrough's Garden, Columbus,
Charging premature advertising;
Atlanta — Independent Theaters, operator of the American, Park, Ritz,
Bijou, Bonito, and Cameo, vs. R.
IB. Wilby's Tivoli, State and Rialto,
Atlanta, charging overbuying; OklaIioma City— A. B. Momand of
Bdeon, Shawnee, Okla., vs. Bison,
[Criterion and Rexy, operated by
hriffith Amusement Co., at ShawLee, charging overbuying.
Grand Coulee House Opening
I Grand Coulee, Wash.— Opening of
the new 800-seat Roosevelt theater,
with Edwin James as manager, is
scheduled for early next month.
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•
•
• IT SEEMS
a pity that some exploitashe expert
didn't tie in one of his company's pictures
to that swell
stunt launched at the Waldorf-Astoria
yesterday afternoon
with bartenders from all the ritzy hotels engaged in a
tournament to see which one could mix the best Vodka
Cocktail the novel idea launched by the Amtorg Trading
Corporation official representative in this country of the
Soviet Republic

•
•
• THE GENTS who competed lined up and did their
stuff
shaking out their pet cocktail with many flourishes
and fancy swings
but the judges sure picked a nice job
for themselves
they had to sample about 20 cocktails each
and Vodka!
the "jury" consisted of a fancy assortment of stage, screen, radio and liquor stars
connoiseurs,
we mean
and they stood it as long as they could
then decided that the jury should have a chance to sample the
Vodka cocktails as well as the judges
well, boys and girls,
when we left the holocaust the bartender competitors, judges,
jury and Vodka cocktails were all in confusion
you couldn't
tell which was which
we left with tears in our eyes
we just couldn't stand it any longer
shucks, we're still on
that milk diet
now they are planning a nation-wide campaign to make the country Vodka-conscious
we still think
that some smart exploitation gent should horn in with his company's product
wot a ballyhoo!

•
•
• SHOWING THE importance Carl Laemmle attaches
to exploitation
he has assigned his executive assistant, Joe
Weil, to put on some special campaigns on several current pix
Joe will work with the home office staff
and he is
glad to be back with the old gang after sojourning abroad with
the Boss
but he is scheduled to rejoin Mister Laemmle
as his aide when the heavy exploitation is cleaned up in a few
months

• • • TO INAUGURATE the premiere of "Blue Light"
at the 55th Street Playhouse last nite
that bigli'l company DuWorld certainly extended themselves like majors
and why not?
when they had no less than Cobina Wright,
the society entrepreneur, as hostess for the opening
and
Cobina loaded the li'l cinema down with Blue Bloods who formed
a perfect setting for the Blue Lights, as it were
such as
Mister Cromwell, the gent who is engaged to the richest gal
in the world, sent in their reservations for seats 10,000
Blue Light perfume cards were distributed to the socialites on
Park Avenue
every Postal Telegraph delivery today carries a "Blue Light" insert ... and ain't that somethin'
practically every society columnist on the dailies broke the
opening on account of Cobina's popularity
she sent gorgeaus special Blue Invites to all of the Four Hundred
blue flares from the U. S. Navy illuminated the opening last
nite
.
but what steams us up is this
those Blue Bloods
PAID Two Bucks each at the B.O. to see "Blue Light"
s'helpushonest'gawd

T

Theater reopenings for the new season are reported at a faster rate than
last year.

MODIFIED TAX PLAN
OFFERED BY ASGAP

T

t<

«

Attending the meeting were, in
addition to Mills, Walter Vincent,
chairman of the exhibitor group; Y.
Frank Freeman, Leon Netter and
Sidney Justin, representing Famous
Theaters;
and Major L. E. Thompson of RKO.
After the session Mills said: "As
far as Ascap is concerned the situation is the same as before."

Ascap Seeks to Vacate
$2,500 Miami License
Ascap will move in Federal Court
to set aside the Miami ordinance requiring collectors of royalties on
copyrighted works to pay a $2,500
yearly license tax on the ground of
unconstitutionality, it was said yesterday by E. C. Mills. Copyrightr
are a federal grant and are immune
to local taxation, Mills said in mentioning that Ascap had previously
defeated in the courts a similar tax
ton.
instituted by the State of Washing-

Only 2 New B'way Plays
Screen
Bought
Out
of 15 for
showsthe
which
have
opened on Broadway this season,
only two have been bought by film
producers.
are "The
Red Cat,"
which 20th They
Century
financed,
and
"Lady Jane," which Harold B.
Franklin and associates bought when
it was produced in London under
title of "Old Folks at Home."

Discuss Jersey Dual Ban
The New Jersey plan to eliminate
dual bills in the northern part of
that state was discussed by Allied
Theaters of New Jersey at a meetnecesof some
yesterday.
ingsary
signatures Lack
up
holding
is. still
operation of the agreement.

T

• •
• A FANCY bit of International Exploitation
engineered by Warners
with Col. Roscoe Turner, the Speed
King
sailing today for England to take part in the
international race starting Oct. 20, from London to Melbourne
the Colonel will sail with his new Boeing monoplane
named "Warner Brothers Comet"

«

the proposal but did not indicate
any attitude.
Mills suggested that the original
schedule of taxes, slated to become
effective Oct. 1, be changed so that
houses of 800 seats or less, charging no less than 15 cents admission
be taxed not more than 10 cents
atop,
seat.

»

»

»

AS
SEEN
BY
THE PRESS
AGENT

"Gary Cooper has purchased a set of
gold-plated

fish-hooks."— PARAMOUNT.

DAILY

PARA. BANKER CASE
PUT OFF TO OCT, 23
Hearing on the motion of Thomas
J. Reynolds, vice-president of the
National City Bank, to prevent
questioning about his bank's dealing with Paramount-Publix under
Sec. 21A of the old bankruptcy act
was adjourned yesterday to Oct. 23
by Federal Judge Coxe on the
likelihood that a settlement of the
Paramount bank suit would be effected by that time. Arthur Ballantine, of counsel for the Paramount trustees, said that he wasn't
certain that an agreement would
eventually be reached on the bank
suit and was granted leave to proceed with arguments on the Reynolds' motion,
for a
settlement
brokeif negotiations
down.

Warners Set to Start
Four $1,000,000 Films
(Continued from Page 1)

Vallee, supported by Helen Morgan
Frank and Milt Britton and Band
the Connecticut Yankees, Ned
Sparks, Joseph Cawthorn and Allen
Jenkins, with Alfred E. Green assigned to direct; "Casino de Paree".
starring Al Jolson, and "Flying
Marines," co-starring James Cagney and Pat O'Brien.

Fox Studios Starting
Eight Films Next Month

NEWS

OF THE DAY
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CONNECTICUT UNIT
NEXT FOR ALLIED

Planning to make New England
a 100 per cent Allied territory, Allied States Ass'n, having just organized a unit in Maine, plans to
form an association in Connecticut,
thus setting up branches in every
state in that section.
C. Staples of Calais was elected
president of the new Maine unit at
a meeting held in Bangor and at
tended by 40 exhibitors. Other officers are: vice-president, A. Good
side, Portland; treasurer, W. Home
Presque
Isle; secretary, C. Murch
Sumner, la. — Cass interests have
West Sullivan; directors, A. Gold
Bertram
Erlanger Dead
installed wide range equipment and
Akron — Bertram Erlanger, 56, smith, Orano; A. St. Ledger, Pitts
a new screen in their theater here,
transferring the old equipment to pioneer motion picture theater own- field; Mrs. N. Shea, Eastport; E
Saco; G. Bisson, Fairfield; H
Nashua, where they opened a new
er of Cleveland, died last week of Bolen,
Smiley, Madison.
theater.
a heart ailment.
Ashland, Ky. — Maurice White.
Boston — The Scollay Square Theater, closed some months ago by Paramount assistant manager, fractured a leg, while his wife lost an
M.
& P., is being renovated for reopening.
eye in an auto smash-up a few days
ago.
New Orleans — Mayfair will disHuntington, W. Va. — Abe Hyman
tribute eight Liberty features in and
family are in Canada on vacation.
this territory, according to Manager
Bob Kelly. This exchange will also
handle some British product.
Newark, O. — Floyd and Virgil
Price
are remodeling the Grand for
reopening.

WORDS

and WISDOM

Del Ruth Sees Crusade
Dead in Three Months
(Continued from Page

1)

efforts to avoid conflict with their
proposed standards, story editor^
are having a difficult time, said Del
'"THAT 'yes-man' legend about me about."— ERIC
VON
STROHEIM.
Ruth yesterday in New York, where
is a fallacy. Obviously, if I
he
been looking at "The Red
"All the m. p. industry needs to Cat,"hasplay
liked mystantly Icould
assistants
to say
which the Darryl Zanucfc
hire one
for 'yes'
$5 a conday
outfit financed and which he will diinsure
clean
films
is
somebody
who'll
to keep on saying it instead of pay- insure clean films against neglect
rect when filmed later at the coast
big salaries." — at the box-office." — Genevieve the Del Ruth leaves New York today or
CECILing myB.helpers
DE MILLE.
Kitchen Cynic, per Ted Cook.
his return to Hollywood.

"Nobody can tell me there's any
(Continued from Page 1)
such thing as genius on the screen
River" and "Bachelor of Arts".
or stage. It's just hard work, that's
Completed and in the cutting rooms all,
and a knowledge of the technique
are "365 Nights in Hollywood", of acting."— STUART ERWIN.
"Music in the Air", "Marie Galante" and "Elinor Norton".
"When better movies are made,
they'll WILEY.
probably be just as bad." —
Studying Sound for India
REV.
Balbir S. Ahluwalia, a sound technician of India, who is a graduate
"The only group that kept any
of RCA Institutes, New York, in dignity
in this censorship racket was
radio
and
sound
engineering,
wil1
return to India in November. While the writers."— MARC CONNELLY.
in the U. S., Ahluwalia made a study
of the radio broadcast and sound
"In Hollywood the directors don't
motion picture industries. He has know what to do— or what it's all
recently arrived in New York after
spending some time in Hollywood
Cincinnati Chatter
and sails tomorrow for England and
Cincinnati — G. A. Roberts arrived
France, where he will visit the sound
ago to meet with Herstudios and study their production a few mandays
Wobber and William Sussman
methods.
on the S. R. Kent drive for Fox.
K. Turner, Mayfair manager, will
Jimmy Walker Considers Film Post
London — If James J. Walker be- open the Taft on Sunday for a oneshowing of "Wiener Blut."
comes identified with the film indus- dayVandals
broke $250 worth of wintry here, it will be in an executive
dow glass at the Hollywood, suburcapacity, not as an actor, he states.
ban house involved in a labor disThe former Mayor of New York admitted he had been considering an
Charles
Wagoner of Milwaukee
executive post with a new produc- pute.
succeeds Buster Thayer with Ross
tion enterprise.
Federal Service.
William McCabe has joined the
First Division forces.
Find Pacific N.W. Improved
Mae West repeated history by
Seattle — Arriving here on a tour of
playing two extra days at the Palexchanges, Abe Montague and Jerome
ace then moving to the Lyric for a
Safron of Columbia reported that every
second week.
Pacific Coast center they had visited
The son of Mr. and Mrs. Harry
showed signs of an upturn in business
similar to the east.
Wessel lost a leg in an auto accident.

"Even after I made good in pictures that infernal inferiority complex remained."— JEAN HARLOW.
"I think most exhibitors would
make heavy personal sacrifices to
forego showing shabby or salacious
pictures."— ARTHUR L. MAYER.

Cincy Union Jam Continues
Cincinnati — A conference here be
tween labor officials and code repre
sentatives with a view to adjusting
differences between the I. A. T. S. E!
operators and an independent unioq
operating in suburban houses, failed
to reach a solution. The I. A. grou ,
"Hollywood producers go as far brought code charges against nhw
as possible to obtain stories that suburban houses.
will be sweet and nice. They have
arranged to take the entire Cuban
Two Mich. Houses Reopened
sugar crop. The sugar will be made
Detroit — The Grotto in Constan
into syrup and used to fill the scentine and the Collingwood in Union
COOK.ario writers' fountain pens." — TED ville have reopened after being darl
a year.
Harry Silver is selling the Silve
Detroit Notes
theater, Onaway, and retiring.
Detroit — Jacob Schreiber has
formed a new holding company,
Film Players in Stage Roles
Jacob Schreiber Theatrical EnterTala Birell, who was to have apprises, Inc.
peared on Broadway in "Just Ontj
Clarence Fagan, chief booker at
More," will instead have a role irl
M-G-M, died last week of poisoning. "Order Please" at the Playhouse!
C. A. Morthorst, former Regent Linda Watkins is taking over thfl
manager, is back from Louisville role previously assigned to Dorothj
Mackaill in "Say When."
Williair
after ater
giving
there. up plans to open a the- Harrigan is in the cast of "Goodbyf
Rawlinsor
Charles W. Porter is the new Please," while Herbert
manager of the Beacon, formerly will appear in "Path of Glory."
the Ferry Field.
C. A. Coulter has opened a premium office in the Film Exchange.
Charles A. Garner, formerly operating as Regal Film Attractions,
has opened an office in his own name
in the Film Exchange to handle independent product.

Richey Urges Dropping Seal
Detroit — Dropping of the "purity
seal," which he classes as a stigma,
is urged by H. M. Richey, general manager of Allied Theaters of Michigan,
now that the industry and the church
groups are practically in accord.

On Short Subjects
the name Hal Roach
is like 14 Karat

on gold

»ACH
xiats oil to rial Xvoach! This is his
21st year as ohort Comedy leader, rle
has stayed on top because ne believes
that quality and star value are as important to short subjects as to leatures.
rial Xvoach never hesitated when others
wavered, xiis career and resources have

i

been pledged to the perfection ol the
short comedy lor the happily balanced
show, lhat s why a rial Jxoach Comedy on your program is the entertainment
argument that clinches the ticket sale !

EMffiffiESSffl

ii

OH

■ ^H

Hk «*

In the whole
industry
ONLY

the
GREAT
STUDIO devoted
entirely to the
SHORT COMEDY!

Above is a photo ol the only big scale
■studio in films which makes the Onort
C^omedy its exclusive business I N o equipment too ambitious lor the xlal Xvoach
Otuoio ... its

resources

and

FEATURE

STRENGTH

personnel

just like the

splendid entertainments that come
it to your screen!

are
Irom

STAN LAUREL
OLIVER HARDY
1 Ins teamlull ol merriment is an
American institution! A lie only
big time Ieature stars who also
come to you in snort comedies!

»

^

THELMA TODD
PATSY KELLY
i^xlubitors tell us they nave beconie tne lemale .Laurel -.Hardy
team! lour public will like
these gay, giddy gals more than
ever in their new routine.

IRVIN S. COBB
J. he lirst Irvin ij. Cobb

comedies

have definitely conhrmed the showmanship inspiration ol xlal XVoach.
Xhe chuckling person all ty ol
America s idol is on the screen !

CHARLIE

CHASE

A welc
idditi<
welcome addition
to any program, because the Charlie Chase
comedy has long proved itself a
consistently likable fun him. An
established marquee name!

OUR

GANG

It has been an achievement in picture
making to successlully present these
juvenile stars during so many years.
J. he public loves them, and Opuuk
panky
id his Cang go merrily on !

HAL ROACH

COMEDIES

3

LAUREL-HARDY

8

CHARLIE

7

IRVIN

8

Tkelma TODD
Patsy KELLY

6

G"
OUR GAN
featuring
OpanJcy

— merrily

CHASE

S. COBB

presented

THE LAUGHING

hy

LION

THEY PLAY
RINGS AROUND
ALL OTHER
COMEDY SHORTS!

A\

U

r

/
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PARA. TRUSTEE FEE
DECLARED EXORBITANT
(Continued from Page 1)

m "LOTS"
;By RALPH
froWILK
TTLE
A LIHOLLYWOOD

ANNwho
YOUNG,
sister of
Illinois, charman of the committee pOLLY
Loretta,
is featured
in
in stating that the bill of claim was
too high remarked that the othe Fox's forthcoming, "The White Parwill play an important role
two Paramount
Trustees had re- in theade,"picture,
marking the first
quested like fees.
joint appearance of the two girls.

12 Shorts Are Planned
By (Continued
LondonfromFilm
Prods.
Page 1)

of 12 shorts dealing with topical
subjects, according to John B.
Myers, publicity and advertising
manager of the company, who is at
present in New York. These subjects will be released here by U. A.
along with the six features to be
turned out by the Korda Company.
Revealing details of the $2,500,000 studio being erected by London
Films at Elstree, Myers said the
plant would have between six and
eight stages, permitting the rental
of space to the many new independent producing units that are
cropping up in England. Not more
than six or eight features will be
made by London Films itself, however, Myers said. As in the case of
"Henry VIII," "Catherine the Great"
Life of Don Juan."
and "Private
Korda
will adhere to a policy of
using internationally known stars in
all of his productions, it was stated
by Myers, and the studio now has
arranged with U. A. whereby it can
call upon the latter organization for
most of its stars and technicians.
Myers sails Oct. 5 on his return to
London.

Boston Brevities
Boston — Manager Max -Michael
has put in a new policy of reserved
seats and a 99-cent top at the Park.
Max Melincoff, Warner circuit district manager, has been elected
president of the local Warner Club.
Nunes has opened ProgresRobert Premium
Co. here.
sive
Louis Stern, publicist, and Joseph
Chatis, theater display man, have
opened the Reliable Art Service.
Attending Pittsburgh Party
A number of New York execs are
planning to go to Pittsburgh to attend a dinner to be given to Harry
Kalmine, Warner zone manager, and
Harry Goldstein, Paramount district
manager, at the William Penn Hotel,
Oct. 14.
SUNSET PROJECTION
& DUBBING
ENTERPRISE
Sid Smith
Johnny Morgan
PRODUCERS & PUBLIC PROJECTION
ROOM
COMPLETE DUBBING & SCORING SERVICE

Alt facilities of a major projection room
Can match into any sound truck.
6048
Sunset
Blvd.
Call Hollywood 9480 tor appointment
Hollywood, Calif.

T

T

Arthur
is
based Aylesworth.
on a play by"Concealment"
Leonard Ide.
Tom Buckingham, F. Hugh Herbert
and Mary McCall, Jr., wrote the
screen play, which is being directed
by William Dieterle.
T

T

T

T

REPORT BEING MADE
TOO. A, ON CONTRACTS
Reacting to exhibitor charges including those made by Allied, that
in some instances standard licensing
agreements have not been revised to
conform with the code, the legal
committee of the Code Authority
yesterday
studied
various
tor contracts
and will
reportdistribuon the
matter to the parent body at its
meeting tomorrow. Attending the
session, which was held at the M.
P. Club, were Nathan Yamins, Harold S. Bareford, I. Levenson, Willard MacKay, and David O. Decker,
who represented NJcholas M.
Schenck.
The morning meeting of the Authority tomorrow will be devoted to
administrative matters. At the afternoon session a hearing will be
held on a zoning and protection appeal filed by the Forum and Fleetwoodtory.theaters
against
Loew's VicThe entire
Authority
will
hear the appeal.

Universal has purchased "On the
Fred (Georgia Peaches) Craw- Make," a Dashiel Hammett story,
ford, 1933 all-American tackle at which it will probably release under
Duke University, has been added to the title of "Mr. Dynamite." The
is being put into continuity
the cast of Fox's "Bachelor of Arts," story
the adaptation of John Erskine's form now at Universal City.
novel of college life with Tom
Y
Y
Y
David Selman, has been assigned
Brown, Anita Louise, Henry B. Walthall and Stepin Fetchit. Louis King to direct Tim McCoy in "Wolves
is directing.
of Catelaw," the first of a series of
western dramas scheduled under
r
T
T
Hale Hamilton will appear with the star's new contract with Columbia Pictures. The story, which apMay Robson in "Portrait of Laura
peared in a popular magazine, is by
Bales," at RKO.
T
T
T
Claude Rister and the screen play
Bela Lugosi, Wallace Ford and was written by Fred Beebe.
▼ ▼ T
Dorothy Lee will head the cast of
"Cheating Cheaters," the Max
"The Mysterious Mr. Wong," Monogram feature, which William Nigh Marcin play, has entered its third
is to direct from the novel by Harry week of production at Universal City
Dual Bill for B'klyn Strand
Stephen Keeler. George Yohalem with the addition of two new mem"Young and Beautiful", Mascot
bers to the cast. These are George release
is supervisor and Nina Howatt wrote
now in its second week at
the screenplay.
Barraud and Wallace Clarke. Fay
the
Criterion,
and Paramount's
T
T
T
Wray plays the feminine lead.
"You Belong To Me" will be double▼ T T
featured at the Brooklyn Strand
Dawn O'Day's change of name to
Ann Shirley has been approved by
Elinor Troy, a Washington, D. C.. starting tomorrow. They follow the
the court. She is in RKO's "Ann of girl whom Busby Berkeley derun of Warner's "Desirable".
Green Gables."
scribes as the "most perfectly
T T ▼
formed
girl
he
ever
saw,"
has
been
With "The Healer" postponed
until next Spring, Trem Carr, Mono- signed by the maestro of ensemble
Diggers of 1935."
gram vice-president, has assigned effects for "Gold
Y
Y
Y
p, HOLLYWOOD
^
Ben Verschleiser to produce "MilRoy
Chanslor,
author
ofMuni
"Hi, as
Nel-a
lion Dollar Baby" from an original
lie,"
which
served
Paul
by Joseph Santley. The picture is
scheduled for late October produc- motion picture, has been assigned
tion. Santley is working on the to do the adaptation of "Women Are
screen play with John Krafft.
Bum Newspapermen" for Warners.
The Boswell Sisters, one of
Walter Catlett has been added to
most popular trios, were
the cast of RKO's "Lightning radio's
last-minute additions to the cast of
Strikes Twice."
T
T
T
"Transatlantic Merry-Go-Round,"
Robert E. Welsh has assigned the Reliance production soon to be
Charles Logue to the script of released through United Artists.
▼ T T
Monogram's "Sing Sing Nights" for
additional scenes and dialogue. Paul
June
Clayworth,
Universal's newMalvern is producing the picture
est contract player, arrived in California on Monday and yesterday she
with Lew Collins set to direct. MariMOST CONVENIENT
on Orth adapted the Harry Stephen was assigned to a production. InHotel in Hollywood
Keeler novel.
side of two weeks that production
$2.50 up, Single
will be before the cameras. The
T
Y
Y
$3.00 up, Double
John Twist, screen writer now tentative title of it is "The Joy of
Special weekly and monthly rates
Living." It is by Doris Anderson.
busy at RKO Radio on "The Por- The
star of the production will be
The Plaza is near everytrait of Laura Bales," has drawn a
thing to see and do in
long-term contract from the studio. Douglass Montgomery.
▼
▼
▼
T
T
T
Hollywood.
Ideal for business or pleasure.
Columbia has renewed its option
Carl Detzler, author of four
Every
room
has private
on two recently signed young play- stories recently acquirel by Paradressing room, bath and
ers, Geneva Mitchell and Sheila
mount, has arrived in Hollywood
Mannors.
shower. Beds "built for
from the east to help prepare them
for the screen.
rest." Every venience.
modern
▼ T T
Fine foodscon-at
T
T
T
William Davidson has been added
reasonable prices. ConvenMartin, adopted daughter
to the cast of "Concealment," First of Dixie
ient parking for your car.
Alexander Pantages, is among
Chas. Danziger, Mgr.
National's latest starring picture for
Barbara Stanwyck. Warren Wil- the 103 chorus girls selected for
Eugene Stern, Pres.
liam has the masculine lead opposite "College Rhythm," now being diThe "Doorway of Hospitality"
rected at Paramount by Norman
Miss Stanwyck. The cast of prinVine
at Hollywood
Blvd.
cipals includes Douglas Dumbrille. Taurog, featuring among others,
HOLLYWOOD
Grant Mitchell, Glenda Farrell, Lanny Ross, Jack Oakie, Joe PenArthur Byron, Henry O'Neill and ner, Helen Mack and Lyda Roberti.
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Calls Clean Film Crusade
Just a Big Misunderstanding
VOUR

correspondent has discovered that all this uproar
about the sinfulness of the
movies is just a big, stupendous,
colossal misunderstanding1. He
hopes that as a result of the
explanations to follow, everything will soon be sweet and
peaceful again; after which Mae
West can go back to work, and
maybe Elder Will Hays will
buy your correspondent an icecream soda. The movies are accused of corrupting the morals
of American men, women, and
children. But consider who
makes the accusation — a
"Legion of Decency" already
numbering hundreds of thousands of people and rapidly
growing; by autumn it is expected that there will be at least
12,000,000 Legionnaires of Decency—8,000,000 Catholics and
4,000,000 members of other denominations. Bytheir own admission these crusaders are
themselves unstained; the
movies have utterly failed to
corrupt them. Presumably the
criterion of membership in the
Legion is the scriptural text,
"Let him who is without sin
cast the first stone." Otherwise the crusade would be unchristian and immoral. Surely
one does not mobilize sinners to
do God's work. Hence, considering the number and purity of
the accusers, the movies must
be acquitted out of hand. The
conclusion is inescapable: America may be "smothered in
goods," we may have excess
productive capacity in industry
and agriculture, but our moral
economy is still one of scarcity.
The labors of Cecil De Mille,
Greta Garbo, Clara Bow, Jean
Harlow, Lupe Velez, even that
great good bad woman Mae
West have been utterly ineffective. Man does not live by bread
alone. We are facing a sin
shortage of alarming proportions. Relatively America is
still as innocent as a new-born
babe.
— James Rorty in "The Nation."

Fairbanks Pays Tribute
To Korda as Director
ALEXANDER KORDA has

brought characteristics out
of me which I had no idea I
possessed. It is as if, when directing my own pictures — as I
did for nineteen years — I had
always drawn myself in plain
black and white. Korda puts
in a lot of intricate shading —
little characteristics which it is
almost impossible to observe
in one's self, but which a clever
director has the knack of discovering and bringing out. I
came to England originally to
play golf, but since London
Films are affiliated with the
United
Artists
Company
of

TOPICS

«

«

«

America, of which I am a director, I was invited to see
"The Private Life of Henry
VIII". The international appeal of this picture amazed me.
Korda had put ancient history
on an every-day basis, and
made the film palatable, not
only to the English public, but
to a world public. It was a
great achievement and gave me
implicittion. Ifaith
in Korda's
direcdetermined
to come
to
Elstree and place myself in his
hands for at least one film. I
am confident now that "The
Private Life of Don Juan" is
going to be one of my greatest
films. I am an incurable romantic, you see. Korda, on the
other hand, is a satirist. He
certainly portrays Don Juan as
a romantic lover, but he is
laughing at him as well. My
Robin Hood was a hero who
could do no wrong — Don Juan
makes many mistakes. Robin
Hood was a perfect lover — but
Don Juan is a human being
making love. Such films as
"Robin Hood" and "The Thief
of Bagdad", which I directed
myself, were among the biggest
box office successes in history.
Naturally I had to have great
faith in a director before I
handed myself over. "Don
Juan" is a worthy experiment.
I am interested — almost as one
apart — to see the audience effectiveness of Korda's satire
and my action when co-mingled
in the same picture.
— Douglas Fairbanks.

Writers on Hollywood
Fail to Investigate

A

GREAT

part of the misunderstandings existing in the
public mind about the film industry can be blamed on visiting writers and commentators
who do not investigate their
subject thoroughly enough. I
refer particularly to the individual who accepts the hospitality of the studios for a few
days, conducts a casual research into the superficial aspects of picture production, and
then goes home and writes
what purports to be a penetrating analysis of the industry. Usually such an individual learns enough of his subject to be able to speak or
write convincingly and with apparent authority to back up his
views, his superficial familiarity renders his statements all
the more pernicious, since they
gain wider credence through
their seeming authenticity. We
are willing to, and do, cooperate with these people in every
way possible. I think it is
only fair that they should return the courtesy by determining the accuracy of their facts
before they print —them.
Lou Brock.

«
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» » » » EXPLOITETTES
Effective St. Louis Campaign
For 'Drummond Strikes Back'
J-JAROLD W. EVANS, manager of Loew's State, St.
Louis, arranged a number of
effective exploitation stunts
which gained wide attention for
the opening of "Bulldog Drummond Strikes Back". All local
newspapers played up the opening with numerous stories and
cuts on both Ronald Colman and
Loretta Young. Evans put over
a stunt with Western Union
which also got plenty of newspaper space. Colman wired
Mayor Dickman an invitation to
attend the premiere. The wire
was enlarged and two messenger boys delivered it to the
Mayor. Local dailies had their
photographers on hand to cover
the event. Photos broke in the
papers the day before the opening. Western Union offices all
used the wire blow-ups for window displays. Book tie-ups,
with cut-outs and scene stills of
Colman received prominent
space in the windows of
Scruggs - Vandervoort - Barney,
Stix-Baer-Fuller and the Famous-Barr store. The Yellow
Taxicabs carried special tire
covers announcing the opening
and 125 window streamers were
used on all local shoe store windows in a tie-up with the Central Shoe Company. Eight hundred and twenty-five display
cards, plugging mystery magazines and "Drummond," were
posted at all newsstands. A tieup with resulted
the "Liberty
Magazine"
carriers
in 8,500
heralds
being distributed in copies of
the latest issue. Evans later
arranged a special matinee for
the Liberty carriers. Through
a tie-up with the Piggly-Wiggly
stores more than 38,000 heralds
were distributed in packages.
— Loew's State, St. Louis.

Elaborate Campaign
Sells "Dames" in Detroit
AN

effective exploitation campaign handled by Bert Perkins, Warner exploiteer and the
staff of the Michigan Theater,
Detroit, helped put over
"Dames" for huge grosses when
it played this theater. The highlight of the ballyhood included
the following stunts: A sound
truck, carrying two girls,
dressed in engaging costumes,
was sent around town with the
girls distributing heralds on the
picture. Window displays, included forty windows in selected sections of the city, a special full window in one of the
larger department stores; three
Dick Powell shirt tieups; a
special full window tieup featuring Joan Blondell and three
music store window tieups. Five
thousand
Ruby Keeler photos

«

«

«

«

were given away at the theater
to the first seven hundred
patrons daily in a tieup with
"Modern Screen" magazine. Additional plugs for the picture
were obtained over local radio
stations in a tieup with the
Wurlitzer
radio hour over
WJBK.
— Michigan, Detroit.

Anagram Contest, 24-Sheets,
Exploited "Chained" in Toledo
A LETTER-MATCHING tieup with a baking company
was one of the features of W.
S. Caldwell's
campaign
MG-M's
"Chained"
for the onshow-

ing of entine
that Theater,
film inat Toledo,
Loew's Ohio.
ValSingle letters were included in
the packing of each loaf of
bread, with an offer of free tickets to those completing the name
of the picture. 50,000 inserts
were used. Caldwell was assisted by an M-G-M exploiteer.
Window displays were obtained
on hats, pipes and golf on
Otto tor
Kruger,
Max Facproducts and
and onsoap.
The
Coca-Cola tie-up with Joan
Crawford was also utilized.
The "News-Bee," local paper,
ran an anagram contest on the
words "Loew's" and "Chained."
The national 24-sheet campaign
was sniped with copy on the
theater, and playdate.
— Loew's Valentine, Toledo.

Radio Talent Contest Tieup
Builds Theater Patronage
JN
tieup
NBC'sWarner's
Cleveland
stationwith
Ohio ATheater
inWTAM,
Mansfield,
Ohio,
packed the house with a radio
talent contest. There were fiftyfive contestants of which six
won a trip to Cleveland and a
chance over the air waves. The
popularity of the stunt is attested by the SRO audiences for
the two nights of the contest
and the front page newspaper
publicity for more than a week.
Besides the packed house, tremendous goodwill was built for
the theater.
— Ohio, Mansfield, O.

Bakery Tie-Up Exploited
"Treasure Island" in Altoona
the
JJOHN
State MALOY,
Theater,manager
Altoona,of Pa.,
exploited M-G-M's "Treasure
Island" by tieing in with a baking company on a "Treasure
Island Cake"; giving out pirate
hats to children; arranging special radio broadcasts on the
film's script; tieing in with
Winchester Rifle on Wallace
Beery and Jackie Cooper; and
distributing cards, through a
fan
magazine
Island"
story inon thea "Treasure
issue.
— State, Altoona, Pa.
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FEATURES and SHORTS REVIEWS
Janet Gaynor

"SERVANTS'

FOREIGN

in

ENTRANCE"

with Lew Ayres, Ned Sparks
Fox
88 mins.
SWELL FAMILY ENTERTAINMENT
WITH PLEASING ROMANTIC STORY
AND STRONG ON CAST AND COMEDY.
Differing somewhat from most of the
former Janet Gaynor stories in plot and
locale, this production is nicely geared for
mass popularity, Janet, the daughter of
a rich Swedish auto maker, Walter Connolly, is on the verge of marrying a youth
of her class when the father goes broke.
In order to learn to be a housewife, Janet
runs off and gets a job as servant with
Ned Sparks, a gloomy cartoonist. He
doesn't put up with her very long, and
she next becomes a kitchen maid in a
rich home where she clashes with the
chauffeur, Lew Ayres, with whom

she sub-

sequently falls in love. When Janet's
father finds her and announces that he
is now financially okay again, she has lost
her desire to marry her fiance. So she
runs away once more and, after the usual
misadventures, returns to Ayres.
Cast: Janet Gaynor, Lew Ayres, Ned
Sparks, Walter Connolly, Louise Dresser,
G. P. Huntley, Jr., Astrid Allwyn, Siegfried
Rumann, John Qualen, Catherine Doucet,
Greta Meyer, Dorothy Christy, Josephine
Whittell, Jerry Stewart, Ruth Marion, Harold Minjir, Ann Gibbons, Buster Phelps.
Director, Frank Lloyd; Author, Sigrid
Boo; Screen Play, Samson Raphaelson; Cameraman, Hal Mohr; Recording Engineer,
Joseph Aiken.
Direction, Excellent. Photography, Very
Good.

with

"CRIMSON
Ben

Lyon,

ROMANCE"

Sari Maritza,
Eric
Von
Stroheim
Mascot
71 mins.
WAR DRAMA FEATURING AIR COMBATS AND STRONG LOVE INTEREST
HOLDS GOOD ENTERTAINMENT.
A revival of the air fighting during the
World War is ushered in with this picture,
but with the horror of war stressed rather
than the alleged glory, so that it really
becomes a peachment against war. On
this angle it should be sold, for that is
the only way to sell the femmes this type
of picture with the present feeling against
armaments and war propaganda. The direction is very commendable, the story is
intelligently developed with some good
dialogue and a grown-up philosophy about
life and things in general. The cast is
exceptionally good, with strong names
spotted throughout. The work of Ben
Lyon and Hardie Albright as the air ace
buddies carries a very natural and human
note. Sari Maritza does admirably and
Eric Von Stroheim is perfectly cast. Believable action, thrills and strong love story
hold wide appeal.
Cast: Ben Lyon, Sari Maritza, Eric Von
Stroheim, Hardie Albright, James Bush,
William Bakewell, Herman Bing, Bodil
Rosing, Vincent Barnett, Arthur Clayton,
Oscar Apfel, Purnell Pratt, Jason Robards,
William vcn Brincken,
Brandon
Hurst.
Director, David Howard; Authors, Al
Martin, Sherman Lowe; Screen Play, Milton Krims; Dialoguer, Doris Schroeder;
Editor, Doris Draught; Cameraman, Ernest
Miller.
Direction, Very Good. Photography, Excellent.

"HALSINGAR", in Swedish; produced
by Svensk Filmindustri; directed by Ivar
Johansson; with Inga Tidblad, Sven Bergvall, et al. At the 5th Ave. Playhouse.
Interesting rural backgrounds and some
agreeable musical numbers help an otherwise dreary romantic drama about an unwed mother who goes through a good deal
of suffering before she arrives at the
happy

ending.

SHORTS
Anson Weeks and His Orchestra in
on and
the Toby
Roof" Wing
With "Rhythm
Bob Crosby
Paramount
10 mins.
Fairly pleasing musical novelty
with Bob Crosby, brother of Bing,
singing three numbers against an
orchestra layout and with some
scenic effects including a rooftop
dancing number by a line of chorines. Bob's voice sounds almost the
same as his famous brother's, but
the younger
lacksability.
Bing's Toby
personality and lad
selling
Wing is used merely for decorative
effect in a sentimental tieup with
the singer.

BOOKING PICTURES
IS A

PROBLEM!

But NOT

to readers of

"The Superstition of Three
(Paramount
Varieties)
on a Match"
Paramount
10 mins.
Idea Misses
This skit, designed to show the
origin of the superstition about
three on a match, has been handled
too clumsily to register properly. It
presents an African soothsayer,
back in the Boer War, as the one
who warned a soldier to beware of
the combination of three. The soldier laughted at the warning, and
was shot down while in the company
of two friends. It's all so naive and
so heavily acted that it gets amusing although it is not intended to be.
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Jeanne Aubert in
"The Mysterious Kiss"
Vitaphone
19 mins.
So-So
Stale story idea and a not very
satisfying group of vocal number"
by Jeanne Aubert reduce this short
musical to the lower brackets of entertainment. At a masquerade
party, Jeanne is kissed by a man
who leaves quite an impression.
After a search to discover the identity of the effective lover, she finds
it was none other than her husband.
Some dancing routines also are interpolated, but they lack anything
in the way of distinction.
"Buddy's
(Looney Bearcats"
Tune)
Vitaphone
7 mins.
Good Animated
Having a good sprinkling of humor, this cartoon comedy produced
by Leon Schlesinger should fill its
Title is inwell
purpose dicative
of itsenough.
contents, and from
the animation standpoint it has been
efficiently handled.

They KNOW

they can rely on

FILM DAILY
REVIEWS

ngan

OBLIGATION
ANY
x^V

manufacturer who has won his way
into the confidence of a great industry isunder obligation to maintain the

standards that have given his product preference. Eastman Super-Sensitive "Pan" is
continually discharging such an obligation.
On the lot . . . in the laboratory. . . on the
screen ... it is unfailingly delivering the same
qualities that first made it a sensation in the
motion-picture world. Eastman Kodak Co.
(J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors, New
York, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN Super-Sensitive
Panchromatic Negative

ewspc
ures
The Dai
t i o n Pict
Of Mo ly N Years iper
Old
Now Six teen

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Exhibitor Group Not Filing Suit Against Ascap

FILM CODE MODIFICATION SEEN UNDER NEW SETUP
$2,870,000 Profit Is Reported by British Circuit
Vssoc. British Picture Net
Tops Last Year by
$900,000

Deal Near Between Loew and RKO on Product
Negotiations with Loew executives for a division of Columbia and Universal product
with RKO theaters are about to be completed with one or two situations still in the
course of discussion, an RKO theater executive stated to FILM DAILY yesterday. Division of playing time for Fox product between Skouras and RKO has been settled with
Die exception of bookings at the RKO 81st St. F;nal product buy for RKO is expected
to be about 170 major company releases, with more tnan a score of independent spot
bookings.

London — A profit of approximatey $2,870,000 is reported by Assorted British Picture Corp., Ltd.,
or the year ended March 31. The
irganization, headed by John Maxveil, operates some 200 cinemas in
his country. This year's profit
epresents an increase of about
1900,000 over the preceding year.
)irector,s recommended a dividend Bishop Advises Pope
I 6 per cent.
Films Are Improved
The company, which now has a
Vatican City— Bishop John J.
:ombined reserve of more than $5,- Cantwell of the Los Angeles diocese
'00,000, also has issued notice of an visited Pope Pius yesterday and re:xtraordinary general meeting to inported that "a very notable im(Continued on Page 4)
provement in motion pictures for
the past few weeks has been
shown." Bishop Cantwell said that
the Pope heartily welcomed the
news.

Rosenblatt's
Withdrawal
Held Likely Following
Johnson's Exit

Modification of the motion picture code under the pending reorganization of the NRA, which plans
greater self-rule for industries, was
indicated yesterday by sources close
to the Administration. Withdrawal
of Gen. Hugh S. Johnson as national administrator encouraged
speculation over possibilities of the
Leon Netter, long with Para- resignation of Sol A. Rosenblatt,
mount's theater company, has as- division administrator, who has
sumed various duties at Famous charge of the amusement industry.
Theaters Corp. which were former- Rosenblatt is generally understood
to have entered
the NRA setup via
(Continued on Page 4)
ly performed by Sam Dembow, Jr.,
who has joined National Screen
Service. A principal phase of Netter's work will be to contact partner circuits. Netter, who was formerly in charge
of film buying and
(Continued on Page 9)

Leon Netter Assumes Bigger Duties

ADDING FOUR STAGES
AT WARNER STUDIOS
Vet Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Plans for the contraction of four more sound stages
it Warner's Burbank studios were
mnounced yesterday by Jack L.
Earner. This will give Warners a
otal of 14 sound stages, in addition
(.Continued

on

Page

9)

Detroit Film Buying Suit
May Run Three Months

Detroit — Hearing of the suit by
facob Schreiber against Cooperative
rheaters of Michigan, exchange,
st al, alleging monopoly of product,
s expected to take about three
veeks. The case opened Tuesday in
(Continued

on Page

10)

Para. Inr'l Employs 3,447
Paramount International Corp. now
has 3,447 employes throughout
world, with 40 of these located at
home office. English employes
other nationalities, with 1,149 on
company's
are French

roster. Next
employes,
who

the
the
lead
the

in number
total 465.

HERSCHEL STUART
JOINS COLUMBIA

Eight Features Are Planned in Technicolor
Present indications are that at
least eight features will be made in
Technicolor during the new season,
Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus, head of the
color company, told The Film Daily
in New York yesterday, following
his arrival from Boston. Numerous
short subjects will also be made in
Technicolor, stated Dr. Kalmus, who
sees "color becoming more and more
important."
Technicolor is forming a subsidi(Continued

on

Page

4)

Kansas Movies and Vaude
Grossed
'33
Bureau $4,564,000
of THE FILM in
DAILY

Washington

Washington — Approximately $2,232,000 was grossed in 1933 by 198
movie houses in Kansas, while 56
vaude-film houses got $2,332,000, according to figures released by the
Commerce Department in its American business census. Of the money
taken in, $727,000 went to payrolls.

Set Aside Exhib- Ascap Action
In Favor of Government Suit
Operators Get 20% Boost
In Canton's Second-Runs

Assured by the Federal Government that relief sought in its antitrust suit against the American SoCanton, O. — Union operators in
ciety of Composers, Authors & Pubsix second-run houses here receive
lishers would apply to theaters as
a 20 per cent pay boost under newly well as all users of music, the exsigned contracts. Pay of the operahibitor Emergency Committee yestors in the three major first-runs
terday decided not to file its proremains the same.
(Continued

on Page

10)

Herschel Stuart, formerly general
manager of RKO theaters, has been
appointed
director and
of public
tions for Columbia
assumesrelahis
new duties immediately. He will
have direction of the company's advertising, publicity, exploitation,
art and radio departments. Stuart,
who succeeds George Brown, brings
a wide experience in exhibition. He
was formerly identified with Paramount, Fox-Poli and other theater
interests, as well as RKO.

U. A. European Activities
Being Centered in London
London — Registration of United
Artists (Export) Limited, following on the recent announcement of
the registration
(Continued ofon Motion
Page 3) Picture

WestTeaming
Coast Bur., Jolson-Keeler
THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Warners will team Ruby
Keeler and her husband, Al Jolson, in
"Casino De Paree," forthcoming special
musical production.
The story is by
Bradford
Ropes.
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Paramount Newsreel Not Adding Commentator

Coming and Going

Paramount Newsreel will continue its present policy for the coming season, without
the addition of a "name" narrator. Lou Diamond stated to FILM DAILY yesterday.
"We are satisfied that our present policy is highly satisfactory to the exhibitors
and public, and because of their assurance and many compliments, we shall not make
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ANIH4T€E$
WANTED
Experienced animators on new
series. Write stating salary
and qualifications.
Address: Burt Gillett, THE VAN
BEUREN CORPORATION, 729 Seventh Ave., New York City.

1

any

change,"

he

said.

Hammons Guest Speaker
Expect F. D. Branches
On the Pacific Coast At Ampa Luncheon Today
Earl Hammons, president of Educational, will be the guest speaker
at
M. P.Club.
A. luncheon
the today's
Motion A.
Picture
Ed Finney,in
a past president, will act as guest
chairman. Other celebrities scheduled to be on hand include Ernest
Truex, Tom Howard, George Shelton, Yorke and King, Sylvia Froos,
Harry Gribbon, Frank Luther,
Charles Carlisle, Marion Martin, the
Mountain Melodiers, Ferde Groffe
and possibly Jackie Cooper and
Gets 5 Twickenham Films Wynne Gibson.
Five British pictures made by ing.
John Myers, publicity director for
Twickenham, Ltd., have been re- London Films, also will be one of
ceived by Olympic Pictures, headed the guests of honor at today's meetby M. J. Kandel, for distribution in
this country. They are: "Ghost
Camera", with Ida Lupino; "Bella
Columbians Giving Party
Donna", with Conrad Veidt; "Rocks
For the first time in the history
of Valpri", with John Garrick;
"Kentucky Minstrels", musical, and of the club, the Columbians are to
"Broken
Melody",
with Merle Obe- have a "Home Talent Dinner
ron and John
Garrick.
Dance" tomorrow at the Motion
Lupe Velez is on her way to Eng- Picture Club. It is to be strictly
land to appear in a Twickenham a local affair with the majority of
the acts being recruited from the
film, "The Morals of Marcus."
home office. President Hal Hode
and the several committees are
handling the arrangements.
Specialing "Happiness Ahead"
Warners will give special roadshow treatment in advertising and
Rachmil Named
Alternate
exploitation
"Happiness
Ahead,"
with Dick to
Powell
and Josephine
The I. T. O. A., at a meeting
Hutchinson. The picture, set for
national release Oct. 27, will have a yesterday, named Hyman Rachmil
Broadway premiere before that date. as alternate for Harry Brandt on
the exhibitor committee authorized
by Sol A. Rosenblatt, division administrator, to report on booth
Charles H. Thimmig Dead
costs in the New York metropolitan
St. Louis — Charles H. Thimmig, area.
real estate man and one time theater
owner, died this week. His brother,
Walter A. Thimmig, now owns the
Strayer to Direct Invincibles
McNair theater here.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Maury M. Cohen, head
of Invincible Pictures, has signed
Frank Strayer to direct the InvinTradeshowing "We Live Again"
cible program for 1934-35. First picSamuel Goldwyn's latest producture will be "Port of Lost Dreams,"
LiveFredric
Again",March
starring
Anna tion,
Sten"We and
and now in work.
released through United Artists,
will be trade shown at the Astor
Theater at 11 o'clock on Tuesday.
Maynard to Star in Serial

Plans for expansion of First Division's distribution system at the
Coast are expected to be announced
at the company's first annual sales
convention which opens Sept. 28 at
the Park Central Hotel. The Harry
Thomas company is understood
planning to take over exchanges in
Seattle and San Francisco and likely establish its own branch in Los
Angeles.

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Ken Maynard, now
Fischer to Handle G-B in Chi.
being
by Mascot in "In Old
Abe Fischer left New York yes- Santa starred
Fe," at present in work, will
terday for Chicago, where he will also be starred in the new Mascot
organize and take charge of the serial, "Mystery Mountain," starting
Gaumont-British sales force.
in a few weeks.
Mae Draws 100,000 in 5 Days
In its first five days at the New
York Paramount, the new Mae West
film, "Belle of the Nineties," drew
an attendance of more than 100,000.
The picture starts its second week
tomorrow.

Reinhardt Nicks Frisco
San Francisco — Max Reinhardt's
"Midsummer Night's Dream" production, playing at the War Memorial Opera House where no tax is
levied, cut quite a dent into local
movie grosses.

GUY KIBBEE, Warner player, arrives in Ne
York tomorrow morning. After a short stf
in New York, he leaves for Chicago, Wast
ingtonappearances
and Philadelphia
sonal
in each for
city. a
JOE
route
World

week's

pe

E. BROWN,
First National
star, is «_
from
the coast, with
stopovers,
to tt
Series games.

PHIL BAKER, JOHN R. SOFIO of Fox Film
Dr A. H. GIANNINI and MRS. HARRY REICH
ENBACH. in addition to JACK ALICOATE an
LOUIS NIZER, arrive in New York today froi
abroad on the Conte di Savoia.
ROBERT EDMOND JONES, scenic designe
who returns today from Europe, leaves tomoi
row for the coast to start work under his ne«
contract with John Hay Whitney of Pionec
Pictures, makers of Technicolor pictures fc
RKO release.
BARNEY GERARD, producer of musical show,
is on his way to Hollywood by auto with Mr!
Gerard. He has several propositions undt
consideration.
LEONTINE SAGAN, the "Maedchen in
form" director who arrived in New York
week from Europe, will go to the coast on
tract.
•irday to begin work under her M-G-M

Sol

Uni
th
Sat
con

JEANETTE REX, publicity representative fd
Lesser, has arrived
in New York.

CHARLIE LEDERER is flying from Hollywoo
to New York to meet MARION DAVIES an
present to her the script of her next M-G-l
picture.
"Movie
Queen."
EDGAR ALLAN WOOLF left the coast b
Diane
yesterday
for
a visit in the east wit!
his aunt.
TOM BAILY, now in New York from Mr
Coast, leaves Monday on his return, witi
City.
stop-offs at Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washing
tr-n, Pittsburgh, Cleveland, St. Louis and Kansj
COHEN
YorkDAVE
yesterday.
day.
MORT

SINGER

of Binghamton

was

in Ne<

arrived from Chicago yester

LARRY DARMOUR and HAROLD
leave tomorrow
for the coast.

HOPPEft

Glenn Anders Back to Stage
Glenn Anders, who makes his filr
debut in RKO's "By Your Leave,
will appear in the Theater Guild}
play, "Sleeping
directed
by PhilipClergyman,"
Moeller, whoto re
cently made RKO's "Age of Innc*
Cheese

Club

Resuming

The Cheese Club will resume iti1
luncheons
and meeting Oct. 8 witt
cence."
ant.
gathering held at Sardi's restaur

RECORDING
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"HAPPINESS

Sept 28-Ocr. 1: First convention of First DiYork. vision Exchanges, Park Central Hotel, New

AHEAD"

with Dick Powell, Josephine
First National

Hutchinson
86 mins.

\ clicks strong with wholesome
ihuman interest drama and swell
Romance
that
will
get the
fEMMES.

Mervyn Le Roy comes through with a
?rand human interest document filled with
delightful and natural touches that are
sound to panic the femmes of high and
low degree. But perhaps initial credit
must be given to Harry Sauber for writing
3 down-to-earth original without any Hollywood hoke and plenty of the stuff that
brings a catch in the throat and a smile
to the lips at the same time. And that's
a type of writing very scarce on the screen.
Josephine Hutchinson comes through as a
great bet with an extremely natural and
charming personality that grows on you.
And how that girl can troupe! A grand
team — she and Dick Powell, the latter doing the best work of his career in this one.
It is a Reverse Cinderella story — with the
rich girl playing at being a poor girl so she
can get some real happiness and romance
out of life. And Powell sings a couple
of songs — especially a sort of theme song
throughout — that fits in perfectly to plot
development and makes the lavish musicals
look weak

»DATE BOOK«

«

stacked against this produc-

tion's swell human interest story.
Cast: Dick Powell, Josephine Hutchinson,
John Halliday, Dorothy Dare, Frank McHugh, Allen Jenkins, Ruth Donnelly, Marjorie Gateson, Russell Hicks, Mary Louise
Treen, J. M. Kerrigan, Mary Russell, Gavin
Gordon, Mary Forbes.
Director, Mervyn LeRcy; Author, Harry
Sauber; Screen play, Harry Sauber, Brian
Marlow; Editor, Bill Clemens; Cameraman,
Tony Gaudio.
Direction, Excellent. Photography, Very
Good.

SHORTS
George Sidney and Charlie Murray in
"Back to the Soil"

Columbia
20 mins.
Good Comedy
Just the type of hokum and slapstick that will get plenty of laughs
from the family audiences. George
Sidney and Charlie Murray do a
"back to nature," and in their prospecting for gold they dig up a cache
of coins and currency. As a result
of their inexperience with the outdoors, they also catch colds, which
they try to cure by rubbing themselves with tubes of stuff that is
supposed to be medicinal but actually is limburger. The smell, of
which they are ignorant due to their
congested heads, results in their being kicked off a train with their
dough and all.

Oct. 1-2: Meeting of G. F. T. A. Independent
Atlanta.
Thealer Owners Ass'n. Robert Fulton Hotel,
Oct. 1-3: National Film
Statler Hotel, Detroit.

•
•
• TRUE
ROMANCE
that tells the sprightly
story of how a Great Picture Idea and a Great Merchandising
Idea got together
for the mutual benefit of their creators
the Industry
the Public
and a slew of smart
manufacturers who are Cleaning Up
we refer to the
Walt Disney Enterprises . . and Kay Kamen
merchandising specialist
incidentally,
this is Mickey
Birthday
Story
his sixth birthday
being Mouse's
Oct. 1. Official
•

A DECADE ago
Walt Disney was busy experimenting ina Kansas City garage
with the new technique of picture production called "animated cartoons"
at the same time a young man named Kamen was traveling
from city to city
gaining the respect and confidence of
business men everywhere as a merchandising counselor
•

•

•

•

• THEN IT came to pass that Disney moved to Hollywood, financed by his brother Roy
(Walt had tried unsucces ful y to peddle a half -interest in his cartoon idea for a song,
with no takers)
meanwhile Mister Kamen had established
his headquarters in Kansas City
soon the industry began
to take notice of these Disney Cartoons
for the public was
starting to go for 'em
while the merchandising world
was starting to note the amazingly successful work of Kamen in
developing children's business for department stores
• • •
interests

HERE WAS a logical and natural community of
Disney had something definite to offer the merchandising world
Kamen had something tangible to offer
the motion picture world
it was inevitable that they would
get together
and today leaders of American
industry
representing a capitalization of over a billion dollars
manufacture Mickey Mouse Merchandise articles sold in over 100,000 retail stores in the Youessay
Disney branch offices are
established in almost every important city in the world
and it is all predicated on a marvelous "control" system of the
merchandising
activities
Mister Kamen's
organization
maintains the dignity and prestige of the Disney Cartoons in
the Disney Merchandise
an Unbeatable Combination
the greatest merchandising publicity plan ever born in the motion pix industry
that goes on forever and ever
what a Stunt!
•

•

• AS AN indication of the importance of the Trailer
in his expert judgment
that advertising specialist,
A. P. Waxman
extended himself on behalf of that pix
"Gambling"
the joint collaboration of Harold Franklin
and George M. Cohan
Mister Waxman sold the idea to
both of 'em that an important pix deserved a special trailer
so the result was that Mister Cohan did a very original
trailer on the production he authored and starred in
doing
it in the inimitable Cohan manner
with Rowland V. Lee,
no less
directing the trailer for the pix he directed
incidentally,
of schedule Director Lee finished "Gambling" four days ahead
•
•
• OVER
AT the Eastern Service studio
Al
Christie is directing a one-reeler by Wynn, the astrologer
in which he will make some startling predictions
Wynn
has forecast some big events that have brought him world-wide
fame
Mae West is writing a novel based on her current
"Belle of the Nineties"
The Chinese Consul General and
officials of his staff will attend the showing of "Chu Chin Chow"
at the Roxy tonite

«
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Oct. 3-4:
Hotel

Carriers convention,

Annual convention of Allied Independent Theater Owners of Wisconsin,
Schroeder,
Milwaukee.

Oct. 7-8: Annual convention of M.P.T.O.
of Arkansas, Mississippi and Tennessee
(Tri-State),
Memphis.
Oct. burgh.
14: Pittsburgh Variety Club's Sixth Annual Banquet, William Penn Hotel, PittsOct.

29-Nov.
1:
Pennsylvania,

S.M.P E. Fall
New
York.

Meeting

Nov

3:
Cleveland
Variety
Club's
ball, Hotel Statler, Cleveland.

first

Hotel
annual

Nov. 12:

Annual ball sponsored by Motion Picture Post of American Legion, Hotel Statler.
Boston.

U. A. European Activities
Being (Continued
Centered
in London
from Page 1)
Export Corp. by Universal, is regarded here as further indication of
the movement to bring all supervision of European film markets to
London. Maurice Silverstone, Florance M. Guedella and George Archibald are directors of the new U. A.
company. When President Joseph
M. Schenck of United Artists was
here a short time ago he revealed
that continental Europe was to be
put
under Silverstone's
Previously
that territorysupervision.
had been
handled from Paris.
Albert Stetson Transferred
Salt Lake City — Albert Stetson,
Fanchon & Marco representative
here for the past year, has been
transferred to Los Angeles, where
he will be in charge of a first-run
house. No changes at the Orpheum
or Studio theaters here are contemplated.
13 Denver Holdovers in Year
Denver — A total of 13 pictures
were held over at local first-runs in
the past year. One, "House of
Rothschild," remained three weeks,
with the current Mae West film,
"Belle of the Nineties," likely to
have a similar run.
Helen Mehrmann Dies
Oakland, Cal. — Helen Mehrmann,
well-known comedienne in silent
films and on the Broadway stage,
died here Tuesday after a long illness. Funeral arrangements are expected to be announced today.
New Russian Short Ready
"Baku to Dnieprostro," latest in
the new series of Vagabond Adventure films made in Russia by Margaret Bourke-White for RKO Van
lease.
Beuren, has been made ready for re-

—. &&n.
CODE MODIFICATION
SEEN IN NEW SETUP
(.Continued from Page I)
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AS
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"Blondes predominated
'Dangerous

Corner'." — RKO

in the cast of
Radio.
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the sponsorship of Johnson, whose ^LICE WHITE has been signed
for a role in "Sweet Music",
personal attorney he has been.
starring Rudy Vallee, according to
Under anticipated modifications an announcement from the Warner
in the motion picture code, all
studio,s. Also in the cast are Helen
phases of the business will be al- Morgan, Frank and Milt Britton
lowed "greater freedom," it was de- and Band, The Connecticut Yankees,
clared in authoritative quarters.
Ned Sparks, Al Shean and Robert
Reorganization plan of the NRA Armstrong.
is expected to provide three major
T
T
»
divisions in the form of policy, administrative and legal boards. Don"Forsaking All Others" went into
ald Richberg, who has been general production yesterday at the M-G-M
counsel of the NRA, is reported studios with a cast headed by three
likely to assume a new post in con- of the company's best-known stars,
Joan Crawford, Clark Gable and
nection with the project.
In a wire reply to a Film Daily Robert Montgomery. W. S. Van
said:
Dyke, whose last two pictures were
query yesterday, Rosenblatt
"I do not expect any revisions or "Hide-Out," and "The Thin Man," is
modifications of the motion picture the director, and the players include
code other than those proceeding in Billie Burke, Charles Butterworth,
Ted Healy, Edward Brophy and
regular and usual course."
Louise Henry. The film was adapted
by Joseph Mankiewicz from the
Broadway stage play of the same
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Close friends of Sol name by Frank Cavett and Edward
A. Rosenblatt yesterday denied that Roberts. Bernard Hyman is the
he would resign from the NRA as producer.
T
T
T
a result of the withdrawal of General Hugh S. Johnson. It was also
Henrietta Crosman has been
the
in
said that probable changes
signed by Warners for an importam
code would not be of a drastic na- role in the company's forthcoming
amendpending
a
of
ture. Outside
of "The Right to Live,"
ment to make the time for assent to production
»n which Josephine Hutchinson
the code limitless, and possibly a plays the leading feminine role.
hearing later on some questions deal- Others in the cast are George Brent,
ing with agencies, no changes are ir Genevieve Tobin and Colvin Clive.
prospect at present, although if there William Keighley directs "The Right
are any important changes in the
to Live," which enters production at
general NRA procedure under the the Warner Burbank studios today.
mothe
boards
three
of
T
T
T
setup
new
tion picture code is expected to be
affected likewise.
Eddie Craven, nephew of Frank
It is not likely that any person- Craven and comedy star of "Sailor
nel shakeup will take place, observ- Beware" throughout the play's New
ers feel, as most of the present staff York run, has arrived in Los Angeles to play the same part on the
is highly trained and experienced
screen he played on Broadway. The
in the work they have been doing.
screen adaptation, tentatively titled
"Lady Beware," will star Bing Crosby. Paramount is producing.
"Scrappy"
Tieup
Arranged
▼ ▼ T
Columbia has arranged a tie-up
Myrna Loy, who is now working
between the "Scrappy" animated
cartoon Franchise Department and with William Powell in "Evelyn
Guiterman Bros, of New York City, Prentice," has signed a new longone of the largest manufacturers of term M-G-M contract. Miss Loy it
children's neckwear in the country, to play in S. S. Van Dine's "The
whereby the latter will sponsor the Casino Murder Case" later in the
Scrappy character on their complete year.
▼ T T
line of boy's ties and mufflers.
The complete cast of "Backfield,"
which will go into production soon
at the M-G-M studios, includes Robert Young, Ted Healy, Leo Carrillo.
Stuart Erwin, Preston Foster and
Russell Hardie. Russell Mack will
direct this football story, which Edward Marin is producing.

BIG

DAILY

trict, while five of the contestants
will be awarded trips to Hollywood,
with special screen tests to be mad,
at the studios. The winning contestant will be given a ten-week
contract and a featured role in "Women Must Dress."
T
T
T

Jack Cox, recently given a contract by Paramount has arrived in
Hollywood from Cleveland, where hi
was "discovered" several months ag(
by a talent scout. He was appearing
in an undergraduate dramatic recital at Western Reserve University.
T

T

T

Raymond Walburn and Georgt
Murphy, two of the group of stage
players placed under contract by
Columbia this spring, have been assigned to featured roles in "Spring
3100." Nancy Carroll was recently
engaged as the leading lady. This
is a picturization of Kubee Glasmon's detective mystery story.

T

▼

T

T

Willard Robertson has been addea
tective."
-o the cast of "Concealment," tht
Barbara Stanwyck starring picture
now in production at the First National studios. Robertson joins i
large cast which already includes
Warren William, Glenda Farrell.
Douglas Dumbrille, Grant Mitchell,
Arthur Byron, Henry O'Neill, Arthui
Aylesworth and William Davidson.
'Concealment" is being produced
under William Dieterle's direction.
Tom Buckingham, F. Hugh Herbert
and Mary McCall, Jr., wrote the
screen play.
play, basing it on Leonard
Ide's

▼

T

T

Fred Kohler, Jr., has been cast
for the part of a high school foot
ball hero in RKO Radio Pictures
"Portrait of Laura Bales," which
stars May Robson. Young Kohlei
is peculiarly fitted for the role, as
he has played football with four
California high schools. The actor
is the son of Fred Kohler, portrayer
of rough and ready menace roles in
the films. The youth is 22 years old,
and has been appearing in pictures
for seven years. John Robertson is
directing "Portrait of Laura Bales.'
t

▼

(Continued from Pane

1)

crease its capital to $20,000,000 1
creating an additional issue of 25(
000 shares of 6 per cent preferen
stock and 1,000,000 shares of o
dinary stock.
British International Picture
Ltd., has been formed as a priva
limited company to retain the nam

8 Technicolor Features
Scheduled
This Seaso
(Continued from Page I)
ary to operate a plant in Franc
with preliminary papers in the de
already signed. Another plant,
is indicated, will eventually be e
tablished in England. Dr. Kalm
leaves New York within a few da;
for a six-week visit to the coas
Producers using color in 1934-.
product include Walter Wanger, wl
is expected to make "Peacocl
Feathers," starring Ann Harding,
Technicolor.

T

Una O'Connor has been signed by
Paramount for "Father Brown, DeT

$2,870,000 PROFIT
BY BRITISH CIRCUI

T

Isabel Jewell, who is now enacting
one of the featured roles in "Evelyn
Prentice," an M-G-M production, is
said to find herself in the enviable
position of having four directors in
outside studios trying to borrow her
T
T
T
services. In addition, producer John
Mrs. Dorothy Reid, supervisor of Considine of M-G-M, has already
"Women Must Dress," Monogram vices.
production featuring a tie-up with put in a bid for Miss Jewell's ser▼ T T
Agfa Ansco, will direct screen tests
June Brewster has been given a
of all contest winners in the California territory. According to terms test for the second lead opposite
of the tie-up, screen tests are to be Joan Crawford in "Forsaking All
made of the winners in each dis- Others," which W. S. Van Dyke is

Drop St. Louis Tax Plan
St. Louis — Plans for a 1 per ce
income tax here have been definite
abandoned.
Henry Moritz as Drama Editor
Henry K. Moritz, formerly idem
fied
with
Dr.
Hugo
Riesenfek
office, has become
of "Formal", new

dramatic
edit"
publication.

to direct under Bernard Hyman 1
supervision. Miss Brewster recei? i
ly completed a contract with RKOl
T

T

T

With Ramon Novarro and Eve'
Laye heading a cast of outstandi,
players, Dudley Murphy has start
rehearsals for "The Night
Young," Murphy
his first plans
production
for ''■&
G-M.
on starts
actual filming within the week,
j

▼

T

▼

Leslie Howard and Jean Mi;
have been chosen to head the ca
of "Betsy," the Warner-First N
tional production for which Cas
Robinson is now writing the sere
play. Following this, Robinson w
resume work on the screen versh
of "Main Street."

SUNSHIN€

Roxy Theater sets new five-year
attendance record with "Chu Chin

Chow."

Wrra Pride in
Our Heart.Happily _M.etro-(joldwyn-.M-ayer watches the electrifying success ol
"THE BARRETTS OF WTMPOLE STREET" at the boxoffices ol the nation. It was our dream to bring the two lovers ot
Smihn J.hru together again in an equally beautiful romance, fortune
was kino and the perfect vehicle appeared. J. he press showers unstinted
praise, the public is thrilled, our exhibitor friends are efated . . . there
is pride in our hearts! Congratulations to NORMA
SHEARER,
FREDRIC MARCH, CHARLES LAUGHTON
and all
the others who together have given the world this glorious entertainment!

NATIONALLY
ADVERTISED
in reate
40 st Magazines.
campaign
in

of
the history
motion
pictures.
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TIMELY TOPICS

Advises Against Writing
Originals For Screen
HpHE best way to write for
motion pictures is NOT to
write for motion pictures. In
looking over the lists of successful screen authors, you will
find that practically every one
of them has come to Hollywood
from some other form of writing.
Playwrights are signed; novelists are summoned after one
book; short story writers are
gleaned from the magazines.
Perhaps one-half of one per cent
of the persons in the various
studio writing departments
worked up from the bottom of
those departments. Why, you
ask? Because writers who have
proved their ability in treating
some outside form of writing
can be depended upon to be able
to treat the picture form. It
isn't the idea behind a picture
so much as the treatment of it
that counts. There are no new
ideas in the world. But there
is always a novel approach to
some old idea and to get a
producer to risk hundreds of
thousands of dollars that a production costs on a writer who
hasn't proved his worth in novel
treatment of a book or a play is
almost impossible. Sending an
original story to a scenario department is useless because
most departments return them
unopened. The original may
have an idea worthy of a picture but it probably isn't new.
We have had many examples of
would-be writers going to a
theater and seeing what they
think is their idea stolen, on
the screen. "I sent them an original story about an unfaithful
wife and look — they sent mine
back unopened and yet made it,
the thieves !" exclaims the victim.
The truth is that the unfaithful
wife idea has been used over
and over again. But with new
and unusual treatment, it always makes for entertainment
and drama. Personally, I never
write originals for the screen
if there is any way out. I would
rather write a play or a book
and have it undergo the test
of public approval in that less
costly form than to try to use
an expensive motion picture as
my laboratory.
The gamble is

«
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too great. That is why I say
to prospective scenarists: Write,
but write for the magazines, for
the stage, for the radio, — for
anything. And if you have the
gift of unusual treatment and
novel approach, the motion pictures will come to you.
— Howard J. Green.

Travel Holds Advantages
For Writers for the Screen
^AHETHER or not the old
saying that "travel broadens one" applies generally, there
can be no doubt that the educational influence of travel holds
a definite advantage for the man
whose profession requires a
knowledge of human nature.
The active or potential film
writer who has the opportunity
for travel will find it of inestimable value in his work.
Aside from the practical advantage of visiting cities and
countries which some day he
may have to write about, the
writer will find it definitely
helpful to travel, to the far
places of the world and observe
the genus homo in his native
habitat. In so doing, he learns
human nature in its broadest
sense, an invaluable asset to
any writer.
— Howard Estabrook.

Jack of All Trades
Ranks High in Films
'pHE adage that "the jack of
all trades is master of none",
however true it may be generally, does not hold in the motion picture business. In films,
the various departments of production are so closely interwoven and so interdependent
upon each other that the individual who has the widest
knowledge and experience in all
phases has the greatest chance
of success. The director who
knows something about acting,
writing, and photography, has
a definite edge on the one who
knows only directing. The
writer who realizes, from experience, the limitations and
difficulties of the director and
the actor has a much better
chance of turning out a workable and practicable piece of
writing than the one who has
had no such experience. And
the same thing holds true for
practically any phase of picture
work. It is the "jack of all
trades"
results. who produces the best
— Irving Pichel.
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EXPLOITETTES

150 Atlanta Grocers
Aid "Cellini" Exploitation
■"* Loew's
JhD
MILNICKER,
manager Atof
Grand Theater,
lanta, for the opening of "The
Afffaira of Cellini", 20th
Century production, released
through United Artists, put
over a sensational exploitation
campaign which combined numerous tie-ups, window displays
and tremendous newspaper publicity. Several days in advance,
Melnicker hit all newspapers
with special feature stories and
cuts on both stars, Fredric
March and Constance Bennett.
The "Constitution" ran the six
"Famous Author" series and
gave the attraction considerable publicity for the full six
days. A tie-up on Lux soap
resulted in obtaining the cooperation of more than 150 local
grocery stores, all displaying
stickers and placards in their
windows as well as distributing
inserts in each package leaving
their ,stores. All local trolleys
carried special dash-board signs
announcing the opening of "The
Affairs of Cellini" at Loew's
Grand. Through a tie-up with
Radio Station WGST a 15 minute sketch on the picture was
broadcast in which the theater
and ed complete
cast was mentionafter the program.
Display
panels, containing attractive
8 x 10 stills, were placed in
leading hotels and announcements were carried on their bulletin boards. More than 3,000
Fredric March cards were distributed at local wrestling
matches, tributed
3,000
passesa were
disto women
few days
before the opening and 3,000
hotel menu cards were placed
in all restaurants. Tie-ups with
beauty parlors and book shops
also got attention for the attraction. Special panel displays were placed in the lobby
of the theater three weeks before the opening and was supplemented by the continuous
showing of a special trailer
plugging "The Affairs of Cel— Loew's Grand, Atlanta.
lini".

Newspaper Stunts
for "Rothschild"
'T'WO

effective newspaper

stunts, plus window displays
and radio announcements were
among the highlights of the exploitation campaign arranged
by Sonny Chepherd, manager
of the Mayfair Theater in
Miami, Florida, for the opening
of "The House of Rothschild".
The Miami "Herald" participated
in the campaign by securing the
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aid of many local brokers and
realtors to get out a full-page
co-operative ad, and by offering cash prizes and theater tickets for the best answers to
"Why Invest in Real Estate
Now?" In addition to the picture's engagement at the Mayfair getting the most attractive
spot on the page, each ad mentioned the "Rothschild" opening. This was followed up by
many special feature and advance stories with cuts on both
Arliss and Loretta Young.
A classified ad tie-up was arranged with the "Daily News".
More than 5,000 cards were
printed and distributed by the
newspaper. The cards carried
copy mentioning the fact that
free tickets to see "The House
of Rothschild" were awaiting
each person bringing in any
paid-in-advance classified ads.
The newspaper devoted more
than $500 of display space in
their issues.
— Mayfair, Miami, Fla.

Novel Advance
on "Dames"
Devised
for Washington
JJSING
their own
the
exploitation
stafflobby,
of Warner's Earle Theater in Washington, devised an eye-filling
advance plug for their coming
attractions that especially featured "Dames." In the center
of the large and colorful display, directly above a huge cutout head of Ruby Keeler, was a
cut-out in which was placed a
fishbowl. Copy read: Look
through the fish . . . and see one
of the lovely "Dames". Through
the fishbowl, into which patrons
were thus invited to peer, could
be seen a scantily clad beauty.
One whole panel of the display,
in addition to the fishbowl stunt
was devoted to "Dames". . .title,
cast, music and stills, one of
Dick Powell and Ruby Keeler,
and another of a stunning
chorus shot. Copy for the whole
display read: Celebrate Warner
Bros. Earle New Wonder Season of Greater Shows. The rest
of the display featured six large
star-heads with the title of the
coming attraction in which they
are featured including "DuBarry," "Desirable," "Six-Day
Bike Rider" and others.
— Earle, Washington.
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Features Reviewed in Film Daily, Feb. 17 to Sept. 26
Title
Adieu Les Beaux

Reviewed
Jours-XX
4-24-34
Adventure
Girl-R KO
8-3-34
Affairs of A Gentleman-U
6-23-34

Affairs of Cellini-U A
5-5-34
Age of Innocence- RKO. .9-1-34
Ail Men Are Enemies-F. .4-26-34
Along
Came
Sally GB. .6-16-34
Alraune-XX
5-7-34
Among the Missing-COL. 9-25-34
Are We
Civilized-RAS. .6-14-34
Ariane-BLU
3-8-34
Baby, Take a Bow-F
6-30-34
Back Page-GEN
6-13-34
Bachelor
Bait-RKO
7-29-34
Badge of Honor-MAY .. 5-19-34
Barretts of Wimpole St.-MGM
9-8-34

Bedside-FN
3-6-34
Beggar's Holiday-TOW. .8-17-34
Belle of the Nineties
PAR.. 8-6-34
Beyond Bengal-SHO . . 4 25-34
Beyond the Law-COL. . .7-31-34
Black Cat-U
5-19-34
Black
Moon-COL
6-28 34
Black
Shirts-XX
4-12-34
Blind Date-COL
9-1-34
Blossom
Time-BIP
7-26-34
Blue
Light-DU
5-8-34
Blue Steel-MOP
5-5-34
Bolero-PAR
2-17-34
Born to be Bad-UA
6-1-34
Bottoms
Up-F
3-23-34
Bride of the Lake-ANG. .9-11-34
British Agent-FN
8-2-34
Broken
Shoes-AM
3-31-34
Bulldog Drummond Strikes Back
UA.. 5-4-34
Call It Luck-F
7-10-34
Channel
Crossing-GB .. .5-24-34
Change of Heart-F
5-11-34
Catfs
Paw-F
7-30-34
Chained-MGM
9-1-34
Charlie
Chan
in London-F
9-13-34
Charlie Chan's Chance
F.. 8-25-3i
Cheaters LIB
5-11-34
Chu Chin Chow-GB
9-22-34
Circus Clown-WA
6-13-34
City Limits-MOP
3-28-34
7-6-34
City Park-CHE
Cleopatra-PAR
7-25-34
Cockeyed Cavaliers-RKO. .7-3-34
Come
on Marines-PAR. .3-24-34
Coming
Out Party-F
3-17-34
Constant
Nymph-F
4-7-34
Count of Monte Cristo
U A.. 8-29-34
Countess of Monte Cristo
U. 3 31-34
3-28-34
Crainquebille-TAP
Crime Doctor-RKO
3-14-34
Crime of Helen StanleyCOL 7-3 34
Crimson Romance-M AS. .9-26-34
Crime
Without
Passion
PAR.. 8-18-34
Crosby
Case-U
3-23-34
Cross Streets-C HE
7-6-34
Crown
of Thorns-XX. .3-30-34
Cuesta
Abajo-PAR
7-18-34
Dames-WA
8-16-34
Dancing
Man-PYR
7-14-34
Dark Hazard-FN
2-23-34
Das Blaue Vom
Himmel-XX
9-13-34
Death on the Diamond-MGM
9-22-34
Death Takes a Holiday-PAR.
2-23-34
Defense Rests, The-COL. 8-1 5-34
Demon for Trouble-STE. 8-1 0-34
Der Gluecksylinder-X X .. 3- 1 3-34
Der Felderrnhuegel-BA . .4-24-34
Der Stern von Valencia-UFA
4-24-34
Desirable-WA
9-1 5-34
Die Blonde Christl-B A V. 2-28-34
Die Freundin
Eines Grossen
Mannes-XX
9-13-34
Die Mutter Der Kompagnie
XX. .3-13-34
Die Schoenen
Tage
in
Aranjuez-XX
6-23-34
Die Verkaufte Braute-XX. 5-2-34
Dr. Monica-WA
6-22-34
Dos Mujeres y un Don Juan
KIN.. 6-5-34
Double
Door-PAR
5-5-34
Down to Their Last Yacht-RKO
9-22-34
Dragon Murder Case
-PA.8-2-28
S'
23--34
Dream of My PeopleFN.
Drums O'Voodoo-INT ' . . 5-12-34
Ein Gewisser Herr Gran-XX.
2-24-34
Eines Prinzen Junge Liebe
XX.. 3-28-34
Ein Toller EinfaU-U FA. $-28-34
El Escandalo-X X
9-24-34
Elmer and Elsie-PAR
8-4-34

Title
ALD— Allied Pictures
A M — Amkino
ANG — AmerAnglo Corp.
AST— Astor Pictures
AU — Capt. Harold Auten
AUS — Harold Austin
BAV — Bavaria Film A-G
BEA-Beacon Productions
BD — British & Dominions
BIP — British International
BLU— Blue
Ribbon
Photoplays
BO—
John W.
Boyle
Rn_inV,n
w
b™i.
BON— Al Bondy
BRO — Broadway-Hollywood
CAP — Capitol
Film
Exchange
CHA— Chadwick
CHE— Chesterheld
Distributing
CINCorp.— Cinexport
COL — Columbia
DU— DuWorld
EXP
— Exploitation
Pictures
K— Fox

Title
Revicived
El Prisionero 13-CIN .. .3-30-34
El Tango
En Broadway-PAR
9-19-34
Embarrassing Moments
9-4-34
End of the World-AU.U...4-17-34
Ever
Since
Eve-F
3-27-34
Fantomas-XX
3-13-34
Fifteen Wives-INV
7-17-34
Fighting
Hero-STE
7-17-34
Fighting Rangers-COL. .4-12-34
Fighting Rookie-M A Y. . .7-12-34
Finishing School-R KO . . . 4-6-34
Fighting Through-WK . . 8-29-34
Friends of Mr. SweeneyWA.. 7-27-34
For Love or Money-BD .7-26-34
Fog Over Frisco-FN
6-7-34
Fountain-RKO
8-23-34
Friday the 13th-GB
5-15-34
Gambling
Lady-WA
3-7-34
Gehetzte Menschen-XX .. .6-5-34
Geld Regiert Die Welt- XX
5-15-34
George
White's Scandals
F.. 3-17-34
Gift of Gab-U
9-25-34
Girl of the Limberlost
MOP.. 8-29-34
Girl From
Missouri-MGM 8-4-34
Girl in Danger-COL
9-11-34
Glamour-U
5-12-34
Goodbye
Love— RKO
3-13-34
Good
Dame-PAR
3-17-34
Grand
Canary-F
7-20-34
Great Flirtation-P A R
6-23-34
Great Defender-BIP
7-26-34
Guilty Parents-SYN
4-6-34
Half- A-Sinner-U
6-23-34
Halsingar-XX
9-26-34
Handy
Andy-F
6-1-34
Happy Landings-MOR.. 7-31-34
Hat, Coat and GloveRKO.. 7-27-34
Harold Teen-WA
3-7-34
Heart
Song-F
6 6-34
Heat
Lightning-WA
3-7-34
Heideschulmeister
Uwe
Karsten-UFA
4-17-34
Here Comes the Groom-PAR
6-16-34
Hell Bent for Love-COL. 6-13-34
Here Comes the NavyWA
6-28-34
Hell Cat-COL
7-7-34
He Was Her Man- WA. .5-18-34
Hide-Out-MGM
8-18-34
His Greatest Gamble
RKO.. 7-18-34
Hitler's Reign of Terror-JE
4-27-34
Hold
That
Girl-F
3-24-34
Hollywood.
Ciudad de Ensueno-DU
4-10-34
Hollywood Party-MGM . . 5-25-34
House
of Greed-AM
8-15-34
House of Rothschild-UA. .3-8-34
Housewife-WA
8-11-34
Human
Side-U
9-1 5-34
I Believe in You-F
4-10-34
I Can't Escape-BEA
7-5-34
I Give My Love-U
7-17-34
I Hate Women-GOP
7-11-34
I Like it That Way-U. .4-17-34
I'll Tell the World-U. . .4-21-34
Inge Und die MillionenUFA.. 4-17-34
Inside Information-STA. 9-25-34
In the Land of the SovietsAM.. 6-28-34

MAJ
MAR —— Majestic
Marcy Pictures
MAS — Mascot Pictures
MAY — Mayfair Pictures
MEN — Mentone
Productions
MGM — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
MOD — Modern Films
MOP — Monogram
Pictures
PA — Palestine-American Film Co.
Title
Revie-.ved
In Wien Hab Ich Einmal Ein
Maedel
Geliebt-X X
5-29-34
In Love With Life-INV. 5-12-34
It Happened One Night-COL.
2-23-34
It's a Boy-GB
6-8-34
Iza Neni-XX
6-5-34
Ja Treu 1st Dei Soldatenliebe
XX..
5-2-34
Jane
Eyre-MOP
7-17-34
Jimmy
the Gent-WA
3-26-34
Journal of a Crime-FN . .2-24-34
Juarez Y MaximilianoXX.. 5-7-34
Judge Priest-F
8-18-34
Just Smith-GB
4-24-34
Kara Salkten-XX
5-15-34
Keep 'Em Rolling-RKO . .3-1-34
Key, The-WA
5-31-34
King Kelly of the U. S. A.
MOP.. 9-11-34
Horses
COL. .3-21-34
Kiss and Make Up-PAR.6-30 34
La Bataille-TAP
7-10-34
La Buenaventura-WA. .. .9-18-34
La Ciudad de Carton-F. 2-28-34
Ladies Should ListenPAR.. 7-28-34
Lady is Willing, The
King

of

Wild

COL..
La Fusee-TAP
La Maternelle-TAP
L'angeSombre
Gardien-TAP
La
de Pancho

8-11-34
3-15-34
4-25-34
4-20-34

Villa-MOD
4-10 34
Last Round Up-PAR
5-11-34
La Sangre Manda-XX ... 5-16-34
Last Gentleman-U A
4-28-34
Laughing Boy-MGM
5-12-34
Lazy
River-MGM
4-3-34
Le Serment-PRX
3-15-34
Let's Be Ritzy-U
5-18-34
Let's Talk it Over-U
6-16-34
Let's Try Again — RKO. 6-22-34
Life of Vergie Winters-RKO
6-13-34
Line-Up,
The-COL
4-17-34
Little Man, What
Now?
Little Miss Marker-PAR.U..5-19-34
6-1-34
Looking for Trouble-UA. 2-21-34
Lost Jungle-MAS
5-9-34
Loud
Speaker-MOP
5-8-34
Love
Birds-U
5-4-34
Love
Captive-U
6-7-34
Madame Du Barry-WA ... 8-8-34
Man
from HeU-WK
8-29-34
Man from Utah-MOP. . .5-23-34
Man Trailer-COL
5-23-34
Man With Two
Faces
Manhattan

FN. .7-12-34
Melodrama-MGM
5-2-34

Manhattan

Love

Song-

MOP.. . .7-24-34
4-17-34
Man's Game, A. -COL.
Many
Happy
Returns-PAR6-9-34
Marrying
Widows-TOW. 5-18-34
Mass
Struggle-KIN
9-18-34
Meanest Gal in Town-RKO,2-17-34
Melodia Prohibida-X X . . . 3-28-34
Melodie Der Liebe-XX. .9-18-34
Melody
in Spring-PAR. 3-31-34
Men in White-MGM
3-28-34
Merry
Frinks-FN
6-27-34
Merry Wives of Reno-WA 6-9-34
Midnight-U
3-7-34
Midnight
Alibi-FN
7-5-34
Million Dollar Ransom-U. 9-19-34

Sleepers East-F
Smarty-WA
Smoking
Guns-U
Social Register-COL
Sorrell and Son-UA
Soviet CloseUps-AM
Speed
Wings-COL
Spitfire-RKO
Springtime for Henry

UA — United Artists
UFA— Ufa
WA— Warner Bros.
WEL— Carveth Wells
WIN — Windsor
Pictures
WK— Willis Kent
WOK— Worldkino
X X — No distributor set
Title
Reviewed
Modern
Hero. A-WA
4-3-34
Money
Means
Nothing4-26-34
MOP.. 5-1
5-34
Monte
Carlo Nights-MOP
Moonstone,
The- M OP
8-7-34
Morning
After-MAJ
8-22-34
Moth, The-MAR
3-9-34
Mother, on1905-AM
Murder
the Blackboard 6-2-34
RKO..
Murder at the VanitiesPAR..
Murder
in the MuseumPRO..
Murder
in the Private

F..8-22-34J
Stamboul
Quest-MGM
7-7-3*
Stand Up and Cheer-F. .4-20-34
Star
Packer-MOP
7-3-3*|
Stingaree-RKO
5-12-3C
Stolen Sweets-CHE
8-7-34
Stricn Durch
Die Rechnung1
UFA
.3 6-3*
Strictly Dynamite-RKO
. . . 7-5-34(
Straight
is the Way
M-G-M.. 8-29-34
Such Women Are Danger- 5-3-34
ous-F
6-9-3
Success at Any Price-RKO 3*

5-18-34
6-27-34
Car

MGMXX.. 5-7-34
Tarzan and His Mate-

Now I'll TeU-F
5-26-34
Oded the Wanderer-PA .. 5-22-34
Of Human BondageRKO. 6-27-34
Old-Fashioned Wsy-PAR.
7-14-34
One Is Guilty-COL
5-3-34
One More River-U
8-10-34
One Night of Love-COL. .7-6-34
Once to Every Bachelor
to Every

4-24-34
4-12-3*
7-20-31
8-18-34
5-29-3*
8-1-34
3 27-34
2-23-3*"

Su Ultima
Cancion-CIN. 3-30-34
8zpieg-MAJ
3-6-34
Take the Stand-LIB
9-4-3
Tannenberg-XX
4-6-3'
Tante Gusti Kommandiert-

6-5-34

MGM..
7-10-34
Murder in Trinidad-F
...5-16-34
My Wife the Miss-XX. .9-13-34
Mystery Liner-MOP .. 2-28-34
Mystery of Mr. X-MGM. 2-24-34
Mystery Ranch-STE
5-26-34
Nell Gwyn-UA
7-12-34
Ninth Guest. The-COL ..3-3-34
No Funny Business-PRI .3-10-34
No Greater Glory-COL. .3-14-34
No More Women-PAR .3-3-34
Not Against Flesh-GFF. 8-1 4-34
Notorious
Sophie Lang-PAR.
7-21-34

Once

Reviewed;

Sadie McKee-MGM
5-12-3'
Scarlet Emprass-PAR
9-1 5-1
Scarlet
9-18-341
Servants'Letter-MAJ
Entrance-F. .. .9-26-34
She Had to Choose-MAJ. 9-18-34
She Learned
About
SailorsF.. 7-28-34
She Loves Me Not-PAR.
7-19-34
She Made Her Bed-PAR. 4-27-34
She Was a Lady-F
8-22-34
Shock-MOP
7-24-34
Shoot the Works-PAR. . .7-7-34t
Show-Off-MGM
i-17-34
Side
Streets-FN
8-14-34
6-8-34)
Simple Tailor, The- AM . .2-24-34.
Sing and Like It-RKO. .4-14-34,
Sisters Under the Skin-COL.

PA R — Paramount
PIN— Pinnacle
PRI — Principal Dist. Corp.
GEN — General Films
PRO — Progressive
Pictures
PRX — Protex Dist. Corp.
GRB — Arthur Greenblatt
PYR — Pyramid
GOP — Goldsmith
Productions
HEI
Helber Pictures
RAS — Raspin Productions
REG — Regal Distributing
IDE— Ideal
RIC — Edward T. Rico
IMP — Imperial Dist.
INT — International
Stageplay
RKO— RKO- Radio
Pictures
ROY — Fanchon RCyer
r„P'cturres
„
j
. ™
SCA — Scandinavian
Pictures
INC— Inter-Continent Film
SCO — Lester F. Scott
INV — Invincible Pictures
SHO — Showmen's Picture*
JAFA— Jafa
STA— Stage & Screen Prods.
JE — Jewel Productions
JEW — Jewish
Talking
Pictures STE — William Steiner
KIN — Kinematrade
SYN — Syndicate Exchange
TAP — John S. Tapernoux
S Krellberg
Sherman Pictures
KRE—
THO — Fred Thomson
LIB
— Liberty
LIN — Lincoln Productions
TOW— Tower Prods.
TRU
— True Life Photoplays
U
— Universal
M A F — M ayf lower

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS

FAI — Fairhaven.
b'D — First Division
FR — Freuler Film Associates
FN — First National
FX — The Film Exchange
GB — Gaumont -British
GFF — General Foreign Films

X

LIB.. 8-23-34
Woman

On Secret Service-BIP.
COL .7-31-34
3 24-34
Orders
Is Orders
5-4-34
Operator
13-MGM
6-2-34
Our Daily Bread-UA
8-8-34
Orient
Express-F
2-28-34
Oro Y Plata-INC
7-26-34
Parada Rezerwistow-CAP. 5-2-34
Paris
Interlude-MGM.. .7-28-34
Party's
Over-COL
8-30-34
Pecados de Amor-XX
4-25-34
Peck's Bad Boy-PRI. . .8-31-34
Personality
Kid-WA
8-1-34
Petersburg Nights-AM . . . 9-1 3-34
Pettersson A Bendel-SC A. 2-24-34
Picture Brides-FD
4-24-34
Poor Rich, The-U
4-5-34
Prince of Wales-GB
4-24-34
Private Scandal-PAR
6-15-34
Prokurator-XX
5-29-34
Quitter, The-CHE
3-14-3*
6-16-34
Rabbi's
Power-X X
6-2-34
Racketeer
Round-up-THO
Ra-MU-FAI
8-6-34
Randy Rides Alone-MOP. 6-14-34
Rawhide
Mail-MAR
6-5-34
Redhead-MOP
9-18-34
Registered Nurse-FN ...6-1-34
Return of the Terror
FN. .7-10-34
Richest Girl in the World-RKO
9-8-34
Riding Thru-STE
2 24-34
Riptide-MGM
3-31-34
Road to Ruin-TR U
2-2 1 -34
Roman
Nacht-XX . .6-23-34
RomanceEiner
in Budapest
Romance in the Rain-U. .9-8-34
DU.. 5-29-34
5-11-3'
S. A. Mann Brand-BAV.

Tell-Tale Heart-DU.... .4-16-34
Texas Tornado-FD . . .2-28-54
6-2
..8-6-34
Their Big Moment-U.
These Thirty YearsBON..5 24-34
Thin Man, The-MGM
5-23-3*
Thirty Day Princess-PAR 5-12-3
This Man is Mine-RKO. . .3-8-3
Three on a Honeymoon-F
21-3'

Thundering
Herd-PAR. .3-31-3*
Tiburon-XX
4-20-3'
Tracy Rides-STE
5-5-3'
5-7-3'
Trail
Beyond-MOP
Treasure
Island- M GM . . 9-15-3<
. 8-8-34.
Trenck-XX
4-10-3"!
Trumpet Blows-PAR ...4-14-34
Twentieth Century-COL. .5-4-i-1
Twin
Husbands-INV
...5-9-3'
Two Alone— RKO
4-7-3
20 Million Sweethearts-FN
Uncertain
Lady-U
4-20-i
Unknown Blonde MAJ. .4-19-:
Unknown Soldier Speaks
Unsere
Fahne
Voran-UFA

Flattert
LIN.. Uns
5-26-3
7-10-3
4-5Upper Honorable
World-WA Guy, A- 5-25-3
Very
Viva Villal-MGM
4-12-3'
FN.. 4-24-3
5-1 8-3
Voice in the Night-COL.
War's End-XX
5-18-3*
We
Live Again-UA
9-24-3
We're Not Dressing-PAR. 4-26-3'
We're Rich Again-RKO. .8-11-3'
Wharf
Angel-PAR
4-21-34
What's Your Racket?-MAY
Wheels of Destiny-U
Where
Sinners MeetWhirlpool-COL
White
Whom Heat-PIN
the Gods

3-28-3'

5-5-3
RKO..
6-15-3
Destroy 4-19-3'

3 6-3'
Wie Man Maenner COL.
Fesselt 7-12-3
Wild
Cargo-RKO
3-24-3'
XX.. 7-24-3'
5-22-3'
Wild Gold-F
Witching Hour-PAR .4-28-3
Woman in Command-GB. 5-29-3
Woman
CondemnedWoman
Unafraid-GOP.
MAR.. .3-27-3'
4-20-3
Woman Who
Dared-IMP.8
6-3
Wonder
Bar-FN
2-1 7-:
World
in Revolt-MEN. . .6-9-:
World
Moves
On-F
6-30-3
You Belong
MePAR.
You
Made Meto Love
You .9-13-3
Young

and

You're

Telling

Beautiful
MAJ.. 5-31-3
Me-PAR
4-7-3
MAS.. 8-30-3

!
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NETTER ASSUMES
ENLARGED DUTIES
(Continued from Page 1)

NEWS

OF THE DAY

THEATERS COOPERATE
WITH HOUSING DRIVE

Youngstown — The Princess, dark Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
since last spring, has been reopened
Washington — Theaters throughout
by Stephen Grapa with a stage pol- the country are responding readily
icy. For the present there will be
Wallingford, Conn. — The Strand no film programs. Ralph Pitzer is to the request of the Federal Houshas been reopened by Louis Gordon
ing Administration for cooperation
again associated with Grapa in manand Joseph Borenstein, who recentin conducting the Better Housing
agement of the house.
ly took over the house.
Programs in each community, acAdding Four Stages
cording to James A. Moffett, adDover, O. — R. C. Spidell, who opConn. — The Globe.
At Warner Studios PoliBridgeport,
ministrator. The programs are eserates the State, has opened the
house, formerly known as Old
(Continued from Page 1)
sentially local in nature and more
Ohio.
Poli's, has reopened with a new polo 15 stages at the Sunset and Vitathan 1,300 are now under way, he
icy of one first-run feature and
says.
hraph studios. Details of the proj- stage entertainment. Fred Cuneo is
Grafton, O. — J. O. Gutherie, forhouse
manager.
kt were okayed by Jack Warner
merly of the Lucier theater in
As the result of arrangements
tallowing his return from New York.
Cleveland, and associates have ac- made with various motion picture
Canton,
O.
—
Max
Young,
head
cf
quired
the
Grafton
here
and
reActual building work is expected to
opened it with a continuous picture organizations, Moffett this week is
Young & Reinhart Co., operating
,tart in two weeks and should be
sending to 15,000 motion picture thethe State, Mozart and McKinley the- policy.
ater owners a letter suggesting a
aters, who has been confined to his
'ompleted in 90 days.
plan of cooperation, together with
home for the past several weeks, is
reported slightly improved.
Alliance, O. — The Columbia, own- one-sheets and other material for
J4 German Releases
ed by Tri Theaters and managed lobby and screen dealing with the
National Housing Act.
by Ray Wallace, has dropped musiOn Bavaria Film List
Ellwood City. Pa. — The Manos,
cal revues in favor of first-run films.
Bavaria Film A.-G. of Munich, formerly the Liberty, has been reopened by Mike Manos.
L. A. Film Information Bureau
Jerlin and Vienna, represented in
Whitman, Mass. — The Empire was West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
his country by Charles B. Herrlitz,
reopened
recently
by
Ralph
Snyder.
ms a program of 34 releases in
Los Angeles — The Los Angeles
Monson, Mass. — Mary Skwark has
German scheduled for 1934-35. The
public library has established an
put the Capitol back in lights.
jroup includes four Hans Albers
information bureau for reports on
New Orleans — Eddie Chittenden films suitable for family pictures,
eatures, two with Anny Ondra, one
has opened the Crescent with tab
vith Maria Jeritza, one with Hertha
Beverly, Mass. — Alden Smith has
junior matinees and for adults only.
appointed resident manager of and pictures.
["hiele, one with Willi Forst, and been
the
Ware.
ithers, some of them musicals, with
rarious well-known German stars.
Bavaria also will handle five AlexLawrence, Mass. — The Warner,
inder Korda productions, through largest house here, is expected to
irrangement with United Artists,
tnd four additional U. A. pictures. reopen soon.
ooking, is working under superviion of Y. Frank Freeman, who suceeded Dembow as vice-president
nd general manager of Famous
heaters.

Lansing, Mich.— The State theater
has opened for the winter season.

Harlan, la.— After a $20,000 remodeling program, Harlan Theater
"Dude
Ranger"
at Criterion
Co., has taken over the Harlan build"Dude Ranger," the Sol Lesser
ing in which the theater is located.
iroduction starring George O'Brien R. E. Brown is manager.
vhich Fox is releasing, opens tolight at the Criterion. O'Brien is
lated to make a personal appearnce.
Walter Wanger Switches

EVERYTHING
„,„„„ EASY REACH

HOTEL

EDISON
the

His Second Production

Charles Byrne Back in Field

West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

SECONDS

East St. Louis, 111. _ — Charles
Hollywood — Rearranging his proJyrne, veteran exhibitor, is back in
duction schedule, Walter Wanger
he business as manager of the old
Vaverly here.
has announced he will film "Private
Worlds," novel by the popular Eng
lish authoress Phyllis Bottome, following completion of his current
production "The President Van-

Antonio Moreno
Edmund

Burns

Gaston Wyler

of

Filmland

47TH

DAILY

Charles Boyer, French star, will
ishe:-." to this country to enact one
return
of the leading roles when the picture goes before the cameras early
in November.
The previously announced Ann
Harding starring picture, "Peacock's Feather," which will be
filmed entirely in Technicolor's new
all color process, will follow "Private Worlds" on the new schedule.
Wanger now has "The President
Vanishes" in work, giving work to
about 2,500 persons, including 2,000
extras.

Home

In the Heart of New York
ST.

WEST

of BROADWAY

1000 LARGE OUTSIDE
ROOMS. . . Such features as
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•* Radio in each room
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including
from
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* Chevaly
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Mirrors

* French
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■* Tub and Shower

rent

tfP^^**"

•* Circulating Iced Water

single

three attractive popular priced Air Conditioned Restaurants
YOUR LOGICAL HOME
JOHN

IN NEW
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EDUCATIONAL STARTS
FOUR NEW 2-REELERS
Production of four new Educational two-reel comedies has been
set by Al Christie, in charge of
Educational's eastern production.
On Monday cameras will start
grinding on the musical comedy,
"The Girl From Paradise," featuring Sylvia Froos, George Shelton
and Frank Luther, as well as the
entire N.T.G. show from the Paradise Club in New York.
Following that in production will
be "Three Cheers For Love," the
first release in Educational's new
Young Romance series. Sylvia
Froos will again have the feminine
lead.
A new Tom Howard comedy, the
story for which is now being completed by Charles Williams and
Marcy Klauber, and a new Ernest
Truex starring comedy will follow
in production at the Astoria Studios.
Two single-reel novelties — "The
House Where I Was Born," a Song
Hit Story — and "Your Stars For
1935", in the Treasure Chest series, starring Wynn, the astrologer,
were completed this week.

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
By CHARLES
JOHN DORAN, former stage manJ ager at the Eastern Service studio, starts production next week on
the first of a series of 12 advertising shorts for 16mm. release in department stores throughout the
country. Production will be in an
eastern studio.
Fay Balmier, currently appearing
on Broadway in "Dodsworth", was
a visitor on the "Gambling" set at.
the Eastern Service studio yesterday. Dorothy Burgess, who is playing a leading part in the picture
and is an old friend of Miss Bainter, started reminiscing, which
proved interesting listening to many
of the old timers in the crew.
The Easy Aces, nationally known
radio personalities, start work today at the Brooklyn Vitaphone studio in their third Vitaphone comedy. Supporting them will be Billie
Leonard and Joe McGuire. Lloyd
French will direct.

%
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EXHIBS SET ASIDE
SUIT AGAINST ASGAP

Ina Ray Hutton, known in vaudeville as the female Cab Calloway,
Work on the Harold B. Franklin and her Melodears, a girl band featuring the Frazee Sisters, go beproduction. "Gambling" starring
George M. Cohan, supported by
fore the cameras today in a short
Wynne Gibson, Dorothy Burgess, subject for Paramount release.
Detroit Film Buying Suit Harold Healy, Percy Ames, Walter Fred Waller is directing from a
Gilbert and David Morris, was story by Milton Hocky and Fred
May Run Three Months completed
yesterday at the Eastern Rath. Title has not been selected
(Continued from Pane 1)
Service studio in Astoria under the It is being made at the 57th Street
the Federal District Court. Only direction of Roivland V. Lee.
Jack studios.
formal pleadings and three witnesses were heard on the first day.
Robert Sherwood Reports Parent-Teachers Ass'n
Israel London and Charles Komer,
Movie Boom in England
Is Tough on Pictures
both circuit owners, testified on beMovie business is booming in
Buffalo — Only when all films have
half of the plaintiff regarding diffiEngland, whereas the stage has be- been improved will the Parentculties they commonly encounterec'
come "pretty anemic", says Robert Teacher Associations give any of
in buying film.
E. Sherwood, playwright, who re- them their support, it was stated by
turned this week from London, Mrs. Robbins Gilman of Minneapolis, national chairman, at the semiwhere he adapted "The Scarlet
Burlesque Code Authority
annual meeting of the board of manPimpernel" to the screen for AlexWashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
agers of the National Congress of
Korda's company. American
Washington — NRA has approved capital ander
is figuring largely in the P-T Assns.
nine members of the burlesque in- increased activity over there, SherLocal ministers begin a campaign
dustry as members of the permawood declares.
Oct. 21 in line with the Legion of
nent code authority. They are WarDecency drive.
ren B. Irons, Jack Berger, Vic
Travers, Max Rudnick, I. H. Herk, Germany Bars Hauptmann Scenes
Many Bills Loom in California
Joseph Weinstock, I. Hirst, James
Berlin — Newsreel scenes of KaLake and A. Romano.
San Francisco — California legismenz, home town of Bruno Richard
lators warned motion picture repreHauptmann, Lindbergh kidnap sussentatives at the recent special sespect, will not be exported to Amersion that the industry will be
ica, the German propaganda minis- swamped with tax and censorship
try ruled yesterday. The ban ex- measures in the coming legislature.
to pictures
of her
Hauptmann's
While the assembly may prove
mother tendsand
scenes of
home.
try.
troublesome, however, senators

The Government is expected to
move to secure preference for its
Ascap suit on the court calendar.
Assessed $1,500 for Music
Referee William E. Ringel has
assessed $1,500 damages against
Protex Trading Co., of which Leo
Brecher is president, in favor of the
Music Publishers Protective Assnij
The case involved the use of tha
musical composition, "Spring, Beau-|
tiful Spring," published by E. B|
Marks and used in the film "Tra-s
peze." Barnett Kulak, attorney for
the Music Publishers, will make a]
motion Monday in the City Courif
for confirmation of the referee's def
sion. Brecher protested the amoui
of the original assessment, and als<
questioned the copyright renews"
It
expected
that an appeal wil'
be is
taken
by Protex.
Deny Music Compromise
Ascap has received no compromise
proposals from the Emergency Com;1
mittee, has made none to the com
mittee
in all
likelihood will
no'i
considerandany
compromise
on the
new rates which go into effect Oct;
1, it was said yesterday by E. CI
Mills, general manager of Ascap.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS
One-third
taken
from

of the screen
stories
published
novels.

are

Richards Gets Bethancourt House
Houma, La. — E. V. Richards' Affiliated Theaters, a buying and booking combine for country houses,
has taken over the Grand here. A.
J. Bethancourt, the owner, will remain in charge. Just how this affiliation will affect Bethancourt's
presidency of Allied Theater Owners
of Louisiana,
lation here. Inc., is causing specu-

i

ALICOATE'
(Continued from Page 1)
McKenzie was in charge of the cameras for the feature, which will be posed action designed to enjoin the
released by Fox.
music society from effecting its in-i
•
creased music rates on Oct. 1. The
Attorney-General's
Fred Fleck of the RKO studio dissolution
of Ascap.suit asks the
production staff has been in New
Walter Vincent presided at the
York for two weeks shooting at- meeting, which was a joint session
mospheric shots for the new Francis
of the
general committee
and willl
its'
Lederer vehicle, "Romance in Man- legal
committee.
The committee
hattan." To date Fleck has photo- aid the Government in its suit, it
graphed the New York skyline, the was
indicated. It has been officially
statue of Liberty, scenes from the advised
that the suit started by;
Staten Island Ferry, Times Square,
night shots of New York, views of broadcasters against Ascap will not
be the
pushed,
pending!suit.determination
Radio City, and other points of in- of
Government
terest in the metropolis to serve as
The Emergency Committee willl
background for the production.
continue to collect funds for financ-:
•
ing purposes as it has no intention
"Off the Beat," two-reel Vitaphone of disbanding until the legal battle
musical starring Morton Downey, is settled in its favor. No reduction in the budget is contemplated.
was
by the yesterday.
company's
home previewed
office executives
Whether or not George Z. Medalie,
The short also features Niella engaged as counsel to direct the
Goodelle, The Tune Twisters, George legal fight originally planned, will
Watts, Charles Lawrence and Maude be retained has not as yet been deLambert.
terday. cided. Medalie was out of town yes•

promised their support to the indusF. & M. Opening St. Louis School
St. Louis — A school to give training for stage, screen and radio is
being opened here within two weeks
by Fanchon & Marco. L. R. Lauterstein, general manager of this
branch of activity for F. & M., has
been here from Hollywood making
airangements.
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'am Katz Assuming Production Post at M-G-M

HEATERS TO PAY NEW MUSIC FEES PENDING SUIT

Warners Sign Max
Venice
. . for a week end
By JACK ALICOATE
l/ENICE, Italy.— Down through the
' clouds to Venice while the soft Urbanlue waters of the majestic Adriatic rise
s a silken carpet to meet us. By gonola, from the sun-drenched Venetian
ido, to our hotel, the Royal Danielli, on
he Grand Canal. Imagine being taken
irectly to the desk of your hotel in what,
fter all, is simply a snooty rowboat. We
re lucky. The Piazza of St. Marks is
live with milling thousands for the colorul Venetian Musical Jubilee is in progess. Less than a niblick shot away, as we
unch in the open, an opera company of

'.00 voices is rehearsing for tonight's gala
terformance. Mussolini is coming toil orrow.

IN the afternoon a quick run to the Lido
' for a swim and a visit to the Venice
nternational Film Exposition, where, durng the past month, some 60 pictures,
he pick of the producers of all the world,
vere shown. Pictures from China, Siam,
Scandinavia, South Africa and Czecholovakia. In fact, they showed one from
he latter country, "Ecstasy" by name, so
lot that it not only burned up the screen
>ut also II Duce himself, his censors, the
talian newspapers and even the Pope,
rhe Mussolini Cup for the best foreign
ilm went to the English picture, "The
vlan of Aran". Katharine Hepburn, Walace Beery, Walt Disney, Doug Fairbanks,

Reinhardt for Series of Pictures

Shakespeare Play First on
List for European
Impresario
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Max Reinhardt, noted
European stage producer, has been
signed by Warners to an exclusive
long-term contract to direct pictures
here, it was announced yesterday by
Jack L. Warner. His first production will be a screen version of
Shakespeare's "Midsummer Night's
Dream", (Continued
which Reinhardt
on Page 4) recently

INCREASE OF 1,000
IN M-G-M ACCOUNTS
M-G-M has closed 1934-35 product deals with every important circuit, it was stated at the company's
home office yesterday. Felix F.
Feist, in (Continued
charge ofon distribution,
exPage 4)

Erpi Photographic Timing
For Hal Roach Racetrack
Under the terms of a contract between Erpi and the Los Angeles
Turf Club, of which Hal Roach is
president, a Western Electric Timing System will be installed for the
(Continued

on Page 4)

Rapf to Make 10

Harry Rapf will produce 10 pictures
for M-G-M during the new season.
Four currently in various stages of production are: "Wicked Woman," "The
Night is Young," "Casino Murder Case,"
"Three Wise Guys" and "Coming 'Round
the

Mountain."

GIANNINI REPORTS
HEADWAY ABROAD
Although European producers are
"making a lot of headway," they
still could learn a great deal from
American companies, declared Dr.
A. H. Giannini, following his return to New York yesterday on the
Conte di Savoia after a two and
one-half (Continued
months' on
tripPagethrough
Eu8)

Will Pay New Music Fees
While Gov't Action
is Awaited
As there is no feasible means of
generally avoiding use of music in
pictures, circuits and other exhibitors are expected to pay the increase in the music tax imposed by
the American Society of Composers, Authors & Publishers starting
Oct. 1, pending determination of the
Attorney-General's suit asking disof the society under the
anti-trust solution
laws.
The situation
has been closely
(Continued on Page 8)

MAJORS AND INDIES
DIFFER ON COSTS PLAN

A new plan for allocation of code
costs against producers and distributors, discussed at yesterday's meetWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ing of the Code Authority, is understood generally to be favored by
Hollywood — Seeking censorship of
film production and stage plays in major company executives but opposed by independent producers. No
California, the Citizens Committee
on Motion Picture Control has sent decision was reached, it is reported,
(Continued on Page 8)
a proposed initiative measure to the
attorney-general with request for a
title.
Upon issuance of the title,
Want Local 306 to Admit
| the committee
will
circulateactpetitions to place the
censorship
on
Allied States Operators
i the next available ballot.
I.T.O.A. as been in conference
with Local 306 in an effort to reach
an agreement on a wage scale which
would include admission into Local
306 of all members of the Allied
Statesdeclined
operators'
Locallatter
306
has
to union.
accept the
condition. Both sides are also apart,
Post of Sam Katz at M-G-M will on
the wage scale.
be that of a producer. The former
Paramount executive, who has been
virtually inactive since leaving the
Polly's
Lawyer Hubby in Pix
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Zukor organization, leaves New
Hollywood — Martin Malone, Los Angeles attorney, has been induced by
York today for the Coast. Some
his Mrs., who happens to be Polly
Moran, to try his hand at acting. He
months ago Katz planned to prowill make his bow in Fox's "The White
duce a picture with the Four Marx
Brothers (Continued
but the deal
failed to maon Page 4)

Screen, Stage Censorship
Is Sought in California

-'rank Capra and even the Hays outfit got
>rizes for something or other. It was
ill good fun and helped, we suppose, to
>ring out-of-towners to Venice.

Katz Leaves for Coast Today
To Join M-G-M in Production

kyjOST of the pictures shown in Venice

Peacock Again to Handle
Radio Product in China

'"' are American. Double-featuring is
>revalent. The only way to get to the
}ox-office of many theaters is by gonlola or speed boat. Other than that
/enice is Bridgeport during a flood. Tonight we put on the white tie and sit
n the front row at the music festival.
vVe plan to catch up with our sleep while
(Continued on Page 2)

RKO's entire 1934-35 output will
be distributed in China by the Peacock Motion Picture Co., Inc., of
Shanghai, it was announced yesterday by Ned E. Depinet. Telfair
Knight handled the deal for the
Peacock Co., which has had the contract for three years.

Parade."
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David Brill is Managing
Principal Film Exchange
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Signor Nizer enjoys Mozart. We are sure
we are in Italy again for today they slipped
us a phony

20

lira piece.

Tomorrow

we

Published daily except Sundays and Holidays fly to Rome, where, 20 years ago some of
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., the outstanding pictures of the cinema
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc. J. W. were made. They tell us things have
Alicoate, President, Editor and Publisher;
Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer changed somewhat since Titus controlled
and General Manager; Arthur W. Eddy, Asso- the first run situation and Nero insisted
ciate Editor ; Don Carle Gillette, Managing
Editor. Entered as second class matter, on being his own press agent.
May 21, 1918, at the post-office at New York,
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States outside
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign,
$15.00. Subscriber should remit with order.
Cleveland— The Family Theater,
Address all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., operated by Henry Kaplan has been
Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 4-4738, 7-4739. ordered by the Grievance Board to
Cable Address: Filmday, New York. Holly- stop 5-cent Saturday children's
wood, California— Ralph _ Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607. London — matinees, even though pictures exhibited are not bought under conErnest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91
tract. The Board ruled that spot
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin — Lichtbildbuehne
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris — P. A. Harle, La bookings must be (shown in accordCinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Courance
with
the rules of the standard
des-Noues, 19.

Contract Regulations
Apply to Spot Bookings

exhibition contract inasmuch as the
standard exhibition contract is a
basis of procedure and sets forth
the established method of operation.
Although no contract was involved,
the Board determined that 5-cent
children's matinees are an unfair
trade practice and unfair competition. The complaint was filed by
Woodland Center Amusement Co.,
operating the Haltnorth Theater.
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Testify in Schreiber Suit
Detroit — Testifying in Jacob
Schreiber's suit against Cooperative Theaters, booking combine,
Israel London, circuit operator, told
of difficulty in dealing with the Cooperative, while Sam Brown said
the office refused to buy for his
Oriole Theater although he was a
member and that exchanges refused
to carry out their contract when he
resigned. L. Ruttenberg said he
had to join the Cooperative to buy
film.
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+
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+31/2
—
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EXCHANGE SECURITIES
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4
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Louisville House Goes Film
Louisville — The Drury Lane Theater, formerly devoted to stage attractions, has been turned into a
movie house with a dual feature
policy. Blake Enterprises, Inc.,
headed by C. B. Blake, is now operating the house.
Fredric March

in "Miserables"

West Coast Bureau of THE
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Hollywood — Fredric March has
been picked by Darryl Zanuck to
star in "Les Miserables," 20th Century production. Bess Meredyth is
doing the screen play.

David Brill, formerly with Capital-Majestic, has become general
manager of Principal Film Exchange, of which Sherman S. Krellberg is president. Brill has lined
up a staff including Ben Levine,
covering Brooklyn; Ben Schwartz,
covering New York, and Harry
Goldstone, for Long Island and upstate. The Jersey territory will be
assigned this week.
Eight features, 12 westerns and
36 shorts will be handled by Principal this season. Krellberg has left
for the coast to start production on
"Lost City".

.oming an

SAM
M-G-M

KATZ leaves New York today for th
studios on the coast.

JOHN BALABAN and BARNEY BALABAI
Chicago.
leave New York tomorrow on their return t
DAVID BATH has arrived in London
New York to establish an office for A
Lyons.
SHERMAN S. KRELLBERG, president of
cipal Exchange,
is en route to the coast.
ARTHUR LANDAU has arrived in New
the Coast.
from

EDDIE SMALL arrives in New
Hollywood.
day from
theANNA
coast. MAY

Schenck, Fairbanks
On Trip to Mexico
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Joseph M. Schenck,
president of United Artists and
20th Century, and Douglas Fairbanks have left by plane for Mexico City, where Schenck will represent the producers' association on
official business pertainng to films
in Mexico. He will be the guest
of President Rodriguez. After several days in Mexico, Schenck and
Fairbanks expect to continue their
trip by plane to Yucatan, Havana,
Florida and New York.
Philly Golf Tourney Oct. 12
Philadelphia — The annual handicap golf tournament and dinner
dance held under auspices of "The
Philadelphia Exhibitor" will take
place at the LuLu Temple Country
Club here Oct. 12. Entrance fee is
$10, $12 on the day of the tournament. The committee on arrangement consists of John Bachman, Jim Clark, Jay Emanuel, Milton Rogasner, Leonard Schlesinger,
Harry Wiener, Charlie Zagrans and
Jack Greenberg, who is chairman.

dG

WONG

fror
& <

Priir

Yorl

York on Mon

arrived yesterday fror

PAULINE LORD will arrive in New
the coast Sunday.

York fro

HAROLD LLOYD, who has been in New Yo
several weeks, left yesterday for the coast wit
LLOYD.
DAVIS
his wife, MILDRED
SAMUEL CUMMINS sails tomorrow from eJ
land on the Aquitania with two foreign pie
tures, "Extase" and "Young Love," to whic
he has acquired American rights.

I

DR C. E K. MEES, Eastman Kodak vie*
Europe.
president,
and ALBERT K. CHAPMAN, directe
of sales, leave tonight on the Bremen f<

MONCTON HOFFE, THOMPSON DERR and A
E THOMAS, playwrights arrive in New Yor1
today from abroad on the, Aquitania, which als
brings M. E. BALCON, JACK HULBERT
PILBEAM.
NOVA
ABE MONTAGUE, Columbia sales head, h;
changes.
returned east from a tour of western' e»
HARRY RAPF is on his way back to the coas
York.
New
from
JOHN
CROMWELL,
Oct. 3 from
England
WALTER
VINCENT

day

from

RKO
director,
will s
on the Majestic.
returns to New York tc

Philadelphia.

RKO Signs Costume Designer
Bernard Newman, well - know)
Fifth Ave. designer, has been signu
by RKO to create special fashio
for the company's feminine stai
His first assignment will be to d,
sign gowns for Irene Dunne, Gingt
Opens New Screening Room
Rogers ad other players appearii
A new screening room under the in "Roberta." Newman has be.
firm name of East Coast Projection head of the Bergdorf-Goodman d
and Moviola Service has been opened signing staff for the past ten year
by William B. (Bill) Gullette at
1600 Broadway. Advanced projection technique, including more bril- Roxy Theaters Corp. Cuts Los$
liant illumination and provisions for
Receiver's operating report ic
adjustment of tone, are among the Roxy Theaters Corp., for the perio
features of the auditorium, says from Dec. 16, 1933, to May 3, show
Gullette. Film storage vault, cut- loss of $37,426, compared with los
ting room and other services also are of $71,236 in the corresponds
offered.
period of last year.

Landau Sees Melodrama Trend
Reopen Youngstown House
A strong trend toward melodramas is noted by Arthur Landau
Youngstown — Tony Perretta, wh
of the Small-Landau office who is has a house in New Castle, Pa., ha
in New York from the Coast. He taken over the Regent here and n
Century to Build in Brooklyn
is
in search of talent, acting and opened it.
Century Circuit will build a 600seat house at Quentin Road and writing. Landau may go abroad before returning to Hollywood. His
East 12th St., Brooklyn. Construction starts soon.
office recently sold "Love Song," by
Brings 8 French Fi.ms
Rupert Hughes, to Radio.
Jean H. Lenauer of the staff of the
Jesse Goldburg
Joins Cosman
Cinematographie Francaise has arrived
in New York to arrange for American
Jesse J. Goldburg, former inde- "Servants' Entrance" Holds Over
distribution of eight French features
pendent producer, is joining J. T.
"Servants' Entrance," Fox picand while here will probably conclude
ture with Janet Gaynor and Lew
Cosman, Inc., at the Coast. He has
negotiations to represent DuWorld
abroad.
returned
to Los Angeles from New Ayres, will be held for a second
York.
week at the Mayfair.
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EWS OF THE WEEK IN PHOTO-REVIEW

RUBY

AND

AL TO

CO-STAR

for first time on

the screen! Warners decide to team Hollywood's
most famous couple in musical 'Casino de Paree.'0

\X REINHARDT

ENTERS

MOVIES

after fifteen-year hold-out! World-famous

director of spectacles

is leading spectacle producers to screen his internationally celebrated presentation of Shakespeare's
and other big-scale entertainments for Warner Bros., starting Nov. 15th.
dsummer Night's Dream
tRNER

BUILDERS

!RRY construction of
r new sound stages
million-dollar specials
studio capacity, with

lee's 'Sweet Music,'*
son - Keeler's 'Casino

Paree,'° 'Gold Digs of 1935,'* CagneyBrien's 'Devil Dogs
the Air'* all entering
iduction in October.

'GLORIOUS'
OFF

TO

LONDON

sail Col. Roscoe Turner, Warner Aviation

TEAM!

Leslie Howard, whose

'British Agent' is toppling records everywhere, and
captivating Jean Muir of 'Desirable,' signed by
Warner Bros, for dual
t\ star roles in 'Glorious.'

expert, and his 'WarwhichnerheBroswillComet,'
makebidin

mj -'f«

for $75,000 prize in
spectacular Englandto-Australia air race.
TOP

MONEY

in

'Circus Clown' cam-

■** $ jflH

paign contest officially presented to Bill
Hendricks at swank
Memphis luncheon.
Judge Lewis Fitzhugh
presents $100. check
to showman
A Warner Bros

Picture

°A First National Picture

ace."

_..

'j&^m

Vitagraph, Inc., Distributors

«&-«£?•&, $tej£l!*£
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SAM KATZ BECOMES
AN M-G-M PRODUCER

REINHARDT TO DIRECT
PICTURES FOR WARNER
(Continued from Page 1)

staged at the Hollywood Bowl and
in San Francisco, with a presentation in Berkeley to follow. The film
adaptation will have music by Felix
Mendelssohn. Production is expected to start about Nov. 15.
Reinhardt, who won world fame
with "The Miracle", has refused
film offers made to him for the last
15 years. His Festival Playhouse
in Salzburg, Austria, was one of
the outstanding achievements of the
European stage. Until the political
upheaval in Germany he controlled
seven theaters in Berlin and two in
Vienna.
In a statement on the signing of
the famous impresario, Jack Warner declared that there is a definite
place on the screen for Shakespearian plays.
Among prominent persons in the
east who gave expressions yesterday commending the acquisition of
Reinhardt for the screen were Will
H. Hays, John Balaban, E. V. Rich
ards. Spyrous Skouras, Ike Libson, Joe Bernhard,
and others.

(Continued from Page 1)

Buffalo — Joseph Weinstein, former Shea film booker now with the
Basil chain of community theaters,
was married yesterday to Elizabeth
Cogan.

Denver — Able Davis has sold his
interest in Capital Film Exchanges,
Salt Lake City, to his partners,
George and Harry Kerer, who will
continue to operate.

terialize. He is also understood to
be interested in a group of Middle
West theaters with which Milton
Feld is identified.

Cook, Neb. — The Strand has been
reopened by Harold Wilberg.

Ulysses, Neb. — C. V. Shoecraft
has opened the Ulysses theaters.

Increase of 1,000 Accounts
from Page
Is (Continued
Reported
by 1)M-G-M

Boston — Phil Berler, booker for
Lincoln. Neb. — The Colonial and
the E. M. Loew circuit, and Fred
Liberty theaters have gone back to
Stone, manager of one of the cir- the
ads.
oldtimc policy of selling screen
cuit houses in Portland, have returned from respective honeymoons.

pects that his force will sell a total
of 9,000 accounts this new season.
This will mean an increase of approximately 1,000 as compared with
the season just passed.

Bartow, Fla. — Edna Watts is the
Haverhill, Mass. — The Strand has
Mrs. Dessez on Part Time
been taken over by the Charles new manager of the Bartow theaMrs. Elizabeth Richey Dessez,
Morse circuit for subsequent runs.
ter, owned by B. E. Gore.
formerly assistant director of the
Motion Picture Research Council, is
Pawtucket, R. I.— The Capitol has
Wauchila, Fla. — The new Palace now associated with the Council .
been reopened by the E. M. Loew
is opening with "Flying Down to a part-time basis.
circuit with Hi Rodman as manager. Rio."
manager.W. G. House is owner and
Terry-Toon at Music Hall
Denver — Chas. U. Yaeger, origina"Mice In Council," Educational
tor of Bank Night, has organized
Buffalo—
The
Court
Street
theaTerry-Toon, has opened at the Music
Atlas Theater Corp. and bought the
ter, reopened for double features in Hall for a week's run with "Cara-i
Rex theater, Rapid City, S. D. Ray
mid-August,
is
closing
again.
Davis, manager for Fox at North
Platte, Neb., has resigned from that
Erpi Photographic Timing company and will manage the Rex.
For Hal Roach Racetrack With Davis leaving, Fox made the
following changes: Mark Berk(Continued from Page 1)
heimer moved from Las Vegas,
December meeting at the Santa
M., to North Platte, and Elwood
Anita Track, 35 miles outside Los N.
Voorhees, assistant at Cheyenne,
Angeles, thus making it possible to
Wyo.,
is moved to Las Vegas.
announce the winners for the first
time in history on the basis of irDaytona Beach, Fla. — J. L. Cartrefutable photographic evidence of
wright has closed the Florida theaboth the order and times of finishes. ter.
The high-speed 16 millimeter camera, will photograph not only the
finish but also a clock showing the
San Francisco Squibs
speed of the race and a, special
San Francisco — Coming to the aid
process will permit development of
30 feet of film in three minutes. of the Fox Theater, which faced a
The films will be made available for picture shortage, the Fanchon &
inspection of racegoers. The timing Marco Orpheum turned over three
system is a joint development of of its pictures. The Fox, formerly
Bell Telephone Laboratories, West- owned directly by William Fox, is
ern Electric, Erpi and Eastman Leo.
now operated
by F.W.C. and Joe
»
Kodak. It is expected that the
Charlie Skouras held a meeting
amount of betting at racks will increase if racegoers are assured that of F.W.C. managers here this week
decisions are just.
and awarded prizes to winners in
the recent 13-week drive.
Rule on Clearance
The Odeon play at the Fairmont
New York clearance and zoning Hotel has left for a road tour.
board yesterday ruled on the unfair
Elissa Landi came up from Holclearance complaint of the Hastings,
lywood this week with Russell
Hastings, against the Strand, Yonkers, that the Hastings Theater and Phelps for press interviews in connection with the opening of "Count
Dobbs Ferry are competitive and
of Monte Cristo".
that
each
is
entitled
to
seven
days'
clearance on each other, and found
further that the seven-day clearance
Schwartz's Condition Critical
held by Strand, Yonkers, over the
Cleveland — Ernest Schwartz,
Hastings Theater is excessive but
president
of the
that the Strand is entitled to a who
was shot
fourExhibitors
times last Ass'n.
week
prior run over the Hastings.
in a business argument, is still in
a critical condition in Charity Hospital. A bullet in his lung is causBooth Report Ready
ing chief concern.
Fact-finding commission appointed by
the Code Authority to investigate the
booth situation has practically completed its work and is expected to make
a report within two weeks, the FILM
DAILY learns.

Tony Gablick a Pappa
Tony Gablick, art director at the
Warner home office, is the father of
a baby girl.

'Hey — nonny — nonny, Madam . . .
There's Happiness Ahead!"

THEIR MUSIC
MAKES LOVE...
AND THEIR LOVE
IS LIKE
MUSIC!

Every heart in every audience will beat faster when the
rollicking vagabond thousands of "Caravan" make
merry with full-throated song... make love in tempting,
seductive melody. Every pulse will beat time to the
enchanting tunes of these happy wanderers as they
gather wine-filled grapes to tantalizing rhythm.

AN
ERIK CHARELL
PRODUCTION

CHARLES BOYER
LORETTA YOUNG
JEAN PARKER
PHILLIPS HOLMES
LOUISE FAZENDA
EUGENE PALLETTE
C. AUBREY
SMITH
CHARLEY GRAPEWIN
NOAH
BEERY
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Executive
Producer, Robert T. Kane.
Directed by Erik Charell. Screen Play and
Dialogue, Samson
Raphaelson.
Continuity
by Robert Liebmann. From a story by Melchior
Lengyel. Music by Werner Richard Heymann.
Lyrics by Gus Kahn.
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studied by attorneys of the major
circuits during the past few weeks.
Under the copyright laws, each violation, i.e., each performance, makes
infringers liable to a fine of $250.
All established authors, composers
and publishers are members of
Ascap and coincidently with their
joining the organization, they assign all rights in the works to it.

Majors and Independents
Differ on Code Costs Plan
(Continued from Page 1)

and the matter goes over until the
Authority's next session on Oct. 11.
The proposal considered would
assess companies on the basis of
their gross business, without disclosing their exact amount of revenue. Disclosure of information of
this kind has been objected to by
various producers. Under the plan
discussed gross figures would be
blanketed and on such basis assessments would be computed.
William P. Farnsworth, Deputy
Administrator, represented Divisional Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt at the meeting. Others present were: Charles L. O'Reilly, Ed
Kuykendall, H. S. Bareford, J. Robert Rubin, Neal Agnew, Felix Jenkins, Nathan Yamins, Edward Golden, R. H. Cochrane and William
Youngmans representing M. H.
Aylesworth.

Balaban-Katz Unit Show
Having Successful Tour
"The Bowery," the first unit
show which Balaban & Katz has
played and sold outside of its Chicago houses, is definitely grossing
business, John Balaban said in New
York yesterday. He pointed to the
fact that the show, which runs 50
minutes, carries no "names", and
he interprets its success as an indication the public will support any
well-done show, regardless of
whether or not it has personalities
in its cast.
The unit opens its 11th week today at the Buffalo, Buffalo, and will
probably play 12 more weeks.
New Boston Film Critic
Boston — Joyce Dana, for many
years partner of Joseph DiPesa in
publicity work, has been appointed
motion picture editor of the Boston
"American," succeeding Harleigh
Schultz, who has joined RKO on the
coast.
Two Miami Houses Reopening
Miami — After remodeling and
renovation, the State and the Mayfair are reopening. Sonny Shepherd
of the State is back from a northern
vacation. John A. Cunningham is
manager of the State.

PHIL M. DALY
• • • JUST TO show you that Prexy Billy Ferguson of
AMPA has a subtle sense of humor
he appointed as guest
chairman of yesterday's luncheon Ed Finney, whose boss
Ray Johnston is champion of the Double Feature Movement
to put over as guest speaker Earl Hammons, who is
champion of the Short Subjects Movement
that's like
having the secretary of the Retail Clothing Association ballyhoo the Nudist Movement
the guy just winds up naked
and out of luck generally but Mister Finney acquitted
himself like a hero
and Mister Hammons gallantly refrained from making any cracks about the folks who snatch
the bread-and-butter playdates outa other folks' mouths
• • • SO IT was a field day for Educational and all their
cohorts of the Short Subject
as well as Eastern Production and there they were
such talent!
all in
Educational shorts
made right here at the Eastern Service
Studios
talent that it is impossible to get in shorts made
in Hollywood
because New York happens to be the clearing house for Talent of Stage and Radio
T
T
T
• • • THE REASON for AMPA forging ahead so magnificently was explained by prexy Fergie thus
the pressageys were showing a co-operative spirit and everybody was with
'em wholeheartedly
especially the bosses, and their dep't
heads
he gave Mister Finney a grand blurb
and Ed gets
up amid a salvo of applause and chirps
"What! No hisses?"
but everybody was being polite
T
T
T
• • • THERE
WAS a raft of talent to entertain the
pressageys
the high spots being the Cabin Kids
those five cute colored youngsters who have gone over big in
Educational shorts
they did some personality harmonizing
that was immense
and Howard and Shelton
who put
on a special act they had only rehearsed a few hours before the
luncheon
and Harry Gribbon who did his famous souse act
it was so realistic that we as an expert souse judge are
wondering —
oh, well
and Jackie Cooper was an
added M-G-M attraction
who ad libbed with Mister Gribbon so aptly that he made Harry forget his Souse Song written specially for the occasion
and we must not forget
Sylvia Froos who sang
accompanied by the Modern Melodeers
those colorful radio hill billies
• •
• A SLEW of celebs there almost too numerous to
mention
and also talent that participated generously in
the entertainment
Frank Luther, radio tenor
York
and King
Ernest Truex
Ferde Grofe Al Christie
William Watson
all in all a grand luncheon that
put Mister Hammons' Educational outfit over with all the trimmings that his lineup of talent so justly deserves
▼
T
T
• •
• THE SELECT Dinner given by Sol Lesser and Fox
in the swanky Sert Room of the Waldorf-Astoria
followed by a showing of "Peck's Bad Boy"
found a
notable list of celebs present
Here are a few of the personalities we spotted
Dr. A. H. Giannini, Howard S. Cullman, Tommy Meighan, George O'Brien, Marguerite Churchill
Harry Arthur, Jackie Cooper, Eddie Cline, Jack Alicoate,
Don Mersereau
Aileen Creelman, Kate Cameron, Irving
Lesser, Bert Adler, Jeanette Rex, Morris Kinzler
Charles
"Chick" Lewis, Charles McCarthy, Earl Wingart, E. C. Grainger,
Louis Hyman,
Mrs. Dorothy Lee, Andre Sennwald,
Maurice
Ahearn
Clayton Sheehan, Mark Ostrer, Clyde Eckhardt,
Col. Hartfield, Arthur Lee
Carlos Israels, Ray Moyer,
Harry C. Arthur, Jr., Joe Connolly
W. J. Kupper, Nat
Finkler, Irving Maas, Harry Buxbaum
It was one of the
real ritzy parties of the year

« u «
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FILM

By LESLIE F. STONE
'DAILY
Staff Correspondent

Washington — British motion pici
ture houses grossed approximately
$200,000,000 in 1933, according to i
report of the American Consulate
General in London made public yes
terday by the Department of Comi
merce.
The British government netted
about $33,000,000 from an entertain;
ment tax, and the total number o
admissions was 958,000,000, or ai
average of 18,500,000 a week. I:
Ireland were included, the figunj
would rise to 19,250,000. The aver
age admission price of 2,000 Britisl
theaters was estimated by the re
port as being around 20 cents.
During
imported 4761933
films, Great
330 of Britain
which wen
registered by nine American-owned
companies directly representing thi
leading American film producinj
companies. American firms go;
more than 90 per cent of the valu<
of the total imports.
The net value of remittances to
the United States for these import
was about $25,000,000. During thi
same time about $3,000,000 wortl
of British films were sold abroad.

Giannini Reports
Headway Abroad
(Continued from Page 1)
rope.
Foreign
producers
nee*
American directors and writers, ob
served the banker.
Dr. Giannini described busines
throughout Europe as "pretty fair
and pointed out that government
are lending their moral support t
domestic production projects. 1plans to stay in New York eight o
nine days before departing for tlj
Coast.

Seattle Briefs

Seattle — A season of foreign fill
will be presented by the Uniyersi
of Washington, Drama Division,
its
ater.movie house, the Egyptian Thi)
Earl Hunt of the Hamrick circu
has left for Portland to take charg
of the Hamrick houses there.
The Moore Theater, formerl
playing legit attractions, has chang
ed to combination films and stag
plays. L. L. Clewinger and R. I
Helms are operating the house.
3 Weeks— The
for "Night"
in Buffalo
Buffalo
Grace Moore
filn
"One
Night ofregime
Love," record
has equallef"
the Hayman
at th
Lafayette by being held over for
third week. Mae West's "Belle <
the Nineties," at the Great Lake
also is holding for its second weel
New Tallahassee House Opens
Tallahassee, Fla. — A. P. Talle
opened the new State theater ye;
terday with "One Night of Love.
The original building was destroye
by fire last December.

IELD OVER!

Three weeks!

Keith's Theatre, Boston!

ELD OVER!

Three weeks! United Artists Theatre, Chicago!

ELD OVER!

Three weeks! Aldine Theatre, Philadelphia!

ELD OVER!

Three weeks! Keith's Theatre, Washington!

HELD

OVER!

Two weeks! Keith's Theatre, Baltimore!

HELD

OVER!

Two weeks! Fulton Theatre, Pittsburgh!

HELD

OVER!

Two weeks! Capitol & Grand, Cincinnati!
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Charles
Boyer, Loretta Young,
Parker, Phillips Holmes

Fox

Jean

101 mins.

GAY MUSICAL ROMANCE OF THE
FLUFFY CONTINENTAL TYPE SUITABLE
FOR
FAMILY
AUDIENCES.
Erik Chan-ell's first production in Hollywood is a light but pleasantly effervescent
romantic fantasy, nicely sprinkled with
tuneful music and comedy, attractively
staged against an expansive background
and efficiently performed under imaginative direction. Though there is not a great
deal of marquee strength in the cast, the
roster contains plenty of popular players
and the picture is of a type that points
right up the family alley. For story plot,
there is the situation of a countess, Loretta Young, who must have a husband
within a few hours in order to inherit
a big estate on her 21st birthday. Balking
at marrying a lieutenant whom she has
never seen, she grabs a gypsy violinist,
Charles Boyer, only to find later that the
officer, Phillips Holmes, really appeals to
her. After the expected complications, the
gypsy steps aside to make way for true
romance.
Cast: Charles Boyer, Loretta Young,
Jean Parker, Phillips Holmes, Louise Fazenda, Eugene Pallette, C. Aubrey Smith,
Charles Grapewin, Noah Beery, Dudley
Digges, Richard Carle, Lionel Belmore,
Billy Bevan, Armand Kaliz, Harry C. Bradley.
Director, Erik Charrell; Author, Melchior
Lengyel; Screen Play, Samson Raphaelson;
Cameramen, Ernest Palmer, Theodore
Sparkuhl; Music, Werner Richard Heyman;
Recording Engineer, A L. Von Kirbach,
Editor, Bischoff
Direction,

Fanciful

►//
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A LITTLE
fromWILK "LOTS
By RALPH

"CARAVAN"
with
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SERIAL
"Tailspin Tommy"

(Serial)
with Maurice Murphy, Patricia Farr.
Noah Beery, Jr.
Universal
27 mins.
Good Thriller
Thi's new 12-episode serial is
taken from the cartoon strip of the
same name by Hal Forrest. It has
been made around western airports
and cities and concerns episodes in
the life of a small-town garage mechanic who is so interested in aviation that when the opportunity occurs for him to pilot a plane in
which the pilot is disabled, Tommy
makes good and later is rewarded
by receiving his license. The first
episode "Death Flies the Mail"
winds up with Tommy in the plane
trying desperately to make a landing.
The second and third episodes,
"The Mail Goes Through" and "Sky
Bandits", running 21 and 20 minutes respectively, continue in the
fast pace started in the initial episode. Characters are well cast and
Noah Beery, Jr., the image of his
father in looks and actions, will
cause much favorable comment.

HOLLYWOOD
J-^. W. HANEMANN, scenarist,
_ has written the lyrics and Max
Steiner the music for "Do Not Ask
Me," Katharine Hepburn's initial
song for the screen. The number
will be used in "The Little Minister"
and is said to be exquisitely keyed
to theme, locale and period of Sir
James Barrie's
classic.
»
T
T
Leon Schlesinger's "Looney Tunes"
soft ball team is making an excellent record in the Hollywood league.

▼

T

T

Richard Dix is renewing his onetime rifle and pistol prowess by taking on a teacher, Pardner Jones,
ace of Hollywood sharpshooters.
"West of Pecos," Dix's current picture, which has shooting sequences,
revived the star's interest in marksmanship.
T

»

»

Louis King's cast for "Bachelor
of Arts," now in production, includes Anita Louise, Tom Brown,
Arline Judge, Henry B. Walthall,
Mae Marsh, Stepin Fetchit, Frank
Melton, Frank Albertson and John
Arledge. John Stone is supervising
the picture.
V

T

V

Ruth Channing, actress, and Hamilton MacFadden, Fox director, will
be married tomorrow at Santa
Barbara. At the wedding supper
at the Santa Barbara Biltmore
guests will include Mr. and Mrs. Sol
M. Wurtzel, Mr. and Mrs. Warner
Oland, Mr. and Mrs. Jack Preston,

SHORTS
"Gus Van and His Neighbors"
Universal
18 mins.
Fair
This Mentone vaudeville show includes plenty of dancing, some sing.ng and a comedy adagio trio that
is the real headliner. Van acts as
master of ceremonies and sings two
numbers. His comedy is flat and
his songs good. The show also includes Armida, singer of Mexican
songs; Jane, Ruth and Gail, dancers; twelve Danny Dare Dancers
and the adagio trio, Gine, DeQuincey and Lewis.
"Stranger (No.
Than3) Fiction"
Universal
8 mins.
A Good Number
Plenty of curiosities in this one,
which has been snappily handled by
Allyn Butterfield and narrated by
James Wallington. The reel includes an alligator dentist, a negro
who turned white, fish doctoring, a
team of zebras, a man with steel
hands, a pet hippo, an Australian
girl who uses her toes almost as
well as the average person with
hands, a horse 7 feet 10 inches tall,
a woman who catches about 8,000
rattlesnakes a year, and grapefruit
15 inches in diameter.

Sept 28-0ct. 1 : First convention of First DiYork. vision Exchanges, Park Central Hotel, Nej

Mr. and Mrs. Stashu Zukalski, Mr.
and Mrs. George Blair, Jeanette
MacDonald, Jesse L. Lasky, Jr.,
Nydia Westman, Colleen Traxler,
Frances
Cowan. Drake, Jane Storm, James

T

▼

T

Leon Schlesinger, who leaves Oct.
1 for New York, will take along a
print cartoon
of "Beautiful
Dames," Ithisis
initial
in Technicolor.
one of the subjects in the "Merrie
Melodies" series.
T

T

T

Election of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts & Sciences thi
week resulted as follows: Directors
Branch — Frank Capra, Cecil B. DeMille, Frank Lloyd, on board, and
Frank Borzage, John Cromwell,
Capra, William K. Howard, Lewis
Milestone, Ernst Lubitsch, W. S.
Van Dyke, executive committee;
Producers Branch — Sam Briskin, B.
B. Kahane, Irving Thalberg, on
board, and Briskin, Pandro Berman
Emanuel Cohen, Darryl Zanuck.
Louis B. Mayer, Kahane, Thalberg,
executive committee; Writers
Branch — Howard J. Green, Grover
Jones, Waldemar Young, on board,
and Bartlett Cormack, Jack Cunningham, Howard Estabrook, Green,
Young, Jane Murfin, Robert Riskin,
eyecutive committee; Actors — Lionel
Atwill, Warner Baxter, Walter Huston, on board, and Atwill, Jack Holt.
DeWitt Jennings, Raymond Hatton,
George Irving, Paul Lukas, Warner
Oland, executive committee; Technicians — Farcio Edouart, Nathan
Levinson, Max Parker, on board, and
John Arnold, Fredric Hope, Wesley
C. Miller, Harris Ensign, Levinson
Loren Ryder, Van Nest Polglase,
executive committee.

T

▼

▼

Oct. 1-2: Meeting of G. F. T. A. Independent
Theater
Atlanta. Owners Assn. Robert Fulton Hotel
Oct. 1-3: National Film Carriers convention,
Statler Hotel, Detroit.
Oct. 3-4: Annual convention of Allied Independent Theater Owners of Wisconsin,
Hotel Schroeder, Milwaukee.
Oct. 7-8: Annual convention of M P.T.O
of
Arkansas.Memphis.
Mississippi and Tennessei
(Tri-State),
Oct. 12: Annual Golf Tournament and Dinner
Dance sponsored by The Philadelphia Ex
hibitor, LuLu Temple Country Club, Philo
delphia.
Oct. burgh.
14: Pittsburgh Variety Club's Sixth An
nual Banquet, William Penn Hotel, Pitt-..
Oct.

29-Nov. 1:
Pennsylvania,

S.M.P E. Fall
New York.

Meeting

Hote

Nov. ball,
3: Cleveland
Variety
Club's first annua
Hotel Statler,
Cleveland.
Nov. 12: Annual ball sponsored by Motion Picture Post of American Legion, Hotel Statler
Boston.

Postpone Zoning Case
Hearing on a zoning and clearanct
appeal filed by the Forum and Fleet
wood was
theaters
against
Loew'sby Vic
tory
deferred
yesterday
th<
Code Authority indefinitely. Presi
of administrative matters occupiec
more time than it had anticipate
when the hearing was scheduled.
Burglars Lift Two-Ton Safe
Tampa, Fla. — A safe weighing
more than two tons and containing
$2,000 in cash and $3,000 worth oil
jewelry was stolen from the officJ
of Casion Enterprises, circuit opera!
tors. Later it was found empty b*|
a roadside some miles distant.
Rob Para. Cuban Office
Havana — Offices of Paramount
Film Co. of Cuba were looted ra|
thieves who secured $1,800 in casj
and securities after breaking int;
a large steel safe.

Richard Arlen has replaced Spencer Tracy, Madge Evans will depict
the feminine lead and Ralph Bel- N. O. Union Wants Cut Reston
lamy will portray the "heavy," in
New Orleans — Restoration of I
Jesse
L. Lasky's Fox Film, "Hellrecting.
cut granted in neighborhoi
dorado," which James Cruze is di- $15
houses at the time of the bank hoi
r

T

T

Howard Estabrook has started
work on the story and script called
"Forward March," which Darryl
Zanuck is to produce for Twentieth
Century, as one of their biggest
productions on this year's schedule.
Estabrook recently completed the
screen play for "David Copperfield.'
T

T

T

Story properties based on plays
or novels will occupy a dominant
place in M-G-M's schedule for 193433 with 10 plays or novels alreadj
either produced, in production or
ready for the studios. The list includes "Treasure Island," "The Barretts of Wimpole Street," "The
Merry Widow," "David Copperfield,"
"The Good Earth," "Marie Antoinette," "What Every Woman Knows,'
"Naughty Marietta," "Vanessa" and
"The Painted Veil."

daynegotiations
is asked by for
the aoperators'
unio
in
new contract,
Aaron Sacks Feted
Aaron Sacks, pioneer film execu
tive, was given a surprise party a
his residence, the Hotel Edison, oi
the occasion of his 48th birthda;
this week.
Educational Subject Booked by Loe?
"Mountain Melody," new releasi
in Educational's Song Hit Stor;
series, and featuring the radio teno
Frank Luther, and the Mountai)
Melodeers, has been booked to pla)
cuit.
the entire Loew Metropolitan Cir
Approve
Burlesque By-Laws
Bureau of THE FILM DAIL
Washington — By-laws for th
burlesque industry as prepared b
the temporary code authority Aug
20 have been approved by the NRA
Washington

MOST SPECTACULAR
FIRE THRILLER
EVER
Fl LM ED

/Mystery
- dram
ROMANCE a)
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SHOWMEN! SS|
More

Thrills Than the Public
Gets
From a Four Alarm Fire !

"Chock full of thrills."— VARIETY
thrills."— BILLBOARD.
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with

Give

You

NIGHT

OF SEETHING
-SIZZLING
-SPECTACULAR
ENTERTAINMENT — HEROIC
RESCUES
— PERFECT
ROMANCE
— SCREAMING
COMEDY _ PO L I T I C AL
Produced by
NTRIGUETHRILLS
AND
CHILLS!
with
LARRY DARMOUR
"Romance, drama, comedy, action." — M. P. HERALD.
"Exceptionally well produced."— BOX OFFICE.

EXPLOITATION
Possibilities
unlimited.
ANY
fire
thriller is a natural — "NIGHT ALARM" — greatest of all thrillers — gives
you instant effective tie-ups with City Officials, Fire Chiefs, Civic Bodies
— a Fire Prevention Week — Newspaper co-operation — Radio broadcasts —
ALL in the big Press Book.
"Showmanship and entertainment . . . make contacts easily possible . . . stirring
up more than ordinary public interest." — M. P. HERALD. "Genuine major class
production."— SHOWMAN'S
ROUND TABLE.

WISE SHOWMEN

MAJESTIC

are Booking "NIGHT

PRODUCING

RKO Bldg., 1270 Sixth Ave., New York

The TMDI

ALARM"

NOW!

CORP.

Exchanges Everywhere

BRUCE
CABOT
JUDITH
ALLEN
H.

B. WARNER
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W€te dancing with joy. Its
another 'Srnihri Thru!. Thr*1*
you NORMA SHE
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CHARLES IAUGH
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with Maureen O'Sullivan, Katharine Alexander. From Rudolph Besier's play. Directed by SIDNEY FRANKLIN
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7irst Div. to Put Own Trademark on Films in '35

:XHIBS FORMULATING COUNTER PROPOSAL ON MUSIC
lichberg Becomes 'Strong Man' in New Emergency
NRA

eneral Counsel is Made
Chairman of Policy
Committee
uhington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Rivoli Pitts Public Against Critic

Feeling that the "Daily News" rating of two and a half stars given "Count of
Monte Cristo" was grossly unfair, the Rivoli yesterday ran a special ad in the "News"
offering any patron his money back if, after seeing the picture, he did not consider
it worth four stars.
Majority of reviews on the picture were favorable.

Washington — Appointment of
maid R. Richberg, NRA general
insel, as director of the Indusal Policy Committee, one of the
ree agencies under President
<osevelt's new NRA setup, is rerded by capital observers as bear- Third Broadway House
f out predictions that Richberg
For Gaumont-British
uld become the new "strong man"
Gaumont-British is taking over
governmental dealings with instry. Also on the Policy commit- the Criterion and on Oct. 19 opens
i are Harold I. Ickes, secretary "Man of Aran," produced by Robert
(Continued on Page 4)
J. Flaherty, under a two-a-day policy. Acquisition of the Criterion
gives G.-B. representation on Broadway in three spots as deals have
been also closed with the Music
Hall and the Roxy.

Zukor Urges College-Trained Writers

RA BOARD TO HEAR
DDE CHANGES OCT. 17
shington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Donald Richberg, di:tor of the industrial emergency
nmittee of the new NRA Policyking Board, at a press conference
sterday reassured business that
iere would be no sweeping
inges of policy without deliberan and full hearings."
Hie only changes contemplated in
(Continued on Page 3)

ustralia Abandons
Film Quota Measure
VTelbourne — Inability of film inests to reach an agreement on
ails of the proposed Australian
i quota has resulted in the bill
ng abandoned. A new measure
to be introduced next year.
New "U" Newsreel Editor
Allyn Butterfield yesterday resigned
as editor of the Universal Newsreel at
the expiration of his contract to undertake another office, to be announced
next week. Butterfield will be succeeded by Charles E. Ford, who has been in
charge of compiling the photographic
material for the reel.

Balcon

Sees

No

Clean

There is virtually no chance of a
film reform campaign developing in
England, as the requirements of
British censors match the demands
of the Legion of Decency movement
sponsors in this country, declared
Michael Balcon, production head of
Gaumont-British, as he arrived in
New York yesterday from London.
While conferring with Mark Ostrer,
Jeffrey Bernerd and other Gaumont
officials, Balcon will study American audience reactions to pictures.
Balcon said he had no fear that
(Continued on Page 3)

College-trained writers are needed by the film industry declares
Adolph Zukor, Paramount president,
in an interview with Dan Thomas
of the NEA Service. Zukor said
it is impossible for the studios to
give opportunities to all amateur
writers, many of whom have no
ideas to offer, but that there are a
certain number
of really talented
(Continued on Page 3)

Film

Drive

in

England

George Brown is Joining
Biow Advertising Agency

Setup

Committee to
Present Compromise
Plan to Ascap

Exhibitors' Emergency Committee
is understood to be formulating a
compromise proposal to be presented
to the American Society of Composers, Authors & Publishers within a few days. This step marks
the first move of the Emergency
Committee to obtain a reduction on
day.
the new scale of greatly increased
music fees which goes into effect to-

25-MILE PROTECTION
AGAINST FREE SHOWS
Detroit — Exhibition of free films
within 25 miles of any established
theater is restrained in a ruling of
the local grievance board. Protest
was filed by F. Z. Lews of the Capitol, Eaton Rapids, against Norton
and Hayes of Flint. Case involves
non-theatrical exhibitors and is be
lieved to set a national precedent.
The decision has been appealed to
the Code Authority.

George Brown, who recently resigned as director of publicity, advertising and exploitation of Columbia, on Monday joins the Biow Co.,
advertising agency, in an executive Dave Mountan to Handle
capacity. The firm handles the CoSales for New Company
lumbia account as well as other important commercial accounts. Brown
Dave Mountan, former president
on Tuesday will be given a lunch of Showman's Pictures and Richeon
by his former associates at Co- mount Pictures, has become assolumbia.
ciated as sales manager with the
newly-formed Spectrum Pictures,
which will produce and distribute
a probable minimum of eight pictures for 1934-35 release. Production is to start soon on the
coast.

F. D. to Standardize Releases
Under Own Trademark in '35-36

Starting with the 1935-36 season,
all films released by First Division
will be standardized under the First
Division trade-mark with the exHerman Zohbel, treasurer of RKO
ception of Monogram pictures which
Radio Pictures Corp., will leave for will continue to be distributed by
the coast early next month to make F.D. in New York and Philadelhis headquarters at the RKO stuphia under
the Monogram
dios.
(Continued
on Page 4) banner,

Herman Zohbel Shifting
Headquarters to Coast

Grauman's

Chinese

West Coast Bur., THE

Bankrupt

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Grauman's Chinese Theater, scene of the far-famed Hollywood
premieres was in bankruptcy yesterday.
Federal Judge Paul M. J. McCormick
gave permission to Joseph M. Schenck
to reorganize and continue its operation.
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Bob Sisk Given Farewell Dinner

Vol. LXVI, No. 76
JOHN

5 Cents

Last night in the Continental Room of the Hotel St. Moritr, a farewell dinner was
tendered to Bob Sisk, who leaves today for the Coast to assume a new post as aide to J.
R McDonough of the RKO Studios. Among those present were M. H. Aylesworth, Ned
Depinet, L. E. Thompson, Jules Levy, Roy Norr, H. J. Yates, Richard A. Rowland, Nate
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Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 4-4738, 7-4739.
Cable Address: Filmday, New York. Hollywood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607. London — ■
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin— Lichtbildbuehne
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris — P. A. Harle, La
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Courdes-Noues,
19.

FINANCIAL
NEW
Am. Seat
Columbia Picts.
Con.
Fm.
Ind
Con.
Fm
Ind.
East. Kodak
Fox
Fm.
"A"
Loew's.
Inc
Paramount ctfs
Pathe
Exch
do "A"
RKO
Warner
Bros
NEW

YORK

High
3
vtc. 36%
3Vi
pfd. 14%
993/4
13
29%
4'/2
1%
133/4
25/g
53/8
YORK
CURB

Technicolor
NEW

STOCK

YORK

12%
BOND

MARKET
Low
Close
3
3
35%
35%
3V4
3'/2
14%
14%
99'/4
993/4
12y2
12l/2
28y2
28y2
4'/4
4%
1%
1%
131/g
13V4
23/8
2V2
5%
5%
MARKET
12'/2
12%
MARKET

Gen. Th. Eq
6s40..
65/8
6S/8
Keith
A-0
6s46 ... 62
62
Loew 6s 41ww
101% 101 %
Paramount 6s47 ctfs. 61% 583/4
Par. By. 5V2s51 .... 43
42%
Par. 5V2s50
ctfs.... 6V/2
59 Vi
P.ithe 7s37
98%
98
Warner's
6s39
N. Y. PRODUCE
Para.

Publix

6%
62
10134
583/4
42 Vi
59i/2
98

Net
Chg.
—

1%

+
—
—
—
—

%
t/4
'/z
%
l/4

—
—
—

%
Va
%

—

%

—
—

1%
3/8

+
—
+

%
l/2
%

62
60'/2
61 1/2 +
EXCHANGE SECURITIES

l/2

4i/2

4%

4%

—

%

Para. Makes Changes
Des Moines Board Rules
In Central America
Against Bank Night Idea
Several changes in the Central

Des Moines — An adverse decision
on Bank Night was handed down
yesterday by the local grievance
against Affiliated Distribuboard tors,
Inc., recently organized for
handling the plan in Iowa and other
states. One of the theaters involved, the Orpheum, Fairfield, is appealing the case.

Chesterfield Screening First
"The Curtain Falls," first Chester
field picture to be completed on the
1934-35 program, will be screened
at the Fox projection room this afternoon for the First Division sales
force now in convention here.
Chesterfield and Invincible also
will be hosts today at a luncheon
for the conventioneers.

American territory, now under the
general managership of Jerome P.
Sussman, brought about by the return to Spain of Mexico's manager,
Vincente Saiso Piquer on account
of pressing personal business, are
announced by John W. Hicks Jr.,
vice-president
of Paramount Inter
national.
Arthur L. Pratchett, manager in
Cuba for several years, has been
appointed manager of Mexico and
will leave for his new territory at
the end of September. Jacob Rapoport, appointed manager of the
Canal Zone office several months
ago, and more recently temporarily
in charge of Paramount's office in
Guatemala, is proceeding to Cuba
to take charge of that territory.
No announcement has been made
regarding the new manager for
Guatemala.

12,000 Contracts for Korda Films
London — London Films has secured no fewer than 12,000 advance
contracts on four of its coming productions, according to Alexander
Korda, production chief. Contracts
More State Census Reports
cover "Private Life of Don Juan," Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
"Scarlet Pimpernel," "Kongo Raid"
Washington — - Additional < reports
and "100 Years From Now." Each on motion picture business of the
of these productions said Korda will various states last year, as obtained
be shown in more than 8,000 thea- by the American Business Census
ters in U. S. alone.
have been released by the Commerce
Department as follows: North Carolina, 184 theaters, grossed $4,100,Griffith's British Deal Off
000;
Nebraska, 231 theater?, grossPlans for D. W. Griffith to go to
ed $2,590,000; Florida, 94 theaters,
England to produce Dickens' "Old grossed
$1,746,000; Wyoming, 37
Curiosity
Shop"
for
Herbert
Wilcox
are off. Before deal was culminated theaters grossed $873,000; Idaho, 71
theaters,
grossed
$955,000.
it was learned that another English
producer is filming the same story.
Griffith is now in New York.
Carl

Laemmle,

Jr., to Europe

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Carl Laemmle, Jr.,
leaves Oct. 15 for a two-month trip
to Europe, the first he has taken
in six years. Besides taking a vacation, Laemmle will scout for directors, writers and actors. He will
be accompanied by Harry Zehner.

Anna May Wong to Appear in Italy
Anna May Wong, who has returned east after finishing work in
Paramount's "Limehouse Nights,"
sails about the middle of next monch
for England and then goes to Italy,
where she is to appear in a stage
production being written for her.

Viertel to Do Two More for G.-B.
Berthold Viertel, who directed
Friend" for Gaumont-British,
Hollywood — William Dieterle, "Little
leaves New York within two weeks
who worked for nine years with Max for England, where he will make
Reinhardt in Europe and who now two mare features for that comis one of Warners' leading directors,
will be associated with Reinhardt in
pany. His first will be "Passing of
the filming of "Midsummer Night's the Third Floor Back."
Dream," his first film for Warners.
Air Express Cuts Rates
Rate reductions up to 57% per
120,000 See "Barretts" in Boston
Boston — Loew's State set an all- cent have been made by General Air
time attendance record of 120,000 Express. New schedule affects 119
with its first week of "Barretts of major cities. Minimum rate is now
cents on a three-quarter pound
Wimpole
held
over. Street." Picture is being 85
package to any city.
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Loming and oom<
MARION
GERING,
Paramount
director,
a|
Indies.
rived in New
York
yesterday
from
Hollvwoci
by plane en route from a vacation in the We
PAULINE

Billy

Bevan
Virginia
Irwin D. Rathstone

Herman Starr
Ralph Forbes
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George
Bancroft
Norman Z. McLeod
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BENITA
HUME,
rives in New York
MRS.
Tuesday

has just completed hi

Gaumont-British
next week on

MARK
OSTRER
on the Olympic

player, a]
the Paris. .(

is due
in New Yoil
to join her husban

ROBERT
J. FLAHERTY,
now
plans to go to England within

in New
Yorv:
a month.

GEORGE RAFT and WILLIAM FRAWLEY
to come east from the coast next week.

pi.

CONSTANCE
BENNETT
and
HENRI
DE l]
FALAISE are en route from France to New Yorl
RICHARD BONELLI, who finished his role
Paramount's "Enter Madame" this week, is
his way back to New York. He returns
Hollywood in November
for further film wor
JACK PEARL, LUPE VELEZ, JOHNNY WEIS
MULLER, ROBERT RITCHIE, MR. and MRS S(
LESSER. GEORGE O'BRIEN, MARGUERI
rope.
CHURCHILL, EDDIE CLINE and HERMAN Tl
BERG sail today on the He de France for I
ROBERT

F. SISK leaves for the coast toe

by

airplane.
ALFRED N. SACK, general manager of Sa!
Amusement Enterprises, San Antonio, arrit
in New York on Tuesday aboard
the Mohaw
WILLIAM
COLLIER,
JR.
is back
in N
York
from
abroad.
MARGARET
after

HAMILTON

appearing

in

RKO's

has
"By

returned
Your

e;

Leave."
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Dieterle With Reinhardt

West
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first motion
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role in Paramount's
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for a she
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REVIEWS
George

O'Brien

«

J.U.

MONO

» NEWS of DAY*

the

Durham, N. H. — The Franklin
theater has been opened by A. P.
Stewart.

in

"THE DUDE RANCH"
ox

61

mins.

1 ZANE GREY WESTERN KEEPS THE
ITEMENT GOING WITH
PLENTY
HRILLS

AND

Clintonville, Wis. — Remodeling
work has been started on the Grand,
managed by Albert Reinke.

EXOF

• •
• OUT OF the London Fog
Joe Rock is going
right ahead setting up a grand comedy organizashe here
he plans to send for American gag writers, directors and comics
from time to time
Georgie Harris, the pint-size comedian,
is Joe's rightandman Mack Sennett, the most genial guy in
town
stopping every few minutes to say what-ho to some
tyke or other there's a hotel in this hamlet that has the
screwiest cable and telegram address
"Untippable"
it is crowded with Scotch patrons

ACTION.

i Plenty of sizzling action keeps this
estern saga of the plains humming along
reezily to the finish. George O'Brien has
le role of an Easterner who journeys to
ie west to settle up the affairs of the
inch left to him by his late uncle. He
itends to come right back East, but or
iscovering that some mysterious persor
as been running off the cattle, determines
3 stay on and clear up the mystery with

T

he help of the rancher who has been operting the place for his uncle. Suspicion
alls on him as being the man who is really
i back of the cattle marauding, an

▼

J'Brien is between the devil and the deep
ea as he is now in love with the rancher's
aughter. From here it works out into a

handling

hroughout.

It's

himself

a

Sol

commendably

Lesser

production.

Cast: George O'Brien, Irene Hervey,
.eroy Mason, Henry Hall, James Mason, Sid
.aylor, Sid Jordan, Alma Chester, Lloyd
ngraham.
Director,

Edward

Cline;

Author,

Zane

jrey; Screen Play, Barry Barringer. Editor,
)on Hayes; Recording Engineer, L. E.
Ilark ; Cameraman, Frank B. Good.
Direction, Smooth.

"HEROES

Photography,

OF THE ARCTIC"

(Soviet,

Synchronized)

\mkino
HIGHLY
tECORD

DRAMATIC
OF

Okay.

SOVIET

70

PHOTOGRAPHIC
ARCTIC

EXPEDI-

TION.
Fact is often more

dramatic

than fiction

nd this pictorial record of the unsuccessul Chelyuskin expedition to make the
lortheast passage through the Arctic Ocean
nd the Bering Straits is an example in
iroof. A few miles from open water, the
oviet ship Chelyuskin, carrying many Soviet
dentists, was caught in the ice floes,
rushed broadside and sank in two hours.
Ml but one of the crew
afely to the ice. Three

of 105 got off
icebreakers and

nany airplanes set out from

many

points,

rhe first plane arrived after the Chelyusknites had been stranded on the ice almost
i month. Successive planes arrived and in
mother month had transported all the su

'ivors, making one of the most dramatic
ind thrilling examples of the peace-time
ise of planes. Then followed the triumpha.
eturn to Moscow with crowds lining thd

ails everywhere as the train bearing the
leroes passed through, ending with a gala
eception and formal welcome by Stalin,
rhe picture has English subtitles and in
ipots there is running comment in Russian.
Photography is good throughout.
Authors and Cameramen, A. Shafran anc
vl. Troyanovsky.

T

T

T

• •
• A NEW
wrinkle in Broadway
exploitation
the Music Hall is using a trailer to plug "The Great Waltz,"
musical show, playing at the Center next door
Rockefeller
interests of course are in back of both houses D. A. Doran,
Jr., former story ed at Fox, is reported not going with A. & S.
Lyons as originally scheduled Lew Brown is negotiating
lease of the Hollywood from Warners for run of his new musical,
"Calling All Stars" Jerry Shields, ace animator on TerryToons, was given a surprise birthday party last nite at the Ship
Ahoy Tavern in New Rochelle "The Red Cat," comedy
which Twentieth Century financed, is expected to close tonite at
the Broadhurst Arnold Van Leer, recently resigned from
Columbia's
publicity staff, has joined G-B's staff under direction
of A. P. Waxman

eries of exciting adventures as O'Brien
ets the clew to the real criminal, and
tarts after him. This is a typical Zane
irey yarn, and should please the fans, with
)'Brien

T

• •
• NEAT STUNT delivered by Eddie Hitchcock
out in Losang
he landed a special four-page section in the
Los Angeles "Evening Post" touting United Artists' showing of "The Affairs of Cellini" at their theater the two
inside pages
trationscarried a vivid novelization of the pix with illus-

NRA

No Clean Film Drive
Board to Hear
Is Likely in England
Code Changes Oct. 17

Madison, Wis. — Harold Rupp, assistant manager of the Orpheum, is
the daddy of a girl.
Milwaukee — -Thomas E. Saxe, secretary-treasurer ofSaxe Realty Co.,
was cut and bruised when his car
collided with a truck here.
Covington, Tenn. — The
ace has reopened.

New Pal-

Birmingham — ■ Alabama Poster
Exchange has closed and the stock
merged with Southern Poster Exchange of New Orleans.
R. W. McEwen With Bank Nights
Kansas City — R. W. McEwen,
named direct distributor in Kansas
and Missouri for the Affiliated Enterprises bank night plan, will open
offices here shortly. Lester Martin
is no longer associated with Affiliated, which is a Des Moines company with Ray Coffin as manager
and controlled by A. H. Blank and
Harry Weinberg.

Philly M. P. T. O. Denies Losses
Philadelphia — Denial of reports
(Continued from Page 1)
Gaumont pictures would be found that membership of the M. P. T. O.
the motion picture code are the rules objectionable in any respect by re- is dwindling is made in the current
of fair practice governing relations
form elements in this country. He issue of "Contact," the association's
of agents and clients, producers and said he had no knowledge of any house organ. "This organization is
plans for merging B. I. P. and Gau- justly proud to have affiliated theaothers in the industry. Public hear- trary.
ters in its membership," it declares.
mont, despite reports to the conings on the suggestions will be held
here Oct. 17. The suggested rules
May File New Complaint
Gaumont product "is definitely enwould forbid any agent to influence
titled to a place in the American
In dismissing the overbuying
producers' employees by gifts or market," said Balcon. His company complaint of the Royal against the
gratuities or to alienate or entice intends to bring over 16 of its 26 Strand and Ritz, all in Port Jervis,
pictures planned for the new sea- and the major exchanges, the New
any employee under written contract
son. These 16 features, he sa'
grievance board stated that
employment from such employment. would be especially designed for th^ York
international
market. Balcon plans from the evidence so far adduced,
It would protect agents and clients
there
was
no case at the moment,
to remain here about two months.
from unwarranted breach of conbut that a new complaint could be
filed without prejudice.
tract, require the agent to provide
Board Stops Film Service
the client with full and continuous
Omaha — Grievance board issued
information about activity in the
Buster Collier to Marry
notice to distributors to cut off picdent's behalf and also require pru
ture service to exhibitor George K.
William
"Buster" Collier, Jr., who
ducers to recognize accredited agents Werner of Fairfield, Nebr., for viola- returned this
week from abroad, retion of code in matter of reduced ad
vealed
his engagement to Marie
as their clients' representatives.
missions and for failure to appea
Stevens, stage actress. Marriage is
before board to give explanation. to take place in about two months.
Discontinuation of service goes intr Collier may appear in a Broadway
Zukor Urges Colleges
effect October 5th on pictures pro- play and also plans to go back to
duced after December 7th, 1933.
England for a picture.
To Train Film Writers
Code board also ruled on the sec(Continued from Page 1)
ond bank night case filed in this
Kislyn Reopens Office
men and women who would receive territory as another violation o
Kislyn
Corp., color process, has
a hearing if they had a college
code and Gus Zaffried operator o1" reopened its uptown office in the Sun
recommendation of their ability. He the West Theater at Sioux City, charge.
Iowa, was given cease and desist projection rooms, Candler Bldg.,
urged the schools to give special order. Nathan Dax of Sioux City where Carl Louis Gregory is in
filed complaint.
courses in screen writing.
(Continued from Page

1)

zg&H
RIGHBERG ELEVATED
IN NEW NRA SETUP
(Continued from Page 1)

of the interior; Frances Perkins,
secretary of labor; Chester C. Davis,
agricultural adjustment administrator; Harry L. Hopkins, federal
emergency relief administrator, and
the chairman of the National Industrial Recovery Board yet to be
named.
Members of the Industrial board
named by the President are S
Clay Williams, former president of
Reynolds Tobacco Co.; Arthur D.
Whiteside, president of Dun & Bradstreet; Sidney Hillman, president of
Amalgamated Clothing Workers;
Prof. Leon C. Marshall, labor specialist; William H. Hamilton, Yale
law professor.
The third agency proposed by the
President, who is to have last word
on NRA matters, is the Judicial
Committee, to be named later, for
handling of code violations and
other industrial disputes except
labor.

Boston Brevities
Boston — Dave Perkins, formerly
with Publix and recently engaged
in Rhode Island theater operations,
has joined the M. & P. circuit publicity staff under Harry Browning.
A $25,000 award to Saga Theater
Corp., a move in settling the $5,000,000 equity suit involving Olympia circuit, has been approved by
Special Master John E. Joyce.
Angeline A. Maney of the Metropolitan publicity staff is seriously
ill.
Mrs. A. B. Chalmers
Dead
London — Mrs. A. B. Chalmers,
wife of the managing director of the
Trans-Oceanic Forwarding Co., died
here Friday following a long illness.
Jack Fier in K. C.
Kansas City — Jack Fier, who is
with Mascot on the coast, was here
this week visiting with Robert
Withers, Midwest Film Distributors.

:
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FIRST DIVISION WILL

IBy RALPH
WILK "LOTS"
from
TTLE
A LIHOLLYWOOD
Reginald Denny has joined

the
ALAN
DINEHART
has
been
cast
ofWilliam
Fox's Thiele
"Lottery
Lover,"
which
is
staging
signed by Al Rockett, Fox profor "Lottery
whi"h with "Pat" Paterson, Lew Ayres,
goes in ducer,work
Monday Lover,"
with William
Peggy Fears and Ned Sparks in
Thiele directing.
other outstanding roles.
T

T
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TRADEMARK RELEASES*
(Continued from Page 1)

the Film Daily learns, although ncL
official announcement of the plan
was made yesterday at First Divftf
sion headquarters, where delegate?

to
the company's
first annual
con-;!
vention
were arriving.
First meeting will be held this morning at
the Park Central Hotel, witl
screenings at noon in the ERPl
rooms in the Fiske Building and this lie
afternoon at the Fox projection
rooms. A dinner will be given tonight at the Casino de Paree at
which all home office employees and
about
35 delegates from out-of-town
will attend.

T

Chandler Sprague will adapt
"Private
er's
outfit.Worlds" for Walter Wang-

William Farnum, one of the most
famous of old-time film actors, returns to the screen, RKO Radio having assigned him to a role in its
Hamilton MacFadden and Ruth
drama, "The Silver Streak,"
Channing leave for a northern Cali- action
the picture that has the exclusive
fornia honeymoon trip following use, for cinematic purpose, of the
their marriage today.
Burlington Railway's streamline
train. Already cast in this production are Sally Blane, Hardie AlGrace Bradley, who has inherited
bright, and Charles Starrett.
$250,000, says she will continue in
T ▼ »
films. She is being tested by ParaWard Bond, an ace player on the Two Publix Detroit Houses
mount for Max Baer's new picture, University of Southern Californa
Revert to Straight Films
"Kids on the Cuff," and also will be football team in '28, '29 and '30, has
won a place in the cast of RKO
seen in Fox's "East River."
Detroit — The Fisher and the Ann
Radio's "The Portrait of Laura nex, Paramount Publix houses, have
dropped vaudeville for straight films,
Fox cast assignments: Warner
Richmond for "East River"; James
Gleason, Gertrude Short, Patricia
Farr, Berton Churchill, for "Helldorado"; Mae Marsh for "Bachelor

Lewis Jacobs has just returned to
Fourth Week for British Film
Hollywood
from Arizona, where he
Bales."
"Bride of the Lake," Julius Hagen
finished directing a film based on
is being held for a
the life of the Hopi Indians. He production,
fourth
week at the Westminste:
of Arts."
was recently signed as assistant di- Cinema.
rector to Max Pollack on production
Peggy Wood has been signed by of "The King's Highway" for PenzWarners for "Right to Live." She ner Pictures.
takes the role formerly intended for
Genevieve Tobin, who is busy in another picture.
"Car 99," a melodrama of motorized state police in a war against
HOLLYWOOD
organized crime, will bring to the
Margaret Lindsay has been added
screen Carl Detzler's "Saturday
to the cast of Warners' "Devil Dogs Evening Post" stories, Paramount
of the Air," the James Cagney-Pat announces. Four Detzler short
O'Brien film formerly called "Flying stories will be combined: "Hue and
Cry," "A Still Small Voice," "One
Marines."
Good Turn" and "He Also Serves."
George Meeker and Arthur Hohl, C. Gardner Sullivan is collaborating
are the latest additions to the cast with Detzler on the adaptation.
▼ TV
of Columbia's "Police Ambulance,"
which went into production this
George Walsh and James Donlan
week under the direction of Lambert
Hillyer. Johnny Mack Brown and have been added to the cast of "East
River," the Fox Film story of "sand
Sally Blane will be seen in the leads. hog,"
the tunnel builders, which will
Bradley Page and Arthur Rankin star Edmund
Lowe and Victor Mcwere recently assigned to important Laglen under the direction of Raoul
MOST CONVENIENT
Walsh.
Hotel in Hollywood
parts.

Paramount Film for Mayfair
Denver Notes
Paramount's "Wagon Wheels,"
with Randolph Scott, will open at
Denver — Walter Smith has rethe Mayfair following the run of
signed as manager of the Egyptian
theater.
"Servants' Entrance."
Sam Feinstein and Mabel Edmondson have added the Home theFox Signs Scandinavian
Star
ater, Harrison, Neb., to their holdTutta Berntzen Rolf, Scandinavian
They already operate a
stage and screen star, has been theater ings.
in Wyoming.
signed by Fox and will come to this
Walter
Jancke,
manager of the
country and go to Hollywood.
Isis at Boulder, Colo., and Shirley
Fern Williams of Denver, were married here. They will make their
home in Boulder.
Fortune Writes Up Color
Color films, and Technicolor in parClayton G. Wright, house manaticular, come in for lengthy attention
ger of the Denham, is the father
In the current issue of "Fortune," superof
a girl.
class magazine. Several pages are devoted to data, photographs and discusRose Agren, formerly with Unision of films in natural colors.
versal, is now secretary in the Distinctive Film Attractions exchange.

a

Detroit Items
Detroit — Wetsam Theaters, newly
named circuit group, has opened offices in the Fox Theater Bldg.
Louis H. Harris of the Excellent
Films sales staff died this week of
a heart attack.
Rex S. Clark, who used to own'
Clark Cine Service, has retired from
film
staff. biz to join the Detroit "News"
Highland Park Theater Co. has
Co.
changed
its name to Hub Holding

PLAZA

$2.50
$3.00

a

up, Single
up, Double

Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaza is near everything to see and do in
Hollywood.
Ideal for business or pleasure.
Every room has private
dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every venience.
modern
Fine foodscon-at
reasonable prices. Convenient parking for your car.
Chas. Danziger, Mgr.

"British Agent" for 3rd Week
day.
Warners plan to hold "British
Agent" at the New York Strand for
a third week starting next Wednes-

Eugene Stern, Pres.
The "Doorway of Hospitality"
Vine
at Hollywood
Blvd.
HOLLYWOOD

V
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demand Legion State Its Stand on

Censorship

lEGULATiON BY FILMS PLEASES INTERFAJTH GROUP
irst Division to Produce
Italy
. . and its cinema
By JACK

ALICOATE

OME, Italy. — Rome from the sky with
1 breakfast at the airport and then to
3 swanky and dignified Excelsior Hotel
•oss the street from the American Emssy. The welcoming committee consists
Doc Giannini, whom
we have followed
over Europe; Charlie Christie, just in
im India; our old friend Mario Luporini,
d what turned out to be our constant

ide, watchoverer and philosophical comnion during our entire stay in Italy,
. Dorio Sabatello of the Paramount outin Rome. A bowl of Orvietto Bianco
i then
to the inevitable
sightseeing.
this is being written I would not trade
: clock on the Paramount
building for
the cathedrals in Europe. A quick
sh past the Forum, the Tomb of the

iknown Soldier, St. Peter's and then to
I most famous theater of them all, the
liseum. What Roxy would have done
th that layout in the good old days!

I the afternoon to the Cines studio,
just outside the old Roman walls. The
gest studio in the South of Europe.
-re, some 20 years ago, was made
^abiria" and other super specials. Dott.
imenico Muccini of the Cines headquarrs staff is the pointer-outer and we are
rally entertained. We are introduced,
dignified back-bending fashion, to everye of importance in this section of Rome
d have our picture taken with a backsund of forty beautiful women. Rome
i't so hard to take after all. Three
mpanies are now working at this studio
d Cines, on their own, will produce about
during the coming year.

'HE Italian Government subsidizes local
production
to the extent
of $7,500
picture, regardless of its ultimate cost,
must, however,
be of official length.
ie Cines producing company is controlled
the Pittaluga outfit, the big cinema
ise of Italy.
Pittaluga controls most of
e first-run situations and owns, in ad(Continued on Page 2)

Nine Features
Will Be
Distributed Nationally infeatures
'34-35
"major"

Four
will be
produced by First Division for 193435 release, it was announced Saturday by Harry H. Thomas, president,
at the opening of the company's first
annual convention at the Park Cenral Hotel. The films will be of
Class A caliber, directed by ace producers and with high star values,
Thomas stated. They will be distributed nationally by First Division
{Continued

on Page

7)

LICHTMANTOASSIST
ON ZONING SCHEDULES
Al Lichtman, United Artists distribution chieftain, will aid the
Code Authority in working out zoning and clearance schedules for the
new season. He has accepted an
invitation to serve on its committee
on zoning and clearance. Lichtman
supplements George J. Schaeffer and
Charles L. O'Reilly.

Four

Major

Superlatives
"Barretts"
The most glowingfor
parade
of superla-

tives bestowed on a film in years was
marched out by the New York critics
for "Barretts of Wimpole Street,"
M-G-M production, which opened Friday at the Capitol. Reviews were
unanimously laudatory in the highest
degree, and most of them were actually
dizzy with adjectives.

KUYKENDALL URGES
15% CANCELLATIONS
A group
15 perofcent
"on
each
10 orcancellation
more features,
without qualifications or tricks,"
should be incorporated in the motion
picture code, declared President Ed
Kuykendall in a bulletin to M. P. T.
0. A. members Saturday.
Declaring that privileges allowed
by the code at present are "not
enough," Kuykendall reiterated his
association's
stand onagainst
{Continued
Page 6) "full line

Features

Breen's Activities Meet
With Approval of
Churches
That the Interfaith Committee,
formed in connection with the clean
films crusade, is pleased with the industry's self-regulation activities formulated by the Hays office and administered through Joseph I. Breen
on the coast, was indicated Saturday, when the Right Rev. Monsignor
Michael J. Lavelle, chairman, set
Oct. 10 as the tentative date for a
meeting to determine how well the
pledge of he industry has been kept.
Both Protestant and Catholic
members of the committee are said
to be favorably
impressed with
{Continued on Page 8)

ASCAP WILL CONSIDER
MUSIC COMPROMISE

American Society of Composers,
Authors & Publishers will consider
Color in Expedition Films a compromise proposal from the
Exhibitors' Emergency Committee
Is Predicted by Flaherty on
its new music rates, The Film
Color in expedition pictures is a
Emergency Commitdevelopment which is bound to come Dailytee islearns.
Settlement Is Reached
understood to be drafting
as costs are reduced, according to such a proposal for presentation to
In Chi. Newsreel Dispute Robert Flaherty, producer of "Man Ascap within a few days.
Chicago — - A union disagreement of Aran," which opens at the Criterion Oct. 19 under sponsorship of
that for a time threatened to tie up
all newsreel production in this city Gaumont-British. Flaherty is set Fear Ascap Will Go After
to
make
another outdoor picture for
Smaller Theaters Next
has been settled in a meeting between George Browne of the Inter- the same company and plans to
That the exhibitor Emergency
national Alliance and Jack Connolly, leave for abroad within six weeks.
E. V. Richards and Edward Reek
will not accept Ascap's
No type of picture has the inter- Committee
proposal to exempt theaters up to
editors of Pathe News, Paramount
national appeal found in outdoor 800
seats from its increased music
{Continued on Page 8)
{Continued on Page 8)
tax scale was indicated Saturday.
Commenting
recommendation Saturday, on
Ed the
Kuykendall,
M.

on Censorship
Legion's Stand Liberties Union
Questioned by
Pacific Northwest Unit
Meets Oct. 24 in Seattle

A demand that the Legion of Decency draw the line clearly between
Seattle — -Annual convention of the its "entirely legitimate boycott" of
M. P. T. O. of Washington will be certain movies and "wholly indeheld here on Oct. 24. A Bowery
fensible bureaucratic censorship by
Ball is tentatively planned as the
public
agencies"
made8) in a let{Continued was
on Page
highlight of the meeting.

P. T. O. A. president, said: "If they
can force the larger theaters this
year,
by preventing
opposition
from theaters
with 800anyseats
or less,
{Continued on Page 8)
Czechs

Raising

Import

Duty

Prague — To obtain funds for the aid
of native producers, the Czechoslovakian
government will soon raise the duty on
film imports by about 25 per cent.
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Men of Tomorrowft
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Paramount
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40 per
cent of the
smaller
of which are out on lease.

r\INNER

at night with

Charlie

Christie

V
for a load of his trip and good old
Dr. Sabatello, at the famous eating place
of Alfredo, the spaghetti juggler. Here is
one of the unusual restaurants of the world.
Alfredo puts on a great show, was presented with a pair of gold spoons by Doug
and Mary, and occasionally darkens the
house to bring in a flaming dish. His
act is better than his food. Charlie Christie, on tour around the world, tells us
there are more studios in Bombay than
there are in Hollywood and that they are
turning out more pictures in Japan than
they are in Hollywood.

Va

Par.
By. 5%s51 . . . . 41 %
Par. 5%s50
ctfs.... 603/4
Pathe 7s37
98
6s39

Franklin Reading Scripts
For Second Film in East

Net
Chg.

Close

35
99V4

12%
2

(Continued

dition,

MARKET

—

%

I ATER

to the swanky

Ambergo

Quirinale

■"■ for Strega and coffee, there to rub
elbows with the Mayor of Rome and the
interesting Balbo of transatlantic flight
fame. Tomorrow we have an appointment
with the American Ambassador. And so
to bed, after a busy day and under a full
cargo of marsala, spaghetti and roast
goose, there to dream of Rome and its
seven hills, and the glory that was once
hers.

Film Carriers Expected
To Re-elect James Clark
Alice Joyce

[Jack Mersereau

Detroit — Re-election of James
Clark of Philadelphia as president
of the National Film Carriers is expected at their convention opening
today at the Hotel Statler. The
session will end Wednesday.

of

Louisville

is staying
at Delmonieo's.
who recently completed w<

father
of Raoul
Walsfl
today on the Virginia.

ANNA KUZNETZOVA, Amkino vice-prcj
dent, sails Saturday for Moscow to assume ne
duties.

RENE HUBERT, Fox style creator, is en rou
on the He de France to visit London and Pari

t Follows Servants' Entrance.

and its cinema

LEVY

York yestei

GUY KIBBEE, delayed in making his f
east, finally arrived
in town
on Saturday.

United Artists. . . Rialto
First National
Strand
Gaumont-British. Music Hall

FINANCIAL

FRED

THOMAS
WALSH,
arrives in New York

Our Daily Bread (Oct. 2)
A Lost Lady
(Oct. 3)
Power
(Oct.
4)

Italy

arrived in New
coast.

opposite Gloria Swanson in Fox's "Music
the Air," has arrived in New York with Ml
Boles for the star's first vacation in sev
years. Boles will remain in New York aboi
four weeks after which he will retun to Holl]
wood to begin work in a new Fox vehicle. ^

♦ FUTURE OPENINGS ♦

* Subsequent run.
** Follows Barretts of Wimpole St.

the

New
York.
He
JOHN BOLES,

♦ FOREIGN LANGUAGE FILMS ♦
Thunderstorm
Petersburg Nights
The
Blue Light

from

Clifford Elfelt Changes Name
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAIL

Hollywood — Clifford Elfelt, pr<
ducer who is to make a series i
14 pictures for Imperial, to,
changed his name to Clifford Sat
forth. He has just returned frd
New York, where he was the pjj
ducer of "Broadway Virgin," ai
has taken space at the Talismj
studios, where he expects to sta
his first feature about Oct. 15. Jo
eph O'Donnell is now adapting tl
story, "Phantom Mystery," by Ea
Biglowe.

Harold B. Franklin is considering
several scripts for the selection of
his next motion picture to be proVirginia Sale for Vita. Short
duced in the east, he stated to The
Virginia Sale has been signed
Film Daily on Saturday. Franklin's
first feature, "Gambling," in which appear with Roscoe Ates in a Vit
George M. Cohan is starred, has phone short which goes in work t
Richard
W. Krakeur
been completed and is now in the morrow.
cutting rooms. It is expected that
the
deal. Leo Morrison office arranged t'
first showing of the film to comexecutives will be held a week
from pany
today.
Booking
Boston Garden
Boston — E. M. Jacobs is now boo:
Merle Oberon Coming
ing all amusements except spoi*
for the Boston Madison Square Ga
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Merle Oberon, Eng- den. Theatrical and screen attrg
lish screen beauty, will come to tions, including personal appe.
America soon to make her first ap- ances of stars, are being lined t
pearance in a Hollywood film pro- The sports end is handled by Geov:
duction. She is to play the leading V. Brown, vice-president and mi
feminine role opposite Maurice Che- ager of the Garden.
valier in the 20th Century picture,
"Lost Lady" at Strand Wednesc?
"Folies Bergere de Paris."
First National's
"A Lost Laoj
opens
Wednesday
evening
at
"Dude Ranger" Is the Title
Strand, following a two-week run
Picture reviewed in Saturday's "British
Agent,"
which
had
Film Daily as "The Dude Ranch" tentatively scheduled to hold for
is properly titled "The Dude Ran- third week.

z

NOW YOU CAN PREVIEW PICTURES
as SHOWN in BROADWAY DELUXERS
r l. Blended Wide Fidelity Sound.
(may be adjusted to suit the individual picture)
with
ger."these
Features

High Intensity Illumination.
\
(colored prints revealed in their full glory)
| 3. Modernistic, Luxurious Surroundings.

t
(dignified presentations zvith privacy and comfort)
Vault, Moviola and Cutting Rooms as added conveniences.
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M ERIC AN LITERATURE
OTHE
SCREEN!

IRENE DUNNE
JOHN BOLES
First time together since "Back Street9'

with Lionel Atwill

Helen Westley

From

Laura Hope Crews

Julie Haydon

the play by Margaret Ayer Barnes

Directed by Philip Moeller
Associate Director, Jane Loring

Pandro S. Berman

RKO

RADIO

Production

PICTURE
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TIMELY TOPICS

EXPLOITETTES

Colleges Should Train Youth
For Motion Picture Careers

Ship's Model, Pirate Den
Exploit
"Treasure
Island"
A 1500-pound
working
model

'THE three greatest influential
forces in America, the
newspaper, the college and the
movie, are not as close together
as they should be. When they
reach a closer merger of interests then each will be benefited by contact with the other,
and the three will march together to carry this country to
new heights of intelligence,
tolerance and understanding.
There should be a greater interest on the part of the colleges in installing courses enabling young men and young
to prepare for motion
women
P picture careers. On the other
rhand, there is more misundethe
standing of motives between
I . producers and the colleges than
there should be. And there is
too much misunderstanding between the newspapers, the colthe movies. These
and
\ lege
three have common aims.
—Carl Acker man.

New Post for Amkino Official
' Anna Kuznetzova, vice-president
sails Saturday for Mosof Amkino,
cow where she will occupy a post in
the Soviet cinema industry. Miss
Kuznetzova was president of Amkino prior to the arrival of V. I.
Verlinski, who will continue in
charge of the local Amkino office,
which is the official Soviet film distributing organization for North
I and South America.
100% Pathe Coverage in Europe
With the appointment
of repre" sentatives in Austria and the Balkan
now has 100
1 States, Pathe News
per cent coverage on the continent,
v it was stated Saturday to The Film
'^Datly by an executive of the com- pany.
It was also stated that no
policy changes will be made in Pathe
News for the 1934-35 season.
Dubinsky Case to Code Authority
Kansas City — The case of Barney
Dubinsky, who operates the Mueller
and Jefferson City in Jefferson City,
against his landlord, W. H. Mueller,
and Harry Sodini, St. Louis promoter, charging interference with
leases, has been referred by the
grievance board to the Code Authority.

of an old time ship enclosed in a glass case, another
one of a modern steamship, and
•

• • AS AN indication of his confidence in the immediate future of the motion picture biz
Jack Warner okayed
the construction of four new huge sound stages before he came
to New York a fortnight ago
work on which will start
about the middle of October
•
•
• THE STAGES were needed because of the large
scale on which Warners plan to produce their big pictures in
the offing
the fact that this organization is going into
such construction expense
is the best proof of the confidence that the Warner lads have in the future
and
especially their own product
• • • SO WHEN Jack Warner returned to Hollywood
Saturday
he announced that he had ordered into production four of these big babies on the current program
on a budget of close to three million dollars and that
means work for some time to come for thousands of players,
technicians and all and sundry required in pictures
...

•

•
• THE PICTURES in question are
"Gold Diggers of 1933," a musical headed by Dick Powell
"Sweet
Music," starring Rudy Vallee
"Casino de Paree," featuring Al Jolson and Ruby Keeler
and "Devil Dogs of
the Air," teaming James Cagney and Pat O'Brien again
so much Supreme Confidence in the future should prove extremely heartening to any timid showmen in our midst
and by "showmen" we allude to all important cogs in all departments ofthe industry
•

• • AS AN indication of its importance in the production plans of Messrs. Selwyn and Franklin
"Revenge
With Music" is featured in the front-page article in "The Theatre" .... the monthly mag covering the S-F activities
the play is the work of a couple of young struggling lads trying
hard to get somewhere
Arthur Schwartz, composer, and
Howard Dietz, librettist, lyricist, advertising specialist an'
s'forth an' s'on
they collaborated in producing such musical merriments as "Three's a Crowd," "The Band Wagon" and
"Flying Colors"
this new production, "Revenge
With
Music"
hits B'way in November
and is touted
to introduce a new form and treatment into an opera bouffe
motif
T
T
T
•

•

• THE
SAME
London
Fog
only more so
Al Santell and Paul Weatherwax getting ready for one
of the big fillums of the year
Clive Brook's "The Dictator" Brook is in such demand over here, looks like
Hollywood won't see him for a spell
While here recently,
Carl Laemmle received so much mail from would-be screen
writers and actors, that Dave Bader is still busy answering it
The Lunnon Postoffice was chided by a citizen whose
postcard sent to a relative in Australia 24 years ago was just
delivered
and the postal officials on the case went on
record thus
"Admittedly,
the card should have been
delivered SOONER."
spoken like a sport and an English
gentleman

T

AS
SEEN
BY
TH€ PRESS
AGENT

"Ninety per cent of the writers at
Paramount smoke pipes." —
PARAMOUNT.

▼

€<

«

campaign
by an M-G-M
exploiteer. 1500 maps were given
away to children in parks and
playgrounds;
also, the same
number of hats. 5000 gold coins
were distributed throughout the
city.
2000 book marks were
given to libraries and local book
shops.
Ten thousand
heralds
were distributed in magazines.
All the orphans in the city were
invited to the opening through
cooperation —of Loew's,
the churches.
Syracuse.

Ed Kuykendall Urges
Cancellations
Cent from
15 Per(Continued
Page 1)
forcing" of pictures by distributors.!
Kuykendall deplored ruling of the
Code Authority, of which he is a
member, prohibiting local boards^
acting to stop double features.
from
"Their short-sighted and regretable ruling on double features has
demoralized exhibition in many
cities," he declared.
"It enables powerful buyers to
'hog the market' without overbuying,?
will eventually destroy manyand
small exhibitors unless it is modi-j
fied," he asserted.
legis*T;
coming
on the the
ting season,
Commen
M. P.
session
lative
tion.i
"Unques
O. A. leader observed:
ably the theaters and the movies
are going to be faced with the most
intensive attacks in the legislaures

they have ever faced."
John — Scully
Boston
John Joins
Scully,G.-B.
formerly
with Educational and Fox, has been
for
sales manager
appointed general in
New England.
Gaumont-British
Ben Rogers and Myron Shellman
have been named to the sales staff.

SUNSHIN€
.\^jjj/

T

• •
• WITH THOSE raffle tickets on
car selling in a rush
Paul Benjamin,
stunt to aid the Film Charity Funds as an
finds himself suddenly being talked
motive industry as , a "great promotional
c'nyabeatit?

«

a miniature pirate's den were
employed by Edward McBride,
manager of Loew's Theater, in
Syracuse, N. Y., in the lobby
of the theater as advance exploitation on "Treasure
McBride
was
assisted Island."
in his

»

»

the beautiful Nash
who engineered the
Ampa contribution
about in the autoengineer"
A British circuit of 200 houses earned

»

$2,870,000 the past year.
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FIRST DIV. TO MAKE
FOUR MAJOR FEATURES
(Continued from Page

SHOWMAN'S

REMINDER
How

about World

from
A LITTLE
;By RALPH
WILK "LOTS
HOLLYWOOD

1)

In addition to five others made
ly independent producers and anlounced in the company's year book
hsued yesterday. Titles of the First
division productions have not been
[nnounced but the other five will be
Bride of Samoa," "Hei Tiki," "Contention Girl," "White Heat" and
;Ex-Judge."
for national
disribution will Also
be four
Hoot Gibson
westerns, one to be released every
hree months.
For distribution in the eastern
>art of the United States the com>any announces six Rex Bell westsrns, "The Little Damozel," a Prinipal picture directed by Herbert
Vilcox, and two serials, "Sky Fightrs" and "The Return of Chandu."
?he former is an Al Mannon prouction and the latter a Sol Lesser
iroduction. Other film announceoents in the release schedule include
Flirtation," for distribution in all
ituations except in New York, and
'The Lost City," a seven-reel fea;ure with eight two-reel episodes to
>e distributed nationally except in
Boston and the south.
Announcement was also made of
;he release of 18 "Musical Moods"
tnd six "Thrilling Journeys." All
ire one-reelers, with 14 of the forner in Technicolor, and they will be
jroduced by Audio Productions. All
ilms announced at the convention
ire in addition to features made by
chesterfield, Invincible and other
jroducers which were included in
he company's distribution announcenent made early this year.
Saturday's sessions included a
speech by Harry H. Thomas, who
mtlined a plan for establishing
:oast-to-coast offices. Following his
;alk, Nicholas Ludington, William
Fiske III and J. A. Chapman, newly•lected officers of First Division,
yere introduced to the delegates. A
screening of "Musical Moods" folowed in the ERPI projection room.
3ar O'Neill, E. S. Gregg and W. A.
Bach of ERPI addressed the meetng. Other speakers were Budd
Rogers, Louis Hyman, Charles Rosmzweig, and Al Friedlander. Dinner
was served at the Casino de Paree.
Executive sessions headed by
rhomas were held at the hotel yesierday. Following the product announcement, the convention was
idjourned.

Series tieups?

SECOND AUDIO SERIES
GOES TO 1ST DIVISION

£)ALE VAN EVERY, Paramount
contract writer, has been borrowed by Walter Wanger and assigned to the script of "Peacock's
Feather." This is the all-color feature starring Ann Harding which
follows "The President Vanishes"
and "Private Worlds" on the Wanger schedule.
Inez Courtney and Clara Blandick,
who recently completed work in Columbia's "Broadway Bill," the Frank
Capra feature shortly to be released,
will be seen together again in
"Spring 3100." Nancy Carroll plays
the feminine lead, with Donald Cook
as one of the male principals. Joseph Moncure March did the screen
treatment.
Jean Muir, on her return to Hollywood from San Francisco, where
she aided Max Reinhardt in staging
"A
Night's
startsMidsummer
work in her
next Dream,"
Warner
film, "The White Cockatoo."
J. M. Kerrigan has been signed by
Paramount for "Father Brown, Detective."
Frank George, New York milliner,
has been .signed to specialize in designing hats for feminine players
at the Warner-First National studios.
T

T

Option on the services of Stepin
Fetchit has been exercised by Fox.
His next assignment will be in
"Bachelor of Arts."
▼
r
T
James Donlan has been awarded
a role in Fox's saga of the "sand
hogs" which director Raoul Walsh
is bringing to the screen as the newest Edmund Lowe-Victor McLaglen
starring vehicle.

A second series of Audio Productions shorts, known as the Thrilling
Journeys, produced by the Cinelog
Corp. under the supervision of Lorenzo del Riccio, will be distributed
by First Division Exchanges, it was
announced Saturday by W. A. Bach,
president of Audio, and Harry H.
Thomas, president of First Division.
The first series acquired was a group
of 18 Musical Moods.
▼ T T
First in the new series, six in
Neil Hamilton and Florence Rice
have been assigned to the leading number, will be "Old Faithful
Speaks," taken in Yellowstone Park.
roles in Columbia's "Fugitive Lady." Other titles are "Ride Along Dude,"
▼ T T
"Realm of Ghosts," "City of Proud
William Stelling and Eddie Nugent have been assigned by Fox to Memories," "Deep Sea Harvest" and
"Craters of the Moon."
"Lottery Lover," which William
Thiele will direct.
G.-B. Increases Publicity Staff
Gay Seabrook and Helen Jerome
Three more appointments to the
Eddy have been assigned to roles
Gaumont-British advertising, pubin "Helldorado," which Jesse L.
licity and exploitation department
Lasky is producing for Fox Film.
Richard Arlen, Madge Evans and have been made by A. P. Waxman.
Ralph Bellamy are featured under They are: Joe Fliesler and Leo Pillot, both of whom are handling genthe direction of James Cruze.
eral work, and Clara Weiss, who is
T ▼ T
Richard Boleslavsky has been se- doing special publicity on Nova Pillected by Darryl F. Zanuck to direct beam, young British player. Lou
"Clive of India," 20th Century pro- Goldberg is at present concentratduction to be released through
ing his efforts on Jack Hulbert while
Flaherty.Van Leer is handling Robert
United Artists. Ronald Colman has Arnold
the starring role.
▼

r

t

T

Charles Levison has been signed
for Columbia's "I'll Fix It," starring Jack Holt, with Mona Barrie
and Winnie Lightner in the feminine leads. This completes the roster of players for this feature.
Others carrying important parts include Nedda Harrigan, Virginia
Pine, Wallis Clark, Jimmie Butler,
Edward Brophy, Charles Moore.
John Wray, Selmer Jackson and
Harry Holman. R. William Neill is
directing.

▼

T

T

Frances Drake and Elissa Landi
boarded a plane in Los Angeles on
Friday for a flight to Mexico City
to be present at the opening of the
new Nacional Theater there Saturday evening. They will return to
Hollywood today to resume their activities at the Paramount studio.
Miss Landi is just completing her
role in "Enter Madame" with Cary
Grant and Lynne Overman under
the direction of Elliott Nugent, and
Miss Drake is cast in an original
story tentatively titled "One Hour
Late," by Libbie Block, with Joe
Morrison in the leading male role.
"East End, West End," a mystery
story by Llewellyn Hughes, has been
purchased by Fox for production by
A I Rockett.

frA thousand pardons, officer,
but there9 s Happiness Ahead"

-%2H
THE
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REGULATION BY FILMS
PLEASES CHURCHES

NEWS

OF THE DAY

Monday, Oct. 1, 19,

DEMAND LEGION STAT
STAND ON CENSORSHIP
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

1)

Breen's work. Rev. Walter M.
Howlett, one of the Protestant members of the committee, expressed a
fear that Hollywood would not stick
to its reform program) and that
Breen's job would eventually be
eliminated.
The Brooklyn Tablet, an official
Roman Catholic journal, in a frontpage editorial on Saturday declared
that "In less than five months a
revolution has taken place in the
film world. Not only the advancing
army of indecent films has been effectively stopped, but a magnificent
counter-attack has been made."

Chicago —
house, will
opening of
25 theaters
circuit will

The Vendome, Essaness
reopen Oct. 6. With the
this house 24 out of the
composing the Essaness
be in operation.

Boston — Nick Feenan, formerly of
the Morton theater, has been made
assistant-manager of the Codman
Square house. Ralph Ripley of Dorchester is manager.

1)

ter sent to the Legion Saturday b\^
American Civil Liberties Union.
Questions regarding the ultimate;

objective
of the onLegion's
and its position
federal campaign:^
and stateiKL
censorship were raised by the letter;;?:
which
was
signed
by
Harry
F.
Chicago — Bob Martin, formerly
Boston — -Tremont Temple reopen- Ward,
assistant manager of the American,
chairman,
Arthur
Garfield
ed
last
week
for
the
showing
of
has been transferred to a similar
Hays, general counsel, and Roger N.I
job at the Crown. Ed Perlman suc- Swedish films. The length of the
schedule is indefinite.
Baldwin,
directorUnion,
of the
ceeds him at the American.
Civil
Liberties
and American"
Hatcher
Hughes, playwright, chairman, andjf
Chicago — L. Kopolous is the new
Westbrook, Me. — A new theater, Elmer Rice, playwright, vice-chair-|
manager of the Julian theater. The
of the National
Council
on
owned by Robinson and Hawkes, is man,
house, located in a Swedish neigh- reported ready for opening.
Freedom from
Censorship, an affi-fl
liate of the Union.
borhood, shows many Swedish pictures.
"If you are opposed to official ceis-l
New Orleans — Action of the Gulf
sorship
in advance
of exhibition,"" J
Spokane — Edwin B. Rivers, forColor in Expedition Films
asked the Legion, "willi L
Theater Owners' Ass'n in the Union
merly operator of the Inland Em- States
procuring a change in the city you aid in your own way in a gen- |(
Is Predicted by Flaherty
pire has left to become manager of amusement tax was described at a eral campaign against state and fed(Continued from Page 1)
the Music Box, Portland, Ore. He
pictures, declared the explorer-pro- also will handle advertising and meeting held here Thursday.
eral control — leaving
control solely'"
ducer Saturday. Requiring a mini- publicity for the John Hamrick Through the association's efforts to boycott, organized pressure, andt|
the tax has been changed from one in extreme cases, criminal prosecu-I
mum of dialogue, such productions houses there.
cent on each ticket to two per cent
click in every country, he said. An
The for Union
issued its statemenfel
tion
obscenity?"
indication of public interest In such
the gross,
a reversal
of the city's
Seattle — Various houses in this of
attitude.
Theaters
in general
will after receiving a number of queries'!
pictures, Flaherty pointed out, is
section that were closed recently by continue to charge the public one as to its attitude towards the Legioict
the fact that "National Geographic the infantile paralysis epidemic are cent and keep the difference.
of Decency.
Magazine" has a circulation of 1,- reopening.
250,000. He stressed the exploitation possibilities of expedition picAlliance, O.— The Columbia, Tritures and prophesied greater devel- Theaters
house under the general
opment in the field.
management of R. S. Wallace, i^
Dlaying first-run films the first four
Fear Ascap Will Go After days of the week and musical rethe last half in conjunction
Smaller Theaters Next with avuesfirst-run
picture.
(Continued from Page 1)
there is nothing to prevent them
Lincoln, Neb. — Grant Knowles,
from soaking the smaller theaters
manager for Grifnext year, relying on the larger the- formerfithsassistant
Bros, in Carlsbad, N. M., is
aters to say 'They didn't help us so now in charge of the art departwhy should we help them.' "
ment for the Kiva here.
Kuykendall urges exhibitors to
pay the new taxes pending deterSalem,
Mass. — Indications
are
mination of the Federal suit seeking
dissolution of Ascap as the penalties that the Salem, closed several
months
ago
by
M.
&
P.-Publix,
will
imposed upon infringers of music
not be reopened. Leonard Dunn,
copyrights are too severe for exhibi- manager of this and other local
tors to stand. That this plan would
be adopted was exclusively predicted houses, has gone to manage the circuit's Olympia in Lynn.
in The Film Daily of Sept. 28.

»

DATE BOOK

«

Settlement Is Reached
In Chi. Newsreel Dispute
(Continued from Page

Today:

First convention of First Division Exchanges. Park Central Hotel, New York.

Oct. 1-2: Meeting of G. F. T. A. Independent
Thealer
Atlanta. Owners Ass'n. Robert Fulton Hotel,
Oct. 1-3: National Film
Statler Hotel. Detroit.
Oct. 3-4:
Hotel

Carriers convention,

Annual convention of Allied Independent Theater Owners of Wisconsin,
Schroeder,
Milwaukee.

Oct. 7-8: Annual convention of M.P.T.O.
of Arkansas, Mississippi and Tennessee
(Tri-State),
Memphis.
Oct. 12: Annual Golf Tournament and DinnerDance sponsored by The Philadelphia Exhibitor, LuLu Temple Country Club, Philodelphia.
Oct. 14: Pittsburgh Variety Club's Sixth Annual Banquet, William Penn Hotel, Pittsburgh.
Oct. 24: Annual convention of Motion Picture
Theater Owners
of Washington,
Seattle.
Oct. 29-Nov. 1: S.M.P E. Fall Meeting
Pennsylvania,
New
York.

Hotel

Nov. 3: Cleveland Variety Club's first annual
ball, Hotel Statler, Cleveland.

1)

News

and Fox Metrotone, respectively. The dispute arose over employment by the newsreels of sound
men belonging only to Local 666, a
cameramen's union, which also includes sound engineers. Local 476,
a union exclusively for sound men,
claimed that all sound engineers
employed by newsreels must belong
to Local 476. A compromise was
reached whereby five sound men belonging to Local 666 have also joined the other local.
57 Radio Plugs on "Happiness"
Fifty-seven radio plugs on the
three hit songs in Warner's "Happiness Ahead," with Josephine
Hutchinson and Dick Powell, have
been set over the major national
networks for this month, according
to Warners.
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Join in Contract Fight

Rl ERGON CASE BEING MEN TO SUPREME COURT
Da-

otal of Paramount
R ome
. . and a busy day
By JACK ALICOATE

OME, ITALY.— Up early for a Roman
' breakfast with Doc Giannini of Los
geles and points east and then by foot
the Embassy for an appointment with
terican Ambassador
Breckenridge
Long.
is thoroughly informal and delightful
I brimming with desire for news and
all talk direct from the States. His
bassy is probably the most picturesque
Europe and his post a favored one. It
hot and sticky for we are in the middle

"Sirocco." To you canaries that means
it the hot winds from the African desert
i blowing in this direction and that evone is tired and worn out from the

'ness and heat.
It is the excuse perfect
brandy and soda. We know we have
chance of seeing II Duce. When he
urns we will be trying to find the inance sign on the rock of Gibraltar.

OME is the city unusual.
It is without
question the most interesting spot in
ope. One can see it in a day and not
aw it in a generation. Within the old
man walls there are over 600 churches.
the same territory there are but 60
saters. How do you like that? Theaters

'. open on Sundays, with prices about
.> same as in New York. Standard of
iws, however, is small-townish. Nowhere
Europe have we seen worse dubbing,
vender prints make the situation worse.
dub a picture into Italian one must
f the government a fee of $2,500. The
;ular taxes come later. And how. The
ad of the Italian film industry and direct
>resentative of Mussolini — whose name
! missed because he had to run to meet
: wife (Italy not N. Y.)— told us his
vernment would gladly co-operate with
d would welcome production in Italy by
nerican producers.
seems to be the off season, for Rome
is void of high-class entertainment. The
rrent Opera is of second order and the
ro vaudeville shows remind us of amaur night at the Academy of Music. So
I the two worst show towns in the world
(Continued

on

Page

2)

Claims is Set at $154,047,735

Final Liquidation of Some
Claims May Be at
Lower figure
Claims filed in the Paramount
Publix bankruptcy proceedings and
deemed filed under Section 77B of
the Bankruptcy Act, and the new
claims filed in the latter proceedings, exclusive of duplications, up
to Sept. 15, 1934, total $154,047,735.82, according
a recent
calcu(Continued to
on Page
9)

News

Commentators

Debut

Hearst Metrotone News and Fox
Movietone News today release their
first issues with Edwin C. Hill and
Lowell Thomas,
mentators.

respectively, as com-

Kuykendall Enlists Hotels
In Music Tax Campaign

18 Film Organizations in
Move to Appeal Ruling
On Sound Patents
Apprehensive over the magnitude
of the sound patents situation involved, 18 organizations, including
major producers and distributors
and the M. P. T. 0. A., have moved
to carry appeals from two Court of
Appeals decisions favoring American Tri-Ergon Corp. to the U. S.
Supreme Court.
Their motions, filed through the
medium of William D. Mitchell, former U. S. Attorney-General, seeking permission to file briefs supporting a petition
writSupreme
of certiorari,
were deniedforby a the

In the attack on the new music
tax rates, Ed Kuyke* dall, president
of the M. P. T. O. «.., is enlisting
the support of hotel and restaurant
owners. Kuykendall leaves New
York tomorrow or Thursday for
Memphis, where he will attend the
convention of the M. P. T. 0. of
Miss., Ark. and Tenn., after which
yesterday.
The itself,
court's which
deciWashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
on the writ
he will address a national conven- Court sion
Washington
Division Administion of hotel proprietors at New amounts to a request for permistrator Sol A. Rosenblatt leaves here
10. He will also consion to bring the appeal into juristoday for San Francisco to be one OrleanstactOct.
restaurant operators in his
diction(Cont
of theinued
court,
may8) be rendon Page
of the administration speakers at campaign.
the American Federation of Labor
convention. Rosenblatt, who is the
only NRA representative to address the body, will speak Friday.

ROSENBLATT TO SPEAK
AT A, F. OF L, MEET

Expect Music Compromise Tomorrow

Loew-Poli Take-over
Now Set for Nov. 15
S. Z. Poli and Lou Segal on Nov.
15 will return from the management
of the former Fox-Poli circuit in
New England which Loew has taken
over. Harry Shaw, Loew division
(Continued

on page

9)

OHIO ADMISSION TAX

A committee headed by Leopold
Friedman of Loew's is scheduled to
confer with E. C. Mills, general
manager of Ascap, tomorrow morning, when it is expected that a
compromise proposal on the new
Columbus — Approximately $3,000,music rates will be presented.
000 in admission taxes was paid into
the state treasury for the year ending Aug. 31, according to a bulletin by the Independent Theater
Owners of Ohio, of which Martin
G. Smith is president. In a new
move to (Continued
do away onwithpagethe9) tax, the
The M. P. T. 0. A., Allied and
the T. 0. C. C. are joining forces Will Hays Heads Notables
to fight any distributor attempts to
use versions of the standard optional For Variety Club Banquet
licensing agreement which do not
Pittsburgh— Will H. Hays, Sol A.
conform with the code, The Film Rosenblatt, John B. Kennedy and
Joe
E. Brown head the list of
Daily learned yesterday. Ed Kuykendall, M. P. T. 0. A. president, notables who have writt°~ )r wired
Nathan Yamins, Allied leader and that they will attend ixth annual banquet and bJ._ Variety
Charles L. O'Reilly, president of
the T. 0. C. C, all members of the Club No. 1 at the William Penn Hotel here on
Oct. 14,
is 8)announced
Code Authority, will fuse their ef(Continued
on it
Page

$3,000,000 IN YEAR

Exhibitor Units in Joint Fight
Against Contract Evading Code
Solution of Star Raids
Seen in Agency Hearing
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington — That the ultimate
results of the agency hearings to take
place here Oct. 17 will be to raise
actor-agent-producer relationship to
such a state as to eliminate the
bidding for star services while the
actor is still under contract to one
company is the view of local NRA
(Continued

on

page

8)

(Continucd on Page 8)
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W. ALICOATE

5 Cents

Editor and Publisher

(Continued from Page 1)
are Rome and New Orleans. We

looked

in on a rip-snorting football match between
teams from Budapest and Rome. The crowd
was enormous and the enthusiasm high.
The director of the stadium told us that

Published daily except Sundays and Holidays
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc. J. W. crowds of 35,000 at football matches are
Alicoate, President, Editor and Publisher;
Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer of regular order.
and General Manager; Arthur W. Eddy, Associate Editor ; Don Carle Gillette, Managing
Editor. Entered as second class matter, THERE is no more interesting, nor more
May 21, 1918, at the post-office at New York,
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879.
I historical spot in Europe than St. Peter's
Terms (Postage free) United States outside and the Vatican. St. Peter's is the outof Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
standing edifice of worship, in point of
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign,
$15.00. Subscriber should remit with order. size, in the world, and the Vatican is a city
itself with railroad, station and even its
Address all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., own coins from its own mint. Tired now
Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 4-4738, 7-4739. and to dinner at the snooty restaurant
Cable Address; Filmday, New York. Holly- Roma, for we must be up again with the
wood, California — Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollydawn. Our plane leaves at six in the
wood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607. London —
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91 morning for the ride over the blue waters
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin — Lichtbildbuehne of the Mediterranean to Naples. HowFriedrichstrasse, 225. Paris — P. A. Harle, La
ever, leaving emotion strictly aside and
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Courlooking at at it from a straight practical
des-Noues, 19.
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New Fox Reel Out Today
With Increase in Length

Rome
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standpoint, we modestly refuse to "See
Naples and die." We still want to get a
look at that Notre Dame team in action
this fall.

New setup of the Fox Movietone
News, with mentator
Lowell
as comin chiefThomas
and Laurence
Stallings as editor, makes its debut
today, with its length increased. Remainder of the executive staff includes Truman H. Talley, producer;
E. I. Sponable, technical director;
Edwin Harvey, make-up editor, and
Edmund Reek, news editor. Among
those on Thomas' staff will be
Louis Vance, reporter and announcer; Ed Thorgersen, sports editor
and announcer; Vyvyan Donner,
fashion editor; Jack Kuhne, aviation editor, and Low Lehr, reporterannouncer.

Allyn Butterfield Joins
Hearst Metrotone News
Allyn Butterfield, who resigned
last week as editor of Universal
News, has joined the editorial staff
of Hearst Metrotone News under its
new regime with Edwin C. Hill as
commentator. Before assuming his
Metrotone duties Butterfield will
take a two-week vacation.

»DATE BOOK
Today:

Meeting of G. F. T. A. Independent
Thealer
Atlanta. Owners Ass'n. Robert Fulton Hotel

Oct. 1-3: National Film
Statler Hotel, Detroit.

Carriers convention

Oct. 3-4: Annual convention of Allied Independent Theater Owners of Wisconsii
Hotel
Schroeder,
Milwaukee.
Oct. 7-8: Annual convention of M.P.T.CL
of Arkansas, Mississippi and Tennessee
(Tri-State),
Memphis.
Oct. 12: Annual Golf Tournament and DinnerDance sponsored by The Philadelphia Exhibitor, LuLu Temple Country Club, Philodelphia.
burgh.
Oct. 14: Pittsburgh Variety Club's Sixth Annual Banquet, William Penn Hotel, Pitts-'
Oct. 24: Annual convention of Motion Picture
Theater Owners
of Washington,
Seattle.
Oct. 29-Nov. 1: S.M.P E. Fall Meeting
Pennsylvania,
New
York.
Nov. 3:
Cleveland
Variety
Club's
ball, Hotel Statler, Cleveland.
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Freedman Takes Over
Newslaughs in
Herman B. Freeman, producer

the Irvin S. Cobb "Newslaughs",
"Monte Cristo" Sets Rivoli Record has
bought the holdings of all his
G.-B. Sales Staffs Set
associates in Newslaughs, Inc., and
"The
Count
of
Monte
Cristo,"
ReIn Three Situations
A. release, established a now owns all the stock of the corWith3/4 sales staffs organized in liance-U.
poration. Plans for release of the
three Eastern
territories, George W. new week-end record at the Rivoli, series will be announced shortly,
beating
every
picture
since
"The
Freedman states.
Weeks, general sales manager of
Gaumont-British, left New York
MARKET
Net
Bowery."
Chg. yesterday on another trip to furLow
Close
ther establish his field force.
%
343/g 34% —
Appointments already made are
Vi as
3
3
—
follows: Philadelphia, Herb
Given, sales manager, Joe Singer,
99Vi "ft _
salesman with other salesmen to be
113/4 113/4 —
2 V*
271/4 271/4 —
announced later; Buffalo and Al4%
41/4
.
bany, Tony Ryan, manager, Jimmie
Sper and Lester D. Wolf, salesmen;
II/4 II/4 —
12
12
—
Boston and New Haven, John Scul2%
2%
..
ly, manager, Ben Rogers and Myron
28% 28% +
Shellman, salesmen.
4%
43/4 Weeks' schedule this week is as
MARKET
follows: today, Washington; tomor12% 12%
.
row, Pittsburgh; Thursday, Cincinnati; Friday, Cleveland; Saturday,
MARKET
Detroit. He returns to New York
6% 6% —
over the week-end.
6% 6% _

613/4 623/g +

41/4

RECORDING
INDUSTRIAL

Calif. Exhibitors Seek
Approval of Bank Nights

101% 101% —
591/4 591/4 —

60
59

EXCHANGE

Publix

4%

60 Vi —
59

—

SECURITIES
414

.. .

ON FILM
—

FILM

SLIDE FILM— RECORDS
BRUNSWICK
PRODUCTIONS CORP.
CH 4-2200

an

Nov. 12: Annual ball sponsored by Motion Pii
ture Post of American Legion, Hotel Statli
Boston.

FINANCIAL
NEW

Ho

321 W. 44th ST.

California exhibitors are planning
to ask the Code Authority to reattitude
on as
"bank
nights,"
which verseititshas
banned
unfair
competition in deciding various appeals
from local grievance boards. They
will point out that in Los Angeles,
pool parlors have adopted the business-stimulation plan and consequently are getting money which
would normally flow into theaters.
The I. T. O. of Southern California is understood to be interested
in the move.
"Barretts" Holding Over
M-G-M's "Barretts of Wimpole
Street", which has been jamming
them in at the Capitol since its
opening Friday, is slated to hold
over.
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AHEAD,
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COURT APPROVES PLAN
FOR PARA. 0. HOUSES

HAL ROACH PLANNING
PRODUCTION IN EAST

Plan approved yesterday by Federal Judge Coxe provides for formation of a subsidiary by Famous
Theaters Corp. to operate the Paramount theaters in Middletown and
Hamilton, Ohio, under a lease from
the Midham Corp., entailing a rental of $48,000 annually plus additional rent dependent upon operations of the theaters. Midham is to
assign to the new corporation its
lease on the Rialto and Palace in
Hamilton and employ the corporation to operate and manage the
Strand, Middletown for the balance
of Midham's lease on the house. In
Midham releases Paraaddition
mount-Publix from all previous
claims.

IVest Coast Bureau of THE

Minnesota Briefs
Howard Lake — H. R. Carson has
leased the Triangle theater from Al
Filbey.
Truman — The Cozy theater has
reopened as the Avon, with new
equipment.
New Prague — The New Granada
theater has opened with John F.
Wright manager.
Mabel — The Mabel theater has
reopened with new sound equipment. E. L. Danielson is manager.
Waseca — The Gate theater is
being overhauled and refurnished.
St. Paul — The Faust theater, Dale
and University, has opened.
Halsted— The Halsted theater is
installing sound. Carl Estenson is
manager.

Boston Briefs
Boston — Meyer Gruber has been
appointed short subject sales manager for First Division by Manager
Carl Crawford, who is back at his
desk after a seige of illness.
Mike Thomas has joined the First
Division sales staff.
The Fox exchange building will
probably be ready for occupancy
early in November.
Opening Chicago School
Chicago — A studio for the development of screen, stage and radio
talent is to be opened shortly by
Will J. Harris, formerly producer
for RKO and Balaban & Katz. Morris Silver of the William Morris
Agency, is financially interested in
the studio.
"We Live Again" Tradeshow Today
Samuel Goldwyn's "We Live
Again" will be trade shown at the
Astor Theater at 11 this morning.
Anna Sten and Fredric March are
in the leading roles. U. A. will release. The picture was reviewed in
The Film Daily on Sept. 24.
New Rotterdam Cinema
Rotterdam — A new movie house,
the Lumiere Cinema, has been opened by The City Co. American films
will be alternated with French.

• •
• ANY PROFESSIONAL SCRIVENER could convey
in words and phrases, the speeches wit
wisecracks
and happenings that deluged the first fall forum of the
Motion Picture Club
held yesterday
to a capacity
gathering
of quality but
we defy any writer
poet
or columnist to record on paper
that
fraternal SOMETHING
that was present in superabundance.
T
T
T
• •
• THE MEETING HAD a three-fold purpose
each reason sufficient in itself to warrant specific attention
Because it was broadcast as a tribute to Antonio Lopez, generalissimo of the card room
and house detective
the kibitzers figured the Senor would be stooge for the headmen but as it happened
Lopez, who has been with the
club since it started in 1928
and who has lost plenty of
sleep studying to be a medic
was lauded and presented
with a handsome medical librarv

T

T

T

T

T

T

•

• COL. ALICOATE
devoid of a limey accent
and in great form . . . . (possiblv as a hang-over of his
recent repartee with joking Jimmy Walker)
was toastmaster-referee
with a new set of Queensberry rules for
sneakers
a warning whistle after two-and-a-half minutes
of chatter
and the pong at the three-minute limit
It
was a swell gag
it knew no names or titles
the
whistle blew
and the srone clanged . . and that was that
even Will Hays took it standing un
and liked it ...

T

T

T

• •
• "WITH HORSE-SENSE in his head
Romance
in his heart
and Iron in his soul"
(to auote the
Colonel)
Louis Nizer, modest, forceful and enerasrinsr
firstly paid tribute to America, saviner "travel through Europe,
and you'll come back a more patriotic American than when von
left"
and lastly acclaimed the club as "the League of Nations of the Industry" T
T
T
• • • OTHER TRIBUTES TO NIZER were included in
speeches
Hays.Felix
Dr. A.Feist
H. Gianm'ni.
Lichtman,
Harrya
Warner, by
PhilWill
Baker,
and Hal Al
Home,
who tore
paere out of his joke library to wow the customers At the
dais in addition to the speakers were J. E. Brulatour, Major
Albert Warner, Jack Cohn and David Bernstein . . and we
mustn't foreret to record that Phil Baker, who started in like
a scared rabbit
soon got warm
and was just about
to
when the gong
ranggive the Colonel an unmerciful ribbing

T

T

T

• •
• LOOKING
AROUND
THE
ROOM
we recorded
these gentlemen present
Gabriel Hess, Dave Palfreyman.
Ralph Poucher, Hoot Gibson, Lou Metzger, William Pizor. W.
Ray Johnston, Herschel Stuart, Harry and Billy Brandt, Budd
Rodsrers. Capt. Harold Auten, Georsre Batcheller, Jr.. Gus Edwards, Mannie Goldstein. Harry H. Thomas, Charlie Einfeld. Bob
Wolff, Bill Ferguson, Toby Gruen, Herman Bobbins, Sam and
George Dembow, Ed Kuvkendall. Col. Fred Levy, Bernard
Schultz. Jules Levy, Max Stuart, Herb Ebenstein, Emil Jensen,
B. S. Moss, Earl Gulick, Harry Charnas, Jacobo Glucksmann,
Lou Blumenthal, Al Friedlander, Al Rubin, Morton Von Praag.
Mitchell May, Eddie Klein, William Morris, Cresson Smith, and
if your name isn't here
realize that we couldn't see
EVERYBODY

«

€<

«

»
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Al Alt as Co-Producer
With David J. Mountain)
Al Alt will be co-producer with
David J. Mountan on the eight pic*
tures to be made and distributed b|
the newly-formed Spectrum Picturef
Corp. L. M. Whitney is financing
the new company, which has takes
quarters at 729 Seventh Avenud
Spectrum proposes to produce one
pictureleasemonthly,
scheduled forwith
Nov.the15.first
Alt re-is
now lining up the cast for the first

• • • THE SECOND AND THIRD reasons you can place
in order as you see it
One was to welcome to the homeland
Colonel Jack Alicoate and Louis Nizer
nomads
extraordinary
who learned about Europe from each other
and learned about each other from Europe
And
to bepraise Mr. Nizer for his unswerving devotion to the
club
and his unconquerable will to have it succeed
•

FILM

Hollywood — Hal Roach is con-/
sidering the advisability of making/
a feature revue in the East. If thW
plan materializes he will use several!'
stage personalities
in addition ta|
screen
names.

»

»

production.

Milwaukee Notes

Milwaukee — J. P. Casey, new$
named manager of Fox's Alhanvt
bra, is the father of a nine-pound
boy. Casey was formerly manager
of the Palace, which reopens Oct.
5 under Fox management, and succeeds George Gambrill at the Alhambra, who in turn, has been
transferred to the Palace, with John
Zempke
as his assistant.
Warner's Strand, local first run
dark for several months, is slated
for reopening Oct. 5 with Mickey.
Kippel as manager.
John Kempf, 22, an employe oi
the Avalon, local neighborhood theater was killed and Patsy Lisakl
cashier at the Riverside theater an;
Emile Zeller, cashier at the Aval
Ion, were critically injured las$
week in an auto accident.
Wanger Forms Stock Company
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILVi

Hollywood — Walter Wanger, pro}
ducing films independently for Para*
mount release, will form an all-sta?
stock company. A nucelus already
has been established with the sign?
ing of Peggy Conklin, New Yorl
stage actress, and Charles Boyer
French stage and screen star. Negotiations with other equally well
known performers are proceeding.
U. S. Talkies for Brussels Scala
Brussels — The Scala has beer
equipped with sound and will show
only American pictures.
Gives Foreign Language Lessons
Boston — Manager George Kraskai
of the Fine Arts Theater is now giv
ing lessons in foreign languages al*
the evening performances. Lessons
coincide with the particular foreig
film being shown.
New House for The Hague
The Hague — A theater to show]
mostly American films is being built
by the Tuchinsky Syndicate.

/

're Rolling in tne Aisies :

All over America the Laugh Panic is on ! Audiences that
used to sit on their hands are notu blistering them u»ith applause! They laugh till they cry, then cry for more! There
never ivas anything like it! DUMB-BELL LETTERS, that
dippy -daffy -delirious collection of guaranteed genuine
bottled in the booby -hatch nut mail, is one reel of concentrated hoiuls that is stealing the shotu everywhere.

PANIC
IN PORTLAND!

"Thought
you u;ouldreaction
be interested
to learn
that
the audience
to DUMB-BELL
LETTERS has been excellent. This subject
can be used to advantage an any program
as it will brighten up any show."
A. Goodside, Empire Theatre,
Ok _
Portland, Maine.
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HOUSE of ROTHSCHILD
BUSINESS EVERYWHERE!
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JANET BEECHER- CHARLOTTE
RALPH MORGAN
Directed by SIDNEY
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EXHIBIT UNITS JOIN
IN CONTRACT FIGHT
(Continued from Page

1)

forts to prevent "written-in" clauses
or interpretations not in accord
with agreements reached at the
Washington code conferences last
Fall, it was declared.
At the moment, exhibitor complaints are concentrated on the reported policy of one company in
"re-designating" pictures after they
have been actually played. For illustration, according to the exhibitor members of the Code Authority,
they fear spread of a practice under which a distributor who has successfully played a flat rental picture on a certain day switches a
percentage designation to this picture from another film originally
designated as a percentage picture.
"We will fight to the last ditch
to protect exhibitor rights in this
situation," Kuykendall said yesterday. "The contracts must conform
100 per cent with the code."

Solution of Star Raids
Seen(Continued
in Agency
Hearing
from Page 1)

Film Topics on Program of Women's Exposition

Albert Howson, eastern story editor for Warner Bros., will address the Women's
Exposition of Arts and Industries at the Hotel Astor today on censorship. Mildred
Weber, Warner talent scout, will talk on talent-scouting at the exposition tomorrow,
and on Thursday Gwen Heller, movie stylist, will speak on "Broadcasting the Styles Via
Hollywood " A feature of the exposition is a comprehensive exhibit on visual education under the direction of Rita Hochheimer, assistant director of visual instruction of
the Department of Education.

Will Hays Heads Notables
Want More Radio Time
Club Banquet
For Education, Religion For Variety
(Continued from Page 1)
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The broadcasting
division of the Federal Communications Commissions opened a series
of fact-finding hearings yesterday
preliminary to preparing a report
for Congress on whether all broadcasting facilities should be cancelled and re-allocated, giving 25
per cent of the facilities to educational, religious and other non-profit
organizations. The hearings are a
compromise with the educators, who
during the last Congress worked for
an amendment to the Communications act requiring the commission
to make the 25 per cent re-allocation.

G.-B. Closes Philly Deals

Philadelphia — The entire Al Boyd
circuit will play eight GaumontBritish
pictures this season under
observers. It is their opinion that
the hearings are an effort on the a deal recently closed by George W.
part of the industry in cooperation Weeks. The Fox has bought five
run Gaumonts and the Locust
with the NRA to accomplish some first
three.
of the actor-producer relations that
were found not feasible as inserted
in the original industry draft of
Lincoln Moves to Raise Scales
the code.
Lincoln, Neb. — The first move to
end the dime-all-day dual bills here
Show "Daily Bread" at White House is being made with the Sunday
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
opening of two second runners,
Washington — "Our Daily Bread"
was offered at a special showing Liberty and Capitol, with single
here at the White House for Pres- features, still for a dime. Bob
ident and Mrs. Roosevelt. Monroe Livingston of the Capitol sponsored
the idea. All the dual houses now
Greenthal, U. A. exploitation chief
flew here over the weekend to com- are 15 cent top with this new move.
Within the next two months, it is
plete arrangements.
expected that the A pictures second
will also be jumped to 15 cents.
$2,711,000 Virginia Gross
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The 140 movie
houses in Virginia grossed $2,711,000 last year, according to the Department of Commerce's Census of
American Business. Payrolls totaled $508,000.
"Happiness Ahead" for Strand
Following Barbara Stanwyck's
"A Lost Lady", which opens tomorrow night, Warners will present
"Happiness
York
Strand. Ahead" at the New
Postpone Aleograph Suit
San Antonio — Suit of Aleograph
vs. National Pictures was postponed indefinitely by U. S. District
Judge McMillan last week.
Colonel Harry Thomas
Picture

biz

has

produced

another

Kentucky
Colonel. Now
it's
Harry
Thomas, prexy of that First Division
outfit, who has just received his commission from Gov
Ruby
Lafoon.

by John H. Harris, chairman of
the banquet Committee. With participation of Variety chapters in
Cleveland, Columbus, Washington,
Detroit, St. Louis, Kansas City, Indianapolis, Chicago, Milwaukee,
Cincinnati and Albany, more than
1,000 showmen are expected to be
on hand for this celebration.
Other important industry figures
who have signified intentions of
coming include John Royal of NBC,
J. R. Grainger, Joe Bernhard,
George Schaefer, Governor White of
Ohio, Mayor Couzens of Detroit,
Former Governor Conley of West
Virginia, Felix Feist, Harold Kemp
of NBC, Steve Trilling of Warner
theaters, Jules Levy, Frank McCarthy, Sig Wittman, Eddie Grainger,
Wm. F. Rodgers, Max Cohen, Edgar Moss, Eddie Fontaine, Clayton
Bond, Johnny Payette, Harry
Thomas, Eddie McEvoy, Fred
Quimby, Abe Montague, Joe McConnville, Willard Patterson, C. W.
Bunn, Jack Skirboll, George Skouras, Pat Garyn, Joe Berrier of the
Censor Board at Harrisburg; Fred
Warren, Mort Shea, Louis K. Sidney, Marvin Schenck, Wm. Scully
and many others.
More than 45 entertainers are being imported from New York and
Chicago, and seven bands will supply the music. A Big Top Circus
Tent will cover the massive assembly room of the Wm. Penn Hotel,
and an elevated circus ring will be
located in the center of the hall
from which the entertainment will
be given.

TRI-ERGON ISSUE
FOR SUPREME COURT
(Continued from Page

1)

ered early next week. Patents iiW
volved are the Tri-Ergon double
print and flywheel processes con4
trolled by William Fox.
Mitchell sought permission to fil^
the briefs in behalf of the following: Columbia, Universal, Warner
Bros., First National, RKO, United
Artists, Educational 20th Century,
Walt Disney, Eastern Service Studios, Consolidated Film Industries,
Pathe, Du-Art Film Laboratories,
Eastman Kodak, Bell & Howell, Victor Animatograph Corp., Stromberg-,
Carlson Telegraph Corp. and the
M. P. T. O. A., whose membership
represents 4,600 theaters, say the.
briefs.

In both briefs the signatories de-;
clare that in event the Tri-Ergon
actions are ultimately successful,
"heavy tribute" will be imposed up-,
on the industry "and the publici
which resorts to it for amusement."
They deny that the processes in- 1
volved in the litigations are inventions and assert that they constitute
application of mechanical ingenuity
or ordinary skill. They devote much
space to alleged technical similarities between the processes in dispute
and other inventions. In the case
of the double print system, it is asserted that one judge of the U. S.
Circuit Court of Appeals dissented
from the majority opinion.
The double print patents infringe-; J
ment suit was brought by American
Tri-Ergon against Paramount-Pub-;
lix while the flywheel action isi
against Altoona-Publix, Wilmer &!
Vincent
Estate Co.and the Locust St. Reali

General counsels of first-line firmsj
comprise the committee which en4 r
gaged Mitchell and is directing thff[
battle against the Fox group. It]
includes: Leopold Friedman off
Stage Revue for Warner House
Churchill Preparing Shorts
Loew's,
Robert Perkins
Warner-*
First National
and of
Austin
C
Negotiations are understood to
London — Winston Churchill, ex- Keough of Paramount.
have been completed for the presen- cabinet minister and foremost of
tation of the stage revue, "Calling Britain's publicists, who has been
Catholic Guild Meeting
All Stars," at Warner's Hollywood signed by London Films to edit a
Theater on Broadway, opening series of short productions dealing
Catholic Actors' Guild will hold a
Thanksgiving Week. Lew Brown is with subjects of topical interest, is tea next Sunday from 3 to 8 P. M.,
producing the show, with Warners
"Will Monarchies Re- at its club rooms in the Hotel Astor
understood
to be financially inter- preparing
ested.
turn?", "The Rise of Japan," "Mar- with the Fairbanks Twins as guests
Elizabeth Lonergan, hisriage Laws and Customs," "Unem- of honor.
torian, will act as hostess.
ployment" and "Gold.' They will
Irving Kaufman for Roxy
be released through United Artists.
Irving Kaufman, known on the
Eberson Designing Cleve. House
Start Educational
Musical Short
radio as "Lazy Dan," has been engaged as the headliner of the new
Cleveland — John Eberson, New
"Girl from Paradise", two-reel York architect, is drawing plans for
stage show which opens Friday at musical
film, with cast including N.
the Roxy Theater, supplementing T. G. and 30 beauties and Johnny the Shaker Theater, Shaker Heights,
the screen attraction, "Peck's Bad Johnson's orchestra from the to be built by W. N. Skirboll, Samuel Horwitz and P. L. Miller.
Boy," starring Jackie Cooper. RKO's Paradise restaurant, signed through
Technicolor
also will be short,
on the "La
bill. Cucuracha," the Joe Rivkin office, went into production yesterday.
Naughty,

De Mille Recovering

"Dude Ranger" to Hold Over
Hollywood — Cecil B. De Mille is
Fox's "Dude Ranger," Sol Lesser
recuperating from a minor opera- production starring George O'Brien
tion. Doctors report his condition will be held a second week at the
favorable.
Criterion starting Friday.
We t Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Naughty!

New Orleans
— The again:
Prytania
electric
sign scores
Sally Eilers in
She Made Her Bed
with
Richard Arlen

Theater's
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PARAMOUNT CLAIMS
TOTAL $154,047,735
(Continued from Page

1)

ation made by counsel for the Parimount trustees.
This figure includes a large numler of claims which have been filed
n amounts believed to be consideribly higher than those at which
uch claims will be finally liquidated.

Frank Walker's Leave
Extended Indefinitely
Leave of absence granted Frank
I Walker, executive secretary of
-,he National Emergency Council,
lias been extended indefinitely.
Walker, long identified with the M.
E. Comerford interests, conferred
with President Roosevelt on the subject in Washington last week.

St. Louis Brevities
St. Louis — Fred Wehrenberg and
Louis C. Hehl of the M. P. T. 0.
narrowly escaped death in an auto
accident last week.
The aldermanic board has ended
its tax sessions without imposing
the proposed sales and income
levies.
Management of the Missouri Theater has posted a two-week notice as
a formality just in case a shortage
of product necessitates closing.
The Board of Estimate, at the instance of exhibitors who are aroused
over proposed use of the Municipal
Auditorium for theatrical attractions in competition with tax-paying
theaters, is asking City Counselor
Hay for a legal opinion
Cantor Back On Air Sunday
Eddie Cantor resumes his radio
work Sunday on the Chase & SanDuborn hour, succeeding Jimmy
rante. Cantor, who is back in New
"Kid Millions"
after finishing
York
for Samuel
Goldwyn, has postponed
his appearance in a stage musical
for Sam H. Harris unproduction
til next season. The Marx Brothers
also are understood to have called
off their contemplated Broadway
show this year in favor of further
film activity.
New Series of Film Revivals
Film and Photo League will present its second subscription series
of film revivals at the New School
for Social Research, 66 West 12th
Street, beginning Oct. 13. Ten film
masterpieces will be shown in the
series, including the best work of
Eisenstein, Lang, Pabst, Epstein
and Pudovkin.
Biz Jumps in N. O.
New Orleans — Theater business in
the commercial area boomed at least
30 per cent last week, with downtown
houses playing to standing room over the
week
end.
Increased
business
was
partly due to arrival of several warships.

Coming

and

CHARLES C. PETTIJOHN returns to
York late this week from the Coast.
ED KUYKENDALL leaves New
or Thursday
for Memphis.
JACK MILLER
from
Chicago.
LOUIS

New

York tomorrow

arrives in New

York

today

B. MAYER arrives in New York tomorrow on the Paris. HOWARD STRICKLING,

publicity director at the M-G-M studios, accompanies the production chief.
WILLIAM GARGAN returns to New York
from England today on the Olympic. He is
accompanied
by Mrs.
Gargan.
EDWARD FINNEY, Monogram advertising and
publicity chief, is back from Providence, where
he staged a campaign for "A Girl of the
Limberlost" at the Strand in association with
Manager
Edward
Reed.
JULIAN JOHNSON, Fox scenario chief, left
Hollywood last night for New York to confer
on stories for the new season.
EDWARD SMALL, Reliance vice-president and
production head, left the coast yesterday for
New York for discussions with Harry Goetz,
Reliance president, and United Artists executives.

OHIO ADMISSION TAX

Going

$3,000,000 IN YEAR

York tomorrow on the Paris and will attend
the premiere of the film Thursday at the
Music
Hall.
BARNEY ROSENTHAL of Monogram's St
Louis exchange and STEVE BRODIE of the
Boston office have been in New York for
conferences with W. Ray Johnston and Edward
Golden.
JEANETTE MacDONALD, now in the east
for a vacation, returns to Hollywood shortly
to start work in a new M-G-M production, a
screen
version
of "Naughty
Marietta".
DOUGLAS MacLEAN arrives in New York
today
from
the Coast.
THOMAS

MEIGHAN leaves New York immediately for Detroit to attend World series

JOHN CROMWELL and KAY JOHNSON
games.
due back
from
Europe
next week.

are

ROBERT BENCHLEY and J. WALTER RUBEN
will arrive in New York today and while in
the East will begin work on the script of
"Piccadilly Jim"
for M-G-M.

BENITA HUME, co-starred with Conrad Veidt
in Gaumont-British's
"Power",
arrives in New

MORT BLUMENSTOCK, in charge of advertising for Warner Theaters, has left for a
business trip to Pittsburgh, Cleveland and
Washington.
He will be gone a week

DuWorld to Import 40

San Antonio Notes

San Antonio — B. Hanchey, for
mer chief of service at the Majestic, is now in Los Angeles.
Frank Startz, Interstate Circuit
publicity chief, was in town last
week from Dallas.
The Hollywood Screen and Theatrical Agency has opened at 1106
Broadway. Gordon Craig, Geraldine Duke and Bernard and Loretta
King are the organizers.
Norman Schwartz was recently
made assistant manager at the Empire Theater.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack H. Adams are
the parents of a seven-pound son.
Adams is branch manager of Adams
Film Exchange.
Meet Oct. 4 on B. & K. Protest
Two West Side houses, the National and Zaragoza (Spanish), are
Chicago — Clearance and zoning currently offering films and stage
board will hold a special meeting shows at 10 and 15 cents.
Oct. 4 to hear the Balaban & Katz
protest on the release schedule.
Ruling adverse to B. & K. was ap- "Mrs. Wiggs" Premiere in Louisville
pealed to the Code Authority and
Paramount will give "Mrs. Wiggs
the case is now being brought back
the Cabbage Patch" its world
here at the request of the local of
premiere
Friday at the Rialto.
board.
Louisville, the home town of the
author of the famous play. She is
Peru's First Sound Film
Alice Eagan Rice.
Lima, Peru— Inti Sono Film, local
producing company, announces preparations for the first sound film Warners Bar Dime Scale in N. O.
made in Peru. It will be titled
New Orleans — Ten-cent admissions for first runs were out at the
"Such is Life" ("Cosas de la
Vida").
St. Charles during "The Return of
the Terror," Warner refusing to let
Open New Perryville House
the film play under 15-cent minimum. The St. Charles closed the
Perryville, Mo. — Formal dedica
tion of the New Mercier Theater second balcony for the run and will
last week was made a civic event.
return to ten cents on other prodIt is a 700-seat house costing' $50,- uct.
000 and was built by A. C. Mercier
and his son.
Mankato
Limits Theaters
Signed for Vitaphone
Musical
Mankato, Minn. — Number of theJ. Fred Coos and Lillian Shade
aters here has been limited by the
city council to one for each 10,000
have been signed by Sam Sax for a city.
Vitaphone musical short. Deal was population, or two theaters for the
set by the Joe Rivkin office.

DuWorld proposes to increase its
schedule importation of foreign features from 20 to 40, it announced
yesterday. First of the importations
will be Edgar Wallace's "The Man
Who Changed His Name," a Julius
Hagan-Twickenham production with
Norah O'Neale. A Clifton Hurst
production slated to follow. The
first three French films DuWorld will
release this season are "Crainquebille," based on the Anatole France
story; "Agonie des Aigles." and
"The Red Robe." DuWorld will also
handle a Polish film "Kocha Lubi
Szanjue," produced in Poland by
Universal.

(.Continued from Page

1)

I. T. O. is holding three meetings,
one of which took place here yesterday, with another today in the
rooms
the Bldg.,
Cleveland
Exhibitors'
Ass'n, ofFilm
Cleveland,
and
one on Friday at the Netherland
Plaza Hotel, Cincinnati.

Loew-Poli Take-over
Now
Set for Nov. 15
(Continued from Page 1)
manager headquartering in New
Haven, will take charge of the
houses, which are principally located in Connecticut. Date for the
changeover was originally reported
as Nov. 1.
Holdover
for Arliss Film
Chicago — Weekend business at the
U. A. Theater here with "The Last
Gentleman," starring Arliss indicates that the picture will go for a
third week.
Dickering for 2 B'way Plays
Picture companies are negotiating
for screen rights to two Broadway
shows, "Small Miracle" and "Merrily We Roll Along." Former play
is by Norman Krasna, Coast writer.
Splicer for Sub-Standard Films
Chicago — Bell & Howell has put
out a new splicer that handles all
sub-standard motion picture film,
including 16 mm. silent, 16 mm.
sound, and 8 mm. The splicer is
called the B & H Triple-Purpose
Douglas Churchill in New York
Douglas Churchill, who writes the
Hollywood column for the "New
York Times", has arrived in New
York for his first visit in 10 years.
Move Up "Flirtation" Release
Warners have moved up the redate of
musical leasewith
Dick"Flirtation
Powell andWalk",
Ruby
Keeler, to Thanksgiving Week.
Third Week for "Love" in Toronto
Toronto — "One Night of Love" is
entering the third week of its run
at
in Loew's
Canada. Uptown, largest theater
"We Live Again" for Music Hall
"We Live Again", Samuel Goldwyn production for United Artists,
is booked for the Music Hall.
"Little Women"
RKO's

"Little

Wins Medal

Women"

has

been

awarded the "Photoplay Magazine"
Gold Medal as the finest film produced
in 1933, it was announced by Kathryn
Dougherty, publisher of the magazine,
in the November issue, out yesterday.
RKO also won in 1931 with "Cimarron,"
while last year's medal went to M-G-M
for

"Smilin'

Through."
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A "LITTLE" from HOLLYWOOD

By RALPH

WILK
HOLLYWOOD
JRVING and EDITH SIMON of the
Simon Agency of New York have
opened an agency in Beverly Hills,
with offices in the California Bank
Bldg. They will represent players,
writers and directors. Among their
clients are Helen Westley, Phillip
Moeller and Paul Harvey.
Y

T

Y

Michael Fessier is working on
"Black Chamber," which Bernie Hyman will supervise for M-G-M. Fessier is a former San Francisco
newspaperman and has had several
stories published
in "Esquire."
▼
T
T
Irving Krissell, who has acted in
several Warner Bros.-Vitaphone
shorts, made in the east, has joined
the Coast film colony. He is an allaround athlete and is a brother of
Walter Krissell, who was a star
quarterback at Columbia University.
T

T

T

John McCormick, former general
manager for First National and recently with Selznick-Joyce, has
opened his own agency at 424 California Bank Bldg., Beverly Hills. He
will represent writers, players and
directors.

▼

T

T

Charles Sellon, Wade Boteler,
Ralph McCullough, Walter Brennan, Lucille Ward and Dick Elliot
Jhave been assigned to roles in "Helldorado," which Jesse L. Lasky is
producing for Fox. James Cruze is
directing with Richard Arlen, Madge
Evans and Ralph Bellamy featured.
T

▼

▼

Hugh Herbert and Frank McHugh
will be the two comedy leads in
"Gold Diggers of 1935," soon to
start production at Warners. Dick
Powell will head the cast of principals, and the entire production,
dialogue as well as musical sequences, isto be directed by Busby
Berkeley. Dick Powell arrived in
Hollywood yesterday by airplane
after several weeks of personal appearances in Eastern theaters.
Frank McHugh, is now in New York
on vacation, is due back at the Warner studios on Oct. 12. Production
on "Gold Diggers of 1935" will probably begin about the 15th.
T

r

T

Charles Bickford has been given
the male lead opposite Mady Christians in "Wicked Woman," which
will be the Viennese star's first
vehicle under a recently signed MG-M contract. The film is under the
direction of Charles Brabin.
Y

Y

Y

Major R. J. Mitchell of the aviaFrank Morgan has been given s
tion service of the U. S. Marine
Corps., is registered at the Holly- leading role in "Naughty Marietta,"
wood-Plaza hotel. He is the tech- screen adaptation of Victor Herbert's
nical advisor on an air picture now operetta which is to go into production soon at M-G-M. Jeanette Macin production at Warner Bros.
Donald and Nelson Eddy have lead▼ ▼
T
ing romantic roles and Robert Z.
Ruth Cummings, who wrote the Leonard has been named director.
screenplay for "By Candlelight" Miss McDonald is now in the East,
and who writes for "Liberty," is having just completed "The Merry
the author of a new book, "Song of Widow,"
but is soon to return to the
the Flesh," which will make its ap- coast for the new film.
pearance Oct. 5.
Y

Y

T

T

Victor Jory, recently put under
long-term contract by Columbia, has
been assigned to "White Lies," with
Fay Wray. Leo Bulgakov will direct.
T
t
r
J. Walter Ruben will direct "Piccadilly Jim," starring Robert Montgomery, at M-G-M.
It will be a
David 0. Selznick production.
r
v
T
The various branches of the
Academy of M. P. Arts & Sciences
will hold a joint meeting this month
to fill the offices of president, first
vice-president, second vice-president,
secretary and treasurer.
Y

Y

Y

Melville Brown has returned to
Hollywood by plane from Vancouver,
B. C., to sit in on the script of
"The Nut Farm," John C. Brownell's
stage play, which Brown will direct
for Monogram. Brown flew to Vancouver last week to attend the opening of "Lombardi, Ltd." in which
his daughter, Dolores Brown, plays
an important role.

NEWS

"LOTS":

After an absence of a year from
the Paramount studio where she
was once under contract, Helen-jje
Twelvetrees returns there for thelfi
leading feminine role opposite Joe i;
Morrison
in "Oneis Hour
Late." Ray-ita
mond Milland
also assigned
toiL

this production which will be direct-l j
ed by Ralph Murphy.
T

T

T

ZaSu Pitts has been signed for a fea-i ,.
tured
role in Paramount's "Ruggles; .
Lucille Ball, young Broadway
Red this
Gap,"week.
whichThegoes
pro^ *,
duction
castinto
already!
per.
actress,
who made her stage debut of
in Ziegfeld's "Rio Rita," is the latest includes Charles Laughton, Maryaddition to Columbia's long list of Boland, Charlie Ruggles, Maudei ~
youthful players.
Eburne and Baby LeRoy. Leo Mc-i
Carey will direct.
Y

Ann Dvorak will be Rudy Vallee's
leading woman in his forthcoming
Warner starring picture, "Sweet
Music." Miss Dvorak has undergone a number of special singing
and dancing tests for the role and
has passed them all with flying
colors. Vallee is now in Chicago
with his Connecticut Yankees, playing a week's
engagement
at the
Chicago
Theater.
From there
he
will go direct to the studios.
Gene Raymond has been assigned
the male lead opposite Sylvia Sidney in the B. P. Schulberg picture,
"Red Woman," it is announced by
Paramount. Dean Jagger, signed to
a Paramount film contract after several excellent Broadway stage performances, has a featured part in the
picture. Lou Sheridan, another new
contract player formerly known as
Clara Lou Sheridan and Ralph Remley, character actor, also were assigned to the film, which is being
directed by Mitchell Leisen.

T

Vicki Baum and Gottfried Reinhardt are working on an original
story for M-G-M. Bernie Hyman
will produce.
▼

First National has cast Mary
Astor as Lyle Talbot's leading lady
in "Racing Luck," the second in its
series of action melodramas, and
has given Roscoe Karns the comedy
lead
in thegone
picture.
"Racing Luck"
has just
into production
with
D. Ross Lederman directing. It is
an original story by Tristram Tup-
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OF THE DAY

▼

Y

Kathleen
Burke,
Chicago
girli '
brought to Hollywood
two years* *
ago for the part of the Panthers '
Woman in "Island of Lost Souls,"j
is back at the studio in the leading
feminine role in "Lives of a Bengal;
Lancer,"
in which
Gary
Cooper,)
Franchot
Tone, Sir Guy Standing!
and Richard Cromwell are featured.*
Henry Hathaway directs.
Arthur Byron has been selected?
to succeed Lewis Stone in the titlel
role of Walter Wanger's political:
war drama, "The President Van-

Louisville Notes
Louisville — The Brown theater hasi
ishes."
dropped double features for singles.!
Midwest Theaters recently acquired the Bon Ton theater, Shelbyville. Robert Enoch, manager ofi
the State in Richmond, goes to:
Shelbyville to manage the Bon Ton.:
Frank Sutton will have charge of»
the State in Richmond.
Big Features Rights Corp. has]
added F. A. Arnold, formerly witht
RKO in Memphis, to its sales staff;'
He
sales.will have charge of Tennessee*

Will Rogers in "Judge Priest" at]
the Strand is breaking a three-year
ecord at this theater for crowds.!
Indianapolis — The Cozy Theater,
Grand Rapids, Mich. — Keith'r It is to be held over a second week
dark all summer, will reopen with a Theater, Butterfield house, is to re- and probably a third.
new policy of feature pictures. Proopen Oct. 13 with second-runs a4
Paul Wykoff, manager of War-^
25 cents for nights and 20 cents
grams will be changed daily.
ner's theater in Princeton, has re-"
for matinees.
signed to become manager of the
Lincoln, Neb. — Cal Bard, former
Riviera, Switow theater, in Henderexhibitor here at the Rialto, is now
Anaconda, Mont. — J. A. English i? son.
selling film for Midwest.
overhauling the Bluebird theater
and improving projection and sound.
Salt Lake City Items
Rayne, La. — Craig's Opera House
here will have opposition when R.
Salt Lake City — Harry Kerer and
.
.Bismarck,
N.
D.
—
Peter
Nelson
i
N. Carnahan opens the Roosevelt building a $16,000 theater at 204 George Kerer have bought the intheater.
Sixth St.
terests of Able Davis in Capitol Picture Producers with offices here and
in
Denver.
Davis is negotiating for
Kenner, La. — Pete Fabacher will
Portland, Ore. — Andrew Saso some theatrical interests in Denver.
open the Eberle Theater soon. Fabacher has a theater in Laplace, until recently manager of the HamThe Orpheum has returned to
rick Music Box, will not only have straight films.
which he is closing.
charge of the new Orpheum, soon tc
Columbia's "One Night of Love"
New Orleans — Jack Stevenson, open, but also will supervise Ham- is in the fourth week of its run
film stunt flier, and his wife, Bette, rick's Oriental, which is reverting here, transferring to the Orpheum
after two weeks at the Studio.
to first-runs.
were visitors here this week.
Junior Decency League in Nebraska
Lynn, Mass. — Arthur J. Keenan,
Portland, Ore. — "A Girl of the
Neb. — The Junior League
manager of the Olympia here, has Limberlost" has gone into its sec of Lincoln,
is the newest outbreak
been transferred to the Merrimac ond week at the Broadway The- hereDecency
to
harrass
theaters in eastern
ater.
Nebraska.
Square in Lowell.
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« REVIEWS
Henrietta Crosman

"THE CURTAIN

in

FALLS"

hesterfield
67 mins.
FAIR DRAMA OF ACTRESS MASQUERADING AS NOBLEWOMAN
IN
fOMESTIC TANGLE, IS ONLY MILDLY
MPRESSIVE.
F Whether Miss Crosman has chosen to
abandon her natural sweetness for this
>le or whether the direction is responsible, the result is disappointing and does
lot meet with the impression that should
|ave clothed this portrayal. Finding herlelf destitute and knowing she is the
iouble of a certain noblewoman whose
/hereabouts are "unknown", Miss Croslan an actress of the old school, enters
he palatial home of John Scoresby, nephew
f the missing woman. She fools them
omplerely but soon finds that the home
; enveloped with intrigue, infidelity and
inhappiness. As soon as she discovers
{he domestic difficulties, she sets about
o correct the evils and winds up by
laving the host stage a household dinner
or her, at which all involved are present.
"hen and there she straightens matters
lit as her final role.
Cast: Henrietta Crosman, Dorothy Lee,
-lolmes Herbert, Natalie Mcorhead, John
)arrow, William Bakewell, Jameson
rhomas, Dorothy Revier, Edward Kane,
\ggie Herring, Tom Ricketts, Wilson
Jenge, Edward LeSaint, Bryant Washburn.
Job Fraser, Lloyd Ingraham, Jane Keckley,
ack Shutta, Fern Emmet.
Director, Charles Lamont; Author, Karl
irown; Editor, Roland Reed; Cameraman,
A. A. Andersen; Recording Engineer, Pete

lark.

Direction, fair.

Photography, good

"A SUCCESSFUL

FAILURE"

with William Collier Sr., Lucille Gleason
Sonogram
62 mins.
MILD DOMESTIC DRAMA WITH THIN
•LOT HANDLED WITHOUT IMAGINAriON OR DRAMATIC EFFECT.
There wasn't much of a story idea here
o start with, and it didn't get any help
n the adaptation, so that it comes out
is a rather weak and frequently illogical
lomestic yarn that may get by in the pop
louses. William Collier, Sr. is an elderly
lewspaperman with an oddly assorted
amily, including a couple of shiftless
;rownup children, continually egging him
•n to ask. for a raise. Instead he loses

is job. Russell Hopton, a young fellow/orker in love with Collier's daughter,
;ets sore at the editor and quits too.
Vithout letting the family know, Russell
iromotes the old man into a radio peronality who delivers homely advice and
uilds up a quick following, including his
wn folks who had thought him a flop,
lis identity is revealed when Collier is
lurt while interceding in a communist
neeting where his son, Russell Janney, is a
peaker.
And so to a happy finish.
Cast: William Collier, Sr., Lucille Gleaon, Russell Hopton, Gloria Shea, William
anney, Jameson Thomas, George Breaksan, Richard Tucker, Clarance Wilson,
rancis McDonald.
Director, Arthur Lubin; Author, Michael
'ane; Screen Play, Marion Orth; Cameranan, Jerry Ash; Recording Engineer, Ralph
'hugart. Editor, Jack Ogilvie.
Direction, tame
Photography,
fair

of FEATURES

and SHORTS
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SHORT SHOTS from
EASTERN STUDIOS

to help him prepare dinner. From
then on everything seems likely to
•By CHAS. ALICOATE;
blow up any minute as successive
mishaps occur, but it all works out
in diverting
fashion
and
the
cusJ_[OWARD
DA Eva
SILVA,
leading
player in
Le aGallienne
tomer is sold.
productions for five years, has been
signed for one of the leading roles
"The Black Sheep"
with Jimmy Savo in "Laugh Little
(Terry-Toon)
Clown", the Ben Hecht-Charles
Educational
6 mins. MacArthur film now in production
Good Cartoon
Easteim Service Studios, AsThis is the fable of the black in the toria,
L. I. The role will mark da
sheep whom the three little white Silva's introduction to the screen.
His next Broadway appearance will
"THUNDERSTORM," in Russian; oro- sheep refused to play with. When
duced by Soyuzfilm; directed by Vladimir he hollered "Wolf!" they ran awav be with Miss La Gallienne and
Petrof; with A. K. Tarasova, I. P. Zarou- until, having been fooled severa1
Ethel
in "L'Aiglon",
now in Barrymore
rehearsal.
bina, M. I. Jaroff, V. 0. Massalitinova, times, they staved on and one of
pt al. Distributed by Amkino. At the them was seized. The black sheep
Cameo.
effects a rescue and thus regains a
white coat. Subject is splendidly
Fairly good. Soviet production, minus ing.
Conchita Estravis, who won the
the usual heavy propaganda, dealing with animated and vocal score is amustitle of "Miss Cuba" in a recent
a neglected wife who turns her interest
beauty aontest there, has been
to another man. Fine photography is one
added to the cast of a two-reel
of the outstanding merits.
"Time On Their Hands"
Spanish musical short subject enwith Charles Carlile
(Song Hit Story)
In The
ringtitled,
Tito "Spain
Guizar
and Neck",
Armida,starat
SHORTS
Educational
12 mins.
the Brooklyn Vitaphone studio.
Tuneful Diversion
A slender thread of story affords
"Picturesque Portugal"
(Magic Carpet)
opportunity to place Chas. Carlile
Fox
6 mins. behind bars where he arrives just in
In addition to Miss Estravis and
Good
time to lend his splendid tenor voice
the
stars, the cast of "Spain in the
Aptly titled, this subject shows to the daily prison broadcast. Carlile
something of the colorful native sings two amusing prison songs and Neck" includes Antonio and Catalina
Cansinbs, Eleanor Tennis, Virdances, costumes and cities, the is given first-rate assistance by the
famous White Horse cavalry and Four Diplomats, a quartette, and the recting.ginia Sales, Roscoe Ails and Tony
that leading Portuguese industry, Eight Buccaneers, an excellent col- Marconi. Joseph Henabery is dilection of voices who also sing two
the training of bulls for the many
prison ditties. Ferde Grofe handled
bull rings throughout the country.
the musical direction in fine fashion.
Johnny Downs and Sallv Sweet in Windup is 0. K. Al Christie produced.
"Nifty Nurses"
HOLLYWOOD
with Billy Gilbert, Billy Wells, Elsie
Gilbert, Nelson McDowell,
August
"In
Foreign
Service"
(Adventures of Newsreel
Tollaire, Fred Holmes
and Claire
Cameraman)
Myers
7 mins.
Educational
21 mins. Fox
Hilarious Musical Comedy
This highly diverting trip to the
Scene is a hospital with a weird Orient and through most of Continental Europe affords a glimpse of
assortment of medicos. The key to
the kind of antics that go on can such sights as elephants fighting in
be obtained from Dr. Hofbrau, the Siam, Balinese whip fighters, Japanese fire-walkers, the basket boat
chief physician, who, while the hospital resounds with calls for him to men of Bagdad, Swiss yodelers, the
perform an emergency operation, is wooden shoe-makers in Holland and
perfecting a brew with the foam at other interesting clips.
the
bottom
the glass Windup
so it won't
get into
his of
mustache.
is a
"SCHUSS IM MORGENGRAUEN" ("A
Shot at Dawn"), in German; produced by
Ufa; directed by Alfred Zeisler; with Karl
Ludwig Diehl, Ery Bos, Fritz Odemar,
Theodor Loos, Peter Lorre, et al. At the
79th St. Theater.
Gangster and detective melodrama with
action revolving around a band of jewel
thieves makes fairly exciting entertainment that ought to satisfy the German
clientele.

r

PLAZA

Cleveland Chatter
hilarious operation scene, whose purpose is to recover a watch left in a
Cleveland — Ernest Schwartz,
patient. There is one excellent song
number, the dialogue is good, the president of the Exhibitors Association, is reported by hospital augirls pretty and the dances lively.
thorities to be resting comfortably
Songs and lyrics are by Will Jason following the recent shooting.
and Val Burton.
"Barretts of Wimpole Street" followed in the footsteps of "Chained"
Ernest Truex in
and moved from Loew's State,
where
it played to phenomenal busi"His Lucky Day"
with Josephine Dunn, Thurston Hall i
ness, to the Stillman with admission prices raised to the level of
and Thomas Manning
Educational
20 mins. the State scale. These are to only
two
pictures
to date which have
Very Good Comedy
Nicely-handled
and
very
well- been exhibited under this policy.
Adam Scholtas, formerly connectacted, ofthis
a fresh
ed with local RKO houses, has been
ment
old comedy
materialis that
makestreatfor 1
I
solid entertainment.
Ernest Truex, appointed assistant manager at
eighth vice-president of his com- Keith's East 105th St. theater succeeding Howard Higley, now manpany who has just asked for a raise,
ager of the Allen.
is enlisted by his boss to give a din- \ Majestic
Pictures Corp. has moved
■ner party for a hard-to-land customer. Truex arrives home to find his its localchangeexchange
to 308 Film ExBldg.
wife out and with only the laundress

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood
$2.50 up, Single
$3.00 up, Double

Special weakly and monthly rates

The Plaza is near every
thing to see and do in
Hollywood.
Ideal for business or pleasure.
Every room has private
dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every venience.
modern
Fine foodscon-at
reasonable prices. Convenient parking for your car.
Chas. Danziger, Mgr.
Eugene Stern, Pres.
The "Doorway of Hospitality"
Vine at Hollywood
Blvd.
HOLLYWOOD

9

Thank you, ED FAY, for
//

BIG HEARTED HERBERl
We're glad you asked us to buy this famous stage hit after you saw what
a riot it was on Broadway. Your fellow showmen will be proud of you
for inspiring one of the greatest film comedies of the year. Already your
judgment has been vindicated by such preview praise as "a laugh riot if
there ever was one," "a grand entertainment treat," "a swell answer to any
exhibitor's prayer." We give you all the credit for the idea
you'll give GUY
KIBBEE
and ALINE
for a pair of grand performances

MacMAHON
and

a lot of credit
we believe the

trade will give us credit for giving them the kind of shows they ask for!

-WARNER BROS.

itimatc

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Sixteen Years Old

in Character

iternational in Scope
idependent in Thought
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ajor Company Budgets Set at $110,000,000

REPORT MAXWELL BUYING G-B CONTROL
Exhibitor-Distributor Pacts on Price Cutting Ruled Unfair
Code Auth'y Issues Notice
Against Agreements on
Admission Cutting

Theater Loses Blue Eagle
Wash. Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — On recommendation of
the NRA compliance council, the Wonderland Theater, Minneapolis, owned by
John J. Campbell, yesterday was deprived of the right to use any NRA
insignia due to violations of the code's
wage and hour provisions.

B.I.P. and A.B.G. Chairman is Said to be Paying $15,000,000 for Ostrer and Fox
Interests in Gaumont-British

agreements between exhibiAny
ts and distributors authorizing the
London — That negotiations either have been concluded or
ormer to reduce admission prices
elow the minimum specified in a
are near closing between John Maxwell, chairman of British
lm contract shall be considered an
International Pictures and Associated British Cinemas, wherenfair trade practice and a viola- Business in the South
ion of the code, the Code Authority
by Maxwell gets controlling interest in Gaumont-British, was
Up
10%,
Says
Richards
as notified distributors throughout
learned
from reliable sources yesterday. Maxwell is underTheater
business
in
the
South,
as
he country.
stood
to
be buying the Ostrer and Fox Film interests in G-B
far
as
the
Saenger
houses
are
conA local board may order distribcerned, isapproximately 10 per cent for approximately $15,000,000.
tors to discontinue film service to
than a ofyear
accordingwho
to , Taiks on an affiliation of B.I.P. and G-B have been in proghe offender unless he restores ad- better
observations
E. ago±
V. Richards,
(Continued on Page 9)
ress
(Continued

SCALES BEING RAISED
BY COAST THEATERS

on

Page

9)

100 Portable Circuits in Operation

Chicago — About 100 portable circuits, with showmen using DeVry
portable sound-on-film equipment,
renting
films from regular exchanges
Los Angeles — Both Fox West
!oast and independents operating and giving performances on a onen this territory, numbering approxi- night basis at 15 cents for adults
mately 60, are increasing admission and a dime for kids, are operating
rice scales coincidental with the at present in the U. S., it is esti(Continued on page 9)
mated by Elmer Pearson, general
manager of Herman A. DeVry, Inc.
There are several thousand towns
Charlotte Agency to Book with
a population of from 500 to
Vaude for Wilby Theaters 1,500 that do not have movie the(Continued on Page 12)
Charlotte, N. C— A booking
gency, headed by Charles Mack of
Ltlanta, is to be opened here as a
ivision of the North Carolina Theters-Palmetta Amusement - Wilby
ircuit. It will supply weekly stage
hows to houses in the Carolinas,
'ennessee, Georgia, Alabama and
'lorida.
Suggests Code Clause
Vest Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

for several weeks and rumors published thus far have

DAILY

Kuykendall to Speak
At S.M.P.E. Meeting
Ed Kuykendall, president of the
M. P. T. O. A., and Mrs. Frances
Taylor Patterson, Director of Photoplay Appreciation at Columbia
University will be the main speakers at the get-together luncheon to
be held on the first day of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers
convention at the Pennsylvania Hotel on Oct. 29, according to W. C.
(Continued on Page

12)

$110,000,000 to be Spent
On 425 Features, 811 Shorts
Covering Film Carriers

No Compromise Drafted
The exhibitor Emergency Committee
has no intention of offering a compromise plan when it meets with E. C.
Mills of Ascap this morning at his
office, members stated yesterday. No
counter-proposal has been drafted, it
was declared, but the committee is
willing to listen to whatever modifications of the new music tax scale Asap
may put forward.

Detroit — A separate amendment
to the trucking code covering the
specialized activity of film truckers
was suggested by Harold Shertz, associate counsel of the Code Authority for the trucking industry, in his
talk to the National Film Carriers
convention which opened Monday at
the Hotel Statler, Fifty delegates
from coast to coast came here for
the confab.

San Francisco — Major companies
have an aggregate budget of $110,000,000 for 425 features and 811
shorts to be produced under announced 1934-35 programs, according to a statement by the Bank of
America N. T. & S. A. (California).
The bank report adds that a total
of 30,000 or more persons, as compared with 27,000 three years ago,
are to be(Continued
employed
directly in the
on Page 12)

had it that G-B was taking over
B.I.P. instead of Maxwell becoming
the controlling factor.
The move
would combine about
(Continued on Page 9)

G-F-T-A EXHIBIT UNIT
ALIGNS WITH ALLIED
Atlanta — The Georgia-FloridaTennessee - Alabama Independent
Theaters Ass'n, recently formed and
with Ike Katz as president, voted
(Continued
Page 11)Ass'n at
to join the
Alliedon States

North Carolina Getting
Three New Theaters
Charlotte, N. C— Theater construction has taken a spurt in this
state. Smith and Barnwell are
building (Continued
a house inon Burlington,
RobPage 9 J
Warner Denies Philly Yarn
H. M. Warner, president of Warner
Bros., yesterday denied a newspaper
story from Philadelphia to the effect
that he or his company had acquired
four houses in that territory at a cost
of $1,645,000. Theaters named in the
report were the Tower at 69th St.,
UpperveltDarby;
Frankford
theaters inthe
Frankford
and and
the RooseNixon
West
Philadelphia.
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"Blue Light" Holding Over
"The Blue Light"
held
the 55th
over for a second weekis atbeing
St. Playhouse.

Philadelphia — A new system of
transmitting entire messages, maps
and pictures directly on ordinary
paper at the rate of a full lettersized sheet every eight minutes was
described last nigrht to members of
the Institute of Radio-Engineers by
Charles J. Young, research engineer
of the RCA Victor Co. Young develtories.oped the system in the Victor laboraFox Holds Reception for C. E. Munro
C. E. Munro, managing director
of Fox theater interests in Australia, who is in New York for conferences with Fox officials, was
guest of honor at a reception last
night at the New York Athletic
Club. Among the guests were: S
R. Kent, Winfield .Sheehan, W. a
Michel, Svdney Towell, W. Eadi£,
Truman Talley, Laurence Stallings.
Felix Jenkins, E. P. Kilroe, HuntLovelace, John D. Clark, William
Clark, C. P. Sheehan, Roger Ferri,
Charles E. McCarthy, Arch Reeve.
Earl Wingart. James Clark. Clarence
Hill. W. J. Kupper, E. C. Collins,
Jack Sichelrhan, Nat Finkler, Harry
Lawrenson, Frank Harris, Louis Hyman, Sam Fox, Leonard Greene.
Harvey Day, E. W. Hammons, A1
Boyd, Mark Ostrer, Jeffrey Bernerd.
Michael Balcon, Arthur Lee, Georerp
Weeks, Lou Guimond, I. A. Maas. M
L. Ahern, A. T. Stromberg and Max
Coosman.
Making Industrial Film in Color
F. Lyle Goldman, director of
Theatrical Division of Audio Productions, has left for Hollywood to
superintend photographing: of the
rhree-color Technicolor cartoon comedy. "Once Upoh^a Time," for
Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. The
Vack and white version of th.e picture has been completed.

Tomorrow is the deadline for filing objections or suggestions concerning the modification of the code
proposed by the Code Authority
which seeks to make permanent the
time for filing assents to the code.
Recommendations must be submitted
to Division Administrator Sol. A.
Rosenblatt, Room 4221, Dept. of
Commerce
Building, Washington,
D.
C.
Irvin Cobb to Write Metro Feature
West

Coast Bureau

of^ THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Irvin S. Cobb, who
has been working in comedy short
features at the Hal Roach studio,
has been engaged by M-G-M to
write an original story for the current season's production schedule.
Several Cobb stories have been
^adapted for pictures, and one,
"Judge Priest", was recently completed as a Will Rogers starring
vehicle for Fox.
Charles Kenneth
Joins Principal
Charles Kenneth, formerly with
Fox has joined the Principal Exh
change sales force to handle the
Jersey territory.

» DATE BOOK,
Today: National Film
Statler Hotel, Detroit.

Oct. 3-4: Annual convention of Allied In
dependent Theater Owners of Wisconsii
Hotel
Schroeder,
Milwaukee.
Oct. 5: Meeting of Independent Theater Own
ers of Ohio to discuss state admission til
situation,
Netherland-Plaza Hotel, Cinciil
nati.
Oct. 6:
Catholic Actors Guild tea, Hotel Astoi
New York.
3 to 8 P. M.
Oct. 7-8:
Annual
convention
of
Arkansas,
Mississippi
(Tri-State),
Memphis.

Pres.

Oct.

World's Largest Stock Shot
Library. Over 20 Million Ft.
729-7th Ave. N.Y.C. BRyant 9-4417

M.P.TJjl
Tennesse

12:
Annual Golf Tournament and Dinner
Dance
sponsored
by The
Philadelphia
El
hibitor, LuLu Temple Country Club, Philoi'
delphia.

Jet. burgh.
14:
Pittsburgh
Variety
Club's
Sixth At)
nual Banquet,
William
Penn
Hotel,
Pitts
Oct. 24:
Annual convention of Motion Pictur
Theater
Owners
of Washington,
Seattle.
Oct.

29-Nov.
1:
Pennsylvania,

Nov

3:
ball,

S.M.P E. Fall
New
York.

Meeting

Cleveland
Variety
Club's
Hotel Statler. Cleveland.

first

Hotel
annul

Nov. 12: Annual ball sponsored by Motion Pic!
ture Post of American Legion, Hotel Statle
Boston.

L. A. Exhibs at Zoning Hearing
Five Los Angeles exhibitors wi)
Latin Paper Adding Film Page
attend the hearing to be held todaj
Santo Domingo, R. D. — "Diario by the Code Authority on the zoriini
del Commercio", daily newspaper in and clearance plan drafted for tha
Spanish, will hereafter devote a full territory- They are: Ben Berinsteir
page to film news. The sheet cir- Harry Halper of Warner Bros
culates throughout the Dominican Harry Hicks, Harry Choiner am
Milton Arthur.
Republic.

18 Indies Day-and-Date Film
Philadelphia — Eighteen independent neighborhood exhibitors here
have joined in a day-and-date showing of "Take the Stand", Liberty
picture, starting Oct. 13. The deal
includes a cooperative campaign.
John Golder, Hollywood Film Exchange branch manager, handled the
negotiations.
Grainger on Western Trip
James R. Grainger, Universal
distribution chief, left yesterday for
the coast on a five-week trip. Besides visiting Universal City to confer with Carl Laemmle, Jr., before
the latter leaves on his trip to
Europe, Grainger plans to close several western deals.

"Peck" Gomersall Back on Job
E. T. "Peck" Gomersall returned
to his desk at Universal yesterday
after being laid up for two months
due to injuries received in falling
off a horse. He was welcomed back
with an open house reception.

of
and

Oct. 12: Annual convention of Theater Owner
of Oklahoma, Oklahoma City.

General Film Library, Inc.
M. J. KANDEL,

Carriers convention!

"Cheer up, sir—there 's
HAPPINESS AHEAD9

GREAT TRIUMPH
FOR THIS GREAT FOX PICTURE
The applause that resounds through the
Music Hall will re-echo
around the nation!

SOON all America will be singing its praises and
pushing to see the production that is now thrilling
New York in its Radio City showing. And everyone
will be the happier for seeing its impetuous romance
. . . hearing its tantalizing tunes . . . marveling at its
colorful multitudes and amazing spectacles.

CHARLES BOYER
LORETTA YOUNG
JEAN PARKER
PHILLIPS HOLMES
LOUISE FAZENDA
EUGENE PALLETTE
C. AUBREY
SMITH
CHARLEY GRAPEWIN
NOAH
BEERY
Executive Producer, Robert T. Kane.
Directed by Erik Charell. Screen Play and
Dialogue, Samson Raphaelson. Continuity
by Robert Liebmann. From a story by Melchior
Lengyel. Music by Werner Richard Heymann.
Lyrics by Gus Kahn.
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TIMELY TOPICS

EXPLOITETTES

Play is More Difficult
To Film Than a Novel

Big Dealer Tieups
Boost Premiere
HPHE local premiere of "The
Affairs of Cellini," 20th
Century production released
through United Artists, was
ushered in at the Rivoli theater,
N. Y. City, with an effective
exploitation campaign which for
three weeks in advance centered
attention on the "Cellini" opening. One of the highlights of
the campaign was a series of
tie-ups arranged with three
local newspapers, reaching almost a million people daily, and
each running the serialization
on the picture and giving it a
two-week advance huild-up.
The "Daily Mirror," "II Progresso" and the VCorriere Di
America" utilized the serialization and gave the theater complete coverage hy mentioning
the picture's opening at the
Rivoli. The "Daily Mirror," in
addition to the serialization
which appeared with large cuts,
used 300 trucks which were
posted with special posters
plugging the picture's engagement at the Rivoli. Co-operative ads, resulting in the picture securing additional publicity, were arranged with Best
& Co., on a Cellini coiffeur tieup which carried mention of the
picture in a 400 line ad. Busch
jewelry used a cut of Constance Bennett in plugging their
jewelry and Vim Radio also
mentioned "The Affairs of Cellini" in all of their local ads.
The Black, Starr and Frost
window, located at 49th Street
and 5th Avenue, carried an impressive display on "Cellini."
The entire background of the
display was a reproduction of
Cellini's workshop with samples of his medals and art work.
Appropriate cards mentioned
the theater and picture's engagement.
—Rivoli, N. Y. City.

SHOWMAN'S

REMINDER

Stock candy machines with chocolate
bars now that cool weather is here.
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• •
• RAMBLES OF A RAMBLING REPORTER
Now that the clocks are once more marking time with the sun
and there's a bit of chill in the air
some of those
news breaks promised for autumn should come through
Thought we had a scooperino about an important theater executive who threatened to go into production in a BIG way
in order to get films for his houses
but Time and
Patience have cured his ills

• •
• THIS MORNING'S mail was non-productive
except for a notice from the Jacob Schreiber circuit in Detroit
telling about Dr. L. Lee Krauss the efficiency expert (no
less) for the Schreiber theaters
Ohmygosh!
B. S.
Moss has a story up his sleeve, or we're mistaken
swell
letter from a side-kick up in Providence enclosing news-clips
telling of the wonderful reception to George M. Cohan
the
local boy who made good
and who starts a 36-week tour
with "Ah, Wilderness" The lads up there are already making bets on the first week's gross for the H. B. Franklin pix,
"Gambling,"
starring George M.
when it plays the old
home
town
T
T
T
•
we
his
two

•
• THERE'S ONE STORY that'll never get out
hope ...... it's about a circuit operator who is shivering in
Walkovers because a couple of the majors discovered
sets of books on grosses
in his office
For Shame!
Must run up and gladhand Tom Waller who has started
with the Paramount publicity department
understand the
"Variety" staff, headed by Sid Silverman, tossed a swell farewell party to Tom the other night
and while we're in the
building, we'll drop in on George Schaefer, who has taken considerable interest in football this year
as George, Jr., is
on the Exeter eleven

• • • LEE OCHS POSTCARDS from Barcelona that he
and Phil Reisman were out to see the actual place where the
bull is thrown
"not that we need lessons," sez Lee
Must get a look at that walking stick the Columbia lads presented to George Brown
at the Empey Club yesterday ....
maybe it's the one Jimmy Cunningham borrowed from us six
months ago
they say that Ben Atwell made the giftspeech in swell style
Guess we'll stay at home tonight
and hear Mary Pickf oid's first broadcast in a new series
at 8 o'clock over an NBC coast-to-coast network
she'll
offer "The Church Mouse" with Gail Borden as her male lead.

• •
• NED DEPINET
is telling the world that RKO's
latest two-reeler, "Songs of the College," is the real McCoy
and that "La Cucuracha," RKO's Technicolor short has been
booked to start tomorrow at the Roxy for an indefinite run
with a three-week minimum
which is some doin's
Mustn't forget that free lunch today with Morris Kinzler
of the Roxy
he has promised to bring Anna May Wong
along it's strange that, although Miss Wong is featured
in "Chuterday
Chin Chow," she saw the picture for the first time yes-

T

T

T

• • • WELL IT'S TIME to get going
plenty to see
Plenty to watch
plenty to report
funny what
a small cemmunity Broadway becomes when you're continually
pacing it from end to end
and it seems so mysterious
and gigantic to the provincials
but although it's paved
with asphalt instead of tan bark
once it gets under your
skin
it's there to stay

t<

€<

«

»

»
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CONTRARY
to popular
ion, it is much
more opindifficult to make
a good picture
from a stage play, even a sue- I
cessful one, than from a novel
or a story written especially
for the screen.
There are several reasons for this, most important of which is the physical construction of the stage.
A story written to fit three or
four settings, or less, must undergo complete physical change
before it is acceptable material
for the perambulatory camera.
"The
Barretts
of
Wimpok |
Street", for example, as presented on the stage was played
in a single setting.
There was
none of the sweep and movement which are considered the
prime requisites of a motion
picture.
Through careful work
on the script we managed, I
think, to carry the story sufficiently into the open for the
new medium — still guarding the
"dark tower" feeling which is
so intrinsically part of the play.
One of our principal problems,
obviously, is that of condensation. In actual running time
a play is almost twice as long
as a film.
Half the dialogue
must be deleted and the re
mainder
fitted innto new settings and against
different
backgrounds.
thing is to do Thethis importan'
withou
sacrificing the original flavor o
the play itself, in such a wa;
that the main thread of th
story is preserved intact am
the auditor is unaware of th
telescoping and sometimes com
plete cutting of scenes.
Onc»
primary
technical the camera,
difncultie- J
are surmounted,
think, is better able than th<
stage to carry us to the cor<
of a play.
It must be remem
bered that the auditor's viev
never varies in the theater am
he has not the benefit of "close
ups"
which
register
ever;
nuance of subtlety and chang
for all patrons of the pictur
house.
Even in Hollywood th
play is the thing. We are grate
ful for good plays, we respec
them and in translating ther
to the new medium we try ou
level best to do right by then
We realize we can get a goo
motion picture only by guard
ing
our lives
essenc
and with
structure
whichthe make
play important or significant.
— Sidney Franklii

Look forward wi
0 C T 0

NOVl4n^E
D E <tl MJH R
Already this season, FOX has given, you such hits as "The
Cat's Paw".. ."Servants' Entrance^... "Judge Priest." For the
coming three months FOX is/producing hits just as great...
and more oftHetn! Arialyze the new pictures on the following
pages, (^mpar^them/with other offerings. And prepare
to make next quarter's busihess an even greater pleasure . . .

with these FOX Pictures

An Erik Charell
Production

Feature Program

CARAVAN
with

CHARLES BOYER
LORETTA YOUNG
JEAN PARKER
Phillips Holmes
Louise Fazenda

OCTOBER

Eugene Pallette
C. Aubrey Smith
Charley
Noah Grapewin
Beery

Executive Producer, Robert T. Kane
Directed by Erik Charell

JACKIE
COOPER
in

America's First Actor

SY
'
K
C
E
P
D
O
A
B
B

GEORGE

M.

COHAN

with

Thomas Meighan
Jackie Searl
O. P. Heggie
Dorothy Peterson
A Sol Lesser Production
Directed by Edward F. Cline

MARIE
GALANTE
with

SPENCER TRACY
KETTI GALLIAN
Ned Sparks, Helen Morgan, Siegfried
Rumann, Leslie Fenton, Arthur Byron,
Jay C. Flippen and Stepin Fetchit
Produced by Winfield Sheehan
Directed by Henry King

GAMBLING
with

Wynne

Gibson

Dorothy Burgess

A Harold B. Franklin Production
Directed by Rowland V. Lee

li

MUSIC IN
THE AIR
Music by Jerome Kern
Lyric and libretto by Oscar Hammerstein, 2nd
with

GLORIA
SWANSON
and JOHN BOLES
DOUGLASS MONTGOMERY
JUNE LANG
Al Shean, Reginald Owen, Joseph Cawthorn

An Erich Pommer Production
Directed by Joe May

Feature Program
for
NOVEMBER
WARNER
BAXTER
HELL IN THE
HEAVENS
in

with

CONCHITA MONTENEGRO
RUSSELL HARDIE
Herbert Mundin
Andy Devine
Ralph Morgan
Produced by Al Rockett
Directed by John Blystone

LOTTERY LOVER
starring

LEW AYRES
"PAT" PATERSON
Peggy Fears
Ned Sparks
An Al Rockett Production
Directed by William Thiele

THE FIRST
WORLD WAR
Secret Films from Nations' Archives

Edited by LAURENCE
STALLINGS
Produced by
Truman Talley

Feature Program

SHIRLEY
TEMPLE
BRIGHT EYES
in

with

JAMES

DECEMBER

DUNN

A Sol M.Wurtzel Production
Directed by David Butler

THE WHITE
PARADE
with

LORETTA YOUNG
JOHN BOLES
Muriel Kirkland
Dorothy Wilson
Joyce Compton
Astrid Allwyn
Polly Ann Young
A Jesse L. Lasky Production
Directed by Irving Cummings

Again FOX
takes the prizes

Harold Bell Wright's

WHEN A
MAN'S A MAN
starring

GEORGE
O'BRIEN
Produced by Sol Lesser
Directed by Edward F. Cline

with

Richard Arlen
Ralph Bellamy
Henry B. Walthall
and Stepin Fetchit
A Jesse L. Lasky Production
Directed by James Cruze

for a line-up
solid with
successes!
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MAXWELL REPORTED
BUYING G-B CONTROL
(Continued from Page

1)

50 of the most important theaters
n Great Britain, including 350 in
he G-B group and about 200 in the
\.B.C. circuit.
It is further understood that the
•ecently launched campaign by G-B
for increased distribution and exhibition of its product in the U. S.
would not be curtailed under the
lew control.
"I don't know anything about
uch a deal," was the comment of
Sidney R. Kent, president of Fox,
yesterday, referring to the report
that Fox was selling its interest in
British-Gaumont.

North Carolina Getting
Three New Theaters
(Continued from Page

1)

ert L. Steele is putting up a theater in Rockingham and Morehead
City is to have a new house to be
L. Gutnamed by the public. ofR. the
New,
schalk is now manager
's,
formerly Everybody
at Old Fort.
The Old Broadway at Mt. Airy has
been renamed the Earle by Boone
and Benbow, while Jack Ross now
has the Carolina at Menbane.
Liberty Signs Harris Circuit
Liberty's entire new program has
been booked by the Harris Circuit
of seven houses in the metropolitan
area. Hairy Harris acted for the
circuit, while Jack Bellman and Irving Brossman closed the deal for
Hollywood Film Exchanges, local
distributor.

Coming

and

ERNST LUBITSCH is due in New York within
the next
way plays.several days to look over the Broad-

JOSEPH H. SEIDELMAN returns
York tomorrow on the Manhattan.

JOE BOYLE
the Coast.

BARBARA BARONDESS
York
from
Hollywood.

to

New

has arrived in New

FRANKLIN UNDERWOOD, 20th Century story
editor, leaves New York Sunday for the Coast.
VERA
wood.

CASPARY

is in New

York from Holly-

JOSEPH M. SCHENCK, now in Mexico, is
due in New York next week via Havana and
Florida.
ERIC LINDEN has arrived in New York from
Hollywood and is stopping at the St. Moritz.
He plans to spend
a month
in the east.
JAMES R. GRAINGER, Universal sales chief,
left yesterday for the coast.
PHIL REISMAN returns from abroad today
on the Paris, which also brings EDWARD V.
DARLING and BENITA HUME.
IDA LUPINO, British actress who has been
working on the coast in Paramount pictures,
sails for England on the Aquitania today for
a short vacation. She is accompanied by her
mother. PATRICIE EDGAR WALLACE, daughship.
ter of the late writer, also sails on the same
WYNNE

GIBSON,

having completed

her role

in H. B. Franklin's production of "Gambling"
at the Astoria studio, has left for Hollywood
to begin work in a new RKO film.
LEON GARGANOFF, producer and manager
of Lianofilm of Paris, arrives in New York
today
on the Paris.
WILL ROGERS
World Series.
HARRY
en route
plans for

has gone to Detroit for the

EDINGTON
and BARBARA
from
the coast
to New
a European
trip.

KENT s
York
with

Cincinnati Briefs

Harry Royster has arrived from
Buffalo to manage the Paramount
in Hamilton and Strand in Middletown, both Paramount houses.
Bunn

P. A. Parsons
Rita

LaRoy

James
R. Grainger
Henry
Clive
Charles Furthman
Frank B. Good
Leo McCarey
Warner Oland
Claude Allister
Lou
Guimond

Going

MERRITT HULBURD, head of the Paramount
Hollywood studio editorial department, arrives
in New York today on the Broadway
Limited.

Cincinnati — Maurice White, associate of Ike Libson, is reported taking over the Hollywood, suburban
house.
Eddie Fontaine of Paramount will
Seidelman Ends Foreign Tour
honored with a "Fontaine Week"
After contacting Columbia offices be
drive next month on his promotion
abroad, Joseph H. Seidelman arrives to Chicago branch manager.
in New York tomorrow on the ManWilbur Hetherington, RKO bookhattan. He has been away since
June. Seidelman has named Odd dict.er, is rumored as soon to be a beneBiornstad as supervisor for Scandinavia and Finland, with headGeorge Gomersall, Universal's
quarters in Stockholm.
Kentucky representative, is seriously ill. Krieger of Universal is back
Paul
from a territory tour during which
he signed the J. Real Neth circuit.
Opening of the Orpheum has been
delayed by labor troubles.
Sam Kramer, U. A. representative, narrowly escaped death a few
days ago when his car sideswiped
a freight train. The car was demolished.

C. W.

RULING BARS PACTS
ON GUTTING PRICES

Releasing College Short
"Songs of the Colleges", a short
glorifying the songs of leading colleges and universities, is being released by RKO this month coincident with the opening of the football season.

has arrived in New

York

from

SAMMY LEE, who has been dance director
at the Fox studios for the past year, is returning to New
York
for a musical
show.
GEORGE RAFT and WILLIAM
have planed east from
Hollywood.

FRAWLEY

FRANK CRAVEN and MURIEL KIRKLAND
after a year on the coast, are returning to
Broadway for a play, "Oedipus Wrecks," which
goes in rehearsal next week.
CONSTANCE BENNETT
today on the Paris.

returns from

abroad

ROBERT MOCHRIE of Warners, RAY O'BRIEN
of RKO and SAM GALANTY of Columbia were
in Cincinnati last week.
EDWARD GOLDEN, Monogram sales manager,
returned yesterday from a brief sales trip af
far as Cleveland.
HASSARD SHORT
today on the Queen

and IRVING BERLIN sai
of Bermuda for Bermuda.

JOAN LOWELL left for Chicago on the 20th
Century yesterday to open a personal appearance engagement at the Playhouse with her
RKO
Van
Beuren
picture,
"Adventure
Girl."
2I0N MYERS, associate producer for RKO
and WILLIAM SEITER, director, arrived in New
York yesteday from Boston where they viewed
"Roberta," which RKO will film with Irene
Dunne,
Ginger
Rogers
and
Fred Astaire.
ESTELLE ETTERRE, who recently worked in
"Student Tour" for M-G-M, has arrived in
New York from the Coast.

SAM BENJAMIN, Amity Exchange manager,
left for Oklahoma City yesterday after conofficials.
office
ferring with home
KATHRYN BLAKE, of the Amity office, returned on "The
Bermuda" yesterday
from a vacation Queen
on the ofislands.

Will Address Okla. Meet
President Ed Kuykendall of the
M. P. T. O. A. on Oct. 12 addresses
the annual convention of the Theater Owners of Oklahoma at Oklahoma City. Jack Miller, Chicago
M. P. T. O. A. leader, is also scheduled to attend and speak. Kuykendall will make the trip from New
Orleans after addressing a convention of hotel men.

(Continued from Page

1)

mission prices to the license agreetion. ment figure, states the communicaComplaints filed by exhibitors alleging violation of Article V-E,
Parted that
3, Section
"have revealnumerous1 (b),
respondents,
upon
notice of a complaint filed against
them,
have obtained from distributhority.
tors authorization to reduce admission prices subsequent to the filing
of the complaint or subsequent to
the order issued by the local grievance board," according to the Au-

Scales Being Raised
By Coast Theaters
1)

(Continued from Page

fall season. The Skouras-operated
circuit has jumped admissions from
5 to 10 cents, with tops at approximately 50 cents. Indie houses participating in the move have gone
from an average of a 15 cents top
to 25 and 35 cents.

Business in the South
Up (Continued
10%, Says
from PageRichards
1)
is now in New York. Net has not
proportionately increased, however,
stated.
owing to added operation costs he
Law Firm is Dissolved
The law firm of Graham & Reynolds, which handled the J. P.
Quittner anti-trust suit against
Paramount and other important motion picture litigations, has been dissolved. H. Walter Reynolds has established his own office in the Bar
Building, 36 West 44th St.

Edward Golden Makes Sales Trip
Edward Golden, sales manager
for Monogram, returned yesterday
Move Darro Stamp Club Hdqs.
from a visit to exchanges in Albany,
Headquarters of the Frankie Pittsburgh and Cleveland. He
Darro Picture Stamp Club, which
checked up on conditions and arexploits the Mascot serials, "Burn
ranged several first-run deals on
'Em Up Barnes" and "Law of the "Jane Eyre" and 'Girl of the LimWild", have been moved from Minneapolis to New York, with offices
Kussell to Stage Dances
in the Majestic exchange. Nick
Goldberg and Max Libman, who have berlost".
Maurice Kussell, just back from
been handling this exploitation, are the coast, has been signed to stage
now in New York making arrange- the dances for the new Lew Brown
cities. ments for additional offices in key
show, "Calling All Stars," which
goes
into byWarner's
was set
the Joe Hollywood.
Rivkin office.Deal
Samuelson in Atlanta
SUNSET PROJECTION
& DUBBING
ENTERPRISE
Sidney E. Samuelson, Allied presSid Smith
Johnny Morgan
ident, addressed. the recently-formed
PRODUCERS & PUBLIC PROJECTION ROOM
G. T. A. Theater Owners Assn. in
COMPLETE DUBBING & SCORING SERVICE
Atlanta yesterday. Owing to his
All facilities of a major projection room.
absence from New York, no meeting
Can match into any sound truck.
6048
Sunset
Blvd.
of the Allied Theaters of New
Call Hollywood 9480 for appointment
Jersey was held. Next session is
planned for Tuesday of next week.
Hollywood, Calif.

DAILY

A "LITTLE" from HOLLYWOOD

By RALPH WILK
BARRYMORE will have

ment, Director Lambert Hillyer has
men Must Dress," Monogram film
started work on the second of this featuring
winners of the Monogram
series of Columbia action dramas. Agfa-Ansco talent contest. Barker
the principal role in "Vampires
of Prague," a new mystery drama by "Stake Out," the title of the new previously had been assigned to direct "The Healer" which was shelved
Tod Browning and Guy Endore, soon photoplay, was written and also
for the screen by Hillyer. until next spring due to casting difto go into production at the M-G-M prepared
ficulties. Barker will also assist Mrs.
Bruce
Cabot
and
Judith
Allen
have
studios. Browning directed most of
Dorothy Reid in making tests of the
roles.
Lon Chaney's best-known crime and the leading T
Y ▼
various winners in the talent conmystery melodramas, writing many
test. Edward Joseph is working on
of the stories himself, while Endore
Paul Muni's new starring picture, "Bordertown," was completed the script.
is author of "The Werewolf of
yesterday at the Warner studios,
Paris" and "Babouk."
and Muni is starting active preparaCarl Laemmle Jr. announces a
tions for his next appearance in
Eugene Walter, playwright, has "Black Hell," soon to go into pro- new star for the Universal program,
duction.
been engaged by Carl Laemmle, Jr.
Baby Jane, the three-year-old
actress who has already made three
» ▼ Y
to adapt "Magnificent Obsession,"
by Lloyd C. Douglas, as a starring
To the cast of "The Good Fairy," pictures, is working on her fourth,
vehicle for Douglas Montgomery, now in production at Universal, Carl and will become a star in her fifth
who is in New York at the present Laemmle Jr. has added the name of production. The baby was known as
time waiting a call to the coast. As Hugh O'Connell. "The Good Fairy," Juanita Quigley when she first came
by Ferenc Molnar, stars Margaret on the Universal lot. The picture
Obsession" is Sullavan and Herbert Marshall and in which Baby Jane will star is
a book,
now
in its"Magnificent
thirty-fifth edition.
the cast includes Frank Morgan, called "Straight from the Heart," a
Alan Hale, Beulah Bondi, Reginald B. F. Zeidman production, written
First National has given Aline Owen and Peggy Montgomery, who by Doris Anderson.
MacMahon, who is now on vacation will be remembered ten years ago
as Baby Peggy. It is under the diin New York, a new contract.
Conral Nagel, for many years a
rection of William Wyler.
T
▼
▼
leading film favorite, is launched on
another
period of screen activity,
Reginald Barker has been asPhyllis Coghlan is the latest player
signed by Paramount
for one of
signed
by
Trem
Carr
to
direct
"Woto be added to the cast of "The
will
Right To Live." First Nationalof the
place the screen adaptation
Somerset Maugham play in production within the next few days. The
cast is headed by Josephine Hutchinson, George Brent, Peggy Wood,
Colin Clive and Henrietta Crosman.
By CHARLES ALICOATE*
and Arthur Jarrett with Sylvia
J^OWLAND V. LEE, who has just Froos, Virginia Fairfax and Warren
completed directing George M.
Harry Joe Brown, Jr., was one
month old yesterday. The mother Cohan in "Gambling", the Harold Hull in the leading roles, is the first
is Sally Eilers, and the father is
of a series of two-reelers for renow a producer at the Warner B. Franklin production, at the Eastern Service studios, will postpone
lease in Educational's "Frolics of
studios.
his trip to England, where he is to Youth" series and scheduled to go
T ▼ T
into production the first part of next
Several new players were added direct "Ivanhoe", in order to com- week at the Eastern Service studio.
plete the supervision of the cutting
this week to the cast of Claude
TIONEL

▼

T

t

Short Shots from Eastern Studios

Rains picture, "The Man Who Re- of "Gambling". •
claimed His Head," at Universal
City. They are G. P. Huntley, Jr.,
"Girl From Paradise," a two-reel
Lois January, Wallace Ford, Anderson Lawler, Judith Wood and Valerie musical with Sylvia Froos, Frank
Hobson.
Luther, George Shelton, N.T.G. and
his Paradise girls and Johnny Johnson and his orchestra, will be comMary Astor will join Lyle Talbot
pleted tomorrow at the Eastern Serand Roscoe Karns in the cast of
vice studio for Educational release.
Warner's "Racing Luck." Miss Astor Al Christie is producing and directwill start work in this picture iming the short from the story by
mediately upon her return to HollyWilliams and Marcy Klauwood from her New York vacation. Charles
ber, with George Weber doing the
camera work and Fred Scheld assisting on the direction.
Climaxing a varied and hectic
career, Douglas Blackley has arrived in Hollywood to be launched
on the screen by Paramount with
A beautiful Long Island estate
whom he signed a contract recent- has been rented by the Van Beuren
ly. Though in his early twenties, Corp. for the shooting of actual
Blackley has been a banker, boxer, photographic scenes that will later
be combined with a cartoon sequence
farmer,andable-bodied
artists'
model
actor, and seaman,
was on his
way
"Underwater
Follies,"
a Burt
to becoming an advertising man for
Gillett
Toddle Tale
scheduled
for
when Hollywood beckoned.
RKO Radio release.

Michael Dalmatoff, Russian actor,
singer and producer, has been assigned one of the leading roles in
"Laugh Little Clown", the film
being produced in Eastern Service
Studios by Ben Hecht and Charles
MacArthur for Paramount release.
Dalmatoff
joins a cast headed by
Jimmy Savo.
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TOTS
the
principal
in "One
Late."
He will roles
be featured
withHour
Jo#
Morrison and Helen Twelvetrees.
I
Henry Fonda, New //York leading
man who will be seen on Broadwajj
this season in "Rome Haul," is the,
latest player to be signed to a Ions
term contract by Walter Wangeri
The producer, who has "The Presi-J
dent Vanishes" before the cameras
as the first of six pictures for Para4
mount release, is gradually building
up a list of contract players. Charlea
Boyer and Peggy Conklin are others
already signed by Wanger.
T

T

T

Three
plavers
were added
this
week to "The Great Ziegfeld." They
are Baby Jane, and Shaw and Lee,
comedians
who appeared in many
Broadway
musical
comedies
and
revues. This comedy team augments
a cast which so far includes William Powell, who will portray the
late Florenz Ziegfeld himself, Fanny
Brice, who will play herself, and
Harriet Hoctor, premier danseuse.
Seymour Felix will stage and direct
the dances and ballets, it is announced by Producer William Anthony McGuire. The music is being
especially written by Walter Donaldson and Gus Kahn.

:
<
•
■
:
•
.
.
■

Tests are now being conducted all ^ *
over the United States by AgfaAnsco Corporation
and Monogram
Pictures Corporation to select potential star material to be first seen in
Monogram's
forthcoming
special
"Women Must Dress."
Tests were :
begun
yesterday
of contestants
selected in the Eastern part of the-:
country.
Seven byyoung
been selected
the women
judges have';
fori
screen tests in New York and a like*
number
will face the cameras
in
four
other
centrally
located
cities,'
including Atlanta, Dallas, Chicago!
and Hollywood.
Judges of the con-1
test are Trem Carr, vice president in J

charge
of production
for Monogram,
Carl Laemmle,
Jr., Universal,
Eric '
von Stroheim, director, Carl Freund,
director and Rian James, scenarist.'
Of the 25 people tested five will be
chosen as winners and will be sent
to Hollywood with all expenses paid
by Agfa-Ansco to make silent and
sound
tests
at the
Monogram
•
Studios in Hollywood under the direction of Mrs. Wallace Reid, preparatory to appearing in their first
Work on "The Bad Penny", the
in Monogram's
next Select production, is scheduled professional
"Women
Must rolesDress."
The outto get under way the latter part of
standing personality of these five
this month, according to William contestants will be signed to a ten
week guaranteed contract and the
Saal.
other four will appear in pictures
under
banners.the Monogram and Universal
To insure accuracy and add a
▼
T
T
touch of Oriental splendor, a special staff of Japanese artists has
George Waggner will write the
been engaged to work on "Japanese screen play for "The Nut Farm,"
Lanterns," an original creation and John C. Brownell's Broadway stage
newest Burt Gillett Rainbow Parade
With "Police Ambulance," featurplay, which Melville Brown will direct for Monogram. William T.
ing Johnny Mack Brown and Sally | "Three Cheers for Love," from an all color cartoon now in work at
Lackey is the producer.
Blane, now in the cutting depart- original story by William Watson the Van Beuren Studio.
t

▼

▼
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« « REVIEWS
Fred

Astaire

and

Ginger

Rogers

of FEATURES and SHORTS » »
in

"TWO
with

HEADS ON A PILLOW"

Hamilton,
Miriam
Jordan,
Henry Armetta
vith Alice Brady and Edward
Everett
Horton
Liberty
68 mins.
AMUSING AND
WELL HANDLED
KO Radio
107 mins.
THIS
MUSICAL
IS IN THE
MONEY. COMEDY-DRAMA OF DOMESTIC DIFFICULTIES. FINE CAST.
ICELY HANDLED,
IT SHOULD
PLEASE
NY TYPE OF AUDIENCE.
Plenty of entertainment values in this
This musical comedy is easily one of one, which has been well paced by director William Nigh and cleverly handled by
est pictures of this type screened in
lany a moon and will please any type a competent cast. The story concerns
jdience.
It is refreshing and gives the Neil Hamilton, who, because of too much
reen a new star in Fred Astaire, who mother-in-law, divorces his wife, Miriam
tows his ability as a comedian as well as Jordan. Seven years after the divorce
dancer. Eric Blore, a newcomer, Edward they meet again as opposing lawyers in
verett Horton, Alice Brady and Erik an alienation-of-affections suit, Miriam
nodes provide laughs aplenty. Ginger having passed her bar examinations since
ogers is decorative and teams well with the separation. Neil represents the wealthy
kstaire in dance numbers. The picture parents of the girl and Miriam is counsel
[laces Mark Sandrich in the first rank of for the young husband, son of Henry Armetta, an excitable Italian. Miriam wins
irectors. "The Continental", employing
lumerous dancers, is the big number, and her case. Meanwhile, domestic battles are
I was cleverly staged by Dave Gould. occuring wherever Miriam or Neil visit.
'Night and Day" is retained from the stage Some are very funny and offer many surIroduction, with Mack Gordon, Harry Reprises. In the end they make up and
el, Con Conrad, Herb Magidson supplying
all's well. The script has been intellew and catchy songs. David Abel deligently written. Plenty of laughs througherves bows for his photography.
out and quite a bit of suspense.
Cast: Fred Astaire, Ginger Rogers, Al.ice
Cast: Neil Hamilton, Miriam Jordan,
irady, Edward Everett Horton, Erik Rhodes, Henry Armetta, Hardy Albright, Dorothy
irtc Blore.
Appleby, Mary Forbes. Ed Martindel,
Director, Mark Sandrich; Author, Dwight Claude King, Lona Andre, Betty Blvthe,
Edward Kane, Claire McDowell, Nellie
"aylor; Screen Play, George Marion, Jr.,
)orothy Yost; Additional Dialogue, Edward B Nicholas, Geo. Lewis. Emily Fitzroy,
Caufman; Music and Lyrics, Cole Porter, Dorothy Granger, Jilda Ford, Mary Foy,
^lack Gordon, Harry Revel, Ccn Conrad, Jack Kennedy.

"THE GAY DIVORCEE"

Herb Magidson; Musical Adaptation, Kenleth Webb, Samuel Hoffenstein; Dance
)irector, Dave Gould; Cameraman, David
\be\; Recording Engineer, Hugh McDowell,
r. ; Editor, William Hamilton.
Direction,
Zelma

Topnotch.

O'Neal

"FREEDOM

and

Photography,
Clifford

11

OAILV

Mollison

A-l.
in

OF THE SEAS"

1.1. P.
77 mins.
MIXTURE OF FARCE AND MELO)RAMA MOVES ALONG UNCONVINCNGLY WITH FAIR SPRINKLING OF
.AUGHS.
Very British in tone, this production,
atisfactorily acted on the whole, is hanlicapped by a poor plot.
Story concerns
timid clerk, Clifford Mollinson, who aslires to the boss's daughter and is urged
o press his suit by a friend of his father.
ie does, is dismissed and joins the navy,
"hrec years later he is a lieutenant aboard
i destroyer in the submarine area. He is
ssigned to take charge of a passing
reighter and finds on board his sweetleart, Wendy Barrie, her father and Zelma
)'Neal, who were picked up after their
hip was torpedoed. Aboard the freighter
s a German agent who plans to turn the
hip's disguised cargo of munitions over
o a U-boat. With the aid of Zelma

J'Neal, Clifford frustrates the plot, and
vins the girl.
Director, Marcel Vernell. Author, Walter
Hackett; Screen Play, Roger Burford;
Cameraman, Otto Kanturek; Recording En[ineer, A. E. Rudolph; Film Editor, Sidney
lole.
Cast: Clifford Mollison, Wendy Barrie,
lelma O'Neal, H. F. Maltby, Tyrell Davis,
lames Carew, Cecil Ramage, Frederick Peisey, Frank Atkinson and Charles Paton.
Direction, Okay. Photography, Good.

Neil

Director, William Nigh; Author, Dorothy Canfield; Screen Play, Albert de
Mond; Editor, Mildred Johnston; Cameraman, Harry Neuman; Recording Engineer,
R. E. Tyler.
Direction, Fine
Photography,
Fine.

SHORTS
Hal Skelly in
"The Chump"
with Lina Basquette
Du World
20 mins.
So-So
Except for a song number at the
close, this subject does not present
much entertainment.
Skelly is a
gent ready to hand out checks to
qnv female.
After listening to the
<dlly stories of two gals, he gives
them both checks and then later
finds he has a date with both of
them.
He takes them to a night
"lub, where he is corraled by his
keeper.
"Dumpsie" in
"Yokel Dog Makes Good"
Du World
16 mins.
Amusing
Animal lovers will find this very
entertaining. Story treats dog as a
human, has her go out to Hollywood,
become a sensation in the movies
ind widely feted, depicts her wideIv-publicized marriage and then her
decline. Windup shows the dog setting out with her brood to answer
Hollywood's call for "new faces."

"Stars in the Making"
with Frank Albertson
DuWorld
16 mins.
Good
This is a diverting comedy, showing a good-looking pair of extras
who meet on a set where they are
togged out in evening attire and are
guests at a dinner party. During
the luncheon recess both sit it out
because they haven't any money.
Some amusing business is worked in.
Albertson promises to take the girl
to
dinner
after upthepaying
day's
worka swank
but when
he winds
his bills, he has ten cents left so
both go to a hamburger joint.

"Sword of the Arab"
with George Durell
DuWorld
26 mins.
Fair Action Drama
A slender thread of story affords
a peg on which to hang some action
in the desert involving a horse race,
the
captureandof a awild
girlchase
by aov-sr
sheik's
henchman
the
desert sands ending disastrously for
the villain. Photography is good
and outdoor scenes swell, but there
wise.
is not much to recommend other-

G-F-T-A EXHIBIT UNIT
ALIGNS WITH ALLIED
(Continued from Page

1)

its fall convention in the Hotel Robert Fulton here yesterday. A vigorous expansion campaign was authorized and aggressive defensive
measures are to be undertaken to
protect members.
Sidney E. Samuelson, Allied
president, and Col. H. A. Cole,
Texas leader, were among those in
attendance at the convention.

Dubinsky on Zoning Board
Kansas City — Irvin Dubinsky of
Dubinsky Brothers has been named
a regular member of the clearance
and zoning board to succeed "Peck"
Baker, owner of the Electric, Kansas City, Kans.

Legit, for Kansas City
Kansas City — Legitimate shows
return to the Orpheum here after
several years with the opening of
Guy Bates Post in "The
Thing" on Oct. 13. This
offering of the Arthur
ductions planned for the

Play's the
is the first
Casey prohouse.

Special Notice to
Theatres and Publishers
T ET us show you our low cost plan for putting
-*-^ your mailing list on high speed automatic
addressing plates (Addressograph, Elliott, Rapid
Addressing Belknap, or Pollard- Ailing Systems) .
No initial expense, no machinery to buy.
We correct and keep the list up to date for you,
and address and deliver a set of envelopes or
wrappers weekly, monthly, or as called for.
Also, we supply you with all accessories and
plans for building up a new list, and for cutting
out dead wood and postage waste.
Phone Mr. Green, CHelsea } -7 590 for full
details.
Automatic Addressing Division

GLOBE

MAIL SERVICE

Inc.

The Largest Lettershop in Greater Neiv York
148 West 23rd Street, New York, N. Y.
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MAJ. STUDIO BUDGETS
SET AT $110,000,000

PORTABLE CIRC'TS
OPERATING IN U. S.
(.Continued from Page

1)

aters, according to Pearson, and
patronage from these small communities would be almost entirely
lost to the film industry if it were
not for the portable circuits, Pearson believes.
Industrial firms are greatly increasing their use of films for advertising and sales promotion work,
says Pearson. DeVry, which has
developed two new models, the
16mm. talkie and the theater equipment, recently sold 19 of the 16mm.
sound - on - film equipments to
Armstrong Corp Co., Lancaster,
Pa., and 64 more units to Ford Motor Co., which already had more
than 90 of the equipments. Schools
are sending in orders at the rate of
three to ten a week. Pearson does
not view the non-theatrical competition as harmful. He points to the
fact that the industry was flourishing at a time when over 100,000
silent equipments were in use in
the non-theatrical field.

Charlotte,
N. C. — P. E. Aus- I making the tenth Indiana house in
local th>s circuit,
the
with
formerly
band,
branch of Affiliated Producers, has
gone to Atlanta to serve Amity as
„
Portland. Ore. — Stage shows have
been added to the film program at
the Paramount.

FILMS
Holland has produced only two talkies
i Dutch
since the advent
of sound.

Vi

production.

Permanent Joe E. Brown Clubs
Joe E. Brown Clubs established
by Warners in conjunction with
Quaker Oats on the former company's new Brown picture, "Six Day
Bike Rider", are to be made a permanent feature in various cities, according to present plans.
has

Neon, Ky. — F. C. Saunders
Pawnee City, Neb. — Carl Bailey opened a new theater here.
opened his Linwood theater for its
first Sunday showing in the history
Minster, O. — James Partlow of
of the town Sept. 30. Although no
local ordinance forbade him to hold Tipp cent
City
here. has taken over the CresSunday shows heretofore, Bailey
has never dared to open on Sundays.
Warsaw, Ky. — A. B. Bradley,
former owner, has reopened the
Omaha— Three Nebraska theaters Lyric, closed for several years.
were reopened last week They include the Star at North Bend,
Three
Paint,
Ky.— Three Paint
Wynot at Wynot and Fairmont Coal
Co. has opened its theater with
(formerly the Sterling) at Fair- new sound equipment.
mont.

Kansas City — Independent Poster
Omaha — It is reported here that Exchange has leased the two-story
building at 110 West 18th St.
(Continued from Page 1)
Lionel Wasson has been named manager
of
the
Sun
and
York
at
York,
Kunzmann, vice-president in charge
of conventions. The speakers will Neb., recently taken over by Harry
Arlington, 111. — Lehman Corp. of
be introduced by Dr. A. N. Gold- Weinberg
Central States interests. which Bruce Godshaw is general
smith, president of the Society.
manager, has leased the Arlington
Theater for 10 years.
Dr. F. B. Jewett, vice-president
of American Telephone & Telegraph
Michigan City, Ind. — Rose Bookand President of Bell Telephone
Chicago — The Atlantic Theater,
Laboratories, has accepted an in- ng Circuit has leased the Tivoli
vitation to speak at the banquet to for 15 years. The house is to be 26th and Crawford, has added stage
shows.
be held on Wednesday evening, Oct. remodeled for opening about Jan. 1,
31. Other speakers for the banquet will be announced later.
Pauline Lord for Play
Rebuilding Chicago House
Pauline Lord, who arrived in New
Chicago — A $70,000 modernizing
"Madame Du Barry" for Strand
job is planned for the Midway The- York on Sunday from Hollywood
ater, 6248 Cottage Grove Ave., after
Warner's "Madame Du Barry,"
with Dolores Del Rio, will have its being dark six years. Erwin G. after completing her first film role
Broadway showing at the Strand Fredric is the architect. A novelty in Paramount's "Mrs. Wiggs of the
following "Happiness Ahead," which of the house will be the showing of Cabbage Patch", plans to do a play
comes in next week.
movies
torium. in a brilliantly lighted audi- under the production auspices of
New lessee of the house is George Guthrie McClintic before returning
Gallas, operator of the Ray. He west to resume her Paramount contract.
plans to reopen it about Nov. 1.

ABOUT

1)

Hastings, Neb. — A. H. Blank's
Tri-States circuit has taken over the
Seattle — "The Last Gentleman",
Strand from the Harry Weinberg with George Arliss, has moved from
the Music Hall to the Blue Mouse
Central States group. Blank also to continue its run.
controls the Rivoli here.

Kuykendall to Speak
At S.M.P.E. Meeting

FACTS

(Continued from Page

production of these pictures. wiu|
annual payroll set at $76,800,000.
An additional payroll of $32,200,000
is estimated for persons indirectly
employed in connection with film

Mickey Mouse Cartoon for Roxy
To Release English "La Bataille"
"Playful Pluto," Mickey Mouse-cartoon, will be on the new bill opening
"The Battle", English version of
"La Bataille", produced by Leon Friday at the Roxy.
Garganoff of Lionofilm in Paris,
with Charles Boyer, John Loder and
Merle Oberon in the cast, will be
Mayfair on 1934-35 Lineup
released in this country by a newly
formed corporation known as LionoMayfair Pictures, which comfilm Leon Garganoff, Ltd., with
pleted six of its scheduled 12 feaoffices at 10 East 40th St. Garganoff
tures for 1933-34 release, is now
arrives from abroad today on the
Paris.
preparing its 1934-35 lineup.
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in Arrears on Assessments

ILAIM BLUMENTHAL SEEKS CONTROL OF FOX HOUSES

^-G-M-

Not Set on Foreign Production, Says Mayer

>nies Rumors About Opposing Sinclair for
Governor
Whether or not M-G-M will enjje in foreign production will be
:ided at conferences with Presiyt Nicholas M. Schenck and J.
bert Rubin, said Louis B. Mayer
sterday as he landed in New York
>m the Paris. He leaves within a
v days for the Coast, accompany: Mrs. Mayer, who is ill.
Sam Katz, who is joining the
;G-M production forces at the
idio, will go to the Coast with
lyer.
After first functioning as
{Continued on Page 6)

SCAP AND EXHIBS
MEET AGAIN MONDAY

New Jersey Double Feature Ban

Falls Through

Plans of Allied Theaters of New Jersey to establish an anti-double feature ban
in the northern part of its state have definitely collapsed owing to failure of the
Springer & Cocalis circuit to sign the agreement, members of the committee in
chirge said yesterday. They hope lo revive the plan next season. It was impossible to effect the arrangement without the cooperation of the Springer & Cocalis
houses in Hudson, Bergen Union and Essex counties, it was stated, though 96 per
cent of the theaters in the section had indicated willingness to comply.

Quick Liquidation of Fox
Theaters to Be Sought
in Court Tuesday

Claiming that A. C. Blumenthal
is attempting to secure control of
Fox Theaters Corp., holding company of Fox Metropolitan Playhouses, through Miriam Rogers of
Boston, who holds a $400,000 judgment against the former company,
Archibald Palmer, counsel for sevBy LESLIE
F. STONE
eral Fox Theaters creditors, will apNo New Agreements Made
FILM
DAILY
Staff Correspondent
pear Tuesday before Federal Judge
On Local 306 Contracts
Washington — Total outlay in pro- Martin T. Manton and appeal for a
duction in 1933 was $119,342,866, a quick liquidation of Fox Theaters
No new agreement have been entered into by the major circuits and drop of 22.7 per cent from the fig- Corp. and also ask that no further
reorganize
ure of $154,435,688, according to the attempt to
(Continued
on Pagethe7) company
Local 306 to replace contracts which
expired Sept. 1 it having been Government's first comprehensive
agreed by all parties that the status statistical survey and census report
quo should be maintained until after of the film industry announced yesterday by William L. Austin, direc
the report of the Code Authority
fact-finding committee on the booth tor of the Bureau of Census, Department of Commerce. Production
situation. However, request of the
negatives in the period
major circuits for a 25 per cent re- of theatrical
(Continued
on Page 7)
duction in wages was turned down.

'33 Production Outlay 22% Under '31

CHI. 10-CENT HOUSES
LIKELY TO BE ZONED

following a conference with E.
iMills of Ascap yesterday, details
| which were not given out, the
ihibitor Emergency Committee and
?ap will meet again Monday, afcer
ich it is expected a statement will
jmade on the new music rate situlon. The committee is understood
[ have
presented
a compromise

Extension of Chicago clearance
and zoning to cover 10-cent houses
Court Upholds
Cleveland
Ban On
Dual Bills is expected to be ordered by the Code
Authority, which recently heard a
petition for this move filed by the
Cleveland — Upholding as legal the Film Carriers Propose
recently signed agreement of exPremier theater, Chicago 10-cent
Uniform Operation Plan house.
hibitors to eliminate dual bills,
At present schedules stop at
Detroit — A uniform system of 15-cent theaters.
Judge Alva Corlett in a court of
fleet
operation
by
all
film
carriers
(Continued
on Page 7)
equity yesterday granted a permanent injunction restraining the was presented at the National Film Branches in Italy, France,
Family Theater from playing double Carriers convention which wound up
October Releases
features. Action was brought by with a banquet last night at the
May Be Opened by RKO
(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued
on Page 7)
RKO contemplates opening its own
Set by Warner-F. N.
exchange system in Italy and
[Warner-First National have set
France, said Phil Reisman upon his
ftional release dates on six feareturn to New York yesterday on
pes for this month. They are:
the Paris (Continued
after arranging
on Page 6) for the
tig Hearted Herbert". Oct. 6;
'ansas City Princess" and "Madame
(Barry", Oct. 13; "Six-Day Bike
Approximately 300 members of
per" and "I Sell Anything", Oct. N. J. Group Would Curb
Movies Beat Missionaries
, and "Happiness
Ahead",
Oct.
the industry have failed to pay
Wash. Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Duals in Neighborhoods code assessments, it was learned
Washington — American movies in
East Orange, N. J. — Double fea- yesterday, when the Code Authority
China have popularized jazz and dancing, and dancing has done away with
tures in neighborhood houses are instituted a bill-collecting campaign.
foot binding, a custom against which
condemned in a resolution adopted In letters to those in arrears, the
missionaries have preached in vain for
Won't Affect G-B Expansion
more than half a century, according to
Mark Ostrer and Jeffrey Bernerd, Gauby the Finer Films Federation of code's administrative body, through
mont officials now in New York, yesJulian Arnold, commercial attache of the
New Jersey at a meeting here. The John C. Flinn, executive secretary,
terday declared that in event any deal
Commerce Department in Shanghai, now
action followed an address by the warned them that under a code
with John Maxwell of B I. P. is comhere on a visit. About 80 per cent
Rev. Walter M. Howlett of the amendment approved by NRA on
pleted, itwill have no effect upon Gauof the films shown in China are AmerGreater New York Federation of
ican, said Arnold.
mont's American expansion plans.
July 27 "the
Code on Authority
shall
(Continued
Page 7)
Churches.

Flinn Warns of Legal Action
Against Code Fee Delinquents
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Scholarships Offered
Cleveland Court Upholds
In Cleopatra Contest
Agreement Against Duals
(Continued from Page 1)
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the Center Woodland Amusement
Co., of which M. B. Horwitz is president. The court ruled in favor of
the plaintiff on all three counts
argued by the plaintiff, namely,
anti-trust law violation, fraud in securing agreement signatures and
failure to secure signatures of all
Cleveland exhibitors operating at
the time. Jerome Friedlander was
attorney for Horwitz.

Paramount and Cecil B. DeMille
are offering to High School students
and young collegians a series of
three scholarships worth $500 each
for the winning essay in a contest
dealing with dramatists, history and
Cleopatra.

Hold Hearing on L. A. Plan
Attended by a delegation of Los
Angeles exhibitors, the Code Authority, through an appeals committee, yesterday held a hearing on the
proposed zoning and clearance
8 Bill Cody Westerns for Spectrum schedule for that territory. Comprising the committee were: Ed
Bill Cody will be starrel in a se- Kuykendall chairman; E. T. Gomerries of eight western features to be sall and Harry Shiffman.
produced by Altmount Pictures for
release by Spectrum Pictures Corp.,
Adjourn
Schreiber Suit
it was announced yesterday by Dave
Detroit — Suit of Jacob Schreiber
Mountan, Spectrum sales manager. against Cooperative Theaters and
The pictures will be produced under others has been adjourned to the
supervision of Al Alt at the Talis- tenth after four days of hearing in
man Studios, Hollywood, with the U. S. District Court. Ray Moon,
first release on Nov. 15.
general manager of Cooperative, said
that little important testimony substantiating charges of conspiracy
"Merry Widow" Opens Oct. 11
Premiere of M-G-M's "The Merry had been presented.
Widow," with Maurice Chevalier and
Jeanette MacDonald, is set for Oct. "Gay Divorcee" Preview at Astor
An invitation trade preview of
11 at the Astor, where it will run
RKO's "The Gay Divorcee," with
two-a-day indefinitely.
Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers,
will be held tomorrow morning at
Lease Music Box, Portland
the Astor.
Portland, Ore. — The J. J. Parker
and Evergreen Theater interests
have leased the Music Box from
Calvin Heilig, owner. Frank L.
Newman Sr. is head of Evergreen,
while Ted Gamble manages the
Parker interests.

.oming an d G
HENRY KING is in New York from the coast,
making
the trip in bis own
plane.
C. C.jaunt.
PETTIJOHN
western
TOM
Series.

MEIGHAN

TALLULAH

has returned

BANKHEAD,

ZELMA

ARTHUR SIRCOM, who was associate director on "Dangerous Corners" for RKO, is en
route from Hollywood to New York, where he
will direct a play for Courtney Burr. Hi
last season.
staged ware"
"All
Good Americans"

and "Sailor Be-

BENITA HUME, English player who appeals
in "Power," which opens today at the Music
Hall, arrived on the Paris yesterday. She
may do a show in New York. Her last picture isduced"18
Minutes" with Gregory Ratoff, proin England.
.GEORGE QUIGLEY of Warner First National has
returned to New York from the Coast.
WILLIAM GARGAN, who has arrived in New
York
tional. from Europe, leaves Saturday on his return to Hollywood to join Warner-First NaLEO ROBIN, who with Ralph
just completed the song hits for
by's Paramount picture, "Here Is
tion
arrives in New York Saturday for a

Borzage to Direct Kay Francis
DAILY

Hollywood — Frank Borzage will
direct Kay Francis in "Living on
Velvet" for Warners. Miss Francis
is due back from abroad next month.
Columbia Signs Durante
Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Columbia has signed
Jimmy
for direct.
"Carnival",
which BenDurante
Stoloff will
New House for Kansas
Assawatomie, Kan. — I. W. Kelly,
who operates the Kelly and Iola theaters in Iola, is building a $30,000
theater here.
Buster
Keaton
Carroll Nye

Marcel
Silver
B. F. Zcidman

Regular Loew Preferred Dividend
Regular quarterly dividend of
$1.62 M: has been declared by Loew's,
Inc., on the preferred stock.

Rainger hat
Bing CrosMy Heart,"l
short vaca-

MARIAN NIXON (Mrs. William Seiter) is
accompanying
her husband on his trip East.

Reliance to Make "Ghunga Din"
"Ghunga Din", based on the Kipling poem, will be produced by Reliance for U. A. release, it was
stated yesterday by Edward Small,
Reliance producer, on his arrival
from the coast.

West

O'NEAL,

Fox
Movietone
News
Sydney, C.Australia,
ROBERT
MILTON,
and inCLAUDE
CARTER arof'
rive in New
York
today
on the Europa.
,
MARY ASTOR has returned to the coast from
New York to start work in First National's
"Racing Luck."

Korda to Visit Hollywood

FILM

his

is in Detroit for the World

London— On completion of "Scarlet Pimpernel", "Congo Raid" and
"100 Years from Now" for U. A.
release, Alexander Korda of London Films plans to visit Hollywood.

West Coast Bureau of THE
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"There's HAPPINESS

AHEAD-he

imagines he's about to become a mother'
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TEST!

Pick any city at random
and you'll get a RAVE!
(and a NEW

Boxoffice record!)

"Magnificently
Stars)— March,
(Four Fredric
* * *Shearer,
NEWSby *Norma
YORK DAILY
^ NEW
Charles
portrayed
and sensitively
Laughton.

Stars of 'Barretts of Wimpole Street' in triple triumph!"

X. HARRISBURG TELEGRAPH — "Already on our Ten Best of 1934'
list. In all probability it will be voted THE BEST picture of the year..."
^ RICHMOND
NEWS-LEADER—
of theandoutstanding
screen productions
of the year,"Undoubtedly
both for sheeronebeauty
from the
standpoint of individual performances ..."
JL HOUSTON PRESS — "Picture is certain to enter all lists of the 'best
10' for 1934 . . . one of the finest efforts yet made at a civilized use of
the screen... is artistically thrilling and highly entertaining... a motion
picture no lover of the movies can afford to miss ..."

^

LOUISVILLE HERALD-POST— "A vivid, vital and perfect production..."

±

PROVIDENCE NEWS-TRIBUNE—" 'The Barretts' a brilliant production
-— brilliantly conceived, written, acted and directed . . ."

■^ ATLANTA JOURNAL —"An extraordinary success . . . direction conspicuously fine... Miss Shearer's performance most appealing one..."
<± BOSTON POST "A superb, inspired production ... for memorable
moments in a motion picture theatre we recommend 'The Barretts'
. . . Miss Shearer's finest picture . . ."
^

INDIANAPOLIS STAR— "A film for everybody. A credit to the screen."

JL WASHINGTON
its own . . ."

POST —"Takes rank virtually in a classification of

JL KANSAS CITY STAR— "Millions of people will see the movie and enjoy it . . . Literature's loveliest romance ..."
JL DALLAS MORNING NEWS— "An outstanding, even epochal, cinema
achievement . . . Emphatically one of the best pictures of the talking
period . . •"

^L MINNEAPOLIS JOURNAL (AAAAA— Extraordinary Rating)— "Film
version of 'Barretts' a great, flawless entertainment . . , Miss Shearer
must be considered for the 1934 award of the Academy of M. P. Arts
and Sciences . . ."

AND
JUST
WHEN
YOU
THOUGHT
YOUR
BOXOFFICE
RECORDS
WERE
CHAINED
FOREVER
WHOOPEE!
ALONG
COMES
ANOTHER
HAPPY
M-G-M
HIT!
HOORAY!
■'SU* MARCH
JU. SHEARER

(And it's the same
sweet story all
over the map!)

r, GUAMU mOU
? ' li, BARRSET
TS,/

- \WMppii srmr.
Ask your
M-G-M Branch
about this
new accessory.
A miniature
l*8^ billboard stand.
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(Continued from Page 1)

an assistant to Mayer, in addition
to Eddie Mannix, the former Paramount official is expected to become
a producer in charge of a series of
productions.
English producers are making
great strides toward better product,
Mayer declared.
"The American market has never
been closed to foreign productions,"
he said. "Good pictures will serve
to kill off bad ones."
Mayer said he had no plans for
opposing election of Upton Sinclair
to the California governorship and
expressed surprise at newspaper
stories to this effect.
Howard Strickling, studio publicity head, returned with Mayer.

Branches in Italy, France,
May Be Opened by RKO
(Continued from Page 1)

company to handle its own product
in Spain, where operations have
been placed under Robert Trillio
with headquarters in Barcelona.
Branches' are being opened in
Madrid, Bilboa, Seville and Valencia, stated Reisman.
Reisman said picture business in
Europe is improving and that production in England, in particular, is
proving better grade. RKO has no
plans for producing abroad with the
exception of quota pictures in England, he declared.
Philly-Pittsburgh Special
Philadelphia — Arrangements are
being perfected for a special sleeper
to leave Philadelphia on Friday
night, Oct. 12, following "The Exhibitor" golf tournament, and arriving in Pittsburgh the following
morning in ample time for the big
Pitt football game that day. Arrangements tie in with the Variety
Club dinner scheduled for the following night.
Negro House for St. Louis
St. Louis — Lincoln Amusement
Co. has leased the Odeon on Grand
Blvd. and Finney Ave. and is converting it into a vaude-film house
for Negroes.
Hamrick Seattle Changes
Seattle — John Hamrick, northwest circuit owner, has appointed
Joseph Rosenthal manager of the
advertising department. James Q.
Clemmer succeeds Rosenthal as
manager of the Music Hall.
Canton House Raises Scale
Canton, 0. — Scale at the Palace
has been hiked from 28 cents to 33
cents top, with 20 cents for matinee.

PHIL II. DALY
• • • IN A LETTER from Noel Meadow
of the
Dancing Teachers Business Ass'n he makes the interesting and broad statement that "today's ballroom dances have
their derivation in the movies" and so it is
that what
is meat for one
is dumplings for another The terpsichorean professors cashed in plenty as a result of RKO's inof "Carioca"
now, on teachers
Sunday afternoon,
the Hotel troduction
Astor
...... several so hundred
will witnessat
Dorothy Norman Cropper and Fred LeQuorne exhibit the technique of "The Continental" a dance introduced by Fred
Astaire and Ginger Rogers in RKO's "The Gay Divorcee"
all of which is in keeping with the NRA theme-slogan
You Help Me, so I Help You
T
T
T
• •
• THIS WEEK'S NOD for clever publicity goes to
Bessie Mack
who is sending out several hundred letters
giving a list of "lost articles" that have been dropped at the
Capitoltheduring
the run the
of darndest
"The Barretts
of Wimpole
list includes
collection
from Street"
a silk
hat
to unmentionables
Warner's exploitation campaign on "Happiness Ahead" also comes in for mention
with
as teaser ads heading the list of clever
stunts Hoff's cartoons
,
T
T
T
•

•

•

MOVIE-RADIO NEWS of the day includes an announcement that the world premiere of songs in "Kid Millions"
will be broadcast tonight from 8 to 9 o'clock over WEAF
with Rudy Vallee wielding the baton for the Eddie Cantor numbers and another song plug tonight from 10 to 11 over the
same station by Paul Whiteman and his orchestra, of songhits in "Transatlantic Merry-Go-Round," another United Artists
release
Tomorrow night at 9.30, Dick Powell will broadcast
the
first
episode
his "Hollywood
series Ted Fiorito,
it'll be
on WABC and theof sketch
will includeHotel"
El Brendel,
Louella Parsons, J. P. McEvoy, Cy Kendall, William O'Neal and
Rowene Williams
last on our list of Radio tie-ups takes
p'ace Saturday evening at 6.30 when Buddy Cantor starts a
series of movie topics over WMCA
and is sponsored by
a distillery
(no foolin')
T
T
T
• • • TURN TO "C" IN the little red book and change
the home address of Howard S. Cullman, Roxy receiver, to the
spacious penthouse apartment atop the Hotel Langdon
the
lease was signed yesterday, so the "at home" cards should be
out soon
and speaking of the Roxy
the ten-foot
scoreboard in the inner lobby for the world series games is a
wow
Dave Schooler, who used to m.c. at the theater but is
now a legit producer, has engaged Clarence Derwent to direct
"Brittle Heaven," Schooler's first effort
• • • THIS BUSINESS OF style creation in movies is
becoming so serious that Fox is copyrighting all dress creations, originated by Rene Hubert, head of the Fox wardrobe department and is sending out publicity that "court action"
will follow the "lifting" of any dress designs
so don't say
we didn't warn you
The Mussolini Gold Cup
recently awarded the Gaumont-British pix "Man of Aran"
is en
route to New York
and it'll be empty, we betcha
the pix won the trophy in Venice, in competition with 67 other
films noon AND a Greatdon'tShow
forget toa lunch
the A.M.P.A.
this
Great atTime
with
Martin J. Quigley as guest chairman
and this program of
headliners
Mark Ostrer, Michael Balcon, Arthur Lee;
Nova Pilbeam English child star of "Little Friend"; Berthold
Viertel, director of the pix; Robert Flaherty, Jack Hulbert, the
stars of "Man of Aran" Tiger King and Michael Dillane
Nedda Harrigan actress and wife of Walter Connolly, is recuperating from an appendicitis operation in St. Luke's hospital.
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9 APPEALS DECIDED
BY CODE AUTHORITY
Decisions on nine appeals, including four from Indianapolis grievance
board rulines, were announced yes- •
terday by the Code Authority.
The Indianapolis case opinions are as fol'■'ws: _ Strand. Munc;e. Tnd.. against Rivoli.
Muncie. chareing "Race Night" as violation
of code, board decision ordering discontinuance of practice affirmed; Fourth Ave..
Amusement Co.. Mars theater, Lafayette,
Tnd.. against Main theater, operated liy Clyde
South and Ivan Arnold, charging reduced admissions, hoard decision dismissing complaint
nffirmed; Paramount. Marion. Ind.. against
Indiana theater, Marion, charging "Rao
Night" as code violation: affirms hoard de4 I
cision finding violation; Baxter and Broadway
theaters. Loirsville. against St. There«e
Catholic Church gym. Louisville, charginf
non-theatrical competition, affirms hoard rnl
Chicago to cease serving
ing ordering distributors
respondent.

!L-

Affirms decision of clearance and zoning
hoard denying request of Palace theater. Gary,
Ind., in complaint against the Premier the^
ater, _ Valparaiso.
Ind.. that clearance hi
established
over Valparaiso.
Reserves decision of clearance and zoning
board in complaint of Logan theater. Clrcago,
against Embassy, Chicago, thus authorizing
complainant to play in the first week of
general release.
Atlanta
On case certified by local grievance board
rules that Bijou theater, Knoxville, is guilt:
of premature
advertising, as charged by the
Strand,
Knoxville.
,
Oklahoma City
Affirms grievance board decis;on dismissin„
overbuying complaint filed by Odeon theater.
Shawnee, Okla.. against Bison. Criterion and
Rex theaters, Oklahoma
,
Dallas City.
Affirms decision of grievance board made
on Sept. 13, 1934, in overbuying complaint
brought by the Uptown and Victoria theaters, Victoria,
Tex., against Rita and Queen
theaters.
Victoria.

Will Appear on Buffalo Zoning
Buffalo — Jules H. Michael, president and Sidney B. Pfeiffer general
counsel have been designated by the
Buffalo zone M. P. T. O. to represent exhibitors at the New York
hearings Monday and Tuesday on
protests against various sections of
the zoning and clearance schedule
set up here. The M. P. T. O. has
gone on record for a reduction of
code authority assessments.
2 New Missouri Houses to Open
Bethany, Mo. — The two new theaters, L. M. Robinson's Rigney and
the New Maple of I. W. Maple, who
also operates the Castle, are nearing completion here and are expected to open within two weeks.
Robinson operates a house in Albany, Mo.
New House for Detroit
Detroit — William A. London and
Alex Schreiber, circuit owners, announce plans for construction of a
1,100-seat house, called the Springwells, on the west side.
"Limberlost" Sets Iowa Record
Eldora, la. — Leo F. Wolcott, manager of the Grand, reports an alltime house record for "Girl of The
Limberlost." Picture will be brought
back for another run.
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CLAIM BLUMENTHAL
AFTER FOX HOUSES
(Continued from Page 1)
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300 ARE IN ARREARS
ON ASSESSMENTS

German Film Hit by Jewish Boycott
Boycott of German films by Jewish distributors, exhibitors and film buyers in
other countries caused serious losses to Reich producers last year, according to the
first official report of the German Government on its film industry. The report,
a copy of which has just been received here, gives a detailed accounting of activities and regulations in the German film industry for the year ended July 14. In
that period 253 regular features and 30 cultural films were released. American
films head the import list with 57, while 10 came from France, five from England and 21 from various other countries.

under Section 77-B of the new bankruptcy laws be permitted.
In order to substantiate his claims
that the proposed reorganization 1933 Production Outlay
Isuggested at the Sept. 20 hearing
22 Per Cent Under 1931
fby ex-Judge Charles H. Kelby, at(Continued from Page 1)
Itorney for Mrs. Rogers, is made in
decreased froml,277 valued at $100,|"bad
■Daily faith",
yesterdayPalmer
that hetold
will Film
sub- 064,523 in 1931 to 1,059 valued at
Ipoena to Tuesday's hearing A. C. $77,535,515 in 1933. Total cost of
■ Blumenthal,
Nathan
Burkan,
W. negative films in 1931 was $108,■ Michel of Fox Films, Milton WeisIman, Fox Theaters receiver and the 559,975
279,869. and in 1933 it was $82,■entire Fox Theaters bookkeeping deFrom 1931 to 1933 the number of
Ipartment.
establishments engaged in production of motion pictures decreased
lAscap and Exhibitors
from 140 to 92, while the number of
Will Meet Again Monday persons engaged in the work, not in(Continued from Page 1)
cluding officers of corporations, increased from 14,893 to 19,037, and
I proposal at yesterday's meeting.
Members of the Emergency Com- the salaries and wages increased
Imittee who attended the meeting from $70,637,031 to $71,343,941.
I were
Walter
Vincent,
chairman;
In 1933, a total of 610 managers,
■ Leopold Friedman, Loew's; L. D. superintendents, production superl Netter and Sid Justin, representing
visors, directors, and other responsible administrative officials were
x Paramount theaters; Ed Kuykenidall, president of the M.P.T.O.A.; employed, and received salaries
I Ed G. Levy, M.P.T.O.A.
general amounting to $12,883,328. There
counsel; Milton C. Weisman, gen- were 7,650 scenario writers, unit
eral counsel of the I.T.O.A., and managers, assistant directors, techC Harry
M. Pimstein, representing
nical staffmen, wardrobe designers,
' RKO.
The meeting was held in As- laboratory supervisors, cameramen,
actors, extras, auditors, bookkeepI cap's offices.
ers, and office help employed, receiv• Youngstown Women Want Previews
ing salaries totaling $40,065,124. An
Youngstown — Previews to deter- average of 10,777 wage earners,
! mine suitability of films to be shown including skilled and unskilled workers of all classes from carpenters
i here will be asked by civic and club
i leaders, according to Mrs. Oscar down to watchmen, were employed
and received total sal| Meeks, chairman of the films com- for thearies year
of $18,395,489.
'i mittee of the Federation of Women'?
I Clubs. Censoring of theater lobby
The report combined the cost of
I displays also is planned.
news production and advertising
disclosing apf Three Weeks for Mae at Paramount production toproximatioavoid
ns ofoutput of individual
establishments.
In
1933
the total
Mae West's "Belle of the Ninel: ties" will hold for a third week at cost was $4,576,421. However, the
the New York Paramount, with separate figures are given for 1931,
v "Now and Forever," featuring Shir- and are: News cost, $3,422,129, and
; ley Temple, Gary Cooper and Carole advertising cost $4,663,817. The
v Lombard coming in Oct. 12.
educational production cost decreased from $409,497 in 1931 to
Name
Theater
for Nu gents
$167,933 in 1933.
Dover, 0.— The Ohio Theater is
The following figures were_ rebeing renamed the Nugent in honor
leased for laboratory work: Positive
of Dover's illustrious family which films. 1933, $7,624,761; 1931, $12,has made a name for itself on stage 556,231; receipts for work done for
and screen. Decision on the new others, 1933, $11,835,057; 1931, $14,name resulted from a recent con- 331.683; value of other work done,
test. Elliott Nugent, now a Holly- 1933, $1,520,021; 1931, $2,801,695;
wood director, recently visited the receipts for use of studio facilities,
old home town.
1933 $1,501,701; 1931, $1,457,424.
Christopher L. Landry Dead
Brunswick, Me. — Christopher L.
Landry, former New York theater
man and husband of the late Helen
Landry, actress, died this week in
the Brunswick Hospital.

DAILY

Stage Revues in East Liverpool
East Liverpool, O. — Stage revues
hereafter will be offered with films
for the last half of the week at the
Ceramic as long as the policy can be
maintained, according to William C.
Tallman, manager.

Lincoln House Cuts Scale
Van Cise Gets Theater
Lincoln, Neb. — The Kiva, Westland house is going to second-runs
Kinde, Mich.— Earl L. Van Cise
and westerns and will cut from 15 has taken over the Family, formerly
and 25 to 10 and 15. Split weeks the Kinde. House will reopen after
go in too.
being dark for five years.

(Continued from Page 1)

have the right to institute legal proceedings for the collection" of assessments. In instances of delinquents who persist, complaints will
be turned over to Sol A. Rosenblatt,
division administrator, for handling.

Film Carriers Propose
Uniform Operation Plan
(Continued from Page 1)

Statler Hotel. Uniformity in type
of equipment and in the handling
of shipments is sought. A resolution was passed requesting the
trucking code authority to allow a
code amendment for the specialized
operations of film carriers, altering
the provisions especially on hours
and overtime. A Washitngton legislative representative will be ap-

Omaha Notes
Omaha — Will Singer, manager of
the Brandeis, left this week for
Chicago to try again for a vacation.
Some weeks ago he arrived in Chi
for that purpose but fell ill and
had to call it off.
J. E. Scott, Fox branch manager,
won the local film golf tournament.
He plans to treat himself to a
couple of World Series games.
D. V. McLucas, U. A. branch
manager, and C. K. Olson, Warner
manager, have been re-elected president and vice-president respectively
of the Omaha Film Board of Trade.
A. Mendenhall, Paramount, H. J.
Chapman, Columbia, and J. E.
Scott, Fox, were named to the executive committee.

pointed.
Officers were elected as follows:
James P. Clark, Philadelphia, president; Harold C. Robinson, Detroit,
vice president; Clint Weyer, New
York, secretary. Executive committee and board of managers were reelected and the board increased to
five members with Charles Trampe
of Milwaukee succeeding R. C. Jones
Leon Mendelson, Warner salesman is back at work following an
of Chicago, and W. C. Wall of Columbus, 0., added.
auto accident.
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GOLF TOURNAMENT
under the auspices of
"The
Philadelphia

A JAY EMANUEL

LU LU TEMPLE

PUBLICATION

EXHIBITOR"

C. C.

PHILADELPHIA

Friday, October 12th
Tournament must tee off before 1.30 P.M.
MAKE RESERVATIONS NOW!

Covers everything!
Including Dinner Dance in evening.

^10°

ENTRANCE
$12.00

FEE ON THE DAY OF THE TOURNAMENT—
THIS RULE IS STRICTLY ENFORCED!
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and so do
these runs:
5th week

Sacramento

4th week

Los Angeles

4th week
3rd week

Salt Lake City
Buffalo

3rd week

Hartford

3rd week

Atlanta

2nd week
2nd week

Brooklyn
Newark

2nd week

St. Louis

2nd week
2nd week

San Diego
Detroit

2nd week

Springfield
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Organization is Formed to Finance 'Moral' Films

STATE COURT RULING UPSETS FILM CONTRACTS
B. I. P. - Gaumont British Deal
Merger
of Big
British
N ewsreels
Organizations Fails
. . . get new lease on life
=
A

By DON

REVIVAL

CARLE

GILLETTE —

of interest in the newsreel

** is taking place this week with the
debut of Edwin C. Hill as commentator
for Hearst Metrotone News and Lowell
Thomas for Fox Movietone News.
In their new dress, Metrotone and
Movietone exemplify trends that should
eventually make newsreels different
Ienough from each other to assure movie
{fans that they can go to several theaters
iweekly without having to sit through the
same topical matter in each of the reels.
Personality and individuality are the new
aims in the newsreel field, and the competition for supremacy along those lines is
I going to be keen and constructive.

/"\F THE two new setups unfurled this
^■^week, Fox Movietone with Lowell
Thomas is the most cclorful and varied.
Hearst Metrotone with Edwin C. Hill
sticks fairly close to former custom in the
compilation of its subject matter, relying
upon Hill's vibrant voice and editorial interpretation togive the reel its distinguishing mark.
But Movietone, longer than usual, presents almost a complete newspaper, starting with a limited number of the leading
news highlights and embracing departmentalized clips on fashion, sport, personals, an interview and even a bit of a
travelogue.
'It would not be at all surprising to see
the reel eventually topped off with an animated cartoon.

THERE is just one danger in the situa' tion, and that is the possibility of overdoing the editorializing and moralizing aspects.
Illuminating comments, especially when
voiced by erudite students of affairs, are
bound to prove interesting to millions of
persons, but the foundation of a newsreel
will always be its pictures.

To Materialize

London — After weeks of negotiations, the deal whereby GaumontBritish would become affiliated with
John Maxwell's British International Pictures and Associated
British Cinemas is regarded as
definitely off. Official announcement of "no deal" was made yesterday by G-B officials.

Declared Definitely Off
Exhibs

Aid

Housing

Move

Wash. Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Exhibitors are responding enthusiastically to the Federal
Housing Administration's
cooperation in putting overcall
theforBetter
Housing Programs in communities, the
Administration states. One theater owner, Fredric Leopold of the Locust Theater, Philadelphia, prepared a sample
trailer which he suggested for distribution to exhibitors. A number of theaters already also have obtained improvement loans.

30 OF FOX LINEUP
DUAL BILLS AND VAUDE READY IN NOVEMBER
GAIN IN MILWAUKEE By Nov. 19, the Fox studio at the

Milwaukee — Twin bills and
vaudeville are making a strong
comeback here. Saxe has announced stage attractions in addition to films for its Uptown
every Monday and Tuesday, while
George {Continued
Fischer'son Milwaukee
has
Page 4)

Columbia to Distribute
30 Features in Europe
Columbia plans to distribute about
30 features from its 1934-35 lineup
in continental Europe and will sell
its entire program in England, said
Joseph H. Seidelman, in charge of
foreign distribution, upon his arrival in New York yesterday on the
{Continued on Page 4)

Coast will have delivered negatives
of more than 30 pictures, according to Winfield R. Sheehan, who
leaves New York within a few
days on his return to Hollywood,
following(Continued
a European
Sheeon Page trip.
11)

Detroit — Appeal of Lew Wisper
and Frank Wetsman against the
NRA ruling that employees in theaters on Aug. 23, 1933, cannot be
discharged without being replaced
is scheduled for hearing by the
NRA in Washington on Saturday.

an unusually important decision to
the industry in New York State
was handed down by Justice John
V. Maloney in Supreme Court here
when he granted an order for a
motion calling for arbitration of
a dispute over an exhibition conr
tract made in October, 1933.
Counsel for the exhibitor contended that the state censorship
law made the contract unlawful and
r>f no force and effect because the
films referred to in it had not yet
(Continued on Page 4)

DATE OF PATHE MEET
TO BE SET MONDAY

Dale for the extraordinary meeting of Pathe Exchange stockholders
will be set Monday by the Supreme
Fox Release Schedule
Court acting on the application of
Pathe attorneys. The petition
Is Set Up to January the
requests calling of the meeting
Fox feature release dates are now under
Section 52 of the New York
set to January. Schedule is as folState
Corporation
Laws which perlows: today, "Caravan," Oct. 12,
mits two-thirds
repre(Continucd ofon the
Pane stock
4)
"365 Nights in Hollywood"; Oct. 19,
"Peck's Bad Boy"; Oct. 26, "Marie
Galante"; Nov. 2, "Music in the
Air" and "Gambling"; Nov. 9 Denver City Council
"Elinor Norton"; Nov. 16, "Hell in
Lifts Giveaway Ban
the Heavens";
23, "24
Hours
(ContinuedNov.
on Page
4)
Denver — By a vote of five to four
the city council has removed the
city ban on giveaways in theaters.
The city clamped down on them recently as an aftermath of a drive
on gambling by the daily papers.
At the same time it was discovered
that giveaways
ofon any
sort were
(Continued
Page 4)
Creation of the Motion Picture
Foundation of the U. S. A., a nonFilm Carriers Adopt Insignia
profit
to sponsor
and financially agency
assist in
the production
of
Detroit — A sticker showing membermotion pictures of high moral tone,
ship, as well as a uniform color, olive
was announced yesterday. The
green, and lettering for member trucks
throughout the country were adopted by
Foundation, incorporated in the
the National
at their convention here Film
this Carriers
week
State of New York, has its headquarters at 247 Park Avenue, with

Motion Picture Foundation
Will Sponsor Family Bills
NRA to Hear Appeal
Against Aug. 23 Ruling

Arbitration
of Contract
Made in '33 Ordered
By State Court
Buffalo — What is hailed here as

(Continued on Page

11)
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High

Low
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Hollywood — Allied Phonograph
and Record Co. has been organized,
with Louis Goldberg as president,
Archie Josephson as director of
sales, and Henry Pursell in charge
of operations. Josephson and Pursell were in charge of the Hollywood plant of Columbia Phonograph
for the past five years. Allied is
specializing in the manufacture of
sound on disc records for radio
broadcasts and motion picture studios. Commercial and personal records pressings will be handled as
well. The plant and offices are
located at 1041 North Las Palmas.

Leichter Plans 8 Westerns
West

Coast

Borcau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY
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RKO Gets Four Pictures
From Fox in N. Y. Area
Pending completion of deals adjusting the New York product situation dispute, between Loew and
RKO circuits, Fox has turned four
features over to RKO for New York
and Brooklyn bookings. Pictures
and their dates are as follows:
"Pursued," New York, Oct. 20-23;
Brooklyn, Oct. 27-30; "Servants'
Entrance," New York, Oct. 17-19;
Brooklyn, Oct. 24-26; "Charlie Chan
in London," New York, Oct. 10-12;
Brooklyn, Oct. 17-19; "Caravan,"
New York, Oct. 24-26; Brooklyn,
Oct. 31-Nov. 2.
Closing of the agreement on the
New York controversy is expected
momentarily. Providing terms now
tentatively agreed upon are finally
adopted, both Fox and Universal
product will go to RKO, it is understood, as a major phase of the
deal.

.oming an

GEORGE
town.

BLAIR

of

dG
Eastman

Kodak

is in

JOHN HALLIDAY and MRS. HALLIDAY
turn from abroad
today
on the Hamburg.

re-

DAN CARROLL of Sydney, Australia, who
is now in New York, remains here a month
before
returning
home.
HARRY EDINGTON. manager for Greta Garbo
and BARBARA KENT (Mrs. Edington), who
is under contract to M-G-M, sail tonight on
the Europa for a tour abroad.
NORMAN H. MORAY, Vitaphone sales executive, returned to his desk at the Warner
office from a business trip to Indianapolis, Detroit, Toronto
and
Washington.

home

LEON
SCHLESINGER,
producer
of "Looney J
Tunes"
and
"Merrie
Melodies"
cartoons
for
Warners, leaves Hollywood for New York romorrow
by plane
with
Melodies"
in color.

the

first

issue

of

"Merrie |

Hollywood — Mitchell Leichter will
EDWARD SMALL, vice-president and producproduce a series of eight Westerns,
tion chief of Reliance Pictures, arrives in New
with "Pete Rice" as the chief charYork from Hollywood today to confer on forthcoming productions with Harry Goetz, presiacter. Leichter has made a tie-up
dent of the company.
with Street & Smith, publishers of
WILLIAM SCULLY of M-G-M was in Bos- 1
the "Pete Rice" magazine. Hun- Metro Signs Jerome Kern
ton this week.
M-G-M has signed a contract with
dreds of boys' clubs are sponsored
EFRUS and GEORGE B. WEST left for I
by the magazine.
Jerome Kern whereby the noted theSAM
yesterday to start production on the t
composer will do complete musical firstcoast
of eight Peerless pictures which Charles i\
Loses Suit. Against U Theaters
Hutchinson
will direct.
scores for several productions,
Richmond, Va. — Nathan Schwartz. probably to be made this season.
JOE PENNER
arrives in New York today for
a former director and stockholder
a vacation
before
returning
to the Paramount
of Universal Chain Theaters Corp.,
studios,
where
he
recently
finished
work
in i
Warner's Buy "Sport Page"
"College
Rhythm."
has lost his fight in the U. S. CirWest
Coast
Bureau
of
THE
FILM
DAILY
cuit Court of Appeals here to reANNA KUZNETZOVA, formerly of Amkino,
cover $79,328.92 from the theater
Hollywood — "Sport Page," an or- sails on the Europa today en route to Russia,
iginal story by George Bricker,
organization. He was listed as appellant against Robert L. Randolph, former sports writer on the New ing. Joe Seider Moves Offices
receiver of Universal Chain Thea- York "Mirror," "Graphic" and the
ters, in the case of Wilkay Holding Columbus "State Journal," has been
Joe Seider's Prudential Theaters
Corp. vs. the Universal firm.
purchased by Warner Bros. Brown is moving its headquarters from 630
Holmes
the
story.has been assigned to adapt Ninth Ave. to the Paramount BuildDorothy Burgess for Stage
Dorothy Burgess, who recently
finished work in Harold B. Franklin's production of "Gambling," starring George M. Cohan, at the Astoria studios, will remain in New
York to read plays with the idea o
returning to the stage.
$4,129,000

Virginia

Washington Bureau of THE

Gross
FILM

DAILY

Washington — Virginia's 159 theaters grossed $4,129,000 in 1933, it
is shown in the Census of American
Business conducted by the Department of Commerce. The 140 houses
in West Virginia took in $2,711,000
Leff-Meyers
Open Offices
Leff-Meyers, owners of the Lido,
De Luxe, Fenway and Radio theaters, have opened midtown offices
in
St. the Kings Towers on West 48th
Lowell
West

Coast

Sherman on Color Film
Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Lowell Sherman has
been signed by Pioneer Pictures to
direct "Becky Sharp," first feature
in the new Technicolor process.
Miriam Hopkins will star in it and
RKO will release the picture.
New RKO House Opens
Newest link in the RKO circuit,
the RKO Alden, Jamaica, opens to
night with a special dedicatory performance at 7:3 J.

'Tra, la, la—tra, la, la— there's
HAPPINESS AHEAD!"

NEWS OF THE WEEK IN PHOTO-REVIEW

'STANWYCK SHINES in A Lost Lady",
chorus N. Y, critics at Strand premiere of

EARNERS

PROCLAIM

THANKSGIVING

WEEK

'gripping drama'

(Mirror)— 'dramatically

romantic ... replete

with charm' (/American)0

as national release date for their big Keeler-Powell mili-

ary musical, 'Flirtation Walk', to provide trade with strong holiday attraction. Radio plugs of 'Flirtation Walk',
\ See Two Lovers', 'Mister and Missis Is The Name', 'When Do We Eat' on air with others set to follow. °
JOT TONIGHT, JOSEPHINE', says
Mr. Powell to Miss Hutchinson . . .
<t's next Wednesday night we open
in Broadway in 'Happiness Ahead'!0

RARIN'

TO

GO

with his

'6-Day Bike Rider' October
20th, backed by huge Quaker
Oats exploitation tie-up, as
first trade review rates new
Brown show 'hilarious laugh
entertainment— thrilling, rapid.'c
GUY

KIBBEE

LANDS

in
LEGIT QUEEN

Gotham to start eastern per
sonal appearance tour in

°A First National Picture

for Warners

The

Right to Live' Peggy Wood joins George
Brent, Josephine Hutchinson, Colin Clive in
screen version of Somerset Maugham story.

advance of his 'Big Hearted
Herbert'*
and
'Babbitt'0
*A Warner Bros. Picture

SIGNED

Vitagraph, Inc., Distributors
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DATE OF PATHE MEET

CONTRACT UPSET SEEN
IN N.Y. STATE RULING

TO BE SET MONDAY1

WITH
(Continued from Page

1)

been censored, insisting that the
amendment of April, 1933, invalidated all contracts made prior to
that action. He insisted that the
of conlaw prevents the making
tracts for films as yet uncensored.
Counsel for the distributor replied
that the amendment merely construed the law, that the statute
has nothing to do with exhibition
contracts for pictures which have
not been released, but has to do
with the exhibition of pictures,
and the sale, lease and rental of
films for exhibition.
Herbert T. Silverberg, counsel
for the distributor, held that to
follow the contentions of the exhibitor's counsel. Sidnev B. Pfeiffer. would be to disrupt picture distribution contractual methods that
had been in effect for years. No
opinion accom/oanied Maloney's
order. He merely issued a memorandum granting the motion for
arbitration. Silverberg said scores
of contracts would be affected.

Fox Release Schedule
Is Set Un to January
(Continued from Page 1)

a Day"; Nov. 30. "Lottery Lover":
Dec. 7, "East River"; Dec. 14.
"Helldorado"; Dec. 21. "Cowboy
Millionaire" and Dec. 28, "Bright
Eyes."

Australia to Produce
About Dozen Features
Australian producers will turn
out under a dozen features this
year, representing a slight reduction
over their output during the past
season, saH Dan Carroll of CarrollMusgrove Theaters, Ltd., Sydney, in
New York yesterday.
Compared with a year ago, business in Australian theaters is
"slightly un", observed Carroll.
Theater construction is virtually at
a standstill as the country is overstated, he said. The dual feature
r>olicy is firmly entrenched, stated
the exhibitor. Carroll believ°s that
governmental efforts to establish a
onota law will be renewed next year
after relations with British producers are adjusted. The CarrollMusgrove circuit now comprises 15
houses.
Writes Series of Shorts
Johnnv Burke and Harold Spina,
who wrote "The Best Of My Heart."
have completed a series of musical
short subjects in which they will appear. The series is called "Music
On The Make."
Select Re-Sifns Milton Douglas
Milton Douglas, singing star of
the picture. "Gigolette," has been
signed to anpear in another Select
picture soon.

k
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• THE RECORD was smashed for AMPA luncheons
with 175 being fed
and 30 standing up in the rear
who were unable to get seats all in honor of the GaumontBritish contingent and Martin Quigley acting as Guest
Chairman
T
T
T
• •
• IN INTRODUCING
the Guest Chairman
prexy Billy Ferguson gave the publisher of the Quigley Publications credit for his constructive policies
both here and
abroad
and Mister Quigley in turn introduced the various
notables on the dais
calling upon Jeffrey Bernerd to
speak as the official mouthpiece of the G-B organization
he gave a straightforward talk on British production and
what his company planned to do on this side
speaking in
the typical British manner
without brag or boast
but with a lot of quiet confidence that his company
would
attain a place of importance in the American Scene
• •
• THE MAIN entertainer proved to be Harry Hershfield
this pop humorist was in his usual good form
and kept the luncheoneers in a steady ripple of laughter
Harry was glad to note the American and British flags entwined,
as they should be
but he admitted frankly to his British
ruests that if we Americans had known at the time of the
Revolution what we know now about this country
we
wouldn't have fought 'em so hard for it
he was surprised
to note that they had been in this country 24 hours, and hadn't
been taken as far as the pressagey audience was concerned
Harry could have kept going indefinitely he was
that good
T
T
T
• •
• A NEAT diversity of entertainment was provided
by several others
Eddie Peabody strummed his banjo in
his inimitable manner
and Gus Edwards
joined him in
singing the chorus of his own classic "School Days"
which
the class took up on the second snasm
Tony Marconi, nineyear old protege of Mister Edwards, sang an aria from
"Pagliacci" Bert Biferno, the electrical musical wizard,
performed on his electrically amplified guitar Bernard &
Henri, the female Van & Schenck of vaude, obliged with a pop
number

T

T

T

• • • MEMBERS OF the G-B contingent introduced bv
Martin Quigley were Michael Balcon, production executive of
the company Arthur Lee, vice-Drexv of the American G-B
Nova Pilbeam, child star of "Little Friend." a forthcoming G-B pix
Berthold Viertel. director of the oroduction
Robert Flahertv. producer of "Nanook of the North" an''
"Man of Aran" (the latter won the Mussolini
will
he roadshowed in this country) Jack Hulhert.prize
the and
famous
dancing comic star
Tiger King and Michael Dillane. starof "Manopened
if Aran"
Hume, Hallappearing in "Power"
which
yesterday atBenita
the Music

• • • THE CREDIT for getting together this aggregation was given by Prexy Ferguson to A. P. Waxman and Lou
Goldberg which reminds us that since his affiliation with
the G-B outfit "Waxy" is now referred to as Sir Abraham
Waxman, no less
he having knocked off in three weeks a
complete campaign on "Chu Chin Chow" at the Roxy and ditto
on "Power" for the Music Hall
including a twenty and a
twenty-four page insert
he also handled the arrivals of
all the G-B contingent above mentioned outside of that A.
P. is just loafing along an average of 18 hours a day
getting vasion
the G-B machine into high gear for the American In-

«

«

«

»

»

»

sented by proxy or in person to
vote tion
onplan.
theUnder
proposed
re-organizathe law,
the date
for the meeting cannot be held'
until 90 days after permission isi
given by the court.

Denver City Council
Lifts
Giveaway Ban
(Continued from Page 1)
banned by city ordinance. The bill
is up to the mayor, who has five!
days to sign or veto. All giveaways
have been ordered out by the grievance board.

Dual Bills and Vaude
Gain in Milwaukee
(Continued from Page 1)
switched to a daily dual policy ex-8
cept Tuesdays, which is family day
with all seats at 10 cents. Other
neighborhood houses are spotting
duals and flesh, making around 40
houses now back to double bills, j

Columbia to Distribute
30 (Continued
Features
in Europe |
from Page 1)
Manhattan, following a trip of fou^H
months.
Seidelman arranged for simultaneous premieres of "One Night of
Love" in 15 European centers within the next 60 days. Picture is doing big business at the Carlton in
London, he reports.
In England, in particular, film
business is displaying marked improvement, Seidelman declared.

[
u
4
1
i!

|
*

Continue Hearings
On L. A. Zoning Plan

The Code Authority's hearing on
protests in connection with the tentative Los Angeles zoning and clearance schedule was continued yester- j
day. Sitting as an appeals commit- ,
tee were: Ed Kuykendall, chairman; Harry Shiffman and E. T.
Gomersall. Those present included
Bernard Kreiselmann, impartial
member of the Los Angeles grievance board; Harry Hicks, Ben
Berinstein, Lou Metzger and L
Aaronson. It is expected that the
ing.
hearing will be resumed this mornWobber Holds Sales Meeting
Forthcoming Fox product and the
Kent sales drive were discussed by
Herman Wobber at a meeting of
bookers and salesmen at the New
York exchange yesterday. Present
were: E. C. Grainger, William Sussman and Harry Buxbaum.
Ratoff Forms London Company
London — Gregory Ratoff has
formed
his own producing firm under
Ltd.
the name of Gregory Ratoff Films,

FREDRIC

turns in the best job of
his career!" —VARIETY
"Smash
hit! Samuel
Goldwyn is to be congratulated on this
— BOX-OFFICE
screen achievement!'1

HALL

ON

THURSDAY,

NOVEMBER

1

THE

» » »

REVIEWS

Conrad

Veidt, Cedric
Hardwicke,
Benita Hume
Gaumonr-Brirish
105 mins.
ABSORBING DRAMA OF AN AMBITIOUS
JEW. STRONG ON PRODUCTION VALUES BUT LIMITED IN APPEAL TO
CLASS ADULTS.
Based on Feuchtwanger's novel, this is
in many respects another distinguished production from the British studios. The only
drawback, from the box-office standpoint,
is that the nature of its theme does not
encompass mass appeal. Story is about an
educated Jew, portrayed with conviction
by Conrad Veidt, who schemes to get
political power in order to aid his oppressed people. By catering to a vain
and lecherous Duke, played by Frank Vosper, Veidt attains the power he seeks,
only to learn that his father was a German
general, not a Jew. Having carried his
crusade thus far, however, he refuses to
turn back and so continues his Jewish
identity. Veidt's daughter, now grown
into a beautiful girl, Pamela Ostrer, catches
the eye of the Duke, and in seeking refuge
from his advances she goes over a roof
to her death. Veidt goes to the Duke,
who is struck with fear and dies of a
stroke, whereupon Veidt is hanged in a
climactic mob scene.
Cast: Conrad Veidt, Frank Vosper, Cedric Hardwicke, Benita Hume, Sir Gerald
du Maurier, Pamela Ostrer, Mary Clare,
Eva Moore, Paul Graetz, Haidee Wright,
Joan Maude, Sam Livesey.
Director, Lothar Mendes; Author, Lien
Feuchtwanger; Screen Play, A. R. Rawlinscn, Dorothy Farnum; Cameraman, Bernard
Knowles; Recording Engineer, W. Walter;
Editor, Otto Ludwig
Direction, Fine
Photography, Fine.

"THE SCOTLAND

YARD

MYSTERY"
B- I- P.
72 mins.
FAIR BRITISH DETECTIVE STORY
THAT SHOULD GO OVER IN NEIGHBORHOOD HOUSES.
A lack of any real suspense is the drawback in this Associated British Pictures
production. The audience is let in on
the mystery in the early reels and the film
proceeds to show the methods used by the
detective to get this clever criminal. The
action revolves around a series of similar
type deaths after the victims had been
heavily insured. Each victim had been
passed by the insurance company doctor
who appeals to his fiancee's father, a
Scotland Yard detective. By exhuming the
bodies and tracking down the persons who
received insurance payments the detective
eventually tracks down the culprit. Romance between the detective's daughter
and an insurance doctor is incidental to
the action of the piece. All parts are
capably handled.
Cast: Sir Gerald Du Maurier, George
Ourzon, Grete Natzler, Belle Chrystal, Leslie Perrins, Walter Patch, Henry Victor,
Herbert Cameron, Frederick Paisley.
Director, Thomas Bentley; Author, Wallace Geoffrey; Screen Play, Frank Miller;
Cameraman, James Wilson; Recording Engineer, Arthur Howell; Editor, Walter
Stokvis.
Direction, Okay. Photography,
Good
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Brian Aherne and Madge
(Hollywood
Preview)
KNOWS"
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Evans

ARTISTIC
AND

AROUND.

Frank

Morgan,

Ricardo

Lyle Talbot
Fiist National

Not Set

APPEAL

"A LOST LADY"

STRONG
D^.AMA
TO

CAST

THAT

THE

IN ADULT
SHOULD

Cortez,
61 mins.
ROMANTIC

APPEAL

BEST

FEMMES.

This romantic entanglement, concerning
Barbara Stanwyck's associations with a
number of men and giving her a chance to

please audiences generally. Miss Hayes,
as usual, invests her role with charm and

display quite a few nifty dresses, will
probably find most appreciation among the
feminine clientele. Hit by the calamity
of seeing her fiancee killed by another

sincerity, while Brian Aherne, as John
has much

sincerity but no

sense of humor, gives his best screen performance. Itis one of the best characterizations of the year. Dudley Digges
furnishes much of the comedy, while David Torrence, as Helen Hayes' father, and
Donald Crisp, as her crafty brother, are
"xcellent. Lucille Watson, a newcomer to
pictures, does fine work. Madge Evans
is the other woman who tries to win
Aherne from his wife. Henry Stephenson
is effective in a small role. Gregory La
Cava has directed the Sir James Barrie
classic with good taste and deftness.

Cast: Helen Hayes, Brian Aherne, Madge
cvans. Lucille Watson, Dudley Digges, Donald Crisp, David Torrence, Henry Stephenson, Boyd Irwin.

Director, Gregory La Cava; Author, Sir
James M. Barrie; Screen Play, Moncktcn
Hoffe, John Meehan; Cameraman, Charles
Rosher; Editor, Blanche Sewell.

Direction,

Aces

Photography,

A-l.

SHORTS
"The Spectacle Maker"
(Colortone Musical)
M-G-M
Beautiful Fantasy 20 mins.
Fantasy at its best is exemplified
in this thoroughly entertaining tworeeler. The short has the advantage
of a fanciful and appealing story, a
fine cast, imaginative direction, fine
musical accompaniment arranged by
Herbert Stothart and Technicolor
photography that is a treat to the
eye. The story, which accomplishes
the rare thing in a short subject of
working up real emotional feeling,
deals with a humble oculist in a
mythical kingdom who grinds out a
lens which reveals all things as
beautiful. This greatly pleases the
King and Queen. Then the oculist
is told by a dark stranger to make
a lens that will reveal truth, and
when the royal duo use this lens and
see through each other's mask it
causes quite a row, resulting in the
oculist being put on trial for his life
for being a sorcerer. The dark
stranger then appears and extricates
the prisoner from his predicament,
after which the oculist is advised
not to make any more glasses that
reveal the truth because the world
is not ready for it. The subject has
artistry plus mass appeal.

woman's husband, Barbara subsequently
marries a sympathetic elderly lawyer, Frank
Morgan, more for stability than love. Then
romance comes along, first in a mild way
from Lyle Talbot, younger partner of Morgan, and then in serious vein with Ricardo
Cortez. When Barbara tells Morgan about
her supposedly real love for Cortez, the
husband has a stroke, which causes her
to stand by him. After nursing him back
to health she becomes reconciled to him
,:nd they achieve a mutual happiness.
Cast:
Ricardo
Hobart
Ottiano,
Samuel
Thomas.

Barbara Stanwyck, Frank Morgan,
Cortez, Lyle Talbot, Phillip Reed,
Cavanaugh, Henry Kolker, Rafaela
Edward McWade, Walter Walker,
Hinds, Willie Fung, Jameson

Director,, Alfred E. Green; Author, Willa
Cather; Screen Play, Gene Markey, Kathrvn Sccla; Cameraman, Sid Hickox; Editor,
Owen Marks.
Direction,

First-Rate

WHEELS"

with

Besides having a good deal of class appeal, this new Helen Hayes vehicle will

Shand, who

« « «

Photography,

Fine.

"Taking (Oddity)
Care of Baby"
with Pete Smith, Irene Harvey,
Marion "Peanuts" Byron
M-G-M
10 mins.
Instructive and Amusing
Besides containing a certain
amount of helpful instruction to
young mothers in the care of babies this subject works up a number
of amusing incidents through the
contrasting of the right and wrong
ways of looking after kids. Irene
Hervey and Marion Byron have the
roles of the respective mothers, with
Pete Smith gagging the action. Jack
Cummings directed.

"Pro Football"
with Pete Smith and "Red" Grange
M-G-M
10 mins.
Ace Sport Subject
An unusually interesting and
timely short showing the amazing
teamwork and clever plays of the
Chicago Bears, champion professional football team headed by Harold "Red" Grange. Plenty of action
and thrills are combined with a
sprinkling of comedy provided mainly by Pete Smith's accompanying
remarks and a burlesqued nance
finish. Ray McCarey directed it.

Randolph
Scott, Gail Patrick, Monte
Blue, Raymond
Hatton
Paramount
56 mins.

GOOD
WESTERN
PARTICULARLY
5TRONG ON PRODUCTION VALUES AND
BOLSTERED
BY MUSICAL
TOUCHES.
The appeal of this western should go
even a little beyond the dyed-in-the-wool
horse opera fans. Adapted from a Zane
Grey story, it depicts the march of a ]
caravan from eastern states to settle i
Oregon. The journey is beset with inter
ference from a gang headed by Monte
Blue, a half-Indian, who poses as a member of the settler group in order to sidetrack the caravan and thus prevent the
white men from spoiling the fur trading
business for the Indians. Randolph Scott,
chief scout of the party, gets wise to the
duplicity of Blue and, in an elaborate
climactic battle, manages to save most
of the caravan, including the heroine, Gail
Patrick. Musical trimmings, principally the
"Wagon Wheels" theme song, inject some
added enjoyment, and there is a restrained
sprinkling of comedy by Raymond
Hatton.
Cast: Randolph Scott, Gail Patrick, Billy
Lee, Leila Bennett, Jan Duggan, Monte
Blue. Raymond Hatton, Olin Hcwland. J.
P. McGowan, James A. Marcus, Helen
Hunt, James B Kenton, Alfred Delcambre,
John Marston, Sam McDaniels, Howard
Wilson, Michael Visaroff, Julian Madison,
Eldred Tidburv,
E Alyn Warren.
Director, Charles Barton; Author, Zane
Grey. Screen Play, Jack Cunningham,
Charles Logue, Carl A. Buss; Cameraman,
William Mellor; Recording Engineer, Phi
Wisdom;
Editor, Jack Dennis.
Direction, Gccd
Photography, A-l

"Switzerland the Beautiful"
(FitzPatrick TravelTalk)
M-G-M
10 mins.
Fine Travelogue in Color
Photographic beauty, made possible by the new Technicolor process,
plus the natural scenic beauty of
Switzerland combine to make this
one of the most pleasing travel
shorts in the long FitzPatrick line.
Besides being good to look upon,
the pastoral scenes have a restful
charm and the bleak snow-capped
mountain peaks present a striking
contrast with the green valleys alive
with shepherd's flocks and the spick
and span villages. The usual interesting talk by James A. FitzPatrick
accompanies the scenes.

"Tale of the Vienna Woods"
(Happy Harmonies) 8 mins.
M-G-M
Good Color Cartoon
Cartoon action has been nicely
tailored to the orchestral composition, "Talethe
of added
the Vienna
Woods,"of
and with
advantage
color it makes an enjoyable subject
of its kind. The antics in the short
are provided mainly by a little fawn
cavorting in the forest with a satyr
brought to life from a fountain
statue.

I'VE
THE

NEVER
SEEN ANYTHING
AUDIENCE
YELLED AND

LIKE IT!
CHEERED!
soys ARTHUR MAYER
Managing Director
Rialto Theatre
New
York
City

and

the New

York critics

join in acclaiming

KING

it

"Brilliant!

•

Exciting !
Absorbing!

a
EPIC

— Daily News

VIDOR'S
OF

A

MILLION

HEARTS!

—

N. Y. Times

Amazing!"

ii r\!-M.t.

Distinguished and
exciting! Brilliantly

'Terrific climax! I recommend itwith-

—

out reservation!"
—

Daily Mirror

World -Telegram

Asacted!"
stirring a climax
as the screen can

Stirring drama! The
cast is excellent!

—

— Eve. Journal

Released

N. Y. Sun

boast this season!"

thru
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A LITTLE from "LOTS"

New Incorporations

By RALPH WILK
NEW
YORK
HOLLYWOOD "Spanky" did "his stuff" for the
Opera Players, Inc., New York. Theatrical^
Today: Meeting of Independent Theater OwnA
LAN
DINEHART
has
arrived
in
ers of Ohio to discuss state admission tax
camera. "The picture must go on," and motion picture offerings. Capital, $50,1,'
situation, Netherland-Plaza Hotel, CincinHollywood by plane to assume said the youngster.
000. Stockholders: Anna Dore Lyon, Howard1'1
▼ ▼
▼
nati.
C. MacDougall and Sylvain
Roberts.
his role in "Lottery Lover," the
Morco
Enterprises,
Inc.,
Manhattan.
Thea- ; .
Producer
Glen
Allvine, who
is trical
Parisian comedy with music which
Oct. 6: Catholic Actors Guild tea, Hotel Astor,
productions
of all kinds.
Capital.
1 00
New York.
3 to 8 P. M.
William Thiele is directing for Fox making "Silver Streak" for RKO. shares of stock.
Shareholders:
Jack
Morton}'
Max Cohen
and Louis P. Randell.
entertained
members
of
the
Sigma
Film.
Oct. 7-8: Annual convention of M.P.T.O.
The Vitachome Corp. of America, Manhattan! ?0r
of Arkansas. Mississippi and Tennessee
Delta Ch\ journalistic fraternity, Motion
T
T
T
pictures Capital, $20,000. StockholdJ, ,
(Tri-S-tate),
Memphis.
Alfange.
aboard
"Silver
Zephyr,"
which
is
beBen
Verschleiser
will
produce
Oct. 12: Annual convention of Theater Owners
ing used in the picture. Brian Bell, ers: A. W. J. Pohl, Maurice Amado and Dean "l
Ronny
Pictures,
Inc.,
Manhattan.
Motioni f
of Oklahoma, Oklahoma
City.
"Million Dollar Baby," for Mono- head of the California and Arizona
gram. It was written by Joseph
and
sound
pictures
Capital,
200
shares
of (a
Oct. 12: Annual Golf Tournament and Dinnerbureaus of the Associated Press, stock.
Shareholders: Irving B. J. Levine, Samuel
Santley, who will also direct. Dur- was the principal speaker. Allvine. L. Cohen and Jeanette Siegel.
Dance sponsored by The Philadelphia Exhibitor, LuLu Temple Country Club, Philoing the past season Verschleiser
R. P A. Productions,
Inc., New York.
Thea-i !
who is a former Kansas City news- trical
delphia.
plays and
radio broadcasting.
Capital, j,
was the producer on "Broken ternity,
200 shares
of stock.
Shareholders:
E E. Ford,
p
a
p
e
r
m
a
n
,
i
s
a
member
of
the
fraDreams." "Woman's Man" and
Oct. 14: Pittsburgh Variety Club's Sixth Annual Banquet, William Penn Hotel. PittrHerbert
B. Woodman
and
Julius
F. Brauner ;l
"Jane Eyre." The latter is playburgh.
T
T
T
Advance
Filmpicture
Exchange,
Inc.,Capital,
Manhattan.»-'
General
motion
business.
$5,-i;
ing key houses throughout this
Ben Lyon will play the lead in 000.
Oct. 24: Annual convention of Motion Picture
Stockholders: Lester W. Adler, Sol Cole-I
country as well as the British Em- "His Flag and Ours" for Columbia. man and Henry Fried.
Theater
Owners
of Washington,
Seattle.
Ben-Mir Amusement Corp., Manhattan. Oper-V
»
▼
T
Monroe Owslev is playing in "Red
Oct. 29-Nov. 1: S.M.P E. Fall Meeting Hotel
Pennsylvania,
New
York.
pire.
of theaters and motion picture houses.-}-:
Mitchell and Durant, who recently Woman," at Paramount, and Wal- ation
Capital.
$20,000. Stockholders:
Milton
M.j;
Weintraub,
D.
Benjamin
Mason
and
Irvingr
ter
Kingsford
in
"A
White
CockaNov 3: Cleveland Variety Club's first annual
ball. Hotel Statler. Cleveland.
completed their work in "365 Nights
too," at Warner Bros. Deals were Glassman.
Amusements, Inc., Manhattan.
by Walter Myers of the John FilmGusandEdwards
in Hollywood," for Fox, are set for set
radio booking agency. Capital, 200
Nov. 12: Annual ball sponsored by Motion Pica series of personal appearances at Zanft agency.
ture Post of American Legion, Hotel Statler
shares of stock. Shareholders: Lester N. Altthe
Palace,
Chicago,
starting
Oct.
Boston.
T
T
r
schul, Sally Feinberg
and Lillian Edwards.
12 to be followed by bookings in
Fox has assigned Judith Allen to
Calling All Stars, Inc., Manhattan. Vaude-f:
Detroit and New York. The en- "Bright Eyes." and Siegfried Ru- ofvi Mestock
and filmShareholders:
productions. LewCapital,
Brown,10 shares-'
Jacob >
Remodeling the Luxor
gagements were arranged by Wal- mann and Olin Howland to "East Wilk and Harry Charnas.
ter Myers of the John Zanft agency.
The Luxor, at Bleecker Street, reJaypay Pictures Corp., Manhattan. Motion!"
▼
T
T
pictures. Capital. 100 shares of stock. Share- i
T
T
T
cently taken over by a new operatholders: Florence Levy. Betty Black and JuneL
With the completion of shooting K. Rothman.
ing company headed by Ravitz &
"Spanky" MacFarland is a grand
Weinberg, is being remodelled and young trouper. Although his pet on
River."
"Hell in the Heavens" this week. andMaple
Theater Corp., Utica. Motion pictures '
vaudeville. Capital, 200 shares of stock.tF
a new Photophone High Fidelity sys- dog, "Ginger," was lost on the first Director John Blystone celebrated Shareholders:
S. Sheldon Judson, William R. ;
tem installed. Nathan Ravitz will
the making of his 63rd film for Fox. Le« and Catherine J. Oster.
day of work on "Wash-ee Iron-ee," The cast of the picture is headed by
manage the house.
The
Jewish
Music
Bureau.
Inc.,
New
York1
an Our Gang comedy, six-year-old
Warner Baxter, with Conchita Mon- City.
All branches
of the theatrical
and mo- lE
picture business.
Capital. $12,000
Stock- tit
tenegro, Russell Hardie, Herbert tion
holders:
Solomon
Rothfeld,
Eleanor
Lanzet
and.
Mundin, Andy Devine, Vince Barnett Rachel Vixman.
and J. Carrol Naish prominent in
supporting roles.
lumbia's "Murder Island."
▼
r
r
Pauline Garon has been signed by
William Hazlett Upson, author, u
has arrived in Hollywood to work!
Warners for "White Cockatoo."
Go to Pittsburgh to the
▼
▼
T
on the screen play of Joe E. Brown's t
Screen rights to James Hilton's next First National picture, "Earth-jit
worm Tractor."
Upson
will col-fL
novel, "Rage of Heaven," have been laborate
with James
Seymour
oniL
acquired by Metro, which recently
the
adaptation.
by way of the —
bought Mr. Hilton's other popular
SIXTH
ANNUAL
story, "Good-bye,
Mr. T Chips."
T
T
J. P. Medbury has completed th<
Gertrude Astor has been assigned
Motion
Picture
Handicap
dialogue
for "Kashmir," the thirc
by director Mervyn LeRoy to an im- of the 1934-35
series of Travelaughs
portant part in Warners' "Sweet produced by Walter Futter for Columbia. He will start next week or
▼
r
T
"Central America." Among othei
Adeline."
Doris Malloy and Harry Clork, features in the series are included
under the auspices of
author of "The Milky Way," are
at Universal City adapting Dashiel "West Indies," "Hollywood" anc
"County Fair."
Hammett's "On The Make" to the
"The Phil
screen.

A

DOUBLE

FEATURE!

T

VARIETY

CLUB

T

T

DINNER

GOLF TOURNAMENT
adelphia

EXHIBITOR"

Friday, October
LU

LU

TEMPLE

COUNTRY

CLUB,

▼

12th
PHILA.

Arrangements are being perfected for a special sleeper to leave Philadelphia on Friday night following the Tournament festivities and arriving
in Pittsburgh on Saturday morning in ample time for the big Pitt football
game on Saturday afternoon, and plenty of rest before the Variety Club
Dinner on Sunday night.
Here is an opportunity
for an ALL-PENNSYLVANIA
Week-End.

MAKE

YOUR

RESERVATIONS

NOW!

T

T

Loretta Young has been selected
for the stellar feminine role opposite Ronald Colman in the 20th
Century production, "Clive of India," which goes into production
next week under the direction of
Richard Boleslavsky.
T

T

T

T

T

T

Vince Barnett has been added to
the cast of "Concealment," the Barbara Stanwyck starring vehicle now
in work at the Warner studios.
Fred Niblo, Jr., and Albert DeMond have been assigned to collaborate on the screen treatment for Co-

Louise Dresser
Arthur M. Loew
James Bradbury,

Jr.

George Irving
David L. Loew
Kathryn Crawford

bn
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ORM GROUP TO AID
MORAL FILM MAKING
{Continued from Page 1)

kr. William B. Millar, formerly
eneral Secretary of The Greater
ew York Federation of Churches,
5 secretary and a group of promijnt men and women as its spon>rs. The essential element in the
oundation's program is the prouction of a regular supply of
jature motion pictures and short
lbjects which will satisfy the deland for wholesome and intellient family entertainment.
The Foundation's plans provide
)r releasing a family pictures
rogram of one feature and from
iree to five reels of shorts each
eek during the school year. The
ictures will be sold under the dijction of the Foundation, but disibuted physically through estabshed channels.
The Foundation
ill not go into the business of
iroducing pictures, but it will aid
liable independent producers by
nancing and insuring distribution
f pictures made from stories
rhich have been selected by the
tory selection committee of the
'oundation.
In acting as an agency of social
rvice the Foundation
said it is
ady to co-operate with existing
■oducing companies by publicly
pproving such pictures as it conders to be of constructive value,
id by helping to interest the peole of the communities of the naon in such films. There will be
n appropriate charge made for
lis service.
The Foundation is a non-profit
nd non-sectarian organization
hich will be maintained by the
ifts and endowments of public)irited men and women, and it intes the co-operation and advice of
>cial, civic and religious organiitions as well as the motion picire industry itself.
Jeanette MacDonald on Radio
Jeanette MacDonald, now visiting
New York after completion of
-G-M's "The Merry Widow," will
( heard on WABC over the Atater Kent hour and the Columbia
itwork, singing numbers from her
;w picture, Monday evening at
30. Miss MacDonald is to return
fi the coast soon to start work on
STaughty Marietta." "The Merry
have its premiere Oct.
I^idow"
at the will
Astor.
• Advance "No Ransom" Release
I Release of Liberty's "No Ran>n" has been advanced from Oct.
(J to Oct. 8.

Short Triple-Dated on B'way

Second in the series of "Dumb-Belle
Letters," the RKO-Van Beuren onereelers, will play at three Broadway
theaters next week. Houses are the
Radio City Music Hall, Palace and
Rialto.

—3&*l

11

OAILV

Crowning the Movies
It is easy to count the riches of a young but regenerated motion picture
season, now crowned by the visualization of the stage play success of two
continents, "The Barretts of Wimpole Street". Higher and nobler things now
fascinate on the silver screen where once were gangster heroes, problems in
eroticism and the aggrandizement of murder. Fiction is but another form of
biography, and biography is the world's greatest teacher. What finer can
be found than the romance of two of time's greatest poets?
Quickly skim over in the mind some of the changes within a few weeks

30 OF FOX LINEUP
READY IN NOVEMBER
(Continued from Page 1)

han has been conferring with S. R.
Kent on production plans. Upon
his arrival at the coast, Sheehan
will start "One More Spring",
with Janet Gaynor, Warner Baxter
and Stepin Fetchit.

in the screen album. There was George Arliss' characterization of the great
"House of Rothschild", and coming that same fine actor's story of "The Last
Gentleman". In the revival of fictional classics there are the Dumas' "Count
of Monte Cristo", once the James O'Neill surety of attention, and Robert
Louis Stevenson's "Treasure Island", so rich with the characterizations of
Wallace Beery, Jackie Cooper and Lionel Barrymore. That grand opera may

Detroit Notes

Chicago — Offices have been opened
McGee, Miss. — The McGee, closed
since it was relinquished by the here by Clyde Elliott, who will produce stage attractions for motion
Crawford interests, has reopened
under management of H. H. Ever- picture and vaudeville houses. Firm
ett.
will be known as the Clyde Elliott

Walt Futter Plans Expedition

Detroit — With dropping of vaude,
the Fisher has gone dual bill on a
split-week basis.
Kalamazoo Michigan Theater
even not be lost to us in the provinces was demonstrated by Grace Moore's
unfortunately titled, but delightful nevertheless, "One Night of Love". History
Corp. is a newly chartered subwas touched up by the suspenseful "Operator 13", that story of the Civil War,
sidiary of the Butterfield circuit.
which Marion Davies so adequately pictured. Another classic revival was that
Deaths of the past week included
of "Jane Eyre", in which Virginia Bruce did memorable work. Then current
Louis H. Harris, Excellent Picis the wonderful success of Will Rogers in "Judge Priest", a characterization
tures salesman, and Herman W.
which shows how great masses really love the quaint and delightful. But
Schmeman, president of the local
why continue on that line, the so-called "fans" all know that there has been
musicians'
federation.
a generous and wonderful change for the finer and cleaner, and are grateful.
Jack Berkowitz of Graphic PicThese are the times when changed monetary values have curbed travel,
tures was in town a few days ago
but the movies bring along with great plays of history, biography and fiction
visiting the Monogram exchange.
the travel talks, which revive delicious memories or educate in a world-wide
Edward H. Beck has opened an
way. Events of the world are flashed almost as quickly as in the daily press,
office for Streimer Ad Service in
and there are educational features which make for greater intelligence.
the Film Exchange.
These are the continuances. Great thing is that the movies are now showing
Louis A. Orsin has dropped plans
their greatest achievements. — "Syracuse Journal".
fo open a Michigan distributing office for Shamrock Pictures.
The Republic, downtown house,
has closed, and the Zellah, east side,
has reopened after improvements.
Harry Balaban's Adams Theater
obtained its first major film in
years this week when "One Night
of Love" moved over from the Fox.
George Ranshaw has joined the
Salem, Mass. — M. & P. will reAkron — Chatkin's Palace had a
aters.
open the Federal theater on Oct. 7 booking
return of stage shows this week
staff of United Detroit Thewith the booking of the Mills Bros. after being closed a number of
vears. Arthur S. Nurch, Jr., is beJoseph Portell is remodeling the
ing transferred from Lowell to man- Virginia Park Theater, north end
Onaway, Mich. — C. De Rosia has
house. Floyd Wadlow, former
acquired the Silver, formerly owned
age it.
owner, is now an auto salesman.
by Knute Silver.
Myrtle Clements, Monogram
Bristol, R. I.— Work is progress- booker, is on vacation in Toronto
ing on the house being built by Lon for a few months.
Constantine, Mich.— C. T. Wolf of Vail to replace the Pastime, deDetroit is buying the Royal here.
stroyed by fire.
Productions. Carl Bright and Harry
J. Beatty will be associated with
Atlanta — George Campbell who
Fond du Lac, Wis. — Two men held Elliott.
formerly operated the Princess in up Ray Zermain, manager of the
Jackson, has arranged to take over Retlaw, and escaped with $75 from
the Grant Park here, scheduled to
Panama City, Fla. — J. E. Churchthe theater safe and $135 from Zer- well,
who also operates the Panama
open with new Photophone High Fi- main's wallet.
here, is installing new RCA Victor
delity sound Nov. 1.
High Fidelity sound in the Bay.
Louisville — The National has been
Houston — J. B. Adelman has con- leased
for five and a half years by
tracted for installation of an RCA
City Island, N. Y. — The Raymond
Victor High Fidelity sound system Royal Christensen, who formerly has been equipped with complete
in a new house which will be ready managed the La Salle in Chicago. new Photophone High Fidelity
House, dark for four months, will sound apparatus by David Harris.
to open in about a month.
be reopened soon with pictures and
vaude.
Meridian, Miss. — A. H. Yoemans
Columbia, La. — A theater is to
has taken over the Alberta and is
open here soon.
South Bend, Ind. — The Granda arranging for the installation of
has added vaudeville booked through
Samson, Ala. — The Royal reopen- the Billy Diamond office of Chicago. Photophone High Fidelity sound
ed here last week.
equipment.

Walter Futter,is producer
"Travelaughs,"
planning of
an Columbia's
expedition
into the Federated Malay States.
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TO LADY FOR A DAY

e;

and adds

A PICTURE THAT IS JUST PLAIN
ORDINARY SWELL! GIVI
YOURSELF A TREAT BY PLAY
ING THIS UP BIG!
•

•

•

THIS IS MONEY rN THE BANK..
THE PICTURE IS A TRIUMPF
AND COMBINES SOCK DRAMA
STIRRING COMEDY ANC
UNIQUE ROMANCE. ANOTHER
GEM IN COLUMBIA'S DIADEM
A WORTHY SUCCESSOR TC
"LADY FOR A DAY".
— Motion Picture Daily.
• • •
AS A BOX OFFICE ATTRACTION
IT LOOKS LIKE A RUNNER-UP
ON "LADY FOR A DAY" . . .
SHOOTS STRAIGHT AT THE
AUDIENCE HEART WITH EMOTIONAL WALLOP. PICTURE
HAS EVERYTHING IT TAKES FOR
POPULAR APPEAL.
•
—Variety
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^Carole LOMBARD-MayROBSON
Roger Pryor
— Walter Connolly

Directed by David Burton

Story by Dwight Taylor— Screen Play by Jo Swerling
A
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Tri-Ergon Patent Ruling Expected in Wash'n Today

NEW CODE ASSESSMENT PLAN SUBMITTED TO NRA
Family Films
Increase to 73%, Review Board Reports
dy
Only 13 of 48 Pictures
Relegated to Mature
Classification

.ome
. . . and other things
By DON CARLE GILLETTECONSPICUOUS in the new season's
crop of features is the scarcity of pictures that are primarily of a comedy nature.
The screen suddenly has gone serious
with a vengeance.
Looking over the list of current Broadway
offerings, out of ten first-runs on view —
"Barretts of Wimpole Street," "Power,"
"Our Daily Bread," "Count of Monte Cristo,"
"Peck's Bad Boy," "Wagon Wheels," "Dude
Ranger," "Bride of the Lake," "A Lost Lady"
and "Belle of the Nineties" — only this last
one contains an appreciable number of
laughs.
Costume spectacles, historical dramas,
romance, domestic entanglements, psychological and sociological studies, economics
and hokey sentiment are in plentiful supply.
Seems like the gag writers are the only
ones who have allowed themselves to be
licked by the Legion of Decency.
T
r
T
SPEAKING of the Legion and its tributaries, though it looked for a time as
though the producers would be given a
chance to continue unmolested in their
already demonstrated intentions and ability
to meet even the most straight-laced standards of propriety, another sniping campaign
against the movies is getting under way.
Apparently, in a world where 60 per cenl
of perfection may be considered a high
average, the morality racketeers want the
screen to be 101 per cent perfect.
Maybe

the

100,000,000

moviegoers

are

ADDED to the already overhanging cloud;
of legislation that loom for the next
session is the new move of the Motion
Picture Research Council against block
booking.
After having had the spotlight taken
away from it for several months by ttu
Legion of Decency, the Research Counci'
has bobbed up again with a new progran
that is calculated to put this group back
in the headlines for a while.
You've
little
fun. got to let reformers have their

An appreciable increase in films
of the family type is shown in the
September - October summaries of
pictures in the National Board of
Review Magazine, which designated
73 per cent of its list of 48 current
films in the family class, including
about a half dozen for juvenile
matinees. The 13 remaining pictures are classified as of mature appeal.

CONFABSWITHASCAP
BEINGRESUMEDTODAY

Conference between the exhibitors
Emergency Committee and the
American Society of Composers, Authors & Publishers to work out a
compromise on the new music rates
will continue this morning at the
Ascap offices.

Nelson Hampton Handling
Four Birmingham Houses
Birmingham — Nelson Hampton,
manager of the Wilby Ritz, has been
promoted to director of Rialto The(C 'ontinued

on Page

4)

Korda in Stage-Film Tieup
London — Paralleling the arrangement
effected by 20th Century in New York,
Alexander Korda of London Films has
formed L. F. Play Productions for the
staging of plays prior to screen production. First to be produced under the
plan will be "Josephine," with "Mary
Read" and "Nijinsky" slated to follow.

An assessment plan, based on
gross revenue, has been adopted by
the Code Authority and submitted
to the NRA in Washington for
study and approval. Prior to agreement upon the method of allocating
Film Men to Take Part
assessments to cover costs of operatthe code machinery, there was
In Crime Conference some ing differences
of opinion among
Washington Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
majors and independent company
representatives
on
the Authority.
Washington — Members of the film
The Authority this week has two
industry will be invited to a Conference on Crime that has been appeals hearings scheduled in connection with zoning and clearance
called to meet here Dec. 10-13 by
Tomorrow the Buffalo sysAttorney General Cummings. In- plans.
tem
will
be the subject of a hearing,
dividuals of distinction in various
and on Wednesday the Indianapolis
fields will be asked to speak. Presi- plan will be open to criticisms or
dent Roosevelt will address the opening session.
approvals.

Will

H.

Hays

to Address

Hollywood — Warner-First National have eight features currently
before the cameras. They are:
"Right to Live," "White Cockatoo,"
"Racing Luck," "Flying Marines,"
"Concealment," "Bordertown,"
"Sweet Adeline," and "Sweet Music." In preparation are "Gold Diggers of 1935," "Casino de Paree"
and "Skipper of the Ispahan."

Catholic

Group

AARON JONES AFTER
14 CHICAGO HOUSES

Efforts and accomplishments of
the film industry to meet the standards set up by the Legion of Decency will be described by Will H.
Hays on Friday afternoon at the
opening session of the eleventh
biennal convention of the InterChicago — Aaron Jones, Sr., head
national Federation of Catholic of Jones, Linick & Schaefer, operaAlumnae.
tors of several Loop theaters, is reported negotiating for 11 South Side
houses and three on the North Side.

Supreme Court May Rule Today
In Tri-Ergon Patent Situation
8 Before the Cameras
At Warner-F. N. Studio
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Schedule of Fees Based
on Gross Approved by
Code Authority

Zanuck to Film Novel
After Stage Version

"De Luxe," Louis Bromfield novA legal decision of tremendous
el which will be offered as a Broadsignificance to the industry is exway play next month by Chester
pected to be made known by the
U. S. Supreme Court in Washington Erskin, has been acquired for the
today when the highest judicial body screen by(Continued
Darryl Zanuck,
on Page 4)20th Cenin the land announces whether or
not it will take jurisdiction over two
Cartoon House on Broadway
appeals from Circuit Court of Appeals decisions on American TriAn exclusive cartoon policy will open
Ergon patent cases. In event the
Wednesday at the Bijou, former Broadway legit house. Cartoon Exhibitors,
Supreme Court supports the lower
Inc., has leased the theater. Program
court rulings, William Fox, who conwill be continuous from 10 A. M. to
midnight.
trols American Tri-Ergon, will as(Continued

on Page 4)
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Picture

Distributor

Fox
Roxy
First National. . . . Strand
Gaumont-British . . Music Hall
Paramount
Mayfair
United Artists. . . Rialto
M-G-M
Capitol
Fox
Criterion
United Artists. .. .Rivoli
Paramount
Paramount
RKO Radio
Palace
Julius Hagen
Westminster

♦ FOREIGN

LANGUAGE

The Blue Light
(2nd week)
Petersburg
Nights
(2nd week)
Thunderstorm
(2nd week)

♦ FUTURE

OPENINGS

fc'3

{QUOTATIONS

STOCK

Loew's, Inc
Metro-Goldwyn,
Paramount
Pathe
Exch
RKO
Warner

Bros
NEW

Technicolor
NEW
Keith
Loews

MARKET

AS OF SATURDAY)
High

Columbia
Picts.
East.
Kodak

Low

Net
Chg.

Close

vtc. 36%
36
36l/4 +
lOOVi lOOVs lOOVi +
29
26
4%
1 V4

28%
26
4%
1 !4

YORK

2'/2
5
CURB

YORK

12%
BOND

23/8
4%
MARKET
5
—
1214
12'/2 +
MARKET

pfd..

A-0 6s 46
6s 41ww....

29

4% +

26

62
101%

Paramount 6s 47 ctfs. 59'/2
Par. By. 5%s51
42%
Par. 5%s50
60%

59'/2
423/4
60%

59%
42%
60%

. .
+
+

Warner's

60%

60%

—

60%

62 —
101 %
..

Hungarian Operetta Opening
"Everything for the Woman,"
Hungarian comic operetta which
Danubia Pictures is distributing,
will have its local premiere on Oct.
12 at the Tobis theater.

RECORDING
INDUSTRIAL

ON FILM
—

FILM

SLIDE FILM— RECORDS
BRUNSWICK
PRODUCTIONS CORP.
CH 4-2200

Theater
wood.
BETTY

. 55th St. Playhouse
. Acme
. Cameo

♦
Strand
Astor
Music Hall
Paramount
Capitol
Criterion
Strand
Rivoli
Rialto
55th St. Playhouse
Roxy
Mayfair

(f) Follows The Blue Light.
(g) Follows Peck's Bad Boy.
(h> Follows Wagon Wheels.

has come

east from Holly-

ROBERT McWADE, son of the actor of the
same name, arrives in New York today from
California
on the Santa
Elena.

♦

First National
M-G-M
Fox
Paramount
M-G-M
Gaumont-British.
Warner Bros
United Artists. . .
Warner Bros
Mundus
Gaumont-British.
Universal

LAWFORD

CHARLIE RUGGLES is in New York from the
coast due to the illness of his wife.

JEAN ARTHUR, on completion of her present Broadway engagement, returns to the coast
to resume work for Columbia, which recently
exercised
its option
on her services.
GEORGE K ARTHUR, back from Europe,
plans to leave New York this week for Los
Angeles.
KUYKENDALL
NewED York.

has returned south from;

Lionel Wasson Joins Weinberg
Lincoln, Neb. — Lionel WassonJ
Des Moines, goes to York, Neb., toj
become city manager for General
Theaters,
Harry acquired
Weinberg's
which
recently
the stringT
Yorn
and Sun there. Joe Schnitzen and!
Robert Jess will stay on as house ■
managers.

Wilcox to Direct "Bohemian Girl"
John E. Koen Dead
London — Herbert Wilcox, producSalem, Mass. — John E. Koen, 61,
tion chief of British and Dominions,
who
operated
the
first
movie
theater
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
here and later became a big theater announces that he will direct "The
Washington — After a full morn- operator in this section, died last Bohemian Girl" himself. It will be
ing's private hearing, the appeal of
Services were held Saturday. released through United Artists.
Lew Wisper, Detroit exhibitor, week.
against the NRA ruling that employes in theaters on Aug. 23, 1933,
cannot be discharged without being
replaced, was recessed by Deputy
Administrator William P. Farnsworth to allow Wisper and the
union to get together on a settlement.

l'/4 +••
2%

62
101%

6s39

d G

Wisper Hearing Recessed
For Get Together Talk

FINANCIAL
YORK

FILMS

DuWorld.
Amkino..
Amkino. .

Happiness
Ahead
(Oct. 10)
Merry Widow
(Oct 11; two-a-day)
Judge Priest (Oct. 11)
Now and Forever
(Oct. 12)
Student Tour
(Oct. 12)
Man of Aran
(Oct. 18)
Madame
Du Barry
(Oct. 24)
The Last Gentleman(b)
Case of the Howling Dog(c)
Men of Tomorrow(f)
Little Friend(g)
Wake
Up and Dream (h)

.oming an

Parade •

Peck's
Bad Boy
A Lost Lady
Power
Wagon Wheels
Our Daily Bread
Barretts of Wimpole
Street
(2nd week)
Dude Ranger (2nd week)
Count of Monte Cristo
(2nd week)
Belle of the Nineties
(3rd week)
Richest Girl in the World(a)
Bride of the Lake (5th week)

(a) Subsequent run.
(b) Follows Count of Monte Cristo
(c) Follows Our Daily Bread.
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Swone in New Offices
Herbert Bayard Swope, newly i
elected chairman of the board of
K. A. O., will move into his new
offices in the RKO Building today.
It is understood that Swope will
hold several meetings this week in
which the K. A. O. and Proctor circuit executives will be brought together for discussions on unity of
operation of all RKO theater subsidiaries.

"CHU CHIN CHOW"

Wayburn
Wants
Shirley Temple
Ned Wayburn is negotiating with
Fox for the services of Shirley Temple in his stage musical comedy
production, "The Year 'Round."
Lasky, Jr., Play Being Staged
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

We don't go in for rare Orientals in
theatre carpet but when it conies to
long wear, good looks, and moderate
price, we bow to no one. Which is why

DAILY

Los Angeles — Jesse L. Lasky, Jr.,
who recently co-authored "The
White Parade" for Fox, has collaborated with Gladys Unger on "Private Beach," a new play of Hollywood which will begin a run at the
Bliss-Hayden theater.
Ted Schlanger a Colonel
Ted Schlanger of the Warner
home office theater department is
the latest to be appointed a Kentucky Colonel on the staff of Governor Ruby Lafoon.

the majority of the country's outstanding theatres have been giving our carpet a 4* rating for years.

ALEXANDER

SMITH

CARPET

j

OTBALL

SEASO

PENS!
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TWO

REELS

OF SOUL-STIRRING
BLOOD-POUNDING ENTERTAINMENT YOUR AUDIENCES WILL
STAND
UP AND
CHEER!
Featuring

HAL

ROBERTS
And his Famous

TROJAN

BAND

'ft,

V
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THE
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TRI-ERGON RULING
IS EXPECTED TODAY
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(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Pane 1)

sume a position of major importance
in the industry, according to wellinformed persons.
Question to be decided by the Supreme Court today is whether or not
it w 11 grant a petition for a writ of
certiorari, sought by defendants in
both the double print and flywheel
patents cases. Paramount Publix is
defendant in the double prints infringement suit, while AltoonaPublix, Wilmer & Vincent, and the
Locust St. Real Estate Co. are involved in the flywheel action.
Confer This Week on Union Scales
Fact-finding committee on the
booth situation will begin deliberations early this week on working
out a uniform scale for operators in
film theaters, it was said Saturday
by Charles C. Moskowitz, one of the
committee members. The committee has been engaged to date in assembling data on which to establish
its conclusions.
Lenin Film on Way
"Three Songs About Lenin," a
documentary film record showing
Lenin's
part into
in transforming
Czarist Russia
the Soviet Union
and the first film with the voice of
Lenin, is en route here from Moscow to the Amkino offices.
Boston — District Manager Harry
I. Wasserman of M. & P. Theaters
has transferred George E. Walsh
from an assistant managership a'
the Wollaston to the same positior
at the Jamaica house under Abnei
Pinanski.
Reopening After Four Years
Crystal River, Fla.— -The Regent,
closed for four years, is to be reopened. R. Smith is manager.
Gets British Production
Phil Meyer has acquired U. S.
distribution rights to "Colonel
Blood," a Sound City production,
and will release it shortly.
Duals at Boston State
Boston — Loew's State this week
is running a double bill. Policy is
not regarded as permanent.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS
About $110,000,000 is budgeted by
major companies for 425 features and
811 shorts planned this season.

HAMPTON HANDLING
BIRMINGHAM HOUSES

PHIL M DALY
• • • THERE IS nothing that will take the place of a
well planned exploitation campaign
in making a good
pix even better at the B. O.
this trade truism has been
graphically emphasized once more
in the success of the
Warners'
"British Agent" at the New York Strand
which smashed all records at this house since "Little Caesar."
T
T
▼
• • • HERE WAS a campaign started five weeks in advance
with a tremendous
sign and barricade on the
Warner theater on Broadway
an Eye-Smash that could
be seen for blocks
booklets summarizing the story, with
photos from the pix, were distributed to Strand patrons two
weeks in advance
photos of Kay Francis were also distributed a very elaborate front was built
distinguished by an enormous display of lights . . 1,800 tenwatt bulbs were used on the front
with 600 bulbs used
to light up the arch dome
T
T
T
• • • AND THE way the Warner Metropolitan Theaters'
exploitashe dep't went after the commercial tie-ups was a joy
to behold
it covers so many slants that one gets dizzy
running through the list of stunts engineered a sound
truck deal
thousands of heralds in mags
in hotel key boxes
in dep't store packages
and reams
of publicity in suburban and foreign language papers
the latter a Smart Move that the publicity lads so often overlook well, it all resolves itself down to a matter of Intensive Effort ..Systematic Coverage
and old fashioned Hard Work
this Warner gang are eternally en
their toes
. .and the beauty of it is that those mugffi are
ro Genuinely Enthusiastic about it all
▼
T
T
• • • WHEN ASKED concerning reports of his marriage to Merle Oberon
Joseph M. Schenck said Saturday in New York
"When she reaches New York we'll
talk over things."
he said Miss Oberon arrives from
abroad in four weeks
she has been signed by 20th Century

▼

T

T

• • • A CLEVER bit of showmanship pulled at recent
First Division convention was the presentation to the
assembled guests of copies of the distinctive campaign book
. .on Sol Lesser's "The Return of Chandu"
one
of the most elaborate books produced this season by any company ..a fact that fitted in appropriately with the bid of
First Division for major classification now that they are expanding the press book is divided into separate sections
of Advertising, Publicity and Exploitation all embraced
in an elaborate colored jacket fastened with purnle silk cord
the Harvey
Agency
created it !
That "Peck's
Bad Boy" has pull for adults as well as kids is being demonstrated at the Roxy
where attendance is reported to be
running at a ratio of 10 adults to one juvenile and the
picture had the 6,200-seat house packed by noon Saturday.
• • • JOTTINGS FROM dear ole Lunnon
that
"Kentucky" Colonel Al Krellberg is in town, giving the English
gals a break
Leo Spira just finished a story that had
scenario editors camping on his doorstep in Willesden
Now Universal has an option on it
Joyce Baynes can't go
anywhere in town without being stopped by autograph hunters
she looks so much like Joan Crawford
"Treasure Island" has the townT on its
T headT with joy at the Empire.
• • • THE WORKING script of Columbia's "One Night
of Love," starring Grace Moore
has been acquired by
the dep't of Photoplay
Composition
of Columbia
University
for text book purposes it will be used for special study purposes

«

«

«

»

»

»

aters, Inc., subsidiary of the Wilby
Theaters, and operating the four
second run houses here. They in-tl
cluc'e the Lyric, Rialto, Ensley andi
Trianon. He has taken offices in]
the Lyric Building.
Tom McConnell, manager of the
Strand, goes to the Ritz to succeed*
Hampton, while Olan Fikes becomes
manager of the Strand.

Zanuck to Film Novel
After
(Continued Stap-p
from Paae Version
1)
tury production chief. Erskin will
direct it. The stage production
marks with
the second
in 20th Century's'
tie-up
Broadway.
Start Third Howard-Pollard Short
Shemp Howard and Daphne Pol-1
lard start work today on their thirc
two-reel Vitaphone comedy, "The
Fireman's Bride," at the Brooklyn
Vitaphone studio. Supporting the
comedians is a cast including John-i
ny Sheehan, Fred Harper, Sammy
Hearn, Don McBride, and Ed Trevor.
Lloyd French has been assigned tc
direct.
Grand Rapids Film CouncM Formed
Grand Rapids, Mich. — Formation,
of a Better Films Council unde
sponsorship of the local board of>
education has been completed. Pur-?
pose is to act as a recommending;
body to classify pictures for adults
young people and children.
2 Houses Open in Essex, Md.
Essex, Md.— The New Elektra hats
been opened by Paul Caplan, whili
Abraham and Louis Cohen are put,
ting the New Essex into operation;
Hopper Confers on Mayfair Lineu]
Harold Hopper is conferring herd
with Robert Mapletoft on Mayfaiii|
Pictures'
1934-35 lineup.
Hoppesi
produced the Mayfair
1933-34 re
leases.
"Cristo" 4 Weeks in Boston
Boston — After a new film had
been advertised, "Count of Monte
Cristo" had another spurt of busi
ness at the RKO Keith and is being
held a fourth week.
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«« EXPLOITING
Memory Contest
Used On "Fountain"

connection with the
INshowing
of the RKO

recent
Radio
Picture "The Fountain," at the
RKO Proctor's in Newark, L.
R. Golding, the manager, and
H. W. Reiner, press representative, took advantage of a clever
newspaper memory contest presented in the pressbook on the
picture. Known as an "Ann
Harding Memory Contest," the
idea was tied-in for six days
prior to the opening with Newark's leading newspaper, "The
Ledger." The paper featured
daily a scene from a previous
Ann Harding film. A blank was
printed below the scene and all
that was asked of the contestants was to name the title of
the production and Miss Harding'sfeatured
leading man.
Thetrailer
theater
a screen
announcing the details of the
contest, and all replies were
mailed to "The Contest Editor,"
located at the RKO Proctor's.
The prizes offered included a
pair of guest tickets for the
first twenty-five correct answers sent through each morning. On opening day, the theater made use of the scheme by
constructing a booth in the
lobby. The first twenty-five
patrons in line were taken separately to the booth and given
exactly two minutes in which to
name the title and leading man
of the six photos used by the
newspaper.

THE CURRENT

dow in the Gustav Fischer store.
This entire display was built on
the line, "The pen versus the
sword," and carried 40x60 displays plugging the picture. A
jewelry display was arranged in
the Stevens & Co. window, and
the Newberry Company got out
a flash display on silk stockings
with Constance Bennett photos
being the center of attraction.
■— Strand, Hartford, Conn.

W*

Mailing List Used

Three days in advance there
were half-hourly announcements
over a local radio station. This
continued throughout the run
of the picture. Cutouts of Miss
Shearer, March and Laughton
were featured in the lobby, with
announcement that all three had
won the Academy Award. Ten
beauty parlors used Shearer stills.
— Missouri, St. Joseph, Mo.

To Exploit "Barretts"
"pOR
engagement
of M-GM'sthe"Barretts
of Wimpole
Street" at the Missouri, St. Joseph, Mo., Barney Dubinsky,
manager, sent out three hundred
letters four days in advance to
club women, Parent-Teacher
members, school teachers, clergy
and business people of the city.

K
C
A
B

— Proctor's, Newark, N. J.

will he

Merchant Tie-ups
Aid "Cellini"
JyJANAGER M. McCarthy of
the Strand in Hartford,
Conn., banked heavily on a series of store tie-ups which gave
his program maximum coverage
throughout this city on the
opening of "The Affairs of Cellini," 20th Century production.
Three days before the opening,
through a tie-up with the Wise
& Smith department store, McCarthy had half-sheet cards
spotted throughout the store
mentioning the fact that a collection of love letters dealing
with "The Affairs of Cellini"
were lost in the store. Patrons
were requested to look in all
packages as the finder of any of
the letters was awarded a free
ticket to see the picture at the
Strand theater. More than 5,000
circulars were distributed
throughout the store, the entire
front display window was turned over for a smash display on
"Cellini" and in addition the
company also advertised this
stunt in the "Times" and mentioned the picture and playdate.
Among the other store tie-ups
were a stationery display win-

FILMS »»»

come back to
YOUR

THEATRE AGAIN?

A pain in the back doesn't help your box
office. People won't endure uncomfortable
chairs. Easy, restful seating builds
"come-back-again" patronage.

Ask Us,
"How

can I reseat

and pay

for new chairs conveniently?"

American Seating Company
Makers oj Dependable Seating for Theatres and Auditoriums
General Offices: Grand Rapids, Michigan
BRANCHES

IN

ALL

PRINCIPAL

CITIES

THE
DABLV

»DATE BOOK« Short
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Reviews »NEWSofDAy«.

Ben Pollock and His Orchestra

Today: Annual
convention
of
Arkansas,
Mississippi
(Tri-State),
Memphis.
Oct.

of
and

M.P.T.O.
Tennessee

9: Meeting of Allied Theater Owners
of New Jersey, Hotel Lincoln, New York,
2 P. M.

Oct. 12:

Annual convention of Theater Owners

of Oklahoma,
Oct. 12:

Annual

Dance

Oklahoma

City.

Golf Tournament

and Dinner-

sponsored by The Philadelphia Exhibitor, LuLu Temple Country Club, Philo-

delphia.
Oct. 14:

Pittsburgh Variety Club's Sixth Annual Banquet, William Penn Hotel, Pitts-

burgh.
Oct. 24:
Theater

Annual

convention of Motion

Owners

of

Washington,

Oct. 29-Nov. 1: S.M.P E. Fall Meeting
Pennsylvania,
New
York.
Nov

Picture

Seattle.
Hotel

3: Cleveland Variety Club's first annual
ball. Hotel Statler, Cleveland.

Nov. 12:

Annual ball sponsored by Motion Picture Post of American Legion, Hotel Statler
Boston.

San Antonio — A recent fire at the:
prospects for policies. One of these
is Roscoe Ails, a radio comedian who
Uptown
theater
destroyed
"Burn
is teamed with Donald Novis, sing- 'Em Up Barnes" and another film
er. Singing, dancing, comedy and with more
than $1,000 damage to 1
chorus specialties are interspersed
projection
room,
according to'
This Melody Master subject is a along the route of the story, all in the
John T. Wilson, Jr., manager.
snappy and thoroughly enjoyable all making a diverting concoction.
combination of orchestra numbers, Roy Mack directed.
vocalizing and ballroom dancing.
St. Johnsbury, Vt. — Cray's Star;
theater has taken out a Prudential:
After an introduction by the band,
group insurance policy for its em- 1
"Rambling 'Round Radio Row"
there is an elaborate production spe(No. 2)
ciality built around the song, "Beat Vitaphone
10 mins.
of My Heart," with Doris Robbins
Among radio personalities who do ployes.
Cumberland, Md. — Lewis Goodman
singing it very nicely. A team of
their stuff in this Pepper Pot sub- of New York will soon open thei
ballroom dancers comes in for a"
ject
are
Tito
Guizar,
Shirley
Howgraceful specialty, and then for the
Maryland, which he leased recently/
ard, the Men About Town, Blubber House has been undergoing improve-:
finale there is a blended ensemble of
the whole works. It was directed Bergman and others. Their mate- ments.
rial is well selected and the various
by Joseph Henabery.
bits are worked in so as to make a
Hagerstown, Md. — John B. Mallon
short that has both entertainment
has succeeded Oscar Gray as manand fan interest.
Mitzi Mayfair in
of Warner's
Colonial. Graf
shiftedager to
the Academy.
"The Novis
PolicyandGirl"
with Donald
Roscoe Ails
"Central America"
with E. M. Newman
Vitaphone
20 mins.
Baltimore — Morris A. Mechanic _„
Good Musical
Vitaphone
10 mins.
Interesting
the New theater sailed last week
A generally pleasing miniature
musical comedy in the Broadway
In this edition of his Musical for a tour through Europe.
Brevities series. Mitzi Mayfair is World Journey series, E. M. Newa dancer in a musical show. She
man covers the Central American
Baltimore — Wilbur Brizandine hasi
has a brother who is selling insur- tropics, presenting glimpses of the succeeded C. H. Franklin as manance and he induces her to get him colorful little countries down near
ager of the Gwynn. Franklin re-;
introductions to celebrities who are
the equator. The scenes are en- signed. Ralph Martin, Jr., son of
the
Broadway
operator, has joined
hanced by a fitting musical background, plus the customary interest- the Rialto staff, and Joseph Schwabing comments by Newman.
lein has moved over to that house
from the Gwynn.
Our Gang in
with Doris Robbins
Vitaphone
10 mins.
Excellent

"Mike Fright"

M-G-M
20 mins.
Good Kid Comedy
Though a bit thin in spots, this
Gang comedy works up to a satisfactory finish in which the youngsters, having sold themselves by
telephone to a radio station as The
International Silverstring Submarine
Boys' Band, spring a surprise at the
audition by actually producing some
good harmony from a collection of
tin cans, bottles and other makeshift instruments. Before it is the
Band's turn to do its stuff there ar-e
various specialties by other kids,
with the musical aggregation always getting in the way and gumming up the works. Gus Meins directed this Hal Roach production.
THE

St. Moritz combines the delightful advantages of continental hospitality with American comforts and
service. It rises in a series of terraces
like a picturesque alp 34 stories high,
at the southeast corner of Sixth Avenue
and Fifty ninth street, and commands an
unsurpassed view of the wide expanse
of Central Paik.
Living in a pent-house in the Tower
of The St. Moritz gives one a feeling
of seclusion and security, like life on
a mountain top miles removed from
the greatest of cities.
If your requirements of a home are
exacting and particular you are certain
to find them among the one thousand
rooms of The St. Moritz.

DIRECTION

..

S.

GREGORY

TAYLOR

Emerson Yorke Making Industrials
Emerson Yorke, formerly of the
Paramount Long Island studio, has
just completed production of a tworeel industrial entitled "Romance o.
Rugs," first subject in a series.
Other subsequent titles will be:
"Oriental Rug Magic," "Down
Through the Ages" and "Look
Where You Walk." Kelvin Keech,
NBC announcer, is doing the narration.
Remodel Palatka, Fla., House
Palatka, Fla. — American Seating
Co. is installing seats in the remodeled Howell theater, Sparks house,
with F. L. Alig manager.
Installs Wide Range
Springfield, Mass.— The Bijou has
been rejuvenated by Al W. Anders
with Harold Davidson installing DeForest Super Wide-Range sound.

Chicago — The release schedule
protest of Balaban & Katz recently
heard by the local Clearance and
Zoning Board, sent to the New York
board and then returned here, was
up for hearing last week and was
tabled for further consideration at.
a later date.
Chicago — Word has been received >
here of the death in Hollywood of;
Suzanne Wood, former wealthy Chi-i
cago
for-:"
tune woman.
from
her She
late inherited
husband, a John
E. Deans, lost it and tried to recoup
her fortune
by writing
scenarios
and novels.
At the time of her
death she was a movie extra.
Chicago — Guy Kibbee made a oneday personal appearance at the Marbro, neighborhood theater, as a
breakin for his week's appearance
at the Chicago theater, where he
opened Friday.
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A TITTLE" from HOLLYWOOD

By RALPH WILK
DOBBY CONNOLLY, who directed
1^ the dances in "Flirtation Walk,"
lias been signed to a term contract
l)y First National.

Strong Name Cast
M-G-M has lined up another big
name cast for "Forsaking All Others."
It will be headed by Joan Crawford,
Clark Gable and Robert Montgomery,
plus Billie Burke, Charles Butterworth,
Ted Healy, Edward Brophy and Louise
Henry.
W. S. Van Dyke is the director.

Simile — As cordial as the welcome
given a nudist by a hat-check op
erator.
t
t
r
George Waggner is writing the
screen play for "The Nut Farm,"
John C. Brownell's Broadway stage
play, which Melville Brown will d;
rect for Monogram. William T
Lackey is the producer.
r
r
▼
That Walter Wanger means to depart from all "accepted ways of
doing things" in Hollywood was ver
ified when he allowed Peggy Conklin. New York stage star, to sign r
long term contract without agreeing
to clauses usually inserted for othestars. Nothing in the agreement alludes to morality, marriage, airplanes, horseback riding, swimming
or other events deemed risky by
producers. T
T
T
Robert T. Kane, Fox producer, is
preparing the production of Samson
Raphaelson's "Call of the RedCaliforniawo ds," a musical
redwood drama
forest. laid in the

"LOTS
has been changed to "Thunder in
the Night." Seton I. Miller is responsible for the continuity, and Joe
May will direct this Erich
//- Pommer

T
T
T ▼ ▼
production. T
I Title of the M-G-M film on which
George
Meeker
has
been
added to
rod Browning and Guy Endore are
the cast of Fox's "Bachelor of Arts,"
which Louis King is directing with
;oIIaborating has been set as "VamNegotiations are on for Mrs. LesTom Brown, Anita Louise, Henry B.
pires of Prague."
▼
▼
r
Walthall, Arline Judge and Frank
lie Carter to appear in "The ShangI Ada Ince will play opposite Bil
hai Gesture" in New York. Johr
Albertson in other prominent roles.
tody in the first of the Altamount Colton,
who wrote the play, wishes
r
T
T
■westerns for release by Spectrum. her to do the role. This will be the
IWheeler Oakman also has been add- first time New York will have the
Trem Carr, vice-president of
Ld to the cast.
opportunity of seeing her in the
Monogram in charge of production,
T T ▼
part, although she has played it
has acquired the rights to "Gabriel
I Adolphe Menjou may appear in throughout the country.
Conroy,"
by for
Bret John
Harte,
as a starT
T
r
ring vehicle
Wayne.
■Warner's "Gold Diggers of 1935."
▼ T ▼
|
Hans
Schwartz's
contract
has
been
▼
T
T
I Columbia has added Charles King renewed by Fox. He will direct an
Patsy Kelly was a late addition to
fend Stephen Clark to "Wolves o* untitled story, which Eric Pommer
the cast of "Transatlantic Merryfcatclaw," Tim McCoy vehicle, while will supervise. Schwartz is repreCharles Levison completes the cast
Go-Round," Reliance production
sented by Walter Myers of the John
soon
to be released through United
Zanft agency.
bf Jack Holt's "I'll Fix It."
Artists.
I
▼
▼
▼
AAA
r
t
t
I M-G-M has assigned Leo Carrillo
Supreme Pictures has completed
Another
addition
to the cast of
Ito "Backfield." with Russell Mack
■directing; Charles Bickford to "Tombstone Terror." starring Bob
"Racing Luck" in the person) of
Steele. Robert N. Bradbury directBradley Page, an expert screen
T
T
T
t'Wicked Woman," the Mady Chrised with a cast including Kay McCoy.
tians film; Frank Morgan to
Hardie Albright and Henry Kol- villain, has been made by First NaGeorge Hayes, Earl Dwyer, John
tional. The leading roles in the
I'Naughty Marietta," and Sam Har- Elliott, Hortense Petrie and Ann
ker have been added to Monogram's melodrama are being played by Lyle
idy to "Repeal."
Howard. The story is by Perry "Sing Sing Nights."
▼
▼
T
Talbot and Mary Astor. Other parts
E. E. Clive, stage producer and Murdock.
played by Frankie Darro, Henry
T ▼ T
The title of Ladislaus Fodor's are
Kolker, Gavin Gordon, Mary Treen,
factor, has been signed by Paramount
story, into
"A Woman
which
Arline Judge is returning to the made
a screen Lies,"
play for
Fox was
by John Elliott and Eddie Sturgis. D.
[for
"Father
Brown,
Detective,'
studio where her director-husband. Billie Wilder and Howard I. Young, Ross Lederman is directing.
{which Alfred Werker is directing.
▼ T T
Wesley Ruggles, is under contract.
I "Limehouse Blues" has been defi- She has been signed by Paramount
nitely set as the title for George for "One Hour Late," featuring Joe
Helen Twelvetrees, diRaft's forthcoming Paramount pro- Morrisonrected byand
Ralph Murphy.
duction, based on an original story
r
▼
▼
titledthur"Limehouse
Nights" by ArPhillips.
"The Night Is Young," co-starring
▼ T T
Ramon Novarro and Evelyn Laye.
Dwight Franklin is designing the has gone into production at M-G-M
costumes for "Naughty Marietta," under direction of Dudley Murphy.
(which will soon go into productior Cast of the film, which is based on
at M-G-M. He will also be the an original by Vicki Baum, with
[technical advisor for the picture. music by Oscar Hammerstein 2nd
SIXTH
ANNUAL
[Jeanette McDonald's gowns will be :ncludes Edward Everett Horton.
[designed by Adrian. Franklin de- Charles Butterworth, Rosalind RusMotion
Picture
Handicap
sell, Henry Stephenson, Una Merkel
signed the costumes for "Treasure
Island," on which he also served a: Charles Judels, Albert Conti, Don• technical advisor.
ald Cook and Herman Bing.
T T ▼
t

Billie Wilder is one of the busies*
writers on the coast. In collabora
tion with Howard Irving Young, h'
wrote the screen play for "Music ir
the Air," and is now working with
Young on the scenario for a mys
tery story tentatively titled, "Thunder in the Night," which will alsf
be made by Fox. He and Fran' Schultz wrote the screen play fo
"Lottery Lover."
T

T

T

Fred Guiol is directing Tom Kennedy and Chick Chandler in "RaceTrack Blues," an RKO Radio com'iedy.
Start Christmas Cartoon
Hugh Harman and Rudolph Ising are
doing their Christmas cartooning early,
with "A Toyland Broadcast," animated
comedy in color, placed in work for
M-G-M
release.

T

▼

T

"Behold My Wife" has been set
as the definite title for Sylvia Sidney's current Paramount film, "Re^
Woman," Mitchell Leisen is director. The supporting cast include'
Gene Raymond, Lou Sheridan, Dean
■Tagger, Charles B. Middleton, Ralph
Remley, Jim Thorpe, Helen Vinson.
Monroe
Owsley and Kenneth Thompson.
T

T

T

Walter Wanger, who wanted Paul
Kelly for the leading romantic character role in "The President Van
ishes," hired him at full salary foa week before he was needed, to
keep him from accepting three other
offers.
T

T

▼

▼
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GOLF TOURNAMENT
under the auspices of
"The
Philadelphia

A JAY EMANUEL

LU LU TEMPLE

PUBLICATION
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C. C.

PHILADELPHIA

Friday, October 12th
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Tournament must tee off before 1.30 P.M.
MAKE RESERVATIONS NOW!

00

T

Reginald Barker will direct "Women Must Dress," featuring winners
of
the Monogram Agfa-Ansco talent
contest.

of

ENTRANCE
$12.00

Covers everything!
Including Dinner Dance in evening.
FEE ON THE DAY OF THE TOURNAMENT—
THIS RULE IS STRICTLY ENFORCED!

FAMOUS WIENER _ SURGEON
EXPLAINS HOW TO INJECT
'VITAMIN A
INTO THE
BOX
OFFICE
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says Dr. Hofbrau, noted scientist who discovered how to
make beer with foam on
the bottom.
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HERE

is where the laughs begin
in this "intimate revue", the
funniest, fastest, girliest short
comedy that has come out of
Hollywood in many a moon...

Ihmel

-with..

A MUSICAL COMEDY

Written and Directed by LEIGH JASON
Songs and lyrics by
WILL JASON and VAL BURTON
Dance Director, ALEXANDER OUMANSKY
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Distributed in U.S.A. by FOX Film Corporation
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<S CENTS

is Negotiated in Music Situation

WM.
FOX
UPHELD
OFTRI-ERGON
JATENTS
Para. Creditor Group Wants Action on Reorganization
Saul Rogers Threatens to
Have Trustee Allowances Held Up

"Power" a Smash

in London

London — "Jew Suss", Gaumont-British
production which is being shown currently at the Radio City Music Hall in
New York
under records
the titleatof the
"Power",
broke
all house
Tivoli

Threatening to hold up allowhere by $750.
ances to trustees and trustees' counsel in the Paramount-Publix bankruptcy proceedings, Saul E. Rogers,
attorney, representing a group of
stockholders as well as a group of
debenture holders, has demanded
from Charles D. Hilles, Charles E.
Richardson and E. W. Leake, Paramount-Publix trustees, a quick solution of the proposed reorganizaTheater equipment manufacturers
tion plan. In a letter dated Oct. 2 have launched a campaign seeking
addressed to the trustees, Rogers amendment of the Federal housing
states that "the administration of law so as to increase the maximum
(Continued on Page 3)
amount available to theaters for
rehabilitation work. Under the present law $2,000 is top money which
can be allocated to each theater.
Some manufacturers hope to have

U. S. Supreme Court Refuses to Review Erpi
and Photophone Appeals on Flywheel
and Double-Print Patents
William Fox again assumed a definitely commanding position in the film industry yesterday when the U. S. Supreme
Court in Washington upheld validity of the American TriErgon Corp. double-print and flywheel patents in refusing to

HIGHER LOANS SOUGHT
FOR FIXING THEATERS NAME 2 ARBITRATORS
IN CONTRACT DISPUTE

ARGUMENTS UP TODAY
VS, FOX MET. PLAN

Further attempts to prevent reorganization ofFox Theaters Corp.
under Section 77B of the new bankruptcy laws will be made by Archibald Palmer before Federal Judge
Martin T. Manton this afternoon,
when Palmer will attempt to sub(Continued

on

Page

4)

Viertel Predicts Increase
In Human Interest Themes
Although star values will always
be an important requisite in motion
pictures, human interest and human
situations in stories are destined to
become the greatest drawing powers
for the box-office, Berthold Viertel,
(Continued

on

Page

4)

Roxy Sets New Record
All attendance records of the Roxy
for the past two years were broken on
Saturday and Sunday, when 58.837
people paid to see "Peck's Bad Boy",
Sol Lesser production released by Fox.
An extra midnight performance was
given Saturday The picture will be
held over indefinitely.

(Continued

on

Page

4)

Biz in Cleveland Houses
30 Per Cent Over Average

Buffalo — Dave Miller, district
manager of Universal, and Phillip
Halperin, professor in the University of Buffalo law school, yesterday were designated as arbitrators
in the case of Standard Film Exchange, this city, vs. Eastwood
Amusement
Co., onSyracuse,
with a
(Continued
Page 4)

review appeals sought by Electrical
Research Products and RCA Photophone in behalf of licensees. In
connection with both processes, the
highest court in the land refused
to grant writs of certiorari.
Fox is now expected to seek a
temporary(Continued
injunction
restraining
on Page 4)

ALL ERPI, RCA USERS
AFFECTED BY RULING

All companies using Electrical
Research Products and RCA PhotoCleveland — Downtown first-run Henry King Sees Trend
phone
equipment are affected by the
business last week totaled about 30
Toward Sincere Stories
U.
S.
Supreme Court decision upper cent above average. "Barretts
The picture-going public has
holding the American Tri-Ergon flyof Wimpole Street" and "Judge grown tired of "trick" stories and
wheel
and double-print process patPriest" drew the bulk of the businow demands yarns marked by sinents, Daniel G. Rosenblatt of Hirsh,
cerity and truth, declared Henry Newman,
ness and are holding over. "Judge
Reass & Becker, counsel
Priest" beat the Hippodrome house King, Fox director, in New York yes- for the William Fox Company, told
record.
(Conlinucd
on Page 4)
The Film(Continued
Daily on last
night.
He
Page 4)

Ascap and Exhibitor Group
Reach Compromise on Music

Gross Allocation Same
In New Assessment Plan

Under the Code Authority's new
Compromise proposal on the new plan for assessing producers and
distributors,
the original gross almusic rates put forward by the Exlocation of $180,000 remains unhibitors Emergency Committee was
yesterday by the board of
(Continued
on Page at 4)
changed, itwas stated
code headBirmingham — A deal is pending ratified
directors of the American Society
whereby the Wilby interests will
Authors & Publishtake over the Waters circuit's of Composers,
ers and is effective on expiration of
North Birmingham, Fairfield and
"Barretts" 3 Wks. at Capitoi
after Oct. 1 for all exhiEnsley suburban houses. Wilby also contracts
M - G - M's
"Barretts of
Wimpole
bitors throughout the country, it
Street"
will be held for a third week
has just closed a deal for the Jef- was stated to The Film Daily by
at the Capitol
starting Friday.
Only
ferson, downtown house, in which
seven
pictures
have
had a run of this
N. H. Waters still has some stock. E. C. Mills, general manager of
length
at the house
in the 15 years
Ascap.
The
new
rates
are
20
cents
of its existence.
This house may play musical com- a seat annually for all theaters of
edy and films, according to Dick
(Continued
on Page 4)
Kennedy, Wilby supervisor.

Wilby May Take Over
3 Birmingham Houses

zr^tk
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Milwaukee — A resolution asking
why no action has been taken by
the local board in clarifying the
clearance and zoning schedule was
adopted last week at a state-wide
meeting of exhibitors sponsored by
Allied Independent Exhibitors of
Wisconsin. Copy of the resolution
was sent to J. C. Flinn of the Code
Authority, also to Ben Koenig, local
secretary.
Allied's convention will be held
early this winter, at which time new
officers will be named. F. J. McWilliams, president, presided at the
meeting just held.

Geo. Weeks Heads South
On G-B Appointments

George W. Weeks, general sales
manager of Gaumont-British, leaves
tonight on a third trip to organize
the company's sales force in the
field. His first stop will be Atlanta,
followed by Cincinnati, Indianapolis.
St. Louis and Kansas City. Weeks
plans to return to New York after
the coming week-end.

M. P. T. a Attacks Barrist

FINANCIAL

Philadelphia- — A personal attack
on David Barrist, now identified
with the I. E. P. A., is made by the
M. P. T. O. of Eastern Pa., in the
current issue of its bulletin, "Con-

Max A. Cohen and Arthur J.
Siegel yesterday formed the Cinema
Circuit Corp. for the ownership and
operation of motion picture theaters
in and around the metropolitan area.
Seven houses are already in the circuit. They are the Harris and Selwyn on 42nd St., Stadium at 118th
St. and 3rd Ave., the Lyndhurst and
Ritz in Lyndhurst, L. I., the Embassy, Dobbs Ferry and the Ramsey
in Ramsey, N. J. The corporation
is planning to add another theater
this week. Home office of the company is at 226 West 42nd St.

Sparks Adds 3 Houses
In St. Petersburg, Fla.
St. Petersburg, Fla. — Pinellas
Theaters, Inc., a Sparks circuit unit,
has taken over the Alcazar, Capitol
and Ninth St. theaters, giving it
virtual control here.

Portable Circuit in Maine
Boston — Using portable machines,
Ira E. Perry and Guy W. Lowell
are presenting movies in Hartland,
Brooks and Wise-asset, Me. They
will extend to Boothbay Harbor
soon if Saul Hayes closes the
Strand, as rumored, to go South.

G-B Luncheon
on Monday
Gaumont-British will give a press
luncheon on Monday in the Grand
High
Low
Close
Ballroom of the Waldorf-Astoria in
Am.
Seat
V/a
ZyB
2% —
Va
Al Thomas Finishes Musical Short honor of Nova Pilbeam, Jack HulColumbia
Picts. vtc. 363/g
36'/8
36y8 —
Va
tact."
Al Thomas has just completed r bert, Robert Flaherty and Berthold
Con.
Fm.
Ind. pfd . 143/8
14'/8
14'/8 +
Va
Viertel. Following the repast there
East. Kodak
100% 100'/2 1003/4 +
y4 two-reel musical comedy, tentativea private screening of "LitFox Fm. "A"
12
1 1 3/4 12
—
Va
ly titled "Here We Go Again," firsi will tlebeFriend,"
in which Miss Pilbeam
is starred.
Loew's,
Inc
293/8
28i/4
285/g —
3/g of a series of 12 planned in the east.
and Nancy Kelly.
Paramount
ctfs.
. . . 4%
4'/2
4% —
i/4 Lucila Mendez
Pathe
Exch
1 '/4
1 Vs
1 Vs —
Va players from "Convention Girl," re"Mrs. Wiggs" Wins Medal
cently produced by Dave Thomas
do "A"
13i/4
123/4
123/4 —
Va
The "Parents' Magazine" Gold
appear in the short, along with the Medal
RKO
2Vi
23/8
23/8
award for the best picture of
Warner
Bros
5
4%
5
Ziegfeld Trio (formerly the Rhythm the month
has been presented tc
NEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
Boys) and Merrill Kaye and His OrAdolph Zukor, president of Parachestra. Al Thomas directed.
Technicolor
123/4
12'/2
12'/2 —
Va
NEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET
mount, for "Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch," scheduled to have it;
M. D. Strong Forms Company
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. . 6'/2
6'/2
6'/2 —
V*
premiere at the New York Para
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs
63/8
63/8
63/8 —
Va
M. D. Strong, who resigned last mount theater Oct. 19.
Keith A-0 6s 46 . . 61 3^
61 3^
61 3^ —
i/4 week as director and general manParamount 6s 47 ctfs. 59 V2
59
59
—
V4
ager of Inter-Continent Film Corp.
Opening RKO Air Series
Par. 5'/2s50
59%
59
59
—
i/4 has formed Criterion Films and will
Miriam Hopkins and John Boles,
Pathe 7s37
98
98
98
—
Va engage in the negotiations of fianstars of RKO pictures, will be the
Warner's
6s39
60
60
60
—
Va cing and distribution of domestic
to appear in the new seN. Y. PRODUCE
EXCHANGE
SECURITIES
and foreign product. Strong con- first riesstars
of full-hour broadcasts of plays
tinues as director and general man
Para.
Publix
43,4
45/8
4%
over
the
WJZ
network starting Sunager of Inter-Americas Film Corp.
N. O. Grievance Meeting Oct. 16
day. Their vehicle will be "Seventh
Warners Buy Story for Cagney
New Orleans — First meeting of
the grievance board here since early West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Para. Signs Mary Ellis
summer will take place Oct. 16.
Hollywood — Warners announce Heaven."
Mary Ellis, Broadway stage star
the
purchase
of
"Police
Escort,"
by
Richard Lise and Martin Mooney, has been signed by Paramount. She
intended as a co-starring vehicle for returns Oct. 24 from abroad and will
James Cagney and Phil Regan.
go immediately to the coast.
New National Radio Network
Vitaphone Signs Cross and Dunn
WANTED an executive salesmanager (hat
American Broadcasting System
Alan Cross and Henry Dunn,
has contacted theaters and places of
amusement, selling films or supplies. Must
Broadway headliners and radio (WMCA) becomes a national netbe able to introduce a novelty moneywork on Oct. 14 when it launches
favorites, have been signed by Sam
maker for theaters, clubs, hotels and places
of amusement.
Sax to star in a two-reel Vitaphone its hookup of 21 stations.
Applicant must be an organizer with clever
musical at the company's Brooklyn
studio.
sales and advertising ability Wonderful
Mayfair Bombed
Again
opportunity if you are the right party.
Another stench bomb attack on
Give complete information about yourself,
Exhibitor Buys Newspaper
business history, age and capabilities.
the Mayfair Theater, making about
Moulton, Ala. — Clark Hodgins. a dozen in recent months, took place
Box No. 985
c-o The Film Daily
owner
of
the
theater
here,
has
purSunday when a bottle of ill-smelling
1650 Broadway
New York City
house.
liquid was tossed in front of the
chased
the
Moulton
"Advertiser,''
weekly newspaper.
NEW

YORK

STOCK

MARKET

Excellent Opportunity

Net
Chg.

Coming and Going
MARK
OSTRER
and
JEFFREY
Gaumont-British
sail for England
the Aquitania
for

BERNERD
Oct.
19

of
on

i
J

GEORGE W. WEEKS leaves New York tonight
Atlanta.

%

BARBARA BARONDESS, who is now in New
York, will remain about three weeks before
returning
to Hollywood.
J. GEORGE
York from the

FINEBERG has returned to New
Middle West.

ERNST LUBITSCH, who arrived in New York
yesterday via plane from the Coast, plans a
ihree-week stay before returning to Hollywood.
RANDY SCOTT has gone
visiting in New
York.

to Virginia after

REGINALD BERKELEY, Fox scenarist, returns
from a three month vacation abroad on Friday.
On his arrival he will confer with Winfield
Sheehan and other Fox officials concerning his
next writing assignment.
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
Waldorf-Astoria.

is stopping

EDGAR ALLAN WOOLF
coast from
New
York.

has returned to the

MIRIAM

HOPKINS

month to start work
RKO
studios.
ZION

MEYERS,

who

at

returns to Hollywood
in "Becky
came

the

next

Sharp" at the

east

to

see

and

confer on the stage musical,
"Roberta",
which
he will
help
Pandro
Berman
to produce
for
RKO,
has returned
to the coast.

I

WILLIAM SEITER and MARIAN NIXON are
stopping over at Virginia Beach for a few
days before
returning
to Hollywood.
HENRY
KING flies to the coast today, stopping
en route
at several
Fox exchanges.
WINFIELD SHEEHAN leaves today for the
coast
by plane.

I

HERMAN
ZCHBEL.
treasurer
Pictures,
leaves for the coast

I

of RKO
today.

Radio

Ford Joins Internat'l Seating
B. W. Ford, formerly with American Seating and Heywood-Wakefield, has been appointed special
representative for International
Seating with headquarters in Chirago, it was stated by J. George
Fineberg upon his return to New
Y~ork vesterdav after a trip through
the Middle West. Theater business is approximately 20 per cent
better than a year ago, according to
Fineberg, who visited Chicago, Milwaukee, Madison, Minneapolis, Des
Moines, Omaha and Kansas City.
Cleveland Grievance Meets Monday
Cleveland — Local Grievance Board
is scheduled to hold its next meeting on Monday, at 2 P. M.
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PARA. CREDITOR GROUP
WANTS PLAN SPEEDED
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(Continued from Page 1)

the estate has been in your hands
for a year and a half" and that
"inexcusable delay has been caused
the estate."
properlyalsosettling
in Rogers
states that, although
Hilles recently appeared before the
House Committee investigating real
estate mortgage bondholders' committees and "in an attempt to justify his allowances" testified that
the liabilities of the company approximated $300,000,000, it is Rogers' impression "from a very reliable source" that the indebtedness
is in reality about $155,000,000.
Requests for definite information
regarding the total aggregate
amount of claims, the number of
claims, the number of claims settled
and the time needed for the completion of a "program of settlement
and adjustment" are included in the
letter.
Letters were also dispatched by
Rogers to Frank A. Vanderlip,
chairman of the Paramount-Publix
Debenture Holders Protective Committee, and Duncan A. Holmes,
chairman of the Stockholders Protective Committee, enclosing a copy
of the Hilles letter. In these letters
Rogers threatens to withdraw the
bonds and stock held by his clients
from the respective committees.
"If the Paramount-Publix trustees do not forward me the information requested," said Rogers, "I
shall go before the referee and petition to hold up allowances to trustees and their counsel and also make
an application to review the conduct
of the trustees and their counsel
so that in the end they will be compelled to bring about a reorganization. The purpose of filing bankruptcy proceedings under Section
77B of the new laws is to effect a
reorganization, not to liquidate."

Roval Society of Arts
Makinsr Arliss a Member

London — George Arliss, who plays
the title role of the Duke of Wellington in "The Iron Duke," being
produced here, has been nominatedof
a fellow of the Royal Society
Arts.

May Affect Films
Ontario NRA
Toronto — The film industry is expected to be affected by the industrial codes being formulated by the
Government of Ontario along lines
of the codes established in the
United States through the NRA.
Pile Up Runs in Frisco
San Francisco — Extended runs are becoming the rule here, with "One Night
of Love" in its sixth week, "Belle of
the Nineties" in its fourth, "Handy
Andy" held for a third, and "Count
of Monte Cristo" set for an unlimited
stay.

PHIL

M

DALY

•
•
• THE PAST week was a gala week for Eastern
production all the companies producing shorts in New York
seemed to hit their stride the Educational unit in Astoria
was going full blast under the supervision of Al Christie
Paramount, producing at the West Coast Service Studio
under the direction and supervision of Fred Waller the
Mentone Productions were in work with one at the Biograph
studio under direction of Milton Schwarzwald while the
Warner Brooklyn Vitaphone were in their regular production
schedule under the supervision of Sam Sax
and when you
add to this all the feature production that has been going on
steadily at the Eastern Service Studio in Astoria for months
things look quite rosy for this business of Eastern Production
•
•
• FALL SEASON of the Westchester County M. P.
Council will open at a special meeting on Tuesday
at the
Woman's Club House in Poi'tchester
with two RKO execs
as speakers
Leon J. Bamberger, in charge of sales promotion . will discuss "How to Foster Better Appreciation of
Good Motion Pictures" William Michaelson, manager of
the RKO Embassy theater in Portchester will speak on
"Cooperation Between Theaters and Better Film Committees".
• • • IT HAS been a long time since a New Idea hit the
accessory field so M-G-M determined to do something
ab^ut it
they got out a nifty miniature billboard stand
... which makes an attractive eye-catcher on any dealer's
counter or in a window
the gadget is so constructed that
the new show each week can be placed in it
miniature billboards are prepared specially for the purpose the theater
name and playdates appear below the paper
• • • WHENEVER WE want to contact some film gent
who has hit in from the Far Places China, India, Australia,
or such
we drop in to see Sam Rubenstein and Mrs. FlorFilmconcerns
Storage ofand
Roomsence Miles one at
of Lloyd's
the oldest
its Miles
class Projection
in the biz
founded in the early days by the late Joe Miles
one of the Pioneers . . the offices of this concern are a clearing house for film folks from all over the world
whenever
they hit New York they are sure to make Lloyd's one of their
first stops
just an illustration of what contacts built up
over several decades mean to a film concern . . besides that,
Sam and Mrs. Miles are too genuine people whom everybody
is glad to renew acquaintance with after a year or so abroad ...
•

•

•

THE STORY behind this cartoon advance campaign is interesting for when Charlie Einfeld's dep't
started to get up the newspaper campaign for "Happiness
Ahead" they were stumned for some Novelty Approach
.... then thev hit on the idea of a series of cartoons that
would convey the thought expressed in the title that gave
them the teaser motif then they went out and hired the
best cartoonist available for that type of thought a ffuv
who could catch the exact mood
they pot cartoonist Hoff
and his cartoons that you have seen in the papers have
aroused a raft of favorable comment outside the industry
which probably is the real test, after all
e
•
• OVER AT the Edison hotel there can be found a
bunch of clerks in a suite on the fourth floor
sorting over
thousands of photographs of beautiful gals and kiddies
they are working on the M-G-M Voice and Screen Tests now
under way in the Metropolitan Loew houses
the Semi-Finals
opened last nite ... starting in the Brooklyn houses
the final selections will be made at the State

«
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«

»

»

»

29 RELEASES SET
BY EDUCATIONAL
Educational has set 29 one-reel
and two-reel subjects for release
from now to the end of the year.
The lineup embraces product turned
out by both the east and west coasts
units.
Prints have either just been
shipped or are going out immediately on the following: "Hollywood
Gad-About," a Treasure Chest subject, presenting Walter Winchell
and a host of Hollywood stars;
"Billboard Girl," starring Bing
Crosby; "The Black Sheep," a Terry-Toon;
starring Yorke
and"Domestic
King. Bliss-ters,"
Releases for the last two weeks
of October are: "Nifty Nurses," a
Musical Comedy; "Second Hand
Husband," a Tom Howard Comedy;
"The Magic Fish," a Terry-Toon;
"Big Business," a Musical Comdey;
and a Song Hit Story and a Treastitled.ure Chest release, both as yet unIn November will come "Rural
Romeos," with Harry Gribbon and
George Shelton; "The Campus
Hoofer." a Frolic of Youth; "The
Girl From Paradise," a Musical
Comedy with Sylvia Froos, Frank
Luther and N.T.G.'s show; "Educating Papa," a Frolic of Youth;
"Three Cheers For Love," first in
•the Young Romance series, with
Sylvia Fross and Warren Hull: "Hot
Sands," "Tom, Tom, The Piper's
Son," and "Jack's Shack," in the
Terry-Toon series; two Song Hit
Stories and a Treasure Chest subDecember will bring the first
Buster Keaton starring comedy, an
Ernest Truex, and a Marriage Wow
ject.
with Yorke and King, as well as pictures in the Coronet. Treasure
Chest and Song Hit Story series,
also "South Pole Or Bust" and
'The Dog Show," Terry-Toons.
Rialto Bldg. Changing Hands
The Rialto theater building, one
of Broadway's oldest theatrical landmarks, will pass from Gerry Estates
to the Rialto-Times Square Corp.
under a deal now in negotiation.
Midtown Theaters Corp. now has the
building, formerly the old Hammerstein theater, under lease. Although
attorneys for Rialto-Times Square
declined to discuss their plans, it is
understood that an office building
may be erected on the site.
Cullman at Lehman Lunch
Howard

S

Cullman

of the Roxy will

be one offortheGovernor
speakers Herbert
at today's
luncheon
H.
Lehman and Lieut. -Gov. M. William
Bray by the Independent Citizens Committee in the Hotel Commodore. Postmaster General James A. Farley, Senators Royal S. Copeland and Robert F
Wagner, also will be among the
speakers.

z-^^S
WILLIAM FOX IS UPHELD
ON TRI-ERGON PATENTS

Rap Cinematographer

DAILY

Society at A. F. of L. Convention

San Francisco — Charging that the American Society of Cinematographers intimidated
them to join their union, the International Photographers of the M. P. Industry, I. A T.
S. E. affiliate, introduced a resolution at the A F. of L. convention here asking that
the Society be forced to terminate its existence as a dual organization and company
union.

(Continued from Pane 1)

licensees of Erpi and RCA Photophone equipment claimed infringing
upon the Tri-Ergon patents. Action of the Supreme Court applies
to Paramount in the double print
case and to Altoona Publix, Wilmer
& Vincent and the Locust St. Real
Estate Co. in the flywheel suit. Erpi
defended the former case and RCA
Photophone the latter action.
As an aftermath to the U. S.
Supreme Court decision yesterday,
procedure will be to have the Circuit Court of Appeals instruct the
U. S. District Courts, in which the
actions originated, to name a special
master or referee, preliminary to
giving Tri-Ergon an accounting.
Hirsh, Newman, Reass & Becker
is counsel for the William Fox company, with Daniel G. Rosenblatt
specializing in the case for the firm
Electrical Research Products is
expected to issue a statement on the
situation in the near future.

Arguments Up Today
Against
Fox Met. Plan
(Continued from Pane 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

Gaumont-British director stated to
Film Daily yesterday.
"Rather than 'force' stories because certain stars must be cast,
scripts will be of paramount importance and the selection of star
names for the leading parts will be
of
secondary consideration," said
Viertel.
"The classics did not rely on anything but story value to make them
immortal, neither have some of our
best photoplays depended on star
names to make them successful. It
would be foolish to predict any
failure of the present star system
as theatergoers demand colorful and
attractive personalities, but more
and more patrons are coming to the
full appreciation of story values and
more and more will the movie producer reach the same conclusion."

Name 2 Arbitrators
In Contract Dispute
(Continued from Paqe 1)

have been made in "bad faith." Palmer has subpoenaed several witnesses including Nathan Burkan,
W. C. Michel of Fox, Milton Weisman, Fox Theaters receiver, and
members of the Fox bookkeeping
department.

third man to be selected by plaintiff
and defendant. Appointments by
Supreme Court Justice John Maloney
followed his decision upholding a
contract signed by the exhibitor and
his issuance of an order for arbitration, setting the date for Oct. 16
Case involved the legality of selling
pictures before they are produced
and licensed by the state censor.
Maloney's
decision
upheld
theJustice
contention
of the
distributor,
by Herbert T. Silverberg, counsel,
that the state censorship statute did
not invalidate a contract signed by
the exhibitor before the law was
amended in April, 1933. The contract was signed in October, 1932.
Sidney Pfeiffer, counsel for the exhibitor also contended that the contract had expired because of failure to designate playdates within a
year from the first play date. Silverberg contended that question was
one of performance for the exhibitors to pass upon, and the court
agreed.

(Continued from Pane 1)

EFFECT COMPROMISE
ON MUSIC RATE ISSUE
(Continued from Pane

Viertel Predicts Increase
In Human Interest Themes

stantiate his claims that the proposed reorganization, as suggested
Charles H. Kelby, counby ex-Judge
sel for Miriam Rogers, a creditor,

All Erpi and RCA Users
Are Affected by Ruling

Tuesday, Oct. 9, 1934

took exception to statements that
Fox and M-G-M are exempt from
the ruling, as reported from Washington.
Rosenblatt said that under the
deal through which William Fox retired from Fox Film and Fox Theaters in April, 1930, he was to give
those companies non-assignable
rights to the patents involved in the
suits. This arrangement was a major feature in the agreement under
which the magnate was to receive
$500,000 annually for five years for
his services as advisor to Fox Film.
However, according to Rosenblatt,
Fox Films defaulted in the agreement and therefore the Tri-Ergon
No I.A.T.S.E. Board Meet
rights were never assigned to the
The General Executive Board of
two companies.
the I. A. T. S. E. will omit its customary meeting this fall in conjunction with the American Federation
of Labor convention owing to the
New Speed
in Photography
fact that there is not a sufficient
Boston — Pictures taken in 1 /50,000th
of a second, revealing the most minute
number of charges and appeal cases
movements of a bird's wings in flight,
on
file for consideration. Internaare the latest developments of Prof.
tional President George E. Browne
H. E Edgerton and K. J. Germeshausen
at the Massachusetts Institute of Techand General Secretary-Treasurer
nology.
Fred Dempsey are attending the
convention as delegates.

1)

1,600 capacity and above, 15 cents ,
for theaters seating 801 to 1,599,
and 10 cents for theaters seating
(Continued from Pane 1)
800 or less. The old rates was a
the
maximum
raised
to
$10,000
per
flat charge of 10 cents a seat anhouse.
nually for all theaters.
Conferences! have already been
If exhibitors support their comheld at Washington with Governmittee, Ascap has no intention of
ment officials and more are planned. raising music rates again next year,
So far the equipment companies in- Mills said. A statement from the
terested in the situation are work- exhibitors
Emergency
Committee,
ing individually but there is a pos- which was composed of Walter Vin- sibility
of
a
coordinated
move
developing.
cent, chairman;
Frank
Freeman,
Paramount;
Leopold
Friedman,
Loew's;
Maj.
L. E. Thompson,
Henry King Sees Trend
RKO; Ed Kuykendall, M. P. T. O.I
Towards Sincere Stories A.; Edw. G. Levy, M. P. T. O. A.;
Milton C. Weisman,
I. T. O. A.; I,
(Continued from Pane 1)
terday. Discussing the Legion of W. T. Powers, Fox West Coast, and
Decency campaign he said that a Richard Dwight, said:
benefit resulting from the crusade
"We consider this a fair and con- I
is better-thought-out stories which structive solution of a vexing quesin some instances replaces ones
tion. We feel that we have been
merely tossed together. Press re- fairly treated by and that we are "
ports of a recent conference be- fairly treating the American So- t(
tween a Catholic cardinal and the ciety of Composers, Authors and
Vatican indicate that the producers Publishers. It is hoped that exhibiare conforming to standards set up
tors generally throughout the counby the crusaders, observed King.
try will now support the conclusion
The director said that if Uipton that their Committee has reached,
Sinclair wins the California gover- and they may be assured that had
norship and effects his proposed the Committee not represented them
radical plans, new and heavy taxes in this matter the rates would have
are bound to fall on the studios to pay for licenses to publicly perKing flies in his own plane to Washform copyrighted music would have
ington today to attend an interna- been substantially higher than as
tioal aviation congress sponsored by
the agreement."
the Dept. of Commerce. On Thurs- provided
Ascap's under
statement
was:
day he leaves on his return to the
"Ascap feels that the exhibitors
Coast, where he will next make "One considered the matter fairly and in I
More Spring." Atmospheric shots spite of the depressed conditions in
for the picture, the cast of which their
industry they have given the
includes Warner Baxter and Janet
composers
authors a tremendj
Gaynor, have been made in Central ously neededand increase
in their rev- Park.

Higher Loans Sought
For Fixing Theaters

Gross Allocation Same
In New
Assessment Plan
(Continued from Pane 1)
quarters yesterday. The new assessment system is based on gross
intakes of the various companies.
Total budget is $360,000 for the

The new rates will increase .
Ascap's
revenueMills
about
from theaters,
said.80 percent •
enue."
2 New Houses for St. John

St. John, N. B.— Two new theaters, enlargement of another and
improvements at a third testify to
year. Roxy Theater Back on Air
improved conditions here. The MainThe Roxy Theater, in conjunction street, 800-seater, has been opened
with Fanchon and Marco, have re- by Joseph Franklin and Meyer
sumed their regular Tuesday night Herschorn. The Empire is being
broadcast over Station WOR and
opened in the Knights of Columbus
tonight will pi-esent a variety air quarters with capacity of 900. An
program featuring Ray Perkins, Lil- additional 150 seats have been added
lian Shade, Irving Kaufman (Lazy to the Mayfair, while the Strand
Ahrans
and Three
Clyde and
Dan), the
HeatFortunate
Waves' has enlarged its lobby, built a new
Remos and his Tropical Serenaders. front and made other improvements.
6 Set for New York Strand
Six bookings have been set for
the Strand, New York. Bookings
are as follows: "Happiness Ahead,"
which opens tomorrow; "Du Barry,"
"Perfect Week-end," "Gentlemen are
Born," "Border Town," "Flirtation
Walk,"
which is expected to run
four
weeks.

Side Lines
New Orleans — In addition to his
duties as secretary-treasurer of the
G.S.T.O.A., manager of the Laurel
Theater, and New Orleans representative for Sliman New Iberia interests,
Philip Sliman has taken over a violin
agency
which
also
gives free
lessons.

Gaumont
British
Opens For Business
This is a statement from exhibitors to exhibitors. We
London

operate 350 theatres in

and the British Isles. De luxe, suburban, neighborhoods.

«! We don't ask where pictures are made. All we ask is: "Are they good
entertainment?" And that's all our patrons ask. We believe you and your
patrons feel the same way.
«]

We

We

know — and you know — that new

and new
q

are also producers. We

will bring you 16 productions every year.
personalities, new

treatments, are what you want.

And

faces, new

that's what

we'll

give you.

Mr. Sidney R. Kent, President of Fox Films Corp., after screening our product,

invited us to release in the U. S., through Fox. We

consider this a compliment.

And a responsibility. Mr. Kent's standards are high. We will measure
f

stories

up to them.

Our sales offices in the U. S. will be in the Fox Exchanges. The branches

will handle prints and accessories. Our own sales force will shortly contact you
from your Fox Exchange. Regal Films,
^

Our

Ltd., will continue to serve Canada.

policy is simple. Screen our pictures. Look before you book. Our

first [8] are presented herewith. They tell our story in one word — Box-office.
MARK OSTRER
Chairman of the Board
JEFFREY BERNERD
General Manager
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Bated on the celebrated novel by

LION FEUCHTWANGER
Directed

LOTHAR

by

MENDES

C/7 tri&mend(Hd> near twUuynaJutu'

GmJiadVE\DT

BENITA HUME
GERALD duMAURIER
FRANK VOSPER
CEDRIC HARDWICKE

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

ENTHRALLING ROMANCE
OF THE SLAVE GIRL
WHOSE

BEAUTY ENSLAVED HER MASTERS.

WRECKED

ROXY

TWO
IN

BIGGEST

LAST

SEVEN

RECORDS!
WEEKS
YEARS!

CHU
CHIN
CHOW
AUTHOR:

OSCAR

ASC-HE

DIRECTED ^WALTER
MUSIC
MUSICAL

BY

FREDRICK
DIRECTOR:
w/

ANNA
GEORGE
FRITZ

MAY

FORDE

NORTON
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WONG
ROBEY

KORTNER
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VICTOR
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A. E. MATTHEW
ALLAN AYNESWORT]
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essie
THE

MOST

SENSATIONAL

DISCOVERY

IN YEARS!

Matthews
i n
//

vergreen
SHE CAN

SING!

SHE CAN

DANCE!

SHE CAN ACT!

SHE CAN

LOOK!

SHE CAN CHARM!

Princess Personality Herself!
Youth, beauty and a Million Dollars worth of Magnetism!
This is not a prediction— this is a promise. Jessie
Matthews will be one of the Biggest Box- Office Bets
in America within the next 6 months.

Based an the stage play by BENN W. LEVY
Directed by

VICTOR
Lyrics and
RICHARD

Music
RODGERS

SAVILLE

by HARRY
and

M. WOODS
LORENZ

HART

JESSIE MATTHEWS
irin cess Person ality Hers elf

?

^acn^nMBU
ey

JACK
IS
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A

HE

CAN

HULBER

"JHURRICANE
AC K

AHOY'
HILARITY

OF

SING!

HE CAN

HE CAN

CLOWN!

DANCE

•
AWELCOME

ADDITIONTOTHE

CIRCLE

TOP-NOTCH

OF

EXCLUSIVI

COMEDIANS

Jack's Sensational Song Success— "MY HAT'!
ON THE SIDE OF MY HEAD/' will be Sung
Whistled and Played, on the Air and Every
where: on Release.

NEW

I

PERSONALITY

WITH

HARRY Wl LC0X50 N
A NEW

PERSONALITY

YVONNE ARNAUD

DIRECTED

• SENSATION

OF "CLEOPATRA"!

GEORGE

BY MAURICE

GROSSMITH

ELVEY

Dne of the Greatest discoveries. One of the most
eeply
nces.

moving
performOne of the most

incere stories in years.
VOMEN

WON'T CRY-THEY'LL SOB
-AND LOVE IT!
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V
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N
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I

T

Y

Movji Tilbwm
in
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Ik

LANG • LYDIA SHERWOOD
Of reefed by

BERTHOLD
By E RNST

VIERTEL
LOTHAR

OPENING
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A "LITTLE" from HOLLYWOOD
By RALPH WILK
•COLLOWING his "Student Tour"
success, Chester Hale, dance impresario, has been assigned by MG-M to direct and create dances for
"Repeal" and "David Copperfield."
Hale has just completed the dances
for the Garbo picture, "The Painted
Veil."
T
T
T

Jerry Wald and Julius Epstein
have completed the story and screen
play for "Living on Velvet," which
will be made by Warner Bros., with
Kay Francis in the feminine lead.
Frank Borzage will direct.
t

r

T

Mr. and Mrs. Mark Sandrich are
en route to New York on a vacation.
Sandrich, who recently directed
Robert Allen, Columbia recruit, is "The Gay Divorcee." will seek his
making rapid strides to stardom. next story while in New York.
r
T
T
Loaned last month to Paramount to
Phyllis Rica Frey made her
play in "Menace." he has since plaved opposite Nancy Carroll in screen debut when 10 days old. in
Lemon Drop Kid." Her father,
"Spring 3100" and is at present do- "The
ing a part opposite Fay Wray in Sam Frey, now with the Paramount
"White Lies." He made his debut studio, was formerly employed in
office of the company.
in "The Love Kiss," a Chester Bee- the home
T T ▼
croft-P. A. Powers production,
after which he joined the Cape Cod
Lela Osborn, well known radio
Players and was later featured for singer, who has won several radio
a season at His Majesty's Theater. contests, has arrived from New
Montreal. He was appearinn on
Broadway last season when Harry York to join the film colony.
T
T
T
Cohn saw him and signed him up
Edwin L. Marin, who directed
for Columbia.
r
▼
▼
"Paris Interlude," will also direct
The past month has been a busy S. S. Van Dine's "Casino Murder
Case," for M-G-M.
one for the Abe Meyer Synchronizing Service, which did the musical
sequences for "The Return of Chandu the Magician" and "The Dude
Ranger." Sam K. Weinland, who
has since become a Paramount musical director, led an 18-piece orchesBy CHARLES
tra for the first picture. The Meyer
organization is now working on 'TITO GUIZAR and Armida have
"Without Children," "Stratosphere"
completed work at the Brooklyn
and "World's Fair and Warmer,"
Vitaphone studios in a two-reel
which is a musical short.
Spanish musical, "Spain in the
T ▼ T
Neck." Conchita Estravis (Miss
Richard Whiting, tune composer, Cuba), recent winner of a beauty
and Sidney Clare, lyricist, are writ- contest, supported the leading playing a song for Shirley Temple which
ers in the picture, which was dithe 5-vear-old star will sing in
rected by Joseph •Henabery.
"Bright Eyes," her newest starring
vehicle for Fox Film.
Josephine Dunn will be featured
T
T
T
in one of the leading feminine roles
The first popular song written by in the Elmer Rice show now in reWerner Richard Heymann was for
hearsal and scheduled to open on
a burlesque that Max Reinhardt Broadway the later part of the
produced in Germany six years ago. month. The deal was completed
The ditty, which attained great through the Fred • Walton office.
was, "Do You Remempopularity,
ber the Little Bungalow on Lake
Paramount has started production
Michigan?" Recently while on his at the West Coast service studio on
way to Hollywood, Heymann stopped a short, as yet untitled, for release
off in Chicago and spent his time in its "Headliner" series. Vera Van,
sending postcards to his friends in Modern Mountaineers and Red NichEurope. The cards just bore the
ols and his orchestra will be featitle of his first song.
tured in the picture, which is being
directed by Fred Waller. Carl Timen is assisting on the direction,
while William Steiner is in charge
of the camera work.
•

Reginald Owen, now playing the
second male lead in Universal's
"The Good Fairy," starring Margaret Sullavan, will move over to
Radio upon completion of this picture for a similar spot in Ann Harding's next picture, "Enchanted
April." Owen played in the New
York production of the same play.

T

▼

T

Ben Alexander has been added to
♦ he cast of RKO Radio's '■urrent
Mav Robson starring film, "Portrait
of Laura Bales."
T
T
T
May Robson has been signed for
one of the feature roles in Columbia's "Mills of the Gods," drama by
Melville Baker and Jack Kirkland.
R. William Neill will direct from the
screen play by Garrett Ford.
T

T

T

Gloria Stuart and Adolphe Menjou have been signed for important
roles in Warner's "Gold Diggers of
1935." Also in the cast are Glenda
Farrell, Dorothy Dare, Winifred
Shaw, Frank McHugh and Hugh
Herbert.

Short Shots from Eastern Studios

AS

SEEN
BY
THE
PRESS
AGENT
"Mae

West's

working

days start so

early and consume so much of the star's
energy that she often falls asleep at
dinner."

—PARAMOUNT.

Maurice Russell, dance director
who was responsible for the work in
the "Fox Follies," "Reaching for
the Moon," "Dancing Lady" and
others, has been signed by the Joe
Rivkin office. Kussell just completed
work on the short, "Girl from. Paradise," for Educational, at the Eastern Service studio• in Astoria.
Bert Granet and Forbes Dawson
of the Educational scenario staff at

ALICOATE '
the Eastern Service studio have
completed work on the script which
will feature Yorke and King in their
next comedy for Educational release. Leslie Pearce will direct the
picture,
titled "How
Am under
I Doing."
It is scheduled
to get
way
this week at the Astoria plant.

•

Production on. "Laugh Little
Clown," the Ben Hecht-Churles MacArthur production now in work at
the Eastern Service studio in Astoria awl featuring Jimmie Saro, is
expected to be completed this week.

"LOTS

Lamar Trotti, who collaborated
with Dudley Nichols on the screen
play of
Fox's
"Judge
star//ring Will
Rogers,
hasPriest,"
returned
to
Movietone City from Fountain Inn,
S. C, where he spent a week conferring with Robert Quillen, local
news editor and author, on material
for
Begins
At Forty," Rogers'
next "Life
for the
company.

▼

T

T

Dorothy Christie, Theodore Voi»
EUz and Lois Wilson have been added to the cast of Fox's "Bright
Eyes," new Shirley Temple starring
vehicle in which James Dunn and
Judith Allen are featured and which
is beinj> directed by David Butler. >
r

T

T

Willard Mack, actor and playwright has been engaged by Column
bia to direct and appear in one of
the leading voles in his own story,
"Call to Arms."
r
r
r
Five thousand people a day ar<|
packing the Regal theater, London,
to see "Blossom Time," which waq
written for British International by
Franz Schulz, now in Hollywood.
T
r
▼
Richard Alien, who was taken il|
recently with strange eye malady,
has returned to the Fox lot where;
shooting was resumed on Jesse L.
Lasky's
production,
which
James
Cruze is "Helldorado,"
directing for
the
company.

T

T

▼

Joan Bennett has been signed by
Paramount for the lead opposite
Lanny Ross in "Mississippi," thje
musical soon to go into production
under direction of Edward A. Sutherland. W. C. Fields will head the
cast.
r
r
▼
Laura Hope Crews is assigned art
important role in Sylvia Sidney's
new Paramount film, "Behold My
Wife," which is being directed by
Mitchell Leisen.
»

T

T

Ricardo Cortez, recovered from an
attack of influenza, returned yester•
day to the set where "The White
Cockatoo" is being filmed under the
"Cap'n Crackerbox" and "Lem direction
of Alan Crosland. Jea
Corntassel" are the two leading Muir has the leading feminine role
characters introduced to the screen
Cortez in the Warner picin "Parrotville Fire Brigade," a opposite
ture, which has been adapted by Ben
Burt Gillett Rainbow Parade all- Markson and Lillie Hayward from
color cartoon now in the final stages
of completion at the Van Beuren Mignon G. Eberhart's novel.
studio.
•
Charles Harteu, ea nicru ma n, completed New York background shots
yesterday for the .1/-G-.W feature
titled "Repeal' now in work at the
company's Hollywood
plant.
•
The
Young
Cheers
Sylvia
playing

first of Educational's new
Romance series, titled "Three
for Love" and featuring
Froos, with Warren Hull
the male lead, goes into production today at the Eastern Service
studio. Al Christie will produce and
direct the short from the story by
William Watson an Arthur Jarrett.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS
Movie attendance in Great Britain
weekly.
and Ireland last year averaged 19.250,000
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»DATE BOOK« » REVIEWS of the NEW FILMS
Today: Meeting of Allied Theater Owners
of New Jersey, Hotel Lincoln, New York,
2 P. M.
Oct. 12: Annual convention of Theater Owners
of Oklahoma, Oklahoma City.
Oct. 12:
'

Annual Golf Tournament and

Dance

Dinner-

sponsored by The Philadelphia Exhibitor, LuLu Temple Country Club, Philo-

delphia.
Oct. 14: Pittsburgh Variety Club's Sixth An'
nual Banquet, William Penn Hotel, Pittsburgh.
Oct. 22: Public hearing on budget for the
Burlesque Theatrical Industry, Green Room
of Raleigh Hotel, Washington. D. C.
10 A. M.

Richard

Cromwell

"WHEN

with

Lucien

and

Arline

STRANGERS

Judge

in

MEET"

Littlefield, Chas.
Middleton
and Hale Hamilton
Liberty
72 mins.
INTERESTING DRAMA OF SIMPLE
FOLK LAID IN SUBURBAN COLONY
UNFOLDS WITH HUMOR.
Interplay cf drama among a group of
simple folk dwelling in close proximity
in two rows of attractive one-story houses
facing across a narrow flagged path results
in an entertaining and well-acted picture
that unfolds with humor. The neighbors are
all woven into the story which winds up
with a double murder and a denouement

Oct. 24: Annual convention of Motion Picture
Theater Owners of Washington,
Seattle.

in which a long-suffering wife reveals to
the police that her husband, who had
sought to plant the crime on another, was

Oct. 29-Nov. 1: S.M.P E. Fall Meeting Hotel
Pennsylvania, New York.

the guilty person. A well-developed romance between Arline Judge and Richard
Cromwell comes to fruition at the end after considerable frustration.
Cast: Richard Cromwell, Arline Judge,
Lucien Littlefield, Chas. Middleton, Hale

Nov 3: Cleveland Variety Club's first annual
ball. Hotel Statler, Cleveland.
4Nov. 12: Annual ball sponsored by Motion Picture Post of American Legion, Hotel Statler.
Boston.

Hamilton, Sarah Padden, Ray Walker, Barbara Weeks, Sheila Terry, Sidney Miller,
Bryant Washburn, Vera Gordon, Maud
Eburne, Lee Kohlmar, Luis Alberni, Julia
Haydon, Herman Bing, Arthur Hoyt and
Franklyn
Parker.
Director, William Christy Cabanne; Author, Zona Gale; Screen Play, Adele Buffington, Film Editor, Mildred Johnston;
Cameramen, Harry Neuman, Tom Galligan;
Recording Engineer, W
C Smith.
Direction, Okav
Photography, Good.

"Gay Divorcee" Transcription
RKO Radio has prepared as a special exploitation aid for exhibitors
fori V^dio promotion of the song hits
'from the forth-coming musical film,
"The Gay Divorcee," a 15-minute
'iele.ctrical
transcription
record in
of the
.musical selections
introduced
the
production by Fred Astaire and
Ginger Rogers.

The * * * * Hotel of N. Y.
lOOO Large Outside Rooms
*
*
*
*

One minute
from everything
In the centerof
Filmland
All new. modern conveniences
Modern
in rentals,
too

Many

other star features such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Radio in every room
Circulating Ice Water
French Window
Ventilation
Tub and Shower in each room
Chevaly Full Length Mirrors
2 Clothes Closets in each room
3 Attractive Restaurants

I Rates from *fc £m **" single

-Hotel

EDISON

General Manager

^rO"^r

/

Oil

Hi

D

WAY

Bela

"THE RETURN

Lugosi

«

in

OF CHANDU"

Principal
76 mins.
BELA LUGOSI CREATES THRILLS AND
SUSPENSE IN A TINGLING DRAMA OF
ORIENTAL
MAGIC.
This is the good old hoke, but is done
with class and intelligence, and with strong
story interest building logically to a tense
climax. Bela Lugosi is the man who has
studied Oriental magic, and is acquainted
with all the occult science of the Yogi,
and knows also the dark secrets of those
in India who practice the Black Art. The
story revolves around the efforts of the
Magician to save the Egyptian princess
from the endeavor of the Black Art practitioners to capture her for a human sacrifice to aid their mystic plans. It starts
in Los Angeles, and travels to India. The
princess is kidnaped, recovered, and kidnaped again, till finally the Magician gets
the drop on the high priest of the Black
Art gang and in a terrific mortal combat
sends him to his doom in the fiery furnace
planned for the poor princess. It is all
dene with a polish and class that lifts it
cut of the thrill hoke division, and makes
it an ence
hour
of thrills for an intelligent audito enjoy.
Cast: Bela Lugosi, Maria Alba, Clara
Kimball Young, Lucien Prival, Phyllis Ludwig, Dean Benton, Bryant Washburn, Peggy
Montgomery,
Cyril Armbrister.
Director, Ray Taylor; Authors, Harry
Earnshaw, Vera Oldham, R. R. Morgan;
Screen Play, Barry Baringer; Editor, Leu
Sackin; Cameraman, John Hickson.
Direction, Good
Photography, Okay.

FOREIGN
"LIEBE IN UNIFORM" ("Love in Uniform"), in German; produced by Tonfilm;
directed by Georpe Jacobv; with Harry
Liedtke, Erv Bos, Hans Junkermann, Fritz
Kamoers, Julie Serda, et al. At the 79th
St. Theater.
Diverting romantic comedv in the familiar military background. Gay action enhanced by songs and dances. Will prove
quite enjoyable to the German clientele.

SHORT
"Contented Calves"

with Grady Sutton, Carol Tevis,
June Brewster
RKO
21 mins.
Pretty Good
This comedy is a bit better than
the usual run. The story concerns
Carol Tevis and June Brewster, who
are engaged by a photographer to
pose
"stocking
June's
pictureas is
supposedmodels."
to glorify
the
stockings, but Carol's photo shows
the stockings in a rumpled condition
and the caption calls her a dumbbell. Carol goes to Grady, her
lawyer. In order to serve a summons on the owner of the stocking
concern, Grady plays a trick which
is funny and successful. Carol starts
out to sue for plenty of dough, but
compromises with the owner. She
gets an apology and also gets Grady
into the company's law firm.

»NEWSofDAY«
Orlando, Fla. — Sparks Enterprises
is remodeling the old Grand into a
modern sound film house.
Perry, Fla. — Following installation
of all new equipment the Temple
has reopened. Kay Porter is manager.
St. Petersburg,
Fla. — Out of
courtesy to Sparks Enterprises, the
operators' union removed pickets
from the Alcaza,r, which Sparks
takes over on Nov. 1, thereby automatically settling the union dispute as Sparks has always employed
union operators.
Bartow, Fla. — Earl M. Fain of I
Leesburg has purchased a half in- j
terest in the Ernada, according to j
Vance Marquis, owner.
Bartow, Fla. — Milton H. Kress I
has been appointed manager of the I
Bartow theater.
He was formerly
with Paramount Publix.
Bunnell, Fla. — Mr. and Mrs. Robbins are opening a local theater to
be known as the Bunnell. They also
operate a house at Titusville.
Seattle — The State has inaugurated a new policy of road show
vaude, backed by a line of dancing
beauties, along with screen fare.
Superior, Wis. — A lone bandit held
up thetantmanager,
and assismanager of cashier
the Lyceum
last
week dred
anddollars.
escaped with several hunBrodhead, Wis. — Thomas Smith
celebrated his second anniversary as «
manager
the Dorlyn theater here
Sun. week of
this
by renaming the house the
New

Orleans — James

J. Murphy, ,

Jimmie
for the
personal representative
Grainger,
was looking over
Uni- J'
versal exchange here this week.
St. Louis — It is reported that Fred
Brinkmeyer, veteran theater manager and formerly general manager
for the St. Louis Amusement circuit, has sub-leased the new Grand
Central and will reopen it at an
early date. The house is one of the
trio under lease to the Snyder-Koplar interests and under the management of Fanchon & Marco.
Pittsburgh — Harris Amusement
Co.'s Alvin has inaugurated stage
shows.

'
'Scenario
Paris — TheAcad.
word Lists
"scenario"
was adFrench
mitted to the dictionary of the French
Academy at a recent session of the
institute. Definition given Ihe word
by the forty literary immortals of the
] French Academy is: "Scenario — a canvas for a theatrical piece."
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»

»

»
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TIMELY

Editor Urges Temperance
In Crusade Against Films
rE can not do without the
movies now; they are the
entertainment of the nation. And
perhaps its greatest educational
force also. Seeing, we believe.
And we understand. The thing
we are intended to get may be
wrong, but we get it. Make the
emphasis right, and the picture
becomes a teacher of incalculable value. Hence the protest
against the prostitution of its
opportunity, its belittling of so
much that so many of us admire
and hold dear. Turned about, it
can become a force for both entertainment and education such
as we do not yet even dream of.
But while it is turning about,
we shall be making a grave mistake if we ask our picture people to make only films to which
we can take all the children all
the time. A picture diet of "Little Women" — to mention perhaps the most illustrious of its
type — would soon make us visually sick. And there are others
of the opposite type that would
as surely make us soul-sick.
These last should go entirely.
But in casting them out we
should be careful to stop the
moment we have gone far
enough; we should remember
that too drastic action almost
invariably leads to reaction. Indecencies, immoral suggestions,
attacks on the moralities — all
these should be banned, but be
sure that if fanaticism rules the
day, they will all be back,
thumbing their noses at us.
— William Frederick Bigelow,
Editor, Good Housekeeping.

W1

What Women Want
In Their Pictures
"VVTOMEN like not to see the
W world as it is; they think
it is possible for it to be a
little better than it is." That
is what Erik Charell, who recently completed his first American film "Caravan" for Fox,
says. He made the picture
"Congress Dances" and produced "White Horse Inn" abroad.
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And that is perhaps the reason
that he "lets show a world that
is a little bit better and nicer
than reality will make of it"
when he does a new picture.
For it is women who make or
break a picture at the box office, Mr. Charell is convinced.
"It is they who have the matinee
leisure, who have complacent
escorts eager to be steered
where the woman wants to go,
and who go back with the children to see a film if it really
does show a world 'better and
nicer than it is.' " Not that women like their cinema heroes
to be namby-pamby boys, this
good looking enthusiastic young
Continental impresario explained. "They want a hero who is
bad, but not too bad to be
liked. They want a man who
has a little bit of good and a
little bit of bad which gives
much character. The want a
little silver line, a wisp of tulle
and glamour between them and
the strongest situations; and
the one who gives them a brutal, dirty thing in his picture
may give them life, but they
won't admit it, or come to see
it." Charell's first Hollywood
film is a romantic story of
gypsy fiddlers, gay uniforms
and lovers. An operatic accompaniment iswoven into the film
and it is a distinct departure
from the usual musical product.
— Fox Film.

» » » » EXPLOITETTES
Made His City
"Joan Lowell" Conscious
"CD. MURTAGH, manager of
the Ritz, Scranton, Pa., put
over the personal appearance of
Miss Joan Lowell and the showing of her RKO Van Beuren
picture, "Adventure Girl," with
the greatest amount of free
newspaper space in the history
of that theater. Miss Lowell
was presented to the Mayor of
Scranton on her arrival in town
and was granted interviews by
the "Republican" and "Times,"
both daily newspapers, and the
"Scrantonian," issued Sundays
only. Arrangements were made
for her to be guest speaker at
the regular weekly meetings of
the Rotary Club, Kiwanis and
Lions. The day preceding the
opening Miss Lowell described
her thrilling adventures in tropical lands for 15 minutes over
the "Times"-owned radio station
WQAN, and Saturday, the day
her picture opened at the Ritz,
Miss Lowell officially started the
local football season by tossing
for goals at the first school
game. By contacting the
YWCA
and "the
the first
social event
of YMCA,
the season
for
these two organizations was
made Miss
a "Joan
Party"
with
Lowell Lowell
addressing
the
members.
■— Ritz, Scranton, Fa.

Varied Tie-ups
Plug "Monte Cristo"

Holds Problem of Screen
Is to Please Majority
TT would be quite nice to have
everything exactly suited to
one's own ideas and taste. But
it may be salutary to remember
that this would be the beginning of regimenting, which
means that one person would be
directing the regimentation for
countless others whose ideas
and tastes might be very different. There can be no liberty without tolerance. Concretely, this means that we
must submit to much that we
dislike in order to have much
that we like. Our task in the
motion pictures is to distinguish liberty and license. The real
problem of the screen is not to
find a common denominator of
entertainment for every man,
woman and child, but to create
the largest variety of proper
entertainment appeal. It is no
easy task. No book, picture or
play can be all things to all
men. There never has been and
never will be such a unanimity
of opinion. The objective of all
screen entertainment always
will be the greatest service to
the greatest number.
—Will H. Hays.

TN ushering in the premiere of
1 "The Count of Monte Cristo",
Reliance
production,
Keith's
in
Syracuse,
William atTubbert,
manager, arranged a number of
effective tie-ups. A few days in
advance of the opening he lined
up his local newspapers with a
number of feature stories and
cuts of the stars. In addition
to the regular run of publicity,
Tubbert arranged a classified
contest with the "Herald"; the
"Journal" ran a co-operative

page ad, and the "Post-Standard" gave the attraction considerable space by running a
strip on its comic page for
three days. Special invitations
were sent to the English departments of all local high
schools as well as to the heads
of that department at Syracuse University. Among the
tie-ups put over by Manager
Tubbert were: Jay Cobb, department store, distributed 10,000 throwaways; a tie-up with
local schools and libraries resulted in the distribution of
10,000 book marks; special
cards were circulated in a hometo-home campaign, with many
being placed in parked autos;
more than 1,000 post cards were
sent to all school teachers recommending "The Count of Mon-

« « « «

te Cristo" as an excellent picture and one worthy of discussion in their classes; through a
tie-up with Carroll's, 4,000
bags, withtributedimprints
disat three were
of their
stores — all plugging the opening of "The Count of Monte
Cristo" at —Keith's.
Keith's, Syracuse.

Novel Ticket Stunt
for "Treasure Island"

A MOST original stunt was
used by Manager R. W. Waterson of the Tivoli, Michigan

City, Ind.,Prior
to exploit
Island."
to the "Treasure
Saturday
morning premiere of the film,
children who presented themselves at the local J. C. Penney
store board
were
large oncardtickets,given
with copy
the
picture. This not only admitted
them to the Treasure Hunt to
follow the Saturday matinee,
but made them guests of the
theater at that performance.
The only stipulation was that
the tickets must not be folded.
This made walking billboards
out of 1,500 children. The
whole town turned out to watch
the kids going to the theater
with the immense tickets in
their hands.
— Tivoli, Michigan City, Ind.

Sure-fire Campaign
Hits Los Angeles
pOR the geles,
Hillstreet,
Los Gross
Anmanager Jack
and his publicity man Ken McGaffey,
putLast
over Yacht"
RKO's to"Down
To Their
city-a
wide
publicity.
They made
tie-up with the National String
Instrument Company, utilizing
special window cards and
streamers made up by this company. Placed them in all leadingdowmusic
stores,
full ukes,
windisplays
of with
guitars,
mandolins, etc. Usherettes were
costumed as native girls. Native boy dressed in costume as
a footman on curb in front of
theater. The costume worn by
Mary Boland's councillor in the
picture was utilized for a street
ballyhood. —RKO-Hill-trect,
Los Angeles.
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Features Reviewed in Film Daily, March 1 to Oct. 6
Title
Adieu Les Beaux

Reviewed
Jours- XX
4-24-34
Adventure
Girl-RKO
8-3-34
Affairs of A Gentleman-U
6-23-34

Affairs of Cellini-UA
5-5-34
, Age of Innocence-RKO . .9-1-34
' All Men Are Enemies-F. .4-26-34
'Along
Came
Sally-GB. .6-16-34
Alraune-XX
5-7-34
Among the Missing-COL. 9-25-34
1 Are We
Civilized- RAS. .6-14-34
j Ariane-BLU
3-8-34
Baby, Take a Bow-F
6-30-34
Back Page-GEN
6-13-34
Bachelor
Bait-RKO
7-28-34
Badge
of Honor-MAY. .5-19-34
, Barretts of Wimpole St.-MGM
I
9-8-34
Bedside-FN
3-6-34
Beggar's
Holiday-TOW.
.8-17-34
Belle of the Nineties
PAR.. 8-6-34
Beyond Bengal-SHO .. 4-25-34
Beyond the Law-COL. . .7-31-34
Black Cat-U
5-19-34
Black
Moon-COL
6-28 34
Black
Shirts XX
4-12-34
Blind Date-COL
9-1-34
Blossom
Time-BIP
7-26-34
Blue
Light-DU
5-8-34
Blue Steel-MOP
5-5-34
Born to be Bad-UA
6-1-34
Bottoms
Up-F
3-23-34
Bride of the Lake-ANG. .9-11-34
British Agent-FN
8-2-34
Broken
Shoes-AM
3-31-34
Bulldog Drummond Strikes Back
UA.. 5-4-34
Call It Luok-F
7-10-34
Caravan-F
9-28-34
Channel
Crossing-GB . . . 5-24-34
Change of Heart-F
5-11-34
Cafe's Paw-F
7-30-34
Chained-MGM
9-1-34
Charlie
Chan
in London-F
9-13-34
Charlie Chan's Chance
F.. 8-25-3-.
Cheaters-LIB
5-11-34
Chu Chin Chow-GB
9-22-34
Circus Clown-WA
6-13-34
City
Limits-MOP
3-28-34
City Park-CHE
7-6-34
Cleopatra-PAR
7-25-34
Cockeyed
Cavaliers-RKO. .7-3-34
Come
on Marines-PAR. .3-24-34
Coming
Out Party-F
3-17-34
Constant
Nymph-F
4-7-34
Count of Monte Cristo
UA.. 8-29-34
Countess of Monte Cristo
U
3 31-34
Crainquebille-TAP
3-28-34
Crime
Doctor-RKO
3-14-34
Crime of Helen StanleyCOL 7-3 34
Crimson Romance-MAS. .9-26-34
Crime
Without
Passion
PAR.. 8-18-34
Crosby
Case-U
3-23-34
Cross
Streets-C H E
7-6-34
Crown
of Thorns-XX . .3-30-34
Cuesta
Abaio-PAR
7-18-34
Curtain Falls-CHE
10-2-34
Dames-WA
8-16-34
Dancing
Man-PYR
7-14-34
Das Blaue Vom
Himmel-XX
9-13-34
Death on the Diamond-MGM
9-22-34
Defense Rests. The-COL. 8-15-34
Demon for Trouble-STE. 8-10-34
Der Gluecksvlinder-XX ,3'<Der Felderrnhuegel-B A V. 4-24-34
Der Stern von Valencia-UFA
4-24-34
Desirable-WA
9-15-34
Die Blonde Christl-B A V. 2-28-34
Die Freundin
Eines Grossen
Mannes-XX
9-13-34
Die Mutter Der Kompagme
XX. .3-13-34
Die
Schoenen
Tage
in
Aranjuez-XX
6 23-34
Die Verkaufte Braute-XX . 5-2-34
Dr. Monica-WA
6-22-34
Dos Mujeres y un Don Juan
KIN.. 6-5-34
Double
Door-PAR
5-5-34
Down to Their Last Yacht-RKO
9-22-34
Dragon
Murder
Case
.8-23-1"
Drums O'Voodco-INT FN. ..5-12-34
Dude
Ranger-F
9-29-34
Eines Prinzen Junge Liehe
XX.. 3-28-34
Ein Toller Einfall-UFA.S-22-34

AM — Am kino
ANG — Amer Anglo Corp.
AU — Capt. Harold Auten
B A V— Bavaria Film A-G
BEA-Beacon Productions
BD — British & Dominions
BIP — British International
BLU — Blue
Ribbon
Photoplays
BON
Al Bondy
CAP — Capitol
Film
Exchange
CHE — Chesterfield
Cin
—
Cinexport
Distributing
Corp.
COL— Columbia
DU
DuWorld
F — Fox
FAI — Fairhaven.
KU — First Jjivision
FN — First National
GB — Gaumont-British
GFF
General Foreign Films

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS

Title
Reviewed
El Escandalo-X X
9-24-34
Elmer
and Elsie-PAR
8-4-34
El Prisionero 13-CIN .. .3-30-34
El Tango
En Broadway-PAR
9-19-34
Embarrassing Moments
9-4-34
End of the World-AU U..
. .4-17-34
Ever
Since
Eve-F
3-27-34
Fantomas-XX
3-13-34
Fifteen Wives-INV
7-17-34
Fighting
Hero-STE
7-17-34
Fighting Rangers-COL. .4-12-34
Fighting Rookie-MAY. . .7-12-34
Finishing School-RKO .. .4-6-34
Fighting Through-WK. .8-29-34
Friends of Mr. SweeneyWA.. 7-27-34
Freedom of the Seas-BIP. 10-3-34
For Love or Money-BD .7-26-34
Fog Over Frisco-FN
6-7-34
Fountain-RKO
8-23-34
Friday the 13th-GB
5-15-34
Gamb'ine
Ladv-W A
3-7-34
Gay Divorcee-RKO
10-3-34
Gehetzte Menschen-XX .. .6-5-34
Geld Regiert Die Welt XX
5-15-34
George
White's
Scandals
Gift of Gab-U
9-25-34
F..3-17-?*
Girl of the Limberlost
MOP.. 8-29-34
Girl From
Missouri-MGM
8-4-34

Girl in Danger-COL
Glamour-U
Goodbye
Love — RKO
Good
Dame-PAR
Grand
Canary-F
Great Flirtation-PAR
Great Defender-BIP
Guilty Parents-SYN
Half-A-Sinner-U
Halsingar-X X
»'anrlv

Andv

F

9-11-34
5-12-34
3-13-34
3-17-34
7-20-34
6-23-34
7-26-34
4-6-34
6-23-34
9-26-34
6-1-34

Happy Landings-MOR.. 7-31-34
Happiness Ahead-FN ...9-27-34
Hat, Coat and GloveRKO.. 7-27-34
Harold Teen-WA
3-7-34
Heart
Song-F
6 6-34
Heat
Lightning-WA
3-7-34
Heideschulmeister
Uwe
Karsten-UFA
4-17-34
Here Comes the Groom-PAR
6-16-34
Hell Bent for Love-COL. 6-13-34
Here Comes the NavyWA 6-28-34
Heroes of the Arctic-AM 9-29-34
Hell Cat COL
7-7-34
He Was Her Man-WA. .5-18-34
Hide-Out-MGM
8-18-34
His Greatest Gamble
RKO. .7-18-34
4-27-34
Hitler's Reign of Terror-JE
Hold
That
Girl-F
3-24-34
Hollywood.
Ciudad de Ensueno-DU
4-10-34
Hollywood Party-MGM . . 5-25-34
House of Greed-AM. .. .8-15-34
House of Rothschild- U A. 3-8-^'.
Housewife-WA
8-11-34
Human
Side-U
9-1 5-34
I Believe in You-F
4-10-34
I Can't Escape-BEA
7-5-34
I Give My Love-U
7-17-34
I Hate Women-GOP. .. .7-11-34
I Like it That Way-U. .4-17-34
I'll Tell the World-U .. .4-21-34
Inge Und die MillionenUFA.. 4-17-34
Inside
Information-STA. 9-25-34

GEN — General Films
GOP — Goldsmith
Productions
IMP — Imperial Dist.
INT — International
Stageplay
Pictures
INC — Inter-Continent
Film
INV — Invincible Pictures
JE — Jewel Productions
KIN— Kinematrade
LIB — Liberty Pictures
MAJ — Majestic Pictures
MAR— Marcy
MAS — Mascot Pictures
MAY — Mayfair Pictures
MEN — Mentone
Productions
MGM — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
MOD — Modern
Films
MOP — Monogram
Pictures
PA — Palestine-American Film Co.
Title
Reviewed
In the Land of the SovietsAM.. 6-28-34
In Wien Hab Ich Einmal
Ein
Maedel
Geliebt-X X
5-29-34
In Love With Life-INV. 5-12-34
It's a Boy-GB
6-8-34
Iza Neni-XX
6-5-34
Ja Treu 1st Dei Soldatenliebe
XX.. 5-2-34
Jane
Eyre-MOP
7-17-34
Jimmy
the Gent-WA
3-26-34
Juarez Y MaximilianoXX.. 5-7-34
Judge Priest-F
8-18-34
Just Smith-GB
4-24-34
Kara Salkten-XX
5-15-34
Keep 'Em Rolling RKO. .3-1-34
Key. The-WA
5-31-34
King Kelly of the U. S. A.
MOP. .9-11-34
King of Wild
Horses
COL.. 3-21-34
Kiss and Make Up-PAR.6-30 34
La Bataille-TAP
7-10-34
La Buenaventura-WA. .. .9-18-34
Lady by Choice-COL. . .10-6-34
Ladies Should ListenPAR.. 7-28-34
Lady is Willing, The
COL.. 8-11-34
La Fusee-TAP
3-15-34
La Maternelle-TAP
4-25-34
L'ange
Gardien-TAP
4-20-34
La Sombre de Pancho
Villa-MOD
4-10 34
Last Round Up-PAR
5-11-34
La Sangre Manda-XX. .. 5-16-34
Last Gentleman-UA
4-28-34
Laughing Boy-MGM
5-12-34
Lazv
River-MGM
...4-3-34
Le Serment-PRX
3-15-34
Let's Be Ritzy U
5-1 8-34
Let's Talk it Over-U
6-16-34
Let's Try Again— RKO. 6-22-34
Life of Vergie Winters-RKO
6-13-34
Line-Up.
The-COL
4-17-34
Little Man. What
Now?
6-1-34
Little Miss Marker-PAR.U..5-19-34
Lost
Lady,
A-FN
10-5-34
Lost Jungle-MAS
5-9-34
Loud
Speaker-MOP
5-8-34
Love
Birds-U
5-4-34
Love
Captive- U
6-7-34
Madame Du Barry-WA. . .8-8-34
Man
from
Hell-WK
8-29-34
Man from Utah-MOP. . .5-23-34
Man Trailer-COL
5-23-34
Man
With Two
Faces
FN. .7-12-34
Manhattan
Melodrama-MGM5-2-34
Manhattan
Love SongMOP. .4-17-34
Man's Game, A. -COL. . .7-24-34
Many
Happy
Returns-PAR6-9-34
Marrying
Widows-TOW. 5-18-34
Mass
Struggle-KIN
9-18-34
Melodia Prohibida-XX . . .3-28-34
Melodie Der Liebe-XX . .9-18-34
Melody in Spring-PAR. 3-31-34
Men in White-MGM
..3-28-34
Merry
Frinks-FN
6-27-34
Merry Wives of Reno-WA 6-9-34
Midnight-U
3-7-34
Midnight
Alibi-FN
7-5-34
Million Dollar Ransom-U .9-19-34
Modern
Hero. A-WA
4-3-34
Money
Means
NothingMOP. .5-15-34
Monte
Carlo
Nights-MOP
4-26-34

T[*le
R<-Kinved
She
Was
a Lady-F
8-22-34
Shock-MOP
7-24-34
Shoot the Works-PAR. . .7-7-34
Show-OrT-MGM
i-17-34

PA R — Paramount
PIN— Pinnacle
PRI — Principal Dist. Corp.
PRO — Progressive
Pictures
PRX— Protex Dist. Corp.
PYR— Pyramid
RAS — Raspin Productions
RKO— RKO-Radio
Pictures
SHO — Showmen's Picture;0
STA — Stage & Screen Prods.
STE— William Steiner
SYN — Syndicate Exchange
TAP— John S. Tapernoux
THO— Fred
Thomson
TOW
— Tower Prods.
U — Universal
UA — United Artists
WA—
Bros.
UFA— Warner
Ufa
WK— Willis Kent
XX — No distributor set
Title
Rcvewrd
Moonstone,
The-MOP...
8-7-34
Morning
After-M AJ
8-22-34
Moth,
The-MAR
3-9-34
Mother,
1905-AM
6-2-34
Murder
on the Blackboard
Murder at the VanitiesRKO.. 6-5-34
Museum5-18-34
PAR.. Car
in the Private
.
,
„Murder
„
.
PRO.. 6-27-34
Murder in Tnnidad-F ...5-16-34
...
_ .Miss-XX
MGM... .9-13-34
7-10-34
My Wife. the
Mystery Ranch-STE
5-26-34
Nell
7-12-34
NinthGwyn-UA
Guest. The-COL ..3-3-34
No Funny Business-PRl .3-10-34
No Greater Glory-COL. .3-14-34
No More Women-PAR 3-3-34
Not Against Flesh-GFF. 8-14-34
Notorious
Sophie Lang-PA7-21-34
R.
,m
„
Murder

the

Now I'll Tell-F
5-26-34
Oded the Wanderer-PA. .5-22-34
Of Human BondageOld-Fashioned Way-PAR. 7-14-34
One Is Gui'tv-COL
5-3-34
6-27-34
One
River-U RKO. 8-10-34
^,, „More,.
One Night of Love-COL. . 7-6-34
Once to Every Bachelor
Once
_

to Every
_

Woman
LIB.. 8-23-34

_
_ Service-BIP
COL
37-31-34
24-34
On
Secret
Orders Is Orders-GB
5-4-34
Operator
13-MGM
6-2-34
Our Daily Bread-UA..
8-8-34
Ore
Y Plata-INC
7-26-34
Parada Rezerwistow-CAP. 5-2-34
Paris
Interlude-MGM. . 7-28-34
Party's
Over-COL
8-30-34
Pecados de Amor-XX
4-25-34
Peck's
Bad
Boy-F.
.
.
8-31-34
Personali
ty
Kid-WA
8-1-34
Petersburg Nights-AM .. .9-13-34
Picture
Brides-FD . . .
4 24-34
Poor PVH, The-U
4-S-34
Power-GB
10-5-34
Prince ol Scandal-PAR
Wales-GB
. .] .'4-24-34
Private
6-15-34
Prokura
tor-X X
5-29-34
Quitter. The-CHE
3-14-3*
Rabbi's
Power-XX
6-16-34
Racketeer
Round-up-THO 6-2-34

Ra-Mu-FAI
g-6-34
Randy Rides Alone-MOP 6-14-34
Rawhide
Mail-MAR.. 6-5-34
Redhead-MOP
9-18-34
Registered
Nurse-FN 6-1-34
Return of the Terror
FN.. 7-10-34
Richest Girl in the World-RKO
9-8-34
Riptide-MGM
3-31-34
Roman Einer Nacht-XX. .6-23-34
Romance in Budapest
Romance in the Rain-U.
DU..
S A. Mann
Brand-BAV.
Sadie McKee-MGM
Scarlet Empress-PAR
Scarlet
Letter-MAJ
Scotland Yard Mystery

.9-8-34
5-11-3'
5-29=-34
5-12-34
9-15-34
9-18-34

BIP. .10-5-34
Servants' Entrance-F. .. .9-26-34
She Had to Choose-MAJ . 9-18-34
She Learned
About
SailorsF.. 7-28-34
She Loves Me Not-PAR.
7-19-34
She Made Her

Bed-PAR. 4-27-34

Side
Streets-FN
8-14-34
6-8-34
Sing and Like It-RKO. .4-14-34
Sisters Under the Skin-COL.
Sleepers East-F
Smarty-WA
Smoking
Guns-U
Social Register-COL
Sorrell =nd -on-UA
Soviet CloseUps-AM
Speed
Wings-CO
L
Springtime
for Henry

4-24-34
4-12-34
7-20-34
8-18-34
5-29-34
8-1-34
3-27-34

Stamboul
Quest-MGM F.. 8-22-34
7-7-34
Stand Up and Cheer-F. .4-20-34
Sltar Packer-MOP
7-3-34
Stingaree-RKO
5-12-34
Stolen Sweets-CHE
8-7-34
Stricn Durch
Die Rechn:uigUFA
.3
6-34
Strictly Dynamite-RKO
. . . 7-5-34
Straight
is the Way
M-G-M. .8-29-34
5-3-34
Such Women
Are Dangerous-F
6-9-34
Success at Any
Price-RKO
Successful Failure-MOP. 10-2-34
Su Ultima Cancion-CIN .3-30-34
Szpieg-MAJ
3-6-34
Take the Stand-LIB
9-4-34
Tannenberg-XX
4-6-34
Tante Gusti KommandiertXX.. 5 7-34
Tarzan and His MateTell-Tale Heart-DUMGM..4 6-21-34
16-34
Their
Big
Moment-U. .. .8-6-34
These Th.rty Years-PON. .5-24-34
Thin Man, The-MGM
5-23-34
Thirty Day Princess-PAR 5-12-34
This Man is Mine-RKO ... 5-7-34
3-8-34
Three on a Honeymoon-F
Thundering
Herd-PAR. .3-31-34
Tiburon-XX
4-20-34
Tracy Rides-STE
5-5-34
Trail Beyond-MOP
9-15-34
Treasure
Islland-MGM . . . 8-8-34
Trenck-XX
..4-10-34
Trumpet Blows-PAR ...4-14-34
Twentieth Centurv-COL. . 5-4-34
Twin
Husbands-INV
...5-9-34
Two Alone — RKO
4-7-34
Two Heads on a Pillow
4-5-34
20

Million

Sweetheai LIBis-KN 10-3-34

Uncertain
Lady-U
4-20-34
Unknown BIonde-MA T. .4-19-34
Unknown Soldier Speaks
Unsere
Fahne
Flattert
LIN.. Uns
5-26-34
Voran-UFA
7-10-34
Upper World- WA
5-25-34
Very Honorable
Guy, AViva Villa !-MGM
FN.. 4-12-34
5-18-34
Voice in tHe Ni^'-COL. 4-24-34
Wagon Wheels-PAR
10-5-34
War's End-XX
5-18-34
We
Live Again-UA
9-24-34
We're Not Dressine-PAR. 4-26-34
We're Rich Again-RKO. .8-11-34
Wharf
Angel-PAR . .4-21-34
What
Every Woman
Knows
What's

MGM. .10-5-34
Racket?-MAY

Your

Wheels of Destiny-U. .. .3-28-34
Where
Sinners Meet35-5-34
6-34
Whirlpool-COL
RKO.. 4-19-34
White
Heat-PIN
6-1
5-34
Whom
the Gods Destroy
Wie Man Maenner COL.
Fesselt 7-12-34
Wild
Cargo-RKO
XX.. 3-24-34
5-22-34
Wild Gold-F
7-24-34
Witching HourPAR .4-28-34
Woman in Command-GB. 5-29-34
Woman
CondemnedWom.in Unafraid-GOP.
MAR.. .3-27-34
4-20-34
Woman Who Dared-IMP.S 6-34
World
in Revolt-MEN. . .6-9-34
World
Moves
On-F
.6-30-34
You Belong
MePAR.
You
Made Meto Love
You .9-13-34
Young

and

You're

Telling

Beautiful
MAJ.. 5-31-34
Me-PAR
4-7-34
MAS.. 8-30-34

WHIRLING FEET... IN A ^
MAELSTROM OF MELODY
. . . the most sumptuous
hit of^Mll seasons . . .

rhythmic
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MUSIC!
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Weighs over 4 lbs.
The encyclopedia of
industry.
the
motion picture

The newspaper of
filmdom. News
when

it's

Over 1,000 pages.
Leatherette bound.

news.

The Film Year Book

The Film Daily
Since 1918 The Film Daily has been faithfully serving the motion
picture industry and is recognized as a leader in the field of motion
picture publications. Exhibitors the world over read the FILM
DAILY for news and reviews of features and short subjects to help
them in the conduct of their business. The news in the FILM
DAILY is presented briefly and accurately. In these days when
time is a prime factor exhibitors doubly appreciate the presentation
of news in a brief snappy manner. Film Daily reviews have been
recognized for years as authoritative and indispensable to thousands
of exhibitors.

This volume published by THE FILM DAILY and given free with a year's suU
scription to the paper is the last word in valuable volumes of information. Fff
the past sixteen years this book has been a part of The Film Daily Service. Eact
year it grows in size and importance to the industry. It contains everythipi
anyone might wish to know about the motion picture industry. More than on>
thousand pages beautifully bound, containing a wealth of valuable information^
Personnel of companies, productions of the year with full credits, a complete
list of theaters, the work of directors, players and their work, cameramen an.
their work, the works of authors, dialoguers, scenario writers, a complete SHOW.
MAN'S GUIDE, (with hundreds of practical showman ideas for putting ove*
pictures). A buying guide, a survey of the foreign field, important legal decision
and 1,001 other important items of interest.

Exhibitors who have been subscribers to the Film Daily
for the past sixteen years appreciate the value of this
service, and consider their annual ten dollar investment

$10.00

The Film Daily

per year

THE FILM DAILY

THE FILM YEAR BOOK

Six Days Each Week

Published Annually
(Out in February)

PRODUCTION

GUIDE and

DIRECTORS'
ANNUAL
(Out in July)

nd OTHERS
WISE
AILY SERVICE
PRODUCTION
GUIDE
WRECTCtfS A«f*

rinted on glazed
aper and bound
ii stiff covers.
rinted in three
olors.

|
■
|
|?
K

Production

The Short Subject Quarterly

Guide & Directors' Annual

Here is another important edition of the Film Daily. Four times
'his interesting and informative volume is indispensable to anyone
1 any way interested in production of motion pictures. It contains
tore than three hundred pages of useful knowledge presented in

a year every subscriber receives a copy of this interesting issue.
It is a complete survey of the Short Subject field. Reviews of

n attractive manner. The complete season's production lineup of
voduct from all companies presented with titles of productions

short subjects — ideas for selling shorts to the public — suggested

•nd all credits is an outstanding feature of this edition. Biographies
If directors, the work of cameramen, players, writers, etc., for
he first half of the year are only a few other features of this
olume which is also given as part of THE FILM DAILY SERVICE.

programs — product announcements, and many other interesting
valuable bits of information about short subjects that will help
any exhibitor in the booking of short subjects for his theater. These
issues are of exceptional interest and value.

one that has netted them real dividends during these
years. Every exhibitor owes it to himself to become a
regular subscriber to The Film Daily Service.

Includ
service includes
SHORT

SUBJECT QUARTERLY

Published Four Times a Year

THE FILM DAILY
1650 Broadway
New

York City

Gentlemen:
Please enter my
I enclose $10.00

subscription
to the
(foreign $15.00).

FILM

DAILY,

and

Name
Street
City

State

The

Film

Daily

Service.

And how he will
roar on the screen

*

STATE
of the

THEATRE
during the coming
season of 1934*3 5 1
WE'RE
happy M-G-M
to announce
the beloved
lion isthat
on
his way to this theatre with entertainments galore. All the great star
players of Hlmdom, all the delightful
motion pictures that he sponsors
on trie screen are now assured the
patrons of this theatre. More glamorous, more gloriously enjoyable
than ever is the happy array of Stars,
stories and hits that are on the way
to you during the coming season !

Just 4 of many
M-G-M Hits to
Delight you!
THE BRIGHTEST OF SCREEN STARS THE MOST INTRIGUING OF STORIES -COMBINED
M-G-M TO PRODUCE GOLDEN HOURS OF ENTERTAINMENT!
NORMA SHEARER
CHARLES LAUGHTON
Herbert Marshall

ANN HARDING
ROBERT MONTGOMERY

CONSTANCE BENNETT
HERBERT MARSHALL
in Michael Atlen's story
OUTCAST LADY

in Stefan Zweig's besi-sellcf
MARIE ANTOINETTE
THE

GOOD

EARTH

Pearl Buck's thrilling, best selling
CLARK GABLE
WALLACE BEERY
ROBERT MONTGOMERY
in the widely-read story
MUTINY on the BOI INTY
JEANETTE MacDONALD
NELSON EDDY in
Victor Herbert's immortal operetta
NAUGHTY
MARIETTA

STAN LAUREL
OLIVER HARDY

JOAN CRAWFORD
CLARK GABLE
ROBERT MONTGOMERY
in (he stage hit on the screen

in Victor Herbert's comic opetel
BABES IN TOYLAND
with

*

FORSAKING
OTHERS

SEQUOIA
JEAN PARKER

GRETA

the stars of "The Thin Man" it
EVELYN PRENTICE

in Somerset Maugham's great
THE PAINTED VEIL

PLAYS AND "BEST-SELLERS" ON THE M-G-M

West Point of the Air
Any Port In A Storm
Pamela Thorndyke
The Winning Ticket

M-G-M

His
The
The
No

Brother's Wife Wicked Woman
Bugle Sounds Jungle Red Man
Gravy Game Her Excellency's
More Ladies Tobacco Shop

SHORT

M-G-M

More Stars
Than There
Are In Heaven!

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

M-6-M
M-G-M

HEARST
M-G-M

CARTOONS
GOOFY

METROTONE

MUSICAL

ODDITIES

TRAVEITALKS

MUSICAL

PETE SMITH

NOVARRO
LAYE

PROGRAM

BlackChai
In Old Vi
Indo-China
Timber line

FEATURES

PETE SMITH

FJTZPATRICK

RAMON
EVELYN

GARBO

Herbert Marshall
George Brent

CELEBRATED

HAYES

ALL

WILLIAM POWELL
MYRNA LOY

The Wuid and the Rain
Lady Comes To Town
The Casino Murder Case
Living In A Big Wav

HELEN

in Sir James M. Barrie's great play
WHAT EVERY WOMAN
Evans
^
KNOWS
with Brian Aherne, Madge

MOVIES

NEWS

COMEDY

REVUES

|-».h.'.h.hihiw enjoy the finest
_ You are invited to
entertainment the
screen has ever known at the

STATE
THE THEATRE

OF THE STARS

-

*

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Sixteen Years Old

Intimate in Character
Internationa! in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Warners Still to Sign Music Fee Compromise

NJUNGTION MOVE IS NEXT STEP BY WILLIAM FOX
Blumenthal's Absence! Delays Action in Fox
Met. Caseto
Erpi and Photophone
"ourt Urges Mapping Plan
Without Further Legal
Procedure

Failure of A. C. Blumenthal to
ppear yesterday at the Fox Theters Corp. hearing for reorganizaion before Federal Judge Martin
i Manton was the signal for Arhibald Palmer, counsel for several
reditors, to ask the court for a
body execution" to force Blumenhal to attend the next hearing.
aimer had subpoenaed Blumenthal
long with several other witnesses

NRA Approves End of Limitation on Assents
Washington Bureau of THE

on Page

4)

IIVING TESTIMONIAL
TO EMANUEL COHEN

(Continued

Furnishing

on

Page

Para.

7)

Data

Asserting that any delay in furnishing Saul Rogers with detailed information about the amount and status of
all claims against Paramount-Publix
was due to the fact that the period
for filing new claims against the company under Sec. 77B had only just
expired, Arthur Ballantine, of counsel
for the Paramount trustees, said yesterday that Rogers would presumably
be furnished with the information he
wanted shortly.

DAILY

NEW MUSIC FEE BOOST STUDIOS PAY $500
HELD LIKELY IN YEAR
WEEKLY IN CLAIMS

Asked why Ascap had insisted
on a one-year agreement and if a
new rise in music rates was likely
next year, Gene Buck, president of
Ascap, said yesterday that the So
dety could foresee possible circumstances where music rates might be
again increased but that exhibitors
might rely on the Society's good
est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
judgment and understanding of the
Hollywood — A testimonial dinner film business in view of the fact
'ill be tendered Emanuel Cohen at that no rise in music rates had been
he Ambassador Hotel on Oct. 12 to
(Continued on Page 7)
elebrate the completion of his third
ear as vice president in charge of
roduction of Paramount
pictures.
rrangements committee for the Business Up 25 Per Cent
anquet includes Mae West, Cecil In Publix-Bamford Houses
. DeMille, Benjamin Glazer, Gary
Box-office reports of Publix-Bamooper, Grover Jones and Victor
ford circuit in North Carolina show
lilner.
that business is approximately 25
per cent improved over comparative
ara. Bank Suit Settlement weeks last year, it was stated by
in New York yesMay Be Part of New Plan Carl Bamford
terday. Bamford is remaining in
Settlement of the Paramount
iank suit may be presented for town for a few days.
ourt approval as part of the proected Paramount reorganization
Ian, it was said yesterday by Ar(.Continued

FILM

Washington — Code amendment ending the limitation on time for filing assents was
formally approved by the NRA yesterday. The amendment was proposed by the Code
Authority several weeks ago and in the absence of any objections was automatically
okayed. Approximately 9.000 members of the industry have assented to the code thus
far, it was stated.

West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Approximately $500
weekly is paid to actors by the
various studios in settlement of
claims or as a result of interpretation in cases submitted to the
Academy of M. P. Arts & Sciences,
according to the annual report of
the Actors-Producers'
Relations
De(Continucd on Page
8)

Proposed agreement between Walter Wanger and the ParamountPublix trustees whereby Wanger
agrees to repay Paramount from
tbe gross receipts of six features
he has contracted to make for Paramount release, the sum of $175,000
(Continued

on

Page

4)

With his American Tri-Ergon
flywheel and double print process
patents upheld by the U. S. Supreme Court, William Fox within
a few days will decide upon his
plan of procedure. A major step
in his movements will be to obtain
an injunction against Paramount in
the double print case and AltoonaPublix, Wilmer & Vincent and the
Locust St.(Continued
Real Estate
Co. in the
on Page 8)

COLUMBIA RE-ELECTS
BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Directors of Columbia Pictures,
including Harry Cohn, Jack Cohn,
Leo M. Blancke, Nathan Burkan, A.
Morality restrictions laid down Schneider, S. Bornstein and J. Kerner, were re-elected at a meeting of
by the Legion of Decency in its cam- stockholders yesterday. Contracts
paign to "clean up" pictures are for the services of Harry and Jack
working hardships upon producers
president and vice-president,
and are likely to cause a trend to Cohn,
respectively, and extension of their
hokum as they endeavor to avoid options to purchase stock, both for
(Continued on Page 8)
material which conflicts with the reformers' views, declared Ernst
Lubitsch yesterday in New York,
following his arrival for a vacation Gaumont-British Appoints
and to attend the opening of his 3 More Branch Managers

Lubitsch Sees Legion
Causing Hokum Films

(Continued on Page 8)

Expect Warners to Go Along
On Music Rate Compromise

Wanger-Para. Settlement
Is Submitted to Court

Protect Licensees
in Patent Fight

Warner Bros, so far is not a
party to the new music tax rates
set up under a compromise agreement reached by the exhibitor
Emergency Committee and Ascap.
It was indicated yesterday, however, that the company would likely
go along on the new rates, although
it had (Continued
no representative
at the
on Page 4)

Three more Gaumont-British
branch representatives have been
appointed by George W. Weeks, general sales manager, who has returned from a middle-western trip. Joe
Kaliski, formerly of Fox and M-GM, was named sales manager in
Washington,
D. C;on Mark
(Continued
Page 4)Golc nan,
Schulberg as Independent
West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — B. P. Schulberg, Paramount producer, yesterday confirmed
reports that he plans to produce independently. He refused to give further
details
at this time.

THE

■
Wednesday, Oct. 10,1934

New Color Shorts Series
"Gay Divorcee" Heads
RKO October Releases Being Produced bv M-G-M
West Coast Boreau of THE
FILM DAILY
"The Gay Divorcee," musical with
Fred Astaire, Ginger Rogers, Edward Everett Horton and Alice
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Hairy Sachs to Dallas
Cleveland — Harry Sachs, head
booker in the local Warner theater
department, has resigned to become
booker for Paramount Publix houses
in Texas, with headquarters in Dallas.

General Film Library, Inc.
M. J. KANDEL,
'

"Dangerous Corner," with Conrad
Nagel and Virginia Bruce, was released a few days ago, while "The
Gridiron Flash", with Eddie Quillan and Betty Furness, is set for
Oct. 19 and "Wednesday's Child",
with Karen Morley, Edward Arnold
an Frankie Thomas, Oct. 26.

Pres.

World's Largest Stock Shot
Library. Over 20 Million Ft.

729-7th Ave. N.Y.C. BRyant 9-4417

Hear Buffalo Zoning Plan
A Code Authority appeals committee yesterday heard protests against
the tentative zoning and clearance
schedule drafted for Buffalo. Comprising the committee were: Major
L. E. Thompson, chairman; E. C.
Grainger and Thomas Murray. The
Indianapolis schedule will be subjected to protests
today.
Henry King on Aviation
Washington

Depinet on Coast Trip
Ned E. Depinet leaves bv plane
today for the coast to confer with
RKO studio executives on forthcoming productions. He will remain
in Hollywood for a brief period.
Loew-RKO Settlement Near
Long-drawn-out negotiations on
i settlement of the Loew-RKO prod'ict situation in greater New York
vesterday seemed destined for completion within a few days, possibly
""oday. Under the new arrangement
it is expected that some of the Fox
product will remain with the Loew
"ircuit. One of the preliminary plans
had been to switch the company's
■entire lineup to RKO.
Darmour

Starting "Perfect Clue"

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — David Manners and
Ray Walker have been signed for
the leads in "The Perfect Clue,"
which Larry Darmour will place in
production
with Robert Vignola directing.

Dual "DuBarry"

World

West Coast Bureau of THE
+
%
—
1/4
—234
— 1 1/4
+
V:

59—1
SECURITIES

4

Brady, heads the list of RKO releases for this month. It is set for
national showing starting Oct. 12.
The picture (reviewed in The Film
Daily of Oct. 3) was enthusiastically received yesterday at a trade
showing which overflowed the Astor
Theater capacity.

Hollywood — A new series of Technicolor shorts, titled "Musical Classics", will be produced by Harry
Rapf at M-G-M. First will be "My
Old Kentucky Home", which James
A. FitzPatrick will direct.

Premiere

FILM

DAILY

Bureau

of THE

DAILY

232 Dates
on "Bike
Rider"
Addition of 32 key city pre-release dates this week on "Six Day
Bike Rider", new Joe E. Brown picture, brings the total number of advance playdates up to 232, the Warner offices stated yesterday.
10 Million in Para. Rent Claims
Future rent claims against Paramount-Publix which have become
provable as a result of Sec. 77B
total under $10,000,000. it was said
yesterday by Arthur Ballantine of
counsel for the trustees.
Film

at

Rivoli

Oct.

Universal
Coast

Bureau

Finishes
of

THE

Two
FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Universal has completed production on "Night Lift
of the Gods," directed by Lowell
Sherman, with cast headed by Peggy
Shannon, Alan Mowbray and Florine
McKinney,
and
"The' directed
Man Who
Reclaimed His
Head,"
by Edward Ludwig, with Claude Rains.
Joan Bennett and Lionel Atwill.

FRANCIS

returns

from

abroad

today

Rex.
CLAIRE TREVOR, who recently finished work
in Fox's "Elinor Norton." arrives in New York
today for a brief vacation.
SIDNEY R. KENT has gone to White Sulphur.
Springs
for a vacation.
MRS. CARLYLE BLACKWELL sails today 01
the Manhattan
for Europe.
JOHN CROMWELL, RKO director, and his
wife, KAY JOHNSON, are back from abroad
and
will
return
immediately
to Hollywood.
MAJOR JAMES G. HARBORD, chairman of I
the RCA board, sails today on the Queen of
Bermuda
for Bermuda.
today.
BRUCE CABOT, who has been stopping at
the Waldorf Astoria, sails on the Berengaria
days.
WALTER QUINLAN, chief engineer at Movietone City, is in New York for a stay of 10

the

DAVID PALFREYMAN has gone to New Orleans from New York and will be away f rom i
Hays
office for about
two
weeks.

on

CHARLES C. PETTIJOHN
a Western
trip.

has left New

Yorkl

KETTI GALLIAN. French actress who has apoeared in Fox's "Marie Gallante." sails for
Europe
tcday on the Berengaria.
JCHN BOLES leaves today for an automobile
tour of New England. He expects to return i
in a week
MARY BRIAN, on completion of her role in
Paramount's "College Rhythm," comes east
for the

Broadway

show.

"Calling All

Stars."

Deny Loss on Para. Stock Deals
Assertion that "neither Paramount nor its creditors sustained
any the
loss various
or damage"
a result
of
stock asrepurchase
agreements negotiated between 1929
and 1932 is made in amended answers to the Paramount
stock repurchase
suit by trustees'
Adolph
Zukor, Jules Brulatour, Sidney R.
Kent, Sir William Wiseman, Austin C. Keough and the other de
fendants.

17

George Arliss' second starring
vehicle for 20th Century, "The Last
Gentleman," opens Oct. 17 at the
Rivoli.
United Artists is releasing.

Hollywood — Warner's "Madame
$2,777,000
Tennessee
Gross
Du Barry" will have a double world
oremiere tomorrow at the Warner
Memphis— A gross of $2,777,000
Hollywood Theater here and the by the 124 theaters in Tennessee
RKO Hill Street in Los Angeles. 'ast year is shown in the reports
Dolores Del Rio, star of the film, is- of the Commerce Department's Cenreturning from Mexico by plane tc
sus of American Business. Payroll
totaled $613,000.
be present
for the opening.

West

on KAY
the

Board

FILM

Washington — Henry King, Fox director, was here yesterday to attend
the first meeting of the Advisory
Committee of the International Air
Congress, of which he has been appointed a member by Genera1
Eugene Yidal and Colonel Coleman
of the U. S. Bureau of Air Com
merce. King came here in his own
plane from New York and is proceeding to the coast.

Arliss

Coming and Going

New House on Rialto Site
A theater is expected to be included in the new office building
contemplated for the site of the
St.
Rialto at Seventh Ave. and 42nd
Al Steffes Loses Mother
Minneapolis — Mrs. Philomenia
Steffes, mother of W. Al Steffes,
died last week at the age of 75.

J. Frank Gilbert Dead
Harry Puck Staging Unit
Harry Puck will produce an N.
Bluefield, W. Va.— J. Frank
GilT. G. unit for picture houses. He
bert, operator of the Granada,
is way.
dead.
His brother, Hallie, continues has opened an office at 1560 Broadthe show.

Francis Lederer to Produce
Francis Lederer, who recently fin-,
ished work
in Paramount's
"Pur-;
suit of Happiness" on the coast, has ,
formed a New York corporation to!
produce
a revue
on Broadway
in1
November.
He also plans to produce dramatic plays and later his;
own
pictures.
associated with him Among
are histhose
attorney,
Robert Holtzmann, and his manager, Richard Monter.
Lederer
has
acquired screen and stage rights to
a novel by Arthur Leborg.

Excellent Opportunity
WANTED an executive salesmanager that
has contacted theaters and places of
amusement, selling films or supplies. Must
be able to introduce a novelty moneymaker for theaters, clubs, hotels and places
of amusement.
Applicant must be an organizer with clever
sales and advertising ability. Wonderful
ooportunity if you are the right party.
Give complete information about yourself,
business history, age and capabilities.
c-o The Film Daily
Box No. 985
New York City
1650 Broadway

WATCH MARIE GALANTE
Secret councils of great nations dispatched this grim command . . . and hidden "eyes" saw danger in every move of
this lonely girl . . . too innocent to know her own allure.

WATCH

KETTI GALLIAH

Industry insiders privileged to witness the completely fascinating
performance of this magnetic personality have tipped the word
to fellow showmen. Soon the word will spread to all the. world!

<4<ft£a«tt£
SPENCER TRACY
KETTI GALLIAN

NED SPARKS • HELEN MORGAN
SIEGFRIED RUMANN
LESLIE FENTON .ARTHUR BYRON
JAY C FUPPEN t STEPIN FETCHFF

Produced by Win fie Id
Sheehan. Directed by
Henry King. Screen play
by Reginald Berkeley.
Based on a novel by
Jacques Deval
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MUSIC COMPROMISE
NOT SIGNED BY W. B,
(Continued from Pane

1)

meeting at which they were decided
upon.
Allied up to last night had not
stated its position as regards the
tax plan. The national exhibitor
association did not participate in
recent conferences on the dispute,
including the final meeting yesterday.
Although Walter Vincent, chairman of the exhibitor committee,
wounld not comment on the matter,
it is understood that the group is
now dispensing with the services of
George Z. Medalie, who had been
engaged to lead its legal battle
against the rates originally proposed by the music society but
which was abandoned when the exhibitors were satisfied that the Federal suit, seeking to dissolve Ascap
under the anti-trust laws, would
cover their needs. Trial of the Government action is expected to start
in the near future.

Wanger-Para. Settlement
Is Submitted to Court
(Continued from Page

BLUMENTHAL ABSENCI
DELAYS MET. ACTIO*

1)

he will have received in settlement
of his $410,000 suit for back salary
filed in 1931, was submitted yesterday to Special Master John E.
Joyce following a meeting of creditors.
Open Indie Offices Abroad
J. A. Korpel and Samuel Cummins, who returned a few days ago
from a three-month trip abroad,
have established agencies in London, Paris, Rome, Vienna and
Prague for the exchange of independent pictures. "Extase" and
"Young Love" are the first two
foreign pictures acquired for the
U. S.
"Mrs. Wiggs" Stirs up Louisville
Louisville — World premiere of
Paramount's "Mrs. Wiggs of the
Cabbage Patch" at the Rialto operated by Fourth Avenue Amusement
Co. of which Fred J. Dolle is president, was the most sensational ever
witnessed by the town. Louisville
was chosen for the world premiere
because it is the home town of Mrs.
Alice Hogan Rice, author of the
novel.
New Missouri House
Hermann, Mo. — Bids are to be
opened Oct. 11 on the construction
of a new motion picture theater here
for John M. Helmers. The house
has been leased to C. M. Bassman
The plans were prepared by Johnsoi
& Maack.
Reopening Earle, Atlantic City
Atlantic City — Repairs and alterations are being rushed at the
Earle for an early reopening, according to Herbert Copeland, general manager of Warner theaters
here.

(Continued from Pane 1)

• • • EVEN THE college professors are getting Showmanship Conscious these days
as witness the recent order
of a prexy of a big college
who wired this message to
Erpi Picture Consultants "Please rush 7,000 heralds, 100
window cards, 50 one-sheets, one set stills, two sets of stereos"
the reason for the college prexy suddenly turning showman is the impressive ad material gotten out by Erpi
for the non-theatrical distribution of "The Human Adventure"
this talkie sketches man's rise from savagery to civilization and was produced by the Oriental Institute of the
University of Chicago
▼
T
T
• • • COLUMN-LENGTH stories broke in Monday's and
Tuesday's New York dailies
anent Sunday's big dance convention at the Hotel Astor
and stated that "The Continental" was the reason for the confab with 700 members attending from twelve states
it seems that the newspapers
were unaware that the "Continental" is the hit dance of
"The Gay Divorcee". and that it was thru the enterprise
of the RKO Radio publicity dep't that the "news event" happened what we call a honey for a straight news break for
any pix . what with those hundreds of dance teachers going
back home to Pontiac and points north, east, south and west
the ole Youessay is liable to get Continental minded
yezzir it's great advance publicity for the b. o.
when you exhibs play "The Gay Divorcee"
...
•
•
• THE PREMIERE of "The Merry Widow" at the
Astor Thursday eve
will be broadcast over WHN
Ernst Lubitsch and Jeanette MacDonald are in town for the
opening
•
•
• RETURNED
FROM Spain and points east
Phil Reisman and Lee Ochs insist they had nothing to do
with starting that Spanish uprising
all they admit is
giving 'em "La Cucuracha"
Eleanor Shoemaker, fan mag
writer, has authored a movie scenario titled "I Can't Remember"
a mystery meller that reads verra verra excitin'
Marcus Griffin wires "Can you find a spot as a film booker
for my eight-pound twenty-four hour old son who is at present
making his home at the Midtown Hospital?"
•
• Treat
• ITClub
WILL be "Gilbert
and organization
Sullivan Day"
with the
Dutch
when that
resumes
its
luncheons for the season at the Hotel McAlpin next Tuesday
the guests of honor will be the principals of the D'Oyly
Carte Opera Company from the Savoy Theater in London
who are knocking the citizenry cuckoo currently at the
Martin Beck theater this magnificent organization
will
give a benefit performance for the Stage Relief on Sunday
eve, Oct. 28
the performance will be "An Evening of Gilbert and Sullivan" and will consist of a number of scenes
from the various operas of the repertory
Paramount
is dickering for the Nat Dorfman play, "Errant Lady," as a
vehicle for Mary Boland and Charles Ruggles

•
•
• EXHIBS ARE getting a lot of publicity for their
showing of Warners' "Happiness Ahead"
pledge cards will
be handed to patrons to sign pledging them to seven days of
a happiness creed
two coast-to-coast radio programs will
plug the songs in the pix
those of Rudy Vallee and Dick
Powell
for tonight's opening of the pix at the Strand, a
huge blimp will fly over the metropolitan area
carrying
a neon lighted sign

«

«

«

»

»

»

in an effort to prove his claim o
"bad faith" in a petition for reor
ganization. Judge Manton statei
he would sign the "body execution
u.pon Palmer's
insistence,
believed
that Palmer
will but
not itasli
for the order but notify Blumentha
of the adjournment taken to Oct
bers.at 2 P. M. in the Judge's chain
18
Following the hearing, which in
eluded the calling of several wit
nesses to show "proof of claims",
in an informal and "off the record!
talk with all opposing lawyers
Judge Manton suggested that en
forts be made to formulate a plaj
for reorganization of the companj
without further legal procedure
Gustavus A. Rogers, counsel ahj
chairman of a Fox Theaters StocH
holders' Protective Committee, wfl
given permission by the court t<
intervene under the receivership
proceedings. Rogers stated thf
Lewis J. Fisher is secretary of thi
committee, with Meyer Bloomfieli
and Saul J. Baron as leading stochj
holders. The committee represent!
10,000 shares of common stock o:
Fox Theaters.

Gaumont-British Appoints
3 More(Continued
Branch
Managers
from Page 1)
formerly of Fox, takes charge ol
Pittsburgh, and Harry Skirboli, whj
was with Educational for 15 years
heads the department in Cleveland}
with M. J. Glick as his associate.
Fischer,
associated
forAbeseveral
months,
has with
been G-2
ap|
pointed home office representative
for Chicago, Milwaukee, Minneap]
olis, Indianapolis, St. Lous and Kan
sas City. A sales manager for tn
Chicago office will be named thi
week.
Program of Film Revivals
Galeen's "Student of Prague" an]
Jean
Epstein's
unique "6V2XII"
wi|
be shown
Saturday
at the Nef
School for Social Research as tht
nitial program of the Film anc
Photo ofLeague's
new subscription
series
film revivals.
Other films to be shown in th«
series include "The Last Moment,'
"Shattered," "Metropolis," "Old an|
New," "Comrades of 1918," "Beffl
gar on Horseback," "Ten Days Thffl
Shook The World," and '"Storl
Over Asia."
2 New Haven Houses Reopen
New Haven, Conn. — The Winchester, neighborhood house, has beei
reopened by Fishman Bros, after re
modeling and installation of nefl
sound equipment. The Bijou has
reopened after renovation witl
double feature policy.

in "THE
Oomewhere

PAINTED

VEIL"

in the literature ol trie world there is

a story that names with the tire that i^rarbo can
portray. Oome where lurks a narrative ol power that
v^-arbo can tell to your audience, ol smouldering love,
ol high adventure and tenderness that yields tears.
JV\etro~vjoldwyii~iYlayer has found that story. It is
Oomerset JVlaugham s 1 he .Tainted Veil , destined to
pack theatres throughout the world, to enthrall lovehungry hearts with its romance portrayed immortally
by the one and only l^rarbo. .Prepare lor it as you have
never prepared lor a picture within your memory!
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REVIEWS

of the NEW

Red Republic" 10 mins
RKO-Van"The
Beuren
Excellent
This compilation of pictures taken
in Russia by Margaret BourkeWhite forms a release as thrilling as
it is interesting. It is thrilling in
the fact that the tremendous work
undertaken years ago is being completed with courage and industry.
Scenes show progress of industry
from Baku to Dnieperstroi, women
working in the oil fields, the camel
market and the contrast to the
modern motor vehicles. Djugoshvili.
mother of Joseph Stalin is photographed for the movies for the first
t'me. The reel ends with striking
shots of the great dam at Dnieperstroi.

SHORT

SUBJECTS

»

Rule, the kid son of the pro, also homeless cats, and Andy prepares
does some amazing work with the a speech about cats. But he gets
clubs. Among the celebrated golf- into the wrong banquet room, and
ers appearing are Johnnie Hines, makes his speech all cockeyed on
Wiffy Cox, Walter Kozak and
champagne before
business
Story aand
screen men's
play
Johnny Farrell. The story is writ- association.
Al Andrew
Ray.
ten by Jack Kofied.
by
Bennison. Directed by

"Songs of the Colleges"
RKO
20 mins.
"Polo Thrills"
(World of Sports)
Exceptional
Exciting
Columbia
10 mins.
This is a distinctive subject, containing a repertoire of official songs
A very fast and exciting reel,
of leading colleges, with the favorite sports of each sandwiched in or showing the highspots in an international polo match game. The
superimposed. The effect creates camera work
is exceptionally good,
a kaleidoscope of action, principally
gridiron stuff showing sensational and the narrator covers all the technical points made. The reel opens
plays, and the musical accompani- with sequences
showing the various
ment builds it up to stirring
climaxes. The short is good enough steps in training the polo ponies.
for booking any time, aside from
"Pastrytown
Wedding"
(Rainbow
Parade
Cartoon)
"Men In Black"
RKO
7 mins. its special interest at football time. Columbia
19 mins.
Swell Animated in Color
Goofy Laughs
Cleverly conceived' and efficiently
"Katnips
of 1940"
executed, this Burt Gillett animated
A verywith
goofy
"Men Moe
In
(Krazy
SnappyKat)
the satire
three on
cutups,
cartoon in color is among the best Columbia
7 mins. White",
Howard, Larry Fine and Jerry
shorts of its kind turned out anydoctors in a hospital, turnwhere to date, and should click big
This Charles Mintz cartoon at- Howard,
ing everything upside down in their
with any audience. It's a fanciful
tempts to show advance styles in efforts
to demonstrate their effistory about a wedding staged in a musical comedies and girlie shows
ciency. The skit is productive of
pastry realm, and the development in 1940. Kat picks himself a new some broad laughs in the slapstick
of the idea combines swell gags leading lady after his prima donna
proceedings that are all based on
with a romantic touch, ,plus a pleas- pulls a flop in rehearsal. They go the goofy motif. Story and screen
into their act the opening night and play by Felix Adler. Directed by
ing
musical
background.
It's
tasty
dessert for young or old.
wow the audience in a series of Raymond McCarey.
spectacular dance numbers. Has
plenty of colorful action.
"Life's Last Laughs"
"Good Golfers Start Young"
(No. 2)
(World of Sport)
Novelty
Columbia
10 mins.
Andy Clyde in
Columbia
10 mins.
"It's the Cats"
Good Golf
19 mins
The second in the series of C. S.
A golf story with the narrator Columbia
Good Comic
Clancy's tombstone epitaphs that
attempting to show that good golfcarry
a droll or funny significance.
Andy
Clyde
does
his
usual
two
ers always start young. He also
contrasts the work of good male reels of comedy in a really funny The reel is interestingly presented,
pros with the women champs. theme of being assigned by his boss and the narrator succeeds in makMaureen Olcott carries the golf to make a speech at a ladies' baning the various tombstone inscriptions presented sound laughable.
quet. They are organized to aid
banner
for the femmes.
Eddie

New Music Fee Boost
Held Likely In a Year

Film

on Houdini

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Para. Bank Suit Settlement
May Be(Continued
Part from
of Page
New1) Plan

Hollywood — • Columbia will proluce a film based on the career of
(Continued from Pane 1)
he late Harry Houdini, magician thur Ballantine, of counsel for the
made for 17 years until this month.
Buck said that Ascap had not and escape artist. Jo Swerling will trustees. Ballantine said he had
been informed that the creditor
tried to bind exhibitors in any way write the story.
groups had agreed on the settlefrom pursuing a suit against the
Reopening After 5 Years
ment, but that it had not been deSociety or invoking legislative aid
termined yet whether the trustees
as a condition of the signing of the
Brockton, Mass. — The Campello
theater is reopening after being would present the settlement to the
agreement.
closed for five years. Comi Broth- court for approval or whether the
ers in Boston handled acoustical and court would pass on the settlement
other technical problems.
as part of a reorganization plan.
Geo. M. Wagner Buys House
Holdup in Shadow of Police Station
St. Louis — The Garden theater,
Atlantic City — Located directly
University City, has been bought in opposite the police station, the Emat foreclosure sale by a syndicate
bassy was invaded through the skyheaded by George M. Wagner, vicelight by safe crackers the other
president of the Garrison-Wagner night and looted of $90.
Printing Co., and Michael Levy, publisher of the "Retail Market News."
Henry Nathanson
Buys Home
Toronto — Henry Nathanson, viceDaughter to Francis Stein
Canton, O. — A girl was born last president and general manager of
week to Mrs. J. Francis Stein, wife Regal Films, has purchased a country homecity.
in the Bayview area, north
of the owner of the Windsor thea- of the
ter.

INSTALL
RCA VICTOR
PHOTOPHONE
OFFERING

YOU:

• A Sound Box Office
Attraction
• Complete Ownership
• A Self-Liquidating
Investment
PHOTOPHONE

RCA VICTOR

DIVISION

COMPANY,

Camden,

A

Radio Corporation

N. J.

Inc.

of America Subsidiary
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STUDIOS PAY $500
WEEKLY IN CLAIMS

INJUNCTION NEXT STEP
(Continued

from

Pane

A RMIDA

1)

flywheel case, as indicated exclusively in The Film Daily yesterday. Although these injunctions
only apply to the defendants involved, nevertheless they will in effect restrain all theaters using
RCA Photophone and Electrical Research equipment, it is declared.
Leading executives of major companies yesterday declined to comment on the Fox legal victory but,
speaking "off the records," admittethat it will produce far-reaching
and serious consequences.
At both Erpi and RCA Photo
phone, it was stated that all licensing agreements with exhibitors contain "patent protection" clauses un
der which the concerns defend theaters in event of patent infrigement litigation.

Columbia Re-elects
Board of Directors
(Continued from

Page

1)

a period of three years from July 1
1934, were unanimously ratified.
Schneider, treasurer of the company, stated that preliminary earnings figures indicated that profitfor the first quarter of the currenl
fiscal year would compare favorably
with the same period last year, when
$1.36 was earned on the common
stock.
Dr. A. H. Giannini, recently elected a voting trustee in place of Joe
Brandt, res:'gned, attended the meeting and made a brief talk, complimenting the company on its progress. Mendel S lberberg, Charles
Schwartz and L. J. Barbano also
were at the meeting.
Thomas Joins Lyons Agency
Earl G. Thomas has joined tne A
& S. Lyons agency as executive
vice-president in charge of radio.
Under Thomas, the Lyons agency
will present a complete prograir
built around its artists to prospec
tive sponsors instead of offering th(
actor alone.
Don

Fuller

Given

Omaha

Post

Omaha — Don Fuller, who has acted as assistant manager on differ
ent occasions for all of A. H. Blank'.
houses in Omaha, was made man
; ger of the World, succeeding Art
Abelson,
Fuller's at
job the
a;
a
istant resigned.
to Ted Emerson
Paramount will be filled by Johr
Krier, lately manager of the Strand
Cedar Rapids, la.

m "LOTS"
froWILK
By RALPH
A LITTLE
Philip Dunne, son of Finley

has been signed by Mascot for "The Marines Have
Landed," with William Haines. Production starts Oct. 26. Contract
for Armida was made with Gus Edwards, her manager, in New York.

Evelyn Venable and Kent Taylor
will be teamed again by Fox in
"County Chairman."
T

T

T

Cary Grant will play the male
lead in Paramount's "Wings in the
Dark," with Myrna Loy. Roscoe
Karns also is in it. James Flood
will direct.
T

T

T

Mona Barrie, British screen star,
iias been signed by Fox for the leading feminine role in "24 Hours A
Jay," which director Eugene Forde
will put before the cameras this
week.

Peter
Dunne ("Mr. Dooley"), has been assigned by Edward Small of Reliance
o ""-"rjare the story of "Beau Brum-

Jackie Coogan has completed hi?
role in Paramount's "Code of the
West,"
mell." and has registered at the
University of Southern California te
fin'sh a collegiate course begun a*
Santa Clara College, two years ago
By special arrangement Jackie will
continue his movie work along with
"lis school work.
He is studying law.
Thyra Samter Winslow, novelist,
has been given a Columbia contract.
T

T

T

Maureen O'Sullivan has been
given
the feminine
lead in
M-G-M's
"Backfield,"
with Robert
Young,
Leo
Carrillo, Ted Healy and Stuart Erwin.
Russell Mack is director.

The first cast assignment in WarT
T
T
ler's forthcoming production of
Walter Connolly has been obMidsummer Night's Dream," which
tained by Paramount for the title
Max Reinhardt will direct, is Josephine Hutchinson, to play the role role in "Father Brown, Detective."
of Hermione.
T
T
T
T

T

▼

Alice Faye will play the leading
Teminine role in "Dante's Inferno,"
which Sol M. Wurtzel is producing
at Fox. She also is being considered
lor a featured role in Jesse L.

Eugene Walter has been signed
by Carl Laemmle, Jr., to adapt
"Magnificent Obsession."
T

T

T

Lasky's forthcoming Fox musical
Readheads on Parade," in which
John Boles will depict the male lead.

Marlene Dietrich's new picture,
"Caprice Espagnole," goes in work
today at Paramount. Joel McCrea
and Lionel Atwill are featured.

Cleveland Chatter

Salt Lake City Squibs

Cleveland — Everett Steinbuch has
been transferred here as manager
of Loew's State from Loew's Fox,
vVashington, D. C. He succeeds Arthur Catlin, who has been called into
New York for an eastern assignment.

Salt Lake City— C. E. Huish,
president of Intermountain Theater
Owners, has been named a director
of the Central Utah Banking Co.
Vincent A. Gilhood, who recently
left a bank post in Los Angeles to
affiliate with Utah theater interests,
has been elected vice-president of
the bank.

W. Ward Marsh, "Plain
movie editor, who went to
pital last week for a rush
dicitis operation, is reported
comfortably.

Dealer"
a hosappenresting

John Urbansky of Associated Th2aters, is in New York on business.
The Showmen's Club, composed of
iocal theater managers and those directly concerned with the managsment of theaters, has moved from
he Allerton Hotel to its own club
rooms on the seventh floor of the
Film Bldg. Louis Swee is president
>f the club.

Hal LeRoy
for Vitaphone
Musica
Hal LeRoy has been signed t(
star in a new two-reel musical short
subject at the Brooklyn Vitaphont
studio.

Ernest Schwartz, president of the
Exhibitors Ass'n, is reported doing
nicely in Charity Hospital where he
was taken after a dual shooting in
his office during which his partner,
B. Z. Levine, was killed.

Heads
Film Post of Legion
Boston
— Charles
Heath
of th(
RKO exchange has been nominated
for the post of commander
by the
Motion
Picture
Post of American
Legion.

Admission prices at Warner's Uptown, 3,500-seat de luxe neighborhood house, have been cut from 30
ind 35 to a straight 25 cents at all
'mes, including Saturday, Sunday
and holidays.

Top price at the Paramount has
been lifted to 50 cents from 40 cents.
"One
fifth
weekNight
here. of Love"

is in its

C. C. McDermond, veteran theater man, is receiving condolences
on the death of his infant son.
E. W. Thatcher, operator of the
Lyric,tion inLogan,
Canada.is back from a vacaVisitors of the week include H.
C. Cohn, RKO division manager;
Hugh B. Bradv, Paramount district
manager; N. H. Brower, Vitagraph
western manager, and A. Moussa,
Vitagra.ph traveling auditor.
Para.
IfY./

Buys

Coast

Story

Bureau

of

for David
THE

FILM

Holt
DAILY

Hollywood — Paramount has purchased "Born With Wings." a story
by Marguerite Roberts, as a starring
for David Holt, sevenyear-old vehicle
prodigy.

(Continued from Page

I)

partment. Since this department
was established in 1930 approxl
mately $112,000 has been paid by
the studios in claims handlec
through the Academy.

Lubitsch Sees Legion
Causing
Hokum Films
(Continued from Paeie 1)
latest picture. M-G-M's "The Merry
Widow", which has its premiere to-:
morrow night at the Astor.
"An art such as the motion pic<
ture must be frank in its expres-.
sion, but the prohibitions set up by
the legionnaires would prevent
this," said the director. "These
restrictions prevent producers front
dealing with vital problems anc
therefore hamper development o)
theBans
motion
such,picture."
as sought by the re
form elements would prohibit sud
classic writers as Shakespeare
Lubitsch declared.
The public is now ready for fairy;
and fantastic stories, in Lubitsch'si
opinion. He points to the success;
of "Mickey Mouse" as evidence sub-l
stantiating his statement.
The director deplored the preview
situation at the Coast, asserting;
that nowadays they become premi)
ieres with audiences, forgetting thf;
fact that the pictures are being
shown for testing purposes, critfe
cally regarding them as finished
products,
that time. which they are not at

Lubitsch has two more pictures;
to make for Paramount under his
pre-ent contract. His next story iS;
not as yet selected.

Cincinnati Briefs

Cincinnati — Chester Martin's Oi-jl
pheum is set to open Friday.
Mike Spanagel of Columbia \i\
handing out cigars.
It's a boy. j
James Ashcroft, Paramount exi
ploiteer, is here on "Mrs. Wiggs",i
opening Friday at the Albee.
Maxie Matx of Monogram I
mourning the death of his sisterStanley Jacques of RKO reports!
Sylvia.
local office business 40 per cent!
ahead
of last year.
Nat L. Lefton and J. S. Jossey
of Monogram are due here Oct. 16.'
Boston
House
Reopens
Boston — Alton K. Freeman

managing the M. & P.-Publix Scol-i
lay
Square
opene'1
Friday
with theater,
a singlewhich
feature
and!
vaudeville. Harry Brown, Jr., is ir|
charge of publicity.
Capt. Craig Appears In Person
Chicago — Captain John D. Craig
producer and director of the raovJ
"Sea Killers," will appear in per
son at the Nortown and Gatewa?|
theaters this week in connection
with the showing of the picture.
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"Dumb-Bell
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"Just to let you know of our patrons^teM^g^^^" reaction as well as my own to
'DUMB-BELL LETTERS.1 These letters actually evoked uproarious laughter and
at the finish of the subject brought a round of applause, something very unusual

0^

tn»0
,W)^

ceT0
oU*

one-

ntnr

for any shorts. This series is destined to be very popular and it is my earnest betJesU

"Congratulations, Dumb-Bell
Letters, the smartest, brightest,
short that has hit the screen in years. We have
never played any subject that has received such howls
id laughs. It has taken Los Angeles and Hollywood by
storm and is destined to become a box-office attraction.
— Cliff Work — Los Angeles

lief laughs will emanate from the most solemn faces. Congratulations!"
— Orfheum Theatre, Minneapolis

DUMB-BELL LETTERS, the reel of lallapaloozas fr6m the morning mail that's
got the whole land s-c-r-e- w-y . . . collected
by Juliet Lowell, produced by
VAN
BEUREN
CORPORATION

(An Editorial Reprinted by Kind Permission of BOX-OFFICE)

Blazing New

Trails

IN ADVERTISEMENTS we've seen the
M-G-M trademark lion, Leo, portraying
the roles of Trader Horn, Santa Claus, Mr.
John K. Exhibitor and others, But now he
has assumed, literally, the role of a trail
blazer, designed to benefit on a large scale
the motion picture industry.
Along the ribbon- stretched highways of
the nation, going East, West, North and
South, you'll see 24 -sheet boards drawing
public attention to M-G-M pictures. On city
streets in the most strategic locations these
M-G-M 24- sheets are also in evidence. In
leading fiction, style and other magazines
M-G-M brings forceful sales messages in fullpage displays into the homes of the American
people; and through the local newspapers it
ties its messages directly to the local showings of its productions.
Coupled with billboard, newspaper and
magazine advertising M-G-M is continuing
the tours of its already extensively -traveled
Traveling Studio, creating interest, building
good will, not alone for M-G-M, but for all
motion pictures.
During the depression years M-G-M has
maintained a force of able exploitation men.
They have worked hand in hand with exhibitors, planting publicity stories with newspapers, effecting co-operative tie-ups with
merchants, securing free time on radio broadcasts, making and placing window displays
and other picture merchandising helps.
The screen has been given new life through
great improvement in product. That's one essential to success in theatre operation. Selling
—advertising, exploitation, merchandising —
is another highly important essential. Even
the best pictures don't sell themselves. And,
too, many an average picture can be turned
into a winner if it is properly sold.
When public interest lags, it has to be
revived. When people stop buying theatre
tickets, showmen go out and bring them to
the ticket windows. Exhibitors have done the
job in a limited way. But, as it is necessary in
all big and successful merchandising cam-

paigns, the manufacturer of a product must
blaze the trail, charting it through courses
that the individual retailer cannot take alone,
yet which are beneficial to him.
Already the public is reacting to the initial
blasts in the M-G-M campaign. Witness the
success of the first three pictures to receive
this extensive exploitation, namely,
"Chained," "Treasure Island" and "The
Barretts of Wimpole St." New trails are being
blazed to the ticket windows of the nation.
(Signed) BEN SHLYEN, Editor of
Associated Publications
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AMER. TRI-ERGON EXPECTED TO ISSUE LICENSES
1% of New Films in Classic Vein, Hays Report Shows
34

Questions
. . . about motion pictures
=

By DON

LIAVING

CARLE

GILLETTE —

a passionate interest in its

' ' work, and a little time to spare during
the interlude between the Production
jGuide and the next Ten Best Poll, the statistical and information department of THE
FjlM DAILY recently went in for a little
busman holiday diversion by charting the
nature and quantity of queries received
(throughout the day and part of the night
not entirely excluding Sundays and holidays.
Among the amazing discoveries was the
fact that, in a little more than a month
our facts-and -figures specialist received
almost a thousand calls for data that were
readily answered with the aid of THE
FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK.
Part of the queries were from within
the trade, and a good many from without.
DY

far the most frequently asked ques-

" tions concerned movie attendance, such
as the average number of persons who go
to the movies daily, weekly and annually,
the percentage of juveniles, and seasonal
fluctuations in moviegoing.
The number of persons interested in
movie attendance, and their reasons, would
amaze you.
Considerable curiosity also was expressed
in box-office grosses.
Another steadily recurring question was
about the number of pictures produced
annually.
When was such-and-such a picture released, and by whom, made it necessary tc
keep the Year Book's "13,905 Titles" section constantly within elbow reach.
Requests for the personal address c
stars in town — a type of information which
a publication must keep confidential except
by permission — also kept the 'phone quite

busy.

CINCE

T

▼

▼

this is not a humorous

column,

** no account will be given of the dozens
of odd queries propounded by fans and
by persons unfamiliar with the film industry.
Even these were well meant, and taken
collectively they reflect cinema interest of
such intensity that it augurs well for the
stability of the business.
This country will be all right as long as
it has its baseball, football and movies.

Musicals
Are Listed
for the 1934-35
Season

50 More Code Assents
Approximately 50 additional assents
to the code have been received by
the Code Authority, supplementing
more than 8,600 filed in the initial
period of compliance, it was stated at
code headquarters yesterday.

Thirty-four musicals will be included among the 279 features announced for the new season, exclusive of Westerns and other productions not yet titled, according to
a survey made by the Hays association, which also indicates that
historical and biographical films will
comprise 7 per cent of the screen's
total output as against 1 per cent
London — Net profit of Gaumontlast year.
These figures are con- British
for the year ended March
(Continued on Page 6)
31 totaled approximately $1,720,000,
compared with about $1,500,000 the
previous year. Declaration of a
final dividend of 4 per cent makes
a total of 7 per cent paid for the

GAUMONT-BRITISH NET
$1J20,000 FOR YEAR

FRANK LLOYD HEADS
M. P. ARTS ACADEMY

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Frank Lloyd has been
elected president of the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts & Sciences.
Warner Baxter is the new first vicepresident; Howard Estabrook, second vice-president; Nathan Levinson, secretary and William Sistrom,
treasurer. Former president was
J. T. Reed.

Following settlement of William
Fox's patent infringement claims
against Electrical Research Products and RCA Photophone licensees,
American Tri-Ergon Corp. will
either make deals with each of the
two major electrics authorizing them
to use his flywheel and double print
process patents or, if such an agreement is not reached, will directly
license theaters using equipment involving the inventions.
That Wm. Fox is determined to
proceed against independent equipment companies whose apparatus
infringes his Tri-Ergon patents
was indicated
{Continued yesterday
on Page 4) by his

year.
823
Theaters Operating in Canada

Toronto — Canadian theaters now
open total 823, according to the
latest directory published by the
list of 883 houses, including four
itinerant circuit stops, is carried in
the compilation, but 60 of these are
closed. In addition 16 non-theatrical
M-G-M Studio Rushed
accounts are recognized.
With 10 Films in Work
The totals by territories are: OnWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
tario— 288 theaters, one closed, 12
non-theatrical;
Quebec — 146 theHollywood — M-G-M now has ten
aters (including two portable), 18
features in production marking the
high spot in production
for the closed; Calgary
(Continued — on142'
Page
6)
theaters,
10
{Continued on Page 6)

$297,584,594 in Para. Claims;
Court Asked to Reduce Amount
Total claims against ParamountPublix amount to $297,584,594.81, it
is shown in a report as to the status
Approximately 70 per cent of the of the estate issued Oct. 5, by Root,
theaters in the United States will Clark, Buckner & Ballentine, attorneys for the trustees, the Film
not be affected by the increased music tax imposed by Ascap under the Daily learns. Reductions and eliminations which the Court has been
compromise agreement reached with
to approve total $200,915,the exhibitor Emergency Commit- asked
363.37. Included in the reductions
tee, members
of the committee esti{Continued on Page 4)
{Continued on Page 4)

Higher Rate for Music
Affects Only 30 Per Cent

William Fox Going After
Independent Sound
Firms Next
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West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Seven houses formerly operated by Pacific National,
headed by Russell Rogers, went under the Fox West Coast banner the
past month. They include the
Aztec, Mission, Plaza and Superba
in San Diego, the Nile in Bakersfield, the Palace in Long Beach and
the Seville in Chula Vista.
Among other changes reported by
the Film Board of Trade is a splitup of seven
houseson Page
formerly
oper{Continued
6)
Indiana Grossed $7,444,000
Wash. Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Indiana's 267 movie theaters last year grossed $7,210,000, while
the state'stractions
10took theaters
with stage
atin $234,000,
according
to American
the Commerce
Department's
Census
of
Business.
Payroll for
the
film houses totaled $1,524,000, and for
the others $38,000.
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Goldwyn Treats Cantor To European Vacation
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Eddie Cantor, who recently finished "Kid Millions" for Samuel Goldwyn, can have
a grand European vacation at no expense if he wants it. Goldwyn, in his delight
after seeing the new musical picture, is understood to have told the comedian to go
abroad for a rest, taking his family along, and he would stand the bill up to 25
grand.

Fox Movietone Doubles
SMPE Says Most Houses
Have Bad Illumination
Domestic News Coverage
Fox Movietone News is doubling
its domestic coverage of news, according to Truman H. Talley, its
producer. Under its departmentalization plan, various special units
have been formed and some will
concentrate on sport and social
events, indoor news, woman's intelligence and political affairs. In addition, other units have been permanently assigned to cover important news sources. The domestic
field crew has been augmented.

A great majority of theaters in
this country have inadequate screen
illumination, according to a survey
made by the projection practices
committee of the S. M. P. E. The
subject is expected to come up at
the society's Fall meeting, Oct. 29Nov. 1, in the Hotel Pennsylvania.
The committee, headed by Harry
Rubin, seeks uniformity of screen
lighting. With color pictures more
and more figuring in seasonal releases, need of greater illumination
is emphasized, it is pointed out.

12 Appeals to Be Heard
Lubitsch Heads Ampa List
By Code Auth'y Today
Ernst Lubitsch, who directed MThe Code Authority, at its meeting today, will consider about 12
committee recommendations on appeals. Sol A. Rosenblatt, division
administrator, will attend and is
expected to bring NRA approval
of the new assessment plan covering producers and distributors.
The Indianapolis zoning and clearance plan was discussed at a meeting of an appeals committee yesterday. On the committee were:
Nathan Yamins, chairman; Frank
McCarthy and Irwin Wheeler.
Maj. Warner in Jewish Aid Post
Major Albert Warner was named
chairman of the Theatrical and Motion Picture Division of the Federation for the Support of Jewish
Philanthropic Societies of New
York at a meeting in the Motion
Picture Club yesterday. Another
session will be held soon for the
purpose of mapping plans to raise
funds.

G-M's "Merry Widow", which has
its premiere tonight at the Astor,
and Jeanette MacDonald, co-star of
the film, head the list of honor guests
for today's A.M.P.A. luncheon at
the Motion Picture Club. Hal Home
will be guest chairman, and other
stellar attractions include Milton
Berle, Patsy Flick, and Gus Edwards with some of his new disEd Golden on Trip to Canada
Edward Golden, Monogram sale?
chief, leaves today for Buffalo, where
he will spend tomorrow and Saturday looking over the situation, and
then proceed to Toronto to assist
Oscar Hanson of Empire Films in
handling first-run situations on current Monogram pictures. Golden returns to New York on Tuesday.

Opens With German Films
The 86th Street Casino Theater
at 210 East 86th St., opens this
evening with a German film policy
Services for C. H. Burkey
presenting the premiere of "Es wer
Kansas City — Funeral services for einmal ein Walzer" ("Once There
C. H. Burkey, 63, veteran theater Was
a Waltz"), a Franz Lehar operman who died Tuesday, will be held etta.
today. Burkey managed the Summit Theater here for the last 22
"Outcast Lady" for Capitol
M-G-M's "Outcast Lady," with
years.
Constance Bennett and Herbert
Harry Brandt Adds Another
Marshall, opens Oct. 19 at the CapHarry Brandt has added the
itol, after three weeks of "Bar
Broad Street, Newark, to his Great- retts of Wimpole Street". Stage
er New York circuit. The house, show for the new program will be
which seats 2,900, will be operated headed by Burns and Allen and
Ben Bernie.
by Rayhertz Amusement Co.
Milt Overman to Lincoln
Left" & Myers Drop Yonkers House
Lincoln, Neb. — Milton Overman,
Leff & Myers, circuit operators,
city manager for Westland inter- have turned over the Cameo at
ests in Pueblo, Colo., is being trans- Yonkers to William Smith, who is
ferred here to take over the same now operating it.
position.
Siegel Buys Into Carnegie
Mascot Film for Criterion
Henry Siegel has acquired an in
terest
in the Little Carnegie The
Mascot's "Crimson Romance,'
with Ben Lyon and Sari Maritza. ater and will operate the house ir
association with Leo Brecher.
opens tomorrow at the Criterion.

Coming and Going
GEORGE W. WEEKS, general sales managi
of Gaumont British, leaves to-day for A
lanta where he will appoint a GB sales staf
On his itinerary for the week are Cincinnal
Indianapolis, Detroit, Kansas City and St. Loui
ERNEST TRUEX sails today for a five-d.
vacation cruise to Bermuda before starting n
hearsal in the new Max Gordon stage pi.
ond shooting his next short comedy for Educ,
tional.
He is accompanied
by Mrs. Truex.
IRIS ADRIAN, Broadway night club and revi
singer who was signed three weeks ago I
Paramount, left yesterday for Hollywood ac
companied by her mother.
wood.
FRANK CRAVEN and Mrs. Craven ha.
checked in at the Hotel Warwick from Holly

for

EDWARD
Buffalo

GOLDEN of Monogram
and Toronto

leaves tod;

JOHN MYERS, publicity director for Londc
Films, is aboard the Berengaria bound for Lor
don after a two-week stay in New York at
quainting himself with American methods I
publicity.
GREGORY RATOFF, who is producing a serin
of pictures in England, plans to sail for Amei
ca the latter part of this month to fill a coll
tract at the Fox studios.
HERBERT T. SILVERBERG, Buffalo film ai
York.
torney, returned upstate last night from Ne
ROBERT EDMOND JONES, designer and di
rector in color, leaves New York today f<
ihe RKO Radio studios in Hollywood to stai
work on "Becky Sharp," first full-length fen
ture in the new Technicolor process for Pionei
Pictures.
HANS
the Rex
for the
JACK
in New
for

SZEKELEY, German writer, arrived o|
yesterday and leaves New York todai
Coast,
where he will join Fox.
MILLER and EDWIN SILVERMAN at
York from
Chicago.

DAVIDD BATH
New
York.

sails from

England Oct. 1

Hecht-Mac Arthur Have Soviet Ida<
Ben Hecht and Charles MacArthu.
have made an offer to the Sovie
Government to produce in Russia
historical
picture
of the Sovwjl
regime with a cast including Pai
Muni and Helen Hayes.

BOOK
THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
Oct. 12: Annual convention of Theater Owner
of Oklahoma, Oklahoma City.

Dct. 12: Annual Golf Tournament and Dinner i
Dance sponsored by The Philadelphia E»
hibitor, LuLu Temple Country Club, Philoi
delphia.
>ct. burgh.
14: Pittsburgh Variety Club's Sixth An
nual Banquet, William Penn Hotel, Pitts
Dct. 22: Public hearing on budget for th
Burlesque Theatrical Industry, Green Rocm
of Raleigh Hotel, Washington, D. C
10 A. M.
Dct. 24: Annual convention of Motion Pictur
Theater
Owners
of Washington,
Seattle.
Dct. 29- Nov. 1: S.M.P E. Fall Meeting
Pennsylvania,
New
York.

Hote

Nov ball.
3: Cleveland
Variety
Club's first annua
Hotel Statler,
Cleveland.
^ov. 12: Annual ball sponsored by Motion Pic
ture
Post of American Legion, Hotel Statler
Boston.
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AMERICAN TRI-ERGON
MAY ISSUE LICENSES

WORDS

and WISDOM

"I don't care what the story is
"T SHALL always be grateful for
you got to lead up to some crisis
counsel, Daniel G. Rosenblatt of
myDIEGoldwyn
CANTOR. opportunity." — ED- and then you can squeeze on your
Hirsh, Newman, Reass & Becker,
fade-out."— ARTHUR
KOBER.
who said that steps will be taken
road of self-regulation is not
to protect his interests in this re- an "The
easy one."— WILL H. HAYS.
spect. Some months ago several
"Of course, every writer thinks he
can write."— ROBERT PRESNELL
hundred letters were sent by Amer"There
is
nothing
really
difficult
ican Tri-Ergon to producers and about making films in Africa, if yor
laboratories warning them that they have time, if you have patience, if
"I have been in some tight places
were infringing upon its double you have money and if you havt
I have experienced about every emoprint patent. Simultaneously, 15,- practically unlimited luck." — ZOLtion possible, but nothing in all mj
000 letters were mailed to exhibi- TAN KORDA.
life equals the ordeal I endured the
tors, .producers and laboratories givtime the studio drafted me to servo
ing similar notice in connection with
"The film business, one of th< as master of ceremonies at an en
the American Tri-Ergon flywheel most important industries in th< tertainment the studio sponsored/
patent.
world, is notably deficient in intes —WILLIAM POWELL.
Major and other film companies tinal fortitude."— JO SWERLING.
which have been using RCA Photo"If any thing, movie salaries are
"What is it the reformers are ob
phone and Erpi equipment yesterup. Producers will never ge
day were awaiting the next move on jecting to — that the movies are get- going
up nerve to shear the pay of top
ting
too
realistic,
or
that
life
is
get
the part of William Fox. The exnotchers . . . because they are de
isting situation was under close ting too cinema?"— TED COOK.
livering what the public wants am
scrutiny and the subject of various
consequently
they are in a posit im
"The movies and steel construcconferences. No move on the part
tion architecture are the two great to demand a bigger portion of what
of the concerns is expected pending
new developments. There was some American arts— the only two truly the public pays."— CAPT. ROSCOE
speculation yesterday as to whethei American arts." — Editorial in New FAWCETT.
or not the electrics would assume York "News."
full responsibility in connection
"Talking once on the radio, when
"Every time I go out I take a there is no audience, is harder thai
with the double print process infringements found by the U. S chance on somebody getting tough doing ten performances of a stagt
with me — not me with them, as reSupreme Court.
play
making a whole picture."—
WILL orROGERS.
might have indicated." —
GEORGEportsRAFT.
(Continued from Page 1)

No Separate Suits Planned
Against Erpi and Photophone
No separate suits indirectly
against Electrical Research Products charging infringement of its
flywheel patents or against RCA
Photophone charging infringement
of its double print patent are planned by American Tri-Ergon Corp.,
controlled by William Fox, The
Film Daily learned yesterday. The
patent-holding company is acting on
the theory that the U. S. Supreme
Court decision amply established infringement ofthese patents, regardless of the specific defendants in
each case, and there is no necessity
for further litigation along these
lines.
As matters now stand, the U. S.
Supreme Court ruling specifically
applies to Paramount, which was
defended by Erpi in the double print
case, and Altoona-Publix, Wilmer &
Vincent and the Locust St. Real Estate Co., which were defended by
RCA Photophone in the flywheel
action.
In November, 1931, Fox attorneys filed in the U. S. District Court,
Wilmington a suit charging an Erpi
Critic Finds Quality Up
In a summary of Broadway film offerings during the past month, William
Boehnel, motion picture critic of the
"World-Telegram", lists
cent of the releases as
in quality. Several of
the exceptional class, he

nearly 50 per
above average
them fell into
adds.

"The first requisite toward success is a sincerity toward your
work."— KENT TAYLOR.
"Even if a fellow only does adapKRASNA.tations it is creative." — NORMAN

San Francisco Squibs
San Francisco — Bob Harvey, former local newspaperman, has again
been made publicity agent for the
Samuel H. Levin theaters.
Mike Naify, T. & D. circuit head,
had his tonsils removed this week.
J. R. Grainger, Universal sales
chief, flew here this week to talk
product deals with Bob McNeil of
Golden State Circuit. Grainger returns to Hollywood today.
Les Petersen, FWC publicity
man, and Charlie Durykas, spent
several weeks on vacation in Encinata and L. A.
Emil Uhlman has quit the RKO
Golden Gate to go in theater business seriously for himself. He recently bought the Kamokila Club
and converted it into a movie.

REDUCTION SOUGHT
IN PARA. CLAIM!
(Continued from Page 1)

is $178,000,000, the largest state
ment of claims against Paramount
Publix, and was filed in respect o:
the Paramount Broadway bond is
sue. The reduction was brough
about "as a result of protractec
negotiations."
is understood
tha
the trustees and Ittheir
counsel reach
ed an agreement with the commit
tee representing holders of Para:
mount Broadway bonds which i
carried out will result in the entirt
elimination of the large claim.
Claims to be allowed, which m
elude bank claims of $13,529,315.48:
amount to $50,321,460.03. Claim
involved in pending negotiations, in
eluding an Allied Owners claim fo
$23,644,255.42 and anti-trust claim
of $10,059,512.94, amount to $43;
410,782.72. Other claims amount t

$2,936,988.69.
It was also learned by Filb
Da'LY that a reply has been sent
to Saul E. Rogers, attorney for i
bondholder group, who dispatched
letter on Oct. 2 to the Paramount
Publix trustees demanding a break
down of all claims. In the replj
the trustees' attorneys state tha
Rogers had "no foundation" for an;
claims.
charge of delay in handling th'i
In a statement to Film Dail!.
Rogers said: "Receipt oi
"Yes. bathtubs and I have been alastlistnight
of claims of Paramount-Publ
friends for a long time. I'm even on lix makes it possible for the bond
speaking terms with shower-baths. holders to proceed on a reorganiza
I helped beautify them and they tion plan. We shall read the r&
helped me in return by focusing at- port carefully and start work in*
tention on my productions." — CECIL mediately on the plan."
B. DE MILLE.

Portland Paragraphs

Higher Rate for Music
Affects Only 30 Per Ceni
(Continued from Page 1)

Portland, Ore. — A stage and
mated yesterday.
The present rati
screen policy is the new order at of 10 cents a seat is continued foi
the American, just reopened.
houses or having
capacities
of 8<M
seats
less.
New policy at the Oriental keeps
The
agreement
reached
by th*
the house closed on weekday aftertwo groups does not commit ani
noons until 5:45 P. M.
theaters or circuits to the net!
John Hamrick opened the Orph- scale. Contracts will be individual
eum this week with elaborate cere- ly negotiated by houses or circuits1
monies attended by William Haines New Splicer and Emulsion Remove;
and Jean Carmen from Hollywood.
A combination film splicer am
The Capital has asked the State editing machine for 35 mm. film
Supreme Court to enforce its recent also a smaller model that handles al
decree against picketing.
sub-standard film including 16 mm
and 8 mm., and an emulsion remove:
for use with these three types o:
San Antonio Chatter
film, are among the latest new aH
cessories perfected and put on tbjJ
San Antonio — H. Burnett was re- Brooklyn.
cently appointed assistant manager market by Rosco Laboratories o:
ton.
at the State. He came from Hous-

Dubinsky Wedding Celebration
Kansas City — Mr. and Mrs. Ed
Harry Nathan has resigned as
Dubinsky celebrated their fifteenth
wedding anniversary a few days ago house manager of the Strand.
with a party at the Muehlebach
"Judge Priest," starring Will
Hotel.
Rogers, is holding over at the Majestic, managed by Al Levers.
Elmer Seffel, manager of the
licensee with infringing on the American Tri-Ergon flywheel patent. This Plaza, is also booking films for the
case will now be allowed to die, it Strand, both owned and operated
is understood.
by W. J. Lytle.

Re-File Expunged Claims
Under the reorganization of Paramount under Sec 77B, all of the previously expunged claims must again be
presented to the court. In some instances claimants are consenting to a
second expunging of their claims, while
in others negotiation and litigation will
proceed.
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EXPLOITETTES

TIMELY TOPICS

Giant Map of U. S. for
"Girl From Missouri"

Vast Scope for Films
In Realm of Education

in charge of exploiting "The Girl From Missouri" at the Macomb Theater,
Mt, Clemens, Mich., placed a
large map of the United States
in the window of the Hartwell
Furniture Co., with photographs placed on the map. Copy
read : "Jean Harlow is in reality a 'Girl From Missouri' as
she was born in Kansas City.
Can you name the other stars
shown on this map? Their
birthplaces are shown to help
you. A pair of tickets to see
Jean Harlow in 'Girl From Missouri' at the Macomb Theater,
opening Sunday, Aug. 19, to
the first ten persons correctly
naming these stars." On the
map were placed photographs
of the following stars, with
small ribbons running from the
photographs to the state in
which the star was born, and as
near as possible to the actual
city: Patsy Kelly, Brooklyn, N.
Y.; Lionel Barrymore, Philadelphia, Pa.; Warner Baxter,
Columbus, Ohio; Wallace
Beery, Kansas City, Mo.; Marion Davies, New York, N. Y.;
Jean Parker, Deer Lodge, Montana; Clark Gable, Cadiz, Ohio;
Franchot Tone, Niagara Falls,
N. Y.; Joan Crawford, San
Antonio, Texas; Robert Montgomery, Beaver, N. Y.; Helen
Hayes, Washington, D. C. ; William Powell, Pittsburgh, Pa. and
a larger photo of Jean Harlow.
This stunt attracted more attention than anything of the
past year at this theater. Inasmuch as the Macomb Theater
normally uses one and three
sheets in lobby frames, a
specially painted lobby display
in brilliant colors was utilized
to great advantage with "The
Girl From Missouri."
— Macomb, Mt. Clemens, Mich.

'T'HE possibilities of the mo-
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"There'll be no mistaking the Crosby
twins from now On, for one of them
has developed a dimple in his right
cheek."— PARAMOUNT.

• •
• A NEAT H'l publicity stunt arranged between the
Paramount studio and the home office publicity dep't
Al
Hall, director of "Limehouse
Nights"
called Anna May
Wong by telephone from Hollywood to the Algonquin in New
York where May is stopping the director needed a line of
dialogue from Miss Wong to cut into the pix
so last evening at 5 o'clock Al called Anna
at a cue she spoke the
given line
out in Hollywood they were all set
the
technicians picked up the 3,000-mile dialogue and recorded it
on film
at the screen
hotel
room innews
Newphotographers
York and in onthehand
studio
now player's
if that
ain't aonenifty H'l stunt for practically peanuts tell us a
better
T
T
T
• •
• THE
ENTIRE musical score and incidents from
Radio's "The Gay Divorcee"
is to be featured this eve over
"Forty-Five Minutes In Hollywood" broadcast Hallowe'en
Dance will be held by the Warner Club Friday eve, Oct. 26
in its club rooms
Vivien Fay, the dancer who has playe'
various deluxers, is in "The Great Waltz" at the Center theater.
• •
• EVEN A stand-in sometimes gets a chance
Adalyn Doyle was Katharine Hepburn's first stand-in after
she had been with the star in several pix
Miss Hepburn
convinced studio execs the girl had talent
so they gave her
a contract
and her work in "Finishing School" seems to
indicate that Katharine can pick 'em
now Adalyn's kid
sister, Patsy, is acting as stand-in for La Hepburn ....... don't
you find these li'l human interest items emotionally satisfying
and quite
well, er
just quite
we thought you
would
hell, a guy▼hasta T
fill his Tkolyum with somethin'.
• •
• THE GLAMOUR of a Hollywood opening accrues
to the premiere tonite of "The Merry Widow"
at the Astor
with these stage and screen luminaries in attendance
Jeanette MacDonald, Colleen Moore, Mae Murray, Libby
Holman, Marilyn Miller, Helen Hayes, Lois Moran, Douglas
Fairbanks, Dorothy Mackaill and Barbara Barondess
•

•

• ONE
OF the unpublished
literary masterpieces
knocked out from the typewriter of a publicity mug
after he had been knocked out finishin' a pressbook
hold
fast, folks!
you ride at your own risk
the title is
"Horizons
and Perpendics"
(very subtile, that)
here goes
"It was blue
it was dark blue
it was
a deep lustrous blue
the horizon was blue
Sally
Schmalz, once a gay young girl with never a thought in her
head
looked at the horizon and saw it was blue
the
sun was sinking
... How sad, she thought
that was like
life
all blue and everything ah, Sally was a changed
girl now
(continued in the next par
which will explain exactly what changed Sally)
•*."•".•
NOT
ONLY
Sally was
blue,
too
all the
time was
now the
she horizon
thought blue thought!
thought!
she thought of the day when her life had been
like the sky
pure, lofty, serene
now
ah, now
it was serled
she thought about that and felt blue
she rolled up her arm
no-h, her sleeve
hell,
she rolled up her sleeve and looked at her arm is what we mean
it was black and blue
where he had pinched hev
who pinched her? . Sally doesn't know
it hap
pened in the crowded subway the guy got away before she
could grab him
and implore him to pinch her SOME MORE
that's why Sally's blue

«

«

«

»

»

»

tion picture in internat:onal
understanding are limited on'y
by the ingenuity of man. It
speaks to the learned and the
unlearned. It is a popular entertainer ofboth the old and the
young in all parts of the Orient
and the Occident. It carries instruction about other lands and
other peoples to millions — instruction that could not be given
in any other way. Audiences
of millions of people of diverse
nationalities are but a crosscurrent of humanity that is entertained and informed by this
magical master
teacher so young,
ful. Its universal
peal and common

teacher — a
yet so poweremotional aplanguage, its

geographical spread and commercial interests, its financial
power and propaganda possibilities make it one of the strongest and subtlest integrating influences in human history. The
whole field of motion pictures is
kaleidoscopic. What one thinks
today may be a reality tomorrow and obsolete the day after.
But these are kaleidoscopic
times. Perhaps that is the reason the film appeals so strongly
to educators, sociologists, motion picture producers, manufacturers, exhibitors, ajid the
formal educationIn our
rapidlyof
public-at-large.
the "field
changing social order has greatly complicated the educational
process. The learner must master and coordinate a bewildering number of facts. He must
explore almost unbounded
realms. The teacher needs the
aid of science in this age, which
science has done so much to
make complex. Potentially, the
motion picture is one of the
chief contributions of science to
education — if not the chief —
but it is not being fully utilized.
— Cline M. Koon.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS
Movie receipts in Norway during the
first half of this year were 20 per
cent
ahead
of the same
1933
period.
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7% OF NEW PICTURES » REVIEWS of the NEW FILMS « 7 CALIFORNIA HOUSES
each take turns show
GO UNDER FWC BANNER
IN CLASSIC CATEGORY "WAKE UP AND DREAM" mg(JackhimRice),
how wrong his chimney is.
with

(Continued from Page 1)

tained in a statement made by Will
H. Hays at a quarterly meeting of
the M. P. P. D. A. yesterday in
New York.
Further break-down of production
plans discloses the following types
of stories to be made: 22 straight
comedies, 24 detective and mystery,
16 adventure and 6 aviation, said
Hays.

M-G-M Studio Rushed
With 10 Films in Work
(Continued from Page

1)

present season. The pictures are
"Babes in Toyland", "Biography of
a Bachelor Girl", "David Copperfield," "Evelyn Prentice," "Forsaking' all Others" "The Night is
Young," "Painted Veil," "Repeal,"
"Sequoia" and "Wicked Woman".

823 Houses Operating
In Canadian Territory
(Continued from Page 1)

closed; Winnipeg — 120 theaters, 19
closed; British Columbia — 94 theaters (including one portable), one
closed and four non-theatrical; Saint
John — 93 theaters (including one
portable), 11 closed.
"Tango" Game Ruled Illegal
Kansas City — "Tango" games,
similar to "beano" and "bingo," have
been ruled illegal by the attorneygeneral's office. The Better Business Bureau and the Parent-Teacher
council had been fighting the gambling parlors, which incidentally
took a lot of trade from theaters.
5-Cent Kid Scale Ordered Out
Milwaukee — The Comet and Midget, neighborhood houses, have been
ordered by the local grievance board
to discontinue admitting kids for a
nickel.

Russ Colombo,
June
Knight,
Roger
Pryor, Henry Armetta
Universal
75 mins.
FAIRLY ENJOYABLE BACKSTAGE
MUSICAL HELPED ALONG BY COMEDY
AND SOME TUNEFUL SONG
NUMBERS.
Another musical of the backstage variety
and rating about average in entertainment

values. There isn't much to the story, bu.
the singing of several numbers by Rus.
Colombo and the comedy injected by Henrj
Armetta in partnership with Catherine
Doucet, with additional efforts by Andy
Devine and Richard Carle, manage to give
the proceedings a fairly sustained succession of enjoyable moments. For plot
background there is the situation of Colombo, Pryor and Miss Knight, vaudeville
performers having the usual ups and down
until Colombo, the talented singer of the
trio, makes a hit with a producer and ,
signed for the movies. Up to now June
and Pryor have been romancing, but whet.
Colombo becomes a film star he takes a
fancy to June himself, whereupon Pryo
turns her over to him just like that.
Cast: Russ Colombo, June Knight, Rogei
Pryor, Henry Armetta, Catherine Doucet,
Richard Carle, Andy Devine, Winni Shaw,
Spencer Charters, Gavin Gordon, Paul Porcasi, Maurice Black, Clarence Wilson
Arthur Hoyt, Philip Dakin.
Director, Kurt Neumann; Author, Jchn
Meehan, Jr.; Screenplay, Same; Music and
Lyrics, Russ Colombo, Jack Stern, Bernie
Grossman, Grace Hamilton; Editor, Daniel
Mandell;
Cameraman, Charles Stumar.
Direction,
Lively. Photography,
A-l.

FOREIGN
"CORAZONES EN DERROTA" ("Vanquished Hearts"), in Spanish; produced by
ALFA; directed by Ruben C. Navarro; with
Maria Luisa Zea, Aurora Bermudez, Alfonso Campoamor. At the Teatro Cam
poamor.
Mexican-made production with tragic
and rather depressing dramatic story, occasionally brightened by bits of comedy and
singing and dancing. Should prove fairly
pleasing to the Latin clientele.

SHORTS

Flint Zoning Deadline Oct. 15
"Trapeze Artist"
(Krazy Kat Cartoon)
Detroit — E. S. Kinney, local code Columbia
7 mins.
board secretary, has issued a notice
Fast Cartoon
that Oct. 15 is the final date for filA Charles Mintz cartoon, with
ing recommendations on the Flint
Krazy Kat going through the rouzoning schedules.
tine of the "Man on the Flying
Trapeze." But Kat is the lover who
lost his sweetie to the trapeze artist. However, he recovers her in
a grand stand finish.

SUN$HIN€
k 'Qrf-

THE

DAY'S
NEWS

"One Night of Love" holds over for
three, four, five and six weeks in
various key cities.

Edgar Kennedy in
"Bric-A-Brac"
RKO Radio
19 mins.
Hilarious
A typical Edgar Kennedy comedy, with Edgar still taking a lot
of abuse from his family. They
force him to go to the mountains
and build a bungalow on his vacation. He has bragged about his
ability to build a chimney. His wife
(Florence Lake), his mother-in-law,
(Dot Farley) and his brother-in-law

it win^s up in a wild and hilarious
.sequence as the building inspectoi
.j.ioemns his masterpiece. Has
plenty of laughs. Directed by Sam
.vnue. Story by Leslie Goodwins
-nd Ewart Acamson.

"If this Isn't Love" 21 mins.
RKO Radio
Weak
A musical noveny, it is called,
with Walter Wolfe, stage singing
3tar, playing the role of a grea.
icar who has all the girls after him.
He has the rep of a Lothario. Ht
falls hard for one girl who asks foi
nis autograph, and chases her al.
over the place trying to make an impression. She leaus him a merry
.hase till his manager steps in ana
axes things, for the girl is in lovt
..mIi him all the time. At the en„
ne is jammed up with another gin
when the one he wants is ready to
accept him, and has a tough timt
squaring himself, which he does by
^ing.ng a song. He sings several
numbers through the piece. His
singing is good, but his acting is
too stilted. The plot is uBconvincing and it misses a lot. Directed
by Leigh Jason.

{Continued from Page 1)

ated jointly by Lazarus- Vinnicoff
and now divided as follows: Vinn -I
coff Theaters — Garfield in Alham-I
bra, Strand in Long Beach, and!
Mirror and Strand, Los Angeles;!
Lazarus Theaters — Circle, Los An-I
geles;
Lyric, Morovia; Rialto, South!
Pasadena.
A Drive-in Theater, in which audiences can watch movies from their
autos, was opened last month by,
California Drive-In Theaters, Inc. J
)f which Guy Southwaite
is manager.

Detroit Notes
Detroit^-Col. W.

S. Butterfield j

las beenof made
an honorary
lil'e.lI
nember
the local
Variety Club.
Frank Stuart, formerly with Fox I
ir.d others, has joined tha Excellent I
Pictures staff.
Joseph
Oieschefsky,
theatrical I
broker, has closed his office in tho
Film Exchange.
Charles P. Nathanson has reopen- I
3d the Jefferson, east side house.
The Zellah Theater, after remod- ,
eling, has reopened.
T. J. Jagmin, theater decorator, j
has just signed four complete dec- \
orating contracts in a sudden rush
of exhibs to spruce up.
Dumb-Belle Letters No. 3
Midway
Theater, Inc., has been
Amusing
RKO Radio
4 mins. incorporated by Joseph Stoia and
Joseph Miskinis as operating com- i
Another very amusing series of pany for the Midway Theater, Dearletters from the collection of Juliet born.
Lowell, assembled from the files of
business concerns and individuals
"Blue Light" Holds in Boston
who have given these specimens of
Boston—
"The Blue Light," Du
unintentional humor from their World release
which opened at the l
files. The short film offers a di- Fine Arts Theater at $1.65 top unverting interlude and a real novelty that will please generally.
the AdultwillEducationder sponsorship
Council ofof Boston,
be 'l
held over for a second week.

"Laughing

With

Medbury

Columb
ia
Flat Comedy

in

the

10 mins.

John P. Medbury wrote the narration and delivers it himself, covshots
ering a lot of Ar
ctic" of the Arctic
region. All sorts of transportation
is shown as the traveler is supposed
to be transported all over the frozen
North. The reel only has value
so far as Medbury's narration
in
is construed
to be funny or not. To
us it was pretty flat.

Ft. Worth- Palace Drops Scale
Fort Worth — Top price at the
Palace, one of the three Interstate
houses here, has been cut to 25
cents from 35 cents.
Kleinerman Gets "Wine, Women"
M. Kleinerman, president of Exhibitors Pictures Corp., has acquired
all foreign rights to "Wine, Women
and Song" from I. E. Chadwick.

Randforce Drops One
Randforce has dropped the New
United, Brooklyn, and the house is
now being
run by its landlord, Anthony Zappa.
Taking Over Dobbs Ferry House
Max Cohen and Arthur Siegle on
Sunday will take over operation of
the Embassy Theater, Dobbs Ferry,
from Haring & Blumenthal.

SHOW-

REMINDER
ness.
Keep

MAN'S
after

Saturday

morning

busi-

A bigger
More Important
More Comprehensive

Film Daily
Year Book
is in the making and will be
in the hands of executives
of the industry, in all parts
of the world, shortly after
the
first TF
of the year.

It is the recognized Standard
Book of Reference of Motion
Pictures and has been for the
past SIXTEEN

YEARS.

The service record of the
Film Daily Year Books speaks
for itself Here is a volume of
reference that is used, year in
and year out in all offices,
theaters, and studios.
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froWILK
LITTLE
By RALPH
HOLLYWOOD

Tristram Tupper has returned to
Monogram to start the screenplay of
MORLEY
has
been
assigned the leading feminine role "The Hoosier Schoolmaster," which
opposite Paul Muni in Warner's is scheduled for December production. Tupper recently completed the
"Black Hell." William Gargan also
gets his first Warner assignment in script on "Racing Luck" for Warners. Norman Houston will do the
this film.
l^AREN

▼

t

▼

Walter Connolly has received
another Columbia assignment, the
role of the publisher in "White
Ivies," with Victor Jory and Fay
Wray.

▼

T

T

T

▼

▼

T

T

▼

H. B. Warner and Charlotte
Granville have been signed for B
P. Schulberg's "Behold My Wife",
starring Sylvia Sidney, now in production for Paramount release.
Mitchell Leisen is directing. Others
in featured roles include Gene Raymond and Laura Hope Crews.
Trem Carr has acquired two
stories for the 1935-36 Monogram
schedule. They are "Two Years Before the Mast," by Richard Henry
Doran, and "Five Little Peppers,"
by Mrs. Harriet M. Lothrop.

scrtjjtolay from
of Monogram's
God#Gold"
the original "Great
story
by Albert J. Meserow and Elynore
Dalkhart.
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OF THE DAY

Forest Lake, Minn. — The Forest
Lake theater is now under the man
agement of R. St. Anthony and J
G. Pappas.
Allance, O. — Clarence Vogel, who
owns a circuit of houses in small
towns of Ohio, Pennsylvania and
West Virginia, is reported opening
the Rex here.

Paul DeRicou, who ranks ninth
in the list of France's leading tennis players, has been signed by Warners to a long term screen contract.
DeRicou was discovered by Mervyn
LeRoy while the latter was on his
round-the-world
honeymoon trip.

Minneapolis — Permanent injunction against members of Independent M. P. Operators Union, Local
No. 101, picketing the Bijou ana
Crystal theaters has been signed by
Judge E. F. Waite of the District
Court.
Willard, O.— H. L. Tracy, ownel
of the Temple Theater is reportea
in a critical condition as the result
of an auto accident.

Mountain
Lake, Minn. — G. G.
Schroeder has reopened the State
Hastings, Neb. — Carl Rose has]
theater
after
extensive improve- been
ments.
succeeded as manager of thai
Strand, Blank house, by J. W. Pick-*
ett. Rose goes to York to take I
Boston — There is a new boy at
the circuit's Sun and York!
the home of Walter Gillis of Cameo charge
theatersof there.
▼ ▼ T
Screen Attractions.
Roger Pryor will appear with
Omaha — Ralph Olson, booker at i
Newport,
Ky. — The New Hippo- Universal branch, was removed to J
Baby Jane in Universal's "Straight
drome opens Oct. 10.
from the Heart."
the
hospital Monday for an opera- 1
▼ ▼
T
tion. His place was filled by C. G.l
Glenda Farrell is a recent addiOliver
of Kansas City.
Columbus,
O. — J.
Jackson,is
colored
proprietor
of "Al"
the Empire,
tion to Warner's "Gold Diggers of dead.

▼

T

T

1935."
Roy Del Ruth, recently back from
The task of adapting Shake- a trip to New York, is busy selectspeare's "Midsummer Night's
ing the cast for "Folies Bergere," in
Dream" to the screen has been as- which he is to direct Maurice Chevalier for 20th Century. Del Ruth
signed by Warners to Charles Kenyon and Mary McCall, Jr.
recently finished "Kid Millions,"
T
T
T
starring Eddie Cantor, and also diColumbia has bought "Frisco
rected Ronald Colman in "Bulldog
Fury," by H. S. Kraft and Samuel
Ornitz, for Jack Holt. Studio also Drummond Strikes
r
T Back."
T
has acquired "Her Friend and
Mary Doran, Hardie Albright and
Enemy," by Gene Towne and Gra- George Baxter are the latest addiham Baker, and "Song of the
tions to the cast of "Sing Sing
Damned," by Fred Gresac, and Nights," Monogram feature, which
"Wise Guy," by Scott Darling, the Lew Collins is directing. Other
latter two to be produced by Sid players are Conway Tearle, Berton
Rogell.
Churchill, Boots Mallory, Ferdinand
▼ ▼
▼
George R. Batcheller has started Gottschalk, Henry Kolker, Jameson
Lotus Long. Paul Malshooting at the Pathe Studios on Thomas vernand
is supervising the Harry
"The World Accuses," from an or- Stephen Keeler story. Marion Orth
iginal story by Charles Belden
Vivienne Tobin has the featured and Charles Logue adapted it.
role, supported by Russell Hopton
Dickie Moore and Cora Sue Collins,
two of Hollywood's most famou?
screen children; Jameson Thomas
Harold Huber, Mary Carr, Barbara
Bedford, Robert Elliot, Bryant
Washburn, Jane Keckley, Paul Fix
-By CHARLES
Sarah Edwards, Robert Fraser.
'"THREE Cheers for Love," the
Lloyd Ingraham and Robert O'Farrell. Charles Lamont is directing.
X first of Educational's new
T ▼ T
Young Romance series, will be
Claudette Colbert will sing sev- completed today at the Eastern Service studio in Astoria. Al Chriseral numbers in Paramount's "The
tie is directing the short, which feaGilded Lily." Wesley Ruggles is directing.
tures Sylvia Froos, with Warren
Hull playing the leading male role.
Leo Carroll, the veteran of a hundred butler parts, will move from the
pantry to a doctor's office in "The
Mentone Productions started work
Right To Live," to the cast of which
he has just been added by First Na- yesterday at the Olograph studio in
tional.
the Bronx on "What a Business," a
T
T
T
vaudeville short for Universal, reIrene Hervey will play the second
lease. Smith and Dale, The RusRevels, Gloria Grafton, Bill
feminine role in "White Lies," which Telaak sianand
the Four Ink Spots are
is being directed by Leo Bulgakov
at Columbia. The story, by Harold featured in the picture, which is
Shumate, features Fay Wray and wald.
being directed by Milton SchwarzVictor Jory.

Chicago — The Criterion, 1220^
Logan, O. — C. B. Davis of the Sedgwick St., operated as a movie j
Pythian Theater has left for an ex- for the last 20 years and before that \
tended hunting trip in the north- the home of vaudeville and melo- '
west.
drama, is being torn down.

Grand Rapids, Mich. — Butterfield
Lincoln, Neb. — As a result of adlj
circuit reopens Keith's Theater on ditional improvements, ordered by ;
Saturday following redecoration. Louis L. Dent, head of Westland u
Theaters, while here last week, thel]
The ingMajestic
spruced up. Gardens also is be- Varsity (Rialto) is now expected to i
Milwaukee — Articles of incorpora- open about Nov. 1.
tion have been filed by Grand Palace, Inc., to operate theaters, hotels
Kenton, O. — Warners have closed
and apartment houses. Incorpora- the Kenton theater. It is unofficialtors are L. S. Clemons, E. H. Hoffly stated that they have given up
man and L. Mann.
the house.

Grand Rapids, Mich. — Mrs. CaroMadison,
— The 100Ritzadditional
has in- !
line Butterfield Allen, daughter of stalled
more Fla.than
Col. W. S. Butterfield, was serious- seats.
ly injured
an auto accident here
a few
days inago.
New Orleans — Gaston Dureau, Sr.,
67, draftsman, father of Milton Dureau, United Artists salesman, and I
Gaston Dureau, Jr., Saenger Thea- •
ters booker, manager of Affiliated
Theaters and the Rupert Richards
circuit, died at his home here Oct. 5.
ALICOATE
Immediately upon completion of
Williamsburg, la. — The Iowa the"What a Business," Milton Schwarzater, dark several months, reopens
wald will put into production Oct. 14. William J. Newcomb ol
"Knickerbocker Knights" featuring Cedar Rapids has leased the theater
Roy Atwell, Gypsy Nina, Jerome and will install new equipment.
Mann, The Pearl Twins; Hays,
Haig and Howe, and the Cecil Mack
Choir. This also is a vaudeville
New Orleans — E. W. Shinn, Parashort for Universal release.
mount feature booker, is in the hos•
pital for a tonsilectomy.

Short Shots from Eastern Studios

t

t

▼

George Antheil, composer of an
original musical score for "Laugh
Little Clown", starring Jimmie Savo,
the feature picture which Ben
Hecht and Charles MacArthur are
producing for Paramount, also
makes his screen debut as a film
actor in the production, playing the
role of a pianist and orchestra
leader.

Baird, Tex. — Plaza Theater
been reopened by H. S. Leon.
managed by Toad Leon. They
operate
Haskell. theaters in Albany

has
It is
also
and

Nocona, Tex. — A second fire in a
week at the Majestic caused damage estimated at $15,000.
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$20,000,000 Suit is Filed Over Color Patents

rVELLIAMFOX WANTS OVER (8,000,000 F0RPATENTS
Denver Managers Organize; Ask Local Code Autonomy
xhibs Vote 16 to 12 for
Giveaways on 2 Nights
at Each House
Denver — Managers of theaters in
is area have organized Denver
heater Managers, Inc., with 32
embers present at the first meetg. It was voted to ask the code
iithority for local autonomy, and
je managers voted 16 to 12 in fair of allowing two giveaway nights
►r each theater. Most of the exciters felt strongly that it was
ifair and inadvisable that blanket
ws, rules
and regulations be pro(Continued on Page 8)

1 HOUSES REOPENED
N INDIANAPOLIS AREA

"THE MERRY

direction. All in all, it's a big caliber production, big in proportions, big in entertainment values and big in box-office possibilities.
JACK
ALICOATE.

SAYS AMERICAN FIRM |ALLIED EASTERN UNITS
SEEKS BRITISH CIRCUIT MEET M0N. IN BOSTON

London — That he is here to conduct preliminary negotiations for a
new circuit of 200 British houses, to
be affiliated with a big American
producer, is the announced object
I Indianapolis — Reopening of 11 of a visit by Howard H. Kronick,
leaters and the opening of two new New York financier, who lately was
(Continued on Page 8)
luses, against only two closings, is
ported for this territory by the
:al Film Board of Trade. Reenings include the Indiana, Cozy Film Shares Spurt
>d Hollywood, this city; Orpheum,
On Heavy Turnover
nderson; Indiana, Ft. Wayne;
a turnover of 31,700 shares,
>arl, Hymera; Legion, Henry ville; theOnsecond
largest volume of the day
{Continued
on Page 8)
for any stock on the exchange, Loew
stock ran up yesterday from a low
pportioning Extra Work of 28% to a high of 31, closing at

iitiong the Neediest First
tst Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

HI oily wood — Initial problem of the
ftra situation is to apportion the
failable work among the neediest,
lys Campbell MacCullough, new
Ineral manager of the Central
Isting Corp.. after a three-week
(.Continued on Pane

10)

"Mrs. Wisss" in for Run
Louisville — Topping even the Mae
West box-office records at the Ri'lto,
where it had its premiere last Friday,
Paramount's "Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabb-ge Patch"
extended
run. is being held over for an

WIDOW"

A million-dollar musical package, containing Ernst Lubitsch, Maurice Chevalier and
Jeanette MacDonald at their best, wrapped in enchanting Franz Lehar melodies that
have become a permanent delight, was opened by M-G-M last night at the Astor Theater betore the swankiest Broadway audience of the season. Here is a musical romance
of 100 per cent quality, fresh as the daisies in the spring and charming as a Dresden
doll, full of dash and sparkle, judiciously flavored with those delightful Lubitschian
comedy touches, and presented against lavish backgrounds that are in themselves a continuous treat for the eye. Besides the merits already enumerated, the production has
the advantage of an exceptional cast, with Edward Everett Horton, Una Merkei, George
Barbier and Sterling Holloway among the chief support, and the photography by Oliver
T. Marsh is outstanding. Others deserving credit are Ernest Vajda and Samson Raphaelson, for the screen play; Victor Leon and Leo Stein, for the book and lyrics; Herbert
S rot hart for the musical adaptation; Gus Kahn, Lorenz Hart and Richard Rodgers for
additional lyric work, and Cedric Gibbons, Frederic Hope and Edwin B. Willis for the art

(Continued on Page 8)

About 20 leaders of Allied units
in the East will attend a conference
Monday at the Hotel Copley Plaza,
Boston. President Sidney E. Samuelson of the national organization
will be present. Units to be represented include: Independent Exhibi(Continued on Page

10)

Plan Movies in Schools
As Entertainment Fare
Columbus — Plan of the National
Congress of Parents and Teachers
to place movies in public schools
for entertainment as well as for
education was discussed by Mrs.
Robbins Gilman
of Minneapolis, mo(Continued on Page 8)

Claims All Color Processes
Infringe Upon His Patents
San Francisco — Charging infringement of his patents on color
photography, Leon F. Douglass,
Menlo Park millionaire and noted
Pittsburgh — Mike Cullen, man- as an inventor, has filed suit for
ager of Loew's Penn, was elected $20,000,000 in Federal Court against
Chief Barker of the Pittsburgh
Variety Club for 1935 at the annual Fox Film demanding an accounting
election meeting this week. Cullen of all profits from films in color.
are planned against Parsucceeds Harry Kalmine. Other of- Suits also amount,
Technicolor. Walt Disney
ficers elp"+ed were: Frank Smith,
(Continued on Pac;e S)

Pittsburgh Variety Club
Elects Mike Cullen Prexy

(.Continued

on

Pane

8)

Flat Offer Reported Made
by Electrics for TriErgon Patents
William Fox is demanding an
amount substantially in excess of
$8,000,000 in settlement of the
American Tri-Ergon patent infringement claims against RCA
Photophone and Electrical Research
Products, the Film Daily learns.
This figure is understood to have
been jointly offered by the two electrics at recent secret conferences
held prior to the decision of the U.
S. Supreme Court upholding validity
(Continued on Page

10)

PREDICTS REDUCTION
IN FEES FOR SOUND
Belief that reduction in licensingfees for sound equipment was imminent as a result of the Tri-Ergon
decision was expressed yesterday to
Film Daily by Robert Robins, .president of the American Society for
the Protection of the M. P. Theater.
(Continued

on

Page

8)

Music Plan Satisfies
I.T.O.A. Temporarily
The I. T. O. A. is agreeable to the
music tax plan settlement effected
by members of the exhibitor Emergency Committee with Ascap as a
makeshift for the present moment,
President (Continued
Harry on
Brandt
Page 8)said yesBlumenthal to Appear
A. C. Blumenthal's appearance at the
adjourned hearing of the Fox Theaters
stockholders Thursday before Federal
Judge Martin T. Manton has been guaranteed by his counsel, Nathan Burka.n,
THE

FILM
DAILY learns
Burkan'sofac-a
tion will forestall
the issuance

"body execution" requested by Archiants. bald Palmer, attorney for several claim-
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Select Prods, to Start
Chicago Relief Show
Is Being Held Nov. 2
One in West, One in East
Chicago — To raise money for the
relief of needy film folk, a show and
dance will be held Nov. 2 at MediVol. LXVI, No. 87
Fri., Oct. 12, 1934
5 Cents
nah Athletic Club under auspices
of exhibitors and exchanges. PreEditor and Publisher
JOHN W. ALICOATE
liminary plans were laid at a meeting held this week in the offices of
Pulili hrrl daily except Sundavs and Holidays Jack Miller, president of the Chiat 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
cago Exhibitors' Assn. Aaron Jones,
by Wid's Films and Film Folk. Inc. J. W. president of Illinois Allied, Henry
Alicoate, President, Editor and Publisher;
Herbel
cf Universal and Jack MilDonald M. Merserean, Secretary-Treasurer
and General Manager; Arthur W. Eddy, Assoler have been made a general execiate Editor ; Don Carle Gillette, Managing
cutive committee. Herb Ellisburg
Editor. Entered as second class matter,
May 21, 1918, at the post-office at New York, of Essaness heads the publicity comN. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879.
mittee, other members of which are
Terms (Postage free) United States outside
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6 Larry Stein and Sam Clark of Warmonths. $5.00: 3 months, $3.00. Foreign,
John McCune of Srhoenstadt's.
$15.00. Subscriber should remit with order. Fred ners,
Barto of M-G-M. Louis Blaine
Address all communications to THE FILM
of
RKO,
Duke Hickey of Universal,
DAILY. 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 4-4738, 7-4739. Cal Hermer of Box-Office, Harry
Cable Address: Filmday, New York. Holly- Steele of Radio Guide, Charles
wood, California— Ralph Wilk. 6425 HollySegner of Radio News. Nat Green
wood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607. London —
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91 of Billboard, Harry Holmquist of
Wanlour St., \V . I, Berlin — Lichtbildhuehne
Friedrichstras=e, 225. Paris — P. A. Harle. La Motion Picture Herald, Dan Goldberg of Variety and Hazel Green of
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la CourFilm Daily.
des-Noues,
19.

Reports Better Biz
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Columbia Picts. vtc . 39
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Con.
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Con.
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Ind. pfd.. 15
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Fox
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N. Y. PRODUCE
EXCHANGE SECURITIES
Para. Publix
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4% +
%

Mr. and Mrs. William Paley, Corey
Ford, Cole Porter, Grace Moore,
Harold Ross, Kay Johnson. John
Cromwell, Mary Phillips, Walter
Abel, Charle,s MacArthur, Ben
Hecht, Miriam Hopkins, Princess
Mikeladze, Ruth Gordon, George
Gershwin, Tallulah Bankhead, Mr.
and Mrs. O. O. Mclntyre, Conde
Nast, Marjorie Oelrichs and Mrs.
Tiffany Saportas.

Joseph S Skirboll
Crauford
Kent
Bob Doidge

James

Pivar

Bradbury. Sr.
William Nigh
Americo Aboaf

story, tentatively called "Bad
Penny," to be produced at the Biograph Studios in the Bronx.

Release Dates Are Set
On Five U. A. Features
Tentative national release dates
have been set on five United Artists
features. Schedule runs as follows:
Oct. 19, "Private Life of Don
Juan"; Nov. 1, "We Live Again";
Nov. 2, "Transatlantic Merry-GoRound"; Nov. 9. "Nell Gwyn" and
"Queen's Affair."
Authority Considers Appeals
The Code Authority yesterday
considered and decided a number of

be Joseph
"Cape Cod."
J. Nolan will handle all
RKO commitments in agency dealings.
Favors

FILM

FILM
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FELIX F. FEIST, general sales manager ol
M-G-M. sails tomorrow on the Santa Elena]
for California.
CLEMENCE DANE, English playwright, ha:
-rrived from abroad to do a story for Gret|
Garbo.
SPYROS
Louis.

and Dream."
'•Romance Tropical" at Campoamor
"Romance Tropical," Spanish dialogue feature produced in Porto
Rico by Latin Artists Pictures Corp.,
opens today at the Campoamor theater, Fifth Ave. and 116th St.

4 Weeks for Jackie Cooper
Dorothy Gish for Stage Play
Jackie Cooper and George Jessel
Dorothy Gish has been signed by are set for four weeks' time in Loew
Dave Schooler for his forthcoming houses, opening in Baltimore today
Broadway stage production, "Brit- at the Century, followed by the
which Clarence Der- Paradise, New York; Metropolitan,
went tleis Heaven,"
directing.
Brooklyn, and Valencia.

SKOURAS

is on a brief trip to St

ARTHUR LANDAU, coast agent, returns ti
Hollywood over the week-end.
DAVE
sentative,

EPSTEIN. Hollywood
is expected
in New

publicity repre^
York
today.

KARL HOBLITZELLE and R. J ODONNEL
southwest circuit operators, have been visiti
here.
BUD
BARSKY
New
York
next

returns
week.

to

the

coast

fron

GEORGE OPPENHEIMER of the Samuel GoldJ
wyn staff is due in New York Oct. 17 from*
the Coast.
MRS. ALFRED NEWMAN
today
from
Hollywood.

arrives in New

EDDIE CANTOR and LYNN FARNOL
the Olympic
Dec. 1 for abroad
BETTY
LAWFORD
is in New
York from
Coast.

Yorll
sail

on

HARRY
WURTZEL
from
Hollywood.
EDMUND
Coast.
in

BREESE

has
is

JACKIE COOPER
and
Baltimore
last night

ANNA
STEN
arrives
Nov. 1 from the Coast.

arrived

in

in

New

tl
Yoi(

N

GEORGE JESSEL ar
from
New
York.
in New
York
abotffl

New Soviet Film for Cameo
Pudovkin's "Deserter," Soviet feafi
ture with English titles, opens today *
at the Cameo. "Thunderstorm.W
which has been running at the H
Cameo, moves to the Acme.

BOOK
THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S

DAILY

Hollywood
— Theof Actors'
Adjustment Committee
the Academy
of
M. P. Arts & Sciences has ruled in
favor of Lupe Velez in her $7,500
salary claim against William Rowland who is to produce "The Girl
Friend" for Columbia.

dG

DOLORES DEL RIO, star of Warners' "Ma-j
dame Du Barrv." is coming to New York for theij
premiere of the picture at the Strand

Lupe Velez

West Coast Bureau of THE

Wheeler-Woolsey Premiere in Frisco
"Kentucky Kernels," new Wheeler-Woolsey picture, will have its
Have a Heart" for Mayfair
world premiere at the Golden Gate
M-G-M's "Have a Heart," with
Jean
Parker, James Dunn, Una
Theater, San Francisco, next Wednesday, it was announced yesterday Merkel and Stuart Erwin, opens at
by Jules Levy, vice-president and the Mayfair next Wednesday evegeneral manager of RKO Distribu
ning for a run, following "Wake Up
ting Corp.
West Coast Bureau of THE

Sherman
Maurice
Lillian Hackett

William Saal, will put "Federal
Agent" in work at the Talisman
Studios in Hollywood on Oct. 20.
The picture will star Bill Boyd.
Burt Kelly has left for the coast
to supervise activity. Select also
will start work at the end of the
month on the Edward Dean Sullivan

Ruling

.oming an

by

of appeals
from will
localbeboards
decision on which
announced
Omaha — E. E. Seff, manager of
ff>ui houses in Sioux City, la., de- within a few days. Deputv Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt attended
clared to local Film Rowites that
business was better this fall than the meeting. Others present were:
at any time sim-e he opened his Walter Vincent, who acted as chairtheaters.
man: Charles L. O'Reilly, Nathan
Yamins, Gordon Youngman, Felix
Jenkins, Neal Agnew, J. Robert
Party
for Ernst
Lubitsch
Rubin, H. S. Bareford, Willard McKay and Eddie Golden.
Ona Munson will give a cocktail
party today for Ernst Lubitsch in
O'Heron
Associate Producer
her apartment at the Hotel Lom- Wet I oast Made
B> rea* of THE FILM DAILY
bardy. Her guests, numbering a
hundred, will include Mr. and Mrs.
Hollywood — Frank O'Heron, viceMessmore Kendall, Mr. and Mrs. president in charge of production at
RKO
Radio, has been made an asso
Mac Gordon. Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert
Miller, Mr. and Mrs. Howard Dietz. ciate producer. His first picture will

Leslie Howard as "Beau Brummel"
Hollywood — Warner have set
"Beau Brummel" as Leslie Howard's
first picture on his return from England.
Lowell

Select Productions, headed

Today:
Annual convention of Theater Ownei
of Oklahoma, Oklahoma
City.
Today: Annual Golf Tournament and Dinner
Dance sponsored by The Philadelphia EJI
hibitor, LuLu Temple Country Club, Phila]
delphia.
burgh.
Oct. nual
14: Banquet,
PittsburghWilliam
Variety Penn
Club'sHotel,
SixthPittll
An.
Cct. 15:
Allied
conference,
9 A. M.

States
Hotel

Ass'n
eastern
Copley-Plaza,

regional
Boston]

Oct. 22:
Public
hearing on
budget
for the
Burlesque Theatrical Industry,
Green
Rood
of
Raleigh
Hotel, Washington,
D
Cj
10 A. M.
Oct. 24: Annual convention of Motion Picture
Theater Owners
of Washington,
Seattle.
Oct. 29-Nov. 1: S.M.P E. Fall Meeting
Pennsylvania,
New
York.
Nov.
2:
Chicago Film Row
Dance
for relief of local
Medinah Club, Chicago.
Nov ball.
3:

Hotel

Entertainment and
needy
film folk,

Cleveland
Variety
Club's first annual
Hotel Statler,
Cleveland.

Nov. 12: Annual ball sponsored by Motion Picture Post of American Legion, Hotel Statler.
Boston.

;;

IEWS OF THE WEEK IN PHOTO-REVIEW

DICK POWELL STARTS new series of
national network broadcasts as star of
big 'Hollywood Hotel' program, providing two months of advance publicity for
his Thanksgiving Day appearance with
Ruby Keeler in Warner's 'Flirtation Walk."5
ASON'S

HAPPIEST

HIT' is critical

census on 'Happiness Ahead' as N. Y.
ses go overboard for Dick Powell,
phine Hutchinson in 'winning musical,'
ded with laughs, fragrant with roce, gay with tunes.' Happiness Blimp
ve) ballys big Gotham opening.0

4HTRIET
s» $10 PARADE

AME LEAD in 'Black Hell'0 will be
anful Karen Morley, chosen this week
«/Varners to head supporting cast in

vmnm
mmmmm

aj Muni's successor to 'Bordertown.'*

^^"Mwfeiii^

CLEVELAND

HIPPODROME

flashes

striking
lobby dispfay
for this
week's
long-heralded
Warner
release,
'Madame
DuBarry,' starring Del Rio.

CAGNEY
GETS 'POLICE
as
next starring
vehicle ESCORT'
following
■Y

ROMPS

'Perfect Week-End'

into Hollywood to launch filming of his first Warner musical,

ecjlliners including his own 'Connecticut Yankees.' Here are Jack L.Warner
inpM Jolson heading studio delegation which welcomed air star to Burbank lot.
*A Warner

Bros. Picture

°A First National Picture

which

trade

authorities call 'knock-down dragout comedy-drama packed with rous-

Svjiet Music,' with Helen Morgan, Ann Dvorak and huge cast of musical

Vitagraph, Inc., Distributors

ing suspense and plenty of laughs.'*
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TIMELY TOPICS

EXPLOITETTES

What's Wrong With
The Movies: The Correction

Beauty Pageant Put Over
"Dames" in Newark
JAMES" got some swell
Newark's
plugging
Branford
Theater at
through
the
promotion by Harry A. Visel,
Warner's publicity and exploitation man for the Newark office.
Visel ran a beauty contest that
was wide in its scope, exhaustive in its details and topnotch
in its publicity effects. The
contest was conducted from the
stage of the theater for seven
nights. Two girls were selected,
from groups of twelve or more,
as winners of each night of the
contest. By means of a tieup
with leading merchants, each of
the nights was dedicated to one
of the local stores, as Bamberger night, etc. From these
Newark merchants prizes ranging in value from $50 upward
were promoted for all twelve
winners. For the first three
winners, screen tests and bit
parts at the Brooklyn Vitaphone
studio were awarded, while the
next nine received extra parts.
Newspaper tieups resulted in
widespread publicity and with
night's winners.
pictures of each
All the girls were available for
"Dames" float in groups of six
or more, with different groups
used on the float afternoon and
night. Six girls were also
available for the lobby and six
for the mezzanine each afternoon and evening, gorgeously
merby the cooperating
gowned chants
to carry out a Peacock
Beauty
of
Gallery
Alley and
effect. It is noteworthy that
while gowns and styles played
such an important part in this
stunt, all emphasis was laid on
and "Dames".
beautyBranford
, Newark, N. J.

D^

Providence Campaign on
"The Affairs of Cellini"

H. MALONEY, manager of
H T. Loew's
State Theater, Prov-

idence, R. I., put over the open"The
ing of 20th Century'sa numAffairs of Cellini," withattractive
an
and
ber of tie-ups
bestreet ballyhoo. Three days
fore the opening of the picture,
Maloney had a sound truck,
bannered with 24-sheets, parade the principal streets of the
hotels carried bulcity. Leading
letin boards with an array of
8 x 10 scene stills. Six special
40 x 60 colored displays were
t winplaced in leading merchan
dows. Menu cards were disnts
restaura
tributed at all local
and 200 cut-out window cards,
utilizing the poster art, were
distributed throughout the city.
More than 500 book marks were
distributed through the public
library branches.
— Loev/s State, Providence.
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• • • THERE SEEMS to be a diversity of opinion as to
the quality of entertainment at the AMPA luncheon
provided by Hal Home as guest chairman
especially one of
his invited guests
who tore things wide open with a line
of racy ballads
personally, we like racy ballads
but we don't know whether any considerable percentage of the
femmes present did
nor Jeanette MacDonald
the
honored guest
one thing on which all hands will agree.
though. . . she took everything like a major
if
she was embarrassed, she never showed it
and if she was
please, Miss MacDonald, accept this as a sort of official apology
from the AMPA prexy and his officers they certainly didn't
know what was coming and were just as much innocent
victims as yourself

•
•
• DON'T GET us wrong
we're not going prude
but when girl guests who we know to be good spoi'ts
and can stand for a lot
are forced to get up and walk
out to hide their embarrassment we mildly suggest that
the entertainment has ceased to be fun
and for pressagents
to be identified with the affair officially isn't fun, either
•
•
• BUT WHAT we do know is that Hal Home worked
hard with Milton Berle to put on a show
and Milton certainly delivered so did Hal
and we personally told
him so after the luncheon what gets our ire are these muggs
who congratulated Hal to his face
and then went around
and panned him behind his back
it doesn't add up as good
sportsmanship to us
can a guy be blamed if a part of his
act goes sour?
we saw a lot of the crits laughing their fool
heads off while the "hot" stuff was coming: over
so why
the reversal of form later around the knocking wall? now
that that's all settled let's review the nice parts of the
show
and there was plenty of it
the mob sat around
till a late hour
so they must have found themselves being
entertained
• •
• AT THE start two "strike pickets" walked in front
of the dais with signs reading
"Do Not Laugh At Hal
Home's
Jokes"
Hal called on Eddie Lambert
who
read a long razz
written by Hal
giving the pressageys a lot of phooeys
Patsy Flick gave several swell
dialect stories in his inimitable manner
then Miss MacDonald was introduced
she said she couldn't talk in dialect
like Mister Flick
Hal assured her that all the pressageys
talked that way
dialect was their natural language, so
Flick had talked that way so they'd understand him

T
•

T

▼

•

• OF COURSE Milton Berle was the star entertainer
he
he wasserved
glad had
to be
at from
Minsky's
thought thesaid
luncheon
beenhere
saved
the scenery he
of
his late bust, "Saluta"
he said he had been here six months
ago
and noted the same guys
same faces
evidently still waiting for their lunch
now, if any of you
mugs have any further criticisms to voice we suggest that
you tell Hal
ifpersonally,
you haven't
the guts
do
that
thenpersonally
shut up
we got
enjoyed
the to
show
immensely. . with the exception noted

T

T

T

• • • BY REQUEST.
the working copy of "Little
Women" will be presented to E. H. Anderson Director of
the N. Y. Public Libi-ary
by officials of Radio Pictures.

«

«

«

» »

»

JN the midst of all this uproar
about objectionable motion
pictures on the part of organized morality common sense
should dictate the actions of the
average citizen who is being
importuned to join boycotts and
acquiesce generally in the militant repressive campaign now
under way. Certain film producers have undoubtedly overstepped the bounds of good taste
on occasion, but who dare claim
that they are alone in such
transgressions? The most difficult thing to enforce is good
taste. Organized censorship
has never been able to achieve
it. The selection of material
for public exhibition has the inherent weakness of all huma
endeavor. It is on this scor
that film producers have most
frequently proven fallible
along with play producers, pub
lishers painters, sculptors and
radio program directors. Nobody knows just what medium
of expression the public is going to like in a big way. D. W.
Griffith sincerely believed that
"Intolerance" would have a
much wider public appeal than
the "Birth of a Nation." It cost
him a fortune to learn the contrary. Hollywood's outstanding
production fault resides in its
addiction
"cycle"
evil.
One smash to
hit the
results
in a whole
series of imitative weaklings.
Changes are rung on the successful original, but sour notes
creep in, situations originally
interesting become stale and
trite by repetition, and finally
the "gag" man is called in toi
revive the moribund production
with doses of questionable business and overripe dialogue. Dirt
is a very poor substitute for
wit, and vulgarity makes a sorry showing in place of humor.
But originality is much harder
to find and recognize than raw
gold. Many people of average
intelligence who have had contact with the motion picture
business have been struck with
the timidity displayed by film
executives when exposed to
original ideas. But with all its
faults — no greater than those
apparent in the newspaper,
magazine or book publishing
business, by the way — the
screen is too important and vital a medium to be subjected
to an organized boycott or a
stultifying and intimidating political censorship. Practically
every motion picture that is re-j
leased today is given an impartial review by critics who know
their business. Let the public
give itswhilepatronage
to the worthpictures. Wisner
— Charles
BarreU, j
in N. Y. "World-Telegram"*
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DENVER MGRS. ASK
LOCALCODEAUTONOMY
(Continued from Page

1)

vided to cover all situations, and
that justice demands that local theaters have the right to promulgate
rules and regulations to cover local
situations.
Articles of incorporation were
filed and the following were named
directors: Rick Ricketson, H. A.
Goodridge, B. J. Hynes, B. D. Cockrill, A. P. Archer, Buzz Briggs and
E. W. Kerr. Officers are: Rick
Ricketson, president; H. A. Goodridge, vice president; Frank Culp,
treasurer, and Emmett Thurmon,
secretary and counsel.
Meetings will be held the second
of each month at a lunMondaycheon in the
Brown Palace hotel.

Pittsburgh Variety Club
Elects Mike Cullen Prexy
{Continued from Page 1)

1st assistant Chief Barker; Art
Levy, 2nd assistant chief barker;
Dr. L. Beinhauer, treasurer; James
G. Balmer, secretary; William
Gardner, C. J. Latta, George D.
Tyson, Joe Blowitz, Steve Cox, Al
Barnett, board of directors. Harold
Lund and Dr. A. Wise were selected
to represent the Pittsburgh Tent at
the national convention.
The Sixth Annual Banquet of the
Variety Club, given each year in
honor of the retiring officers, takes
Penn Hoplace Sunday at the Wm.chairman
of
tel. John H. Harris,
the banquet committee, announced
a complete sell-out for the banquet
two weeks in advance.
More than 800 showmen will be
in attendance, and many noted star?
and celebrities, including Joe E.
Brown, Ted Husing, Sol Rosenblatt, Christy Walsh, and possibly
Will Hays.

Film Shares Spurt
On Heavy Turnover
(Continued from Page 1)
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from
WILK "LOTS"
LE RALPH
TTiBy
A LIHOLLYWOOD
Sam Krellberg, registered
A RCHIE

MAYO,

who

recently

at the
Hollywood-Plaza, is here from New
York arranging production of a serial, "The Lost World," which Harry Revier will direct.

completed the direction of "Bordertown," starring Paul Muni, has
been assigned by Warners to direct
T
T
T
Al Jolson and Ruby Keeler in
The Samuel Goldwyn production,
"Casino De Paree," a musical ro- starring Anna Sten and Gary
mance based on the story by Bradford Ropes, author of "42nd Street." Cooper, previously known as "BrokT
T
T
en Soil," has been re-titled "The
Wedding inNight."
It goes and
before
Omar Kiam, costume designer, cameras
a few weeks
will the
be
has developed a special character completed in time for United Artists
for "The Mighty Barnum" sideshow release early in the new year.
— a mermaid. Upon completion of
T
T
T
Sheila Mannors has been as"The Mighty Barnum," Kiam will
do the costumes for "Clive of Insigned to the leading role in "Wolves
dia," which 20th Century will make of Catclaw," Tim McCoy's next starring vehicle for the company, which
T
T
T
Marcel Achard is en route from is now in production under the direction of David Selman. She will
Paris to work on the screen version
portray the part of Dolores Ortega
of "Folies Bergere." He will arrive Other players already signed include,
in Hollywood on Oct. 25. While in
Hooper Atchley, Alden Chase,
France, Achard wrote a play, "Une Charles King and Steve Clark.
Femme Blanche." His two recent
T
T
T
successes, "Domino" and "Jean de
Frances Lister has been set for
la Lune," are still playing in Paris.
of the leads in "Clive of India,'
He is represented by Percival Mon- one
20th Century picture. The deal was
tague.
made by Leah Salisbury.
▼ ▼ T
Our Passing Show: Lewis Milestone, Wesley Ruggles, Mervyn LeRoy, Fred Keating, Walter Myers,
Lou Holtz, John Stahl, Jack Haley,
Harry Jolson, M. H. Hoffman, Harry Green, Kurt Neumann, Clarence
Marks, Lou Ostrow, Harry Warren,
Nat Perrin at Jack Osterman's "Sunday Night Frolic."
T
T
T
Bernard Newman is now at RKO.
where he will design the costumes
for "Roberta," which Pandro Berman will produce. Newman, who is
now under contract to RKO, was
chief designer for Bergdorf-Goodman for 12 years.

T

T

T

Columbia has exercised its option
on the services of Roy William Neill,
director. He has just completed
Til Fix It," starring Jack Holt
which is shortly to be released, and
at present is directing "Spring 3100'
(temporary title), with Nancy Carroll, George Murphy and Donald
Cook in the feature roles.
T

T

T

Dorothy Stickney, Broadway actress, has been definitely assigned tc
the mother role in "The Little Min
ister," current RKO Radio production. The maid part goes to Marioi
Clayton, another popular stage play
er.

NEWS

OF THE DAY

30^ for a gain of V/s on thea day.
new
tary of Rocky Mountain Theater
Omaha — Midwest Film exchange
Columbia certificates made
four-year high of 39, closing at for Nebraska and Iowa has added Owners and of the newly-formed
Denver
Theater Managers, Inc., was
rose
Fox
three
employes
in
its
expansion
pol38J4 for a gain of V,i;
Ed Youtz of Des elected pi-esident of the South Den1%, Pathe A jumped a point and Moinesicy,asincluding
booker.
ver Civic Association. Gerald WhitWarner preferred closed up 2Vz.
ney, manager of the Mayan theater,
was
elected a director.
Boston — Sol Bines, former Hub
Predicts Reduction
real estate excutive, has been taken
Sidney, Neb. — Harold Jones, maninto the local distributing picture
In Fees for Sound as
ager of the Fox, was married in
treasurer of American Film Ex(Continued from Page 1)
Beatrice,
Neb., to Imogene Mary
change. Harry Asher is president.
Kastarek.
as a result of conferences in the last
Wilfew days with attorneys for
Greenfield, Mass. — Carroll Lawler,
liam Fox. Robins said he also gain- head of the Lawler theater here and
Pueblo, Colo.— Westland Theaters,
ed the impression that compulsory the Amherst in Amherst, is im- Inc., have changed the name of the
puron
Chief
to the Colorado, and that of
ions
restrict
and
servicing
proving after an abdominal opera- the Rialto
ment parts would tion.
to the Chief.
chase of replace
d.
be abandone

$20,000,000 SUIT
FILED OVER COLOR
(Continued from Page 1)

and others, according to Charles E
Townsend
and William A. Loftus,.
attorneys for Douglass.
Douglass, who figured in Victor i
talking machine inventions and is:
an expert in color photography and
sound cameras, claims that all usage
of color processes infringes on his1!
original idea patented in 1918.

X

Eleven Houses Reopened
In Indianapolis Territory
(Continued from Page 1)

Roxy, Logansport; Wallace, Peru;
Indiana, Richmond, and Virginia^
Terre Haute. New houses are thei
Ritz, Peru, and Grand, Crothersville, while the closings are the
Strand, Frankfort, and Princess,;
Newburgh.

Says American Firm
Seeks
British Circuiti
(Continued from Page 1)
a member of the Paramount theater
reorganization
committee.
Declining to name the American company:
at present, but stating that it is at
$200,000,000
corporation,
Kronicki
said most of the theaters would be>
bought, while some will be built, and
that the circuit would be run ink
conjunction with a British companj^j
formed for production purposes.

Plan Movies in Schools
As Entertainment FareJ!
(Continued from Page

1)

tion picture chairman of the organization, at the state congress here/
this week. The P-T group was
urged by Mrs. Gilman to pursue!
its film activities alone instead o«
working with the movie industry. I

Music Plan Satisfies
I.T.O.A. Temporarily]
(Continued from Page 1)

terday. The New York exhibited
association, however, hopes for the
success of the Federal Government's!
suit which would dissolve the mu-l
sic society on grounds of violating
the anti-trust laws, he declared.
Sidney E. Samuelson, national
president of Allied, declined tol
comment on the settlement pending
his
rates.study of the new schedule ofl

Father and Son Take Brides
Deadwood, S. D. — Two marriagea
in one month, father and son, have*
been recorded in the Klein family.
Charles Klein, the father, president
of Black Hills Amusement Co., waa
Providence, R. I. — The Modern
Denver— Art O'Connell, Universal married in Hot Springs, S. D., ttf
theater, owned by A. Spitz and An- salesman, is the father of a girl.
Hilda Wendt. Richard Klein, huj
Set Brooklyn Trans-Lux Opening
thony Romano, has gone into acLux
son, was married in New York ttfof the newandTranstion
with
films
and
flesh.
Opening Fulton
Denver
—
Gibraltar
Enterprises
De Kalb
St.
theater at
Jeanette Waugh of Deadwood. Richhave
taken
over
the
Palm
theater,
ard is booker for Paramount in New]
p
for
Ave., Brooklyn, has been set
Denver — Emmett Thurmon, secre- Alamosa, Colo., from J. J. Goodstein York.
week from today.
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WILLIAM FOX WANTS
OVER $8,000,000 Wants Newsreel Given
(Continued from Page

Apportioning Extra Work
Among the Neediest First
(Continued from Page

1)

survey of the situation. "The possibility of any large group of people making a living doing extra
work is remote," says MacCullough,
"and eventually we must face the
fact that 350 extra jobs per day
which the studios provide cannot be
divided among 8,000 or even 2,000
persons and give each a living."

Hecht-MacArthur Finish
5 Days Ahead of Schedule
Ben Hecht and Charles MacArthur wrote a new chapter in the history of film production in Astoria,
L. L, yesterday when they finished
their second feature production for
Paramount, tentatively titled
"Laugh Little Clown", starring
Jimmy Savo, in five days less than
the scheduled time for the making
of the picture.
Santell Quits Toeplitz Film
London — Al Santell has withdrawn from the direction of a picture for the Ludovico Toeplitz organization. The director is said to
have walked out because Toeplitz
would not agree to the importing of
a Hollywood film editor who could
impart the necessary speed to the
picture.

S

Privil
Dame rrmlege
as newspaper

1)

of the double-,print and flywheel
patents which the magnate controls.
Both Erpi and ECA Photophone
yesterday maintained their policy of
"no comment" on the situation,
which has aroused greater industry
interest, in all probability, than any
other development in the business
in recent years.

XA/HEN

newsreel cameramen

took pictures of the leading figures in the

~ ™ Edwards murder trial at Wilkes-Barre. Pa., and of Hauptmann and others
in the Lindbergh kidnaping arrest, some timid souls publicly objected and expressed fear that the motion pictures invaded the premises of the law and the
sanctity of the courts. Yet none of the official folks involved complained.
On the contrary, all of these, including the Judge on the Edwards case, posed
for pictures and allowed them to be taken in different ways where the news
value was recognized.
Thp newsreels are the visualized and talking division of the American
press. This is even recognized by State and other censor boards where newsreels and local subjects are permitted to be shown in the theaters without
being censored. Everything that has appeared in the newsreels about the cases
mentioned have been definite photographic representations of the actions involved coupled with direct interviews with some of the officials and others
concerned.

N,

One of the complaints made of newsreel pictures of these events was that
the cases were being "tried in the theaters." While this is not so and in the
nature of things can never be so, yet if it were true the "jury" would be the
American public and not those who made the pictures or the theater managers. No logical objection could be raised to having these cases and similar
events fully reported and pictured in the newspapers and magazines before and
during the trial. Yet in the newspapers and magazines these and similar cases
are analyzed and editorial and special writers' opinions expressed before the
trial and while it is in progress. No newsreel editor or theater manager expresses any opinion. It is left entirely to the public to draw any conclusions
they please after seeing the motion picture and listening to the spoken interviews of court and police officials and others. Yet the newspapers and magazines do not offend against public order or court sanctity and surely with infinitely less of a so-called "trespass" the newsreels cannot possibly offend.
I believe, however, that we should be grateful for the complaints because
such fault finding gives added emphasis to the fact that the motion-pictured
and spoken presentation on the screen is infinitely of much greater service to
the public from a news standpoint than that provided by any other medium.
It is also certain that this newsreel presentation of public events will be extended until every theater will flash the outstanding daily happenings for their
patrons in relatively as rapid a form as the newspaper photographs and illustrations appear.
The American public can never be denied the right to see and hear any
form of news presentation they may desire. News can come to them through
the newspapers, the screen, the radio or through ordinary conversation. It may
even come to them in the very near future through television, when the theater presentation of important happenings, irrespective of distance, will be practically instantaneous or as soon as wires or radio energy can transmit the event
to the screen. When that happens it will give the theater screen complete precedence in the matter of time over all other forms of popular news presentation.—M. J. O'TOOLE.

7 RKO Radio Shorts British West Indies Adopt
For October Release U. S. Exploitation Methods

FEDERAL CODE PROBE
IS SOUGHT BY ALLIED
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILM

Washington — A congressional in-J
vestigation of the negotiation, writ-1
ing and administration of the mo-j
tion picture code heads a three-J
point legislative campaign outlined •
by Allied States Ass'n in its cur-1
rent bulletin. The other two points
are: to secure a modification of the
copyright law which will curb the]
power of the American Society ofl
Composers, Authors & PublishersJ
and to secure the enactment of anl
anti-block booking law similar tol
the so-called Brookhart Bill.
Despite the outcome of recent!
negotiations, Allied will not disenJ
able itself by agreement or other-i
wise to carry on a campaign for al
revision of the copyright law, thea
bulletin states. Permanent relief isl
sought by the organization in the!
matter of music rates.
A fall conference of the Allied
board of directors is planned, fol-1
lowing the elections, with New Or-J
leans being considered as the meet-l
ing place.
Suggestions for changes
in the constitution and by-laws ofl
the organization are being solicited
from the membership, and the re-1
visions will be discussed at the com*
ing fall meeting.

Allied Eastern Units
Meet Mon. in Boston
(Continued from Page 1)

tors of New England, Allied The4
aters of Maine, Allied Theaters ofl
Vermont, Allied Theaters of Rhode
Island, Allied Theaters of New
York, Allied Theaters of New Jer«
sey and Allied Theaters of Marya
land.

Cartoonist for Roxy Lobby
The Roxy has engaged Bob Eppy,
cartoonist, to perform his lightning
Burke and Spina Delay Trip
To boost theater receipts, which caricature act in the lobby today,
"Songs
of
the
Colleges,"
a
twotomorrow
and Sunday. Eppy, who
Johnny Burke and Harold Spina reel subject featuring Hal Roberts declined this year compared to last,
American exploitation methods will ;s also appearing at the Casino de
composers of "The Beat Of My
Heart," have delayed their departure and his Trojan Band, is being re- be introduced into the British West Paree, will do free caricatures of
for the coast because of the publeased by RKO Radio this month to- Indies for the first time, it was said any patrons who requests them.
lication of three new songs, "Irregether with two other two-reelers
by W. P. Humpherie, mansistible," "It's Dark On Observatory and four single-reelers. The two- yesterday
aging director of British Colonial,
Half Day for Home Offices
Hill," and "You're Not The Only reel subjects are:
Ltd., largest operator of theaters in
Most of the film companies are
Oyster In The Stew."
"Everything's Ducky", a Clark the islands, who is here on business.
their home offices at noon toand McCullough comedy, "Songs of Double features are played in Brit- closing
FWC Reopening Vallejo House
day in observance of Columbus Day.
ish Colonial houses only when there
the Colleges," a Headliner comedy
Vallejo, Cal. — -The new Hanlon featuring Hal Roberts and the Tro- is an accumulation of features not
theater has been opened by Fox
of topnotch calibre, which is about
4 Companies After Singer
Band;Redheads
"Ocean comedy,
Swells,"
West Coast.
House formerly was Blondesjanand
witha once weekly, Humpherie stated. A
Paramount, 20th Century and
known as the Fox Virginia.
Dorothy Granger, Carol Tevis, new 2,600-seat theater is being Warner-First National are all
Grady Sutton, Ed Deering and erected in Port of Spain, Trinidad, understood seeking to sign Everett
others.
Marshall, singer.
Humpherie said.
"Student Tour" at Metropolitan
The one-reelers are: the fourth
Greater New York premiere of
Milton Douglas Holds Over
M-G-M's "Student Tour" takes place of the Toddle Tales cartoon series,
today at Loew's Metropolitan produced by the Van Beuren Corp.,
Milton Douglas, appearing in the
Traveling Theater in Chi.
Brooklyn. Holdover of "Barretts of the third of the Van Beuren Rainbow Parade color cartoon series, Select film, "Gigolette," has been
Wimpole Street" for a third week
Chicago has
— Paramount's
at the Capitol on Broadway elim- Pathe Topics No. 1. and the fifth signed for another week to appea' Theater"
arrived here"Rolling
for a
inated the rjicture's scheduled open- issue of the Dumb Belle Letters pro- as master of ceremonies at the week's
stay. It. is on a nationwide
tour.
Adelphia Hotel, Philadelphia.
ing at that house today.
duced by Van Beuren.

Completely

DEPENDABLE
dependability of Eastman SuperTHE
Sensitive Panchromatic Negative is
not based entirely upon its well-known uniformity. Itis the original, inherent quality
of the emulsion. ..its constant ability to help
producers and cameramen

make the most

of every picture... that completes its dependability., .that seals the acceptance which
this famous film enjoys. Eastman Kodak
Company. (J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors, New York,
Chicago,
Hollywood.)

EASTMAN Super-Sensitive
Panchromatic Negative

IT'S IN
THE AIR!

ONE

GREAT

REEL

featuring the sensational and intricate
plays of the world's champion football
team, the Chicago Bears, and starring
the world's most notable gridiron
athletes.

HAROLD

"RED" GRANGE

"BRONKO" NAGURSKI
WILLIAM HEWITT
GENE RONZANI
"OOKIE"

JACK WANDERS
JOHN DOEHRING
CARL BROMBAUGH
MILLER

and Other Stellar Football Favorites
DIRECTED

BY RAY McCAREY

ADVERTISE
IT NOW WITH
YOUR
BIGGEST FEATURE!
Hollywood Reporter says:
'A gold-mine of entertainment,

A pleasure and a

thrill a minute."
M. P. Daily says:
"Pete Smith makes it particularly interesting with his
trenchant remarks and the use of slow motion."
Film Daily says:
"Unusual

and

timely short.

Action,

thrills

and

comedy by Pete Smith."
M. P. Herald says:
IT'S JUST ONE
REEL!
But it's so
good it gets a Spec
ial Press Sheet.'
Ask for it.

I^

"An

ideal short, will go well on program during

football season."

MAKES BIG ONES OUT OF LITTLE ONES!

ewspc
The Daily N
ures
Pict iper
Of Motion Years
Now Sixteen

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Blumenthal in 'BonaFide' Bid for FoxTheaters Stock

29 NORTHWEST AND 17 NEW ENGLAND HOMES OPEN
Series of 24 Morality Subjects to be Shown to Kids
Pill Teach Commandments
By Object Lessons
From Films
Initial releases in a series of films
nbodying a wholly new and ,popurized version of the Ten Commandlents will be screened for the first
me before the general convention
: the Episcopal Church in Atlantic
ity on Wednesday. Attention of
le convention will bs called to the
jssibilities of the series as an
lgmentary to the Scriptures, in
ie sense of its direct appeal
to
ildren through the psychology of
{Continued on Page

3)

0 BIG DEVELOPMENTS
IN ENGINEERING FIELD
■No engineering developments con■ered as important have occurred
■ring the past six months, it will
1 indicated by the report of the
pgress
committee
of the S. M.
E. at its fall meeting Oct. 291 at the Hotel Pennsylvania.
period has been devoted to imving existing devices and equipts.

Irsey Houses Grossed
$19,179,000 Last Year
mMngton

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

irVashington — Total gross of 238
tfaters in New Jersey for 1933 was
W, 179, 000, according to the ComUrce Department's Census of
Aerican Business. An average of
316 persons were employed full
tie and payroll amounted to $3,71,000. Newark's 30 houses grossed
$056,000.

franklin

to

Film

"L'Aiglon"

j
"L'Aiglon,"
which
Selwyn
Harold
B. Franklin
are Arch
presenting
on and
the
Broadway stage starting Oct. 30, with
Eva LeGallienne and Ethel Barrymore
leading the cast, will later be filmed
]>y Franklin and Selwyn under the title
f "The Eaglet." The same stars will
ppear in the screen version, which
toes in work here shortly after the
lay opens at the Broadhurst.

Nordisk Wins Patent Case Against U. S. Companies
Copenhagen — Nordisk Tonfilm Co. has won a Supreme Court suit involving noiseless
recording against Paramount and other American firms. Hereafter the Danish film
chief, Carl Bauder, will have the right to ban all imports of U. S. product, though it
is understood he will negotiate to admit films on a license fee basis. The sound rights
in question will probably include Norway and Sweden as well. American companies are
believed likely to withdraw from Denmark rather than pay tribute to the new film
dictator

Stock Companies Opposed
David Selznick to Make
2 Musicals at One Time
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — David 0. Selznick will
have two musical productions in
work at one time at M-G-M, it was
revealed when he announced plans
for making "Piccadilly Jim" an intimate song-and-dance show. The
other will co-star Joan Crawford and
William Powell. Both go in work
next month.

West

Coast

Bureau

by Zanuck
of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Accumulation by studios of a string of contract players,
otherwise known as a "stock company," has found a vigorous opponent in Darryl Zanuck, producer
of 20th Century Pictures, who has
ordered that this practice be carefully avoided in the casting of his
forthcoming pictures. Zanuck contends that the stock company is one
[of the chief detriments of the screen
(Continued on Page 3)

Theater Reopenings Take
Spurt — 10 in Michigan
and 10 in Texas
Theater openings the past month
showed a strong seasonal rise, according to additional Film Board of
Trade repoi-ts just received, with the
Minneapolis territory listing 29
openings, two of which are new theaters, while 17 took place in the
Boston region, 10 in the Detroit territory and 10 in Texas. The new
Northwest houses are the Turner
Hall, New Ulm, Minn., and the new
Roxy, Marshall, Minn. There were
only two closings in that section
during the same period.
Of the (Continued
10 Michigan
reopenings,
on Page 3)

FOREIGNliLFFIRMS
MUST CONFORM TO NRA
Washington

11 Stages Busy at Warner
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

Studios

DAILY

Hollywood — Production activities
at the Warner-First National Burbank studios have risen to the point
where 11 of the company's sound
stages are simultaneously being
used. The massive production pets
for "Sweet Adeline" alone occupy
three stages, while two stages are
(Continued on Page 6)

MacLean
EndedSees
by "Cycles"
Cooperation
Elimination of picture "cycles"
through cooperation between studios
is taking place, Douglas MacLean,
associate producer at Paramount,
said in an interview in New York
on Saturday.
In onan Page
effort
(Continued
3) to pre-

'Bona Fide ' Offer by Blumenthal
For Fox Theaters Corp. Stock
Release Dates to Dec, 1
Set
by Warner-First
Release
dates on eight of Nat'l
its 14
completed features, bringing the
schedule up to Dec. 1, have been set
by Warner-First National. They
are: "Six-Day Bike Rider," starring
Joe E. Brown, and "I Sell Anything," with Pat O'Brien, Ann
Dvorak,
Claire
Dodd
and
Roscoe
(Continued

on

Page

6)

The "bona fide" offer for the outstanding stock of the Fox Theaters
Corp., predicted Sept. 20 by exJudge Charles H. Kelby, counsel for
Miriam Rogers, a creditor, will likely be made by A. C. Blumenthal,
Ths Fil,mwas
Dally
Kelby's
statement,
made learns.
before Federal
Judge Martin T. Manton at a Fox
Theaters, hearing. It was reported
Saturday(Continued
that Blumenthal's
on Page 2)

first

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Foreign movie companies who are now making a determined drive for American business
will have to follow the film industry
code regulations, NRA officials announce. It is added, however, that
thus far the NRA has taken no ofvasion.ficial cognizance of the foreign in-

Delegation Will Attend
Washington Code Hearing
Producer and distributor representives will go to Washington on Wednesday to attend a public hearing in
connection with approval of rules
of fair practices governing relations
between producers and ager.l_,
writers, actors,
(Continucddirectors
on Page 3)and tech-

Set on NRA Enforcement

Wash. Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Enforcement of NRA
codes is to be left with the Department
of Justice and the Federal Trade ommission, President Roosevelt has indicated. Following a White House conference late last week, the President
and Donald Richberg, director o,f the
NRA policy commission, said that no
new legal agency would
be established.
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Chicago — New possibilities in
auditorium projection of 16mm.
film were revealed at a recent showing here when Bell & Howell's new
Filmo 16mm. 1,000-watt Projector
threw 15x20 pictures of theater brilliance in a 1,400-seat theater auditorium, according to R. Fawn
Mitchell, manager of the technical
service department of B. & H. The
throw was 110 feet, and a 2-inch
lens, regular equipment with the
projector, was used.

2 More for G-B Sales Staff

(Continued from Page

1)

an

dG

KAY FRANCIS, Warner star, who returned
from a summer vacation in Europe last week,
expects to leave New York for California and
the studios
the latter part of this week

to

DOUGLAS MacLEAN, now in New York, remains here until late October before returning
Hollywood.

JEFFREY BERNERD, who sails for Europe next
week with MARK OSTRER, expects to return i
in about a month.

move in regard to the offer was to
ISABEL JEWELL, M-G-M player, is planningi
come to New York this week to discuss a
open negotiations with Milton C. to
stage role in an Elmer Harris production.
Weisman, receiver for the corporaDAVID B. HAMPTON, story agent, has retion, for the purchase of the $4,000,turned to New
York
from
Hollywood.
000 Fox Theaters claim against Fox
Metropolitan Playhouses, a Fox TheCostain Joins Fox Story Dept.
aters subsidiary.
Thomas D. Costain, former assowas said
to be Blumenthal's
$225,000 for offer
the
claim. It was also reported that
ciate editor of "The Saturday EveBlumenthal will make an offer for
ning Post," has joined the Fox storjp
department
at the home office. Thei
all claims against the Skouras com- department is
understood moving to:
pany, operators of a group of Fox
the RKO building soon in order to;
Met. theaters.
be more accessible to writers and

agents.
3 Appeals Hearings This Week
Out of approximately 1,000 houses
Three appeals hearings are planned by the Code Authority this week.:
operating in New England, about
75 per cent are now playing double Tomorrow individual appeals will be>
features, representing an increase heard by an appeals committee and
of 20 per cent as compared with a on Wednesday, the San Francisco i
year ago, Herman Rifkin, Mono- clearance and zoning schedule will
gram franchise holder in Boston and be open to recommendations. The
New Haven, said in New York on Detroit plan will be the subject of
Saturday.
a hearing Thursday.

75% on Duals in N. E.

currently paid Paramount's top executives isgreatly below similar figures prior to the Paramount bankruptcy, according to data furnished
by the Paramount trustees to Malcolm Sumner, attorney for a group
of Paramount bondholders, who has
now requested a complete breakdown on salaries paid the executives.

%

—

Vs

58y2

INDUSTRIAL

'/8

—

60
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Plan Based on Grosses

Blumenthal Making Bid
New 16mm. Projector
Throws 15 x 20 Pictures
For Fox Theaters Stock

Para. Officers' Salaries Lower
Total of salaries and allowances

AS OF SATURDAY)

Monday, Oct. 15, 1934

Revision of the producer-distributor assessment plan by the Code Authority will
include principle of allocations based on gross revenue of the various companies but
eliminate the bracket arrangement of determining assessments. The bracket system is
understood to have caused the NRA Division of Research and Planning to send the
plan back to the Authority for alterations.
The modified version to be worked out by Sidney R. Kent and Harold S. Bareford in behalf of the Authority will also take into consideration benefits derived from
the code by the different producers and distributors,
in addition to gross intakes.

George W. Weeks of GaumontBritish has appointed W. G. Carmichael formerly of Paramount,
United Artists and Warners, to the
G-B sales staff in Atlanta. J. S.
Carsacallen, formerly of M-G-M and
Fox,
lotte. has joined the staff in Char-
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New British Film at Westminster
"The Man Who Changed His
Name," a Twickenham film produced
by Julius Hagen and directed by
Henry Edwards, with cast headed
by Lyn Harding and Bettv Stockfield, opens today at the Westminster Cinema, following a five-week
run of "Bride of the Lake."
A British short, "Frankie and
Johnnie," with Charles Laughton
and his wife, El,sa Lanchaster, also
will have its first American showing on the new Westminster program.
"Man of Aran" for Architects
A preview of the Gaumont-British
picture,
which will
opens
this week"Man
at of
theAran,"
Criterion,
be
given Wednesday at the Ritz-Carlton
for the benefit of the Architects'
Emergency Committee. Mrs. James
Roosevelt heads the list of prominent persons sponsoring the preview.
Groups to See "School for Girls"
Liberty's "School for Girls," with
Sidney Fox, Paul Kelly and Lois
Wilson, will be given a special invitation showing today at the Westminster Cinema for about 300 representatives ofwomen's welfare organizations.

"THE RICHEST

GIRL IN THE WORLD"

With all her money, the richest girl in the world couldn't
buy theatre carpets that give more all-round satisfaction
than those made by Alexander Smith. Which is why these
famous floor -coverings are used by the majority of the
country's most successful theatres.

ALEXANDER

SMITH

CARPET

THE

-22H
DAILY
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MORALITY SUBJECTS
PLANNED FOR KIDS
(.Continued from Page

1)

modern treatment and the featuring
of present-day
occurrences
rather
than those of ancient history.
The series is the culmination of a
work extending over the past five
years by the educators headed by
Dr. Howard Le Sourd, dean of the
Grauate School of Boston University, and including Dr. Mark A.
May, director of the Institute of
Human Relations at Yale; Florence
Hale, editor of the "Grade Teacher"
and past president of the National
Education Association; Dr. Phyllis
Blanchard, director of the Philadelphia Child Guidance Clinic and a
specialist on child mental hygiene.
With the resources of the entire
film industry at their disposal, members of the committee finally abandoned all thoughts of producing
original pictures for the present
policy of clipping from features
with known stars, sequences which
lent themselves to child moral theory. Such situations have been cut
from regular box office material and
furnished with a prologue and epilogue so as to possess the smoothness of a finished continuity.
Instead of the stoning of an early
Christian, Huckleberry Finn is
shown being given the "razz" by his
school mates. The children who attend this Saturday morning bible
class in the film theater will be
asked in an epilogue whether they
think it right that an awkward
child, possibly in their own neighborhood, should be ridiculed. Another subject, taken from the picture "Sooky," moralizes on the
slums.
From "Sign of the Cross" a sequence dealing with boy, who reveals
the meeting place of the Christians
after being tortured, is used.
"Would you make every sacrifice to
save your pal?" Children will have
that one to mull over in their classrooms on the following Monday
morning. The lesson is inspired
from Skippy and his dog.
Some 300 theaters throughout the
country have agreed to act as experimental outposts, and to show
immediately one subject at special
performances convenient for children, such as Saturday morning.
Twelve one-reel subjects, of which
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"Mona
her

Barrie
role in

will
'24

become
a blonde
Hours a Day'." —

• The Broadway

Parade •

Picture
Now and Forever
Happiness
Ahead
Judge Priest
Man Who Changed His Name
Wake
Up and Dream
Crimson
Romance

Distributor
Paramount
First National. . .
Fox
DuWorld
Universal
Mascot

Peck's
Bad Boy (2nd week)
Our Daily Bread
(2nd week)
Barretts
of Wimpole
Street
(3rd week)
Count
of Monte
Cristo
(3rd week)
Chu Chin Chow*

Fox
Roxy
United Artists ... .Rialto
M-G-M
Capitol
United Artists
. Rivoli
Gaumont-British. Palace

♦ TWO-A-DAY
4 FOREIGN
(3rd

LANGUAGE

week)

Astor

FILMS

♦
55th St. Playhouse
Cameo
Acme

DuWorld
Amkino
.
Amkino .

* FUTURE

OPENINGS

♦

The
Last Gentleman
(Oct. 17)
United Artists. ...
Age of Innocence (Oct. 18)
RKO Radio
Man
of Aran
(Oct. 18; two-a-day)
Gaumont-British
Have a Heart
(Oct.
18)
M-G-M
Outcast
Lady
(Oct.
19)
M-G-M
Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch (Oct. 19)... Paramount
Little Friend
(Oct
19)
Gaumont-British
Madame
Du Barry
(Oct. 24)
Warner Bros
We Live Again
(Nov.
1)
United Artists. . .
Case
of the Howling
Dog"*
Warner Bros
Men of Tomorrowf
Mundus
'Subsequent run.

fFollows The

Blue

Light.

(Continued from Page 1)

sevene were Butterfield houses. Only
one theater was darkened in the
month.

♦

M-G-M

The Merry Widow.

The Blue Light
Deserter
Thunderstorm

RUN

Theater
Paramount
. Strand
Music Hall
Westminster
Mayf air
Criterion

'Follows

Rivoli
Music Hall
Criterion
Mayfair
Capitol
Paramount
Strand
Music Hall
Rialto
Roxy
55th St. Playhouse
Our

Daily

Bread.

Stock Company System
Delegation Will Attend
Washington Code Hearing
Is Scored by Zanuck
(Continued from' Page

1)

nicians. John C. Flinn, executive
secretary of the Code Authority,
may also be present. The hearing
will take place at 10 a. m. in the
Willard Hotel with William P.
Farnsworth, deputy administrator,
in charge.

Warner Jersey Circuit
Books Liberty Program

Warner's New Jersey houses will
play the entire current program of
Liberty Pictures, it is announced by
Budd Rogers, Liberty sales man
ager. The deal was negotiated by
Frank Damis. acting for the Warner
circuit, and Jack Bellman of Hollywood Film Exchanges, Liberty distributor for this territory.
Kuykendall
in New Orleans
New Orleans — Explaining that his
oosition as a national code authority member prevented him from
accepting the local clearance and
zoning board's invitation to preside
it a meeting: to rezone the citv. Ed
Kuykendall, M. P. T. O. A. president,
nevertheless devoted several hours
to explaining principles and answering questions asked by board members. The conference took place at
a luncheon given him by the board.
Kuykendall came here with Dave
Palfreyman to address the national
convention of the American Hotel
Ass'n on the music tax.
seven are culled from Paramount
features, will be provided for these
theaters during the early winter,
with another twelve to be released in
January. If the winter proves the
plan a success the industry has
agreed to keep educators and moralists permanently supplied with product and to enlist more theaters for
the cause.

29N.W.AND17N.E.
THEATERS ARE OPENED

(Continued from Page 1)

in that it tends to bring the same
players together in picture after
picture, with the result that the public becomes tired of the repetition.
In urging the abolition of this custom, Zanuck stated:
"When a company employs a large
stock list of talent, the individual
players are shoved into parts which
do not necessarily fit them merely
to absorb their salaries. Audiences
may enjoy seeing the same faces
together in the same situations a
few times, but by too much repetition they become a drawback rather
than an asset, and tend to hurt all
pictures in general. For that reason, we will not have a stock company of supporting players or nearstars at 20th Century Pictures. In
'The Mighty Barnum' which we are
now making, we have 42 speaking
parts besides the star, Wallace
Beery. But we have made individual
casting arrangements with 42 players, each fitted for the particular
role he is playing.
"When it comes to our next picture, 'Clive of India,' we have an
entirely different set of characters.
The problem here is even greater,
because the production calls for 91
man.
players to appear with Ronald Col"Although this is a more expensive manner of producing pictures,
we believe that the audiences are
entitled to see new casts and new
combinations of players in each picture, and also that our productions
will be more accurate in cast types."
Harry Brandt Drops One
Harry Brandt has dropped the
City Hall theater on Park Row.

In Texas, besides the 10 reopenings, a new house was put in operation, the Isis in Fairfield, by
Frederic Hill. There were no closings. Four houses were taken ove';
by J. G. Long — the Liberty in ElCampo, the Strand in Yorktown and
the Queen and Rita in Victoria.
Seven New England houses were
closed.
Complete list of the openings,
closings and other changes of the
past month will appear in a subsequent issue.

MacLean
EndedSees
by "Cycles"
Cooperation
(Continued from Page

1)

vent duplication of themes, producers now exchange scripts, he stated.
MacLean sees a need of hokum,
well handled, as owing to the fact
that it is concerned with basic human emotions it appeals widely to
both unsophisticated and sophisticated people. At Paramount, observed MacLean, better product is
being produced partly through insertion of more than one star or
important parts in stories, thus increasing scope of their appeal.
Commenting "on the Legion of Decency movement, the producer declared that studios are exercising
extreme caution in trying to steer
clear of objectionable material.
Don Jacocks Moves
Donald Jacocks, general
ager of Warner theaters in
Jersey, has moved to Montclair,
He formerly commuted from
Haven, Conn.

manNew
N. J.
New

Happiness Ahead" Holds
"Happiness Ahead," First National production, will be held for
aStrand.
second week at the New York
Central Theater Boosting Scale
Central theater will boost its top
to 55 cents for the return Broadway
booking stai-ting Monday of "Are
We Civilized?"
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'Happiness Ahead* is season's— AT.
happiest
hit."
Y. American
"'Happiness

Ahead*

is

winning
— N. Y. film."
Times

"Winning and exhilarating entertainment."
— N. Y. Mirror
tfUN *

"One

of cinema's

WARNER

superior
items."
—N. Y. World-Telegram

BROS. Again!
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11 STAGES ARE BUSY
AT WARNER STUDIOS
(Continued from Page

THE

West

1)

being used for the production of
"Gold Diggers of 1935." "White
Cockatoo" takes up an entire stage;
two stages are shooting on "The
Right to Live," and three more of
the studio's stages will be taken up
with the immediate production of
"Sweet Music," the Rudy Vallee musical.
To provide ample lighting effects
for these productions, the company
is constantly using 3,500 500-watt
lamps, which necessitated the renting of 500 lamps to take care of all
the activity. For the first time in
the company's production history,
two huge camera cranes are being
used, one for "Sweet Adeline" and
the other for "Gold Diggers of
1935."
This is about the biggest production activity carried on at the Burbank studios in years.

Release Dates to Dec. 1
from Page 1) Nat'l
Warner-First
Set by(Continued
Karns, Oct. 30; "Happiness Ahead,"
co-starring Dick Powell and Joseph"Firebird,''
, Oct. ,27;Ricardo
Hutchinson
CorTeasdale
with ineVerree
tez and Lionel Atwill, Nov. 3; "A
Perfect Weekend," with James Cagney, Patricia Ellis and Allen Jenkins,
Are Born,"
men Jean
10; "Gentle
Nov. Francho
t Tone,
Muir,
with
Margaret Lindsay and Ann Dvorak,
Nov. 17; "I Am a Thief," with Mary
Astor, Ricardo Cortez, Dudley Digges and Irving Pichel, Nov. 24, and
"Flirtation Walk," with Dick Powell.
O'Brien, Dec.
Pat will
RubyTheKeeler
be made
picture
latter and
1.
available for special roadshow enWeek.
gagement Thanksgiving
Shapiro Back at City Hall Theater
Bernie Shapiro has returned to
the management of the City Hall
theater and will also act as film
buyer for the Minsky-Weinstock
houses.
6 More Chic Sale Shorts
West Coast Bureau of THE

MONG

FILM

DEMILLE LAUDS COHEN
AT COAST TESTIMONIAL

DAILY

Hollywood— M-G-M will produce
another series of six Chic Sale
shorts for the coming season, Harry
Rapf announces.

SUNSHIN€
.\^y//
NEWS

Broadway film critic finds nearly
half of last month's releases above average quality.

PHIL M

DALY

• •
• HERE IS some good news
for the hosts of
friends of a guy who has been eternally doing things for everybody else
whenever called on to furnish his marvelous
entertainment
facilities
through
talent he controlled
he has never failed once in all the years
for all
sorts of worthy causes
without collecting a nickel for
himself
just being a Good Sport
now here is the
good news
Gus Edwards at last is gonna do something
for HIMSELF
and there are a million lads and lassies
who will wish him all the luck in the world
here is one
gent who sure rates it
▲
▲
A
• • • THE GENT of "School Days" fame has surrounded
himself with a staff of experts
who will help the StarMaker make more stars than ever
the enterprise is
known as Gus Edwards Amusements, Inc.
in the WMCA
building at 1697 Broadway
covering a variety of activities
a training school to develop new talent
to
guide promising youngsters to a career
stage units shows
will be built up to cost as low as $500
12 shorts in color
are also on the agenda
Mister Edwards intends to supervise the destinies of the experienced stars he has helped to
make as well as the potential stars he picks
and when
it comes to picking talent
Gus Edwards has no superior
T
T
T
• •
• AMONG THOSE associated with Gus will be Nat
Cherin, an old film exec
who will be general manager
Leon J. Rubinstein, formerly of Ruby Camera Exchange,
who will handle publicity contacts and Arthur Behim, in
charge of special material
so here's wishing you the
best, Gus
from all your friends of the Amusement World
you should have done this for yourself long ago
T
T
T
• • • AN INVITATION has been issued by Major Albert Warner
to a list of celebs to attend the organization luncheon
of the Motion Picture and Theatrical Committee of the Jewish Federation for charitable activities
on Tuesday, October 23, at the Motion Picture Club
▼
T
T
• •
• THE ALPHABETICAL list of invited guests is as
follows
Jack Alicoate, Ed L. Alperson, Philip Baker,
Irving Berlin
Ben Bernie, David Bernstein, Louis Bernstein, Louis Blumenthal Harry Brandt, Joseph Brandt,
William Brandt, Eddie Cantor ...... Jack Cohen, Henry Dazian.
Samuel
Dembow,
Howard
Dietz
Felix Feist, Harold
Franklin, Louis Frisch, George Gershwin ..Harry Gluckman, Jack Goetz, Max Gordon, Marcus Heiman
Mark
Hellinger, Lou Holtz, George Jessel, George S. Kaufman
A. Lastfogel, Al Lichtman, David Loew, Sam E. Morris, William
Morris
Charles Moskowitz, Louis Nizer, Lee A. Ochs,
Phil Reisman
Elmer Rice, Samuel Rinzler, Herman Robbins, S. L. Rothafel
Max Schlesinger, A. Schneider, Louis
Schurr, Sid Silverman
Walter Reade, Louis K. Sidney.
Harry Thomas, Joseph Weinstock Walter Winchell, Irving Yates, Eugene Zukor
T
T
T
• • • A POSTCARD from Ed Schiller
now vacationing in California
Ed sez he attended the football
game of University of Southern California at the Losang Coliseum
took the suckers for $500
after going in
on an Annie Oakley
and Ed winds up by saying he is
feeling great, and will be seeing us all soon
Ten of the
prize winners in the national "Anthony Adverse" Casting Contest conducted by Warners have been announced they get
free trips by air with one week at the Drake Hotel to see the
World's Fair
T
T
T
• • • THE "Man of Aran" sign on the front of the Criterion theater
is arousing a flock of compliments by film
folk ...... .who describe it as one of the best pieces of work of
this sort Broadway has seen in a long time
The job was
supervised by A. P. Waxman, in charge of Gaumont-British publicity, advertising and exploitation
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Hollywood — Heaping credit on
Emanuel Cohen, production chief, for
the recent recovery in Paramount
earnings, Cecil B. DeMille, speaking
at the testimonial dinner given to
Cohen on Friday night, said the
company "is to be congratulated for
having produced him in its hour of
necessity." Stressing the fact that
the success of any motion picture
organization depends on its production department, DeMille said there
is no one with greater integrity in
the industry than Cohen.
Mae West, Alexander Hall, Arthur Hornblow, Jr., William Slavens
McNutt and Victor Milner also were
among those who eulogized Cohen.
The production head thanked the
Paramounters for their loyalty and
cooperation, and declared that the
present program of pictures is the
best the company has had in ten
years. He said Paramount has built
up its cash reserves by several million dollars without borrowing any
money, and expressed his pleasure
at the absence of internal politics
at the studio.
A. M. Botsford acted as toastmaster. Telegrams were read from
Ernst Lubitsch and Russell Holman.
Jacob Schechter Recuperating
Attorney Jacob Schechter, former
general counsel of the Federation of
the M. P. Industry, is recuperating
in Mt. Sinai Hospital following an
appendicitis operation.
Harlow-Gable Story Set
West
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Hollywood — John Meehan is adapting "My Brother's Wife," original by
George Auerbach, as a co-starring
vehicle for Jean Harlow and Clark
Gable at M-G-M.
Hearing on Para. Claims Oct. 23
Hearing on objections by Paramount to the $1,513,000 rent claim
of Stanley Warrick on the Beaux
Arts theater, Palm Beach, will take
place E.
Oct.Joyce.
23 before Special Master
John
Dickinson Remodeling House
Great Bend, Kans. — Glen Dickinson
circuit
is remodeling its house here
for opening.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS
476 films were imported by England
in 1933. Value of American films represented more than 90 per cent of total
imports.
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AMERICA'S innFIRST ACTOR
SHOuumflns special
PRODUCED B<J

SHOUJfTlEA
FOR

SHOuurriEn
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George KL Cohan

What

Man
The

cWho
Public

Knows
Wants

George M. Cohan is America's first actor. And
man. Because he knows what the public wants.
The public hxas paid exactly $93,824,762.75

its most successful show-

to see his shows and whistle

his songs,- a staggering tribute to the genius of George M. Cohan, producer,- playwright/ song writer,- director,- actor,- dancer,- showman.
the Cohan personality

But above all, in tribute to

Last season he starred for the Theatre Guild In Eugene O'Neills Ah!
Wilderness. For 36 consecutive weeks. The big outstanding success of New York.
And

for good measure.

Every Sunday night on the radio.

This season he goes on the road. With
to the radio.

Coast to coast.

Ah! Wilderness. And also returns

He will also be seen in one big picture for Harold B. Franklin.
Based on his great stage success.
As himself

Gambling.

He will be seen as the public wants to see him.

Harold R Franklin
^ihe
Man Who
Knows
'What The Sxhibitor Wants
The exhibitor knows what the exhibitor wants
B. Franklin is an
Paramount

Circuit

exhibitor

He

Fox West

has
Coast

operated
Circuit

more

Nobody

better

theatres

than

R. K O

Circuit

And

Harold

any man
Coast

to

living.
coast

Shooting-galleries to Radio City
Franklin has also gone into production. Plays Pictures On
present — in association with Arch Selwyn, Charles B Cochran
— these international stars: Elizabeth Bergner, Yvonne
Frances Starr, Eva La Gallienne
On
Cohan

the screen, his first production

Printemps, Lucienne Boyer,

M

Gambling

on the air, in drama, musical comedy, vaudeville, owes his success mainly

to the Cohan personality
Franklin will present.
Cohan

and Arthur Hopkins

through Fox Films, will be George

in one of his greatest stage successes,
Cohan

the stage he will

is a showman.

manship to make a showmen's

It's that personality, pure

Franklin is a showman.
production

and unadulterated, that

They re combining their show-

For showmen

.^Ifoxdldjice wAmtica h^iom.
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FOX FILM
p pesents:

* 8 MONTHS
ON BROADWAY

JS?3SS

* 12 MONTHS
COAST-TO-COAST
DIRECTED

ROWLAND

BY

V. LEE

GEORGE

M.COHAN'S

MIIEAMINUTE mystery melodrama!

AMERICA'S FIRST ACTOR

WYNNE GIBSON
DOROTHY BURGESS
AND A SUPERB

HAROLD

SUPPORTING

CAST

B. FRANKLIN /&«£«^

:ti

|

TO MY FELLOW EXHIBITORS
A

1i

lifetime of effort in the operation of theatres

has gone into the presentation of George M. Cohan
in

Gambling.
Its my belief that exhibitors know plenty about

pictures — and I ve tried to translate that belief
into action.
George M. Cohan

I

Mr. Cohan

is a showman.

We

showmen s picture for showmen.
It was

I

in Gambling

is the result.

ve tried to make a
For you.

made to measure up to Sidney Kent s

most exacting standards.
We

have made it for the box-office. Because

any box-office in America is home sweet home to
George M. Cohan.
Yours for the box-office

/d c^u^VfCoWcev^

GEORGE

M. COHAN

PLAYS

AL DRAPER
IN

//
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REVIEWS OF THE NEW SHORT SUBJECTS
"Barefoot Boy"
(Famous Poems)
Exhibitors Pictures
9 mins.
Fine
Produced in Photocolor, this subject is well-handled and maintains
a high degree of interest. A likeable, vigorous youngster is shown
plunging through the grass to a
swimming hole where he peels his
clothes and jumps in. A middle-aged
gent passing by in a Rolls Royce
sees the boy in the picturesque setting, stops the car and looks or
yearningly with a retrospective air.
Here the poem stars. Recital follows the boy as he plunges through,
the woods looking at things mentioned in the poem. Color is satisfactory. Musical score is good. Fred
Lewis is the narrator.

ficer of the law as the hero who
"Life of Richard Wagner"
Ufa
15 mins. effects Betty's rescue amid the
Interesting
plaudits of the packed house. Plenty
This is a musical travelogue, with good comedy touches in the scenario,
a good narrative, of the highlights and the animation is handled in a
in the life of the composer Wagner. fast-moving tempo. There is a musical accompaniment, too, with the
Throughout
the and
reel operas
Wagner's
immortal melodies
are well
popular
song,
"You're inasMythe
Power,"
suitably
interpolated
main
played by a symphony orchestra. theme.
Scenes show where the composer
worked and lived. Fine shots of the
countryside, seaside, stately courts
and market places are included. The
Sailor Behave"
cities shown are Leipzig, Dresden, with El "Oh,
Brendel, Gordon Westcott.
Lauchstadt, Magdeberg, Konigsberg.
Doris Atkinson
Riga, Paris, Weimar, Eisenach,
21 mins.
Mainz, Munich, Hochkopf and Bay- Vitaphone
reuth.
Plenty of Laughs

"Betty
Show"
(BettyBoop's
Boop Prize
Cartoon)
Paramount
7 mins.
Lively Animated
"ThewithVillage
Blacksmith"
Thurston
Hall
Old-time melodrama is taken for
Exhibitors Pictures
8 mins a ride in this Betty Boop cartoon,
Good
and the results are hilarious enough
With Thurston Hall as the smith? to provide seven minutes of very
and Herbert Rawlinson as the nar- diverting animated comedy entertainment that will meet the satisrator of the famous Longfellov
poem, this subject makes for satis
faction of any audience. Scene is
factory diversion. Photography is the town opera house, where the
visualization in considerable meas- heavy drammer is .staged with Betty
ure of the scenes mentioned in the as the heroine, a terrible bad man
poem. Color is fair.
as the villain, and a handsome of-

Chicago Local Board Rulings
Chicago — Only a few cases were :
This one opens up aboard a bat- before the grievance board the past t
tleship, where the gobs are prepar- week. The Atlantic theater was ordered to discontinue its Country ,
ing for shore leave. One sailor, son
of a society woman, tries to coax Store Nights, against which com- El Brendel to attend a lawn fete to plaint had been filed by the Califor- •
be held at the lad's home. The ar- nia theater. Complaint lodged :
gument winds up by Brendel attend- against the Roseland-State theater i
ing the fete in the guise of a Swed on the far South Side by the Capi- •
ish count. Everybody bows and tol because the former house ran ■
scrapes to the supposed count and Screeno games was dimissed, the •
things are moving smoothly until board ruling that as the houses were ;
the rest of the gobs decide to pay four miles apart there was no untheir shipmate a visit. Then it
to the complainant.
Sever-' •
comes out that Brendel is one of al small fairnesshouses
accused of premature advertising were ordered to de« •
the gang.
Plenty
of
good
amusesist
from
the
practice.
ment and snappy dialogue.

ROWLAND
DIRECTOR
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"Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Crawford"
(Pepper Pot Novelty)
Vitaphone
10 mins.
Melodious
These two artists on the organ i
are shown seated at dual consoles ;
for an opening number. Solos area
then played by Jesse and his wifeK
During the renditions, scenes ie*
picting the moods are interposed onji
I he screen. The reel ends with thel
duo playing "Trees." Other songs ■
rendered are "Just a Memory" and !
"Dinah." Makes a generally pleas- ■
ing subject.
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Exploiting the Current Films

itlanta Papers, Radio
'lug "Last Gentleman"
T7D MELNICKER,

manager of

Loew's Grand, Atlanta, made
a number of swell tie-ups with
his local newspapers which resulted in considerable space for
the opening of "The Last Gentleman," 20th Century production starring George Arliss and
released through United Artists. Both the "American"
and "Journal"
special
stories
and cutsdevoted
of Arliss
to
their opening announcements,
and stunts were arranged in the
"Constitution" and the "Journal & Georgian." A classified
ad contest was put over with
the "Constitution" which kept
mentioning "The Last Gentleman" for three consecutive days
on its classified page. Later
both the "Journal & Georgian"
and the "Constitution" carried
national ads on subsequent days
which attracted considerable
further attention to the opening. A special screening was
held for the Better Films Committee and all local critics, and
as a result the picture received
early reviews which accounted
for a smash opening. The Better Films Committee got out
cards endorsing the picture.
Through a tie-up with "Liberty
Magazine," more than 4,000 inserts were placed in the latest
issue of that publication and
distributed by their carriers.
Another stunt which attracted
attention for the engagement
was the mailing of 1,000 postal
cards to all lawyers in the city.
The copy referred to a legal
angle in the picture and mentioned the opening day of "The
Last Gentleman" at Loew's
Grand theater. In a Postal
Telegraph
tie-up
2,500 cards
[were distributed by their carriers and all of their branch
office windows contained displays on "The Last Gentleman."
A 15-minute sketch of the picture was broadcast over station
WGST. Additional radio mention was received on the "45
IMinutes
in Hollywood"
pro-

gram. All local street cars carried special half-sheet announcements.
— Loew's Grand, Atlanta

*
*
*
A Real Circus Front Sells
"Circus Clown" in Pittsfield

W^HEN a real circus agent
gets his hands on a picture
like "The Circus Clown" big
things can be expected. Edward
M. Dowling, manager of the
Palace theater in Pittsfield,
Mass., played up the circus angle for all it was worth when
he ran the picture. Circus atmosphere dominated the front.
A compo board false front was
erected on the street side of the
marquee so that it looked like a
tent with vertical and horizontal
stripes, and the legend "Main
Entrance" was printed on it.
Below this the title was spelled
out with each letter on an acrobatic clown which hung from
the bottom of the marauee. On
the side of the marquee Dowling
spotted
fn enlarged
head of Joe
E. Brown clown's
and a
huge cut out figure of Joe E.
Brown "floating through the
fir." Underneath the "big tent"
the box office was made to look
like a ticket wagon with an enlarged scene cut above it, and
above that a banner with the
title. Along all the sides were
numerous side show and main
attraction drawings interspersed
with scene cuts from the picture. The completed decorations
conveyed the atmosphere remarkably well and proved an
effective draw for the picture.
In addition Dowling utilized the
existence of a small kid circus
to give free street shows winding up in front of the theater
where thev attracted a large
crowd. The kids were given
nasses and the stunt received a
break in the loci naners.
— Palace, Pittsfield, Mass.
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Treasure Chest Features
"Island" Campaign in Norfolk
TWO

weeks before the opening of M-G-M's "Treasure
Island" at the Granada theater,
in Norfolk, Neb., Rowen Miller,
manager, promoted a treasure
chest contest, with free admissions as prizes. A chest full
of pennies was placed in a glass
case, surrounded by cut-out figures and special art. Patrons
guessing closest to the correct
amount won the passes. Three
announcements daily for fifteen
days were made over two local
radio stations, one having a
daily 30-minute broadcast from
the theater. The League for
Better Motion Pictures distributed post cards to its 2,200
members,
praising
"Treasure
Island." All
traffic lanes
were
stenciled with arrows directing
traffic toward "Treasure Island."
2,500 book marks were planted
in the public library, which had
a special display on a table of
copies
"Island' and other
Stevensonof works.
— Granada, Norfolk, Neb.

*
*
*
Dancing Girls on Street

Drew Crowds to "Dames"
(~)NE
of theballyhoos
most unusual
and
effective
put over
on Warner's "Dames" was that
engineered for the musical's
opening
at theOrleans.
OrpheumA Theater in New
few
days prior to the opening, a
temporary stage was erected on
the sidewalk next to the theater. On this platform ten
girls, attired in bathing suits,
put on a song and dance show
for the passersby, thousands of
whom were attracted to this
display daily. When not appearing on this stage, the girls
were sent around town on a
ballyhood truck, equipped with
an orchestra. The stunt was
heralded with swell press notices in all the local dailies.
— Orpheum, Netv Orleans.

« Tabloid Reviews of Foreign Films
"DESERTER." in Russian with English
titles: produced by Mezhrabpomfilm; di-pcted bv V. I. Pudovkin: with Boris
Livanov. T. Makarova. A. Chistiakov. B.
Kovri«;in, et al. Distributed by Amkino.
At the Cameo Theater.
Another cinema dissertation on class
struggle, with action starting at a dock
strike in Hamburg, where a faint-hearted
metal worker is sent to Soviet Russia by a
labor leader in order to develop some

The German government voted this as
the best picture of its country last year.
It deals dramatically with Manchurian warfare in 1928 and other Far East entanglements, along with the tribulations of a
^roup of German refugees who are trying
to elude pursuit.

"ES WAR EINMAL EIN WALZER"
("One There Was a Waltz"), in German;
produced by AAFA; directed by Victor
spunk. Picture has a certain dramatic inJansen; with Martha Eggerth, Rolf von
terest, but not for general entertainment.
Goth , Lizie Natzler, Ida Wuest, Paul
Hoerbiger, et al. At the 86th St. Theater.
"FLUECHTUNGE" ("Refugees"). in
With music by Franz Lehar, this is an
German; produced bv Ufa; directed by
agreeable musical romance, with setting
Gustav Vackv; with Hans Albers. Kathe von
in
an Austrian capital, that should prove
Nagy, Ida Wuest, et al. At the 79th St.
Theater.
quite pleasing to the German clientele.

The 1935
Edition Is
Now In
Workopedia
Encyclm's
Filmdo

Features Reviewed in Film Daily, March 8 to Oct. 13
Title
Adieu Les Beaux

Reviewed
Jours-XX
4-24-34
Adventure
Girl-RKO
8-3-34
Affairs of A Gentleman-U
6-23-34
Affairs of Cellini-UA
5-5-34
Age of Innocence-RKO. .9-1-34
Ail Men Are Enemies-F. .4-26-34
Along
Came
Sally GB. .6-16-34
Alraune-XX
5-7-34
Among the Missing-COL. 9-25-34
Are We
Civilized- R AS. .6-14-34
Ariane-BLU
3-8-34
Baby, Take a Bow-F
6-30-34
Back Page-GEN
6-13-34
Bachelor
Bait-RKO
7-29-34
Badge of Honor-M AY. .5-19-34
Barretts of Wimpole St.-MGM
9-8-34
Beggar's
Holiday-TOW.
.8-17-34
Belle of the
Nineties
PAR.. 8-6-34
Beyond Bengal-SHO .. 4 25-34
Beyond the Law-COL. . .7-31-34
Black Cat-U
5-19-34
Black
Moon-COL
6-28-34
Black
Shirts XX
4-12-34
Blind Date-COL
9-1-34
Blossom Time-BIP
7-26-34
Blue Light-DU
5-8-34
Blue Steel-MOP
5-5-34
Born to be Bad-UA
6-1-34
Bottoms
Up-F
3-23-34
Bride of the Lake-ANG. .9-11-34
British Agent-FN
8-2-34
Broken
Shoes-A M
3-3 1 -34
Bulldog Drummond Strikes Back
UA.. 5-4-34
Call It Luok-F
7-10-34
Caravan-F
9-28-34
Channel
Crossing-GB ...5-24-34
Change of Heart-F
5-11-34
CaVs
Paw-F
7-30-34
Chained-MGM
9-1-34
Charlie
Chan
in London-F
9-13-34
Charlie Chan's Chance
F..8-25-3t
Cheaters-LIB
5-11-34
Chu Chin Chow-GB
9-22-34
Circus Clown-WA
6-13-34
City Limits-MOP
3-28-34
City Park-CHE
7-6-34
Cleopatra-P AR
7-25-34
Cockeyed Cavaliers-RKO. .7-3-34
Come
on Marines-PAR. .3-24 34
Coming
Out Party-F
3-17 34
Constant Nymph-F . . 4 7-34
Corazones
en Derrota-XX
10-11-34
Count of Monte Cristo
UA.. 8-29-34
Countess of Monte Cristo
U
331-34
Crainquebille-TAP
3-28-34
Crime
Doctor-RKO
3-14-34
Crime of Helen StanleyCOL 7-3 34
Crime on the Hill-BIP. . 10-13-34
Crimson Romance-M AS. .9-26-34
Crime
Without
Passion
PAR.. 8-18-34
Crosby
Case-U
3-23-34
Cross
Streets-CHE
7-6-34
Crown
of Thorns-XX . .3-30-34
Cuesta
Abato-PAR
7-18-34
Curtain Falls-CHE
10-2-34
Dames-WA
8-16-34
Dancing Man-PYR ...7-14-34
Das Blaue Vom
Himmel-XX
9-13-34
Death on the Diamond-MGM
9-22-34
Defense Rests, The-COL. 8-15-34
Demon for Trouble-STE. 8-10-34
Der Gluecksylinder-XX .3-13-34
Der Felderrnhuegel-B A V. 4-24-34
Der Stern von Valencia-UFA
4-24-34
Desirable-WA
9-15-34
Die Blonde Christl-BAV. 2-28-34
Die Freundin
Eines Grossen
Mannes-XX
9-13-34
Die Mutter Der Kompagnie
XX. .3-13-34
Die
Schoenen
Tage
in
Aranjuez-XX
6-23-34
Die Verkaufte Braute-XX . 5-2-34
Dr. Monica-WA
6-22-34
Dos Mujeres y un Don Juan
KIN. .6-5-34
Double
Door-PAR
5-5-34
Down to Their Last Yacht-RKO
9-22-34
Dragon
Murder
Case
Drums O'Voodoo-INT FN..8-23-i'
..5-12-34
Dude
Ranger-F
9-29-34
Eines Prinzen Junge Liebe
XX.. 3-28-34

AM — Amkino
ANG — AmerAnglo Corp.
AU — Capt. Harold Auten
BAV— Bavaria Film A-G
BEA-Beacon Productions
BD — British & Dominions
BIP — British International
BLU — Blue Ribbon
Photoplays
BON — Al Bondy
CAP— Capitol
Film
Exchange
CHE — Chesterfield
CIN
—
Cinexport
Distributing
Corp.
COL — Columbia
DU — DuWorld
F— Fox
FAI — Fairhaven.
FD — First Division
FN — First National
GB — Gaumont-British
GFF — General Foreign Films

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS

Title
RcvinvA
Bin Toller Einfall-UFA.S-2«-34
El Escandalo-XX
9-24-34
Elmer and Elsie-PAR
1-4-34
El Prisionero 13-CIN .. .3-30-34
El Tango
En Broadway-PAR
9-19-34
Embarrassing Moments

GEN — General Films
GOP — Goldsmith
Productions
IMP — Imperial Dist.
INT — International
Stageplay
Pictures
INC — Inter-Continent Film
INV — Invincible Pictures
JE — Jewel Productions
KIN — Kinematrade
LIB — Liberty Pictures
MAJ — Majestic Pictures
MAR — Marcy
MAS — Mascot Pictures
MAY — Mayfair Pictures
MEN — Mentone
Productions
MGM — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayei
MOD — Modern Films
MOP — Monogram
Pictures
PA — Palestine-American Film Co.
Title
Tievtrvcd
In Wien Hab Ich Einmal Ein
Maedel
Geliebt-X X
5-29-34
In Love With Life-INV. 5-12-34
It's a Boy-GB
6-8-34
Iza Neni-XX
6-5-34
Ja Treu 1st Dei Soldatenliebe
XX. .5-2-34
Jane
Eyre-MOP
7-17-34
Jimmy
the Gent-WA
3-26-34
Juarez Y MaximilianoXX.. 5-7-34
Judge Priest-F
8-18-34
Just Smith-GB
4-24-34
Kara Salkten-XX
5-15-34
Kev.
The-WA
5-31-34
King Kelly of the U. S. A.
MOP.. 9-11-34
King of Wild Horses

9-4-34
End of the World-AU.U...4-17-34
Ever
Since
Eve-F
3-27-34
Fantomas-XX
3-1 3-34
Fifteen Wives-INV
7-17-34
Fighting
Hero-STE
7-17-34
Fighting Rangers-COL. .4-12-34
Fighting Rookie-MAY . . .7-12-34
Finishing School-R KO . . .4-6-34
Fighting Through-WK. .8-29-34
Friends of Mr. SweeneyWA.. 7-27-34
Freedom of the Seas-BIP. 10-3-34
For Love or Money-BD. 7-26-34
Fog Over Frisco-FN
6-7-34
Fountain-RKO
8-23-34
Friday the 1 3th-GB
5-1 5-34
Gay Divorcee-RKO
10-3-34
Gehetzte Menschen-XX . . . 6-5-34
Geld Regiert Die Welt- XX
5-15-34
George White's
Scandals
Gift of Gab-U
9-25-34
F. .3-17
34
Girl of the Limberlost
MOP. .8-29-34
Girl From
Missouri-MGM
8-4-34
Girl in Danger-COL
9-11-34
Glamour-U
5-12-34
Goodbye
Love — RKO
3-13 34
Good
Dame-PAR
3-17-34
Grand
Canary-F
7-20-34
Great Flirtation-P A R
6-23-34
Great Defender-BIP
7-26-34
Guilty Parents-SYN
4-6-34
Half-A-Sinner-U
6-23-34
H alsingar-X X
9-26-34
"*ndy
Andy-F
6-1-34
Happy Landings-MOR. .7-31-34
Happiness Ahead-FN . . .9-27-34
Hat, Coat and GloveRKO.. 7-27-34
Heart
Song-F
6 6-34
Heideschulmeister
Uwe
Karsten-UFA
4-17 34
Here Comes the Groom-PAR
6-16-34
Hell Bent for Love COL. 6-13-34
Here Comes the NavyWA 6-28-34
Heroes of the Arctic-AM. 9-29-34
Hell Cat COL
7-7-34
He Was Her Man-WA. .5-18-34
Hide-Out-MGM
8-18-34
His Greatest Gamble
RKO. .7-18-34
4-27-34
Hitler's
Reign of Terror-JE

SongMOP. .4-17-34
Man's Game, A. -COL. . .7-24-34
Many
Happy
Returns-PAR6-9-34

Hold
That
Girl-F
3-24-34
Hollywood.
Ciudad de Ensueno-DU
4-10-34
Hollywood
Party-MGM.. 5-25-34
House
of Greed-AM
8-1 5-34
House of Rothschild-U A. .3-8-34
Housewife-WA
8-11-34
Human
Side-U
9-15-34
I Believe in You-F
4-10-34
I Can't Escape-BEA
7-5-34
I Give My Love-U
7-17-34
I Hate Women-GOP. .. .7-11-34
I Like it That Way-U. .4-17-34
I'll Tell the World-U .. .4-21-34
Inge Und die MillionenUFA. .4-17-34
Inside Information-STA . 9-25-34
In the Land of the SovietsAM.. 6-28-34

Marrying
Widows-TOW. 5-18-34
Mass
Struggle-KIN
9-18-34
Melodia Prohibida-X X . . . 3-28-34
Melodie Der Liebe-XX . .9-18-34
Melody in Spring-PAR. 3-31-34
Men in White-MGM ..3-28-34
Merry Frinks-FN ....6-27-34
Merry Widow-MGM .... 10-13-34
Merry Wives of Reno-WA 6-9-34
Midnight
Alibi-FN
7-5-34
Million Dollar Ransom-U .9-19-34
Modern Hero. A-WA. .. .4-3-34
Money
Means
NothingMOP. .5-15-34
Monte
Carlo
Nights-MOP
4-26-34
Moonstone,
The-MOP
8-7-34
Morning
After-M AJ
8-22-34
Moth, The-MAR
..3-9-34

COL. .3-21-34
Kiss and Make Up-PAR.6-30
34
La Bataille-TAP
7-10-34
La Buenaventura-WA. .. .9-18-34
Lady
by Choice-COI
10-6-34
Ladies Should ListenPAR..
7-28-34
Lady is Willing, The
COL..
La Fusee-TAP
La Maternelle-TAP
L'ange
Gardien-TAP
La Sombre
de Pancho

8-11-34
3-15-34
4-25-34
4-20-34

Villa-MOD
4-10 34
Last Round
Up-PAR
5-11-34
La Sangre Manda-XX. . .5-16-34
Last Gentleman-UA
4-28-34
Laughing Boy-MGM
5-12-34
Lazy
River-MGM
4-3-34
Le Serment-PRX
3-15-34
Let's Be Ritzy U
5-18-34
Let's Talk it Over-U
6-16-34
Let's Try Again— RKO. 6-22-34
Life of Vergie Winters-RKO
6-13-34
Line-Up.
The-COL
4-17-34
Little Man, What
Now?
Little Miss Marker-PAR.U.. 5-19-34
6 1-34
Lost
Lady,
A-FN
10-5-34
Lost Jungle-MAS
5-9-34
Loud
Speaker-MOP
5-8-34
Love
Birds-U
5-4-34
Love
Captive-U
6-7-34
Madame Du Barry-WA ... 8-8-34
Man
from Hell-WK
8-29-34
Man from Utah-MOP. . .5-23-34
Man Trailer-COL
5-23-34
Man
With Two
Faces
FN. .7-12-34
5-2-34
Manhattan
Melodrama-MGM
Manhattan

Love

PA R — Paramount
PIN— Pinnacle
PRI — Principal Dist. Corp
PRO — Progressive
Pictures
PRX — Protex Dist. Corp.
PYR— Pyramid
RAS — Raspin Productions
RKO— RKO-Radio
Picturei
SHO — Showmen's PictureSTA— Stage & Screen Prods.
STE — William
Steiner
SYN — Syndicate Exchange
TAP— John S. Tapernoux
THO— Fred Thomson
TOW— Tower Prods.
U — Universal
UA — United Artists
UFA— Ufa
W A— Warner
Bros.
WK— Willis Kent
XX — No distributor

set

Title
firmer*"*
Mother,
1905-AM
6-2-34
Murder
on the Blackboard
RKO.. 6-5-34
Murder at the VanitiesPAR. .5-18-34
Murder
in the MuseumPRO..
6-27-34
Murder
in the Private Car
MGM..
7-10-34
Murder in Trinidad-F
...5-16-34
My Wife the Miss-XX . .9-13-34
Mystery Ranch-STE
5-26-34
Nell Gwyn-UA
7-12 34
No Funny Business-PRl . 3-1 0 -34
No Greater Gtory-COL . 3-'4-34
Not Against Flesh-GFF. 8-14-34
Notorious
Sophie Lang-PAR.
7-21-34
Now and Forever-PAR .10-13-34
Now I'll Tell-F
5-26-34
Oded the Wanderer-PA .. 5-22-34
Of Human BondageRKO. .6-27-34
Old-Fashioned Wav-PAR.
7-14-34
One Is Gui'tv-COL
5-3-34
One More River-U
8-10-34
One Night of Love-COL. .7-6-34
Once to Every Bachelor
LIB.. 8-23-34
Once to Every Woman
COL .7-31-34
3 24-34
On Secret Service-BIP.
Orders Is Orders-GB
5-4-34
Operator
13-MGM
6-2-34
Our Daily Bread-UA
8-8-34
Ore Y Plata-INC
7-26-34
Parada Rezerwistow-C A P . 5-2-34
Paris
Interlude-MGM. . .7-28-34
Party's
Over-COL
8-30-34
Pecados de Amor-XX ... .4-25-34
Peck's Bad Boy-F
.8-31-34
Personality
Kid-WA
8-1-34
Petersburg
Nights-AM. . .9-13-34
Picture Brides-FD
4-24-34
Poor Rich, The-U
4-5-34
Power-GB
10-5-34
Prince of Wales-GB
4-24-34
Private Scandal-PAR. .. .6-15-34
Prokurator-XX
5-29-34
Quitter, The-CHE
3-14-?*
Rabbi's
Power-XX
6-2-34
Racketeer
Round-up-THO 6-16-34
Ra-Mu-FAI
8-6-34
Randy Rides Alone-M OP . 6-14-34
Rawhide
Mail-MAR
6-5-34
Redhead-MOP
9-18-34
Registered Nurse-FN ...6-1-34
Return of Chandu-PRI .. 10-9-34
Return of the Terror
FN. .7-10 34
Richest Girl in the World-RKO
9-8-34
Riptide-MGM
3-31-34
Roman
Nacht-XX . .6-23-34
RomanceEiner
in Budapest
Romance in the Rain-U . .9-8-34
DU.. 5-29-34
5-11-3'
S A. Mann
Branrl-BAV
Sadie McKee MGM
5-12-34
Scarlet Empress-PAR
9-15-34
Scarlet
9-18-34
Scotland Letter-MAJ
Yard Mystery

Title
Rcvinvod
She Was a Lady-F
8-22-34
Shock-MOP
7-24-34
Shoot the Works-PAR.. .7-7-34
Show-Off-MGM
i-17-34
Side
Streets-FN
8-1 4-34
6-8-34
Sing and Like It-RKO. .4-14-34
Sisters Under the Skin-COL.
Sleepers East-F
Smarty-WA
Smoking
Guns-U
Social Register-COL
Sorrell and Son-UA
Soviet CloseUps-AM
SDeed
Wings-CO L
Springtime for Henry

4-24-34
4-12-34
7-20-34
8-18-34
5-29-34
8-1-34
3-27-34

Stamboul
Quest-MGM F.. 8-22-34
7-7-34
Stand Up and Cheer-F. .4-20-34
Sltar Packer-MOP
7-3-34
Stingaree-RKO
5-12-34
Stolen Sweets-CHE
8-7-34
Strictly Dynamite-RKO .. .7-5-34
Straight is the Way
M-G-M.. 8-29-34
Student Tour-MGM
10-13-34
Such Women
Are Danger- 5-3-34
ous-F
6-9-34
Success at Any Price-RKO
Successful Failure-MOP. 10-2-34
Su Ultima Cancion-CIN. 3-30-34
Take the Stand-LIB
9-4-34
Tannenberg-XX
4 6-34
Tante Gusti KommandiertXX.. 5 7-34
Tarzan and His Mate6-21-34
MGM
RON .4-16-34
Tell-Tale Heart-DU
.8-6-34
Their Big
Moment-U.
These Thirty Years.5 24-34
.5-23-34
Thin Man, The-MGM
Thirty Day Princess-PAR 5-12-34
5-7-34
This Man is Mine-RKO .. .3-8-34
Three on a Honeymoon-F
Thundering
Herd-PAR. .3-31-34
Tiburon-XX
4-20-34
Tracy Rides-STE
5-5-34
Trail Beyond-MOP
9-15-34
Treasure
Isliand-MGM. . .8-8-34
Trenck-XX
4-10-34
Trumpet Blows-PAR ...4-14-34
Twentieth Century-COL. .5-4-34
Twin
Husbands-INV
...5-9-34
Two Alone— RKO
4-7-34
Two Heads on a Pillow
4-5-34
20 Million Sweethearts-FN
LIB
10-3-34
Uncertain Lady-U .... 4-20-34
Unknown Blonde-MAJ. .4-19-34
Unknown Soldier Speaks
Unsere
Fahne
Flattert
LIN.. Uns
5-26-34
Voran-UFA
7-10-34
Upper World- WA
5-25-34
Very Honorable
Guy, AViva Villal-MGM
4 12-34
FN.. 4-24-34
5-18-34
Voice in the Nieht-COL.
Wagon Wheels-PAR
10-5-34
Wake Up and Dream-U. 10-1 1-34
War's End-XX
5-18-34
We
Live Again-UA
9-24-34
We're Not Dressing-PAR. 4-26-34
We're Rich Again-RKO. .8-11-34
Wharf
Angel-PAR ...4-21-34
What Every Woman
Knows
Wheels
Where

of Destiny-U
MGM.. 3-28-34
10-5-34
Sinners Meet-

When

Strangers

Whirlpool-COL
White
Heat-PIN
Whom
the Gods

RKO
.4-19-34
Meet-LIB
Destroy

5-5-34
10-9-34
6 15-34

Wie Man Maenner COL.
Fesselt .7-12-34
W.M
Cargo-RKO
XX.. 3-24-34
5-22-34
Wild Gold-F
7-24-34
Witching
Hour-PAR
VVoman in Command-GB . . 4-28-34
5-29-34
Woman
CondemnedWoman Unafraid-GOP
3-27-34
MAR. . ..4-20-34
Woman Who Dared-IMP.S
6-34
World
in Revolt-M EN. . .6-9-34
World
Moves
On-F
-6-30-34

BIP.. 10-5-34
Servants'
Entrance-F
9-26-34
She Had to Choose-MAJ. 9-18-34
She Learned
About
Sailors-

You
You

F.. 7-28-34
She Loves Me Not-PAR.
7-19-34
She Made Her Bed-PAR.4 27-34

Young

and

You're

Telling

Belong
Made Meto MePAR.
Love You .9-13-34
Beautiful
MAJ.. 5-31-34
Me-PAR
MAS.. 8-30-34
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A "Little* from Hollywood "Lots

By RALPH WILK
TACK MULHALL has been added
J to the cast of "Sweet Adeline,"
now in production at the Warner
studios. Irene Dunne plays the title
role in this screen version of the
famous Kern-Hammerstein musical
play, and others in the cast are Donald Woods, Hugh Herbert, Phil Regan, Ned Sparks, Joseph Cawthorne,
Louis Calhern, Winifred Shaw, Nydia Westman and Dorothy Dare.
Mcrvyn LeRoy is directing the picture, with Bobby Connolly as director of ensembles.

T

T

▼

"Strange Wives," adapted from
Edith Wharton's "Bread Upon the
Waters," will go in work at Universal next week. Roger Pryor and
June Clayworth have the leads.
Richard Thorpe will direct,
v
t
v
Isabel Jewell, M-G-M player, has
a big fan following in England, it
is evidenced from a tieup recently
made by a large English tea concern whereby purchasers of its product would receive coupons which
could be exchanged for personally
autographed photos of Miss Jewell.
To date more than half a million
photos have been issued.
t

▼

▼

Mary Astor, who has not played
in a Universal picture for five years,
and was last seen with Reginald
Denny in "Oh, Doctor," has been assigned the feminine lead in "Straight
from the Heart," by Doris Anderson,
which will go into production at
Universal City next week. Roger
Pryor has the leading male role in
support of Universal's entry in the
baby star race, Baby Jane.

▼

T

T

T

V

T

Gene Lockhart, stage comedian,
has been signed to a long term contract by RKO Radio. His debut
film, "By Your Leave," features him
in
one of his famous "intoxicated"
roles.
Harry Warren and Al Dubin,
composers of numerous song hits in
Warner
musical films, have comi pleted four new tunes to be included
in the company's forthcoming pro' duction of "Gold Diggers of 1935."
These songs, which will be put over
: in the picture with elaborate production values, are "Lullaby of Broadway," "The Words Are in My
Heart," "Coney Island" and "I'm
Going Shopping
With T You."
▼ v
Actual camera work has started
\ on Charlie Chaplin's new production,
I still
tentatively
called
"Picture
No. 5."

How's Your Opening Shot?

Seize the interest of your audience
by the opening shot of a film and you
have half way assured the success of
your picture, declares Laird Doyle, Warner scenarist. Doyle admits that the
introductory scenes of a scenario absorb
more of his attention and thought than
all the rest of the drama. Besides engaging the interest and curiosity of the
spectator, the opening scene should be
in harmony with the theme of the story,
and put him in the mood to appreciate
and understand what is to follow, says
the scenarist. An audience that is allowed to grow restless and impatient
for the action to begin, is lost before it
can be captivated by the climaxes that
are to follow,
Doyle
insists.

//

»

With the signing of Brandon
Hurst, Jane Darwell, Charles Sellon and Walter Johnson, the cast
of Fox's "Bright Eyes," starring
Shirley Temple, has been completed.
James Dunn and Judith Allen share
feature honors in the cast which includes Jane Withers, Dorothy Christie, Theodore Von Eltz and Lois
Wilson. David Butler, who wrote
the original story, is directing.
v

v

v

Gaston Glass has been assigned
to Fox's "Lottery Lover," which
William Thiele is directing with
"Pat" Paterson, Lew Ayres and
Ned Sparks featured.

Claire Trevor, Alice Faye and Henry
B. Walthall prominent in cast.

Rubeigh J. Minney, co-author of
both the stage and screen versions
Gilbert Roland and John Halliday of "Clive of India," has been ashave been awarded important roles
signed by Reliance Pictures to do
in Fox's "24 Hours a Day," which the screen play for "Gunga Din."
Sol M. Wurtzel is producing with Edward Small, vice-president in
Mona Barrie in the leading femin- charge of production at the Reliance
ing. ine role. Eugene Forde is direct- studios, announces that camera
work on "Gunga Din" will start in
V ▼ T
January. It will be released througl
The final editing of "Murder in United Artists.
the Clouds," with Lyle Talbot and
Ann Dvorak, has been completed at
the First National studios and the
With an average of 500 extra"
first print of the picture will br o"cupied every day in the making or
shipped to New York within the "The Mighty Barnum," forthcom
next
days. Gordon
The melodrama's
;ng 20th Century production, Darrv'
cast few
features
Westcott, Zanuck
has launched the most elaborate film of his company since its
Charles Wilson, George Cooper, Arformation
a little over a year ago
thur Pierson, Henry O'Neill, Russell
Hicks, Clay Clement, Edward Mc- It is the first of the new season's
Wade, Eddie Shubert, Wheeler Oak- pictures to come under the increased
man and Nick Copeland in its cast budgetary plans established by
of principals. D. Ross Lederman Zanuck and Joseph M. Schenck for
directed and the screen play was 20th Century Pictures. Wallace
written
Schary. by Roy Chanslor and Dore Beery plays the title role, with a
supporting cast that is headed by
v
v
▼
Adolphe Menjou, Janet Beecher,
Berton Churchill and Francis Ford Virginia Bruce and Rochelle Hudhave been signed by Fox for imporson. Walter Lang is directing from
tant roles in the forthcoming col- the script by Gene Fowler and Bess
lege film, "Bachelor of Arts," which Meredyth. The film is to be released
Louis King is directing.
through United Artists.

▼

T

T

V

T

V

Cartoons

Stuart Walker will direct UniverBen Lyon has been engaged for a
sal's second Charles Dickens story,
featured role in Columbia's "Call
"The
Mystery
of
Edwin
Drood."
Claude Rains will be featured with duction.
to Arms," the Willard Mack proDouglass Montgomery. The cast
r
v
T
will also include three English players, all under contract to Universal,
Wallace Beery is laid up due to a
Francis J. Sullivan, Heather Angel torn ligament in his ankle and some
and Valerie Hobson.
foot injuries received in a fight scene
V
Y
V
Century.
while making "Barnum" for 20th
C. Aubrey Smith has been signed
T
T
T
by Fir.st National for an important
role in "The Right to Live," now in
Lupe Velez has been awared a
production with a cast headed by
judgment by an Academy
Josephine Hutchinson. Others in $7,500
the cast are George Brent, Peggy committee against Rowland Productions, Inc., in a dispute over services
Wood, Colin Clive, Henrietta Cros- which were contracted but not used
▼ ▼
▼
man, Leo G. Carroll and Phyllis on account of cancellation of the
Sol M. Wurtzel's Fox film, "Dan- Coghlan. The picture is based on
V
V
T
ce's Inferno," is slated to begin a play by Somerset Maugham which picture.
I "shooting" on Nov. 5 under the di- was adapted by Ralph Block. WilColumbia Pictures has acquired
rection of Harry
Lachman,
with
liam Keighley is directing.
V ▼ T
the rights to "All His Geese Are
by Charles S. Belden and
Swinging into its fourth week of Swans,"
Frederick Stephani. The story reWanger Has British Option
production
at
Universal
City,
"The
lates
the
experience of a brilliant
Walter Wanger may go to England
Good Fairy," starring Margaret Sul- but nearly voiceless lawyer who
to produce some of the six pictures he
lavan
and
Herbert
Marshall,
has
acis scheduled to make for Paramount
brings his genius to fruition through
release, his contract with the company
quired three more names. Matt Mc- the resonant tones of a handsome
discloses.
Hugh,
Frank
Moran
and
Dickie
Winslow.
I puppet.
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the way to see*?uss in boots"
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Short Shots from Eastern Studios
'By CHARLES
over 100,000 children alone in four f^ROSS and Dunn, radio team, will
days and will be held over. The
be the stars of a two-reel Vitapickup is thought the result of phone musical comedy which goes
Jesuit cooperation.
into production at the company's
Brooklyn studio tomorrow. Supporting the stars is a cast of stage
Atlantic City — Herbert L. CopeI Ian, general manager
of Seashore favorites including Jessie Busley,
Theaters, is celebrating his first currently appearing in "The Great
Springfield, Mass. — The Merrick year in charge of the playhouses in Waltz," Dudley Clements, Billie
Leonard, Lillian Gordon, and Magda
in West Springfield, formerly known this group.
as the Empire, has been reopened by
Lipinska.
•
B. A. Lester.
Atlantic City— Atlantic Avenue's
"How'm I Doing" is the title of
business district will shortly have
Fall River, Mass.— The Royal has a new $250,000 theater,
the second of the series of shorts
been opened by M. Levenos with wood, now being built onthetheHollysite featuring York and King and schedsUbsequent-run single features and 0f one of the city's original flicker
uled to get under way tomorrow at
two changes weekly.
; houses. Samuel
Dolinsky
is con- the Eastern Service studio.
Leslie
tractor.
Pearce will direct the comedy from,
New Orleans — Picking up from a
'
the story by Bert Granet and Forbes
terrible start, "Through the Cen- Chicago — The Uptown, Balaban & Dawson, for Educational release.
•
turies," history of Catholicism now Katz's 5,000-seat North Side theashowing at the St. Charles theater, ter, has inaugurated a full-week
Charlie Davis and His Orchestra,
is proving the biggest crowd-getter show and will resent "names" in
musical aggregation of the
that house has had since "Palooka." tspecially assembled revues produced popular
The film, which played to empty exclusively for the house. First radio, started work Saturday at the
seats on the opening, despite pre- band attraction is Earl Burtnett and Brooklyn Vitaphone studio in a onereel musical short.
Cackles O'Neil,
views given the clergy and promi- the picture is Mae West in "Belle of specialty
dancer, will appear with
nent Catholics, lately showed
to the Nineties."
Charlie Davis in this number, which
will be directed by Joseph Henabery
for release in Vitaphone's series of
"Melody Master" • band numbers.
Lincoln, Neb. — Dropping the admission scale from 15 and 25 to 10
and 15 cents and going to secondruns, the Kiva, Westland house
here, has taken in more money than
in any like period since the house
was taken over in July.

pitality with American comtorts and
service. It rises in a series of terraces
like a picturesque alp 34 stories high,
at the southeast corner of Sixth Avenue
and Fifty-ninth street, and commands an
unsurpassed view of the wide expanse
of Central Paik.
Living in a pent-house in the Tower
of The St. Moritz gives one a feeling
of seclusion and security, like life on
a mountain top miles removed from
the greatest of cities.
If your requirements of a home are
exacting and particular you are certain
to find them among the one thousand
rooms of The St. Moritz.
DIRECTION

, , S.; GREGORY

TAYLOR

ALICOATE
. . . Fred Waller to produce the en
tire series of 1934-35 Paramoun
"Headliner" shorts at the Wes<
Coast Service studio. . . . Al Christie
giving out a statement saying that
his idea of a form of two-reel en-,
tertainment that should have popu\
lar appeal is "romantic comedy with
plenty of music" and backing it u%
by doing it in "Three Cheers for
Love." . . . John Auer finishing this
week on the cutting of "The Crimev
of Dr. Crespi," with a major com
pany release in sight. . . . Lynn
Shores breathing a sigh of relief
after two years, with contracts calling for production that will keepi
his West Coast Service studio moret
than busy for some time to come. .
Rumors again in the air about the
construction of a big five-stage stwj
<No located somewhere on Long)
Island. . . .

•

Gordon Kahn and Edward Dean
Sullivan will complete work this
week on the shooting script tentatitled and
"BadBurt
Penny,"
which
William tively
Saal
Kelly of
Select Productions will put into work
shortly at the Biograph studios.

•

Charles
Williams
and
Marcy
Something new in trailers foil
Klauber of the Educational scenario
Little Clown" is being done
staff have completed the script for "Laugh,
by Art Rosson, who is making it for
the picture which will feature Ernest the Ben Hecht-Charles MacArthur
Truex in his next two-reel comedy.
The short, which has been titled feature now in work at the Astoria
"Sue Dear," will be put into production by Al Christie next week at
the Eastern Service studio.
Truex plant.
Surveying
College Accounts
and his wife, who are now on a
Survey of the number of college:
vacation trip to Bermuda, will return the latter part
possessing
and whic"
are
preparedfulltoequipment
book suitable
film
• of this week.
is being conducted by DuWorld Pictures,
which
will
establish
a
depart
Shemp Howard and Daphne Pol- ment for this type of booking if the
lard have completed work on "The
Fireman's Bride," their third two- field warrants it. The survey follows on receipt of a number
reel Vitaphone comedy at the Brooklyn studio. Supporting the stars queries from colleges about book
are Johnny Sheehan, Fred Harper, ing "The Blue Light."
Sammy Hearn, Don McBride and
Ed Trevor, all of the stage. Lloyd
French directed "The Fireman's
Bride." which will be released in
BOOK
THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
Vitaphone's
series of Big "V" comedies.

•

PICK-UPS: . . . Monty Brice
working on a deal which calls for
the production of a feature in the
east. . . .Ben Hecht and Charles
MacArthur, ivith "Laugh Little
Clown" practically in. the can, turning their attentions to their next
production, which is expected to be
a musical. . . . Lee Garmes, cameraman, being taken so often as the
man in charge of the music that he
decided to get his hair cut. . . . Production on a series of Spanish features for Paramount International,
to be made at the Eastern Service
st}(dio, is expected to get under way
next month. . . . Harold Godsoe^ assistant director, still combing assistants, assistants, out of his hair.

Today:
Allied
conference,
9 A. M.

States
Hotel

Ass'n
eastern
Copley-Plaza,

regional
Boston,

Oct. 22: Public hearing on budget for the
Burlesque Theatrical Industry, Green Room
of
Hotel, Washington, D. C.
10 A.Raleigh
M.
Oct. 24: Annual convention of Motion Picture
Theater Owners
of Washington,
Seattle.
Oct.

29-Nov.
1:
Pennsylvania,

S.M.P E. Fall
New
York.

Meeting

Hotel

Nov.
2:
Chicago Film Row Entertainment and
Dance
for relief of local needy
film folk,
Medinah Club, Chicago.
Nov

3: Cleveland Variety Club's first annual
ball. Hotel Statler, Cleveland.

Nov. 12: Annual ball sponsored by Motion Picture Post of American Legion, Hotel Statler.
Boston.
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Delays Agency Committee Hearing to Oct. 31

CHICAGO ZONING PLAN SENT BACK BY CODE AUTH'Y
Loew Gets 181 Films, RKO

Reach Agreement on Films
for Metropolitan
Territory
New and
Yorkthehouses
get
181Loew's
features
RKO will
circuit
195 under settlement of the 1934-35
product dispute just worked out.
Differences originated when Loew,
early in the season, bought a substantial part of major company
product.
Under adjustment of the dispute
the situation has been worked out
approximately as follows: Loew —
50 M-G-M, 30 Paramount, 30 War(Continued on Page 4)

iFIGHTINlTsiNCLAIR
VIA SCREEN CAMPAIGN

195, in Product Settlement

Court Signs Order for Examination of Para. Men
Order signed yesterday by Federal Judge Coxe at the request of the Paramount
trustees permits examination, under Sec. 21 -A of the old bankruptcy act, of Ralph A
Kohn, Jesse L. Lasky, Elek J. Ludvigh, A. John Michel, Norman Collier, Sam Dembow,
Jr., Edward A. Brown, Joseph E. McDermott, Fred E. Mohrhardt, Fred L. Metzter, Neil F.
Agnew, Chas. E. Hawthorne, Henry Anderson and Marion Coles Hearing will be held
before John E. Joyce sitting as Special Commissioner.

40 PAPERS LISTED
CODE DISBURSEMENTS
FOR S.M.P.E MEET UNDER BUDGET FIGURE
More than 40 papers on a wide
variety of technical subjects are
listed in the tentative program of
the fall convention of the Society of
Motion Picture Engineers at the Hotel Pennsylvania, Oct. 29-Nov. 1. A
special program covering activities
for the (Continued
ladies also
has been comon Page 7)

San Francisco — A state-wide
screen campaign to put over Frank Story Branches Abroad
Are Established by Fox
Merriam as Governor of California,
In connection with expansion of
n opposition to Upton Sinclair,
whose radicalism is feared by the the Fox story department, now to
dim industry along with other busi- be known as the bureau of literary
nesses, is expected to be launched material, the company is establish(Continued on Page 4)
ing branches in Paris, London and
Budapest. Thomas B. Costain, forFox Cancels Contract
merly associate editor of "The SatEvening Post", has joined the
With N. O. Dime House firm asurdaychief
of the bureau, which
New Orleans — Asserting that the will be located on the 41st floor of
10-cent admission charged at all the RCA building after Nov. 1.
Hmes by Jake Miller's Lafayette,
Commenting on Costain's work with
ilast-run house in the commercial
Sid•area, was in violation of its con- "The Saturday
(ContinuedEvening
on Page Post",
7)
tract which calls for a 15-cent night
fminimum, Fox canceled its contract
with that house. Whether other
major exchanges, all of which opipose 10-cent admissions, will follow
feuit is doubtful. Miller has been
running the Lafayette at dime top
lEor years.

Financial statement of the Code
Authority covering the nine months'
period ended Sept. 29 indicates a
cash balance of $14,371.90. Receipts
from producers and distributors totalled $68,000 while exhibitor assessments brought in $82,419. The
report dealing with September
shows that disbursements that
month were $2,273.10 under the
budget.

Fanchon-Marco Taking
Over Two Mass. Houses

Code Auth'y Ignores Request to Include
Dime
Houses
in Zoning
Ignoring requests that the Chicago zoning and clearance schedule
be revised to embrace 10-cent
houses, the Code Authority has returned the plan to the local clearance and zoning board as it is not
"in compliance with the principles
of clearance and zoning it adopted
on Sept. 13." No instructions are
given the local board in regard to
10-cent house zoning and clearance,
and the Authority,
its opinion
an(Continued onin Page
7)

W. B.'S OWNNEWSREEL
IN 75 PHILLY HOUSES
Philadelphia — As an attendance
and good-will builder for its 75
houses in this area, Warner Theaters is launching its own local
newsreel called the Warner Theaters
New Reporter. The reel, to be inserted in the regular newsreel, will
cover important
community events,
(Continued on Page 7)

F. & M. Theaters are taking over
two Massachusetts houses which Richmond Price Increase
Charles Caballero will open. The
Plymouth, Worcester, will be acDelayed by Craver Move
quired the first week in November,
Richmond — A pending deal in
and the old Nelson, now known a? which Samuel Craver, circuit operathe Art, in Springfield, the first
tor from Norfolk, is expected to get
week in December.
the Lyric, former RKO house here,
to be run at a 15-cent scale, has
blocked a proposed plan to raise
admission prices in local first-runs.
Instead several houses are reported
planning to cut tariffs.

Agency Committee Hearing
Postponed by NRA to Oct. 31

Jack Cohn a Colonel
Jack Cohn, Columbia vice-president,
has been made a Kentucky Colonel on the
staff of Governor Ruby Lafoon for about
a month, and was able to keep it a
secret until yesterday.

Maintain "Party Lines"
On Code's Lease Clause

FILM

By

LESLIE
F. STONE
DAILY
Staff Correspondent

Washington — The NRA hearing
originally scheduled for Oct. 17 to
"Party lines" were maintained by consider a report from the Agency
Code Authority members in voting Committee of the film industry Code
on a resolution to eliminate the code
agents'to comclause prohibiting interference in Authority,missions regarding
has been postponed
Oct.
(Continued on Page 4)
between exhibitors and
leasing deals
(Continued on Page 4)

Rosenblatt to Address Women
Wash. Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Sol A. Rosenblatt, division administrator, will speak before
the motion picture division of the Federation of Women's Clubs in Harrisburg, Pa., today His topic, "The Public Interest in Motion Pictures," wilt
deal with
problems of censorship.
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Okla. Unit to Meet Again Three Releases Monthly
As Regular Fox Policy
In January or February
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Fox plans to permanently establish a releasing policy calling for
three features a month. Plan was
adopted following conferences beCHARLES FARRELL returns to New York totween Sidney R. Kent, John D.
day from abroad on the lie de France.
Clark and Winfield R. Sheehan.
DAVE EPSTEIN has postponed his return to
the
coast until today, going by plane.
"The First World War" goes into
national distribution Nov. 23 and
CHARLIE MURRAY, accompanied by Mrs.
plays the Rivoli, New York, two Murray, arrived in New York yesterday on the
California
from
the west coast.
All officers were re-elected, in- weeks previous.
ARTHUR SANCHEZ of Trans-Oceanic Film Excluding Morris Lowenstein, presiElmer Brient Joins Thalhimer
port Co. returns today on the Me de France
dent; L. A. White, vice-president;
Richmond — Elmer H. Brient has from a six-week business trip to Europe
R. M. Clark, secretary-treasurer.
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS and JOSEPH M
Fred Pickrell, Pat McGee, Edward resigned as manager of Loew's the- SCHENCK
are en route to England.
ater to join the Morton G. ThalKadane and L. A. White are the diTRUEX and wife have returned from
rectors.
himer interests operating the Capi- a ERNEST
Bermuda vacation, and the star is now read-*tol, State, Grand, Venus and Ponton ing the script for his next Educational short,
theaters here. George A. Jones
JANET GAYNOR, after a three-month leave
Fight Cleve. Free Radio Shows
arrived back in Hollywood yesterformerly of Loew's, Wilmington of absence
to begin work on her newest Fox film,
Cleveland — Plans to broadcast na- Del., succeeds Brient. Roscoe Dris- "One dayMore
Spring."
tionally famous stars from the stage sel moves from Loew's Columbia
JOE E BROWN is on his way back to the
of the Public Auditorium Music Washington, to Wilmington, and First
National studios after attending the world
Hall over local radio Station WHK Frank Taylor, formerly assistant at series. His next film will be "Earthworm Tracunder the sponsorship of The Hig- Loew's here, replaces Drissel.
bee Co., one of the largest departNew House for Norwalk, O.
ment stores in the middle west, with
Huston to Appear in G-B Film
the store issuing coupons for adWalter Huston expects to work
Norwalk, O.— A 1,000-seat theater
mission, have met with protests costing
about $80,000 is planned by for Gaumont-British in England!
from all local theater owners, who the Moose Lodge, according to anrun of "Dodsworth," now
claim it is unfair and in violation
nouncement byC. O. Frederick, local following
current on Broadway. He plans to:
of the NRA code. Mayor Harry L. postmaster and secretary of the go on the road with the show next
Davis said he would see what could lodge. The Moose now operates the season. Huston was among thej
be done about it. It is understood only house here.
guests at the Gaumont luncheon:
contracts have already been signed
tor."
with Eddie Cantor as the first radio
yesterday
at the Waldorf-Astoria. !
Bob Dunnuck Operated On
star.
Grand Island, Neb. — Bob Dannuck,
U. A. Changes Release Dates
city manager
for A.theaters
H. Blank's
Van Beuren Cuts Schedule
Release dates on three United]
Capitol
and Majestic
here,
A. H. Van Beuren has reduced is convalescing following an appen- Artists pictures have been revised^
dicitis operation.
as follows: "Transatlantic
Merry-J
his cartoon program for 1934-35
Go-Round",
Nov.
2; "We
Livi
from 26 to 16 subjects. The "Toddle
Again", Nov. 16, and "Private Li
Gets "Beyond Bengal"
Tales" series, originally scheduled
Louis A. Solomon has acquired of Don Juan", Nov. 30.
to consist of 13, has been cut to
three, already made.
world distribution rights to "Beyond
Cal Bard Selling Films
A complete 51-man cartoon unit Bengal," produced by Harry Schenck
Lincoln, Neb. — Cal Bard is no^l
with the cooperation of Phra Abhaiwhich has left Van Beuren is un- vongc.
peddling celluloid for Majestic.
derstood planning to remain together and seek a new affiliation.
The group consists of writers, diA FOUR
STAR
MAN
• • • •
rectors, animators, cameramen, cutters and background artists.
Ten years in the trade with major motion picture companies and
theatre circuits as director of advertising, publicity and exploitation.
Mrs. Ida Rogers Buried
Personal press contact for screen and stage stars. Sent to England,
Mrs. Ida Rogers, mother of
France, Germany and Holland as special representative..
Originality and distinctive advertising and publicity copy and layCharles R. Rogers, Paramount proouts for complete advertising and publicity campaigns for motion
ducer, and Budd Rogers, Liberty
pictures or theatres. Edits and writes press books, supplying exPictures' sales manager, was buried
ploitation ideas. Originates sales promotion literature consisting of
yesterday from Temple Kehileth Isbroadsides, folders, sales letters, booklets, and house organs; writes
rael, Brookline, Mass. Both her
novelizations and feature stories for magazines and newspapers.
sons were at her bedside when she
died early Sunday morning at her
READ WHAT THE NEW YORK CRITICS SAY!
home in New Bedford, Mass., from
Congratulations on the success of
A FOUR STAR fellow.
infirmities due to old age. She was
your wonderful advertising and
•Daily News.'
71.
publicity campaigns.
Oklahoma City — Another meeting
in January or February will be held
by the M. P. T. O. of Oklahoma, it
was decided following last week's
convention, which was attended by
more than 200 and was addressed
by Ed Kuykendall, M. P. T. O. A.
president, who discussed the music
situation.

Czech Imports Increase
Prague — Imports of exposed motion pictures into Czechoslovakia for
Doris Dawson Back in Films
the first seven months of this year West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
amounted to $133,480 in value, an
Hollywood — Doris Dawson, a
increase of 10 per cent over the
Wampas baby star who retired from
same period last year.
the screen about four years agro following her marriage to Pat Rooney
III, returns to pictures in RKO's
General Film Library, Inc. "The Silver Streak."
IY1. J. KANDEL,

Pres.

World's Largest Stock Shot
Library. Over 20 Million Ft.
729-7th Ave. N.Y.C. BRyant 9-4417

Edmund Dascomb Dead
Paris — Edmund Dascomb, Paramount News editor, died Saturday of
a stroke of apoplexy. He came here
from Texas three years ago.

An exceptional publicity and advertising: expert. An asset to any
organization.
JACK HARROWER (Phil M. Daly)
'Film Daily.'

ROSE
JACK

PELSWICK,
SMITH,

New York 'Eve. Journal.'

An able writer . . .
A most energetic and resourceful
REGINA CREWE,
representative of the press. Certain
his services cannot help tout be of
value.
New York 'American.'
RICHARD
WATTS,
Jr.
New York 'Herald Tribune.'
Invaluable as a publicity writer
and contact man between producer,
One of the best advertising and
or theatre, and the press.
publicity ROBERT
men in hisCOLEMAN,
profession.
WILLIAM BOEHNEL,
'World-Telegram.'
'Daily Mirror'
Will consider any motion picture, theatrical or commercial offer on a per
ma 11c 11 1 or free lance basis.
BOX 918, THE FILM DAILY, 1650 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N. Y.

CONGRATULATIONS
on the first issue. The
President saw it and was
greatly interested!
—STEPHEN

d)

EARLY

ASSISTANT SECRETARY

TO THE PRESIDENT

fl feel sure that great public
effort*"
attend
approval
—MAYOR will
ANGELO
J. ROSSI, this
SAN FRANCISCO
/ "Heartiest congratulations. A distinct achievement in unusual and entertaining presentation of the news and a great
step forward in the newsreel field."
—Darryl Zanuck, Los Angeles
"It is one hundred percent better as to news value and entertainment. After watching audience reaction I feel justified in saying you have delivered to exhibitors all and
more than you promised. It is a step forward in newsreel
presentation."

"I congratulate Hearst Metrotone on its first issue. Excellent choice of subjects and vivid manner in which they
are pictured and the splendid comments of Edwin C. Hill
combine to make this newsreel of exceptional value. This

From every
corner of
the nation
comes the
acclaim of
great public
figures for

HEARST

—Robert T. Smith, West Coast Theatres

is real drama."

—Mayor

Frank L. Shaw, Los Angeles

"I have seen your first news release with Edwin C. Hill and
desire to congratulate the people of this country in having
so able and fearless a presentation of world events. Your
service has every evidence of being a careful and complete
summary of matters of real public interest."
—James M. Curly, three times Mayor of Boston

METROTONE

starring EDWIN

NEWS

C. HILL The Globe Trotter

THE

&W
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NRA AGENCY HEARING
IS PUT OFF TO OCT, 3

LOEW AND RKO SETTLE
N.Y. PRODUCT DISPUTE

(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)

ner-First National, 40 Columbia, 26
United Artists, 5 Universal; RKO
— 50 Radio, 30 Warner-First National, 30 Paramount, 29 Universal,
56 Fox.

Fighting Sinclair
Via Screen Campaign
(Continued from Page 1)

shortly. Arch Bowles of Fox West
Coast Theaters left last week for
Los Angeles to attend a conference
of film leaders who are mapping the
drive. C. C. Pettijohn also is in Los
Angeles.
Finish Boulder Dam Film
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Pat Dowling and
Hobart Brownell, industrial picture
makers, have just completed their
third film at Boulder Dam, two having been made there for International Harvester Co. and the latest
for the Department of Water and
Power of the City of Los Angeles.
Other film assignments which these
producers have recently made were
for Ford Motor Co. and Richfield
Oil of California.
Starting Rex Beach Film in Ontario
Toronto — Shooting is expected to
start in about 10 days on the Rex
Beach story in which the noted author will immortalize Dr. Locke, the
Williamsburg, Ont., doctor, who
cured Beach's feet of an ailment
that had defied all previous treatments. The picture, on the order
of "The Miracle Man," is being
financed by a group including Myer
Brenner, local steel man, and Jack
Goldberg, former theater man.
2 New Houses for Provinces
St. John, N. B— Although three
new theaters have been built here
recently, another is planned on the
site of the Queen Square theater,
burned several years ago.
A new house also is planned in
Dalhousie, N. B., by F. G. Spencer
of this city, operating a circuit of
small houses in the province?.
Mary Ellis in British Film
Mary Ellis, stage actress signed
by Paramount, will make her film
debut in this country in "Bella
Donna", Twickenham production,
shortly to be presented on Broadway, according to M. J. Kandel,
head of Olympic Pictures, American
distributors for Twickenham.
"One Night" Back for Third Time
Akron — Columbia's "It Happened
One Night" is being brought back
for a third engagement on Thursday
at the Liberty, according to Bob
Menches, manager.

•

• • A SWANK luncheon at the Waldorf-Astoria yesterdayfeaturing
given by
to introduce
Friend"
thatGaumont-British
remarkable young
player of "Little
14 years
Nova Pilbeam
the Grand Ballroom was crowded with guests
when it comes to putting on a show for the press
this British outfit has taken the play entirely away from the
Amercan companies
every one of these G-B affairs is done
with a certain deft touch that makes each guest feel the entire
affair is done principally in his or her honor

T

T

T

• • • THE SCREENING of "Little Friend" after the
luncheon
revealed the remarkable talents of Nova Pilbeam this girl in her early teens is not a prodigy
just a highly intelligent child
with fine sensitivity and
imagination
a poise that is astounding
due no doubt
to her utter sincerity and naturalness
her emotional range
is something to arouse the envy of the most finished femme
player of mature years
there is no juvenile player in Hollywood worth mentioning in the .same breath with Nova
in
playing her role in "Little Friend" she steeped herself in the
part
lost herself in it, in fact, because she found the
situations and lines so true to her child sense of what was right
and she was working with an understanding director
who could feel the child mind
Berthold Viertel
the
result of it all is one of the most natural and convincing performances ever given by a child player in the history of the motion picture
•
•
• THOSE ON the dais for the luncheon were
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Ostrer, Jeffrey Bernerd, Michael Balcon,
Arthur A. Lee, Berthold Viertel, Nova Pilbeam, Walter Huston, Jack Alicoate, A. P. Waxman, Jack Hulbert, Robert
Flaherty, Martin Quigley, Howard S. Cullman, Mrs. Walter
Huston, Louis Wiley
•
•
• IN BACK of all this surge of publicity that has
lifted Gaumont-British into the spotlight
is the work of
A. P. Waxman and his .staff
so it is not surprising to learn
that his short-term contract has been extended to a long-term
one
under which he continues as advertising counsel in
charge of publicity, advertising and exploitation
so A.
P. will close his publicity bureau
but will continue to act
as advertising consultant to Harold B. Franklin

31, Division Administrator
Sol A;
Rosenblatt announced yesterday.
"A lot of interested parties did
not have time to get here," Rosenblatt stated in explanation, "so I'm
giving them plenty of time."

Maintain "Party Lines"
On (Continued
Code's from
Lease
Page 1)Claus«
their landlords, with major comj
pany executives casting their bal
lots in favor of the move, while independents unanimously opposed it
a statement from the Authority
yesterday disclosed.
At a meeting held Oct. 6, Felij
Jenkins, Gordon Youngman, Neil P
Agnew, Jr., Robert Rubin, Harolt
S. Bareford and Willard McKaj
voted for the resolution, whilt
Charles L. O'Reilly, Nathan Yami
ins, Eddie Golden and Walter Vim
cent objected to its adoption.
Start
West

Industrial

Coast Bureau

of THE

Series
FILM

DAILl

Hollywood — Associated Pictu
of Hollywood
has started on t!
first of a series of industrial fil
to be produced under the supervi
sion of Nathan Blum. L. J. Sherry
director, and J. E. Walters handlir,
the sound and camera, have left fi
Dallas to film the Texas & Pad
series.
Railway, the opening picture of thi
New Birmingham Tax Move
Birmingham — A special sales tat
on theaters in Birmingham has beet
proposed again for the second tirai
this year at the city hall. The ta*|
was revived as Comptroller Am
strong pointed out that the antic*,
pated income for the new fiscal ye*
would be $30,000 less than last yea*
The tax was defeated once before b)
theaters.
Warners
to Film
"Applesauce"
West
Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM DAILi ■

•
•
• AT THE Fine Arts theater in Boston
George
Kraska writes to state that "Blue Light" the Du World
pix
has broken every house record since the house opened
five years ago
it is going into the fourth week
at
the 55th St. Playhouse here in New York fancy chauffeured
limousines line the front afternoon and eve
this artistic
picture is getting a great play from the haute monde around
Park Ave
•
•
• A FAST jump was made by Dave Epstein from
Hollywood
in order to put over certain tieups for some
of his clients
Dave hopped a fast plane to Broadway
and is already on his way back to the coast
we asked him
to tell us something about some of the pipple he handles
he strung off a lotta names like Howard Estabrook, Richard
Wallace, Roy Del Ruth, Edward H. Griffith, Lou Brock, etc., etc.
don'tgone
know yet what in 'ell he was talking about
then hewe was

«

«

«

»

»

»

Hollywood — "Applesauce", th
Barry Conners play, will be filmej
screen
play.
by
Warners
the title
of "Re'
Apples".
Benunder
Markson
is doing
th
Two Paramount Title Changes
Paramount has effected two titl
changes. "Limehouse Nights" wi
be known as "Limehouse Blues" an
"Red Woman" becomes "Behold M
Dr. Krauss Leaves Schreiber
Detroit — Dr. L. Lee Krauss, wli
was called in last July by Jacc
Schreiber to act as efficiency expe)
for
his circuit, has completed h
Wife."
work
and resigned.
New House in Rochester, Vt.
Rochester, Vt. — A new theate
the Memorial, has been opened l
E. O'Connell.

STAR SEAT-SALESMEN

Stories

Judgment in buying pictures that "SELL" seats — is the
REAL SECRET of box office profits — The CONTROL of profits
is in the hands of the film buyer.

and

Titles

Exhibitors are really NOT in the motion picture business
— They're in the SEAT SELLING business. Pictures are, in
effect, their "SALES FORCE" — and the IDEAL theatre
sales force is NOT a double- feature or a triple-feature, but an
"ALL-FEATURE" program — EVERY picture a definite,
"SEAT-SELLING" ATTRACTION — regardless of price, brand
name or footage.

that

Appto etheal

Footage doesn't make "features" — "PERSONALITY" in
a picture is far more important than footage — SINGLE reel
subjects with a "PERSONALITY" that appeals to vast numbers
of people, are "Features1'9 in FACT.

Multitude
—Young

For "ALL-FEATURE" programs we present:
Pictures with "Personality" that are "Features"

and Oldalike—

in FACT.

P. A. POWERS

World Famous

Fantasies
with the

"Personality
of

Centuries

of Popularity

99

©/^KT®@K]
IN CINECOLOR

CELEBRITY

PRODUCTIONS

mc

723 Seventh

Avenue, New

Cable Address:

York

"CELEBRITY"

'A PA MONOG
"OR THE FAMILY

5 BEST

"As neat a piece of FAMILY
ENTERTAINMENT as has reached
the screen in many a day."
0

— Box Office

"Considerable light and lively
entertainment. No reason why
the ENTIRE FAMILY cannot see this
picture.

—Motion

Picture Herald

"Swell picture, clean and will be
WELCOMED ANYWHERE."
"AUDIENCES EVERYWHERE are
going to chuckle and thrill to it as
they did last night."
— Los Angeles Evening Herald and Express

No wonder the Industry is Smiling
MONOGRAM
PICTURES
Presents

WITH

BRUCE CABOT- GRACE BRADLEY

ected byMELVILLE BROWN
A DOROTHY REID Production

uggested by the novel by VERA BROW
creen Play by . . . BETTY BURBRIDGE
Additional dialogue by . JESSE LASKY, Jr.
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[40 PAPERS LISTED
I' FOR SME. MEET

Hotel Pennsylvania, Oct. 29- Nov. 1

Story Branches Abroad
Are (Continued
Established
by Fox
from Page 1)
ney R. Kent, in a statement yesterday said: "I have noted with especial interest his continued success
in working constructively with authors all over the country, developing new themes and stories typical
of existence today. It is this contemporary dramatization of life that
pictures need more than anything
else."

MONDAY,
9:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m.

Wanger Offers Story Prize

American Films for Paris House
Paris — American films mostly will
be shown at the Studio Ursulines
under its new management.

i

in Hollywood";

Use of Motion Pictures for Visual Education in the New
R. Hockheimer, Director of Visual Education, New York

and Now";

M. Hall,

H. G. Tasker, United
York Schools"; Miss

"The Production Situation in Russia"; V. I. Verlinsky, Amkino Corp.
Report of the Standards Committee; M. C. Bastel, Chairman.
Report of the Historical and Museum
Committee;
W
E. Theisen, Chairman.
1:00 p.m

Roof Garden:

Informal

guests.
Speakers:
versity.
Mrs. Frances Taylor
2:30 p.m.

Get-Together

Patterson,

Luncheon.

Director of

Salle Moderne:
Photographic
Session.
"New Developments in Micro Motion
Hook, Conn.

For

members,

their families,

Photoplay Appreciation,

Picture Technic";

H.

Columbia

and
Uni-

Rosenberger, Sandy

"Some Technical Aspects of Wild Animal Photography"; Martin Johnson, New York
"X-Ray Cinematography"; R. F. Mitchell, Bell & Howell Co., Chicago, and L. G.
Cole, New York.

9:15

"Roentgen Cinematography"; R. F. James, Westinghouse Lamp Co., Bloomfield, N. J.
"Application of X-Ray Photography in Industrial Development Work"; J. R. Townsend and L. E Abbott, Bell Telephone Laboratories,
New York.
"Applications of High-Speed Motion Picture Photography in Industrial Development Work"; H. I. Day, Electrical Research Products, New York.
"Some Factors in Photographic Sensitivity"; S. E. Sheppard,
Eastman
Kodak Co.
Salle Moderne:
Lecture
and
Motion
Pictures.

"Some Photographic Aspects of Sound Recording"; C. E. K. Mees, Eastman Kodak Co.
Exhibition of Recent Outstanding Motion Pictures.
TUESDAY,
OCTOBER 30
Salle Moderne: Sound Session.
"Determination of Distortions in the Photographic Recording of Sound Tracks"; G.
L. Dimmick, RCA Victor Co., Camden.
"Piezoelectric Loud Speakers"; A. L. Williams,
Brush
Development
Co., Cleveland.
"Wow
Measurements";
E. D Cook,
RCA Victor Co., Camden.
"The Photographic Disk Reproducer"; E. D. Cook,
RCA Victor Co., Camden.
"Mechanical Model of Electric Wave Filters"; C. E. Lane, Bell Telephone Laboratories, New York.
"Comparative Merits of 16-Mm. Sound by Optical Reduction and Re-Recording";
N. Bastel and L. T. Sachtleben, RCA Victor Co., Camden.

C.

"The

1:30 p.m.

8:00 p.m.

Sam Feld Installs High Fidelity
Howard Beach, N. Y.— Sam Feld
has arranged for installation of new
Photophone High Fidelity sound
equipment in the Howard, owned by
the Fema Building Corp.

Rio Attendance Higher
Rio de Janeiro — Attendance at
the movies both here and in Sao
Paulo has been running well above
last year, according to representatives of American companies.

Salle Moderns:
Registration.
Salle Moderne:
Business and Technical Session.
Society Business; election of officers for 1935

"The

9:15 a.m.

Signs Product for West Indies
British Colonial, Ltd., principal
theater operator in the British West
Indies, has closed for the entire
Paramount, RKO and Universal
output for 1934-35.

29

"The New
Theatergoer's
Reaction to the Audible Picture as It Was
York.

DAILY

Hollywood — An international novel writing contest is planned by
Walter Wanger, Paramount producer, to obtain a sequel story for
his current political war drama,
"The President Vanishes". The
contest is to be conducted by a wellknown publishing concern, possibly
Farrar & Rinehart.

OCTOBER

"Current Developments in Production Methods
Research
Corp.,
Long
Island City.

8:00 p.m.

NBC Stars at ROXY
A new revue, "The NBC Parade
of Stars," including Ford Bond, The
Jesters, Arlene Jackson and the
Paul Whiteman Rhythm Girls, will
supply the stage show at the Roxy
starting Friday. The color cartoon
"Aladdin and His Lamp," also will
be on the bill, with "Litte Friend,"
Gaumont-British picture, as the
screen feature.

FILM

SENT BACK BY AUTH'Y
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

piled.
Mrs. 0. M. Glunt will be
chief hostess to the feminine contingent.
Arrangements are about completed for an exhibit of newly developed motion picture appartus, and
there will be screenings of a number of films.

West Coast Bureau of THE

CHICAGO ZONING PLAN

Tentative Program of S. M.P. E. Convention

1:30 p.m.

7:30 p.m.

9:15 a.m

Need for Uniform Density in Variable Density Sound Tracks"; F. H. Richardson, Scarsdale.
"Activities of the Research
Council of the Academy
of Motion
Picture Arts and
Sciences"; N. Levinson, Hollywood.
Salle Moderne: Theater and Projection Session.
"Possibilities of Engineering Developments in the Motion Picture Industry"; A. N
Goldsmith, New York.
Report of the Projection Practice Committee; H. Rubin, Chairman.
"Some Engineering Aspects of the Designing of Motion Picture Theaters"; B.
Schlanger. New York; S. K. Wolf, Electrical Research Products, and L. A. Jones.
Eastman Kodak Co.
"Electronic Tube Control for Theater Lighting"; J. R. Manheimer and T. H. Joseph,
E-J Electric Installation Co , New York.
"Theater
Luminous
Architecture";
C. M. Cutler,
General
Electric
Co,
Cleveland.
"The Non-Rotating
High-Intensity
D-C Arc for Projection";
D. B. Joy and E. R.
Geib, National Carbon Co., Cleveland.
Salle Moderne: Motion Pictures, Broadcasting
Exhibition of Recent Outstanding Motion Pictures; or, Visit to Studios of National
Broadcasting Co.
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 31
Salle Moderne: Photographic Session.
"International
Sensitometric Standardization"; W. Clark, Eastman
Kodak Co.
Report of the Color Committee, C. Tuttle, Vice-Chairman.
"Trick
Photography";
J. A. Norling,
Loucks
& Norling,
Inc., New York.
"Rear Projection for Process Photography"; G. G. Popovici, Eastern Service Studios.
Inc., Long Island City, and H. Griffin, International Projector Corp., New York.
"The 16-Mm.
Sound-Film Outlook"; W. B Cook,
Kodascope Libraries,
New York.
"Sixteen- Mm. Optical Systems"; G. Mili, Westinghouse Lamp Co., Bloomfield, N. J
Apparatus Symposium:
Weber Machine Corp., Rochester.
Akeley
Camera
Co., New
York;
'The
Theodolite
Detector"
and
"A
Continuous
Advertising Machine"; J. A. Spence
Bell & Howell Co., Chicago; 16-Mm. Equipment; R. F. Mitchell.
Ampro Corp., Chicago.
Moviola Co , Hollywood.
Inspection Trips to the Plants and Laboratories of:
International Projector Corp.
Weston Electrical Instrument Corp.
.
...
Museum
of Science and
Industry.
Eastern
Service Studios,
Inc.
De Luxe Laboratories, Inc.
Biograph Studios.
Ft. Lee Laboratory of Consolidated Film Industries,
Inc.
Grand Ballroom: Semi-Annual
Banquet and Dance.
Dancing and Entertainment Suited to the Hallowe'en Spirit.
Address by Dr. F. B. Jewett, Vice-President of the American Telephone & Telegraph Co., and President of Bell Telephone Laboratories.
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 1
Salle Moderne: Studio and Lighting Session.
"What Is Light?"; S. G. Hibben, Westinghouse Lamp Co, Bloomfield, N. J.
"High-Intensity Mercury and Sodium Arc Lamps"; L. J. Buttolph, General Electric
Vapor Lamp Co., Hoboken, N. J.
"The Use of the High-Intensity Mercury Vapor Lamp in Motion Picture Photography";
M. W. Palmer,
Motion Picture Lighting and Equipment Corp., New York
"Recent Developments in the Use of Incandescent Lamps for Color Motion Picture
Photography"; R. E. Farnham, General Electric Co., Cleveland.
"Reflecting Surfaces of Aluminum"; J. D. Edwards, Aluminum Co. of America, New
Kensington, Pa.

nounced yesterday, states that in
view of the fact that the schedule
does not comply with principles established "it is not necessary for
the Code Authority to pass upon the
appeal" filed by Premier Theater
Corp., operator of the Empire. This
company, as well as Astor Theater
Co., operator of the Astor, protested against the plan.
Other Code Authority actions yesterday follow:
BOSTON
Reverses decision of grievance board dismissing overbuying complaint brought by
Coolidge Corner theater, Brookline, Mass.,
against Capitol and Allston theaters, Allston,
tian.
Mass., and orders Coolidge Corner in zone
eparate from the Capitol, Allston and EgypAffirms grievance
decisions ordering
, KANSASboardCITY
ater.
discontinuance of "bank nights" by the
Colonial, Southtown, Roanoke and Westport
theaters, as complained by the Lindbert theALBANY
Dismisses complaint of Photoplay theater.
Adams, Mass., charging Atlas theater, Adams,
with interfering with leasing negotiations.
ATLANTA
Affirms grievance board ruling in dismissing overbuying complaint filed by American,
Park, Ritz, Rivoli. Bijou, Benito and Cameo
theaters against the Rivoli, State and Rialto
theaters, all of Chattanooga.

Warners' Own Newsreel
In 75 Philly Houses
(Continued from Page 1)
with the manager of each theater
acting as news scout in his neighborhood. Leonard Schlesinger, zone
manager, and Harry Goldbert, advertising and publicity chief, will be
in charge of the reel, which will
have headquarters in the Earle
Building. Mort Blumenstock will
stay here for about two weeks to
supervise the start of the reel.
3 Weeks for "Judge Priest"
Indianapolis
— "Judge
Priest,"
starring
Will Rogers,
is being
held
over for the third week at the
Apollo.
Greenberger Gets Cleve. House
Cleveland— The Hough 79th Street
is undergoing extensive renovation
and new RCA Victor High Fidelity
sound is being installed under the
direction of Sam Greenberger, who
will operate the house, and Herman
Smith, the manager.
1:30 pm.

Salle Moderne:
Laboratory
Session.
"A Revolving Lens for Panoramic
Pictures"; F. Altman, Hawk-Eye
Works, Eastman Kodak Co.
"A New Method for the Control
of Humidity"; F. R. Bichowsky,
Surface Combustion Corp.,
Toledo.
Symposium on Construction Material
for Motion Picture Processing
Apparatus: International Nickel
Co., Synthane Corp , Oaks, Pa.
"A Roller Developing Rack for
Continuously Moving the Film
during Processing by the Raekand-Tank System"; C. E. Ives,
Eastman
Kodak Co.

DAILY

NEWS

OF THE DAY

Texarkana, Ark. — The Capitol
Canton, O. — New all-time fall record for a film run was hung up at new house, will be opened Nov. 1
the Palace, where Will Rogers' by B. Hooker, former "projectionist.
"Judge Priest" ran ten days to almost capacity business daily.
Lincoln, Neb. — Milton Overman,
with Westland Theaters as
Des Moines — Members of the nine recently
city manager in Pueblo, Colo., has
film exchanges here were commend- arrived here to assume duties of
ed by Charles Barker, city fire mar- similar nature. Temple DeVilbiss
shal, for their system of fire drills
as Fire Prevention Week was ob- goes back to Greeley, Colo.
served.
Rockport, Mass.— The Town Hall
New Orleans — Harry Gold of theater, operated for some years by
United Artists is here again and John A. Zetes, has opened for films.
will attempt to negotiate a contract
with the Saenger circuit.
Northampton, Mass. — The Academy of Music theater has been
St. Petersburg, Fla. — Harry G. opened for fir,st-run films by C. W.
Griffin is the new manager of the Rackliffe.
Alcazar, newly acquired by the
Sparks circuit.
Freer, Tex. — Hall Industries Circuit has acquired the Swain theater.
Bartow, Fla. — "Hap" Barnes has
been returned from Tampa to manLincoln, Neb. — The Nebraska end
age the Bartow theater.
of the four-state battle between the
combined interests of Louis L. Dent
Ocala, Fla. — Manager Gordon
Reap of the Ritz has inaugurated and the Griffith Brothers against J.
a new policy presenting pictures for H. Cooper officially begins with
opening of the Varsity on Oct. 26.
a three-day run.

Tuesday, Oct.
►// 16, 193'

A LITTLE
from
|By RALPH
WILK "LOTS
£DWARD pervised
CH0D0R0V,
who suthe Warner productions
of "Madame DuBarry", and "Bordertown" and currently is handling
"Sweet Adeline", will supervise
"Anthony Adverse".

T

T

▼

▼

▼

T

Edmund Grainger will supervise
'The Mystery of Edwin Drood," for
Universal. Stuart Walker, who didirect. rected
The "Great
castExpectations,"
will be headed will
by
Claude Rains, Heather Angel and
Douglas Montgomery.
Upon completion of the screen
play of "Manners Maketh Men", for
M-G-M, Sidney Kingsley will leave
for a secluded spot, where he will
complete his new play, which he expects to direct for the stage. In
the event his play is finished and
produced this winter, he may visit
Vienna, Copenhagen and Prague,
where his "Men in White" will play.
Despite many studio offers, he has
decided to concentrate on the completion of his play.
T

T

T

Wells Root is working on the
screen play for "The Wind and the
New Haven — A. Fishman has in- Rain," which Lucien Hubbard will
Vicksburg, Miss. — Independent
stalled Photophone High Fidelity produce for ▼
M-G-M.
Theaters, Inc., has filed papers with
▼ T
the secretary of state giving the sound apparatus in his Lawrence
Ben
Holmes
has finished the dihouse.
capital as $25,000.
rection of "Lightning Strikes
Twice", for »
RKO-Radio.
▼ ▼
Sterling Holloway is one of the
busiest actors on the Coast. He Is

Hotel of N. Y.
The ****
1000 Large Outside Rooms

* One minute
from everything
• In the centerof Filmland
* All new, modern conveniences
in rentals, too
• Modern
Many other star features such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Radio in every room
Circulating Ice Water
French Window Ventilation
Tub and Shower in each room
Chevaly Full Length Mirrors
2 Clothes Closets in each room
3 Attractive Restaurants

[/Ja/e^ from $2»

.Hotel

single J

EDISON
John. L. Horgan A£±m
General Manager

JL7™
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M
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in order to pay him his share (;
royalties from a successful script o
which they collaborated. Althoug
the director is certain his friend
still alive, all efforts to locate hii
have been fruitless.

▼

▼

▼

Lee Tracy smokes about 60 ci|
arettes a day when he is workin
and about 10 a day when he is no
The fast-talking actor claims tl
smokes replenish the nervous energ
which his particular type of actir
calls for.
Charles Kenyon, Warner scenari
whose latest screenplay is "The Fir
bird," prefers to do the greater pa
of his writing between midnight ai
dawn. Mrs. Kenyon, the former Jai
Winton, screen actress, often tak
dictation from the writer as late i
5 or 6 A. M.
Gladys Lehman and Llewellj
Hughes have been awarded stoi
assignments by Fox. Miss Lehma
will assist in preparing and cor
pleting a final continuity script at

dialogue on George Ade's "Tl
County Chairman," a Will Roge
vehicle. Hughes will do the co:
tinuity and dialogue on his o\i
story, "East End, West End."
T ▼ T
Arthur Lubin, who recently ma«
his directorial debut with "A Su
cessful Failure" for Monogram, hi
been assigned to direct "The Grej
God Gold." Lubin will also wol
appearing in "Lottery Lover," for with Norman Houston on the scrijt
Fox,
and
"Wicked
Woman,"
for
MG-M. He is represented by Ralph
Ruth Cummings, niece of Lot
G. Farnum.
B.
Mayer department,
and a writer in
M-G*I
T
T
T
scenario
hasthehad
Master Arts lobby displays have first novel published. It is tit}}
Macaulay.
been set in practically all Fox West "Song
of Flesh" and was put out
Coast houses, in addition to most
of the leading independent theaters
in the West Coast territory. The
John Krimsky, who with Giffc
display is a departure from the reg- Cochran brought "Maedchen in U
ular lobby service in that it com- form" to this country, is now ass
tant to Harry Rapf, M-G-M ex<*
bines light, depth and color.
tive producer.
T
V
T
T
Dave Hampton of Hampton and
DeWitt Jennings is appearing *
Porter, has returned to New York. M-G-M's
"Wicked Woman," w=
While here, he sold two stories to
M-G-M and placed Clement Ripley Mady Christians.
with the company. Rudy Vallee is
writing a new book that will be
handled by the firm, which will also
handle the Marie Dressier biography
by Claire Dubrey. Hampton and
Porter will also represent Mary Pickford's serial and Tom Mix's novel.
▼
▼v
Charles Bickford, now playing opposite Mady Christians
Wicked Woman"
at M-G-M, inis"Aperhaps
Hollywood's
out-standing
all-around
athlete. Bickford swims, boxes,
rides, plays golf, tennis and polo,
all with equal dexterity.

▼

T

T

Roy Del Ruth, who will shortly
direct "Folies Bergere," with Maurice Chevalier, for 20th Century, has
been seeking a friend for 13 years

Harry

Rapf
G.

Mollie Corrigan
O'Day
Lloyd

Rube

Frank D. Rex
Ormisto
Bel

.
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« « « REVIEWS
"LITTLE FRIEND"

of the NEW
"SCHOOL

with Paul Kelly and Sidney
Fox
Liberty
66 mins.
FAIR DRAMA AND WELL ACTED DEVELOPS WITH SLIGHT REGARD FOR
PLAUSIBILITY.

[CHARACTERIZATION OF NOVA PILBEAM.
The spiritual conflict between a husband
ind wife which leads eventually to the
nrink of a divorce is dramatically presented
hrough the eyes of their 14-year-old child.
[Played by Nova Pilbeam with a naturalness and sincerity that is refreshing and
really amazing, here is a production that
should find a warm welcome from American women of all ages and degrees. It
is a remarkably sympathetic and under-

Maintaining interest because it is well
acted and has numerous dramatic situations, this one trips on the hurdle of
plausibility. Starting with a three-year reform school sentence for Sidney Fox when
she is found in all innocence in the company of a jewel thief, the picture is from

"NAME

THE WOMAN"

then on concerned with the girl's life in
the school. Lucille LaVerne, the superintendent, isa brutal disciplinarian, pocketing the proceeds of the illegal truck gardening to which she subjects her charges
for long hours. The girls, all of whom
are apparently wrongly confined are in
revolt. Into this situation steps Paul Kelly,
son of a wealthy campaign contributor,
whom the governor repays by putting on
the prison board. Visiting the school, Paul
is smitten by Sidney Fox, and with this
incentive proceeds to right matters.
Cast: Sidney Fox, Paul Kelly, Lois Wilson, Lucille LaVerne, Dorothy Lee, Toby
Wing, Dorothy Appleby, Lena Andre, Russell Hopton, Barbara Weeks, Kathleen
Burke, Anna Q. Nilsson, Purnell Pratt,
Rcbt. Warwick, Wm. Farnum, Chas. Ray,
Mary Foy, Dawn O'Day, Myrtle Steadman,
Edward Kane, Gretta Gould, George Cleveland, Helen Chadwick, Helen Foster, Fred
Kelsey, Edward LeSaint, Harry Woods and
Jack Kennedy.
Director, William Nigh; Author, Reginald
Wright Kauffman; Screen Play, Albert De
Mond; Cameraman, Harry Neumann; Recording Engineer, R. E. Tyler; Film Editor,
Mildred Johnston.
Direction, Good
Lyn

Photography, First-rate.

Harding and

Stockfield

"THE MAN

I

DuWorld (Twickenham)
71
FAIRLY INTRIGUING MYSTERY
MA SOMEWHAT NAME"
SLOWED UP BY
MUCH TALK BUT GENERALLY
PENSEFUL.

FAST-MOVING AND EXCITING NEWSPAPER YARN SUFFERS FROM IMPLAUSIfeBILITY.
I Excellent in all other departments, this
Istory is handicapped by its implausibility.
JHowever,
it maintains
a lively, actionful
I pace and has a sock windup.
Richard
Cromwell
is a cub reporter sent to cover
J the murder
of the town's district attorjjjney.
Prowling around
the murder house,
he is knocked over by a girl climbing out
of a basement window. She leaves behind a
purse with cards bearing the name of the
^mayoralty
candidate's
daughter.
Papers
play up the mystery woman angle.
The
"mystery
woman
is the mayor's
daughter
'•and she had gone to the district attorney's
„home to obtain some papers incriminating
m the mayor.
Teaming up with Arline Judge,
mayor's daughter,
Cromwell
systematically
■ ferrets out the criminal band and in the
windup

brings

the

murderer

to his news-

V paper's office after an exciting auto chase.
II Cast: Richard Cromwell, Arline Judge,
liita LaRoy, Charles Wilson, Thomas Jackjson, Bradley Page, Henry Kclker, Purnell
llratt, Stanley Fields, Crane Wilbur, Eddie
Chandler, Wallis Clark, George Humbert, Al

Hill.

Director, Albert Rogell; Screen Play,
Fred Niblo, Jr., Herbert Asbury; Camera Stumar;
Film
Editor,
John
man,
John
Rawlins.
Direction, Good.
Photography, Fine.

WHO

Betty

"'< with Richard Cromwell and Arline Judge
: Columbia
62 mins.

CHANGED

» » »

FOREIGN

FOR GIRLS"

with Nova Pilbeam, Matheson Lang,
Lydia Sherwood
Saumont- British
85 mins.
FINELY WROUGHT DOMESTIC DRAMA
DISTINGUISHED BY CLEVER CHILD

standing study of a child's heart, mind and
amotions. Done with delicacy and charm,
For which the director rates unstinted
praise. With Matheson Lang as her father,
and Lydia Sherwood as her mother, the
child sees them gradually drifting further
[apart. The husband is absorbed in his
business, while the wife craves companionship and finds it with a popular actor. The
story climaxes in a divorce proceeding with
[the father attempting to take the child.
Then comes a dramatic final scene that
clears the atmosphere.
! Cast: Matheson Lang, Lydia Sherwood,
Nova Pilbeam, Arthur Margetson Jean Cadell, Jimmy Hanley, Gibb McLaughlin,
Diana Cotton, Cecil Parker, Marcell Rogez,
Clare Greet, Jack Raine, Finlay Currie, Allan Aynesworth, Robert Kay, Jean Davis,
Robert Nainby.
Director, Berthold Viertel; Author, Ernst
Lothar; Screen Play, Margaret Kennedy,
[Christopher Isherwocd; Editor, Ian Dalrymple; Cameraman, G. Krampf.
Direction, Good. Photography, Very Gccd.

FILMS

in

HIS
mins.
DRATOO
SUS-

Acted throughout at a rather high tension, with dialogue far overshadowing action, this Edgar Wallace story makes a
moderately satisfying mystery of its kind.
Central character is a man whose wife is
dallying with a lover whose objective is
to wheedle her out of some valuable mineral land in Canada. To show up the
Lothario, the husband works out a cunning
wave of terrorism, causing the lovers to suspect the husband of being a murderer who
changed his name after doing away with
his faithless wife and her sweetie. After
scaring the young man into betraying his
weakness and crookedness, the husband
reveals that he changed his name because
it was similar to that of the criminal whom
he is suspected of being. There is not
a great deal of punch to the development
of the story, and the acting is a little too
methodical
for American
audiences.
Cast: Lyn Harding, Betty Stockfield, Leslie Perrins, Ben Weldon, Aubrey Mather,
Richard Dolman, Stanley Vine.
Director, Henry Edwards; Author, Edgar Wallace; Screen Play, H Fcwler Mer;
Cameraman, Sydney Blythe; Recording Engineer, Baynham Honri.
Direction, Sluggish. Photography, Fair.

"ROMANCE TROPICAL," in Spanish;
produced and directed in Porto Rico by
Juan E. Viguie; with Raquel Canino, Sexto
Chevrement, Candida de Lorenzo, et al.
Distributed by Latin Artists Pictures. At
the Teatro Campoamor.
Generally entertaining romantic drama
about a Porto Rican hero who wins the
love of a native Pocahontas along with a
fortune in jewels. Picture is labeled the
first 100 per cent Porto Rican production,
and one of its highlights is the colorful
native background.

>

SHORTS
Charles

Laughton and Elsa
Lancaster in
"Frankie and Johnnie"
Du World
10 mins.
Amateurish
Nobody would ever suspect, from
seeing him in this short, that
Charles Laughton is the consummate artist who rocketed to fame in
his feature roles. The subject is
just ten minutes of warbling of the
barroom ditty, "Frankie and
Johnnie," by Laughton and his wife.
Whether it's intended to be a burlesque or a straight character rendition does not appear very clear
but the production in general is
clumsily handled and holds interest
only because of Laughton's current
popularity.
"Miro-Unga"
Graphix Films
8 mins.
Fair Novelty

»#4te-

Title of this short applies to a
supposedly prehistoric animal, on
the order of giant seals, found off
the Galapagos Islands and supposedly nearing extinction. The pictures,
according to the commentator who
describes the scenes, were taken
some 20 years ago and show these
sea elephants disporting themselves
on the beach, with members of the
expedition doing a capture.
Employes' Fund Before Court
St. Louis — Circuit Judge Green
has under advisement a suit to determine the present status and beneficiaries of a $20,962 fund established in 1927 by St. Louis Amusement Co. and the Skouras Brothers
Enterprises for the benefit of their
employes who were not affiliated
with any union organization. The
fund was built up by collecting a
small service charge on all passes
issued to the theaters controlled bv
Charles P., George and Spyros P.
Skouras. The service charges were
collected between August, 1927, and
April 1, 1932, when the management of the theaters was changed.
Suit was brought by a former employe who contends the fund should
be distributed.
Clark Rader Leases House
Newark, O. — The new Arcade,
owned by Ralph Dean Spencer and
dark for almost four years, has been
leased by Clark Rader, formerly
with Publix in Marion. The house is
undergoing extensive remodeling for
reopening.
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LIBERTY PICTURES SMASHES THROUGH
WITH ANOTHER BIG MAJOR CIRCUIT DEAL
. . . . ENTIRE PROGRAM BOOKED TO PLAY
WARNER THEATRES IN NEW JERSEY
LIBERTY
FE ATU RES
WILL PLAY THESE
DE LUXE WARNER
HOUSES
BRANFORD,
CAPITOL,

Newark

Newark

EMBASSY,

Orange
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LINCOLN,

E. Orange

Union City
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Paterson
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Western Electric Licensees Assured of Protection

ERPI STUDYING VERTICAL RE- RECORDINTSYSTEM
Famous Theaters Buys Out Marcus in Salt Lake Circuit
B. O. Prices
. . . and elevation of tastes
= By DON CARLE GILLETTE^
IT IS now a good many months since the
' industry shouldered the higher operating
costs imposed by the NRA, but as yet the
composite index of box-office prices does
not show even a slight upward ripple on
the chart.
Product is better and the public is eager
for it, but movies continue to be about
the only article that has assumed a greater
manufacturing and distributing burden
without making a commensurate increase
in its retail scale.
First-run theaters say they can't raise
prices as long as neighborhood houses
won't; neighborhoods claim they can't boost
until they have used up all the product
shown downtown at low prices and probably double-featured as well.
So it goes.
The longer low prices are allowed to
continue, the tougher it will be to ever
get them
up to warranted levels.
It's a problem of national import, and
an all-industry conference on the subject
would not be out of order.
EFFORTS

to raise movie tastes are now

*™ being made in some 20,000 schools,
to say nothing of a few dozen colleges,
universities and other institutions, public
forums, etc., etc.
It is all very well-meaning, but not too
much should be expected in the way of
immediate results.
If the experience of the legitimate
drama is any criterion, raising the scale of
mass appreciation is a slow and arduous
process.
Too many folks are satisfied to just enjoy their amusement, without caring why;
and since different persons enjoy and appreciate different things in movies, as well
as in anything else, wholesale elevation of
taste could be accomplished only in robots
Another thing is that, having their minds
improved involves a certain mental effort
on the part of the patron who goes to
the theater for mental relaxation.
As in the case of erudite literature, fine
liqueurs and $20 chapeaux, there never will
be a demand for more than a very limited
number of superfine films.

Para. Theater Subsidiary
Exercises Option on
Western Houses
Salt Lake City — Famous Theaters
has exercised its option to buy
Mayor Louis Marcus' interest in
Publix-Salt Lake circuit comprising
about 13 houses in Salt Lake City,
Ogden, Idaho Falls and Boise.
Louis L. Dent, Western and Southwestern circuit operator, negotiated
the deal and will manage the houses
for Famous.

FOUR NEW THEATERS
OPENED IN TEXAS

4 Weeks "Barretts
for "Barretts"
M-G-M's
of Wimpole
Street" is being held for a fourth week
at the Capitol. Only one other picture, "Flesh and the Devil," has run
this opening.
long at the Broadway house since
its

Electrical Research Products engineers are reported considering
adoption of re-recording via the
vertical cut system as a means of
avoiding any possible infringement
upon the double print patent controlled by American Tri-Ergon
Corp., headed by William Fox.
Under the plan, which is still the
Reorganization plan for Paraof intensive study, recording
mount-Publix will be presented to subject
would be first done on discs and
the court as soon as the three anti- then transferred to film. According
trust suits pending against the com- to engineering opinions in sorne
pany and a number of outstanding quarters, this method would avoid
breach - of - contract suits such as conflict
with the Fox patents.
(.Continued on Page 7)

PARA. PLAN AWAITS
SETTLEMENT OF SUITS

Dallas — Opening of four new
houses in Texas in the past week Classifying Theaters
for
has been reported to the Film Board
of Trade. They are the National,
The fact-finding commission apCarrizo Springs, operated by John
pointed by Division Administrator
Stahl; the Harlem, Denison, by
Steve Fabrizio; the Liberty, Arp, Sol A. Rosenblatt to work out the
by E. E. Lutz, and the Texas, Crock- operators' wage scale situation in
greater New York is preparing a
ett, by Mrs. Pauline Callahan.
plan under which theaters are
classified according to run, capacity
Hold Hearing Next Week and admission prices. It is exthat the proposal will be
On Improper Contracts completedpected within
10 days. Under
Examination
of complaints
that the proposed arrangements,
values
certain distributors are using con- to be considered will be determined
tracts not in accord with the code as follows: run, 3 points; capacity,
will be undertaken
by the Code
(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued on Page

Divorcee"

Operator Wage

Scales

CLASSIFIED FILMS
URGED BY UGHTMAN
Reduction of pressure from reform groups can be achieved by the
industry if theaters indicate to their
patrons the class of attraction they
are playing, declared M. A. Lightman, head(Continued
of the onMalco
and
Page circuit
7)

7)

Protection of W. E. Licensees
Is Assured in Letter from Erpi
5 "Gay

Considering
a Different
Recording Plan to
Avoid Tri-Ergon

Holdovers

"Gay Divorcee," with Fred Astaire and
Ginger Rogers, has already been set
for five holdovers, it is announced by
Jules Levy, RKO sales chief. They are:
Keith's, Boston; Mainstreet, Kansas
City; Orpheum, Minneapolis; Martini,
Galveston, and Worth, Ft. Worth

Huston Bros. Forming
New Michigan Circuit
Belleville, Mich. — Huston Brothers, formerly with Paramount Publix in Detroit, have acquired the
Martin theater as the first unit of
a proposed small circuit in Michi-

Assurance that Electrical Research Products will protect theaters using Western Electric equipment is given exhibitors in letters
sent them by Erpi, which requires
Eighth House for Max Cohen
that they be not in default in conMax Cohen yesterday acquired the
ments. nection with their licensing agreeProspect in the Bronx, bringing his metropolitan circuit up to eight houses.
gan.
Erpi points
out that the U. S.
(Continued on Page 7)
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East. Kodak
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Arthur
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David
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Marian Marsh

Practical agreement has been
reached by the Paramount trustees
on settlement of the $23,500,000
Allied Owners claim and the $1,500,000
learns.Erpi claim, The Film Daily

Allied to Talk Legislation

Henry W. Kahn, formerly managing director for Fox Film in Central Europe, and also for 13 years
connected with M-G-M in its foreign
and domestic departments, has
formed Kameo Pictures Corp. with
headquarters at 572 Madison Ave.
to handle world wide distribution of
American and foreign product. It
is understood the firm will finance
both production and distribution.

Discussion of the national legislative situation will be one of the
highlights of an informal meeting
Get 2 More British Films
of Allied leaders today at Allied
headquarters in the Hotel Lincoln.
Two more British pictures have
Present will be: Sidney E. Samuel- been acquired by Samuel Cummins
son, Abram F. Myers, Col. H. A. and Jacques A. Koerpel for release
Cole, H. M. Richey and Walter B. by Eureka Productions. One is
Littlefield.
"Song at Eventide," Butcher-Argyle
production with musical background,
Para. Testing Sound Device
featuring Fay Compton, and the
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
other i,s "Danny Boy," with Frank
Hollywood — A "singing, talking Forbes-Robertson.
and
seeing
wire,"
which
may
revo
lutionize the field of sound and
Appoint Glucksmann-Hopfenberg
motion picture recording, is being
Jacobo Glucksmann and Jos. A.
subjected to experimental tests at
have been appointed cothe Paramount studios on "Lives of Hopfenberg
managers of the New York office
a Bengal Lancer." Its perfection
Compania Comercial Radiolux S.
is expected to have a vital bearing of
on the future of radio, phonograph A., which controls distribution of
and film recording. In the motion RKO product in Argentine, Uruguay, Paraguay and Chile.
picture field, it is claimed, the perfection of the device would make
New Riefenstahl Film
celluloid film unnecessary.
Leni Riefenstahl, star and co-proBoston Friars to Meet Weekly
ducer of "The Blue Light," has
Boston — Regular Tuesday evening completed a new feature, produced
in
the
mountains of Spain and of
get-togethers will be held by the
newly formed Boston Friars Club, which she is both star and director,
which was formally launched last according to word received by Gil
week with clubrooms in the Hotel Boag, co-distributor of "The Blue
Touraine. Officers are M. N. Wolf. Light" with DuWorld in the U. S.
M-G-M branch manager, president,
and Louis M. Boas, treasurer of the
Warners Not Extending Reel
Boas Circuit. William Scully of
Despite reports to the contrary,
M-G-M's New York office was guest Warner Theaters do not plan to
at last week's meeting.
adopt the local newsreel idea in
spots other than Philadelphia, it
Disney Studios in Full Swing
was
at the company's home
office stated
yesterday.
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — With two productions
completed and ready for release
through United Artists, and two
others in advanced stages of preparation, activity at the Walt Disney
studios reaches a new high. The
two films already finished are "The
Dognappers," a Mickey Mouse production, and "The Goddess of
Spring" a Silly Symphony in Technicolor. In preparation are "The
Tortoise and the Hare," a Silly Symphony, and "Two-Gun
Mickey."'
Ernest Truex Comedy at Music Hall

Wednesday, Oct. 17, 1934

Coming and Going
REGIS TOOMEY has arrived in New York and
plans to return to the coast within a few days
to make
M. A.
picture.
Memphis.

additional scenes for "Sea Girl," RKO
LIGHTMAN

IRENE RICH
Hollywood.

is in New

York

from

is at the Waldorf-Astoria

from

CHARLES B. COCHRAN, London stage producer who is associated in some of the FranklinSelwyn enterprises here, arrived in New York
yesterday.
GINGER ROGERS, whose current RKO picture is "Gay Divorcee," arrives in New York
today from Hollywood for a vacation.
JACK FULD, United Artists exploiteer, is
back in town from a New England assignment.
CLARENCE BROWN is scheduled to sail from
the other side for New York the first of the
month.
RUFUS LE MAIRE
New York.

sails today from Genoa for

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, who was supposed to
have sailed for Europe, announced yesterday
in White Sulphur Springs, Va, that he would
week.
leave for California about the end of the
MAXINE DOYLE, Warner featured player,
will arrive in Washington on Friday for a week
of personal appearances at the Earle with the
showing of "Six Day Bike Rider," in which she
plays New
opposite
visit
York. Joe E. Brown. She will then
MARK SANDRICH, who directed RKO's "Gay
Divorcee,"
New
York. returns to the coast shortly from
CAPT. DAN
London
aboard

SICKLES arrived yesterday from
the lie de France.

"Blue Light" Holds Again
"The Blue Light" is being held for
a fourth week at the 55th St. Playhouse. It will be followed by "Thei
Broken duction
Melody,"
prowith Merle Twickenham
Oberon and John
Garrick. "Men of Tomorrow" has:
been postponed until November.
"Woman

in Dark" Release

Set

National release for "Woman ii ■
the Dark," Dashiell Hammett story}
6 Reopened in Cincy Area
Cincinnati — Six houses in this filmed by Select Productions at thu
territory were reopened the past Biograph studios, has been set foxi
month, it is shown in the Film Board Nov. 9, according to Ned E. Depinetl
of Trade report. They are the president of RKO Distributing!
Grand, this city; Palace, Hamilton; ture.
Corp., which has taken over the pic *
Regent, McConnellsville; Dream,
Mason; Dixie, Olive Hill.Ky.; Union,
William H. Ward Dead
formerly Anawalt, Anawalt, W. Va.
Fort Worth— William H. Ward
Lilian Harvey for 2 Abroad
owner of the Rex and Imperial theaters for about 20 years prior to
Paris — Lilian Harvey has been
signed by Paramount to make a pic- 1928, died a few days ago.
ture with Charles Boyer.
Miss Harvey also will appear in
"Madame DuBarry" for B. I. P. in
England.

m "His Lucky tional-Ernest
Day,"Truex latest
Educacomedy,
has
been booked to open at the Music
Hall tomorrow. Josephine Dunn returns to the screen in the role of Richard Bennett Signed in England
leading lady in this comedy.
London — Richard Bennett has
signed a contract with Allied Film
Laurel-Hardy
for Paris Stage
Productions
and will remain here indefinitely.
Paris — Ruddy Retheemel has signed Laurel and Hardy to appear in
person at a leading cinema here
Dorothy Lee for Vita. Musical
next winter.
Dorothy Lee has been signed to
co-star with Hal LeRoy in a two-reel
New London Studio
Vitaphone musical comedy, it is anLondon — -Westminster Sound Film
nounced by Sam Sax, production
Studios, Ltd., will erect a $1,000,000 studio.
head of the Brooklyn Vitaphone
studio at Grosvenor Road.

RECORDING
ON

Film or Disc
INDUSTRIALSLIDE FILM-

BRUNSWICK
PRODUCTIONS
CH. 4-2200

CORP.

321 W. 44th St.

N.Y.C.

Too beautiful to escape men's caresses . . . too innocent
to fathom their intrigues . . . her face haunted the
thoughts of those who coldly used her loveliness
for their own sinister ends ... in the danger
zone of world intrigue !

Produced

by

Winfield

Sheehan

•

Directed

by

Screen play by Reginald Berkeley • Based on a novel by Jacques Deval
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It wasn't Election Night on Broadway!
It was the
brilliant World Premiere of the new $2 Astor hit!

:o.

A
M/%?+.

THE CRITICS WALTZED
to their typewriters and sang:
**** (Four Stars). A new "MERRY WIDOW"
emerges at the Astor. Ernst Lubitsch has devised
something delightfully fresh and thoroughly entertaining. —Kate Cameron, Daily New*
Debonair and witty photoplay that reveals the
master of cinema high comedy in his brightest
mood. The incomparable Lubitsch proves once
more his vast skill at genuine cinema wit. A
thousand of those superb "Lubitsch touches".
You will probably be picking your favorite ones
for yourself.
— Richard Watts, Jr., Herald'Tribune
"MERRY WIDOW" opened at super-gala premiere with huge crowds jamming sidewalks.
Lubitsch comedy deftly put over.
— Rose Pehwick, Eve, Journal
Witty and incandescent in the excellent Lubitsch
manner, heady as the foam on champagne, fragile
as mist and delicately gay. Ensemble numbers
are breath-taking. Mr. Chevalier has never been
better in voice nor charm. Miss MacDonald — a
captivating personality and a lyric voice. The
Winter season has been royally crowned.
— Andre Senntva/d, Times

:halk UP ANOTHER

Audience applauded each song, each actor. All
the lovely Franz Lehar score is there, sung
delightfully. Romantic music, lilting gracious
waltzes that live on in memory .There are enough
laughs to keep an audience giggling most of the
,ime—Eileen Creelman, Sun
Gaily abandoned ! A grand show.
It makes the
original seem
stodgy.
A "MERRY
WIDOW"
which we are sure is the merriest of them all.
— Martin Dickstein, B'klyn Eagle
The exquisite, haunting melodies stir to thrilling, sparkling life. Lubitsch triumph glows in all
its glory. A delight alike for eye and ear and
heart and soul. Lubitsch's sly, chuckling humor
is pointed with impish precision. Film leaves
audience bemused by its beauty, thrilling to its
songs. Truly Metro's masterpiece.
— Regina Creu<e, N.Y. American
Nothing but the touch of Lubitsch could transmute the love pulsations of Count Danilo and
the beauteous Sonia into the wickedly irreverent
spasms which pour forth. Continuously stimulating. An utterly enchanting picture.
— Thornton Delehanty, Post

*2 HIT FOR M-G-M!
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EXPLOITETTES
Artists Compete in
Mural Exhibit
A HIGHLY successful contest
for mural designs, sponsored by the Hanscom Bake
Shops, was conducted by Michael Zala, manager of the Eighth
Street Playhouse, which has one
of the most discriminating clienteles in New York City. The
competition was open to all
artists residing in Greenwich
Village and the designs submitted were exhibited in the theater
gallery for a two-week period.
First prize was a commission
to do the mural in the new shop
at a price agreed upon by M. K.
Gottfried, president of the company, and the artist. At the conclusion of the exhibit announcement of the prize winners was
made from the stage of the theater. Substantial publicity was
obtained for both the house and
the bake shop through selection
of New York newspaper art
critics among the judges. Judges
were: Carlyle Burroughs, art
critic of "The Herald Tribune,"
Howard De Vree, art critic of
"The World-Telegram"; Vernon
C. Porter, chairman of the Artists' Aid Committee, A. Z.
Krause, Reginald Marsh and
Horace Ginsberg, architect.
— Eighth Street Playhouse,
New York City

New Incorporations
NEW YORK
Vitavision Corp., Manhattan. Motion picture
business; capital, $100,000. Stockholders:
Joseph M. Davia, Sol Pottish and Helen M.
Bing.
Flying Trapeze, Inc., Manhattan. All branches
of the theatrical business; capital. 100 shares
of stock. Shareholders: Benjamin Price, Armen
D. Anderson, Jr., and Milton Morganstern.
Wonder Films, Inc , New York City. Motion
pictures; capital. $10,000. Stockholders: Abraham Meyers, Milton B. Kolb and Edith Cohen.
Eighty-sixth Street Casino Theaters, Inc.,
Manhattan. Motion pictures; capital. ISO
shares of stock. Shareholders: Joseph Sehernman, Albert Scheber and Harry Sacher.
Cartoon Exhibitors. Inc., New York City.
Motion pictures and vaudeville; capital. 200
shares of stock. Shareholders: Kendall Williams.
William
Hamlin
and
Richard
Syer.
Kameo Pictures Corp., Manhattan. Motion
pictures; capital, 200 shares of stock. Shareholders: Ben Cooperman, Harold Horowitz and
Freda
Freeman.
Boxbeech Corp., Manhattan, Motion pictures;
capital, 100 shares of stock. Shareholders:
Teresa A. Schickling, M. Jane Wright and
Jane
M. Franklin.
Hurstar Theatrical Enterprises, Inc., New
York City. Theaters and other places of
amusement; capital. $10,000. Stockholders:
Harry Starnes, Philip Mekelburg and Jennie
Hurtig.
Ramsey Theater Corp., Manhattan. Theatrical,
motion picture and vaudeville features; capital.
100 shares of stock. Shareholders: James S.
Unburn, Charles Goldberg and Theresa Blumberg.
Pioneer Motion Pictures, Inc., Queens County.
Motion pictures; capital, 200 shares of stock.
Shareholders: -.Roland Tardiff, Robert O. Smith
and' Constance Tardiff.
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• •
• HAD A nice chat with one of the real regular gents
of the screen
Regis Toomey
you know
the chap
who crashed the "big name" sector through his outstanding
performance in the never-to-be-forgotten
"Alibi"
here is an actor whose superior intelligence is evident in everything he does before the camera
and if you ask us
he is one of the select few who really have mastered the Art
of Pantomime
T
T
T
• •
• HE IS one player who readily admits that the
story is the thing
and that many an actor only looks
great in a pix due to the material and the way he is handled
Reg has just completed a featured role in "Sea Girl" for
RKO
he tells a story with a rare touch that is a delight
to listen to
get him to tell the one about the cullud bellhop he met in Memphis
who had never encountered a real
honest'gawd picture star in all his bellhopping career
when Reg spoke to him the cloudy youth broke down with joy
and excitement, and wept
and Toomey admits he was so
affected that they both cried on each other's shoulders
but it's the way he tells it
• •
• IT IS Tower
Day at the AMPA
luncheon this
Thursday in tribute to Catherine McNelis, publisher
on the fifth anniversary of the Tower mags
Bert Adler
has lined up a grand program
Louis Nizer, toastmaster
Elsie Janis, toastmistress
Speakers: Eddie Cantor, Ernst Lubitsch, Claire Trevor, Ginger Rogers Entertainers: Irving Kaufman, the Duncan Sisters
remember
that
last
Tower
luncheon?
then
you
won't
want
to miss
this one
T
T
T
• • ,• THEY TELL us pressure .is being brought to bear.
on Ray Johnston
to rig Ed Finney up in -one of those advertisingand
shirt fronts
to go with the
Ed's idea
new issuit
whew
we mean whew!
thatof asballyEd
presses the bulb in his pant's pocket'.. . the. shirt front lights
up
with contend
a blare that
abouthe coming
Monog'ram
product
Ray's
friends
should get
some value
out of hi,s
advertising manager's new suit as long as he has to look at it
all day
it sounds reasonable to us

•

•

• A NIFTY
piness Ahead" with the
the name of the
contest
and it was

•
•
• TAKING
ADVANTAGE
of a convention of the
Grotto
a Masonic order
manager Kumler of the
Pantheon in Toledo put over a good stunt for the opening of
"The Count of Monte Cristo"
he dressed a fellow up with
a high hat, opera cape and spats and an appropriate sign on his
back
and entered him in the Masonic parade

«

Can't Legislate Morals,
Says Hollywood Pastor
Y^U never
can or
attain
morality by law
legislation
To obtain morality j
community first mustN want*
morality.
a thing%
spirit and It
theis only
road ofto-theit
is the way of self-control and
self-regulation. You never can
make people moral by law.
There is no doubt — and I speak
from personal knowledge — that
the responsible elements in the
industry are sincere and determined in their purpose to remove permanently objectionable
matter from their product.
From personal investigation I
know of the care and effective
measures being taken in the
united effort to bring the pictures nearer the high level
which Will Hays has so long
advocated. I believe they will
succeed. Will Hays is a righteous man and a gentleman and
he is making heroic efforts to
improve pictures. The problem
of better pictures is of vital interest to the church in its duty
of moral leadership. The interest of the church should be sympathetic, sincere and lasting.
Legislation can not bring righteousness. Many good pictures
have failed because of lack of
support. We must support the
good ones, as well as condemn
the bad. Only through these
means will motion picture entertainment be raised to its
maximum usefulness.
— Steivart D. MacLennan, D.D.,
Pastor of First Presbyterian
Church of Hollywood.New Brussels Distributor
Brussels — M. Coppin has le™
United Artists to form Belot et C
for distribution of American
B. I. P. films.

\

tie-in by Warners on their pix "HapN. Y. "Post"-John Held cartoon contest
pix is used as a teaser line to plug the
featured on the front page of the paper.

• • • THE LI'L girl who grew up into her first adult
role in Reliance's "Transatlantic Merry-Go-Round"
meaning Mitzi Green
will be interviewed tonite by Sam Taylor
over WMCA
Dr. Stephen S. Wise in a sermon entitled
"Power" at Carnegie Hall last Sunday gave high praise to the
Gaumont-British pix of the same name
the film will be
discussed from the pulpit during the coming week by Rabbi
William Fineshriber and Rabbi Mortimer Cohen of Philly
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BOOK
THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
■
Oct. 22: Public hearing on budget for Ml
Burlesque Theatrical Industry, Green Roo
of
Hotel, Washington, D
(
10 A.Raleigh
M.

I]

Oct. 24: Annual convention of Motion Pictui
Theater
Owners
of Washington,
Seattle.
Oct. 29-Nov. I: S.M.P E. Fall Meeting
Pennsylvania,
New
York.

Hot

Oct. 31: NRA hearing to consider report fro
the agency committee of the motion pin
ture industry Code Authority on agent
commissions,
Washington.
Nov.
2:
Chicago Film Row Entertainment ai
Dance
for relief of local needy
film fol
Medinah Club, Chicago.
Nov

3: Cleveland Variety Club's first annu
ball, Hotel Statler, Cleveland.

Nov. 12: Annual ball sponsored by Motion Pii
ture Ppst 8f American Legion, Hotel Statle

in
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'ROTECTION ASSURED
TO W. E. LICENSEES
(Continued from Page 1)

Cohn Sailing for the Ride
Jack Cohn, Columbia vice-president,
tired out from overwork, sails Friday
on the Aquitania for a week-end rest
abroad.

CLASSIFY THEATERS
FOR OPERATOR SCALES
(Continued from Page 1)

Para.

Plan Awaits
Settlement
of Suits
(Continued from Page 1)

1 point; admission scale, 1 point.
Comprising the commission are:
Major L. E. Thompson, Harry
those involved in the Paramount Brandt, Charles Moskowitz, Charles
Broadway reorganization are settled, L. O'Reilly, George Browne and Joe
The Film Daily learns. At the Blatt.
moment there is no foretelling when
the Paramount situation will be
cleaned up sufficiently to permit New Orleans Local Board
The letter says in part: "If, how- presentation of a reorganization
Resubmits Zoning Plan
ver, you should be interfered with
l the use of our equipment or plan.
New Orleans — Believing that the
clearance and zoning plan adopted
hould be threatened with any such Hold Hearing Next Week
rterference, it is important that
locally but returned by the Code
On (Continued
Improper
Contracts Authority for revision is the best
ou communicate with us immefrom Page 1)
iately by telegraph and give us
possible plan, the local zoning board
t the earliest possible moment full Authority's legal committee following return of Sidney R. Kent, who will resubmit the same plan slightwritten details bv mail."
is now at White Sulphur Springs,
ly modified, with a letter and a map
to New York next week. Nathan
Yamins, member of the Authority explaining the geographical condiCleveland Chatter
tions peculiar to New Orleans which
and an Allied leader, filed the
I Cleveland — Gene Vogel, local M- charges in behalf of the national prevent greater revision, it was reliably but unofficially learned. The
J-M salesman, has been loaned to exhibitor association.
board also resolved that when a
he Detroit office to replace one of
heir men on sick leave. Jack Sogg. Classified Pictures
first run requires less than the permitted clearance this reduction must
;ity salesman, is covering Vogel's
make the film available that much
erritory during his temporary abUrged(Continued
by M. from
A. Page
Lightman
sence.
sooner on all other runs. Reports
1)
Sam Greenberger and Henry former M. P. T. O. president, in that the G.F.T.O.A. would ask the
Smith expect to open the Hough- New York yesterday. Malco has city council to shift the amusement
T9th St. theater, which they recently found the plan advantageous in con- founded.
tax to gasoline was declared unjought, on Nov. 1. Smith will mannection with its Memphis houses,
ige it.
in their adNext meeting of the local clear- which employ symbols
vertisements. Under the arrangeance and zoning board will be held
ment, which is explained in each ad,
Dn Tuesday, at which time the
means an adult picture, "B"
Cleveland and Toledo clearance and "A"
indicates an adult and young-adult
zoning schedules will be set up.
film, and "C" points to a family
, HOLLYWOOD
^
_ Morris Segal, president of Majes- attraction, Lightman said.
tic Pictures of Ohio, has taken over
Lightman has effected a beneficial
the Ohio distribution of "Damaged contract with a local women's group
Lives," formerly handled by W. W. by arranging to have them book
Bromberg, representing Weldon his Linden Circle theater in Mem^Productions.
phis on Friday nights. This policy
I Mark Goldman, formerly Ohio has now been operative for the past
sales manager for Majestic, has left 15 weeks and has stimulated busiifor Pittsburgh to join Gaumontness substantially, Lightman said.
,jBritish.
While in New York Lightman will
I "Count of Monte Cristo" proved complete his deal with Famous Theto be in a class with "Chained" and
aters under which he operates the
{'Barretts of Wimpole Street." It's Paramount, State and Hauber for
Krst-run business at Loew's State the circuit in Jackson, Tenn.
•theater warranted moving it over to
■the Stillman at advanced prices. Educational Comedy Booked by RKO
These are the only three pictures
MOST CONVENIENT
"She's My Lilly," the EducationalSever so handled.
Hotel in Hollywood
Musical Comedy starring Will Ma1 The RKO Palace is playing four
and featuring the Cabin Kids,
S2.50 up, Single
Iptraight weeks of combination screen honey,
new pickaninny sensation, has been
S3.00 up, Double
land stage show, but announces it is booked
Special weekly and monthly rates
to play over the entire RKO
^not committed to a combination pol- Metropolitan Circuit commencing
The Plaza is near everyJicy.
Oct. 20. The comedy has already
thing to see and do in
I Jack Gregg, 13-year-old son of Al played at the Music Hall.
.(Gregg, in charge of publicity at the
Hollywood.
Ideal for busRKO Palace, was located last week
iness or pleasure.
"Happiness Ahead"
Holds
lin New York state after being reEvery room has private
Ahead"at will
dressing room, bath and
be Warner's
held for "Happiness
a second week
the
' ported missing for four days.
shower. Beds "built for
| The Family theater, which recent- New York Strand.
ly figured in a suit to test the legalrest." Every venience.
modern
Fine foodscon-at
ity of the
feature
SUNSET PROJECTION
& DUBBING
ment, waslocal
sold single
last week
by agreeHenry
ENTERPRISE
reasonable prices. Conven^Kaplan to M. H. Freibeger.
ient parking for your car.
Sid Smith
Johnny Morgan

upreme Court decision in the suit
!|rought by American Tri-Ergon
gainst Altoona Publix and Wilmer
Vincent, involving a flywheel
atent, does not relate to equipment
istalled in theaters addresred by
le communication.

PLAZA

i"La Cucaracha" Third Week at Roxy
1 "La Cucaracha," RKO musical
short in Technicolor, is being held
over for a third week at the Roxy
starting Friday.

PRODUCERS & PUBLIC PROJECTION
ROOM
COMPLETE
DUBBING
& SCORING SERVICE

All facilities of a major projection room
Can match into any sound truck.
6048
Sunset
Blvd.
Call Hollywood 9480 for appointment
Hollywood. Calif.

Chas. Danziger, Mgr.
Eugene Stern, Pres.

The "Doorway of Hospitality"
Vine
at Hollywood
Blvd.
HOLLYWOOD

THE
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» REVIEWS of the NEW
Eddie

Cantor

in

BOX-OFFICE NATURAL,
HAVING
EVERYTHING NEEDED TO DRAW THE
CROWDS AND SEND THEM HOME
SATISFIED.

Grand Island, Neb. — Jack Krier
assistant manager of the Paramount, Omaha, is here to handle the
Capitol while Bob Dunnick, manager, recuperates from an appendectomy.

This one has everything. Rich comedy,
gorgeous girls, catchy music and a closing
sequence done in Technicolor which will
be a winner everywhere. In this number
scores of children are fed huge bricks of
ice cream from a giant freezer, with
chorus girl dancing on top of the machine.

Mt. Hope, W. Va.— Paul Holland
has turned the Princess over to
creditors and is now .selling trailers.
Hoquiam, Wash. — David Cantor,
supervising manager, is preparing
to open the New Hoquiam Theater.
Fort Worth — Manager N. Edward
Beck of the Hollywood Theater
staged a gala opening for "Cleopatra," with reserved
band,
radio announcers
and aseats,
moviea made
of the audience. Picture did big
business as a result.
Willard, O.— H. L. Tracy, exhibitor, was seriously injured when his
automobile collided with another
near here.
Donora, Pa. — Sunday movies were
offered at the Princess, independent
house, last Sunday. The Warner
theater has been operating Sunday
shows for several months.
Folansbee, W. Va.— The old Follansbee Opera House is being renovated and will be reopened shortly
as the Princess. Fred Di Bonaventura and Steve Koehlis have leased
the property.
Colver, Pa. — The Colver theater if
being reconditioned and will be reopened shortly by the Allison-Rivoli
circuit.
Canton, O. — Old Grand Opera
House is being reconditioned and
will reopen late this month with
repertoire. House, only dark one
in town, recently was wired for
sound. Films also may be offered.
Milwaukee — Charle,s Loewenberg.
state supervisor for the Wisconsin
Amusement Enterprises, Inc., is confined to a local hospital with a heart
ailment.
Spokane — The Granada has inaugurate a single feature first-run pol-

icy.

Buena Vista, Va. — Dan Weinberg
of Bedford has equipped his Rockbridge house here with new Photophone High Fidelity sound. Jasepr
Stanley is the manager.

FILMS «

"THE CASE OF THE

HOWLING

"KID MILLIONS"

Omaha — A shipping depot for the
distribution of films in Iowa has
been opened in Des Moine,s, Midwest
Film exchange officials announce.
The Midwest office here is geographically between both Iowa and Nebraska and because of its location
booking of pictures will continue
from Omaha.

Jamestown, O. — Mr. and Mrs.
Dave Venard have resumed control
of the Venard Theater in Osborne.
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with Ann Sothern and Ethel Merman
(Hollywood
Preview)
United Artists (Goldwyn)
Time Not Set

Although "Kid Millions" has more of a
story than usual, Eddie Cantor comedy
belly-laughs have not been overlooked.
Cantor has been generous in allowing
others to also cop a laugh, with Eve
Sully, newcomer from vaudeville, registering strongly as a nut comedienne. Ethel
Merman and Warren Hymer are among
the fun makers. Ann Sothern and George
Murphy supply the love interest. A musical number by Cantor, singing "Mandy",
ir, very effective. Roy Del Ruth did a
fine job at directing, while Seymour Felix
deserves a bow for the dances and enhigh
and
while
Lane

sembles. Ray June's camera work is
class. Arthur Sheekman, Nat Perrin
Nunnally Johnson wrote the story,
Gus Kahn, Walter Donaldson, Burton
and Harold Adamson wrote the songs.

Cast: Eddie Cantor, Ann Sothern, Ethel
Merman, George Murphy, Jesse Blcck, Eva
Sully, Bertcn Churchill, Warren Hymer,
Paul Harvey, Otto Hoffman, Deris Davenport, Ed Kennedy, Stanley Fields. John
Kelly, Jack Kennedy, Stymie Beard, Tommy
Bend, Leonard Kibrick, Guy Usher.
Director, Roy Del Ruth; Authors, Arthur
Sheekman, Nat Perrin, Nunnally Johnson;

with Warren
Warner
GOOD
MURDER
EDY.

William

and

Mary Astor

Bros.
ENTERTAINMENT
MYSTERY FANS.

PENSE PLUS A SPRINKLING

75 mins.
FOR
HAS
OF

THE
SUSCOM-

Except for its lack of DOG"
sufficient love interest and shortage of action, this is a
generally satisfactory drama

of its kind.

As it stands, appeal is chiefly to the murder mystery clientele, who doubtless will
get plenty of kick out of it. Motivating
the action is a mysterious dog whose howls
are supposed to foreshadow dire events.
Gordon Westcott, driven crazy by the
canine, rushes to Warren William, an attorney known as Perry Mason, and implores him to investigate the situation.
Then comes the usual murder happenings,
with the dog and a man being killed,
while Mary Astor becomes suspiciously entangled. A court trial follows, with the
usual detective deductions, and finally to
the surprise denouement. There are specially good performances by Warren William, Gordon Westcott in the role of the
maniac, Miss Astor and Helen Trenholme.
Cast: Warren William. Mary Aster, Allen Jenkins, Helen Trenholme, Grant
Mitchell, Dorothy Tree, Helen Lcwell, Gordon Westcott, Harry Tyler, Arthur Aylesworth, Russell Hicks, Frank Reicher, Addison Richards, James Burtis, Eddie Shubert,
Harry Seymour.
Director, Alan Crosland; Author, Erie
Stanley Gardner; Screen Play, Ben Markson; Cameraman, William Rees; Editor,
James Gibbon.

i

A Little
—

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWO

from "Lots"

gEN STOLOFF is preparing to
re^t "Carnival" at Columbfc
The picture, based on an origi- 7
story by Robert Riskin, stars if.
Tracy and Jimmy Durante
T

T

T

T

T

T

Huerh O'Connell is tripling at U 1
versal.
Besides working in "G<i '
Fairy" and "Man
Who
Reclaim
His Head." he has just started
"Strange Wives."
.r
T T ▼
Anna Sten will visit Connects
for scenes in her next Samuel Go
wyn picture, "The Wedding Nigh
to be released by United Artists.
Warren
William
is being c<j
sidered by Warners
for a role
"Midsummer Night's Dream."
▼ ▼ T
Walter Futter, producer of Colui
bia's "Travelaughs," has a came
crew roaming around Hollywood I
attended, getting material for o
of this series. It will be titl
"Hollywood," J. P. Medbury has
ready started on the script,
r
r who t appeared
Billie Seward,
"Among the Missing" and "Fugiti
Lady" at Columbia, has had her cc
tract renewed by that studio,
r
r
T
Wallace Beery, who has the til
role in 20th Century's "The Migh
Barnum," has bought a new plai
T

T

»

Noah Beery will join Irene Dun
in
cast of based
"Sweet on
Adeline."
Wtf
nerthemusical
the Jeroij
Kern-Oscar Hammerstein II op<
etta.
* ▼
▼

John Halliday and Mischa Au
have been signed by Fox for *
Hours A Day."
St. Louis Squibs
▼ and
T Vince
▼
Billy Gilbert
Barne
St. Louis — Superior Pictures is
Direction, Aces
Photography,
Expert.
who
appeared
together
in "Sup.
the latest addition to the local independent exchanges. It is headed by Stupid," a recent Educational coj
edy, have been re-signed for co-ffl
Johnny Walsh and Malcolm Wil- turing roles in a Coronet Comeq
San Antonio Notes
liams, with offices at 3308 Olive St.
titled,
"Wild Ducks."
Oscar Lehr has been elected com- tentatively
Goulding will
direct.
San Antonio — Harvey Bell returnmander of the Jerome L. Goldman
ed last month from Miami, Fla.
r
r
r
Chic Ender and Charley
Farre
Ray Teal, former Publix Theaters Post of the American Legion and
song and dance team currently 9
master of ceremonies, is currently will be installed Oct. 23.
featured with his orchestra at
Three features are being held over pearing at the Clover Club, ha
Shadowland.
this week — "Barretts of Wimpole been signed for a spot in "Swe
The name of the Beethoven Hall Street" at Loew's State, "Cleopatra" Music,"
Rudy Vallee starri)
vehicle fortheWarners.
has been changed to the Orpheum. Love"
at the at
Orpheum
the Fox.and "One Night of
*
T
*
The Harlandale, Highland Park
Rafaelo Ottiano has been award
and Uptown theaters are now showing the same double programs at
a role in Fox's "Lottery Lover." f
Cincinnati Squibs
the same time.
t
r
T
Although Eddie Sutherland is b
Betty Bowker has left for New
Cincinnati — A. J. Meininger has
York.
resigned as manager of the RKO 37 years old, he will soon celebra
Norman Schwartz, assistant skip- Capitol to join Balaban & Katz in his 20th anniversarry of film woi
perdictof recently.
the Empire, became a bene- Chicago. Joe Alexander moves from He started as a property boy at t
historic old Mack Sennett studio a:|
the Family to the Capitol, with Wil- has been stunt man, cameraman, a
liam Dodds, assistant to Cliff Boyd
Tex Alsbury has opened his Playhouse.
at the Albee, going to the Family.
sistant director, actor and produ'i
Gladys Bagwell, screen player,
Bob Burns has joined the First tion manager, in addition to direc
was here last week en route from Division
forces.
ing more than 30 features.
New York to Hollywood.
J. C. Rodman of Paramount is takInterstate Circuit has closed the
Darryl Zanuck has signed Fram
ing an extended vacation.
Lister, English stage player, f
E.
Bonns
of
Universal
stopped
off
Queen.
"Clive of India," 20th Century pr
Two parks, the Mason and Wood- here Monday.
land, are presenting free movies.
duction starring Ronald Colman.
Songs, Walter Donaldson, Gus Kahn, Burton Lane, Harold Adamson, Irving Berlin;
Dance Ensembles, Seymour Felix; Cameraman, Ray June; Recording Engineer, Vinton
Vernon;
Editor, Stuart Heisler.

Direction, Very Good.

Photography, A-l
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Major Company Counsels Differ on Patent Liability

MRA SETS OCT. 30 DEADLINE ON ASSESSMENT PLAN
"ox Film vs. Wm.
ong Delay Seen in Action
[)ver Money Used in Buying Tri-Ergon Patents

Attorneys for Fox Film believe
aat the company's suit against
/illiam Fox, charging that he purlased the American Tri-Ergon patdts with Fox Film money, will not
;ach trial in the Nassau County
upreme Court for a year, at the
irliest. The action, which was
led in 1932, preceded a counter
aim filed by William Fox in which
e charges that Fox Film commit(Continued on Page

12)

iANDRICH PREDICTS
MORE USE OF MUSIC

Fox Suit Seen on Shelf For a Year
Warner Radio Tieup With Sustaining Program

A weekly Sunday night national radio hookup, sponsored by the same group that put
Amos V Andy and The Goldbergs on the air, has been effected by Warners in connection with the program known as "Sally of the Talkies." The broadcasts, over the
NBC network, will tell the story of a small-town beauty contest winner who gets a
contract at the Warner studios. If it goes over big, the program will be shifted to
a nightly basis instead of weekly.

No

Material
Objections
to Code Budget Are
Expected by NRA
FILM

By

LESLIE
F.
DAILY
Staff

STONE
Correspondent

Washington — Motion picture producers, distributors, and exhibitors
were given until Oct. 30 to file objections, suggestions, or criticisms
with regard to the Code Authority
budgets by deputy administrator
Paris — Distribution of RKO pic- William P. Farnsworth yesterday.
M-G-M Release Schedule
tures in this territory has increased Farnsworth announced the budgets
Is Set Up to December 14 in excess of 75 per cent during the after a conference with Carl BareRelease schedule of M-G-M is now past year, it was announced today. ford, representing the larger producers and distributors.
set up to Dec. 14, the list including: According to Harry Leasin, in
The first
full year budget for the
"What Every Woman Knows," Oct. charge of several continental coun(Continued on Page 9)
Radio Pictures, demand
19; "Merry Widow," Nov. 2; "Eve- for RKOtries forfeatures
this
past
year
has
lyn Prentice," Nov. 9; "Wicked Woman," Nov. 16; "Painted Veil," Nov. set a precedent for the company.
23; "Backfield," Nov. 30; "Biogra- Five first-run RKO films are now
in this oncity.
They are
phy of a Bachelor Girl," Dec. 7, and playing {Continued
Page 8)
"Repeal," Dec. 14.

RKO

French Biz Jumps 75 Per Cent

Musical numbers, songs and
ances will be utilized more and
Liquidators
for Art Cinema
lore in providing motivation for Court to Appoint
Teen stories, Mark Sandrich, RKO
The U. S. District Court at Wilirector, stated to Film Daily yes;rday.
mington is expected within a few Receipts in Texas Area
days
to
appoint
the directors of Art
"It has(Continued
been proven
that
the
inon Page 12)
Up 10%,takes
Says
O'Donnell
Box-office
in the
Texas reCinema Corp., producing unit which
gion are approximately 10 per cent
has released through United Artists,
I. L. Landers Is Elected
improved
over
last
year
at this
a,s liquidating trustees to wind up
Head of Tri-State Unit affairs of the company, which has season, according to observations of
W. L. Landers of Batesville, Ark., been inactive for some months past. Robert O'Donnell of the Hoblitzelleas been elected president of the Directors are: Dennis O'Brien, Wil- O'Donnell circuit. He left New York
(Continucd on Page 12)
last night on his return to Dallas.
'ri-State exhibitor association headuartering in Memphis, with M. A.
ightman, retiring president, beaming chairman of its board of diectors.
Other new officers are: vice-presients, H. D. Wharton of Warren,
trk., W. L. Ruffin of Covington,
'enn., and R. L. Elkins of Aberdeen, Allied Leaders Discuss
Counsels of various major comliss.; secretary and treasurer, R.
panies are reported in sharp conWilliams of Oxford, Miss.
Legislative Campaign
flict on the question of whether or
Allied's three-point legislative not the success of William Fox's
program was discussed at an in- American Tri-Ergon Corp. in provformal conference of five leaders of
Price War Brings Bargains
ing validity of its sound patents
York, Neb. — Moviegoers who formerly
the exhibitor association at the Ho- will directly affect producers, dispaid 35 to 50 cents for a single featributors and exhibitors. Decision
tel Lincoln yesterday. The plan
ture bill are now getting double feaaims to eliminate block booking, of the U. S. Supreme Court in detures for 15 and 25 cents as a result of
a price war between the Weinberg
amend the copyright law to prevent
clining to assume jurisdiction over
houses, York and Sun, and the Rialto,
imposition of more than one music two appeals from the U. S. Circuit
owned
by Ross Lambert.
tax on exhibitors and investigation Court of Appeals clears the way

Attorneys9 Opinions Conflict
On Effects of Tri-Ergon Ruling

(Continued

on Page

8)

(Continued

on Page 8)

THIRD EXHIBITOR UNIT
LOOMS FOR NEW YORK

Provided plans now under consideration materialize, the greater
New York territory will have a third
exhibitor association, supplementing
the T. O. C. C. and the I. T. O. A
Backers of the proposed new organization are reported to include disgruntled members of the Harry
Brandt unit

Admission Price War
Threatens in St. Louis
St. Louis — Extension by the Ambassador, Fanchon & Marco house,
of its 35-cent matinee price from
6 P. M. to 7:30 P. M. was condemned
at a meeting of the M. P. T. O. this
week. The price to 2 P. M. is 25
cents. First-runs
are threatening
(Continued on Page 8)
A "Lady" Cycle
"Lady" has become a popular part
of Columbia titles since the success
of "Lady for a Day." The company's
current and coming roster includes
"Lady is Willing," "Lady by Choice,"
"Lady Beware" and "Fugitive Lady."
Not to mention "Name the Woman"
and
"The
Girl Friend."
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Trend Away from Novels
Ritchey Undertaking
Domestic Distribution
Is Predicted by Balcon
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FINANCIAL
NEW

YORK

STOCK

MARKET

Net

High
Low
Close
Chg.
Am.
Seat
3
3
3
Columbia Picts. vtc. 39'/8
38</8
38'/2 —
Vl
Con.
Fm.
Ind
35/8
3'/i
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Con.
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East Kodak
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Fox
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Inc
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do pfd
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97%
97% + 4
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Paramount
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14'/4 +
Va

RKO
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5
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Trans-Lux
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1%
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7
7
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Warner's
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Para.
Publix
4%
4%
4%

Miriam Hopkins
Lamar Trott
H.

J. Yates,

Jr.

%

Va
%
Va
%
%
%
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Ritchey International Corp.,
which heretofore has confined itself
to export business, is entering the
American distribution field with
"The Battle", English-dialogue feature with Charles Boyer and Merle
Oberon, produced by Leon Garganoff of Lionafilm in Paris, it is announced by Norton V. Ritchey. Negotiations also are under way for
additional product.

Toronto — Adapting of novels to
the screen will soon be swept aside,
and films of the future will be written by men whose language is the
screen, not the stage or novel, said
Michael Balcon, Gaumont-British
production chief, while on a visit
here. Balcon said G-B will avoic
cycles and is not touching any
Dickens material at present because
too many others are doing it.

Pfd. Jumps 4 Points
Para. Earnings Estimated Loew
Loew preferred stock jumped 4
At One Dollar a Share points
to a new high for the year

Paramount Publix earnings for
the year are expected to be between
90 cents and $1 a share, according
to Wall Street estimates yesterday.

Michigan Allied to Elect

Officers will be elected by Allied
Theaters of Michigan at its annual
convention at the Hotel Durant
Flint, Nov. 7 and 8. Ray Branch is
currently president of the association. Abram F. Myers and Sidney
E. Samuelson, chairman of the Allied board and president, respectively, will attend and speak.

at 97%

on a single sale yesterday.

Mississippi Unit Meeting
Jackson, Miss. — Meeting of the
Mississippi Independent Motion Picture Ass'n, formed last June, is
scheduled to take place here Oct
28-29.

Donat in 2 for Gaumont-British
Robert Donat, of 20th Century':
"The Count of Monte Cristo" ha.'
been signed by Gaumont-British t(
make two pictures in England.
First is "39 Steps," based on Johr
Buchan's spy story, which Alfred
Hitchcock is directing. The second
Bruce Brings Four Prints
story
remains to be selected. Donat
Robert C. Bruce has returned
from the coast with final prints of is now in England.
"Irish Melody," "Italian Caprice,"
"Autumn Crocus" for Carnegie
"Mediterranean Songs" and "Barca"Autumn Crocus," based on the
rolle," newest issues in the series of stage hit and filmed by Basil Dean
three-color Technicolor "Musical in England with Ivor Novello and
Moods" filmed in Europe for Audio Fay Compton in the leading roles,
Productions, Inc. These shorts will
will be the initial offering at the
be part of the series of 18 now be- Little Carnegie Playhouse when it
ing released in the U. S. through
opens its fall season on Wednesday
First Division Exchanges.
under the joint direction of Henry
Siegel and Leo Brecher.
Supreme Signs Contest Winner
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hoffman Closing Foreign Deal
Hollywood — David Horsley, reM. H. Hoffman, president of Libcently chosen as the New Deal
erty Pictures, arrived in New York
Adonis in a nationwide contest spon- yesterday to close a deal for foreign
sored by RKO, has signed a two- distribution and to confer with Budd
year starring contract with Supreme Rogers and his associates on stories
Pictures Corp., agreeing to make
for Liberty's next four pictures.
16 features, or eight a year.
First one of this group will prob-

.oming an

d G

BETTE DAVIS. Warner star, and her husban
HARMON NELSON, have left Hollywood by aut
for Boston, where they will visit Nelson
relatives.
MERLIN H. AYLESWORTH left for Wasr,
ington
yesterday.
He
will return
tomorroy
MARK
the west

SANDRICH, RKO director, will sail f
coast Oct. 27 on the Santa
Elena.

KAY FRANCIS, who recently arrived in Ne
York after an all-summer vacation abroai
leaves tomorrow for Hollywood and the Wai
ner studios.
BEBE DANIELS and BEN LYON have arrive
at the Hotel
Lombardy from the coast.
ROBERT C. BRUCE
from
the coast.

is back

in New

Yoi

VICTOR VARCONI arrives in New York tc
morrow on the Washington en route to Holl)
wood
to appear
in a picture.
ROBERT
night from

O'DONNELL
New
York.

returned to Dallas la:

JUNIOR COGHLAN is on an eastern tri
with his mother for a vacation between com*
coast.
dies which he is making for Educational on th
AL
don.

SANTELL

is returning shortly from Lon

ANNA MATCHEK, Czechoslovakian actres
has arrived in New York and is staying at th
Hotel St. Moritz.
H. M. RICHEY
tonight
from
New
HARRY

ASHER

of Allied returns to Detro
York.
is

in

town

from

Boston

BUDD ROGERS returns today from New Bed
ford where he attended the funeral of hi
mother.
LOUIS

HYMAN

WILLIAM
wood
today
New
York.
Chicago.
FRANK

left

last night for the coast

R. WILKERSON
by plane
after

BUCK

returns
to Holly
a short
visit

has returned to New

York froi

RKO Radio Closes Deal
With the Kincey Circuii

Closing of a product deal cover;
ing the entire RKO Radio lineuj
for the H. F. Kincey circuit en
bracing 22 situations in the Care
Unas and Virginia is announced t
Jules Levy, RKO sales chief. Cressoi
Smith, Herb Maclntyre and H. (
Price assisted Levy in negotiating
be "Sweepstake
Annie,"
adapted byablyScott
Darling from
a story
by the contract.
Gaumont-British Group Sailing
Mark Ostrer, chairman of the Evelyn Law.
"Kid Millions" Tradeshowing
board of Gaumont-British Pictures,
2 G-B Films in Philly
Jeffrey Bernerd, general manager,
Mil*
of "Kidvehicl
wing Cantor
Michael Balcon, executive producA tradesho
Philadelphia — Gaumont-British lions,"
new Eddie
tion director, Nova Pilbeam, 14- has two pictures running simulGoldwyn foi
year-old star of "Little Friend," and
taneously here. "Power" is at the produced by Samuel
Jack Hulbert, G.-B. musical comedy Locust, which discarded its two-a- United Artists, will take plad
Tuesday
at
11
A.M.
in
the Ast<MJ
star, sail for England tomorrow on day policy for this engagement, and
Theater.
the Aquitania.
"Chu Chin Chow" is at the Fox.
Hungarian Musical Holds Over
Mono. Contest Winner Westbound
"Mindent a Noert!" ("Everything
Anne Johnston, 16-year-old high
school girl of Jackson Heights, L. I., for the Woman"), Hungarian musical comedy distributed by Danubia
one of the five winners in the naFilm, is being held for a second
tional Monogram-Agfa-Ansco con- week
at the Tobis Theater.
tent, leaves this week for the coast
to start her film career in "Women
Abe Lyman a Colonel
Must Dress."
Abe Lyman, the orchestra maestro, yesterday was added to the list
Al Sherman Going to London
of Kentucky Colonels.
Al Sherman, director of adverFox Apollo, K. C, Reopening
tising and publicity for Mascot Pictures, has resigned, effective Nov. 1,
Kansas
City — After a year's
Sherman plans to leave early in No- darkness, the Fox Apollo reopens
vember for London.
Saturday with "One Night of Love."

RECORDING
ON

Film or Disc
INDUSTRIALSLIDE FILM-

BRUNSWICK
PRODUCTIONS
CH. 4-2200

CORP.

321 W. 44th St. N.Y.C.

The FIRST week was great, so

It was held over for a SECOND

Phenomenal

swell week

business kept it a THIRD!

And now it stays for a FOURTH week!
A new record for talkies in the history of
Capitol, N. Y. It's the BIGGEST hit of the
year and M-G-M is thrilled with pride for—
(over)

HANG ON TO LEO
for the BIG THINGS of 1934-35!
While "Barretts" is
WIDOW* is packing
soon comes Helen
motion picture. Leo

setting new records throughout the country, "THE MERRY
them in at its $2 Astor engagement on Broadway. And
Hayes in "What Every Woman Knows," a truly great
marches on— and thousands of happy showmen with him.
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» REVIEWS
Big

Boy

"THUNDER

Williams

«

OVER TEXAS"

Beacon
Prod.
61 mins.
FAST ACTION WESTERN HAS PLENTY
OF EXCITEMENT WITH BIG BOY WILLIAMS HANDLING HIMSELF WELL.
This is a regular whooperup thriller of
the plains, with Big Boy Williams in action most of the time. Whatever lack of
logic there may be in certain situations
is more than made up by the fights and
gun play that the western fans want. Nothing new in the formula stuff. Big Boy
Williams rescues a little girl after her
father has been killed in an ambush, and
adopts her. This leads him into all sorts
of adventures with a crooked banker and
his gang who is after information contained in some plans in possession of the
murdered man concerning a new railroad
line. The hero has three pals who serve
as comedy relief, and also get into some
fast action with him. Then there is the
inevitable sweetheart, a kidnap, a cattle
raid, and all the good old hoke the producers could think of to throw in to make
a mess of excitement and thrills. For
uncritical audiences the action stuff will
satisfy.
Cast: Big Bey Williams, Marion Shilling,
Helen Westcott, Claude Payton, Philc McCullough, Robert McKenzie, Tiny Skeleton,
Vic Potel, Benny Corbett, Dick Botierer.
Director, John Warner; Author, Sherle
Castle; Screen Play, Eddie Granemann;
Editor, George Merrick; Cameraman, Harry
Forbes.
Direction,

Okay

Photography,

Good.

FOREIGN
"MINDENT A NOERT!" ("Everything
for the Woman."), in Hungarian; produced
by Hunnia; directed by Geza Cziffra; with
Irene Agai, Szoeke Szakall, Tibor Halmay
et al. Distributed by Danubia Pictures.
At the Tobis Theater.
Lively musical comedy, filled with generally enjoyable music, dancing and comedy,
that should prove quite satisfying to patrons who understand the Magyar speech.

Harold Sherman to Speak at Astor
Harold Sherman, author of the
film, "Are We Civilized?" will address a luncheon meeting of the
Lions Club of New York in the Hotel Astor at 12:30 o'clock today.
Hamrick
Opening Seattle Orpheum
Seattle — John Hamrick has taken
over the Orpheum, long dark, and
will reopen it shortly with first-run
films and vaudeville.

THE

MONO

in

PHIL M. DALY
• •
• IT WILL be easy to recall the old silent joke reels
put out under sponsorship of the "Literary Digest"
called
"Topics of the Day"
after a long lapse they have finally
been revived with a modern talking treatment
and
you will hardly recognize the old favorite of the silent era
now they are called "The Spice of Life" after the famous
copyrighted page that the weekly publication has run for years
and made a national household phrase Mentone Productions
are producing the series
and Columbia distributing them.

T

T

• •
• IT SEEMS to us that there is a profitable niche for
these joke reels in the theater programs of the nation . . .
they were a great favorite in the silent days . . now with
that celebrated comic, Doc Rockwell opening and closing
each reel with his original line of "quack, quack" patter and
hilarious nonsense
these short one-reelers are snappy
novel and filled with hearty gusts of laughter
both from
the Doc and the "Digest" jokes
culled from the publications of the world it's a cinch that a lot of oldtime theatergoers will welcome them as a long lost friend returned

•
•
• ANOTHER DRAMA of the Newsreelman has been
written in the attempt of a Fox Newsreel crew to pick
up newsreels of the assassination of King Alexander
from the liner "Washington" 650 miles at sea
their air
craft attempted to alight in the lee of the vessel to pick up the
reels broke a wing
sank
causing the death of
Henry Johnson, a mechanic a lifeboat from the "Washington" picked up Edward Reek and Jack Kuhne of the Fox
Newsreel staff, also the pilot and owner of the plane
just another graphic proof of the dangers these nervy Newsreelmen run in doing their daily stint and guys sitting snug
and safe in Hollywood try to put THRILLS in pictures !
pardon us while we indulge in a sardonic laugh

•

•
• RESIGNING
AS publicity and advertising director of Mascot
Al Sherman will take a jaunt to London
on behalf of the "Morning Telegraph"
and other American
publications with Al's years of experience as a film crit
he ought to be in a position to be of some value to British
movie moguls who are anxious to break into the American
market the lad will go abroad about November 10
his ability to make friends should stand him in good stead
give our best to all the American Colony over in the
they will be glad to show you around the
Fog City, Al
town
•

Girl for M. J. Kandel
M. J. Kandel, president of Ideal
Pictures, became the father of an
eight-pound baby girl yesterday.
Mother and child are doing well at
the Park East Hospital.
Herb Copeland a Colonel
Atlantic City — Herbert Copeland,
general manager of Seashore Theaters, Inc., has joined the ranks of
Kentucky Colonels.

at the AMPA luncheon
ATTRACTIONS
• ADDED
•
•
for the Tower Anniversary are Ethel Merman,
today
Charles MacArthur and Ben Hecht

«

«

«

»

Oct. 22: Public
hearing on budget for the
Burlesque Theatrical Industry, Green Room
of
Raleigh
Hotel, Washington,
D
C.
10 A.M.
Oct. 24: Annual convention of Motion Picture
Theater Owners of Washington,
Seattle.
Oct. 28-29:
Mississippi Independent
Motion
Picture Ass'n meeting, Jackson, Miss.
Oct. 29-Nov. 1: S.M.P E. Fall Meeting Hotel
Pennsylvania, New York.
Oct. 31: NRA hearing to consider report from
the agency committee of the motion picture industryWashington.
Code Authority on agents'
commissions,
Nov.
2: Chicago Film R»w Entertainment and
Dance for relief of local needy film folk,
Medinah Club, Chicago.
Nov. 3: Cleveland Variety Club's first annual
ball, Hotel Statler. Cleveland
Nov.7-8: Annual convention of Allied TheMich. aters of Michigan, Hotel Durant, Flint,

T

• • THAT GAG line on the Rialto marquee defying moviegoers to solve the mystery of "The Case of the Howling Dog" until it is actually revealed on the screen
is proving quite effective in selling prospective customers
The Canadian Radio Commission will sponsor a coast-to-coast
of Monte Cristo"
Canadian broadcast of the Reliance pix, "Count the
guest star on
Barbara Stanwyck will be
Friday eve
the Rudy Vallee hour this eve

Helen Kramer
Joins Principal
Helen Kramer has become associated with Principal Pictures and
will be in charge of the local office.

»DATE BOOK«

»

»

Nov. 12: Annual ball sponsored by Motion PicBoston.
ture Post of American Legion, Hotel Statler

Indiana Exhibs to Aid
Legion of Decency Work
Indianapolis — Continued cooperation with the Legion of Decency was
pledged by Associated Theater Owners of Indiana at the unit's convention here. Several speakers pointed
out that all films cannot be made
for juveniles, and urged that parents
follow the lists of pictures recommended
children by various reviewingfor groups.
New officers of the organization
are: Earl Cunningham, Fountain
Square Theater, president; Maurice
Ruben, Michigan City, vice-president, and Harry Markun, treasurer.
Mrs. Helen B. Keeler was re-elected
secretary.
Charles R. Metzger continues as attorney.
Hear West Coast Zoning Plans
A Code Authority appeals committee yesterday listened to complaints in connection with the San
Francisco and San Jose zoning and
clearance plan. The committee consisted of: Major L. E. Thompson,
chairman; Harry Hecht and Gradwell L. Sears. Today an appeals
committee will conduct a hearing on
the Detroit and Grand Rapids plans.
H. M. Richey, Allied leader in Michigan, will attend.
Releasing Munitions Film
"Dealers in Death," suggested by
the recent Senate probe of the munitions industry, will be released
next month by Topical Films, Inc.
It was produced by Monroe Shaff,
with story by Burnet Hershey and
musical score by Willy Stahl. Prof.
Walter B. Pitkin acted as editorial
advisor.
Indpls. House Opening Part-Time
Indianapolis — The Granada, dark
all summer, reopens Friday under a
new policy which calls for showings
Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays
only, according to Earl Cunningham,
general manager of Fountain Square
Theater Co., operators of the house.
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ATTORNEYS DIFFER
ON PATENT LIABILITY

DAILY

j^J
HOLLYWOOD

for the Fox patent firm to obtain
an accounting.
gARBARA STANWYCK, instead
of Bette Davis, will star in WarBoth Electrical Research Prodner's "Northshore." Miss Davis
ucts and RCA Photophone have assured their licensees that they will gets the lead in "The Green Cat,"
based
on
the European play by M.
protect them in event of patent li- Willner and
E. Rubicius.
tigation and consequently the impression exists in some quarters that
whatever burden is imposed by the
James Tinline: is to direct Fox's
courts by way of an accounting will
"Charlie Chan in Paris." with Warbe borne by the electrics.
ner Oland. Phillip McDonald is preAttorneys for the first line comparing the screenplay,
panies have been conferring at the
r
y
t
Hays office on the situation and
Henry Wilcoxon has been set for
more conferences are planned with- the principal role of King: Richard
in a few days.
in C. B. DeMille's "The Crusades,"
for Paramount. Ian Keith also will
be in it.
Allied Leaders Discuss
r
r
T
Legislative Campaign
Mae
Marsh
and Tully Marshall
(Continued from Pane 1)
have been signed
by Warners for
and modification of the motion pic"Black
Hell."
with
Paul
Muni.
ture code.
Michael Curtiz will direct.
Attending the session were: Sidr
r
r
ney E. Samuelson, Col. H. A. Cole,
Fox has cast Katharine Alexander
H. M. Richey, Abram F. Myers and
Walter B. Littlefield.
for "Enchanted April," Lyda Roberti for "George White's Scandals,"
and Jan Duggan and Berton Chur"Chained" Sets Record
chill for "County
r
▼ Chairman."
y
Inglewood, Cal. — M-G-M's
"Chained," with Joan Crawford and
Clara Blandick and Nella WalkClark Gable, more than doubled
er are additions to Columbia's
average busines3 and set a new
house record for the United Artists "Fugitive Lady."
▼ ▼ T
Theater. The picture ran 10 days,
Universal has completed "Night
making the first time a picture has
been held more than a week at this Life of the Gods" and started
house.
"Strange Wives." Richard Thorpe
will direct the latter, with Roger
Pryor, Esther Ralston, June ClayMajestic Finishes Third of Lineup
worth
and Hugh O'Connell heading
the cast.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — With the completion
of "The Perfect Clue," which went
into production Monday, Majestic
Pictures will have completed onethird of its 1934-35 schedule of 12
pictures. Cast of "The Perfect Clue"
includes David Manners, Skeets Gal
lagher, Dorothy Libaire, Robert
Gleckler, Ralf Harolde and Betty
Blythe.

►//

A LITTLE from "LOTS
IBy RALPH

(Continued from Page 1)
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RKO SALES IN FRANCE
INCREASE 75 PER GENT

WILK

Our Passing Show — Frank Capra.
Max Winslow, Bing Crosby, Buddy
de Sylva, Richard Arlen, Joe Schnitzer, Howard Anderson, Henry Johnson, Robert Armstrong, Dewey Robinson, Murray Roth, Lou Holtz at
the Loyola-Santa
ClaraT game.
T
T
Charles Grayson, novelist and
scenarist, has returned from a trip
around the world. He wrote four
articles, dealing with his trip, for
"Esquire." His newest book is "Fly

T

▼

T

Joe Valentine, camera ace, who did
South."
the
camera work on "Student Tour,"
for M-G-M, is the cinematographer
with the second unit on "David Copperfield." Oliver Marsh is the chief
cameraman with the first unit.

▼

▼

T

Charles Lamont is one of the
busiest directors on the Coast. He
is now

directing "The World Accuses," for Chesterfield. He recently returned from New York, where
he
Prods.made "Gigolette," for Select
r

▼

▼

More Passing Show: Rouben Mamoulian, Louis Gasnier, Jo Swerling, Zion Myers, Mrs. Harry Houdini, Irene Franklin, Pat Casey, J
J. Murdock, Eugene Solow, Jerry
Wald, Jules Epstein, Lou Ostrow.
Jules White at Jackie OstermanV
Sunday Night
Y "Frolics."
T
T
Marian Marsh has been placed
bia.
under long-term contract by ColumT

T

T

T
T
T
Ken Maynard may soon become a
Reginald Berkeley is writing the producer as well as continuing his
screenplay of "Tornado," from an acting. A major company is anxious to release a series of travel
original by Leo Birinski, for producshorts based on the motion pictures
tion by Erich Pommer at Fox.
r
T
T
he has made during his extensive
Hobart Cavanaugh, Winifred Shaw globe-trotting. He will soon make
and Phil Regan will headline in a a trip to the Fiji Islands. Excellent
of Mayan ruins and what those
two-reel Vitaphone musical in shots
who have seen them declare to be
Technicolor, "Gypsy Sweetheart," to the most excitine pictures ever made
be directed by Ralph Staub.
DuWorld
Gets Another
of a Spanish bullfight are already in
▼ ▼
▼
his collection.
Earl Baldwin, scenarist, and
DuWorld has completed arrange▼ ▼ T
ments with Universal and Robert Archie Mayo, who will direct, have
Upon completion of his original
Ritchie to handle U. S. distribution returned to the First National
of "Marie," feature in English di- studios after five days spent in story for M-G-M, which has a humorous political background, Irvin S.
rected by Paul Fejos and starring isolation on a boat while they worked
Cobb will return to the Hal Roach
Annabella, produced by Universal in
on
the
script
of
"Casino
de
Paree,"
studio
to make four or five more
Hungary.
which will co-star Al Jolson and
two-reel comedies. This week he
Ruby Keeler.
fills a radio engagement in Chicago
▼ T T
on the special Hoover Vacuum hour.
Edmund Pearson of New York is He plans to return to Hollywood on
working with James Whale on an Nov. 1, after a short stay in New
York.
untitled story, which Whale will di
rect for Universal. Pearson is the
T ▼ T
Gottfried Reinhardt is working
author of "Studies in Murder" and
about a dozen other books, five of with Vicki Baum on an original
them dealing with murder and crime based on the life of Johann Strauss,
He has written "Five Murders," the waltz king. Bernie Hyman will
"Murder at Smutty Nose" and "In
produce the picture for M-G-M.
stigation of the Devil." He is the
▼ T T
author of about 100 articles on real
Theodor Von Eltz, completing his
Work
for P.T.A.
and school
support
murder cases for "Vanity Fair,' role in RKO Radio's "The Silver
on Saturday morning business.
"The New Yorker" and other mag- Streak," has gone direct into the
azines.
cast of "Portrait of Laura Bales"

(Continued from Page 1)

"Little Women", now in its 28th
week; "Human Bondage", "The
Life of Vergie Winters", "Stingaree", "Morning Glory" and "Af
ter Tonight".

Admission Price War
Threatens in St. Louis
(Continued from Page 1)

to
meet the
inated.

cut if it is not elim

The unit also passed a resolution
condemning the rental of the Muni
cipal Auditorium to "Ziegfeld Fol
lies" for $3,000 the week of Nov.
in direct competition with privatel;
owned theaters. A special commit
tee will carry this protest to th<
mayor and the board of estimate
Another protest made was agains
the "Hollywood Unvarnished" nov
running in the "Globe-Democrat,
and the publisher of that paper wil
be asked to discontinue the picture
because they are harting theate
patronage.
Junior
League
to Give Shows
Memphis — The Linden CircM
Malco house, has been leased to thl
Junior League for four Sunday nigh
shows, starting next Sunday.
at the same studio. He support
tion.
May Robson in the latter produa

V

▼

Edward

H. Griffith, who is pr^

paring to direct "No More Ladies
for M-G-M, has his office decorate
with ornate little miniature set
representing scenes in pictures h
has directed. Miniature set reprft
ductions are used by most dire*
tors in planning their scenes, b^
Griffith has conceived this uniqu
decorative use for them after the
have served their primary purpose,

SHOW-

FACTS

MAN'S

FILMS

REMINDER

T

Carol Coombe, who created th
leading role in "Maedchen in Uni
form" in the London stage version
will make her American debut i
Universal's "Straight from I
Heart," with Baby Jane, Mary Astoq
Roger Pryor * and *Henry* Armetta,

ABOUT

American
cent of the
in the first
with 58 per

films represented 60 per
total distributed in Norway
half of this year, compared
cent last year.
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SET OCT. 30 DEADLINE
ON ASSESSMENT PLAN
(Continued from Page 1)

distributing and producing divisions of the Code Authority approved by NRA differed only slightly
from the one submitted by the Authority and turned down by NRA
last week. The new budget assesses
those whose gross domestic income
is from $2,000,000 to $4,999,999 at
$6,250 per year, while the previously submitted budget assessed them
$5,500. In general, however, the
new budget re.sembles the one turned down with the exception that totals were used instead of percentages.
Farnsworth said, "a further
breakdown was considered unnecessary, and aside from straightening
out this depression in Group 5 we
didn't change anything. If it is O.K.
with the people who are paying the
assessment, it is O.K. with us."
Farnsworth added that he had received assurances from leading production and distribution groups including the independents that no
material objections would be offered
to the new budget.
The second half budget for the
exhibitors has four changes of classification, which this time
were

NEWS

OF THE DAY

Kansas City — L. B. Coleman,
home office representative for Paramount, visited the Paramount offices
here this week.
Shillington, Pa. — Joseph Shverha
has contracted for the installation
of RCA Victor High Fidelity sound
in the Shillington.

FOX THEATERS HEARING
BEING RESUMED TODAY

by Alaska Theater Co., of which E.
Further hearing of the "bad
faith" charge against the proposed
Paulson is president.
reorganization of Fox Theaters
Corp. will take place today in the
Wenatchee, Wash. — Greime and chambers of Federal Judge Martin
Fasken are owners of the Mission, T. Manton. A. C. Blumenthal and
newly opened.
Milton C. Weisman, receiver for the

company, have been subpoenaed as
Seattle — Hal Boehme, formerly of chief witnesses by Archibald C. PalParamount, has joined the RKO
mer, counsel for several creditors,
Chattanooga — Frank Dowler, Jr.. sales staff, succeeding Bill Kelly.
who is opposing the reorganization
general manager of Dixie Operatplan as suggested by ex-Judge
ing Co.. has arranged for a new
Hilbert, Wis. — The Opera House Charles Kelby.
RCA Victor High Fidelity sound has reopened under the management
Detroit Notes
system to be installed in the Volun- of Ray Pfeiffer of Chilton.
teer.
Detroit — Several theaters will be
San Francisco — Sam Serbu, for- affected in the widening of the second section of Woodward Ave. The
Juneau, Alaska — The Uptown,
merly associated with All Star Exnew movie theater, has been opened
change, is now with RKO in the Mayfair needs only to remove a
narrow entryway to the main lobby,
poster department.
but houses that will suffer seriously
Lamar, Mo. — A. J. Simmons will are the Blackstone No. 2, Roxy,
based on runs and capacities, in ad- open
Colonial, Fine Arts, Garden, Forest,
the new Plaza on Oct. 26.
dition to populations. Farnsworth
Comedy, Mayfair and Majestic.
explained the changes as putting
Max Ruben, head of Amusement
Portland, Ore. — The former policy Supply Co., is back on the job after
heavier burdens on the "big fellow"
and lightening the burden of the of split-week subsequent run fea- a long illness.
small man.
tures has again been resumed by
William Green has resigned as
The schedule of assessments the Blue Mouse.
publicity director for Sam Brown
against producing and distributing
circuit and is now in New York.
divisions for financing of motion
Texarkana, Ark. — Saenger will re- Audio Making Industrial Cartoon
picture
Code Authority in 1934 folopen the Strand here on Saturday
lows:
Audio Productions, Inc., has been
and Sunday nights. This company
commissioned by Brown & Williamthe
$400,000
ParaGroup
Domestic Gross
Yearly Total also operates
mount nightly.
son Tobacco Corp. of Louisville to
One
over $20,000,000
produce a black and white animated
cartoon
in theatrical style featuring
Two
/
15,000,000 to 19,999,999
$23,000
20,000
Three
10,000,000 to 14,999,999
New Orleans — G. H. Harrell, Jr., the penguin used by the firm as a
17,500
Four
5,000,000 to 9,999,999
12,000 has been added to the staff of Ar- trademark for its Kool cigarettes.
Five
2,500,000 to 4,999,999
thur C. Bromberg attractions as a F. Lyle Goldman and Bob Roberts
salesman.
will supervise the production.
Six
1,000,000 to 2,499,999
6,250
3,250
Seven
750,000 to
999,999
2,000
Eight
500,000 to
749,999
Fox Handling O'Brien Films Abroad
Deal was closed yesterday whereWestbrook, Me. — The Scenic theNine
250,000 to
499,999
1,575
ater, a new house operated by
1,000
by Fox will handle distribution in
Ten
100,000 to
249,999
700
Hawks
and
Robinson,
has
opened
in
75
per cent of the foreign territory
Eleven
50,000 to
99,999
142
350
215
opposition
to
M.
&
P.
with
a
doubleTwelve
25,000 to
49,999
the six George O'Brien features
weekly.
feature policy changed three times on
which Sol Lesser is producing.
Thirteen
12,000 to
24,999
Fourteen
120
1,000 Wide Range Installations
EXHIBITOR ASSESSMENTS
Western
ElectrichasWide
Range'sin
Groveton, N. H.— The Alley thea- 1,000th
Exhibitor assessment classifications are:
installation
been made
ter, manager by George Sharby, has
No. of
Assessment
the
Atlas
theater,
Seattle,
it
is anresumed
operation.
Class
Capacity
Exhibs
nounced by C. W. Bunn, general
Population
AA 1
to
10,000
Over
of Electrical ReBoston — A number of shorts on sales manager
Under 500
to
500 5 1,146 11,750
AA 2
search Products.
10,000
829 $9,168 Egypt, Palestine, and Syria are be500 9 2,350
25,000
10,001 to
Over
Am't
269
Under 500 6
ing with
released
Alex Tradd, at pres- "Gridiron Flash" Release Set Back
10,001 to
25,000
ent
Comiby Brothers.
7,461
1,614
12
633
100,000
25,001 to
18
National release date of RKO's
553
9
100,000
25,001 to
7,596
12
Gridiron Flash," with Eddie
243
Kalamazoo, Mich. — The Royal has "The
100,001 to
300,000
4,977
Quillan
Betty Furness, has been
$8
4,374 secured a huilding permit to make set back and
588
300,000
100,001 to
a week to Oct. 26.
500,000
300,001 to
7,056 a $700 addition to the house.
15
300,001 to
500,000
1,491
21
71
18
316
24
47
700,000
558
500,001 to
4,740
Grand Island, Neb. — While Bob
700,000
500,001 to
1,128 Dunnuck, city manager of A. H.
164
16
700,000
500,001 to
10
31
Blank
houses here, is in the hospital,
F Premier and
420 Jack Beachley is in charge.
2,624
42
Deluxe
700,001 to 1,000,000
49
45
F 1
700,001 to 1,000,000
1,620
F 2
700,001 to 1,000,000
137
36
Auburn, Neb. — Bob Booth has sold
20
F 3
1,029
700,001 to 1,000,000
21
his theater, the Booth, to his brothAS
SEEN
BY
G Premier and
2,740
er, Wes Booth, who already operates
48
THE PRESS
60
20
Deluxe
.
1,000,000 Plus
the
Paramount
and
Booth
at
Ne1,200
AGENT
G 1
braska City, Neb.
1,000,000 Plus
150
G 2
1,536
1,000,000 Plus
"Cream and Sugar are the names of
32
IS
333
18
two white rats recently presented to
G 3
24
3,600
1,000,000 Plus
16
G 4
5,994
Ann
Sothern."— COLUMBIA.
Newport, Wash. — The Rex, owneu
1,000,000 Pk
333
cently.
5,328 by D. M. Mangone, was opened re8,349 $88,004
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TIMELY TOPICS

Good Story Essential For
Sale of Book To Films

IT

is difficult to name a single
unchanging factor that determines the acquisition of a book
for the screen; but the most important element always remains
that of sheer story. The narrative itself must be capable of
transference to the screen before it warrants serious consideration. The next important
item motivating an ultimate selection isthe starring possibilities inherent in the book. If a
company is seeking a vehicle
for a certain actor, it will naturally exert every effort to find
a book which offers an appropriate major characterization.
The "Judge Priest" tales of Irvin
Cobb's are a conspicuous example of this tendency; Guy Gilpatric's celebrated "Mr. Glencannon" is still another illustration. In both these cases the
books presented no unified story,
but the central character was
sufficiently interesting to justify their purchase. Books are
occasionally acquired for their
titles alone; but this rarely happens unless the title has some
extraordinary national or topical appeal. Walter Pitkin's
non-fiction volume "Life Begins
at Forty" is just such a book.
Failing a superior story or stellar possibilities, companies will
often exhibit interest in a book
if it possesses an unusual pictorial background or individual
characters and sequences that
will lend themselves readily to
further expansion. The most
striking demonstration of this
is Warden Lawes' study of
prison life "Twenty Thousand
Years in Sing Sing." In this
instance, a new story was created to take advantage of the
novel background and provocative title. It is well known that
many literary properties are
bought that never reach the
screen: but few people appreciate the reasons for this seeming deliberate waste of money.
The story may fail of further
development when subjected to
a scenarist's probing, it may
have been intended for a particular star whose contract expires before the book can be
adapted for the screen, it may
become old-fashioned through a
sudden change in the national
tempo as would be true of books
with a Prohibition background.
or it may fall under the dread
ban of the Hays' Code after due
and careful consideration. But
these are not gross errors of
judgment or the distressing re-

«

«

«

sult of ill-advised decisions.
They are the normal expenses
incidental to any great industry where speed is essential,
making the good story of today
the inferior story of tomorrow.
Hollywood may purchase material that they never utilize, but
it is only discarded after every
effort to salvage it has been defeated. Although many unusual
and original devices have been
proposed to further the sale of
books to motion picture companies, they all inevitably break
down before the incontrovertible
fact : the books must possess
good stories. Recourse to
friends and relatives of producers, the whispered offering
of "inside information," gossip
concerning a company's future
plans, rumors of immediate
needs — all again reduce themselves to the simple formula:
the books must be adaptable for
the screen. If a book does not
measure up to the standard
maintained by the picture company, all of the "inside information" and relatives added together will not persuade the
company to buy it. They do
not invest millions of dollars
annually without making every
possible effort to verify the
value of the stories they purchase.
— William James Fa "irrvnn.

Hollywood Has Monopoly
On "Human Material"
J-^OLLYWOOD still holds a
world monopoly on "human material" for motion pictures, and need fear no serious
competition from any other nation in spite of the "bewildering activity" in the screen
studios of Enerland.
Hollywood is impreenable in the
motion picture field. To those
of us who have been occupied
elsewhere. Hollywood is the
symbol of supremacy in screen
entertainment. It will retain its
position as lone- as it retains its
monopoly of human material,
for despite what may be said of
the relative value of story or
production value, stars are still
the fundamental element of motion pictures. Photography on
the American screen is so far
ahead of any other nation that
there is no comparison. It is
the envy of cinematographers
all over the world.
— Leontine Sagan.
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EXPLOITETTES

Big Houston Campaign for
"The Count of Monte Cristo'
pOR the opening engagement
of "The Count of Monte
Cristo," Reliance production
starring Robert Donat and
Elissa Landi and released
through United Artists, at
Loew's State here, Manager W.
V. Taylor put over a series of
contests, tie-ups and street
ballyhoos which gained outstanding attention for his attraction. Afew days in advance
of the opening all local newspapers devoted considerable
space to the engagement with
feature stories and photos of
both Donat and Landi. Two
contests were put over with the
"Post" which resulted in the
picture getting many swell
breaks. The first stunt was a
classified ad contest in which
the picture got a two-column ad
in the want ad section. A
puzzle contest was used in the
Junior Section
of thepublicity.
"Post"
resulting
in additional
A tie-up with the local taxi
company accounted for the picture getting mention on 25 3 x 5
painted signs which were used
on each cab. More than 8,000
blotters were distributed
throughout the schools in the
city and all sidewalks leading
to the theater were stenciled
with strong selling copy on "The
Count of Monte Cristo." Local
street cars also used half-sheet
cards and 4,000 book marks
were distributed at the local
library. The library also used
a picture display on the attraction and gave the theater full
credit. Book store tie-ups accounted for some exceptional
window displays, and special
panels with stills were placed
in all local hotels. Both radio
stations KPRC and KTRH devoted considerable time on their
daily programs to mention of
the opening of the picture at
Loew's State. For a street
ballyhoo, a man dressed as a
count paraded the streets of the
city carrying a large book labeled "The Count of Monte
Cristo." This book contained a
number of large stills on the
production. The man would
gather a crowd about him and
then show the book as well as
give a short talk on the highlights of the production. In addition to this ballyhoo a large
beaver-board book was mounted
on a truck and carted about the
business section of the city. The
front of the theater contained
special panels and blow-ups of
the stars. Cut-outs were used
around the marquee and a
twenty-four sheet on the attraction covered the rear wall of
the theater.
— Loeiv's State, Houston

«
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Silver Chest and Tie-ups
Boost "Treasure Island"
gHORTLY in advance of the
opening
"TreasureTopeka,
Island"a
at the
Grandof theater,
large showcase with a silver
chest was displayed in the lobby of the theater. The chest was
filled with one-cent pieces, with
prizes for the ones guessing the
nearest amount. This attracted
a great deal of attention. Ten
days in advance of the opening,
large 20x40 art portraits of
Wallace Beery and Jackie
Cooper were placed in the lobby.
There was a large art set piece
in main foyer with art posters
of Beery and Cooper, selling the
picture. Six large display frames
in lobby had special air-brush
portraits of the cast. A special
atmospheric front was made up
by the art department for this
attraction with cut-outs of the
24-sheets on each end of the
marquee, the valance under each
end of the canopy. Pennants
were hung from the top of the
building to the top of marquee
giving it a holiday appearance.
One week prior to the opening
all doormen and ushers wore
special pirate costumes. Each
member of the floor staff wore
a silk ribbon with the title in
gold
letters,
"Treasure
Island,"
starting
Friday.
Mr. Mayo,
district manager for Procter &
Gamble in Kansas and Missouri,
arranged with several local
bakers in the city to cooperate
with the Grand theater on the
"Treasure Island" cake tie-up.
The bakers carried banners on
all trucks selling the cake tie-up
and the picture. A large cake
display appeared in the lobby of
the theaternouncingwith
credit card anthe bakery.
— Grand, Topeka, Kan.

*

*

*

Novel Lobby Display Plugs
"Du Barry" in Cleveland
HTHE Hippodrome theater,
Cleveland, set off an effective and novel advance lobby
display on its showing of Warner Bros. "Madame Du Barry,"
starring Dolores Del Rio. Highlighting the display was an enlarged framed photograph of
Dolores Del Rio, while just below the ceiling and reaching
from wall to wall was the title,
"Madame Du Barry," in huge
box letters. Descending from
that was a series of dimunating
steps, each step bearing the title
of the series hit of a previous
year, with the number of the
year indicated. At the bottom
step was copy reading: "They
Made History!" The letters of
the titles were all cutouts and
in back of them against the step
itself were silhouetted figurettes
appropriate
each picture. to the theme of
— Hippodrome, Cleveland

«
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26 VITAPHONE SHORTS
NOW IN CUTTING ROOM

radio reels, "We Do Our Part," featuring Gene & Glenn, Donald Novis,
Edith Murray and Joy Lynne, "Eggs
Mark the Spot," featuring Ramona,
Pat Barnes, The Three X Sisters,
and Bailey and Sims, and one untitled.

Fox Film vs. Wm. Fox Suit
Seen on Shelf for a Year
{.Continued from Page 1)

ted breach of contract in regard to
his agreement under which he was
to receive $500,000 for his services
in an advisory capacity. The contract was an element in the deal
through which the magnate retired
from the Fox companies.
Seattle Would
Curb
Minors
Seattle — Demand for an ordinance
to prohibit attendance of unaccompanied minors at movies which lack
the specific recommendation of the
board of theater supervisors has
been made by the Clean City League.

5,000 Accounts Is G.-B. Goal
At least 5,000 theater accounts for
Gaumont-British pictures in this country is the goal in the coast-to-coast
sales drive now being conducted under
the direction of George W. Weeks.
Appointment of sales executives in the
various territories is gradually being
completed
by Weeks.

WAN6ER TO FOLLOW
FLEXIBLE SYSTEM

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
'By CHARLES

Twenty-six Vitaphone shorts are
in the studio's cutting room being
edited for early release, it is announced by Sam Sax, production
chief. These include nine two-reel
subjects and 17 of one-reel length
The nine two-reel numbers are
Tito Guizar and Armida in "Spain
in the Neck," a "Broadway Brevi
ties" musical; Ben Blue in "Out of
Order," a Big "V" comedy; Jeanne
Aubert in "Gem of the Ocean," a
"Broadway Brevities" musical; Nick
Lucas in "What This Country
Needs," a "Broadway Brevities":
Georgie Price in "Soft Drinks and
Sweet Music," a "Broadway Brevities"; Shemp Howard and Daphne
Pollard in their second Big "V" com
edy as yet untitled; Jeanne Aubert
in her third "Broadway Brevities"
musical; The Four Yacht Club Boye
and Vera Van in "Hear Ye! Hear
Ye!" a "Broadway Brevities."
The seventeen single reels include
three "Melody Master" band numbers, Harry Horlick and His Gypsies,
Don Redman and His Orchestra,
Will Osborne and His Orchestra.
Three numbers in E. M. Newman's
"See America First" series with dialogue by John B. Kennedy, titled
"The Blue and the Gray," "Remember the Alamo" and "Gold Rush."
And the following "Pepper Pots",
Harry Von Tilzer in "The Man of a
Thousand Hits," a song composer
reel, Billy Hill in a song compose)
reel, "The Easy Aces"; a Novelty
puppet Reel, three in the series of
Vaudeville reels featuring variety
artists and three in the ,series of
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A

ONE-REELER titled "Rollin'
Along" and featuring a large
colored cast including the five Cabin
Kids, the Mabel Horsey singers, a
group from the Hall Johnson Choir,
Charles H. Hollis, Jasmine Kelly,
Bertha Powell, Eddie Hunter and a
company of 32 start work today at
the Hayes and Beall studio. The
Mountain Melodeers, popular hillbilly orchestra, will provide the music for the short which was written
by
Marcy
Klauber and Charles Williams.

ALICOATE'
was completed yesterday at the
Eastern Service studio in Astoria.
Lee Garmes was in charge of the
camera work, while Arthur Rosson
was in charge of production and
Harold Godsoe assisted on the direction. Joe Kane okayed the sound.

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — A "flexible production schedule" will be followed by
Walter Wanger in his activity as I
an independent producer for Paramount release, he stated to Film i
Daily yesterday. "I intend to make I
•
pictures as they were formerly pro-'
duced," said Wanger. "Plenty of
Johnny Burke and Harold Spina, time for production and the right
youthful composers of "The Beat Of player for the right part.
My Heart", and whose newest song,
"Too often, under stress of busi"It's Dark On Observatory Hill",
ness pressure, one player is substihas been adopted by collegiate cirtuted for another so that production
cles, are writing an entire series of
can begin on schedule time.
That .
songs for various colleges, based upArthur Jarrett, a member of Eduon traditional topics. Both Spina evil shall be eliminated by an extremely
flexible
production
schedule
cational's eastern writing staff, is and Burke are college men.
back at his desk at the Eastern Serwhich will enable me to change my ■
•
vice studio in Astoria after recovplans when a particular player desired is not available.
Almost any
ering from injuries suffered in an
Milton Douglas, appearing in
automobile accident.
Select's "Gigolette" and now master star can be obtained today if one
has
the
time,
because
50
per cent
of ceremonies at the Adelphia Hotel in Philadelphia, has been signed are free-lancing and the remaining :
Production on "Laugh Little for another
week, after which he will half can always be secured through i
Clown", the Charles MacArthur-Ben
Hecht feature in which Jimmie Savo return to New York to fulfill a pic- the loan system when they are not:
ture contract.
makes is debut in motion pictures,
busy on their home lot."

Mark Sandrich Predicts
Increased Use of Music
(Continued from Page 1)

terpolation of music, songs and
dances in pictures merely for the
sake of filling in or making it possible to publicize the film as a musical, will no longer meet with public approval," ,said Sandrich. "It
has also been shown that many
themes and situations may be greatly aided by music, and, in the case
of 'The Gay Divorcee,' a dance
which in reality is a dance-love
scene. Music will play a most important part in the future production of films. Songs will continue
to be created and dances will be
originated, and in each case they
will be an essential part of the
Sandrich will be in New York
until Oct. 27, when he sails for the
coast to start the next Fred AstaireGinger
plot." Rogers musical which has
not as yet been titled.

Wilmington Court to Name
Art Cinema Liquidators
(Continued from Page 1)

Finish "Scarlet Pimpernel"
London — "The Scarlet Pimpernel", with Leslie Howard and Merle
Oberon, has been completed by Alexander Korda of London Films for
United Artists release.

"Drummond"

Pavilion

Record

The ****
Hotel of N. Y.
lOOO Large Outside Rooms
* One

minute

from

everything]

* In the centerof

Filmlan

* All new, modern conveniences)
i Modern
in rentals,
io o
Many

other star features such as:

liam Phillips and William Jasie.
Counsel for the company is Bertram
S. Nayfack, 350 Madison Ave., New
York. Plans for dissolving the corporation disclose the fact that
Paramount owns a third-interest in
the company.

•
•
•

Radio in every room
Circulating Ice Water
French Window Ventilation

• Tub and Shower in each room
• Chevaly Full Length Mirrors
• 2 Clothes Closets in each room
• 3 Attractive Restaurants

Urge Use of Votes
In Movie Campaign
Savannah — Lutherans will be
urged to appeal to the people to
bear the problem of clean movies in
mind when they vote it was disclosed yesterday in a pre-convention
bulletin on the eve of the annual
conclave here. Recommendation is
made that votes be cast for candidates who are in sympathy with the
clean film drive.

Sets

London — "Bulldog Drummond
Strikes Back", 20th Century production with Ronald Colman, has
set a new box-office record at the
Pavilion.
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A. C. Blumenthal Grilled at Fox Theaters Hearing

WM. FOX TO SUE ALL MAM AND INDIE COMPANIES
H. M. Warner Plans Film Work
Tells N. Y. U. Film Class
That Colleges Can Do
Much for Pictures

Long Runs
. . . and other good signs
=

By DON

CARLE

GILLETTE —

IF YOU read your tradepapers you will
' have enjoyed seeing the unusual number of long runs and new b. o. records
being set up by the early crop of the new
season's films.
Outstanding performers like "Barretts
of Wimpole Street," "One Night of Love,"
"Jud^e Priest," "Mrs. Wiggs," "Count of
Monte Cristo," "Chained" and a few others
have piled up runs of from four to seven
weeks — and some of the runs aren't over
yet.
This is only the advance guard of what
promises to be one of the best product
seasons in years.

— • —

The enterprise and daring attempt of
Fox Movietone in sending a plane out to
sea to bring in newsreels of the King Alexander assassination was just a sample opening gun in the genuine war for supremacy
that has been started by the newsreel outfits.
You'll see some real competition now —
and lots more interesting reels.

— • —

Reverberations

in

the

industry

at

large

indicate that it didn't take long for the
country to become Gaumont-British conscious once the G-B generators were set in
motion.
G-B has gone at things here in big-time
style and is getting big-time
attention.
For this is show business and showmanship brings the results.
Millions of Shirley Temple's fans are
', hoping that this captivating little artist will
I soon get a better break from the Hollyl wood
writers.
The fans can't understand why such a
i sweet child should be written into so many
I crook stories.
It doesn't look natural or plausible — and
parent-moviegoers don't like the idea at all.
Incidentally, lots of fans are eagerly
I awaiting RKO's "Gridiron Flash" bringing
; back Eddie Quillan.
This Quillan lad has always represented
I clean family entertainment, and, in com
I pany with Joe E. Brown, Bill Haines, Harold
I Lloyd, Jack Oakie and others of this type,
' can do a lot to bring pop and mom as well
|; as the kids to the theater.

Harry M. Warner, president of
Warner Bros., told the students in
the motion picture course of the
New York University School of
Education last night that he had
under consideration a plan to take
one student from every college and
give him a year in motion picture
work to see what they can do if
given this opportunity. He said that
he believed that much could be done
(Continued

on Page

4)

BRITISH FILM EARNINGS
15% OVER LAST YEAR

for College Students

Roxy Gets 18 Pictures
The Roxy has bought 18 pictures for
the 1934-35 season and will spot book
other attractions to fill its needs. Under
a joint deal with Universal, the Roxy
and Rialto will each get eight of that
company's
features. The Roxy also
has contracted for 10 Gaumont-British
pictures.

TELEVISION 5 YRS. OFF,
AYLESWORTHPREDIGTS

Hearing of Fox Theaters Case
Is Continued to Next Monday
A. C Blumenthal was subjected
to an exacting examination yesterday, before Federal Judge Martin
Manton, by Archibald Palmer,
Richmond — Acquisition of addi- T.
tional theatei-s outside of Richmond counsel for creditors opposing the
is contemplated by Neighobrhood proposed Fox Theaters reorganization under Section 77B of the new
Theaters, of which Sam Bendheim,
bankruptcy laws. Palmer attempted
Jr., is general manager. Since M. G. to
show that Blumenthal had more
Thalhimer began to figure more
prominently with Bendheim in the than an "academic" interest in assigning his claim of $400,000
local situation they have acquired
Theaters to his sister,
two downtown houses, the State and against Fox
(Continued on Page 8)
(Continued

on

Page

9)

Injunction and accounting actions
will be filed by William Fox's American Tri-Ergon Corp. against all
major companies
leading
pendent companie.s and
within
a few indedays

based on the U. S. Supreme Court's
ruling on its flywheel patents. Supplementing the five injunction and
accounting actions already instituted against major companies in
connection with the American TriErgon
double print patents, also
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
substantiated by the Supreme Court,
Washington — Telev.sion is st'll in similar steps will be taken againsc
the laboratory stage and it will be the other first line companies.
five years before its commercial
Suit against
fiveon more
companies
(Continued
Page 8)
practicability can be expected, declared M. H. Aylesworth yesterday
in testifying
beforeon Page
the 8)Communi(Continued

Net earnings of established Brit- Universal Sets Releases
ish film companies this year are between 10 and 15 per cent better than
Up to First of the Year
ast year, declares Maurice S.
Universal's release schedule has
Myers, Tendon
stock broker and been
set up to the first of the year,
(Continued on Page 9)
the list for the two final months
of 1934 being as follows: "Cheating
Para. District Managers
Cheaters," Nov. 5, "Strange Wives,"
Will Meet in Hot Springs Nov. 12; "Imitation of Life," Nov.
Paramount district managers will 19; "Night Life of the Gods," Nov.
attend their annual Fall meeting at 26; "Man Who Reclaimed His Head,"
the Homestead Hotel, Hot Springs, Dec. 3; "Secret of the Chateau,"
Va., Oct. 26-28, Neil
Agnew, gen- Dec. 10; "Straight from the Heart,"
(Continued on Page 9)
Dec. 24; "Good Fairy," Dec. 31.

Richmond Circuit After
Other Houses in State

Five Additional Suits Over
Tri-Ergon Patents
Filed Yesterday

W.-B. TO NEGOTIATE
NEW DEAL WITH ERPI

Prior to termination of the Warner Bros. Theater agreement with
Electrical Research Products providing for serving of equipment installed in 450 of the circuit's houses,
it is expected
thaton aPagerenewal
deal
(Continued
4)

Ben Grimm Joining
RKO Advertising Staff
Ben H. Grimm, advertising and
sales promotion executive, now advertising manager for Universal,
within the next two weeks will join
the RKO advertising department
headed by S. Barrett McCormick.

"Man of Aran" Given
Two-A-Day Premiere
"Man of Aran," produced by Robert Flaherty for Gaumont-British
was given its two-a-day premiere
last night at the Criterion theater
before a typically smart opening
night audience.
The picture,
filmed on a little
(Continued on Page 2)
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MARSHALL NEILAN, associate producer for
Paramount, arrived in New York yesterday from
abroad on the President Washington. The
ship also brought in EDWARD F. O'CONNOR,
who has been on a six-week trip through the
Far East for M-G-M, and BENNIE BERGER,
northwest
exhibitor.
LOUISE HENRY, who recently finished work
in "Babes in Toyland," Hal Roach feature for
M-G-M, arrives in New York on Sunday from
the coast. Before leaving she signed a new
contract with
Metro.
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Going

BOOK
THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S

HAL ROACH, MATT O'BRIEN, BEN LYON
and BEBE DANIELS arrived in New York after
being delayed in Pennsylvania when Roach's
plane, in which they were flying from the
coast, was
forced
down.
for

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS left by plane yesterday
Hollywood after a sojourn
in the east.

FRANCIS LISTER, foreign actor signed by
Darryl Zanuck through Leah Salisbury for 20th
Century's "Clive of India," left yesterday for
the coast.

J. C. CLEMMONS of Jefferson Amusement
Co., Beaumont. Tex., is in New York for a
stay of about 10 days.

BARTON MacLANE is en route to Hollywood
to start work in Warner pictures under a deal
negotiated by Leah Salisbury.

ANNE KASPER of Easton, Conn., one of the
five national winners in the Monogram Agfaf

GREGORY
the Coast.

"Chance for Hollywood" contest, leaves for
the Coast today to appear in Monogram's
"Women
Must
Dress."

ED FAY
Providence.

LaCAVA
was

is in New

in New

York

York

from

yesterday from

Theatrical Index Reveals
"Man of Aran" Given
Two-A-Day Premiere Legit's Continued Decline
(Continued from Paae 1)
A new low in Broadway legitiknown island off the coast of Ireland and depicting in realistic fashion the primitive struggle of man
against the elements, was preceded
by a prologue in which the three
principal characters in the film appeared. "Man of Aran" was awarded first prize at the recent international film exposition in Venice.
Because of its unusual nature, it
has an extensive field for special
audiences with the endorsements of
class groups, schools and civic
bodies.

Episcopalians Demand
Federal Film Control
Atlantic City — Federal regulation
of movies was demanded in a resolution unanimously adopted yesterday by the House of Bishops of the
Protestant Episcopal Church in
convention here. Supervision, not
censorship, is advocated by the religious group.

Sonotone Sales Convention

mate theatrical activity for the past
15 years is shown in The Billboard
Theatrical Index for 1933-34, just
off the press, revealing a total of
only 154 stage productions last season, against 212 the previous year
and a high of 302 in the 1926-27 and
1927-28 seasons. Failures the past
years amounted to 80 per cent, compared with 82 per cent the year before and a low of 55 per cent in
1920-21. Legit theaters used last
year totaled 50, against a high of
80 in the boom yea^s. Total number of persons employed in 1933-34
was 2,726, against 4,110 the year before, these figures being exclusive of
chorus people.

Oct. 22: Public hearing on budget for tl
Burlesque Theatrical Industry, Green Roo
of Raleigh Hotel, Washington, D
10 A.M.
Oct. 22-24: Sonotone Corp. sales conventii
Park Central
Hotel,
New York.
Oct. 24: Annual convention of Motion Pictu
Theater
Owners
of Washington,
Seattle.
Oct. 26-28:
Paramount
nual fall meeting,
Springs, Va.

district managers'
Homestead
Hotel,

F

Oct. 28-29: Mississippi Independent Moti
Picture
Ass'n
meeting,
Jackson,
Miss.
3ct. 29-Nov. I: S.M.P E. Fall Meeting
Pennsylvania,
New
York.

Ho

Oct. 31: NRA hearing to consider report fr
the agency committee of the motion p
ture industry Code Authority on agen
commissions,
Washington.
Nov.
2:
Chicago Film Row Entertainment ,
Dance
for relief of local needy
film fd
Medinah Club, Chicago.
Nov. 3: Cleveland Variety Club's first ann,
ball, Hotel Statler, Cleveland.
Nov.7-8:
Annual
convention
of Allied
aters
of
Michigan,
Hotel
Durant,
Mich.

Ft

Nov. 12: Annual ball sponsored by Motion P
Boston.
ture
Post of American Legion, Hotel Stati

Ready Reference Director
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Engravers •

Faralla Joins First Div.
Dario Faralla, formerly treasurer
of Educational and at one time with
First National on the coast, ha,s
been appointed treasurer of First
Division Exchanges. Faralla lately has been financial advisor to
Harry H. Thomas, head of F. D.

6 More Ruth Ettings for RKO
Sonotone Corp., specializing exclusively in hearing: aid eauipment West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
for individuals, schools, churches.
Hollywood — Ruth Etting has been
fheaters, auditoriums, etc. will hold signed by RKO to make six more
its second annual sales convention shorts for 1935-36 release, it is anit the Park Central Hotel. New
nounced by Lee Marcus, associate
York. Oct. 22 to 24. The company producer. She has just finished her
has a sales organization of over fourth subject for the present pro800. built mainly during the nast 18
months. Sales for the first eight
months of 1934 amount to $881,- gram.
Einstein Praises "Power"
*W3 00. whereas sales for the first
High Commendation for the Gau°io-ht months of 1933 showed a toniont-British
production
"Power"to
♦-al of $394,292.00.
is contained in
a letter ofwritten
Mark Ostrer. chairman of G.-B., by
N. D. Golden a Colonel
Professor Albert Einstein, after atWashington
Bureau of THE FILM
DAILY
tending a recent showing of the
Washington — And now it's Nathan D. Golden, chief of the Motion picture.
Picture Section of the Dept. of
Nova Pilbeam in Person
Commerce, who has been named a
Before sailing back to England
Kentucky Colonel by Gov. Ruby Laf- tonight, Nova Pilbeam, star of the
foon. He received his commission
recently while attending the na- Gaumont-British picture, "Little
tional encampment of Veterans of Friend," will make her only American stage appearance at the Roxy
Foreign Wars in Louisville as de- directly
after the 9:30 P. M. showpartment commander of the District
ing of the film.
of Columbia.

"CITY

"

PHOTO ENGRAVING
CALL—
(Day and Night Service)

250 W. 54th St.,
Tel.

COIumbus

N. Y. w

5-6741

Foreign
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IEWS OF THE WEEK IN PHOTO-REVIEW

EUTENANTS

CAGNEY,

»RIEN — DISMISSED!'— after
hing spectacular aeronautic
nes for 'Devil Dogs of the Air'
Morth Island Aviation Base of
ted States Marines

Corps.*

'DU BARRY' GOTHAM
OPENING SET for October
24th, following sensational Hub
City run which got 'Boston's top
money' in M. P. Daily rating.*

MERVYN

LEROY

COM-

PLETES'Sweet Adeline' dramatic
sequences as Bobby Connolly
Ibelowl gets some high-powered
inspiration for the elaborate
dance numbers for famous KernHammerstein musical romance.*
BERKELEY DROPS HINT of what to expect in 'Gold Diggers of
1935' as studio previews just-completed Piano Number, first sample
of spectacle wizard's latest creations for Warner music — special.0

JW HIGH
FOR SEASON'
pd up by Joe Brown's 'Six Day
I Rider' at Indianapolis Lyric,
le trade press reports it "pull-

to advertise 'Flirtation Walk' in two issues of the Saturday

pig— puncture-proof "in Cincy.°

Evening

GREAT

NEWS,
Post,

just

RUBY!

. . I just heard Warners

before the Thanksgiving

*A Warner Bros

Picture

are going

Day release date!"0

°A First National Picture

Vitagraph, Inc , Distributors

THE

&e&

Warners to Negotiate
New
Deal With Erpi
(Continued from Page 1)
will be negotiated. The current arrangement expires Dec. 31.
Under terms of the Warner-Erpi
sound royalties settlement several
months ago, provision was made for
cancellation of service at that date.
In addition to Western Electric
equipment, Warner theaters have
General Talking Picture. RCA Photophone and Pacent machines.
Assign Sales Mgrs. on Shorts
Henry Reiner has been appointed
short subject sales manager bv First
Division to handle the "Musical
Moods" in the metropolitan area
and out of town circuit theaters.
Meyer Gruber and Israel Landau
will hold the same posts in the Boston and Louisville exchanges, respectively, with additional appointments to follow.
Start Feature in San Antonio
San Antonio — National Pictures
has started production on "Wings
Over San Antonio," seven-reel feature, by P. B. Willett. Marvin Jacobs
and J. W. Zintgraff have photographed the first scenes at Kelly
Field. H. W. Kier of Kier-Phillips'
National Pictures is bringing a Hollywood cast and technicians here for
the picture.
Herman Weinberg Turns Playwright
Baltimore — Herman G. Weinberg,
managing director of the Little Theater, is turning playwright and in
collaboration with his brother, Maxwell, threatens to "rip open an important phase of the movie industry
in a three-act play." Tentative title
is a marquee headache, to wit, "All
of the People, All of the Time."
A. J. Kennedy Joins J. & V. H.
Seattle — A. J. Kennedy has joined
the Jensen & Von Herberg circuit
as district advertising manager with
headquarters here. He recently was
with Warner Bros, in Los Angeles.
Hal G. Evarts Dead
Rio de Janeiro— Hal G. Evarts,
Los Angeles author, died yesterday
of heart disease aboard the Malolo.
He specialized in western stories.
Hood Managing Seattle House
Seattle — John Hamrick has appointed George T. Hood manager of
the Orpheum.

SUNSHIN€
NEWS

"Barretts of Wimpole Street" goes
into a fourth week at the Capitol on
Broadway.
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PLANS FILM WORK FOR
COLLEGE STUDENT!
(.Continued from
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• • • THE MOST eventful and colorful AMPA luncheon
under the presidency of Bill Ferguson in a succession
of luncheons that have been eventful and colorful is about
the best way we can hit on to describe the Tower Publications'
Fifth Anniversary
yesterday's luncheon being in honor of
Catherine McNelis and the famous Tower Magazines
the
turnout was a turnaway with standees lining the sides and
back of the room and the box office compelled to stop the sale
of tickets what you might call a fine tribute from the industry to Miss McNelis and her staff
•
•
• IN PRESENTING Louis Nizer as the Toastmaster
Prexy Billy Ferguson read his pedigree and showered
him with blue ribbons for all classes and events
Louis
staggered under the load, but carried on magnificently
Mister Nizer led off with the Duncan Sisters, who chanted two
tunes in their highly original style
then the debonair
master of the revels ran riot in graceful figures of speech to
present Ernst Lubitsch, who, as Louis said
"delighted
us by his invisible presence in every picture he directs"
which is about as perfect a tribute as we have ever heard paid
to any director
but how many
directors possess that
genius of an individual and distinctive style to delight us by
their invisible presence ?
as does Lubitsch ?
•

•

• AFTER A number by Edith Murray, radio star
Mister Nizer gave Hecht and MacArthur a terrific buildup as the industry's Ideal Collaborators and they immediately proceeded to make a bum out of Louis thusly Ben
Hecht said that his pal Mac had always yearned to talk thru a
mike so he immediately turned the mike over to Charlie
who shook his head vigorously and remained seated and dumb
"That," said Hecht, "gives you a slight idea what kind
of collaborators we are"
•
•
• THE WAY the Toastmaster then put over Eddie
Cantor had the comic dazed and groggy one phrase we
caught from Mister Nizer's flowing flood of fancy flights of
felicitation was
"a trim, neat, mercurial body"
fancy!
Eddie responded "Listening to your chairman's organ recital—"
"I thought the mercury in me was
a secret"
and referring to Sam Goldwyn
"Hollywood
is a place where accents will happen"
he told a brace of
stories that were gems
and then paid a sincere tribute
to Catherine McNelis and her publications
•

•

• IN CLOSING, Eddie offered to answer any queries
one was: "What do you think of the New York radio
critics?"
Mister Cantor answered
quite frankly that he
didn't think much of them
one or two were all right
the rest had no standing or background comparable to the great
metropolitan dramatic crits
"What I object to," said
Mister Cantor, "is the racketeering going on among the radio
columnists" and then he cited specific examples of how
the radio scribblers put the arm on radio performers and give
'em the works
quite sen-say-shu-nal
•
•
• OTHER ENTERTAINERS were Ginger Rogers and
Elsie Jani,s
with Catherine McNelis as the honored guest
responding
in her
mannerof to
eulogy
that on
this usual
fifth modest
anniversary
the Louis
TowerNizer's
Publications
"the entire motion picture industry joins in paying you
tribute." and that was NOT a figure of speech
the
representative gathering at the luncheon testified eloquently
as to that

«

«

«

»

»

»

Page
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through the colleges of America fo
the appreciation of the value of pid
tures and for their betterment.
He was introduced by Prof. Free
erick M. Thrasher, director of tM
course, and talked on the "Problem
of Motion Picture Production." On
of the biggest problems facing th
producer, he said, was that of vise
alizing
starting the
it. finished product before
With eight or ten subjects up for consider
tion daily, Mr. Warner said, it is a proble
to select the right story to produce. Tl
frame of mind of the people he is caterii
to must be considered. For instance, in 192
29, when the people were in a happy frame
mind, musical productions were in high favo
a few years later, with the public in financi
distress, musicals declined and some of f
very good ones failed. Therefore, continm
Mr. Warner, in selecting a story, one mu
be found
the
masses that
today.will appeal to the mind
Motion pictures, he declared, are not on
an entertainment,
but teach many
things
they show the right and the wrong
and
things.
showing
the wrong
things
teach
the rif)
He dealt with the different interpretatia
of the story by the various writers and t
director assigned to it and the problem of :
coneiling these differences of opinion into'
harmonious,
plausible story.
It is not flash production values that ma
a picture great, he stated, but the story, |
action and its interpretation by the playe
The director, he said, is important for 1
personal human touch he gives to the pictu
He touched upon the difficulties of castii
of selling the picture to the public and t
phasized the importance of the motion pictii
as a builder of good-will throughout
world and in the selling of American m
chandise to foreign nations.
"You have probably heard." he said, "tf
money is the God of the motion picture hi
ness.

This

is definitely

not

so."

"Flirtation" Pre-Releases
Eighteen special key city pre-i
lease engagements have been set
Warners on "Flirtation Walk" dj
ing Thanksgiving Week. These i
the Earle, Washington; Capii
Madison; Caroline, Winston-Sale
Carolina, Greensboro; Caroli
Durham; Carolina, Colum^a; StJ^
Raleigh; Warner, Memphis; St
ley, Philadelphia; Retlaw, Mi
DuLac; Keith's, Cincinnati;
Anderson, Louisville; Roger Hd
man, New Haven; Strand, Fc
Sh
ford;
Cameo, Stanley,
Bridgeport;Pittsburj,
Stamfc'
Stamford;
Carolina, Greenville.
The picture will be nationally
leased the week of Dec. 1.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS
British producers took in receipts o
about
from foreign film busi
ness in$3,000,000
1933.

IMPORTANT

ADVANCE

INFORMATION!
We urge you to screen at your first opportunity
HELEN HAYES in "WHAT EVERY WOMAN KNOWS."
This is truly one of the finest, sincerest, most
human pictures of our time* We suggest that your
advertising should take the form of a personal
recommendation. Tell your patrons that again you
advise them to attend a new Helen Hayes picture.
Tell them that their faith was justified when you recommended "Sin of Madelon Claudet." You can go
on record emphatically itf your approval of "WHAT
EVERY WOMAN KNOWS." Remember, it is Sir James
M. Barrie's great play. In the cast, Brian Aherne
and Madge Evans. M-G-M is heartily proud of it!

WHAT

YOUR

PRO

Thrilling over 5 million readers of the Literary
Digest weekly — now
on the screen!

thrilling millions more

THE SPICE
OF LIFE
The week's best jokes, gags, wisecracks and
humor, carefully edited and presented in a
manner that will get roars from any audience!
Produced by Mentone Productions, Inc.

SCREEN

SNAPSHOTS

3 m,

w ^T — Liberty Magazine

Here are the first 3 uproarious and riotous
2-reelers

of Columbia's

26

for 1934-35!

i:m?\ \w\ viwx
with the Three Stooges!

Good for a million laughs!

"Goofy laughs . . . broad laughs.

Based on the goofy motif."

FILM DAILY

IT'S TH
with Andy Clyde!

Funniest short he's made!
FILM DAILY
"Really funny."

COUNSE

i»J"=w«u

with Harry Langdon. The famous Langdon pan
will have them in the aisles!

SCRAPPY

• KRAZY

KAT • WORLD

OF SPORTS

• SCR E Ell

M
2

yTp

NEEDS

MOST!

A laugh in every epitaph! The screen's newest
novelty — making new friends wherever
shown !
*^wTs

LAUGHS
If

/I

he surprise short of the year! Panicked them
t Radio City Music Hall when

'

first shown

W\

iere and a sure-fire hit on any program.
"Interestingly presented."

FILM

DAILY

Produced by C S. Clancy

"Screen Snapshots catch the spirit of the town. If you can't afford a ticket to America's last carnival/ they supply a delightful substitute. Better than a trip to movieland, they take you to almost everything you'd care to see in the land you've
read so much about . . . Splendidly photographed, these shots are breezy, intimate. The most honest and certainly the most
entertaining guide to be found . . . deserves a welcome

to the cream of the short subject crop."

A riotous blend of color, music,
comedy and novel effects!

COLOR
RHAPS • II IES
1. HOLIDAY

LAND.

Will add a delightful dash of spice

to the well-balanced program.
2. THE SHOEMAKER

AND

THE ELVES. Another tune-

ful, colorful and delightful novelty with an appeal for
young and old.
Produced by Charles Mintz

NAPSHOTS

• LAUGHING

WITH MEDBURY
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WILLIAM FOX TO SUE
ALL FILM COMPANIES
(Continued from Page 1)

were entered yesterday in the Federal court. These are: Monogram,
Reliance, Twentieth Century, AmerAnglo and Talking Picture Epics.
American Tri-Ergon within a few
days is expected to ask for temporary injunctions in its actions
against Universal, Columbia, MetroGoldwyn-Mayer, Consolidated Film
Industries and First Division. Provided these are granted by the U.
S. District Court, companies involved would be restrained from infringing on the double print patents
pending trial and determination of
the injunction action which was
filed Wednesday.
Actions yet to be started will be
against Fox, United Artists, Warner-First National, Paramount,
RKO and other firms with the suits
instituted in states in which the
companies were incorporated or are
doing business. American Tri-Ergon now has pending in the U. S.
District Court at Wilmington a
double print patent infringement
suit against RKO. This will now
be prosecuted after being dormant
for approximately two years.
Papers in pending suits are now
being prepared by Ward, Crosbylaw&
Neal and Kenyon & Kenyon
firms working in association with
Hirsh, Newman, Reass & Becker.
eActions were not all filed simultanfor
ously owing to the time needed
preparing them.
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I By RALPH
m "LOTS"
froWILK
TTLE
A LIHOLLYWOOD
COLUMBIA has bought "Frisco
^ Fury," by H. S. Kraft and Samuel Ornitz, as a starring vehicle for
Jack Holt. Kraft is now at work
on the screen adaptation. J. S. Bachmann will supervise the production,
which will be started within the next
ten days.

will be made
versal.

as a serial by

T

T

T

T

T

Y

BLUMENTHAL GRILLED
AT FOX THEA. HEARING
(Continued from Page 1)

Uni-

Grant Withers has boxed his way
into a featured role in Paramount's
"Kids on the Cuff," which will star
Max Baer. Baer, at his own request,
will not portray the champion. This
will be Withers' role. Baer will report for work Saturday. Adela
Arlene Judge, Lotus Long, Fred Rogers St. Johns has completed the
Warren and Edward Piele have been screen play of Damon Runyon's original story. Marshall Neilan ha?
added to the cast of Monogram's been assigned to direct the Baer
"Mysterious
Mr. cast
Wong."
members of the
include Other
Bela picture.
T
T
T
Lugosi, Wallace Ford and Robert
Paramount has taken up option?
Emmett O'Connor.
on the contracts of Randolph Scott.
T
▼
T
Colin Tapley and Lou Sheridan, the
Alison Skipworth has been pen- latter two winners in the internacilled in for a role in "Caprice Espagtional "Search for Beauty" contest
nole," the next Josef von Stern- conducted a year ago. Scott's next
berg production in which Marlene
Dietrich will be starred at Para- picture will be Zane Grey's "The
Vanishing
Pioneer," with Charles
mount.
Barton directing.
r

t

▼

T

f

▼

William Demarest and Leslie
J. Carroll Naish, Ward Bond and
Wade Boteler are the latest addi- Fenton are the latest additions to
tions to the cast of Warner's "Black the cast being selected for Columbia's "White Lies," featuring Fay
Hell," which also includes Paul
Muni, Karen Morley, Mae Marsh Wray, Victor Jory and Walter Conand Tully Marshall.
nolly. Leo Bulgakov is directing
▼
r
▼
The story by Harold Shumate, has
Columbia has signed Harry Todd 1 a newspaper background,
r
▼
T
and Walter Brennan for "Wolves of
Catclaw," completing the cast for
Ray Noble, London composer-conductor of dance music and semithe first of a series of eight outdoor dramas, starring Tim McCoy. classical rhythms, has been signed
Sheila Mannors supplies the heart to a contract by Paramount. He reinterest, with Alden Chase, Hooper
ports at the Hollywood studios this
Atchley, Charles King, Steve Clark, week. He will compose, conduct and
Vincent Sees Good Year
Albert J. Smith, Carlos De Valdez arrange on a general assignment
and Ernie Adams in feature roles. basis under Nathaniel Finston, head
For Motion Picture Biz David
Selman is directing.
of Paramount's
music T department.
Richmond — "We feel that the moT
T
▼
T
T
tion picture faces a prosperous
Raymond
Milland,
who had a small
William Nigh will direct "Sweepyear," says Walter Vincent of Wilstake Annie," first of the four addi- part in Paramount's "Menace," just
mer & Vincent, who are to build antional features which Liberty Pic- completed, has been handed the roother 700-seat house here. Atmantic lead opposite Claudette Coltendance is up and prospects are lineup. tures will produce for its 1934-35
bert in "The Gilded Lily," which
betterment, acgood forcordingcontinued
r
r
▼
starts work this week. Wesley Rugto Vincent.
Bing Crosby will have the star- gles will direct.
T
T
▼
Japan Detains U. S. Reel Men
ring spot in Paramount's production
Dean Jagger, who went from an
"Mississippi," the elaborate screen Indiana
Osaka, Japan— Several American of
farm to the Broadway stage
musical
from
a
Booth
Tarkington
newsreel men were detained by po- story with music and lyrics con- where he was discovered by Parahad purmount, and Diana Lewis, picked by
lice yesterday after athey
tributed by Richard Rodgers and
launch near Lorenz Hart.
portedly cruised in
Production is ready Paramount several months ago from
here.
ed
anchor
fleet
the Japanese
to get under way, with Edward a Hollywood stage revue, have been
The affair was not considered seri- Sutherland directing and W. C. given roles in "One Hour Late" in
exbe
will
taken
films
Fields
and Joan Bennett in featured support of Joe Morrison and Helen
ous, but the
permission is grantTwelvetrees. George E. Stone has
amined before
them.
ed to show
T
T
i
parts.
also been added to the cast. "One
Frank Dolan is writing the screen Hour Late" is being directed by
Ralph Murphy.
play for "Jan of the Jungle," which
"Wandering
Jew" Being Re-edited
Acquire "Moscow Nights"
"Moscow Nights" ("Les Nuits
Olympic Pictures is re-editing
Moscovites") produced abroad by "The Wandering Jew" to meet with
Alexis Granowsky, with Annabella the objections of religious groups
and Harry Baur heading the cast, and will release it shortly, it was
has been acquired by Samuel Cum- said yesterday.
AS SEEN
BY
mins and Jacques A. Koerpel for
THE PRESS
this country.
AGENT
G.-B. Sets Release Dates
Release dates have been set by
"Jean Parker, featured in 'Limehouse
G-B Signs Noel Madison
Blues' with George Raft and Anna May
Noel Madison, who is now in Eng- Gaumont-British on "Power," for
Wong, handworked a complete jacketsweater for Raft during the filming of
land, has been signed for a part in Nov. 1, and "Little Friend," Nov. 15.
the picture."— PARAMOUNT.
a Gaumont-Pritish picture based on "Chu Chin Chow" was released this
week.
a novel by W. J. Locke.

Miriam Rogers, of Boston. Time
and again the attorney tried to
make the witness admit that he had
attempted to influence several creditors of Fox Theaters, including Columbia Pictures, a claimant, to sigr
a petition for reorganization undei
77B after the original petition hac
been filed.
Palmer also attempted to bring
out that Blumenthal was behinc
many moves made in both the Fo>
Theaters and Fox Metropolitar
Playhouses bankruptcy actions. Ad
journment was taken to Monday 1
10 A. M.,
with Blumenthal's testimony unfinished.
Previous to witnesses being callec
on the "bad faith" charge, Judge
Manton disallowed an attempt tc
show proof of claim of a $35,00(
construction commission
action.

Television 5 Years Off,
Aylesworth Predicts

(Continued from Page 1)

cations Commission. The Nationa
Broadcasting Co. president spoke ii
opposition to proposals for Congres
to allocate a part of the nation':
broadcasting facilities to education
al, civic, religious and other non
profit organizations.
Milwaukee Variety Club
Milwaukee — Application for
charter into the Variety club wa
formally submitted at a meetini
of exhibitors and exchange men hei
this week. Officers of the local Ter
were named as follows: Georg
Fischer, president D. E. Weshne<
first vice-president; Charles Trampt
second vice-president; Sam Shuj
man, third vice-president; H. J. Fit*
gerald, treasurer; Ben Koenig, sel
retary, and E. J. Weisfeldt, E. 3
Maertz, J. 0. Kent, Art Schmil
and A. C. Gutenberg, directors
Cagney Film Retitled
Title of James Cagney's latef
Warner picture has been change
Perfect Week-End" I
"TheLouis
from St.
"The
Kid." The pictur
which also features Allen Jenkin
Patricia Ellis, Robert Barrat ar
Dorothy Dare, will be nationally r
leased November 10.
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Avoid waste in art work.
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OF THE DAY

HEART"

with James Dunn, Una Merkel, Stuart Erwin
M-G-M
81 mins.
NICE ROMANTIC COMEDY DRAMA
PACKED WITH PLEASANT HUMAN INTEREST AND ENDOWED WITH GOOD
PERFORMANCES.
Here is an unpretentious but heartwarming little yarn that is sure to please
the customers beyond their anticipations
Besides its apD'sling ttory, there is a grand
performance by Jean Parker, who is climbing fast as a really talented actress, and
seme equally good trouping by Una Merkel, who takes a big slice of the honors
in another of her typical roles. James Dunn
also is at his best in a nicety suited role,
while Stuart Erwin delivers as usual in
the comedy end opposite Miss Merkel.
Then there is a good brief bit by Paul Page.
Story revolves around Jean, who is jilted
by Paul when an accident on her weddinf
eve causes a deformity in one of her feet.
Jimmy, a happy-go-lucky ice cream peddler, becomes attached to her as a result
of seeing her at the window, and it makes
no difference to him when he learns that
she is crippled. A misunderstanding and
separation occurs as a result of a robbery
of which Jimmy is wrongly accused, but
in the end all is straightened out and there
is a happy reunion, with Jean's infirmity
being removed by an operation. Swell fare
for the whole family.
Cast: Jean Parker, James Dunn, Una
Merkel, Stuart Erwin, Willard Robertson
Samuel's. Hinds, Paul Page, Muriel Evans,
Kate Price, Pepi Sinoff.
Director, David Butler; Authors, B. G.
DeSylva, David Butler; Screen play, Florence Ryerson, Edgar Allan Woolf; Cameraman, James Wong Howe; Editor, Ben
Lewis.
Direction, Sympathetic.
Fine.

Photography,

SHORTS
"The Pichianni Troupe"
with Pete Smith
M-G-M
9 mins.
Good Novelty
This subject in the Oddities group
shows the famous circus acrobatic
stars, the Pichianni Troupe, doing
their stuff to the accompaniment of
Pete Smith's familiar comments.
The performers have an interesting
routine, with some thrills injected
as a result of their apparently perilous position
on a skyscraper.
It's a
bit of
something
novel and should
please.
"Picturesque
(Magic
Carpet ofPortugal"
Movietone
Fox
10 mins
Fine Travel Subject
Keeping right up to the pace set
by the earlier Magic Carpet of
Movietone subjects for judicious selection of material and fine photographic composition, this short is
an excellent number of its kind. It
presents some highlights of Portugal, its native beauties, bullfighting
and other activities, with just
enough accompanying comment to
make it right.

Milwaukee — E. F. Maertz is making alterations to his Zenith, neighborhood house, at a cost of about

Lincoln, N. H. — The Charkarohen
theater has passed from E. B. Conant to A. M. Graves.

$4,000.
Clintonville, Wis. — The Grand has
reopened after a complete renovation which included installation.

ing.Bethel, Vt.— The Bethel theater
has been reopened by C. 0. Spauld-

Doydl ILaVieiro

ANIMATED JbUND (MfcN SlINcS

Boston — Carl Hutchins has been
Maynard, Mass. — The Colonial has
been opened by Burton Coughlin, signed as salesman for National
Film Advertising by Manager James
who teralso
here. operates the Peoples thea- E. Ward.

Para. District Managers
British Film Earnings
Will Meet in Hot Springs
15%
Over
Last
Year
(.Continued from Page 1)
(.Continued from Page 1)
banker, in New iork yesterday. Referring to firms which are "purely
British," he said that in some instances profits are even larger.
"Well managed motion picture
companies afford the best investment in the world," asserted Myers.
British producers will soon be
making enough suitable pictures to
supply 40 per cent of the needs oi
theaters in their country, said
Myers. Several years ago, he stated,
95 per cent of the films played were
imported.
A combination between GaumontBritish and B. I. P. is impossible
at the present time, observed Myers,
who is identified with both organizations. He emphatically denied reports that he came to America to
buy options on "certain British film
companies' shares" held here.
Myers sails for home tonight on
the Aquitania.

Richmond Circuit After
Other Houses in State
{Continued from Page 1)

the Grand, giving them five theaters.
Elmer H. Brient, formerly of Loew's,
recently joined the new group and
will assist in the expansion plans.
Richmond now has 16 movie
houses, including 3 for colored patronage, and two others are being
built.
U. A. Films for Paris House
Paris — M. Umansky has taken
over Les Miracles, one of the big
houses built by the newspaper
"LTntransigeant," and will devote it
to United Artists product.
"Flirtation Walk" for Strand
First National's "Flirtation Walk,"
musical, is scheduled to open at the
Strand within the next five weeks,
probably coincident with the Army
Notre Dame football game here on
Nov. 24.
Saxe Houses Cut Scales
Milwaukee — Saxe Amusement
Management has lowered prices at
the Garfield and Uptown to 15 cents
from 5 to 6 P. M. weekdays, Saturday matinees to 6 P. M. and Sundays to 2 P. M.

eral sales manager, announced yesterday. George J. Schaefer, Agnew,
Joseph J. Unger, Charles Reagan,
G. B. J. Frawley, Herman Lorber,
Knox Haddow, Arthur Dunne and
Fred LeRoy will be present, in addition to the following district managers: Milton S. Kusell, Percy Bloch,
Harry Goldstein, William Erbb,
Oscar Morgan, Jack Dugger, Eddie
Fontaine, Ralph LiBeau, Hugh Braly, Myke Lewis and Ben Blotcky.

Grant 14 Days Clearance
To Walter Reade Houses
New York clearance and zoning
board ruled yesterday on the unfair clearance complaint of the Liberty Theater, Freehold, N. J.,
against Walter Reade's Theaters,
Asbury Park, Vitagraph, Inc., RKO
and Columbia
Pictures,runthat
Reade'sin
first-run
or extended
theaters
Asbury Park shall have 14 days
clearance on Freehold, N. J., and
that the theaters established as
second runs in Asbury Park shall
not have clearance over Freehold,
N. J. The board directs the firstrun or extended run theaters in Asbury Park entering into contracts
for the exhibition of motion pictures which permit the exhibitor to
select from the total number of pictures licensed less than 85 per cent
of the total number, and to reject
the remainder, shall by written
notice to the distributor reject
each of such motion pictures not to
exceed the number which may be
rejected within 21 days after its
date of availability. The board
ruled on the case of the Washington Theater, Washington, N. J.,
against the State and Embassy Theaters, Easton, Pa., that it had no
jurisdiction because the same case
had been heard prior to the setting
up of the 1934-35 zoning plan for
the particular district.
Discuss Detroit Plans
The proposed Detroit zoning and
clearance plan was the subject of a
Code Authority hearing yesterday.
The appeals committee which listened to protests comprised: Edward
Golden, Gradwell L. Sears and Julius Charnow.
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lode A uth'y to Invoke Lease Clause for First Time

MAJOR ATTORNEYS TO MEET AGAIN ON TRI-ERGQN
Zonsolidated Film Extends $1,500,000 RKO
[onthly
Payments
Are
Reduced
and Will
Run to 1938

K. C. ZONING PLAN
CIRCULATE PETITION
FOR CODE REVISION
AROUSES PROTESTS

Ag
it was reached yesterday
twfcv.i ~.~0 and Consolidated Film
idustries for the extension of payKansas City — A number of local
ents on the $1,500,000 notes of
will protest the new
KO purchased last June by Con- exhibitors
clearance
and zoning schedule just
lidated from Chemical Bank and
rust Co. and Commercial Invest- approved by the Code Authority.
ent Trust Inc. The extension car- Chief among the provisions of the
which exhibitors will proes payments to May 1938 and re- schedule
test are: (1) If the exhibitor plays
ices the installments from $300,a
1934-35
picture, he is bound by
)0 a month, for September, Octo- the new schedule
even if later he
r, November, December, 1934, and
(.Continued on Page 4)
has to play an older picture, no matter how bad or if it played firstrun on a double bill. If the exhibitor
reduces his admission to accommodate such pictures, availability of all
pictures is automatically set back.
(2) The change in policy provision
clause in *~h" ne"' schedule is inter-

IERGER OF GULF UNITS
OUGHT FOR M.P.T.O.A.

(Continued

on Page

4)

New Orleans— A move to merge RKO Shorts Program
ie Theater Owners of Mississippi
Passes Halfway Mark
1th the Gulf States Theater Owns Ass'n and bring the new body West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
^o the M.P.T.O.A. is under way,
— RKO Radio's lineup
th the possibility that the proposal of Hollywood
short features for 1934-35 is more
r the merger will be made from the than half completed, according to
>or of the T. O. M. convention in Lee Marcus, chief of shorts produc(Continued on Page 4)
tion. of
Amongthe
subjects
completed
ai-e
all four
Ruth Etting
shorts,

Ionogram Sales Up 41%;
May Boost Budget Again
Current sales of Monogram prodit are running 41 per cent ahead
I last season, and as a result the
)mpany's production budget is exacted to be raised again to apply
» the second half of the program,
(Continued

on Page

4)

Okays Wanger Settlement
Federal Judge Coxe yesterday approved the agreement between Walter
Wanger and Paramount-Publix trustees
whereby Wanger agrees to repay Paramount from the receipts of six features
he has contracted to make for Paramount release, the sum of $175,000 he
will have received in settlement of his
$416,000 suit for back salary filed in
1931.

four of the "Blondes and Redheads,"
three Edgar Kennedys, three "Headliners,"
three Four Stars and two
Radio Musicals.

Notes

Counsels to Hold Another
Confab on Patent Issue
at Hays Office

Counsel of major companies will
meet again at the Hays office next
week to consider procedure in reply
Kansas City — A petition, believed
to have been put in circulation in to injunction and accounting acfiled by American Tri-Ergon
various parts of the country, ad- Corp. tions
over its flywheel and double
dressed to President Roosevelt and
all administrative agencies involved print patents. Legal heads of firms
suits have been inwith the motion picture code, has against which
stituted yesterday declared that no
been going the rounds here and had steps have been taken toward workobtained the signatures of 21 local
ing out settlements with the Wilexhibitors up to Thursday. It asks
liam Fox(Continued
company.
They asserted
on Page 4)
for amendment of Article V-E, Part
3, Section 1-2, of the movie code so
that devices for reducing admissions
and other practices mentioned in
that Article will be considered unfair competition provided that 75
per cent of affiliated and 75 per cent
of non-affiliated
exhibitors have de(Continued on Page 3)

10 BRITISH LION FILMS
SET FOR U. S. RELEASE

Set G-B Sales Staffs
In Seven More Cities

Arrangements have been completed whereby AmerAnglo will distribute 10 British Lion Pictures in
Gaumont-British sales staff apthe
United
States during the 1934pointments inseven more cities have
been made by George W. Weeks, 35 season, and negotiations are
general sales manager. They are practically concluded for British
Lion to handle
distribution
as follows:
(Continued
on Page 2) in EngCincinnati — Rudolph Knoepfle,
sales manager.
Detroit — M. Harlan Starr, sales Photophone Patent Suit
manager; George Davidson, salesman.
Placed on Nov. Calendar
Kansas City, Mo. — Russell Borg
(Continued

on Page

4)

Lease Clause is Being Invoked
For First Time
Auth'yprobyThe hibitCode
code's
provisions
All Non-Theatrical Sales
fraudulent
transferwhich
of leases
fulfillment of film contracts
Banned by Detroit Board towillavoid
be invoked before the Code AuDetroit — All local exchanges are
thority for the first time when an
forbidden to sell to any type of non- appeal reaches that body for heartheatrical accounts under a ruling
ingtionFriday
at 2:30 p.with
m. the
The New
acby the local grievance board. The
was instituted
edict applies, without exception, to York grievance board by Fox,
schools, the Art Cinema League United Artists, M-G-M, Educational,
Board at Ann Arbor and the IndusMajestic, (Continucd
Paramounton Page
RKO,
4) Columtrial Mutual Ass'n in Flint.

Patent infringement suit instituted by RCA Photophone against
Blue Seal Sound Devices yesterday
was placed on the November calendar of the U. S. District Court. Case
charging infringement upon six patents was filed several months ago.
William Fox Conferring
William Fox is now in daily personal
contact with various important film
executives, following decision of the U.
S. Supreme Court which in effect upholds validity of his American TriErgon sound patents. Impression exists in some quarters that he has been
seeking some outstanding exec to act
as mediator in the accounting and settake place.tlement conferences which will soon
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10 November Releases
10 British Lion Films
Set for U. S. Release
Are Set by Educational
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Am.
Seat
Columbia Picts. vtc
Con. Fm. Ind.. . .
Con.
Fm.
Ind. pfd
East. Kodak

STOCK

Ned E. Depinet returns to New
York Monday from a week's trip
to the coast, where he conferred on
forthcoming RKO Radio product.

MARKET

High
Low
Close
3 1/8
3 Va
3 >/8
371/4
36%
37i/4 +
31/4
3i/4
31/4 —
151/2
15
15
—
104
104
104

Net
Chg.
y2
3/s
1/2

Fox Fm. "A"
133/g
12%
133/8
Loew's,
Inc
30% 30Vs
30% +
Va
Metro-Goldwyn,
pfd. 26
26
26
Paramount
ctfs.
. . . 43/8
41/4 43/8 +
l/8
1 Va
1 Va
Pathe
Exch
1 1/4
23/s 23/8 —
Va
RKO
23/8
291/s
291/8
+
1
Univ.
Pict.
ptd
30
—
Vi
Warner
Bros
4%
4y8 47/8 —
1/8
NEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
Technicolor
133/8 13
13
Trans-Lux
2
2
2
NEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET
Vi
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 .7
7
7
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs.
6V2
6V2
6V2
Loew
6s
41ww. . .1025/g 1021/2 1021/2
Paramount 6s47 ctfs. 58V2 57 1/4 57 V4 — 1 Va
Par.
By. 5V2s51 . . . . 43 Vi Wi
43'/z +
%
Par. By. 5!/2s51 ctfs. 41 1/2 41V2
41 1/2 +
1/2
Par. 51/2S50
ctfs...
58i/2 573/4
57%—
%
Warner's
6s39
.... 60
59!/2
60
N
Y PRODUCE
EXCHANGE SECURITIES
Para.
Publix
43/8 41/4
4 1/4 —
%

+

Russell Holman
James Hood MacFarland
Evelyn Brent
Charley Chase
Marian
Nixon
Purnell Pratt

Josephine Lovett
Lloyd Hughes

series; "Rural Romeos," Coronet
Comedy featuring Harry Gribbon
and George Shelton; "Tom, Tom
The Piper's Son," Terry-Toon; a
Song Hit Story, as yet untitled;
"The Girl From Paradise," musical
comedy with Sylvia Froos, Frank
Luther, N.T.G. and the entire Paradise show; a new Song Hit Story;
"Jack's Shack," Terry-Toon, and
"Three Cheers For Love," first in
Educational's new Young Romance
series, featuring Sylvia Froos and
Warren
Hull.

Depinet Back Monday

FINANCIAL
NEW

Ten subjects have been set by
Educational for release in November. Five are two-reel comedies and
six are single-reel novelties and cartoons.
Scheduled for release the first week
of the month are "Educating Papa",
Frolics of Youth Comedy featuring
Junior Coghlan; "Hot Sands", Terry-Toon, and "The Hollywood Movie
Parade", Treasure Chest novelty offering a galaxy of Hollywood stars,
including Jackie Cooper, Ann Harding, Ruby Keeler, and many others.
Subsequent releases of the month
will ond
be:release
"Thein Campus
Hoofer,"
secthe Frolics
of Youth

Don Hancock

land of a leading American independent company's product, it was
said yesterday by S. W. Smith, managing director of British Lion Pictures, just before he sailed for London. AmerAnglo has already received five pictures of its British
Lion quota, two others are ready
for shipment, the eighth is now being produced and stories are set
for the remaining two, Smith said.
"Day Love," starring Sophie Tucker and Florence Desmond, will probably be the first release here.
Gillham Attending Meet
In addition to home office executives and district managers already
mentioned, attendance at the Paramount district manager meeting in
Hot Springs, Va., Oct. 26-28, will
include Bob Gillham, director of advertising and publicity; Alec Moss
and Jack Roper. M. A. Milligan of
the Canadian sales department also
will be there.
Laughton
in Another
for Korda
London — Frederick Lonsdale is
preparing the story for another
Charles Laughton vehicle to be produced by Alexander Korda of Lonlease. don Films for United Artists re-

Thomajan Joins First Division
Forms
Non-Theatrical
Firm
P. K. Thomajan, formerly with
Marie Barrell, formerly distribuParamount and Harold Lloyd, has
tion manager for Visugraphic Picjoined First Division as assistant to
tures, has formed Dynamic Pictures
Al Friedlander to handle special to handle
distribution of non-thepublicity and advertising on the
atrical subjects in theaters, schools,
"Musical Moods" shorts and a forth- etc. Mrs. Barrell, who has taken
coming adventure feature, "Hei offices at 729 Seventh Ave., has a
number of accounts including the
N.
Stock Exchange and the Munson Y.Line.
Allied Leaders to Meet in N. O.
Tiki."
Allied board of directors will meet
in New Orleans in December, with
Fairbanks,
"Lapreparing
Boheme" to
exact date as yet undetermined.
London — B.Jr.,
I. for
P. is
Principal business in the schedule make "La Boheme" at Elstree with
will be the exhibitor association's Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and Gertthree-point legislative program.
rude Lawrence starred.
RKO
Closes Mexican
Deal
Fejos Producing in Denmark
RKO Export Co. has closed a deal
Copenhagen — Paul Fejos is makwith the Regis Circuit of Mexico
ing two productions at the Dansk
City calling for a minimum of 26 Studios in Danish, French and German.
picturesaters,toPhil play
the circuit's
20 theReisman
announces.
"Broken Melody" Opens Wednesday
"Broken Melody," Twickenham
production with Merle Oberon and
John Garrick, is set to open Wednesday at the 55th St. Playhouse.

dG

LEON SCHLESINGER, producer of Wan
"Merrie Melodies" and "Looney Tunes," le
New
York
today
for the coast
by plane
S. W. SMITH, managing director of Br
Lion Pictures, sailed last night for London
the Aquitania.
HARLAN
York from

THOMPSON
the Coast.

has

arrived

BENNIE
BERGER,
who
has arrived
York
from
Europe,
leaves for Detroit
week-end.
SIDNEY R. KENT returns to New
Tuesday
from
White
Sulphur Springs.

in
in
over
York

AMERICO ABOAF, managing director
Paramount in Italy, sailed on the Aquil
last night
en route
to Rome.
A. J. RICHARD, editor of Paramount Nl
sails
today.
will be
a passenger when the He de Fp
VICENTE SAISO,
sails on the Habana
JEROME
SUSSMAN,
P^r mount
in Central
York marriage.
last night
from
his

to

Korda also has assigned Benita
Hume to another production, not
yet titled.
New Para. Mexican Manager
"Cristo" 5 Weeks in Pittsburgh
Arthur Pratchett, Paramount
"Count
of Monte Cristo," Reliancemanager in Cuba, has been named U. A. release,
has established a new
managing director for Mexico, suc- record at the Fulton, Pittsburgh,
ceeding Vicente Saiso, who has re- where it is now in its fifth week.
signed and leaves New York today
In Seattle the picture was taken
for Spain. Jasper Rapoport, as- from Hamrick's Music Hall after a
sistant manager in Panama, suc- week and placed in the Music Box
ceeds Pratchett in Havana.
where it is now in its second week.

Rapp & Rudin Open Theater
Dorset Theater, formerly known
as the Bunny, was opened last night
by Rapp & Rudin.

.oming an

(.Continued from Page 1)

formerly with Paramo
today for Spain.
general
America,
Panama

manager
arrived
in
preliminary

MR. and MRS. EDWARD L. KLEIN reru
Europe
last night on the Acquitania.

STEVE
E. FITZGIBBON
Studios
in Joinville, near
York
today
on the He
Fitzgibbon.

of
the Paranv
Paris, sails from
de France with

JOHN BOLES and Mrs. Boles sail today
the Pennsylvania for the west coast folloi
a vacation
in New
York.
W.
leaves

RAY JOHNSTON, Monogram
today for the coast.

presic

WILLIAM
H.
VOELLER,
vice-president
Conquest
Alliance
Co., is back
from
an
week
trip through
the west
and
Mexico
confer
with
clients
on radio campaigns.

New Series for Celebrity
Celebrity Pictures will have
least one series of 12 novelty sho
in addition to the 12 cartoons
ComiColor
now being produced,,
was
said
yesterday
by Char
Giegerich,
general first
manager.
less Horseman,"
of the"HeJ
ComiColor cartoons, has been cv?
pleted, while two others "The V?
ant
Tailor" and "Don Quixote"
in work.
Margo for George Raft Film
Margo, who made her first scil
appearance in "Crime Without P
sion," has been signed by Paramoij
to play opposite
GeorgeNewRaftY;
"Rhumba."
She leave.s
next week for the Coast. Deal s
handled through the office of A..
S. Lyons.
Buvs
"Mr. "Mr.
Grant"Grar
RKORKO
bought
story
by has
Arthur
Goodrich,
who g«,
to the Coast to adapt it. Deal v
handled
through
the
A.
&
S. Ly<
office.

Calls Compromise Makeshift
Allied approves the music tax agreement effected by members of the exhibitor Emergency Committee with
Ascap only on the grounds of a makeshift arrangement, President Sidney E.
Simuelson said yesterday in New York.
The association will press its drive to
have the copyright laws amended so as
to prevent imposition of more than one
music levy, he stated.
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REVIEWS
"MAN

OF ARAN"

Gaumont-British

«

MONGthe

W 1 Q J<

75 mins.

GRIMNESS AND GRANDEUR COMBINED IN MAN'S STRUGGLE WITH NATURE ON BARREN ISLAND. FOR CLASS
AND SPECIAL AUDIENCES.
Photographic beauty, the great risks that
obviously were involved in getting some
of the scenes of raging seas, and a certain
gripping intensity that pervades the stoic
efforts of a small band of humans struggling to live on a bleak island off the coast
of Ireland, are among the highlights of this
new epic made by Robert Flaherty of "Nanook of the North." There is no regulation
story to the picture, and very few words
are spoken. Camera and music are almost the sole mediums employed in depicting the grim efforts of this colorful
race to eke a living from a wild sea and
a land that is almost all rock. Much of
the action is on the water, and there are
rome thrilling scenes of battle with sharks.
Characters in the picture are all natives
the principal figures being an interesting
little family of man, wife and a youni; lad
of about 12. But no theatrical drama has
been concocted around them. They are
shown merely in their apparently everyday conflicts with the elements, culminating in a spectacular unmanufactured climax where the monster ocean waves almost
swallow up a half dozen men who had
gone shark hunting in a frail boat. While
the appeal of the picture on a strictly entertainment basis will very likely be limited to class and special audiences, this is
that has artistic and inthing
of
the type
trinsic merit, sure to please the lovers of
cinema art at its best, and bound to get
the hearty endorsement of educational and
civic groups. The picture was awarded
first prize at the recent international film
exposition in Venice.
_'..tctor and Cameraman, Robert Flaherty; Scenario, John Goldman; Editor, John
Goldman.
Direction, Good. Photography, Unusual.

SHORTS
"Aladdin and His Wonderful Lamp"
(ComiColor Cartoon)
Celebrity Prod.
7 mins.
Very Good
A free adaptation of the fable of
Aladdin's Lamp makes fine cartoon
material, and Ub Iwerks, the cartoonist, has given it a gay and fantastic treatment with plenty of comeay highlights. The young lad
Aladdin is seen slaving for his employer cleaning up the old lamps he
gathers in his junk business, till he
starts polishing the Magic Lamp.
Then the Geni of the Lamp appears
and grants his every wish as he
rubs the lamp, till the young hero
up with the king's daughis allterfixed
as a prospective bride, riches
and everything. The color work is
vivid and appealing.

PHIL

M. DALY

• •
• THE FIRST luncheon of the Cheese Club in their
new quarters
atop the Hollywood theater building
takes place Monday at 12:45
a special invitation is extended to the AMPA members to be present
among the
speakers will be Stanley Walker, city ed of the "Herald-Tribune"
and author of "City Editor"
Dudley Field Malone and
Grover Whalen
Harry Hershfield as prexy and Larry
Weiner as secretary are building up the "Cheesers" in grand
shape
T
T
T
• • • ON THE program of Geraldine Garrick over the
American Broadcasting System, Hedda Hopper will be interviewed Tuesday afternoon
Abe Leff, local exhib, has donated a Holy Ark to Temple Beth Elohim in the Bronx
Florence Richardson, the band leader and emcee, is taking a
screen test to star in a feature production Eleanor Weiss,
formerly of the Empey Club, is now connected with Irving
Chidnoff ' s portrait studio
T
T
T
• •
• A SPECIAL
dance instruction folder has been
issued by RKO Radio
to promote the "Continental" that
is featured in "The Gay Divorcee" illustrations show William Brand and Ruth Rapp doing the dance steps members
of the Dance Masters Ass'n are going for this new dance craze
and making the nation "Continental" minded George Luddington, free lance pressagey, is at home recovering from an
operation for appendicitis Berthold Viertel, director of
Gaumont-British's "Little Friend," will be host to a group of
his friends at the Roxy Sunday nite performance of the pix
Trade showing of Sam Goldwyn
and Eddie Cantor's
"Kid Millions" at the Astor Tuesday at 11 a.m.
Miss M. E. Bute, has attempted to
screen the mind-picconvey turestothatthe
are conjured up during
Dance" of
"Anitra's
playing
the Peer
the
Gyntof Suite.
The result is
a constant changing of indescribable
lines, curves, clouds, globes and
points that move about in synchrony
with the music. This carries on
throughout. The dance is excellently played and the photography
is fine, but the subject matter is too
fantastic.
Ben Blue in
"Daredevil O'Dare"
with Shemp Howard
Vitaphone
19 mins.
Fair Comedy
This semi-slapstick affair, revolving around Ben Blue's comic experiences in joining a circus as a
daredevil, is enlivened chiefly by the
antics of Shemp Howard, as a sideshow barker. Otherwise it's just a
bunch of the usual makeshift nonsense, with an incidental romantic
bit involving the circus owner's
daughter, who is annoyed by the
attentions of a stagy performer,
with Ben coming to her rescue. After two reels of comedy stuff, the
short just ends without any particular point.

"To The Music Of Anitras Dance"
No. Dist.
10 mins.
Too Arty
"In ths Arena"
This is only for the ultra-art the- Gaumont-British 10 mins.
aters. It will not do for general
Unusual
distribution. An all-too-lengthy main
Filmed in India, this is a combititle explains that the producer,
nation travelogue and wild animal

»NEWSofDAy»

Bethany, Mo. — L. M. Robinson has
opened the new Noll theater here,
Oct. 17. Mr. Robinson operates a
house at Albany, Mo.
Kansas City — John Linville has
purchased a portable RCA High Fidelity sound equipment for use in
Burlingame, Kan.
Kansas City — First of the bank
night cases on appeal to the Code
Authority, and involving the Roanoke, Southtown, Colonial, and Westport of Kansas City, were upheld
by the national authority. The thesist. aters were ordered to cease and deEaston, Pa. — The State here and
the Colonial at Allentown, Wilmer
& Vincent houses, have been equipsound.ped with RCA Victor High Fidelity
Colver, Pa. — The Rivoli, acquired
by Rivoli Theaters Circuit, has modernized its sound with the installation of Photophone High Fidelity
equipment, under the direction of
Ray Allison, of Cresson.

Middletown, O. — Robert Gibbs,
who operates the Gordon, ran an
extensive advertising and promotion
campaign upon the installation of
Photophone High Fidelity
subject in the Gaumont-British Ad- new
venture Series. After showing a sound, featured by a public display
herd of wild pigs and how they are of the actual equipment.
rounded up for feeding, one of the
boars is put into a high-walled
arena with a tiger for an exciting
Tipton, Ind. — Nick Paikos has arfight in which the boar is the agranged for installation of new RCA
gressor and makes it pretty un- Victor High Fidelity sound equipcomfortable for the cat. Finally the
ment in his Ritz house.
animals are let out again. In addition to this bit, there are a number
of native scenes of the travelogue
variety, some of them familiar and
Syracuse, N. Y. — New RCA Victor High Fidelity sound equipment
othes unusual. All in all, it makes
has
been installed in the Shiller
a generally engrossing reel.
Park by George M. Phillips.

Circulate a Petition
For Revision of the Code
(Continued from Page 1)

dared in writing that these things
shall not be permitted; and that
these things shall not be considered
unfair competition until the exhibitors in the areas involved shall have
first declared so in writing.

Water Valley, Miss.— The Grand
has been equipped with new RCA
Victor High Fidelity sound apparatus by W. S. Tyson.
Grafton, West Va.— J. L. Bush has
equipped the Strand with new Phoment.
tophone High Fidelity sound equip-

Catalog of Free Loan Films
Chicago — Bell & Howell has compiled a catalog telling where 16mm.
silent films dealing with geography,
Groveton. N. H.— The Alley theater has been opened by George
travel, and natural resources can be
secured on a free loan basis.
Sharley
in opposition to the Groveton theater.
"Loyalties" for Mayfair
"Loyalties," by John Galsworthy,
produced in England with Basil
Rathbone starred, opens Wednesday
evening at the Mayfair.

Boston — The Cobb theater, operated by John Heneas, who also owns
the Apollo, has been rejuvenated
with new sound.
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CONSOLIDATED FILM
EXTENDS RKO NOTES
(Continued from Page

1)

January, 1935, to $25,000 a month
each month from September, 1934
to February, 1937, and $50,000 a
month from March, 1937, to May,
1938. Interest is to be paid monthly on the remaining principal
amount.
William J. Donovan attorney for
Irving Trust, trustee for RKO, yesterday petitioned the U. S. District
Court, requesting the instructions
of the court in respect to the agreement. A hearing will be held Friday before Federal Judge Bondy.

Merger of Gulf Units
Sought for M.P.T.O.A.
(Continued from Page 1)

Jackson. The meeting on Oct. 2829 will be attended by theater owners from Louisiana and Mississippi.
First day's sessions will be for
screenings, with second day morning and afternoon sessions devoted
to business and a banquet bringing
the convention to a close Monday
night.

Monogram Sales Up 41%;
May Boost Budget Again
(Continued from Pane 1)

according to W. Ray Johnston, president, who leaves New York today
for another cross-country tour of
exchanges. Johnston will first go
to the coast for conferences with
Trem Carr, production chief, on
forthcoming pictures. With the
starting of "Women Must Dress,"
Monogram winds up the first half
of its new lineup.

Set G-B Sales Staffs
In Seven More Cities
(Continued from Page 1)

and Joseph F. Woodward, salesmen.
Indianapolis — Fred E. Wagoner,
sales manager.
Portland, Ore. — Walter Wessling, sales manager.
St. Louis — J. M. Harris, salesman; Russell G. Mortensen, booker.
Philadelphia — Eli Ginsberg, salesman; Joseph Toner, booker.

Berger Says Reich Houses
Are Lacking in Equipment

Equipment used in many German
theaters outside of de luxe houses,
is obsolete, according to Bennie
Berger, Detroit circuit operator, who
has arrived in New York following
a vacation abroad. He noted that
some Berlin theaters are operating
with only one projector.
Casting Agency for Dancers
West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — A centralized casting
agency for handling dancers in motion
picture work has been opened at 8444
Wilshire Blvd. by Maurice Kosloff, artists' agent and former
dance
director.

By RALPH
WILK "LOTS"
from
TTLE
A LIHOLLYWOOD
dio Pictures, was advanced

a step
ANN SHIRLEY, following her per- closer with the recent appointment
of George Kann as business and
formance in RKO Radio's "Ann
manager of Pioneer Picof Green Gables," has been given a production
tures, which is the producing unit,
new contract by B. B. Kahane.
headed by John Hay Whitney. Kann
Betty
Grable,
who
appears
in joins a producing group which already consists of Kenneth Mac"Gay
also has won a long- gowan, associate producer, Robert
term Divorcee,"
RKO contract.
Edmond
Jones, color director, and
v
▼
▼
Lowell Sherman, director.
Spectrum
Pictures first release.
▼ T T
Stowitts, internationally known
"Frontier Days," starring Bill Cody,
dancer
and
artist, has been signed
has been completed by Altmont Pictures under supervision of Al Alt. by Fox Film to take charge of the
T ▼ T
choreography in the Inferno seMickey Rooney, who played the
quences of the company's forthcomrole of Puck in Max Reinhardt's
ing "Dante's Inferno," while Rudolph Mate, outstanding European
stage production of "Midsummer cameraman
will boss the camera
Night's Dream," in Los Angeles,
has been signed by Warner Bros, crew on the same production. Sol
to portray the same role in the com- M. Wurtzel is producing and Harry
direct.
pany's forthcoming picturization of Lachman will
▼ T T
the Shakespearean classic.
▼ TV
Thirteen former Paramount conBervl Mercer has been assigned
tract players are back at the home
to RKO's "The Little Minister," studio this week after several years'
with Katharine Hepburn. Edgar absence. Chief among them is ConLewis, a well-known director in the
Nagel, now appearing in "One
silent days, appears as an extra in Hour radLate"
which features Joe Morthis picture.
rison, the youthful lyric tenor of
screen and air. In "Code of
Curtis Nagel has returned from stage,
the West," Evelyn Brent returns.
Australia and New Zealand with In the same film are Jackie Coogan
Addison Richards, former studio
subject matter for "Travelaughs." and
produced by Walter Fut+er for Co- player. Others who held long term
lumbia release. John P. Medbury Paramount contracts in the past are
is the commentator and furnishes Jack Mulhall, Mary Brian, Sharon
the dialogue for these features.
Lynne, Helen Twelvetrees, Paul
▼ ▼ T
Lukas, Gene Raymond, opposite
Production of "Becky Sharp," all- Sylvia Sidney in "Behold My Wife,"
color special to star Miriam Hon- Kathleen Burke, Irving Pichel, and
kins and to be released by RKO Ra- Juliette Compton.
t

t

t

▼

▼

r

Detroit Briefs
Detroit — Lew Wisper of the
Ea,stown has taken back the i-ecently
discharged stagehand at the suggestion of the NRA pending final decision of his appeal to Washington.
William A. London and Alex
Schreiber have accepted tentative
plans for the new theater, the
Springwells, to be built for them on
the West Side.
Joseph G. Portell, circuit owner,
has reopened the rebuilt Virginia
Park with Leonard Slepinski as
manager. Portell will make his
headquarters at this house.
Arthur M. Elliott has resigned
from United Detroit Service Corp.
Max Ruben of Amusement Supply Co. has suffered a relapse from
his recent illness and is laid up
again. His son, Ralph Ruben, is
managing the business meanwhile.

San Francisco Notes
San Francisco — Double features
are again the policy at the Fox
Paramount, with 40-cent scale.
Cecil B. DeMille came here this
week with Bill Pine, Paramount
publicity man, to attend a Chamber
of Commerce luncheon in his honor.
Mary Carlisle, Carol Lee, Eric
Rhodes and Perry Lieber are in
town for personal appearances
with
Kernels"
at theRKO's
Golden"Kentucky
Gate. Edward
Martin of RKO has been here for a
week blazing the trail for the
Wheeler-Wool,sey film.
Due to slow ticket sales, the benefit show for Sam Harris, former
head of the Ackerman-Harris circuit, has been postponed.
Bob Harvey has taken over the
former Emil Umann post as pubTheater.licity manager for the Golden Gate

American Films for Riviera
"Barretts of Wimpole Street"
for a second week at Loew's
Nice, France — L'Escurial, new holds
Warfield.
cinema, and Le Forum, Studio 34
and Cinema Edouard VII, will feaVaude
Back at Mainstreet
ture American films.
Kansas City — Vaudeville, along
Velez British Film Starts
with pictures, will return to the
London — "The Morals of Marcus", Mainstreet on Oct. 26, it is announced by Lawrence Lehman, manstarring Lupe Velez, has gone in
work at the Twickenham studios.
ager.
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ATTORNEYS TO MEET
ON TRI-ERGON ISSUE
(Continued from Page 1)

that
unless
attitude
in theAmerican
situation Tri-Ergon's
is regarded
as reasonable, the big electrics will
be forced to develop equipment
which avoids conflict with the Fox
In addition to the 10 injunction
patents.
and accounting actions already filed
in behalf of American Tri-Ergon,
others will soon be started.

Code Auth'y to Invoke
Lease
Clause First Time
(Continued from Page 1)
bia and Universal against Abraham
Drogin operator of the Rialto,
Whitestone, L. I. Allegation is
made that the respondent formed
three corporations in order to transfer theater leases and thus avoid
carrying out film contracts. Attorney Louis Nizer represents the
plaintiffs.

Kansas City Zoning Plan
Arouses(Continued
Protest
by Exhibs
from Page 1)
preted by some exhibitors as
ing that 44 days will be requi
make such a change, which
exhibitors feel is much too
Other exhibitors interpret the
as meaning that 30 days will
quired, which is felt by them
reasonable.

long,
those
red
to
clause
meanto be
be re-

Producer of Radio Acts
Files Suit vs. Pathe News

Damages
amounting
to $50,000, j
plus interest on sums of $35,0001
and $15,000, are sought by George
Dawson, producer of radio acts, in
a breach-of-contract
action
filed!
yesterday
in the U. S. District:
Court against Pathe News, Courtland Smith, M. H. Aylesworth and
RCA.
He charges that in January
of this year, Pathe News made an
agreement with him under which it
was to furnish him
with
sounc
tracks
from
newsreel
shots
and.i
units of reproducing equipment fori
presentations
in broadcasting
studios. Allegation is made that he
worked
out a deal with
Erwin,
Wasey & Co. under which he was
to receive $13,000 for 26 films, but
Pathe, it is claimed, failed to go;
through
Half-hour
broadcasts withwerethe toplan.
be given,
says j
the complaint, and Dawson was to
act as distributor.
Matinees for Women and Kids
Cresco, la. — The Cresco theate
has started special 10-cent matine
for women and children.
50 Planned in Italy
Rome — Caesar Film. Titanus and Milano Film announce 50 productions for
the current season, against 30 last

year.
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21% of Theaters' Grosses Go for Local Salaries

6 BRITISH FIRST-RUNS SIMULTANEOUSLY ON B'WAY

Erpi Awaits Court Ruling Before Launching New Devi* i
Ready to Put in Equipment
Not Conflicting With
Tri-Ergon Patents

Ban Smoking in All Detroit Houses
Detroit — A no-smoking ban in all local houses has gone into effect. Fire Marshal
Goldwater has the privilege of issuing permits for smoking where conditions allow,
but he said that no such permits would be issued for any house except when it is
leased by special parties for a particular show.

Satisfied that it can place on the
market an equipment which does
not conflict with the American Trii Ergon patents, Electrical Research
Products, however, will not install
modified reproducer replacements
pending a court decision on the fly- G.-B. Sales Staffs in West
wheel patent, The Film Daily To Be Named Next Month
learned
Saturday.scored
The 'William
George W. Weeks, general sales
patent victory
recently Fox
on
of Gaumont-British, leaves
this process was against RCA Pho- manager
New York in two weeks to set up
tophone only and so far no decision his selling forces in Los Angeles,
{Continued on Page 6)
San Francisco, Portland, Seattle,
Salt Lake City and Dallas. Weeks
has named Walter Wessling as
branch manager for Portland and
Seattle. R. J. Heft has been appointed a salesman in Des Moines,
and Jack McCarthy gets a similar
job at Omaha.
Following the successful results in
the use of Western Electric vertical
recording
for
Columbia's
"One Fox Theaters
Hearing is
iNight of Love," inquiries from other
■ producers indicate that they are
A. C. Blumenthal will resume his
[considering this system as a better
land cheaper process for all or part testimony this morning before Fedof their oictures it was stated Sateral Judge Martin T. Manton as a
■(Continued on Page 6)
witness in the "bad faith" hearing
of Fox Theaters Corp. Archibald
Sees (^Campaign Here
Palmer, counsel for several creditors who is prosecuting the claim,
Aiding Other British Pix will continue
his interrogation of the
The Gaumont-British
advertising witness. Ex-Judge Charles Kelby,
and distribution drive in this coun(Continued on Page 6)
try is making American exhibitors
"British
picture-conscious"
and
■should prove "very helpful" to other
■English companies in selling their
ioroduct here, it was stated to The
■Film Daily by S. W. Smith, managing director of British Lion Piclures, just before sailing abroad.

6 Simultaneous
Showings
Will Set New High for
English Here

Setting a new high mark in the
British invasion of the American
film market, six English pictures
will be shown simultaneously next
week in Broadway houses. All are
first-run offerings, with GaumontWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
British having two, including "Man
of Aran" on two-a-day at the CriHollywood — Likelihood that the
terion and "Little Friend" at the
1934-35 season will go down with- Roxy. In addition there is "The
out a customary cycle is indicated Man Who Changed His Name" currently at the Westminster, while
by current production schedules. three others will open Wednesday,
There' has been no run on any par- "Broken Melody" at the 55th St.
ticular type of picture thus far in Playhouse,(Continued
"Autumn
Crocus"
at the
on Page
6)
the season and a scrutiny of forthcoming product does not reveal any
in sight. Production executives
credit this chiefly to better cooperation among the studios.

Cycle-Less Season Expected for'34-35

PRODUCERS CONSIDER
VERTICAL RECORDING

MAY RETAIN DARBY IN
FIGHT ON TRI-ERGON

Being

Resumed

Today

Producers are understood to be
considering selection of Samuel
Darby of Darby & Darby as counsel
Mich. Booking Combine
in their dealings with American
Extending Activities Tri-Ergon Corp. over its double
Detroit — Cooperative Theaters of print and flywheel patents suits.
Michigan is extending out into the The prospective move is interpreted
State again with acquisition of two as a sign that the majors intend to
up a strong and unified fight
members, the Michigan theater. put
Flint, owned by Dox Eisman, and to offset the William Fox litigation,
the new Roxy, Sturgess, owned by inspired (Continued
by the recent
on Page U.
6) S. SuHarry A. Prawat.

Salaries of Theater Employees
Take 21 Per Cent of Gross

Hamrick to Build One
Tacoma, Wash. — A new Blue Mouse
Theater will be erected by John Hamrick on the site of the present local
house of that name. Construction on
the new building, which will be slightly
larger in capacity, starts next month.
The present Blue Mouse, managed by
Ned Edris, continues until the end of
October.

All-Color Policy Adopted
For Van Beuren Cartoons

Adoption of an all-color policy for
the two series of Van Beuren animated cartoons was announced Saturday by Amedee J. Van Beuren,
president of the company. "Toddle
Tales," which heertofore have been
made in black and white, wil] take
(Continued on Page 6)

RKO Closes Product Deal
With E. J. Sparks Circuit

RKO has closed a deal for its entire 1934-35 features and short subject lineup with the E. J. Sparks
Approximately 21 per cent of the circuit of 60 houses in Florida and
money taken in at the box-office by Georgia.
movie theaters goes to salaries an'
wages of house employees, it is re
Holds Theaters Liable
vealed in an analysis of reports
Theaters in New York will be held
issued by the Department of Com
responsible in future for any accident on
merce in its Census of Americar
their premises regardless of whether they
Business, being announced state by
carry liability insurance, under a sweepstate. This percentage, which does
ing decision made Friday by License
Commissioner
Paul
Moss.
not include
cost of film rental, ad(Continued on Page 6)
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Parade •

Picture

Distributor

The Age of Innocence
The Last Gentleman
Have
a Heart
Little Friend
Case of the Howling Dog
Now and Forever (2nd week)
Happiness Ahead
(2nd week)
Man Who Changed His Name (2nd week)
Barrett's of Wimpole
St. (4th week)
Judge Priest*

RKO Radio
Music Hall
United Artists. . . .Rivoli
M-G-M
Mayfair
Gaumont-British . .Roxy
Warner Bros
Rialto
Paramount
Paramount
First National. .. .Strand
DuWorld
Westminster
M-G-M
Capitol
Fox
Palace

♦ TWO-A-DAY
The Merry Widow
Man
of Aran

(2nd week)

♦ FOREIGN

RUNS

Coming and Going

Theater

ANITA LOUISE leaves Los Angeles today on
the Union Pacific streamline train en route to
New York to make a personal appearance at
the Strand in conjunction with the opening of
"Madame DuBarry,' in which she is featured.
She arrives Thursday morning.
HENRY HULL also is returning east from
Hollywood via the U. P. streamline train leaving the coast today.

♦

BUDDY ROGERS is scheduled to sail Nov. 8
for London, where it is expected he will do
some film work for B. I. P.

M G-M
Astor
Gaumont-British . .Criterion

LANGUAGE

FILMS *

The Blue Light (4th week)
Deserter (2nd week)
Miracles

DuWorld
Amkino
Amkino

55th St. Playhouse
Cameo
Acme

Parlami

Cas-Sava

5th Ave. Playhouse

D'Amore

Mariu

♦ FUTURE
Madame DuBarry (Oct. 24)
Autumn
Crocus
(Oct. 24)
Loyalties
(Oct. 25)
Broken
Melody
(Oct. 24)
Pursuit of Happiness
(Oct. 25)
Outcast Lady
(Oct. 26)
We
Live Again
(Nov. 1)
Transatlantic Merry-Go-Round **
Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patchf
Lemon
Drop
Kid|
Kansas City Princess§

OPENINGS

♦

Warner Bros
Harold
Auten.
Harold
Auten.
Mundus
Paramount
M-G-M
United Artists.
United
Artists.
Paramount
Paramount
Warner Bros

NEW

YORK

{QUOTATIONS

STOCK

High
Am.
Seat
3
Columbia
Picts. vtc. 273,4
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 15
East.

Kodak

MARKET

AS OF SATURDAY)
Low
3
27%
15

104V4 103

Net
Close
Chg.
3
—
Va
273/8 +
Va
15
103

—1

Fox Fm.
"A"
Loew's,
Inc
Paramount ctfs
Pathe Exch

13%
30%
4i/4
1%

133/8
30y2
V/a
1%

13%
30%
4'/4 —
1 Va —

do "A"
RKO
Warner

131/2
23/8
4%

13%
2i/4
4%

13% —
2l/4 —
4%

Bros
NEW

YORK

CURB

MARKET

YORK

1%
BOND

1%
1%
MARKET

Trans-Lux

Va
Va
V4
i/s

—

Va

Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. . 6%
6%
6%
Loew
6s 41 ww... 103
10234
102%
Paramount 6s 47...
583/4
58%
583/4
Par. 6s47 ctfs. ... 58 % 58% 58%
Par. By. 5%s51 . . . . 44
43% 44

—
-f

%
i/4

Par. By 5y2s51 ctfs. 43
Warner's
6s39
.... 60

+

NEW

423/4 43
59%
60

+ 1 1/4
+
%

RECORDING
ON

Film or Disc
INDUSTRIALSLIDE FILM-

BRUNSWICK
PRODUCTIONS
CH. 4-2200

CORP.

321 W. 44th St. N.Y.C.

1%

has returned to the Coast

M. A. LIGHTMAN has returned to Memphis
following a New York trip.
month.
M. J. KANDEL

Strand
.. Little Carnegie
.. Mayfair
55th St. Playhouse
Music Hall
Capitol
.. Music Hall
. . Rivoli
Paramount
Rialto
Roxy

TOM
Hotel.

IRVING
Central.
M.

plans a

BRANON

trip abroad

next

of Atlanta is at the Edison

MANDEL

H.
turned to HOFFMAN
the coast

of Chicago is at the Park
of Liberty Pictures reyesterday.

75% U. S. Films in Finland

Subsequent run.
t Follows Now and Forever.
* Follows The Last Gentleman.
$ Follows Case of the Howling Dog.
§ Follows Little Friend.

FINANCIAL

REGIS TOOMEY
from
New York.

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — About 75 per cent of
all films shown in Finland are of
De La Falaise Recuperating
Road Men, Special Trailer West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY American origin, according to a report from the U. S. Consul in HelHollywood — Marquis Henri de la
On Warner's "Flirtation" 'Falaise,
who went to the hospital singfors to the Commerce DepartA supplementary flash trailer for
ment. British pictures are expected
insertion in newsreels, in addition last week for a throat operation, is
to gain, however, it is pointed out.
to the special trailer already pre- recuperating satisfactorily.
pared for "Flirtation Walk," and
assignment of men to go on the
road in advance of the picture's key
city playdates to ballyhoo the "Flirtation Walk" dance, will be part of
the campaign put behind this Dick
Powell-Ruby Keeler musical comedy,
it is announced by Warners. Special booklets containing photographs
and instructions on the dance are
being prepared by Warners in cooperation with the Arthur Muray
dance studio.
"Barnum" Premiere in Bridgeport
Premiere of 20th Century's "The
Mighty Barnum" will be held in
Bridgeport, Conn., for years the
winter quarters of the Barnum circus.
Building Contract Let
Hermann, Mo. — John H. Helmers
has awarded the contract for a twostory theater building here to
Charles Baumstark. local contractor. C. M. Bassman will lease and
operate the theater.
Dizzy and Daffy at Roxy Only
The appearance of Dizzy and Daffy Dean, pitching heroes of the
world's series, at the Roxy theater
for a week starting Friday, will be
their only New York stage engagement. They arrive in town tomorrow.
Exhibitor's Son Killed
Lincoln, Neb. — Merle Headrich,
son of Roy Headrich, veteran exhibitor in this territory, was killed
last week in an auto crash.

CARPET
TROUBLES^
O^DAVIL

"NOW

AND

FOREVER"

One way to get rid of your floor-covering troubles
is to install Alexander Smith Carpet . . . That's
been the experience of the majority of the country's most successful theatres.

ALEXANDER

SMITH

CARPET

HERE Y'ARE, FOLKS!

GET YOUR WINNING COLORS
IN COMEDY- FROM

BEN

LUE
VITAPHONE SHORTS
See any one of his hilarious "Big V" series for proof that
Vitaphone leads in comedy
.
See Vitaphone
when you want the cream of comedy names, including
Leon Errol, El Brendel, Shemp Howard, Roscoe Ates,
Allen Jenkins, Daphne Pollard, Easy Aces, Georgie Price.

WARNER

BROS.

A TIUAL
Lewis Milestone

TaT

T T

AY t

who gave the world

"All Quiet On The Western Front"
and "The Front Page" returns with

Hi

l

LEWIS
• VICTOR MHAGLEN •JOHN GILDER
• ALISON SKIPWORTH •WYNNE GIBSOI
• HELEN VINSON
•WALTER

CONNOLLY •FRED KEATING * LEON ERRO
• WALTER CATLETT +TALA BIRELL
Story and Screen Play by Wallace Smith

Directed by Lewis Milestone

P rodu

TONE
THE

HOLLYWOOD

REPORTER

ct i o n
SAYS:

"A terrific best-seller . .'.every actor in it is either a star or
a featured player . . . laughs trip each other up . . . exploitation possibilities galore . . . a picture that's not only a
pleasure to sell, but a sure-thing buy for your audience."
VARIETY

SAYS:

"Contains excellent situations."

MOTION

PICTURE

DAILY

SAYS: "It hits the bull's-eye."

PICTURE

THE

•cg£H
DAILV

THE

ERPI TO AWAIT RULING
ON SOUND EQUIPMENT
(Continued irom Page

Producers Consider
Vertical Recording
1)

urday by H. G. Knox, vice-president
in charge of engineering for Electrical Research Products. Paramount is now using vertical cut
recording in "Enter Madame." The
system, originally intended for records and broadcasting, is sometimes
called the hill-and-dale method and
was developed by Bell Telephone
Laboratories. After recording on a
vertical cut disc, the sound is subsequently re-recorded on film.

Fox Theaters Hearing
Being Resumed Today
(Continued from Page 1)

counsel for creditors who have petithe court for under
reorganizat'on
of the tionedcorporation
Section
77B
of
the
new
bankruptcy
laws, Heis
also counsel for Blumenthal.
will carry on the cross examination
:n an effort to prove the advisability
of the proposed reorganization.
Other witnesses who have been
subpoenaed by Palmer include Milton C. Weisman, receiver for the
companv. and several Fox Theaters
rreountants.

All-Color Policy Adopted
For Van Beuren Cartoons
(Continued from Page

6 BRITISH PICTURES
ON B'WAY AT ONCl
(Continued from Page 1)

1)

has been rendered against Erpi on
this count.
Bell Laboratories engineers are
convinced that they can convert
present Western Electric equipment
into infringement-proof apparatus by
effecting slight modifications. They
are understood to feel that elimination of the flywheel, patents which
are controlled by Tri-Ergon, will not
now affect quality of sound reproduction. This device or process
serves the purpose of eliminating
"flutter" in sound.
As indicated exclusively in The
Film Daily of Oct. 17, Erpi looks
to the vertical cut system of rerecoi'ding as a method of avoiding
conflict with Tri-Ergon patents on
the double print process.

(Continued from Pane
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PHIL

M DALY

• • • THERE IS no way you can feel the pulse of the
literary market better than by consulting second-hand
book
dealers
it is our habit to drop in and chat with these
experts whenever we are in the neighborhood of their shops
down the dusty aisles you will always find real booklovers prowling
tenance around and browsing in search of literary susT
T
T
•

•

• BUT WHAT will interest you
is the unanimous declaration of these fiction merchants
that the demand for Dickens was never greater than it is today
it seems that any single volume of the Great Master can always
be sold without any trouble
and the Dickens sets
even costly editions never remain long on the shelves

T

T

T

• • • THAT THE reading public of today musters so
strongly in favor of the great Victorian author ........ may surprise those who think that literary taste in this high pressure
age
as Dickens himself put it in "Nicholas Nickelby"
"has gone to the demnition bow-wows"
so it looks
from this observation tower as if Universal knew what they
were
produced
"Great
Expectations"
and wedoing
hear when
that they
another
producing
outfit
who were strongly
urged to make this classic before Universal even thot of it
and turned it down as "impossible"
are trying
to collect their scattered wits
if any
haw
• •
• NOW,
FELLERS
all together!
get
going on that campaigning for Millard H. Ellison
who
hsa been nominated for Supreme Court Judge on the RepublicanFusion ticket
he happens to be the brother-in-law of
one of Our Gang
Felix Feist
which is enough
reason for you to go out and ballyhoo him to your friends
but Ellison also happens to be a man with expert knowledge of
motion picture industry problems
and having him on the
Bench
all of us remember
so
let's get
in back
of
Millardwill
H. help
Ellison
that name
when
you go
to the polls
T
▼
T
• •
• THIS THURSDAY
will witness the advent of a
new stage producer
.at the Radio City Music Hall
Vincente Minnelli, who has been acting as art director for the
Hall
will be given his chance to produce a show
"Coast to Coast"
in four scenes
original music
is being written by Erwin Strauss, Yip Harburg and Jerry Sears
this young artist Minnelli only 26
has
had an interesting career
as a youngster of 16 he started
in
interior
decorating
dep't atof that
Marshall
Field in who
Chi was in
he the
went
to Frank
Cambria
time
charge of stage production for Balaban & Katz
and sold
him theters. .idea heof was
organizing
a
costume
dep't
for
the
chain's
theaput in charge of it, and remained five years
before Broadway gobbled him

1)

their place with the "Rainbow Parade" series as a color cartoon. All
animation will continue to be under
the supervision of Burt Gillett, who
during the past week has rearranged production schedules and reorganized the studio personnel.
Gets Back-to-Nature Film
Phil Meyer has acquired world
distribution rights to the Jerry Fairbanks production, "The Last Wilderness," which depicts the existence in
Wyoming's forest of Howard Hill,
famous archer, using only a bow
and arrow to obtain food.

•
•
• A CONSCIENTIOUS
Vaudevillian
Kitty
Doner, the vaude vet
is going around to all the trade
papers
trying30 toberries
discover whichthis,
onefrom
of 'em
ran an ad
for
which she owes
a vaudevillian
it's almost too much
Celia Villa, daughter of
Pancho, has been signed by Vitaphone for a one-reel short
Arnold Van Leer of Gaumont-British is now in charge of the
Criterion, where "Man of Aran" is running two-a-day
Bernerd Blumenthal is assistant manager
Joan Lowell,
star of RKO's "Adventure Girl," has opened publicity and advertising offices at 250 Park Ave
She will handle theater,
film, radio and commercial accounts

«

«

«

»

»

»

Little
Playhouse and "Loy
alties" Carnegie
at the Mayfair.
The intensive campaign launch©
by Gaumont-British in this countr;
has furnished the impetus for mow
aggressive activities bv other Engl
lish companies, including Twicken
ham, B. I. P., British Lion, Associ
ated Talking Pictures and other
which stand to benefit by the interest
in English pictures stirred up her
by G.-B.

21% of Theaters' Gross
Paid to House Employees
(Continued from Page

1)

vertising and other overhead, bo
only straight payrolls of the the*
ters, explodes the frequent .clahi
that most of the money taken in b;
film houses eventually goes out o
town.
Theaters playing legitimate an
other stage attractions pay onl;
about 16 per cent in local theate
salaries, according to the reportf
As a typical example, the state o
Indiana last year had a movie the
ater gross of $7,210,000, of whicl
$1,524,000 was paid out in theate:
salaries, while legitimate stag!
vaudeville and other theatrica
houses took in $234,000 and pai»
only $38,000 in salaries.
In the case of films, figures hav<
shown that,
after paying
overhead,
distribution
costs theate'
whici
are spread nationally, and genera
administrative expenses, only abou
10 per cent of the theater gross go&
to Hollywood for production costs

Darby May Be Counsel
In (Continued
Fight from
on Page
Tri-Ergon
1)
preme Court decisions which, in e
feet- upheld the validity of his pa;
ents.
Darby has been identified wi
various important patent litigation
in connection with the film industr
General counsels for the produce
distributor companies are expects;
theirmeet
campaign.
to
again today to map ov'
Detroit Non-Theatricals
Detroit — Clarifying the interpre
tation of the Detroit Grievanc
Board which prohibits exchange
from selling to non-theatrical ac
counts, Secretary E. S. Kinney statei
that the Board aims to stop onl;
non-theatricals in competition wit
established theaters. Non-commer
cial exhibits are not affected.
Harold Davidson Moves Hdqs
Boston — Harold Davidson, divisioi
engineer for General Talking Pic
tures, has moved New Englani
branch office to the quarters of Com
Brothers' Theater Service & Sup
ply Co.

THE ■cB£
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HEATER

CHANGES

REPORTED

ARIZONA
Openings

enkrog. CHAUTAUQUA — Summer Camp,
transferred to W E. Caulfield by C. R. Johnson. EAST ST. LOUIS— 40th St., transferred to Ilobbs & Pyrne by S. C. Aronoff;
NOGALES— Nogales.
Washington, transferred to E. R. Broneman
by E. E Parker. MOUND CITY— Peerless,
CALIFORNIA
transferred to Mrs. E. Thompson by J. A
Bellavadare. NEWMAN — Roxy, transferred
Changes in Ownership
AZUSA— State, transferred to W. J. Ed- to C. L. Reed by Booton & Gloyd. WAVERLY
— Bijou, transferred to Jack Earling by F.
lirds, Jr. by Winn & Cunningham. SAN
BtEGO — Aztec, Mission, Plaza, Superba, M. Mertz. ZEIGLER— Empire, transferred
linsferred to Fox West Coast by Pacific to V. J. Urbane by Homer Hulsey. CHICAGO — Groveland, transferred to K. S.
Ltional.
MONROVIA— Lyric, transferred
Howell; Lexington, transferred to Lexing; Lazarus Thea. by Lazarus-Vinnicoff.
ton Thea. Inc. by Saperstein Bros. Inc.;
|)UTH PASADENA— Rialto, transferred to Logan Sq. (Renamed RIO), transferred to
[tizarus Th. by Lazarus-Vinnicoff. LOS
[fVGELES — Mirror and Strand, transferred P'oneer Amuse. Co. by Logan Square Co.
'| Vinnicoff Thea. by Lazarus-Vinnicoff;
Openings
tjonderland, transferred to Rom Smith by J.
EAST ST. LOUIS— 40th St. MEREU Titus; Circle, transferred to Lazarus Thea.
DOSTA—
Princess.
MOUND CITY— Peer9 Lazarus-Vinnicoff. BAKERSFIELD— Nile,
less (Peggy). RIDGEWAY— Strand WAVlinsferred to Fox West Coast by Pacific
litional. LONG BEACH— Strand, transfer- ERLY — Bijou. FREEBURG — Freeburg
(new). TRENTON— Trenton (new). TROY
p to Vinnicoff Thea. by Lazarus-Vinnicoff;
Idace, transferred to Fox West Coast by —Troy
(new).
CHICAGO— Paradise.
Bcific Natl. CHULAVISTA— Seville transClosings
l-red to Fox West Coast by Pacific Natl.
BETHANY— Cozy. CAIRO — Empress.
LHAMBRA — Garfield, transferred to VinCHAUTAUQUA— Summer Camp. LIVINGtoff Thea. by Lazarus-Vinnicoff.
STON—Eagle. SESSER— Martha. CHICAGO—Rialto.
Openings
IfLOS ANGELES— Drive In (new). SAN
INDIANA
ItANCISCO— Nob Hill (new). ATWATER
lAtwater. MADERA— State. WILLIAMS
Changes in Ownership
Williams. LODI— T & D. LOS ANKLES— Million Dollar, Criterion. PALM
BUTLER— Butler, transferred to Theo.
PRINGS— Earl Streibe. PASADENA —
Lightbudy. CLINTON — Columbia, trans}.ymond.
ferred to J. M. Valente. BICKNELL— Indiana, transferred to Bruce Kixmiller. CULClosings
VER— Palms, transferred to Galon Miller.
FAIRMOUNT— Royal, transferred to Sam
JGRASS VALLEY— Recent. QUTNCY —
iiincy. FOLSOM — Folsom. ARROWSilverstein. FT.
WAYNE— State,
transferred to E. O. Stuckman. INDIANAHEAD—Arrowhead. AVALON — Avalon.
LENDORA— Beacon. LA HARBA— GarPOLIS—Two Johns, transferred to L. Carl
Berry: Lincoln, transferred to H. L. Golden.
fa.
LOS ANGELES— United Artists.
MONTPELIER— Palace, transferred to Jesse
COLORADO
E. Stukey. NEWBURGH— Princess, transferred to Roscoe Denison. ROCHESTER—
Changes in Ownership
Cha.-Bell, transferred to Lisle Kreighbaum.
jPUEBLO—
Colonial,
transferred
to
WestROCKPORT
— Alhambra, transferred to Harid Thea. Inc. by Ed Anderson.
old Hargis. TERRE HAUTE— Lyceum,
transferred to Mrs. L. F. Murdock. TIPOpenings
TON—Ritz, transferred to Pete Mailers.
JaGUILAR— Colorado. IGNACIO— Ute. DANVILLE — Royal, transferred to Mrs.
Barnett.
IJEBLO— Colonial.
WALSH— Walsh.

Closings
IhOMELAKE— S & S Home.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Changes in Ownership
'WASHINGTON— Raphael, transferred to
iroadway Thea. Amuse. Co. by Midcity
Hea. Corp.

IDAHO
Changes in Ownership

ABINGDON — Bijou, transferred to S. E.
rtle by Alex Steel. BARRY— Star, transfrred to Russell Armentrout by C. A. Hess.
ENL— Grand, transferred to Mike Enrico
r Enrico & Musso. BETHANY— Cozy,
jinsferred to L. D. Bushert by R. A. Morion. BUNKER HILL — Lincoln, transtrred to Critchlow & Bullard by W. Fahr-

BY FILM BOARDS
MASS A CH U SETTS
Changes in Ownership
BEVERLY— Ware, transferred to E. M.
Loew by Geo. Ramsdell. EVERETT— Rialto,
transferred to Chas. Morse by I. Green.

Openings

MONSON— Capital. WHITMAN — Empire. BOSTON— Scollay Sq. Olympia. ROXBURY— Criterion. DORCHESTER— Liberty.
LOWELL— Capital, Victory. GARDINER—
WORCHESTER— Regent. MILL—Uptown.
Majestic.
BURY—
Town Hall. WEST SPRINGFIELD

Closings

MARYLAND
Changes in Ownership
ESSEX — New Essex, transferred to New
Essex Thea. Corp. by M. Leventhal.
REISTERTOWN — New, transferred to
Northway Amuse. Corp. by L, Garman. NEW
—— New.
Northwest, transferred to Main Thea. by
R. R. Marenki.

Openings
Essex.

REISTERTOWN

DETROIT — Davison. SAULT STE
MARIE— Colonial. RAMSEY— Rex. IRON
MOUNTAIN
— Colonial. BREITUNG —
Baraga.
Capitol. CALUMET— Royal. BARAGA —

MINNESOTA

ELKTON— Star, transferred to Oliver Willett by G. W. Ackerman. COLDWATER -Tibbets, transferred to Wm. Schulte by D.
R. Vanes. STURGIS— Roxy, transferred to
R. Hartzer by O. J. Lambiotte. NENOMINEE — Lloyd, transferred to Wise. Amuse.
Ent. Inc. by M. D. Thomas.
DETROIT— State, Gayety,

DeSoto.

FOREST LAKE— Forest, transferred to
Anthony & Pappas by P. S. Bowers. FRAZEE
— Palace, transferred to Oscar H. Olsen by
Geo. Lund. GILBER — Lyceum, transferred
to Herman Frajola. HOWARD LAKE —
Triangle, transferred to H. A. Carson by A.
Filby. JANESVILLE— Century, transferred
to Syd. Johnson by Arnoldt & Berthelmehn.
MABLE — Mable, transferred to E. A.
Danialson by E. H. White. MINNEAPOLIS
— Southtown (was Southern), transferred to
Harry Dickerman by E. Tunstall. NORTHHOME — Northome, transferred to R. B.
Johnson by Johnson & Weichselbawn.

Openings

MICHIGAN
Changes in Ownership

Openings

TLE CREEK— Post. SAGINAW— Franklin. PONTIAC— Orpheum. JACKSON —
Rex.
FLINT — Palace.
YPSILANTI —
Martha Washington.
Closings

Changes in Ownership

FALL RIVER— Academv. NORTHAMPTON—Plaza.
ONSET— New Onset.

ESSEX— New

OF TRADE

BAT-

MARSHALL— New Roxy (new) by J. E
Bradley. NEW ULM— Turner Hall by An
derson & Gleason (new). COOK — Comet
FRAZEE — Palace. GILBERT — Ljceum
HIBBING— Homer. LUCAN— Home. MA
BLE— Mable. MANTORVILLE — Liberty
PIPESTONE— Al. PRINCETON— Strand
NEW PRAGUE — Granada (was New
Prague). SOUTH ST. PAUL — Rialto.
WATERTOWN — Rex. WINNEBAGO —
Roxy (was Princess).

Openings
ANDERSON— Orpheum. FT. WAYNE—
Indiana. HYMERA— Pearl. HENRYVILLE
—Legion. INDIANAPOLIS— Indiana, Cozy.
Hollywood. LOGANSPORT— Roxy. PERU
—Wallace. RICHMOND— Indiana. TERRE
HAUTE— Virginia. PERU — Ritz (new).
CROTHERSVILLE— Grand (new).

Closings

NEWBURGH— Princess.
— Strand.

FRANKFORT

KANSAS

(MOUNTAIN HOME — Mountain Home,
pnsferred to S. L. George.

ILLINOIS
Changes in Ownership

DAILY

Changes in Ownership
JAMESTOWN— Royal, transferred to R.
H. Scanland by A. F. Baker. KANSAS
CITY — Electric, transferred to Fox Midwest
Thea. Corp. by A. F. Baker. LEONARDSVILLE — Leonard, transferred to Community
Thea. Club by Chas. Johnson Business Men's
Club, Harry Smith. TOPEKA— Apex, transferred to W. G. McKinney by McKinney &
McManus.

Openings
LEONARDSVILLE— Leonard. JAMESTOWN—Royal. HOLYROD— Holyrod.

KENTUCKY
Changes in Ownership
LOUISVILLE— Drury Lane, transferred
to Joy Amuse Co. Studio, transferred to J.
Schwarz; Hilltop, transferred to Jesse Lousman. GUTHRIE — Lyric, transferred to
Griff Head. SHELBYVILLE— Shelby, transferred to Shelby Thea. Corp. HAZARD —
Virginia, transferred to Virginia Amuse Co.
by Lo Davis.

Openings
OLIVE

Constance Benett
Bela Lugosi
Marie Green
M. J. Weisfeldt
James Hall

HILL— Dixie.

MAINE
Openings
BROOKS—
Town
Town
Hall.

Hall. WISCASSET

—

Closings

OGUNQUIT — Leavitft,
SPRINGS— Pavillion.

POLAND

BUNDLING

will be re-introduced to America

at the world premiere of PARAMOUNT'S
"THE PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS" starring
FRANCIS LEDERER, Charlie Rugglcs and Mary
Boland. Directed by Alexander Hall. At Radio
City Music Hall on October 25th.
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Boles and Loretta Young in

"THE WHITE
(HOLLYWOOD
Fox

PARADE"
PREVIEW)
90mins.

FIRST-RATE HUMAN INTEREST STORY
THAT SHOULD PLEASE ALL. FINE
WORK BY LORETTA YOUNG AND JOHN
BOLES.
One of the best pictures of the year and
a distinct credit to Jesse L. Lasky, its
producer. Rich in sentiment and real human interest, it should please audiences
generally. It has a new background, that
of a nurses' training school. Director
Irving Cummings has done a very fine job
and has spaced the laughs and tears well.
The heartaches and hopes of the student
nurses are presented, with the lighter moments not overlooked. It is a faithful
picture of the training of future Florence
Nightingales. A Cinderella love story has
been woven into the picture and will
please. John Boles, wealthy polo player,
falls in love with Loretta Young, a student
nurse, but Loretta's devotion to her work
is stronger than her love for Boles. She
does the best work of her career in this
picture, while Jane Darwell as "Sailor" and
adviser to the students, is a very important
factor in the success of the production.
Bcles is effective, while Sarah Haden, Joyce
Ccmpton, Astrid Allwyn, Dorothy Wilson
and Muriel Kirkland offer excellent characterizations. Bouquets are due Sonya
Levien and Ernest Pascal for the screen
play, and to Rian James, Jesse L. Lasky
and Jesse Lasky, Jr., for the adaptation.
James wrote the novel.
Cast: John Bcles, Loretta Young, Jane
Darwell, Sarah Haden, Joyce Comptcn,
Astrid Allwyn, Dorothy Wilson, Muriel
Kirkland, Jean Barnes.
Director, Irving Cummings; Author, Rian
James; Screen Play, Rian James, Sonya
Levien, Ernest Pascal ; Adaptation, Rian
James, Jesse L, Lasky, Jesse Lasky, Jr.;
Cameraman, Arthur Miller.
Direction, Aces
Photography, Fine.

FOREIGN
"EL TIGRE DE YAUTEPEC" ("The
Tiger of Yautepec"), in Spanish; produced
by FESA; directed by Fernando de Fuentes;
with Lupita Gallardo, Pepe Ortiz, et al.
At the Teatro Campoamor.
Well-made and generally entertaining
Mexican production dealing with the romance of a bandit chief and the daughter
cf cne of Hie best families in Yautepec.

"PARLAMI D'AMORE MARIU" ("Speak
to Me of Love, Mariu"), in Italian; produced by Cas-Sava; directed by S. V.
Casolaro; with Mario Badolati, Dina Lanzi,
Olga Allegrini, et al. At the Fifth Ave.
Playhouse.
Produced here in the Italian language,
this sentimental musical romance is fairly
enjoyable despite a few technical shortcomings, and it should please the Italian
clientele.
"DER ADJUTANT SEINER HOHEIT"
("The Adjutant of His Highness"), in
German; produced by Forum Film; directed
by Mac Fric; with Werner Fuetterer, Gretl
Theimer, et al.
Fairly entertaining romantic comedy with
musical trimmings in a military background.

» NEWS of DAY.
A LITTLE
from
IBy RALPH
WILK "LOTS

New Orleans — Exhibitors repri
senting 33 theaters have offered
the city the full amount of tax co
HOLLYWOOD
Following completion of his work lected at the box-office instead
in
"The Good Fairy," at Universal, the present 2 per cent whereby the
J-JARRY
WARREN
Al Dubin,
composers
of theandmajority
of Herbert Marshall will take a month's aters collect a penny on each tick«
the song hits in the Warner musi- vacation on the desert near Palm and keep the difference. The pre;
cal films, have been given a five- Springs. He recently appeared in ent plan, reached with the maycj
allowing theaters a profit on ti
year contract by that studio.
"The Painted Veil," at M-G-M.
tax, was exposed by G. Pipitone, nm
sicians' union president. Ill-will wr
Columbia has assigned Arthur
Ten-year-old Dorothy Gray, who immediately noticed.
Rankin, Allyn Drake and Charles
Sabin to "Stake Out," with Bruce was in "As the Earth Turns" and
Hartford, Conn. — Don Ross, ioi
Cabot and Judith Allen, while Rob- "Men in White," is playing an immerly manager of Loew's State, S;
ert Allen and Arthur Hoyt have
portant role in "Black Hell," which racuse,
N. Y., has been named mai
Paul Muni. Michael Curtiz is
been added to the picture temporar- stars
directing.
ager of the Palace here, replacin
ily titled "Spring 3100," featuring
Waterbury.
William Fisher, who has returned 1
T
T
T
Nancy Carroll, Donald Cook and
George Murphy.
Laura Hope Crews, a stage favo▼ T T
rite, who teaches the stars and starMeriden, Conn. — The Poli has w
Ralph Bellamy and Helen Vinton
lets of the screen to speak propei'ly
have been signed by Samuel Gold- conducts her school in a very unique opened to operate Thursdays, Fri
days
and Saturdays with films an
wyn for roles in support of Anna classroom. Miss Crews is too busy vaudeville.
Ted Holt is managin
Sten and Gary Cooper in "The Wed- at present to leave the sound stages the house.
at Paramount and RKO, so the puding Night."T
T
T
pils must come to her set for their
St. Louis — Despite theater ow>
Maurice Hanline, RKO scenarist, lesson. And there they are put
ers' protests, the city will not canci
is the author of a new book, "Years through their dramatic paces, be- the booking of "Ziegfeld Follies"
tween "takes," under the
of Indiscretion," which will be pubof the Municipal Auditorium the wee
lished next month by Macaulay. He arc lamps, props and camera glare
cranes. of Nov. 4.
and Sig Herzig wrote "The Lottery
Lover," now being produced by Fox.
T T ▼
When the Maix brothers met Irving Thalberg to sign their new MG-M contract they stood around for
some time without signing. There
wa,s the contract, but no signatures.
Finally they were asked why they
did not sign. "Because there isn't
any
retort.ink in the pen," was Groucho's
r

T

t

»

▼

T

Chester Hale will make the ballet
scene of "David Copperfield" next
week. He will also do the dance
numbers for the next Joan Crawford production, which is as yet untitled, and the numbers for "Piccadilly Jim," which will star Robert
Montgomery. He has just completed the numbers for "Repeal" and
"The Night Is
▼ Young."
T Y
Francis Edwards Faragoh, who
wrote the screen play for "Three
Musketeers," which will star Francis
Lederer, is working with Dwight
Taylor on the scenario for "Becky

▼ T T
Sharp."
William Moore, a newcomer, is
attracting much attention by his
performance in "Goin' to Town,"
which is being presented at the
Town Hall theater. The comedy was
written by Jack Leonard, who is
Jackie Cooper's uncle. Moore is represented bythe Ruth Dwyer agency,
v

t

▼

Robert Montgomery and Clark
Gable will soon play a deciding
match at skeet-shooting, with a diamond-studded medal as the prize.
Bob won a gold medal from Clark,
and
the
latter
has
won a medal from
Bob.

▼

▼

The St. Moritz, overlooking picturesque
Central Park, and within the fascinating
circle of America's smartest residential
and shopping district, offers the most
beautifully appointed accommodations in
America, by the day, month or year.
The outstanding characteristic of The
St. Moritz is its Continental hospitality
and finished, friendly service, combined
with the comfort of practical, American
convenience.

T

Fay Wray and Victor Jory play
the leads in Columbia's "Mills of
the Gods," with May Robson. Roy
William Neill is directing.
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Withdraw Petition to Reorganize Fox Theaters

JOE BRANDT JOINS GROUP TO MAKE 'MORAL' FILMS
Chrysler's Theater
Air-Conditioning to 40F.Family
B. Warren
Programs Are
Control Corp. to Market
Mr. Sinclair
. . . and California
== By JACK ALICOATE =
THE melancholy days had arrived. It was
election night. The old Colonel, under
the whirlwind campaign management of
fhat gay deceiver, Pettijohn, had just finished a smashing tour of the villages of
Northeastern Westchester in the general
interests of the Democratic Party and the
particular interest of his councilmanic candidacy. As the returns told unmistakably
[of the complete purge of the Colonel, he
gracefully slid out of the back door of
Democratic headquarters, silently hung up
his political gloves, ordered a double brandy
and soda and decided then and there to
forgive and forget both Pettijohn and politics forever. However, much as we dislike
politics, there is something in the wind
that this industry, and its vast army of
workers in the Hills of Southern California,
must not, and cannot, afford to ignore.
We refer to Mr. Upton Sinclair, candidate
'for governor, and his avowed radical program.

— • —

Mr. Sinclair has unquestionably made a
great name for himself as a writer. After
that, what? Certainly nothing in his career or background fits him to efficiently
and intelligently manage a great state like
California. His proposed change of California's form of government is so radical as
to be a pipe dream to the idler and a
nightmare to the businessman. Among
other things, he proposes to take over all
idle property. When a strike occurs, reigardless of merits, the State immediately
[takes over the property. He promises work
for everybody, and already the roads to
California are being overrun with brokendown cars and those who migrate, continually seeking the Eylsian fields. Perhaps H. L. Mencken best typifies the man
I In his third series of "Prejudices."
Of Sinclair,

Mencken

writes:

"I remember with great joy the magazine that he used to issue during the war.
In the very first issue he advocated socialism, the single tax, birth control, communism, the League of Nations, the conscription of wealth, government ownership
(.Continued on Page 2)

U. S. Films in 27 Paris Houses

Equipment in Amusement Field
Equipment made by Chrysler for
the cooling, heating and ventilation
of theaters will be sold, distributed
and installed exclusively in the
United States by the Control Corp.
of America, formed and headed by
F. B. Warren, who is at present
with Electrical Research Products.
Entry of Chrysler in the air conditioning
field was announced
(Continued
on Page 8) recent-

INDIES fOPROTEST
NEW CODE BUDGET

Paris — There are 27 cinemas in Paris
showing American original and dubbed
versions
last year. at present, compared with 22

Planned by M. P.
Foundation

Joe Brandt, former Columbia and
World-Wide official, has joined the
Motion Picture Foundation of the
United States as executive in
charge of
organization's
ductionthe
plans, which
call forpro40
family programs each composed of
a feature and five short subjects.
Arthur Logan, formerly general
Electrical Research Products is sales manager of the now-defunct
trying out a new reproducing equip- P. D. C, is also affiliated with the
ment which does not infringe upon group as a distribution executive.
Motion Picture Foundation plans
the American Tri-Ergon Corp. patphysical distribution of
ents in several New Jersey nouses, to arrange
(Continued on Page 4)

ERPI TRYING OUT
NEW EQUIPMENT
(Continued on Page 8)

Actor's Guild Officials Confident of AFL

That "every independent producer West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
and distributor in the country" is
certain to protest the new code asHollywood — Officials of the Screen
sessment budget now pending before the NRA in Washington was Actors' Guild are confident that the
predicted by W. Ray Johnston be- Guild's board of directors, consisting of 33 members, tonight will
fore his(Continued
departureon over
Page 4)the weekratify the proposal to obtain an
American Federation of Labor charter. If ratified, the proposal is to
Goldstone Joins M-G-M
be submitted to the executive board
In Post of Suuervisor of Actors' Equity and then must
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
receive 60 per cent of the votes of
Hollywood — Phil Goldstone has the 400 Class A members of Screen
Guild.
The Guild also has 600
joined M-G-M as a supervisor. He
members
without voting
vwill handle "Mala" and "Bottom of Class B (Continued
on Page 8)
the Sea".

End Questioning of Blumenthal
In Fox Theaters Reorganization

Tieup

BONDHOLDERS DRAFT
NEW PARAMOUNT PLAN
A reorganization plan for Paramount-Publix is understood to have
been prepared by Malcolm Sumner
and former Judge Erwin C. Garvin, representing small bondholder
interests (Continued
who areon aPage
party
8) to the

Hoblitzelle-Horwitz
Building in Houston
Houston — Construction will start
next month on the first theater in
the local group planned
by Plans
the Hoblitzelle-Horwitz interests.
for

the project were approved last
Petition to reorganize Fox The- week.
aters Corp. under section 77B of
the new bankruptcy laws, and apWashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Romantic Influence
plication for the court to name a
trustee
for
the
corporaSan
Francisco — Management of the
Washington — Hearing on a pro- temporary
tion was withdrawn yesterday by
Orpheum admits it will be relieved when
posed supplementary code submitted
the seven weeks' run of "One Night
by the Independent Theater Supply ex-Judge Charles Kelby, who filed
of Love" is over. The romantic effects
Dealers Ass'n is scheduled for Nov. the original petition Sept. 20 with
of the picture are blamed for four mar2 at 10 A.M. in the East Lounge of Federal Judge Martin T. Manton.
riages film
among the
theater's employees
since the
opened.
the Ambassador Hotel. The session Although allowing the applicant
will continue until the hearing is to withdraw
the action,
Man(Continued
on PageJudge
8)
completed.

Equipment Code Hearing
Is Scheduled for Nov. 2
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of coal mines, sex hygiene and free trade.
"In the next issue he added the recall
of judges, Fletcherism, the Gary system,
the Montessori method, paper-bag cookery,
war gardens and the budget system.
"In the third he came out for sex hygiene, one big union, the initiative and
referendum, the city manager plan, chiropractic and Esperanto.
"In the fourth he went to the direct
primary, fasting, the Third International
a federal divorce law, free motherhood, hot
lunches for school children, prohibition
the vice crusade, expressionismus, the government control of newspapers, deep
breathing, international courts, the Fourteen Points, freedom for the Armenians
the limitation of campaign expenditures,
the merit system, the abolition of the
New York Stock Exchange, psychoanalysis,
crystal gazing, the Little Theater movement, the recognition of Mexico, verse
libre, old age pensions, unemployment insurance, co-operative stores, the endowment of motherhood, the Americanization
of the immigrant, mental telepathy, the
abolition of grade crossings, federal labor
exchanges, profit-sharing in industry, a
prohibitive tax on Poms, the clean-uppaint-up campaign, relief for the Jews,
osteopathy, mental mastery and twilight
sleep. And so on,
— and
• — so on."

MARKET

36
15

from Page

And this is the candidate for Governor
of the great State of California who would
dictate to the motion picture industry along
with all other business. Every man and
woman in the picture business in California
has a duty to perform on election day.

Vacancies on Para. Board
To Be Filled Tomorrow
Successors to Ralph A. Kohn.,
Sam Dembow Jr. and the late Emil
E. Shauer will be elected by the
Paramount Publix board of directors
a meeting
afternoon atin New
York. tomorrow
Members of
the
directorate are: Adolph Zukor,
Felix E. Kahn, Frank Bailey, Gilbert Kahn, George J. Schaefer, Sir
William Wiseman, Walter B. Cokell,
John Cecil Graham, Austin C.
Keough,
Newton. Emanuel Cohen, Maurice

Erpi Promotes 3 in Field
Three promotions in the Electrical Research Products organization
were announced yesterday by L. W.
Conrow, eastern division general
manager. W. E. Woodward has
been elevated to acting sales manager of the southeastern division
H. O. Duke becomes acting assistant
sales manager of the southeastern
division as well as continuing his
duties as credit and collection manager of that division, while R. W.
Horn is promoted to assistant sales
manager of the northeastern division, reporting to Bert Sanford.
MacFadden Acquires Photoplay
MacFadden Publications, Inc., will
take over Photoplay Magazine starting with the December issue.

.oming an
BERTHOLD

VIERTEL,

mont-British
picture,
ly atWashington.
the Roxy, sails
the
GEORGE

WHITE

dG
director

NED E. DEPINET returned to New York y
terday from Hollywood.
DAVID DIAMOND sails for the coast Nov
on the President Adams.
MR. and MRS. MERVYN LEROY will lei
Hollywood for New York as soon as the dir
tor finishes cutting "Sweet Adeline," new W
ner picture. The LeRoys will remain here :
about a fortnight as the guests of H
Warner, father of Mrs. LeRoy, the fon
Doris Warner.
CLAUDE EZELL arrived in New
terday
from
Dallas.

WorlrPs Largest Stock Shot
Library. Over 20 Million Ft.
729-7th Ave. N.Y.C. BRyant 9-4417

"One Night" Holds in 2 Spots
Columbia's "One Night of Love,"
starring Grace Moore, is being held
over in two more spots, the Chicago Theater, Chicago, and the Stanley, Philadelphia.

York y

IRVING
JACOBS
leaves New York today
Denver, where he will headquarter as repres
tative Lakeof City.
Gaumont-British
in that
city
Salt
MACK GORDON and HARRY REVELL arri*
New York yesterday from the Coast
EMANUEL COHEN arrived in New York y
terday from Hollywood.
JOE BREEN arrived in New York yesten
from the Coast.
in

WALTER
READE
has gone
to Miami
Be?
ROBERT T. KANE is due in New York in 1
weeks from the Coast.
WALTER WANGER
New York next week

is expected to arrive
from
Hollywood.

LEO BULGAKOV, Columbia director, is
New York from the coast after finish
"White Lies." After producing a Broad*
play, he returns to Hollywood.

4'A

Pres.

G

leaves shortly for Holly

Following a three-month period
of observation at the Columbia
studios on the coast, Theresa Helburn, New York Theater Guild executive, has signed a long-term contract with the producing company
whereby she will spend eight
months a year in an executive capacity at the studios, in direct contact with Harry Cohn, president.
The remainder of her time will be
devoted to the Guild.

HOW

the

to start on his next screen "Scandals" for
MR.
and
MRS.
SETON
MILLER
and
and
MRS.
DEAN
DICKASON
arrived
in h
York
yesterday
from
California
aboard
Santa
Lucia.

Theresa Helburn Signs
Columbia Term Contract

Brooklyn Trans-Lux Opening
Formal opening of the new TransLux Theater at 561 Fulton St.,
Brooklyn, will take place Thursday
evening. The house seats 500 and
Cleveland — Eleven picture houses
in the northern Ohio territory have will be operated as part of the
Movies Corp. group. A
re-opened with the fall season un- Trans-Lux
der their old ownership, eight have special invitation performance, followed by a buffet supper, is being
changed hands and three have re- held on the opening night.
mained closed, according to the last
report of the film board.
Reade May Build in Miami Beach
Walter Reade is understood to be
planning to build a theater at Miami
General Film Library, Inc. Beach in association with Sailing
Baruch.
Reade is now in Florida.

of

"Little
Friend,"
currel
for England
tomorrow |

It's no time to be looking out of the
window.

11 Houses Reopened
In Northern Ohio

M. J. KANDEL,

Tuesday, Oct. 23, 19;

DO YOU

BUNDLE?

— not in a porch swing!
— not in a parked car!
— not on the stair steps!
• You'll never guess! But see Paramount's
"THE PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS."
Starring FRANCIS LEDERER, Joan
Bennett, Charlie Ruggles and Mary
Boland. Directed by Alexander Hall. Prints
now available at all Paramount Exchanges.

I

is com in
FULTON

OURSLER,

Editor in Chief of LIBERTY Magazine

in a recent telegram to MR.

CAPRA

said in part:

It is a good thing to honor outstanding merit and
distinction in any art and these qualities are yours in
the art of dramatic pictures. May

you live long and

flourish like the Green Bay tree to give the public
more

of

the

FRANK

CAPRA

type

of pictures."

The sentiment expressed by Mr. Oursler is the sentiment of the
public at large.
The genius of FRANK

CAPRA

crystallized in any particular

motion picture makes that picture a notable event in any year.
His next effort is upon
its author, ROBERT
ONE

NIGHT

BAXTER

us; its title is: BROADWAY

BILL;

RISKIN who also wrote IT HAPPENED

and LADY FOR A DAY; its stars are WARNER

and MYRNA

LOY; and its cast an imposing one as

one expects it to be in a CAPRA

picture.
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INDIES TO PROTEST
NEW CODE BUDGE

JOE BRANDT JOINS
"MORAL" FILM GROUP

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

its product, which will be wholesome, through an existing major
company. Production starts about
Feb. 1, with work to be done both
in New York and at the Coast.
Brandt will personally make a
group of pictures as well as supervise all production. Some of
the program will be produced by
outside companies, financed by the
Foundation. Elizabeth Richey
Dessez, formerly with Pathe, is
identified with the organization in
an executive capacity.

Ontario Gov't Drops
Its Film Activities
Toronto — Dismissal of 24 of the
32 members of the Province of Ontario's film staff, abandonment of
film production, partial abandonment of film distribution, complete
reorganization of the Ontario Motion Picture Bureau, and the probable letting out of Major George E.
Patton, its director, is announced
by Premier Mitchell Hepburn. The
Premier estimates the shake-up
will effect an economy of 75 per
cent. Last- year the Motion Picture
Bureau spent some $75,000 and collected $8,000 in revenue. Hepburn
also announced the government will
sell its film studios at Trenton, Ontario.

Denver and K. C. Plans
Up for Hearing Today
The Code Authority tomorrow
will conduct a hearing on the Denver
and Kansas City zoning and clearance plans. The I. T. O. of the latter territory is asking the Authority to fix Dec. 1 as the date for
determining admission prices upon
which clearance is based.

British Film Packs Roxy
"Little Friend", Gaumont-British
picture with Nova Pilbeam, set a
new Saturday attendance record at
the Roxy. Three-day attendance
over the week-end totaled more than
60,000.
Irish Film for Cameo
"Norah O'Neale," first talking
picture produced in Ireland and
which Du World is distributing here,
will have its world premiere tomorrow at the Cameo Theater. M-G-M
will distribute the picture in Great
Britain, according to cable advices
yesterday to DuWorld.
Kay Parsons in Shorts Series
Kay Parsons, stage and radio
producer, has been signed to make
a series of independent shorts with
the Gay Nineties Club as the background. Casts are to include several
well-known
the 90's
and
stories will befigures
writtenof around
events
of that period.

PHIL M DALY
• •
• WE TOOK a lesson in practical showmanship the
other nite
from two of the ace showmen of the biz
Billy Ferguson and Eddie Carrier sponsor and director respectively of the Metro Traveling Studio Train
they put
on their show at the Loew's State
for the semi-finals of
the Voice and Screen Tests
with one winner each from
eight Loew houses in the downtown district competing and
what an act the actual screen tests right on the stage made!

▼

T

T

• • • NO LESS than Joe Vogel himself was there to
catch it
Joe
hardboiled Joe
was just a li'l skeptical before the act went on
we talked to him in the lobby
and we talked to him after the act
"Damned if they
didn't put it over big"
that's what Joe said
and there
was almost a note of awe is his voice
y'see, Joe wasn't
quite sure that a hardboiled Broadway audience would go for
it
all right for the sticks, of course
but Broadway
well —
•

•

• THE CURTAIN
went up on a typical studio set
lights, camera, make-up table, sound equipment, mikes
all the props
with two make-up men putting the
finishing touches on the first competitor
Russell Stuart,
assistant to Eddie Carrier, gave the build-up spiel and
introduced Director Carrier as he walked on
then the
actual tests were made
in regulation studio style
each
girl got a big hand as she walked off
their stint was to
read the lines from a scene in a current M-G-M picture
crowded house
a novelty act to most of the customers
who have never been inside a studio
and they have been
doing this act in theaters throughout the Youessay for an entire year
and it always goes big
as big as it went
on hardboiled Broadway
only half the Youessay has been
covered
it will take another year to cover the other half
some Ballyhoo!
•
•
• THE NEW Pullman-equipped streamline train of
the Union Pacific started on its record dash across the continent
from Los Angeles to New York
started last nite
at 10 o'clock
and will reach here by 10 o'clock Thursday
morn
clipping the time for rail travel many hours
several film stars are aboard
including Henry Hull
the rail officials hope to grab a lot of Hollywood to New York
trade from the air lines
hence the ballyhoo

•
•
• ADVANCE PLUGS on "Flirtation
built up by Warners
with two special
in addition to the regular trailer
vance trailers is designed to be slipped into the
newsreel
it sells the "Flirtation Walk"
Kenneth Roberts, CBS announcer, dialogued
other day at the Brooklyn Vitaphone stude

Walk" are being
advance trailers
one of these adtheater's regular
dances
the trailer the

•
•
• THE KIND of things pressageys dream of
that their good deeds will be remembered
so Bert Adler is
still glowing from the tribute paid him by Prexy Ferguson
at last week's AMPA luncheon
that exploitation men are
still using
of Bert's for
stunts
originated are
ten years
Free
music oneinstruction
the heunemployed
being ago
given to
women and children at the C.W.A. music centers in Manhattan
Release of 20th Century's "The Mighty Barnum" is being
planned to coincide with the Barnum Centennial

«

«

«

»

»

»

end for the coast.
In a statemei
Johnston said in part:
"As I understand
it people
the higher bracket doing busine
of $1,750,000 to $25,000,000 are
be assessed on a basic rate of .
per cent to .19 per cent, while t
little fellows doing from $10,000
$875,000 are to be assessed oni
basic rate of from .23 per cent \
1.20 per cent.
"I cannot believe that the gel
ernment will allow any such asses
ment basis to be put over on t
little fellow. I have contended frc
the beginning that there is only o
equitable basis of assessment, a:
that
basis: would be on the followr
" 'Assessment of distribute
shall be based on the pro-rata p«
centage
income that
from each
filmdistributor's
rentals forgrct
year 1933 bears to the total sum
$180,000 which is to be paid by t
distributor members for their sha
of the Code Authority costs.' "

Legal Committee
Will Study Contrac
Study of licensing agreements
determine whether or not they ct
form to the motion picture cc
will be undertaken by the Code A
thority's legal committee at a me
ing tomorrow at code headqui
ters. Exhibitor associations hf
complained that some distributo
are using contracts which conn
with the code's provisions.
Plan Production in New Zealani
Wellington, N. Z. — Sound
Productions
(134)
Ltd. has
formed and is enlisting capital
production of a weekly New a
land newsreel, scenic pictures
other films.
The company has
tained N. Z. rights to the True C
process.
Sparks Reopening Sarasota Hoi
Sarasota, Fla. — Reopening of
Sarasota theater, dark the past
years, is promised by E. J. Sps
for the Christmas season. Cost
planned improvements will appn
mate $15,000.
23 Soviet Films for France
Paris — The government has
thorized the showing of 23 So
films in original versions, mal
eight more than the author:
American productions.
Poland to Make 15
Warsaw — Rymo Film has t
organized
for native producti
Polish studios announce 15 picti
to be made at a cost of about
000,000.
LondonFinish
— London
FilmsRaid"
has c
"Congo
pleted "Congo
Raid," with Li
Banks, Paul Robeson and Nina
lease it.
MacKinney.
United Artists will

AIR-CONDITIONING
FOR THEATRES

Now another nationally-advertised name can take
its place on your theatre's marquee: Air-Conditioned byChrysler.
The genius that developed not one, but four great
lines of cars and advanced them from 7th place
in output in 1924 to 2nd place in world output in
1933, will now effect a revolution in the virtually
new industry of air-conditioning.
The Chrysler-made equipment in this field will
possess the quality and excellence of this mighty
manufacturer's automotive output.
A

special organization has been formed

to

bring the air-conditioning systems produced by
Chrysler and marketed by Airtemp Incorporated
into the theatres of the nation. Turn for the
Announcement —

This

ORGANIZATION
SELL IT

WILL

Control Corporation of America has been organized
to sell, install and maintain the Chrysler-made airconditioning system in the theatres of the United
States. It has been organized and is headed b\
F. R. Warren, who for twenty years has been known
to almost everyone in the field of theatre ownership
and management.
Installations will begin in December in a group ol the
country's outstanding theatres. Between January and
May 1, 300 installations will be available. One-half of
these have been allotted to those states where summer
is at hand by May. Each installation is a tailor-made
job designed to meet the requirements of your theatre.
A national sales-engineering starl has been assembled
to solve your specific problems. Price quotations of
most attractive character will be made after a survey
from the New York head office of Mr. Warrens
organization.

ontrol
CORPORATION

OF

AMERICA

250 West 57th Street
New York City

TELEPHONE

Authorized

by A1RTEMP

INCORPORATED,

World

Distributors of Air Conditioning

CI role 7-0077

Products of Chrysler

Motors
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A TITTLE" from HOLLYWOOD

By RALPH WILK
jyr. H. HOFFMAN, president of
I
Liberty Pictures, returns this
Iveek from New York after lining
lap the four stories for the balance
l)f Liberty's 1934-35 output. First
livill be "Sweepstake Annie," adapted by Scott Darling from a story
Iby Evelyn Law, and the remaining
three will include a feature in which
Ralph Graves will figure as author,
director and principal actor; an
Edgar Wallace story and a feature
in which a number of songs will be
'used. ▼
▼
▼

Maje,stic's next production following Trooper," starring Kermit Maying "The Perfect Clue," now in nard. Ray Taylor is directing, with
work, will be an original titled Charles Delaney, Barbara Worth
LeRoy Mason, Robert Frazer and
"Thunder in the Streets."
T
T
T
George Regas among the principals.
"Three Wise Guys," the story by The picture is being produced by
Damon Runyon recently acquired by Maurice Conn and his. new partner,
M-G-M, will be directed by David Sig Neufeld, and is the first of a
Burton. Bartlett Cormack is at pres- series of eight outdoor action picent completing the screen adaptatures that will be released by indetion, and the picture is due to get
pendent exchanges.
under way in the near future.
▼
▼
▼
▼
▼
▼
Alice Brady has been signed for
"Murder in a Chinese Theater," a role in Warner's "Gold Diggers
a story by Joseph Santley, has been of
1935." Also in the cast are Dick
by M-G-M and may serve Powell, Gloria Stuart, Hugh Herb] "Reckless" is the temporary title purchased
a William Powell vehicle, though
ert, Frank McHugh, Glenda Farrell,
Jof the Joan Crawford-William as
Powell co-starring production which this is not definite.
Winifred Shaw and Adolphe Menjou.
▼
▼
▼
lis soon to be placed before the
▼ TV
cameras at M-G-M. Victor Fleming
Basil Rathbone, now in HollyLou
Brock,
R-K-0 producer, still
wood
for
a
featured
role
in
the
allwill direct from an original story
has a memento of his first job. It
by Oliver Jeffries. The cast to date star cast of "David Copperfield," is a theater ticket stub, the first one
iincludes Franchot Tone, May Rob- being produced by David O. Selznick he collected when, as a boy, he
ison, Henry Wadsworth and Henry for M-G-M, has revealed to friends worked as a ticket-taker at the door
here that he is completing a play
;Stephenson.
of his father's moving picture thewhich he hopes to produce on the ater.
▼ ▼
▼
New York stage next season.
T
T
T
Ann Harding's latest RKO Radio
▼ ▼
▼
Lee Tracy, Paramount star, has
! vehicle, "Enchanted April," went
Edward Craven has been assigned
into production Monday, with the
an alarm signal on his car which
by Paramount to "The Gilded Lily," warns him when he exceeds the
star being supported by a cast in- starring
Claudette Colbert. Wesley
cluding Frank Morgan, Ralph
speed limit. Tracy enjoys fast drivRuggles is directing.
Forbes, Reginald Owen, Jane Bax▼
▼
▼
ing, and had the little device inter and Eric Blore. Harry Beaumont
stalled as a precautionary measure
Elizabeth Allen entertained at a
is directing and Kenneth Macgowan
against
arrest and accident.
cocktail
party
in
honor
of
the
28th
is producer. The film is an adapta▼
vv
tion of the novel by Elizabeth Rus- birthday of Sidney Kingsley, one of
Charles Bickford, now working in
sell and the play of Kane Campbell America's leading playwrights.
and Rosalie Stewart. Samuel Hoff- Among those present were Herbert "Wicked Woman" at M-G-M, is well
enstein and Ray Harris prepared the Marshall, Gloria Swanson, Sylvia versed in the intricacies of Indian
Sidney, Jean Hersholt, Evelyn Laye, sign language. On a recent trip
screenplay.
Peter Lorre, Frank Lawton, Zeppo to the Century of Progress in Chi▼ ▼
▼
Marx
and Fritz Lang.
cago, the actor carried on a lengthy
Signing of Josephine Whittell,
▼ ▼
▼
conversation with some Indian perHugh White, Ray Mayer and Ray
A cloudburst at Lake Arrowhead
formers in the traditional symbolic
Cooke yesterday completed the cast
of Columbia's "Spring 3100."
held up production on "The Fight- language of their tribe.

Salt Lake City Items
Salt Lake City — Ralph McGowen
I has assumed the duties at Fanchon
■ & Marco's Orpheum and Studio the' aters formerly handled by Albert
i Stetson, who returned to the coast.
"One Night of Love" has finishi ed its sixth week at the Orpheum
and Stadium.
"Girl from Missouri" and "Stamboul Quest" are holding over at the
Gem for an extended run, while
"Age of Innocence" moves from the
Orpheum to the Stadium for a run.
At a meeting last week, presided
over'
by C. E. Huish,
of
the Utah-Idaho
M. P. president
Exhibitors,
theater owners endorsed, a policy of
showing only clean films.
Eddie Forrester Changes
Grand Island, Neb. — It is understood Eddie Forrester, city manager
for A. H. Blank in Hastings, will
be moved here soon swapping places
with Bob Dunnuck, present city
manager, as soon as the latter recovers from his operation.
Drought Area Back to Normal
Kansas City — Conditions in the
recent drought area are improved
on the whole, and theaters are buying a normal amount, it is stated by
Harry Taylor, Columbia branch
manager, on his return from a trip.

20 Planned in So. America

Cleveland Chatter
Cleveland — John Becerra, manager of Warner's Variety Theater,
is in the Long Island Hospital, New
York for a serious operation.
The zoning and clearance board
meets today to complete the Cleveland and Toledo schedules.
Ernest Schwartz, president of
the Exhibitors' Ass'n, is still in the
hospital.
Otto Kapl has been re-elected
president of the musicians' union.
Jack Fier, who is on a good-will
tour for Mascot, spent a few days
here last week as guest of Nat Lefton.
Warners Buy Two Stories
West Coast Bureau of THE
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"LOTS

Richard Wallace will finish directing Minister"
Katharine within
Hepburnthein next
"The week
Little
and upon completion of the cutting
will move to Fox, where//-he will direct one picture.
▼
rv
Arthur Hohl has been added to
the cast of the RKO Radio picture,
"Romance in Manhattan".
Under

the name

of Charles

Wendling,
Colbert's
brother has beenClaudette
discovered
working
as
an assistant director at Paramount
studio, using his anonymity to fight
the possible charge of favoritism,
for he won his job on his own merits.
▼

T

T

T

T

T

"Me Without You" has been selected by Paramount as the definite
title for the musical based on an
originalBlock,
story,in "One
Late" by
Libbie
which Hour
Joe Morrison,
Helen Twelvetrees, Conrad Nagel,
Arline Judge, Toby Wing, Ray Milland and Edward Craven have featured roles. Ralph Murphy directed.
John Monk Saunders, ace writer
of aviation pictures, is now at work
on the script of "Lafayette Escadrille," the picture of wartime flying
and
soon fighting
produce. which Warners will

v

▼

▼

June Brewster has found a new
use for old film. She has had several lamp-shades made from discarded strips of celluloid, and claims
that unique and startling decorative
effects
can
be obtained by this novel
method.

Cincinnati Squibs

Cincinnati — A meeting of the local clearance and zoning board will
be held Thursday to draft a new
schedule under instructions from
the Code Authority.
Jim Wilson, who also operates
Louisville House Reopening
in Cheviot, has acLouisville — After being closed for the Woodlawn
quired the Riviera.
some time, the National is being reHarold Harris is the new exopened by Royal Christiansen with ploiteer for Columbia here.
pictures and stage shows.
John C. Russell, Maysville exhiillness. bitor, has recovered from a serious
New Home for Columbus Variety
The Variety Club will hold a HalColumbus — Local Variety Club
has taken over the entire second Dance. lowe'en Party and a Thanksgiving
floor front of the Neil House and is
Charles Rosenzweig of First Diremodeling it for its quarters. Layvision and Sam Galanty and J. A.
out will include a little theater, MacFarland
of Columbia were
lounge and bar. M. R. Clark is chief
among the visitors who arrived here
barker.
last week.
Rio de Janeiro — A new studio has
been built at Sao Paulo for making
native pictures, which will amount
to 20 for 1934-35.

Hollywood — "Lady With a Badge,"
original by Frank Wead and FerdiLouis K. Sidney in Kansas City
nand Reyher, and "Broadway Gondolier," original by Sig Herzig, Hans
Kansas City — Louis K. Sidney of
Kraly and Ey Harbirg, have been
Inc., arrived here last week
bought by Warners. Delmar Daves Loew's,
for a visit.
is adapting "Lady With a Badge."
San Antonio Invites Movies
Lutherans to Crusade
San Antonio — Through Mayor
Savannah — In convention here
yesterday, the United Lutheran Quin, this city has made a bid for
Church's committee on social and part of Hollywood's film industry
moral welfare recommended voting in the event Upton Sinclair is elected governor of California and makes
for candidates who will enact laws
it tough for the movies there.
against objectionable films.

U. S. Films for Antwerp Houses
Antwerp — New management of /
the Empire and Roxy will feature '
only American films.
Anvers-Palace and Eden also have been launched with U. S. product.
Westminster Film Holding Over
"The Man Who Changed His
Name," British production, is holding over at the Westminster Cinema.
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WARREN TO HANDLE
CHRYSLER EQUIPMENT
{Continued from Page 1)

ly, with Walter P. Chrysler Jr. as
president heading Airtemp Incorp.,
the world distributing organization
which will itself handle all sales under the sales management of H. C.
Jamerson, except in the theater
classification granted to Warren's
company.
Readiness to make immediate
surveys and installations in the
aters is announced by Warren with
the statement that equipments are
available for quick delivery and
that the executive operating staff of
the Control Corp. has been named.
The head of the engineering staff
will be Andre Merle, formerly with
Carrier Engineering and lately with
Clyde R. Pearce, air-conditioning
consultant. William E. Harkness
will be traffic and contracting consultant. He has been with A. T. &
T. and Erpi. Arthur E. Ralph
for years with Erpi, will head the
survey and installation division, as
well as holding the post of assistant
treasurer. I. M. Magnus will be
secretary. Sales personnel appointments will be announced later. Warren retires from Erpi on Dec. 31.
He was founder of Associated Producers and also a founder and vicepresident of the Goldwyn Co. which
merged with M-G-M.
Jimmy Savo Film Titled
"Once in a Blue Moon" is announced as the release title of the
Jimmy Savo feature film being produced by Ben Hecht and Charles
MacArthur at the Eastern Service
Studios, Astoria, L. I., under the
tentative title of "Laugh Little
Clown," for Paramount release.

"Hits"
Now
UE LIGHT"
he BL
"TWeek
•
55th St. Playhouse

RL
OOA
DWDAY—
3DU
on WBR
6th

* * * 3 Stars — Daily News

"The MAN
2nd Week

WHO

CHANGED

NAME"
HIS
• Westminster

Cinema

Edgar Wallace's Thriller
Better for U. S. than average British picture.
— Hollywood Reporter

"NORAH
42nd St.

O'NEALE"

Cameo Theatre
All-Irish Talkie with tinFamous
Abbey
Players

• good pictures cannot be denied
Distributed by

729 Seventh Ave.

•

MEdallion 3-2943

Studios Donate to Fight Against Sinclair
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Studio employees in all departments, from clerical help to stars, are
being asked to donate a day's pay for a chest to defeat the election of Upton Sinclair
as Governor of California. Believing that Sinclair's election will hurt the film industry along with others, the movie colony is plugging the candicacy of Gov. Frank F.
Merriam.

Erpi Trying Out
Actors' Guild Officials
Confident of AFL Tieup
New Equipment
{Continued from Page 1)
(.Continued from Page 1)
privileges and 2,500 members in the
Junior Guild.
Guild officials deny any real opposition in their own ranks to the
proposal and point out that producers must recognize an Actors' organization and that the Academy of
Motion Picture Art and Sciences has
less than 25 active members who
are actors. Majority of Class A
and B members are under contract
to studios.
Council of
Equity
Association
willthe
voteActors'
next week
on
the proposed affiliation with the
Screen Actors' Guild provided directors of the Guild approve today
at their meeting in Hollywood the
terms and conditions of the affiliation worked out between a Guild
committee and Frank Gillmore,
president of Equity, now on the
coast. The Film Daily learns that
Equity is not likely to accept any
affiliation with the Screen Actors'
Guild unless this affiliation provi es
for a closed shop and that all
Guild members shall become members of Equity.
Gillmore is slated to arrive in
New York by plane on Thursday,
bringing with him the proposed
agreement of affiliation. It is
learned that the agreement, if ratified by the Equity Council, may
have to be submitted to the Equity
membership for approval and that
similar procedure may have to be
taken by the Screen Actors' Guild.
Negotiations between Equity and
the Screen Actors' Guild have been
proceeding for several months.
When Gillmore departed for the
coast several weeks ago to attend
the A. F. of L. convention he had a
fully prepared plan of affiliation
with him. This plan has been modified in some respects.
Beeksteak Party for Sophie Tucker
A welcome-home testimonial beefsteak party to Sophie Tucker will
be given Nov. 3, starting at 11 P.
M., in Mecca Temple Casino, under
auspices of the council of the American Federation of Actors. Eddie
Cantor is chairman of the arrangements committee, and tickets are $3
a head. Miss Tucker is returning
from England, where she filled theatrical engagements and appeared
in pictures.

including the Carlton at Red Bank.
The apparatus is said to turn out
an excellent grade of sound without employing the flywheel process
controlled by the William Fox company and infrigement upon the
American Tri-Ergon double print
system is avoided through the vertical cut system of re-recording.
That Erpi would likely adopt rerecording was exclusively indicated
in The Film Daily of Oct. 17.
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WITHDRAW PETITION
IN FOX THEATERS CASE
{Continued from Page 1)

ton expressed regret that the attorneys for the receiver and the
creditors could not "get together
and work out a plan of reorganizaAlthough no mention was made'
yesterday of the "bad faith" charge
which was being prosecuted by Archibald C. Palmer, counsel for certion". tain creditors, it was believed that
Kelby
to relieve
A. C. Blumenthalwished
of further
examination
at
the hands of Palmer who was to resume questioning of Blumenthal at
yesterday's
hearing.
requesting
the withdrawal
of the In
petition,
Kel-;

by told the court that all claims in|
equity receivership of Fox Theaters
will be heard Nov. 8 by a special
Bondholders Draft
and that "if the claims arei
New Paramount Plan master
disposed of on their merits, there
{Continued from Page 1)
will be a limited number of credi-i
reorganization proceedings under tors left and only about eight atSec. 77B. The plan is said to be
torneys with whom to deal in the
more moderate in its cost to Para- matter." Kelby also stated that
mount than the underwriting under since filing the original petition for
the plan prepared by Kuhn-Loeb at reorganization, he has not received
the request of the Vanderlip bond- the cooperation of attorneys for
holder committee and the bank- certain other creditors. Blumengroup committee. Sumner declined thal's entrance into the case came
to comment on the proposed plan.
about as the result of the assignment to his sister, Miriam Rogers
of Boston, of his claim of $400,000
Reade Must Give Up
the corporation.
138 Films in Jersey against
In granting the withdrawal,
Judge
Manton
gave Kelby the right
New York grievance board yesterday sustained two overbuying and privilege to reopen the case
complaints of Herbert and Leon subsequent to the settlement of
Shusterman against Walter Reade claims by the special master.
and ordered Reade -to give the
Shustermans 70 pictures of major
Italy Raises Tax
producers for the Carlton Theater,
Rome — To encourage native production, the government has raised
Red Bank, and 68 for the Roxy Theater, Perth Amboy. The Shuster- the tax on imported films from $2,mans will be permitted to take their 000 to $3,200.
choice of two lists of pictures to
be prepared in both cases which
Ask $150,000 for Play
shall be equal in number and as
nearly equal in quality as possible. WeProducer
and authors
of "Merrily"
Roll Along,"
Broadway
hit, are
The exchanges involved in Red asking $150,000 for the screeirj
Bank are Fox, United Artists, M- rights. Several majors, including)
G-M, Vitagraph, Columbia and Paramount
bidding. and M-G-M, are in on
Paramount; in Perth Amboy, Fox, the
United Artists, M-G-M, Vitagraph,
Columbia, Paramount and Big U.
Monogram Declares Dividend
Complaint against RKO exchange
Third quarterly dividend of 1%
was dismissed in both cases.
per cent has been declared by Monogram, payable Nov. 1.

6 Gaumont-British Films
Being Made at Twickenham

London — Arrangements have been
concluded for the production of six
pictures for Gaumont-British Distributors at the Twickenham studios at a total cost of about $1,000,000. Titles are "A. 1 at
Lloyd's," "Squibs," "Morals of Marcus", "Vintage Wine", "Private Life
Vita. Signs Seely and Fields
Blossom Seely and Benny Fields, of Sherlock Holmes" and "Oliver
stage and radio entertainers, have Cromwell."
been signed by Sam Sax, production
Plan Film on King George
head of the Brooklyn Vitaphone
London — A picture dealing with
studio, for appearance in a one-reeler. Buster West will also appear in the life of King George is being
this film, which enters production prepared by Winston Churchill for
today. Roy Mack has been assigned London Film Productions, of which
to direct.
Alexander Korda is head.

Sam E. Morris
Harry Scott
Sally O'Neil

Harry Cohn
Fred Datig
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1935
FILM DAILY
YEAR BOOK
OF

MOTION

PICTURES

IS ON THE WAY
On its more than 1,000 pages will be found data on
the motion picture industry in all its many branches.
Production, distribution, theaters, foreign, financial,
exploitation, and 1,001 other items completely and
accurately covered. During the past fifteen years,

"She

the Year Book has earned for itself the reputation of—

STANDARD REFERENCE BOOK
MOTION

of the
PICTURE

INDUSTRY

The Year Book is included in a year's subscription to THE FILM
DAILY and THE FILM DAILY SERVICE. $10.00 a year. Address
The Film Daily, 1650 Broadway, New York City.
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»DATE BOOK«
Oct. 22-24: Sonotone Corp. sales convention,
Park Central Hotel, New York.
Oct. 24: Annual convention of Motion Picture
Theater Owners of Washington,
Seattle.
Oct. 26-28: Paramount district managers' annual fall meeting, Homestead Hotel, Hot
Springs, Va.
Oct. 28-29: Mississippi Independent Motion
Picture Ass'n meeting, Jackson, Miss.
Oct. 29-Nov. 1: S.M.P E. Fall Meeting Hotel
Pennsylvania, New York.
Oct. 30: Warner Club Hallowe'en Dance, Hotel
Commodore,
New York.
Oct. 31: NRA hearing to consider report from
the agency committee of the motion picture industryWashington.
Code Authority on agents'
commissions,
Nov. 2: Chicago Film Row Entertainment and
Dance for relief of local needy film folk,
Medinah Club, Chicago.

Cleveland Exhibs Block
Free Radio Broadcasts
Cleveland — Through the combined
influence of all local motion picture
theater owners, the proposed 20week free broadcast at the Public
Auditorium sponsored by one of
the leading local department stores
and offering
the cancelled.
air's biggest radio
stars
has been
"Flirtation" Pre-Releases
With the addition of 63 playdates set over the weekend, Warners
announce a total of 81 special prerelease key city engagements scheduled on "Flirtation WaTk," Dick
Powell-Ruby Keeler musical, for
Thanksgiving Week. The picture
will be generally distributed Dec. 1.
Jimmy Savo Booked for Earle
Jimmy
Savo
plays
the Earle,
Washington, the week of Nov. 2.
Philly Exhibs Fight Walkathons
Philadelphia— The M. P. T. 0. of
Eastern Pa. is taking steps in opposition to walkathons, latest competition to arise in this territory. The
association claims credit for closing
two dog tracks in this zone.
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REVIEWS of the NEW"PURSUFILMS
« » NEWS of DAY.

"LOST IN THE STRATOSPHERE"
with

Tuesday, Oct. 23, 193'

William

Cagney,
Edward
Nugent,
June Collyer
Monogram
64 mins.
MECHANICAL PRODUCTION MISSES
POSSIBLE THRILLS OF NOVEL CURRENT
THEME OF STRATOSPHERE.
What could have developed into a
timely screen thriller in a field that is
practically new to the screen winds up as
just another routine yarn of two buddies
in the army air service and a girl. A
flight into the stratosphere by two lieutenants in the U. S. Army air service
fails to build any terrific suspense that
such a situation naturally demands. The
destruction of the balloon after ascending
to the outer space, its descent, the drama
of the man trapped in the gondola after
he has sent his pal through the porthole
to safety with a parachute — all these and
the obvious attendant thrills and emotions
are missing for the simple reason that
the script didn't mention them and the
director didn't bother to put them in.
Phoney lightning flashing on a miniature
balloon doesn't help. So it lapses into a
tale of two lieutenants in love with the
same

girl who are ordered on the dangerous stratosphere adventure together,
and the routine denouement with one pal
stepping aside so that the other can win
the girl.
Cast: William Cagney, Edward Nugent,
June Collyer, Lona Andre, Edmund Breese,
Frank McGlynn, Sr., Pauline Garon, Matt
McHugh, Rudd Clark, Jack Mack, June
Gittleson, Hattie McDaniels.
Director, Melville Brown; Author, Tristram Tupper; Screen Play, Albert DeMond
Direction, Weak. Photography, Gcod.

Hearing is Adjourned
In Para. Broadway Case

Hearing on the Paramount
Broadway reorganization plan was
adjourned yesterday to Nov. 12 by
Special Master John E. Joyce at
the request of counsel for the Paramount trustees, who stated that
the Paramount Broadway plan was
tied
up
with pending negotiations
Jacob Henry Miess Dead
for settlement of the $23,500,000
Montreal — Jacob Henry Miess, Allied Owners claim and that both
superintendent of Loew's Theater
would be presented to the
here until a year ago, when ill health matters
court in three weeks. Malcolm
forced him to retire, died Sunday
Sumner,
representing small bondnight.
He was 69 years old.
holder interests who are a party to
the reorganization proceedings, obClyde A. Coulter Dies
to the adjournment, stating
Clyde A. Coulter, 50, theatrical that he jectedhad
witnesses in court who
agent with offices in the Film Cen- were prepared to offer testimony
ter, died Sunday night of a heart
against acceptance of the Paraattack.
mount Broadway plan.
Irving Kaye Davis Play Opening
Seek to Join Trustees
"So Many Paths," play by Irving Kaye Davis and produced by
In Tri-Ergon vs. Para.
Abe Cohn and Eddie Scanlin, opens
Kenyon & Kenyon, counsel for
at the Majestic, Boston, Oct. 26. the American Tri-Ergon Corp., in
Davis was formerly a scenarist.
the Circuit Court of Appeals, yesterday withdrew an application
seeking to join the Paramount Publix trustees in its double print patM-G-M in Author's Role
Status of M-G-M in connection with
ent infringement action. It is expected that the application will be
the
Broadway
play,
"Lost
Horizons,"
is that of an author. Lawrence Rivers,
re-entered tomorrow. The U. S. SuInc., bought the play, written by Harry
Segall, from the picture firm, which
preme Court recently in effect upreceived the usual $500 option money
held the validity of this patent, in
and a percentage of the gross.
addition to the flywheel patent also
controlled by the William Fox firm.

with

Rosemary Ames, Victor Jory, Russell
Hardie, Pert Kelton
Fox
68 mins.
SOUTH SEA MELODRAMA OF FAMILIAR TYPE SUFFERS FROM TRITE STORY
THAT AROUSES LITTLE SYMPATHY.

Licked from the start by an old-fashioned story that almost creaks in some
places, this production comes out as just
one more tropical melodrama on the old
theme of a heroine being fought over by
a couple of men. The woman in the
case is a shady cabaret lady, played by
Rosemary Ames, who is inspired to lead
a clean life after meeting and saving the
life of Russell Hardie, who had been
beaten up and left for dead by Victor
Jory's gang because he came to the island where Jory is boss to take over a
plantation left to him by an uncle. Believing herself not good enough for the
hero, Rosemary subsequently runs away
and falls into the clutches of Jory, who
has been trying to get her all along. He
takes her to the plantation, where Hardie
later turns up and misconstrues the situation. Again Jory tries to bump off Hardie, but is prevented once more by Rosemary with the aid of a six-shooter, after
which Hardie asks her to marry him, declaring he doesn't care about the kind of
a life she led in the past, and so to the
final clinch.
Cast: Rosemary Ames, Victor Jory,
Russell Hardie, Pert Kelton, Gecrge Irving
and Torben
Meyer.
Director, Louis King; Author, Larry
Evans; Screen Play, Lester Cole and
Stuart
Anthony; Engineer,
Cameraman,S L.
O'Connell; Recording
C. O.Chapman.
Direction, Handicapped. Photography,
Gcod.

FOREIGN
"MIRACLES", Soviet silent; produced by
Lenfilm; directed by P. Petrof-Bytof ; with
V. Gardin, N. Simonof, et al. Distributed
by Amkino.
At the Acme Theater.
Fairly engrossing drama dealing with
anti-semitism and pogroms in Russia about
the year 1906. Photography, acting and
technical details are generally good.
"GOLD", in German; produced by Ufa;
directed by Karl Hartl; with Hans Albers,
Brigitte Helm, Michael Bohnen, Lien
Deyers.
At the 86th St. Casino Theater.
Entertaining drama in which romance is
combined with a scientist's supposed discovery for making gold. Has good cast
and is especially interesting from the technical angle.

Ohio Exhibitors Back
3% General Sales Tax
Cleveland — At a meeting presided
over by Albert E. Ptak, vice-president of the Cleveland M. P. Exhibitors Ass'n, it was announced that
all theater owners of the state will
back the proposed 3 per cent general sales tax and work for elimination of the present state admission tax. P. J. Wood, business
manager of the I. T. 0. of Ohio,
and G. W. Erdmann, secretary of
the Cleveland Ass'n, will contact
candidates for election to the stage
legislature.

Milwaukee — Articles of incorpc
ration have been filed by Silson The
aters, Inc. Incorporators are M. Sil
verman, A. Silverman and L. Fal
arsh.
Milwaukee — Bud Lawrence, foi
merly assistant to James Luntzc
when he was publicity director fa
the Palace, has joined the publicity
staff of Wisconsin Amusement Er
terprises.
Des Moines — Roosevelt Theate
Corp. has filed articles of incorpon
tion. Harry M. Weinberg is presi
dent; Donald West, vice-presideri
and
secretary; Wilma Lundgrer
treasurer.
Ogden, la. — The Iowa theater ha;
reopened under new management. H
L. Frost & Son of Atlantic, la., hav
leased the theater and equipment.
Cedar Rapids, la. — John Kriei
who managed the State here, noi>
temporarily closed, is the new assis
tant manager of the Paramount i
Omaha.
Tynan Heads Catholic Guild
Catholic Actors' Guild of Amer
ica, at its annual election last weeli
named the following officers: presi
dent, Brandon Tynan; first vice
president, Gene Buck; second vice
president, Wallace Ford; treasured
reverend John F. White; secretary
Donald Brian; chairman executiv
board, Pedro De Cordoba; chairman
advisory board, Fred Timms; mem
bers executive committee, Elizabet
Lonergan and Mrs. John Cross. Ger
aid Griffin, who has completed hi
third term as president will continui
chosen
officers in the
tu
active cooperation
withwork
the ofnew'j
society and was awarded a life meni
bership
recognition
of hi,s
Father in
Leonard,
Pastor
of sei-vice"
the A^
tors' Church, will continue
chaplain.
$14,124,000 Michigan Gross

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAIL\

Washington — Gross receipts (
406 Michigan theaters for 193
totalled $14,124,000, according 1
the Census of American BusineS
conducted by the Department
Commerce. Of this amount, $3,219.
000 was paid back in salaries. Tote
receipts for all amusements in th
state last year were $17,613,000.
Philly Hit by Crusade

Philadelphia — local exhibitors estimate that Saturday business is approximately 50 per cent off and place the
blame at the door of the Legion of
Decency movement. This city is perhaps the principal stronghold of the
clean-up campaign, with the Catholic
Church as the dominating figure here.
It has not shown any signs of strength
elsewhere in this territory. Harry M.
Warner, who was in Philadelphia yesterday, was reported in town on matconnection
side ofters inthe
situation. with the theaters'
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No Public Demand Yet for Television— Aylesworth

5 LABORATORIES NAMEDJN SUITS BYJRI-ERCON
Warner Philadelphia Houses Will Classify Pictures
Adult Screen Fare Will Be
Indicated in Ads, Says
H. M. Warner

Erpi to Confer on Defense of Tri- Ergon Suits
Whether or not Electrical Research Products will undertake to defend producei
licensees in regard to actions instituted by American Tri-Ergon to safeguard its double
print process patent is the subject of conferences being held between general counsels
of major firms and representatives of Erpi. The crux of the dispute concerns interpretation of a patent protection clause in the licensing agreement.

Philadelphia — Starting tomorrow
the Warner circuit's neighborhood
theaters in this territory will designate in their newspaper ads the
suitability of pictures by the use of
a large "F" for family fare and
"A" for adult films. Announcement
of the new policy was made by
Harry M. Warner, president of
Warner Bros., while here earlier
Producers are now turning out
in the week.
"Parents are not as well inform- pictures in "better taste" as they
(Continued on Page 5)
seek to avoid conflict with the Legion of Decency movement standards, declared Emanuel Cohen,
Paramount production chieftain, in
New York yesterday.
"The public is responding to this
better-type entertainment," said
Cohen, who believes that the decency
drive has not impaired quality or
of story material.
Lowell V. Calvert, formerly with strength
Paramount has just acquired
RCA Photophone, Educational and
{Continued on Page 5)
other companies, has formed Pioneer Development Corp., with headquarters at 230 Park Ave., to func- Team Captains Are Named
tion as a general business repre- In $2,000,000 Jewish Drive
(Continued on Page 5)
The motion picture and theatrical
division in the campaign of the Federation for the Support of Jewish
4 Buffalo First-Runs
Societies of New
On Dual Bill Policy Philanthropical
York to raise $2,000,000 will attain
(Continued on Page 5)
Buffalo — All four first-run
straight-film houses here are going
in for double features. The Lafayette, A. C. Hayman's house, and the
Century, of the Shea Circuit, have
had two features for months. Shea's
Hippodrome returned to double featuring this week, and Shea's Great
Lakes will have that policy begin- St. Louis Bill Aims to Tax
ning Saturday.
Collectors of Royalties
St. Louis— A bill seeking to impose a $2,500 annual license on colJoe Brandt as Advisor
lectors of royalties on music, books
and recorded music for mechanical
Joe Brandt's connection with the Motion Picture Foundation, which plans
or radio programs, has been introto sponsor production of clean films,
is in the capacity of advisor, the former
duced by Alderman Emmet Golden.
Columbia president told FILM DAILY
Another measure before the board
yesterday. Brandt is serving in an adof
aldermen
is a bill to restrict the
visory capacity in connection with sevuse of the Municipal Auditorium to
eral projects, he stated, the Foundation being one of them.
civic, charitable and educational
purposes.

SAYS PRODUCERS
RKO SEEN IN BLACK"
SHOW BETTER TASTE BY FIRST OF THE YEAR

GALVERTTOREPRESENT

INDEP'T PRODUCERS

RKO and all its subsidiaries will
be "well in the black" by the first
of the year, President Merlin H.
Aylesworth told Film Daily yesterday. Although unwilling to divulge actual figures on the financial
status of the company, he said that
from now until Jan. 1, 1935, all
RKO companies will show considerable gains in the net profits. Aylesworth bases this belief on product
(Continued on Page

7)

Upstate Contract Suit
Settled Out of Court
Buffalo — An amicable settlement
of the action of Standard Film Exchange vs. Eastwood Amusement
Co., operating the Palace, Syracuse,
was reached a half hour before arbitrators designated by Supreme
(Continued on Page

5)

Aylesworth Says Television
Only Awaits Public Demand
By DON HANCOCK
Lack of public demand alone is
responsible for the delay in television perfection and its practicability, Merlin H. Aylesworth stated to
Film Daily yesterday in an exclusive interview. Television can be
ready for the homes in five days,
five months or five years, according
to the public wants, he said, and
not before the demand is definitely
registered(Continued
will the onnewest
of all enpage 8)

Wm. Fox Goes After Labs
on Patents — Also Files
Delaware Suits
Five more injunction and accounting actions, all making New
York laboratories respondents and
charging infringement upon its
double print process patent, were
filed by attorneys for American
Tri-Ergon in the U. S. District
Court yesterday.
Named in the actions are: DuArt, Cinelab, Filmlab, H. E. R.,
Malcolm and Producers laboratories.
The William Fox company
(Continued on Page 8)

FOXMET.BONDHOLD'S
PRESENTING NEW PLAN
A reorganization plan that will
not include any cash bids for the
bonds or assets of the Fox Metropolitan Playhouses is now being
formulatedandbywillthe
bondholders'to
committee
be presented
Federal Judge Mack on November
15, Morton
Bogue.on counsel
(Continued
Page 5) for the

Dullzell Says Producers
Will Benefit from Equity
Motion picture producers hav»
nothing to fear from affiliation of
the Screen Actors' Guild with Actors' Equity, it was stated yester(Continued
on Page
7)
day by Paul
Dullzell.
executive
secMoss Signs New Theater Deal
B. S. Moss concluded negotiations yesterday with Springer-Cocalis for the
construction of an 1,800-seat theater at
207th St. and Broadway. The house
will be ready for opening in about a
year and will be the first of the "acoustically perfect" theaters to be built
under the Moss formula. Negotiations
for a second theater to be built at
23rd St. and Eighth Ave. are now under
circuit
way. Ithouse.
will also be a Springer-Cocalis
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_ "Rule
— No
member
the industry
shall
aid,
abet 2or
assist
in theofrelease
or dismissal
of any actor for the purpose of permitting
such actor to leave the cast of an attraction
then playing in order to accept employment
in motion pictures.
"Rule 3 — No member of the Industry shall
aid, abet or assist in the release or dismissal
of any author, dramatist or actor employed
in rendering his exclusive service in connection with the production of a motion picture
for the purpose of securing the services of
such author, dramatist or actor.
"Rule 5 — Insofar as members of this inrlustry_ can lawfully control the same, the motion picture of a currently playing legitimate
attraction shall not be permitted to be released until such attraction has had the fullest
opportunity to complete its run and enjoy
road showing."

%

Stebbins

Byron
Morgan
Dan J. Smolen

Admission Price War
Looming in Boston
Boston — Extension of the ?5-cent
scale to 5 P.M. to the RKO Boston,
with Loew's Orpheum dropping
daytime admission to 25 cents, has
aroused fears of a price war among
downtown houses.

"First World War" Ready Soon
Fox's "The First World War" is
in the final cutting stage, at the
Midwest Distributors, Inc. of company's New York studios, under
Chicago, has acquired distribution the editorship of Laurence Stallrights in Wisconsin and parts of ings, and will be released soon. The
Illinois and Indiana to 12 pictures Broadway opening is slated for the
produced in England by Basil Dean. Rialto. Truman H. Talley produced
the picture, with material culled
Included in the group are "Loyal- from the archives of countries inties", starring Basil Rathbone, and
volved in the war. Sequences were
"Autumn Crocus", with Ivor Novello and Fay Compton. Theodore compiled by Bonney Powell, Louis
J. Lesser is attorney for Midwest de Rochemont, Russell Shields and
Lew Lehr. Pedro de Cordoba delivDistributors.
ers the commentary prepared by
Stallings.
Roxy Holds Over Picture
"Little Friend," Gaumont-British
First Division Field Appointments
picture, will be held over for a secFirst Division will appoint a short
ond week at the Roxy. The stage
show will be changed, however, with subject sales manager in each of its
1/4
Dizzy and Daffy Dean, World Series branch offices, it was announced yesterday by Harry H. Thomas. Two
heroes,
making a personal appear- additional
ance.
sales managers for
"Musical Moods" the First Division short series made by Audio
Hear Portland, Seattle Plans
were appointed yesterThe Portland and Seattle pro- Productions,
day. They are David J. Selznick
posed clearance and zoning plans and Basil
Brady, who will have
were discussed at a hearing held by
the Code Authority yesterday headquarters in Pittsburgh and Buffalo, respectively. Other recent apthrough an appeals committee. On
pointments are Henry Reiner, New
the committee were: Ed Kuykendall.
York;
Gruber, Boston; Israe1
chairman; Neil F. Agnew and Landau,Meyer
Louisville.
Charles Casey.

Mrs. Bowes Left $12,131
A gross estate of $30,580, and s
net of $12,131, was left by the late
Mrs. Margaret Illington Bowes, wife
of Major Edward Bowes of the Capitol, according to a transfer tax appraisal filed thi,s week. Entire
estate goes to Major Bowes.
"Howling Dog" Holds 2 Days
Warner's "Case of the Howling
Dog" is holding for two extra days
at the Rialto, delaying the opening
of Paramount's "The Lemon Drop
Kid" until Thursday night.

Arthur W.
Gilda Gray

Hearing on the motion of Thomas
J. Reynolds, vice-president of the
National City Bank, to vacate the
order requiring him to submit to
examination about his bank's dealings with Paramount was adjourned yesterday to Oct. 30 at 2:30 p.
m. by Federal Judge Coxe who was
occupied elsewhere.

Midwest Distributors
Gets 12 British Films

%

Paramount 6s47 ctfs. 57i/4 57i/4 57% — 1
Par. 5i/2s50
ctfs.... 58
57]/2 57%—
%
Pathe 7s37
99
99
99
+1
Warner's 6s39
N. Y. PRODUCE

Clauses affecting the film industry in the revised code of the Legitimate Theater include the following
under the heading of Trade Practice Rules:

Submit Para. Claim Settlements
Proposed settlement for $10,000
of the $5,100,000 Edward Quittner
anti-trust suit against Paramount
and settlement for $2,250 of the
$150,000 libel suit brought by Mrs.
Minerva Brown over "American
Tragedy" was submitted yesterday
to Special Master John E. Joyce
by
tees.counsel for the Paramount trus"Blue Light" Holds Again
Scheduled to end its run yester"The Blue
Light"
is beina:
for aday, fifth
week
at the
55th held
St

Disney Written Up by "Fortune"
An article on Walt Disney, en- Playhouse. Opening of "Broken
Melody" has been put off until next
titled "The Big Bad Wolf and Why week.
It May Never Huff or Puff Again at
Walt Disney's Door," will appear in
Wes Booth Laid Up
the November issue of "Fortune."
Nebraska City, Neb. — Wes Booth,
"Priest" 4 Weeks in Indianapolis
operator of the Booth and Paramount theaters here and the Booth
Indianapolis — Will Rogers' "Judge
in
Auburn, is recuperating from a
Priest"
will
play
a
fourth
week
at
broken
ankle.
the Apollo.

■oming an

en

MARY
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ELLIS arrives on the Berengaria today
to join Paramount
at the Coast.

FREDDIE KOHLMAR of the Samuel Goldwyn
studio
force has arrived in New York from
the
Coast.
LESLIE HOWARD, who recently finished work
in "Scarlet Pimpernel," produced in England
by London Films for United Artists release,
expects to sail Nov. 7 for America.
FRANK PHELPS of the Warner Bros, home
office theater department left last night for
Cleveland.
He will be gone about a week.
AL

SELIG

is in Boston.

JAMES DURMODY, Universal executive, has
left Boston for Albany.
JEAN GACON DE CAVAIGNAC, director of
i film society in Paris, arrives in New York I
today
on
the
Champlain.
JULES
has gone

RIEFF, district booker for Columbia,
to New
Haven from
Boston.

Contract Report Today
A report on complaints charging
that distributors are using contracts
which are not in accord with provisions of the code will be submitted
to the Code Authority at its meettomorrow.prepares
The Authority's
legal ing
committee
the report
at a session today. A number of
appeals are to be determined at the
Authority meeting tomorrow.
"One Night" Sets St. Louis Record
St. Louis — Having set a local
record for the season, "One Night
of Love" is being transferred by
Fanchon & Marco to the Ambassalor for an indefinite run after four
weeks at the Fox.
Max Michaels Laid Up
Boston — Max Michaels, manager
of the Park, has been confined with
a serious complication of illnesses.
Don Martin, formerly of Radio City,
has been directing operations.
"Girl o' My Dreams" Release
National release for Monogram's
new
Dreams,"
is setmusical,
for Nov."Girl
17, o'it My
is announced
by Edward Golden, general sales)
manager.
Universal Buys
"Diamond
Jim," "Diamond
book by Jim"
Parker
Morell published by Simon &
Schuster, has been bought for the
screen by Universal.

RECORDING
ON

Film or Disc
BNDUSTRIAL-SLIDE FILM--

RUNSWICK

PRODUCTIONS
CH. 4-2200

CORP.

321 W. 44th St. N.Y.C.
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HER LOVELINESS

WILL WEAVE

ITS SPELLS

Audiences can never forget
her beauty. . .nor forgive her
enemies... when with appealing eyes she begs to rejoin
her people... when her innocence betrays her to the
dark schemes of ruthless
men. You and your
customers will discover for
yourselves her amazing
personality. .. in this drama
taut with suspense!
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SPENCER TRACY • KETTI GALLIAN

DANGER SPOT
OF THE WORLD

NED SPARKS • HELEN MORGAN
SIEGFRIED RUMANN
LESLIE FENTON • ARTHUR BYRON
JAY C. FLIPPEN & STEPIN FETCHIT

Produced

by

Winfield

(0

Sheehan

The Canal Zone , . . strategic center
of international intrigue . . . seething
with spies . . . land of mysteri•

Directed

by

Screen play by Reginald Berkeley • Based on a novel by Jacques Deval

Henry

King

ous disappearances . . . and unexplained deaths . . . grim stage for
this fascinating drama.

■%
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EXPLOITETTES

MCffiS

Japanese Ballyhoo
Buck's "Wild Cargo"

M

"EMPLOYING modern American exploitation ideas, Japanese mot "on picture operators
recently carried out a smart
promotional program in heralding the premiere of the Frank
Buck-RKO Van Beuren Corporation adventure film, "Wild
Cargo." The campaign, one of
the most thorough ever instituted in behalf of the opening of
a film in the Far East, revolved
around the premiere at the huge
Schochikuza theater in Osaka.
The principal feature was the
use of a five-car motor caravan, carrying replicas of the
various animals captured by
Frank Buck. The tie-up was
arranged through the cooperation of the Ford Dealers Distributors, who donated their
latest type trucks and sedans.
The cars were bedecked in jungle atmosphere, using brilliantly
colored displays. The itinerary
of the caravan included visits to
neighboring cities, prior to the
premiere of the film. The climax
of the procession was the journey through the streets of
Osaka towards the Schochikuza
theater. There thousands milled
around the caravan and later
trailed it through the city. Although this phase of the campaign involved a small expenditure to the exhibitors, it created plenty of excitement in
the cities it visited, and no doubt
was responsible in a great way
for the huge success of the
Buck film. The campaign also
included the use of the same
type of jungle lobby displays
used by American exhibitors.
Siegfried F. Lindstrom, Far
Eastern general manager for
the RKO Export Corporation
organized the campaign.
— Schochikuza Theater,
Osaka, Japan.

SHOWMAN'S

REMINDER
Plant
coming

stories
to your

on the
theater.

good

product

PHISL M. DALY
•
•
• AFTER
LOAFING
along with routine AMPA
luncheons
that only had a half dozen celebs or so present
Prexy Ferguson decided to do something extra special
for this Thursday's luncheon with ole Colonel Alicoate as
Honorary Toastmaster and Police Commissioner Lewis J.
Valentine as the Honor Guest so here is the magnificent,
colossal, stupendous galaxy of notables and shining talent assembled for your delectation and bewilderment
• • • THE CELEBS will comprise Ben Bernie, Bert Lahr,
Harry Hershfield Frank Fay, director of the Federal Dep't
of Justice who broke the Lindbergh case
A. J. Kobler.
publisher of the "Daily Mirror" . . . . mebbe he will bring Walt
Winchell along Lillian Gish, Raquel Torres, Bert Lytell,
Lois Moran, Lila Lee
then for the Entertainers
Donald Novis, Eddie Garr, Eddie Foy, Jr. and Charlie Foy
Frances Langford, Cross & Dunn, Kay Fayre, Britt Wood
Slim Timblin, Waldorf-Astoria Marimba Band, Harry Ellis.
Mac Gordon & Harry Revel
AND a Big Surprise is practically assured in addition to all these . but as we said to
Bi 1
the customers should be surprised and delighted without the Added Attraction
say, fellers, do ya remember
the ole AMPA luncheons when any two of these names would
have been considered Sensational? a lot of the Major
Execs will be out for this Gala Show
▼

T

T

• •
• LOOKS LIKE a success the All Cartoon Show
at the Bijou
only open two weeks
Robert Schirmer
of the musical publishing house is the head of Cartoon Exhibitors he got the idea from similar exhibitions in France
Clifford S. Cook is general manager
George H.
Dalrymple is publicity director both gents formerly with
Krimsky & Cochran

T

T

T

• • • SO GREAT was the demand for tickets for the Warner Club's Hallowe'en
Dance
that the committee has
switched the affair from the clubrooms to the grand ballrooms
of the Hotel Commodore
. the date is Tuesday eve, Oct. 30
In his lecture at Carnegie Hall on Saturday
Sigmund Spaeth will show the Mickey Mouse production, "The
Wayward Canary"
as an outstanding example of fine
musical synchronization
....
▼
T
T.
• • • THERE WERE about 200 exhibs who turned out
for the trade showing of Samuel Goldwyn's new Eddie Cantor
pix
"Kid Millions" at the Astor yesterday
it
has all the Cantor stuff a melange of a-little-of-everythin'
good ole hoke
it will probably panic the peasants
throughout the nation Director Roy Del Ruth certainly
squeezed in a load of laughs incidentally, Dave Epstein,
who is Del Ruth's agent writes us that in the nine years
he's handled this director's pressagentry he never once
heard him admit that any pix he ever directed was good
he always says when queried "It's lousy"

T

•

•

▼
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TIMELY TOPICS
Broadway's Criticism
Called Unreasonable
'P'HE criticism which the New
York stage people make
against Hollywood often seems
to me unreasonable. When a
stage producer opens a certain
play at a certain theater, he
knows almost exactly what kind
of audience he is appealing to.
Even so, how many successes
does Broadway produce? If the
Broadway people are so much
smarter than Hollywood why
don't they produce more successes ? There are dumb people
in Hollywood; as a matter of
fact, some very dumb people.
But there are also some extremely clever people. It is not
easy to make a picture that will I
be liked in London, New York,
Paris, Oshkosh and Australia.
If we were making pictures
only for New York or only for
Oshkosh, our problems would be
much .simpler. But films are
successes only if they are liked
everywhere.
Making superior pictures for
a limited audience is impossible.
Not only is it impossible because of the physical expense of
production but also because of
the time element. Time is the
most costly item in film production. Ifyou are a small theatrical producer you can say,
"I have no idea today, but I'll
take up the production in two or
three months when I get an
idea." In the films it is different. To produce 50 and 60 pictures a year you must have or— Ernst Lubitsch..
ganization.
96% Sold on Celebrity Cartoons!
Celebrity Pictures is 96 per ci
sold in the domestic territory 1
its series of 12 ComiColor cartooj
now
produced
and 60
c«J
sold being
abroad,
according
to per
Char*
Giegerich, general manager.
Graphic Circuit Acquires House
Ellsworth, Me.— The Dirigo TI
ater, operated for the last deca
by Morang and Robinson, has be
acquired
by the Graphic Theal
Circuit.

T

•

AT THE New School for Social Research this Saturday the Film and Photo League will show Pabst's "Comrades of 1918" and a new satire by Prorozanov, director of
"Marionettes"
James Cagney will be the guest star on
Rudy Vallee's broadcast from Hollywood tomorrow eve
Merle Oberon announced from London that her engagement
to Joseph Schenck had been broken by mutual consent

«

«

«

»

»

»

AS
SEEN
BY
THE PRESS
AGENT
"Private suites and running water
make it a dog's paradise for the 11
canines at Edward Everett Horton's
ranch." — M-G-M
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Hf.-B. PHILLY HOUSES
WILL CLASSIFY FILMS
(Continued from Page

1)

>d on motion pictures as we are,"
said Mr. Warner, "and for th!s reason we intend to guide them in their
-.election of screen entertainment
'or themselves and their families."
He declared that grownup people
livant adult themes, but they also
want to know which pictures are
)f this type so they can be guided
n picking shows for children and
consequently the classification of
Pictures should be adopted through
[jut the country. Mr. Warner also
work of the Produc(praised
tion Codethe
Authority.

jUpstate Contract Suit
Settled Out of Court
(Continued from Page

1)

Court Justice John V. Maloney
were to gather to consider the case.
Maloney had held points in question were arbitrable and also upheld the distributor's counsel, Herbert T. Silverberg, that neither the
state law concerning exhibition of
ifilms nor amendments to that statute 18 months ago could be construed in any way to affect a contract for exhibitions that the exhibitor had signed.

Detroit Briefs
Detroit — Contract for one year,
instead of two years as previously,
signed by the projectionbeen
ihas ists
with theater owners.

Albert Dezel and Roy Reid have
opened offices in the Film Exchange
ifor road-showing of "Narcotic".
J. F. Morgan, M-G-M city sales
manager, is back on the job after
eight weeks in the hospital.
J. M. Krass, manager of the Arcadia, and Millie Tork, manager of
the Ideal, have switched places.
Both are J. D. London circuit
i houses.

Says Producers
Show Better Taste
(Continued from Page

1)

i screen rights to "Small Miracle,"
i play by Norman Krasna, stated
Cohen. His stay in New York is indefinite. Today he attends a meeting of the Paramount Publix board
[Iof directors.
Asked concerning reports of his
. contemplated resignation, Cohen rethat "they've been going
marked
I around about three years."
Rosenblatt

Enjoys the Fun

Wash. Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Division Administrator
Sol A. Rosenblatt was an amused spectator at the National Theater premiere
of "Bring on the Girls," George S.
Kaufman and Morrie Ryskind play satirizing the New Deal. Rosenblatt was
accompanied by Asst. Secretary of the
Treasury Roberts. The play kids President Roosevelt's
of which
Rosenblatt
is an alphabet
importantsoup,
ingredient.

Sees Need of Boycott Over
Boston — Need of a boycott to enforce decency in films has passed, it
was stated by Rev. Russell M. Sullivan,
representative of Cardinal O'Connell in
the League of Decency, speaking at a
motion picture forum held here under
auspices of the City Federation of Women's Clubs. Stephen P. Cabot, chairman of the New England division of
the Motion Picture Research Council,
spoke on his organization's legislative
plans against block booking.

Team Captains Are Named
In $2,000,000 Jewish Drive
(Continued from Page

1)

and surpass its quota of $100,000,
't wasat said
yesterday byluncheon
Al Lichtman
an organization
at
the Motion Picture Club at which
captains of teams covering every
branch and sub-division of the
amusement industry were appointed
to select aides and to canvass their
respective fields.
The team captains for the film
producing- firms are: Major Albert
Warner, Warner Bros.; David Bernstein, M-G-M; Eugene Zukor, Paramount; Jack Cohn, Columbia; Phil
Reisman, RKO; Ed Alperson, Fox
Film; Al Lichtman, United Artists;
Harry Thomas, independent producers; Herman Robbins, Harry Goetz
and Sam Dembow, laboratories and
trailers; Jack Alicoate and Sid Silverman, trade papers. Other team
captains are: Gabriel L. Hess, Hays
organization; Louis Bernstein for
the music publishers; Harry Brandt,
Sam Rinzler, Leo Brecher, Louis
Frisch, independent theater circuits;
Louis Nizer, motion picture and theatrical attorneys; Phil Baker, radio
and stage artists; William Morris
and Abe Lastvogel, booking offices;
Marcus Heiman, legitimate theater.
Captains will be named shortly for
several special teams which wil
cover film colonies, authors and
music writers, motion picture and
stage accessory vendors, affiliated
theater circuits, exhibitors and orchestras and musical organizations
Major Albert Warner, chairman of
the amusement division, has promised that the partners and executives of Warner Bros, would contribute 10 per cent of the division's
quota.

Fox Met. Bondholders
Presenting
a New Plan
(Continued from Page 1)
committee told Film Daily yesterday. Withdrawal on Monday of
the bankruptcy reorganization petition in the Fox Theaters Corp. case
will in no way affect the continuation of the Fox Met. procedure,
Bogue said.

Calvert to Represent
Independent
Producers
(Continued from Page 1)
sentative for independent producers.
The company's first client is Pioneer
Pictures, headed by John Hay Whitney, producer of the Technicolor
musical short, "La Cucuracha," for
RKO Radio, and next scheduled to
make a color feature, "Becky
Sharp", for RKO.

BUNDLING
— it isn't kissing!
— it isn't hugging!
— it isn't necking!
But it combines the best
features of all three!
Learn all about our first great
national pastime in Paramount's
"THE PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS"*
starring FRANCIS LEDERER, with
Joan Bennett, Charlie Ruggles and
Mary Boland. Directed by Alexander Hall. World premiere at Radio
City Music Hall on October 25th.
* Prints now available at all
Paramount Exchanges
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CHANGES
REPORTED
YORKTOWN

MISSOURI
Changes in Ownership

SMITHVILLE — Auditorium, transferred
to Edna Hartman by E. L. Mills. CUBA—
Cuba, transferred to P. J. Malloy by Gregory
& Herschberger. CLARENCE— Dixie, transferred to Raymond Hall. ELLINGTON—
Strand, transferred to Shy & Jardon. FULTON— Gem, transferred to Fulton Thea. Co.
by N. Kotsis. PERRY — Strand, transferred
to L. M. Scobee by F. M. Rich. ST. LOUIS
— Ambassador, transferred to Fanchon & Marco Co. of Mo. by Central Thea. Corp.; Missouri, transferred to Fanchon & Marco by
Central Thea. Corp.; New GR Cen., transferred to Free Brinkmeyer by Central Thea.
Corp.; Orpheum, transferred to Warner Bros.
by Central Thea. Co. ; Princess, transferred
to Prinress Amuse Co. Corp. by S. Sanowsky. TROY — Colonial, transferred to Chas.
Rudolph, by Ray Ruane. UNION— Liberty,
transferred to Mrs. D. Williams by C. A.
Reiger.

Openings

CLARENCE— Dixie.
PERRY — Strand.
ST. LOUIS — Orpheum,
Odeon, Lexington
(new).
PERRYVILLE— New
Mercier.

Closings

BERNIE— Elite. CENTER— Community.
CLARKSVILLE — Clarksville. CUBA —
Cuba. IRONTOWN— Academy. ST. LOUIS
— Gayety, Lyric, St. Louis, Union.

MONTANA
Changes in Ownership

transferred to H. C. Sunness by J. Sroka.
BUFFALO — Central Park, transferred to
Mac-Alt Co. by Basil Bros.; Maxine, transferred to Basil Bros, by Geo. Hanney, Jr.;
Circle, transferred to Grummit Amuse. Co.
by Talking Pict. Tours. ROCHESTER—
Regent, transferred to Monroe Amuse. Co. ;
Century, transferred to Monroe Amuse. Co. ;
Plaza, transferred to Jos. Schuler. SENECA
FALLS — Seneca, transferred to Chas. Fornesi by Lucy Ricciardiello. SHERMAN — ■
Ritz, transferred to Harry Wade. SYRACUSE— Harvard, transferred to Hyman Menter by L. D. Wolfe. TONAWANDA —
Star, transferred to Marcus Meyers & Ralph
Maser by Niagara Amuse. Co. WARSAW
— Farman, transferred to W. L. Sunderland.
The following theaters have been transferred to Interboro Circuit Inc. by Nelson &
Renner. BROOKLYN — Coliseum (5205
4th Ave.); Hollywood (7725 New Utrecht
Ave.); Endicott (7010 13th St.); Metro
(194 Grand St.); Sun (637 Broadway)
Howard (1927 Fulton St.). The following
theaters have been transferred to Interboro
Circuit Inc. by Straussberg Circuit. BROOKLYN— Berkshire 5911 8th Ave.); Canarsie
(9310 Ave L.); Kismet (785 DeKalb Ave.);
Park (4322 Fifth Ave.); Ritz, (4509 8th
Ave.); State (500 DeKalb Ave.); Summer
(265 Summer Ave.); Williamsburg (279
Bway.).

Openings

HONEOYE FALLS — Falls. SENECA
FALLS— Seneca.
WARSAW— Farman.

Closings

HARLOWTON — American, transferred to
Mr. H. W. Knutson. HOT SPRINGS —
Nyah, transferred to E. M. Riberdy.

BINGHAMTON— Avon and Laurel. BUF
FALO— Hollywood. NEW YORK CITY—
Hudson
(1968 Amsterdam
Ave.).

NORTH
CAROLINA
Changes in Ownership

Openings
WHEELER— Fort Beck by C. L. Griffith
(new).
NEW
DEAL — New Deal (new).

NEBRASKA
Changes in Ownership

BANCROFT — Bancroft, transferred to
Mrs. Charlotte Ripp by H. F. Probst. COLUMBUS — Swan, transferred to Central
States Thea. Corp. by W. N. Youngclaus;
Pawnee, transferred to Central Thea. States
Corp. by W. N. Youngclaus. COOK— Strand,
transferred to Harold Wilberg by F. M.
Vandevort. FAIRMONT — Sterling, transferred to Frank B. Spahr by Dewey Kiror.
YORK— Sun, transferred to Central States
Thea. Corp. by C. A. McCloud. YORK —
York, transferred to Central States Thea.
Corp. by C. A. McCloud.

Openings

FAIRMOUNT— Sterling.
—Star.
WYNOT— Wynot.

NORTH

HENDERSONVILLE— Queen, transferred
to N. C. Thea. Inc. by W. S. Finch. OLD
TORT— New. transferred to R. L. Gutschalk
by G. W. Sandlin. MEBANE— Carolina
transferred to Jack Ross by A. L. Purell.
MT.

CODY— Faubian.

NEW JERSEY
Changes in Ownership

CLOSTER— Nemo, transferred to Closter
Thea. Co. CARTERET— Palace, transferred
to M. R. Simon. PHILLIPSBURGH —
Main, transferred to D. O. Atkinson by Ritz
Thea. Co.

Closings

PHILLIPSBURGH— Main.

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Changes in Ownership

BRISTOL — Gem, transferred to Allard
Graves by E. Conant.

NEW
YORK
Changes in Ownership
BROOKLYN — Willoughby (260 Knickerbocker Ave.), transferred to Harry Brandt
by Goodman Op. Corp.; Wyckoff (247 Wyckoff Ave.), transferred to Harry Brandt bv
Wyckoff Am. Corp.; Mapleton (6502 18th
Ave.), transferred to Mapleton Thea. Corp.
by Traversi Thea. Corp.; Lee (131 Lee Ave.),
transferred to Louis Dreiling by Dama Thea.
Corp.; Monterey (70 Atlantic Ave.), transferred to Sommer & Sommer, Inc. LONG
ISLAND— College (College Point), transferred to Interboro Circuit, Inc. by Straussberg Circuit. BRONX— Kameo (4367 3rd
Ave.), transferred to Hoffman & Elmore by
Lubern, Inc. PINE BUSH— Teeples, transferred to La Ford L. Teeple. NEW YORK
CITY — Cameo (42nd and Bway.), transferred
to 138 W. 42nd St. Corp. by Levrad Am.
Corp. PEEKSKILL — Colonial, transferred
to Ray Whittaker by Ben Knobel. BALDWINSVILLE— Palace, transferred to S. P.
Slotnick S. & C. Thea. Corp. by Leavenworth Steele. BINGHAMTON
—
Grand,

NORTH DAKOTA
Changes in Ownership

LEEDS — State (was Empress), transferrec
to Wm. McCarthy by Chas. Dean. LINTON—Willow, transferred to Willows Thea.
Co. by R. R. Houge.

Openings
EMERY — State.
LINTON — Willows.
LTTCHVILLE — Community. NECHE —
munity,
Neche (was Movies). NOONAN — ComClosings

BEND

Closings

Openings

AIRY— Earle.

NORTHWOOD— Grand. LIDGEWOOD—
Lyric.

OHIO
Changes in Ownership
OTTOWA — Tawa, transferred to Mi«s
Irene Coulson, by H. W. Starrett. SANDUSKY—Sandusky, transferred to Alden
Seitz Amuse, by H. Schwartz. CLEVELAND— Alhambra, transferred to Alhambra
Thea. Co. by Geo. Harvey. AKRON— Portage, transferred to The Summit Amuse. Co.
by W. C. Wahl. CINCINNATI— Nordland.
transferred to Forlan, Inc. by Nordland
Amuse. Co.; Forest, transferred to Forlan,
Inc. by Forest Aud. Co.

Openings

COLUMBUS— 5th Ave. HAMILTON —
Palace. MASON— Dream. CINCINNATI
—Grand. McCONNELLSVILLE — Regent.
ADA— Moore's (new). AKRON— Portage.
BLUFFTON— Star. CLEVELAND — Allen
and Cedar, Memphis, Savoy. DOVER —
Nugent (new Name). GRAFTON — Grafton. LOWELLSVILLE— Palace (new Name)
POINT PLACE— Shoreway. TOLEDO —
Mystic. UTICA—Closings
Mystic.
KINSMAN— Kinsman. KENTON— Kenton. ATTICA — Opera House. ADA —
CARDINGTON— Dreamland.

Odeon.

OKLAHOMA
Changes in Ownership

ALTUS — Paramount, transferred to Griffith Amuse. Co. by L. B. Chatham. BARTLESVILLE— Liberty, transferred to Griffith
Amuse, by L. B. Chatham. LINDSLEY—
Blue Moon, transferred to Mr. and Mrs. H^
G. Waldron
by Jensen Amuse.
Co.

Openings

LINDSLEY— Fox (new).
—Rex.
HELENA— Palace.

ROOSEVELT
RINGLING—

Rex.
Delano.

CARTER— Liberty. MEEKER

—

Openings

LONEWOLF— Liberty. CHICHASHA—
Sugg. ALTUS — Paramount BARTLESVILLE— Liberty.
OKMULGEE— Inca.

OREGON
Changes in Ownership
PORTLAND— Music Box, transferred to
J. J. Parker & Evergreen State Amuse. Co.
by John Hamrick.
Openings
HALFWAY— Lyric. RICHLAND— Rich— Waldport.
land. FLORENCE— Princess,
WALDPORT

PENNSYLVANIA
Changes in Ownership
EI.KINS PARK — Yorktown, transferred
to Warner Bros. SHIPPENSBURGH —
Lyric, transferred to H. B. Hurley. ALLENTOWN — Park, transferred to Superior
Amuse. Corp. by Chas L. Sprague. COPLAV
— State, transferred to Wm. Humphries and
Charles Klang by Wm. G. Walker. CLIF
TON
HEIGHTS— Clifton, transferred to F.
C. Cladeck by J. J. Dick. MINERS MILLS
— New Crystal, transferred to A. V. Lesainby J. Simone and D. Oliver. PHILADELPHIA— Apex, transferred to Gep. Colley bv
Joe D'Elie READING — Rajah, transferred
to W. S. Finch and R. C. Wall. FLEETWOOD — ■ Auditorium, transferred to Fleetwood Volunteer Fire Co. No 1 by Fleetwood Fire Co. BLOOSBURG — Victoria,
transferred to M. F. Meyer Adm. by J. G.
Meyer. MANSFIELD — Rialto, transferred
to M. F. Meyer Adm. by J G. Meyer
BEAVER — New Beaver, transferred to M.
Shaffel by Beaver Imp. Co. BLAWNOX —
Maryland, transferred to Elmo Barrette bv
David & Myra Boyd. CLAYSBURG — Diehl.
transferred to D. Blum by C. Diehl. COUD
ERSPORT — Coudersport, transferred _t.
Fickinger
Bros, by C. to
E. Semyan
Clawson. and
LILLY—
Liberty, transferred
Single
by Seyman

and

Kone.

Openings

ARNOLD— Arnold. BLAIR STATEION
— Wayma. BLAIRSVILLE — Richelieu
BRADFORD— Grand. BRADFORD— Shea's
O. House. DERRY— Gem. DONORA —
Princess. EAST PITTSBURGH— Frederick
ERIE— Vienna. ELMWOOD CITY— Manos.
FREDERICKSTOWN— New Grand. INDIANA—Indiana. KITTANNING— Lyceum
MEADVILLE— Academy. MONESSONNew Manos and Star. OAKMONT— Lehigh. PITTSBURGH— Alvin. PITCAIRN
—Nemo. SEWICKLEY— Sewickley TYRONE—Wilson. ELKINS PARK — Yorktown. SHIPPENSBURGH— Lyric. ALLENTOWN—
Park. COPLAY— State. READING—Rajah.

Closings

COUDERSPORT— Coudersport.

RHODE ISLAND
Openings

PROVIDENCE— Columbus.
PAWTUCKET— Capital.
MANVILLE—
Closings Central.
Peacedale.
ETPEACEDALE—
— Imperial.

PAWTUCK-

SOUTH DAKOTA
Changes in Ownership

RAPID CITY — Rex, transferred to Atlas
Thea. Corp. by Z. G. Watterson

SOUTH CAROLONA
Openings

SPARTANBURG—
State.
TEXAS

Changes in Ownership
BELLEVILLE— Alamo, transferred to B.
F Fordman. COLUMBUS— Orphic, transferred to A. R. Moore. DIMMIT — Castro,
transferred to Joe Hastings. DENTON — Ritz,
transferre.1 to S. B. Coleman. FREER— Swain,
transferred to Hall Industries. GORMAN—
New Deal, transferred to H. L. Capers.
HEMPSTEAD— Cupid, transferred to Mrs.
F. F. Sparks. LAWN— Cupid, transferred
to H . L. McFerrin. DALLAS— Melrose,
transferred to Interstate Circuit. HEMPHILL— Palace, transferred to J. E. Jeffries
PLEASANTON— Plestex, transferred
to H.
D. Tallv. TYLER— Liberty, transferred to
Texas Con. Thea. BOWIE— Majestic, transferred to P. S. Stallings. DECATUR— Majestic, transferred to P. S. Stallings. ODESSA
— State, transferred to A. M. Morgan. EL
CAMPO— Liberty, transferred to J. G Long.

— Queen,

Strand,

Rita,

Vi<

'""?,•„
t0 J- G-d LonS1 AKK —trinsfe"e,d
Pickwick, transferre
to H. R IOW.
Ran
Pringle.

sey. FABENS— Eureka, transferred to Ro

Openings
ORANGE
GROVE— Cozy.
AUSTINColonial.
HICO—Closings
Palace.
Texas.
CRANE—
Palace.
GREENVILLE-^

DENISON— Dreamland. WHITNEY Opera House. MILES— Miles. MORAN-'
Ritz.
NOCONA— Majestic.

UTAH
in Ownership

Changes

OGDEN— Colonial, transferred to Paramc
Ihea. Co. by M. Stringham. Orpheum an
Paramount, transferred to Paramor Thea C«

Closings

by

Opar.

ThHETCPER~~B°nn'e

(nCW)

by

VIRGINIA
Changes in Ownership

^"^J01*

HAMPTON— Lyric, transferred to W
Scott by Apollo Thea. Corp.

V

WASHINGTON
NEWPORT— Rex. SEATTLE — Moor
ClosingsNorth Boonville.
NORTH
BOONVILLE—
REPUBLIC— Liberty.

WEST VIRGINIA
Changes in Ownership

ANAWALT — Union, transferred to J. ]
S.intry by R. B. Ringstaff. GAUNLE!
BRIDGE— Jewell, transferred to Greenbreit
Inc., by S. F. McClung.

Openings

ANAWALT— Anawalt (now Union). ESF
DALE— Wilson.
GAUNLEY
BRIDGE
Closings Bridge.
Jewell.
PETERSBURGH—
YUKON— Union.

WISCONSIN
Changes in Ownership

AMERY — Gem, transferred to A. M. Pat
on by Heywood Amuse. Co. MILWAUKE
— Alhambra, transferred to Wise. Amuse. C
by Fred S. Meyer; Shorewood, transferr.
to Wise. Amuse. Co. by E. L. Weisner, Don
er, transferred to Wise. Amuse. Co. by E. ]
Weisner; Oriental, transferred to Wise. Amua
Co. by J. Jones; Tower, transferred to W«
Amuse. Co. by J. Jones; Garden, transferred;
Wise Amuse. Ent. Co. by L. K. Brin; Get
:ransferred to Gem. Thea. Co. MARINETTE-!
Fox, transferred to Wise. Amuse. Co. I
Madigan & Lauerman. OSHKOSH— Rq
transferred to Wise. Amuse. Co. by Oshko
Rex Thea. Co.; Crand, transferred to Wil
Amuse. Co. by W. G. Maxcy. NEENAHt
Embassy, transferred to Wise. Amuse Ell
by
Embassy
Thea. to
Corp.
Menasha,
transferred
Wise. MENASHA'
Amuse. Eil
by E. L. Weisner. WEST ALUS— Alls
transferred to Wise. Amuse, by E. Phale
MONTELLO— Montello, transferred to \
L. Ladwig by Mrs. Frank Dodge. KAI
KAUNA — Colonial, transferred to W>
r.emke by Naomi & Thelma Becker. PRINCl
TON — Opera House, transferred to W Lai
wig by Freitag & Golz. GREEN BAYBay, transferred to Bay Thea. of Green Ba
Inc., by Warners.
OSHKOSH—
StranC
transferred
to Strand Oshkosh
Amuse.
by Warners. KENOSHA — Gateway, tran
ners.
ferred to Standard Gateway, Inc., by Wa'

Openings

INDEPENDENCE— Legion.
COLFAX
Colfax.
KAUKAUNA— Colonial.
GREE
BAY— Strand. KENOSHA— Gateway.
Mil
WAUKEE— Gem. WAUTOMA— Park (Ne
by B. Lassack). Closings
RACINE — State MILWAUKEE — Pa
time. PALMYRA— Butterfly. DEPEREMajestic. MARINETTE— Rialto. AMBER
—Alamo. MILWAUKEE— Comfort & ll
gion. GLEASON— Humming Bird. MAN.I
WA— Arjoy. WAUSAUKEE — Orpheuil
MINERAL POINT— World.

WYOMING
Changes in Ownership

GILLETTE — Rex, transferred to Rial|
Thea. Corp. by J. T. Morgan.
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KO SEEN IN BLACK"
IJY FIRST OF THE YEAR
(Continued from Page

1)

be released in the remainder of
e year.
"Our set-up on the coast has
jrked out well," he added.
"We
not require a so-called executive
oducer. J. R. McDonough, whose
adquarters are at the studios, is
full charge of production and is
rrying on extremely well. Then,
o, it is possible, through the fast
rplane service from coast-to-coast,
I all executives to get together
ten and make quick decisions.
KO is set on making an outstandg line of product and with assurices of success for 'The Little
inister', 'Last Days of Pompeii',
he', 'Gay Divorcee' and other proictions now in work or preparam, I can confidently state that we
all set a pace for quality that
w will be able to equal."
Praise for "Great Expectations"
Detroit — Lieut. Royal A. Baker
Real film censor and author of a
Dusical comedy which is to be filmed.
|aped high praise on Universal's
l^reat
He urged all
1'iildrenExpectations."
to see it.

PLAZA

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood
$2.50 up. Single
$3.00 up, Double
Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaza is near every'
thing to see and do in
Hollywood. Ideal for business or pleasure.
Every room has private
dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every venience.
modern
Fine foodscon-at
reasonable prices. Convenient parking for your car.
Chas. Danziger, Mgr.
Eugene Stern, Pres.
The "Doorway of Hospitality"
Vine at Hollywood
Blvd.
HOLLYWOOD

from
A LITTLE
By RALPH
WILK "LOTS
HOLLYWOOD
Addie McPhail, widow of the late
A LICE FAYE has been signed by Roscoe Arbuckle, returns to the
Winfield Sheehan for the new screen in the new Educational com"George
White's
edy, "Two Lame Ducks," just comV ▼Scandals."
T
pleted by Alf Goulding.
▼ v
▼
Esther Ralston has been signed by
Columbia to play opposite Willard
Charles Lamont will direct "The
Dartmouth Murders" for ChesterMack in "Call to Arms."
V
T
T
field. It is a story by Clifford Orr,
Hans Szekely, noted Hungarian member of the editorial staff of
author, has been signed by Fox to "The New Yorker" and a graduate
write the screen play of "Love With- of Dartmouth. A cameraman is now
out Words," the Erich Pommer pro- photographing actual backgrounds
kowsky. duction depicting the life of Tschai- of Dartmouth college for special
process shots.▼
v
v
v
▼
▼
Vince Barnett and Barton MacJohn Ira Angus, who was business
Lane are the latest additions to the
manager on several pictures made
cast of Warner's
"Black Hell."
by Charles R. Rogers, has rejected
▼ TV
offer to go to England to join
Henry B. Walthall has been as- an
a British producing company.
signed to Fox's "One More Spring,"
▼ ▼
▼
a Winfield Sheehan production on
Valerie Hobson is playing an imwhich shooting is scheduled to beportant role in "Strange Wives,"
gin early in November, with Janet
Stanley Bergerman is proGaynor, Warner Baxter and J. M. which ducing
for Universal. She has also
Kerrigan in leading roles. Henry
been assigned a part in "The MysKing will direct.
▼ ▼
▼
tery
Drood."
to com-in
ing oftoEdwin
Hollywood
she Prior
appeared
Six more players have been added
several Engl;sh pictures, including
to the roster for Columbia's "White
of Glory" and "Badger's
Lies." They are Irene Hervey, Ka- "Path
therine Clare Ward. Mary Foy, Rob- Green." On the stage, she played
in
"Ball
at the Savoy," which was
ert Allen, Oscar Apfel and Harry
II.
C. Bradley. The cast is now com- produced by ▼Oscar▼ Hammerstein
▼
▼
▼
▼
Seymour
Felix
will
do
the
dance
plete.
Louise Dresser, Robert McWade, numbers for "The Great Ziegfeld,"
Charles Middleton, Russell Simpson which William Anthony McGuire
Gay Seabrook, Erville Alderson and will produce for Universal. McGuire and Felix worked together on
William V. Mong have been assigned
to important roles in "The County "Rosalie," "Whoopee," "Simple Simon" and other Ziegfeld productions.
Chairman," Will Rogers starring
vehicle which John Blystone is di- Felix did the dance numbers for
recting for Fox.
"Kid Millions," which have attracted much attention.
T T ▼
Anton Grot will design the sets
▼ ▼
▼
and Max Ree will do the costumes
"The Texas Terror," next Monogram western, will go into producfor Warner's forthcoming picturization on Nov. 5. John Wayne will be
tion of "Midsummer Night's Dream,"
which
be Max Reinhardt's initial starred and Robert N. Bradbury was
screen will
effort.
signed yesterday to direct. Lindsley
Parsons wrote the original story and
▼ v
▼
Stephen Morehouse Avery, novel- screen play. Wayne is now making
ist and short story writer, has been a series of personal appearances in
signed by Fox to write the screen key cities throughout the country,
management of the Wilplay for "Heaven's Gate," a Shirley under liamthe
Morris Agency.
Temple vehicle.

Dullzell Says Producers
Gregory & Valos Get
Two Indiana Theaters
Will Benefit from Equity
(Continued from Page 1)

retary of Equity. Dullzell said that
no charge of unfair practises had
ever been sustained against Equity
and that the association had always
acted in a way to do justice to all
concerned. Pointing out that with
Equity in the film field there would
be no stealing of players, Dullzell
said that Equity would prove a
stabilizing influence as in the legitimate theater.

Indianapolis — The Gregory and
Valos circuit, Chicago, has leased
the Capitol here and the Ritz, Peru,
Ind. The
was formerly operated byCap'tol
Lou Golden.

See Passage of Fla. Non-Tax Bill
Tallahassee — Indications point to
the passage of the planned state
constitutional amendment exempting motion picture production enterprises from all taxation for 15
years. Backed by Florida business
Fred E. Button Dead
interests and with the reported
Detroit — Fred E. Button, 63, support of political leaders, the
former theatrical man and builder move would apply to taxes on land,
of the first movie house in Saginaw, buildings, film, machinery and on
died a few days ago in Providence the income of the companies or on
Hospital.
profits.

If It Has
Anything
To Do With
Pictures
You'll Find
It In The
Year Book
1935 Edition
Now In Work

—Zfr^
FIVE LABS NAMED
IN SUITS BY TRI-ERGON
(Continued from

Page

1)

had previously instituted accounting and injunction actions against
10 producer and distributor firms,
in addition to Consolidated Film Industries.
Wilmington, Del. — Suits alleging
patent infringement were filed in
the U. S. District Court here yesterday by William Fox's American
Tri-Ergon Corp. against Loew's,
Inc., M-G-M and Warner Bros. The
defendants are Delaware corporations and the actions filed here follow the suits entered last week in
the Federal Court in New York.
Frankie Thomas Tie-ups
Young Frankie Thomas, Jr., featured in RKO-Radio's "Wednesday's
Child," has been tied in for national
promotion with a number of manufacturers through RKO-Radio's exploitation department. The new
"Wednesday's Child" pressbook outlines elaborate tie-ups with the Tim
Cap Co., Glasgow Hosiery Corp., A.
G.
Spald'ng
Bros., Aces
Remington
rifles
and the& Flying
Club
Frankie having been made an honorary member of this Club of 40,000
youthful aviation enthusiasts organized throughout the country into
Squadrons and Flights.
A. T. Simmons

NEWS

»DATE BOOK«
Today: Sonotone Corp. sales convention,
Park Central Hotel,
New York.
Today: Annual convention of Motion Picture
Theater
Owners
of Washington.
Seattle.
Oct. 26-28: Paramount district managers' annual fall meeting, Homestead Hotel, Hot
Springs, Va.
Oct. 28-29: Mississippi Independent Motion
Picture
Ass'n
meeting,
Jackson,
Miss.
Oct. 29-Nov. 1: S.M.P E. Fall Meeting Hote
Pennsylvania,
New
York.
Oct. 30: Warner Club Hallowe'en Dance, Hotel
Commodore,
New
York.

OF THE DAY

Deadline for filing criticisms or suggestions with the NRA in Washington on
the code assessment budget prepared by
the Code Authority.
Oct. 31 : NRA hearing to consider report from
the agency committee of the motion picture industryWashington.
Code Authority on agents'
commissions,
Nov.
2:
Chicago Film Row Entertainment and
Dance
for relief of local needy
film folk,
Medinah Club, Chicago.
Nov. 2: Public Hearing on Supplementary
Code of the Motion Picture and Theater
Equipment Supplies Distributors Trade,
East Lounge, Ambassador Hotel, Washington, D. C.
10 A.M.
3: Cleveland Vanerv Club's first annual
ball, Hotel Statler, Cleveland.
Nov. 7-8: Annual convention of Allied Theaters of Michigan, Hotel Durant, Flint,

SAYS PUBLIC IS NOT
READY FOR TELEVISION
(Continued from Page

New Orleans — Appointment of
Mt. Hope, W. Va.— The Princess
Edward L. Kennedy as local terri- has been leased by C. E. Williams.
tory representative of GaumontSan Antonio — The Venus plans to
British and Grover Wray as representative for the Memphis territory reopen socn.
is announced by J. R. Wilson.
San Antonio — Harold Wilcox, former assistant manager at the EmMeridian, Miss. — An eight-pound
pire, is now on the Aztec floor staff
girl has been born to Joe Gordon,
manager of the Saenger houses.
Orlando, Fla. — According to officials of Orlando Enterprises, Inc..
Kansas City, Mo. — W. L. Powers the Old Grand Theater Building is
has bought the Prospect here from to be converted into a modern small
Scoville.
sound film house.
Detroit— Suit of Jacob Schrieber
Tarpon Springs, Fla. — Extensive
against Cooperative Theaters of
repairs are
made tois the
Roya'
Michigan, charging conspiracy, has theater.
Nickbeing
Marlemes
manager
been adjourned again, this time at
request of the plaintiff.
Lincoln, Neb.— T. B. Noble, Jr..
general manager for the L. L. Dent
interests,
said the new Varsity would
Lincoln, Neb. — Walter Branson,
district manager for RKO who went be opened Oct. 26.
to college here, came back to see
Coshocton, O. — Warner's Pastime
a football game and had his automobile, which he had borrowed, closed all summer, reopens Oct. 27.
Harry Brodie will manage both this
picked up by the cops.
house and the Sixth Street.
New Bremen, O. — The Roosevelt
has been taken over by Frank
Brawn.
Ottawa, O.— H. W. Starrett has
reopened the Ottawa with a straight
film policy.

Alliance, O. — The Rex will be reopened shortly by Clarence J. Vogel,
who operates theaters in Wellsville,
Zenople, Pa., Chester, W. Va., Claysville, Pa., New Brighton, Pa., and
Tarentum, Pa.

1)

tertainment and commercial
become a moving factor.

art

Regarding television's relation t<
motion pictures, Aylesworth said
"Rather than conflict, there will b<
oordination between the two indus
'ries. They will unquestionably as
sist each other. Movies will b'
'hown through television, old mov,
ies, and trailers heralding the new
est films. Television of movies ii
he home will never replace th
comfort and atmosphere that suri
rounds the showing of a picture i
a good theater.
"Many motion picture executive
ire fearful of the advent of cottj
'nercial television. They trembl
at its mention. But there is notfc
ing to be nervous about. Radi
didn't hamper the motion pictur
industry, but rather they are work
;ng well together wherever the ce
operation is made possible."
"Gay Divorcee" Big in Omaha
Omaha — "The Gay Divorcee
bowled the management of til
Brandeis clear over when the fin
five days of the second week run di
better business than the first wee;
The latter was the second biggei
week since the house opened a yet
ago.

Kinsman, O. — Mrs. M. H. Anderson of Niles has reopened the Kinsman with a continuous film policy.
Cadiz, O. — Attendants at a local
theater received a call from a woman asking whether her rubber girdle had been found following a
show, saying that it had become uncomfortable so she had removed it
leaving the garment on a vacant
seat. The girdle was returned to
the owner.

IOOO Large Outside Room!
* One

minute

from

* In the centerof

everythinj

Filmlan

Hillsboro,
N. H. — The
Opera
House has been reopened under the
new jurisdiction of Richard Marshall.

* All new, modern convenienc
* Modern
in rentals, to

Shelbourne
Falls, Mass.
—
The
Buckland has been reopened by C.
Nilman.

Man) other star features such a

Muncie,
Ind. — The
open as a second.

Star

will

re-

Oct. 30:

Mich.
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Extends Radio Chain

Akron, O. — Allen T. Simmons
veteran exhibitor, owner of the Allen Theater and also owner of
WADC, local radio station, is doubling his broadcasting facilities and
will have four studios, two at the
Tallmadage studios, one downtown
here and another in Canton.

Nov

■
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Three for Para, on B'way
Paramount will have three productions on Broadway starting Friday,
with "Pursuit of Happiness" opening tomorrow morning at the Radio
City Music Hall, "Lemon Drop Kid"
making its debut tomorrow night at
the Rialto, and "Mrs. Wiggs of the
Cabbage
Patch" opening Friday at
the
Paramount.
Three DuWorld releases also are
on the Main Stem simultaneously,
deluding "Blue Light" at the 55th
St., "Man Who Changed His Name"
at the Westminster and "Norah
O'Neale" at the Cameo.

Radio in every room
Circulating Ice Water
French Window
Ventilation
Tub and Shower in each roonii
Chevaly Full Length Mirrors
2 Clothes Closets in each roon!
3 Attractive Restaurants

Rates from $2W«*©

Hotel

singl
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Sales Heads Meet on Report of Indie Buying Combine

SCREEN ACTORS' GUILD JOTES LABOR This
AFFILIATION
Season

13 Spanish Features on Fox List for
Evolution
... after the movies, what?
N^By
A MONG

DON

CARLE

GILLETTE —

the fermentation that is cur-

j» rently going on within the film industv as the result of clean film campaigns,
iRA code regulations, the British invasion
|id William Fox's patent party, some
ralthy manifestations are evident.
One is the gradual adoption by theaters
a policy of designating family pictures
| distinguished from adult fare.
. It has taken a long time for the movie
eld to wake up to this much advocated
jcpedient, but this week's action by H. M.
t'arner in having all of his circuit's Philarlphia area neighborhood houses institute
fie plan will no doubt give it some moentum.

; Another result of all the agitation for
oser restriction of the screen is that it
as made a lot of exhibitors do some series thinking, and actually scared some into
feling that the movies have seen their best

■ys.
I But ask anyone of these frightened showon what is capable of taking the place
pictures as mass entertainment and the
ply will be a long blank stare.
J That is just about the only reply there
i to the question at present.
■ There is nothing on the horizon today,
id nobody is able to visualize anything
Ikely to come along within the next ten
::ars, that can give the public as much
ir its money, and under such convenient
id comfortable auspices, as the magic celloid.

The best answer yet to exhibitors' fears
f television was given for this publication
I M. H. Aylesworth
yesterday
when
he
lid that the public had not evinced a do
and for visual broadcasting.
One reason for this absence of demand
that television will be too much
like
levies, and perhaps
far less satisfactory
1! entertainment.
I At any rate, when
television does come
to the amusement field it is pretty cerliin to be in some
way linked up with
otion picture studios and movie theaters.

Five Pictures to Be Made
Abroad and Eight in
Hollywood
Fox has added five Spanish pictures to its foreign language output for 1934-35, thus increasing this
schedule to 13 features. The additional product will be produced
abroad and supplements the eight
Spanish films made at the Coast.
Three Spanish pictures completed
are: "Don't
Marry,"
with Rosita
(Continued
on Page 8)

PARAMOUNT DELAYS
BOARD ELECTIONS

Sinclair Behind in Poll
Upton
Merriam

Sinclair is trailing Gcv. Frank
by 2 to 1 according to early

returns yesterday in the "Literary Digest's" straw vote on the California
gubernatorial race. Six widely scattered
California cities were included in the
first returns.

Coast Players Agree to
Join
Equity
If Given
Local
Autonomy
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

SKOURAS, RANDFORGE
CONTINUE IN FOX MET.

Hollywood — Following a meeting
Tuesday night, the board of directors of the Screen Actors' Guild
voted unanimously to affiliate with
Actors' Equity and the American
Federation of Labor, but preserving local autonomy. The proposal
now goes to the council of Actors'
Equity for acceptance or rejection.

Skouras and Randforce will continue operation of the Fox Metropolitan Playhouses under a modified
contract, the Film Daily learns.
Although no definite word as to the
contents (Continued
of the new
reorganization
on Page 4)

Whether the Actors' Equity council will agree to the "local autonomy" in the
Guild
affiliation
was Screen
a matterActors'
of doubt
at
Equity headquarters here yesterday.(Continued
Equity holds
the 9)American
on Page

Election of Paramount directors
to fill vacancies due to resignations
and death was put off by the board Subsidized Juvenile Films Advocated by P-T
at a meeting yesterday, probably to
its next session, date of which has
That "every child has the right
not as yet been determined. Adolph
to see at public expense the best
Zukor presided at the meeting.
motion pictures which society can
afford to furnish" is one of four
Laemmle Directing Studio essentials
advocated by the NaWhile Junior Goes Abroad
tional Congress of Parents and
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
Teachers, with headquarters in
Hollywood — While Carl Laemmle, Washington, in a booklet on MoAl Lichtman, vice-president and
Jr. is away on an extended foreign
tion Picture Appreciation now be- general manager of United Artists,
vacation, Carl Laemmle, Sr. will
ing distributed to parents and has divided the country's territory
direct production activities at the teachers for guidance in the selec- into two sales divisions and aption
of screen entertainment.
The
Universal studios, with Frank Mas(Continued
Page Paul
8)
pointed
Harry Goldon and
Laza-

SALES FIELD SPLIT
RY UNITED ARTISTS

(Continued

on

Page

8)

(Continued

on

Page

9)

Report of Indie Buying Combine
Causes Confab of Sales Heads
Exchanges Bar Previews
For School Film Classes
New Orleans — Previews of films
at local screenings by student committees of various schools as part
of film appreciation courses now being taught in one public grade
school, are out as far as major exchanges are concerned, The Film
Daily learns. The preview idea,
(Continued

on Page

8)

Sales heads of major companies
are understood to be meeting at the
Hays office today to consider the
reported buying combine plan being
worked out by Skouras Theaters,
Prudential, Century and Rugoff &
Becker circuits, all located in the
greater New York territory. Major
distributors are reported opposed
to the project. Operators involved
declare that the arrangement is a
pooling plan, not a buying combine.

20 Key City Holdovers
Set for
Divorcee"
RKO's
"Gay "Gay
Divorcee"
has been
set for 20 key city holdovers to
date, according to Jules Levy, general sales manager. The Fred Astaire-Ginger
is
(ContinuedRogers
on Page musical
4)
"Flirtation"

Satevepost

Ads

Warners will use "Saturday Evening
Post" space in the special advertising
and publicity campaign on the Dick
Powell-Ruby Keeler musical. "Flirtation Walk." The ads will feature
drawings
by Don
Herold.

n
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New Independent Company K. C. Zoning Plan Heard
Contemplates 26 Pictures
By Appeals Committee
Modelled somewhat along lines of
Vol. LXVI, No. 98
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The most brilliant Soviet film since
'ROAD JO LIFE"
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"Eloquent

and stirring."
N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE
"Magnificent cinematic achievemment."
N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM
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in best Soviet tradition."
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York.
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the United Artists setup, a new independent company known as
American Artists. Inc., is being
planned with Burton King, veteran
director, to assume supervision of
production. The initial program
contemplated would provide 26 features, including 16 Westerns, and
four features with Ralph Graves.
The firm intends to handle distribution through franchise deals.
Jack Trop is expected to become
vice-president in charge of distribution. In addition to supervising
production, King will make some
of the pictures personally for the
project, product for which will be
made by four units, it is expected.
Ampas to Vote Nov. 8 on Women
At the Nov. 8 meeting, which will
be a closed affair, the A. M. P. A.
will vote on the question of admitting women to membership.
A big turnout is promised for today's Ampa luncheon in the Motion
Picture Club, with Jack Alicoate as
guest chairman and guests including
Ben Bernie, Bert Lahr, Harry Hershfield, Helen Hayes, Bert Lytell, Lois
Moran, L;llian Gish, Raquel Torres,
Lila Lee and many others.
Bruce Shooting in Vermont
Robert C. Bruce, recently back
from the coast, is now in Vermont
peaking scenes for "October Day" in
"Musical Moods" series for the Audio Productions, Inc., and which will
be released through First Division.
On completion of this picture Bruce
and his three-color Technicolor camera crew will proceed to Kentucky
to make the concluding fox hunt
scenes for "Countryside Melodies."
Cantor Sets Bridgeport Record
Bridegport, Conn. — On the last
day of a three-day personal appearance at Poli's, Eddie Cantor played
to a new house record of 12,000 paid
admissions. Rubinoff appeared with
Cantor, with M-G-M's "Have a
Heart" as the screen attraction.
Police reserves had to be called out
when 1,200 could not gain admission
to the last show.

The Kansas City clearance and
zoning schedule was subjected to a
hearing by a Code Authority appeals committee yesterday, with the
scheduled hearing on the Denver
plan postponed until an indefinite
date. Comprising the appeals committee were: Nathan Yamins,
chairman: William Yost and Rube
Jackter.
Hearing on the clearance and
zoning protests made by the Fleetwood and
Forum against
Loew's
Victory,
scheduled
for today,
has
been indefinitely postponed.
The Authority's legal committee
also met yesterday with Austin C.
Keough, Nathan Yamins, Sidney
Bromberg and Willard MacKay attending. Licensing agreements as
they conform with the code were
discussed.
Shackelford on New Expedition
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — James P. Shackelford,
cameraman-adventurer, who with
George C. Dromgold spent nearly a
vear in the head-hunter domain of
British New Guinea to obtain photographic background and atmosphere for the RKO Radio picture,
"Kara," is leaving Hollywood shortly on a new expedition in a 140foot schooner for an exploration
trip along the west coast of South
America and into the South Seas.
Leonard Hall Under McCormick
Leonard Hall, former drama critic
of the "World-Telegram" and later
managing editor of "Photoplay," has
joined the RKO advertising and publicity department under S. Barret
McCormick. He will serve in an editorial capacity as well as handling
special assignments and creating
feature material at the home office.
Lubitsch's Next Story Not Set
Ernst Lubitsch, who leaves New
York Sunday for the Coast to make
his next picture, has not as yet selected a, story. He has two more
pictures to direct for Paramount
under his current contract. If
Lubitsch makes any pictures in England fordate.
Toeplitz it will be at some
distant

Anita Louise on Air Tonight
Anita Louise, who is in the east
Ates and the Deans for Vita. Short
Rosco Ates has been signed from Hollywood, will appear tonight
through the Joe Rivkin office to ap- as a guest on Sam Taylor's "Penthouse Serenade" program over
pear with Dizzy and Daffy Dean,
world series heroes, in a short to WMCA. Miss Louise appears in
be made next week at the Vitaphone Warner's "Madame DuBarry," which
opened yesterday at the Strand.
Brooklyn studio.
She will also make an appearance
at the Strand tonight.
Phil Cahn Made Director
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Phil Cahn has been
promoted to a director at Universal.
His first picture will be "I've Been
Around," starring Chester Morris.

Hoffberg Gets Eucharistic FilmExclu.sive distribution rights to
the Buenos Aires Eucharistic Congress film have been acquired by J.
H. Hoffberg Co. Dialogue is in
Spanish and English.

"Shadowplay" to Macfadden
Plan Arabian Films
Macfadden Publications, which acCairo ■— Mena Film has been
quired "Photoplay" a few days ago,
has also taken over "Shadowplay formed to make Arabian pictures
with English and French sub-titles.
Magazine."

Coming and Going
J. R. McDONOUGH, President of RKO Radi
Pictures, NED DEPINET and WILLIAM MAL
LARD
from the coast late yesterda
afternoonarrived
by plane.
BRONISLAU KAPER and WALTER JURMANN
Austrian composers, the former accompanie
by his wife, arrived in New York yesterda
on the Champlain en route to Hollywood t
work at the M-G-M
studios.
SAM HELLMAN, writer, has arrived in Ne4
York and is stopping at the Hotel St. Moriti
MITZI

GREEN

left New

York yesterday f(

Cincinnati to attend the premiere of "Tram
atlantic Merry-Go-Round," Reliance-U. A. it
lease, at the Palace there today.
CARL LAEMMLE, JR., and HARRY r
ZEHNER arrive in New York on Nov. 3 aboai
the Santa Rosa. They sail from here f<
Europe
on the Savoia.
ARTHUR LOEW is scheduled to sail the ear)
part of next month from Buenos Aires I
Gibraltar.
MAC GORDON and HARRY REVEL are i
New York from the coast for a fortnight!
vacation.
HAROLD

SPINA

and JOHNNY

BURKE,

coir

posers of "The Beat Of My Heart," have d«
ferred their trip to the coast, because of cor
tract obligations with publishers demanding s
more songs before
they can leave.
MILTON
DOUGLAS has arrived in town froi
Philadelphia,
to
get a look
at
himself
vocalizing.
Select's
"Gigolette," in which
he
does
H
JOHN BOLES, now vacationing in New En;
land, is due back at the Coast next month
CARL LESERMAN, who has gone to the Wer
on a trip, returns to New York in about I
days.
GRADWELL L. SEARS
are both in the South.
on

and A. W. SMITH,

ERNST LUBITSCH leaves New
his return to the Coast.
HENRY

HERZBRUN

is in New

York

to

New

York

from

Sund,

York from Ho

lywood.
NATE SPINGOLD and BEN ATWELL
turned

JR

have r.

Chicago.
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Presenting A
Brand Nejt Accessory

When you see this gay little novelty
sitting pretty in your M-G-M Branch
Office, youll want a flock of 'em for
your favorite window locations. It
takes your old pal Leo of M-G-M
to step out of the beaten track and
create something new in showmanship.
CARDS AVAILABLE
ON ALL M-G-M
ATTRACTIONS!
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CROCUS"

with Ivor Novello, Fay Compton
Harold Auten
74 mins.
SWEET LITTLE ROMANCE IN THE
COLORFUL LOCALE OF THE AUSTRIAN
TYROL HAS POP APPEAL
Adapted from the stage play of the
same name, Basil Dean who also produced
the original stage version has made nice
film entertainment of the romantic story
of the English school teacher who found
love waiting her in the picturesque mountains of the Tyrol. It is her first romance,
and she little realizes that the handsome
young innkeeper who thrills her is a married man. Good dramatic conflict occurs
when the realization comes to her that h<belongs to another woman, and she realizes that he did not suspect the depth
of her feelings toward him. The gorgeous
mountain scenery, the native songs, dances
and music, the daily life of the picturesque
mountain people, all combine to make this
a very pleasing offering out of the usua'
run. Ivor Novello is splendid as the mountain lover, and Fay Compton makes a very
charming and natural girl experiencing
her first romance. The picture is Britishmade.
Cast: Ivor Novello, Fay Compton, Murie'
Aked, Esme Church, Frederick Ranalow
Jack Hawking, Diana Beaumont, Migncn
O'Doherty, George Zucco, Gertrude Gould.
Director, Basil Dean; Author, C L. Anthony; Cameraman, Robert
Martin.
Direction, Good

"NORAH

Photography, Very Good

O'NEALE"

with the Abbey Players
DuWorld
67 mins.
IRISH TALKIE IS WELL ACTED AND
HAS INTERESTING TYPES BUT STORY
IS SLIGHT.
The first talking picture produced in
Ireland, this feature maintains a mood of
melancholy almost throughout and is strung
together on a slight and unconvincing story.
But the acting is good, the types interesting and there is a bit of singing and dancing. Story revolves around a doctor with
whom two nurses are in love. He is in
love with one of them and tells her so
but not before he warns her that he will
not marry her because it would interfere
with his career. She apparently acquiesces
in a liaison. The second nurse, played by
Molly Lamont, a first-rate screen bet, tricks
him into a proposal of marriage. Disheartened, he accepts a call to a typhusstricken village and is himself taken down.
Death is certain unless love can recall him
to life. Following a renunciation scene, his
true love goes to him and he recovers.
Cast: Lester Matthews, Nancy Burne,
Molly Lamont, Patric Kncwles, Kyrle Bellew, Torrcn Thatcher, Patrick Barr, Sarah
Allgood, Arthur Sinclair, Joyce Chancellor,
Tom Collins, Pegeen Mair, Mary Riley, and
Georgina
Leech.
Director, Brian Desmond Hurst; Author,
J Johnson Abraham ; Screen play, Brian
Desmond Hurst; Cameramen, Eugene
Schenefftan, Victcr Blakely.
Direction, Okay.

Photography, Good.

PHIL M DALY
•
•
• YOU DO not have to wait till you attend the AMPA
luncheon tomorrow
to be informed as to the nature of the
"Big Surprise" promised
no less than Dizzy and Daffy
Dean will be there the Cardinal heroes of the world's series
they are making their first New York appearance at the
AMPA
through the courtesy of Fanchon & Marco
the main dining room of the Empey Club will be used to accommodate the mob that is expected for this knockout affair
•
•
• CREATING
NEW
film patrons
and at the
same time bringing pleasure to countless people who would
otherwise be unable to enjoy the motion picture
that is
the pleasant mission of the Sonotone Corporation
which is
marketing a device for the hard of hearing
it was with
some surprise we learned that every large city practically has
a branch of the League for the Hard of Hearing
among
them Sonotone Theater Clubs have been formed
they send
petitions to the theater owner in their locality requesting that he
install Sonotone equipment for their use
as all the local
members sign their names and addresses
this gives the
theater manager a live mailing list

•
•
• AS AN example Al Steffes out in Minneapolis
placed a Sontone installation in his World theater
it cost
him around 250 berries
in 90 days he built up a steady
patronage of over 200 hard-of-hearing most of whom always bring someone else along
here are folks who couldn't
attend the pictures without this hearing device or its equivalent
the trick is in the electrical amplification and the adaptability of the instrument to this specific purpose
as a publicity stunt alone
and a goodwill builder
exhibs
should look into this proposition

• •
• AT LAST we have something that carries the mark
of novelty in the way of a newspaper feature
it is
the life story of Bert Wheeler and Robert Woolsey
the
RKO comics their biographer is Edward Martin
who
presents them in a series of nine articles
in which Wheeler
is interviewed and gives the lowdown on Woolsey
and vice
versa
in between Martin chronicles colorfully the tale of
their climb to success
and it makes a swell human interest
yarn
•

T

T

T

•

• LOOKS AS if that Big-Li'l company DuWorld
is trying to give the majors a run
with three firstruns on Broadway
"Blue Light" in its seventh week at
the Fifty-Fifth Street "Man Who Changed
His Name"
in the second week at the Westminster
and "Norah
O'Neale" at the Cameo for an extended run
the latter is
the first 100 per cent all-Irish talkie . . . . produced and financed
in Ireland with the celebrated Abbey Players
authentic accents, bagpipes and all
Lee Sullivan, the Irish tenor,
is singing the theme song on WMCA
and plenty of other
good ballyhoo is being put in back of this Irish pix

• • • A PRIVATE opening of the new Trans-Lux theater
on Fulton Street in Brooklyn tonight will see these stage and
screen celebs present
Frank Buck, Jeanne Aubert, Gracie
Barrie, Capt. Bob Bartlett, Lita Gray Chaplin, Polly Moran, Ken
Murray, Estelle Taylor, Juliette Lowell, George Givot, the
Pickens Sisters
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»DATE BOOK
Oct. nual
26-28: fall Paramount
district managers'
meeting. Homestead
Hotel, Ha
Springs, Va.
Oct. 28-29:
Mississippi
Independent
Moti
Picture Ass'n meeting, Jackson, Miss.
Dct. Pennsylvania,
29-Nov.
I: S.M.P
E.
Fall
Meeting
Hoi
New York.
Oct. 30: Warner Club Hallowe'en Dance, Ho
Commodore,
New York.
Oct. 30: Deadline for filing criticisms or s
gestions with the NRA in Washington
the code assessment
budget prepared
the Code Authority.
Oct. 31:
NRA hearing to consider report fri
the agency committee of the motion p
ture industry Code Authority on agen
commissions,
Washington.
Nov.
2: Chicago Film Row Entertainment i
Dance for relief of local needy film fo
Medinah Club, Chicago.
Nov.

2: Public
Hearing
on
Supplement
Code of the Motion Picture and Thea
Equipment
Supplies
Distributors
Trai
East Lounge, Ambassador
Hotel, Washir
ton, D. C.
10 A.M.

Nov ball.
3: Cleveland
Variety
Club's first anni
Hotel Statler,
Cleveland.
Nov. 7-8:
Annual
convention
of Allied Tl
Mich.
aters of Michigan,
Hotel
Durant,
Fli
Nov. 12: Annual ball sponsored by Motion P
ture Post of American Legion, Hotel Statl
Boston.
Nov. 18-19:
Allied Theater Owners of
Convention, Hotel Jefferson, Dallas.

Tel

20 Key City Holdovers
Set (Continued
for "Gay
Divorcee
from Page
1)
staying a third week at the Strar
Milwaukee,
Keith's, run
Boston,
is in for anandindefinite
at t
Byrd, Richmond, with other hoi
overs including the Shubert,
Louis; Indiana, Indianapolis; Keit
Washington; Hippodrome, BaL
more; Hippodrome, Cleveland; 1
bee, Cincinnati; Palace, Chicag
Music Hall, Seattle; Palace, Ha;
ford; Orpheum, New Orleans; V
tory, Providence; Empire, Portia i
Maine; Hillstreet and Hollywoj
Los Angeles; State, New Bedfo:i
moved from Palace theater af$
first week to Majestic, Columl
Roger Sherman, New Haven, a
Durfee, Fall River.

Skouras, Randforce
Continue
in Fox Me^
(Continued from Page 1)
plan has been made public, it w
learned yesterday that unless
surprise offer for the circuit is ma
before Nov. 15, when the propos
plan will be presented to the cou
present
operations and operate
will
be continued.

Fox Completes Releases
Scheduled Through Dec.
All Fox pictures for reles
through Dec. 7 are now complet
and pictures set for distributi
beginning Jan. 11 are all in wo:
Harold B. Franklin's next picti
for Fox will be "The Eaglet," bas
"L'Aigloi
stage play,
on the
Ethel
Barrymore
and Eva
La G
lienne will essay their stage ro
in the picture.

NOVA PI LB E AM HAILED AS
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NING OF
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LITTLE FRIEND

PLAYED

TO

55,400 PEOPLE.FIRST 3 DAY*,
COMPLETELY WRECKS ROXY RECORDS.

LITTLE FRIEND

HOLDS

ROXY, SECOND

WEEK

OVER

Physical Distribution Fox Exchanges. Canada, Regal Films, Ltd.
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picture for you]

Divorcee" will make it past history I Iffl
doing it! Like a cyclone it has hit thi
are being blown to pieces! Bosto
Milwaukee, Kansas City, Memphii
the FIRST EIGHT OPENINGS
BROKEN. . . and EIGHT

HOLD-OVERS

. . . This week 30 openings East, West, North and South . . .
Warner Houses, R K 0 Houses, Independent Houses, houses
from all circuits and the story is the same . . . and as this
■

goes to press, "THE

GAY

100% HOLD-OVER

DIVORCEE"

EVERYWHERE

LOOKS

...

As you read this the boxoffices of more than 100
houses in 100 cities will be
dancing down a rainbow of
rhythm to the merriest
money melody in years!
•

***

BOOK IT! ADVERTISE IT! AND BE PREPARED
FOR A HOLD-OVER FOR "THE GAY DIVORCEE"
IS THE HOLD-OVER SENSATION OF ALL TIME!

LIKE

J

"GAY" !

GONE
theatre

and "The
Gay
\loing it, and how it's
ountry and records
maha, Minneapolis,
ort Worth, Galveston,
zIGHT
RECORDS

■RED ASTAIRE
3INGER ROGERS
fARS
OF "FLYING
DOWN
IOST SUMPTUOUS
ROMANTIC

TO
RIO"
HIT OF ALL

IN THE
SEASONS

THE GAY
DIVORCEE
Wl

ALICE

th

BRADY

DWARD EVERETT HORTON . . . AND
IALF THE BEAUTIES OF HOLLYWOOD
IRECTED BY MARK SANDRICH .... DANCE ENEMBLES STAGED BY DAVE GOULD . . . A PANDRO
BERMAN
PRODUCTION
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SHORT SHOTS from
EASTERN STUDIOS
■By CHAS. ALICOATE;
pDODUCTION on the two-reel
short featuring Duke Ellington
and his music makers for release in
Paramount's series of "Headliners"
got under way yesterday and will
be completed today by Fred Waller
at the Biograph studios. Carl
Timmon is assisting on the direction from the story and continuity
by Milton Hocky, with William
Steiner Jr. doing the camera work.

•
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Hecht and MacArthur to Put On Game of Century
What looms as "a game of the century" is scheduled to be played on the diamond of
the Clarkstown Country Club Stadium, Nyack, N. Y., on Sunday, when the Nyack
Eagles, headed by Ben Hecht and Charles MacArthur, and the Twenty-one Hangovers,
piloted by Don Carl Krindler and Charles Berns, put on a baseball exhibition for the
benefit of the local Y. M. C. A., with all the trimmings of a world series, plus a
cheering section of Broadway beauties, and with Herbert Bayard Swope playing the
role of Judge Landis in case of any knotty disputes. A uniformed brass band will supply music throughout the game, which will be followed by a dance. Among players on
the Eagles roster, besides Hecht and MacArthur, are Adolph Zukor, Jack Dempsey,
Bugs Baer, Frank Case, Paul Gallico, Tommy Hitchcock, Jr., Walter Huston, Bert Lahr,
Gregory La Cava, Ernst Lubitsch, Dan Parker, Bob Ripley, Billy Rose, Arthur Rosson,
Damon Runyon, Jimmy Savo, Sol Savo, Ed Sullivan, Walter Winchell, Robert E. Sherwood and others. The Twenty-one Hangovers have William Collier, Jr., Heywood Broun,
Buddy Adler, Humphrey Bogart, Monte Brice, Bill Corum, Woolworth Donahue, Erskine
Gwynne, Francis T. Hunter, John Randolph Hearst, William Randolph Hearst, Jr., Mike
Romanoff, Dudley Field Malone, Bill Tilden, Ernest Truex, C. V. Whitney and others.

13 SPANISH FEATURES
AUTHORITY WON'T ACT
ON DETROIT PROGRAMS FROM FOX THIS SEASON

"How'm 1 Doing?," Educational' s
new York and King comedy now in
production at the Astoria studio
will be completed today under the
direction of Leslie Pearce. SupDetroit exhibitors who are appreporting the stage comedy team arc
hensive over prospects of developGeorge Shelton, Claire Devine, Ethel
ment of triple and quadruple feaSykes and Oley Worth. Warren
ture programs in their territory
Murray is assisting on the direc- must look elsewhere than the Code
tion, with George Weber in charge Authority for assistance in blockof the camera.
ing these policies. The situation
was recently brought to the attention of the code administrative body
The Easy Aces started work yesterday in their third one-reel com- through a hearing on the proposed
Detroit clearance and zoning plan.
edy forinVitaphone
at the
company's
studio
Brooklyn.
Lloyd
French The Authority, however, is not expected to authorize any ban under
is directing Jane and Goodman Ace
in this number, which will be re- the code owing to its precedent of
leased in Vitaphone's series of prohibiting schedules from penalizing houses which play double fea"Pepper Pot" novelties.
tures.
•

(Continued from Page 1)

Moreno and Valentina Parera;
"Frontiers of Love," with Jose Mojica, and "Married Lady Needs a
Husband," with Catalina Barcena.
Others to be made are: "Insure
Your Wife," with Raul Roulien and
Conchita Montenegro; "Julietta
Buys a Son," with Catalina Barcena and Gilbert Roland; "Strangers of the Night," with Raul Roulien; an untitled fourth with Rosita Diaz, and "La Estrella," starring Tito Coral.

Bronson, Mich. — G. H. Warner,
owner of the Coliseum, has taken
rect.
back the house and is booking it diDetroit — Fred Schader, exploitation director of the Fox, has broken
all dramatic stock records here with
his
production
"The
Drunkard",
which
has runof 16
weeks
at the
Players' Theater.
Mason City, la. — Leonard Kaplan.
of Waterloo, who operates theaters
at Dubuque, la., Sioux Falls and
Aberdeen, S. D., has purchased the
Iowa theater here from Mr. and
Mrs. W. B. Krouse.
Des Moines — Lamar Rowland of
Milton has been named state sales
tax
Iowa.checker for theaters throughout
Missouri Valley, la. — Paul Ives,
manager of the Rialto here for Central States, was married this week.
Omaha — Harry Lefholtz, Univer
sal film salesman, received word this
week of the marriage of his daugh
ter, Lois, member of a sister trio i
with Benny Meroff's orchestra. She
married Albert King, Brooklyn, .
manager of the band.

Charlotte,
N. of
C. film
— The
Club,
comprised
folks Jesters'
in the
Carolinas, held its annual business
meeting in the club rooms recently.
New slate of officers elected for the
troly, executive studio manager, in year are: J. F. Kirby, president;
charge of operations. Laemmle, Jr., Walter Griffith, vice-president; W.
secretary, and J. S. Jackaccompanied by Harry H. Zehner, P. White,
son, treasurer.
his assistant at the studio, is now
en route to New York on the Santa recently.
Charlotte, N. C— The State theater suffered a fire loss of $2,000
Rosa and will sail on the Savoia
for Genoa as his first foreign stop.
is expected upon the arrival on Burt He also plans to visit Africa, the
Hickory,
N. Charlotte
C. — Criterion
ment Co. of
has Amuseleased
Near East, Monte Carlo, Paris and
With work completed on "How'm Kelly from the coast this week.
•
the City Auditorium here for use
I Doing?" starring York and King,
London.
Chic York departs for Texas to look
as a theater presenting pictures and
Williams, popular comic of
road attractions. N. A. Gregg is
after his oil interests there. Miss theHerb
variety stage, has been signed
King will remain in New York for
president of the company. Plans
to star in a two-reel Vitaphone com- Sales Field Split
call for opening the theater on
rehearsals in Eddie Doivling's new
Thanksgiving.
edy, it is announced by Sam Sax,
Up."
musical review, "Thumbs
production chief.
•
By United
Artists
(Continued
from Page 1)

"Sue Dear" is the title of the new
Ernest Truex starring comedy Exchanges Bar Previews
For School Film Classes
which goes into production today at
(Continued from Page 1)
the Eastern Service studio in Astoria under the personal direction which was an important item in the
appreciation
course, is not favored
of Al Christie. Fred Scheld will assist on the direction.
by exchange managers who believe
•
this would not only extend to some
form of censorship and criticism by
Upon completion of the Ernest those not qualified for it, but beTruex comedy, Al Christie will put
lieve it would cut down paid admisinto work a Coronet Comedy star- sions.
ling Tom Howard.

Laemmle Directing Studio
While (Continued
Junior from
Goes
Abroad
Page 1)

•

Work on "Bad Penny," the Select
Productions feature, is scheduled to
get under way Nov. 5 at the Biograph studio in the Bronx. Announcement of the cast and director

SHOWMAN'S

REMINDER

Red Cross annual drive is approaching. Get appropriate film star photos
in dailies.

Freddie Martin and his Hotel St. rus sales managers of the eastern
West
was Sullivan,
darkened Me.—
Oct. The
13 byAlhamP. D.
Murch.
Regis Orchestra have been signed and western divisions, respectively. bra
Under the new setup, Gold will
by Sam Sax for a short which will
go in work soon at the Vitaphone supervise activities in the following
studios. The deal was made through branches: Atlanta, Boston, Buffalo,
Joe Rivkin.
Charlotte, Cleveland, Dallas, Cin•
cinnati, Indianapolis, New Haven,
Margo, the Mexican dancing New York, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh
beauty who recently made her and Washington. Lazarus will be
screen debut in the Ben Hecht- in charge of Chicago, Denver, KanABOUT
Charles MacArthur production,
sas City, Milwaukee, Omaha, St.
Louis,
Seattle,
Detroit,
Los
Angeles,
"Crime Without Passion", which
Paramount released, has been sign- Minneapolis, New Orleans, Salt
ed for a featured role in "Rhumba", Lake City, San Francisco and
a story of Havana featuring George Canada.
Raft and Carole Lombard. She will
Charles Stern will assist Gold in
leave for Hollywood shortly. Before the supervision of his branches, and
her New York appearances, she Jack Goldhar will assist Lazarus in
Spain is expected to produce
19 native pictures this season.
danced at the Los Angeles Cocoa- the West. Paul Burger continues as
nut Grove in the Ambassador Hotel sales promotion manager at the
home office.
for some lime.
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ACTORS' GUILD VOTES
LABOR AFFILIATION
(Continued from Page 1)

IFederation of Labor jurisdiction
over the film field and is understood
to be unwilling to give up this jurisdiction. Any affiliation between
Equity and the Guild would probably require all members of the
Guild to become Equity members
and be governed by the Equity
Council which would work out some
arrangement for effective operation of the screen division.
In the past screen actors have
objected to affiliation with Equity
on the ground that Equity was concerned solely with the legitimate
theater. Equity now points out
that almost half the directors of
the Screen Actors' Guild are Equity
members and that half the Equity
membership is playing in pictures.
Frank Gillmore, president of
Equity, is expected to arrive in New
York this afternoon from the coast,
bringing with him the proposed
agreement of affiliation with the
Screen Actors' Guild. The Equity
Council is slated to vote on the
agreement next Tuesday.

Parents-Teachers Urge
Subsidized Juvenile Films
(Continued from Page 1)

other three requirements listed are:
"Motion pictures must be produced which are excellent from an
artistic and social point of view.
"There must be discriminating
persons who are sufficiently sensitive to fine things to appreciate
what they see on the screen.
"There must be an honest and accurate source of information whereby the consumer can discover the
nature and quality of motion pictures before he attends."
The booklet discusses these problems for the information of parents,
and advocates the production of
more pictures dealing with vital
current problems and conditions.

A LITTLE
from
iBy RALPH
WILK "LOTS
HOLLYWOOD
put "RedJJESSE
heads L.
On LASKY
Parade,"willhailed
as a
new type of screen musical, into
production for Fox on Nov. 27. Hamilton MacFadden, who directed
"Stand Up And Cheer!" will stage
the picture, with John Boles, Claire
Trevor and Alice Faye in leading
roles.
▼
v
v
Stanley Bergerman has purchased
for early production at Universal an
operetta by Robert Harris and
James Mulhauser, titled "Sing Me
A Love Song."
▼ y
▼
Grant Mitchell has been added by
First National to the cast of "Gold
Diggers of v1935." r
?
Lou Tellegen returned to Hollywood this week, after an absence of
seven years, to appear in his first
talkinsr picture, Columbia's "Call to

V

T

T

Joseph McDonald Smith, radio
singer known to the music world
T ▼ ▼
Arms."
as Keith McDonald, and Elsie LarSpencer Tracy, accompanied by
son, Fox contract player, at present
his brother Carroll, is on vacation
in
"Lottery Lover," took time
in Honolulu prior to starting work off Fox's
from their respective duties last
in "Dante's Inferno." which pro- week and eloped to Agua Caliente.
ducer Sol Wurtzel will put in work
T
T
T
Nov. 5 at Fox under the direction
Sig Herzig, one of the authors of
of Harry Lachman.
"Broadway
Gondolier,"
an original
T ▼ T
story, has been signed by First National
to
write
the
screen
play.
RKO's "By Your Leave," with
Frank Morgan, has been completed.
T
T
T
▼ ▼
▼
"Romance in Manhattan," starring Francis Lederer and Ginger
As soon as work is completed on
Fox's "Helldorado," Richard Arlen, Rogers which Stephen Roberts is
leading male player in the film, ac- directing for RKO Radio, has a
companied byhis wife and the Bing roster of former stars playing small
Crosbys will make an airplane tour parts. Sidney Toler plays a police
of the Pacific Northwest in a char- sergeant. Helen Ware plays a social
tered cabin-plane which Arlen will worker who has only a few lines.
Robert Homans is a detective. SpenT
T
V
pilot.
cer Charters plays a marriage
Motion picture prospects appear license clerk.
▼
T
T
bright for Mary Jordan, younger
sister of Dorothy Jordan Cooper.
To present Bing Crosby in his
She is currently playing a role with screen debut as a singer of semiMay Robson in RKO's "Portrait of classical, operatic and concert numbers, Paramount has purchased
Laura Bales," and is rehearsing
for two stage productions at the "The Yellow Nightingale", a roPasadena Community Playhouse.
mantic story with musical back▼ T T
ground, written by Hermann Bahr.
Mickey Rooney has been awarded The story,
adapted to the screen
a role in Fox's "County Chairman," by Benjamin Glazer, will be
new Will Rogers vehicle now in production under the direction of John Crosby's second following "Mississippi", a musical romance of river
Blystone, with Evelyn Venable, Kent show boat
life, in which he will
Taylor and Berton Churchill in sup- appear with W. C. Fields and Joan
porting roles.
Bennett.

Boston Briefs

S Charles Einfeld
Edward Laemmle
Paul A. Bray
Billie Bennett
Fred J. McConnell
Eugene J. Zukor
Sol M. Wurtzel
Herbert S. Berg
Polly Ann Young

Work has started on "Scrambled
Wives" (temporary title), first tworeel comedy which Leon Errol will
make for Columbia's 1934-35 program. Supporting cast includes
Dorothy Grainger, Vivian Oakland,
Fred Malatesta and Phil Dunham.
James W. Home is directing,
v
r
T
Stanley Bergerman, who is making "Strange Wives" at Universal,
has added a long list of prominent
players who go into the Edith Wharton production in its second week
under the direction of Richard
Thorpe. This list includes Doris
Lloyd, Ralph Forbes, Leslie Fenton, Claude Gillingwater, Hugh
O'Connell, Esther Ralston, Valerie
Hobson, Francis Sullivan, Ivan Lebedeff, Cairie Daumery, Walter Waker,
Harry Cording and Greta Meyer.
Roger Pryor, June Clayworth and
Esther Ralston head the cast.

RCA VICTOR
PHOTOPHONE
OFFERS:
• Unfailing Sound
• A Sound

Box Office Attraction

• Complete Ownership
• A

Self-Liquidating
PHOTOPHONE

Pastor Raps Agitation

Boston — J. 0. Ford has been
Kansas City — Church activity in
brought here from Dallas to help
Bill Ward, national regional man- movie legislation and in circularizager, in the establishment of a Naing pledges was criticized by Dr.
tional Film Advertising branch.
Henry Greenberg has been pro- Fred E. Brooks of the Grace Presbyterian Church here in an address
moted by Tim O'Toole, Columbia
branch manager, to the post of ac- on "The Church and the Movies."
cessory manager, replacing Jack He said "there can be no excuse for
Hill, resigned.
clergymen, teachers or other layFrances Hawkins, on Loew's Ormen condemning the film industry
pheum staff for 15 years, has resigned.
without adequate information."

Satisfaction

RCA

VICTOR

COMPANY,

Camden,

A Radio Corporation

Investment

DIVISION
N. J.

Inc.

of America Subsidiary

^
^
5
EXPLOITING THE CURRENT
DAILY
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Interesting Campaign
On "One Night of Love"
NAGER Edgar Goth of
jy[A
the Paramount Theater,
Stapleton, Staten Island, employed the following effective
campaign to sell Columbia's
"One Night of Love": Believing his most effective advertising medium to be the daily
newspaper, he concentrated on
selling merchants the idea of
cooperative ads. He was successful in selling six ads which
displayed cuts of Grace Moore,
title, cast, theater name and
play dates plus tie up copy.
A local nite club, used on two
successive days, the angle:
ONE NIGHT OF SHEER
DELIGHT, ABOARD THE S.
S. ROTISSERIE. A beauty
salon utilized the head of Grace
Moore with appropriate copy,
netting the Theater a good deal
of free space in two local papers. A dry cleaning establishment and a Philco radio dealer
also tied in with suitable copy
and cuts. Three thousand
throwaways were promoted.
The ushers distributed these at
the ferry terminal among the
crowds returning home from
work. As Staten Island has a
large Italian population, the
theater increased its regular
outdoor billing to include 100
one sheets in Italian, which
played up the operatic angle.
Judging from the increased
Italian patronage, this medium
very effective. The theprovedater was
also able to crash the
newspaper with some fine publicity stories and art work.
These appeared currently with
the run of the picture and
helped keep interest at fever
pitch.
— Paramount Theater,
Stapleton, S. I.

SUNSHINC
.\\J4i//

Theater
construction
and
tion are on the increase.

rehabilita-

Advance Ballyhoo
Builds "Bike Rider"
flLENN RIGGINS, manager
VJ of the Ellanay, El Paso,
Texas, put in a swell advance
campaign in his showing of Joe
E. Brown in "Six Day Bike
Rider". By tying in with
Quaker Oats and hi,s local
paper, the
El Paso
"Times", and
he
effected
a string
of advance
current publicity that made the
whole town "Six Day Bike
Rider" conscious. Quaker Oats
spotted co-op ads in the El
Paso "Times". Grocers regularly used show copy in their
ads and window displays,
promoted through Quaker Oats
for a local contest which operated along the same line at
the Warner Bros.-Quaker Oats
National Contest on the picture.
A bike race in Washington
Park, at El Paso, was arranged
for the day after the opening
with a series of prizes including hunting knives,
radios,

rifles, windbreaks, etc., all promoted and with plenty of advance press publicity. A double truck of co-op ads went into
the El
Pasoand"Times"
for open-a
ing day,
for ballyhoo,
girl riding a bike on a treadmill offered passes to those
guessing
the milage she covered.
— Ellanay, El Paso, Tex.

*
*
*
Preview Highlight of
"Treasure Island"

TSSUING invitations to prominent people of the city, newspapermen, radio officials and advertising executives, R. D.
Toups,
manager
Loew's
State,
New Orleans, La.,of held
a special

preview of M-G-M's "Treasure
Island" as the highlight of his
campaign for that picture. All
day before the opening there
was a sound truck on the city
streets: during the evening a
fireworks display was held. During the afternoon
175 boys,

Only Individual Exhibs
12 Newspapers Now Using
Protesting: K. C. Zoning Screen-Radio Supplement
Kansas City — Only individual exhibitors are protesting the new
clearance and zoning schedule, it is
learned. The association is not
officially doing so. Among protests
will be the request that an arbitrary
date, Dec. 1. be set on which the
schedule as it applies to new product is to become effective; that 44
days is too long a timp in which to
change a theater's policy, and that
availability should be figured from
the beginning rather than the end
of
run the
so that
picture inwon't
falla for
next the
exhibitor
the
middle of the week.
The schedule is the most satisfactorv to exhibitors of the four
schedules finally submitted and the
eighth evolved.
New Richmond Theater Firm
Richmond — Colonel Robert T.
Barton, Jr.. this city, is listed as
president of Lyric Theater Corp..
iust chartered to conduct
a theatrical business. Other officers
are: John P. McGuire, Jr., vicepresident; Edward A. Marks, secretary-treasurer. Itis announced that
the Lyric, former Keith-Albee house
here, has been leased through Morton G. Thalhimer and will be operated jointly by the State and the
Capitol,
Loew's and Wilmer & Vincent interests.
DeMille Called as Witness
San Francisco— Cecil B. DeMille
was called as an expert witness by
District Attorney Robert McWilliams in the Federal court here yesterday in the case against Orlando
Miller charged with fraud through
the mails and obtaining money for
alleged fake picture companies. De
Mille testified that Miller could not
promise that pictures would be financially successful.

Detroit — "Screen and Radio
Weekly," which is part of the Detroit Free Press, is now being used
wholly or in part by 12 newspapers. They are, in addition to the
"Free Press", the Chicago "Times"
Philadelphia "News", St. Paul
"News", Oakland (Cal.) "Tribune".
Denver Rocky Mountain "News"
Portland (Ore.) "News-Telegram"
St. Louis "Globe Democrat". Milwaukee "Journal". Akron "TimesPress". Dayton "Herald", and "La
Prensa". Mexico City. Douglas D
Martin is editor of the supplement.

Denver Doings
Denver — R. E. Griffith theaters'
booking office for this territory has
been moved from here to Dallas.
Stage shows are back at the Denham on a once-a-month basis.
"Wake Up and Dream" and "Gift
of Gab" are the first two films to
olay solit-week at the Orpheum, ordinarily afull- week stand.
"Girl of the Limberlost" was the
first
picture to play the Mayan for
a week.
Harry Huffman gave a house
party to the managers of his eight
theaters and exchange managers
and their assistants.
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magazine vendors, dressed in
pirate hats, marched to the theater from the City Hall. Among
Toups' stunts was the promoting of a real treasure chest and
pirate guns from an antique
shop, displayed in the lobby ten
days in advance. Book marks
were planted in all public and
circulating libraries. Candy
coins were given out in front of
the theater on the Saturday before the opening. A Treasure
Island cake tieup was arranged
with local bakeries.
— Loeiv's State, New Orleans.

Series of Tieups
For "Last Gentleman"

T ESTER POLLOCK, manaager of Loew's Rochester,
at Rochester, arranged a series
of effective tieups with many of
his local merchants to usher in
the opening of "The Last Gentleman," 20th Century production. One of his best spacegetters was a tieup with the
"Journal-Post Express" on a
"Do You Know" contest which
also agave
the The
paper's
classified
ads
break.
opening
shot
in this contest broke with a 630line display ad in which copy
and photos on "The Last Gentleman" were used. In the same
ad photos of three prominent
merchants appeared — and for
the person
knowing
ness connections
and their
what busithey
were selling, free tickets to see
the picture were awarded. The
"Journal American" put over a
co-operative ad which gave the
attraction top mention in a 616line ad. In getting further coverage, Pollock arranged for the
distribution of 1,000 imprinted
napkins in local restaurants;
3,000 shopping bags distributed
at Carroll's perfume shop; 1,000
heralds at Liberty oil stations
and 3,000 postal cards were
mailed to the Eastman Opera
subscribers' list. The picture
also received mention on the
national Borden period and
daily announcements over radio
station WHEC. For a street
ballyhoo a sound truck was used.
— Loew's, Rochester.

Rancho"
We*tPara.
Coast Buys
Bureau "Rose
of THEof FILM
DAILY
Hollywood — Planned as an elaborate musical spectacle featuring
outstanding singing stars under
contract. Paramount has acquired
screen rights to "Rose of the Rancho". by Richard Walton Tully and
David Belasco. Under present
plans by Emanuel Cohen, vice-president in charge of -production, Bing
Crosby, Kitty Carlisle, Joe MorMary
atic rison,
star, andwill
be inEllis,
the noted
cast. oper-

NEWS
AS

SEEN

BY

THE PRESS
AGENT
"When the director called for volunteers to kiss Ginger Rogers during the
makingwasofa 'Romance
there
mad rush in
that Manhattan'
resembled
a riot." — RKO
Radio.

Completely

DEPENDABLE
dependability of Eastman SuperTHE
Sensitive Panchromatic Negative is
not based entirely upon its well-known uniformity. Itis the original, inherent quality
of the emulsion ..its constant ability to help
producers and cameramen

make the most

of every picture... that completes its dependabilty. . .that seals the acceptance which
this famous film enjoys. Eastman Kodak
Company. (J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors, New York,
Chicago,
Hollywood.)

EASTMAN Super-Sensitive
Panchromatic Negative

the best time for LOVE!
WINTER

was the time for love,

In Ye Happy Olden Days —
For the wind that howled above
Lovers had the highest praise.

BUNDLING came with winter's cold —
Warm as toast beneath the covers
Of the tester bed of old,
Were the happy olden lovers!

By center board they were divided,
BUNDLING while their hearts
entwined —
Lack of firewood so provided
For true love to seek its kind.

And when BUNDLING did its duty,
And the parson made them one —
Gallants then embraced their beauty,
Need for center board was done!

There is BUNDLING today at Radio City Music Hall in
"THE PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS," starring FRANCIS
with Joan Bennett, Charlie Ruggles and Mary Boland.
Alexander Hall.
Prints now available at all Paramount

Paramount^
LEDERER,
Directed by
Exchanges.

Intimate

in Character
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Of Motion Pictures
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Independent in Thought
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Catholic Organ Sees Film Drive Defeating Itself

BRITISHJYNDICATE SEEKS CONTROL OFjTS. FIRM
80 British Players in Hollywood — 70 Americans in Eng.
falent Interchange of the
Two Countries Reaches
Big Proportions
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

i Hollywood — Eighty prominent
Snglish actors and actresses are
iiow working in studios here, while
kbout 70 American players have
Leen acquired for British films, as
ft result of the long-heralded exchange of talent between London
and! Hollywood. The greatest individual number of English players
s at the M-G-M studios, where the
'David (Continued
Copperfield"
cast5) includes
on Page

BREEN STATES INDIE
PRODUCERS AID CODE
'■ Independent producers as well as
major studios are giving their full
co-operation to the Hays production
code project, declared Joe Breen iri
(New York last night.
Correspondence received from picure goers during the past month
'ndicates that they find the moral
i'one of pictures
im(Continued "substantially
on Page 5)

Academy Secy. Conferring
On 2,000-Ft. Reel Length
Gordon Mitchell, executive secretary of the Academy of M. P. Arts
& Sciences, is now in New York
interviewing major company executives in behalf
of the plan to stand(Continued on Page 5)
Air Race Films by Radio
London — Newsreel pictures of the arrival of the Scott plane at Melbourne in
the England-to-Australia race were
radioed to London at a cost of about
$4,000 a foot, while cable messages between Gaumont-British office here and
Melbourne, giving instructions on taking the film, cost about $1,250. This
is said to be a record in cost of newsreel pictures.

Dubinsky Threatens to Build in Lease Dispute
Jefferson City, Mo. — In a complaint filed against Leo Levy charging interference
with lease negotiations. Manager Barney Dubinsky of the Jefferson and Miller theaters
asks that the contract be voided or he will be forced to build two houses here. Complaint was originally filed against W. H. Mueller, owner of the theater properties,
and Harry Sodini, on the same charge, and is now before the Code Authority. Dubinsky
charges Levy has an interest in the leases.

English Bankers Want to
Make Tieup
American Film With
Company

A British banking syndicate,
seeking to acquire a controlling interest in an American film company, has commissioned Alfred S.
Krellberg, of Krellberg & Fitzsimmons, film attorneys, to conduct
preliminary negotiations, it was
stated to Film Daily by Krellberg
The motion picture code must be
yesterday on his return from
amended to allow clearance and abroad.
Krellberg said that the group had
zoning schedules based on three principles, declared Ed Kuykendall to pledged sufficient funds to make the
and was onalso
to
Page prepared
5)
The Film Daily last night. The purchase (Continued
princples are: geographical zones,
admission prices and film rentals,
said Kuykendall, who is a member

Kuykendall Urges Code Amendment
Receiver Not Submitting
Plan for Fox Metropolitan
Milton C. Weisman, receiver for
Fox Theaters, will not enter the
Fox Metropolitan Playhouse bankruptcy situation unless the proposed
reorganization plan formed by the
bondholders'
committee is at vari(Continued on Page 5)

410

U.

S.

Films

Shown

Pictures made in the United
States continued to substantially
lead in Canadian film imports during the past year, when a total of
410 were shown, as compared with
70 from England and 90 from
France, according to figures compiled for the Film Daily Year Book.
British imports showed a slight reduction over the preceding year,
but their box-office appeal was greater. French pictures are exhibited
only in Quebec, which has a large
French population.

(Continued

on Page

in Canada

5)

in Year

Three Warner Pictures
Go in Work Next Week
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — With the completion
tomorrow of "The White Cockatoo,"
three Warner-First National features are set to enter production at
the company's Burbank studios next
week.
"Northshore,"
starring These
BarbaraareStanwyck,
with
Robert Florey directing; "Living on
Velvet," ^tarring
Francis,
with
(Continued Kay
on Page
5)

Unreasonable Demands Seen
Defeating Clean Film Drive
Charles A. Leonard Joins
Univ. Advertising Dept.

That there is "danger that the
whole movement may be made unworkable and ridiculous by the deCharles A. Leonard has succeedmands of unreasonable
individuals"
ed Ben H. Grimm at Universal as is the comment
made this
week by
advertising assistant to P. D. Coch- "The Catholic News" in regard to
rane. Grimm resigned to join RKO. the Legion of Decency campaign.
Leonard was at one time with Joe The organ of the Catholics points
Plunkett at the Strand and later
that "already the cry has been
with Balaban & Katz, United out
raised that
the clean movie crusade
(Continued on Page 5)
Artists, and RKO on the coast.

REPORT G. A. BANS
PROTESTED PRACTICE

Ban on reported practice of some
distributors in designating a picture
after it has actually played is
understood adopted by the Code Authority at its meeting yesterday following(Continued
a report by onitsPagelegal5) commit-

Hollywood 7 to 1 Against
Sinclair for Governor
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — The movie colony is
7 to 1 against Upton Sinclair for
Governor, it is indicated in the "Literary Digest's" straw poll. Following up the lead shown by Governor
Merriam on Wednesday, reports
yesterday from five more cities ran
nearly 3 to 1 against Sinclair.
Maloy Taken for 63 Grand
Chicago — Five gunmen early yesterday invaded the home of Thomas Maloy,
head of the Chicago Motion Picture
Operators' Union, bound Mrs. Maloy
and two other members of the household and fled with a reported $50,000
in cash as well as $13,000 in Jewelry.
Maloy was
hunting
trip.said to be in Canada on a
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Ending Minnesota
Circuit Receivership
Minneapolis — Receivership of the
Minnesota Amusement Co. will be
terminated within the next two
weeks, it was learned here today.
Paramount owns all the stock of
the company, which will revert to
local operation control. William
Hamm Jr., receiver, will likely become an officer of the reorganized
company.

Wash'n Houses and Paper
In Tieup on Fan Queries
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

here at the Fox, Earle, Keith's, Palace, Metropolitan and Columbia theaters today when special boxes are
placed in each lobby, with paper
and pencil handy, for outgoing
patrons to write down their questions about the pictures they have
just seen. Answers will be published incooperating
the Washington
which is
in the"News",
stunt.
The scheme is being given a big
ballyhoo.

U. S. Theater Man to Head
British Production Firm
Negotiations are pending in London for organization of a company
headed by a prominent American
theater executive to produce eight
pictures in England, it was stated
to Film Daily yesterday by Alfred
S. Krellberg, of Krellberg & Fitzsimmons, film attorneys, who just
returned from abroad. Krellberg
declined to name the theater man.
who is now in London.

CORP.

CH. 4-2200 321 W. 44th St. N.Y.C.

1/4

bert Lubin are trying to revive the
deal under which they would take
over operation of the Roxy. They
are reported working with a new
banking group. Estimate has been
made that $1,200,000 cash is required
to swing the deal. One phase of the
plan involves renovation of the big
de luxer, with contractors handling
the work to receive stock.

The I. T. O. A. has filed a protest with the fact-finding commission named by Sol A. Rosenblatt,
division NRA administrator, complaining of slowness in preparing a
basic operators' wage scale plan for
the greater New York territory.
The exhibitor association declares
that contracts are being held up as
a result of the delay.

Davidson Joins Majestic

Putting Out Stage Units

Dave Davidson has been named
director of publicity and advertising
for Majestic Producing Corp.

BOOK
THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S

DAILY

Washington — An innovation in
movie theater service will be started

Rothafel and Lubin
I.T.O.A. Protests Delay
Reviving Deal for Roxy On Operator Scale Survey
S. L. (Roxy) Rothafel and Her-

FINANCIAL
STOCK

Kansas City— W. D. Fulton and
eight other exhibitors have airmailed to the Code Authority an eightpoint protest against the new zoning and clearance schedule for this
territory. They claim, among other
things, that the time for filing protests was too short, that the sched
ule is ambiguous as to effective date
and as to product to which it applies, that it interferes with existing contracts, that protection
against houses charging 20 cents
or less is excessive, and that deferred availability has the effect of
price-fixing and is illegal.
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Production of a stage show unit
every three weeks is the program
of the new producing organization
just formed with Ed Fay, veteran
Rush to Join Philly Variety Club
Providence exhibitor, as its head
Philadelphia — With membership and with Harry Puck producing
limited to 50, it appeared yesterda> the shows. Six weeks now comprise
that the quota of the newly formed the circuit, with more pending.
local Variety Club would be quickNext unit to be routed is "Everyly filled. Officers of the club inGoes," which opens Nov. 6 at
clude: Earle W. Sweigert, chief Fay's thing
Providence, lead-off house in
barker; Leonard Schlessinger, first the group.
Abe and Joe Feinberg
assistant; Frank Buhler, second as- bookings.
are buying talent and handling
sistant; Jay Emanuel, wagonman;
Jack Greenberg, property master,
and James Clark, Eddie Corcoran,
Preparing
Marx Bros. Film
Milton Rogasner, Lewen Pizor, Jerry West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Crowley, Herbert Elliott, Samuel D.
Hollywood — "A Night at the
Schwartz, Harry Wiener, Al Davis, Opera," tentatively titled comedy
Eddie Sherman and Al Cohen, can- starring the Four Marx Brothers,
vasmen. Buddy Rogers was guest will be put in work by Irving Thalat the first meeting this week, and berg at M-G-M early next month.
Johnny Harris has been invited next. James K. McGuinness is now at
work on the story in collaboration
Remodeling
Boro Hall
with Kalmar and Ruby, who are doThe Boro Hall, Brooklyn house,
ing the musical sequences.
has closed for remodeling. Leon
Greenfield will reopen the theater
Goldstone Titles Revised
in four or five weeks.
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Revised titles of the
first two productions to be superNew Dual Bill at B'klyn Strand
Columbia's "That's Gratitude,"
vised by Phil Goldstone at M-G-M
with Frank Craven, and Para- are "20,000 Leagues Under the Sea"
mount's "Wagon Wheels," opened and "Typee." Mala, who played the
yesterday as a dual bill at the male lead in Eskimo, may appear in
Brooklyn Strand.
the latter picture.

Ocf. 26-28: Paramount district managers' annual fall meeting. Homestead Hotel, Hot
Springs, Va.
Oct. 28-29: Mississippi Independent Motion
Picture
Ass'n
meeting,
Jackson,
Miss.
Oct. 29-Nov. 1: S.M.P E. Fall Meeting Hotel
Pennsylvania,
New
York.
Oct. 30: Warner Club Hallowe'en Dance, Hotel
Commodore,
New
York.
Oct. 30:

Deadline for filing criticisms or suggestions with the NRA in Washington on
the code assessment budget prepared by
the Code Authority.

Oct. 31: NRA hearing to consider report from
the agency committee of the motion picture industryWashington.
Code Authority on agents'
commissions,
Nov. 2: Chicago Film Row Entertainment and
Dance for relief of local needy film folk.
Medinah Club, Chicago.

Nov. 2: Public Hearing on Supplementary
Code of the Motion Picture and Theater
Equipment Supplies Distributors Trade,
East Lounge, Ambassador Hotel, Washington, D. C.
10 A.M.
Nov 3: Cleveland Variety Club's first annual
ball, Hotel Statler, Cleveland.
Nov.7-8:
Mich. Annual convention of Allied Theaters of Michigan, Hotel Durant, Flint.
Nov. 12: Annual ball sponsored by Motion Picture Post of American Legion, Hotel Statler.
Boston.
Nov. Convention,
18-19: Allied
Owners
HotelTheater
Jefferson,
Dallas.of Texat'
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in his-

bry-making trans-continental dash to deliver Anita Louise,
firebird' star, in time for personal appearance with B'way
On of 'Madame Du Barry,' in which she also appears.*

DIZZY

AND

DAFFY

SIGNED

BY VITAPHONE!

Warner Bros, win dizzy race for film services of "daffy"
Deans of the diamond, and prepare to rush sensational
comedy

short to the nation's screens in record time.

NEWEST GOLD-DIGGER.' Famous
Alice Brady joins Dick Powell, Gloria
Stuart, Adolphe Menjou,Glenda Farrell,
in big -name line-up Warners are assembling for 'Gold

Diggers of 1935.'°

ARLY- MORNING
CROWDS
MOB
TRAND at Broadway premiere of
,'el Rio's 'Madame Du Barry,' support\g contention of local press that it's
I 'handsome and hilarious film feast
(nth 'the screen's most beautiful star
i a lavishly beautiful production.'*

LIGHTS! ACTION! CAMERA!' for last
j'ig song number of Director Mervyn
WARNERS'

jeRoy's 'Sweet Adeline,' as M. P Herald's
jutting - room critic promises trade a
'ollicking, romantic, colorful musical.'*

LAY

BARRAGE

of publicity for Thanks-

giving Day release of 'Flirtation Walk,' as arrival of first
print from coast speeds promotion drive on all fronts.0
*A Warner Bros. Picture

°A First Nalionol Picture

Vitagraph, Inc.; Distributors
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Francis

JULIUS AUSSENBERG, former managing director for Pox in Berlin, is stopping at the
Hotel Edison.

F. HERRICK HERRICK has sailed for Panama
"Obeah,"
underwater
to complete
feature.material for
new Arcturus
the

"Diamond Jim,"
PARKER MORELL, author of leaves
tomorrow
by Universal,
just theacquired
for
coast to adapt the book.
ZELMA O'NEAL and ALLEN VINCENT, after
pictures in London, have reB.I. P.country.
working turnedinto this
MRS. SIDNEY SKOLSKY has arrived in New
York from the Coast.
Paramounteers who left New York last night
sales meeting infor the Hot Springs, Va., JOE
UNGER, CHRIS
cluded: NEIL F. AGNEW,
REAGAN ROBERT M. GILLHAM, HERMAN
LORBER, ARTHUR DUNNE, KNOX HADDOW,
G B. J. FRAWLEY, ALEX MOSS, DON VELDE,
JACK
ROPER
and FRED LEROY.

DOUGLAS MacLEAN leaves New York tomorrow on his return* to the Coast.
IRVIN S. COBB has arrived in New York from
the coast.
FRANK
GILLMORE,
president of Equity, arrived in New York last night from the Coast.
ANITA
LOUISE,
who
arrived
yesteiday
in
New York, is stopping at the Hotel St. Moritz.
LEE MARCUS arrived from the coast yesterday.

Fire Prevention Device
Is Put on the Market
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Photo-Active Fire
Control Co. has been formed to market a fire prevention device, which
stops burning film from entering
either magazine of the projection
machine if the film has ignited in
the head. It also prevents the pileup of film above the aperture. The
Namachine has been listed by the ers.
tional Board of Fire Underwrit
Officers of the organization are
Dee Castillo, president, and W. E.
and treasurer. OfTrano, secretary
fices are at 7414 Santa Monica Blvd.

"THE PURSUIT
with

Joan

Vote Change in New Haven Plan
New Haven — At a meeting of the
local clearance and zoning board, it
was unanimously voted that paragraph 9of the revised clearance and
zoning schedule for New Haven be
'amended to read as follows: "In the
event of the building or opening of
a new theater or the reopening of
a closed theater, the clearance and
zoning board shall immediately meet
with the exhibitors and distributors
affected thereby, and determine the
zone in which such theater shall be
placed. Such theater shall of course
have the opportunity of purchasing
such run as it is able and which the
distributor may desire to sell."

Bennett,

in

OF HAPPINESS"
Charlie

Ruggles,

nicely handled filmization of the Broadway play. The femmes in particular will
go for him in a big way. A topnotch
surrounding cast, headed by Joan Bennett
as the romantic interest and Charlie Ruggles and Mary Boland doing good comedy
work, give the production added strength.
Background of the story is the American
Colonial period and interest is focused
principally on the romance of Lederer, a
Hessian soldier who deserts the enemy to
become an American, and Miss Bennett,
living in a town ruled by a joykiller who
wants to stop all forms of fun and espe
daily the popular custom of "bundling'
whereby couples do their courting m bed,
fully clothed and with a symbolical wooden
bar between them. While Lederer is
technically a prisoner and persecuted by
the military galoot who expects to marry
Joan, he manages to work his courtship
to a successful finale. Minor Watson as
a colonel and Barbara Barondess as a maid
do small bits that stand out.
Cast: Francis Lederer, Joan Bennett,
Charlie Ruggles, Mary Boland, Minor Watson, Adrian Morris, Barbara Barondess,
Walter Kingsfcrd, Duke Yorke, Burr Cruth,
Jules Ccwles, Spencer Charters, Irving
Bacon, Holmes Herbert,
Henry Mowbray.
Director, Alexander Hall; Authors, Lawrence Langner, Armina Marshall; Screen
Play, Stephen Morehouse Avery, Jack Cunningham, J.P. McEvoy, Virginia Van Upp;
Cameramn, Karl Struss; Editor, James
Smith.
Direction, Smooth
Photography,
Fine.

with Basil Rathbone
Harold Auten

"Concert Kid"
(Scrappy Cartoon)
Clever

The cartoon strip character Scrappy puts his kid brother on the stage
for his violin act with disastrous
consequences. The kid chew.s some
gum, and gets himself all tangled
with the gum and his volin. Very
cleverly handled technically, and the
reel carries plenty of laughs.
"Laughing With Medbury
Columbia
10 mins.
In Malaysia"
Fair
A journey through Malaysia with
John P. Medbury, who supplies his
kidding comments on the events as
they transpire before the camera.
The camera studies are very interesting and novel, showing the city
and urban life of the natives and
their odd customs. Medbury's puns
and jests serve to add some smiles
and laughs to the usual travel subject.

» »

New Incorporations

DELAWARE
Cambria Theaters Co., Inc. $25,000.
Pren
tice-Hall Co., Dover, Del.
GOOD BRITISH PRODUCTION OF
Columbia Films of India, Ltd. $1 0.OOi
Prentice Hall, Inc., Dover, Del.
GALSWORTHY
CLASSIC APPEALING
National Screen Accessories, Inc. $300,00,
and 450 shares of no par stock. The Corpora
MAINLY TO THE CLASS TRADE.
tion Trust Co., Wilmington, Del.
NEW YORK
Alexandra Carlisle Productions. Inc., Manna
Basil Dean of Associated Talking Pictures has done quite well in talkerizing tan. Theatrical and motion picture produ>
the John Galsworthy play. Because of the tions. 200 shares. Shareholders: Alexandi
Carlisle. Louis Stoopack and Mae Kissel.
Francis Lederer Productions, Inc., Manhattal
nature of the theme and the British treatment of the production, the picture will Motion picture business. 100 shares. Shar
holders: David M. Holtzmann, Julius We
find its greatest appreciation among the and Anita G. Newman.
The Closed Garden, Inc. Manhattan. Drami
more intelligent audiences. Basil Rathbone plays the part of the Jewish young tic representations and other theatrical offe
ings.
100 shares. Shareholders: Samuel I
man who fights for his principles against Levy, Lester
J. Waldman and Rose Zwiefler.
New United Theater Corp., Kings Count
a group of English clubmen, including one
who has robbed him but denies it, and Operation of theaters of all kinds. $20,00
Stockholders: Philip Bush, Sylvia Horowitz a
who gang up to ostracise him. The theft Irene E. Leder.
case goes to court, and when the defense
Thumbsup Theatrical Corp., Manhattan. TH
and motion pictures. 200 shares. Shir
counsel learns of his client's guilt he puts atrical
holders: W. Forbes Morgan, Jr., Zelma Kl<
his loyalty to his profession above the and Elsie Tymeson.
Cameron Productions. Inc., Manhattan. TN
loyalty to his countrymen, thereby with- atrical
attractions of all kinds. $10,000. Stoe
drawing from the case and allowing the
holders: Morris Fried, Milton M. Lorentz i
Jew to win the suit and attain the vindi- Rose Price.
Rudwin Corporation, Manhattan. Moti
cation of his race which' he sought Romantic interest is slight, the only femi- pictures and vaudeville. $2,000. Stockholde
Samuel Goldberg, William R. Magrill t
nine angle involving the thief's unfortu- Gertrude Cherrnay.
Theater Sites, Inc., Kings County. Oper
nate wife, nicely played by Joan Wyndham, who sticks to him even after she theaters of all kinds. 100 shares. Stoc
ho'ders:
learns the truth about him.
Marion G.Nathan
Kline. Cooper, Raymond Gitlin <
74 mins.

Cast: Basil Rathbone, Heather Thatcher
jvliles Mander, Joan Wyndham, Philip
Strange, Alan Napier, Algernon West
Cecily Byrne, Athcle Stewart, Patric Curwen, Marcus Barron, Ben Field, Griffith
Humphreys, Patrick Waddington, L. Hanray, Arnold Lucy, Robert Mawdesley, Mike
Johnson, Anthony Holies, Stafford Hilliard,
'Robert Coote, Aubrey Dexter, Maxine
Sandra.
tory.
Director, Basil Dean; Author, John Galsworthy Cameraman, Robert
Martin.
Direction, Good. Photography, Satisfac-

SHORTS
Columbia

FEATURES
"LOYALTIES"

Mary Boland
Paramount
72 mins.
DELIGHTFUL ROMANTIC COMEDY
WITH GENERAL APPEAL. LEDERER
SCORES
IN TAILOR-MADE
ROLE.
Francis Lederer hits his stride in this

Boston Briefs

Boston— The Rialto, Roslindale,
has added stage shows to dual bills.
deLoew's Boston Theaters hascents
clared quarterly dividend of 15
payable Nov. 1.
Reddy Wofe, manager of the
Olympia, Cambridge, for Thomas A.
Brooks, was given a party on his
70th birthday.
Angeline A. Maney is back on the
the Metropolitan after a sixjob at illness.
week

Lederer

of the NEW
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Acme Films Corp., Manhattan. Motion p
tures. 200 shares. Shareholders: Harold <
Sherman, Eleanor Brook and Anne Kahn.
Semax Theaters, Inc., Buffalo. Amuseme
of all kinds. 500 shares. Shareholders: B.
J.
Basil, Nicholas J. Basil and Constantind
Basil.
Regs Amusement
Corp., Kings County,
kinds
of amusement
features.
200 shai
Shareholders:
Estelle
Hirschberg,
Pearl
M
kowitz and Sophie Lapidus.
O. and R. Productions. Inc., Mount Verm
Motion
pictures. $10,000.
Stockholm
'oseph Ornato, Ralph D Robinson and Augv
Schneider.
Cheral Productions. Inc., Manhattan. Ope
tion of theaters. 100 shares. Shareholdt
Edward Scanlon, Abe Cohen and Gerson ■
Werner.
Ablom Amusement Corp., Manhattan. Ami
ment ente-prises of all kinds. 75 sh.4
Shareholders:
and
Harold D. Milton
Scharf. H. Fox, Herman Yt'

"Krazy's Waterloo"
Britishers Seek Television Data ff!
(Krazy Lively
Kat Cartoon)
London — A study of televisi
Columbia
7 mins. methods
and progress in the U.(
will be made by Lord Selsdon, chfi
The lively adventures of Krazy man of the special post office cc
Kat doing a Napoleon act. The in- mittee to inquire into the subj<
cidents duplicate some of the histor- and who is now en route to
York on the Majestic.
ical
highlights
of the
little corporal's
career. The hero
recruits
his army
Walter Morris to New York
of about four soldiers and starts on
Baltimore — Walter Morris, m
the long cold trip to Russia, only to
be defeated and finally wind up on aging director of the Stanley th the island of Elba. The cartoon ac- ter, leaves today for New Yorko
tion is lively and very well handled. assume special duties at the Warjr
home offices. Morris has been B
the Washington zone of the Warlr
circuit for the last four years.
"Flying of
Pigskins"
(World
Sports)
Rodney
Collier in Baltimore
Columbia
10 mins. Washington
Bureau of THE FILM DA.Y
Thrills
Washington — Rodney Collier, \t
A very good compilation of foot- the past ten years managing dilaball newsreel shots, showing the
tor of the Rialto, the Universal tfe*
football craze in all its angles, as
ater here, has gone to Baltimore '0
indulged in in various parts of the take
over a similar post at the SUworld — even Japan. The sensational ley, Warner house, succeeding V liplays from many of the big colle- ing. ter Morris, who was shifted to J
giate games are shown, some in
Brandt Remodeling Arcadia
,slow motion. It moves fast, with York.
Harry Brandt has closed his U
plenty of thrills in the long runs
and tackles. Jack Kofoed wrote the cadia in the Bronx for remo 1narration, delivered by Fred Uttal.
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80 BRITISH PLAYERS

BRITISH SYNDICATE
AFTER U. S. COMPANY

ON HOLLYW'D ROSTER

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

17 English actors and actresses and
only six non-English players.
Among English, players now here
'are Charles Laughton,
Carl Brisson, Frances Drake, Herbert Marshall, Leslie Howard, Diana Wyn•yard, Alison Skipwoith,
Sir Guy
'Standing, Henry Wilcccon, C. Aubrey Smith, Henry Stephenson, Fred! die Bartholomew,
Frank
Lawton,
; Maureen
O'Sullivan, Elizabeth Allan, Roland Young, Basil Rathbone,
! Violet Kemble-Cooper, John Buckler, Fay Chaldecott, Hugh Williams,
Herbert Mundin, Jean Cadell, Len[nox Pawle, Elsa Lanchester, Una
|O'Connor,
Pat
Paterson,
Lilian
Harvey,
Evenly
Laye,
Heather
Angel, Colin Tapley, Gwen
Llian
and Elsa Baresford.
American players who have lately gone to England for motion picture work or are scheduled to do
so include Douglas Fairbanks Sr.,
and Jr.. Buster Keaton, Adrienne
Ames, Sharon Lynn, Greta Nissen,
Bebe Daniels, Ben Lyon, Lauva La
Plante, Charles Farrell, Richard
Bennett, Helen Chandler. Warner
Baxter, Gregory Ratoff, Boris Karloff and others.

I Receiver Not Submitting
1 Plan for
Fox Metropolitan
(.Continued from Page 1)
i ance with his ideas of a proper proI cedure for the reorganization of the
j circuit, Weisman
stated to Film
[ Daily yesterday.
"As receiver for the holding comi pany, I am hoping that the plan as
i formed by Morton Bogue, chairman
of the bondholders'
committee, of
our subsidiary
Fox
Metropolitan
' Playhouses, is satisfactory to all.
I If it is, we shall cooperate with the
group to the utmost, but if the plan
i needs adjustment according to our
I views we shall attempt to have it
|I changed
he said. to conform with our ideas,"

Breen States Independent
Producers Aid the Code
(Continued from Page

1)

proved," said Breen. He estimated
that seals of approval have been assigned to approximately 300 pictures at the Coast.
Breen leaves New York over the
week-end on his return to Hollywood.

Kuykendall Urges
Code Amendment
(Continued from Page

1)

of the Code Authority and president
of the M.P.T.O.A. Clearance and
zoning schedules must not be based
solely on admission prices, he said.
Wilby Swaps House
Birmingham — The Roxy at Ensley and the Trianon at North Birmingham, owned by N. H. Waters
and R. B. Wilby, respectively have
switched owners.

• )• '• OUR headed
OWN a list
Police
Commissioner
Lewis for
J.
Valentine
of celebs
that broke all records
any AMPA luncheon the honored guest listened goodnaturedly to a lot of razzing about cops and the police dep't in
general and took it all in the spoofing spirit in which it
was meant
as well as the many sincere tributes paid to the
department and its present head
and then when it came his
turn to speak delivered a talk that brought the assembled
diners to their feet spontaneously at the close
T
▼
▼
• •
• THE PRESSAGEYS discovered to their delight that
we have a Showman at the head of our police force
along
with all his other acknowledged gifts
he thanked the industry for its support and help through the motion picture
in aiding the work of his department
he believes
in advertising, publicity and propaganda
he proved to be
one of the most popular speakers the AMPA has ever had the
honor to welcome
T
T
T
• • • THE LUNCHEON was held in the main dining
room to accommodate the crowd
every seat was taken
.
Prexy Ferguson presented the Toastmaster
Jack Alicoate
who first explained to the Police Commissioner that the
pressageys present were descended from the founders of their
Guild
the gents of the Stone Age
who worked with
chisel and hammer
and that's how chisellers were born
he was glad for the sake of some of the pressagents present that the Commissioner was not there in his official capacitv.
▼
T
T
• • • A DELIGHTFUL innovation introduced by Toastmaster Alicoate
as he explained it to the honored guest
was The Discourager System for Ampa Luncheon Speakers it was worked on most of the speakers that followed
at a signal from the Toastmaster a prop man blew a
whistle when he figured the audience had enough
if any
speaker had the nerve to keep going after that
they rang
a gong
or blew a siren in extreme cases
the result
was that all the speakers made it short and snappy trying to
beat the whistle
T
▼
T
• • • WE REGRET being unable to report in detail the
flood of good stories and clever remarks of the many celebs
who entertained the official stenog used up a complete
notebook
so what chance have we with a mere column
Louis Nizer paid tribute to the Commissioner the
Toastmaster said
"That speech should rate you at least a
police card" Charlie Moskowitz told how he had known the
Hon. Valentine for years they blew the whistle on Bert
Lytell in the midst of a pip yarn
Governor Carl Milliken
told a horse story and just beat the gong
Major Edward
Bowes talked about his Amateur Night Gang of radio fame
Master of the Revels Alicoate introduced publisher A. J.
Kobler of the "Daily Mirror" as the gent with only one worry
in the world — Walter Winchell's
T
Tsalary T
• •
• THE PRIZE funsters were Harry Hershfield and
Eddie Garr
Harry told about being caught in Central Park
speeding the voice coming up from behind said: "Halt! —
a motocycle
But aI'm
practically
business
for cop
myself."
Eddie cop.
Garr told
hilarious
story inabout
a traffic
that
had the Commissioner in stitches
and did his grand impersonations other celebs who entertained or took bows
were
Frances Langford, Britt Wood, Raquel Torres, Kaye
Fayre, Hank Greenberg, the Detroit first-baseman, Lois Moran,
Louise Henry, Rubinoff, Mitchell and Durant, Vladimir Verlinsky, Boris Morros
well, gang
this marks the Ultra
Ultra in an assemblage of celebs and talent for an AMPA or
any other luncheon
we even defy Billy Ferguson to top
this one
but we better not
or he will go out and do
it!

«

«

«

»

»

»

acquire a circuit of theaters in key
spots in Great Britain and to organize a producing company there.
purposein ofa the
acquisition
anTheinterest
major
companyof
was, he said to assure theater outlets as well as organized distribution facilities, and to obtain stars,
directors and technicians for production abroad.
This makes at least the second
time a British syndicate has been
reported
seeking to acquire an
American company.

Catholic Organ Sees
Failure of Film Drive
(Continued from Page 1)

is designed to clap a censorship on
everything and everybody."
Arthur Brisbane took up the subject yesterday in his Hearst newspaper
rapped all
thefilms
arbitrarycolumns
action of and
boycotting
because
ionable. a few are deemed object-

Three Warner Pictures
Go (Continued
in Workfrom Next
Week
Page 1)
Frank Borzage directing, and "Casino De Paree," co-starring Al Jolson and Ruby Keeler, with Archie
Mayo directing.

Academy Secy. Conferring
On 2,000-Ft.
Reel
(Continued from
Page Length
1)
ardize reels in 2,000 foot lengths.
This is the length proposed by the
projection practices committee of
the S. M. P. E. The Academy, when
the subject came up several months
ago, favored a reel of 1,700 feet,
but has since indicated approval of
the S. M. P. E. recommendation.

Report C. A. Bans
Protested Practice
(Continued from Page 1)

tee which has been examining exhibitor charges that the code provisions are not being observed.
Attending yesterday's meeting
were: J. Robert Rubin, George J.
Schaefer, Charles L. O'Reilly, Felix
Jenkins, Sydney Youngman, Harold
S. Bareford, Eddie Golden, William
Yamins.
Jaffe, Ed Kuykendall and Nathan
B. I. P. Signs Matheson Lang
London — Matheson Lang, one of
the leading British stage and screen
stars, has been signed by B. I. P.
for two pictures.
B. I. P. will shortly start shootinglas
on "Vie
de Boheme,"
DougFairbanks,
Jr., andwithGertrude
Lawrence. Paul Stein and Tom Geraghty are now finishing the script,
and Stein will direct.
Adrienne Ames and Nils Asther
also begin work soon in "Abdul

Hamid."

Features Reviewed in Film Daily, March 17 to Oct. 25
Title
Adieu Les Beaux

Reviewed
Jours-XX
4-24-34
Adventure
Girl-RKO
8-3-34
Affairs of A Gentleman-U
6-23-34
Affairs of Cellini-UA
5-5-34
Age of Innocence-RKO. .9-1-34
All Men Are Enemies-F. .4-26-34
Along
Came
Sally-GB. .6-16-34
Alraune-XX
5-7-34
Among the Missing-COL. 9-25-34
Are We Civilized-RAS. .6-14-34
Autumn
Crocus-AU
...10-25-34
Baby, Take a Bow-F
6-30-34
Back Page-GEN
6 1 3-34
Bachelor
Bait-RKO
7-28-34
Badge of Honor-MAY. .5-19-34
Barretts of Wimpole St.-MGM
9-8-34
Beggar's
Holiday-TOW.
.8-17-34
Belle of the
Nineties
PAR.. 8-6-34
Beyond Bengal-SHO . . 4-25-34
Beyond the Law-COL. . .7-31-34
Black Cat-U
5-19-34
Black
Moon-COL
6-28-34
Black
Shirts-XX
4-12-34
Blind Date-COL
9-1-34
Blossom
Time-BIP
7-26-34
Blue Light-DU
5-8-34
Blue Steel-MOP
5-5-34
Born to be Bad-UA
6-1-34
Bottoms
Up-F
3-23-34
Bride of the Lake- A NG. .9-11-34
British Agent-FN
8-2-34
Broken
Shoes-AM
3-31-34
Bulldog Drummond Strikes Back
UA.. 5-4-34
Call It Luc-k-F
7-10-34
Caravan-F
9-28-34
Case of the Howling
Dog
WA.. 10-17-34
CaVs
Paw-F
7-30-34
Channel
Crossing-GB ...5-24-34
Change of Heart-F
5-11-34
Chained-MGM
9-1-34
Charlie
Chan
in London-F
9-13-34
Charlie Chan's Chance
F.. 8-25-3i
Cheaters-LIB
5-11-34
Chu Chin Chow-GB
9-22-34
Circus Clown-WA
6-13-34
City Limits-M OP
3-28-34
City Park-CHE
7 6-34
Cleopatra-PAR
7-25-34
Cockeyed Cavaliers-RKO. .7-3-34
Come
on Marines-PAR. .3-24-34
Coming
Out Party-F
3-17 34
Constant Nymph-F .. .4 7-34
Corazones
en Derrota-XX
10-11-34
Count of Monte Cristo
U A.. 8-29-34
Countess of Monte Cristo
U. .3-31-34
Crainquebille-TAP ... .3-28-34
Crime of Helen StanleyCOL 7-3 34
Crime on the Hill-B I P. . 10-13-34
Crimson Romance-M AS. .9-26-34
Crime
Without
Passion
PAR.. 8-18-34
Crosby
Case-U
3-23-34
Cross Streets-C H E
7-6-34
Crown
of Thorns-XX. .3-30-34
Cuesta Abajo-PAR
7-18-34
Curtain Falls-CHE
10-2-34
Dames-WA
8-16-34
Dancing
Man-PYR
7-14-34
Das Blaue Vom
Himmel-XX
9-13-34
Death on the Diamond-MGM
9-22-34
Defense Rests, The-COL. 8-1 5-34
Demon for Trouble-STE. 8-1 0-34
Der Felderrnhuegel-BAV . 4-24-34
Der Stern von Valencia-UFA
4-24-34
Deserter-AM
10-1 5-34
Desirable-WA
9-15-34
Die Blonde Christl-B A V. 2-28-34
Die Freundin
Eines Grossen
Mannes-XX
9-13-34
Die Schoenen
Tage
in
Aranjuez-XX
6-23-34
Die Verkaufte Braute-XX . 5-2-34
Dr. Monica-WA
6-22-34
Dos Mujeres y un Don Juan
KIN.. 6-5-34
Double
Door-PAR
5-5-34
Down to Their Last Yacht-RKO
9-22-34
Dragon Murder Case
Drums O'Voodoo-INT FN..8-23-S'
..5-12-34
Dude
Ranger- F
9-29-34
Eines Prinzen Jungc Liebe
XX 3-28-34
Bin Toller Einfali-UFA.S-2e-34

AM — Amkino
ANG — AmerAnglo Corp.
AU— Capt. Harold Auten
, _.,
BAV— Bavaria Film A -G
f?B?— Gen,era! Jllm,s ,
.
Productions
Goldsmith
GOP—
BEA-Beacon Productions
BD — British & Dominions IMP— Imperial Dist.
BIP— British International INT— International
Stageplay
BLU — Blue Ribbon
Photoplays Pictures
BON— Al Bond/
INC— Inter-Continent
Film
CAP — Capitol
Film
Exchange INV — Invincible Pictures
CHE
— Chesterfield
JE — Jewel Productions
Corp
CIN
— Cinexport
Distributing KIN
LAT —— Kinematrade
Latin Artists
COL — Columbia
LIB — Liberty Pictures
DAN — Danubia
Pictures
MAJ
—
DU—FoxDuWorld
MAR — Majestic
Marcy Pictures
F—
MAS — Mascot Pictures
FAI — Fairhaven.
MAY — Mayfair Pictures
KD — First Division
MEN — Mentone
Productions
FN — First National
MGM — Metro-Gold wyn-Mayer
MOD — Modern Films
GB — Gaumont-Britisn
GFF — General Foreign Films
MOP — Monogram
Pictures

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS

Title
Reviewed
El Escandalo-X X
9-24-34
Elmer
and Elsie-PAR
8-4-34
El Prisionero 13-CIN. . .3-30-34
El Tango
En Broadway-PAR
9-19-34
Embarrassing Moments
9-4-34
End of the World-AU.U...4-17-34
Es War
Einmal
Ein Walzer
XX. .10-15-34
Ever
Since
Eve-F
3-27-34
Fifteen Wives-INV
7-17-34
Fighting
Hero-STE
7-17-34
Fighting Rangers-COL. .4-12-34
Fighting Rookie-MAY. . .7-12-34
Finishing School-RKO .4-6-34
Fighting
Through-WK. .8-29-34
Fluechtlinge-UFA
10-15-34
Friends of Mr. SweeneyWA.. 7-27-34
Freedom of the Seas-BIP.10-3-34
For Love or Money-BD. 7-26-34
Fog Over Frisco-FN
6-7-34
Fountain-RKO
8-23-34
Friday the 13th-GB
5-15-34
Gay Divorcee-RKO
10-3-34
Gehetzte Menschen-XX . . . 6-5-34
Geld Regiert Die Welt-XX
5-15-34
George

White's

Scandals

Gift of Gab-U
9-25-34
F. .3-17-3*
Girl of the Limberlost
MOP.. 8-29-34
Girl From
Missouri-MGM
8-4-34
Girl in Danger-COL
9-11-34
Glamour-U
5-12-34
Good
Dame-PAR
3-17-34
Grand
Canary-F
7-20-34
Great Flirtation-PAR
6-23-34
Great Defender-BIP
7-26-34
Guilty Parents-SYN
4-6-34
Half-A-Sinner-U
6-23-34
Halsingar-X X
9-26-34
Handy
Andy-F
6-1-34
Happy Landings-MOR. .7-31-34
Happiness Ahead-FN ...9-27-34
Hat, Coat and GloveRKO.. 7-27-34
Have
a Heart-MGM
.10-19-34
Heart
Song-F
6-6-34
Heideschulmeister
Uwe
Karsten-UFA
..
4-17 34
Here Comes the Groom-PAR
6-16-34
Hell Bent for Love-COL. 6-13-34
Here Comes the NavyWA 6-28-34
Heroes of the Arctic-AM. 9-29-34
Hell Cat COL
7-7-34
He Was Her Man-WA. .5-18-34
Hide-Out-MGM
8-18-34
His Greatest Gamble
RKO.. 7-18-34
Hitler's Reign of Terror-JE
4-27-34
Hold
That
Girl-F
3-24-34
Hollywood.
Ciudad de Ensueno-DU
4-10-34
Hollywood
Party-MGM . . 5-25-34
House
of Greed-AM
8-15-34
Housewife-WA
8-11-34
Human
Side-U
9-15-34
I Believe in You-F
4-10-34
I Can't Escape-BEA
7-5-34
I Give My Love-U
7-17-34
I Hate Women-GOP. .. .7-11-34
I Like it That Way-U. .4-17-34
I'll Tell the World-U. . .4-21-34
Inge Und die MillionenUFA.. 4-17-34
Inside Information-STA. 9-25-34
In the Land of the SovietsAM.. 6-28-34

Title
Revie~.vrd
In Wien Hab Ich Einmal Ein
Maedel
Geliebt-X X
5-29-34
In Love With Life-INV. 5-12-34
It's a Boy-GB
6-8-34
Iza Neni-XX
6-5-34
Ja Treu 1st Dei Soldatenliebe
XX.. 5-2-34
Jane
Eyre-MOP
7-17-34
Jimmy
the Gent-WA
3-26-34
Juarez Y MaximilianoXX.. 8-1
5-7-34
Judge Priest-F
8-34
Just Smith-GB
4-24-34
Kara Salkten-XX
5-15-34
Kev. The-WA
5-31-34
Kid
Millions-UA
10-17-34
King Kelly of the U. S. A.
MOP.. 9-11-34
King of Wild
Horses
COL. .3-21-3'
Kiss and Make Up-PAR.6-30
34
La Bataille-TAP
7-10-34
La Buenaventura-WA. .. .9-18-34
Lady by Choice-COL. . .10-6-34
Ladies Should ListenPAR.. 7-28-34
Lady is Willing, The
COL.. 8-11-34
La Maternelle-TAP
4-25-34
L'ange
Gardien-TAP
4-20-34
La Sombre
de Pancho
Villa-MOD
4-10 34
Last Round Up-PAR
5-11-34
La Sangre Manda-XX ... 5-16-34
Last Gentleman-UA
4-28-34
Laughing Boy-MGM
5-12-34
Lazy
River-MGM
...4-3-34
Let's Be Ritzy U
5-1 8-34
Let's Talk it Over-U
6-16-34
Let's Try Again — RKO. 6-22 34
Life of Vergie Winters-RKO
6-13-34
Line-Up,
The-COL
4-17-34
Little Friend-GB
10-16-34
Little Man. What
Now?
U..5-19-34
6-1-34
Little Miss Marker-PAR.
Lost in the Stratosphere
MOP. .10-23-34
Lost Lady, A-FN
10-5-34
Lost Jungle-MAS
5-9-34
Loud
Speaker-MOP
5-8-34
Love
Birds-U
..5-4-34
Love
Captive-U
6-7-34
Madame Du Barry-WA ... 8-8-34
Man
from
HeU-WK
8-29-34
Man from Utah-MOP. . .5-23-34
Man
of Aran-GB
10-20-34
Man Trailer-COL
5-23-34
Man Who Changed His Name
DU.
.10-16-34
Man
With Two
Faces
Manhattan

FN. .7-12-34
Melodrama-MGM5-2-34

Manhattan

Love

SongMOP.. 4-17-34
Man's Game, A.-COL. . .7-24-34
Many
Happy
Returns-PAR6-9-34
Marrying
Widows-TOW. 5-18-34
Mass
Struggle-KIN
9-18-34
Melodia Prohibida-X X . . . 3-28-34
Melodie Der Liebe-XX. .9-18-34
Melody in Spring-PAR. 3-31-34
Men in White-MGM
..3-28-34
Merry
Frinks-FN
6-27-34
Merry Widow-MGM
10-13-34
Merry Wives of Reno-WA 6-9-34
Midnight
Alibi-FN
7-5-34
Million Dollar Ransom-U .9-19-34
Mindent a Noert-DAN. 10-18-34
Modern Hero. A-WA. .. .4-3-34
Money
Means
NothingM OP.. 5-1 5-34

PA — Palestine-American Film Co.
PA R — Paramount
PIN— Pinnacle
PRI — Principal Dist. Corp.
PRO — Progressive
Pictures
PRX— Protex Dist. Corp.
PYR— Pyramid
RAS — Raspin Productions
RKO— RKO-Radio
Pictures
SHO — Showmen's Pictures
STA — Stage & Screen Prods.
STE — William
Steiner
SYN — Syndicate Exchange
TAP — John S. Tapernoux
THO — Fred Thomson
TOW—
Tower Prods.
U — Universal
UA — United Artists
Ufa
WUFA—
A— Warner
Bros.
WK-Wiliii Kent
XX — No distributor set
Title
Reviewed
Monte
Carlo Nights-MOP4-26-34
Moonstone,
The-MOP
8-7-34
Morning
After-M AJ
8-22-34
Mother,
1905-AM
6-2-34
Murder
on the Blackboard
RKO. 6-5-34
Murder at the VanitiesPAR.. 5-18-34
Murder
in the MuseumPRO. .6-27-34
Murder
in the Private Car
MGM....5-16-34
.7-10-34
Murder in Trinidad-F
My Wife the Miss-XX. .9-13-34
Mystery Ranch-STE
5-26-34
Name the Woman-COL. 10-16-34
Nell Gwyn-UA
7-12 34
Norah O'Neale-DU . . . . 10-25-34
Not Against Flesh-GFF. 8-1 4-34
Notorious
Sophie Lang-PAR.
7-21-34
Now and Forever-PAR .10-13-34
Now I'll Tell-F
5-26-34
Oded the Wanderer-PA. .5-22-34
Of Human BondageRKO. .6-27-34
Old-Fashioned Way-PAR. 7-14-34
One Is Guilty-COL
5-3-34
One More River-U
8-10-34
One Night of Love-COL. .7-6-34
Once to Every Bachelor
LIB.. 8-23-34
Once to Every Woman
COL 3 24-34
On Secret Service-BIP. .7-31-34
Orders Is Orders-GB
5-4-34
Operator
13-MGM
6-2-34
Our Daily Bread-UA
8-8-34
Ore Y Plata-INC
7-26-34
Parada Rezerwistow-CAP. 5-2-34
Paris
Interlude-MGM . . . 7-28-34
Party's
Over-COL
8-30-34
Pecados de Amor-XX
4-25-34
Peck's Bad Boy-F
8-31-34
Personality
Kid-WA
8-1-34
Petersburg Nights-AM .. .9-13-34
Picture Brides-FD ....
4-24-34
Poor Rich, The-U
4-5-34
Power-GB
10-5-34
Prince of Wales-GB
4-24-34
Private
Scandal-PAR
6-15-34
Prokurator-XX
5-29-34
Pursued-F
10-23-34
Rabbi's
Power-XX
6-2-34
Racketeer
Round-up-THO 6-16-34
Ra-Mu-FAI
8-6-34
Randy Rides Alone-MOP. 6-14-34
Rawhide
Mail-MAR
6-5-34
Redhead-MOP
9-18-34
Registered Nurse-FN ...6-1-34
Return of Chandu-PRI. . 10-9-34
Return of the Terror
Richest Girl in the World-RKO
FN- 7-10-34
9-8-34
Riptide-MGM
3-31-34
Roman
Einer
Nacht-XX
.
.6-23-34
Romance in Budapest
Romance in the Rain-U. .9-8-34
DU.. 10-16-34
5-11-3'
Romance Tropical-LAT.
S. A. Mann Brand-BAV . 5-29-34
Sadie McKee-MGM
5-12-34
Scarlet Empress-PAR. .. .9-15-34
Scarlet Letter-MAJ
9-18-34
School forYardGirls-LIB.
Scotland
Mystery . .10-16-34
BIP..
10-5-34
Servants' Entrance-F.
.. .9-26-34
She Had to Choose-MA J. 9-18-34
She Learned
About
SailorsShe

Loves

F.. 7-28-34
Me Not-PAR.
7-19-34

Title
Rcvitnvet
She Made Her Bed-PA R.4 27-3.
She Was a Lady-F
8-22-3*
Shock-MOP
7-24-34
Shoot the Works-PAR. . .7-7-34
Show-Off-MGM
i-17-3. B
6-8-3* i
Side
Streets-FN
8-14-3'
Sing and Like It-RKO . .4-14-34
Sisters Under the Skin-COL.
Sleepers
Smarty-WA East-F
Smoking
Guns-U
Social Register-COL
Sorrell and Son-UA

4-24-3' L.
4-12-9
7-20-3- 8-18-3*
5-29-3* .'

Soeed
Wings-COL
Soviet CloseUps-AM
Springtime for Henry

3 8-1-5
27-34 l'

Stamboul
Quest-MGM
7-7-3'
Stand
Up and Cheer-F. .4-20-3*
Sltar Packer-MOP
7-3-3i '»
Stingaree-RKO
5-12-1 in
Stolen Sweets-CHE
.
8-7-1 Z
F..8-22-3411'
Straight Dynamite-RKO.
is the Way
Strictly
. .7-5-3' ^
M-G-M .. 8-29-34S
Student Tour-MGM .... 10-13-3'
Such Women
Are Dangerous-F
6-9-3*1®
Success at Any
Price-RKO
Successful Failure-M O P . 1 0-2-3
Su Ultima Cancion-CIN .3-30-3
Take the Stand-LIB
9-44
Tannenberg-XX
4 6-3
XX..5 53-37-&P
Tante Gusti KommandiertTarzan

and

His

Mate-

Tell-Tale Heart-DU
6-21-3
MGM.... 4-16-3'
Their Big Moment-U.
.8-6-3
These Th.rty YearsBON. .5 24-3
Thin Man, The-MGM
5-23-3*
Three
Honeymoon-F 5-12-3- 3~
Thirty on
Daya Princess-PAR
Thunder

Over Texas
5-7-3'
BEA.. 10-17-3
Thundering
Herd-PAR.
.3-31-3
Tiburon-XX
4-20-3
Tracy Rides-STE
5-5-3
Trail Beyond-MOP
9-15-3 Ri
Treasure
Islland-M GM . . . 8-8-3
Trenck-XX
4-10-3
Trumpet Blows-PAR ...4-14-3Twentieth Century-COL. .5-4-3
Twin
Husbands-INV
...5-9-3
Two Alone— RKO
4-7-3
Two Heads on a Pillow
20

Million

Sweethearts-FN
LIB
10-3-J

Uncertain Lady-U .... 4-20-31
Unknown
Speaks. . ' '
Unknown Soldier
Blonde-MAJ
4 5-3
Unsere
Fahne
Flattert
LIN.. Uns
5-26-:
Voran-UFA
7-10-J
Upper World- WA
5-25-i
Very Honorable
Guy, AViva Villa 1-MGM
4 12FN.. 5-18-3
Voice in the Night-COL.4-24Wagon Wheels-PAR
10-5.
Wake Up and Dream-U. 10-11-3
War's End-XX
5-18-3
We Live Again-UA
9-24-i
We're Not Dressing-PAR . 4-26-2
We're Rich Again-RKO. .8-11-2)
Wharf
Angel-PAR
4-21-3
What
Every Woman
Knows
Wheels
Where

MGM.. 10-5-3
of Destiny-U
3-28-3
Sinners Meet-

When

Strangers

Whirlpool-COL
White
Whom Heat-PIN
the Gods

Meet-LIB
RKO.
4-19-3
5-5-3
6-15-3
Destroy 10-9-3

Wie Man Maenner Fesselt
COL. .7-12-:
Wild
Cargo-RKO
XX.. 3-24-3
5-22-3
Wild Gold-F
7-24-S
Witching Hour-PAR .4-28-3
Woman in Command-GB. 5-29-3
Woman
CondemnedWoman Unafraid-GOP.
M A R.. .3-27-3
4-20-3
Woman Who Dared-IMP.8 6-3
World
in Revolt-MEN. . .6-9-3
World
Moves
On-F
-6-30-3
You Belong to MePAR. .9-13-3
You Made Me Love You
Young

and

You're

Telling

Beautiful
MAJ.. 5-31-3
Me-PAR
MAS.. 8-30-3
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A

'Little'' from Hollywood

By RALPH

WILK

HALE,
ten years
■I'HESTER
director of
danceforcreations
at
le Capitol, New York, is giving his
|;hnical knowledge and vivid imagfation full play to make the ballet
Ambers in "Naughty Marietta," a
■ccess. "Naughty Marietta" is bemv produced by M-G-M.

▼

T

▼

Our Passing Show: Jeanette Macmaid, Frank Capra, Albert Lewis,
Swerling, Lawrence Hazard, Sey9ur Felix, John Mack Brown,
larles Starrett, Bert Marx at the
irriet Hoctor dance recital.
▼

▼

t

■Ralph Forbes will appear in "Enlanted April," for RKO, following
impletion of his work in "Strange
lives," at Universal. In both picIres he plays the role of a painter.

▼

T

T

lHal Roach will try to establish a
▼ T ▼
pst-east air record with his new
Robert Young will appear in Mlane. In a few weeks he will fly G-M's "West Point of the Air," in
I New York with the first print of which Wallace Beery has the principal male role. The picture is soon
Babes in Toyland." His plane will
■so be called "Babes in Toyland." to be placed in production at a
▼ ▼
▼
Texas flying base, where Director
■ Rowland Leigh is writing the Richard Rosson and a camera crew
Ireen play for "Rage in Heaven," have already gone for advance preparations. Many of the sequences
liich Lucien Hubbard will produce
Ir M-G-M. Leigh and Eve Greene of the film will be made away from
■rote the scenario for "Love While the studios.

Defying Bank Night Ban

HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood
$2.50 up, Single
$3.00 up, Double
Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaza is near everything to see and do in
Hollywood. Ideal for business or pleasure.
Every room has private
dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every venience.
modern
Fine foodscon-at
reasonable prices. Convenient parking for your car.
Chas. Danziger, Mgr.
Eugene Stem, Pres.
The "Doorway of Hospitality'
Vine at Hollywood
Blvd
HOLLYWOOD

9

'Lots''

*

Genevieve Tobin has been added
You May," which will co-star Evelyn Laye and Ramon Novarro.
by Warners to the cast of "NorthT ▼ T
▼ ▼ T
Walter Myers has opened his own
Florine McKinney has been given
agency in the California Bank Bldg.,
Beverly Hills. His clients include
role of Little Emily in M-G-M's
shore."
Fred Keating, Walter Kingsford, the
production of "David Copperfield,"
Helen Lowell, Lou Holtz, Milt Brit- now in production under George
ton and his band, Ben Lyon and Cukor's direction.
others.
▼ T ▼
T
T
T
Young Anne Shirley's work in
Mady Christians, Eui'opean screen the leading role of "Anne of Green
caused RKO Radio Picstar who recently came to this coun- Gables"tures tohas
buy the screen rights to an
try to make "Wicked Woman" for Anatole France story for her next
Metro, has signed a long-term con- picture. She will next be seen in
tract with this company. Culver
City executives are reported to be "The Crime of Sylvestre Bonnard,"
enthusiastic about her first Amer- to be directed by George Nichols, Jr.
ican picture, and are now looking and supervised by Cliff Reid.
for a second vehicle.
Jean Arthur, Columbia contract
▼ ▼ T
Anita Louise, now in New York player, will play the feminine lead
"Passport to Fame" in which
on vacation, will appear in Warner's in
Edward G. Robinson will be starred.
"Midsummer Night's Dream."
It will be directed by John Ford.

Kansas City — R. W. McEwen,
Bank Night representative in this
area, is reported having announced
from the stages of the Westport and
Roanoke theaters that these houses
will continue Bank Nights despite
the Code Authority ban.
Additional complaints against the
practice have been filed by Glen W.
Dickinson against the Orpheum
Parsons, Kans., and the Roxy, Macon, Mo.

t

♦■

v

T

T

T

t

▼

T

Phyllis Brooks has been assigned
her first picture role in the Edith
Wharton
Universal story,
City. "Strange Wives," at
Claudia Dell and William Boyd
have been signed for leading roles
in the "The Lost City," serial, which
S. S. tion
Krellberg
will place in producshortly.

Seattle Sparks
Seattle — Allan Howard Esary,
former operator of the Moore Theater, has been named chief announcer of the local CBS outlet,
station KOL.
Fred Mercy, circuit operator, has
bought an elegant new home in the
Mt. Baker residential section.
John Hamrick's Blue Mouse is
aholding
fourth "Count
week. of Monte Cristo" for

Same Atty. for ITO and Union
Pickets Gets Suspended Sentences
That Joseph A. Teperson was
Magistrate McHenry yesterday counsel for the Independent Thefound a number of operators affilater Owners Ass'n in its formation
iated with Local 306 guilty of mass and also helped to form Allied Mopicketing in front of the Mayfair,
tion Picture Operators' Union was
Globe and Central theaters a week brought
out yesterday at the hearago. Suspended sentences were
ing of Allied's suit against Local
handed out as a result of the incident, in which, it is declared, they 306, Operators' Union.
paraded as members of the American Legion.
Tieup With Macy's on Sten Film
As an advance of the campaign
lined up for the opening of Samuel
"Cucaracha" 4 Weeks at Roxy
"We Live Again" at the
With the holdover of the Gaumont- Goldwyn's
Radio City Music Hall on Nov. 1
British feature, "Little Friend," at the United Artists exploitation department has completed a series of
the Roxy, RKO's Technicolor short,
"La Cucaracha," also continues for cooperative ads with R. H. Macy &
another week, making four in all for Co. which will publicize the Rusthis subject. Only other short to
sian influence in merchandising.
run more than two weeks at the
After Films for France
Roxy was "Three Little Pigs."
Jean Gacon de Cavaignac, who arDramatists Guild Meeting
rived in New York this week, will
Annual meeting of the American acquire some American films for
distribution
in France. He is makDi-amatists Guild will take place
ing his headquarters at the Du World
Tuesday at 3 P. M. at the associa- offices.
tion's office, 9 East 38th St.

Carries
More
Advertising
Than Any
Publication
In The
Industry
&

1935 Edition
Now In Work

THE

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
By CHARLES

ALICOATE'
Lincoln, Neb. — The opening of the
company with contracts calling for
the making of 12 features and sev- Varsity, new Westland house here,
eral shorts will start production in scheduled for Oct. 26, has been set
the east in about two months with back to Nov. 1. Move will give
work to be done at the West Coast more time to the exploitation of "One
Service studio. The Paramount Night of Love," tentatively set for
four weeks.
series of "Headliner Shorts", as
well as tests for many companies,
are made at this studio, operated
Birmingham — L. J. Pepper has
under the direction of Lynn Shores. been named manager of the Strand,
•
coming here from the Noble at AnFikes was sent to
"Obeah", the feature made in the niston. Olan
by Wilby.
Caribbean Sea by Arcturus Pictures Knoxville
and starring Phillips H. Lord, is
being cut and edited at the De Luxe
W. Va. — George Shafer
•
laboratories by Leonard Weiss. Her- hasWheeling,
closed the Virginia here and
Hal LeRoy and Dorothy Lee start rick Herrick, tvho sailed for Pan- George Otte, house manager, has
ama yesterday to make additional
work today at the Brooklyn Vitaunder water material, stated that a gone to work for Warners in Philadelphia.
phone studio in "In The Spotlight,"
new
find
imhW be presented when
a two-reel musical comedy. In support of the stars are Bob Simmons, Alice Wcsslar makes her debut in
City, Pa. — The Majestic
of radio, and Joan Abbott, blues this film. At present she is a dan- hasGrover
been leased to T. L. Haughton
cer at the Paradise night club on
singer of the musical comedy stage.
P. V. McKay, operators of HoJoseph Henabery has been assigned Broadway. The picture was four and
to direct.
months in the making and territory kay Theaters Co., Franklin, Pa.
Opening
is planned for Feb. 1, after
•
covered includes Haiti, Jamaica,
extensive alterations. A. J. Fry of
Panama,
Toboga
and
Perlas
IsFranklin will manage the house.
Dorothy Lee, according to preslands. Harry Smith was in charge
ent plans, starts rehearsals in Eddie
of photography and Clarence Ellis
Dowling's new musical production, on sound.
Follansbee, W. Va.— The old Op"Thumbs Up", as soon as she comera House, now the Princess, has
pletes work at the Vitaphone plant.
Beer Parlor Battle Closes been reopened after complete reno•
vation by Fred Di Bonaventura and
Seattle Houses on Sundays Steve Kohelis
as co-operators. The
Recording on "The Crime of Dr.
house
had
been dark three years.
Seattle
—
As
retaliation
by
the
Crespi", recently produced and directed by John Auer at the Bio- beer parlor operators because their
graph studio, will be completed places of business were closed on
next week at the RCA recording Sundays, the state's blue law has
studios.
been invoked to close theaters on
•
the Sabbath. About 20 houses are
Whitney Bourne, who recently affected.
completed work in "Once in A Blue
Complete Vitrolite Job
Moon," the Charles MacArthur-Ben
Hecht production, and who is now
River Rouge, Mich. — Transformation
of the complete front of the
recuperating in Doctor's Hospital
after an attack of pneumonia, is Lancaster Theater by the installation of Vitrolite, a product resemexpected to leave the hospital in
the next two Weeks.
bling marble, was recently completed
•
by the Vitrolite Construction Co. of
Detroit. A combination of black,
Charles Williams and Marcy golden agate and ivory Vitrolite was
Klauber of the Educational scenario used for the facing of the building
staff have started work on the story above the marquee, with ivory and
for the next short to be produced emerald agate around the ticket
by Al Christie in the Romance of booth. Inside the lobby a wainscot
Youth Series to be made at the As- was installed consisting of emerald
toria plant.
agate, black and golden
agate.

JEROME (Dizzy) Dean and Paul
J (Daffy) Dean, the sensational
pitching brothers of the worldchampion St. Louis Cardinals, have
signed a contract with Warners under which they will be starred in a
Vitaphone short subject to be entitled "Dizzy and Daffy." Rosco
Ates and Shemp Howard will be
featured with the Deans. Work on
the picture is expected to start next
Thursday at the Vitaphone studios
in Brooklyn, and the completed film
will be ready for release by Thanksgiving Week.

Canton, O— G. B. Odium, formal
manager of the Palace here ami
theaters in Akron, has been made
room.
manager
of Land
O'Dance,
baHlj
Akron, O. — Palace, which has beei
offering first-run features for sev
al weeks, switches this week to mui
sical revues with films. The house
is controlled by Chatkin
interests
Akron, O. — Miles Royal, old neigh!
borhood house playing double fea«
tures, has upped its adult night ad<
mission to 15 cents.
Beverly, Mass. — The Dreamland
most recently occupied by John Wo
locko of Salem in competition witil
the Ramsdell circuit, has been ton
down.
Detroit — Mayor Frank Couzem
and members of the city council at
tended the premiere of "Transatlan
tic-Merry-Go-Round," Reliance-U. A
release at the United Artists The
ater last night.
Manawa, Wis. — The remodele
and renovated Manawa has reopen
ed under the direction of R. F. Gog
gin and H. C. Armstrong.
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The * * * * Hotel of N. Y.
1000 Large Outside Rooms
* One

minute

from

everything

* In the centerof

Filmland

* All new, modern convenience

* Modern

A

midwest

H. B. Warner
Buddy Messlnger

industrial

producing

Mark
Sandrich
Jackie Coogan

Many

rentals,

to

other star features such as

Allied Owners Hearing Delayed
Hearing on the claim of the Allied Owners Corp. against the Paramount trustees for rent allegedly
due on the Brooklyn Paramount and
several other theaters was adjourned yesterday to Nov. 12 by
Special Master John E. Joyce.
Hearing will be held today before
Joyce on the plan of the Paramount
trustees for refinancing the mortgage on the Capitol, Worcester.
Cut Prices for Kids on 'Mrs. Wiggs'
A 25-cent price for kids at all
matinees has been established by the
New York Paramount during the
run of "Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage
Patch," opening today. This was
done to make it possible for more
children to see the picture.

in
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Radio in every room
Circulating Ice Water
French Window Ventilation
Tub and Shower in each room
Chevaly Full Length Mirrors
2 Clothes Closets in each room
3 Attractive Restaurants
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Court Urges Lower Interest Rate on RKO

Notes

PH0T0PH0NE WILL REPLACE PARTS THATJNFRINGE
Screen Actors' Guild Not to Get A. F. Changes
of L.in Sound
Charter
Heads to

Players' Organization
to
Get Local Autonomy in
Equity Affiliation

40 LEGISLATIVE BILLS ADDITION OF 3 UNITS
LOOM IN NEW SESSIONS EXPECTED BY MPTOA

The Screen Actors' Guild will not
receive an A. F. of L. charter, but
will obtain local autonomy under the
The industry's legislative defendplan of affiliation with Actors'
ers look for an avalanche of ad!Equity approved by the Guild direcmission tax bills, possibly as many
tors and on which the Equity Counicil votes Tuesday, it was stated yes- as 40 during the first three months
terday to The Film Daily by Frank
iGillmore, president of Equity, on of 1935. Acute financial conditions
jhis return from the coast where he of the various states causes them
iworked out the agreement of affilia- to eye the motion picture business
|tion with Guild officials. Gillmore as a source of revenue.
■jwas non-commital on the exact naEstimate is made that approxiJture of (.Continued
Equity's onjurisdiction
over
Page 2)
mately 44 general assemblies will

KENT SLATED TO HEAD
i REORGANIZED F.W.G.
Sidney R. Kent, Fox Film presi'dent, is understood to be slated to
Ihead the holding company which
[will operate theaters in the Fox
|West Coast circuit under the i-eorIganization plan now being comIpleted. This post will supplement
JKent's
in thecompany
Fox setup.
Name other
of theposts
holding
has
(Continued mi Page 3)

(High Foreign Film Tax
Is Proposed in France
Paris — A project to impose a
■high tax on dubbed and imported
Ifims is being prepared by the government. The existing quota on
■foreign pictures will be abolished
1 in December.
War Title Clash
The new edition of "Forgotten Men"
being released by Samuel Cummins and
Jacques A. Koerpel through First Division has been titled "World's First
War." Fox some time ago announced
"The First World War," scheduled to
open Nov. 8 at the Rialto with big
advance ballyhoo.

Within a few months the M. P
T. O. A. expects to increase its roster of units from 21 to 25. Four
regional associations, including two
now affiliated with Allied, are reported en route to the M. P. T. O.
A. fold.
The M. P. T. 0. A. will make no
retaliatory move in New England,
where Allied has formed units in
five out of the six states in the section. The national association will
go into regular session in January, content itself with Allied Theaters
February and March. These will of Massachusetts which has a membership of 250 houses, it is stated,
be supplemented
by special
sesand which, despite its name, is affiliated with the Ed Kuykendall organization.
Gulf Unit Not Anxious

For Mississippi Merger Code Committee Hears
New Orleans— Gulf State The- Appeal Over Lease Clause

ater Owners Ass'n officials who plan
to attend the Mississippi theater
owners' convention next week deny
they will speak for a merger of the
two units, though they acknowledge
that they will welcome an invitation to affiliate with the M. P. T.
0. A. The Mississippi group is said
to feel that
its problems are largely
(Continued on Page 3)

An appeals committee of the Code
Authority yesterday heard an appeal from a New York grievance
board decision in a case involving
the code clause which prohibits
fraudulent transfer of theater
leases in order to avoid fulfillmen
of film contracts. Major distributors are plaintiffs in the action,
(Continued on Page 3)

6% Interest on RKO Notes
Too High, Says Judge Bondy
Warner Product Deal
Is Signed by Sparks
Jacksonville, Fla. — Grad Sears,
general sales manager, and Fred
Jack, southern representative for
Warners, have closed a deal for
their 1934-35 output to be played in
the 60 E. J. Sparks houses. Sears
and Jack proceeded to Atlanta and
New Orleans after closing the deal
here.

Stating that the 6 per cent interest rate being paid by RKO to Consolidated Film Industries on the $1,500,000 worth of 6 per cent secured
gold notes which Consolidated purchased in June, was "out of proportion" to the value of the notes.
Federal Judge Bondy yesterday told
Irving Trust Co. attorneys to make
efforts to "find anyone who will take
the loan at a smaller percentage."
Bondy's (Continued
admonition
interrupted
on Page 3)

be Made by RCA Unit
Without Cost
Without expense to exhibitor
licensees, RCA Victor Co. will
modify all infringing soundheads
on RCA
Photophone
and equipment,
RCA Victor sound
reproducing
says E. T. Cunningham, president,
in a communication to theaters.
Referring to the American TriErgon flywheel patents, the letter
says, "we assume the full measure
of responsibility undertaken by us
under our contracts." In connection with(Continued
new parts,
it adds:
"Some
on Page
3)

RCA 9 MONTHS' NET
RISES TO $2,177,770
Net profit of RCA and subsidiaries, including RKO, for the nine
months ended Sept. 30 amounted to
$2,177,770.78, compared with a loss
of $1,793,370.55 in the corresponding period last year it was announced yesterday
(Continuedby on David
Page 3) Sarnoff,

File Request to Appoint
Trustees for Art Cinema
Wilmington, Del. — A bill asking
appointment
trusteesCorp.,
in dissolution for Art ofCinema
which
filed a certificate of dissolution with
the Secretary
of State on Tuesday,
(Continued on Page 3)
Fox Wins Point in Roxy Suit
An order was won by William Fox in
the Appellate Division yesterday whereby he is entitled to examine William
E. Atkinson regarding the circumstances
under which Fox Theaters Corp. went
into receivership and to determine if
there was a conspiracy against Mr. Fox,
who was sued along with others for
SI, 000, 000, constituting three final payments on the Roxy Theater. Fox
guaranteed the payments and was sued
by the title company.
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Philadelphia — The test case on
the validity of the anti-double feature clause in film contracts is
scheduled to be heard Nov. 21 before Judge George Welsch in the
U. S. District Court here. In the
action, Harry Perelman, independent
exhibitor, asks a permanent injunction against six major companies.
New British Bill at Westminster
"Are You a Mason?" with Sonnie
Hale, produced by Julius Hagen at
Twickenham, opens Monday at the
Westminster Cinema. Among shorts
on the bill will be "Peace," an appropriate Armistice Day subject,
and
"Land of Burns," travelogue of
Scotland.
Speakers for SMPE Luncheon
Opening of the Fall meeting of the
S. M. P. E. at the Hotel Pennsylvania Monday will start with a
luncheon with the list of speakers
including Hiram Percy Maxim.
Frances Taylor Patterson, Mordaunt
Hall and Martin J. Quigley. It will
take place in the roof garden.
John Nolan Recuperating
John Nolan, formerly New York
representative for Fox in Australia,
has returned to New York from the
Coast and is now recuperating from
a prolonged illness. His future post
with Fox will be assigned upon his
complete recovery.

(Continued from Page

the Screen Actors' Guild provided
under the affiliation, merely stating
that the two organizations would
work in closest cooperation. He said
that the Guild would have its own
offices, would not have to consult
Equity if it wanted to call a strike
and that it would not be governed
by the Equity Council.
Agency Hearing at Willard Hotel
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Public hearing to
consider fair trade practice rules
governing relations between producers and agents, writers, actors, diectors and technicians, originally
scheduled for Oct. 31 but postponed
to Nov. 1, will be held in the Willard Hotel.

MARK SANDRICH, who directed RKO's "Gay
Divorcee," sails today from New York on the
Santa Paula to start on the next Ginger RogersFred Astaire picture. He is accompanied byi
Mrs. Sandrich
and their two sons.
NORMA TALMADGE (Mrs. George Jessel)
Beach.
arrived
in New York last night from Paint'
ROGERS
forGINGER
the coast.

left New

York

yesterday

SAM BRISKIN, Columbia studio general manager, left the coast yesterday for New York.
MRS. MARIO BELLO, mother of Jean Han
low, is en route east for a vacation.
JULES LEVY, RKO general sales manager.i
leaves tomorrow on a fast tour of the company's
exchanges. His trip will end at the
in Hollywood.

studios

JACK COHN, who has gone to England,!
will be away from the Columbia office about
a month.

Harry Brandt Testifies
Harry Brandt was on the stand NewED York.
KUYKENDALL has returned South from'
yesterday in the hearing of the disJOHN BOLES, after a vacation in New York,
pute between Local 306 and the Allied M. P. Operators before Referee has left by boat for the west coast to resume
Robert McC. Marsh. He testified work at the Fox studios in "Redheads on
that the I.T.O.A. exhibitor unit j EDWARD LOEB, well known Coast attorney,*
represented the Allied union at the has arrived in New York.
Washington code hearings. The case
HENRY HERZBRUN, Paramount attorney who
will continue next week.
Parade."
next
is
nowweek.
in New York, returns to the Coast early
Rumania Building Studios
Bucharest — Erection of film
studios with government funds is
to start next year. The studios will
be
accessible also to foreign producers.
New Viennese Producer
Vienna — Wito Films Co. has been
formed to make light operas in German and English.

Bars Sympathetic Picketing
Milwaukee — A striking union
must picket "on its own" without
aid from extraneous groups, according to the principle embodied in a Samuelson, Myers to Mich. Meet
Detroit — Sidney E. Samuelson and
decision handed down by Circuit
Abram F. Myers will attend the
Judge John J. Gregory here.
Michigan Allied convention in Flint,
Nov. 7-8, according to H. M. Richey,
Another St. Louis House Cuts
general manager.
St. Louis — Despite protest from
Kutinsky's Father Buried
the M.P.T.O. when the 25-cent maWolf Kutinsky, father of Morris
tinee scale at the Missouri was extended to 7:30 P. M., Fanchon & Kutinsky, owner of the Community
Marco have adopted the same change Theater, Queens Village, was buried
at another house, the Missouri, yesterday.
which formerly went to 40 cents at
6 P. M.
Boosts Admissions
Crete, Neb. — A. J. Burrus, who
has the Isis, has boosted all ad"Steamboat Round Bend" for Fox
mission prices, even the 10-cent barWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
gain night now being 15 cents.
Hollywood — "Steamboat Round Another Milwaukee House on Duals
the Bend," novel by Ben Lucien
Burman, has been bought by Fox.
M lwaukee — The Warner, first
run, has followed the Strand and
Fox's Alhambra in adopting double
features.
Bob Mills Buried
Detroit — Funeral services for AlNorwegian Sound Studio
bert Schmanske, former film actor
known as Bob Mills, were held from
Oslo — A studio equipped for sound
his home here this week. He died will open soon at Tjernsrud, near
in Colorado.
here. Dubbing and native productions will begin early next year.
New Soviet Release
Cagney Film at Strand Wednesday
"Three Songs of Lenin," new
Soviet production, will be released
here Nov. 6 by Amkino.

Coming and Going

1)

James Cagney in "The St. Louis
Kid"
York opens
Strand.Wednesday at the New

ROBERTA ARLIDGE of the Paramount music
department left New York yesterday via plane
for the Coast.
SHEILA

BARRETT,

who

has been signed for I

the
land. new Eddie Dowling show called "Thumbs
Up." has returned to New York from CleveCLAYTON P. SHEEHAN, head of Fox foreign
activities, plans a trip abroad next month.

Reopening Arcade, Jacksonville
Jacksonville, Fla. — E. J. Sparks:
is spending $30,000 in recondition-i
ing
Theater,
closed
fo'
more the
thanArcade
six years.
Picture
policj
for the house which reopens Thanksgiving Day, has not yet been deter-'
mined, but it will not mean an in-i
crease in the number of theatersoperated here by Sparks, for thej
Rialto, grind house, will be dis-f
store.
mantled and sub-leased to a chain!

Register Loew Unit in Virginia
Richmond — Loew's Theater &
Realty* Corp., a Delaware corpora-*
tion, has just been domesticated in
Virginia to do a theatrical business,
The principal office of the corporation in Virginia is to be here, with
Thomas B. Gay in charge. It is
expected that Loew's interests will
have a part in the coming of legitimate plays and other attraction^
to the Lyric, which is to be reopened
next month.
Movie Ad on Sports Page
In addition to using space in the
motion picture section, the Rialto had
a "Lemon Drop Kid" ad in the sports
department of yesterday's "New York
American." Reason: story by Damon
Runyon.
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r/oRKO INTEREST
GALLED TOO HIGH

PH0T0PH0NE REPLACE
PARTS THAT INFRINGE

(Continued from Pane 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

he plea of Carl Newton,
counsel
or Irving Trust Co., trustee in
ankruptcy for RKO, for the acsptance of the extension agreement on payment to Consolidated
f the principal on the notes.
"This loan has been reduced from
8,000,000 to $1,500,000 and at 6 per
»nt is an unusually fine investlent," said Bondy.
"I think the
ite of interest is too high.
Any
ank or trust company not paying
iterest to its depositors should be
lad to take the notes at 4 or 5
er cent. I suggest that you go tc
le president of Consolidated
and
ndeavor to secure a reduction in
le interest rate."
Newton explained that the presat agreement with Consolidated is
> worded that if a better offer is
liade for the notes, the trustee may
lecept it with five days' notice to
ionsolidated.
Judge Bondy, howIver, accepted the new extension
Igreement of payments on the prinKpal which
lower the payments
|*om $300,000 a month until January,
■935
to payments
varying
from
125,000 to $50,000 extending until
['ebruary, 1938.
\\ Sam Spring, counsel for Samuel
Hi. "Roxy" Rothafel, a creditor,
Isked the court to demand a speedy
[^organization of RKO. In answer
lo Spring's request, Newton told
liondy that a reorganization plan
Ijr the compay was now being conlidered and that it will be formuI ited "in all haste."

[*ulf Unit Not Anxious
For Mississippi Merger
(.Continued from Page \)

they can accompolitical andby that
themselves.
plish more
\ Prospects of the next M. P. T.
I). A. convention being held here,
Probably at carnival time, are said
o be very favorable.

PHIL M. DALY
• •
• SOMETHING
NEW
in presenting a stage show
over the ether
has been devised by Zach Freedman
managing director of the Fox-Fabian in Brooklyn
Zach
will try it out over WOR Sunday afternoon at 12:30
the
music is picked up from the feature pix as it closes
making a swell opening for Zach's radio program, he claims
then into the stage acts as they appear tomorrow
he will feature Paul Ash, Eddie Peabody and Bobby Gilbert

T

T

▼

• • • A SPECIAL
preview of the Reliance pix
"Transatlantic Merry-Go-Round"
will be held at the Rivoli
at midnite on Tuesday
proceeds to charity, with a lot of
celebs attending
the ceremonies
will be broadcast over
WNEW from the lobby
those participating in the broadcast will be Jack Benny, star of the pix, Lois Moran, Frances
Langford, Bert Lytell, Frank Thomas, Georges Metaxa, Charles
Winninger, Jesse Block, Eve Sully
the feature will open
officially at the Rivoli on Wednesday morn
•
•
signing

• SMART WORK
on the part of Warners in
Dizzy and Daffy Dean of the world champ Cardinals
to a Vitaphone short which will start in a few days
Columbia is spending 40 grand on a fan mag and daily newspaper campaign on "Broadway
Bill"
George Brown
is
placing the copy for the Biow agency
Warners have prepared a merchandising press book on the Vitaphone "See America First" series of shorts, handling it in the same manner as
on a feature Theater parties of semi-pros and amateurs
will attend the Roxy today and tomorrow to see their pals, Dizzy
and Daffy Dean, in their only New York appearance
Surprised at the fact that they are still living together after
seven years of marriage, Lou and Rose Guimond have sent out
announcements!

File Request to Appoint
Trustees for Art Cinema
(Continued from Page 1)

was filed in Chancery Court here
yesterday by Harry D. Buckley, a
stockholder.
The bill recommended that William Jasie, Dennie F. O'Brien and
William P. Phillips,, directors of
the company, be selected as trustees to serve without compensation.
The corporation filed an answer
agreeing to the appointment of the
directors as trustees.
Art Cinema owns stories, plays
and other literary property and
finished pictures together with
shares of stock in United Artists.
Through a subsidiary it owns a
tract of land in Culver City.

[ Zapp Out of Detroit Exchange
I Detroit — Henry P. Zapp, presilent of Monarch Pictures Corp., independent exchange, has sold his interest to Herbert E. Ives and Ann
Previewing Munitions Film
fc'Donnell, his associates. Zapp belomes manager of the United De"Dealers
munitions
troit Theater Service Corp., Pub- film producedinbyDeath,"
Monroe Shaff for
lix affiliate, succeeding Arthur M.
Topical
Films,
will
be
given
a preElliott, resigned.
view showing Monday evening for
educators, special writers and leaders in foreign affairs.
RCA Equips 13 Ships
"Merry-Go-Round" Gets Record
J A contract for installation of
Ihort wave radio telegraph equipCincinnati — Reliance's "Transatment on 13 ships of the Standard
lantic Merry-Go-Round" scored the
fruit & Steamship Co. has been biggest opening day's receipts at
Palace in the past six
RKO
fiigned by the Radiomarine Corp. of the
America, RCA subsidiary.
weeks, according to Ike Libson.

Kent Slated to Head
Reorganized F. W. C.
(Continued from Page

1)

replacement parts are now available and additional quantities are
being manufactured. To insure
prompt installation our service
force is being increased. District
Service Managers will contact all
customers operating infringing devices and arrange for necessary
modification promptly."

Code Committee Hears
Appeal(Continued
Over from
Lease
Clause
Page 1)
which is against Abraham Drogin,
operator of the Rialto, Whitestone,
L. I. Drogin and John Gladstone
testified under examination by Attorney Louis Nizer, counsel for the
distributors. Major L. E. Thompson and Harry Hecht sat as the appeals committee.

RCA 9 Rises
Months'to Net
$2,177,770
(Continued from Page 1)

president. Third quarter profit was
$406,189.97, against loss of $525,158.87 last year. Surplus at the
end of the quarter was $11,446,
861.41.

Detroit Notes
Detroit — Wesley B. Schram, owner of the New Bijou, has bought
an interest in Jacob Schreiber's Majestic and Forest.
H. G. Theater
Poucher, Supply,
formerlyis with
National
now

not as yet been selected. Charles
SkouraSj who is in New York conferring with Spyros and George
Skouras on the plan, is expected to assistant to Ernest H. Forbes, manremain here three weeks more beager of Theater Equipment Co.
fore returning to the Coast.
Albert Schuck has become manager of the Dearborn, Wisper &
San Antonio Notes
Wetsman house, replacing Harlan
San Antonio — Lillian Mumme of
has manager.
joined GaumontInterstate is back from a two-week Starr,
British who
as local
George
vacation.
Davison,
formerly
with M-G-M, also
Jules Verne Allen, cowboy actor
and radio star, has returned from goes with G-B as salesman.
Al Weiner, manager of Embassy
the middle West.
Robert and Roy McBride, theater Talking Picture Service, becomes a
benedict tomorrow in New Haven,
artists,
are back from a trip to Dal- Conn.
las.
Nelle Martin is now Mrs. Norman
Joe Urban has closed the DaviSchwartz.
son, north end house.
B. C. Fassio of Shamrock Pictures has moved into the new stuG-B Signs Young Actor
dio on Mullett St.
London — Jimmy Hanley, 15-yearState booked its first serial
old actor who scored in "Little a The
few days ago.
Friend," has been put under long
term contract by Gaumont-British.
Robbers
held up the Lincoln
Park
for
I. Pokempner is opening a series
$20,000 Loss by Fire
arty programs at the Institute
Houston — The Washington the- of
of
Art for the Detroit Cinema Guild.
ater, negro house, was recently
damaged by fire which caused $20,Audrey Littlee, code board secre000 loss. The theater is now closed
tary has been laid up, with Mrs.
for repairs and remodeling.
Maud
Swenson
pinch-hitting.
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A Little
from "Lots"

By RALPH WILK —
HOLLYWOOD
"EDWARD W. BUTCHER, former
exchange manager, production
and studio manager for various
studios, and who for the past nine
years has acted in several capacities
for Fox, becomes producer under
the company's banner on "The
County Chairman," new Will Rogers
starring vehicle now in production.

» REVIEWS of the NEW
"MRS. WIGGS OF THE CABBAGE

=*

T

V

▼

Instead of beginning production
on Nov. 15, as previously announced,
"Casino de Paree," co-starring Al
Jolson and Ruby Keeler (Mrs. Jolson), will go before the First National cameras on Nov. 8, a week
ahead of schedule.
t

▼

▼

The Regas Brothers, Pedro and
George, claim they are the only native Greek actors in Hollywood. For
the first time in their careers, they
are both working on the same lot,
RKO Radio Pictures, where Pedro
has the role of a Mexican in "West
of the Pecos," and George is playing
the part of T
a Polynesian
▼ ▼ in "Kara."
Twenty short sketches from well
known plays will be presented next
week by students of the Fox Film
Theater School at Movietone City,
under the direction of Lillian Barkley.

▼

▼

▼

No less than ten big movie stars
appear in the new EducationalTreasure Chest release, "The Hollywood Movie Parade." Jackie Cooper, Ann Hardiner, Baby LeRoy,
George O'Brien, Ruby Keeler, Guy
Kibbee, W. C. Fields, Bela Lugosi,
Maria Alba and Jacklyn Davidson
appear in this unusual reel which
shows the actual making of motion
pictures.
T

T

T

Mark Sandrich, director of RKO
Radio's
"The toGay
Divorcee,"
has
been invited
address
the drama
class of New York University on
the place of musical films in motion
picture art. Sandrich was suddenly
called back to the Coast studio to
prepare the next film starring Ginger Rogers and Fred Astaire. His
address to the drama class, under
Professor Frederic M. Thrasher, has
therefore been postponed until his
next trip east, in mid-winter.
T

T

T

Preparations are well under way
at Universal City for "I Murdered a
Man." Jerry Sackheim, story editor
of Universal, will act as associate
producer on the picture, for which
Robert Tasker is now writing the
continuity. Edward Laemmle is
scheduled to direct the drama.

T

▼

T

Francis L. Sullivan, young English character actor under longterm contract to Universal, plans
to return to London for the Christmas holidays if his picture schedule
can be so arranged. At present he
is working in "Strange Wives."

with

Pauline
Lord, W.
C. Fields, ZaSu
Pitts, Evelyn Venable,
Kent Taylor
Paramount
80 mins.
GRAND ENTERTAINMENT. APPEALING HUMAN INTEREST STORY, FINELY
CAST AND
DIRECTED.

PATCH"

Here is a grand all-around job that represents the best in wholesome entertainment and therefore should make plenty of
noise at the box-office. Aided by a wellconceived screen play, cast with practical
perfection, and directed with a sympathetic feeling for the human interest values
of the story, the struggles of dear old
Mrs. Wiggs and her little brood appear
on the screen with a reality that will hit
home with any audience. Laughs, tears,
pathos and suspense are judiciously distributed, while the romantic interest supplied by Kent Taylor and Evelyn Venable,
well-to-do benefactors of Mrs. Wiggs, fits
in just about right. Pauline Lord makes
the characterization of Mrs. Wiggs a performance worth remembering. ZaSu Pitts
is good as the maiden lady who yearns for
a husband and finally hooks the shiftless
W. C. Fields by a mail-order deal and
with the aid of Mrs. Wiggs' cooking. Jimmy
Butler, George Breakston, Edith Fellows.
Carmencita Johnson and Virginia Weidler
as the Wiggs kids all do swell work.
Cast: Pauline Lord, W. C. Fields, ZaSu
Pitts, Evelyn Venable, Kent Taylor, Charles
Middleton, Donald Meek, Jimmy Butler,
George Breakston, Edith Fellows, Carmencita Johnson, Virginia Weidler, George
Reed, Mildred Gover, Arthur Housman,
Walter Walker, Sam Flint, James Robinsen.
Director, Norman Taurog; Authors,
Alice Hegan Rice, Anne Crawford Flexner; Screen Play, William Slavens McNutt,
Jane Storm; Cameraman, Charles Lang;
Editor, Hugh Bennett.
Direction, Aces. Photography,
A- 1

"THAT'S GRATITUDE"
with Frank Craven
Columbia
64 mins.
SWELL COMEDY THAT WILL GIVE
PLENTY OF CLEAN AMUSEMENT TO
ALL
TYPES
OF AUDIENCES.
Filling the triple role of author, director and main actor, Frank Craven does
himself a heap of credit with this diverting comedy about a theatrical producer
with big ideas but small success. The
story, taken from the stage play, is not
entirely unfamiliar, but it has been done
in a way that makes it still good for
plenty of good fun. The principal activity
revolves around Craven's entanglement
with the Maxwell family, his feat of promoting one of the Maxwell girls to fame
and his
steering
anotherending,
Maxwell
love
affair
to aofhappy
andgirl's
of
course his misfortune to get in Dutch
with old man Maxwell, though all is
straightened
out
smoothly
in the
end.
Cast: Frank Craven, Mary Carlisle,
Charles Sabin, Sheila Mannors, Arthur
Byron, Helen Ware, John Buckler, Blythe
Daly, Franklyn
Pangborn,
Johnny Sheehan.
Director, Frank Craven; Author, same;
Screen Play, same; Cameraman, Henry
Freulick; Editor, Arthur Hilton.
Direction, Lively. Photography, Good.

"THE LEMON
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FILMS «
DROP

KID"

with Lee Tracy, Helen
Mack,
Henry
B.
Walthall, William Frawley, Minna Gombell,
Baby LeRoy
Paramount
71 mins.
HUMAN
INTEREST AND COMEDY
NICELY BLENDED IN WELL-ACTED
STORY WITH
POPULAR APPEAL.
Audiences generally should take to this
enjoyable yarn about a racetrack slicker
who was reformed by a simple country
girl. Not a new theme, but the Damon
Runyon slang and other trimmings give it
freshness. Lee Tracy is the breezy lad.
Meeting Helen Mack, whose drunken
father he has escorted home, he falls in
love with her and becomes a new man.
When Helen dies after giving birth to a
boy, Lee loses all interest in life. He
goes to jail for pulling a job, and acts
so tough that the warden takes a special
interest in his case, finally solving it by
bringing in Lee's kid, Baby LeRoy, whereupon the father perks up and becomes a
man again. Besides Tracy's fine performance and that of Miss Mack, a grand job
is done by William Frawley, his racetrack
pal, who even stops the show with a vocal
number. Bill's pal, Minna Gombell, and
Kitty Kelley as a phone operator and
Charles Wilson as the warden are among
others who stand out.
Cast: Lee Tracy, Helen Mack, William
Frawley, Minna Gombell, Baby LeRoy, Robert McWade, Henry B. Walthall, Clarence
H. Wilson, Charles Wilson, Kitty Kelley,
Edward J. LeSaint, Robert Hcmans, Grace
Goodall, William Davidson, Del Henderson.
Edward Gargan, Tammany Young, Al Hill,
Tempe Pigott, Eddie Peabody.
Director, Marshall Neilan; Author, Damon Runyon; Screen Play, Howard Green.
J. P. McEvoy; Cameraman, Henry Sharp;
Editor, Richard Currier.
Direction, Effective. Photography,
Fine.

SHORTS
Harry Langdon in
"Counsel On De Fence"
Columbia
20 mins.
Good Laughs
Harry Langdon does a role that is
away from his usual characterization. Here he has a dressed up part
as a young law partner with a firm
of criminal attorneys. When the
head of the firm meets with an accident, Harry undertakes to defend
the girl accused of poisoning her
husband. The comedian swallows
the poison to prove that it wasn't
poison to the jury, and the results
are quite hilarious as different
groups insist on rushing him to
hospitals to have his stomach pumped out. Directed by Arthur Ripley.
Story by Harry McCoy. Photographed by Benjamin Kline.
"Spice of Life" No. 1
with Doc Rockwell
Columbia
10 mins.
The first in a series that revives
the old "Topics of the Day" of silent
days, that presented jokes culled
from the newspapers by "Literary
Digest." The jokes have been given

NEWS of the DAY

St. Louis — Al Kramer, forma !
manager and treasurer of the Am
bassador, has been made manage*
of the Tivoli, University City, re? :
placing Silbert Setron, who went to;
the Egyptian, Milwaukee.
New Orleans — Working up fron I
a slow start, the Crescent enters it*
fifth week of tabloid and picture*
playing to exceptionally good matil
nee and evening houses. Charlei
Livesay, formerly of Hollywood
was retained
as press agent. Gu>
Coates is house manager.
New Orleans — Tom Bailey, ma»
ager of the Rivoli, has been a]
pointed assistant to Levere Mon«.
gomery, booker for United Thea
ters. Bailey will continue to man
age the Rivoli.
Milwaukee — When Warners loi
is leases on the Venetian, Stat
Riviera and Kosciuszko, neighborhood houses, the Wisconsin Amuses
ment Enterprises started negotia
tions for the theaters and it is bet
lieved they will eventually become
a part of that circuit.

i
Vicksburg, Miss. — Guy Adams ha;
been
appointed
manager
of thd ,
Strand, owned by Jimmie
Adams 1
his brother, who also operates thifT
Strand, Ruston, La.

ft
Bethany, Mo. — I. W. Maple wil
open his new Roxy on Oct. 28. Thi:
makes two openings for Bethany ii
less than a month. L. M. Robinso»
recently opened the Noll.
Detroit — Opening days receipts c
"Transatlantic Merry-Go Round," Rt
liance-U. A. release, topped the th<
ater's high opening figure estal
lished by "Monte Cristo" by $162 i
the United Artists theater.

Milwaukee — Louis Orlove, forni
erly manager of Saxe's Uptown, i is
now handling publicity for a nei
walkathon operating in the Colun*
bus Club Auditorium in Green Baj

Fon du Lac, Wis. — The Garricl
is offering a combination policy o: v,
stage plays featuring the Mack-By Kl
bee Players and first-run films.
a fine modern sound and talkie treat
ment, with Doc Rockwell featured
He opens the reel with a lot of hi
funny nonsense as he delivers a lee
ture and then slides naturally into
a discussion of the jokes from tb
papers, which are then presented
Doc Rockwell closes the reel. Goot
production all the way through, an<
with the comedian's presence i
looks like a reel that will please tb
old lovers of the silent version am
create a lot of new fans. Producei
by Mentone Productions.
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IKIPTOA STARTS DRIVE AGAINST RESEARCH COUNCIL
Paramount Studio Near Halfway Mark on 1934-3 5 Lineup
|15 Pictures Released and
19 Others Now in
Various Stages
Vest Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Paramount's produc;ion schedule is rapidly nearing the
lalf-way mark of its quota of 65
'eatures for 1934-35, with 15 pic;ures already released and an additional 19 in various stages of production.
I Currently in work are the following: "Lives of a Bengal Lancer,"
["Caprice Espagnole," "Behold My
Wife," "Me Without You," "The
jilded Lily" and "Father Brown,
[Detective.(Continued
" In process
on Page 7)of editing

CONSOLllNETS
$826,404 IN 9 MOS.
I Net profit of Consolidated Film
Industries for the nine months
Inded Sept. 30 amounted to $826,104, equal to 43 cents a share on
|<he common stock, against $716,478
|>r 22 cents a share in the corresponding period last year. Third
luarter profit
was $187,841, com(Continued on Pane 7)

'Anne of Green Gables"
Getting Big Campaign
I Believing the picture to be a worthy follow-up to "Little Women,"
yiKO Radio is putting an elaborate
lampaign behind "Anne of Green
tables" and its 16-year-old star,
hnne Shirley. The picture is scheduled for key city showings at
Thanksgiving.
Rosenblatt Stumping for 7
Omaha — Division Administrator Sol A.
Rosenblatt, who has arrived here from
Washington to make campaign speeches
for E. R. Burke, candidate for the U. S.
Senate; Roy Cochran, running for governor, and Charles McLaughlin, candidate for Congress, will later take the
stump for the four other Democratic
congressmen in this state. Rosenblatt
starts his speaking tour here and will
hit the larger cities.

25 Per Cent Increase in Vaudeville Policies
Number of houses playing vaudeville this fall shows an increase of about 25
per cent over last year, according to vaudeville bookers and agents, who estimate that
approximately TOO theaters are now using stage entertainment. Forty-five theaters
are playing full-week vaude, it is figured. Circuits are using full-week vaudeville
as follows: Famous, four weeks; Loew,
11; RKO, 8; Balaban & Katz, 5.

FOX SETS RELEASES
AL FRIEDLANDER MADE
TO END OF JANUARY FIRST DIV. VICE-PREXY
Release dates on 16 pictures,
Al Friedlander, assistant to Harbringing the schedule up to the end
ry H. Thomas, president of First
of January, have been set by Fox. Division,
has been elected vice-presiThey include: "Elinor Norton" and
dent of the company, it was an"Gambling," Nov. 2; "Hell in the
nounced Saturday. Friedlander has
Heavens," Nov. 9; "White Parade," been with First Division for 14
Nov. 16; "First World War" and years as director of advertising and
"Bachelor of Arts," Nov. 23; "Music publicity and in other executive cain the Air," Nov. 30; "East River,"
Dec. 7; "Helldorado," Dec. 14; "Lot- pacities.
tery Lover,"
Dec. 21;
"Bright
Eyes,"
(Continued
on Page
7)

Upturn in South America
With U. S . Films Gaining

12 Pictures Under Way
At RKO Radio Studios
li'cst

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — A total of 12 producA decided increase in the building
tions will be under way this week
of new theaters in South America
and a like decrease in the distribu- at the RKO Radio studios. Six are
tion of any but American-made films in the cutting rooms. These inhas taken place during the past
clude "Kara," "Silver Streak,"
year, Marcondes, Jr., Brazilian ex- "West of the Pecos," "Lightning
hibitor, stated to The Film Daily Strikes Twice," "Romance in Manhattan" and "Portrait of Laura
before sailing Saturday on the Pan
America. Due mostly to a revival Bales." Before the cameras are
"Little
Minister"
and "Enchanted
of the coffee industry in Brazil, theater grosses have increased about April," while films being prepared
20 per cent in the past six months. include "Adios, Argentina," "Star of
Marcondes operates the Gloria and Midnight," "Roberta" and the new
Francis Lederer picture.
Carlos-Gomes in Victoria, Brazil.

Registration of 350 Expected
AtSMPE Meet Starting Today
The S. M. P. E. will steer clear
of any discussion of the situation
created by the American Tri-Ergon
Meeting schedule for the next patents, controlled by William Fox.
month has been set by Allied Thea- at the society's Fall meeting, which
ter Owners of New Jersey, with gets under way today at the Hotel
dates as follows: Oct. 30, Nov. 13. Pennsylvania. The organization is
Nov. 20, Nov. 27. All confabs will concerned with things mechanical
not with the legal
beign at 2 P. M. in the Gold Room and scientific,
(Continued on Paae 7)
of the Hotel Lincoln, New York.

Four Meetings Scheduled
By Allied of New Jersey

MPTOA
Charges Council
With Buildup for Nontheatrical Shows
Charging that the whole crusade
of the Motion Picture Research
Council for "cleaner pictures" is an
apparent buildup for its ultimate
objective of promoting widespread
non-theatrical exhibitions in school
halls, churches and public auditoriums, the M.P.T.O.A. is supplying
its members with facts and material
for combatting this movement in
their respective localities. Copy of
an address delivered recently by
Edward G. Levy, general counsel of
the national exhibitor body, before
the Better
Films Council of New
(Continued on Page 8)

GB-BIP MERGER RUMOR
PERSISTS IN LONDON
London — Rumors of an impending
merger of Gaumont-British with
John Maxwell's British International Pictures are still prevalent
here. A meeting is being held by
G-B today, at which time it is expected the matter will be cleared up.

Leon Goldberg Appointed
RKO Theaters Treasurer
Leon Goldberg, formerly of Goldman-Sachs, who became a member
of the board of directors of K-A-0
last April, has been appointed treasurer of the Proctor Corp. and other
RKO theater subsidiaries, The
Film Daily
learns.on Page
Goldberg
suc(Continued
7)
Actors to Be Labor Members
Although no separate charter will be
granted them by the A. F. of L., members of the Screen Actors' Guild will become members of the labor body under
the Actors' Equity charter in the proposed affiliation of the Guild with
Equity, it was pointed out Saturday by
Frank Gillmore, president of Equity.
A meeting of the Equity council will
take place tomorrow to vote on the
affiliation.
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Picture
Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch
What
Every Woman
Knows
Lemon
Drop
Kid
Madame
Du
Barry
Pursuit
of Happiness
Loyalties
Are You a Mason?
Norah
O'Neale
The Last Gentleman
(2nd week)
Little Friend
(2nd week)
Age
of Innocence (a)

Distributor
Paramount
M-G-M.
Paramount
Warner Bros
Paramount
Harold Auten
Ideal Pictures.
DuWorld
United Artists. .
Gaumont-British
RKO Radio

♦ TWO-A-DAY
The Merry Widow
(3rd week)
Man of Aran
(2nd week)

♦ FOREIGN

NEW

YORK

(QUOTATIONS

STOCK

High
Con.
Fm.
Con. Fm.

Ind
Ind. pfd...

Fox
Fm.
"A"
Loew's,
Inc
do pfd
Paramount ctfs
Pathe

Exch

YORK

Low

Close

Net
Chg.

3'/2
15Vi

3i/2
15%

3% +
15V8 —

Vi
Va

12i/4
29
961/z
4

12V4
283/4
96Vi
4

12V4
28% —
961/2 +
4

1/4
%

1 Vs

1 Va —

1 Vs

do "A"
Warner
Bros
NEW

MARKET

AS OF SATURDAY)

131/4
4l/2
BOND

13
131/4 +
4l/2
41/2
MARKET

Va
1

Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40..
6i/2
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs.
6l/2
Keith A-0 6s 46...
63
Paramount 6s 47 ctfs. 551/4
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6Vi
62V2
5514

6V2
6V2 —
621/i —
55V4

Vs
%

Par. 51/2S50
Pathe 7s37

55%
99

55%
99

Va

55%
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John Becerra Dead
John Becerra, manager of Warner's Variety theater, Cleveland,
died last week in the Long Island
Hospital after a long illness.
The most brilliant Soviet film since
'ROAD TO LIFE"

DOSTOYEVSKI'S
"PETERSBURG

NIGHTS"

"Eloquent

and stirring."
N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE
"Magnificent cinematic achievemment."
N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM
"Presented
in best Soviet tradition."
N. Y. TIMES
Just ended a six-week first-run in
New York.
Distributed
by
AMKINO
CORPORATION
723

BRyant

SEVENTH

9-7680

AVENUE
New

York

City

Theater
Paramount
. Capitol
Rialto
Strand
Music Hall
Roxy
.Westminster
Mayfair
.Cameo
Rivoli

Palace

♦

M-G-M
Astor
Gaumont-British .... Criterion

LANGUAGE

The Blue Light
(5th week)
Autumn
Crocus
Miracles
(2nd week)

♦ FUTURE
We Live Again
(Nov. 1)
Kansas City Princess
(Nov. 2)
Student
Tour
(Oct. 30)
Broken
Melody
(Oct. 30)
St. Louis
Kid (Oct. 31)
Three Songs About Lenin (Nov. 6)
Transatlantic Merry-Go-Round
(Oct. 31)
First World War
(Nov. 8)
Six-Day Bike
Rider (e)
College Rhythm (d)
Outcast Lady (b)
(a) Subsequent run.
(b) Follows What Every Woman Knows,

FINANCIAL

RUNS

Liberty Closes Franchise Deal
Budd Rogers, Liberty Pictures
sales manager, announces the closing of franchise negotiations for
the Denver and Salt Lake territory
with Gene Marcus, president of Majestic Pictures, who will distribute
the Liberty product in that section.
The deal covers the entire list of 12
Liberty features announced for the
current season.
Educational Signs Easy Aces
The Easy Aces, radio headliners,
have been signed by E. W. Hammons, president of Educational, for
Educational's new Marriage Wow
series. The first subject will go in
work in about two weeks under the
direction of Al Christie at the A,storia studios.

FILMS

DuWorld
Harold Auten
Amkino

OPENINGS

♦
55th St. Playhouse
Little Carnegie
Acme

♦

United Artists
Warner Bros
M-G-M
Mundus
Warner Bros
Amkino
United Artists
Fox
Warner Bros
Paramount
M-G-M

Music Hall
Roxy
Mayfair
55th St. Playhouse
Strand
Cameo
Rivoli
Rialto
Rialto
Paramount
Capitol

<c) Follows Lemon Drop Kid.
(d) Follows Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch.

M-G-M
Signs Spurin-Calleia
Joseph Spurin-Calleia, co-director
and principal player in "Small Miracle," current at the Golden theater
has been signed by M-G-M to an
acting and directing contract under
which he will spend six months of
the year in Hollywood.
Alex Yokel has acquired a comedy
titled "Hobby Horses," by John Cecil Holm which will be produced
during Christmas Week with SpurinCalleia handling the directorial assignment.
Korda to Direct King George Film
London — Alexander Korda, head
of London Films, will personally direct "The Reign of King George V,"
depicting
of England's
ruler fromthe
his story
ascendency
to the
throne up to the present time. Winston Churchill will soon have the
story ready.

Universal Signs Gamby's Sister
Eola Galli, singer, dancer and revue actress, who is a sister of Maria
Chas. Curran
Joins Columbia
Gambarelli (Gamby), has been signCharles Curran, press agent in
ed by Universal and left yesterday
for the coast to start her screen ca- charge of the Strand during the
reer. Miss Galli has done radio past two and one-half years, has
work and was one of the first to resigned to join Columbia's advertising department under supervision of
appear in television programs.
Herschel Stuart.
"Gambling"
Release Nov. 2
National release date for Harold
B. Franklin's production starring
George
Cohan
been setM. for
Nov.in 2."Gambling" has

dG

Para. Settlements Approved
Under three orders signed by Federal Judge Coxe, the Paramount
trustees are authorized to settle for
$10,000 the $5,100,000 Edward Quittner anti-trust suit, to settle the
Mrs. W. L. Shelton Dead
$150,000 Mrs. Minerva BrownKansas City — Mrs. William L.
Tragedy" libel suit for
Shelton, wife of the operator of the "American
$2,250 and to pay taxes withheld
Ashland theater, died last week at on N. Y. state income.
the age of 66.
Start Constantine House
"Student Tour" at Mayfair
Constantine, Mich. — Work has
M-G-M's "Student Tour," with started on the theater building to
Jimmy Durante and Charles Butter- be erected for Charles T. Wolf of
worth,viewopens
6 o'clock pre- Detroit. The structure is to cost
tonight atwith
the aMayfair.
$16,000.

BUSTER KEATON is on his way back from
abroad to resume work in Educational comedies.
MARCONDES, JR., Brazilian exhibitor, sailed
Saturday for South America on the Pan America.
LUCY BEAUMONT,
Trader. rives in New York

British film actress, artoday on the American

PEGGY CONKLIN is scheduled to arrive in
New York this week from the coast to appear
with Leslie Howard in the stage play, "PetriALINE
MacMAHON, First National star, cut
fied Forest."
rhort her New York vacation for a trip to
Mexicosume work.
before returning to Hollywood to reHARRY A. POST, vice-president of Celebrity
Pictures,
returns
tomorrow
from
the coast.
BEBE DANIELS and BEN LYON are in Bostor
making
personal appearances at the Metropolitan theater.

BOOK
THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
Today: Mississippi Independent Motion
Ass'n meeting,
Jackson,
Miss.

Picturi

)ct. 29-Nov. 1: S.M.P E. Fall Meeting
Pennsylvania,
New
York.

Hote

Oct. Commodore,
30: Warner New
Club York.
Hallowe'en Dance, Hotel
Oct. 30: Deadline for filing criticisms or sug
gestions with the NRA in Washington 01
the code assessment budget prepared b
the Code Authority.
Oct. 30: Allied Theater Owners of New Jerse
meeting,
York,
2 P.Gold
M. Room, Hotel Lincoln, Nev
Nov.

1: NRA
hearing to consider report frorj
the agency committee
of the motion pic I
ture
industry
Code
Authority
on agent! I
commission,
Hotel
Willard,
Washington.
■

Nov.
2:
Chicago Film Row Entertainment an
Dance
for relief of local needy
film foltl
Medinah Club, Chicago.
Nov. 2: Public Hearing on Supplemental)
Code of the Motion Picture and TheafJ.
Equipment Supplies Distributors Trarf
East Lounge, Ambassador Hotel, Washing,
ton, D. C.
10 A.M.
Nov. 3:
Cleveland
Variety
Club's
first ann
ball, Hotel Statler. Cleveland.
Nov. 7-8: Annual convention of Allied Thi
Mich.
aters of Michigan, Hotel Durant, Flii
Nov. 12: Annual ball sponsored by Motion Pip
Boston.
ture
Post of American Legion, Hotel Statin
Nov.

13:

Allied Theater Owners

meeting,2 P.GoldM. Room,
York,

Hotel

of New

Jerst I

Lincoln,

Ne'

Nov. 18-19: Allied Theater Owners of Tew
Convention,
Hotel Jefferson,
Dallas.

RECORDING

ON

FILM

INDUSTRIAL— FILM
SLIDE FILM— RECORDS

BRUNSWICK
PRODUCTIONS
CH. 4-2200

CORP.

321 W. 44th St., N.Y.C.

ADY BY CHOICE
ADY BY CHOICE
ADY BY CHOICE
ADY BY CHOICE
ADY BY CHOICE
ADY BY CHOICE
ADY BY CHOICE

/re stave told you this
' title again and again;
you might as well familiarize yourself with it;you will
hear it again and again.
SCREEN PLAY:— Gives it AAAA and says "A
great picture, amazingly dramatic and delightful
comedy
drama in a logical plot to a happy
fadeout."
PHOTOPLAY:—
"Better see this film soon and

spare yourself the ordeal of having all your friends
tell you the story
human
compelling
naturalness and humor."
SCREENLAND:— "LADY BY CHOICE" eclipses
LADY FOR A DAY— and is THAT an achievement? You had better not miss this."
MOVIE CLASSIC: — "Entertaining from start to
finish; a banisher of blues; all kinds of praise can
be heaped on the stars for their performances."
SCREEN

ADY BY CHOICE

BOOK: — "May Robson repeats the suc-

cess of her famous hit: 'A LADY

FOR A DAY';

highly dramatic . . . excellent comedy touches."
with

ADY BY CHOICE
ADY BY CHOICE
ADY BY CHOICE
ADY BY CHOICE

CAROLE LOMBARD
MAY
ROBSON
ROGER
PRYOR
WALTER CONNOLLY
Story by Dwight Taylor
Screen play by Jo Swerling

Directed

by David

Burton

WRUBEL SONG HITS - AND FRANK BORZAGE'S
BROS.' MILITARY MUSICAL-FLIRTATION WALK1
THOUSANDS OF OTHERS- SELECTED BY THE NATIOl

I-SHUN! HERE COMES THE ARMY-AND AMERICA'S
EETHEARTS-AND THE WHOLE WEST POINT CADET
D SPECTACULAR ROBBY CONNOLLY DANCE NUMHUNDREDS OF GIRLS-AND FOUR NEW DIXON AND
BRILLIANT PRODUCTION EFFECTS - IN WARNER

DICK POWELL, RURY KEELER, PAT O'BRIEN-AND
EY BOOKERS AS AMERICA'S THANKSGIVING SHOW
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EXPLOITETTES

*

PHIL

M. DALY

•
•
• IT WILL BE QUITE sensational according
to Barry Townley, who is in back of the Professional Players
Guild
this stage play called "Royalty Preferred"
that gives the Intimate Details of the Private Lives and Heart
Affairs of Mae Murray, Pola Negri, Mary McCormack and Barbara Hutton in their romances with the two Mdivani
brothers
princes of the royal house of the kingdom of
Georgia
..
it looks like a red hot bet for the pictures
for the material of the play is purported to reveal a
lot of material that the sensational newspaper accounts only
hinted at
and the femmes of the nation would certainly
like to get the lowdown
on how all these film stars and
heiresses
and
society
dames
went
for course
the Mdivani
brothers'
of romance in a big way
of
no actual
names lin^
of
individuals are involved
from figuring out who is who

but that doesn't prevent you

•
•
• THE MATERIAL is certified as authentic
as it is taken from another original play by William Doyle
who palled around with the Mdivani boys for some
time
and claims to know what went on behind the scenes
in the various flaming affairs of these Royal Romancers
Bradford
Ropes has written "Royalty Preferred"
the
chap who gave Warners their "Forty-Second Street"
the play will be shown all this week
starting tonite
at the McDowell Club theater
166 East 73rd
Street

*

Radio, Rifle, Dress Tie-ups
Exploit "Chained" in Boston
JJEADED by the national 24sheet campaign, Joe Brennan's exploitation on "Chained"
included tie-ups with Truly
Warner hats on Clark Gable; a
dress company on Joan Crawford; radio broadcasts and other
time and space on Stuart Erwin's personal appearance at
Loew's State, in Boston, where
the M-G-M feature was being
shown. Remington Arms tied
up with the rifle sequence in
the picture at their local sports
stores. Distributors of "Screen
Romances" magazine gave out
3,000 flyers to their dealers and
arranged six very attractive
window displays.
— Loew's State, Boston

Fans Predict Baseball Scores

• •
• WITH THE backing of John Hay Whitney
the
society
who producedcalled
"La Pioneer
Cucaracha"
that Lowell millionaire
Calvert organization
Development
Corporation
is out to do some things very much worth
while
Mister Calvert is one of those rare showmen who
goes out and does things
and lets other talk about it
for him

▼

BASEBALL contest, in
which the Dayton "Herald"
cooperated with Loew's theater
in Dayton, Ohio, featured the
campaign on M-G-M's "Death
on the Diamond." The paper
ran a chart, covering the first
three games to be played in the
playoff series between Zanesville and the home team, asking
fans to fill in the number of
runs, hits and errors likely to
be scored. Forty winners were
guests of the theater for the
showing of the film.
— Loew's, Dayton, O.

T

T

• •
• OVER
AT Mercury
Film Lab Saturday
we caught Nat Saland celebrating his birthday quietly
he had seven bottles on his desk, a box of cigars and soda
crackers
as you entered his office a trick device let a
load of confetti down your neck
on cross-examination
he admitted that he was really celebrating a big job he landed
the printing of the James Oliver Curwood series
produced by Maurice Conn of Ambassador Pictures

T

T

T

• • • TWO INTERESTING articles in the current issue
of the "New Theater Magazine"
"Continuous Performance," a chapter from an unpublished book on the film by Ilya
Ehrenbergh, noted European author of "Chaos"
and
"Hollywood Sees Pink," by Richard Watts, Jr., empey ed of the
"Herald-Tribune."

T

in "Death on Diamond" Plug
A

TIMELyjOPICSfl
Says Film Producers
Strive for the Worthwhile
A RATHER

'"pHE COUNT OF MONTE
CRISTO," Reliance production was ushered in with an outstanding exploitation campaign
arranged under the supervision
of M. Vuono, manager of the
Palace at Stamford, Conn. A
full-page co-operative ad was
secured in the "Advocate." Leading merchants took space, with
mention of "The Count of Monte
Cristo" at the Palace getting
the center of the entire display.
In addition to the above ad, the
newspaper played up the engagement with feature stories
and cuts of the stars in the attraction. Atieup with the Grant
Store placed 5,000 inserts in all
packages leaving the store.
Posters and window cards announcing the opening of the picture were neatly displayed in
their windows. The Liggett
store used a five-and-a-half-foothigh book with a shadow box
illuminated with stills in the
center of one of their window,s.
Cards and stills mentioned the
openings of "The Count of Monte Cristo" at the Palace.
— Palace, Stamford, Conn.

*

THE

MONC

Co-Op Ad for
"Monte Cristo"

T

▼

• •
• THE ONLY British Pressbook we ever lamped that
really looked like a pressbook
is that gotten out by
London Films for Doug Fairbanks' "Private Life of Don Juan"
it can stock up alongside the best of the American
product
it is snappy, alive, smart and showmanlike
done with class in the art work and layout
my!
these Britishers are certainly stepping right along these days
we welcome their competition
it might wake up
some of these American lads who have grown soft through
nursing
tine Rut snap jobs they have allowed to dwindle into the Rou-

«

«

«

»

»

»

unique phase of

the present classical tendency in movies is that for the
nonce they are reflecting no
clearly defined cycle, as for example, the gangster, the speakeasy, the costume film. These
stories represent every type of
drama, locale and period. Safely
intrenched behind titles of such
undisputed standing as "Jane
Eyre," "Treasure Island," "David Copperfield" and "The Scarlet Letter," the movie producers
are
readywithto confidence.
face the censor's
scissors
It is not amiss at this juncture to say a word in defense of
movie producers. In thus bowing
gracefully to the demands of
their critics, they are only pursuing their own consistent desire to give the public what is
wants. Quicker than any other
medium, the movies reflect the
moeurs of their times. Thus,
the speakeasy, the gangster, the
"sophisticated" (how the hated
word films
grates
ear)
were on
onlyHollywood's
the reflection of our books, magazine
stories and newspaper accounts.
If Bernard Shaw denounced Hollywood immorality because it
exalted the "sock in the jaw"
as a means of settling an argument between two people, he
was only voicing a criticism of
human behavior as it exists.
That movie producers do sincerely strive to do something
meritorious and worthwhile is
evidenced by their courageous
experiments in producing stories
like "Of Human Bondage," "The
Fountain," "The Barretts of'
Wimpole Street," "No Greater
Glory" (Ferenc Molnar's "Paul
Street Boys"), and a story as
delicate and subtle as Robert
Nathan's "One More Spring," to
mention but a few.
This is especially to their
credit when one considers the
two-fold problem of satisfying a
mass audience of diversified
tastes and the heroic and almost
insurmountable difficulties of
translating a book into screen
terms. Very often the charge
is made that the producers have
failed to give a faithful rendering of the original story in the
book. Consider, for example,
the subtle process of breaking
down a quiet, contemplative
novel like "The Fountain" to its
essential screen framework,
some disparity is inevitable.
Then too each reader carries
with him to the movie house his
own conception, already formed,
of the work involved. It is no
wonder that he receives a jolt
at the sight of the unfamiliar.
— Estelle Helle
in N. Y. Sun

i
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WEAR HALFWAY MARK
ON PARA. PROGRAM

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
By CHARLES

ALICOATE

(Continued from Page 1)

re: "Limehouse Blues," "It's a
|t," "College Rhythm" and "Here
3 My Heart." In preparation for
roduction are: "The Crusades,"
Wings in the Dark," "Ruggles of
ed Gap," "Chivalry," "Woman
ater" and "Mississippi."

'ox Sets Releases
To End of January
(Continued from Page

1)

iec. 28; "County Chairman." Jan.
"24 Hours a Day," and "Charlie
han in Paris," Jan. 11; "Thunder
1 the Night," Jan. 25. The first
ine pictures in this list are already
ampleted.

'onsol. Film Nets
$826,404 in 9 Mos.
(Continued from Page 1)

ared with $320,782 in the previous
uarter and $253,901 in the same
uarter of 1933.
In the third quarter Consolidated
igned a contract with RKO for two
nd a half years, as well as a fiveear contract with M-G-M.

ieon Goldberg Appointed
RKO Theaters Treasurer
(Continued from Page 1)

eeds Herman Zohbel, who recently
esigned his office in the RKO theter companies to devote his entire
me to the office of treasurer of the
iKO Radio Pictures with headquarsrs on the coast.
Theater League to Show Films
Films are being included in prorams planned by the League of
Workers Theaters, which will show
Broken Shoes" and other Soviet
1ms at the 5th Ave. theater on
Tov. 11. Another film showing is
heduled on that date for the benet of the New theater at 12 East
7th St.
J. O. Guthrie Gets House
Grafton, 0. — J. O. Guthrie has
iken over the Grafton, closed for
3ur years, and is also negotiating
or the Karolyn in New London.

"ERNEST
TRUEX, forunder
to Educational
screencontract
come
dies, will be finished next week with
his new
two-reeler,
"SueforDear,"
time
to start
rehearsals
the newin

i Art
completed
and
Jarrett byforWilliam
the nextWatson
Education
al-Tom Howard Comedy which goes
into production shortly at the Astoria Studios, under the direction of
Al Christie. George Shelton will be
Sydney Howard play in which he featured
with Howard.
will be featured with Walter Connolly. Mary Jane Barrett, Truex's
wife, plays oppos'te the comedian in
"Sue Dear," which was specially
Ethel Sykes, one of Hollywood's
written by Educational's eastern most attractive blondes, has played
writers, Charles Williams and Marcy with virtually every comedian on
Klauber.
•
the coast. She is now in New York
George Lyons and Bert, Diferno, and is rapidly exhausting the list
the harp and guitar comedy team, of of comics in the east. She is currently working with Ernest Truex
vaudeville, have been signed to appear in "In The Spotlight," a two- in the Educational comedy, "Sue
reel Vitaphone musical comedy, cur- Dear," having just completed a featured role in the York and King
rently in work at the Brooklyn Vitaphone studio. They join Hal LeRoy starring comedy, "How'm I Doing?"
and Dorothy Lee, who are co-starring in this short, under the direcIn connection with the Fall meettion of Joseph Henabery.
•
ing of the S. M. P. E., convenon the afternoon of Oct. 31
A story, as yet untitled, has been will visittioneers various
Eastern studios
and laboratories, including the Eastern Service studio at Astoria.
Cleveland Chatter
Cleveland — Meyer Fischer has
bought an interest in the Lincoln
theater, owned by Charles Burton.
Fischer has four other houses.
Ernest Schwartz, after five weeks
in the hospital, was moved to his
home last week.
Harry Charnas of New York, Nat
Charnas of Toledo and Phil Charnas
of Bucyrus came here yesterday for
the golden wedding anniversary of
their parents.
Charles Rosenzweig and Jules
Chapman of First Division were in
town last week.
Harry Sachs, who resigned as
Warner booker to join Publix in
Texas, was given a farewell banquet and presented with a wrist
watch and traveling bag.
Joe Lissauer is the new head
booker at the Warner theater department, with Charles Albert taking over Lissauer's former post.
RKO's "Gay Divorcee" broke a
five-year record at the Hipp.
Warner's Lake, closed all summer, has reopened with John Manuel
as manager.
Due to the death of John Becerra,
manager of the Variety, .the Warner Hallowe'en party has been
called off.
Cheese Club Meets Today
The Cheese Club will hold its regular weekly luncheon at 12:45
o'clock this afternoon at the Friars
Club atop the Hollywood theater
Guests will include Brock Pemberton, Tiger King, Michael Dillane
and Robert Flaherty.

Walter C.

Kelly

Jackson

J.

Rose

Joins Price Boost in Nebraska
Fairfield, Neb. — The Orpheum
here has fallen in line with most of
the spots in the state in an attempt
to raise prices, and admission is up
five cents. George Werner is the
owner and operator.

SMPE WILL SIDESTEP
TRI-ER60N DISPUTE
(Continued from Page 1)

aspects of patents and such, Sylvan
Harris, executive secretary, told THE
Film Daily Saturday.
A highlight of the initial program
will be a demonstration of a new
Russian color process by V. I. Verlinsky of Amkino Corp. An informal
get-together luncheon takes place at
1 p. m. Registration at the meeting,
which concludes Thursday, is expected to reach 350.
Gets Coschocton House
Coschocton, O. — Lemotto Smith,
former circuit owner in Alliance, has
acquired the Mu-Wa-Tu theater here
with his brother. New RCA Photophone High Fidelity sound has just
ments.
been installed as part of improveAnother for Lieberman
Boston — Fred E. Lieberman has
added the Columbia on Washington
St. to his circuit. Improvements
will be made.
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EDUCATIONAL STUDIOS Short
Subject
R e v i e w s MPTOA STARTS DRIVE
amusing
to
any
audience. The drama
"Little Dutch Mill"
ON RESEARCH COUNCIL,
HAVE 14 UNDER WAY Paramount
7 mins. has a racetrack background, with

cast including a hero, heroine, her
Good Color Cartoon
A neatly conceived and executed aged father, a villain seeking to
Fourteen Educational short subthe mortgage and a comijects are in various stages of pro- animated cartoon comedy in color. foreclose
cal jockey who saves the homestead
duction on the east and west coasts. The little story in it concerns an
by
riding
his
horse to victory despite
unkempt
old
miser
who
kidnaps
a
Before the cameras at the Astoria
studios is the Ernest Truex starring group of kids and is about to harm attempted dirty work. There's a
good deal of production value in the
them in his mill. The populace one-reeler.
comedy, "Sue Dear," which Al Christie is directing. This will be follow- goes to the rescue and as punishment the people give the miser a
ed in a week by a Coronet comedy
Popeye the Sailor in
starring Tom Howard, which Al good scrubbing, a shave and dress
Christie will also direct in the east. him up like a young dandy. The
"The Two Alarm Fire"
7 mins.
On the coast, shooting has just change makes him feels so good Paramount
Fine Animated
been completed on a new Coronet that he gives his hoarded money
Popeye is in his usual form in this
comedy, tentatively titled "Two away. The "Little Dutch Mill" melody supplies a fitting musical back- cartoon concoction wherein he and
Lame Ducks," and story preparations are being completed for a new ground.
a rival one-man fire department are
comedy starring Buster Keaton, who
called to the rescue of Olive Oyl who
is scheduled to arrive next week
is marooned atop a burning build"Keeping
from France.
(Grantland
Rice Time"
Sportlight)
ing. There are the usual funny antics, cleverly conceived and executed,
In process of cutting: and editing Paramount
10 mins.
winding
up with Popeye taking a
Sports Melange
now are: "The Hollywood Movie PaWith Ted Husing supplying the swig of his trusty spinach and blowrade," in the Treasure Chest series;
ing the fire out.
"Rural Romeos," featuring Harry comments, this reel shows how experts in about ten branches of sport
Gribbon and George Shelton; "The
Bounding Main," the song hit story time themselves in the performance
"The Great Experiment"
featuring the Singing Mariners of their stunts. It shows the impor(Scrappy Cartoon)
7 mins.
from the Seamen's Church Institute
tance of proper timing in enabling Columbia
Fair Animated
contestants
to
win.
For
the
sports
of New York; "The Girl from ParaThe antics in this cartoon comedy
dise," a musical comedy with Sylvia lovers especially, the short has fair
Froos, Frank Luther and N. T. G. interest.
have to do with laboratory experiments being practiced on Scrappy
and his girls; "an untitled Song Hit
Story with the Cabin Kids and an
by an ugly scientist. With the use
"Old
Kentucky Varieties)
Hounds"
of his serums, the doc changes the
all-colored cast; "Three Cheers for
(Paramount
10 mins. little fellow into a fish, then back
Love," the first of the new Young Paramount
Romance series, with Sylvia Froos
Good Novelty
to his natural shape, then into an
and Warren Hull; "How'm I DoUsing an all-canine cast, with the old man and finally back to normal.
ing?" starring York and King, and dogs dressed up to represent hu- Some action results from Scrappy's
mans and dubbed with human voices, efforts to get away from the do?,
a Terry-Toon, "Tom Tom, the Piper's
Son."
subject presents an old-time with the usual chase stuff. AnimaStory preparation and casting are this
tion is quite lively.
mellerdrammer
that
will
prove
under way on the second in the
Young Romance series, and on the
first Marriage Wow comedv to star
the popular radio team, The Easy
Aces, just signed by Educational.
Recently completed were: "Hot
Sands," a Terry-Toon; "The Campus
By RALPH WILK
Hoofer," in the Frolics of Youth seHOLLYWOOD
Sally Eilers has been chosen by
ries; and "Big Business," a musical
Columbia for the feminine lead in
comedy.
^TORIES by P. G. Wodehouse and "Carnival."
Edgar Wallace have been acT
T
T
quired for motion picture production
Para. Hearings Today
First of the new group to be proby M. H. Hoffman, president of Liberty Pictures, who has returned to
A hearing will be held th's mornduced by Liberty will be "Sweeping before Special Master John E. Hollywood after a flying trip to New
stake Annie," suggested by a story
Joyce on the request of Malcolm York. Hoffman went east to confer by Evelyn Law, from the screen
Sumner and former Judge Edwii with Budd Rogers, general sales play by Scott Darling. Preparation
L. Gavin for a breakdown on sal- manager, and other associates on on this picture has already begun,
aries currently paid Paramount the story material for the four fea- and an announcement concerning the
executives.
tures which Liberty will add to its cast will be made shortly. An Edgar
Legality of the applications of current season's program, bringing Wallace story, originally entitled
Charles D. Hilles, Eugene W. Leake the total to 12 productions.
"The Greek Poropulos" will reach
T
T
T
and Charles E. Richardson, Paraas "I'll Bet You," an exRichard Dix has a big ambition the screen
pose of various gambling frauds
mount trustees, for interim allowances of $100,000 each under Sec. and a brand new motion picture written around a human interest
77B of the new bankruptcy act will idea — he wants to star in a film story. "Dizzy Dames," suggested
be argued today at 4 p. m. before made from the archives of his own by a P. G. Wodehouse story entitled
Joyce. A clause in the new bank- family! Now that he's finished his "The Watch Dog," is scheduled as
ruptcy act may cause the trustees new RKO Radio starring picture. the third production, with "The Old
to file requests for lower allowances. "West of the Pecos," he's trying to Homestead" completing the addisell the idea to the studio.
tional quartet.

A LITTLE from "LOTS"

Another Munitions Expose
A second picture designed to expose the activities of munitions
manufacturers is announced by Samuel Cummins and Jacques A. Koerpel. It is titled "War Is a Racket."
Monroe Shaff has just made a munitions film, "Dealers in Death," for
Topical Films.

▼

T

T

Edmund Joseph, who last week
was placed under contract by Columbia, has been assigned to do
the screen treatment for "Death
Flies East," temporary title of the
story by Philip Wylie.
T

▼

T

Columbia has placed Billie Seward
under a long-term contract.

t
r
r
Twenty-seven
babies
have
been
named after Kay Francis, according
to the Warner studios.
t

▼

▼

Nan Gray, 16-year-old screen find
from Houston, has been assigned by
Warners to the Barbara Stanwyck
picture, "Northshore."

{Continued from Page 1)

Haven, and a refutation of the re^
cent announcement by the Re^earcl
Council that 35 national organizai
tions had pledged their support oi
the Council's program, were sent on
Saturday to the M.P.T.O.A. mend
bers.
In an accompanying

letter, Levy

says that the Council's agitation fop
legislation to end block booking will,
if successful, enable non-theatrical
accounts, using a tax-free audi-i.
torium financed by public money, ta I
step in and grab outstanding boxoffice attractions for these occasional
exhibitions, depriving the established
theater of these outstanding box
office pictures.

Photophone High Fidelity
Recording Is Activ
Chesterfield
and Invincible
havi
renewed their Photophone sound A
cording license with the RCA Victoi
Company
for recording
with
thi

High
Fidelity
system,
according
td'l \
James
E. Francis,
manager
of the
Photophone Division. Arrangements
have also been completed with Louif

Lewin for recording the "Hollywood'
On the Air" feature
and a series'
of Technicolor shorts in the Photo4<
phone Hollywood studios.
Among other Photophone licensee i
activities, Mentone Productions ha^B
begun the production of a series otT,
two-reel
subjects
at the Biograpb1
studios, the Hayes & Beall studiot
at Oceanside
have been leased td
Skibo
Productions
for the makin]
of a series of one-reel comedies, Ns
tional Cinema Service of St. Louii
is now using High
Fidelity soun
recording, James A. Fitzpatrick h
completed
three
of
his
one-n
Traveltalks
RCA
Photophone'
Fifth Avenue at studios,
and Clanc
Productions
is making
a series o'
one-reelers
entitled
"Life's
La
Laughs" at the same place.

Chicago Notes

Chicago — The E. A. R. theater
South
Side neighborhood
house, l ijs
being completely remodeled.
WheiHiii
completed it will be one of the finest h
intimate houses in Chicago.
tii
"The Divorcee" is being held '
second week at the RKO Palace.
Wide
range
sound
has been
stalled in the Drexel theater.

in ^

Joe E. Brown in "Six-Day Bik<
Rider," opening at the Garrick, wa
given an extensive publicity cam
paign handled by Terry Turner.
"One Night of Love," one of thi
biggest draws the Balaban & Kat
Chicago theater has had in man;
months, is being held over. Be:
Atwell is handling the publicit;
campaign.

Intimate
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Independents File Objections to Code Assessments

S.M.P.E. AND M. P. ACADEMY PATCH UP DIFFERENCES
—

.— .

Jpton Sinclair Retaliates By Asking Federal Film Probe
Ncwsreels
block booking and such
= By JACK ALICOATE =
.10 SPOT

on the bill is more universally

liked than the newsreel. It is good,
icn, to again see it reaching its old time
apularity. And this because of the return
' the occasional scoop, of value of presention, of editorial aggressiveness and of
dividuality. Friendly cooperation is one
ling. Friendly competition entirely anther. The newsreel is back in all its glory
icause the splendid spirit of competition
as returned.

— • —

Again the boys who must have something
squawk about have dug down into the
d trunk, shaken out the moth balls and
ought out the old block booking bugaboo,
o constructive element in the industry
lit that admits of the economic desirabily of block booking. Without it there
ould be chaos. Imagine any sane proicer, with the frogs it costs to make 'em
day, starting out deliberately to make a
id picture. The new platform of the old
formers, or vice versa, seems somewhat
limy.

— • —

Business is definitely better. Car load
gs are up, as well as department and
"lain store
security
is again
roadway
ghts once
illiance.
ay back.

sales. There is a better feeling
and stability all along the line.
like the old days to walk along
after dark. Legitimate first
more have their pre-depression
Perhaps we are finally on the

— • —

Never has the industry been faced with
ore varied nor more irritating tax probms Sock the good old motion pictures
bems to be the by-word with legislators
peking state and municipal revenue. This
idustry cannot stand another straw of
ixation. It is overburdened now. For
le elements within, parted by other mat:rs, to fail to cooperate in this common
9use, would be industrial suicide. Unjust
ixation can only be licked by aggressive
)operative action.

Wants Congress to Look
Into Political Activities in California
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — In retaliation to the
film industry's activities in opposing
his campaign for California governor, Upton Sinclair has wired Senator David I. Walsh (Mass.) and
Representative Wright Patman
(Tex.) demanding a congressional
investigation of the use of the
screens to fight his candicacy. Sinclair also
wired Will H. Hays, in(Continued on Page 5)

3 MAIN ACHIEVEMENTS
NAMED BY GOLDSMITH

SMPE Spring Meet in L. A.
The Spring meeting of the S. M. P. E.
will take place at Los Angeles in May,
the board of governors decided yesterday coincidental with the opening session of the Fall convention at the Hotel
Pennsylvania.

That the Academy of M. P. Arts
and Sciences and the S. M. P. E.
have worked out their differences
was indicated yesterday at the
luncheon which featured the opening-day session of the latter society's Fall meeting at the Hotel
Pennsylvania. Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith, S.M.P.E. president, announced
that the two organizations "have
misunderHalf of the Vitaphone lineup of ended their pardonable
and said that a greater
130 shorts for 1934-35 release has cooperation standing"
between them will now
been completed, according to Nor- be developed to the benefit of the
(Continued on Page 6)
man H. (Continued
Moray, sales
chief.
The
on Page 5)

VITAPHONEGOMPLETES
HALF OF ITS LINEDP

orce
Columbia

Plans

100%

Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith, president
Columbia plans to establish a
of the S. M. P. E, in response to a field exploitation force covering
Film Daily query yesterday, named
the country 100 per cent. Herschel
the following as the three outstanding achievements in motion picture Stuart has engaged Ben Serkowich
{Continued on Page 6)
formerly with RKO, for his exploitation department. Exploiteers are
now stationed at Columbia branches
9 Para. Trustees' Fees
Are Argued in Court in Boston, New York, Cleveland,
Question of whether Sec. 48 of Los Angeles, Atlanta, Dallas, Kansas City and Chicago. Success of
the old bankruptcy act limiting allowances paid trustees in bank- exploitation campaigns given "One
Love"
ruptcy to 2 per cent of all disburse- Night oflumbia
executiveshasof convinced
the value Coof
ments has been superseded by Sec. a field force.
(Continued on Page 5)

Only One Exhibitor Objection
Is Filed Against Code Budget
Gaumont-British Set 100%
In First-Run Situations
Deals have been signed placing
Gaumont-British product in all firstrun situations in the country it is
announced by George W. Weeks,
general sales manager. Majority of
the contracts cover the entire first
group of eight releases, including
"Chu Chin Chow", "Power", "Little Friend",
"Evergreen",
"Even
(Continued
on Page 5)

S.M.P.E.
Elects Trasker
President— Will Work
With M. P. Academy

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — A number of protests from independents against the
code assessment schedule were announced by Deputy Administrator
William P. Farnsworth yesterday as
the deadline for filing objections
approached. Among the protests,
which included none from major
companies, was an exhibitor squawk,
filed by R. A. Tesch, business manager of(Continued
Allied Independent
Theon Page 5)

Field Exploitation F

DENVER MGRS. GIVE UP
SECESSION FROM CODE
Denver — As a result of the
ef ectivenes of the manifesto
cently signed by all but three
hibitors
in this area, threatening
(Continued on Page 5)

inreexto

Minneapolis Mayor Plans
Taxing Films $1 a Reel
Minneapolis — A tax of $1 a reel
on films, excepting
newsreels
is
proposed by Mayor A. G. (Buzz)
Bainbridge,
himselfon aPage
veteran
show(Continued
5)
Bring Rothafel

Back to Roxy

Samuel L. "Roxy" Rothafel is expected to return to the Roxy under
a "temporary plan" formulated by the
bondholders' committee, upon the materialization of a syndicate now being formed by the committee, THE
FILM DAILY learns. The syndicate is
being organized to finance the return
of "Roxy" to the theater with the
final plan being held in abeyance until
the venture proves successful. Meetings will be held this week at which
the bondholders'
torneys will confer. committee and at-

-sum

oing
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Paramount B'way Hearing
Is Postponed to Nov. 19

Hearing on the Paramount
Broadway reorganization was postLos Angeles — Independent Theponed yesterday to Nov. 19 from
ater Owners of Southern Califor- Nov. 12, which is a legal holiday,
nia yesterday adopted a resolution counsel discovered. Hearing on the
opposing checking where informa- application of former Judge Gavin
tion received is reported into any
Sumner for a breakoffice that does work for various ma- and Malcolm
down on salaries paid Paramount
jor distributors. Objection was executives, was also put off to Nov.
raised on the ground that such a 19. Several other Paramount matpractice might tend to disseminate
ters, slated for hearings on Nov. 12
information on percentage pictures were put over to Nov. 19.
to companies not directly interested in the particular picture
checked. The association does not "Enchanted April" at Feagin School
The Feagin School of Dramatic
oppose checking by an authorized
employee of the distributor direct- Art will open its season of dramatic performances on Friday at 8:30
ly interested in the percentaage film
P. M. by presenting senior students
being checked.
in "Enchanted April," by Kane
Campbell, in the 57th St. Playhouse.
Charles Hopkins is directing the
Allied Amuse, of N. W.
West

JOHN

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

Jr.

Sue Carol
Arthur
Benline

■ommg

DAILY

Elects H. W. Bruen Head

Seattle — Hugh W. Bruen was
elected president of Allied Amusements of the Northwest at the 12th
annual convention last week. Other
officers are Arthur J. Bishell first
vice-president; Leroy Johnson, second vice-president; William Ripley,
third vice-president; James Home,
reelected treasurer. Al Rosenberg,
retiring president, and John Danz
and H. T. Moore were added to the
executive board.

play.
Lily Pons for RKO
West Coast Bureau of THE

Radio
FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Lily Pons, grand opera star, will be heard in RKO Radio productions under a deal being
negotiated by B. B. Kahane, president of RKO ,studios. She is now
in London and is expected to come
here in the spring.

an

d G

MERVYN LEROY, Warner director, and Mr!
LeRoy, the former Doris Warner, arrive i
New York today for a two-week vacation dur
ing which LeRoy will look over the Broadwa
BUSTER KEATON embarks tomorrow at Ply
plays.
mouth on the He de France for New York,
riving here next week en route to Hollywoo
to resume work in Educational comedies.
JAMES CAGNEY, who has just finished wor
in Warner's "Devil Dogs of the Air." is com
ing east this week for a brief visit.
MARY BRIAN is en route to New York aftd
f'n'shing work in Paramount's "College Rhythn ..
She is to appear in the Broadway revue, "Call
ing NIJINSKAIA,
All Stars." sister of the famous Nijinskl
classic dancer, is en route from Paris to Holly
wood to appear in the Warner production c
"Midsummer Night's Dream." ERICH WOLF
GANG KORNGOLD, noted European compost
signed to re-arrange the music for the pic
ture, also arrives in New York today on th
Majestic
en route
to the studios.
JOHN WALDRON,
York yesterday from
California
for a visit

actor, arrived in Ne
the west coast on th
in the east.

MRS. FRED ASTAIRE, mother of Fred an
Adele Astaire, arrived in New York on th
Georgic yesterday from England and will re
main at the Hotel Pierre for a few days be
fore proceeding to the coast to be with Fn
who is working at the RKO studios.
CLAIRE TREVOR, who has been on vacs
tion in New York is Hollywood-bound to be

Mae West Buys Race Horse
gin work on her latest Fox film, "Beauty
Markesan, Wis. — Mae West,
screen star, has purchased ElizaShows Olympic Winter Games Film
beth Heberling, trotter, from Dr. D. Four
Indicted
Daughter." Are
An invitation cocktail partv and R. Edwards, local veterinarian. For
In
Empire
Union Probs
nreview of "The Olvmnic Winter the present the horse will remain
The Kings County grand jury yes
Sports Capital," an RDV film de- in the Edwards stables and will tour
scribed bv Lowell Thomas and dis- the race circuits next year with the terday indicted three officers and th!
tributed by Mary Warner, depicting rest of his racers.
attorney of the Empire State M. I
snorts as thev are plaved at Garmisch-Partenkirchen, the scene of
Operators' union in Brooklyn. Th!
Reade Appeals Rulings
the 1936 Olympic Winter Games,
Walter Reade has appealed two four men were held in $5,500 ba
will be given Friday afternoon decisions of the local grievance each after they had pleaded nc
srartiner at 5 o'clock in the Jansen board awarding Herbert and Aaron guilty. In addition to the indict
Suite of the Hotel Waldorf-Astoria. Shusterman a total of 138 films in
ments the jury, which has been in
Frederick W. Rnbien, secretarv of
Jersey theaters in overbuy- vestigating the union since Juim
the American Olympic Committee, for two
ing cases. In a third appeal, the handed up a presentment expressing
and Ernst Schmitz, American repre- Liberty, Freehold, asks a review of
the opinion that the union us<
sentative of the German Tourist Information Office, are hosts for the the local clearance board ruling fav- racketeers in pressing its demand
showing.
oring Reade's Asbury Park theaters. upon theaters. The four indicto
are Arthur Farkash, president
Blatt, business managei
Amkino to Show "3 Songs of Lenin" Joseph
G-B Signs Lillian Bond
Ernest Mauro, treasurer, and Josep
A private screening of "Three Tepperson, attorney.
London — ■ Lillian Bond has been
nlaced under contract bv Gaumont- Songs About Lenin" will be given
4 o'clock
by
British and will have the feminine Friday
Amkino afternoon
in the 12thatfloor
projection
lead in a forthcoming production.
room of the Paramount Bldg.
Lou Tellegen Dead
The company also has signed a
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIL.
three-year contract, calling for three
Los Angeles — Lou Tellegen, stag
Man" Sequel for M-G-M
pictures a year, with Jessie Mat- West"Thin
and film star, was found dead yes
Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
thews, who appears in "Evergreen,"
in the bath room of his homi
Hollywood — M-G-M has signed terday
which opens shortly at the Radio
Police said he had been stabbed.
Dashiell Hammett to write a seCity Music Hall.
to hisMyrna
"Thin Loy
Man."
William
Powellqueland
may again
be
Code Appeals Hearing Today
"First World War" Preview Today teamed in it.
A number of appeals will be hear
A special invitation preview of
by a Code Authority appeals con
"The First World War," which opens
W. C. Fields Signed by M-G-M
mittee today.
Nov. 8 at the Rialto, will be held
West

George
Marion,
Zoe
Akins
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today at Fox's New York studios.
Hollywood — W. C. Fields has been
A long list of notables has been in- signed
vited.
by M-G-M for the role of
Micawber in "David Copperfield."
Katz Marries Sari Maritza
Warshawsky Joins G-B
Sam Warshawsky, formerly with
Phoenix, Ariz. — Sam Katz and
RKO, has joined the Gaumont Brit- Sari Maritza eloped from Hollywood
here over the
ish publicity department under sup- and were married
ervision of A. P. Waxman.
week-end.

60 More Wired in Canada
Toronto — Active Canadian theaters
wired for sound increased by nearly 60
during the past year, it is indicated by
data compiled in a recent survey. The
present total is 757 as compared with
701 last year.
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THE
PASSENGERS
ON
CRAZIEST
SHIP
AFLOAT!
"It

ery actor is either a star or feature player . . . laughs

hitS
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bull's-eye!"—

it up.

Cast
""certainly
. ,can

be

— Hollywood Reporter
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Motion Picture Daily

"Best-seller — a grand picture! What a cast! They will

each other up ... a sure-thing
buy for your audience.
...
,. eat

TH

billed ,as
....

all-star!
„
,„

— Film Curb
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THE SEA successfully
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paceandset ONE
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IT HAPPENED
ON
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will most likel
set similar box-office records."

— Cinema Hall-Mark
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» REVIEWS
"ARE YOU

A MASON?"

FARCE

SLOW-FOOTED
STODGY

76 mins.

COMEDY

SCREEN

BRITISH

» NEWS of DAY.

«

M. J. Kandel
OUTDATED
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FARE

MAKES
WITH

TREATMENT.

In the days when dad was a boy this
old stage farce was classed as a very
merry affair, but as a modern talking picture all the weaknesses are too readily
apparent. Besides this, the laborious and
detailed treatment given it by the Twickenham studios is too slow for American
audiences trained to fast-paced comedy by
Hollywood product. There are two parts
in this play that call for first-rate farceurs,
and neither of the British players cast in
these roles measures up. The film doesn't
really begin to get going till it is half way
through the footage, and then it is too
.late to do much in the way of saving it.
The theme concerns a young married man
and his father-in-law who have both given
their wives to understand that they are
Masons. They meet in the latter's home
with all the women folks present, both
believing that the other is a Mason. There
are various other complications too involved for the modern technique of farce
comedy, that only tend to slow up the action and make it cumbersome. Thick
British accents employed by most of the
players doesn't tend to recommend this
one for American consumption.
Cast: Sonnie Hale, J. Robertson Hare,
Davy Burnaby, Gwyneth Lloyd, Bertha Belmore, Joyce Kirby, Lewis Shaw, Michael
Shepley, Davina Craig, May Agate.
Director, Henry Edwards, based on the
old Leo Ditrichstein play; Cameraman, Sydney Blythe.
Direction, Heavy. Photography, Fair.

FOREIGN
"EINMAL EINE GROSSE DAME SEIN"
("Once to Be a Lady"), in German; produced by Ufa; directed by Gerhard Lamprecht; with Kaethe von Nagy, Wolf
Albach-Retty, Gretl Theimer, Werner Fuetterer, Ida Wuest. At the 86th St. Casino
theater.
Enjoyable romantic comedy with music
revolving chiefly around the ambitions of
a working girl to be a great lady, with her
Cinderella wish being duly realized. Fine
cast and generally
creditable
production.
"DOS MAS UNO DOS" ("Two and One,
Two"), in Spanish; produced by Fox; directed by John Reinhardt; with Rosita
Moreno, Valentin Parera. Carmen Rodriguez, Andres de Segurola. At the Teatro
Campoamor.
Good comedy romance in which Rosita
Moreno shines both as an actress and as
a dancer, playing the dual role of an oldfashioned girl and a modern maid, winning
the man of her choice in both guises.
"DU, ODER KEINE!" ("Nobody Else But
You"), in German; produced and directed
by Karl Froelich; with Gitta Alpar, Max
Hansen, Paul Otto, et al. At the 79th St.
Theater.
Exceptionally good German operetta, with
fine music, good acting, a very likeable
singing personality in Gitta Alpar, and a
generally well-handled production.

m "LOTS"
I By RALPH
froWILK
TTLE
A LIHOLLYWOOD
gEN VERSCHLEISER is now the
"Christopher Columbus of Culver City." Out of 400 applicants
whom he interviewed, Verschleiser
discovered Jimmy Faye, aged 4, to
play in "Million Dollar Baby,"
which he will produce for Monogram. Two thousand youngsters applied for the role. Little Jimmy has
had stage and radio experience and
sings and dances.

Ben Alexander has joined the cast
of RKO's "Portraite of Laura Bay-

▼

T

▼

Maxine Gregory, dancer from
Mexico, has a role in "Lightning
Strikes Twice,"
RKO Kelton
Radio production in whichthe Pert
and
Skeets Gallagher are teamed for the
thirdles."
time.
T T ▼
Ray Long, famous journalist,
writer and editor, and for many
Sig Herzig, who recently com- years editor of the "Cosmopolitan
Magazine," is at the Metro studios
pleted workfor
on the
"Adios
an original
Lou Argentina,"
Brock unit working with Tod Browning, director, on a new mystery story as yet
at RKO, has joined the Warner untitled.
Bros, scenario staff. He is writing
T ▼ T
the screen play for an untitled origJerome Kern has been commisinal that will star Dick Powell.
▼ T T
sioned by B. B. Kahane, president of
Jeanie Roberts, comedienne, for- RKO Studios, to write three new
songs
for the screen version of
merly in vaudeville, has attracted
which will be made from
much attention by her work in "Girl "Roberta,"
the stage hit of the same name, now
of My Dreams," a Monogram pic- road-showing on the Atlantic seature, which was directed by Ray
MacCarey. She is an Oakland, Cal.,
board. Only one song, "Smoke Gets
in Your Eyes," will be retained for
the
screen
version, in which Fred
T
T _ T
girl.
Eugene Solow is writing the Astaire, Ginger Rogers and Irene
Dunne will appear.
screen play for "Green Cat," a play
▼ ▼
▼
by A. M. Willner and P. Rubiscuis,
Hooper Atchley, Albert J. Smith
for Warner Bros.
T
T
T
and Edmund Cobb, have been enJerry Larkin, who played an imgaged by Columbia for "Burnt
starring Tim McCoy. Maportant role in "The Perfect Clue," Ranch,"
rion Shilling plays opposite the star.
for Larry Darmour Productions, has
David Selman is directing.
completed his part in "News of the
T
T
T
Gods," for Columbia.
Evalyn Knapp is said to have told
▼ T T
friends that she will be married in
Gregory LaCava will direct "Pri- January to Dr. George A. Snyder,
vate Worlds," which Walter Wanger Los Angeles physician.
is to produce for Paramount.
t

▼

Indianapolis — "Transatlantic MeJ
ry-Go-Round,"
for the first thre|
days of its run at Loew's Pala
topped the receipts of any U.
picture, including "The House
Rothschild."
Portland, Ore. — Ted Gambj
manager of the Parker interesj
here, has been assigned to take ov
operation of the Music Box wh
it passes from the hands of Jo
Hamrick to the J. J. Parker a.
Evergreen Theaters and their joi
control.

T

Chicago Notes

Salt Lake Squibs

Salt Lake City — George A.
Chicago — Balaban & Katz's out- Hickey, M-G-M district manager,
lying theaters are conducting a con- has left for Portland after a visit
test among the managers to see who here.
J. Frank Shea is here from the
can do the most business with
"Treasure Island." The contest has coast to handle special exploitation
on "Merry Widow," opening Nov.
developed some clever stunts.
10 at the Capitol.
John Balaban has been appointA. C. Gordon has opened his newed chairman of the amusement divily remodeled house, the Rialto, in
sion of the Community Drive. Mor- Boise, Idaho.
E. J. McClurg, operator of the
ris Silver manager of the local
Preston, Idaho, had a narWilliam Morris office, is working Grand,
row escape in an auto smash last
with Balaban, contacting producers week.
His wife was badly hurt.
and agents.
After a second week at the OrTex Cooper, who has been doing pheum, "Gay Divorcee" has moved
to the Studio for an indefinite run.
a Buffalo Bill role in "Wings of a
while "Barrets of Wimpole Street"
Century" at the world's fair, is is in its second week at the Parasigned up to appear in two new Tom mount.
James A. Lee, formerly with the
Mix pictures.
Groups of state and city officials old Salt Lake and Orpheum theaters, died last week in Los Anand stars from various entertainment fields are cooperating to make
a success of the semi-annual film geles.
Two Terry-Toons Booked by RKO
and theater relief party at the
"Irish Sweepstakes" and "Mice In
Medinah Club on Friday night. The Council,"
Terry-Toons,
fund has handled more than 150 have been Educational
booked by the RKO Metropolitan
Circuit.
cases since it was started last year.

Portland, Ore. — The Oriental hJ
gone back to first-runs with ill
policy of night entertainment onljj
save Saturdays and Sundays.
Grand Island, Neb. — Bob
nuck, city manager here for
Blank, is out of the hospital
an appendectomy two weeks

Dual
A. T^
aft*
ago,

Lincoln, Neb. — Columbia
pictur„
get a break on the Varsity opening
Nov. 1. "One Night of Love" is sliv
for
threefor weeks
and
"Lady
bji:
Choice"
two.

Bellevue, O. — Two corporation? X
Clyde Theater
Corp. and Theatal"
Properties Corp., both permitted t
operate motion picture theaters ar I
deal in films and equipment, ha»
been chartered by Sora Stoll, Louis |
Stoll and Charles Stoll.
Smyrna Mills, Me. — J. E. TarbeJ
Co. isfornow
Hall
films.operating Odd Fellowif

Lowell, Mass. — The Capitol aijii
Victory have gone from first to sea if
ond runs, in opposition to the Gates ■ a
The Rialto has moved from secoi B:
runs to fourth. With exception i it
the Gates, all are Lieberman house si
Kenton, O. — Following settleme:
of the suits brought by Kent
Amusement Co. against Schine a;
Warners over the Kenton Theafc
the house reopens Nov. 1 und
management of G. H. Foster
Marion.
Rice Lake, Wis. — ■ George Mine
is altering his picture house at
cost of $16,000.
Winter Park, Fla. — The Bab
Grand Theater is being reopen©
for daily showings between 3 and 1
p. m. Bob Daugherty is manager.
Palatka, Fla. — The remodel
Howell Theater has reopened.

Portage, Wis. — The renovate |
Portage theater has reopened wit \
Robert Hutchings as manager.
Inverness, Fla. — The Valerie Th< X
ater is to be reopened.
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SINCLAIR RETALIATES
BY ASKING FILM PROBE
(Continued from Page

1 1 te it ^^

(Continued from Page 1)

1)

orming him of the action taken
nd asking for a repudiation of the
lleged propaganda, including the
tumping hy C. C. Pettijohn on bealf of Governor Merriam.
In the wires to the congressmen,
inclair asks for a "Congressional
nvestigation of the motion picture
ndustry, including efforts of the
egion of Decency to clean pictures
f block booking and blind buying and
lso with the purpose of a full, fair
nd complete investigation of polit-al activities of the motion picture
ndustry in this and other camiaigns to the end of Federal superision as was effected in the meat
acking industry through my acivities in 1905."

Jaumont-British Set 100%
In First Run Situations
(Continued from Page 1)

Song", "Jack Ahoy", "Iron Duke"
,nd "Princess Charming".
Publix, Loew, RKO, Fox West
:oast and Warner Bros, are among
he circuits signed. Deals have also
leen made with Steffes in the
torthwest, Metropolitan in greater
>Jew York, with Feiber and Shea
n central and northern New York
md the middle west, Mike Shea, and
iituations controlled by Harry
Arthur, Si Fabian and Al Boyd
Ksst runs in New York City have
)een contracted for by the Radio
Ity Music Hall and the Roxy.

fitaphone Completes
Half of Its Lineup
(Continued from Page 1)

group includes 26 twoinished and
•eelers
39 one reelers, and
imong them are 17 "Broadway
Brevities", seven "Big V" comedes, seven "See America First"
16
ihorts, eight "Melody Masters",
Tepper Pot" novelties, and seven
artoons, three of which are "Loo;ey Tunes" and four "Merrie Meloies" in color.

) Para. Trustees' Fees
Are Argued in Court
(Continued from Page

MONGthe

1)

?7B, which authorizes payment of a
'reasonable" sum to trustees, was
irgued yesterday before Special
Master John E. Joyce in connection
vith the application of the Paranount trustees for interim allowinces of $100,000 each. Under Sec.
18 the trustees would be legally enitled to less than $50,000 each. Arhur Ballantine, of counsel for the
.rustees, held that Sec. 48 was in;ended to apply only where liquida;ion of an estate occurred. Samlel Zirn declared that in any case
t was a violation assumption to
relieve that Congress intended that
inder Sec. 77B the trustees should
-eceive more for their services durng the bankruptcy period than
vould be paid them under Sec. 48.

INDEPENDENTS FILE
BUDGET OBJECTIONS

JB ?By

'

PHIL M DALY

• • • FOR NO reason at all
Ben Hecht and Charles
MacArthur staged "The Baseball Game of the Century" Sunday afternoon
we will qualify that and say they staged it
for sweet charity's sake
which still makes it for no reason
at all
the proceeds were supposed to go to Nyack charities
the game being held at the Clarkstown Country Club
Stadium in Nyack
in the confusion most of the customers
forgot to pay
and those that did, paid their admission to
other customers
who thought the other guy was paying a
bet
everybody
was betting on practically every player
who came up to the plate to bat
as you can gather
everything was in the most delightful state of confusion
it was very cold
all hands were warming up on hot water
bottles whose contents they drank
they turned over to the
Nyack charities the sum of $6.79
but look at all the advertising the town got for nothing
T
T
T
• •
• WHAT
A baseball game!
what?
a baseball
game?
the Nyack Eagles played the 21 Hangovers
...
there were about 30 players on each team
they relieved
each other as the fancy moved 'em
sometimes the relief
player and the regular player would both cover second base
or pitch or catch together
it was that kind of a
baseball game
up in the grandstands were about 100 gals
from the Broadway hot spots cheering the players on
some of the players thot the gals were beckoning to 'em
so they went up and sat with the fair rooters
the game
went on just the same
T
T
T
• •
• THERE WAS so much going on all over the field
that half the time the players were spectators
then they
would resume the game as the crowd yelled for action
Boris Morros in an admiral's uniform would parade his band
from third base across to first just as Phil Reisman
pitching for the Hangovers
had two strikes and three balls on
some Eagle batter
then as somebody whammed a long fly
toward Buster Collier, left-fielder for the Hangovers
the
Hecht-MacArthur Entertainment Committee would fire one of
those exhibition bombs out in the same direction
a player
was just as likely to catch a bomb as the baseball
and if
he missed he caught hell from the rooters
T
T
T
• • • EVERY SO often they drove a team of large elephants across the diamond right in the middle of a play
or Art Rosson would line the sound truck up in the line
of the bases as if to take a picture Paul Gallico was dressed
in an admiral's uniform
so when he wanted to steal a
base he just drew his sword and charged the baseman
he stole 16 bases
Jimmy Savo was there in his studio costume ... Jack Alicoate tried to get in the game as a pinch-hitter .but somebody said he was a bridge player and an
after-dinner speaker
so he came damn near getting run
off the field
Don Mersereau was there with his fancy Leica
camera it's too bad this paper doesn't run photos, for some
of them show certain celebs in marvelous poses
Sam Taylor of WMCA went up to broadcast the event but couldn't get
anyone near the mike . nobody wanted to be publicly identified with the massacre
.
the final score was 69 to 11
but nobody knew which side won
T
T
T
• • • ON THE Nyack Eagles team were "Bugs" Baer,
Billy Rose, Harold Ross, Charles Ellis, George Antheil, Jimmy
Savo, Ben Hecht, Paul Gallico, Lee Parcels, Charles MacArthur,
Robert Sherwood, Arthur Koenig, Robert Whiteman, John Beigano, Arthur Rosson, Robert Maxwell, James Thurber
the
21 Hangovers included Francis T. Hunter, Woolworth Donahue,
Buddy Adler, William Collier, Jr., Philip Armidon, William Randolph Hearst, Jr., John Randolph Hearst, Julius Hallheimer,
Tom Johnson, Bradley Dresser, Esmond O'Brien, James Lewis,
Ben Finney, John Heminway, Tom Shevlin, Erskine Gwynee,
James Shaw Coslove, John Van Alstyne Weaver, Phil Reisman,
Russell Johns and about 20 others

«

«

«

»

»

»

aters of Wisconsin representing 100
theaters in that state. In a telegram to the NRA, Tesch expressed
complete disapproval of the plan, it
was learned.
Others who had registered objections up to last night included Gold
Medal Film Co., Philadelphia; Majestic Pictures, I. W. Mandell, Security Pictures, A. C. Bromberg,
Monogram Pictures of Atlanta and
Detroit, Premier Pictures of St.
Louis, Hollywood Film Co. of Boston, First Division Exchanges of
New York and Liberty Film Exchange of Washington.
The objectors ask a straight percentage basis of assessment Farnsworth said.

Denver Managers Give Up
Secessi
on from the Code
(Continued from Page 1)
have no dealings with code boards
until certain changes were made
in the code, the Denver Managers,
Inc., has decided to deal with the
Code Authority for relief on the
premium ban. At a meeting last
week, 14 out of 25 members voted
for a revision of the code clause on
giveaways so as to allow local option and require agreement by 75
per cent of the active independent
and affiliated theaters before premiums could be banned. An additional 14 managers either did not
attend the meeting or did not vote.
First rift in the organization appeared when B. D. Cockrill, manager of the Denham and a director in the unit, resigned as a member. He is opposed to giveaways.
A number of committees were appointed by President Rick Ricketson. The chairmen and committees are: H. A. Goodridge, grievance, Harry Huffman, legislative;
Frank Culp membership and entertainment; Ralph D. Lee, labor;
Burns Ellison, donations, benefits,
advertising and solicitation; Sterling Way, light and power; Fred
nance.
Lind, insurance; Joe Gundy fiMeetings are held once a month
at a luncheon in the Brown Palace
Hotel.

Minneapolis Mayor Plans
Taxing
Films $1 a Reel
(Continued Jrom Page 1)
man, in a taxation message to the
city council. He seeks to raise $50,000 a year from the movie field.
H. S. McLeod Laid Up
New Orleans — H. S. McLeod, G.
S. T. 0. A. president and manager
of the St. Charles, is confined to
his home by an injured leg as a result of a fall backstage. He has
the telephone next to his bed and
instructs his staff from there.
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GREATER UNIFORMITY
IS SOUGHT IN SOUND

S.M.P.E. Convention Sidelights
ATATE GOLDEN, of the Motion
Picture Division, Dept. of Commerce, was on hand for the opening
session. Nate is one of the industry's greatest assets in Washington. Thomas Burke, chief of his
department, joins him today at the
convention.

Greater uniformity of sound quality is being sought by the S. M.
P. E. in a campaign in which the
cooperation of the studios is being
secured, it is indicated in a paper
on "Current Developments in Production Methods in Hollywood," delivered by Homer G. Trasker, president-elect ofthe S. M. P. E., at the
initial session of the society's Fall
meeting yesterday.

American Tri-Ergon Corp., which
has figured plenty in the newspaper
and trade paper headlines recently,
has a representative at the meetings. He is Louis B. Hoffman.

The society's committee on sound
is studying the problems, particularly from the angle of frequency
characteristic and output level, the
paper said.

3 Main Achievements
Named by Goldsmith
(Continued from Page 1)

engineering during the past several
years:
1. Fidelity
in reproduction.
2. Noiseless recording.
3. Development of three-color
processes.
Dr. Goldsmith is regarded as an
eminent authority on motion picture engineering. He retires as
president of the S. M. P. E. on Jan.
1.

Will Whitmore is doing his usual
efficient job in handling convention
publicity.
Equipment exhibits have been
provided by: Gordos Products Co.
Forest Manufacturing Co., RCA
Photophone, Automatic Devices Co.,
Hertner Electric Co. and De Vry.

The + + + + Hotel of N. Y.
1000 Large Outside Rooms
* One minute
from everything
* In the eenterof Filmland
* All new, modern conveniences
* Modern
in rentals, too
Many other star features such as:
Radio in every room
Circulating Ice Water
French Window Ventilation
Tub and Shower in each room
Chevaly Full Length Mirrors
2 Clothes Closets in each room
3 Attractive Restaurants

[ Rates from «(r^#«"

—Hotel
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John. L. Horgan A^AflH
General Manager
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time to attend the initial day's sessions.

A picture
show Tickets
is on are
tonight's
social
program.
also
available for a broadcast at station
WEAF.
Sylvan Harris, business manager
of the S. M. P. E. is one of the
convention's outstandingly busy
men.
Dr. F. B. Jewett, vice-president
of A. T. & T., and president of Bell
Telephone Laboratories, will address
the banquet tomorrow night.
Bill Kunzman can always be relied upon to run a meeting in shipshape manner.

Minnesota Theater Notes

E. M. Loew Adds One
Fitchburg, Mass. — A new expansion move has taken the Lyric Theater here into the E. M. Loew independent circuit. Alden Smith has
been transferred from Beverly to
open the project.

•
•
•
•
•
•
9

Joe Ruttenberg, one of the better caremamen in the East, found

Tuesday, Oct. 3U, i>:

SNIPE AND ACADEMY
PATCH DIFFERENCE!
(Continued from Page

1)

entire industry. Members of tl
Academy who heretofore have be<
reluctant to affiliate with the S. 1
P. E. are now becoming members
The following officers were elec
ed for the year beginning Jan.
president, Homer G. Trasker <
United Research Corp.; executiv
vice-president, Emery Huse, East
man Kodak; editorial vice-presi
dent, John T. Crabtree, Eastmas
Kodak; convention vice-president
William Kunzman, National Carbon
executive secretary, J. H. Kurlandej
Westinghouse Lamp; treasurer, T. E
Shea, Bell Laboratories. M. C. Bat
sel of RCA Photophone and S. K
Wolfe of Erpi were elected menr
bers of the board of directors, de
feating
Rubin. Terry Ramsaye and Harrj
Guests at the luncheon were: 1
I. Crabtree, V. I. Verlinsky, J. E
Kurlander, Homer Trasker, Arthut
Dickinson, Mordaunt Hall, Marti}
Quigley; Mrs Frances Taylor Pat
terson, director of photoplay appre
ciation, Columbia University; D|

Minneapolis — The Lyceum, St.
Paul, straight pictures for seven Alfred N. Goldsmith; Miss R. Hoch'
heimer, director of visual education
years, has put in vaudeville Satur- New York public schools, and Col
days and Sundays in charge of R.
J. Kennedy, formerly of Finkelstein Roy Winton, managing director c
the Amateur Cinema League.
& Ruben. Harry Dow is house manNewsreels have greatly influence!
features,
said Mrs. Patterson, whl
ager.
Thomas & Hetherington, Wheatin
the course of her brief remarks
on, have let a $15,000 contract for a
declared that directors should bl
new picture house.
camera-minded.
State at Mountain Lake has reThe situation created by thi
opened.
W. H. Evans, Battle Lake, has Legion of Decency movement wai
discussed by Martin Quigley, wty
bought the Joy in Minnesota.
Dickerman Theaters has opened observed that because of this scruj
the remodeled Roxy, with Donald tiny, the industry is now in th(
Guttman as manager. Dickerman healthiest and most stable conda
has opened the Alhambra, North- tion it has experienced in sever;)
town and Southtown and is erecting
the Lowry.
"Continuation
of this conditi

San Antonio Notes
— now
William
O'Donnell
of San
New Antonio
York is
managing
the
Texas, Interstate house.
Frank Starz advertising and exploitation manager for Interstate
Circuit, is in town on assignments.
R. J. O'Donnell, brother of the
Texas manager and Interstate general manager was here from Dallas
conferring with Ray B. Willie, Interstate city manager.
Irving Rubin, Benny's brother, is
visiting here from Houston.
Five-cent kid Saturday morning
matinees have been started at the
Empire and Texas theaters with
marked results.
Bartow Theaters Merge

depends
upon whether or not the i
years.
dustry
maintains
those
standarc
now set up," declared the publishe:
Quigley took cognizance of the i
sistent demands
of groups
outsi
the industry for the production
ment.
pictures beyond theatrical entertain*
Col. Winton, speaking briefly, em)
phasized the need of the industry
turning out non-theatrical pictures.
Registration at the conventioi
yesterday was about 200.
New House for Columbus Suburb
Columbus, 0. — -Plans for a nev
600-seat theater on Main St. in Bex
ley, suburb, are announced by Theo
dore A. Lindenberg, president of th<
Lilly-Ames Co., manufacturers o:
regalia. The house will be buil
primarily as a testing laboratory fo:
Lindenberg
the
new sound system invented b;

Bartow, Fla. — Consolidation of
the Ernada and Bartow theaters is
announced by Vance Marquis and B.
Charles
Benson
to Beverly
E. Gore, proprietors of the two
houses. Ownership will be vested
Hartford, Conn. — Charles Benson
in a new company, Tower Amu3e- formerly of the Palace here, ha.
ment Co., with Marquis and Gore become resident manager of E. M
Loew's Ware, Beverly, Mass.
owning the controlling stock.
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4 More Independents Object to Code Assessments

EQUITY
COUNCIL
ENDORSES
ACTORS'
GUILD
TIEUP
Committee on Screen Brightness Urged at SMPE Meet
Goldsmith
Stresses Need
of Improving Sound
in Theaters

IATSE HOPES TO REGAIN MISSISSIPPI ASS'N
STUDIO JURISDICTION REJECTS AFFILIATION

Blaming lack of coordination
among five S. M. P. E. committees
for failure of the society to make
High hope that the I. A. T. S. E.
progress toward requirements for would regain its lost jurisdiction in
screen brightness, the society's pro- the coast studios and obtain a closed
jection screens committee yesterday shop for its members was expressed
urged appointment of a special yesterday to The Film Daily by
committee to tackle this important George E. Browne, president of the
theater problem. The proposal, I. A. T. S. E. Browne said that
made in a report submitted to the his investigation of the situation
society at the second dav of its Fall in the coast studios during the past
[Continued on Page 6)
few weeks had convinced him that
the men were all loyal to the I. A.,
and that jurisdiction and a closed
shop could be obtained. Browne
left New York yesterday to return
to the coast after stopovers on several cities en route.

$2,500,000 FINANCING
FOR GAUMONT-BRITISH

Draft of Affiliation to be Considered
at Meeting Friday

Council of Actors' Equity yesterday "heartily endorsed the spirit of
the affiliation with the American
Jackson, Miss. — Believing that Federation of Labor, through
continuation as a separate state
unit would help them to better set- Equity, proposed by the Screen Actors' Guild" and requested the astle their problems, the Mississippi
sociation's executives and legal deIndependent
Theater
Owners
Ass'n
partment to prepare a draft coverclosed their two-day convention
ing
all
details
of the affiliation
here Monday night without acting
be considered at a speon proposals for affiliating with whichcialwill
Council meeting next Friday,
body.
other groups or with the national
it was announced by Frank Gillpresident of Equity. When
Prime difficulty facing the Missis- more,
the agreement
is accepted by the
(Continued on Page 7)
sippi owners is the state amusement tax, a 10 per cent levy on all
tickets regardless
of Page
price.2) A bit(Continued on

N. J. Allied to Investigate
Lease of Newark House
Forcing of Shorts
Transferred, Board Finds Alleged
Reporting that some distributors

London — An immediate debenture
Gaumontissue of $2,500,000 for
British was announced yesterday
New York grievance board yesat a
presided
by Mark Ostrer, who
terday found the DeLuxe Amusewas
It
ion.
corporat
the
ment Co., Inc., Morris and Ralph
meeting of
also stated after the meeting that Feldman, guilty of transferring the
all conversations toward a merger DeLuxe Theater, Newark, N. J., to
with B.I.P. had been called off.
avoid fulfillment of uncompleted
contracts. Complainants were the
New Unit Taking Over
Paramount, Majestic, First DiviColumbia and RKO exchanges,
Former Saenger Leases which sion,
must now petition the Code
New Orleans— Preparatory to re- Authority to take action on the
organizing Saenger Theaters, Ark- matter.
lamiss Theaters has apparently
been taking over as many of the
disaffirmed Saenger lease claims as
claims, purit could get. These
chased for nominal sums, includes
theaters throughout the circuit as
well as the Crescent and Liberty
Theater leases here. Arklamiss is Harry Warner Elected
reported to have over $50,000 in
Director of M. P. Club
claims against Saenger Theaters.
Harry M. Warner, president of
Warner Bros., was yesterday elected
a director of the Motion Picture
"Le?ong"
Gets
Int'l
Para.
World distribution rights, except for
Club at ecutive
a meeting
the club's excommittee. ofAppointment
of
U. S. and Canada, to "Legong," Technicolor feature made in Bali by MarLouis K. Sidney as chairman of the
quise Henri de la Falaise, have been
entertainment
committee
to
develop
acquired by Paramount International in
plans which the new administration
a deal with Bennett Productions, of
which
Constance
Bennett is president.
has prepared for the fall and winter
season was also announced.

Detailed

are violating the short subject provisions of the code, Allied Theaters
of New Jersey, at a meeting yesterday voted to investigate the situation and authorized President Sidney E. Samuelson to name a committee to handle the job. Assertions were made that in some instances more shorts are being
forced then the code allows. Members of the unit participated in a
survey of the buying situation.

Code Budget Plan Brings Kicks
From Four More Independents
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Four more objections from independents to the Code
Authority budget assessment plan
as outlined by the NRA were received yesterday, the final day for
filing objections, it was announced
by Deputy Administrator William
P. Farnsworth. The new protestants were E. L. Watson of Majestic Film Co., Seattle; A. S. Cohn,
(Continued on Page 7)

DEAL WITH HAYS GROUP
WILL END CZECH QUOTA

Czechoslovakia has agreed to rescind its regulation requiring production of quota pictures and is now
working out an agreement with
American Film Companies through
the Hays organization whereby
a minimum number of prints of a
picture will be imported into Czechoslovakia to be taxed at a fixed rate,
(Continued on Page

7)

Ascap Reports No Trouble
With Exhibs on New Rates
Ascap is having no difficulty with
exhibitors over its new music licenses rates as worked out with the
Exhibitors Emergency Committee,
and it expects that all exhibitors
will sign under the new rates it
was said yesterday by E. C. Mills,
general manager of Ascap.
Bet 5 to 1 Against Sinclair
San Francisco — Odds of five to one
that Gov. Frank F. Merriam will defeat Upton Sinclair in next Tuesday's
gubernatorial
election were being offered here yesterday.
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Minnesota Allied Unit
Holds Meet Tomorrow
Minneapolis — Meeting called by
Al Steffes, head of the Minnesota
Allied unit, will get under way at
10 o'clock tomorrow morning in the
Radisson Hotel. Among urgent
topics up for discussion are expected to be legislation, the sound patent controversy, music tax and
other matters.

Two Appeals Decided

Two decisions on appeals were
announced by the Code Authority
yesterday as follows: Des Moines
grievance board, dismisses complaint
of the Iowa theater Mason City, la.,
against W. E. Millington, Mason
City, and L. L. Kaplan, Waterloo,
charging interference with leasing
negotiations; Philadelphia clearance
and zoning board, affirms decision
in case of Herbert J. Elliott of Fern
Rock theater against Stanley Co. of
America's Colney and Felton and
Warners' Lindley, all in Philadelphia, that theaters buying first run
shall have a maximum of seven
days' clearance over the other three
houses involved in the dispute.

Mississippi Exhibitor Assn.
Rejects(Continued
MPTOA
Affiliation
from Page 1)
ter arraignment of this tribute exacted by the state was delivered by
Ed Kuykendall, president of M. P.
T. O. A., who declared that the tax
was driving some of the small exhibitors out of business, "as many of
them cannot stand a loss of ten petcent of their gross intake. We are
not tax dodgers, but would like to
be under the 2 per cent sales tax
like other businesses instead of the
10 The
per cent
levy." decided to conexhibitors
tinue their present organization,
perfected last July, and officers
elected then will hold over to the
next semi-annual meeting. Officers
are: R. X. Williams, Jr., Oxford.
President; J. E. Alford, St., McComb, First Vice-President; J. A.
West, Louisville. Second Vice-President; W. E. Elkin, Aberdeen, Secretary-Treasurer, and J. T. Sanford. Columbus, W. S. Tyson, Water Valley, H. H. Alexander, Belzoni, H. J. Williams, Grenada, Al
Yeomans, Meridian, H. Solomon.
Meridian, Arthur Lehman, Canton,
board of directors.

Para,
to Make "Federal Dicks"
Abeles New Warner Mgr. in Mexico West
Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Arthur S. Abeles, formerly assoHollywood — Planned to glorify
ciated with Warners in domestic the secret service operatives of the
distribution, has been appointed United States Department of Jusmanager of the company's offices
tice, Paramount studios have anin Mexico by Sam E. Morris, vicenounced "Federal Dick" for impresident. Joe Hummel, general
mediate production. George Raft
foreign sales manager, accompanied and Cary Grant are mentioned for
Abeles to Mexico City and returned the leads.
here Monday night by plane.
New Screen on Market
Raven Screen is immediately
"Divorcee" 3 Weeks at Chi. Palace
Chicago — Marking the first time placing on the market a new aluminum screen known as Metaltone. It
that a picture has remained at the
washable and is made in panels.
house for this length of time, RKO's is
A number of installations are to be
"Gay week
Divorcee"
holding for a made
in Loew houses.
third
at the isPalace.
its

It is also playing three weeks in
Milwaukee
and Boston
first7-Year

Contract

for Astaire

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY
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Youngman Made Secretary
Gordon E. Youngman of the RKO
legal staff was named secretary of
several RKO subsidiary companies
at a meeting of the RKO Radio Pictures board of directors held Monday.

Hollywood ■— A new seven-year
contract has been signed by Fred
Astaire to appear exclusively ii
Amos V Andy at Capitol
RKO pictures, it is announced by
Amos 'n' Andv will headline the
B. B. Kahane, president of RKO
studios. His next appearance will stage show at the Caoitol starting
Friday, with M-G-M's "Outcast
be in "Roberta."
Lady" on the screen.
ComiColor Cartoons 96% Sold
Columbia Sets Release
Celebrity Productions, making the
Columbia's "Jealousy", which
Powers ComiColor Cartoons, starts
'ts second season with independent bore the working title of "Spring
3100",
with Nancy Carroll and Donexchanges covering 96 per cent of
Cook, will be nationally released
the U. S. and Canada and 82 per Nov. ald 15.
cent of the foreign market, according to Charles Giegerich, sales man"U" Buys "Flash Gordon"
ager.
"Flash Gordon", newspaper comic
strip, has been acquired for a serPalace, Wash'n, Celebrating
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ial by Universal.
Washington — Loew's Palace will
Services for Max Marcus
celebrate its sixteenth anniversary
Sunday night with a party to which
Cleveland — Funeral services were
leading lights here have been invit- hold Monday for Max Marcus, veted. Angie Ratto has managed the
eran local theater owner, who died
house for the entire 16 years.
last week after a lingering illness.

HAL HORNE is scheduled
about a week.

in

for a coast trip

LEE MARCUS is booked to sail Saturday from
New York on the California for the west coast.
ANNA STEN arrives in New York today from
Hollywood. After attending the Music Hall
premiere of her Samuel GoldwyrT picture, "We
Live Again," she will visit New England to get
local color for her next, "The Wedding Night."
JOHN HAY WHITNEY plans to leave the
coast tomorrow by plane for New York after
conferring at the RKO studios on the production of "Becky
Sharp."
J. R. McDONOUGH leaves for the coast today
airplane.
DAN CARROLL, CHARLES MONROE and
FRANK SMITH of Sydney, Australia, are in
New York for a short visit.

by

PEGGY CONKLIN, stage actress, returns to
New York in about a week for a role in Gilbert Miller's "Petrified Forest," after finishing her role at the Paramount studios in
"The President Vanishes."

to

JOE HUMMEL, general foreign sales manager for Warners, is back from a flying trip
Mexico.

Harris and Morrow Rename House
Harry Harris and G. Morrow have
added the Aurora at 1763 Amsterdam Ave. to their string and renamed it the Bluebird. New Photonhone
High Fidelity sound has
been installed.
Reopening Youngstown Hipp
Youngstown — The Hippodrome,
long dark, has been leased by
Arnold Minkley of Chicago and will
reopen Nov. 3, with a combination
policy of pictures and stage presentations, the programs changing
Tuesdays and Saturdays.

BOOK
THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
Nov. 1 : NRA hearing to consider report from
the agency committee of the motion picture industry
CodeWillard,
Authority
on agents'
commission,
Hotel
Washington.
Nov.

1 : Minnesota Allied
Radisson,
Minneapolis.

Nov.
2:
Chicago Film Row
Dance
for relief of local
Medinah Club, Chicago.

meeting,

Hotel

Entertainment and
needy
film folk,

Nov. 2: Public Hearing on Supplementary
Code of the Motion Picture and Theater
Equipment Supplies Distributors Trade,
East Lounge, Ambassador Hotel, Washington, D. C.
10 A.M.
Nov.

4:
Masquers'
Annual
Playhouse,
Hollywood.

Nov. 29:
Screen
Actors'
Bowl,
Hollywood.
Nov ball,
3:

Guild

Revel,
ball,

Hollywood
Biltmore

Cleveland
Variety
Club's first annual
Hotel Statler,
Cleveland.

Nov.7-8: Annual convention of Allied TheMich.
aters of Michigan, Hotel Durant, Flint,
Nov. Boston.
12: Annual ball sponsored by Motion Picture Post of American Legion, Hotel Statler
Nov. 13: Allied Theater Owners of New Jersey
meeting, Gold Room, Hotel Lincoln, New
York, 2 P. M.
Nov. 18-19: Allied Theater Owners of Texas
Convention,
Hotel Jefferson,
Dallas.

HELL in the
HEAVENS

■

1 HP!

1

■

-■

Conchita

MONTENEGRO
RUSSELL HARDIE
Herbert Mundin • Andy Devine
William Stelling»Ralph Morgan
Produced by At Rockett

Directed by John Bfyttone

00

A

RELIA

m^!f^&

JACK BENNY
NANCY CARROLL
GENE RAYMOND
SYDNEY HOWARD
MITZI GREEN
SID SILVERS
FRANK
PARKER
THE
BOSWELL
SISTERS
Sidney Blackmer - Ralph Morgan
Shirley Grey - Sam Hardy * William Boyd
Jean
Sargent
and
Patsy
Kelly

te

ELE ASED

THRU

UNITED

ARTISTS

—. &w
A Little
from "Lots"
—
By RALPH WILK —

HOLLYWOOD
JANE DARWELL, who appears
J currently as "Sailor" in Fox's
"The White Parade," and Walter
Woolf who at present is appearing
in a featured role in the Parisian
music - comedy, "Lottery Lover,"
have been awarded long term contracts by Fox Film.
r
r
v
Alan Hale is playing in three
pictures simultaneously. They are
"Little Minister" and "Portrait of
Laura Bayles" at RKO, and "Good
Fairy" at Universal.

▼

▼

v

George Irving has been signed by
Fox for "Bright Eyes," forthcoming Shirley Temple starring vehicle
which David Butler is directing with
James Dunn, Judith Allen, Jane
Withers, Dorothy Christie, Theodore
Von Eltz, Lois Wilson, Brandon
Hurst, Jane Darwell, Charles Sellon and Walter Johnson in other
principal roles.

▼

▼

▼

"Love While You May" is announced as a second Ramon Novarro-Evelyn Laye co-starring production to follow "The Night is Young"
at the M-G-M studios. The new picture is based on an original story
by Edgar Selwyn and will be supplied with music by Arthur Freed
and Nacio Herb Brown.

▼

T

» REVIEWS of the NEW
Merle

"THE
Olympic

Oberon

BROKEN

in

MELODY"

Pictures

64 mins.

BRITISH DRAMA OF DEVIL'S ISLAND
THEME TOO TRAGIC AND DEPRESSING
TO MAKE
GOOD
SCREEN
FARE.
This Twickenham production with a
French theme and locale might be found
perfectly acceptable by British audiences,
but to American audiences listening to
English accents from the mouths of Gallic characters in Parisian settings is
stretching the plausibilities too far. In
addition to that, the theme is terribly
tragic for the entire length, with nothing
but agony and suffering piled on agony
and
suffering,
the horrors
hero isofsent
to French
Devil's
Island
and all asthe
that
penal colony are detailed without any
lighter moments or highlighted by suspenseful action or swift surprise — the
changing tempo that is required to get
over such a depressing theme. It is also
a story within a story, showing the prisoner
escaped from Devil's Island now under an
assumed name starring in an opera that
tells his tragic life story. The acting is
commendable
throughout.
Cast: John Garrick, Merle Oberon, Marget Grahame, Austin Trevor, Charles Carson, Conway Dixon, Harry Terry, Andrea
Malandrincs, Toni Edgar Bruce, Stella Rho,
P. K. Reeves.
Director, Bernard Vorhaus Authors, Vera
Allison, Michael Kankinscn; Screen Play,
same;
Cameraman, Sydney Blythe
Direction, Fair. Photography, Good.

T

SHORTS
Edmund Lowe will be teamed with
Dorothy Stone and Bob Hope in
Jack Holt in Columbia's "The Depths
Below." Florence Rice, who also is
"Paree, Paree"
21 mins.
working
"Carnival,"
play will
the Vitaphone
feminine inlead,
and Erie will
Kenton
Okay Musical
direct under the supervision of Sam
Dorothy numbers
Stone's and
dancing,
colorful
J. Briskin.
ensemble
two songs
by
Bob
Hope
give
this
"Broadway
George Pat Collins is a recent
Brevity" plenty of entertainment
addition to the cast of "Black Hell" value. The story, based on "50
at Warners. Paul Muni is starred
Million Frenchmen", concerns Hope,
in this picture.
who, while in Paris, falls in love
r
▼
T
with Dorothy Stone and bets his
Conrad Nagel will appear in Mas- friends that he will become engaged
cot's "The Marines Have Landed," to her within a month. He agrees
starring William Haines. Others ir
give up his letters of credit and
the cast are Esther Ralston, Armida, to
his loose cash, and start from
Hale Hamilton, Edgar Kennedy, "scratch". Of course he wins.
George Regas, John Ince, Michael Hope is a clever comedian, but has
Visaroff and Dell Henderson. Pro- little opportunity to prove it in this
duction starts this week, with David picture. Action takes place in the
Howard directing.
streets of Paris, at a railroad staT ▼ T
tion, and at a race track.
Max Baer, before starting work
▼

t

▼

in Paramount's "Kids on the Cuff,"
is taking dramatic lessons from
Phyllys Loughton, studio dramatic
coach.

Y

T

▼

Chester Hale, formerly in charge
of ballets at the Capitol, New York,
and who has been on the coast for
the past six months, has signed a
new long-term contract as dance director at the M-G-M studios.

▼

T

T

"Man Alive!" a story suggested
to J. P. McEvoy by Jim Davies,
studio masseur, while McEvoy was
taking a rub-down in the studio
gymnasium, has been purchased by
Paramount.

DAILY

"The(Silly
Goddess
of Spring"
Symphony)
United Artists
10 mins.
Very Good
Colorful, dramatic, novel and full
of fertile inventiveness, this latest
Disney opus is an excellent animated cartoon. Fable shows the
earth and its creatures joyously
alive as Persephone, goddess of
spring, is crowned. Into this happy
pastoral bursts Pluto, King of
Hades, rising from the nether regions to the accompaniment of a volcanic eruption of the earth. He
abducts Persephone and returns to
Hades where he stages a celebra-
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S.M.P.E. SIDELIGHTS

tion for her. But Persephone pines
away, so to make both her and him- JJIMMY
CAMERON,
ye Connect
cut publisher
of books
on teel
self happy, Pluto permits her to
return to the earth for six months nical subjects, is inviting friends 1
call at his home in Woodmont
each year.
Sid
Wolfe
Beau
BrummelU \\
around the convention hall with
"Buddy
The
Woodsman"
(Looney Tune Cartoon)
white carnation.
Vitaphone
7 mins.
Fair
Phyllis K. Sleeman and Adelai<
This one shows Buddy as a real Krall
are
doing
the secretarii |
he-man woodsman. Felling of trees work with efficiency and charm.
and trimming of the wood are
P. A. McGuire is among the
handled with many gags that should
entertain the kids. The men are M. P. E. meeting pioneers with
record unbroken over a long perio
called to dinner, and, while the repast is on, a bear comes down the
A popular conventioneer who
chimney and upsets the meal. Much
of years.
the missing is Capt. Fran|l
doing while they chase the animal, among
Badgeley
of Toronto.
which finally encounters Buddy and
winds up by making a hasty retreat to the woods.
Better Screens Committer
"Land of Burns"
Ideal Pictures
10 mins.
Views of Scotland
Views of Scotland, where Robert
Burns lived and got the inspiration for his poetry, with the interpolation of a little highland singing in the form of Burns poems
set to music and a few bits of byplay, make this a fairly interesting
reel in the travelogue line. The
limited number of scenes shown are
quite picturesque, and the accompanying comments are satisfactory.
"Peace"
International Prods., Ltd.
30 mins.
Anti-War Preachment
Prefaced by a prologue in which
a father recounts memories for his
little Fon who is playing war with
toy soldiers, this featurette presents
a good deal of familiar and unfamiliar world war material, showing the usual scenes of devastation,
graves. post-war reconstruction,
etc. The father's comments are in
the nature of a preachment on the
futility of war.

Urged(Continued
at SMPE
j„
from Page Meetin
1)

meeting in the Hotel Pennsylvani |
asks that the committee
compri;
members of the committees on th
10
ater lighting, projection practiced
standards and projection screens.
H. Kurlander presented the repori
Need of improving quality c JJ
sound in theaters by proper monitoi
ing was stressed by Dr. A
1
Goldsmith, president of the S. Bj
P. E. Under present conditions
is virtually impractical to effectiv*
ly control sound volume from th
booth, the speaker indicated an
emphasized the need of furtht
means
ment. of silencing projection equij w

Dr.
Goldsmith
discussed
till
topic: "Possibilities of Engineering"
Developments in the Motion Picturt
Industry."
Increased use of colot
films is certain to impose additional
problems
upon
the industry,
bin
pointed out, with illumination oifj
of the most important of them
called attention to the need of a
tomatic or semi-automatic
film i
spection and for lighter and mo:
economical
recording
equipment
Going into the production
situaT
tion, Dr. Goldsmith directed his disk
"Movie Memories"
Vitaphone
11 mins. cussion toward need of more suit'L
Entertaining
able
material for the constructioj
of sets.
More than a score of old-time
"Proposed Architectural Acousti)
screen
stars
Hollywood
are who
shown helped
in short"build"
shots and Optical Standards in Motiot
in this film. Mabel Normand, Larry Picture Design" was the subject Oi
Semon, Rudolph Schildkraut, Bar- a paper offered by Ben Schlanger
bara LeMarr, Rudolph Valentino, He said many theaters, originallj
William Russell, Alma Rubens, constructed for legitimate shot)
Fred Thompson, Louis Wolheim, purposes, lack suitability for pic
Lon Chaney, Mary Pickford, Lew tures, especially sound films. Thi
Cody and many others are included. report envisions alterations in tht
The narrative is only fair and is size
raphy.and shape of the motion pic
not well handled by the narrator, ture and improvements in photog I
but the film will prove satisfactory
program at the conven
as
Pot"a filler.
series. It is one of the "Pepper tionToday's
will be highlighted by the semi
annual banquet which begins at ,j
7:30 o'clock in the Grand Ballroom
Reopening Indianapolis House
program for the affair, whicl
Indianapolis — The Ohio theater, The
dark for several years, will open in will be in keeping with the Hal
lowe'en spirit, will include enter {
the near future. It has been leased tainment
and dancing.
to George Settos. Improvements
Tomorrow's
session will be tb
are under way.
last.
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MORE INDIES OBJECT
TO CODE BUDGET
{Continued from Page

EQUITY COUNCIL FOR
ACTORS' GUILD TIEUP
(Continued from Page

1)

11-Star Features Co.. San Fransco: Henri Ellman, Capital Film
o., Chicago, and Monogram of New
ork.
With the exception of one exhibir protest from Allied of Wisconn, the only objections received
ave been from the independent
istributor field.

•

•

•

THE VALUE
of individual showmanship
in exploiting pix
has been again graphically demonstrated
in Columbia's grossing experience with "One Night of
Love"
it illustrates what can be done with a picture lacking big screen names and — in the opinion of a slice of the paying customers — handicapped by operatic music

Denies Blue Law for Seattle
Seattle — Declaring that the state's
d blue law does not apply to theirs. Corporation Counsel A. C
an Soelem has lined up on the side
? the movie interests in the fight of
le beer parlors to close thea+ers
i Sunday in retaliation for the closte of their establishments on the
abbath.
54 "Flirtation Walk" Pre-Release?
Warners announce 154 special
ey city playdates have been set
"Flirtation Walk," co-starring
ick Powell and Ruby Keeler, to
pen simultaneously the week of
hanksgiving. The picture will be
enerally distributed the week of
ec. 1.
Hamrick S'ens Monogram Lineup
Seattle — John Hamrick has signed
3r the entire Monogram lineup for
is theaters in Seattle, Portland
pokane and other spots in this
prea.
New House for Bexley, O.
Bex!ey, 0. — Theodore L;ndenberg.
as announced plans for the erecon of a new 600-seat theater in
lain Street here to be called the
exley.

NEWS of the DAY
Sioux Falls, S. D.— Eddie Ruben
nd associates (Wellworth) have
iken over the Royal. They already
ave the Pantages, Minneapolis and
he Granada, here.
Minneapolis — The new Twin City
rariety Club, headed by E. R. Rubn, is catching on fast and has a J
)t of interesting plans in view.
Ashland, Ky. — The Capitol has
alien under the hammer to W. Rist,
n Ironton, Ohio, capitalist.
Arlington, Mass. — Sunday shows
ill be voted upon at the coming
lection.
Buzzards Bay, Mass. — Manuel
.Ives has acquired the Capitol,
)rmerly controlled by Alves & Peck.
Bethel, Vt.— C. 0. Spaulding put
le Bethel Theater here into active
peration this month.

•
•
• IN CHICAGO, for example
at the Chicago
theater
. . the class of audience was intensively studied ...
when John Balaban and other execs noted that the younger
element was missing
the advertising campaign was immediately switched to bring in this type of audience
and it did
impressively
also the society premiere at
this house helped a lot . . as elsewhere
the big point
is this the immediate public response to a different type
of advertising appeal demonstrates how closely readers scrutinize the amusement pages
•

•

•

HERE IS another example of Individual Showmanship from Edgar Goth, manager of the Paramount
in StapMon, Staten Island plugging Mae West in "Belle
of the Nineties"
with the help of John Dwyer, his assistant
Goth had the local newspaper plastered with co-op ads
got a merchant to Day for a tabloid herald
5,000
copies
and had a nifty teaser advance plug right in his
theater ... a silhouette of Miss West's curvaceous fig-iire was
projected on the stage curtain w:th the caption "Coming
Events Cast Their Shadows Before" Mister Goth adds
that in snite of adverse local censor°hio "The F«»11p" n'led up
his largest gross in a year
so it looks as if his intensive
campaign can be credited with helping a lot

1)

Equity Council it will probably have
to be approved by the Guild board
of directors and by the membersaid.
shin of both organizations, Gillmore

Deal With Havs Groun
Will
End Czech Quota
(Continued from Page 1)
with the understanding that more
prints will be brought in if the picture proves popular, it was stated
yesterday to The Film Daily by
Julius Aussenberg, a director of the
government-subsidized A-B-Films of
Prague and former managing director for Fox in Central Europe,
who is acting as intermediary between the Czech government and
the Hays organization.
Aussenberg expressed confidence
f-hat an agreement end;ng the imnasse under which no major American film company, excepting RKO
has released pictures in Czechoslovakia during the past three
be reached before he
years, would
returned
to Prague.
A-B-Films has the only modernand will ofcomstudio
Czech1934
equipped
34
a schedule
pete during
nictures, mainly in the Czech
tongue, Aussenberg said.

Cincinnati Briefs

Cincinnati —

• • • WHAT LOOKS like a worthy add'tion to the current Broadway season is "Allure" . in which Edith Barrett
gives one of the outstanding performances of her brilliant career
you may recall that Miss Barrett gave the theater one
of its greatest performances in "tw-~- Wo-n^hf." several years
ago
"Allure" has been most intelligently directed by Clifford Brooke, former M-G-M director . here is a charmine
and capable actress who w^uld brighten the Hollywood Scene
and any screen she might appear upon. . . and it looks
as if she will shortly
for this stage play has a grand picture story
T
T
T
• • • FOR A quick installation of picture and sound
equipment in a theater a record was made by Willie Kurtz
who made the installation at the Bijou now operating as "The All Cartoon House" in 48 hours the previous leace had been leg-it
A scene from UniversaFs "Great
Expectations"
will be
over WJZ
the pix
opens
at the Music
Hallbroadcast
on Nov. tonite
15
T
•

T

T

No progress was
week's meetings
the past
madetheat local
zoning schedule, and
in
ton
are
awaited.
further instructions from WashingMike Vance has taken over the
Place.
Crescent, Winton
d *h*
reopene
has
Youtze
Harrv
with all
depot,
the
at
l,
Termina
new equipment.
direcRay Millholland, RKO artstaff
at
a party to the
tor, gaveoffices.
the local

DiviFirst
of on
of RKO
Harry nMichals
sion fnd Chanma
Jules
Distributing Corn, were among recent visitors in town.
Cheese Club on the Air
Weekly luncheon meetings of the
Broadway
Chee«e Club will go on
Monday.
the air over WMCA starting next

•

• HERE IS something new in pix
Audio Productions has completed a single reeler . done in two-color
stop motion . . featuring the wide range of premiums given
bv the Brown & Williamson tobacco people the two-color
Technicolor process brought out the quality and packaging very
successfully
T
T
T
• • • A BUNCH
attend a showing of
Rivoli tomorrow
and original dramatic
day over WJZ at 2:45
"true" soprano voice

«

«

of the N. Y. Ship News Reporters will
"Transatlantic Merrv-Go-Round" at the
Lorraine Foster will present a unique
musical of the Kentucky mountains top.m.
this lady has what you call a

«

»

»

»

Lawrence Grant

FULL /COLO;;
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That's the kind of program you can offer
when you play Educational '$ short subjects.
There is color in these big star featurettes;

e

there's infinite variety in them; a quick tempo
to pep up your show; the best music and
the biggest laughs. ..and always more and
bigger star names to attract the public.
No wonder every week is showing a larger
number of theatres playing

i
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Equity Grants Special Membership to Screen Guild

SUPREME COURT ASKED TO REHEAR TRI-ERGON CASE
New Equipment Code Attacked by Natl Theater Supply
Hearing on Supplementary
Code is Recessed
by the NRA
Washington

Bureau,

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — R. P. LaRue and W.
R. Green of National Theater Supply Co. launched an attack on the
proposed supplementary code for the
motion picture and theater equipment and supply distributors' trade
at the public hearing held yesterday in the Ambassador Hotel before Deputy Administrator Frank
H. Crockard. J. E. Robin, president of the Independent Theater
Supply Dealers Ass'n submitted the
code.
While the industry is a division of
(Continued on Page 3)

GOLDSTONE MAKING 4
AT M-G-M STUDIOS
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

194 FILMS AWARDED
NRA ORDERS CODE
ASSESSMENT PLAN
HAYS SEAL IN EAST
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The NRA yesterday
granted qualified approval to the
Code Authority's plan for assessing
producers and distributors. William
P. Farnsworth, Deputy Administrator, said last night.
One-tenth of the $180,000 to be
raised will be from the independents,
Farnsworth pointed out, and inasmuch as the independents number
300 against only twelve large companies, 96 per cent of the industry
will contribute 10 per cent of the
funds.
As companies whose annual sales are less
than $750,000, which includes substantiallyall the independents, contribute a total exceeding $18,000, the excess must be set aside
and credited to members of this group pro
rata according to contributions. This credit
is to be applied to their assessments for the
(Continued on Page 3)

Mississippi Tax Intake
Far Ahead of Last Year

Hollywood — Addition of two more
pictures to be made by Phil GoldJackson, Miss. — Amusement tax
stone at M-G-M brings his total up
collections of 10 per cent by the
to four. The new ones are "For- state led all other taxable lines so
gotten Girl", from Wilson Colli- far this year, with $217,666 already
son's novel, and "Three Wise Fools", taken in from theaters in 10 months,
the Austin Strong play. He also
against $155,009 in the full year of
will make "Typee" and "Coast Pa- 1933.
trol".

Goal of 200 Members Set
By New Philly Exhib Unit

Total of 194 pictures, both features and shorts, have received the
Hays production approval seal in
the East to date. Films inspected
and approved by Vincent G. Hart include 24 foreign-made pictures, 15
of which are of British origin. English firms cooperating with the administration are: Gaumont British
British & Dominion, Associated
Talking Pictures through Capt. Harold Auten, London Films and Mundus Distributing.

Metro Sets Replacements
For Cosmopolitan Quota
With switch of Cosmopolitan Productions and Marion Davies to Warner-First National, M-G-M will fill
the resulting vacancy in its 1934-35
program by making two with Myrna
Loy and three pictures to be known
as the Campaign series. The schedule originally called for two Marion
Davies and four Cosmopolitans. One
of the pictures, "Evelyn Prentice,"
is now ready for release.

Affiliate Membership Created
By Equity for Screen Guild

Major
Companies
Again
Seek to Have Patent
Case Reviewed
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Applications for a
rehearing of the petition to the
Supreme Court for a review of the
Tri-Ergon sound patents have been
made by major film companies in a
renewal of their efforts to thwart
patent suits brought by American
Tri-Ergon Corp. In the petition by
Paramount it is charged that the ortry.
iginal decision is being used to
coerce substantially the entire indusThe petitioners contend that under
(Continued on Page 3)

GEORGE WEEKS SIGNS
NEW G-B CONTRACT
George W. Weeks, general sales
manager of Gaumont-British, is understood to have signed a new contract with the company. Before departing on a trip to the Coast yesterday he declined to comment on
the report. Weeks will establish
sales forces in a number of Western cities, and after a visit to Los
Angeles, returns to New York in
about a month.

Final
Poll Sinclair
by "Digest"
Crimps
Chances

Complete returns yesterday in the
"Literary Digest" poll of the California gubernatorial situation have put
Philadelphia — Independent Exhia crimp in the chances of Upton
bitors of Eastern Pa., Southern N.
Against considerable opposition, Sinclair, who gets 36,857 votes comJ. and Delaware announces passing 18 Allied Leaders to Meet
the hundred mark in its member^
the council of Actors' Equity yester- mam. pared with 90,060 for Gov. MerriIn
N.
Orleans
Next
Month
day voted to grant the Screen
ship campaign, with a new goal of
200 having been set.
New Orleans — At least 18 lead- Actors' Guild complete local autonomy
and to create a new class of
ing Allied officials will come here
3 Features and Premiums
next month for the national direc- membership termed Affiliate Membership under which all persons
Three features and newsreel, plus free
tors' meeting, it is announced by
Page Tri-Ergon
tableware
to every lady, are offered
for this type of memberHenry Lazarus, secretary of the lo- qualifying
on certain nights of the week at the
"You're very interested in that stuffed
ship would be members of the
Sunset, West 125th St. house. One such
bird," said the ornithologist.
cal unit, after a conference here
"Yes," replied the aviation expert.
this week with Col. H. A. Cole of Screen Actors' Guild, the motion
bill this week had "Bulldog Drummond
"I think its steering gear infringes
Strikes Back", "Breach of Promise" and
Texas. Cole also conferred with picture division in California of the
"Man from
Hell" as the triple bill.
one of my patents." — "Des Moines
Actors'
Equity,
it
was
announced
Gulf
H. S. McLeod, president of
Register."
(Continued oil Page 3)
States T. 0.
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Inc
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• •
• THEY ARE all excited over at RKO
with the
business that "The Gay Divorcee" is doing
as a holdover
attraction it seems to be topping records set by "Little Women" and "Flying Down to Rio"
f'rinstance
it has
been held over for a third week at the Palace in Chi
marking the first time a pix has been held longer than two weeks
since the house opened ▼
in 1926 TVain't that Somethin'?
• •
• TONIGHT
THE gang will welcome home Sophie
Tucker
at a beefsteak dinner tendered by the American
Federation of Actors
at Mecca Temple Casino
1,000
tickets have been sold
among the folks you know who will
be there are Harry Warner, Eddie Cantor, Walter Huston, C. B.
Cochrane, Will Rogers, Groucho Marx, Adolph Zukor, Harry
Hershfield

▼

▼

Ignore K. C. Premium
Ban
Kansas City — First complaints to
the local grievance board on premiums, banned by 75 per cent of exhibitors here effective Oct. 27, were
filed this week by Fox Midwest
against Charles Potter of the Baltis.
E. S. Young of the Central, and
E. S. Young of the Roanoke. The
cases will be heard Nov. 7.

Pick "Anthony
Adverse"
Cast
Tentative "Anthony Adverse" castpicked through the contest tieup
between Warners and "Photoplay
Magazine," is as follows:
Anthony Adverse, Leslie Howard:
Napoleon Bonaparte, Edward G.
Robinson; Carlo Cibo, Robert Barrat; Brother Francois, Warren William; Angela Guessippi, Bette
Davis; Vincent Nolte, George Brent;
Neleta, Ann Dvorak; G. J. Ouvrard,
Ricardo Cortez; Senorita Dolores,
Kay Francis; John Bonnyfeather,
Guy Kibbee; Faith Paleologus, Aline
MacMahon; Don Luis, Henry O'Neill.

Ban Restaurant
Movies
Buffalo — Olean folks who want to
see movies can't have that privilege
while they are eating, according to
a grievance board decision here. It
issued a cease-and-desist order
against Film Classic, Inc., Buffalo,
which was supplying pictures to the
Casino de Paris, Olean restaurant.
Delay Max Baer Film
F. W. Westfall of the Haven
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILY
Theater, Olean, entered the comHollywood — Max Baer's Paraplaint. The restaurant was showing
mount film, "Kids on the Cuff," is pictures while patrons were having
being postponed until February so refreshments.
it can be released concurrently with
an important boxing match schedFairbanks Sells London Holdings
uled for Baer in June.
West

Sterling
Paul Panzer

Will
Rogers
Dixie Lee

James

Dunn

Don
Alvarado
J. S. Hummel

▼

• •
• THEY HAD a gala Hollywood reopening at the
RKO-Fortway theater in Brooklyn
among those present
were Thelma White, Shirley Grey, Juliet Lowell and Mitzi
Green
Jacqueline Logan, now appearing in "Merrily We
Roll Along," is doing a syndicated newspaper column
Herbert Rawlinson
opens at Loew's State Friday The
Cheese Club guests for Monday are Harry Green, Rube Goldberg, Nick Lucas, Yascha Bunchuk, James Montgomery Flagg
and Charles Dana Gibson
▼
▼
T
• •
• AT THE Friar's dinner to Postmaster General Farley Sunday nite many notables will be heard on the American
Broadcasting
hookup
. Mollie Steinberg, is handling the
publicity for the Cummins-Koerpel attractions at the Gaiety
they have lined up a lot of foreign product
Lowell Thomas Mag Out in Feb'y
"Saga," the new magazine devoted to adventure stories, edited by
Lowell Thomas, will make its first
appearance under a February date.
The mag, which has Capt. Robert
A. Bartlett, Martin Johnson, Albert
Payson Terhune and Dr. William
Beebe among its advisory board,
will contain a monthly novelette,
half a dozen short stories, and various departments. It is being published under the auspices of The Adventure Society, 240 Madison Ave.

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

G

ROBERT HUREL of Canadian Film Co. sails
Europe. New York today on the Lafayette for
from

PHIL M DALY

DAILY

Hollywood — Douglas Fairbanks
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY has sold his holdings in London Film
to
Alexander Korda and intends to
Hollywood — Paul Muni is mourning the death of his mother, Mrs. make his future pictures in this
Sallie Nasatir, who pa,ssed away country. He has also cancelled his
67.
contract to appear in pictures for
^•iday in Van Nuys at the age of London
Films.
Paul Muni's Mother Dies

Ford

THE

5 Cents

Editor and Publisher

W. ALICOATE

.oming a nd

RUBY DE REMER and her husband, BEN
THROOP, sculptor, have returned from abroad
and are at the Lombardy.
DON MERSEREAU left yesterday by plane for
Hollywood to give the studios the o.o., returning in about 10 days.
an

MR. and MRS. BASIL RATHBONE
apartment at the Lombardy.

have taken

AL ALT, producer of Altmont Pictures, has
arrived from the coast for a conference with
Dave Mountan,
trum Pictures. general sales manager of SpecANITA
Coast.

LOUISE

leaves

tomorrow

for

the

ARTHUR W. KELLY, vice-president in charge
of foreign distribution for United Artists, left
Shanghai
yesterday
en route
to Tokyo.
ANNA STEN, star of the Samuel Goldwyn
picture,to "We
return
the Live
coast. Again," leaves today on her
MARY PICKFORD arrives in New York tomorrow (Sunday) aboard the Century for a
series of three broadcasts
from
this city.
HENRI KLARSFELD, general manager of
Paramount's organization in France, Belgium
and the French territories of Northern Africa,
France. in New York Tuesday on the He De
arrives
JEROME P. SUSSMAN, Paramount general
msragcr ir, Central America, returns to Pzr.ama
today on the California. He is accompanied
by

Mrs.

Sussman.

"Power" Opens Philly Run

Philadelphia
"Power"
opens —Nov.Gaumont-British's
8 at the Europa
for an indefinite run.

OLLYWOOD

PLAZA

d»>r^

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood
$2. SO up, Single
$3.00 up, Double
Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaze is near everything to see and do in
Hollywood.
Ideal for business or pleasure.
Every room has private
dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every venience.
modern
Fine foodscon-at
reasonable prices. Convenient parking for your car.
Chas. Danziger, Mgr.
Eugene Stern, Pres.

Th« "Doorway of Hospitality"
Vine
at Hollywood
Blvd.
HOLLYWOOD
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NATI SUPPLY ATTACKS
NEW EQUIPMENT CODE

"LOTS
from
A LITTLE
By RALPH
WILK

(Continued from Page 1)

the wholesaling or distributing
trade, and the proposed supplementary code contains no labor provisions because it would be subject
to the labor provisions of the regular code, an additional article dealing with conditions of employment
was presented at the hearing. The
article would affect some 450 employees in the industry, and provides for a basic 40-hour maximum
week, 6-day week and 8-hour day,
with a minimum wage of $15 weekly, and a provision that part-time
workers shall be paid at least 40
cents an hour. The article also contains standard labor provisions.
Robin said his group represented
56 of 69 companies in the industry.
In 1933, he said, sales in the industry
amounted to $7,000,000, of which
non-members of his association accounted for about $3,000,000. He
declared the code vital to independents in the industy, that it would
increase employment, raise wages,
and restore order in a trade "chaotic
since inception."
Mrs. M. G. Ashcraft of Ashcraft
Mfg. Co., Los Angeles, supported
the code, asserting that unless the
code was adopted her firm would be
forced to lay off workers. She was
joined in her support by J. C. Hecht
of Daylight Screen Co., Chicago.
La Rue and Green, attacking the
Kode, asserted that their company,
lational Theater Supply, will gross
$5,000,000 this year. Both men denied the provisions would raise
wages, increase employment, or fix
prices, and pointed out that compliance would be too expensive.
Assistant Deputy L. A. Coons
read a brief from the I. A. T. S. E.
submitting a code governing installation and repair men employed in
the industry.
The hearing was recessed subject
to call by NRA.
Phillip Sher Killed
Detroit — Word has been received
here that Phillip Sher, local theatrical promoter was killed in an auto
crash in Painesville, O.
'1st World War" Opening Advanced
Opening date of Fox's "The First
World War" at the Rialto has been
advanced to the evening of Nov. 7.
M-G-M
Buys "Distaff Side"
"The Distaff Side," Broadway
by M-G-M
acquired
been sum
[play,a has
bfor
reported
of $35,000.
Disney Over Goldwyn
In reviewing the Radio

City Music
Hal! program yesterday, the "Mirror"
gave leading space with a three-column
heading to Walt Disney's new Silly
Symphony, "Goddess of Spring," while
the feature of the bill, Samuel Goldwyn's "We Live Again," starring Anna
Sten, was run underneath with a single
column
head.

HOLLYWOOD
HARLOW'S
for Metro
JJEAN
will be
"Spoiled," next
an original
by
Willis Goldbeck, with David O. Selznick as production supervisor.
T

T

T

Edward G. Robinson will make
"Money Man," by Dashiell Hammett, as his next at First National.
Brown Holmes is doing the screenplay.
T
T
T
"Mister Grant," a play by Arthur
Goodrich based on the life of Ulysses
S. Grant, has been bought by RKO.
▼
r
▼
Warren William will appear with
Kay Francis and George Brent in
Warners' "Living on Velvet."
T

T

T

"Mystery Blonde" is the new title
of Fox's "24 Hours a Day."
T

T

T

T

T

T

Gene Raymond will appear with
Barbara Stanwyck in Warners'
"North Shore."
Two of the late Ring Lardner's
short stories, "Alibi Ike" and
"Haircut," have been purchased by
First Natoinal. "Alibi Ike" is to be
adapted by Bert Kalmar and Harry
Ruby for Joe E. Brown. "Haircut"
is planned for
George
Brent.
»
T
T
Columbia has bought "Her Friend
the Enemy," by Gene Towne and
Graham Baker; "The Song of the
Damned," by Fred Gresac, and "Wise
Guy" by Scott Darling. The last
two will be brought to the screen
under the supervision of Sid Rogell.
T

T

T

Poodles Hanneford and the Hanneford Family, famous circus riding
act from Ringlings, will be presented intact, including the horses, in
the new Educational-Frolics of
Youth Comedy, scheduled for production next week in Hollywood.

EQUITY GRANTS GUILD
SPECIAL MEMBERSHIP
(Continued from Page 1)

Alf Goulding will direct from an or- by Frank Gillmore, president of
iginal story by Glen Lambert.
Equity. The Council also ordered
▼ T T
that a memoranda submitted by the
Vince Barnett and Billy Gilbert Equity legal department covering
are teamed again in Educational's plans for the affiliation be sent to
"Two Lame Ducks."
the governing board of the Screen
▼
T
T
Actors' Guild for their favorable acHenry King will place "One More
tion.
This memoranda provides among
River," by
Robert
Nathan,
in
production this month at Fox. His
that the agreement becast includes Janet Gaynor, War- other things
tween Equity and the Guild may be
ner Baxter, Walter Woolf, Roger terminated, that where the Guild
Imhof, Henry B. Walthall and Jane seeks the aid of organized labor
Darwell.
such aid shall be sought through
▼ ▼
▼
Equity and that the Guild pay a
Gus Meins and Charles Rogers share of the tax which Equity pays
have completed the direction of to its parent labor bodies. The question of whether affiliate members
"Babes in Toyland," co-starring
Laurel and Hardy.
will also be members of Equity remains unsettled.
T ▼ ▼
Ralph G. Farnum arranged for
Jimmy Durante to be the star of
Lew Brown's "Calling All Stars," England Warns Newsreels
which will soon open in New York
London — As an aftermath of the
Durante is being loaned by M-G-M showing of pictures of the Marseilles assassinations, the British
He has
been working in "Carnival,"
for
Columbia.
Home Office has warned newsreel
T
T
T
against gruesome details in
reels.
Irving Cummings is captain and editors
end of the Black-Foxe military academy team, which defeated the SanPredicts Talking Books
ta Clara freshmen eleven, 6 to 0, at
San Francisco. The director played
Development of talking books
host to the Black-Foxe players at along the same lines as talking pictures was predicted by Samuel G.
the U. S. C.-Stanford game at Palo
Alto.
Hibben of Westinghouse Lamp Co.
▼ TV
at the closing session of the S. M.
Don Hartman, Jay Gorney and P. E. convention this week. He said
Julien Josephson are writing the it will be great for reading in bed.
The electric eye will be the chief
screenplay for "Redheads on Parade," which will be produced by cog in making the new invention
Jesse L. Lasky. Hartman and Gor- possible, according to Hibben.
ney are also writing the lyrics and
music. Hartman is the co-author of
2 Buffalo Houses Drop Duals
"Romance in Manhattan," which
Buffalo — Shea's Hippodrome is
RKO has completed, with Francis returning
to single features after
Lederer as the star.
two weeks of doubles. The Great
T ▼ T
Lakes will be back on a single
Stephen Roberts will direct Wil- policy next week, also after two
liam Powell in "Star at Midnight" weeks of doubling.
for RKO.
10 Weeks for "Don Juan" in Paris
Paris ■— ■ Douglas Fairbanks in
"Private Life of Don Juan," London Films production released by
(Continued from Page 1)
the respondent's plan of action of United Artists, is set for a 10-week
confining its litigation on this patent run at the Lord Byron Cinema.
to one circuit, in which the patent
has been sustained in the present "Man of Aran" at Fine Arts, Boston
cases, there will be no opportunity
Boston — "Man of Aran," Gau—
to obtain a review by this court by mont-British
picture begins an exreason of a diversity of decisions as
tended run at the Fine Arts Thethere is in the usual course of patent
ater on Nov. 22, following the curlitigation.
rent engagement of "Power."
Trans-Oceanic
Closes Deal
"Little Friend" Holds in Philly
Arthur Sanchez of Trans-Oceanic
Philadelphia — picture,
"Littleis Friend,"
Film Export has closed with Metro Gaumont-British
holding
pol Film, Madrid, for distribution over at the Locust.
in Spain and Portugal of a series
of dramas. The first will be "Her
31 -Time Repeater
Secret," featuring Sari Maritza.

NRA Orders Code
Supreme Court Asked
To Rehear Patent Case
Assessment Plan
(Continued from Page 1)
budgetary
period for which it is anticipated a substantially revised basis of contribution will be substituted.
The minimum assessment provided for firms
whose sales are less than $12,000 per annum
is $120 while concerns in the $100,000 class
will be required to pay $700. To raise the
required $18,000 from 300 concerns will only
necessitate an average
contribution
of $70.
Special safeguards are provided in the
order for those small concerns whose annual
sales do not exceed $12,000 and who find
the assessment of $120 provided for this
group unduly burdensome. The Code Authority is authorized to adjust any claims
for exemption from members of this group,
subject to approval of the Administration.
Any member of the industry who considers his
assessment unfair may appeal to the Code
Authority for relief and thence to the Administration, or direct to the Administration.

next

New Indiana Theater Firm
Indianapolis — General Theaters Sunday Vote for Manhattan, Kans
Corp., 25 West 46th St., has been
Manhattan, Kans. — Sunday movies
formed by Manuel Freeman, Louis
B. Golden and James W. Murray. here will again be put to a vote
Tuesday,
with theaters paying the
Object is to operate theaters and
expense.
other amusements.

Lona Wright, 2892 West

Seventh St.,

Los Angeles, seems to like "One Night
of Love." According to word received
from Columbia's branch in that city,
she has seen the picture 31 times.

fj^
»

»

»

"KANSAS

REVIEWS
CITY PRINCESS"

with Joan Blondell, Glenda Farrell, Robert
Armstrong,
Hugh
Herbert
Warners
64 mins.
OF MANICURE

GIRLS DONE

IN SLAPSTICK TECHNIQUE
REELER RATES LOW.

COMEDY

OF A TWO-

Quite a few laughs are piled up in the
rowdy slapstick comedy of this feature
that is practically a two-reeler dragged
out for footage. For an undiscriminating
audience it will get by with the noisy
comedy, but has no appeal for those who
like a little class and intelligence in their
film entertainment. The story follows the
adventures of two manicure girls from
Kansas City. One of them, Joan Blondell,
has Robert Armstrong for a sweetie, a
tough egg who always carries his gun for
emergencies. She loses her engagement
ring, and in fear of his anger both girls
hop a train to New York, thence on board
an ocean liner to Paris. Armstrong trails
them. A lot of complications transpire on
board the boat, Armstrong attaching himself as bodyguard to Hugh Herbert, a rich
lad who is trailing his fickle wife to Paris.
More mixups in Paris with the cheating
wife, and all ending happy for the dizzy
manicure
girls.
Cast: Joan Blondell, Glenda Farrell, Robert Armstrong, Hugh Herbert, Osgood Perkins, Hobart Cavanaugh, Gordon Westcott,
Vince Barnett, Ivan Lebedeff, T. Roy
Barnes, Arthur Hcyt.
Director, William Keighley; Author, Sy
Bartlett; Screen Play, Manuel Seff, Sy Bartlett; Editor, William Clemens; Cameraman,
George Barnes.
Direction, Fair. Photography, Okay.

"LOVE TIME"
with "Pat" Patterson, Nils Asther, Herbert
Mundin, Harry Green, Henry B. Walthall
Fox
74 mins.
PLEASING ROMANTIC COMEDY DRAMA WITH APPEALING STORY AND
SOME ENJOYABLE SCHUBERT MUSIC.
Based on an episode in the life of Franz
Schubert, the noted composer, this romantic story has generous appeal for audiences
at large, with additional value given it by
the interpolations of Schubert music. Nils
Asther fits nicely into the role of the composer whose poverty causes him to leave
the girl he deeply loves, "Pat" Patterson,
not knowing she is of royal blood. The
girl, running away with a troupe of traveling musicians, again meets the composer, who has been taken ill, and cares for
him until he gets on his feet again. Then
she engineers an audience for him and
his music at court, resulting in his talents
being recognized, and so to the happy
ending despite some royal opposition.
Though not strong in marquee names, the
cast is thoroughly competent, while the
direction is intelligent.
Cast: "Pat" Patterson, Nils Asther, Herbert Mundin, Harry Green, Henry B. Walthall, Lucien Littlefield, Henry Kolker, Albert Ccnti, Herman Bing, Roger Imhof,
James Burke, Josephine Whittell, Earle
Foxe, Georgia Caine, Paul England, Mary
Blackford.
Director, James Tinling; Author, Richard
Carroll; Screen Play, William Conselman,
Henry Johnson, Lynn Starling, Sally Sandlin; Cameraman, Arthur Miller; Editor,
Ale* Troffey
Direction, Good
Photography, Good

of the NEW
Constance

Bennett

"OUTCAST

Taken from Michael Arlen's hit of
some years ago, "The Green Hat", later
made as a silent under the title of "A
Woman of Affairs", this drama suffered
some weakening in being made to conform
to the new restrictions imposed on screen
themes. So, while it is still an interesting dramatic study for adult audiences, it
misses the original punch and will prove
more or less disappointing to fans who
know about the book and stage play. Constance Bennett has the role of the modern
young lady who sacrifices her own reputation to shield her husband after he
commits suicide on their wedding night
because of shame over his past life. Herbert Marshall, whom Constance really
loved but was prevented by her father
from marrying, subsequently weds Elizabeth Allan. Later when Constance is taken
ill he rushes to her and they are about
to go away together, when another turn
in the situation causes Constance to kill
herself by driving her car into a tree.
Cast: Constance Bennett, Herbert Marshall, Elizabeth Allan, Henry Stephenson,
Robert Loraine, Lumsden Hare, Mrs. Patrick Campbell, Hugh Williams, Leo Carroll. Ralph Forbes, Alec B. Francis.
Director, Robert Z. Leonard; Author,
Michael Arlen; Screen Play, Zee Atkins;
Cameraman, Charles Rosher; Editor, William LeVanway.

"GREEN

Photography, A-l.

"GRIDIRON

Starting with a murder during a masquerade ball this drama cleverly holds the
solution in the background until the finish.
Right after the murder is discovered sus-

and SHORTS

Betty Furness
65 mins.

TIMELY FOOTBALL COMEDY-DRAMA
THAT MOVES AT GOOD PACE AND
PROVIDES

SUSPENSE

AND

LAUGHS.

Pop audiences will go for this one, especially while the football season is on. The
story concerns Eddie Quillan, who is first
seen as quarterback in a prison football
team.

He is serving a term for robbery.

Grant Mitchell, a wealthy alumnus of Belford College, visits Eddie and promises to
secure a pardon for the boy if he will
help Belford win the gridiron championship. Eddie agrees thinking he is being
cut in on a racket. Eddie plays unfair
football and is kicked off the squad. Finally
the coach has his niece, Betty Furness,
use her influence on the lad. Just before
the big game, Eddie is framed into robbing
again. Ashamed, he leaves the college and
the team. It all ends well with plenty of
suspense while they are hunting the lad
and bringing him back to win for Belford.
All parts are well handled, with Quillan
doing a fine job.
Cast: Eddie Quillan, Betty Furness, Grant
Mitchell, Lucien Littlefield, Edgar Kennedy,
Grady Sutton, Joseph Sauers, Allen Wood,
Margaret Dumcnt.
Director, Glenn Tryon; Authors, Nicholas
Barrows, Earle Snell; Screen Play, Glenn
Tryon; Editor, George Crone; Cameraman,
John W. Boyle; Recording Engineer, John
L. Cass.
Direction,

Speedy
John

"OUTLAWS'
D.

Photography, Okay.
King

in

HIGHWAY"

Trop

«

«

«

FOREIGN

FLASH"

with Eddie Quillan,
RKO

EYES"

with Shirley Grey, Charles Starrett, Claude
Gillingwater, John Wray, William Bakewell
Chesterfield
63 mins.
FAIRLY SUSPENSEFUL MURDER MYSTERY CAPABLY HANDLED BY GOOD
CAST.

Saturday, Nov. 3, 1934

FEATURES

in

LADY"

with Herbert
Marshall
M-G-M
77 mins.
FAIR ADULT DRAMA SOMEWHAT
RUINED THROUGH DISINFECTION OF
"GREEN
HAT" THEME.

Direction, Satisfactory

DAILY

61 mins.

DRAMA OF BORDER RANGER AND
HIS DOG CARRIES GOOD BALANCE OF
SUSPENSE AND ACTION.

This is the first of a series of outdoor
action thrillers featuring John King, also
his dog, Kazan. The latter carries off a
good proportion of the honors in some
picion points to the victim's granddaugh- clever work in saving his master on sevter, Shirley Grey, and her sweetheart,
eral occasions. King plays the part of the
William Bakewell, who are speeding away
from the house after cutting the telephone lone ranger who is sent into the border
wires and disabling all automobiles parked territory to apprehend a gang of smugglers. He learns that they are endeavoron the grounds. John Wray, as a police
ing to terrorize ranchers along the border
inspector is soon on the job and as he
questions all those present during the ball, highway in order to scare them off and
leave the road clear fo their depredations.
suspicion points to several leading char- The head of the smuggling gang is an
acters. One of the guests is a novelist
who takes great delight in helping solve uncle of the girl who is trying to hold her
ranch against the efforts of the outlaws
the mystery in his own fashion. Toward
the finish there are other fatalities, all to force her to dispose of it. King is
adding to the involved mystery. There is wounded by the henchman of the leader
who has given orders to dispose of the
a bit too much investigation and too little action, but the film will be satisfac- ranger. There is a grand slam finish as
the head of the gang with his lieutenant
tory in pop houses.
Cast: Shirley Grey, Charles Starrett, double-cross each other and fight it out
Claude Gillingwater, John Wray, William while the wounded ranger lies in the room
Bakewell, Dorothy Revier, Ben Hendricks, helpless till his dog takes a sensational
Jr., Alden Chase, Arthur Clayton, Aggie part in straightening everything out.
Herring, Edward Keane, Edward Le Saint,
Cast: John King, Kazan, Tom London,
Robert Frazier, John Elliott, Lloyd Whit- Philo McCullough, Bartlett Carre, Del MorIcck, Elmer Ballard.
gan, Jack Donovan, Bonita Barker, Lafe
Director, Richard Thorpe; Author, Har- McKee.
riett Ashbrook; Screen Play, Andrew MoDirecetor, Bob Hill; Author, Myron Datses; Cameraman, M A. Andersen; Recordtelbaum; Screen Play, same; Cameraman,
Glen Gano.
ing Engineer, Pete Clark.
Direction, Fair. Photography, Okay.
Direction
Ql'av
Photography,
Fair

"THREE SONGS ABOUT LENIN", Soviet film with English titles; produced by
Mejrabpomfilm; directed by D. Vertov;
musical score by Shaporin; distributed by
Amkino; running time, 54 mins.
Wholly propagandist in nature, this film
intended to depict photographically three
songs of the Soviet Orient relating Lenin's
accomplishments for Soviet Russia has little discernible continuity and is almost a
minus quantity so far as entertainment
goes. Its chief interest is to the Sovietminded and to the intelligentsia as showing the intensity of Lenin-worship in Russia easily equalling that given many deities.
Picture is composed partly of newsreel
shots.
Photography is fair.

SHORTS
Thelma Todd and Patsy Kelly in
"Done In Oil"
M-G-M
21 mins.
Good Slapstick
The two girls are having a tough
time trying to eat as Thelma Todd
in her artist's studio paints and
paints but can't sell a thing. Patsy
Kelly poses for her. A male pal
of theirs who is always soused acts
as their press agent and changes
Thelma into a great French artist
with Patsy acting as French maid.
But three Frenchmen running an
art gallery call, and the girls have
a tough time trying to fool the art
critics with their phoney accents.
Works out into a good slapstick finish with Miss Kelly supplying most
of the laughs. With Arthur Housman, Eddie Conrad, Leo White. Directed by Gus Meins.
A Pip
"A Toyland Broadcast"
(Happy Harmonies
M-G
-M Cartoon)
7 mins.
Here is a swell holiday special for
the kids that is good for any holiday, and all the days in between for
that matter. Done in color, it presents all the toys in a store going
on a big broadcast, and doing their
stuff with plenty of class and comedy. Several good impersonations
are done, such as Bing Crosby and
Paul Whiteman. One of the cleverest bits ever done in a cartoon is
the Apache dance done by two
French dolls. This one will delight
the youngsters
most as much. and their elders al"Zion — Canyon of Color"
(FitzPatrick Traveltalk)
M-G-M
11 mins.
Fine
One of the most entertaining and
fascinating one-reel scenics ever
made. James FitzPatrick never did
anything better than this reel in
ill his long series of fine scenics.
He presents Zion Canyon in Utah,
and in a few short minutes crowds
in a fine balance and diversity of entertainment with gorgeous camera
shots of the canyon, music, song
and his own very charming narration. The Technicolor work is beautiful.
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46 PENNSYLVANIA THEATERS OPENED LAST MONTH
1,483 Films Passed N. Y. Censor in Year Without Cuts
Eliminations
Made
from
Only 286 of 1,769
Submitted

Tri-Ergon
. . and

other things

■ By JACK

ALICOATE

=

IT'S all very confusing. Somewhat
the old Weber

&

like

Fields gag of "You

don't know anything about it and I don't
know anything about it so I will explain it
to you." We mean this Bill Fox-TriErgon-RCA-Erpi-Entire Industry thing. What
brings it all about is that we. are constantly
receiving letters from our good exhibitor
friends running all the way from those who
believe us a walking encyclopedia to those
who tell us we don't know how to tell
time. Anyway, here it is, in a nut shell,
as we see it.

THE good old Supreme Court of these
United States, by refusing to accept
jurisdiction over appeals of the Circuit
Court, has, in effect upheld the American
Tri-Ergon sound patents covering doubleprint and flywheel processes. This action
entitles William Fox or the William Fox
company, take your pick, to obtain an
accounting and possibly a boat load of
dollars from users of these processes in
sound recording and reproduction during
past years. Double printing is a laboratory
process in which the photographic and
sound films are blended- The fly-wheel
is a device which eliminates so-called
"rough

spots"

in

reproduction.

RCA Photophone and Erpi, through
B OTH
provisions contained in their licensing

agreements with exhibitors, are on record
to protect their licensees. Each has recently announced this intention. The most
recent development is Paramount's Washington move in asking the Supreme Court
to reconsider its action in refusing to take
jurisdiction over appeals on both patents.
In the meantime certain industry interests
are considerably worried, Bill Fox is sitting
pretty, exhibitors need not give it a thought
and we expect to see the matter finally
cleared up when we are old and grey and
our beard is down to here.

PLAN APPEAL TO NRA
ON CONTRACT ISSUE

Albany — An apparently overlooked angle in the published stories on
the report of the New York state
Dissatisfied with the Code Aufilm censorship activities for the
thority decision finding that fiim
year ended June 30 is the fact that
1,483 features and shorts were ap- contracts now in use are in accord
proved without a single elimination with the motion picture code, Allied is understood to be planning to
it is shown in a further study of the
report as submitted by Irwin Es- appeal to the NRA in Washington.
(Continued on Page 11)
Nathan Yamins,
a leader of the ex(Continued on Page 11)

Reopening of Pennsylvania
Houses Establishes
a Record
Establishing a record in number
of dark houses reopened throughout
the state in the course of a month,
a total of 46 theater,s were added
to the operating list last month in
Pennsylvania, it is shown in the reports of the Pittsburgh and Philadelphia Film Boards of Trade. The
openings (Continued
included on aPagenew11) theater,

TRI-ERGON PARLEYS
TRIAL OF ASGAP SUIT
WARNER-F, N. STUDIOS
HELD IN ABEYANCE
EXPECTED IN JANUARY BUSY ON 12 PICTURES

Trial of the Federal Government's
=<uit against Ascap, in which disso'ution of the music society is sought,
is now expected about Jan. 1 in the
U. S. District Court, New York. The
action will allege that Ascap is an
illegal price-fixing combine, it is
understood.
Taking
exception to
(Continued on Page 10)

West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Seven pictures before
the cameras and five more being
prepared for early shooting constitute the present activity at the Warner-First National studios. In work
are: "Black Hell," starring Paul
Muni with Karen Morley and William Gargan, being directed by
Michael (Continued
Curtiz; on "Sweet
Page 10) Music,"

Six New Theaters Open
In Memphis Territory Fred S. Meyer Joining
Memphis — Five new theaters
opened in this territory last month,
Laemmle as Assistant
in addition to the reopening of three
houses, it is shown by the current
Film Board of Trade report. New
houses are Malco Theaters' State,
(Continued on Page 11)

Milwaukee — Fred S. Meyer is
leaving within a week for Hollywood to become assistant to Carl
Laemmle,
Sr.

25% Interest in First Division
for 'Time9
And Shorts Outlet
Under a deal in work, Time, Inc.,

Raising $25,000 Chest
In Mississippi Tax Fight

magazine publisher, will acquire a
25 per cent stock interest in First
Division Exchanges, Inc., and will
Jackson, Miss. — Alarmed over release its "March of Time" shorts,
taxation which threatens to put based on its radio broadcasts,
them out of business, Mississippi through this company.
Name of the new First Division
theater owners are raising $25,000
to lobby against the state admission producing firm has definitely been
tax and other nuisance levies when selected as First Division Produc(Continued on Page 11)
(Continued cm Page 11)

Producer - distributor conferences
with a view to settlement of
the American Tri-Ergon patent
situation have virtually halted as
the majors await further developments in regard to moves on the
part of the William Fox company
to obtain accountings based on infringements of its double print and
flywheel (Continued
process on
patents.
Page 11) Counsel

E«rlv Ruling Expected
On Tri-Ergon Apnlication
Decision of the U. S.

Supreme
Court on the Paramount application
asking it to reconsider its recent
action on the American Tri-Ergon
sound patents may possibly be announced today, although the chances
are that the ruling will not be made
(Continued on Page 2"

Exhib Put Out of Business
As Result of Philly Ban

Philadelphia — After operating the
Clifton theater in Clifton Heights
for 20 years, James Dick has been
put out of business, his theater sold
by the .sheriff to meet obligations,
leaving him with six young children
and no income, according to a letter
written by the exhibitor to Cardinal
Dougherty, who is responsible for
(Continued on Page 2)
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Exhib Put Out of Business Early Ruling Expected
Application
As Result of Philly Ban On Tri-Ergon
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page

1)

the drastic theater ban on which
Dick blames his misfortunes. Other
theater owners will suffer the same
fate, Dick says, unless a more reasonable attitude is taken by the
church.
Dick states he has been a good
Catholic all his life and that his six
"hildren have been practically raised
in the movie theater without being
harmed. He adds that, in his talks
with Sisters of the Parochial Schools,
they have told him they would rather see the children at the movies
than on the streets or doing some
of the things they are now doing.
The exhibitor says that, when the
theater ban was ordered, his Monday night business fell from 1,000
paid admissions to 300.

public forJ. at
least aisweek.
Judge'
Thomas
Thatcher
representing
the William Fox company, while
Fish, Richardson & Neave, New
York attorneys, are counsel for
Electrical Research Products and
RCA Photophone, which are jointly
interested in the case.
Invincible
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H. Lehman, Democrat, who is seeking re-election.

ACTION • SUSPENSE
NOVELTY
Samja.x Productions
723 '7th avenue •
NEV
YORK -NY.
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Hollywood — "The Ghost Walks,"
second Invincible picture for the
new season, is being put in work
this week by Maury M. Cohen at
the Pathe Studios. John Miljan and
June Collyer head the cast, with
Frank Strayer directing and Lon
Young supervising.

dG

CARL LAEMMLE, JR., and party arrive in
New York tomorrow from California on the.
Santa Rosa.
They are en route to Europe.
WALTER
Hollywood.

CONNOLLY

is in New

York from!

MRS. LEO FORBSTEIN, wife of the musical,!
director at the Warner-First National Studios,
?nd Santa
HARRIET
arrivecoast.
tomorrow
the
Rosa FORBSTEIN
from
the west

on '•

J. F. KENNEDY, director, and NICK REGALI.j
cameraman, left last week for Florida to film']
exteriors for three-color shorts which M. j
Kleinerman, president of Screen Attractions
Corp.,
is producing.
JOHN

JOSEPH,

for RKO,
Chicago.

western division publicity man!

arrived Saturday in New
He will return
tonight.

York from'

LEE TRACY, on completion of his role inn
Columbia's "Carnival," leaves for New York>!
on a brief visit.
BERT MacKENZIE, M-G-M exploiteer, returned to Boston last week after four weeks;
in New York, and left immediately again fori
Philadelphia.
BETTE

DAVIS

O.
NELSON,
Whitinsville,

and

her husband,

HARMON

JR.,
Mass.,visited
last the
week.latter's parents in

Cagney Film 23% Ahead

Loraine to Produce Abroad

First three days' receipts of "The
14 More G-B Field Appointments
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
St. Louis Kid," new James Cagney
Three more .sales managers and
Hollywood — Following a three- film, at the Strand, topped "Here
11 salesmen have been appointed by month survey and appearances in
George W. Weeks on the Gaumont- some Paramount pictures, Robert, Comes the Navy" by 23 per cent,
British staff. Jack McCarthy, for Loraine is leaving for England to according to house figures. The picmerly with United Artists, takes star in his own pictures.
ture is being held oyer.
charge in Omaha; R. J. Heft in Des
Moines, and Fred Abelson in Minneapolis.
Salesmen have been appointed as
follows: Sid Shuster, Milwaukee;
James H. Butner, Atlanta; R. O.
Laws, Cincinnati; Joseph Schneider
and J. C. Whitlock, Atlanta; Charles
Lundgren, Chicago; William Winship, Los Angeles; Harry D. Noble.
New Haven; George Dillon, Baltimore; Walter Pratt, New York City,
and Art. Huesman, Minneapolis.

N. O. Union Case to Local Board
New Orleans — Charges of the musicians' union against
Loew'swill
State
over dismissal
of orchestra
be
submitted to the Regional Labor
Board here instead of going to
% Washington, according to advice
from the NRA compliance legal department.

Moses Favors Sales Tax
Industry forces opposing Robert
Moses, Republican nominee for Governor of New York State, are pointing to statements to the effect that
he is advocating a two per cent general sales tax which would hit distribution and exhibition. Charles
L. O'Reilly
chairman for
of the
Motion Pictureis Division
Herbert

OHINUTE
<S FILMS

Starts

West Coast Bureau of THE

Robert

FINANCIAL

.oming an

There is a possibility that the NRA in Washington may be asked to give an interpretation as to the voting method to be employed by the Code Authority. According
to one contention, no vote should be valid unless all 10 members or their substitutes
cast their ballots. Otherwise, it is pointed out, a member, by being absent or not
voting, can indirectly support a move without officially voting in its behalf. Under
present procedure decisions are made by a majority of members present at a meeting.

Liberty Features Booked in Detroit
Liberty's entire program has been
bought by the Cooperative Booking
Office of Detroit for its subscribing
members in that territory. The dea1
was closed by Sam Seplowin of
Monogram Exchanges in Detroit
according to announcement by Budr1
Rogers, Liberty sales manager.
Ralph Like to Supervise 3 Series
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Ralph Like has signed contracts to supervise the production of the six Northwest Mounted features for Stage & Screen
Productions, Inc., and the Rough
Rider and Range Rider western seInc. ries for Superior Talking Pictures.

"HAPPINESS

AHEAD"

There's happiness ahead for theatre owners, too, when
they install Alexander Smith Carpet. That's why you'll
find this good-looking, long-wearing floor -covering in the
majority of the country's most successful theatres.

ALEXANDER

SMITH

CARPET

I

LOVE

IN BLOOM!

Rosemary

. . . and a Chrysanthemum

for Remembrance

to hold while a dizzy,

daffy, blonde takes time out! Poor Joe Penner, out in Hollywood while Susabella
remains in New

York . . . experiences anew

that exhilarating thrill of love— and

he's thrown for a total loss by Lyda Roberti who can dish it out between

naps!

Meanwhile, That Nasty Man suffers all the pangs that poets rhyme about. Bughouse Romeo and Screwy Juliet... and they met while making their new picture,

COLLEGE

RHYTHM

JOE PENNER • LANNY ROSS • JACK OAKIE • HELEN MACK
LYDA ROBERTI* MARY BRIAN-GEORGE BARBIER mi«,uum*mou,
A Paramount

Picture directed by Norman

Taurog with plenty of words and lots of music by Gordon & Revel

r 1 si inKmniincw 11 ig tilt hUWl\
YOU'RE IN THE ARMY NOW! FOLLOW THE FLAG FROM FAR-FLUNG OUTPOSTS OF THE PACIFIC TO THE WINO-SWEP

I II iilMfeftilf % k 'ijJJJJ
TO THE MAD, SWEET RHYTHM OF HUNDREDS OF HAWAIIAN DANCING GIRLS! . . GET THE

i iiiiiMumi iiiifM
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WARNER-F. N. STUDIOS
BUSY ON 12 PICTURES
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some phases of Ascap's answer filed
in the District Court, a spokesman
for the M. P. T. O. A. points out
that its representative on the exhibitor Emergency Committee which
conferred with the music society on
the music tax was not authorized
to bind its membership.

St. Louis Squibs
St. Louis — First anniversary of
the local Variety Club will be celebrated Monday.
Ed Taylor has become manager
of the Kingsland, succeeding Ernest
Fox, who moved to the recently reopened Union, both St. Louis
Amusement Co. houses.
Ben Reingold, Fox branch manager, is back on the job after an
illness.
The Princess is now being operated by Princess Amusement Co.,
recently formed.
Bing Miller is slated to become
head booker at Universal when Russell Mortenson joins Gaumont-British here.
After playing four and a half
weeks at the Fox, "One Night of
Love" moved to the Ambassador
and set a new record.
Jimmy Winn is returning from
San Antonio to succeed Ben J. Cammack as local branch manager for
Warners. Cammack left Monday
for New York to accept an RKO
post in South America.
Heywood-Wakefield
Heywood-Wakefield
net loss of $46,435
months ended Sept.
with loss of $533,215

Cuts Loss
Co. reports
for the nine
30, compared
last year.

"Blue Danube" at 55th St. Playhouse
"The Blue Danube," produced in
England by Herbert Wilcox, with
Joseph Schildkraut and Brigitte
Helm in the leads, opens tomorrow
at the 55th St. Playhouse.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK
Nov.7-8:
Mich.

Annual convention of Allied Theaters of Michigan, Hotel Durant, Flint.

Nov. 12: Annual ball sponsored by Motion Picture Post of American Legion, Hotel Statler
Boston.
Nov. 13: Allied Theater Owners of New Jersey
meeting, Gold Room, Hotel Lincoln, New
York, 2 P. M.
Nov. 13: Independent exhibitor convention
under auspices of Allied Theater Owners,
Inc., to discuss current problems, Hotel
Kirkwood, Des Moines, Iowa.
Nov. 18-19: Allied Theater Owners of Texas
Convention,
Hotel
Jefferson.
Dallas.
Nov. 29: Screen Actors' Guild ball, Biltmore
Bowl,
Hollywood.
Dec. 10: Warner Bros, annual
meeting,
Wilmington,
Del.

stockholders'

•
•
• ONE OF these days the executives of our major
film companies are going to awake
look around and rub
their eyes
and realize that a Modern Miracle is taking
place in their midst
. . for the British Invasion of GaumontBritish is producing a remarkable result
instead of resisting the foreign "enemy," the public is receiving them with
open arms
..
as attested by various holdovers in key spots
and the cordial reception of the crits
as well
as some pip editorials being written in leading newspapers
such as the recent one in the New York "Times"
pointing out in no uncertain manner certain commendable qualities in British films that the Hollywood product lacks
• • • WHICH ALL goes to prove that the champions of
the British pix who have been battling for years over here
were right
with a good line of product such as G-B is
passing out
a real advertising organization
such as
A. P. Waxman is furnishing and a competent sales force
such as George Weeks has established
the British product CAN be sold to the American public
the trouble
heretofore was that in many communities the public was never
consulted the exhib just decided that his patrons didn't
want British pix
and that settled it
• •
• SO NOW
the story can be told
George
Weeks as sales manager has definitely put G-B across
and in the short space of one month
. . the results are so
concrete and substantial that it is really amazing
.
with
few exceptions Mister Weeks has closed every important
first-run situation in the U. S. A
and many big circuit
deals and independent key points
since the "invasion"
started a few short weeks ago
G-B has had more pix
playing on Broadway
in more theaters than any American
major company
T
T
T
• •
• AS THIS gent George Weeks pointedly asks
"Why shouldn't Gaumont get a break in America?"
over 300 G-B theaters in England will always continue to play
the hundreds of major company pix made in Hollywood
and without that steady revenue, where would some of our
majors be today?
there is no resistance to these Gaumont pix on the part of the American public
they welcome the novelty of the British slant contrasted with the
Hollywood product
and the bigger exhibs and circuit
buyers are smart
they are buying futures in Gaumont
it having been proved to them that G-B can furnish
an increasing supply and steady flow of really big productions
so now they won't be so entirely dependent on Hollywood and that's a healthy condition for all of us
it puts the Hollywood boys on the spot where they have some
real competition at last on their home grounds

starring Rudy Vallee, with Ann
Dvorak, Ned Sparks, Robert Armstrong, Allen Jenkins, Alice White,
Helen Morgan and Frank and Milt
Britten comedy band, directed by
Alfred E. Green; "Gold Diggers of
1935," with Dick Powell, Gloria
Stuart, Glenda Farrell, Alice Brady.
Frank McHugh and Hugh Herbert
directed by Busby Berkeley; "The
Right
to Live,"
Josephine
Hutchinson,
Georgewith
Brent,
Peggy
Wood, Colin Clive, Henrietta Crosman, and C. Aubrey Smith, directed
by William Keighley; "White Cockatoo," with Jean Muir, Ricardo Cortez, Gordon Westcott and Minna
Gombell, director, Alan Crosland;
"Devil Dogs of the Air," co-starring
James Cagney, Pat O'Brien, with
Margaret Lindsay and Frank McHugh, directed by Lloyd Bacon, and
"North Shore," starring Barbara
Stanwyck with Gene Raymond, Nan
Gray and Genevieve Tobin, from
the novel by Wallace Irwin, dh-ected
by Robert Florey.
Those in preparation are: "Living
on Velvet," starring Kay Francis
with Warren William and George
Brent, a Frank Borzage production;
"Earthworm Tractor," starring Joe
E. Brown;
"Casinoandde Ruby
Paree,"
costarring
Al Jolson
Keeler,
director, Archie Mayo; "A Midsummer Night's Dream," to be directed
by Max
Reinhardt
by William Dieterle,
with assisted
Eric Wolfgang
Korngold arranging the Felix von
Mendelsohn music, Anton Grot the
sets; "Anthony Adverse," starring
Leslie Howard, Edward G. Robinson, Robert Barrat, Warren William.
Bette Davis, George Brent, Ann
Dvorak, Ricardo Cortez, Kay Francis, Guy Kibbee, Aline MacMahon
and Henry O'Neill.
Weinberg Joins Premium Firm
Morty Weinberg has been named
general manager of the premium
firm of C. A. Coulter, Inc., by Clark
C. Coulter, attorney, who succeeded
the late C. A. Coulter as president
and treasurer of the firm.

•
•
• AND THEY fight in a typical British sporting way,
too
the Gaumont
operating company
is an American
company
pays heavy duties to our government
its pix are printed in American labs
with American labor
..in fact the entire American organization from execs
down
like George Weeks himself
are Americans
which is worth mulling over
• • • SUIT HAS been brought against General
Corporation by AMPA
for $2,500 claimed due for
used by this company on their broadcast at the Charity
Ball at the Hotel Astor
. Phillips & Nizer are the
neys for the pressageys' club
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Foods
talent
Fund
attorWill H. Hays
George
J. Schaefer
Hugh
Allan
Joel McCrea
Theodore von Eltz
Helen
E. Hughes

The Film Daily
1935 Year Book
Will Contain —
1—1934

Releases with credits.

2 — 15,000 Titles of pictures released since 1915
3 — Full texts of NRA Codes of Fair Competition.
4 — Birthdays and Birthplaces of motion picture people.
5— Complete list of theaters.
6— Financial data on leading companies.
7 — Court Decisions of 1934.
8— Personnel of companies and organizations.
9— Comprehensive exploitation section.
10 — Equipment Buying Guide.
11 — Complete Foreign Section.
12 — List of Theater Circuits.
13 — Original Titles of Books and Plays.
14 — Work of Players, Directors, Writers, Cameramen.
15 — Names and addresses of Producers, Distributors, etc.

and
1001 OTHER ITEMS OF
USEFUL INFORMATION
NOW

IN WORK

OUT

A
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EXPLOITETTES Short
Newspaper Campaign
High Ugh ts "Cellin i"

A TREMENDOUS newspaper
publicity campaign backed
by a number of effective tieups.
were amon? tbe highlights of
tbe exploitation campaign put
over by Manager Cbarles Taylor
at tbe Great Lakes in Buffalo

for the premiere of "The Affairs of Cellini," 20th Century
production. Seven days in advance of the opening all local
papers played up the booking
of the attraction at the Great
Lakes and followed up their
opening announcements with
special feature stories and cuts
of both Bennett and March. The
regular newspaper advertising
appropriation was doubled for
this engagement and dominated
each amusement page. More
than 40 local book stores carried
special window displays on "Cellini" books. Each window contained mounted photographs of
both stars in the picture and used
appropriate cards announcing
the opening at the Great Lakes.
Special bands were printed for
each book and mentioned the
playdate of the picture. The J.
N. Adams Company store got
out a co-operative ad using a
photograph of Constance Bennett. The same store a few days
later used another angle for an
ad in which the picture was
mentioned in plugging Max
Factor makeup. E. W. Edwards,
in their Cinema Shop, arranged
an effective window on Bennett
in gowns and gave the theater
and picture full credit.
— Great Lakes, Buffalo.

Special Screening

"Screen

Subject
Snapshots"

(No. 13)
Columbia
10 mins.
Good Fan Stuff
This one classes among the more
interesting issues of the Columbia
fan reel supervised by Harriet Parsons. It starts out with a group of
Hollywood fathers and sons engaged
in a game of baseball, followed by
a bathing beauty contest that is an
eye treat, and topped off by a lot
of scenes taken at the recent Mar:on Davies party for charity. Plenty
of celebs are shown, and there is an
enjoyable informality about it all.
"Anvthin? for a Thrill"

(World of Sports)
Columbia
9 mins.
Fine Sports Melange
Laughs as well as thrills, both in
plentiful supply, are provided in this
sports subject. The stunts, put on
by daring individuals to amuse and
astound the public, run all the way
from riding bucking broncs and
making dives through glass, to be:ng shot from a cannon driving
autos to a head-on collision.
Charley Chase in
"You Said A Hatful"

M-G-M
21 mins.
Fair
A typical Charley Chase funfilm
in which the comedian plays the
part of secretary to the president
of a railroad. His boss starts on a
trip to buy a rival railroad, and has
Charley impersonate himself while
he becomes the secretary in order to
fool the other crowd and get the
railroad cheap. The comedy action
takes place on the train en route,
with Charley enjoying himself imdaughter.
Now that mensely
he withishis
her boss'
dad he
can be
as affectionate with her as he
pleases, and the father posing as his
secretary can't do much about it.
Oscar Apfel plays the railroad exec,
and Dorothy Appleby is the girl.
Directed by Charles Parrott. It
rates just fair.

Exploits "Barretts"
T-I. G. GOLLADAY, manager
of the DeGraw, Brookfield,
Mo., invited the pre,ss, club women, the clergy and local celebrities to a special screening,
in advance of playdate, as part
of his campaign on "The Barretts of Wimpole Street." Their
comments were used in newspaper ads and lobby displays.
Special art posters of Norma
Shearer, Fredric March and
Charles Laughton were placed
in the lobby one week in advance. These carried copy on
the fact that all three had won
Academy Awards. Cosmetics
tieups were arranged on Miss
Shearer and Maureen O'Sullivan, Coca Cola on the latter,
and even Flush, the spaniel in
the film, was exploited in a tieup with a dog food.
— DeGraw, Brookfield, Mo.

TABLOID

REVIEWS

"FREUT EUCH DES LEBENS" ("Enjoy
Yourselves"), in German, with English
titles; produced by Ufa; directed by Hans
Steinhoff; with Dorit Kreysler, Leo Slezak,
Ida Wust, Wolfgang Liebereiner. At the
79th St. Theater.
Pleasing romantic comedy filmed in colorful mountain background ought to prove
generally enjoyable for the German
tele.

clien-

"KOCHA, LUBI, SZANUJE" ("Love,
Cherish, Respect"), in Polish; produced in
Warsaw; directed by Michal Waszynski;
with Loda Halama, Eugene Bodo, et al. At
the Fifth Avenue
Playhouse.
Fairly well made Polish production with
a story of young love and interpolations
of music and dancing.
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MELyjOPIC
Reviews TI
Critic
"Dartmouth

Days"

Praises Quality

(Pete Smith Oddity)
of New Season's Films
M-G-M
10 mins.
ALTHOUGH Mr. Churchill, in
Very Good
this week's Hollywood disA bright and snappy reel depatch, calls the attention of the
picting Dartmouth college in New
faithful to the striking brilliance
Hampshire and laying stress on the
of the new film season, this colgorgeous and diversified winter
sports that the students enjoy. The
umn cannot suppress the imskiing, skating and ski-jumping are
pulse to disturb the Sabbath
three sequences that are replete with
peace with a temperate cannonthrills. Some good comedy relief is
ade in recognition of the game
injected, along
with Peteas Smith's
phenomenon. Not in the recent
humorous
interpolations
he describes the events unfolded. Finmemory of callous cinema reishes with a harmony double quarporters has the Mecca of the
tette. Directed by Maurice Rapf.
Pacific launched such argosies
Produced by Jack Cummings.
"Rugby"
as those which reached Broadway during the past month.
The critical dagger is rusting
(Pete Smith Oddity)
M-G-M
10 mins.
in its sheath and the meat-axe
A fine depiction of the rough and
lies idle in the metropolitan
exciting game of rugby as practiced
newspaper offices while the fevby our British cousins, a game now
erish search goes on for new
becoming popular in this country.
laurel
wreaths
with which to bePete Smith gets over the explanadeck the Broadway photoplays.
tory remarks with a nice blending
of humor that keeps the interest up.
Where an honest reviewer once
Some comedy relief is worked in
experienced
difficulty in comwith a pictorial presentation of how
mending more than one of the
rugby came to originate way back
new photoplays in a week, now
in the early English days. Produced
by
Harry Rapf. Directed by Ray
he finds himself glutted with
McCarey.
treasures and rifled of jeweled
words with which to hail them.
"Strikes and Spares"
The films which Broadway has
(Pete Smith Oddity)
exhibited in the last four weeks
M-G-M
10 mins.
are remarkable not alone for
Fine Sport Reel
their quality and their general
A remarkable exhibition of bowlexcellence of achievement, but
ing demonstrated by the champ,
even more for the dignity and
Andy Varipapa, the Brooklyn senlively intelligence of the themes
sation. Andy does a variety of
they explore.
tricks on the bowling alley, making
some shots that are almost incredIt is not so much that cinema
observers miss the ordinary run
ible. Slow-motion bits show just
how these difficult plays are made.
of "grind" house mediocrity,
the feeble-minded pap which the
Pete Smith livens up a very unusual
studio hacks manufacture like
reel with his humorous style of delivery as he furnishes the narrahamburger to fill exhibitor contion. Produced by Harry Rapf. Ditracts. That the autumn ofrected by Felix E. Feist.
ferings have to an amazing degree been freed from this routine and anticipated cinema
mush is a phenomenon which of
itself would be sufficient to
glorify the 1934 film season. But
"DER SCHLEMIHL" ("The Sap"), in
the most striking factor is the
German; produced by Engels-Schmidt; diabsence of the smart, expenrected by Erich Engels; with Curt Bois, La
sively produced and intellectualJana, et al. At the 86th St. Casino.
ly lack -wit exhibits; the luxuriModerately amusing comedy featuring
ously gowned,
star-studded
enCurt Bois, a sort of German Charlie
tertainment,
manufacturing fake
Chaplin.
emotions for what the studio experts conceive to be the starved j
New Atlantic City House Opens
libidos of Medicine Hat, Kansas |
Atlantic City— The $150,000 HolCity and Broadway; the films :
lywood theater in the center of rewhich rank high in the estimasort business district opened Friday
tions of the cinema mandarins
with a special invitation audience.
themselves; the technically brilPolicy is films and vaudeville. House
liant and mentally illiterate film
is operated by Hollywood Amuseproduct which is loaded to the
ment Co., of which Harry I. Waxhead-splitting point with boxman is general manager. Execuoffice values. Here indeed is a |
tive staff consists of Jack Waxman.
revelation.
house manager; Carl Singer, assis— Andre Sennwald,
tant manager; Lou Sheinholz. in
charge of publicity.
New York Times.
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11,483 FILMS IN YEAR
PASSED WITHOUT GUTS
(Continued from Page 1)

mond, director of the motion picture
division, to the State Education Department. The 2,195 eliminations
made during the year applied to
only 289 pictures. Of the 15 films
rejected in toto, two were revised
and approved later. The detailed
report also reveals that the year's
receipts, $231,497.88, of which $170,670.79 was profit to the state, were
the second largest in the history of
the department. Top year was 1931,
when intake was $237,876.72.

Majors Mark Time
In Tri-Ergon Case
(Continued from Page 1)

for the first line outfits generally
seem to have the opinion that the
task of computing an accounting,
regarded as extremely difficult, will
occupy at least one year, and perhaps a great deal longer.
Pending actual attempts to collect money from them, the majors
are expected to maintain a policy
of watchful waiting. In the meantime the question of whether or not
Erpi will undertake to defend the
producers in connection with the
Tri-Ergon action seeking an accounting on grounds of infringing
its double print patents remains in
the air. A matter of interpretation
of the licensing agreement is involved. Meanwhile major companies
have applied to the Supreme Court
for a rehearing of the petition to
review the patent ruling of the lower courts.

Six New Theaters Open
In Memphis Territory
(Continued from Page 1)

Jackson, Tenn.; Ollie Bland's house
in Ripley, Tenn.; Mrs. J. A. Bryson's
Majestic, Iuka, Miss.; J. T. Wade's
Long Shot, Holly Springs, Miss.;
Alvin Chapman's New theater, Norphlet, Ark., and Jenkins' theater.
Batesville, Ark. Reopenings were the
Cameo, here; Clinton, Clinton, Ark.,
and Plaza, Marshall, Ark.
Releasing Football Short
"Flying Pigskins," football short,
is being released by Columbia on
Nov. 9.

RECORDING

ON

FILM

INDUSTRIAL— FILM
SLIDE FILM— RECORDS

BRUNSWICK
PRODUCTIONS
CH. 4-2200

CORP.

321 W. 44th St., N.Y.C.

WORDS

46 PENNA. THEATERS
OPENED LAST MONTH

and WISDOM

(Continued from Page

"TF THE general public knew the
rigmarole necessary to produce
a picture by present methods, it
would never get over the surprise of
seeing a good picture." — WALTER
WANGER.

1)

"If a woman or a man wants to
the Royal at 1715 Carson St., Pittsbe tempted, they can be tempted burgh.
just as easily on a street car as
In addition, there were 10 openthey can on a movie set." — GLORIA
ings in the West Virginia territory,
STUART.
which comes under the Pittsburgh
board, and two in southern New Jer"Beauty doesn't mean a thing in
sey, a Philadelphia jurisdiction,
the
movies any more." — CARL bringing the grand total up to 58.
LAEMMLE.

"Cheap
moving Itpictures
do not
hurt
our children.
is the state
of
mind in which our children see the
"The question now is whether
questionable movies mirror life, or
picture."—
educator. MARY BLAKE BURKE, whether life mirrors questionable
movies."— TED
COOK.

Time Magazine Buying
Interest
in First Division
(Continued from Page 1)

tions, Inc. Henry Hobart has been
signed to supervise and produce for
the company, which will make eight
"I believe that my fans have a
"The story for my next film, in pictures as its initial group.
perfect
right
to
know
about
me."
—
which I play a cattle queen, wa?
JEAN HARLOW.
too censorable as they gave it to Raising $25,000 Chest
"You can't be happy doing nothing."—WALLACE BEERY.
"I am a blonde and always have
been."— TOBY WING.

me, and so I rewrote it." — MAI'
WEST.

In Mississippi Tax Fight
(Continued from Page

Taking Contract Issue
To NRA In Washington
(Continued from Page

1)

hibitor association who is a member of the Authority, voted with
Charles L. O'Reilly and Edward
Golden when the report of the Authority's legal committee, stating no
violations had been found, came up
for action at the last meeting of
the code's administrative body.
Major claims being made by Allied
are that some distributors are not
granting the 10 per cent cancellation provided by the code and that
there is a practice of designating
pictures after they have been actually played.
Andrews Sells Story to Paramount
Robert Andrews has sold his original story,
Beats,"
to Para-of
mount."Drum
Andrews was
the author
"If I Had a Million."
Son for Joan Blondell
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

ULTRA ... in every sense . . . ultra
continental . . . ultra convenient . . .
ultra comfortable . . . above all, ultra
moderate . . . overlooking entire
Central Park . . . near the shopping
and theatrical district.

DAILY

Hollywood — Joan Blondell and
George Barnes are the parents of a
boy weighing seven pounds, 12
ounces.
Boston State Back to Singles
Boston — Loew's State, managed
by Joseph Brennan, has reverted to
single
featuresis with
"Merryto Widow."
This policy
expected
remain
for the next several weeks.
Eddie Peabody for Vita. Musical
Eddie Peabody, banjoist, has been
signed to star in a two-reel Vitaphone musical comedy.
Estelle Schrott with G-B
Estelle Schrott has been placed in
charge of fan magazine publicity for
Gaumont-British pictures. She was
formerly with Warners.

1)

the legislature meets here. A large
"Acting is a portrayal of life, and part of the money has already been
certainly the best and quickest way collected and will be handled by the
to get the knowledge of it is in exhibitor unit's board of directors
wnich meets here next month.
matrimony."— VIRGINIA
BRUCL.

£ 1

Rates:

Single $3.50 - $5; Double $5
Suites from $8

Attractive

£5555551
I

mmJLm

weekly

and

monthly

- $7;

reductions.

The CONTINENTAL GRILL, brilliantly redecorated, for dinner and
supper dancing. Entertainment. A
bit of Europe in New York ... the
famous RUMPELMAYER restaurant.
DIRECTION

. . S.

GREGORY

TAYLOR

-<^2

THE
12

A Little

• The Broadway

from "Lots"

—

By RALPH WILK — —
HOLLYWOOD

has revealed
that McGUIRE
from the
"^TLLIAM
ANTHONY
final selections of beauties for his
"The Great Ziegfeld" for Universal,
an ideal example of composite loveliness will be chosen as the new
"glorified American girl." Candidates numbering more than 5,000
will have been interviewed before
the necessary 300 showgirls and
dancers are chosen, and the girl
picked from this crop will be universally exploited as the "Ziegfeld
girl."
T ▼ T
T. Hayes Hunter, former director,
now an English agent, is here from
London, seeking talent for British
pictures. He will be here another
week before returning to London.

▼

T

▼

T

T

T

Dare, well known Parisian stylist,
is designing costumes for her initial
picture, "Rendezvous at Midnight,"
which Lou Ostrow is producing for
Universal.

Picture
Outcast
Lady
Trans-Atlantic
Merry-Go-Round
St. Louis Kid
Student Tour
Kansas
City Princess
We
Live Again
Six-day
Bike Rider
Norah O'Neale
Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch (2nd week)
Are You a Mason? (2nd week)
Age of Innocence
(a)
Loyalties
Broken Melody (b)

♦ FOREIGN

LANGUAGE

AS
THE

SEEN
BY
PRESS

AGENT

r^I
Wm\ SS"^k__/

a bag
"James
Blake ey lugs around
of raw vegetables which he munches on
between
meals.' —COLUMBIA.

FILMS

DuWorld
Amkino
DuWorld

♦ FUTURE

OPENINGS

♦
55th St. Playhouse
Acme
5th Ave. Playhouse

♦

Blue Danube
(Nov. 6)
Three Songs About Lenin
(Nov. 6)
365 Nights in Hollywood (Nov. 6)
The First World War
(Nov. 7)
A Girl of the Limberlost ( Nov. 8)

Mundus
Amkino
Fox
Fox
Monogram

55th St. Playhouse
Cameo
Mayfair
Rialto
Criterion

There's Always Tomorrow
(Nov. 9)
Evelyn Prentice (Nov. 9)
The Man of Courage (Nov. 13) (c)
Evensong
(Nov. 16)
Kid
Millions
(d)
College Rhythm
(e)
Gay Divorcee (f)

Universal
M-G-M
Cummins-Koerpel
Gaumont-British
United
Artists. .
Paramount
RKO
Radio

Roxy
Capitol
Gayety
Roxy
Rivoli
Paramount
Music Hall

Grand Coulee, Wash. — Edwin
James ateropens
today. the new Roosevelt TheRitzville, Wash. — Dillingham and
Luft has sold their Ritz Theater at
Ritzville, Wash., to Roy C. Irvine,
who has taken it over.

Meridian, Miss. — Construction of'
Al Yoeman's new Alberta Theater?
is about to start. He is building
the new theater to replace the former Saenger, which has gone back
into the New Orleans circuit.
Sulphur, La. — J. M. Hurd, who:
owns theaters in Quincy, West Monroe and Haynesville, will open a
house here shortly.
Leavenworth, Wash. — The Roxy
has passed from the hands of A. L
Williams to T. R. Wilson.

Seattle, Wash. — John Hamrick,
northwestern theater circuit operaShirts
tor, has completed arrangements
with the RCA Victor Co. for the
installation of a super size PhotoMorgan has been signed phone High Fidelity sound system
work. While working in "Mystery by Ralph
Nat Levine for the Mascot pro- in the 3,000-seater Orpheum, formeri
Mountain," a serial, for Mascot, he
duction, "Little Men," based on the RKO house with a first-run policy.
gained ten pounds.
T ▼ ▼
famous story by Louisa M. Alcott.
(d) Follows Transatlantic
Merry-Go-Round.
(e) Follows Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch.
(f) Follows We Live Again.

(a) Subsequent
run.
(b) Double
Feature
(c) Formerly
Black

t

8@

Parade •

Distributor Theater
M-G-M
Capitol
United
Artists. . Rivoli
Warner
Bros. ..Strand
M-G-M
Mayfair
Warner
Bros. . . Roxy
United Artists . . . Music Hall
Warner
Bros. . . Rialto
DuWorld
Cameo
Paramount
Paramount
Ideal
Westminster
Paramount
Palace
Harold Auten . . . Little Carnegie
Mundus
55th St. Playhouse

M-G-M
Astor
Gaumont-British . Criterion

The Blue Light (5th week) (b)
Deserter
Romance
in Warsaw

t

NEWS jfe^iy?

Monday, Nov. 5, 1934

4 TWO-A-DAY RUNS ♦
The Merry Widow (4th week)
Man of Aran (3rd week)

Lon Young is supervising "The
Ghost Walks," which Frank Strayer
is directing for Invincible. John
Miljan and June Collyer are playing
the leads in the mystery comedy,
written by Charles Belden. Richard
Carle, Johnny Arthur, Spencer
Charters, Eve Southern, Henry
Columbia's "Stake Out," with
Kolker and Douglas Gerard are in Bruce
Cabot and Judith Allen, has
the cast.
been permanently titled "Men of the
▼ T ▼
▼
▼
▼
Josef Berne is directing "Dark
Eyes," the picturization of the fa- Night."
Eric Blore, who played the waiter
mous Russian Gypsy song, "Otchi
Divorcee," has been awardTchoraya," second of the single-reel in "Gay
ed a term contract by RKO.
"musical classics" being produced
by Harry Rapf, for M-G-M. Mary
Jo Mathews is playing the leading
Andre Beranger, comedy headrole.
liner of the silent days, will appear
T T ▼
in Warners' Y
"Gold »Diggers
of 1935."
▼
John Ira Angus, formerly business manager for Charles R. RogBellamy and Valerie Hobers productions, will not make a de- sonRalph
have been chosen by Universal
cision about going to England until
he takes his state bar examination as the leads for "Rendezvous at Midnight." Christy Cabanne will direct.
in February. In addition to his production work, he has been studying
law.
Shelia Mannors and Charles Sa▼
▼
▼
bin are in Columbia's "Call to
Lanny Ross, due to radio work, Arms." The same studio has added
will not appear in Paramount's Raymond Walburn and James Blake"Mississippi."AAA
ley to "Mills Tof the
T Gods."
▼
Ken Maynard
thrives on hard
Harriet de Bussman, 18-year-old
Kansas City girl, was chosen grand
winner in the national MonogramAgfa contest. She is one of the
five national winners sent to the
coast to appear in Monogram's "Women Must Dress."

BIG

DAILY

t

v

▼

▼

▼

▼

T

Due to his work in "Lottery
Lover," Walter Woolf has been
placed under a long term contract
by Fox. The deal was negotiated
by Bill Woolfenden of Small-Landau.

▼

Y

Y

Marian Nixon and William Janney have been signed for Liberty's
"Sweepstake Annie."
.T
T in Tbusiness, the
Due to increase
Blache Film Laboratories of San
Francisco have remodeled their
plant and with the installation of
new eciuipment have enlarged their
capacity to 25,000 feet of film daily.
The firm is now using day and night
crews.
t

▼

Orange, Tex. — The American, being operated by J. A. Jeffress and
associated with the Inca circuit, hasi
been equipped with new RCA Victori
High Fidelity sound.
Seattle — Jensen and Von Herberg:
have reopened the Liberty with new
Western Electric Wide Range sound.

Newark, O. — The old Alhambra
long dark, is being completely re-[
modeled, equipped with new Photo-i
phone High Fidelity sound appara-,
tus, and renamed the New Arcade.'
It is to beassociated
operated with
by Clark
Rader,'
formerly
ParamountPublix.

▼

Harvey Gates and Robert Harris
Adams, Mass. — Charles Morse has
are doing the screen play of "Sing arranged for the installation of RCA
Me a Love Song," which Harris au- Victor High Fidelity sound apparatus in the Photoplay, a Mor,se &
thored. The picture will be produced by Stanley Bergerman, with Rothenberg house.
Stuart Walker directing.
▼
▼
▼
Arline Judge and Ray Walker will
have the leading roles wth fouryear-old Jimmy Fay in Monogram's
"Million Dollar Baby." The supporting cast includes George E.
Stone, Eddie Kane, Jeannette Loff.
ABOUT
Willard Robertson, Ralf Harolde and
During the last few days of its Paul Porcasi. Joseph Santley wrote
production First National added Ar- the story and will direct.
thur Aylesworth, Clarence Muse and
Howard Hickman to the cast of
John Hay Whitney of Pioneer
"Red Hot Tires," formerly known Pictures, which will release through
RKO, plans quite a splurge in color,
as "Racing ▼
Luck."▼
T
Latest figures from
India show there
according to his announcement that
that 510
country.
arc
theaters
wired
for sound
in
John Arledge, following his work Pioneer will spend some $7,000,000
in "Flirtation Walk," has been given in the production of nine or more
a long term contract by Warners. Technicolor features.
t
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Theater Employees9 Union To Ask Higher Scale

SUPREME COURT WILL REVIEW TRIE RG0N CASE
$7007000 Minimum Annual Rent in New Music Hall Deal
Forming
New
Company
to Operate Radio
City Super
Minimum annual rental of $700,000 will be paid by the Radio City
Music Hall to the Rockefeller interests, itwas learned yesterday by
Film Daily. RCA and RKO jointly will be paid $26,000 yearly in
weekly installments of $500, the
payments to come out of operation
costs. After operation costs, the
landlord, Rockefeller Center Inc.,
is to receive $700,000 yearly as rent.

Out of earnings over the $700,000, RCA
and RKO are to jointly receive $24,000. The
next $100,000
goes to the landlord.
Any
balance over the total of $824,000
will be
(Continued on Page 2)

U. S. LAB WORKERS
SOUGHT FOR RUSSIA
A shortage of film laboratory
workers exists in Russia according
to word from Moscow to Amkino,
which has been requested to engage
such workers here for employment
in Russia.

McVickers Settlement
Is Approved by Court
Proposed agreement under which
Madison Operating Co., Paramount
subsidiary, will give up its lease on
McVickers' Chicago, and obtain release from all obligations in connection with the $1,600,000 mortgage bonds outstanding on the theater was approved yesterday by
Federal Judge Coxe. The contract
provides that Balaban & Katz, also
a Paramount
subsidiary,
shall re(Continued
on Page 3)
Carolina

Premium Vote

Charlotte, N. C. — A vote on the question of premiums is to be taken among
Carolina exhibitors at the next meeting
of the local grievance
board.

L. J. Schlaifer Quits Gaumont-British
L. J. Schlaifer, New York branch manager for Gaumont-British, has resigned. No successor has been appointed by George W. Weeks, general
sales manager, who is now on a Western
trip.

Vaude

for 60 Lucas-Jenkins H ouses

Electric Industries Nets
$2,000,000 in Past Year
Electric & Musical Industries,
Ltd., British company in which
RCA holds nearly a third interest,
reports net profit of approximately
$2,000,000, before income tax of
about $450,000, for the year ended
Sept. 30, compared with about $4,000 the previous year. A 10 per
cent ordinary dividend has been declared, after paying accrued preference dividends.

$98,000

Atlanta — Arrangements have been
completed whereby Jack Elwell will
book stage shows for the Lucas and
Jenkins theaters in Georgia and the
Lucas-Jenkins affiliations, a total of
approximately 60 houses, including
the big Capitol here. Elwell, who
will make his headquarters at the
Georgia Theaters Service Corp
booking office in the Walton Bldg.
has already lined up about six weeks
of straight time and is now booking
for December and January.

Contract Claim Filed

George J. Schaefer, Paramount
general manager, yesterday filed
with special master John E. Joyce, a
$98,000 claim under his contract
which the Paramount trustees disaffirmed in September, 1933. The
agreement was to run until February, 1935. The claim will not be

aerer
by Schaef

New England Allied Unit
Meets Nov. 13 in Boston

High Court Reverses Its
Stand on Refusal to
Review Case
Washington

Bureau

of

TH

DAILY

Washington — Produ ■_. . ..^Ad distributors won an important move in
their fight to prevent William Fox
from collecting for infringement upon his American Tri-Ergon flywheel
and couble-print sound patents
when the U. S. Supreme Court yesterday decided to review their appeals from the U. S. Circuit Court
on Page 4) this apof Appeals.(Continued
In granting

GUILD MEETS TONiGHT
ON EQUITY AFFILIATION
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Directors of the
Screen Actors' Guild are slated to
meet tonight to vote on the memoranda prepared by the Actors' Equity
legal department covering details
of the Guild's affiliation with Equity
under which the Guild becomes the
local motion picture division of
Equity.

Boston — A meeting of Independent Exhibitors, Inc., Allied unit
embracing Massachusetts, Maine, Release Dates to Jan. 5
New Hampshire, Rhode Island and
Set By Warner-F. N.
Vermont, will be held Nov. 13 at
Setting of release dates on 10
the organization's headquarters, 69 features brings the Warner-First
Church St., to discuss music tax,
National schedule up to Jan. 5. The
code and block booking matters.
opposed.
list is: "St Louis Kid", Nov. 10;
"Gentlemen Are Born", Nov. 17; "I
Am a Thief", Nov. 24; "Flirtation
Walk", Dec. 1; "Babbitt", Dec. 8;
"Murder in the Clouds" and
"Church Mouse", Dec. 15; "Concealment", Dec. 22; "Sweet AdeA mass meeting has been called
line", Dec. 29; "Bordertown", Jan. 5.
Tentative Plans Made
the recently organized Theater
For New Florida Studio by
and Amusement Employes Union,
Trying College Playwrights
Miami, Fla. — Confident that the Local 95, for Nov. 14 at 752 Eighth
Chapel Hill, N. C— Prof. Frederick
amendment to the state constitu- Avenue, in a move for a closed shop
H. Koch, director of the Carolina Playmakers, has been asked by M-G-M to
tion, whereby motion picture stu- for ushers and other theater emrecommend
from three to five young
dios and incidental properties will
ployes. The union demands an inplaywrights of the University for a sixcrease from 25 to 40 cents an hour
be exempt from taxation for a perweek tryout in the Junior Writers department in Culver City.
iod of 15 years, will be passed at for ushers and from 35 to 55 cents
today's election,
thePage
United
Film for porters with a 40-hour week.
(Continued on
2)

Increases in Scale Sought
By Theater Employees9 Union
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Tentative Plans Made
$700,000 Annual Rent
In New Music Hall Deal
For New Florida Studio
(Continued from Page 1)
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Columbia Picts.
Con.
Fm.
Ind
Con.
Fm.
Ind.
East.

STOCK
High
363/4
3%
16%

vtc.
pfd..

Kodak

MARKET
Low
36'/4
3'/2
15%

107y4 1055/8

Net
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36% +
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Fox Fm. "A"
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Inc
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Studios, of which Edward Alexander is general director, has completed tentative plans for the construction of a complete studio plant
here. The facilities will include two
large sound stages, a laboratory,
projection rooms, executive building
and other necessary structures.
G. D. Lai to Study U. S. Methods
G. D. Lai, who arrived recently
from India to attend the S.M.P.E.
fall meeting, leaves Monday for a
tour of motion picture centers in
the U. S., winding up in Hollywood,
where he will study production
methods. He will bring the results
of his survey back to India for the
benefit of the film industry there.

(Continued from Page 1)
divided, with the next $200,000, if earned,
being split between Rockefeller Center and
the RCA and RKO companies with 60 per
cent for the former and 40 per cent to the
latter companies. Any surplus over the
$200,000 will be split 50-50 between the
landlord and RCA
and RKO.
The new agreement is retroactive to Sept.
1, 1934. A new company will be formed
and named the Radio City Music Hall Corp.
Directors will be David Sarnoff, Merlin H.
Aylesworth, W. G. Van Schmus and two
other persons to be named by the landlord.

SignedBureaufor of"Little
Men" DAILY
Coast
THE FILM
Hollywood i— Ralph Morgan,
Frankie Darro, Cora Sue Collins and
Junior Durkin have been signed for
roles in "Little Men," which Nat
Levine of Mascot will place in work
tomorrow with Phil Rosen directing.
Erin O'Brien-Moore is coming from
New York to appear opposite MorRogers to Start B.I.P. Film
gan. Buster Phelps, Dickie Moore
Buddy Rogers, who has been tour- and other "name" kids also will be
ing with his orchestra and giving signed for the cast. Ken Goldsmith
Sunday night broadcasts, has con- will supervise.
cluded his radio contract and sails
the first week in December for Eng- Services for Charles E. Hawthorne
land to start work in his picture for
Funeral services will be held toB.I.P. which plans a program of 20
night for Charles Evans Hawthorne,
productions at an aggregate cost
of $6,250,000.
attorney
charge of Paramount's
real
estatein department,
who died of
pneumonia
at
his residence, 201
Zanuck Makes Cast Changes
Lyncroft Road, New Rochelle, SatWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
urday night. He had been with ParaHollywood — Two casting changes
mount for 15 years. Hawthorne,
just made by Darryl Zanuck put who was 60 years old, is survived by
Frederic March in the lead of "Les his sister, Mrs. John P. Woodin of
Miserables," while Clark Gable will New Rochelle, and his niece, Evelyn
head "Call of the Wild," both pic- Roberg. Burial will be at Kensico
tures scheduled to be put in work tomorrow.
next month by 20th Century for
United Artists release.
Worcester
House Opens
"The Mighty Barnum," with WalWorcester, Mass. — The Plymouth
lace Beery, has just been finished by
20th Century and is set for release Theater opened yesterday under the
management of William J. Ryan, Jr.
Christmas Day.
for Galahad Theaters, Inc., New
Ditmars
on Review
Board
York. Appropriate ceremonies celebrated the event.
Dr. Raymond L. Ditmars, curator
at the New York Zoo and sponsor
Korda
Making
Color Film
of various animal shorts, has been
London — Alexander Korda's first
elected a member of the executive
rommittee of the National Board of production at the new London Films
studios being built in Elstree will be
Review.
a color feature using a new process
known
as the Hillman method.
Third Revival Program
ture.
United Artists will release the pic"Beggar on Horseback," filmed by
•Tames Cruze, and "Shattered," with
Werner Krauss, will be shown on
Warners Sign James Melton
Saturday at the New School for So- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
cial Research as the third program
Hollywood — James Melton, radio
of the Film and Photo League's tenor, has been signed by Warners
subscription series of film revivals. to a long-term contract. Under consideration for his first vehicle are
"Broadway Gondolier" and "London
Eagles Gets G-B Coast Job
A. P. Waxman, director of adver- Paris and New York."
tising, exploitation and publicity for
Para. Buvs 2 More Originals
Gaumont-British Pictures, has ap- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
pointed Harry A. Eagles as exHollywood — Paramount has
ploitation representative for G-B on bought two more original stories,
the west coast with headquarters in "Drum Beats" by Robert Andrews,
Hollywood.
as a vehicle for Joe Morrison, and
"Renegade", by Ewing Scott, to be
Yiddish Film Premiere Tomorrow
adapted by Howard Estabrook,
"The Youth of Russia," Jewish probably for Gary Cooper.
talker, will have its New York pre"Kid Millions" Opens Saturday
miere at the Clinton theater tomorrow. The picture is a production
Eddie
in "Kid Millions,'
of the Sov-Am Film Corp., written Samuel Cantor
Goldwyn production for
and directed by Henry Lynn, and United Artists, opens Saturday at
has explanatory
titles in English. the Rivoli.
West

cming

a

nd G

CLARENCE BROWN, M-G-M director, and
his wife, the former ALICE JOYCE, arrive
from
abroad
tomorrow
on the Rex.
RICARDO SALSEDO, Peruvian film critic and
moving picture authority, arrives in New York
today on the Santa Clara and will stop at
the Hotel
Pierre.
LOU BROCK, new Fox associate producer,
arrives in New York this week by plane from
the coast to confer with Cole Porter on future
musicals.
MAURICE CHEVALIER arrives in New York
today on the He de France and will leave in
a few days for Hollywood to prepare for his
role in 'Follies Bergere de Paris," 20th Century production for U. A.
BUSTER KEATON, Educational comedy star;
KETTI GALLIAN, French star who recently finished work in Fox's "Marie Galante," and
JACK
morning.PEARL are among other arrivals on th«j
lie de France, which docks in New York this
CRANE
to

direct

WILBUR
"Bad

has returned from the coast

Penny"

for

Select.

ERIN O'BRIEN-MOORE, signed through the
Leo Morrison office to play opposite Frank
Morgan in Mascot's "Little Men,"
plane for the coast.

has left by

BRIAN AHERNE and NIGEL BRUCE arrive in
New York today on the Aquitania from abroad.
SOL LESSER and EDWARD F. CLINE, each
accompanied by his wife, arrive in New York
tomorrow on the Rex, after a month in England making "The Cowboy Millionaire," star.
ring George O'Brien, who made a trip to Moscow with his wife. Marguerite Churchill, before returning to America.
NUNNALLY JOHNSON, 20th Century seenarist, is in New York for story conferences
company.
with Joseph Moskowitz, vice-president of the
CLARK COULTER, head of C. A. Coulter, Inc.,
premium firm, left yesterday for Detroit. He
will be back on Friday.
SHIRLEY ROSS, M-G-M player now in New
York for some stage and radio work, returns
to the coast on completion of those engagements.
NORMAN TAUROG arrives in New York Sunday from the Coast after completing direction
of

"College
Rythm"
for Paramount.
GEORGE KRASKA, managing director of the
Fine Arts Theater,
Boston,
is in New
York.
JACKIE

COOPER

leaves

today

for

the coast.

P-T Council Sponsors Kid Shows
Salt Lake City — Weekly movie
programs suitable for children are
being sponsored
localCapitol
Parent-Teacher by
Council the
at the
Theater. Mayor Louis Marcus is
cooperating in the plan, and Perry
Rockwood, state chairman of better
films here, will supervise the shows.
Minneapolis Houses Add Vaude
Minneapolis — RKO Orpheum and
the Publix State theaters have returned to vaudeville in addition to
pictures.
9 More "Kent Drive" Meets
In addition to a meeting held in Chicago
John conduct
C. Clark nine
and Herman yesterday,
Wobber will
more
sales sessions in behalf of the Sidney
R. Kent Drive. The schedule is as
follows: today, Minneapolis: tomorrow,
Milwaukee; Thursday, Detroit; Friday
a.m., Cleveland; Friday p.m., Pittsburgh;
Saturday a.m., Indianapolis; Saturday
p.m., Cincinnati; Monday a.m.. Washington; Monday p.m.,
Philadelphia.
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HcVickers Settlement
For Free Recreation Films
Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Is Approved by Court Washington
Washington — Advocating use of
(Continued from Page 1)

filmsprofit,
for welfare
of soc'etyGilman
and not
for
Mrs. Robbins
of
the Federal Motion Picture Council
and chairman of the committee on
movies of the National ParentTeacher Congress, told an assemblage here that it is the object of
the parent-teacher group "to take
over the movie industry, not as it is
today, but under different management and production policy and use
Revivals at Little Picture House
it for free recreation of the public in
A week of revivals, with daily civic centers."
hange, will start Friday at the
"Another
jittle Picture House on East 50th
N.Y.STRAND-2ndWK! ^
5t. Attractions, in order of showCngneyK.O.r
ng, include "One Man's Journey",
of Warner
Morning Glory", "Where Sinners
Bros.' fallow,
Meet" ("The Dover Road"), "Bitter
Come. Ibe
op .o "Here
Tea of General Yen". "Cavalcade",
'Private Life of Henry VIII",
'Whom the Gods Destroy".

DAILY

COMING

NOV.

17th

:eive the balance of an accumula;ion of $203,500, representing funds
leld in escrow pending settlement
>f a rent dispute. Stockholders of
Vladison Operating meet tomorrow
vote formal approval of the
igreement.

Leases House to Partner
Milwaukee — Ed Rippey, who with
]harles Braun operates the Hart"ord theater, has leased the house
o the latter for a five-year period
md will make a trip west.
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6 CollegeStars in the
of Youth
Crossroads

Graduate
Romance
at the
of Life!

URSI

NATIONAL

S

CHlTLimEn ORE BOM
FRANCHOT TONE • JEAN MUIR
MARGARET LINDSAY-ANN
DVORAK
ROSS
ALEXANDER.!! ICK FORAN

—defy the Police of Syracuse!
—will arrive in town tomorrow un«
armed and without disguise!
—will steal a million in jewels from
under the very eyes of the law!
—will put your wits — your courage
—your nerves to a test that only
a superman can stand!

1/ looks like the

best show in town!'

AM A
THIEF
(...BUT WHO

STARTS FRIDAY, NOV. 23 IN 100'$ OF
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A Little
Charlotte, N. C. — Recent theater
changes in the Carolinas are: Mabane theater, Mabane, taken over
by C. J. Ross from A. L. Furnell;
Standard, Chapel Hill, formerly operated by J. W. Thompson, taken
over by Edward N. Mann; H. H.
Anderson has taken over the Rainbow, Marion, S. C, and the Mullins
at Mullins, S. C, from S. W. Smith
and T. B. Conaway; the Gem, Clinton, is now under the management
of E. M. Whaley.
Sterling, 111. — New Photophone
High Fidelity sound equipment has
been placed in the State, managed
by Frank Ford.
Hamburg, Pa. — David R. Schear
has equipped his Strand with Photophone High Fidelity sound apparatus.
Warren, O. — Dan Robins, owner
of the Ohio and Robins theaters, will
spend the winter in Florida.
Salt Lake City — Harry Fegley has
resigned as manager of the Studio
theater. E. S. Diamond will supervise the house in addition to his duties at the Orpheum.
Lincoln, Neb. — George Monroe,
Jr., formerly manager of the State
here, is now a booker out of K. C.
offices.

Supreme Court Takes
Patent Case Review
(Continued from Page 1)

plication, the court vacated its order signed Oct. 8 in which it declined to assume jurisdiction over
the case.
In situations of this kind, the Supreme Court fixes a date for arguments on the appeal, generally
about 30 days after making its decision to hear the case.

Tri-Ergon vs. Paramount
Decree Modified by Court

Modification of a decree in favor
of American Tri-Ergon Corp., including striking out of language
which would have its jurisdiction
apply to the Paramount Publix trustees, was ordered by Judge Marcus
B. Campbell in the U. S. District
Court, Brooklyn, yesterday, upon
petition of attorneys for Paramount.
The court also declined to grant an
injunction sought by the plaintiff
in the decree on the grounds that
the defendant corporation is bankrupt in the Southern District and
is therefore beyond the jurisdiction
of the Eastern District of the Federal Court. Counsel for American
Tri-Ergon will prepare a new decree conforming with the modifications ordered by Judge Campbell.
The action is based on an American Tri-Ergon suit charging Paramount with infringement upon its
double print patents.

—

PHIL M. DALY
• • • IF YOU have not cast your vote by the time you
read this don't forget our Film Candidate for the Supreme
Court Bench of Manhattan and the Bronx
Millard H. Ellison
his election will be a real asset to the motion picture industry he is a brother-in-law of Felix Feist another
good reason for sending him in
T
▼
T
• •
• TWO ON Broadway for Sam Goldwyn
"Kid
Millions" at the Rivoli while "We Live Again" continues
in its second week at the Music Hall
Mitzi Green will be
a guest on Bide Dudley's Airlane Column over WOR this eve
it is fitting that we call Bide's radio stint a Column . .
for he was writing a Broadway column in the "Evening World"
when the present crop of Broadway columnists were studying
their abeecees
▼
T
T
• • • LAST WEEK when Dizzy and Daffy Dean were
making some scenes for a Vitaphone short at the Erasmus
athletic field in Brooklyn the word got around the neighborhood that the famous baseball specialists were on hand
and in no time the stands were packed Director Lloyd
French thus got some real crowd atmosphere without expense
or trouble
▼
▼
T
• •
• IT SEEMS that Warners have already offered a
screen contract to the babe born to Joan Blondell
but
mebbe the kid will want to be a cameraman like his dad, George
Barnes
Lou Goldberg is handling exploitation and publicity on the Broadway run of "Dealers In Death" which Topical
Films plans to open the first week in December
Rudy
Vallee's Thursday eve broadcast and the Hollywood Hotel program Friday eve will feature First Nash's "Flirtation Walk" .

» REVIEWS of the NEW
"GIRL 0' MY
with

DREAMS"

Mary

Carlisle, Eddie Nugent,
Arthur
Lake
Monogram
70 mins.
LIVELY CO-ED CAMPUS FROLICS FEATURING THE TRACK SPORTS WILL
PLEASE YOUNGER
FANS.
Made for the youth of both sexes, this
one will have little appeal to the sophisticated and more serious patrons, for it
deals with the dizzy escapades and puppy
loves of a bunch of callow kids on the
campus of both sexes. But it is lively,
cheery fare for the younger elements, and
they will enjoy it. The theme is that of
two college heroes of the track, one a
shot putter and the other a hurdle hound.
The first takes his work seriously and has
no time for the co-ed who loves him.
The second is a conceited pug who thinks
all the girls are crazy about him. Then
the business of a mixup, misunderstandings, switched sweeties, and the champs
going to pieces at the big track meet,
only to come through with flying colors
when the girls realize their error and come
to the rescue. Sterling Holloway as the
editor of the college rag steals the show
with a swell eccentric comedy characterization.
Cast: Mary Carlisle, Eddie . Nugent,
Creighton Chaney, Arthur Lake, Sterling
Holloway, Gigi Parrish, Jeanie Roberts,
Tommy Dugan, Lee Shumway, Beverly
Crane, Bettymae Crane.
Director, Ray McCarey; Author, George
Waggner; Screen Play, same; Editor, Jack
Ogilvie; Cameraman,
Ira Morgan.
Direction, Good
Photography, Okay.

"365 NIGHTS

FILMS «
IN HOLLYWOOD"

with James Dunn
Fox

and

Alice

Faye
74 mins.

FAIRLY ENTERTAINING COMEDY
DRAMA WITH MUSIC EXPOSING FAKE
MOVIE SCHOOLS.
Between its various ingredients, including a fake movie school expose, a lot of
behind-the-scenes Hollywood studio stuff,
comedy by the vaudeville team of Mitchell
and Durant, and some musical trimmings,
this production manages to come out as
fair entertainment for the pop houses.
James Dunn has the role of a has-been
movie director who let drink get the best
of him and subsequently is given a job
by Grant Mitchell, who is in the movie
school racket. Dunn plays along at the
game until Frank Melton bobs up with a
wad of dough that he is willing to sink
into a picture, whereupon Dunn goes to
work in earnest and turns out a hit starring one of the school's pupils, Alice Faye,
with whom he also does a romantic fadeout. Some welcome laughs are provided
in the broad manner by Frank Mitchell
and Jack Durant, as a couple of moviestruck yokels. Generally, however, the
story lacks concentrated
punch.
Cast: James Dunn, Alice Faye, Frank
Mitchell, Jack Durant, Grant Mitchell,
Frank Melton, John Bradford, John Qualen.
Director, George Marshall; Author, Jimmy
Starr; Screen Play, William Counselman,
Henry Johnson; Cameraman, Harry Jacksen; Music, Richard Whiting; Dances,
Sammy
Lee.
Direction, Good
Photography, A-l.

By RALPH WILK
^^>
HOLLYWOOE

from "Lots"

JSABEL
JEWELL,
much her
in rold
de
mand since
she completed
in "Evelyn Prentice" for M-G-M
who signed her to a new contracti
is now appearing in "I've Beer
Around,"
which Phil Cahn is direct
ing for Universal. Miss Jewell recently abandoned her plans to ap
pear in a Broadway play. Metre
persuaded her to do it.

▼

V

T

Roy Del Ruth, who boasts some?
thing of a record, not only for box*
office hits, but for bringing in pictures within the scheduled timet
modestly states that much of th«
credit for his good fortune is due tc
the actors who work sympathetica! i
ly and intelligently with his methi
ods. Del Ruth is now under contract
to 20th Century.
▼

r

t

June Knight, who received a long'
term M-G-M contract last week,
ia
slated for a role in "Broadwav Mel'

▼

T

T

T

▼

▼

1935."
of Passing
odyOur
Show: Edward G
Robinson, W. Ray Johnston, James
Gleason, Joe E. Brown, William Le
Baron, Edmund Grainger, Mauricr
Revnes, Sam Behrendt, Don Mersen
eau, George Bancroft, J. Parker
Reed, Maury Cohen, John Ira Art
gus, Seymour Felix, Albert Lewii
at Maskers' Revel.
T
T
T
Jackie Searl, who plays an imr
portant role in Sol Lesser's product
tion, "Peck's Bad Boy," acted
grand marshal of the Mardi Grasas
parade
Bernardino last wee^l
"Peck's atBadSanBoy"
opened there th
week.
Sally Eilers will appear in Colun<
bia's "Carnival," with Lee Trac>
Jimmy Durante, Fred Keating aii
Florence Rice.

T

T

▼

Louis King, who directed "Bach©
lor of Arts," by John Erskine, wi
direct "$10 Raise," a Peter B. Kyn,
story, for Fox.

▼

▼

Y

J. Farrell MacDonald, appearin
in "Romance in Manhattan," nev
Francis Lederer film at RKO, wa
reunited in the cast with Donal
Meek, with whom he played in
Denver stock company 20 years ag(
June Brewster has been signe
by Lou Ostrow for the stellar ferr
inine role in "Sally Smart," whic
he is to produce
for Universal.
▼ T
T

Howard
Estabrook, who did th
screen
play of Charles
Dicken:f
"David Copper field," which M-G-I [
is producing, has been signed h\ \
William LeBaron of Paramount 1
write the screen play for "Rencj
gade," in which Gary Cooper wif I
be starred.
This is to be one <
Paramount's
outstanding
prodm
tions on next year's program.
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Unionization Drive

theateOnstructionjets four year peak
No New Evidence Will be Allowed in Tri-Ergon Case
Charles Neave May Appear
as Counsel on Behalf
of Paramount

How

They

Started

After four years of practical
stagnation in new theater construction, a definite revival of theater
building is indicated in the current
reports of Film Boards of Trade indicating approximately 35 new theaters opened in the past month. In
nine reports already received 26 actual openings are recorded and more
than half of the boards are still
to be heard from.
The Memphis and Dallas boards
each report six new theaters in their
territories, while Charlotte reports
six; Oklahoma
(Continued City,
on Page
5)
3; Pittsbur
gh

Evidence submitted in the lower
courts must exclusively provide the
basis for arguments when the two
American Tri-Ergon patent infringement appeals involving Paramount are argued in the U. S. Supreme Court at a date as yet to be
fixed. Under the procedure, no new
evidence can be brought in, attorneys pointed out yesterday.
Charles Neave of Fish, Richardson & Neave is expected to argue
for Paramount in both the flywheel
and double print cases.

BERNARD HYMAN SEES

SOL 6. NEWMAN DIES
AFTER SHORT ILLNESS

"CENSURE-ITIS" WAVE
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — As a result of its
widely publicized invitation to the
public to voice any complaints it
may have against the movies, Holly
wood has brought upon itself an
epidemic of "censure-itis", says
Bernard
Hyman.
M-G-M
associate
(Continued

on

Page

35 New Theaters Opened
in Month — Reopenings
Also Increase

5)

Gaumont-British Signs
Fox Mid-West Circuit
Kansas City — George W. Weeks,
Gaumont-British sales chief, has
closed with Elmer Rhoden, Fox
Mid-West Circuit, for the G-B product in first runs here and in 60
other mid-west situations.
On his way here Weeks also closed
a deal with A. C. Hayman for Buffalo and Niagara Falls.
In Albany Weeks appointed Marcel Mekelburg as salesman for G-B.
Sinclair Loses
Returns up to late last night indicated a substantial majority for Gov.
Frank F. Merriam over Upton Sinclair
for governor of California.

W.ll H. Hays. Head man of the Industry, broke into the theatrical limelight back in his college days at dear old Wabash. He was manager and director of The Wabash College Players,
and, at times, in case of a tie, was also the leading man
The work is from
This is the first of a series of prominent film folk on "How
the studio of "Hap" Hadley, outstanding industry artist

They Started",

Picketing Throughout City
Planned in Local 306 Drive
To reduce unemployment in Local
306, the membership met last week
without consulting Harland Holmden, I.A.T.S.E. vice-president who
London — Alexander Korda, Mon- has been put in charge of the local,
tague Marks and Harry George and voted to begin a drive for
have been elected members of the unionization of all New York City
theaters. The drive will start next
board of Colourgravure Ltd., color week with picketing throughout the
process company which has been city, it was said yesterday at the
formed by the Korda group as a union's office. The union has about
subsidiary
of Gerrard Industries, 300 jobless members.
(Continued on Page 5)

Alexander Korda Elected
Director in Color Company

London — Sol. G. Newman, managing director of Radio Pictures
Ltd., died here yesterday after a
three weeks' illness.
has
been in charge of theNewman
distribution
of RKO Pictures in the British
Isles since the formation of the
British company. No successor has
as yet been appointed.

New Closed Shop Move
For Loew, RKO Circuits

Executive board of Local 95,
Theater and Amusement Employes
Union will meet tonight to consider
action toward obtaining a closed
shop from the Loew and RKO cirit was said yesterday at the
local's cuits,offices.
This Is Not a Gag
Hal Home, director of advertising
and publicity for United Artists, and
Lee Sachs will be married this morning
at City Hall. The honeymooners will
leave
today
for the coast.
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Laemmle, Jr. Plans
Meyer Quits MPTOA Post
Survey in Europe On Joining Carl Laemmle
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Good Winter Season
Is Seen by Grainger
Better productions and greater
sales than have been experienced in
the past three years was predicted
for the coming winter by James R.
Grainger in an interview with Film
Daily yesterday. "Speaking of
every . company's product and not
alone Universal's, I believe, after
several weeks on the coast, that the
industry is on the threshold of one
of the greatest seasons in the history of the movies," said Grainger.
"That goes for quality of pictures,
and also volume of sales throughout this country and Canada."

Carl Laemmle, Jr., who arrived
in New York yesterday by boat from
the coast, leaves in two weeks to
make a survey of conditions in
Europe. He plans to spend several
months abroad. Universal has no
new plan for production in Europe,
Laemmle told The Film Daily last
night.

Milwaukee — Fred S. Meyer, who
leaves Friday for the coast to become assistant to Carl Laemmle, Sr.,
is expected to resign immediately
as secretary of the M.P.T.O.A.
Meyer takes over the duties left
vacant when Joe Weil returned to
the Universal home office exploitation department.

Midwest Outlook Good,
E. M. Booth Reports

Burton King Buys Stories
Three stories by Rob Eden, titled
"$20 a Week", "Blond Trouble" and
"Loot", and one by Anne Gardner,
"Working Wives", have been bought
by Burton King, independent producer, through the office of Michael
S. Mill in association with the Bill
and Sabel Dunn Agency. The pictures will be released by Ajax Distributing Corp. King also is dickering for 12 more stories.

Cincinnati — Business in the midwest sector is excellent and the outlook is very promising, says E. M.
Booth, M-G-M branch manager, on
his return from a territorial tour.
2-a-Day for Westminster

Starting with "Man of Aran",
which moves up tomorrow from the
Criterion, the Westminster Cinema
Detroit Union Case Dismissed
changes its policy to daily show- Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ings of British films. PerformWashington — Complaint has been
ances will be at 2:45 and 8:45 P.
and the appeal dismissed
M., at a scale of 40-75-$l for mati- withdrawn,
without prejudice, in the case of
nee and 65-$1.10-$1.65 at night.
Local 38, I.A.T.S.E., Detroit, against
"Divorcee" 4 Weeks at Chi. Palace Eastown theater, involving discharge
of a union man, Deputy AdministraChicago — Another record at the
tor William P. Farnsworth anRKO Palace has been smashed by
nounced yesterday. Both sides, after
RKO's "The Gay Divorcee", which arbitration, agreed to a settlement.
goes into its fourth week. No previous picture at this house had run
Paramount Signs 3 Writers
more than two weeks.
West

Approve Sonotone Listing
Tv'sting of 185,250 additional
shares of Sonotone C~rp. voting
common stock has been aDproved bv
the New York Curb Exchange. Th°
company states 100,000 shares of
the $1 par value common will be
sold for cash, 35.250 will be sold to
employes and 50,000 will be held
for conversion of outstanding preferred stock.
^

Du World Gets Jeritza Film
DuWorld hag acquired distribution rights in all English-speaking
countries to the first talking picture
Women Praise Classified Films
starring Marie Jeritza. TentativePhiladelphia — A number of woly titled "Princess.. Alexandra/^ihe
men's clubs and organizations have feature
was produced in Austria by
written to the Warner-Stanley cir- Wm. Thiele and has a score by
cuit complimenting it on adopting Franz Lehar.
a film classification plan for its
houses in this city. Executives of
Hoffberg Gets Spanish Films
the circuit are studying the results
Three Spanish films made in the
of the arrangement, under which Argentine
have been acquired by J.
stuitability of pictures for variousH. Hoffberg Co. They are "Riatype audiences is indicated in ad- r-huelo",
"Dancing" and "El Alma
vertising.
Del Bandoneon".
New Bulletin on Lighting
A new 16-page illustrated booklet dealing with all types of photographic studio lighting equipment
ON
has been issued by Kliegl Bros.

RECORDING

Film or Disc
INDUSTRIALSLIDE FILM-

BRUNSWICK
PRODUCTIONS
CH. 4-2200

CORP.

321 W. 44th St. N.Y.C.

"Bijj Hearted Herbert" for Mayfair
Warners' "Big Hearted HerbQrt",
with Aline MacMahon, Guy Kibbee
and Patricia
opens Monday
evening
at the Ell's,
Mayfair.
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Coming and Going
TULLIO

CARMINATI

arrives from Italy today

DAVE PALFREYMAN. who is in Detroit reon the Rex.
'
late this week.
York
turns to New
BEATRICE LILLIE. JOHN WILSON, manager
for Noel Coward, and BEVERLY JOHN WILSON

writer, arrive in New York today on the Bremen! '
SOPHIE
TUCKER
leaves
today
for Chicago
where
she opens
Friday
at the Chez
Paree i
run.
for an indefinite
Cafe
JERRY
manager

WOLFF,
is back

Raspin
from
a

Productions
sales,
trip in connection

withJUDITH
"Are

We
Civilized."
*
ANDERSON
has left for Miami.
WHITE left yesterday for the coast
to start on his
"Scandals" for Fox He
was accompanied next
by JACK YELLEN. song
writer; SAM HELLMAN, author; JOSEPH MEYER
MAGIDSON,
lyricist.
f?Kr,:u
an,d . Mrs. Meyer, and HERBERT
CLIFF EDWARDS
is en route to ths coast
Scandals.
by auto to appear in Fox's "George White's

GEORGE

AL

SHERMAN is booked to sail Saturday
the American
Merchant
for
London.
CHARLES CURRAN goes to Baltimore today to handle opening of "The Captain Hates
at the Hippodrome.
the Sea
JOHN McDERMOTT, Paramount writer has
returned to New York from Sou;h America
for England.
and plans to leave soon
ARRIVALS in New York yesterday on the
Me de France included DUDLEY ALBERT
WRIGHT and MAX RUPPA in the Miurice
Chevalier party en route to the United Artists
studio, and HANS WILHEIM en route to
studios.
M-G-M
the
on

ROBERT

FLAHERTY,

director

of "Man of
Hollywood — Norman Krasna, Aran, ' sails Friday on the Aquitania
for EngLawrence Riley and Roy James
have been signed as writers by ParJanninjjs Film for Criterion land. 5
amount. Krasna will go to work
Dec. 1 on general assignment;
"A Wife a Day", starring Emil
James will work on Zane Grey's Jannings and Sidney Fcx, has
"The Vanishing Pioneer" and Riley, been booked by John Goring for a
now in New York, comes west run of at least two weeks at the
story.
shortly to work on an unannounced Criterion, New York. Picture is
based on Pierre Louy's novel, "The
Adventures of King Pausole."
Benita Hume for Play
Casino to Become Restaurant
Benita Hume has been signed for
The Casino, formerly the Earl
the leading role in the American
Carroll Theater, owned
by Artro
production of "Private Road," cur- Realty, Inc., headed by Louis H. |
rent British stage hit by John Blumenthal. is to be converted into
Carleton to be produced on Broada restaurant,
according
to plans i
way in January by Harry Albert.
filed by Thomas W. Lamb, architect,
French Film for Acme
"Madame Bovary," French picture Warner Club Party in Schenectady
Albany — The second annual banbased on the Flaubert novel and dis- tady.
quet and movie ball of the Warner
tributed by John S. Tapernoux, will Club will
be held Dec. 5 in Schenec
open Nov. 17 at the Acme. Cast
includes Max Dearly, Valentine Tessier and Pierre Renoir.

New Para. Atlanta Exchange
Atlanta — Paramount has signed a
10-year lease on exchange quarters
at 154 Walton St. with the deal
effective July 1, 1935. Branch is
now located at 158 Walton St.

"The Battle" for Criterion
American premiere of Leon Garganoff's "The Battle" has been set
for Nov. 22 at the Criterion. Joan
Lowell is handling the publicity.

"College Rhythm" Showing Today
E. L. Harvey Resigns
Paramount will hold a trade
E. L. Harvey, make-up editor of
Fox Movietone News resigned yes- showing of "College Rhythm" at
terday. No successor
has
been 10:45 A. M. today in the Astor
named as yet.
Theater.

Edward Sedgwick
Walter F. Eberhardt
Joe Cobb
Herman i. Mankiewicz
Margaret
Morris
Alice
Day
Mona Maris

THEY'RE IN THE

MOVIES NOW
Warner Bros. Win Dizzy Race
for Film Services of That Delirious Duo of the Diamond —

Direct from the front pages
to you! The $7,000-a-week
stage attraction — now
yours for the price of a

PHONE
Grab that 'phone and grab the timeliest attraction of the hour, in a 2-reel "BigV" Comedy-

DIZZY & DAFFY
READY DEC. 8th

with Shemp Howard and Roscoe Ates added
to make it surefire laugh entertainment for
every member of the audience.

NO WONDER WE SAY-

VITAPHONE

LEADS IN STARS!
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A TITTLE" from HOLLYWOOD

the Beverly Hills high school eleven
By RALPH WILK
is to enter U. C. L. A. Friday
TENRY KING will soon be ready young Flinn ran 60 yards for a
touchdown against a strong team
"One
to start direction of Fox's
and was one of the Beverly Hills
More Spring" (inadvertently re- stars.
ported a few days ago as "One
▼ ▼
▼
More River", which was produced
Due to minor story changes in
by Universal). Janet Gaynor and
Warner Baxter head the cast.
"The Good Fairy" at Universal, proT T ▼
duction has been extended beyond the
Ginger Rogers and Lew Ayres starting date of "Enchanted April,"
will be able to have a honeymoon at Radio, which will require Reginald Owen and Frank Morgan to
as a result of B. B. Kahane's post- mark double time between the two
ponement of shooting on "Roberta", pictures, as both play important
Miss 21.
Rogers' next RKO film, to parts in both productions.
Nov.

H1

■*

▼

▼

t

▼

T

▼

▼

▼

Evalyn Knapp and Dr. George
Fred Astaire, following his role
Albert Snyder have obtained a marin "Roberta", is slated for "In Perriage license.
son", Samuel Hopkins Adams story
▼ ▼
▼
with script by Allan Scott.
Mascot
has changed the title of
▼ T T
James Dunn has been signed by "The Marines Have Landed" to "The
Marines Are Coming." William
Columbia for "Georgiana," which Haines, Conrad Nagel, Armida, EsVictor Schertzinger will direct.
The company also has acquired little Dickie Walters for "Carnival."
Edmund Goulding will produce
and direct his own story, "The
Flame Within", at M-G-M.

T

▼

T

First National has added Dorothy
Dare, late of "Happiness Ahead," to
the cast of "Gold Diggers of 1935."
r
r
t
"The Man on the Flying Trapeze" will be made by Paramount,
featuring W. C. Fields, Bing Crosby
and Joan Bennett.

ther Ralston and Edgar Kennedy are
in it. Production was completed
yesterday.

▼

▼

▼

G. A. Durlan is writing the story
and continuity on "Custer's Last
Stand," 12-episode serial being made
by Exploitation Pictures.

▼

i

▼

John Eldredge has been assigned
the romantic lead opposite Barbara
StanwyckAlsoinin Warners'
Shore".
the cast are"North
Gene
Raymond, John Wyatt, Dorothy
Tree, Philip Reed and Russell Hicks.
T

t

TOTS

Lover," has postponed his vacation
to stage the dances for the com
pany's forthcoming "George White's

//-

Scandals."
"The Depths Below" has been
selected as the vehicle in which Edmund Lowe and Jack Holt will be
co-starred by Columbia.
Josephine Whittell and Albert
Conti have been added to Columbia's
"Mills of the Gods."

▼

John Boles has been awarded his
Tim McCoy's new picture, "Quick
first starring role at Fox in "Hawk sands," marking his third within two
of the Desert,"
which
goes
into
promonths
at Columbia, is in work;
duction soon under the direction of Jacqueline
Wells is cast opposite
Irving Cummings.
McCoy. Dave Selman is directing
▼ ▼ T
mate.
Jack Donohue, Fox Film dance from an oi'iginal by Harold Shudirector who planned a trip abroad
▼ ▼ T
following
completion
of "Lottery
Joe Morrison,
muchin-demand
tenor, Paramount's
will appear in
and
sing the theme song of "Home on the<
Range," the new title for the Zane
Grey story formerly called "Code of
the West." Randolph Scott, Jackie
Coogan, and Evelyn Brent are in
featured parts. Morrison is now
New Haven, Conn. — Plans are re- working in Paramount's production
ported under way for reconstruction
Without You," from an orof the Garden, destroyed by fire in of "Me iginal
story by Libbie Block with
August.
Helen Twelvetrees, Conrad Nagel.
Arline Judge and Toby Wing.

Lincoln, Neb. — Jules Rachman,
former Omaha theater operator who
was sent to the state penitentiary
nearly two years ago over the death
of Harry and Sam Goldberg, business associates, has asked the state
Milwaukee
— "One
Love"
pardon board to commute his 15- enters
its third
weekNight
here,ofmaking
year sentence to two years. Hear- it the first film to run this long for
ing is set for Dec. 12.
t
*
y
many months. It played Fox's PalOtto Kruger has been added to
ace for anow
weekforandits issecond
in the week.
circuit's
Lincoln, Neb. — Westland's newest Garden
M-G-M's "Vanessa."
theater
here,
the
Varsity,
opened
▼ TV
last week.
Chester Morris has been assigned
Portland, Me. — Armand J. Mor
by Carl Laemmle to the lead in
Salem, O. — N. I. Walken is now eau, division manager for Mullen
operating
the
Grand
theater
two
"Princess O'Hara", Damon Runyon
and Pinanski-Publix in northeastern
story. Dudley Digges and Sidney days a week. The house was closed New England, has returned to his
Blackmer also have received assign- all summer.
offices in the State theater after an
illness.
ments at Universal in "I Murdered
a Man."
Ashland,
N.
H.—
The
Ashland
The▼ ▼
»
ater has been acquired from E. A.
Clyde, O. — Theater Operating
Mitchell and Durant, who are Shepard by I. M. Cotrell.
Corp. has taken over the Harkness
playing six weeks on the Loew cirtheater
with J. C. Furrer as mancuit, are being booked by Walter
ager. The circuit also has the Lion
Boston — Phillip Engel has reMyers. They are at the Metropoliand
Ohio
theaters in Bellevue.
signed as publicity director for Edton, Brooklyn this week.
▼ ▼
▼
change.ward Klein's Bay State Film ExSpartanburg,
S. C. — Sam Reevin
Charles Bickford's plans to head
a hunting expedition will have to
Northfield. Vt. — The Savoy The- has reopened the Union.
wait. The red-headed actor, who
ater, formerly owned by F. Schryjust recently was co-starred with ver, now
belongs to E. D. McMann.
Grand Island, Neb. — Eddie ForMady Christians in "A Wicked Worester has swapped places with Bob
man,"
an
M-G-M
production,
is
joining the Universal roster as the male
Lake Charles, La. — Under the Dunnuck as city manager for Blank
interests
here at the Capitol and
power
granted
municipalities
by
the
star
in "ILaemmle
Murderedwilla Man,"
Edward
direct. which state legislature to tax amusements Majestic. Dunnuck goes to Hast▼ T ▼
for unemployed relief, Lake Charles
ings, Neb., and Jack Krier is being
Here and There: Charles C. Pettl- is reported to have added a 10 per moved
mount. from here to Omaha's Paracent
tax
on
adult
admissions.
john, Fred Beetson, William Orr,
Mrs. John C. Flinn, Harry Cohn.
Eddie Buzzell, Bill Perlberg, Bob
Valley Falls, R. I.— The Mayfair
Greenville, N. C— The Plaza reYost, Philip Klein, Harry Ruby passed from William Bosse, Jr., to
cently managed by L. A. Whitehurst,
watching Stanford trim U. C. L. A. Peter Ginter.
has been taken back by the previous
▼ ▼
▼
owner, J. W. Warner.
Mr. and Mrs. John C. Flinn are
Boston — Jack Goldstein, head of
taking a keen interest in the U. C. RKO exploitation for the New England theaters, has added Charles
L. A. football team, as their son,
Moosup, Conn. — The Best Theater
here has reopened.
who is playing a bang-up game for Patterson to his Boston staff.

John Arledge, Warner player, will
hereafter be known on the screen
as Johnnie Allen. The name change
came after the company signed both1
Arledge, now Allen, and John Eldredge to long term contracts an<*
desired to avoid possible confusion i
Jimmy Butler, who played Billvi
Wiggs in "Mrs. Wiggs of the Cab-,
bage Patch," is an autograph eni
thusiast and has the names of al]
the famous actors with whom hei
has worked, in a special book. His
book is the envy of all the school
kids in his neighborhood.
Frederic Hollander, European impresario of the theater intime,
whose first revue here attracted
much attention, will present "All
Aboard," described as a railway
journey through life, at the Tingel
Tangel theater, early in November.
His associate is Louis Rantz. Hollander, who composed the music
for the newest Elizabeth Bergner
film, wrote the music and book for
"All Aboard." He has assembled an
American cast of actors and trained
them in the delicate nuances of
European diction and delivery.
Cole Porter, composer, has been
signed by Fox to write the score
of a musical film which Lou Brock
will produce. A. & S. Lyons negotiated the contract.
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BERNARD HYMAN SEES

THEATER BUILDING
AT 4-YEAR PEAK

"CENSURE-ITIS" WAVE
(Continued from Page 1)

producer. Instead of constructive
criticism being offered, the studios
are being harassed and censured by
individuals who suddenly have discovered they are experts in diagnosing "what's wrong with the movies",
declares Hyman, and as a result
some of the most fantastic demands
are being made on the producers by
meddlesome busybodies.

Alexander Korda Elected
Director in Color Company
(Continued from Page 1)

Ltd. Korda plans to make at least
two features in color, using the
Hillman process now controlled by
Colourgravure.

Samuelson Sees Tax Bills
Major Legislative Worry
Feeling that the Legion of Decency movement has sufficiently "relaxed" to save the industry from
censorship attacks during coming
legislative sessions, Sidney E. Samuelson Allied president, yesterday
expressed the opinion that the principal impending danger is in the
form of admission tax bills. He
said that in his opinion producers
have made considerable progress in
cleaning up pictures.

Cleveland Chatter
Cleveland — Herman Smith and
Sam Greenberger have reopened the
Hough-79th St. theater, dark all last
season, with 20-cent top and three
weekly changes.
Smith is manager
Maurice Kaplan is enlarging the
Arion, 10-cent neighborhood house.
Frank gross has been appointed
administrator of the estate of the
late B. Z. Levine.
Local RKO Club gives its first
dinner-dance Nov. 10, while the
Warner Club holds a hard times party Nov. 8.
After breaking the Warner Hippodrome house record last week
"Gay Divorcee" is being held over.
Product deal has been closed by
Universal with the RKO Palace
Warner Hippodrome and Allen.

Cincinnati Squibs
Cincinnati— George Smith, Paramount business manager, is reported slated for transfer to the

Joe Goetz, RKO Paramount Theater manager, has built up a membership of several thousand for the
"Our Gang" children's club in connection with his theater.
Sam Galanty of Columbia arrived
here Monday.
Among recent visitors were Sam
Keller of the Warner home office,
Harry Goldstein and M. R. Clark
of Paramount, and Herman Wobber
and J. D. Clark of Fox.

(Continued from Page 1)

PHIL M DALY

and Indianapolis, two each; Kansas
City,each.
Cleveland and Portland, Ore.
one

•
•
• HERE IS grand news for all music lovers
an international broadcast of "The Merry Widow" music
directed by Franz Lehar
composer of the original operetta
will take place from Vienna next Sunday
with reception throughout the United States over the Columbia network
the program will be rebroadcast in Central and South
America, Australia, South Africa and the Far East

Ten reopenings also are reported
by Indianapolis, 11 by Sleveland,
seven by Cincinnati and four by
Denver, making more than 100 reopenings already reported for the
past month.

•
•
• THIS MOMENTOUS broadcast will occupy a half
hour
from 7:00 to 7:30 P. M. over WABC
and will
feature the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra and Richard Tauber
one of the world's outstanding tenor soloists
this
is the first time this famous orchestra has participated in an
international broadcast Major Edward Bowes will act as
master of the revels for the Columbia network
we have
heard it said that M-G-M have a film now current that has a
title strikingly similar to this "Merry Widow" broadcast idea
we believe the name of the film is "The Merry Widow"
..... could it possibly be a clever tieup scheme for publicity?

Detroit — Gus Coplan has taken
over the Broadway - Strand, lately
the Rhythm, for dramatic stock.
Thomas Copeland has closed the
De Soto, Highland Park.
Detroit Cinema Guild, headed by
I. Pokempner, has postponed its
opening to about Nov. 24.
Demolition of the Detroit Opera
House to make way for an office
building is announced by R. E. Olds.

• •
• WE ARE informed by Francis Gordon that
Paul Martell and his orchestra now playing at the Arcadia
Ball Room
has been signed by Fox to handle the musical
scoring on the coast
Maestro Martell will also appear at
the Cocoanut
Grove nightly with his harmonizers they
will leave for Hollywood the end of the month

•

•

• A NOVEL stunt worked for the forthcoming premiere of Warner's "Flirtation Walk" at the Strand
yesterday they sandwiched in with the election returns a special
slide that read
"Early returns indicate 'Flirtation Walk'
will win by a landslide!". . Irving Windisch, handling publicity under Harry Charnas, originated the li'l thot
•
•
• AND NOW
Paramount Newsreel claims a world
scoop when the S. S. Bremen docks in New York with
views of the England
to Australia air race
one week
ahead of all other newsreels, so they say
this American
scoop follows one in England when Paramount's subject
on the race arrived in London 10 days before any of the other
newsreels made a delivery
land sakes how do these
Paramount boys do it

•
•
• OVER
AT Chesterfield
Charles Reed Jones
has adapted a lithograph idea to motion picture advertising
something entirely new, he claims
lithograph prints
have never before been used in commercial advertising
prints from an original lithograph made by Howard Simon
famous
artist
present Henrietta Crosman
who appears
in Chesterfield's "The Curtain Falls"
are being distributed
on a large scale
these lithographs usually retail around
$50 or more
by a special process the company is enabled
to turn them out in quantity
it is the only process that
actually reproduces
an artist's drawing
every copy is
produced directly from the artist's original sketch
Mary
Pickford's first broadcast from our hamlet takes place tonite
at 8:00 P. M. over WEAF
she will offer the playlet of
"Michael and Mary"
"We Live Again," the Anna Sten
opus, remains a second week at the Music Hall, with "Gay
Divorcee" coming in Nov. 15

«

«

«

»

»

»

Detroit Briefs

Jack Moss has been named western Michigan representative for
Monarch Pictures, independent exchange headed by Herbert Ives.
Mrs. Clara Fagan, whose husband, a salesman with M-G-M, died
recently, has joined the Monogram
exchange staff.
Gene
Vogel,is of
land branch,
heretheforM-G-M
a few Cleveweeks
assisting J. F. Morgan, city sales
manager, who has been ill.
For the first time in local history, "One Night of Love" has been
brought back by the Adams for a
repeat first-run day-and-date with
second-runs.
Eight sales of large signs and
marquees within 60 days leads Herman H. Hunt of National Theater
Equipment to believe that prosperity is on the way back.

San Antonio Notes
San Antonio — National Pictures
Co., local movie incorporation, made
several street scenes last week for
its new feature, "Wings Over San
M-G-M resumes work this week at
Randolph
Field on "West Point of
Antonio."
the
Air." Director Dick Rosson has
arrived with Clyde DeVinna, cameraman; Jack Certsman, script
clerk, and nician.
Art Wallace
Brown,Beery,
camera Madge
techEvans, Preston Foster, C. Henry
Gordon, Russell Hardie, Robt.
Young, Ted Healy and James Livingston are also
"on last
location".
Tom Mix
was here
in town
week
planning
a western at Medina Laketoin film
February.
Henry Wadsworth, actor, and
Harry Campbell, sound engineer,
have joined the M-G-M unit here.

exclaims Exhibitor Sidney Meyers a

■3f Fellow-exhibitors know
Mr. Meyers, operator of the
Mayfair Theatre, Miami,
and Wometco Circuit of
Florida, as one of the South 's
outstanding showmen.

PHONE YOUR FOX EXCHANGE FOR A SCREENING

as he joins the parade of praise
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JESSE L. LASKY
ith
Production

LORETTA YOUNG
JOHN BOLES

(0
AND

Directed by Irving Cummings. Screen play by Sonya
Levien and Ernest Pascal. From the novel by Rian
James. Adaptation by Rian James and Jesse Lasky, Jr.
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« EXPLOITING

"Jane Eyre" Sandwich
and Sunday Boosted Film
JJ[ARRY
publicity
directorBERMAN,
for Standard
Film
Exchanges, together with the
management of Shea's theater
in Jamestown, N. Y., conducted
an extensive campaign for the
premiere of Monogram's "Jane
Eyre" starring Virginia Bruce
and Colin Clive. The Abrahamson Bigelow Company distributed 1,000 cut-out dolls two days
prior to the opening, placed 28x
44 signs on the showing in their
windows and ran cooperative
ads in two newspapers. One
thousand bags were distributed
by W. T. Grant and special
streamers displayed in all stores
at the soda fountain advertising
the special "Jane Eyre" sandwich. Two thousand napkins
were distributed in all prominent restaurants and at soda
fountains throughout Jamestown. One thousand bookmarks
were inserted in outgoing books
by the Public Library, which
also displayed a rotogravure
one-,sheet in the reading room.
Postal Telegraph offices disthe jumbo
"Jane and
Eyre"a
wire inplayedtheir
windows
special card was placed on the
bulletin board of the Jamestown

pi HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood
S 2.50 up, Single
$3.00

up, Double

Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaza is near everything to see and do in
Hollywood. Ideal for business or pleasure.
Every room has private
dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every venience.
modern
Fine foodscon-at
reasonable prices. Convenient parking for your car.
Chas. Danziger, Mgr.
Eugene Stern, Pres.
The "Doorway of Hospitality"
Vine
at Hollywood
Blvd
HOLLYWOOD

iq
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Hotel. Kresge stores arranged
prominent window displays of
"Modern Screen" with its scenes
from "Jane Eyre"; also posted
special streamers announcing
the "Jane Eyre" sundae. Twenty
one-sheets and two six-sheets
were posted. Blotters were distributed to all banks, hotels and
the Post Office. Five special
displays were placed in leading
bookstores calling attention to
the photoplay edition of "Jane
— Shea's, Jamestown, N. Y.
Eyre."
State
Fair Ties In

With "Chained" Campaign
QEORGE N. HUNT, manager
of Loew's State in Louisville, Ky., arranged with the
Fair Committee in charge of the
State Fair to hold a "movie
doubles" contest in connection
with the showing of "Chained."
The theater donated a large loving cup as the main prize in the
contest. Five thousand small
envelopes containing samples of
gum were distributed one week
in advance of playdate. They
carried copy on the theater and
film. The same amount of handbills was also distributed, 150
tack cards were placed on telegraph poles in the business section of the city, along with 2,500
put out by the Fair Committee.
— Loew's
* * State,* Louisville.

Singing Gals in Street Car
Plug "Dames" in Mt. Carmel
A

NOVEL exploitation stunt
to put across the song numbers in "Dames" was devised
by J. L. Thomas of the State
theater in Mt. Carmel, Pa.
Thomas promoted a street car
for thrc hours each day for
three days before the opening
and filled it with girls. The
street car itself was bannered
with "Dames," theater name and
playdate, plus the usual picture
and cooperative copy. As the
street car went through the
Streets, the girls who filled the
car all sang "Dames" and "Eyes
for You,"
two show.
of the The
hit stunt
numbers from the
won a great deal of attention
and favorable comment.
— State,
Carmel,
Pa.
* Mt.
*
*

N. Y. Rialto Exploitation
For "Our Daily Bread"

TN selling King Vidor's "Our
Daily Bread" for the showing
at the Rialto, N. Y. City, the heman angle, with which type of
pictures the Rialto has been very
successful, wa,s used throughout
the advertising and publicity.
Strong character types varied
with shots of Barbara Pepper,
sold the picture on the theater
front which was full of action
and color. With a limited cast
line-up the film got over by

hammering away at "Our Daily
Bread" as being the culmination
of such epics as 'The Big Parade," "The Champ," "The
Crowd" and "Street Scene," all
Vidor successes, combined with
an
unusual
current
topic.story on a definitely
A special screening was held
several days in advance for the
reviewers, resulting in excellent
advance publicity and notices.
Prominent figures from church
and magazine fields previewed the film. Cushman's
Bakery tied up with "Our Daily
Bread," giving 50 of their best
windows to displays featuring
10 stills from the production in
each window and carrying a
16x22 plaque plugging the theater engagement. On Radio
Station WMCA the picture was
given excellent publicity on
Buddy Cantor's program Saturday night at 6:30 p. m. with a
contest based upon the theme
of the picture. Three announcements of the Rialto theater engagement were made on the
— Rialto, New York City
program.
* *
*

Treasure Hunt Features
Buffalo "Island" Campaign
J{ THREE-DAY
treasureof hunt
was the highlight
the
campaign conducted by C. G.
Taylor, of Shea's Buffalo theater, Buffalo, for the showing of
M-G-M's "Treasure Island"
there. Several men dressed as
pirates passed out treasure
maps with numbers on them,
lucky ones winning free admission; others carried a chest
through city streets, calling attention to the film. Five thousand heralds were distributed in
Woolworth stores. A tie-up was
arranged with Remington Arms.
One-sheet cards were displayed
in several leading restaurants
and drug stores.
— Shea's Buffalo, Buffalo

* *
*
Big Parade Sells
"Six Day Bike Rider"

Bike Rider,"
^ARNER
BROS.'starring
"Six Day
Joe
E. Brown, was put over in grand
style by Mr. Wally Akin, manager of the Melba Theater, Dallas, Texas, where the picture
played his theater. The highlight of Akin's campaign was a
parade, headed by the chief of
police in his big police car, followed by practically all the
Western Union and Postal Telegraph boys in town on bicycles.
This was followed by a float
with an enormous cut-out of
Joe E. Brown with appropriate
theater and play date copy.
Hundreds of local youngsters
turned out on their bikes for the
big parade. A couple of clowns
with tandem bikes enlivened the
proceedings. As a follow-up, the

» » »

next Sunday, the Melba promoted an eight mile race for the
Western Union boys, winners
getting cash prizes. The course
ran from a well known spot near
Dallas right up to the theater.
— Melba, Dallas, Tex.

Tie-Up With Auto Races
Exploits "Chained"

Loew's
gOB
SMITH,
manager Los
of
State Theater,
Angeles, made arrangements
with Ascot Speedway officials to
donate trophies, named for
Clark Gable and Joan Crawford,
stars of "Chained," for winners
of the Fourth Annual Gold Cup
Race on the track as part of
his exploitation campaign on
that M-G-M picture. These
were presented by Cecilia Parker, M-G-M contract player, on
behalf of the stars. On the evening of the race, the presentation of the cups was broadcast
by station KFWB, and the pic, ture was plugged several times
over the public address system
at the track. There was also an
ad in the race program, ten
thousand of which were sold.
Smith was assisted by an M-GM exploiteer. Two weeks before the premiere, a glass blower blew out special glass link
chains and patrons were presented with these links. Tieups were arranged also with
flower and luggage shops.
— Loew's State, Los Angeles.

Department Store
Stages Treasure Hunt

of J. C. Penny
V'HECo., basement
one of the leading Can-

ton (Ohio) department stores,
was turned into a "Treasure Island for the showing of the film
of that name at Loew's there by
Kenneth Reid, theater manager.
Pirate hats were given to children. Coin guessing contests
were arranged with McCrory's.
Playgrounds
carried
announce-of
ments one week
in advance
playdate. WADC, Canton, gave
audition nightly, looking for a
boy tothe
play "Island"
Jackie Cooper's
role
for
broadcast.
1500 booklets on "Treasure Island" were distributed free.
A launch at a nearby lake was
bannered and ran close to shore.
— Loew's, Canton, O.

BOOK
THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
Nov. 7 -8: Annual convention of Allied TheMich. aters of Michigan, Hotel Durant, Flint.
Nov. 12: Annual ball sponsored by Motion PicBoston.
ture Post of American Legion, Hotel Statler.
Nov. 12-13: Independent exhibitor convention
under auspices of Allied Theater Owners
Inc., to discuss
current
problems,
Hotel
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Joseph Schildkraut in

"BLUE DANUBE"
Mundus
ROMANCE

OF

GYPSY

48

mins.

LOVE

AND

STRAUSS MELODIES MAKE COLORFUL
ENTERTAINMENT WITH APPEAL TO
MUSIC
LOVERS.
The principal appeal of this British production is in the appearance of Alfred
Rode and his famous Royal Tzigane Orchestra, these Hungarian gypsies plaving
melodies from Liszt and Strauss, including
the Czardas, "The Blue Danube" and "The
Two Guitars." The latter becomes an important part of the theme of the picture
with Joseph Schildkraut in the role of a
gypsy singer who is ensnared by a Countess
for one romantic night at her home. His
gypsy sweetheart learns of his temporary
unfaithfulness, runs away from the tribe
and in later years as he searches the country for her he finds her married to a
wealthy aristocrat. Then develops a return to their first love, and a final tragic
parting, with the gypsy singer going back
alone to his tribe in the forest. The
melodies of the Tzigane Orchestra make
this a delightful screen entertainment for
the musically inclined, and the gypsy
romance has plenty of color.
Cast:
Joseph Schildkraut,
Dorothy
Bouchier,
Alfred Rode
and
the
Royal
Tzigane Orchestra, Brigitte Helm, Desmond
Jeans.
Director,
Herbert
credits listed.
Direction,

Fair.
Bob

Wilcox
Photography,
Steele

"THE BRAND
William

No

other

Okay.

in

OF HATE"

Sterner

63

SLOW-STARTING WESTERN
UP TO A GOOD SMASH-BANG
OKAY FOR POP HOUSES.

mins.

WORKS
FINISH.

This one has all the requisites of a cheergetting western. Bob Steele makes a handsome, fast-riding hero, and Lucille Brown
a satisfactory heroine. The story is slow
getting started with plenty of dialogue
and a sparsity of action, but toward the
finish it warms up and presents a few good
thrills and a couple of hard-hitting fist
fights. The ranch house of William Farnum
is invaded by his half-brother and two
other rustlers who force Farnum to harbor
them while they steal cattle. Farnum's
daughter, Lucille, is in love with Steele
son of a neighbor rancher. Many things
happen to separate the lovers, but it all
winds up okay with Steele unmasking the
rustlers and turning them over to the
sheriff. Before the payoff the girl tries
to escape from the villian by driving a
team of farm horses to the town. They
get out of control and Steele stages a
thrilling rescue.
Cast: Bob
liam Farnum,
James Flavin,
well, Mickey

Steele, Lucille Brown, WilGeorge Hayes, Archie Ricks.
Charles French, Jack RackRentschler.

Director, Lew Collins; Author, John F
Natteford; Screen play, same; Editor, S
Roy Luby; Cameraman, William Thompson;
Recording Engineer, Herbert Eicke.
Direction,

Okay.

Photography,

of the NEW

Fair.

DIALOGUE

"TRES AMORES" ("Three Loves"), in
Spanish; produced by Joya Hispano-Universal; directed by Moe Sackin; with Mimi
Aguglia, Jose Crespo, Anita Campillo,
Mona Maris.
At the Teatra Campoamor.
Excellent acting by fine cast, plus efficient direction, makes generally entertaining drama combining mother love, romance and touches of comedy.

SHORTS
"Pathe Topics"
(No. 1)
RKO
8 mins.
Very Interesting
First sequence is "Trailing the
Clouds" and shows some striking
shots in the Canadian Rockies. Next
number shows the 15-week old baby
elephant brought to this country by
Martin Johnson. The animal and a
native "nurse" walk through Central Park. Jay Fassett, concert
hall entertainer, is next with a fair
number which depicts a man, with
a squeaky cork arm, reciting a poem.
The last sequence shows Tuskegee
Institute, the grounds and the Tuskegee Choir. The scenes are described by Richard B. Harrison, who
played "De Lawd" in "Green Pastures". It is an extremely interesting subject and has been well
handled.
Ruth Etting in
"An Old Spanish Onion"
RKO
20 mins.
Not So Good
Settings and scenery are the highspots in this one. Story, acting and
direction are below par. The story
is set in old California about 1842.
Ruth Etting comes to visit some
friends, and in the evening sings
"Believe Me If All Those Endearing
Young Charms". Louisa, daughter
of her host, tells Ruth that she is
in love with Manuel, but that his
father will not consent to the marriage until he has heard Louisa sing.
Louisa has a poor voice, so at a
fiesta, Louisa stands on a balcony
and goes through the motions of
singing a Spanish number while, in
reality Ruth is behind a curtain doing the vocal work. All ends well.
Miss Etting's acting leaves much
to be desired and her songs are not
suited to her in the least.
"A Little Bird Told Me"
(Toodle Tale)
RKO-Van Beuren
9 mins.
A Crackerjack
This is a swell short and should
prove "aces" wherever played. It
is an actual-scene-cartoon combination and shows little Bixie Sawyer,
who has been stealing jam from the
refrigerator. Bixie's sister, who is
a few years older, sees the tell-tale
smear of jam on his face. Bixie
doesn't realize how his sister found
out about his jamboree, so she says
"A little bird told me". The film
then flashes to a cartoon of a bird
on a branch outside the window.
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The bird shows how all little birds
know what's going on. The cartoon
them jumps to the office of the
"Bugle", high atop a tree. The city
editor gets the "flash" of Bixie and
the jam. Walter Finchell and a
cameraman are dispatched to get
the scoop. The gags that follow are
right up to the minute. Musical
score, animation and story are first
class.
"How To Break 90 At Croquet"
with Robert Benchley
RKO
15 mins
Class Comedy
Benchley's subtle humor is at its
best in this one. which will do best
spotted in the better class houses.
The film is all about how to play
croquet, according to the Benchley
formula. Some of his patter is extremely funny and his droll antics
will make them laugh. Two or three
other characters are brought into
the action but the entire motivation revolves around Benchley.
"The Big Mouthpiece"
with Chick Chandler, Tom Kennedy.
Jeanie Roberts
RKO
20 mins
Good Slapstick
Chick, who thinks he will become
a great lawyer, insists upon defending Tom Kennedy on a traffic
charge. Tom wants to pay the $2
fine and call it a day, but Chick insists on a trial by jury. There is
a lot of by-play and plenty of chatter by Jeanie Roberts, the girl in
the case. Finally the court decides
to have the traffic violation reenacted. Chick pleads his case to the
jury as the twelve men sit in an
improvised jury-box in the street.
While trying to prove his case, a
truck is backed into a fire hydrant
and a water-main is let loose. Material would be sufficient for a onereeler but in its present length is
too draggy and too talkative.
Films Tell Story of Farm Tools
A series of 54 pictures illustrating
the development and use of farm
implements and machinery in the
United States from cradle to combine has been prepared by the Bureau of Agricultural Engineering
and the Extension Service, U. S.
Department of Agriculture. The
pictures are primarily for the use
if 4-H club workers, schools and
other agencies. They depict the
continuous development from primitive tools, such as the sickle, to
modern power-driven implements
and machines.

RCA VICTOR
PHOTOPHONE
OFFERS:
• Unfailing Sound
• A Sound

• Complete Ownership
• A

Self-Liquidating
PHOTOPHONE

RCA
A

New House for Norwalk, O.
Norwalk, 0.— Jerry Steel, owner
of the Apollo, Oberlin, in association
with William Selman, former United
Artists film salesman, is reported
to be the builder of a new theater
in the business section. Fred Clary,
formerly with Loew theaters in
Cleveland, will manage the house,
it is stated.

Satisfaction

Box Office Attraction

Investment

DIVISION

VICTOR
COMPANY,
Camden, N. J.

Radio Corporation

Inc

of America Subsidiary

ELTV

Features Reviewed in Film Daily, April 3 to Nov. 6
Title
Adieu Les Beaux

Reviewed
Jours-XX
4-24-34
Adventure
Girl-RKO
8-3-34
Affairs of A Gentleman-U
6-23-34
Affairs of Cellini-UA
5-5-34
Age of Innocence-RKO. .9-1-34
All Men Are Enemies-F. .4-26-34
Along
Came
Sally-GB. .6-16-34
Alraune-XX
5-7-34
Among the Missing-COL. 9-25-34
Are You a Mason?-KAN
10-30-34
Are We Civilized- RAS. .6-14-34
Autumn
Crocus-AU
...10-25-34
Baby, Take a Bow-F
6-30-34
Back Page-GEN
6-13-34
Bachelor
Bait-RKO
7-28-34
Badge of Honor-MAY. .5-19-34
Barretts of Wimpole St.-MGM
9-8-34
Beggar's
Holiday-TOW.
.8-17-34
Belle of the
Nineties
PAR.. 8-6-34
Beyond Bengal-SHO . . 4-25-34
Beyond the Law-COL. . .7-31-34
Black Cat-U
5-19-34
Black
Moon-COL
6-28-34
Black
Shirts-XX
4-12-34
Blind Date-COL
9-1-34
Blossom
Time-BIP
7-26-34
Blue
Light-DU
5-8-34
Blue Steel MOP
5-5-34
Rorn to be Bad-UA
6-1-34
Bride of the Lake-ANG. .9-11-34
British Agent-FN
8-2-34
Broken
Melody-OLY
..10-31-34
Bulldog Drummond Strikes Back
UA.. 5-4-34
Call It Luok-F
7-1 0-34
Caravan-F
,
9-28-34
Case of the Howling
Dog
WA.. 10-17-34
Cafe's Faw-F
7-30-34
Channel
Crossing-GB .. .5-24-34
Change of Heart-F
5-11-34
Chained-MGM
9-1-34
Charlie
Chan
in London-F
9-13-34
Charlie Chan's Chance
F.. 8-25-3i
Cheaters-LIB
5-11-34
Chu Chin Chow-GB
9-22-34
Circus Clown-WA
6-13-34
City Park-CHE
7-6-34
C!eopatra-PAR
7-25-34
Cockeyed Cavaliers-RKO. .7-3-34
College Rhythm-PAR ..11-1-34
Constant Nympn-F .. .4-7-34
Corazones
en Derrota-XX
10-11-34
Count of Monte Cristo
UA..8-29-3*
Crime of Helen StanleyCOL 7-3-34
Crime on the Hill-BIP. . 10-13-34
Crimson Romance-M AS. .9-26-34
Crime
Without
Passion
PAR. .8-18-34
Cross
Streets-CHE
7-6-34
Cuesta
Abajo-PAR
7-18-34
Curtain Falls-CHE
10-2-34
Dames-WA
8-16-34
Dancing
Man-PYR
7-14-34
Das Blaue Vom
Himmel-XX
9-13-34
Death on the Diamond-MGM
9-22-34
Defense Rests, The-COL. 8-1 5-34
Demon for Trouble-STE. 8-10-34
Der Felderrnhuegel-B A V. 4-24-34
Der Stern von Valencia-UFA
4-24-34
Deserter-AM
10-15-34
Desirable-WA
9-1 5-34
Die Freundin
Eines Grossen
Mannes-XX
9-13-34
Die Schoenen
Tage
in
Aranjuez-XX
6-23-34
Die Verkaufte Braute-XX. 5-2-34
Dr. Monica-WA
6-22-34
Dos Mas Uno Dos-F. .. 10-30-34
Dos Mujeres y un Don Juan
KIN.. 6-5-34
Double
Door-PAR
5-5-34
Down to Their Last Yacht-RKO
9-22-34
Dragon
Murder Case
FN..8-23-S'
Drums O'Voodoo-INT
..5-12-34
Du
Oder
Keine-XX. .. 10-30-34
Dude Ranger-F
9-29-34
Ein Toller Einfall-UFA.S-22-34
Einmal
Eine
Grosse
Dame
Sein-UFA
10-30-34
El Escandalo-XX
9-24-34
Elmer and Elsie-PAR
8-4-34
El Tango
En Broadway-PAR
9-19-34
Embarrassing
Moments
U.. 9-4-34

AM — Amkino
ANG — AmerAnglo Corp.
AU— Capt. Harold Auten
BAV— Bavaria Film A-G
BEA-Beacon Productions
BD — British & Dominions
BIP — British International
BLU — Blue
Ribbon
Photoplay
BON— Al Bondy
CAP — Capitol
Film
Exchange
CHE— Chesterfield
CINCorp.—
Cinexport
Distributing
COL — Columbia
DAN — Danubia
Pictures
DU— DuWorld
F — Fox
FAI — Fairhaven.
FD — First Division
FN — First National
G B — Gaumon t-B ri tish
GFF — General Foreign Films
GEN — General Films

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS

Title
Reviewed
End of the World-AU. .4-17-34
Es War Einmal Ein Walzer
XX.. 10-1 5-34
Fifteen Wives-INV
7-17-34
Fighting
Hero-STE
7-17-34
Fighting Rangers-COL. .4-12-34
Fighting Rookie-M A Y. . .7-12-34
Finishing School-RKO .4-6-34
Fighting
Through-WK. .8-29-34
Flirtation Walk-FN
11-2-34
Fluechtlinge-UFA
10-15-34
Friends of Mr. SweeneyWA.. 7-27-34
Freedom of the Seas-BIP. 10-3-34
For Love or Money-BD .7-26-34
Fog Over Frisco-FN
6-7-34
Fountain-RKO
8-23-34
Freut Euch Des Lebens
UFA.. 11-5-34
Friday the 13th-GB
5-15-34
Gay Divorcee-RKO
10-3-34
Gehetzte Menschen-XX .. .6-5-34
Geld Regiert Die Welt XX
5-15-34
Gift of Gab-U
9-25-34
Girl of the Limberlost
MOP.. 8-29-34
Girl From
Missouri-MGM 8-4-34
Girl in Danger-COL
9-11-34
Girl O' My Dreams
MOP..
11-6-34
Glamour-U
5-12-34
Grand
Canary-F
7-20-34
Great Flirtation-PAR
6-23-34
Great Defender-BIP
7-26-34
Green Eyes-CHE
11-3-34
Gridiron
Flash-RKO
1 1-3-34
Guilty Parents-SYN
4-6-34
Half-A-Sinner-U
6-23-34
Halsingar-XX
9-26-34
Handy
Andy-F
6-1-34
Happy Landings-MOR.. 7-31-34
Happiness Ahead-FN ...9-27-34
Hat, Coat and GloveRKO. .7-27-34
Have
a Heart-MGM
.10-19-34
Heart
Song-F
6-6-34
Heideschulmeister
Uwe
Karsten-UFA
4-17-34
Here Comes the Groom-PAR
6-16-34
Hell Bent for Love-COL. 6-13-34
Here Comes the NavyWA
6-28-34
Heroes of the Arctic-AM. 9-29-34
Hell Cat-COL
7-7-34
He Was Her Man-WA. .5-18-34
Hide-Out-MGM
8-18-34
His Greatest Gamble
RKO. .7-18-34
Hitler's Reign of Terror-JE
4-27-34
Hollywood.
Ciudad de Ensueno-DU
4-10-34
Hollywood
Hoodlum-REG6-21-34
Hollywood
Party-MGM.. 5-25-34
House
of Greed-AM
8-15-34
Housewife-WA
8-11-34
Human
Side-U
9-15-34
I Believe in You-F
4-10-34
I Can't Escape-BEA
7-5-34
I Give My Love-U
7-17-34
I Hate Women-GOP. .. .7-11-34
I Like it That Way-U. .4-17-34
I'll Tell the World-U. . .4-21-34
Inge Und die MillionenUFA. .4-17-34
Inside Information-STA. 9-25-34
In the Land of the SovietsAM. .6-28-34
In Wien Hab Ich Einmal Ein
Maedel
Geliebt-XX
5-29-34
In Love With Life-INV. 5-12-34
It's a Boy-GB
6-8-34

GOP — Goldsmith
Productions
IMP — Imperial Dist
INT — International
Stageplay
Pictures
INC — Inter-Continent
Film
INV — Invincible Pictures
JE — Jewel Productions
KAN— M. J. Kandel
KIN — Kinematrade
LAT — Latin Artists
LIB — Liberty Pictures
MAJ
MAR —— Majestic
Marcy Pictures
MAS — Mascot Pictures
MAY — Mayfair Pictures
MEN — Mentone
Productions
MGM — Metro-Gold wyn- Mayer
MOD — Modern
Films
MOP — Monogram
Pictures
OLY — Olympic
Pictures
PA — Palestine-American Film Co
Title
Revie'vrd
Iza Neni-XX
6-5-34
Ja Treu 1st Dei Soldatenliebe
XX.
.5-2-34
Jane
Eyre-MOP
7-17-34
Juarez

Y MaximilianoXX.. 8-18-34
5-7-34
Judge Priest-F
Just Smith-GB
4-24-34
Kansas City Princess

WA
11-3-34
Salkten-XX
5-15-34
The-WA
5-31-34
Millions-UA.
10-17-34
Kelly of the U. S. A.
MOP. .9-11-34
Kiss and Make Up-PAR.6-30
34
Kocha, Lubi, Szanuje
XX.. 11-3-34
La Bataille-TAP
7-10-34
La Buenaventura-WA. .. .9-18-34
Lady by Choice-COL. . .10-6-34
Ladies Should ListenPAR.. 7-28-34
Lady is Willing, The
Kara
Kev.
Kid
King

8-11-34
La Maternelle-TAP COL.. 4-25-34
L'angeSombre
Gardien-TAP
4-20-34
La
de Pancho
Villa-MOD
4-10 34
Last Round Up-PAR
5-11-34
La Sangre Manda-XX. . .5-16-34
Last Gentleman-UA
4-28-34
Laughing Boy-MGM
5-12-34
Lazy
River-MGM
4-3-3"
Lemon Drop Kid-PAR. . 10-27-34
Let's Be Ritzy-U
5-18-34
Let's Talk it Over-U
6-16-34
Let's Try Again — RKO. 6-22-34
6-13-34
Life of Vergie Winters-RKO
Line-Up,
The-COL
4-17-34
Little Friend-GB
10-16-34
Little Man, What
Now?
U..5-19-34
6-1-34
Little Miss Marker-PAR.
Lost in the Stratosphere
MOP. .10-23-34
Lost Lady, A-FN
10-5-34
Lost Jungle-MAS
5-9-34
Loud
Speaker-MOP
5-8-34
Love
Birds-U
..5-4-34
Love
Captive-U
6-7-34
Love Time-F
1 1-3-34
Loyalties-AU
10-26-34
Madame Du Barry-WA. . .8-8-34
Man
from
Hell-WK
8-29-34
Man from Utah-MOP. . .5-23-34
Man
of Aran-GB
10-20-34
Man Trailer-COL
5-23-34
Man Who Changed His Name
DU. .10-16-34
Man
With Two
Faces

PA R — Paramount
PIN— Pinnacle
PR I— Principal Dist. Corp.
PRO — Progressive
Pictures
PRX — Protex Dist. Corp.
PYR— Pyramid
RAS — Raspin Productions
REG — Regal
RKO— RKO-Radio
Pictures
^HO — Showmen's Picture?
STA— Stage & Screen Prods.
STE— William
Steiner
SYN — Syndicate
Exchange
TAP— John S. Tapernoux
T HO—
Fred Thomson
TOW
— Tower
Prods.
TRO—
J. D. Trop
U — Universal
UA — United Artistt
UFA— Ufa
W A— Warner
Bros
WK— Willis Kent
X X — No distributor

set

Title
Reviewd
Mother.
1905-AM
6-2-34
Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage
Patch-PAR
10-27-34
Murder
on the Blackboard
RKO. .6-5-34
Murder at the VanitiesPAR.. 5-18-34
Murder
in the MuseumPRO.. Car
6-27-34
Murder
in the Private
MGM....5-16-34
.7-10-34
Murder in Trinidad-F
My Wife the Miss-XX . .9-13-34
Mystery Ranch-STE
5-26-34
Name the Woman-COL. 10-16-34
Nell Gwyn-UA
7-12 34
Norah
O'Neale-DU
10-25-34
Not Against
Flesh-GFF. 8-14-34
Notorious
Sophie Lang-PAR.
7-21-34
Now and Forever-PAR .10-13-34
Now I'll Tell-F
5-26-34
Oded the Wanderer- PA . . 5-22-34
Of Human BondageOil Raider-MA Y RKO. .6-27-34
1 1-1-34
Old-Fashioned Way-PAR. 7-14-34
One Is Guilty-COL
5-3-34
One More River-U
8-10-34
One Night of Love-COL. .7-6-34
Once to Every Bachelor
LIB.. .7-31-34
8-23-34
On Secret Service-BIP.
Orders Is Orders-GB
5-4-34
Operator
13-MGM
6-2-34
Our Daily Bread-UA
8-8-34
Outcast
Lady-MGM
11-3-34
Outlaws'
Highway-TRO. 11-3-34
Orp Y Plata-INC
7-26-34
Parada Rezerwistow-CAP. 5-2-34
Paris
Interlude-M GM . . . 7-28-34
Party's
Over-COL
8-30-34
Pecados de Amor-XX
4-25-34
Peck's Bad Boy-F
8-31-34
Personality
Kid-WA
8-1-34
Petersburg Nights-AM. . .9-13-34
Picture
Brides-FD ....
4-24-34
Poor Rich. The-U
4-5-34
Power-GB
10-5-34
Prince of Wales-GB
4-24-34
Private
Scandal-PAR
6-15-34
Prokurntor-XX
5-29-34
Pursued-F
10-23-34
Pursuit of Happiness-PAR
10-26-34
Rabbi's
Power-XX
6-2-34
Racketeer
Round-up-THO

5-2-34
FN. .7-12-34
Melodrama-MGM

Ra-Mu-FAI
g.6.34
Randy Rides AIone-MOP. 6-14-34
6-16-34
Rawhide
Mail-M AR
6-5-34
„ .. „
Redhead-MOP
9-18-34
Reeistered Nurse-FN ...6-1-34
Return of Chandu-PRI. . 10-9-34
Return of the Terror

Manhattan
Love SongMOP.. 4-17-34
Man's Game, A. -COL. . .7-24-34
Many
Happy
Returns-PAR6-9-34

Roman
Nacht-XX. .6-23-34
RomanceEiner
in Budapest

Manhattan

Richest

Girl in the World-RKO
FN. .7-10-34
9-8-34

Marrying
Widows-TOW. 5-18-34
Mass
Struggle-KIN
9-18-34
Melodie Der Liebe-XX. .9-18-34
Merry
Frinks-FN
6-27-34
Merry Widow-MGM
10-13-34
Merry Wives of Reno-WA 6-9-34
Midnight
Alibi-FN
7-5-34
Million Dollar Ransom-U .9-19-34
Mindent a Noert-DAN. 10-18-34
Modern Hero. A-WA ... .4-3-34
Money
Means
NothingMOP. .5-15-34
Monte
Carlo
Nights-MOP
4-26-34

BIP... .10-5-34
Servants' Entrance-F.
.9-26-34
She Had to Choose-MAJ 9-18-34
She Learned
About
Sailors-

Moonstone,
The-MOP
Morning
After-MAJ

F.. 7-28-34
She Loves Me Not-PAR
7-19-34
She Made Her Bed-PA R .4 27-34

8-7-34
8-22-34

Romance in the Rain-U. .9-8-34
DU.. 10-16-34
5-1 1-3'
Romance Tropical-LAT.
S. A. Mann
Brand-BAV
5-29-34
Sadie McKee-MGM
5-12-34
Scarlet Empress-PAR. .. .9-15-34
Scarlet
Letter-MAJ
9-18-34
School forYardGirls-LIB.
Scotland
Mystery . .10-16-34

T'tle
Rcvietved
She Was a Lady-F
8-22-34
Shock-MOP
7-24-34
Shoot the Works-PAR. . .7-7-34
Side
Streets-FN
8-14-34
Sing and Like It-RKO. .4-14-34
Sisters Under the Skin-COL.
Six-Day

Bike

Rider

FN.. 4-24-34
11-2-34
Sleepers East-F
6-8"34
„• ~
Smarty-WA
4-12-34
Smoking
Guns-U
7-20-34
Social Register-COL
8-18-34
Sorrell and Son-UA
5-29-34
Soviet CloseUps-AM
8-1-34
Springtime for Henry
F.. 8-22-34
St. Louis Kid-WA
11-1-34
Stamboul
Quest-MGM
7-7-34
Stand Up and Cheer-F. .4-20-34
Sltar Packer-MOP
7-3-34
Stingaree-RKO
5-12-34
Stolen Sweets-CHE
8-7-34
Strictly Dynamite-RKO.
. .7-5-34
Straight
is the Way
M-G-M.. 8-29-34
Student Tour-MGM ....10-13-34
Such Women Are Danger- 5-3-34
ous-F
6-9-34
Success at Any
Price-RKO
Successful
Failure-MOP. 10-2-34
Take the Stand-LIB
Tannenberg-XX
49-4-34
6-34
Tante Gusti KommandiertXX.. 5 7-34
Tarzan and His MateTell-Tale Heart-DU
6-21-34
MGM...10-27-34
4-16-34
That's Gratitude-COL.
Their Big Moment-U. .. .8-6-34
These Thirty Years-"ON. .5-24-34
Thin Man, The-MGM
5-23-34
Thirty Day Princess-PAR 5-12-34
s"7-34
Three on a Honeymoon-F
Three Songs About
Lenin
Thunder Over TexasAM. .11-3-34
BEA. .10-17-34
Tiburon-XX
4-20-34
Tracy Rides-STE
5-5-34
Trail Beyond-MOP
9-15-34
Transatlantic
Merry-Go-Round
Treasure
IsKand-MGM . . . 8-8-34
Trenck-XX
4-10-34
m Blows-PARUA....4-14-34
.11-1-34
Trumpet
Twentieth Century-COL. .5-4-34
Twin
Husbands-INV
...5-9-34
Two Alone — RKO
4-7-34
Two Heads on a Pillow
4-5-34 ,
LIB
10-3-34
365 Nights in Hollywood
F.. 11-6-34
20 Million Sweethearts-FN
Uncertain
Unknown
Unknown

Lady-U
....
4-20-34 I
Blonde-MAJ. .4-19-34
Soldier Speaks
LIN.. 5-26-34 I
Unsere
Fahne
Flattert Uns
Voran-UFA
7-10-34
Upper World- WA
5-25-34
Very Honorable
Guy, AFN.. 4-12-34
5-18-34
Viva Villa 1-MGM
Voice in the Nieht-COL. 4-24-34
Wagon Wheels-PAR
10-5-34
Wake Up and Dream-U. 10-11-34
War's End-XX
5-18-34
We Live Again-UA
9-24-34
We're Not Dressing-PAR .4-26-34
We're Rich Again-RKO. .8-11-34
Wharf
Angel-PAR ...4-21-34
What
Every Woman
Knows
Where

Sinners

When

Strangers

MGM..
Meet-

Whirlpool-COL
White
Heat-PIN
White Parade-F
Whom
the Gods

10-5-34

RKO.
.4-19-34
Meet-LIB
10-9-34
...
5-5-34
6-15-34
10-22-34
Destroy

Wie Man Maenner COL.
Fesselt .7-12-34
Wild Gold-F
.....7-24-34
XX..
5-22-34
Witching Hour-PAR . 4-28-34
Woman in Command-GB. 5-29-34
Woman
CondemnedMAR. .4-20-34
Woman Who Dared-IMP
.9-26-34
World in Revolt-MEN. . .6-9-34
World Moves On-F. ... -6-30-34
You
You Belong
Made Meto MePAR.
Love You .9-13-34
Young

and

Beautiful
MAJ. .5-31-34

You're

Telling

MAS.. 8-30-34
Me-PAR.
.4-7-34

Proof of

PREEMINENCE
claims made for Eastman SuperTHE
Sensitive "Pan" have been borne out
again and again by its contributions to the
greatest motion-picture successes. It is actual performance that proves the preeminence of this Eastman film, and that gives
it its unrivalled acceptance among cameramen everywhere. Eastman

Kodak

Com-

pany. (J.E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors,
New York, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN Super-Sensitive
Panchromatic Negative
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Indies Going to Washington to Fight Code Budget

ONLY 51 OUT OF 358 FILMS GET CATHOLIC BAN
Pathc Doesn't NotIntend
to Resume Producing, Disapproved
Says Webb
Seeking Cancellation
Pictures in
Block Booking
. . . not a moral issue

=

By DON

XA/HATEVER

CARLE

GILLETTE

—

may be said in disfavor of

* * block booking, the current wave of
oratorical exclamations contending that this
practice is responsible for the public having to see undesirable movies is the weakest and least tenable argument of them
all.
All the furore seeking to picture block
booking as a giant ogre, all this patent
buildup to pave the way for pending legislation activity, is knocked in the head by
a few simple facts.
The average moviegoer attends the theater two or three times weekly; a few
intrepid souls have boasted of going four
or five times in a week on occasion, but
these are rare instances and the average
of two or three still holds.
Giving them
assuming that
time, it would
for the average

the limit of the doubt and
they see two features each
make six pictures a week
fan.

About 650 features a year are being released.
Taking away about 25 per cent which
the church and other strict groups agree
upon as representing the undesirable
quota, it leaves nearly 500 pictures of an
acceptable nature.
This is better than nine a week, or 50
per cent more than the average moviegoer
consumes.
Regardless of how theaters book their
product, there is nothing to stop the public from using its intelligence, its freedom
in selection and its shopping sense in
patronizing the good pictures and avoiding
the bad.
Under these circumstances, just where
and how the coercive force of block booking comes in to make the public accept
bad pictures is something that escapes
this comprehension.

A LTHOUGH

the fact that 2,195 film

** cuts were made by the New York
censors in the past fiscal year received
chief headline space in stories of the censor board's{Continued
annual report,
on Pageit 2)is far more

Tri-Ergon Hearing in January

of Agreement With
RKO Radio

Arguments on the Paramount appeal
in the American Tri-Ergon patent case
are expected to take place in the U.
S. Supreme Court at Washington the
first week in January. The court will
review cases involving validity of the
patents on flywheel and double print
processes controlled by William Fox.

Pathe Exchange Inc., has "no intention" of re-entering the production field regardless of printed and
verbal reports to the contrary,
Stuart Webb stated to Film Daily British Film Competition
yesterday. He also denied rumors
In Earnest, Says Lesser
that Pathe would attempt to seek a
cancellation of its agreement with
Competition by Brit'sh studios for
RKO to the effect that Pathe cannot film supremacy is being waged in
{Continued on Page 4)
real earnest this time, and any inclination by Hollywood to minimize
the possible results may prove serious for this
country, declared Sol
(Continued on Page 4)

SINCLAIR IS LOSER

BUT WON'T GIVE UP
San Francisco — Though admitting
defeat in the gubernatorial race,
with Gov. Merriam running about
175,000 votes ahead and about a
fifth of the returns still to come in,
Upton Sinclair declared yesterday
that he intends to lead a recall
movement against Merriam and
proposes to go on a lecture tour to
further his doctrines.

Catholic List Just
14% of Total

Chicago — Out of 358 pictures included in the current classified list
issued by the Legion of Decency
here, only 51 or 14 per cent are
in he "not approved" class. Class
A films, approved without qualification, are in the majority to the
tune of 165, while Class B pictures,
"not approved for children and
neither approved nor disapproved
for adults," total 142.

Actors' Guild Determined
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Control of the Screen
Actors' Guild "will remain in Hollywood and in the hands of responsible members of our industry" and
the Guild board "will never submit
to the membership any plan which
would threaten our complete auton(Continued

on

Page

to Keep Control

ONLY 3 TERRITORIES
TAKE PREMIUM VOTE

8)

Despite much exhibitor agitation
on the premiums issued during pre25 Appeals Up Today
code days, only two territories have
Approximately 25 appeals will be so far availed themselves of the opA. H. Blank Circuit
portunity to vote on outlawing the
decided by the Code Authority at
Trying Out Vaudeville its meeting today in addition to a policy, it is indicated by the records
Omaha — A. H. Blank is trying decision on an appeals committee of the Code Authority. Charlotte
out vaudeville this week at Grand recommenation on the Kansas City will be the third zone to decide the
Island, Hastings and Fairbury. If zoning and clearance plan. Deputy question wi+hin a few days.
successful, the revues coming from Administrator William P. Farnson Page has
8)
Kansas (Continued
C'ty properelimithe west coast will later be routed worth will attend in place of Sol A.
into first-runs here, says Evert R. Rosenblatt, division administrator,
who will be occupied in Washington. 10 Features of New Lineup
Cummings, district manager.

Johnston and Golden to Lead
Wash'n Fight onObjecting
Code
Budget
to the new code assessMichigan Allied Meet
Under Way in Flint

ment plan covering producers and
distributors and which has been approved by the NRA, independents
Flint, Mich. — Preceded by a preconvention dinner Thursday night, plan to carry their protests to Washthe 15th annual convention of Allied
ington when a hearing is held on
Theaters of Michigan opened yes- this amendment to the code. They
contend
that allocations against the
terday at the Hotel Durant with the
arePage
inequitable
as
afternoon
program
embracing
a smaller companies
(Continued on
4)
(Continued on Paae 4)

Are Finished by Universal

Universal has completed 10 of its
1934-35 program of 36 features, Carl
Laemmle, Jr., pointed out yesterday,
following (Continued
his arrival
in New York
on Page 8)
Florida Amendment

Wins

Jacksonville. Fla. — With more than
two-thirds of the returns in, passage
of the amendment to the state constitution to exempt motion picture studios
and incidental properties from taxation
for a period of 15 years appeared to
be assured last night.
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FINANCIAL
NEW
Columbia

Picts.

Con.

Fm.

Ind

Con.
East.

Fm.
Ind.
Kodak

Fox
Fm.
"A"
Loew's,
Inc
do pfd
Paramount
ctfs.
Pathe Exch

YORK

pfd..

Low
36V4

3'/2

3'/2

15%
108%

^5/s
107

12%
313/4
991/2
. . . 4%
1 V4
13V'2
2

Bros
NEW

YORK

4%
CURB

YORK

13V4
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Farnol Quits Goldwyn

Four Cities Are After
1935 MPTOA Convention
Four cities are bidding for the
1935 M. P. T. O. A. convention,
President Ed Kuykendall said in
New York yesterday They are:
New Orleans, Milwaukee, Memphis
and
Los Angeles.
executive
committeeThewillassociation's
select the
spot for the meeting, which will be
held in March or April.

Cohen Party En route West
Emanuel Cohen, vice-president in
charge of Paramount production,
left New York yesterday afternoon
for Hollywood, arriving there on
Sunday. Accompanying Cohen on
the return trip is Henry Herzbrun,
chief of the Paramount studio's
legal staff; Lewis Gensler, who composed some of the songs in Bing
Crosby's next, "Here Is My Heart",
and Mrs. Douglas MacLean. wife
of the Paramount producer, who has
been on vacation in New York.
Air-Conditioning
New House
Philadelphia — Control Corp. of
America, headed by F. B. Warren,
has closed a contract for complete
air-conditioning equipment for cooling, heating and ventilating the new
1000-seat Bromley Theater to be operated by Charles Segall, who also
owns the Apollo in West Philadelphia. The house is now being built
Corp.United Building Construction
by

Bank Nights for Dickinson
Kansas City — Rumor has it that
Glen Dickinson's circuit will take
over bank night for a number of
its houses where there will be no
conflict under the code, and that
he will withdraw his bank night
complaints against other exhibitors.

Appeals Decision on Shorts
Renaissance Theater has appealed
t^ the Code Authority from the decision of the local grievance board
dismissing its complaint charging
V'tagraph with forcing shorts along
with features on the ground that
the contract in dispute was in operation before the effective date of the
motion picture code.
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Hollywood — Two Lou Brock musical features announced early in
the season by RKO will not be produced for the 1934-35 line-up. Brock
recently resigned from the company
to join Fox.

"Night of Love" 5 Weeks in Wash'n
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Services for Adolph Barr
Funeral services for Adolph Barr,
60, Brooklyn theater operator who
died Sunday in Lorain, O., were held
yesterday at the Funeral Chapel,
187 Oxford St., Brooklyn, with burial in Beth-El Cemetery.
Florence Strauss Joining Lyons
Florence Strauss, formerly story
editor for various major companies
' on Monday joins the A. & S. Lyons
play and story department as an associate of Helen Strauss.

d G

LAWRENCE RILEY, who has been signed by
Paramount as a writer through the Leah Salisbury office, leaves New York next week for
the Coast.
W. RAY
next
week

JOHNSTON returns to New
from
Hollywood.
is in New

York

York to attend

today's
meeting
of the Code
Authority.
BABY ROSE MARIE is en rout» to the
coast for personal
appearances
and film work.
MR. and MRS. NUNNALLY JOHNSON, in.
from Beverly Hills, have taken quarters at the .
Warwick.
MARGO, Mexican dincer who scored in "Crime:
Without
"Rumba." Passion." will leave New York today .
tor Hollywood for a screen role in Paramount's ;
JOHN

McDERMOTT,

who

collaborated on the

scenario
"College
York for of
a brief
stay.

Rhythm,"

HARRY
troit.

left last night for De- ;

H. THOMAS

for

SOL LESSER and EDWARD
the coast
Sunday.

for

LOU B. METZGER
the coast.

left New

is in

F. CLINE

New '

leave :

York last night !

SAM BRISKIN sails for California Saturday
from
New
York.
CLARENCE
BROWN,
who
arrived
yesterday
from
abroad,
accompanied
by
his wife,
the
former ALICE JOYCE, will remain in New York
M-G-Maboutstudios.
for
a week
before
returning
to
the i
HAL HORNE and his bride left yesterday
afternoon
for California.
JEFFREY BERNERD of Gaumont-British is]
sailing from England for New York this week
on either the Olympic
or the Berengaria.
BUSTER KEATON is en route to Hollywood
start work
in Educational
comedies.

to

GEORGE
W.
WEEKS,
Gaumont-British
sales \
manager,
left Dallas
last night
for Los Angeles, where he arrives Saturday
and
remains
for a week before proceeding to San Francisco.

"Firebird"

Next

at Strand

"The Firebird", Warner production with Verree Teasdale, Ricardo
Cortez, Anita Louise and Lionel
Afwill, opens at the New York
Strand the evening of Nov. 14.

Washington — "One Night of
Love," Columbia picture with Grace
Moore, will be held for a fifth week
at the Metropolitan starting tomorrow. This is one of the longest
runs in local movie history.

Archibald Watson Denies Report
Archibald R. Watson, attorney
Ampa
Christmas
Dinner
yesterday denied the published rePlans for the Ampa Christmas
port (not in Film Daily) that he Dinner
on Dec. 20 will be among
has resigned as president of Fox
Theaters Corp.
subjects of
discussed
at today's closed
meeting
the organization.
Main
purpose of the closed session is to
Close Territorial Deals
vote on admitting women to memChesterfield Pictures has signed bership.

with Far West Exchanges for distribution of its 1934-35 product in
Von Stroheim in French Film
California, New Mexico, Arizona and
Paris — Erich Von Stroheim has the Hawaiian Islands and with Distinctive Screen Attractions for Salt
been signed by H. O. Films for
"The Love Tracer". He will use Lake City and Denver.
French dialogue for the first time.
Durante Out of Stage Revue
Due to inability to get away from
Hearing Fox Theaters Claims
Hollywood in time, Jimmy Durante
Special master Cortland Palmer, will not appear in "Calling All
appointed by the Federal Court to Stars", the stage revue scheduled
hear Fox Theater Corp. claims, will for the Warners' Hollywood Theinterview claimants today at his ater. Phil Baker and Lou Holtz
will be in it.
offices, 63 Wall St.

.oming an

ED KUYKENDALL

Would Deny Product to Dime Houses
New Orleans — Fight between exhibitors and exchanges over admission prices, which occurs annually at
selling time, threatens to be more
bitter this year with a subsequent
run circuit representing the best
spots reported demanding that exchanges post bonds to guarantee
they will not sell any subsequent
run
sion. charging under 15 cents admis-

RKO Drops Brock Musicals

+

6%
5%

1)

Lynn Farnol, who for the past
seven years has been director of
publicity and advertising for Samuel Goldwyn, has resigned this post
and will later enter the general advertising business. He will conclude his duties about Dec. 1 and
then leave for a Caribbean trip.
Termination of Farnol's connection
With Goldwyn cancels his plans for
a trip to Europe.

West

43/8
43/4 +
MARKET
12%
13i/4
2
2
MARKET

from Page

significant to emphasize
that these cuts
were made from only 286 pictures, while
1,483 films were approved without a single
elimination.
In other words, when
a movie
is bad
it is very, very bad, etc.
And a few bad films make more
noise
than dozens of good ones.
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BOOK
THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S

Today:
convention of Allied TheMich. Annual
aters of Michigan, Hotel Durant, Flint,
Nov. 12: Annual ball sponsored by Motion Picture Post of American Legion, Hotel Statler.
Boston
Nov. 12-13: Independent exhibitor convention
under auspices of Allied Theater Owners,
Inc.,
to discuss
current
problems,
Hotel
Nov. 13: Allied Theater Owners of New Jersey
meeting, Gold Room, Hotel Lincoln, New
York, 2 P. M.
Nov. 13:
Meeting
of
Independent
Exhibitors,
Inc., of Mass.,
Me.,
N.
H.,
R. I. and]
Vt., 69 Church St., Boston.
1:30 P. M.
Kirkwood, Des Moines,
Iowa.
Nov. 18-19: Allied Theater Owners of Texas
Convention.
Hotel
Jefferson.
Dallas.
Nov. 29:
Bowl,
Dec.
N.

Screen Actors' Guild ball, Biltmore
Hollywood.

5: quet
Warner
Club's
Banand Movie
Ball,Second
Club, Annual
Schenectady,
Y.

Dec. 10: Warner Bros, annual stockholders'
meeting,
Wilmington,
Del.
Dec. 20: A.M. P. A. Christmas Dniner, Hotel
Astor.
New
York.

y

y

HE'S PEEKING

AGAIN!

(not what you're thinking, dearie!)
A cheerfull eyefull ! You'll soon know ! Leo
knows already! JOAN CRAWFORD! CLARK
GABLE! ROBERT MONTGOMERY!
All in one picture! And what a picture is
"Forsaking All Others." Directed by W. S.
("Thin Man") Van Dyke. Please, oh please,
Mr. Showman get up on your marquee and
shout to the world:

It's marvelous!

THE

PATHE NOT PLANNING
PRODUCTION ACTIVITY
(Continued from Page 1)

enter into production before December 1935.
Reorganization of tbe company
will again be considered on the date
set by the court for an "extraordinary meeting" of stockholders. It
is expected that a definite date for
the meeting will be announced next
week. No change in the plan as
offered to the stockholders on Sept.
11 will be made, Webb stated.

Michigan Allied Meet
Under Way in Flint

iS&H

DAILY

iBy RALPH
WILK "LOTS"
from
A LITTLE
HOLLYWOOD

Rudy Vallee's new picture for
"Sweet Music," will be
WALLACE FORD will appear Warners'
with Edward G. Robinson in completed in another ten days or
Columbia's "Passport to Fame," two weeks. Alfred E. Green is diwith Johnny Boyle as dance
taking over the role formerly
in- director.recting,Supporting
Vallee in the
tended
for
Fred
Keating,
whose'work
picture
are
Ann
Dvorak, Ned Sparks
in "Carnival" has impressed studio
executives to such an extent that Helen Morgan, Robert Armstrong
Allen Jenkins, Alice White, Joe
his part has been enlarged.
▼ ▼ T
Cawthorne, Al Shean, William B
Phillip Reed, Selmer JackUna O'Connor will be laid up in Davidson,
son and other well known players.
the hospital for about three weeks
as a result of a fall off a horse.

▼

T

*

Contracts signed this week by MGrantland Rice, who among other
(Continued from Page 1)
things is the father of Florence Rice, G-M with writers and artists infour-week agreement with
Columbia player, is coming here just Everettclude aRhodes
talk by President Ray Branch, a before
Castle for his serChristmas to spend the holidiscussion of the code situation,
vices
as
writer and also for thr
days
with
his
daughter
and
at
the
presentation of annual reports by
same time cover the New Year's use of several of his stories. Hue:v
Branch, Treasurer E. E. Kirchner, Day
football game in the Rose Bowl. Williams has been loaned to M-G-1*"
Genand
Secretary David Newman
▼ T ▼
by Fox for the part of "Steerforth"
eral Manager H. M. Richey. Busi"David Copperfield." Herbert MunGeorge Stevens, who directed in
ness sessions continue all day today,
din has also been loaned by Fox for
winding up with election of officers, "Kentucky Kernels," Wheeler-Wool- the part of "Barkis" in the D;ckens
sey vehicle, has been given another classic. Edwin Knopf, writer, has
selection of the site for next year's
convention, and a dinner-dance in assignment by B. B. Kahane at the been re-signed to a short-term conthe evening.
RKO Studios. He will handle "Ladtract. Sidney Lanfield, director, has
die," the Gene▼ Stratton
▼
▼ Porter story. been loaned to M-G-M by "20th CenTwo Started at Warner Studios
tury" to direct "Copy Cat."
Darryl F. Zanuck, 20th Century
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
production chief, started camera
Hollywood — Two new Warner
Wera Engels, William Bakewell
on "Clive
India,"
features entered production yester- work
with yesterday
Ronald Colman
andof Loretta
day at the Burbank studios. They Young. Richard Boleslavsky is di- and Carlyle Moore, Jr., were late
additions to Columbia's WillarH
are "Living On Velvet", starring recting.
Barbara Stanwyck, with George
Mack production, "Call to Arms"
▼
T
T
(temporary title).
Brent and Warren William, under
Walter Woolf is in the cast of
the direction of Frank Borzage, and
Dictator," RKO short, with
"North Shore", with Barbara Stan- "The
Chesterfield Pictures will start
Betty Grable as leading woman.
wyck, Genevieve Tobin, Gene RayV
T
T
Robwork Saturday on "My Son Is
with
mond and John Eldredge,
ert Florey directing.
Work on the Al Jolson-Ruby new
Yours,"
its third production of the
season.
Keeler film, "Casino de Paree", will
be started at First National on MonRatoff Returning from England
day following the return of the couLondon — Gregory Ratoff, who has
ple from Palm Springs.
Florence Rice, who was sio-tierl
been making pictures here, returns
▼ ▼
▼
last week for a feature role in "Carshortly to Hollywood to appear in
nival." the Robert Riskin storv ir>
Felix Young has been signed by
RKO's "Puzzle of the Pepper Tree",
to direct a forthcoming mu- which Lee Tracy and Sally Eilers
which is scheduled to go in work RKO sical
play
the
leads, is now working in
special.
Dec. 10.
two productions simultaneously. She
▼ ▼
▼
has
been
assigned to the feminine
Gene Lockhart is an addition to
Films to Advertise So. Africa
Depths Below," oppothe cast of "Puzzle of the Pepper lead siteinthe 'The
Johannesburg — Actual scenes of Tree," RKO feature with Edna May Jack Holt.team of Edmund Lowe and
Zulus and other South African Oliver and James Gleason.
tribes, including their chants and
dances, are to be filmed under ausChicago Notes
Detroit Briefs
pices of the South African GovernChicago — M. K. Theaters Circuit
ment and South African Railways
Detroit — Sam Rubin, former Pubas a medium to advertise South Af- lix publicity director, has joined C. has taken over the 603-seat Granada
rica. v F. Mclntyre and Associates, ad ing.
in Maywood, suburb, and will reopen it next month after remodelagency.

AS
SEEN
BY
THE PRESS
AGENT
"Barbara Stanwyck will have 21
changes of apparel in her next picture."
—WARNER
BROS.

Arthur M. Elliott, exchange man
who died last week was buried in
Columbiana, Ala., through assistance of the Variety Club.
George H. Hamilton, lately with
Acme Chair Co., Reading, has rejoined American Seating Co., Grand
Rapids, as production manager.
Burris Sign Co. is temporarily
taking over the local business of C.
A. Coulter, Inc., with the departure
of X. C. Stearns, manager, for Buffalo
Wilding Pictures is making an
Ethyl Gasoline short.

Jackie Cooper opens a personal
appearance engagement at the Chicago Theater tomorrow.
Max Reinhardt, after supervising
the staging of "Midsummer Night's
Dream" here next week, will return
to the Warner studios in Hollywood.
The old La Salle Theater at 110
W. Madison St., recently damaged
bv fire, is being remodeled and will
bQ
operated by Jones, Linick &
Srhaeffer.
Paramount has bought film rights
to "Ridin' Down the Old Texas
Trail", by Milt Mabie and Dott
Massie of the Westerners on WLS.
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INDEP'TS TO WASH'N
TO FIGHT BUDGET
(Continued from Page 1)

compared
with
the
assessments
against the majors.
W. Ray Johnston, independent
producer-d;stributor member of the
Authority, and his alternate, Eddie
Golden, will lead the attack on the
assessment plan, under which one
tenth of the $180,000 to be raised
from producers and distributors will
come from independents, according
to William P. Farnsworth, deputy
administrator. The matter is ex-:
pected to come up at today's meet
ing of the Authority.

British Film Competition
In Earnest, Says Lesser
(Continued from Page 1)

Lesser yesterday on his return fromi
England, where he produced a;
George O'Brien feature. The Britshers are making a determined effort to turn out pictures with the
American slant, and no expense is
flared. spared to induce Hollywood
being
falent to cross the pond, Lesser de-

Authorize Counsel in Para. Suits
Order permitting the Paramount
trustees to employ Hornidge &
Dowd, patent attorneys of 36 West
44th St., as special counsel in two
California suits was signed yester-day by Federal Judge Coxe. The<
suits, brought by Paramount-Pub-.
Hx, Roy J. Pomery and the Dun-,
ning Process Co. charge infringe
ment of patents for making com
posite pictures against Warner Bros
Pictures, Vitagraph Corp., Warne:
Bros, of Cal., Fred Jackman, First
National Pictures, Inc., of Maryland
Corp. First
of N. Y.National Production"
and
RKO
Northwest
Product Deal I
RKO's entire 1934-35 short sub-1
ject and feature line-up has beetf
sold to the Friedl-Publix circuit 01
Minnesota. The deal was consume
mated by Jules Levy, vice president
and general sales manager, who is
now touring the RKO exchanges
throughout
the country.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS
Movie attendance in Portugal the
past few months has been 26 per cent
chead of last year.

—2&*i
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RIALTO

WAR"

Fox
73 mins.
DRAMATIC COMPILATION OF WORLD
WAR
MATERIAL WITH JUDICIOUS
HANDLING AND TIMELY TOUCH.
Though it is up against the fact that
quite a number of similar pictures have
been put out and heavily exploited, this
assemblage of World War testimony produced by Truman Talley has been put together with such a superior professional
touch that it should command its share of
interest. Among its advantages is the
casting of Pedro de Cordoba, stage star,
to deliver the commentary, which was
prepared by Laurence Stallings, who also
did the editing. A musical arrangement
by John Rochetti also helps matters. Quite
a bit of footage is given to showing th=
elaborate preparations for the war and
the historic personalities involved, then on
to battle scenes on many fronts, the devastation and finally to the Armistice and
the implied moral. The picture's best
chances will be in special spots where
this type of attraction is known to havf
a draw. Like others of its class, it is
primarily
an
exploitation
offering.
Credit for the compilation work is given
to Bonney Powell, Russell Shields, Lou
Lehr and Louis de Rochemont.

ML

• • • IT SEEMS that Miss Lee Sachs lost on an election
bet to a friend and promptly paid
she married Hal
Home
if you think this is a gag
ask Hal
he
has been trying for three years to marry Lee
and the only
way he could wangle the deal was to get a pal of hers to make
the election bet as indicated
that's our story
and
we're sticking to it
T

Mary Warner
10 mins
Capital"
Interesting
The scenes in this film were taken at Garmisch-Partenkirchen, Germany, the location of the 1936 Olympic Winter Games. The film is described by Lowell Thomas and shows
try-outs , of the bob-sled contest,
hockey games, ski-jumps and other
sports that will be included in the
international meet. The narrative
explains the preparations being
made for the expected record crowd
of visitors. It is entertaining, although nothing unusual is shown
It is understood that, in order to
stimulate interest in the 1936 Olympic Games, the picture will be loaned
gratis to clubs and other associations.
"Dumb-bell Letters"
(No. 4)
RKO Van Beuren
5 mins.
Amusing
Although not up to the standard
of the previous three releases in
this series, this one will fill the bill
where a short laugh number is required. The film includes about nine
strangely worded letters received by
companies from consumers.
"Jail Birds"
(Terry-Toon)
Educational
6 mins.
Pretty Good
This is all about a cat and a
mouse who, tired of jail life, remove
their striped suits and make for the
open. They hide in a tree but two
skunks try to enter into the fun
and make life miserable for the
other animals. At the pay-off they
return to jail and are glad to get
there. Some funny gags and a few
laughs.
Animation, okay.

T

T

• •
• IN A confidential mood when we queried her some
time ago thusly.
"Why don't you marry Hal?" she replied
impulsively
"I'm afraid he'd gag me to death."
and we inquired "Tut, tut, how?"
and she sez
"Well,
f'rinstance, if the telephone rang for me he'd probably say:
'Sachs-a-phone'"
we tried to argue with her
that
Hal at his worst gagging, would never be as bad as that
and she sez . . "Huh, you don't know the guy in his relaxed
moments."
well, they're married now
and we hope
by this time they're sufficiently relaxed
the first tension
of the honeymoon is terr-rif-fic, y'know . after that both
parties can ease off and survey the damages for the rest of a
lifetime marriage for a gal is just one survey after another she has to keep on eternally OVERLOOKING things.

SHORTS
"The Olympic Winter Sports

M. DALY

T

T

T

• • • WHICH IS all prelude stuff to the "surprise" luncheon they threw for Hal and Lee at Leon and Eddie's food and
drink inhalery on 52nd Street
Monroe Greenthal acted as
master of the mourners
Kay Kamen offered to buy Hal's
discarded book of telephone numbers for 15 berries Jack
Benny raised it later to $16.50 hell, any one of Hal's telephone numbers cost him three times as much as bid
Joe
Penner asked the groom if he wanted to buy a duck
he
seemed to be under the impression that the Doctor of Gags was
a quack
(tush, tush, let it breeze right by you)
T

T

T

• • • THE BEST part of the show was Monroe Greenthal's elaborate eulogy of Bernard Sobel as the next speaker
and Bernard wasn't in the house
Al Lichtman
claimed that he had acted as the "schadchen" (marriage broker) in the affair why anybody should want to take the
blame for these marriage exploitation hookups is beyond us
Jack Benny seemed to get the most enjoyment out of
the program he kissed the bride Milton Berle seemed
saddened by the event and .smiled through his tears
Arthur
Tracy
sang
"Eli, Eli"
Paul Benjamin
presented Hal
with a traveling bag from the AMPA
and finally Hal
himself acknowledged the "hail and farewell" from his pals
he was so choked up that he started to GAG
and
everybody walked out on him
offering condolences to the
bride as they left
T

T

T

• • • ON THE DAIS trying to look surprised at this
"surprise" luncheon were
JJennis F. O'Brien, William P.
Phillips, Harry D. Buckley, Joe Moskowitz, Al Lichtman, Monroe Greenthal, Mister and Missus Home, A. J. Kobler, Jack
Alicoate, James Mulvey, Abe Lehr, Fred Kohlmar
in the
bleachers were
Walter Winchell, Boris Morros, Mrs. Eddie
Cantor, Block & Sully, Chet Smith
Dr. Michel, Ed Churchill, Bruce Gallup, Catherine McNelis, Bert Adler
Paul
Benjamin, Billy Ferguson Ben Shlyen, Joe Gallagher, Tom
Hamlin, "Chick" Lewis
and so on and so on
gosh,
and the former Miss Lee Sachs is such a sweet sort of gal, too
. and she had to go and marry a Gagster we can see
only one possible chance for her
if she can apply the Gag
Rule
by making herself the Speaker of the House

«

«

«

»

»

»

»NEWSofDAy«
St. Louis — Because of its recently
inaugurated "Hollywood - Unvararticles, which
exhibitors
claim arenished"hurting
patronage,
the
St. Louis "Globe-Democrat" has lost
considerable
advertising
from theaters. St. Louis
Amusement
Co.
all.
circuit is not using the medium at
Lincoln, Neb. — George Monroe,
former manager of the State here,
is understood to have become manager of the Chief, Pueblo, Colo., a
Westland house.
Medina, O. — William A. Mcintosh
53, who formerly operated theaters
here, died in Norwalk, 0., recently.
Mass. —Corp.
Keith'shas
CampelloBrockton,
Amusement
been
formed here with Melville S. Riley,
president, and Leon Task, treasurer.
Tonasket, Wash. — Plamons and
Gillespie are the new owners of
the Tonasket Theater, formerly
owned by E. Newman.
Worcester, Mass. — William J.
Ryan, Jr., is manager of the Plymouth, which was reopened this
week by Galahad Theater Corp., of
which Harry C. Arthur, Jr., is president and treasurer.
Minneapolis — After $15,000 renovation the Palace is to have Schallmann circuit vaudeville and first run
pictures. William Mick is operating manager.
International Falls, Minn. — Baehr
Bros, of Wadena have leased the
Falls theater under construction by
Frank H. Keyes
Thanksgiving
Day. and will open it
Sequim, Wash. — H. J. Taylor
local theater operator, will realize
a life-time dream in eight months
in the building
of a modern 450-seat
house
here.
Cambridge, Mass. — After staying
in harness to his 70th birthday,
Reddy Wolfe has resigned as manager of the Olympia Theater here.
Bill Laycock has replaced him.
Corning, O. — John Monahan, owner
of The Opera House, has taken over
the Majestic and reopened it with
ment.
High Fidelity RCA sound equipSpokane, Wash. — The Majestic
formerly operated by Will Starkey
has been taken over by Dillingham
and Luft, who formerly operated the
Ritz in Ritzville.
Grandview, O. — The Grandview
opened recently with High Fidelity
RCA sound equipment.
Miami Beach, Fla. — The Biscayne
Plaza has reopened after a renovating and remodeling program.
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♦THE ST. LOUIS KID"
With Patricia Ellis,
Allen Jenkins. Directed
by Ray Enright. Vitagraph, Inc., Distributors
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SCREEN ACTORS' GUILD
IS SET ON AUTONOMY
(Continued from Page 1)

omy," it is officially stated in the
current issue of the Screen Guild
Magazine apropos of the projected
affiliation with Actors' Equity.
"When the negotiations between
the Guild and Equity have reached
the point of a definite plan," the
statement continues, "each member
will be given time to study the proposal before voting on it."

Boston Briefs
Boston — Marty Glazier has charge
of exploitation for the reopened
Scollay Square Theater.
Joseph Schmuck has joined the
Hub Film Exchange sales staff.
Policy of the Columbia, former
Loew house reopened this week under new management, calls for dual
bills with daily change.
R. L. "Pop" Gorman is handling
publicity
for Col.
Johnson's Rodeo
at
the Boston
Garden.
Arthur Martel, for years organist
at the Metropolitan, is now at
Loew's State.
Indianapolis Variety Elects
Indianapolis — Officers of the local
Variety Club for the ensuing year
were elected this week as follows:
Mark Wolf, president; Floyd Brown
and Kenneth Collins, vice-presidents; Carl Niesse, treasurer; A.
C. Zaring, secretary. Directors are
Joe Cantor, Louis Stockman, Martin
Solomon, Laddie Hancock and
George Levy.
Argue St. Louis Matinee Deadline
St. Louis — A conference was held
this week by the M.P.T.O. on the
question of when the matinee period
should end. Recent extension of afternoon prices to 7:30 P.M. by the
Ambassador and Missouri occasioned the meeting. Most exhibitors favor 6 P.M. as the matinee limit.
"Merry-Go-Round" Songs on Air
Song hits from the Reliance production, "Transatlantic Merry-GoRound," now playing at the Rivoli
will be featured by Rudy Vallee on
his
overprogram
WEAF. this evening at 8 o'clock

SHOWMAN'S

REMINDER
♦

Clean inside of all roof tanks.

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
By CHARLES
FDDIE

PEABODY starts work today at the Brooklyn Vitaphone
studio in "Little Postman, What
Now?", a two-reel musical. Supporting the star are Val and Ernie
Stanton and Peggy Flynn, stage
and radio performers.

A two-reel short featuring the
"Easy Aces", popular radio team,
supported by Dick Kramer, Ethel
Sykes, George Shelton and Gloria
Gunther, was put into production
yesterday at the Eastern Service
studio under the direction of Al
Christie. Fred Sheld is assisting
on the direction, with George Weber
doing the camera work.

•

Mentone Productions started work
yesterday at the Biograph studio
on a two-reel short which will feature Jim Barton in a series of well
known characterizations. Upon completion of this short the company
will put into production "Review a
la Carte," with Jans and Whalen
Tom Patricola, Alice Dawn, the
Maxellos and Bryant-Rains and
Young adagio trio. Milton Sehwarzwald is directing both shorts, with
Joe Nadel assisting and Frank
Zucker in charge of the camera
work.
Marcy Klauber and Charles Williams of the Educational scenario
staff have started work on the story
for the second of the Young Romance series which will feature
Sylvia Froos, to be produced and
Expunges Claim Against Para.
Orders permitting the expunging
of the $979 tax claim of the Union
Free School Dist., Barton, N. Y.
against Paramount-Publix and of
the $4.10 claim of Los Angeles
County, Cal., were signed yesterday
by Federal Judge Coxe.
"Cucaracha" for Skouras Houses
RKO's Technicolor two-reeler, "La
Cucaracha,"
has been booked for
showing in 40 Skouras theaters in
the metropolitan district.
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ONLY 3 TERRITORIES
TAKE PREMIUM VOTE

ALICOATE
directed by Al Christie at the Eastern Service studio in Astoria.

(Continued from Page 1)

nated the policy and a zone in Washington, D. C, has taken the same
action. Under the code, local grievNotes: Production of the Monty
ance boards can define zones within;
Bnce - Eddie Southland feature is a territory in which votes on tha
regarded as most certain, with worn subject can be taken by exhibitors.
co oe done at the Eastern Service The practice can be banned by a
studio in Astoria. . . .Keith Glennon, vote of 75 per cent of active independent theaters and 75 per cent of
in charge of the General Service
studio, now in the east is making affiliated houses.
arrangements to remain permanently on the coast. .. .Christ.e
will complete five more shorts tor 10 Features of New Lineup i
Educational by Dec. 15, after which Are Finished by UniversaH
cime production will come to a halt
(Continued from Page 1)
until Jan. 5.... Uncle Don, of the
radio, is making a personal appear- en route to Europe. Productions in
ance today at the Bijou theater, work at present include: "Straight
showing all cartoon program.... from the Heart," "Good Fairy,"1
Bert Granet, leaves the Educational "I've Been Around" and "Mystery
writing staff next week and will of Edwin Drood." In preparation!
head for the coast, where he will are: "Great Ziegfeld," "Princess
and "Transient Lady",,
join Jerry Wald. . . .Art Rosson of O'Hara"
the Charles MacArthur-Ben Hecht said Laemmle.
Laemmle sees a continued audi-j
unit at the Eastern Service studio,
is seriously considering an offer by ence demand for good musicals andi
points to the legitimate theater as
a major English producing firm
Leslie Pearce, who completed his an illustration that entertaining,
directorial contract for Educational shows of this class are always boxin the east, plans to leave for the office. Only unusual themes are
worthy of production, according to
coast shortly with an English offer Laemmle.
also in mind. .. .Story conferences
will be completed this week on the
William Saal-Burt Kelly feature,
Kansas City Squibs
"Bad Penny", with production at
the Biograph studio . . .James BarKansas City — Fox's Plaza, No. 1
starring
"Tobacco
sion to 30 house,
cents. has boosted admisleaveston,for
thein coast
day Road,"
after suburban
Thanksgiving to start work in a
Variety Club will hold a Neve
feature for RKO....A series of
shorts featuring Jack Dempsey, Year's Eve Party at the Hotel
attendance limproduced by an independent group, Muehlebach,
ited to 100 atwith
$5 each.
is being planned.
A. H. Blank of Des Moines was
a Variety Club guest this week.
Grace Moore 111, Ends Tour
"Judge Priest" is in its thira:
week at the Fox Uptown, while)
Omaha — Despite a raging fever
"One Night of Love" is ending its
and against doctor's orders, Grace
Moore gave a performance Wednes- third week at Fox's Apollo.
day night with the Metropolitan
Opera Quartette here. After the
Holding Them Off
concert she left for Milwaukee,
Omaha — Catholics here have been1
where she said she would withdraw
by their official newspaper"
from the quartette and leave for advised
to not attend opening days at the>
New York to enter a hospital.
Paramount and World, but to wait
until Friday, when the Catholic
sheet comes out, and be guided by
J. M. Guthrie Gives Up House
opinions on the pictures as given
Grove City, Pa.— John M. Guthrie the
therein.
is giving up the Majestic on New
Year's day, witn T. L. Haughton
and Paul V. McKay, Franklin exhibitors, assuming the lease. Guthrie will continue operating the Grove
City Theater.

Messina Going to California
Sharon, Pa. — Phil 0. Messina has
transferred part of his interest in
the NuLuna theater to William
Leggiero, formerly a Warner manWounded by Bandit
ager, and will leave shortly for California to spend the winter. Harry
Indianapolis — John Servaas, exStahl retains his interest in the Nuchange operator, was seriously
Luna.
wounded the other night after being held up by a bandit and robbed
of $100.
Opens House Closed 4 Years
Grafton, O.— The Grafton theatei
Usher Made Assistant Mgr.
recently acquired by J. 0. Guthrie
Washington — Eston Early, former
has been reopened after being dark
for four years. Guthrie also is nego- Loew's Fox usher, has been appointtiating for the Karolyn in New Loned assistant manager of the Columdon.
bia Theater.
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EXPLOITETTES

Idvance Campaign
or "Girl of Limberlost"
"A

Girl of the Limberlost"
pemiere at the Strand, Pontiac, Mich., was heralded in advance by an extensive advertising campaign, staged by Harry
Herman, Monogram exploitation manager and the Butterfield theater manager. Window
displays were placed in the
Postal Telegraph office and two
thousand heralds delivered by
their messenger boys with each
message delivered. Three thousand heralds were inserted in
all outgoing packages by the
Kroger Grocery Stores. A
thousand book matches were
distributed by all cigar stores,
restaurants and hotels. The
Chase Department Store had
three thousand heralds distributed, one in each package delivered to customers, also arranged a "Girl of the Limberlost"
display in their windows, featuring a Limberlost dress.
Chase took a special cooperative ad on this dress tie-up. Five
24-sheets were posted in prominent places in the city and fifty
Lux Toilet Soap streamers were
placed on the windows of drug,
grocery and five and ten cent
stores.
— Strand, Pontiac, Mich.

How to Profit
from Fan Clubs
"DY smart use of the New York
Chapter of the National
Irene Dunne Fan Club, the
RKO Keith Theater at Flushattracted a lot of ating, L. I.,
tention for its showing of Miss
Dunne's latest RKO Radio picAge of Innocence."
ture, "Thechapter
The local
of the Irene
Dunne Club, a live organization,
met at the theater on the picture's opening night, which gave
photographers a chance. Much
space, with art, was obtained
in two Long Island dailies. A
wire of greeting from the star
was blown un and used in the
lobby. At the Flushing meeting a New Jersey chapter was
formed. For future Dunne pictures the girls of the club are
going to circularize their friends
and herald their coming by
word of mouth. Eddie Yarborough, RKO press agent for
its Long Island houses, stagemanaged the affair. A tip to
live showmen on how to use
the fan clubs.
— Keith's, Flushing, N. Y.

«

«

«
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Contests and Ballyhoo
for "Cristo" in Jamestown

TN ushering in the opening of
"The Count of Monte Cristo,"
Reliance-United Artists production starring Robert Donat and
Elissa Landi, at Shea's Theater
here, Manager R. C. Horning
made a number of effective tieups for the engagement. Two
local newspapers, in addition to
special stories and photos of the
stars, used contests. The "Post"
arranged an "Ad Writing" contest through the cooperation of
the Zain organization. A special herald was distributed containing the names of 27 concerns, and for the best ads regarding each the winner received prizes. The best ad for "The
Count of Monte Cristo" drew
tickets to the show. The "Evening Journal" gave the attraction valuable space on a classified ad tie-up. For a street
ballyhoo, a special car equipped
with talking machine and amplifier, paraded the streets playing a special ballyhoo record.
The ballyhoo man, dressed as
"The Count of Monte Cristo",
distributed 3,000 heralds
throughout the business districts. A tie-up with the library
resulted in the distribution of
2,000 book marks in high and
junior schools and all local
libraries carried a one-sheet on
the attraction. More than 200
special window cards were placed in leading merchant windows.
Book stores, jewelry shops and
beauty parlors carried scene
stills from the attraction with
an appropriate card mentioning
the theater. Tie-up with Western Union accounted for two
huge displays in their windows
of the blow-ups and scene stills.
A radio tie-up was arranged on
the Charfield & Sharp program.
— Shea's, Jamestown, N. Y.

Book Tie-Up
Used On "Barretts"

TJ- W. EVANS, manager of
the Loew's State, St. Louis,
Mo., in his campaign on "Barretts of Wimpole Street," arranged for a display on the book
of the same name in a large
local department store as well
as in the Doubleday-Doran
book store. Displayed also was
copy on the film, including credits and playdate. In the lobby
of the theater, ten days in advance, were plented blow-ups of
the "Liberty" magazine review
and air-brush portraits of the
three stars of the film. Miss
Shearer, Laughton and March.
10,000 special heralds were inserted in "Liberty", three days
before the premiere. There was
also a tie-up with a dog food,
featuring Flush, the canine appearing in the picture.
— Loew's State, St. Louis.
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in the long run. Personally, I
am all for the costume play. 1
have acted in several, including
"Berkeley Square," and now in
"The Scarlet Pimpernel," which
should be a very popular hit.
Later I am supposed to play in
"Anthony Adverse," in Hollywood, which will be another cos-

Cannot Divorce
Sex from Drama
T AM inclined to think that you
cannot divorce sex from the
drama. It does not seem to me
to matter very much whether
the play is acted in costume or
not if it has any trend towards
romance. The costume play is
not the only form of entertainment which does not depend
upon sex entirely for its success. When I say entirely I
mean that you cannot absolutely remove sex (even in a very
mild form) from any play or
film which is written about men
and women. For men and women are only human, after all!
They are not the robots which
those who are running this purity campaign would try to make
them out. I think the vogue
for costume plays, or films, is a
very good thing at the present
juncture. The sooner the public
can be made to think that costume plays are not dull the better, from the box-office point of
view. Which, after all, is the
view that is bound to matter

tume play. "Rothschild," "The
Private Life of Henry VIII,"
"Catherine the Great," all were
tremendously successful, both in
this country and in America, and
all, of course, were costume
plays. But it is very easy to
kill that vogue if there is a
tendency to give the screen-going public an overdose. For
kinema audiences soon tire if
they are surfeited with any particular form of entertainment.
Witness the death of the once
so popular gangster film! And
then there was a spat of aeroplane .stories, of which everyone got tired to death. After all,
there is only one vogue, using
the word in its general interpretation, which can be successful, and that is the vogue for
first-class entertainment, whether it be costume play, or film,
or not.
— Leslie Howard in
"Picturegoer Weekly".
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lOOO Large Outside Rooms
* One minute
from everything
* In the centerofi Filmland
* All now. modern conveniences
* Modern
in rentals, too
Many other star features such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Radio in every room
Circulating Ice Water
French Window
Ventilation
Tub and Shower in each room
Chevaly Full Length Mirrors
2 Clothes Closets in each room
3 Attractive Restaurants
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PETE!

\

Pefe is P. S. Harrison, Editor Harrison's Reports . . . Pete's
unique in the industry ... A lone wolf . . . with the heart
of a lion . . . His sincerity is generally acknowledged.
Pete praised "Chu Chin Chow" "Little Friend" "Man of Aran"
which means they had to be good . . . And they are good.
And making good. Everywhere
. . . Remember these titles:
CHU

CHIN

COMING!
ON
THE
PHYSICAL

LITTLE

CHOW

FRIEND

EVELYN
LAYE in "EVENSONG"
WAY!
GEORGE
ARLISS in
DISTRIBUTION

• FOX

EXCHANGES

• CANADA,

MAN

OF

ARAN

ROXY FRI. NOV. 16
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IRON
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LTD.
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/ 3 Service Unions Combined in Closed Shop Demand

25 TRI-ERGON ACTIONS SUSPENDED TJLfREVIEW
No

Talent to be Had Abroad, Says Clarence Brown

Foreign Field Depleted of
Star Material, M-G-M
Director Declares
Hollywood cannot look to Europe
for new starring material at present, according to Clarence Brown,
M-G-M director, who has just returned to New York following a
three months' trip abroad. Whatever talent possibilities may exist
in Europe need such development
as is afforded by American productions, said Brown yesterday.
Greta Garbo is bigger in Europe
today than she was two years ago,
asserted the director, who said that
(Continued

on Page

7)

BRANCH AGAIN HEADS
ALLIED OF MICHIGAN
Flint, Mich. — Ray Branch was reelected president of Allied Theaters
■ of Michigan at its annual conven■ tion here yesterday. Frank Wetsj> man was again named vice presi1 dent, William Schuttenhelm of De] troit was elected treasurer and Barney Kilbride, also of Detroit, was
named secretary.
The new directorate comprises:
(Continued

on Page

6)

Michigan Co-op Hearing
Enters Its Third Week
Detroit — Three weeks already
have been consumed in taking testimony in the U. S. District Court
suit of Jacob Schreiber vs. Cooperative Theaters of Michigan and
local exchanges on charges of monopolizing product. The hearing
continues.
"World War" Packs Rialto
Fox's "The First World War," which
opened Wednesday night at the Rialto,
yesterday topped the business of "Forgotten Men" and "Devil Tiger" and
equalled "Lost Patrol," the former
record makers at the house, according
to Arthur Mayer, managing director.
The picture received unusually good
reviews.

NO ZONING SCHEDULES ASCAP SAYS BREAKUP
ARE ADOPTED SO FAR WOULD RAISE COSTS
Despite several months of work
on the part of the Code Authority
no clearance and zoning schedules
have been adopted so far, it was disclosed following a meeting of the
Authority yesterday. Part of the
session was devoted to consideration of the proposed Kansas City
plan and the bodv adjourned until
Tuesday at 11 A.M. when the matter will again be taker.) up.
Denial was made by Executive
Secretary John C. Flinn last night
of a report that the Authority intends to abandon preparation of
schedules for the current year.
George J. Schaefer presided at yesterday's meeting, at which about
ten appeals were decided.

Proceedings
on Infringement Actions Will Await
Supreme Court Ruling
Attorneys representing American
Tri-Ergon Corp. and various producers and distributors made defendants in its patent infringement
actions have formally agreed to suspend court proceedings pending disposition by the U. S. Supreme Court
in Washington of the two appeals
on the flywheel and double print
patent cases. Approximately 25 actions instituted by the William Fox
outfit against the electrics ard film
companies are in various stages of
litigation.

Dissolution of the American Society of Composers, Authors & Publishers, being attempted by the Government in its recently filed antitrust suit, would mean that about
800 song writers would have to deal
individually with the thousands of
users of music, "necessitating useless expenditure of tremendous
amounts of money and retarding
business rather than aiding it", according to a brochure just put out
by Ascap.
The booklet contains reprints of
editorials that have appeared in
various newspapers of the country
upholding the Society's position. In
a preface, Ascap points out that the
individual song writer could not
economically set up an organization
G-B Field Personnel
to represent him in each of the 48
Complete in 10 Days states, and moreover that the wilful
Theater supply business is much
With a sales force comprising 55 theft of music without payment of improved lately, due partly to general economic betterment but more
royalties
would
become
flagrant.
men now functioning, George W.
Some (Continued
15,000 theaters,
700 radio especially to the Federal Housing
on Page 7)
Weeks, general sales marager of
Administration's loans to theaters
Gaumont-British, will have his enfor new
it was stated
to
tire distribution setuD in operation
The
Filmequipment,
Daily yesterday
by J. E.
within 10 days. Only key city yet to Lou Lusty is Appointed
be organized is San Francisco, which
Robir, president of the Independent
Cohn's
Coast Bureau
of THE Assistant
FILM DAILY
will be set up by Weeks after a West Harrv
Theater
Supply itsDealers
which
is holding
midyear Ass'n.
board
visit to Los Angeles. Weeks, who arHollywood— Lou Lusty has been
rives in Hollywood today from Dal- promoted to an executive position meeting (Continued
here. onThe
Page association,
7)
las, leaves next Friday for Frisco, as assistant to Harry Cohn at the
returning to New York about Dec. 1. Columbia Pictures studios.

Service Unions Meet in 1 0 Days
To Discuss Closed Shop Plans

UPTURN IS REPORTED
BY SUPPLY DEALERS

Carolina Theater Owners
Meet Dec. 9 in Charlotte

Charlotte, N. C— Theater Owners
of North and South Carolina, headed by Charles W. Picquet, will hold
Within the next 10 days, the its 22nd annual convention at the
Walt Disnev Making
Greater
New
York
Council
of
the
Animated Feature
Hotel Charlotte here Dec. 9-10.
Building Service Employees InterWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
national Union, which embraces 13
Hollywood — Walt Disney is re- unions including elevator operators
One for Ripley
ported planning to produce a fea- ushers, window washers, women
ture-length animated cartoon. Title office cleaners, superintendents and
Omaha — I. Mortimer Weiner, Columbia salesman just returned from two
of the production is said to be janitors and general service help
weeks in the late drought belt of South
"Snow White and the Fairies". It will move unitedly against buildings
Dakota, says he found the country very
is not known whether the feature in the Times Square district with
much revived, with movie houses doing
good business, many buying new equipwill be released by United Artists, a demand for a closed shop and
ment— and none asking for reductions
in film rentals!
or the alternative of a
which handles Disney's Mickey higher wages
(Continued
on
Page
6)
Mouse and Silly Symphony cartoons.
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Coming and Going

Universal's release schedule for
/November and December has been
partly revised and the list augLESLIE HOWARD, having completed his rol
mented by the addition of four picLondon Films' "Scarlet Pimpernel" f<j
tures for January. Release dates in
United Artists release,
sailed from Englan
York.
as now set are as follows: "Strange aboard the Berengaria on Wednesday for Ne
Wives", Nov. 19; "Imitation of
Life," Nov. 26; "Night Life of the
western
division
manag_
nextPAULweek.LAZARUS,
Gods", Dec. 3; "Man Who Reclaim- for United Artists, is due in New York earl
ed His Head", Dec. 10; "Secret of
SEADLER of M-G-M and OSCAR DOO
the Chateau", Dec. 17; "I've Been ofSILoew's
have returned east afN
RKO Units Report Loss Around",
at the M-G-M
studios.
Dec. 24; "Good Fairy", conferences circuit
Dec.
31;
"I
Murdered
a
Man",
Jan.
Net loss of $168,546.35, after all
MARY BRIAN, who was to have come «
charges including depreciation of 7; "Mystery of Edwin Drood", Jan. for the Broadway revue, "Calling All Stars,
her role in Paramount's "Colleg
$703,263.51, is reported by Keith- 14; "Straight from the Heart", Jan. following
Rhythm," has changed her mind and is re
maining on the coast.
Albee-Orpheum Corp. for the 39 21; "Princess O'Hara", Jan. 28.
weeks er.ded Sept. 29, compared
OSGOOD PERKINS has returned to New Yoi
with loss of $552,792.60 in the same Mass. Racing Bills Passed fr6m the Coast.
1933 period. B. B. Keith Corp. reBoston- — Horse racing and pariArnold Albert Promoted
ports a 39-week loss of $173,603.75
everywhere in Masafter all charges including depre- mutuels passed
Arnold
Albert has been promote!
sachusetts, final election returns
ciation of $569,303.64, against a
show. Dog racing passed by a slim by Charlie Einfeld, Warner execui
$354,038.53 loss last year.
tive in charge of advertising ami
margin in all counties but Dukes.
publicity, to the post of exploits!
tion
editor assisting Gilbert Goldei
Rosamund
Pinchot's First
28 Fox Films Available for B'way in charge of the company's pres
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Total of 28 Fox pictures are made books. Albert succeeds Lee Blun
Hollywood — "The Brave Live On,"
original by Florence Ryerson and available for Broadway houses ow- berg, who steps up to the positia
assistant promotion manage)
Colin Clements, will be the first
ing to cancellation of the deal un- of
Rosamund Pinchot vehicle under her
der which the Mayfair, Walter under Sidney C. Davidson.
recently signed M-G-M contract. Reade operation, was to get 35
Fleck Heads RKO Sound Dept.J
David O. Selznick will produce it. weeks of Fox pictures. Out of 52
pictures on the company's program, West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAW
outside of Westerns, the Music Hall
Hollywood — Fred Fleck has be^
Charlie Murray Back to Coast
has first call on 24 features.
appointed head of the sound recorc
Jacksonville, Fla. — Charlie Muring department at the RKO studioi
ray, comedian, who with Mrs. MurHe has been with RKO for five yeai
Urges Subsidy for Civic Films
ray has been on an annual visit to
as assistant director, budget expei
their daughter and son-in-law, Mr
Atlantic City — Addressing the and assistant to C. D. White, studl
and Mrs. William R. McQuaid, stated New Jersey Parent-Teacher Con- manager.
this week that he will return shortgress here yesterday, Mrs. Robbins
ly to the coast to resume work in Gilman gave another of her spiels
Gable, Constance Bennett Teamed
comedies with George Sidney.
urging production and support of West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIL
films strictly for educational and
Hollywood — Clark Gable and Co}
free recreation purposes. She ad- stance Bennett will be co-starred b
Lincoln Operators Sign
vocated new taxes or subsidies to M-G-M in a story temporarily titlfl
Lncoln, Neb. — Contracts with
"Town Talk," formerly known
operators have been signed by J. enable production of such pictures.
"Copy Cat," to be directed by Roj
H. Cooper for Lincoln Theater Corp.
ert Z. Leonard.
Non-Theatrical Ruling Reversed
The scale is $52.50 for a 35-hour
Detroit
—
The
local
grievance
week, against $42 for a 30-hour
Premiums Flourish in Detroit
week before Sunday shows went into board's general ruling' against all
Detroit — Half of the neighborho
free non-theatricals within 25 miles
effect.
of a theater has been reversed by houses here are using premiums,
cording to Ed H. Beck, who is
"White Parade" in Dual L. A. Run the Code Authority. The board still tablishing
local representation ii
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY has the power to restrict or eliminate non-theatricals when unfair to Streimer Ad Service.
Hollywood— "The White Parade"
"I'll Fix It" Opens at Palace I
will play Grauman's Chinese and any particular house.
Loew's State, day and date, starting
Columbia's "I'll Fix It," with Ja<i
Hungarian Spectacle for Tobis
Nov. 15, being the first nicture to
Holt and Mona Barrie, will have 8,
start the new nolicy. The stage
"Rakoczi March," an elaborate New York premiere today at tlf
show will be eliminated at Grau- spectacle film in Hungarian, being RKO Palace.
man's Chinese.
distributed here by Danubia Pictures, will open Nov. 16 at the Tobis
Theater.
Liberty Closes Deals in South
Liberty Pictures has closed nego"Tragedy" Suit Settled
tiations with First Division for distribution of the Liberty proeram in
Syracuse — Suit of Mrs. Mirerva
the Atlanta, Charlotte and New Or- Brown against Paramount, alleging
leans territories. Included in the libel in "An American Tragedy",
deal is a franchise arrangement Theodore Dreiser novel which was
with Bigr Feature Rights for Ken- filmed, has been settled for "sevtucky and Tennessee.
eral thousand dollars."
42nd St. Theater Leased
Regular Eastman Dividends
Okaybud Corp., headed by Max
Regular quarterly dividends of
$1.50 on the common and $1 on the Wilner, has leased the Apollo TheForrest
Halsey
preferred have been declared by
ater on West 42nd St. from BurgEastman Kodak, both payable Jan. wyn Realty Corp. O'Gara & Co. was
2 to stock of record Dec. 5.
the real estate agent in the deal.
Hearings on claims against Fox
Theaters Corp., now in equity receivership, will take place Nov. 23
and Dec. 7 before special master
Cortland Palmer. Dates for the
hearings were set yesterday by Palmer during a presentation of claims.
About 20 claimants appeared in person out of a total of 40 claims filed.

MEWS OF THE WEEK IN PHOTO-REVIEW
WARNER

LOT LURES CELEBS

in droves to watch filming

of spectacular 'Sweet Music'* and Muni's 'Black Hell.'°
Here's Rudy Vallee (leftl registering Grade A jealousy as Ann
Dvorak congratulates California's Governor-Elect Merriam.

AND HERE'S SIR CHARLES KINGSFORD-SMITH, fresh
from epic Australian flight, greeted by Jack L. Warner,
Hal Wallis, George Brent and 'Devil Dogs of the Air' stars
as he inspects progress
of five big Warner
specials.

THANKSGIVING

DAY

RADIO

PLUG

set for 'Flirtation Walk' with broadcast of
story on '45-Minutes-in-Hollywood' program added to vast publicity planned for
holiday premieres in scores of key spots.0
LIGHTS GO

UP on 3 new Warner sets

in week, with production starting on
Jolson-Keeler's 'Casino de Paree,'° (left)
Kay Francis in 'Living on Velvet,'*
and Barbara Stanwyck's 'North Shore.'*
UIQUE

TIMES

SQUARE

BALLY

(below) draws all-day mobs like this

■ Rialto run of 'Six Day Bike Rider,' as Joe E. Brown exploitation special
■osts grosses to 20% over house averages in Chicago and Boston.0

DESIGN

FOR

A CLEAN-UP

pointed out by three Busby Berkeley beau-

ties as they rest up for final scene of 'Gold Diggers of 1935,' in which resourceful spectacle tycoon promises to dwarf magnitude of 1933 predecessor.0
*A Warner Bros. Picture

°A First Notional Picture

Vitagraph, Inc., Distributors
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TOMORROW,

GIRLS

RIVOLI THEATRE, N. Y.

THE

•c&m
DAILY

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

-Nov. 12:

Annual ball sponsored by Motion Picture Post of American Legion, Hotel Statler
Boston.

Nov. 12-13: Independent exhibitor convention
under auspices of Allied Theater Owners,
Inc., to discuss
current
problems,
Hotel
Nov. 13: Allied Theater Owners of New Jersey
meeting, Gold Room, Hotel Lincoln, New
York, 2 P. M.
Nov. 13:
Meeting
of
Independent
Exhibitors,
Inc., of Mass.,
Me.,
N.
H., R. I. and
Vr., 69 Church St., Boston.
1 :30 P. M.
Kirkwood, Des Moines, Iowa.
Nov. 18-19: Allied Theater Owners of Texas
Convention,
Hotel Jefferson, Dallas.
Theater Owners of
Hotel Lincoln, New
Theater Owners of
Hotel Lincoln, New

New Incorporations

m "LOTS"
froWILK
iBy RALPH
A LITTLE
HOLLYWOOD

Nov. 20: Allied
sey meeting,
Nov. 27: Allied
sey meeting,
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New JerYork.
New JerYork.

Nov. 29: Screen Actors' Guild ball, Biltmore
Bowl,
Hollywood.
Dec.

5: Warner Club's Second Annual Banquet and Movie Ball, Club, Schenectady
N. Y.
Dec. 9-10: Theater Owners of North and
South Carolina 22nd annual convention.
Hotel
Charlotte,
Charlotte,
N. C.

Dec. 10: Warner Bros, annual stockholders'
meeting,
Wilmington,
Del.
Dec. 20: A.M.P.A. Christmas Dniner, Hotel
Astor.
New York.

13 Service Unions Join
In Closed Shop Demand
{.Continued from Page 1)

strike, it was stated to The
Daily yesterday by James J.
brick, president of the Greater
York Council and president of
- 32B, elevator operators.

Film
BamNew
Local

Bambrick said that where a building houses
a theater as in the case of the Paramount,
Loew's State, Capitol, RKO, and other structures in the Broadway area, the owners will
have to grant a closed shop to unions affiliated
with the Greater New York Council of Building Service Employes in the theater as well
as in the theater building if a strike is called
and the unions are victorious.

Local 95 Names Committee
Appointment of a committee to formally
present contracts calling for a closed shop
and higher wages to all exhibitors was made
Wednesday night at a meeting of the executive board of Local 95, Theater and Amusement Employes Union. The committee which
includes James Wilson, financial secretary of
Local 95, and Max Levine, temporary business agent, will begin distribution of the
contracts following a mass meeting of the
Local 95 membership on Nov. 13 at 752
Eighth Ave.

Re-Issuing Harry Careys
Artclass Film Exchanges announces that it has completed arrangements for the immediate reissue of four Harry Carey productions, originally released by the
company through the states right
market a few years ago. They are
"Cavalier of the West," "Without
Honors," "Border Devils" and "The
Night Rider."
Marquee Wisdom
Detroit — Manager Jacob I. London
presented his femme patrons with
a sign the first half of this week
reading:
NOW
AND
FOREVER
LADIES
SHOULD
LISTEN

QENE LOCKHARDT has one of
the featured roles in "I've Been
Around," at Universal. Upon its
completion, he will return to RKO.
where he is under contract. His
next assignment is "The Puzzle of
the Pepper Tree." He was given a
long term contract following his
work in "By TYourT Leave."
T

this

is their first appearance
gether in a picture.
Y

T

to-

▼

More Passing Show: Will Rogers.
Jimmy Durante, Bert Wheeler, Al
Shean, Lou Ostrow, Vic Orsatti,
Mitchell Gertz, Abe Meyer at Jack
Osterman's "Sunday
Frolics."
▼ T Night
T

William Conselman has been assigned by Producer B. G. DeSylva
to adapt Annie Fellows Johnston's
Our Passing Show: William Le- "Little
Colonel" stories as a vehicle
Baron, William Orr, Billie Burke,
Shirley Temple. Irving CumDavid Burton, Robert Presnell, Al- for
mings
will
direct.
bert Lewis, Don Mersereau, Alice
T
T
T
White, Sy Bartlett, Norman Foster,
Miriam Hopkins is spending her
Seymour Felix, Walter Myers at the
New York vacation studying color
Vendome.
photography in connection with her
William K. Howard will start the forthcoming role in RKO's Technicolor feature,
"Becky
Sharp."
▼
T
T
direction of "Vanessa," at M-G-M,
next week. The cast is headed by
Lucille Brown has the leading role
Helen Hayes, Robert Montgomery
and Otto Kruger.
opposite John Wayne in "Rainbow
▼
▼
T
Valley," Lone Star western for Monogram which Paul Malvern will produce with Robert N. Bradbury
Production
on Max
Reinhardt's
first picture, "Midsummer
Night's directing. Others in the cast are
Dream," is scheduled to start Dec. LeRoy Mason, George Hayes, Buf1 at the Warner studios.
falo Bill, Jr., Lloyd Ingram, Henry
Roquemore, Fern Emmett and Bert
Dillard.
Lindsley Parsons did the
Arthur Hohl, and Douglas Dumplay.
brille have been assigned to roles story and screen
Y ▼ ▼
in
Columbia's
"Passport
to
Fame",
in which Edward G. Robinson will
The four-way contract with Jack
be starred.
Donohue as dance director, actor,
T
▼
T
writer and director has been renewed by Fox for an additional year.
Henry King is at Arrowhead Hot
Springs, where he and Edwin Burke Donohue's next assignment for the
are putting the final writing touches company will be the arrangement of
dance and ensemble numbers for
on "One More Spring," which King
will direct for Fox, with production George White's
'Scandals."
T
T
T
starting this month.
▼
T
T
Acting immediately on the heels
Margot and Mary Sage, nieces of of Governor Frank F. Merriam's vicOliver Hardy, are appearing with
tory at the California polls over Upton Sinclair Paramount announced
Laurel and Hardy in "The Live
18
feature
films scheduled for imGhost." The girls, who are twins,
mediate production and an addition
are natives of Atlanta, Ga. Margot
appeared in "Babes in Toyland," but of 300 more employes to the payroll.
T

t

t

▼

▼

T

NEW
YORK
Claremont Pictures Corp., Manhattan. All
branches of motion picture business; capital,
$50,000. Samuel J. Schwartzman, Ben Kessler
and
Esther
Lasner.
Vatican Pictures Corp., New York City. Motion picture films; capital, 200 shares. Edward
S. Williams, C. N. Caldwell and David H.
Jackman.
Northern
Circuit
Co., Inc., Syracuse,
Theatrical
enterprises;
capital,
200
George
E. Smith,
Robert W.
Case
and
beth Surwick.

N. Y.
shares.
Eliza-

I

Monroe Movies, Inc., Manhattan. Theatrical
lan. motion pictures; capital, 100 shares. Bernand
ard Gore, Leopold Freiman and Adelaide KapMid-West Distributors, Inc., New York City.
Motion picture films; capital, 100 shares.
Jerome
Edwards, Martin J. Desmond and Richard E. Beck.
Onondaga
Civic
Theater,
Inc., Syracuse,
N.
Y.
Dramatic plays and motion pictures; capital,
100
shares.
Jay
Gardner,
Levenworth
Steele and Coley C. Young.
Home
Again,
Inc., Manhattan.
Motion pictures and vaudeville; capital, $6,500.
Herbert
M.
Greenberger,
Thomas
J.
W.
Geraty
and Lillian Thaler.

1
I

j

Hampton Productions, Inc., Manhattan. Theatrical, motion picture and musical offerings,
capital, 100 shares. H. C. Potter, Mortimer
Ackerman and George Haight.
Cajo Company, Inc., New York City.
Motion
and sound pictures; capital, $1,000.
L. Schneider, G. Schwartz and
M. Waller.
ILLINOIS
Damen Amusement Co., 310 S. Michigan Ave.,
Chicago. A. Beck, W. Kutok and M. Applebaum. Buy, lease or acquire and operate
theaters
and places of amusement.
M. K. Theaters Circuit, Inc., 188 W. Randolph
St., Chicago. Sol R. Malkin, Isadore Kharasck
and C. Abramson. Establish, maintain, operate, manage and control a theater or theaters
or plrces of amusement.
Public Theater Co., 33 N. La Salle St., Chicago. Jack Rubin, Louis M. Levin and Florence Stamler. Manage, operate, rent and lease
theaters,
places of amusement,
etc.
Groveland Theater Co., 33 N. La Salle St.,
Chicago. Jack Rubin, Louis M. Levin and
Florence Stamler. Manage, lease, rent and
operate
theaters,
places of amusement,
etc.

Branch Again Heads
Allied of Michigan .
(Continued from Page 1)

Sam Brown, Fred Deloder, D. E. \
Kirschner, William London, James
Ritter, F. H. Schneider, Alec Schreiber, J. E. Stocker, Lew Wisper.
Mike Chargot, all of Detroit, and
the following state members: C. H
Bechler of Charlotte; Glen C. Cross,
Putting Big Campaign
Says Classifying Films
of Battle Creek; Abraham Eiseman
Jim Minter both of Flint; Allen
Will Pacify Reformers and
Johnson, W. E. Goodrich and Ray
Behind
"Broadway
Bill"
Dallas- — Theaters may avoid con- Taylor, all of Grand Rapids; J. C.
A big cooperative newspaper
flict with film reformers if they
Peck, of Fenton; P. C. Schram, of
campaign on Columbia's new Frank
Capra production, "Broadway Bill," adopt a plan for irdicating suit- Kalamazoo, and William Cassiday
ability of pictures for family or of Midland.
starring Warner Baxter and Myrna
Loy, has been set in about 50 cities adult audiences in their advertising
Strong opposition was expressed
by the Biow Co. In addition some material, declared George W. Weeks,
Ascap's new music rates
30 magazines will have ads on the Gaumont British general sales man- towards
and appeal was made for financial
picture in their January issues.
ager, in an interview here before support. The convention concluded
George Brown of the Biow agency leaving for the Coast yesterday. with a dinner-dance. Abram F.
is contact man with Columbia on Preliminary reports from Philadel- Myers, Allied General Counsel, adthe campaign.
dressed the convention yesterday
phia, where a major circuit is trying the system, give the impression afternoon.
that it is practical, said Weeks.
Bailey Loses Grievance Complaint
3 for Fox on Broadway
New Mickey Mouse at Rivoli
New Orleans — Bailey circuit's
complaint that Warners had sold
Fox has three pictures currently on
"The Dognapper," latest Walt
Broadway. The "White Parade" opens
away from it while he held an ap- Disney Mickey Mouse cartoon, will
today at the Paramount, "The First
premiere at the Rivoli toplication for Warner product, was have its morrow
World War" is at the Rialto and "365
in conjunction with Eddie
Nights in Hollywood" is being played
decided in favor of Warners by the Cantor's "Kid Millions," both reby the Mayfair.
leased through United Artists.
grievance board.
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REVIEW
Warner

with

Baxter

and

"BROADWAY

Walter

Myrna

«
Loy

Connolly,
Helen
Vinson
and
Lynn Overman
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
Columbia
Time, not set.
A HONEY FOR ANY THEATER. BOXOFFICE TEAM IN HUMAN STORY NICELY HANDLED ALL AROUND.
This production has what it takes to
bring them in. A warm, human story, expert direction by Frank Capra, a fine
adaptation by Robert Riskin of the Mark
Hellinger story, and a box-office sweetheart team in Warner Baxter and Myrna
Loy, combine to give the picture plenty
of pull.\Baxter plays the role of a chap
who likes horse racing and the open road
far more than his home town and business.
He leaves with Broadway Bill, his horse,
and Clarence Muse, trainer, and is followed
by Myrna, who loves him. Baxter has many
trials and tribulations with his horse until
it finally wins the big race, only to die of
heart disease after crossing the line. Baxter's wife, Helen Vinson, divorces him and
he marries Myrna. vCapra has guided some
of the most amusing scenes ever screened,
and the horse race is a thriller. Raymond Walburn and Lynn Overman furnish
most of the comedy, while Walter Connolly is good as Baxter's father-in-law.
Joseph Walker's camera work is excellent.
Cast: Warner Baxter, Myrna Lov, Helen
Vinson, Walter Connolly, Lynn Overman
Raymond Walburn, Clarence Muse.
Director, Frank Capra; Author, Mark
Hellinger; Screen play, Robert RiskinCameraman, Joseph Walker; Recording Engineer, Edward Bernds; Editor, Gene Havlick.
Direction, Aces.
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Photography, A-l

Little Talent Abroad
Says Clarence Brown

WITH

PHIL M. DALY
• • • AT THE closed business luncheon of the AMPA
yesterday it was voted unanimously to admit the femme
pressagents as associate members that simple statement
carries a world of significance it means official recognition to the small army of girls who have been working alongside the male pressagents for years doing their share in
the publicity work of the industry and doing a swell job,
too
it took a progressive AMPA administration to recognize the palpable, the obvious and the self-evident fact that
other administrations have failed to act upon
that the
Feminine Mind and Slant in motion picture publicity is INVALUABLE because ours is a business that caters to at least 85 ner
cent to Feminine Minds and Slants ergo
the advertising association of the industry should recognize them as
part of AMPA
to ignore them officially as has been the
custom heretofore is about as bright and horsesensy as a gent
backing a millinery shop to install nothing but male salesmen.

Ascap Says Breakup
Would Raise Costs
(.Continued from Page 1)

stations and from 8,000 to 10,000
hotels are users of music, says
Ascap and in addition to its membership of 800 the Society has reciprocal agreements with some 45,000 members of similar societies in
16 foreign countries.

Canton, O. — Johnny Manuel, for
some time manager of Warners' Alhambra here, has been named manager of the Lake, Cleveland.
Republic, Wash. — The Liberty has
been opened by Mrs. M. E. Culp.
Elyria, O. — John Pekras
opened his Dreamland.

has

• • • THE BIG surprise of the meeting was the report
of the Unemployment Committee . . presented by chairman
Marvin Kirsch
the work accomplished in this administration amazed everyone present
and called for rising applause to Marvin and his Committee as he finished look
at the Record!
at the start of the present regime there
were 39 AMPA members out of work . now there are 13
and 7 of these have temporary jobs . with good prospects
for the others being taken care of soon with the theater publicity situation opening up
31 femme secretaries, bookkeepers and phone operators placed 16 theater managers
11 theater men
.
9 film salesmen
so jobs for 26
AMPA men in this short time isn't bad
of the 14 nonmembers who have secured positions through the association
6 have joined up
and the rest soon will
Mister Kirsch
read a few letters from men who had been placed expressing:
their heartfelt thanks
it would have done your heart good
to listen to 'em
• •
• OTHER
IMPORTANT
matters discussed
Paul Benjamin told of the sale of tickets for the Nash car
on which it is hoped to realize at least $6,000 for the Film
Relief Funds
Prexv Billy Ferguson outlined a little of the
elaborate plans for the Minstrel luncheon on Nov. 28
with
nothing but AMPA
talent participating Paul also outlined a plan for issuing a seal to members certifying that
they are members of the association to be used alongside
their name in sending out publicity notices to the press
newspapers and magazines are to be contacted to give preference to stories from these AMPA Sealect and Certified nrop«ageys
and several publications have already agreed to cooperate aGrand Idea . .
that will build the organization
prestisre and power immeasurably and some dumb alleged
publicity men in this biz have been dodging joining up!
oh, well
T
▼
T
•

•
• ALL HANDS agreed that it was the most constructive business meeting of the AMPA that they could recall .
this pre.ssagent outfit is moving forward at an impressive pace
_ proving that AMPA can raise the status of the publicity
man in the eyes of all . be of real constructive assistance
and still have a helluva lot of fun at the regular luncheons doing it
Prexy William Ferguson will go down in the
annals of the association as the greatest organizer and administrator the AMPA has ever known
for his driving power
and enthusiasm must be credited with a big percentage of the
results
backed by a hard working bunch of officers on his
staff .
and the various committee members

«

«

«

»

»

»

re-

Juneau, Alaska — The Uptown
Theater here, owned by E. Paulson, was recently opened.
Van Wert, O — Peter N. Hulsken,
Lima architect, is drafting plans for
a new movie theater here. Schine
circuit is said to be interested.
Tarentum, Pa. — Lou Fordan has
replaced Abe Halle, Warner manager, who has been transferred to
the Philadelphia zone.
Bucyrus, O. — Milton Bryer
now in charge of the State.

(Continued from Page 1)

Joan Crawford is second from the
standpoint of audience popularity.
American stars who were established in this country two years ago
are now in tremendous demand
abroad, Brown observed, this being
particularly true of Clark Gable.
American directors are more widely known in Europe than they are
in their native land, he declared.
Brown will make a maximum of
nine pictures under his new M-G-M
contract which becomes effective
Nov. 15. He leaves New York Wednesday on his return to the Coast.
His foreign tour included England,
France, Austria, Switzerland, Hungary and Italy. Mrs. Brown, known
to film audiences as Alice Joyce,
has no intention of again working
in pictures.

NEWSofDAY«

is

Upturn is Reported
(Continued
from Page Dealers
1)
By Supply
through its engineering committee,
will continue irvestigating the
claims of merit of various pieces of
apparatus offered to exhibitors and
through advertising and its members
will acquaint exhibitors with its
findings in an effort to standardize
equipment in the motion picture
field, Robins said.
The board will discuss the new
theater
and industry
other mat-at
ters of supply
interestcode
to the
its sessions which are expected to
end Saturday, Robins stated. Among
those present or slated to attend
the board meet are J. C. Hornstein,
Clem Rizzo of Philadelphia, K. R.
Douglas of Boston, H. W. Graham
of Derver, R. A Smith of Milwaukee, and M. Rubin of Detroit.
Harper Plans "Spirit of '33" Series
J. H. Harper announces that he
plans to start production soon on a
series of pictures titled "The Spirit
of '33" in cooperation with various
departments of the Federal Government. He goes to Washington today
to confer with officials of the Post
Office, Treasury, Navy and Labor
departments.
Bulletin on Photo-Electric Cells
St. Charles, 111. — Continental
Electric Co., manufacturers of Cetron photo electric cells and other
vacuum devices, has issued bulletin
concerning photo electric cells and
their various applications.
Seek to Close Sunday Shows
Sharon, Pa. — Newly organized
Civic League of Sharon is getting
up a petition to close Sunday shows.
Feagin
Feagin Putting
School on
of "Trelawney"
Dramatic Art
will present senior students in Pinero's "Trelawney of the Wells" tonight in the 57th St. Playhouse.
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1934 Film Imports Headed for New

<S CENT*

193*

High Mark

OX THEATERS CORP. CLAIMS TOTAL $207000,000
IB Releases Are Listed by Gaumont- British for 1935
'elease Dates Already Set
on 11 Films— 17 More
in Preparation

78,000,000 Annual Attendance in Australia
Sydney, (By Cable) — Annual attendance in Australian theaters is now estimated at about 78,000,000. Latest survey indicates that at present there are
1,134 houses operating in the country.

London — Preliminary announcelent of "Gaumont-British releases
>r 1935 includes 28 productions, inuding four Twickenham producons, five Gainsboroughs, one Toeitz, one Joe Rock, one British &
ontinental and one Wainwright.
leven already have release dates
t, as follows: "Jew Suss," with
Strong differences of opinion are
onrad Veidt, Jan. 7; "Bella Doni," with Conrad Veidt and Mary provoking discussions between distributor and exhibitor members of
Mis, Jan. 21; "The Man Who
new Too Much," with Leslie Banks the Code Authority on the question
of whether or not clearance set up
id Edna(Continued
Best, onFeb.
Page 4;
3) "School
in film deals already made for the
1934-35 season can be disturbed to
comply with whatever zoning and
clearance schedules are eventually
adopted by the body.
Distributor executives feel that
inasmuch as there were no schedules to regulate the situation at the
time of signing of contracts in question, they are inviolate from the
Kenneth Thomson, secretary of
standpoint of future changes. On
le Screen Actors' Guild, and the other hand, some exhibitor leadawrence Beilenson, attorney, who
(Continued on Page 3)
rrived yesterday from the coast
y plane, are to confer at noon toay with Equity officials on details Offer $10,000 Prizes
f the projected affiliation between

CHALLENGES CLAIMS
OPINIONS CONFLICT
OF MUSIC SOCIETY
ON ZONING STATUS

iUILD MEN CONFER
WITH EQUITY TODAY

(Continued

on Page 2)

iix RKO Radio Releases
Scheduled for This Month
RKO Radio's releases scheduled
>r this month have been increased to
ix pictures. In addition to "Kenucky Kernels" "By Your Leave"
nd "Woman in the Dark", which
ave just gone in release, the list
icludes "Girl of the Islands", for
elease Nov. 16; "Anne of Green
rabies", Thanksgiving week, and
The Silver Streak", Nov. 30.
Vaude Plus 2 First-Runs
Seattle — New policy instituted this
week at the Paramount, one ot the
major houses in the Evergreen Theaters
group headed by Frank L Newman, Sr.,
includes big-time vaudeville in addition to two first-run
features.

President Ed Kuykendall of the
M. P. T. O. A. yesterday took a
swing at the Ascap statement to the
effect that dissolution of its society,
as sought in a pending Federal suit,
would result in "useless expenditure
of tremendous amounts of money
and retard the business rather than
"As it."
a matter of fact," observed
aiding
Kuykendall,
speaking with regard to
the motion
industry,
"dissolution of picture
Ascap would
simplify
matters and allow music people to
individually
negotiate with the pro(Continued on Page 3)

Six Landlord Claims Are
Major Item Against
Fox Theaters
Claims amounting to $20,000,000
against Fox Theaters Corp. have
been filed with Cortland Palmer, special master appointed by the court,
The Film Daily learns. Six landlord claims make up the greater
part of the total amount and it is
understood that these six claims will
be greatly reduced either before
trial or at a hearing before Palmer,
who has set Nov. 23 and Dec. 7 for
the confabs. Other dates for hearings and trials will be set this week.
Archibald R. Watson counsel for Fox
Theaters resigned from that office
Oct. 30 it became known yesterday.

JOE HORNSTEIN QUITS
CONT'L ACCESSORIES

Joe Hornstein, veteran equipment
man, has resigned as head of Continental Theater Accessories and is
Decision is Postponed
being succeeded by Herman Maier.
construction
engineer, who has been
On K. C. Premium Ban
identified with the concern for some
Kansas
City
—
Decision
was
reIn Para. Sales Drive
served by the grievance board this time. Hornstein, who was formerly
Paramount will award $10,000 in week in the case wherein L. J. Mc- with National Theater Supply Co..
prizes in connection with a sales
of Fox Midwest's Linwood has not announced his plans.
drive to run 13 weeks from Jan. 1 Theater Carthyfiled
complaint against
to March 30 and which will be known Charles Potter of the Baltis and E.
Pathe News to Mark
as the 3-1-1 Contest. Top prize is S. Young of the Roanoke for use
24th Year of Service
of
premiums
despite
the
ban
placed
$1,000 for the manager of the lead(Continued on Page 3)
Pathe News tomorrow will celeing district.
brate its 24th anniversary. First
of the world-wide motion picture
news-gathering organizations, it was
founded by Charles Pathe in France
and began operating in this country in 1910
under onthePageeditorship
of
(Continued
2)

Film Imports for This Year
Are Expected to Exceed 200
Deny Producers Quitting
Academy of M. P. Arts

Film imports for 1934 will probably set a new high mark, topping
the
1932 high of 196 and substantialWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
last year's figure of
Hollywood — Reports that produc- 137,ly exceeding
to current Film
ers will abandon membership in the Daily according
records. The decline in 1933
Academy of M. P. Arts & Sciences was due chiefly to a drop to
in
were denied yesterlay by Frank German films as compared with54 106
Lloyd, newly elected president of
(Continued
on
Page
3)
the Academy.

Wanger to Make Color Film
W est Coast Bur., THE

FILM

Hollywood
"Vogue of
sical fashion— extravaganza,
entirely in color with the
color three-color process,
by Walter Wanger.

DAILY

1935,"
muto
be filmed
new Techniis announced
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Pathe News to Mark
Guild Men Confer
24th Year of Service
With Equity Today
(Continued jrom Page
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president.
Bradley Heads F. D. Art Dept.
RKO Radio has closed a product
George E. Bradley, formerly pubdeal with the Publix-Bamford cirlicity representative for First Nacuit of South Carolina. Cresson
tional in Hollywood, has been enSmith, western sales manager, and
gaged by Harry H. Thomas to head
R. C. Price, Charlotte branch man- First Division's new art department.
ager, acted for RKO.
Others in the department are Leo
Manso, Antonio Pertruccelli and
Herbert
Kurth. First assignment
Aviles Here to Seek Material
on
"Hei
Adolfo R. Aviles, motion picture is
adventure filmTiki,"
from First
New Division's
Zealand.
commentator for Radio Splendid
Office space in the RKO building
important Buenos Aires broadcast- has been leased by John Curtis as
ing company, has arrived in New
York where he will remain several vice-president and treasurer of the
weeks before going to Hollywood newly
ductions.organized First Division Prowhere he will acquire radio material. He also represents the news"El Diario," published at
Big extensive
Campaign nationwide
on "Minister"camBuenos paper
Aires.
An

RKO-Bamford

Deal

paign on "The Little Minister," new
Katharine Hepburn picture, has been
Services for Le Page
set by RKO under the direction of
Superior, Wis. — Funeral services S. Barret McCormick, director of
were held here yesterday for Napo- advertising and publicity. The drive
leon Le Page, 62, for many years starts with a full-page ad in the
owner
and operator
the sold
People's
and Rialto
theaters.of He
the January issues of 10 fan magazines
houses in 1919 and moved to St. with 14,000,000 readers.
Cloud, Minn., where he also operFarnol Joining Donahue & Coe
ated a theater for a number of
Lynn Farnol, who has resigned as
years.
director of publicity for Samuel
Turn House Over to Actors
Goldwyn, is understood joining Donahue & Coe to handle its recentlyNew Orleans — The Crescent only acquired
Music Hall account. Lord
stage show house here, was turned & Thomas
formerly handled this
over to the actors this week by the
theater's advertising.
management. House has been working on a cooperative plan in certain departments and will probably
Hub Exchange Gets Carewe Film
struggle along on that basis.
Jerry Wolff, general sales manager of Raspin Productions, has closed
Critic Sells Play
a franchise deal for Edwin Carewe's
production,
"Are
We Civilized?"
George Holland, critic on the Bos- with
Hub Film
Exchange,
Boston.
ton "American", has sold his play.
"High in the Sky," to Tommy Mit"U" Closes New Orleans Deals
chell, director and producer. Mitchell will direct the play as well as
New Orleans — Deals for Universact the leading male part. The
al product have been closed with
play is scheduled to go into re- the Saenger and affiliated circuits,
hearsal within the next two weeks. United Theaters, and are reported
Richard Krakeur, of the Leo Mor- closed with the Rupert Richards
rison office completed the deal.
group.
Lambs' Ball Dec. 8 at Waldorf
Sylvia Froos Option Exercised
Sixtieth anniversary dinner and
Educational has exercised its option on the services of Sylvia Froos. ball of the Lambs will be held Dec.
radio-screen star, following her ap- 8 at the Waldorf-Astoria.
pearance in three pictures.
Edward
A. McAuliffe
Dies
C'ncinnati — Edward A. McAuliffe
Ivy Lee Dead
operator, died Thursday of
Ivy Lee, public relations counsel theater
heart attack. He recently handled
for John D. Rockefeller and num- ahouses
in
Dayton and Portsmouth.
erous corporations, died yesterday
at St. Luke's Hospital after a short
illness. He was the country's foremost publicity expert.

Edwin
Roland
Young
Pat O'Brien
Raquel Torres

H.

Walk
Edwin
Knopf
Dave Weshner
Bruce G. Coleman

BOOK
THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S

(Continued from Page 1)

Equity and the Guild. President Charles Franconi. It now has regular staff members in 37 countries,
Frank Gillmore of Equity said yesterday that under the plan of affilia- and in its 24 years of service Pathe
tion Equity hoped to receive a con- News' edited negative totals 800
siderable revenue from the Guild. miles, according to Courtland Smith,

Stan Meyer Remains in Milw.
Milwaukee — Stan Meyer did not
accompany his father and mother
Mr. and Mrs. Fred S. Meyer, to
Romer
C. Grey Dies
Hollywood, but remains here as
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles — Romer C. Grey, 59. manager of the Oriental, neighborhood house operated by Wisconsin
brother
Thursday.of Zane Grey, died here Amusement Enterprises.

Nov. 12: Annual ball sponsored by Motion Pic*
ture Post of American Legion, Hotel Statlei *
Boston
Nov. 12-13: Independent exhibitor conventio
under auspices of Allied Theater Owner
Inc., to discuss
current
problems,
Hohl i
Nov. 13: Allied Theater Owners of New Jerse
meeting. Gold Room, Hotel Lincoln, Nev
York, 2 P. M.

A

Nov. 13: Meeting of Independent Exhibitor: -;
Inc.,69ofChurch
Mass.,St.,Me.,
N. H.,
I. an "
Vt.,
Boston.
1:30 R.
P. M.
Kirkwood, Des Moines, Iowa.
Nov. 18-19: Allied Theater Owners of Texa
Convention.
Hotel Jefferson.
Dallas.

5ah

Nov. 20: Allied Theater Owners of New Jer
sey meeting, Hotel Lincoln, New York.
Nov. 27: Allied Theater Owners of New Jer
sey meeting, Hotel Lincoln, New York.
Nov. 29: Screen Actors' Guild ball, Biltmort
Bowl,
Hollywood.
Dec. 5: Warner Club's Second Annual Ban
N. Y. and Movie Ball, Club, Schenectady
quet
Dec.

8: Sixtieth Anniversary Dinner and Bal
of The Lambs, Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, Nev
York.

Dec. 9-10:
South
Hotel
Dec.

Theater
Carolina
Charlotte,

Owners
of
North
anrij^:
22nd
annual* convention
Charlotte,
N. C.

10:
Warner
Bros,
meeting,
Wilmington,

annual
Del.

Dec. 20: A.M. P. A. Christmas
Astor.
New
York

stockholders^!,
Dniner,

Hote
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•!8 RELEASES LISTED
BY G-B FOR NEXT YEAR

THE

RIALTO

{Continued from Page 1)

lays," Feb. 18; "Lady in Danger,"
larch 4; "Iron Duke," with George
Lrliss, March 18; "My Heart is
Jailing," with Jan Kiepura, April
"Roadhouse," April 15; "Jack
'Lantern," with Jack Hulbert, April
2; "Oh, 'Daddy," May 6; Toeplitz's
| The Dictator," with Madeleine Caroll and Clive Brook, Sept. 23.
In preparation are a second and
hird George Arliss picture, not yet
itled; "For Ever England," with
etty
Balfour
and
John
Mills;
'Dirty Work," "Strictly Illegal,"
Valley of Fear," "Me and Marlorough,"
"Antonia,"
"Morals
of
lllarcus" with Lupe Velez, "Squibs"
rith Betty Balfour, an untitled Tom
\ v'alls-Ralph Lynn picture, "Bulldog
ack" with Jack Hulbert, "Life of
jeslie Stuart," "Phantom Light"
rith Binnie Hale and Gordon Harkr, "The Invader" with Buster Keaon, "Emil and the Detectives."

1IL M. DALY
• • • THAT WAS an awful wallop Irving Caesar, song
writer, handed to radio in his testimony before the Federal Communications Commission at Washington he stated
that radio broadcasting causes 40,000,000 persons to indulge in
100,000,000 hours of inactivity every day
sitting in their
homes being entertained for nothing he summed it up by
saying that radio has taught the American public to "enjoy
being lazy and kill the evening without spending a penny"

T

▼

T

• •
• JUST ABOUT the smartest and most original series
of newspaper ads. of the year
those from United Artists
for the showing of Eddie Cantor in "Kid Millions" at the Rivoli
that clever caricaturist William Steig has caught a funny
slant in each picture of the series
and whoever is to be
credited with the original thought
the fact still remains
that here is a New Note in motion picture advertising that
will have all the other ad boys sitting up nites biting their
finger nails
trying to equal it
T
T
T
• • • A SCREENING of "Flirtation Walk" was held last
nite at West Point for the cadets Al Mannon has completed the first of a series of westerns with Rex Bell and Ruth
Mix
Ruth is the daughter of Tom
and Al says she
will go places as a stunt gal

1934 FILM IMPORTS
HEADED FOR NEW PEAK
(Continued from Page 1)

in 1932. While German imports
continued low in the early part of
this year, they are now coming
through again at the rate of three
or four a week and the total for the
year may almost double the 1933
The sharpest increase will be from
quota.
England,
which was represented
here with only 24 features last year
and 29 in 1932, whereas present indications are that the 1934 total will
be in the neighborhood of 55 or 60.
France, which sent over 17 pictures last year, has lagged recently, while Soviet Russia, also down
for 17 in 1933, should better its
mark slightly this year.

Challenges Claims
Of Music Society
(Continued front Page

)pinions Conflict
Decision is Postponed
On Zoning Status Educator Says Children
(Continued from Page 1)
Have Keen Film Tastes
On K. C. Premium Ban

rs are of the opinion that clear St. Louis — That even young chilnce and zoning established by the
dren have definite ard well-develaithority must take precedence over
oped movie tastes was the statement
eals negotiated prior to approving
f the local plans involved in the made by Ben Wells, teacher in the
famous John Burroughs private
ituation.
school of St. Louis, speaking before
the Better Films Council of St.
Omaha Briefs
Louis. Wells said in part:
Omaha — Jack Reel, Omaha "Bee"Children, even as young as those
lews" reviewer, is off on a vacation. in the seventh and eighth grades,
till Wiseman, radio editor, will subtitute.
have definite tastes. I for one beAll M-G-M salesmen in the Omalieve that they are wholesome tastes;
i.a territory possess identical cars — that children instinctively dislike the
11 air-flow jobs, which calls for
ome sort of commentary.
cheap, the vulgar and the meretricious, and that they truly enjoy the
Lou Aster, New York, Columbia
ales executive and Max Roth, Kan- wholesome, the healthy and the true.
as City, district manager, spent a
For this point of view I have defiay in the local exchange.
nite evidence, supplied by eighth
grade children. Without preliminary discussion of movies, each
child was asked to set down the
titles of four pictures, two of which
he had enjoyed and two of which
he had not enjoyed. They were
not asked to give any reasons for
their selections but many did so
ABOUT
The results are illumivoluntarily.
rating.
The picture that took first
place by overwhelming odds was
"Little Women," then months old.

FACTS
FILMS

50 American films were shown in
Brussells in the six months ended Sept.
30, against 39 in the same period last
year.

1)

ducers, who in turn, could make
their own deals with exhibitors. It
g
would reduce the number ofomprocesses between the Society and the
film industry from several to one."
Kuykendall ridiculed the Ascap
statement that breaking up of the
society would require formation of
state music societies.

.oming an

dG

(Continued from Page 1)

on this practice by a vote of exhibitors. Jay Means, who obtained the
anti-premium signatures, testified
that of 85 theaters in the territory
defined by the clearance board, 100
per cent of affiliated houses and
more than 78 per cent of the independents signed the ban. Later six
independents asked to withdraw
their names, but the grievance
board ruled they had signed in good
faith.
The Dickinson circuity complaints
against competing exhibitors on
bank night were postponed at Dickinson's request.

Detroit Briefs
Detroit — Announced closing of the
Broadway-Capitol on Nov. 15 by
United Detroit Theaters is accompanied by reports of additional firstrun shifts.
Barry Theater Corp. has been
formed by talizationO.of $50,000.
Adelman with capi-

Joseph B. Mitchell is celebrating
the silver anniversary of his west
side theater, the Rex.
Dr. Lee
who recently
resigned asKrause,
Jacob Schreiber
circuit
R. H. Moore Buys Theater
Coldwater, Mich.— A. C. Early and efficiency expert, returned this week
Sons have sold the Crystal Theater as lecturer with the picture, "No
More Children," at the Columbia.
to R. H. Moore, who formerly oper- He
also appears in the film.
ated theaters in Oklahoma.

for

COL. E. A. SCHILLER
Atlanta.

leaves New

York today

LILY DAMITA sails from abroad for New
York on the Paris, arriving about Nov. 20.
LOUIS WEISS, representing Exploitation Pictures, leaves Hollywood today for New York
after six weeks conferring with the producers
of the four current series and making preparations for the
ter's Last Stand."

early production

of

"Cus-

S. C. ATKINSON of the Regina Photo Supply Ltd., Regina, Canada, who is in New York,
leaves today for home.
NOEL COWARD, who has arrived in Canada
from England, will visit Alfred Lunt and Lynn
York.
Fontanne in Wisconsin before coming to New
MR. and MRS. SAMUEL BRISKIN sail from
fornia.
New York on the Santa Rosa today for CaliGRETA GARBO is scheduled to sail on the
Gripsholm early in December to spend the holidays in Sweden.
JEAN GACON DE CAVAIGNAC, Paris film
man, sails for home today on the He de
France.
MR. and MRS. MERVYN LEROY, who are
now in New York for a brief visit, expect to
leave
Wednesday
for
Hollywood.
JACK

FULD

is in Reading,

Pa., exploiting

"We
Live Again"
for United
Artists.
FRED KOHLMAR of the Goldwyn office has
left by plane for Hollywood to visit his sick
mother,
Mrs. Lee Kohlmar.
HARRY M. WARNER, MAJOR ALBERT WARNER, A. W. SMITH, JR., and S. CHARLES
EINFELD went to West Point yesterday.
MARGOT GRAHAME, English stage and screen
actress, leaves New York today for the coast
to join her husband, Francis Lister, who is with
20th Century.
She may enter film work.
PHIL
REISMAN
plans
to sail for Europe
next week on the Berengaria.

THE

A Little
from "Lots"

=Z

By RALPH WILK —
HOLLYWOOD
TOAN BENNETT will have one of
the leading roles in Walter Wanger's forthcoming Paramount production, "Private Worlds," with
Charles Boyer. Gregory LaCava will
direct. The film goes in work Dec.
5.
E. E. Clive and Frank Conroy
have been added to the cast of "The
Littleof Minister,"
tion
the BarrieRKO's
classic picturizastarring
Katharine Hepburn. Eily Malyon
also joins the company, while Jessie Ralph replaces Charlotte Granville.
T

t

▼

The gigantic passenger and
freight planes of the Pan-American
Airlines,
called "Clipper
are
to be immortalized
in an Ships,"
adventure
film- by Walter Wanger.
Thelma Todd, who already has
one restaurant on a successful basis,
is planning two more, one in Palm
Springs and the other in Boston,
Mass.
T

T

*

The success of the current Broadway play, "The Farmer Takes A
Wife," hasplanupset
Walter
Wanger's
tentative
to give
Henry
Fonda
a featured role in one or both of his
next two pictures, "Private Worlds,"
and "Peacock Feather."
¥

¥

¥

Paramount has taken up another
long term option on the contract of
Cary Grant who, after finishing
"Wings in the Dark," his present
assignment, is scheduled to play opposite Claudette Colbert in "One
Woman," a story by Tiffany Thayer. "Wings in the Dark" is being
directed by James Flood, with Myrna
Loy in the feminine lead.
¥

¥

¥

Lois Kent, aged 8, has been signed
by Paramount. In addition to dancing, she sings and plays the piano.
¥

¥

¥

First picture assignment for
George Burns and Gracie Allen following their recent return from
Europe will be in Paramount's "Win
or Lose," with Joe Morrison and
Marian Mansfield, with Elliott Nugent to direct. Story is by Frank
R. Adams.
¥

¥

¥

Dan Groesbeck, artist and illustrator, has joined the art staff at
the RKO studios to do special work
on "She."
Refuses Newsreel Chance
New Orleans — Huey Long, who rarely avoids publicity, this week declined
invitations
his "secession"
interview forto therepeat
newsreels.

i^
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FILMS «

"THERE'S ALWAYS

PRENTICE"

Merkel, Isabel Jewell, Cora
Sue Collins
M-G-M
80 mins
GOOD CAST SUSTAINS INTEREST IN
SLOW-STARTING ADULT DRAMA THAT
BUILDS TO A STRONG CLIMAX.
A mixture of dramatic elements, plus a
slow start, handicap this story for a time
but it eventually rises to a climactic finale
that should send the customers home satisfied. Cast strength is a helpful factor, the
William Powell-Myrna Loy combination being augmented by an outstanding bit by
Isabel Jewell, the always dependable light
relief provided by Una Merkel, and enjoyable characterizations by Cora Sue Collins, Edward Brophy and others. Powell
plays the role of a big-time lawyer whose
wife, Miss Loy, goes a-romancing on the
side when she learns that he has been doing that same thing. Into this domestic
situation is thrust the mystery of a murdered man, with Myrna marked as guilty
while Isabel goes on trial for the crime.
Powell is called upon to defend Isabel and
later his wife, who confesses to having
killed the man.
Cast: William Powell, Myrna Loy, Una
Merkel, Rosalind Russell, Harvey Stephens,
Isabel Jewell, Edward Brophy, Henry WadsConroy. Cora Sue Collins, Jessie Ralph, Frank
worth,
Director, William K. Howard; Author.
W. E. Wccdward; Screen play, Lenore Coffee; Cameraman, Charles G. Clarke; Editor,
Frank Hull.
Direction, Good.
Photography, Good.
Jack Holt in

"I'LL FIX IT"
with Mona Barrie, Winnie Lightner
Columbia
70 mins.
VERY ENTERTAINING, AMUSING AND
SUSPENSEFUL COMEDY-DRAMA WITH
BIG BROTHER THEME.
This is satisfying fare for any audience.
The story is good and does not tax the
imagination, it moves smoothly and quickly in and out of many humorous and suspenseful situations and winds up with a
sob sequence which will please the women.
The story concerns Jack Holt, a big shot
political fixer who can fix everything but
his kid brother's examination papers at
school. Mona Barrie plays the school teacher to little Bobby. She insists that the
boy pass his algebra before he be permitted to play in the baseball team of which
he is captain. Through a lie told by the
kid, the girl loses her job and she subsequently exposes the corrupt political situation in which Holt is involved. Romance
between Holt and the girl is secondary.
The part fits Holt to perfection and Mona
Barrie is exceptionally fine as the teacher.
Jimmy Butler as the kid is aces.
Cast: Jack Holt, Mona Barrie, Winnie
Lightner, Jimmy Butler, Edward Brophy
Nedda Harrigan, Charles Moore, Helena
Phillips Evans, Charles Levison, John Wray,
Wallis Clark, Edward Van Sloan, Clarence
Wilson, Selmer Jackson, Harry Holman,
roy.
Rcbert Gunn, Dorian Johnston, Frank ConDirector, Roy William Neill. Authors
Ethel Hill, Dorothy Howell; Screen play
Leonard Spigelgass; Editor, Richard Cahocn;
Cameraman, Benjamin Kline; Recording Engineer, Lambert Day.
Direction, Box-office.
Photography, Fine.

with Frank Morgan,
Binnie Barnes
Universal
87 mins.
TOMORROW"
DRAMA OF FAMILY LIFE IS WHOLESOME ENTERTAINMENT WITH UNUSUAL LOVE STORY.

a

NEWS of the DAY
Kalamazoo,
Mich. — Bernard
Schram, brother of P. C. Schram,
circuit owner, has been appointed
manager of the new Michigan Theater which opened last week.

The adaptation of Ursula Parrott's novel
makes good screen entertainment with the
presentation of a modern American family
in a situation that creates a lot of sympathy for the head of the house, and at
the same time provides a very unusual
romance. Frank Morgan is the father who
has raised a family of five boys and girls,
and finds that he has become the family
drudge as his wife devotes all her time and
affection to the children. Then into his
life returns a girl he had known many
years ago, who had fled from him knowing
she could not control her affection and
realizing that he was wed to another.
Their chance meeting leads to a harmless
romance in which they meet one evening
a week when he is supposed to be attending his lodge. By accident the children discover the affair, and learn from

Minneapolis — Ralph Cramblet
has succeeded Max Stahl as local
branch manager for United Artists.
Caspermanager.
Chouinard has been mad©
office

the woman's lips her secret romance. She
pretends not to know who they are, and
takes the opportunity to show them their
selfishness and what a fine man their
father is. The climax has the girl going

Kenosha, Wis. — William Exton
formerly of Oshkosh, has succeeded
Irving Stein as advertising manage:
at the Gateway
theater here.

out of the husband's life again, with the
family awakened to an appreciation of him.
Here is a perfect type of family picture
without a sexy situation in it.
Cast: Frank Morgan, Binnie Barnes,
Lois Wilson, Louise Latimer, Elizabeth
Young, Alan Hale, Robert Taylor, Maurice
Murphy, Dick Winslow, Helen Parrish,
Marjorie Hamilton.
Director, Edward Sloman; Author, Ursula
Parrott; Screen play, William Hurlbut;
Cameraman, Norbert Brodine.
Direction, Gccd.
Photography, Okay.
Onslow

Stevens

"THE HOUSE

in

butler and the dead man's nephew committed the crime. Stevens speedily begins
to pin the crime on them. Meanwhile
Stevens' partner, recovered from his illness,
returns and becomes jealous of Janet's attachment for Stevens. The entire deception is revealed, Stevens gets the girl and
the two murderers are killed while fleeing
in an auto.
Stevens, Janet Chandler,

James
Bush, Howard
erts.

Lang, Desmond

Rob-

Director, Charles Hutchinson; Author,
C. C. Cheddcn; Screen play, John Francis
Natteford; Film Editor, Fred Bain.
Direction, Fair.
Photography, Okay.

\H

Inc

Portland, Ore. — John Hamrick has
opened the Music Box, formerly
known as the Adler, which was extensively remodeled. The Heilig alsof
has reopened after being renovated.
Doug Kimberly is managing thig
house for the Parker and Evergreen i
interests.

Capac, Mich. — Dayton Sanborn
and Jack Whitebread have taken
over the Palace from Harry Holboth, circuit owner.

G HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA

OF DANGER"

with Janet Chandler
Hollywood Film Exch.
62 mins.
FAIRLY SUSPENSEFUL UNRAVELING
OF MURDER MYSTERY WITH ROMANTIC COMPLICATIONS.
A lightweight production that maintains
a fair degree of interest throughout, this
one is best for the family program houses.
Returning from a 10-year stay in the South
Seas, Onslow Stevens and his partner,
whose father died mysteriously leaving a
large estate, dive into the sea when their
ship catches fire. Stevens goes on ahead
impersonating his friend, who is solicitous
for the welfare of his father's ward and
his childhood sweetheart, Janet Chandler
but confesses the deception to the family
lawyer who catches him in an obvious slip.
The lawyer relates his suspicions that the

Cast: Onslow

Seattle — The Blue Mouse is holding "Gay Divorcee" for a third weekJ

I

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood
$2.50 up, Single
$3.00 up, Double

Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plazp is near every'
thing to see and do in
Hollywood.
Ideal for business or pleasure.
Every room has private
dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every venience.
modern
Fine foodscon-at
reasonable prices. Convenient parking for your car.
Chas. Danziger, Mgr.

Eugene Stern, Pres.
The "Doorwav of Hospitality"
Vine at Hollywood
Blvd.
HOLLYWOOD
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Trades Council Under A . F. L.

FEATURElELEASES THIS YEAR HIGHEST SINCE 1929
See Way

Paved for Release of British Quota Films Here

American Firms May Capitalize on Interest in
British Films Here
Importation and release in this
ountry of the British quota films
now made primarily to satisfy the
requirements of the English government's Film Act is understood
to be receiving serious considera
tion by several major companies as
a result of the growing interest in
British films here. Warners already
have taken a step in this direction
with "The Church Mouse," produced at their Teddington studios
near London, scheduled for Ameri(Continued on Page 4)

ININE HOUSESOPENED
IN DETROIT TERRITORY

SALES HEADS TO MEET $184,002 PAID IN
ON K. G. ZONING PLAN
FOR CODE SUPPORT
Sales managers will attend a special meeting of the Code Authority
tomorrow morning at code headquarters to advise on the Kansas
City zoning and clearance schedule.
The entire Authority will sit at the
session, at which approximately 12
appeals from local board decisions
will be decided.

Kuykendall Sees Lesson
In California Results
"Returns from the California
eubernatorial election indicate clearly that the industry canont be used
as a political football," said President Ed Kuykendall of the M. P
T.
0. A. in a statement issued Saturday.

Distribution of More Than
700 Features Here This
Year Is Indicated

Number of features released in
the U. S. this year will be in the
vicinity of 700, the highest mark
Producers and distributors have since 1929, when 707 were released
paid the Code Authority $100,500 it is indicated by Film Daily Year
and exhibitors $83,502 during the Book records of releases to date.
first ten months of the code year
Last year 644 pictures were shown
it is indicated by a report covering including 137 foreign. For the
that period. Cash balance as of current season, in addition to someNov. 1 is reported as $27,171.11.
what increased outputs by AmeriThe Authority's report covering
can companies, there has been a
October disbursements shows that,
sharp pickup
in imports
the
(Continued
on Page during
4)
they were $928.49 under the budget
for that month.

Vita. Sets 23 Releases
For Next Three Months

IMPOSSIBLE TO FIND
FEASIBLE ZONING PLAN

Vitaphone has set release date?
on 23 shorts for the months of De
cember, January and February, it
With the members of the Code
is announced by Norman H. Moray
executive in charge of shorts and Authority unwilling to go on the
terthis
Detroit — Nine houses in
trailers. The list includes nine two- records as to when the industry can
ritory were added to the active list
reelers and 14 of one-reel length.
expect to have clearance and zon_ "The resented
theater owners
of California
in the past month, it is shown by the rightly
and
repudiated
such
ing schedules operating in all terDecember releases are: "Soft
current report of the Film Board of
new
ritories, various members are franka self-appointed champion," declared Drinks and Sweet Music," two-ree1
Trade. The list includes three
Kuykendall.
He
also
handed
a
boumusical
starring
Georgie
Price;
the
ly pessimistic over practicability of
theaters, the Holly in Holly,
quet to Fred S. Meyer, M. P. T. 0,
n
Michiga
the
and
preparing (Continued
plans which
are4) workable
James in Saginaw
on Page
A. leader, who has joined Universal "Vacation Daze," with Allen Jenkins and Ruth Donnelly; "Hear Ye
in Kalamazoo, and six reopenmgs, as assistant to Carl Laemmle.
Hear Ye,' a two-reeler starring the
the Jefferson and Broadway Strand
(Continued on Page 4)
"He has been constantly aggres- Yacht Club Boys and Vera Van: Kelly Finds U. S. Films
sive on behalf of the theater owners Will Osborne and His Orchestra and
Stimulating Trade Abroad
of this country and has been in the Don Redman and His Orchestra,
"
ne,
'An
Influence of American films
KOV
forefront of every battle that had both Melody Master band numbers:
Roxy Getsll
abroad
in creating higher standards
n"
"Imitatio
to do with the interest and advance- "Listening In," Pepper Pot radio
Universal's RKO'
of living and stimulating internas "Anne of ment and development of the the- ' reel
Two big specials
with
Cross and Dunn and Mary
tional trade can hardly be overrsal's "Imi- ater owners and the motion picture Small; Vaudeville
Reel No. 2 in the
Green Gables" and Unive
estimated, declares Arthur W.
tation of Life," will play the Roxy industry,"
he commented.
(Continued on Page 4)
by
day
Satur
under deals announced
Kelly, vice-presidet of United Artr.
theate
the
of
an
ists in charge of foreign distribuHoward S. Cullm
tion, in a cable to the home office
"Imitation of Life" is set for
(Continued on Page 4)
Nov
ing
open
,
week
ving
ksgi
Than
tChris
the
be
will
"
"Anne
23, while
mas week attraction.
Somebody Slipped

Amusement Trades Council
To Fight Legislative Moves

N. J. Allied to Meet in A. M.
Tomrorow's meeting of Allied Theater
tns
Owners of New Jersey, as well as
start
Nov. 20 and Nov. 27 meetings, will
at 11 A. M. and adjourn at 1:30 P. M ,
starrinstead of the former custom of
toing at 2 P. M. Main subiect forDoes
morrow's confab will be: "What
?
the Election Mean to Your Business
The meetings are held in the Gold Room
of the Hotel Lincoln in New York.

Two Lincoln Theaters
Raise Admission Scales
Lincoln. Neb. — The long discussed
nrice boost among the lower tariffed
houses is at last at hand. Starting
this week the Capitol, dimer, goes
up to 15 cents and the Liberty, also
a ten-center, gets raised to 15 and
20.

Revival of the Amusement Trades
Council to embrace all the important
theatrical crafts, in addition to the
few small unions, now represented
for the purpose of taking concerted
action on legislation and other matters is gaining headway under the
direct sponsorship of the American
Federation
of Labor,
The
Film
(Continued on Page 4)

Last Friday nite Louella Parsons over
the airlanes interviewed William Powell
and Myrna Loy in a Hollywood restaurant. The "plot" was that Louella butts
in while Bill and Myrna were going over
a scene for a pix they were just niak ng
for M-G-M. They explain to Louella
that the lines they are rehearsing are
way!
for
NEXT
"EvelynthePrentice."
And their
at that
verypix,
moment
pix was
being shown at the Capitol on Broad-
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Published daily except Sundays and Holidays
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y..
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc. J. W.
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Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer
ind General Manager; Arthur W. Eddy, Associate Editor ; Don Carle Gillette, Managing
Editor. Entered as second class matter.
May 21, 1918, at the post-office at New York,
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of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
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Address all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
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des-Noues,
19.

Distributors
M-G-M
Fox
United Artists

Theater
Capitol
Paramount
Rivoli

There's Always Tomorrow
The First World War
I'll Fix
It
Big-Hearted Herbert
Girl of the Limberlost
The
Blue
Danube
St.
Louis
Kid
(2nd week)
We Live Again
(2nd week)
Loyalties
(2nd
week) •

Universal
Fox
Columbia
Warner Bros
Monogram
Mundus
First National
United Artists
Harold Auten

Roxy
Rialto
Palace
Palace
Criterion
55th St. Playhouse
Strand
Music Hall
Little Carnegie

Gaumont-British. . .

Westminster

Man

of

Aran

♦ TWO-A-DAY RUN ♦

(a)

Three Songs About
Man
of Courage
Deserter

Lenin

NEW

YORK

STOCK

MARKET

AS OF SATURDAY)
High

Low

Am.
Seat
Columbia
Picts.

3%
vtc. 38

Con.
Con.
East.

3Vi
3%
pfd. 15%
15'/2
110'/2 110%

Fm. Ind
Fm.
Ind.
Kodak

Net
Chg.

Close

33^
38

3%
38

+

%

3i/2 +
15'/2 —
110% +

Vs
%
%

Amkino
Cummins-Koerpel
Amkino

Cameo
Gaiety
Acme

Follows Criterion two-a-day run.
Follows The First World War.

Independent Theater Supply Dealers Ass'n will hold its next convention early in May at the Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicago, it was
said yesterday by J. E. Robin, president. Mid-year meeting of the board
of the association, now in progress,
will continue its sessions Monday.
B. F. Shearer, of Seattle, is the latest arrival for the meeting.

Warner Bros
RKO
Radio
Gaumont-British
M-G-M
John S. Tapernoux
Leon Garganoff
Paramount
Paramount

CHARLES ROSENZWEIG and JULES CHAP
MAN of First Division are in Boston. They are
touring First Division exchange centers.
CONSTANCE CUMMINGS sails Wednesday
from England for New York to appear in a
stage play, "Old Love," by Samson Raphaelson,
directed by her husband, Benn W. Levy, for
Crosby Gaige.

for

"Midsummer
GREGORY

Night's

RATOFF

Dream."

is at the Waldorf-Astoria..

THOMAS MEIGHAN is en route to Pasadena
with MRS. MEIGHAN for an extended vacation.

Strand
Music Hall
Roxy
Capitol
Acme
Criterion
Paramount
Rialto

(b) Follows Astor two-a-day
* After week at Mayfair.

Europe tomorrow

BRONISLAVA NIJINSKA arrives in New York
on Wednesday aboard the Champlain on her
way to the Warner studios to stage the ballets

♦ FUTURE OPENINGS ♦
The
Firebird
( Nov. 14)
The Gay Divorcee
(Nov. 15)
Evensong
(Nov.
16)
The
Merry
Widow
(Nov. 16;-b)
Madame
Bovary
(Nov.
17)
The Battle
(Nov. 22)
College Rythm
(Nov. 23)
The Menace
(c)

d G

BESSIE LOVE arrives from
the Berengaria.

on

♦ FOREIGN LANGUAGE FILMS ♦

Next Supply Dealers' Meet
Will Be Held in Chicago

(QUOTATIONS

.oming an

Parade •

Picture
Evelyn
Prentice
White
Parade
Kid Millions

(a)
(c)

FINANCIAL

Monday, Nov. 12, 1934

FRANK K. SPEIDELL. director of the Industrial Division of Audio Productions, leaves on'
his second trip to Hollywood this week. He is
supervising the production of a two-reel subject
being made at General Service Studios for B. F.
Goodrich Co.

run.

Three Carolina Houses
Added to Active List
Charlotte, N. C. — New houses are
being opened at Greenwood, S. C.
by C. C. Osteen, and at Chesterfield,
S. C, by B. B. Benfield, while the
Penn at Reidsville, N. C, is being
reopened by A C. Garrison.
DuWorld Appoints French Agent
Under a three-year agreement
between DuWorld Pictures and
Jean Gacon de Cavaignac, French
film distributor who sailed Saturday
for Paris, the latter will act as
DuWorld's French representative to
distribute DuWorld product and acquire French pictures for American
exhibition with DuWorld performing
functions
for de Cavaignac insimilar
the U.
S.

F. LYLE GOLDMAN, director of the Theatrical Division of Audio Productions, has returned)
from Hollywood where he completed photographing a color cartoon for Metropolitan Life Insurance.
B. F. SHEARER of Seattle has arrived in
New York to attend the board meeting of the
Independent
Theater
JEFFREY BERNERD
ture from England to
December, when he
second group of eight

Supply
Dealers
Ass'n.
has delayed his deparNew York until early in
will bring prints of the
Gaumont-British pictures.

Cheese Club Recognizes
Newark
The eruest speaker at the Cheese
Club luncheon today will be the
Hon. Meyer Ellenstein, Mavor ofl
Newark. Guy Robertson will also
be on hand to sing a few numbers.
Jonas Lei, president of the National.
Academy of Design will also be on
hand with John Smuiske, the lao.
who destroyed the caricature painting of the Roosevelt family at the
Westchester art exhibit. All this
overwhelming entertainment can be
had for the price of a pound of imported Gorgonzola — one buck — at
the Friars' Club at 12:30 which is
just 30 minutes after high noon.
Come one, come all. How can youj
lose?

Selling Olympic Sports Short
"The
Olympic Winter Sports
Fox
Fm
"A"
1334
13%
13%
Capital," one-reeler with comments
Loew's,
Inc
31%
31%
31%—
%
by
Lowell
Thomas depicting sports
Metro-Goldwyn,
pfd. 26%
26%
26'/2 —
%
Paramount
ctfs.
. . . 43/8
4%
43/8 +
1/4 as they are played at GarmischPartenkirchen, the scene of the 1936
Pathe
Exch
1%
VA
1%
Olympic Winter Games, is being
do "A"
14
13%
14
+
%
released
by Mary Warner to indeRKO
2
1%
17/8 —
i/g
pendent exchanges for distribution
Warner
Bros
4%
4%
4%
to exhibitors as a regular theatrical
NEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
Plug Short for Colored Houses
short along with 24 other subjects
Technicolor
13%
13
13
—
%
Because of its special interest for
handled
by
Miss
Warner.
Negro folk as a result of featuring
Trans-lux
2
2
2
—
'/8
NEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET
a story on Tuskegee Insitute, Pathe
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. . 6%
6'/4
6%
Topics No. 1 in the new 1934-35
Jack Shea in Missouri Senate
Rosco
Ates
for
"Bad
Penny"
Loew 6s 41 ww
103% 103% 103% +
%
given a special merRosco Ates has been signed by series is being
Paramount 6s 47 ctfs. 57
56%
57
St. Louis — Jack Shea, manager
chandising
campaign
handled
by
Select for one of the major roles in
Par.
5%s50
ctfs... 57%
57%
57% +
%
J. Bamburger to obtain book- of the Montgomery theater, has
"Bad Penny," which the Saal-Kelly Leon ings
Pathe
7s37
99
98%
98% —
%
in houses catering to colored been elected to the Missouri state
company will put in work within a
senate.
He is a Democrat.
few days. Deal was made through patronage.
Showing St. Louis Zoo Film
the Joe Rivkin office.
National Screen Expanding
St. Louis— A 1,600-foot 16mm.
In connection with its expansion
film,
"Animal
Closeups,"
featuring
Representing
French
Paper
Here
the animals of the famous St. Louis
plans, National
Screeneffected
is having
tensive alterations
in exits
Jean Lenauer, associated until reON
Zoo, will be shown Wednesday evening in the auditorium of the Soldan
cently with the Paris staff of "La headquarters in the Film Center
High School before the St. Louis Cinematographic Francaise," has Building. Work is being done on
been named U. S. correspondent the 14th floor.
Academy of Science.
for that publication. Lenauer will
make
headquartei's at the DuMULTIGRAPHING
World his
offices.
ORGANIST WANTED

RECORDING
Film or Disc

(Same
SERVE
FILM

Day
Service)
ALMOST
EVERY
COMPANY!

HUGO

K.

WE

EFFICIENT
1452

ADV.

KESSLER'S

SERVICE

Broadway
New
Wise 7-3151-3152

York

FOR

CO
City

Tom Patricola in Mentone
Short
Tom Patricola, recently back from
the coast, has been signed by Mentone for a short.
Joe Rivkin negotiated the deal.

M.

Excellent
Must

P.

HOUSE

Box No. 949
1650

IN

LONDON

Salary — Expense
Paid —
Be
British
Subject.

Broadway

c-o The
New

Film Daily
York

City

INDUSTRIALSLIDE FILM-

BRUNSWICK
PRODUCTIONS
CH. 4-2200

CORP.

321 W. 44th St. N.Y.C.

30
THAT!
DON'T NEVER

A push in the pan may
be a swell way to dump
a rival half-back but
it's no way to handle
a blonde! Nor does
Oakie handle his gals
this-a-way, as the
tricky photographer
would have us believe!
As a matter of fact, he
makes it a rule never
to date a blonde on a
football field, though
he does meet some of
the nation's foremost
gridiron heroes there
in his latest film.

COLLEGE
JOE

PENNER

• LANNY

LYDA ROBERTI-MARY
A Paramount

ROSS

RHYTHM
• JACK

BRIAN-GEORGE

Picture directed by Norman

OAKIE • HELEN

MACK

BARBIER «ndtheAii-A™co-Eds

Taurog with plenty of words and lots of music by Gordon

& Revel
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RELEASES THIS YEAR
HIGHEST SINCE 1929
(.Continued from Page

1)

from Tokio, where he arrived last
week in the course of a tour around
the globe. Foreign representatives
of American firms are quick to admit the important role played by
pictures in directing attention to
merchandise made in the U. S., says
Kelly, and almost every Hollywood
picture is an animated catalogue of
American-made products. He adds
that, due to the widespread popularity of American films and stars
Hollywood has superseded Paris as
the style center of the world.
Kelly expects to return to this
country in about five weeks.

Impossible to Find
Feasible Zoning Plan
1)

and which at the some time cover
the scope originally planned.
These members feel that different minor phases of protection,
apart from the principles recently
set up by the Authority, should be
settled between the seller and buyer. Ever-changing conditions and
policies in theater operation constitute an almost insurmountable obstacle to code-fixed regulations
they point out.

Amusement Council
Reviving Activities
(Continued from Page

1)

Daily learns authoritatively. Widened membership would bring into the
organization for the first time, the
I.A.T.S.E., Actors' Equity, theater
engineers, some of the service unions
and other bodies.
Freddie Martin for Short
Freddie Martin and His Hotel
St. Regis Orchestra have been signed through the Joe Rivkin office for
a Vitaphone musical short.

SUNSHIN€
NEWS

Equipment
business.

dealers

report

upturn

ISH S QUO
MAYTA IMPO
FILMR"!
BRITFIRM
U.S.
(Continued from Page

Kelly Finds U. S. Films
Stimulating Trade Abroad

(Continued from Paje

the

1)

last few months, due chiefly to the
British invasion and resumption of
German importations on a substantial scale, with a possibility that
foreign films shown here for the
full year of 1934 will be around 200.

(Continued from Page
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• •
• WE ARE all for a system of enforced vacations
for Hollywood directors and scenarists ...... every six months
or so
to enable them to circulate intimately in homes
throughout the Youessay
. . and thus keep in touch with
American home life
customs, manners,
procedure, etc.
so that what they depict on the screen will strike
American householders
as sane and logical
Hollywood
life is so far removed from the life of the average American
that some of these directors and scenarists seem to
be treating of a strange land and foreign people with which
they are only slightly acquainted as witness
T
T
T
• • • A CURRENT pix treats of a household quite similar to our own in Yonkers
so that we can qualify as an
expert
we KNOW
the head of the house attends the furnace
so do we
but he shovels coal
from the TOP of the coal bin!
when thousands of commuter coal-shovelers like ourself know that coal can only be
properly shoveled from the bottom
around the edges
when this screen householder clears the furnace of
ashes
he shakes the grate lever back and forth with
lightning-like motion
he would have to be a giant to
exercise such prodigious strength and if he did, he'd
bust the grate
on a stormy winter nite he comes home
and dumps his snow-covered overshoes right on the carpet in
the reception hall
and he is a model hubby in a home
run by a very fussy wife
imagine any guy getting
away with that!
T
T
T
• • • THE CRITICS are always panning Hollywood for
the Errors in pix
we'd like to pan 'em for The Things
That Aren't Being Done
which are even more noticeable
to filmgoers such as the above
and we could
go through a dozen other pix the same way
T
T
T
• •
• ANOTHER SWEET campaign is under way
with S. Barret McCormick having his RKO-Radio exploitation
staff put over a campaign
on "The Silver Streak"
comparable with the great work they did on "Little Women"
and "Wild Cargo"
this pix has the crack Burlington
Zephyr Silver Streak streamline train as the star performer
a natural for tie-ups
naturally but that
doesn't detract from the credit due Mister McCormick and his
gang for the thorough job they made of it
hearken and
give ear
▼
T
T
• • • A TRIPLE hookup
with Camel cigs providing 100,000 dealer display units
the play is Camels to
Burlington Lines to RKO
further ad copy in the Camel
campaign includes 1,500 newspapers, 100 cartoon pages in as
many papers and magazine ads in publications with a circulation of 30.000,000 is provided Camel dealers
Western
Union, RKO, Railway Express and the Burlington have a quadruple tieup whereby 30,000 W. U. jumbo wires will be released
for display by the four concerns
the Grennan Bakeries
in Chi are distributing two cookie packages named after the famous train with distribution in 60,000 bakeries, groceries
and delicatessens with gorgeous art display material for
the hookup . . the Burlington Lines have 100,000 special onesheets for the Burlington outlets and railroad stations of other
companies
T
T
T
• • • THEN THIS mammoth campaign also comprises
two books on the subject of trains covering 10,000
book dealers
Silver Streak roller skates, carpet sweepers, razor blades . tieing in with 20,000 dealers
then there is the Chrysler streamline auto
a pip tieup.
that
a raft of Zephyr Silver Streak toys
NOW
can any other company top this campaign for scope
and importance
of concerns involved?
A Naval air
squadron will dive over Times Square at 12:20 P. M. today
and "bomb" the Rialto in commemoration of Armistice
Day . . . . and in salute to Fox film, "The First World War,"
now showing there

1)

can distribution the week of Dec. 11
One major company foreign ex
ecutive points out that, wherea
the British quota films at preseni
are made mostly on a quickie basi
with no expectation of profit, an<
sometimes are not even shown any
where, it would not involve mucl
additional time or cost to raise thi:
product to a caliber that would giv*
it profitable box-office value botl
here and abroad.

Vita. Sets 23 Releases
For Next Three Month:
(Continued from Page

1)

Pepper Pot series, and "Remembe
the Alamo," E. M. Newman series
January releases include: "Sho
Kids," two-reeler in Technicolor!
featuring Tad Alexander and th$
Meglin Kiddies; Rosco Ates
"Once Over Light," two-reeler^
Cross and Dunn in a two-reel Broad
way Brevities; Harry Horlick';
Gypsies with Frank Parker in a
one-reel Melody Master bank num
ber; Harry Von Tilzer in a Pepper
Pot one-reel song composer num
ber; Charles Ahearn in a one-reel
Pepper E.Pot
and "Gold
Rush,"
M. novelty,
Newman series.
Releases set for February ares
"Cherchez La Femme," two-reel
musical starring Jeanne Aubert;
Herb Williams in a two-reel comedy; Hal LeRoy and Dorothy Leei
in "In the Spotlight," two-reel musical; Charlie Davis and His Band
in a one-reel Melody Master band
number; "Movie Memories" No. 2;
one-reeler;
"Eggs Pat
Mark Barnes
the Spot,"'
one-reeler with
and;.
Ramona; Vaudeville Reel No. 3, and
rie,s.
"Dixieland," in E. M. Newman's se

Nine Houses Opened
In Detroit Territory
(Continued from Page 1)

here, the Park in Grand Rapids, the
Radio (formerly Temple) in Unionville, the Palace in Capac, and the
Community (formerly Paramount)
in Elk Rapids.

SHOW-

REMINDER
♦
Check

MAN'S

panic bolts on all exits daily.
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NEWSofDAY«
Maplewood,
Mo. — Alex Pappan,
o taken over the Powhattan
has
(irh
,
heater plans to spend about $15,
00 for new equipment, repairs and
mprovements before he reopens the
louse in about a month.
St. Louis — The Odeon theater will
apen this week under the management of the Lincoln Amusement Co.
as a first-run for Negroes.
Windsor, 111.— The
ater has reopened as
ienterprise backed by
llocal business men.
is the manager.

Windsor thea community
a number of
Bruce Carvin

St. Louis — The local Warner first|run theaters, Shubert-Rialto and
Orpheum, will not follow the lead
jof the Ambassador and Missour5,
'Koplar-Snyder owned and Fanchon
j& Marco managed houses, that have
extended their matinee periods up
to 7:30 P. M., according to "Dinty"
Moore, Warner district manager.

REVIEWS of the NEW
Lauel and Hardy

"BABES IN TOYLAND"
with Charlotte Henry
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
M-G-M (Roach)
DELIGHTFUL MUSICAL
FROM

VICTOR

MAKES

DANDY

Time not set.
FANTASY

HERBERT

CLASSIC

ENTERTAINMENT.

Youngsters of all ages and sizes will have
a swell time at this Hal Roach production.
Laurel and Hardy, the lovable Three Little
Pigs, the Wooden Soldiers, and the many
other Mother Goose characters are brought
to life again in the effective background
of Victor Herbert's music- Laurel and
Hardy are always present to save Bo-Peep
from villainous Barnaby. When Widow
Peep, mother of Bo-Peep, needs money to
pay the mortgage on Toyland to Barnaby,
she consents to marry him. But Laurel
poses as the bride and Barnaby turns over
the mortgage papers to Hardy, who tears
them up. The wedding scene is surefire for hearty laughs. The picture reaches
a stirring climjx when the Wooden Soldiers
come to life and fight off Barnaby's ruffians. Direction by Gus Meins and Charles
Rogers is excellent.
Cast: Stan Laurel, Oliver Hardy, Charlotte Henry, Harry Kleinbach, Felix Knight,
Florence Roberts, Ferdinand Munier, William Burress, Virginia Karns, Johnny Downs,
Jean Darling.

Milwaukee — Silvert Setron has
been transferred by Warner from
the Egyptian here to Oshkosh.

Directors, Gus Meins, Charles Rogers,
Book and Lyrics, Glen MacDcnough ,
Adapted from the musical comedy by Vic
tor Herbert; Cameraman, Nick Grinde.

Birmingham — ■ "One Night of
Love" has gone into its third week
here. It was moved from the Empire to the Galax.
W. E. Sound for 2 Ships
Western Electric sound systems
for entertainment of third-class
passengers have been installed by
the Manhattan and Washington of
the United States Lines, it is announced by C. W. Bunn, general
sales manager of Electrical Research Products. The first-class and
tourist class departments of the
vessels have had sound pictures for
some time.

Direction,

Fine.

Photography,

Collier, Sr.
Murray Roth

FILMS «
BOOK
THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S

"THE YOUTH OF RUSSIA," Yiddish talker,
with English titles; produced by Sov-Am; directed by Henry Lynn; with Wolf Goldfaden,
Gertrude Bullman, et al. At the Clinton Theater.
American-made production in Yiddish language
depicts conflict between ancient religious customs and present-day ideas of life and marriage
in Russia. It has been efficiently handled and
is well acted.
"EIN MANN WILL IN DIE HEIMAT" ("Call
of the Homeland"), in German; produced by
Ufa; directed by Paul Wegener; with Karl
Ludwig Diehl, Brigitte Horney, et al. At the
79th St. Theater.
Entertaining romance with patriotism as its
main theme should be very much enjoyed by
German audiences.

Cast from M-G-M Junior Stock
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — George Seitz, director
of "200 Grand," took most of his
cast from the M-G-M junior stock
company, with two veterans, Richard Tucker and George Irving, in
the cast. In the first of the "Crime
Doesn't Pay" series of short subjects, taken from an original story
by Marty Brooks and adapted for
the screen by Seitz, the two notables
join a cast which includes Robert
Taylor, Linda Parker, Robert Livingston, Shirley Ross, James Ellison, Al Hill, Brooks Benedict and
Walda Mansfield. Harry Rapf is the
producer. The pictures are being
made from true stories as revealed
by the records in various law enforcement agencies.

Today: Annual ball sponsored by Motion Picture Post of American Legion, Hotel Statler
Boston.
Nov. 12-13: Independent exhibitor convention
under auspices of Allied Theater Owners,
Inc., to discuss current problems,
Hotel
Nov. 13: Allied Theater Owners of New Jersey
meeting, Gold Room, Hotel Lincoln, New
York, 11:30 A. M.
Nov.

13: Meeting
of Independent
Exhibitors,
Inc., of Mass., Me., N. H., R. I. and
Vt., 69 Church St., Boston.
1:30 P. M.
Kirkwood, Des Moines, Iowa.

Nov. 18-19: Allied Theater Owners of Texas
Convention, Hotel Jefferson, Dallas.
Nov. 20: Allied Theater Owners of New Jersey meeting. Hotel Lincoln, New York,
11:30 A. M.
Nov. 27: Allied Theater Owners of New Jersey meeting, Hotel Lincoln, New York,
11:30 A. M.
Nov. 29: Screen Actors' Guild ball, Biltmore
Bowl, Hollywood.
Dec. 5: Warner Club's Second Annual Banquet and Movie Ball, Club, Schenectady.
N. Y.
Dec. 8: Sixtieth Anniversary Dinner and Ball
of The Lambs, Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, New
York.
Dec. 9-10: Theater Owners of North and
South Carolina 22nd annual convention.
Hotel Charlotte, Charlotte, N. C.
Dec. 10: Warner Bros, annual stockholders'
meeting, Wilmington,
Del.
Dec. 20: A.M. P. A. Christmas Dinner, Hotel
Astor. New York.

A- 1.

"SILVER STREAK"
with Charles Starrett, Sally Blane, Hardie
Albright, Edgar Kennedy, Irving Pichei
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
RKO Radio
SWELL

Time

EXPLOITATION

PARTICULAR APPEAL
BORHOOD TRADE.

not set.

PICTURE WITH

TO

THE

NEIGH-

Plenty of thrills and action, plus exploitation possibilities, make this picture
swell fan fare for neighborhood houses.
Associate Producer Glendon Allvine and Director Tommy Atkins built this as a moneymaker. Charles Starrett conceives the idea
of streamline trains to replace the trains
of yesterday. His plan is rejected by his
sweetheart's father, so Starrett sells it to
an opposition road, only to find after completion of the train that it will not attain
the high speed for which it was built, and
it is exhibited at the World's Fair as a
curiosity. Starrett discovers the defects in
time to save the life of his girl's brother.
A race with death to get mechanical lungs
to the brother, who is ill at Boulder Dam,
is a thriller of thrillers. Excellent comedy
is furnished by Edgar Kennedy, and Irving
Pichel's acting is outstanding.
Cast: Charles Starrett, Sally Blane, Hardie
Albright, Edgar Kennedy, Irving Pichei,
William Farnum, Arthur Lake, Guinn Williams, Doris Dawson.

William

11

FOREIGN

in

Lincoln, Neb. — It is understood
that the Varsity, Westland house
here, will not alter its picture policy after Christmas, as was planned, to take on stage shows.

Edgefield, S. C. — -Sam Hammond
has reopened the Strand, dark for
several months.

DAILY

Director, Tommy Atkins; Author, Roge.
Whately; Screenplay, Roger Whately, H
W. Hanemann; Cameraman, J, Roy Hunt,
Sound Engineer, Hugh McDowell.
Direction, Box-cffice
Photography, Fine

High Intensity
High-Low
Suprex
and
A. C.
High Intensity
NATIONAL

CARBON

COMPANY,

INC.

PROJECTOR
CARBONS

Carbon Sales Division, Cleveland, Ohio
Unit of Union Carbide HH3 and Carbon Corporation
•C-^
Branch Sales Offices:
idc New York

Pittsburgh

Chicago

San Francisco

High intensity
theatres of
projection
for
every size.

DAILY
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» » » » TIMELY TOPICS « « « « » » » » EXPLOITETTES
Why British Authors
Sell Stories to U. S.
TN England the author is the
prophet who is not without
honor save in his own country.
That is why, despite the British
protests being made, English
authors sell their best stories to
Hollywood rather than to their
homeland studios.
That is precisely why W. P.
Lipscomb and I sold our play,
"Give of India," which is now
in its ninth month on the London stage, to Darryl Zanuck,
for production by 20th Century
Pictures.
Frankly, I would like to see
this story produced in England,
for it concerns the man who, by
his daring and bravery, won an
empire for England. He is
Britain's great national hero.
English producers, I find, are
prepared to import American
film stars at even higher salaries than these stars often receive in Hollywood. But as an
author, it is to me significant
that American producers place
no limit on the amounts they
spend to bring the best British
writers to Hollywood.
The producers of Hollywood
realize that regardless of the
popularity of stars and their
box-office draw these stars must
be provided with the best possible dramatic vehicles. So, to
get the necessary stories, they
do not stint in the prices they
are willing to pay. English procedure, on the other hand, will
not go even half way.
Mr. Zanuck made us an offer
for the screen rights. The offer
was seven times the figure offered by a British producer. Had
an English bid even distantly
approached
Mr.have
Zanuck's
we
would not
waited offer
for
Hollywood to come along.
It is, perhaps, an ironic ob;
servation that Hollywood should
~
be doing more for the British
f
Empire, through its screen adap5
tations, than Elstree.
2
~
* —* R. J.* Minney.

f

Helen Hayes Sees Comeback
For the Sentimental Film
HpHE so-called "modern tendency" in plays and screen
stories has been inclined away
from sentimental love stories.
We have gone into all sorts of
odd, sophisticated angles to
cloak our romantic interludes
when, really, love is the most
simple and direct thing in the
. ny casceastetdhe plots have
wIonnrldma
pli
as to actuI bee so comr ion
y othlereact ny human iesemol
l
a in a sere
m na
of
Ia
c s tio ts
us
hecti evaetnor that conf . both
t
r
c
o
e
ahnsd the act
the t spe
gThht
pas ifceewablemont nge.have brou
cha
a not
Maggie, the very essence of

sentiment, in "What Every
Woman Knows" became one of
my closest
ing the 62 "stage
weeks friends"
I played durher
on the stage. Every article of
clothing she wore so exactly
fitted her character that I felt
out of place in regular clothes
between performances. Even
her little old-fashioned shoea
had to be made up specially —
at a cost of $40 a pair!
While playing the role I felt
a deep responsibility to the
warmth of feeling that was constantly in her heart. She had
the finest degree of tenderness,
and love meant more than life
in her limited world. I was just
a little fearful of bringing her
to Hollywood, but now I think
she will be right at home in the
new sentimental era. I still believe it is wise to divide one's
time between stage and films.
Of course one can't generalize. But in my case it seems
to be the closest approximation
I can get to an even balance of
work, temperament and desires.
I probably work a little harder,
all things considered, dividing
my time between Hollywood and
Wew York than if I stuck entirely to one of tne two places.
A change, peps one up and
keeps one always on edge. Then,
too, work becomes monotonous
when there is no change of environment. Work should be exhilarating. If it wrong.
isn't there
must be something
— Helen Hayes
in N. Y. American
AAA

Experimentation Possible
Only Among Big Studios
(~)NLY a big studio can afford
to experiment. A stage producer, when he decides to produce something off the beaten
entertainment track, stands to
lose only $15,000 on his idea.
A film experiment might cost
$500,000 or $600,000. It would
be ruinous if it were to fail.
When Paramount let me make
"The Patriot," it was making a
daring experiment. King Vidor
was permitted by Metro to
film "Hallelujah," another hazardous enterprise. Then take
"Strange Interlude." Making a
picture like that for the small
towns was a very risky experiment. We can also consider the
question of opera. Nobody can
tell if a filmed opera would be
capable of holding a motionpicture audience for an entire
evening. The producer who
films an entire opera for the
first time will be taking a tremendous chance. It would cost
a fortunechestratoalone. reproduce the or— Ernst Lubitsch.

Diversified Campaign
On "Last Gentleman"

HTHE premiere of George Arliss' latest attraction, 'The
Last Gentleman," 20th Century
production released through
United Artists was ushered into
the Loew's Fox theater, Washington, D. C, with an outstanding exploitation campaign arranged by Manager L. Brown.
A few days in advance of the
opening all local newspapers
were generous in their reception accorded the attraction.
Special feature stories and photos of Arliss were used in
every amusement section. This
was followed up by additional
breaks after a special showing
arranged for members of the
British Legation, critics and
society editors. Among the
other highlights of the campaign were the distribution of
5,000 hotel cards placed in all
guest rooms; local busses carried special cards; 10,000 '"Can
You Keep a Secret?" slips were
placed in laundry packages; 250
special window streamers were
displayed on all grocery stores,
windows and 2,000 parking announcements were scattered
throughout the city. Through
the cooperation of the Hecht department store a cooperative ad
broke in all local papers in
which the opening of 'The Last
Gentleman" at Loew's Fox theater was mentioned. Advance
trailers, on the attraction, were
used at the Fox, Palace and
Columbia theaters plugging the
— Loew's top;,
engagement at Loew's Fox.
}\'ashington, D. C.

* *
Tie-ups Effective

*

forTN "Merry-Go-tiound"
ushering in the premiere of

"Transatlantic Merry GoRound," Reliance production
starring Jack Benny and Nancy
Carroll, and released through
United Artists, at Loew's State,
Syracuse, N. Y., Manager Ed
McBride arranged a number of
effective tie-ups. In cooperation with General Foods on
Jello, all local grocery stores
displayed window streamers,
placed special inserts in all outgoing packages and used banners on all of their trucks plugging both Jello and the opening
of "Transatlantic Merry-GoRound." On the sheet music,
attractive window displays, utilizing scene stills and window
cards, were arranged in the
Clark Music Store, Wurlitzer's,
Kresge,
Grant
and All
Murphy's
department
stores.
hotel
orchestras played the hit numbers and mentioned the picture's opening at Loew's State.
The special transcription record
was used over Station WFBL
following the Borden program
with mention made of the play-

«

«

«

date. Other radio hookups
were arranged over Station
WSYR after the Jello program.
The same station arranged a
Jack Benny contest with guest
tickets awarded to the winners.
— Loew's State, Syracuse, N. Y.

Special Screenings Help
with Comment Cards
YW'HEN

Roscoe Drissel, manager of Loew's Parkway,
Wilmington, Del., began his
campaign on "What Every Woman Knows," he arranged two
special
Cards" screenings.
were issued"Comment
to the
guests, asking for their opinions
of the film. 3,000 book marks i:
were placed with the Wilming- |
ton Institute public library.
Arrangements were made with
the principal of the local high
school to conduct a contest
/based on the picture. Each
student was required to write a
thesis about it. Their reviews
were commented on in the classrooms and the better ones reLoew's
ceived —special
credits.Parkway,

*

Wilmington,
Del.
*
*

Special Screening Part
of "Barretts" Campaign
of the Century
J-JAROLD
KAPLAN, theater,
managerin
Minneapolis, arranged a special
screening on "The Barretts of
Wimpole Street," to which
Merle Potter, critic for the
"Journal" was invited prior to
the opening
of that Potter
M-G-M rated
picture at his theater.
the film AAAAA, the maximum
rating. Ten thousand book
marks were divided between
public, rental
and hotel
libraries. Five thousand
small
blotters were given away in
office buildings in the business
section of the city. Daily radio
announcements were broadcast
six days in advance of the opening over local radio stations.
— Century, Minneapolis

* *
Waltz Contest

*

T-JARLEY ofFRYER,
of
Highlight
"Merrymanager
Widow"
the Fox

theater, Joplin,

Mo., Merry
in exploiting
M-G-M's
"The
Widow," arranged
with the manager of a large
local hotel for a Merry Widow
Waltz contest. This is the
most popular ballroom in the
city and the elimination contest
took place on the roof of the
hotel. Finals were held on the
stage of the Fox and a large
silver loving cup was awarded
the winning couple. Newspapers and the local radio station
gave this contest plenty of free
publicity. All sheet music
houses in the city tied up with
window displays on the Lehar
melodies from the picture.
— Fox, Joplin, Mo.
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A "LITTLE77 from HOLLYWOOD

By RALPH WILK
tfRST NATIONAL is "shooting
around" Kay Francis until the
ar returns from the hospital sufnently recovered to begin work
"Living on Velvet," which will
; her first film since "British
gent." "Living on Velvet" has
ready gone into production under
le direction of Frank Borzage
eorge Brent and Warren William
re Miss Francis's leading men in
le picture. The star underwent a
linor operation in New York, from
hich she has not yet recovered
)mpletely. She is expected back
om the hospital tomorrow and to
;port at the First National studios
n Wednesday. The story of "Livlg on Velvet" was writttn by Jerry
/aid and Jules Epstein.
T

»

Production is under way on "North
Shore," Barbara Stanwyck's new
starring picture, at the Warner
studios. In Miss Stanwyck's supporting cast are Genevieve Tobin
Gene Raymond, John Eldredge, Dorothy Tree, Phillip Reed, Russell
Hicks and others. "North Shore"
is being directed by Robert Florey.
It is based on a story by Wallace
Irwin.

T

WOULD

YOU

T

Luis Alberni is appearing in
The Winning Ticket," M-G-M picure being directed by Irving Cumaings.
▼

▼

BUY A CAR
THAT HAD NO SPRINGS ?

T

Spencer Tracy, who recently vaationed in Honolulu, is back in
Movietone City, where rehearsals
lave begun for "Dante's Inferno,"
diich Sol Wurtzel is producing for
Harry Lachman is directing
ind Claire Trevor has the leading
eminine role.
»

T

• If your seats are hard, lumpy, and
uncomfortable, you've just about as
much chance of getting and holding

T

Chic Sale is back from New
fork to make six more shorts for
H-G-M.
T

▼

patronage as a manufacturer

T

▼

¥

▼

Gloria Stuart, Dick Powell's leading lady in "Gold Diggers of 1935,"
will return to the First Nationa'
studios today after an absence of a
week caused by an attack of intestinal influenza.
T

T

jump on your competition by reseating
with

comfortable,

upholstered

chairs.

T

It was like "Old Home Week"
when John Considine, Sr., pioneer
vaudeville circuit organizer, walked
anto the "Evelyn Prentice" set at
the M-G-M studios, to play his first
role before a camera, as the defense
attorney in the picture his son is
producing. Veteran character actors, who in earlier days had been
employed by him, crowded about to
welcome
the veteran showman.
Y

who

turns out a springless car. Get the

George Barraud and Howard
Liang have been signed by Fox for
•oles in "Mystery Blonde," in
vhich Mona Barrie, Gilbert Roland
Jerbert Mundin, Mischa Auer and
fohn Halliday are featured. Eugene Forde is directing.
t

Brady, Frank McHugh, Hugh Herbert, Winifred Shaw and Andre
Beranger also appear. Busby Berkeley, in addition to carrying on as
an ensemble creator and director, is
directing the story sequences. Robert Lord and Peter Milne wrote the
original story, which was adapted by
Milne and Manuel Self. Al Dubin
and Harry Warren wrote the musical numbers.

▼

Sol M. Wurtzel has started preminary production plans for the
'ox film, 'Beauty's Daughter,"
rhich Sonya Levien is adapting
rom the Kathleen Norris story of
he same name and in which Claire
'revor will be featured.
T

"LOTS77;

Work on First National's production of "Gold Diggers of 1935" is
now in its final stages and the picture is expected to be completed
within the next three weeks, if the
schedule's demands are met on time
throughout. Dick Powell and Gloria
Stuart head the cast, in which
Adolphe Menjou, Glenda Farrell
Grant Mitchell, Dorothy Dare, Alice

T

Minna Gombell has been signed
for the leading role in Monogram's
'Women Must Dress." This picture will mark the screen debut of
the national Monogram-Agfa contest winners.

Ask Us,
'How

can I reseat

and

pay

for new chairs conveniently?'

American Seating Company
Makers of Dependable Seating for Theatres and Auditoriums

General Offices: Grand Rapids, Michigan
RANCHES

IN

ALL

PRINCIPAL

CITIES

DOUGH. BOYS
It's there! .... profit, and plenty of it. . • . fo
showmen .... in Educational's Short Feature:
.... the one line you can always count on foi
that ideal short subject combination

.... bictl

star names, big production value and real|
entertainment
that sends them out smiling
and

happy.

x^sC;

And always more

great stars

SYLVIA

FROOS
two

See them

and

of radio's most

FRANK
famous

in the single-reel Song Hit Story

"The House

Where

I Was

and in the two-reel Musical Comedy

"THE

LUTH

singers

Bo

GIRL
PARADISE"
with N.T. G. FROM
and the Paradise
Revue
Produced

Distributed in U.S.A.

by Al Christie

by FOX Film Corporation

• . . and that means

dough,

boys!

til

ntimate
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Of Motion Pictures
Now Sixteen Years Old

in Character

nternational in Scope
ndependent in Thought
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owa-Nebraska Allied Reorganization Under Way

!0DE ASSESSMENT PLAN IS DECLARED IN EFFECT
ox Metropolitan Reorganization Plan Again Delayed
30-Day Extension for Filing Plan Likely to be
Asked

Gossip
. about nothing much
By JACK ALICOATE =
ND now we find the good Mrs. Robbins
■ Gilman,
spokesman
for the National
ngress of Parents and Teachers, almost
ily in the newspapers,
attacking
Holly■od producers and advocating educationa'
d civic movies at no cost to the public
is the old story of a little knowledge
ng a dangerous thing.
Someone should
:e the eloquent
lady aside and explain
her that entertaining the dear old pub
is one thing and educating
them
i
tirely
another.
Exhibitors
themselves
ve a duty to counteract
p-opaganda
o
is sort in their territories.
We will al
lys have the Mrs. Gilmans with us.
me and go like the seasons.

The-

Although the 60-day time limit
set by Federal Judge Mack for the
filing of a reorganization plan for
Fox Metropolitan Playhouses will
be up today, it is learned by Film
Daily that at this morning's hearing in the U. S. District Court no
plan will be submitted. One of the
reasons said to have caused the delay is the recent illness of Morton
(Continued on Page

DAVIES UNITTO GET
NEW W. B. QUARTERS
West

The tax situation is becoming dangerous
om everywhere
we have p-ospective
ta:
islation and organized
effort to mee!
i menace in few territories. Taxes, like
cidents,
can't be rectified
afterwards
e exhibitor must pay real estate propertv
xes on theater and grounds; persona'
aperty tax on all personal property and
projection machines, organs and othei
eater equipment; a special city or town
ense fee; a special community tax pei
eater; a special industrial board license
3; a special music tax and then state
d federal taxes.
No industry, certainly
doing more.

— • —
Pictures have never been better. Adssions have never been lower. This is
t only bad economics, but bad business
mes change and so do conditions. There
now no more reason for ten-cent admisins than there is for petticoats. The
Juble with the business today is that the
eater intake is hardly enough to keep up
th the production outlay. As Charlie
Reilly suggested to us some days back, a
ost of but a nickel in admission
prices
along the line would be the difference
tween
the struggle, and the sunshine
returning prosperity for the industry.

8)

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — When Cosmopolitan
Productions and Marion Davies
move from M-G-M to the Warner
lot in January, th^ unit will use
Lhe four new buildings and four
-ound stages being: erected at a cost
-f $400,000. according: to Jack L.

New

Fox Theaters Attorney

Basil O'Connor, former law partner
of President Roosevelt, will replace
Archibald Watson as attorney for the
receiver of Fox Theaters Corp., THE
FILM DAILY learns. Watson, who resigned as counsel last week, will also
withdraw as president and member of
the board of the corporation this week.
Milton C. Weisman is receiver for Fox
Theaters.

BREAKUP THREATENED
IN GLEVE. DUAL BAN
Cleveland — Adoption next Friday
of a double-feature policy by the
Alhambra, former Loew house now
operated by George Harvey and Sam
Cowan, making the second theater
to offer duals since the agreement
against this practice went into effect on July
8, has aroused fears
(Continued on Page 8)

Col. Calls in Managers
For "B'way Bill" Drive

NRA

Announces Signing
of Film
Code Industry
Budget for

Washington

Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Official announcement of the signing of the code assessment budget was announced yesterday by the NRA. William P.
Farnsworth, deputy administrator,
said that he had heard no new
complaints from independents regarding the plan as approved by
the NRA,(Continued
and thaton the
budget was
Page 5)

NRA RULES SERIALS
NOT SHORT SUBJECTS
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Installments of serials may not be included in computing the number of shorts that
°xhibitors may be required to buy
from a distributor, the NRA ruled
yesterday in a code interpretation
asked by (Continued
the Code on Authority.
The
Page 5)

Setting something of a precedent
in connection with the handling of
single managers
picture Columbia's
Industry Standing Helped abranch
are being eastern
called Warner Zone Managers
By Crusade, Says Taurog *"0 New York by Abe Montague,
Will Meet Here Today
Giving the entire industry an im- wnpral sales manager, for a twoWarner
Theater Circuit zone mand?v
conference
with
home
office
exeoroved social standing with the pubagers will hold their quarterly
cutives on an exploitation campaign Tieeting today to discuss policies and
lic, independents as well as major
producers have cleaned up their pic- for thf new Frank Capra produc- iperation methods. The meeting
tures(Contxnued
following theon Legion
of Dection,(Cvntinued
"Broadway Bill",
War- will be conducted by Joseph Bernon Page with
5)
Page 5)
hard, general manager of Warner
theaters, at the home office. AtLending from the home office theater
iepartment
will be
(Continued
on I.
PageJ. 8)Hoffman,
(Continued

on Page

8)

Allied of Iowa-Nebraska
In Reorganization Move

Cleveland Movie Business
50 Per Cent Over Average
Cleveland — Notwithstanding bad
weather, aggregate first-run busi
ness last week was reported 50 per
cent above average. All downtown
houses did big, with strong competition(Continued
afforded byon "Desirable"
Page 8) and

Des Moines — Allied Theater Owners, Inc., representing 350 houses
of Iowa and Nebraska met at the
Hotel
Kirkwood here yesterday to
|
start a reorganization. New officers
are to be elected today. Attendance
was large enough so that the board
of directors saw a more active organization as a certainty. Dissatis(Continued on Page 8)
I

Ontor

Sets Rivoli Record

Opening day's business for Eddie
Cantor in "Kid Millions" at the Rivoli
on Saturday broke a four-year record
at the house, according to United
Artists. Saturday and Sunday attendance totaled mor» than 30,000. At the
Music Hall another Samuel Goldwyn
film, "We Live Again," in its second
week,
had 50,000.
a Saturday-Sunday attendance
of nearly

—2&^
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Television Newsreel
Joseph Schenck Returning ;
Predicted by Marconi Bernerd Will Sail Nov. 21
London (By Cable) — Joseph M.
London (By Cable) — Television
newsreels showing events on the Schenck, United Artists chief, sails
screen at the same time they are tomorrow for New York. Jeffrey
Bernerd of Gaumont British is
Vol. LXVI, No. 114
Tues., Nov. 13, 1934
5 Cents happening, will be a reality in the
near future, according to Guglielmo booked to sail Nov. 21.
Editor and Publisher
JOHN W. ALICOATE
Marconi, wireless pioneer, in an interview here. He said television is
Week-End Family Shows
Published daily except Sundays and Holidays now a practical fact and that transat 1650 Broadway. New York, N. Y., Atlantic broadcasting of this type
Gaining in Popularity
hy Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc. J. W. will soon be possible.
Alicoate, President, Editor and Publisher;
Development of week-end family
Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer
shows, with programs consisting
and General Manager; Arthur W. Eddy, Associate Editor ; Don Carle Gillette, Managing
chiefly of westerns, serials and carEditor. Entered as second class matter,
toons appealing particularly to the
Houses
May 21, 1918, at the post-office at New York. 3 Philly Downtown
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879.
voungsters, is making considerable
Reduce
Admission
Prices
Terms (Postage free) United States outside
headway, according to reports reachof Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
Philadelphia— In a move which
ing Un;versal fro™ exhibitors. The
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign, may reverberate down through the
idea was tr;ed out bv Universal in
$15.00. Subscriber should remit with order.
Address all communications to THE FILM
Philadelphia theater setup, the selected spots around the country
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York. N. Y., Warner-Stanley circuit has cut it=
nme time ago and it proved so
Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 4-4738. 7-4739.
successful that it is be'ner exploited
Cable Address: Filmday, New York. Holly- top admission price in three downtown houses from 65 to- 50 cents. generally, the rorrmnny states.
wood. California— Ralph Wilk. 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607. London — Theaters affected are the Stanley.
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91 Bovd
and Aldine.
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin — Lichtbildbuehne.
No other nrice reductions are
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris — P. A. Harle, La
l."o»''s
in C>>a»>or«»
Moofirttr
'Dorp
Cinematographic Francaise. Rue de la Cour
T,r»oT<. cf«»Vk~lH°'"? of reborn" Nov
contemplated by the circuit it was
des-Noues, 19.
stated in New York yesterday.
17 will vote T)p^. 1 1 on o TT-onic*.1
+ o cV«no-p
+\>a
*-\\a r>r>Tvms,Ti'"'s

Fleischer Wins Infringement Suit
Upholding a decision of the New
York State Supreme Court, the
Circuit Court of Appeals has decided that the Betty Boop copyright
controlled by Fleischer Studios, Inc.
Fleischer Art Service, Inc., and
Joseph I. Kallus of the Cameo Doll
Co. has been infringed by Ralph A.
Freundlich. Inc., Ralph A. Freundlich and Sol J. Freundlich in the
manufacture of a doll. Fleischer
Art Service, which owns the copyright, has a five-year deal with
Cameo. Attorney Louis Nizer was
counsel for the plaintiff.

Film
Society
Discontinues
The Film Society, Inc.. formed
last year to sponsor subscription
showings of unusual films, is winding up its affairs. A meeting will
be held Nov. 26, when members
will vote, in person or bv proxy, or
nro_ rata distribution of funds remaining in the treasury. Julier
Levy is president of the Society and
Morris L. Ernst is counsel.

Limit Number of Pickets
Milwaukee — -The first ruling in ?
labor case in Wisconsin specifically
'imiting the number of pickets has
been handed down here bv Circuit
Judge John J. Gregory in an iniunction action brought by 80 nonunion employes of the strike-bound
olant who want to go back to work
unmolested.

Developing New Fader Control
A fader control which can be
operated directly from a theater
auditorium is being developed in
New York by circuit interests. This
Frank McGuire Joins Rivkin
device will eliminate necessity of
Frank McGuire has joined the Joe
arrangements whereby the manager
Rivkin office as associate in charge
or his assistant use a buzzer sys
tern to instruct an operator to in- of the radio and recording department. McGuire brings with him a
crease or decrease sound volume.
Need of an improved method of number of radio artists.
monitoring sound was emphasized
in a report submitted at the recent
Fall meeting of the S. M. P. E.
Monte
MacLevy's
Father
Buried
Funeral services were held yesterday
in
the
Riverside
Memorial
"Wednesday's Child" for Roxy
Church for Max MacLevy, father of
"Wednesday's Child," RKO Radio
production, is booked to open Dec. Monte MacLevy of the Randforce
circuit. He died Saturday in a New
7 at the Roxy.
York hospital.

General Film Library, Inc.
M. J. KANDEL,

Pres.

World's Largest Stock Shot
Library. Over 20 Million Ft.
729-7th Ave. N.Y.C. BRyant 9-4417

Des Moines Orpheum Drops Vaude
Des Moines — The RKO Orpheum
's discontinuing vaudeville. Hale
Cavanagh, manager, says the attendance has been good, but the capacity of the house was not large
enough to pay out.

colio^ploH
rlo^-D
p'-irmnl
•tnppHnq"

fo^
to

•-lip co^onn1 TUosdnv in December, effective npxt year.

Anothpr
Plav for .Tosenh PoUak
Jnsenh PoUak. former motior
n'V+nro man. for vears identified
with National Screen Sprvice. and
»ir>w nroducpr of tho stnee nlav
"All Rio-Ms Reserved." will soon offer another nlav. "Lola." which he
qcouired while in Germany last
vear.
First at New

Czech

Studio

Prague — "A Kiss in the Snow"
'S the first picture scheduled for
nroduction at the new Host studio
^oing opened shortly. Prague-Parip^ilm Exchange will make the film
$3,000 Chicago Holdup
Chicago — Three bandits, one nosing as a teleeranh messenger, held
ud the Capitol. 7921 South Halsted
St.. on Saturday and escaned with
$3,000 in cash, which had just been
drawn from the bank.

Coming and Going
SI SEADLER and OSCAR
from the coast Sunday.

DOOB

rerun

HOWARD S. CULLMAN of the Roxy lea
for Washington tonight to attend a conferee
tomorrow at the White House with Prfl
dent Roosevelt and Secretary of Labor Frani
Perkins Cullman
on unemployment
insurance
tion.
is chairman of
the Newle_~Yo
conference
for unemployment insurance leg)
lation.
FRANK SHIELDS, recently given a long-fei
contract by M-G-M, is en route to the CuU
City studios, where decision will be mil
shortly
concerning
his first film
role.
for MAURICE
the coast. CHEVALIER

has

left New

Y

LESTER WHALEN of the Harold Lloyd foro
has arrived in the east.
LESLIE

HOWARD

arrives in New

York 1

day
on the for
Berengaria
''impernel"
London after
Films making
to be "Scarl
releas
by United Artists.
IAN HUNTER, one of England's most pop
'ar leading men of the stage and screen,
expected
to reach
Dccei
ber to start
work Hollywood
under his ear'y
long in
term
cc
'ract with
Warners.
NORMAN
York from
'hree weeks

TAUROG, who has arrived in N
the Coast, plans to remain El
before
returning
home.

MILTON BLUM
From
Hollywood.
row

has

arrived in New

ED KUYKENDALL leaves New
on his return to the South.

PAUL
'Inited
from
a

York

Yi
torm

LAZARUS,
Western sales manager
Artists,
his
returned
to
New
Yf
Western
trip.

W. RAY JOHNSTON is due back
York this week
from
Hollywood.

in N

JACKIE COOPER lesv«s Chicago on Thursc
for the Coast after closing in an act at I
Chicago theater.
CLARISSA SELWYNNE. coast actress, arrn
n New York yesterday on the Virginia.
wood
later. to England and will return to Hoi
s en route

Films
for McVicker's
Chicago
— McVicker's
thea.' 1
which
reopens
Dec. 3 under
management of Aaron J. Jones, !
and his sons, John J. and Aaron,
will be primarily a picture thea;
in spite of the fact that Shakj
pearean plays are to be presentj
Jones announces. Latest Americi
made films will be shown and j
theater will have exclusive fit

Warner Radio Tryouts in Chi
Chicago — A radio audition con- Chicago showings
gest will be conducted by the War- British films.
ier group of theaters here, with
Anal tryouts scheduled for Dec. 79 on the stage of the Capitol.

of

GaumO

Go for Bank Nights
Coral Gables,
Fla. ■— Bank
night
brings out such crowds to the Gables theater that traffic in front of
the building is blocked.
Reopening Circle Theater
The Circle, now operated by Hanellin & Reisner, is reopening soon.
Springer-Cocalis Adding House
Springer & Cocalis is taking over
the
seatsRoslyn
900. at Roselle, N. J. House

i

Lee A. Ochs
Edward

Gertrude Olmste
Alperson

Short Subject Quarterly
OF THE FILM
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of the?NEW FILMS

PRECIOUS

FOREIGN

THING

"FLIRTING

WITH

DANGER"

with
Robert
Armstrong,
Edgar
Kennedy,
Maria Alba
with Jean Arthur, Donald Cook, Richard
RKO Radio
69 mins
Monogram
70 mins.
Cromwell,
LIFE" Louise
IN Anita
STRANGE MIXTURE OF COMEDY
Columbia
64 mins.
ENGROSSING DOMESTIC TRAGEDY
WEAK DRAMA OF MOTHER LOVE AND DRAMATIC SITUATIONS POORLY
OF YOUNG BOY AND DIVORCED PAAND
DIRECTED.
RENTS WILL PLEASE CLASS AUDIENCES
SUFFERS FROM TRITE PLOT BUT MAY WRITTEN
BEST.
GET BY IN THE POP HOUSES.
The tale of three dynamite mixers who
A too obvious theme, used frequently spend most of their time in affairs 01
Because the sociological and psychological angles dominate almost throughout, before and given little new imagination the heart for the comedy to be extracted
in the present instance, relegates this yarn therefrom. It is the type of materia,
this film version of the Broadway play wil
find its greatest appreciation among the to the lower brackets, with its only hope that calls for straight farce treatment, for
more intelligent fans. For the masses, it for moderate appreciation being in the not the situations are so far fetched. But
may prove a little depressing inasmuch as too particular neighborhood houses. Story the author has injected a strange mixture
the tragic domestic situation is held at i deals with a poor working girl at a college of drama and near drama into the farcial
high tension from start to finish. Action who marries a rich graduate and subse- side, so that it becomes pretty well
revolves around young Frankie Thomas
quently gets eased out by his snobbish pa- jumbled in spots. The direction is slack,
whose life is shattered when he catches
rents after her child is born. Years later but no doubt the director did the best he
his mother, Karen Morley, kissing a strange she is scrubbing floors back at the college could with the material at his command.
man, whom she loves and marries after when her own grownup son comes there Edgar Kennedy is far superior to his role,
getting her divorce. Frankie turns to his and hits up the same kind of a romance scoring most of the laughs and doing it
father, Edward Arnold, for sympathy, but with a poor girl. Without revealing her
by sheer comedic ability. He makes the
when he is about to marry Shirley Grey
identity, the mother prevents the love af- piece look far better than it is. Robert
little Frankie turns from his dad as well
fair from being ruined by the father, and Armstrong is the buddy who gets himself
He is put in a military school, where he steers the romance to a happy conclusion.
promised in marriage to a senorita in Cenis very unhappy, and the gloomy outlook is Good work is done by Jean Arthur and
tral America where they go to work in a
finally cleared up by the father sidetrack- Donald Cook as the first team and Rich- dynamite factory. William Cagney plays
ing his marriage in order to devote himself
ard Cromwell and Anita Louise as the straight as the hero in love with Marion
to his son. The performance by Frankie second.
Burns, a secretary. His pals playfully
Thomas is a highlight of the production.
Cast: Jean Arthur, Donald Cook, Richard
Cast: Karen Morley, Edward Arnold
up his romance. Kennedy's long
Cromwell, Anita Louise, Mary Forbes, Jane break
lost wife trails him from the Philippines.
Frankie Thomas, Robert Shayne, Shirley Darwell, Ben Alexander, John Wray, Dutch
Cagney squares himself in the end with
Grey, Paul Stanton, David Durand, Richard Hendnan, Ward Bond, Paul Stanton.
the girl. The comedy is the slapstick
Barbee, Tom Franklin, Mona Bruns, Elsa
Director, Lambert Hillyer; Author, Tra- technique of the two-reelers.
Jannsen, Frank Conroy.
vis Inham; Screen Play, Ethel Hill, Dore
Cast: Robert Armstrong, William Cagney,
Director, John Robertson; Author, LeoRecord- Edgar Kennedy, Marion Burns, Maria Alba,
pold L. Atlas; Screen Play, Willis Goldbeck; Schary; Cameraman, John Stumar;
RobEditor,
Rominger;
ingCarlisle.
Engineer, Glenn
William Von Brincken, Gino Carrado, ErCameraman, Harold Wenstrom; Recording
ert
nest Hilliard, Guy Usher.
Engineer, D. A. Cutler; Editor, George
Direction, Fair.
Photography, Good.
Director, Vin Mcore; Author, George
Hively.
Eric Von Stroheim
in
Direction, Good.
Photography, Good.
Bertholon, Dialoguer, Norman S. Hall; Editor, Carl Pierson; Cameraman, Archie
Stout.
"FUGITIVE
ROAD"
"BIG-HEARTED HERBERT"
Engels and Leslie Fenton
Wera
with
Direction,
Weak. Photography, Okay.
with Guy
Kibbee,
Aline MacMahon,
66 mins.
Invincible
Patricia Ellis
WITH
DRAMA
Buck Jones in
LIGHT
T
PLEASAN
Warner Bros.
60 mins.
GRAND FAMILY ENTERTAINMENT
ACTION IS FAIRLY SUSPENiELITTLE
"ROCKY
RHODES"
FUL.
WITH GUY KIBBEE SETTING PACE IN
with Sheila Terry and Stanley Fields
A CLEAN COMEDY RIOT.
A pleasing little fable though not very
Universal
64 mins.
actionful. The events depicted occur
GOOD WESTERN WITH THE APTaken from last season's Broadway hit
of the same name, this is family fare at mainly at an Austrian frontier post where
PROVED INGREDIENTS AND A STANDOUT PERFORMANCE
BY BUCK
JONES
its most enjoyable level. A natural do- Eric Von Stroheim, apparently doing penance for a romantic escapade, is the grutt
mestic situation, with a well-fitted cast
A good deal of the familiar sure-fire
Leslie
come
post
the
To
nt.
commanda
and good direction, the laughs are batted
western stuff, along with a new item or
out with steadiness, and there are just Fenton, an American gangster wanted for two, has been packed into this one, and Diextrzdition who is forcibly detained; Wera
rector Al Raboch has pepped things along
enough relief interludes to suit the comfort of the audience. Guy Kibbee does a Engels, bound for Brooklyn with a faulty so that there should be no complaints from
swell job as the self-made business man passport; various other travelers and the outdoor action fans. Story starts in
who sticks to his old-fashioned habits and finally an ambulance with a sick man
the Chicago stockyards, where Buck Jones
grouches at his family for having modern whose bandages are found to contain a is working with Stanley Fields, a former
yens. When the household is spruced up, fortune in diamonds. Fenton discovers that racketeer who wants to become a cowboy.
including the hiding of pops cuspidor, in Miss Engels is journeying to America to Notified that there has been dirty work on
order to make an impression on the rich find her brother who was killed while he
his father's ranch, Buck pulls out for the
young man whom daughter Patricia Ellis and Fenton were making a jail break a west, taking Fields along, and together
wants to marry, Kibbee explodes and rums few months back. Fenton interrupts Von
they clear up various villainies including
the evening for all. But they get even by Stroheim's tete-a-tete with Miss Engels
the murder of Buck's father, a bank holdup, an attempt to steal the property of
going ridiculously old-fashioned on another and forces Von Stroheim at pistol point
a rancher whose daughter, Sheila Terry, is
evening when he invites a prominent cus- to drive them to a preacher to be wed.
gun
the
that
reveals
then
Stroheim
Von
tomer to the house tor dinner. Thus Kibthe love interest. Jones gives one of his
bee is converted to his family s auvanceu
was unloaded and that as a result of the
most dashing performances, and he gets
ideas. Aline MacMahon handles the marriage, Miss Engels, who promises to good support from Fields, Walter Miller
mother role nicely.
wait till Fenton s prison term is over, can
as the villain, Miss Terry, Carl Stockdale
and others. Story as a whole is above
Cast: Guy Kibbee, Aline MacMahon, Pa- accompany him to America.
Cast:
Eric
Von
Stroheim,
Wera
Engels,
the western average, and it has been given
tricia Ellis, Helen Lowell, Philip Reed,
substantial
production backing.
Leslie Fenton, Geo. Humbert, Hank Mann,
Robert Barrat, Henry O'Neill, Marjone
Cast: Buck Jones, Sheila Terry, Stanley
Gateson, Nella Walker, Trent Durkin, Jay berg
Harry Holman, Ferdinand Schumann-Heink,
Ward, Hale Hamilton, Claudia Coleman.
Michael Visaroff, Bangie Beilly, Hans Fer- Fields, Walter Miller, Carl Stockdale, Paul
Fix, Lydia Knott.
Director, William Keighley; Authors,
Director,
Frank
Strayer;
Screen
Play,
Director, Al Raboch; Author, W. C. TutSophie Kerr, Anna Steese Richardson;
Screen Play, Lillie Hayward, Ben Markson; Chas. Belden, Robt. Ellis; Cameraman, M.
tle; Screen Play, Edward Churchill; CamJack
eraman, Ted McCord; Recording Engineer
tditor,
A.
Anderson;
Recording
Engineer,
L.
E.
Cameraman, Arthur Todd,
Buddy Meyers.
Killifer.
Clark; Film Editor, Roland Reed.
Direction, Action.
Photography, Fine.
Direction, Good. Photography, Okay.
.
Direction,
Fine.
Photography,
Good.
With

Edward Arnold, Karen
Frankie Thomas

Morley

WENN
HERZEN SICH FINDENJ
("When Hearts Meet"), in German;
prf
duced and directed by Erich Engels; wil
Charlotte Ander, Johannes Riemann, et i
At the 86th St. Casino Theater.
Enjoyable romantic comedy about a
ugly duckling who dolls up and wins he
man. Production is generally well handle*
with good performances, pleasing seen}
backgrounds and some incidental music.

SHORTS
"Holland in Tulip Time"
(FitzPatrick TravelTalk)
M-G-M
10 mil*
Fine Subject in Color
Photographed in natural coll
that
blooming
tulip shows
patches upin Holland's
all their glory,
thf
short will prove a real delight t
any audience. Though chief atten
tion is devoted to the beautiful tull
fields, there also are glimpses of in
teresting native types, both youm
and old, and highlight spots of the;
spick-and-span little country. Jaml
FitzPatrick's accompanying con
ments are well fitted to the subjeg
"Peasant Wedding in Hessen"
Mary Warner
12 mi*
Very Interesting
Unlike most shorts of this naturjr!
this film carries a wealth of huma:
interest. Preparations for ih
wedding include the making of ta
bride's
whichTb I
intricategown
and or
mostcostume
unusual.
costume consists of about 50 differ
ent garments and ornaments inclui1
ing 14 petticoats. The wedding pi
cession, native customs of the pef
pie of this little province in Get
many and peculiar traditions all g
to make up an entertaining releail

»DATE BOOK
Today: Independent exhibitor convent
under auspices of Allied Theater Own
Inc., to discuss current problems,
H
Today: Allied Theater Owners of New Jersf
meeting. Gold Room, Hotel Lincoln, N>
York, 11:30 A. M.
Today: Meeting
of Independent
Exhibits
Inc., of Mass., Me., N. H., R. I.
Vt., 69 Church St., Boston. 1:30 P. M
Kirkwood, Des Moines, Iowa.
Nov. 18-19: Allied Theater Owners of Ten
Convention, Hotel Jefferson, Dallas.
Nov. 20: Allied Theater Owners of New J<
sey
Hotel Lincoln, New Yor
11:30 meeting,
A. M.
Nov. 27: Allied Theater Owners of New Ji
sey
Hotel Lincoln, New Yot
11:30 meeting,
A. M.
Nov. 29: Screen Actors' Guild ball, Biltmc
Bowl, Hollywood.
Dec. 5: Warner Club's Second Annual Be
quet and Movie Ball, Club, Schenecta.
N. Y.
Dec. 8: Sixtieth Anniversary Dinner and B
of The Lambs, Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, N
York.
Dec. 9-10: Theater Owners of North a
South Carolina 22nd annual conventii
Hotel Charlotte, Charlotte, N. C.
Dec. 10: Warner Bros, annual stockholdei
meeting, Wilmington,
Dal.
Dec. 20: A.M.P.A. Christmas Dinner, Hot
Aitor. New York.
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IRA RULES SERIALS
NOT SHORT SUBJECTS

ASSESSMENT PLAN
DECLARED IN EFFECT

(Continued from Page 1)

arification held that serial picture
istallments are not "short subsets" in the sense that the term is
ised in Part 5, Division D, Article
of the code. This parsgraph lim
is the proportion of shorts a dis
ributor may require an exhibito
o purchase in contracting for fea
ure pictures.

2o\. Calls in Managers
For (Continued
"B'wayfrom Bill"
Page 1) Drive
ier Baxter and Myrna Loy. The
onfab takes place Nov. 16-17 al
he Hotel St. Moritz and among
hose present will be A. Montague
Joe McConville, Rube Jackter, Lou
kVeinberg, Lou Astor and J. W.
MacFarland, Abe Schneider ano
Kerschel Stuart, all of the home office sales department; I. H. Rogoirin, manager, New Haven exchange;
T. F. O'Toole, Boston; C. N. John;on, Albany; H. E. Weiner, Philalelphia; S. A. Galanty, Washing
on; A. H. Levy, Pittsburgh; Joe
Miller, Buffalo; Nat Cohn and E
Schnitzer, New York; A. S. Moritz
Jincinnati; H. C. Bissell, Cleveand; C. H. Shalit, Detroit, and M.
Solomon, Indianapolis.
Similar
conferences
of branch
managers
and executives will be
leld in the Middle West and Southrn districts.

American Films Hold
Lead in New Zealand
Wellington, N. Z. — Films produced
in the United States still maintain
a substantial lead over product of
other countries, with 359 pictures
from America leading the list of
imports for the past year. Great
Britain was second with 144 films

San Francisco Briefs
San Francisco — Anna Sten was
here last week for a personal appearance in conjunction with "We
Live Again." Fredric March is expected in town this week.
Plans are under way to bring a
big vaudeville show, organized in
Hollywood, to the Curran theater
for Christmas-New Year's week.
Orlando E. Miller, promoter of
the fake Rellimeo Film Co., has
been sentenced to six years in jail
Something Wrong Here
Englewood, N. J. — Local school children prefer athletics to attending the
movies, according to the Better Films
Committee of Englewood, which gleaned
this unexpected information in 1,500
questionnaires answered by grade and
junior high school pupils. About a
score of the kids said they had never
seen
a film.

(Continued from Page 1)

• • • BOBBING UP from Lunnon, ole deah
fresh,
juicy items, eh what?
Noel Madison dropping in the
Twickenham studios a couple of hours before he was needed
for "Morals of Marcus" he was that anxious to get started on his first British film
The new Mount Royal is the
official hang-out for half of film row
and when it opens
it will be like a gold rush, with the gang all moving in the same
day
Val Guest meets every Plymouth and Southampton
train bringing in the movie folk
he's one of the most
prolific writers in town
•
•
• MORE FROM the Fog City
Leo Spiral play,
which Dave Bader got an option on for helping witn the dialog
is soon to get a tryout in Manchester
Dave gets
options on talent and stories through so many unusual methods
that Universal generally has half a dozen properties and artists
under option all the time
Joe Rock is finishing his first
British comedy at the Stoll studios, with Leslie Fuller starred
Joe has his next one in hand, and ready to shoot in a
week's time
They say that Jack Alicoate's articles in this
journal on his recent European jaunt were read with great interest on this side
•
• • A SLIGHTLY new slant in co-op advertising
that developed by United Artists
following the co-op tie-up
with R. H. Macy & Company for the opening of "We Live
Again" at the Music Hall
similar ad tie-ups have been
arranged with other key city dep't stores which will run these
co-op ads prior to the opening of pix
•
•
• A FINE radio script has been turned out by Joe
Weil for Universal's "Great Expectations"
Joe has caught
the spirit of the Dickens masterpiece for the edification of the
air audience
A press line on Fox's "Bachelor of Arts"
informs that
"It takes tne hokum out of college pictures,
and makes students real human beings."
gosh, that should
rate a special medal from the Academy
if true
no
college pix has ever been able to do THAT
•
•
• OVER
AT the Roxy
Howard
Su Cullman,
is delighted with the booking of two superior pix
Universal's "Imitation of Life" for Thanksgiving week
and Radio's
"Anne of Green Gables" from Christmas to New Years
Mister Cullman sees in these films and others a definite trend
toward a higher standard of quality
•
•
• FOR THE sixtieth anniversary Gambol Dinner and
Ball of the Lambs
to be held at the Waldorf-Astoria on
Saturday, Dec. 8
the arrangement committee have laid
out a smash program A novel on old New York has been
contracted for by Claude Kendall from Bessie Rogow Solomon,
author of "The Bowery"
Gaumont-British's
"Evensong"
which opens Friday at the Roxy
will have a preview at
the Westminster today for the press
• • • MUSIC AND lyrics for the new Cotton Club show
have been completed by Ben Oakland, Mitchell Parish and Irving Mills
the revue will have its premiere on Nov. 18
Down in Danville, Virginia, a theater gave a special Mickey
Mouse performance for kids
all they had to do to gain
admittance was bring a cat
a lot of youngsters grabbed
up alley cats to crash and left 'em in the theater
that was several days ago
and the manager is still trying
to get the house rid of a few strays
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closed as far as his office is concerned.
The detailed plan of assessments
by producers-distribupaid
to betors and
exhibitors
appeared in the
Oct. 18 issue of The Film Daily.
Farnsworth left last night for
New York to confer with the Code
Authority regarding the clearance
and zoning for Kansas City on
which a hearing will be held there
this morning.

Industry Standing Helped
By Crusade,
Says Taurog
(Continued from Page 1)
ency movement, declared Norman
Taurog, Paramount director, in
New York yesterday, after his arrival from the Coast for a vacation.
The campaign has not impaired
quality of productions, according to
Taurog, who sees delicate handing
of situations now replacing crudity
as a reaction from the reform pressure. One result of the move has
been to eliminate from pictures the
gags considered objectionable in
some quarters and which only had
an appeal to Broadway audiences,
said the director.
Taurog believes that sophistication in picture stories has been
modified to general audience level.

Chicago Notes
Chicago — The Shakespeare theater, 43rd St. and Ellis Ave., has
been taken over by H. Schoenstadt
& Sons,
circuit owners, and reopened this week.
The Tivoli, B. & K. South Side
house, has adopted a new week-end
policy, presenting a stage show on
Fridays, Saturdays
and Sundays.
"One Night of Love" is in its
fourth week at B. & K. Apollo.
"Gay Divorcee" is being held for
a fourth week at the RKO Palace,
establishing a record for this house.
John J. Jones will be house manDec. 3.ager of McVicker's when it opens
K. C. Zoning Plan Up Today
Considerable controversy over the
proposed zoning and clearance schedule
prepared for Kansas City by the local
zoning and clearance board located in
that town is expect at a meeting of
the Code Authority which begins at
11 o'clock this morning. Clearance
afforded mission
by prices.
the plan is based on ad-
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A TITTLE" from HOLLYWOOD

By RALPH WILK
"CDMUND
GRAINGER
assign-a
ed David
Manners has
to play
leading role in "The Mystery of
Edwin Drood," which Grainger will
produce for Universal, with Stuart
Walker directing. A replica of the
town of Rochester, England, where
much of the action takes place, is
being built at the studio.
T

T

T

Tom H. Moodie, newly elected
governor of North Dakota, is expected to be friendly to the film industry. His brother-in-law, H. McLean, was a veteran exhibitor in
Minnesota. The governor-elect worked together with Charles G. Branham, well known exhibitor, on a
Virginia, Minn., newspaper in 1913.
Incidentally, he bears a strong resemblance to Charles Bickford.

▼

T

»

No Paramount

Studio Changes, Says Cohen

Returning Saturday after two weeks of conferences at the New York offices in
connection with company reorganization plans, Emanuel Cohen, vice-president in
charge of Paramount production, was handed a copy of the day's issue of a Hollywood
paper containing a story of studio upheaval.
He made the following statement:
"I returned to Hollywood full of enthusiasm over what I have heard in the East
about Paramount productions. Upon my arrival here I found the usual sensational
announcement about some upheaval at the studio. So many silly rumors have been
printed here in the last few months that if they were all clipped together and read
in continuity we would all be doing somersaults trying to keep track of actual course
Paramount is following during its reorganization. This latest one is the most erratic
of the lot and is so patently fictitious that it is hardily worthy of denial. But
so there can be no misunderstanding

I wish emphatically to deny the story."

been put into production by Liberty
at the RKO-Pathe Studios in Culver City, with William Nigh directing. The cast includes Tom Brown,
Marian Nixon, Wera Engels, Inez
Courtney, Ivan Lebedeff, Dorothy
Peterson, Lucien Littlefield, William Janney, Carol Tevis, Gigi Parrish, Lucien Prival, Wilma Cox and
others.

Arthur Lubin will start the direction of "The Great God Gold," at
Monogram, this week. He directed
Sam Wood returned from a flying
"Successful Failure," for Monogram.
trip to New York, to be greeted
T T ▼
with a telegram from producer Edward Small, requesting him to reOur Passing Show: Gloria Swanturn to the eastern metropolis for
son, Jack Oakie, Robert Armstrong,
a
conference
on a picture which the
Herbert Marshall, Bert Allenberg,
Stephen Roberts, Lawrence Hazard, producer would like to have Wood
Manny Self, Erwin Gelsey at "The direct for United Artist's release.
Milky Way."
t

▼

T

signed to direct from
play by Robert Lee.

the

screen

Complete cast of "West Point of
the Air," which Richard Rosson is
directing for M-G-M, includes Wallace Beery, Robert Young, Maureen
O'Sullivan, James Gleason, Russell
Hardie, Robert Taylor and Robert
Livingston.

The Winning
leading Ticket"
roles inhave
M-G-M's
"The
been
assigned to Leo Carrillo, Louise
Fazenda, Irene Hervey, James Ellison and Luis Alberni.
Dave Gould, dance director of
stage and screen prominence, has
been signed by Darryl F. Zanuck,
production chief of 20th Century
Pictures, to stage the dance ensembles for the screen version of "Folies
Bergere de Paris," in which Maurice
Chevalier will shortly assume the
stellar role.

Leon Schlesinger has shipped to
Iris Adrian is in the cast of
New York, a print of "Pop Goes Claudette Colbert's "The Gilded
My
Lily" Paramount
as her first
part under
her
toon. Heart," a "Merrie Melody" car- new
contract.
She also
is up for a featured role with
Howard Irving Young and Billie George Raft and Carole Lombard
Wilder are writing the screenplay in their next picture, "Rumba,"
which Marion Gering will direct.
for "Thunder in the Night," which
Leila Hyams has been signed by
will be an Eric Pommer production
Paramount for the romantic lead in
for Fox.
Joe May will direct.
▼ T T
"Ruggles of Red Gap", with Leo
Aline MacMahon and Guy Kifobee McCarey directing, and Charles
P. 0. Helmers, Fox contract will again be teamed by Warner Laughton, Mary Boland, Charles
writer, is writing an original story
in "While The Patient Sleeps," Ruggles, ZaSu Pitts, Maude Eburne.
for one of the Fox stars. The story Bros,
a novel by Mignon G. Eberhardt.
LeRoy, James Burke and Leowill have a Continental background. Harry Joe Brown will supervise the Baby
ta Lorraine in the east, which is not
Helmers is a former Vienna and production, with Ray Enright as- yet complete.
Berlin magazine editor.

T

T

▼

Sammy Fain and Irving Kahal
have written "Every Day," "There
Is A Different You in Your Heart"
and "The Good Green Acres of
Home," which Rudy Vallee will sing
in "Sweet Music," for Warner Bros.
They also wrote "Winter Over
Night" which Helen Morgan will
sing in the same picture. Fain will
sing and play the chorus of "Don't
Go on a Diet." The song writers
have also written a special patter
song for the picture.
T

T

T

Casey Robinson is writing the
screenplay and dialogue for "Glorious," which Frank Borzage will direct for Warner Bros. Harry Joe
Brown will .supervise.
T

▼

V

"Sweepstake Annie," screenplay by
W. Scott Darling, and adapted from

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
-By CHARLES
CAM HEARN, comedian, was added
to the cast in a leading role in
Vitaphone's two-reel comedy starring Eddie Peabody, titled "Little
Postman,
Whatplant.
Now!" produced at
the
Brooklyn

•

Warren Hull, radio and musical
comedy star, has been signed for
the male lead in the second Educational-Young Romance Comedy, starring Sylvia Froos. Rehearsals are
under way at the Astoria Studios,
where shooting will start next week.
The story, as yet untitled, is a "comedy with music." Story and songs
were written by Charles Williams

the same story by Evelyn Law, has and Marcy Klauber.

ALICOATE'

"LOTS

Verree Teasdale's first assignment
since her recent marriage to Adolphe
Menjou will be one of the two
//feminine leads in Warners'
"The
Goose and the Gander." Alan Crosland has been assigned to direct.
The film is based on an original
story by Charles Kenyon.
Betty Grable will appear opposite Walter Woolf, baritone star, in
"The Dictator," new RKO Radio
musical short subject. Leigh Jason;
will direct the picture.
An unusual cast, augmenting the
"regulars" in Educational's Frolics
of Youth Comedies, will be featuredi
.n the fourth of the series, tentatitled "Hey Kids,
PoodlestivelyHanneford
and AhisCircus."
wellknown circus act and Ben Turpini
are added names to the cast, whichl
includes Junior Coghlan, Kenneth
Howell, Sidney Miller, Gloria Anni
White, Dorothea Kent, Buddy Mes-i
singer,
David Sharpe, Billy Engle
ing.
and Al Thompson. Production is
under the direction of Alt' (MouldWallace Ford
Columbia for
"Passport to
lady.
title), starring
son, with Jean

has been signed by
a feature role in
Fame" (temporary
Edward G. Robin
Arthur as leading,

June Brewster plans on appearing
in a New York stage play soonr
Following the completion of hei
present stellar assignment in "Sail)
Smart," which Lou Ostrow is proj
ducing for Universal, the forme*
"Vanities" star intends going to
New York to confer with her east!
ern representative regarding a suit
able stage vehicle.
T

T

T

When Richard Wallace complete:}
the direction of "The Little Minj
ister" starring Katharine Hepburi
ciiid which Pandro Berman is proj
ducing for RKO, he will make ;
uying trip to New York for a tw?
weeks' vacation. Following this
Wallace will return to direct om
picture for Fox.

Cutting, editing and recording on
the feature, "Crime of Dr. Crespi",
featuring Eric Von Stroheim and
recently produced by John Auer ai.
the Biograph studio, has been completed, with a trade showing of the
picture to be announced soon.

Casey Robinson, after completinj
his present Warner assignment, wil
resume work on the script fo;
"Main Street."

Al Christie, in charge of Educational's eastern production, is preparing to place before the camera*
Thursday a new Coronet Comecy
starring Tom Howard. George
Chelton, who invariably appears in
a strong supporting role with the
comedy star, is featured as usual in
the new comedy, as yet untitled.

Henry Henigson has purchase*
Ursula Parrott's short novel, "Nex
Time We Live," which he will pro
duce for Universal, with Margare
Sullavan as the star. Incidental!}
Henigson is also negotiating for
prominent English novel, consuma
tion of which is expected within th
next few days.
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N-E-W-S

O-F T-H-E D-A-Y

Inverness, Fla. — The Valerie has the house. Jack Kolbo, treasurer
been reopened and will operate on at the Paramount here, has been
a part time basis.
elevated to assistant manager under
Sing-er's Orpheum calling for 10
pictures.
Ted Morrison.
St. Petersburg, Fla.— The Capitol
Bartow, Fla. — D. V. Marquis and
recently acquired Sparks house, will
B. E. Gore of the recently incorpoMiddletown, Conn. — Middletown be reopened immediately, with a
rated Tower Amusement Co. have
Tampa, Fla. — The Victory, acchange
of
program
twice
weekly.
Enterprises, Inc., owner of the three
cording to Manager J. D. Woodcompleted arrangements for con[local houses, Middlesex, Palace and
ward, is to be reopened on a permasolidating picture contracts and
nent schedule of five days a week.
Capitol, has announced reopening
Milwaukee — R. Miller, formerly bookings of their two theaters.
of the Palace with a double-feature manager of the Miller, has been
policy on Thursday, Friday, Satur- named manager of Wisconsin
New London, O. — J. L. Guthey of
day and Sunday. The Middlesex
Miami Beach — Charles Moore, reAmusement Enterprises' Alhambra
Lakewood has leased the New Lonwill continue full week operation first-run, succeeding James Casey
cently in Denver, is the new assisdon theater and is improving it.
tant manager of the Biscayne Plaza
while the Capitol will remain dark. resigned.
theater.
Deland, Fla. — Approximately
Wauchula, Fla. — George Stonoris
Portland, Mo. — Keith's theater owner of the Royal, has bought out
Omaha — Evert R. Cummings, dis- $2,500 has been spent in modernizrecently operated by Abraham Good- the newly built Palace, which will
trict manager of the A. H. Blank ;ng the Dreka theater. Frank Bell
side and now leased by Sidney be operated three days a week for theaters, announced that Jack Krier. is manager.
Brown, has opened for subsequent the present.
brought here a month ago as assisruns. Samuel Richmond is resitant manager of the Paramount
Boston — "Doc" Britton, New Engdent manager.
land manager for World Wide, has
Winter Haven, Fla.— The Grand after the State theater in Cedar
taken on Arnold Klevens as assotheater is being opened following Rapids, la., had been closed, will ciate.
return to Cedar Rapids to relight
extensive repairs.
Woonsocket, R. I.— The Olympia
a

New Orleans — Columbia has closed
selective contract with Mort

operated by M. Safner, has changed
to fourth-runs.

PRODUCERS, DIRECTORS
AND CASTING AGENTS
CONSTANTLY REFER TO THE
YEAR BOOK WHEN IN NEED
OF PLAYERS, DIRECTORS,
WRITERS and CAMERAMEN
Now in Work

Out in January
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IOWA-NEB. ALLIED
WILL REORGANIZE
(Continued from Pane 1)

faction was expressed at the opening: session over asnects of the
code, find possibility of an investigation of thp subsenuent run policy
in Iowa and Nebraska was indicated.
"Block booking" is the major
problem and obstacle of recovery,"
declared Lester F. Martin of Nevada. Iowa, executive secretarv. "The
NRA code helped a little. e;viner the
operator a chance to eliminate 10
perRenewed
cent of the
nictures offered."
endorsement
of the
Leaerue of Decency campaign was
indicated by the officers.

Warner Zone Manae-ers
Will Meet Here Today
(Continued from Pane

1)

Soviet Invites American Producers
The Soviet Government is receptive to proposals from American producers who wish
to make films in Russia in conjunction with the Soviet cinema trust, it was stated
to THE FILM DAILY yesterday by V. I. Verlinsky, president of Amkino. In line with
this general policy, which has just been decided, Verlinsky is completing arrangements with Ben Hecht and Charles MacArthur to produce a picture in Russia starring
P?ul Muni and Helen Hayes. Sole matter to be settled in connection with the HechtMacArthur venture is distribution of the picture, Verlinsky said. Amkino has also
received an offer from Edward E. Paramore, Jr., to produce a picture in Russia
starring Ann Harding.

Cleveland Movie Business
Davies Unit to Get
Cent Over Average
New W. B. Quarters 50 Per (Continued
from Pane 1)
(Continued from Pane

1)

Cleveland BnVfs

Cleveland — Oscar Stottpr. Am.
Hollywood — Half of thp motion bassador thpatpr ownpr. was hp'M nn
last week on his wav home -Prom
nicture output will be m color with- the
theatpr. The thief was fan^t
in three vears. while practicallv all within
a half an hour. rlup +r> +*.»
will be in color bv five years from riuick action
of Mrs. Stotter in call
now. according* to Merian C. Cooner ingr the police.
RKO urn^nrtion executive 'Raoker'
bv the Whitneys and their Pionppr
Allan Shapiro, hpad of tnp uostpr
Pictnrpc: unit which is now produe- denartment. was electpd club nresiine "Beckv Sharp" in thp new Tech- dent of the Warner Club to sn<-"pp^
nicolor nrocess for RKO release Lew Wassprman who rpsig-nod to
Cooner is expected to givp un his become affiliated with the Rappastudio post in the near future to port Studios.
devote himself to color pictures.
Allen F. Cumming-s, manag-er of
M-G-M exchang-es, in town for several days, was host at a dinner to
Salt Lake Citv Souibs
office members.
Salt Lake City — Projection Products. Inc.. has been incorporated by
In a first-run deal closed last
W. P. Nelson, president; E. R. Hen- week between Warners and Holrie. vice-president, and J. D. Gab- brook C. Bissell, manager of the lobott, secretary-treasurer, to manucal Columbia exchang-e, the 1934-3K
facture and deal in projection equip- Columbia
product will be shown at
ment for theaters.
the RKO Palace, Allen and Warner
"Riptide" is being held at the Star Hippodrome.
for an extended second-run.
Louis Swee, president of the
The third week of "Gay Divorcee"
is in progress at the Studio.
Showman's Club of Cleveland, will
preside at a housewarming; to be
held in the new club rooms in the
Film Bldg. on Nov. 14.
Manager Swears To It
Here's the latest "One Night of
Love" story via the Columbia route. A
wnman patron of Loew's 83rd St. theater recently approached the manager
-nd h'nded him a quarter. "Your picture is worth this much more than your
admission price," she explained, according to Eddie Schnitzer, Columbia's New
York
manager.

Majestic Film Exchange, Inc., has
been formed with Nate Schultz.
president,
as Majestic
owners in northern
Ohio. franch'se
Loew's is holding "The Merry
Widow" over for a second week

downtown,

PLAN FOR FOX MET.
IS DELAYED AGAIN J
(Continued from Page

1)

G. Bogue, chairman and counsel fori
the bondholders' committee and mov-llt
ing factor in the formulation of thaf!
proposed plan.
It is likely that ai
30 day time extension will be reJ
quested for the filing of the plan.

Breakup is Threatened

Fred Waring 's band at the RKO
In Cleveland Dual Bam
Palace. "Merry Widow" almost
(Continued from Page 1)
doubling average at Loew's State; 'hat the
single feature plan may be:,
"Happiness Ahead" at the Hippo- n jeopardy. The
other house on
the Allen.
drome, and "Wednesday's Child" at duals is the Temple. The Alhambra
will double first-runs whenever^
available, otherwise second-runs,,
with most pictures playing a full
C. P. Melton Named on Code Board week at 25 cents for all performWashington Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY, ances.
Washington — Charles P. Melton
Add Wrestling to Bill
of the National Cinema Service,
Milwaukee — The
Zenith,
Inc., of St. Louis was named Adneigh-f
ministration member of the Code borhood house operated by E. Fj
Authority on the reduction machin- Maertz, is featuring two wrestlingjl]
ery d.vision of the Machinery and bouts on the stage every Wednes-^
Allied Products industry, the NRA day night in addition to the filmi
announced late yesterday.
program.

Warner. The production chief
sounded an optimistic note about
the motion picture business outlook,
and said that the Warner studios
will maintain a high rate of activity for the months ahead.
Six pictures are now in work and
seven others are in preparation.
"North Shore". "Black Hell". "Living on Velvet," "Devil Dogs of the
Air", "Sweet Music" and "Gold
Diggers of 1935" are before thp
cameras. "Casino de Paree"' "Midsummer Night's Dream". "Eartb
Worm Tractor". "Alibi Ike". "The
Green Cat". "Money Man" and "A
readied.
Present from Margate" are being:

J. Stewart MacDonald. Moe Silver
Clayton Bond, Ted Shlanger. Mort
Blumenstopk. Lester Kripg-er and
Ph^lnf. From th° fieldFrank Co<=tnn.
Chicago: Nit Wolf.
James
Cleveland: B. E. Hoffman. New Haven: Don Jacocks. Newark :_ Lou
Lazar. Albany: Leonard ScWesineer
Philadelphia; Harrv Kalnvnp Pittsburgh: J. L Payette Washington •
Rudv Vallpp who i« now makinoDavid E. Weshner. Milwaukee: HerMu=ic". has three more tc
bert Conolnn. Atlantic City; How- "Sweet
do
for the companv.
ard Waugh. Memphis.

50<& Color in 3 Years,
Men* an Cooner Predict*
WeH Coa^t Bureau of THE FILM DAU.v
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Han Hearing in Kansas City on Zoning System

QUITY APPROVES CHARTER FOR ACTORS' GUILD
5% of Fox Met. Noteholders Don't Approve
Latest Guild
Plc/ito
Screen Actors

drd Draft of Reorganiation Comes Up Today
for Consideration

Be

on Page

application of the Screen Actors'
Guild for a charter covering the motion picture field from the Associated Actors and Artistes of America, according to a joint announcement by Frank Gillmore, Equity
president, and Kenneth Thomson,
Guild secretary. This will make the
Guild supreme in the motion picture field(Continued
and as on
Equity
dominates
Page 6)

6)

0. ELLSWORTH HEADS
NEW IA.-NEBR. UNIT
FILM

PARA. THEATER SETUP
WILL UNDERGO SHIFTS

Bv C. F. KAVNAUGH
DAILY
Staff Correspondent

Des Moines — E. 0. Ellsworth of
wa Falls was elected new presint of Allied Theater Owners, Inc.
the close of their meeting attendby 175 independent exhibitors of
wa and Nebraska at Hotel Kirkiod yesterday. He succeeds C. L.
les of Anamosa. H. A. Larson of
ikland, Neb., was elected vice(Coniinued

on Page

6)

our Nebraska Actions
Dismissed by Agreement

Lincoln Neb. — Four suits against
^jor producers in Nebraska, in
lich damages of $217,500 were
ked, were dismissed by the plaint's and Federal Court here yester,y. Amount of the settlement was
(Continued on Page

6)

Schiller Report Spiked
Nicholas M. Schenck, Loew and MG-M president, yesterday emphatically
denied a report that Col. E. A. Schiller
is retiring from the Loew circuit.
Schiller, who has been in ill health,
has gone to Atlanta. In his absence
Joe Vogel is in charge of theater operations.

th

Making an almost romplete ab atface on its previous.y decided policy, the council
Equity
yesterday
voted of
not Actors'
to oppose
the

Venty-five per cent of the Fox
tropolitan Playhouses noteholdwill not approve of the latest
n for reorganization, William L.
inton, acting counsel for the
idholders' committee, told Fed1 Judge Julian W. Mack in the
S. District Court yesterday. The
rd draft of the plan has been
npleted and will be considered at
meeting of the committee today,
inton suggested to the court that
{Continued

Supreme Held
in
Picture

Harry M. Warner, dean of the famous and fearless Warner Brothers, was the dare-devil impresario of a 60-seat nickelodeon in Youngstown during the days when the industry wore rompers.
He borrowed his chairs from the local undertaker.
When anyone died the show was called off . . .
This is The second of a series of prominent film folk on "How
brush and pen of "Hap" Hadley

They Started."

They are from the

Code Authority Members Off
For K. C. on Zoning System

Coincidental with departure of
Boris Morros for the Coast early in
January to assume an important
production post at the Paramount
studio, the following changes will be
effected, as a result, in the company's theater operations:
Leon Netter, who assumed some
of Sam Dembow's duties when the
latter resigned
Famous
The(Continued from
on Page
6)

Canadian Tri-Ergon Suits
Planned if Case is Won

In event the U. S. Supreme
Court, in its review of two appeals
from the Circuit Court of Appeals,
Following an all-day tussle on the
Ludington Will Head
the validity of the Amerproposed
Kansas
City
zoning
and
First Div. Productions clearance plan, the Code Authority upholds
ican Tri-Ergon
patents,
(Continued
on Page the6) William
Nicholas S. Ludington has been last night decided to sponsor a hearelected president of First Division
ing in that city on Friday for the
Productions, the newly organized purpose of revising the plan to conaffiliate of First Division Exchanges,
form with the principles of zoning
Walter Winchell writes:
it was announced yesterday. Other and clearance adopted by it some
"SidneyAlways
R. Kent blurbs
an impending
Belirrlin'
officers include Henry Hobart, vice weeks ago.
movie in this manner: 'It is a woman's
picture that also appeals to men. It
president and producer; John CurGeorge J. Schaefer and Edward
has more than tears and heart-throbs
tis, vice-president and treasurer.
both members of the Code
and
laughter — it has a soul.'
William Fiske III, vice-president, Golden,
Authority, and Tyree Dillard of the
"Yes,
but can it cook?"
and Frank
Look, secretary. Lud(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 6)
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Selective Distribution
Considered for Germany

Additional field appointments
made by George W. Weeks, general
sales manager for Gaumont-British,
in the course of his trip to the
west include the following: J. L.
Franconi, sales manager, and Jack
Groves, salesman, both in the Dallas
office; Sam Levine, booker-salesman
Buffalo; George Wheeler, bookersalesman, Pittsburgh; H. Russell
Gaus, salesman, Oklahoma City.
Weeks arrived Monday in Hollywood where he will establish an office for G.-B.

Policies of "selective distribution"
for Germany, following imposition
of a uniform permit tax of 20,000
marks ($8,000) on each imported
picture, were under consideration
yesterday by American distributors
which are still operating in that
country. With all agreeing that the
levy would have the effect of banning virtually all American-made
pictures, it was indicated that occasional y itmight be practical to
release a picture which has unusual
box-office possibilities for Germany.
Both Warner-First National and
Educational Releases
Universal are understood to be geninactive in Germany, while
Set to End of the Year other erally
American firms, including
Release dates have been set by Paramount and M-G-M, are mainEducational on 19 new short subtaining skeleton sales forces. Less
jects, taking the schedule through than 50 American-produced features
were
released
in the country last
to the end of the year, it is announced by Jack Skirball, sales
manager.
At the Hays office yesterday statement was made that the association
year.
has
not received direct word of the
Fox Gets Three Stories
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY new tax, which only guarantees importation proper but not approval
Hollywood — Three story pur- by the censors.
No meetings on the
chases just announced by Fox in- subject have been planned so far,
clude "Recipe for Murder", by Vin- it was said.
cent Starrett, appearing in "Red
Book," to be produced by Sol M.
Wurtzel; "The Torch Bearers", Andy Sharick Will Handle
Universal Accessory Sales
George Kelly's stage play of some
years ago, which B. G. DeSylva will
Andrew J. Sharick yesterday was
make, and "Private Beach", a play appointed manager of accessory
of Malibu by Jesse Lasky, Jr. and
Gladys linger, now running at the sales for Universal. He will enter
El Capitan Theater, Los Angeles. upon his duties immediately. Sharick will retain supervision of his
Henry Johnson and Houston Branch
other duties in the home office unwill adopt the latter play.
der the direction of J. R. Grainger,
general manager
of distribution.
"The Battle" Preview for Press
A private press preview of "The
Block S. F. Price Cuts
Battle," Leon Garganoff production with Charles Boyer, Merle
San Francisco — Decision of the
Oberon and John Loder, will be held local grievance board, setting a preat 4 o'clock Tuesday afternoon in
ruling against pricethe Grand Ballroom of the Waldorf- slashing,cedent inisa expected
to block a
Astoria.
threatened price war among theaters here. The edict was in the
Viennese Operetta at 55th St.
case of Joe Blumenfeld, operator of
"Waltz Time in Vienna," operetta the Oakland American Theater, vs.
made abroad by Ludwig Berger Morgan Walsh, on charges of lowprominent Austrian director and
ering prices in his T. & D. houses
producer, opens Saturdav noon at in Oakland contrary to stimulations
the 55th St. Playhouse.
in the T. & D. contract. Blumenfeld insisted that exchanges should
"Marie Galante" at Mayfair Monday cease service to Walsh if the price
Fox's "Marie Galante." with Kitti nated.
cutting was not immediately elimiGallian and Spencer Tracy, opens
with a Monday evening preview at
the Mayfair.
Appealing K. C. Premium Decision
Kansas City — Action of the grievUniversal Dinner-Dance Dec. 1
ance board Monday in dismissing
Annual dinner-dance of the Uni- charges of giving premiums filed
versal Pictures employees will be against the Baltis, Roanoke and
held the night of Dec. 1 in the Hotel Central theaters will be appealed by
Astor.
Fox Midwest, which filed the complaint. A previous board had ruled
"Evelyn Prentice" Holds Over
that premiums were banned as a
M-G-M's "Evelyn Prentice," with result of a 75 per cent vote, but at
William Powell and Myrna Loy, will
week's meeting the decision
hold over for a second week at the this
was reversed on the acceptance of
Capitol.
the requests of six exhibitors to
withdraw their names after they
U. A. Chicago Appointment
had signed the anti-premium petition. The withdrawal was disallowed
Chicago — Charles Kamp has replaced Fred Martin as office man by the previous board on the ground
ager of the local United Artists ex- that the exhibitors had signed in
change.
good faith.

Coming and Going
GREGORY RATOFF plans to leave New
tomorrow on his return
to England.

Yj

JOHN ZANFT is due
the Coast.
from
week

nex

KINGSTON,
NewAL York.
. S. R. KENT
rive in London

in New

York

Coast agent, has arrived 1

and ROBERT J. FLAHERTY
tomorrow from New York.

ai

GEORGE ARLISS. having finished "The If.
Duke" for Gaumont-British in England, sal
from the other side today on the Majestic fi
New
York.
SPITZER, are
scheduledandto his
leave
r3,R,L„AN
THOMPSON
wife,New
MARIA-,
Y«.
on Friday for the coast.
on

EDDIE CANTOR and family will sail Dec.
the Rex for a vacation abroad.
HARRY

EDINGTON,

manager

of Greta Girt

da °ther
Hollywood
talent,
and contract
his wife,toBAHI
BARA
KENT,
who is
under
Washington.
.„.'. rerurn from abroad tomorrow on f
COURTNEY TERRETT. former newspaper I

and now a member of the Hollywood sere
writer's colony, has arrived at The Lombard*
RENE HUBERT, Fox Film wardrobe he
who has been in France and England for so*
weeks studying style trends, is en route hoi
aboard the Berengaria.
JULES LEVY arrived on the coast yestero
for conferences with J. R. McDonough, Rl
Radio
Pictures
president.
J- L._isMcEVOY,
eastern
RKO,
in Boston
for district
meetingsmanager
with R!I
Cropper,
local branch
manager.
FELIX
FERRY,
HARRY
FOSTER
and
V
PARNELL,
all foreign
theatrical
managers
i
REGINA
OPOCZYNSKY,
film actress,
arrive
New York today on the Champlain.
JACK RAPOPORT, Paramount's manager
Cuba, arrives in New York today by pi,
to attend the funeral of his father.
AL ALT, producer of Altmont
for the coast yesterday.

Pictures, I

JAY PALEY, president of Walter Wan,
Productions and a director of the Colurrr
Broadcasting System, left Hollywood by pi
yesterday for New York on business.

Repeat "Night of Love" on Ail
A repeat broadcast of mum
numbers from Columbia's "(J
Night of Love" will be given
tomorrow night's nationwide B$
den-Photoplay program, known
"45 Minutes in Hollywood." TJ
is the first repeat to take place I
the Borden broadcast.
"White Parade" Holding Over
Fox's "The White Parade" will
held over a second week at the N
York Paramount.

RECORDING

ON

FILM

INDUSTRIAL— FILM
SLIDE FILM— RECORDS

BRUNSWICK
PRODUCTIONS
CH. 4-2200

CORP.

321 W. 44th St., N.Y.C

tors privileged to see "The White Parade"
at private screenings arranged by FOX in
key cities of the U. S. last week. Did you
ever see a theatre operator sobbing? Well,
we did! Stifling tears. Letting loose loud
gusts of laughter. Held motionless by suspense. Right now, they're planning extra
weeks . . . extended time . . . and counting on
extra profits. And so will you...when you see
Jesse L. Lasky's greatest box office production !

A JESSE L LASKY

Production

The greatest hit of thiswith
great showman's

career!

LORETTA YOUNG
JOHN BOLES
Directed by Irving Cummings. Screen play by Sonya
Levien and Ernest Pascal. From the novel by Rian
James.
Adaptation by Rian James and Jesse Lcsky, Jr.

This is the new

#

~ARBO
DANCE!

%

Joyfully posed by
Manager Hall Baetz
of FoxWilshireTheatre
in Los Angeles I

He played "THE PAINTED
VEIL" in advance preview
at his neighborhood theatre*
He's got good news for you:
a
Go into
your
dance
boys! It's
M-G-M
music on
the cash
register!

Exhibitors are in for a real thrill Garbo's
in the kind of modern role that made her
America's idol Gorgeous, seductive, exciting.
What a picture for the palpitating fans who
yearn for a big heart thrill 'The Paintedj
VeiP is a sure hit!"
(signed) HALL

BAETZ

w

PAINTED
in 'THE
the screen
on
Garbo
"A new
more depth/'
—EDWIN SCHALLERT
in LOS ANGELES TIMES
More human, more sensitive,

VEIL7,

GARBO
in "THE
PAINTEDGEORGE
VEIL
with
HERBERT
MARSHALL,
13 IV fc/ IN 1,
Directed

Warner

Oland,

Jean

Hersholt,

Katharine

Alexander

by Richard Boleslawski
• Based on the novel by W. Somerset Maugham
Produced by Hunt Stromberg
• A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
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EQUITY APPROVES
CHARTER FOR GUILD
(Continued from Page

1)

the Associated Actors and Artis.es
of America the granting of the
charter is a certainty.
A contract between Equity and
the Guild provides for the establishment of a joint conference board
to handle common problems and an
exchange of information and service
between the two actors' organizations. Under this Guild members
who appear on the stage must become Equity members and vice
The Equity Council "stressed
versa.
the necessity of presenting a united
front by actors in any negotiations
with producers," according to the
Gillmore-Thomson announcement. In
the event of any difficulties between
producers and the Guild, Equity
will lend every aid to the Guild,
Gillmore said.
Gillmore pointed out that a consideration in favor of granting the
Guild a charter was the possibility
that under an affiliation Equity
might become liable for debts incurred by the Guild. The Equity
Council reached its decision yesterday after hearing Thomson and
Lawrence Beilenson, attorney for
the Guild. Thomson and Beilenson
leave tomorrow night by plane for the
coast and will present the proposal
that the Guild obtain a charter from
the A. F. of L. to the Guild board
a few days later and to the Guild
membership shortly thereafter.
Equity will hold a general meeting
next month to ratify the granting of
a charter to the Guild, Gillmore
said.

from
A LITTLByE RALPH
WILK "LOTS
HOLLYWOOD
gILL ROBINSON,
colored
dian and tap dancer,
for comeyears
a vaudeville headliner, has been
signed by Fox for "The Little
Colonel," Shirley
vehicle.
Y
▼Temple
V
"One Hour Late" has been designated as the definite title for Paramount's "Me Without You," now in
production with Joe Morrison,
Helen Twelvetrees, Conrad Nagel
and Arline Judge in featured roles
Ralph Murphy is directing from an
original story by Libbie Block.
▼
▼
▼
Suzanne Kaaren has been placed
under long-term contract by Monogram. Her first role is in "Wo-

Plan K. C. Hearing
On Zoning System
(Continued from Page 1)

Code home office force leave New
York today for Kansas City.
A number of sales managers attended the meeting to advise on the
schedule, which, it is hoped, will
serve as a model plan. Those present included, in addition to members
of the Code Authority Eddie Saunders of M-G-M; Gradwell L. Sears
of Warner Bros.; William Kupper
of
Fox, and E. T. Gomersall of Universal.

Radio Contest on Vallee Film
A national contest over the radio
to select the title song for Rudy
Vallee's forthcoming Warner film,
"Sweet Music", will be conducted by
Vallee on his regular air program
the evening of Nov. 22, with exhibitors afforded the opportunity of
Ludington Will Head
local store tieups in conFirst Div. Productions making nection
with Vallee's Fleischmann
(Continued from Page 1)
hour.
Two
numbers have been reington and Fiske joined First Divicorded
as
possibilities
the title
sion on Sept. 17 when they purchas- song, and listeners will for
be asked to
ed the outstanding stock of the comdesignate which they prefer. Propanyduction of the picture is expected
Production
headquarters
will•„ i.be
to
be completed Saturday.
on the coast, with eastern executive
offices adjoining the present offices
N. J. Allied Meeting is Routine
in the RKO Building, Rockefeller
Routine business was transacted
Center. Further expansion is
at a meeting of Allied Theaters of
planned whereby the combined com- New Jersey yesterday with Sidney
panies will occupy about 10,000 E. Samuelson presiding. Report of
square feet in the building.
Curtis, Look and Hobart plan to the committee checking up on reports ofvisions
violation
code's
fly to the coast about Dec. 1 to eson tieing of
in the
shorts
is prostill
tablish studios. Eight films will be
in
preparation.
made for 1934-35 release. Production will start the first of the new
M-G-M Buys Opera Mystery
year. Stories, casts, directors, etc.,
"Murder in the Opera House",
will be announced next month.
mystery novel by Queena Mario,
who was a newspaperwoman before
she became a Metropolitan Opera
prima donna, has been acquired by
Opera on Music Hall Stage
M-G-M. The book was recently pub"Onteora's Bride," an
operatic
legend in four scenes especially comlished by Dutton.
posed by Deszo D'Antalffy, a staff
composer at the Radio City Music
Claudette Colbert III
Hall, will be presented on the Music
Hall stage starting tomorrow in conjunction with the screen feature, "Gay
Divorcee." Leon Leonidoff will produce it under the musical direction of
Erno Rapee.

25% OF NOTEHOLDERS
AGAINST FOX MET.PLAh

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

(Continued from Page 1)
T
T
T
men Must Dress."
Noah Beery, Jr., is being put
under a term contract by Universal
T

T

T

"Vanessa," adaptation of Hugh
Walpole's
of last
before
the novel
cameras
this season,
week atwent
the
M-G-M studios with Helen Hayes in
the leading role and Robert Montgomery playing opposite her. Constance Collier, British stage star,
makes her first appearance in a
talking picture in the new film, and
the cast also includes Otto Kruger
May Robson, Donald Crisp, Henry
Stevenson, Agnes Anderson and
Dorothy Grainger. William K.
Howard is directing.

Para.

Theater Setup
Will
Undergo Shifts
(Continued from Page 1)

aters Corp., will take charge of de
luxe
operations which Morros now
handles.
Clark Robinson will become producer of Famous stage shows, succeeding Morros.
Phil Boutelje becomes musical director, succeeding Morros.
Harry Kalsheim takes charge of
booking
handles. talent, which Morros now
Robert Weitman, manager of the
New York Paramount, will succeed
Morros as managing director of the
house.
Edward Sullivan, assistant manager, will be promoted to manager.

Canadian Tri-Ergon Suits
Planned
if Case is Won
(Continued from Page 1)
Fox company will institute accounting and infringement actions in
Canadian courts. Up to the present
time actions have been confined to
this country, although the Fox firm
controls the Tri-Ergon patents in
Canada as well.
Withdraw Complaint Against Loew
Complaint of the Electra Theater
against Loew's Bay Ridge and all
major exchanges except Columbia
charging overbuying, monopoly, conspiracy and disturbance of continued
possession was withdrawn yesterday
at a hearing of the New York grievance board after indications that
an adjusement might be reached.
The stipulation of withdrawal, insisted on by Louis Nizer, counsel
for Loew's and the exchanges, stated that the Electra Theater, "over
the advice of counsel, was withdrawing its complaint without prejudice
to file anew, without consideration
and without any expectation from

Arcadia Signs With Local 306
Hollywood — Claudette Colbert,
who was stricken last week while
Arcadia Theater, in which Harry
Loew's."
is interested and which reworking in "The Gilded Lily" at Brandt opens
shortly, has signed to employ
Paramount, is confined to her home
Local 306 operators.
by a serious attack of influenza.

the proceedings be expedited ill
having the court's permission to nk
a petition to intervene at the tinM
the plan is submitted. He ah*
hinted that the committee and thi
operators, Skouras and Randforce
are not as yet in accord.
An extension of 30 days for til
submission of the plan was granted
by the court upon the request OH
Milton C. Weisman, receiver foJj
Fox Theaters Corp., the holdinf
company.

E. O. Ellsworth Heads
New Ia.-Nebr.
(Continued
from Page 1) Uni
president. A secretary will be elec<
ed at a meeting of the new boa*
scheduled for Nov. 22 at Iowa FalB
Lester F. Martin, present secru
tary, announced the formation of
$50,000 "war chest" to work on tl
subsequent run situation and tk
buying of pictures, as much dissas
isfaction was expressed by the 1
dependents as to their inability
get desired pictures in this terr
tory. Harry Hiersteiner of the Far.
ily Theater, Des Moines, heads thl
movement.
New directors named for the r
organized association include Charl
Peterson
of Hampton,
la., A.
Swanton of Emmetsburg, la., Way,
Dutton of Manchester,
la., E.
Potter of Newhampton, la.
A resolution was passed urgii
exhibitors to cooperate in abolis:
ing the showing of pictures not f
the best interests of society.
Tf
group also expressed disapproval
the Iowa barn dance frolic of s*>
tion WHO as unfair competition.
Meredith of Sigourney urged the \
to
rid the
dependents
leases.
E.
director of
better and

filmsinstitute
of obnoxious
to
campai''
O.
Ellsworth awas
nan
the group campaign i
cleaner films.

Four Nebraska Actions
Dismissed by Agreemei
(Continued from Page 1)

not revealed.
Plaintiffs were Ch
ence J. Kramer of Stanton, C.
Robinson of Blair, Erie Wesselm
of
Pierce, and G. Griffin of Platl
mouth.
Frank Capra Minus Appendix
West

Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAI

Hollywood — Frank Capra, Colu:
bia director, had his appendix tak
out this week.
Submit Para. Plan Today
Informal

presentation of a

plan of

reorganization for Paramount-Publix
bearing the approval of the bondholder, stockholder and bank group committees is expected to be made today
at a hearing before Federal Judge Coxe
in connection with the Paramount bank
suit. Judge Coxe will likely take the
plan
advisement and set a date
for a under
hearing.
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REVIEW
Evelyn

Laye

«

MONGthe

in

"EVENSONG"
aumont-British
DRAMATIC
ROMANCE
OF
TAR'S
IVELY
\THY.

CAREER
MOVES
AND
FAILS
TO

87 mins
OPERA

PHIL M. DALY

UNIMAGINABUILD
SYM-

Evelyn Laye labors under
a most
d if ult part, for they build her up as an
sera star with two romances in her career,
id then crash her at the end as a disapsinted woman of middle age whose voice
nd glory have departed
along with love
she dies of a broken heart. A highly
amatic part that would tax the powers
f a Duse to properly interpret. A buildp as a great singer with a divine voice
hat would take a Melba to qualify. Con
idering the handicaps, Miss Laye does relarkably well, for she has a pleasing peronality and charm in appearance. There
i far too much detailed material in the
ritish manner. And an almost total lack
f sensitive and imaginative treatment in
hose warm little human touches that could
ave lifted this really poignant and heartdipping drama to the heights. She disards her early sweetheart for her career,
nd has another romance with an arch
luke which also fades. Then the tragic
nd drab ending of her career as her voice
ails, and she dies alone. The popularit.
f Evelyn Laye is the selling angle to stress
ieveral musical interludes, mostly popular
>pera also are enjoyable.
Cast: Evelyn Laye, Fritz Kortner, Alice
Delysia,
Carl
Esmond,
Emlyn
Williams
vlurial Aked,
Dennis Val Norton,
Arthur
inclair, Patrick O'Moore, Browning Mum'nery, Ccnchita Supervia.
Director, Victor Saville; Authors, Edward
Kncblcck, Beverley Nichols; Screen Play
Dorothy Farnum, Edward Knoblock; Editor,
Dtto Ludwig; Cameraman, Mutz Green)aum.
Direction,
Fair. Photography, Good

FOREIGN
"EIN MANN WILL NACH DEUTSCHLAND" ("A Man Wants to Get to Germany"), in German; produced by Ufa; diected by Paul Wegener; with Karl Ludwig Diehl, Brigitte Horney, et al. At the
77th St. Theater.
Well-handled drama of a patriotic German lad, working in South America in
1914, desiring to get back to his Fatherland to do his duty, and being torn between duty and love.

Charlotte Warnerites Hold Party
Charlotte, N. C. — First social
event of the new season held by the
local unit of the Warner Club was
attended by 65 members and guests
A banquet at Nunnally's was followed by a screening at the Broadway Theater. It was the largest
and most enjoyable affair since the
club was started. Mrs. Roy Austin
was chairman of the entertainment
committee.
Zanft to Open New York Office
John Zanft, Coast agent and
former Fox Theater executive, plans
to open a New York office. He is
due East next week from Hollywood.

•

• • IF THIS lineup for the AMPA luncheon on Thursday doesn't crash you over
then you're tuff to get
it starts off with no less than Charlie Pettijohn of the Hays
office as the Guest Chairman then Mary Pickford for the
Spotlight Position Mary to receive a Scroll of Honor membership to AMPA
with a Surprise Honor Guest presenting
the scroll
T
T
T
• • • WE THREW the names of the rest of the Guest
Talent up in the air on slips of paper and here they are
as they fell . . (there are so many Big Names among 'em
that we couldn't list 'em in order of Importance) there
is Clarence Brown, director Sir Gerald Campbell, British
consul general in New York City
Uncle Don, the Radio
Daddy
Nick Lucas, who stages a return engagement by
pop request
Jack Pearl, back from Yurrup
with more
Munchausen material Frank Buck, Jimmy Savo, Gregory
Ratoff Wee Willie Robine, Major Bowes, Harry Hershfield Paul Yawitz, Lillian Carmen,
Elaine Jordan
Buddy Walker, Mack & Stanton, Benita Hume
Roy Ford
and his AMPA
orch
and a special act thru courtesy of
Arthur Fisher by this time you are probably weeping
with joy
all this for One Berry? Unbelievable, lads,
unbelievable
T

T

T

• • • OUT IN Newark
Bob Farrow has unearthed
another graveyard of Old Film for his library 5,000 feet
of original negative in brand new condition
picturing all
the highlights of the New England states back in 1910-11
made before the days of the automatic printer the titles
are on separate rolls the identifying numbers being photographed on the cards and the corresponding numbers perforated
in their proper sequence in the negative reels yea, bo
film eds earned their dough 25 yars ago!
T

T

T

• • • AND WHAT street scenes this oletime camerawrestler grabbed off for his grandchildren to look at!
horses and buggies traveling everywhere
here and there a
strange gasoline bugary traveling at a terrific speed of 10 miles
an hour
all with pyro-gas headlights and kerosene taillights . . 5,000 feet of such rare vintage is practically priceles . . . . for most of the really ancient film has been used
over and over till it's frazzled

T

▼

T

• • • THE OLDEST program on the airlanes that
of the Capitol theater will celebrate its 12th Anniversary
Sunday morn, Nov. 18
it was 12 years aero that the first
radio program from anv theater came from the Canitol . .
the response was amazing it has been a regular weeklv
feature ever since for two years and a Half Roxv and his
Gang were heard every Sundav nite
Major Bowes took
over when Roxy left to erect his own theater
today the
Major's "Family" is heard over 57 NBC stations
many of
radio's greatest names got their first break on a Major Bowes
program

▼

T

T

• • • A SPECIAL screening of several Mickey Mouse
and Silly Symphonies was held at the Rivoli yesterday mom
given to 300 persons who will participate in the Mickey
Mouse
Thanksgiving
Day Parade
Those merchandising
pressbooks of Warners still come along
the latest is
"Flirtation Walk"
among
other novelties
for the
first time a unionization complete in one installment

«

«

«

»

»

»

«NEWSofDAY«
San Antonio — Bill O'Donnell,
manager of the Texas theater, has
booked the Harry Clark Unit Show
for the latter part of the month.
This stage attraction will play three
days in conjunction with feature
pictures.
Onawalt, W. Va.— The Onawalt
Salzburg. has been opened by Ed
theater
Newark — "The St. Louis Kid,"
James Caeney's latest starring
vehicle
Warners, here
is packing
in at theforBranford
where it'emis
doing business way above that previously recorded on "Here Comes
The Navy." As a result it will be
held
overFriday.
for a second week's run
starting
San Antonio — The Empire has
booked its first serial, "The Lost
Jungle,"
each week. now showing four days
RKO Signs James Barton
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — RKO has signed
James Barton, star of "Tobacco
Road," now playing in New York
to appear in a feature of Cape Cod
folks. Barton will arrive here early
next
direct. month. John Robertson will
Sees Air-Conditioning Expansion
Schenectady, N. Y. — Rapid expansion in the air-conditioning of
theaters, office buildings, homes
etc., is predicted for the coming
year by Elliott Harrington, who recently assumed the duties of directing sales of unified air conditioning
systems for General Electric Co.
Two RKO

Title Changes

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — RKO's feature formerly known as "Portrait of Laura
Bales" will be released as "Grand
Old Girl." In another title change,
"Kara" has been renamed "Red
Morning."
Tom Moore Sells Interests
Tom Moore of Washington has
disposed of his interests in the business known as Charles J. Winninger
and Associates. Moore is making
his New York headquarters at the
Essex mentHouse
of new prior
offices.to the announceGering Stage Offering Delayed
Marion Gering's stage production
of the Martin Flavin play, "Tapestry in Gray," to which he holds
rights, has been delayed until next
season, due to casting difficulties.
N.T.G. Unit Gets 12 Loew Weeks
The N. T. G. stage show unit produced by Harry Puck opens at the
Paradise, New York, Nov. 23 for
Loew's, with a maximum of 12
weeks' bookings to follow.

WILL PRODUCE 4 MORE FEATURES
A TOTAL OF 12 $/>c^W FOR 1934-35
COMMAND

COMPLETED

Insistent demand

"CHEATERS"
"WHEN

exchanges

STRANGERS
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TO

has

by exhibitors and
compelled

LIBERTY

to increase its present program
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Court Expunges $5,446,670 Claims Against Para.

RICHARDS MAKES NEW DEAL ON SAENGER CIRCUIT
Fox Sets Release Dates for Remainder of the Season
Distribution
Schedule
Tentatively Set to
End of July

is

Tri-Ergon

Hearing

Tentatively

Set

for

Jan.

14

Jan. 14 has been tentatively set as the date for arguments in the U. S. Supreme
Court ^t Washington on the Paramount appeal from U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals
decisions on the American Tri-Ergon patents. No more actions have been filed by tho
William Fox attorneys against major producers and distributors pending determination
of the case in the Supreme
Court.

With feature release dates now
entatively set to and including July
6, Fox has its distribution arrangelets fixed for virtually all of the
934-35 season. The schedule is
s flolows:
Nov. 16, "The White Parade";
Jov. 23, "The First World War"
nd "Bachelor of Arts"; Nov. 30,
Music in the Air"; Dec. 7, "East
Major Albert Warner, vice-presiliver"; Dec. 22, "Helldorado";
dent of Warner Bros., and Gradwell
)ec. 28, "Bright Eyes"; Jan. 4,
Sears and A. W. Smith Jr., sales
Mystery (Continucd
Blonde"; on Jan.
Page 11,
8) "Counexecutives, leave today by plane for
Hollywood for product conferences
with Jack L. Warner and other production executives. Among matters
to be taken up will be the release
arrangements on six big pictures,
"Bordertown", "Sweet Adeline",
"Sweet Music", "Devil Dcgs of the
Diggers
of 1935"
and
(Continued
on Pane
9)
Minneapolis — Fourteen theaters Air", "Gold
rere added to the active list in
lis territory last month, the Film
oard of Trade report shows. One
"Roxy" to Run Mastbaum
js a new house, the Time, ChisStarting December 23
|)im. Minn., opened by George
icobs. Others include the Bijou,
Philadelphia— S. L. (Roxy) Rotharnsville; Rex, Blooming Prairie; afel will take over operation of the
(.Continued on Page vi
! Mastbaum on Dec. 23, under a deal
| closed yesterday with Warner Bros.
Operating company will be known
ees Man-Made Static
as Roxy Philly Corp. and house will
Holding Television Back be called the Roxy-Mastbaum. The
theater, which seats approximately
Rochester, N. Y. — Interference 4,600, and which has been closed,
om man-made static, such as auto
nition systems, dial telephones will present elaborate stage shows.
id home electrical appliances, must
; materially lessened before the
r waves will be clear for televion, it was stated yesterday by W.
of the enchairman
G. Baker,
(Continued
on Page 4)

E. V. Richards to Continue
Handling
Houses on
Percentage

New Orleans — An agreement has
been reached between E. V. Richards
of the Saenger Circuit and the
Paramount-Publix trustees whereby
Richards will continue to operate
the Saenger theaters under a percentage arrangement. The deal will
be signed in about a week. Approximately 25 theaters are inWr-t r0ast Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILY
volved.
Hollywood — Production activity at
Completion of a reorganization
the Columbia studio is running at a plan for the Saenger circuit is not
(Continued on Page 8)
high rate, with 17 pictures in various
stages of work. Six are before fhp
cameras, five are in the cutting
room and six more are being prepared for early shooting. Those
now being shot include "Carnival",
with Jimmv
Durante and Sally Eil(Continued on Page 4)

WARNEREXECSTOHOLD ACTIVITY IS IN HIGH
CONFERENCE ATSTUDIO AT COLUMBIA STUDIO

4 THEATERS OPENED
IN MINNEAPOLIS AREA

H'SFIL
0NTTHE
64%0FM
D FOR
LY
RATE
FAMIMS

Increased Theater Taxes
Proposed in Connecticut

Out of 44 features summarized in
the current issue of the National
Hartford, Conn. — A selective ad- Board of Review Magazine, covering pictures viewed in the past
mission tax, broadening of the pres28 or about 64 per cent are
ent tax on unincorporated business month,
rceommended
as suitable for family
to include unincorporated theaters,
trade, while
16 oron 36Pageper9) cent are
(Continued
and subjection of theaters, in addition, to the same taxes as are imposed on other businesses are included among the recommendations Mascot Signs Tom Mix
of the Connecticut Special Tax
For 15-Episode Serial
Commission in a report to Governor
Wilbur L. Cross. Enactment of the West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Mascot Pictures,
proposals will be sought at the 1935 headed
by Nat Levine, has signed
session of the General Assembly,
which convenes here in January.
Tom Mix to star in a 15-episode serial, "Texas Ranger." It will be the
first serial in 15 reels ever attempted. Production starts in January.

$5,446,670 Paramount Claims
Are Expunged by Federal Court

No Film

Bills in Louisiana

Baton Rouge, La.— For the first time
the
in years, out of 44 bills before
in
Louisiana legislature, which convened
special session Monday, not one measure
inwas
industry
relating to the film
cluded.

Claims totaling $5,446,670 against
Supply Dealers to Ask
Paramount-Pubhx were expunged
Loans for Theater Seats yesterday under two orders signed by
Inclusion of theater seats as items Federal Judge Coxe. The claims included Middletown Combined Buildof equipment upon which theater
owners may obtain loans from the
ings. Inc., $2,250,000; Estate of EdFederal Housing Administration is
ward Quittner, $2,880,000; Cecil B.
being sought by the Independent DeMille Productions, Inc., $181,653;
(Continued

1

on Page

4)

(Continued

on

Page

4)

NRA

Inspects Omaha Boards

Omaha — The local grievance and zoning boards were among those selected
by the NRA in its survey of code administration covering 16 representative
cities. Robert Strauss of the NRA
arrived here yesterday for the meeting
with the 12 local board members. Purpose of the survey is to work out
"more economic and efficient industrial

self-government."
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As the recently-formed Theater
Owners of Mississipi is merely a
state branch of the Tri-State exhibitor association, it automatically
becomes a member of the M. P. T.
O. A., Ed Kuykendall, president of
the national exhibitor association,
pointed out yesterday in New York.
The unit has been formed for the
purpose of fighting adverse legislation in Mississippi, Kuykendall explained.

Fox Met. Meeting Delayed

Kenneth Thomson, secretary of
the Screen Actors' Guild, and Lawrence Beilenson, attorney, will leave
for the coast by plane this afternoon
carrying with them copies of a contract with Equity under which the
Guild is insured a charter covering
the motion picture field from the Associated Actors and Artistes of
America. The contract has a fourmonth cancellation clause and assures Equity of the power to revoke the charter by providing that
the
Guild
mustthenominate
selections to
Council Equity's
of the

Meeting of Fox Metropolitan Four A's, thus assuring Equity conPlayhouse bondholders' committee
trol of the Four A's.
scheduled for yesterday was postponed until this afternoon. The
206 Features Get Seal
meeting was called to consider the
Total of 206 features have receivthird draft of the proposed reorganization plan for the corporation.
ed the Hays production code certificate of approval, according to figMorton G. Bogue, chairman and
ures available yesterday. Of thi>
counsel for the committee, is still
confined to his home by an attack total 173 pictures were okayed at
of flu.
the Coast and 33 in the East. Th°
code machinery on the Coast
also
has approved 234 shorts, and
Warner Tieup on Tractor Film
in the East, 165 short subjects. No
A national exploitation tie-up on pictures have been rejectel so far,
rhe order of the current Warner it was stated. In New York, the
Bros. -Quaker Oats arrangement on office has covered 43 plays, also.
"Six Day Bike Rider" has been concluded between Warners and the
"Chow" Day and Date in L. A.
Caterpillar Tractor Co. on Joe E.
Brown's forthcoming picture, "Earth West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Worm Tractor." The manufacturLos Angeles — "Chu Chin Chow."
ers are supplying the tractors to be Gaumont-British
production, will
used in the actual filming of the have a day and date showing at the
United
Artists
and
the Four Star
picture, and will cooperate with exhibitors in local tieups. A total theaters here.
The picture also opens Dec. 6
of $1,000 in prizes will be offered
the theater managers who put over for an indefinite run at the Fox
Uptown in Kansas City.
the best campaign on the picture.
Zanuck Signs Madeleine Carroll
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Madeleine Carroll,
British star who returned to London after making a Fox picture, has
been signed via cable by Darryl
Zanuck of 20th Century to play opposite Clark Gable in "Call of the
Fox Story Department Moves
Wild."
Fox Film's story department under the direction of Thomas B. Costain was moved yesterday to its new
headquarters on the 40th floor of
the RCA Bldg. in Rockefeller City.

Lewis
Grover

Stone
Jones
Joseph
Patrick

Samuel
Hal
Reddy

Ornitz
Dansen

Bureau
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AL LICHTMAN. United Artists general man
ager, has gone to Florida on a business trip.
RICARDO CORTEZ. whose new Warner pic.
ture, "The Firebird," opened last night at
the Strand,
is in New
York
on business.
RALPH CLARK, managing director of the
Wnrner-First National offices in Australia ane
New Zealand, is in New York from Hollywood
He will be in town until after the Christma:
Holidays
for conferences in the Warner home
office.
CLARENCE ERICKSON, manager for Doug-i
l?s Fairbanks, arrives in New York today frorr
abroad
on the Washington.
THOMAS
back from

B. COSTAIN,
the coast.

Fox

story

head,

HARRY FOSTER, London theatrical man whe
arrived in New York yesterday on the Chami
plain, is en route to Hollywood. REGINA
CPOCZYNSKY, actress, who came in on the
same boat, goes to the Fox studios. Other!
nrriving on the ship and bound for Hollywood
i-cluded GERALDYNE HOGAN, GRACIE FIELDS'
bardy. O'DARE
KITTY
and
MURIEL
STUART.
CORINNE GRIFFITH, making her first visit
to New York in several years, is at the Lomi
HARRY BUXBAUM goes to Boston Friday I
attend a reunion of the Congressional Medal
of Honor
men.
CARYL LINCOLN, who last worked in "Golt
Diggerstheof Coast
1935,"andhasis arrived in New York
from
stopping at the SI
Moritz.
MR. and MRS. MERVYN LEROY leave Ne|
York Sunday on their return to the Coast.
row

ED KUYKENDALL goes to Washington
from
New
York.

tormwl

MAJOR ALBERT WARNER, GRADWELL L
SEARS and A. W. SMITH, JR., leave New
York
today
for a 10-day
trip to the Coast]
JOHN
dorf.
NAT

HAMRICK
CARR

is in

of Seattle is at the Wall
New

York

from

Hollywood.

KENNETH THOMSON, secretary of thai
Screen Actors' Guild, and LAWRENCE BEIL4
ENSON, attorney, leave today for the coast byi

"Lady By Choice" at Palace
Columbia's "Lady Bv Choice,"
with Carole Lombard, May Robson plane.
Al Gillis Dead
Roger Pryor and Walter Connolly,
Seattle— Al William Gillis, thewill open its Broadway first-run tomorrow at the Palace. It also plays ater manager, is dead as a resuJ
simultaneously at the Albee, Brook- of injuries received in an auto crasM
lyn.
2 Columbia
B'way Bookings
Two Columbia bookings on Broadway have been set for Thanksgiving
Week. "Captain Hates the Sea"
will open at the Rialto, while
"Broadway
Music Hall. Bill" goes into the

Catholic Actors'
Mass
Annual Requiem Mass in memory
of deceased members of the CathEducators
to See "Expectations"
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
olic Actors' Guild will be held SatWashington — To promote "Great
urday morning in the Actors' ChaExpectations," based on the Dickens
pel of St. Malachy's Church.
novel, Hardie Meakin, manager of
RKO Keith's, has invited the entire
a Father
local board of education to a pre- Sam Weiner of Warners
view of the picture.
Sam Weiner of Warner Bros, is
the father of a seven-and-a-half
pound boy, who has been named
Harold.
Photographic
Code Hearing
Washington

.oming an

Washington — NRA has called a
Postpone Para. Bank Hearing
conference of the photographic and
Hearing in connection with the
photo finishing industry to be held
Paramount
bank suit was adjourned
Monday at the Hamilton Hotel to
discuss ways of improving the in- yesterday till next Wednesday at
4:30 p.m. by consent of counsel.
dustry's code.

BOOK
THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
Nov. 18-19: Allied Theater Owners of Texa«
Convention,
Hotel Jefferson,
Dallas.
Nov. 20: Allied Theater
sey meeting, Hotel
11:30 A. M.

Owners of New Jen
Lincoln, New Yorfc

Nov. 27:

Owners of New JerLincoln, New York.1

Allied Theater
sey meeting. Hotel
11:30 A. M.

Nov. Bowl,
29:

Screen
Actors'
Hollywood.

Guild

Dec. Dance,
1:
Universal
Pictures'
Hotel
Astor,
New
Dec.
N.
Dec.

ball,

Bilfmore

Annual
York.

DinneM

5: Warner Club's Second Annual BanY. quet and Movie Ball, Club, Schenectady,

8: Sixtieth Anniversary Dinner and Ball
York.
of The Lambs, Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, New

Dec. 9-10: Theater Owners of North and
South Carolina 22nd annual convention,
Hotel
Charlotte.
Charlotte.
N. C.
Dec. meeting.
10: Warner
Bros, annual
Wilmington.
Del.
Dec. Astor.
20- A New
M P A
York.Christmas

stockholders'
Dinner.
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BELL

RINGER

FOR LEO

its BILL POWELL-MYRNA
EVELYN
PRENTICE
that's burning up the wires with news o£
a new M-G-M box-office smash from coast
to coast! Held Over 2nd Week Capitol
N. Y.

You're next!

(An M-G-M Cosmopolitan Production with Una Merkel.
Wm. K. Howard, Director. Produced by John W. Considine, )r.)

f

LOY-in

Is your cash register
on a diet? Get ready
for FAT box-offices
for Mr. and Mrs.
"Thin Man", the public's adored couple!
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FED'L COURT EXPUNGES
CLAIMS VS. PARAM'T
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(Continued from Page 1)

{.Continued from Page 1)

Manufacturers Trust Co., $92,417;
Madan Theaters, Ltd., $32,370;
Electric Products Corp. of Cal., $2,609; Pallardy-Watrous Insurance
Agency, Inc., $5,439.

Sees Man-Made Static
Holding Television Back
(Continued from Page

1)

gineering division of the Radio Manufacturers Ass'n, at the opening
of the first national conference for
reduction of electrical interference
in radio reception. The confab is
being held at the Sagamore Hotel.
Many electrical engineering experts
are in attendance, including Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith of the S.M.P.E.
Baker said that when television and
radio picture transmission become
available they will use the shorter
waves where man-made static is
particularly prevalent.
3 RKO Films for Roxy in Dec.
Three RKO pictures will play the
Roxy in December. "Wednesday's
Child" is set for Dec. 7, followed
by "Kentucky Kernels" on the 14th
and "Anne of Green Gables" on the
21st.
'Educating Papa' Plays RKO Circuit
"Educating Papa," new release in
Educational's Frolics of Youth
series, has been booked to play the
entire RKO Circuit in New York,
starting Nov. 24.
Miriam Meredith Joins Pioneer
Miriam Meredith, formerly with
the RKO story department, has
been appointed by Lowell Calvert
to head the new story department
of Pioneer Pictures.
Lincoln House Boosts Price
Lincoln, Nebr. — Bob Livingston
has boosted the Capitol scale by a
nickel. The Liberty is expected to
follow soon.
"Man of Courage" in for Run
"Man of Courage," the Mussolini
film, will be held at the Gaiety for
an extended run, it is announced
by Eureka Productions.
"Readhead"
for Criterion
Monogram's "Redhead" opens today at the Criterion. It was reviewed in The Film Daily of Sept.
18.
Two

Seattle

Holdovers

Seattle
— "Merryweek
Widow"
is being
held
a second
at the
Fifth
Ave., while "One Night of Love"
is in its second week at the Liberty.
Dunham to Make Short in Texas
Harry Dunham has left for Texas
to make a short showing the state's
varied industries and spots of historic and scenic interest.

ACTIVITY IS IN HIGH
AT COLUMBIA STUDIO

PHIL M

DALY

•
•
• TWO BIG Surprise Guests at the AMPA luncheon
at the Motion Picture Club today real Headliners
no less than Arthur Brisbane, editor of the Hearst publications
and Eddie Rickenbacker, the flying ace who just shattered the cross-the-continent flying record Mister Brisbane
will present the scroll of honor AMPA membership to Mary
Pickford and Mister Rickenbacker will hand her a gorgeous
bunch of American beauty roses
•
•
• CRASHING
THRU
the London
Fog
Bob
Wyler starts his film any day now
Sam Spiegel's pix with
Buster Keaton brought Lupita Tovar back to the screen
Rose Reed, one of the most pop praise agents on this side, is
helping to keep Stoll studios on the map these days . . . Jack
Votion in the swim, and looking over the time tables for Harry
Hamm's arrival Miki Hood has the town turning its head
every time she trips along the Circus or thereabouts she
looks so much like Loretta Young
Sam Joseph's sunny
smile missed in the West End, now that wifie Binnie Barnes is
back in town
Binnie is touring the Paramount theaters
with a grand little act, and is the most popular person with
the autograph hunters . Dorothy Spear gives up the stage
to become sec to a couple of authors

ers; "Depths Below", with Edmune
Lowe and Jack Holt; "Passport ti
Fame", with Edward G. Robinson
"Feud", with Billie Seward; "Cal
to Arms", with Esther Ralston, ani
"Alias John Law". Finishinj
touches are being put on "Broadwa
Bill", "Jealousy", "Mills of til
Gods", "Quicksands" and "Whit
Lies." Those being readied ar
"China Roars", "Frisco Fury'
"Eight Bells", "Unknown Woman'
"Georgiana", and the second Grao
Moore production.

Supply Dealers to Ask
Loans(Continued
for Theater
Seati
from Page 1)
Theater Supply Dealers Ass'n, it ws
said yesterday by J. E. Robin pre?
ident. B. F. Shearer of Seattle h*
been elected vice-president of the at
sociation to succeed Joseph Horr
stein, who resigned, and W. J. Kat
has been named a director, Rob:
stated.

Boston Briefs
• • • LOOKS AS if this Fan Club movement is taking
hold
under the impetus given to it by the Fan Club Federation a movement that the exhib can tie up with by contacting local clubs they can do him heaps of good
f'rinstance last week the Irene Dunne Fan Club held its
meeting at the RKO theater in Flushing coming en masse
to catch Irene in "Age of Innocence" last Monday nite
over in Jersey City a local group of Dunne admirers attended
the Skouras State theater stories crashed the news columns
in both these spots
•

•

• AND THE commentators find these Fan Club activities live items. Buddy Cantor, the young Hollywood
news columnist of WMCA, handed a palm to the work of the
Federation
the Fawcett Publications are planning to devote a page of their activities in "Screen Book"
. and
Lloyd Pantages gave the organizashe a nice plug in his syndicated kolyum
so it looks as if the exhibs can start cashing in on this new source of propaganda and build some
good-will for themselves with the Organized Fans

T

T

T

• • • THE CHAMP football team
the Chicago
Bears . . . . . including Harold "Red" Grange will be on
the Capitol stage tonite at the last performance they are
also on the screen in an M-G-M short, "Pro-Football"
Eva Condon, hostess of the Catholic Actors' Guild tea last
Tuesday, had a big list of theatrical names among her guests.

▼

T

T

• • • A NATIONWIDE campaign by educators to raise
the standard of motion picture appreciation by the younger
generation
starts this Friday over WE AF
when
pupils of the Weequahic High School in Newark give a radio
dramatization of scenes from Universal's "Great Expectations"
the National Association of Teachers of English have
chosen this Dickens play as the first step in the visual education program ... timed to coincide with the broadcast
study guides on the Dickens novel have been issued to the
pupils of 18,000 high schools across the nation
Some Tieup!
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Boston — Harold Davidson, loc<
engineer
General
Talking
tures, hasforbeen
put in
charge Pi'
service maintenance for 13 housi
cuit.
of the E. M. Loew independent ci

Samuel Levine, former Majest
distributor here, has joined Britisi
Gaumont here as booker, workh
\
under Manager John Scully.
"The Merry Widow" has bef
held a second week at the Loe\j
State by Manager Joe Brennan. j
John C. Smith to Detroit
Dallas — John Corwin Smith, fdf
merly assistant general manager (
the Interstate Circuit, was in DT
las recently en route from Los ^1
geles to Detroit to assume a nJ
circuit post. For the last fj
months Smith has been on the w^
coast as personal manager i
George Bancroft.
Max Reinhardt Feted In Chicagi
Chicago — Max Reinhardt, who
rived here Tuesday morning,
the guest of honor at a lunchi
held at the Hotel Sherman wh
was attended by every import^
newspaper representative
city, including publishers, city I
itors, society editors, drama
movie critics, picture editors, s|
dicate and feature writers, etc. *
purpose of Reinhardt's presel
here is the staging of "Midsumnj
Night's Dream" at the Auditorini
Choose "Anne of Green Gable*
Chicago — RKO's "Anne of Grl
Gables" has been chosen as the oi
picture to be screened before |
Better Films Committee of
Illinois Federation of Worai
Clubs meeting here this month
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TURNED ONE WEEK STANDS AND THREE
DAY TOWNS INTO LONG RUN MIRACLES

ALL OVER THE COUNTRY
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RICHARDS MAKES DEAL
ON SAENGER CIRCUIT
(Continued from Page 1)

expected until after the first of the
new year. Justin Wolfe of Rosen.
Kammer, Wolffe & Farrar, counsel
for the receiver, is now in New York
working on the plan. E. V. Richards, receiver for the group of
houses, is making frequent trips to
New York from New Orleans.
Buffalo Holds "Merry Widow"
Buffalo — "Merry Widow," which
broke up the Great Lakes run of
double-feature programs, is set for
another week. "Gay Divorcee,"
coming close to a house record, is
winding up a two-week stay at the
Hippodrome.
Maurice Jaffe to Leominster
Leominster, Mass. — Maurice Jaffe, formerly manager of both the
Plymouth and the Regent in Worcester, has succeeded Thomas Clemmey as director of the Metropolitan
here.
William Brown is assistant.
Heads Omaha M-G-M Pep Club
Omaha — Hazel Lewis has succeeded Hazel Andersen as president
of the M-G-M Pep Club. Mary Richerson is vice-president, Ann Grossman secretary, and Ethel Blesh
treasurer.
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A LITTLE from "LOTS

By RALPH WILK
i^^SS^S^^
HOLLYWOOD
with Will Rogers in "County ChairpEERLESS PICTURES has started production of "Youth Came
Arno Frey will appear in Fox's
Along." This will be the second of
its series of society melodramas. "Mystery Blonde," with Mona Barrie, Gilbert Roland, Herbert Mundin,
Charles Hutchison is directing.
Mischa
man." Auer, John Halliday. George
▼ T T
Our Passing Show: Billie Burke, Barraud and Howard Lang, under
Forde.
Leon Schlesinger, Edmund Grainger, the direction Tof Eugene
T
T
Rufus LeMaire, Irving Briskin.
Because his home town of CrocJohn Lee Mahin, Charles Ray, John
kett, Tex., protested by petition the
Stahl, Don Mersereau, Herman
changing
of his name from Arledge
Bing,, Maurice Conn, Abe Meyer at
to
Allen,
a
deed previously announcJack
Osterman's
"Sunday
Night"
Frolics.
ed by First National, John Arledge
will keep his own name.
T
T
T
William H. Upson, "Saturday
Because of the sudden illness of
Evening Post" writer, and Mrs. Up- Kurt Neumann, Carl Laemmle has
son are making their home at the
Hollywood Plaza, while here for the handed the directorial reins of
term of the contract under which "Straight from the Heart" to Scott
R. Beal.
Upson is to write a story for War» ▼ Y
ner Bros.
T
T
T
Bela Lugosi will appear in Columbia's
Below".
Charles Lamont is directing "Sons
»"DepthsT
T
of Steel," his third consecutive picGeorge Ernest has been picked for
ture for Chesterfield. Charles Belden wrote the original story and the chief juvenile role in Universal's
screen play. The cast is headed b "Mystery of Edwin Drood" and the
Polly Ann Young, Charles Starrett, picture is now in work.
T
T
T
William Bakewell, Holmes Herbert
Francis Ford, Harlan Knight,
Aileen Pringle and Walter Walker.
Lon Young is supervising.
Carl Stockdale, Sam Flint, Frank
▼
▼
T
Austin and Paul Kruger have been
Frederick Hollander, who has dito roles in Fox's "The
rected short subjects for RKO, is assigned
County Chairman," Will Rogers
starring
vehicle
producing his second "Tingel Tan- stone
is directing. which John Blygel" revue, "All Aboard." The show
▼
TV
opens Nov. 15th. Richard A. Monter is the managing director.
"A Tale of Two Cities," adaptation of the Charles Dickens novel
▼
T
T
Maurice Chevalier, now en route of the same name, will be produced
here after a vacation abroad, will by David O. Selznick as a special
play his first dual role in "Folies feature for the current M-G-M program. Hugh Walpole and Lenore
Bergere de Paris," the 20th Century
production in which he is to be Coffee are now working on the film
starred. Cole Porter has been as- version.
signed to write the songs.
V
T
T
Nick Lukatz, former Notre Dame
Fox has renewed the contract of football star, has been given a
Stepin Fetchit.
He is now working screen test by M-G-M.
t

▼

T

t

NEWS

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood
$2.50 up, Single
$3.00 up. Double
Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaza is near every'
thing to see and do in
Hollywood. Ideal for business or pleasure.
Every room has private
dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every venience.
modern
Fine foodscon-at
reasonable prices. Convenient parking for your car.
Chas. Danziger, Mgr.
Eugene Stern, Pres.
The "Doorway of Hospitality"
Vine
at Hollywood
Blvd.
HOLLYWOOD

I
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OF THE DAY

FOX SETS RELEASES
FOR ENTIRE SEASON
(Continued from Page 1)

ty Chairman"; Jan. 18, "Charl
Chan in Paris"; Jan. 25, "Lottery
Lover"; Feb. 1, Second Georgei
O'Brien; Feb. 8, "One More
Spring"; Feb. 15, "Dante's In
ferno"; Feb. 22, "Thunder in the
Night"; Mar. 1, "Torch Bearers";
Mar. 8, "Meal Ticket"; Mar. 15,
"The Day Never Came"; Mar. 22;
"Life Begins at Forty"; Mar. 29,'
"Red Heads on Parade"; Apr. 5,>
"Under the Pampas Moon"; Apr
12, Third George O'Brien; Apr.
19, "George White's Scandals";
Apr. 26, "Highway Robbery", Secj
ond Janet Gaynor; May 3, "Hawk!
of the Desert"; May 10, "Nymph!
Errant"; May 17, Third Shirley
Temple;
May Rogers;
24, "Tabloid",
Fourth Will
May 31J
"Beauty's Daughter"; June 7,'
"Three Sisters"; June 14, "Wiiej
For Sale"; June 21, "Work of Art";
June 28, "Captive Bride"; July 5,i
Fourth George O'Brien; July 12.
"Impersonation
a Lady"; July
July 19
Fourth Shirley of Temple;
26;
"Steamboat Round the Bend".

Cincinnati Briefs
Cincinnati — George Smith, Para
mount branch manager, who leaves
Nov. 22 for the coast, has beeni
honored at many farewell affairs,
with a party also planned by the
Variety Club for Friday. Joseph!
Oulahan,
from Washington, suc-e1
ceeds
him.
"Girl of the Limberlost" brokf
the records at the Strand here. It
is running two week in Louisville*
E. A. McAuliffe, former exhibW
tor and at one time with Fox anffl
Universal, died last week.
"Gay Divorcee" broke records
here for a third week showing a<|
the Grand.
"One Night" Sets K. C. Record j
Kansas City — A new all-timg
record for subsequent runs has beeK
set by "One Night of Love," goin$
into its fourth week at the Fo>

Apollo.
Neb. Houses Change Hands
Boston — Albert Portney, former
Grand Rapids. Mich.— B. F. Keith's
Omaha — Art Trihy has taken
theater has started an all-week theater booker, is dead as the result of an automobile mishap.
over the Playhouse at Louisville1
double feature policy, Lowell G.
Neb., from Jack McCarty; Mrs
Ritchey is manager.
Ralph
Hossle has acquired thfl
Ayer, Mass. — The Strand reopened recently. Booking is being at- Strand at Sidney, la., from Lawrence Whisler, and J. W. Blair has
tended to by Joseph Hochberg.
Worcester, Mass. — The Plaza,
reopened the Bristow at Bristow ]
Neb.
Poli-New England house, may be
Ireton, la. — -Members of the Comreplaced by a new house in the near
mercial Club plan to buy motion
future.
picture equipment to install in the
ent.
city hall. No movies here at presFox Grooming 5 For Stardom
West

Portland, Ore. — Pearl Goodburn,
cashier with the J. J. Parker theaters here for over three years, has
been appointed cashier of the Westlake,
soon. Los Angeles, and goes south

Bonneville, Ore. — J. J. Parker, circuit operator, is understood to be
contemplating a theater in this new
community center, where a big government project is under way.

Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Fox is particularly striving to build up five contract players
for stardom, according to Winfield
R. Sheehan, general manager of production. They are: Siegfried Rumann,
Alice Faye, John Qualen, Jane Darwell
and Walter Woolf.
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14 THEATERS OPENED
IN MINNEAPOLIS AREA

Another of Those Wild Stories
Hays office telephones were kept jingling yesterday as newspapers

phoned to check

on a morning newspaper's yarn to the effect that Edward Flynn, Bronx political leader,
was succeeding Will H. Hays as head of the association. It was one long string of
denials all day.

WARNEREXEGSTOHOLD
GONFERENGEATSTUDIO
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page 1)

Hancock, Hancock; Hayfield, Hayfield; Faust, St. Paul, Cozy, Sacred
Heart, and State Hospital, Rochester, all in Minnesota; the Lyric,
Belfield, Lyric, Lidgerwood and
Grand, Northwood, all North Dakota; Fad, Brookings, and Wilmot,
Wilmot, South Dakota and the Gem,
George, Iowa.
There were four closings, the
Como, St. Paul; Turner Hall, New
Ulm; Rex, Tower, all Minnesota,
and Gem (formerly Dreamland),
Alpena, S. Dak.

Buffalo Variety Club Moves
Buffalo — Local Variety Club, in
active since July, will open its new
home in Main Street on Dec. 15
Chief Barker Dave Miller announces. John Harris of Pittsburgh
will be here for the resumption of
luncheon meetings Monday.

Slim Broadway Pickings
For Film Story Scouts
Although major producers are
now dickering for several Broadway shows, only two plays from the
new crop have been purchased for
filming so far this season. They
are "Distaff Side," which M-G-M
bought, and "Small Miracle", acquired by Paramount.
Hot bidding is going on as producers seek screen rights to "Merrily We Roll Along" and "The Farmer Takes a Wife." Hollywood is
also showing interest in "Ladies'
Money," "Geraniums in My Window," "Jayhawker," and "Dark
Victory."
Fox has bought "Man Eating
Tiger," by Ben Hecht and Rose
Caylor, play which was tried out
some time ago. Price is reported as
$10,000.

1)

"Right to Live". Plans for the CosKuykendall to Speak
mopolitan-Marion Davies unit, which
At Carolina Meeting moves to the Warner lot Jan. 1, also
will be discussed, as well as plans
Ed Kuykendall, M. P. T. 0. A. for
other forthcoming
productions.
president, will address the annual
convention of the M. P. T. O. of
North and South Carolina in Char64% Rated
of Month's
Films
for the
Family
lotte, Dec. 9-10.
(Continued from Page 1)
New Silly Symphony at Roxy
Walt Disney's Silly Symphony in
color,
"Peculiar
be
an added
screen Penguins,"
attraction will
at the
Roxy Theater starting Friday, with
"Evensong," starring Evelyn Laye,
as the feature film.

designated for adults, the fami'y
percentage is slightly under the
previous month, when a high of 73
per cent was reached, but is well
above the low point.

N. Y. Company Operates in Mo.
St. Louis — Loew's Dayton Theater Co. of New York has been admitted to Missouri as a foreign corLenin Film Sets Record
poration to carry on the business of
Breaking all previous records for theater proprietors. It will use 1,000
attendance at Soviet films at the shares of its no par value stock in
Missouri. Roland S. Baker will be
Cameo, "Three Songs About Lenin"
played to 16,000 people in the first the company's principal agent in
Missouri.
six days of its run.

To our way of thinking, Jack Alicoate's Film Daily
Year Book of 1934 is the greatest single volume on
the motion picture industry ever published. More
than a thousand pages on every branch, twig and
stem of the film in which you get detailed data on
everything from Gonstancia Plushbottome, the picture star, to plush-bottomed chairs for the corner
cinema!
From "THE
By EDWIN

Now in Work

BOOK

NOOK"

T. GRANDY

Out in January
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TIMELY TOPICS

How "Grand Hotel"
Was Discovered
'THE story of "Grand Hotel's"
success is a twice-told tale,
but the story behind its discovery and selection has never
been told. As is the way with
producers sometimes, Herman
Shumlin, who produced the New
York play, got the credit for
everything except having written the play. The real credit
should have gone to Mrs. Corbaley, who breathed life into a
work which was destined to die
aborning in a little German village. Poring over the day's bulk
of reviews of new plays opened
in Budapest, in Berlin, in Tokio
and many an obscure foreign
village, Mrs. Corbaley came
across a small item unenthusiastically reporting a tryout of
a new play, "Humanity in a
Hotel" by an unknown, Vicki
Baum. The reviewer predicted
its failure, gave a pitifully inadequate account of the story,
but included one sentence which
was enough to fire Mrs. Corbaley's "story mind": "the action all takes place in a hotel
and is confined to thirty-six
hours."ture!ANew great
York idea
was for
wireda picfor
a copy of the play. Paul Fejos,
an M-G-M director and a German, was given the original
copy when it arrived; he came
back with an enthusiastic report. When the English synopsis was ready, Producers
Thalberg and Rapf added their
applause. J. Robert Rubin
who negotiates M-G-M purchases in New York, was wired
to buy the Vicki Baum play.
Then M-G-M hopes hit a snag:
the German production had
closed as the reviewer predicted,
a failure; but the American
rights had already been bought
by a Harry Moses, New York
underwear merchant. Moses
was interviewed: he had seen
the play with his wife while
touring Germany a few nights
before it closed, liked it, paid
$5,000 for the American rights,
and planned to produce it on
Broadway with his wife, who
had stage ambitions, as the
star. Moses had obtained estimates for producing the play,

„,_ WHO'S

IN JHE

«

«

«

found it would cost $27,000, and
was not anxious to sink that
much even toward starting his
wife on her stage career. MG-M proposed that they put up
half of the money toward a
Broadway production, take none
of the legitimate production's
profits, but get their investment
back from the first $13,500 in
receipts at the box office and
obtain all of the motion picture
rights. Moses was to give up
the idea of producing the play
himself, and hire a recognized
producer. The night the agreement was made, Mr. and Mrs.
Moses went to see "The Last
Mile," liked it, and stopped at
the box-office with a request to
see the producer, Herman
Shumlin. Through such a coincidence, a producer admirably
fitted
to
produce
"Grand
Hotel"
was selected, and
its success
both on the stage and screen is
history. Moses reaped the profits from the stage play; M-G-M
acquired a property valued at
$100,000 without spending a
cent; and Vicki Baum, the unknown, acquired a world reputation overnight, although she
got nothing from the American
production of her "Grand
— William E. Berchtold
Hotel." in "The New Outlook."

Dancing Not Yet
Born to the Screen
"D EAL dancing has not yet
been born to the screen.
Take the ballet alone. The possibilities of artistic production
in that line are almost boundless. Modern methods of photography nautrally suggest
ways and means of making the
ballet even more fascinating
than it is, at present, on the
legitimate stage. I firmly believe that, by focusing the attention to finer things on the
screen, entertainment values
can be increased immeasurably.
It is along these lines that we
are now working and, because
of the trend, I know it will be
soon that the screen will be able
to boast of really artistic
achievement.
— Chester Hale

, rivrMMORE

and
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» » » » EXPLOITETTES
Buffalo Campaign
Puts
Over "Barretts"
CPECIAL
posters, for display
on bulletin boards, were
mailed bv C. D. Taylor, of
Shea's Hippodrome Theater,
Buffalo, New York, to all high
school principals and English
teachers in the citv as part of
his campaign on "The Barretts
of Wimpole Street." 30,000 inserts were placed in "Liberty"
magazines, and 7,000 bookmarks were distributed in various libraries throughout the
city. There was a broadcast,
with mention of playdate, of
scenes from the picture, with
the young lady portraying
Norma Shearer's role receiving
guest critic privilege, her review appearing in the local
"Times." Tie-ups were also
obtained with jewelry stores,
cosmetic products and furniture
stores.
— Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo.

Midnite Premiere

« « « <

Cartoon Characters
In Big Tie-Up
chisePictures
Department closed
(COLUMBIA
Frannegotiations for a nationwide
tie-up with the Hercules Leather Goods Co., largest manufacturers of children's leather brief
cases and school bags in the
country. The firm has been
granted the sole right to manufacture and distribute on their
merchandise likenesses of both
"Scrappy" and "Margy," the
famous cartoon characters, produced by Charles Mintz and
distributed by Columbia Pictures. As Columbia Pictures
is now furnishing to over 5.000
public schools in the United
States and Canada weekly cartooning lessons based on
"Scrappy" cartoons, the introduction of "Scrappy" school
try. should find a ready marbags,
ket among the millions of school
children throughout the coun— Columbia Pictures.

for "Merry Widow"
A DVANCE publicity for "The
Merry Widow," as exploited
by B. Hvnes, of the Denver,
Denver, Colorado, consisted of
a midnight premiere several
days before the opening; a
write-up, two weeks in advance
of opening, by the dramatic
critic for the "Denver Post";
another by the "Rocky Mountain News" critic carried a
week in advance, and a large
futuristic art set in the lobby
of the theater featuring Jeanette MacDonald and Maurice
Chevalier, stars of the production. Five-minutes daily broadcasts, for three weeks before
playdate, with passes given to
ten persons named each night,
were arranged for with a local
radio station. Eight full window displays featuring "Merry
Widow" music were obtained.
An especially prepared letter
was sent to 100 music schools
in the city and surrounding
towns. These were prepared
with cert
theconductor.
help of a local con- — Denver Theater,
Denver, Colo.
WJ'otii

Tie-Ups Feature Campaign
On "Monte Cristo"

YOU

RE
.Avm you
sN^
ALL ABOUT

%e»r

paper contest
anda newsother
JVfUMEROUS
tie-ups,
stunts were among
the highlights of the exploitation campaign put on by Manager C.
Duffus of the Century, at Minneapolis, for the opening of
"The Count of Monte Cristo."
Tie-ups, all focussing attention
on the opening, were arranged
with the Minnesota News Company, securing 12 special card
displays in all leading bookstore windows; "Liberty Magazine" wagons used posters
and placed 10,000 inserts in
their publications; 10,000 book
marks were distributed at public libraries; 10,000 inserts were
placed in key boxes at all hotels
and a hookup with the Northwestern Railroad accounted for
350 announcement cards in all
of their stations. This tie-up
was arranged on a special rate
to one of the leading football
contests in town.
— Century, Minneapolis.
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Exchange

Closes 4 Deals

Yoemans

to Build

FE"

Another

New Orleans — Al H. Yoemans,
RKO's New York exchange yesrday closed product deals with Meridian exhibitor whose new 6503ur circuits in the metropolitan dis- seater in that city will open late
ict. Manager Bob Wolff signed next month, plans to enter another
le Randforce circuit of 40 Brook- Mississippi city, he stated while
n houses for the entire 1934-35 here this week on a buying trip.
>KO feature line-up. Ed Carroll, He declined to name the town. Yoemans also is opening the Star,
alesman, closed a deal with Walter
eade for his theaters in Long negro house, in Meridian on Saturday.
Other houses in his group are
ranch, Perth Amboy, Plainfield,
sbury Park and Kingston. Bernie the Rose in Hattiesburg, and the
Jean
in
Laurel.
ranze signed the Fanchi circuit of
ine theaters, and Jack Ellis the 19
3 New
Agriculture
Films
leaters of the Hattem circuit for
Three new shorts have been comle product.
pleted and made available by the
U. S. Department of Agriculture
Wally Wales in Shorts Series
through its Extension Service, Division of Motion Pictures, in WashM. Kleinerman, pi-esident of
creen Attractions Corp., has comington. They include a one-reeler
leted arrangements for produc- titled "The Civilian Conservation
on on the coast of 12 three-reelers Corps at Work — Erosion Control",
•aturing Wally Wales. "On the Rio and two two-reelers, "Regulated
rande," first of the series, will ar- Deer Hunting on Pigsah National
ve here next week.
Forest" and "Control of Worms in
Marguerite Snow Writing Book
San Francisco — Marguerite Snow
ar of the silent days and wife of
eely Edwards, now m.c. for the
Drunkard" at the Palace Hotel,
s given up the theater to write
novel of her life and experiences
the early days of the films.

FILMS « «
Bill

Maynard in

Merle

RKO

11

of the NEW

Mascot
65 mins.
WESTERN HAS UNUSUAL CLASS
Oberon,
Benita Hume,
Binnie
JUAN"
WITH
INTELLIGENT
STORY,
SUPERIOR
Barnes
Jnited Artists
80 mins. CAST AND DIRECTION.
This western gives you an idea what
ELABORATE BUT MILDLY ENTERTAINING ADULT SATIRE THAT IS really can be done with the horse operas
if the producers try to put a little money
dORE EPISODICAL THAN DRAMATIC.
Plenty of production values were put and brains into them. The story is logical
and
intelligently constructed, and will apnto this London Films production, and it
peal to grownups as well as the kids. The
s pretty well sprinkled with feminine eye- action keeps moving without any letup
but in point of entertainment it
and there is a nice balance of all the pop
otals up a little less than the fans are
elements that make the westerns appealkely to expect from a Douglas Fairbanks
ing. Ken Maynard and his old partner
icture. In addition, the amorous theme Cactus, arrive at a dude ranch and soon the
nd its rather free handling will relegate
lines of conflict are drawn between him
he film to strictly adult audiences, pref- and an easterner who has come on to musrably the intellectual adults. In a sacle in on the ranch, having something on
irical, episodic style that builds to no H. B. Warner, the owner. Ken loses evlajor climaxes, Fairbanks is presented as
erything he owns on a crooked horse race
Ion Juan in his later years when he pre- the easterner having his henchmen throw
ers to relax from his balcony climbing
him with a wire across the road. A gold
nd to rest on his laurels. A youth, im- shipment is stolen from the ranch, and the
ersonating the great lover, is killed by murder of the stage driver framed on Mayn outraged husband, whereupon there is
nard. Then it is one thrill scene after
reat mourning by the women. When the another as the hero goes into action and
:al Don Juan tries to prove he is alive, finally pins all the deviltry on the villain
e is roundly ridiculed, even by the wo
in a surprise finish. Director David Howlen he once kissed, and he learns that
ard did a fine job, and so did the entire
was the ideal rather than the man that cast. Camera work exceptional. Some
ley all worshipped.
good cowboy melodies also.
Cast: Douglas Fairbanks,
Merle Oberon,
Cast: Ken Maynard, Evalyn Knapp, H. B
nnie Barnes, Joan Gardner, Benita Hume,
Warner, Kenneth Thomson, Wheeler OakIif ford Heatherley, Barry Mackay, Mel- man, George Haves, Gene Autry, Smiley
lle Cooper, Bruce Winston, Athene Sey- Burnett, George Cheseboro, George Burton
r, Gibson Gcwland, Lawrence Grossmith,
Director, David Howard; Authors, Walindie Edgar, Margaretta Scott, Edmund
'ace MacDonald, John Rathmell; Screenplay,
reon, Annie Esmond.
Colbert Clark, James Gruen; Editor,
Thomas Scorr; Cameramen, Ernie Miller
Director, Alexander Korda; Authors,
William Nobles.
■ederick Lonsdale, Lajos Birc; Cameraan, Georges Perinal.
Direction, Very Good Photography, Excellent.
Direction, Good
Photography, Fine.

vith

DAILV

Revive Sam Harris Benefit
Hogs".
San Francisco — ■ The postponed
benefit for Sam Harris, former theater operator, has been revived,
with a giant party, which was delayed by the stress of political activities, now scheduled for the big Fox
Theater.

"THE FIREBIRD"

with Verree Teasdale, Ricardo Cortez, Lionel
Atwill, Anita Louise, Hobart
Cavanaugh
Warner
Bros.
74 mins.
BETTER-CLASS MURDER MYSTERY
SMARTLY DIRECTED AND HELPED BY
OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCES.
Considerably off the beaten track of the
usual run of murder dramas, this one should
appeal to the better intellects as well as
providing plenty of satisfaction for the
regular mystery clientele. A well handled
script, fine touches in the direction by
William Dieterle, standout emotional performances by Verree Teasdale and Anita
Louise, enjoyable comedy bits by Hobart
Cavanaugh and Etienne Girardot, and other
excellent work by C. Aubrey Smith, Ricardo Cortez, Lionel Atwill and several
more, all are factors in making the production a consistently entertaining affair.
For plot there is the murder of a philandering matinee idol, Cortez, with Miss Teasdale claiming to have committed ths crime
She makes the confession to shield her
daughter, Anita Louise, who eventually
clears up the case by telling her story to
the police inspector, Smith.
Cast: Verree Teasdale, Ricardo Cortez,
Lionel Atwill, Anita Louise, Helen Trenholme, Dorothy Tree, Hal K. Dawson, Hobart Cavanaugh, Robert Barrat, Spencer
Charters, C. Aubrey Smith. Russell Hicks,
Florence Fair, Nan Gray, Etienne Girardot
Director, William Dieterle; Author, Laics Zilahy; Screenplay, Charles Kenyon ,
Cameraman, Ernest Haller; Editor, Ralph
Dawson.
Direction,

Aces.

Photography,

Cody

in

"FRONTIER

DAYS"

with Ada
Ince, Wheeler
Oakman
Spectrum
61 mins.
GREAT STUFF FOR WESTERN FANS.
HARD RIDING, SMASH-BANG FIGHTS
AND
PLENTY OF THRILLS.
It's a real raw-west old-time story with
a two-fisted hero, a sneering villain, a
trusting heroine and plenty of action
set in beautiful scenery of the western
plains. Director Bob Hill has surely played
up to the thrill fans, many times sacrificing plausibility for speed and cheergetting situations. The story concerns Bill
Cody, an under-cover Fargo detective, who
falls in love with the daughter of a rancher,
and who is later falsely accused of causing the rancher's death. Also in love
with the girl is Wheeler Oakman, who
as the town banker is mixed up in some
crooked deals that involve everything from
stagecoach hold-ups to horse stealing.
Cody gets into plenty of scrapes before he
unmasks the villains. "Chico", his horse,
is a fine animal and plays an important
part in the plot. The film sticks to a fast
pace throughout and includes some thrills
that are well worth seeing.
Cast: Bill Ccdy, Ada Ince, Wheeler Oakman, Bill Desmond, Bill Cody, Jr, Vic
"Chico" Franklin
the horse. Farnum, Lafe McKee,
Pctel.
Director, Bob Hill; Author, Norman
Springer; Screenplay, James Shawkey;
Editor, S. Roy Luby; Cameraman, Brydon
zie.
Baker; Recording Engineer, Frank McKen-

A-l.

Direction, Swell

Photography, Excellent

The *** * Hotel of N. Y.
lOOO Large Outside Rooms
* One

minute

from

everything

* In the centerofi

Filmland

* All new. modern conveniences

* Modern
Many

in" rentals,

too

other star features such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Radio in every room
Circulating Ice Water
French
Window
Ventilation
Tub and Shower in each room
Chevaly Full Length Mirrors
2 Clothes Closets in each room
3 Attractive Restaurants

[Rates from $£#5©

-Hotel

single]

EDISON
Genera/ Manager
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THE INSIDE STORY
OF THE LOVES and
LOVERS OF THE
MOST FAMOUS
SONG BIRD IN
THE
WORLD!
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Court Upholds Property Rights of Music in Film

PROBE
QFAT.
&
T.'S
MOVIE
ACTIVITIKJN
WAY
Equity Membership Not Required to Ratify Guild Tieup
A L esson
. in square shooting
By JACK ALICOATE =

Affiliation
Will
Become
Effective When Ratified by Guild

The contract with Actors' Equity
under will
which
Screen from
Actors'
Guild
obtainthe
a charter
the
LET'S go back to 1929. Business Associated Actors and Artistes of
is booming,
the country
is
America will not be submitted to
Jrunk with prosperity.
Beer is a
membership for ratificaJollar a bottle, a good dinner costs the Equity
tion but will become effective after
hree frogs, and secondary execu- approval by the Guild board and
tes, including the old colonel, are membership, the Film Daily learns.
agreement,
Equuy memon Page 4)
iding to work
in Rolls-Royces, Under the(Continued
lame
the crash and everybody
itopped
eating strawberries,
in:luding the motion picture indusry.
Near - panic.
Uncertainty.
Hosed banks.
Insolvencies to the
ight and to the left and then
svery man for himself.
Four years
Adopting an all-color picture pol)f clouds and heartaches.
Compeicy, James A. FitzPatrick will proition of the worst sort.
New
two features and 12 Travelitandards.
New
thoughts.
New talks duce
for 1935-36 release. His innorals.
Most of the great motion
tentions are to permanently cease
(Continued on Page 2)
(icture industry, that has meant
o much
to this country and its
Warners Getting Plugs
[overnment in times of need and
In 4 National Air Tieups
tress, trying to hold its own under
Warner-First
National is currenthe age old law of the survival-ofhe-fittest.
Good
pictures.
Bad
the benefit of national ralydiogetting
exploitation through four tieups.
lictures. An endeavor to meet the
They include the Rudy Vallee hour,
lew public taste with subjects that, the Dick Powell program, the Boro some, passed the border line of
den program and "Sally of the
lecency.
Someone said that one
Talkies".
his
for
man
a
lihould never condemn
•accent nor a woman for her morals
K:or neither is responsible for them,
it was the public, and not this
ndustry, that was responsible for
venture over the Racetrack, Drawing Stars,
}}ts
line. experimental

FITZPATRICKCOLOR
ON FEATURES, SHORTS

FOX RENTALS UP 30%,
J. D. CLARK REPORTS

Coincident with, announcement
from Washington yesterday that the
Communications CommisFox film rentals are up 30 per Federal
sion had ordered public hearings to
cent as compared with a year ago,
Jan. 1 in its investigadeclared John D. Clark, general start tionafter
of the A. T. & T. structure and
sales manager, upon his return to activities, it was learned that a comNew York yesterday with Herman
prehensive confidential report, outWobber, following a three-week tour
lining the A. T. & T. dealings in the
of exchanges in connection with the motion picture field through its subS. R. Kent drive. Theaters in secsidiaries, Western Electric and Elecondary cities are grossing bigger
trical Research Products, had been
money than
houseson in
of the filed with the Commission and was
(Continued
Pagesome
9)
being studied
withon a Page
view9) to prob(Continued

L. W. Davee Now Heads
Eastern SMPE Section

L. W. Davee of Electrical Research Products has been elected
president of the Atlantic Coast section of the S. M. P. E., succeeding
Homer G. Tasker, who becomes
president of the parent organization in January. The election took
on Page 9)

Exhibs in K. C. Territory
Will Attend Zoning Meet
Exhibitors operating in the Kansas City territory will attend a hearing and meeting to be conducted by
the Code Authority at the Hotel
Muelbach (Continued
today inonanPage
effort
4) to pre-

Setting a precedent by establishthe value
of "property
rights"
of a ingmusic
publisher
whose musical
numbers
are
used
in
a
motion
picSan Francisco — Bay Meadows, reture, George Ringle, sitting as ref- Bernerd's Trip Off Again
cently opened racetrack, aided in
eree, has awarded the Music PubLondon (By Cable) — Jeffrey Berits draw by the attendance of screen
lishers' Protective Ass'n a total of
Gaumont-British official who
stars, has been taking in an average $1,500 for the use of a number, nerd,
was scheduled to sail next week for
of 80 grand a day, with Saturday's played three times, in "Trapeze" a New York, has again canceled the
and the- Protex release. A fee of $50 for
receipts reaching $157,000,
(Continued on Page 9)
trip, for the present at least.
ater men are up in arms over the

Hits Frisco Film Houses

(Continued on Page 2)

TRI-ERGON HEARING
IS SET FOR TODAY

Judge Alfred C Coxe of the U.
S. District Court this afternoon will
hold a hearing on a motion of AmerTri-Ergon to obtain right to
Start New Chicago House sue theicanParamount
Publix trustees.
Chicago — Ground was broken this The William Fox company seeks an
week for the new Beverly theater authorization to make the three
at 1545 W. 95th St. The 1,400-seat Paramount trustees defendants in
house, which is to cost $250,000, will
actions for injunctions and accountings already instituted against the
be owned by the Ashland-Ninetyfifth Street Property, Inc., of which bankrupt corporation itself.
James E. Coston is vice-president.
A similar move in the District
(Continued on Page 2)
Warner pictures will be shown.
(Continued

Publisher's Rights to Music
Are Upheld in Court Ruling

No element, over the years,
a clean screen
[ought harder for There
never was
Ihan this column.
i place in motion pictures for smut.
)n the other hand, for the screen

Federal Body is Studying
Confidential Report on
Erpi Activities

(Continued

on Page

4)
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FitzPatrick All-Color
On Features, Shorts
(.Continued from Page 1)

A Lesson
. . in square shooting
(Continued from Page 1)
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er to go pollyanna was cinematic suicide. When the reform for clean
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pictures was gaining unreasonable
momentum, the industry never for
a moment lost its head. The brief
of the Catholics, Protestants and
Jews

making
black-and-white
pictures,
using all-color instead.
FitzPatrick will release the Traveltalks through M-G-M, thus completing a five-year contract with
that company. By early December
he will have ready a series of eight
Traveltalks for the current program.
The producer starts an all-color
feature based on the love affairs of
Franz Lizst early in January, with
work to be done at the Coast. He
is preparing the script and will direct, while Nathaniel Shilkret is
doing lease
thethis feature.
score. M-G-M may re-

was analyzed with earnestness, consideration and sympathy.
The industry listened with respect.
Other organizations who were seriously interested in both the indus(Continued from Page 1)
try, and its great potentialities tor
both good and evil among our peo- Court, Brooklyn, met defeat recentples, were asked to sit at the round
ly when Judge Marcus B. Campbell
table to help work out a serious aenied the motion. It was revived
before Federal Judge William
problem that touched all. Profes- Bondy on Wednesday, but he resional reformers and those who make
ferred it to Judge Coxe, who has
a livelihood of squawking much jurisdiction over Paramount's bankruptcy
activities.
about that ot whicn they know little, were treated with consideration

Tri-Ergon Hearing
Is Set for Today

BOOK
THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
Nov. 18-19:
Allied
Theater
Owners
Convention, Hotel Jefferson. Dallas.of
Nov. 20:

Allied

Nov. 27:

Allied

Theater Owners
Lincoln,
Hotel
sey
A. M.
11:30 meeting,
Theater Owners
Lincoln,
Hotel

sey meeting,
11:30 A. M.

T

of New
Yi
New
of New
Yi
New

Nov. 28:
Reception and Dance of the Bro
lyn Unit Brooklyn.
of the Warner
Club,
Vitaph
Studio,
Nov. 29:
Screen
Actors'
Bowl,
Hollywood.

Guild

Dec. Dance,
1:
Universal
Pictures'
Hotel Astor,
New
Dec.

ball,

Biltrr

Annual
York.

Dim

5:
Warner
Club's
Second
quet
and
Movie
Ball, Club,
N. Y.

Annual
I
Schenect

Dec.

8:
Sixtieth Anniversary Dinner and
of The Lambs, Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, I
York.
Dec. 9-10:
Theater
Owners
of
North
South
Carolina
22nd
annual
convent
Hotel
Charlotte,
Charlotte,
N. C.

Dec. 10:
Warner
Bros,
meeting,
Wilmington.

annual
Del.

Dec. 20:
A.M.P.A.
Christmas
Astor.
New
York.

stockholdi
Dinner.

Hi

G-B Films for First-Run in Chica
Chicago — A. H. Fischer, home
and their standing carerully catafor Gaumo:
With the closing of a deal for 40 flee representative
logued. Both Hollywood and New pictures to be shown in 69 houses British here, has just completed!
for all 1
Jones
Aaron
with
deal
York were equally and vitally inter- of the Moodabe Circuit in New
product
s
theater. for first-run
McVicker's
ested. he
1
industry had a auty to Zealand, RKO has cleaned up the company'
first-run situation in that territory,
perform, went to work silently and Phil Reisman announces. RKO also
efficiently, and proceeded to do it. has signed its sixth consecutive conlineup. tract with Acme Films, Ltd., Manila, P. I., covering the 1934-35

RKO Closes Foreign Deals

FINANCIAL
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4%
4% +
NEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
Trans-(Lux
2
2
2
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YORK
BOND
MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40..
7
6'/4
6% +
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7
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+
Keith
A-0
6s46 .... 633/4
633/4
633/4 +
Loew
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CH. 4-2200 321 W. 44th St. NYC

Net
Chg.
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5/g

Heady Reference Director^

Today, from most of those forces
that criticized most intensely, there
%
8'/2 is nothing but praise for a great,
compelling job, skilfully and effi%
ciently done by Will H. Hays and
i/8
his great organization.
No element
in the everyday life of the peoples
% of these United States is as whole%
some, at this minute, as the screens
%
of America.
Compared to contemporary literature, and
the stage,
% motion pictures are again the most
%
virtuous
entertainment
in the
%
% world.
All who had part in its so1%
% called reformation, both within and
%
without the industry, can well point
1%
1% with pride to this achievement. To
%
exhibitors everywhere, and to those
skeptics who are still blind because
they will not see, we suggest a thorough reading of the recent report
of Will H. Hays to his organization
on the plans and programs of motion picture production
for 19341935.
It is a frank, illuminating
bit of literature that can be had for
the asking.

— • —

From

now

on

the screen

will

measure up to its finest potentialities. Ithas no alternative for it

With

Jake Barker Gets W. E. Post Here
Jake Barker, for the past five
years managing director of Western
Electrics operations in Australia,
New Zealand and the Straits Settlements, returns to an executive position in the New York office. Mr.
and Mrs. Barker are returning via
Europe and will arrive in New York
on the Rex.
Buckler's Option Taken Up

West Coast Bureau of THE

DAILY

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

"CITY"

PHOTO ENGRAVING
CALL—
< Day and Night Servict)
250 W. 54th St.,
N. Y. d
Tel. COIumbus
5-6741

Foreign
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CORPORATION
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Cable: Chronophon

226 WEST 42ND STREET
NEW YORK CITY
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Hollywood — Frank Borzage will
direct Marion Davies in her first
picture for Warners when the Cosmopolitan unit moves to the Warner
lot in January.
Acquires Two Michigan Houses
Mayville, Mich.— The Palace here

s

oi'

* Engravers •

LONDON

Borzage to Direct Davies

and
Phone Concern)
Numbers
Industry

What To Buy And
wnere To Buy It

Columbia Signs Stage Director
Herbert Biberman, stage director,
has been signed by Columbia. He
will
month.leave for the Coast in about a

stofr America a lesson in square! J.SnC. W^JKs
Cuddeback.

snooting.

FILM

Hollywood — Columbia has reJohn Buckler's option for
another newed
six months. He has just
finished a role in M-G-M's "David
Copperfield," on loan, and will next
play the male lead in Columbia's
"Eight Bells." The Leah Salisbury
office is handling Buckler.

Addresses
Recognized

PARIS

lERLiN

• Hotels •

PRESIDENT HOTEL
Atlantic
SEA

City s

Newest

Boardwalk

WATER
SWIMMING
POOL
MARINE
SUN
DECK
TURKISH
BATHS

Hotel

EWS OF THE WEEK IN PHOTO-REVIEW

CORTEZ CATCHES Gotham premiere of 'The
Firebird,' in which he appears with all-star cast,
and which press lauded as fascinating mystery
enthrallingly unfolded

with

dramatic

force.'*

TOTAL WRECK of Frank and Milt Britton's
berserk band (below) caused by mad musicians' friendly argument over choice of two
being considered
Music'
.theme
.So songs
Rudy Vallee
will submit for
both'Sweet
numbers
to
radio audience for nation-wide vote Nov. 22*
TO BE OPENED UNTIL CHRISTMAS. Doz)f brilliant production scenes like this move
er Bros, to tag Mervyn LeRoy's 'Sweet Adeline,'
ng Irene Dunne, for holiday week release.

^ * '! i"T!i

9fc»*

gam ft* ' jfl

lH**/'-'

VL DOGS OF AIR' SET lures world's leading
jtft. Amelia Earhart and stars Cagney and O'Brien
-ujj amazing action shots for big air special.*

rf „

i\> WAITING
LIKE THE OLD
DAYS' says
el of 'St. Louis Kid' run at Branford, Newark, as

11

EfjELjLiSLa
- ■^

^***v "^* «(

It**
iSjkl

ALL-AMERICAN SALUTE planned for 'Flirtation Walk'
Thanksgiving
Week, with N. Y. Strand's five-story
j tower of mazdas and American Legion parade setting promotion pace for scores of holiday key dates.0

1 jny sock-fest rolls up phenomenal
B'way holdr joss and packs 3 Boston key houses same week.*
*A Warner Bros. Picture

f*JMf

°A First Notional Picture

Vilagraph, Inc., Distributors

THE

3^

Coming and Going
for

HARRY
Kansas

H. THOMAS
City.

leaves Chicago

PHIL REISMAN of RKO
Berengaria
for Europe.

sails today on the

CLARENCE BROWN, M-G-M director, leaves
New York tomorrow for the coast.
JACK HALEY
from
the Coast.
MARC

has

LACHMANN

returned

to

New

York

went to Boston yesterday

to handle publicity on Lew Brown's musical,
"Calling
All Stars,"
opening
Wednesday.
SIDNEY R. KENT, who has gone to England,
will be away from his office in New York
about three weeks.
JOHN D. CLARK and HERMAN WOBBER
returned to New York yesterday from Boston
on the last leg of an exchange tour.
MERLE

OBERON

and NATACHA

appearing in "Private Life of
don Films production for U.
to New York on the Paris.
to the coast to appear with
in "Folies Bergere de Paris"

PALEY,

both

Don Juan," LonA., are en route
Miss Oberon goes
Maurice Chevalier
for 20th Century.

JOSEPH M. SCHENCK, United Artists president, is abroad the Majestic arriving in New
York from
England
next week.
HARVEY D. OTT, auditor in Paramount's
German office in Berlin, arrived in New York
yesterday on the Washington on a business trip.
His wife and son are with him.
LEO WEBER, organist, is back from a threemonth tour of the Bernstein cinemas in England.
DON MERSEREAU returned to New York
yesterday by plane from the coast, where he
spent two weeks going through the studios.
MORT BLUMENSTOCK, in charge of advertising for Warner Theaters, leaves today for
Cleveland. Pittsburgh, Washington and Philadelphia to confer on campaigns for "Flirtation
Walk."

Equity Members' O. K.
Not Needed in Guild Tieup
bers
will
dues
dues

(Continued from Page

1)

appearing in motion pictures
be required to continue paying
to Equity and in addition pay
to the Screen Guild. This arrangement is reciprocal and is expected to add about $7,500 yearly to
Equity's income. Equity will further benefit through payment by the
Screen Guild to the Associated Actors and Artistes of America of part
of the head tax customarily paid by
Equity.

Racetrack Drawing Stars,
Hits Frisco Film Houses
(Continued from Page

MONCtheb sf {

today

HARRY D. BUCKLEY of United Artists has
arrived in Chicago and will return to New York
tomorrow.

1)

competition. Refusal of film personalities to make personal appearances at theaters while they are in
town also has aroused exhibitors.
Sonotone Sales Jump
Returning from his second sales
trip in three weeks, Dan Halpin,
assistant sales manager for the
Sonotone Corp., manufacturers of
hard-of-hearing devices for individuals and theaters, reports that Sonotone business is up 700 per cent
in the last 18 months. The company
now has a staff of 670 representatives throughout the country, according to Halpin, and Leagues for
the Hard of Hearing everywhere
are asking their local churches and
theaters to install hearing aids.

DAILY

m&^

PHIL M. DALY

• • • THERE WERE so many Headliner Attractions
at the AMPA luncheon it seemed a pity to waste 'em all
on mere pressageys
the dining room of the Motion Picture Club was filled to overflowing
it's getting so that
customers come a half hour early in order to insure getting
seats up front
T
T
T
• •
• AS A lawyer Charlie Pettijohn started off his
umpiring of the affair with an argument
"Why call me
guest chairman when my dues to this club have been paid for
15 years?" he queried
Elaine Jordan started the festivities with one of her radio croons
Frank Buck told a jungle
story Benita Hume and Clarence Brown took bows
Nick Lucas played a couple on his mandolin with song
one especially for Mary Pickford
"Painting the Clouds
With Sunshine"

T

T

T

• • • FOLKS WHO go out and do real worthwhile things
in the world are very often helpless as speakers but Capt.
Eddie Rickenbacker, American flying ace, proved the exception
he made a grand speech telling graphically what he
is really trying to do for the nation in this business of smashing:
flying: records
and does that lad know the fine usages of
the English language!
his discourse was a liberal education to the Word Mongers assembled
•

• IT WAS a Classic Mister Petti.iohn's presentation of the great editor and publicist
. . Arthur Brisbane
as "a young reporter about to join the staff of the Mirror"
and other pleasantries along that line Mister Brisbane recalled that the last AMPA luncheon he attended long
ago was in a basement
. . with about 40 neonle nresent
he told a great yarn about his friend Rickenbacker
how
he came to get his chance as a flier in the world war
it
seems that the Committee provided Mister Brisbane with a
Testimonial Sneech to be addressed to Marv Pickford in wesenting her with the Scroll of Honorarv Membershin in AMPA
the great publicist explained that the pressagents are so
used to writing speeches for their bosses that thev wrote one
for him
then he proceeded to read his own that he had
dictated to his dictaphone copies of it should be given to
every praise agrent in the biz
. with a frame
as a
Model of What to Say About a Star
and How to Say It.

Friday, Nov. 16, 19:

« NEWS of DAY
Attleboro, Mass. — Thomas Clei
mey, formerly manager of the M(
ropolitan in Leominister, has be
transferred to the Strand Amus
ment Co. theater here.
Bay City. Mich. — Roy Carrow hi
sold the Victory theater to Ste
Pemis.
Detroit — Report of the Detnj
Film Board of Trade issued tl
week for the past month shows ni
theater openings, with no hous
closed. With three of the hous
new theaters just built, this pre
ably sets a depression record. Eig
houses shifted owners during t
month.
Lincoln, Neb. — Henry Fear, fc
mer city manager here for Wei
land, who was sent back to Puebt
Colo., as assistant manager at t
Chief, is now out of the organiz
tion.
Unionville, Mich. — The form
Temple has been renamed the Rac
Kinde.
theater
and reopened by Hari
Lacey.
Chesaning, Mich. — C. G. Moni
has sold the Crystal theater to Ve

•

• • • WELL. WELL
Mary got her Membershin
ScroH Capt. Rickenbacker save her a gorgeous hunch of
American Beauts and "America's sweetheart of sweethearts" as the flying ace called her
mad» one of her
usual gracious speeches and noted that the "M.P." in the
great AMPA banner on the wall above the dais were her initials,
too
Mister Pettijohn amplified that bv savins the "A"
stood for "All of us"
the "M.P." for Mary's initials
and the final "A" for "Admirers" then he kissed Marv
rieht on the cheek
for "all of us"
what could we do
about it?
the guy was just taking advantage of a legal
technicality and a figure of speech

▼

▼

▼

• • • WISH WE had soace to detail the wittv sneech of
Sir Gerald Campbell British Consul General in New York
■ he said the British make much better whiskev in Scotland
than we do in New Jersey referred to the far-flung bottle line between Canada and the U. S. in Prohibition davs
his interest in a society to make birth control retroactive
his wit fell faster than our slow wits could pick it up
then came Harrv Hershfield for a grand slam finish
. with
Wee Willie Robine warbling as well as the 16 Leonardvs
A LUNCHEON!

«

€<

«

»

»

»

Exhibs in K. C. Territory
Will Attend Zoning Met
(Continued from

Page

11

pare a clearance and zoning pi
for the zone. In addition to Geoij
J. Schaefer
and Edward
Goldl
representing
the Authority, m#
bers of the local clearance and
ing board will attend.
Schaefer
day.
Golden will return to New
Y
Monday
and submit their reci
mendations at a code meeting Thu
Acquire Foreign Houses
Budapest — Because
of the
Nazi move, Ufa was obliged to c
two of its houses here, but M-l
has acquired the Scala and Un
Artists has taken the Cowin. sou
Brooklyn Warner Club Dance
Second
annual
reception
dance of the Brooklyn unit of
Warner Club will be held Th;
giving Eve on one of the sj
stages at the Brooklyn
Vitaphf
studio.
Clyde Beatty to Make Picture
Chicago — Clyde Beatty, anim
trainer who closed his circus se
son this week, is here for a ft
days before leaving for the co$<
to appear in another film.
E. M. Loew Adds Fitchburg Hon
Fitchburg, Mass. — The Lyi*
formerly operated by A. R. Lawto
is
now a part of the E. M. Loe
head.
circuit. Alden Smith is residev

SMASHES RIALTO RECORDS
SSMSi'l

i3!

,.>¥-,-■:-

II

HELD OVER FOR 2nd WEEK!

DHiL'Kis&w ■onui ■■HaHMaisieaKOF'ije^i^:
Continuous S. R. 0. as Broadway reads critics' unprecedented
fw praise
New York Times:

ii; i

"Mark 'The First World War' down as a memorable and infinitely important document which should
be distributed in every civilized nation.
If any motion picture

I,,,!"

is assured of enduring life, this is the one."

N. Y. Daily News:
"*k "k "Ar V2* I An amazing

series of

pictures. Stalling*' work in editing and
explaining makes them the most thrilling

N. Y. Daily Mirror :
"The
greatest of war films,
miss it. War is pictured with
pitiless horror,
pictured
with

of their kind."

Don't

'Not only a splendid example
of dramatic narrative; it is an
historical document which
deserves
immortality.
The

detail."

The most
dramatic

exciting, vitally
and
inescapably

powerful war chronicle that
the camera
eye has yet
recorded.
The whole thing
is little short of overwhelming in its power.

episodes depict with singular power the bitterness and
devastation of the struggle."

N. Y. American:

N Y. Eve. Journal:

"Impressive as a miracle, the
Great War is waged again,
and not a million history
books can change the facts
that confront
us in this

1 ..!!■■

stirring
all its

N Y. Herald-Tribune:

N Y. Evening Post:

IP i

4ii

breathing,
bloody
massing
of actual events. Laurence Sellings and Truman Talley merit
decoration
with a new order

NY. Sun:
n

"Not a picture to be casually seen and
lightly forgotten.
This is reality. No
the newspapers,
reads
who
one
lIlJllli,,
who
wonders
what
is coming
!!!'":;,/
next should
miss 'The First

"There is much more to this
picture than a harrowing
camera record of carnage.
It is a searing reminder, a
pictorial history of a world
n which history repeats
itself. The picture will leave
you emotionally limp. Seeing
is

a

terrific

experience."

N. Y. World-Telegram:
"Without
hesitation,
I offer you 'The
First World
War' as the most
important and powerful
plea for
peace the cinema has yet pro
duced.
It is a stark, grim,
biting plea.

World War'."

,!!!!!::]
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Smash Showmanship Campaiga Thrills Broadway

WORLD
PREMIERE
*( Pre -Release)

RADIO CITY
MUSIC HALL
THANKSGIVING
DAY

y/^^/J^i1'

* Genera I Release-—' December 27 th

WARNER
«»!

In FRANK CAPRA

by Robert Risk in

titrv&

Based on the Story by Mark Hellinger

1

DRODUCTION

■ith WALTER

A

CONNOLLY—

COLUMBIA

HELEN

VINSON

PICTURE
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THEATER

CHANGES

ALASKA
Openings
JUNEAU— Uptown

by E.

Paulson.

ALABAMA
Changes in Ownership
BIRMINGHAM— Jefferson, transferred t
Jefferson Amusement Co. by R. B. Wilby
ENSLEY — Roxv, transferred to Rialto Thea.
Inc. by R. B. Wilby. N. BIRMINGHAM—
Trianon, transferred to N. H. Water. TROY
— Princess, transferred to Alabama Thea.
Inc. by R. B. Wilby.

Openings

MCRAE
Pratt City

— Princess. PRATT
Theater.

CITY

—

ARKANSAS
Changes in Ownership
MELBOURNE— Gem, transferred to Sid
ney Ortman
by W. L. Landers.

Openings

CLINTON — Clinton. MARSHALL —
Plaza. NORPHLET— The New (new thea.)
BATESVILLE — (new thea.). ASHDOWN
— New
(new thea.).

CALIFORNIA
Changes in Ownership
AZUSA — State, transferred to A. L. Minor
by W. J. Edwards, Jr. BARSTOW— Forum,
transferred to Justin LaFont by C. E. Wallace. CHULA' VISTA— Seville, transferred
to Pacific Natl, by Fox West Coast. ELSINORE — Elsinor, transferred to Mrs. Jackson by F. Jackson (death). LONG BEACH
— Palace, transferred to Pacific Natl, by Fox
West Coast. LOS ANGELES — Arroyo,
transferred to Fox West Coast by Paramount
Thea.; Bard's 8th St., transferred to Carl
Drane by Cobar Corp.; Colonial, transferred
to W. D. Fischer by J. A. Annecston; Hidalgo, transferred to Frank Fouce by C. A.
Emanuel ; Million Dollar, transferred to
Harry Popkin by Lazarus; Western, transferred to Fox West Coast by Paramount
Thea. SAN DIEGO — Superba, transferred
to S. Blackly by Fox West Coast; San Juan
Capistrano, transferred to Glen Bast by Fred
Cason.

Openings

LA HABRA— Garden. LOS ANGELES
—Mystic, (form. Union Sq.). GLENDORA
— Beacon.

Closings

HERMOSA

Openings

NEW

—

Lyric. EATON

-

CONNECTICUT
Openings

HAVEN— Winchester.

GEORGIA
Changes in Ownership
GAINESVILLE
Lucas & Jenkins.

—

Royal, transferred to

IDAHO
Openings
RIRIE — Star

by

Clarence

ILLINOIS

Brown.

Openings

GOODLAND — Gravel. NEWBURG —
Princess. INDIANAPOLIS— Colonial and
Granada. WABASH— Colonial. WILLIAMSPORT— Opera House. CROTHERSVILLE
—State. ANDERSON — Starland, (new).
MUNCIE— Star, (new).

Closings

ANDERSON— Regent. CLOVERDALE—
Music Box. FAIRMOUNT— Royal. GENEVA— Limberlost.
OSSIAN— Strand.

IOWA
Changes in Ownership

ODEBOLT — Princess, transferred to E.
E. Earhart by C. E. Hartsell. SIDNEY—
Strand, transferred to Mrs. Ralph Hossle by
Lawrence
Whisler.

BY FILM BOARDS
Temple). CAPAC— Palace. DETROIT —
Broadway Strand. ELK RAPIDS — Community, (form. Paramount). HOLLY — Holly.
SAGINAW — James. KALAMAZOO ■Michigan.

MINNESOTA
Changes in Ownership

MINNEOTA— Joy, transferred to W. H.
Evans by Geo. Benson. HAYFIELD — Hayfiels, transferred to Ingalls and Mellen by
Mrs. Wrede. SACRED HEART — Cozy,
transferred to E. A. Toeder by E. I. Olson.
WATERTOWN— Rex, transferred to C. C.
Teas transferred
by Authur toJensen.
SHAKO byPEL'Sam
—
Gem,
L. E. Dawson
Cornish.

Openings

BARNS VILLE — Bijou. BLOOMING
PRAIRIE— Rex. HANCOCK — Hancock.
HAYFIELD— Hayfield. ST. PAUL— Faust.
SACRED HEART— Cozy. ROCHESTER—
Closings
State Hospital. CHISHOLM—
Time, (new).
ST. PAUL— Como. NEW
Hall.
TOWER— Rex.

GEORGE— Gem.

KANSAS
Changes in Ownership
V.

OXFORD— Strand, transferred to Kennedy
Howard
by W. J. Burke.

Openings

MULBERRY— Rex.

KENTUCKY
Changes in Ownership
B EATTY VI LLE— Lyric, transferred to J.
S. Darcy by Theo. Mitchell. FREEBURN—
Freeburn, transferred to Gene Michael.
PRESTONBURG — Unique, transferred to
W. B. Boyd by J. C. Ward. MARION —
Kentucky, transferred to C. Runyan by Mr.
Fondow. SCOTTSVILLE — Victor, transferred to A. Caldwell. ST. MATTHEWS—
Evelan, transferred to A. Roth.

Openings

FREEBURN— Freeburn. LOUISVILLE—
National.

MAINE
Openings
WESTBROOK— Scenic
Theater,
Closings

MISSISSIPPI
Openings

MISSOURI
Changes in Ownership

EOLIA— Eolia, transferred to N. J. Buechle
by Jansen and Magee. 1RONTON — Academy, transferred to R. Mathews by W. T.
Sumpter. KINLOCH — Harlem, transferred
to R. B. Sexton by J. H. Wilson. MONTGOMERY CITY— Ritz, transferred to Paul
Golterman by W. E. O'Brien. ST. LOUIS
— Peerless, transferred to Southern Amuse.
Co. by Oscar Lehr; New Shenandoah, transferred to Southern Amuse. Co. by David
Komm. APPLETON CITY— Norris, transferred to T. D. Peal by S. H. Yoffie.
GREENFIELD— Strand, transferred to John
Travis by Tom Whaley.

Openings

EOLIA— Eolia. IRONTON — Academy
ST. LOUIS— Lyric and Union. BOWLING
GREEN—?. HERMANN—? (the last two
are new theas.). BETHANY— Noll. PIERCE
CITY— Strand.

RED
Olson.

MONTANA
Changes in Ownership

LODGE— Iris, transferred to F. A.

—

(new).

WEST
SULLIVAN— Alhambra.
ORONO
— Strand. KENNEBUNKPORT — Lyric.
OLD ORCHARD — Capital, Palace, Pier
WELLS BEACH— Wells Theater. YORK
BEACH— York.

MASSACHUSETTS
Changes in Ownership
FITCHBURG— Lyric, transferred to E. M.
Loew by A. E. Lawton. BUZZARDS BAY
— Capital, transferred to M. Alves by Alves
and Peck. BOSTON— Columbia, transferred
to F. E. Leiberman
by Loew's-Fox Cir.

Openings

AYER
— Strand. ROCKPORT
— Town
Changes in Ownership
FALL RIVER
BUNKER HILL— Lincoln, transferred t Hall. MAYNARD— Colonial.
—Royal.
NORTHAMPTON—
Academy.
Closings
S. Halloway by Critchlow & Bullard. CARROLLTON— Bijou, transferred to T. K
OSTERVILLE— Community. HYANNIS
Dickson by Ross Denny. CHICAGO, (Arling- — Hyannis.
ton Heights) — Arlington, transferred to
MICHIGAN
Bruce Gotschalk by R. Redmond. WILMETTE — Wilmette, transferred to Sam
Changes in Ownership
Meyers by Wilmette
Thea. Corp.
DETROIT — Chopin, transferred to Mike
Openings
Chargot by Stanley Oleskowiecz; Delray,
CHARLESTON— Rex.
MEREDOSIA —
transferred to Chas. Stepaunackaus by Bertha
Princess.
NORRIS
CITY— Majestic.
Faras. MAYVILLE — Palace, transferred to
Closings
S. E. Eastman by J. C. Cuddabeck. MILLINGTON— Capitol, transferred to S. E. EastEAST ST. LOUIS— Liberty. BUNKER
man by J. C. Cuddabeck. BAY CITY —
HILL — Lincoln.
Victory, transferred to Steve Pemis by Roy
INDIANA
Carrow. CHESANING — Crystal, transferred to Vern Locey by C. G. Monroe.
Changes in Ownership
ELKHART — Orpheum, transferred to Tack FLINT — Durant, transferred to Lester Matt
MERRILL — Merrill.
Rose. GOSHEN— New Circle, transferred to by Barks and Ingersol.
Openings
Katherine David by J. Czigany, Jr.; Lincoln, transferred to Jack Rose. HAMMOND
DETROIT— Jefferson.
GRAND
RAPIDS
— Paramount,
transferred
to Great
States — Park.
UNIONVILLE
— Radio, (form.

ULM— Turner

IUKA— Majestic, (new thea.). HOLLY
SPRINGS— Long Shot, (new thea.).

Openings

SIDNEY— Strand.

BETSY LAYNE— Peoples. HARLAN
New
Harlan.

ALAMOSA— Palm, transferred to Gibral
tar by J. J. Goodstein
Ent., Inc.
COLLINS

Thea. Corp. by Mark Margolis Rec. MICHIGAN CITY — Tivoli, transferred to
[Junes Amuse. Co., Jack Rose by Michigan
City Thea. Corp. BREMEN— Bremen (Playhouse), transferred to Helfman and Walz.
INDIANAPOLIS — Capitol, transferred to
Capitol Thea., Inc.; Paramount, transferred
to J. Finkelstein. NEW HAVEN— Broadway, transferred to Dan Flood. OOLITIC
—Oolitic, transferred to B. P. Huges. PERU
— Ritz, transferred to Capitol Thea., Inc.
UNION CITY— Miami, transferred to C. B.
Davis.

Closings

BEACH— Hermosa.

COLORADO
Changes in Ownership

FORT
Eaton.

REPORTED
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Openings
RICHEY — Richey, by Chas. Davis, (new
thea.). WINNET— Aristo. AUGUSTA —
Augusta.
GLASGOW— Roxy,
(new thea.)

NEBRASKA
Changes in Ownership
HAYES CENTER— White, transferred to
R. C. McNeal by Leonard Rox. ARNOLD
— Barrymore, transferred to U. A. Brown
by W. T. Daillard. AUBURN — Booth,
transferred to W. W. Booth by R. R. Booth.
HASTINGS — Strand, transferred to TriState Thea. Corp. by Central Thea. Corp.
LOUISVILLE — Playhouse, transferred to
Art Trihy by Jack McCarty. ULYSSES—
Ulysses, transferred to Don Schwab by C.
V. Shoecraft.

Openings

1 M PERIAL— Star.
Virginia).
VIRGINIA

BRISTOW— Bristow.

NEVADA
Openings
CITY— Virginia City, (form.

NEW
HAMPSHIRE
Changes in Ownership

LINCOLN — Charkarohen, transferred to A.
M. Graves by E. B. Lincoln.

Openings

BRETTON WOODS — Hall-in-the-Pines.
Closings
BETHLEHEM— Colonial.
GROVETON— Alley

Theater.

NEW JERSEY
Changes in Ownership

NEWARK— Treat, transferred to Orange
Thea. Corp. by Northward Amuse. Corp.;
Broad, transferred to Harry Brandt, (Rayhertz Amuse. Corp.); De Lux, transferred
to Ralph Feldman by De Lux Amuse. Co
UNION
CITY— Pastime, transferred
to De

OF TRADE

Luxe Amuse. Co. by Hudson Amuse.
Strand, transferred to B-Line Amuse. Co.Cobv
Union
City Th. Co. WEST ORANGE —
State, transferred
to M. & M. Amuse. Co
by Valley Amuse. Co. EAST ORANGE—
Dodd. transferred to Burchard Amuse. Corp
by
Henry P. Nelson. CAMDEN— Liberty
transferred
to Martin B. Ellis by Penn Jer
sey Amuse. Co. Openings
NEWARK
Broadway.
ATLANTIC

—
Broad,
(Broad
St., new)J
CITYClosings
— Earle.
CAMDEN —

ROSELLE—

Roslyn.

NEW MEXICO
Openings
ALBUQUERQUE— Chief.

NEW YORK
Changes in Ownership

NEW YORK CITY— Apollo, transferred
to Okaybud Corp.; Manhattan, (1492 Man.i
Ave.), transferred to Trio-Manhattan by Hani
ellin and Reisner; Madison, (Madison Ave
transferred to Lorac Thea. Corp. by Lorac),
Thea. Corp.; Bijou, (211 W. 45th St ),
transferred to Cartoon Exhibitors, Inc ;
Luxor, (Bleecker St.), transferred to Luxor
Bleeker Amuse. Corp. by Bleeker Thea. Corp
COLD SPRINGS— Hudson, transferred to
Arthur Wacashian by M. Eisenberg. LONG
ISLAND, (Hampton Bay) — Bays, transferred to Fannie Sicular by Fred Sicular.
CONKERS — Cameo, transferred to L & L
Picture Corp. by Leff-Myers. BROOKLYN
— New United, transferred to Anthony Zappa by Katz Thea. Corp.; Newkirk, transferred to Louisanna Amuse. Corp. by Gert
Amuse. Corp.; Utica, transferred to Randforce Amuse. Corp. by RKO. BUFFALO—
Great Lakes, transferred to Shea Thea. Corp
by F. C. Hayman. AKRON— Park, transferred to Theo. Stapleton. BINGHAMTON—
Laurel, transferred to T. J. Foley by
Mrs
B. White. FRIENDSHIP— New Star, trans
ferred to Chas. F. Cotton by T. D. Smith
ROCHESTER — RKO Palace and Temple
transferred to Comerford by RKO Thea
Corp. SYRACUSE— Civic, transferred t
Onondaga Civic Thea. Inc. by M. J. Kallet
Paramount, transferred to RKO Thea Cor
by Publix Thea. Corp. EAST SYRACUS
— Roxie, transferred
to Henry
Jacobson

Openings

BUFFALO— Artistic and Lincoln. JAMES
TOWN— Wintergarden. NIAGARA FALI «
—Cataract. ROCHESTER— Little Theater
HILTON— Hiltonia, (only Sats.). DUB
KIRK— State,
(new). BRONX— Pilgrim,
(new by Trio Consolidated
Corp.). BROOKCITY — Bijou, (new); Casino Theater,
(ne
at
86th— St.).
£££,
.Trans-Lux,
(new).
NEW
YORK
Closings
LACKAWANNA — Hollywood SYRi
CUSE— Civic. NEWBURG — Academy u
Music. HIGHLAND — Cameo,
(burned)
HAVERSTRAW— Capital. LONG ISLAND
(Hampton Bays)— Bays. CEDARHURST
—Playhouse. BROOKLYN— Utica,
(14K
St. John Rd.); Bay, (2001 Bath Ave.); Bor
Hall, (102 Court St.). NEW YORK CIT
— Hudson,
(1968 Amsterdam
Ave.).

NORTH CAROLINA
Changes in Ownership

CLINTON— Gem, transferred to E. M
Whaley by Sampson Thea., Inc. GIBSOM
VILLE — Gibsonville, transferred to J. wl
Thompson and L. H. Gooch by R. E. Gibbsl
LEXINGTON— Carolina, transferred to The!
atrical Ent. by Carolina Thea. Co. ME«
BANE — Carolina, transferred to Jack Rossby Al Purnell. REIDSVILLE— Penn, transferred to Cabell Davis by A. C. Garrison.
SPRUCE PINES— Piedmont, transferred toL. P. Boylin by C. W. Rogers.

Openings

HENDERSON— Moon.

NORTH
DAKOTA
Changes in Ownership
NOONAN— Memorial, (form. Community),
transferred to Mrs. E. L. Larson by Fay
McKee. NORTHWOOD— Grand, transferred'
to Win. T. McCarthy by J. W. Siebrand. 1

Openings

BELFfF.r.D— Lvric. LINGERWOOD
Lyric.
NORTHWOOD— Grand.

—I
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MUSIC RIGHTS IN FILM
ARE UPHELD BY COURT

Cammack
Ben Y. Cammack

appointed

His

first stop will

by

Seven Pictures in Work
L. W. Davee Now Heads
Eastern
S.M.P.E. Section
At the M-G-M Studios
(Continued from Page 1)
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Warners
Buy "LuckyFILM Me"
DAILY
Hollywood — Warners have purchased "Lucky Me," an original
story by Bessie Bacon, sister to
Lloyd Bacon, Warner director. Bacon will direct the film, as soon as
the cast is set.
West Coast Bureau of THE

Lincoln

representative for RKO

AT&TFILM ACTIVITIES
FACE INVESTIGATION

be in the Argentine.

Hollywood — With release dates
set to Dec. 28, M-G-M now has seven
pictures in production and five completed awaiting release. Three films
in work have been assigned release
dates. They are "The Band Plays
On", Dec. 7; "Babes in Toyland",
Fox Rentals Up 30%,
Dec. 14, and "Forsaking All Others",
28. Others in work are "David
J. D. Clark Reports Dec.
Copperfield", "The Night is
(Continued from Page 1)
"West Point of the Air"
larger centers of population as re- Young",
"The Winning Ticket".
covery seems to have made more andReady
for release, with dates set.
headway in these places, said Clark.
He observed more pronounced ex- are "Painted Veil", Nov. 23; "Wicked Woman," Nov. 30, and "Sequoia", Dec. 21. Completed but as
future. hibitor confidence in the industry's
With Fox affairs in excellent yet undated is "Biography of a
shape, morale of its personnel in Bachelor Girl".
the field as well as at the home
office has substantially improved,
Chicago Notes
Clark asserted. No changes in manChicago — Jack Miller, head of
power are contemplated, he stated. the Chicago Exhibitors' Association
Clark said that his sales force is is in New Brunswick on a threegetting behind "Bright Eyes," with week hunting trip.
Shirley Temple, as particularly suitCharles Kamp has been appointable for Christmas holiday bookings.
ed manager of United Artists
Theater.
Boston Briefs
A number of motion picture publicity men have formed the Chicago
Boston — The new building for the
Pox exchange, nearly opposite the Amusement Publicists Association
present location in the film district, Herb Ellisburg of Essaness. Louis
will be occupied about the first of Abramson of Allied, Fred A. Garnext month. Gaumont-British head- tow of M-G-M, and others are
quarters will also be located there. among the charter members.
Constance Talmadge has arrived
"Power" has been held for a third
week by Manager George Kraska at here from the coast with her hushis Fine Arts Theater.
band, Townsend Netcher. and announces she will SDend the winter
Board of Trustees of the Friars
here.
Netcher will resume active
Club is composed of Edward Ansin,
William Erbb, Julius Joelson, Her- work as executive of a larere local
man Rifkin, Philip Smith, Rufus department store. He stated that
Constance has no intention of reSomerby and Thomas Spry.
suming her movie career.
French Film Opening Tomorrow
Audio Crews Return
"Madame Bovary," first of a
Robert C. Bruce, accomnanied bv
series of 12 pictures to be released
G. R. O'Neill, returned this week
here by John S. Tapernoux, opens from
Kentuckv. where thev filmed
tomorrow at the Acme Theater.
a special fox chase with the Ironuois
Hunt Club. Lexington, for "CounSavo Booked in Buffalo
tryside Melodies," latest of the
Jimmy
Savo opens at the Buf- "Musical Moods" series being made
falo, Buffalo, Nov. 23.
bv Audio Productions for release by
First Division Exchanges. The picture was filmed in Technicolor.
Another Audio crew has just returned from Akron, where it obtained material for a B. F. Goodrich
Co. short. Frank Speidell. director
of Audio's industrial division, supervised the subject, with William
Laub directing and Leo Lipp at the
cameras. George Lane directed the
special high speed work.

Corinne
Bruce

American

(Continued from Page

1)

each use of a number is the general
charge asked by the association
from producers. Ringle's decision
has been upheld by Judge Vincent
S. Lippe, of the City Court. The
- musical numbpr in question is
"Spring, Beautiful Spring," by Paul
Lincke, published by E. B. Marks.
Barnett L. Kulak, attorney, represented the association in the action.

Lawrence Tibbett
Keene Thompson
Caryl

South

Phil Reisman, vice-president of the RKO Export Department. Cammack will be under
the supervision of Robert K. Hawkinson and will leave for South America about the
first of the year.

{Continued from Page

Gets RKO South American Post

has been

Griffith
Mitchell

place at a meeting of the section
at 411 Fifth Ave. Wednesday night
when RCA Victor engineers demonstrated their new high quality
sound recording system based on
the "push-pull" method. Eugene A.
Lauste, pioneer sound inventor, was

1)

ing these activities. The film report, compiled by Robert Robins,
president of the American Society
for the Protection of the M. P. Theater, traces Erpi's
in th«>
manufacture,
sale activities
and leasing
of
sound equipment and the financing
of film production and alleges that the
company has lost considerable sums
at various times through these activities. Robins asserts that it is

against public interest for the telephone company, a monopoly achieved by public grant, to venture into
Northern Calif. Exhibitors non-related
business entailing great
Protest Against Previews risks, as in film production, which
San Francisco — Charging that may affect telephone rates. Robins
most of the previews held by the asks that the telephone company be
required to divest itself of its film
larger theaters are just a "good interests and stick to its franchised
racket", the Independent Exhibitors field.
of Northern California have appealed and taken the case to the
Irwin Waite at Melba, Dallas
grievance board. The independents
Dallas — Irwin R. Waite is newly
contend that the previewing of pictures before large audiences takes appointed manager of the Melba
theater. He has managed Texas
them out of the first-run category.
theaters the past five years for both
Publix and Interstate Circuit. WalDetroit Brevities
lace Akin, Waite's predecessor at
Detroit — J. Richard Gamble, man- the Melba,
has been transferred to
ager of the Sun Theater, is staging
Abilene, where he will be city man"The Drunkard," oldtime melo- there. ager of the Interstate theaters
drama, to run in conjunction with
pictures.
Audrey Leyetell, Film Board of
Trade secretary, is back on the job
after a three-week illness.
H. R. Byerly, manager of the Garden, has also taken over management of the Highland Park Thegi HOLLYWOOD
,
Koppin.ater Co., succeeding Clarence S.
present.

Mrs. Bertha Farkas has sold the
Delray, south side house, to Charles
SteDanauskas.
Michael J. Chargot, circuit operator, has acquired the Chop'n, west
side house, from Stanley Oleskewiecz.
William H. Green, former theatrical agent here, is back in town
John Auer in Hospital
John Auer, independent producer
and director, entered the St. Clair
Hospital yesterday to undergo observation for a stomach ailment.
Edington
Optimistic on England
An optimistic report on film business in England was brought back
by Harry Edington, coast agent,
who returned yesterday from abroad
with his wife, Barbara Kent, MG-M player. Box-office receipts are
higher than last year, and American
films are more popular than ever.
Edington said. After a short stay
in New York, Mr. and Mrs. Edington leave for the coast.
Named Photocolor Receiver
Joseph Shalleck has been appointed receiver for the Photocolor Corp.
and Photocolor Pictures, Inc., by
Supreme Court Justice Rosenman
under the Martin Act. Edwin B.
Wolchok is attorney for the receiver.

PLAZA

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood
$2.50 up, Single
$3.00

up, Double

Special weekly and monthly ratet

The Plaza is near everything to see and do in
Hollywood.
Ideal for business or pleasure.
Every room has private
dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every venience.
modern
Fine foodscon-at
reasonable prices. Convenient parking for your car.
Cbas. Danziger, Mgr.

Eugene Stern, Pres.
The "Doorway of Hospitality"
Vine
at Hollywood
Blvd.
HOLLYWOOD

■

^
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SHORT SHOTS from
EASTERN STUDIOS

B

■By CHAS. ALICOATE-

ARNEY RAPP and His New
Englanders, stage and radio musical aggregation, have started work
at the Brooklyn Vitaphone studio in
a one-reel short. In support are
Ruby Wright, Sonny Fuller, and
Jack and June Blair. Joseph Henabery is directing. •
The Four Eton boys, Charlie and
Jack Day, Earl Smith and Art Gentry, whose ' vocal harmonies are
heard regularly over WABC Columbia network, have been signed to an
exclusive recording contract by the
Columbia Phonograph Co., and a
special release has already been
made of the two numbers they just
recorded, "Rock and Roll" and "Oh
Leo," both from the United Artist
picture, "Transatlantic Merry-GoRound."
•
Shooting started yesterday at the
Astoria Studios on a new Educational-Tom Howard starring comedy, as yet untitled. Al Christie is
directing from an original story by
Art Jarrett and William Watson.

•

Herb Williams, popular variety
comedian who is appearing on
Broadway in his first legitimate
play, "The Farmer Takes a Wife,"
starts work today at the Brooklyn
Vitaphone studio in a two-reel comedy, "The Way of All Horseflesh."
Supporting the star will be Leona
Powers, who recently appeared on
Broadway in "Errant Lady". Lloyd
French has been assigned to direct.

•

» REVIEWS of the NEW
"ANNE
with
RKO

OF GREEN

GABLES"

Anne Shirley, Tom
Browne, 0. P.
Heggie, Helen Westley
Radio
79 mins.

SURE-FIRE FOLLOW-UP TO "LITTLE
WOMEN".
SUPERBLY HANDLED, INTENSELY HUMAN STORY FOR KIDS
AND GROWNUPS.
Here is a masterpiece of screen entertainment ifthere ever was one. It not
only is a clean-cut story so deeply human
that it holds you spellbound and is all
over before you have had half enough of
it, but brings forth a new star in the
person of Ann Shirley who is destined to
be one of the raves of the season. The
story briefly is about an orphan, Ann Shirley, who enters the barren lives of an
outwardly cold-hearted elderly spinster,
Helen Westley, and her brother, 0. P.
Heggie, and with her bubbling imagination
and frank sincerity manages to humanize
them and even win them over to her marriage to a nice young lad, Tom Brown
who was the innocent victim of a family
feud. Miss Shirley's performance is a
sheer delight, and those grand troupers.
Miss Westley and Heggie, supply a perfect
setting for bringing out the natural pathos
laughs and tears with which the story
abounds. Brown, Sara Haden and Gertrude
Messinger also fit perfectly into the picture, and the direction by George Nicholls
Jr., is notable for its nice shading and
admirable restraint. Sam Mintz deserves
laurels for the screenplay.
Cast: Anne Shirley, Tom

Brown, 0. P.

Heggie, Helen Westley, Sara Haden, Murray Kinnell, Gertrude Messinger, June
Prestcn, Charley Grapewin, Hilda Vaughn.
Director, George Nicholls, Jr.; Author
L. M. Montgomery; Screenplay, Sam
Mintz; Cameraman, Lucien Andriot; Recording Engineer, George D. Ellis; Editor,
Arthur Schmidt.

Shirley Grey, Lila Lee. Buster
Collier, Herbert Rawlinson, Rosco
Direction, Superb
Photography, Best.
Ates and Melvyn Douglas head the
cast in the feature tentatively titled
SHORTS
"Bad Penny", which Burt Kelly and
William Saal of Select Productions
"The Girl from Paradise"
will put into work today at the Bio- Educational
21 mins
graph studio in the Bronx. Crane
Fine Musical Flash
Wilbur will direct, with Chris Beute
assisting and Joe Ruttenberg in
A very pretentious musical comcharge of the cameras.
edy, featuring N.T.G. and his girlies
•
from his Paradise Revue. The ensemble numbers are given just the
Jottings: Charles MacArthur and
Ben Hecht may still make that fea- way they appear at the Broadway
night
spot,
and are very elaborate
ture in Russia with negotiations
still open and a possibility of doing while the girls are unusually good
it after their next, which will be a looking. Several feature numbers
comedy drama. . . .Production of the are introduced in singing and vocalizing. Nils Granlund does the
Spanish features to be made in Astoria for Paramount International emceeing in his famous kidding
manner
as he walks around the
will not get under way now until
after the first of the year. . . .John tables and talks to his guests. A
Auer has completed a story, yet un- slight plot is worked into the protitled, for his next production, ivith
ceedings, that lends a touch of rowork to be done in the Bronx ....
mance and some good comedy bits.
Produced
by Al Christie. Story,
Charles Williams and Marcy Klauber have started work on the story music and lyrics by Charles Williams and Marcy Klauber. Music
for the next Tom Howard short for
Educational . . .George Shelf on, com- by Johnny Johnson's band. Photoedian who has been seen in many
graphed by George Webber. Here is
Edmcational shorts, has completed a a smart and colorful musical that
series of short stories based on his moves fast and has plenty of gayety
experience in the Army during the and beauty.
world war. .. .Rose King of the
Team of York and King is becom"Your Stars for 1935"
11 mins.
Novelty
ing so proficient before the cameras Educational
that she has been nicknamed "oneThe astrologer, Wynn, makes vartake Annie." Bob Gray is holding
ious predictions on topics of genscript on "Bad Penny".
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eral interest for the coming year.
This is done through the device of
a bunch of reporters interviewing
him as he sails for Europe. The
various questions asked give him a
chance to touch on matters in the
newspaper headlines, and make his
forecasts. The reel carries a novelty angle, and no doubt will find
wide appeal among the many who
go for the fortune telling, forecasts,
astrology
and similar
lines. Directed by William
Watson.

A Little
—

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

from "Lots'

gERT WHEELER and Bob Wool_ sey, tonoted
team,feature
have
decided
makecomedy
only two
comedies a year for RKO Radio Pictures, instead of three or four, as
in the past.

▼

»

»

Gene Raymond
has been signed
by Carl Laemmle to play the male
lead in "Transient Lady."
»
»
▼
Donald Woods has been assigned
the romantic male lead in "While
The Patient Slept," the next Guv
Kibbee-Aline
MacMahon vehicle for
Warners.

"Dark Africa"
(E. M. Newman Travelogue)
Vitaphone
10 mins.
Usual Stuff
This is pretty much the usual
travel stuff, helped somewhat by a
musical background. Native shots
Mr. and Mrs. D-'ck Rickard of the
are along familiar lines but have Disnev publicity department are still
receiving congratulations upon the
been given some fresh interest arrival
of a baby girl.
through
E. M. Newman's
comments
T ▼ T
on the country,
the natives,
their
Colin Clive has been added to
activities and ceremonial rites, etc.
the cast of 20th Century's "Clive of
India," with ▼Ronald
» Colman.
▼
"The Girl at the Ironing Board"
Amusing
Cartoon
Janet Gaynor and Mary Brian
Vitaphone
7 mins.
were bridesmaids for Ginger Rogers
Amusing Cartoon
With "The Girl at the Ironing when she was married on Wednesday to Lew Ayres.
Board" as the song theme, this aniTV*
mated subject works up a fair
John
Cromwell has been assigned
amount of comicalities in a laundry
to
direct
Francis
Lederer in RKO
where male pajamas and feminine
undergarments engage in various Radio's film production of "The
amusing antics.
Three Musketeers." Jane Murfin is
putting the finishing touches to her
screen adaptation.
"Syncopated
City"
with Hal LeRoy and Dorothy Dare ter does a Munchausen, telling a
Vitaphone
20 mins.
whopper of a fish story to the asPleasing Musical
sembled audience. It is all about a
Built around the dancing of Hal little sword fish he threw back into
LeRoy and Dorothy Dare, this
and the sword fish promBroadway Brevities makes a nice the sea,
ised him to do as much for him i
musical comedy tidbit. Though Le- some time. Many years later the j
Roy's dancing is the feature item, sword fish makes good in saving the
there's enough general musical com- hero from a horrible fate at the
edy background, including other
of the ocean. Good fantasy
dancing, singing, ensemble stuff and bottom
mixed with nice comedy touches.
something of a story.
Harry Gribbon and George Shelton
in
"Rural Romeos"
(Coronet
Comedy)
Lively
Educational
20 mins.

"The (Treasure
Hollywood Chest)
Gadabout"
Educational
10 mins.
Celebs At Play

A presentation of Hollywood
celebs gathered at a carnival affair
where they are all cutting up and
Lively comedy well gagged, with having a good time among themselves. A suggestion of story is
Eddie Gribbon as a worn out crooner trying to get a handout from a worked in with Mary Astor losing
farm door. The farm missus puts a string of pearls which are evenhim to work chopping wood and he
tually found after a lot of excitement. Produced by Louis Lewin.
falls in love with the farmer's
daughter. But he finds a rival in
the hired hand, and the resulting
"Crossroads of the World"
(Along the Road to Romance)
complications are laughable, finish10 mins.
ing with a hog calling contest at Fox
the county fair. Harry is caught
A very interesting and novel
cheating, and has to run for his
centering aroundofthethelifeFarof East,
Singapore,
lift. Produced by Al Christie. Di- presentation
rected by Leslie Pearce. Story by and the adjoining inland country.
Charles Williams and Marcy Klau- The remarkable skill of the native
ber. ber. Photographed by George Web- boys diving for coins thrown from
the steamers is shown in detailed
closeups. Then the camera jumps
to the interior, and shows the life
"The Magic Fish"
(Paul Terry-Toon)
and customs of a little known inland
Educational
7 mins. tribe who are almost midgets but
Comedy-Fantasy
highlyject finely
intelligent.
splendid subedited andA photographed.
The funny little cartoon charac-

THE MERRY

CU4 Mot*,'

WIDOW" WALTZES
INTO EXTENDED
RUNS!
She's the darling of America's BoxOffices! Gayly, brilliantly, she vamps
your house records! It's fun to be
vamped! And the list of extended
runs is just beginning!
AURICE

CHEVALIER,

JEANETTE

MacDONALD

in

"THE

MERRY

An ERNST LUBITSCH Production with EDWARD EVERETT HORTON
UNA MERKEL
• GEORGE BARBIER
• MINNA GOMBELL

WIDOW

en Play by Ernest Vajd a and Samson Raphaelson • Based on Book and Lyrics by Victor Leon and Leo Stein and Music by Fran: Leha
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Paramount Trustees Assert Harmony With Zukor

rRI-ERGON VS. PARA. TRUSTEE ACTION RESTRICTED
^lew Move

Launched Against Free Broadcasting Shows

jegit. Group
to Invite
Films in Appeal to
Radio Commission
Newly-appointed radio committee
>f the legitimate theater code au;hority will confer early next week
m the advisability of inviting the
notion picture code authority to act
mitedly on the legit code authority's resolution that the Federal
Sadio Commission be requested to
nake the licensing of broadcasting
tations conditional on their agreenent that free performances
will
(Continued on Page 2)

W, B.-F. N. RELEASING
73 FILMS IN AUSTRALIA
In addition to the complete Warier-First National program of 60
features, that company is distributng 13 pictures, made in its English
studios, in the Australian territory
Juring 1934-35, Ralph Clark, managing director for Australia, said
yesterday in a New York interview.
Australian producers will turn
mt between 10 and 12 features this
pear, stated Clark, who said that
;his total is about double the outDut for last year. Bulk of this prod(Continued

on Page

2)

ive San Antonio Houses
Admit Kids for a Nickel
San Antonio — Five local downown houses are letting kids in for
x nickel. They are the Empire,
Palace, Plaza, State and Strand.
7 Cameramen
San Antonio — Seven

on Air Film
cameramen

have

been assigned on the production, "West
Point of the Air." Those on location
at Randolph include Clyde De Vinna,
head cameraman, Charles Marshall, Ray
Ramsey, Joe Roberts, Dale Deverman,
Kymie Meade, Hal Perry and William
Grimes. Dean Dorn, press agent, is
also here on duty.

Bishops Advocate National Film Committee
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — A resolution advocating establishment of a national committee of
priests and laymen to constructively criticize films which are deemed morally objectionable was adopted here yesterday at a general meeting of the Bishops of the United
States, including 78 Cardinals, Archbishops and Bishops. National circulation of the
Chicago Legion of Decency list of classified pictures was urged.

Can't Sue Para. Trustees
Until High Court Rules
on Tri-Ergon Patents

Federal Judge Coxe ruled yesterday that the American Tri-Ergon
Corp. may commence suit against
the Paramount trustees for patent
infringement and the trustees must
file an answer, but that all further
action must be delayed until after
the Supreme Court ruling on the
validity of the Tri-Ergon patents.
Judge Coxe pointed out that Paramount may be reorganized by the
National Theaters is the name of
More than $19,000,000 of the time the Supreme Court rules on
the new corporation which is acquirpatents, in which case Tri-Ergon
ing assets of Fox West Coast cir- $20,000,000 in claims against Fox the
would have no action against the
cuit and which, it is understood, is Theaters Corp. will be contested be- trustees.
fore special master Cortland Palmer
being headed by Sidney R. Kent,
at the hearings which start Friday,
Fox president, who is now in Eng- the Film Daily learns. Three landland. Skouras interests are continulord claims amounting to $13,500,ing to operate the houses.
000 will go to trial before Palmer,
as will several other claims of lesser
Lester Martin to Continue amounts.
Hearing of all claims will
continue
In Ia.-Nebr. Allied Post is believed.for more than a month, it
Des Moines — Lester F. Martin,
executive secretary of the IowaThe reorganization plan for the
Nebraska independent unit, Allied Ontario Censor Raps
Theater Owners, Inc., undoubtedly
Saenger Theaters Inc. will be submitted to Referee John E. Joyce in
will be continued in that office when
Moral Uplift Brigade
the first board meeting of the reToronto — Objections from some New York next week for his aporganized group is held Nov. 22 in Catholic quarters because "The Life
proval. Paramount Publix will own
Iowa Falls, it was expressed fol- of Vergie Winters" was passed in a 50 per cent interest in the comlowing the session held here this Ontario evoked the following statepany, which retains the old name,
week. E. 0. Ellsworth of Iowa
ment from Mitchell Hepburn, cen- and E. V. Richards, who continues
Falls, new president of the unit, is
sor for the province:
as president and general manager,
a state representative. The group
the balance. Approxi"Moral uplifters have to shout will control
mately 40 theaters are involved..
is not considering re-affiliation with from housetops every once in a
(Continued
on
Page
2)
the national Allied, officers state.

NATIONAL THEATERS WILL CONTEST BULK
NEW NAME FOR F.W.G. OF FOX THEAS. CLAIMS

SAENGER PLAN GOES
TO COURT NEXT WEEK

Rumors of Paramount Discord
Called Groundless by Trustees

Fay Wray Signed by G-K
For Jack Hulbert Film

Gaumont-British has signed Fay
Wray to appear with Jack Hulbert
in "Alias Bulldog Drummond." She
leaves Hollywood in a few days for
Declaring it to be their "duty to New York en route to England.
1,500 New Accounts
the estate and in a spirit of fairness
Expected by Monogram to
Adolph Zukor," the trustees of
Paramount Publix Corp. yesterday
Blank in Neighborhood Field
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
issued the following statement of
Des Moines — First venture of A. H.
Hollywood — About 1,500 new ac- denial in connection with published
Blank, president of Tri-State Theater
counts will be added by Monogram rumors based on misinformation reCorp., in the suburban field will be the
this season it was stated by Presi600-seat Roosevelt Theater, new house
now nearing completion and scheduled
dent W. Ray Johnston before tak- mount: garding the management of Parato open by Christmas. T. I. Stoner is
the owner.
ing off by plane Thursday for Kan"The
inference that any conflict of any
sas City and New York. Up to Oct. character exists or has at any time existed
(Continued

on

Page

2)

(Continued on Page 2)
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Paramount Trustees
New Fight is Launched
On Free Radio Shows
In Harmony With Zukor
(Continued from Page
not be given before

large

audiences,

.oming an

(Continued from Page 1)

1)
between

Mr.

Zukor

and

the

Trustees

in

it was stated yesterday to The gard to management, is utterly without foundation in fact. At no time has there been
Film Daily by Dr. Henry Mosko- any such clash or difference, either in purJOHN W. ALICOATE
witz, secretary of the legit code auEditor and Publisher
pose or method, between Mr. Zukor and the
thority and a member of the radio Trustees. Under the receivership, bankruptcy
reorganization proceedings, respectively,
committee. The legit code author- and
Mr. Zukor has continued to be the Presi
Published daily except Sundays and Holidays
ity's resolution provided that the dent and head of the principal subsidiaries
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
radio committee, which includes, be- of the Company and has enjoyed the comby Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc. J. W.
Alicoate, President, Editor and Publisher;
sides Dr. Moskowitz, Marcus Heiplete confidence and
support of the TrusIn determining
matters
of operating
Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer man, Frank Gillmore and William
policy
and General Manager; Arthur W. Eddy, Assothe Trustees
have
r.t all times
bad
A.
Brady,
shall
take
up
the
matter
ciate Editor ; Don Carle Gillette, Managing
the advice and fullest
cooperation
ct Mr.
Editor. Entered as second class matter, with the Federal Radio Commission
Zukor
and
have
found
themselves
in full
accord
with
him
in such
May 21, 1918, at the post-office at New York, at Washington
in the near future. and harmonious
Vol. LXVI, No. 118
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W. B.-F. N. Releasing
73 Films in Australia
(Continued from Page

1)

uct will ba made by Cinesound,
headed by Stuart Doyle, and Frank
Thring's Efftee studios.
Theater construction is virtually
at a standstill in the Antipodes.
Audiences in that country show a
strong preference for musicals and
highclass dramas, according to
Clark, who asserted that "Sweet
Adeline" and "Flirtation Walk" are
due to roll up substantial grosses
in his territory. Censorship in Australia is severe, he stated, but generally reasonable. One hundred and
twenty houses in the General Theaters and Hovt's Theaters combine
will play the Warner-First National
nrogram this year.

Chg.

45/8 -f%
36l/2 — 1 %
3'/2
16%
+
V%<
109
s/s
Vs

G-B's Arliss Film Here in January
"The Iron Duke", Gaumont-British
production
starring
George
Arliss, will open in New York
in
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i5i/8 _"i/4
\l Z |J
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DAMITA

arrives

in

New

York on
England,
Millions

from
Paris
day ?board the
she
in "Brewster's
U. A.appeared
will release.

Tueswherei^

BARON
VALETIN
MANDELSTAMM, scenarist!
?nd ODETTE
LEROY,
secretary to the director*
of the Paramount studios in France, sail today: in
on the Champlain
for France.
'

.,._
co-author
on visit.
"Kid
is NAT
in NewPERRIN,
York for
a 10-day
GREGORY

RATOFF,

PRINCE

«i

Millions,'" ■"|i

SERGE

MDI- c-i

and
RUBY
M.
AYRES
sailed
yesterday
policies.
Any suggestion or report of such ! VANI
a supposed
conflict is far from the truth on the Berengaria for abroad.
and cannot fail to cause grave concern
in ( FRANK BRUNER of the U. A. Rivoli Theater
the minds of all people who have the in- I left yesterday aboard the 20th Century for
terest of Paramount
at heart.
Mr. Zukor
Rock Island, III., to attend the funeral of his
enjoys
also the confidence
and
respect
of brother, James.
artists, producers, exhibitors, competitors and
of the vast personnel of the Paramount
orD.
E. GRIFFITHS,
managing
director
forf"
First National
in Great Britain, arrives in Nev/tt
ganization.
y.
"The Trustees know Mr. Zukor's long York Nov. 26 from London.
record of high executive accomplishment in
KARL
MACDONALD
of the Warner
foreign.^
the motion picture industry and _ recognize
his great value
apartment
returns
to New
York
Nov.
26"' V
and they are c nd importance to Paramount
ROBINS
left yesterday
for Wash-*
terested in the welfare
ofthatParamount
and
Jamaica.
in- tromROBERT
are are
all who
indent
K
familiar with its
affairs
also
know Mr. mgton.

Zukor's record and recognize his great value
to the enterprise."

1,500 New Accounts
Expected by Monogram
(Continued from Page 1)

27, new accounts totaled 1,085, an
increase of 81 per cent for the year,
said Johnston. With "Women Must
Dress" and the John Wayne western
now shooting, Monogram will have
finished 16 of its 28 releases for the
season.

Col. Managers' Meet Ends Today
Two-day
conference
of Columbia's
eastern
branch
managers,
being held

Ontario Censor Raus
Moral Uplift Brigade}
(Continued from Page 1)

while in order to justify their ex--t
istence. I believe our pictures are.l
carefully censored, but they are not!
going to be distorted by cutting sol
that they have neither entertain-B
ment value nor meaning."
Hepburn said various women'sji
oiganizations had commended the if
censor's decision in permitting theil
film to be shown.
New
House for Detroit
Detroit — Plans for a new house
costing $50,000 to be built in the
spring on behalf of the new Barry
Theater Corp. have just been revealed. House will probably be
called the Rio, as this name wasregistered by the company. Owner
and location are being withheld at;

58 Vi

Consol. Film Preferred Dividend
Quarterly dividend of 50 cents
on the preferred stock has been declared by Consolidated Film Industries. It is payable Jan. 2 to stockholders of record Dec. 10.
RKO Promotes Armour in Orient
Reginald Armour, general manager for RKO of India, has also
been given supervision over activiin the Straits Settlements, Malaya,
Java and Siam.

R. Freuler
Bronson
Murphy

Claude Macgowan
Margaret
Seddon

LILY

January, according to present plans,
here to discuss the exploitation
<»y8 Arthur
Lee, G-B
general
| manager
here. A. Cables
received
by
campaign
for "Broadway Bill," will
wind
up today.
Lee from Mark Ostrer, G-B chairfilm
the
1
state s0thatwel1in England
man
that It
received
has, ' been
isVs being booked for four weeks in
%
Grace Moore to Sing at Benefit
towns where films ordinarily play
%
present.
only a week.
3/*
Grace Moore, star of Columbia's
Ufa to Make 6 in Prague
V,
"One Night of Love," has promised
l/4
to sing at the annual dinner and ball
Prague — The government has apPhilly Unit Party Nov. 25
proved the making by Ufa of six
of the Brooklyn Federation of Jew1 1/2
tomorrow night at the language.
pictures in the Czechoslovakian
Philadelphia
—
First
Dinner- Hotelish Charities
V»
St. George.
l'/4 Dance-Show of the Independent Ex>

J. and ofDel.
will be Pa.,
held Southern
Nov. 25
Warner's$
6s39".;.; EXCHANGE
591/4 58y2 SECURITIES
59 ,/2 _ . .3/s N.
hibitors
Eastern
N. Y. PRODUCE
Para. Publix
3%
3%
3% —
in the Bellevue-Stratford Hotel.

John
Betty
£dna

which

5 Cents

N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States outside
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign,
$15.00. Subscriber should remit with order.
Address all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 4-4738, 7-4739.
Cable Address: Filmday, New York. Hollywood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607. LondonErnest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin— Lichtbildbuehne,
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris — P. A. Harle, La
Cinematographic Francaise. Rue de la Cour
des-Noues,
19.

dG

Duals

St.

John

House

St. John,
N. B. — After
week's
trial
of vaudeville,
the a Empire,
newest
house
here,
has
gone
to
douweekly.
ble features with two changes

New
House
Set for Dalhousie
St. John, N. B.— F. G. Spencer,
circuit operator, has definitely decided to build a new house in Dalhousie, N. B., to replace the opera
house he is now operating there.

Writing
We-t

Coast

"Reckless
Bureau

Signs

in

Philly

Philadelphia — Local operators'
N. J. Allied to Meet in P. M.
union has signed a new one-year
Allied Theater Owners of New contract with Warner theaters proJersey has changed the time of its
viding for the same scale as before
Tuesday meeting to 1 P. M., in the with adjustments on several theaters.
Hotel Lincoln.

Romeos"

of THE

FILM

Script ij

DAILY H

Hollywood
—
Robert
E. Welsh, |
Monogram
executive
producer,
has \\
assigned Jess Robbins and Norman
S. Hall to write an original screenfor "Reckless vehicle.
Romeos,"
next
Robertplay Armstrong
Keaton for British Picture
London — Buster Keaton is to
come here in the spring to appear in
a picture for B. & C. Films.
Advance

Union

Frances Marion
Eugenia
Gilbert

for

Campaign

Book

Something new in advance exploitation has been introduced by Fox on
the next Shirley Temple picture,
"Bright Eyes," by issuing a special
campaign press book a month and a
half in advance of the film's release.
It is an eight-page book with suggesetc. tions for displays, tieups, contests, stills,

THE
arurday, Nov. 17, 1934

REVIEWS
"THE PRESIDENT

« NEWS of DAY*.

«

Ada, O. — The New Odeon theater
here has been reopened after improvements. N. H. Gerson of Clevehas leased the house for the
comingland year.

VANISHES"

(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
aramount
85 mins.
GRIPPING DRAMA
EXCELLENTLY
IANDLED ALL-AROUND WITH TIMELY
ENERAL APPEAL.
Here is a stirring drama that grips inerests from the start. The picture is an
mbitious one and a credit to Walter
danger, its producer. William Wellman
irected adroitly and created much susense. Arthur Byron gives a finished perHmance as the nation's head, while Edard Arnold is fine in a leading role,
harles Grapewin, Paul Kelly, Edward Ellis
nd Andy Devine are outstanding, and
eggy Conklin, Rosalind Russell and Wal•r Kingsford, screen newcomers, also do
ork which is praiseworthy. With Europe
: war, American profiteers try to force
lis county into fight. Congress favors
le move and propaganda inflames people
;ainst the President, who opposes the
ar. By arranging his own kidnapping, the
hief Executive diverts attention from the
sue and staves off the entrance of the
mntry into the fight. Carey Wilson and
idric Worth supplied an excellent script.
Cast: Arthur Byron, Edward Arnold, Paul
ily, Charles Grapewin, Andy Devine,
'ggy Conklin, Rosalind Russell, Walter
ngsford. Janet Beecher, Osgood Perkins,
Jney Blackmer, Edward Ellis, Irene FrankDouglas Weed, DeWitt Jennings,
larles Richman, Jason Robards, Paul Hary, Robert McWade, Harry Woods, Tommy
igan.
Director,
William
Wellman;
Adaptor,
nn Starling. Screen
Play, Carey Wilson,
idric Worth; Cameraman, Barney McGill;
itor, Hanson Frifch.
Direction, Expert. Photography, A-l.

W. C. Fields in

"IT'S A GIFT"
with Baby LeRoy
■amount
73 mins.
PLENTY OF LAUGHS IN THE TYPICAL
, C. FIELDS MANNER THOUGH LACKG IN STORY VALUE.
This is one grand holiday for the W. C.
Ids clique.
It is almost nothing more
rn a prolonged exhibition of gag stuff,
I d together by an inconsequential story.
J good deal of the footage is devoted to
i o skits that serve Fields very well in
I s Ziegfeld "Follies" years ago. One is
back porch hilarity, with the tired
I Ids trying to snatch some sleep amid
I by disturbances, and the other is the
I nic scene where the Fields family misI es a private estate for a public park
I i proceed to litter up the place. What
I :Ie plot there is to the picture has
I Ids in the role of a harrassed husband
\to buys a California orange grove and
I es his family west in a flivver that faljs
ihrt. After many tribulations, they hit
iirich. Those who like Fields will get
a the laughs they want,
last: W. C. Fields, Baby LeRoy, Jean
■jvercl, Julian Madiscn, Kathleen Hcwaj, Tom Bupp, Tammany Ycung, Morgan
lllace, Charles Sellon, Josephine Whit, Diana Lewis, T. Roy Barnes.
Jirection, Norman McLeod; Authors,
jrles Bogle, J. P. McEvoy; Screen Play,
k
Cunningham,
Cameraman,
Henry
rplirection, Gccd. Photography, Good.

Holly, Mich. — A. Krikorian has
opened the new Holly theater, just
constructed.
It seats 278 people.

•
•
• THEY SHOT this picture with a cast that couldn't
be hired for money
down in Old Kaintuck a special fox
chase was filmed by Robert C. Bruce for one of Audio Production's "Musical Moods"
G. R. O'Neill accompanied Bruce,
and lined up members of the Iroquois Hunt Club to participate
about 40 members comprising the bluest of the Blue Grass
blood in that section "Gar" O'Neill knows 'em all
for he is part of that crowd
a pack of 55 hounds was used
the Club turned over their headquarters at the famous
Grimes Mill
the short in Technicolor will be called "Countryside Melodies"

San Francisco — Arch Bowles is
back from Hollywood, where he
spent several days arranging for
the personal appearances of John
Boles, Jesse L. Lasky, Dorothy Wilson and Jane Darwell in conjunction with
Parade"
at the
the opening
Warfield. of "White
ity.Elk Rapids, Mich. — E. C. Loomis
has reopened the former Paramount
theater, renaming it the Commun-

•
•
• WE HAVE it on the word of L. J. Schlaif er
metropolitan sales manager for Gaumont-British
that biz
in the territory is showing a great improvement . . . . and the
exhibs are very optimistic concerning
the future . Sam
Aberman of the Quigley Publications is recuperating in the
Bronx Hospital from an operation for appendicitis Norton V. Ritchey is now president of Ritchey International Corp.

Albany — New two-year contract
signed between local operators'
union and all circuit and independent
theaters provides for small increases each year over the previous
agreement.

•

• • DRAWINGS OF Katharine Hepburn, Ann Harding, Irene Dunne, Francis Lederer, Fred Astaire, Ginger Rogers
and Richard Dix are being sent over the air waves by a new
process used to transmit maps and charts to ships at sea
the Radio tieup is with the Maritime Exhibition sponsor^
by the Radio Marine Corp.
With the showing of the G-P
pix, "Evensong," at the Roxy there is a unique display of
unusual photographs of fifty of the most celebrated opera stars
of the past century

Saginaw, Mich. — A new theater,
the Janes, has been opened by Fred
Witters.
It seats 284 people.
Atlantic City — The Strand on th<
Boardwalk closed this week for tlu
tirst time in its long history, but
will continue week-end
shows.
Sand Lake, Mich. — William Mctorium.
Gaw is planning to reopen the Audi-

Detroit Brevities

San Antonio Notes

Detroit — Ben C'ohn is remodering the Senate, key west side house,
and adding 100 seats.
Negotiations are under way for
opening of the former RKO Downtown under new management. The
Broadway-Capitol, Publix unit, has
gone dark and the State may switch
to first-run.
John G. Goldhar, U. A. branch
manager, is back from a two-month
western tour.
Fred Schader, Fox Theater publicity director, and his wife were
injured in an auto crash a few days
ago.
Wally Baker, former theater manager and theatrical writer, has been
made associate editor of Michigan
"Film Reporter."
Norwood D. Freese, formerly with
Jam Handry Picture Service, is with
the new firm of Craighead-Freese,
Inc., formed to make commercial
pictures.

San Antonio — Elmer Seffel is now
managing
theaters. both the Plaza and Strand
Bruno, Hollywood portrait artist
and photographer and The Hollywood Screen and Theatrical Agency
have reopened business offices in
the Milam Bldg. here.
Jimmie Wade, Metro technician, is
assisting Director Richard Rosson
on the air picture now filming at
Randolph flying field.
Gordon Craig, juvenile, will return to New York this winter for
stage engagements.
George Elder is here from the
West Coast as property manager for
the M-G-M company at Randolph
Field.
Al Shenberg, assistant director,
has arrived from Hollywood to
work on the film now being produced by M-G-M.
20th

Century

Signs

Princess

West Coast Bureau of THE

John Beal Gets "Laddie" Lead

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — John Beal, who is
playing the title role in "The Little
Minister" opposite Katharine Hepburn, has been given the leading
male role in RKO's "Laddie," The
Gene Stratton-Porter best seller.
Beal was recently signed to a term
contract by RKO Radio on the
strength of his outstanding work in
the new Hepburn film.

FILM

Paley

Sheboygan, Wis. — Ernst Hoefer,
manager of the Rex, and Mrs. Hoefer were injured in an auto accident near Milwaukee. They were
taken to a hospital in that city.
Milwaukee — Burglars who
smashed the combination took $850
from a safe at the Avalon theater
this week. An unsuccessful attempt
was made at opening a safe at the
Kosciuszko, another south side
neighborhood
house.
Iron Mountain, Mich. — August E.
Brauns, 66, since 1911 associated
with Martin Thomas in the operation the Braumart Theater Co.,
operators of several houses in Michigan and Marinette, Wis., died recently in Wenatchee, Wash., from
crash.
injuries received in an automobile

DAILY

Hollywood — Princess Natacha
Paley, featured with Douglas Fairbanks and Merle Oberon in "The
Private Life of Don Juan," London
Films production soon to be released
through United Artists, has been
assigned the leading feminine role
in the French version of "Folies
Bergere de Paris," to be produced
in Hollywood by 20th Century under
the
Zanuck.sponsorship of Darryl F.

Atlantic City — An epidemic of
theater thefts seem to have hit the
resort with a number of houses already reporting losses. At the Lyric,
latest victim, thieves recently
cracked the safe and took $200.
Albany — - Mascot's "Crimson
Romance" has been booked for first
run entire
showing
the
weekin ofWarner's
Nov. 29. Ritz for

DAILY

THEATER

CHANGES

OHIO
Changes in Ownership

CINCINNATI— Cinti R. R„ transferred
to H. Yutze by Willis Vance ; Hollywood,
transferred to Cohill Thea. Co. by Frank
Becker; Ideal, transferred to Mr. J. Crone
by Robt. Schwaegerle; Riverdale, (form.
Riveria), transferred to Jas. Wilson by Sam
Turk. COLUMBUS — Fifth Ave., transferred to R. O. Miller by Tom Snowden.
HAMILTON — Lyric, transferred to Miss A.
Welling by Lyric Thea. Co. MINSTER—
Crescent, transferred to Jas. Partlow by Cresent Amuse. Co. OSBORN— Venard, (form.
Majestic),' transferred to Dave Venard by E.
Amann. NEW LONDON— Karolyn, transferred to J. O. Gutherie by Richard J.
Barry. VAN WERT— Ohio, (Lyric), transferred to Carl B. Moore. ALLIANCE—
Rex, transferred to Liberty Amuse. Co. by
C. J. Vogel. CLEVELAND— Hough, 79th
St., transferred to Hough Thea. Co. by S.
Greenberger and Herman Smith; Lincoln,
transferred to Lincoln Thea. Co. by Chas.
G. Burton. CLYDE — Harkness, transferred
to The Clyde Thea. Corp. by J. G. Furrer. KENTON — Kenton, transferred to
The Kenton Thea. Co. by C. H. (Judge)
Foster.

Openings
MOUNT VERNON— Lyric. NEWARK—
New Arcade, by Clark Raider. SALEM —
Grand, by N. I. Walken. VAN WERT—
Ohio, (Lyric), by Carl Moore. YOUNGSTOWN — Hippodrome, by Arnold Minkley
and A. J. Cooper. COSHOCTON— Pastime,
by Warner Bros. ELYRIA— Rialto, by J.
Pekras. COSHOCTON— Mu-Wa-Tu, (new
thea.), by Lemotte Smith. CINCINNATI—
Riverdale and Railroad Terminal. GRANVILLE—Opera House. CAMBRIDE — Ohio.

Closings

ASHTABULA— Roma. CLEVELAND —
Familv. MANTUA — Mantua. MOUNT
VERNON— Memorial.

OKLAHOMA
Changes in Ownership

HEALDTON— Nusho, transferred to V.
E. Hamm by A. L. Means. MUSKOGEE —
Gem, transferred to V. E. Hamm by Gem
Thea. Musko Inc. TULSA— Gaiety, transferred to Mrs. Katherine Brink by C. V.
Fleming.

Openings

HELENA— Palace. WEATHERFORD—
State, (new). PINE VALLEY— Pine Valley, (new thea.).

OREGON
Changes in Ownership

PORTLAND— Aladdin, transferred to I.
Geller by Allan Cushman.

REPORTED
Openings

ESTACADA— Liberty.
JOSEPH— Joseph.
MARSHFIELD— Noble.
SILVERTON
—
Gem.
TILLAMOOK— Tillamook.

Closings

PORTLAND— Columbia.

PENNSYLVANIA
Changes in Ownership
ALTOONA — Penn, transferred to Elst
Corp. by Chas. Brunner. COLVER— Colver, transferred to Rivoli Thea. Co. by
Colver Amuse. Co. GROVE CITY— Jerome,
transferred to Hokay Thea. Inc. by John
Gutherie. JEROME— Jerome, transferred to
Phillip Samuels, by M. Vizzinir and Phillip
Samuels. PITTSBURGH — Metropolitan,
transferred to D. Leff and M. Arnold by
Leo
Hagedorn.
MICHAELS—
Strand,
transferred
to S. ST.
G. Kotz
and V. Gironda

Saturday, Nov. 17, 1934

BY FILM BOARDS

KANAB — Kanab Ward
to Elmer Jackson.

PROVIDENCE— Modern.

SOUTH
CAROLINA
Changes in Ownership

House, transferred

Openings

MARION — Rainbow, transferred to H. H.
Anderson by Smith and Conaway. MULLINS
— Mullins, transferred to H. H. Anderson
by Smith and Conaway.
Openings
j
I CHESTERFIELD — New, (new thea.).
GREENVILLE— Ritz, (new thea.). GREENWOOD—New, (new thea.). SPARTANClosings
BURG— Union, (new
thea.).
Taucaupau.

OF TRADE
UTAH
Changes in Ownership

RHODE ISLAND
Openings

TAUCAUPAU —
WELL—Barnwell.

BARN-

SOUTH DAKOTA
Changes in Ownership

by M. Vizzinir. HONEYBROOK— AudiISABEL — Strand, transferred to L. Gortorium, transferred to Jas. Hodgkins. LITITZ
don Evanson by Richard Boyer. McINTOSH
— Lititz, transferred to Harry Chertcoff. — -Lyric, transferred to L. Gordon Evanston
POTTSTOWN— Hippodrome, transferred to by Voast Van Fossen.
William Goldman Thea. Inc. by Warner Bros.
Openings
HALLSTEAD— Capital, transferred to H. D. mot.BROOKINGS— Fad. WILMOT — WilEnglish. BETHLEHEM— Boyd, transferred
Closings
to A. R. Bovd Enterprises, Inc. by ColonialBethlehem Corp. EASTON— Strand, transferred to Eaco, Inc. by Strand Feature Co. ALPENA— Gem.
TENNESSEE
ALLENTOWN— Astor, transferred to Ralph
Changes in Ownership
C. Fretz by M. Paret. HAZELTON— Diamond, transferred to Michael Dubrawski.
HALLS — Tennessee, transferred to C. G.
CONSHOHOCKEN— Forrest, transferred to Lawing
by A. C. Cherry.
Novelty Amuse.
Co. by Geo. H. Chapman.
Openings
Openings
JACKSON— State. RIPLEY—?,
(both
HONEYBROOK— Auditorium. TOPTON
new Theaters).
MEMPHIS— Cameo.
TEXAS
—Palace. LITITZ— Lititz. PHILADELPHIA— Avon, Harrowgate, Victoria, Locust
Changes in Ownership
Street, Viola, Lindley. POTTSTOWN —
ROCHESTER — Rochester, transferred to
Hippodrome. HALLSTEAD
—
Capitol.
EASTEN— Strand. COALDALE— Ritz. AL- Morgan and Reddell. SAN DIEGO— Palace,
TOONA—Penn. BLAWNOX — Maryland. transferred to Buford Smith. SARAGOSA
CANNONSBURG — Alhambra and Strand. — Texas, (form. Community), transferred to
Lester Dollison. EDEN — Eden, transferred
COLVER — Clover. COUDERSPORT —
Courdersport. GALLITZEN — Victoria. to Clifton Gillock. GOOSE CREEK— DeGLASSMERE— Belleview, (form. Liberty). Luxe, transferred to East Texas Thea., Inc.
IMPERIAL— Imperial. JEROME— Terome. JACKSONVILLE — Rialto, transferred to
Inca Amuse. SHERMAN — Royal, transJOHNSONBURG— Palace. JOHNSTOWN
ferred to V. E. Hamm. OVERTON— Gem
— Embassy, (form. Penn). KNOX— Knox.
and Strand, transferred to East Texas Thea.,
MARS— Mars High School. MILLVALE—
Grant. NANTY GLO— Capitol and Grand. Inc. JACKSONVILLE— Rialto, transferred
NEW KENSINGTON — Ritz. PITTS- to L. M. Threet. DALLAS— Trinity, transferred to H. C. Houston. BOERNE — CasBURGH— Grand. Hazelwood Ave., Melba,
New Oakland, New Palace, Paramount, Hol- White. cade, (form,. Sunset), transferred to Tom
lywood, (Dormont). REYNOLDSVILLE—
Adelphia. SPRINCDALE — Happy Hour.
Openings
UNION CITY— Palace. W. TARENTUM— I ace.JACKSONVILLE— Rialto. BOERNE —
Grand. WILMERDING — Y. M. C. A. Cascade, (form. Sunset). MOODY — PalClosings
YOUNGWOOD— Pearl. PITTSBURGH —
Royal, (new).
Closings
WASHINGTON— Houston, (fire). ALICE
CONSHOHOCKEN — Forrest. CON- — Queen. WHITESBORO — Roosevelt.
NEAUTIVILLE— Palace.
BENAVIDES— Empress.

A "LITTLE" from HOLLYWOOD

(nowKANAB—
Gem). Kanab.

PANGUITCH— Hub;

VERMONT
Openings
Bethel.
ROCHESTER — Memorial.
Closings

BETHEL—

FAIRLEE— Fairlee.

WASHINGTON
Changes in Ownership

LEAVENWORTH— Roxy. transferred t«l
T. R. Wilson by A. L. Williams. TONASi
KET — Tonasket, transferred to Phemons ano
Gillespie by E. Newman. SEATTLE — Or
pheum, transferred to John Hamrick by Apei
Orpheum Co.

Openings
Closings

REPUBLIC-^Liberty.

SEATTLE— Or

SEATTLE— Royal.
pheum.

WEST
Changes

VIRGINIA
in Ownership

HUNTINGTON— Margaret, transferred t
Mrs. John Walters by C. E. Tipton. RIVES:
VILLE — Tackson, transferred to Andre*
Cherry by S. H. Jackson. ANAWALT Anawalt, transferred to Edw. Salzberg bf
J. S. Santry. HIGH COAL— Anchor, trans
ferred to T. B. Feagans. RHODELL Lyric, transferred to C. E. Williams by Ir
Cole.

Openings

CHESTER— Lincoln. CLARKSBURGRitz. ELKINS— Roosevelt. FAIRMONTNelson. HARRISVILLE— Electric. KINC
WOOD— Alpine. RIVESVILLE — Jackso
and State. WEBSTER SPRINGS — Mil
Vance. FOLLANSBEE — Princess, (new)
HIGH COAL— Anchor. RHODELL— Lyrif
Closings
(form. Coal Stone).
WH EELING— Virginia.

WISCONSIN
Changes in Ownership
MILWAUKEE — Kosciuszko, transferred 1
A. & V. Operating Co. by Warner Bros
Riviera, transferred to A. & V. Operatilf
Co. by Warner Bros.; Venetian, transferr*
to A & V. Operating Co. by Warner Brw
MANAWA — -New Manawa, transferred to \
C. Armstrong by L. T. Goetz. RACINE-?
Rialto, transferred
to Rialto Thea., Inc.

WYOMING
Openings

COWI.EY— Cowley.

"LOTS":

rection, and the cast includes Stuaf
Erwin, Henry Travers and Fraw
Mayo. The story is an original b
Laurence Stallings and Dale Va
Every and was originally callel
"Copy Cat." V
V
v
"The Winning Ticket" has goi^
into production at M-G-M with
▼ V ▼
cast that includes Leo Carrill/
ing.
Our Passing Show: Jules Levy
Louise
Fazenda, Ted Healy, and Irer
here to confer with associates at the
Hervey. Charles Riesner is direc
RKO studios; Charley Bowers chatting with his former associate, Ted
▼
▼
v
Sears, at the Hotel Roosevelt.
"Nine
O'Clock
Town,"
is the tit
▼ ▼ T
▼ ▼ ▼
of the second of the Andy Clyt
series
of
short
features
which C<
George
Arliss,
now
en
route
from
Reginald Barker is directing "Woman Must Dress", for Monogram. London to New York on the Majes- production this winter. "Social lumbia is producing for its 1934-J
Minna Gombel, Gavin Gordon,
tic, will come immediately to Holly- Pirate," is an original sstory by program. Clyde has been surroun*
Arthur Lake, Hardie Albright and
ed by a brilliant cast, headed t
wood to start work in "Cardinal Ralph Spence.
Suzanne Kaaren are playing the Richelieu," 20th Century producVivian Oakland and Delmar Jacl
v
▼
▼
tion for United Artists release.
leading roles.
Production has started on the M- son. Arthur Ripley is directing.
▼ TV
T ▼ T
▼ ▼
▼
G-M picture tentatively known as
Wallace Ford has been signed by "Town Talk." Constance Bennett
Donald Meek and Paul Harvt
Reginald Owen has received an
Columbia for a feature role in and Clark Gable have co-starring are additions to the cast of Colur
offer to star in "Pickwick Papers,"
which will be produced by a British "Passport to Fame."
roles, under Robert Z. Leonard's di- bia's "Passport to Fame."

By RALPH
WILK
"CIRST choice of beauties from a
list of virtually 3,000 candidates
already interviewed for "The Great
Ziegfeld" will commence next week
under the supervision of William
Anthony McGuire and Seymour
Felix, dance director.

firm. He has been forced to reject
the offer, because of present and future assignments. He is working
in "The Good Fairy" at Universal,
and "Enchanted April" at RKO.
Following completion of these pictures, he will move to 20th Century
for parts in "Folies Bergere" and
"The Red Cat."
T
T
T
Anita Alston and Mart Bushnell
have been added to the Monogram
studio publicity department as assistants to Lindsley Parsons. Nat
Krevitz recently resigned.

!

First National has assigned the
feminine lead in "Women Are Bum
Newspapermen"
to
Farrell.
▼
v Glenda
v
John Beal, young actor of stage
and screen, has been signed to a
long term contract by RKO Radio
following his fine performance opposite Katharine Hepburn in the
company's forthcoming production
of "The Little
T Minister."
T ▼
Ed Kaufman, author of the book
of "The Gay Divorcee," has been
assigned by Warners to write the
screen
"Social
Pirate,"
which isplay
on theforstudio
schedule
for
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Pathe Reports $188,787 Profit in First 39 Weeks

LOEW'SJNC
., EARNS $150 A SHARE
JOR YEAR
Transmission Obstacles Are Holding
Television Back
Visual

Broadcasting Seen
as Still Far in
the Future

First Practical Television May Be Abroad
That the first practical application of television will take place abroad, either
in England or Germany, is now conceded by American engineers working on television
development. One reason is that in those countries the government is in control of
radio broadcasting and would foot the expense of launching television, whereas here
it would have to be borne by private enterprise. RCA has an important interest in
Electric & Musical
Industries, Ltd., which leads in television development in England.

By ARTHUR W. EDDY
Engineers in the employ of the
jig electrics and independent firms
ire engaged in experiments seeking
to remove the major obstacles to
successful commercial television —
the problem of transmission. Up to
;he present time no solution of this
problem has been discovered and
consequently there are no indications as to when commercial television can be expected.
Editorial commentary in newsThe mediums of transmission are reels is given a slam by Emanuel
(.Continued on Page 11)
Cohen, editor of Paramount News,
in a statement made through the
New York Paramount offices. Declaring that Paramount News will
always adhere to a straight allnews policy, Cohen says in part:

$7,479,897 Profit Shown by
Loew for Year Ended
August 31
Exceeding advance estimates by a

good margin, Loew's, Inc., reports
net profit of $7,479,897.41, equal to
$4.50 a share on the common stock
after preferred dividends, for the
year ended Aug. 31. This compares
with $4,034,289.51 or $2.15 a share
last year. Consolidated surplus account at the end of the year increased to $37,667,062.66, compared
mount News to take the easiest way. with $33,700,322.35 the year before.
Gross receipts for the year, inBut Paramount is not interested in
cluding theater and film receipts,
blending its feature and short pro- amounted to $93,778,125.26, against
(Continued on Page 11)
duction departments with its newsreel.

Editorializing in Newsreels
Is Rapped by Emanuel Cohen

11WARNER-r.lt FILMS
READY FOR RELEASE

"A newspaper either is or isn't.
It ceases to be a newspaper when
Vest Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
it
puts inside what should be on the
Hollywood ■— Eleven Warner-First
page in order to please the eye
National features are completed and front
with the camouflage of a magazine
low awaiting release, according to cover.
vVarners. These include two big
"It would be far easier, both phymusical features, "Sweet Adeline,"
starring Irene Dunne with Donald
sically and financially, for Para(Continued on Page 2)

Jut More Exploitation
Charles
Behind "Broadway
Increased
exploitation Bill"
effort,

Skouras,

Michel

Charles Skouras and W. C. Michel,
;hrough an increased staff of field
men covering important key cities, Fox executive, are slated to become
will be one of the highlights of the
vice-presidents of National Thepecial "Broadway Bill" merchanaters, new company which is taking
dising campaign discussed at the
two-day
conference
of
eastern over assets of Fox West Coast The-

"Paramount News is designed
only to serve as a news medium. It
wants news — not propaganda or
commentary. If it isn't the kind of
news that a metropolitan newspaper would headline or feature,
Paramount News doesn't want it.
In connection with protests
"Neither will Paramount News
against "bank night," lotteries and
stoop to shout 'Scoop!' by tricking other
similar schemes, a complainant
up library material with a new
sound track thus bringing an old must be in competition with the
respondent in order to file charges,
story up to date."
the Code Authority has ruled in deciding 11 appeals from local grievance board rulings. In all cases
the
actions
were remanded
to the
in New FWC
Setup

BANK NIGHT' RULING

MADE BY CODE AUTH'Y

(Continued on Page 11)

aters under the reorganization plan.
Completion of the plan for submission to the court is expected to be
'elayed pending return of Sidney R
Kent from England within two
weeks.

(Continued on Page 11)

National Theater Proposed

Wash. Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — A plan for a national
theater to employ 100,000 unemployed
actors, theater attaches, stage hands,
costume makers, electricians, etc., and
financed by a $1,000,000 government
loan has been proposed and left at the
White House by Hermann Gantvoort,
New York producer. Those said to
have sponsored the idea are George M.
Cohan, William A. Brady, Arthur Hopkins, Brock Pemberton, Lee Shubert and
Actors'
Equity.

Third Quarter Earnings Higher,
Pathe Financial Report Shows
Net profit of $188,787 for the 39
weeks ended Sept. 29 is reported by
Pathe Exchange, Inc., comparing
with $508,881 for the corresponding
period last year when a $441,000 extra dividend was received from Du
Pont Film Mfg. Corp. Third quarter earnings amounted to $72,353,

topping the pervious quarter's figure
of $64,463 and the first quarter's
The third quarter of this year
$51,971.
showed material improvement
throughout the industry, with Pathe
sharing in it, says President Stuart
(Continued on Page 11)

Hugo Riesenfeld Opening
Hollywood
Film arte House
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — D'\ Hugo Riesenfeld
will reopen the Hollywood Filmarte
Theater next month with a policy
of unusua 1 foreign and domestic
pictures.
Financial

Survey

on

Films

A survey of the film industry, briefly
summarizing the status of major companies and the industry's production activities, receipts, attendance, etc., over
the last several years, appears in the
current weekly market review published
by Lamborn, Hutchings & Co., stock exchange house. The survey, which notes
an improvement in conditions and a
promising outlook, was made by J.
Louis Donnelly.

THE
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Hollywood — "I believe the day is
coming when all the great creative
artists of the world will gather in
Hollywood," declares Max Reinhardt, who is now preparing the
screen version of Shakespeare's "A
Midsummer Night's Dream" which
will be produced by Warner Bros.
"All the things that inspired the
Greek dramatists are here in generous measure," he says, "sunshine
most of the time and always flowers
and trees and hills. This is the only
city composed entirely of artists —
people whose profession is an art
which they and a city of neighbors
make a cooperative cause. The
whole atmosphere of Hollywood encourages art."

Big Coin for Grace Moore

What is understood to be highest
figure ever received by an artist for
a personal engagement will be paid
Grace Moore, operatic star of Columbia's "One Night of Love," for
an eight-day appearance at the San
Francisco Auto Show, Jan. 19-26.
Deal was made by Joe Rivkin and
his coast affiliation, Bernard &
Meiklejohn. Miss Moore will be accompanied by a 30-piece symphony
orchestra and will have settings patterned after her Columbia
picture.

Geo. Weeks Returns Dec. 1
NEW

YORK
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STOCK

MARKET
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Woods, Hugh Herbert, Ned Sparks,
ALBERT C. WILSON, head of the First Na
Winifred Shaw, Dorothy Dare, Phil tional
property department, is in New Yorl
Regan, Jack Mulhall, Noah Beery for a few days on a scouting and purchasim
and Don Alvarado, directed by MerRALPH CLARK, Warner-First National man
vyn LeRoy, and "Flirtation Walk,"
director in Australia, now in New York
a Frank Borzage production co-star- aging
remains here three weeks before returning
ring Dick Powell, Ruby Keeler and home
via the coast.
Pat O'Brien.
MOORE, who has resumed her conThe nine other productions in- certGRACE
tour following a breakdown, sang in Hart
yesterday and will appear in Washingtoi
tomorrow.
clude "Bordertown," starring Paul ford
Muni, with Bette Davis and Margaret Lindsay, directed by Archie
JOSEPH MANKIEWICZ, M-G-M writer, am
Mrs. Mankiewicz
in New York tomorrov
Mayo; "The White Cockatoo," with on the Santa Elenaarrive
from California.
Jean Muir and Ricardo Cortez, diLOU BROCK has returned to the coast tl
rected by Alan Crosland; "The Right
work on "Adios Argentine," his first proi
to Live," with Josephine Hutchin- start
duction
under
the Fox banner.
son, George Brent and Peggy Wood,
directed by William Keighley;
EDITH
EVANS,
British
actress,
arrives
il
New
York
tomorrow
on the Majestic,
whiell
"Maybe It's Love," with Ross Alex- also
brings GEORGE
ARLISS,
MERLE
OBERONI
ander, Gloria Stuart, Frank Mc- LILI DAMITA,
PRINCESS
NATACHA
PALE
Hugh and -Helen Lowell, directed by and JOSEPH M. SCHENCK.
PEDRO
DE
CORDOBA
William McGann; "Murder in the
leaves for the coas
Clouds," with Lyle Talbot, Ann soon to appear in Cecil B. DeMille's "The Cru
Dvorak and Gordon Westcott, diEDWARD G. ROBINSON plans to come eas
rected by D. Ross Lederman; "Con- next month.
cealment," starring Barbara Stanwyck, with Warren William and
RUSSELL MACK plans to come to New Yon
Grant Mitchell, directed by William from the coast in about a week.
Dieterle; "Babbitt," with Aline Mac- sades."
Mahon, Guy Kibbee and Maxine
Mark Ostrer Returning in Jan.
Doyle, directed by William KeighA
cable from London on Saturda}
ley; "I Am a Thief," with Mary
Astor and Ricardo Cortez, directed states that Mark Ostrer, chairmai
by Robert Florey, and "Red Hot of the board of Gaumont-British, i
Tires," with Lyle Talbot and Mary due to arrive here the first of thi
Astor, directed by D. Ross Lederman.

George W. Weeks, Gaumont British general sales manager, is due
back in New York Dec. 1 after
closing product deals in 14 key situations. Weeks, who arrives in Port'and tomorrow from San Francisco,
has the following itinerary: Wednesday, Seattle; Friday and Saturday, Salt Lake City.
Al Jolson Sues Setay
Suit has been filed in Supreme
"ourt by Al Jolson, as owner of
2.200 shares of Setay Co., Inc., an
'nvestment company, and A. J.
Karch, owner of 400 shares, asking
an accounting from the directors as
a result of losses through investments in Liberty National Bank and
Harriman National Bank, among
others. The case is scheduled to be
heard today, with H. J. Yates, president, to appear for examination.
Jules E. Brulatour, John C. Cosgrove, Ben Goetz, Frederick R.
Ryan and Walter W. Vincent are
other directors named as defendants.
West

year.
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Ethel Merman Signed Again
Ethel Merman, now in Boston with
the new Cole Porter musical show,
"Anything Goes," has been engaged
by Samuel Goldwyn to appear with
Eddie Cantor again in his next picture, which goes in work after the
comedian returns from Europe.

Hi

INNOCENCE

This may not be the Age of Innocence but that's no reason why every
exhibitor shouldn't know the floor-

"Lost City" Serial to Start

Hollywood — Samuel Krellberg's
serial, "The Lost City," will go into
production Dec. 1. George M Merrick will supervise, with Harry
Revier and Ben Cohen directing.
Eddy Graneman is writing the continuity and dialogue.

Jewel
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Coming and Going
Reinhardt Sees Hollywood 11 Warner-F. N. Films
Readyfromfor
W. RAY JOHNSTON arrives in New Yorl
{Continued
Page Release
1)
As World's Art Center
the coast.
from
today on his return
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
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covering facts of life. You'll find
them amusingly told in our booklet, "Down the Aisle," which we'll
gladly send on request. Write Alexander Smith & Sons Carpet Co.,
577 Fifth Avenue, New York.

ALEXANDER

SMITH

CARPET
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Corp. presents

PICTURES

AND HIS HORSE
UMm

I

Bill Cody in

"FRONTIER

DAYS"

with Ada
Ince, Wheeler
Oakman
Spectrum
61 mins.
GREAT STUFF FOR WESTERN FANS.
HARD RIDING, SMASH-BANG FIGHTS
AND PLENTY OF THRILLS.
It's a real raw-west old-time story with
a two-fisted hero, a sneering villain, a
trusting heroine and plenty of action
set in beautiful scenery of the western
plains. Director Bob Hill has surely played
up to the thrill fans, many

times sacri-

ficing plausibility for speed and cheergettinf; situations. The story concerns Bill
Cody, an under-cover Fargo detective, who
falls in love with the daughter of a rancher,
and who

With

ADA

I N CE

WHEELER OAKMAN
FRANKLYN FARNUM
BILL DESMOND
BILL CODY, JR.
LAFE
McKEE
VIC POTEL
And

SHOW
ROUND

of Dare

Devil

AN

M EN'S
TABLE

FRONTIER
■trum

a Troupe

61

of causlove
who
some
from

stagecoach hold-ups to horse stealing.
Cody gets into plenty of scrapes before he
unmasks the villains. "Chico", his horse,
is a fine animal and plays an important
part in the plot. The film sticks to a fast
pace throughout and includes some thrills
that are well worth seeing.
Direction, Swell

Riders

ALTMOUNT

Photography, Excellent

PRODUCTION

Supervised
by Al Alt
Directed by Bob Hill
From a Story By
Norman Springer

DAYS

Drama

is later falsely accused

ing the rancher's death. Also in
with the girl is Wheeler Oakman,
as the town banker is mixed up in
crooked deals that involve everything

mint*.

|g up western leaves little
1) be wanted; kids, horse
| lovers will be tickled
1st: Bill Cody, Ada Ince, Wheeler Oak, Bill Desmond, Bill Cody, Jr., Vic
1, Franklin Farnum, Lafe McKee, and
lorse "Chico." Screen play by Jimmy
key, directed by Bob Hill, under the
rvision of Al Alt.
>t: Cody is sent into San Marco as a
jt agent of the Fargo
Express
to see
I he can learn about the frequent holdof the company's stages.
On the way
leets Ince.
Her father, Farnum, is viceed by rustlers
and
holdup
men
so,
e and in the clutches of Banker Oakhe takes a job as rider on one of the
i. He is killed and Cody is blamed,
learns that Oakman and his cohorts
responsible.
He
gives himself
up so
Ince might
collect a reward
offered
lim to pay off a note held by Oakman
then proceeds to break up house.
Fadefter he rides the guilty ones down, as
goes to him.
IJJMMARY: Addicts of hard riding, hard
Being westerns will find this roast turkey.
Ire is as much riding and fighting as 61
m.ites could hold. The kids will go crazy
ov Cody, Jr., and horse lovers will call
■mare
"Chico."
Bally
along
western
H, with street riders, stages if they can
Hromoted, etc.
Gun exhibs will help in
Uobby and you may be able to do someH; with your coffee dealers because the
he will drink
nothing
else.
Go
after
m« hants selling cowboys' suits for kids,
in Promote a bicycle rodeo.
—ARNOLD, New York

l-rj

i&r.

SPECTRUM
PICTURES
CORP

FILM CURB — "Bill Cody back on the screen with a knockout Western. This
one provides all the thrills, and more, that Western fans crave. Fast action,
plenty cf excitement and a good story. Of course there are fights, and real ones,
with hard-riding and a neat bit of romance.
Please note! The

above

reviews

They'll
have

like it."

not been

deleted.

"Frontier Days" is the first cf a series of 8 class Westerns released by Spectrum
Pictures. It is definitely rated as a forerunner to a box-office boom for the
exhibitor.
Get in touch with your exchange now!

i

SEVENTH AVE
N. Y. C

CULLMAN... SHOWMAN
Mr. Arthur A. Lee, Vice-President
Gaumont British, 1600 Broadway, N. Y. C

Dear Arthur:
I take great pleasure in enclosing herewith our check for "Little Friend." This
check I regard as a personal vindication of my judgment — by the box-office
... The great success of your pictures here makes me again wish that I had
all your product for the Roxy, instead of allowing a few to go to our neighbor,
the Music Hall ....
"Little

I know it will prove of particular interest to you that

Friend/' during

its two

weeks,

played to over 158,000
Cordially yours,
HOWARD

w
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DAILY

MIRROR

CONDEMNED AS

UNFIT

DENIED THE CUSTODY OF HER CHILD!

Dragged into court; convicted of infidelity by the innocent testimony of the
daughter who loved her loyally and devotedly.
The drama, pathos and
tragedy of modern divorce . . . thrillingly portrayed I

NOVA PILBEAM

The Screen's Glorious New Personality in one of the most deeply moving,
most sincere stories of recent years!

LITTLE FRIEND
directed by BERTHOLD

A

GAUMONT

BRITISH

VIERTEL

PLAYED

158,000
PEOPLE

DISTRIBUTION

• FOX

IN

TWO WEEKS—
ROXY THEATRE
NEW YORK

PRODUCTION

EVELYN LAYE .EVENSONG:
PHYSICAL

TO

EXCHANGES

• CANADA,

ROXY, NOW
REGAL

FILMS,

LTD.
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« NEWS of DAY
Tacoma, Wash. — Will Conner has
been promoted by John Hamrick to
the managership of his Music Box
Theater here and assistant to city
manager Ned Edris.
— "GayweekDivorcee"
hasPortland,
entered Ore.
its third
at the
Music Box, to which it was moved
for an extended run.
Milwaukee — Charles Loewenberg
state supervisor for the Wisconsin
Amusement Enterprises, Inc., is back
at his desk after an illness of several weeks.
Seattle — Rex Stevenson,
of the Colonial here, has
lected by John Hamrick
charge of the Blue Mouse
in Tacoma, being reopened

manager
been seto take
Theater
Nov. 15.

Milwaukee — The Comfort, local
neighborhood house of the silent
flicker days and dark for many
years, has been remodeled and is
being operated as the Mayfair cafe.
Berlin, Wis. — The new 500-seat
Rex opened last week under the
management of Ed Starkey.
Detroit — Kathleen Ireland, daughter of Fred Ireland, vaude producer,
has been signed by M-G-M.
Racine, Wis. — Remodeling work
on the Rialto, local house dark for
many months, is progressing rapidly
with its reopening scheduled shortly.
The theater will be operated by John
Ludwig, operator of the Mainstreet
theater here and several Milwaukee
houses.
Screen Broadcasts
Appoints
Screen Broadcasts, Inc., members
of General Screen Advertising, Inc.,
have appointed Signer & Bryne exclusive representatives. Several advertising agencies are using this
medium to release motion picture
advertising campaigns to theater
audiences throughout the country.
Screen Broadcast offices and studios are located in New Orleans,
Dallas, Cleveland, Minneapolis and
Kansas City, with the New York
office in charge of the national advertisers' accounts.
Martin Johnson on Air
Martin Johnson will be guest of
honor on a WMCA program Thursday evening at 7 o'clock.
Will Boost Good Films
Grand Rapids, Mich. — Immediate action to encourage showing of better
films here will be taken by the recently organized Better Films council which
decided to view all current billings on
their first showing at local theaters.
The council plans to give publicity to
pictures deemed worthwhile and to encourage attendance to such performances. House managers are to be asked
in the near future to confer with the
council against double bills.

• The Broadway
Picture

Distributor

Theater

Evensong
The
Firebird

Gaumont-British
Warner Bros

Roxy
Strand

The Gay
Redhead

Divorcee
.,

RKO Radio
Monogram

Music Hall
Criterion

Lady by Choice
Big-Hearted
Herbert

Columbia
Warner Bros

Palace
Mayfair

Evelyn
Prentice
(2nd week)
White
Parade
(2nd week)
Kid Millions
(2nd week)
The
First World
War
(2nd week)

M-G-M
Fox
United Artists
Fox

Capitol
Paramount
Rivoli
Rialto

♦ TWO-A-DAY
Man

of

Aran

(2nd week) (a)

♦ FOREIGN
Madame
Bovary
Three Songs About
Man
of Courage
Waltz
Time
in

RUN

John S. Tapernoux
(2nd week) . . . Amkino

Lenin

(2nd week)
Vienna

♦ FUTURE

Acme
Cameo

setting.
"FUERST
WORONZEFF,"
in German }L
by Ufa; directed by Artur Rahproduced
inson; with Brigitte Helm, Albrench SchoAt the 86thl
enhals, Hansi Knoteck, et al.
Theater.
St. Casino
Entertaining story
about a former
Rus

Eureka Productions
Ufa

Gaiety
55th St. Playhouse

sian prince
living in exile on the Riviera,]
where
he becomes
involved
in a love af-

OPENINGS

♦

fair with the usual
results.
Good
acting
and fine photography aid the picture.

♦

Marie
Galante
(Tonight)
The
Battle
(Nov. 22)

Fox
Leon Garganoff

Mayfair
Criterion

The
Merry
Widow
(Nov. 23) (b)
College
Rhythm
(Nov. 23)

M-G-M
Paramount

Capitol
Paramount

Imitation of Life (Nov. 23)
Captain Hates the Sea (Nov. 29)

Universal
Columbia

Roxy
Rialto

Broadway

Columbia

Music Hall

Bill

(Nov. 29)

Wednesday's
Child
(Dec. 7)
Kentucky
Kernels
(Dec. 14)
Anne of Green Gables ( Dec. 21 )
Gentlemen
Are
Born
(c)
Menace
(d)
(a) Follows Criterion two-a-day run.
(b) Follows Astor two-a-day run.

St. Theater.
Catchy music, dancing and attractive
scenic backgrounds are highlights of fairly
pleasing romantic comedy in Tyrolean Alps

Westminster

FILMS

SHORTS
Stan

Laurel and Oliver Hardy in
"Them There Hills"
M-G-M
20 mins
A Wow
A laugh festival, this one is a
cure for
Subject
starts
out anybody's
with Oliver,blues.
afflicted
withl

RKO Radio
Roxy
RKO Radio
Roxy
RKO Radio
Roxy
Warner Bros
Strand
Parrn.ount
Rialto
(c) Follows The Firebird.
(d) Follows First World War.

Joe Cook to Write Stories Lyons Urges Agents
To Develop Talent
For His Educat'l Shorts

Joe Cook, comedian, signed by
Educational for a series of tworeelers to be produced in the east
for distribution through Fox, will
contribute largely to the writing of
his own comedy stories. Shooting
of the first subject will start early
next month, with the second going
into work early next year.

48 Dates on "Kid Millions"

Following its New York engagement at the Rivoli, 48 dates have
been set by United Artists on "Kid
Millions," Samuel Goldwyn production starring Eddie Cantor. Before
the end of this month, the Goldwyn
production will play the following
key cities:

Nashville, Vendome; Boston, State; Providence, State; Rochester, Loew's ; Syracuse,
Loews; Columbus, Ohio and Broad; Dayton,
Loew's; Cleveland, Stillman; Toledo, Valentine; Houston, State; Evansville, Victory and
Majestic; Indianapolis, Palace; Kansas City,
Midland ; New Orleans, State; Harrisburg,
Regent; Reading, Colonial; Wilmington,
Loew's; Pittsburgh, Perm; Memphis, State
and Palace; Baltimore, Century and Stanley;
Norfolk, Strand; Richmond, Loew's Colonial
and National; Washington, Columbia, Palace
and Fox; Philadelphia, Aldine; Cincinnati,
Albee; Jersey City, Loew's; Newark, Loew's;
North Bergen, Embassy; White Plains, State;
Springfield, Palace; Worcester, Poli; Bridgeport, Poli-Palace and Majestic; Hartford,
Poli-Palace and Capitol; Meriden, Palace;
New
Haven,
Poli-Palace; Waterbury, Palace
and Poli.

«

"HOCHZEIT
AM
WOLFGANGSEE"
("Wedding at Lake Wolfgang"), in German; produced by Patricia; directed by T»
Hans Behrendt; with Rose Stradner, Hugo
Schrader, Else Elster, et al. At the 79th

*

Gaumont-British

LANGUAGE

» REVIEWS
FOREIGN

Parade •

An agent's functions should not
cease with the selling of people who
are already established but should
extend itself to develop the new
talent which the industry so greatly
needs, declared Arthur Lyons of A.
& S. Lyons on Saturday. In addition, as in the instance of his own
firm, said Lyons, a personal representative should closely scrutinize a
client's work and aid him or her in
its improvement.

Lyons said that his outfit has developed more than 30 people for
pictures, in addition to handling
well known "names." Players he
listed include: Jack Benny, Phil
Baker, Margo, Allen Jones, Frederick McMurray, Cole Porter, Bette
Davis, Arthur Goodrich, Kitty Carlyle, Rian James, Sidney Fox, James
Barton, Margaret Lindsay, Gregory
Ratoff, Verree Teasdale, Fifi Dorsay and
Lola Lane.
Coast Assistant Directs Meet
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — A meeting of the Executive Committee of the Assistant
Directors' Section will be held in the
Academy this evening. Sidney S.
Brod, chairman, will preside. The
major item of business will be conDion Titheradge Dead
sideration of various suggestions
London — Dion Titheradge, 45, play- which have come to the Committee's
wright-actor-producer, died at his attention for changing the rules under which the Assistant Director
home Friday. He had appeared in
films at intervals.
Award is given.

gout, being advised by a medico to
go to the mountains and shun high!
living. Hitching a trailer behind
their Ford, the pair find a deserted
cabin, which was the scene a moment before of a gun fight between
officers and a band of moonshiners,
who had poured a lot of liquor into
a well outside. With the aid of a
couple who had run out of gas, a
hilarious subject is provided.
Betty Boop in
"Keep in Style"
Paramount
7 mins
Good Animated Cartoon
Starting with a household exi
position, this Screen Song then goeri
into a style show, with Betty Boon
giving a demonstration of convert*
ing her ensemble into various dif!
ferent and attractive costumes. Thia
part will prove especially interest*
ing to the women, while the subjecfl
as a whole is enjoyable for audi4
ences generally.
Amusing
"Screen
Souvenirs"
Paramount (4-2)
10 mins.
After some glimpses of San Fran
cisco in the horse-car days of 1901,
and a sequence depicting the first
talking pictures, 22 years ago, when
a phonograph record was synchronized with the picture, this short
offers another amusing oldtime
melodrama, "Scalped Hearts." With
the
of gag comments, it's all
quite aid
funny.
French Film Directory Out
"Le Tou-Cinema, Season 1934-35,"
directory of the French film industry,
has just come off the press in a volume
of 1,780 pages. In addition to addresses of firms and studios, production
data and a list of French theaters, the
book devotes considerable space to a
directory of artists, writers, directors,
etc. The publication is put out annually
by Filma,
Paris.
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WITH
oday:
Allied
Theater
Owners
of
Convention,
Hotel Jefferson, Dallas.

Texai

Allied Theater Owners of New Jersey meeting, Hotel Lincoln, New York,
P. M.

PHIL M. DALY

" 4ov. 20:
1

>Jov. 25:
ford.
Mov. 27:

First Dinner-Dance-Show of the Independent Exhibitors of Eastern Pa., Southern N. J. and Del., Hotel Bellevue-StratAllied Theater Owners
sey meeting, Hotel
Lincoln,

of New JerNew
York,

, 28:

Reception and Dance of the Brooklyn Unit of the Warner Club, Vitaphone
Studio,
Brooklyn.
28:
Bowl,

Screen Actors' Guild ball, Biltmore
Hollywood.

1 : Universal Pictures' Annual
Dance,
Hotel Astor,
New York.
De

5:
N. Y.

Dinner-

Warner Club's Second Annual Banquet and Movie Ball, Club, Schenectady.

•
•
• ONE OF the most human and heart-warming stories
ever brought to the screen
"Anne of Green Gables"
it bids fair to outdo "Little Women"
in popularity
judging by the impressive reception it received at a
preview screening
this RKO Radio pix had a bunch of
hard boiled crits wiping their eyes furtively at several poignant
situations
it is the type of film that the older women
will cherish for the fond memories of their own childhood it
recreates
and for the younger femmes the delightful
Anne will be a source of never ending joy
here is one
classic that has been adapted to the screen from book covers
and yet preserves all the charm of the original novel
which in itself is an Achievement

)ec.

10: Warner Bros, annual stockholders'
meeting.
Wilmington,
Del.
Dec. 20: A MP. A. Christmas Dinner. Hotel
Astor
New
York.

Proclaim Happiness Week
During
"Happiness Ahead"
For the first time in the history

of show business on Staten Island,
the borough president cooperated in
theater exploitation by proclaiming
"Happiness Week" for that borough in conjunction with the showing of Warners' "Happiness Ahead"
at the St. George theater. Manager
Larry Morris of the St. George also
enlisted cooperation from local merchants for a co-op ad along the lines
suggested in the company's press
book on the picture. Borough President Palma issued a statement asking for observance of "Happiness
Week" to celebrate Recovery.
Joe Penner to Appear with Film
Joe Penner, the "Wanna Buy a
Duck?" man of radio, stage and
now of the screen, has been signed
for a week of personal appearances
at the Chicago Theater in Chicago
starting next Friday in conjunction
with the showing of his first feature picture,
which will
also be"College
shown at Rhythm,"
the New
York Paramount
next week.

AS

SEEN
BY
THE PRESS
AGENT

"The tropical troupial, a bird of
orange and black plumage, possessed
of odd powers of mimicry, will be seen
in 'Anne of Green Gables'." — RKO
Radio.

WISDOM.
"T AM an actress.
I came here to
work, to study.
Not to give a
monkey exhibition." — ANNA STEN.
"My recipe for being a comedian
is this:
Never have much money." —
W.
C. FIELDS.
"Don't think you are funnv — let
the other fellow think it."— JACK
OAKIE.
"You can'tHULL.
hypnotize the camera."
—HENRY
"There's romance in everything if
you look at it from that point of
view."— JOHN BOLES.

8: Sixtieth Anniversary Dinner and Ball
of The Lambs, Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, New
York.
. 9-10: Theater Owners of North and
South Carolina 22nd annual convention.
Hotel
Charlotte,
Charlotte,
N. C.

WORDS

•
•
• HERE IS a grand box-office bet
yet it lacks
any outstanding names to shout about
a girl named Anne
Shirley nlays the name part
after this picture gets
around she will be a cinch to sell in her next
for she
gives a remarkable performance
but trying to sell her
now as an unknown is something else apain
so Barrett
McCormick's
publicity specialists got busy
and have
placed a splendid merchandising campaign at the disposal of
the exhibs
by the way
in view of the series of
recent remarkable campaigns the RKO Radio boys have put
in back of their pix
they just about lead the class
glance over a few on this campaign

"The next great force in pictures
will
be religion." — MAX REINHARDT.
"I have started a new career and
I look forward to taking part in
television."— MARY
PICKFORD.
"It is impossible to overestimate
the influence of Hollywood films in
stimulatingW. international
trade." —
ARTHUR
KELLY.
"The St. James version of the
Bible still remains the best source

• • • TAKING ADVANTAGE of the needlework fad that
is sweeping: the country
a great tie-up has been made
with Bernhard-TJlmann. makers of the famous Bticilla needlework products it is an Anne Shirley luncheon set for
the women to weave
deoartment stores evervwhere are
prepared to run contests in conjunction with the theaters
then there is an Anne Shirlev doll
a special handbag
with the manufacturer distributing: 15.000 display nieces featuring- Miss Shirlev in poses
another r-oncern is nutting n«t
a line of grirl's "Green Gable" dresses similar to the "Little Women" costumes that became the rasre last vear
and so
on through a lonp- list of splendid merchandising' hookuns
not overlooking- the sponsorship by the National Council of the
Teachers of English . .they are using a school study guid»
6.000
and a teachers' manual on "Anne of Green Gablps"
members and 14,000 heads of high school English departments
that's what you
also contacted yes. Mister Exhib
call Cooperation from a Producer

•
• • OVER AT the De Luxe lab
we sat in on
the screening of a working print
of one of the most
unique expedition pictures ever filmed
it represents five
months' work of the Seth Parker voyage around the world in
his own stout schooner
the famous radio personality
and his crew are the cast
two good looking dames from
Broadway were taken along for the sex appeal one plays
the white gal and the other the native of the southern seas
there are hordes of natives for the Voodoo sequences
then the boat shots on the return voyage
remarkable they got their sound track, too, under the
most trying conditions
here you see the boat pitching.
and the actors staggering around the decks as they do their
stuff in heavy seas
it's REALISM plus
F. Herrick Herrick directed
and brought back a Real Exploitation number
for Seth Parker talks about it on every
broadcast

«

t<

«

»

»

*>

of
literary GOLDSMITH,
material on earth."
— ROMAYNE
right-handgirl to Wesley Ruggles.
"It's a dangerous thing for a motion picture actress who has gained
some measure of success to return
to the stage."— CLAUDETTE
BERT.
"It's all in fun."— MAE

COL-

WEST.

"Give an hour a day to your
brain. Take the headlines for example. If they say, 'U. S. Goes
Back on Gold Standard' don't just
gawp at them. Ask yourself why?
What does it mean? What results
will it have? Think — and think
regularly, every day. An open mind
WRAY.
is
the best beauty parlor." — FAY

Nancy Carroll
William
Massce

Wallace Sullivan
Lcuis Graf
Ralph Gervers

Features Reviewed in Film Daily, May 2 to Nov. 17
Title
Reviewed
Adventure
Girl-RKO
8-3-34
Affairs of A Gentleman-U

AM — Amkino
ANG — AmerAnglo Corp.
AU — Capt. Harold Auten
BAV— Bavaria Film A-G
BEA-Beacon Productions
BD — British & Dominions
BIP — British
International
BLU— Blue
Ribbon
Photoplay
BON— Al Bondy
CAP — Capitol
Film
Exchange
CHE— Chesterfield
CIN
— Cinexport
Distributing
Corp.
COL
— Columbia
DAN — Danubia
Pictures
DU— DuWorld
!?_Fox
EUR — Eureka
Prods.

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS

6-23-34

Affairs of Cellini-UA
5-5-34
Age of Innocence-RKO. .9-1-34
Along
Came
Sally-GB. .6-16-34
Alraune-XX
5-7-34
Among the Missing-COL. 9-25-34
Anne of Green GablesRKO
11-16-34
Are You a Mason?-KAN
10-30-34
Are We Civilized-RAS. .6-14-34
Autumn Crocus-AU ...10-25-34
Babes in Toyland-MGM. 11-12-34
Baby, Take a Bow-F
6-30-34
Back Page-GEN
6-13-34
Bachelor
Bait-RKO
7-28-34
Badge of Honor-MAY. .5-19-34
Barretts of Wimpole St.-MGM
9-8-34

FAI — Fairhaven.
FD — First Division
FN — First National
G B — Gaumont-British
GFF — General Foreign Films
GEN— General Films

Beggar's
Holiday-TOW.
.8-17-34
Belle of the
Nineties
PAR. .8-6-34
Beyond the Law-COL. . .7-31-34
Big-Hearted
Herbert
WA.. 11-1 3-34
Black Cat-U
5-19-34
Black
Moon-COL
6-28 34
Blind Date-COL
9-1-34
Blossom
Time-BIP
7-26-34
Blue Light-D U
5-8-34
Blue Steel-MOP
5-5-34
Born to be Bad-UA
6-1-34
Bride of the Lake-ANG. .9-11-34
British Agent-FN
8-2-34
Broadway
Bill-COL
1 1-9-34
Broken
Melody-OLY
..10-31-34
Bulldog Drummond Strikes Back
UA.
5-4-34
Call It Luok-F
.7-10-34
Caravan-F
9-28-34
Case of the Howling
Dog
WA.. 10-17-34
Catfs
Paw-F
7-30-34
Channel
Crossing-GB . . . 5-24-34
Change of Heart-F
5-11-34
Chained-MGM
9-1-34
Charlie
Chan
in London-F
9-13-34
Charlie Chan's Chance
F.. 8-25-3i
Cheaters-LIB
5-1 1-34
Chu Chin Chow-GB
9-22-34
Circus Clown-WA
6-13-34
City Park-CHE
7-6-34
Cleopatra-PAR
7-25-34
Cockeyed Cavaliers-RKO . .7-3-34
College Rhythm-PAR ...11-1-34
Corazones
en Derrota-XX
10-11-34
Count of Monte Cristo
UA.. 8-29-31
Crime of Helen StanleyCOL 7-3-34
Crime on the Hill-BIP. . 10-13-34
Crimson Romance-M AS. .9-26-34
Crime
Without
Passion
PAR.. 8-18-34
Cross
Streets-CHE
7-6-34
Cuesta Abajo-PAR
7-18-34
Curtain Falls-CHE
10-2-34
Dames-WA
8-16-34
Dancing
Man-PYR
7-14-34
Das Blaue Vom
Himmel-XX
9-13-34
Death on the Diamond-MGM
9-22-34
Defense Rests, The-COL. 8-15-34
Demon for Trouble-STE. 8-1 0-34
Deserter-AM
10-15-34
Desirable-W A
9-15-34
Die Freundin
Eines Grossen
Mannes-XX
9-13-34
Die Schoenen
Tage
in
Aranjuez-XX
6-23-34
Die Verkaufte Braute-XX. 5-2-34
Dr. Monica-WA
6-22-34
Dos Mas Uno Dos-F. . .10-30-34
Dos Mujeres y un Don Juan
KIN.. 6-5-34
Double
Door-PAR
5-5-34
Down to Their Last Yacht-RKO
9-22-34
Dragon
Murder Case

Girl in Danger-COL
9-11-34
Girl O' My Dreams
MOP.. 11-6-34
Glamour-U
5-12-34
Grand
Canary-F
7-20-34
Great Flirtation-PAR
6-23-34
Great Defender-BIP
7-26-34
Green Eyes-CHE
11-3-34
Gridiron
Flash-RKO
11-3-34
Half-A-Sinner-U
6-23-34
Halsingar-XX
9-26-34
Handy
Andy-F
6-1-34
Happy Landings-MOR. .7-31-34
Happiness Ahead-FN ...9-27-34
Hat, Coat and GloveRKO.. 7-27-34
Have a Heart-MGM
.. 10-19-34
Heart
Song-F
6-6-34
Here Comes the Groom-PAR
6-16-34
Hell Bent for Love-COL. 6-13-34
Here Comes the NavyWA 6-28-34
Heroes of the Arctic-AM. 9-29-34
Hell Cat COL
7-7-34
He Was Her Man-WA. .5-18-34
Hide-Out-MGM
8-18-34
His Greatest Gamble
RKO. .7-18-34
Hollywood
Hoodlum-REG6-21-34

FN..8-23-S"
Drums O'Voodoo-INT
..5-12-34
Du
Oder
Keine-XX. . .10-30-34
Dude
Ranger-F
9-29-34
Ein Mann Will in Die Heimat
XX. .11-12-34
Ein Mann
Will Nach Deutschland-XX
11-13-34
Ein Toller Einfall-UFA . S-22-34
Einmal
Eine
Grosse
Dame
Sein-UFA
10-30-34
El Escandalo-X X
9-24-34
Elmer and Elsie-PAR
8-4-34
El Tango
En Broadway-PAR
9-19-34

Hollywood Party-MGM . . 5-25-34
House of Danger-HOL. 11-10-34
House
of Greed-AM
8-15-34
Housewife-WA
8-11-34
Human
Side-U
9-15-34
I Can't Escape-BEA
7-5-34
I Give My Love-U
7-17-34
I Hate Women-GOP. .. .7-11-34
I'll Fix It-COL
11-10-34
In Old Santa Fe-MAS .. 1 1-15-34
Inside Information-STA. 9-25-34
In the Land of the SovietsAM.. 6-28-34
In Wien Hab Ich Einmal Ein
Maede!
Geliebt-XX
5-29-34

Title
Reviewed
Embarrassing Moments
U.. 9-4-34
War
Einmal
Ein Walzer
XX.. 10-15-34
Evelyn Prentice-MGM
.11-10-34
Evensong-GB
11-13-34
Fifteen Wives-INV
7-17-34
Fighting
Hero-STE
7-17-34
Fighting Rookie-MAY .. .7-12-34
Fighting Through-WK . . 8-29-34
Firebird. The-WA
...11-15-34
First World
War-F
11-8-34
Flirtation Walk-FN
11-2-34
Flirting With
Danger
MOP. .11-13-34
Fluechtlinge-UFA
10-1 5-34
Friends of Mr. SweeneyWA.. 7-27-34
Freedom of the Seas-BIP. 10-3-34
For Love or Money-BD .7-26-34
Fog Over Frisco-FN
6-7-34
Fountain-RKO
8-23-34
Freut Euch Des Lebens
UFA.. 11-5-34
Friday the 1 3th-GB
5-1 5-34
Frontier
Days-SPE
11-1 5-34
Fugitive Road-INV.
..11-13-34
Gay Divorcee-RKO
10-3-34
Gehetzte Menschen X X . . . 6-5-34
Geld Regiert Die Welt-XX
5-15-34
Es

Gift of Gab-U
9-25-34
Girl of the Limberlost
MO P.. 8-29-34
Girl From
Missouri-MGM 8-4-34

PA R — Paramount
PIN— Pinnacle
PRI — Principal Dist. Corp.
PRO — Progressive
Pictures
PRX— Protex Dist. Corp.
PYR— Pyramid
RAS
REG —— Raspin
Regal Productions

GOP — Goldsmith
Productions
HOL — Hollywood Film Ex.
IMP — Imperial Dist.
INT — International
Stageplay
Pictures
INC — Inter-Continent
Film
RKO — RKO-Radio
Pictures
INV — Invincible Pictures
SHO — Showmen's Pictures
JE — Jewel Productions
SOV — Sov.-Am.
KAN— M. J. Kandel
SPE — Spectrum
KIN — Kinematrade
STA — Stage & Screen Prods.
LAT — Latin Artists
STE
— William Steiner
LIB — Liberty Pictures
SYN — Syndicate Exchange
MAJ
—
Majestic
Pictures
TAP — John S. Tapernoux
MAR — Marcy
THO — Fred Thomson
MAS — Mascot Pictures
TOW — Tower Prods.
MAY — Mayfair Pictures
TRO—
J. D. Trop
U — Universal
MEN — Mentone
Productions
MGM — Metro- Gold wyn- May ei
UA — United Artistt
MOD — Modern
Films
UFA—
Ufa
WA
— Warner
Bros.
MOP — Monogram
Pictures
WK— Willis Kent
OLY — Olympic
Pictures
PA — Palestine-American Film Co. XX — No distributor set
Title
Revie-.vcd
In Love With Life-INV. 5-12-34
It's a Boy-GB
6-8-34
It's a Gift-PAR
11-17-34
Iza Neni-XX
6-5-34
Ja Treu 1st Dei Soldatenliebe
XX. .5-2-34
Jane
Eyre-MOP
7-17-34
Juarez Y MaximilianoXX.. 5-7-34
Judge Priest-F
8-18-34
Kansas
City Princess
WA
11-3-34
Salkten-XX
5-15-34
The-WA
5-31-34
Millions-UA.
10-17-34
Kelly of the U. S. A.
MOP.. 9-11-34
Kiss and Make Up-PAR.6-30-34
Kocha, Lubi, Szanuje
Kara
Kev,
Kid
King

XX.. 11-3-34
La Bataille-TAP
7-10-34
La Buenaventura-WA. .. .9-18-34
Lady by Choice-COL. . .10-6-34
Ladies Should ListenPAR.. 7-28-34
Lady is Willing, The
COL.. 8-11-34
Last Round Up-PAR
5-11-34
La Sangre Manda-XX. . .5-16-34
Laughing Boy-MGM
5-12-34
Lemon Drop Kid-PAR. . 10-27-34
Let's Be Ritzy-U
5-18-34
Let's Talk it Over-U
6-16-34
Let's Try Again— RKO. 6-22-34
Life of Vergie Winters-RKO
6-13-34
Little Friend-GB
10-16-34
Little Man, What
Now?
Little Miss Marker-PAR.
U..5-19-34
6-1-34
Lost in the Stratosphere
MOP. .10-23-34
Lost Lady, A-FN
10-5-34
Lost Jungle-MAS
5-9-34
Loud
Speaker-MOP
5-8-34
Love
Birds-U
. . 5-4-34
Love
Captive-U
6-7-34
Love Time-F
11-3-34
Loyalties-AU
10-26-34
Madame Du Barry- WA. . .8-8-34
Man
from
Hell-WK
8-29-34
Man from Utah-MOP. . .5-23-34
Man
of Aran-GB
10-20-34
Man of Courage-EUR (Reviewed
as Black Shirts)
4-12-34
Man Trailer-COL
5-23-34
Man Who Changed His Name
DU.. 10-16-34
Man
With Two
Faces
Manhattan

5-2-34
FN.. 7-12-34
Melodrama-MGM

Man's Game, A.-COL. . .7-24-34
6-9-34
Many
Happy
Returns-PAR
Marrying
Widows-TOW. 5-18-34
Mass
Struggle-KIN
9-18-34
Melodie
Der Liebe-XX. .9-18-34
Merry
Frinks-FN
6-27-34
Merry Widow-MGM
10-13-34
Merry Wives of Reno-WA 6-9-34
Midnight
Alibi-FN
7-5-34
Million Dollar Ransom-U. 9-19-34
Mindent a Noert-DAN. 10-18-34
Money
Means
NothingMOP.. 5-15-34
Moonstone,
The-MOP
8-7-34
Morning
After-M AJ
8-22-34
Most Precious Thing in Life
COL.. 11-13-34

Title
Revieu-i-d
Mother
1905-AM
6-2-34
Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage
Patch-PAR
10-27-34
Murder
on the Blackboard
RKO.. 6-5-34
Murder at the VanitiesPAR.. 5-18-34
Murder
in the MuseumPRO.. Car
6-27-34
Murder
in the Private
MGM....5-16-34
.7-10-34
Murder in Trinidad-F
My Wife the Miss-XX . .9-13-34
Mystery
Ranch-STE
5-26-34
Name the Woman-COL. 10-16-34
Nell Gwyn-UA
7-12 34
Norah
O'Neale-DU
10-25-34
Not Against
Flesh-GFF. 8-14-34
Notorious
Sophie Lang-PAR.
7-21-34
Now and Forever-PAR .10-13-34
Now I'll Tell-F
5-26-34
Oded the Wanderer-PA .. 5-22-34
Of Human BondageOil Raider-OWAY RKO. .6-27-34
11-1-34
Old-Fashioned Way-PAR. 7-14-34
One Is Guilty-COL
5-3-34
One More River-U
8-10-34
One Night of Love-COL. .7-6-34
Once to Every Bachelor
LIB.. 8-23-34
On Secret Service-BIP. .7-31-34
Orders Is Orders-GB
5-4-34
Operator
13-MGM
6-2-34
Our Daily Bread-UA
8-8-34
Outcast
Lady-MGM
11-3-34
Outlaws'
Highwav-TRO. 11-3-34
Ore Y Plata-INC
7-26-34
Parada Rezerwistow-CAP. 5-2-34
Paris
Interlude-MGM . . . 7-28-34
Party's
Over-COL
8-30-34
Pecados de Amor-XX. .. .4-25-34
Peck's Bad Boy-F
8-31-34
Personality
Kid-WA
8-1-34
Petersburg
Nights-AM. . .9-13-34
Power-GB
10-5-34
President Vanishes-PAR 11-17-34
Private Life of Don JuanUA.. 11-15-34
Private
Scandal-PAR
6-15-34
Prokurator-XX
5-29-34
Pursued-F
10-23-34
Pursuit of Happiness-PAR
10-26-34
Rabbi's
Power-XX
6-2-34
Racketeer
Round-up-THO 6-16-34
Ra-Mu-FAI
8-6-34
Randy Rides Alone-MOP. 6-14-34
Rawhide
Mail-MAR
6-5-34
Redhead-MOP
9-18-34
Registered Nurse-FN ...6-1-34
Return of Chandu-PRI. . 10-9-34
Return of the Terror
FN.. 7-10-34
Richest Girl in the World-RKO
9-8-34
Rocky
Rhodes-U
11-13-34
Roman Einer Nacht-XX. .6-23-34
Romance in Budapest
Romance in the Rain-U.
.9-8-34
DU.. 5-11-3'
Romance Tropical-L AT .10-16-34
S. A. Mann Brand-BAV .5-29-34
Sadie McKee-MGM
5-12-34
Scarlet Empress-PAR
9-15-34

1 'tie
Rcvieivet
Scarlet Letter-MAJ
9-18-3
School
for
Girls-LIB.
.
Scotland Yard Mystery .10-16-3
BIP.. 9-26-3
10-5-3
Servants'
Entrance-F
She Had to Choose-MAJ. 9-18-3
She Learned
About
SailorsShe

Loves Me Not-PAR. 7-19-3 v
She Was a Lady-F F.. 7-28-3'
8-22-3*
Shock-MOP
7-24-3
Shoot the Works-PAR. . .7-7-3
Side
Streets-FN
8-14-3
Silver Streak-RKO
11-12-3
Sisters Under the Skin-COL
i
6-8-3
Six-Day
Bike Rider
Smoking
Guns-U
Social Register-COL FN.
Sorrell and Son-UA
Soviet CloseUps-AM
Springtime for Henry
F.
St. Louis Kid-WA
Stamboul
Quest-MGM
Star
Packer-MOP
Stingaree-RKO
Stolen Sweets-CHE
Strictly Dynamite-RKO.
Straight
is the Way
M-G-M..

7-20-3
.11-2-38-18-3
5-29-3
8-1-3

.8-22-3 B
11-1-3
7-7-3
7-3-3..
5-12-3] I
8-7-1
..7-5-3;
8-29-34

Student Tour-MGM
10-13-3
Such Women Are Danger- 5-3-Ji
ous-F
6-9-3
Success at Any
Price-RKO
Successful
Failure-MOP.lO-2-j"11
Take
the Stand-LIB
9-4-.!|ril
Tante Gusti KommandiertTell-Tale Heart-DU XX.. 6-21
5 7-3.
That's Gratitude-COL. 10-27-3tv(
Their Big Moment-U. .. .8-6-3 «
There's Always
Tomorrow
.5-24
U.. 11-10-3
These Thirty Years-RON.

Thin Man, The-MGM
5-23-3
Thirty Day Princess-PAR 5-12-3
Three on a Honeymoon-F
5-7-3 li
Three Songs About
Lenin
365 Nights in Hollywood
AM.. 11-3-3
Thunder
Over Texas F..ll-6-3fW
Tracy Rides-STE BEA.. 10-17-3
5-5-3j,
Trail Beyond-MOP
9-15--J
Transatlantic
Merry-Go-Round
UA. . ..11-1-3
Treasure Islland-M GM
. 8-8-3
Trumpet BIows-PAR ...4-14-3
Twentieth Century-COL. . 5-4-1
Twin Husbands-INV ...5-9-J§n
Two Heads on a Pillow

Unknown

Soldier

Speaks

Unsere
Fahne
Flattert
LIN.. Uns
5-26-1! fk
Voran-UFA
7-10Upper World- WA
5-25
3-i*111
.lOVery Honorable Guy, LIB.AWagon Wheels-PAR
10-5.
FN..5-18Wake Up and Dream-U.
10-11-3
War's End-XX
5-18-3
Wednesday's
Child
RKO.. 11-13-3
We
Live
Again-UA
Wenn
Herzen Sich Finden9-24-3
XX. .11-13-3
We're Rich Again-RKO. .8-11-3'
What Every Woman
Knows
MGM..1 0-5-3 j»
When
Strangers
Meet-LIB
Whirlpool-COL
White
Heat-PIN
White Parade-F
Whom
the Gods

5-5-3
10-9-3
6-15-3
10-22-3'
Destroy
COL.. 7-12-3
Wie Man Maenner Fesselt

Wild Gold-F
7-24-3'
XX . .. 5-22-3'
Woman in Command-GB
5-29-3'
Woman Who Dared-IMP. 9-26-3'
World
in Revolt-MEN. . .6-9-3'
World
Moves
On-F
-6-30-3'
You Belong to MePAR. .9-13-3
You Made Me Love You
Young

and

Youth

of

Beautiful
MAJ.. 5-31-3'
MAS.. 11-12-3
8-30-3
Russia-SOV..

Oi
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!188,787 PATHE NET
IN FIRST 39 WEEKS
(Continued from Page 1)

V. Webb in his report. A number
f new contracts signed by Pathe
l the last few months are not reected in the present statement, he
dds. Earnings of Du Pont Film
ave continued considerably in exess of regular dividends, and the
>ound Brook Laboratories in the
rst nine months of the year procssed over 30,000,000 feet of positive
hn, making a profit despite operaions at only 20 per cent of capacity.
With regard to reorganization,
Vebb says the extraordinary meetig of stockholders to act on the
roposed plan is now expected to be
eld after the first of the year.

Yansmission Obstacle
Holding Television Back
(Continued from Page

1)

nown to engineers. One is via
fires; the other through hypothetial ether.
In connection with transmission
ver wires, the high frequency ne;ssitates specially-designed wire cir
uits to avoid loss of power for the
icture elements transmitted. This
ystem of transmission is being used
l laboratory experiments but even
hen is not completely successful.
Major difficulties, too, confront
he engineer as he tries to devise
ractical means of broadcasting telvision through the ether. The freuency range used in practical radio
ommunications is from 10,000 to
0,000,000 vibrations a second. Of
hese vibrations, between 500,000
nd 1,500,000 are utilized by broadisting studios. These are divided
lto so-called bands or ranges which
re assigned to commercial, amaeur, governmental and maritime
roadcasting as well as television,
'hich has three bands, the lowest of
rhich starts at 2,000,000 a second
ibrations. This makes television
roadcasting subject to fading and
Jatic to a greater extent than radio
roadcasting.
"Broadway
Bill" Tradeshow
A trade showing of Columbia's
Bill," starring Warner
Broadway
axter and Myrna Loy, will be held
at 11 o'clock in
Wednesday
he
Astor morning
Theater. The picture
Day at the
Thanksgiving
pens
ladio City Music Hall.

RECORDING

ON FILM

INDUSTRIAL— FILM
SLIDE FILM— RECORDS

BRUNSWICK
PRODUCTIONS

CORP.

CH. 4-2200 321 W. 44th St., N.Y.C.

i^
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LOEW'S NET FOR YEAR
EQUALS $4.50 A SHARE

from
A LITTLByE RALPH
WILK "LOTS
HOLLYWOOD den will direct this John Stone proARRANGEMENTS are well under duction.
way for the Screen
Actors'
Guild Ball to be held the night of
Little Anne Shirley got her greatNov. 28.
est thrill last week. Katharine Hep▼ T T
Fox producer Robert T. Kane has
burn stopped a rehearsal for "The
Minister" to congratulate the
purchased "Man Eating Tiger," a Little
16-year-old girl on her work in
play by Ben Hecht and Rose Cay- "Anne
of Green Gables."
lor. Philip MacDonald will adapt
it and George Marshall will direct.
■» ▼
▼
Edmund Lowe has been assigned
Mary Brian has been assigned the to the leading role in "Recipe for
feminine lead in Fox's new Warner Murder," Fox adaptation of Vincent Starrett's Red Book novelette,
Oland starring vehicle, "Charlie
Chan in Paris."
Hamilton MacFad- which Sol M. Wurtzel will produce.
t

'Bank Night' Ruling
Made
by fromCode
Auth'y
(Continued
Page 1)
local boards with instructions to determine this matter.
Appeals so treated are as follows:
"bank night" complaints, Los Anaeles — Tivoli, West Los Angeles, vs.
Wilshire, Santa Monica; Mission
theater, Ventura, vs. Oxnard theater, Oxnard; Mission theater, Ventura, vs. Glen City theater, Santa
Paula; Granada, Alhambra, vs. Mission, San Gabriel; Omaha- — Capitol,
Sioux City, vs. Rialto, Sioux City;
Kansas City — Olive, St. Joseph, vs.
Rialto, St. Joseph; Midland, Pittsburgh, vs. Cozy, Pittsburgh.
Other unfair competition appeals
involving giving away of goods or
money which were remanded to local
boards with similar instructions are
as follows: Minneapolis — Lake, Minneapolis, vs. Heights, Columbia
Heights; Lake, Minneapolis, vs. Alhambra. Minneanolis; Lake, Minneapolis, vs. South Town, Minneapolis;
Lake, Minneapolis, vs. Northtown,
Minneapolis.
Other appeals were disposed of as
follows:
New York clearance and zoning board —
Affirms decision finding clearance of Victory
theater, operated by Loew's, over Forum,
run by Forumhold Corp., is not unreasonable;
sets seven days' maximum clearance and finds
Port Jefferson and Smithtown in competition
in case of Port Jefferson theater. Port Jefferson, against Smithtown, Sayville, Patchogue, Granada, Riverhead, Glen Cove, Huntington and Huntington
Station theaters.
Chicago clearance and zoning board — Affirms decision finding clearance of Center and
Davis theaters over Rosewood as reasonable;
affirms decision that protection of Bloomington, 111., over Lincoln, 111., is reasonable.
Albany clearance and zoning board — In
complaint of Smalley's theater. Cooperstown,
N. Y., vs. Oneonta and Palace, Oneonta,
ordered that first-run in either Oneonta and
Cooperstown shall have a maximum of 14
days' clearance on town which plays repeat
provided first-run is exhibited within period
designed by standard licensing agreement;
establishes
14 days'
clearance
as reasonable
between
Canton,
N. Y.,
and Ogdensburg,
in
connection with complaint of American theater. Canton vs. Strand, Ogdensburg.
Kansas City grievance board — Affirms decision dismissing complaint of Roanoke theater, Kansas City vs. Universal, Kansas City,
over
eligibility of picture when it played the
Madrid.
Detroit grievance board — Affirms decision
dismissing charge by Ritz, Muskegon, vs.
W. S. Butterfield and P. J. Schlossman Theaters that they failed to maintain minimum
admission
prices.
Omaha grievance board — Affirms decision
finding Muse,
Omaha,
guilty of conducting

▼

T

(Continued from Page 1)

$80,772,191.32 last year, and operating profit before taxes, interest and
depreciation was $15,084,712.61.
Current and working assets rose to
$42,282,192.46, compared with $36,420.961.53, while current liabilities
were only $6,975,800.35, against $5,923,981.42 last year.
Because of the size of the companv's surplus, financial quarters
predict an increase or an extra when
the next dividend is declared.

Thomaschefsky
for Yiddish Talkie
Bores Thomashefsky, dean of the
Yiddish theater, has been signed by
Put More Exploitation
Jack Stillman, president of Sov-Am
Film Corp., to star in the Yiddish
Behind
"Broadway
(Continued
from Page 1) Bill"
picture,
"BarbeMitzvah."
The
branch managers held Friday and talking
production
is to
made from
Saturday at the Hotel St. Moritz.
Thomashefsky's stage play of the
Lineup of exploitation men now in- same name, in which he appeared
cludes: John Curran, Boston; Fred some years ago. Regina Zuckerberg,
Marshall, Philadelphia; Harold Har- who had the feminine lead opposite
ris, Cincinnati; Jack Thoma, Chi- him on the stage, will also play her
cago; Ted Toddy, Atlanta; Mike original role on the screen. Henry
Roth, Kansas City; Mike Newman.
Los Angeles; John Finley, Dallas, Lynn will direct.
and Eddie Meek, Los Angeles.
Warner
Club Pine-Pong
Contest
Columbia also has let loose an
The Warner Club will hold its
initial barrage in the form of an adzines.
vertising campaign in 20 fan maga- annual Ping-Pong tournament in
their club rooms at 321 West 44th
Those who attended the meeting St. starting Dec. 3. Arrangements
were A. Montague, Joe McConville, include a men's "Open" division, a
Rube Jackter, Lou Weinberg, Lou men's "Novice" division and a LaAstor and J. W. McFarland, home
dies' division. The winner of the
office sales department; A. Schneid- men's open division will have temer, treasurer, and Herschel Stuart,
porary possession of the Warner
director of advertising and public- Club Trophy, a three-time winner
ity; I. H. Rogovin of New Haven. to keep it permanently. Other winners also will get cups.
T. F. O'Toole of Boston, C. N. Johnson of Albany, H. E. Weiner of
Philadelphia, S. A. Galanty of Washington, A. H. Levy of Pittsburgh,
$10 Opening for "Jack Ahoy"
"Jack Ahoy," the Gaumont-British
Joe Miller of Buffalo, Nat Cohn and musical
film starring Jack Hulbert,
E. Schnitzer of New York, A. S.
Moritz of Cleveland, C. H. Shalit of sets a new standard for movie admission
with a $10 opening at the
Detroit and M. Soloman of IndianRitz-Carlton Hotel on Monday eveapolis.
ciety. ning, Dec. 3. The showing will be
in the nature of a private society
Pictures Made at 15 Miles
Pittsburgh — A new super-sensitive preview for the Travelers' Aid Soinfra-red photographic plate perfected by Eastman and making it
G-B Assigns George Pardy
possible to pick up objects 15 miles
away wasventiondemonstrated
at
the
conGeorge
T. Pardy has been assignof American Institute of
ed by A. P. Waxman, advertising
Chemical Engineers here last week. counsel for Gaumont-British, to prepare special press material for the
Kay Johnson in Stage Play
Kay Johnson returns to the stage George Arliss picture, "The Iron
in "Living Dangerously," which Lee
Shubert will place in rehearsal soon.
"Screeno" in unfair competition as complained by Avenue, Omaha.
Dallas grievance board — Reverses decision
finding legal conspiracy between the respondent and distributors involved not to sell film
to the complainant, Rialto and Colonial theaters, Greenville, Texas, which complained
against the Texas, Ritz and Gem theaters,
Greenville; complainant allowed to file an
overbuying
complaint.
Washington clearance and zoning board —
Orders clearance between Richmond and
Petersburg, Va., in complaint of Bluebird,
Petersburg, vs. Loew's and Wilmer & Vincent's theaters, Richmond; reverses decision
for jurisdictional reasons in complaint of
Takoma, Washington, vs. Seco, Silver
Springs, Md.

Duke."

SHOW-

REMINDER
MAN'S

Do you read and pick ideas from
campaign
books,
tion folders,
etc.?press sheets, exploita-

142 out of 150
Western Electric Sound Systems — installed
seven years ago — operate today in the same
theatres, with unmatched quality.

Unit design — highest possible standards of manufacture
— ERPI Service — have made this possible.

Westerti^

lectnc

SOUND

SYSTEM
Distributed by

Electrical Research Products Inc.
250 West 57th Street, IVew York
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Sew Zoning Schedule Drafted for Kansas City Area

OX THEATERS SUE ERPTOVER SOUNDCHARGES
}ara. Broadway Reorganization Hearing Off to Dec. 3
Air-Raids
. . and other things
= By JACK ALICOATE =
THIS industry of the screen does not
keep that one good eye open and watch
collective step this radio competition
ng, long passively tolerated, may become
» hot to handle. First we find radio
igrams so good and so entertaining as
keep millions by the firesides on Satur1 and Sunday nights. That's all right,
mpetish is competish. We enjoy good
io programs, too. But when they give
ay hundreds of thousands of seats to
e broadcasts and hire civic auditoriums
m which to broadcast their wares, the
)d radio folks are not strictly living up
the substance of the golden rule. This
fair radio competition has got to be
pped and the sooner
the screen
rolls
its sleeves and goes to work the better.

During our social visits to the loges
ng the big stem during the past few
eks we have found nothing of abbrevi:d cinema nature quite so entertaining as
Pete Smith series of "Oddity" shorts
is doing for M-G-M. Here is someng that is delightfully different, behind
ich is the voice of Pete Smith, a fore>st disciple of the most modern school
screen narration. "Dartmouth Days,"
ugby" and "Strikes and Spares" are big
ough for any house and any type of
dience.

Now that the results of the Gaumontitish campaign are in and being counted,
small measure of the success of this
lendid merchandising program must be
Id at the door of Arthur A. Lee, vicejesident and general manager of Gaumontlitish in America. He had a big job to
I and did it splendidly, ably assisted by
li staff including George Weeks, general
|es manager, Jack Schlaifer, and Abe
laxman, who turned out the advertising
id publicity in both a workmanlike and
ftctacular manner. Gaumont-British tell
j they are here to stay. As we see it,
jsir future in America rests entirely upon
ie quality of pictures they send over.

Period for the Filing of
Objections Extended
to Nov. 28
Hearing on the Broadway Paramount reorganization plan and two
other Paramount matters were adjourned yesterday to Dec. 3 by Special Master John E. Joyce. Time of
filing objections to the Paramount
Broadway plan, which will be incorporated in theon proposed
reor(Continued
Page 3)

ROSENBLATT MAY HOLD
2 POSITIONS WITH NRA
By RICHARD
FILM
DAILY

H. CUNNINGHAM
Staff Correspondent

Washington — With his appointment to the post of co-ordinator of
compliance for NRA it is possible
that Sol A. Rosenblatt will continue
as Division Administrator to the
motion picture industry, according
to William P. Farnsworth, Deputy
Administrator. Farnsworth said
that reports making him successor
(Continued

on

Page

4)

Warners Set to Produce
Stage Plays on Broadway

SKOURAS, RANDFORGE
IN FOX MET. DEADLOCK

$700,000 Damages
Asked
in Action Involving
9 Houses vs. Erpi

Milton C. Weisman, as receiver
for Fox Theaters Corp., yesterday
filed
suit in Federal Court against
Bondholders of Fox Metropolitan
Tel. & Tel., Western Electric
Playhouses and the present opera- Amer.
tors, Skouras and Randforce, are and Erpi under the Sherman and
reported to be in a deadlock over Clayton anti-trust acts asking triple
certain conditions controlling the damages totaling $700,000. Weisman charges, through Louis Karafuture operation of the theaters. It
sik, special counsel, that Fox Theis understoodwishes
that the
ater Corp. sustained damages
committee
to bondholders'
reserve the
(Continued on Page 3)
(Continued on Page 3)

Weshner

to Handle Philly First-Runs;
Schlesinger Remains as Zone

Leonard Schlesinger is remaining
Warner theater zone manager in
Philadelphia while David (Skip)
Weshner, formerly zone manager in
Milwaukee, is switched to assume
charge of the circuit's first run
houses in the Philadelphia territory, (Continued
Joe Bernhard,
general
manon Page
4)

Howard Hughes Plans
Resuming Production
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

Manager

MONOGRAM BOOSTING
'35-36 LINEUP TO 52
Monogram Pictures plans to increase its 1935-36 schedule to 52
pictures, it was stated to The Film
Daily yesterday by W. Ray Johnston,(Continued
president, onon his
from
Pagereturn
2)

DAILY

Hollywood — Howard Hughes is Subsidy for Czech Houses
That the plans of Warners to
dickering for the old
produce stage plays on Broadway, reported
Metro
studios with a view to reusing primarily the Warner Theater
By Imposing Tax on Radio
suming
production activities. His
at 51st St., are near materializa- previous pictures
Prague — Adverse effects of radio
were
released
tion is indicated by consultations
on theaters has caused the governthrough United Artists.
(Continued on Page 4)
ment to order that a share of the
receipts (Continued
from radio
on license
Page 4) fees be

80% of Original Draft Retained
In New Kansas City Zoning Plan FOX WEST COAST
The Kansas City zoning and
Saxe Theaters Drop
schedule, drafted as a reSOLD FOR $17,000,000
Vaude for Dual Bills clearance
sult of an exhibitor meeting conMilwaukee, Wis. — Saxe Amuseducted under auspices of the Code
ment Management, Inc., has an- Authority in that city last Friday
nounced daily double feature pro- and approved by the territorial zongrams for its neighborhood houses
ing and clearance board at a session
here. The circuit had been spotting yesterday, resembles the plan origflesh, which it has dropped for the
inally
submitted qn
to Page
the 4)Authority
(Continued,
double bills.

Los Angeles — Fox West Coast
Theaters Corp., embracing about
125 houses, was sold yesterday to
the new National Theaters Corp.
for $17,000,000, by authorization of
E. E. Moss, referee in bankruptcy.
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Browne Sees Benefits
Monogram Boosting
'35-36 Lineup to 52
From Report on Booths
{Continued from Page 1)
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Confident that some lasting good
would result from the work of the
fact-finding commission on the
booth situation was expressed yesterday by George Browne, president of the I.A.T.S.E. and a mem
ber of the committee. The committee is still some distance from making definite recommendations, but it
is a fair and open-minded body and
proposes to make recommendations
that will effect some harmony between the three unions now in the
field, Browne said. The likelihood
of a merger between the three
unions is a remote possibility,
Browne said.

Ben S. Cohen Dies
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

Para. Signs Opera Find

DAILY

Hollywood — Ben S. Cohen, auditor for Warner Bros, and formerly
of the old Metro company, died yesterday of a heart attack.

Carl Crawford Dies
Boston — Carl Crawford, local
manager for First Division Exchanges, died yesterday.
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a tour of the company's exchanges.
The 52 pictures will probably include two series of westerns. For
the current season, Monogram is
producing 28 features including
eight westerns.
Monogram has already acquired
for next season production "Two
Years Before the Mast", by Wm.
Henry Dana; "The Spy," by Fenimore Cooper, and "Five Little Peppers," by Margaret
Sidney.conditions
Johnston
said he found
decidedly improved in all territories.
"Girl of the Limberlost," received
a very
ever gratifying
shown, he said.reception wher-

Helen Jepson, who is being hailed
as the "wonder girl" of the Metropolitan Opera Co., has been signed
by Paramount to a long-term contract and will report to the studio
in April. Meanwhile she will appear with Lawrence Tibbett on the
Metropolitan stage in "The Pasha's
Garden" on Jan. 24. She also is
under contract with Paul Whiteman
on the radio.

Dignitaries for "Battle" Premiere
American premiere of Leon GarGeneral Register Biz Jumps
Battle" at the CriA decided spurt in business in ganoff'sterion "The
on Thursday will be attendthe last several weeks is reported
ed by dignitaries from the foreign
by General Register Corp. The com- legations at Washington. Garganoff
pany has just completed installa- who came over from France to
tions of ticket registers in 26 the- launch the opening here, has proaters, as follows: Ardmore, Ardduced his first picture in both French
more, Pa.; Broadway, Charlotte: and English,
using the same cast
Clark, Oakland Square and Para- in both versions. Merle Oberon and
dise, Chicago; De Lux, Woodside
are starred. An inL. I.; Dorset and Lyric, Manhattan; Charles Boyer
vitation preview of the picture will
Earle, Philadelphia; Gates, Brook- be held at 4 P. M. today in the
lyn; Gateway, Kenosha; Jose, San Waldorf-Astoria.
Jose, Cal.; Lyric, Emporia; New
Family, Batavia, N. Y.; Paramount.
Warners
Sign English Actor
Newport, R. I.; Paramount, Texarkana; Ritz, Gladewater, Tex.; Roxie West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
East Syracuse; Roxy, Logansport
Hollywood - — Warners announce
Ind.; Roxy, Ponca City, Okla.; the signing of Errol Flynn, current
Saenger, Mobile; Strand, Portland. English stage sensation, to a longMe.; Majestic, Jackson, Miss.; New term screen contract. Flynn, who
Main, Lafayette, Ind.; Unique, Spo- was given a screen test by Irving
kane, and War, War, W. Va.
Asher, in charge of the Warner
Teddington studios, is expected to
arrive at the Warner studios shortWillard Mack Dead
ly after the first of the year.
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Willard Mack, actorOntario Legion to Issue Lists
playwright-director, lately working
Toronto — A "white list" of films
on the Columbia lot on "Call to
by the Legion of DeArms,"of died
Sunday
night Heat was
his will be cencyissued
in its campaign just inauguhome
a heart
attack.
rated in Ontario. Pictures not inabout 57 years old and for years
cluded in these approved lists are
was a leading figure in the legitimate theater field.
to be avoided by the church adherents, and direct assault on objectionable films is to be made from
the pulpits and by radio.
Court Signs Radio City Lease
Federal Judge William Bondy
Lanny Ross Guest Star
yesterday signed, without a hearing,
Lanny Ross, Paramount player
the agreement arranged by Rockefeller Center Inc., RCA and RKO featured in "College Rhythm,"
for the rental of the Radio City which opens Friday at the New
Music Hall. The agreement, made York Paramount, will be guest radio
public Nov. 6. calls for an annual star Saturday at 9 p. m. on the
City Party" Hour, over
rental of $700,000 and is retroac- "Radio
WJZ.
tive to Sept. 1, 1934.

.oming an

dG

FAY WRAY arrives in New York today fro,
Hollywood en route to London to appear I
"Alias Bulldog Drummond" for Gaumont-Brij
ish
She sails tomorrow on the Washington.
]
RICHARD
BENNETT
is en route to Englai
on

the

Champlain.

From

London

he

plans |V-

go to Lisbon,
then
to Russia
to act in "Hll
Who Gets Slapped," and then to India.
NOEL COWARD arrived in New York yestei
consin.
day after a visit with the Alfred Lunts in WB
GEORGE O'BRIEN and MARGUERITE CHUI
CHILL arrive in New York today from abroa
on the Paris, which also brings ANDRE BEK
LEY, French film actor; JACK VITION, direci"
tor; ERROL FLYNN and LOUIS HAYWARlT
screen players, and the previously report*
MERLE OBERON, LILI DAMITA, CONSTANC
CUMMINGS and NATALIE PALEY. The Majtf
tic, also arriving today, brings GEOrT
ARLISS and JOSEPH
M. SCHENCK.
JAMES DERMODY, eastern division manaaL
for Universal, has returned to Boston from JBr
bany and New
Haven.
JULES
CHAPMAN
and
CHARLES
ROSEljr
ZWEIG
of First Division
went
to Washingto
after a Boston
sojourn
last week.
JOSEPH McCONVILLE
York
from
Boston.
EN

has returned to N*

GEORGE J. SCHAEFER and EDWARD
are back from
Kansas City.

GOLlh

MEYER FINE, MAX LEFKOWITZ and HEB§e
GREENBLADT arrived from Cleveland yestenlr.

day-

Ik

BEN BERNIE returns to Hollywood tod*] £
to resume his Paramount screen career |K!
"One Night Stand" under the direction ill
Alfred Werker. While in Hollywood he wt« ,
continue his broadcasts

each Tuesday

night,

I*

B

New

Incorporations
NEW

YORK

Whiteway Enterprises, Inc., Manhattan. Thvijia
atricals, motion and sound pictures; capital, iji a
shares. Shareholders: Julian T. Abeles, Leopoj <
Bleich and William Lieber.
Globe Theater Productions,
Limited,
Manha.
tan.
Operation of theaters of all kinds:
Caj
ital,
$20,000.
Stockholders:
Winfield
Adams, Mark T. Nielsen and Earl H. Gale.
Omnichrome Corp., Manhattan. Motion pic
tures; capital, $50,000. Stockholders: Marsha
H. Rosett, Joseph
Kaplan and Rose Eskin.
Ajax Pictures Corp., New York. Motia
pictures; capital, 100 shares of stock. Share
holders: R. M. Savini, J. F. Thomson and Job:
Michaelson.

Peter Dixon and Associates, Inc., Manhatta
Amusements generally; capital, $20,000. Stoc
holders: Peter Dixon, Reuben Caiden and Ma rajorie Morrow.
Damar Enterprises, Inc., Manhattan. Book
ing of actors and dancers; capital, $10,00
Stockholders: Joseph G. Rudnick, Joseph J
Mintzes
and
Pauline
Osdin.
Sanglo
Operating
Co.,
Inc.,
Kings
CountyU
Theatrical
and
motion
picture
business;
cap>
ital,
$1,000.
Stockholders:
Dorothy
Step
Bess Kaufman
and Rita Davidson.
Waldo

Zimmerman,

Inc.,

Motion
pictures;
capital,
100
holders:
Margaret
C. Cowley,
and Dorothea
Henninger.

New

York

shares.
Edna
B.

Cityl
Share' Sf
Gougl

Leo Birinski, Inc., Manhattan. To opera!
theaters; capital, 150 shares. Shareholders
Leo Birinski, Anna Deel and Rosario G. Redes
Family Pictures, Inc., New York City. Mo
tion pictures; capital, 100 shares. Sharehold
ers: Margaret McMullen, Margaret Tully am
Virginia Walker.
Mac-Alt Amusement Corp., Buffalo. Theater
of all kinds; capital, 200 shares of stock
Shareholders:
McGrane, V. O. Schenc'
cnburger and James
G. C. L.
Warsitz.

i
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FOX THEAS. SUE ERPI
OVER SOUND CHARGES

>AR. B'WAY HEARING
ADJOURNED TO DEC. 3

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

inization plan, has been extended
Nov. 28. The other matters adurned were the hearings on the
Hied Owners rent claim and the
of the company's
I examinations
resent
officers and employes.

kouras and Randforce
in Fox Met. Deadlock
(Continued -from Page 1)

ght to sell the theaters at the end
: one year's working of the proved reorganization plan now being
•epared. A meeting of the comittee was called for yesterday but
as postponed until tomorrow withit convening. Reason for the postbnement as given to the Film
aily by one of the attorneys was
ack of a quorum."

Cleveland Chatter
Cleveland — M. M. Jacobs, local
;torney, has purchased the Rex
leater from Mr. and Mrs. Dominic
rillo. Three changes a week is
le new policy.
G. W. Erdmann, business mans' Association,
Exhibitor
Lefkowich
Max
Horwitz,
:. B.ner of the
_eyer Fine and Paul Gusdanovic
ere among those who went to Coimbus for the opening session of
le legislature.
Marvin Samuelson has been transjrred from the Warner Uptown to
le downtown Hippodrome as assisint manager. Pending the convaljcence of Manager William Wat>n, Samuelson is acting manager
Holbrook C. Bissell, local Columa branch manager, announces that
2 has closed contracts for the 1934with all of the local raa> product
>r
independent circuits.
Herbert Greenblatt, RKO branch
"The Gay Dilanager, reports that
jrcee" was held over for an n ex-it
uded run in every situatio
tayed in this territory.
Ralph Redman, formerly of Cleve-.nd, and for the past two years
aerating his own theater at Arlmg>n Heights, Chicago suburb, is
ack as manager of the Memphis
circuit
Theaters
Associated
Sunday Shows Upheld
Washington, Pa.— An ordinance
a prohibirhich would have placed
ve fine on theaters operating on
three to
down
voted
was
unday
Church inne by the city council.
srests sponsored the measure.

Last Word in Credits
The frequently voiced complaint about
over-length of the screen credits list
doesn't worry the British producers. In
listing the costumers for "The Private
Life of Don Juan," London Films production starring Douglas Fairbanks, not
only do they include the name, but
also the street and number.

• • • IT LOOKS like a plant but it is one of those
rare time
coincidences
happen
about
once yesterday
in a showman's about
lifewe ran that
a squib
in the
kolyum
this expedition pix with Phillips Lord, known to radio fans as
Seth Parker
roaming around the world on his own sailing
schooner
F. Herrick Herrick, who directed the adventure
feature
is back in New York cutting the pix, while Lord
continued his journey around the world
that's all in order
and nothing to get excited about
now look what happens.

•
•
• THE VERY next day
meaning yesterday
the front pages of the newspapers carried the stark drama of
the death of a man and woman on one of the Galapagos Islands
in the South Seas
apparently having died of thirst on an
island where there was no water
now get this
just
two weeks ago Lord in his Seth Parker radio broadcast
told all about these expatriates who had deserted civilization
to live life in the raw
for his expedition had stopped at
the Islands for weeks
and some of the shots in the feature Herrick brought back are of this very island
and
that's only half the yarn
carry on
g-r-r-r-r
it grows exciting

• •
• IT SEEMS that down there in the Galapagos when
Lord visited
the disappearance of the man and woman
was the big topic of conversation
and it was hinted strongly that they had been done away with
and Lord in his
radio broadcast two weeks ago worked out a hypothetical case
of how this man and woman met a violent death through jealousy of another man
so today's papers will probably carry
the murder mystery angle
for the reporters suddenly got
wind of Lord's inside track on this story
and the wireless
messages to his ship were being sent all day
and Lord
has turned his ship about and set sail for the island
to
do some detective work
and mebbe you think Mister Herrick is all upset over this gratuitous ballyhoo being dumped in
his lap for his Galapagos Islands pix
sure he's upset
with joy
it doesn't take much more than this to put any
picture over
T
T
▼
• •
• WHAT REALLY happened to the celebrated Florodora Boys ?
much has been said and written about the
final disposal of the Florodora Girls
but at the present
writing nary a word about the men of that famous double
sextette
the solution will be found in the Lambs 60th Anniversary Public Gambol
at the Waldorf-Astoria on Dec. 8
Frank Crumit, collie of the Lambs, states that a novel
feature on the program will tell the story

through overcharges and exactions
made by the defendants in supplying service and repairs to sound recording apparatus at nine theaters
as a result of the defendants' alleged monopoly in the business of
supplying sound recording and reproducing equipment. The theaters
involved are the Academy of Music,
Audubon, Crotona, Ridgewood and
Savoy, all in New York City; Fox,
Atlanta; Fox, Washington, D. C.
and Liberty, Elizabeth, N. J.
Weisman alleges that large quanties of additional and renewal parts
and assembled parts were sold to
the theaters at prices greatly in excess of the prices for similar parts
in the open market. He charges
further that the weekly charge for
inspection
an "extortionate exactionservice
wholly isdisproportionate
to the rendition of inspection services" and that the inspectors "condemn parts which are useful and
serviceable." Excessive initial cost
of
equipment installation also is
claimed.
It is understood that a number of
additional suits will be filed against
Amer. Tel. & Tel., Western Electric
and Erpi within a few days.

Cincinnati Squibs
Cincinnati — Herbert McGinnis,
manager of the Park Hall Theater,
was gagged and robbed of $200 by
thugs last week.
Majestic is reported to have taken
over the Cincinnati franchise for
Majestic Pictures from Morris SeGeorge
Roberts of Fox is laid up
with
the grippe.
Erwin Bock,
manager
of the
Grand, becomes a benedict next
week.
gal.William Oney of Monogram reterritory.
ports a healthy
in box-office
receipts forincrease
the midwesterr
Fire Destroys Salt Lake Hipp
Salt Lake City — Fire Sunday
night razed the old Hippodrome.
An
audience and a burlesque troupe had
just vacated the building.

•
•
• A SECOND
four-week booking on Broadway for
"La Cucaracha"
the famous Technicolor short that made
film history
after playing four weeks at the Roxy
it now goes into the Bijou on Wednesday for another quadruple
run
The school
Radio teachers
pix, "Grand
Old Girl"
has been dedicated to the
of America
swell
but

Reopened After Four Years
Newark, 0. — After being dark
four years, the New Arcade has
been reopened by Clark C. Rader.

will the teachers cheer that "grand old girl" stuff?
after all, even school teachers have their feelings
We love
that one Harry Hershfield told at the AMPA
about the
guy who was persuaded against his will to see his first opera
instead of his usual diet of burlesque
his pal took him to
see "Carmen"
"What do you think of it?" asked the pal
on the way out
"Great! Swell!" says the mug. "I'll even
go further. I'll go on record and prophecy it'll be a hit!"

Albany, Cal. — New $50,000 theater
now being built here by Phil Frease will
have a neon illuminated tower, which
will act as a beacon for planes, as

«

€<

«

»

»

»

Plane

Beacon

for Theater

well as an ultra-modern nursery especially equipped with toys, cribs and devices for taking care of infants.
Frease also has houses in Redwood City
and
Watsonville.
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EXPECT BUDGET DATA.
WITHIN NEXT 10 DAY

NEW ZONING SCHEDULE
DRAFTED AT K.G. MEET
(Continued from Page 1)

to the extent of 80 per cent, it was
declared at the code headquarters
yesterday. The plan will be submitted to the Authority at its session Thursday. Drafting of the new
version, which is based on admission prices, was aided by George J.
Schaefer, Edward Golden, both
members of the Authority, and Tyree Dillard, attorney connected with
the Authority, all of whom were
back in New York yesterday following their trip to Kansas City.

Warners Set to Produce
Stage Plays on Broadway
(Continued from Page 1)

held lately between the company s
and Actors' Equity.
representatives
This venture is in addition to the
financial backing for "Calling All
Stars", the Lew Brown revue coming to the Hollywood.

Subsidy for Czech Houses
Tax on Radio
By Imposing
(Continued from Page 1)

Lakeland, Fla. — The SparksTalley-Garner Theater interests are
to take over the management of the
Bartow theater. This house was
formerly operated by the Gore circuit of Tampa. O. G. Finley, former manager of the Victory theater
in
Tampa,
is manager.
Lincoln, Neb. — All regular doormen for the six Lincoln Theaters
Hartford, Conn.— The Daly, forCorp. houses here were jumped to
merly the Liberty, has been opened
house managers under a new setup
the new firm of Daly and Lorenzo.
made by Jerry Zigmond, city man- by
ager. New house bosses are Paul
Calhoun, Lincoln; Vernon Nelson,
Saybrook, Conn. — John Glackin,
Stuart; Phil Garvey, Orpheum; Bill
Lindeman, Liberty; Will Knight, who formerly operated the Casino
Colonial, and Bill Pieper, Sun. Ike in Sound View, may open the Town
Hall here for flickers.
Hoig, former assistant in exploitation, is top kick for the group.
Pascohe, R. I. — Meyer Stanzler
has reopened the Music Hall for
Brockton, R. I.— The Strand, an films.
M. & P.-Publix house, is expected
to be reopened.
St. Petersburg, Fla. — The Pheil
theater, Sparks house closed for
Tampa, Fla. — Sparks Theaters, several months, is being reopened.
Inc., is building a new theater at Myron Booth is manager.
Nebraska and Forest Aves.

Lake City, Fla.— L. V. Goodbread,
manager and part owner of the New
Grand, has sold his interest in the
playhouse to Milton H. Kress of
Tampa, who will take over the active management.

York, Neb. — Ross Lebart, manager of the Rialto, withdrew from
business
and closed the house when
turned over to the theaters. Broada
lease
held by the General Theacasting in Czechoslovakia is a moters Corp. became effective last
nopoly operated by a company in
week. This brings to an end the
which the government holds a ma- price war which has been on bejority interest. There is a monthly
fee on each receiving set.
tween Lebart and Harry Weinberg's
houses, York and Sun.
"Gentlemen Are Born" Opens Wed.
Warners' "Gentlemen Are Born"
opens at the New York Strand Wednesday evening. It features Franchot Tone, Jean Muir, Margaret
Ross AlexLindsay,
ander andAnn
Nick Dvorak,
Foran.

"Forty bottles of sweet milk and
15 bottles of buttermilk are served in
the
RKO studio
RADIO. commissary

every day." —

Hollywood, Fla. — After considerable improvement, the Hollywood
theater
is again open. Paul Robinson is manager.

Within 10 days, Executive Sed
retary John C. Flinn of the Con
Authority expects to have receivi
code assessment data from produj
ers and distributors under the schel
ule approved by the Research an
Planning Division of the Nation!
Recovery Industrial Board. Copil
of the schedule, together with af
fidavits in which producer and dig
tributor company executives mal
statements as to the classification 1
mediately.
their firms, go into the mails imi
Assessments cover the year be
tween Jan. 1, 1934, and Jan. 1
1935. Total amount of $180,000 i
to
be raised from producers and dj|
tributors.
Bills are being mailed to 9,0®
axhibitors by Flinn to cover thqp
assessments for the second half o
he code year.

Weshner's Shift to Philly
Doesn't(Continued
Affectfrom Schlesinga
Page 1)

ager of the Warner operations, ten
The Film Daily yesterday.
Bernhard emphatically denied
Lincoln, Neb. — Martin B. Cooper- published report that Weshner ■
smith has been appointed assistant becoming Philadelphia zone mat
to E. A. Patchen of the Lincoln ager. He stated that the sevl
Theaters Corp. exploitation depart- houses in the Milwaukee zone vm
ment.
be consolidated with the Chica*
zone theaters supervised by Jama
Grand Rapids, Mich.— The StockLima, O. — Ad Ritzier, who form- Coston. Weshner takes over opeif
ing theater has announced a new
erly operated the Sigma, has re- tion of six houses in Philadelphp
policy of 15 cents straight at all
turned from John Hopkins Hos- under the new assignment.
pital where he underwent a serious
times, playing both double features
and singles.
operation.

McLeod Defends Block Booking
New Orleans — "I'm not entirely
sold that block booking is not a
Youngstown Hipp Dark Again
thing," H. S. McLeod, presiYoungstown — After two weeks of good dent
of the Gulf States Theater
vaudeville and films under the manOwners'
told the Better Films
agement of Arnold Minkey of Chi- CommitteeAss'n
last week in a lecture
cago, the Hippodrome is dark again. explaining block booking and blind
The policy didn't take.
buying. "Elimination of block booking might mean a man could buy
1,000-Watt 16mm. Projector
a single picture and play it in an
A 1,000-watt 16mm. projector empty store with portable equipwith a fast Cooke 2-inch Fl. 65 lens
ment," McLeod said.
has just been put out by Bell &
Howell. It is called the Filmo 1000
New House for Norwalk, O.
Watt Model 130.
Norwalk, O. — Jerry Steel of the
Appollo theater, Oberlin, and William Selman, film salesman formerly
with United Artists, are planning
to build a de luxe theater here.
Fred Clary, formerly assistant manager of the Publix auditorium
Cleveland, and prior to that with
the Loew organization, is slated to
be manager.
AS
SEEN
»Y
THE PRESS
AGENT
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Give Free Movies to Draw
Nashville, Mich. — Free
are being shown here each
day afternoon and evening
sponsorship of business men
ing to attract rural trade.

Trade
movies
Saturunder
desir-

Mixed Policy for Richmond House
Richmond, Va. — A legit attraction
Lenore Ulric in "Pagan Lady," will
be the first attraction at the Lyric,
formerly Keith- Albee playhouse,
when it reopens Thanksgiving week
under new management. Concerts
and films also will be booked into
the house. Col. Robert T. Barton
Jr. is president of the Lyric Theater Corp., which now controls the
theater.

Rosenblatt May Hold
2 Positions with NRAj
(Continued from Page 1)

to
Rosenblatt were "slightly premq
today.
ture." Farnsworth also indicate):
that he might have a statemeffl
Rosenblatt's appointment to h
new post was announced by S. Clajj
Williams, NRA board chairman. A
G. McKnight, NRA litigation direfl
tor, and L. J. Martin, chief of tfr
compliance division, will be asst
ciated with Rosenblatt in his net

U. S. Films in Germany Decline
Berlin — A decline in American
film imports in Germany is shown post.
by the report for the first three
months of the 1934-35 season, revealing only six pictures from the
U. S. compared with 32 admitted the
previous year. The drastic difference
is said to be due chiefly to a bunching of the American product in that
period last year.

SUNSHIN€

Roy Rowe in New Theater Post
Washington, Pa. — Roy Rowe, for
some time manager of Warners'
theater in Pittsburgh, is now city
manager
ters here. of the two Warner thea-

"Kid Millions" sets new 4-year opening day record at Rivoli.

IT'S ON
THE WAY
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"LOTS":

A TITTLE" from HOLLYWOOD

By RALPH WILK
CAM MINTZ has been signed by
Warners to write the screen play
of "Haircut," a Ring Lardner yarn.
Mintz wrote the screen adaptation
of "Skippy."
T

T

T

Buster Keaton,

recently returned

Starts

from

er from an original story by Marty
Brooks. The cast includes Robert
Taylor, Richard Tucker, Jean Chatburn, George Livingston, Shirley
Ross, James Ellison, Linda Parker
George Irving, Walda Mabsfield and
others.

Next Week

Europe, resumes

activity for Educational

next week when the deadpan comic's first two-reeler of the season goes before the
cameras. The adaptation of the story, specially written for Keaton, is now being
completed. Charles Lamont, ace comedy director, has been given the directorial assignment. E. H. Allen, in charge of Educational's west coast production, is now
ing final casting arrangements.

mak-

▼

T

Fox producer B. G. DeSylva,
whose contract officially started Nov.
1, has already set three of the four
pictures he is to make for the company during the coming 12 months.
His selections include "The Little
Colonel," Shirley Temple vehicle;
"The Torch Bearers," adaptation of
the George Kellv plav. and "Nymph
Errant," in which Alice Faye will
depict the title role.
T

Buster Keaton

W

Paul Muni's latest First National
starring picture, "Black Hell," has
a larger cast of principals than the
star's "I Am a Fugitive from a
Chain Gang," which held the studio
record for size of cast with 2S featured players listed on the roster.
Appearing in support of Muni in
"Black Hell" are Karen Morley,
William Gargan, Barton MacLane,
Tully Marshall, J. Carroll Naish, Joe
Crehan, Sarah Padden, Mae Marsh,
Effie Ellser, Akim Tamiroff, Wade
Boteler, Ward Bond, Floyd Shackelford, Pat Moriarity, Bobby Nelson,
Wally Albright, Dorothy Gray,
George Pat Collins, Jack Bleifer.
Charles Wilson, Vince Barnett, John
Qualen, Selmer Jackson, Egon
Brecher, June Ebberling, George
Offerman, Jr., Mickey Rentschler,
Edith Fellows and Pedro Regan.
Michael Curtiz is directing from the
screen play by Carl Erickson and
Abem Finkel.

T

»

Clyde Bruckman and Raymond
McCarey, comedy directors, were
engaged last week by Columbia to
take charge of the next two short
features in which Howard, Fine &
Howard will appear.

▼

Lilian Harvey is expected to reGeorge Kann has been made proturn to England in February on a
duction manager for Pioneer Pictures, the John Hay Whitney unit year's contract to make three pictures. Harry Edington arranged
which will make pictures with the
new Technicolor process at the RKO the deal.
Alfred James, William Buress and Pathe Studios for RKO release. Ray
▼ ▼
▼
Lew Kelly have been added to the Rennahan, chief cameraman for
Helen Lowell has been added to
cast of "The County Chairman," Technicolor, will be in charge of the the cast of Warners' "Living on
Will Rogers' latest Fox starring ve- camera crew on the first picture. Velvet," in which she joins Kay
hicle adapted from the play of the
Sharp," starring Miriam Francis, George Brent, Warren Wilsame name by George Ade. John "Becky
Hopkins.
liam and Russell Hicks. Frank BorBlystone is directing.
T
T
T
zage directs.
▼ ▼ ▼
▼ ▼
▼
Our Passing Show: David SelzLloyd Corrigan has been assigned nick, J. Walter Ruben, John Far"Buried Loot" has been selected
as
the
final
title
for
the
first of the
row, Carey Wilson, M. Gore at preto direct "Puzzle of the Pepper
view of "The President Vanishes." "Crime Doesn't Pay" series recentTree" by RKO Radio. James GleaT
T
T
son, Edna May Oliver, Gregory
ly completed at M-G-M studios, acRatoff and Gene Lockhart are to
cording to Harry Rapf, producer.
"Bachelor of Arts," directed by
appear in this mystery comedy.
Louis King, for Fox, was enthusias- George Seitz directed the two-reelYOU MUST

e.. _- I'M DOING

/
^PRETTY

WELL-

▼

The story
"Otchi
Russian
gypsyof love
song,Tchornya,"
is being
made into a short at M-G-M. Production of the novelty, which is to
be released under the title of "Dark
Eyes," started last week with Josef
Berne directing. Berne, in collaboration with Richard Goldstone, also
wrote the screen story for the Technicolor subject, which is the second
of the new series of "musical
classics" being produced by Harry
Rapf. Mary Jo Mathews, recently
signed by M-G-M, heads the cast,
which includes Don Mario Alvarez
of the radio, Maria Montero, gypsy
dancer; Ilia Khmara, baritone from
the Moscow Art Theater, and a
galaxy of gysy
▼ musicians.
▼
▼

tically received when previewed at
Howard Green has been borrowed
the United Artists theater, Long
from Paramount by RKO Radio to Beach.
write the screen treatment for "Star
T
T
T
at
The first picture Felix Young will
ell. Midnight," starring William Powsupervise for RKO will be a mu▼ ▼ ▼
sical production, as yet untitled.
Forrester Harvey, featured on
stage and screen, has been added to Bradford Ropes, who wrote "42nd
the cast which Columbia is assem- Street," for Warner Bros., has arrived from New York to work on
bling to support Edmund Lowe and
the script.
Jack Holt in "The Depths Below,"
being directed by Erie Kenton.
T
T
▼ V T
Harry JoeTBrown,
Het
Manheim.
Harold Miles, illustrator, has been Ralph Murphy and Barney Sarecky,
signed by RKO Radio as assistant former Syracuse University students, arranged for a direct wire to
to Dan Grossbeck, for art work on
give them a play-by-play account of
Merian C. Cooper's
"She."
▼ ▼
▼
the Syracuse-Colgate game.
T
T
T
Frank Reicher and Fredrik Vogeding are the latest additions to the
Henry King will start the direcof "One More Spring," at Fox,
cast being assembled for Columbia's this tion
week.
"Mills of the Gods," starring May
T
T
T
Robson, now in work under the direction of Roy William Neill.
Mark this down for future refer▼ TV
ence. Rosalind Russell, a newcomer
Ann Sothern has been signed by from the New York stage, has a
Darryl F. Zanuck to appear with bright future in pictures. She scored
Maurice Chevalier and Merle Oberon in "The President Vanishes," just
in the 20th Century production, previewed, and will play Dale, "the
"Folies Bergere de Paris," which will other woman," in "West Point of the
go before the cameras in two weeks Air," which Richard Rosson is diunder the direction of Roy Del Ruth.
recting for M-G-M.
T ▼ ▼
T

▼

▼

▼

Spiking rumors that he planned
to move his organization, Walter
Wanger has announced a new arrangement with the Electrical Products Corp., which will keep him at
the General Service Studios until he
completes
his current
production
schedule of six films for Paramount
release.
The first film, "The Presi- 1
dent Vanishes," has been previewed I
and is soon to be released.
Of the
remaining five, arrangements have
been completed for four, to be filmed
in the order
named:
"Private
Worlds,"
"Vogue of '
1935" and "Clipper
"PeacockShip,"
Feather."

▼

▼

▼

Lynn Starling has been signed by
Walter Wanger to write the screen
play and dialogue for "Private

▼

▼

▼

Cole Porter is writing the songs
for "Folies Bergere de Paris," 20th
Worlds." production.
Century
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"MARIE GALANTE"
with

Spencer Tracy, Ketti Gallian,
Ned Sparks
Fox
88 mins.
FAIRLY ENJOYABLE SPY DRAMA IN
PANAMA CANAL SETTING MAKES ACEPTABLE POP FARE.
Barring a few rather glaring implausibilities, this is a generally suspenseful and
jntertaining mystery about international inrigue involving an attempt to blow up the
Panama Canal when the American fleet
is passing through. Ketti Gallian, a French
girl who landed in the Canal Zone and
Decomes a night club entertainer after es:aping from a ship which shanghaied her
From her native land, attracts suspicion of
jeing a spy and becomes entangled in a
;ood deal of excitement before the real
>lotter is trapped by Spencer Tracy on a
tip from Ketti, whom he had befriended
ind with whom he has struck up a ro■nance. Miss Gallian, a newcomer to the
screen in this counry, shapes up as a good
set, although the present story doesn't do
her full justice. The direction by Henry
King gets the most out of the action, and
»mong the more interesting performances,
in addition to Miss Gallian and Spencer,
ire those of Ned Sparks as the night club
operator, Siegfried Rumann as the villain,
Leslie Fenton as a Japanese emissary, Helen
Morgan, Stepin Fetchit, Robert Loraine and
Arthur Byron.
Cast: Spencer Tracy,
fjparks, Helen Morgan,
.eslie Fenton, Arthur
aine, Jay C. Flippen,

Ketti Gallian, Ned
Siegfried Rumann
Byron, Robert LcFrank Darien, Tito

~oral, Stepin Fetchit.
Director, Henry King; Author, JaccniPc
Deval; Screen Play, Reginald Berkeley
Cameraman, John Seitz Recording Engileer, Eugene Grossman.
Direction,

Good

Photography,

1S&H
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Good.

FOREIGN
"WALTZ TIME IN VIENNA," in Geran, with English titles; produced by
Suenther Stapenhorst for Ufa; directed
>y Ludwig Berger; with Renate Mueller,
A/illy Fritsch, Paul Hoerbiger, Rose Bartony, Adolf Wohlbrueck, Hanna Waag.
*t al. Distributed by Ufa. At the 55th
it. Playhouse.
Delightful operetta depicting a "waltz
/ar" between Johann Strauss and Joseph
.anner supposed to have taken place in
fhe Vienna musical world of 1843, and
[ilso including a romantic story in which
(i young queen and a prince are brought
together by the Vienna waltz. Gay music,
!i colorful court background, excellent cast
|md lively direction make the production
»ne of the most enjoyable to come out
:if the continental studios in a long while.
I "MADAME BOVARY," in French, with
jnglish titles; produced by NSF; directed
jy Jean Renoir; with Valentine Tessier,
,'ierre Renoir, Max Dearly, Daniel Lecourois, Fernand Fabre, et al. Distributed by
John S. Tapernoux. At the Acme Theater.
1 Though handled in a somewhat old-fashpned style, this screen production of the
amous Gustave Flaubert novel is a fairly
ntertaining affair, appealing chiefly to
hose who are interested in the French
inema.
The cast is good and the director

Tay Garnett to Shed Nautical Epaulets
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — After directing M-G-M's "China Seas," starring Jean Harlow and Clark
Gable, Tay Garnett says he will have no more to do with sea stories, fo- a long while
at least. Two-thirds of the films megaphoned by Garnett have dealt in part or in
whole with the water. Among them were "One Way Passage," "SOS Iceberg,"
"Destination Unknown" and others. As a result he has become known as the master
of sea stories. But he vows to become a landlubber for his next picture, based on
"Man Laughs Back," a novel being published in a few weeks by Macaulay. Garnett
knows this story won't take him to sea — because he wrote it himself.
has done
a moderately
efficient job in
putting the tragic romance on the screen.
"EL COMPADRE MENDOZA," in Spanish; produced by Aguila; directed by Fernando Fuentes; with Alfredo del Diestro,
Carmen Guerrero, Antonio Frausto, Luis G.
Barreiro, et al. At the Teatro Campoamor.
Well-made Mexican production with
good performance by Carmen Guerrero as
an elderly ranch owner's wife who is loved
by a young man. There is a revolutionary
background to the story, which is in a
tragic vein.

SHORTS

Genevieve
Tobin in Smashup
Montecito, Cal. — Genevieve Tobin
received a fractured shoulder and
various cuts and bruises in an auto
-mashup here Sunday. Her mother
ilso was slightly injured.
Brandt Opening Bronx House
Harry Brandt has formed the Stefan Trading Corp., to operate the
Arcadia, 827 Westchester Ave., the
Bronx, which he is opening about
Dec. 1.
M. P. Salesmen's Party Dec. 31
The Motion Picture Salesmen,
Inc., is planning its annual New
Year's
party for Dec. 31 at the Astor.

Allied Theater Owners of New Jer1 P. seyM.meeting, Hotel Lincoln, New York.

Nov. 21 : General meeting of Cleveland Motion Picture Exhibitors' Ass'n to discuss
admission price situation, Cleveland.
Nov. 25: First Dinner-Dance-Show of the Independent Exhibitors of Eastern Pa., Southford. ern N. J. and Del., Hotel Bellevue-Strat-

Nov. 28: Screen Actors' Guild ball, Biltmore
Bowl, Hollywood.

Al Novitsky in Richmond
Richmond, Va. — Al Novitsky has
been transferred by Wilmer & Vincent from the State, Reading, Pa.
O'Brien.
to
manage the Colonial here under
the district managership of Frank

Dec. 1: Universal Pictures' Annual DinnerDance, Hotel Astor, New York.
Dec. 5: Warner Club's Second Annual Banquet and Movie Ball, Club, Schenectady,
N. Y.
Dec. 8: Sixtieth Anniversary Dinner and Ball
of The Lambs, Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, New
York.
Dec. 9-10: Theater Owners of North and
South Carolina 22nd annual convention.
Hotel Charlotte, Charlotte, N. C.

Charley Bowers and
Auer Leaves Hospital
Lowell Thomas
John
H. Auer was
discharged
Bowers Process Prods.
10 mins.
from the hospital yesterday.
Clever Novelty
Here is a very amusing novelty,
something' really unusual and sure
to click anywhere.
It depicts a
Lowell Thomas
"tall story" about
a metal-eating bird.
After an introductory bit in which Thomas appears, there is a short comedy
sequence dealing with how to get rid
->f junked autos, with the solution
Anally supplied when one of those
strange metal-eating birds is capured in Africa and brought over
here to do its work in the junk yard.
With the use of the Bowers process,
the various auto parts disappear in
magic fashion as the bird chews
away on them, and for a kick finale
the bird lays an egg that is hatched
;nto a flivver.
It's all very mysti"ying as well as comical.
WMCA Opens Chicago Office
American Broadcasting System
(WMCA), now a major network,
has opened a midwestern sales
office at 230 N. Michigan Ave.,
Chicago, it is announced by George
B. Storer, president.

Today:

Mainstreet Drops Prices
Kansas City — Failure of vaudeville to draw satisfactory business
has caused the Mainstreet to cut
admissions. New schedule is 25
cents to 1 P. M., 35 cents to 6 P.M.,
40 cents at night, and 10 cents for
kids at all times.

"It's a Bird"
with

» DATE BOOK«

Nov. 27: Allied Theater Owners of New Jersey meeting, Hotel
Lincoln,
New
York.
Nov. 28: Reception and Dance of the Brooklyn Unit of the Warner Club, Vitaphone
Studio, Brooklyn.

Dec. 10: Warner Bros, annual stockholders'
meeting, Wilmington.
Dal.
Dec. 20: A.M.P.A. Christmas Dinner. Hotel
Astor. New York.
Dec. Motion
31 : Annual
Year's
the
Picture New
Salesmen,
Inc.,Party
Hotel ofAstor,
New York.
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Author Discusses
Movie Esthethics
rjEW things are more boring
than the abstract discussion
of movie esthetics. I cannot tear
my hair because one director
insists that he sees everything
in angles. Nor lash myself into a frenzy because another
would eliminate all lines and
denude the woolly lamb to use
his fleece as a filter for the
camera lens. But I can be, and
frequently am, when forced to
consider the situation, concerned with what pictures might become were they under the gentle
guidance of what I admit at
the outset to be my inexperienced hand. I should like, for
instance, to see the Mona Lisa
smiling, and getting up and
walking away. Rather a long
way away. As matters
stand now, the drawings sketched by the Neanderthal man on
the walls of his cave are comparable to the static Mona Lisa.
Advancement, then, has come
with the mechanical devices
that make photos move. Why
not take the next obvious step
and have a superb artist produce moving paintings? I am,
however, informed by those
technicians who should know
their own business best that
such an idea is not yet practical because of the present
limitations on the reproduction
of color. Quite. But I do not
spurn black and white. I should
far rather have a good magazine picture in black and white
than the greatest masterpiece
badly reproduced in color. Black
and white is very dramatic.
And the basis of all films, like
that of all plays, is, or should
be, drama — a clash — actual conflict. Black and white. The
very words suggest conflict, the
battle of two immutable forces.
So I should have an Aubrey
Beardsley, or a Dore, to make
the drawings for a dramatization of, shall we say, Morte
d' Arthur. I should have music
by Stravinsky; a brittle crescendo of discord when lance
meets glinting lance upon the
field; gently flowing arpeggios
for the pastorals, a melodic
theme for each character which
should meet in harmony or discord as the characters meet
either in love or hate. At least
I should have an interesting
experiment.
— Beverly Nichols,
Author of "Evensong".

TOPICS

«

«

«

«

Says Radio Has Raised
National Film Tastes
"DADIO has obliterated the
hinterland, and a good motion picture — if it is good —
will be just as acceptable in
New York as in Chillicothe.
Years ago, it is true, a funny
story might have been forty
weeks old before it got to the
town where a comedian, traveling on the big-time vaudeville
circuit, finished his route. Today, by virtue of the radio, the
inhabitants of the smallest hamlet are not one minute behind
the country's largest cities. Motion picture audiences throughout the country are more intelligent, and boast a more highly
developed sense of humor than
many people connected with motion picture production are
wont to give them credit for.
According to our agreement
with Educational Pictures, we
are going to be able to combine our own ideas with those
of the studios' writers and directors, and our idea is not to
play down to a "twelve-yearold mentality" which we sincerely believe the public has outgrown. Romance and finance
are the two most important elements in the lives of most people living today, and these will
be as inherent in our screen
scripts as they are in our radio
scripts.
— Goodman Ace.

Vogue of Shakespeare Coming
Mady Christians Believes
'T'HE screen has definitely
turned to the classics, and
I confidently believe that the
next step will be a vogue of
Shakespeare in talking pictures. Pictures such as "David
Copperfield,"
"Treasure
and
other works
of this Island"
calibre
are definitely turning the audience minds to this class of work,
and there is no greater drama
than Shakespeare. Formerly
producers seem to have been
afraid he wasn't modern enough
— but if one examines his plays
one will see that the same dramatic principles are behind
them that rule plays of today.
Audiences, becoming accustomed to classics, again find costume pictures in favor, hence
the time element is no bar.
The recent visit to Hollywood
of Max Reinhardt and his production of "A Midsummer
Night's Dream" is another factor to influence the production
of Shakespeare in Hollywood
studios.
— Mady Christians.
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» » » » EXPLOITETTES
Teaser Ads
Build "Last Gentlemen"
"pOR
the opening 20th
of "The
Last
Gentleman,"
Century
production
at
Shea's
theater,
Jamestown, N. Y., Manager R.
C. Horning arranged a number
of merchant tie-ups which got
his attraction maximum coverage. Three days before the picture opened a display ad campaign started with a series of
teaser ads on "Can You Keep a
Secret?" This was followed by
175-line ads, and on the day
before the opening 200-line ads
were used in all local papers.
Prior to the ad campaign the
attraction received top space in
all amusement pages with feature stories and cuts of George
Arliss. Abrahamson - Bigelow,
a department store, used a 24 x
36 inch still display in a dress
window. Both the Sacks store
and Printz, two leading men's
shops, carried life-size cutouts of George Arliss with appropriate cards announcing the
opening
of
picture
Shea's.
The Sacks the
store
alsoat got
out
a 200-line co-operative ad in
which
a
photo
of
George
Arliss
dominated.
— Shea's. Jamestown, N. Y.

School Board Ties In
with "Barretts"
JN EXPLOITING
Barretts of Wimpole"TheStreet,"
Dick Ourry, manager of the
Ritz, Chillicothe, Mo., arranged
with the president of the school
board to permit all teachers to
announce the picture in all
classes of the high .school, as
well as in the Business College
theater, one of the largest in
the middle west. The night before the opening large cardboard arrows were tacked to all
telephone poles in the city with
copy on the picture; two days
in advance, the theater cashier
called all the women in the
city
film. to tell them about the new
— Ritz, Chillicothe, Mo.

Treasure Hunt Used in
"Treasure Island" Campaign
^DULTS
as wellto astake
children
were invited
part
in the treasure hunt conducted
by George Bailey, manager of
the New Carolina Theater, in
Wilmington, N. C, which was
part of Bailey's campaign on
M-G-M's "Treasure Island."
Each boy and girl participating received a pirate hat and a
gold candy coin. Twenty-five
dollars in money orders and
tickets were buried. Bailey was
assisted by an M-G-M exploiteer. The list of speakers
on the opening program of the
new theater included the Secretary of State, President of the
Chamber of Commerce, the
Mayor and other notables. The

«

«

«

result was editorials on the theater and the page. A coin contest in the city's largest drug
store, displays arranged with
Remington Arms, Baby Ruth
candy and the R. L. Stevenson
■— Newconsummated.
Carolina,
novel, also were
Wilmington, N. C.

Uses An Ad
As Herald for "Firebird"

A

VERY clever bit of campaigning was executed by
Manager Jack Wright of the
Palace, Taylor, Texas, to put
across "Firebird". Wide awake
manager Wright took the "challenge"
ad, and converted itpress
intosheet
a herald.
The
ad quoted a Hollywood trade

paper bird"
review
said general
"Firewas too which
good for
taste, and challenged local theatergoers to prove the critic
wrong in his analysis of popular taste. Wright reproduced
the ad with the local Taylor
slants and printed it as a broadside herald which was generally
distributed to splendid effect.
— Palace, Taylor, Tex.

Clubs Aid
Showing of "Barretts"

(~)NE
the ofopening
of week
"The before
Barretts
Wimpole Street" at the Stanley,
Utica, New York, Burt Leighton, manager, wrote to every
club and organization in the
city, asking them to post a
throwaway concerning the film
on their bulletin board. The
local radio station WIBX used
the "Barretts" record and the
station gave spot announcements several days before the
ing.
picture opened. Overhead cutouts were used inside the theater ten days before the open— Stanley, Utica, N. Y.

Direct Mail Campaign
for "Silver Strpak"
unusually
and comJ^KO
RADIO vigorous
is launching
an
prehensive direct-mail campaign
on "The Silver Streak," railroad drama which features the
famous Burlington Zephyr,
stream - lined Diesel - powered
train now in regular service on
the Omaha-Lincoln-Kansas City
run. Ten thousand two-color
posters designed to appeal to
railroad men are going to railway officials and department
heads from coast to coast, along
with a letter from Ned E. Depinet describing the picture. In
addition, a similar letter is going to 3,000 presidents of locals
of all the big railway unions.
The letter and reproductions of
the poster hibitors,
also circuit
goesofficials
to 5,000 and
exhouse managers.
—RKO Radio.

«

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Sixteen Years Old

Intimate in Character
Internationa! in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Local 306 Loses Fight Over 55 Discharged Men

CODE HAS FAILED ON ZONING, SAYS KUYKENDALL
-iterary Digest Exploiting Its Classified Reviews
Conducting Campaign
Exhibitors on New
Department

Inability to Establish
Clearance Schedules is
Decried

to

A direct-by-mail campaign to all
Lmerican exhibitors, outlining the
epartment of film reviews and the
ating method recently instituted by
'he "Literary Digest" in recognition
f "the tremendous public appeal of
otion pictures," is being conducted
y the publication this week. Under
le "Digest" review policy, outstandng films are given "AAAA" recommended films get "AAA", etc., with
star employed to designate picares suitable for kids. Many the-

A blast at the code because it
"has not resulted in establishing a
single maximum clearance and zonschedule issue
as yet"
is contained
the ing
current
of the
M.P.T.O.A.in
bulletin authored by President Ed
Kuykendall. Pointing out that probably more legal expense was incurred in drafting the zoning-clearance clause than any other in the

IKO STUDIO STARTING
9 FILMS IN DECEMBER

JOS. SGHENGK RETAINS
STAKE IN KORDA UNIT

code, minor
Kuykendall
declarescomplaints
that "a
few
individual
have been(Continued
disposedon of,
Pagebut
8) no gen-

(Continued on Page 9)
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Hollywood — RKO Radio studios
ill step up activity next month by
lacing nine pictures in production,
addition to "Roberta" and "Lad" which are to start later this
onth, B. B. Kahane announces,
he group(Continued
includeson "Becky
Page 9) Sharp,"

[eeting Nov. 25 to Start
Allied Unit in Vermont
|Montpelier, Vt. — Organization of
Allied unit in this state will of^ially get under way Nov. 25 at a
eeting to be held in the Montpelier
ivern. Regular officers will be
scted to renlace ap-join^es. Busi-

Al Lichtman, Vice-President and demon Sales Manager of United Artists, story-teller extraordinary,
broke into the business,
believe-it-or-not, as an actor.
In Ihose days, when doing six shows a
day, you were on the big time
This is the third of the "How
"Hap"
Hadley

They Started" series from the workshop

Court of Appeals Upholds ITOA
In Discharge of Local 306 Men
Fox West Coast Circuit
Now on Profitable Basis
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Fox West Coast Circuit, which was losing about $25,000 weekly when it went into bankruptcy in February, 1932, is now
aual Clause Test Case
a profitable basis, according to
In Philly Court Today on
counsel for the trustees. BankPhiladelphia — Morris Wolfe, at
ruptcy referee E. E. Moss on Monday authorized sale of the circuit,
rney well known in film circles,
J .11 represent distributors when the numbering more than 125 houses, to
National Theaters Corp., newly
l^ality of the anti-double feature
liuse in film contracts is tested to- formed unit, for $17,000,000, representing claims against F.W.C. which
|y in the U. S. District Court with
(Continued on Page 8)
(Continued on Page 8)

(Continued on Page 4)

of that versatile artist,

Joseph M. Schenck still retains
his interest in London Films, contrary to reports that he was selling
out, he said yesterday on his arrival from abroad. Douglas Fairbanks has sold his interest, Schenck
stated.
United (Continued
Artists onwill
release only
Page 8)

Paramount Giving Up
Criterion Property

Paramount trustees have decided
to take no further steps to protect
Reversing the lower courts, the their equity in the Seneca Holding:
Court of Appeals in Albany ruled Corp., which owns the entire block
yesterday that the order obtained by front on th" east sir!e of Broadway
44th and on45th
inPage streets,
8)
Local 306 for re-employment of 55 between (Continued
Local 306 men discharged from I.
T. O. A. houses in the fall of 1933 Rotating Committees
was improperly granted. Local 306
Adopted by N. J. Allied
had sought $1,000,000 damages as
A rotating committee setup, dea result of the discharge of its
signed to incidentally develop manmembers and employment of Allied
power, was authorized by Allied
operators. Milton C. Weisman Theaters of New Jersey at a meeting in the
Hotel Lincoln
argued the case for the I.T.O.A. Initial
committees
were yesterday.
named a&
(Continued on Page 4)
follows:
National
delivery

Film

Carriers,

service. — Advt.

Inc.,

assures dependable

Executive
— Louis on
(Continued

Levin,4)
Page

chair-
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Allied Directors to Meet
Hold First Conferences
In December and January
On RKO Reorganization
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First conferences concerning the
Allied has made plans for meetings of its board of directors in proposed RKO reorganization plan
both December and January. The were held yesterday with many theformer session is scheduled for the
ater department executives in a
Hotel Roosevelt, New Orleans, Dec. huddle for hours at a stretch. No
11 and 12. Place and time of the information could be obtained yessecond gathering is yet to be deterday as to details that have altermined.
ready been worked out, but it is rumored that M. J. Meehan, heavy
stockholder in the K.A.O. circuit,
Allied Regional Setup
will be proposed as a member of the
Is to Be Continued RKO board of directors, in the plan.
Continuation of the Allied regional setup in its eight Eastern
units was decided upon at a meet- Sees Vast Improvement
In Recent Productions
ing of 20 leaders from this section
at the Hotel Emerson, Baltimore,
Boston — More than 98 per cent
on Monday. Sales policies of vari- of the pictures produced since July
ous distributors were discussed in 15 have been approved for adult
addition to the situation created by audiences by the Legion of Decency,
the
American Tri-Ergon patents according to a report made by Rev.
actions.
Russell M. Sullivan, professor of
Walter B. Littlefield of Boston philosophy at Boston College and
presided at the session. At the lun- personal representative of Cardinal
cheon, guests included Major Jack- O'Connell, in an address here.
son of Baltimore, Attorney-Generalelect O'Connor, and Lowell Mason,
formerly identified with the NRA.
G-B Coast Appointments
George W. Weeks, Gaumont-British general sales manager who is
Blank Buys Omaha World new en route from San Francisco
Omaha — A. H. Blank has bought to Salt Lake City, wired yesterday
the 99-year lease on the World The- that L. C. Montgomery has been apater, 2,200-seater, which his Tripointed salesman in Dallas; Lee
States Theaters Corp. has been Scamahorn, formerly with Pararenting from the Ralph Goldberg
mount, has been added to the Los
World Realty Co. Deal also calls Angeles staff as salesman, while
for the permanent closing of the Harry Goodwin has been engaged
State, Goldberg house. Evert R. as booker and Paul De Outo has
Cummings, division manager for been given the title of sales manager
Blank, says the World will close there.
Dec. 5 for remodeling and will reopen a Christmas time under a
Finish 3-Reeler in Ozarks
new name.
Raydon Productions has completed "Feud," three-reeler made in
Farnsworth to New York
the Ozark Mountains of Missouri
Washington Bureau, of THE FILM DAILY and Arkansas with an all native
Washington — William P. Farns- cast of mountaineers. It is being
worth, deputy administrator, left scored by the Reeves studios, and
yesterday for New York to attend is the first of a series of story-adventure pictures.
the film Code Authority meeting tomorrow. He also will meet with the
legitimate theater code authority.
Loew's Boston Theaters Profit
Boston — Net profit of $93,185.
Sign New Paramount Contracts
equal to 60 cents a share on the
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
stock, is reported by Loew's
Hollywood — Paramount has given common
Boston Theaters
Co., controlled by
a new two-year contract to Claud- Loew's, Inc., for
the year ended
ette Colbert, as well as new con- Aug. 31. Last year
the unit had
tracts to Lyda Roberti, Dorothy a net loss of $14,970.
Parker and Alan Campbell.
"Gambling" at Mayfair Monday
Hammer Representing Photocolor
"Gambling," with George M.
Arthur Hammer has been appoint- Cohan, produced by Harold B.
Frankl
in for Fox release, opens
ed general representative for Photocolor, both in the studio and labora- Monday evening at the Mayfair.
tory, by Joseph Shallack, receiver
for the company.
Re-Title Jolson-Keeler
Film
West

ABOUT

FILMS
American films comprise 80 per cent
of the total being shown currently in
Poland.

Coast
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Hollywood — Warners announce
Nat Wolf in Hospital
the
definite title change of "Casino
Nat Wolf, Ohio division manager
Paree" to "Go Into Your Dance."
for Warners, is seriously ill at the De
Al
Jolson and Ruby Keeler will be
co-starred.
Le Roy Sanitorium.
Third Week for Lenin Film
Amkino's "Three Songs Abchit
Lenin" is being held for a third
week at the Cameo. Matty Radin.
manager, reports that the picture
has broken all house records.

Willard Mack Burial in Salt Lake
Salt Lake City — Willard Mack,
who died Monday in Hollywood, will
be buried here in accordance with
his request. Funeral arrangements
are now being made.

dG

.oming an

R. K. HAWKINSON, manager of the RKO
Latin-American division, is en route to New
York after a two-month inspection trip through
Central
America.
MR. and MRS. JACK COHN arrive from,
abroad today on the Conte de Savoia.
1
NANCY CARROLL
coast
for a vacation.

is eastbound

from

the

CHARLES SKOURAS arrives in New York the
latter part of the week from
Los Angeles.
ANTOINETTE CELLIER, English actress, has
arrived from Hollywood to appear with Peggy
stage play.
in "Sixteen,"
Wood
FOSTER is at the Hotel Warwick,
beenTRESTON
stopping.
where Mr. and Mrs. Harry Edington also have
Lombardy.
BEBE DANIELS
ABE LEHR
Majestic
for

and

is booked
London.

BEN

LYON

are at the.

to sail Nov. 24 on th*

ARTHUR KELLY sails from Tokyo on Nov.
23 for Los Angeles.
coast.
AL KINGSTON is on his way back to the
FREDDIE KOHLMAR is on an eastern scouttor trip
film. for Samuel Goldwyn's next Eddie Caning
ERROL FLYNN, British actor signed by Warners and who arrived yesterday from abroad,:
immediately
for the coast.

leaves

SAMUEL WAAGENAAR,
pean publicity for M-G-M,
yesterday on the Paris.
Hotel
Edison.

in charge of Euroarrived in New York
He will be at the

ANDRE BERLEY and MRS. SIM VIVA arrived
on the Paris yesterday en route to Hollywood
to appear in 20th Century's French versi
of "Folies Bergere."
BETTY HAMILTON, actress, arrived in New
York yesterday on the Majestic after 18
months abroad. She will appear in a Broadway
play and then go to the coast.

"Walk"
West

Premiere at $2 on Coast

Coast

Bureau

of

THE
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Hollywood — Premiere of Warners
"Flirtation Walk," with Dick Powell
and Ruby Keeler, on Nov. 28 at thg
Hollywood Theater will be at $8
top. Next day it will start a simul«|
taneous popular-price run at this
house and the RKO Hillstreet. A)
parade and other fanfare will marW
the gala premiere.
"Jealousy" at Brooklyn Strand
Columbia's "Jealousy," with
Nancy Carroll, will have its metropolitan premiere tomorrow at the
Brooklyn Strand on a dual bill with
Warners' "Big Hearted Herbert."

RECORDING
ON

Film or Disc
INDUSTRIALSLIDE FILM-

BRUNSWICK
PRODUCTIONS
CH. 4-2200

CORP.

321 W. 44th St. N.Y.C.

asthese wilful lovers laugh . . • kiss . • • love . • . quarrel

• MELODY

to keep your audience

singing gayly for a year . . .
MERRIMENT to keep them
smiling happily for months . . .
MAGNIFICENCE to keep a
sparkle in their eyes for days... in
this resplendent FOX production
of the champion stage hit of years.

GLORIA SWANSON
Music by Jerome Kern.
Lyrics and libretto by
Oscar Hammerstein, 2nd

and JOHN

BOLES

DOUGLASS MONTGOMERY
JUNE LANG

Al Shean
•
Reginald Owen
Joseph Cawthorn
• Hobart Bosworth
An Erich Pommer Production.

Directed by Joe May.

Continuity by Robert Liebmann, Screen play bylfoward
I. Young and Billie Wilder. Dances by Jack Donahue.
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LOCAL 306 LOSES IN
FIGHT ON DISCHARGES

NO "CRACKING DOWN",
SAYS SOL ROSENBLATT

(Continued from Page 1)
WITH

Bv RICHARD
FILM
DAILY

H. CUNNINGHAM
Staff Correspondent

Washington — "Cracking down" on
industry will not be the policy of
Sol A. Rosenblatt in his new position as Coordinator of Compliance,
although he will use his new post
to strengthen code enforcement "all
along the line", he told The Film
Daily yesterday. Rosenblatt also
continues his present duties as Division Administrator.

Rotating Committees
Adopted by N. J. Allied
(Continued from Page 1)

man, Dave Snaper and Lee Newburg; Code — Leon Rosenblatt, chairman, Harry Hecht, Jack Pinelis and
Harry Kridell; Release dates —
Jack Keale and Haskell Block; Substitutions— Louis Gold and Nathan
Myers; Surveys, including those
covering sales policies, Irving Dollinger, chairman, and Jack Unger.
Committees will each serve three
months.
The unit also set up a system of
rotating chairmen with Julius Charnow presiding at yesterday's meeting. Jack Unger reported concerning the Allied regional meeting held
in Baltimore the previous day.
Sidney E. Samuelson, as president of Allied Theaters of New Jersey, on Thursday conducts a meeting of members of the southern section of his association at the Hotel Madison, Atlantic City.

San Antonio Notes
San Antonio — A. N. Sack, president of Sack Amusement Enterprises, is back from a buying trip
to New York.
The Aztec and Majestic, ace Interstate theaters, now have a 50cent top for night shows.
L. J. Sack, general manager of
the Sack Film Exchange attended
the Allied Theaters Owners of
Texas Convention in Dallas Nov
19-20.
Lewis Stone, Jimmie Ellison and
Robert Taylor have arrived to work
in M-G-M's "West Point of the Air"
on location at Randolph Field. Wal
lace Beery, Madge Evans, Robert
Young, Russell Hardie, James Gleason and Henry Wadsworth also are
here.
The cast of characters, a cameraman and director are expected
here soon from Hollywood when the
dialogue for National Pictures'
"Wings Over S. A." goes into actual
production. Exterior scenes have
already been shot at Army Post,
Kelly Field and in and around San
Antonio. It will be a Kier-Phillips
Production.

PHIL M. DALY
HE
-

T

• • • HE WON'T know it till he reads this but
Gene Fowler has been elected Guest Kolyumist for today
your regular kolyumist being surfeited for the nonce with batting out film drool and besides this guy Fowler can
write about films and filmatics a damned sight more colorfully
and graphically so hark to Mister Fowler give the finest
blast of praise for the unsung scenic artisans of Hollywood
ever written for we so heartily agree with him that the
creators of Hollywood scenery are among the few Real Creators
in this dizzy biz
(Gene's comments are from his Foreword
to the screen play of 20th Century's "The Mighty Barnum"
— to be published by Covici-Friede on Dec. 17
the first
full length scenario for a talkie to be published in book form
Now don't ask us how we got the dope for publication
before
any other American rag
even Covici-Friede don't
know that)
T
•

T

T

•

• THIS FOREWORD is the essence of Gene Fowler
satirical, colorful, forthright, audacious, clever he
devotes most of it to a Paean of Praise to Art Director Richard
Day
his fifty research and technical aides and 500
manual workers . . . the work of himself and Bess Meredyth
in turning out the script become secondary . herewith we
have culled a few gems from the Foreword a Tribute
to that branch of creative talent in the studios who never see
their names ballyhooed who are never spotlighted
but on whom the motion picture depends for its eye appeal
the Scenic Designers
T
T
T
• • • IT IS Gene Fowler speaking from here on
"Whenever one thinks highly of his own ability as a writer or
an actor let him visit any of the sets which are built for
Hollywood productions He will come away with a somewhat sad conviction that here
among the designers, the
set dressers and the builders is exemplified the only honesty that Hollywood knows

• • • "NO BILLBOARDS proclaim the genius of the
creators of Hollywood scenery Their names are not emblazoned on great screens Crowds at the village restaurants do not ask for their autographs Those men and
women give no press interviews, and ask for none
Yet
in the tiddleywinks world of celluloid people and amid the cries
of drooling censors who sleep on dunghills and consort with
French postcards . these forthright artisans stand as something tangible, real, and constructive

• •
• "THEY
WORK
with fidelity, speed and agilitv
A writer can sav, with one royal belch, that such-andsuch scene is to be built A designer of that set, however,
must create it with thorough understanding and despatch
His product must be built, not belched The creator of p
motion
picture
set,work
and so
thewell
onethat
whono 'dresses'
do his work
or her
one will it
notice it must
....

▼

TV

«

«

»

It was charged that the NRM
code was violated in discharging
Local 306 men and replacing themi
with operators belonging to th4
Allied union.

Dual Clause Test Case
In(Continued
Philly fromCourt
Today
Page 1)
Judge
Welsh presiding.:
Plaintiff George
in the action is Harry
Perelman, local independent, who
seeks a permanent injunction!
against Warner-First National,!
RKO, Paramount, M-G-M, Fox and'
United Artists. The Sherman anti-i
trust act and the Clayton act are
invoked in the action. Benjamin
Golder is counsel for Perelman.
Hold Hearing on Para. Claim
Hearing was held yesterday before Special Master John E. Joyce
on the application of the Paramount trustees for permission tc
authorize Saga Theaters Corp. a
Paramount subsidiary, to pay $24,.
000 to Chas. D. and Mary C. Vuonc
in settlement of claims arising from
disaffirmation of leases on the Pal
ace and Strand Theaters, Stamford
Conn., originally made by Olympit
Theaters, Inc., and later assignee
to the Connecticut Operating Co.
wholly-owned Olympia subsidiary
The Vuonos, owners of the theas
ters, have filed a $452,000 clairt
against Olympia, now in receiver
ship in Massachusetts, and a $43Ci
000 claim against the Connecticut
Operating Co., also in receivership
The $24,000 payment will wipe o^
these claims.
Liberty Deals in Albany, Buffalo'
Deals for the playing of Libert}
product in the Warner houses if
Albany and Buffalo territories hav)
been closed by Hollywood Film E?i
changes, Liberty distributors in th$
state. First Division also has s4
Liberty's 12 with the State, Youngs
town.
Bruce Subject at Roxy
"Mexican Idyl," one of the first i
a series of Robert C. Bruce music*
films in Technicolor, will be seen a
the Roxy starting Friday supph
menting the feature attraction, "In:
itation
Colbert. of Life," starring Claudett

• •
• "UNKNOWN
BEYOND
the Hollywood
world of
their own craftmanship, these anonymous poets of the set have
one advantage
When pompous writers have become valets
and the strutting mimes fall upon their own thespic cans
when Tomorrow comes with its relentless amnesia the
honest and able workmen who build the scenes remain
still working, still capable, albeit still unsung."

«

before the Court of Appeals, anJ
306.
Chas. E. Tuttle represented Local

»

»

Eisenstein Revival Program
Eisenstein's "Old and New" an
"Ten Days That Shook The World
will be shown on Saturday at th
New School for Social Research i
the fourth program of the Film ar
Photo League's new series of fit
revivals. "Marine Workers," a ne
League
short,
will be an added fe:
ture of the
program.

WHEN

A

SHORT
MAN
GROWS

LONG!
Congratulations Hal Roach! "BABES IN TOYLAND" is sensational.
Your biggest and most ambitious fulMength feature is everything you
dreamed it would be when you selected Victor Herbert's greatest
musical ■■? >stage
success*
.."A money-maker/' says Coast Variety
" Grand entertainment," says Hollwood Reporter
" Something new under the sun," says L. A. Times

— and Leo

says:

HOORAY FOR LAUREL- HARDY
IN "BABES
IN TOYLAND "I

;
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CODE ZONING FAILS, » » » » EXPLOITETTES « « « « JOS. SCHENCK RETAINS
Hit All Angles
"Rider" Bally
SAYS KUYKENDALL for
STAKE IN KORDA UNIT
Times Square
for "Transatlantic"
(Continued from Page 1)

eral plan has been approved for
any city or territory."
He adds that in his opinion "a
fair, practical and workable zoning
schedule can only be devised by
those locally engaged in the business
of distributing and exhibiting pictures. Efforts of the zoning boards
have been largely ineffectual, he indicates.
Coincident with the Kuykendall
statement, Jay Means, exhibitor
leader in Kansas City, where the
Code Authority sent a special delegation in an effort to work out a
schedule, issued a statement there
in which he said that "unless some
teeth appear in the code setup
pretty shortly, the outlook is very
discouraging, and further time devoted to that purpose is almost
wasted." Confusion arising out of
rulings on cases dealing with bank
night, premiums and out of spot
bookings is among the complaints
from the K. C. sector. Recently the
Code Authority remanded a bank
night case to the local grievance
board although other bank night
cases containing the same sort of
proof that competition did exist had
been upheld by the natonal authority.

Fox West Coast Circuit
Now on Profitable Basis
(Continued from Page

1)

National
agreedeffective
to liquidate.
Sa':e
is
to become
in 10 days
The bankruptcy court also declared
a dividend to creditors of 100 per
cent of all unsecured indebtedness.
The trustees, Charles P. Skouras
Charles C. Irwin and William H.
Moore, through counsel, stated tha*
the sale represents the full amount
of all creditor claims and all expenses of bankruptcy proceedings.

Meeting Nov. 25 to Start
Allied Unit in Vermont
(Continued from Page

1)

ness Manager Arthur K. Howard
of the Massachusetts Independent
Exhibitors will be on hand with a
delegation to aid with details.
Third Boston House for Lieberman
Boston — F. E. Lieberman, who already has here
the Tremont
Columbia
as wellandas Loew's
other
houses in New England, is reported
on the verge of acquiring a third
local house.
Pick Stories for

Films

Current issue of "The Monthly Writing World," published by the David
B. Hampton and Verne Porter literary
agency, contains a department in which
current magazine stories and books are
briefly described and in some cases
designated as to their suitability for
particular film stars. All are works by
clients of the Hampton-Porter office,
which handles a long list of name writers.

IN

connection with the show-

ing of First National's "Six
Day Bike Rider", straring Joe
E. Brown at the Rialto, New
York, Arthur Mayer, operator
of the house and Terry Turner, representing Quaker Oats,
utilized the national Quaker
Oats tie-up on this picture, to
grand advantage. A six-day
bike race was staged in the
second floor windows of the theater building overlooking Times
Square. Eight professional sixday bike riders participated in
the stunt, performing on bicycles placed on rollers which
were attached to large mileage
meters showing the distance
covered by each team of riders.
The plate glass windows were
removed, allowing the front
wheels of the bicycles to protrude for extra attention. Tied
in with the stunt was a guessing contest with prizes of bicycles given to persons approximating nearest the mileage covered during the week, slips for
this purpose being supplied by
the theater doorman. Continuous action was assured by having the teams adhere to actual
six-day bike race rules. Traffic was corner
stoppedasonthrongs
New York's
busiest
gazed
at the furiously peddaling cyclists. In addition, Broadway
celebrities participated in the
stunt. On the first night Maxine
Doyle, heroine of the picture,
raced against Reggie McNamara, and on other nights other
celebrities appeared.
— Rialto, New York City.

NEWS

(Continued from Page 1)

'TRANSATLANTIC
Merry-in
Go-Round" was ushered

four London Film productions this
season in the United States, Sehenck i

at Loew's Fox, Washington, D.
C, here with one of the most
outstanding exploitation campaigns this city has ever seen.
Under the supervision of Manager Lou Brown, all local newspapers played up the engagement a week in advance with
feature stories and photos of
the stars. All local radio stations were lined up, each getting a full set of the orchestrations, and after each broadcast both the picture's title and
playdate was announced. In
all 85 announcements were made
over all four local stations prior
to the picture's opening and 85
additional plugs during the
film's run. Hotels, night club
and dance orchestras featured
the hits and announced the picture's engagement at Loew's
Fox. Special displays on music
were secured in two Kresge
windows, the G. C. Murphy
store and the Droop Music Company. Window cards, scene
stills and appropriate cards
were used in each display. Cooperative ads, in all local newspapers, mentioning the picture
were placed through tie-ups
with Hecht and Company, Gude
the Florist and the Raleigh
Clothing store. The Washington "Herald" ran a naming contest, using the various players
in the cast and for the correct
answer guest tickets were
awarded
the winners.
— Loew's Fox,
Washington, D. C.

said. The four include "Don Juan",
"Kongo Raid", "Scarlet Pimpernel",
and the H. G. Wells picture.
England is enjoying prosperity
'nd the picture business is excelle.i.
here. Sehenck said. The eight-reel
eature about England's King which
London
Films is producing
with
Vinston Churchill will be released
jy U. A. in England but may be cut
up into shorts and distributed by
U. A. here, Sehenck said.
Alexander Korda, London Films
producer, will come here in about
hree weeks.
While abroad Sehenck engaged a
French cast which is now en route
here for the French
version
oj
'Folies Bergere." Sehenck said he
h^d seen "Scarlet Pimpernel" while
in London and that it was "great."

Paramount Giving Up
Criterion Property
(Continued from Page

Criterio
the theaters
eluding
, nandandwillLoew't
New
York
per,
be sold in foreto
property
the
nit
jlosure proceedings already insti.
rmers
Cityof Bank-Fa
uted by
.'rust
Co., the
holder
a $4,000,00(
onsolidated mortgage on the propj
erties, the Film Daily learns. For
.nal application of the Paramouni
..rustees for permission to stop pro
ecting their equity in Seneca wij
;o have been heard before Specii
Master John E. Joyce yesterday bi|
vis adjourned to Nov. 28.

Seattle Brevities

OF THE D-A-Y

Milwaukee — Max Reinhardt is
scheduled to stage "Midsummer
Night's Dream" at the Auditorium
here Dec. 2. Following the roadshow engagements of this Shakespearean spectacle, Reinhardt reports to the Warner studios to start
work on the picturization of the
play.
Bridgeport, Conn. — Robert
Schwartz has acquired the Colony,
formerly
operated by Charles Tomasino.

of Fox Midwest, died
her home in Omaha.

Nov.

17

1)

at

Kansas City — L. H. Rockhold
manager of the Vhta Theater, war
slugged by a bandit the other night
because
he wouldn't give up the
key.
combination of the safe, which could
not be opened except with a special

Seattle — Movie houses here wi
remain open on Sundays, despitj
attempts of beer parlor operatoij
o close them, as a result of actioi
)y Judge James B. Kinne in denyini
he plea of the beer men who wer
reed to close shop on the Sabbatr
Thieves robbed the Colonial ofj
,.her
night.
of cash and tickets th
luantity

"Gay Divorcee"
is in its f
vveek at Hamrick's Blue Mouse.
"One Night of Love" has gon
Omaha — The Nebraska Board of nto its third week at the Liberty.
Pardons, it was learned here, will
refuse to hear Jule Rachman's plea
In Accord on Saenger Plan
for
a commutation of his 15-year
sentence.

Lawrence, Mass. — The Colonial
recently reopened and then closed
Red Oak, la. — Funeral services
by James Sayer, is expected to go were
held Tuesday for Charles
into regular operation soon.
Callahan, 56; managing partner
with Frank Good of the Iowana theater. Callahan suffered a heart atKansas City — Mrs. C. A. Rhoden,
tack and died Saturday.
icther of E. C. Rhoden, manager

No opposition to the reorganization
plan for Saenger Theaters is expected
by Paramount officials when it is submitted to Judge Coxe in the U. S.
District Court next week for .-•pproval.
All elements are reported in agreement
on the plan, under which executives
of Paramount will occupy a 50 per cent
position on
directors.

the

company's

board

of
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DIGEST IS EXPLOITING
CLASSIFIED REVIEWS
(Continued from Page 1)

iter managers already are taking
advantage of tieups with the newly
nstituted feature. The department
s being edited by Richard Watts Jr.,
)f the New York "Herald-Tribune"
mder the pen name of "Argus".

Erpi to Drop Flywheel Regardless of Decision

Regardless of the outcome of the Paramount appeals in the U. S. Supreme Court
from decisions upholding validity of the American Tri-Ergon sound patents, Electrical
Research Products is understood likely to eliminate the flywheel from its reproducing
equipment in the future. Western Electric engineers in various instances are reported
convinced that the device is unnecessary to high quality sound in view of drastic
improvements in reproducing apparatus effected since beginning of the sound era.
Erpi is currently testing a number of reproducers without the flywheel.

8 Houses Join Active List
In the Memphis Territory

Memphis — Active theaters in this
region were increased by eight in
the past month, the Film Board of
Trade reports. Malco Theaters put
into operation the Temple, Ft.
Smith, Ark.; Princess, North Little
Rock, Ark.; Strand, formerly Hauber, Camden, Ark., and Joy, formerly Cameo, Memphis. L. G. Renfrot reopened the Holly Grove in
Holly Grove, Ark. In addition four
new theaters were opened, the Mainstreet, Humboldt, Tenn., by Ollie
Managing RKO Panama Office
Bland & C. G. Lawing; Lakeside,
Panama — Fred S. Gulbransen has
>een made manager of the RKO Lake Village, Ark., by C. J. Goolstffice here. R. K. Hawkinson made by, and New, Walnut Ridge, Ark.,
;he appointment.
by J. J. Sharum.

Draft Final RKO Report
First draft of the final report of
rving Trust as equity receiver for
ilKO has been completed, The Film
Daily learns. The report is now in
he hands of William Donovan, atorney for the receiver and it is
expected that it will be submitted
o Federal Judge William Bondy for
pproval late next week. Irving
["rust is now trustee for the cor>oration, having been discharged as
•eceiver last June.

RKO STUDIO STARTING
9 FILMS IN DECEMBER
(Continued from Page 1)

with Miriam Hopkins; "Princess
Charming", with Ann Shirley; "Puz"U" Revises Releases
zle of the Pepper
Tree," Oliver
with James
Gleason,
Edna May
and
Through to February Gregory Ratoff; "Cape Cod," with
Release schedule of Universal for James Barton; a new Katharine
the next two months has been re- Hepburn film, not yet titled; a musical, with Ginger Rogers; "Frecvised as follows: Nov. 26, "Strange
kles," "She" and "A Dog of FlandWives" and "Imitation of Life";
Dec. 3, "Man Who Reclaimed His
Head"; Dec. 10, "Secret of the ChaArliss Returning
Abroad
Later
teau"; Dec. 17, "I've Been Around";
George Arliss will return to England to make two pictures for BritDec. 24, "Night Life of the Gods";
Dec. 31, "Good Fairy"; Jan. 7, ish-Gaumont after he completes
"Dangerous Gentlemen"; Jan. 14, "Cardinal Richelieu" for 20th Cen"Mystery of Edwin Drood"; Jan. 21,
tury, he said yesterday on his arrival from abroad. Arliss expects
"Straight from the Heart"; Jan. 28,
ers."
to
leave
for the coast in about a
"Princess O'Hara".
month.
Theater and Ballroom Joined
Portland, Me. — Abraham Goodside
Bromberg's 25th Year
Atlanta — Arthur C. Bromberg,
has been granted permission to connect the mezzanine of the Empire head of distribution for Monogram
Theater to the second floor of an in the South, celebrated his 25th
anniversary in the film business this
adjoining building and may make month.
a ballroom available to audiences.

E. BRITANNICA

WAS

NEVER LIKE THIS

Some 125 standard movie reference works are listed in Film Daily's new "Yearbook
of Motion Pictures," but none of the batch can hold a one-watt lamp to the yearbook itself. The new volume, 16th of the family, has more than 1,000 pages, and
if anything that either fan or technician wants to know has been omitted, tell us
and
we'll send it in and transfer to you the letter of thanks from Editor Jack
Alicoate.
Postview makes no secret of the fact that if it were not for Film Daily to take the
mind off some of the sadness of films daily, this column long since would have
committed hara-kiri and have gone the way of the dodo and the silent flicker. If
we didn't love to read the scented notes or hear the dulcet tones over the phone we
might even suggest that some of the more inquiring questioners get a copy of the
yearbook and roll their own answers. Here, at last, is a volume that needs no
additional dialogue from the scenario writers, and that has perfect continuity, even
if it does treat a variety of subjects.

CHARLES

R. JONES

New Orleans Times-Picayune

Now in Work

Out in January

THE
10

i^2

DAILY

A "LITTLE" from HOLLYWOOD

Hollywood has one agent, who is and Lloyd Ingraham in the cast.
hounds. Al- Paul Malvern is producing the
JVTORMAN McLEOD has been beseigedthoughbyZeppoautograph
Marx has deserted the series, which is released by Monoselected by Jesse L. Lasky, Fox
screen, he is stopped daily by fans
f
V
Y
producer, to direct "Redheads on who seek his signature.
Parade," a new type musical program.
Alan Dinehart, currently appearT
▼
T
duction with John Boles, Alice Faye
and Claire Trevor.
ing in Fox's "Lottery Lover," has
Thomas Beck, young Fox contract
signed to a long-term actingT
▼
▼
player, has been awarded the juve- been
writing-directing
contract by the
company.
Andy Devine is the latest addition in which
nile lead inWarner
"Charlie Oland
Chan will
in Paris,"
star.
T
▼
▼
to Universal's "Straight from the Other roles in the film have been
Katherine Alexander has been
Heart."
filled
by
Mary
Brian,
Erik
Rhodes,
▼
T
T
Murray Kinnell, John Miljan and added to the cast of the untitled
Paramount has added Basil Woon Keye
which will star ConLuke. Hamilton McFadden is M-G-M picture
stance Bennett and Clark Gable
and Chandler Sprague to the writ- directing.
under direction of Robert Z. Leoning staff, Woon to work on his story
ard. The cast includes also Stuart
"The Divine Sarah," from his biInez Courtney has been signed Erwin, Henry Travers and Frank
ography, "The Real Sarah BernMayo.
hardt," and Sprague on "Sacrifice." for a comedy role in "Sweepstake
▼
TV
Annie," the Liberty feature which
J. P. McNaught, ex-navy man, is M.
H. Hoffman is producing at the
also at the studio for technical
Maurice Chevalier will sing five
in Culver City. Mawork on "Target," in which Sir Guy PatherianStudios
in 20th Century's "Folies
Nixon, Tom Brown, Lucien Lit- numbers
Standing will be featured.
Bergere de Paris." Darryl F. Zatlefield, Dorothy Peterson, Wera nuck
▼
T
T
also states that only American
Engels, Ivan Lebedeff and William girls will be used in the dance numClaude Gillingwater has been Janney
also are in the cast. William bers.
signed for Paramount's "Mississip- Nigh is directing.
r
▼
▼
T
T
T
pi," in which W. C. Fields, Bing
Otto Kruger will have the leading
Crosby, Joan Bennett and Queenie
Smith have the leads. Edward A.
Anders Van Haden, Harry Dunin M-G-M's film version of "The
kinson and Walter Downing have role
Sutherland will direct.
Casino Murder Case," which Harry
T
▼
T
been added to the cast of Fox's "The Rapf will produce. This is an adapStarting definite casting for his County Chairman," Will Rogers
tation of S. S. Van Dine's current
forthcoming Paramount spectacle- starring vehicle adapted from the Philo Vance detective novel.
George Ade play of the same title
V
Y
T
film, "The Crusades," Cecil B. De- which John Blystone is directing.
"The Band Concert," first of the
Mille has signed C. Aubrey Smith
▼
T
T
Mickey Mouse cartoons in color, proand Pedro de Cordoba for important
duced by Walt Disney for United
roles in the film, in which Harry
"Texas Terror," fifth of the John
Wilcoxon plays the leading male Wayne westerns for Lone Star Artists release, will introduce a new
role.
Productions, is in work under the character, Giddy Goat.
▼
T
T
T
T
T
direction of Robert N. Bradbury.
Elissa Landi will play opposite
Four stories recently purchased Lucille Brown is leading woman
with
George
Hayes,
LeRoy
Mason
Carl Brisson in "All the King's
by Universal include "Mr. Dynamite", by Dashiell Hammett; "Say
Goodbye Again", by Ursula Parrott;
"Dark Crossing," by William A.
Johnston and Forrest Halsey, and
"Diamond Jim,"
by
Morell.
r
t Parker
t
iBy CHARLES ALICOATE'
Herman Gantvoort, New York
producer, who has submitted a national theater plan to President WTORK got under way this week McKay, and Armand Cortez. Lloyd
Roosevelt, was at one time a moat the Biograph studio on the French directed "The Way of all
tion picture trade paper representa- William Saal-Burt Kelly produc- Horseflesh" which will be released
tive. His plan is designed to bring
tion, "Bad Penny", with Crane Wil- comedies.
drama to every city and give work
bur directing and Joe Ruttenberg in in Vitaphone's series of Big "V"
•
to idle actors and stage hands.
charge of the cameras. Shirley
T
T
T
Carlos Gardel, Argentine singing
Grey, Lila Lee, Buster Collier, HerLona Mosk, novelist, who wrote
bert Rawlinson, Rosco Ates and star, will follow his two successfid
Melvyn
Douglas head the cast in
"In a Nazi Garden" and "Shallow +he
feature.
Paramount releases "Cuesta Abajo"
Roots," has joined the film colony.
and "El Tango En Broadway" with
Her former husband, Irving Stone,
two more musical features. They
Production started yesterday on will be produced by the Exito Coris the author of "Lust for Life,"
one of the current best sellers. Miss
poration at the Eastern Service Stuthe second comedy in Educational's
Mosk plans to write for the screen new
Young Romance series. Sylvia
dios, Long Island, for release in
and is represented by Lichtig and Frnos again has the starring role,
Englander.
Spanish-speaking
countries by Parawith Warren Hull in the male lead.
mount International Corporation.
T
T
T
The
original
story,
music
and
lyrics
It is expected that Rosita Moreno
Omar Kiam, who flew to New
York for last minute research on were written by Charles Williams will be Gardel's leading woman in
and Marcy Klauber. Al Christie is at least one of these pictures. Both
designs for Anna Sten's clothes for personally directing the comedy.
films will be supervised by Robert
"Broken Soil," in which she will be
Snody of Eastern Service Studios
co-starred with Gary Cooper, is exand the technical advisor will be
pected to return this week to comHerb Williams, popular variety Samuel E. Piza, with lyrics by Alplete the costumes for this Samuel
Goldwyn production.
fred Lepera who will author both
performer who is currently appearT
»
»
ing in the stage production "The stories. Negotiations are under ivay
Barry Trivers is now at M-G-M, Farmer Takes a Wife," completes for the services of John Reinhardt,
where he is writing the screen play work today at the Brooklyn Vita- director of many successful Spanish
for "Living in a Big Way," which phone studio in a two-reel comedy picUires for Fox, as director of these
Harry Rapf will produce. He also entitled "The Way of All Horse- two films. Production will get under way shortly after the beginning
flesh." Supporting the star are
wrote the scenario for "Night Life
Leona Powers, Frank Otto, George of the new year.
of the Gods," at Universal.
By RALPH

WILK

v

t
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"LOTS";

Horses," Paramount's film adaptation of the operetta, "Carlo Rocco,"
which will go before the cameras
next week with Frank Tuttle directing. An accomplished singer.
Miss Landi will have a number of:
solos in the production, as well as?
several duets with Brisson. Edward'
Everett Horton, Katherine DeMille.
Jack Oakie and Marina Schubert t
are others in the cast.
v
▼
▼
Norman Foster and Sheila Mannors have been assigned to head thei
cast for Columbia's "Behind thei

▼

Short Shots from Eastern Studios

Evidence."
Joe E. Brown, Warner Bros, star,
has been appointed Honorary Battalion Chief of the Los Angeles
Fire Department by F. J. Scott, head
of the local fire department.
T

V

T

Morgan Wallace and Richard
Powell have been signed for "Caprice Espagnol,"
the Paramount
ture starring
Marlene
Dietrich pic
and
directed by Josef von Sternberg.
r
▼
T
Bradley Page has been engagedi
by Columbia for "The Depths Be-<

Detroit Notes
Detroit — Decision is expected ir
30 days in the suit of Jacob Schreiber vs. Cooperative Theaters, et al
Hearing
was concluded this week.
low." State,
The
United house, has
switched to first-run dual bills
The Temple, old vaudeville anc
film house, is to be razed to mak<
way for an office building.
Simon Leja has sold an interest
in the Leja.
Hoover, west side house, ti
Clare
Frank A. Wetsman plans to ope^
the new Tower, northwest section)
in about a month.
William G. Bishop, M-G-M puty
licity representative, is on a threej
week tour through Ohio and Wei
Virginia.
Eddie Lane has joined the N?
tional Theater Supply Co. staff uif
der Herman Hunt.
Fred Bounnen, RKO salesman, i
nursing a broken arm.
"Gay Divorcee", after a big wee
at the Fox, moved to the Adams t
continue its run.
William Kent, former film sales
man, has joined Junior Aero A>i
sociates to cover Illinois.
New Houses for 4 Texas Towns
Dallas — Four new additions 1
the active theater list in Texas a:
announced by the Film Board
Trade. Floyd Parker has open<
the 400-seat Palace in Midland, I
M. Wood has opened the 380-se:
Palace in Merkel, W. I. Swain hi
moved his 400-seater to Hif
Island from Waelder, and R. &
is opening the 500-seat Lyric in B
Springs.
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« « REVIEWS
Charles Boyer in

of the NEW

Kermit

"THE BATTLE"

Maynard

"THE FIGHTING

in

"AGAINST

TROOPER"

with Merle Oberon, John Loder
with Barbara Worth
eon Garganoff
85 mins.
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
ROMANTIC DRAMA WITH JAPANESE
Time, not set
ETTING IMPRESSIVELY ACTED BY Ambassador Pictures
lHARLES BOYER. HAS NOVELTY APGOOD
WESTERN
WITH
ENOUGH
ACEAL.
TION STUFF TO SATISFY THE OUTAdapted from the novel of the same
DOOR DRAMA CLIENTELE.
ame by Claude Ferrere, the theme is
hat of a Japanese naval commander whose
This is one of James Oliver Curwood's
evotion to his country causes him to
acrifice his wife and his happiness. Charles dramas and will go well wherever action
pictures are shown. There is hardly a
oyer, the French actor, gives an impresdull moment, with a number of good fights
ive performance as the Japanese comlander, and so does Merle Oberon as his well spaced. Kermit Maynard does some
fife. It is essentially a psychological conlict within the brain of Boyer, and so may
ave its limitations of appeal to the averge American audience, who may miss the
ignificance of the Japanese attitude toard ethical and moral questions so at
ariance with our western standards. Boyer
ees his wife drifting toward a British
aval attache stationed on his battleship,
nd encourages her even though it is
reaking his heart, for he is scheming to
et some vital naval information from the
ther. Works up to a dramatic finale
/ith a naval battle scene graphically done,
nd the inevitable tragic ending for the
usband dictated by the code of his peole. Fine production technically and phoography superb. Direction also. Novelty
ppeal, and class audiences will go for it
ecause of its mental stimulation.
■ Cast Charles Boyer, Merle Oberon, John
oder, Betty Stockfield, V. Inkijinoff, Miles
/lander, Henri Fabert.
Director, Nicholas Farkas; Author, Claude
errere; Dialoguer, Robert Stevenson; Camraman, Roger Hubert.
Direction, Excellent. Photography, Exellent.

^ DATE BOOK

«

oday:

General meeting of Cleveland Motion Picture Exhibitors' Ass'n to discuss
admission price situation, Cleveland.
ov. 25: First Dinner-Dance-Show of the Independent Exhibitors of Eastern Pa., Southern N. J. and Del., Hotel Bellevue-Stratford.
ov. 25: Meeting of Independent Exhibitors
to form a Vermont unit of Allied, Montpelier Tavern, Montpelier, Vt.
ov. 27: Allied Theater Owners of New Jersey meeting. Hotel
Lincoln,
New
York,
ov. 28: Reception and Dance of the Brooklyn Unit of the Warner Club, Vitaphone
Studio, Brooklyn.

ov. 28: Screen Actors' Guild ball, Biltmore
Bowl, Hollywood.
ee. 1 : Universal Pictures' Annual DinnerDance, Hotel Astor, New York.
ec. 5: Warner Club's Second Annual Banquet and Movie Ball, Club, Schenectady,
N. Y.
ec. 8: Sixtieth Anniversary Dinner and Ball
of The Lambs, Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, New
York.
ec. 9-10: Theater Owners of North and
South Carolina 22nd annual convention,
Hotel Charlotte, Charlotte, N. C.
ic. 10: Warner Bros, annual stockholders'
meeting, Wilmington.
Del.
8C U-12: Allied States Ass'n directors
meeting, Hotel Roosevelt, New Orleans.
sc. 20: A M.P.A. Christmas Dinner, Hotel
Astor. New York.
31: Annual New Year's Party of the
Motion Picture Salesmen, Inc., Hotel Astor,
New York.

11

clever trick riding. This is his first starring picture and he shows to good advantage. Of special notice is LeRoy Mason, a Clark Gable type, who should be
groomed for important roles in major fea-

FILMS « «
"ROMANCE

THE LAW"

with John Mack
Brown and Sally Blane
Columbia
60 mins.
GOOD MELODRAMA WITH GANGSTER
BACKGROUND
PACKS
GENEROUS
AMOUNT
OF ACTION
AND
SUSPENSE.
Now

that gangster dramas are comparatively few, this one should please the
fans who go for such stories. Though primarily relegated to adult classification because of the underworld angle, it has a
plain moral and will do no harm to the
general family trade. John Mack Brown
and Sally Blane make a nice romantic team
and the basic motivation of the story is
wholesome. Brown, an ambulance driver,
risks his reputation to help the fiancee
of the girl he loves, Sally, when he learns
that the doc has been illegally giving
first-aid to some gangsters. The doctor
is killed before he has a chance to get
out of the crooked game, and Brown, to

tures. Maynard is a member of the Northspare the girl's feelings, makes it look
west Mounted, out to find Mason, who is as though the death occurred in an auto
accident. After helping the police to land
suspected of being a thief and murderer. the crooks in jail, Brown wins the girl.
Cast: John Mack Brown, Sally Blane
Maynard gains Mason's confidence and
falls in love with his sister, Barbara Worth.
George Meeker, Arthur Hchl, Jarnes Bush
Robert Frazer, who has posted a $1,000 Bradley Page, Ward Bend, Hooper Atchley
reward for Mason's arrest, is discovered Al Hill and Joseph Crehan.
to be the real criminal and Maynard and
Director, Lambert Hillyer; Author, HarBarbara Worth are united. The picture
old Shumate; Screen Play, same; Camerawas produced by Maurice Conn.
man, Al Seigler; Recording Engineer, E L
Cast: Kermit Maynard, Barbara Worth,
Bernds; Editor, Otto Meyer.
Robert Frazer, Leroy Mason, George Regas,
Direction, Action
Pbpto"raohv. Good
Charles Delaney, Joseph W. Girard and
Walter Miller.
Director, Ray Taylor; Author, James
Oliver Curwood; Screen Play, Forrest Sheldon; Cameraman, Edgar Lyons; Recording
Engineers, Balsley & Phillips; Editor, Ted
Ballinger.
Direction,

Fast.

Photography,

Good.

Salt Lake Squibs
Salt Lake City — Fanchon & Marco raised prices to 50 cents at the
Orpheum during this week's personal appearance of Wheeler and
Woolsey and their picture, "Kentucky Kernels".
Irving L. Jacobs, Rocky Mountain representative for Gaumont
British, arrived here this week to
launch the local entrance of the
English company.
R. C. Hill of Columbia is attending theFrancisco.
branch managers' meeting
in San
After a run at the Orpheum,
"Girl of the Limberlost" has been
moved to the Studio.
Ditrich to Address Philly MPTO
Philadelphia — C. Elmer Ditrich,
Congressman-elect and engaged in
exhibition, will speak at the luncheon planned by the M. P. T. O. of
Eastern Pa. at the formal opening
of its quarters Friday.
Famous Unit in Marion, Ind.
Famous Theaters has formed
Parham-Marion Corp. to take over
the Paramount at Marion, Ind.
Company
subsidiary. is a wholly-owned Famous

IN

MANHATTAN"

with

Francis Lederer and Ginger Rogers
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
RKO Radio
80 mins.
SWELL ENTERTAINMENT FOR ALL
AUDIENCES. DELIGHTFUL STORY, ROMANCE AND COMEDY NICELY BLENDED.
This will please all types of audiences.
The story is new and refreshing and Director Stephen Roberts has overlooked no
bets. The last reel is a honey, full of
laughs, and will send the fans away, boosting the picture. Francis Lederer is ideal
as the immigrant who is enthusiastic over
America. The immigration authorities order him depotred, because he does not
have $200, but he escapes and swims
ashore. He is befriended by Ginger Rogers, a chorus girl. He sells newspapers,
becomes a truck driver and later a taxicab
driver. He falls in love with Ginger, but
does not propose marriage, because he
wishes to become a citizen first. A shyster
lawyer tries to turn him over to the immigration authorities, but policemen friends
play Cupid and help Lederer and Ginger
solve their troubles.
Cast: Francis Lederer, Ginger Rogers,
Jimmy Butler, J. Farrell MacDonald, Helen
Ware, Eily Malyon, Lillian Harmer, Arthur
Hohl and Oscar Apfel.
Director, Stephen Roberts, Authors, Norman Krasna, Don Hartman; Screen Play,
Jane Murfin, Edward
man, Nick Musuraca.
Direction, First-Rate.

Kaufman;

Camera-

Photography, A-l.

THE CRITICS OF THE
N. Y. Times— N. Y. Herald-Tribune— N. Y. PostN. Y. World-Telegram— N. Y. Daily News—
N. Y. American — Nation

ARE

RIGHT/

. . . in their unanimous praise for
SONGS ABOUT
O LENIN

£ £ 6~fc

SMASHED
ALL Box office records at
the N. Y. Cameo Theatre
SONGS

ABOUT

LENIN"

SONGS OF TRIUMPH
FOR YOUR BOX OFFICE
Book Now through

AMKINO
723 SEVENTH

CORPORATION

AVE.
NEW
Also booking:
DOSTOYEVSKTS
PETERSBURG

YORK

CITY

NIGHTS" and "THUNDERSTORM"

100 GOOD REASONS TO GO TO COLLEGE!

Blonde... brunette. ..and red heads! One hundred honeys who make up the world's most
gorgeous song, dance and cheering section in any college stadium ! They're the babies who eheei
and get cheered in Paramount' s musical romance of fun and football in and out of college!

COLLEGE

RHYTHM

JOE PENNER • LANNY ROSS * JACK OAKIE • HELEN MACK
LYDA ROBERT! -MARY BRIAN-GEORGE BARBIER .»dth. «■*.*. coJ
A Paramount Picture directed by Norman

Taurog with plenty of words and lots of music by Gordon & Revel

Intimate

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Sixteen Years Old

in Character

Internationa! in Scope
Independent in Thought

► CI.

LWI.

NO.

122

NEW

TCCr,

THURSDAY,
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22,

1934

.5 CENTS

New Paramount Plan to be Presented Next Week

11 I. t.Ta. membersjext to file jrpi SUITS
Texas Allied to Continue Its Fight Against the Code
Little Thoughts
... on Big Subjects
By JACK ALICOATE-=

Col. H. A. Cole Is Again
Elected President at
Dallas Meeting

typical American institution, Congress, will again soon be with us.

Vhile the stars foretell nothing definite
n the way of adverse industry legislation
t is well for exhibitors everywhere to keep
heir ears to the ground. No one has
ncre attention from Congressmen than the
Id home folks. Picture people everywhere,
herefore, should make it their duty to
eep up with what's what in Washington,
t's six, two and even that we will never
;et through
the coming
session without
Icmebody raking the industry over the
:cals because somebody has nothing better
o rave about.

TEMPORARILY, all is peaceful along the
■ Tri-Ergon front. January 14 has been
entatively set by the United States Supreme Court in Washington to sit in
blemn judgment upon the Paramount appeal from the decision of the United
fates Circuit Court of Appeals.
In the
Iieantime some 25 Tri-Ergon actions,
gainst most everybody, have been sus>ended in mid-air awaiting the ruling of
he Supreme Court. The industry will
herefore eat its Thanksgiving and Christflnast turkeys in peace, at least, as far as
his Tri-Ergon bugaboo is concerned.

A ND

now comes Fox Theaters Corpora-

l~
tion with
through
its receiver,
Milton
iVeisman,
a proceeding
in Federal
£ourt against American Telephone & Telefraph, Western Electric and Erpi under
he Sherman and Clayton anti-trust acts,
isking a carload of dollars in damages
lecause of alleged overcharges and exIcticns made by the defendants in supplyrig service and repairs in sound recording
pparatus and its alleged monopoly in the
usiness of supplying sound recording and
eproducing equipment. It looks like a
aim winter, with peace and quiet all
long the line.

for Appeals

Group
Indep't Over
Exhibs
to Askof Millions
Sound Charges

Additional suits on behalf of 71
'ndependent exhibitors controlling
90 nouses, members of the Independent Theater Owners Ass'n, will
be filed within the next few days
against American Telephone & Telegraph, Western Electric and Electrical Research Products, asking
damages aggregating several million dollars on charges growing out
of alleged Sherman and Clayton
Jack Cohn, vice-president of Co- anti-trust act violations, The Film
lumbia, returned yesterday from a Daily learns. The suits all charge
four-week trip abroad with enthu- that, by virtue of an alleged monopoly in the supplying of recordrope. siastic reports of conditions in Euing and (Continued
reproducing
apparatus for
on Page 5)
"American pictures are meeting
with tremendous receptions all over
the continent," said Cohn. "England
especially is showing great strides
Forty-three legislatures are sched- in the return to prosperity."
While abroad
visited
uled to meet in January, and four
(Continued Cohn
an Page
5) the Coothers convene later in the year,
with film legislation of some sort
expected to be proposed in the ma- 'DuBarry' and 'La Boheme'
jority of cases. Dates of the sessions
Open resentment over certain
Among New B.I.P. Films
are as follows:
London — A British production of statements and criticisms of the
Alabama, Jan. 8; Alaska, March
Code
Authority made by Ed Kuy(Continued on Page 12)
"DuBarry," which was recently
made in Hollywood by Warner Bros., kendall in the latest M.P.T.O.A. bulletin
will be voiced by at least three
is announced by B.I.P. as one of a
Philly Dual Test Case
of the Code Authority at
group of ambitious forthcoming members
meetingon today,
the Film
Page 5)
Postponed Until Today films. Others include "La Boheme" the weekly(Continued
Philadelphia — Hearing of the with Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and
suit brought by Harry Perelman, Gertrude Lawrence, "Drake of EngRKO Signs Product Deals
land,"
"Dance Band"
Buddy
independent
exhibitor, against vari(Continued
on Pagewith
5)
(Continucd on Page 10)
FILM

|THAT

Record

An all-time record tor the number
cf appeals to be heard in one day by
the Code Authority will be made today
in the hearing of 35 cases now before
the Authority. Harold S. Bareford will
be chairman.

Bv ANN
DAILY

BRADS HAW
Staff Correspondent

Dallas — Determination to continue
their fight against the code boards,
code authority and the code itself,
which they claim has been operating
in Texas with adverse results, was
voiced by independent exhibitors at
the two-day meeting of Allied Theater Owners of Texas at the Jefferson Hotel here.
"The (Continued
independents
been
on Page have
12)

JACK GOHN REPORTS
IMPROVEMENT ABROAD

43 LEGISLATURES
MEET IN JANUARY

KUYKENDALL BARRAGE

AROUSES CODE AUTH'Y

With Lightman, Crescent

Kuhn-Loeb Not in New Plan
For Paramount Reorganization
Amendment on Extras
Asked by Coast Group
A petition signed by 30 employees
of Hollywood studios was received
by the Code Authority yesterday,
asking that Article 4A Section 4B
of the Code, prohibiting relatives
of studio employees from acting as
(Continued on page

5)

RKO yesterday closed product
deals with the M. A. Lightman circuit of Arkansas and Tennessee, and
the Crescent Amusement Co., of
Tennessee, Kentucky and Alabama.
Both deals(Continued
are foron 1934-35
Page 5) features

A reorganization plan for Para- Cleveland Court Upholds
mount-Publix will be presented to
Federal Judge Coxe on Monday or
Injunction Against Duals
Cleveland — Common Pleas Judge
Tuesday of next week it was stated
Alva
Corlett has upheld the permayesterday by Alfred A. Cook, counnent injunction against double feasel for the stockholders' protective
committee, at a hearing in Judge
tures here by overruling a motion
Coxe's chambers in connection with for a new trial in the case of the
the Paramount
bank suit.
Cook Family theater vs. Center Wood(Continued on Page 10)
(Continued on Page 12)
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Transfer of House to Wife Making 18 Films in Color
Is Not Valid, Board Rules
At San Francisco Studio
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Buffalo — Transfer by Morris Zimmerman, Rochester, of the Majestic
theater there to his wife, Rose, was
invalid insofar as it affects the operation of existing film exhibition
contracts, according to the Buffalo
code authority grievance board, in
a decision just announced. Complaint was made by M-G-M.
Testimony indicated that since
last December, Mrs. Zimmerman
had been operating the Majestic on
an alleged transfer from her husband. He still was taking tickets
and she was selling them. Decision
of the board was that it was a subterfuge, and held that the M-G-M
contract, made in November, 1933,
is a valid instrument and must be
performed by Zimmerman and his
wife.

Geo. Dawes Succeeds Farnol
George Dawes, newspaperman
and feature writer on the "WorldTelegram" and other Scripps-Howard
papers for the last four years, has
become Samuel Goldwyn's publicity
representative in New York, filling
the vacancy created by the resignation of Lynn Farnol, who joined the
Donahue & Coe agency. Dawes has
already started on his new duties
and will work in association with
Surprises at Ampa Today
Hal Home, United Artists advertisIn addition to the announced pering and publicity director, in the
sonalities for today's A. M. P. A. exploitation of the Eddie Cantor and
'uncheon at the Motion Picture Anna Sten pictures
Club, a surprise guest chairman and
some surprise honor guests will be
Powell, Harlow and Loy Teamed
nresented, it is promised. The name
Hneup billed in advance includes West Const Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Sam Wood, Harry Green, Dorothy
Hollywood — William Powell, Jean
Gish, Barbara Kent, Ned Wayburn. Harlow and Myrna Loy, have been
named
by M-G-M for leading roles
Jimmy Savo, Roy Atwell, Arthur
Tracy, Eva LeGallienne, Fred Stone. in the adaptation of Faith BaldJeanne Aubert, Harry Eddington,
win's new novel, "Wife Versus SecMyrtle Leonard, Blossom Seeley.
retary," soon to be brought to the
Fddie Peabody and Roy Ford's or- screen. This new novel is to apchestra.
pear serially in "Cosmopolitan Magazine," beginning with the January
issue,
and will be produced at the
Sp?.rks Heads Party on Mexico Trip
Culver City studios under supervision of Hunt Stromberg.
Jacksonville, Fla. — E. J. Sparks
and a number of friends and associates have left on a two-week huntSpanish Studio Completes Film
ing trip in Mexico. In the party
Madrid — Ballesteros Tona-Film
are P. S. Sparks and Lon Sparks,
brothers of E. J.; Fred Kent, at- studios, established here early this
torney for Sparks interests; Claude -ear by Serafin Ballesteros to proEzell of Dallas, operator of bank
duce films in Spanish for all world
night stunts being used in Sparks markets, especially Latin America
houses; Fred Jack of Dallas, War- has just completed "Patricio Mno
ner representative; Charles Kes- a Una Estrella," a romantic comnich of Atlanta, M-G-M, representaedy about a movie-struck youth,
tive; Charles Iseman, Southern dis- with story and direction by Jose
trict manager for United Artists; L. S. Heredia, and cast including
Rupert and Ruhl Koplegard of Ft. Antonio Vico, Rosita Lacasa, Manolo Paris and others.
Pierce, Fla., Sparks associates.
Another House for Sparks
Warners Sign Joel McCrea for 2
Jacksonville, Fla. — E. J. Sparks
WeH
Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Warner Bros, an- has added another unit to his Flornounce the signing of Joel McCrea
ida
purchasing
the BartowCircuit
Theaterbyfrom
B. E. Gore.
Ten
for two pictures, starting Jan. 1.
shares
of
stock
have
been
issued
at
McCrea previously appeared for
par value, with E. J. Sparks.
Warners in "Gambling Lady," star- $100
M. C. Talley and Y. F. Freeman,
ring Barbara Stanwyck.
Paramount executive, as directors.
"Black Hell" Becomes "Black Fury"
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — The title of Paul
Muni's latest starring picture for
Warner Bros, has been changed
from "Black Hell" to "Black Fury."

John
Monk
Arthur De

Saunders
Bra

San Francisco — S. A. Hedding,
former Minnesota banker, is opening the San Mateo Studio, Inc., formerly Graf Bros., industrial film
producers, and plans to produce 18
Technicolor talkies. Walter Irving
is production manager. New venture has capital of $500,000 and annual payroll is said to be $1,500,000.

John Doran Joins Detroit Studio
John Doran, former stage manager at the Eastern Service studio
in Astoria, leaves today for Detroit, where he will join the Jam
Handy studio, commercial producers, in the same capacity.

Frank Nirdlinger Dead
"Rakoczi March" Holding Over
Philadelphia — Frank Nirdlinger
for years a leadnig figure in the
"Rakoczi March," Hungarian mulocal theater field, died Tuesday at
sical being distributed here by Danhis home after a year's illness. He ubia Pictures, will be held over for
a run at the Tobis theater.
was 70 years old.

.oming an

dG

GEORGE
O'BRIEN and
MARGUERI1
CHURCHILL, who returned this week fro
abroad, leave immediately for the coast, whei
O'Brien will begin work on his next pictui
for Fox release.
LAWRENCE

RILEY,

author of the Broadws

play,
"Personal
yesterda1
for Hollywood
to Appearance,"
start work on left
the Paramoui
writing staff.
BILL ROBINSON and ELEANOR POWELl,
bo!h dancing headliners from the stage, bar.
left for the coast to appear in Fox's next ed
tion of the "George
White
Scandals."
EDWARD GOLDEN and ED FINNEY of Monr
gram
are in Philadelphia.
JOHN
join the

DORAN
leaves
today
Jam
Handy
studio.

for

Detroit

MERLE OBERON left yesterday for Holl
wood, where she will co-star with Mauri'
Chevalier in "Folies Bergere de Paris" f
20th Century Tictures. Upon completion
this film she will return to London to fulf
her three-year
contract
with
Alexander
Kord

Showing
Siberian Pictures
What are said to be the first m<
tion pictures of Siberia taken I
an American will shortly be pn
sented here under the auspices i
the American Russian Institute. TI
films have just been brought to thr
country by Julien Bryan, who spei
the past few months in Siberia ai
Russia making this collection <
Soviet films dealing with latest d
velopments in the U. S. S. R. Bryj
is now showing the pictures outsiti
of New York.

» DATE BOOK
Nov.

25:
First Dinner-Dance-Show
of the
dependent Exhibitors of Eastern Pa., Sout
ford. N. J. and
ern
Del., Hotel
Bellevue-Stri

Nov. 25:
Meeting
of
Independent
Exhibit
to form
a Vermont
unit of Allied, Mo:
pelier Tavern,
Montpelier,
Vt.
Nov. 27:
Allied Theater Owners of New U
sey
meeting.
Hotel
Lincoln,
New
Yell
Nov. 28:
Reception
and Dance of the Brc ■
lyn Unit of the Warner
Club,
VitapKj)
Studio,
Brooklyn.
Nov.

28:
Bowl,

Dec.

1:
Universal
Pictures'
Dance,
Hotel
Astor,
New

Screen
Actors'
Hollywood.

Guild

ball,

Biltrri

Annual
York.

Dinrf

Dee.

5:
Warner
Club's
Second
quet
and
Movie
Ball, Club,
N. Y.

Dee.

Annual
B>Schenccr; .

8:
Sixtieth Anniversary
Dinner and
of The Lambs, Hotel Waldorf-Astoria,
York.
Dec. 9-10:
Theater
Owners
of
North
South
Hotel

Carolina
Charlotte,

.1
M
t

22nd
annual
convent I
Charlotte,
N. C.

Dec. meeting,
10:
Warner
Bros,
annual
stockholdi '
Wilmington.
Del.
Dec. 11-12:
Allied
States
Ass'n
diree 1
meeting,
Hotel
Roosevelt,
New
Orlean
Dec. 20
AM PA.
Christmas
Dinner.
HiP
A«tor
Nrm
York.
Dec. 31:
Annual
New
Year's
Party
of
«
Motion Picture Salesmen, Inc., Hotel As r,
many
New York.
les

O
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THE DICTIONARY
THAT CAME
RUNNING OUT
OF A
PROJECTION
R • II

and rushed to the
telegraph office so that 60
of the World's Foremost
Critics could blanket the
globe with the good news —
(next page is JoYFVL'.)

The telegraph wires are flashing it to
every corner of the waiting world—

GAR
BO'
GREintoATE
(Quick!
Put s
these reviews
your lobby!)
ST
" TAINTED

VEIL' is a truly fine picture. GARBO is more beautiful and more sincere than ever before ..."
— Dan Thomas, NEA (Syndicated to 700 daily newspapers)

"A most striking picture that will be popular everywhere. GARBO is at her best ..."
— Rosalind Shaffer, Chicago Tribune Syndicate (Syndicated to 500 daily newspapers)
''GARBO retains her magic. GARBO as lovely as she looked in The Torrent.' In TAINTED VEIL' GARBO
has life, charm and unforgettable beauty . , ."
— Mollie Merrick, No. American Newspaper Alliance (Syndicated column in 50 metropolitan dailies)
" TAINTED VEIL' is fine as a production and affords GARBO full sway of her emotional talents of which
she takes full advantage. It presents a greater, more beautiful and sympathetic
GARBO Associated
. . ."
Warren Stokes,
Publications
"GARBO's performance is truly magnificent . . ." — Jerry Hoffman, Los Angeles Examiner
" TAINTED VEIL' is great. GARBO is more vitally human, more fascinating than ever before. MARSHALL is superb . . ."
— William Mooring, Daily Express Film Weekly, England
" TAINTED VEIL' presents tense drama with human appeal. From beginning to end the performances of
GARBO and MARSHALL superb in emotional delicacy. . . "
— Colonel Duckworth-Ford, Reuters (all papers throughout British Empire)
"GARBO
"GARBO

surpasses GARBO in TAINTED VEIL . . ."—Paula Walling, Vlntransigeant, Paris
is more beautiful than ever before. TAINTED VEIL' as a picture is superb . . ."
— Ruth Waterbury, Editor Movie Mirror

"GARBO at her best. MARSHALL fine..."— Dorothy Donnel Calhoun, Western Editor Motion Picture Pub.
"GARBO again proves her great superiority. . . "
— Leonard Clairmont, Film Jurnalen Sweden
"Blessed by GARBO's magic presence 'The PAINTED VEIL' is distinguished and powerful. You will
enjoy it. ." ."
— Katherine Dougherty, Editor Photoplay
" TAINTED VEIL' presents first lady of the screen in all that is first in fine entertainment . . ."
— Regina Cannon, Western Editor Modern Screen
"Never before has GARBO

been more appealing than in TAINTED VEIL . . ."
— Toto Davidson Ecran of Chile Sintonia Argentina,

"In TAINTED VEIL' GARBO gives convincing flawless performance. There is a new quality in her voice
and acting and most appealing mellowness with a tinge of the mysteriousness of the land which is the locale
of the story.

TAINTED

VEIL' is undoubtedly her greatest achievement . . ."
— Dr. Albin Peterson, Swedish Tribune News

"GARBO more human than ever before in a really interesting story. MARSHALL and BRENT fine in
support . . ."
— J. D. Spiro, Cleveland Plain Dealer
"GARBO's work finer than ever before. Her performance offers greater versatility . . ."
— Edwin Schallert, Los Angeles Times
"GARBO

more alluring and fascinating than ever before . . ."
— Elizabeth Wilson, Western Editor Silver Screen

"This picture brings to screen a different GARBO. She is more human,
more fascinating than ever before ..."
— John Mitchell, Western Editor, New Movie
u A greater GARBO and a truly great picture. It should do a great deal to
enhance her popularity the world over ..."
— Eugene Chrisman, Western Editor, Fawcett Publications
"A new and more human GARBO. TAINTED VEIL' is her most entertaining picture..." — James Fidler, Western Editor, Screenland

Get ready for the

GARBO

SMILE!
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n ITOA MEMBERS
NEXT TO SUE ERPI

G THE
NRIALTO

(Continued from Page 1)

notion pictures, the plaintiffs were
orced to purchase Erpi equipment
ind have sustained damages through
xcessive charges for installation,
nspection service and for replacenent parts.
Milton C. Weisman, who is at;orney for the I.T.O.A., filed, in his
capacity as receiver for Fox Theaters Corp., a similar suit against
A.. T. & T., Western Electric and
Erpi several days ago asking $700,)00 damages in an action involving
line theaters.
Erpi counsel yesterday said they
had not yet studied the Fox Theaters action sufficiently to make a
reply.

RKO Signs Product Deals
With Lightman, Crescent
(Continued from Page 1)

and shorts. The Lightman circuit
includes 25 theaters located in 15
Arkansas towns and 11 theaters in
two Tennessee towns. Cresson
Smith and Page Baker, Memphis
branch manager, handled the deal
for RKO. The Crescent circuit consists of 50 theaters. Hubert M.
Lyons, RKO Atlanta manager handled the deal for the distributor
with Tony Sudekem representing
Crescent.

Jack Cohn Reports
Improvement Abroad
(Continued from Page 1)

lumbia offices in England, Italy and
France and also held conferences
with leading exhibitors in all European countries.
Tibbett Considering Another Film
Jacksonville, Fla. — Lawrence Tibbett wants to make a picture in England, and fulfill a concert tour at
the same time, but decision awaits
report of Harry Edington, his
screen agent, the operatic star stated while here this week. Tibbett
has just turned down another Hollywood offer on account of his concert bookings. When he does sign
for another film, it will mean that
he has final okay on all music to
be used therein.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS
Approximately 7,000 persons are employed in film production
in Germany.

PHIL M. DALY
• •
• NO ONE knows better than the literary agent
what the coming trend in fiction will be
whether in magazines, book covers or on the screen
this is a self-evident
truth which the well known Hampton-Porter literary clearing
house point out in the current issue of their newsy house organ
"The Writing World" ..... being literary gents, they do
not peddle their wares with the blah and ballyhoo of us showfolks
they put over their proposition with refinement and
a certain air of dignity altogether lacking in publicity methods
of the film biz
so we are herewith undertaking to interpret
what they have to offer us film mugs in OUR language
to
wit
T
T
T
• •
• WHEN A magazine ed or a book monger wants
the lowdown on what the paying public will go for
who
does he consult ?
another magazine ed or book monger ?
in the same fashion that one Hollywood studio copies
the product of another studio ?
absolutely not
he
goes to the chap who has his finger on the pulse of the Fiction
World
the recognized literary representative
who is
in constant touch with magazines, books, movies, radio, plays
and newspaper
syndicates
this gives him a composite
view that enables him to get the Real Lowdown on what the
cash customers want
RIGHT NOW
and that's always the trick
to gauge the Present Trend
and that
goes for films even more than mags and books
the literary
representative
can always be consulted
he won't steer
the producer
wrong
for he'sto trying
producers and
it costs nothing
consult tohimdo biz with
of course
he MIGHT persuade you to buy the film rights to one of his
clients' novels
and you MIGHT fall for his sales smoosh
and make yourself a lot of jack by filming the novel
but of course that is the risk any pix producer runs
making money by taking the advice of somebody who KNOWS
what he's talking about
instead of listening to some Hollywood experts who never get 10 miles away from the village
to find out what the Great American Public really yearn for
in Film Fare

T

T

▼

• • • AT THE AMPA luncheon today
the newly admitted associate women
members
strut their stuff
and
show what they can do in the way of staging a show
a
list of Talent that is really STAGGERING
just to mention a few
Jeanne Aubert, great French star
Fred
Stone and his daughters
Jimmy Savo, pantomimist supreme Dorothy Gish, star of "Brittle Heaven"
AND
a Surprise Guest Chairman who will be a real headliner
so, in the coy manner of the newspaper film editoress we say
see you tomorrow!
(Why
should you? — or we?
It's a break for neither of us)

•
•
• THEY
TELL
Us Pete Harrison has left for a
month's stay on the Coast
and that Pete sent no less than
13 trunks of clothes on in advance
can it be possible that
the great publisher has secret ambitions
as a Hollywood
thespian ?
Eddie Edelson is planning a cocktail party for
Larry Weiner for a nearby Sunday afternoon
A grand
display at the Wine Show in Grand Central Palace
arranged by A. P. Waxman for the Gaumont-British current product A smash novelty in the form of one-sheets served as
the invites or passes for the Hollywood preview of "The Mighty
Barnum"
done in the gusty spirit of Petey Barnum's own
advertising
when spread out, the paper covers the top
of your desk
can you picture folks presenting these at
the door ?
my gawd
a New Idea in showmanship
page Author Harry Brand

«

€< «c

»

»

»

AROUSES CODE AUTH'Y
(Continued from Page 1)

Daily learns. Kuykendall's barrage
against clearance and zoning controversies, his producers
statement that
"the
double-feature
succeeded
in having all such schedules returned" and his closing paragraph urging exhibitors to "arouse themselves before it is too late" and not
to "leave it all up to the Zoning
Board and Code Authority or the
whole thing will collapse for lack
of interest", are the specific matters that have aroused several members of the Authority, of which he
is a member.
One member told Film Daily
yesterday that it is possible a resolution will be passed in connection
with terKuykendall's
WalVincent will sitstatement.
in as Kuykendall's alternate at today's hearing.

'DuBarry' and 'La Boheme'
Among
NewfromB.I.P.
(Continued
Page 1) Films
Rogers, "Blackbirds of 1935," "An
Invitation to the Dance" with Lilian
Harvey, and a film with Henry Hall
and his BBC band. In addition, B.
I. P. now has five pictures in work,
including "Abdul Hamid," "Old
Curiosity Shop," "Dandy Dick,"
"McGlusky the Sea Rover" and
"Radio Parade of 1935."

Amendment on Extras
Asked by Coast Group
(Continued from Page 1)

extras in current films, be amended.
The petitioners ask that the section
be re-worded so that relatives of
studio employees may work in studios other than those in which their
relatives are employed. The petition will be considered at today's
meeting of the Authority.
Other matters to be included will
be the proposed amendments to the
vaudeville actors' code affecting provisions of the minimum salary, layoffs and rehearsals. The amendment, if passed by the Code Authority, will be given an open hearing in Washington.
The proposed zoning schedules
considered.,
for New Haven and Buffalo will be
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Loew's,
Inc., net profit for year is
more
than
double
the preceding year.

TONIGHT

IS ELECT

Polls Open From Coast to Coast at 8 P.
(Eastern Standard Time)
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Ji/.yf one of dozens of national advance plugs for " Sweet Music."
Just a hint of the high-pressure ballyhoo we're lining up for

THE BIG SHOTS" from WARNER BROS.

DICK POWELL Ac RUBY HEELER
in 'FLIRTATION WALK
IRENE DUNNE

in 'SWEET MUSIC*
VALLEE
AL JOLSON & RUBY KEELER
in GO INTO YOUR DANCE

in "SWEET ADELINE"
MUNI in BORBERTOWN

PAUL

JAMES C AGNEY & PAT O'BRIEN
in "DEVIL DOGS OF THE AIR
"GOLD DIGGERS

OF 1935

*A Werner Bros. Picture

MUNI

in "BLACK

HELL

'MIDREINHARDT'S
SUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM"
ANTHONY
ADVERSECAST
"
with ALL-STAR

MAX

°A First National Picture

Vitagraph, Inc., Distributors

DAILY
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REVIEWS

"GENTLEMEN

ARE BORN"

with
Jean

Franchot
Tone,
Margaret
Lindsay,
Muir, Ross Alexander, Ann
Dvorak,
Nick Foran
First National
74 mins.
RATHER SERIOUS BUT HUMAN DOCUMENT ABOUT YOUNG MEN OUT OF
COLLEGE HAS INTRINSIC MERIT FOR
CLASS AUDIENCES.
This is an earnest handling of a topical
subject and it makes worth-while screen
fare that will probably meet its best appreciation among the more mentally inclined classes. It takes four lads, of varying characteristics, as they are graduated
from college and shows how tough it is
for them to get a job and make headway
in the world despite their education. One
of the boys, Robert Light, commits suicide.
The others, Fanchot Tone, Ross Alexander
and Nick Foran, are teamed up with girls,
Margaret Lindsay, Jean Muir and Ann
Dvorak, and all have their little or big
tragedies as they try to make a go of
married life under difficult circumstances.
There is plenty of food for serious thought
in the subject, but it has been written up
and directed in such a way that the human
interest angle is strong enough to fairly
well suit general appeal.
Cast: Franchot Tone, Jean Muir, Margaret Lindsay, Ann Dvorak, Ross Alexander,
Nick Foran, Charles Starrett, Russell Hicks,
Robert Light, Arthur Aylesworth, Henry
O'Neill, Addison Richards, Marjorie Galeson, Bradley Page.
Director, Alfred E. Green; Author, Robert Lee Johnson; Screen Play, Eugene Solow, Robert Lee Johnson; Cameraman
James Van Trees; Editor, Bert Levy.
Direction, Sympathetic. Photography, Fine

Bert
RKO

Wheeler

and

"KENTUCKY

HpAKING advantage of Warner Bros, national exploitation tie-up with Quaker Oats
on "Six Day Bike Rider," Sid
Blumenstock, advertising and
publicity manager for Warner
Atlantic City Theaters, turned
in a cracker- jack campaign on
the picture when it played at
the Virginia, Atlantic City. In
the trailer, which was run during the ten days in advance,
Quaker Oats was given a frame
mention of their national contest. Plenty of press publicity
was broken on sports pages
about the bike meet being held
in conjunction with the showing. This meet was a "Bike
Stunt Contest" consisting of a
"slow" race, a "plank" race and
a coaster brake race. Plenty of
prizes were promoted, and in
addition a special "slow" race
was arranged for girls. Lobby
space was given, being spotted

Woolsey

KERNELS"

Radio

75 mins.

This one will probably bring the Wheeler
and Woolsey fans in because these favorite
comics are in the pix, but they didn't do
right by them in the material. It is one
of the weakest and creakiest feature
farces we have ever lamped. The authors
started out with a good comedy idea, but
didn't get everything out of it. Bert
Wheeler and Robert Woolsey, a broken
down vaude team, have an orphan,
"Spanky" McFarland, wished on them.
They are notified by a law firm that the
kid is the sole heir of a rich Kentucky
estate. They are given funds to take the
youngster down south, and walk into l
Kentucky feud in which the kid's relatives are engaged. Here the story goes
blooey with a lack of funny ideas which
the situation fairly teems with but all production forces missed. So they throw in
a musical and vocal sequence to pad it out,
and a western horse opera chase for a
meller finale. And when they did, the
comedy went right out of the box-office
window.
Cast: Bert Wheeler, Robert Woolsey,
Mary Carlisle, "Spanky" McFarland, Noah
Beery,liamLucille
LaVerne,
Sleep
'n' Eat,
WilPawley, Louis
Mason,
Frank
McGlynn,
Jr., Richard Alexander,
Paul Page.
Director, George Stevens; Authors, Bert
Kalmar, Harry Ruby; Screen Play, Bert
Kalmar, Harry Ruby, Fred Guiol; Editor,
James Morley; Cameraman,
jager.
Direction, Handicapped
Good.

Edward CronPhotography,

FILMS « «
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"MENACE"

in

SPOTTY
PRODUCTION WOBBLES
ALONG WITH THIN STORY LACKING
ENOUGH LAUGHS TO GO THE LENGTH.

«««EXPLOITING
Bike Contest
Proves Popular

Robert

Thursday, Nov. 22, 1934

with

Gertrude
Michael,
Paul
Henrietta
Crosman
Paramount

Cavanagh,

"RAKOCZI I N D U L 0"
("Rakocj
March"), in Hungarian; produced by C it
57 mins. Film, Budapest; directed by Steven Szekely
music by Paul Abraham; photography b|
SATISFACTORY FARE FOR THE MURSteven Eiben; with Gyula Csortos, Mat
DER MYSTERY FANS. GENERALLY
garet Dayka, Paul Javor, Ida Turay, Feren
SUSPENSEFUL STORY WITH
GOOD
Kiss, Tibor von Halmy, Oscar Beregi, et a
HANDLING.
Distributed by Danubia Pictures. At th
Though lacking strength in point of mar- Tobis Theater.
Well-made and thoroughly enjoyabl
quee names, this yarn should give satisfaction to those who like murder mystery
musical romance in the Hungarian languag<
melodrama. Locale is in Africa and the
Though its foreign dialogue makes it pr
central idea is about a villain who plots
to murder three persons because of the marily of appeal to those who understar
the Magyar language, the production h.1
death of his brother, whom the trio had in- many exceptional values, with lively musi;
vited to join them in a game of cards. In beautiful native backgrounds, a dash
order to attend the party, the lad must
the military element and the pleasing sto
leave his post at a dam under construc- of a cavalry officer's love for a supposed
tion. An embankment gives way, causing
disaster and death, and driving the youth rich girl, all of which could be appreciate
to his own doom. The brother, in carrying by nearly any audience.
out his designs, gets one of three marked
Will Fight Extension of 111. Tax
persons, Berton Churchill, but is caught
East St. Louis, 111. — The East S
before he can do away with the other two,
Louis Council of Retail Merchan
Gertrude Michael and Paul Cavanagh, who
will send a delegation to Sprin.
also provide the love interest. Halliwell
Hobbes does a good job as a detective field to oppose the extension of ti
posing as a butler, and there are good state's 2 per cent sales tax to t
retail sales. The body will use evei]
bits by Raymond Milland, Arietta Duncan,
means possible to defeat the pri
Henrietta Crosman, Robert Allen and Monposed legislation. At the openii
tagu Love.
of the special session of the Legisl
Cast: Gertrude Michael, Paul Cavanagh.
Henrietta Crosman, John Lodge, Robert ture at Springfield on November ]
Allen, Raymond Milland, Berton Churchill, Governor Horner's bill to make t
Desmond Roberts, Halliwell Hobbes, Doris sales tax permanent was advanc
Llewellyn, Arietta Duncan, Gwenllian Gill, on the legislative calendar.
Forrester Harvey, Arthur Clayton, Montagu
Para. After Operatic Talent
Love, Rita Carlisle, A. S. Byron.
Paramount
is understood
to
Direction, Ralph Murphy; Author, Philip
MacDonald; Screen Play, Anthony Veiller, seeking to sign Gladys
Swarthou
Chandler Sprague; Cameraman, Benjamin Metropolitan star. The company H
Reynold;
Editor, Anna
Bauchens.
just acquired one operatic headlino
Direction, Very Good. Photography, A-l. Helen Jepson.

THE CURRENT FILMS»»i

with a Quaker Oats cut-out
and 40 x 60 lobby cards about
the local race. Quaker Oats
also posted 250 one-sheets with
theater name and play date.
Five thousand heralds were distributed by a local bike dealer.
A local bike dealer also tied in
on the meet, giving window displays and mention of the picture. All the contestants carried cards on their backs, which
besides displaying their numbers, plugged the picture. The
final touch was the street bally
in which a boy on a bike pedalled through the main business streets with a sign on his
back plugging the picture.
— Virginia, Atlantic City, N. J.

Department Stores
Give Window Displays
'T'HE Philco Radio Company
tied in with Warner
Bros.' latest musical, "Dames,"
with an eleven-paper advertising
campaign
in the metropolitan

area. Three New York dailies
ran the "Dames" - Philco
tieup ads. The eight other dailies were located in New Jersey
cities. Another item in the preopening and current campaign
on "Dames" was a series of
Fifth Avenue and department
store window displays. Gimbels
featured a Warner homeoffice tieup in a large display
of Mojud Hosiery. Arnold Constable, Fifth Avenue, featured a large window on Studio
Styles. The Southern Pacific
Railroad office window on Fifth
Avenue
alsoA featured
display.
displaya "Dames"
on Joan
Blondell, one of the players in
the picture, was featured in the
I. J. Fox store on Fifth Avenue also. All of the windows
had "Dames" backgrounds and
photo-enlargements in addition
to copy on the picture and the
advertiser's product. — Warners.

Private Screening
for Parent-Teachers
(~)NE
week before
the ofopening
of "The
Barretts
Wim<
pole Street" at the Strand The:
ater, manager,
Ottawa, Kansas,
rel,
arrangedMr.a Dor
spe
cial
screening
for inalltheParentTeacher
members
vicin
ity. Three hundred special let
ters were mailed to a seled
mailing list. A large cutou
head of Norma Shearer wa
used in the lobby a week in adl
vance. Tie-ups were arrangei
with
drug stores.
stores, ladies' store
and book
— Strand, Ottawa, Kam
RKO Rumanian Deal
Asta Films of Bucharest, Rut
nia, has bought the entire R
1934-35 line-up. The buy inch
features and shorts. H. W. Leas
manager of the RKO Paris of
handled the deal. Leasim is nov
Turkey on a tour of eastern Eun

HELP YOURSELF
to the biggest entertainment treat on Broadway!

HELP OTHERS
to health and happiness!
♦

They're Calling on YOU

#>

♦

for a Stellar Performance in ATTENDANCE

at the

SPECIAL BENEFIT PERFORMANCE
OF LEW

BROWN'S

SMASHING

"CALLING

NEW

ALL

REVUE

STARS"

for the

MLK» EGG LEAGUE
FOR

NEW

YORK

TUBERCULAR

POOR

OF

HOLLYWOOD

LOS

ANGELES

SANITORIUM

THEATRE

51st Street and Broadway

SUNDAY,

DEC. 16, 8^2 P. M.
♦

<#>

♦

These stars will give you the show of the century . . . and the thrill of a lifetime in helping hundreds of New York's unfortunates!
LOU HOLTZ
PHIL BAKER
JACK WHITING
EVERETT MARSHALL
MITZI MAYFAIR
GERTRUDE NIESEN
PATSY FLICK
PATRICIA BOWMAN
PEGGY TAYLOR
ANNE JUDY ZEKE
MARTHA RAY
A percentage of the proceeds will be donated to the Actors' Fund of America.
Make Your Reservations NOW!
TICKETS

ON SALE AT STRAND

THEATRE

Or 'Phone Circle 7-5900

■%

THE
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k
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A "LITTLE" from HOLLYWOOD

Nat Finston, musical director for
Paramount, and his studio orchestra
furnished the musical background
for the first Brunswick records
made by Lanny Ross under his newly signed contract with the disc
company. They are "Let's Give
Three Cheers for Love" and "Stay
as Sweet as You Are," all "College
Rhythm" hit songs.

More Than 1,000 Attend
"Broadway Bill" Preview

More than 1,000 exhibitors and
their families, as well as representatives of the trade, fan press, bankers and other personalities, attended a preview of Frank Capra's
"Broadway Bill" at the Astor Theater yesterday as the guests of Columbia. The picture was greeted
with acclaim.
Among the prominent exhibitors,
circuit owners and buyers present
were, Ed. Peskay, Joe Seider, Sam
Baker, Harry Schiffman, Mr. Meyer,
Consolidated Circuit, Mr. Hoffman,
Harry Hecht, Mark Block, John Benas, Charles Steiner, Harold Greenberg, Rudolf & Becker, Harry Arthur, Jack Hatten, Gene Levy, Sidney Jacobson, David & Goldbaum,
Sam Winderman, Arthur Siegel,
Sam Rinzler, Lewis Frisch, Charles
Moses, Freddie Schwartz, Lee Ochs
and Arthur Mayer.
Included among the bankers were:
C. C. Fagg, Ed Van Pelt, James S.
Alexander, Raymond C. Ball, Carl
C. Lang, Fred Hasler, Harvey E.
Whitney, George Burrows, C. T. W.
Tigh, and James S. Cavagnaro.

BIG
NEWS
AS
SEEN
1Y
THE PRESS
AGENT
Ruby Keeler has named her new
Scottie pup "Cadet" in honor of "Flirtation Walk."
— First National.

"LOTS":

In addition to staging the dance turned to New York this week and
numbers in the forthcoming Al Jol- will soon leave for Hollywood tt
preparations for his new role
son-Ruby Keeler musical, "Go Into start
"Cardinal Richelieu" is to be re
Your Dance," Bobby Connolly will leased
through United Artists.
play the role of himself in this Warner feature. Glenda Farrell is another addition to the cast.
▼ ▼ Y
Felix Palavacine, famous news
Helen Westley has been added to paper publisher of Mexico, his wife f
and daughter were luncheon guests \{
▼
▼
▼
the
cast ofofthe
"Roberta,"
RKO Radio's
filming
musical comedy
hit in at the Warner Bros. Burbanl
Lloyd Corrigan will direct "The which Irene Dunne, Fred Astaire studios this week. After luncheon
Puzzle of the Pepper Tree" for RKO and Ginger Rogers will be starred the party, accompanied by Ramor
Radio Pictures, according to B. B. under the direction of William Navarro, were escorted on a tou:
of the studio.
Kahane, president of RKO Studios. Seiter.
The story is from the pen of Stuart
T T ▼
V T ▼
Palmer. Corrigan is one of the
Thomas Jackson has been added
Sterling Holloway, currently ap
studio's aces on direction, and is to the cast of "Gold Diggers of
currently getting acclaim for his
1935," now in production at the pearing in the Fox musical, "Lot*
work on the now famous new-proc- First
Lover,"
has been
signed
to s ^
National studios. He will once tery
long term
contract
by the
company
ess Technicolor film, "La Cucaracha," more play a▼sleuth.
T T
produced by Kenneth Macgowan.
who will supervise "The Puzzle of
In addition to devoting his radio
the Pepper Tree."
program to the songs in his forth- Cleveland Court Upholds
coming Warner picture, "Sweet
Injunction Against Duals
Rudy Vallee will invite his
Lyle Talbot and Margaret Lind- Music,"
(Continued from Page 1)
listeners
to choose the title song
say have been assigned the romantic leads opposite Guy Kibbee and for the picture. Vallee will sing land Amusement Co. involving thr:
two different tunes, and will ask the
Aline MacMahon in "While The public to write in letters stating Haltnorth theater. Following thr
Patient Slept," a forthcoming War- which one of them they think should granting of a permanent injunction
ner production. Donald Woods, preagainst the Family, Attorney Law
viously scheduled for a role in this be known as "Sweet Music," and be rence Rich, representing Morris Is
picture, has been cast in an im- used as the picture's title song. The rael of the Erie theater as ai
portant part in another Warner film. program will be broadcast over an interested party, filed a motion fo
NBC coast-to-coast network.
a rehearing of the case. Judg;
»
» »
Fay Wray, who has just sailed
G. P. Huntley, Jr., English actor,
Corlett topermitted
for afte*
bot'
reargue attorneys
the case,
has been signed by John Hay Whit- from New York for England, will sides
they submitted briefs. Hi
ney's Pioneer Pictures for "Becky return to America in time to as- which
sume a featured role in "Cardinal decision, refusing a rehearing
Sharp," the screen version of Thackfor the legality of the sing!
eray's "Vanity Fair," which RKO Richelieu," the 20th Century picture vouches
in
which
George Arliss is to play feature agreement signed by
Radio will release. The production
theater
owners
in the Greater Cleve
the
title
role.
The
screen
play
by
will be the first full-length feature
in the new Technicolor. Miriam Nunnally Johnson and Cameron land area on July 8 when the agree
Hopkins will have the title role and Rogers, is based on the famous book ment went into effect.
This decision, however, does nq
Nigel Bruce will play Joseph Sed- by Bulwer-Lytton. Arliss, who spent
ley.
Lowell Sherman will direct. the last several months abroad, re- involve theaters opened after Juj
8 by interests not connected wif
theaters operating on that dafc
such as the Temple, which opene,
several months ago, and the Alhari
bra, which opened last Friday ail
reports capacity
first-run
dual policy.business with J

By RALPH WILK
"Money Man," Edward G. Robinson's next starring vehicle for First
JRVING BERLIN
terday at RKO began
Radio work
under yeshis National, is scheduled to go before
the cameras at the Warner Burbank
contract to write the music for "Top studios in three weeks, announces
Hat," which Pandro Berman will
produce as the next vehicle for Fred the studio. The supporting cast for
Astaire and Ginger Rogers, under "Money Man," which is based on the
the direction of Mark Sandrich.
story by Dashiell Hammett, will be
announced shortly.
Recent additions to the cast of the
next "Scandals," which George White
will produce, and in which he will
appear, at the Fox studios, include
James Dunn and Stuart Erwin. Alice
Faye, Lyda Roberti, Ned Sparks and
Eleanor Powell also are in it.
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NEWS

OF THE DAY

Toronto — In connection with the
work of the newly formed Ontario
Legion of Decency, it is being broadcast over the radio that members
of the Protestant church and all
other denominations are requested to
join with Catholics in their drive
against immoral motion pictures.
The Legion has not as yet prepared
a list of approved films, but the
Canadian Federation of Catholic
Alumnae has issued lists.
New Orleans — First-run contract
on eight pcitures has been signed
between Gaumont-British and the
St. Charles theater.
Boston — The Five Star Press,
which specializes in theatrical printing, has moved to 40 Winchester
Street in the film district and has
installed new equipment.

Tribune. Kan.— S. H. Yoffie and
E. E. Dinsmore have opened a new
theater here, the Auditorium, with
Western
Electric sound.
Trenton, Mo. — Ben Crocker has
opened the new Uptown theater
with Western
Electric sound.
Louisville, Neb. — Art Triby has
McCarty. the Playhouse from Jack
bought

Philly Dual Test Case
Until
(Continued from
Page 1)Todai
Postponed
ous major companies, to test tl
legality
the contracts,
anti-doublewasfeatui
clause inoffilm
pos
yesterday until this mornir
poned
in the U. S. District Court.

Detroit — Forest Theater, Woodward Avenue house, is to be remodelled by the building of a complete new front, according to Jacob
Schreiber, owner. Present front is
being torn away by street widening, and modernistic type will be
installed. House was remodelled
about three months ago.
New Orleans — Harry Thomas.
First Division head, is due here this
week.

SHOW-

REMINDER
Drive?
Have

you

planned

MAN'S

your

Christmas
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G-B 100 PER CENT SET
ON FIELD SALES STAFF

OLD HEARING TODAY
N PARA. ALLOWANCES
Hearing on the application of the
aramount trustees, their counsel,
id other firms for interim allowlces and fees will be held today
3:30 p.m. in U. S. District Court
fore Juc'ge Goddard. Special
aster John E. Joyce has recomended that the trustees' allowance
computed under the old bankiptcy act which would give Chas.
Richardson $34,500; Eugene W.
sake $32,500 and Chas. D. Hilles,
10,000 instead of the fees of $100,10 each they had asked for their
rvices during the 14 months of
e Paramount bankruptcy.
A question of law is involved in
on the trustees' fees
re
it is understood, will be aphich,ruling
ialed if the court sustains Joyce's
Joyce's report cut
icommendation.
wn the fee of Root, Clark, Buckr & Ballantine to $225,000 from
50,000.

"T AIM

for the smash, the spectacular, the shock, the diaphragm
laugh — the audience. I say to myself: 'Now, where is the tragedy,
the pathos, the comedy of this thing?
How am I going to make the audience feel it? What do they want to
see here . . .?'"— DARRYL F. ZANUCK.
"Publicity is a two-edged sword,
and the clumsy and inexpert can
very easily chop off their own heads
with it ... It should call attention,
but not too loudly, because the
'ouder it is, the deafer the public
is to its claims."— ED SULLIVAN.
"What surprised me most about
Mexico was how they know everything that goes on in Hollywood.
When I first left Mexico, they were
quite backward. Now they have
advanced. They know the screen
as
RIO.well as we do."— DOLORES DEL

Gaumont-British now has 100 per
"I would "much rather do bits or
even extra work in the belief that cent coverage in sales representatives in the United States, Arthur
each part was different, than be
Lee stated to Film Daily yesterday.
typed
as
a
'heavy'
or
'an
old
man'."
—CHARLES LAUGHTON.
At least one and a maximum of five
salesmen representing G-B are now
working out of the Fox exchanges
"In America, everything is topsyturvy. The only place where there in addition to a G-B booker in each
branch office. First two features
is
sanity is in Europe." — LOUIS B.
MAYER.
of the second group of eight films
to be sent from England have
been received here.
"Nobody can kid me about my
"The slight delay in production
beauty. I've looked at this 'pan' too at the Gaumont-British studios has
been
caused by the introduction of
manv times."— CLAUDETTE COLBERT.
the 'international aspect' in all
scripts or the replacement of stories
written solely for English consumpPope Bans Vatican Films
tion by stories that will have uniVatican City — Showing of picversal appeal," said Lee.
tures of the Pope or his "sacred
functions" except in Catholic halls
"Waltz in Vienna" Holds Over
and institutions has been banned by
"Waltz in Vienna" will be held
order of Pope Pius XI, it is reliably
over at the 55th St. Playhouse.
reported.

The Year Book

Is International

Inaugurated 16 years ago it is really an amazing compendium

of every

conceivable fact and statistic having to do with what is certainly no
small time industry. As I rifled through its 1,100 odd pages I tried to
envisage anyone else attempting to start a similar service. It simply
couldn't be done unless they cribbed freely from Mr. Alicoate's book.
Unofficially I hear that upwards of a thousand volumes reach your side
this year. Well, my last comment

is: ask yourself almost any question

about the film industry; then find the answer in the Film Daily Year
Book. A deep obeisance to Jack Alicoate and his entire staff, all of
whom contribute to the excellent whole.
—From

Now in Work

"THE

CINEMA"— London.

Out in January

THE
12

NEW PARAMOUNT PLAN
EXPECTED NEXT WEEK
(Continued -from Page 1)

Wl

Code Assessments

DAILY

43 LEGISLATURES
MEET IN JANUAR

Being Paid Promptly

Although Code assessments were sent out only three days ago, John C.
Flinn, secretary of the Code Authority told FILM DAILY yesterday that
checks are already being received from exhibitors and distributors located in
the east and that by next week the majority of assessments will likely be
received.

said that he would present the plan
personally and that he believed it
would be acceptable to all interests.
In view of the imminence of the
» » » »
plan, Judge Coxe adjourned hearing on the bank matter until Dec.
3 after M. G. Bogue. counsel for
the bank group committee, requested Predicts Special Producers
For the Educational Field
the adjournment and Arthur Ballantine, counsel for the Paramount
THE production of educational
trustees, concurred. Bogue and
Ballantine agreed that a stimulation
films for the school field is
would be prepared under which the
certain to become, sooner or
trustees will withdraw their motion
later, a tremendous enterprise.
for examination of the bank officers
involved in the Paramount suit and
It is equally certain that such
Bogue will withdraw his motion
production will be in the hands
contesting the validity of the exof independent companies oramination, with leave to renew
ganized expressly for the purwithout prejudice.
pose— not by present theatrical
The promulgation of a reorganiproducers. Hollywood has its
zation plan
the stockholders'
committee
is by
understood
to mean
theatrical field. The educationthat no reorganization plan sponal field will go to others. A
sored bv Kuhn-Loeb will be presentfew generations ago educational
ed. The new plan will contain no
textbooks were in much the
commitment on underwriting. Cook
said. It is understood that Kuhnsame chaotic situation as eduLoeb will not be represented on the
cational films today. The analnew board of directors.
ogy between books and films is
It is said that Cook took over the
preparation of a reorganization
very close. What the "books"
plan because the Kuhn-Loeb plan
have done the "films" have yet
did not, in his opinion, adequately
to do. There were two essentake care of the stockholders' intertial requirements for a textests. Today and tomorrow, accountants for all parties interested in the
book company — first, the best
technique in book making and,
reorganization will meet to check on
second, first-hand knowledge of
the figures on which the more rethe school field and its needs.
cent draft of a reorganization plan
is based. Kuhn-Loeb has been repThe publishing world could furnish the first but not the secresenting the Vanderlip debenture
ond. Experts in make-up, laycommittee and the bank grout) comout and presswork hired from
mittee in preparing a reorganizathe existing field could take
tion plan. The stockholders comcare of the technique but
mittee had engaged Coverly & Colcould
have nothing to say about
pitts. business experts, to prepare
an independent plan. Malcolm Sumcontents; while executives, authors and salesmen had to be
ner and former Jude:e Garvin are
closely associated with Cook on the
developed who were thoroughly
reorganization plan.
experienced in and acceptable
to the school field. The textbook
companies
had to know what the
Demonstrate Television at Museum
field needed, where to get it how
Demonstrations of television, with
to present it. Once this was
equipment developed by J. G. Jones
done, the educational field was
and Joseph Lukacs, experimenters
theirs. The future text film
of Jackson Heights, Queens, are becompany will duplicate this
ing given at the New York Muprocess. It will assure its techseum of Science and Industry.
Images are sent over wires from
the transmitter to a screen about
Following her work in "The
18 inches square in an auditorium
White Parade," the contract of
several hundred feet away.
Astrid Allwyn has been renewed by
Fox. Her next assignment will be
in the forthcoming "One More
Rabbi Defends Films
Soring," Baxter.
with Janet Gaynor and
St. Louis — If the Church wishes to
Warner

TIMELY TOPICS

permanently improve the screen it must
first improve society, Dr. Julian Miller, Rabbi of B'nai El Temple declared
in his weekly sermon. He contended
that production heads and actors of
Hollywood are not, to any great degree,
responsible for the filth and smut that
has been ground out at the film capital. He took the position the motion
picture screen is merely a barometer of
life, portraying
the actions
of society.
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nique by hiring from the general motion picture field continuity-men, cameramen and directors to give effective screen
presentation of the contents
given them to screen (and these
directors will find their "authority" greatly shrunken from its
Hollywood dimensions.) Then,
the right executives, authors
and salesmen will be developed
for successful contact with the
very special field of American
education. (Imagine a presentday theatrical film salesman's
line of "talk," trying to sell his
tendent!)
celluloid to a School Superin— Nelson L. Greene,
The Educational Screen.

Broadcasting Play Scenes
Opposed by Frank Gillmore
J HAVE tising
no valuefaith
the of
adverto a inplay
giving scenes from it over the radio. A play does not depend
upon the sense of hearing alone,
sight is just as important; the
movement, the expression on
the actors' faces, the faint and
long pauses sometimes filled in
by business, all these must be
lost, or at least marred when
broadcast, with a consequent depreciation in histrionic value.
This does not apply to playlets
written expressly for the radio.
In these cases the author, aware
of his medium, writes accordingly. Nor does it apply to
concerts and musical entertainments where the sense of sound
is appealed to solely. I think
the experiment will keep more
people away from the theater
than it will bring
in. Gillm
— Frank
ore,
President Actors' Equity Ass'n.

(Continued from Page 1)

«

4; Arizona, Jan. 14; Arkansas, Ja
14; California, Jan. 7; Colorado, Ja
2; Connecticut, Jan. 9; Delawar
Jan. 1: Florida, April 2; Georgi
July 15; Idaho, Jan. 7; Illinois, Ja
9; Indiana, Jan. 10; Iowa, Jan. 1
Kansas, Jan. 8; Maine, Jan. 2; Mar
land, Jan. 2; Massachusetts, Jan.
Michigan, Jan. 2; Minnesota, Ja;
8; Missouri, Jan. 2; Montana, Ja
7; Nebraska, Jan. 1; Nevada, Ja
21; New Hampshire, Jan. 2; Ne
Jersey, Jan. 8; New Mexico, Ja
8; New York, Jan. 2; North Car
lina, Jan. 9; North Dakota, Jan.
Ohio, Jan. 7; Oklahoma, Jan.
Oregon, Jan. 14; Pennsylvania. Ja
1; Puerto Rico, Feb. 11; Rhon
Island, Jan. 1; South Carolina, Ja
8: Tennessee, Jan. 7; Texas, Jan
Utah, Jan. 14; Vermont, Jan.
Washington, Jan. 14; West Virgini
Jan. 9; Wisconsin, Jan. 9; Wyor
ing, Jan. 8; U. S. Congress, Jan.
Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississip
and Virginia are not dated to mei
until 1936.

Texas Allied to Continue
Fight(Continued
Against
the Cod
from Page 1)
forced to drop out during the pa
year by ones and twos under th
code," Colonel H. A. Cole, who w
re-elected president, declared durii
the directors' session. "Invasion 1
circuit operators who grab all tl
choice pictures from the indepe
dent operators through superi
marketing facilities is not hinden
in the smallest degree by the code
The independent exhibitors clai
that seven of the ten men comp i
ing the national code committee at
executives of the producing comj
nies. "Thus we are forced to o
cept conditions under which we mj
do business laid down by our pr1
cipal competitors in the exhibitii
field," Colonel Cole said.
The major speaker of the closi;
session was Pat Russell, Dallas s
torney, who described the suit fil|
by R. C. Glass, owner of the Fair aj
Knox theaters in Dallas, agah
Interstate and other affiliated cC
porations which control theater c:
cuits in Texas. Glass is waging
fight to keep the corporation frc
putting 15-cent and 25-cent hous
out of business, Colonel Cole said

Gaumont-Rritish Expands Offices
Gaumnnt-British has leased the
entire ninth floor of 1600 Broadway.
Catherine Dale Owen to Marry
The move about doubles the comEngagement
of Catherine
Ds
pany's present floor space.
Owen, stage and screen actress,
marry Milton F. Davis, Jr., was a
nounced yesterday.
Spitalny, Ritz Bros, at Capitol
H. Leopold Spitalny, conductor
French First-Runs at 5th Ave.
who arrived recently from Chicago
No Letuo bv Philly Church
A new policy of first-run French where he held forth for 10 years
films will be inaugurated at the will be guest conductor of the orPhiladelphia — No letup in the local
Catholic drive to clean up pictures is
Fifth Ave. Playhouse starting Nov.
chestra at the Capitol starting toplanned, it is indicated by church aumorrow.
Stage
program
will
be
thorities, following the conference held
30 with "L'Agonie des Aigles."
in Washington
last week.
House is now showing French re- headed by the Three Ritz Brothers
vivals.
with "Merry Widow" on the screen.

\
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Reductions in Para. Fees Attacked at Hearing

PHILLY ANTI-DUAL CASTORAWS WIDUNTEREST
Action on Kans. City Zoning Plan Delayed Till Tuesday
Plane Bringing Proposed
Schedule
Fails to
Arrive on Time
e Action by the Code Authority on
the proposed Kansas City zoning
and clearance schedule, in the interests of which George J. Schaefer
and Eddie Golden visited Kansas
jCity last week to confer with the
local code body, had to be put off
yesterday until next Tuesday due
to failure of a mail plane to arrive
on schedule. The plane, bringing
{Continued on Page 6)

2MUSICALS,4DRAMAS,
WARNER STAGE PLANS

A

Publicity Break
for "President
Vanishes"
and exploitation
possibility
so juicy

national publicity break

looks like a plant has fallen into Paramounr's lap as a result of the headlining of
Major-General Smedley D. Butler's story about an alleged move to set up a Fascist
dictatorship in this country. "The President Vanishes," just finished by Waiter Wanger
for Paramount release, has a plot almost identical to the Butler story. Last night's
"Sun" had a long writeup on the connection between the two. A preview of the picture was held yesterday by Paramount for some newspapermen. It was reviewed in
THE FILM DAILY on Nov. 17.

New Group with $250,000
Has Roxy Operation Plan

Pathe

M-G-M's release schedule has
tlbeen set through Jan. 12. Follow"The Painted
Veil," which
Jinto inggeneral
distribution
today, goes
the
Jlist includes "Babes in Toyland,"
iNov. 30; "Wicked Woman," Dec. 7;
("Band Plays On," Dec. 14; "Gay
[Bride," Dec. 21; "Forsaking All
((Others," Dec. 28; "Biography of a
^Bachelor Girl," Jan. 5; "The Night
Is Young," Jan. 12. Release date
Jon "Sequoia," which is also among
the completed films, is not set.
Still Going Strong
"La Cucaracha," RKO's Technicolor
short, has been booked to open Dec.
1 at the three Trans Lux theaters in
Greater New York. The two-reeler
is now playing a four-week run at the
Bijou on West 45th St. It has already
played four weeks at the Roxy and one
week at the Radio City Music Hall.

Philadelphia — Widespread interest
in the local test suit on the antidouble feature clause in distributor
contracts was manifest at the opening of the hearing yesterday when
more than 30 film men from here
and out of town were on hand to
hear the first day's testimony by
Columbus Stamper, Sam Waldman,
Irving Phillips and Charlie Steifel,
local exhibitors. Out-of-towners
included onEdward
Action of the Court of Appeals in present (Continued
Page 4) Golden,
Albany this week, unanimously reversing the temporary injunction
granted to Local 306 over the discharge of its operators from Independent Theater Owners Ass'n
houses, is interpreted by the exhibitor attorneys as an important clarification of Section 7A of the Na(Continued on Page 4)
Paramount's cash position on Nov.
10 was $16,875,000, an increase of
$1,231,000 above the company's cash
position just after the second quarter of the fiscal year, it was said
yesterday by Arthur Ballantine,
Lubitsch Sees Hollywood
counsel for the Paramount trustees,
As Coming: Music Center at a hearing before Federal Judge
Goddard.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — "This city is destined
to become the music center of the
Equity Meeting; Dec. 17
world", declared Ernst Lubitsch in
On Actors' Guild Tieup
a Film Daily interview. "Many
great composers are already in HolAt
a general meeting of Actors'
lywood,"
said
the
director
of
M-G(Conttttued on Page 6)
Equity Ass'n on Dec. 17 in the Hotel
Astor, recently
the Screen
Actors' byGuild
affiliation
approved
the
Equity council will be placed before
the membership for discussion.

Right to Hire and Fire Not Prohibited
By Section 7A of NRA, Court Holds

A new syndicate with a cash
guarantee of $250,000 and headed
by Herbert Lubin has been formed
for the purpose of putting into effect a new operation plan at the
Warner Bros, stage production
Film Daily
learns. Of
j plans contemplate presentation of Roxy, the(Continued
on Page 6)
i two musicals and five dramatic
shows during the theatrical season,
i according to information given the
The6) musicals
jActors' Equity
{ContinuedAss'n.
on Page

Releases to Jan. 12
Scheduled by M-G-M

30 Film Men At Hearing
in Philadelphia on
Double Bills

that it almost

Stockholders

An order authorizing an extraordinary meeting of stockholders of
Pathe Exchange, Inc., pursuant to
Section 2 of the New York State
stock corporation laws, was signed
in the Supreme Court of New York
yesterday. The meeting will be held
at 2:30 P. M., March 4, 1935, at
the Pathe Exchange offices, 35 West
45th St., and will be for the purpose
(Continued on Page 6)

PARA. CASH POSITION
RISES TO $16,875,000

Meet

March

4

Para. Trustee and Counsel Fees
Upheld by Counsel at Hearing
Trans-Lux Stockholders
Get Writ for Election

Special Master of
John
E. Joyce's
recommendations
reductions
on
the applications of the Paramount
Wilmington, Del. — Chancellor J. trustees, their counsel and other individuals and firms for interim alO. Wolcott has issued a writ relowances were attacked as too drasturnable Wednesday on the Transtic and (Continued
in respecton to
the trustees
Lux Daylight Picture Screen Corp.
Page 4)
directing its officers to show cause
National Film Carriers, Inc., means dependable
why a stockholders'
(Continued on petition
Page 2) for ap- delivery service. — Advt.

Approve Vaude Amendment
A

proposed amendment

to the Code

affecting provisions for minimum vaudeville salaries, lay-offs and rehearsals
was passed yesterday by the Code Authority and will be sent to Washington
for open hearing. Details of the amendment will be made public today. In
addition to passing the amendment
the Code Authority considered about
30 appeals and rendered decisions on
10 cases.
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Col. Southern Contingent Trans-Lux Stockholders
Get Writ for Election
Meets in Atlanta Tom'w
(.Continued from Page 1)
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Atlanta — Second of the regional
conferences of branch managers being held by Columbia to discuss
plans to assist exhibitors in extensive publicity, exploitation and advertising campaigns for the Frank
C a p r a sensational production,
"Broadway Bill", will be held here
tomorrow
for the company's southern managers.
Executives from the home office
who will attend this conference will
include A. Montague, general sales
manager; Rube Jackter, Joe McConville and J. W. MacFarland.

Representing the southern branches will be: Sam Moscow, southern
division manager; Walter Anderson, Atlanta branch manager; H.
Duvall, New Orleans branch manager; Jimmy Rogers, Memphis
branch manager; Lynn Stocker,
Oklahoma City branch manager; J.
B. Underwood, Dallas branch manager; Bob Ingram, Charlotte branch
manager.

pointment of a master to hold a
meeting of stockholders of the corporation for election of directors
should not be granted. Attorneys
representing a group of stockholders contend the officers have failed
to hold a stockholders' meeting this
year. They ask that in event a
meeting is ordered by the court the
management be enjoined from
spending corporation funds in a
contest for proxies to keep it in
control.

More Color for B. I. P.
London — British International
Pictures, first of the English producers to go in for color in its features, plans to make considerable
use of the Dufaycolor process if the
sequence just made for "Radio Parade" comes up to expectations. At
least one additional sequence for
this picture will probably be filmed
in color, with an all-color film n
prospect later.

Glick Quits Mascot
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Reopen LaSalle, Chicago
Hyman J. Glick, comptroller of
Chicago — The LaSalle theater,
Mascot Pictures, resigned yesterdav.
His future plans are expected to be historic Madison St. house, has reopened under the management of
announced
next week.
Aaron Jones, Sr., and his sons,
Aaron, Jr., and John. The theater
has been completely rebuilt. Policy
Biondi to Handle RKO in Italy
will be five changes a week, with
Giuseppe A. Biondi, of Rome, has prices of 15 cents to 6 o'clock and
been appointed RKO sales represen- 25 cents after 6.
tative for Italy, to work under the
supervision of Harry W. Leasim,
Another House for Grand Coulee
manager of the Paris sales office.
Grand Coulee, Wash. — Another
In addition to Italy, Biondi's territory will include the Balkan coun- new theater for this center, where
tries and the Near East.
the government has launched a
spending program of $63,000,000 for
the construction of the world's leadhydro-electric dam, is announced.
"Runaway Queen" Release Dec. 21 W. ing
L. and L. L. Talkington intend
British & Dominions' production to erect a 300-seater.
previously called "The Queen's Affair" will be known as "The Runaway Queen" when it is released
Henry Gerrard Dead
throughout the country on Dec. 21
by United Artists. Anna Neagle is West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
starred, with Fernand Graavey in
Hollywood — Henry Gerrard, cameraman at the RKO studios, died
the masculine lead. It was directthis week in the hospital following
ed by Herbert Wilcox.
an appendictis operation. He recently finished work on the new
Katharine Hepburn picture.
Script of "Barnum" to be Publised
The script of "The Mighty Barnum," by Gene Fowler and Bess
Campagna Gets Rialto Site
Meredyth, recently completed as a
Anthony Campagna, who has
film at the studios of 20th Century been
out of the building field for
Pictures on the coast, will be
years, is revealed as the
brought out as a book by Covici- several
Friede on Dec. 17, one week before head of Rialto Times, Inc., which
recently
leased the Rialto theater
the film is released through United
Artists.
property and will erect a new building, including a movie theater, on
the site.
Stage Play

Next for Geo. White

West Coast Bureau of THE

Hobart

Henley
Stephen
Rosetta
Duncan

Roberts

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — On completion of the
new screen "Scandals," which he is
now making at the Fox studios,
George White plans to produce a
stage play, "Bank Nemo," acquired
by him in Paris. Gregory Ratoff
will be starred in it.

"President Vanishes" Gets Seal
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

Coming and Going
SAM E. MORRIS, Vice-President of Warn
Bros., sails tomorrow on the Paris for a b
ness trip to London and the Continent. H
will be accompanied by his son, Edwt
(Buddy) Morris, who is also visiting Europ.
in the interests of the various music publ
lishing subsidiaries of Warner Bros., whicl
months.
he heads. They will be abroad for about tw>
LESLIE HOWARD is en route from
New
York
on the Rex.
month.
MAX

GORDON

Italy t

leaves for the coast

JULIE HAYDON, Hollywood actress, is i
New York rehearsing in the stage play, "Brigh
KETTI GALLIAN, now in New York, leave
shortly for Hollywood to resume work at th
Fox studios.
day.
H. WILLIAM FITELSON and FRED BELLII
Amity
Pictures
left for Detroit yesterday.
MIRIAM HOPKINS left for the coast yester
urday.

of

JULES
Eyes."

LEVY

will return from the coast Sat

GEORGE W. WEEKS is en route to Omah
from
about the
Nov. coast
30. and is expected in New Yor
TALA BIRELL, recently placed under a ne,
contract by Columbia, leaves New York to
day for the coast to resume film work.
LESLIE
to

PEARCE

direct
a picture
KEITH GLENNON
row
for the coast.

Is on

his way

to Londo

for Gaumont-Britlsh.
leaves New York tomor

K. C. Benefit to Draw Big Crowd
Kansas City — Arthur Cole of Parly
amount,
general chairman
of th*
Variety Club-Film Industry annua |
charity ball and show at Pla-Mo ft
Dec. 1, reports that interest already I
evidenced indicates a record atter
dance and the affair will be morr
successful this year than any yet.
3 Sweepstake Stories on Way
To M. H. Hoffman of Liberty Pic
tures, which recently placed "Sweep
stake
th<
Pathe Annie"
studios in
in production
Culver City,at goei
the credit (or blame) for starting
another cycle, according to Budi
Rogers, general sales manager
Both M-G-M and Universal also ar<
at present preparing pictures deal
ing with the sweepstakes.

RECORDING

ON FILM

INDUSTRIAL— FILM
SLIDE FILM— RECORDS

DAILY

Hollywood — Joseph I. Breen stated yesterday that "The President
Vanishes" will be given a purity
seal following elimination of certain scenes involving about 35 feet
of
film. These changes will be made
immediately.

nex

CHARLES SKOURAS is due in New Yor,
today from the coast for conferences on th
new setup of Fox West Coast Theaters.

BRUNSWICK
PRODUCTIONS

CORP.

CH. 4-2200 321 W. 44th St., N.Y.C.

4EWS OF THE WEEK IN PHOTO-REVIEW
PROF. BUSBY

BERKELEY

lectures

his pulchritudinous pupils (left) on art
and science of Hot-Cha, with screen
demonstration of intricate formations renowned beauty chorus will
execute in 'Gold Diggers of 1935.'°

STEPPING

OUT

with elaborate

premiere plans for Ruby KeelerDick Powell's 'Flirtation Walk', nation's key showmen schedule $2-top
debuts, Hollywood - style openings

'UDY
VALLEE LISTENS for returns
ii
jDm nation-wide vote on alternate
o weet Music' theme songs which he
bmitted to radio audience last night.*

and

other high-pressure send-offs

for scores

of Thanksgiving

dates.0

'SWEET ADELINE' DANCE DIRECTOR Bobby Connolly
(below) consumes a contemplative stogie in celebration of his
appointment to stage song spectacles for Jolson-Keeler musical, 'Go Into Your Dance,' formerly titled 'Casino de Paree.'°

YMN OF PRAISE sung by Gotham press scribes at B'way opening of Franchot Tonean Muir's 'Gentlemen Are Born' at Strand. The words go like this: 'Forceful, dramatic film
f youth, absorbingly brave and stirring, drives drama home in punch-packing fashion.0
*A Warner Bros. Picture

°A First National Picture

Vitagraph, Inc., Distributors

■2
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ANTI-DUALS TEST CASE
DRAWS WIDE INTEREST

KTAfclw

4S
rPHILBGM SDALY

(Continued from Page 1)

Ike Chadwick, Jack Bellman, Irving
Mandell and others.
Ben Golder, attorney for Harry
Perelman, the plaintiff, pointed out
that restrictions on double features
had checked buying of independent
product. The first important clash
came when Judge Welch emphasized
the place of the public in the case.
It appears that the attempts to
prove monopoly will bring out the
best testimony. Testimony thus far
has seemed to concentrate on the
late run of major pictures coming
to exhibitors placed on the stand
and their desire to add to the interest of programs by doubling. A
hypothetical question asked of Steifel by Golden caused a stir. It involved whether he could get enough
pictures to operate a first-run downtown house if he had money to erect
such a theater.
Morris Wolf, is attorney for the
defendant distributors, all majors
except Universal being named. Taking of testimony is to be completed
today.

Right to Hire and Fire
Not Prohibited by 7A
(Continued from Page 1)

tional Recovery Act to the extent
that it does not prohibit an employer
from hiring and firing employees.
Milton C. Weisman of Weisman,
Quinn, Allan & Spett handled the
case on behalf of the I.T.O.A., with
Charles H. Tuttle for Local 306.
The injunction grew out of rivalry
between two unions, with the theaters being picketed by whichever
union's men it did not employ. To
avoid this dilemma, when the Local
306 contract expired the theaters
signed with their own Allied union,
whereupon 306 charged violation of
Section 7A. Commenting on the
ruling of the Court of Appeals, the
exhibitor attorneys state:
"The far-reaching effect of the
law laid down by the decision of the
Court of Appeals in this case is (1)
that in the absence of contractual
obligations Section 7A of the National Recovery Act 'was not aimed
at the immemorial rights to hire
and discharge at will * * *. The
statute is not aimed at this right
of employers but at the interference with the rights of employees
to have representatives of their own
choosing,' (2) the rights given to
employees by Section 7A of the National Recovery Act can only be invoked by those who are directly affected by this violation. It cannot be invoked by 'an outside
union' which is only affected remotely, and whose members have no
direct interest in its enforcement
against a particular employer."

• • • THE DAIS of the AMPA luncheon was swarming
with talent and beauty and big names
as usual
and
the tables were jammed with customers there to feast their
eyes and ears as well as their stummicks
all for one iron
man
it has gotten so that certain regular members complain because non-members with a finer appreciation of what
they are getting in the way of a show
come ON TIME
and pre-empt all the good seats
their argument is that
being members they should have seats reserved for 'em
no
doubt they expect their guests to wait in line outside the door
until they stroll in at 2:15 ...... a half hour after schedule time
which so many members do
and these guys call
themselves Showmen and Pressagents yet they snoot their
noses at one of the Cardinal Principles of onr profesh
"Courteousness to the customers always pays."
it's these
folks who come to our luncheons every week who are building
up AMPA as it was never built before by shouting from
the housetops what a live bunch the AMPA is
of course
if the li'l clique of malcontents want to go back to the days of
cloistered, clamlike luncheons with a handful present and real
talent sidestepping invites because they don't want to play to
empty seats
that can be arranged, too
all in favor
of shutting out Guests and Publicity in our publicity organizshe
say "Aye"
hell, the "Noes" have it
so that's settled
we'll go on as we're going
if yon want a front seat
get there on TIME
and show the Outsiders that
Pressagents appreciate their own organization
▼
T
T
• • • APROPOS OF the above _
(purely this kolyumist's personal and
opinion)
Mary broke
Pickford
and in
Brisbane
Rickenbacker
such headliners
AMPA
a score and
of
newspapers
throughout
the
nation
at
last
week's
luncheon
which has never happened before since AMPA
started
purely due to a policv of Open Luncheons, crowded houses, attracting Big Talent Names who hate like hpll to plav to just a
bunch of hardboiled pressagents sitting there cynically challenging "G'wan an' make me laff !"
now if there are
those who disagree with all of the above
slam over your
rebuttals and well run 'em
IF thpv're srood
it's
CONTROVERSY
that is the life of Publicity
we love
Disagreements
it makes folks read this otherwise Dull
"
Column
T
T
T
• •
• IT WAS a finished job that Eddie Dowling put over
as Guest Chairman Bill Ferguson sent him in as the euy
who is rehearsing his new show, "Thumbs DOWN"
Eddie
said that might be prophetic
but right now he was calline
it "Thumbs Up" if we didn't mind ...... Mister Dowliner got
over one cogent thought among many witty and clever things he
said
that "An actor or an actress is only as exeat commercially as their last success or failure." which he said
was all wrong
a exeat actor or actress was always great
regardless of a show that flopped due to no fault of their own.
T
T
T
• • • WE CAN only find space to barely mention fine
artists who performed and deserve paragraphs by themselves
Harry Green with side-splitting stories Arthur
Tracy
singing
In Bloom"
Dowling's
great
tribute to Marie"Love
Dressier
in introducingEddie
Director
Sam Wood
Eleanor Smith's li'l talk on Aviation .«. . . Judge Janet
Brill's courtroom stories
Jimmie Savo's card tricks
Jeanne A%bert's beautiful warbling of a French chanson
and there were a slew of prominent folks on the dais and around
the tables who talked, sang:, pteved instruments or just bowed
such as Dorothy Brown, Barbara Kent, Harry Edintrtcm.
Josephine
Leonard,
Larry
Steinhardt Dunn
. Drew ' Eleanor
Leighton, Totten,
Dorothy Myrtle
Burgess,
Selina Royle,
Gladys Parker, Q^rol Stone Viola Brothers Shore, Andrew
J.
Keating, Aaron
Levien
just a Fox,
Mess "Donald
of Big Flamm,
Names Frank Britten, Sonya

«

«

«

»

»
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ATTACK REDUCTIONS
IN PARAMOUNT FEES
(Continued from Page 1)

as based on an interpretation ot
the bankruptcy law that is unjust
and unfair at a hearing yesterdaj
before Federal Judge Goddard. Onlj
Samuel Zirn expressed thoroughl
going opposition to the payment ot
fees to the trustees and their coun
sel. Counsel for the Vanderlif
debenture holders' committee statee
that the application of the trustee!
for $100,000 each was excessive but
that Root, Clark, Buckner & Ballant
tine, counsel for the trustees, wbj
requested $350,000 for their service*,
and were cut to $225,000 by Joycq
should be granted at least $250,00'
as an interim allowance.
Alfred A. Cook, counsel for tbi
stockholders' protective committee
said that while lower allowance*
meant more for the stockholders hi
felt that the creditors and stocl
holders owe a very great debt to tM
trustees and their counsel for bring
ing order out of the chaos that wa
Paramount.
Both trustees and counsel did at
outstanding piece of work in a com
plex and involved situation, Coo<
said, and because of this it was int
possible to conceive that Charles I1
Richardson
should receive $34,50
Eugene W. Leake $32,500, and Cha
D. Hilles $30,000 as their fees ft
services during the 14 months
the bankruptcy.
Cook stated tha
he was in agreement with Arthi
Ballantine, counsel for the trustee
in holding that Sec. 48 of the otj
bankruptcy act under which Joy
held that the trustees should 1
compensated
and under which t!
fees allotted are statutory, was .j
perseded by Sec. 77B. which permi
payment
fees.been;
Co$
stated thatof it"reasonable"
could not have
the mind of Congress to be unjil]
and unfair in the passage of t!
new bankruptcy act, and that str
adherence to Sec. 48 in the instanc
where bankruptcy were followed
Sec. 77B proceedings
could wa
many
injustices
which
Congrs
could not have intended.
Cook sa
that while he had previously decl
ed that the fees asked by coum
were excessive, he felt that $250,0
should be granted as an interim
lowance though he thought the si
vices rendered
were worth mc
than that amount.
Arthur Ballantine, counsel for 1
trustees, reviewed the work of 1
trustees, and their counsel pointi
out the tremendously improved
sition of Paramount under the tr
tees' regime. He defended the otl
requests for fees by special coun
and accountants.

I

Hamrick Opens Tacoma House
Tacoma, Electric
Wash. —equipment,
With" lat
Western
beautiful new Blue Mouse thea
of John Hamrick has opened.

f

\

Down a pathway of stars
on a rainbow of rhythm
they're dancing to new boxoffice records everywhere I

NEW

YORK

CRITICS

\

merge theTr

^VOICES IN ONE UNANIMOUS FOUR-STAR
SONG OF PRAISE THAT ROARS LIKE THUNDER IN THE STREETS. ..as "The Gay Divorcee"
duplicates at Radio City Music Hall its Nation-wide
Sweep to new box-office glory!
•kifk-k (FOUR STARS) "CHARM AND GAIETY RULE AT MUSIC HALL— Fred Astaire, emerges in 'The Gay Divorcee' as one of
the brightest of Hollywood's light entertainers. . . Such expert and nimble dancing, as Fred Astaire's has never before been seen on the screen. . ."
Kate Cameron — Daily ffewa

•

•

"RHYTHM, COMEDY AND BRILLIANT CAST PERFECTLY
smooth, suave, sophisticated, exquisite production. . ."

*

*

A poem in pictures, rhythmic, utterly lovely. . . Silken

BLENDED,

Regina Crewe — N. Y. American

"For a Grade A blend of music, dancing and- comedy you need look no further than. . . 'The Gay Divorcee' . . . you will find dancers who make
all other pretenders to the modern dance look club-footed; you will find neatness, dispatch and good taste ... in 'The Gay Divorcee' you will
have . . . the almost perfect screen musical.
."
Thornton Delehanty — N. Y. Eve. Post

•

*

*

*

". . . It has the sparkle of spontaneity . . . 'The Gay Divorcee' is tuneful, lively, eye and ear entertainment. . ."

•

•

*

•

Eileen Creelman — N. Y. Sun

". . . 'The Gay Divorcee' is a truly gay, refreshing, exhilarating and captivating musical comedy. Don't miss it."
Bland Johaneson — Daily Mirror

•

HELD
OVER
tf-cowtscl

*

*

*

"By the time 'The Gay Divorcee' makes its rounds in the country's theatres, Fred Astaire will undoubtedly be the screen's newest rave . . . 'The
Gay Divorcee' is a refreshingly frivolous and thoroughly entertaining comedy with music. . . The production numbers are lavishly staged, the
tongs are catchy, the dialogue is bright. . . You couldn't ask for much more. . . It's gay, tuneful, romantic and fun. And Mr. Astaire is simply
elegant."
Roae Pelswick — Eve. Journal

•

•

•

•

". . . Mr. Astaire is an excellent comedian and an engaging leading man, and his services in both capacities are shrewdly employed in 'The Gay
Divorcee' . . . supplied with a dash, a polished humor, an air of fresh tunefulness and a general charm of playing that make for one of the most
delightful examples of its type of cinema that has yet been devised . . . Miss Rogers proves an admirable partner. She almost makes one forget
the lamented Miss Adele Astaire, and I can think of few higher compliments."

•

•

•

*

Richard Watta, Jr. — N. Y. Herald Tribune

"... So long as Mr. Astaire is willing and eager to dance, nothing else matters. . . And how he can dance . . . 'The Gay Divorcee* is thoroughly
delightful. . ."
William Boehnel— World Telegram

•k

•

•

*

'The Gay Divorcee' put everybody in a bright humor at the Radio City Music Hall yesterday.

Andre SennwaJd — N. Y. Times
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ACTION ON K. 0. PLAN SI 37, 112,211 Para. Assets
JPATHE STOCKHOLDERS
Under
Plan
of
Reorganization
DELAYED TILL TUESDAY
yy|[| |y|[[j MARQH 4
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)

the zoning draft from Kansas City,
did not arrive in time for the document to reach the Code Authority
prior to last night's adjournment.
Next Tuesday's meeting will be for
the sole purpose of considering the
schedule.

New Group with $250,000
Has Roxy Operation Plan

Assets of Paramount Publix Corp. under the reorganization developed by three
major committees of creditors and security holders, to be submitted to the Federal
Court in a few days, will total $137,112,211.
Estimated consolidated pro forma balance sheet of Paramount Publix and subsidiaries
not in receivership or bankruptcy, immediately following consummation of proposed reorganization, based on financial statements as of June 30, 1934, including allowance for
claims at estimated amounts and additional new reserves, compares with estimated consolidated balance sheet immediately prior to proposed reorganization, based on financial
statements as of June 30, 1934, as follows:
ASSETS

(Continued from Page 1)

the total amount already vouched
for, $125,000 will be devoted to reconditioning and redecorating the theater. Alschlager
and Chanin are said to be the contractors who have been awarded the
job. A new sound system will be
installed, according to the new plan.
Although unwilling to divulge the
names of the financial backers of
the syndicate, a spokesman for the
company stated yesterday that "five
or six persons are involved" and
that it would be at least a month
before any definite move will be
made to put the plan into operation.
It was also stated that the plan
will not necessarily include Samuel
L. "Roxy" Rothafel as an executive
of the company or producer of stage
shows.

Land, bldgs., leases and equip
Cash on hand and in banks
tMarketable
securities
Notes and accts. rec, after reserve
Inventories
Advances to outside producers, less reserves
llnvest in and adv. to affl. cos
Deposits

to secure

contracts,

After

proposed

proposed

ganization
"$79,268,623
15,018,091
reor1,078,395
3,769,871
14,296,108

ganization
b$78,453,164
16,630,893
reor1,078,395

325,195
19,889,390

etc

1,363,991

Prepaid
expenses
Bond disc, and other def. charges

1,126,221
976,326

Total

Prior to

$137,1 12,21 1

3,769,871
14,296,108
325,195
19,889,390
1,363,991
1,126,221
1,639,477
$138,572,705

LIABILITIES

of voting on a reorganization plan
for the company. Section 2 of the
stock laws makes it possible for
two-thirds of the stock represented
in person or by proxy at the meeting to zation
take
plan. action on the reorganiAt a stockholders' meeting held
Sept. 11 the plan was presented by
Stuart Webb, president of the company, but the stock represented was
less than the amount required by
statute to take any action. Yesterday's order of the Supreme Court
paves the way for definite action on
the plan at the March 4 meeting.

Lubitsch Sees Hollywood
Center
Music
As Coming
(Continued from
Page 1)
M's "The Merry Widow." "Also
here is a vanguard of singers of the
screen. These will be augmented
by new talent with much of it to
be developed.
"Grand opera is the next step for
the screen, but it will take some time
because of the search for talent,
special training and development of
gifted voices. Hollywood undoubtedly is to gain its place as a new

musical center."
Figure 3 Weeks for "Anne"
Chicago — "Anne of Green Gables," which will open at the RKO
Palace theater Thanksgiving Day.
is expected to remain at least three
weeks. On the same day the "Folies
Bergeres" stage show, which is
winding up a long and successful
run at the French Casino, opens at
the Palace for a run of two weeks.

"Imitation of Life" on Air
A condensed radio version of the
Universal picture, "Imitation of
Life," starring Claudette Colbert,
was presented last night over 85
stations of the Columbia Broadcasting System on the Hollywood program, "45 Minutes in Hollywood."
The picture opens today at the Roxy.
G-B Extended Runs
"Power," Gaumont-British picture starring Conrad Veidt, is being
held over for the fourth week in
Boston.
"Chu Chin Chow," G-B musical
extravaganza, goes into its fourth
week in Baltimore and in Minneapolis.
"Man of Aran" will have a gala
opening in Boston on Christmas Day
at $1.65 top.
"Divorcee"
4 Weeks
in Portland
Portland,
Ore. — "Gay Divorcee"
is in its fourth week at the Music
Box.

$6 first cum.
$6 sec. cum.
Com. stock
Com. stock
6%

sinking

conv. pfd. stock (assuming $100 par value)
conv. pfd. stock (assuming $100 par value)
( 1,610,451 shares)
(3,220,903 shares)
fund

debentures

New
general reserve
§Current liabilities of subs
Capital liabilities of subs
Est. proportion of cap. liab

$27,500,000
6,441,805
11,753,425

27,500,000
3,138,717
5,429,716
3,255,824
tt945,579

Est. prop, of net accrd. exp. in connection with cap. liab.
in process of reorganization
Est. exp. of admin, of estate
Mtges., bonds and purch. money obligations of subs, due
after one year

23,936,330

§§Est. prop, of cap.

19,414,730

liab

Advance paym'ts and reserves
Res. for 1934 fed. taxes
Min.

int. in consol. subs

Claims

against

Total

estate

$10,658,255
3,801,868
115,429,716
3,235,824

2,199,237
«2,500,000
23,056,330
19,575,397

1,489,207
462,470

1,489,207

5,844,408

5,844,408
a60,319,993

$137,112,211

462,470

2 Musicals, 4 Dramas
In (Continued
Warner fromStage
Plans
Page 1)
will be presented at the Hollywood
Theater and it is understood that
the Warner Theater will be used
for dramatic plays. If successful,!
the shows will be moved to other
houses to make way for subsequent
attractions. Warners propose to
start production soon.

Record
"Cucaracha"
Bookings
Atlanta — A record of more than;
300 bookings has been established
by the local RKO exchange, managed by Saul M. Sachs, on the color
short, "La Cucaracha."

$138,572,705

Building House in Denver
Denver — Roxy Theater Corp. has
1 After depreciation and $4,000,000 reserve against book value in Balaban & Katz Corp. been formed by C. U. Yeager,
and $4,498,131 reserve by which book values of fixed assets on which mortgages are or were
in process of reorganization, etc., were prior to reorganization under Article III of the plan, in Charles Ernst and Abel Davis, and
excess of the amount of such mortgages and accruals thereon (of which reserve $4,146,510 is they are building a theater at 26th
attributable to Paramount Broadway Corp.). t At cost or market, whichever lower. Jlnclud- and Welton. It will seat 600, cost
ing companies in receivership or bankruptcy, the common stock of which is substantially wholly$25,000 and open about Dec. 1.
owned by Paramount Publix Corp. and is after reserves. §Per books (excluding contingent
claims ot indeterminate amount). flWhich will not be satisfied in reorganization. ** Past due,
due on demand and due within one year. ff Estimated proportion ot capital liabilities (and
accrued expenses in connection therewith) which are in process of reorganization which will be
due within one year when reorganized. ^Estimated expenses of administration of estate (including only unpaid compensation and expenses of trustees and counsel, accountants and others
employed by them, as allowed by court) and of reorganization (including only compensation
and expenses of committees, depositaries, counsel, accountants and others in connection with
reorganization, as allowed by court) accrued to date of consummation of reorganization. §§ Estimated proportion of capital liabilities which are in process of reorganization which will be due
after one year when reorganized, a Claims against the estate (excluding claims dealt with under
Article III of the plan other than bank debt and Allied Owners claims) plus estimated allowable
interest accrued on principal amount of claims to January 1, 1935. b After depreciation and
reserves.

Para. Signs Gladys Swarthout
Gladys Swarthout, mezzo-soprano
of the Metropolitan Opera Company
and prima donna of two national
radio hours, has signed a long-term
contract with Paramount. Her first
picture
has not yet been
decided assignment
upon.

Ohio Theatre calling from Columbus—
'PAINTED VEIL' opens to terrific business!
Bad weather— but who

cares!

■. •

Second best opening in 15 months!
But the best GARBO

of all time!

That's what the audience said!

That's what you'll say!
And your box-office ditto!
(P. S. To the Editor. Thanks for holding your presses so that we could get this
great news to your readers overnight)

■2
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EXPLOITETTS

Short Shots from Eastern Studios

Strong Campaign
on "Green Gables"

« By CHARLES

J-[. M. LYONS, RKO Radio's
branch manager at Atlanta,
has reported to the home office
on the drive at the Fox Theater
in the Georgia metropolis,
where "Anne of Green Gables"
opens Nov. 29, Thanksgiving
day. One hundred three sheets,
30 six sheets and 20 twentyfour sheets are being used on
the best stands in the city, and
street cars are carrying place
cards. A special screening is
being held for the Better Films
Committee, and its ladies are
expected to handle an advance
telephone campaign, which was
invaluable during the "Little
Women" drive. Three Atlanta
stations are mentioning the picture at hourly intervals. Speakers are lecturing before all the
English classes in the city on
"Anne of Green Gables." Newspapers are cooperating nicely,
and cooperative ads will appear.
Trailers are being used in all
Lucas-Jenkins houses, and there
will be a lobby display in the
Georgia Theater. The Fox theater management is covering
the Atlanta territory with a
mailing campaign.
— Fox, Atlanta, Ga.

TEE SIMS and Ilomay Bailey, radio team, started work yesterday
in a two-reel Vitaphone musical
operetta at the company's studio in
Brooklyn. Supporting the stars are
June Martel, who is currently appearing in "Kill That Story," Eleanor Tennis, Jerry Lester, and Miles
and Korber, well-known adagio
team.
•
A big cast will be featured in
Educational's new Young Romance
Comedy — the second in the series —
which will be completed today at the
Astoria Studios. In addition to Sylvia Froos and Warren Hull, who
are co-featured, others to appear in
roles are Fred Hildebrand, Brandon
Evans and Midgie Miller, of the
New York stage; Marion Martin,
featured showgirl at the Hollywood
Restaurant; and 16 girls from the
Paradise Revue.
"Radio Scout," a Vitaphone tworeel comedy starring El Brendel and
Joan Wheeler, is on the bill at the
New York Strand in support of the
Warner feature picture, "Gentlemen
Are Born." "Radio Scout" was directed by Ralph
Staub
west coast
studios
and atis Warners'
released
in
Vitaphone's
series
of
Big
"V"
comedies.

BEAUX-ARTS
APARTMENTS, INC.
The Best Values in Town
1 ROOMS
2 ROOMS
3 ROOMS

(unf.) $55 up
(unf.)
80 up
(unf.) 150 up

Also FURNISHED
APARTMENTS
PENTHOUSE
AND
TERRACED
APART'S

-

Ask about our Trojet de Tension Tlan

•

HOTEL
r
from

$/l.00
*|

SUITES
/ •/
daily

Same Rate for
1 or 2 Persons

free bus to rockefeller center
and Grand Central

307-310
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E. 44* STREET

MUrray Hill 4.4800

EXPLOITETTS
Special Letter
Aids "Barretts" Campaign

ALICOATE*
Leslie Pearce who recently completed his directorial contract for
Educational in the east, is on his
way to London, where he is slated
to direct a feature comedy which
Joe Rock will produce for GaumontBritish.

r^. H. Buckley, manager of the
Palace. Albany. N. Y., mailed a special letter
to city
all women's
organizations
in the
as part
of his campaign on "The Barrettsinent
of Wimpole
Street."thePrompeople throughout
city
also received these letters. One
week in advance, art posters of
the three stars of the film were
placedtion ofinthethefact
lobby
menthatwith
all three
have won the Academy Award
of Merit. There were radio
announcements three times daily
for a week before the opening.
Tie-ups were arranged with hotels and stores for deluxe photos to be placed in prominent
— Palace, Albany, N. Y.

•

Johnnie Green and his orchestra
will be featured in a short to be
produced by Paramount lor release
in its Headliner Series. Production
is scheduled to get under way Dec.
4 at the West Coast Service studio
under the direction of Fred Waller.

•

An industrial feature produced by
Sales-Way Inc. has been completed
at the West Coast • Service studio.
Jottings: Keith Glennon will leave
tomorrow for the coast wnere ae
will resume charge of the General
■Service Studio, remaining permanently on the coast.... Kay Kiune
is planning a West Indies cruise
over the Xmas holidays .... Lee
Garmes and Harold Godsoe and
their families will motor to Montreal for the Thanksgiving holiday,
while Art Kosson will eat turkey
in Boston
George .Burgess, Eastern Service studio manager, will
leave shortly for the coast, where he
will look over the studio situation.
Ben Hecht and Charles MacArthur are still cutting their feature
starringphineJimmie
and JoseDunn, who Savo.
just . .closed
with

places.

"Flirtation Walk" Plug
on Dick Powell Radio Hour
WARNER BROS.' "Flirtation
Walk" will be given a big
plug over the Dick Powell Hollywood Hotel Radio Hour on a
coast-to-coast Columbia network tonight from 9:30 to
10:30 (E.S.T.) a half hour of
the program will be devoted to
"Flirtation Walk," including a
special sketch from the picture
by Pat liams,
O'Brien,
Boy" Ruby
Wiland John "Big
Eldredge.
Keeler who co-stars in the musical with Dick Powell and Al
Jolson are also scheduled to appear on this program. Powell f
will also call attention to the
simultaneous national key city
premieres on the picture,
sett .
— Warners.
for the week of Thanksgiving.

the stage show, ".Between Two
Worlds," is studying a script for another stage production.
•
Joe Cook, signed by Educational
for a group of two-reel screen comedies, is in conference today with
E. W. Hammons, president of Educational, and Al Christie, in charge
of eastern production. The two executives are spending the day with
Cook at the actor's unique country
estate at Lake Hopatcong, N. J., exchanging ideas on the type of tworeel comedy the Joe Cook starring
uehicles should be. The first of the
Joe Cook comedies will be placed
in production under the personal direction of Al Christie, on Dec. 11.
Biograph Studio Notes: Crane
Wilbur is directing "Bad Penny"
and keeping up to schedule. .. .Lila
Lee is working puzzles in between
shots, with Willon Fieldz, make-up
man, solving them for her .... Melvyn Douglas
lines....
Rosco
Ates studying
and Herbhis Rawlinson
waiting their call . ... Ed Lavinstein,
business manager, showing visitors
through the studio. .. .Buster Collier nursing a cold .... Chris Beute
assisting on the direction and interviewing extras. . . .Joe Ruttenberg and Sam Levitt getting in some
good camera shots . and Burt Kelly keeping a close check on production.

»DATE BOOK*
Nov. 25:
First Dinner-Dance-Show of the
dependent Exhibitors of Eastern Pa., Sou.
ford.
ern N. J. and
Del., Hotel
Bellevue-Str
Nov. 25:
Meeting
of
Independent
Exhibi
to form a Vermont unit of Allied, Mo
pelier Tavern,
Montpelier, Vt.

|

Nov. 27:
Allied Theater Owners of New J
sey meeting,
Hotel
Lincoln,
New
Yo
Nov. 28:
Reception and Dance of the Bro
lyn Unit of the Warner Club,
Vitaph
Studio,
Brooklyn.
Nov. Bowl,
28:

Screen
Actors'
Hollywood.

Guild

ball,

Dec.

1:
Universal
Pictures'
Dance,
Hotel Astor,
New

Annual
York.

Dec.

5:
Warner
Club's
Second
quet
and
Movie
Ball, Club,
N. Y.

Biltm
Dim

Annual
E
Schenect.

Dec.

8:
Sixtieth Anniversary Dinner and
of The Lambs, Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, I
York.
Dec. 9-10:
Theater
Owners
of
North
South
Carolina
22nd
annual
convent
Hotel
Charlotte,
Charlotte,
N. C.
Dec. 10:
Warner
Bros,
annual
stockhold
meeting,
Wilmington,
Del.
Dec. 10:
Kansas
City
Variety
Club-Film
dustry Annual Charity Ball and Show
Mor,
Kansas
City.
Dec. 11-12:
meeting.

Allied
Hotel

States
Roosevelt,

Ass'n
New

direct
Orlear

j

uHce^jZ- CROWDS ARE FLOCK i:l
TO "THE
WHITE
PARADE

WHflE

LORETTA YOUNG
JOHN BOLES
Directed by Irving Cummings. Screen play by Sonya
Levien and Ernest Pascal. From the novel by Rian
James. Adaptation by Rian James and Jesse Lasky, Jr.
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A Little
from "Lots"

—

By RALPH WILK — —
HOLLYWOOD
J^ETTI GALLIAN, French stage
star who makes her American
film debut in Fox's "Marie Galante,"
has been given a new contract by
the company. She is due back in
Hollywood in the near future following a vacation in Europe and a
visit in New York.
Patricia Ellis replaces Margaret
Lindsay in the cast of Warners'
"While the Patient Slept," which
also features Guy Kibbee, Aline
MacMahon and Lyle Talbot. Margaret Lindsay is busy in "Devil
Dogs of the Air."
Lionel Barrymore has been signed
by Fox for a leading role in "The
Little Colonel," adaptation of the
story by Annie Fellows Johnston
which will serve as a new starring
vehicle for Shirley Temple.
Allan Scott, RKO writer, has
named his baby daughter Phillipa in
honor of Philip Moeller, RKO and
Theater Guild director.
Perry Ivans is the latest addition
to the cast of the Fox's "Charlie
Chan in
whichnames
Warner
Oland
willParis,"
star. inOther
on
the roster include Mary Brian, Erik
Rhodes, John Miljan, Thomas Beck
and Minor Watson. Hamilton McFadden is directing.
T

T

T

Helen Morgan has been assigned
a role in Warners' "Go Into Your
Dance," which will co-star Al Jolson and Ruby Keeler. Glenda Farrell is also in the cast. Archie
Mayo will direct.

▼

»

T

"Be Careful, Young Lady" has
been selected as Paramount's title
for the screen version of the stage
success, "All the King's Horses,"
now in production. Carl Brisson,
Elissa Landi, Jack Oakie, Katherine
DeMille, and Edward Everett Horton are in featured roles under the
direction of Frank Tuttle.
Joe Morrison, Paramount pictures
player who first gained fame over
radio for his singing of "The Last
Roundup," has met with such success with his first Brunswick recordings that the Brunswick Record
company has torn up his contract
and given him a new one at greatly increased terms. Morrison will
next be seen on the screen in Paramount's "One Hour Late," now in
production. The story is an original
by Libbie Block with Helen Twelvetrees, Conrad Nagel, Arline Judge,
Toby Wing, Ray Milland, and Edward Craven in featured roles with
Morrison under the direction of
Ralph Murphy.

» REVIEWS
Wallace
with

Beery

"THE MIGHTY
Adolphe
Menjou
(HOLLYWOOD

of the NEW
in

and Janet Beecher
PREVIEW)

Beecher is fine as Beery's wife, who wants
him to return to their Connecticut home.
Director Walter Lang has done a good job.
Instead of Jumbo, a wonder elephant, Menjou brings back Jennie Lind, the Swedish
nightingale, to appear under Beery's management. At a banquet in honor of Jennie
Lind, Beery, who has become infatuated
with her, inadvertently insults her and she
returns to Sweden. He believes Menjou
has won her. She makes amends for her
hasty departure by buying Jumbo for Beery.
•^ood.
Peverell Marley's camera work is very
Cast: Wallace Beery, Adolphe Menjcu,
Janet Beecher, Virginia Bruce, Rcchelle
Hudson. Tammany Young, Herman Bing,
May Boley, John Hyams.
Director, Walter Lang; Authors, Gene
Fowler, Bess Meredyth; Cameraman, Peverell Marley; Editors, Allen McNeil, Bcbbv
McLean.

with

Nancy

Photography, First-Rate

"JEALOUSY"
Murphy
Carroll, Donald
Cook,

and

moderately

satis-

fying, this one's best chances are in the
popular price situations. Basically, it's
just another prizefighter yarn with the
usual girl and misunderstanding involved,
but an unexpected twist at the finish gives
it a little lift. George Murphy is the young
pug. As a result of a tiff with his girl,
Nancy Carroll, who attends his championship fight with another man, Donald Cook,
George's attention is not wholly on his opponent, and he is floored, with the referee
proceeding to count. Coming to in his
dressing room, George knocks out his girl's
companion and then makes up with her.
Later the other man again comes into
Nancy's life and George kills him. Sentenced to die in the chair, George's final
request is that he be "counted out" just
like in the ring. Just before the chaplain
gets to "ten," the bell reveals that George
was only dreaming while on the floor in
his championship battle. Whereupon he
gets up and licks the champ.
Cast: Nancy Carroll, George Murphy,
Donald Cook, Raymond Walburn, Arthur
Hchl, Inez Courtney, Robert Allen, Clara
Blandick, Arthur Hoyt, Josephine Whittell.
Arthur Vinton, Ray Mayer, Ray Cooke, Huey
White.
Director, Rcy William

with

Claudette

Colbert,

OF LIFE"
Warren

William,

Rochelle Hudson, Ned Sparks, Baby Jane
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
Universal
OUTSTANDING
STORY

HUMAN

EXPERTLY
MIRABLY ACTED.

DIRECTED

106 mins.

AND

AD-

of Peola, Aunt Delilah's daughter, who
tries to disown her negro blood. Rochelle
Hudson is good as the daughter of Miss
Colbert. Rather than hurt Rochelle, who
has fallen in love with Warren William,
Miss Colbert's fiance, the mother gives up
the one real love of her life. However,
she tells William she will be waiting for
him when Rochelle has forgotten her infatuation for him.
Cast: Claudette Colbert, Warren William, Rochelle Hudson, Ned Sparks, Alan
Hale, Henry Kolker, Henry Armetta, Wyndham Standing, Louise Beavers, Fredi Washington, Baby Jane, Marilyn Knowlden, Dorothy Black, Alan Hale, G. P. Huntley, Jr.,
Paul Porcasi.
Stahl; Author, Fannie

Hurst; Screen Play, William Hurlbut; Cameraman, Merritt Gerstad; Recording Engineer, Gilbert Kurland;
Editor, Phil Cahn.
Direction, Aces

Denver — "One Night of
takes honor for being the onlyLovJ
fihj
in many years to run more thaj
here. weeks at first-run house*
three

INTEREST

Put this down as one of best pictures
of the year. As usual, director John Stahl has
injected the human note and has handled
pathos and sentiment in masterly fashion.
Claudette Colbert and Warren William are
excellent, while Louise Beavers as Aunt
Delilah, whose pancakes make a fortune
for Miss Colbert, does notable work. Ned
Sparks furnishes the comedy and Fredi
Washington is fine in the difficult role

Director, John
George

Columbia
68 mins.
FAIRLY ENTERTAINING PRIZEFIGHTER DRAMA WITH SURPRISE ENDING
OKAY
FOR THE
POP
HOUSES.
Unpretentious

FILMS «

"IMITATION

BARNUM"

United Artists-20th Century Time, Not Set
GOOD POPULAR ENTERTAINMENT
WITH WALLACE BEERY SCORING IN
ROLE OF FAMOUS SHOWMAN.
This is a triumph for Wallace Beery. He
is excellent as the awkward, easy going,
big-hearted showman whose main interest
is in freaks. Giving him a close run for
honors is Adolphe Menjou, as Bailey Walsh,
who finds the freaks for Beery. Janet

Direction, Gcod
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Photography, A-l.

Foreign Flashes

Omaha — A two-year wage agree
ment with the local operators
union has been closed here by A
H. Blank's three Tri-State housed
Beginning next year, the scale foa four-man booth to be $290, witj
an increase to $300 the second yeai
Sheboygan, Wis. — Herman Hoe
fer, 72, father of Ernst Hoefet
manager of the Rex, died at hi
home here recently.
Chicago — Flags, bunting an
special festivities, planned by tK
Rogers Park-Clark Street Busines
Men's Ass'n, will feature the oper
ing of the newly remodeled Adelphl
7074 N. Clark St., owned by Ludwi
Sussman.
Milwaukee — Maitland FroscI
salesman for National Theater Su)
ply in Wisconsin for several yean
is being transferred to Minneapol
to handle Minnesota and the D*
kotas.
Green Bay, Wis. — Charles Loev
enberg, state supervisor for tl
Wisconsin Amusement Enterprise;
is in temporarily
charge of the
circuit's
hous*
here
while
Stan Siege
baum recovers from a leg injury,,

Paris — Original American ver
sions are now being shown at the
Clichy Palace.

Milwaukee — Florian Nye, ass
tant manager of the Kosciuszko t\
ater, neighborhood house, was s
Berlin — Ucicky will make "Joan verely beaten by four youths w
of Arc" with an Austrian actress in called him from the theater by j
the title role and Emil Jannings as ruse.
leading man.
Paris — Lilian Harvey will appear
in a light opera at the Porte-SaintMartin this winter and then make
a picture here.

Boston — Carl Bines is now ha*
dling sales activities for the Ame«
can Film Exchange in Maine, Ne
Hampshire, and Vermont. He r
places Nathan
Ross, resigned.

London — Rene Clair will direct
Groveton. N. H.— The Alley th
"Sir Tristian Goes West" for Lon- ater has been put into operation 1
don Films, with either John Barry- George Sharby.
more or Charles Laughton likely for
the leading role.
Warsaw — To encourage native
production, the government plans
to double the tax on imported films.

Boston
manager
Fenway
ranks of

— Buster Holt, assista
of the M. & P.-Pub!
theater, has
joined
t
benedicts.

Neill; Author,

Argyll Campbell; Screen Play, Joseph Mencure March, Kubec Glasmon; Cameraman,
John Stumar; Recording Engineer, Glenn
Rominger; Editor, Ray Snyder.

Direction, Good. Photography, Gcod.

Paris — Albert Prejean has been
signed by Universal to make four
films in Hollywood starting next
spring.

Des Moines, la. — The Avalon tl
ater at 852 Hull Avenue has open
with E. M. Garbett, formerly
Melcher, la., as proprietor.

Proof of

PREEMINENCE
claims made for Eastman SuperTHE
Sensitive "Pan" have been borne out
again and again by its contributions to the
greatest motion-picture successes. It is actual performance that proves the preeminence of this Eastman film, and that gives
it its unrivalled acceptance among cameramen everywhere. Eastman

Kodak

Com-

pany. (J.E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors,
New York, Chicago, Hollywood.)

-M

EASTMAN Super-Sensitive
Panchromatic Negative

Lend

me

YOUR

EAR!
To tell you about

TOYLAND
BROADCAST
1 —

1\

S

A Single Reel (filmed in magnificent color) that makes screen history!

2 — Cleverly presenting in holiday fantasy many radio stars (Bing Crosby,
Kate Smith, Four Mills Brothers, Paul Whiteman, etc.) charmingly caricatured
at a toyland broadcast.
3 — One of M-G-M's brilliant series of Happy Harmonies produced by
Harmonising, one reel each, blending gorgeous color and music.
4 — Film Daily says: "A swell holiday special." Motion Picture Daily says
u Exceptionally fine cartoon. Tremendous appeal."
5 — It's
good, branch.
M-G-M has prepared a Special Campaign Book, available
free so
at your

6 — "TOYLAND BROADCAST" on your Christmas program is the happies
holiday gift you can give your patrons. Act now and thank M-G-M later

1

71

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Sixteen Years Old

Intimate in Character
Internationa! in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Philly Duals Case Develops Into Buying Probe

GOV'T
SOUND EQUIP
MENTPractices
TAX
RosenblattSEEKS
Called 5%
to Hollywood
on Trade
\.ctor-Producer and Writer
Guilds' Committees
in Deadlock
By RICHARD
FILM
DAILY

H. CUNNINGHAM
Staff Correspondent

I Washington — An urgent call for
jfcivision
Administrator
Sol
A.
tosenblatt to come to Hollywood
nd end the "complete deadlock" in
rade practice complaints
commitses of the Screen Actors and Proucers Guild and the Writers Guild
vas received yesterday
at NRA,
tosenblatt told The Film Daily.
'he wire read:
"A complete
deadlock of the 5-5-5
{Continued on Page 4)

;eek toelSate
extras' committee

Tri-Ergon vs. Para. Order
An order permitting American TriErgon to enter its suit against Paramount Publix trustees for alleged sound
patent infringement was signed yesterday by Federal Judge Coxe. The trustees will be required to file an answer,
but further action in the suit must
await the D. S. Supreme Court decision
on the patents.

All Exhibitors Affected in Move of Internal
Revenue Department to Collect Tax on
Sound Retroactive to June, 1932
A test case affecting the interests of all exhibitors throughout the country will be instituted by Joseph A. Tanney, president of the S.O.S. Corp., theater equipment firm, to determine
whether the Revenue Act of 1932 imposing a 5 per cent sales
tax on "apparatus for amplification or reproduction of sound
suitable for use in connection with or as part of a radio receiving set or a combination radio and

REACE MUST GIVE UP
70 OVERBOUGHT FILMS NO INCREASE SHOWN
Sustaining the overbuying comIN VAUDE POLICIES
plaint of the Liberty Theater, Plain-

field. N. J., against Walter Reade's
Strand, Oxford and Paramount TheThere has been no increase in the
aters, Plainfield, the New York
grievance board has ordered Reade number of theaters playing vaudeville this season as compared with
to give the Liberty 70 pictures, the last season,
it was said yesterday
selection to be made from two lists
prepared
by Reade.
Overbuying by George Godfrey of the GodfreyAlthough no petition for an
Linder Booking Office. Though a
(Continued on Page 4)
number of theaters throughout the
mendment to Article 4, Part 1, of
le code has been received by the
country added
vaudeville this season,
(Continued on Page 3)
ode Authority, it was learned by 3 Replacements Made
HE Film Daily yesterday that the
In Grievance Boards
ause which provides for a standChanges in local grievance boards Refer Plea on Relatives
g committer
composed of employ- announced by the Code Authority
(Continued on Page 4)
yesterday are: Joseph Oulahan of To Production Committee
Paramount has replaced George
A petition signed by 30 Hollylusic Hall Employees
wood studio employees asking an
Smith of the same company as affilamendment
to the code which will
iated distributor member in the
Get Voice in New Setup
permit
relatives of studio employees
Employees of the Radio City Cincinnati board; Ralph Cramblet
iusic Hall will have a voice in the of United Artists has replaced Max to be employed by other studios as
(Continued on Page 3)
(Continued on Page 4)
peration of the house under the
ewly formed corporation headed by
G. Van Schmus, as president and
(Continued

on Page

4)

Expmdinj Sound Activities
In an expansion of activities in the
sound reenforcement, centralized radio
and multiple antenna systems field, G.
K. Throckmorton, executive vice-president of RCA Victor Co. has appointed
W. L. Rothenbsrger manager of the centralized sound department. Rothenberger, who has been identified with
the communications and house entertainment phases of radio for the past
14 years, was formerly the Atlanta
district sales manager of the centralized
sound
department.

Charges of Inability to Buy
Come to Fore in Philly Case

Philly Independent Unit
Again Spurns Affiliation
Philadelphia — What it considers
another bid by the M.P.T.O. for a
single exhibitor unit here is again
spurned by the Independent Exhibitors of Eastern Pa., S. New Jersey and Delaware, through its official bulletin. The latest invitation
(Continued

on

Page

4)

Philadelphia — Veering away from
the double feature angle, in its second day of hearing before Judge
George A. Walsh in Federal Court
here, the case of Harry Perelman
independent exhibitor, vs. distributing companies, to test the legality
of the anti-dual bill clause in contracts, began to concentrate on the
alleged inability of independents to
(Continued

on Page

3)

phonograph set" is applicable to
sound reproduction equipment as is
now claimed by the Internal Revenue
Department. There has been no
ruling by(Continued
the Commissioner
of Inon Page 4)

CALL ROSENBLATT ON
OPERATOR SITUATION
By RICHARD
FILM
DAILY

H. CUNNINGHAM
Staff
Correspondent

Washington — Sol A. Rosenblatt,
division administrator, has accepted
the invitation of the Fact Finding
Committee in the opertator wage
scale situation in New York, which
sent him (Continued
an urgenton wire
requesting
Page 2)

Saenger Reorganization
Goes to Court Wednesday

The reorganization plan for
Saenger Theaters will be submitted
to Judge Coxe in the U. S. District
Court on Wednesday. A contract
has been signed between Famous
and E. V. Richards, who acquires a
50 per cent interest in the circuit
and becomes
eral manager. its president and gen-

RKO-Wilby Product Deal
RKO's entire 1934-35 feature and
short subject line-up has been bought
by the Publix-Wilby circuit in the
south. Cresson E. Smith, Herb MacIntyre and Hubert Lyons handled the
deal for RKO.

DAILY
150 Attended Luncheon
Given by Philly MPTO

Call Rosenblatt On
Operator
(Continued
from PageSituation
1)

Philadelphia — About 150 exhibitors, exchangemen and others at- his personal assistance in solving
the minimum wage problems in that
Vol. LXVI. No. 124
Sat., Nov. 24, 1934
5 Cents
tended the housewarming and lunch- city, and will attend a meeting to
eon held yesterday by the M. P. T. be held there the week of Dec. 3 afJOHN W. ALICOATE
Editor and Publisher
O. of Eastern Penna., S. New Jersey
ter he returns from Hollywood.
Rosenblatt yesterday wired the
and Delaware. Speakers at the
Published daily except Sundays and Holidays
New York labor group to maintain a
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., luncheon, held in the Hotel Adelstatus quo until his return from the
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc. J. W. phia, included Judges Kuhn and
coast. He instructed the committee
Alicoate, President, Editor and Publisher;
Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer Glass, Congressman-elect C. Elmer
to submit all problems facing them
and General Manager; Arthur W. Eddy, Asso- Dietrich, and Charles Segall, presiin writing for his perusal when he
ciate Editor; Don Carle Gillette, Managing
dent, and others.
Editor. Entered as second class matter,
arrives in New York. The adminisMay 21, 1918, at the post-office at New York.
was "very
that
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879.
he wouldtratorbe
able tooptimistic"
solve the wage

Terms (Postage tree) United States outside
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign,
$15.00. Subscriber should remit with order.
Address all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 4-4738, 7-4739.
Cable Address: Filmday, New York. Hollywood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607. London —
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin — Lichtbildbuehne,
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris — P. A. Harle, La
Cinematographic Francaise. Rue de la Courdes-Noues,
19.
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Robert M. Clark Dead

problem, he told Film Daily.

Oklahoma City — Robert M. Clark,
prominent in theater business
Film Stocks Spurt
through the southwest, died a few
In a strong market yesterday,
days ago after a six-week illness. Eastman Kodak common stock went
He formerly was a booker and in
to a new high of 116. Loew pre1928 became general manager of
ferred rose to 102, its highest price
Griffith Amusement Corp. He also since 1930, and Metro-Goldwyn preferred closed at 27V2, an all-time
was president of Consolidated Theaters and active in exhibitor or- high. Columbia also touched its
year's high of 40, but closed at 39,
ganization work.
while Loew common went to 35,
against a high of 35 V8 for the year.
Eastman stock has been strong for
San Mateo Project in Trouble
somo time.
San Francisco — An affidavit
charging job-selling has been filed
with the state labor commission
Edward Small Buys Novel
against S. A. Hedding and Walter
Edward Small, production head
Irving, who recently announced the of Reliance Pictures who has been
opening of the San Mateo studios in New York for the past six weeks
to produce color films. Bert Rus- conferring with Harry M. Goetz,
sell charges he was offered a pick president of the company, announces
of jobs if he invested $1,000. Wani- the purchase of the rights to a new
ng had previously been issued by
Arthur Johnson, labor commissioner. novel by Lowell Brentano, "The
Melody Lingers On." It will be
the
of Reliance's
productions
next first
season
for release
through
See Chance for Ohio Sales Tax
United Artists.
Columbus — Chances are regarded
as good for the passage of the 3
per cent sales tax bill which was
Ruling
Against
Auditorium
again introduced in both branches Expect
St. Louis — As a result of efforts
ox the state legislature this week.
If it becomes a law, the present 10 by theater and business interests led
per cent admission tax in Ohio will by Fred Wehrenberg, president of
the M.P.T.O., it is expected that the
be repealed.
Municipal Auditorium Commission
will act soon on the recommendation that commercial shows be deKorda to Produce His Stage Hit
nied the use of the Auditorium on
London — Alexander Korda, production executive of London Films, the ground that it is unfair competition with privately own tax-pay;,iates that James Bridie's new play,
ing theaters.
''Mary Read," is now definitely on
the production schedule of his company as a forthcoming feature film,
G-B Signs U. S. Songwriters
fhe play opened at His Majesty's
Maurice Sigler, Al Hoffman and
Theater on Wednesday and was enAlbert Goodheart, authors of the
thusiastically received.
song hit, "Little Man, You've Had a
Busy Day," have been signed by
Gaumont-British to write special
New Oklahoma
City Censor
numbers for Les Allen, the Rudy
Oklahoma City— M. N. Williams, Vallee of England, who is to apcity temperance writer, has been appear in G-B's "The Code," musical.
pointed by Mayor McGee to the city The trio
is now en route to England.
board of censorship, replacing Noel
Houston, newspaper reporter, who
resigned.
Movietone
Men
to Speak
in R. I.
Providence — Truman Talley, head
Roxy Opening Earlier Today
of Fox Movietone News, and LaurTo accommodate the expected
ence Stallings and Lowell Thomas
crowds, following yesterdays' big will come here to speak before the
Town
Criers of Rhode Island, promopening for "Imitation of Life," the
inent civic club, on Dec. 7. The
Roxy will open its doors at 10
talks
will
be broadcast.
o'clock this morning.
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Coming and Going
COLONEL FRED
Plaza.
Savoy

LEVY

of Louisville is at tl

MARC LACHMAN returned to New
terday from
Boston.

York ye

Photoplay.
RAY LONG
is on his way east from
Holli
wood
to consider
the managing
editorship
CARL LAEMMLE, JR., delayed here by i
ness, is now scheduled to sail Dee. 1 on t
Rex for that sojourn
abroad.
"PAT"
PATTERSON,
Fox player,
arrives
her husban
to meet
on Monday
York
New
Fran
from
arrives
who
BOYER,
CHARLES
on the Europa.
VAL PARNELL, London theater operatii
PIERRE SANDRINI, owner of theaters in Franl
and South America, and MARCEL DE SAf\
of the Irving Thalberg production unit s
today
on the Paris for Europe.
ROMNEY
BRENT,
actor-author-director,
en route
to New
York
from
London
after
absence of two years.
He brings a new p
which
he recently completed.

New Ontario Censor Appeal Com
Toronto — Hon. Mitchell Hepbur
Premier of Ontario, C. J. Fost
and Roy Elmhurst have been co
stituted a new court of appeals
which Ontario distributors m.i
carry appeals from decisions ma;
by the censors.
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REVIEWS

NEWS of DAY

Greta Garbo in

"THE

PAINTED

VEIL"

'/ith Herbert
Marshall
and George
Brent
j^-G-M
83 mins.
FINE
WORK
BY GARBO
AND
SUPORTING
CAST
PLUS
PRODUCTION
ALUES OVERCOME THEMES TRITENESS.
Because Greta Garbo appears and talks
tore humanly and more down to earth than
i most of her pictures, and with the elabrate bolstering
in the production
end,
"Sis story turns out to be more entertainig than it might have been.
The yarn
not without its emotional pull, and the
omen
principally
should
go
for
it.
asicallv. it is the old triangle situation
a fever-ridden far-off place, which happens to be China
in this case, where
Ufreta's doctor-husband,
Herbert
Marshall,
ust neglect her for his duties, thus leavg the way open for an attentive military
tache, George Brent, to capture the woan's heart.
When put to the test, howrer. Brent's love for Greta turns out to
e not as strong as hers for him, so she
vakens
to the more
worthy qualities of
;r husband
and eventually
redeems
herfilf in his eyes.
Cast:
Greta
Garbo,
Herbert
Marshall,
Jfccrge Brent, Warner Oland,
>lt, Bcdil
Rosing,
Katherine
"ecilia

ni ry.

Parker,

Soo Yong,

Jean HersAlexander,

Forrester

Har-

Director, Richard Boleslavsky;. Author,
. Somerset Maugham; Screenplay, John
leehan, Salka Viertel, Edith Fitzgerald;
jmeraman, William Daniels; Editor, Hugh
'ynn.
Direction,

Class.
Buck

"WHEN

Photography,
Jon°s

A MAN

Best.

in

SEES RED"

niversal
60 mins.
LIVELY
WESTERN
CARRIES
MORE
IfAN USUAL AMOUNT
OF SENTIENTAL APPEAL WITH MUCH ACTION.
Buck Jones handles quite a romantic
le along with the usual amount of thrills
at he crowds into his action pictures,
le romantic appeal is Peggy Campbell,
eastern girl who inherits her uncle's
nch on the express condition in his will
at Buck Jones, the ranch foreman, acts
her guardian and that she obeys him
all matters concerning the handling of
:e property. This gets her peeved, for
e tries to boss Buck, who always sets
r in her place. She proves to be a dizzy
rt of dame, and encourages the atten>ns of a rascal whom Buck suspects of
ling a castle rustler but can't prove it.
gie hero gets tangled with a girl pal of
iss Peggy who flirts with him and puts
n in a bad light. So to get even the
roine plays up to the cattle rustler, and
eps a rendezvous with him one night
lien his gang is all set to steal her catHis dirty plan is to force her to marry
m, he having a padre all ready at the
lint of a gun to perform the ceremony,
ben into the exciting rescue by Buck
nes, and the realization of the girl that
e was all wrong. Plenty of thrills and
tion.
Cast: Buck Jones, Peggy Campbell, Lepy Mason, Dorothy Revier, Sid Saylor,
ank LaRue, Libby Taylor, Jack Rock=11, Charles K. French, Bob Kortman, WilWim Steele.
Director,
Alan
James;
Author,
Basil
ckey; Screenplay, Alan James; Cameraan, Ted McCord.
Direction, Good.
Photography, Okay.

• •
• TRUE LIFE story right in our own film biz
out in Seattle John Hamrick runs the local Music Hall
a movie house that did so well with Radio's "Gay
Divorcee" that it went into an extended run
so you can
imagine the surprise of an RKO official when he saw Mister
Hamrick in town here for a visit going into the Radio
City Music Hall to see "The Gay Divorcee" again when
cornered, Mister Hamrick admitted he sort of liked the pix
(Editor's
Note: ofWeourmust
refuse toseries
accept
responsibility
for
the
authenticity
sensational
of True
Life stories
you can take 'em or leave 'em
. .but you'll find them
as true as anything else in the film biz)

▼

▼

▼

• •
• NICE
BREAK
for Eddie Cantor thru full page
newspaper displays advertising the "Comic Weekly"
the Hearst supplement of funnies the ad pays tribute to
the Goldwyn star as being one of the great laugh-makers . . .
leading newspapers throughout the nation will carry this full
page blurb
. somebody must have rriven the ad manager
of the "Comic Weekly" a couple of tickets to "Kid Millions"
to get such a break

▼

▼

▼

• • • BIG FOOTBALL names w'll be featured at the
Cheese Club luncheon on Monday . . Chick Meehan, Lou Little, Doc Mai Stevens, Jim Crowley, Benny Friedman all
famous coaches of our local football factories. . they will be
heard over WMCA, with Harry Hershfield, head cheeser, acting
as cheer leader
Jay D. Blaufox, pix praise agent and
World War flier
sees first instalment of his new book on
flving instruction in the January issue of "Skyfighters," a pulp
magfor athepressagey
course will run two years!
that's a Career

«

Kansas City — Committees have
been named by Arthur Cole, general chairman of the Variety ClubFilm Row charity dance and show
Dec. 10. Chairmen are: ticket sales,
Frank Hensler; entertainment,
George Baker and Irwin Dubinsky;
publicity, Paul Bayzman; floor committee, Bill Warner; attendance, H.
P. Wolfberg; Hostesses, Harry Taylor; wardrobe, Bob Withers; clocking, Paul LaRoche; hauling and
Drayage, Sam Abend.
Springfield, 111. — The state's 2
per cent sales tax, which was to
have expired next July, has been
made permanent.
Cardington, O. — The Cardington
theater reopened recently under the
new management of Columbus
Amusement Co. House will be open
four nights a week.
South Bend, Ind. — Paraham Theater Corp. has been formed by Edward Trunk, Frank Hazel and E.
M. McDonald. Object is to operate
theaters and other amusements.
Kansas City — Cut in prices at the
Midland brings them down to 15
cents to 6 p. m. and 25 at night.

New Orleans — Reports that
United Artists releases would not
play Loew's agreements
State between
hei-e
to disthedueexchange
and the exhibitor are unfounded, according to reliable information reNo Increase Shown
Philly Case Develops
ceived by The Film Daily here.
In Vaude Policies With exception of Goldwyn films,
Into Probe on Buying
(.Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
over which there is disagreement,
buy pictures as they desired. Sam '-his gain was offset h" 'It; discon- all other U. A. product gets firstWaldman and Columbus Stamper
run at Loew's State. Goldwyn will
of vaudeville
by nume-or"
which
had played
stage
both gave testimony that they were theaters tinuance
sell independent first-runs.
unable to buy films for their houses shows last season, Godfrey stated. probably
The exchange will not sell the Saenin accordance with their desires.
ger
circuit either here or in the
area.
Many
theaters
are
apparently
eager
Charles Steifel also was on the to add vaudeville but do not feel
stand. The Judge insisted on bring- that present conditions warrant the
ing out any alleged restraint-of- added expense, Godfrey said.
Indianapolis — The Tower theater,
trade features because of the pubformerly the Family, has reopened.
lic's interest.
Louis B. Golden, formerly of the
Stanley Friedman and I. Levinson Refer Plea on Relatives
Capitol, will manage it.
of the Warner home office legal staff
To
Production
Committee
attended yesterday's hearing for the
(Continued from Page 1)
Derry, N. H. — The Broadway has
first time. Testimony was taken in
been transferred from Fernside &
the morning only, and the case will extras has been referred by the Kelley to Kelley & Maguire.
Authority to the Production
be resumed on Monday, with indica- Code
tions that it will run for some time. Committee consisting of J. Robert
New Orleans — An eight-pound
*?ubin, Harold Bareford, Sidney R. baby girl has been born to Mr. and
man.
Kent,
and
W.
Ray
Johnston,
chairMrs.
Joe Barcelona of Baton Rouge.
San Francisco Items
He operates the Tivoli there and is
San Francisco — Ralph Pincus,
also a member of the clearance and
local publicity and exploitation man,
zoning board.
Improving Oklahoma City House
has been engaged to handle the personal appearances of Charles KingsOklahoma City — Improvements
East St. Louis, 111. — Lou Menges,
ford-Smith, trans-Pacific flyer.
costing about $75,000 are being
More than 75 men have been ap- made at the Criterion, which will be owner of the Columbia Theater, was
elected
to the Illinois Senate at the
closed
until
Christmas
week.
New
pointed to the Gaumont-British field
recent elections. He is a Demosales force to date, it was stated offices will be installed for the house crat.
by George W. Weeks while here.
and for officials of StandAfter a run of seven months, manager
ard Theater Co. While the Criterion
Kansas City — Outlook for exhibShobe and Bell's oldtime melodrama, is dark, the Warner Theater will
itors in western Kansas is better
"The Drunkard," closes this week.
than for some time, says Harry
Neely Edwards and Peggy Converse play its pictures.
played the leads.
Taylor, Columbia exchange managSelect Film Retitled
er, on his return from a trip.
Sir Arthur Pinero Dies
Title of the Select Productions
Boston — Louis Zaccardo, shipper
London — Sir Arthur Wing Pinero, film now in work at the Biograph
noted dramatist, died yesterday at studios has been changed from "Bad for Hollywood Film Exchange, is
the age of 79.
no longer a bachelor.
Penny" to "The Blind Road."

-. xt*^
GOV'T SEEKS 5% TAX
ON SOUND EQUIPMENT
(Continued from Page 1)

ternal Revenue on the matter,
though up to date equipment dealers
have heen exempted from the tax
under opinion informally handed
down by the department, which exemptions have also extended to purchase of replacements parts such
as amplification tubes.
This week, Tanney said, two
agents from the Internal Revenue
Department at Washington informed
him that the government intended
to collect the tax from June, 1932,
when the revenue act was passed,
his firm's
and inspected
to date,Tanney
books.
said that under the
department's present stand the tax
could be levied against 60 per cent
of the parts making up a sound reproduction machine and that if the
tax was upheld it would be passed
on to exhibitors.
Exhibitors who have purchased
equipment on time payments that
were not completed would probably
find the amount of the tax added
on to their bills, Tanney said.

Philly Independent
Unit
Affiliation
Spurns
Again
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

Stahl of the same company as unaffiliated distributor member in the
Minneapolis board, and Fred Wolfson, attorney, impartial member of
the Kansas City board, has replaced
Dr. Paul Lux, resigned.

Reade Must Give Up
70 Overbought Films
(Continued from Page 1)

complaint of Liberty, Freehold vs.
Reade's Strand, Freehold, was dismissed.
Clearance and zoning board has
ordered a cut from 60 to 45 days in
the clearance previously held by
Ritz, Port Jervis, over the Royal,
Port Jervis.
6 Weeks for "Night of Love"
Kansas City — Setting an all-time
record for a subsequent run here,
"One Night of Love" will go into
its sixth week at the Fox Apollo,
managed by Jim Long. The house
previously had never held a film
more than five days.
K. C. Schedule Received
The Kansas City modified zoning
schedule, delayed in transit to New
York, reached the Code Authority yesterday and will be discussed at Tuesday's meeting of the body.
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from "LOTS
A LITTLE
"- RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD
pHIL GERSDORF has resigned as
studio publicity director for
Samuel Goldwyn, effective Dec. 1.
He is a veteran publicity man and
was with Charles R. Rogers before
joining Goldwyn.

▼

T

T

patched an agent to the Kentucky
breeding farms to acquire a formidable racing stable to compete at
this meet, beginning Christmas Day.
jThose who will have entries include
Raoul Walsh, Hal Roach, Al .Tolson,
Clark Gable, John Meehan, Robert
Z. Leonard and Hunt Stromberg.

▼ ▼ T
Our Passing Show: Charles Ray,
Claudia Dell, Irving Strouse, Alden
The
virile,
Charles "he-man"
Bickford,
Nash, Troy Orr, Rav Nazarro at of the screen,two-fisted
"All Aboard," the tingel Tangel would hardly have been recognized
revue; Frank Melford and Jeannette a few days ago by his fans and adRex chatting at the RKO Pathe stumirers. The red-headed star of "I
dio.
Murdered a Man," which Universal
is producing, made a test bedecked
in a pearl derby, cutaway coat,
Pauline Starke will appear in spats, yellow gloves and a cane.
▼
v
▼
"$20 a Week", the first of a series
Our national law-makers are now
of four Four-Leaf Clover producinterested
in
writing
scenarios.
tions to be distributed by Ajax Pictures Corp. Picture is expected to Casey Robinson, who is writing the
be ready in January.
screennersplay
"Betsy,"
War-a
▼ *
▼
are to for
produce,
has which
received
Jerry Sackheim's first production letter from a Congressman, who is
for Universal, "I Murdered a Man," a former schoolmate of his, asking
is nearing completion. It is being narios.
for some pointers in writing scedirected by Edward Laemmle.
T

V

W

Lou Alter's "Harlem Nocturne"
is drawing raves from members of
the film colony. It is a sequel to
to affiliate is construed by the I. E. his song, "Manhattan Serenade."
unit from the M.P.T.O. bulletin in Alter, who recently returned to Hollywood after an absence of four
which George P. Aarons, secretary,
appeals for the solidification of one years, wrote the music for "Ballyhoo" and "HoM Your Horses,"
exhibitor organization.
Broadway productions. He was
formerly with M-G-M.

3 Replacements Made
In Grievance Boards

DAILY

▼

▼

T

♦

▼

T

T

T

T

Irving Cummings, whose latest
picture, "The White Parade," has
been generally acclaimed as a directorial achievement, is writing an
original story for his next Fox assignment.
Isabel Jewell, who is now portraychief feminine
role in "I've
Beening theAround"
for Universal,
has

SOL A. ROSENBLATT
CALLED TO HOLLYWOOD
(Continued from Page 1)

creates a serious condition here
Your presence is urgently requires
Rosenblatt will leave here b;
in Hollywood."
plane on Tuesday and remain unti
after the first of December, he ad
vised Hollywood. He will be aci
companied by Maurice LeJuen«
deputy, he stated.

Seek to Eliminate
Extras'
(Continued
from Committe*
Page 1)

ers, extras and the public, to inter
pret the terms set down in the cod
for extras, will be the target of a
attack at an open hearing on othe
matters to be held in Washington i
about three weeks It is said th>
an attempt will be made to elin
inate the article from the code, lea^
ing all controversies directly up
the Code Authority and not to ar
appointed committee.
The controversy will likely 1
waged as a result of other disca
sions that will come before tl
Washington body regarding amen
ments concerning vaudeville actoi
salaries and also the question of r
taining Article E, Part 6, which ri
tiations.
fers to interfering with lease neg

Music Hall Employees

revealed as the "Lady BountiGet (Continued
Voice from
in New
Setu
Sol Lesser will produce Harold been ful"
who paid the hospital and docPage 1)
tor bills for an extra who contracted
Bell Wright's "When a Man's a
while working in a pic- managing director. Vice-presider
Man," starring George O'Brien. It pneumonia
ture with Miss Jewell.
will be directed by Edward F. Cline,
are
Webster
Todd and Leon
T
V
T
who directed the silent version in
onidoff,
seniorB. producers
of stefT|
1923.
shows. G. S. Eyssell, another
June
Brewster
has
just
purchased
▼ ▼
▼
~\
M. Miller and H. Samon have two more prize-winning cocker ployee,
Russell V.becomes
Downing, secretary,
formerly corA
formed the Pacific Coast Raw Film spaniels
add to
her "menagerie"
of canines,to thus
making
her eligible troller, is now treasurer. Meil
company, with offices at 1560 North for the doghouse. Miss Brewster H. Aylesworth is chairman of 1
Vine St.
expects to show the dogs at the board, which also includes Daj
▼ »
»
forthcoming Ambassador Dog Show. Sarnoff, Francis T. Christie, exej
▼ ▼ T
tive vice-president of Rockefel
Following
in the footsteps
of
other film celebrities who have made
Sign on a Hollywood theater: Center, Todd and Van Schmus.
entries in the Santa Anita horse "Big major preview (not a westracing meet, Reginald Owen has disMilitary at Premiere
Canadian Churches Unite in Drive Washington
Sues Over Mussolini Film
Bureau of THE FILM DA,
Toronto — It officially is learned
Claiming he was promised payWashington — Secretary of V
ern)."representatives from all the
that
ment for assistance in having "CaDern, Assistant Secretary Woodr
micia Nera," Mussolini film being Protestant churches in Canada have and Chief of Staff General Mac.
decided to present a united front
shown under the title of "Man of with
the
Catholic
Church
in
the
film
thur attended last night's premi
Courage,"
exhibited
in this
Guido
Orland
has filed
suitcountry,
in the movement. The Canadian Jewish of "Flirtation Walk" at the Ea
state Supreme Court against repre- Congress* also is sending delegates Almost the entire staff of the V
sentatives of the Luce Institute of to a conference to be attended by Department accompanied the ch
Rome.
representatives of all church bodies to the performnace.
in Canada.
Acquire Brooklyn House
Sunset Opens With High Fidelity
Samuel Fulop and Frank
Harry Harris, president of HanSchwartz have taken over the Tompcock Theater Corp., which is now
kins, at 534 Gates Avenue, and are
installing new RCA Victor High operating the Sunset at 3410 BroadFidelity sound apparatus. Fulop
way, has arranged for immediate installation of complete new Photoowns the building property in which
the theater is located, and Frank phone High Fidelity sound equipment in the house.
Schwartz will manage
the house.

4,500 Clerics

to See

A preview audience made

Film j p.

up of 4.501

clergymen
of Child"
all faiths
see show
RKO'
•Wednesday's
at awill
special
ing at the Roxy on Nov. 27. The filn
opens at that theater Dec. 7. How
ard S. Cullman, managing director o
the Roxy. arranged the preview. Franki
Thomas, child star of the feature, wil
appear
in person
at the showing.
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Six More Suits Are Being Filed Against Erpi

EQUIPMENTMEN TO MAPTlGHT ON 5%J[V'T TAX

Fox Metropolitan Reorganization Plan to be Redrafted
jChanges Decided Upon at
Meeting of Bondholders' Committee

Redrafting of the proposed reor
janization plan of Fox Metropoli
ate last week at a meeting of
yesterday morning at a meeting of
he bondholders' committee, The
i'lLM Daily learns. Morton G.
Jogue and William Bainton of the
aw firm of Beekman, Bogue &
jlark will make the necessary
" :hanges and have the revised form
'eady for a meeting of the commitee which is expected to be held
{Continued on Page 4)

PREPARING 10 FILMS
AT WARNER STUDIOS

Clean-up of Film Advertising Brings Praise
(Editorial

in

"Editor Sr Publisher")

"Editor & Publisher" has in the past condemned vulgar, indecent and misleading
motion picture advertising in newspapers, and we now wish to acknowledge the excellent
clean-up that followed the change of front at Hollywood when religionists started to
boycott all movie houses exhibiting immoral films.
The movies do about $50,000,000 of advertising in newspapers and magazines, per
annum, and most of it has been in good taste, honest representation and sometimes
wonderfully entertaining copy. But there were always a few exhibitors who recognized
no rule that would interfere with profit. However, the Hays organization is now passing
on all copy of the ten major producing companies, strictly enforcing copy rules.
A few independent concerns still operate without benefit of this industrial censorship, but we have noticed no lapses from that quarter. Evidently, the motion picture
makers have come to the conclusion that decency pays ,or at least that indecency
may be perilous. At any rate, we wish to acclaim as a first-rate job the internal
clean-up of the past few weeks.

A. Tanney, president of the' S.O.S.
(Continued on Page 4)

which they appear," and other
changes concerning contracts, layoffs, working hours, etc., as unanimously adopted by the Code Authority on Thursday subsequent to
the unanimous approval of the
Vaudeville Committee, are an(Continued on Page 7)

U. A. Nears Halfway Markon Schedule

(.Continued on Page 6)

Having five pictures finished and
ready for distribution, four others
before the cameras and five more in
preparation to start shooting soon,
I U. S. Navy ships and shore sta- work on the schedule for 1934-35
tions equipped to show motion pic- release by United Artists is near
tures now total 314, compared with the halfway mark. The completed
d'.IQ a year ago, according to a list productions are "The Mighty Barnit supplied by the navy's film exanhange for the coming 1935 Film
fl Daily Year Book. The units include
hi .91 ships wired for sound with
!5mm. equipment, 89 shore stations
similarly equipped and 34 recruiting
5 stations with 16mm. sound.

nura," starring Wallace Beery, produced by Darryl F. Zanuck's 20th
Century unit; "Private Life of Don
Juan," with Douglas Fairbanks,
made by Alexander Korda of London Films; "Scarlet Pimpernel," another(Cctttinued
Korda film, onwith
Leslie HowPage 6)

Suits on behalf of six theater operating companies, subsidiaries of
Fox Theaters Corp., will be filed
this week in Federal Court against
American Telephone & Telegraph
Co., Western Electric and Electrical
Research Products asking damages
totaling $497,500 on charges growing out of alleged Sherman
and

Clayton anti-trust act violations.
The plaintiffs are the William Fox
Isis Investment Corp., which asks
$37,500 damages; William Fox Exhibitions Corp., $45,000; Fox Varieties Corp.,
$45,000; Flatbush Ave.
(.Continued on Page 4)

514 Navy Units Equipped
For Snowing of Pictures

Fox Theaters Corp. Subsidiaries
Ask $497,000 in Erpi Actions

Grand Rapids 100%

Open

Grand Rapids, Mich.— For the first
time in several years all local theaters
are open. The Powers theater, dark for
more than a year, has just been relighted by Clayton Hoffman and F. A.
Wurzburg with the A. B. Marcus musical stock company.

A meeting of independent sound
equipment manufacturers will be
called this week to organize a united
front in opposition to the federal
government's proposed levy of a 5
per cent sales tax on 60 per cent of
the parts making up sound reproduction machines and replacement
parts,
Corp. it was said yesterday by Josef

Code Amendments on Vaude Labor This action follows decision of the
Forwarded to Sol. A. Rosenblatt JOHN FLINN ON COAST

Nine amendments to Article IV
of the code, pertaining to labor provisions in which rehearsal periods
I Vest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY for actors in stage shows is reduced
Hollywood— In addition to six fea- from four to two weeks, a change
tures currently before the cameras, in the minimum wage of $7.50 per
h .0 pictures are now being prepared day for vaudeville performers, so as
n 'or early shooting at the Warner- to include
"for each theater in
?irst National studios.
The six in work include: "Living
m Velvet," a Frank Borzage prosi Auction, starring Kay Francis with
Jeorge Brent and Warren William;

Independent
Sound Mfrs.
Will Call Meeting to
Map Tax Fight

Dependable Delivery is guaranteed
Film Carriers,
Inc. — Advt.

by

National

FOR CODE CHECKUP
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — John C. Flinn, executive secretary of the Code Authority,
arrives at the Coast today to check
up on activities of the three major
code committees functioning here
and to examine various proposals
concerning changes in code provisions relating to production. He
will confer with the studio labor,
(Continued
on Page
7)
extras and
free-lance
players'
com-

Philly Independent Unit
Calls Confab on Zoning
Philadelphia — All independent exhibitors in Eastern Pennsylvania,
Southern New Jersey and Delaware,
whether members of the Independent Exhibitors Protective Ass'n or
not, have been invited to attend
a general mass meeting called by
the unit for tomorrow
to discuss
(Continued on Page 4)

30 Actors Approve Plan
West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Thirty of the Screen Actors Guild's Class A members, totaling
more than 400, have already voted
approval of the affiliation with the
A. F. of L. through Actors' Equity
Ass'n, according to Kenneth Thomson,
guild secretary.
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Picture
College Rhythm
Imitation of Life
The Battle
The Merry Widow
(a)
Marie
Galante
Gentlemen
Are
Born
Menace
The Gay Divorcee
(2nd week)
Kid Millions
(3rd week)
St. Louis
Kid
(b)

Distributor
Paramount
Universal
J.eon Garganoff
M-G-M
.Fox
First National
Paramount
RKO Radio
United Artists
.Warner Bros

♦ TWO-A-DAY
Man

of

Aran

(3rd week) (c)

♦ FOREIGN

RUN

♦ FUTURE

Theater
Paramount
Roxy
Criterion
Capitol
Mayfair
Strand
Rialto
Music Hall
Rivoli
Palace

♦

Gaumont-British

LANGUAGE

Three Songs About Lenin
(3rd week)
Waltz Time
in Vienna
(2nd week)
Man
of Courage
(3rd week)
Poil de Carotte
(d)
Madame
Bovary
(2nd week)

FILMS

.Westminster

♦

Amkino
Cameo
Ufa
55th St. Playhouse
Eureka Productions. .. Gaiety
Harold Auten
5th Ave. Playhouse
John S. Tapernoux. . . . Acme

OPENINGS

♦

Fox
Warner Bros
Columbia
Columbia

Mayfair
Strand
Rialto
Music Hall
Acme

L'Agonie des Aigles
(Nov. 30)
Anne of Green Gables (Dec. 21)
Wednesday's
Child
(e)
Kentucky
Kernels
(f)
The Painted Veil (g)

DuWorld
RKO Radio
RKO Radio
RKO Radio
M-G-M

5th Ave. Playhouse
Roxy
Roxy
Roxy
Capitol

(d) Revival.
<e) Follows Imitation of Life.

(c) Following Criterion two-a-day run.
(f) Follows Wednesday's Child.
(g) Follows The Merry Widow.

FINANCIAL
NEW

YORK

(QUOTATIONS

High
55/8
vtc. 39

Am.
Seat
Columbia
Picts.
Con.
Con.
East.
East.
Fox

Fm.
Ind
Fm.
Ind.
Kodak
Kodak
Fm.

STOCK

pfd..

33^
173,4
116

pfd. . . . 142'/2

"A"

13%

Loew's,
Inc
do pfd
Metro-Goldwyn,
Paramount
ctfs.
Pathe
Exch

Three Houses Taken Over Warner Club Players
Give Show on Dec. 7
By Independent Circuits
The Warner Club Players, an

MARKET

AS OF SATURDAYS
Low
5%
39
33/4
175/8
115%

Net

Close
Chg.
5% -f
l/8
39
3%
17%
116

142'/2

142'/2

133,4

13%

'/8

amateur dramatic society composed
of members of the Warner Club,
will hold their second annual performance and dance in the Club
Rooms at 321 West 44th St. the
night of Dec. 7. They will present
two one-act plays, a comedy,
"Thank You, Doctor." featuring
Tess Ginsberg, Ruth Goldberg, Sol
Reiner, Sam Wollowitz and Max
Fried, and a drama, "The Valiant."
with Hy Blaustein, Bill Toles, Cliff
Jockers, Marie Carroll, Ted Hammer and Al Trojack. Both plays
are being staged and directed by
Leo J. Drexler. Dancing will follow the performance.

+
+

V4
V4

—
—

14
%

14%
14i/2 —
1%
2
4%
43,4
MARKET

%

YORK

14V2
2
4%
CURB

Trans-Lux .Annual Meet
Will Be Held Dec. 19

12%
BOND

123,4
12%
MARKET

+

%

YORK

Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40..
10%
Paramount
6s 47
60
Par. By. 5'/2s51 . . . . 41 %
Par. 5%s50
60

10
59'/2
41%
60

10%
59%
41 %
60

+
—
—

'/2
1/4
%

do ctfs
Pathe
7s37

59'/2
99

59i/2
99

591/2
99
—

%

Warner's

59

58%

59

%

Signed for Italian Picture
Trans - Lux Daylight Pictures
Screen Corp. has set Dec. 19, at
Don Casanova, Italian-American
10:30 A. M., for its postponed an- dancer, has been signed by Ansrelo
nual stockholders' meeting.
De Vito, director of Venetian Productions, for the male lead in "The
Greatest Love," the first of a series
"Madame Bovary" Lauded
of Italian pictures which that film
The committee on exceptional concern will produce in this country. De Vito wrote the scenario and
photoplays of the National Board of
Review has informed John S. Taper- will direct the picture.
noux that "Madame Bovary" is the
"best foreign-language film" the Powers Takes Over Swayne Agency
committee has seen this year. "MaEdward A. Powers has taken over
dame Bovary" is being held over
Swayne Phillips Co., advertising
five additional days at the Acme, the
agency, the name of which has been
stay.
where it has completed a week's changed to Edward A. Powers Associates. Offices are located at 545
Fifth Ave., New York, and in the
Soviet Films to Be Shown
Taft Building, Hollywood.

do "A"
RKO
Warner

Bros
NEW

35%
34%
35%
102'/4 IO21/4 1021A
pfd. 27'/2
27%
27%
...
33,4
3%
3%
1 14
1%
1 V8

-f

Two fast-growing {greater New
York circuits have added three
houses to their groups. Harry
Brandt has acquired the Liberty,
Brooklyn, which brings his circuit
to 31 theaters. The house, which is
now being remodeled and which will
open about Dec. 10, will be operated
by Branwyn Amusement Corp.
Max Cohen and Arthur Siegel
have taken over the Prospect in the
Bronx and the Stadium in Manhattan. These acquisitions increases
their circuit to seven theaters.

Technicolor
NEW

6s39

Julian Johnson
Leon
Holmes

+

RUDY

"Soviet Russia and Siberia," mo- Educational Comedy on RKO Circuit
tion pictures taken in the U.S.S.R.,
will be presented and discussed by
"Hello Sailors," Educational-CoroJulien Bryan on Sunday evening,
net Comedy featuring Buster West
December 16, at the New School for and Tom Patricola, has been booked
Social Research, under the auspices to play the entire RKO metropolitan circuit starting Dec. 1.
of the American Russian Institute.

VALLEE.

"Sweet Music"
coast yesterday

having finished his role in

at the Warner studios, left the!
for New York.

HUGH WALPOLE, who has been writing at
the M-G-M studios in Culver City, returns to
New York shortly and is booked to sail Dec. 8
on the Champlain for England.
HARRY
York from

BANNISTER
the coast.

has returned

to

New!

MAXINE DOYLE, First National leading woman
who has been on a personal appearance tour,
returned to Hollywood last week for her nexl
film assignment.
CHARLES BRABIN, M-G-M director, and hisf
wife, THEDA BARA, plan a trip to England in)
the near future.
ZOE

Gambling
(tonight)
Flirtation Walk (Nov. 28)
Captain Hates the Sea (Nov. 29)
Broadway
Bill
(Nov. 29)
Kidnapping
Gorillas
(Nov. 29)

(a) Following Astor two-a-day run.
(b) Subsequent run.

Coming and Going

Parade •

AKINS

has

corre

east

from

Hollywood.1

ROBERT RITCHIE, after a two-week visit on
Europe.
the coast, returns to New York en route to
a JULES
coast trip.
LEVY,

RKO

sales chief, is back front

MAJOR
ALBERT WARNER. GRADWELL
SEARS, A. W. SMITH and MR. and MRS. HAL
HORNE return to New York this week fron
the coast.

»DATE BOOK

«

Nov. 27:
Allied Theater Owners of New Je
sey
meeting.
Hotel
Lincoln,
New
York!
Nov. 27:
General mass meeting of Independent
Exhibitors
Protective
Ass'n
to discuss
re
zoning and clearance,
1313 Vine St., Fhila)
delphia,
11 A. M.
Nov. 78:
Reception
and Dance of the Brook
lyn Unit
of the Warner
Club,
Vitaphon
Studio,
Brooklyn.
Nov.

28:
Bowl,

Dec.

1:
Universal
Pictures'
Dance,
Hotel
Astor,
New

Screen
Actors'
Hollywood.

Guild

Dec.

5:
quet

ball,

Biltmor

Annual
York.

Warner
Club's
Second
and
Movie
Ball,
Club,

Dinnei

Annual
Bar
Schenecradi

N. Y.
7:
Second annual performance and dano
of the Warner
Club
Players,
New
York.
Dec.
8:
Sixtieth
Anniversary
Dinner
and B.
of The Lambs, Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, Ne
York.
Dec. 9-10:
Theater
Owners
of
North
South
Carolina
22nd
annual
conveatir|
Hotel
Charlotte,
Charlotte.
N. C.
Dec. 10:
Warner
Bros,
annual
stockholder
meeting.
Wilmington.
Del.
Dec.

Dec. 10:
Kansas
City
Variety
Club-Film
dustry Annual Charity Ball and Show,
Mor,
Kansas
City.
Dec. 11-12:
meeting.

Allied
Hotel

States
Roosevelt,

Ass'n
New

I.
PI

direct^
Orleans.

Dec. 17:
General
Meeting
of Actors*
Equi
Ass'n to discuss Screen Actors' Guild affilB
tion, Hotel Astor, New York.
Dec. Trans-Lux
19:
Annual Daylight
stockholders'
Pictures
10:30

A.

meetingCor|
Screen

M.

RECORDING
ON

Film or Disc
INDUSTRIALSLIDE FILM-

BRUNSWICK
PRODUCTIONS
CH. 4-2200

CORP.

321 W. 44th St. N.Y.C.

do uokA C/tfuAltmzL& Jyunopu^ta exzAlcM

hr-

USL&
tomorrow night, Tuesday* and hear

ING
ITTY

CROSBY
and
CARLISLE

sing three hit tunes from

PARAMOUNT'
Here Is My Heart
You will know then what to buy
customers for Christmas

S
your

* Columbia Broadcasting System • 9 P. M. — Eastern
Standard Time • 8 P. M. — Central Standard Time
7 P. M. — Mountain Time

with BING CROSBY • KITTY CARLISLE
Alison Skipworth • Roland Young
Reginald Owen • Directed by
Frank Turtle ■ A Paramount Picture

■ 6 P. M. — Pociflc Coast Time

FILING 6 MORE SUITS
AGAINST ERPI GROUP
{Continued from Page

this week. It is known that the
bondholders and the operators,
Skouras and Randforce, are nearer
agreement on the terms of operation than they have been for the
past month and it is expected that
the redraft of the plan will be accepted by both the committee and
the operators.

Minnesota Briefs
Elk River — Sandon Bros, of Blue
Earth have bought the Elk theater
from Nels Christensen and will open
after alterations.
Stillwater — Stillwater Amusement
Co. has changed its name to Sherwin Theater Corp., Bennie Berger,
president, and Samuel P. Halpern
secretary.
International Falls — The New
Falls theater will open Thanksgiving Day.
Marshall — Ben Ash is new manager of the Roy theater.
Winthrop — James Anderson and
O. J. Gleason have remodeled a
building into a 225-seat theater.
Finish Tom Terriss Subject
"North of the Sahara," singlereeler, has been completed by Hammer Pictures. The film features
Tom Terriss, the vagabond director,
in a tour through Southern Morocco.
Master Art in Philadelphia
Philadelphia — Master Art Products have leased for immediate occupancy the ground floor space in
the Warner exchange building, 1225
Vine St. Ben F. Stern is local
branch manager.
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FIGHT ON SOUND TA)
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Fox Metropolitan Plan
Will
Undergo Changes
{Continued from Page 1)
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& Nevins St. Corp., $90,000; Colwood Co., Inc., $90,000; Theater
Realty Corp., $90,000.
The suits charge that by virtue
of an alleged monopoly in supplying
sound recording and reproducing
equipment, the plaintiffs were forced
to purchase Erpi equipment and
sustained damages through excessive
charges for installation, inspection
service and replacement parts.

Jack Holt and Edmund
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• •
• IT MAY mark a New Era in pix publicity
or an entirely new trend and policy in the handling of screen
themes
this Universal thesis centering around an international ring of ammunition manufacturers
"The Man
Who Reclaimed His Head"
they have issued a broadside
that goes through the mails for a cent and a half
consisting of about 20 cents worth of paper stock, judging by the
bulk
when opened up it covers a lot of territory
and makes a great Flash

T

T

▼

• •
• BUT WHAT intrigues us is the boldness of the
copy
a sort of a defi as well as a challenge to the other
producers
as well as to the ammunition ring
nere are some of the lines
all in great big blobs of red
or black ink
"We tackled a subject whicn others were
AFRAID to touch!"
"Hidden forces threatened 'trouble'
if we made the picture!"
"Sinister influences will flght
it!"
"The Munitions Menace exposed in the most startling dramatic picture of a decade!"

T

T

T

• •
• IT IS real Showmanship paper
that carries
an awful wallop
but will the picture back it up?
that's the question
we hope it will
for any company that has the guts to go after this ammunition clique
and have their motion pix really say something vital
on the subject
will have a sensational screen oifering
that will have the world milling and lighting at the box-othces
everywhere
it's a Natural at this time
with the
tremendous
front page publicity for months
and the
war fever in every headline

T

T

T

• • • IT SEEMS to us that this is the answer to what
tne motion picture needs
Vital Themes
something that strikes a responsive chord
a universal note
a subject that the people of every class, color and
creed are interested in
and this ammunition theme is
such
a
topic
we
see
no
reason why the studio couldn't
handle it without gloves

T

▼

T

• •
• WHY IS the Newsreel perennially popular ?
why do you grab your newspaper with avidity every morn and
evening?
because they mirror LIVE TOPICS
things that are in the air
to which we unconsciously vibrate
we don't have to be SOLD on them by showmanship tricks
we FLOCK to them
so why in the
name of all that's sane and sensible can't our motion pictures
reflect the same Vital Themes?
instead of eternally rehashing the man-chase-a-gal idea
or the she-almost-f ellbut-her-better-nature-saved-her standby
along with the
other Ten Standard Routine Film Formulas
it's about
time the studios started to get in step with the March of
Events
and put this Newspaper and Newsreel Lure into
the Features
it can be done
the material is outlined on the front pages of every daily rag
Live Topics
that fairly scream aloud to be turned into Picture Dollars
so why not use it?
Universal is on the Right Track
at least in hitting a Live Theme
• • • UNCLE SAM has asked us to remind you ladies
and gents
and others cluttering up this film racket
to extend your cooperation in helping the postoffice at
the rush Xmas Holidays
by shopping and mailing par*
eels EARLY
there will be no city, village or rural carrier deliveries or window service at postoffices on Christmas
DAY
so if by some strange fortune you have Dough
to Shop in this wonderful NRA Era
do it EARLY

«

«

«

»

»

»

1)

Internal Revenue Department, as re
vealed in The Film Daily last weeli
to collect the tax after permittin;
equipment manufacturers to be ex
empt from the levy since passage
the tax in June, 1932. According t
Tanney, the levy will be passed
to exhibitors if upheld. The ta:
would affect amplification tube
loudspeakers, amplifiers and othe
ment.
parts of sound reproduction equip

Philly Independent Unit
Calls Confab on Zoninj
{Continued from Page 1)

re-zoning and establishment
clearance schedules for the loer
territory. The confab will start
11 A. M. in the I. E. P. A. hea«
quarters, 1313 Vine St.

Detroit Notes
Detroit — Michael J. Chargot, ci
cuit operator, has acquired tl
Chopin, west side house, from Sta3
ley Oleskowiecz. Charles Sims ha
been made manager.
Joseph Janulis has become a pai
ner of Joseph Miskinis in the Fo
Grand, Dearborn, and name of tl
it.
house has been changed to the A
den. John K. Francis is managii
Joseph
Olschefsky
and Charr
Stepannackaus have bought the Dj
ray, south end, with Olschefsky
coming manager.
E. J. Sharkey is reopening t)
Rivoli, downtown, with dramat
stock.

Oscar Gorelick, formerly w*
Supreme Screen Service, is n|
practicing law.
Embassy Talking Picture Serv^ p
operated by R. E. Codd and Al Wf ,
ner, has moved into new quart*'
at theAve.
Wilding Studios on Grj
River
New House for Greenville, Mici
Greenville, Mich. — Bennett a
Straight, Dearborn architects, hs
started drawings on a new thea
building to be erected here.

SHOW-

REMINDER
MAN'S
Proper use of fuel will result in economies.
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The Biggest News Event Of The

Tear

-%£&
THE

PREPARING 10 FILMS
AT WARNER STUDIOS
(Continued from Page 1)

"North Shore," starring Barbara
Stanwyck with Gene Raymond, Genevieve Tobin, John Eldredge, Dorothy Tree, Claude Gillingwater and
Philip Reed, director, Robert Florey;
"Black Fury," starring Paul Muni,
Karen Morley, William Gargan,
Tully Marshall and Mae Marsh, director, Michael Curtiz; "Devil Dogs
of the Air," starring James Cagney
with Pat O'Brien, Margaret Lindsay, Frank McHugh, Helen Lowell
and Johnny Arledge, director, Lloyd
Bacon; "Sweet Music," starring
Rudy Vallee with Ann Dvorak, Ned
Sparks, Helen Morgan, Robert Armstrong, Allen Jenkins, Alice White,
Joe Cawthorn and Al Shean, director, Alfred E. Green; and "Gold
Diggerswith
of Gloria
1935," Stuart,
starring
Dick
Powell
Adolphe
Menjou, Glenda Farrell, Joe Cawthorn, Grant Mitchell, Dorothy Dare,
Alice Brady, Frank McHugh and
Hugh Herbert, director, Busby Berkeley.
In preparation are: "A Midsummer Night's Dream," a Shakespeare's classic with original Mendelssohn music, arranged by Eric
Wolfegang Korngold, directed by
Max Reinhardt, assisted by William
Dieterle, from screen play by
Charles Kenyon and Mary McCall,
Jr.;
Joe "Earthworm
E. Brown inTractor,"
William starring
Hazlett
Upson "Saturday Evening Post"
stories; "Go Into Your Dance," costarring Al Jolson and Ruby Keeler
with Helen Morgan and Glenda Far
rell, in the Bradford Ropes story,
to be directed by Archie Mayo, with
music by Harry Warren and Al
Dubin; ward"Money
Man,"instarring
EdG. Robinson
a Dashiell
Hammett story; "A Present From
Margate," starring Kay Francis in
a play by Ian Wayward and A. E,
W.
with
BetteMason;
Davis "The
and Green
an all Cat,"
star cast,
from a play by A. M. Willner and
E. Rubicius; "Alibi Ike," starring
Joe E. Brown in the Ring Lardner
story; "The Goose and the Gan
der," with Verree Teasdale and an
all star cast, to be directed by Alan
Crosland; "Oil for the Lamps of
China," with Josephine Hutchinson
and an all star cast, from the story
by Alice Tisdale Hobart, to be directed by Mervyn
LeRoy; "While

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS
Six

features were produced
in Hungary in the first half of this year.
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from
A LITTLE
HOLLYWOOD
£OLUMBIA
PICTURES
added a number of new recently
writers
to its already large staff of prominent authors and scenarists and resigned others. They are: Earle
Snell, Preston Black, John Gray,
Harold Shumate, Felix Adler and
Harry McCoy.

▼

T

T

Irene Hervey, who "crashed" pictures by waiting days in a casting
office, then leaped to prominence in
"Stranger's Return," has been cast
for
"Thestudios.
Winning Ticket" at the
M-G-M
T

V

V

are Lloyd Whitlock, George Irving,
Fred Kelsey, Hayden Stevenson and
Eddie Gargan.

T

▼

V

Joan Gale, Wampas baby star,
has been signed by Monogram for
"The Nut Farm," featuring Wallace Ford, which goes into production this week with Melville Brown
directing. Other additions to the
cast include Oscar Apfel, Betty Alden, Lorin Raker and Arnold Grey.
George Waggner adapted the story
from the New York stage play by
John C. Brownell. W. T. Lackey is
producing the picture.
T

V

T

Not entirely satisfied with the
several treatments which have been
made, Universal engaged Dr. Jim
Tully to perform a major operation
on "The Raven." Dr. Tully is required to put the jittery poem of
Edgar Allan Poe into such a screen
▼ ▼
▼
as will suit the talents of ChesMayo Methot and Samuel S. play ter
Morris, Boris Karloff and Bela
Hinds are the latest additions to the
Lugosi.
cast of "Mills of the Gods," the Co▼
v
▼
lumbia feature in which May RobHer work with Mady Christians
son is starred, with Fay Wray and
Victor Jory in featured roles. In in "A Wicked Woman" has won
the supporting cast are Raymond Betty Jane Graham, child actress,
Walburn, James Blakeley, Josephine another M-G-M assignment. She
Whittell, Albert Condi, Frank was last week cast to play in "The
Reicher and Fredrik Vogeding.
v
▼
▼
Melville Baker and Jack Kirkland Winning Ticket."
wrote the story, which was prepared
With the signing of Grant Mitchell, casting has been completed
for the screen by Garrett Fort. Roy
William Neill is directing.
for "Straight from the Heart" at
▼ ▼ T
Universal. Mary Astor, Roger PryDavid Burton, former famous or and Baby Jane are featured, and
stage director, returns to the studio Scott R. Beal is directing. Other
where he directed his first picture, members of the cast include Carol
Coombe, Andy Devine, who replaces
to direct "Three Wise Guys," Dam- Warren Hymer, Robert McWade,
on Runyon's story of city life re- Henry Armetta, Willard Robertson,
cently purchased by M-G-M. Bartlett Cormack is adapting the screen Clara Blandick, Douglas Fowley,
Doris Lloyd, Hilda Vaughn and
play from the story.
Louise Carter.
▼ ▼
▼
T ▼ T
June Clayworth is the latest feaAndre Hornez has been given a
tured player to be added to the cast
as lyric writer at the M-Gof "The Good Fairy," now in its contract
concluding weeks at Universal City. M studios. T
▼ ▼
Cast is headed by Margaret Sullavan, Herbert Marshall and Frank
Although Marie Marks, Hollywood
ing.
Morgan. William Wyler is direct- entrant in the Agfa-Ansco and
Monogram talent search contest,
failed to win one of the first five
▼ ▼
▼
George Cukor predicts stardom places, her screen test, made at
for little Freddie Bartholomew, Monogram studios, looked so good
whom he is directing in "David that she was signed for a role in
the production "Women Must
Copperfield" Tat M-G-M.
T ▼
Dress," where she will appear with
the five winners.
Five players have been added to
T
V
T
the
of "Dangerous
Miriam Hopkins arrived in HollywhichcastEdward
Laemmle Gentleman,"
is directing
wood this week by overnight plane
at Universal. Charles Bickford is
being featured with Helen Vinson, from New York for wardrobe fittings, color tests and rehearsals for
Dudley Digges, Onslow Stevens and
Sidney Blackmer. The new players "Becky Sharp," the first new-process

Universal has added to its list of
contract players a young Hungarian
musical comedy star, Irene Biller,
who recently made a hit in "By
Candlelight" at the Pasadena Community Playhouse.

the
Patient
with Aline
Mahon
and Slept,"
Guy Kibbee,
from Macthe
novel by Mignon C. Eberhart, to be
directed by Ray Enright; and "Women Are Bum Newspaper Men,"
featuring Glenda Farrell, from the
"Saturday Evening Post" story by
Richard MacCauley.

Mother of Ned Sparks Dead
St. Thomas, Ont. — Mrs. Mary A.
Sparkman, mother of Ned Sparks,
screen comedian, died at her home
here late last week. Her son was
away.
at her bedside when she passed

NEAR HALFWAY MARK
ON II. A. SGHEDUL
(Continued from Page

1)

ard and Merle Oberon; "The Ru
away Queen," with Anna Neagle ai '
Fernand Graavey, and "Brewstei '
Millions," with Jack Buchanan ai
Lili Damita, both British & Domi;
ion pictures.
Now in production are Charr
Chaplin's new film, tentative
called "Picture No. 5"; 20th Ce
tury's "Clive of India," starri
Ronald Colman with Loretta Youn
London Films' "Congo Raid," wr
Paul Robeson, Nina Mae MacK
ney Never,"
and Leslie
and Bergn
"Escat
Me
with Banks,
Elizabeth
at the British & Dominion's st
dios. It is expected that all fo
productions will be ready for 3
lease in five or six weeks.
Among those about to go into p"
duction are three for 20th Centu.
They Maurice
are "FoliesChevalier
Bergere and
de Par*
with
Me

Oberon; "Cardinal Richelieu," w< ^
George Arliss, and the filmization- $
Jack London's "Call of the Wil
starring Clark Gable and Madele
Carroll.
The new Anna Sten picture, '"]
Wedding Night," in which she ]
be co-starred with Gary Cooper,
nearly ready for Samuel Goldv
Wells'
H. G.
Years
from Now"
is well
past "
production.
preparatory stages at London Fil
and production will begin shortls;
Technicolor feature film to be mi
by
John atHay
Pictures
the Whitney's
RKO studios.Pion

Ben Holmes has started ano
"Blondes and Redheads," two-re*
on the RKO Radio lot. The s*j: hi
will have Dorothy
Granger, C| *
Tevis and Grady Sutton in the
V
T
V
spots.
4 H
Caesar Romero has been assign „

by
Darryl
in "Clive
India,"
now F. inZanuck
the making
at
studios of 20th Century Pictu
Ronald Colman plays the title i

SUN$HIN0

Eastman Kodak, Loew preferred am
Merro-Goldwyn preferred stocks hit nev
highs.

■%
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AUDE AMENDMENTS
GO TO ROSENBLATT
(Continued from Page 1)

unced today, coincident with their
ansmission to Division Adminisator Sol A. Rosenblatt for open
aring in Washington within the
xt three weeks.
The amendments to the code prole:
I. That the Code Authority shall appoint a
udeville Complaints Committee, to be com">ed of six members, as follows:
J. A representative
of Vaudeville
Actors.
1. Two representatives
of Theaters.
3. A
representative
of
Vaudeville
procers.
t. A representative
of Vaudeville
Agents.
. An impartial member
to be representae of the public.
1 All appointments to be made by the Code
ithority
subject
to the approval
of the
vision Adnr'nistrator. The authority of this
nmittee shall be established under the proions of Bulletin No. 7 of the National
covery
Administration,
which
shall give
:h committee
the same authority to pass
p Dn Actor Labor complaints and grievance?
the authority used by the Studio Labor
nmittee which has been in operation some
n nths in Hollywood,
California.
This com.{ ttee shall perform the functions of the Com
I ance Board and shall qualify to hear all
nplaints with reference to Vaudeville Actor
bor which are now being heard by local
tional Recovery
Administration
Compliance
|j ards, the personnel of which in many innces is entirely unfamiliar with the probns of Vaudeville Actor Labor.

NEWS

OF THE DAY

Mt. Hope, W. Va.— E. R. Bolton
Milwaukee — Harold Mirisch, bookhas leased the Princess from the reer for the Warner houses in Wisceivers and has reopened the house
consin, is now district manager for
with new Photophone High Fidelity the circuit,
which comes under the
sound.
Chicago zone. Jack Keegan, who
been district manager, becomes
Kenton, O. — RCA Victor High has
assistant to Mirisch.
Fidelity sound has been installed in
the Kenton, former Warner house,
Milwaukee — George Gambrill has
taken over by a new operating company, the Kenton Amusement Co. been put in charge of publicity for
Wisconsin Amusement Enterprises'
Kansas City — Under the reduced Palace and Wisconsin theaters in
addition
to his duties as manager of
price scale at the Tower, admission the Palace.
for adults will be 25 cents any
time, and for kids 10 cents.
of consecutive employment. If additional layoff is required, the chorus person shall be
paid for the period of such additional layoff at the rate of three ($3.00) dollars per
dayVI.as That
long Article
as the lay-off
IV-B, continues."
Part 2, Section 6
(b) shall be modified to read as follows: _
"If individual notice of contract termination is given by the employer the chorus person shall be paid in cash the amount of the
cost of his or her transportation (including
sleeper and the cost of transportation of his
or her baggage) back to the point of origin
whether the chorus returns immediately or

Note: The above should be read in crnipction with the following proposed amendment:
VII. That a new Section to be known as
not."
] II. That Article IV, Part 2, Section 1 (at
the Code be amended
by the deletion of Article TV-B, Part 2, Section 6 (c) be added
as follows:
' sp shows, tab shows, tent shows, wagon
f, )ws, truck shows,
medicine
shows,
show
"If individual notice of contract termina|f its or burlesque, as these terms are under - *ion is given by the chorus person, the em«od in the theater."
ployer is not required to provide transporta[II. That Article IV, Part 2, Section 3 (a)
tion or sleeper."
the Code be amended to read as follows :
VIII.
The Vaudeville Committee recommends to the Code Authority that in certain
illlited
"Re'learsal
be Masses of theaters an exemption from the
to two periods
weeks. forIn principals
the event shall
that the
learsal period extends more than two (2) nrovisions of Article IV, Section 4 (b) (working hours and lay-off periods in resident
eks, the principals shall be paid half salary
ring such extended period.
This shall no' presentation houses) be amended, giving the
ply, however,
to principals
owning
their management the right of specifying one of
two methods of rest periods from work with
n acts."
nay as follows:
"flV.
That to
Article
Part 2, Section 4 (31
Plan (1). A chorus person shall be given
modified
read IV,
as follows:
day off per week with pay as at present
'Minimum
wage for performers
employed nne
provided in the Code in this Article, or
a 'per diem' basis and paid either directly
Plan (2). A chorus person shall be given
indirectly in any form of compensation,
ill be $7.50 net per day for each theater one full week lay-off with pay in every
seven weeks of employment. Plan Number
which they appear."
V. That Article IV-B, Part 2, Section 4 2 also to contain the special provisions which
were outlined in your Committee's report
I (6) be added:
to pro rata days off if employ"If lay-off is required because of irregu- with respect
ment is less than seven weeks and also the
Cl ity of bookings after first two (2) weeks
consecutive employment, a chorus person specified number of hours of rehearsal the
y be laid off without pay seven (7) days in week of lay-off, namely ten hours, which
same hours of rehearsal shall not be required
/ursixat (6)
period.
may the week prior to the lay-off.
any weeks'
time after
the Such
first layoff
two weeks
IX. That Article IV, Part 2, Section 4,
last sentence, first paragraph, shall be amended to read:
"No chorus person shall be required to
report at a theater before 9:00 o'clock in the
morning except upon one day in each week,
which Bhall be the day of the opening of a
new weekly program, on which day such
chorus person shall not be required to report
at a theater before 8:00 o'clock in the morn:By CHAS. ALICOATE-

SHORT SHOTS from
EASTERN STUDIOS

a^HE Brooklyn unit of the Warner
Club will hold its second annual
ince and frolic on the stage of the
itaphone studio in Flatbush
on
lanksgiving Eve.
In addition to
e dancing and refreshments, the
fair will feature entertainment by
ch well-known
stars
of stage,
. reen and radio as Georgie Price,
' la Lee, Cross and Runn, Janne
ibert, Lee Sims and Ilomay Bailey,
iemp Howard, Daphne Pollard and
d host of others.
Al Wilson, assistant studio maner at the Biograph studio, has

been named production manager on
ing." Select feature, "The Blind
the
Road," formerly called "Bad Penny,"
now in work at that plant.

•

"Dizzy and Daffy," a two-reel
Vitaphone comedy, starring "Dizzy
and Daffy Dean," the pitching aces
of the World Championship St. Louis
baseball team, is ready for release.
Supporting the Deans in this comedy
are Shemp Howard and Rosco Ates.
"Dizzy and Daffy" was directed by
Lloyd French and will be one of
Vitaphone's series of Big "V" comedies.

Alexandria, Va. — W. Harmon Reed,
local theater operator of two other
houses, has acquired the Richmond,
and is installing new RCA Victor
High Fidelity sound in it.
Lincoln, Neb. — Dave Morrison,
late of the Westland circuit house
in Greeley, Colo., is here as manager of the Kiva, for the same organization. He will be under City
Manager Milton Overman.

JOHN FLINN ON COAST
FOR CODE CHECKUP
(Continued from Page 1)

mittees. Flinn, who left New York
Saturday by plane, returns to his
headquarters Dec. 4. He is also
working on his annual report which
will review the first year of the
code's operation.
Carrier Makes Appointment
Carrier Engineering Corp. has
appointed J. J. Ferretti, air conditioning engineer, assistant to A. C.
Buensod, executive in charge of the
company's theater division. The appointment of Ferretti follows the
company's announcement of a new
air conditioning system especially
designed for the smaller theaters.
Ferretti for years was associated
with Kooler-Aire and Arctic Nu-Air.
He will operate out the Carrier ofYork.fice in the Chrysler Building in New
Willis H. Carrier, head of the
Carrier companies, was this week
awarded the medal of the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers
for 1934 for research in the air conditioning field.

have discovered
truly Continental atmosphere —
view of Central Park, superior
service, invitingly inexpensive
rates. (Single, $3.50-$5 ; Double,
$5-$7.) The popular CONTINENTAL GRILL, the CAFE de
la PAIX and America's only
RUMPELMAYER'S.
•smart, meaning the clever, the knowing and, of coarse, the fashionable.
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A LITTLE OF BOTH
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little light meat and
a little dark, pleases
everybody at the Thanksgiving feast. Some drama
and some comedy, pleases
everybody at your screen feast.
And when the laughs are served
up by one of Educational's bigstar-name comedies, it's a banquet.
LaughsJhrills/GoodMusi^BigStarsinTheseNewFeaturettesforyear-end programs:
TWO-REELCOhAEDlES
ONE-REEL ATTRACTIONS
THE GIRLMusical
FROM
PARADISE'
Comedy
with SYLVIA

FROOS

Frank Luther, George
Shelton
N.T.G. and the Paradise Revue

'THE CAMPUS
Frolics of

with Harry Gribbon, George

Kent

Shelton

THREE CHEER*S
FOR LOVE'
Young Romance
with SYLVIA FROOS

Presented

by

W. Hammons

"YOUR

STARS

with WYNN,

SONG

Hull

TRUEX in

'GENTLEMEN
OF THE BAR"
"TWO Coronet
LAMEComedy
DUCKS"
with Billy Gilbert, Vince Barnett

PRODUCTIONS
FOR

Famous

'HOLLYWOOD

HOOFER"

"RURAL
ROMEOS"
Coronet Comedy

Warren

CHEST

Youth

with Junior Coghlan, Dorothea

ERNEST

TREASURE

1935"

Astrologer

MOVIE

PARADE

HIT STORIES

'THE HOUSE WHERE I WAS BORN
with Sylvia Froos, Frank Luther
"THE

BOUNDING

with Norman

"WAY

MAIN"

Cordon, the Singing Mariners

DOWN

YONDER"

with The Cabin Kids, Mabel

Horsey Singers

TERRY-TOONS
"HOT SANDS"
'TOM, TOM, THE PIPER'S SON
"JACK'S* SHACK"
"SOUTH
POLE OR BUST"

' ;
"CUc^cciAckK

(PictuJ
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\Public Hearings Being Prepared on Code Changes

PRODUCER-AGENCY RULESREJECTED BY ROSENBLATT
235,712 Net Reported by Columbia in First Quarter
Ten

Best

. . and other things
■'

By JACK

> RITICAL

ALICOATE

America is now

voting, for

^FILM
DAILY, on the Ten Best Picures of 1934. Ballots are in the hands
f some 500 critics, reviewers, and motion
icture editors of the most important
ewspapers and magazines from coast to
oast. The result will be announced in
undreds of publications shortly after the
rst of the year. This nation-wide poll
ad its modest start 12 years ago and has
rown into one of the most important inustry news events of the year. Several
ears ago the resourceful Chester Bahn of
The Syracuse Herald" started an annual
Best Poll of his readers based upon
FILM DAILY nominations. The idea
been gradually taking hold until this
:ar some 30 newspapers throughout the
untry are conducting local Ten Best Polls
ith prizes to those coming closest to the
nal FILM DAILY results. Another indiition that interest in pictures is again
lining momentum.

— • —

As long as this is turning out to be
rictly a FILM DAILY column, there is
>e department, when clouds are in the
y, that the old Colonel can gently ease
mself into and be sure of at least one
mckle a day. The information departent of the FILM DAILY answers thounds of questions on every conceivable
bject. Most inquiries are serious and
telligent. Others are somewhat balmy,
nstance, during the past couple of
ys. Someone from Paramount called to
quire who made "Merton of the Movies"?
as our face read when we had to answer,
'aramount." A 60-year-old youngster calls
urn the University Club to find out where
can buy some stills of tall movie ac;sses.
A sweet young thing calls every
r for three days to inquire the leads
some 60 pictures and then coyly infos
j she is working out a newspaper contest.
I id so it goes. Life has its compensams, after all. — • —
The annual Film Daily Relief Fund drive
II start day after Thanksgiving and end
Christmas Eve. No dollar can buy more
arity and no charity cause is more wory. This is just a sly sledge-hammer hint
those regular fellows who would like to
bak the barrier with their checks.

hi

$1.29 a Share Shown for
Initial 13 Weeks of
Fiscal Year

SKOURAS, RANDFORCE
SIGN WITH FOX MET.

Net profit of $235,712.19 is reported by Columbia Pictures for the
first quarter of the current fiscal
Contracts have been signed beyear, the 13 weeks ended Sept. 29.
tween the Fox Metropolitan bondThis is equal, after all charges and
holders' committee and Skouras and
provisions for federal income tax,
to approximately $1.29 a share on Randforce, operators of the the172,073 shares of common stock outaters, the Film Daily learns. With
standing after deducting preferred the committee and the operators in
(Continued on Page 8)
agreement, it is expected that the
redrafting of the proposed reorganization plan will be completed tomorrow
and copies
sent 8)to all at{Continued
on Page

NEW PARA. PLAN
MEETS WITH DELAY

Fair Practice Regulations
for Talent are Turned
Down by NRA
By RICHARD
FILM
DAILY

H. CUNNINGHAM
Staff Correspondent

Washington — On recommendation
of Division Administrator Sol A.
Rosenblatt, the NRA announced yesterday that the rules of fair practice governing relations between
producers and agents, writers, actors, directors and technicians, on
which a public hearing was held
here Nov. 1, has been rejected because they "do not tend to effectuate the policies of Title 1 of the
National Recovery Act." The approval
was denied
"without
prej(Continued
on Page
8)

Code Enforcement via Trade Commission
Due to some difficulties encount- Urges
ered by security and creditors com- Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY 1)1111 I V mill O lirinillH
mittees, the plan of reorganization
Washington— Greater use of the HH I
N Al \ HrflK N 1
for Paramount-Publix which was
expected to be presented today to eral Trade Commission
MLMIIIM
UUnU)
' ■■■■■«-'
Fed- Yf\
111111 1 MftTlim
4IIPT U1/
Federal Judge Coxe by Alfred A. facilities and powers of totheenforce
trade
practice
rules
under
NRA
J
KIIIy
ANN
HhK
WriK
Cook counsel
for onthePagestockholders'
{Continued
5)
f»l-l-l\
■■■-»
by William "W llVi}
codes is recommended
H. Davis, former director of comOfficers Are Elected
pliance and who has returned to
Philadelphia
—
With
three
wit{Continued on Page 8)
nesses participating, the hearing of
By Vermont Allied Unit
Harry Perelman's action against
Montpelier, Vt. — Officers elected
5- Year Record for Roxy
double feature restrictions was conby the newly formed Allied Theater
tinued
yesterday in
the U.
{Continued
on Page
6) S. DisA five-year attendance record
Owners of Vermont at a meeting
here Sunday included Andrew Tegu, was established by the Roxy over
St. Johnsbury, president; Charles the week-end with "Imitation of Exit of Double Bills
Ross, Windsor, vice-president; Clark Life", according to Howard S. CullLifts Lincoln Prices
man. On Sunday night it was necRay Kiniry, Bellows Falls, secreessary
to
stop
selling
tickets
for
Lincoln,
Neb. — With only one lotary, and Al Graves, White Ricer nearly an hour.
Junction, treasurer.
cal house, the Lincoln, now on double features, prices are 5 to 10 cents
higher than several months ago
when seven theaters offered duals
and five were on a dime basis. It
is expected to have dual bills entirely out of here by January.

Conference on Code Revisions
Will be Held After Dec. 15

Essaness Circuit Launches
Campaign vs. Premiums

Bv RICHARD
FILM
DAILY

H.

CUNNINGHAM
Staff Correspondent

Exton to Handle Houses

Washington — Public hearings will
In Three Wisconsin Cities
held here "sometime after Dec.
Chicago — In a competitive move be
15"
to
consider
and
vote
on
various
Kenosha, Wis. — Warner theaters
against theaters giving premiums, amendments to the film code, it was
in Kenosha, Green Bay and Oshthe Essaness circuit has started giv- announced
yesterday by William P. kosh have been assigned to the ining away chinaware in six houses,
Farnsworth, deputy administrator.
dependent directorship of William
the Crown, Embassy, Irving, Broad- The
time{Continued
and place
of the hearing Exton under
the name
{Continued
on Pageof8) Standard
on Page 8)
and MichiBuckingham
way Strand,
{Continued
on Page 5)
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Meeting of Equipment Men "Walk" Opening at Strand
Gets Elaborate Campaign
Tentatively
Set for Sat'y
Meeting
of independent
sound
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STOCK
High

Am.
Seat
Columbia
Picts.
Con.
Fm.
Ind

53/4
vtc. 39
3%

Con.
East.

pfd. 18
17%
116'/2 H6

Fm.
Ind.
Kodak

5Vi
38'/2
3%

Gaumont-British Circuit Deals
A deal for 16 Gaumont-British
pictures to play the Publix Salt
Lake circuit has been closed by
George W. Weeks, who is now in
the midwest on the last leg of a
tour to the coast.
Abe Fischer, G-B home office field
representative in Chicago, has closed with Publix Great States Theaters, covering 18 Illinois towns, for
the first eight G-B pictures.
"Weeks is due back in New York
at the end of the week.
Cast of for
West Strong
Coast Bureau
THE "Dream"
FILM DAILY

MARKET
Low

equipment manufacturers to map a
fight on the proposed federal levy
of a 5 per cent sales tax on sound
reproduction apparatus and replacement parts is scheduled tentatively for Saturday, it was said
vesterday hy Josef A. Tanney,
president of the S.O.S. Corp. Equipment men point out that under the
new government interpretation of
the Revenue Act of 1932, nearly
all telephonic equipment as well as
sound reproduction equipment would
be taxable.

Close

Net
Chg.

Vh +
38V2 —
3%

Vs
Vi

17% —
116'/2 +

Vs
V2

Fox
Fm.
"A"
13%
13i/2
1314 —
%
Loew's,
Inc
35Vi
347/8
35
—
Vs
Metro-Goldwyn,
pfd. 273^
273,4
273,4 +
\/A
Paramount
ctfs.
...
3%
33/8
3V2
Pathe
Exch
1%
l'/s
l'/s
do "A"
14i/4
14
14
—
l/2
RKO
2
17/8
2
Warner Bros
47/8
4%
4% —
Vs
NEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
Technicolor
12%
12%
12%
NEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET
Gen.
Th.
Eq. 6s40. 10%
10%
10'/2
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs. 10
10
10
Keith
A-0
6s46... 64
64
64
Loew
6s 41ww
103% 10334 103'/8 +
Vs
Paramount
6s47
ctfs 58'/2
58%
58V2 — 1 1/4
Par. By. 5'/2s51 ctfs. 41%
41 14
41 1/4 —
1/4
Par. 5'/2s50 ctfs
59%
58%
58% — 1
Pathe 7s37
100
99
99?4 +
%
Warner's 6s39
59V4
58%
59V4 +
1/4
N. Y. PRODUCE EXCHANGE SECURITIES
Para.
Publix
3%
3%
3'/2

Hollywood — Cast of "A Midsummer Night's Dream," which Max
Reinhardt will produce for Warners, will include Joe E. Brown,
James Cagney, Dick Powell, Jean
Muir, Mickey Rooney, Hugh Herbert, Ian Hunter, Donald Woods,
Frank McHugh, Otis Harlan, Grant
Mitchell, Anita Louise, Hobart Cavanaugh, Ross Alexander, Eugene
Pallette, Arthur Treacher, Olivia de
Haviland and another name actress
not yet decided upon.

Reliance

Signs

Sam

Wood

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

for 2
DAILY

Hodkinson With G-B in 'Frisco
San Francisco — Kenneth Hodkinson, formerly with United Artists
and Universal, has been appointed
Gaumont-British sales manager
here.
Margaret

Sullavan,

Wyler

West Coast Bureau of THE
Hunt

John Hunter Booth

Cedric Hardwicke for RKO Film
Sir Cedric Hardwicke, English actor, who arrives today on the Europa has been engaged bv Pioneer
Pictures for the Technicolor film,
"Becky Sharp," now in production
on the coast for RKO release. He
will leave for Hollywood later this
week. Hardwicke is under personal
contract to Gilbert Miller, who may
present the actor in a stage play
this winter.
Frank McGrann Joins Columbia
Frank McGrann, newspaperman
and publicist, has severed his tenyear association with the Shuberts
to join the Columbia exploitation
department under Herschel Stuart.
He will make his headquarters in
New York and assumes his new
duties immediately as assistant to
Ed Olmstead.

M-G-M
Unit Leaves San Antonio
San Antonio — Having completed
exterior scenes at Randolph Field
for "West Point of the Air," the
M-G-M unit returned last week to
Oppenheimer Quits Goldwyn
Hollywood. Wallace Beery, Maureen O'Sullivan and Robert Young
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — George Oppenheimer, head the cast, with Mona Bell as
an executive on the Samuel Gold- supervisor. About a dozen cameramen were brought here for work
wyn staff for the past year and a
half, has resigned, effective Jan. 1. on the picture.
Oppenheimer who is a playwright
M-G-M Signs June Knight
and one of the founders of the Vik- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ing Press, publishing firm, was origHollywood — June Knight has
inally brought here to work on the M-G-M.
signed a long-term contract with
screenplay of "Roman Scandals."

Hollywood — Edward Small, production chief for Reliance Pictures,
has signed Sam Wood to direct two
pictures for United Artists release.

Madge

One of the most elaborate campaigns given a Broadway opening
will accompany the local premiere
of First National's "Flirtation
Walk" at the Strand tomorrow
night. In addition to the usual
kleig lights, decorations and other
fanfare, there will be a parade by
the American Legion band from Columbus Circle to the theater, where
a concert will take place until 9
o'clock. A West Point delegation,
including the Army mule, also will
be on hand, along with a coterie of
Army officers from this corps area,
representatives of various patriotic
organizations, and a long list of
celebrities from the screen, stage,
radio and other fields.

FILM

Marry
DAILY

Hollywood — Margaret Sullavan
and Director William Wyler flew to
Yuma,
Ariz., over the week-end and
were married.

NOW IN ITS THIRD BIG WEEK
GAIETY
THEATRE,
NEW
YORK

oming a

SIR CEDRIC HARDWICK, British stage and
screen star, arrives in New York todav en the
Europa to confer with Gilbert Miller and to
appear in RKO's "Becky Sharp."
HELEN EVA YATES, scenario writer who returned afew days ago from a six-month stay
abroad, is en route to the crast for new as-i
signments through the Selznick-Joyce agency.
J
WILLIAM E. HARKNESS, special consultant!
and ANDRE MERLE, director of engineering for
the Control Corp. of America, distributor of
Chrysler air-conditioning equipment, are back
in New York after a week at the Chrysler
Amplex
factories
in Detroit.
M. the
C. LEVEE
from
Coast. is due in New

ENGLISH
VERSION

NOW
EUREKA

KATHARINE

723

AVENUE
CITY

BRy. 9-0545

comes

to New

Yorl.

A. C. BLUMENTHAL is on a coast trip.
CHARLES BOYER, JACQUES LOUVIGNY ant
FERNAND LEDOUX, French actors, arrive ii
New York today on the Europa. Boyer is ei
route to the Paramount studios under long
term contract to Walter Wanger and will ap
pear first in "Private Worlds." PAT PAT
TERSON, Fox player and wife of Boyer, arrivet
meet
him. York yesterday from the coast t
in New
EDWARD STRAUSS of Brunswick Production
Corp. and SAM SAX and JOSEPH HENABER1
of the Vitaphone studios are back from Cleve
land, where they attended the Automotive
Parts convention last week.
on

SIDNEY R. KENT is due back in New
Dec. 5 from
London.

ARTHUR
and returns

LYONS
to New

went
York

Y. FRANK FREEMAN
tomorrow
from
Florida.

to Boston
on Friday.

Yo|

yesterdj

returns to New

Yor

D. E. GRIFFITHS, managing diector of Fin
night.
National
in London, arrives in New York t(l

First Div. Appoints Goodrow
New Orleans — Harry Thomas
First Division president, who wa
here for two days last week, coi
firmed the appointment of F. j
Goodrow as F. D. exchange manaj
er in this territory.
Nat Wolf Improving
Nat Wolf, Ohio division manag
for Warner theaters who was stric
en recently while on a visit in Na
York, is improving satisfactory
at the Park Central Hotel.

$2,000,000 ROMANTIC SPECTACLE
MUSSOLINI'S

BOOKING
SEVENTH
NEW
YORK

HEPBURN

for
visit after finishing "Little Minister" a'
RKO a studios.

DIALOGUE
ALSO AVAILABLE

PRODUCTIONS,

York this week

CORINNE GRIFFITH and CLAIRE WINDSOR
have returned to Hollywood from
the east.

ROAD
SHOW
PICTURE
ITALIAN

nd G

INC

*^

THEY ^^£.

FOR THE rf~~. OF IT

THEY >^r FOR THE l£&

OF IT!

THEY ^^,/L FOR THE gn* OF IT!
The delightful story and the
magic melodies that made
"Music in the Air" the
marvel of Broadway stage
hits. Plus the singing of John
Boles . . .the glamour of Gloria
Swanson. A show with lift
and swing... lilt and spectacle.
Sweet box office music, to you!

GLORIA
SWANSON
and JOHN

BOLES

DOUGLASS MONTGOMERY
JUNE LANG

Al

Shean

Joseph Cawthorn

•

Reginald
•

An Erich Pommer Production.

Hobart

Owen

Bosworth

Directed by Joe May.

Continuity by Robert Liebmann, Screen play by Howard
I. Young and Billie Wilder. Dances by Jack Donahue.

Music by Jerome Kern.
Lyrics and libretto by
Oscar Hammerstein, 2nd

z-<2^S

DAILY

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK
Today:
Today:

Nov. 28:

Reception and Dance of the Brooklyn Unit of the Warner
Club,
Vitaphone
Studio,
Brooklyn.

Nov.

28:
Bowl,

Dec.
Dec.

Screen
Actors'
Hollywood.

Guild

ball,

1 : Universal Pictures' Annual
Dance,
Hotel Astor,
New York.
5:

Biltmore

N. Y.
Dec. 7: Second annual performance and dance
of the Warner Club Players, New York.
Dec. 8: Sixtieth Anniversary Dinner and Ball
of The Lambs, Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, New
York.
Dec. 9-10: Theater Owners of North and
South Carolina 22nd annual convention,
Hotel
Charlotte,
Charlotte,
N. C.

Dec. 10:
Mor,

stockholders'

Kansas City Variety Club-Film Industry Annual Charity Ball and Show, PlaKansas
City.

Dec. 11-12:
meeting,

Allied States
Hotel
Roosevelt,

Ass'n directors
New
Orleans.

Dec. 17: General Meeting of Actors' Equity
Ass'n to discuss Screen Actors' Guild affiliation, Hotel Astor, New York.
Dec. 19: Annual stockholders' meeting of
Trans-Lux Daylight Pictures Screen Corp.,
10:30
A. M.
Dec. 20: A.M.P.A. Christmas
Astor.
New York.

PHIL M. DALY
• • • AN IMPRESSIVE turnout at the Motion Picture
Club luncheon yesterday on behalf of the Federation of
Jewish Charities in the drive to raise funds for the annual
budget the theater, screen and radio were all represented
in this Amusement Division headed by Major Albert Warner
who turned the gavel over to David Sarnoff as chairman.

Dinner-

Warner Club's Second Annual Banquet and Movie Ball, Club, Schenectady

Dec. 10: Warner Bros, annual
meeting,
Wilmington,
Del.

THE

MONG

Allied
Theater
Owners
of New
Jersey meeting, Hotel
Lincoln,
New
York,
General mass meeting of Independent
Exhibitors
Protective
Ass'n
to discuss
rezoning and clearance, 1313 Vine St., Philadelphia, 11 A. M.

Tuesday, Nov. 27, 1934

Dinner.

•
•
• THE TWO principal speakers were Judge Joseph
M. Proskauer and Eddie Cantor
with Judge Proskauer
leading off with a stirring plea for everyone present to do their
share
he stated that the Federation served 91 institutions
in Greater New York
representing 80 per cent of all the
metropolitan Jewish charity activities

•

•
• IN HIS usual outspoken manner
Eddie Cantor took the Jewish actors to task for not doing their bit
he stated that the Jewish peddlers of the East Side had contributed more to last year's fund than the Jewish actors
but mebbe it was an oversight
mebbe the Jewish actors
didn't know about the Federation work covering 80 per cent of
the metropolitan Jewish charities
because as usual the
actors weren't properly organized
but now he was tellin'
'em
and they had no excuse for hanging back

T

Hotel

Dec. 31: Annual New Year's Party of the
Motion Picture Salesmen, Inc., Hotel Astor,
New York.
March 4:: Extraordinary meeting of stockholders of Pathe Exchange, Inc., to act on
reorganization plan 2:30 P. M., New York.

Milton Singer Killed in Crash
Milton Singer, assistant casting
director at the Warner Vitaphone
studio in Brooklyn, was killed early
yesterday morning in an auto crash
on Ocean Parkway. Singer apparently fell asleep at the wheel following a drive from New Haven.
His father, who was riding in the
back seat, also was killed, while his
mother was critically injured. Funeral services were held yesterday at
the Park Memorial Chapel, Brooklyn, with burial in Acacia Cemetery,
Bayside.
Erie Theater Bombed
Erie, Pa. — Police are investigaing the bombing of the Colonial,
where an explosion took place early
Saturday. The house, managed by
Vic Weschler, has been having labor
trouble.
Plugging Safety Film
A complete line of accessory material
is being made available to exhibitors
without charge by the Welfare Division
of the Metropolitan Life Insurance Co.,
in connection with its Technicolor musical short subject on street safety,
"Once Upon a Time," produced by
Audio Productions, Inc., and now being
shown throughout the city in cooperation with the police department.
Though the subject is sponsored by the
insurance firm, it contains no advertising matter of any kind, but merely
illustrates, in entertaining fairyland style,
the hazards of carelessness in driving
and crossing streets.

•

T

▼

•

• IN THE midst of Mister Cantor's forthright speech
up jumps a stranger to most of the gents present
he begs Mister Cantor's pardon
but he the speaker, was
just a small-time actor, he said
who had to go on and do
a turn at a theater
so could he be excused ?
anyway, he was a Christian who had got in there by mistake
but he had been so moved by the pleas of Judge Proskauer and
Eddie
that he had done some figurin' on the tablecloth
and found that he would be making about 50 bucks this
week
and he would kick in half of it to the Federation
fund
now could be please be excused to go to work?
and you should have heard those Joosh boys give that Christian
a hand
it was probably the best exit this actor ever made
in his life
it must have been worth $25 to have that representative gang applaud him with Real Feeling
for here
are some of the celebs who gave him a hand

•
•
few

• SPACE LIMITATIONS
only allow mention of a
such as
Arthur Lehman, brother of our Governor
David Bernstein, Jules Brulatour, Irving Caesar, Jack
Alicoate
Jack Cohn, Lou Diamond, Max Gordon, Nan
Halperin, Ben Hecht
Roger Wolfe Kahn, Francine Larrimore, Leon Leonidoff, Ethel Merman, William Morris, Jr
Boris Morros, Louis Nizer, Walter Reade, Dave Schooler, Louis
K. Sidney
Lee Shubert, Louis Sobol, Harry Warner, Ed
Wynn, Jean Zukor
well, folks
it looks as if Judge
Proskauer and Eddie Cantor and several other speakers did a
swell job
for the Committee advised us later that the .
signed subscriptions after the lunch totaled 21 GRAND
which was quite an Expensive Luncheon for the boys
but
well worth it
considering the Cause

• •
• A PARTY will be given to Steffi Duna by Gifford
Cochran next week
rather unique, this party
for
Steffi is in Hollywood
but Mister Cochran has invited all
her actor friends of "The Three Penny Opera" company to see
her
in the film, "La Cucaracha"
now showing at
the perform
Bijou theater

«

«

«

»

»

»

New Incorporations
NEW
YORK
March of Time, Inc., New York City. Mond
tion pictures; capital, 200 shares of stock.
Shareholders: Henry G. Walter, Jr., Gilbert
W. Oswald and Keith T. Middleton.
Herbert
Productions,
Inc., Manhattan.
Motion pictures: capital, $10,000.
Stockholders:
Thomas
McMahon,
Irene
Finkelman
Louise
M. F. Herbert.
Lyn
tricals

Amusement
Corp.,
Manhattan.
Thea
of all kinds;
capital, $10,000.
Stockholders: Jerome Adler,
Milton
E. Haft
Sylvia
Slowes.
Mother Lode Players, Inc., Manhattan.
Motion pictures and vaudeville; capital, 200 shares
Shareholders:
Walter
B.
Sollinger,
Melvyni
Douglas and Helen Gahagan.
Artists Enterprises, Inc., New York City./
Employ actors, dancers, singers, etc.; capital,!
100 shares. Shareholders: John F. Finn, Jr.,
S. F. Lax and Iva Singer.
New York Theater Review, Inc., Kings;
County. Printing and publishing business; cap-)
ital, $10,000. Stockholders: Fred G. Moritt,
Morris J. Solomon and Irving Rosen.
First Division Productions, Inc., Manhattan.il
Motion picture business; capital, 200 shares;
Shareholders:
Rhieta
House. Ruth Wedeen, Ann Victor anc
Elsie Amusement Corp., Kings County. Motion pictures; capital, $10,000. Stockholders
Sydney
Rosenfeld.H. Harris, Julius Klugman and Isidor
Brown America Studios, Inc., Mew Yon
City. Motion pictures; capital, 100 shares
Shareholders: Paris O. Nicholson, Charles Whit
and Inez J. White.
DELAWARE
Paramount Films of Guatemala, Inc.; Tf
Corporation Trust Co., Wilmington, Del. $5,001
Color
Films,
Inc.; Corporation
Guarantee
Trust Co., Wilmington,
Del. $250,000.
Swiss Tri-Ergon Corp.; C. L. Harmons*
Dover,
Del.
1,000 shares.

Says Films Top Radio in Education
Boston — That films are bette
than the radio as a medium of edi
cation is indicated in the report (
experiments by the Harvard Phys
ological Laboratory, wherein it w»
found that the radio listener is lef
critical, less analytic and more paj
sively receptive than he would 1
if he could see the speaker. TT
radio has a somewhat dulling effa
on the higher mental processes ]
the listener, it is claimed.
RCA May Revise Capital Setu]
A revision in the RCA
cap
setup, whereby
back dividends
the preferred A and B stocks flt
be cleared up and the B stock v^
be retired, is reported in Wall
circles.
Next meeting of the cof
pany's directors is scheduled
Dec. 31, when the recapitalizati
plan is expected to come up.
German Film Sales Gain
Berlin — Exports of German filj
are reported in the increase, w
Tobis having just made a sale
21 pictures to Brazil and a la:
number to Argentine, Uruguay J
Paraguay.

4 G-B January
Four

Gaumont-British

Releases
pictures

ar

scheduled for January release. "Ever
green" opens Jan. 3 at the Radio Cit
ary.
Music Hall, followed later in the montl
by the
George
Arliss
in "The
Duke'
at
same
house.
"The Iron
Unfinishe
Symphony" goes into the Roxy earl
in the month,
"Jack
als
booked
for thatwith
house
laterAhoy"
in Jantt
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SCHULBERG CONSIDERS
B'WAY STAGE ACTIVITY
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

t&>*

Warners Financing Another Stage Play
"Fly Away Home," play which Theron Bamberger will produce, will be the second
show with Warner Bros, financing. Dorothy Bennett and Irving White wrote the play
which goes into rehearsal soon. Warners also financed "Calling All Stars," opening soon
at the Hollywood, which the company owns.

DAILY

Hollywood — B. P. Schulberg, inde- Essaness Circuit Launches
pendent producer at Paramount, is
Campaign
vs. Premiums
{Continued from Page 1)
considering production of a stage
play in New York when he goes gan. It is planned to extend the
east for Christmas. His plans are policy to other houses on the circuit and to top the values of comnot definite, however, he said yespetitors until they discontinue the
terday Published reports had it
practice.
that Schulberg would leave Paramount to engage in stage activity
"Roxy" Speaks at Philly Forum
with a view to later making films
Philadelphia — S. L. (Roxy) Rothaof the plays.
fel, who takes over the Mastbaum
from Stanley-Warner next month,
Boston Guild Wins Suit
told the Motion Picture Forum and
Boston — The Artkinoe Guild, Women's club luncheon yesterday
plaintiff in a libel suit against Ed- that he is tired of New York and
iward H. Hunter and the Industrial has devised an entirely new idea for
Mrs. Arthur GoldDefense Ass'n for disseminating Philadelphia.
smith, clubwoman, said she had seen
false information concerning the
85
pictures
since
September and
Guild's purpose and activities in the
presentation of foreign films, won found only five objectionable. Guests
at
the
luncheon
included:
Leonard
its suit by jury verdict in Suffolk
Superior Court. George Kraska of Schlesinger, Jay Emanuel, and Miss
the Fine Arts theater is treasurer Bettina Gunczy, national board of
of the Guild.
Review member.

New Para. Plan
Meets With Delay
{Continued from Page 1)

7 FILMS IN PROSPECT
FOR EASTERN STUDIO
Between seven and eight features
are scheduled for production at the
Eastern Service studio in Astoria
during the next six months, Capt.
George McL. Baynes said yesterday.
"Dodsworth," Broadway stage hit
with Walter Huston, now in its second season, will be filmed at the
studio by Max Gordon, who produced the play. Paramount has
been mentioned in reports as the
possible distributor of the picture.
Date for start of production is
some months off.

protective committee, acting in the
name of the debtor corporation, will
be delayed for several days, Cook
said yesterday. The plan is similar
in its main essentials to the plan
previously outlined, except that total assets are fixed at $148,473,494,
which is brought about by increasing the new general reserve to $14,500,000, as compared to $3,801,868
in the earlier plan. Fixed assets are
given as $87,766,754 in the new
A
plan, as compared with $79,269,623
in the old plan.
field
with
"Walk" Sets Record in Wash'n

Gorilla Film for Schools
special campaign in the school
is being launched in connection
"Kidnaping Gorillas," the documentary film recording the advenWashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ture of Ben Burbridge, author and
Washington — World premiere of traveler, among the man-apes of the
Warners' "Flirtation Walk" at the Kivu mountains in Africa. The picEarle Theater set a new record for
ture, handled by Kinematrade,
the
opens Thursday at the Acme theament.house, according to the manage- ter.

The most complete compilation of "movie" information is the "Year
Book of Motion Pictures," the 1934 edition of the Film Daily's annual
publication. The ample volume contains the answer to any question
you can ask about the picture industry, which, after a year's "write
downs," represents an investment of $1,700,000,000, with an average
attendance of 60 million weekly, 12,574 theaters and box office receipts
well over a billion. Everything about the producers, the players, the
directors, the pictures of the year, with complete casts, a directory of
all theaters, authors, critics, organizations, and a buying guide.

E. D. LAMBRIGHT
in "BOOKS

in Work

AND

BOOKMEN"

Out in January
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A TITTLE" from HOLLYWOOD

By RALPH WILK
Ray Doyle is at M-G-M, doing
"DUSBY BERKELEY has completed the screenplay on "The First of the
the direction of "Gold Diggers Month," which Everett Rhodes Castle wrote for the "Saturday Evening
of 1935," for Warner Bros. He
brought the picture in two days
ahead of schedule. This was his
initial directorial assignment.
Post."
Eddie Rickenbacker's newest air
flight to New York affected a picture title. Paramount's trans-conOur Passing Show: Winfield Sheetinental air story is to be titled
han, Samuel Goldwyn, Genevieve
Tobin, Bobby North, Hal Home, "Thirteen Hours," instead of "Twenty Hours," its initial title.
Herbert Bregstein, Robert Lord, Bill
and Ben Goetz, Sidney Lanfield, Victor Schertzinger, Michael Curtiz,
Chester Morris, Virginia Bruce,
Bess Meredyth, Arthur Lubin, Row- Billie
Burke and Robert Taylor have
land Brown, Rufus LeMaire at prebeen given leading roles in "Amview of "The Mighty Barnum."
bulance Call," an original
story
"Dream City," based on an original story by John McCarthy and
Faith Thomas, will be produced by
American Film Associates. The
screen play is now in preparation.
"The Farmer Takes a Wife,"
Broadway play just acquired by
Winfield Sheehan, will be used as a
Fox vehicle for Janet Gaynor and
Spencer Tracy.
v

v

T

Dore Schary, Warner Bros,
narist, has returned from a
to New York. While in the
he conferred with S. S. Van
on the screen treatment of
Blue Moon Murder," which
written by Van Dine.
t

v

scetrip
East
Dine
"The
was

v

Miss Sabdra Breaux, who was one
of the final contestants in the AgfaAnsco-Monogram Chance for Hollywood contest, made such an impression on Monogram officials, that,
although she was not one of the
five girls given contracts, she was
awarded a nice part in "Women
Must Dress," now in production.
V
T
V
Harold Adamson and Burton Lane
are writing the songs for "Piccadilly
Jim," which will star Robert Montgomery. They have just sold a
number, "You Took the Words Right
Out of My Mouth," to 20th Century
Pictures. It will be used in "Folies
Bergere."
v ▼ v
A likely future University of
Southern California footbball player
and movie star has made his appearance at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. John Wayne. The youngster
arrived last week and weighed eight
and three-quarter pounds at birth.
His daddy, now a Monogram western star, played football at U. S. C.
V

T

»

Irving Cummings, John C. Flinn
and Jack Foley, the latter with Universal, are proud fathers of football players. Cummings' star is captain of the Black-Foxe military
academy eleven and plays end, while
Flinn's boy is playing his final year
with the Beverly Hills high school
team. Foley's offspring is a halfback with Loyola.

NEWS

TOTS

which George Seitz is to direct for "Passport to Fame," temporary
M-G-M. Lucien Hubbard is the title of the Edward G. Robinson picture in work at Columbia.
//production supervisor.
v

T

T

v

V

T

T

T

T

T

Evelyn Venable and Hattie McLewis Stone, Jessie Ralph and
Violet Kemble Cooper have been Daniels have been awarded roles by
Fox in "The Little Colonel," Shirley
added to the cast of "Vanessa," rect.
Barrymore co-starG-M.
adaptation of Hugh Walpole's novel Temple-Lionel
ring vehicle. David Butler will diwhich is now in production at M-

▼

T

Charles Sabin and Lucille Ball are
Nick Foran has been added to the
"Carnival."to the cast of Columbia's
cast of "Dante's Inferno," which additions
Harry Lachman will direct at Fox
v
v
v
with Spencer Tracy starred and
Charles LeMaire, noted costumei
Alice Faye, Claire Trevor and Henry
designer, is in Movietone City to do
B. Walthall featured.
the costumes for the Fox version ofi
T ▼ ▼
Francis
Ford
will appear
in
George White's
"Scandals."
T
T
T
Casting by Darryl F. Zanuck for
the 20th Century production, "Folies
Bergere de Paris," is proceeding ra-.
pidly, with most of the featured
roles already assigned to players.
Maurice Chevalier is already in ad
vanced stages of rehearsal for the
Deland, Fla.— Frank Bell of the stellar role. Merle Oberon is tc
in the principal feminine role.
Athens theater reports better busi- star
Others already selected for this mm
ness than for years.
sical production are Ann Sothern
Reginald Owen, Robert Grieg, Wal-i
Minneapolis — The Palace is now ter Byron, Eric Blore, Ferdinanc
offering five acts of vaudeville and Munier, Ferdinand Gottschalk, GiM
first-run features at 25 cents top. bert Emery, Philip Dare and Frank
McGlynn. The film is to be directed
by Roy
San Antonio — The Harlandale, Dec.
5. Del Ruth. Filming starts
Highland Park and Uptown theam
ters, Community-suburban houses,
Jimmy Butler, whose work
all are now
charging 10 cents admission for children.
"Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage
Patch," attracted much attention :■;
an important role in "Romance
Plain City, O.— The Rialto theater has
"I'llManhattan."
Fix It."
in
He also played ii
has been leased by Stewart Anderson of London, 0., and will be operated by Anderson-Angeletti Theaters Co. with Sam Angeletti as Philly Duals Hearing
manager. The house will open unTo Run Another We<
der the new management Dec. 1.
(.Continued from Page 1)
Anderson will continue to operate
the Mystic in Utica.
trict Court before Judge George I
Walsh. Testimony was given b!
Perelman, Ed Boreth, manager
Enumclaw, Wash. — E. W. Gross- Masterpiece Film Attractions, an
beck is making improvements at the
ir r
Liberty preparatory to reopening Columbus Stamper. It dealt ge
the house at an early date.
erally with difficulties of late runt*
double
feature
plan. because of thi !'f
in getting
pictures
St. Paul — Amusement tax collecBoreth declared that while hi
tions are reported by the internal company is distributing more inde
revenue collector for Minnesota as pendent
features this year than be
increasing for each of the last four fore, sales are not so good due
months as over 1933.
the ban. Edward Rafferty, counse
for United Artists, yesterday join©

OF THE DAY

Bridgeport, Conn. — P. Schwartz
has redecorated the Parkway, which
he recently took over, and equipped
the house with Photophone High
Fidelity sound.
San Antonio — Lawrence Arnold of
Houston has succeeded H. Burtnet
as assistant resident manager at
the State theater.
Des Moines — Robert K. Fulton,
formerly manager of the Strand,
Waterloo, has been named manager
of the Roosevelt, suburban house
recently added to the Blank group
here. The house is scheduled to
open on Christmas Day. Joe Stewart, formerly of the Garden here,
is the new manager of the Strand
in Waterloo and Art Farrell, assistant at the Strand here, is to manage the Garden.
Canaan, Conn. — John Casey, manager of the Colonial theater here,
will attend the next General Assembly as Representative. Casey was
elected on a Republican platform.

Columbus — Duke Clark was elected president of the Columbus Variety Club; Billy James, vice-president; H. E. Cherrington, secretary,
and Tom Lawson, treasurer at the
annual election. Clark was preMinneapolis — Motion Picture Pubsented with a handsome bronze
lications, Inc., has been incorporated
plaque in recognition of his ser- by Dan J. O'Connell, Chester W. J.
vices.
Johnson and L. E. Lofgren.

the
of attorneys
concerne'
with group
the defense.
Indications
ar
the case will continue in hearing fo
at least a week more.

Opening Press Bureau for Probe
Palmetto, Fla. — Palmetto theater
St. Petersburg, Fla. — New policy
for the Protection of th :
of the Pheil theater is extended runs has been remodeled and taken over M. Society
P. Theater will establish a pres
of the better pictures and open only by Sparks interests. Harry Botto bureau in the National Press Builc
four
days a week. Myron Booth is is manager. The New theater, sub- ing for the duration of the Amei
manager.
by Sparks for several years, ican Telephone & Telegraph prot
is now leased
dark.
by the Federal Communication
Commission to give the press tr|
Brooksville, Fla. — Bob Ouellette,
Bartow, Fla. — Bartow theater, re- motion picture industry's side of tl
manager of the Dixie, has changed
cently acquired by Sparks, has story, it was said yesterday by Rol
policy so as to run five pictures a opened at a scale of 10 and 20 cents, the
ert Society.
Robins, executive secretary (
week.
with O. G. Finley as manager.
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EXCITING

ADVENTURE"

*

■,350*

of the NEW
FOREIGN

vith Binnie Barnes, Neil Hamilton, Paul
avanagh, Grant Mitchell, Eugene Pallette
Jniversal
70 mins.
AMUSING CROOK COMEDY MOVES
U.ONG AT NICE CLIP FOR LAUGHS,
USPENSE AND
ROMANCE.

"MIT DIR DURCH DICK UND DUENN,"
in German; produced by Bavaria Films;
directed by Franz Seitz; with Eri Bos,
Lisi Karlstadt, Paul Kemp, Adolph Gondrell,
et al. At the 86th St. Casino Theater.

There's a good deal of lively fun in
his yarn about a feminine kleptomaniac,
icely played by Binnie Barnes, who is
ursued by admirers and detectives and
inally is won and reformed by Neil Hamton. Miss Barnes perpetrated her jewel
hefting in society circles for the thrill
f it.
Her smooth work attracts the inrest of Paul Cavanagh, a former jewel
fter who has turned to the gambling
asino business, and he makes a play for
er, but loses out to the competition
of
eil Hamilton, who is in the perfume

Highly amusing comedy and romance in
the colorful background of Bavaria makes
very enjoyable entertainment for the German clientele.

"SPIEL MIT DEM FEUER" ("Playing
With Fire"), in German; produced by Ufa;
directed by Ralph Arthur Roberts; with
Paul Hoerbiger, Elga Brink, Trude Marlen,
et al. At the 79th St. Theater.
Entertaining comedy about a clever
young wife who cures her husband of his
flirtatious inclinations. While the story is
not new, it has been well handled all
around.

usiness. There's plenty of intriguing aeon all along the route, but comedy preominates.
Eugene
Pallette
and
Grant
itchell, in the roles of detectives, help
le laughs along considerably,
while the
"NADA MAS QUE UNA MUJER" ("Only
rrounding cast works very neatly in the
in Spanish; produced in Holly»irit of the occasion,
while
Ernst L. a Woman"),
wood by Fox; directed by Harry Lachman;
ank's direction keeps the action alive.
with Berta Singerman, Alfredo del Diestro,
Cast: Binnie Barnes, Neil Hamilton, Paul Juan Torena, Luana Alcaniz, Lucio Villegas,
avanagh, Grant Mitchell, Jason Robards, Carmen Rodrigues, Julian Ribero. At the
jgene Pallette, Edna Searle, Ferdinand Teatro Campoamor.
jttschalk, Henry Kolker, Deris Lloyd, Dick
Good romantic tragedy with a generous
finslow, Edward
Keane,
G
P. Huntley, amount of action and excellent acting.
, William Wcrthington, Dorothy Christy,
Jward McWade.
Director, Ernst L. Frank; Authors, Franz
hulz, Billie Wilder; Screen Play, William
Sylvia Froos in
urlbut; Dialogue,
Samuel
Ornitz;
Camaman, Norbert Brodine; Recording Engi"Three Cheers for Love"
21 mins.
;er, Gilbert Kurland; Editor, Murray Sel- Educational
en.
Sparkling Comedy
Direction, Lively. Photography, Fine.

SHORTS

"SING SING NIGHTS"
th

Conway
Tearle,
Hardie
Albright,
Boots Mallory, Jameson Thomas
onogram
60 mins.
WELL PRODUCED MURDER MYSTERY
ITH GOOD CAST AND FAIR AMOUNT
; SUSPENSE.
Action of this story takes place in Washton, Singapore and the South American
ffee plantations, thereby giving it a colrul and interesting background. It conns the murder of Floyd Cooper, a newsper correspondent, played by Conway
arle. He is killed during a lavish party
ing on at his home in Washington. Three
:n confess the murder. They are all
nvicted and sentenced to death. Farmland Gottschalk, as an eccentric scient, persuades the governor to sign two
dons, leaving blank in each case, the
me of the prisoner. Through the use
the scientist's "lie-detector" he discovthe actual murderer, after each has
d his story.
Cast: Conway Tearle, Hardie Albright,
ts Mallory, Jameson Thomas, Mary
ran, Ferdinand Gottschalk, Berton
urchill, Lotus Long, Henry Kolker, RichTucker, George Baxter.
director, Lew Collins; Author, Harry
iphen Keller; Screen Play, Marion Orth,
arles Lcgue; Editor, Carl Pierscn; Camman, Archie Stout; Recording Engineer,
A. Stransky, Jr.
ji Erection, Fair. Photography, Okay.

Very engaging Romance Comedy,
featuring Sylvia Froos in a bright
and sparkling sketch, which gives
her a swell chance to display her
pleasing singing voice and a grand
comedy flair. She is a picture bet,
and with careful handling no doubt
will climb to stellar place. The
theme deals with the attempt of
Sylvia's mother to marry off her
elder sister to a rich and handsome
young man, admirably played by
Warren Hull, who also looks like a
swell bet. But Warren falls for
Sylvia, who has been compelled by
Ma to dress like a little girl of 13
in a romper. The comedy comes on
Miss Froos' handling of this situation to fool Ma and sister and win
the young man as her husband. Produce! by Al Christie.
"Tom, Tom, the Piper's Son"
(Paul Terry-Toon)
Educational
7 mins.
Clever
Pleasing animated, with a lot of
the nursery rhymes put to music
and song in an original score by
Philip Scheib. Tom, the Piper's Son,
plays his pipe and brings a lot of
plants and flowers to life in a garden, and from each plant the characters of a fairy tale appear and
go through their little story. Very
clever, and unique.

FILMS « «

"Once Upon a Time"
Audio Productions 10 mins.
Entertaining Sponsored Film
Sponsored by the Welfare Division of the Metropolitan Life Insurance Co., but entirely devoid of
advertising matter, this one-reeler
in Technicolor, made by Audio Productions, isan agreeable bit of fanciful entertainment which at the
same time teaches some lessons in
street safety. The subject, furnished
to exhibitors without cost and designed for showing in cooperation
with the local police department,
depicts in fable form the foolhardiness of reckless driving, jaywalking
and other traffic violations. It has
a musical background featuring an
appropriate theme song.

"The House Where I Was Born"
(Song Hit Story)
Educational
11 mins.
Nice Harmony
Featuring Sylvia Froos and Frank
Luther in a sentimental song hit as
per the picture title. The plot is
built around the song, which is sung
by Luther, and later by several
other members of the cast, all in a
unique harmonization. The theme
is that of Sylvia Froos and Frank
Luther failing to sell themselves as
a singing team to a theatrical manager, and later deciding to go back
home to the scene of their childhood

See 15 Per Cent Rise
In Southern Business
New Orleans — While the drought
has held things back in Arkansas
and other sections, business in the
south should be up from 10 to 15
per cent this winter, Oscar Morgan
told The Film Daily while here for
the two-day meet held for Paramount branch managers.
"The south and south-eastern section is in very fine shape," he said,
claiming that Florida would equal or
exceed its boom days. The basis for
this statement, he explained is that
Florida is now building permanently. The money being invested is
there to stay, and not to make a
quick turnover and the state has
proved
resort. it is a permanent winter
The meeting was held to launch
a concentrated sales drive for Paramount in the south during the next
three months. Present were: Morgan; Dave Prince, Atlanta; Bill
Bugie, Memphis; Scott Chestnutt,
Jacksonville; John Kirby, Charlotte;
H. D. Wilkes, New Orleans.

where a welcome awaits them. Good
sentimental stuff with a catchy
son.
harmony.
Directed by William Wat-

"Two Lame Ducks"
(Coronet Comedy)

Educational

17 mins.
Swell Laughs

Featuring the comics, Vince Barnett and Billy Gilbert in a duck
hunting adventure. They sneak off
to hunt ducks over the protests of
their wives, not knowing that the
fraus have stolen their hunting
licenses. After some hilarious adventures inwhich they spoil the day
for some real hunters, they get
pinched for having no licenses. The
wives square them with the judge.
Some swell gags in the duck hunting scenes that bring plenty of
laughs. Story by Charles Lamont.
Directed by Alf Goulding.
"The Hollywood
LivelyMovie Parade"
(Treasure Chest)
Educational
9 mins.
A pleasing melange of Hollywood
studio stuff, introducing a lot of
the Hollywood celebrities. The skit
is built around Jackie Cooper and
his troubles trying to rid himself
of a little girl pest who follows him
on the set and gums everything up.
Produced by Louis Lewyn.

NEW

BOOKS

On the Art and Business
of Motion Pictures
MY OWN STORY, by Marie
Dressier, as told to Mildred Harrington, with foreword by Will Rogers. Illustrated. Published by Little,
Broum & Co., Boston.
$2.50.
Drawing upon her fifty years of
service in the field of the theater
and the motion picture, Marie
Dressier has given the reading public a highly entertaining book. Besides giving many rich sidelights on
the theatrical history in which she
played tain
a amount
part, about
and revealing
a certhe personal
side of one of the most beloved actresses America has ever known, the
volume is rich in anecdotes and
amusing incidents, plus a good deal
of sensible commentary. Through
it all, incidentally there is reflected
the courageous and magnanimous
spirit of the grand trouper who
overcame, or rather capitalized on,
the handicap of being an "ugly
duckling".
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COL. NETS $235,712
IN FIRST 13 WEEKS
(Continued from Page

1)

dividends. This compares with
$241,778.63 or $1.36 a share for the
corresponding period last year on
167,885 shares outstanding.
Consolidated balance sheet as of
Sept. 29 shows current assets of
$6,471,909.03, and total current
liabilities of $1,393,155.21. Earned
surplus increased to $3,329,852.25
and working capital increased to
$5,078,753.82.
The company has declared a
quarterly dividend of 25 cents per
share on the common stock and voting trust certificates for common
stock, payable Jan. 2 to stockholders of record Dec. 14, and has also
declared a semi-annual stock dividend on the common stock of 2y2
stock
per cent payable in common record
on Feb. 2 to stockholders of
Jan. 14.

Skouras, Randforce
Sign With Fox Met.
(Continued from Page 1)

torneys concerned in the procedure.
The committee has until Dec. 13 to
present the plan to Federal Judge
Mack.

Exton to Handle Houses
In Three Wisconsin Cities
(Continued from Page 1)

Gateway Theater Co. Jesse C.
Lund, who has managed the Kenosha Theater, goes to the Sedwick,
Philadelphia. The Gateway and
Kenosha will operate under the
same management, personally directed by Exton.
Services for H. C. Parsons
Hartford, Conn. — Funeral services
were held yesterday for H. C. Parsons, veteran New England theatrical man and owner of Parsons
theater, who died Sunday at the
age of 81.
Finish Argentine
Film
Buenos Aires — Productora Argentine de Films has completed the
first production, "Bajo la Santa
Federacion." It was directed by
Danial Tinayre.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS
72 movie houses are in operation
present in Estonia.

at

Meet to Map Fight on New Jersey Dog Racing
Representatives of Warners, RKO, Paramount, Skouras and independent exhibitors
of New Jersey, representing every theater in that state, met in the offices of Walter
Reade yesterday to discuss a final move in the prohibition of dog racing in the state.
Merritt Lane, attorney, was engaged to present to the Supreme Court the ruling made
the last week in August by Vice Chancellor Burke in which dog racing in the state
was held as unconstitutional. In order to prevent the competitive entertainment from
opening in the spring, Lane will seek an affirmation from the Supreme Court. He
will present the application in January. Races were formerly held at Long Branch,
Atlantic City, Camden
and Linden.

Cincinnati Squibs
Cincinnati — A demonstration of
RCA Victor High Fidelity sound
equipment and projection, given
here last week by Charles Herbst,
Jr., from the RCA plant in Camden,
N. J., in cooperation with the I. A.
T. S. E., was attended by 150 operators and exhibitors from this territory. Abuffet supper followed.
Fred North, Warner district manager, arrived last week for a visit
at the local office.
Clark Rader has opened his New
Arcade, recently remodeled.
Joseph Oulahan, new Paramount
branch manager, is moving his family here from Washington.
Paul Krieger, Universal manager,
went to Columbus and signed the
Chesborough
circuit last week.
Harry Rice, U. A. exploiteer, is
here on a campaign for "Kid Millions," coming to the Albee.

Urges Code Enforcement
Via Trade Commission
(Continued from Page 1)

Tuesday, Nov. 27, 19341

PRODUCER-AGENCY
RULES REJECTED
(Continued from Page 1)

udice to further submission of any
proposed rules or regulations as pro-:
vided in the code for the motiora
stated. industry," the official order
picture
In summarizing the reasons for denying a
proval of the rules Rosenblatt said he four
that they are beyond the powers and withou
the scope of the duties delegated to the agency
committee. He said it should be pointed,
out that if the regulations were adopted thej
might turn out to the disadvantage of prf
ducers and agents. Producers would be sufi
ject to the penal provisions of the Nationa
Recovery Act if found guilty of violations
and agents found guilty might lose their businesses, while employees found guilty woul<
be subject to no penalty. He also state*
that the proposed rules may conflict with stab
laws, and they exceed their scope in thai
they seek to make the President of the XJ
S. a party thereto. Rosenblatt also said tha'
some of the rules governing producers ar
already covered in the motion picture cod'
and this duplication would create confusion

NRA on a part-time basis as far as
his private business permits, in a set
of proposals for basic revision of
NRA compliance and enforcement
method?- submitted by him to the
NRA board for consideration. Davis,
whose new assignment is that of
special adviser on compliance and
enforcement problems, definitely
urges that initiation of and primary
responsibility for compliance in
trade practice provisions should be
shifted to code authorities as soon
as possible. He urges the dropping
of provisions which experience has Hearings to be Held
shown to be unenforceable or ecoOn Code Amendment!
nomically unwise, and would separ(Continued from Page 1)
ate labor and trade practice provisions, leaving all questions arising are to be decided upon later, Farna
under Section 7(a) wholly to the worth said.
Labor Relations Boards.
Among matters expected to com
up at the confab are the vaudevill
Chicago Brevities
clause
revisions and the clause pet
Chicago — Georgie Moyen, mana- Smalley Lease Case
taining to interfering with leas©
ger of the Irving theater, is laid Being Heard Dec. 12
up with pneumonia.
Washington — Hearing will be held
E. Klassen, formerly chief of service at the Sheridan, has been made here Dec. 12 before the NRA comCleveland Chatter
pliance division in the case of Wilassistant manager at the 400 Theater.
liam Smalley, circuit operator in upCleveland — George Roberts, F<;
per New York state, against Globe division manager, is seriously ill t
"Gay Divorcee" is now playing
the Loop.
Castle, making its fifth week in Amusement Co., Albany, in which his home in the Westlake Hotel wit,
the
Smalley charges the Globe company pneumonia.
The E. A. R. theater is being re- with interfering in pending negoMatt Goodmann, United Artisi
decorated.
tiations for a lease. The case orig- branch manager, reports thi
inally was argued before the Albany "Transatlantic Merry Go Round
grievance board, who certified it to was held over for an extended rtf
Argentine Film Booked
the Code Authority, which failed to
"Riachuelo," the first Argentine- reach an agreement after a 3-3 at Warner's, Youngstown.
Showmen's Club will hold its firl
produced picture to be imported deadlock. The Code Authority then
dinner dance of the season tome*
into the United States, a musical
romance featuring Luis Sandrini, turned the case over to the NRA row at the Lido Club. Harry H
derson and Ed Weiss are in cha:
Argentine comedian, has been book- compliance division.
of arrangements.
ed through J. H. Hoffberg Co. by
the Campoamor theater for the
The Variety Club held a dance 1;
week of Dec. 7.
To Confer on Theater Loans
Tuesday in the Statler Hotel. Fra:
march.
.
J. E. Robin, president of the In- Drew,
president,
led the gr
dependent Theater Supply Dealers
Geographic
"Aran"
Washington
Bureau Presents
of THE FILM
DAILY Ass'n, leaves today for Washington
Washington — A private showing to confer with Federal Housing Ad"Marie Galante" Holds Over
ministration officials on their reof "Man of Aran," Gaumont-British
fusal thus far to include theater
Fox's "Marie Galante," in a la
picture, will be given by the Na- seats as items on which loans may minute
decision, is being held ov
tional Geographic Society in its
be obtained on the grounds that
auditorium on Friday evening to seats
at
the
Mayfair.
"Gambling"
are removable.
been scheduled
to open
last nighh
about 4,000 members
and guests.
100 "Barnum" Openings Xmas
Rie Hall Killed
Approximately 100 openings of West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
"The Mighty Barnum," Twentieth
— Rie Hall was killed
Century picture, are planned by andHollywood
Ann Livingston received a posUnited Artists on Christmas Day.
sible skull fracture in an auto crash
"Don Juan," Doug Fairbanks pic- on Sunday. Both are screen writers.
ture, has its premiere at the United
Artists in Detroit on Thanksgiving.
Gruber Heads F. D. in New England
Mrs. Byram Recuperating
Boston — Meyer Gruber, former
Marian Miller Byram, whose hus- short subjects specialist, has been
band is the Paramount story editor, named New England manager of
is recuperating from a tonsilitis First Division, following the death
operation performed at Indianapolis. of Carl Crawford.

SHOW-

REMINDER
MAN'S

Tickets sold singly or in block for
less than the established price are subject to federal tax on the established
ruled.
price, the Internal Revenue Dept. has
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Court Denies Motion to Dismiss Philly Duals Case

SKOURAS^WEST COAST 1F-YEAR OPERATING DEAL
American

Fri- Ergon Files Suit Against Para.

Trustees

Writer Action Authorized
by District Court —
Filmlab in Denial

Officers are Elected for
National Theaters, New
West Coast Unit

Under authorization granted by
udge Coxe in the U. S. District
!ourt last week, American Tri-Eron Corp. yesterday filed an injuncJon and accounting action against
he Paramount Publix trustees. The
ction, instituted in the Federal
ourt, names Charles D. Hilles,
harles Richardson and Eugene W.
eake as defendants and is similar
the other actions brought by the
William Fox company.
It charges

New operating deal between
Skouras brothers and National Theaters, which is acquiring assets of
Fox West Coast, will run a maximum of 10 years. Details of the
agreement, part of the reorganization plan for the circuit, are now
virtually set and will be definitely
completed upon return of Sidney R.
Kent to New York from England
early next month. Charles Skouras, who(Continued
heads theon West
Page 3)Coast op-

10 FOREIGNRELEASES
IRE SCHEDULED BY FOX

GRADUAL B. 0, BOOST
SEEN BY JULES LEVY

Production of 40 foreign language
eatures is planned by Fox for
934-35 release, Clayton P. Sheehan,
iead of its activities abroad, said
esterday. Sixteen of these picUres are being made in England,
ight French talkers in France,
ight German pictures in Germany

A gradual but certain increase
in admission prices throughout the
country has been started, Jules
Levy, RKO general sales manager,
stated yesterday upon his return
from a five weeks' trip to the coast.
"In every(Continued
locality on I Page
found3) a tend-

(Continued

(Continued

on

Page

on Page

3)

3)

Authorities to Confer
On Free Radio Shows
Motion Picture Code Authority
nil be invited within the next few
ays to join with the Legitimate
"heater Code Authority in requestno; the Federal Radio Commission
o make the licensing of broadcastng stations conditional on the
.greement that free broadcasts will
(Continued

on

Page

3)

Newspaper Cycle
West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — A new cycle of newspaper stories appears to be in the making. Pictures with journalistic locales
now under way include "The Gilded
Lily" at Paramount, "Women Are Bum
Newspapermen" at Warners, "Life Begins at Forty" and "Safe in Jail" at
Fox, and "Town
Talk" at M-G-M.

Harry Cohn, dynamic president of Columbia Pictures, started as a song writer. He next went
vaudeville as the singing half of the team of Edwards & Ruby. No producing executive has a
more
colorful
background
in show
business
This is the fourth of the "How
"Hap"
Hadley

They Started" series from the workshop

of that unusual artist,

Chadwick Testifies on Duals;
Motion to Dismiss is Denied
E. V. Richards May Retire
From Active Management
New Orleans — E. V. Richards,
trustee in bankruptcy for Saenger
Theaters and Saenger Realty, may
retire from active management of
the Saenger circuit shortly after re(Continued

on Page

11)

J. D. Clark to Call Meeting
of Fox District Managers

John D. Clark, in charge of Fox
distribution, plans to call a meeting
of district managers in January to
(Continued

on Page

11)

New President Elected
By Iowa-Nebraska Allied

Des Moines — Due to the resignation of E. O. Ellsworth, who was
elected president only two weeks
ago, Allied Theater Owners, Inc., of
Iowa and Nebraska, at its execuPhiladelphia — Distributor attive meeting here, named
Leo F.
(Continued on Page 3)
tempts to end Harry Perelman's action, attacking legality of their antidual feature clauses, failed yesterday in the
U. S. District Court
Booth Report Submitted
(Continued on Page 12)

Labor Board Reaffirms
Consolidated Film Ruling

Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — After hearing argument in the case, the National Labor Board yesterday reaffirmed the
(Continued on Page 12)

All members
of National
Film
give dependable
service. — Advt.

Carriers,

Inc.

I

Code fact-finding committee on the
booth situation has submitted its report to Division Administrator Sol A.
Rosenblatt, but without making any
recommendations. It is expected that
when Rosenblatt arrives here from the
coast on Monday or Tuesday he will
summon the committee to learn what
recommendations they may have before
making any decision on the matter. It
is understood that there is a lack of
unanimity among the committee on the
recommendations
to be made.
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Defer K. C. Zoning Plan Action
Until Price- Cutting is Cleared Up
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Best wishes from THE
FILM DAILY to the following on their birthday:
Melville A. Shauer
John Willard
H. Emerson
Yorke
Arthur
Stone
Maurice McKenzie

Vi

Marking time pending settlement
of the Kansas City admission pricecutting situation, the Code Authority yesterday deferred further work
n a zoning and clearance plan for
that city.
Harold Bareford presided at the
meeting, attended by W. Ray Johnston, Tom Murray representing
Charles L. O'Reilly, Gordon Youngman, Willard McKay, Charles Moskowitz, Sidney Justin representing
George J. Schaefer, Walter Vincent
and William P. Farnsworth, deputy
administrator. Next session scheduled for Dec. 6 may be put back in
order to allow John C. Flinn, executive secretary, more time at the
Coast.
The Authority's committee on
clearance and zoning met last night
to further consider the complaint of
Julius Charnow, operator of the
Leonia at Leonia, against various
exhibitors. Comprising the committee are: Schaefer, O'Reilly and Al
Lichtman.

Two More Musical Films
Are Set by Paramount
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — "Two on a Tower",
an unproduced musical romance by
Dwight Taylor, has been bought by
Paramount as a starring vehicle for
Mary Ellis, recently signed by the
company on a long-term contract.
Cary Grant may play opposite Miss
Ellis. Charles Brackett and Frederick Stephani will adapt the story.
Norman Taurog, on his return
next week from a vacation in the
east, will start preparations for directing "The Big Broadcast of
1935", a big musical in which a
dozen or more radio stars will be
featured. Taurog last directed "Col-

Coming and Going
WALTER FUTTER is flying to New Yoti
from the coast. He will be at the Waldorf
Astoria.
JOSEPH
from
New

SCHENCK
York.

fromIRVING
New

KAYE
York.

is en route to the Coas

DAVIS

has gone

GEORGE BROWN
returned
yesterday
from
Boston.

to

to Bosto
New

Yon

RUDY VALLEE, who completed work Satufj
day on "Sweet Music," his first starring pid
ture for Warners, arrives in New York on th
Chief this morning.
D. E. GRIFFITHS,
managing director of
National
Film Distributors
Ltd., Warners'
ish subsidiary,
who
arrived
in New
York
terday with Mrs. Griffiths, will remain
in
York
about
three
weeks.

Fin
Briti
yes
Ne»

FRED KOHLMAR, production assistant I
Sanuel Goldwyn, has returned in New Yon
after a brief visit to the Coast for confet
ences with
the producer.
CHARLES

MUNRO,

managing

director c

Hoyt's Theaters, Australia, has gone to Eng
lege Rhythm".
Samson
Heads Buffalo Film Board land from this country on his way back home
CLAYTON P. SHEEHAN leaves New Yon
Buffalo — Sidney Samson, Fox in January for Europe.
manager here, has been elected | ARTHUR C. BROMBERG has been in town »
president of the Buffalo Film Board ' confer with W. Ray Johnston and Edwan
of Monogram, whose product he hand!)
of Trade, succeeding Dave Miller Golden
in the south.
of Universal. Harry Seed of WarSTEVENS, who is to direct "Laddie
ners succeeds E. K. O'Shea of M- forGEORGE
RKO Radio, leaves the coast soon for In
diana to visit
story.the scenes of the Gene Strat
G-M as vice-president. Jack Ber- ton-Porter
Jack Cohn to the Coast kowitz
of Standard Films is the new
Jack Cohn, vice-president of Co- treasurer. Marion M. Ryan of MPAUL MUNI is booked to sail Dec. 15 froi
lumbia Pictures, left yesterday on G-M takes the place of Emma California on the Santa Elena for New Yorl
the Century for a brief stay on the Abplanalp as secretary, the latter
HAL HORNE, publicity and advertising hea
Coast.
now being secretary of the Chicago of U. A., returned to New York yesterday.
TAUROG, Paramount director m>'<
code boards. It is Samson's sixth on NORMAN
vacation in New York, leaves for Hollywoo
election
in 12 years.
at the end of the week.
25 Attend Philly Zoning Meet
DON ALFREDO BRITO, known as the Pat
Philadelphia — About 25 exhibiWhiteman of Cuba, just engaged by Para
Hornstein Makes Installation
tors attending the meeting held here
mount as musical advisor on George Raft
Joe Hornstein has installed new picture, "Rhumba," has left for the coast. .
yesterday under auspices of the InLESLIE HOWARD arrived in New York yes
dependent Exhibitors Protective Morelite Sunlite Arc Lamps in the
from abroad to appear in a Gilbert Mill.
Ass'n to discuss zoning and clear- Oxford theater, Brooklyn, operated terday
stage production. He came in on the Europj
ance. Few complaints were regis- by Muller & Schwartz. Hornstein, Stainer.
booked under his offstage name of Lesll
tered. David Barrist presided. A who recently left Continental Thecommittee was appointed to act on
ALFRED
SANTELL,
director,
arrived
in N
aters Accessories to open his own
the matter.
York
yesterday
on
the
Olympic
after
abo.
equipment firm, is now readying his three
months
abroad.
new quarters in the Film Center
Bldg. Meanwhile he is making his
No. Para. Plan Before Friday
Signs Mrs. Leslie Carter j
headquarters at the Hotel Claridge. WestRKO
Coast Bureau of THE FILM DA I If
Paramount reorganization plan
Hollywood — Mrs. Leslie Cartel
will not be filed before Friday at
Will Attend Crime Conference
noted stage star, has been signe
the earliest, it was said yesterday
Washington
Bureau
of
THE
FILM
DAILY
by Alfred A. Cook, counsel for the
Pioneer Pictures for "Beck
C. C. Pettijohn, Carl by
Sharp,"
the Technicolor feature fd
stockholders' protective committee, E. Washington—
Milliken and Gabriel L. Hess, all RKO release.
who is to present the plan to the
court for approval.
of the Hays organization, have ac"The Battle" Holds Over
cepted an invitation from the Attorney General to confer with the De"The Battle", Leon Garganoff pre
partment of Justice at the crime
Rubinoff to Conduct Symphony
conference to be held here Dec. 10 duction, will be held over at th:
Rubinoff, radio and movie con- to 13.
Criterion starting today.
ductor, has accepted the invitation
of the Cincinnati Musicians' AssoNow Monogram
Exchange
ciation to conduct the Symphony
Orchestra at a benefit performance
Opening of a new exchange in
RECORDING ON FILM
in Cincinnati on Dec. 8. Because the Butte, Mont., with J. H. Sheffield
occasion is a benefit for the musi- in charge, brings the Monogram exchanges in the U. S. and Canada
cians of Cincinnati, Rubinoff and the
INDUSTRIAL— FILM
members of the orchestra are con- list up to 38. The new office is
tributing their services.
part of the Monogram Sheffield ExSheffield. change System headed by J. T.
SLIDE FILM— RECORDS

Rosita Moreno in Eastern Film
Ampa Meeting Today
Rosita Moreno has been signed
by Paramount for the lead opposite
Due to the Thanksgiving holiday
Carlos Gardel in a Spanish langu- tomorrow, the regular weekly luncheon meeting of the A. M. P. A. will
age production,
"Undyingstudios.
Love,"The
to
be filmed
in the Astoria
be held today in the Motion Picture
picture
will be Paramount's third Club. A turkey will be given away
with
Gardel.
as part of the program.

BRUNSWICK
PRODUCTIONS
CH. 4-2200

CORP.

321 W. 44th St., N.Y.C.
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5K0URAS-WEST COAST
IN NEW 10-YEAR DEAL
(Continued from Page

Imer. Tri-Ergon Files
Para. Trustee Action
(Continued from Page 1)

upon the American
nfringement
Tri-Ergon double print patents.
Filmlab, Inc., yesterday filed an
.nswer to a similar action started
>y Tri-Ergon in the U. S. District
■Jourt several weeks ago. It genrally denies charges of infringenent. William Frohlich is counsel
or Filmlab.

Authorities to Confer
On Free Radio Shows
(Continued from Page 1)

lot be given before large audiences,
t was said yesterday by Dr. Henry
loskowitz, secretary of the Legit,
lode Authority. The legit, group
nil make no further moves in the
ituation until after conferring with
he film authority.
Charles Mayer Gets India Post
Charles Mayer, formerly a Fox
alesman out of Boston and preiously connected with the home ofce sales department, has been appointed assistant manager for Inia. He leaves New York the midle of December to assume his new
ost. Mayer succeeds L. Steedman,
/ho has been transferred to take
harge of the Fox Singapore
ranch.
Extra Shows at Roxy
Extra shows will continue at the
toxy to accommodate the crowds
or "Imitation of Life," which is to
old for a second week. Tomorrow
he doors will open at 10 A.M.
John Wayne a Father
Bureau

of THE

FILM

GRADUAL B. 0. BOOST
SEEN BY JULES LEVY
(Continued from Page

Operation of the reorganization
ilan is expected immediately folowing Dec. 31.

Coast

THE

MOHC
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rations, will remain East to iron
ut matters with Kent.
Officers of National Theaters have
>een elected as follows: president,
Sidney R. Kent; executive viceiresident, Spyros Skouras; vice■iresidents, A. S. Gambee and H. C.
]ox; secretary, William T. Gosett; treasurer, A. S. Cox; assistant
ecretaries, A. S. Gambee and Franis C. Reed.
Directors of the corporation are:
)an Michalove, W. C. Michel, A. S.
Jambee, H. C. Cox, Sidney R. Kent,
2. G. Hines, J. R. Dillon and H. G.

Vest

5H]j

DAILY

Hollywood — John Wayne, star of
„he
Monogram
westerns,
is the
ather of a boy weighing eight and
hree-quarters pounds.
114 "Flirtation Walk" Openings
I Warners' "Flirtation Walk" opens
imultaneously in 114 key city spots
'or special pre-release Thanksgiving
Week engagements.

PHIL
•

M. DALY

•

• IF YOUR city is conducting a Safety Week drive
or when it does
be sure and book "Once Upon A
Time"
a three-color Technicolor
cartoon
produced
by Audio Productions
for the Metropolitan
Life Insurance
Company it is in no sense an advertising film and it
is furnished absolutely free to motion picture theaters
in an effort to promote careful driving on the part of motorists.

• • • HERE IS a little cartoon film running less than
10 minutes that gets across its message of Safety without
preaching in line with the current trend in cartoons
a fairyland setting is used
. such well known characters
as Cinderella, the Mad Hatter and Simple Simon appear
the villains are Carelessness and Selfishness who cause
all kinds of traffic troubles and accidents to the good folks of
Fairyland in this way the message of Safety is whammed
over with plenty of laughs, clever cartoonatics and fanciful
whimsy
Louis Jambar, famous mural painter, did the
backgrounds for the picture
they are gorgeous
musicians from the Philharmonic Society of New York played an
original score written by Edwin Ludig
it's some Classy
Cartoon our
own
police
commissioner
Lewis
J.
Valentine
is using it in connection with his current safety
campaign
• • • OUR RECENT comment about the smart pressbook done by London Films for "The Private Life of Don Juan"
has started somethin'
just to prove that it isn't
the only British pressbook that has caught the American Slant
Frank Tilly of the London Radio Pictures Company sends
us a half dozen recent specimens in Snappy Pressbooks
and we must admit that they are away ahead of the usual
British archaic idea of what a pressbook should be
especially the one on Katharine Hepburn's "Little Women"
all
right, Frank. .
you win this round but we'll try to get
you in the next
so you better keep Delivering

•
•
• SECRET CHAPTERS in the Lives of Certain Film
Mugs
Tom Waller of Paramount publicity useter sing
solos in St. Vincent's Church on Madison
Avenoo
they
oughter line him up for that AMPA Talent Show

• • • WE THOT we had a Guest Kolyumist all lined up
for today .....'. but when we scanned the Drool the film mug
submitted we realized we would haveta write a kolyum for
him
and then we realized it would be silly to sign some
other gink's name to somethin' we wrote for him
for nofor usual
nothin'drool
in this
racket
so,
hell body is giving
we us
are anything
writing our
by ourself

•
•
• WE HEAR from Joe Hornstein that he has leased
the store on the ground floor at 630 Ninth Avenue
and
will soon open his new motion pix supply house
come to
think of it
Joe has been at this movie merchandising about
30 years
so he ought to know something about it
his policy will be the same as usual
"Service AFTER
Sales". . . Premier of Warners' "Flirtation Walk" at the
Strand today is being plugged with placards on N. Y. Central
stations for a radius of 25 miles from this town
Herbie
Holmes, winner of the Memphis audition contest on songs in
"Kid Millions" is being entertained by the U. A. home office
Vocal Boy Makes Good

«

«

«

»

»

»

1)

ency to reduce overhead without
hampering business in any way.
Pictures are better than they have
Levy.
been in many months and sales in
our organization are better than 30
per cent ahead of last year," said
All "possibilities" in the country
with the exception of the Saenger
Circuit and the United Theaters on
the west coast have been sold by
the RKO sales staff, Levy stated.
Musicals are in great favor with
public and exhibitors, he said. Three
features on the 1935-36 schedule are
already being prepared for early
production and are expected to be
ready
showing at the convention
n the for
Spring.

New President Elected
By Iowa-Nebraska
(Continued from Page 1) Allied
Wolcott of Eldora, la., as the new
head of the unit. Lester F. Martin was made business manager, instead of secretary-treasurer, with
the latter post to be filled later.
Lawrence Kuhl of Corning, la., was
elected a member of the board.
Three , additional members from
Nebraska are to be named.

Forty Foreign Releases
Are Scheduled
by Fox Film
(Continued from Page 1)
and eight Spanish pictures to be
made at the Coast.
Total foreign output this season
is double the firm's 1933-34 schedule.
Sheehan plans another trip to Europe, leaving New York in January.
Wins "Anthony Adverse" Contest
Morris Switzer, a New York attorney, is the winner of the first
prize in the national casting contest on "Anthony Adverse," it was
announced last night from the stage
of the Strand Theater. Switzer had
chosen correctly 11 of the 12 stars
who will probably play prominent
parts in the First National film production of the best-seller. His reward for first prize is a new Ford
V-8 Sedan. The "Anthony Adverse" contest ran for three months
and was sponsored by Warners,
Photoplay Magazine, Farrar & Rinehart, publishers of the book, Posfirms.tal Telegraph and several other
Norwalk House Opening Xmas
Norwalk, O. — The new house being built here by Norwalk Theater
Corp., headed by Fred H. Clary,
Jerry Steel and W. K. Selman, is
scheduled to open Christmas.

II

TOMORROW!
AMERICA
THE SCREEN'S

FIRST

WARNER
BROS.'
GIGAN
SPECTACLE-COMBINING
DIGGERS" AND THE THRILLsl

HEAR DICK
SING
"Flirtation Walk
"Mister and Missus
Is The Name
"No Horse— No Wife
— No Mustache'
by Mort Dixon
and Allie Wrubel
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MUSICAL]

IARS-AND. STRIPES
EAUTY
OF "GOLD
kE COMES

THE

NAVY"

(

m my in thrilling battle maneuvers on land, sea and air — filmed
i cial cooperation of the War Department !
. d the scenes of cadet life at West Point — shot on the spot
Jole Cadet Corps as supporting cast!
a* and Ruby's 3 new song hits. — Roar at Pat's wisecracks.
. 1 YOUR SENSES to the spell of hundreds of exotic dancing
lie Hawaiian love rites!

f%

*u

I

. 1 YOUR HEART to the most exciting love story ever told by
Ringing Sweethearts!

.

.

.

The Vast Cast Headed by

|)WELL*RUBY
itbers staged by the "ZiegfeldKEELER*PAT
Follies" director, BOBBY O'BRIEN
CONNOLLY
A FRANK

BORZAGE

A

PRODUCTION

,,v ^

First National Picture
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Dec. 27 1934

An Eventful Day On
Which Exhibitors Will
Celebrate The National
Release Of Another
Columbia Hit
. . a Frank Capra
CLASSIC. Probably The
Grandest Romantic and
Most Thrillingly Exciting
Comedy Of All Time

*

(PRE-RELEASE)

•

RA

//

FRANK

CAPRA'S

greatest production.
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a

by Jvobert Jvlskln.
Jjasea on the story by Jtiark Kjtellinqer

y\

with Walter Connolly — Helen Vinson
gV,.-*c»
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SMILES!
BRIDGEPORT SMILES!
COLUMBUS SMILES!
NEW HAVEN SMILES!
NORFOLK SMILES!
READING SMILES!
RICHMOND SMILES!
SPRINGFIELD SMILES!
WORCESTER SMILES!
NASHVILLE SMILES!
INDIANAPOLIS SMILES!
WASHINGTON SMILES!
ROCHESTER SMILES!
LOUISVILLE SMILES!

Get ready to join the GARBO
SMILE that's spreading
from Coast to Coast !

the

HOLD

PRESS
Mr. Editor!

NATIONWIDE REVIEWS
ON GARBO
IN
"PAINTED
VEIL" SPELL
HAPPINESS
IN
EVERY BOX-OFFICE!
READ 'EM AND LEAP!
COLUMBUS Citizen — "Garbo again triumphant. . .'Painted Veil'an awe-inspiring and fascinating experience". . .
DAYTON Daily News— "Garbo sucH asypu havenever seen... Most emotionally stirring scenesyet seen in pictures..."
INDIANAPOLIS Times — "Garbo reaches heights in 'Painted Veil'. . . a really great sensitive artist . . ."
WASHINGTON Post — "Garbo in 'Painted Veil' lays new claim to greatness among cinema stars . . ."
CANTON Repository — "Garbo at her best in glamorous role . . . shows a new side to her personality and there is
more charm in her manner than in any of her pictures . . ."
WASHINGTON Sunday Star — "Garbo still the most important person in Hollywood. . .plays rings around many
of her cinema sisters ..."
WASHINGTON Daily News — "Garbo more human than in years ... A grand movie . . ."
CLEVELAND Plain Dealer— "Unusually good . . ."
PITTSBURGH Post-Gazette — " 'Painted Veil' definitely one of the year's superior films . . . Star is still Garbo the
Great..."
DAYTON Journal — "New fire in Garbo's acting . . . most entertaining picture . . ."
OHIO State Journal — "One of the few productions in which one may lose one's self completely ... a beautiful
picture. . ."
PITTSBURGH Press — "An unusually interesting picture ... a picture of dignity, dramatic suspense, and excellent
acting . . ."
CLEVELAND News — "Rises to intensely dramatic moments . . . Garbo-Brent a winning combination. . ."
COLUMBUS Dispatch — "Star rises to new heights in exceptional film . . ."
WASHINGTON Evening Star — "Garbo at her best . . . She is all that she has ever been . . ."
RICHMOND News Leader — "Garbo is beautiful in an absorbing story . . ."
WASHINGTON Times— "This is GARBO WEEK in the Nation's Capital . . ."
PITTSBURGH Sun-Telegraph — "This is real drama ..."

READING Times— "Garbo greatest film star of them all

^Darting/"

rises to greatest heights in 'Painted Veil' ".

GARBO

in'THE
PAINTED VEIL
MARSHALL, GEORGE

with HERBERT
OIvJbJN

1, Warner

Oland, Jean

Hersholt,

Katharine

Alexander

Directed by Richard Boleslawski
• Based on the novel by W. Somerset Maugham
Produced by Hunt Stromberg
• A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture

«^3
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A "LITTLE" from HOLLYWOOD

By RALPH WILK
JOHN ROBERTSON will direct the
J film version of "The Village," new
novel by Phil Stong, author of
"State Fair." The book has just
been acquired by RKO Radio.
t

▼

▼

Three Keatons Together Again
Buster Keaton's mother, father and sister have all been signed by Educational Pictures to appear in the new comedy, as yet untitled, starring the comic. This is
the first time the Keaton family will be seen together on the screen, although at
the age of three, Buster started on the stage with his mother and father. In vaudeville, the act was known as the Three Keatons. Buster's sister, Louise, has previously
been featured in Educational's comedies.

Warners announce the purchase
of screen rights to "Thin Air," a
story by Mildred Cram.
to direct "The Mystery Man,"
T
T
V
Monogram feature to be adapted
"The Secret Bride" is the new novel.
from the Albert Payson Terhune
title of the Barbara Stanwyck star▼ ▼
▼
ring picture formerly known as
Ketti Gallian, French stage star,
"Concealment," and based upon a
play of the latter name by Leonard who was awarded a long term Fox
Ide. Supporting cast includes War- contract recently, has been cast to
ren William. Glenda Farrell, Grant depict the leading role opposite
Mitchell, Arthur Byron, Henry Warner Baxter in "Thunder in the
O'Neill, Douglas Dumbrille a»d Night," which will be produced by
Arthur Aylesworth. William Die- Erich Pommer and directed by Irvterle directed.
ing Cummings.

T

▼

▼

George O'Brien, who returned
from a European vacation recently,
will appear next in an adaptation
of the Harold Bell Wright story.
"When Man's a Man," the Western
star's next for Fox release. Edward F. Cline will direct.

▼

▼

T

Ainsworth Morgan, author of "A
Man of Two Worlds," Francis
Lederer's first picture for RKO
Radio, has been assigned by that
company to prepare the script for
"A Dog of Flanders."

▼

▼

▼

T
T
T
With the assignment of Jane DarJesse L. Lasky will utilize the
well, Fox contract player, the cast
new Technicolor process in several of "The Little Colonel," new Shirsequences of his forthcoming Fox
ley Temple vehicle, was completed.
musical production, "Red Heads on Lionel Barrymore is co-starred with
Parade," in which John Boles will Shirley and other cast honors go to
star, with Alice Faye and Claire Bill Robinson, Evelyn Venable and
Trevor featured. Hamilton McFadden will direct.
T

T

▼

Recent cast additions for "Becky
Sharp." which will be released bv
RKO Radio, include George Hassell.
William Stack and May Beattle.

▼

▼

▼
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"LOTS

12;

the Paramount writing staff f
special research work on "T.
Pioneer Woman," by Stan
Dagvj
//- "Ruggl
Paramount now is filming
of Red Gap,"
Wilson's
father. the work of youi

Lawrence
Riley, author of tip
David Butler is current Broadway hit "Personal A
pearance," and Max Lief, author
"Two For Tonight," the latter i f
Y ▼ ▼
Paramount has reached out for cently
purchased
by Paramoui
have
arrived in Hollywood
fro
a new angle on the collegiate theme,
New York for assignments at Par
with the purchase of "Terror By story.
mount.
Riley will work on an a J
Night," described as a college mur- titled original and Lief on his o\
der mystery musical. Beulah Marie
Dix and Bertram Millhauser are the
authors. Joe Morrison, Jack Oakie
and Helen Mack are being considTala Birell cashed in on her p«
ered for the cast and Wesley Ruggles to direct. The screen play is formances in Columbia's "The Ca
being written by Anthony Veiller.
tain Hates the Sea" and "Let's F
in Love," by being placed under
▼ ▼
▼
contract by that compai
Lifted from obscurity into the long-term
Her next appearance under Colui
Hollywood spotlight, Cesar Romero, shortly.
bia's banner will be announe
young Cuban-American whose brief
Hollywood experience adds up to
minor roles in four productions, has
Ben Turpin, featured in Educ
been selected by Josef von Sterntional
Pictures'
new
Frolics
berg as Marlene Dietrich's leading Youth
comedy,
tentatively
titl
man for Paramount's "Caprice "The Little Big Top," comes ba|si
Espagnol." Romero replaces Joel to the screen on the eve of his 6C
McCrea in the cast. He was borrowed from Universal for the role. birthday.
The veteran comic
▼ ▼
▼
financially independent and is woi
Harry Leon Wilson, Jr., has joined ing now principally for the love
it. Appearing
"TI |
Little
Big Top"withare Turpin
Junior in Cog;
|
Ian and the entire Hanneford fa |
ily, famous circus troupe.
Twelve song numbers are featur
in "Sweet Adeline," Warners' fort!
coming musical starring Ir«
Rollton, 111. — Ross Denny has Dunne. The two big product!
transferred the Bijou to T. K.
Dickson.
numbers are "Lonely Feet" and "T
Were So Young," with the oti
songs including "Don't Ever Le
Ironton, Mo. — The Academy is Me," "Why Was I Born," "Here
now under the management of R. I," "Molly O' Donoghue," "Pd
Mathews. It formerly was oper- Dot," "Twas Not So Long Ag>
"Oriental Moon," "Naughty, Nauj
ated by W. T. Sumpter.
ty Boy," "I'd Leave My Happy Ho
Bunker Hill, 111. — The Lincoln for You," and "Down Where iifii
Theater has been transferred by
Critchlow & Bullard to S. Hallo- Wurtzberger r Flows."
r
t
Two Columbia outdoor dram |j
way.
The house has been closed.
starring Tim McCoy, which bti
Montgomery City, Mo. — The Ritz the working titles "Burnt Ranc:
is now under the management of and "Quicksands", have been pi
Paul Golterman.
manently named "The Western*
"Square Shooter", respective
New Orleans — H. S. McLeod, and
In "The Westerner", the star 1
president of Gulf States Theater Marion Shilling as his leading la
Owners' Ass'n, has turned his the- Jacqueline Wells supplies the he;
ater over to assistants and, accompanied by Leo Seichsnaydre, Brom- interest opposite McCoy in "Squs
berg exchange manager, set out for
a fishing
and hunting trip in Louisiana Marsh.
Harry Lachman has been seled
Shooter".
by Lou Brock to direct the latte
Appleton City, Mo.— S. H. Yoffie first Fox production, "Adios Argi
has transferred the Norris Theater
to T. D. Peal.
Two Forth Worth Robberies
Hattie McDaniels.
directing.

OF THE DAY

Victor Varconi and Ferdinand
Kinloch, Mo. — R. B. Sexton has
Munier have been signed by RKO taken
over the Harlem Theater,
Radio
for
"Roberta,"
the
Jerome
formerly
operated by J. H. Wilson.
Kern musical romance which is to
star Irene Dunne, Fred Astaire and
Ginger Rogers.
Duquesne, Pa. — Plans for reT
T
T
modeling the old Liberty have been
Rod LaRocque, who deserted the approved, according to Glen Floyd
screen some time ago to tour Europe and J. F. Huszar and actual work
with his wife, the former Vilma on the job has been started.
Banky, is back in Hollywood and
has been assigned to "Mystery
St. Louis — The recently formed
Blonde," Fox picture in which Mona
Barrie, Gilbert Roland, John Halli- Southern Amusement Co. has taken
day and Mischa Auer are featured over the Peerless, formerly operated by Oscar Lehr, and the New
under the direction of Eugene Forde.
Shenandoah from David Komm.
T ▼ ▼
Shooting on "One More Spring,"
Fox Film adaptation of Robert
Sanford, Me. — The State Theater,
Nathan's
this an E. M. Loew house, has reopened.
week underbest
the seller,
directionbegan
of Edwin
Burke with Janet Gaynor and Warner Baxter featured and Henry B.
East St. Louis, 111.— Deluxe theWalthal, Walter King, Jane Darwell
ater is the name selected by A. D.
and Astrid Allwyn, Roger Imhof, Magarian for the new theater he is
Nick Foran and Stepin Fetchit.
opening in a converted store buildT
*
T
ing at 1502 Walnut Street. It will
Bradley Page, Spencer Charters cater to Negroes.
and Florence Roberts are latest additions to the cast of "The Nut
Richmond, Va. — The Lyric has
Farm," Monogram production featuring Wallace Ford. Melville reopened as a roadshow house, with
Charleston, 111. — The Rex has reBrown is directing from the John Lenore Ulric in "Pagan Lady" as
the first legitimate attraction. Elm- opened.
C. Brownell stage play.
er H. Brient is handling the house
V
T
T
Bethany, Mo. — The Noll Theater
Taking up the option on Ray Mc- and
J. H. "Happy" Jones is in the reopened
box-office.
recently.
Carey, Trem Carr has assigned him

t

▼

▼

of Fort
two Worth,
local theaters
robl I
Tex.— Thewere
box-offift('
recently. The New Liberty 1
$260, while the Hollywood, Int
tine."
state$58.00.
first-run house, was held
for
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REVIEWS
"MEN

;|eLODRAMA
EVES
.OT

HAS
OF

« Short Shots From Eastern Studios

OF THE NIGHT"

with
Bruce
Cabot,
Judith
mbia
OF

PLOT
AND

JEWEL

AND

PACKS

THRILLS.

'his one moves the gangster theme right
Hollywood.
A gang of jewel thieves
perating, and Bruce Cabot as detective
eant
Kelly
is ordered
to get
them.
1 h another detective as his partner
he
r ts
to
work
around
the
roadhouse
ids,

on

a

hunch

that some

of

the

at-

iants are tipping off the gang to wodisplay mg
jewelry.
In this way
he
ts Judith Allen who is a waitress at a
Iwich
stand.
arrested
on

One
of the
gang
a murder
charge,

has
and

/ are trying to pin it on him through
testimony of a man in the hospital, as
i as he is able to make the identificaThe gang rescues the murderer as
ot is driving him to the hospital, and
detective believes the girl tipped off
gang, as he had mentioned his trip to
From here on it is a series of fasting events as the hero is forced to
i pressure stuff to corral the gang or
fired
from
the
force
for letting
his
oner

get

away,

and

clever

work

on

girl's part to help round up the jewel
ves and prove to the cop that she was
icent.
ast: Bruce
Charles

Cabot, Judith Allen, Ward
Sabin, John Kelly, Arthur

?Ikin, Matthew
del Turner.
irector, Lambert

Betz,

Bv CHARLES

Allen
60 mins.

HOLLYWOOD

CLEVER

ACTION

Walter

11

McGrail,

Hillyer; Author, same;

en Play, same; Editor, Al Clark; Camnan, Henry Freulich.

T. FRED COOTS, well-known comJ poser of popular songs, and Lillian Shade, popular blues singer,
start work today at the Brooklyn
Vitaphone studio in a one-reel Vitaphone short subject. In support
are Vale and Stewart, dancing
team, and Robert Simmons, radio
singer. Joseph Henabery has been
assigned to direct this number,
which will be released in Vitaphone's
series of "Pepper Pot" song composer reels.
•
Lee Sims and Ilomay Bailey, popular radio team, completed work
yesterday in a two-reel musical
comedy at the company's studio in
Brooklyn. In support are June
Martel, Eleanor Tennis, and Miles
and Kober, all ivell-known stage
performers.
•
A two-reeler featuring Pat Eooney and the songwriters of the nineties and their songs was put into
production yesterday at the West
Coast Service studio by Paramount
for release in its Headliner series.
Fred Waller is directing the short
from the story by Milton Hocky
and Fred Rath. William Steiner is
doing the camera work, with Carl
Timmon assisting on the direction.

ALICOATE"Don Quixote", Miguel Cervantes'
fantastic story, which has furnished
the inspiration for countless dramatic sketches and comic illustrations, in addition to having been
produced as a stage play in every
country and in every language, including Chinese, has now been produced as one of the first subjects
in the Poivers ComiColor Cartoon
series.

•

"An Ear For Music", from the
story by Charles Williams and
Marcy Klauber, a two-reeler featuring Tom Howard supported by
George Shelton, goes into production Monday at the Eastern Service
studio in Astoria. Al Christie will
direct,
George Weber in charg"
of
the with
camera.

•

Fred Walton Inc., agents for
stage, screen and radio, have moved
into new and larger quarters in the
Palace building.

•

Lile Lee, featured in the leading
feminine role in "The Blind Road"
now in work at the Biograph studio, will spend Thanksgiving with
her folks in Ohio, returning Saturday to complete work in the feature.

J. D. Clark to Call Meeting E. V. Richards May Retire
Active from
Management
Of Fox District Managers From (Continued
Page 1)
(Continued from Page

1)

organization, according to unconfirmed reports circulating here.
Richards, who long ago expressed a
wish to take things easier, will
probably advise the new setup in
SHORTS
which Paramount is almost certain
Franklin May Film Dorfman Story
to place a representative in an im"Radio Scout"
"Fourteenth Street", original by
portant post, probably as comph El Brendel and Joan Wheeler
troller. At present Paramount has
iphone
18 mins. Nat Dorfman, is expected to be the its auditor
in the office.
next picture produced by Harold B.
Amusing
Franklin. Work will be done at the
Form
Publicity Firm
JJ(.evolving around a radio station Eastern Service Studio.
Maurice Marks and Helen Hoerle
itor, El Brendel, who is sent to
Kentucky mountain
regions to
have formed Hoerle-Marks Inc., pubSecond Week for "Merry Widow
licity firm, with offices at 1776
nd up a troupe of hillbillies for
M-G-M's "Merry Widow" will go Broadway.
generally
is
comedy
this
rogram,
a second week at the Capitol.
Bulk of the responsibilIn using.
for the entertainment falls on
r shoulders of Brendel, who does
ill ?ood job of it, his line being to
e as a hillbilly himself, from the
Ralph Staub dinnesota sector.
irection,

Good

Photography,

Okay.

develop selling plans on current season product. Session will run two
days, at a central point as yet undetermined.

The

la ted.

Industry's

Today:

"Mirrors"
h Freddie Rich and His OrchesVera Van and the Eton Boys
'Japhone
11 mins.
51 Fair Orchestra Novelty
- Jy using mirrors and trick pho>9 raphy, this shot is given a bit of
il relty. Otherwise it is the usual
Al id number with musical backi mnd by Freddie Rich's aggrega>' n and vocal specialties by Vera
' n and the Eton Boys, all well
awn to radio followers. The subt was directed by Roy Mack.

Reception and Dance of the Brooklyn Unit of the Warner Club, Vitaphone
Studio,
Brooklyn.

Today: Screen Actors'
Bowl,
Hollywood.
Dee.
Dec.

Guild

ball, Biltmore

1: Universal Pictures' Annual
Dance,
Hotel Astor,
New York.
5:

Dinner-

Warner Club's Second Annual Banquet and Movie Ball, Club, Schenectady,

N. Y.
Dec. 7: Second annual performance and dance
of the Warner
Club
Players,
New
York.
Dec. 8: Sixtieth Anniversary Dinner and Ball
of The Lambs, Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, New
York.
Dec. 9-10: Theater Owners of North and
South Carolina 22nd annual convention.
Hotel
Charlotte,
Charlotte,
N. C.
Dec. 10: Warner Bros, annual stockholders
meeting,
Wilmington,
Del.

Date

Dec. 10:
Mor,

Book

Kansas City Variety Club-Film Industry Annual Charity Ball and Show, PlaKansas
City.

Dec. 11-12:
meeting.

Allied States
Hotel
Roosevelt,

Ass'n directors
New
Orleans.

Dec. 17: General Meeting of Actors' Equity
Ass'n to discuss Screen Actors' Guild affiliation, Hotel Astor, New York.
Dec. 19: Annual stockholders' meeting of
Trans-Lux Daylight Pictures Screen Corp.,
10:30
A. M.
Dec. 20:
Astor

A MP. A. Christmas
New
York.

Dinner.

Hotel

Dec. 31: Annual New Year's Party of the
Motion Picture Salesmen, Inc., Hotel Astor,
New York.
March 4::

Extraordinary meeting of stockholders of Pathe Exchange, Inc., to act on
reorganization plan 2:30 P. M., New York.

CHRISTMAS
BOOKINGS
AVAILABLE
PROOUCT
•

HOLI DAY
EXPLOITATION
IDEAS -TOO
•

Special Edition
OF

FILM DAILY
OUT

Dec. 8th

THE
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W.-B. STUDIO ROSTER
HITS ALL-TIME PEAK
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — An all-time peak in
Warner-First Naat the
personnel
tional studios
is shown by the latest
roster of the company inncluding
22 stars, 50 featured players, 23
directors and 48 writers. Largest
increase is in the scenario department, which is up from 31 the past
summer, with an increase of five in
directors and eight in players.
The stars are: Marion Davies,
Leslie Howard, Dick Powell, James
Cagney, Rudy Vallee, Warren William, Barbara Stanwyck, Paul Muni,
Joe E. Brown, Dolores Del Rio,
Ruby Keeler, Claudette Colbert,
Joan Blondell, Bette Davis, Ricardo
Cortez, Kay Francis, Al Jolson, Pat
O'Brien, Edward G. Robinson, Abne
MacMahon, Guy Kibbee, Jean Muir.
Among the featured players are:
George Brent, Margaret Lindsay.
James Melton, Donald Woods, Frank
McHugh, Dorothy Tree, Hobart
Cavanaugh, Ross Alexander, Johnny
Arledge, Henry O'Neill, Russell
Hicks, Marv Treen, Nan Gray,
Genevieve Tobin, Glenda Farrell,
Colin Clive, Patricia Ellis, Allen Jenkins, Claire Dodd, William Gargan,
Ruth Donnelly, Harry Tyler, Maxme
Doyle, Dorothy Dare, Florence Fair,
Grace Ford, Joel McCrea, Mary Astor, Lyle Talbot, Ann Dvorak, Hugh
Herbert, Joseph Cawthorn, Robert
Barrat, Helen Lowell, Glen Boles,
Arthur Aylesworth, Olive Jones, Paul
de Ricou, Winifred Shaw, Josephine
Hutchinson, Verree Teasdale, Anita
Louise, Everett Marshall, Phillip
Reed, Gordon Westcott, Phil Regan,
Ian Hunter, Robert Light, John
Eldredge, Errol Flynn.
Directors include: Max Reinhardt,
Frank Borzage, Michael Curtiz,
William Keighley, Daniel Reed,
Bobby Connolly, Ralph Staub, D.
Ross Lederman, Alfred E. Green,
Mervyn LeRoy, William Dieterle,
d, ArBusby Berkeley, Alan Croslan
thur G. Collins, Howard Bretherton,
Robert Vreeland, Lloyd Bacon, Archie Mayo, Raymond Ennght, Robert Florey, Stanley Logan, Frank
McDonald, William McGann.
Writers are: Charles Kenyon,
Earl Baldwin, Erwin Gelsey, Peter
Milne, Mary McCall Jr., Eugene
Solow, Casey Robinson, Lesley Ma-

Marian Marsh's idea of the ideal
man is one who looks and acts like a
man, yet has the heart of
a boy.
— COLUMBIA.
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COURT DENIES MOTIO

N. J. Allied to Form Committee on Film Reviews
Plans for forming a reviews committee were made by Allied Theaters of New Jersey
yesterday when President Sidney E. Samuelson was authorized to name three members
available for the guidance
newspaper notices on pictures and make them
to collect
of members of the unit.
.._.._»...«
•..
* j ..
livery few substitutions
are being allowed
by distributors,
it was
reported
by the
committee
on substitutions. Film buying situation was
also discussed.
Irving Dollinger presided as chairman. Sessions are scheduled for Dec. 4, 11 and 18.

St. Louis Squibs
St. Louis — Charles Kurtzman announces that stage shows will return to the Ambassador on Dec. 7.
The Fanchon & Marco house will
employ a 20-piece orchestra.
The St. Louis theater, now dark,
may be reopened shortly for road
legit, shows.
James L. Shannon, one of the
founders of the Empress theater,
died Sunday in his apartment at
the Melbourne Hotel.
M. W. Pickens, manager of the
Garrick, was robbed of $1,550 the
other night.
Gaumont-British product has been
booked by Fanchon & Marco for
first-run here at the Ambassador,
Fox and Missouri theaters.

Sam Harris Mourned
San Francisco — Messages of condolence poured in yesterday on the
death of Sam Harris, former partner of the Ackerman & Harris circuit, one time operator of more than
a hundred houses in the western
part of the U. S. Harris, who was
60 years old and had been ill for
several months, died Monday just
as local theatrical interests were
making plans for a big testimonial
in his honor.
Charles W. Warner Dead
Canton, O. — Charles W. Warner,
66, for the past 30 years identified
with
exploitation
Canton's
major the
theaters,
died atof his
home
here following a brief illness.

Andy Battison Adds House
"Bright Eyes" for Music Hall
Library, Pa. — Andy Battison has
Fox has booked "Bright Eyes," acquired
the State theater here and,
Shirley Temple picture, into the
Music Hall starting Dec. 20.
following renovation, expects to reopen the house shortly. Until recently the house was operated by
Two Booked for Cameo
Ceaser
Dolfi. Battison also has the
"Maryjka," folk drama of the
Manor,
Manor; the Ritz, Export
Carpathian mountains, opens Sat- and the Roscoe
at Roscoe.
urday
at
the
Cameo.
"Don
Quixote,"
produced in France by G. W. Pabst
with English dialogue and cast
5 Weeks for "Power" in Boston
Boston — "Power" has now gone
headed by Sydney Fox, George Rointo
its fourth week at the Fine
bey and Feodor Chaliapin, is booked
to open Christmas Day.
Arts Theater. Manager George
Kraska
says it will be retained a
fifth week.
A. J. Cooper Out of Hipp

!

TO END DUALS GAS"!
(Continued from Page

1)

when Judge Welsh denied a motii
to dismiss.for Attorney Morris Woe
counsel
the defendants, askjfr:
for dismissal on grounds that
testimony had been given indicati;! S
conspiracy
and that the plaint
must be a private citizen, with pro
erty rights, to bring the action
Industry history, covering dev*
opment of producer-owned circul
and attempts of major compani
'o curb double features, was relal(|
by
I. E. Chadwick, independent pi
hearing.
ducer, in testifying at yesterda

I

Judge Welsh allowed Chadwk
as an expert witness, to talk i
two hours, despite protests of M^
ris Wolf, defense counsel. Chadwi
gave details in regard to the M
1 meeting in Los Angeles, when,
is declared, Louis B. Maver appei
ed before a group of exhibitors ac
declared majors were prepared
stop spread of double featur
Judge Welsh explained, in answ
to Wolfe's frequent objections, t^
he was allowing Chadwick to cov
so much territory in order to I I
quaint himself with all angles |ai
the business.

to Judge restrictions
Welsh's quiftik
tionReplying
as to whether
duals hinder advance of motion p
tures as a cultural medium,
Chsijiri
wick replied that they checked
dependents'
initiative
new grov
fieri
Eddie Golden
reviewedin the
of double features and said tl
Louis B. Mayer started the pol
Youngstown, 0. — A. J. Cooper has
John E. Howard Recovers
in Boston. Perelmani introdui
severed his connection with the
Boston — John E. Howard, branch evidence to show his returns hi
Hippodrome and the house is now
fallen
to a new low.
manager
for
Paramount
in
Indianunder the exclusive management of
apolis, has returned to that city
Arnold Minkley.
after recovering from a long illness
here.

son, Cedric Werth, Laird Doyle,
Joel Sayre, Harry Warren, Al Dubin, Al Cohn, Delmer Daves, Bertram Milhauser, Lillie Hayward,
Carl Erickson, Warren Duff, Sheridan Gibney, Jerry Chodorov, Bessie
Bacon, Julius J. Epstein, Sy Bartlett, Sigfried Herzog, Ben Markson,
Jerry Wald, John Monk Saunders,
Malcolm S. Boylan, Austin Parker,
Abem Finkel, F. Hugh Herbert,
George Bricker, Sam Mintz, Robert
N. Lee, Theodore Reeves, Brown
Holmes, Ralph Block, Manuel Seff,
Tom Reed, Joe Traub, Roy Chanslor, Lawrence Hazard, Joseph Santley, Edward Kaufman, Harry Sauber, Allie Wrubel, Mort Dixon.
Associate porducers on the Warner-First National lot include
Henry Blanke, Edward Chodorob,
Harry Joe Brown, Robert Lord,
Sam Bischoff, James Seymour, Lou
Edelman, and Robert Presnell. The
company's studio executives are
Jack L. Warner, vice-president in
charge of production; Hal B. Wallis, associate executive in charge of
production; William Koenig, general studio manager. Maxwell Arnow is casting director.

Theater Organist Killed
Joseph Stobles, who died Sunday
in the Mary Immaculate Hospital,
Jamaica, as a result of injuries received in a fall, has been identified
as Joe Stoves, for years an organist
in Loew theaters.
John Anton Dies from Fall
Monongahela City, Pa. — John Anton, veteran exhibitor, is dead at
his home here as the result of injuries sustained in a fall. He was
the brother of George Anton, operator of the Anton theater.
Clarence Vogel Buys Newspaper
Wellsville, O. — Clarence J. Vogel,
who operates a half dozen theaters
in the tri-state area, including the
Liberty here, has expanded into another field and is now a newspaper
publisher here. He recently acquired the Rex theater in Alliance.
Andy Devine a Father
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

Labor Board Reaffirms
Consolidated
(Continued on Film
Page 12)Ruli<

recent decision of the original b
ruling that Consolidated Film In
tries shall establish a preferen
reinstatement list for striking «
ployees and that both the compi
and its employees
shall submit
an impartial arbitrator all difii
ences found impossible to ag!
upon
during
continuing
negol
tions. A wage scale dispute cau
the strike last April. The union ]
appealed the decision.

SHOW-

REMINDER
MAN'S

DAILY

Hollywood — Andy Devine, at present working in Universal's "Straight
from the Heart", is the father of
an eight-pound
boy.

Hold down

operating costs in Decern

ntimate
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Of Motion Pictures
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in Character

nternational in Scope
ndependent in Thought
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Reorganization Plan A dopted by Paramount Publix

CENT TOjAD trusties! NEW FOX MET. SETUP
Senator Nye to Introduce Several Film Bills in Congress
Ieasures to be Offered
in Coming Session
of Congress
By RICHARD
FILM
DAILY

H. CUNNINGHAM
Staff Correspondent

Washington — Senator Gerald P.
ye, progressive Dakota Republi,n, will introduce "several interestg motion picture bills" in the next
jngress, he told The Film Daily
sterday in an exclusive statement.
"Of course, I have been so busy
ith my (Continued
work on onmunitions
invesPage 4)

UFAYCOLORPLANS
FACTORY IN AMERICA
London — Duf aycolor, whose
picer-Dufay color system is being
?ed in the B.I.P. production "Radio
arade", is engaged in negotiations
>r the building of a factory in
merica, it has been learned on reable authority. Several companies,
3th native and foreign, are underood to be dickering to use the
ufay color.
It may also go into
newsreel soon.

Milwaukee Exhibitors
Voting on Give-aways

Milwaukee — A poll is being conucted among Milwaukee county exibitors to determine whether preliums should be banned as provided
Dr under the code. The Fern, Park
nd Murray, neighborhood bouses
perated by M. Silverman, have
dopted gift nights.
Warner Product for Fox Met.
Under deals which will be closed
within a few days, probably next week,
Warner-First National is selling its entire 1934-35 output to Fox Metropolitan
houses. Contracts cover 40 Randforceoperated theaters and 25 which Skouras
are running. Fox Met houses not in the
deal are ones which are in opposition
to Warner theaters
in New Jersey.

UNIVERSAL REPORTS LEGISLATION, CODE
UP AT ALLIED MEET
PROFIT OF $77,077
Net profit of $77,077.61, after
providing for a non-recurring loss
of $158,608.43, settlement of notes
receivable from a theater company
in receivership and $10,000 for estimated loss on funds in a closed
bank, is reported by Universal for
the nine months ended July 28. This
compares with loss of $728,747.66
in the corresponding period of 1933.

400 Air-Conditioned Jobs
Expected in Five Months
More than 400 installations of
Chrysler air-conditioning equipment
are expected to be made in the five
months from Dec. 15 to May 15, according to F. B. Warren, head of
Control Corporation of America, the
exclusive sales and distributing
agency for this equipment in the
theater field. Warren figures that
the 400 jobs will provide work for
5,000.

Legislation and code changes head
the list of topics for discussion at
the meeting of the board of directors of Allied States Ass'n to be
held Dec. 11-12 at the Hotel Roosevelt, New Orleans, according to a
bulletin sent out by Abram F.
Myers, general counsel of the association. The advance program for
the conference includes the following agenda:

1. Report on steps taken in furtherance
of the legislative campaign and formulation
of plans for intensifying the campaign.
2. Formulation of demands in behalf of
independent
exhibitors in case a new code
(Continued on Page 4)

$89,945 Refund on Tax
Awarded Pathe Exchange
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Overassessment of
$89,945.51 in income tax paid by
Pathe Exchange, Inc., in 1924, was
determined yesterday by the Bureau
of Internal Revenue. Of this amount
$83,433.85 overassessment results
from a decision rendered by the U.
S. Board of Tax Appeals. The remainder is interest on a previously
asserted deficiency.

Paramount Plan is Adopted;
Will Go to Court on Monday
Estimate $6,000,000
Paramount 1934 Net

At a meeting held Wednesday afternoon, Paramount Publix adopted
a plan of reorganization which it
Paramount's net profit for this will present to the court on Monyear will be in the neighborhood of
day. The plan, on which a pro$6,000,000, according to a Dow-Jones forma statement was published in
estimate yesterday. The company
of Nov. 23, is unhad an operating net of $3,500,000 The FilmderstoodDaily
to have the approval of a
six months. Total cash sufficient number
in the first
of the Paramount
(Continued on Page 4)
reorganization committees to assure
Ship your film via National Film Carriers, Inc.,
its acceptance by the court.
for dependable
service. — Advt.

Details of Reorganization
Plan for Fox Metropolitan Playhouses
By DON HANCOCK
Sidney R. Kent, Herbert P.
Howell, president of the Commercial
National Bank & Trust Co., and
Richard C. Hunt of the law firm of
Chadbourne, Hunt, Jankel & Brown
have been selected as trustees of
a new company to be formed subsequent to the court's approval of the
latest draft of a proposed reorganization plan for Fox Metropolitan
Playhouses Corp., it was learned
Wednesday by The Film Daily.
The new (Continued
company onwill
a sevPage have
4)

VINCENTLEADSATTACK
ON DUALS IN PHILLY
Philadelphia — Walter Vincent led
defense witnesses yesterday in the
local fight on dual bills in the U. S.
District Court. He opposed double
features as a menace to business,
and said he was ready to buy all
good pictures, independent or major,
at any time. He decried the spread
of 10-cent movies, stating that the
(Continued

on Page

4)

Para. Reorganization Plan
Delayed Until Next Week

Paramount reorganization plan is
now slated to be presented to Federal Judge Coxe on Monday,
The
reorganization
(Continuedgroups
on Pagehad4) expected
"Walk" Opening Jams B'way
Opening
of Strand
First National's
Walk"
at the
last night "Flirtation
drew one
of the biggest premiere crowds in
months at the Broadway house, and
had the front of the theater jammed
for hoars. An elaborate campaign,
with a parade and band winding up at
the theater, accompanied the opening.
The attendance exceeded that of "Gold
Diggers",
it was
stated.
picture
was
reviewed
in THE
FILMThe
DAILY
of
Nov. 11.
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Warner Oland is Signed
For 6 More "Chan" Films
With J. "Life"
In &Tieup
Harper
Co., through
H. Har- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Harper to Make Shorts
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Karl

Struss

per, has signed a contract with Life
Publishing Co., pubishers of "Life
Magazine", under which it will produce a series of 12 novelty shorts
tentatively titled "Life Lines."
Each subject will consist of a succession of comedy comments on national events, closing with two or
three authentic news clips.
George T. Eggleston, editor of
"Life", will write and select the
material. Starting about Dec. 15,
the magazine will devote considerable space to the project.

.oming and Goin

Hollywood — Warner Oland, now
working in "Charlie Chan in Paris,"
his eighth in the series of these
Earl Derr Biggers stories, has been
signed by Fox to make six more.
Next two will be "Charlie Chan in
Buenos Aires" and "Charlie Chan

KATHARINE
family.
work
New

HEPBURN,

who

recently finisl

in RKO's
"Little
Minister,"
York
yesterday
for a holiday

arrived
with

TULLIO CARMINATI has returned to Hoi
wood
to resume
film work
at Columbia.
CARL E. MILLIKEN of the Hays Office
due in San Francisco today, after which
heads
for Hollywood.
MRS. GEORGE FITZMAURICE leaves I
coast next week for New York en route
England to join her husband who is direct:
a British
picture.

in Morocco."

Kent's London Confabs
London (By Cable) — In addition
to working out a deal for the sale
of
Fox's 49 per Sidney
cent interest
in Gaumont-British,
R. Kent,
Fox

SIDNEY R. KENT arrives in New York n
week from
England on the Berengaria.
LELAND HAYWARD
from
the coast.

is back

in New

Y|

president, who is now on his way
ARTHUR W. KELLY of United Artists is
Jewish League Joins Drive back
back in New
to New York, conferred with the-world
trip.York on Dec. 10 from his roui
The Metropolitan League of Jew- European sales executives of his
ish Community Organizations has concern. He held meetings with
RICARDO CORTEZ has returned to Hollywi
New
York
to start work
in his
joined the campaign for cleaner Walter Hutchinson, managing direc- from
movies. The program, according to
tor for Great Britain, and J. C. Warner picture.
M. Maldwin Fertig, president of Bavetta, European managing direcGRACE MOORE will wind up her cone
tour and arrive in Hollywood about Christl
the organization, includes neighbortor, as well as other officials.
time to prepare for her second Columbia fi
hood meetings of adults to crystalAlEXANDER KORDA will arrive in Nev Y
lize public sentiment, a training
Eddie Cantor to Be Feted
from London late next month. He pljns
course for prospective leaders of
short
London. visit to Hollywood before returning;
Eddie Cantor, star of the new
film groups, and public lectures in
motion picture appreciation.
HARRY PUCK returns to New York on S
Samuel Goldwyn musical, "Kid Millions," now at the Rivoli, will be day from Providence after opening anot
guest
of
honor
at
a
luncheon
tenSantell to Sue Toeplitz
IC
dered by the Association of Foreign stage show unit at Fay's.
Alfred Santell, who arrived in Press Correspondents today at the
Handling
Stage
Show
Bookings
■■
New York this week from abroad Gotham Hotel. It will mark the
Southern Attractions Inc., a De |
on his return to the Coast, has filed comedian's final public appearance
a breach-of-contract suit against prior to sailing for a European vacation
aboard
the
Rex
on
Saturday.
ware
corporation,
has been
Toeplitz in England in connection
by Famous
to handle
stage form
sb *'
with a deal under which he was to
bookings in its affiliated theaters
direct one picture for that company.
Reade Appeals Decision
North
Carolina,
South
Carolin
Walter Reade has appealed to the Georgia and Alabama.
Santell, who plans to leave New
H. F. K»
York today or tomorrow for Holly- Code Authority from the New York cey, general
manager
of Nod
wood intends to return to England grievance board decision sustaining Carolina Theaters,
a principal
Fa; If
bv March 25, when the case will be the overbuying complaint of the ous affiliate in the Southeast, ^
tried.
be in charge of the company, w>
Liberty,
against
Reade's which R. B. Wilby will be identifil
Strand, Plainfield,
Oxford and
Paramount
Theaters, Plainfield, and awarding in an exclusive capacity.
Du-Art
Files Denial
Du-Art Film Laboratories, one of the Liberty 70 pictures.
fhe firms sued by American Tri"See America" Short at Stran<
Leonard to Assist Lee Stewart
Ergon in seeking an injunction and
Arthur Leonard of the Warner
"Pilgrim Days," the first in
sn accounting in connection with home
office replaces Milton Singer, taphone's series of one-reel
its double print patents, filed an
as assistant to Lee Stewart, casting America
First"
shorts,
is b<
'nswpr Wednesday in the U. S. Dis- director at the Brooklyn Vitaphone
York
Stri
trict Court. General denials of in- studio. Singer was killed recently shown at the New
fringement are made in the replv in an automobile accident.
with the Warner feature, "Flii
filed through the law firm of Bushel
*: Gottlieb.
Warner Club Kiddie Party
tion Walk."
The Warner Club will hold its
Third Week for "Waltz Time" J
Emma Dunn Teaching
annual Christmas Kiddie Party on
"Waltz Time in Vienna" will I
Kansas Citv — Emma Dunn, stage Dec. 22 at 2 P.M. in its Club Rooms held for a third week at the 5*
and screen character woman, who at 321 W. 44th Street.
St. Playhouse.
is here for a stay until the middle
of December, is conducting classes
NOW IN ITS THIRD BIG WEEK
in voice improvement during her
GAIETY
THEATRE,
NEW
YORK
vacation from Hollywood. She will
$2,000,000 ROMANTIC SPECTACL]
speak at the Hotel President toMUSSOLINI'S
morrow night.
Satisfied With French Quota Action
Paris — Film interests as a whole
are satisfied with the government's
action in extending the import regulations for another six months.
Gratification is expressed over the
fact that no new restrictions have
been imposed.
Ray Long to Edit Magazines
Ray Long has been signed by
MacFadden Publications to edit
Photoplay and Shadowplay.

A
ROAD
SHOW
PICTURE
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NOW
EUREKA
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BOOKING
PRODUCTIONS,
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EWS OF THE WEEK IN PHOTO-REVIEW

MERVYN

AX REINHARDT AND NIJINA sit in on casting conferences
ich this week completed star

LEROY

and Josephine

Hutchinson scan script of bestselling 'Oil for the lamps of China,'
to which noted 'Sweet Adeline'
director was assigned this week.*

ections for'A Midsummer Night's
3am . Eighteen major assignments
lude James Cagney, Dick Powell,
5 E. Brown, Jean Muir, Hugh
rbert, Ian Hunter, Anita Louise.*

CK AND

RUBY

AND

TRIUMPHANT

FRANK

RETURN

to

rzage preside at studio cele-

Gotham

tion of nation-wide Thanksgiv-

Vallee's 'Sweet Music,' news of
which reached radio millions last

week debut of 'Flirtation Walk,'
Variety reports 'sock' advance
miere at the Washington Earle.°

MARINES DECLARE 'WAR' at San Pedro Base -so James Cagney, Pat O'Brien
and full Warner cast can get thrilling, authentic shots for 'Devil Dogs of the Air'

*A Warner Bros. Picture

°A First National Picture

Vitograph, Inc., Distributors

marks completion of Rudy

Thursday in Rudy's full-hour broadcast of show's six big songs.*

THE

KENT HEADS TRUSTEES
INNEWFOXMET.SETUP
{Continued from Page
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en-member board of directors. Salaries of executives, including the
president, will not exceed $50,000 a
year.
It is understood that capitalization of the
new company will consist of secured 5 per
cent debentures due in 1944 amounting to
stock, to be represent$6,880,350 and common
ed by voting trust certificates, of 276,904
shares. In addition to the new debentures
to be issued to noteholders in the amount
of $6,230,350, there will be reserved for
aggregate of $650,subscription, at par, an new
debentures. A
000 principal amount of
maximum of 10 per cent of the total issue
of common stock, not exceeding 27,000 shares,
in considerawill be issued to Fox Film Corp.
tion of obtaining from Fox Film the rights
ot
to picture contracts. Upon consummationeach
the plan, noteholders will receive for
notes, together
$1,000 principal amountandof unpaid
interest,
with all accumulated
$100 in cash, $500 principal amount of new
voting trust certidebentures due in 1944,common
stock in the
ficates for 20 shares of
new company and a registered warrant for a
in the unmortgaged cash of the
share
pro-rata
debtor.
A security holders' commtitee will be formed
with all members being the same as in the
present noteholders' committee. Tn0!f. on
the present committee are Ernest W. Niver,
chairman, William M. Greve, Max Horwitz
and Alvin J. Schlosser. J. Howard Carlsonis
is secretary. Counsel for the committee
the firm of Beekman, Bogue & Clark.
Regarding sale of the properties, the new
that at any
plan will state that in the event the
Security
time on or before April 1, 1936,
Holders' Committee shall receive an cfter tor
denew
g
outstandin
its
the purchase of all
bentures, and the committee deems it advantageous the committee shall submit the otter
to the holders of the new debentures and upon
in
acceptance by not less than two-thirds
s, the
principal amount of new debenture
not
will
rs
Noteholde
sell.
may
committee
be assessed in the financing of the reorganization. On Oct. 17, 1934, the corporation had $1,750,000 in the bank.
for
Operation of the circuit is provided
in new contracts with Skouras and Randbe
force. Thirty-six Brooklyn theaters will 44
leased or sub-leased to Randforce andNew
and
Island
Long
York,
New
in
houses
wi 1
Jersey, to Skouras. The new company
hold a 50 per cent stock interest m each
the remaining 50 per
operating company and held
option
subject on
cent will be issued or
in connection with the contracts with the
the operrespective managing executivesandof Randforc
e
ating companies. Skouras
contracts.
term" account
to "long
signed
be has
will
of
a present drawing
Skouras
$75,000 ea year, while present salaries to
Randforc amount to $44,200 a year. The
revised financial arrangement with the operators provides for the same payments "after
reorganization and until May 1, 1936," anda
$52,000 a year for Skouras and $39,780
year for Randforce after that date.
In the event a sale is consummated and
the management contracts are cancelled, the
management contracts shall cease on and as of
May 1, 1936, and the respective operating
managements will be entitled to receive 75
per cent of all net profits of their respective operating companies from Nov. 1, 1934
to May 1, 1936, together with 50 per cent
of all undistributed net profits up to Nov.
1, 1934. Coincident therewith the new company shall receive 50 per cent of all undistributed net profits in the respective companies up to Nov. 1, 1934 and 25 per cent
of all net profits from Nov. 1, 1934, to May
1, 1936. The Fox Film franchise will remain with the operators, but Fox will retain the option to cancel if the operating
contracts are changed. In the event of a
sale of securities before May 1, 1936, Fox
may date.
cancel the operators' contracts as of
that
Leases on the following theaters will be
held by the new company ; Duff ield. Cove,
Hempstead, Lynbrook, Rivoli (Hempstead),
Valley Stream, Park Plaza, Jackson, Blenheim, Apollo, Capitol (Jersey City), Fulton,
Monticello, Rialto (Jersey City), Ambassador,
Capitol (Brooklyn), Carroll, Congress, Sheffield, Stadium, Stone, Supreme, Broadway
(Nyack),
Capitol
(Port
Chester),
Victoria

-zm,

England Pushing Campaign
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on Oversearing

In its campaign to curb overseating in Great Britain, the C. E. A. is protesting to
civic authorities of the various cities and towns, hoping that restrictive steps will be
taken, said D. E. Griffiths, managing director of First National Pictures, Ltd., now in
New York from London. No hope for a solution of the double feature situation is seen by
Griffiths, who pointed out that the practice is nearly universal in his territory. No
purity campaign, similar to the Legion of Decency move in this country, had had origin
in Great Britain owing to the efficiency of the British censors, he said. He reports
a steady improvement
in business.

Vincent Attacks Duals
Legislation and Code
At Philly Hearing
Up
at
Allied
Meeting
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
is proposed to succeed the present one which
expires next June.
3. Consideration of proposed new constitution to modernize
Allied's basic law.
4. Report on status of Tri- Ergon, Ascap
and Erpi matters and consideration of plan
of future action.
5. Consideration of plans for expanding
ary.
and strengthening
the national association.
6. Plans for the annual meeting in Janu-

On the Tri-Ergon matter, Allied
advises its members "against getting visable
panicky"
and that to"ittake
is inadfor exhibitors
title
to their equipment pending further
development."
Asquith to Direct Korda Film
London — Alexander Korda, production head of London Films, has
engaged Anthony Asquith to direct
"The Reign of King George V."
(Ossining), Beverly, Astoria Grand, Colonial,
Commodore, Corona, Forest Hills, Kew Gardens, Republic, Roebling, State (Brooklyn),
Steinway, Maspeth, Grenada, Meserole, Alba,
Benson, Highway, Marboro, Boulevard (Long
Island), Roosevelt, Sunnyside, Brook, Terminal (Newark), State (Jersey City), Cross
Bay, Strand (Jersey City), Liberty (Elizabeth), Parthenon (Ossining)
and Rockland.
Fees on the following theaters will be held
by the new company: Playhouse (Great
Neck), Kinema, Embassy, Lefferts, Ozone
Park and Hackensack. Leases on the following theaters will be transferred subject
to lien of amended indenture to wholly owned
subsidiaries of the new company, it being
intended to release the new company from
any liability on any of these leases: Alhambra, Biltmore, Carlton, Stratford, Glenwoou,
Parthenon (Ridgewood), Riviera, Walker,
Senate, Culver, Leader, Crescent, Dumont,
Pascack, Palace (Bergenfield), (Jueen Anne,
Tivoli, Park (Brooklyn), Ogden, Mosholu anu
Tuxedo. The following theaters held in
fee or under lease will continue to be helu
as subsidiaries, all the stock of which will
be acquired by the new company: Valentine,
Crotona, Plaza (Englewood)
and U. S.
The lease on the Audubon in New York
will be disaffirmed subject to such rights or
claims, if any, as the court may determine
as belonging to the landlord. The debtor stili
holds leases on the Atlantic, National and
Terminal theaters in Brooklyn, but it has
sublet them back to the respective landlords
and these leases will be surrendered to the
landlords and terminated on consummation
of the organization.
One question regarding leaseholds remains
open in the plan and will be subject to legal
determination. It is the status of the Valentine and Crotona theaters in the Bronx and
the Plaza in Englewood. Skouras claims
they may be recaptured, but the committee
disagrees.
Other highlights of the plan include the
settlement of the Fox Film claim of $288,691.08 against the Fox Metropolitan whereby,
upon the consummation of the reorganization.
Fox Film will be paid $25,000 and if no sale
of the properties is made the company will
issue to Fox Film 27,000 shares of common
stock. Fox Metropolitan has outstanding
6J4% convertible gold notes amounting to
$12,458,200 and 6}4% sinking fund gold
debentures amounting to $2,500. Pursuant to
court orders, attorneys for the receivers have
been paid $30,000 on account of their final
fee, the Irving Trust Co. as receiver has
been paid $25,000 on account of its final
fee, and Simon H. Fabian has been paid
$86,000 in full for his services as receiver.
Acceptance of the plan under Section 77-B
uf the new bankruptcy laws will be requested
of Federal Judge Julian W. Mack not later
than Dec. 13.

spread of 10-cent films would bring
the industry back to "The Great
Train Robbery" days.
Judge Welsh asked whether or not
cutting of Hollywood salaries would
not aid in lessening the overhead in
the industry and result in pictures
being able to be shown for smaller
admission prices. Vincent said it
was a moot question. He asserted
that the growth of doubles would
kill short subjects. He was on stand
two hours, and was followed by Edward Jeffries, local exhibitor, who
opposed double features. He said
the principals of schools in his area
praised his programs because of the
educational values of good shorts
and also opposed doubles. The defense then brought on a list of independent exhibitors who protested
against double features and said
their spread would hurt the industry. The list of independents included Fred Leopold, I. S. Hirschblond, W. P. Wilson, Herb Elliott,
George Lessy, Marcus Benn, Al
Fisher, Luke Gring, Sam Somerson,
C. Stiles, Abe Sablosky, George
Kline, George Weilland, Ben Fertel.
All of these exhibitors did not testify, but both sides agreed to admitting their testimony as opposed
to double featuring.
Plaintiff's questioning took two forms:
whether or not more pictures would be bought
if duals were allowed, and whether or not
policies of houses would be changed in different sections according to the demands of
programs. Independents testifying said if
they were compelled to play double features
because of opposition they would give added
business to the major producers rather than
to independents because of the inferior quality of independent pictures generally.
The testimony resumes Monday when Morris Wolf, defense attorney, will bring local
exchange branch heads and home office officials, from New York City to refute some
of thealsotestimony
by plaintiff's
and
to deny given
conspiracy
charges.witnesses

NYE TO INTRODUCE
SEVERAL MOVIE BILL!
(Continued from Page

1)

tigations that I have been unable 1
get to the motion picture bills, a
though I have been keeping in clos
touch with the industry," the Sea
ator asserted. "But I can say th*
when the session opens I will prob
ably have several very interesting
motion picture bills to propose t
the Senate."

Para. Reorganization Plai
Delayed
Until Next
(Continued from Page 1) Weel
to present the plan to the court to
day, but were informed on Wed
nesday that Judge Coxe would b
out of town till after the weekeno
Various creditor committees we*
Wednesday.
still not fully in accord on the plai
New directorial board is expecta
to include Adolph Zukor, Percfr
Johnston, Frank A. Vanderlip, Ma«
rice Newton and Dr. Julius Kleia
Other nominees are said to be stil
somewhat indefinite. Chas. E. Ricfc
ardson, now one of the three Para
mount trustees, is a probable addi
tion to the board after he com
pletes his work as trustee.

Estimate $6,000,000
Paramount
1934 Net
(Continued from Page 1)
on hand at the end of the year wil
be around $20,000,000, the summary
states, compared
with $16,630,00(
on June 30.
Status and outlook of variou
other companies also was survey*
by Dow-Jones, which finds the indui,
try's earnings improved and pro^
pects better.

N. W. Exhibs Says Duals Helped]
Spokane — Double-features havi
staged a comeback for some houseij
which might have had to close, i*
was stated at a meeting held her«
by 50 theater owners of Eastern
Washington and Northern Idaho. J.
"Popeye" Preferred by Kids
M. Hone, executive secretary of the
"Popeye the Sailor" has been unit, presided. Action against nonvoted the most popular cartoon char- theatrical
competition also was disacter by a group of boys and girls cussed.
from Brooklyn schools who are part
of the Young Reviewers Club of the
National Board of Review. In a
Nat Liebeskind in Rio Post
discussion of cartoon comedies,
Nat
Liebeskind, formerly Warner
newsreels and other shorts, "Silly
in Singapore, has asSymphonies" came out as the fa- Bros, manager
sumed his new duties as managing
vorite of the girls, while the children were almost unanimous on the director for Brazil, with headquarters in Rio de Janeiro. He succeeds
newsreel as being both interesting
Bill Fait, who has returned to New
and instructive to them and the York.
most important item on the program.

New

Michigan

House

Jewish Guild Meets Sunday

First meeting of the season of
Constantine, Mich. — Charles T. the Jewish Theatrical Guild of
Wolff is building a house here to America will be held Sunday afterbe called the Park. It will be the
noon at 3 o'clock in the Ritz Thesecond local theater.
ater. George Jessel will preside.

from New York Daily News for
Warner Bros/ All-American Hit

FLIRTATION
WALK
DICK POWELL
at Triumphant

B'way Premiere!

//

Starring

RUBY

HEELER

PUT
O'BRIEN
THE WEST POINT CADETS
FRANK BORZAGE PRODUCTION
A First National Picture
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feminine has
leadbeenin
Will Rogers' next Fox starring vehicle, "Life Begins at Forty," which
Sol M. Wurtzel will produce and
George Marshall will direct. The
screen play is being written by Lamar Trotti.
T

T

T

Harry Clay Mount, actor-writer,
and Viola C. Louis, actress, went to
Yuma, Ariz., this week and were
married.

▼

T

T

»

»

»

Irene Biller and Irene Ware have
been added to the Universal stock
company.
Astrid Allwyn, Herbert Mundin
and John Qualen have been cast in
Fox's
in theand
Night,"
which "Thunder
Ketti Gallian
Warnerin
Baxter will be featured under the
direction of Irving Cummings.

▼

w

»

Edward Arnold has been obtained
by Universal, through arrangement
with Charles R. Rogers and B. P.
Schulberg, for the title role in "Diamond Jim."
T

t

▼

Roger Imhof has been assigned
to "The Farmer Takes a Wife," current Broadway stage hit recently
purchased by Winfield Sheehan for
Fox. Janet Gaynor and Spencer
Tracy will portray leading roles in
the film.
T

t

»

The title of Fox's "Mystery
Blonde," which features Mona Barrie, Gilbert Roland, John Halliday,
Rod LaRocque, Mischa Auer, Howard Lang and Arno Frey, has been
changed to "Mystery Woman."
Eugene Forde is directing.
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PHIL M DALY
•
•
Arliss

AVE HAD the honor of an interview with George
along with a few score other people of the press
it seems that Mister Arliss set aside Wednesday for the
press interviewers and took on all comers
one at a
time
our bout with him was called about half way through
the tournament the Last Gentleman was still a gentleman
courteous, thoughtful, smiling but somewhat groggy
we sized the situation up at once
he had been up
against a barrage of questions some of them no doubt
very dumb
you'd be surprised what dumb questions some
press folks can ask
and these queries naturally get on the
nerves of a gentleman of high intelligence such as Mister
Arliss

•

•

•

»SO WE thought fast
we can ask dumb questions, too
sometimes some of the questions we think are
the brightest we afterward learn have turned out to be very
dumb
so the bright thought came to us to give Mister
Arliss an interview on his pix that we had come to interview
him about
the Gaumont-British special, "The Iron Duke."

• • • WE ACCORDINGLY started in talking as if he
were there to interview us
and we were trying to be as
accommodating as possible
"It seems to me," we began, a
la Hey wood Broun
"that this Duke of Wellington
person has been entirely misrepresented in history and biographical
studies This gent who stopped Napoleon and saved Europe
is always touted as the Great Soldier But I have always
harbored a sneaking notion since my high school days that the
Iron Duke was a Sir Gallahad with the ladies a Beau
Gal-lant with the emphasis on the gal
in a word,
Mister Arliss I think Welly was just a heller with the
wimmen
and that a swell pix could have been written
around that angle entirely and fell with his war record".

Charles Richman, character player of stage and screen, has been
signed for RKO's "Becky Sharp,"
starring Miriam Hopkins. Colin
Tapley is another.

•
•
• WELL, WELL, folks
you .should have been
there to witness the metamorphosis that came over my vis-a-vis
he was slumped down in the luxurious cushions of the
Gaumont-British divan
a tired, interview-ragged man
as he began to get the swing of my talk
his eyes sparkled
he perked up
and as I hit the keynote
"a heller with the wimmen"
on his feet striding excitedly up and down the roomhe was up
and then sh-h!
for a
half hour he regaled us with some delightful stories about the
Iron Duke's amours that the history books never mentioned
... boy, and Mister Arliss' heart was in it
he did some
of the grandest acting of his career for our private delectation
■
so
it was a very satisfactory interview any way you
figure it

Bette Davis has been awarded
the leading feminine role opposite
Edward G. Robinson in the forthcoming Warner picture, "Money
Man."
Planning to produce as well as
direct, C. B. DeMille has asked
Emanuel Cohen, Paramount production chief, for the services of Gary
Cooper to star in, and Mitchell Leisen to direct, DeMille's Soviet story,
"Chocolate."

•
•
• WE WROTE a True Life yarn about John Hamrick of Seattle doing a busman's holiday while in New
York
going in to see "The Gay Divorcee" at the Music
Hall
when his Music Hall in Seattle had already played
the pix ..now comes Dan Halpin of Sonotone Corporation
who states that Mister Halpin was merely going into the
Music Hall to try out the Sonotone appliances for the hard of
hearing there's always some mug ready to crash our Best
stories
oh, well
Mr. and Mrs. James Roosevelt were
guests
Howard Cullman at a screening of "Imitation of Life"
at the ofRoxy

»

T

T

Lou Brock, recently appointed associate producer for Fox by Winfield
Sheehan, has signed Cole Porter,
composer, to write the music and
lyrics for "Adios Argentina,"
Brock's initial Fox production which
Harry Lachman will direct.
t

▼

▼

T

T

T

Donald Cook has been assigned
to
bia."Behind the Evidence" at Colum-

«

€<

«

»

»

»

New Orleans — Two Ritz theatej
have opened in this state. Thd
are the Ritz at Lake Charles, ope]
ated by C. and C. Enterprises, ad
the Ritz at Columbia, L. B. Jarra
manager. Both have Western Elej
trie equipment.
Variet
Cleveland — The weekly
Club luncheons have been discoi
tinued. The club will hold a bug
ness luncheon meeting the fin
Monday of each month.
Taftville, Conn. — The Hillcrel
theater, operated by H. Schwart
until further notice will be in lighi
only Fridays, Saturdays, and Suj
days.
Boston — Sam Haase, formerly coll
nected with RCA Photophone, hal
joined the First Division sales forc|
Ottawa, O. — The Towa theatq
closed.
operated by Irene Coulson, hi
Jacksonville,
thm," playing
set top record
since
1933. "I'm No

Fla. — "College Rhi
Class A house, hi
for Sunday busine*
Angel" in Octoba

Spokane — Charles W. York ha
been appointed Spokane represei
tative in the new setup of Ralj
Pincus and Herbert Rosner wl
have completed arrangements in S\
Francisco to handle road shows
the Broadway producers.

25 Swedish Pictures
Produced This Ye

Stockholm — Production of natr
pictures took a sharp spurt tn
year, the total rising to 25 and ma
ing considerable inroads on Ame
ican and German product. At pre
ent 36 per cent native pictures a|
cent last
year.compared with 24 p1
being
shown,
Herman

Brix

to Play

West Coast Bureau of THE

Tarzanj

FILM

DAI1

Hollywood — Herman Brix, Swel
ish Olympic games champion, wi
play Tarzan in "Tarzan in Guati
mala" to be produced both as a fd
ture and as a serial by Burrougn
Tarzan Co., based on a novel 1
Edgar Rice Burroughs. Wilbur Mj
Gaugh will direct. A troupe of 1
players will sail Dec. 1 on the steal}
ship Seattle for Guatemala.
Hopper
to Direct
Keene's
West
Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM First
DAIl
Hollywood — E. Mason Hopper wj
direct the first of six Tom Keel
action melodramas to be made 1
Walter Futter Productions.
William Watson Dead
Cleveland — William Watson, v«|
eran theater man and manager
Warners'
Hippodrome
died at 1J
home here Wednesday evening fc|
lowing a long illness.
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S THE FIRES OF HER
TEMPESTUOUS SOUL INTO
MDENT
DRAMA
TRANS
THAT THUNDERS AT THE
GATES OF TIMELESS GLORY !
SIR JAMES
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RICO-RADIO'S CHRISTMAS GI
TO ALL THE WORLD!
DIRECTED

BY

RICHARD

WALLACE

•

A PANDRO

S

BERMAN

PRODUCTSOJ
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REVIEWS

"THE CAPTAIN

HATES

with Victor
McLaglen,
Walter
Connolly,
John Gilbert, SEA"
Wynne Gibson
Columbia
92 mins.
ROBUST ENTERTAINMENT, STRONG
3N LAUGHS AND GENERAL EXCITEMENT, SHOULD PLEASE ALL CLASSES.
Loads of hearty laughs, plenty of exciting action, a mystery plot involving
stolen bonds with a detective on the trail
pf the crook, a dash of romance — all taking place on a ship en route from California to New York — combine to make
phis a well-packed piece of entertainment'. It is done in the "Grand Hotel"
style, with the various incidents and variety
pf personages woven together into a cohesive affair that maintains suspense at a
jood level throughout. Then there is the
inusually strong cast, including Walter Conoily doing a grand job as the captain,
Victor McLaglen handling the detective
•ole with gusto, John Gilbert doing a nice
>iece of work as a drunken reporter, Fred
Keating scoring as the slick crook, and
lumerous others delivering the goods in
heir respective roles. Lewis Milestone's
direction and the photography also deserve
pecial mention.
Cast: Victor McLaglen, John Gilbert,
A/alter Connolly, Alison Skipworth, Wynne
Sibson, Helen Vinson, Fred Keating, Tala
3irell, Jerry Howard, Larry Fine, Mce Howprd, Leon
Errol, Walter
Catlett, Claude
llingwater, Emily Fitzroy, Geneva Mit:hell, John Wray, Donald Meek, Luis Aljerni, Akim Tamiroff, Arthur Treacher,
Inez Courtney.
Director, Lewis Milestone; Author, Wal:e Smith; Screen Play, same; Cameraman,
Joseph August; Recording Engineer, George
coper; Editor, Gene Milford.
Direction, Punch. Photography, A-l.

IN

FEATURES

"READY

series. John B. Kennedy, radio news
commentator, does the off-screen diaThis firstconcerned
of the series
ers thelogue.
events
with covthe
landing of the Pilgrims at Plymouth
Rock, and their various activities
as they settled in the new home.
Other events touched upon are Peter
Stuyvesant befriending the Indians
in New Amsterdam, the founding
of Boston, love story of John Alden
and Priscilla, and the founding of
Harvard and Yale. These events
are all covered by showing the historical landmarks, and interspersing some staged scenes of the actual happenings. Very well done
from all angles. The series should
make fine theater entertainment as
well as having a great pull for the
school trade and the teachers.

THE
with

"DEALERS

of the NEW

DEATH"

Topical Films
68 mins.
TIMELY NEWSREEL COMPILATION
EXPOSING THE MUNITIONS RACKET
|HAS EXPLOITATION
PUNCH.
Prefaced by President Roosevelt's recent
'remarks on the necessity for halting the
armaments race, this picture is a documentary record of recent exposures about
the munitions makers. The authenticated
story of the action by the Allies and the
Germans in refraining from shelling certain
centers of munitions manufacture belongng to each other during the World War
and the charge that the French arms makers shipped necessary materials to Germany via Switzerland, thereby prolonging
the war, is related. The interlocking directorates of the few great arms firms,
their interest in fomenting war, details of
their activities along this line are unfolded.
Something of the history of the leading
arms firms and of the development of instruments of war is given. Throughout
there are continual scenes of war's carnage,
and its toll in death and destruction, winding up with a prophecy of the greater horrors to come via gas in the next war.
The film has a compelling interest because
of its documentary evidence. Basil Ruysdael's narration is excellent, the musical
score good and the editing well done.
Produced by Monrce Shaff; Story by
Burnet Hershey; Editorial Adviser, Prof.
Walter B. Pitkin; Narration, Basil Ruysdael.

Ida

FOR LOVE"

Lupino,

Richard Arlen, Marjorie
Rambeau
Paramount
77 mins.
AMUSING ROMANTIC COMEDY IN
SMALL TOWN SETTING THAT SHOULD
PLEASE THE FAMILY TRADE NICELY.
Plenty of good clean fun is contained in
this yarn, so it ought to get a good measure of appreciation from the family audiences. The story hasn't much in the way
of weight, but in the writing, directing
and acting it has been handled with a
uniform eye to providing lively amusement,
and it does that very well. Ida Lupino,
leaving school and rejoining her actress
mother, Marjorie Rambeau, in a small town,
is mistaken for one of the girl friends of
a playboy who has just died. Richard
Arlen, a local newspaperman, writes a
story about Ida for a big town paper that
starts her on the road to headline fame,
and incidentally wins him a job in the
metropolis. There is also a romance between Ida and Richard, with a temporary
upset as a result of his eagerness to make
the most of the situation, and eventually
the happy ending.
Cast: Ida Lupino, Richard Arlen, Marjorie Rambeau, Trent Durkin, Beulah Bondi,
Esther Howard, Ralph Remley, Charles E.
Arnt, Henry Travers, Charles Sellcn, Franklyn Ardell, Fred Santley, James C. Burtis,
David Loring, Wilbur Mack, Irving Bacon,
Louise Carter, Eleanor Wesselhceft, Ralph
Lewis, Bernard Suss, Burr Caruth, Oscar
Smith, Ben Taggart.
Director, Marion Gering; Author, Roy
Flannagan; Screen Play, J. P. McEvoy, William Slavens McNutt; Cameraman, Leon
Shamrcy; Recording Engineer, Jack Goodrich; Editor, Eda Warren.
Direction, Snappy. Photography, Fine.

SHORTS
Jerome and Paul Dean in

and SHORTS

Georgie Price in
"Soft- Drinks and Sweet Music"
LivelyBrevities)
(Broadway
Vitaphone
20 mins.
Very lively,
and colorful
musical
comedytuneful
in tabloid
form,
with Georgie Price as a song writer
in back of a soda counter getting a
break with Sylvia Froos in a musical comedy. Sylvia helps him get
his big chance as the star of the
show, and Georgie goes over big in
a pinch by singing his new song.
At the end the catch is that Georgie
wakes up from his pipe dream over
the soda counter. Directed by Roy
Mack.
"Hail Columbia"
("See America First")
Vitaphone
10 mins.
Excellent
Another in the series of historical
recreations by E. M. Newman. With
narration by John B. Kennedy. The
activities of some of the founders
of our country are splendidly covered in the narration, with the historical landmarks in the accompanying shots. Benjamin Franklin apprenticed as a printer — Washington
bids farewell to his command — Jefferson in his Virginia mansion —
Robert Fulton and his first steamboat, etc. Some unusual insights
into American history are afforded,
and altogether the reel is crammed
with fine entertainment of a high
order and real historical significance.

"Dizzy and Daffy"
Vitaphone
21 mins.
Swell Baseball Comedy
Featuring the two great baseball
champs, Dizzy arid Daffy Dean, in
a baseball extravaganza. But the
real feature player is Shemp Howard, the comic who wows you right
through the picture all the time he
is on. And he is in evidence most
of the time. The funny antics of
Howard who plays the part of a
near-sighted pitcher will goal 'em
right out of their seats. Here is one
of the real screams in shorts that
has been produced for a long time.
Some shots are reproduced from the
world's series, with a lot of clever
"The Boston Tea Party"
comedy business built in, as well as
("See America First")
some exciting baseball stuff with Vitaphone
11 mins.
First Class
Dizzy
and
Daffy
pitching
'em
over
the center of the plate and fanning
This third one in a very interesttheir opponents. One of the smarting historical series covers some of
est and funniest shorts to be had.
the highlights in a most colorful period of early American history. The
protest in Boston against taxation
"Pilgrim Days"
("See America First")
Vitaphone
11 mins. by George III. Patrick Henry's
speech
in Virginia.
ride. Green
MountainPaul
BoysRevere's
under
Very Fine
First of a series of historical Ethan Allan. Washington with his
shorts covering the history of Amer- army at Valley Forge. Washington
ica. E. M. Newman, the old-time tra- made president. And so on through
vel lecturer, is responsible for the a long series of significant events.

« « «

John B. Kennedy supplies a very
fine narration to accompany and explain the various historical landmarks presented with beautiful photography.
"Pop Goes
My Cartoon)
Heart"
(Merrie
Melody
Vitaphone
7 mins.
Clever
A clever cartoon in color producted by Leon Schlesinger, with
music by Norman Spencer. The little creatures of the woods are having a merry time dancing and capering around, till a bad bear busts in
and spoils all their fun. Then by a
clever trick they get rid of the pest,
and resume their fun.
"Shake Your Powder Puff"
(Merrie Melodie)
Vitaphone
7 mins.
Okay Animated Cartoon
An animated comedy of average
entertainment values. Produced by
Leon Schlesinger, it fills the bill
where a subject of this kind is desired.

Salt Lake City Briefs
Salt Lake City— 0. J. Hazen of
Service Theater Supply Co., just
back from a trip through Idaho and
Montana, reports business much improved and exhibitors more inclined
to make improvements.
Elmer Jackson has opened the
new Kanab theater at Kanab, Utah.
A. J. Schubert is improving his
Schubert theater in Gooding. Ida.
John Gavin is opening the Broadway in Butte after being dark two
G. C. Knight has opened the remodeled Roxy in Caldwell, Ida.
years.
The
feature Star
bill. is holding over a triple-

Omaha Briefs
Omaha — Ray Felker's midnight
shows at the Broadway in Council
Bluffs on Saturday nights are growing: popular. . . . H. J. Chapman.
Columbia branch manager, returned
from Des Moines this week after
closing a picture deal with TriStates. ... Joe Dietch, Tri-States
booker at Des Moines and Harry
Weinberg, president of Central
States circuit, home office at Des
Moines, in Omaha for business conference .A. M. Avery, RKO branch
manager, ill in bed due to a flu attack Monogram sales in the Omaha territory have raised the local
office from 30th to fifth place.

Seattle Squibs
Seattle — John Hamrick has booked Bert Wheeler and Robert Woolsey for personal appearances at his
recently reopened Orpheum in conjunction with "Kentucky Kernels".
"One Night of Love" has gone
into its fourth week at the Liberty.
Manager Carl Mahne of the Egyptian has changed his opening day
to Wednesday.

Colonel Alicoate
discovers

SHORTS!

During our social visits to the loges
along the big stem during the past few
weeks

we have found nothing of abbreviated cinema nature quite so entertain-

ing as the Pete Smith series of "Oddity"
shorts he is doing for M-G-M. Here is
something that is delightfully different,
behind which is the voice of Pete Smith,
a foremost disciple of the most modern
school of screen

narration. "Dartmouth

Days/' "Rugby" and "Strikes and Spares"
are big enough for any house and any
type of audience. —Editorial in Film Daily

MB
THE

Hey Colonel!
Wait 'till you see
"TOYLAND BROADCAST" M-G-M's Holiday Delight!
One amazing reel of color and music that's terrific— nay, colossal!

Intimate
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New Paramount-Comerford Agreement Drawn Up

PRODUCERS HOLD OUT AGAINST DEMANDSJjFACTORS
Saenger

Reorganization

Five-Year Agreement With
E. V. Richards is
Included
Hearing on the Saenger reorganzation plan, which was submitted
yesterday to Special Master John
E. Joyce, has been set for Dec. 13
at 10:30 a.m. The plan provides
for the retention of E. V. Richards
as president and general manager
Df the reorganized companies for a
five-year period at a salary not to
exceed $600 weekly for himself and
one assistant.
Reorganized Saenger Corp. will be formed
to take over the properties and obligations of
Saenger Theaters. Inc., and Reorganized
Saenger Realty Corp. will be organized to
(Continued on Page 4)

MEET TODAY TO FILE
SOUND TAX PROTEST
Independent sound equipment
manufacturers and distributors, together with exhibitor representatives, and other trade interests, will
hold a joint session at 11 A. M. today in the offices of the S. 0. S.
Corp., 1600 Broadway, to file formal
(Continued

on Page

4)

250 Appeals Settled
By Code AuthV to Date

The Code Authority has disposed
of more than 250 out of approximately 300 appeals filed since its
inception, it was indicated by figures made available yesterday at
code headquarters.
Major
obstacle confronting
the
(Continued

on

Page

4)

Nazis Fail to Improve Films
Berlin — Efforts of the Nazi government to improve German films by extending financial support and imposing
certain regulations have had poor results, it is admitted by Propaganda
Minister Goebbels. He has just banned
two new films, "Love Conquers" and
"A Child, a Dog and a Tramp," for
being trashy.

Plan

Hearing Set for Dec. 13

$2,500,000 for Para. Reorganization Fees
The sum of $2,500,000 is provided under the new Paramount reorganization plan
for expenses attendant upon the reorganization, including allowances and fees for
the Paramount trustees, their counsel and other individuals and firms and for expenses incurred by the various creditor committees and others up to time of the
reorganization.

FILING PARA. PLAN
BROADWAY BUSINESS
IN FOR A BIG WEEK
WITH PART BOARD
The New Paramount reorganization plan to be presented Monday in
Federal Court will not name a complete board of directors but will
name a sufficient number of directors to satisfy legal requirements
pending acceptance of the plan by
the court, it is understood.
The
(Continued

on Page

4)

Construction Boom
Under Way in Mich.
Detroit — A boom in theater construction appears to be under way
in Michigan. Latest activities include plans announced here by
Buckley & Coleman, contractors, for
a theater building to include stores
and offices, a 500-seater planned by
Henry Ford in Dearborn, and a 600seater to be built by the Silver Family Theater Co., Greenville, making
the second new house this year in
that city of 4,700.

Sol Rosenblatt In Secret
Conferences With
Coast Groups
By RALPH WILK
West Coast Mgr., FILM
DAILY,
Hollywood — Conferences up to
last night had failed to budge the
producers in their opposition to the
code demands of screen actors. Division Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt, who is here from Washington
in an effort to settle the situation,
has held secret meetings with various groups of producers, actors and
writers and is expected to make a

A banner week of movie business
along Broadway is indicated by re(Continued on Page 4)
ports from the principal houses yesterday. Despite rainy weather, the
Strand, with "Flirtation Walk," had
such a tional
jam ushers
by had
one too'clock
that addibe rushed
into
service to handle the crowds, according to the management. The house
had the inbest
Thanksgiving
Day's
business
its history,
it is stated,
and expects to set a new record for
Promotion of E. D. Leishman to
the week. (Continued
"Broadway
Bill"4) received chairman of the board of directors
on Page
of Radio
Pictures,
Ltd., RKO's
lish affiliate,
to succeed
the lateEngSol

E.D.LEISHMAN HEADS
RKO IN GREAT BRITAIN

Loew Stock at New High
In Stock Market Spurt

G. Newman, was announced yesterday by Ned E. Depinet, president
of RKO Distributing Corp. At the
In a last-hour spurt yesterday, same time Ralph Hanbury was eleLoew common stock went to a new
vated from sales manager to general
1934 high of 36%, just under the manager of the English unit.
1933 high of 36 Vz, while Loew preferred made a new four-year high
at 105. Fox also closed strong with Michigan Allied Lining Up
a gain of a point on the day.
Support for Cede Attack
Detroit ■— A campaign to enroll
every exhibitor, regardless of affiliation, in a "united attack" against
the code and in support of the local
grievance board ruling against nontheatricals was voted this week by
Allied Theaters of Michigan. The
Proposed agreement between the state has been divided into 24 dis2 More Alaskan Features Paramount trustees and M. E. and
tricts for the organization work.
Being Released in January M. B. Comerford and Frank C.
Walker,
altering
the
terms
of
an
Chicago — In addition to the eight- earlier contract making provisions
Trustees to Sue Officers
reeler, "Conquering the Aghileen for payments of sums still due the
Pinnacles," the Rev. Bernard Hub- Comerfords and Walker in connecApplication will be made Monday in
Federal
Court by the Paramount trustees
bard, known as the "Glacier Priest,"
tion with their sale to Paramount in
for permission to institute suit against
will have two more Alaskan expedi- 1930 of 59 theaters in Pennsylvania
certain past and present officers of the
tion features, "The New Valley of and two in New York and continucompany to recover allegedly excessive
salaries
and
bonuses.
Ten Thousand Smokes" and "The
ing them(Continued
as operators
of the propon Page 4)
Ice Inferno,"
readyon by
(Continued
Page the
4) first of

Revised Para. — Comerford Deal
Wed.
Up for Court Approval
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ADELE COMAND1NI, scenarist, who has bee
in New York for several weeks regarding pre
duction of a new play, has returned to tr
coast for a new picture assignment at Mono
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• • • FOR THE gala premiere of "Flirtation Walk" at
the Strand last Wednesday nite
Charlie Einfeld's exploiteers over at the Warner home office came through with a smash
Hollywood type ballyhoo . .and they were the only company
that took advantage of the crowds that lined Broadway during
Thanksgiving Day to witness the R. H. Macy Parade this
annual event attracts thousands so in advance of the parade the Warner lads had an army mule with a blanket carryins copy on "Flirtation Walk"
an attendant in cadet uniform led the mule along Broadway from 110th St. to 34th St.
it was a simple stunt that anybody
could have thought
of
but it just so happens that the Warner gang were the
only ones who thought ▼
of capitalizing
T on▼ a made-to-order crowd.
• • • A UNIQUE court ruling handed out by Judge
Samuel D. Levy of Domestic Relations Court in Brooklyn
the other day he "sentenced" the parents of a nine-year-old
girl to see the Gaumont-British pix, "Little Friend"
showing at the Fox theater
this is the first instance we
can recall of a pix being used by a judge as an aid to untangling
a matrimonial mixup . here is a feature that all wrangling
parents with children should see
it might give them a
New Viewpoint that of the kid who has to suffer most
in event of a bust-up

▼

FINANCIAL
NEW

YORK

MARKET
Net
High
Low
Close
Chg.
Am.
Seat
6'/8
6
6Ya +
Vs
Columbia Picts. vtc.
39
38%
39
+
5/8
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. . . 18
175/8
173^
East.
Kodak
113'/2112
112'/4 — 1%
do
pfd
140
140
140
— 2
Fox
Fm.
"A"
14V4
131/4
Hi/4 + 1
Loew's.
Inc
36l/4
35
36'/a + 1 Vs
do pfd
105
IO41/4 105
+1
Paramount
ctfs.
...
3'/i
3l/8
3V4 +
Vs
Pathe
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Alexis

E. W. Hammons
Alfred Lewis Werker
Frank
Reicher
Otto
Brower
Julian Arthur
Joe W. Farnham
Alfred Reeves
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▼

▼

• •
• FOR
THE
third consecutive day
the Roxy
will open its doors at 10 a. m. today
to take care of the
crowds flocking to see "Imitation of Life" Arthur Benline,
who assisted Mister Franklin in the operation of the Music
Hall and is now assisting him in the producing biz
has
been made a Kaintuck Kolonel

Liberty- Wardour Deal

Wardour Films, Ltd., subsidiary
of B.I.P., will distribute the Liberty Pictures lineup in the United
Kingdom, it is announced by Budd
Rogers, Liberty sales chief.
Liberty's program also has been
signed by the E. M. Loew circuit in
New England through the First Division exchange in Boston.

G-B Sisrn« TVo Circuits
Harry Brandt's
York and
and
Brooklyn
circuit of New
23 houses
f~hc M. A. Lightman circuit in the
Memphis territory have sicned product deals with Gaumont-British, it
is announced by Arthur A. Lee, vicepresident.
More G-B Field Appointments
Additional appointments to the
Gaumont-British field sales staff in
the last few days include: Jack
Erickson, salesman, San Francisco:
Tony Hartford as salesman and
Gene Spear as booker-salesman;
Seattle and Portland territory under
Walter Wessling as sales manager;
David McElhinney, salesman, Salt
Lake City; E. E. Anderson, salesman, Denver; Milton J. Hill, salesman, Boston.

Seeks Injunction Against Duals
Cleveland — Max Lefkowich, operating the University, has filed action
in Common Pleas Court for an injunction to stop the Alhambra from
playing double features. Lefkowich
claims that Martin Printz signed
the agreement to ban duals when
he was part owner of the house
several months ago. Since then the
theater has been taken over by the
owners, George Harvey and Sam
Zoning Mixup in Louisiana
Cowan, with Printz continuing as
manager. The owners claim they
New Orleans — Zoning of Jeannerare not bound by the agreement ette. New Iberia and Franklin tosigned by Printz.
gether by the zoning board, with 15
days clearance for first-runs and
Harry Goetz on London
Trip
priority for second, considered a
Harry Goetz, president of Reli- victory for Affiliated Theaters over
ance Pictures, producing for U. A., Lawrence Lampo, Jeannerette exhibitor, may prove the reverse.
sailed last night on the Olympic for
London. He plans to acquire a num- Lampo is reported to have bought
ber of properties abroad and will Fox, Paramount, United Artists and
be back about Dec. 18.
RKO product, specifying first-run,
which may give him clearance over
Affiliated, as yet unbought.
Trans-Lux Meeting Dec. 19
Wilmington, Del. — In answer to a
George Roberts Improved
stockholder petition, Trans-Lux Daylight Picture Screen has called a
Cleveland — George Roberts, Fox
meeting for Dec. 19, according to a division manager, who has been
bill filed in Chancery Court yes- seriously ill of pneumonia, is reterday.
ported to be improving.

EDDIE CANTOR, accompanied by Mrs. Call
tor and their five daughters, and CARL LAEM'
gram.
MLE. JR., and HARRY H. ZEHNER sail fodd
on the Rex for a sojourn abroad. Cantor re
turns inGoldwyn.
February to start on his next fil
Samuel
MARY PICKFORD
from
New
York.

has returned to the coa;

SIR CEDRIC HARDWICKE, who arrived th
week from England, is en route to Hollywoe
to appear in "Becky Sharp" at the RKO studio*
RANDOLPH TERRENAU has arrived fro<
London en route to Hollywood to take chare,
of the George Humphries
laboratory.
GEORGE W. WEEKS of Gaumont-British re
turns to New York on Monday.
Henry.
JAMES BARTON leaves tomorrow for tl
coast to appear in RKO's "Taming of Zenr
A. A. LOWE, United Artists treasurer ,
India, is en route to New York aboard tit
Britannic,
arriving
Dec.
9, on a vacation.

WALTER EBERHARDT leaves New
for a trip to Nassau.
Thursday

York

<

FRANK
FREEMAN
has delayed
his return
New
York
from
the South
until Monday.
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A Little
from "Lots"

F—

By RALPH WILK —
HOLLYWOOD
ESTER SELANDER has been appointed Chairman of the Assisit Directors Section of the Acamy for the coming year, in place
Sidney S. Brod, who resigned beuse he is no longer an assistant
•ector, having recently been proved to a position in the produc>n department.
T

T

T

A studio romance culminated in
e marriage of Lawrence Tarver.
sting director for Hal Roach, and
an Waid, secretary to Publicity
rector Sam W. B. Cohn. They
>ped to Yuma, Nov. 11th, but the
ws was kept secret until this
ek.
arry Langdon is
fier short comedy
s titled "Shivers,"
•thur Ripley, who
T

T

at work in anfor Columbia.
with story by
also directs.
T

Mary Ellis will be co-starred with
rl Brisson in Paramount's
"All
e King's Horses," as her first
llywood production. Edward Evert Horton will be in a featured
le. "Two on a Tower" will be her
:ond production.
r

T

T

Ben Holmes is making prepara>ns for an untitled musical subit, which he will direct for RKO.
ne Austin will be starred.
»

T

»

Edward Sutherland, who is direct? "Mississippi" at Paramount
th W. C. Fields and Bing Crosin stellar roles, played an imrtant part in the career of these
o stars. It was Sutherland, who
•ected "International House,"
lich had much to do with the prest stardom of Fields, and "Too
uch Harmony," one of Bing Cros's most successful pictures.
t

r

▼

John Cromwell will direct "Village
le" for RKO. Allan Scott is dog the script of the Phil Stong
>ry.
T

T

T

Rudy Vallee is being considered
Warners for the lead in "Thin
Tala Birell has been assigned by
tlumbia to "Once a Gentleman,"
th Lilian Harvey and Tullio Carinati. Victor Schertzinger will diet.

▼

▼

v

Ian Hunter arrives in this couny about Dec. 15 from England to
5pear in First National's "A Midmmer Night's Dream."
r
r
t
Dwight Taylor is doing the
reenplay of RKO's "Top Hat",
usical for which Irving Berlin will
the music. Mark Sandrich will
rect this Pandro Berman produc>n.

» REVIEWS
William

Haines

"THE MARINES

of the NEW
in

"KIDNAPING

ARE COMING"

with Esther Ralston, Conrad Nagel, Armida,
Edgar Kennedy, George Regas
(HOLLYWOOD

PREVIEW)

Mascot

68 mins.

GOOD

ENTERTAINMENT OF THE ACTION AND COMEDY VARIETY WITH
HAINES DOING A SWELL JOB.
A very entertaining Marine yarn that
should do well wherever they go for pictures loaded with action and comedy. William Haines is swell in the type of wise
guy role which made him a favorite.
Armida, as the fiery Spanish dancer, helps
things to move at a furious pace. Her
comedy and Edgar Kennedy's amusing antics furnish plenty of laughs. David Howard's direction gets everything out of the
well written situations. Haines, a marine
who has a way with women, falls for Esther
Ralston, who is engaged to Conrad Nagel.
Armida is in love with Haines and follows
him everywhere. Esther Ralston gives up
Nagel to marry Haines, but the latter gets
into a brawl and is forced to resign his
commission. He reenlists, saves Nagel's life
and in a surprise ending, instead of taking Esther Ralston, he marries Armida.
Cast: William Haines, Esther Ralston,
Ccnrad Nagel, Armida, Edgar Kennedy,
Hale Hamilton, George Regas, Broderick
O'Farrell, Michael Visaroff and Dell Henderson.
Director, David Howard; Authors, John
Rathmell, Colbert Clark; Screenplay, James
Gruen; Cameramen, Ernie Miller, William
Nobles; Recording Engineer, Terry Kellum;
Editor, Thomas Scctt.
Direction, First-Rate.

"ONE

IN

Photography, Fine.

A MILLION"

with Charles Starrett and Dorothy Wilson
Invincible
66 mins.
MODERATELY SATISFYING ROMANTIC DRAMA SUITABLE FOR THE POPULAR-PRICE HOUSES.
Lacking anything out
story or treatment, this
mildly pleasing category,
its best chances are on

FILMS

of the ordinary in
one falls into the
which means that
the pop programs.

It's the simple love tale of a poor working
girl, Dorothy Wilson, and a rich lad,
Charles Starrett, whose father owns a department store from which the girl ran
away because of some trouble with a
thieving employee who tried to frame her
when she wouldn't respond to his advances.
Dorothy does not take to Charles immediately on their first meeting, so he
schemes to get her out to the country
estate of his aunt, where the romance
gradually develops. Then parental opposition enters on the part of the boy's father,
but when the police clear the girl of any
wrongdoing at the store the father gives
in to the marriage. Starrett and Miss Wilson do an agreeable job in the main roles.
Surrounding cast is good.
Cast: Charles Starrett, Dorothy Wilson,
Holmes Herbert, Robert Frazer, Gwen Lee,
Guinn Williams,
Fred Santley.
Director, Frank Strayer; Authors, Karl
Brown, Robert Ellis; Screenplay, Same;
Cameraman, M. A. Anderson; Recording
Engineer, Pete Clark; Editor, Roland Reed.
Direction, Gocd.
Photography, Good.

«

GORILLAS"

("Life in the Congo")
Kinematrade
60 mins.
AFRICAN EXPEDITION FILM WITH
THE USUAL NATIVE STUFF OF FAIR
INTEREST.
Produced by the Ben Burbridge expedition to the Congo, this picture offers much
that is familiar in the way of African
hunting trips. The main theme deals with
the capturing of gorillas for exhibition in
zoos, and a good deal of attention is devoted to this angle. In addition, there
are the usual efforts to accentuate the
hazards of the expedition, the dangers
arising from the presence of cannibal tribes
as well as ferocious animals, and the usual
scenes of natives and their activities.
Though not as eventful, exciting or efficiently handled as some previous films of
this type, it has its points of interest and
should be enjoyed by the less discriminating clientele. The camera work was done
by Burbridge.

FOREIGN
"MUTTER UND KIND'' ("Mother and
Child"), in German; produced by Tofa; directed by Hans Steinholff; with Henny
Porten, Peter Voss, Wolfgang Keppler,
Alexandra Wendt. At the 79th St. Theater.
Fairly entertaining mother-love drama
among simple German folk has been wellhandled in production values although th.
story lacks anything
original.

SHORTS
"F.ying
Pigskins"
(World
of Sport
Series)
Columbia
11 mins.
Good Football Subject
Taking the game of football from
the unpolished and informal variety
played by kids in backyards to the
highly perfected brand on the college gridiron, this is an excellent
short of its kind. It cover,s a lot of
territory, showing glimpses of the
game as it is played by girls and
in foreign countries as well as over
here, and the whole thing is nicely
pepped up by some well delivered
running comment.

Painesville, O. — David Shulman,
father of Jack Shulman of the
Utopia theater, is dead.
Seattle — Under direction of B. F.
Shearer & Co., the D. & R. Theater
of Aberdeen, Wash., is being rebuilt.
New Orleans — Gus Coates has resigned as manager of the Crescent,
only stage show theater here.
New Haven. Conn. — Now that
Loew's Poli New England Theaters
is booking in New York, A. J. Vanni has returned to his post of manager at Poli's Palace here.
Danbury, la. — The Danby theater
has
mann.been relighted by Harold NeuMemphis — L. H. Andrews, office
manager for Malco Theaters, took
a bride on Thanksgiving.
Milwaukee — Wisconsin Amusement Enterprises has discontinued
stage shows at the Palace and Wisconsin theaters and extended the 25cent
price from
downtown
spots. 1 to 6 p. m. at these
Green Bay, Wis. — Harry Corbett,
formerly manager of the Gateway
theater in Kenosha, has been named
manager of the Bay theater here,
succeeding Larry Conley, who has
gone to New York.
Hudson, Mass.— The Hudson Theater, formerly a part of the Phil
Smith circuit, has been acquired by
Gary Markell, who is operating it
on a double-feature policy.
New Haven — Maxwell Hoffman of
the Warner circuit and Edith Goldberg of RKO are merging.
Memphis — Charles Mensing, manager of the Orpheum, is up again
after an illness of several weeks.

Refuses to Drop Color Suit
San Francisco — Attorneys for Fox
"SongsGusThat
Live"
with
Edwards
Film are understood to have apPleasing
pealed personally to Leon F. DougVitaphone
9 mins.
lass, local inventor, regarding his
In a setting where Gus Edwards suit against the company for alleged
is being interviewed by a writer infringement of color patents, but
who is assigned to do his biography, without success. Douglass is reported to have decided to stand pat.
various popular oldtime Edwards
songs, headed by the perennial
5 Weeks for "Power" in Boston
"School Days," are briefly presented,
each with an illustrative production
Boston — Gaumont-British's "Powhas gone into a fifth week at the
background. The idea is handled in Fineer" Arts.
a somewhat sentimental fashion and
makes pleasant enough diversion.
freedom. To put over his arguments
Harry Langdon in
to the jury, Harry drinks from the
bottle supposed to contain some of
"Counsel
on
de
Fence"
Columbia
18 mins. the poison given by the woman to
Fairly Funny
her husband. Harry's assistant
Some mild tomfoolery in which doesn't get a chance to switch bottles as they had arranged to do,
Harry Langdon, as the witless member of a law firm, goes to the de- but there is no fatal effect nevertheless, and for the windup the
fense of a woman accused of murdering her husband and, after a comedian has his stomach pumped a
burlesqued
court
trial, wins
her few times.
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PARA. AND COMERFORD
IN REVISED AGREEMENT

PRODUCERS HOLD OUT
Action Next Week on Ohio "lax

Columbus— Action by the House is expected next week on the general sales tax
bill which will suspend the present 10 per cent admission tax for a year and impose a
3 per cent gross receipts tax in its place. The Senate Taxation Committee approved
the bill this week.

The new agreement reiterates
without liability of the Comerford group to
all of the Class A Preferred stock and half
orthe common stock of the Penncom Corp., the
take over
ganized in December, 1932, to
Paramount
when
properties
-Walker
Comerford
«till owed the Comerford group $3,682,621.
The Penncom Corp. has 55,330 shares of
Class A preferred stock of a par value ot
SSS^OOO' 62.749 shares of Class B , preferred stock of par value of $6,274,900 20
shares of common stock of par value of
g notes totaling $14S,$2,000 and outstandin
540 The revised pact further provides that
of the
on anyextending
paid period
no 'dividends shall be5-year
Penncom stock for a
from Jan. 1, 1933, to Jan 1 1938; that the
net receipts of Penncom shall be devoted to
the retirement of the A stock after payment
expenses, retirement of obligaof operating
tions and reasonable cash reserves but with
no provision for depreciation, that the rights
dissolve the corporaof holders of A stockthatto the
Comerford group
tion are eliminated;
continue as managers of Penncom at their
yearly
present salaries aggregating $30,000 theaters
and that either party may acquire
after otter
in the area of present operations
has been made to Penncom to acquire the
, ,
_
houses.
Earnings figures for Penncom before taxes
but after depreciation show that for the
three months ended Sept. 1 a net loss of
$34 927 was sustained though operating profits 'were $150,614. For the first half of
1934 there was a net profit before taxes but
after depreciation of $91,000.
Priority of the Comerford-Walker right in
Penncom against any claims against Pennt and Publix Enterprises is
com by Paramoun
.
established

250 Appeals Settled
Code Auth'y
By (Continued
from Page to
1) Date
Authority at the moment is the
Kansas City zoning and clearance
schedule, which it hopes will serve
as a model in the drafting of plans
for other territories. The Authority meets on the subject again Tuesday, when recommendations of an
investigating
committee will be considered once more.

Broadway Business
In for a Big Week
(Continued from Page 1)

a good send-off on its opening at
the Music Hall, with unanimous
•aves from reviewers, and "The Captain Hates The
the street
Sea" opened
the Rialto.
also hasbig
someat
strong holdovers, including "Imitation of Life" at the Roxy, "College
Rhythm" at the Paramount, "Merry
Widow" at the Capitol, "Kid Millions" at the Rivoli and "Marie
Galante" at the Mayfair.

Says Best British Films
Are Made by Foreigners

Most successful pictures produced
in England are being made by natives of other countries, declared
Al Santell in New York yesterday,
(Continued from Page 1)
prior
to
leaving for the Coast. He
board as now constituted numbers pointed to such directors and profollowing
the
ts
represen
ducers as Alexander Korda and Paul
seven and
interests: Frank A. Vanderlip and Stein to substantitate his opinion.
Dr. Julius Klein, Vanderlip debenSuccess of "Henry VIII" has treture holders' committee; Percy Johnmendously aided British production
ston and George D. Davison, bank by opening up new capital, said the
Newton
Maurice
e;
director.
committe
group
Gerald Brooks, stockholders'
and
protective committee; and Adolph
Zukor. There is provision in the
O'Heron's First as Producer
plan for inclusion on the Paramount West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
board of directors of a representaHollywood — "The Taming of
tive of the reorganized Allied Own- Zenas Henry," with James Barton,
ers Corp. The board will have not directed by John Robertson, will
more than 16 members, four of mark the debut of Frank O'Heron
whom will be elected annually for as
an RKO associate producer.
Barton leaves New York tomorrow
four-year terms.
for Hollywood to appear in the film.
He has been starring on the
2 More Alaskan Features
Broadway stage in "Tobacco Road."
Being (Continued
Released
in
January
from Page 1)
Consol. Film Earnings Up
the year, according to Bell & HoConsolidated Film Industries will
well, which supplied the professional
camera outfit used on the trip. Nick show net profit of about $3 on the
Cavalieri handled the camera. Bev preferred this year, against $2.07
Jones directed the work and is now last year, according to Wall St. estiA plan is said to be under
editing the pictures. Father Hub- discussionmates. for
clearing up remaining
bard is professor of geology at San- accumulations on the preferred
ta Clara University, Santa Clara, stock.
Cal.

Filing Para. Plan
With Part Board

$655 Czech

Import Tax

Prague — Under a decree signed by
the Czechoslovakian ministry of commerce permitting importation of an unlimited number of films, a tax of $655
is imposed on each imported picture.
The money will be used to subsidize
native production.

ON ACTORS' DEMAND:
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page 1)

erties, will be presented Wednesday
to Special Master John E. Joyce.
the rights

Saturday, Dec. 1, 193'

Hearing on Saenger Plan
Is Set for December 13
(Continued from Page 1)
take over properties and obligations of Saenger Realty Corp. under the plan which has
the approval of the four Saenger creditor
companies. New securities to be issued included SI. 550, 000 of 6'/i per cent bonds secured by the reorganized Saenger properties;
$674,000 first mortgage (sYz per cent sinking
fund bonds secured by a lien on the Saenger
Theater, New Orleans; $240,000 first mortgage cured
6V2 by per
centonsinking
fund bonds
sea lien
the Saenger
Theater,
.Mobile, and $40,000 6'A per cent bonds secured by a lien on the Paramount Theater,
Clarksdale, Miss. Balance sheet of the
Saenger properties on Sept. 29, 1934, submitted with the plan, shows assets of $6,825,470. Figures submitted by Kichards show
that during the first nine months of 1934
the properties included under the reorganization earned net profits of $235,707 before
depreciation. Sixteen theaters and properties
operated by Saenger are eliminated from
the new company which will include the Publix Saenger Theaters, Inc., Jefferson Amusement Co., Peninsular Theaters, Inc., Florida
Theaters, Inc., and Dent Theaters, Inc., The
Hibernia Bank & Trust Company of New Orleans is named depositary for all committees
under the plan. Richards states that he expects to increase salaries of employes who
received cuts during the receivership.

Famous Canadian Circuit
Now Totals 187 Theaters

statement shortly.
actors include:

1)

Demands of tl

A new standard contract with a clan
providing for arbitration of all individu
actor-producer
differences.
No loaning of contract players to othl
studios
without their consent.
Abolishment
of the call bureau.
Fifteen-hour
rest period between calls.
Pay for retakes after a picture ends.
Right of agent to represent players in
dealings
with
producers,
including
matte
not related to fixing of salary and obtain!
of roles.
A basic eight-hour day for players hir
by the day that shall include travel time
and from locations.
No Sunday or holiday work unless cox
pensated for by another day off.
Short-term contracts to run consecutj
days, not spread out over intermediate perioc
(Tver-time pay for day players and frt
lancers.

Meet Today to File
Sound Tax Protes
(Continued from Page 1)
protest with the Commissioner
Internal Revenue in Washingtc
against the 5 per cent excise U
on motion picture and public an
dress amplification and reproducir
equipment.

Hoffberg Gets "Are We Civilizedf
J. H. Hoffberg Co. has acquin
Famous Players Canadian Corp. "Are We Civilized" from Rasp,
houses now total 187, an increase Productions for foreign distributio
of 11 over the circuit's total a year
ago, according to the list supplied
for the 1935 Film Dailv Year Book.

"Jack Ahoy" $10 Opening Tonight
"Jack Ahoy," Gaumont-British
musical film .starring Jack Hulbert,
has its New York premiere tonight
at the Ritz-Carlton with a $10 admission. The showing is in the nature of an elite private preview for
the Travelers' Aid Society.
RKO Sets December Releases
RKO Radio releases for December
will include "Lightning Strikes
Twice," Dec. 7; "Red Morning,"
ormerly called "Girl of the Islands,"
with Stefi Duna, Dec. 14; "Silver
Streak," Dec. 21; Katharine Hepburn in "Little Minister," Dec. 28.
Newark
Legit House Goes Film
Newark, N. J. — The Broad, for
years the city's leading legit house,
has gone movie. Edward Wallace,
formerly at the Rialto, is resident
manager. Harold Garfield, Rialto
manager, will supervise both houses.

Two New Government Shorts
"Duck Farming," one-reel silent
film,
and a two-reel
"Home
Demonstration
Work in film,
the Western
States," have been released by the
Laughton
Set for Korda Film
Division of Motion Pictures, U. S.
London — Charles Laughton has Department of Agriculture.
been definitely set by Alexander
London to Tax Sunday Shows
Korda for "Sir Tristram Goes
London — A 14 per cent tax on
West," which Rene Clair will direct,
for United Artists release.
Sunday and Holiday shows will
Joan Gardner has been assigned soon be imposed by the London
County Council to raise funds for
by Korda to "Congo Raid," another the
unemployed.
London Films production.

HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood
$2. SO up. Single
$3. GO up. Double
Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaz? is near every-'
thing to see and do in
Hollywood.
Ideal for business or pleasure.
Every room has private
dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every venience.
modern
Fine foodscon-at
reasonable prices. Convenient parking for your car.
Chas. Danziger, Mgr.

Eugene Stern, Pres.
The "Doorwoy

Vine

at

of Hospitality"

Hollywood
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Eighth Film Daily Relief Fund Drive Starts Today

ARA. PUN ACCOMPANIST BY SHOW-CAUSE ORDER
/lidwest Exhibitors to Hold Conclave in Des Moines
)00

.■

Are
Expected
Attend Meeting in
January

FILM

Give A Thought to Those in Need
. . . Film Daily Relief Fund Again Asks Your Help

By C. F. KAVNAUGH
DAILY Staff Correspondent

)es Moines — A motion picture
^bration that is expected to draw
ut 2,000 midwest exhibitors will
held here the second week in
mary under auspices of Allied
ater Owners of Iowa-Nebraska,
s announced by Lester F. Martin,
iness manager. The program
1 include banquets, screening of
tures and educational projects,
ports of progress in the organiion's investigation of code activs in this territory also will be

1ST 2 PUBLIX PLANS
IAY BE SET THIS WEEK
^ustees of Paramount - Publix
^e practically completed plans for
reorganization of the last two
uits in the list of Paramount
ater holdings.
The circuits are
Olympia in New England and
(Continued

on

Page

11)

By
THE

eighth

annual

Relief

Fund

JACK
Drive

ALICOATE
starts

on

Page

11)

Foreign Taxes Take MVifo
American major distributors estimate
that approximately 12'/i cents on every
dollar they gross abroad now remains
there due to various governmental restrictions, including quota. They include in this figure losses charged off to
laws compelling them to make quota
'/(pictures which are bound to lose money.
In Spain, it is figured that 10 cents of
every dollar is paid to the government
in one form of tax or another.

today.

From

now

until

Christmas

Eve

the committee,
through
this publication,
will ask
all of you
regular fellows
in
this industry to give what you can that we may, during 1935, help those who, at times,
unfortunately, cannot help themselves.

— • —

For seven years this fund has functioned silently, efficiently, with human understanding and without red tape. In all of these seven years not one penny has gone
for administration
or expense.
Every dollar for charity and every case a worthy one.

— • —

3UT,

NO cause is more important. The committee is only too glad to do the work,
it cannot work without funds and YOU, too, must help.

— • —

From the TOP to the bottom is sometimes but a short road. Sickness, misfortune
and distress never announce their coming. You, too, would have a lump in your throat
and a tear in your eye if you could SEE what we have seen. You, too, would have a
little lighter heart if you knew, as we know, what your contributions have meant to
those whom
we have helped.

— • —

NOW.

Don't put it off, PLEASE. Tell your secretary to send in your contribution
Make your check payable to the
Film
Daily
Relief Fund.

Lou

The Committee for 1935 is as follows. Don Mersereau, "Red" Kann, Al Lichtman,
Nizer, "Bill" Ferguson, Billy Brandt, and Jack Alicoate as chairman.

— • —

Protesting

to Wash'n

on

Protest will be made promptly to
Commissioner of Internal Revotion Being Heard Today the
enue at Washington against the
n Vocafilm vs. Erpi Suit proposed federal levy of a 5 per
Motion to prevent filing of an cent excise tax on motion picture
ended answer by the American and public amplification and reproephone & Telegraph, Western
ictric and Erpi in the $65,000,000
;i-trust suit brought by Vocafilm
p. of America on the ground that
{Continued

Court to Fix Date Today
on Reorganization Plan
for Paramount

to

Proposed

(Continued on Page 6)

22 FINISHED BY RKO;
STARTING '36 GROUP

today.

Sound Tax

| ducing equipment, and in the event
1 this is unsuccessful the fight against
the tax will be carried into the
, courts, it was decided yesterday at
a meeting of independent sound
1
(Continued on Page 6)

Come On, You Regular Fellers!
Get Behind Relief Fund Drive!

It's a pleasure to bring to your
attention the Grand Opening of the
Eighth Annual Relief Fund Drive.
We call it a Drive because so many
of you mugs have to be driven to do
something that you should do gladly
and willingly.
We used to call it the Film Daily
Relief Fund. But the scope of the
relief work has grown so enormously and there are so many Regular

The new Paramount reorganization plan is to be presented to Federal Judge Coxe today in conjunction with an application for an order to show cause why the plan
should not be accepted by the Paramount-Publix Corp., which approved
it last Wednesday. Judge Coxe is
expected to fix a date for a hearing
at which all interested parties will
be given an opportunity to voice
their opinions about the plan. If
the plan, as now seems certain, is
approved by two-thirds of the chief
creditor committees
and half the

Fellows who are actively interested
in it that we now call it YOUR Relief Fund. That means that it is
your privilege and honor to subscribe to it. Kick in with anything
you
feel
you can.
And don't Now.
stop
with one gift.
Send something
Next week when you get your pay
(Continued on Page 6)

Forget
your
delivery
worries
by shipping
National Film Carriers, Inc. — Advt.

via

West

Coast Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — RKO Radio has already completed 22 features on its
1934-35 program, and the studio not
only will finish its full current lineup in good time, but three of the
bigger productions for 1935-36 are
being
set for shooting this winter
and spring.

$15,121,000 Maturities
For Warn?rs Within Year

Funded indebtedness of Warners
maturing in the past year totaled
$15,121,200, including $2,943,200 of
sinking fund and mortgage instalment payments, according to a statement by Harry M. Warner, president,(Continued
accompanying
the 6)company's
on Page
Metzger Drops B.I. P. Deal

Lou

B. Metzger

has terminated

his

arrangement to handle British International Pictures' releases in this country.
With acquisition of another first-run
theater on the coast, besides holding
the John Stewart & Son franchise for
the west, Metzger feels he has all he
can handle.
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Six December Releases
Teachers Urge Duals Ban
In Neighborhood
Houses
For Warner-First Nat'l Washington
Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
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FINANCIAL
NEW

YORK

(QUOTATIONS

Am.
Seat
Columbia
Con.
East.
Fox

Picts.

vtc.

Fm.
Ind.
Kodak

pfd.

Fm.

MARKET

High

Low

6V8
40 y4

6
39i/4

6
—
40i/4 +

18%
17%
18'/8
113y2 112'/4 113l/2

+
+

'/«
1 1/4
%
1 y4

13%

14

—

l/4

363/8
27'/2
3>/4
1%

36%
+
27V4 +
3'/2 +
1%

%
V*
%

do "A"
RKO
Univ. Pict.

14l/2
1%
40

1434 -f
1/4
13A —
%
40
+3

do

143/8

Net
Chg

Close

Loew's,
Inc
37
Metro-Goldwyn,
pfd. 27 '/2
Paramount
ctfs.
. . 3%
Pathe
Exch
1%

Warner

'A"

STOCK

AS OF SATURDAY)

143/4
1%
40

pfd

Bros

5%

pfd
NEW

YORK

213/4
BOND

NEW

YORK

14l/4
2
CURB

Technicolor
Trans-Lux
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40
Loew 6s 41ww

.9%
105

43/4

5

17
213/4
MARKET
141/4
14%
2
2
MARKET
9
104

Paramount 6s 47 ctfs.. 60%
Par.
By. 5%s51 . . . . 43%
Far. 5%s50 ctfs
60

1/4

-f 6V4

+

%

+

%

9
105

59%
43
59

+

60% + 2%
43+1
60+1

Warner's
6s39
.... 60%
583/4
60% + 1 %
N. Y. PRODUCE
EXCHANGE SECURITIES
Para.

Publix

3%

3%

3%+

%

Six Warner-First National pictures will be nationally released this
month. These are "Flirtation Walk"
(FN), with Dick Powell, Ruby Keeler
and Pat O'Brien, released Saturday
"Babbitt" (FN), with Guy Kibbee
Aline MacMahon and Claire Todd
Dec. 8; "Murder in the Clouds"
(FN), with Lvle Talbot. Ann Dvorak
*nd Gordon Westcott, Dec. 15; "The
Church Mouse," produced at the
Warner studios in Teddington, En°;'and, with Laura LaPlante and Ian
Dec. 15; "The Secret Bride"
Hunter,
(WB), with Barbara Stanwyck
Warren William and Glenda Farrell.
Dec. 22, and "Sweet Adeline" (WBV
with Irene Dunne, Donald Woods.
Hugh Herbert, Ned Sparks, Joseph
Cawthorn and others. Dec. 29.

Roy Rowe Made Citv Mgr.
Washington, Pa. — Roy Rowe, who
managed the Warner theater in
Pittsburgh for the last three and a
half years, has been assigned by
Harry Kalmine, Warner circuit zone
manager, to the post of city manager here. Warners have two
houses locally.
Animated Scientific Film
Boston — First of a series of animated scientific and engineering
motion pictures designed to facilitate methods of teaching has been
completed by the new division of
visual education at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. If
presents for the first time in visual
animated form the behavior of an
electrical wave as it travels along
a 250-mile transmission line.
Exhib Unit As Radio Act Booker
Des Moines — To avoid direct competition of the radio station's Barn
Dance Frolic road unit with motion
nicture theaters. Allied TheaterOwners of Iowa-Nebraska, of which
Lester F. Martin is business manager, has become booking: representative for WHO Artists' Bureau.
Don Hancock Joins Van Beuren
Don Hancock, for the past five
years a member of The Film Daily
editorial staff, rejoins the Van
Beuren Corp. today to take charge
of production on the "Dumbell Letters"
"Vagabond
Adventure"
series.and Hancock
was with
Van Beuren
before coming to The Film Daily.
School Trailer for Serial
A 16mm. trailer for showing in
schools will be provided by Stage
& Screen Productions in connection
with the serial, "Custer's Last

"Limehouse Blues" Opens Friday
Paramount's "Limehouse Blues,"
with George Raft, opens Friday at
Stand."
the New York Paramount.
Poland Reduces Import
Warsaw — Importers of
films will benefit by a 50
FILM CUTTER WANTED
reduction in customs fee if
itives are made here.
Young
lady, experienced
on sound
negative
ind

positive.
Write stating previous
rience, education, age and religion.

Box No. 948
1650 Broadway

expe-

c-o The Film Daily
New York, N. Y.

Levy
negative
per cent
the pos-

"Gambling" Opens Tonight
George M. Cohan in "Gambling,"
Fox release, opens with a 6 o'clock
preview tonight at the Mayfair.

.oming an

Washington — Abolition of the
double feature policy in neighborhood theaters was urged in a resolution adopted by the National
Council of Teachers of English in
convention here last week.
Vanderbilt
West

Coast

Case

Bureau

of

Inspires
THE

FILM

Play
DAILY

Hollywood — A three-act play called "My Mother's Mother," based
on the Vanderbilt-Whitney case
which received world-wide newspaper attention, has been written
by Charles Kenyon, playwright and
Warner scenarist. The drama is
expected to
a Broadway presentationhave
this winter.

dG

JUNE KNIGHT, following her marriage Fridal
'-> Chic-go to Taul S. Ames, has returned f
'he coast with her husband.
WALTER FUTTER has arrived at the Waldo-il
Astoria
from
the coast.

SAUL BORNSTEIN. member of the ColumJI
"Metures bo'-d of directors and sa'es m?na«l
-f Irving Berlin Inc.. arrives in New York to*'
•norrow from C»lifopia on the Santa P*ula
s accompanied by his wife and daughter.
LEON f^ARGANOFF
two weeks.

retu-ns to France in abc|

Prince at Arliss Film Premiere
London — Premiere of "The IrJ I
Duke," Gaumont British picti^
starring George Arliss, at the T
ity.
"Sweet Adeline" Roadshows
oli theater, was attended by th
Special roadshow engagements on Prince of Wales and other notabl*
"Sweet Adeline," musical with Opening performance was for chal
Irene Dunne, are planned by War
ner executives. Broadway premiere
is scheduled for the latter part of
Leon Volterra to Make Films
the month.
Paris — Leon Volterra, prominel
theatrical impresario, has formp
Ratto Joins Kentucky Colonels
Washington Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY his own film company and his fir*
Washington ■— Orangelo Ratto, production will be "Tovaritch," 1
manager of Loew's Palace, is now Jacques Deval.
a Kentucky Colonel on the staff of
Governor Ruby Laffoon. Carter
New Dutch Producing Firm
Barron, Loew division manager, observed the honor bestowed on his
Amsterdam — National Film CL
has been formed to make native pi
aide-de-camp by giving him a break- tures.
fast attended by George Jessel.

WHAT

EVERY

WOMAN

KNOWS

Every woman knows that it's a good thing to flatter
her man occasionally — and every theatre owner knows
it pays to play up to audiences all the time. That's
why the majority of the country's most successful
exhibitors add to the beauty and prestige of their
theatres by using Alexander Smith Carpet.

ALEXANDER

SMITH

CARPET

'
i
Y
i

JAMES DUNN
Produced by Sol M. Wurtzel
Directed by David Butler.
Conselman.

Screen play by William

Story by David Butler and Edwin Burke

00

RELEASED DECEMBER 2 8th -YOUR YEAR

£ By far Shirley Temple's most appealing picture . . . brimming
with happiness, excitement, romance, tenderness.
£ Showing America's darling as the tiny mascot of a big airport
• . . the pal of every flier . . . and the particular buddy of one pilot
who becomes her Daddy when her parents go to Heaven.
Q An exploitation title with an exploitation star . . . and perfect
entertainment for every family in the land!

SHOW WEEK

(jet the
ADVANCE
EXPLOITATION
SPECIAL
\.

at your FOX
Exchange!
/
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8TH RELIEF FUND DRIVE
UNDER WAY TODAY

SHOW-CAUSE ORDER
WITH PARA. PLAI

(Continued from Page 1)

stockholders, it will be binding 1
the minority groups under Sec. 7?f
Several hearings scheduled for
today will be adjourned as a resa
of the expected presentation of th
plan. Hearing before Special Ma
ter John E. Joyce on the Paramoul
Broadway reorganization plan an
the Allied Owners Corp. applicatil
for rent on several theaters will 1
postponed for two weeks. Bol
these matters are included in tl
Paramount reorganization plar
Hearing on the Paramount bait
suit is to be adjourned with the frl
ing of a stipulation by counsel ft|
the trustees and the group comraH
tees delaying any possible examiii
tion of bank officers. Settlementll
the bank suit is also provided in trj

check, give a thought to a lot of
film gents who also had a pay check
a year ago but haven't got one now.
That might be your situation next
year. We hope not. But it can
happen. And you'll be glad that
there is a Relief Fund to go to and
receive some financial help. If everybody who has a job in the industry in the East were to kick in with
a small percentage of his weekly
take — why, fellers and femmes, this
Relief Fund would be able to take
care of every Needy Case without
stopping to figure if the treasury
could stand the strain. Think of
that!
We witnessed the Amusement
Committee for the Jewish Federation of Charities raise 21 grand at
a Motion Picture Club luncheon last
week — just like that. Now if the
lads in the film biz and allied rackets can do that for Outsiders — is it
asking too much of them — and you
— to do a Small Part of that for
Our Own — for the folks who have
devoted the best that is in them to
working for the industry — and are
now out of work and in financial
trouble through no fault of their
own?
So, come on. We're going to keep
pounding and ding-donging this Relief Message to you right up to the
deadline — Christmas Day. Get your
name on the List of Folks With a
Heart. This is Phil himself speaking to you. And if you come across,
Ole Colonel Alicoate may send you
his photo in full Kentucky regalia.
I said MAY.

Protesting to Wash'n
On Proposed Sound Tax
(Continued from Page

1)

equipment manufacturers and distributors held in the office of Josef
A. Tanney, president of S. 0. S.
Corp. Sentiment of the meeting
was that the tax was a survival of
a former luxury tax on musical instruments and phonographs and
that its application to the film industry was unjust and unfair. The
equipment men will meet again next
Friday in Tanney's office.

(Continued from Page

PHIL M. DALY
•
•
• THINGS WE never knew about American history
till we lamped a Vitaphone short
The Pilgrim Fathers
did not land on Plymouth Rock
Nothing remains of the
first English colony in America
Pocahontas, in addition
to saving Captain John Smith and marrying John Rolfe, was
the first Indian convert to Christianity, and was baptized in
the first church built in America
Only one portrait of a
Pilgrim is in existence — that of Governor Winslow
A
widow was not allowed to walk on the streets of Plymouth
Paul Revere was a goldsmith Nathan Hale was
a Yale student when he lost his life for his country

•

•

• ALL THESE and many more interesting and unusual facts are disclosed in the Vitaphone series
"See
America First"
one of the finest series of shorts ever
produced
each one-reeler covers a colorful and dramatic
period in early American history
through the eye of a
very superlative camera we see graphically historical landmarks, early American shrines and other places of interest
presented by E. M. Newman, the famous traveler, explorer and lecturer
with the well known radio commentator, John B. Kennedy, supplying an explanatory narrative
that is most entertaining and enlightening

•

• • IN THIS fine series of shorts is crowded Superlative Entertainment
drama, suspense, thrills, romance
and the glamour of great historical events presented
with expert showmanship
here is an unusual series that
has all the punch that the realism of the Newsreel conveys
for it is glamorous history brought to life
a
really noteworthy contribution to the very limited division of
Motion Picture Classics
here is a series of shorts that
will
gracefrom
any showman's
and LIVE
elicit nothing that
but will
praise
all sources screen
these
Vitaphone shorts are officially sponsored by the American Legion, Veterans of Foreign Wars, Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts
organizations
educational forces will indorse them enthusiastically here for the first time the enormously rich
field of American History has been translated to the screen in
terms of Pure Entertainment
to all the individuals responsible for this fine contribution to the motion picture
we humbly offer our sincere meed of praise, respect and admiration at last the Industry has presented to the nation
something for which all of us can feel proud

•
•
• A SERIES of special performances of Sue Hasting's Marionettes will be given at Leo Brecher's Plaza theater
during Christmas week
Arthur Rosson is still sticking
with Hecht & McArthur, we understand, although overtures had
been made to take him elsewhere
The business men of
the midtown district will tender John F. Murray a Testimonial
Dinner as the new director of the Piccadilly hotel
dinner in the hotel Tuesday eve
The Feagin School of
Dramatic Art will give a revival of Dickens' "Cricket on the
Hearth" on the evenings of Dec. 6, 7 and 8

I)

$15,121,000
plan.

Maturities
For Warners
Within Ye|
(Continued from Page 1)

annual report, which showed an II
erating deficit of $2,530,513 for J
year ended Aug. 25, compared wl
$6,291,748 loss the previous yd
Warner adds that it is expected 1
company will be successful in 1
newing mortgages as they mat*
and that bonds to apply agaifl
sinking fund and mortgage insi
ments may be purchased at ca
discounts. On Sept. 4, the co]
pany retired $1,300,000 of its 1
convertible debentures fulfilling t
purchase fund requirement due Al
1, 1935. In addition the compal
now holds $640,000 principal amoaj
of such debentures. Subsequent!
Aug. 25, more than $2,000,000 1
mortgages due within one year hq|
been renewed.

BOOK
THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
Dec.

5:
Warner
Club's
Second
quet
and
Movie
Ball, Club,
N. Y.

Annual
Schenec

Dec. 7:
Second annual performance and d
of the Warner Club Players,
New Yd
Dec.
8:
Sixtieth Anniversary
Dinner and
York.
of The Lambs, Hotel Waldorf-Astoria,
Dec. 9-10:
Theater
Owners
of
North
South
Carolina
22nd
annual
conven
Hotel
Charlotte,
Charlotte,
N. C.
Dec. 10:
Warner
Bros,
annual
stockholl
meeting,
Wilmington.
Del.
Dec. 10:
Kansas
City
Variety
Club-Film
dustry Annual Charity Ball and Show,
Mor,
Kansas
City.
Dec. 11-12:
meeting,

Allied
Hotel

States
Roosevelt,

Ass'n
New

din
Orlea

17:
General
Meeting
of Actors
or
Ass'n to discuss Screen Actors' Guild a
tion, Hotel Astor, New York.
Dec. Trans-Lux
19:
Annual Daylight
stockholders'
meetingC
Pictures
Screen
10:30
A. M.
Dec. 20:
A M.P.A.
Christmas
Dinner,
*
Astor.
New
York.
Dec. Motion
31:
Annual
New
Year's
Party
of
Picture Salesmen, Inc., Hotel A
Dec.

•
•
• THE HUMOROUS side of bridge is presented in
"Grand Slams and Other Slams"
a book by Nat Dorfman that will soon be on the market
Jules Bryan's pix,
"Soviet Russia and Siberia," will be shown by the New School
for Social Research on Sunday eve, Dec. 16

«

«

«

»

»

»

New York.
March 4::
Extraordinary
meeting
of
si
holders of Pathe Exchange, Inc., to ac
reorganization plan 2:30 P. M., New Y

f

^HE GREATEST, THE BEST
BELOVED, THE MOST
GLORIOUS OF THE
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The world will thrill,

'
4?

laugh and cry to the
golden moments of
the film... as the millions who read the
book will relive again
its precious pages.
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ENVISION!'

LITTLE MEN
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FRANCHISE
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A Little
from "Lots"
f=Z

By RALPH WILK — ■
HOLLYWOOD
PDMUND GRAINGER will supervise "It Happened in New
iTork," for Universal. Negotiations
ire pending for William Gargan and
Genevieve Tobin. He is now producing "The Mystery of Edwin
Drood," but will place "Moon Mulins" in production
T ▼ thisT month.
Director Edward F. Cline and
Production Manager Frank Melford
are at St. George, Utah, seeking locations for "When a Man's a Man,"
which will star George O'Brien.
Milton Krasner, who photographed "Sitting Pretty," "Paris Interlude," "Great Flirtation," "She
Made Her Bed" and "Private Scandal," recently completed camerawork on "Women Must Dress."

▼

T

T

• The Broadway
Picture
Broadway
Bill
The Captain
Hates the Sea
Flirtation
Walk
Life in the Congo
(a)
College
Rhythm
(2nd week)
Imitation
of Life (2nd week)
The
Battle
(Midweek)
The Merrv Widow
(2nd week)
Marie
Galante
(2nd week)
Kid Millions
(4th week)
Gay
Divorcee
(c)

of Aran

(4th week)

L'Agonie

des

in Vienna

t

▼

Capitol

Rivoli

Mayfair
Palace

RUN

♦ Westminster

Gaumont-British

LANGUAGE

(3rd week)

Aigles

FILMS

Amkino
Ufa

A FUTURE
Dealers
in Death
'Dec. 5)
The Painted Veil (Dec. 7) .
Limehouse Blues (Dec. 7) .
Wednesday's Child (Dec. 7)
Kentucky Kernels (Dec. 14)
Bright
Eyes
(Dec. 20)
Anne of Green Gables
(Dec. 21)
Don
Quixote
(Dec. 25)
Gambling
(tonight)
Private Life of Don Juan (f)

♦
Cameo
55th St. Hayhouse
5th Ave. Playhouse

DuWorld

Our Passing Show: Emanuel
(a) Also known as Kidnaping Gorillas
Cohen, Ralph Kohn, Watterson
(b) Following Astor two-a-day run.
(c) Subsequent run.
Rothacker, Louis Lighton, Harlan
Thompson, William Keighly. Murray Feil, Karl Struss, Herbert
Bregstein, Jackie Osterman at pre- Last 2 Publix Plans
view of "Here Is My Heart"; Zeppo
Marx, C. King Charney, Norman
May B3 Set This Week
Krasna, George Seid, Het Manheim
(Continued from Page 1)
at preview of "The Marines Are the Minnesota Amusement Co. in
Coming."
the northwest. Negotiations for the
reorganization of both circuits have
Ewing Scott, who wrote "Rene- been under way for about eight
gade," which Paramount will pro- months and it is learned by The
duce with Gary Cooper as the star, Film Daily that all details hav°
will leave about the middle of the been arranged for consummation of
month for Fairbanks, Alaska, which the plans, possibly this week.
will be the base of operations for
S. A. Lynch has been in charge
himself and his advance crew of 12
of the reorganization plans as repmen.
He will direct the picture.
resentative of the Trustees' AdvisY T ▼
ory Committee of Paramount-PubRod La Rocque, Mada Borka, Ni- lix.
gel de Brulier, Mitchell Lewis, Barry Norton and Rita Rozelle have
George Stevens, who directed
i been signed for "The King's High- "Kentucky Kernels" and other RKO
way," which will be produced bv B.
V. Mindenburg for John B. Alden. pictures, will place "Laddie" in t>roduction early in December. John
Max Pollock will direct.
Beal has been signed for an imT
*
T
portant role.
Casey Robinson, First National
scenarist, writing under the name
Betty Grable, the blonde who san<r
of "Robert Casey," is revealed as the "Let's
Knock K-neez" with Edward
author of the story, "There Goes
Everett
Horton in "The Gav DivorHosana," which recently appeared
in a magazine and caused comment
cee," has been given a leading rol»
Song," the next Wheelin Washington's political circles. in "Murder
er and Woolsey feature comedv to
The story revolves around the political machinations of a man promi- be made by RKO. Tunes for "Murnent in the public eye, whose chief
der Song" are being written by Va'
object is to hamper the film indus- Burton and Will Jason.
try because of several futile attempts to sell stories he wrote
P. 0. Helmers, noted Viennese aubefore going to Washington. Robthor, playwright and editor, has
inson refuses to corroborate the
identity of the individual Hollywood been signed by Fox to act ps specialist on screen plays with conhas suggested.
tinental backgrounds.
T
T
T
▼

Criterion

United
A-tists
RKO Radio

(d)

* FOREIGN
Maryjka
Waltz Time

Theater
Music
Roxy Hall
Rialto
Acme
Strand
Paramount

Universal
Leon Garganoff
M-G-M
Fox

♦ TWO-A-DAY
Man

Parade •

Distributor
Columbia
Columbia
First National
Kinematrade
Paramount
(b)

11

OPENINGS

♦

Topical Film Co
M-G-M
Paramount..
°KO Radio
SKO Radio
F^x
RKO Radio
Fox
United A-tists

Criterion
Capitol
Paramount
Roxy
Roxy
Music
Hall
Roxy
Cameo
Mayfair
Rivoli

(Hi Fallowing Criterion two-a-day run.
(f ) Fo'lows Kid Millions.

Motion Being Heard Today
In Vocafilm vs. Erni Suit
{Continued from Page 1)

Vidalia, Ga. — J. T. Douglas has
taken over the Pal theater and is
eauipping it with Photophone High
Fidelity sound. He has also acquired a new theater in Lyons, seven
miles from here.
Berwick, Pa. — The Strand, which
was almost totally destroyed by fire.
is being rebuilt by the Receiver
John N. Harry for the Patriotic Order Sons of America, which formerly had it. New Photophone High
Fidelity sound is being installed.
Dallas — H. C. Houston, who recently
took over
Trinity,
"omplete
newtheRCA
Victoris invt.a.Ili-no'
High Fidelity sound apparatus.
Sanford, Me. — Followine the reopening of the State, E. M. Loew
independent circuit owner, h^s also
put the Capitol back in lights.
Boston — Dorothy Karno has been
appointed executive secretarv at
Century Film Exchange bv Harry
Sperling and Marcel Mekelberg.
Greencastle, Ind. — H. P. Vonder'chmitt, prominent theater operator,
has arranged for the installation of
new Photophone High Fidelity sound
apparatus in the Von Castle. A. M.
Gillis is now manager of the house.

the answer, which charges infringement of the defendants' patents bv
the Vocafilm sound reproduction
Des Moines, la. — The Roosevelt,
apparatus is based on the testimony taken over by the Tri-States Theof an exnert who originallv attested
aters circuit headed by A. H. Blank.
the validity of the Vocafilm appa has been equipped with new RCA
ratus and that it is solely intended ment.
Victor High Fidelity sound equipto cause the plaintiff the cost of defending a patent suit and thereh^delav trial of the actual issues, wil1
lie heard todav bv Federal Judq-r
In Big
addition
to itsforrecord
opening
Openings
"Walk"
Knox. Louis Karasik will represent
at the New York Strand, where it
Vocafilm at the hearing.
will be held over for a run, First
National's "Flirtation Walk" set p
iew three-year attendance mark at
Detroit Briefs
the Warner theater in Milwaukee
Detroit — Loci theaters, headed doubled the Thankgiving receipts a'
by the Fox, are fighting a proposed the Warner in Memphis, broke all
ordinance which would restrict mar records in the history of the Coyle
in Charleroi, Pa., and topped the re
quee and sign space.
ceipts ofin its
"Wonder
Bar"at and
R. H. Moore has bought the Crys "Dames"
$2 opening
the
tal. new house, from A. C Earlv.
Governor-elect Frank D. Fitz- Hollywood in Los Angeles, according to reports to the Warner home
gerald has been made an honorary offices.
member of the Variety Club

d
has esfab^'she
Smith S^rvico
Joseph s'A.Truck
with ofExhibitor
fices in the Film Exchange.
Dr. Lee Krause. who produced
"No More Children", is preparing
for a lecture tour in Europe.
Joseph Allen, formerly of Evansville, has bought the Empress from
^ohert Talcott, who has left town.
Frank Smith, editor of Michigan
"Film Reporter," has joined the
Monarch
exchange
sales staff.
V
»
T
W. A. Cassidy, Michigan circuit
"Pardners
in
Paradise,"
by
Eric
Howard, has been sold to Resolute
"The Green Cat," in which Bette exhibitor, is leaving for Florida fo1
Pictures by Adeline M. Alvord, his Davis will be starred by Warners, the winter.
agent. Howard is connected with will be filmed as soon as Miss Davis
Jacob Schrieber has closed the
the extension department of the finishes her role for First National Majestic for remodeling.
University of California. He is the opposite Edward G. Robinson in
Doc Eiseman, Flint exhibitor, was
author of several western stories.
hurt in an auto crash the other day.
"Money Man."

Garganoff to Start Next Film
Leon Garganoff, producer of "The
Battle," now under consideration for
national release by two major companies, will return to France in two
weeks to start production on the
first of two pictures with French
and English versions.
Mayorweek Setsof Musicians'
The
Dec. 10 to Drive
17 has
been set by Mayor
LaGuardia
as
"Musicians' Week" to stimulate interest in the campaign of the Musicians' Emergency Fund to raise
$400,000 for needy musicians. David
vision.
Sarnoff is chairman of the men's di-

MONOGRAM PRESENTS A GREAT
BOX-OFFICE STAR IN HIS FILM DEBUT

1
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NEW

TCCI\,TlJEfDAy,

DECCMBCC

IAJ0R EXECS ATTACK DUALS AT PHILLTHEARING
ourt Sets December 27 for Hearing on Paramount Plan
tramount-Broadway Plan
is Consolidated With
Para.-Publix

First 125 "Ten Best" Ballots Are In
The first 125 filled-in ballots in the 1934 Film Daily "Ten Best Pictures" poll were
counted in yesterday morning. A hasty glance through the comments accompanying
this year's voting reveals greater enthusiasm than ever among the nation's leading critics
who are participating in this annual classic. Voting started last week and the polls
will close at the end of the month.

"he long-awaited Paramount-Pubreorganization plan was presentyesterday to Federal Judge Coxe,
o signed two show-cause
orders
ng Dec. 27 as the date for hear• of both the Paramount
reorization plan and the Paramount Deny Munitions Pressure
adway
reorganization
plan,
ich have been consolidated.
On
"President Vanishes"
Walter Wanger rushed to New
Ufred A. Cook, of Cook, Nathan
from the Coast coLehman,
counsel for the Para- York yesterday
incidental with newspaper stories
unt stockholders'
protective com(Continued on Page 7)
that the booking of his picture, "The
President {Continued
Vanishes",
at the New
on Page 4)

B. P. SCHULBERG

Lichtman,
Depinet, Kuykendall, Hammons Testify in Philadelphia

Philadelphia — In the most interesting day of testimony yet heard,
the local double features case took
on added prominence through the
presence of Bill Rogers, Al Lichtman, William Youngman, Ned E.
West Coast Bureau, of THE FILM DAILY
Depinet, Earle W. Hammons, HarHollywood — Coincident with reold Bareford, Eddie Grainger, Andy
lease of "Behold My Wife," his last W. Smith, Jr., Ed Kuykendall, Ed
picture for Paramount, B. P. Schul- Raftery, J. Robert Rubin, all home
berg yesterday announced he was office representatives, legal lights
definitely leaving the company. He and executives. Local exchange
departs immediately for New York
attendance included Robto further plans for an entirely new headsertinLynch,
Earleon Sweigert,
Sam
{Continued
Page 3)
and independent producing company.

LEAVING PARAMOUNT

GH COURT RULES ON Trustees Authorized to Sue
12 MEMBERS NAMED
STANDARD CONTRACT
Para. Officials on Salaries
ON PARAMOUNT BOARD
Federal Judge Coxe yesterday au- Stock Purchase Plan and to compel
hington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Legality of the
.ndard exhibition contract will be
:ided by the U. S. Supreme Court,
ich agreed yesterday to review a
cision by Minnesota courts dering the contract illegal in a case
mght by A. N. Muller of Maple
{Continued on

Pane 4)

its Fox Met. Order
For Hearing Tomorrow
ajArchibald
Palmer, attorney for
[ititioning creditors in the Fox Met■politan
Theaters
reorganization,
sterday obtained from Judge Manof the Circuit Court of Apals an order to show cause rernable tomorrow why examination
the principal members
of the
x Metropolitan
bondholders'
com{Continued on
Page 7)

eorge W. Weeks Finds
Western Business Is Up

A substantial rise in box office
ceipts, seemingly
based upon a
irmanent
improvement,
has
ocitKrred in the west, said George W.
H'eeks, general sales manager
of
p aumont-British, upon his return to
„
(Continued on Page 8)
4

thorized the Paramount trustees to an accounting for any losses susinstitute seven suits against past
tained by Paramount through tradThree veteran Paramount execuing operations in its own common
and present officers and directors of
tives are included in the new ParaParamount and others to recover stock from October, 1929, to Janumount Publix directorate as comary, 1930, and from June, 1930, to
any unreasonable compensation paid January,
1931.
pleted to date. They are: Adolph
principal executives during the
The first proposed
action, as outlined in Zukor, president; Austin C. Keough,
years 1927 to 1930; to obtain pay- Judge Coxe's order, will be brought against general counsel, and Walter B.
ment for any damages incurred by Frank A. Bailey, Jules E. Brulatour, Gayer Cokell, treasurer.
{Continued on Page 7)
Other members of the board are:
Paramount through the Employees'
{Continued on Page 4)

The Outlook

for the Year

. . . good pictures and the problem of selling them
—

By DON CARLE GILLETTE

"

SOON
again it will be the open season for putting industry leaders on the spot
and asking them to be seers and prophets on what the coming year has in store
for movie business.
Since this annual symposium was started some years ago as a feature of The Film
Daily Year Book, so many contemporaries have muscled in on the idea that it probably
has placed more or less of a burden on busy executives.
Consequently The Film Daily this year has cancelled the crystal gazing act in
favor of a new and more substantial attraction — about which, more later.

— • —

ANOTHER thing about this outlook sport is that a personal discussion of the situation
with a number of important key men in the last few weeks bore out a suspicion
that has existed in this corner.
In a face-to-face informal talk on conditions, it was found, men give their actual
knowledge and candid opinions, whereas
putting
{Continuedwhen
on Page
2) their statements on paper for

B. & K. Circuit 100% Open
First Time in Two Years
For the first time in two years,
all Balaban & Katz houses in Chicago are open, it was stated by Barney and John Balaban in New York
yesterday. Circuit is operating 36
theaters. Both executives report improvement in business.

Eastman Kodak Declares
75 Cents Extra Dividend
An extra dividend of 75 cents was
declared yesterday by Eastman
Kodak payable Jan. 2 to stockholders of record on Dec. 5.
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5 Cents

Editor and Publisher

from Paqe

publication they are inclined to avoid realities
in which the wish is father to the thought.
There has been
four or five years.

too much

of this gazing

and

1)
merely

through

voice

optimistic

rose-colored

sentiments

glasses in the last

Published daily except Sundays and Holidays
A dose of cold facts is needed now.
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y..
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc. J. W.
Alicoate, President, Editor and Publisher;
Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer THE MAJOR stumbling block to prosperity in this industry, as seen by the producing
and General Manager; Arthur W. Eddy, Assoelement,
is the
unreasonably
low
box-office
prices,
in comparison
to quality
of
ciate Editor ; Don Carle Gillette, Managing
Editor. Entered as second class matter, product, and the overfeeding of the public through double and triple bills.
Even
after
taking
due
cognizance
of
the
zoning
and
clearance
muddle
that
is
May 21, 1918, at the post-office at New York,
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879. defying all efforts at solution, the harassing from crusaders and propagandists, legislation
Terms (Postage tree) United States outside
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6 and the various other much publicized trade "ills," the producers still believe that all
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign, else would be comparatively simple of solution if the admission scales were up where
$15.00. Subscriber should remit with order. they belong.
Address all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. \ .,
THE exhibitor sector — and please don't laugh when you hear it— the essence
Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 4-4738, 7-4739. HROM
Cable Address: Filmday, New York. Hollyof the cries is for more "good pictures."
wood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 HollyHere is perhaps the main root of the trouble with movie business.
wood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607. LondonA hundred fans have a hundred different definitions of what constitutes a "good"
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin — Lichtbildbuehne, picture — and the same goes for exhibitors.
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris — P. A. Harle, La
Each evaluates according to his own tastes.
Cinematographic Francaise. Rue de la Cou>
Sometimes those tastes overlap and intprtwine. but there never will be a tim<des-Noues, 19.

— • —

— • —

when

every picture can be made

to please 100 per cent of the fans, or even 85 or 70

per cent.
The film industry is old enough
it hasn't.
They continue

to wail, "Give

for theater

men

to have

— • —

YORK

STOCK

MARKET
Net
High
Low
Close
Chg.
Am. Seat
6
6
6
Columbia
Picts. vtc. 413/8
393,4
40'/2 +
V4
Con.
Fm. Ind
33/4
33/4
33/4 +
Vs
Con.
Fm.
Ind. pfd.. 183/8
18
183/8 +
l/4
11
East. Kodak
1133/4 113V4 U33/4
+
i/4
Fox Fm. "A"
141/s
13%
H
Loew's,
Inc
36%
353,4
36% —
3/8
Metro-Goldwyn,
pfd. 27'/8
27 V8
27 Vg —
%
Paramount ctfs
3'/i
3%
3 '/a —
Pathe
Exch
1 Vg
lVg
MV4
Ml/4
do "A"
RKO
1%
134
13/4
Univ.
Pict. pfd
42
40
42+2
Warner Bros
5V4 5
5% +
Vs
do pfd
23l/2 21%
22
+
l/4
NEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40..
87/8 8V2
8i/2 —
'/2
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs.
8%
83/8
83/8 —
3/8
Keith
A-0
6s46...
64l/2 64l/2
64V2 +
l/2
Loew
6s 41ww
104l/4 104i/4 1041/4 —
%
Paramount 6s47 filed 59i/2 59%
59% —
Vi
Paramount 6s47 ctfs. 60
60
60
—
Vi
Par. By. 5%s51
... 44% 43%
44%
+ 1%
Par. 5%s50
filed... 60i/4 60%
60%—
%
Par. 5%s50
ctfs.... 60% 59%
59%—
%
Pathe 7s37
99% 99i/2
99% +
3/8
Warner's
6s39
.... 61 %
60
60%
NEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
Technicolor
14% 14
14
—
%
Trans-Lux
2
2
2

Bacon
John
Doran

Jack

Sullivan

HARRY
GOLD,
is brck
in town

has

Patch"

in

manag
New

Y

ARTHUR
week
from

RICHMAN
the co?st.

arrives in New

CLIFFOPD S COOK,
theater,
left Saturday
shore
resort.

York tl

manager of the Bill
for a vacation a til

KITTY CARLISLE arrives in New York fro
Hollywood tomorrow to do her Christmas sho|
ping. She has just completed the leading 1*
"pposite Bing Crosby in Paramount's "Here 1
JAMES
CAGNEY,
Warner
. ar, arrives II
ek from HolU
New York the middle of this week
>eks.
My
Heart."
wood
for a vacation
of two week
HARRY ROYSTER, who has been distil
manager for Famous Theaters in Middletofl
and Hamilton, Ohio, arrives in New York J
about a week for new duties. Tracy Carnal
succeeds
him
in Ohio.
has

arrived

in

New

Yfl

York

yl

exhibitors don't

all were

is reported

"good"

having

its

JOHN
BALABAN
terday
from
Chicago

/"NNE OF THE biggest faults in the theater field today is that exhibitors too often
^^ are so busv fighting each other that they don't have time to look beyond thei1comppfitive battle ring.
Thev think so much in terms of box-office vagaries and inanimate cans of film
and how to outdo the other fellow that thev have Inst their appreciation for thp
among

an

eage-

— • —

f^ERHAPS — or more
than
perhaps — when
exhibitors
say they
want
"good"
picture*
thpv rpallv m^an
pictures of th° tvpp where
all thev have to do is to put out ?
that Shirlev Temple
or Map West or Will Rn-">rs or Crawford-Gable
are on th'

in

New

OSCAR SECLIN of Paramount leaves Nil
Yorkillness.
on Friday for North Carolina, followi,
an

JULIUS
NewDR. York.

to be

— • —

ived

ARTHUR JARRETT, who is due in ChicJ
on Jan. 11. later visits New York after wo»
ing in pictures at the Coast.

the forecasting and "constructive criticism" and wishful theorizing will continue
■ust so much water under the bridge.

glamour of the movies and the easv marketability of their product
public that cannot find a better amusement bargain anywhere.

arrived

GWENLLIAN
GILL,
brought to Hollywood
Paramount
as a contest
winner
from
Englarx
sails from
New
York
today
on the Manhatl
on her way
back
home.

JOHN BYRAM
Columbus.

«i<>n

U. A. sales division
from
a trip.

CONWAY
TEARLE
from the coast.

It appears, then, that the film industry has not yet learned how to round up th<*
right audiences for the right pictures, and until it discovers and applies this knack, all

has returned to New
KLEIN

York frli

is in Washington

fn

BEN SERKOWICH has gone to Miami Beat
Jan. 1.plans for returning to New York befi
with
FRANK C WALKER is due in New York I
day from Warm Springs, Ga., where he j
been a guest of President Roosevelt.
JIMMY SAVO
from
Buffalo.

has

returned

to

New

W

Attending Carolina Meei

Charlotte, N. C. — Among thq
expected to attend the conventii
of
the M.P.T.O. of North and Sou]
tha*
Carolina are W. Ray Johnston 1
Monogram, Ed Kuykendall, A. 1
Brylawski, Fred Wehrenberg a
John C. Flinn of the Code Auth<!
$1 Extra S«>en Likelv
ity. The Jesters' Club will be hd
In Lo°w's Dividend to
the convention at a banquet a
Recent strength in Loew shares is
dance
on the evening of Dec. 10."
viewed in Wall Street as presaging:
either an extra dividend of $1 or
an increase in the current rate to
$2 annually at the dividend meeting
scheduled for tomorrow. The comON
mon now pays $1 a year.

day's bill and no other effort is necessarv to brinf in a sufficient crowd.
If this is the case, picture business may as well make up its mind right now
the forecast for 1935 is cloudy and colder.

Roxv Holding "limitation"
For a Run of Three Weeks
Th° Roxv is holding "Imitation of
Life" for a third week starting Friday The Universal nicture's gross
for its «econd week-end at this house
•"as onlv 10 per cent lower than its
first week-end. it was stated at the
+heater yesterday.

Lloyd

and "As the Earth Turns"

Even a natural like "Mrs. Wi«gs of the Cabbage
troubles at the box-office in many localities.
These cases could be multiplied by the dozen.

productions.

MORRISON
fromLEO Mexico
City.
that

For example, "Berkeley Square" was not only a "good" picture but an exceptional^
good one according to plenty of standards, yet how manv exhibitors made money with it'
"Twentieth Century," "Counsellor-at-Law"
pictures, and all of them got nowhere.

NEW

this fact, but

us the pictures and we'll do the business."

THE trouble is not that there aren't enough
good pictures, but
know what to do with most of the good pictures they get.

FINANCIAL

learned

GEORGE DAWES, Goldwyn representative, I,
yesterday on the Century for Chicago, where _
will supervise the exploiting of the Goldd

Chas. Mayer Gets Fox India Post
Charles Mayer, former salesman
in Fox's Boston office, has been appointed assistant to L. Prouse Knox.
Fox manager for India, and will sail
Dec. 14 on the Majestic to take tip
his new duties. Mayer will go by
way of South Africa, where he will
stop over for several weeks to survey conditions in distribution and
exhibition.

RECORDING

M-G-M Signs Clifton Webb
Clifton Webb, Broadway musical
"omedy star, has been signed to a
long term contract by M-G-M. He
will report to the studios next
spring.
Rialto Holds Over "Captain"
Columbia's "The Captain Hates
the Sea" is being held over for another week at the Rialto.

Film or Disc

INDUSTRIALSLIDE FILM-

BRUNSWICK
PRODUCTIONS
CH. 4-2200

CORP.

321 W. 44th St. N.Y.C.

WHY GET
EXCITED ABOUT
ONE REEL?

All right, Mr. Exhibitor,
you try to be calm
after seeing

TOYLAND
BROADCAST

Gosh, it's a honey! Just a single reel but one of those things that steals
the show! Filmed in gorgeous color. A cute story of a Toyland Broad*
cast, caricaturing the Top Stars of radioland* Perfect for the Holidays
and great for any time- It's one of M*G-M's HAPPY HARMONIES
SERIES (produced by Harmon- Jsing) of color cartoons with music that
exhibitors are talking about* Betcha you'll get excited too!

THS

OS&

MOW
&1ALT0

HIGH COURT RULES ON
STANDARD CONTRACT
(Continued from Page

1)

Lake against Fox. Muller contended the contract violated the antitrust laws because of the arbitration
clause in it.

Deny Munitions Pressure
On "President
Vanishes"
(Continued from Page 1)

York Paramount had been cancelled
owing to pressure from munition interests. Paramount, which is releasing the film, denied the story
and declared that a new date is
being assigned the picture.
Paramount officials said the production has been approved by the
New York board of censors, in addition to getting the Hays seal. Under the deal with Wanger, it was
stated, the film must play two weeks
at the New York Paramount. Due
to the fact that this arrangement
conflicted with other booking plans,
it was necessary to cancel the original date set for the film, Paramount
explained.
West

"Brummel"

Coast Bureau

Set by Reliance
of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — To settle the confusion about the filming of "Beau
Brummel," which has been considered by several companies, Reliance
Pictures yesterday stated that this
story is definitely on its schedule for
United Artists release. Edward
Small, vice-president of Reliance,
expects to star. Robert Donat in it.
Andrew Sharick's Father Dead
B. F. Sharick, father of Andrew
H. Sharick of Universal, died Sunday at the home of another son,
Edmund Sharick, in Buffalo. Andy
Sharick left yesterday to attend the
funeral, which takes place today.
Claims Third Dimension
Boston — A new system of high intensity lighting, developed by T. J.
Loftus and Joseph Rosen of the M.
& P. Theaters Corp. and claimed to
give a third dimensional quality to
films, has been installed at the M. &
P. Modern.
"Nifty Nurses" at Rivoli
"Nifty Nurses," Educational musical comedy, has been booked to
play at the Rivoli with the run of
"Private Life of Don Juan," which
opens Saturday.
Teachers to List Films
A monthly list of pictures endorsed for children, as selected by
a vote of teacher-reviewers, will be
issued by the Teachers' Assembly
District Clubs starting next Sunday.
Teachers in each assembly district
will do the selecting.
New Attorneys in Para. Proceedings
Cook, Nathan & Lehman of 23
Pine St., have succeeded Greenberg,
Goldmark & Cohn as attorneys for
Paramount Publix in its proceedings
under 77-B of the bankruptcy laws.

DAILY

PHIL M. DALY
• •
• IT TOOK
an unknown foreign producer to crash
Broadway with one of the most significant pix of the year
oh, hell, of anywhich
year
referring
to of
"The
Battle"
the
Criterion
has collected
a raft
erudite
and atcriticially critical reviews from important journals
for it seems
that this Parisian producer, Leon Garganoff stepped out
with his maiden effort comprising a powerfully arresting drama,
a director-genius to transfer it to the screen, with the aid of a
brilliant adaptation and gorgeous photography
oh, yes
and by no means the least of these Assets Charles
Boyer contributing a performance that is so fascinating and
gripping that it lingers hauntingly in your memory for days
and all of these have set our better critics raving in
the upper register
high, free and untrammeled in
a word
they let themselves GO

▼

▼

▼

• •
• FOR OUR part we caught more than half of the
preview of "The Battle"
and had to rush away to catch
the Domineering Deadline
so we wrote our review hoping
and praying our words of praise would be justified that
the balance of the pix wouldn't crash and make a cockeyed liar
out of us
and according to all these Discerning Crits above
mentioned
.
the pix Stood Up ... so we sallied forth to
interview Monsieur Garganoff
to find out what he had
on our Native Producers
•
•
• WE FOUND this Leon Garganoff a man of years
who owns a big lab in Paris and who has been
studying the product of the various French producers that
passed through his developing and printing mill for the past
few decades
we also discovered that M. Garganoff is a
sincere and deep student of all departments of the screen
and that he has developed his own original ideas on what NOT
to do in production this grist of the years he mixed into
his first film production definitely aimed at the International Market and if you are a Sincere Student of the
Screen like M. Garganoff you are in for a treat when
you view "The Battle"
it renews your faith in the Motion Picture
and awakens you to a new realization of
the Possibilities and Potentialities of our screen art that is so
often puerile, palsied and pathetic and as for the character portrayal by Charles Boyer
that, messieurs and
mesdames, deserves a column all to itself
Magnificent.
• • • IT SEEMS that the AMPA Official Car will be
escorted by motorcycle cops from the Nash showrooms to the
Edison hotel where the $1500 beaut some lucky ticket holder will win will be on display until the day of the Xmas Luncheon Dec. 20
Tommy Mitchell has been signed to direct the sketches for the Lew Brown show, "Calling All Stars"
the deal was put over by Richard Krakeur of the Leo
Morrison office

▼

▼

▼

• •
• THE WISE Ones have been touting RKO Radio's
"Anne of the Green Gables" as a Sweet Socko Screenario
and they were right as righto and even moreso
the first returns are seeping in from the hinterlands
the
new Screen Sensation 16-year-old Anne Shirley
is
stampeding 'em everywhere
so is the grand story, the
treatment, the direction and everythin'
Cleveland, Salem,
Va., Seattle, Vancouver, Halifax, N. S.
all these Tuff Spots
have gone gnutz over "ANNE"
the caps are there on purpose it rates 'em

T

▼

T

• •
• NOTHING FLIES so fast as a wild rumor
and now from 'Frisco comes the excited report that Film Row
there is gossiping that Irving Thalberg will go to Warners and
Louis B. Mayer to 20th Century
«
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12 MEMBERS NAMED
ON PARAMOUNT BOAR
(Continued from Page 1)

Frank A. Vanderlip, 52 Wall Stre^
Dr. Julius Klein of E. F. Duttq
Maurice Newton of Wallgarten
Co., Percy Johnson and Max
Howell, both of Chemical Bank
Trust Co., Gerald Brooks, 61 Bro
way; Charles A. McCullough, CJ
cago banker; Henry R. Luce, pre]
dent
of "Time"
and "Fortune"
azines,
and Duncan
G. Harrisma
Brown, Wheelock, Harris & Co.
Former Paramount directq
whose names are missing from t]
new board include: George J. Scha
fer, Emanuel Cohen, Sir Willial
Wiseman, John C. Graham, Fra
Bailey, Jules E. Brulatour. FeJ
and
Zukor. Gilbert Kahn, and Eugel
New provision in the ParamoulL
reorganization
plan provides thai
the board of directors shall be cd
stituted of not less than 12 membdj
nor more than 20.

British Color Process
Being Brought to U.

London — A new natural col
process is being brought to Ameru
from England by its sponsq
Dimitri Daponte, who is sailing
day for the U. S. for a series of co|
ferences both in New York
Hollywood with major film com;,
nies in regard to his developme:
This new color development, acco:
ing film
to Daponte,
the
industry. will revolution!
Daponte's Natural Color Proce
differs from other processes in thi
its cost is the same as black al
white film and it requires no sp
cial installation for printing or di
veloping. The stock used is nornS
film, but the revolutionary procaJ|
is purely optical.
The process was first financed
a hobby by Sir William Hartlej
the jam king of England, and aftl
his death was acquired by its praj
ent financier, the English mull
millionaire, Percy Malcolm Stewaj
The Prince of Wales' tour in Indl
was filmed with this process.
Plan Max Baer Feature
Production
of a feature, "Blal
River," with Max Baer starred,
being planned by Raoul Walsh ai
Jim Crofton. Picture is to be ma
in Mexico,
said
Leo
Morriscl
agent,
rival inyesterday,
New Yorkfollowing
from thehisCoa|
via Mexico City.
Morrison has booked Arthur Jaj
rett into the Oriental, Chicag|
Jan. 11.
Tieups With "Scrappy" Cartoon^
An agreement has been consul
mated between Ben Smiley, In]
manufacturers of kiddie's togs, ai
Columbia Pictures, whereby the fa
mer has been given sole right
sponsor "Scrappy" and "Margy
their complete line of children's gaj
ments.
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TRADE

HAIL

DOUG FAIRBANKS'
TRIUMPHANT RETURN!
•
"SHOWMANSHIP
ANGLES ABOUND
IN
THIS
PICTURE!
Doug is aJmiraUe, as
agile and as virile as ever! .Ladies will love the romancearid tlie spectacle!

—

-Irf lotion CS'iclure &terald

'PRODUCED
ON A GRAND
SCALE
witn subtlety, exquisite imagery and breadtn ol imagination! Doug amply justilies Don Juans reputation
lor

glamorous

sex

appeal

and

charm
—

ol presence!

CyColltjwood CyXefrorler

"A BIG ATTRACTION
FOR
JVlLN ! It lias immense
possibilities!
Hay

SHOW-

CDmaviuel CJ uolicahons

\
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JOURT SETS DEC. 27
FOR PARA, HEARING
(Continued from Page

1)

littee, presented the plan to the
ourt on behalf of Paramount-Pubx. Austin C. Keough, representing
jie Paramount Broadway Corp.,
resented the Paramount Broadway
llan and urged its adoption.
Former Judge Edwin L. Garjin, who with Malcolm Sumner has
|een opposing adoption of the Paramount Broadway plan, informed the
iourt that while he had objected to
le Paramount Broadway reorganiation in the proceedings before the
tpecial Master, he was willing tc
/aive those objections if the court
lound that the consolidated Paraiiount-Publix and Paramount Broadway plan would work the greatest
ood to the greatest number of
Paramount creditors.
' The sole rift in the harmony of the profeedings yesterday occurred when Archibald
[aimer, representing bondholders of Allied
iwners Corp., the largest Paramount credij>r, asked the court for permission to ex|mine the directors as to their qualifications,
lalmer said there were "too many bankers"
ii the place whereas
more merchandise
men
ere needed. Judge Coxe said that he would
ale on Palmer's request at the hearing on
j>ec. 27 though he declared that he felt no
ourt was qualified to determine who the
irectors of a company should be.
, The plan states that it is hoped that the
.mount of the claims requiring the issue of
lew securities will be reduced to $55,000,00(1
'i addition to which provision is made for
lie stockholders.
t The debentureholders and other general
reditors receive 50 per cent in new 6 per
lent 20-year debentures bearing interest from
an. 1, 1935. and 50 per cent in new 6 per
ent cumulative convertible first preferred
lock.
The claim of each holder of a $1,000 S'A
er cent debenture is set at $1,145.67, inluding interest to Jan. 1, 1935, and of a
1,000 6 per cent debenture at $1,120.94.
ncluding interest.
! The banks hold claims for $13,368,932. 02
bee amount and interest. Of this, $8,750,000
^presents the face amount of loans which
ad been made to refund loans made prior to
llarch, 1932; on these loans the banks will
e tieated in the same way as general creditors. The balance of $4,618,932.02 face
'mount which represents new money furnished
,--om time to time after March, 1932, wdl
- paid in cash with interest.
1 There are 3.220,902 shares of the common
■ ock outstanding. Each holder of one share
[ill receive one-quarter share of new stock
Ind a warrant
giving the right to subscribe
0 an additional one-quarter share and $2
lace amount of 6 per cent cumulative convertible second preferred stock at a price
if $2' for the unit.
' It is provided that all the properties of
'aramount are to be vested in the new com• iny under the plan.
The plan carries a pro forma balance sheet
'■'hich indicates net worth available to creditors and stockholders, and after reorganiuajion expenses, of approximately $75,000,000
■after suggested new reserves of $14,000,00.)).
i Under the new Federal corporate reorganization act the plan will have to be approved as fair by the U. S. District Court,
ind will require the approval of two-third
f the creditors and a majority of the stock'olders.
j It is understood
that the Frank A. Van
erlip bondholders
committee
lias on deposit
1 majority of the existing S'/2 per cent and
i per cent debentures and that the stockholders comm'ttee has
;f the outstanding
stock.on deposit a majority
Federal Judge Coxe yesterday fixed Dec.
7 for hearing on a show-cause order to
letermine the fairness of the method of
Selecting
the Paramount stockholders' proteclive
committee.
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Relief Fund Drive Gets Off to Flying Start
Fund off to a nice start. We want
to see this Race for Relief run as
a Classic — a record-breaker. You
can help. We are depending on you
to keep the interest alive and the
dough rolling in. It takes so little
from all of you to mean so much
to all the financially distressed who
are waiting for the help they so
sorely need.
Soon we will start to run hen
the names of the Reg'lar Fellers
who have kicked in. That gives you
a chance to duck under the wire and
hold your head up wherever Film
Mugs congregate. Remember boys
As we said, "some of you came and girls, this is Your Party. Every
.hrough magnificently." But how penny goes to actual relief. Giv
about you — and You — and YOU? that Generous Impulse a chance.
The first day of the Drive got the Shoot your check across NOW.

The first day's response to the
Film Daily Relief Fund Drive was
very gratifying. With dozens of relief agencies hounding and harrying you girls and boys, still some of
you came through magnificently for
Your Very Own Charity. It's still
a good idea that charity begins at
home. And your "home" in this
case is certainly your daily breadand-butter association with the film
biz and the people in it— as well as
those unfortunates who are temporarily out of it through no fault of
their own.

Para. Studios at Peak
With 23 Under Way
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Production activity at
Paramount reaches pre-Christmas
peak this week with eight pictures
before the cameras, eight in preparation and seven being edited. In
work are "Lives of a Bengal Lancer", "Ruggles of Red Gap", "Caprice Espagnol", "Wings in the
Dark", "Mississippi", "Gilded Lily",
"Rumba' and "All the Kings
Horses". Those being prepared include "The Crusades", "Now I'm a
Lady," "Big Broadcast of 1935,"
"Hold 'Em Yale", "Thirteen Hours
by Air", "One Night Stand", "Win
or Lose" and a Marlene Dietrich
vehicle. Awaiting release are "President Vanishes", "Here is My
Heart", "Behold My Wife", "It's a
Gift", "Enter Madame", "One Hour
Late" and "Father Brown, Detective". Para.
West

Coast

Signs

Bureau

Walter

of THE

Kelly

FILM

DAILY

Gets Fox Met. Order
For (Continued
Hearing
Tomorrow
from Page 1)
mittee and others connected with
the reorganization should not be permitted. Federal Judge Mack previously declined to grant such an
order.
M. G. Bogue, counsel for the Fox
Metropolitan
bondholders'
committee, said yesterday
that he expected
the Fox Met. reorganization plan
would be ready for presentation to
the court on Dec. 12.
Little Picture House Closing
The Little Picture House, class
neighborhood cinema on East 50th
St., is scheduled to close Thursday
night. Sophie K. Smith is managing director. Another site may be
selected.
Edward
Nolan Marries
Edward Nolan, member of the
Max Fleischer cartooning staff, and
Mary Patrick were married Saturday in Greenwich,
Conn.

Hollywood — Walter Kelly, the
Roy Turk Dead on Coast
"Virginia Judge" of vaude fame, has
been signed by Paramount for the West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
— Roy
Turk,
song
title role in "McFadden's Flats," the
Gus Hill comedy classic, soon to go writer lately employed at the M-GM studios, died Saturday.
into production.
Reisner
will direct. Charles "Chuck"
Paramount
Signs Milestone
Paramount Buys "Liberty" Story
Paramount has bought screen
rights to "Gambler's Maxim," short
story to appear in "Liberty." Yarn
s by James Edward Grant.
Conway Tearle for Stage Play
Conway Tearle, who arrived in
New York this week from the coast,
will appear in the Broadway stage
production, "Living Dangerously,"
opposite Kay Johnson.
Booking Passion Play
Grand Island, Neb.— The Capitol,
A. H. Blank circuit house, under the
district managership of E. R. Cummings, will present a Passion Play
Dec. 19-31. A cast of 300 locals
d'rection
under of
used,Johnson
will
Rev. be
Albert
Kearney,of
Neb.

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Paramount has signed Lewis Milestone to direct "Two
on a Tower", musical romance with
Mary Ellis.
Kiepura for Paramount
Jan Kiepura, foreign operatic
star who has appeared in pictures
abroad, has been signed by Paramount and will come to America in
the spring.
Warners Sell Elyria House
Elyria, O. — Warners have sold the
Capitol to John Pekras, who also
has operated the Rivoli and Dreamland. Pekras also had the Capitol
before Warners took it over. Following repairs, the house reopens
Dec. 9.

7 SUITS TO BE FILED
AGAINST PARA, EXECS,
(Continued from Page

1)

O. Dominick, Harold B. Franklin. Arthur
S. Friend, Daniel Frohman, Felix E. Kahn.
Gilbert W. Kahn, Sam Katz. Sidney R. Kent.
Ralph A. Kohn, Jesse L. Lasky, Frederick
C. I.ee. Elek J. Ludvigh, Maurice Newton.
Maurice Wertheim, Theodore F. Whitmarsh.
Sir William Wiseman, Herman Wobber.
Adolph Zukor,
Eugeneof J.
Zukor,
Donald S.T.
Strnlem
as executor
estate
of Casimir
Stralem:
Eugene
Melv'lle
Julia
Shauer
as Zukor,
executors
of theShauer
estate and
of
Emil Shauer. and Wm. H. English, Jr., as
executor of the estate of Wm. H. English,
to compel them to account for their action
as directors in ratifying or acquiescing in
the payment of compensation to officers from
1927 through 1930 and to recover any unreasonable compensation paid these officers.
The second proposed action is to compel
Adolph Zukor. Jesse L. Lasky. Sidney R. Kent.
Sam Katz and Ralph A. Kohn to restore
any unreasonable compensation paid them
from 1927 through 1930.
The third proposed action is to compel
Frank Bailey, Jules E. Brulatour, Daniel
Frohman, John C. Graham, Felix E. Kahn.
Gilbert W. Kahn, Sam Katz, Albert A
Kaufman, Sidney R. Kent, Ralph A. Kohn.
Jesse L. Lasky, Elek J. Ludvigh, Sir William
Wiseman, Herman Wobber, Adolph Zukor,
Eugene ecutor
J. of Zukor;
S. Stralem
as ex-J.
Casimir Donald
I. Stralem;
Eugene
Zukor, Melville Shauer and Julia Shauer
as executors of Emil E. Shauer; Wm. H.
English. Jr., as executor of Wm. H. English
to account for any damages to Paramount
resulting from violation of their duties as directors in connection with the promulgation
or
of the so-called Employees'
Stockcarrying-out
Purchase
Plan.
The fourth proposed action is against John
C. Graham, Felix E. Kahn, Sam Katz, Albert A. Kaufman, Sidney R. Kent, Ralph A.
Kohn, Jesse L. Lasky, Elek J. Ludvigh, Herman WoMier, Adolph Zukor, Eugene J.
Zukor and Eugene J. Zukor, Melville Shauer
and Julia Shauer as executors of Emil E.
Shauer to compel them to account for any
actual or potential profits as a result of the
issuance to them of Paramount shares in purPurchase portedPlan.
compliance with the Employees' Stock
Tiie fifth proposed action is against Felix
M. Warburg, Gordon Leith, George M.
Boven'zer, Lewis L. Strauss, Sir William
Wiseman; Roger W. Kahn, Addie W. Kahn
ind Gilbert W. Kahn as executors of the
-state of Otto H. Kahn, and John Mortimer
Schiff, Felix M. Warburg and Casimir I
Stralem as executors of Mortimer L. Schiii
to compel them to account individually and
as members of the Kuhn-Loeb co-partnership
for any actual or potential profits in connection with their receipt of stock under the
Employees Stock Purchase Plan and to account for any losses incurred by Paramount.
The sixth proposed action is against Rob
ert Craig Montgomery to compel him to
account for any actual or potential profits
from receipt of shares under the Employee;
Stock Purchase Plan and to account for
any losses made
by Paramount.
The seventh proposed action is against
Frank A. Bailey, Sam Katz, Sidney R. Kent.
Albert A. Kaufman, Ralph A. Kohn, Jesse
L. Lasky, Elek J. Ludvigh, Herman Wobber,
Adolph Zukor. Eugene J. Zukor; Wm. H.
English, Jr., as executor of Wm. H. EngI'sh; Eugene Zukor, Melville J. Shauer and
Julia Shauer as executors of Emil E. Shauer
to compel them to account for any loss incurred by Paramount as a result of trading
operations by Paramount in its own com
mon stock from October, 1929, to January,
1930, and from June, 1930, to January, iy3'l
Under Coxe's order, the Paramount trus
tees are, for the purpose of instituting and prosecuting these units, vested with the rights
and powers of receivers in equity as well as
with the rights and powers exercised by
trustees elected or appointed pursuant to Sec.
44 of the Bankruptcy Act. This is understood to have the effect of assuring continu
ance of the action after the Paramount reorganization. Papers attached to the order
-tate that Root, Clark, Buckner & Ballantine,
counsel for the trustees, advised institution
of the suits in the belief that probable causes
of action existed.
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"WOMAN
with

IN THE DARK"

Fay

Wray,
Ralph
Bellamy,
Melvyn
Douglas,
Rosco Ates
RKO
(Select)
70 mins.
ENGROSSING MELODRAMA THAT
HOLDS ATTENTION LARGELY THROUGH
GOOD DIRECTION AND WORK OF CAST.

of the NEW

George M. Cohan in

"GAMBLING"
with Dorothy Burgess and Wynne Gibson
Fox (H. B. Franklin)
80 mins.
ENTERTAINING MURDER MYSTERY
WITH SENTIMENTAL TOUCH THAT
SHOULD
PLEASE THE FAMILY TRADE.

Considering that its main objective is
Based on George M. Cohan's stage play
not clearly defined and nothing of any cf the same title, this is a generally absorbing murder drama with Cohan dominatgreat moment ever takes place, the fact
ing the affair in one of his typically senthat this drama manages to maintain a
timental roles. Though his character is
level of interest must be credited to its
cast and direction. Phil Rosen particularly that of a gambler, it is portrayed in a
deserves credit for directing the material manner to make the story a perfectly acceptable entertainment for any member of
so as to keep it alive, while Fay Wray,
he family. Cohan's adopted daughter
Ralph Bellamy, Nell O'Day, Rosco Ates and meets
her
death after having had an affair
Melvyn Douglas put plenty into their parts.
with a married man. Although the man is
It's a Dashiell Hammett story, but not a
murder mystery. Central characters are absolved for lack of evidence, Cohan takes
Bellamy, just out of jail where he was matters into his own hands and finally elicits
sent for being involved in an accidental the man's confession that he accidentally
death, and Miss Wray, who is running caused the girl's death. There is also an
away from the designs of the villainous incidental love interest between Cohan and
Douglas. With a sprained ankle, she seeks Dorothy Burgess, the deserted wife of the
guilty man, and in the end Cohan and
refuge in Bellamy's cottage, where Douglas appears later and frames a case against Dorothy do a happy fadeout together.
Bellamy when he finds the girl has taken a Cohan's performance alone should make
this a satisfying attraction for a lot of
liking to him. Bellamy eludes capture un- folks.
til, with Fay's aid, the heavy is foiled.
Cast: George M. Cohan, Wynne Gibson,
Cast: Fay Wray, Ralph Bellamy, Melvyn
Douglas, Rosco Ates, Reed Brown Jr., Ruth Dorothy Burgess, Theodore Newton, Walter
Gilbert, Percy Ames, Cora Witherspcon,
Gillette, Nell O'Day, Joe King, Granville
Bates, Frank Otto, Clifford Dustan, Charlie Harold Healy, David Morris, E. J. De VarWilliams.
ney, Robert Strange, John T. Doyle, Joseph
Director, Phil Rosen. Author, Dashiell Allen, Fred Miller, Hunter Gardner.
Director, Rowland V. Lee; Author, George
Hammett; Screen Play, Sada Cowan; Additional Dialogue, Marcy Klauber, Charles M, Cohan; Screen Play, Garrett Graham;
Williams; Cameraman, Joseph Ruttenberg; Cameraman, Jack Mackenzie; Recording
Engineer, Cyler A, Tuthill.
Recording Engineer, Dan Bloomberg.
Direction, Good
Photography,
Good.
Direction, Very Good
Photography, A-l.

Major Execs Attack Duals
At Philadelphia Hearing
(Continued from Page

1)

Gross, Frank McNamee, William
Manell, Harry Bodkin, S. E. Applegate and Herb Given, among
others.
Plaintiff's counsel and associates
still include Ben Golder, Eddie Golden and I. E. Chadwick. Morris
Wolf is attorney for the defense.
Al Lichtman, first on the stand
for the defense, told of United Artists setup, the rise of First National and reviewed the history of
Fox, Metro and RKO as units which
went from exhibition into production. Lichtman said he was opposed to double features and always
had been. He stated that doubles
in Boston has cut the sale of Mickey
Mouse and Silly Symphony cartoons
50 percent. Lichtman, cross-examined by Golder, was asked about the
1930 decree in the California Federal Court which restrained collusion among major companies in
barring double feature-. The first
of many clashes between counsel
arose at that time.
Lichtman was on the stand for more than
an hour and was followed by Ned E. Depinet
who said he was opposed to double features,
and that his company was also opposed to
them. He asserted that an increase in cheaper pictures or an increase in admissions would
follow the spread of doubles. Shorts, he
stated, would be killed if doubles increased,
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and added that the shorts field was the training ground for names, capable directors and
writers. He mentioned letters received from
organization and club women leaders opposing double features and favoring diversified
programs. Depinet was on the stand for
an hour.
Earle W. Hammons took the stand after
luncheon. He said the growth of double features had contributed to the financial deleirfna of a couple of years ago. The spread
of doubles in Detroit, he said, had resulted
:n a 66 per cent drop in receipts for shorts.
The question of shorts being forced with
features came up at this time with Hammons
saying that it did not apply to his company
as he sold only shorts.
Hammons was also on the stand for an
hour, and was followed by Ed Kuykendall
who proved the leading witness of the day.
He was on the stand for two hours. Kuykendall said the M.P.T.O.A. had about 5.800
theater members. He described the setup of
the organization, which has 1,100 circuit members. He spoke against double features and
the M.P.T.O.A. coast convention progress on
the matter and spoke of the public opposition
to doubles.
The testimony finally got around to the
Catholic boycott with Kuykendall telling of
the industry's experiences when
the
cancellation of objectionable films was allowed. Golder asked Kuykendall what the
collection of dues of the M.P.T.O.A. amounted to, and the latter said $11,000 had been
collected this year, but that the break-down
of affiliated and unaffiliated collections were
not available at that time. He said he could
give the information on affiliated and other
collections if necessary. Golder got around
to cancellation privilege with Kuykendall
stating that at least twenty lawyers have
been trying to give different interpretations
to the cancellation clause to no avail. The
M.P.T.O.A. president proved a good witness
and will return latter for more cross-examining. He returned to New York last night.
The entire case is wide open and the boycott
as well as shorts and feature selling were

"DANGEROUS

FILMS « I

CORNER"

with Virginia Bruce, Conrad
Douglas

Hu3t

Nagel, Melvyn

RKO Radio
66 mins
NOVEL BUT RATHER COMPLICATED
MURDER MYSTERY WITH GOOD PERFORMANCES AND DIRECTION.
Because of its intricate construction,
putting somewhat of a tax on the mental
faculties, and the fact that dialogue is so
far in excess of action, this murder drama
looks best for the more intelligent class
audiences. The death of Ian Keith, accompanied by the theft of some money, leads
to suspicions in various directions. At a
gathering of several friends and relatives,
the case is brought up and while the radio
is out of order there is an interlude in
which everybody reveals himself in truth,
thus bringing out romantic entanglements
as well as a different explanation of the
death and the theft. When the radio is
put in order again, the guests revert to
their former status, as though they had
never made the confessions, and thus the
picture is given a dual ending that may
prove a little confusing to some. Good
erably. and direction help matters considacting
Cast: Virginia Bruce, Conrad Nagel, Melvyn Douglas, Ian Ketih, Erin O'Brien-Moore,
Betty Furness, Doris Lloyd, Henry Wadsworth.

with

"CHEATING

CHEATERS"

Fay
Wray,
Cesar
Romero,
O'Connell,
Henry
Armetta
Universal
70 mink
JUST
FAIR
CROOK
COMEDY
Ouf
DATED
BY
MORE
MODERN
TREA
MENTS OF SIMILAR THEME.
This remake of the oldtime stage hit
and former silent film is at a disadvantage
partly because of the much better cro
c'ramas that have been developed for t|
screen and partly because the productil
smacks too much of routine effort. Tj
familiar plot concerns the matching of wi
by rival crcok groups, one cheating the
other in the thefting of jewels. Fay Wral
as a member of one of the bands or groups
turns out in the end to be a detectiw
Cesar Romero, who falls in love with Fay
?oes in for reformation at the finish wha
she consents to marry him. The plot hi
its comedy turns, but despite some help
from
the adapters
the should.
laughs don't
conl
as generouslv
as they
Fay WrMj
Hugh O'Connell, Cesar Romero and Heni
Armetta are among the cast members wl
do specially good work.
Cast: Fay Wray. Cesar Romero. HuJJJ
O'Connell, Henry Armetta, Francis L Sil
livan, Wa'lis Clark. John T. Murray, Georl
Barraud, Minna Gombell, Morgan WallaeB
Harold Hubert, Reginald Barlow.

Director, Richard Thorpe; Author, Ml
Director, Phil Rosen; Author, J. B
Marcin; Screen Play, Gladys Linger. AIM
Priestly; Screen Play, Anne Morrison Chap- Rivkin, James Mulhauser; Cameraman. No!
in, Madeleine Ruthven; Cameraman, J.
bert Brodine; Recording Engineer, Gilbfl
Roy Hunt; Recordinng Engineer, John L.
Kurland;
Editor, Roy Curtiss
Kass; Editor, Archie Marshek.
Direction, Handicapped Photograph!
Direction, Clever
Photography,
Good
Gccd.
brought in yesterday. Judge Welsh is allowing wide open testimony, and clashes between counsel are becoming more frequent.
It looks as though the hearing would last
for at least three or four more days.
(Continued from Page 1)

George
W. Weeks
Western
BusinessFinds
Is Ui|

Bob Steeles to Guaranteed Pictures
Guaranteed Pictures has acquired
all foreign distribution rights to
the group of eight Bob Steele westerns now being produced by A. W.
Hackel of Supreme Pictures. The
first three releases are ready, titled
as follows: "Demon for Trouble,"
"Brand of Hate" and "Tombstone
Warner
Promotions
in Canada
Terror."
Toronto — Two promotions in the
Canadian territory are announced by
H. O. Paynter, general manager for
Warner-First National in the Dominion. Lew McKenzie, former
salesman for Ontario, becomes
branch manager in St. John, N. B.
M. J. Isman, who succeeded J. Butler as St. John manager, moves up
to the post of branch manager in
Montreal.

New York yesterday after a month!
trip to key cities west of the Mi
sissippi. Weeks has been complying his sales setup in the field afl
has also been making product deals
with circuits. He plans to remal
in New York until after the first of
the year when he will make anothl
trip into the field.
"Don Juan" Opens Saturday
I
Broadway premiere of the new
Douglas Fairbanks film, "PrivaS
Life
DonUnited
Juan," Artists
made by
Londolf
Films offor
release,
set for Saturday morning at tffl
Rivoli.
Robert Florey Gets New Contract!
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAlM

Hollywood — Robert Florey, wm
just
directing
"Norti
Shore,"completed
starring Barbara
StanwycB
has been signed to a new contradl
by Warner Bros.

Lieberman
Adds Boston House
Boston — The Majestic, Shubert
house and lately a haven for roadHarlow
and Powell Teamed
show pictures, has been leased by
Fred E. Lieberman, head of a ra- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIlM
Hollywood — Jean Harlow and WiH
pidly growing circuit in New England and New York, to be opened Ham Powell will be co-starred by
M-G-M in an original, "Reckless,!
Dec. 7 with first-run double fea- with
tures.
Franchot Tone, May Robsoffl
Nat Pendleton and Ted Healy.

]\nnouncing

the

Opening of New York's
Modern Supply Store
Exhibiting the Newest in

MODERN MOVIE
MERCHANDISE

For

THEATRE

Carpets • Chairs •

MAINTENANCE
Fabrics • Sound Accessories

Projection Apparatus • Cleansing Materials • Stage
Equipment

•

Lighting Effects

•

Lobby Furniture

Everything from the Street to the Sheet

Grand Opening Today
December 4

JOE HORNSTEIN,
630

NINTH

AVENUE
FILM

CENTRE
GROUND

INC.
NEW

BUILDING
FLOOR

YORK

A MUSICAL

COMEDY

that

"Demonstrates
what the short feature
field really can achieve"
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Kent Says No Deal Ever On for Fox 's G-B Holdings

$300,00T[lRE
sweepswarner-f.
njtudios
Nebraska Film Men Call Meet to Map Legislative Fight
Tax and Censorship Bills
to be Discussed on
Friday in Omaha

How

They

Started

West Coast Bureau of THE

Omaha — Plans for an effective organization to fight impending tax
uid censorship bills will be dismissed at a meeting in the Hotel
jincoln on Friday, with invitaions having been sent by the Film
Board of Trade to all heads of exlibitor organizations and circuit
>xecutives. The Nebraska legislature meets Jan. 1 and is understood
;o be plotting some severe measures
iffecting movie business.

>'

buttonholed us yesterday on Seventh
Avenoo, and sez:
"Phil, I see by the li'l ole paper
that The Film Daily Relief Fund
Drive is on. And I'm not forgetting
that last year I was down and out,
and there was no place to turn but
the Relief Fund when I needed help
damn bad. And they handed it out

Page 4)

Suits to be instituted by the
Paramount trustees against Kuhn,
joeb & Co., and officials and direcors of Paramount have been drafted
>y Root, Clark, Buckner & Ballanine, counsel for the trustees. Filng is expected shortly.
St. Louis Sees Upturn
St. Louis — Based on
business, outlook here for
son is the best in years,
theater executives. Harold

Thanksgiving
the new seaaccording to
W. Evens of

Loew's State, Robert E. Hicks of the
Orpheum, Harry Greenman of the Fanchon & Marco group, B. F. Moore of
the Shubert and L. E. Bernero of the
Empress are among those reporting a
turn for the better.

DAILY

A REAL LIFE STORYTHEN
This
true IT,
story AND
is about
a guy
READ
who is known to a lot of you. He

Agreement between the Paralount trustees, Paramount Land
Jorp., Paramount Laboratories, Inc.,
nd the Citizens National Trust &
iavings Bank of Los Angeles under
vhich the bank's claim as trustee
'or bondholders on Paramount's
/ine Street property is reduced to
>780,000 and arrangements made to

Paramount Publix Suits
Are Drafted by Counsel

FILM

Hollywood — Fire of unknown origin late last night swept the Warner-First National studios in Burbank and did damage to buildings
and sets estimated by studio executives at $300,000. Seven fire companies were called from Los Angeles,
in addition to the Burbank forces.
The flames were checked before they
reached any of the sound stages.

AGREEMENT REACHED
N PARA. COAST CLAIM

(Continued on

Sound Stages Escape Fire
at Warner Studios
in Burbank

(Continued on Page
Jesse L. Lasky, pioneer industry producer, broke into the show business as a dare-devil solo
cornet player in a band. Later he crashed vaudeville and became its most progressive producing impresario
This is Number Five in "How
behind the brush and pen

They Started" series. The incorrigible "Hap"

Hadley is the man

Fox'ss G-B
No Offers
Ever
Made, for
Declare
S. R. Stock
Kent
Vigorous denial that Fox Film
has contemplated selling its 49 per
cent interest in M. and B., which
controls British-Gaumont, was made
Allied Theaters of New Jersey by Sidney R. Kent upon his return
from
England on the Berengaria
co-opfor
plans
launched
yesterdayerative
buying of supplies for its yesterday.
"There (Continued
never hason been
a deal for
members when a committee comprisPage 4)
ing Harry Hecht and Dave Mate
was appointed to work out the plan.
Dave Snaper, Lou Gerofsky
and National Film Carriers, Inc., assures dependable

Co-op Buying of Supplies
Planned by N. J. Allied

(Continued on Page 4)

delivery

service. — Advt.

12)

Philly Dual Bill Hearing
Resumes This Morning
Philadelphia — Resumption of the
hearing on the double feature case
was
postponed
in the
U.
S. District
Courtyesterday
until today
when
proceedings begin at 10 a. m. More
important executives are expected
(Continued on Page

12)

Cleveland Full Blast Soon
Cleveland — Negotiations now under
way by Chicago interests to put a
vaude-film policy in the Circle, long
dark, and plans under way to reopen
the Family and Metropolitan with double feature policies, will make the local
theater map almost 100 per cent in
operation.
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•

Colonel Theodore Roosevelt, former governor of the Philippines, will be guest of
honor at tomorrow's A.M. P. A. luncheon in the Motion Picture Club. Other celebs and
talent listed, not counting a surprise guest chairman, include Rudy Vallee, Ethel Merman, Guy Robertson, Sally Rand, Smith & Dale, Bide Dudley, Dorothy Francesco,
Charles Irwin, Ruth Davies, Don Alfonso Zelaya, Roslyn Wells, Otto Harbsch, Dolores
Reade,test Charlie
Cantor, Joey Nash, Mai Stevens, Al Sehact and the M-G-M talent conwinner.

RKO Radio of India
Sophisticated Pictures
To Handle Native Films
No Go Abroad— Kelly
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

First American distributing company to contract with a producer
in India to handle native films is
RKO Radio, whose managing director for that territory, Reginald
Ramour, has signed with HimansuRai, producer of "Karma" in both
Hindustani and English, to handle
the picture through Empire Talkie
Distributors. Himansu-Rai is shooting seven features at present, including one for international release.

NEW

YORK

Vi

Seeks Skouras Examination
St. Louis — Nelson Cunliff, trustee
;n bankruptcy for Skouras Brothers
Enterprises, has been authorized bv
TT. S. District Judge Charles B
Davis to institute ancillary proceedings against the company in
New York to make possible the examination of certain witnesses concerning operations of the companv
before it went into bankruptcy last
■"■ear. Certain books and records o*
the company were kept in New York
and some of its officers were residents there.
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Hollywood — Sophisticated dramas
and hot-house society films are unac eptable toforeign audiences, who
want down-to-earth stories with a
maximum of action and a minimum
of talk, declares Arthur W. Kelly,
vice-president of United Artists in
charge of distribution, on his refrom world.
an eight
months'abroad
trip
aroundturnthe
Audiences
have become picture-wise and are
shopping for entertainment more
than ever, Kelly said. Musicals and
comedies are preferred he added.

Wilmer & Vincent Circuit
Reduces Its Loss in Year
Net loss of $278,422 after all RKO Radio Closes Deals
"harges is reported by Wilmer & With Saenger and M. & P.
Vincent Corp. for the year ended
Tuly 31, compared with $394,812
toss in the preceding year.

FINANCIAL

Guest

New Contract for Florey
FILM

DAILY

Product deals, covering entire
1934-35 program, with the Saenger
"ircuit in the south and the M. & P.
Publix circuit in New England, have
been closed bv RKO Radio, it is announced by Jules Levy, sales chief
New Philly and Wash'n
Exchange
Philadelphia — Preferred Pictures,
new independent distributor, ha*
^een formed bv Murry V. Beier. F
S. Waters and H. L. Taylor, with
offices at 1316 Vine St. here and 80(5
Mather Bldg.. Washington. Deal?
already have been made with Dave
Mountan of Spectrum Pictures for
"Frontier Days." first of a series of
westerns, and Exploitation Picture*
for others.
"Birth of a New America"
and

Boston Allied Meets Dec. 11
Hollvwood — Robert Florey, who
Boston — Next meeting of Tnderecentlv completed directing- Barnendent Exhibitors, Inc.. of Massbara Stanwyck in "North Shore."
has been given a new long-term con- Maine. N. H., R. I. and Vt.. affiliated
tract by Warners.
with Allied, will be held Dec. 11 af
1:30 P. M. in the headquarters of
the
association, 69 Church St.
Korda to Make "Broken Road"
London — Alexander Korda has acPert Kelton in Person
quired the A. E. W. Mason novel,
Pert Kelton, RKO Radio player,
"The Broken Road." to be pro- who recentl
y finished work in
duced by London Films for United
Artists release. A unit will leave "Lightning Strikes Twice," will
start
a
personal
appearance tour of
shortly for India to make exteriors.
the larger cities on Dec. 15.
Fredric March With Garbo
Xmas Vacation for Sales Force
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Greta Garbo and
Cincinnati — A holiday vacation
^redric March will be co-starred by from Dec. 22 to Jan. 3 will be given
M-G-M in Tolstoi's "Anna Kare- the Universal sales force here.
ia." David 0. Selznick will act
as producer, with George Cukor directing.
Another Fox Film for Mayfair
Fox's "Hell in the Heavens," with
Warner
Baxter, opens next Monday
Arthur Schwartz Joins Brandt
evening at the Mayfair.
Arthur Schwartz, with Universal
for the last seven years, has been
$400 Holdup in Kansas City
engaged by Harry Brandt as an asKansas City — About $400 was
sistant to Joe Schwartz in the booking department of the Brandt circuit taken by a young bandit who held
of 31 houses. The two Schwartz up Manager H. S. Gould at the
Liberty theater the other night.
boys are not related.

oming an

dG

MR. and MRS. SIDNEY R. KENT returned)
New
York
yesterday
on the Berengaria.
HARRY
M. GOETZ
England
on Dec.
11
New York.

is booked
to sail ft
aboard
the Olympic

MR. and MRS. LYNN FARNOL sail Dec.||
on the Georgic for a Caribbean cruise, retu
ing Jan.
1, when Farnol joins the Donahue
Coe
agency.
LUPE
VELEZ
and
JOHNNY
WEISSMUl]
were
passengers
on the Berengaria
which
rived in New
York
yesterday.
GENE
FOWLER
is in New
coast Sid
with Skolsky.
a play on which
with

York
from
he collabort

LILY PONS, operatic star signed by .
Radio for a picture to be made next sumi
arrives today
on the Champlain
from
Eu
RUTH CHATTERTON
wood from
New York.

has returned to H

JACQUES
CHARLES,
French
producer
idi
fied with
Paramount, arrives in New York
day from abroad on the Champlain.
MRS. DC
OTHY
LESLIE,
wife
of
the
Fox
Movie!
technical
director,
is on the same ship
WILLIAM F. BARRETT of Amer-Anglo {
turned to New York yesterday on the Bel
KITTY CARLISLE and
rived at the Ritz Tower
garia.

her mother have I
from
Hollywood.

HUGH WALPOLE arrived in New York y
terday after a period of more than ti
months at the M-G-M studios. He sails 1
day for England on the Berengaria.
H;
L. TAYLOR
Philadelphia
and
in New
Pictures.
Mountan,

and
MURRY
F. BEIER
Washington,
respectively,

York
for a conference
general
sales manager

of

with
D.
SpecS

ANDREW DAVEN, formerly with Foxl
Paris, arrived in New York yesterday on I
few days.
Berengaria and leaves for the Coast withijl
CHARLES ROSENZWEIG, First Division st
manager, and JULES CHAPMAN have retuT
from
a six-week
tour of exchanges.
AL

FRIEDLANDER

returns today from Chi

CHARLES
BOYER, with
PAT PATTERSON?!
en route from
New York
to the Coast
wl«i
ter
W anger.
he will
work
in "Private
Worlds"
for Vf
MRS. CARLYLE BLACKWELL was ami
arrivals in New York yesterday on the Ben

K. C. Critic Conducting Poll
Kansas City — Lowell Lawram
film critic of the "Journal-Pos
has
invited his readers to subn|
their selections of the ten best p
tures of the year. Names of fawhose lists come closest to the r
tional Film Daily poll, in which t
critics' vote, will be published by
"Journal-Post."
garia.
go.

RECORDING

ON

FILM

INDUSTRIAL— FILM
SLIDE FILM— RECORDS

BRUNSWICK
PRODUCTIONS

CORP.

CH. 4-2200 321 W. 44th St., N.Y.C.
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in Motion

Picture

Herald's

nation-wide box

office

y

star vote!

Every exhibitor in America
was asked by Motion Picture Herald to name his
biggest money -making
stars.. .and they voted FOX
stars top ranking in alt
divisions...with Will Rogers
named grand champion
. . . the country's greatest
box office attraction!

EY

SHINE

IN

THIS SEASON:
more from

WILL ROGERS
"The County Chairman" and
three other extended-run hits.

more from

JANET GAYNOR
Including "One More Spring"
(co-starring with W ar ner Baxter)

more from

SHIRLEY TEMPLE
"Bright Eyes" (released Dec.
28th) and 3 other all-family
sell-outs.

WATCH THAT f0 STAR LIST !

<^2

THE
us
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KENT DENIES DEAL
FOR G-B HOLDINGS
our stock," declared the Fox president. "No offers have been made
us for it.
Stories to that effect
were only rumors."
No changes have occurred in relations between Gaumont-British
and Fox, Kent stated. He remains
on its directorate as well as Oswald
Balfour and Dixon Boardman, Fox
bankers, he said.
Kent explained that no unusual
business inspired his trip to England, with the exception of a sales
meeting which was attended by
English and continental managers.
He plans to go to the coast for studio conferences shortly after Christmas.
The Fox president finds nothing
by way of encouragement in reports
on the industry's situation in Germany. American distributors, as
far as he knows, he stated, have not
moved in an effort to modify recent
increase in the German import tax
on films.
Surveying the European film
scene, Kent reports that business in
England is "very good", but conditions on the continent are only fair.
Turning out an improved grade of
product, British producers are now
offering American firms increased
competition in their home market
declared Kent. English pictures
must build up a reputation in this
country if they wish to register importantly in American exhibitor
minds, he said.
"Good pictures are always acceptable to the American public, regardless of the country of their origin,"
observed Kent. "Politics don't enter into the situation. That, however, is not true of a lot of foreign
countries."
Fights New Orleans Reviews
New Orleans — Claiming that too
highbrow standards are employed in
film reviewing by the Morning
"Tribune" and the "Item", the St.
Charles Theater, managed by H. S.
McLeod, has cut its ad space in
those papers to 10 agate lines, the
smallest on the page. Other houses
also have protested. The "Item" uses
the star system.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS
Continued movie expansion in Colombia during the third quarter of
this year resulted in 12 houses being
reopened.

RIALTO

WITH

(Continued from Page 1)
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PHIL M. DALY
•
•
• HERE IS an innovation in the production of pressbooks
over at the Warner publicity offices the pressbooks
are issued on a regular weekly schedule
each book appearing on Friday in the case
four of
weeks
preceding(Pressbook,
the picture's
release date
the Peebee
you
mug) on "Sweet Adeline"
the boys were rushed
they had exactly three days to do the job
and actually
turned it out complete from copy to plates
20 ads from
an inch to a page in size
and 30 pages of exploitation
and publicity material
T
T
T
• •
• WE LOVE to give credit to all those entitled to it
on a given job
contrary to the unwritten law in some
companies where only the head of the dep't takes a bow
no
matter who actually does the work
Charlie Einfeld
doesn't happen to be that way
he asked us to mention
the lads who did a superlative job under the trying handicap of
very limited time
so here they are
Stanley Shuford, Tony Gablik, Gilbert Golden, John Moynihan, Roy Winkler,
Arnold Albert, Kenneth Aneser
T
T
T
• •
• IT IS quite palpably a publicity yarn
but
it's a good one
therefore it rates a break in a trade
paper
(Now wotin'ell are ya laffin' about?
Can't a guy
have his little joke?)
it seems according to Mister Earl
Wingart of Fox publicity
that Jesse L. Lasky has started
a quest for redheads
now Jesse is no ordinary Quester
after Redheads
he wants 500 of 'em, no less
he
grabbed off 200 for his "Redheads on Parade"
and that
used up even the Hollywood
supply of carrot-tops
natural and synthetic
(and how the girls can fool you
boys with that henna stuff!)
for the information of
Mister Lasky
we direct his attention to the scientific
data on this subject
there is only one true redhead born
to an average of something like 2,000 babes
and a big
percentage of these change to jet black before they are 21
and the biggest percentage of these titians are males
so go ahead and get your 500 Genooine Redheads, ole
topper
it's gonna
cinch
▼ be a T
T
• • • IF YOU are interested in Italian or European representation get in touch with Cavalier Celso Pier Baccovich
.the well known Italian industrialist who has a
yen for the film biz
the Cavalier is well known throughout Europe
being the manager of the Compagnia Venezia
Murano
the famous
Venetian glass factory
he
is now in New York
making his headquarters at the
offices of Benjamin Gottesman
122 East 42nd St.
F. Herrick Herrick is acting as his representative while here.
T
T
T
• •
• AT LAST Solly Kann
the ubiquitous and
aggressive printing representative
has got a break with
a real outfit that can deliver Quality, Service and Price on
TIME
please don't laff
everybody knows the
standing joke
or, rather, tragedy
about Printers'
Promises
on deliveries
but Mister Sol Kann
is now
definitely hooked up with Artcraft
we once had dealings
with this concern
and they actually delivered us a job
On Time
the shock sent us to the emergency ward for a
couple of days
but it was worth it
T
T
T
• •
• IN AN interview by Douglas Gilbert published in
the January issue of "New Movie Magazine"
Sinclair
Lewis chooses Katharine Hepburn as the finest artist of the
American screen
Florence Fisher of the "Pittsburgh Press",
compiling books to be read and plays and pictures to be seen,
cites four Gaumont-British pictures out of her 10
they are
"Man of Aran," "Evensong," "Power" and "Little Friend"
Anita Kurtin, 19-year-old Brooklyn schoolgirl, and Cecilia Murray, 4, of Manhattan are the winners in the city-wide talent
hunt conducted by M-G-M
Columbia's "One Night of Love"
will be broadcast on the Borden program over WABC tomorrow
night

«

«

«

»

»

»

AGREEMENT REACHED
ON PARA, COAST CLAIM
(Continued from Page 1)

pay off this sum was approved ye
terday by Federal Judge Coxe.

The hank, as trustee, held two notes of I
Paramount Land Corp. totaling $816,666 :
had filed claim against Paramount-Publix
guarantor of the notes. Under the new agr
ment the trustees, by paying $36,666 p
interest to July 1, 1934, obtained reduct
of the claim to $780,000. Paramount La
Corp. is to execute a new note to the ba
for $780,000 dated July 1, 1934, and paya
in quarterly installments of $6,000 each ui
July
1, 1939 when
the principal
The agreement
further
provides becomes
for the d'
continuance of the suit brought against
bank by Paramount Land and Param
Laboratories to obtain release from the moi
gage on the Paramount Laboratory and
ecution of a new pact covering the labo:
tory mortgage with special release provisiol
Judge Coxe also approved an order authl
izing the trustees to advance $24,000 to Sa
Theaters, a subsidiary, to purchase a $45!
000 claim against Olympia Theaters in
nection with the disaffirmation of leases
the Palace and Strand theaters, Stamfoi
Conn., owned by Chas. D. and Mary
Vuono.

«,

Co-op Buying of Supplies
Planned
by N. J. Allie
(Continued from Page 1)
Louis Levin were named a commi
tee of finance and revision of due
Levin presided at the meeting
chairman. At next Tuesday's se|
sion, Dave Snaper will be chairmai
Disney Files Infringement Suits
Walt Disney Productions ai
Walt Disney Enterprises yesterda
filed an injunction and accounting
suit in the U. S. Federal Coui )
New York, against J. Chein & C(
Inc., toy manufacturers. Infring
ment on his Mickey Mouse cop
rights is charged by the plaintiff.
Nat Wolf Undergoes Operation I
Nat Wolf, Warner theater d^
trict manager in Ohio, is recove
ing at Greenberger Brothers' ho
pital,
40 East
60th St.,
following f
so-called
bloodless
operation
gallstones
Greenberger.performed by Dr. Monri
H. B. Franklin Reading Scripts
Harold B. Franklin is readi:
scripts preliminary to producing a
other feature in the East. H
initial hepicture
"Gambling
which
deliveredwas
to Fox
under
one-picture contract.

SUNSHIN€

Roxy Theater sets new five-year attendance record with "Imitation of

N. Y. Daily News'

Four Stars leads greatest

critical ovation of the year for "Flirtation
Walk"! "Picture is a honey". . ."New Warner
hit star-spangled hour of first-rate film fun"
..."Had packed house howling with patriotic
fervor". . ."Warner Bros.' latest screen musical is assured of success". . ."A perfect peach
of a musical . . .say Broadway's

ace reviewers

. so naturally " Flirtation Walk" holds over
indefinitely at N. Y. Strand after ringing up
biggest preview

and opening

day business

of the entire year . . . Topping "Dames",
"Here Comes the Navy", "Gold Diggers",
"St. Louis Kid"! . . . While Pennsylvania's
Coyle Theatre reports best business in 42
years, and

Walter

Reade

wires

Plainfield Strand's biggest
gross
since
Spanish - American

news

of

single-day
War
. . .

and

Memphis

Thanksgiving
. . . Albany

doubles
Day

biggest

previous

gross in blinding rain

breaks all records for single-day

gross . . . Milwaukee

shatters 3 -year

at-

tendance record . . . Philadelphia's Stanley
tops "Footlight Parade". . . Wilmington and
Reading deliver new all-time highs
. . .

and all America joins the deafening salute to

DICK POWELL • RUBY KEELER
PAT O'BRIEN • THE WEST
POINT CADET
CORPS
FRANK BORZAGE • BOBBY
CONNOLLY • DIXON & WRUBEL
for turning

out this All -American

WARNER

hit for

BROS
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kittle7' from Hollywood "Lots //

By RALPH WILK
NNY RUBIN has been signed
by First National for "Go Into
ur Dance," which co-stars Al
son and Ruby Keeler. Joyzelle
o has been added to the cast.

Paramount has put Baby LeRoy
in the cast of "Ruggles of Red Gap",
with Charles Laughton, Mary Boland, Charlie Ruggles and ZaSu
Pitts. LeRoy will play the role of
ZaSu Pitts' son.

Murphy
"Hold
'em Yale,"
both soontotodirect
go into
production.
No
cast assignments are definite.
▼

T

T

Richard Whiting, composer of
"Till We Meet Again," has started
work for Paramount. He is teamed
T ▼ T
Director Henry Hathaway has with Ralph Rainger to write the
lew contracts are announced by marked "officially closed" on Para- songs Mae West will sing in "Now
G-M with Charles Riesner, direc- mount's "Lives of a Bengal Lancer." I'm A Lady."▼
v T
|, and Edward Childs Carpenter, The film took 88 days in actual proywright.
Florence Rice, daughter of Grantduction. Gary Cooper, Franchot
▼ T T
Tone, Richard Cromwell and Sir Guy land Rice, sports expert, has been
awarded the feminine lead in the
Ueorge Brent has been assigned Standing are in featured roles, with
Warners to play the masculine a cast numbering more than 1,200. Fox film, "East River," which coFour large location camps were stars Edmund Lowe and Victor Mcd opposite Josephine Hutchinson utilized
during the making of the Laglen. Marjorie Rambeau and
"Oil for the Lamps of China." film.
Charles Bickford also are featured
in the cast.
1 in Eldredge and William Gargan
T
V
T
o will be in it.
V
Y
V
Georgette Cohan, daughter of
Camera work has been completed
George M. Cohan, has arrived here
Cecelia Parker, who appeared with to do picture work.
on "Sweepstakes Annie," and the
film is now being edited under the
;ta Garbo in "Painted Veil," has
n given the second most imporof M. H. Hoffman, presZion Meyers, now an associate supervision
ident of Liberty. Marian Nixon, Tom
it role in "Naughty Marietta" at producer, is assisting Pandro Ber1G-M.
Brown, Wera Engels, Inez Courtney,
man on RKO's "Roberta", which Lucien Littlefield, Dorothy Peterson,
T T ▼
has just gone into production.
William Janney and Ivan Lebedeff
T
T
»
Mitchell Lewis and Forrester Harare prominent in the cast. William
l ? will appear in Columbia's "The
Barton MacLane, who has just fin- Nigh directed the production, which
epthstheBelow,"
ished in "Black Fury" on the War: ier
directionnowof in
Erieproduction
Kenton.
Scott
Darling'sLaw.
adaptaner lot, has been awarded a con- is based
tion of a on
story
by Evelyn
I mund Lowe and Jack Holt carry
tract by the company.
: male leads.
t
r
T
Y
▼
T
V
Y
▼
Victor Herbert's "Naughty Ma"Suzy," the novel by Herbert Gorrietta," with Jeanette MacDonald,
Etienne Girardot has been added
man, has been purchased by M-G-M. Nelson Eddy
and Frank Morgan in
T
▼
T
Columbia's "Passport to Fame."
leading roles, has gone into proElsie Ferguson returns to the
duction at M-G-M. The cast includes Mary Doran, Cecilia Parker,
screen in "Becky Sharp," the Pioneer Pictures production being filmed Edward Brophy and Akim Tamiroff,
in Technicolor for RKO release.
with W. S. VanDyke directing.

HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA

MOST
Hotel

CONVENIENT
in Hollywood

$2.50 up, Single
$3. GO up, Double
Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaza is near everything to see and do in
Hollywood. Ideal for business or pleasure.
Every room has private
dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every venience.
modern
Fine foodscon-at
reasonable prices. Convenient parking for your car.
Cbas. Danziger, Mgr.
Eugene Stern, Pres.
The "Doorway of Hospitality"
Vine
at Hollywood
Blvd.
HOLLYWOOD

Jk

2

T

t

▼

T

T

T

T

T

T

John Eldredge will be leading man
Paramount is to remake "Peter
with Robert Donat in the
opposite Verree Teasdale in "The Ibbetson"
title role.
Goose and the Gander," soon to
V
V
Y
start production at Warners. Genevieve Tobin has been assigned to
Walt
Disney's
next
Silly Symanother prominent role in the picture.
phony production will be "The Golden
Touch",
in
Technicolor,
for re▼
TV
lease through United Artists.
y
y
v
The cast of First National's
"While the Patient Slept," in which
"Gypsy Sweetheart," a two-reel
Aline MacMahon, Guy Kibbee, Pa"Broadway Brevities"
tricia Ellis and Lyle Talbot have the Vitaphone
musical in Technicolor, entered proleading roles, has been augmented
duction
this
at Warners' Burby nine players. The additions are bank studios.week
The cast is headed by
Claire Dodd, Dorothy Tree, Allen Winifred Shaw, Phillip Reed and
Jenkins, Robert Barrat, Hobart Hobart Cavanaugh. Ralph Staub is
Cavanaugh, Brandon Hurst, Russell directing and the dance ensembles
are being staged by Bobby Connolly.
Hicks,
HenryEnright
O'Neillis and
Eddie Shubert. Ray
directing.
The
▼ ▼
▼
screen play was written by Robert
Lee and Brown Holmes did the addiAnne Shirley of RKO's "Anne of
Green Gables" will next be seen in
tional dialogue.
'Princess Charming," a screen
Clyde Elliott is about to embark adaptation by Francis Faragoh of
for China, Inner Mongolia and Mal- Anatole France's "Crime of Sylvestre Bonnard." George Nichols
asia, where he will make "China Jvill direct. It will be a Cliff Reid
Roars" for Columbia.
▼ Y ▼
|roduction. V
V
V
Paramount has assigned Alan
Production was started last week
Hale
C. B. for
DeMille's
"Crusades,"
Helen toMack
the feminine
lead on "Custer's Last Stand," a 25-reel
and George Barbier for a character serial, which will be the first of two
plays that Stage and Screen
role in "McFadden's Flats," and chapter
John Miljan and Stanley Fields to Productions will produce for the
1934-1935
season. Among the play"Mississippi."
Y
Y
Y
ers engaged are Rex Bell, Buzz Barton, William Farnum, LeRoy Mason,
A shift in assignments at Paramount has set Edward Sedgwick to George F. Hayes, Bobby Nelson and
direct "The Milky Way," and Ralph Billy O'Brien.
t

▼

▼

PHOTOPHONE
OFFERS:
• Unfailing Sound
• A Sound

Satisfaction

Box Office Attraction

• Complete Ownership
• A

Self-Liquidating
PHOTOPHONE

RCA

VICTOR

COMPANY,

Camden,

A Radio Corporation

Investment

DIVISION
N. J.

Inc.

of America Subsidiary
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» REVIEWS

«

FOREIGN
"MARYJKA," in Polish, with English
titles; produced by Muza-Film; directed by
Jan Nowina-Przybylski; with Ina Benita,
et al. At the Cameo Theater.
Rural romance in Carpathian mountain
setting provides generous enjoyment for
Polish fans. To others, it is interesting
chiefly because of its colorful locale and
characters.
"BEI DER BLONDEN KATHREIN" ("At
the Blonde Katherine's"), in German; produced by Bavaria Films; directed by Franz
Seitz; with Liane Haid, Joe Stoeckel, Fred
Hennings, Rolf von Goth, et al. At the
86th St. Casino Theater.
Very enjoyable comedy with music on
college student theme contains plenty of
fun, has a good cast and is well handled
technically and photographically.
"L'AGONIE DES AIGLES" ("The Death
Agony of the Eagles"), in French, with
English titles; produced and directed by
Roger Richebe; with Pierre Renoir, Constant Remy, et al. Distributed by DuWorld.
At the Fifth Ave. Playhouse.
Good historical drama dealing with the
post-Napoleonic period has been efficiently
done and should interest the French following.
"CHUCHO EL ROTO", in Spanish; produced by Cinematografica Mexicana; directed byGabriel Soria; with Ferando Soler,
Adriana Lamar, Alfredo del Diestro, Julio
Villarreal and Julian Soler. Distributed by
Cinexport Distrib. Corp. Running time, 90
mins.
Romantic tragedy maintains suspense
well with interesting plot twists.
"LAS FRONTERAS DEL AMOR" ("Loves
Frontiers"), in Spanish; produced by Fox
Film in Hollywood; directed by Frank
Strayer; with Jose Mojica, Rosita Moreno,
et al. Distributed by Fox. At the Teatro
Campoamor.
Entertaining romance giving Jose Mojica
an opportunity to sing some pleasing numbers. Production is excellent all around.

SHORTS
"Perfectly
with LeonMismated"
Errol
Columbia
20 mins.
Fair
The comedy in this one is carried
by Leon Errol who has married a
dame who makes his life miserable
by nagging, and reminding him jealously of one of his former wives.
Then the former wife moves in with
her hubby in an apartment alongside. Errol lands in there by mistake, and has a close shave with her
big bruiser of a husband. That evening he comes home pie-eyed and
again gets into the other apartment,
and it winds up with a free-for-all
Snow Hits Nebraska Movies
Omaha —
Nebraska's first snowfall
took on the proportions of a blizzard,
leaving a number of ourstate towns
without picture shows when film deliveries failed or managers ordered them
stopped because patrons for the most
part were snowbound.

NEWS

OF THE DAY

Elyria, O. — John Pekras has com- house under his management, the
pleted arrangements with the RCA old Stadium in the Montlake district of the city He has renamed
Victor company for equipping the
Capitol and the Dreamland with it the Montlake.
Photophone
High Fidelity sound systems.
London, Ont. — Loew's London
Theaters, Ltd., has declared regular 3Y2 per cent half-year dividend
Bonneville, Ore. — The Roosevelt
Theater, newest unit of the J. J. on the preference shares for the
half
year ending Dec. 31, 1932, payParker interests of Portland, has
able Dec. 11, 1934.
opened.
It seats 600.
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»DATE BOOK
Today:
Warner
quet
n. y. and

Club's
Second
Annual
Movie
Ball, Club,
Schenecta

Dec. 7: Second annual performance and dar
of the Warner Club Players,
New Yorkv
Dec. 8: Sixtieth Anniversary Dinner and _
York.
of The Lambs, Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, N
Dec. 9-10:
Theater
Owners
of
North
.
South
Carolina
22nd
annual
conventiHotel
Charlotte,
Charlotte,
N. C.
Oec. 10:
Warner
Bros,
annual
stockholde
meeting,
Wilmington.
Del.
Dec. 10:
Kansas
City
Variety
Club-Film
dustry Annual Charity Ball and Show,
Mor,
Kansas
City.
Dec.

PI

11:
Meeting
of
Independent
Exhibits
Inc., of Mass., Maine, N. H.. R. I. and V
69 Church
St., Boston.
1:30 P. M.

Osceola, Iowa — The new Lyric,
boards owned by John Waller, is nearing Dec. 11-12: Allied States Ass'n direct
B. F. completion and will open Jan. 1.
meeting,
Hotel
Roosevelt,
New
Orleans
Wash17:
General
Meeting
of Actors'
Equ
Bridgeport, Conn. — Fred Cuneo, Dec. Ass'n
Lynch
to discuss Screen Actors' Guild affil
manager of the Globe, formerly
tion, Hotel Astor, New York.
known as Old Poli's, for the past Dec. Trans-Lux
19:
Annual Daylight
stockholders'
meetingCoPictures
Screen
10:30
A. M.
York, Neb. — Robert Jess, former- two years, has resigned. He is succeeded by Ted Holt, veteran Conly manager of the Sun here, and
necticut theater executive.
Oec. 20:
A M.P.A.
Christmas
Dinner.
He
Joe Schnitzen, who bossed the York,
Astor.
New
York.
Weinberg houses, are both out of
Boston — Marion Higgens of the Dec. Motion
31 : Annual
Year's Inc.,Party
Picture New
Salesmen,
Hotel ofAs
the organization now, with Carl M. & P.-Publix Metropolitan and
New
York.
"Rags" Rose in full charge.
Donald Chambers, assistant to March 4:: Extraordinary meeting of stc
holders of Pathe Exchange, Inc., to act
Harry Browning in the M. P. cenreorganization plan 2:30 P. M., New Yo
Boston — Manager Al Somerby
tral publicity offices, are marrying.
wood.
has put a new price and opening
May 20-25:
Annual
Spring
Meeting
of
Society of Motion Picture Engineers, Ho
Charlotte, N. C— The new Hickpolicy into effect at the rejuvenated
ory, N. C, house of the Criterian
Bowdoin Square. Programs change
Saturdays and Wednesdays with top Amusement Co., headed by J. N.
Finlay Goes to Capitol, St. Jol
Gregg of Charlotte, has opened
price of 40 cents at night.
under the name of Paramount. B.
St. John, N. B.— Kenneth Fini
Seattle — Paul Aust, manager of C. Talley, formerly of Lumberton, formerly of Halifax and Guelph, \
House seats 900.
the Broadway, has opened another is manager.
been appointed by Clarence Robs
general manager of the Fam«
between the two married couples. traffic into a frenzy as he drives like Players-RKO theaters in Canada,
Errol gets over his typical funny a madman through the city to save succeed W. H. Golding as manaj
of the
business with his legs in the drunk the dog from being done away with. ter
here.1,800-seat Keith-Albee th
scene, but the rest of the gagging Andy is funny, as ever, but mixing
the
material
of
comedy
with
the
is routine. Directed by James W.
Home.
sympathy stuff for the kid seems to
Filming "Sawing Lady in Half!
have cramped his opportunities. But
"Sawing a Lady in Half," the
it moves fast and is lively. Directed
by Arthur Ripley.
mous magical illusion, will be fil*»
(No.of 2)Life"
"Spice
as a featurette by Stage & Scri
Columbia
10 mins.
Productions.
A featurette of
Very Good
"ScreenLively
Snapshots"
Drunkard,"
oldtime
melodrama,
(No.
3)
The second in the series of jokes
11 mins. is planned by S. & S.
culled from newspapers by the Columbia
"Literary Digest" carries plenty of
Densmore A. Ross a Benedid
laughs. Also a group of typographiThe subtitle on this reel is "Seecal errors that make very laughable
ing Hollywood with Harriett ParDensmore A. Ross, vice-presidj
sons." Visits are made to the homes of Ross Federal Service, Inc.,
reading. Doc Rockwell introduces
the jokes with one of his goofy im- of several femme stars where they came a benedict recently, it V
personations and a lot of nonsensi- are presented at work or loafing in learned yesterday. The bride 1
cal stuff that makes a perfect hu- their Beverly Hills gardens. Then Grayce Naomi Ruland of Jack?
morous setting for the joke mate- the rest of the reel is devoted to Heights. On their return frort
rial. Then at the conclusion the the sights at a Hollywood polo
wedding
trip, the couple will res
comedian again appears briefly to match, the teams consisting of Hol- in
New Rochelle.
tie up the offering. Well presented
lywood players and studio executives.
In
between
the
shots
of
the
and edited, this reel moves fast and
smoothly.
Richard Halliday in Hospital
game, the camera picks up the
celebs seated in the grandstand, and
Richard
Halliday of the P£
the announcer supplies interesting mount story department is at
Andy Clyde in
snappy.
chatter about them. Lively and
Harbor Sanitorium, recovering fi
"In the Dog House"20 mins.
Columbia
an
operation necessitated by a
infection.
Lively Comedy
This one is played for the senti"Medbury Ordinary
At a County Fair"
10 mins.
ment as well as the humor that Columbia
Andy Clyde can always deliver. The
Flinn to Submit Report
This Walter Futter production
theme is that of Andy married to a
A report on operation of the cod
machinery at the Coast is expected t
selfish blonde who is sore at Andy has John Medbury cracking wise
be submitted by John C. Flinn, execu
for bringing his little grandson to and more or less funny at the sights
five secretary, to the Code Authorit
live with them. The kid gets into to be seen at a typical county fair.
tomorrow, following his return to Ne>
all sorts of harmless scrapes, and The material itself is naturally rouYork this afternoon by plane. Expecta
tions are that consideration of the pro
finally winds up with getting the
tine, and it is only the lift that Medposed Kansas City zoning and clearanc
bury gives it with his humorous and
wife's
pet
Pekinese
taken
to
the
dog
schedule will occupy much of Thursday
session.
pound. Then the routine hectic chase sometimes gaggy comments that
in a flivver with Andy
throwing makes it halfway entertaining.
Seattle — Offices of the code
have been moved from the
Shearer building to 1404 New
ington Hotel. Mrs. R. B.
is secretary.

.

swell the fund that helps
this industry's
neediest
THEY HAVE FAMILIES . . .
wives
. . . mothers . . - chilcases?"
dren dependent on them . . .
hungry . . . badly clothed . . .
badly housed.
THEY MUST NOT STARVE!
they must not freeze!
SOME OF THEM HAVE
been in this business ... giving ...giving... giving... since
the old days of the Biograph
. . . helping to place this industry on a firm foundation.
MANY OF THEM HAVE
given until it hurt to this
same fund in happier times.
NOW WE MUST
HELP
THEM!

Copy and
layout
by Milton
Silver • * * Art work by
National Screen Service * ♦ » Photo-engraving plate by
Pioneer-Moss, Inc., 460 West 34th Street, New York . . .
all donated to the Fund . . .
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MOVIES NOT AFFECTED
IN 2% CITY SALES TAX
Motion picture admissions and
film rentals will not be taxed under
the city's new 2 per cent sales levy
passed by the Board of Aldermen
and the Board of Estimate and now
awaiting the signature of Mayor
LaGuardia, it was stated yesterday
to The Film Daily at the office of
the city collector. However, every
branch of the film industry will be
taxed by the city under the onetenth of one percent gross receipts
tax, which is payable for the entire
year of 1934 not later than March,
1935.

Salt Lake Squibs
Salt Lake City— C. L. Marcroft,
former booker at the local Vitagraph exchange, is now a salesman
in the Montana territory. Keith K.
Packs is the new booker, with Harold Chesler as assistant.
Hugh P. Braley, Paramount district manager, left for Denver after
spending a few days here.
Stage shows returned to the Victory this week.
Bill Gordon, Vitagraph manager,
back form a trek through Monis
tana.
Premiums Help N. J. Houses
New Jersey theaters usings premiums did a better busines last
week than houses without giveaways, according to a report made
to Allied Theaters of New Jersey
at its meeting yesterday. Approximately 50 theaters are covered by
part of the unit's plan
the checkup,
of following conduct of pictures in
early run nouses.
Drive on for Sunday Shows in Vt.
Montpelier, Vt. — With the newly
formed Vermont unit of Allied supporting the move, a drive is under
foot to legalize Sunday shows in
this state.
Theater Destroyed by Fire
Pattonsburg, Mo. — Fire destroyed
the Main Street theater on Saturday.
"Walk" Aims to Run Till Xmas
"Flirtation Walk," First National
musical which starts its second week
at the Strand today, is expected to
run at the Broadway house until
Christmas.
Hearing

Fox

Boston

Suit

Boston — The $250,000 suit brought by
David Stoneman against Fox Film Corp.,
charging inability to obtain payment
for securing several leaseholds in New
England because of false representations
made to him by the defendant corporation, got under way yesterday before
Judge John E. Swift in Middlesex Superior Civil Court here after a jury
had been impanelled late Monday. Fox
has entered
a general
denial.

Indie Film Biz in England Up 10 Per Cent
Independent distribution business in England is approximately 10 per cent improved
over last year, according to William F. Barrett, of Amer-Anglo, who returned to New
York yesterday on the Berengaria. Unimportant American pictures don't have a chance
in England nowadays, he commented. While abroad Barrett closed various deals for
distribution of independent product,
both in this country and in Europe.

Charges Discrimination
Philly Dual Bill Hearing
Resumes This Morning By N. O. Grievance Board

New Orleans — Charges of malfeasance will be filed against the
five members of the grievance board,
Henry Lazarus, exhibitor and Allied
secretary, told The Film Daily.
Lazarus contends that when the reports on various houses were being
investigated, the board questioned
him closely on the policy of the
Cincinnati Briefs
in selling reduced admisCincinnati- — Allen Moritz, Colum- Coliseum
sion on cards, which he stated he
bia manager, has been re-elected had abandoned with the code, but
president of the Variety Club. that when the Lyceum report came
Manny Shure and William Onie are
up, board members did not question
vice-prexies; Abe Libson, treasurer;
the manager on the ten-admissionsToe Rolling, secretary; Ike Libson, for-a-dollar
card which reduced its
Arthur Frudenfeld, Bill Hastings, box office prices. Lazarus claims
Stanley Jacques, Ralph Kinsler and the Lyceum policy was widely
Paul Krieger, trustees.
Jack Lawrence is new business known and is still in effect.
manager for the recently reorganized Majestic Film Exchange. Morris Segal retires. Herman Booth Goebbels Action Halts
is an addition to the sales force.
German Studio Activity
Edmona Caden of the Universal
Berlin
(By Cable) — Banning of
office is wearing a sparkler.
two German pictures by Propaganda
W. A. V. Mack, U. A. manager, Minister Paul Goebbels on the
^nd Mrs. Mack are in Syracuse,
N. Y.
grounds that they were not sufficiently artistic has thrown native
Harold Harris, Columbia ex- producers into a turmoil of connloiteer,
spent the holiday in New
fusion and caused a suspension of
York.
considerable studio activity. The
Many holdovers are reported in stand of the producers was backed
this area. "College Rhythm" and
a strong editorial by the "Ber"Anne of Green Gables" are in their up in liner
Tageblatt" on Sunday, pleading
second week here. "Anne" also gave for greater latitude for producers
Lhe Palace, Columbus, the biggest and pointing to the decline in Soviet
week it ever had, and opened strong film quality since the Government
at the Albee, Huntington, W. Va. there began placing restrictions on
Jack Jossey of Monogram spent
its producers. One of the two supthe week-end at the local office.
pressed films is said to have been
financed by British interests, and it
Write "Drum Beats" Songs
is claimed that additional foreign
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Gordon and Revel, funds are at the disposal of German producers.
Paramount song writers, have been
assigned to write numbers for
"Drum Beats," romance by Robert
Cleveland Chatter
Andrews, in which Jack Oakie and
Cleveland — Biggest holiday
Kitty Carlisle will be featured. William R. Lipman is preparing the grosses since the 1929 Thanksgiving
screen play.
are reported by local houses.
Joe Loeffler, former premium
McMurtrie Made V.P. at ABS
man, has joined First Division in
Burt McMurtrie has been ap- charge of sales for the Toledo area.
pointed a vice-president of AmeriF. J. McCarthy, Universal eastern division sales manager, was in
can Broadcasting System in charge
of program operations. Bing Cros- town last week.
by, Dick Powell, Ted Fio Rito and
Meyer Kaplan, neighborhood circuit operator, and Mrs. Kaplan will
other "names" started their careers
under his guidance.
celebrate their second wedding annimonth. versary by a trip to Florida next
Mrs. Dan Healy Buried
Funeral services for Mrs. Virginia
The body of William Watson, former manager of the Hippodrome,
Healy, wife of Dan Healy, the actor, and herself formerly on the who died here last week, was taken
stage, were held yesterday from her to his old home, Starkville, Miss.,
home
Monday.at Beechurst, L. I. She died for burial.
(Continued from Page 1)

to testify in opposition to the complaint brought by Harry Perelman,
local independent exhibitor, against
major distributors charging that
anti-dual clauses in their contracts
are illegal.

Al Cohen Dead
Boston — Al Cohen, field manager
for the E. M. Loew circuit and who
a few years ago married Mr. Loew's
sister, was killed last week in an
auto accident.

Movies-Dancing Combination
Woonsocket, R. I. — A dance floor
has been installed in the Laurier
theater by Charles M. Williams.
Pictures stop at about 9:30, followed by dancing until 11.30.
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STORY
REAL LIFE
A READ
IT, AND
THEN]
(Continued from Page 1)

gladly and — well, they didn't ma.
me feel as if I was a charity patier
Say, Phil, I ain't goin' sentiment]:
on you. But I'll never forget it i
long as I breathe. So I've figur<
it all out. My salary isn't heav
but it's steady. Instead of givii
Christmas presents of a lot of fo
things that nobody really needs, IL
taking that dough each week fro
my envelope — and I'm gonna send I
to the Fund. And if that little douj
of mine helps others as I was help'
— hell, I'll have a damned Mert
Christmas for myself."
This is the Giving Spirit we''
trying to spread abroad among s
you
boys and
girls.
make
an Endless
Chain
and Let's
keep it
goii,
till the Drive goes over the top ■
Christmas Day . . . Who's next
Here's one place where you don
have
to wait on line. Step rig:
up — and kick in.
Make
checks
payable
to T]
Film Daily Relief Fund, and ru,
Broadway.
them
to The Film
Daily, 163 i

San Antonio Notes
San Antonio — Only one theatf
the Sam Houston, is now dark hei
Downtown houses charging a dii
for kids have been reduced to thn
the Aztec, Majestic and Texas
Lester Ketner has been made difr1
matic and movie editor of the Chai
ber of Commerce's monthly public
tion.
Joseph Valentine, M-G-M aer:
cameraman, was here last week frc
Hollywood to get some additior
scenes for "West Point of the Aijf1
"President" Opens in January
"The President Vanishes,"
W<i
ter Wanger
production which r|
been highly publicized in the N|li
JTork newspapers owing to allegf »
attempts on the part of munitiSfji
makers to suppress the picture '
vw scheduled
open inat Januarjifc
the Nr1'
{Fork
Paramountto early
"Adeline" Xmas
Bookings
Warners will make "Sweet A(»
line," musical with Irene Dun:1 *
available for special roadshow borings during Christmas week.
G<:
eral release is set for Dec. 29.
Seventh Week
for "One Nighl
Kansas
City— "One
Night
Love" has gone into its sevei
week at the Fox Apollo.
DeForest Appealing Decision
Notice of appeal to
of Appeals from the
eral Judge Patterson,
patent claims of De
and General Talking

the Circuit Court
decision of Fedholding that the
Forest Phonofilm
Pictures for $1,-

000,000
each againstin Paramounf-Publix were non-provable
the bankruptcy
proceedings, has been served on the
Paramount
trustees.
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Warner Production Activity Not Impeded by Fire
i

EE PRODUCERS LOSING PHILLY DUALS TEST CASE
?'

osenblatt to Make Recommendations to Studio Guilds
11 Continue Efforts for
Studio Truce From
Washington
Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Critics Howl at Limiting the "Best" to Ten

Chief comment and complaint of the critics voting in the current nationwide "Ten
Best" pictures poll conducted by THE FILM DAILY is that "there are so many good
pictures this year, it's hard to hold the list down to ten." Of course, a few cinema
oracles take an opposite view and say there were too many poor films, but these opinions are far in the minority. About 200 critics already have sent in their ballots.
Indications are that the final total this year will again set a new record.

ollywood — Though unable to
g about mediation of the differ is between producers and the acj writer contingents prior to his
I rn to Washington, Division Adistrator Sol A. Rosenblatt said
vould make recommendations to
groups involved in the hope that
ttlement may be reached when
aJirrives in Washington.
Senators Borah and Nye will
Work of re-drafting three proaurence
W.
Bielenson,
repre- speak on the motion picture code
(Continued on Page 7)
posed zoning and clearance schedat the next meeting of the I. T. O. A.
ules is planned by the Code Auon Wednesday at 2 p. m. at the
thority at its meeting today. Plans
Hotel Astor, President Harry Brandt
to be re-shaped are Kansas City,
said yesterday, following a regu- Buffalo and New Haven.
lar session of the unit. Plans were
furthered for the association's annual ball, scheduled for Jan. 19.

SENATORS TO SPEAK THREE ZONING PLANS
AT I.T.O.A. MEET UP FOR ACTION TODAY

W MOVE TO REVAMP

N. THEATERS EQUIP'T

Jfiase National Bank interests are M. P. Club Forums
rted working on new plans for
Resuming in Month
ti ganization of General Theaters
The Motion Picture Club is planpment, the $150,000,000 holdning to resume its luncheon forums
company formed by Harley L.
rjjke and which in 1930 acquired within a month, with a national
(Continued on Page 6)
broadcasting hookup. In connection with the first event invitations
to attend and speak have been extended to Raymond Moley, Al
Jarings Set for Dec. 27
Smith, Sidney R. Kent, Dr. Nicholas
Para. Security Deposits Murray
Butler and Gov. Lehman.
jtnder orders signed by Federal Forums will be held every other
?e Coxe there will be a hearing week.
27 on the fairness of the pro
>ns of the deposit agreement of
Vanderlip debenture holders
eijmittee, the Paramount
stockers' protective committee and
_ Paramount Broadway bondholdcommittee. This is a procedure
, |iired under the new securities

Polish Gov't Lifts Ban
Against Warner Films

Sparks Building House
At Miami Beach, Fla.

Coals to Newcastle
Palatka, Fla. — Installation of a heatig system in the Howell Theater marks
imething of an innovation for a town
lis far south.

Miami Beach, Fla. — Ernest Morrison, district manager for Sparks
Theaters, announces a new Beach
movie house to cost approximately
$150,000. Work begins immediately.
New Colony is the name selected
for the house.

Philadelphia — That the Judge has
made up his mind against the producers was the general opinion here
last ingnight
the day's
in the following
U. S. District
Court hearsuit
by Harry Perelman against major
companies over the legality of the
anti-double feature clause in contracts. Among those who took the
stand yesterday, following William
Mansell, was Mrs. Owens, chairman
of the State Federation of Women
and chairman of the M. P. Forum
representing 2,000,000 members, and
(Continued on Page 6)

AUTH'Y VOTES TODAY
ON RADIO SHOW MOVE

Warners received word yesterday
The Motion Picture Code Authorfrom the Polish Embassy in Washity is expected to vote favorably toington that the ban placed by the
day on the proposal of the LegitiPolish government on Warner picmate Theater Code Authority that
tures, resulting from the showing committees(Continued
representing
bodies
on Page both
7)
of a picture in New York in which
one of the characters had the same
name as a Polish patriot, had been Loew Dividend Meeting
removed following acceptance of exPostponed to Dec. 11
pressions of regret. Warner offiDue to lack of a quorum, the
cials informed Poland that the use
of the name was unintentional, and Loew dividend meeting scheduled for
yesterday, was postponed to Dec. 11,
correction was made.
following the special stockholders'
meeting to be held on that date.
Nicholas M. Schenck, Loew president, is at present on the coast. The
stockholders' meeting next week is
necessitated by the fact that the
annual
month. meeting was deferred last
There will be no delays in the
Warner-First National production
schedule as a result of the Tuesday
Sets 30-Week Paris Run
night fire which caused damage of
Paris — After a run of 30 weeks at
several hundred thousand dollars,
the Cinema Edouard VII, "Little Women" has given way to "No Greater
it was stated yesterday by President
Glory." The house will show American
Harry M. distance
Warner
following
a
longfilms in original versions.
conversation with Jack L.

Production at Warner Studio
Will Not be Affected by Fire

id

Execs, Civic Groups on
Stand in Double Fea
ture Hearing

(.Continued on Page 7)
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Frank Buck Leaves Friday First "March of Time"
Scheduled for January
On New Jungle Expedition

Sponsored again by Van Beuren
Corp., Frank Buck sails tomorrow
on the Berengaria en route to Singapore, where he will set up a base for
his third filming expedition. He will
be accompanied by Ray Taylor, director; Nick Cavalieri, assistant director and camera chief; Harry
Squires, cameraman, and J. A. Naulty, business manager. Buck will
stop in London to appear at the
premiere there of his "Wild Cargo."
The party is due back about May 1.
RKO will release the picture.

Court Appoints Trustee
For Para. B'way Block
Thomas Keogh, of 70 Pine Street,
has been appointed referee by Supreme Court Justice Wasservogel in
the foreclosure proceedings instituted by the City Bank Farmers
Trust Co. in connection with the
Seneca Holding Corp., which controls the Broadway block front on
which the Criterion and Loew New
York Theaters are located. Keogh
said yesterday that present indications were that a sale would be held
shortly after the new year.

Warners Sign Donat
London — Robert Donat, British
actor who scored in Reliance's
"Count of Monte Cristo," has been
signed to a long-term contract by
Warners following long-distance
negotiations with Jack L. Warner in
Hollywood. Donat, who is now appearing on the London stage, returns to Hollywood in April. His
first role will probably be in "Captain Blood," by Rafael Sabatini.
Fox Met. Examination Dec. 14
Circuit Court of Appeals yesterday granted the request of Archibald Palmer, attorney for petitioning creditors in the Fox Metropolitan reorganization, for a preference
on his motion to examine members
of the Fox Met. bondholders' protective committee under Sec. 21 A, and
fixed hearing on the motion for Dec.
14 at 10 A. M. Palmer stressed to
the court the necessity for a speedy
ruling in view of his request for
similar examination in the Paramount reorganization proceedings.

First release of a series of tworeel subjects known as "The March
of Time," which The March of Time,
Inc., will produce and release
through First Division, will be in
January, President Harry Thomas
of F. D. announced yesterday.
Roy E. Larsen, general manager
of the magazine company and who
also produces
March of of
Time"
radio
program,"The
is president
the
new firm. John S. Martin, managing director of "Time" Magazine,
is editorial chief. Louis de Rochemont, formerly with Fox Movietone,
will be technical chief. Report of
the deal was exclusively printed in
The Film Daily of Nov. 5.

Safety Film for Mass.
"Once Upon a Time," the Technicolor cartoon fairy tale produced
by Audio Cinema for the teaching
of street safety, will be shown in
practically all Massachusetts theaters through the sponsorship of
the Mass. Dept. of Public Safety
and other state groups. Though the
short is contributed by Metropolitan
Life Insurance and distributed to
theaters free, it is entirely devoid of
advertising.

Bamberger Gets Title

Leon J. Bamberger has been given
the official title of sales promotion
manager, following the expansion oi
his duties with RKO Distributing
Corp. to take in additional phases
of that work, Ned E. Depinet, president, announced yesterday.

Coming and Going
JACK
SCHLAIFER,
special
sales represe
five for Gaumont-British
in New
York,
yesterday for a two-week
trip including Chi
go, Omaha,
Des
Moines,
Kansas
City, 0
homa
City, Dallas and St. Louis.
R. K. HAWKINSON,

RKO

Radio division rr

ager for Latin-America, returned to New '
yesterday from
the tropics on the Santa C
BEN LYON and BEBE DANIELS, after fl
to Hollywood for the Christmas holiday,
return
Dec.
28.to Chicago to open engagements
HARRY GENNETT, JR., of the Gen
Record Company, has left for Richmond,
after conferring in New York with Th<
J.
Valentino
on expansion of their new si
effects
catalogue.
FRANCIS L. SULLIVAN, on completion ol
role in Universe's
"Mystery
of Edwin
Dro 1
leaves
Hollywood
on
Monday
to
spend
holidays
back
in England.
CLAUDE
RA
also leaves for New York and London on v
tion after finishing his part in the same
ture.
RICHARD
RODGERS,
CONNELLY and MOSS
Monarch
of Bermuda
Bermuda
and Nassau.
GEORGE

ARLISS

LORENZ
HART,
M
HART sail today on
for a vacation
trip 1

leaves

New

York

urday for the
coast Century.
to start work
Richelieu"
for 20th
JACK MILLER,
in New York.

Chicago

on

in "Cart

exhibitor leader

SIDNEY SKOLSKY, columnist who has I
covering
Hollywood, is at the Hotel St. Ml
for ten days.
AL ROCKETT, having completed produc
of Fox's "Lottery Lover," leaves the c 1
roday
for a vacation
in Hawaii.
in

BORIS PETROFF, Paramount director, an
New York yesterday from the Coast.

GEORGE BANCROFT is in New York i
Hollywood and may do a show. Otherwisi
sails for Europe tomorrow.
AARON
York from

SAPERSTEIN
Chicago.

has

arrived

TIMMONY,
West's
n JAMES
New York
from the Mae
Coast.
SIDNEY JUSTIN leaves New
for a Caribbean
cruise.

in

manage

York

Dec.

Schubart Takes the Leap
Aage Schubart, manager of Rl
Legit Auth'y Protests Free Shows
Department
The Legitimate Theater Code Radio's Contract
of arrangements
Authority yesterday unanimously majordomo
adopted a resolution condemning conventions, took the matrimoi
the free theatrical performances and
leap last week-end and is hoi
free broadcasts being given in var- mooning
somewhere
in Atli
ious cities by the Standard Oil Co.
City.
Mrs. Schubart (Doris Lloj
of New Jersey as unfair competition
to established theaters bearing local hails from Chicago.
taxes and as likely to lessen employ- r - «■». .■—
ment and retard recovery. The resolution was proposed by Milton R.
Weinberger, representative of the
National Ass'n of the Legitimate
Theater on the Code Authority.

G-B Signs Schine Circuit
Gaumont-British product will be
played by the Schine circuit in up"President" Opening Moved Up
state New York under a deal closed
In a last-minute booking switch, by Jack Schlaifer, special sales representative for G-B.
Walter Wanger's production of "The
President Vanishes" has been moved
ahead to open tomorrow at the New
In Capitol Stage Show
York
Paramount. "Limehouse
Stage show at the Capitol startBlues" may go into the Rialto later.
ing tomorrow, accompanying Greta
Garbo's new picture, "The Painted
Another for Springer-Cocalis
Veil," will include Shirley Ross, a
Springer & Cocalis has acquired recent Hollywood screen discovery.
the Broadway at Woodcliffe, N. J.
George Jessel heads the stage bill.

Jack
Henly
Elissa Land
E. Mason Hopper
Millard WeM
Eve Unsell
Kathryn
McGuin
Harry
G. Lonsdale
Dot Farle
Sammy Cohen

J )

Holiday

"FORSAKING
ALL OTHERS"
Previewed to the biggest
Coast raves you ever heard:
Says Coast Variety:

Says the Hollywood Reporter:
'"Forsaking All Others' wallop for any box office.
.Excellent cast in great production. It's a honey.
IThere's no other word for it. It's got all varieties of
comedy played by an all star cast giving four star
performances.
I with

CHARLES

AN M-G-M

BUTTER

WORTH,

BIJXIE

PRIZE PACKAGE

"In the performances of Crawford, Gable and Montgomery there is scarcely a shade of preference. All
three are superb. Lavish mounting, purposeful and
pleasing musical treatment add to picture's class in
every department. It should register solid audience

satisfaction."
BURKE, FRANCES

DRAKE,

• Directed by W. S. VAN

ROSALIND

RUSSELL

DYKE • bernarfTh^Wn

HELD O
R A D I O

CI T

-and that's proi
(^Personal Advice from NewYork Critics!
World"One of those drop everything films . . . you've got to— see
it."Telegram

"You will like BROADWAY

BILL . . . gay, humorous, exciting and vastly

human."

— Herald
Tribune
—American
— Times

"For a sure winner play BROADWAY BILL."
"Recommended without reservation."

Daily News

"Among the things to be specially thankful for."

"You're recommended . . . exciting, genuinely moving . . . and Highly
amusing

. . .

—Journal

"Supreme entertainment for you . . . exhilarating, touching,— Daily
hilarious."
Mirror
"You should be grateful for a picture like BROADWAY

•

WARNER
F R ANK

BILL."

RELEASED

—Sun

NATION)*

BAXTE
CAPRA

btj j\.oherl J\.Lskin
Jjased on the story oij Jnark 3tellincfer

iECOND WEEK
MUSIC

HA

Li.

ws a smash hit!
. . . and a word from Columbia Pictures
We suggest lhal you set aside extended playing time
for this grand new Frank Capra hit which has bettered
the record for the first four days for all Columbia
Pictures that have played the Radio City Music Hall by
over

$10,000.00. In the words of the Hollywood

Reporter we tell you "It can't miss . . . it's a sure-fire hit"
. . . and its first engagement proves it!
N

DECEMBER

27th

•

MYRNA

LOY

PRODUCTION

with

WALTER CONNOLLY

• HELEN VINSON

THE

<2^

SEE PRODUCERS LOSING
PHILLY DUAL BILL SUIT

DAILY

MCifitt

(Continued from Page I^

George Zehrung, in charge of movie
activities for the Y.M.C.A. internationally with over a million membership, who objected to duals. It was
stated that exhibitors contacted
were generally against the practice
because proper programs cannot be
made.
Eddie Grainger testified that Fox had only
a dozen contracts with the anti-dual clause.
He said Fox served 425 independent exhibitors with a gross business of $26,000
weekly and about 75 affiliated houses with
revenue of $6,000 weekly. The duals policy
is settled by the branch manager, he stated,
and revenue in Philadelphia is more than in
Boston per picture. He was followed by Sam
Gross. Fox branch manager, and then A.
W. Smith of Warners told of the policy
formed against duals in June, 1932, when
notice was sent to all branches as a protection against lower rentals. He said they
served in Philadelphia 160 affiliated and 260
independent houses.
Mrs. James Louram, international chairman
of the M. P. Federation, Catholic Alumni,
with 350,000 members and reaching about
300,000 more, said her group was definitely
»gainst duals because they eliminate good
shorts. The group also broadcasts from 25
stations and through 500 editors, with one
poll bringing 14,000 replies out of which only
2,000 favored doubles.
Frank MacNamee gave perfunctory evilence. Bob Lynch followed, boosting the
:ensor board and offering more evidence.
George J. Schaefer of Paramount said 50
)er cent of revenue comes from independents
ind he does not want to put them out of
jusiness,
butthethat
duals
down in
20 atodual
2'5
>er
cent of
gross
on cut
a picture
erritory, and shorts are eliminated. J. Rob'rt Rubin of M-G-M made a fine impreslion. He said producers can't do without
ndependent business and make fine pictures.
Whatever is lost to producers will be rejected in poorer product to the public, Rubin
leclared, adding that the idea against duals
ame as a natural growth to protect revenue
ifter the success with "Trader Horn" and
'Prosperity."
The Judge .inquired what assurance the
ublic had of seeing independent films, the
eply being that there would be no trouble
f the pictures were good and that the independent producer does not require duals to
et his product over. The hearing is exected to conclude
today.

PHIL M. DALY
• •
• THEY KEPT It A Secret As Long As They Could
(and there you have a swell Teaser Title for a pix, if
you could only get it into the marquee lights)
but we
are referring to the strategy of the parents of Lea Rosow Sachs
who recently married Hal Home
as we said
the bride's parents kept it a secret as long as they could
then it got around that their dotter had traveled to Hollywood
and back with Hal
so that forced their hand
they
just had to formally announce the wedding that took place on
Nov. 7
the day they lit out for Hollywood
the
announcements were only sent out yesterday they could
no longer hide the Terrible Calamity that had hit the House of
Sachs
dotter had married a Professional Gagman
Be A Regular Fellow
Help the Film Daily Relief Fund
• • • TRUE LIFE Story of Film Folks
Frank
Thomas,
Sr., father of Frankie Thomas,
12-year-old star of
Radio's "Wednesday's Child"
was visiting Rutgers Neilson
at the home office publicity dep't the other day
when
Leon Bamberger, the company's sales promotion man strolled
in
Thomas and Bamberger stared at each other and
then shook hands
it developed that Thomas had been leading man of a famous Indianapolis stock company in which Leon
had played bits . and that this was their first meeting: in 24
years Irving Cummings, the director, was a member of
the same troupe now Bamberger figures out stunts to sell
the pictures in which his leading man's son appears
Be A Regular Fellow
Help the Film Daily Relief Fund
• • • THE LUNCHEON hours at the Motion Picture
Club see many prominent faces around the tables yesterday among others Adoloh Zukor, Sam Dembow, Howard
Dietz, Morton Spring, William Brandt, Dave Loew. Jack
Alicoate, John Balaban, Jack Miller, Aaron Saperstein, Eugene
Spitz, Harry Katz

RKO Radio Foreign Deals
Contracts for the distribution of
RKO Radio's full 1934-35 lineup in
the Straits Settlement, Malay
States. British North Borneo and
Siam has been negotiated by RegiSan Francisco Items
nald Armour, RKO general manSan Francisco — Leslie Jacobs,
for India and the Middle East,
ormerly with Phil Frease, is now with ager
Pavilion, Ltd.
nth Bob Scott in the management
R. K. Hawkinson, Latin-American
■i the Willow Glen Theater near division
manager for RKO, has
>an Jose. Jacobs continues his closed with
Cuban-American Film
heatrical realty business here.
Co. for Cuban distribution of the
John Goldsmith will keep the Cap- current program.
tol dark and devote himself to a
ight club.
Preview Committee for Omaha
"Kid Millions" topped in receipts
he past week and is being held
Omaha— The Better Films Counver.
cil, composed of 100 representatives
Leon Levy, for six years manager from the local council of churches,
f theaters here and in Los An- will name key men of civic and reeles, is located temporarily in
ligious organizations to act as a
'risco.
committee to preview films before
Bill Wagnon has opened the Gay they are released to the theaters.
'al'eys night club. He formerly oprated the Davies and Embassy theters.
"Divorcee"
Holding at Palace
Charles Pincus has been retained
RKO's "Gay Divorcee" will be
) handle publicity for Gaumont held for a second week at the PalIritish films here. Kenneth Hodace, where it moved in after two
inson is exchange manager, with weeks at the Music Hall.
ack Erickson as salesman and
lint Meacham as booker.
Marjorie White stopped off here First Holdover at Omaha Parm't
Omaha — The Paramount, A. H.
n her way back from the Orient
ith her husband Eddie Tierney, Blank house, had its first holdover
ance director with Fox.
this week, "College Rhythm."
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$4,530,000 PARA, NET
IN FIRST NINE MONTHS
Net operating earnings of Paramount-Publix for nine months ended
Sept. 29, 1934, excluding subsidiaries
in receivership or bankruptcy, totaled $4,530,000. The figure is before taxes and excludes profit from
foreign exchanges and losses of the
old Broadway Corp. and of subsidiaries which are inactive or the
future status of which is uncertain.
The net operating earnings of the
nicture group for the 9-month period was $4,080,000. Earnings of the
theater and other companies, including dividends from non-consolidated
companies, but excluding the Old
Broadway Company and companies
inactive or the future status of
which is uncertain, were $482,000.
Third quarter earnings for the picture group was $574,000, as compared with $918,000 in the third
quarter of 1933. Preliminary earnings figures for the picture group
for the fourth quarter of 1934 indicate a substantial decline as compared with the same period in 1933.

New Move to Revamp
Gen. Theaters Equipment
(Continued from Page

1)

voting control of Fox Film Corp.
Efforts last spring to effect a reorganization were balked by William
Fox although the bank offered to
reduce its claims against the company by $5,000,000 to $15,000,000.
Mr. Fox claimed the company had
bank.
claims of $14,000,000 against the

Chase officials are said to be in
Last Rites for Bob Roden
Last rites for Robert F. Roden, California at present in the interests of the reorganization, following
song writer and film editor and
adaptor, were held a few days ago, a swing around the country surveywith representatives from M-G-M,
ing conditions.
Fox, RKO, Universal, Marks Music
and the Packard and Margaret Hall
Seek Non-Theatrical
Amendment
agencies attending:. Roden died last
Detroit — Application is being preweek of apoplexy.
sented by Allied Theaters of Michigan to the Code Authority for an
York, Neb., Price War Ends
amendment to the code so as to give
York, Neb. — Ending a two-month exhibitors more protection from
price war between Ross Lebart's non-theatricals. Allied is now collecting data on non-theatrical comRialto and Harry Weinberg's Sun
petition in Michigan in order to
and York, the Sun's scale has been
raised to 30 cents from 15 cents, present a large number of cases to
the York is up to 20 cents and the the local grievance board.
Rialto has closed.
Weinberg Leaves Coulter
Starting Film Lectures
Morty Weinberg has resigned
Iris Barry, one of the founders from C. A. Coulter, Inc., and is
of the London Film Society, will in- working on several new premium
augurate the first of a series of deals.
film lectures arranged by the Film
& Photo League, at its headquarters, 31 E. 21st St., on Sunday. The
M-G-M Buys "Wild Oats"
topic will be "The Film in Eng- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — M-G-M has acquired
"Wild Oats," a novel by Florence
Reversible Incline House Opens
Ryerson and Colin Clements.
Shreveport, La. — The New Venus,
land."
first of the reversible incline floor
"Evensong" for Brooklyn Strand
theaters in this section, opened last
"Evensong," Gaumont-British muweek. House is modern in every
sical drama, has been booked for the
respect and the novel seating is cre- Brooklyn Strand the week of
ating wide interest.
Dec. 20.

■%
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ROSENBLATT TO OFFER
GUILDS SUGGESTIONS
(Continued from Page 1)

senting the guilds in reply to to
"strike" talk yesterday, pointed out
that all present contracts contain
a "no strike" clause, but that most
of these contracts expire March 1.
The producers refused to recognize the guilds, although the latter
were willing to negotiate on an open
shop basis. The producers will consent to make written agreements
mly with individuals.

Empire Operators Union
Elects "New Deal" Slate

In a "new deal" slate, Empire
State M. P. Operators Union has
elected Jack Millet as new presiient and James Addesso, former
/ice-president, as business manager,
headquarters of the organization
ire now at 397 Pearl St., Brooklyn.

Film Classes to Start
Registration for classes in film
lirecting, editing, photography, scenario writing, playwriting and radio
nicrophone technique and other subects, offered free by the State Department of Education to men and
vomen over 17 years of age, will
begin tomorrow, continuing daily
or a week from 1 to 4 P. M., at the
University of the State of New
fork, 160 West 45th Street.

Gulf Circuit Adds Two
Tampa, Fla. — Gulf Theaters, Inc.,
ias acquired two additional houses,
Nebraska and Garden, from Mr. and
Mrs. Butler E. Gore.

m "LOTS"
froWILK
;By RALPH
A LITTLE
HOLLYWOOD
J-JENRY
KING isfrom
directing
"One
More Spring",
the Robert
Nathan best-seller, which went into
work last week at the Fox studios.
It had been inadvertently stated in
an announcement that Edwin Burke
was directing. Janet Gaynor and
Warner Baxter are starred in the.
production.
T

t

▼

Montagu Love has been signed
by Darryl Zanuck for "Clive of In20th Century picture starring
Ronalddia,"Colman.
t

▼

▼

on "Now I'm a Lady," next Mae
West picture, on Dec. 15. He plans
to spend a week in New York.

WARNER STUDIO WORK
NOT IMPEDED BY FIRE
(Continued from Page 1)

Warner on the coast.
All of the
damage is covered by insurance.
▼ ▼
▼
The fire, which was discovered by
Sterling Holloway and Henry Michael Curtiz, director of the new
Armetta are to be teamed together Paul Muni film, "Black Fury," was
in a series of shorts which Sam confined to the south end of the
Von Ronkel will produce for Uni- Burbank lot and did not reach the
versal. They will be directed by sound stages or the administration
James Home. Ernest Pagano will building, said Warner.
write the scripts.
▼
»
v
Henry Hull and Gloria Stuart are Auth'y Votes Today
On Radio Show Move
set for Universal's "Transient

T

▼

T

(Continued from Page 1)

the Federal to
Radio
CommisSuperior Talking Pictures has request
sion in Washington
provide
that
Alan Crosland will direct "It Hap- completed
on the first of licenses for broadcasting stations be
Lady."Range production
pened in New York" at Universal. the
Rider
series
under
the
Story is by Ward
Morehouse
and
conditional on agreement of the staJean Dalrymple.
title of "The Cowboy and the Bantions not to give free broadcasts ber ▼ T
dit," with the following cast: Rex
fore large audiences.
Slim Summerville will appear with Lease, William Desmond, Bobby
3-Year Pact for Connie Bennett
Will Rogers in Fox's "Life Begins Nelson, Wally Wales, Victor Potel,
George Cheesebro, Ben Corbett, Al- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
at Forty." T
phonse Martel, Jeanette Morgan,
T
V
Hollywood — Constance Bennett
Joe E. Brown, after he has com- Dick Alexander, Bill Patten, Frank- has been signed by M-G-M to a
three-year contract for her exclusive
pleted his role in Max Reinhardt's lyn Farnum, Lafe McKee, and Art services.
film production of "A Midsummer Mix. It was directed by Al Herman.
Night's Dream" for First National,
will probably have one of the starring roles in "London, Paris and
New York," musical comedy which
is now being adapted from a story
by Joseph Santley.

V

T

▼

Dana Burnet's "Shining Adventure" has been bought by Fox for
Shirley Temple.

▼

T

▼

Seven of the nine stage personalities signed by Columbia in May
have had their options taken up.
They are Robert Allen, James
Blakeley, John Buckler, Fred Keating, George Murphy, Billie Seward
and Raymond Walburn.

Eddie Home Dead
Eddie Home, manager of the print
legative department for RKO and
▼ ▼ ▼
>reviously with FBO, died yesterlay of a heart ailment. He was 42
Boris Petroff, Paramount director
rears old and is survived by a wife who arrived in New York yesterday
md daughter.
from the Coast, will start production
Lila Lee Marries
Waring at Paramount Dec. 21
Harrison, N. Y. — Lila Lee and
Fred Waring and His Pennsylohn R. Pine of Chicago were mar- vanians
are scheduled to appear on
led here yesterday. The groom is
of the New York Paral brother of Virginia Pine, now in the stage
mount
the week of Dec. 21, when
he movies.
the new Bing Crosby film, "Here Is
Mastbaum
Anniversary
Mass
My Heart," will be the screen
The house has been on a
Eighth anniversary mass in mem- offering.
straight film policy, with orchestra,
>ry of Jules E. Mastbaum will be since
last August.
elebrated at 9:30 o'clock tomorrow
norning by the Right Reverend
"U" Buys Oppenheim
Story
Consignor Michael Lavelle in the
W est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
jady Chapel, St. Patrick's Cathedral.
Hollywood — Universal has acErpi Installations on Broadway
quired "The Great Impersonation,"
novel
by E. Phillips Oppenheim, and
Western Electric Public Address
System has been installed for two will star Edmund Lowe in it. Jane
completed an apBroadway musical productions, "Say Wyatt, whopearancejust
in the Broadway play,
IVhen," and "Calling All Stars," C.
W. Bunn, general sales manager of "Lost Horizons," may have the leading feminine role.
Electrical Research Products, announced yesterday.
"Copperfield" at Capitol Xmas
Issues Sound Effects Catalogue
M-G-M's "David Copperfield"
I Gennett Record Co. has just is- comes into the Capitol for Christmas Week.
sued a catalogue of its latest retarded sound effects, according to
The usual Friday opening has
rhomas J. Valentino, eastern repre- been revised to permit the Dickens
entative.
film to open Dec. 25.
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i Code Authorities Meet Today in Free Show Fight

EADERS PESSIMISTIC ON CODE'S ANNIVERSARY
s|RA Scheduled to Investigate Code Authority Salaries
Visiting
along the Main Stem
By JACK

ALICOATE

''ESTERDAY we got sore with the entire
office. Perhaps it was the old devil
nderlust that had us. At any rate we
:ided to go visiting. No reason, peris, other than to be just annoying. Our
1 call was M-G-M and a chat with the
ipressible Howard Dietz, who seems to
everything, in show business, just about
right. His latest show, "Revenge with
sic," is now definitely launched on a
cessful career and he is again M-G-M
, and, at the moment, effervescingly
husiastic over "David Copperfield,"
eduled as a tenant for the Capitol for
ristmas week. He tells us he is using
;e ads in every national magazine for
i one and great things are expected from
out
JOur private operative X12, working
lywood way, tells us, also, that current
Angeles rumor has this one in the bag.

n to the Hays office for some more
oying. We always like to annoy the
office. It's fun to ruffle stiff shirts.
: catch the dynamic Roy Norr in a soft
ment and ask him some pointed quests on a brilliant speech he just made
some down-towners on "Public Confice and How to Lose It." He must
e felt guilty, for he gave us a fifty frog
ck in payment for his bad judgment
a recent football game. It was about
e. Next we sandpaper the fingers, a la
my Valentine, and break into the office
the fire-eater Charlie Pettijohn for a
it cargo of industry political info.
Both
legislative and tax situations are sensiis buried in a
Signor Pettijohn
nd
?a
iiado of briefs. We are having a swell

unch at the Picture Club. Incorrigible
k Miller from out Chicago way tells us
If business over the past three weeks
been better than at any time during
past three years. Adolph Zukor, that
t little guy who has done more than
man in the world to place this industry
(Continued on Page 2)

Hiram S. Brown to Handle
Investigation of Film
Code Salaries
By RICHARD
FILM DAILY

H. CUNNINGHAM
Staff Correspondent

Washington — A sweeping investigation of salaries paid to members
of the Motion Picture Code Authority, as well as other code authorities, will be begun immediately, W.
A. Harriman, NRA
administrative
(Continued on Page 6)

Cross-Word

Puzzle

What word has 13 synonyms and 13
distinct definitions? RELIEF. We're
referring now to the Film Daily Relief
Fund. All the 13 synonyms apply to
this Relief and most of the 13 definitions. Not to go too technical on you
— when the hell are you goin' to kick
in with your check for Your Own
Film Relief Drive? Try this li'l exercise right now: Pick up a fountain
pen and stab a blank check with any
amount you feel you can afford. You
CAN'T afford to ignore this challenge
to a one-sided duel with your own
weapons. So STAB your check — then
SHOOT it to us. If ya don't, we'll
call ya "Coward"!

BUFFALO SCHEDULE
BACK FOR CHANGES PHILLY DUALS VERDICT
HINGES ON COLLUSION
The Code Authority yesterday de-

See More Time Needed to
Smooth Out Workings
of Code Machinery
On the eve of the first anniversary
of the motion picture code, comments of leading industry figures
on what the code has accomplished
were generally pessimistic in tone,
a checkup made by The Film Daily
yesterday
The code has
its birthdaydisclosed.
today.
A majority of complaints were
launched at failure of the Code Authority to set up clearance and zonson.
ing schedules for the 1934-35 seaSome executives took the viewpoint that the code has had insufficient time to demonstrate its values and flaws and, for that reason,
declined to talk for the records.
COMMENTS BY LEADERS
Followingsentative
arecomments:
some of the repre-

cided to send back the Buffalo zoning and clearance schedule for al— Whether the unity
terations to conform to recommenda- of Philadelphia
action of the defendants in the
tions agreed upon at yesterday's doubles case in putting clauses in
"The code has been an heroic efbody.
meeting of the code's administrative their contracts prohibiting double
fort to attempt
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued through
on Page 8)regulation
The proposed plans for Kansas
City and New Haven were also considered, but no decisions were reach- Hearing on Code Amendments
Set for Dec. 19
(Continued

on Page

6)

Chicago Zoning Schedule
Okayed by Code Authority

Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — A public hearing on
proposed amendments to the motion
John C. Flinn, executive secretary picture code, including revisions in
of the Code Authority, yesterday as- the vaudeville section and the elimination of the clause concerning insured Jack Miller and Aaron Sapterfering in leasing negotiations, is
erstein, Chicago exhibitor leaders,
that the Code Authority has scheduled for Washington on Dec.
19
at
the
Hotel Willard. Members
okayed a plan drafted by exhibitors
(Continued on Page 6)
of the Code Authority will attend.

Meeting of 4 Authorities Today
Will Discuss Free Show Issue
Representatives of four Code Authorities will meet this morning at
the Motion Picture Code headquarters
to
discuss
means of blocking
Kansas City — Following the move
at Loew's Midland some time ago, the fast-developing free-show evil.
will be onaimed
in particuthe RKO Mainstreet yesterday went The attack(Continued
Page 8)
to 15 and 25 cents at all times for
its balcony seats, while the first- National Frlm Carriers, Inc., meant dependable

More Admission Cutting
By Kansas City Houses

(Continued on Page

6)

delivery

service. — Advt.

NEGOTIATIONS OFF
ON MUSIC AGREEMENT
All negotiations between producing companies and the Music Publishers Protective Ass'n for a blanket agreement
covering
of
(Continued
on Page the
8) use

More
200 stories
newspapers
All than
Talking
"Ten in Best"
throughout the country and four mentions over the radio, all within a week
since the ballots were sent out, reflect the mounting national interest
in THE FILM DAILY'S annual Ten Best
Pictures poll. Each year this important
event, fascinating alike to the industry and the public, adds a little more
tion.
to the cinema consciousness of the na-
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13 Warner Features
Are Set for Release

Visiting
. along the Main Stem
(.Continued from Page
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Thirteen features have been set
by Warners for national release
from now through the month of
February.
These are:

on its high place of international impor"Babbitt" (FN), with Aline MacMahon and
tance, looking himself again with that old
Editor and Publisher
JOHN W. ALICOATE
:
Guy
Kibbee,
"Murder
the Clouds'
(FN),
with Dec.
Lyle 8;Talbot,
Annin Dvorak
and
merry twinkle. He will soon be again in
the saddle at Paramount. Make no doubt Gordon Wescott, Dec. 15; "The Church
s
Holiday
and
Mouse,"
produced
at
Warner's
Teddington
Sundays
Published daily except
about that. Busting into the middle of a studios in England, with Laura La Plante
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.. sedate conference of our good friends from
J. W.
and Ian Hunter, Dee. 15; "The Secret Bride"
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, ln£
r;
Publishe
mid-west, John and Barney Balaban. A (WB), with Barbara Stanwyck, Warren
Alicoate, President, Editor and
William and Glenda Farrell, Dec. 22'; "Sweet
surer
ar^rea
Donald M. Mersereau, t.S«"t
Adeline" (WB), with Irene Dunne. Donald
W. Eddy, Asso- quick visit to that old cinematic philosoand General Manager; Arthur
g
pher, Harry Warner, to inform him that Woods, and Hugh Herbert, Dec. 29; "Bor
ciate Editor ; Don Carle G.llette, Managin
matter, for the first time in his life he is to be an tlertown" (WB), with Paul Muni, Bette Davis.
Editor. Entered as second class
Margaret Lindsay and Eugene Pallette, Jan
York,
producer. And boy is he tough to
May 21, 1918. at the post-office at New
3, 1879. angel
sell. Hi Ho. We never knew what fun 5; "Maybe It's Love" (FN), with Gloria
N Y., under the act of March
outside
States
Stuart
and Ross Alexander, Jan. 12; "The
United
free)
e
Terms (Postag
6 we could have from annoying our friends. White Cockatoo" (WB), with Jean Muir
of Greater New York $10.00 one year;
and Ricardo Cortez, Dec. 19; "The Righ
nontns $5.00; 3 months, $3:00. Foreign,
to Live" (WB), with Josephine Hutchinson.
orden
should remit with FILM
$15.00. Subscriber cations
to THE
George Brent and Colin Clive. Jan. 26; "Ret!
all communi
Address
Hot Tires" (FN), with Lyle Talbot and MarAstor, Feb. 2; "Devil Dogs of the Air"
(WB), with
James
Pat O'Brien,
Chicago — Exhibitor associations Margaret
Lindsay
and Cagney,
Frank McHugh,
Feb.
here are alarmed at the spread of 9; "North Shore" (FN), with Barbara Stan
wSod Blvd., Phone Granite 6607 ¥?*$?£
wyck, Gene Raymond, Genevieve Tobin and
the
of
ng
89-91
Outlawi
ms.
Renter
premiu
of
Film
use
The
Ernest W. Fredman,
Feb.Vallee,
16; and
Music"
which pro- John
I BerHn-L.chtbUdbuehne^
(WB),Eldredge,
with Rudy
Ann"Sweet
Dvorak,
Ned
under the code
Wa'dourSt., W 225.
Paris— P. A "»"!• £ policy vides
Friedrichstrasse,
for its ban in event 75 per Sparks and Helen Morgan, Feb. 23.
Francaue. Rue de la CourCinematographic
vote
y
des-Noues,
19.
territor
a
in
theaters
of
cent

Chi. Exhibit Units Worried
By Spread of Premiums

sews °H"lr,B «:

FINANCIAL
NEW

YORK

STOCK
High

Am. Seat
5*
Picts. vtc. 40
Columbia
Con.
Fm.
Ind
45/g
Ind. pfd.. . 19%
Fm
Con

MARKET
Low

Close

5%
39 /g
4/?
19'/g

5%
39 /g
4/?
19%

Net
Chg.
—
+
—

1

14
Vs
%

A
112%
1Jf%
Kodak"A" .?.. . . .112%
East".
Fox
Fm.
13%
MM
13%- - 1 %
Loew's
Inc
36y4
35%
35%—
%
do pfd.
105
104% 105
+
A
Paramount
ctfs.
...
3%
3%
3% —
%
Pathe Exch. "A"....
14%
13%
13%%
RKO
2%
1%
J
....
Univ.
Pier, pfd
43
43
43
+
%
Warner
Bros
5%
4%
4% —
%
do pfd
23'/g
22%
23% +
%
NEW YORK
BOND
MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40..
9
8%
8%
.....
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs.
8%
8%
8% -f- %
Loew
6s 41ww
105
104% 104% —
%
Paramount 6s47 filed 61
60%
60% —
%
Paramount 6s47 ctfs. 61
61
61
.....
Par. 5%s50
61%
61
61%—
%
Par. 5%s50
ctfs.... 61 %
60%
61
Warner's
6s39
61
60%
60% —
%
NEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
Technicolor
13%
133/g
13%—
%
Trans-Lux
2%
2%
2'/g +
%
N. Y. PRODUCE EXCHANGE SECURITIES
Para. Publix
3%
3%
3%

.oming and Going
R. H. COCHRANE left New York yestei
for Universal City to confer with Carl Laenj
on production and code matters. He was
companied by WILLARD
S. McKAY.
M. A. LIGHTMAN arrived in New
terday from Memphis.

York |

A. W. SMITH, JR., has gone to Boj
York.
stopping at New Haven en route from I
GEORGE BANCROFT sails today on the
engaria with his wife and daughter for a 4
tion of two or three months abroad.
BERT GLENNON, Fox Film cameraman
en route to South America by plane to it
backgrounds for the Lou Brock musical, "/
Argentine," and the Al Rockett produc
"Under the Pampas
Moon."
JACK MILLER and AARON SAPERSTEIt^
turned
to Chicago
yesterday
from
New \
SIDNEY
E. SAMUELSON
has gone
to
Orleans to attend an Allied board meeting.
BARNEY
today from

BALABAN is returning to Chi
New York.

ROBERT BENJAMIN,
on a Caribbean cruise.

attorney, sails Decj

Dallas Suit Continues
Esagainst it, will be sought oflater.
ERLE
WRIGHT,
publicity
manager
for
294 thetimate is made that, out
Dallas — Hearing of the suit Poli Circuit, left for New Haven last
aters in the city, only nine are out- brought by R. Z. Glass, independent after a few days in New York.
side of the ban on double features. exhibitor, against circuits for alPAUL
MUNI
leaves the coast for New
These theaters are double-featuring
days following completion of "I
leged price-fixing in cahoots with inFury"a few
at Warners.
independent product.
major companies was continued in
District Court yesterday, when lo"Toyland"
Short at Capitol
Units
Can.
Loew
for
Profit
cal independents were witnesses.
$9,633.63
of
Decision may not be reached for
Toronto — Net profit
"Toyland Broadcast", the M-C
several weeks. Strong legal batter- color cartoon with music desig;
Marcus Loew'stheThewas shownLtd.,by
ies
are
on
both
sides.
20
for
especially
for holiday bills, opena
Toronto,
aters, of
months ended Aug. 30. Assets of
Capitol on the progi
the
at
day
with Garbo's "The Painted VeiJ
Virginia Censors Warn
Shorts
the company are placed at $1,152,782.
Richmond — Though features have
New House for Uptown
in recent months, suggesprofits of improved
Ont.— Net
London,
tive material is cropping up in
Theaters, Ltd., for
Loew's London
Van Dyke Amusement Corp.
Aug. 30, shorts again, according to the an- leased
ended
the 20 months
a site at Broadway
nual report of the Virginia censor
amounted to $12,041.
board. Operations of the division Dyckman St. from the Philh
for the year netted the state a prof Realty Holding Corp. for the i
RCA Creates Info Dept.
structi.on of a theater and o!
it of $13,909.58, the largest in its building
A new department to be known 12 years' existence. A total of 1,Information
of
as the Department
415 pictures were viewed, a decrease
has been created by RCA, President of 149 from last year.
Warner Club Performs Tonigl
David Sarnoff announces. Frank E.
Warner Club players
Chiing.The
Mullen, formerly with NBC in
Rex Ingram
Loses Suit
give their second annual dranj
cago, will have charge of the bureau
in addition to handling the public
Nice (By Cable) — Rex Ingram, performance and dance tonighi
relations department formerly under director, lost a suit in the Correc- the club rooms in the Warner b)
Glenn I. Tucker, resigned.
tional Court yesterday when Corniglion Morlinier, notary, was freed
Rev. I. E. Deer Joins Hays SI
M-G-M
of
a
charge
of misappropriating
by
Signed
Broadway Actor
ng
Kansas City— Rev. Irving E.
$350,000.
Ingram
alleged
that
he
appeari
Joseph Spurin-Calleia,
ry of the Ka
gave the money to the defendant in
in the Broadway play, "Small Mir- 1925 for exploitation of land for a executive secreta
M-G-M
Churches has!
of
acle", has been signed byafter
Council
City
motion
picture
studio.
The
case
was
the
and leaves for the coast
public
joinof the
dismissed for lack of evidence and signed and will
run of the show.
Hays
depart
lations ion
nextment
month. the
costs.
Ingram was ordered to pay the »anizat
3 Ohio Holdovers for "Anne"
"Anne of Green Gables" has been
held over for second weeks at the
M-G-M Buys Tarkington Novel
Pantheon, Toledo; Colonial, Akron,
RKO
and Palace, Youngstown, the
Booth Tarkington's "Rennie Pedhome office is advised.
digoe", now appearing serially in
"Woman's Home Companion" and
ON
to be published in book form by
"War is a Racket" at Gaiety
Doubleday Doran has been bought
"War is a Racket," produced by
Samuel Cummins and Jacques Koer- by M-G-M.
Tauber Film Added at 55th St.
opens with a preview tonight at
pel, Gaiety.
the
Richard Tauber's "Thine is My
Heart", musical, had its American
Paul Lukas Joins M-G-M
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
premiere yesterday at the 55th St.
PRODUCTIONS
CORI
CH. 4-2200 321 W. 44th St. N.I
Hollywood — Paul Lukas has gone Playhouse and will run on the same
contract.
long-term
a
on
to M-G-M
bill with "Waltz Time in Vienna".
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HERE IS MY

HEART" with BING CROSBY,

KITTY CARLISLE,

Alison Skipworth, Roland Young, Reginald Owen.
Music and Lyrics by Ralph
Rainger, Leo Robin and Lewis Gensler. A Paramount Picture directed by Frank Tuttle

FLIRTATION WALK'S SENSATIONAL DEBUT A

EAST

AND

WEST

answer

jubilant

with all-time record in Reading
rific downpour and Hollywood
topped
Keeler

NORTH

Dames
by $800,
and Ruby among

AND

SOUTH

'desp
open

and include
attendant

chime in withf

single day's gross on record at Strand,
against unusually strong opposition , an
over in St. Louis after swank Shube
premiere thronged by many notables
N. Y. STRAND LEADS PARADE of coast-to-coast 'Flirtation Walk' records
with biggest preview and opening-day total of entire year, topping even such
box-office sensations

as 'Dames', 'Gold Diggers' and 'Here Comes

the Navy'

#1

CRITICS CAPITULATE EVERYWHERE. Sample raves are N. Y. Daily News'
'Four Stars— it's a honey, a gala, colorful event!'; Cleveland News' 'making ticket
machines sing a prosperity tune'; Pittsburgh Sun-Telegraph's 'glorious romance'.

'BIGGEST SINCE CLEVELAND'S INAUGURATION' contends manager R. S
Coyle of Charleroi, Penn., where throngs of patrons broke all records in the
42 years of the Coyle Theatre's history at run of Keeler-Powell military musical.

HER NEWS OF THE WEEK IN PHOTO-REVIEW

PEST SINCE THE
ISH-AMERICAN
exults showman
r Reade of Strand
e, Pla infield, where

ROBERT DONAT, internationally famous British
star, becomes latest addition to Warner array of

r-Powell melodysmashed the house

marquee names, with Sabatini's 'Captain Blood' set
to be his first big special under long-term contract.

of 36 years' standing.
'SWEET ADELINE' IS
HERE! First print of next
Warner 'Big Shot'arrives
by plane. Warner executives promise duplication
of 'Flirtation Walk' sensation when new Irene
Dunne musical is released
Christmas Week Heft)

FIERY PERFORMANCE
IN MUNI'S 'BORDERTOWN wins lead femme
role opposite Edward G.
Robinson
'Money(right).
Man'
for
Bette inDavis
Vitagraph, Inc, Distributors
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NBA ORDERS PROBE
OF CODE SALARIES
(.Continued from Page

More Admission Cutting
By Kansas City Houses
1)

run Tower has gone to 25 cents.
The Fox Uptown, first-run, is still
40 cents, and the Plaza, first subui'ban run, remains at 30 cents.

Buffalo Schedule
Back for Changes
(Continued from Page 1)

ed on them. The first run price-cutting situation in the former city continues to present a serious obstacle
to efforts to adopt a schedule, it
was pointed out after the meeting.
No solution to the situation is in
sight as the Authority lacks power
to establish admission prices.
Twenty-two appeals were decided
yesterday. At the next meeting on
Thursday of next week, Sidney R.
Kent will preside.

Chicago Zoning Schedule
Okayed(Continued
by Code
Authority
from Page 1)
of their city clarifying code cancellation arrangements as they apply
to release of pictures.
Declaring that under the present
system great confusion exists in
Chicago, the leaders proposed that
pictures go into release 14 days after playing the Loop first-run houses
or 14 days after date of availability.

Atlantic City Items
Atlantic City — Opening of the
Earle Theater has been indefinitely
postponed and perhaps is definitely
off despite some outlay to put the
house in shape for holiday opening.
The New Hollywood Theater has
finally given in to the union after
a fight since opening. This opens
the way for return of vaudeville.
"Merry Widow" is scheduled to
play another return run for Christmas after having had two weeks'
run over Armistice Day and a return run over Thanksgiving.

HINGES
ON SCOLLUSIOI
VERDICT"
LY DUAL
PHIL
(Continued from Page 1)

1)

officer, said yesterday. Salaries of
code executives come out of assessments, the NRA pointed out, and
in some cases investigation has disclosed the heads of certain code authorities draw large salaries from
trade associations.
In connection with its investigation of salaries paid to executives
of the film code authority, NRA
stated that it would get the answers
to two questions; (1) Are salaries
commensurate with duties performed? and (2) Are officials paid from
two sources, giving time to code
work in proportion to relative sizes
of two salaries?
A special NRA division headed by
Hiram S. Brown, former president
of RKO, will investigate the film
code salaries. If found to be excessive, drastic cuts will be made.

(Continued from Page

IJJrlJ-m,.^..^y.J,J^ ■■^p^^T.

PHIL M. DALY
•

•

• THE GUEST of Honor at the AMPA luncheon
Colonel Theodore Roosevelt had the pressageys sitting up and figuring how they could book him for the show
biz
for he proved to be a Grand Drawing Card
and
an ace story-teller
among several clever anecdotes he told
a prize story of a colored potentate in the Far East who had acquired the Western vice of playing bridge for heavy money
and he always won
for he had two big dinges standing politely in back of his honored guest at bridge waving ceremonial fans and tipping the Kink to the hands the honored guest held
yezzir ole Colonel Roosevelt's son
certainly can spin a yarn

▼

TV

• •
• AND THE Guest Chairman was Bide Dudley
who handled his assignment with the professional skill acquired
from his radio entertaining
he kept the luncheon talent
moving along with the smoothness and precision of a big radio
broadcast and always had a ready quip in introducing a
performer or giving 'em a gentle razz as they finished
Delicious Touch, this Bide has got
T
▼
T
• • • THE GAL who originated the Birthday Suit school
of entertainment Sally Rand
crashed over big under
the handicap of appearing in her street clothes Sally confided to the praiseageys that she had thoroughly mastered their
technique of advertising a piece of merchandise and she
wanted to thank the advertising lads of the film biz for teaching
her how to use generously "lots of white space" as Mister
Dudley remarked as she sat down
"Migawd, the gal is
good looking even with her clothes on."
and Colonel
Roosevelt commented in his speech a little later
alluding
to Sally's remark
"Miss Rand is familiar with the great
white spaces, and I have
the greatT open spaces."
▼ seen ▼
• • • THEN THERE was Rudy Vallee just returned
from Hollywood with his "Sweet Music" who gave Jack
Warner a swell plug, stating "He gave me one of the
swellest experiences of my life in the all-round handling of my
picture." Don Alfonzo Zelaya, master of Piano and Philosophy gave a dissertation on the philosophy of the Seven
Tones in the Human Body it seems that one Tone is located
at the end of your spine that produces Jazz
another Tone
located in the spleen produces the lads who yahoo at you in a
high falsetto as you walk along the street then Mister
Ze'aya
did theofNinth
Rhapsody of Liszt on the keyboard with
the
technique
a master

▼

▼

▼

• • • A SLEW of other talent and celebs
Roslyn
Wells sang divinely
Frank Buck talked of his imminent
trip to Singapore for another Radio jungle pix
Eddie
Carrier of the Metro Studio Train introduced the two Metropolitan contest winners, Anita Kurtin and Cecelia Murray
the latter, a babe of four years, sang a song "I Gotcha" that
did just that
Dorothy Francesco of N.B.C. did a blues number and Joey Nash sang two in grand style
celebs who took bows included Charlie Irwin, Lottie Meany,
Mai Stevens, Al Schacht, Will Goetz, Dave Lipton, Jim Timony,
Boris Petroff
Harry
Lef court obliged at the piano
Prexy Bill Ferguson loafed on the Dais and just BEAMED
why shouldn't he?
▼
▼what a▼ Show he staged!
• •
• GRAND RESPONSE to the Drive of the Federated
Jewish Charities
yesterday's luncheon at the M. P. Club
showed that all the Amusement Branches are getting in back
of it
Chairman Major Albert Warner states that in the
next week a list will be published of those who have contributed
will YOUR name be there?
you've got a few days
to get in!

«

«

«

»

»

»

features, even though made at dii
ferent times, results in collusion am,
conspiracy in restraint of trade i
the point to be decided by Judj
Welsh in his consideration of t
case, which ended yesterday. Brief
will be filed by Dec. 21, with thl
decision expected after the holida; ■
period. Harry Bodkin, United Ai
tists, and Earle Sweigert, Pars!
mount, testified. Attorney Ben Go;
der wanted to amend the bill of conn

plaint because of the fact tha J
Harry Perelman, plaintiff was on!
a Golder
partner. first led in summation o
case. He said doubles created con"
petition and had no objection if at
exhibitor ran four features provide
it is the natural tendency. He citei
a southern California decree
straining defendants from collusioi
in double feature clause. Attornei
Morris Wolf summed up in the aj
ternoon. He declared conspirac;
had not been proven and said h!
thought desire of the patron to se
doubles would lead to going to les
theaters during the week. He sai
he didn't think it believable tha
men of such intelligence and stano
ing as executives who appeared o
the stand would violate any collu
sion decree as handed down. H
said he believed a producer has
right to sell to whom he wishes fc
his best interest. Golder closed ca;
in rebuttal. He said he agreed thl
distributor did not have to sell anr
exhibitor, but that selling with rr
strictions was in restraint of tradd
The Judge commended both atto»
neys for their handling. The ca
took eight days. It is estimate
that 700 type written pages of te}
timony were taken down.

Chicago Brevities

Chicago — Josef Cherniavsky haj
returned
the Chicago
& K'|
Theater toto again
wield the(B.baton
the
theater's
symphony
orchestra
He also is to direct an orchestra t\
the Congress Hotel.
The Commodore Theater has H
stalled
new wide range sound syi'
tern.
"Jane Eyre" is having its fir:
local showing at McVickers. Jone
Linick & Schaefer have reopene
the theater with pictures and tal
loid Shakespearean stage show50 cents.five shows a day at 35 an1
giving
Frank Craven, traveling wit
Grantland Rice, stopped over j
Chicago on his way to his home i
Beverly Hills.
Three theater incorporations wei
reported this week. They are Acm
Theater Co., with Arthur A. Golc
berg, George F. Hurley and Eli I
Fink as incorporators; Theatrics
Enterprises, Inc., with Leo A. Sole
mon, Aaron H. Courshon and Moi
D. Goldberg; and the Ajax Theat€
Co., with Arthur N. Hurley and E
Fink.
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NEWS
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OF THE DAY

Jeffersonville, Ind. — Harry S.
Andrews, N. C. — The house forlerly operating under the name of Morris, 63, pioneer showman, died
last
week.
larolina has been reopened by C.
'.. Regan, who has also taken over
he Fryemont at Bryson City from
South Bend, Ind. — Hollywood
M. Frye.
Amusements, Inc., has been formed
here by Norman J. Hartzer, Oliver
Barnwell, S. C. — J. H. Ross is op- M. Loomis and Belva Price, to operate theaters and amusement enrating the new theater here called
he Rex.
terprises.
Augusta, Wis. — Miner Amusement
St. Augustine, Fla. — Plans are under way to reopen the Orpheum.
Jo., operators of theaters in Rice
^ake, Chippewa Falls, Ladysmith, Improvements are being made.
'hetek and Hillsboro, Wis., has
eased the Opera House here from
New Orleans — "Flirtation Walk"
larl Warner. Ray Miner will manat the for
Saenger
that house's
ge it.
record
Sundaybroke
attendance.
DePere, Wis. — Mrs. Joseph Speakx has reopened the Majestic.

Sarasota, Fla. — Doors of the long
closed Sarasota theater, Sparks
house, have been opened to workmen and it is planned to have the
Robbinsville, N. C— The Robbinsrille theater has been opened by house ready for use by the first of
the year.
J. R. Regan.
New Orleans — Ben Piazza of the
Lincoln, Neb. — It is understood
hat the Sun, sole remaining dual M-G-M studio was here last week
)ill spot here, will go single fea- visiting Mr. and Mrs. Howard Mc;ures about the first of the year.
Coy and renewing acquaintances.
Roxboro, N. C. — Kirby Brothers Mrs. McCoy is Piazza's niece.
lave opened the New Palace.
St. Augustine, Fla. — George Phillips has been appointed assistant
Fort Worth — A new record was manager at the Jefferson theater.
nade by the Worth Theater, maniged by Frank Weatherford, with
Richmond — Charles A. Somma,
'Flirtation Walk" over Thanksgiv- pioneer exhibitor and showman,
ng.
aided in the formation of the W.
.
W. Worman Tent, Circus Saints and
Sinners of America, just chartered
Boston — William Shapiro, presi- here.
lent of Franklin Film Exchange, is
n England dickering for product to
>e handled in this country.
Spencer, Ind. — Harley Campbell,
53, who operated a movie house here
Camden, S. C— The Strand is the for about 30 years, died recently.
lame of the new local theater openid by T. L. Little.
Jasper, Fla. — Fay theater has
been reopened and is showing four
Roseville, 0. — Mayme Hardy has nights a week. Charles Nelson is
manager.
>pened the Midget Theater.

St. Louis Squibs

Detroit Notes

Detroit — The father of E. C.
St. Louis — Louis Landau, owner
of the Maryland Theater, lost three Beatty, general manager of Butterteeth and was otherwise battered in field Circuit, died recently in Seymour, Ind.
an attack by a ruffian a few days
Ernest E. Forbes of Theater
ag0.
„
Midcontinent
Pictures Corp. i.has Equipment Co. has been named
been formed by Elliott W. M. Ben- Michigan representative for Heynett, Mary Valle Bain, M. C. Shat- wood-Wakefield seats. Eddie Canto,
tuck and Robert C. Bennett.
formerly of the Paramount branch,
Joe Keating, assistant manager
of the Lindell, has been promoted has joined Forbes' staff.
Royal Baker, local film censor, is
to manager of the Congress, suc- now a radio author, with several
ceeding Jack Hoehn, who left the
St. Louis Amusement Co. circuit to numbers from his "Lovely Lady"
being given over WXYZ.
go in business for himself.
A new chrome plated modernistic
Leto Hill, general manager for
St. Louis Amusement, is negotiating frame developed by Hal Burris, sign
with Hollywood producers to stage man, has been taken over by National Theater Supply.
a talent contest here.
Business at local houses has
Joe Laurie Jr. will be master of
ceremonies for the first stage show picked up following initial release of
funds tied up in the
under the new policy at the Am- $90,000,000
closed First National Bank.
bassador starting tomorrow.

from
A LITTL;ByE RALPH
WILK "LOTS
HOLLYWOOD
CTHEL HILL and Bruce Manning
are writing the screen play for
"Eight Bells," which will be made
by Columbia. They wrote the screen
play for "Below the Depths," which
was recently produced at Columbia.

T

▼

»

big addition
numbers tofor directing
"Folies Bergere,"
in
smaller
numbers in the same production,
v
r
T
Randolph Scott will play the romantic lead in RKO's
musical,
"Roberta," with Irene Dunne, Fred
Astaire and Ginger Rogers.

Our Passing Show: Fredric March,
»
»
»
Karen Morley, Charles Vidor, Cliff
Janet Beecher is playing an imReid, Zion Myers, Edward F. Cline,
portant role in "Once a Gentleman,"
Allan Scott, Sam White, Robert which Victor
Schertzinger is directVignola, James Duffy watching
ing at Columbia. Miss Beecher apWashington defeat U.S.C.
peared in "The Mighty Barnum,"
▼ ▼ T
"Gallant Lady," "The President
Bill Thomas, veteran still photog- Vanishes" and other pictures.
» ▼ V
rapher, has been signed by Samuel
Edmund
Grainger will supervise
Goldwyn for the Anna Sten-Gary
Cooper production, "Her Wedding "Diamond Jim Brady," for UniversDoris Malloy and Harry Clork
Night," which will be directed by will al.
write the screen play.
King Vidor. Thomas was also the
T
▼
▼
still man on "The President VanAbe Meyer is handling the musical
T T ▼
setting release.
for "Little
Mascot'sis
Dave Gould, who handled the special
HugoMen,"
Riesenfeld
ishes."
"Carioca" number in "Flying Down doing the scoring and also conducting the symphony orchestra for the
to Rio" and "the Continental" in
"The Gay Divorcee," will create two picture.
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LEADERS PESSIMISTIC
ON CODE ANNIVERSARY

Expect More Freedom in Revised Code
Strong impression exists in some quarters that the motion picture code will be
modified to allow various industry elements more freedom in the transaction of their
business. This belief is based partly on Administration statements that all codes are
to be revised along these lines.

Cast 26 Times in 9 Months
West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Assignment of Henry
O'Neill to the cast of First National's
"Living on Velvet" makes his twentysixth film role in nine months.

JOINT MEETING TODAY
IN FREE SHOW FIGHT
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page 1)

and government supervision such the welfare of Coast players and
practices which decent businessmen,
as an impartial Governunder ordinary ethics, would carry the latter
ment representative. The late Marie
out without regulation. One year Dressier had also been appointed a
has been too short a time to give
production member. Dr. A. Lawits practicability
rence Lowell, impartial government
AL
LICHTMAN. its proper test." —
member, resigned shortly after his
"The industry has still got to be appointment.
shown."— M. A. LIGHTMAN.
In the preliminary stages of its
"Speed must be exercised in set- operations, the Code Authority set
ting up fair and workable zoning up several permanent committees.
and clearance schedules to avoid con- They include: rules governing Code
fusion that now exists." — GEORGE Authority procedure, W. Ray JohnW. WEEKS.
ston, M. H. Aylesworth and Ed
"Well, we had a vacation in Chi- Kuykendall; code financing, Sidney
cago from July to December be- R. Kent, Harry M. Warner, Charles
cause the zoning and clearance
O'Reilly and Nathan Yamins;
schedule we prepared was consid- L.
code signatures, Ed Kuykendall, J.
ered out of line."— AARON SAP- Robert Rubin and Nathan Yamins;
ERSTEIN.
recommendations for membership in
"As long as there are ladies presboards, Charles L. O'Reilly, W.
ent at this luncheon I can't give local
Ray Johnston, Sidney R. Kent,
my opinion of the code." — JACK George J. Schaefer and Nathan
MILLER.
Yamins.
"Preparation of workable and fair
John C. Flinn, identified with
zoning and clearance schedules is
all-important. Plans must take into Paramount in an executive capacity, was signed to become executive
consideration bans on double feaof the code's administratures and admission price scales." — secretary
tive body, which leased offices in the
ED KUYKENDALL.
RKO building.
"The NRA is one of the greatest
As provided under the code, local
events which has happened to the
United States. If employees are grievance boards and zoning and
clearance
boards were established in
given equal voice in the operation
key cities, with appeals from
of the motion picture code with em- 31
ployers, it cannot fail. Elimination their decisions being made to the
of individual ideas, of individual Authority. Up to Nov. 30, last, approximately 300 appeals had been
showmanship, under the code is a
mistake which ought to be corrected. filed with the Authority, which had
If an exhibitor finds that he can disposed of about 250 of them.
IMPORTANT
RULINGS
operate successfully through the use
Important rulings made by the
of premiums, he ought to be allowed to handle them. Ingenuity Authority during the first year of
should not be stifled but instead en- the code are as follows:
couraged. The code needs revisions
Ten per cent cancellation clause
to allow more freedom of opera- applies to United Artists as well as
other
distributors.
tion."—GEORGE SKOURAS.
Authority refuses to assume juris"The code has now been operating
diction over enforcement of film
a year and nothing has been done.
New York, a 20 per cent territory, contracts.
Provisions forbidding interference
hasn't even got a zoning and clearance plan. Independent exhibitors in leasing negotiations between a
have no representation on the landlord and his tenant nullified as
grievance board here." — HARRY impractical.
BRANDT.
Cancellation clause applies to
contracts executed prior to effective
CODE AUTH'Y PERSONNEL
Personnel of the Code Authority, date of the code.
as appointed by President Roosevelt
Refuses to act on admission price
following his approval of the docu- schedule changes providing prices
ment on Nov. 27, 1933, is as fol- do not violate minimum fixed by
lows: Sidney K. Kent, Nicholas M. contracts.
Schenck, M. H. Aylesworth, George
Decided "race nights" and "bank
J. Schaefer, Harry M. Warner, Ed nights"
unfair competition.
Refused to allow zoning and
Kuykendall, Charles L. O'Reilly, W.
Ray Johnston, R. H. Cochrane and grievance boards to penalize houses
Nathan Yamins.
features in preparaEddie Cantor and Clare Booth playing
tion of double
schedules.
Brokaw were named as supplementary members, the former to watch
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Theater Sues Employees
Sheboygan, Wis. — Rex Theater
Co. has been granted permission by
Judge Ferdinand Geiger, Milwaukee, to amend its complaint in a
temporary injunction suit against
the operators and stagehands. The
theater
will include damages in its
suit.

1)

lar at vaudeville and film show:
Negotiations Are Off
being sponsored by Standard Oi
in New England. ThesOn Music Agreement currently
shows were vigorously condemnei
(Continued from Page 1)
by the Authority
in a resolutio:
copyrighted music in sound pictures adopted
recently.
are off pending decision on the U.
At
the
meeting
will
delegates
S. suit seeking to dissolve the M. from the Motion Picture,beLegitimat
P.P.A.
and
Ascap
as
illegal
monopTheater, Radio and Newspaper Codi
olies.
Authorities. In addition to the typt
of free entertainment sponsored \y)
Standard Oil, free shows in broadf
Foreign Flashes
casting studios will also be dis
Paris — Anca, Ltd., organized to cussed. Ed Kuykendall is in charg^
produce and distribute, has acquired of arrangements as chairman of thi
the Artistic and Cameo cinemas,
authority's unfair competition conn)
which were closed for a year.
mittee.
M-G-M
Answers
Song Suit
Paris — Paramount has signed Lilian Harvey to make a French picM-G-M yesterday filed an answe^
ture opposite Charles Boyer next in the U. S. District Court, Manhat
spring.
tan, to a plagiarism suit institutee
by Leo Feist. Inc., charging thaa
Berlin — Ufa will make a picture "New Moon is Over My Shoulder,
in French and English versions with used in the picture, "Student Tour,1
Beniamino Gigli, Metropolitan Opera resembles another song, "Since I'v
tenor.
Been
Loving You,"
rights to are
whiclbp
it
controls.
Both numbers
Nacio Herb Brown. M-G-M claim
Dublin — The Irish Free State gov- both Feist and Brown some time ag:
ernment will probably sponsor the
transferred rights to "Since I'v
building of film studios, with spe- Been
RobbinsLoving
Music You"
Co. to itself and th
cial licenses granted to producers.

BEAUX-ARTS
APARTMENTS, INC.
The Best Values in Town
1 ROOMS
2 ROOMS
3 ROOMS

(unf.) *55 up
(unf.) 80 up
(unf.) 150 up
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Vew Indie Unit Sought from Wis. MPTO

Pictures
Yea.j Old

and Allied

10YC0TT OF PLAYERS IN FREE SHOWS IS PROPOSED
ara. Trustees Seek to Recover $25,000,000 in Suits
ctions Against
Officials
Will Not be Vested
in New Company
Recovery of a total of $25,000,[4)0 will be sought in the seven
'i lits to be instituted by the Para1 ount trustees against Kuhn, Loeb
Co., and officials and directors of
aramount.
These suits, when they
re brought, will not be vested in
le new company, but will be projcuted by the trustees under diction of the court in the reorganiition proceedings, a clause in the
ew Paramount reorganization plan
rovides.

■RI-ERGON ACTIONS
PUT OFF BY COURT
Judge Henry W. Goddard in the
. S. District Court yesterday put
/er indefinitely hearings on motions
iled by American Tri-Ergon for
ccountings and injunctions against
{Continued

on

Page

Code Authority Has Balance of $8,030
The Codp Authority had a cash balance of $8,030.22 as of Nov. 30 at the completion of the 11th month of the first year of its operations, it is indicated by a
financial statement covering that period. Producers and distributors have paid
$100,500 in assessments and exhibitors $88,798. making a total of $189,298. The
Authority's report for November
budget.

shows

that disbursements

were

$488.09

under

the

FILM AUTH'YSURPRiSED MC CONNELL GARYN
AT CODE SALARY PROBE
JOIN "TIME" FORCE
Expressing surprise at Washington reports of a planned probe of
salaries paid members of code authorities, members of the Motion
Picture administrative body yesterday pointed out that they serve
without compensation and that the
executive secretary is paid a salary which they consider reasonable.
Commenting on the move, John C.
Flinn observed: "It's all aboveboard. We issue financial statements regularly." Flinn said that
local board secretaries are paid
from $30 to $50 per week.

6)

Holidays May Bring Boost
ilms to be Posted
In Kansas City Admissions
In Catholic Churches
Kansas City — There is a likelihood

Fred McConnell, formerly ceneral sales manager for Van Beuren
Corp., will be in charge of eastern
sales for "The March of Time" series
which First Division is releasing and
Pat Garyn, formerly with National
Screen, will act in a similar capacity
for the west.

18 Appeals Decided
By Cod*1 Authority

Eighteen appeals decisions affecting 13 territories were announced
by the Code Authority yesterday, as
follows:
Cleveland — Ohio, Madison and Ritz
theaters, Mansfield, vs. North Lake
Park, Mansfield, affirmed decision
findingricalrespondent
unfair
non-theatcompetition; Idol
theater,
Lodi,

Posting of lists of approved and that the holiday season will be utilized by some houses here to restore vs. Eddie Ramsey, Mansfield, afisapproval films in the vestibules
firmed decision deciding respondent
f all Catholic churches in the New admission prices to where they
fork archdiocese will start Dec. 16 stood before the recent cutting cam- in unfi' non-theatrical competition;
Cedai,
Cleveland,
vs. Knickerbocker,
y order of Cardinal Hayes. All
paign.
The Newman
has 6)been sit(Continued on Page 6)
( Continued
on Page
latholics in the archdiocese will be
isked tomorrow to take an oral
)ledge against indecent pictures.
Later pastors will supply pledge
(Continued

on

Page

6)

Important Business
Lincoln, Neb.— Militance against films
which do not wave the emblem of purity is at a halt here while a momentous
question is settled. The Better Films
Council is in a quandary as to whether
the name should be changed to Motion
Picture Research Council. This has gone
on for two months already and final action postponed for another month, with
all other business tabled.

Wisconsin Exhibitors in Move
For New Unaffiliated Ass'n

Flint Theaters in Plan
To Discard Double Bills

Flint, Mich. — Plans to have all local houses go to single bills have
been worked out. The matter has
been under consideration by exhibitors for several months, and a final
agreement was reached this week.

Milwaukee — At a meeting called
here this week by Ray Tesch, business manager of Allied Independent
Theater Owners of Wisconsin, plans
were discussed for the merging of
independent exhibitor members of
the M. P. T. O. of Wisconsin and
{Continued on Page

18)

Urge Blacklist of Talent
Participating in Free
Performances
A proposal to boycott players who
appear in free shows, such as those
now being sponsored by Standard
Oil, was made at an amusement industry conference called yesterday
under auspices of the Motion Picture Code Authority. It was urged
that theaters refuse to play attractions in which these blacklisted performers appear and that studios decline to sign them for pictures.
A committee of five was appointed
to develop(Continued
a plan onforPagecounteracting
6)

BENEFICIAL EXERCISE
HELPS TIRED EXECS
Will your name be there? Next
week we start running the list of
the Regular Fellows who have done
their bit toward aiding the Film
Daily Relief Fund. This is the
eighth annual Drive. The needy
cases this Holiday season are more
numerous (Continued
than ever.on Page
We 18)
know a lot

Local 306 Turns Down
Requests for Reductions

Requests of the major circuit invests represented on the code factfinding commission on the booth situation for a flat 25 per cent reduction in the existing booth scale and
)f the independent
circuits
(Continued on
Page 6)for a still
Exhib

Goes

Hunting,

and —

Saginaw, Mich. — William Sturgess,
owner of the Gem, set out on a deer
hunting trip a few days ago, but bagged the wrong kind of game. Right
near the city limits he ran into and
killed two cows, slightly damaging his
car and ending the whole trip.
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Jewish Federation Donors Star Popularity Contest
Being Held Over WMCA
To Be on "Roll of Honor"
Sam Taylor, screen commentator
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A "Federation Honor Roll," including almost every name in the
amusement profession, will be issued
shortly, listing all contributors to
the appeal of the Federation for the
Support of Jewish Philanthropic Socities, it was announced yesterday
by Major Albert Warner, chairman
of the amusement division in the
Federation's drive. At a luncheon
held Thursday by the committee in
the Motion Picture Club, substantial
progress was reported toward raising the quota of $100,000 from the
amusement field.

Joseph Godsol Dead

Word was received in New York
yesterday of the death of Joseph
Godsol, formerly president of the
old Goldwyn Pictures Corp., in
Lausanne, Switzerland, on Thursday. Godsol entered the picture
business with the Du Ponts in bringing financing to the Samuel Goldwyn Company about 1919. In 1922,
he succeeded Goldwyn as president
of the firm, continuing until its
merger under name of Metro-Gold wyn-Mayer. In recent years he had
been jn ill health and lived abroad.

for the American Broadcasting System, is conducting a poll among his
listeners to determine their favorite
screen actor and actress. The program is heard each Monday and
Wednesday at fi:30 P. M. over
WMCA.

RCA Plan Ready Soon
A plan for readjustment of the
RCA capital structure will be presented soon to the board of directors
by a committee r^centlv appointed
to go into the matter, it wa^ stated
yesterday bv Gen. J. G. Harbord,
dent.
chairman, and David Sarnoff, presiCurtis to Start F. D. Westerns
Went

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAIT.V

Hollywood — Production of the
first of four Hoot Gibson westerns
will start on the coast immediately
after tho arrival of John Curtis,
vice president of First. Division
Productions, who left New York
on Thursday. While on the coast
Curtis will look over the exchang-e
situation so that when Al Friedlander arrives in Los Angeles early
next month the business of estabEastman
Bonus
lishing coast exchanges for First
Rochester —Employes'
Eastman Kodak
announced yesterday that it would pay Division can proceed with dispatch.
a wage dividend to employes, the
first payment of this kind in three
Sunday Show Fiffht in Sharon
Sharon, Pa. — An ordinance which
years.
would repeal the blue law ordinance
Robert Edgar Long Dead
has passed its first reading by the
Robert Edgar Long, publicity rep- city council and is said to have a
resentative formerly with United good chance at the next meeting in
Artists, at the Rivoli, and with va- two we»ks. Three theater men,
rious legitimate producers, died Harry Stahl of the Nuluna. John
Thursday after a brief illness at the Mueller of the Gable and Thomas
Ruptured and Crippled Hospital. Whyte of the Columbia, were arrestHe was working on the new Russell
ed recently for violation of the SunJanney show just before his death.
day ordinance.
Fox Signs Nino Martini
Nino Martini, Metropolitan Opera and radio tenor, has been signed
by Fox to a term contract and leaves
for Hollywood after the current opera season to start work in musical
films.

"Man of Aran" to Run Till 1935
"Man of Aran," Gaumont-British
release moved up to the Westminster
Cinema to continue a two-a-day run
following its roadshow opening at
the Criterion, has gone into its fifth
and. at the present rate of
week
7,000 Projectors for Chevrolet
is expected to continue unDetroit — Chevrolet Motor Co. has business,
til after the first of the year.
ordered a quantity of projectors,
Carl Goe is manager of the Westminster.
reported at 7,000, from ElectroAcoustic Products Co. for use by
dealers in salesrooms throughout
the country.
Wheeling House to Go on Block
Wheeling, W. Va. — Sale of the
"Clive of India" Release Jan. 25
Capitol, newest and largest film
"Clive of India," 20th Century house here, has been ordered by
production starring Ronald Colman, Circuit Judge J. Harold Brennan to
has been set by Darryl F. Zanuck pay principal and interest on outfor
Jan. 25 release through United
standing bonds amounting to $550,Artists.
502. House will be sold at public
February.
auction at the courthouse early in
Easy Aces for Van Beuren
Van Beuren Corp. has signed
Liberty Product Deals
"Easy Aces," radio team, to speak
the commentaries in the "VagaDeals for the complete Liberty
bond Adventure" series.
Pictures lineup have been closed
with the Smith & Bidler circuit of
F. D. Gets Wrestling Film
First Division has contracted to four houses in Toledo and the Rosenblatt circuit of nine theaters in New
distribute nationally the picture of
the Londos-Shikat wrestling match York and New Jersey, it is anat Madison Square Garden Monday
nounced by Budd Rogers, general
sales manager.
night.

DATE BOOK
THE INDUSTRY'S
Today: Sixtieth Anniversary Dinner and Ball t
of The Lambs. Hotel Waldorf-Astoria New I
York.
Dec. 9-10: Theater Owners of North amH
South Carolina 22nd annual convention I
N. C.
Charlotte.
Charlotte.
Hotel
Dec. 10: Warner Bros, annual stockholder!' r
meeting.
Wilmington.
Del.
Dee. 10:
dustry
Mor,
Dec 11:

Kansas City Variety Club-Film In- 1Annual Charity Ball and Show, Pla.7
Kansas
City.
Meeting of Independent Exhibitoftil

and Vt'<
H.. R.P. I. M.
of Mass.,
Inc.,Church
Boston. N. 1:30
St., Maine.
69
Dec. 11-12: Allied States Ass'n director!
meeting,
Hotel
Roosevelt,
New
Orleans.
}
Dec. 17: General Meeting of Actors' Equity
Ass'n to discuss Screen Actors' Guild affiliation. Hotel Astor, New York.
Dec. Trans-Lux
19: Annual
stockholders'
Daylight
Pictures
10:30

A.

meeting of
Screen Conv

M.

Dec. 19: Public hearing on proposed cod
amendments including revision in vaude
ville section and elimination of the I
clause; Hotel Willard,
Washington.
Dec.

20
A M P A
Christmas
Astor.
New
York.

Dinner.

H

Dec. 31:
Annual
New
Year's
Party
of
Motion Picture Salesmen, Inc., Hotel At
New
York.
Feb.

23. Annual

ball

of

the

Detroit

Varil

March
4::
Extraordinary
meeting
of
stod
Club.
holders of Pathe Exchange, Inc., to act _
reorganization plan 2:30 P. M., New York.
May wood.
20-25:
Annual
Spring
Meeting
of the
Society of Motion Picture Engin2=rs, Holly^

Ready Reference Directory
With

Addresses
Recognized

and
Phone
Number!
Industry Concerns

of

What To Buy And
Where To Buy It

Equipment
USED
EQUIPMENT
BOUGHT AND SOLD
LARGEST

CLEARING
HOUSE
BUSINESS

IN

SHOW

S. O. S. CORP.
1600 BROADWAY,

NEW

YORK

Tel. CHickering 4-1717

Foreign

AMERANGLO
CORPORATION
EXPORTERS— IMPORTERS
Cable: Chronophon

226 WEST 42ND STREET
NEW YORK CITY
LONDON

PARIS

IERLIN

J

• Hotels •
PRESIDENT HOTEL
Atlantic
SEA

City's
WATER
MARINE

Newest

Boardwalk

SWIMMING
POOL
SUN
DECK

TURKISH

BATHS

Hottl

There's a BRIGHT

SPOT

forIN aEACH
Holid
Program
OFayTHESE
SHORT FEATURES
FROM EDUCATIONAL
Three new two-reel comedies with music
that are full of mirth and melody

"THE GIRL FROM

SONG OF VIENNA"

The beauty
of old Vienna
caught in picture and song.
1 reel

"THREE CHEERS FOR LOVE"
With Sylvia Froos and Warren Hull.
A Young Romance Comedy

"THE HOUSE WHERE
A Song Hit Story with Sylvia
Froos and Frank Luther sing-

WAS

BORN"

ing a song of home that is
full of sentiment and appeal.
1 reel

"YOUR

PARADISE"

With Sylvia Froos, Frank Luther, George Shelton,
and N.T.G. and the Paradise Revue.

"NIFTY NURSES"
With Johnny
as many

Downs

and Sally Sweet. A comedy

big laughs as you've heard

STARS FOR

with

in a year.

im

A timely subject, with WYNN,
famous astrologer, forecasting
the outlook for the New Year.

1 reel.

1935"

"PAGLIACCI"
Scenes
With

from the operc
Henry

Hull. Pre

duced by William C. D
Mille.
1 ree

"THE TH
REE

'THE

"RIP VAN

BEARS'

^OY>$T
«•• JS to' V

l

J

OWL AND
THE PUSSY
WINKLE"

H#
'

#

is*

CAT"
by Frank Moser and Paul Terry
Wherever there are children,
or adults with merry hearts,
in an audience, a Terry-Toon
is an ideal Holiday booking.

educational

\^

udctu/i^

Distributed in U.S.A.
by FOX Film Corporation

;\^
^
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18 APPEALS DECIDED
BY CODE AUTHORITY

PROPOSE TO BOYCOTT
FREE-SHOW PLAYERS
{Continued from Page

{Continued from Page 1)

1)

this growing evil. Comprising the
committee are: Harold Bareford of
the film industry, M. R. Runyon of
the Radio Code Authority, Dr. Henry
Moskowitz of the legitimate theater,
Frank Gillmore, president of Actors' Equity; Joseph N. Weber,
the American Federapresident of of
tion Musicians, and George
Browne, president of the I. A. T. S.
E. The committee is expected to
hold its initial session next week.
Charles L. O'Reilly acted as chairman of the meeting, which took
place at the Motion Picture Authority headquarters. Those present
were: Marcus Heiman of the legitimate theater; Frank Gillmore, M.
H. Aylesworth, J. Robert Rubin,
Martin Beck, Gordon C. Youngman,
M. R. Runyon, James Baldwin of the
radio industry, Charles S. Hynes of
the Hotel Code Authority; Walter
Vincent, Ed Kuykendall, Charles L.
O'Reilly, Tyree Dillard, Louis
Krouse, vice-president of the I. A.
T. S. E.; Fred Birnbach of the
American Federation of Musicians,
Roger "Kennedy,
vice-president of the
I. A. T. S. E.; R. A. Cooke Jr. of
the American Newspaper Publishers Ass'n, Harold Bareford and Sidney Justin.

Tri-Ergon Actions
Put Off by Court
{Continued from Page 1)
Columbia, M-G-M, Universal, Twentieth Century and Reliance. Reason
is owing to pending re-consideration
of appeals by the U. S. Supreme
Court.

Films to be Posted
In Catholic Churches
{Continued from Page 1)

forms to parishioners for signature. The White and Black lists
will be prepared by the Chicago
archidocese. In announcing the plan,
which calls for a permanent council
of the Legion of Decency in this
archdiocese, Cardinal Hayes said
that "objectionable pictures have
been growing less and less conspicuous."

Holidays May Bring Boost
In Kansas City Admissions
{Continued from Page 1)

ting tight with its 40-cent scale, and
the Fox Uptown also is still at 40
cents. Some observers see a chance
that the Mainstreet and Midland will
go up at Christmas time, with the
Tower expected to follow.

Local 306 Turns Down
Requests for Reductions
{Continued from Page 1)

greater cut have been turned down
by Local 306. Division Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt will be asked
to compose the differences between
the circuits and the operators'
union.
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PHIL M. DALY
•

•

• BY WAY
of celebrating Xmas
and his new contract to make comedy shorts for Educational and just
because he felt like throwing a party
Joe Cook invited one or two gentlemen of the
press out to his House of Horrors, Heehaws
and Hilarity at Hopatcong
By the Lake
somewhere in the wilds of New Jersey that was several days ago
we are just recovering from the strain of laffing continuously
from 3 o'clock in the afternoon when we arrived, till about
3 o'clock the next morn
▼
T
T
• • • THE DOOR of Joe's Mansion of Mirth was opened
to us by a second butler wearing the dress uniform of a General in a Minski Burlesque
he closed the door in our
faces
we stood shivering in the cold mountain air for a
few minutes
then he opened the door again and threw
his arms around each of us in turn and and kissed us on both
cheeks
he pulled us inside the door like a Baxter Street
clothing salesman grabbing a sales prospect
as we took
off our overcoats, he received them with a low obeisance
as the last coat fell over his arm, he chucked 'em down a basement stairway
then he strolled away and left us standing in the middle of a big lounging room
we were
charmed
T
T
T
• • • THEN UP popped Joe Cook
himself from a deep upholstered chair
where he had been hiding, and sez ....
yawning with a Very Bored Air . . .
"Hell, you must have taken my invitation
SERIOUSLY. Well, as long as you're here/
let's make the best of it."
he led the
• way into the spacious music conservatory V
through the door came the Minski
Burlesque General
he was now dressed as an English
Butler
he had a tray of cocktails
he placed the
tray on a table
grabbed one himself
took an easy
chair, lit a cigar, and paid no further attention to the guests.
T
T
T
•
•
• HIS
MASTER,
Mister Cook
spoke to him a few times
mildly
suggesting that he pay some attention to
the guests
Joe called the butler
Meadows
but Meadows merely puffed his cigar and sipped his cocktail
"Delicious cocktail!" cried Meadows at last
"I made 'em myself."
Mister Cook suggested that Meadows retire to
bed
he explained to us that his faithful butler had been
on his feet steady for 22 hours
Meadows bid us all a
fond goodnight
(it was 4:30 in the afternoon)
and disappeared
T
T
T
• • • A HALF hour later our gracious host suggested
that we take a walk down the mountainside to visit an old native
character
named Kelly
a Jersey Swede
"Wrap up in your overcoats," advised Mister Cook, "it's cold in
these mountains
afterus sundown"
wrappedfull up
and he took
down the basementso towe a room
of
gimmicks, gewgaws and junk
with a gorgeously appointed mahogany bar in the corner
and behind the bar
was Kelly
no less than Meadows the English Butler
with an Irish Mug and a Brogue
as soon as Kelly started
serving drinks our gracious host insisted on taking us down the
lake to visit Schultz, a deadly barkeep rival of/
Kelly raised hell, but Joe was firm
Joe made us walk a mile up the mountain
to a bungalow
inside was a gorgeous barroom filled with priceless steins
and Schultz the German barkeep was there in costume
sure
it was Kelly
and so it went for
hours. .
grand!
laffs!!
LAFFS!!!

Cleveland, reversed decision by find:
ing seven days' protection reason
able.
Des Moines — Casino, Marshal]
town, la., vs. Strand and Familj ;
Marshalltown, sustained decisio i
that "bank night" is unfair comp« i
tion; Rex, Fairfield, la., vs. Oi I
pheum, Fairfield, affirmed decisiof
finding "bank night" a violation.
Oklahoma City — Ritz, Lindsai
Okla., vs. Blue Moon, Oklahomi
City, affirmed decision dismissini i
complaint of interfering in leasinj i
negotiations; Mystic, Picher, Okla;
vs. Plaza and Roxy, Picher, affirme :
dismissal of overbuying charge.
Chicago — LaGrange, LaGrangi
111., vs. Hinsdale, Hinsdale, cad i
ended as respondent is complyin '
vertising.
with
order to desist premature ac >
Dallas — Capitol, New Braunfell !
Tex., vs. Opera House, New Brauw
fels, affirmed ruling that "bafli
night" and "family night" unfa|
competition.
Atlanta — Tower, Miami, vs. Corr
Gables, Paramount and Rosetti:
Miami, approved decision orderim
respondent to desist policies as vi<
lation of code's unfair competitio i
provisions.
St. Louis — Washington, Granit
City, vs. Rialto, Granite City, r
versed decision finding respondel:
not guilty of reducing admissio*
prices through "Carpenter fofli
show"; McNair, St. Louis, vs. Cil
derella and Gravois, St. Louis, fine i
clearance reasonable provided re
spondent completes playing of pi i
tures within the time provided b)
Article VI, Paragraph 2, of the ofi
tional standard license agreemeni:
Milwaukee — World, Milwaukee
vs. Gem, United Artists, First N*
tional, Warners, M-G-M, RKO, an
Fox, affirmed decision dismissin
overbuying complaint.
Cincinnati — Strand, Dayton, vi
Salem, Dayton, decision reversed an i
premature advertising complainf
dismissed.
Boston — Uptown and OrpheuW
Gardner, vs. Fitchburg and Shet
Fitchburg, decides seven days max
imum protection between towns i
reasonable.
San Francisco — Grand, Tracy
Cal., vs. A. Eschelbach, on certifl
cation, dismissed complaint of inter
fering in leasing negotiations.
Kansas City — Klock, Neodeshtf
Kan., vs. Gem, Neodesha, affirme
decision
finding "bank night" unfaii
competition.
Washington — Bluebird, Peter*
burg, Va.,theaters,
vs. Loew's
and Wilmer
Vincent
Richmond,
orderi
Petersburg.
clearance between Richmond an<'|
Robert Wolf Gets F. D. Post
Boston — Robert Wolf has bee:
appointed short subject sales man
ager at the First Division Ex
change under Meyer Gruber, wh
succeeded the late Carl Crawfor
as branch manager.

I NOMINATE
THIS
CAMPAIGN
FOR

FIRST

PRIZE

in the Quigley Awards for Showmanship in the M. P. Herald"

BABES IN TOYLAND
(LAUREL- HARDY
FULL
LENGTH
M-G-M
FEATURE)
At the Stillman, Cleveland. Harry Long, Manager
1

O

President Roosevelt in person responded by telephone
to an offer to give proceeds of Midnight Show to Warm
Springs Fund. Result: front page publicity!

10.

"Babes in Toyland" float . . . two scenes from the picture
on attractive flat truck . . . illuminated at night will parade
thru downtown thoroughfares as an advance ballyhoo,
prior and during engagement and then entered in monster
Pre-Christmas parade sponsored by Cleveland Press similar
to that of Macy's in New York on Thanksgiving Day.

Staged arrival of print from Hollywood via United Airlines
* . . . airport picture used by Press.

Q

World premiere midnite Wednesday preceded by band parade .. . including persons wearing paper mache heads . . .
red flares . . . banners . . . arc lights in front of theatre . . .
broadcast on sidewalk thru WGAR by invited guests such
as the Governor-Elect Davey . . . Mayor Davis and others
. . . Radio Station providing local talent entertaining between introductions.

4# All celebrities and invited guests received Jumbo telegrams
of invitation delivered by Postal Telegraph messengers in
tie-up with that company.
^ . Distribution of 8,000 advertising toys to pupils as they left
the various public schools.
A

Tie-up with Old Gold for placing of. theatre and playdate
stickers on colorful Laurel and Hardy posters in all important cigar stores and counters in city.

|1

Lead stories in Plain Dealer and News of Nov. 26th with
* art . . . special story in Press of same date part of Toyland
Parade announcement.

1<%
\ A.

13.
14.
15.

7. Tie-up with leading stores in city for toyland window displays . . . using attractive signs on easels giving name of
attraction . . . theatre and playdate.

16.
17.
18.

O . Bookmarks in twenty-five public library branches.

19.

9

20.

Posters on both sides of 35 Superior Transfer trucks float• ing target day and night . . . delivering local newspapers
from plants to railroads also merchandise from leading

Cleveland Press dated Nov. 27th using art and story on
"Babes in Toyland" as picture presentation at Stillman
and reproduction
of scenes on float for Parade,
on
December 7th.
10,000 Teaser football heralds
News Skippies game at League
Christmas Fund . . . also at
Thanksgiving Day closing local

distributed at Cleveland
Park, November 25th, for
Reserve-Carroll game on
football season.

Increased newspaper advertising Space.
1,000 stickers on morning newspapers delivered to guests
at Hotels Carter, Hollenden and Fenway Hall.
One sheet colorful poster on cards exhibited in lobbies of
Hotels Statler . . . Cleveland . . . and Allerton.
Advance lobby displays . . . screen trailers.
1,000 Gummed
homes.

stickers on Mullaire Cleaning bags to

Laurel and Hardy "reserved" cards for tables in leading
restaurants and hotels.
"Babes in Toyland" ice-cream cones for kiddies in 48
Marshall Drug stores . . . posters behind fountain and in
windows.

P.S. And the business was sensational* You're next!
Hal

Roach's

BABES

IN

BIGGEST

TOYLAND

FEATURE

featuring

LENGTH

SUCCESS!

LAUREL - HARDY

and Great Cast in Victor Herbert's spectacular Musical Stage Hit!

■2

£±
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Pictures for Christmas Programs
Features and Short Subjects On Yuletide Themes
or With Special Appeal or Exploitation
Angles for the Holiday Season
AMITY

COLUMBIA

KIDDIE GENIUS— One-reeler with talented kids.
PUSS IN BOOTS— Operetta performed by children.

BROADWAY BILL — A swell human interest family picture.
CAPTAIN HATES THE SEA — Can be tied in with holiday cruising season.

FIRST NATIONAL

CELEBRITY

CIRCUS CLOWN — Joe E. Brown comedy ideal for juvenile shows.
HAPPINESS AHEAD — Good sentimental romance.
FLIRTATION
WALK— Fine musical
with colorful West
Point setting.

COMICOLOR CARTOONS— Including "Jack and the Beanstalk," "Brave Tin Soldier,',
"Jack Frost," "Aladdin and the Wonderful Lamp," "Puss in Boots," "Queen of
Hearts," etc.

COLUMBIA

FOX
BRIGHT

EYES — Shirley Temple picture made especially for the holiday season.

WHITE PARADE — Contains sequence devoted to Christmas Night in a Nurses' Training
School, with John Boles singing "Silent Night, Holy Night."
PECK'S BAD BOY— Fine for special children's shows.

HOLIDAY LAND — First of a new series of Color Rhapsodies.
GOOFY GONDOLAS— Krazy Kat cartoon.
MICKEY'S ORPHANS— Reissue.
SCRAPPY'S TOY SHOP— Animated cartoon.

EDUCATIONAL

GAUMONT-BRITISH
MASCOT
LITTLE MEN— From the Louisa M. Alcott classic.
IN OLD SANTA FE— Ken Maynard western.
MYSTERY MOUNTAIN— Ken Maynard western.

natural

for

Christmas

time.

Based

on

Victor

CRADLE

MASTER
ORGANLOGUES

classic.

and MELODY

ART

MAKERS— Musical shorts with scenic backgrounds

:

TOYLAND
BROADCAST — One-reel Technicolor cartoon, caricaturing radio stars, grant
for holiday bills.

EYRE — The famous Bronte novel.

THE SPECTACLE
Also

YOUTH— For family or kid showings.

MAKER— Two-reel musical fantasy.

various "Happy
Harmonies,"
animated
cartoons,
FitzPatrick
Revues, Our Gang Comedies, Laurel-Hardy comedies, etc.

Traveltalks,

Music**

PARAMOUNT

PARAMOUNT
POOR

MRS. WIGGS OF THE CABBAGE PATCH— From the popular classic.
PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS— Charming romance with a winter setting.
COLLEGE RHYTHM — Gay musical comedy of family type.

CINDERELLA— Color Classic cartoon.

Also various "Popeye the Sailor" and "Betty Boop" animated cartoons.

RKO

RKO RADIO

PASTRYTOWN

ANNE OF GREEN GABLES — Starring young Anne Shirley in a grand portrayal of an orphan.
GRIDIRON FLASH — Eddie Quillan picture fine for juveniles or family.
LITTLE MINISTER — Katharine Hepburn in famous J. M. Barrie play.

UNITED ARTISTS
KID MILLIONS — Eddie Cantor musical with plenty of fanciful fun in it.
COUNT OF MONTE CRISTO— Classic that kids or grownups will enjoy any

WEDDING— Rainbow

Also various "Cubby the

Bear,"

RADIO

Parade cartoon.

Soglow's "The

UNITED

King" and

"Toddle Tale" cartoons.

ARTISTS

SANTA'S WORKSHOP— A Walt Disney Silly Symphony in Technicolor.
THE NIGHT BEFORE CHRISTMAS— Another Silly Symphony.
MICKEY'S GOOD DEED— Mickey Mouse cartoon.
And other subjects in these Disney series.

time.

UNIVERSAL

WARNER

I

M-G-M

GIRL 0' MY DREAMS — Good family or juvenile offering.
A GIRL OF THE LIMBERLOST— From the popular classic.

GREAT EXPECTATIONS— From the Dickens novel.
IMITATION OF LIFE — Good sob story for women

I

OF FAITH— One-reel travelogue.

Herbert's

MONOGRAM

TOMORROW'S

he*

KINEMATRADE
JERUSALEM,

HAVE A HEART— Good "Cinderella" type story.
TREASURE
ISLAND— From the Robert Louis Stevenson
DAVID COPPERFIELD— From the Dickens novel.

JANE

amid

I Also various Terry-Toons based on fairy tales and nursery rhymes.

M-G-M
BABES
IN TOYLAND— A
operetta.

1

TOYLAND — Terry-Toon with "Silent Night" and "Jingle Bells" music.
DAY
DREAMS — Treasure
Chest
release about little girl who
falls asleep
Christmas toys which come to life in Santa's workshop.
YOUR STARS FOR 1935— Astrological subject.
SONG OF VIENNA— Sentimental musical reel.

CHU CHIN CHOW— Nice fantasy.
LITTLE FRIEND— Has outstanding 14-year-old girl actress.

I

UNIVERSAL
TOYLAND
TOYLAND

or kids in particular.

BROS.

Also various other Oswald cartoons, "Strange As It Seems" and "Stranger Than Fiction'
series.

BIG-HEARTED HERBERT— Amusing family comedy.
SWEET ADELINE— Musical with Irene Dunne.

VITAPHONE

KINEMATRADE
CROWN
OF THORNS— Biblical story depicting birth,
"Man of Sorrows," with singing and talking.
ALICE IN WONDERLAND— For child audiences only.

PREMIERE— Oswald cartoon in Technicolor.
PARADE— Cartune Classic.

Various "Merrie Melodies," "Looney Tunes" and E. M. Newman
OLYMPIC
WINTER
SPORTS
CAPITAL— Showing
the scene
life, death

and

resurrection

of

MARY

WARNER

Winter Games at Garmisch-Partenkirchen.

subjects.
of the
1936

Olympi

■g

ym
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Religious Features and Shorts
Also Subjects Having Special Suitability for
Christmas Season Programs Designed
Primarily for Children
'THE following suggestions for
Christmas programs, compiled by
'The Educational Screen," include a
rroup of pictures of a religious nanre and another with special appeal to children.
Information is given on each film
as to number of reels, size (16 mm.
National merchandise tieups on or 35 mm.), sound or silent versions,
and
the distributors. The films are
[-G-M's
"Babes in Toyland" inude:
silent except as otherwise indicated.
Kolor-Toons, paint set with
gures of Stan Laurel and Oliver RELIGIOUS
SUBJECTS
ardy, for sale in 5 & 10 cent stores,
"The Christ Child" (6 reels) Early
;c; Laurel and Hardy sweat shirts; days
of Jesus; produced in Egypt
aurel and Hardy Pee Wee Game,
and Palestine. 35 mm. — Ideal,
le popular boyhood game of "Cat"; Wholesome.
>lorful masks of Laurel and Hardy;
"Freiburg Passion Play" (7 reels)
[oyie Moods Game, jig-saw games Authorized
version of the historical
hich might be obtained from stores
enactment,
filmed under special disl a contest tieup; papier mache
pensation from the Vatican. 16 mm.
eads of Laurel and Hardy made by
I Fiore, New York; Jack-in-the- and 35 mm., sound or silent — Michigan Film Library.
ox Hanger, with a combination
aurel and Hardy in the box, avail"Jesus of Nazareth" (6 reels)
ble from exchanges.
Complete life of Christ. 16 mm. and
35 mm. — Ideal.
"Jesus the Christ" (5 and 7 reels)
^eachers Get Letters
Scenes in actual Holy Land. 16 mm.
35 mm., sound or silent — MichiOn "Green Gables Anne" and gan
Film Library.
Ned E. Depinet, president of RKO
istributing Corp., has sent a let"King
of Kings"
(12 reels)16 Spectacle of the
life of Christ.
mm.
!r to 23,000 high and grade school
rincipals and teachers in Greater and 35 mm., sound or silent — Beacon, Brown.
ew York and the Metropolitan
"Life of Christ" (4 reels) 16 mm.
rea, describing "Anne of Green
& Howell. (6 reels) 35 mm.—
ables"
_ andshowings.
asking their coopera- —Bell
Brown.
on
in its
"Anne" opens at the Roxy on Dec.
and Boyhood of Jesus"
as the holiday attraction. Six- (2 "Nativity
reels) Self-explanatory. 16 mm.
ien-years-old Anne Shirley, who and 35 mm. — Ideal.
as Dawn O'Day,
be known role.
to featured
5ed
"The Passion Play" (5 reel) Visis the
— Brown. ualizing the life of Christ. 35 mm.

MERCHANDISE TIEUPS

IN 'BABES IN TOYLAND

"The Greatest of All Passion
Harold Hendee
Speaks
(5 reels) Life of Christ. 16
Harold Hendee, director of re- Plays"
mm. — Hemenway.
iarch for RKO Radio, addressed a
"Pilgrimage to Palestine" (series
roup of City College of New York
lumni Thursday evening on "The of 1 reel each) 35 mm. — Brown.
"Paths in Palestine" (1 reel) Fauthentication of Motion Pictures."
mous sacred landmarks, one of the
"Magic Carpet" series. 35 mm.
Cagney, Janney at Cheese Club
sound — Fox.
James Cagney and Leon Janney,
"The Prince of Peace" (3 reels)
long with Arthur Brisbane, Capt. Scenes of Nativity, Passion, Crucifixion and Resurrection. 35mm. —
eorge Fried and Dr. Henry Moskoitz, are scheduled to take part in Ideal. (1 reel) Condensed version.
35
mm.
— Wholesome.
Monday's Cheese Club luncheon pro"When Jesus Was Born" (1 reel)
ram which will go on the air over
fMCA from 2 to 2:30 P. M.
One of the "I Am the Way" series.
16 mm. and 35 mm. — Beacon, Religious Motion Picture Foundation,
Y. M. C. A.
"Gambling"
Holds at Mavfair
"Gambling," H. B. Franklin pro"The World at Prayer" (1 reel)
uction starring George M. Cohan, A pilgrimage to holy places; one of
being held for a second week at the "Masric Carpet" series. 35 mm.
I Mayrcir s'.sr'-— :.! nJ=v n -h .

FOR CHILDREN

"DIVORCEE" DANCE HIT
OFFERS OPPORTUNITIES

"Christmas Among the Animals"
reel) How the zoo people celebrate. 16 mm. — Bell & Howell.
"Life of Santa Claus (2 reels) A
fantasy actually filmed in Northern
In communities where dancing is
Alaska, showing Santa's toyshop,
reindeer and toys. 16 mm. — E. F. popular and young folks are keen to
up with the latest dances, some
Biddle, H. O. Davis. 35 mm.— be
Wholesome.
interesting opportunities can be
worked out in connection with the
"The Little Boy Who Did Believe
dance hit, "The Continental," in
in Santa Claus" (1 reel) A Christ- RKO
Radio's "The Gay Divorcee."
mas story. 35 mm. — Brown.
Tieups with ballrooms, or with newspapers to run a series of illustrated
"Little Friend of All the World"
(1 reel) A little boy carries the lessons, should fetch results.
spirit of Christmas to the animal
Bray.
"Twas the Night Before Christworld.
35 mm. sound and silent —
mas" (1 reel) Picturization of the
"Madeline's Christmas" (1 reel) famous poem. 16 mm. — Ideal, Hollywood Film, National Motion PicModern playlet of Christmas time.
tures. 35 mm. — Ideal, Pinkney.
35 mm. — Pinkney.
"Walt Disney Cartoons"* (1 reel
"The Magic Hour" (1 reel) Shows
Two color,
"Silly made
Symphonies,"
a little boy's dreams of toys com- each)
in natural
especially both
for
ing to life. 35 mm. — Brown.
the Christmas season are "Santa's
"Night Before Christmas" (2 reels) Workshop"
and "Babes in the
The famous children's poem. 16 mm. Wood". "Mickey's Good Deed," fea— Ideal. 35 mm. — Pinkney. — Wholeturing
Mickey
Mouse, is another
some.
holiday
subject. 35 mm. sound —
United
Artists.
"On Christmas Eve" (lreel) Santa
Claus in a Christmas story. 35 List of Distributors Named Above
mm. — Pinkney.
(%

"Old Scrooge" (3 reels) The famous character from Dickens'
"Christmas Carol." 35 mm. — Brown.
(1 reel) 35 mm. — Ideal.
"Origin of Christmas"* (1 reel)
One of the Holiday Series. Musical
accompaniment by Nathaniel Shilkret's orchestra and a vocal chorus
singing carols. May be run silent
or with sound. 16 mm. or 35 mm.
— Fitzpatrick.
"Santa Claus' Toy Shop (1 reel)
Santa and his Brownie helpers. 16
mm. — Bell & Howell.
"The Shanty Where Santa Claus
Lives"* (1 reel) One of the "Merrie
Melodies" song cartoon series. 35
mm. sound — Warner.
"The Story of Santa Claus" (%
reel) Old St. Nick at his toy shop;
his trip with his tiny reindeers. 16
mm. —tionHollywood
Film, National MoPictures.
"There Is a Santa Claus" (1 reel)
Christmas playlet with musical
score of Christmas carols. 35 mm.
sound — F. C. Pictures.
"Toyland"* (1 reel) One of the
"Paul Terry-Toons," with a little
pup as the hero. 35 mm. sound —
Educational.
"The Toy Parade"* (1 reel) Toys
come to life and enact a story; one
of thp "Oddities" series. 35 mm.
! ound— r.Ictr .

YorkBeacon
City.Films, Inc., 729 Seventh Ave., New

BellChicago,
and Howell
Co., 1801 Larchmont
Ave.,
111.
Iowa.
E. T. Biddle, 31S Polk Bldg., Des Moines,
NewBrayYorkPictures
City. Corp., 729 Seventh Ave.,
H. S. Brown, 806 S. Wabash Ave., ChicaH. Okla.
O. Davis, 522 N. Broadway, Oklahoma
City.
go, 111.
NewEducational
York City.Films Corp., 1501 Broadway,
F. C. N.Pictures
Corp., 265 Franklin St.,
Buffalo,
Y.
Fitzpatrick Pictures, Inc., 729 Seventh
Ave., New York City.
York
Fox City.
Film Corp., 850 Tenth Ave., New
Mass.
Hemenway Film Co., 37 Church St., Boston,
Hollywood Film Enterprises, 6060 Sunset
Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
Ideal Pictures
Corp., 30 E. Eighth St.,
Chicago,
111.
1540 Broadway,
NewMetro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
York City.
Michigan Film Library, 2539 Woodward
Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Ind.
National Motion Picture Co., Mooresville,
Pinkney Pa.
Film Service, 1028 Forbes St.,
Pittsburgh,
Religious Motion Picture Foundation, 140
Nassau
St.. New
York City.
York City.
United Artists, 729 Seventh Ave., New
York City.
Warner Brothers, 321 W. 44th St., New
Wholesome Films Service, 48 Melrose St.,
Boston. Mass.
Y. M. C. A. Motion Picture Bureau, 347
M '■ .., \.p . Wv
V"-V Hty.

POOL OF FLAME!
FOUNTAIN OF FIRE!
TORRENT OF EMOTION!
.... flinging the flood of her
genius into the seething soul
of Babbie . . . dear, wild, unconquerable Babbie . . . the
most magnetic heroine of all
romantic lore!

RKO^RADIOI
PRODUCTION Of
TIMELESS GLORf

. . . . the treasure!
Christmas Gift tj
millions of patrons <$
hundreds of Key C3|
theatres.
i

SIR JAMES

M.

BARRIE'S

TH€ LITTL6 MINISTER
«/ITH

JOHN BEAL * ALAN HALE

DIRECTED BY RICHARD
A

PANDRO

S
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WALLACE
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« « « Exploiting the Christmas Bills » » »|
"BABES IN TOYLAND"
FITS IN WITH XMAS
With its long list of famous
Mother Goose characters, from BoPeep, Three Little Pigs, Tom the
Piper's Son, Old King Cole, Simple
Simon and Humpty Dumpty down
to Little Boy Blue, Little Miss Muffett and Jack and Jill, the Hal
Roach feature production of Victor
Herbert's extravaganza, "Babes in
Toyland," released by M-G-M, is an
ideal attraction not only for holiday
entertainment value but for exploitation around the Christmas season.
Press book suggestions for the exploitation ofthis picture include the
following:
Juvenile costume matinee, with
kids in toyland characters.
Christmas Happiness Parade for
children.
Mother Goose recitation contest,
which can be staged on a Saturday
morning in the theater.
Holiday parties for orphans, inmates of homes for the aged, etc.
Toy making in store window.
Prizes for best parodies on nursery rhymes.
A "Christmas Proclamation of
Hapiness," by the theater, getting
the mayor to sponsor the proclamation.
Display of Mother Goose characters in the theater lobby and store
windows.
A good street stunt suggestion is
for one or two men to impersonate
Laurel and Hardy in the role of
Santa Claus, passing out small, inexpensive gifts to kids, and taking
orders for Christmas gifts.
—

PRESENTS

,

BET BOSCH?

Special

herald
available
to exhibitors
"Thi N ght befo c Ch..s...i-s."

booking

10 Songs Featured in ones
"Sweet
Adeline"
specially
written for

There are ten songs, including two new

the picture by

Jerome Kern, in "Sweet Adeline," Warner's screen version of the Kern-Hammerstein
musical play. The score includes "Here Am I," "Why Was I Born?" "Lonely Feet,"
"Don't Ever Leave Me," "Naughty Boy," "Twas Not So Long Ago," "We Were So
Young," "I Get That Way," "Molly O'Donoghue"
and "Do the Polka, Dot."
(
Irene Dunne is the star of "Sweet Adeline," which also features Donald Woods,]
Hugh Herbert, Ned Sparks, Joe Cawthorn, Louis Calhern, Winifred Shaw, Nydia West- !
man, Dorothy Dare, Phil Regan, Harry Tyler, Noah Beery, Jack Mulhall and Don
Alvarado. "Sweet Adeline" was directed by Mervyn LeRoy, with Bobby Connolly as
director
of the musical
sequences.

Big National Holiday Drive
On Walt Disney Toy Articles
Hundreds of toys, books and other
merchandise items of the Walt Disney characters, both from his popular Mickey Mouse and Silly Symphony series now being released
through United Artists, are being
made by 41 leading manufacturers
throughout the country in preparation for their big Christmas drive,
according to Kay Kamen, head of
the Walt Disney Enterprises, handling the Disney licensees.
Particularly adaptable to holiday
season exploitation, these articles
will prove of inestimable value to
showmen the country over who will
be in a splendid position to effect
window display tie-ups with their
various department stores.
Kamen, who directs the merchandising activities of the Walt Disney
characters, in the short space of
two years, has completed many
contracts representing millions of
dollars of invested capital and millions of dollars of merchandise
manufactured and sold to the consuming public. In addition to motion picture tie-ups, there have been
tributes from advertising and merchandising executives to various
living stars on occasions, but never
has the interests of the commercial
world so unanimously acclaimed the
success of a single character as they
have
Mouse. the personality of Mickey
The representation accorded
Mickey Mouse and his characters in
the recent R. H. Macy Thanksgiving
Day Parade in New York was a direct tribute to Walt Disney, to Kay
Kamen and the entire industry, for
the success of any unit of the industry reflects prestige upon all
of it. With full page ads appearing in all New York newspapers,
placed by leading retail institutions
acknowledging the leadership of the
efforts of one motion picture producer, itconclusively proves that the
amusement world is blazing new
trails in modern merchandising. The
benefit of the R. H. Macy stunt is
in no way localized as millions of
lines of space in syndicated stories
and photographs broke in leading
newspapers all over the country.

Among the items and manufacturers now busily preparing Walt Disney articles are: sheepskin moccasins by the Athletic Shoe Co. of
New York; play houses by 0. B.
Andrews Co., Chattanooga; tooth
brushes, Henry L. Hughes, New
York; waddle and pop-up books,
Blue Ribbon Books, Inc., New York;
dolls, doll outfits and bisque novelties, Geo. Borgfeldt Corp., New
York; velocipedes, Coslon Co., New
York; kiddie jewelry, Cohn & Rosenberger, New York; canvas shoes
and oxfords, Converse Rubber Co.,
Maiden, Mass.; Disney Dennison
merchandise, Dennison Mfg. Co.,
Framingham, Mass.; pencil boxes;
Jos. Dixon Co., Jersey City; mittens
and gloves, Eisendrath Glove Co.,
Chicago; greeting cards, Hall Bros.,
New York; pull toys and dial
phones, N. N. Hill Brass Co., New
York; handkerchiefs, Herrmann
Handkerchief Co., New York; alarm
clocks and watches, Ingersol Watch
Co., New York; silver reproductions,
International Silver Co., New York.
Also belts by Hickok Mfg. Co.,
Rochester; jersey suits, Kaynee Co.,
Cleveland; purses, King Innovations,
Inc., New York; nursery articles,
Richard G. Krueger, New York;
rubber and elastic specialties, A.
Stein & Co., New York; anklettes,
The May Hosiery Mills, Nashville;
dolls, Knickerbocker Toy Co., New
York; movie projectors, Keystone
Mfg. Co., Boston; books, David McKay Co., Philadelphia; neckwear, D.
H. Neumann Co., New York; paint,
crayon and game sets, Marks Bros.,
Boston; sweat shirts, Norwich Knitting Mills, Norwich; metal toys,
Ohio Art Co., Bryan, 0.; school supplies, Power Paper Co., Springfield,
Mass.; post toasties, General Foods;
records, RCA Victor Co., Camden;
blackboards, Richmond School Furniture Co., Muncie, Ind.; rubber balloons, Oak Rubber Co., Ravenna, O. ;
china, Salem China Co., New York;
ribbons and bandeaux, Stark Bros.,
New York; shoes, Truitt Bros.,
Binghamton; costumes, Wornova
Mfg. Co., New York; headwear,
Chas. Tobias Bros., Cincinnati; playing cards, Whitman Publishing Co.,
Racine; saving banks, Zell Product
Corp., New York.

XMAS EXPLOITATION
ON 'CAPT'N HATES SEA1
These special exploitation sugges-1
tions designed especially for th«
Christmas holidays are offered byj
Columbia Pictures to supplement
the diversified exploitation campaignr
included in the press book for theiri
production, "The Captain Hates the<
1. Play up the Christmas holi-i
days' idea of catering to Southernp
Cruise Vacations by advertisings
"Take
Sea": a Holiday Cruise with Victory
McLaglen, John Gilbert, etc., in "The<
Captain
Hates the
2. Following
this Sea."
line of thought,;
work out a tie-up with all the travel
and tourist agencies, for window^
cards, special displays, etc., tying inr
the Southern Cruise idea, with youn
attraction.
3. If you play the film on Christ-.;
mas Day, be sure your ad features;
a "Little Captain" character (described in detail in exploitation secof press book)
"The
Littletion Captain
wisheswhoyousays:
a Merryri
Merry Christmas and wants you toi
come to the Rialto today for a real
holiday treat in 'The Captain Hates
4. Make up stickers for local distribution (heralds, also) reading?!
"The Sea.'"
Rialto theater wishes one and
the
all a Very Merry Christmas and sug-1gests your seeing 'The Captain
Hates the Sea' for a real holiday}
Dual Bill at Fox Brooklyn
A double bill, including "The First
cruise."
World War" and "Cheating Cheat*
ers," plus stage show opened yes^
terday at the Fox, Brooklyn.

M
An idea for putting the holiday touch into lobb
cards.
C'n b? utilized en ;nv piclu c;.
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< « Holiday Promotion Suggestions » »
CHRISTMAS POINTERS

SANTA GLAUS ANGLE

ON "SWEET ADELINE"

IN "BROADWAY BILL"

With Warner's "Sweet Adeline"
pt for simultaneous engagements
uring Christmas Week, the comany press book on the feature conkins a section devoted particularly
0 Christmas ballyhoo and tieups.
imong suggestions are the follow-

In addition to its complete exploitation campaign supplied in the

ig:

A special preview performance
fith proceeds donated to food for
e needy. Local merchants, through
heir windows, their ads, and their
io programs, should be more than
rilling to cooperate.
A gala touch can be given by the
iresence of "Santa Claus" at matiless to distribute stills of Irene
)unne to the kiddies.
There is a special Christmas phoograph of Dorothy Dare. When
lown up, it makes a splendid backround for toy store windows. Type
f copy that could be used in this
onnection is "Dorothy Dare, feaured player in 'Sweet Adeline,' has
he right idea. Follow her tip! Do
our Christmas shopping early and
n our store!"
Hold a "Sweet Adeline Christmas
)ance" in the theater lobby after
;he opening show. Refreshments
an be provided from local cafeeria or hotel in turn for paper in
he lobby, which should be decked
ut in real Christmas style.
Theaters which put a decorated
hristmas tree in their lobbies might
[ecorate it with stills of the cast,
/ith copy reading, "Our Christmas
resent to You — 'Sweet Adeline'!"
There are many other things
rhich can be done — department
tore Santa Clauses in the toy departments could give away a numer of Irene Dunne stills on speciied mornings — the telegraph com>any might be promoted to imprint
ilanks with a Christmas greeting
rom Irene Dunne, along with theiter copy. A copy of this telegram
an be blown up to one-sheet size
md spotted on a prominent street
:orner with a couple of pretty girls,
Iressed in holiday costume, each
vigorously ringing a bell.
Teachers' Manual on "Anne"
On "Anne of Green Gables," RKO
Radio has prepared a special manual tor
teachers. In addition to bringing out
exploitation possibilities on the picture,
it has been gotten up so that it can be
used in an educational manner. "Anne"
not only is an exceptionally good picture for the youngsters to see at holiday
time, but it is grand entertainment tor
anybody a^ any time.

This picture of Mickey Mouse

in the Macy

Thanksgiving Day Parade on Broadway

gives an idea

of what can be done along similar lines at Christmas or New Year's. Between the giant Mickey
and a 50-foot balloon of Eddie Cantor in "Kid Millions," United Artists played a big part in the
parade. Kay Kamen of the Disney Enterprises arranged the Mickey Mouse stunt in cooperation
with the U. A. exploitation department and the Macy store.

2. Arrange to have special tickets
printed up for sale far in advance,
to be purchased for Christmas presents to friends, members of the family, etc. Also, if deemed advisable,
make up books of ten or twenty admissions, to be placed on sale, to
be given as Christmas presents —
admissions for "Broadway Bill"
only. The donor's name can be imprinted on each ticket along with
a good special feature for a news"Broadway Bill" and theater copy.
3. Have a Santa Claus march
Orphan Matinees, also special through
paper.
the street carrying a heavy,
morning shows for newsboys.
well-filled bag, which will feature
"My Favorite" Contest, in ar- "Broadway Bill" copy along with
rangement with a local newspaper, your theater-mention, for a special
whereby youngsters submit essays street ballyhoo. He can pass out
circulars calling attention to the
on "Why Shirley Temple Is My Fav- coming of "Broadway Bill" to your
orite." Award dolls, autographed theater, reaching into his bag of
photographs,
admissions, etc.
"gifts"
when he has given out, all
in
his hand.
Plugging Shirley's song hit in
"Bright Eyes." The song is titled
4. Dress your doorman as "Santa
"On the Good Ship Lollypop," pub- Claus"
and have him walk up and
lished by Movietone Music Corp. of down under your marquee, proclaimNew York. Make tieups with muing the Holiday Entertainment de
sic stores, department stores, radio
to be found in "Broadway
stations, etc., and get the kids to luxe,
Bill." Have him point, occasionally,
singing the number.
to the posters on the front of your
without speaking. He will
Shirley Contest,
Temple offering
"Bright suitable
Eyes" theater,
attract a crowd!
Coloring
rewards to the juvenile artists turning in the best coloring jobs.
Fable on Street Safety
Among advertising aids that go
Somewhere in the Christmas bookings
with the picture are a variety of
it
wouldn't
be a bad idea to include
attractive stills, holiday color prints,
the free Technicolor cartoon, "Once
disc cut-out photo, "The Story of
Upon a Time," which teaches street
safety through the medium of a very enMy Life, flip
by book
Shirley
Temple,"
an
amusing
showing
Shirley
joyable fairy tale with music. It was
made by Audio Productions, Inc., tor
Metropolitan Life Insurance Co., but
Temple in action, autographed photographs of Shirley Temple, four
contains no advertising matter whatever.
different standee figures of Shirley
Departments of public safety are sponsorsupplied
free.
ing the pcture
in various cities. It is
Temple, a 13x16 star-hanger and
various enlarged portraits.

Shirley Temple in" Bright Eyes"
Replete With Xmas Possibilities
Produced with a special eye to
Christmas bookings, "Bright Eyes,"
the new Fox vehicle starring Shirley
Temple, with James Dunn, has plenty of angles for attracting big business during the holiday season.
Looking through the press book
on the production, the following
stunts and tieups are found:
Shirley Temple Toy Club, a good
human interest campaign for collecting and distributing toys to poor
children. Easy to tie up with local
newspapers
and organizations.
Shirley Temple Resemblance Contest, for girls between the ages of
4 and 7. Also a good circulation
idea for newspapers.
Doll Parade, in which suitable
gifts are awarded to little girls with
the winning dolis — such as the prettiest, smallest, funniest, oldest, larcourse).gest, etc. (meaning the dolls, of
School Matinees, easy to sell to
the Board of Education, with a special after school performance for
one grade at a time.
Bright Remarks Contest, offering
a dollar or other awards for the
smart sayings of youngsters as to
why Shirley Temple is their favorite
btreen star. The remarks will make

press book of "Broadway Bill," including tieups, contests, ballyhoos,
etc., Columbia suggests the following for Christmas exploitation of
this Frank Capra production:
1. Tie up with every store featuring their own Santa Claus — to feature him as the "old man with the
whiskers" who, in the picture, brings
luck to Warner Baxter and Myrna
Loy. A special window display can
be worked up, featuring photographic enlargements from the picture, and also featuring a dummy
of the bewhiskered gent. Also, arrange for the department stores to
distribute your "Broadway Bill" heralds— featuring the "whiskers" copy
angle, in all their packages, during
date.
the week in advance of your play-
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Special Stunts for Holiday Time
Just a Few Ideas (or Aiding Attendance

as Well as Building

Good-Will Through the Medium of Promotions
Fitting in With the Yuletide Season

ENDORSED PICTURES
GOOD HOLIDAY BILLS
Pictures given special endorsement by Parent-Teacher and other
organizations offer ideal opportunities for holiday plugging. Among
these are Monogram's "Jane Eyre"
and "A Girl of the Limberlost," the
latter having also won the "Parents'
Magazine" medal award as the best
picture of the month.
Based on popular classics, these
pictures permit exhibitors to make
tie-ups with libraries and schools
and get the local endorsement of
social, civic and religious organizations of their showings. In addition, they can arrange for special
shows early in the morning or at
a specified time in the afternoon for
youngsters and combine the exhibition of the feature with suitable
short subjects including holiday
films and cartoons with a seasonal
appeal.
As a publicity getting feature, exhibitors can put on special showings
for orphanages and welfare institutions either at theaters or in institutions, with the showings sponsored
by prominent civic officials and the
leading local newspaper.
As part
MOCSCSLTtf M®QD§[!
presents a

WALT DISNEY

CHRISTMAS

PARTY

FOR KIDS

Always a popular stunt. The party can be held on the Monday just preceding
Christmas Day. A tree, a Santa Claus, favors for the kids and maybe some special
lobby entertainment will put the affair over.

COLLECTING

TOYS

FOR THE

POOR

Can be tied in with the Christmas party or conducted separately. Toys no longer
wanted by the more well-to-do folks are brought in, repaired, and turned over to
welfare groups, firemen, etc., for distribution to the poorer folks.

ALL-CARTOON

SHOWS

Primarily for children, but apt to bring out a lot of grownups as well. Some
theaters have done very well with All-Disney programs including Mickey Mouse and
Silly Symphony shorts, or the cartoons of any individual distributor, but wherever
possible a combination of the various series, taking in Popeye, Betty Boop, Scrappy,
Cubby, Krazy Kat, and the ComiColor, Merrie Melodie, Looney Tune, Happy Harmony
and other animated creations will give the show more variety and interest. The permatinees.

formances might be called "Cartoon Festivals" or "Comic

STAGE

Frolics," staged as special

PRESENTATIONS

Theaters on a straight picture policy all year can give their routine a lift by
putting on some simple stage attraction during the holiday period. An appropriately
decorated stage, a curtain reflecting the Yuletide spirit, something in the way of
lighting effects, and then a program to include a bit of singing, dancing, instrumental
numbers and anything in the way of a novelty act. Many theaters will find all the
talent they require for these holiday shows among their local amateur ranks.

RELIGIOUS

PROLOGUES

A number of theaters in the past have gone in for Passion Play presentations at
the holiday season. This year a feature along these lines would be more desirable
than ever. Though it probably is not practicable in any great number of localities, there
are quite a few places where it could be made possible by enlisting church interest.
A Passion Play is being presented December 19-21 at the Capitol Theater, Grand
Island, Neb., with a cast of 300 locals directed by the Rev. Albert Johnson of
Kearney, Neb.

MONTH'S

r
vj HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA

FESTIVAL

It's a swell chance for merchant tieups or it can be hooked up with a local newspaper,
with endorsement by the Mayor.

TREAT THE UNDERPRIVILEGED

MARIONETTE

SHOWS

Again primarily a juvenile attraction, Punch and Judy Shows have always been a good
special offering for the holiday season.
Either on the stage or as a side-line in the lobby.

PARADES
Preferably on New Year's Day, with giant inflated cartoon characters and printed
balloons.
Easy to tie up with department stores.

of several heralds that ro with the Silly
Symphony,
"Santa's Workshop."

Increasing interest in amateut]
movies suggests some good possl!
bilities for the holiday season. AM
an instance, the school children otf
the little community of Attica, nen
Buffalo, were filmed en masse ifif
16 mm. movies recently, and the piw
tures, drew large crowds when showi
The whole affair was staged in j
fine way. The local newspaper gavt
a big first-page story, with a heaqj
ing clear across the page, to the adjr
vance notice of the taking of th«*
pictures.
The film was well photoCorp.
graphed by Manager William Lim
den of the United Projector & Film

Some circuits and individual theaters have realized good results by taking advantage
of the Christmas and New Year period to hold a Winter Festival or Joy Month of
Yuletide Jubilee, extending the celebration for anywhere from two weeks to a month.

A lot of good-will can be created at this time of the year by giving special performances to underprivileged and crippled children. Where possible, the staging of a
show in a hospital, where sick or injured kids are confined, also will have its compensations.

One

LOCAL MADE MOVIES
STIR UP INTEREST

of the campaign, exhibitors can tie
up with the advertising manager of
the local paper to arrange for a
spread in which local
cooperative
dealers
are asked to participate and
urged to f?ive some of their goods
to the institutions as a holiday gift,
Liberal use should be made of the
mails
in which
endorsements
of

prominent
civic
and
educational
heads are a feature of the bulletins,
v, n
,
.
, ,, , , ,
.
sh°uld be taken of
Ful1 advantaee
the radio fey having the showings
mentioned
on all educational and
civic broadcasts as well as programs
designed especially for the young
folks.

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood
$2. SO up, Single
$3.00 up. Double
Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaz;> is near everything to see and do in
Hollywood.
Ideal for business or pleasure.
Every room has private
dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every venience.
modern
Fine foodscon-at
reasonable prices. Convenient parking for your car.
Chas. Danziger, Mgr.

Eugene Stern, Pres.
The "Doorway of Hospitality"
Vine at Hollywood
Blvd
HOLLYWOOD

\^
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A TITTLE" from HOLLYWOOD

By RALPH

WILK

If. H. HOFFMAN, president of
Liberty Pictures, has signed
orge Waggner to write the screen
laptation for the forthcoming Libty feature, "Dizzy Dames," sugsted by P. G. Wodehouse's story,
?he Watch Dog." He has also
ven E. Morton Hough the assignmt of preparing the continuity
d treatment for "I'll Bet You,"
ggested by Edgar Wallace's "The
reek Poropulos." Both productions
e on the Liberty schedule for the
rrent season.
June Knight, who went east en
ute to Europe for a honeymoon
Mowing her recent marriage in
licago to Paul Ames, was obliged
i cancel her tickets when Fox Film
gned her for the leading feminine
le opposite John Boles in Lasky's
Redheads on Parade." The couple
■aded for the coast immediately,
pppingat over
a fewCanyon
days' honeyoon
the for
Grand
before
ntinuing to Hollywood and the
>x studios.

▼

▼

T

TOTS

Fox cast assignments: Andrew
Jackson, William Burress, Nyanza
//Big cast
Cast
of Kids juvenile
in "Little
Perhaps the biggest
of important
players Men"
ever assembled in a feature
Potts for "Little Colonel";
Alan
Dinehart, George Humbert, Robert
will be seen in "Little Men," produced by Nat Levine of Mascot Pictures from the
Louisa M. Alcott novel for general release about Christmas. The group of "little men"
Gleckler for "Dante's Inferno";
includes Dickie Moore, Ronny Crosby, Frankie Darro, Junior Durkin, David Durand, Tad
Grant Mitchell for "One More
Alexander, Tommy Bupp, Buster Phelps, Bobby Cox, Donald Buck, Richard Quine, Dickie
Jones and Eddie Dale Heiden. And in the feminine end is little Cora Sue Collins,
Spring"; John Qualen for "Charlie
borrowed from M-G-M.
Chan liam
in Stelling,
Paris";George
ThomasBarbier,
Beck, John
WilBradford, Roger Imhof, Russell
"Laddie," adapted from the faYellen, who wrote "Happy Days Are
mous Gene Stratton-Porter novel, Simpson, Ruth Gillette for "Life
Here Again" and "Nasty Man";
goes
into production at the RKO Begins at Forty."
▼ T T
Joseph Mayer, who wrote "California Here I Come" and "I Wish I Radio studios on Monday with John
Chesterfield has bought the origWere Twins"; Herb Magidson, who Beal in the leading role. The bestseller will be directed by George
wrote "The Continental"; Cliff
inal, "Happiness C.O.D.," by Robert
Stevens,
with
Pandro
S.
Berman
as
Ellis
and Helen Logan, for early
Friend, who wrote "You've Got Me
producer.
Beal
was
given
the
big
production.
in the Palm of Your Hand"; Johnny
Green, who wrote "Body and Soul"; role on the strength of his exceland Edward Heyman, who wrote
lent work opposite Katharine HepFirst National has assigned a
"My Darling" and "You Ought to
burn in "The Little Minister."
principal role in "While the Patient
Be in Pictures."
T ▼ ▼
Slept," which co-stars Aline MacSheila wants it to be known that Mahon and Guy Kibbee, to Dorothy
William Conselman has estabTree, the young Brooklyn lass who
lished a record as a writer at Fox
last name is spelled
with an '0' is making good. Principal roles are
— M-a-n-n-o-r-s,
not M-a-n-n-e-r-s,
this year. He has six major pro- her
ductions to his credit, including and Walter Connolly is just as in- being played by Lyle Talbot, Pattricia Ellis, Robert Barrat, Claire
that it's an "0" and not an
"Handy Andy," "Love Time," "She "E" in sistent
Dodd, Walter Walker, Hobart Cavhis
last
name.
And
Ann
Learned About Sailors," "365 Nights
Henry O'Neill, Brandon
in Hollywood," "Bright Eyes" and Sothern doesn't like persons who in- anaugh,
Hurst, Allen Jenkins, Eddie Shubert
ject a "U" into her surname.
"Little Colonel."
and Russell Hicks.
t

Al Dubin and Harry Warren,
ngwriters who have just completed
e words and music for the songs
be used by Al Jolson and Ruby
eeler in "Go Into Your Dance,"
ive been added to the cast of the
cture for the roles of song writ-

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
By CHARLES

CHEMP HOWARD and Rosco Ates
completed work yesterday on their
third two-reel comedy for Vitaphone
Fox has assigned Arline Judge at the company's Brooklyn studio.
In support are Billy Leonard, Ethel
the new George White's "Scan- Sykes and Roy LeMay, the boy acils," which will feature Alice
tor. Lloyd French directed this
lye, Lyda Roberti, James Dunn,
iff Edwards, Ned Sparks, Stuart short subject, which will be released
rwin, Eleanor Powell and George comedies.
in Vitaphone's series of Big "V"
•
hite in the leading roles.

Columbia cast assignments : Frank
leridan for "Depths Below"; Leon
rrol for "One Too Many"; J. Farill MacDonald, Ed Brophy, for
'assport to Fame."
John Cabot Lodge has been signed
Fox for the Shirley Templeonel Barrymore co-starring vehi'The Little Colonel."
Anna Sten and Gary Cooper bein work this week in "Broken Soil"
ider the direction of King Vidor,
r Samuel Goldwyn. It is a screen
ay by Paul Green and Edwin
nopf, based on an original story
Knopf. Featured with Miss Sten
id Mr. Cooper in "Broken Soil"
e Ralph Bellamy and Helen Vinn.

▼

Y

▼

George White, who is now making
s new "Scandals" for Fox, has sected six American composers to
ntribute the music and lyrics for
e revue.
The list includes: Jack

ALICOATE*
Joe Ruttenberg and Sam Levitt doing the camera work and William
tion.
Saulter credited with the art direc-

•

▼

»

Lumsden Hare replaces Reginald
Owen in the cast of "Folies Bergere
de Paris," the 20th Century musical extravaganza in which Maurice
Chevalier and Merle Oberon are to
be co-starred. Other recent additions to the cast are Barbara Leonard, Olin Howland and Albert Pollet. Already selected to support the
two stars are Robert Grieg, Walter
Byron, Eric Blore, Ferdinand Munier, Ferdinand Gottschalk, Gilbert
Emery, Phillip Dare and Frank McGlynn. Roy Del Ruth is directing
and the film will be released through
United Artists.

Two songs written especially for
the Vitaphone two-reel, "Broadway
Brevities" musical, "Soft Drinks and
Sweet Music," are being published
by Remick Publishing Co. The songs,
which were composed by Sanford
Green, with lyrics by Mack Davis,
Two short subjects in Education- both on the production staff at the
Phil Regan and Gordon Westcott
al's Song Hit story series have been
Vitaphone
"I'd are the latest additions to the cast
Like to Dance
thestudio,
WholeareNight
placed in production at the Hayes & Brooklyn
of "Go Into Your Dance," the First
Beall studios, Oceanside. Al Christie Through," sung by Georgie Price, National
picture in which Al Jolson
is directing the song dramatization and "Do I Know What I'm Doing," and Ruby Keeler are being costarred.
featured
by
Sylvia
Froos.
titled "The Song Pluggers," from an
•
▼ ▼
▼
original by Bert Granet, starring
Sylvia Froos. The other picture, as
Rosario Bourdon, conductor of the
L.
M.
Montgomery,
author of
yet untitled, has a large cast includ- orchestra heard regularly Friday
ing Frank Luther, Norman Cordon, evenings on the Cities Service pro- "Anne of Green Gables," now the
RKO Radio Picture success, exand Brandt, Fowler and Curren, a
gram broadcast over the NBCpresses a wish that the same comsinging trio. The Modern Moun- WEAF coast-to-coast network, has
pany would film others of her fataineers supply the orchestral music. been signed by the Brunswick
mous
novels, in a letter to Kenneth
William Watson is directing this Record Corp., as one of its contributSong Hit from the script by Charles
Macgowan,
producer
of from
"Anne."
ing star orchestra• artists.
Miss Montgomery
writes,
her
Williams and Marcy Klauber. Warhome
in
Canada,
that
she
is
delightWork
has
been
completed
at
the
ren Murray is assisting on the direced with the film production of "Anne
tion, with George Weber doing the Astoria studio on the short starring
camera work.
Tom Howard, supported by George of Green Gables" as a whole, and
•
especally
with 16-year-old Anne
Shelton, produced and directed by Al
Shirley's amazing performance as
Christie for Educational release.
the young heroine.
Work on "The Blind Road," made
•
by Select Productions, headed by
▼ ▼ ▼
The Educational - Ernest Truex
William Saal and Burt Kelly, has
comedy,
which
will
be
released
Dec.
Basil
Woon's
newest book, "San
been completed at the Biograph stuand the Golden Empire,"
dios. Lila Lee, Preston Foster, Shir- 28, has been definitely titled "Gentle- Francisco
is being published by Smith and
ley Grey, Melvyn Douglas, Rosco
men of the Bar," while the second Haas. Woon is now writing the
Ates, Buster Collier and Herbert Young Romance Comedy, just comRawlinson complete the cast, which
pleted, with Sylvia Froos and War- screen play for "The Divine Sarah,"
ren Hull in the leads, has been titled which will be produced by Charles
was directed by Crane Wilbur. Chris
R. Rogers for Paramount.
Beute assisted on the direction, with "Moon Over Manhattan."

Features Reviewed in Film Daily, May 15 to Dec. 7
Title
Reviewed
Adventure
Girl-R KO
8-3-34
Affairs of A Gentleraan-U
6-23-34
Against the Law-COL. 11-21-34
Age of Innocence- RKO.. 9-1-34
Along Came Sally-GB. .6-16-34
Among the Missing-COL. 9-25-34
Anne of Green GablesRKO... .11-16-34
Are You a Mason?-KAN
10-30-34
Are We Civilized- RAS. .6-14-34
Autumn Crocus-AU ...10-25-34
Babes in Toyland-MGM . 11-12-34
Baby, Take a Bow-F
6-30-34
Back Page-GEN
6-13-34
Bachelor
Bait-RKO
7-28-34
Badge
of Honor-MAY. .5-19-34
Barretts of Wimpole St.-MGM
9-8-34
Battle,
The-GAR
11-21-34
Beggar's
Holiday-TOW.
.8-17-34
Belle of the
Nineties
PAR. .8-6-34
Beyond the Law-COL.. .7-31-34
Big-Hearted
Herbert
WA.. 11-13-34
Black Cat-U
5-19-34
Black
Moon-COL
6-28-34
Blind Date-COL
9-1-34
Blossom
Time-BIP
7-26-34
Born to be Bad-UA
6-1-34
Bride of the Lake-ANG. .9-11-34
British Agent-FN
8-2-34
Broadway
Bill-COL
11-9-34
Broken Melody-OLY
..10-31-34
Call It Luok-F
7-10-34
Captain Hates the Sea-COL
11-30-34
Caravan-F
9-28-34
Case of the Howling Dog
WA.. 10-17-34
CaVs
P1W.P...........J-IMJ
Crossing-GB . . . 5-24-34
Channel
Chained-MGM
9-1-34
Charlie
Chan
in London-F
9-13-34
Charlie Chan's Chance
F.. 8-25-3t
12-4-34
Cheaters-U
Cheating
9-22-34
Chu Chin Chow-GB
6-13-34
Circus Clown-WA
7-6-34
City Park-CHE
7-25-34
Cleopatra-PAR
Cavaliers-RKO. .7-3-34
Cockeyed
11-1-34
College Rhythm-PAR
Corazones
en Derrota-XX
10-11-34
Count of Monte Cristo
V A.. 8-29-31
Crime of Helen StanleyCOL 7-3-34
Crime on the Hill-BIP. .10-13-34
Crimson Romance-M AS. .9-26-34
Crime
Without
Passion
PAR.. 8-18-34
Cross Streets-CHE
7-6-34
Cuesta Abajo-PAR
7-18-34
Curtain Falls-CHE
10-2-34
Dames-WA
8-16-34
Dancing
Man-PYR
7-14-34
Das Blaue Vom
Himmel-XX
9-13-34
Dealers in Death-TOP. .11-30-34
Death on the Diamond-MGM
9-22-34
Dangerous Corner-RKO . . 12-4-34
Defense Rests, The-COL. 8-1 5-34
Demon for Trouble-STE. 8-10-34
Deserter. A M
10-1 S-34
Desirable-WA
9-15-34
Die Freundin
Eines Grossen
Mannes-XX
9-13-34
Die Schoenen
Tage
in
Aranjuez-XX
6-23-34
Dr. Monica-WA
6-22-34
Dos Mas Uno Des-F. .. 10-30-34
Dos Mujeres y un Don Juan
KIN.. 6-5-34
Down to Their Last Yacht-RKO
9-22-34
Dragon
Murder
Case
8-23-S *
Du
Oder
Keine-XX.FN..10-30-34
Dude
Ranger-F
9-29-34
Ein Mann Will in Die Heimat
XX. .11-12-34
Ein Mann
Will Nach
Deutschland-XX
11-13-34
Ein Toiler Einfall-UFA . S-22-34
Einmal
Eine
Grosse
Dame
Sein-UFA
10-30-34
El Escandalo-X X
9-24-34
Elmer and Elsie-PAR
8-4-34
9-19-3'
U.. 9-4-34
Es War Einmal Ein Walzer
XX.. 10-15-34
Evelyn Prentice-MGM
.11-10-34
Embarrassing

Moments

A M — Amlrin.

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS

ANG — AmerAnglo Corp
AMB — Ambassador
Pictures
AU — Capt. Harold Auiei,
BAV— Bavaria Film A-G
BEA-Beacon Productions
BD — British & Dominions
BIP — British International
BLU — Blue
Ribbon
Photoplays
BON— Al Bondy
CAP — Capitol
film
Exchange
CHE— Chesterfieln
CINCorp.—
Cinexport
Distributing
COL — Columbia
DAN — Danubia
Pictures
DU — DuWorld
EUR — Eureka
Prods.
F— Ho>
FAI — Fairhaven.
?' L) — ruiai uivision
FN — First National
GAR — Leon Garganoff
GB — Gauroont- British
GFF — General Foreign Films
Title
Reviewed
Evensong-GB
11-13-34
Fifteen Wives-INV
7-17-34
Fighting
Hero-STE
7-17-34
Fighting Rookie-MAY. . .7-12-34
Fighting Through-WK . . 8-29-34
Fighting Trooper-AMB. 11-21-34
Firebird. The-WA
...11-15-34
First World
War-F
1 1 -8-34
Flirtation Walk-FN
1 1-2-34
Flirting With
Danger
MOP.. 11-13-34
Fluechtlinge-UFA
10-1 5-34
Friends of Mr. SweeneyWA.. 7-27-34
Freedom of the Seas-BIP. 10-3-34
For Love or Money-BD. 7-26-34
Fog Over Frisco-FN
6-7-34
Fountain-RKO
8-23-34
Freut Euch Des Lebens
UFA.. 11-5-34
Friday the 1 3th-GB
5-1 5-34
Frontier
Days-SPE
11-15-34
Fuerst Woronzeff-UFA. 11-19-34
Fugitive Road-INV.
..11-13-34
Gambling-F
12-4-34
Gay Divorcee-RKO
10-3-34
Gehetzte Menschen-XX ... 6-5-34
Geld Regiert Die Welt XX
5-15-34
Gentlemen
Are Born
FN.. 11-22-34
Gift of Gab-U
9-25-34
Girl of the Limberlost
MOP. .8-29-34
Girl From Missouri-MGM
8-4-34
Girl in Danger-COL
9-11-34
Girl O' My Dreams
Grand
Canary-F MOP.. 11-6-34
7-20-34
Great Flirtation-PAR
6-23-34
Great Defender-BIP
7-26-34
Green Eyes-CHE
11-3-34
Gridiron
Flash-RKO
11-3-34
Half-A-Sinner-U
6-23-34
Halsingar-X X
9-26-34
Handv
Andy-F
6-1-34
Happy Landings-MOR. .7-31-34
Happiness Ahead-FN ...9-27-34
Hat, Coat and GloveRKO . . 7-27-34
Have
Heart-MGM. .'.10-19-34
Heart a Song-F
6-6-34
Here Comes the Groom-PAR
6-16-34
Hell Bent for Love-COL. 6-1 3-34
Here Comes the NavyWA 6-28-34
Heroes of the Arctic-AM. 9-29-34
Hell Cat-COL
7-7-34
He Was Her Man-WA. .5-18-34
Hide-Out-MGM
8-18-34
His Greatest Gamble
RKO.. 7-18-34
Hochzeit
Am
Wo'fgangsee
XX.. 11-19-34
Hollywood
Hoodlum-REG6-21-34
Hollywood Party-MGM.. 5-25-34
House of Danger-HOL. 11-10-34
House
of Greed-AM
8-15-34
Housewife-WA
8-11-34
Human
Side-U
9-15-34
I Can't Escape-BEA
7-5-34
I Give My Love-U
7-17-34
I Hate Women-GOP
7-11-34
I'll Fix It-COL
11-10-34
Imitation of Life-U
11-23-34
In Old Santa Fe-MAS. .11-15-34
Inside
Information-STA. 9-25-34

GEN — General Films
GOP — Goldsmith
Productions
HOL — Hollywood Film Ex.
IMP — Imperial Dist.
INT — International
Stageplay
Pictures
INC — Inter-Continent
Film
INV — Invincible Pictures
JE — Jewel Productions
KAN— M. J. Kandel
KIN — Kinema trade
LAT — Latin Artists
LIB — Liberty Pictures
MAJ
MAR —— Majestic
Marcy Pictures
MAS — Mascot Pictures
MAY — Mayfair
Pictures
MEN — Mentone
Productions
MGM — Metro-Gold wyn- Mayer
MOD — Modern Films
MOP — Monogram
Pictures
OLY — Olympic
Pictures
PA — Palestine-American Film Co
Title
Revietvid
In the Land of the SovietsIn Wien Hab Ich Einmal
Ein
AM.. 6-28-34
Maedel
Geliebt-X X
5-29-34
It's a Boy-GB
6-8-34
It's a Gift-PAR
11-17-34
Iza Neni-XX
6-5-34
Jane
Eyre-MOP
7-17-34
Jealousy-COL
11-23-34
Judge Priest-F
8-18-34
Kansas
City Princess
WA
11-3-34
Kara Salkten-XX
5-15-34
Kentucky
Kernels-RKO . 1 1-22-34
Kev. The-WA
5-31-34
Kid Millions-UA
10-17-34
Kidnaping Gorillas-KIN . . 12-1-34
King Kelly of the U. S. A.
MOP. 9-11-34
Kiss and Make Up-PAR.6-30-34
Kocha, Lubi, Szanuje
XX.. 11-3-34
La Bataille-TAP
7-1 0-34
La Buenaventura-WA. .. .9-18-34
Lady by Choice-COL. .. 10-6-34
Ladies Should ListenPAR.. 7-28-34
Lady is Willing, The
COL.. 8-11-34
La Sangre Manda-XX ... 5-16-34
Lemon Drop Kid-PAR. . 10-27-34
Let's Be Ritzy-U
5-18-34
Let's Talk it Over-U
6-16-34
Let's Try Again — RKO. 6-22-34
Life of Vergie Winters-RKO
6-13-34
Little Friend-GB
10-16-34
Little Man, What
Now?
U..5-19-34
6-1-34
Little Miss Marker-PAR.
Lost in the Stratosphere
MOP.. 10-23-34
Lost Lady. A-FN
10-5-34
Love
Captive-U
6-7-34
Love Time-F
1 1-3-34
Loyalties-AU
10-26-34
Madame Bovary-TAP. .11-20-34
Madame Du Barry-WA. . .8-8-34
Man
from Hell-WK
8-29-34
Man from Utah-MOP. . .5-23-34
Man
of Aran-GB
10-20-34
Man of Courage-EUR (Reviewed
as Black Shirts)
4-12-34
Man Trafler-COL
5-23-34
Man Who Changed His Name
DU.. 10-16-34
Man
With Two
Faces
FN.. 7-12-34
Man's Game. A.-COL. . .7-24-34
Many
Happy
Returns-PAR6-9-34
Marie
Galante-F
11-20-34
Marines
Are
Coming-MAS
12-1-34
Marrying
Widows-TOW. 5-18-34
Mass
Struggle-KIN
9-18-34
Melodie Der Liebe-XX. .9-18-34
Men of the Night-COL. 11-28-34
Menace-PAR
11-22-34
Merry
Frinks-FN
....6-27-34
Merry Widow-MGM
10-13-34
Merry Wives of Reno-WA 6-9-34
Midnight
Alibi-FN
7-5-34
Mighty
Barnum-U A
11-23-34
Million Dollar Ransom-U .9-19-34
Mindent a Noert-DAN. 10-18-34
Mit Dir Durch
Dick Und
Duenn-XX
11-27-34
Money
Means
NothingMOP.. 5-15-34
Moonstone,
The-MOP
8-7-34

PA K — Paramount
PIN — Pinnacle
PRI — Principal Dist. Corp.
PRO — Progressive
Pictures
PRX — Protex Dist. Corp.
PYR — Pyramid
RAS — Raspin Productions
REG — Regal
RKO — RKO-Radio
Pictures
SHO — Showmen's Pictures
SOV — So v.- Am.
SPE — Spectrum
STA — Stage & Screen Prods.
STE — William
Steiner
SYN — Syndicate Exchange
TAP — John S. Tapernoux
THO — Fred
Thomson
TOP — Topical Films
TOW — Tower Prods.
TRO — J. D. Trop
U — Universal
UA — United Artistt
<Vft—
Rro»
UFA— W*-r,e>
Ufa
WK— Willis Kent
XX — No
distributor
Title

set
Reviewed

Morning
After-MAJ
8-22-34
Most Precious Thing in Life
COL..
11-13-34
Mother.
1905-AM
6-2-34
Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage
Patch-PAR
10-27-34
Murder
on the Blackboard
RKO.. 6-5-34
Murder at the VanitiesPAR.. 5-18-34
Murder
in the MuseumMurder
in the Private
PRO.. Car
6-27-34
MGM..
7-10-34
Murder in Trinidad-F
...5-16-34
Mutter Und Kind-XX. .. 12-1-34
My Wife the Miss-XX. .9-13-34
Mystery
5-26-34
Nada
Mas Ranch-STE
Que Ana Mujer
F.. 10-16-34
11-27-34
Name the Woman-COL.
Nell Gwyn-UA
7-12 34
Norah
O'Neale-DU
10-25-34
Not Against Flesh-GFF. 8-14-34
Notorious
Sophie Lang-PAR.
7-21-34
Now and Forever-PAR .10-13-34
Now I'll TeU-F
5-26-34
Oded the Wanderer-P A. .5-22-34
Of Human BondageOil Raider-MAY RKO.. 11-1-34
6-27-34
Old-Fashioned Way-PAR. 7-14-34
One Exciting Adventure
One in a
One More
One Night
Once to

Million-INV.U.. ..11-27-34
12-1-34
River-U
8-10-34
of Love-COL. .7-6-34
Every Bachelor

LIB.. .7-31-34
8-23-34
On Secret Service-BIP.
Operator
13-MGM
6-2-34
Our Daily Bread-UA
8-8-34
Outcast
Lady-MGM
1 1-3-34
Outlaws'
Highway-TRO. 11-3-34
Orr
Y Plata-INC
7-26-34
Painted
Veil-MGM
1 1-24-34
Paris
Interlude-M GM . . . 7-28-34
Party's
Over-COL
8-30-34
Pecados de Amor-XX
4-25-34
Peck's Bad Boy-F
8-31-34
Personality
Kid- W A
8-1-34
Petersburg
Nights-A M ... 9- 1 3-34
Power-GB
10-5-34
President Vanishes-PAR 11-17-34
Private Life of Don JuanUA.. 11-1
5-34
Private
Scandal-PAR
6-15-34
Prokurator-XX
5-29-34
Pursued-F
10-23-34
Pursuit of Happiness-PAR
10-26-34
Rabbi's
Power-XX
6-2-34
Racketeer
Round-up-THO 6-16-34
Rakoczi
Indulo-D AN. . .11-22-34
Ra-Mu-FAI
8-6-34
Randy Rides Alone-MOP. 6-14-34
Rawhide
Mail-MAR
6-5-34
Ready for Love-PAR. .. 11-30-34
Redhead-MOP
9-18-34
Registered Nurse-FN ...6-1-34
Return of Chandu-PRI. . 10-9-34
Return of the Terror
FN.. 7-10-34
Richest Girl in the World-RKO
9-8-34
Rocky
Rhodes-U
11-13-34
Roman Einer Nacht-XX. .6-23-34
Romance
in Manhattan
RKO.. 11-21-34

/ itle
'rfi/.troJ
Romance in the Rain-U. .9-8-3'
Romance Tropical-LAT. 10-16-3
S. A. Mann
iJrand-BAV . 5-29-3]
Scarlet Empress-PAR
9-15-1
Scarlet Letter-MAJ
9-18-1
School
for
Girls-LIB...
10-16-1
Scotland Yard Mystery
BIP..
10-5-1
Servants' Entrance-F.
.. .9-26-1
She Had
9-18-1
F.. 7-28-31
She
Learnedto Choose-MAJ.
About
Sailors-

She Loves Me Not-PAR. 7-19-1
She Was a Lady-F
8-22-1
Shock-MOP
7-24-1
Shoot the Works-PAR. . .7-7-31
Side
Streets-FN
8-14-1
Silver Streak-RKO
11-12-1
Sing Sing
11-27-1
6-8-3*1
Sisters
UnderNights-MOP.
the Skin-COL.
Six-Day

Bike

Rider

FN. . ll-2-3<
Smoking
Guns-U
7-20-3
Social Register- C O L
8- 1 8-J
Sorrell and Son-UA
S-29-;
Spiel Mit Dem
Feuer
XX..11-27-L
Soviet CloseUps-AM
8-1-3.
Springtime for Henry
F..8-22-3<?
St. Louis Kid-WA
11-1-3
Stamboul Quest-MGM .... 7-7-3
S*ar
Packer-MOP
7-3-3
Stolen Sweets-CHE ..
.8-7-*
Strictly Dynamite-RKO
Straight
is the Way
M-G-M.
8-29-3
. 7-5-3
Student Tour-MGM
10-13-3
Such Women
Are Dangerous-F
6-9-3
Successful
Failure-MOP.10-2-;
Take the Stand-LIB
9-4
Tell-Tale Heart-DU
6-21
That's Gratitude-CO L . . 1 0-2 7-.'j
Their Big Moment-U . . . . 8-6-:
There's Always Tomorrow
These Thirty YearsBON. .5-24
Thin Man, The- MGM U. .11-105-23Three Songs About
Lenin
AM.. 11-3
365 Nights in Hollywood
Thunder Over Texas
_
F..11-6
Trail Beyond-MOP
9-15-S
Transatlantic Merry-Go-Rouncji

?
e Istend„Treasur
., „
BEA..
MGM. 10-17-'
. .8-W i
Trumpet Blows-PAR ...4-144
_
UA..11-U
Two
Heads on a Pillow
LIB
10-1:
Soldier Speaks

Unknown
Unsere

LIN..S-2M,
Flattert
Uns

Fahne

Voran-UFA
Upper
World- W A
Very Honorable Guy,

7-1 ti 'I
5-2ii
A?

Wagon Wheels-PAR ... 10-5' r
Waltz Time in Vienna
UFA..11-2C feWake Up and Dream-U.
10-11
4'
FN..5-1?'!
War's End-XX
5-18*
Wednesday's
We

Live

Chi'dRKO..H-U
Again-UA

I

9-24 fc

Wenn Herzen Sich XX.
Finden
.11-13 '
We're Rich Again-RKO. .8-11
What
Every Woman
Knows
When
a Man
SeesMGM..
Red 10-!
When

Strangers

White
White
Whom

Heat-PIN
Parade-F
the Gods

Meet-LIB
6-1!
U..11-2'
10-2/|*i
Destroy 10-?

Wie Man Maenner COL.
Fesselt 7-1 fm
XX..5-2J
Wild Gold-F
7-24
Woman in Command-GB . 5-2'
Woman in the Dark-RKO
Woman Who Dared-IMP.9-2
World
in Revolt-MEN. . .6World
Moves
On-F
-6-3
You Belong to MePAR. .9-1
You Made Me Love You
Young

and

Youth

of

Beautiful
MAJ.. 5-3
MAS.. .11-1
8-3
Russia-SOV.
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REVIEWS of the NEW

« cc

"A WICKED WOMAN"
it h Mady
Christians, Charles
Bickford
G-M
72 mins.
5RAMA OF MOTHER LOVE AND
CRIFICE HAS POP APPEAL WITH
ARS AND SENTIMENTAL STUFF.
Vdjpfed from a serial in a woman's
gazine, this story by Anne Austin drips
h mother love and sacrifice, suffering
I eventual
triumph
as she raises her
Jr children out of the slime of poverty
> the sunshine of happiness and prosify. It has all the good old sentimental
r-jerking devices, and into this obvious
me of sentimentalizing Mady Christians
the mother manages to inject real dig1 by her intelligent handling of a role
t could have been very sloppy and
shy in less capable hands. The story
rts years ago as the four children are
re babes, with mother killing her noid husband as he tries to steal her
est boy when
he beats it away from
sheriff. She conceals the murder, flees
h the kids to a distant town, changes
name and grows up into a new life
happiness devoted to her children.
Then
love interest with Charles
Bickford,
a meller finish as she goes back to
e a charge
of murder,
is exonerated,
then wedding bells with Mr. Bickford.
i pop crowds will love it.
^ast:
Mady
Christians,
Jean
Parker,
arles Bickford,
Betty Furness, William
try, Jackie Searle, Betty Jane Graham,
* rilyn Harris, Paul Harvey, Zelda Sears,
>ert Taylor, Sterling Holloway,
George
ings, Dewitt Jennings.
)irector, Charles
Brabin; Author, Anne
stin; Screen
Play,
Florence
Ryerscn,
Ida Sears;
Editor,
Ben
Lewis;
Phorapher, Lester White.
>irection, Good.
Photography, Okay.

New Incorporations
NEW

YORK

andyke Amusement Corp., New York. Mopictures and vaudeville; capital, 100 shares
stock. Shareholders: Rose Bernholtz, Ethel
cher and Gertrude Mendelson.
ar-Land Theaters, Inc., New York. Theatri; capital, 200 shares of stock. Shareholders:
ph Kohn, Harry Shiftman and Y. F. Freeman,
rmand Dennis Productions, Inc., Manhattan,
ion pictures; capital, 200 shares of stock,
eholders: Harold J. Sherman, Anne Kahn and
i nor Brook,
rcadia Pictures Corp., New York City. Mopictures; capital, 100 shares of stock. Share jdlers: s. Groves, L. Hansen and G. Bernert.
ranwin Amusement Corp., Manhattan. Mopictures and vaudeville; capital, 200 shares
stock. Shareholders: Alexander Stone, Edd M. Brandriss and Elizabeth Hirsh.
enn Amusement Co., Manhattan. General
isement business; capital, 200 shares of
k. Shareholders: Irving Schleier, Max Goldand Mildred Freeman,
ational Theaters Corp, Manhattan
Theatrical
ects of all kinds; capital, $1,000.
Stocklers: Raymond J. Gorman, David H. Jackman
Edward
S. Williams.
. Ijenward Productions, Inc., Manhattan.
Thecal business generally;
capital,
$20,000.
2j:kholders: Israel J. Beck, Edward Marks and
2) Ired Doelle.
M lotion Picture Underwriters,
Inc., New York
\
Motion
pictures;
capital,
5,000
shares,
■eholders:
Joseph
Barmann,
Margaret
Mcen and Beatrice R. Ortman.
25jlarch of Time,
Inc., Delaware
corporation,
fltal, $200,000, authorized to engage in mopicture
production
in New
York.
; lac-Alt
Amusement
Corp.,
Buffalo,
to optheaters.
James
L.
McGrane,
V. O.
•Jneckenburger, G. C. Warsitz.
'ajo Co., Inc., New
York,
to exhibit
plcs.
L. Schneider, G. Schwartz, M. Wallter.

SHORTS
"Knickerbocker Knights"
Universal
20 mins.
Good
Roy Atwell here acts as m. c.
for five vaudeville acts that provide
good, diversified entertainment. The
turns include Gypsy Nina, accordionist and singer; Pearl Twins,
who do flashy, sexy specialty song
and dance; Hayes, Haig & Howe in
a novel, comic tap routine; Jerome
Mann, who impersonates Winchell,
Bernie, Durante and Penner; Cecil
Mack Choir, negro singers, and Roy
Atwell's familiar tongue-twisting.

FILMS

Barton aided by the Arkansas Travelers does a take-off on a mammy
singer is a highspot of hilarity.
There is a barroom scene in which
two drunks, who turn out to be man
and wife, belabor each other, and
another in which Barton does a
Mexican adagio number. The clever
troupe assisting Barton includes
Gladys Ahearn, Will Ahearn, Kathryn Penman, John Barton and Beverly & Revel.

"Stranger(No.
Than5) Fiction"
Universal
9 mins.
Highly Entertaining
The items include a young man
who is an expert marksman with a
"Spring
the Park"
(Oswaldin Cartoon)
slingshot; a view of an American
Universal
8 mins. diamond mine; German firemen who
Gay Diversion
travel on skiis; the oldest fire enOswald here is a cop making mergine; federal game protectors catchry with a nursemaid in the park
ing young antelope afoot with the
when a towering sergeant comes aid of a dog; an armless ball playalong, chases Oswald and begins
er; a fog-dispersing machine; a
making a play for the nursemaid young man who supplies de luxe
himself. Oswald slips on the baby's meals for dogs and has 4,000 custobib and tocker and begins to boot
mers, and other clips.
and bite the sergeant who recognizes him, gives chase and has a
dozen misadventures. Vocal score
is well sung and amusing. Incidents are amusing and ingenious.

James

Barton

OF
r^s,.u

»

"Going
with
LowellPlaces"
Thomas
Universal
9 mins.
Good Diversion
On this journey Thomas leads us
through Algiers, the Atlantic City
of Africa, and Nassau, the Isle of
June, showing us something of the
life and activities there. Several
ships marooned on dry land are
shown famous
and also diamonds
some of theand
world's
most
the
crowns worn by past and present
European monarchs.

MARCH

in

"The Whole Show"
Universal
20 mins.
First-Rate
Assisted by a group of able performers, Barton appears in four
burlesque skits that are, with one
exception, little gems of entertaining comedy. The skit in which

»

"Going
with
LowellPlaces"
Thomas
Universal
10 mins.
Very Interesting
With Lowell Thomas' rich melodious voice graphically and colorfully describing various spots of interest, this makes for a pleasant
trip. Among the places visited are
Aztec ruins, Malta, Indians fishing
in Oregon rapids, and a view of the
first ascent of Mt. Crillon, highest
peak in Alaska.

Henry Armetta in
"Henry's
Social Splash"
Universal
21 mins.
O. K. Slapstick
Armetta's wife decides on a trip
to Newport, and hires a maid and
butler, who, mistaking Armetta for
a salesmen seeking entrance into
the house, socks him with a vase.
The family goes to Newport where
Armetta gets into all kinds of mishaps, is mistaken for a jewel thief
and has a mad brawl with a valet,
who insists on undressing him.
There is plenty of action and also
plenty of laughs. Franklyn Pangborn, Lucien Prival, Elaine Baker
and Sylvia Picker are also in the
cast. It's a Warren Doane comedy.
"Stranger(No.
Than4) Fiction"
Universal
9 mins.
Good
Among the unusual items in this
issue are the Mexican custom of requiring passports including photo,
footprint and noseprint for dogs;
the world's longest rifle; the woman
expert in supplying animal eyes;
the new Mexican ice caves adjacent
to earth so hot you can fry eggs on
it; the Japanese custom of burning
punk on ments;
people's
skinsmarble
to cureplayer
ailan armless
and other clips.

»
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Coming

JOIN
THE

REGULAR
FELLOWS

HELP
THE

FILM DAILY
RELIEF
FUND

and

JACK FIER of Mascot Pictures left Hollywood by plane yesterday for New York. Before
returning to the coast he will make plane trips
to several
key cities.
FRANK W
LOVFJOY, president of Eastman
Kodak, and Mrs. Lovejoy sail today on the
Queen of Bermuda for a vacation in Bermuda.
CHARLES ROSENZWEIG, general sales manager, and JULES CHAPMAN, of First Division,
are back from a six-week tour of branch offices, i i i
JOHN CURTIS, vice-president and treasurer
of First Division, left New York by plane
Thursday
for the coast.
CRESSON
leaves New

SMITH, RKO midwest sales manager,
York on Monday for Chicago.

FELIX FEIST has returned to New
Hawaii.
FRANK
York from

York from

C. WALKER has returned
Warm
Springs, Ga.

to New

ED
for

Going
KUYKENDALL
Charlotte.

leaves

New

York

toi

:

JANE
BAXTER,
who
recently
finished
in RKO's
"Enchanted
April,"
sailed
o
Berengaria
yesterday
for London
to appear b
a picture.
FRANKIE THOMAS, juvenile player unf
RKO contract, leaves New York tomorrow n

the coast to appear in "A Dog of Flanders."
MARTY BARRETT, general sales manager for
Van
Beuren,
returns
Monday
from
Cleveland.
RICARDO SALCEDO, Peruvian film critic
sails today on the Santa Lucia on his rerun
to Peru.
He will be here again in February.,
LEO MORRISON, after a two-week busina
trip
in New York, leaves today by plane foi
the coast.
CLINT WEYER leaves today for Charlotte to
attend the convention of the theater owner
of North and South Carolina.

Beneficial Exercise
Wisconsin Exhibs Move
Helps Tired Execs
(.Continued from Page 1)
Page 1)
For(Continued
New from
Indep't
Ass'i
of folks who never fail to come
through with their contrib every
year. We also know a lot of folks
who have never loosened up with a
thin dime. For a Worthy Cause
that affects them vitally. Every
penny of this Relief Fund goes to
a needy case. To some one identified with the film biz. Lots of these
cases are really desperate. Some of
these individuals you no doubt know.

Allied into a strictly independent o
ganization. A committee has be
named which is working on the fa
mation of such an association to p
an end to existing price wars ai
double features. Forty-five Milwa
kee county theaters were represei
ed at the meeting and most of tho
present declared themselves in fav
of an organization free from affili
tions with any national exhibit
So,
on! your
It's not
that We
you know
don't association.
wantcome
to do
share.
that. But you just keep putting it
off. Now, suppose you try this sim- Hope to Induce Picquet
ple exercise that will make you feel
to Continue in Offi
grand for the rest of the day. Press
Charlotte — Although Charles P:
your buzzer for your secretary. Dictate abrief letter to the Relief Com- quet, long-time president of the
P. T. 0. of North and South Ca
mittee stating that "Check is here- lina insists that he will not acc<
with enclosed." Then enclose your that office again, his friends ho]
check. Hell, there's nothing to it. to persuade him to change his m:
And say, feller, won't you feel at the association's annual convi
tion tomorrow and Monday in tl
grand !
Hotel Charlotte. President Ed K
kendall of the M. P. T. 0. A.,
ing.
Seven Pictures in Work
Levy, general counsel of the orgaij
At the Fox Film Studios ization, and David Palfreyman
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY the Hays office will attend the m©
Hollywood — Sending production
activity up to a new record for this
period of the year, the Fox studios
Detroit Brevities
have seven major pictures in work.
They include the Winfield Sheehan
Detroit — Date of the annual Viproduction, "One More Spring," di- riety Club ball has been set for F«
rected by Henry King, with Janet 23. Officers of the club were electa
Gaynor and Warner Baxter; "The this week as follows: Edgar
Little Colonel," Shirley Temple- Kirchner, Family theater, re-elect" k
Maurice
Kaplan,
fit I
Lionel Barrymore co-starring veh- president;
icle; "East River," Lowe-McLaglen vice-president; Oliver Brooks, se i
ond
vice-president;
David
Newma
i
feature; "Dante's Inferno," with
Spencer Tracy, Claire Trevor, Henry secretary;
Carl
Shali,
treasun |
B. Walthal and Alan Dinehart; "Life Directors are Ray Moon, H. 3
Begins At Forty," new Will Rogers Richey, David M. Idzal, Otto Boll
starring film; "George White's Harold Robinson, Max Smitt.
Clifford
White,
owner
of t
Scandals" with Alice Faye, Lyda
Roberti, James Dunn, Cliff Edwards, Beechwood,
is driving
to Laf
Worth,
Fla.
Ned Sparks, Stuart Erwin, George
Forest Freeland has resign^
White and Arline Judge and Lasky's
"Redheads on Parade," starring from the United Detroit Theate
John Boles with June Knight in the publicity staff to join an ad agera
in Miami, Fla.
leading feminine role.

The Most

TRUSTWORTHY
STELLAR acting... inspired direction
. . . superb camera technique . . . should
these elements of a hit ever be jeopardized
by use of any but the most dependable
film? Unmatched scientific research, manufacturing experience, and distributing facilities... brilliant performance every day, all
over the world... these factors all point to
Eastman Super-Sensitive "Pan' as the
most trustworthy negative for any picture.
Eastman

Kodak

Company,

Rochester,

N. Y. (J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors,
New York, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN Super-Sensitive
Panchromatic Negative

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Pennsylvania Again Leads in Theater Reopening s

8r OFTHEATERS INDEPENDENTLYOWNED

Circuits Launch Own Move Against Free Radio Shows
taction of Theater Men is
In Addition to Code
Authority Efforts
j In a move separate from the one
naugurated under Code Authority
iuspices, major circuits are confering on ways and means of eradicatng free shows, such as the entertainments presented by Standard Oil
jO. A meeting of theater executives
s expected to be held at the Hays
iffice today following an initial con(Continued on Page

6)

SOVIET ATTENDANCE
UP 160 PER GENT
|{ Attendance in Soviet Russia thefers totaled 636,682,000 in 1933 as
llompared with 240,060,400 in 1928.
I according to information supplied
I for THE FILM DAILY YEAR
JBOOK. A further increase took
i place this year. Theaters in the
leountry now number 30,000, it is
■figured.
Ten studios are operating.

175 Non-Propaganda Films
Planned by Soviet Studios
I Leningrad — Out of 120 producrions planned by Soviet studios for
L934-35, approximately 75 will be
non-propaganda films.
This Is Movie Biz
Kansas City — They're telling this story
on film row. An exhibitor in a Missouri
town with less than 1,000 population
heard that another theater was to be
opened. A little weary with smafl B.O.
receipts, Exhibitor A approached Exhibitor B with a reasonable offer to sell his
equipment, lease, etc. Negotiations were
proceeding favorably, and it looked like
the deal would go through, when Exhibitor A made one stipulation.
"A relative of mine is operating the
machine, and I'd want you to keep him
on."
"How
much
are you paying him?"
"A dollar a day."
"No. That's too much." And the
deal fell through.
So now there are two theaters in the
town.

The "Bestest"

This year's leader in the nationwide
"Ten Best" poll conducted by The Film
Daily is getting a bigger vote than that
received by any previous picture in this
annual event. In fact, two pictures are
running almost neck and neck for first
place, each of them with enough votes
already in to assure a final total above
all former records.

Final Figures of Census Bureau Show 10,265
Houses Owned by 8,284 Proprietors —
Intake $415,153,000 for 1933

BROADWAY HOLDOVERS

Bv RICHARD H. CUNNINGHAM
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Washington — Reflecting the
drastic decentralization of theater holdings that has taken
place in the last few years, 81
Holdovers in Broadway first-runs per cent of the theaters in the
this week set a new record for the U. S. are now independently
season. The Roxy held "Imitation owned, according to the final
of Life" for a third week, the Music
figures in the census of places
Give a thought to Relief Case No. Hall continued "Broadway Bill" for
37. A film mug. A guy who once a second week, "Flirtation Walk" of amusement taken by the Bureau of Census, Department of
had plenty. And was generous to remains at the Strand, "Gambliner"
(Continued on Page 6)

A FILM MUG WRITES
AT SEASON'S RECORD
HIS OWN LIFE STORY

holds at the Mayfair, "Gay Divorcee" takes a second week at the Palace where it moved in from the MuBreaks got him. The same as they're
liable to get you and I. He avoided
sic Hall, over
"Captain
the Sea"
asking for help as long as he could. holding
until Hates
tonight
at theis
(Continued on Page 2)
Figuring the Good Breaks would
start coming. Funny thing how we
kid ourselves. "Oh, the breaks will
Wanger Set on Stories
London (By Cable) — Important
start to come my way. soon." Well,
For Six Productions shifts
in executive duties have ocdidn't
just
breaks
the
for this mug
(Continued on Page 6)
curred in Gaumont British, with
Walter Wanger has selected all his
stories for the six pictures he is Mark Ostrer, chairman of the comOnly 10 Theaters in U. S. producing for Paramount release
pany's board, assuming greater importance in the setup. He is underFollowing
Vanishes,"
Showing German Films now
stood taking over duties of C. M.
at the"The
NewPresident
York Paramount,
(Continued on Page 2)
The TJ. S. market for German
films has dwindled as a result of the he immediately starts work on "PriWorlds" upon his return to the
Nazi regime from over 100 theater Coast,vateleaving
New York tomorrow. Jury Takes Four Minutes
outlets to about ten throughout the A Charles Boyer
production will be
To Decide Contract Suit
country, and of this number the
Buffalo — A supreme court jury
his
third,
to
be
followed
by "Clipper
are
films
where German
only spot(Continued
here
took four minutes to decide that
on Page 6)
Ships" and "Vogue of 1935."
the owner of a theater building was
responsible for a contract for films
which his brother, manager of the
theater signed. Herbert Silverberg,
others when he had it. The Bad

ostrerKddsIties
in g-b exec. shifts

21 Theaters in Pennsylvania
Added to Active List in Month

Midwest Equipment Biz
Shows Sharp Increase
Kansas City — A sharp increase in
demand for new equipment of all
kinds is reported by C. H. Badger,
manager of Stebbins Theater Equipment Co. He credits it to two factors in particular — first, that equipment had been neglected for a long
time, and, second, that exhibitors
seem to have more ready cash now.

Theater openings in Pennsylvania
for the past month again led all
other states, with a total of 21
houses added to the active operating
list, it is shown in the current reports of the Film Boards of Trade.
In addition to a new house, the Vernon in Altoona, the reopenings included(Continued
the State, onBellwood;
BrockPage 6)
Dependable
Film

Carriers,

Delivery

is guaranteed

Inc. — Advt.

by

National

(Continued on Page 6)

Filing Sound Tax Protest
Formal protest will be made this week
to the Internal Revenue Dept. by the
Entertainment Apparatus Manufacturers'
Ass'n against the proposed levy of a 5
per cent sales tax on sound reproducing
equipment and replacement parts. The
association also intends to submit samples of the various parts which would
be taxable under
government's
interpretation ofthe the
Revenue
Act, as the
government will not consider exemptions
except on submission
of samples.

oing

■S
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Three Eastern Producers
Broadway Holdovers
Planning Activity Soon
At Season's Record
(Continued from Page 1)
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
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Columbia

Picts. vtc.
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4%
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East. Kodak
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143
Fox
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Paramount
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Rialto, "Man of Aran" is in the fifth
week of a two-a-day at the Westminster Cinema and "The Battle"
rings up a third week at the Criterion.

Ostrer Adds Duties
In G-B Exec. Shifts
(Continued from Page

1)

Woolf, managing director in charge
of distribution.
Jeffrey Bernerd, general manager
of Gaumont British Picture Corp.,
is understood to have cancelled his
plans for a trip to America in the
near future.

Without a single feature in work
in New York and environs, Eastern
production, with the exception of
shorts, is now in a temporary slump.
Three producing firms, however, are
contemplating new productions. They
are Ben Hecht and Charles MacArthur, Harold B. Franklin and
John Auer.
At the Eastern Service Studio,
where 60 per cent of the Educational
shorts are being produced, Al
Christie has a schedule calling for
two more subjects by Christmas.
This firm then suspends activities
until Jan. 15, when work will be
resumed.

Rosenblatt Confers
Cameramen's Election
Results in Tie for Head
On Booth Situation
Annual election of Local 644,
cameramen's union, resulted in a
tie between William Miller and Lawrence Williams for the presidency,
which will be decided Jan. 8 by the
newly-elected executive board. Other
officers elected are Hugh K. Whipple,
vice-president; Frank G. Kirby,
treasurer; John Geisel, secretary;
O. V. Johnson, business representative; Frank Landi, sergeant-atarms; Tom Hogan, trustee. The executive board includes Wm. Miller,
10 Features Planned
Chas. Downs, Chas. Gilson, Frank
By Ajax Pictures Corp. Zucker, Fred Fordham, J. T. Balzell.
Jess Kizis, Herman Lutz, Dan CaProduction of 10 features in two velli
and Walter. A tie between E
series including six action stunt picHyland
and Jack Etra for an extures and four based on published
ecutive board post will also be denovels is planned by Ajax Pictures
cided by that body on Jan. 8.
Corp., of which Fred Thomson is
vice-president and secretary. Production starts this week on both seContest Winner
Gets Contract
ries on the coast. Pauline Starke is
Agnes
Anderson,
Cleveland winstarred in "$20 a Week," novel by
ner in the M-G-M beauty contest,
Rob Eden, the first of the pictures
based on novels. Gertrude Messin- has been given a six-month contract
ger, Mary Kornman, David Sharpe which includes
ditional years. options for five adand Mickey Daniels will be featured
in the action pictures.

Conference was held Saturday between Division Administrator Sol A.
Rosenblatt and George Browne,
president of the I.A.T.S.E., in an endeavor to work out a booth scale for
New York City satisfactory to all
interests. Major circuits are asking
a 25 per cent reduction in the scale
and independent circuits want a still
greater reduction. Local 306 has
turned down both requests.

Gets World Wide Franchise
World Wide franchise in the Buffalo territory has been allotted to
Hollywood Pictures, it is announced
by R. M. Savini.

CORTLAND

an

d G

FITZSIMMONS

arrives in Hoi

wood this week to do the adaptation of "Cri
son Ice," a Charles R. Rogers-Paramount p|
duction, which he wrote with Rex Deane
BEVERLY NICHOLS, author of "Evensoi*
sailed last week on his way back
to Englan:
MRS.
EDWARD
G. ROBINSON,
wife of f
First National
star, and
EDWARD
G. ROB
SON, JR., who will be two years old in Mai
have
arrived
in New
York
for a Christi
vacation and shopping expedition.
WALTER
row on his

WANGER
return to

leaves New
the coast.

York torn

MAX GORDON leaves this week for the co«
on some deals involving either film product*
or the acquisition of Hollywood material for |
stage.
BEN S. COHEN, vice-president in charge
sales for Burroughs-Tarzan, Inc., left the
yesterday by plane for New York to arra
for the distribution of the company's first
duction, "Tarzan and the Green Goddess,
will stop at the Hotel Astor.
Y. FRANK FREEMAN leaves New York |
this week
for Atlanta
and New
Orleans

Walker Mentioned for P
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DA

Washington — Frank C. Wall
was mentioned Saturday as the p
sible director of the proposed !
000,000,000 government program
develop land and water resources
a new attack on unemployment,
C. L. Anthony Play for New York
"Touch Wood," the English sti
play by C. L. Anthony, who wi
"Autumn Crocus," has been bou
for American production by Cro
Gaige. Deal was handled by L
Salisbury. Basil Dean produced
play in England. Most of the E
lish cast will be brought over
Cashier Robbed of $150
Two
men held up the woi
cashier of the Coliseum, Broad1
and 181st St., on Friday night
got away with about $150.

Exceptionally Fine f<
Holiday Bookings

2 "Musical Moods"
Finished
Work prints for "In a Mountain
Pass," photographed by Robert C.
Bruce in Switzerland, and "Countryside Melodies," made by Bruce in
Ireland and Kentucky, have been received by Audio Productions, Inc.,
which is making the subjects for release by First Division Exchanges
as part of the "Musical Moods" series.
M. & P. Adds Marlboro House
Marlboro, Mass. — The Princess
theater has been taken over by the
Netoco Marlboro Theater, Inc.,
which also operates the Marlboro
theater, another affiliation of Paramount. The Princess will be opCorp. erated by the M. & P. Theaters

.ommg

pGftflUS
C£\ RTOONS
Real Headline Attractions
"THE BRAVE TIN SOLDIER

'JACK and the BEANSTALKALADDIN

and WONDERFUL

LAMP"

THE QUEEN of HEARTS"
"THE HEADLESS HORSEMAN"
'DON QUIXOTE"

CELEBRITY

PRODUCTIONS,

"THE LITTLE RED HEN"
"PUSS in BOOTS"
THE VALIANT
"JACK FROST"

Inc.

723
NEW

TAILOR"
SEVENTH
YORK,

AVEN
N

The next speaker is Mr. Kann, Editor
of Motion Picture Daily. . ."

LET HIM TELL YOU

ABOUT

THE 10 BIGGEST
MONEY-MAKING

STARS!
(Reprinted from Motion Picture Daily)

"9,000 independent exhibitors voting in Motion Picture Herald's
'Ten Biggest Money- Making Stars', an annual poll conducted
by that publication. The basis of the poll ... a story of tickets
sold, not opinions ventured. The ballots were limited to
showmen without producer or distributor affiliation, direct or
indirect. The question in each ballot was: 'Please list 10
players whose pictures drew the greatest number of patrons
to your theatre from Sept. 1st, 1933 to Sept. 1st, 1934.' IN
POINT OF COMPANY ALIGNMENT M-G-M EMERGED
FIRST WITH FIVE. Next had two. Next had two. One
ay be claimed by both."

— Kann, M. P. Daily

PIN AN M-G-M
MEDAL ON YOUR
BOX-OFFICE !
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TIMELY TOPICS
Photoplay Appreciation
Is Making Headway

WTHY do good photoplays fail?
Why, for example, does an
artistic success like "Man of
Aran" win such scant financial
success? Why is Rene Clair
scarcely known to American
audiences outside of New York?
Why is Sergei Eisenstein hardly
given a hearing? Why does
even our own Helen Hayes, in a
fine photoplay version of a delightful comedy, like Barrie's
"What Every Woman Knows,"
win only mild support, while
many less worthy screen plays
are hox-office hits? Why must
King Vidor make an honest
screen drama on a vital theme
only to fasten his hand upon
his heart when he realizes that
the public is not interested in
"Our Daily Bread"? I could
multiply examples from the records of former years.
The basic reason is not far to
seek; moviegoers often show
execrable taste. They are not
skillful in shopping for movies.
They have not learned how to
get their money's worth when
selecting the photoplays which
they patronize. They are misled by sexy titles, tawdry spectacles and star personalities.
That is, no attempt has been
made until now. But now, at
last, a national movement is
taking shape in our high schools
to grapple with this problem.
The leaders of this movement,
under the auspices of the curriculum commission of the National Council of Teachers of
English, are introducing new
units of instruction in relation
to the movies. A nation-wide
experiment has been completed,
and it has been demonstrated
that pupils and teachers enjoy
the new work. Significant results are reported everywhere.
Young America is beginning to
read what newspaper critics say
about current films, to consult
reliable authorities about photoplay trends, to ask the advice of
teachers of literature before
choosing films and to apply definite standards in this field.
If the millions of boys and
girls attending our high schools
can be taught, as part of their
regular classroom instruction,
standards for judging photoplays, itis likely that this movement to raise the general level
of taste among the rising generation of moviegoers will succeed. Indeed, widespread education in this field would be likely to mean at least a slight advance along the entire frontier
of human thought and discussion.
— William Lewin,
Chairman of the Committee on
Photoplay Appreciation of the
National Council of Teachers of
English and Author of "Photoplay Appreciation in American
High Schools."
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• IT WAS a shock to the many friends and patrons
of the Little Picture House on East Fiftieth Street
to
learn that this famous little naborhood house had been forced
to close its doors on December 6
due to expiration of
lease
thus passes one of the most distinctive and unique
institutions in the history of the American Motion Picture Theater for managing director Sophie K. Smith wth her
unusual talents and remarkable flair for the Theater and Entertainment made the Little Picture House a model of good
management
a Clearing House of Clever Theater Ideas
a Community Center that attracted the Park Avenuers
and Social Registerites as well as educational bodies and the
more humble residents of that particular neighborhood who appreciated fine pictures presented in refined surroundings
T
T
T
• • • TO US of The Film Daily who have been closely
associated with Sophie Smith ever since the Christmas Relief
Fund started years ago
the closing of her fine theater
is a real loss
for she hooked up her Christmas Party
with its attendant Christmas
Tree directly with the Relief
Drive
and what fun she garnered having the rich Park
Avenue youngsters kick in with gifts for the poor tenement
kids a few avenues farther west on Tenth Avenue!
which the Relief Fund distributed
now that recurrent
Xmas Joy is no more for Sophie and Her Gang and The Film
Daily Gang
unless sne can locate anotner theater site
soon
so if anybody can use a Superior Theater Staff
marvelously trained
an asset to any house
here's a chance
T
T
▼
• •
• IT SEEMS that when we ran a "Happy Birthday"
the other day for Sammy Cohen, the actor
a lotta friends
of Sammy Cohen, the praiseagey for United Artists' foreign
dep't
thot we meant him
so they sent Sammy
of United all sorts of fool presents
such as a package of
gum, ticket stubs to dead football games
last year's
theater passes
etc., etc
well, Sammy
we
still wish you a happy birthday
when and if you have
such things
T
T
T
• • • AT THE Music Hall, Sid Zins has been promoted
from chief doorman to one of the assistant stage managerial
berths
Sid is no tyro at stage managing
having
served on the staffs of tne Hollywood, Beacon, Central, Winter
Garden, Mayf air and Hippodrome
and he has a lot of
well-wishers
William Lewin, brother of Louis Lewin,
shorts producer, is heading a photopiay committee in the N.E.A.
Dep't of Secondary Education
to extend the work he
started througn tne National Council of Teachers of English
teacning photoplay appreciation in schools
▼
T
T
• • • AT TODAY'S luncheon of the Cheese Club will be
Dr. Henry Moskowitz, Capt. George Fried, Police Commissioner
Valentine, Arthur
Brisbane, George
Jessel, Jimmy
Cagney
Elmer Leterman's insurance office reports a nice Xmas
present from Mister Salt/man of the Cafe Royal to his 85
employees in the form of group insurance that won't cost them
a penny
The Londos-Snikat wrestling bout at the Madison Square Garden tonignt is being handled for the pix by First
Division, with Mercury Film Lab doing the printing
T
T
T
• •
• A BRAND
new note in Pressbooks
dear,
dear
we get a chance to talk about a brand new note in
pressbooks occasionally
glance over Mascot's pressbook
on the serial, "Mystery Mountain"
the cover is a blue
background of a mountain
with heavy gold lettering:
"Thar's Gold In Tnem Thar Hills"
that's all
not another word
but how Effective!
and Different
just a Bright Innovation from the George Harvey
Agency

«

«

«

»

»
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Merchants Plug "TransAtlantic Merry-Go-Rot i nd"
pOR
the opening of "Trans
atlantic Grand,
Merry Manager
Go-Round'El
at Loew's
Melniker put on a cfmpaigrn whic
attracted outstanding: attention
for the attraction. In his ti°-UT
divisions,
Melniker
had
2.000
heralds distributed in laundrrj
deliveries;
the ad "Constitution'ii
ran
a classified
contest whiclt
gave the picture breaks for sev^
en
4x5
announcement,
cards days;
were placed
in mail boxer
of five leading: hotels; menu
cards were circulated at all locai!
restaurants;
100
street
caj]
dashboard cards were used ano^
eight railroads serving this city
displayed 14x36 inch cards ii:j
all of their stations, plugging
the film's opening. Window displays were obtained in leading
merchant stores. A tie-up witl
Jello
accounted
for
window
streamers on all grocery storr
windows. Ten thousand heraldss
each numbered, were also dis?
tributed at the stores. Later 50
numbers
were ads
selected
tickets and
in for
all gueslocai
newspapers announced the win
ners. The Woodbury's Soap tie
up on the Boswell Sisters re
suited in 150 11x14 cards in all
drug stores.
Postal Telegrapl
used
window
streamers
men I
tioning the opening
and an,
nouncement cards were used ii
all
Walgreen
and
McCror*
stores.
The hit songs in thflj
picture accounted
for several
prominent
window
displays;;
Each hotel orchestra and radi«
station played the hit numberrj
and gave the theater and pic:i
ture full credit.
Additional rsaj
dio plugs were obtained ovej
Stations WGST and WSB. Cobj
operative ads were arranged i
a tie-up
with
the Davisoni
Paxon Department Store on Ii
radio
whichA Jack
photo ad
wasin used.
doubleBenny';"
trucjl
ad was used by Rich's Depart!
photo Store,
appeared
a hat Carroll''
ad use
ment
and inNancy
in the local papers.
— Loew's Grand, Atlanf
Code Raises Pay of 64 in Misso
St. Louis — Charles L. Hodge, A
ing State Compliance Director
NRA codes, has revealed that
movie industry in the state has biji
compelled to increase the pay of 1
employees a total of $12,428 beca f
the mnimum rate of pay proviill
for under the code had not been I
served.
10 in First "Time" Series
First series of the "March If
Time" will include 10 issues. Ini I
subject will be released next morl
Extend
Run fornow"Divorcee"
"Gay
Divorcee,"
playing i
majority of the RKO theaters in
metropolitan area, will be held b
a full week in each house, insteacK
the usual split week.
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and Capitol theaters in this vicinity, district, Celia Shapiro, is now handling those duties for Franklin Prois now using week-end vaudeville ductions.
supplied
by the Sammy Wells Bureau.
-The Opera House
Worcester, Mass. — The Plymouth
hasAshland,
closed. Me.Attleboro, Mass. — The Bates theis now operating on a new policy
ater is now being managed by
of subsequent runs augmented by
Thomas E. Clemmey.
vaudeville.
Bridgewater, Me. — The BridgeBoston — Manager John Scully of
water theater, which operated in opBritish Gaumont here has appointed
position to the Hussey in Mars Hill,
Boston
—
Becoming
the
fourth
New
Haven,
Conn.
—
The
Fishman
Milton J. Hill to the sales staff.
has closed.
Circuit, including the Cameo, Park feminine booker in the local film
Springfield, Mass. — The Art theater, formerly known as the Nelson,
is being taken over by the F. & M.
Theaters, to be put into operation
by Charles Caballero.

Lincoln, Neb. — George Monroe,
Jr., former manager of the State
here, and now boss of the Chief,
Pueblo, Colo., was married last
week. Monroe has been identified
with the Westland circuit about two
months.

week until after the holidays. This
leaves four downtown theaters in
operation.

Milwaukee — Standard Theater Co.
will reopen the Strand, first-run,
dark for the past several months,
on Christmas Day. Irving Stein,
manager of the house during its
jurisdiction under Fox, will again
manage. The Strand was until recently operated by Warners.
New Haven, Conn.— DeWitt Theater Co. has filed a certificate of
change of name to Howard Operat' ing Co.
Saybrook, Conn.— The Town Hall
has opened with films, to be shown
I every Saturday and Sunday throughout the season.

i£>P/f

Bucyrus, O. — The Opera House,
dark all season, has been leased by
William P. Newman and Cliff A.
Scaufele for films and stage musicals.
McKeesport, Pa. — Louis Gilbert of
the Harris-Memorial theater has
been named manager of the Warner
in Pittsburgh. His successor at the
local house will be William Raynor,
formerly of the Paramount in
J Brooklyn.
Norwalk, O. — Norwalk's
new
movie theater, opening Christmas
j Day, has been named the Forum.
Canton, O. — "Flirtation Walk"
' gave the Alhambra here its biggest
'week's gross in more than a year.
"Doc" Elliott, manager, reported
' standees the first three days of the
, ran, which was extended.
Seymour, Ind. — Ball Bros. Theaters, Inc., has been formed to operate theaters and other enterprises.
Incorporators are: W. L. Ball, Kenneth H. Ball and Ethel Ball.
Providence — James M. Austin is
back as manager of the Morse. F.
M. Litchard has gone south to take
a similar post.
Portland, Me. — Strand Theater
Operating Co. has been chartered
by Agnes M. Greeley and W. May
Payson.
Harrisburg,
ater, largest
& Vincent,
pictures and

Pa. — The State thelocal house of Wilmer
now showing feature
vaudeville, closed last

Must They Bring Cushions Along?
• Theatre goers are comfort lovers. If they drive
to your theatre in automobile

comfort, will they

sit contentedly on hard, lumpy, worn-out

ASK
"How

can

chairs?

US,
I reseat my

theatre economically?"

American Seating Company
Makers of Dependable Seating for Theatres and Auditoriums
General Offices: Grand Rapids, Michigan
BRANCHES

IN

ALL

PRINCIPAL

CITIES

.NRA

THE

CIRCUITS IN MOVE
AGAINST FREE SHOWS
{Continued from Page

1)

ference held on Friday of last week
and others over the week-end.
Although this move is apart from
the Code Authority's plan, it is expected that plans adopted will coordinate.

Only 10 Theaters in U. S.
Showing German Films
(Continued from Pane

1)

shown regularly is in Yorkville, a
survey shows. An outstanding German film can also obtain bookings in
Chicago, Boston, Milwaukee, Buffalo, Cincinnati and Newark.

A Film Mug Writes
His Own Life Story
(Continued from Page

1)

2£S

Louis K. Sidney
Harold Hendee
Harold Franklin
Roy Norr
Will Hays
William Barnett
Don Gillette
Samuel Bram
David Palfreyman
Nate Golden
David Bernstein
Cresson E. Smith
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81%0FU.S. THEATERS
INDEPEND'TLY OWNED

OTS"
m "L
froRobert
By RALPH
WILK
TLE
A LIT
Allen and Guy
HOLLYWOOD

(Continued from Page 1)
Usher are
covering the yeai
TERRY WALD of the Warner sce- appearing in "Feud," Columbia fea- Commerce,
1933.
ture
starring
TimMcCoy,
with
Billie
J nario staff has been signed to a
Seward
furnishing
the
heart
internew contract. Wald has collaboThe official summary, made publiu
est. Ford Beebe is directing from
rated on "20 Million Sweethearts,"
today, shows a total of 10,265 thea
Lambert
Hillyer's
story
and
screen
ters covered in the survey, with ad
'Sweet Music" and "Living on Velplay.
gregate gross for the year of $415,
T
▼
T
T
T
*
total payroll of $85,422,00C
"Gambler's Maxim," a novel soon 153,000,
Vincent Lawrence is writing the
and employees totaling 68,039, o
vet." play for "Peter Ibbetson," in to be run serially in a national mag- which 4,903 were part-time workers
screen
azine, has been purchased by Parawhich Paramount will star Robert
mount as a probable starring vehicle
Motion picture theaters numbered J
Donat.
9,499, with a gross of $356,316,000
for
George
Raft.
▼
T
T
a payroll of $71,451,000, and 65,72;
1
▼
T
Mae West will go strictly modern
employees, including 11,698 on par j
Over 52,000 radio listeners have time.
in her new Paramount picture, "Now already responded to Rudy Vallee's
request to aid him and Warners in
I'm a Lady,"
which
goes
into
proTheaters playing films and vaude
duction within two weeks.
selecting the title song for the star's ville totaled 644, grossed $50,2263
T
¥
»
000,
had a payroll of $10,305,008
Frances Dee, now known also as forthcoming picture, "Sweet Music."
Thursday, Vallee, in ad- with 8,635 employees, including 711
Mrs. Joel McCrea, will make her A week ditionago
to singing four other songs on part time.
first screen appearance since the
birth of their son in the role of from his picture, sang two "Sweet
Legitimate
and opera had
12: k
Music" selections, following which
Amelia Sedley in "Becky Sharp," he asked his listeners to write in houses, total receipts of $8,611,00(1
the Pioneer Pictures Technicolor stating which of the two they payroll of $3,666,000, and 1,630 em
feature starring Miriam Hopkins.
ployees, including 448 part-time.
The census took in all service es
thoughtsong.
should be made the film's
"Becky Sharp" goes into production theme
tablishments,
places of amusemen
immediately at the RKO Pathe
T
▼
▼
Studio in Culver City. Kenneth
Paul Hurst has been signed by and hotels. Theaters ranked secoro
to billiard parlors and bowling as
Macgowan is producing, Lowell
for "Mississippi," feaSherman is directing, and Robert Paramount
turing Bing Crosby, W. C. Fields, leys in number, but first in receipt
Edmond Jones is supervising the Joan Bennett and Queenie Smith.
color work.
accounting
per cent
of pe
ti'
persons
on for
the 64
payroll
and 73
Edward Sutherland directs.
T
T
T
cent of the total compensation r<
T
T
T
Lorena Layson, screen actress,
Ewing Scott, author and co- ported by amusement enterprises.
and Daniel J. Banker, Jr., advertis- director of Paramount's "Reneing man, were married in Las Vegas
gades," epic story
aerial
explorathis week.
tion in Alaska,
withof his
chief
pilot, Penna. Again Leads
▼
»
»
Herb White, will leave Hollywood
In Theater Opening
Barton MacLane, Broadway per- this week for Wayne, Mich., where
(Continued from Page 1)
former recently signed to a long they will accept delivery of two
term contract by Warners, has been planes purchased for the Alaskan way, Brockway; Orpheum, Clarioj
definitely assigned to the role of the trip. They will pick up a third Palace, Conneautville;
Couderspoi
Duke in the company's forthcoming plane and a company pilot at HagCoudersport;
City,
Dixonville;
Be's
Fayette
City;
State,
formerly
Get
ertown,
Va.
The
Scott
expedition
production of "Go Into Your Dance,"
co-starring
Al Jolson and Ruby will sail for Alaska late next month. Greencastle; Majestic, Grove Citj
Keeler.
▼
▼
T
Dale, Johnstown;
Star, HeilwoOi
T
T
▼
Frank Lawton and Evelyn Laye, Regent, Linesville; Mather, Mathet
Sheila Mannors, Thomas E. Jack- as well as Evelyn Venable and Hal Ritz, Rankin; Liberty, Robertsdail
son and Fred Kelsey have been given Mohr, are receiving felicitations folPenn-Slovan, Boyd,
Slovan;
West Moscc
Et'
lowing their marriage last week in Uniontown;
Chester;
parts in Columbia's "Carnival,"
which has Lee Tracy, Sally Eilers Yuma, Ariz.
Moscow; Amber, Philadelphia. W<
and Jimmy Durante in the leads.
T
T
▼
Virginia, covered by the Pittsbur
Robert Riskin wrote the story.
Columbia has bought "Modern Film Board of Trade, also had th
Walter Lang is directing. Charles
"Liberty Magazine" se- reopenings, the Princess, Folia
Sabin, Lucille Ball and Dickie Wal- Lady,"rialthe
by Grace Perkins, novelist, bee; Manos, New Cumberland, a
ters also are in it.
short story
adaptor and writer of Palace, Wellsburg.
screen
plays.
▼
T
T
Jack Oakie will play the leading
role in Paramount's "The Milky
Way." Roscoe Karns also will be Jury Takes Four Minutes
in it. Edward Sedgwick will direct.
To Decide Contract Suit

come. Things kept getting worse.
At last he was forced to smother his
pride and come to The Film Daily
Relief Fund. He's putting up a
grand fight against overwhelming
odds — he and the li'l wife. Get these
few excerpts from his letter :
"I have tried to keep from bothering the Relief Fund. I always fig
ure there are lots worse cases than
mine. But now I am up against a
stone wall. The wall is so high I
cannot even climb it. Last month
I only earned $3.70. What I am
going to do I don't know. I have
been cutting wood to keep the house
warm. Now the wood is about gone.
We have no coal. The wood burns
so fast that when I have chopped
an armful the stove is ready for the
next armful. My wife is sick. I
can't leave her alone, only when I
can get a neighbor to come in. We
have to live in the kitchen. The rest
of the house is too cold. And the
groceries are getting down pretty
"
low, and
Oh, hell. We haven't got the
heart to print the rest. And you —
if you have a heart — couldn't go on
reading. You'd stop right here and
dig out your checkbook. And send
a sizable sum to the Relief Fund.
To help this chap. Or a hundred
others equally as bad off. So when
you get through glancing over the
following list of Regular Fellows
who have kicked in to this year's
▼
T
T
Drive, slam over YOUR contrib. So
Warners have taken Donald
we can add your name to the Honor
Roll tomorrow :
Woods out of the cast for "A Midsummer Night's Dream" and assignIs Your Name Here?
ed him to the male lead in "FlorenMoe
Streimer
Ned Depinet
tine Dagger," based on the story
by Ben Hecht. Woods will be reRay Johnston
Jack Alicoate
Monogram Pictures
Al Lichtman
placed in "Dream"
by TVictory Jory.
Sack Amusement Co.
▼
▼
Jimmy Grainger
Louis Nizer
Don Mersereau
Billy Brandt
City Photo Engraving Co.
Henry Reston
William R. Ferguson
Andrew Geoly
Eaves Costume Co.
Automatic Devices, Inc.
Ben Amsterdam
Irving Samuels

DAILY

"Crimson Ice," mystery novel having to do with a murder during an
ie hockey game, has been purchased
by Paramount and will be filmed
early next year as a Charles R. Rogers production. The novel is by Rex
Deane and Cortland Fitzsimmons.
The screen play is to be done by
Garrett Fort.

(Continued from Page

1)

plaintiff's counsel, said the decision
was the speediest in his career at
the bar. He also regards the verdict as one of vast importance. The
action was by United Artists against
Dr. Matthew F. Krystiniak, as owner of the Broadway theater, now a
link in the Basil operating circuit.
It was admitted that his brother,
Benjamin B., signed the contract for
pictures, but also was contended that
Matthew was present at the signing.
Hearing of the testimony consumed
the whole day. The jury walked to
the jury room — and walked back
with its verdict while counsel were
gathering up their papers.

Douglas Fairbanks,
Mark
Hamilton
Harry D. Wilson
Victor McLaglen
Una Merkel

Jr.

Edward
R.

M.

J. Dowlin
Bert
Sprott
Blumcnth
Sidney Fc
George Lew

THE
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Picture
Private Life of Don Juan
Painted Veil
President
Vanishes
Gambling
(2nd week)
War
Is a Racket
Broadway
Bill
(2nd week)
Captain Hates the Sea (2nd week)
Flirtation Walk (2nd week)
Imitation
of Life (3rd week)
The
Battle
(3rd week)
Gay Divorcee (2nd week) (a)

Hamilton. Florence Rice,
Donald Cook
Columbia
66 mins.
FAIRLY ENTERTAINING CROOK
5RAMA THAT WILL DO ALL RIGHT ON
THE POP PROGRAMS.
Among points of interest in this producion is the fact that it introduces a new■omer, Florence Rice, who appears to have
;ood possibilities. The story, though its
lutcome is rather obvious, manages to hold
i certain steady interest and should satisfv
he popular-price trade. Florence is jilted
ly a crook, Donald Cook, and takes the rap
or his stolen goods. The train taking

"WAR
Eurp^n

Photography, A-l.

IS A RACKET"

Productions

EXPOSE
OF
MUNITIONS
THROUGH
USE
OF
MUCH
MAR
STUFF WITH
ADDED

63

A toDical picture with a current
.1 ingle,

but lacking distinction

mins

BUSINESS
FAMILIAR
BITS.
interest

in the hand-

" ing, this attraction
has some
exploitation
'.' tossibitities but fails to register as enterainment.
It is primarily
a propaganda
* iffair,
exposing
munitions
manufacturin"
]' ind war
as rackets,
and
in addition
to
1 ihowing scenes of famous international figs' ires, parades,
gun
factories,
training
o'
H ioldiers and other angles of the preparatory
fl itages of warfare, there are many familiait [limpses of battlefields, ruined towns
and
hi ther evidences
of war's
ravage.
ai |uiring reporter, A. L. Alexander,
a zed to obtain statements
from
a

An
inis utilnumbir

if persons
about
the
munitions
business
is a racket, and
the
influence of recent
I lewspaper headlines is evident.
Among
1
_
s

persons

in

the

cast

are

. Editing of the picture was done by Sam
fl lei Cummins, who made the production in
1 issociation
with
Jacques
A. Koerpel.

RHEIN"

(5th week) (b)

("Home

on

:

a FUTURE

Dec. 10:
Mor,

♦
Rialto
Music Hall
Criterion

Wednesday's
Child
(Dec. 14)
Bright
Eyes
(Dec. 20)
Anne of Green Gables ( Dec. 21 )
David
Copperfield
(Dec. 25)
Don
Quixote
(Dec. 25)
Hell in the Heavens
(c)
The
Mighty
Barnum
(d)

RKO Radio
Fox
RKO Radio
M-G-M

Roxy
Music Hall
Roxy
Capitol
Cameo
Mayfair
Rivoli

Fox
United Artists

Court Signs Order on B'way Block
Federal Judge Coxe has signed an
order authorizing the Paramount
trustees to discontinue protecting
their equity in the Seneca Holding
Corp., which controls the entire
Broadway block front between 44th
and 45th Streets on which the Criterion and Loew's New York theaters are located. It is expected that
the property will be sold at auction
-won after the new year by the City
Bank Farmers Trust Co., holder of
erty.
a $4,000,000 mortgage on the propJudge Coxe also approved an order permitting intervention of the
bank group committee into the Paramount reorganization.
Baclanova in Short
Olga Baclanova is at work in a
musical two-reeler, "The SingingSilhouette," at the Brooklyn Vitaphone studios.
Maruja

Pibernat, et al.

H. Hoffberg
mor.
As

55th St. Flayhouse
55th St. Playhouse
Cameo
Acme

Paramount
Fox
Topical

(a) Subsequent run.
(b) Following Criterion two-a-day run.

shown

OPENINGS

Co.

At

Distributed

the Teatro

the first Argentine-made

by J.

Campoa-

film to be

in the U. S., this is a pleasing romance, with comedy and some music and

"ANNEMARIE, DIE BRAUT DER KOMPANIE" ("Annemarie, the Bride of the

Entertaining romantic drama with the
rcenic background of the Rhine providing
in attractive setting.

Company"), in German; produced by Alboe Film; directed by Carl Boese; with
Lucie English, Paul Hoerbiger, et al. At
the 86th St. Casino.

1 "RIACHUELO" ("Brook"), in Spanish;
^produced by Argentina Sono Film; directed
.|)y L. J. Moglia Barth; with Luis Sandrini,

One more farce comedy in military surroundings. Has a good deal of liveliness
and comedy, plus the fine work of the
personable
Lucie
English.

(c) Follows Gambling.
(d) Follows
Private
Life of Don

stockholders'

Kansas City Variety Club-Film Industry AnnualCity.
Charity Ball and Show, PlaKansas

Dec. 11: Meeting of Independent Exhibitors,
Inc., of Mass., Maine, N. H., R. I. and Vt.,
69 Church
St., Boston.
1:30 P. M.

Westminster

Limehouse
Blues
(opens tonight)
Music
in the Air (Dec.
13)
Dealers in Death
(Dec. 14)

the

Ihine"),
in German;
produced
by Gustav
Ithoff; directed by Carl Boese; with
Lucie English, Hans Junkermann, Werner
Fuetterer, et al. At the 79th St. Theater.

Dec. 10° Warner Bros, annual
meeting.
Wilmington.
Del.

♦ FOREIGN LANGUAGE FILMS ♦
Ufa
Ufa
Amkino

»DATE BOOK*

Dec. 9-10: Theater Owners of North and
South Carolina 22nd annual convention.
Hotel
Charlotte.
Charlotte,
N. C.

Theater
Rivoli
Capitol
Paramount
Mayfair
Gaiety
Music Hall
Rialto
Strand
Roxy
Criterion
Palace

Gaumont-British

dancing, in a colorful Buenos Aires setting.
The production is generally well handled
and the cast is good.

FOREIGN
AM

Aran

Col.

-Jarry K. Eustace, Hershall Mayall, Gert'ude Clemens, Frank Jacque, Willard Dashell, June Leslie, Jacques Koerpel, Paul
3wen and A. L. Alexander.

"HEIMAT

of

Waltz Time in Vienna
(4th week)
Thine Is My Heart
The Czar Wants to Sleep
Crainquebille

ler supposed mother-in-law, who had never
ieen his son's wife, Florence gets a break
vhen the husband, Neil Hamilton, strings
ilong with her secret, falls in love with
ler, and so forth. Before the happy endng is reached, Cook turns up for one more
iuspenseful scene in which he gets his
lesserts.

Direction, Good.

Parade •

Distributor
United Artists
M-G-M
Paramount
Fox
Cummins-Koerpel
Columbia
Columbia
First National
Universal
Leon Garganoff
RKO Radio

♦ TWO-A-DAY RUN ♦
Man

ler to jail has a crash, and Florence's idenity gets switched to that of a married wonan who is killed. Taken to the home of

Cast: Neil Hamilton, Florence Rice, Donild Cook, William Demarest, Wade Boteler,
Ernest Wood, Rita LaRoy, Rita Gould, Clara
Blandick, Nella Walker.
Director, Al Rogell; Authors, Herbert
-\sbury, Fred Niblo; Screen Play, same;
Cameraman, Al Seigler; Editor, John Raw"ris.

DAILY

Dec. 11-12:
meeting,

Allied States
Hotel
Roosevelt,

Ass'n directors
New
Orleans.

Dec. 17: General Meeting of Actors' Equity
Ass'n to discuss Screen Actors' Guild affiliation. Hotel Astor, New York.
Dec. Trans-Lux
19- Annual
stockholders'
meeting
of
Daylight
Pictures Screen
Corp.,
10:30
A. M.
Dec. 19:

Public

hearing

on

proposed

code

amendments including revision in vaudeville section and elimination of the lease
clause; Hotel Willard, Washington.
Dec. 20
Astor

AMP
New

A. Christmas
York.

Dinner.

Hotel

Dec. 31 : Annual New Year's Party of the
Motion Picture Salesmen, Inc., Hotel Astor,
New
York.
Feb. 23. Annual ball of the Detroit Variety
Club.
March 4::

Juan.

Extraordinary meeting of stockholders of Pathe Exchange, Inc., to act on
reorganization plan 2:30 P. M . New York.
wood.
May 20-25: Annual Spring Meeting of the
Society of Motion Picture Enginsers, Holly-

■
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Standard Oil Agrees to Discontinue Free Shows

ITANLEY CO. MAY BE MERGED WITH WARNER RROS.
[exas

Court Upholds Price Fixing in Film Contracts

A Picture
that speaks louder than words
= By JACK

ALICOATE

=

There is a photograph
on page 5 of to-day's issue of Film Daily that
shouts from the housetops of the greatest
menace that faces the
theaters of America today. Please turn to it.

ILM INSIDERS" MAY
SNOOT "OUTSIDERS"

Independent Exhibitor
Denied Injunction
Against Majors
FILM

By ANN
DAILY

BRADSHAW
Staff Correspondent

Dallas — R. Z. Glass, owner of two
independent suburban theaters, was
denied application for injunction
against eight major producers in the
U. S. District Court here yesterday.
The court held that the larger theater owners' contract to uphold
prices was legal according to Texas
laws. Glass filed notice of appeal.

CAROLINA MPTO RAP
MRS. OILMAN'S PLAN
fiy MARY
BROOKS
FILM
DAILY
Staff

PARHAM
Correspondent

Many years ago we contracted for
Charlotte, N. C. — Vigorous opposet of children's books for Phil
sition to the proposal of Mrs. Roboonior to be paid for monthly over bins Gilman
of the National Conperiod of 18 months. Phil Joonior
gress of Parent-Teachers, that comas five years old then. Now he is
mercial motion pictures be exhibited
5. We are just finishing up the
(.Continued on Page 8)
ist payment. A sort of 'Xmas presit to the book publishing firm of Famous Circuit Upstate
{Continued on Page 8)

ndependent Development
Lagging, Says Schulberg
"The industry must recognize the
ecessity of having pictures made
y independent producers," declared
!. P. Schulberg upon his arrival in
lew York yesterday from Hollyrood.
So far there is no substantial
(Continued on Page 7)

Cheating Cheaters
Minneapolis — Sidney Volk, manager of
the Nile theater, suspected a man standing across the street from his home.
So Sidney hid the day's receipts in his
car, locked the door and walked into
the house. The man was smart, too.
He took the money.
your check to the Film Daily Relief Fund
)day

Is Adding Two Theaters

Under
deals
being
negotiated,
Netco Theaters Corp., Famous subsidiary operating eight houses in
New
York
state, will add
two
(Continued on Page 8)

Only One New Member Put
on Warner Board at
Annual Meeting

55 New "10 Best" Voters
Out of 319 ballots received up to yesterday in the nationwide Film Daily poll
on the "Ten Best" pictures of the year,
55 were from newspapers which had
never before participated in the poll.
Just another indication of the increased

FILM

interest in, and importance of, this annual cinema classic.

COURT FIXES FEES
FOR PARA. SERVICES

By

NORMAN
MacLEOD
DAILY
Staff Correspondent

Wilmington — A special meeting
may be called to merge the Stanley
Co. of America, circuit subsidiary,
with Warner Bros., it was stated by
Abel Cary Thomas, secretary and
general counsel for Warners, at the
latter's annual meeting of stockholders here yesterday.
would
(Continued on The
Page move
7)

WARNERSTOPUT OUT
HOME TALKIE MACHINE

Paramount-Publix has been ably
and successfully administered by
the trustees and by counsel, Federal
Judge Goddard stated yesterday in
fixing fees of $32,500 each for Chas.
E. Richardson, Chas. D. Hilles and
Eugene W. Leake, Paramount trusWilmington, Del. — A miniature
tees, for their services during the
picture machine for home
14 months of the Paramount bank- talking
and
school use will be put on the
ruptcy(Continued
up to June on 16,
1934, on the
Page 4)
market by Warner Bros, at some
future date, it was revealed yesterday by Abel Cary Thomas, secreAllied Leaders Say Code
tary and general counsel of the comPuts Admissions Higher meeting.
pany, at theConsiderable
annual stockholders'
revenue
New Orleans — Minimum 25-cent should be derived
by the company
subsequent run admissions forced by from this source Thomas said.
distributors in Texas will become national unless Allied can stop it, Col.
H. A. Cole, Allied leader in Texas, EPIC Men in Legislature
said yesterday on his arrival for the
Worry Cal. Film Interests
national association's
board meeting
(Continued on Page 8)
San Francisco — Though Upton
Sinclair was defeated, the election
of 27 of his EPIC men to the assembly and a round number in the
Senate has the state's film interests
worried about impending legislation. In addition to fears that Mosley Jones, Democratic floor leader,
will include
bills against block book(Continued on Page 7)
Competition from free advertising
shows, as far as the Standard Oil
Co. of New Jersey is concerned, was
eliminated yesterday when, at a
Mussolini Wants Capra
conference with circuit executives at
Rome — Mussolini has asked Frank
the Hays office, it agreed to switch
Capra, Columbia director, to direct a
picture for which the Premier wrote the
the Guy Lombardo-Esso Marketers
story, depicting Italian history. If
Revue from rented auditoriums, to

Shows Sponsored by Oil Firm
Diverted to Regular Theaters
Ohio Sales Tax Awaits
Signature of Governor

Columbus — Passed by both the
Senate and House, the new sales tax
now is before the Governor for signature. On being signed, it becomes effective Jan. 1. Along with
passage of this measure, the Mosier
bill was enacted, reducing the 10
per cent state admission tax to a
3 per cent tax on gross receipts.

(Continued on Page 7)

Help
Film

the indusary's
needy.
Daily Relief Fund.

Subscribe

Capra accepts, the Italian government
will
tion. foot the expense of the produc-

to

the

■

s
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Film Execs to Supervise
Opposes Further Delay
Exhibit for Washington In Fox Metropolitan Plan
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Am. Seat
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Columbia
Picts. vtc.
39%
39l/4
39l/4
Con Fm. Ind
4'/2
4'/8
4'/g
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 185/8
18'/4
18i/4
East. Kodak
112i/2 HlVi "2'A
do pfd
1 42 >/2 142'/2 1 42 '/2
Fox Fm. "A"
13%
13'/2
13%
Loew's,
Inc
363,4
36y4
36'/2
do pfd
104'/2 104i/2 104'/2
Metro-Goldwyn,
pfd. 27'/4
27 14
27y4
Paramount ctfs
3V8
2%
3%
Pathe
Exch
1 1/8
1
1 Vs
do "A"
14
13%
14
RKO
2%
2
2
Univ. Pict. pfd
42 Vi
42 Vi
42 Vi
Warner
Bros
4%
43,4
4}4
do pfd
23 Vi
223/4
23
NEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 . . 93/8
8%
8%
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs.
8%
8%
83^
Loew
6s 41ww
1045,4 104Vi 1045^
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ctfs
Para. By. 5'/2s51 ....
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5'/2s50
filed .
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ctfs . . .
Pathe 7s37
Warner's
6s39
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Technicolor
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Motion picture officials will be included in a committee which will
supervise film exhibits for the new
Hall of Archives which is expected
to open in Washington within a few
months. A motion picture section
will contain various pictures of historical significance. It is possible
Lhat the committee which will pass
on suitability of films to be included
in the library will comprise three
film executives and three Congressmen.
A. S. Dickinson of the Hays office goes to Washington late this
week to aid in the establishing of
the motion picture section.

"Bright Eyes" Dispatched
To 16 Cities by Airplane
In a tieup with an air line arranged by Gabe Yorke, publicity
manager at the Fox studios, with
eastern arrangements handled by
Russell Moon under the direction of
Charles E. McCarthy, director of
advertising and publicity, prints of
Fox's new Shirley Temple picture,
"Bright Eyes," were dispatched from
New York yesterday to 16 key cities
by plane. Cities include Boston, Albany, New Haven, Buffalo, Chicago,
Cincinnati, Cleveland, Dallas, Detroit, Indianapolis, Memphis, Oklahoma City, St. Louis, Philadelphia,
Washington and Los Angeles. The
production was made especially for
holiday showing and is set for national release Dec. 28. Each shipping container was festively decorated with stickers reading "Bright
Eyes for a Merry Christmas — Shirley Temple."

Plan Controlled Bills
For Juvenile Audiences
An experiment in "controlled programs" for children will be started
Dec. 22 at the Eighth Street Playhouse under auspices of 97 social,
religious and educational institutions of the lower West Side who
met on Sunday coincident with the
action of Catholic churches in eliciting pledges from their congregations
to boycott objectionable films. Prof.
Frederick M. Thrasher of New York
University is one of the leaders in
the experiment. The idea is to make
these community-sponsored programs
so attractive that the kids will attend instead of selecting their own
shows.

Bureau
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Coming and Going
DAVID
tomorrow

%
1/4

Subway Entrance for New Rialto
When the Rialto theater is replaced by a modern theater building,
the new house will be the first to
have a direct subway entrance, including both the B. M. T. and I. R.
T. lines, according to Arthur L.
Mayer, managing director of the
Rialto. The present theater, however, will not be torn down for some
time, says Mayer.
Preparing

First

Keene

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Walter Futter, who
who called off his trip to negotiate
distribution arrangements, has engaged Angele Shanewise and William O'Connor to prepare a treatment for the first Tom Keene pictemporarily titled "Hongkong,"
which ture,
is scheduled to go before the
cameras Jan. 3. No releasing deal
has been set.

A
^
*»»^»»

DOROTHY LEE arives in New
abroad
on the Washington.

A. C

lamps. Designed
wp

to

ADOLPHE MENJOU and his bride, VERREI
TEASDALE, are en route to New York f or T
ten-day vacation. Miss Teasdale has just con!
pleted work in Warner's production of "GoM
Diggers of 1935." Menjou appears in the cu
rent 20th Century-U. A. release, "Mighty BarARTHUR W. KELLY, vice-president in chars
of foreign distribution for United Artists, n
turns to New York tomorrow after an eigh
month tour of the world. He comes by w<
of Los Angeles.
MRS. HUGH HERBERT, wife of the Warn
comic, sails
from the west coast today for
vacation
in Japan.
H.num."
M. WARNER leaves New York on Frid
for studio conferences at the Coast.
JOHN
P. REID,
cameraman,
lately workinl
for Gaumont
British,
is in New
York
fro
England.
After
a short stay here,
he leavi
for Hollywood.
MAXWELL
ANDERSON,
whose
new
plaf
"Valley
Forge",
has just opened
in New
Yori
will go to Hollywood
shortly
after Christmi
to finish his screen adaptation of Stark Young
"So Red the Rose",
for Paramount.

High

High Intensity
for arc currents

80 amperes.

D.C

National SUPREX Carbons for the new D. C.

Intensity

arc currents

lamps.

Designed

for

of 40-65 amperes.

ATTRACT NEW PATRONAGE WITH
SNOW
WHITE,
HIGH
INTENSITY
SCREEN ILLUMINATION.
NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.
Carbon SaUi Division, Cleveland, Ohio
NnrYork

• Pittsburgh

York today fr«|

IAN HUNTER, English actor signed by Wal
ners; ROBERT HUREL. president of Franl
Film, distributing in U. S. and Canada, an]
CHARLES CHRISTIE, vice-president of MitchH
Camera Corp., are among passengers on t|
Paris which docks in New York today fraf
Europe.

National High Intensity
A. C. Projector Carbons

for the new

Yo

HERBERT T. SILVERBERG, Buffalo film atfdj
ney, arrived in New York yesterday and retuij
upstate
tomorrow.

4"
Vi
%
l/4
V4

PALFREYMAN returns to New
from
Charlotte.

HIGH INTENSITY
ILLUMINATION FOR
THE SMALLER THEATRES

DAILY

Washington — Ralph Folks, appearing for the appellant, and E. F.
Blauvelt, for the appellee, yesterday
argued the case of the U. S. vs.
Paramount Publix involving projection apparatus lenses before the U.
S. Customs Court here.

Futter

Roland

Notice of intention to oppose any
attempted adjournment in the presentation of the Fox Metropolitan
Theaters reorganization plan beyond
Dec. 13 was given yesterday to Federal Judge Mack by Archibald Palmer, attorney for petitioning creditors. It is understood that counsel
for the Fox Met. bondholders' committee have been considering asking
a further extension of time to present the plan on the ground that
several important committee members are out-of-town and have not
approved the plan in its revised
form.

Argue Para. Lens Case
Washington

West Coast Bureau of THE

Gilbert

Tuesday, Dec. 11, 1931
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Dan, the Princess, the Colonel, Vinegar
Puss, Happy and the -whole Higgins family
are going to help him start off your new
year with the luckiest kind of a hit. . .
Frank
Capra'sraves
new production
that drew
unanimous
from the New
York
critics, made Radio City Music Hall ring
with excited cheers, and won a holdover
week at the world's finest theatre! Play
your hunch
Bill"aside
December 27th. .. .. .book
and "Broadway
be sure to set
extended playing time! In the words of
the Hollywood Reporter, "It's surefire, it
can't miss!

M

WAP.NER.

BAXTER
A

FRANK

oif J\.obert Jviskin

with

WALTER

CAPRA
—

Production

Jjaseo on the stonf bij JnarK ULellincjer
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COURT FIXES FEES
FOR PARA. SERVICES

MONGthe

(Continued from Page 1)

ground that Sec. 77B of the Bankruptcy Act does not enlarge the fees
which may be granted to trustees
under Paragraph 48 of the old Bankruptcy Act. The trustees had requested $100,000 each. It is expected that trustees' counsel will appeal Judge Goddard's decision.
Equal division of fees among the
trustees was justified by the services
rendered, Judge Goddard stated.
Goddard fixed $175,000 as an inJudge
terim allowance for Root, Clark, Buckner &
trusBallantine, counsel for the Paramount
tees, a reduction of $50,000 from the amount
recommended by Special Master John L.
Joyce, who had cut down the attorneys re
quest from $350,000. In setting this amount,
the "full value
Judge
when
be determined
can bestthat
services stated
of these Goddard
these various proceedings are concluded and
the benefits obtained for the creditors and
security holders are known."
In determining the amount of their fees,
it should be recogGoddard continued,
Judge nized
that counsel, as well as the trustees,
are acting in a semi-public capacity. Judge
the trustees' counsel
awarded $3,771.
Goddard also totaling
disbursements
Holding that the services of Barrow, Wadf
& Guthrie were not contingent upon the out
come, Judge Goddard awarded this firm $14,000 plus disbursements of $708. Special
Master Joyce had slashed the original request of $21,000 for this firm to $10,000. In
making this award, Judge Goddard commented
that the maximum rates of compensation requested by the several accounting firms and
accountants are higher than the court should
or need pay under prevailing conditions. In
all other respects, Special Master Joyce's re
port was upheld as follows: Rosenberg, Goldmark & Colin, attorneys, requested $7,500
and were cut to $3,500; Price, Waterhouse
asked $15,000 and was cut to $10,000.

Chas. Griswold With "Roxy"
Philadelphia — Charles Griswold,
formerly house manager at the
Music Hall and Roxy in New York
City and who is now aiding S. L.
(Roxy) Rothafel in opening the
Mastbaum, is expected to remain
with Roxy as an aide. An elaborate
premiere is being planned for Dec.
23. An area of 60 miles around
Philadelphia is being posted to plug
the opening.
Showing Best Amateur Films
A group of the "Best Amateur
Films of 1934," as recently selected
by the Amateur Cinema League,
will be shown Thursday evening at
the meeting of the Metropolitan Motion Picture Club in the Hotel Pennsylvania. Dr. Raymond L. Ditmars
will be among the speakers of the
evening.
Warner Branch Changes
M. J. Isman, who has been the
Warner-First National branch manager in St. John, has replaced
Charles Osborne as manager in
Montreal. Lou McKenzie, formerly
salesman for the company out of
Toronto, succeeds Isman at St. John.
Berger & Steffes, Inc.
Minneapolis — Bennie Berger, William A. Steffes and Samuel P. Helpern have formed Berger & Steffes,
Inc., a $50,000 theater corporation.

PHIL M

DALY

•
•
• NOW
COMES
the "Little Theater"
movement
adapted to the motion picture theater
with RKO setting
plans to present a tournament of one-act playlets at the RKO
Albee Theater in Brooklyn
the series will start in January
with one being presented every Monday nite
until all the worthy entries have had a chance to show
a trophy will be awarded to the organization presenting the best
skit
and awards will be made to the best performers
in the entire tournament

•
•
• IN CASE some of you mugs don't read the front
page of this rag
we are tellin' it to you here
for we
have been running stories on the Film Daily Relief Fund
and a lot of you gents haven't responded as yet
so, if you
fail to respond after running the clarion call for the Fund here
in the kolyum
we will be forced to the conclusion that you
don't read the kolyum either . . or is it just that you are so hard
berled that you don't take anything to heart that happens in
this biz ?
but, seriously, fellers
the Need is Great
the Time is Short
every check helps some poor
devil in distress
we're not asking you to give till it hurts
only to give what you feel you can afford
always
bearing in mind that Life is Uncertain
so is the Film Biz
you may be Up today
and Down tomorrow
oh, yes
there are a bunch of lads on the Relief Rolls who
were well off a short time ago
so now we'll excuse you
from reading further
while you dash off a check addressed
to the Relief Fund
don't kid us
or yourself
if you put it off till a later time
chances are you'll slip
up
altogether
so
Do
It
Now
atta boy
thanks
T
▼
T
•
•
• WONDER
WHO
Walter Winchell meant
when he cracked the remark in his Cheese Club luncheon talk
that one of those who criticised him for giving a show
five stars
is merely a tissue-paper salesman?
• •
• ADD TO Prize Printers' Boners
this one from
the program of the Oceana Theater at Brighton Beach
on a page devoted to plugging the theater's give-away nights
it reads
"Fastidious Housewives
whose
PANTIES are filled with choice tableware — "
Good gracious,
girls
how
uncomfortable
is
this
new
winter
fashion
T
T
T
• •
• AS FAR as we can figure it out
Bill Boehnel
of the "World-Telegram" has had three different photos of himself at the head of his film dep't
in the short time they
have featured Bill's mug
and each picture is younger
than the preceding one
soon we may expect to see him
as a cute kiddie in rompers
'

T

T

▼

• •
• AS FAR as we know
the first time an artist
has hired a personal praiseagey at his own expense
to
assist in making a benefit performance successful
occurred
when Rubinoff sent Harry K. McWilliams to Cincinnati to
plug the benefit given by the Cincinnati Musicians Association
at which Rubinoff had top billing
Mordaunt Hall,
former "Times" motion pix ed, is planning to lecture on motion
pictures
wonder what he will think if any of the lecture
reviewers should pan his show ?
Willie Kurtz, now of the
Bijou theater, celebrated his 15th wedding anniversary at
Sardi's Saturday nite
Pictures of the Londos-Shikat wrestling match taken last night at Madison Square Garden are being for
developed
and
printed
by Nat bySaland's
Mercury Film Lab
distribution nationally
First Division
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NRA WILL KEEP EYE
ON C, A. BUDGET FUNDS
By RICHARD
FILM DAILY

H. CUNNINGHAM
Staff Correspondent

I
,

Washington — Rigid rules for tM
handling of code authority funi
are announced by NRA in line witt
the avowed intention of recovew
leaders here to subject all code an
thorities to close scrutiny as to hoi
they are spending their money, ai
sessed from members of the indm
tries they serve.
The new rules call for a bondd
receiver for all money collected, sej
aration of code funds from a
others keeping of adequate accoun:
ing records available for inspects
by the NRA, periodic reports to tl
NRA, audits by independent a
countants at the end of each budgj
period and submission of financr
reports to all contributors to ca
funds within 60 days after the bu
get closing date.

S.M.P.E. Meet on Coast
Will Have Night Sessioi
West
Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAI\

Hollywood — Spring convention I
the S. M. P. E., to be held here M
20-24 at the Hotel Roosevelt, v
include evening sessions in order:
allow attendance of technicians w
are employed
days in the studJ
William Kunzman, convention co
mittee chairman, who headquart
in Cleveland, is here to work
meeting plans with Emory Huse,
ecutive vice-president of the sock
2 Educational Sales Execs In Ff
William J. Clark and Sol Edwa»
sales executives, both started exf
sive tours yesterday of the Fox'
changes. Clark is going throt
the middlewest and south, visif
exchanges in Cleveland, IndianapJ
Cincinnati and Memphis, while I
wards is covering eastern exchani
including Philadelphia, Washing
Pittsburgh, Buffalo, Albany, B
and New Haven.
Acquires Kermit Maynard Sei
West

Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

Dj

Hollywood — Maurice Conn of
bassador Pictures has sold t<
torial rights on the eight Ja
Oliver Curwood pictures, star
Kermit Maynard, to the Adams ]
Exchange of Dallas. The terri
coverage is Texas, Oklahoma
Arkansas. The first of the se
"Fighting Trooper," is being
leased now and the second, "N<
era
Frontier,"
goes into produc
in about
two weeks.
Manager and Wife Found De
Hempstead, L. I.— The bodi«
W. C. MacNaughton, manage
the Hempstead theater, and
wife, Catherine, were found in
bungalow late Saturday. Gas
open
jets in the kitchen stove «
the deaths.

1&2Z1

FREE SHOWS

— The Greatest Menace To The Theater
We have no quarrel with radio.
it is clean, splendid, wholesome entertainment.
It is a great and growing industry that brings happiness to millions.

But
In giving away thousands of free tickets, every week, all over the land, it is hitting the
theaters of America directly below the belt.
Look at the picture above of a General Motors
Theater in New York City.

broadcast at the tremendous

Center

It is compelling and conclusive evidence of what happens every week throughout these
United States.
In keeping many thousands away
bing the theater owner in the back.

from

both pictures and the legitimate, radio is stab-

And most theater owners, overburdened with taxes, are fighting for their very existence.
Official Washington, most times understanding, should be given facts without further delay.
Free tickets to radio broadcasts are the most destructive, vilest and unreasonable competition the theaters of America have to face today.
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REVIEWS

"BY YOUR

LEAVE"

of the NEW

"BRIGHT
with

AMUSING ADULT DRAWING ROOM
COMEDY RATES FAIR FOR THE MORE
INTELLIGENT CLIENTELE.

Fox
83 mins.
BOX-OFFICE NATURAL WITH SPECIAL
TIMELY APPEAL DUE TO CHRISTMAS
ANGLE
IN STORY.

Due chiefly to the good work of the
cast, and Frank Morgan in particular, this
is a fairly satisfying comedy for adult class
audiences. Plot concerns a husband and
wife who have gone stale of each other
and decide that a marital holiday will do
them both good. So they take separate
courses and the wife, Genevieve Tobin, is
showered with attentions from Neil Hamilton, while the husband, Frank Morgan,
makes an ineffectual and quite humorous
attempt to imbibe a bit of the gay life
with Marian Nixon and others. Frank,
however, gets tired of his vacation and
returns home ahead of time. Genevieve
arrives in due course and, though on the
verge of leaving her husband for Neil, they
find themselves satisfied to resume their
married life.
Cast: Frank Morgan, Genevieve Tobin,
Neil Hamilton, Marian Nixon, Gene Lockhart, Margaret Hamilton, Glenn Anders,
Betty Grable, Charles Ray, Lona Andre,
Lenita Lane, Shirley Chambers, Addie McPhail.
Director, Lloyd Corrigan, Authors, Gladys
Hurlbut, Emma B. C Wells; Screen Play,
Allan Scott; Cameraman, Nick Musuraca;
Recording Engineer, Paul F. Wiser; Editor,
William Morgan.
Direction, Good. Photography,
Good.
John Wayne

in

'"NEATH ARIZONA

SKIES"

Monogram
57 mins.
PLENTY OF FAST RIDING AND GUN
BATTLES WITH JOHN WAYNE HANDLING A FAT HERO ROLE.
This one casts logic to the winds in
several vital spots in the plot, but the
producer certainly has crowded in the
thrills and the excitement, and after all,
that's the only excuse for making these
westerns. John Wayne is in action most
of the time, and he certainly earns his
dough. He engages in a half dozen roughand-tumble battles, and when he isn't
fighting he is tearing over the plains in
pursuit of a band of villains. It's all very
hectic and suspenseful. The hero somehow
has become the guardian of a little Indian
girl who has fallen heir to certain oil lands.
It is necessary for him to discover her
father in order to gain his signature to
a deed. The outlaw gang try to kidnap
the girl and do away with the father in
order to grab off the oil lands. So Wayne
is kept busy for an hour of screen time
trying to block their dirty plans. Here is
a thrill-packed western that should satisfy
the most rabid fans.
Cast: John Wayne, Sheila Terry, Jay
Wilsey, Shirley Ricketts, George Hayes,
Yakima Canutt, Jack Rockwell, Phil Keefer,
Frank Hall Crane.
Director, Harry Fraser; Author, B. R
Tuttle; Screen Play, same; Recording Engineer, Ralph Shugart; Editor, Carl Pierson.
Direction, Fast. Photography, Good.

Shirley

EYES"

Frank Morgan, Genevieve Tobin, Neil
Hamilton, Marian
Nixon
RKO Radio
82 mins.

with
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Temple,
James
Allen

(HOLLYWOOD

Dunn,

Judith

Bruce

background. David Butler's direction gets
everything out of every situation, action
moves at a lively pace and every sure-fire
trick is included. Charles Sellon is fine as
the grouchy old uncle, with a heart of
gold, and Jane Withers offers an excellent
characterization of a spoiled daughter.
James Dunn does very well. Richard Whiting and Sidney Claire wrote a catchy kid's
song, while Samuel Kaylin's musical background fits the story well. Shirley, who
has lost her parents, is taken care of by
the snooty Smythes, who expect to be rewarded by their wealthy uncle, who wishes
to adopt her. Dunn, who was a pal of
Shirley's father, senses she
with the Smythes, and wants
Dunn marries Judith Allen,
likes, and Shirley and the
live with them.

is not happy
to adopt her.
whom Shirley
uncle go to

Cast: Shirley Temple, James Dunn, Judith
Allen, Charles Sellon, Jane Withers, Lois
Wilson, Dorothy Christy, Theodore von Eltz,
Irving.
Walter Johnson, Brandon Hurst, George'
Director, David Butler; Authors, David
Butler, Edwin Burke; Screen Play, William
Conselman, Cameraman, Arthur Miller; Recording Engineer, S C Chapman; Dances,
Sammy Lee.

Cabot,
Warner,

PREVIEW)

An ace attraction, with Shirley Temple
swell as usual. Production is a credit to
Sol Wurtzel and his aides. It is especially timely, because of its Christmas

Direction, A-l.

"NIGHT
with

FILMS »

ALARM"
Judith
Sam

Allen,

FAMILY

65 mins.

ENTERTAINMENT

FIREBUG STORY WITH
TION AND SUSPENSE.

B.

Hardy

Majestic
GOOD

George

H.

PLENTY

IN

OF AC-

For the thrill fans in particular, and
family audiences generally, this Larry Darmour production provides a good hour of
actionful entertainment that ought to please
very well. Though not a pretentious production, itis well cast, efficiently directed
and moves along at a nice clip. Story
deals with the efforts of a newspaper reporter to track down the origin of numerour fires. He digs up political scandal involving his sweetheart's father, thereby
causing her to break off their romance.
Later, when a fire breaks out in her

»

Raft in

"LIMEHOUSE
with

»

BLUES"

Anna

May Wong, Jean Parker, Kent.
Taylor, Montagu Love
Paramount
65 mins. i

RATHER
WEAK
FAILS
TO
BUILD
MUCH
INTEREST.

MELODRAMA
THAT
UP
SYMPATHY
OR J

In a general atmosphere
that is more
unpleasant
than dramatic,
despite
plenty
of production
outlay, this Chinatown
yarn I
doesn't
of aa young
mark as
enter- }
tainment. register
Georgemuch
Raft,
smuggler;
with
Anna
May
Wong
as his Chinese
sweetie, kills Jean Parker's father for bein
cruel to her.
Then he gives Jean a horn
and a job, thereby stirring up jealousy i
Anna.
Jean meets and falls in love with
Kent Taylor, whereupon George, who wanti
Jean himself, plots to have him killed. Bui
she begs to spare Kent, and, in going to
the latter's room
to prevent
his death,
George
is shot down
by the police on a
tip from Anna,
who
also dies.
And
so
to the culmination
of the romance
between Jean and Kent.
Cast: George Raft, Jean Parker, Anna]

father's building during a party which she
is attending, the reporter and firemen come
to the rescue, save the guests and catch
the firebug. With the clever use of stock
shots of actual big fires, the picture is May Wong, Kent Taylor, Montagu Lovi
Billy Bevan, Louis Vincenot, E. Alyn Wartf!
injected with some realistically thrilling ren, Robert Loraine, Forrester Harvey, Johi
action.
Rogers, Wyndham Standing, Robert Adair
Cast: Bruce Cabot, Judith Allen, H. B. Keith Kenneth, Colin Kenny, Eric Blcrd
Warner, Sam Hardy, Harry Holman, Betty Desmond Roberts, Tempe Pigott, Colii
Blythe, Harold Minjir, Tom Hanlon, Fuzzy Tapley, Rita Carlisle, Eily Malyon, Elsii
Prescott, Joe May, Dora Mayfield.
Knight, John Bliefer.
Director, Alexander Hall; Author, Arthu
Director, Spencer Bennet; Author, Jack
x
Phillips; Screen Play, Arthur Phillips, Cyrj
Stanley; Screen Play, Earl Snell; Camera- Hume, Grover Jones; Music and Lyrics, San
u
man, James S. Brown, Jr.; Recording En- Coslow. Cameraman, Harry Fischbeck; Edi
gineer, Tom Lambert; Editor, Dwight Caldwell.
tor, William Shea.
Direction,
Handicapped
Photography /](
Direction, Action. Photography, Good
Gocd.

Photography, Fine.

FOREIGN
"CRAINQUEBILLE," in French, with
English titles; from the Anatole France
story; Directed by Jacques de Baroncelli;
with Tramel, Gaston Modot, et al. Distributed by DuWorld.
At the Acme Theater.
Absorbing drama of a Parisian streetvendor and his tribulations with the law.
Excellent cast and good production.

"THE CZAR WANTS TO SLEEP," in
Russian, with English titles; produced by
Belogoskino; directed by Alexander Feinzimmer; with M. Yanshin, et al. Distributed by Amkino.
At the Cameo Theater.
Amusing satire on the court life of Paul

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
By CHARLES
T*HE first of the group of starring
comedies for which Educational
Pictures recently signed Joe Cook
goes into production today at the
Astoria Studios. The comedy, tentatively titled "Balmy Sales," features a strong supporting cast, including Jean Lacey, Walter Fenner,
Bob Middleman, Sam Hearn, Jimmy
Fox, Dick Kramer and Eddie Acuff.
Al Christie is personally directing.

ALICOATE*
in the leading roles. The comedy ia|u
from an original story by Charlie^
Williams and Marcy Klauber, who!
also wrote the original music andi
lyrics, sung by Miss Froos and Hull]

Cutting on "The Blind Road," the*
feature production recently com-1®
pleted by Select Productions, is nowfi
being done at the Biograph studio
under the supervision of Burt Kelly, j2'
with work expected to be finished
within the next week.

A one-reeler featuring Johnnie
Green and His Orchestra and the
Tune Twisters, radio trio, goes into
production tomorrow at the West
Coast Service studio. Fred Waller
Caryl Lincoln has been signed to
will direct the short, which will be appear in an Al Christie short, starring Joe Cook, for Educational.
released in Paramount's series of
Headliners. Carl Timmon will asFlora Robson for Korda Film
sist on the direction, with William
London — Flora Robson, who ap- Steiner doing the camera work.
First print of Educational's new
peared in "Catherine the Great," has
Frolics of Youth Comedy, "The Litbeen signed by Alexander Korda of
tle Big Top," featuring Poodles
"Moon Over Manhattan" is the Hanneford
London Films for the role of Queen
and his family, and Junior Coghlan, has just been received
Elizabeth in a new historical film title of the new Educational-Young
Romance
Comedy
just
completed,
by
the
Educational
Home Office from
soon to go in work.
with Sylvia Froos and Warren Hull the West Coast.
I, known as the "mad Czar," with good
acting and a nice tempo in the direction.
Soviet followers should get quite a kick
out of it.
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TANLEY GO. MERGER
VITH WARNERS LIKELY
(Continued from Page 1)

ect various economies and savings
taxes, Thomas said.
Five members of the board of di■tors were elected without opposim. One of them, Samuel Carlisle,
fnptroller for the company, takes
i place of John P. Laffey of this
y, who asked to be omitted from
mination because of his ill health
d the impaired health of his wife,
her directors elected for two years
\re Stanleigh P. Friedman
iarles S. Guggenheimer,
Sam E.
rris and Morris Wolf, each sucf,
sel
fdinng him bertson
va Cul
presided at the
leting in place of Hugh M. Morl,
counse who was busy in court,
iring the counting of the proxies,
round table discussion of company
ttters took place during which
omas mentioned the plans of the
npany to put out a home talkie
c. He also discussed the church
inst films and the difaigs n aga
[nptie
lil
arising from it. Thomas
.d all other Cardinals have tried
help, but Cardinal Dougherty has
blined to assume the burden of
isorship on any picture.
Various
tents and litigations involving
rners also were discussed.
[n reply to a question, Thomas
d there will be no reorganization
the company under the common
Ick.

STANDARD OIL DROPS
FREE SHOW OFFERINGS
New Orleans — Plans of First Division to enter the south with its
own exchanges are not expected to
affect the New Oi'leans territory set
up, which is now managed by Fred
Goodrow. Under new plans, William Miller Richardson, former Universal district manager who left to
become division manager for First
Division,
will be in charge of the
south.
Milwaukee — Harold Mirisch, booking head for Warner theaters in
this zone, has taken charge of the
houses under supervision of James
Coston, headquartering in Chicago.
Jack Keegan, city manager, and Ben
Katz, advertising manager, are continuing in their respective posts.

Philadelphia — Warners have made
arrangements with the RCA Victor
Co. to install a complete new High
Fidelity sound system, together with
one of the most elaborate reinforcement systems, in the big RoxyMastbaum, which is scheduled to
open the day before Christmas under the direction of Samuel L.
(Roxy) Rothafel.

(Continued from Page 1)

•egularly-established circuit theaters. The new plan, under which
Standard Oil receives a percentage
of the gross, becomes effective today
at RKO's Proctor in Schenectady.
The Standard Oil unit will be
played as an extra attraction in approximately 30 houses.
The conference, at which the plan
was approved, was attended by five
Standard Oil executives and Louis
St. Louis— The local Variety Club W. Sidney and Charles Moskowitz,
has moved into its new headquarters representing Loew's; Y. Frank Freeon the second floor of the Chase
man and Leon Netter, Famous; EdHotel.
ward Alperson, Skouras; Nate
Blumberg, RKO, and I. J. Hoffman
and Mort Blumenstock, Warners.
St. Paul — The De Luxe theater,
with new equipment, has reopened.
Thiscuits agreement
the have
cirand Standard between
Oil will not

EPIC Men in Legislature
Worry(Continued
Cal. Film
Interests
from page 1)

the effect of cancelling the attack
on free shows sponsored by the Code
Authority, it was stated at code
last night. The Auing and blind buying among his headquarters
thority's offensive is general in
John Garvin was elected president proposed measures, a program of character and not particularly aimed
of Local 669, film technicians, at the taxation against the film industry at one type of what it considers
unfair competition.
annual balloting Sunday. Other of- is expected.
ficers chosen were: John Hans, first
vice-president; Jas. Grogan, second
vice-president; Saul Harrison, general secretary-treasurer ; Agnes
Parks, recording secretary; Sol
Scoppa, business manager, and
Chas. Cimaglia, sergeant-at-arms.
Members of the executive board are
David Brown, John Cassell, Chas.
Fischer, Hyman Keller, Dan Leahy,
George Marion, Jos. Murray, Al
dependent Development Rosenthal,
Rose Vanoli and Al
Lagging, Says Schulberg Wharmby. The trustees elected were
(Continued from Page 1)
Kitty Bartels, Robert Obrist and
elopment along these lines," ob- Edward Snyder.
ved the producer regretfully.
chulberg is East to negotiate a
v releasing deal, following ter- Says Competition Forces
Free Radio Performances
tiation of his relations with Paraunt as a producer. He plans to
Boston — Protest against free
nain in New York until after
radio shows, following the Amateur
ristmas.
Nights started by a sponsor over
the Yankee network and which drew
a crowd of 3,000 by the third night,
g Increase in Films
the reply from the network
Viewed by Va. Censors brought
president that he was opposed to
Richmond — Number of original the free shows but had to accept
is viewed by the Virginia censor them because of competition.
ird in the first five months of the
S4-35 season was 802, against 708
Lincoln Theater Corp. Sued
the corresponding period last
Lincoln, Neb. — Lincoln Theaters
ir, and receipts from film licenses Corp.
here is again the target for
re $12,083, compared with $10,- a suit growing- out of alleged agreei, according to Edwin S. Reid, diments with Nick Paper. This petitor of the censor division.
tion, filed by Augusta Paper, heir
designate, asks $31,090 for breach
of contract in connection with the
'rofit for Amer. Seating taking over by Lincoln Theaters of
tfet profit of $95,579, after all the Sun in 1925 and the Capitol in
irges except federal income tax. 1928. Paper was to receive 25 per
•eported by American Seating Co. cent of the profits for the Capitol
the nine months ended Sept. 30. and Rialto, and $25 weekly salary,
ipared with net loss of $64,143 in says the petition. Claim is that
corresponding period last year.
this agreement suffered neglect by
defendants.
New House for Louisiana
Brussels House for U. S. Films
me Platte, La.— The Bailey Cirt has leased ground here for a
Brussels — American films in original versions will be shown at
f theater. Site is opposite that
the World theater.
the new cinema Leopold III.

Film Technicians Elect
John Garvin President

FILM "INSIDERS" MAY
SNOOT "OUTSIDERS"
(Continued from Page 1)

their Extraordinary Patience. But
it wasn't because we didn't have the
dough to pay more promptly. It
was because the Dunning Letters
they sent us were so clever, original
and interesting. And we wanted to
get the entire Collection Series. Now
we've got 'em. They are priceless.
Our only reason for telling you this
is — Don't try to pull the same gag
on this here Film Daily Relief Fund.
Don't wait till you get the entire
series of Dunning Stories. They
will run right up to the day before
'Xmas. You'll get 'em anyway. And
just think how much MORE pleashave in reading 'em
you will
when ureyou
are already enrolled as a
Regular Feller. We could have
broken your heart with a Sob Story
about some film mug in distress.
And look! — we let you off with a
Nice Story. So come on. Kick in
with that check — like all these gents
listed beneath have done. Are you
gonno let 'em give you the Snooty
Stare when they pess you on the
street? And whisper to each other:
"He doesn't belong to the Reg'lar
Fellers!"! Of course you're not. So
—GIVE

Join The Parade!

Ned Depinet
Jack Alicoate
Al Lichtman
Jimmy Grainger
Louis Nizer
Don Mersereau
Billy Brandt
City Photo Engraving Co.
Henry Reston
William R Ferguson
Andrew Geoly
Eaves Costume Co.
Automatic Devices, Inc.
Ben Amsterdam
Irving Samuels
Charles C. Moskowitz
Moe Streimer

Ray Johnston
Monogram Pictures
Sack Amusement Co.
Louis K. Sidney
Harold Hendee
Harold Franklin
Roy
Will Norr
Hays
William Barnett
Don Gillette
Samuel Bram
David Palfreyman
Nate Golden
David Bernstein
Cresson E. Smith
M. J. Kandell
Winfield Andrus

Copenhagen Station Movie
Copenhagen, Denmark — A movie
theater is under construction in the
main railroad station here. It is
patterned after similar cinemas in
Paris, with one-hour performances
of newsreels and animated shorts.
RKO College Short at Roxy
"Songs of the Colleges," RKO
two-reeler, will be on the program
at the Roxy starting Friday, with
RKO's
feature. "Wednesday's Child" as the
Sidney Bernstein Adds House
London — Sidney Bernstein has acquired the Hippodrome, big house in
Manchester, and will transform it
into a luxurious cinema.
Annual Guessing Bee On
The annual guessing bee regarding
the movements of Greta Garbo got
under way yesterday with an Associated
Press dispatch from Halifax saying that
the M-G-M star was believed to be
aboard the Gripsholm en route to Sweden
for the holidays.

CAROLINA MPTO RAP

m "LOTS
froWILK
A LITTLE
,By RALPH
vaudeville tour in the east.

HOLLYWOOD
T. C. NUGENT, New York producJ er-playwright-actor, will be directed by his son, Elliott Nugent,
when he arrives in Hollywood for
a part in Paramount's "Win or
Lose," for which he has just been
signed. The picture will feature
Joe Morrison and George Burns and
Gracie Allen. Nugent is now en
route to the coast.
T

▼

MRS. GILMAN'S PLAN ,

(Continued from Page 1)
The picture, still untitled, will be produced
publicwas schools
ex
by Lee Marcus and directed by Ben in
pense,
voiced at taxpayers'
in resolutionftj
Holmes.
adopted
by
the
Motion
Picture
Thejift
▼ ▼
▼
aters Owners
of North and Soutl
Andy Clyde has been signed by Carolina at its annual conventio:
Paramount for one of the two top here yesterday.
The resolution d©
Mrs.
Gilman's
suggestio:
Flats." plored
"McFadden's
comedy
The namerolesrolein is
played by Walter
that Parent-Teacher associations reL
Kelly.
Charles Reisner will direct. theaters.
frain from any cooperation with thf
▼

T

▼

▼

Helen Hayes, now being co-starred
Al Green has been assigned to di- with Robert Montgomery in M-Grect Edward G. Robinson's forth- M's "Vanessa: Her Love Story," is
coming Warner picture, "Money planning a radio series in which she
Man." Bette Davis plays the lead- will do a number of sketches on
ing feminine role.
typical American girls.
▼
r
r
▼ ▼
▼
Fred Astaire, RKO Radio star,
Byron Morgan, scenarist, has been
has turned down all stage offers
from Broadway and London this placed under contract by Columbia.
fall. He will devote an entire year the
He isCorey
now Ford
adapting
story."Two For One,"
to his picture work in Hollywood,
T
▼
▼
then take a holiday, probably in
Europe.
Helen Mack returns to the old
home lot, at RKO Radio, to appear
T
T
*
Irvin S. Cobb has signed a writing in James Barton's first starring piccontract at Paramount to prepare
"Cape Cod,"
under the directionture,
of John
Robertson.
the screen story of "If You Hunt
▼ ▼
▼
With Old Don," by Thomas F. West.
T
T
▼
Ramon Novarro who has been
Helen Flint goes into the cast of both actor and director, may add
the Warner film, "While the Patient producer and author to his list of
Sleeps," replacing Claire Dodd, who screen activities. This was learned
is laid up by the flu.
with disclosure of plans of the star
r
▼
▼
produce and direct "Against the
Gene Austin, popular tenor of to
an original story by himstage, screen and air, has been Current,"
self in Spanish. He is now at work
siarned to appear in a picture for on the
script. It probably is to be
RKO Radio, and will go to Holly- produced by him at the Tiffany
wood after finishing a five-week Studios.

Allied Leaders Say Code
Famous Circuit Unstate
Puts Admissions Higher
Is Adding
Two Theaters
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)

here. President Sidney E. Samuelson declared many theaters charg- houses to its group. George Walsh
ing more could operate for 10 and
20 cents if it were not for the code. is president and general managerin
operates
Allied directors meet today and to- of the circuit, which
morrow.
Poughkeepsie, Newburgh, Glens
Falls, Peekskill and Middletown.
Netco is fighting for Sunday
Committee Being Set Up
shows in Newburgh and the City
is expected to decide the isTo Map Film Standards Council
sue this week. Theaters there have
Work of setting up a sectional
secured
14,200 signatures to peticommittee on motion picture standtions asking for Sabbath entertainards will be materially advanced by
ment, against 2,«00 signatures in
Jan. 11, when the board of governors of the S. M. P. E., which is opposition.
sponsoring the move, will pass on
recommendations for proposals for Cleve. Duals Suit Not a Test Case
Cleveland — A permanent injuncits membership of 40. Recommendations will be made by a sub-comtion seeking to restrain the Alhammitee which consists of: Homer G. bra from
continuing its present successful double feature policy, to be
Tasker, chairman; A. S. Dickinson,
heard
in
Common
Pleas Court withHays office; Herbert Griffin, Interin a fortnight, will not be a test
national Projector; L. A. Jones,
Eastman Kodak; T. E. Shea, Bell of the validity of the local single
Telephone Laboratories. The com- feature agreement by which all exhibitors who signed the agreement
mittee is working in conjunction
with W. J. McNair of the American are bound to a single feature policy.
Standards Assn., through which It will merely establish whether or
standards adopted by the industry not the Alhambra is committed to
may be internationalized.
a single policy by reason of signatures attached to the agreement at
Following approval of the committee by the board, the names will the time it went into effect and debe
okay.submitted to the A.S.A. for its tion. spite a subsequent change in opera-

Adoption of a lengthy series o$ i
resolutions featured the convention! I
which concluded last night with a, J
banquet and dance given by thr
Jesters Club of Charlotte.
C. W. Picquet of Pinehurst wa :re-elected for his tenth year as
president; H. R. Berry was elected I
first vice-nresident and S. S. Stevenji
son second vice-president. Directotr
elected are H. F. Kincey, W. rf|
Hendrix, H. E. Buchanan. J. F.
ler, W. T. Culpepner, J. Murnhi
Gregg. M. F. Schnibben. Mrs. Kenr
neth Richardson and Albert Sottilflt i
Speakers were Ed Kuykendall
nresident of the M.P.T.O.A.. Edwarf
G. Levy, ereneral counsel of the na
tional organization. and Terrt|
Ramsaye. Improved business war
generally
versations. reflected in talks and cow

Other resolutions adopted includ J
ed:
Bitter opposition to "unfair, unr
just and unwarranted
fees" beinji
imposed immediate
upon theaters
by Ascaj*
urging
federal governmeii
investigation;
congratulating
prq
ducers
upon
"vast
improvement
which has been made during the laa
year in the quality of pictures*
voicing disapproval of the preset
system of block booking, declaring
exhibitors must have greater of
portunity for selection of program
to better conform to local need|
urging: increase from 10 to 20 p
cent the pictures that may be ca
celled, if block booking must be co
tinued; opposition to forced incl
sion of any short product bookh
when
negotiating
for
feature?
strenuous opposition to free compety
tive performances presented by n*
tional advertisers and radio sti
tions, urging national code authoiflii
ity to eliminate such competitioi
authorizing association officers an
directors to investigate cancellatic
clause of code and formulate a ne;
provision to be submitted to coo
authority to provide clearer conce]
tion of cancellation privilege atjui
avoidance of confusion.
Kuykendall
said cleaner motic|t
pictures and larger attendance
i
theaters have resulted from tl
campaign of the Legion of Decenc
2 Zoning Plans Up Again

The Code Authority's committee on
zoning and clearance again wrestled
with the Kansas City and New Haven
yesterday
helde late
meeting
plans at .a The
reports to its |j
committe
afternoon
parent

body

at

a

session

Thursday.
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\ale of Tickets to Free Radio Shows

Charged

iOO SERVING CODE WITHOUT PAY, SAYS FARNSWORTH
[ode Has Been a Boon to Industry, Says Will H. Hays
Ites Benefits of First
Year
Under
SelfGovernment

How

They

Started

The motion picture code, which
just completed the first year of
operation, has proven a boon to
industry, declared Will H. Hays
sterday.
lays Hays:
The motion picture industry was
ong the first to join the major
'ustries of the nation in the deopment of a code of fair compeon under the National Industry
covery Act.
Through
this further step of
(Continued on Page
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Washington — Five definite _ forms
motion picture co-operation in
venting and detecting crime was
dered to the Attorney-General's
iference on crime yesterday by
rl E. Milliken, secretary of the
ys association, who suggested
6)

Plan Gulf Buying Combine
New Orleans — Independent exhibitors
from Louisiana, Mississippi and Alabama
will meet at the Jung Hotel here today
to discuss the formation of a booking
combine.
members
of National
Film
! dependable service. — Advt.

6)

THIS CASE NEEDS MORE
THAN CODE AUTHORITY
As special reporter for this Film
Daily Relief Fund Drive, your correspondent finds that he never lacks
for copy. As we started to write
this one, (Continued
a film mugon Page
in dire
8) distress

75-Cent Extra Dividend
Presenting Mississippi Ed Kuykendall, President of the Motion Picture Theater Owners

dustry Offers Aid
In War Against Crime

(Continued on Page

Correspondent

(Continued on Page

Sew Orleans ■ — Attempts to get
:k for exhibitors excessive Erpi
vice charges, decision to back a
jyright amendment similar to the
5 defeated in 1932 so that Ascap

ishington Bureau of THE

Staff

6)

WILLIAM
SPECHT
DAILY
Staff Correspondent

(Continued on Page

DAILY

Washington — Rallying to the defense of the film code setup, Deputy Administrator William P.
Farnsworth told The Film Daily
in an exclusive statement yesterday
that there are "500 persons in the
administration and in the film, industry who are serving the code en"In tirely
the without
code compensation."
authority headquar-

.LIED DIRECTORS
GO INTO SESSION
FILM

Big Majority of Code Setup
Giving Time Without
Compensation
By RICHARD
H. CUNNINGHAM

Carriers,

Inc.,

of America,

in the sixth of the "How They Started" series. Maestro Kuykendall broke in as a black-face
comedian with the Medicine Show of Dr. Allen. He doubled as an acrobat and in his spare time
made balloon ascensions and did parachute jumping. The impression is by that artist unique,
"Hap"
Hadley

Tickets to Free Radio Shows
Are Being Sold in New Racket
Clark Gable, Myrna Loy
Lead in Popularity Poll
Clark Gable and Myrna Loy are
the favorite film stars in the New
York metropolitan district, it is indicated in a radio poll conducted at
WMCA by Sam Taylor, movie commentator for the station. Out of
about 2,500 mail replies received in
response to a single broadcast last
{Continued on Page 8)

That free admission tickets to
sponsored radio broadcasts are being
sold on occasion was learned on good
authority yesterday by The Film
Daily. This budding new racket
was started as a result of the big demand for passes to broadcasts of important programs, it is stated and
the ducats bring anywhere from 50
cents to a dollar or more.
One enterprising
who
(Continued on individual
Page 8)

Is Declared
An extra
dividend ofby75 Loew's
cents in
addition to the quarterly dividend of
25 cents was declared by Loew's yesElection of
C. Moskowitz as aterday.
director
was C.announced.
At the annual meeting of stockholders itwas brought out that the
salary and bonus paid during the
(Continued on Page

8)

Skouras Deal Near Signing
Signing of the contract whereby
Skouras Brothers will operate the reorganized Fox West Coast circuit under
the new name of National Theaters for
a period of 10 years, as first reported
in THE FILM DAILY of Nov. 28, is now
but a matter of hours, it was learned
on good authority yesterday. Chase
National Bank and Fox Film interests
are said to have reached an agreement
on the details of the deal.
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Metro's Biggest Campaign M. A. Lightman Circuit
Increased to 41 Houses
Planned
for "Copperfield"
Largest advertising campaign in
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the history of M-G-M is planned for
"David Copperfield," according; to
Howard Dietz, advertising and publicity chief. Included in the plan
are 39 national magazines, totaling
40,000,000 circulation, as well as
billboards, newspapers and 246 tieups. Nicholas M. Schenck, president of Loew's and M-G-M, has
broken a precedent in issuing a public statement of praise on this particular picture, which is set for release at Christmas.

3 State Censor Boards
In Line for Changes
Three censor board changes are
now in prospect in Pennsylvania,
Maryland and Ohio as a result of
the recent election. Elimination of
Samuel Schwartz, chairman of the
Pennsylvania board and a Republican appointee, is now expected with
the Democrats in control of the
state. In Maryland, Bernard Gough,
appointed by Gov. Ritchie, who was
defeated for re-election, is likely to
withdraw from the censor setup, it
is understood. Dr. B. O. Skinner,
an appointee of Gov. White to the
Ohio board, is also reported as likely to end his association with that
state's censor activities.

M. A. Lightman increases his
Malco circuit to 41 houses through
acquisition of the controlling interests in the Orpheum, Memphis first
run and taking over of the Central,
Hot Springs, Ark., under a 15-year
lease. In the Orpheum deal, Lightman, who is now in New York,
bought control from Aaron Courshon of the G. S. C. Circuit, Chiship. cago. RKO operated this 2,000-seat
house up to the time of its receiver-

In Hot Springs,
the Central, which
Sidney M. Mutt,
Princess and who
a new house.

Lightman leased
seats 1,000, from
who retains the
is also building

Broadway Openings
"Hell in the Heavens," Fox picture with Warner Baxter, opened
with a preview last night at Walter
Reade's Mayfair. Warners' "I Am
a Thief" follows next week.
Reade's Astor Theater, formerly
leased by M-G-M for roadshowings,
reopens next Wednesday evening
with M-G-M's "Babes in Toyland"
on a first-run grind policy.

BOOK
THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S

Today:
Allied
States
Ass'n
meeting,
Hotel
Roosevelt,
New
Dec.

directs
Orleani

17:
General
Meeting
of Actors'
EqJ
Ass'n to discuss Screen Actors' Guild affjl
tion. Hotel Astor, New York.

Dec. Trans-Lux
19Annual Daylight
stockholders'
Pictures
10:30
A. M.

meetingCoo,
I
Screen

Dec. 19:
Public
hearing
on
proposed
amendments
including
revision
in vad
vi lie section
and elimination
of the lea
clause; Hotel Willard, Washington
Dec.

20:
Astor

A.M.P.A.
Christmas
New
York.

Dinner.

Heti

Dec. 31:
Annual
New
Year's
Party
of I
Motion Picture Salesmen, Inc., Hotel An
New York.
Feb. 23. Annual
ball of the
Detroit
Varl
Club.
March 4::
Extraordinary
meeting
of
st«
holders of Pathe Exchange, Inc., to acf
reorganization plan 2:30 P. M., New Yor
25:
AAnnual
May wood.
20-25:
Spring
Meeting
of |
Society of Motion Picture Engineers, Ho

More Time to be Asked
On Fox Metropolitan Ph

Because no plan of reorganizati
for Fox Metropolitan
Theaters
Censor Bill by Youthful Solon
ready, Federal Judge Mack will
Omaha — State Representative asked this morning to grant a f\
Abraham Lincoln Sutton, 24-year- ther extension of time beyond D|
old Omaha legislator, is understood 13 for preparation of a plan, it '\
to have drawn up the first movie stated to Film Daily yesterday
Lawrenson Promoted
censorship bill which he will intro- William Bainton, of counsel for
Harry L. Lawrenson, for years
duce to the Nebraska legislature,
Met. bondholders'
commit
foreign editor of Fox Movietone convening Jan. 1. Meanwhile ex- Fox
Archibald
Palmer,
attorney
hibitor heads will hold another petitioning creditors, will oppose
News, has been appointed makeup
editor in charge of the editing and meeting before New Year's to map journment and will demand to knj
cutting staff of the newsreel. In out a fight on legislative attempts. whether the Fox Met. bondhold
addition to serving as foreign edicommittee actually intends to p:
tor, Lawrenson has been editor of
sent a plan or proposes to per
N. O. Houses and Union Sign
the French edition of the Fox MoFox Met. Theaters
to lapse b«i
vietone News.
New Orleans — Major independents into equity receivership, he s
and United Theaters' 18 houses have yesterday.
Screening "Duke" for Field Force signed a new two-year contract with
Jos. Dixon, of Graham-Parsaj
union. A compromise Co., investment bankers, has resij
Arthur A. Lee, vice president of the operators'
was reached on the wage ed as a member of the Fox Mj
Gaumont-British, and George W. agreement
scale. Downtown houses not yet
committee.
It has
Weeks, general sales manager, will signed are the St. Charles, Newcomb bondholders'
been determined whether he will
act as hosts to the members of and Wonderland.
G-B's out-of-town sales force who
replaced.
will arrive here Sunday for a private screening of the George
Arliss picture, "The Iron Duke."
Representatives will come from Boston, New Haven, Philadelphia,
Washington, Cleveland, Buffalo and
Albany. The picture opens at the
Music Hall in January.

Exceptionally Fine f<
Holiday [Bookings

B. & K. Adds Chicago House
Chicago — Unique Theater Corp.,
controlled by Balaban & Katz, has
leased the former Capitol, 4826
Kedzie Ave. North, for 10 years.
The house is to undergo extensive
remodeling and redecorating, after
which it will open as a unit in the
B. & K. Circuit.
Mexican Films for Campoamor
"Tu Hijo" ("Your Son"), Spanish dialogue feature made in Mexico
by Jose Bohr of Producciones Duquesa Olga, opens Friday at the
Teatro Campoamor. A second Bohr
production
will follow at the same
theater.

CA RTOONS
Real Headline Attractions
"JACK and the BEANSTALK"
"ALADDIN and WONDERFUL LAMP"
"THE QUEEN of HEARTS"
"THE HEADLESS HORSEMAN"
"DON QUIXOTE"

CELEBRITY PRODUCTIONS,

Inc.

"THE BRAVE TIN SOLDIER
"THE
"PUSS
"THE
"JACK

LITTLE RED HEN"
in BOOTS"
VALIANT TAILOR"
FROST"
723
NEW

SEVENTH
YORK,
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It's easy! Date "Bright Eyes" on its
release date . . . December 28th. Give
the little girl the big campaign she
deserves. Wake up on January 1st
serene in the knowledge that you are
starting the year right!
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» REVIEWS
Warner

with

Baxter

«

.oming and Goin
A. S. DICKINSON
this week from
New

in

"HELL IN THE HEAVENS"

Montenegro, Russell Hardie,
Herbert Mundin
Fox
80 mins.
BAXTER DOES FINE JOB IN DRAMA
OF WAR FLIERS WITH PLENTY OF ACTION AND SOME
COMEDY.

who goes through quite a struggle to overcome his fear, and finally brings down the
rival "ace" in a thrilling dive into his
machine. Background and various soldier
characters are more or less of the familiar
type seen in previous pictures of air combat, and the picture's appeal is more to
the men than the women, although a romance between Baxter and Conchita Montenegro can be played up as an angle for
the feminine trade. Comedy is fairly
well sprinkled among the tense sequences,
with Herbert Mundin, Johnny Arthur, Andy
Devine and Vincent Barnett contributing
chiefly to this end. It's an Al Rockett
production.
Cast: Warner Baxter, Conchita Montenegro, Russell Hardie, Herbert Mundin,
Andy Devine, William Stelling, Ralph Morgan, Vince Barnett, William Stack, J. Carroll Naish, Johnny Arthur, Arno Frey,
Rudolf Amendt, Vincent Carato.
Director, John Blystone; Author, Herman
Rossmann; Screenplay, Byron Morgan, Ted
Parsons; Cameraman, Bert Glennon; Recording Engineer, Joseph Aiken; Editor,
Margaret Clancy.
Direction, Punch.
Photography, Fine.

Reliance Signs Playwright
Lillian Hellman, author of the
new Broadway hit, "The Children's
Hour," leaves today for Hollywood
under a four-week writing contract
with Reliance.
Omaha Paramount Closed
Omaha — A. H. Blank circuit has
closed its A house, the Paramount.
It will remain dark indefinitely, E.
R. Cummings, district manager for
Blank, has announced.
Pop-eye Cartoon for Roxy
A Pop-Eye the Sailor cartoon,
"Axe Me Another," will be an added
attraction at the Roxy starting Friday, supplementing the RKO feature picture, "Wednesday's Child."
Second Week for Garbo Film
Greta Garbo in "The Painted Veil"
holds for a second week at the Capitol.

SHOWMAN'S

REMINDER

Give holiday decorations to your stage
as well as to the lobby and theater
front.

goes to Washington
York.

BORIS PETROFF plans to leave New
Friday on his return
to the coast.

Conchita

Taken from the London stage play, "The
Ace," this drama of sky warfare is helped
considerably by the presence of Warner
Baxter in the role of the American flier
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York

DR.
FRANCIS
GRIFFIN,
husband of
Ire
star.
Dunne,
leaves
New
York
in a few days
the coast to spend the holidays with the RR

•
•
• AS A slight indication of the importance
with
which
"David ruleCopperfield"
Nicholasrelease
M.
Schenck Metro
broke views
an ironclad
never to discuss before
one of his company's pix
and gave an interview concerning this forthcoming film
•

•

• COMING FROM a film exec noted for his reticence
his comments mean a lot
Mister Schenck said
"To me it is one of the most satisfying achievements of our
company
I am proud to have had an association in its
making, and I think Mr. Selznick the producer, and Mr. Cukor,
the director, deserve the greatest praise
I think 'David
Copperfield' is entertainment of the highest type, superb in its
manner of presentation and rendition of the Dickens atmosphere." incidentally
Howard Dietz, Advertising Director for Metro
is putting the biggest ad campaign in
the history of the company in back of this Special
and
that
GOT ought to tell the story of what this company know they've
T
T
T
• •
• THE MAILING
List of the Westminster Cinema
on West 49th Street
reads like a compilation from the
Social Register this li'l house is getting the limousine
trade
with its studied policy of catering to the lovers of
unusual and class pix
Manager John Carl Goe is responsible for putting this house on the map in a very short campaign he has built up the run of the current attraction,
"Man of Aran," into the fifth week already
and more to go.
T

T

T

• • • THE NEW Radio feature "Romance In Manhattan" will be touted over the "45 Minutes In Hollywood"
broadcast Thursday
eve
On Friday morn
Dec. 28
the Capitol theater will give its 11th annual entertainment for widows and children
under auspices of the Board
of Child Welfare
Two of the songs from Warners' newmewsikal "Sweet Adeline"
will be featured on the City
Service radio program Friday nite

T

T

▼

•
•
• A WORTHY
scheme
to bring more visitors to
New York
done via the appeal of a special feature titled
"Know New York". ... produced by D. W. Beman and Paul
Meyer
hotels, restaurants, smart shops, civic organizations, etc
are sponsoring this film
which shows the
glamour of the Big Town in all its various aspects
with
narration by Lowell Thomas
this pix will be roadshown
starting February for a 54- week tour
• • • QUITE A novelty idea for publicizing the HarmanIsing color cartoon, "A Toyland Broadcast"
for the Holidays exploitation ideas of a score of livewire showmen
for putting this Xmas special across were presented in an attractive illustrated folder
NOW
here is Our Very
Own Xmas Special
the Film Daily Relief Fund
we
have the Ideas for putting it across big
all we need is
your moral and financial support
so kick in
if your
name where
is missing from the list of Reg'lar Fellers printed else-

€<

«

»

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, whose "Private 1
of Don Juan" is now at the Rivoli, arrived!
New York yesterday by plane from California
PAUL
MUNI,
having
finished
his
role
"Black Fury" at the Warner studio, sails fr1
the coast
on Saturday
with
his wife
abo
the Santa Helena, due in New York on Jan.i
CHARLES C. PETTIJOHN, GABRIEL L. Hi
and CARL E. MILLIKEN return to New Y\
late this week from Washington.
ED KUYKENDALL returns to New York
day from
Charlotte.
today.
HARRY BALLANCE, Fox district mana.
headquartering in Atlanta, arrives in New Yl
WALTER

CONNOLLY

has gone to Hot Sprir

following
Rosebuds," temporary
stage play. closing

of

"Gather

CHARLES MAYER of Fox sails Friday nil
en route
to Bombay.
FRANK
HARRIS,
sales manager
for Han
Lloyd,
plans a European trip soon
after J
land
first.
1, accompanying
Clayton P. Sheehan
to El
LEON GARGANOFF, producer of "The Bl
tie," will leave New York shortly for Hoc
wood to look over the talent situation thl
and to confer on co-operative plans with so
producers.
JOHN M. STAHL, producer at Univer
leaves the coast Friday for New York on
search
for story material.
ZOE AKINS is in New York from the con
where she did two assignments for Universal
KITTY CARLISLE, after a holiday visitt
New York, returns to Hollywood to appear i
Paramount's "Waikiki Wedding."
MELVILLE
BROWN,
Monogram
director,,
due in New
York shortly from
the coast
a vacation.
PAUL SLOANE is expected in New
week
from
Hollywood.

• • • OUR FELICITATIONS to Editor F. G. Ortega on
the splendid Twentieth Anniversary
issue of "Cine-Mundial"
the fan mag that is read wherever Spanish is spoken
On Dec. 21 the Fleischer Studios will give their annual Xmas
Dinner at the Hotel Paramount Grill to their 160 employees
Herbert Rawlinson has been signed for the lead in "Baby
Pompadour," new Broadway play

«

WILLIAM P. FARNSWORTH, deputy adrm
istrator, left Washington last night for NP
York to attend the meetings of the film ;
legit code authorities
today and tomorrow.

»

»

CARL

LAEMMLE,

JR., and HARRY

York
ZEHr*

delayed
New to
York
the 20former's
are
now in
booked
sailbyDec.
on the illi
C
di Savoia.
J. R. McDONOUGH
studios.
arrive in New
York

and
PANDRO
this week from

BERN
the fjl

W.
RAY
JOHNSTON,
Monogram
presid.
is scheduled
to be in Boston
on Friday
Saturday, with a luncheon
in his honor to
given
at the Hotel
Statler
by Herman
Rii
of Hollywood
Films, New
England distribut

Harry M. Warner
Rube Jackter
Herbert Crooker
George

Wilson

Lepschultz
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NEWS

OF THE DAY

licity at the Metropolitan, is back
St. Louis — James (Bubbles) Harris, publicity director and advertis- at his desk after a siege of illness.
ing chief for Loew's State, has returned after spending several weeks
Providence, R. I. — The Modern
in Kansas City to assist John Mc- theater has reopened.
'* Manus,land there.
manager of the Loew's MidSpringfield, 111. — Dominic Frasini
of Taylorville, 111., has added the
Fort Dodge, la. — C. E. Becker, Tivoli here to his growing string of
Illinois houses. It was for* formerly with Central States Thea- Central merly
under the Fox West Coast
ter Corp., is doing well with the banner.
Princess theater here.
St. Cloud, Minn. — The remodeled
Portland, Me. — Harry A. Smith, Grand theater, Joe Ryan, manager,
formerly manager of Keith's, is now will reopen before Christmas.
at the Strand, which Abraham Goodside has taken back from M. & P.
Winthrop, Minn. — Sibley theater,
Theaters.
Anderson & Gleason proprietors, has
opened.
St. Louis — George Stern is a recent addition to the sales staff of
Orlando, Fla. — Roy L. Smith has
appointed manager of the
the local Judell office under Man- been
Grand.
ager Eddie Rosecan. Stern formerly
was with Majestic.
Chattahoochee, Fla. — R. L. Bailey
has leased a building and will equip
Columbus, O. — A faculty commit- it for pictures. Bailey operates a
tee in charge of the newly organized theater in Blountsville.
Ohio State University Forum Film
Guild met recently to prepare plans
Staunton, Va. — Last rites were
for the exhibition of foreign films held
Sunday for Albert Shultz,
at that institution.
pioneer exhibitor and business man,
who died Friday. He was formerly
Bonneville, Ore. — Jack Gault has president of the New Theater Corp.
been made manager of the new
Roosevelt theater opened by the J.
New Haven, Conn. — Arthur Lockwood has been named chairman of
J. Parker interests.
a newly appointed legislative comBoston— The father of Edith Ger- cut.
mittee of the M.P.T.O. of Connectiber, booker for the Joelson circuit,
died last week after a long illness.
Unionville, Conn.— The Town Hall
East St. Louis, 111. — A. D. Ma- has reopened after about three dark
years. It is being operated by R.
garian's new De Luxe theater here L.
Joyce.
has been enjoying nice business
since it was opened recently. It
seats 400.
Springfield, 111. — When remodeled,
the Majestic, recently taken over by
Dominic Frasini from Fox West
Minneapolis — Dan J. O'Connell,
Chester W. Johnson and L. E. Lof- Coast, will seat 1,000.
gren have incorporated Motion PicSt. Louis — Phil Leslie, formerly a
ture Publications, Inc. Capital,
bookkeeper for St. Louis Amuse$12,500.
ment Co., has been made assistant
Boston — Gene Fox, head of pub- manager at the Florissant Theater.

Plan Meeting This Week
Code Legal Committee
On Booth Scale Situation
May Attend Wash'n Meet

Members of the Code Authority's
legal committee are expected to attend the hearing planned by the
NRA at the New Willard, Washington, Dec. 19, at 10 a. m. in regard
to the proposed vaudeville amendments to the code as well as the
recommendation that the interference-in-leasing-negotiations clause be
eliminated. Members of the committee likely to make the trip are
Austin C. Keough, J. Robert Rubin,
Nathan Yamins and Willard McKay.
The matter comes up at a meeting of the Authority tomorrow,
when the proposed Kansas City and
New Haven zoning and clearance
plans will be subjected to further
discussions.

Arrangements are being made for
a meeting this week between Division Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt, exhibitor interests and George
Browne, president of the I. A. T. S.
E., to work out a booth scale for
New York City. At present exhibitor interests and Local 306 are
at loggerheads with the exhibitors
requesting a cut in scale which Local 306 has declined to consider.

Another K. C. Price Cut
Kansas City — Barney Joffee has
reduced prices at the Downtown
Theater from 20 to 15 cents. He
also manages the Tower, a few
doors from the Downtown.

What Are You

Doing With
Your Life?
Are You Getting Ahead?
Have You Learned To Speak
French Yet?
i

Sl^^t

Well, The Hell With That
TO-NIGHT

IS YOUR TURNING

POINT

It's Gala Night of

THE MOTION PICTURE CLUB

FREE

SUPPER
MUSIC
DANCING
CONVERSATION

To Miss It Is To Miss It— But Don't
You And Your Friends Are Our Guests
HARRY ChBRANDT
airman

THE
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500 SERVING CODE
WITHOUT PAYMENT
(Continued from Page 1)

ters in New York only the secretary, devoting practically all his
time to his job, is paid," said Farnsworth. "Of course, clerical workers
receive compensation, but no members of the code authority receive

Slight
Fixes
West
CoastChange
Bureau of
THE "Forsaking"
FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Scoffing at reports that a $100,000 outlay was necessary to fix up
"Forsaking All Others" before it would be given a purity seal, Bernard Hyman, producer of the M-G-M picture co-starring Joan Crawford, Clark Gable and Robert
Montgomery, declared that the required changes would entail an extra cost of only
$300. He said the fixing up required but two additional lines of explanatory dialogue
to be spoken by Miss Crawford and Montgomery
in one scene.

Industry Offers Aid
In (Continued
War Against
Crime
from Page 1)

pay."
Farnsworth also stated that the formation of a National Crime Research Institute. Milliken, who viscode authority books are carefully
ualized the proposed institute as unaudited every six months by an outder the general auspices of the Department of Justice, outlined the
side auditor and "everything is careplan to compile crime data and study
fully recorded in the book."
The interview was prompted by its causes and deterrents.
the recent announcement that NRA
Milliken formally tendered the folwould probe all code authority
lowing film industry aids:
salaries.
1. Contents of motion pictures
shall not contribute to making of
crime or criminals.
Rector Defends Sunday Shows
2. Picture presentation of the best
Hartford, Conn. — Rev. William T.
and most scientific methods of offiHooper, rector of St. John's Episcial crime suppression methods.
copal church, West Hartford, creat3. Cooperation in any national
ed a sensation at a public hearing
here by giving strong endorsement program to arouse public opinion in
to a proposed amendment to city behalf of law enforcement.
4. Cooperation with authorities in
ordinances allowing theaters to open
at 2 p. m. on Sundays instead of 5 detection of crimes and apprehension of criminals through use of
p. m. as at present. A number of
other clergymen opposed the amend- motion picture technique.
5. Educational pictures designed
ment. Exhibitors speaking for the
change included Henry Needles, to develop character.
James F. McCarthy, Robert E. Russell, Charles W. Mendelssohn, WalCincinnati Briefs
ter Lloyd, Joseph Shulman and
Reville Kniffin.
Cincinnati — Joseph Oulahan of
Paramount succeeds George Smith,
resigned, on the grievance board.
Annual Christmas party of the
Warner Club will be held Dec. 27 at
the Netherland Plaza.
pi HOLLYWOOD
VQ
Arthur Frudenfeld, RKO general
manager, will direct the first local
Variety Club show at the Paramount
Theater on Dec. 22 at midnight.
Mary Cartwright of Warners is
back home from the hospital.
Stanley Jacques, RKO branch
manager, reports a nice increase in
sales and collections over last year.
Charles Stern of United Artists,
Auditor J. H. Zimmerman of M-G-M,
and Nat Lefton of Monogram, with
Mrs. Lefton, were among recent arrivals here.
S. J. Martin, Ashland, Ky., has
reopened the Capitol.
MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood

PLAZA

$2.50
$3.00

up, Single
up, Double

Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaza is near everything to see and do in
Hollywood. Ideal for business or pleasure.
Every room has private
dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every venience.
modern
Fine foodscon-at
reasonable prices. Convenient parking for your car.
Cbas. Danziger, Mgr.
Eugene Stern, Pres.
The "Doorway of Hospitality"
Vine
at Hollywood
Blvd
HOLLYWOOD

Salt Lake Squibs
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HAYS GALLS CODE
BOON TO INDUSTRY!
(Continued from Page

1)

self-government, a general increase
in the industry's wage payrolls has
resulted; working hours have been
Allied States Directors
reduced; safeguards to assure fair
Go Into
Session in N. O. trade practices throughout the in
(Continued from page 1)
dustry were codified into a single*
may be fought, and possible changes document and the machinery of ar
in the Allied constitution were con- bitration and conciliation developed: i
over a period of many years, was
Allied States
directors sideredinby 16executive
session Ass'n
here extended to the industry as a whole.:
yesterday. The session will be re"The fair administration
of th«
sumed today, when committee re- code by the Administrator and thet s
ports will be considered. President Code Authority and the intelligent)
Sidney Samuelson said the legisla- and patient efforts of the various
tive program, which includes a responsible trade and regional associations inthe field have aided the<J(
fight against block booking, copyrights and Aseap, would not be made orderly progress of the most com
plex
competitive industry in the<
UnitedandStates.
Committees were appointed as folpublic.
lows: Code, Nathan Yamins, Ray
"The record since the signing ofi
Branch, Harry Cole; Constitution, the Code of Fair Competition fori
Arthur Price, W. B. Littlefield, the Motion Picture Industry on NoAaron Saperstein; Convention, H.
vember 27th of last year proves conM. Richey, H. A. Blue, Ike Katze;
clusively that every leading factor
Legislation, Littlefield, Price, Henry in the production, distribution and
Lazarus.
exhibition of pictures has made a
Washington looks like the conven- contribution not only to industry
tion city, though it is doubtful if welfare but to the government's call
Allied convenes next year.
for co-operation in meeting a national emergency."
Clubwoman
Defends Producers
San Francisco Items
Chicago — After two and a half
San Francisco — Newly elected
officers of the local Film Board of years' experience as motion picture
Trade are: L. E. Tillman of Colum- chairman of the General Federation of Women's Clubs, Mrs. Richard
bia, presdent; G. William Wolf,
RKO, vice-president; C. H. Muehl- M. McClure blames the public, notl
the
producers,
for poor pictures.
man, Warners, secretary-treasurer.
These three and George Ballantine
"It is the moviegoers, not the proof Fox and Grover Parsons of Mducers, whom we clubwomen aret
ors.
G-M comprise the board of govern- working on to raise the standard off
pictures," she declared. "Producers:
S. A. Hedding and Walter Irving, are like all other businessmen — in I
sought for promoting a plan to re- order to survive they must supply* "
open the old Graf Studios in San
Mateo, disappeared when the police what the public demands."
set out to look for them. Bert RusLaughton for Nijinsky Film
sell, local film man, filed a comLondon — Charles Laughton wil
plaint against the men, alleging he play the part of the impresario infi
was offered a pick of jobs if he the film to be made by Alexander)
would invest $1,000.
Korda on the life of Nijinsky, thtc
Local film row is mourning the dancer.
death of J. L. Seiter, owner of theaters in Selma and Wasco, Cal. He
"One Night" in Eighth Week
was killed when his horse fell on
him.
Kansas City — "One Night ofi \
Love"
gone into its eighth week I
Fox West Coast has closed the at
the has
Apollo.
Rialto for remodeling.

Pat O'Brien received plenty of atSalt Lake City — Harry Kerrer of
tention while appearing here in conCapitol Film Exchange is taking
junction with his new picture.
over the Majestic franchise for Salt
Billie
Burke is among the cast of
Lake and Denver
"Ziegfeld Follies" booked to
J. T. Sheffield, after visits to the
open
10 on the stage of the
CurranJan.
Theater.
Denver
and
Salt
Lake,
leaves
for
Seattle.
Harry David, general manager for
Famous Theaters here, has booked
4 Foreign Versions of "Baboona"
the itol
"Ziegfeld
Follies"
Fox plans to make four foreign
on Jan. 7 and
8. for the Caplanguage versions of "Baboona,"
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson's latNew House for Chester, 111.
est picture made in Africa. Languages to be used are German, SpanChester, 111. — Walter Light, who
ish, French and Italian. With its
operates the Joy, has broken ground
for a second house at the other end world premiere scheduled for New
of town. Before entering exhibition, York in January, the picture goes
Light was a salesman for Fox and into foreign release early the following month.
other companies.

Making Character Shorts
Under

sponsorship of the Hays organization, a series of 24 single reel

subjects, known as "Secrets of Success,"
are being produced with purpose of educating juveniles along lines of character development. Ten shorts have
been
completed
so far.
Situations required are determined by
a supervising committee consisting of:
Dr. Howard Le Sourd, dean of the
Graduates' School, Boston University; Dr.
Mark May, executive director, Institute
of Human Relations, Yale; Dr. Phyllis
Blanchard, Philadelphia Child Guidance
Clinic; Dr. Florence Hale, formerly
president of the N. E. A. and at present editor
of "The
Material
is taken
from Grade
regularTeacher."
features
and compiled into subjects which are
playedaters and
atschools.
special showings

in

the-
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A LITTLE
from
By RALPH
WILK "LOTS
HOLLYWOOD
BARRIE, England's
NDY
^AEnewest
contribution to the
American screen, has received a
varm welcome in Hollywood. Shorty after her arrival she was lined
lp to make three film tests in one
iay — including Paramount, M-G-M
ind Universal. The latter, through
David Burton, is understood to have
vanted her for a long-term contract.
5eppo Marx is Miss Barrie's representative.

staff who recently translated the
novel for filming, to the important
executive post with authority exceeding that of the director himself.
Bellows was formerly a director for
the Moscow Art Theater and directed several Russian films.

Francis Lister, English actor who
is playing a leading role in "Clive of
India," was born of generations of
stage people on both sides of his
family tree, but it was not until
after the World War that he be»
»
»
came interested in the acting proIrving Pichel and L. C. Holden
fession himself. His great-greatvill direct "She," by H. Rider Haggrandfather was Benjamin Oliver
gard, to be produced by Merian C.
hooper at RKO.
Conquest, one of England's foremost
stage producers, and his father,
T ▼ Y
John M. Stahl has made a new Frank Lister, was a stage favorite
for
years.
ontract at Universal.
T

T

▼

▼

T

▼

Willy Pogany, who created the
fantastic sets used in "Kid Millions",
believes that in another few years
there will be no such things as black
T
T
T
Settlement of the Rudolph Valen- and white films. He believes everything will be done in color, because
;ino estate has finally been made,
vith S. George Ullman, former ex- it is only through this medium that
ecutor, required to repay $25,849 the true dramatic: qualities of a
o the estate.
story can be conveyed on the screen.
▼ T ▼
"Now that the moving figures speak,
Robert C. Benchley has been the drab film shatters all illusion
signed by RKO to write additional and you have the same effect as a
lialogue for "Puzzle of the Pepper stage play given in drab surroundTree."
ings", sid Pogany. He is now deT
T
T
signing sets for Chaplin
"Dante'spicture.
Inferno"
Robert Armstrong will have the and the Charley
itarring role in Monogram's "MysT » ♦
Charles Rogers, comedy writer and
;ery Man." Ray McCarey will di■ect.
director, is changing his name to
T T ▼
Roger Charles, because of the confusion of his name with other film
M-G-M Briefs: "No More Ladies."
rom the A. E. Thomas play, will be people bearing the same name. He
he next Joan Crawford vehicle, with also believes his 13-letter name has
E. H. Griffith directing and Irvin? not brought him much luck, although
Thalberg as producer . .Thalberg he and Gus Meins directed "Babes
ilso will do "The Life of Cecil received.
in Toyland," which has been well
Rhodes," with Charles Laughton
11starred Ricardo Cortez and Vir▼
▼
T
ginia Bruce are being teamed in
Along with building his new home.
" Somers
Shadow Roche,
of Doubt,"
by adapted
Arthur Dick Powell is building a gang of
now being
new crooners. He oversees the construction work and on arriving, is
>y Wells Root and "Something
o Brag About," the Edgar Selwyn- usually singing. The workmen got
iVilliam LeBaron play produced in
:'nto the habit of joining him in
Sew York in 1925, has been ac- song
and now they knock off work
luired.
to
serve as his singing chorus.
T
T
T
A talker version of "Ramona,"
ilmed twice as a silent, is reported
rianned by Fox.

▼

Warner Items: Pat O'Brien gets
;he male lead opposite Dolores Del
Rio in "In Caliente" ... Margaret
Lindsay will play with Donald
Woods in "Florentine Dagger," to
je directed by Robert Florey .
Patsy Kelly for "Go Into Your
Dance."

T

▼

T

T

»

The Freeman, Morris, Frankel
Agency, Inc., is now located in the
Midway building, Beverly Hills. Al
Freeman was formerly a Loew agent
in New York, while Phil Morris is
a former RKO agent. Irving Frankel was vice-president and general
manager of the United Theater Advertisers company.

T
T
T
Loretta Young will play the leadng feminine
role opposite Clark
Felix Young will place his initial
Sable in "Call of the Wild," 20th RKO-Radio production in work
entury production based on the about Feb. 1. Dorothy Fields and
>ook by Jack London.
Jimmy McHugh are here from New
T
»
»
York, writing songs for the picture,
Cecil B. DeMille has appointed as yet untitled.
*
»
»
limself a supervisor. For his forthoming production of the Soviet
Louise Fazenda, on completion of
lovel, "Chocolate," which Mitchell her role in "The Winning Ticket,"
[Jeisen will direct, he has named at M-G-M, will take a two-weeks
Senry Bellows, a member
of his vacation at Palm Springs.
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Commercial Shows Not to be Regular Policy
Major circuit executives in New York yesterday emphatically declared that they
have no intention of adopting as permanent policies the playing of free advertising
shows as part of their regular programs. They insisted that the compromise arrangement worked out with Standard Oil Co. of New Jersey will definitely be dropped
upon completion of contracts already made by the oil company with talent.

RADIO SHOW TICKETS
REPORTED BEING SOLD]

(Continued from Page 1)

sat in the outer office. He sent the
following scribbled note in:
"On top of being hardly able to
get food in the house for my wife
and baby, I am being dispossessed
for lack of rent money. Am in a
terrible fix, and don't know what in
the world to do, or I would not appeal to you. Could you help me with
something that will keep a roof over
us a little longer — until I land some
job so I can help myself?"
This Needy Case is an oldtimer —
a pioneer. A man you probably
know. Everybody knows him by
reputation. Big moneymaker in his
day. Used to draw down a grand a
week. Of course that's years ago.
When he had it, he passed it out
right and left to others who needed
it. If you had told him in the old
prosperous days that on Dec. 11, 1934,
he would be in the desperate plight
he is in today, he would have had
a grand laugh. For this fellow was
Riding High. He was right On Top
of the Film Heap.
Well, fellers. There's his story.
What are YOU going to do about it?
We handed him a check to help tide
him over. He's a big strong fellow.
He broke down and sobbed like a
child. Did you ever hear a strong
man cry in the face of such a tough
situation? Well, we hope you never
will. You chaps listed below among
the Reg'lar Fellers can feel that you
personally aided this brother filmite
in his hour of despair. For it was
YOUR dough that was represented
in the check we handed him. Now, if
you are missing from this list, shoot
your contrib in and experience that
grand and glorious feeling of aiding
those right in your own industry
who have not been as fortunate as
yourself.

Are You Here?
Ned Depinet
Jack Alicoate
Al Lichrman
Jimmy Grainger
Louis Nizer
Don Mersereau
Billy Brandt
City Photo Engraving Co.
Henry Reston
William R. Ferguson
Andrew Geoly
Eaves Costume Co.
Automatic Devices, Inc.
Ben Amsterdam
Irving Samuels
Charles C. Moskowitz
J. H. Moskowitz
Amusement
Supply Co.
Ed Finney
Earle W. Hammons
Bert Adler
Mrs. Bert Adler

Ray Johnston
Monogram Pictures
Sack Amusement Co.
Louis K. Sidney
Harold Hendee
Harold Franklin
Roy Norr
Will Hays
William Barnett
Don Gillette
Samuel Bram
David Palfreyman
Nate Golden
David Bernstein
Cresson E. Smith
M. J. Kandell
Winfield Andrus
Moe Streimer
J. S. MacLeod
Addie Dannenberg
Mrs. Edna Sussman
Alma Masony

New Incorporations
DELAWARE
Perfect
Theaters,
Inc., to operate
100
shares.
Edward
S. Williams,
Jackman,
C. N. Caldwell,
Jr., New
Eaves
Sound
Projectors.
Capital
M. S. Cook, A. L. Raughley, J. M.
of Dover.

theaters.
David
H.
York.
$100,000.
Townsend

(Continued from Page 1)

Clark Gable, Myrna Loy
Lead(Continued
in Popularity
Poll
from Page 1)
week, Gable led the male list by a
wide margin with 296 votes, while
Miss Loy led the feminine stars
with 228.
Next in line among the men were
Dick Powell, Bing Crosby, Gene
Raymond, Fredric March, William
Powell, Franchot Tone, Warner Baxter, Robert Montgomery, Lew Ayres,
John Boles, Gary Cooper, Lanny
Ross, James Cagney and James
Dunn.
On the feminine side, Miss Loy
was followed closely by Joan Crawford, then Ginger Rogers, Ruby
Keeler, Janet Gaynor, Claudette
Colbert, Norma Shearer, Jean Harlow, Jean Parker, Shirley Temple,
Loretta Young, Greta Garbo, Mae
West, Katharine Hepburn, Carole
Lombard.
No foreign star received more
than four votes. Will Rogers got
five. Because women predominate
among the radio listeners, the results are taken to be indicative of
feminine tastes in particular.
At a later date, Taylor will conduct a poll taking in the entire
American Broadcasting Co. network.

75-Cent Extra Dividend
Is Declared by Loew's
(Continued from Page 1)

year to Nicholas Schenck, president,
was $219,607 and David Bernstein,
vice president and treasurer, received $148,664. J. R. Rubin as an
official of M-G-M, received $67,000.
Irving Thalberg, Mr. Rubin and
Louis Mayer received total salaries
of $287,000.

has cultivated sources of obtaining
a number of tickets regularly is said<
to be building up a clientele for the<
sale of the passes in much the samei
fashion
as the
traffic in legit theater'
advertising
passes.

Chicago Briefs

Chicago — Center Theater Corp.)
has been incorporated by Robert
Loom,
Hubert C. Merrick and Joseph!
"Bella Donna" for Cameo
B. Crowley, to operate theaters.
The Essaness Lamar Theater has
"Bella Donna," Twickenham pro- hearing.
duction featuring Mary Ellis, Ced- installed head phones for the hard of
ric Hardwicke and Conrad. Veidt
and released by M. J. Kandel, has
"Kid
Millions," at the United
been booked to open next month at Artists
Theater, is being strongly
the Cameo.
ballyhooed in the dailies, much larg
er space than usual being used.
"Gay Divorcee" is being held oven
Third Week for "Walk"
"Flirtation Walk" will be held for a third week at the Castle, making
a third week at the Strand.
its seventh week in the Loop.

Cleveland Chatter
Cleveland — Julius Lamm, manager of Warner's Uptown, is holding
his annual Christmas benefit performance, sponsored by the neighDec. 19. borhood Business Men's Club, on
Harry Michaelson, RKO district
manager, was in town over the
week-end on product deals.
Sternberg Brothers, former operators of the Palace in Ravenna, are
soon to open the Metropolitan, closed
many years. Renovizing is now goon. The Met was formerly a
Loew inghouse.
"Flirtation Walk" is holding a
second week at the Hippodrome.
Universal salesmen go on vacation from Dec. 22 to Jan. 2.
Herman Smith has sold his half
interest in the Hough-79th St. theater to Dave Polster.
Cuban Exhibs Want Lower Rental
Havana — All members of the
Film Board have refused to deal with
the local Exhibitors' Union upon the
terms of a resolution adopted by
that body prohibiting exhibitor
members from contracting for 193435 product on a percentage basis
over 35 per cent and from alloting
more than 15 weekend dates to each
distributing company. Distributors
have been getting 40 per cent generally and some companies obtained
24 to 30 weekends during the past
year. Committees representing both
organizations are endeavoring to
iron out the situation.
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Ulied Directors Demand Sweeping Code Changes

0-DAY EXTENSION IS GRANTED ON FOX MET. PLAN

•I

^etro-Goldwyn Earnings for Year May Top $6,000,000
1,603,770
Profit
Shown
in First 40 Weeks of
Fiscal Year
Net earnings of Metro Goldwyn
:tures, subsidiary of Loew's, Inc.,
the fiscal year ended Aug. 31 are
pected to exceed $6,000,000, cornred with $1,326,827 last year. At
Loew stockholders' meeting
lesday it was brought out that
Jtro had a profit of $4,603,770 in
2 first 40 weeks.
In a discussion of the amounts
id to Louis B. Mayer, Irving
lalberg and J. Robert Rubin, un(Continued on Page

6)

4% OF BRITISH FANS
FAVOR DOUBLE BILLS
London — Double features are faved by 84.5 per cent of the British
ns, according to the results of an
tensive survey conducted by Sidy L. Bernstein, head of the Bernein circuit of cinemas in London
id the provinces. In a questionlire answered by 124,837 patrons,
was also found that 42.7 per cent
tend movies twice a week, 37.4 point go once a week, 11.8 per cent
(Continued on Page 2)

mly About Dozen Houses
Closed on Warner Circuit
Only about a dozen theaters in
entire Warner circuit are now
osed, company executives estimated
esterday. Group now consists of
round 300 houses.
300 Using Standard Test Reel
More than 300 theaters in this country and abroad are now using the
S. M. P. E. standard test reel io determine quality of vision and sound.
Fifty of these houses are in foreign
lands.

DISCUSS NEW SCALES ROSENBLATT IS GIVEN
FOR PROJECTIONISTS VOTE OF CONFIDENCE
Several proposed plans for a basic operators' wage scale for greater
New York were discussed at a conference called by Sol A. Rosenblatt,
divisional director, at the Code Authority yesterday with representatives of circuits, the T. O. C. C, the
I. T. O. A. and the I. A. T. S. E.
present in addition to members of
the fact-finding committee. No decision was reached and the sessions
will be resumed within a few days.
Those present at the conference
included: Charles L. O'Reilly, Harry
Brandt, George Browne, Lou Krouse,
Charles Moskowitz, Marvin Schenck
and Major L. E. Thompson.

4 New England Houses
Are Damaged by Bombs

Boston — Heavy damage was done
to the Tremont and Majestic theaters here, the Capitol in Pawtucket
and the Capitol in Lynn by the explosion of time bombs yesterday. All
theaters were on film policies and
one of the local houses had been
having their difficulties. The two
Boston houses belong to the Fred E.
Lieberman Circuit, and the other
two are E. M. Loew theaters.

In what amounts to a reply to
industry critics of Sol A. Rosenblatt,
division administrator, the Code Authority, by an unanimous vote, has
tendered him a vote of confidence.
The resolution, which notes Rosenblatt's appointment as director of
field administration and enforcement of the National Recovery Administration, acknowledges "gratitude and appreciation to the Hon.
Sol A. Rosenblatt for energy tirelessly expended, ability capably directed and a public service well performed."

Only 1 Foreign Version
On U. A. List, Says Kelly

New Orleans — A preliminary executive meeting was held in the Hotel Jung yesterday by Louisiana and
Mississippi exhibitors to form a
booking combine. No statement was
issued following the confab, but it
is understood plans were formulated
and
another meeting will be held
shortly.

A 30-day extension of time to
Jan. 11 for presentation of a plan
of reorganization for Fox Metropolitan Theaters was granted yesterday by Federal Judge Mack after
Milton C. Weisman, receiver for Fox
Theaters Corp., which owns all the
Fox Met. stock, had stated that he
would present a plan for the debtor within 15 days and had requested the court not to allow any more
(Continued
Page bondholders'
7)
time to the
Fox on
Met.

HOME TALENT CHANCE
TO STRUT THEIR STUFF

United Artists plans but one original foreign language feature, "Folies Bergere," in French, but will
dub various pictures which are suitable for the market abroad, stated
Arthur W. Kelly, foreign department head, upon his return to New
York yesterday following a nine
months'
Orient. trip to Australia and the

li'lfilm
figuring.
all
theJust
guysdidin athis
biz who Ifhave
been the recipients of Good Turns
from other guys in the biz, kicked
in to the Film Daily Relief Fund
with their contributions, we would
be able to print a list of contrib
names that would fill this page. Here
is the ONE chance you have each
year
to repay
to onsome
film
(Continued
Page needy
4)
Business in Australia is decidedly
(Continued

on Page

4)

Drastic
Codein Auth'y
Changes
Demanded
Allied Resolution
Second Meeting Scheduled
On Gulf Booking Combine

Weisman Charges Fox Met.
Bondholders' Group
Won't Cooperate

FILM

By

WILLIAM
SPECHT
DAILY
Staff Correspondent

New Orleans — Sweeping
code
changes were demanded in a resolution adopted by Allied directors
at yesterday's closing session of
their two-day conference here. The
NRA is asked to change the Code
Authority until it balances between
buyers and sellers, the buyers being
denned
as truly independent
unaffiliated exhibitors, and the sellers
(Continued on Page 6)

New England Allied Unit
Boosts Members to 227
Boston — Membership of Independent Exhibitors, Inc., Allied unit in
the New England territory, has
jumped to 227, compared with 66 a
year ago, the association states.
New "Ten Best" Record
Ballots received up to yesterday in the
1934 "Ten Best Pictures" poll conducted by The Film Daily among the
nation's leading film critics totalled 355,
compared with a final total of 348
participants
in last
poll. heard
And
last-minute voters
are year's
still being
from at the rate of several a day.
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Catholics Reorganizing
84% of British Fans
Favor Double Bills
Committee in Hollywood
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(Continued from page 1)
Reorganization of the Hollywood
committee of the Federation of
go three times a week, 5.1 per cent
Catholic Alumnae to work on a larg- go less than once a week and 3 per
er scale is planned by the Catholic weekly.
cent go more than three times
group, according to Mrs. James F.
Looram, chairman of the FederaFavorite players were: George Arliss, Clark
tion's motion picture committee. The Gable, Wallace Beery, Clive Brook, Robert
move is a result of the Catholic Montgomery, Ronald Colman, Jack Hulbert,
Lionel Barrymore, Charles Laughton, Tom
campaign for cleaner films.

More Broadway Holdovers
Paramount's "The President Vanishes" is being held for a second
week at the Rialto, while Samuel
Cummins' "War Is a Racket" will
run indefinitely at the Gaiety. The
latter is to be released as a roadshow.
Other holdovers for the coming
week include M-G-M's "Painted
Veil" at the Capitol, Warners' "Flirtation Walk" at the Strand and
United Artists' "Private Life of Don
Juan" at the Rivoli.
Sheehan Files Reply in Bank Suit
Winfield H. Sheehan yesterday
filed an answer in the U. S. District
Court to a suit brought by F. W.
Goess, receiver for the Harriman
National Bank and Trust Co., to
collect $105,000, alleged due the
bank in connection with a stock
transaction. In addition to aenying
charges made, the Fox production
head, who is due in New York within a few days from the Coast, asked
dismissal of the action and a judgment for $57,785.

Wails, Warner Baxter and Fredric March
among the male stars, and Norma Shearer,
Marie Dressier, Greta Garbo, Kay Francis,
Marlene Dietrich, Katharine Hepburn, Gracie
Fields, Janet Gaynor, Joan Crawford, Claudette Colbert, Jean Harlow and Cicely Courtneidge among actresses.
Women fans showed a preference for Baxter, Herbert Marshall and March, while men
voted for Hulbert, Laughton, Lionel Barrymore and Walls.
Type of stories preferred by men included
thriller-adventure, musical comedy, comedy,
society drama, love romance and travel, in
the order named, while women indicated musical comedy, society drama, thriller-adventure, love romance, comedy and travel.
Three-hour programs were favored by SO. 2
per cent, three-and-a-half hour bills by 33.5
per cent and four-hour programs
by 9.2 per

Coming and Going
EDWARD
SMALL,
prodi
roduction
chief
of ReNew
York on Saturday h
ianied by SAM
WOOD,
I
for
the
coast,
accompani
liance Pictures,
leaves
"
director,
and
LOUIS
WEITZENKORN,
i
LILLIAN
HELLMAN,
playwrights,
all
under
contract
to Reliance.
JOHN CONSENTINO, special representative
for Amity Pictures, has left New York for
the midwest.
ARTHUR W. KELLY, United Artists vice-pre*
dent in charge of foreign activities, arrived
in New
York
yesterday
from
his world
tov,
ELMER
Chicago,
Ingham.

PEARSON
is in town

of the
DeVry
Company,
and stopping at the Buck-

D. E. GRIFFITH, managing director for First I
National Pictures in Great Britain, sails for ;
London
tomorrow
night on the Paris.
WALTER

WANGER

by plane from

New

has returned to the Coast I
York.

NICHOLAS M. SCHENCK returns to New
from the Coast in two weeks.

John Ezell Gets "U" Post in South
Atlanta — John Ezell on Monday
becomes southern district manager
for Universal, succeeding W. M.
Richardson, who resigned to join
Howard Smith on Writing Staff
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
First Division. Ezell's present post
Hollywood — Howard Smith, for as Atlanta branch manager will be
years story editor for Darryl taken over by C. T. Jordon.
Zanuck, has been switched to the
20th Century writing staff. He has
been succeeded by Aiden Roark.
Reliance Signs Weitzenkorn
Louis Weitzenkorn, playwright,
B. S. Moss in Hospital
who wrote "Five Star Final", has
B. S. Moss is in Mt. Siani Hos- been signed by Reliance Pictures,
pital following a minor operation. United Artists producing unit, to do
an original screenplay. He leaves
for the coast on Saturday in company with Edward Small, Reliance
Jacobson Leaves Van Beuren
head, Sam Wood, direcSam Jacobson resigned yesterday production
tor, and Lillian Hellman, who is to
as production supervisor for Van
adapt
"TheBrentano
Melody novel.
Lingers On",
Beuren Corp. on expiration of his the
Lowell
contract. He leaves immediately on
a tropical cruise. Before joining
Van Beuren, Jacobson was with UniFilming Coulee Dam
versal Newsreel.
Grand Coulee, Wash. — Duncan
McPherson, aerial cameraman who
has done various work for M-G-M,
"Babbitt" First-Run at Palace
is here taking pictures of "The
First National's "Babbitt" will Building of the Grand Coulee Dam,"
have its metropolitan first-run open- ect.
world's largest hydro-electric projing at the Palace on Friday.

York

RALPH
CLARK,
Warner
manager
for Australia and New
Zealand,
and
his wife
and i
son leave New
York
today on the 20th
Cen- i
tury for Hollywood.
After a week
in Hollywood and San
Francisco,
they
sail back
to
Australia.
R. H. COCHRANE and
leave Hollywood tomorrow
York.

"David Copperfield" Delayed
M-G-M's "David Copperfield,"
scheduled to open Christmas Day at
the Capitol, will not be ready for
release at that time, and as a result
the Joan Crawford, Clark Gable and
Robert Montgomery vehicle, "Forsaking All Others," opens at the
Broadway house on that day.

J

J. r. Mcdonough
arrive from
Hollywood

WILLARD McKAY
en route to New

and pandro
today
on the

berman
Century.

CHARLES
SKOURAS
leaves
New
York
on i
Saturday
for the Coast
following
signing
of I
papers
in the deal under which
Skouras
Bros. I
will operate
the reorganized
Fox West
Coast
circuit under
the name of National
Theaters.
JACK SKIRBALL, Educational sales manager,
left last night by plane for Chicago, where he
will visit the Fox exchange and then call on
other exchanges in that area.
ROBERT HUREL, who arrived in New York
yesterday on the Paris, is bound for Montreal.
CHARLES CHRISTIE of Mitchell Camera Is
en route to the coast following his arrival
yesterday from abroad.
LLOYD GOLDSMITH, Warner sound engineer,
arrived in New York yesterday from Europe
en route
to Hollywood.
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RING IN THE NEW!
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SWELL

DRAMA

OF

CLASSIC

EVERYWHERE

AS

BOY

LIFE

SHOULD

HOLIDAY

day Special, for it has all the appeal of a
grand story of child life, the home,

memories
Morgan

of their own
does

RalpH

grandly by the role of Pro-

fessor Baer, the
whose

and all

cherish in their

childhood.

kindly but

stern

maste*

wife insists on loading ud her horn"

with the orphan waifs.

Louisa M. Alrott's famous novel of child
life. Junior Durkin has the leading rol<=
of Franz, and Frankie Darro does a granH
characterization of Dan, the homeless waif
brought into the home by his pal. TV
film sticks closely to the action of the
novel, and all identified with the production deserves high praise for the wav ir
this classic of our childhood has beer

which

brought to life with a very clever cast o'
youngsters all doing fine work. The femmeover

its homely

an''

Cast: Ralph Morgan, Erin O'Brien-Moorp
Junior Durkin, Cora Sue Collins, Phyllic
Fraser, Robert Carlton, Finis Barton, Frankir
Darro, David Durand, Dickie Moore, Tad
Alexander, Buster Phelps, Ronny Crcsbv
Tommy Bupp, Bobby Cox, Dickie Jones,
Richard Quine, Donald Buck, George Ernest,
Eddie Dale Heiden, Hattie McDaniels
Margaret Mann,
von Seyffertitz.

Jacqueline

Taylor, Gustav

Director, Phil Rosen; Author, Louisa M
Alcott; Screenplay, Gertrude Orr; Editor,
Joseph Kane; Cameraman, Ernie Miller.
Direction, Very Good.

P|AIT<

DALY

• • • THAT GALA Xmas Party of the AMPA to take
place at the Astor on the afternoon of Dec. 20
is shaping up as a really Mammoth Affair slews of big personalities on the dais
a grand show staged by the talent
and climaxing: with the Biff Event
the awarding of the
$1500 eas buerey to some lucky lady or erent entire tables
are being reserved bv the various film companies and social
groups are also making: ud their own tables get your
reservations in to Paul B»niamin at National Screen
the guy is dizzy from all the work he's been doine on this affair
but he's still able to count the dough for tickets

Erin O'Brien-Moor^

is perfect for the Dart of Aunt Jo, th°
wife who mothers the motherless youngsters. Most of the well known iuvenile*
of the screen are in the east, which consists practical of the kid characters in

will laugh and cry
sentimental touches.

-

PHIL M

FROM
CLICK

This one is easily in the bag as a Holi-

those things that grownups

■k

mins.
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Photography,

Okay

Only 1 Foreign Version
On U.(Continued
A. List,
Says Kelly
from Page 1)
on the rise due to improvement in
wool and wheat market conditions,
said Kelly. In Java film business is
approximately 50 per cent off due
to the fact that the country is on
the gold standard he declared.
China, too, is suffering from the depression, stated the executive.
Competition for American pictures is increasing in Japan and
China owing to domestic production,
Kelly said. Japan is now producing between 200 and 300 features
a year, mostly silents, Kelly estimated, and said that 400 out of 1,500 Japanese theaters are now wired
for sound. Theaters in the Orient
generally compare favorably with
Class B houses in this country, according to Kelly.
Upon his return to his office,
Kelly was tendered a handsome
clock and ash tray by executives of
the foreign department.

• • • NEWS FROM Fogland also known as London Fred Grundland. composer from Vienna, has composed
seven grand numbers, raneing from taneo to fox trot, for the
Leo J. Spira story. "Broadwav Girl In Pan's" Harry Ham
is hitting on all twelve cylinders for the Selznick-Joyce outfit,
and is meeting- all the neonle who matter in the theater
Joe Rock and Georeie Harris look like father and son when they
go out walking

▼

▼

T

T

• •
• CONSIDER THE case of Michael Nachbor
doorman at the Capitol who was the original doorman at
the opening of the Strand on April 13, 1914
one of his
old Strand customers who had been out-of-town for yars strolled
in
gave one look at Mike and started to walk out again
after Mike stopped him, he explained that he came to
see the Garbo pix at the Capitol, but seeing the ole Strand doorman, thought he had made a mistake in theayters
T

T

• • • LESS THAN two weeks to Xmas
and the
Eighth Annual Film Daily Relief Fund Drive faces a big task
to afford emergency relief to many cases that are actually
Desperate if you could listen to some of these Needy
Cases tell their stories
you'd make a personal sacrifice
if necessary to help
but a lotta you mugs don't have to
sacrifice anything if you part with any sum from 5 smackers
to a century for the film biz has been KIND to so manv
of you
so
come on
kick in!
join the
Reg'lar Fellers
belong
their company
Kornbloom, who died you
recently in inNew
York, operated theHenry
Park
in Newark with J. Louis Geller

«

«

«

Dec. Trans-Lux
19:
Annual Daylight
stockholders'
Pictures

»

meetingCon
Screen

Dec. 19: Public hearing on proposed cod*
A. M.
10:30
amendments
including revision in vaideville section and elimination of the km
clause; Hotel Willard, Washington.
Dec. 20: A M.P.A. Christmas
Astor.
New
York.

Dinner.

Hot,

Dec. 31: Annual New Year's Party of tk
Motion Picture Salesmen, Inc., Hotel Aiin
New York.
Feb. 23. Annual

ball of the

Detroit Vamli

Club.
March 4:: Extraordinary meeting of stocr
holders of Pathe Exchange, Inc., to act a
reorganization plan 2:30 P. M., New Yori
wood.
May 20-25: Annual Spring Meeting of Ik
Society of Motion Picture Engineers, Holli

Home Talent's Chance
To Strut Their Stuff
(Continued from Page 1)

▼
▼
T
Here!"
• • • A VERY approDriate ballyhoo for the Twentieth
Century production, "The Miehty Barnum"
beiner that
grand hoax that became world famous as the Cardiff Giant
which P. T. Barnum foisted on a credulous public 65 years ag:^
as a petrified man
(it was really a block of gypsum planted
near Cardiff, N. Y., and discovered by well diggers) this
giant stone figure will be featured at the premiere of the nix
in Bridgeport, Conn., on Dec. 20
it will appear in New
York and other eastern cities, then across country to California,
with numerous stops en route

▼

Dec. 17: General Meeting of Actors' Equ.t,
Ass'n to discuss Screen Actors' Guild affilii.
tion, Hotel Astor, New York.

▼

• • • THE HOLIDAY season will be ushered in by the
enmlovees of the RKO home office with a dance to be
held Friday eve at the 58th Street Lodce building: Harrv
C. Cohen, manager of RKO's Western Division, received a watch
for his birthdav from his branch managers in his speech
of acceotance Harry sez
"I'm deeply touched." the
assembled contributing branch managers cried
"Here,

T

» DATE BOOK

»

»

gents the kindnesses that have beei
shown to you by film gents who don';
need any help from you. Loosen up
on the ole check book, and shoot one
to the Relief Committee. We are not
asking help for the Foreign
sions. This mission is right at home
— among your own Film G
These Needy Film Cases are dep
ing on YOU. So let's see your name
here starting tomorrow. We need
all
of the Home Taleni
we the
can support
get.

Folks

With a Heart!

Ned Depinet
Jack Alicoate
Al Lichtman
Jimmy Grainger
Louis Nizer
Don Mersereau
Billy Brandt
City Photo Engraving Co.
Henry Reston
William
Ferguson
Andrew R.
Geoly
Eaves Costume Co.
Automatic Devices, Inc.
Ben Amsterdam
Irving Samuels
Charles C. Moskowitz
J. H. Moskowitz
Ed
Finney
Amusement
Supply Co.
Earle W. Hammons
Bert Adler
Mrs.

Bert Adler

N. H. Brower
Rube Jackter
Jay

Ray Johnston
Monogram Pictures
Sack Amusement
Co.
Louis
K. Sidney
Harold Hendee
Will Hays
Harold Franklin
Roy Norr
William Barnett
Don Gillette
Samuel
Bram
David Palfreyman
Nate Golden
David Bernstein
Cresson E. Smith
M. J. Kandell
Winfield
Andrus
Moe Streimer
J.
S. MacLeod
Addie
Dannenberg
Alma
MasonySussmanMrs. Edna
Harry Buckley
M.
Jerry

VanPraag
Cohen

Emnauel

France May Cut Cinema Tax
Paris — A bill seeking a cut oi
about 20 per cent in the tax on
cinemas has been placed before tie
Chamber as a move to aid the country's film theaters.

"3n Jfatfy an* Hop* tly^ Warih rotll itaagm,
lut all flankinft 0 ©onrmt tH GUjartttj. Pope
vG^TO

A^APA
W'H not be found wanting in
her heritage. Those irrepressible, indispensable men and women of the craft are sacred
to their trust . . .

"s diverting her charitable
A^APA
efforts this year to the needs of the
MOTION PICTURE CHARITIES' FUND. All
the proceeds will go towards that agency of
relief and sustenance . . .

AMPA's fine membership body is marshalling every force to help those unfortunate people of the picture business who are
still swirling in that relentless vortex of
adversity . . .

There is a strong, united front to stem
the tide of distress. Everybody is dedicating
a few financial sacrifices to that sympathetic
task which lies before us all. The intensive
drive is gathering force ... .

Ironically enough, after five long heartbreaking years, there are many who yet find
themselves buffetted about in the economic
holocaust. Their need, their privations,
their human suffering are our moral concern . . .

The dramatic climax to this humanitarian
effort will be reached the afternoon of

These few nights before Christmas, a
poignant aura of sentiment and sympathy
transcends everything we do. It is the twilight period of philosophical retrospection.
Man ponders the thought as he looks upon
his stricken brethren, " — there but for the
grace of God, am I."
Hearts soften. Pocketbooks open. A
whole industry becomes charity conscious.
Humanity is marching towards that brotherhood of mankind. It is no longer a question,
"Will you give?" —
much."

but rather, "How

December 20th, at AMPA's annual Christmas Dinner, Hotel Astor. It'll be the Yuletide occasion when sympathy, service and
intra-industrial good-fellowship will be
blended together in spiritual happiness . . .
Powerful production and distribution personalities, great box-office names and
executives at the helm of the industry's
destinies will attend, for "all mankind's concern is charity."
In the meantime, make
today however small it might
to Paul Benjamin, AMPA
Ninth Avenue. A thousand
generosity . . .
— and God bless you!

your donation
be. Mail check
Treasurer, 630
thanks for your

DAILY

CODE AUTH'Y CHANGES
DEMANDED BY ALLIED
{Continued from Parte 1)

as distributors, affiliated exhibitors
and exhibitors belonging: to organizations having affiliated exhibitors
as members. NRA also is asked to
direct the Code Authority to hold
a national election for buyers to
elect buyer code members, and that
the government appoint three voting representatives on the new Authority. It is requested that clearance boards consist of three sellers,
three buyers and one government
voter, and the grievance board two
sellers, two buyers and one government voter, with both boards to be
nominated by territorial balloting.
The new Authority is directed to
investigate unfairness of the code,
making a report in 90 days and as
often thereafter as new conditions
warrant.
Allied's new constitution calls for
an annual meeting, delegates from
each unit to form a directorate
which will elect the board chairman, president, etc., and an executive committee of from three to five
who will have authority on expenditures. Units refusing to accept the
constitution will be dropped.
Meeting of directors will be held
next month in Washington, with an
Atlanta convention in May. A seal
to identify Allied houses is being
designed and will be ready in January.
Warners in Philly Store Tieup
Philadelphia — In a campaign of
institutional exploitation for all
Warner theaters here, Harry Goldberg, Warner advertising and publicity man in the territory, and his
staff tied in the local department
stores as the major feature of their
ballyhoo.
All leading department stores led
off their ad copy along the lines of,
"Stay in Town — make a night of it
— dine and shop here and then go
to the movies . . . you have time
to see a complete show after 9:30."
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A LITTLE
from "LOTS
' By RALPH WILE
'
HOLLYWOOD

Paul Malvern, head of Lone Star
J^ATHARINE
HEPBURN
will Productions, has assigned Lindsley
next be starred
in "Quality Parsons to write the screenplay of
Street,"announces.
by Sir James M. Barrie, his original story, "The Dawn
RKO
Rider," which will star John Wayne.
Parsons is also doing the story and
Jane Dixon, stage actress, has screenplay on "Paradise Canyon."
Y
Y
Y
been put under contract bv Universal.
Buster Keaton's unsmiling countenance is adorned with a heavy
beard
throughout the new EducaCameramen representing the
tional comedy, starring the popular
Photographic Section of the Technicians Branch of the Academy are comic, titled "Palooka From Paat work on rules for nominations ducah." Keaton essays the role o^"
for the annual camera award. a hillbilly, and his "pappy", who ir
George Barnes is chairman of the this case is Joe Keaton, Buster'?
real father, also wears a heavy
Section.
growth of spinach. The other two
members of the Keaton family, also
Benny Rubin has been signed by appearing: in this comedy — Buster'?
First National as a writer in addi- mother, Myra, and his sister, Louise
tion to his role in "Go Into Your are smooth-shaven.
Danre." He will collaborate with
F. Hujrh Herbert on the screenplay
Two noted musical minds have
of Herbert's "Traveling Saleslady." been added to the list of eminent
composers now at work on the muJoyce Compton and Sharon Lynn
sical drama of Hollywood. Vienna's
are additions to the cast of "Go Into brilliant musical composing team,
Your Dance" at First National.
Walter Jurmann and Bronislav Kaper, arrived last week under contract
Gertrude Michael, just returned to to M-G-M.
Paramount studios after an enforced
rest at Soboba and Arrowhead Hot
Mildred Stone. 17-vear-old HanSprings, has been cast for the fem- ford. Cal.. p-irl. Tips had her scroo^
contract with Paramount studios ap
inine lead in "The Milky Wav," in
which Jack Oakie and Roscoe Karn'- uroved by the court.
will be featured. Edward Sedgwick
will direct.
Daughter of a famous mother,
T
T
T
Schubert. 20 year old RusColumbia cast assignments : farina
sian refue-ee. has started work undo*Arthur Byron, James Donlon for her new Paramount contract in "AP
"Passport to Fame"; Luis Alberni. the King's Horses." with Carl BrisHugh Williams for "Once a Gentle- son and Mary Ellis.
man"; Geneva Mitchell, Samuel S
Hinds for "Behind the Evidence."
▼
T
T
Lew Collins will direct "The
Charles Coleman has been added Hoosier Schoolmaster," Monogram
production, which Tristram Tupnev
to the cast of "Becky Sharp," Pion- is adapting from the novel by Edward Eggleston.
eer production starring Miriam Hopkins for RKO release.

Robert E. Welsh, Monogram exWilliam Frawley and Larry Crabecutive producer, has assigned Rolbe have been cast in Paramount's lo Lloyd to Dut the finishing touches
Upholds Ruling on Allied Owners
"Hold
'Em
Yale,"
a
Damon
Runyon
Circuit Court of Appeals has af- rect.
on the script of "Mystery Man."
firmed the U. S. District Court de- story which Ralph Murphy will di- which goes into production late next
week with Ray McCarey directing.
cision denying the right of the Manufacturers Trust Co. to vote for all
T
T
T
Allied Owners Corp. bondholders on
Adrian Morris and Theresa MaxHarry Todd, Si Jenks and Jack
any reorganization plan under Sec.
well Conover have been added to Rockwell have been assigned to
77B
becauseunder
of thethebank's
position
of The"Mississippi"
at Paraas trustee
indenture
of the cast mount.
picture features
Bin? character parts in Columbia's "Law
mortgage covering all bonds issued Crosby and W. C. Fields, with Ed Beyond the Range," starring Tim
McCoy, with Billie Seward carrying
by Allied Owners.
ward Sutherland directing.
the heroine role. Lambert Hillyer
wrote the story and screen play,
Y
T
Y
which bore the temporary title
I.T.O.A. Meets Today
Cast for Monogram's "The Great "Feud." It is being directed by
Regular meeting of the I. T. 0. A.
God Gold" includes Sidney Black- Ford Beebe. Robert Allen and Guy
is scheduled for today, instead of yesmer, Martha Sleeper, Regis Too- Usher have already been engaged
terday, at the Hotel Astor. Senators
mey, Edwin Maxwell, Maria Alba, for parts.
Nye and Borah are expected to speak,
Ralf
Harolde, John T. Murray and
although officers of the association were
Gloria Shea. Albert J. Meserow and
non-commital on the reported arrangement yesterday.
Grace Moore is a golf enthusiast
Elynore Dalkhart wrote the story,
which goes in production soon.
and shoots consistently in the nine-

METRO EARNINGS
SHOW SHARP RISE
{Continued from Page 1)

der a profit-sharing agreement whicli
was made in lieu of payment for
assets of the Metro-Goldwyn company when acquired, it was stated'
that the contract with Mayer, Thal-1.
1938.
berg: and Rubin runs until Dec. 311

Omaha Briefs
Omaha — L. J. Schlaifer of Gau-i
month-British spent the week end'
with his nephew, Charley Schlaifet!
of Tri-States Theaters.
A. W. Schwalberg, supervisor oi>
Warner exchanges, put in three
days here introducing a new office
system.
C. K. Olson, Warner branch mam
ager, barely escaped being maroonec
in snow drifts while motoring
through Iowa.
Evacuations for Christmas ini
elude: Jerry Spandau, going tc
Pittsburgh to see the folks; Roj
Miller, to Minneapolis; Joe Scott, tc
St. Louis; Hymie Novitsky, to Cal!
waukee.
ifornia, and Larry Hensler, to Mill

ties. She madelinks.
a "hole-in-one" o»
the Pinehurst
y

y

y

Forrester Harvey is completing
his assignment in "The Mystery o.
Edwin Drood", at Universal, ann
will play an important role in
"Vanessa*", at M-G-M.
»

T

»

Ray R. Harris, author of "Baa
Man of Silver Creek," which Bucb
Jones has bought, has been signee
to write additional dialogue foe
"Riders of Crimson Trail," whic;
Jones will place into production thii
week. The picture will be released
by Universal.
v
t
v
William Gargan has been assigif
ed a principal part in "Oil for tnji
LampsWarner
of China",
made
Bros. which will ri
"Morning, Noon, and Night,
story by Marcella Burke, forme
Hollywood magazine writer and eti<
itor, has been purchased by Parai
mount as a possible Sylvia Sidne
starring vehicle.
Iris Adrian and Paul Gerrit:;
both under contract to Paramount
have been added to the cast (V
'Stolen Harmony," in which Georgj
Raft and Ben Bernie will be fetj
tured. Alfred Werker will direct.
Priest Pickets

Movie

Sayville, L. I.— Believing th3t a movie
being shown at the Seville Theater
should not be seen by kids, the Re.'.
James
Smith, pastor
of St.
Lawrence's
Roman A. Catholic
Church,
picketed
the
house and steered his young parishioners
away
from
it.
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tO-DAY EXTENSION
ON FOX MET. PLAN
{Continued from Page 1)

ommittee for preparation of a plan.
Veisman assailed the bondholders'
ommittee for their failure to coperate with him, stating that he
.ad had to go to the press (Film
flAlLY) for information about the
ondholders' reorganization plan
nd that any plan presented by the
ommittee would be conceived in

secrecy, greed and over-reaching. '
Judge Mack declined to disbar the
ondholders' committee from presenation of a plan pointing out that a
ilan put forward by Weisman would
e hardly likely to be approved by
wo-thirds of the bondholders as reuired under Sec. 77B and that M.
r. Bogue, counsel for the bondhold, maintained that the
rs' committee
rs had
tockholde
no interest in the
ation
eorganiz
under Sec. 77B because there was no equity for the
J tockholders in Fox Met.
Bogue stated that the committee
xpected to have its plan at the
, jrinters by Monday or Tuesday and
Vould then go ahead to obtain ap',iroval of
per cent
the bondholders as25
required
for of
presentation
|i>f a plan under Sec. 77B. He said
he preparation of the plan had been
lelayed because some of the commit■jee members wanted to abandon the
t noting trust agreement provided in
tdhe plan and because Sidney R.
0 Kent, one of the trustees named in
(■the proposed plan, had just arrived
"from Europe and had been consulted
fpnly on Monday about certain derails of the plan. Bogue said that
{Cent's ideas were to be presented
mo the committee members yesterday afternoon.
W In response to Judge Mack's suggestion that the bondholders' comnittee hear Milton C. Weisman and
\rchibald Palmer, attorney for petitioning creditors opposed to the
bondholders' plan, before presenting
i,;heir plan, unless the views of Weisi.nan and Palmer were diametrically
» apposed to the committee's position,
Bogue said that Weisman advocated
|i stock subscription for the equity
|by the receiver of Fox Theaters.
,The committee
could not agree to
this, Bogue said, because it wouldn't
, know where the stock would land,
Jior the receivership,
and
hence
wouldn't know about the management. Palmer wanted Si Fabian engaged as operator, Bogue said, and
the committee could not agree to
this either.
1 Some question arose as to whether
Extend Time on Met. Claims
Order extending time for filing claims
in the Fox Metropolitan Theaters reorganization to Jan. 15 was approved
yesterday by Federal Judge Mack.

_

NEWS

CODE AUTHORITY RULES
ON 18 APPEALED GASES

OF THE DAY

Sharon, Pa. — Managers of Sharon's three theaters were fined $25
each when arraigned on charges of
violating the city ordinance banning
Sunday shows. Those fined were
Thomas Whyte of the Columbia,
Harry Shatl of the Nuluna and John
Miller of the Gable. A move to repeal the ordinance is now under
way. The Civic League may then
attempt to enforce Sunday closing
under the state laws.
Bristol, R. I. — The Pastime, new
house with which Lon Vail has replaced his fire-destroyed project, has
reopened with DeForest sound.
Bridgeport, Conn. — The Parkway
has reopened following improvements.
Dover, N. H. — A party at the Elks
Club marked the 25th anniversary
as an exhibitor of Michael J. White,
owner of the Orpheum.

houses, has
night club.

been

converted

into

a

Sharpsville, Pa. — Petitions to allow Sunday
culated here. movies are being cirElyria, O. — John Pekras this week
came into complete control of the
local theater situation with the taking over of the Capitol from Warners. He already had the Rivoli,
Rialto and Dreamland.
Youngstown — Safe blowers got
several hundred dollars at the Warner theater on Sunday night.
Boswell, Ind. — The
has reopened.

Roxy

theater

Terre Haute, Ind. — The Victory
has reopened.

Indianapolis — The My Theater
has reopened under the name of
Seattle — Still packing 'em in, Udell.
"One Night of Love" is in its sixth
successive week of patronage at the
Liberty.
Indianapolis — The Savoy theater
here has changed its name to Oliver.
Canton, O. — Max Young, head
Young & Rinehart Co., circuit
erators, has recovered from an
ness which kept him bedfast for
most six months.

of
opColumbus, O. — Construction of a
ill- building with two auditoriums each
al- seating 300 will soon be started by
Theodore Lindenberg, an executive
of the Lilly-Ames Co. and sound expert as a sort of laboratory for the
of talking picture equipYoungstown — Old Rialto theater, development
ment.
one of the first downtown
movie
1,000 Attend K. C. Benefit
Searle Off Loew's Board
Charles C. Moskowitz elected
Kansas City — More than 1,000
Tuesday to the board of directors of attended Film Row's annual Charity
Loew's, Inc., succeeds John E. Searle. Ball at the Pla-Mor this week. It
was given this year by the Variety
Club,
with Arthur Cole as general
Kate Kent Dead
chairman.
West

Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Kate Kent, veteran
actress, died yesterday after being
struck down by an auto.

Columbia
Cartoon Tie-up
A tie-up has been arranged between Columbia and Charles ChipClaire Luce for British Film
man's Sons, manufacturers and distributors of hosiery in the country,
Claire Luce, who arrived in New
yesterday from England re- giving the firm sole rights to use
York turns
to London after the holidays the cartoon character kids, "Scrappy" and "Margy", with their dog
to appear in a film version of the
"Yippy", on their complete line of
play, '"Vintage Wine."
children's hosiery.

Fox Met. would lapse back into receivership or be liquidated in the
event a reorganization was not produced under 77B. Wm. Bainton of
counsel for the bondholders' committee expressed the belief that the
court would have to order liquidation.

Students to Present Play
Senior students of the Feagin
School of Dramatic Art will present
"Once There Was a Princess," by
Juliet Wilbor Tompkins, tomorrow
evening in the 57th St. Playhouse.
This tionisof the
the season.
school's fourth produc-

Eighteen
decisions by
affecting 13 zones appeals
were announced
the
Code Authority yesterday. Rulings
are as follows:
Kansas City — Strand, Creston, la., vs
Dickinson, Creston, ordered to desist lowering
admissions; Orpheum, Parsons, Kan., vs,
Dickinson Uptown, Parsons, ordered to stop
reducing admissions; Lindberg, Kansas City
Mo., vs. Westport, Kansas City, ordered to
desist lowering admissions; Ritz, Chillicothe,
Mo., vs. Dickinson, Chillicothe, ordered to
stop reducing admissions; Midland, Pitts
burgh, Kan., vs. Cozy, Pittsburgh, ordered to
cease "Bank Night"; Olive, St. Joseph, vs
Rialto, St. Joseph, ordered to desist "Bank
Cleveland — Ohio, Madison and Ritz, Mans
field, O., vs. North Lake Park, Mansfield
distributors ordered to cease serving non
theatrical account; Lincoln, Lakewood, O., vs
Hilliard Square, Detroit, and Lucier theaters
all of Lakewood, decided houses all in com
petition with each other.
Night."
Pittsburgh — Hippodrome, Pittsburgh, vs
Kenyon, Pittsburgh, ordered maximum clear
ance between houses shall be 10 days; Belle
vue, Bellevue, Pa., vs. Kenyon and Garden,
Pittsburgh, sustains seven days' clearance
held by defendant.
Detroit — Eastown, Detroit, vs. Louis Wis
per, Detroit, finds respondent guilty of inter
fering in leasing negotiations.
Denver — Denham and Ogden, Denver, vs
Aladdin, Denver, Paramount, Rialto, Tabor,
Bluebird, Bide-a-Wee and Orpheum, all of
Denver, found guilty of disposing of automobiles in violating of code.
Indianapolis. — Oriental, Indianapolis, vs.
Roosevelt, Indianapolis, ordered to desist
"Country
Store Night."
Philadelphia — Band Box, Philadelphia, vs.
Sophie Salner, William Golman, Integrity
Trust Co. and Priestman-Helmetag Co., dismissed complaint charging interference in
leasing negotiations.
New York — Roosevelt, Beacon, vs. Beacon
and Paramount Pictures, dismissed overbuying complaint.
Milwaukee — Vogue, Kenosha, vs. Butterfly,
Kenosha, ordered to desist lowering admissions by giveaways.
Minneapolis — State, Watertown, S. D., vs.
Colonial and Lyric, Watertown, dismisses
charge that distributors conspired with respondent not to sell complainan
pictures
Washington— Booker "T, tRichmond
, vs.
Colonial, National, Strand and Loew's theaters, Richmond, ordered under certain conditions that Loew's and the Colonial and National may obtain maximum of 42 days'
clearance and
that Strand may take a maximum of seven days.
Dallas— State, Clarksville, Tex., vs. Colonial, Clarksville, dismissed overbuying comCharlotte — Colonial, Winston-Salem, vs
plaint.
Hollywood, Winston-Salem, ordered to stop
lowering admissions through desisting "The
Hollywood
Junior Racer"
scheme

Legion Hits Atlantic City
Atlantic City— New outbreak of
the Legion of Decency activity
worrying local exhibitors. Theyis
didn't mind it last summer because
folks coming here for relaxation
forgot their back-home pledges, but
this being the resort's slack season
the theaters fear the effects of the
campaign which started in the
church
schools.es on Sunday and spread to

Extend Time on Para. Claims
Order extending time for filing of
claims by Paramount bondholders to
Jan. 15 was signed yesterday by Federal Judge Coxe.

* * * Vz-k Dripping with
wisecracks . . . boasting the
best characterizations seen
in many a day . . . succeeded
in packing the house.
— Daily News

THE BOA T
HASN'T
YFT SAILED
m

Comedy of low and high
order along with intrigue,
mystery, romance and melodrama .. . rates as good entertainment .. . incisive
direction. — The Post

mm I

Fun from start to finish . . .
never a dull moment . . . like
the

There's still
time to book this
Lewis Milestone
• ••&•
hit for
the holiday season
and bring a tidal
wave of business
to your box-office!

"Thin Man" a melodrama which kids melodram . . . superlatively fine

Cast.

—Do/7/ Mirror

Takes you for:|
eral
exception]
joy ride
. . . se

Has that priceless commod
ity called originality ... refreshing in its treatment,
interesting in its characterizations. . . and amusing.

performances.

— Bklyn.

Times -Unfi

— Brooklyn Eagle

Grand entertainment . .
delightful yarn . . . expert}directed . . . dialogue is hilarious. . . expertly played 1
by a large and amusing
cast.
— The Journal

Veers from wild comedy
to
sheer tragedy and takes
all
with same deliberate nonchalance . . enough wise
cracks to keep it —goiThe
ng.Sun

Brisk and humming melodrama ... its drama and
characterization is sure
and good . . . actors play
It Well.

Cash customers will love the
punch -packed entertainment
in latest Columbia gem ... by
all means take the cruise
— Thegood
American
aboard Connolly's
ship.

/>

-World-Telegram

I

"Captain Hates the Sea'
opened to second highest
opening day gross since
Arthur Mayer took over the
Rialto. —m. P. Daily

HELD OVER
FOR 2ND WEE K
-N. Y. RIALT O

TJkCAPTAI
HATES tk SE
A LEWIS MILESTONE
ALISON SKIPWORTH
KEATING
FRED

Production - with
WYNNE
LEON

GIBSON
E R R 0 L

VICTOR McLAGLEN
HELEN
VINSON
WALTER CATLETT

JOHN GILBER!
WALTER CONNOLL
T AL A B I REL
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demolition of 13 Houses Cuts Chicago Overseating

IEXT SUIT AGAINST BAN ON DUALS TO BE IN CLEVE.
leeks Aid of Code in Fight Against Free Radio Shows
ew England Circuit Operitor Would Confer With
Farnsworth
New England exhibitors are apaling to the NRA for aid in elimiiting free shows from competition,
rticularly in Boston. Max Levenn, independent circuit operator,
id planned to discuss the situa>n with William P. Farnsworth, at
isterday's code authority meeting
it the deputy administrator did not
tend owing to illness.
Leven on was in New York as a
{Continued

on Page

12)

ox metTcommittee
IS NEAR AGREEMENT
Practical agreement has been
ached by the Fox Metropolitan
rs' protective
ayhouses onbondholde
all details of the Fox
mmittee
et. reorganization plan and preset indications are that the plan
ill be filed with Judge Mack next
eek along with a motion by the
mmittee to intervene in the Fox
et. reorganiation proceedings un;r Sec. 77B, the F lm Daily learns.

'ox Metropolitan Election
Will Be Held Next Week
Election of officers of Fox Met>politan Theaters to replace Arlibald Watson, president, and the
her officers, all of whom have regned, will be held next week, it
as said yesterday by Milton C.
reisman, receiver for Fox Theaters
orp., which owns all the stock of
ox Metropolitan.

police had been informed "prices varying from $250 to $1,000 had been paid for the
four bombings."

$56,187,293 in Valid Para. Claims
Additional $21,351,830 Contested

Independent
producers and
distributors are understood
planning
to institute their next legal attack
on double feature bans in Cleveland,
where an action will be filed shortly
after January testing legality of the
exhibitor agreement prohibiting the
policy. Basis of the move will be a
conspiracy charge.
Independents
high 12) hopes of
(Continued have
on Page

since Nov. 28; claims of $1,158,682
on which negotiations are pending,
the $2,500,000 Boston Metropolitan
Buildings, Inc., claim; claims to be
litigated totaling $2,418,820 and
claims being investigated on their
merits totaling $1,486,932.
Sidney R. Kent's claim of $65,000
With Jan. 14 now confirmed as
has been allowed. George Schaefer's the date for arguments in the U. Sclaim of (Continued
$98,563 ison under
investigaPage 12)
Supreme Court on the Paramount
appeal from the patents decisions
favoring American Tri-Ergon, both
lined up their legal talThis Short Subject
Should
Get Your Dough! sides have
ent. Charles Neave of Fish, Hamilton & Neave will be counsel for the
We would like you to give a mocent burial. And was the li'l wife Paramount, which is being defended
ment's thought to Case No. 49 on grateful. She was a very brave lit- by Erpi and RCA Victor. William
the Film Daily Relief Fund. We
tle woman. Went out and dug her- D. Mitchell, formerly U. S. Atttorself up a job. Got someone to look ney-General will appear as amicus
are boiling it down to the merest
highlights. This film gent was in after the children while she worked. curiae, representing distributors who
poor health for months. We helped But all she had been through caused are interested in the case.
him along financially over a period a breakdown. We helped some more
of months. He had a wife and two —financially. Now she's on her feet
children. Then he died. They were again — and working. Cheerful and Major Circuits Studying
spunky. And so grateful for what
Price-Fixing Decision
going to send him to Potter's Field.
(Continued on Page 12)
So the Relief Fund gave him a deMajor circuits are studying with
intense interest a recent decision
made by a Dallas district court allowing first run theaters to control
minimum (Continued
admissionon prices
Page 12)of house.-

COUNSEL LINED UP
IN TRI-ERGON CASE

Status of claims against Paramount-Publix as of Nov. 28 shows
that claims recognized as valid total $56,187,293 and that contested
claims amount to $21,351,830, according to a report prepared for the
Paramount trustees. Claims included in the latter figure are the
Loew and Momand anti-trust suits
totaling $10,000,000; the $1,531,604
claim of the Stanley Co., expunged

1 3 Chicago Houses Demolished,
14 More Closed in Past Month

Detroit Fox Cuts Prices
Detroit — Prices at the Fox Theater
have been cut an average of 10 cents
all around, the scale now being 2535-55 against 30-40-65 formerly. House
is booking films for irregular runs as
an experiment through the holidays,
with "Little Minister" being set for
10 days starting Dec. 31 at 6 P. M.

Independents Expected to
File inSecond
Action
January

Hunt Professional Theater Bombers Here
Boston — Believing that the bombing of four New England theaters on Wednesday
was the work of a "group of professionals," Captain Stephen J. Flaherty, chief of the
Detective Bureau, left Boston Police Headquarters yesterday with New York as his reported destination. Police are of the opinion that professional bombers with headquarters in New York were responsible for the outrages against the two Fred E. Lieberman houses here and the E. M. Loew houses in Lynn and Pawtucket. It was said the

Chicago — Overseating in the local
theater situation has been drastically cut by the demolition of 13 theaters, according to the report of the
Film Board of Trade for the past
month. In addition, 14 other houses
were closed. Reopenings hereabouts

in the same period dropped to two,
leaving a net loss of 25 houses in
operation. Numbers of theaters in
operation in Chicago at present is
approximately 300.
Ship your film via National Film
for dependable
service. — Advt.

Carriers,

Inc.

Ohio Salas Tax Signed
Columbus, O. —
Governor George
White yesterday signed the 3 per cent
gross admissions tax bill, which becomes a law Jan. 1, superseding the
state's present 10 per cent tax which
has been in effect for 10 months.
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The code authority yesterday
In honor of the next visit of Mark
again failed to approve proposed Ostrer. chairman of Gaumont-Britclearance zoning plans for Kansas
ish, to this country next month, ArCity, Los Angeles, and New Haven.
thur A. Lee. vice-president, and
In the absence of deputy adminis- George W. Weeks, general sales
trator William P. Farnsworth, Clare manager, are starting a sales drive
Booth Brokaw, acted as government
designated
as 15
"The
Big 15.
Push"
representative. The next meeting run
from Dec.
to April
Everyto
will be held Dec. 27.
first-run in the U. S. will be covered on G-B's first 16 pictures set
for release here. First prize in the
drive will be a free trip to England
New First Div. Branches for a visit to the G-B studios.
First Division's new Washington
exchange, now being built at 203
Juvenile House Opens
N. W., in the capital's Film
Eve St..
i?ow,
will be ready for occunancy at
Featuring week-end and holiday
^he end of the month. _ It is de- -atinee programs of films for children, the Lennox Picture House at
signed along modernistic lines, a
type of construction adopted for all i2 East 78th St. opens today in conew F. D. branches.
oneration with Warners, offering
Another addition to the F. D. ex- "The Man From Monterey", John
change group is a Detroit branch. Wayne western released by Warat 2310 Cass Ave., with Milton
ners, as the first attraction. ParaCohen, formerly of Columbia, as mount's "King of the Jungle" will
manager.
follow. The house will be used as
Tn the new southern division, with a laboratory for testing juvenile
W. M. (Snake) Richardson as man- opinion and support in connection
pp-pr F. D. has established offices with the making of films for young
at 133 W->lron St.. N. W.. Atlanta audiences.
where Richatrdson will mnke his
headquarters, and 218 S. Liberty
Mort Blumenstock on Tour
St., New Orleans.
Mort Blumenstock of Warner Theaters leaves by plane today for BufExhibs Meet to Discuss Conditions
falo, thence to Erie, Wheeling,
Clarksburg,
Charleston and Newark,
A meeting of local theater m<m
•"as held vesterday to discuss the in connection with Standard Oil's
business situation, including plans Guy Lombardo stage show unit on
for boosting theater attendance. An- its tour of Warner houses.
other conference is to be held in the
near future, with both independent
Raise $4,000 for Jewish Fund
and circuit executives attending.
More than $4,000 was subscribed
to the emergency campaign of the
4 Weeks for "Power" in Newark
Federation for the Support of JewNewark.
N.
J.
—
"Power",
Gauish Philanthropic Societies at the
mont-British release which came
here from the Radio City Music regular luncheon meeting of the InHall as a first-run in Newark at the
dependent Theater Owners' AssociLittle Theater, is now in its third tion, at the Hotel Astor yesterday.
week and will be held over for a Speakers included Major Albert
Warner, David Bernstein, Louis
fourth, according to Sidney Frank- Nizer, Milton C. Weisman, Harry
lin, manager. "Three Songs About Brandt, Samuel D. Leidesdorf and
Lenin"
Christmas opens
Day. at the Little ■ on Leo Brecher.
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BRUNSWICK
PRODUCTIONS
CH. 4-2200

CORP.

321 W. 44th St., N.Y.C.

of

SCOTT, sen
yesterday f

United

Artists

BOLESLAVSKI
leaves the coast 1
visit to Poland
as soon
as

directing

DUDLEY

DIGGES

"Give

of

arrives

India"
in

for

New

i\

York

day from
the coast.
MR. and MRS. SAM B. JACOBSON 1
yesterday on the Haiti for a tropical cruisi
ROBERT
M.
HATFIELD.
managing
rector
for
Western
Electric
in
Lont
sail
from
New
York
today
on
the
Ws
ington
for England.
HASSARD
SHORT,
st
producer, also goes abroad on the same shl
LYNN FARNOL has sailed abroad the P.1
on
Cruise and will be gone |
threea Caribbean
weeks.
WARD
in town

WING, director of "Samarang."
yesterday from London.

arr

GEZA HERCZEG, who wrote "Wonder Bl
has arrived in New York from abroad en rr
to the M-G-M studios.
FELTON ELKINS, screen writer, and his 1
returned from abroad late Wednesday m
on the Conte di Savoia.
DOROTHY LEE arrived from England on W
nesday
night
aboard
the Washington.
MARGUERITE WALLMAN, Viennese bs
dancer and originator of dance ideas, will !
rive in New York next Tuesday from abi
on her way to the M-G-M
studios.
for

M. A. LIGHTMAN left New York yestei
Chicago,
en route
to Memphis.

MAX
LEVENSON
returned
night
from
New
York.

to

Boston

HARRY M. WARNER, A. W. SMITH, JR.<
CHARLES EINFELD and JACOB WILK h
New York today for the Coast.
GRADWELL L. SEARS goes to Chicago:
Monday from
New York.
HARRY H. THOMAS, president of First El
sion, leaves
today
for Chicago.
J. W. PIPER,
manager of Paramount's o*
in Tokyo, Japan,
is in New York for his
home
office
visit in many
years.
He
remain
here
several
weeks
conferring
John
W.
Hicks,
Jr.
IAN
HUNTER,
who
arrived
Wednesday
I
England, left immediately for the Warner st
on

the

coast

to

start

work

in

"Midsurr

Dream."

Exceptionally Fine f<
Holiday Bookings

Born to Zanucks
Bureau

of THE

FTT.M

Hollywood — A son was born
terday to the Darryl Zanucks.
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Joan Crawford Signs New Pact

INDUSTRIAL— FILM

MASTERS
for Toronto.

RICHARD
Century.
a Christmas

Night's

"Broadway Bill" Release Dec. 27
National release of Columbia's
"Broadway Bill," which had a twoweek run at the Music Hall, is set
for Dec. 27.

d G

an

JANE MURFIN and ALAN
writers,
the coast.arrived in New York
HASKELL
last night

14, 193'
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Hollywood — Joan Crawford has
signed a new long-term contract
with M-G-M. Her next picture will
be "No More Ladies."

CZ/* RTOON5
Real Headline

"JACK and the BEANSTALK"
"ALADDIN and WONDERFUL LAMP"
Dave Lipton Joins Columbia
Dave Lipton, who has been han- "THE QUEEN of HEARTS"
dling Sally Rand's publicity, joins "THE HEADLESS HORSEMAN"
Columbia's exploitation department
Dec. 24. He will work out of the "DON QUIXOTE"
home office. Lipton also was for- CELEBRITY PRODUCTIONS, Inc.
merly with Balaban & Katz.

Attractions

"THE BRAVE TIN SOLDIE
"THE LITTLE RED HEN"
"PUSS in BOOTS"
"THE VALIANT TAILOR"
"JACK FROST"
723
NEW

SEVENTH
YORK,

AVEI
N.

EWS OF THE WEEK IN PHOTO-REVIEW

RUDY VALLEE, BAFFLED
as 50,000 fan ballots show
public opinion deadlocked
on merits of alternate Sweet
Music' theme songs, broadcasts second nation-wide request for added ballots in
final effort to break the tie.*
MUNI

>XY' DATES 'SWEET ADELINE' for spectacular Christmas Eve opening of his
ladelphia Roxy-Mastbaum, day-and-date with picked houses from Boston to
CO, as Warners set national Dec. 14th radio plug for Cities Service Program.

W YORK'S OPEN ARMS welcome Adolphe Menjou and
rree Teasdale (below) as they arrive for belated honey-

PACKS

WALLOP

into

sensational finale of 'Black
Fury'as cameras cease grinding on his second big drama
set for new year release, and
Warner New York office mobilizes promotion forces for
drive on Muni's 'Bordertown',
set for January 5th release.

r IFfFlfi^pPPfiPL,

on between groom's completion of important role in Gold
igers of 1935' and

bride's start in 'Goose and the Gander.'

./'TV »

riiiiiitiii
'FLIRTATION

WALK'

MARCHES

ON

into third week of phenomenal grosses at N. Y.

Strand as turnstiles whirl merrily in key spots and Variety reports 'swell, "nifty,' 'hotcha' holdovers in Chi, Minneapolis, Cincy. 'Living trailer' (above) helped pack Pittsburgh Stanley.0
*A Warner Bros. Picture

°A First Nclional Picture

Vilagraph, Inc.. Dislribuion

-22%
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Are "Limberlost" Plugs
]y[ANAGER VAN BUREN of
the Majestic theater, Grand
Rapids, Mich., assisted by Harry Berman, exploitation manager for Monogram in Detroit,
had 5,000 newspaper tabloids
and 5,000 heralds distributed in
a house-to-house campaign on
"A Girl of the Limberlost" firstrun at his theater. Three thousand heralds were distributed by
the W. T. Grant stores, which
also arranged window and fountain displays, with streamers
advertising the "Girl of the
Limberlost" sandwich posted on
all fountain mirrors. Two thousand imprinted napkins were
used at the fountains. A library
poster mounted on beaver board
was used for a "Modern Screen
Magazine" window display, surrounded by mounted stills from
the picture. Postal Telegraph
offices displayed the jumbo wire
on the picture and had 1,000
heralds distributed by their
messengers. Woolworth's Stores
had over 2,500 heralds inserted
in outgoing packages, arranged
a window display on "New
Movie Magazine" with two library posters and five mounted
stills. Paper streamers over
the soda fountain advertised the
"Girl of the Limberlost" sundae,
also announced in the store windows. The circulating library
of Herpolsheimer Department
Store distributed 1,000 bookand
two 22x28"
cards inmarksthe posted
department.
They
also gave a guest ticket to everyone buying the book, used a
front window exclusively on the
book tie-up and ran a cooperative ad a day prior to the opening in both Grand Rapids papers, using a mat of Marian
Marsh. Also, a Max Factor
window display was arranged
using two 28x44 cards and five
mounted 11x14 colored stills in
department display.
— Majestic, Grand Rapids.

SHOW-
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• • • IT IS getting so now that the big companies are
giving thought to the once lowly and despised pressbook
it seems that some film exec suddenly discovered that a well
planned pressbook is of great help to wideawake showmen in
boosting the B. O. average indeed, one company has gone
so far as to employ a practical theater publicity man to wham
some Vitality into their Blurb Manuals figuring that a guy
who has been putting over the advertising right in the theater
certainly can pass along some good workmanlike ideas to the
exhibs so it is that this show biz is gradually passing from
an Era of Theory to an Age of Practice it takes more than
a Pretty Layout and a lotta Alluring Adjectives to interest live
showmen in a pressbook these tuff days

• • • SO IT came to pass that Columbia has started a
policy of Practical Pressbooks . leading off with one for
"Mills of the Gods"
the ads in this book have ample space
for the signature cut of your theater for the listing of
short subjects, stage presentations or anything else on the program also spaces left for mention of prices, opening times,
last day copy, time tables or any other policy copy
this
pressbook shows three distinct campaigns ... the exhib can
choose the one best suited to his needs

• • • ONE OF the really fine evidences of the Xmas
Spirit is the special showing of Hal Roach's production of
"Babes In Toyland"
an adaptation of Victor Herbert's
operetta featuring Laurel and Hardy
to be staged
Tuesday afternoon for the bedridden and disabled children of
Bellevue Hospital we are looking forward eagerly to this
special performance it's a cinch that these Bellevue youngtown sters will be the most appreciative and responsive audience in
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• A BANNER day's work yesterday for the I.T.O.A.
... they raised $4,100 for the Federated Jewish Charities
Barclay McCarthy is writing some special feature articles
for Warners on "Sweet Adeline"
They
birthday
party for Herb Crooker at the Warner home gave
officea the
other
day
Jack Kyle, alumnus of the old Pathe, is now film
editor for the Dep't of the Interior at Washington . he has
started whipping a lot of National Park films into presentable
shape
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• • • OVER AT the Vitaphone stude in Brooklyn A
Dorian Otvos has been on the job for several years turning out a few score scripts and good scripts, at that .
Mister Otvos was called in to do some sketches for Lew Brown's
revue, "Calling All Stars" at the Hollywood theater and
one of the Broadway commentators for the "World-Telegram"
remarks "Never heard of him."
and Mister Otvos
remarks "What does it all matter?"
we work and we
struggle hard for years
and some writing mug who should
know the show biz he is supposed to be an expert in chirps
"Never heard of him." oh, well
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• • • AND NOW Roxy has sent out invites to a slew of
New York film lads for the Inaugural of the Roxy-Mastbaum
theater in Philly Dec. 23
they forgot to include the Special Train to take the boys there and back
so what?
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TIMELY TOPICS
Vanity and Sage
ActingMaintains
Don't Mix,
Directorial
J the
DON'T
so much
usualbother
film tests
we with
give
players, as I do their reactions
to a looking glass. I can telB
the moment a player walks onto
the set whether he, or she, is
going to act, or just parade1
through the part. For vanity
and acting can't mix. Standing
in front of a mirror continuously applying powder and makeand otherwise
"acting-up"is
for uppersonal
satisfaction
something entirely removed from
real, selfless acting before the
cameras. Complete disassociation of self is a very necessary
requisite for good acting. Entirely forgetting one's self as
the character takes hold is essential. One's personal feelings
must be relegated to the sidelines; and the part they are
portraying must entirely submerge self. One who is vain
and personally
act.
I've seen
many times. A
I may use my
illustrate, is

ambitious
it happen can't
too
case in point, if
current film to
Sylvia Sidney.

Rated
a gooda actress,
she the
doesn't
even have
mirror on
set.
Her hair-dresser time and again
has to tell her about some disarrangement of her hair, and
the cameraman often holds up
shooting until Miss Sidney
touches up her make-up, which
he has had to demand. I've had
many of them, big names in
Hollywood too, who spend about
one-half of their time in front
of their dressing-table-mirror.
And, for my money, they are not
actors.
— Mitchell Leisen

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS
On approximately $201 ,000,000 grossed
by British cinemas last year, about $33,500,000 was paid
entertainment
tax. to the government in

IRENE
in Warner Bros.' Magnificent
Picturization oi the Musical
Hit Broadway Acclaimed
tor 63 Capacity Weeks . . .
MERVYN LEROY'S First
Musical Production Since
"Gold Diggers of 1933.'' . . .
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to
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VARIETY
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"A rich, ample portion of sheer romance carried aloi
on the spell of haunting, heart-stirring melody and lyric
.... An offering to go to town with, and should do ex
ceptional business everywhere .... Ingredients an
made for popular appeal and are sure-fire . . .
Mervyn LeRoy has directed with feeling and artisti

WARNER
MUSICAL

BROS. OFFER YOU THE ONLY BIG
RELEASED
CHRISTMAS WEEK
t
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«
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Gloria Swanson, John Boles, Douglass
Montgomery, June Lang

x

85 mins.

PLEASING MUSICAL COMEDY THAT
4AKES NICE ENTERTAINMENT FOR
HE FAMILY TRADE.
Made from the Broadway stage producion and considerably amplified from a pro
uction standpoint, this concoction of muic, romance and comedy is a generally
ntertaining affair suitable for young or
Id. Though its principal musical numbers,
articularly the theme song of "I've Told
very Little Star", have been made quite
amiliar throughout the land, there is
nough freshness and innovation in the
creen version to make it worth while to
hose who saw the stage play as well as
hose who didn't. Gloria Swanson and
ohn Boles do swell work as the temperatental and perpetually scrapping stage duo
rho split and have innocent affairs with
he respective sweethearts of Douglass
Montgomery and June Lang, young counry folk, with the pairs being rightly mated
gain in the end. Miss Lang stands out
elightfully as the little heroine and Mont;omery does his part well. Al Shean,
oseph Cawthorn and Reginald Owen also
core in character roles, and Joe May's
irection is in a good tempo.
Cast: Gloria Swanson, John Boles, Doug3ss Montgomery, June Lang, Al Shean,
Reginald Owen, Joseph Cawthorn, Hobart
iosworth, Sara Haden, Marjorie Main,
toger Imhof, Jed Prcuty, Christian Rub,
uzzy Knight.
Director, Joe May; Libretto and Lyrics,
)scar Hammerstein II; Screen Play, Howrd I. Young, Billie Wilder; Music, Jerome
^ern; Dances, Jack Donahue; Cameraman,
rnest Palmer; Recording Engineer, A L
on Kirbach.
Direction, Good.

DAILY

Photgoraphy, A-l.

Signed for Yiddish Talkie
Dinah Goldberg, Anita Chayes,
Morris Strassberg, Leah Naomi and
'eter Graf have been signed by Jack
tillman, president of Sov-Am Film
orp. Their first assignment will
e as supporting principals for
Boris Thomashefsky and Regina
Suckerberg in "Bar Mitzvah", secmd of the all-talking Jewish proluctions on Sov-Am's schedule for
his year.
Henry Lynn will direct.

James W. Home
Frank Campeau
Ray Foster
Jack C. Raymond
Charles Rosenzweig

m "LOTS"
froW1LK
By RALPH
A LITTLE
HOLLYWOOD
/^LLEN JONES, about whom MG-M executives are reported
very enthusiastic, has been signed to
a term contract by that company
and is to be cast in a forthcoming
musical production. Jones played a
part in "Bitter Sweet" and appeared
in several musicals sponsored by the
Shuberts.

"Mississippi," in which Bing Crosby and W. C. Fields are featured,
with Edward Sutherland directing.
Fred Kohler replaced Stanley Fields
and others added are King Baggott,
Mahlon Hamilton, Bruce Covington,
Jules Cowles, Clarence Geldert, Warren Rogers, Dan Crimming, William Howard Gould, Jean Clarenden,
Len Kelly, Charles L. King, Al
T ▼ »
Richmond, J. P. McGowan, Francis
Esther Dale, New York stage MacDonald, Stanley Andrews, Harry
actress and wife of Arthur J. Beck- Cody and Forrest Taylor.
hard, producer-writer-director, has
been signed by Samuel Goldwyn for
one of the leading roles in "The
Charles "Chic" Sale, Douglas
Wedding Night," his new production
in which Anna Sten and Gary Coo- Dumbrille, Dorothy Appleby, Irene
Franklin, Herman Bing, Harry Hellper are co-starred.
»
»
»
man, Zeffie Tilbury and Paul Fix
Maidel Turner has been signed for have been added to the cast of
the Fox adaptation of "Dante's In- Jesse Lasky's forthcoming Fox mudirect. ferno," which Harry Lachman will
sical film, is
"Redheads
John Boles
starred in On
the Parade."
film and
T T ▼
June Knight has been cast for the
Richard Cromwell has been leading feminine role. Norman Mcawarded the juvenile lead in Will Leod is directing.
Rogers' forthcoming Fox vehicle,
"Life Begins At Forty," which will
go into production shortly under the
direction of George Marshall.
T

T

T

Final title for the M-G-M picture
formerly known as "Ambulance
Call" is "Only 8 Hours." Chester
Morris and Virginia Bruce have
principal roles in this film which
George Seitz directed under Lucien
Hubbard's supervision.
V

*

T

In response to a message from
4dmiral Byrd in Little America that
entertainment material was needed
to keep up the morale of the expedition until they can board ship
for their return next May, Darryl
F. Zanuck, production head of 20th
Century Pictures, has rushed the
prints of three of his productions.
The three pictures — "The Bowery",
"Moulin Rouge" and "Gallant Lady"
are expected to catch the last supply ship leaving New Zealand for
Little America.
v
»
v
Richard Boleslavski, director of
"Clive of India," the 20th Century
production starring Ronald Colman,
is the recipient of a two-fold
Christmas gift from Darryl F. Zanuck, production chief of the company. He has been awarded the
assignment to direct "Les Miserables" and has been granted a vacation of long enough duration to visit
his
Poland.
Miserables,"
with native
Fredric
March"Les
starred,
will go
into production early in the new
year. The screen adaptation from
the famous Victor Hugo novel is
by W. P. Lipscomb, co-author of
"Clive of India." Boleslavski was
borrowed by Zanuck from M-G-M
for the two films which are to be released through
» United
T ▼ Artists.
Eighteen players were added this
week to the cast of Paramount's

n

»DATE BOOK*
Dec. 17: General Meeting of Actors" Equity
Ass'n to discuss Screen Actors' Guild affiliation, Hotel Astor, New York.
Dec. 19: Annual stockholders' meeting of
Trans-Lux Daylight Pictures Screen Corp.,
10:30 A. M.
Dec. 19: Public hearing on

proposed code

amendments including revision in vaudeville section and elimination of the tease
clause; Hotel Willard, Washington.
Dec. 20: A.M. P. A.

Christmas Party, Hotel

Astor, New York, 12:30 P. M.
Dec. 31: Annual New Year's Party of the
Motion Picture Salesmen, Inc., Hotel Astor,
New York.
Jan. 14: Hearing of arguments by the U. S.
Supreme Court, Washington, in the Paramount appeal from the lower court decision on American
Tri-Ergon patents.
Feb. 23. Annual ball of the Detroit Variety
Club.
March 4:: Extraordinary meeting of stockholders of Pathe Exchange, Inc., to act on
reorganization plan 2:30 P. M., New York.
May 20-25: Annual Spring Meeting of the
wood.
Society of Motion Picture Engineers, Holly-
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THIS SHORT SUBJECT
SHOULD GET YOUR COIN

SEEKS AID OF CODE
IN FREE-SHOW FIGHT
(Continued from Page 1)

proxy for Nathan Yamins at the
Code Authority meeting held yesterday.
Boston circuit operators have
been conferring with officials of
Scott, furrier, who has been holding
free broadcasting tryout shows on
Sundays in the Boston Opera House.
Attendance at the performances has
run as high as 4,000 with 5,000 persons turned away, it is reported.
Aid of the Boston authorities was
invoked and the project, as a result,
was classified as a regular theater
playing vaudeville.
Under an adjustment of the situation worked out at the conferences,
the circuits will provide a theater
for the furrier's radio tryouts but
the public will not be admitted. A
second house will handle the Scott
broadcasts from the stage as an
added attraction, much along the
lines adopted in the Standard Oil
free shows agreement reached during the past week in New York.
With these free shows classified
as vaudeville, circuit interests hope
that they can be forced to observe
provisions of the vaudeville section
of the motion picture code.

(Continued from Page

1)

Grand Coulee, Wash. — Duncan
McPherson, formerly with M-G-M
in Hollywood, will manage the new
450-seat theater being erected here.

Audubon, Iowa — Harry Pace,
has done for hen
manager and owner of the Broad- 'he Committee
way, has sold the theater to W. J. With
the dough
you thot
Reg'lar
have
kicked
in.
Just
this Fellers
would
Miller of Des Moines, Miller will
make you realize that your dollars
take possession Jan. 1.
are doing plenty of good.
Here isj
Lawrence, Mass. — James Sayer
Beloit, Wis. — The Rex, managed me place where every nickel goes
has reopened the Colonial.
So keep the checks
by G. A. Turner, has adopted a to RELIEF.
rolling in, fellers.
Thanks to those
new policy of three acts of vaudealready listed.
And to those whof
ville
on
Fridays
and
Saturdays
in
Boston— Officials of M. & P.-Pubto a film attraction, while are going to come in — NOW.
lix have brought Jack Goodwin from addition
Our Own Gang
the Maine territory to manage the the Majestic, managed by Milt Ellis,
is
playing
five acts of vaudeville on Ned Depinet
Scollay Square here. Alton K. Free- Saturday nights,
Ray
JohnstonPictures
Monogram
in addition to the Jack Alicoate
Sack
Co.
man is assistant, while Marty Gla- screen entertainment.
Louis Amusement
K Sidney
Al
Lichtman
zier is now handling publicity.
Jimmy Grainger
Harold Hendee
Nizer
Will
HaroldHays
Franklin
Milwaukee — Ray Tesch, business Louis Mersereau
McGregor, Iowa — The Strand the- manager of the Allied Independent Don
Billy Brandt
Roy
Norr
ater has been purchased by Ed. Theater Owners of Wisconsin, re- City Photo Engraving Co. William Barnett
cently sustained the loss of a baby Henry Reston
Nordhus, former manager, from
Don Gillette
William R. Ferguson
Samuel Bram
daughter at childbirth.
Mrs. H. Hall of Elkader, Iowa.
Andrew Geoly
David Palfreyman

Major Circuits Studying
$56,187,293 In Valid
Paramount Claims
Price-Fixing Decision
(Continued from Page

I)

which follow them. The ruling, if
sustained, will have far-reaching
consequences.
Rights of the first runs in the
matter were established when Judge
W. M. Taylor in the 14th District
Court decided against R. Z. Glass
who sought an injunction to prevent
Next Dual Ban Suit
and charged monopoly
To Be In Cleveland price-fixing
in
his
action
against Karl Hoblit(Continued from Page 1)
zelle. Interstate Circuit, Paschalla victory in Philadelphia, where a Texas
Theaters, Dent Theaters, R.
decision on the legality of antidouble feature clauses in distribu- J. O'Donnell and Southern Entertor contracts is expected next month.
prises. In protection bought by certain of the defendants it is understood that in instances where a firstTri-State Circuit Shifts run charged 40 cents or more admisOmaha — Everett R. Cummings,
sion, subsequent runs were comdistrict manager for Tri-States cir- cents. pelled to charge a minimum of 25
cuit, announced shifts in house managers coincident with the darkening
of the Paramount. Ted Emerson
Not Fighting Center Shows
of the Paramount takes over the
Circuits have no intention of
World, replacing Don Fuller, who
goes to Hastings, Neb., as city man- launching an offensive against the
ager. Robert Dunnuck, city boss free Sunday night broadcasting concerts given at the RKO Center as
there, moves over to Ottumwa, la.,
in the same capacity. The shifts they are of the opinion that these
indicate permanent closing for the shows draw prospective picture
house trade into the Times Square
Paramount.
district. Unlike free shows given
in the former Hudson theater, now
operated by Columbia Broadcasting
Option on Belleville Houses
System, the concerts only run one
Belleville, 111. Phillip M. Levit, hour
then the audience is turned
Chicago broker, is reported to have loose and
to seek other entertainment.
obtained a six-month option from
General Amusement Co. on the Lincoln and vVashington theaters here.
St. Louis Bond Settlement
Levit's client is not named.
St. Louis — ■ Holders of bonds
against the Ambassador, Missouri
and New Grand Central theaters,
Ampa Affair a Sellout
The Committee in charge ot arrangesold lasttective
Julycommittee,
to a bondholders'
proments for the AMPA Xmas Party at the
received a total
Hotel Astor on Thursday, Dec. 20 anof
$2,272,430
cash
and
credits
on
nounced yesterday that no tickets will
bonas with a total face value of
be sold at the door. Table reservations
are limited to 1,200, and there are
$5,955,400, according to the final reonly a few dozen seats left.
port of Nelson Cunliff special master in the case.

(Continued from Page

\)

tion and the claims of Jesse Lasky
for $282,000 and of Sam Ivaiz lor
$265,498 will be litigated before tne
Special Master. Erpi's claim of $1,884,411 has been allowed for $1,193,195 which includes interest to
March 13, 1933 in the amount ol
$50,000. Agreement has been reached whereby the Warner Bros. Inc.,
claim and that of the Tobis-Tonbila
Syndikat totaling $111,519 will be
settled on payment of $51,500. The
report shows also that two Brulatour claims aggregating slightly
over $100,000 has been allowed as
has been a $10,000 claim by the
Technicolor Corp.

S.M.P.E. Eastern Meetings

The Atlantic Coast Section of the
S. M. P. E. plans a meeting at the
Hotel Pennsylvania, Dec. 19 when
Dr. W. B. Rayton of Bausch &
Lomb will speak on motion picture
optics.
The society's standards committee
meets Dec. 14 with Max C. Batsel
as chairman. Its committee on projection practices holds a session Dec.
12 with Harry Rubin as chairman,
the session
taking place in the Paramount building.
Fire Wrecks
Griffith House
Cleburne, Tex. — A fire this week
ruined the Yale Theater, operated
by Griffith Amusement Co. of Oklahoma City, with L. A. Chatham as
manager. Damage is estimated at
$30,000. The house, seating 1,200,
is expected to be in shape to reopen in about three months.
Lyn Harding Supports Bergner
London — Lyn Harding has joined
the cast of the British & Dominions
production of "Escape Me Never",
with Elizabeth Bergner. The production will be released through
United Artists.

Eaves Costume Co.
Automatic Devices, Inc.
Ben Amsterdam
Irving Samuels
Charles C. Moskowitz
J. H.Finney
Moskowitz
Amusement
Supply Co.
Ed
Earle W. Hammons
Bert Adler
Mrs. Bert Adler
N.
Brower
'iv H.Emnauel
Rube Jackter

Nate Golden
David Bernstein
Cres^on E. Smith
Winfield
Andrus
M. J. Kandell
Moe Streimer
J.
S. MacLeod
Addie
Dannenberg
Mrs. Edna
Alma
MasonySussman
Harry Buckley
M.

VanPraag

Jerry Cohen
Irving Goodfield
Haskell
Masters
Edward Davidow
Herbert
Berg

Fred Quimby
Dick Brady

Mike Vogel
J. R. Vogel
Internat'l
Alliance
of Theatrical
Stage Employees

WilliamDempsey
A. Orr
Fred

Detroit Notes
Detroit — Albert Schuck, fro»
Dearborn, is manager of the Tower,]
new 1,442-seater just opened
bj
Frank A. Wetsman, circuit owner.
Howard Craven, manager of Exl
hibitors Service Co., has moved to
new offices in the Film Exchange.
Under the new Woodward AveJ
marquee ordinance, which theaters
opposed without results, the onlj
signs allowed are on fronts of the
marquee, and these may only give
the name of theater and its general
policy.
M-G-M Film at Brooklyn Fox
M-G-M 's "The Gay Bride", fori
merly called "Repeal", with Chester
Morris and Carole Lombard, has it^
metropolitan premiere today at thfl
Brooklyn Fox.
Competition

Next Summer

Decision of National League club
owners to allow night baseball games
next summer looms as a new competition to worry exhibitors in the slack
season. Each team will be permitted
to put on up to seven night games at
home in the course of the 1935 championship season. The purpose is to
stimulate public
interest
in baseball.
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More thrilling, more disturbing, more fascinating than
ever . . , the screen's supreme star brings you the story
that made Sir James M. Barrie great . . . the stage
play that made Maude Adams famous . . . . the
romance that has touched the hearts of millions . . .
NOW

THE PICTURE

CAREER

OF THE

THAT

CROWNS

THE

IDOL OF ALL AMERICA

1■

TH6 LITTL6
M. BARRIE'S

SIR JAMES

Hnsum
JOHN BEALTALAN
DIRECTED

BY RICHARD

WALLACE

•

A PANDRO

S. BERMAN

HALE
PRODUCTION

as Barrie's .dark -eyed
gypsy "Babbie" in one of
the great love stories oj'
the ages . . . painted on a
burning background of
turbulence and conflict!

THE LITTLE
MINISTER

$

NATIONWIDE

HOLIDAY

PRESENTATION
BACKED
FULL

BY

IN

KEY

NATIONAL

AND
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ADVER-

NEWSPAPERS

PICTURE

IT HAPPENED
ONE NIGHT!
Things change fast in picture business...but one thing remains steadfast
. . . comradeship ! Many of our friends,
many of the old-timers of the industry are in temporary difficulties. We
can help them without the embarrassments of"charity" by the anonymous and intelligent Film Daily
Relief Fund. Help yourself to a
happier holiday with a check to this
Fund today.

it '"kit* it

..♦"'The President Vanishes ' remains the most
violent, exciting . . . fearful film of this or any
other season.

For a truly thrilling and intel-

ligent evening of rough-riding action, we
give
CHARLES

MacARTHUR,

noted author

and producer says: — '"The President
Vanishes' has everything that makes for
a bang-up movie . . . laughs, thrills, suspense...with a timely and daring then

it our

unqualified

recommendation!"

— Liberty Magazine

MOLLIE

MERRICK

... Famed

llywood Correspondent says: —
" 'The President Vanishes' is an
assured success ... Put this picture
on the list of films you just can't
afford to miss!"

cRY REGULAR

FELLOW

GIVES HIS BIT TO THE RELIEF FUND

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

VOL.

LXVI.

NC.

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Sixteen Years Old
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New Draft of Fox Met. Plan Calls for Board of Five

CODE AUTH'Y ASKS NRA TO DROP LEASE CLAUSE

Plan Circuit of Small Houses to Play Foreign Pictures
Levin and Radin Expecl
to Have Sites in Six
Cities by February
A national circuit of theaters to
play foreign pictures exclusively is
being planned by Levrad Amusement Co., of which Charles S. Levin
is president and Matty Radin general manager. Houses will be operating in six cities in addition to
New York, by the first of February, Radin said yesterday. They
will be located in Philadelphia,
Pittsburgh, Detroit, Chicago, Boston and Baltimore.
Theaters to be acquired average
750 seats in capacity. The concern
already operates the Cameo and
Acme in New York City.

STANLEY GO. REPORTS
LOSS OF $2,590,296

New Wisconsin

Unit Adopts Name and

By-Laws

Milwaukee — By-laws of the new exhibitor organization to be incorporated
under the name of Independent Theaters Protective Association of Wisconsin
and

Upper

decided

Michigan,

at yesterday's

to be presented
meeting

of

over

at a meeting
50

state

here Jan. 3 and 4, were

exhibitors.

REAL LIFE DRAMAS
TRANS-LUX MEETING
TOO REAL FOR SCREEN ADJOURNED TO FRIDAY
Picked at random from the files of
the Film Daily Relief Fund. Case
No. 162 — A screen star of the silent
era who long since went into eclipse.
About to be dispossessed from her
modest apartment. Frantic with
grief — not over her own plight, but
that of her old mother and her
child, — who are entirely dependent
on her support. And the poor girl
can't even support herself, although
she is willing to tackle any kind of
(Continued on Page 11)

Net loss of $2,590,296, after depreciation, amortization, interest Exhibs Save $2,500,000
and other charges, is reported by
Under Revised Ohio Tax
Stanley Company of America, a
Toledo — Ohio exhibitors will save
Warner Bros, theater subsidiary,
for the year ended Aug. 25. This $2,500,000 in the coming year under the new 3 per cent gross adcompares with loss of $2,439,104 in
mission tax which becomes effective
the previous year.
Jan. 1, suspending the former levy
of approximately 12 per cent, acLoew Spending $150,000
presicording to Martin G. Smith,Theater
On Toronto Theater
the Independent
dent of(Continued
on Page 6)
Toronto — Loew executives from
New York, and Canadian stockholders of Marcus Loew's Theater, Ltd.,
of Toronto, attended the annual
meeting of the latter company here
when it was decided to spend about
$150,000 (Continued
in modernizing
on Page 6) Loew's

Meeting of stockholders of the
Trans-Lux Corp. was adjourned
yesterday to Friday at 3 p. m. to
permit the proxy committee to continue the proxy count which will
determine whether the present management will remain in control of
the company. Opposition to the
management
is ledon by
stockhold(Continued
Pagea 6)

Review Board Calls 'Aran' Best
The National Board of Review has
selected "Man of Aran," Gaumont
British production, as the best picture
of 1934. It was produced by Robert
Flaherty and is now having an extended
run at the Westminster Cinema.

Warner's "Sweet Adeline", which
was to have opened Christmas Eve
at the Strand, which is closed for
repairs due to the recent fire, has
been spotted to open Jan. 4 at the
New York Paramount.

By
FILM

GEORGE
DAILY

W . MEHRTENS
Staff Correspondent

Washington — Elimination
of the
code's interference-with-lease clause,
because it has been found to be unenforceable, was proposed
by the
Code Authority at a lively session
before Deputy
Administrator
William P. Farnsworth yesterday, when
this matter and various amendments
to the vaudeville labor section of
the film code were discussed at a
(Continued on Page 6)

AMBROSE J. DOWLING
IS DEAD IN LONDON

London (By Cable) — Ambrose J.
("Bo") Dowling, former head of
the
RKO Radio foreign department,
Lichtman Closes U. A. Deal
died Tuesday in Dorchester followWith the Saenger Circuit
ing an attack of pneumonia. He
New Orleans — As a result of a came to London the early part of
conference here between Al Licht- this year and had been making his
headquarters here ever since.
man, United Artists' general manager of distribution, and E. V. Richards, head of the Saenger circuit, Willis Kent, Harry Marx
U. A. will play the Saenger theaters
In Automobile Accident
excepting New Orleans affiliated
East Liverpool, 0. — Willis Kent,
houses and New Orleans United independent
producer, and Harry
Theaters, rejecting independent Marx, formerly with Paramount
contracts that conflict. This is the
Publix, were slightly injured when
largest U. A. circuit deal here in the car in which they were driving
west crashed into a truck near here.
The car was smashed. Kent left
years.
New York Tuesday on his way to
the coast.

Board Replaces Voting Trust
In New Fox Metropolitan Plan

New York Paramount Gets
Warner's "Sweet Adeline"

Lively Hearing
on Code
Changes
Held in
Washington

New draft of the Fox Metropolitan Theaters' reorganization plan
preparedtectivebycommittee
the provides
bondholders'
profor abandonment of the voting trust provisions in the earlier draft published
exclusively in The Film Daily and
sets up a board of five directors for
the new (Continued
company onincluding
Page 14) Sidney

Very Highly Rated
Twocurrently
pictures being
in theconducted
1934 "Tenby Best"
poll
THE
FILM DAILY with the cooperation of
the nation's film critics already have
received more votes than the total of
any previous winner in this annual event.
The previous record for a film was
309. Ballotting set another new high
mark yesterday when it crossed 415.
The polls are about to close and full
results will be announced early in the
New Year.
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Thursoay,

Garyn, McConnell to Speak Virginia MPTO Launching
At First Division Meeting
Fight for Sunday Shows
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Irene Dunne

William C. Hyer

Sten Contract Not Expired
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Samuel Goldwyn denies the report about not renewing
Anna Sten's contract. He points out
that her present contract does not
expire for eighteen months.
McVicker's Hearing Adjourned
Hearing on application of Jones,
Linick & Schaefer, operators of McVicker's Theater, Chicago, for permission to institute a $5,000,000
anti-trust suit against the Paramount trustees on the ground that
an alleged conspiracy by Paramount
has resulted in inability of the operators to obtain major product for
the theater, was adjourned yesterday in Federal Court to Dec. 26.

FINANCIAL
NEW

Pat Garyn and Fred McConnell,
western and eastern sales managers
for the "March of Time" series, and
Roy Larsen, vice-president of
"Time", the magazine, and founder
of the "March of Time" series on
the air, will address the First Division mid-season sales meeting in
addition to those previously announced. The personnel of the local First Division exchange, including Morris Epstein, branch manager; Dick Perry, Abe Blumstein,
Wm. Benson, Abe Glaubinter, Manny Meyers and Sid Kulick, will play
an important part in the activities.

Richmond — Encouraged by a favorable court decision on Sunday
openings at Norfolk, the M. P. T.
O. of Va. is expected to launch a
campaign to establish open Sundays
throughout the state. Morton Thalneimer, as president of the association, is expected to lead the move.

Broadcasting RKO Films Abroad
RKO Radio has tied up with the
International Broadcasting Club, of
which Capt. Leonard F. Plugge is
president, to broadcast transcriptions of Radio pictures throughout
Europe over the club's affiliated stations. The first program, set for
Dec. 22, is expected to be the hits
from "The Gay Divorcee." Capt.
City.
Plugge has opened American headouarters in the RCA Building, Radio
Kitty Carlisle in Person at Para.
Kitty Carlisle, featured with Bing
Crosby in "Here Is My Heart," will
appear in person for the first performance at the New York Paramount tomorrow, when the film has
its premiere. Miss Carlisle at this
one performance will be a guest star
of Fred Waring and his Pennsylvanians.

Fire Damages Huish Theater
Salt Lake City — Damage of about
$5,000 was caused by fire at the
Lyric theater, Richfield, operated by
Phil Seletsky a Colonel
Boston — Philip Seletsky, for many C. E. Huish, president of the Interyears associated with the Nathan H. mountain Theater Men's Ass'n. Loss
is covered by insurance.
Gordon Olympia Theaters and Paramount Publix and now executive film
Services for Mrs. Mulhall
buyer for M. & P. Theaters, is now
a Kentucky Colonel.
Services for Mrs. Henrietta Mulhall, mother of Jack Mulhall, will
Deal on ComiColor Cartoons
be held
today Church,
in St. Michael's
man Catholic
Newark. RoShe
Majestic Film Exchange of New
York has closed a deal with Cel- died on Monday.
ebrity Productions for the distribution of the second series of 13
Menzies to Direct London Film
Powers ComiColor Cartoons in the
London — William Cameron MenGreater New York and northern
zies has been assigned by AlexanNew Jersey territory.
der Korda of London Films to direct
"100 Years from Now," from the
"Scarlet Pimpernel" Premiere
H. G.ists Wells
release. script, for United ArtLondon — "The Scarlet Pimpernel,"
London Films production co-starring
Leslie Howard and Merle Oberon,
Sues for $15,000 Over Title
will have its world premiere tomorA suit for $15,000 was filed yesrow at the Leicester Square theater.
by Edward Esmonde against
The film reaches America in ten Warner terdayBros.,
claiming plagiarism
days and will be released through
United Artists.
of the title "Girl Trouble," written
by Barry Connors, since deceased.
Esmonde claims he bought the play.
Frank Merriwell for Universal
Universal has completed arrange- Sid Kramer Heads RKO Print Dept.
ments to produce a serial on Frank
Sid Kramer has been named to
Merriwell, the character created by succeed the late Eddie Home as head
Gilbert Patten under the pen name of the RKO print and negative deof Burt L. Standish.
partment.
Klitzsch Death Report Confused
Due to confusion in cable transmission, Ludwig Klitzsch, president
and general manager of Ufa, was reported to have died this week in
Berlin, whereas it was Mrs. Klitzsch
who passed away.

RKO Deal With 2 Chicago Circuits
Two Chicago circuits, Schoenstadt
and Essaness, signed to play RKO
Radio 1934-35 features and shorts.
The Essaness Circuit consists of 19
theaters, with 12 in the Schoenstadt
group.
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ABE LEFF of Leff-Meyers Theatrical Corp.
sailed from New York last night on the Georgia
for a Caribbean cruise.
HARRY ROYSTER is in New York, where he
Ohio.
is now ilton,headquartering,
after residing at Hamfor

ARTHUR ISRAEL
the South.

BYRAM
fromJOHN
Boston.

leaves New

York tomorrow

has returned

to New

HARRY GOETZ arrived in New
night on the Paris.

York

York
last

HENRY ARMETTA, comedian under contract
to Universal, arrives in New York today from
the coast by auto, following a vacation tour.
He will stop at the Waldorf-Astoria.
EDWARD G. ROBINSON, who left Hollywood
yesterday for New York and arrives Sunday to
spend the Christmas holidays with his wife
snd son. returns to the Warner Burbank studios
in February to start work
in "Money
Man." |
WILL H. HAYS left New York yesterday for
the Coast.
CHARLES C. PETTIJOHN
today
for Florida.
A. P. WAXMAN
was
day from New York.

leaves New

York

in Philadelphia yeste*

AL CHRISTIE, WILLIAM WATSON
anil
ARTHUR JARRETT will entrain tomorrow for
the coast, where
they will spend
the holidays.
ABRAHAM LEHR, vice-president of Samuel
Goldwyn Productions, and Mrs. Lehr returned
last night on the Olympic from a five-week
business and pleasure trip to London and
end.
Paris. They leave for Hollywood this weekMAX COHEN of Universal is a passenger
on the Georgia, which left New York last night
for a Caribbean
cruise.
E. T. CARR, general sales manager of United
Artists Corp. Ltd. of England is aboard the
Manhattan arriving here Saturday Carr is on .
a
business and vacation trip, hisfirstcombined
in six years.
ADOLPHE MENJOU, VERREE
MONROE GREENTHAL leave
today to attend
Barnum" at the
the end of the
dale return to
at Warners.
is to appear

TEASDALE and
tor Bridgeport!

the premiere of "The Mighty
Majestic Theater there. ■
week Menjou and Miss Teasi
the coast, where the lath |

in "Midsummer

Night's Dream';

CLEMENCE DANE, playwright, sails early fil
January
for London.
FRANCES LANGFORD, singer, has left for tffll

coast to be tested by M-G-M.
MADY CHRISTIANS, whose first AmerieBI
film, "Wicked Woman," has just been releasjjj
morning.
by M-G-M, will leave the coast by plane rhfj
afternoon and arrive in New York tomorrow
EERTHA FOTH, Gaumont British player, a||
rived yesterday from London to confer whj|
Earl Carroll.
FRED W. LANGE, Paramount's general foil
eign representative with headquarters in Pari
arrives in New York tomorrow on the EmprJI
of Britain for a series of conferences with Johl
Hicks, Jr., vice-president of Paramour
W.
International.

AS
THE

SEEN
BY
PRESS

AGENT
Walter Connolly eats breakfast at
noon, a habit he acquired during years
of theatrical
work.— COLUMBIA

n unusual tribute
to dn unusudl hit!

important theatres are
playing it day and date
on the most important
date of the show season

WA

RNER

BAXTER
in

FRANK

MYRNA

• LOY

CAPRA'S

BROADWAY

production

BILL

By Robert Riskin— Based on the story by Mark Hellinger

A

COLUMBIA

Direct from two successful weeks at Radio

PICTURE
City Music Hall

"I hear Bette Davis gives a simply
marvelous performance with
Paul Muni in 'Bordertown'."

"My dear, you must see Irene
in 'Sweet Adeline'."
Dunne

'I can hardly wait to see
Rudy Vallee's new picture,
'Sweet Music'!"

Have you seen Irene Dunne
in 'Sweet Adeline'?"

Gee — what a grand direction
job Mervyn LeRoy's done
'Sweet Adeline'!"

in

Have you heard that Warners
are going to film fA Midsummer Night's Dream'?"

'They say'Bordertown's' 1 he best
thingPaul Muni has ever done."

THE

-sEzm
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TRANS-LUX MEETING
ADJOURNED TO FRIDAY
ers' committee
headed by W
Fitzgerald.
G.
Percy Furber, president of TransLux, announced that the company's
net earnings for the ten months
ended Oct. 31 were $168,985. He
said net results would justify another 10-cent dividend, making 20
cents for 1934. In 1933, the company earned $121,856 or 16 cents a
share.

Exhibs Save $2,500,000
Under Revised Ohio Tax
(Continued from Page 1)

Owners of Ohio, which was active in
the fight against the old tax. Suspension of the former tax is for a
period of one year only, Smith
points out, and continued efforts by
exhibitors will be necessary to prevent the levy from being raised
again.

Loew Spending $150,000
On Toronto Theater
(Continued from Page

1)

Younge Street Theater. This estimate is made by Jules Bernstein,
resident managing director in Toronto for Loew's. Among those attending were: Harry Moskowitz, H.
N. Stillman,Leopold
Joseph *R.
Vogel, H. and
M.
Addison,
Friedman
Harry Bernstein.

St. Louis Briefs
St. Louis — Dave Komm, owner of
the Avenue Theater, East St. Louis,
has taken over the business of Majestic Pictures exchange here and
will devote his time to it. A. R.
Dietz, branch manager, will continue with the exchange.
"Dinty" Moore, zone manager for
Warner theaters, plans to spend
Christmas in Florida. Mrs. Moore
and Bill Shapiro of Globe Poster
Co. will accompany him.
"The Tip-Off," new publication
devoted to theaters, radio, sports
and night life, has made its bow.
It will appear each Friday. J. C.
Sattler is publisher, with headquarters at 100 North Broadway.
Lecture on Camera
A lecture on the "Camera and Its
Present Possibilities" will be given
by Irving Browning on Sunday evening at the Film & Photo League
headquarters, 31 East 21st St. Eugene Lauste, original discoverer of
sound on film, and M. Dublier of
the ~,\3l Lumiere camera fame will
exhibit s\me of the original cameras, films snd other equipment of
the early motion picture days.
Philly Variety to Install 100
Philadelphia — The Variety Club plans
to induct new members at a meeting
Dec. 30. About 100 novices are to be
formally received into the club under
the supervision of Earl Sweigert.

LT0

PHIL M. DALY

• • • THE OFFICE of Billy Ferguson was in a turmoil
of activity as we dropped in on the AMPA prexy to witness him putting the final polish on that AMPA Xmas Dinner
and Entertainment the gala social event of the Holiday
Season
couriers were constantly coming and going with
news about the talent and celebs who will grace the dais
messenger boys scurrying in and out with telegrams
phone bells were jangling
two stenogs were taking dictation in relays
and in the midst of it all sat Billy smiling as if it was just a li'l picnic a Human Dynamo who
takes everything in his stride including a lot of knotty
problems and emergency situations that would floor the average
mug
trying to stage single-handed, practically
a
gigantic show that would tax the ingenuity of any first-class
Showman
the guy is simply amazing

•
•
• WE CAN
going to enjoy
of the 1,600 tickets
actually
calls for
seat
any had
more)
premium
the
event

give you a slight idea of what you are
IF you are fortunate enough to hold one
to the affair
(the Committee has
2,500,
but
the
Hotel
Astor
ballroom
so the tickets are actually
selling won't
at a
first time in the history of a film social

• • • THERE WILL be over 50 on the Dais
including some big film execs along with the celebs of screen,
stage, radio
as well as outstanding civic personalities
such as Mayor La Guardia, if he is not called to Washington by the President
Grover Whalen, Postmaster of
New York L. Goldman
boro prexy Samuel Levy
Harold H. Hoffman, Governor of New Jersey and of all
pipple! Huey Long, if he can be coaxed to fly here for
the event
up to time of going to press, it looked hopeful
•
•
• OTHER
MAGNETS
of Pop Appeal will include
Walter Huston, George Jessel, Adolphe Menjou, Verree
Teasdale, Rudy Vallee
Sally Rand, Rubinoff, Lily Pons,
Sylvia Froos, Mae Murray
Shirley Ross, Raymond Baird,
Ken Strong, Bert Lytell, Beatrice Lillie Karen Morley,
Blossom Seeley, Arthur Tracy, Kitty Carlisle, Elsie Janis
Ruth Etting, Harry Hershfield, Nick Lucas, Smith & Dale
James Cagney, E. Gargorin, Richard Bonelli, Louis Sobol, Irving Caesar Joe Connolly, Balieff, Jane Winton, Yvonne
Darle
and so on and so forth and so what more do you
expect for a dirty dollar?
(just got a phone from Headquarters that tickets are selling for 10 bucks
we have two
anybody
can have
9 bucks
they can't kidpractically
us
no film affair
can for
be that
good each
10 bucks!
a fortune five days before Xmas)

•
•
• AND NOW
mygawd
here they come!
those inevitable, inutile and sometimes indecorous Xmas Cards
personally, we refrain from the poisonous custom
we are overwhelmed with the agony of visualizing all you mugs
trying to be Original and Clever preparing your Xmas
Cards in blood and anguish and as for you gents who just
go out and BUY yours at so much per 100
tush, tush
why in 'ell do y a do it?
either way?
Slaves to a
Silly Custom
that's what ya are!
(excuse us a
moment
the Missus is on the phone
"Yes, dear.
I ordered OUR Xmas Cards this morning.
An extra hundred?
All right, my love.") as we were saying
isn't it a Delightful Custom!

«
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CODE AUTH'Y WOULD
DROP LEASE CLAUSE

JHA

WITH

(Continued from Page 1)

Thursday,

(Continued from Page

1)

public hearing in the Hotel Willard.
P'arnsworth suggested at end of
discussion that an amendment relieving the Code Authority and
NRA of responsibility for giving a
complaint "legal remedy", and leaving actual redress to the courts,
might solve the difficulty. This and
other suggestions were considered
at a post-hearing conference.
The code's present leasing clause
was intended to prevent unfair attempts by theater circuits, or others,
to drive competitors out of business
by offering excessive rents or other
inducements to landlords. Independent exhibitors have complained frequently that their theaters were
"bought out from under them" by
such methods. John C. Flinn, executive secretary of the Code Authority, presented its proposals. Sidney Braunberg of Loew's legal department, Ralph Whitehead, executive secretary of the American Federation of Actors', Tyree Dillard,
of the code authority's legal staff,
President Ed Kuvkendall of the M.
P. T. O. A. and William Smalley,
exhibitor, also appeared.
Flinn disclosed that the Code Authority intends to set up an industry committee to take jurisdiction
over motion picture code complaints
from state compliance boards and
handle them separately. Headquarters of the committee will be in New
York, he said, with sub-committees
in Boston, Chicago and Los Angeles
"if conditions warrant."
Sidney Justin, representative of
Paramount and member of the Code
Authority, and Marvin Schenck of$
Loew's theater department, were in
agreement supporting efforts to as-,
sure code wages for independent
contractors' employees, but feared
they would be penalized for con-J
tractors' violations.
Mayer-Mayfair Deal Off
Negotiations on a deal under
which Arthur Mayer was to take
over operation of the Mayfair, Walter Reade house, are now off. Mayer,
former Paramount publicity and adRialto.
vertising executive, now runs the
P-T Council Sponsors Shows
Salt Lake City — Saturday morning shows for children are being
sponsored by the Parent- Teacher
Ass'n at the Capitol.
A Dash of Politics
Al Smith is head of a board to
improve movies. He is bound to be
under a temptation to label the pictures of Mr. Roosevelt in the news reels
as 'more or less objectionable'." — H. I.
Phillips

in "The

Sun."

//

AND WHAT SHALL
WE GIVE MR. AND
MRS. EXHIBITOR

for Christmas!"

(Oh boy! Turn over to
the next page FAST!)

LEO SAYS
40 BIG NATIONAL
MAGAZINES REACHING 34,048,736
FAMILIES!
Pick up any important
magazine and you'll find
Leo's full 'page ads on
"DAVID COPPERFIELD."
Saturday Evening Post
Woman's Home Companion
Ladies' Home Journal
McCall's Magazine
Collier's
Liberty
Delineator
Pictorial Review
American Magazine
True Story
Cosmopolitan
Woman's World
Literary Digest
Red Book
News Week
American Boy
Open Road For Boys
Boys' Fun
Life
Film
Screen Romances
Modern Romances
Modern Screen
Radio Stars
Motion Picture
Movie Classics
Movie Mirror
Photoplay
Shadoplay
Picture Play
Hollywood
Screen Book
Screen Play
Screenland
Silver Screen
Home
Mystery
Serenade
New Movie
Tower Radio
Parents' Magazine

Because M-G-M's national magazine campaign on "Barretts of Wimpole Street" was
so successful, Leo now gives exhibitors an
even bigger campaign
COPPERFIELD."

on

"DAVID

ERRY CHRISTMAS

a

with the Biggest National
Magazine Campaign in
Motion Picture history —
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LEFT:
One of the
seven
different
styles
of
ads used.
5-

And there's a very
timely suggestion on
THE NEXT

PAGE-)

Let's call him

DAVID
COPPERFIELD
because 1935 will be
best known for that!
The entire

organization

of M-G-M

from

its Studio

to its Home

and its Branches wishes you a Merry Christmas and Happy New

Office
Year!
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REVIEWS
Ralph

"TICKET

Graves

«

RCA board of directors will meet tomorrow to consider the plan of reorganization
designed to clear up accumulated dividends on the Class A and B stock through revamping of the cash
company's
capital tostructure,
was class
learned
yesterday.
A substantial
disbursement
holders ofit the
A stock
on account of arrears
is believed definitely under consideration by the directors and will be almost certainly discussed at tomorrow's
board
meeting.
Accumulated dividends on the preferred A stock totaled $8.75 a share as of Oct. 1
last, with accumulations on the class B issue aggregating $15 a share, except on 100,000 shares issued to Rockefeller Center, Inc., on which accumulation dates only from
issuance, in November, 1932.

in

TO A CRIME"

Beacon
(Syndicate)
67 mins.
MURDER MYSTERY CARRIES GOOD
SUSPENSE IN PIX GEARED FOR THE
POP HOUSES.
A fairly interesting murder mystery that
keeps building the suspense in a routine
crime drama that employs all the standard
props. Ralph Graves plays the role of
the private detective who uncovers the
murderer, while poking a lot of fun at the
man from headquarters in a friendly rivalry
to solve the crime. The plot concerns a
valuable necklace that is stolen at a house
party, followed by the murder of the host.
The developments wind in and out in a
manner that is not always clear or logical
and the motivation is often obscure. But
nevertheless the action is kept moving
swiftly, and there are plenty of human
interest touches that keep the offering
entertaining and suspenseful to the end.
Ralph Graves plays his usual smart alecky
type, but manages to make it humorous
and pleasing. As an independent production this one merits a lot of commendation.
Cast: Ralph Graves. Lois Wilson, Lola
Lane, James Burke. Charles Ray, Edward
Earle, Hy Hoover, John Elliott.
Director, Lewis D. Collins; Author, Carroll John Daly; Screen Play, Charles A
Logue; Recording Engineer, David Stcner;
Cameraman, Gilbert Warrenton.
Direction, Good
Photography, Okay

SHORTS
"Jack Frost"
(ComiColor Cartoon)
Celebrity Prods.
8 mins.
Swell
Kiddies and grownups will like
this tale of the little bear who, after
being tucked in bed, slips out of the
window of his tree-trunk home and
gets lost and somewhat battered
wandering through the snow. Old
Man Winter finally picks up the lit, tie bear and transports him back
to his warm home. Subject is
amusingly developed.
"Holiday
Land"
(Color
Rhapsody)
Columbia
9 mins.
Pleasing Cartoon
Produced in color, this is a generally enjoyable cartoon fantasy in
which Scrappy has quite an elaborate dream about being in Holiday
Land among the toys. There is a
fitting musical accompaniment.
"Don Quixote"
(ComiColor
Cartoon)
Celebrity Prods.
8 mins.
First-rate
Produced in Cinecolor by Ub
Iwerks, this is a very entertaining
cartoon subject packing a lot of
novelty and comedy in its brief span.
Don is first depicted in a looney
asylum reading a tale of when
knights were bold and fought for

»DATE BOOK«

Meet Tomorrow on Reorganization Plan

11

Today: A.M. P. A. Christmas Party, Hotel
Astor, New York, 12:30 P. M.
Dec. 21 : Allied Theater Owners of New Jersey meeting at Hotel Walt Whitman,
Camden, N. J.
12:30 P. M.
Dec. 22-23: First Division sales meeting, Park
Central
Hotel,
New
York.
Dec. 28:

Real Life Dramas too Real for the Screen
(.Continued from Page

1)

reasonable work. Case No. 47 — A
film gent who has held big technical
jobs in the past. An injury partly
incapacitated him. Has not had any
work to speak of for past two years.
As he says himself: "How I exist,
God only knows. Probably he
doesn't care. I hate to sound bitter
— but I'm going through hell." And
so on, through case after case. Just
as tragic as these.
Yes. boys and girls. We are talking about pals of yours — folks who
were once happy and comfortable,
working in the same film business
^hat gives you a livelihood. What
are you going to do about it? We
won't be asking you for your financial support after Xmas. What you
give now will help to take care of
almost 200 Needv Film Cases till
•■he next Holiday Season. Of course
vou are going to do your share!
Ain't it a grand and glorious feelin'
fo help your brothers in distress?
Thanks
a lot!

Legion of Honor!
David Palfreyman
Ned Depinet
<ack Alicoate
Nate Golden
41 Lichtman
David Bernstein
limmv Grainger
Cresson E. Smith
I ouis Nizer
M
J. Kandell
Winfield Andrus
Oon Mersereau
Moe Streimer
Rilly Brandt
City Photo Engraving Co J. S MacLeod
Honry Reston
Addie Dannenberg
William R. Ferguson
Mrs. Edna Sussman
Alma Masony
Andrew Geoly
Harry Buckley
Eaves Costume Co.
Automatic Devices. Inc. M. VanPraag
Jerry Cohen
Ben Amsterdam

2 Warner
West

Coast

Bureau

Films
of THE

Earle Adler
W. Hammons
Bert
Mrs.

Bert Adler

N. H. Brower
Rube Jackter
lay Emanuel
Fred
Quimby
Dick Brady

DAILY

Hollywood — Two Warner features
enter production today at the Burbank studios. They are "Florentine
Dagger", featuring Donald Woods
and Margaret Lindsay, with William McGann directing, and "King
of the Ritz" with William Gargan
and Ann Dvorak in the leads, and
Robert Florey directing.
"Waltz Time" for Sixth Week
"Waltz Time in Vienna" is being
held for a sixth week at the 55th
St. Playhouse.

Irving Goodfield
Haskell
Masters
Edward Davidow
Herbert
Berg
William A. Orr
Ross Federal Service, Inc
Morris Kinzler
Ben Shlyen
J. A. Tanney
Harry Thomas
William Massce
Joseph
H. Brennan
C. K. Olson

Mike Vogel
J. R. Vogel
Internat'l
Alliance
of Theatrical
Stage Employees
Ray Johnston
Monogram Pictures
Sack Amusement Co
Louis K. Sidney
Harold Hendee

Society ol Motion

Arthur Eddy
Leo Klebanow
Phil De Angelis
Al YoungBrowne
George
Arthur Gottlieb
Jules Levy
Arthur
Horn
E. A. Schiller

George
loe Lee Barnett

Si
W. Seadler
A. Scully
Jack Goetz
Irene F. Scott
A. P. Waxman
George J. Schaefer
Frank
Arthur C.LeeWalker

Al

Ted

William Barnett
Oon Gillette
Samuel
Bram
Mr.Goldberg
& Mrs.

Thomas

Friedlander

Rutgers
Neilson
H.
J. Glick
James
P. Clark
Clint Weyer
Ed Kuykendall
Herschel
Stuart
Arnold Van
Leer
Irving Lesser
Lou Guimond
E. M. Orowitz
Felix F. Feist
Walter
Re*de
W. F. Rodgers
H. J. Yates
Charles Rosenzweig
Sam
Dembow,
Jr.
Sol Brill Foundation
Harry Shiftman
N. L. Manheim
David Loew

Curtis

Toby Gruen
Motion
Picture
William Steiner

Picture Enginaers, Holly-

Universal Sets Releases

Quigley Friedman
Publications
Leopold
Jack
TropMcKenzie
Maurice

Harold Franklin
Will
Hays
Roy Norr

Club

Wm. B. Brenner
Bill German
Maurice Hess
Kann
Gabriel
J. H. Seidelman
W. A. Downs
William
F. Barrett
Paul N. Lazarus
James A. FitzPatrick
Harry Weltz
George
Batcheller
John D. R.Clark
J. J. O'Leary
Renee Carroll
A J. Dash
Wm.
J. Greenberger

Throughrelease
Month
oi through
Feb'y
Universal
schedule
February has been set as follows:
"Man Who Reclaimed His Head,"
Dec. 24; "I've Been Around," Dec.
31; "Night Life of the Gods," Jan.
14; "Straight from the Heart," Jan.
14; "Mystery of Edwin Drood," Jan.
21; "The Good Fairy," Jan. 28; "A
Notorious Gentleman," formerly
"Dangerous Gentleman," Feb. 4;
"Rendezvous at Midnight," formerly
'Joy
of Living,"
Feb.
11, and
"Transient Lady," Feb. 28.
8 Warner Features
In the Cutting Room
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — With production activities going full blast at the Warner studios, the company announces
eight features in the cutting room
being edited for early release. These
include: Kay
"Living
on Velvet",
costarring
Francis
and George

Brent; "North Shore", starring
Barbara Stanwyck, with Gene Raymond and Genevieve Tobin; "Devil
Chicago — "Looking Through Great
Telescopes," a six-reeler made by Dogs of the Air", with James CagAraneff Film Associates and reveal- ney, Pat O'Brien and Margaret
ing the wonders of the star depths as Lindsay; "Sweet Music", starring
Rudy Vallee with Ann Dvorak and
they
seen through
the released
world's
largestaretelescopes,
is being
Alice White; "The White Cockatoo",
as an educational film in 35 mm. with Jean Muir and Ricardo Corand 16mm., both sound and silent. tez; "The Right to Live", with Josephine Hutchinson, George Brent and
Astronomical

Start
FILM

'rving Samuels
Charles C. Moskowitz
J. H. Moskowitz
Amusement
Supply
Co.
Ed Finney

Annual election of MP. TO. of Eastern Pa., Southern N. J. and Del., Hotel
Adelphia,
Philadelphia.
11 A. M.
Dec. 31: Annual New Tears Party of the
Motion Picture Salesmen, Inc., Hotel Astor,
New York.
Jan. 14: Hearing of arguments by the U. S.
Supreme Court, Washington, in the Paramount appeal from the lower court decision on American
Tri-Ergon
patents.
Feb. 23. Annual ball of the Detroit Variety
Club.
Feb. 25-27:
M.P.T.O.A.
annual
convention,
Hotel
Roosevelt,
New
Orleans.
March 4::
Extraordinary
meeting
of
stockholders of Pathe Exchange, Inc., to act on
reorganization plan 2:30 P. M., New York.
May wood.
20-25: Annual Spring Meeting of the

Feature

Out

Seek to Ban Endurance Contests
Milwaukee — A law prohibiting
dance marathons, walkathons and
similar endurance contests will be
urged at the next session of the
legislature
by aofficers.
committee of Wisconsin humane

nag. Thus equipped Don starts out
Universal Finishes Two
on his adventures which include a
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
tilt with a windmill and an encounter with a steam shovel which to him
Hollywood — "The Good Fairy",
becomes a dragon breathing fire. with Margaret Sullavan, and "Myshouse with the keeper in pursuit, The short is smartly conceived, brilEdwinDouglass
Drood", Montgomery,
with Claude
Rainstery ofand
Quixote lands in a junk wagon loadliantly executed and has an amus- have been completed at Universal.
ed with armor and drawn by a sorry
ing windup.

PeggyLyle
Wood,
and and
"RedMary
Hot Astor.
Tires,"
with
Talbot
Ted Lewis for Capitol
Ted Lewis, with his orchestra,
will present his "Happiness Follies
of 1935" at Capitol on Christmas
Day, supplementing the screen feature, "Forsaking All Others," starring Joan Crawford, Clark Gable
and Robert Montgomery.
John Fogarty, tenor, has been
added to the stage show starting
tomorrow to supplement the screen
feature,
"The
which plays
four Band
days. Plays On,"

-%2H
THE
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««« EXPLOITING
"Thin Man" Helps
Plug "Evelyn Prentice"
'NOWING that "The Thin
Man" would put William
Powell and Myrna Loy in the
minds of New Orleans theatergoers, Loew's State, New Orleans, ,set out to exploit "Evelyn Prentice," using "Thin Man"
as one of its main selling points.
Manager Rodney D. Toups and
his assistant, who handles publicity, Moise Bloch, distributed
4,000 blotters with "Evelyn
Prentice" tractions
and
coming
atto allhisoffices
in the
business district. They also
used a herald in shorthand, and
which plugged the picture.
"Blessed Event" cards telling
his patrons that "Mr. and Mrs.
Thin Man" had a "baby" in
Cora Sue Collins were given to
the patrons leaving the theater
during the week in advance.
In two of the largest department stores in New Orleans,
cards in their circulating libraries on "Evelyn Prentice,"
the book, and stills from the
Metro picture, were placed.
With 350 drug stores and newsstands the theater tied up with
the current issues of "Screenland," featuring its cover contest on Myrna Loy. Fashion
stills on Myrna Loy were placed
with the newspapers, and a window was obtained on Hartmann
trunks.
Routine exploitation and publicitycluded
on "Evelyn
inreaders in Prentice"
local dailies;

K1

in regional and college publications; layouts of stills in Thursday and Sunday papers; an ad
in the "Item" Sunday comic section; 24's atop the marquee,
lobby displays and the usual advance trailer.
— Loeiv's State, New Orleans.

Waltz Contest Features
"Merry Widow" Campaign

A

WALTZ contest was one of
the highlights of the campaign put over by Milton Harris, manager of Loew's State,
Cleveland, for M-G-M's "The
Merry Widow." The contest was
conducted in Danceland, popular dance palace, and music was
supplied by a local band. A silver loving cup was awarded
the winners. Harris was assisted by an M-G-M exploiteer.
Tie-ups were arranged with music stores, department stores
and the local Coca Cola distributor. Time was taken on two
radio stations for spot announcements on the picture. Two
young ladies, carrying dark hat
boxes with the words "The Merry Widow" prominently displayed, were employed to walk
in the business sections. A threeday contest was conducted by
the "Cleveland Press," on "Merry Widow" wisecracks.
Cash

THE CURRENT

and ticket prizes were offered
the winners.
—Loew's State. Cleveland.

Better Pictures Group
Helps
"Barretts"
WHEN
"The Barretts of
Wimpole Street" was shown
at the Granada, Norfolk, Nebraska, Rowan Miller's campaign
was aided by the fact that the
local Better Motion Picture
Group made special mention of
this M-G-M picture in three
broadcasts. The manager also
arranged for all schools to make
announcements on the film in all
classrooms. Women's clubs also
made announcements at their
meetings.
— Granada. Norfolk, Nebr.

Smart Tie-Ups
Get Football Fans
RIDIRON FLASH", RKO
Radio's football picture,
was given some smart exploitation touches at the RKO houses
at Flushing and Jamaica, Long
Island, recently, and the technique, and the results gained,
will be useful to all exhibitors
who have booked this, or another football feature for the
next few weeks. Eddie Yarborough, RKO's publicity man for
the Long Island houses, used the
same methods at both theaters,
on succeeding Friday nights.
He went to the local high school
and contacted the football coach,
the leader of the school band,
and the chief cheer-leader. On
the night of the stunt the band,
the team and the yell-leaders
marched from the high school
to the theater, with the house
ushers carrying banners announcing the picture. The team
and band were passed in, of
course. The house front was
floodlighted, and the band played school songs in front of the
theater before going in. After the picture, the cheer leader introduced the team on the
stage, and then led a few school
yells. As a result of this colorful stunt, plus classroom announcements, business at both
the Flushing and the Jamaica
houses was doubled the night it
was pulled. Try it on your
football fans, showmen.
—RKO Flushing, L. I.

G1

''dentificvtion Contest
for "Merry Widow"

WfHEN "The Merry Widow"
was scheduled to be shown
at the Palace, in Cincinnati.
Ohio, Manny Shure manager of
the theater, arranged for a contest in which a cash prize of
fifty dollars was awarded to any
person who could identify the
"Merry Widow," an unidentified girl scheduled to call at the
box office and buy a ticket. This

created great interest and large
crowds lined the sidewalks near
the theater.
— Palace, Cincinnati.

Holiday Crowds
Build B. O. Rush

V AKING
unusual

advantage of the
shopping crowds on
New Orleans' streets during the
Thanksgivinng holiday rush,
Loew's State catered to downtown stores in exploiting "The
Painted Veil" featuring Greta
Garbo. Displays on the photoplay edition of the Maugham
book were arranged with windows and inside breaks; every
drug store and newsstand in
the city was tied up with a story
on "Garbo — a Genius" in the
current edition of Motion Picture-Golden Screen. Adams hats
were tied up with a special
still showing Jean Hersholt
wearing one of their product;
special Garbo style hats from
the picture were the subject of
a main Canal Street window.
An important florist was tied
up, giving a window on poppies
and using the still with Garbo,
Brent and the Chinese poppies
as the tie-in. Style stills were
planted in ladies' department of
one of the city's largest department stores. White's gave a
window on Jewelry with stills
showing Cecilia Parker bedecked. One week in advance —
something never done here before— the midget cards carried
"Garbo for Thanksgiving" at
the bottom, and the bulletin
lights atop the theater also told
a week ture's
incoming.
advance of the pic— Loew's State. New Orleans.

Newspaper Tieups
On Dance Hit
CAPITALIZING on the motion
picture fan's desire to perfect "The Continental." dance
hit of RKO-Radio's "The Gav
Divorcee", theaters throughout
the country are co-operating
with newsnapers in a series of
illustrated lessons. The management of Proctor's Theater,
Newark, and the Newark "StarEagle" united to give the fans
a complete set of lessons just
in advance of the Thanksgiving
playdate at that house. Six
stories with poses bv Astaire
and Rogers gave the inside tins
on the popular dance. For
Thanksgiving Dav, the theater
entered a snecial float in the
Bamberger store parade. Tn the
center was a large revolving
cvlinder drum with four lifesize enlargements of Ginffer
Pog-ers and Fred Astnire the
"King and Queen of th" Carioca." showing; the nrincipal
movements of the latest dance

Thursday,

Dec. 20,

1934

FILMS»»»
craze. Special sound equipment
played the song hits of the picture as the truck moved about
the city. Lighting effects were
worked out by the Philco BatCompany's,of Newark.
—tery
Proctor
Newark, N. J.

Identical Campaigns
In Various Cities
J-JARRY
BROWNING,
of publicity
for the director
Publix
Theaters in New England, celebrated the opening of "College
Rhythm" in his territory with a
unique campaign which was climaxed by the presenting of aJ
huge cake to Joe Penner in appreciation of his efforts in his
first full length feature film.
Working in close cooperation
with each other, the various
cities in which Publix Theaters
are located, worked identical
campaigns and each theater
cashed in on the cake presentation which in addition was featured over the wire services
with splendid results. Penner,
always considered an obliging
individual, is receiving the full
cooperation of managers and
publicity representatives
throughout the nation. He has
given the theater men a new interest, a new name that with its
stage and radio background,
makes their daily routines a
profitable pleasure.
— Publix Theater,
New

England.

Wide Exploitation
On "Kentucky Kernels"
"Kentucky
Kernels,"
with
'pHE
premiere of
RKO Radio's
Wheeler and Woolsey, at the Ben
Ali theater, Lexington, Kentucky
was backed by a big exploitation campaign including newspaper cartoons, dealer tie-ups
and street ballyhoos. Anna
Bell Ward, assistant general
manager of the Phoenix Amusement Company, arranged for
commissions for the two comedians and engineered the special
exploitation. A laugh-provoking cartoon telling how the boys
earned their rank broke in the
local and community newspapers. For street ballyhoo,
Miss Ward obtained two "colonel" outfits, dressed two men
in them and had them ride
around the town in a hansom
drawn by two white mules. The
traditional colored coachman,
dressed in a long funeral coat
and a high black hat, drove the
outfit. The mules were outfitted
in very old harness, decorated
with copper. On each side and
across the back of the hansom
was a nicely designed banner
which read, "We're racing to
see Wheeler and Woolsey in
'Kentucky Kernels'. . . . Ben Ali
Theater,
Starting
Sunday." Ky.
— Ben
Ali, Lexington,

Men

of the motion picture business . . . wh<
invain

for a sign like this . . . ancHneir

Wives rt«rrirw>U&><s
, , p^^rLjyrrrrrf^lpi |f you
want a job that needs doing, look no further
than this announcement

. . . take it on your-

self to help feed and clothe the worthy deserving of our industry. Mail your check to the —
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Broadway
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York
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NEW FOX MET, DRAFT
SETS UP BOARD OF 5

Thursday, Dec. 20, 1934

from "LOTS
A LITTLE
By RALPH WILE

(Continued from Page 1)

R. Kent, Frederick M. Peyser, of
Hallgarten & Co.; Richard C. Hun1
of Chadbourne, Hunt, Jaeckel &
Brown, attorneys; Harry 0. King
managing director of the Coppei
Code Authority, and Ivor B. Clark,
head of Ivor B. Clark, Inc., realestate firm.
The new common stock substituted for the voting trust certifi
cates will have full voting and preemptive rights. With these exceptions and the extension of the maturity of the new securitie? from
1944 to 1945, the plan is substantially the same as the one printed
Nov. 30 in The Film Daily. Cndei
this plan Skouras and Randforci
are continued as operators.
The new draft provides that from
time to time in connection with the
reorganization other persons may
be added to the board of directors
Any additions to the board made
prior to the reorganization will be
subject to the approval of the court.

DAILY

HOLLYWOOD
*■**■
a
i, C. aCOOPER,
-a a 4- RKO
* "cilpro-»
JVfERIAN
ducer, has
decided to put "She,
from the H. Rider Haggard novel,
into production before "The Last
Days of Pompeii," second of his pictures for this season. "She" will
start soon, under the co-direction of
Irving Pichel and L. C. Holden. "The
Last Days of Pompeii," with Ernest
B. Schoedsack handling the megaruary. phone, will face the cameras in Feb-

//

have been added to the cast, for
and Larry
Frawley
^hifK
Crabbe William
have been
announced.
"Brazen," a novel murder mystery story by Harry Segall, has been
purchased by Paramount as a possible vehicle for Cary Grant.
T

T

T

Switzerland contributes her first
movie star to the Hollywood roster
in the person of Hedi Shope, who is
to play in Samuel Goldwyn's producT T ▼
tion, "The Wedding Night," in which
Anna Sten and Gary Cooper are coGertrude Michael, next to be fea- starred.
tured in Paramount's "The Milky
T
T
T
Way" with Jack Oakie and Lee
Kay Francis and George Brent,
Tracy, has had her contract option
renewed by the studios. She has who recently finished "Living on
will be co-starred in anplayed leads in 11 Paramount pic- \ elvet,"
other picture by First National. A
. ures since "A Bedtime Story," with story is now being sought.
Maurice Chevalier, her first.
t
»
»
▼ ▼ T
Sir Guy Standing, his part in
"You Gotta Have Romance," a
story by Eleanor Griffin and Wil- "Lives of a Bengal Lancer" just
liam Rankin optioned by Paramount completed, and to start work nexi
some time ago, has been purchased week in "Car 99", has received an
after development by the writers as additional assignment. He will join
1 1 Weeks for "One Night" in London part of the optional agreement. the cast of C. B. DeMille's next proLondon — "One Night of Love" has Carole Lombard and Fred MacMurduction for Paramount, "The Crucompleted its 11th week at the Carl- ray are mentioned for the leads.
T
T
T
T
T
T
ton and is still running after havRoy Del Ruth, stricken speechless
RKO cast assignments: Gene sades".
ing established a new house record.
Sheldon and Helen Westley for for several hours by a severe attack
"Roberta," George Meeker and of laryngitis the other day while directing "Folies Bergere," displayed
Brooks Benedict for "Puzzle of the
ingenuity equal to that shown by
▼
T
T
any
studio
technician. He handed
Tree."
Pepper
Betty Fuiness has been borrowed a carpenter a note reading, "Fix me
, HOLLYWOOD
^
by Paramount from M-G-M for the up
blackboard."
and a within
half an This
hour was
Del done,
Ruth
leading romantic role in "The Milky was directing the company through
Way", which will feature Jack the medium of written directions
Oakie, Lee Tracy and Gertrude
Michael.
Edward Sedgwick directs. from the blackboard, thus saving
T
V
T
20th Century about $6,000.
Blanca Vischer has been signed
T T ▼
to a new contract by Fox for a
Verree Teasdale has been assigned
further period of six months. Her
first assignment under the new con- by Warners to "A Midsummer
tract will be a role in the forth- Night's Dream."
T
T
T
coming "Scandals," which George
Norman Krasna has been assigned
White is producing for the company. by Paramount to do additional work
T
»
»
Phil Regan, under long-term con- on the screen play for "The Milkj
tract to Warners, will appear with Way," with Ernest Pagano on comMOST CONVENIENT
edy construction.
Dolores Del Rio in "In Caliente."
t
y
v
Hotel in Hollywood
T
»
•
Aline
MacMahon and Guy Kibbet
$2.50 up, Single
Notwithstanding the denials of a
$3.00 up. Double
recently published report that Uni- will again be co-featured in "WanSpecial weekly and monthly rates
derlust," according to an announce
versal's general manager, Carl
Laemmle, Jr., was seriously con- ment from the Warner studios. They
The Plaza is near everysidering atempting offer made him are now making "While the Patient
thing to see and do in
by another major organization in
Hollywood. Ideal for busT
T
T
Hollywood to produce four feature
iness or pleasure.
Six players have been added to
pictures annually, it is a known fact Sleeps."
Every room has private
that the youthful executive received the cast of Paramount's "Rumba",
dressing room, bath and
which George Raft and Carole
practically this same offer approxi- in
shower. Beds "built for
mately six months ago. And further, Lombard are featured. They are:
rest." Every venience.
modern
conGeorge
Baxter, Mack Gray, Hallene
Fine foods at
that he had approached Laemmle,
Sr., with the request that he be re- Hill, Peggy Watts, Alf P. James and
reasonable prices. Convenleased from his Universal contract. rects.
Hooper Atchley. Marion Gering diient parking for your car.

PLAZA

\

Chas. Danziger, Mgr.
Eugene Stern, Pres.

The "Doorway ol Hospitality"
Vine at Hollywood
Blvo.

HOLLYWOOD

T

W

»

T
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55 N.Y. CORPORATIONS
ARE DISSOLVED
Albany — Among New York state
corporations just dissolved by thai
Secretary of State are 55 in the
motion
They inl
elude : picture industry.

Anderson Pictures Corp., Ansonia Picture™
Inc., Arlington Pictures. Inc., Bay State
Film Sales Co., Inc., Bellwyn Motion Pici
tures, Corp., Boston Pictures Corp., Chase
Pictures Corp., Collwyn Pictures. Inc., Color
Life Motion Pictures. Inc., Concordia Sound
Film Corporation of America. Dependable
Film Corp., Elvin Film Co., Ethcraft Film
Studios, Inc., Famous Italian Pictures Corp.,
Fielder's Film Facts. Inc., Flushing Mo-:
tion Pictures Corp., Forrest Films, Inc., Gold
Hawk Pictures, Inc., Gold Talking Pictures:
Corp., Goodart Pictures. Inc., Harmony PicJ
tures Corp., Hedwig Motion Picture Labora-:
tories. Inc., Hollywood Industrial Film Corp.;
Hollywood Screen Gems, Inc., Humanitarian
Pictures, Inc.. Imperial Pictures, Inc., Mo-i
tion Picture Exhibitor Publishing Co., Moviette Picture Corp.. Nelso Picture Corp., Inc.,Notable Pictures Corp., Opera Pictures Corp.,'
Oriam Film Corp., Inc.. Oxford Film Exchange, Inc., Parkay Cinema Service, Inc.,'
Peerless Pictures Corp., Piermont Motion Picture Corp., Premier Pictures Corp., Public
Safety Pictures, Inc.. Radiotone Pictures Corp.,
Rainbow Pictures Corp., Rapid Film Machine Corp. of America, Rejuvenation Film
Co., Inc., St. Regis Pictures Corp., B. P.]
Schulberg Productions, Inc., Seaboard Pictures'
Corp., Select Picture Sales Sound Film Distributing Corp., Sphinx Films, Inc.. Stewar
Serial Pictures Inc., Talking Picture At i
tractions. Inc., Tompkins Moving Picture
Corp.. Wickersham
Pictures Corp., WhitePicture
Corp. Picture
stone Motion
Co., World Talking

See Opposition
at Philly Election
Philadelphiaof —Charles
Opposition
to the!
re-election
Segall
as
president of the M. P. T. O. of East-t
ern Pa., is indicated for the annual
meeting which takes place Dec. 28f
Segall is a candidate for the post

Many
Bills for Calif. Session
San Francisco — Cranks an*
grudge-bearers are expected to b#
behind a wide assortment of bill!
affecting the movies in the coming
session of the legislature. Crimf
films will come in for attention, anj
other pending measures include *
sales tax that will hit movies if
particular, as well as the incomi
tax law, 30-hour week and mora*
toriums.

Buy Christmas Seals
■!■■■■■■

T

Benjamin Stoloff, whose last picColumbia has added Effie Ellsler
ture for Paramount was "The Devil and Ferdinand Munier to the cast of
is Driving", has been re-signed by
the company to direct the Damon "Passport to Fame," and Allen
'em Yale". Sears, Jules Cowles and Tom Lon"Hold
story, and
Runyon Hymer
don to "Law Beyond the Range."
Warren
George Barbier

Help

Fight Tuberculosis

THE LARGEST

NUMBER

Of

THEATRES EVER TO PRESENT AN ATTRACTION
SIMULTANEOUSLY WILL
HOLIDAY

SEASON

WITH

HEPBURN
IN SIR J AMKS M, BARRIS'S

"THE LITTLE
')Mi ItM I S T E IE]

SHE

CROWNS

CAREER

HER
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AMAZINC
IMMORTAL
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JAMES
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BARRIE'S

THE MTTLE
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JOHN
BEALT • A ALAN
HALE
DIRECTED BY RICHARD WALLACE
PANDRO S. BERMAN PRODUCTION

Features Reviewed in Film Daily, June 2 to Dec. 19
Title

Title
Reviewed
Adventure
Girl-RKO
8-3-34
Affairs of A Gentleman-U 6-23-34

AM — Amkino
ANG — AmerAnglo Corp.
AMB — Ambassador
Pictures
GEN— General Films
GOP — Goldsmith
Productions
AU — Capt. Harold Auten
BAV— Bavaria Film A-G
HOL — Hollywood Film Ex.
BEA-Beacon Productions
IMP — Imperial Dist.
BD — British & Dominions
INT — International
Stageplay
BIP — British International
Pictures
BLU — Blue
Ribbon
Photoplays INC
— Inter-Continent
Film
BON— Al Bondy
INV — Invincible Pictures
CAP — Capitol
Film
Exchange
JE — Jewel Productions
C H E— Chesterfield
KAN— M. J. Kandel
CINCorp.- Cinexport
Distributing %%_g&£a£^
LAT — Latin
Artists
COL — Columbia
LIB — Liberty Pictures
DAN — Danubia
Pictures
MAJ
—
Majestic
MAR — Marcy Pictures
DU— DuWorld
MAS — Mascot Pictures
EUR
—
Eureka
Prods.
K— Ho>
MAY — Mayfair Pictures
MEN — Mentone
Productions
FAI — Fairhaven.
MGM — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayei
h U — Hirst Division
MOD — Modern
Films
FN — First National
MOP — Monogram
Pictures
GAR — Leon Garganoff
OLY — Olympic
Pictures
GB — Gaumont-British
PA — Palestine-American Film Co.
GFF — General Foreign Films

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS

Against the Law-COL. 11-21-34
Age of Innocence- RKO.. 9-1-34
Along Came Sally-GB. .6-16-34
Among the Missing-COL. 9-25-34
Anne of Green GablesRKO... .11-16-34
Are You a Mason ?-KAN
10-30-34
Are We Ovilized-RAS. .6-14-34
Autumn
Crocus-AU
...10-25-34
Babbitt-FN
12-15-34
Babes in Toyland-MGM . 11-12-34
Baby, Take a Bow-F
6-30-34
Back Page-GEN
613-34
Bachelor
Bait-RKO
7-29-34
Barretts of Wimpole St.-MGM
9-8-34
Battle,
The-GAR
11-21-34
Beggar's
Holiday-TOW.
.8-17-34
Belle of the
Nineties
PAR.. 8-6-34
Beyond the Law-COL. . .7-31-34
Big-Hearted
Herbert
WA.. 11-1 3-34
Biography of a Bachelor Girl
MGM. .12-18-34
Black
Moon-COL
6-28-34
Blind Date-COL
9-1-34
Blossom
Time-BIP
7-26-34
Born to be Bad-UA
6-1-34
Bride of the Lake-ANG. .9-11-34
Bright
Eyes-F
12-8-34
British Agent-FN
8-2-34
Broadway
Bill-COL
11-9-34
Broken Melody-OLY ..10-31-34
By Your
Leave-RKO ... 12-8-34
Call It Luok-F
7-10-34
Captain Hates the Sea-COL
11-30-34
Caravan-P
9-28-34
Case of the Howling Dog
WA.. 10-17-34
Cart's Paw-F
7-30-34
Chained-MGM
9-1-34
Charlie
Chan
in London-F
9-13-34
Charlie Chan's Chance
P.. 8-25-3i
Cheating Cheaters-U
12-4-34
Chu Chin Chow-GB
9-22-34
Circus Clown-WA
6-13-34
7-6-34
E
Park-CH
City
Cleopatra-PAR
7-25-34
Cockeyed Cavaliers-RKO. .7-3-34
College Rhythm-PAR ..11-1-34
Corazones
en Derrota-XX
10-11-34
Count of Monte Cristo
UA.. 8-29-34
Crainquebille-DU
12-8-34
Crime of Helen StanleyCOL 7-3 34
Crime on the Hill-BIP. .10-13-34
Crimson Romance-M AS. .9-26-34
Crime Without
Passion
PAR.. 8-18-34
Cross Streets-CHE
7-6-34
Cuesta
Abajo-PAR
7-18-34
Curtain Falls-CHE
10-2-34
Czar Wants to Sleep
AM.. 12-8-34
Dames-WA
8-16-34
Dancing
Man-PYR
7-14-34
Das Blaue Vom
Himmel-XX
9-13-34
Dealers in Death-TOP. . 1 1-30-34
Death on the Diamond-MGM
9-22-34
Dangerous Corner-RKO . .12-4-34
Defense Rests, The-COL. 8-15-34
Demon for Trouble-STE. 8-10-34
Deserter-AM
10-15-34
Desirable-WA
9-15-34
Die Freundin
Eines Grossen
Mannes-XX
9-13-34
Die Schoenen
Tage
in
Aranjuez-XX
6-23-34
Dr. Monica-WA
6-22-34
Dos Mas Uno Dos-F. . .10-30-34
Dos Mujeres y un Don Juan
KIN.. 6-5-34
Down to Their Last Yacht-RKO
9-22-34
Dragon
Murder Case
3-3 *
.8-2
0-30-34
Keine-XX.FN..'.19-29-34
Du
Dude Oder
Ranger-F
Ein Mann Will in Die Heimat
XX. .11-12-34
Ein Mann
Will Nach
Deutschland-XX
11-13-34
Ein Toller Einfall-UFA . S-22-34
Einmal
Eine
Grosse
Dame
Sein-UFA
10-30-34
El Escandalo-XX
9-24-34

Title
Reviewed
Elmer and Elaie-PAR
8-4-34
9-19-.V
Embarrassing Momenta
U.. 9-4-34
Ein Walzer
XX.. 10-15-34
Evelyn Prentice-MGM
.11-10-34
Evensong-GB
11-13-34
Fifteen Wives-INV
7-17-34
Fighting
Hero-STE
7-17-34
Fighting Rookie-MAY. . .7-12-34
Fighting Through-WK . . 8-29-34
Fighting Trooper-AMB. 11-21-34
Firebird. The-WA
...11-15-34
First World
War-F
1 1-8-34
Flirtation Walk-FN
1 1-2-34
Flirting With
Danger
MOP. .11-13-34
Fluechtlinge-U F A
10-1 5-34
Friends of Mr. SweeneyW A.. 7-27-34
Freedom of the Seas-BIP. 10-3-34
For Love or Money-BD .7-26-34
Fog Over Frisco-FN
6-7-34
Forsaking
All Others
MGM. .12-19-34
Fountain-RKO
8-23-34
Es

War

Freut

Einmal

Euch

Des

Lebens
UFA.. 11-5-34
Frontier
Days-SPE
11-15-34
Fuerst
Woronzeff-UFA. 11-19-34
Fugitive
Lady-COL
12-8-34
Fugitive Road-INV.
..11-13-34
Gambling-F
12-4-34
Gay Bride. Gay-MGM .. 12-15-34
Gay Divorcee-RKO
10-3-34
Geheme Menschen-XX . . . 6-5-34
Gentlemen
Are
Born
FN.. 11-22-34
Gift of Gab-U
9-25-34
Girl of the Limberlost
MO P.. 8-29-34
Girl From Missouri-MOM
8-4-34
Girl in Danger-COL
9-11-34
Girl O' My Dreams
MOP.. 11-6-34
Grand
Canary-F
7-20-34
Great Flirtation-PAR
6-23-34
Great Defender-BIP
7-26-34
Green Eyes-CHE
11-3-34
Gridiron
Flash-RKO
11-3-34
Half-A-Sinner-U
6-23-34
Halsingar-XX
9-26-34
Handy
Andy-F
6-1-34
Happy Landings-MOR.. 7-31-34
Happiness Ahead-FN ...9-27-34
Hat, Coat and GloveRKO.. 7-27-34
Have
a Heart-MGM. . .10-19-34
Heart
Song-F
6 6-34
Here Comes the Groom-PAR
6-16-34
Hell Bent for Love-COL. 6-13-34
Here Comes the NavyWA 6-28-34
Heroes of the Arctic-AM. 9-29-34
Hell Cat-COL
...
7-7-34
Hide-Out-MGM
8-18-34
His Greatest Gamble
RKO.. 7-18-34
Hochzeit
Am
Wo'fgangsee
XX.. 11-19-34
Hollywood
Hoodlum-REG6-21-34
House of Danger-HOL.
House
of Greed-AM
Housewife-WA

11-10-34
8-15-34
8-11-34

Title
Revic.ved
Human
Side-U
9-15-34
I Can't Escape-BEA
7-5-34
I Give My Love-U
7-17-34
I Hate Women-GOP
7-11-34
I'll Fix It-COL
11-10-34
Imitation of Life-U
11-23-34
In Old Santa Fe-MAS .. 11-15-34
Inside Information-STA . 9-25-34
In the Land of the SovietsAM..
It's a Boy-GB
It's a Gift-PAR
Iza Neni-XX
Jane
Eyre-MOP
Jealousy-COL
Judge Priest-F
Kansas City Princess

6-28-34
6-8-34
11-17-34
6-5-34
7-17-34
11-23-34
8-18-34

WA
Kentucky
Kernels-RKO.
Kev. The-WA
Kid
Millions-U A
Kidnaping Gorillas-KIN.
King Kelly of the U.

11-3-34
11-22-34
5-31-34
10-17-34
.12-1-34
S. A.

MOP.. 9-11-34
Kiss and Make Up-PAR.6-30-34
Kocha, Lubi, Szanuje
XX.. 11-3-34
La Bataille-TAP
7-10-34
La Buenaventura-WA
9-18-34
Lady by Choice-COL. . .10-6-34
Ladies Should ListenPAR.. 7-28-34
Lady is Willing, The
COL. .8-11-34
Lemon Drop Kid-PAR. .10-27-34
Let's Talk it Over-U
6-16-34
Let's Try Again — RKO. 6-22-34
6-13-34
Life of Vergie Winters-RKO
Limehouse
Blues-PAR. .. 12-8-34
Little Friend-GB
10-16-34
Little Man, What
Now?
U..12-13-34
6-1-34
Little
Men-MAS
Lost in the Stratosphere
MOP.. 10-23-34
Lost Lady. A-FN
10-5-34
Love
Captive-U
6-7-34
Love Time-F
11-3-34
Loyalties-AU
...
1 0-26-34
Madame Bovary-TAP. .11-20-34
Madame Du Barry- WA. . .8-8-34
Man
from
Hefl-WK
8-29-34
Man from Utah-MOP. . .5-23-34
Man
of Aran-GB
1 0-20-34
Man of Courage-EUR (Reviewed
as Black Shirts)
4-12-34
Man Who Changed His Name
DU.. 10-16-34
Man With Two
Faces
FN... .7-24-34
7-12-34
Man's Game, A.-COL.
Many
Happy
Returns-PAR6-9-34
Marie
Galante-F
1 1-20-34
Marines
Are
Coming-MAS
12-1-34
Marion Das Gehoert Sich Nicht
XX 12-18-34
Mass Struggle-KIN..!!. 9-18-34
Melodie Der Liebe-XX . .9-18-34
Men of the Night-COL. 11-28-34
Menace-PAR
11-22-34
Merry
Frinks-FN
6-27-34
Merry Widow-MGM
10-13-34
Merry Wives of Reno-WA 6-9-34
Midnight
Alibi-FN
7-5-34
Mighty
Barnum-UA
11-23-34
Million Dollar Ransom-U. 9-1 9-34
Mindent
a Noert-D AN. 10-18-34

PA R — Paramount
PIN— Pinnacle
PRI — Principal Dist. Corp.
PRO — Progressive
Pictures
PRX — Protex Dist. Corp.
PYR— Pyramid
RAS
REG —— Raspin
Regal Productions
RKO— RKO-Radio
Pictures
SHO — Showmen's Pictures
SOV — Sov.-Am.
SPE — Spectrum
STA — Stage & Screen Prods.
STE — William Steiner
SYN — Syndicate Exchange
TAP — John S. Tapernoux
THO — Fred
Thomson
TOP
Films
TOW —— Topical
Tower Prods.
TRO—
J. D. Trop
U — Universal
UA — United Artists
UFA—
Ufa
WA
— Warner
Bros.
WK— Willis Kent
XX — No distributor

Title
Reviewed
Mit Dir Durch
Dick Und
Duenn-XX
11-27-34
Moonstone,
The-MOP
8-7-34
Morning
After-M A J
8-22-34
Most Precious Thing in Life
Mother
1905-AM COL. .11-13-34
6-2-34
Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage
Patch-PAR
10-27-34
Murder
on the Blackboard
Murder
Murder

RKO. .6-5-34
in the MuseumPRO.. Car
6-27-34
in the Private

MGM.. 12-14-34
7-10-34
Music in the Air-F
Mutter Und Kind-XX ... 12-1-34
My Wife the Miss-XX. .9-13-34
Nada
Mas Que Ana Mujer
F..110-16-34
1-27-34
Name the Woman-COL.
Neath Arizona
Skies
MOP. .12-8-34
Nell Gwyn-UA
7-12 34
Night
Alarm-MAJ
12-8-34
Norah
O'Neale-DU
10-25-34
Not Against Flesh-GFF. 8-14-34
Notorious
Sophie Lang-PAR.
7-21-34
Now and Forever-PAR .10-13-34
Of Human Bondage6-27-34
Oil Raider-MAY RKO.. 11-1-34
Old-Fashioned Way-PAR. 7-14-34
One Exciting Adventure
One in a
One More
One
Once Night
to

BIP.. 10-5-34
Servants' Entrance-F
9-26-34
She Had to Choose-MAJ .9-18-34
She Learned About
SailorsShe Loves Me Not-PAR.
7-19-34
F.. 7-28-34
She Was a Lady-P
8-22-34
Shock-MOP
7-24-34
Shoot the Works-PAR. . .7-7-34
Side
Streets-FN
8-14-34
Silver Streak-RKO
1 1-12-34
6-8-34
Sing Sing Nights-MOP. 11-27-34
Sisters Under the Skin-COL.
Six-Day

set

MUHon-TNV.U.. ..11-27-34
12-1-34
River-U
8-10-34
of
Love-COL.
.7-6-34
Every Bachelor

LIB.. .7-31-34
8-23-34
On Secret Service-BIP.
Operator
13-MGM
6-2-34
Our Daily Bread-UA
8-8-34
Outcast
Lady-MGM
11-3-34
Outlaws'
Highway-TRO. 11-3-34
Ore
Y Plata-INC
7-26-34
Painted
Veil-MGM
11-24-34
Paris
Interlude-MGM... 7-28-34
Party's
Over-COL
8-30-34
Peck's Bad Boy-F
8-3 1 -34
Personality
Kid-WA
8-1-34
Petersburg
Nights-AM. . .9-13-34
Power-GB
10-5-34
President Vanishes-P A R 11-17-34
Private Life of Don Juan11-1
5-34
Private
Scandal-P A UA..
R
6-15-34
Pursued-F
10-23-34
Pursuit of Happiness-PAR
10-26-34
Rabbi's
Power-XX
6-2-34
Racketeer
Round-up-THO 6-16-34
Rakoczi
Indulo-DAN ... 1 1-22-34
Ra-Mu-FAI
8-6-34
Randy Rides Alone-MOP. 6-14-34
Rawhide
Mail-MAR
6-5-34
Ready for Love-PAR. .. 1 1-30-34
Redhead-MOP
9-18-34
Registered Nurse-FN ...6-1-34
Return of Chandu-PRI. . 10-9-34
Return of the Terror
FN. .7-10-34
Richest Girl in the World-RKO
9-8-34
Rocky
Rhodes-U
11-13-34
Roman Einer Nacht-XX . .6-23-34
Romance
in Manhattan
RKO. .11-21-34

Reviewed

Romance in the Rain-U. .9-8-34
Romance
Tropical-LAT. 10-16-34
Scarlet Empress-PAR
9-15-34
Scarlet Letter-MAJ
9-18-34
School
for
Girls-LIB...
10-16-34
Scotland Yard Mystery

Bike

Rider

FN. .11-2-34
Smoking
Guns-U
7-20-34
Social Register-COL
8-18-34
Spiel Mit Dem
Feuer
Soviet CloseUps-AMXX.. 11-27-34
8-1-34
Springtime for Henry
F.. 8-22-34
St. Louis Kid-WA
11-1-34
Stamboul
Quest-MGM
7-7-34
Star
Packer-MOP
7-3-34
Stolen Sweets-CHE
8-7-34
Strictly Dynamite-RKO . . . 7-5-34
Straight is the Way
M-G-M.. 8-29-34
Student Tour-MGM
10-13-34
Such Women
Are Dangerous-F
6-9-34
Successful
Failure-MOP. 10-2-34
Take the Stand-LIB
9-4-34
Tell-Tale Heart-DU
6-21-34
That's Gratitude-COL. .10-27-34
Their Big Moment-U. .. .8-6-34
There's Always
Tomorrow
Three

Songs

About

U.
.11-10-34
Lenin

AM. .11-3-34
365 Nights in Hollywood
Thunder
Over Texas F.. 11-6-34
BEA.. 10-17-34
Trail Beyond-MOP
9-15-34
Transatlantic
Merry-Go-Round
UA.. II-I-34
Treasure
Island-MGM . . .8-8-34
Tu Hijo-XX
12-18-34
Two Heads on a Pillow
LIB 10-3-34
Unsere Fahne
Flatten
Uns
Voran-UFA
7-10-34
Wagon Wheels-PAR
10-5-34
Waltz Time in Vienna
UFA.. 11-20-34
Wake Up and Dream-U. 10-11-34
Wednesday's
Child
RKO.. 11-13-34
We Live Again-UA
9-24-34
Wenn
Herzen Sich Finden
XX. .11-13-34
We're Rich Again-RKO. .8-11-34
What
Every Woman
Knows
MGM.. 10-5-34
When
a Man
Sees Red
When

Strangers

U.. 11-24-34
Meet-LIB
10-9-34

White
White
Whom

Heat-PIN
Parade-F
the Gods

6-15-34
10-22-34
Destroy

Woman,

ACOL.. 7-12-34

Wicked

MGM. .12-8-34
7-24-34
Dark-RKO
12-4-34
Woman Who Dared-I MP. 9-26-34
World
in Revolt-MEN. . .6-9-34
World
Moves
On-F
. 6-30-34
You Belong to MePAR. .9-13-34
Young and Beautiful
MAS..8-30-S4
Youth
of Russia-SOV. .11-12-34

Wild Gold-F
Woman
in the

■S
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THEATER SUBSIDIARIES
FORMED BY PARAM'T
Paramount has formed two Fam-

ous subsidiaries to take over and
operate houses in the Middle West.
Parhan Theaters Corp. has been organized to operate the Paramount at
Marion, Ohio, and Parham to run
the Paramount at Hammond, Ind.
Latter house was in Publix-Fitzpatrick-McElroy circuit prior to its
bankruptcy.

Six Warner-F. N. Pictures
Set for National Release
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Four Warner-F. N.
features will be nationally released
in January, announces the company's
home office. These are "Bordertown" starring Paul Muni, Jan. 5;
"Maybe It's Love", with Gloria
Stuart, Jan. 12; "The White Cockatoo", with Jean Muir and Ricardo
Cortez, Jan. 19; and "The Right to
Live", featuring Josephine Hutchinson and George Brent, Jan. 26.
First National also has already
set "Red Hot Tires" and Barbara
Stanwyck's "North Shore" for February release.
Make Film in Morocco
Paris — Jean Benoit Levy and Marie Epstein have completed editing
of "Itto," a feature filmed in the
heart of the Atlas Mountains in
Morocco for Eden Productions of
Paris. The story was inspired by
an episode in French pacification
work. Cast is mostly native, speaking their own language, but the picture has been supplied with French
titles. The same producers were
responsible for "La Maternelle."
Start Filming "Becky Sharp"
FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Rehearsals and color
tests completed, the new-process
Technicolor cameras are now turning on Miriam Hopkins' new picture, "Becky
produced by PioneerSharp,"
Picturesbeing
for RKO
Radio release. This first feature
film made in the new Technicolor
boasts one of the greatest casts ever
assembled in Hollywood. Beside
Miss Hopkins as the immortal
Becky, the picture presents Frances
Dee, Alan Mowbray, Nigel Bruce,
Billie Burke, Sir Cedric Hardwicke,
Elsie Ferguson, Mrs. Leslie Carter, William Faversham and many
others. Lowell Sherman is directing.
West Coast Bureau of THE

West

^k

Casting "Lamps of China"
Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — The cast of "Oil for
the Lamps of China," based upon
Alice Tisdale Hobart's novel, is being assembled and production will
begin within the next ten days at
the Warner studios under the direction of Mervyn LeRoy. Laird Doyle
is the author of the screen play.
George Brent and Josephine Hutchinson will play the two leading roles,
and another prominent part has
been assigned to John Eldredge.

N-E-W-S OF THE DAY
North Platte, Neb. — Eight civic here has been handled by Comi
organizations here have formed a Brothers' Theater Service & SupBetter Films Council which will look
over films and make periodic recomply Co.
mendations publicly of the best
Cody, Neb. — John E. Yancey has
films.
opened his Cody theater week with
complete new equipment.
Boston — New England Film Exchange, owned by Mark Jeffery,
Chatham, Mass. — The Chatham
moves soon to new quarters at 16 theater has closed.
Piedmont St. The Amity Exchange,
managed by Doc Britton, will move
Indianapolis — The Granada, 1045
along with its physical distributor. Virginia Ave., has closed permanently. It had been operated by
Racine, Wis. — Max Krofta, man- Fountain Square Theater and Realty
Co. under the management of Earl
ager of the Capitol, has been elected Cunningham.
president of the West Racine Business Men's Association.
Meriden, Conn. — The Poli reopens
Sheboygan, Wis.— The I.A.T.S.E. next week on a picture policy.
has named Clifford Junkins presiLincoln, Neb. — The Colonial, one
dent; Gottlieb Kunstman, vicepresident; Gilbert Eiles, recording of J. H. Cooper's houses, has gone
secretary ; Orrin Kuether, corres- to three changes per week.
ponding secretary and treasurer, and
Thomas Kernen, business agent of
Boston — E. M. Loew says the Dathe local
vis Square theater in Somerville,
burned recently with damage at
Lincoln, Neb. — E. A. Patchen, who $15,000, will be rebuilt and put back
has been the J. H. Cooper exploi- in active operation within two
teer here for the six Lincoln Theater months.
Corp. houses, will be moved this
week to temporarily manage the
St. LouisBritish
— "Chu
Chin isChow,"
Cooper
house in Colorado Springs, Gaumont
release,
being
Colo.
souri.
held for a second week at the Mis-
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PERMIT TO TRANS-LUX
FOR BROOKLYN THEA.

Application of Trans-Lux Brooklyn Theater Corp. for a writ of
mandamus requiring License Commissioner Paul Moss to reinstate a
permit granted and then revoked
which will permit the corporation to
construct a motion picture theater
on property it has leased at 929931 Flatbush Avenue, Brooklyn, adjacent to Erasmus Hall High School,
between Church and Snyder Avenues, was granted yesterday by Supreme Court Justice Henry GJ
Wenzel in Brooklyn.
Objection to the construction oi
the theater was based on the allegation by a number of objectors that
the construction of a theater so clo j
to the school would lure the pupiB
from their studies. In his decision
granting the writ Justice Wenzel
remarked that he did not believe that
truants would go to a theater so
close to their school. He pointed
out that the company had leased the
site for ten years, was paving a rental of $12,000 a year, and had post!
ed
to guarantee performance
of $30,000
its contract.

Charge Sunday Benefits
Commercialized by Churchl
Philad

elphia— Declaring that thl
city's ban on commercial Sunday:
shows is being circumvented, the M.'
P. T. O. of Eastern Pa. has taken'
steps with Philadelphia officials to-H
Aberdeen, Wash. — Bijou Theater
ward stopping performances
Co. has been incorporated by David
Portland, Me. — Herbert Sanborn, which tickets are actually sold. at
Cantor, T. Cantor, Earl W. Hulbert formerly of the Paramount in New
"Churches and other organizationf
and 0. H. Hulbert.
York, had been named assistant have been making effort
s to secure
manager of the Strand, operated by theaters for Sunday night
shows t{
Seattle — "Anne of Green Gables" Abe Goodside.
which
admission
is
charge
d,
aJT
has gone into a third week at Hamthough they are not printed on thj
rick's Blue Mouse.
Omaha — Louise Cotter, publicity tickets, and they
are for unadulteri
woman of the Brandeis, has re- ated
turned after a three-week rest. She mg tocommercial purposes," accorcj
Boston — Complete
installation of
officers of
The asf
sound in the theater on Deer Island had suffered from overwork.
sociation is urgingtheitsunit.membe
rs t]
stop renting their theaters on Sui
days and, if money must be raise,
by this method, to obtain it througj
benefit performances during the the
aters' regular operating time.
?By CHARLES ALICOATE»
New "Gold Diggers" Nears FinisH
Hollywood
— "Gold
With the signing of Paul Seidel
tt f,"ast Bureau
of THE Diggers
FILM DAIL o
JL-JOPE EMERSON, who appeared
1935," First National's new musics
in "Lysistrata," the play in and "Spotty", Eddie Ryan, kid dan- comedy
extravaganza, is now bein
which Ernest Truex starred several
cer, Arlene Dinitz, also a young edited and cut at the
seasons ago, is featured with Truex
Burban
in the new comedy which he is cur- dancer, Detmar Poppen and Ruth studios. Among the principals ar
rently making for Educational un- Blasco, casting has been completed Dick Powell, Adolphe Menjou, Glori
der the working title of "There Goes for "What Do You Say", two-reel Stuart, Alice Brady, Glenda Farrel
McHugh,
The Groom." Miss Emerson towers Vitaphone musical comedy starring Frank
Hugh
Herber
almost a foot over the diminutive Morton Downey, which went in pro- | Joseph Cawthorn, Grant Mitchel I
Dorothy
Dare, Winifred Shaw, Ar
Truex. Mary Jane Barrett, who
duction at the Brooklyn Vitaphone
is Mrs. Ernest Truex in private life, studio yesterday. Others in the cast ; dre Beranger and Thomas Jacksoi
plays Truex' screen wife in the new are Toto, the clown, Frances Stev- [ The entire production was directe
comedy. Work on the short, which
ens, and Dot, Kay and Em. Roy
is being directed by Al Christie, is Mack is directing.
jby Busby Berkeley.
expected to be completed tomorrow.
I WestFrankie
Thomasof for
Ouida Tale
Coast Bureau
THE FILM DAIL
•
Hollywood — Frankie Thomas, B
"Madhouse Movies", the second in
Fred Waller started work yester- year-old star of "Wednesday's Chile
the series of one-reelers for release
day on the one-reeler titled "Movie . on stage and screen, has arrived i
in the Paramount, "Variety" series, Sideshoiv" for release by Paramount Hollywood for rehearsals of "A Do
has just been completed under the in the "Variety" series. Milton ! of
Flanders," his next picture
supervision of Fred Waller from, the Hocky and Justin Herman are cred- RKO Radio. Ted Sloman will f<d
dialogue by Milton Hocky and Bert tinuity.ited with the dialogue and con- rect. Ainsworth Morgan is adaptir
Ennis.
the famous Ouida novel.

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
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^ mend Order Authorizing Suits Against Para. Men

flPTOA INSTAND AGAINST DROPPING LEASE CLAUSE
aramount Will Make
Films Will be Produced
at Joinville Studios
in France
Paramount's foreign picture proim calls for 14 original producns, eight of which will be made
its Joinville studio. Four of
ise eight will be produced by the
npany proper under supervision
Ike Blumenthal, while the others
11 be made by French independent
Dducers. Two Swedish pictures
ll be made in Stockholm for Paraunt.
Total of four Spanish features
Fl be made at the Eastern Ser(Continued on Page 4)

iTORS' GUILD DELAYS
ITE ON EQUITY TIEUP
Screen Actors' Guild will delay
;ing until after Christmas on the
iposed agreement with the Acs' Equity Ass'n under which the
ild will obtain an A. F. of L.
arter, according to a wire reved by Frank Gillmore, Equity
;sident. The Guild was to have
;ed on the matter this week.

14 Original

Research Council Exec Calls Legion Destructive
Comparing the Legion of Decency to a "club that smashes both good and bad,
while the Motion Picture Research Council is a surgical instrument that cuts out
the bad and saves the good," William H. Short, executive head of the Council, told
THE FILM DAILY yesterday that his organization has no intention of quitting the field.
now

"If we didn't have some campaign or future plans we wouldn't be here now, but
is not the time for us to talk," he said. "We are not ready to make a public

statement

yet."

Berman Cutting 35-36 Lineup to 10;
Says There is Shortage of Material
Reliance to Make Four
For Next U. A. Program

Streimer

on Page

Heads

Film

4)

Board

Moe Streimer of United Artists has
been elected president of the New York
Film Board of Trade, succeeding Henry
Randel, whose term expired. Other
new officers are: first vice-president,
Jack Bellman. Holywood Pictures; second vice-president, Robert Fannon, Majestic; treasurer, jack Bowen, M-G-M
secretary, Dave Levy, M-G-M; sergeantat-arms, Joe J. Lee, Fox. The annual
induction dinner takes place next month.

Versions

Must Keep Lease Clause,
Says Statement
Kuykendall in
A stand to the effect that the code
clause covering interference with
leases must be retained was taken
by the M. P. T. 0. A. yesterday
when President Ed Kuykendall issued a statement.
Admitting that the provisions
"may not be enforceable as they
now read," the M. P. T. O. A. head
and member of the Code Authority
declared "it has been restrictive and
we must find a way to put teeth in

Pandro producer,
Berman, Radio
associate
who isPictures'
making it for the protection of all."
"It is (Continued
necessary
to fair
trade
on Page
4)
15 pictures for the current lineup,
Reliance, which is producing for hopes to produce only 10 features for
United Artists, plans to make four the 1935-36 season, he said yesterday. Berman said there was a great
features for its 1935-36 program,
stated Harry Goetz in New York scarcity of picture material, particularly for women stars, and that a
yesterday, following his return from
leading men existed. The
London.
Three stories now set are dearth of(Continued
on Page 4)

57 GENTS A SHARE
ESTIMATED FOR PARA.

(.Continued on Page 4)

A

One

Man

Show

If you attended the AMPA Xmas
Party yesterday at the Hotel Astor,
and heard all the various speakers
refer to the grand work of Relief
going on amongst Our Own Needy
Cases, then there is little that we
ational Board of Review can add. That impressive gather1500 people was the diof over
ingrect
result of a desire on the part
Picks Year's Best Films
pressagen
Best American and foreign pic- of this great
(Continued
on Paget 6)organizares of the year, as picked by the
itional Board of Review, are:
nerican films, in alphabetical or(Continued

Foreign

Anybody

Can Grab

Compliance Council Hears
Smalley-Schine
Lease Case
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — NRA Compliance
Council yesterday presided over a
case brought by William C. Smalley, New York state exhibitor,
against the Schine circuit pertaining to an(Continued
alleged oninterference
with
Page 4)

Newton Out, Kaufman Added
In List of Para. Men to be Sued

Amended order permitting the
Paramount trustees to institute
suits against directors and officers
of the company provides for the
Radio Pictures International, Ltd. dropping of Maurice Newton as a
has been formed to handle all RKO prospective defendant, the addition
Radio business in continental Europe
(Continued on Page 6)
and in the Far East. E. D. Leishman
National Film Carriers, Inc., assures dependable
director of the new
is managing

RKO Radio Forms Unit
To Handle European Biz

(Continued

on

Page

6)

delivery

service. — Advt.

Net earnings of about $5,000,000
or 57 cents a share, based on 1,610,451 shares of common stock outstanding, isestimated by Dow-Jones
in an analysis of the company's operations and on the basis of the proposed
reorganization
plan. 4) Net in
(Continued
on Page

Allow One Para. Claim
Against Fla. Stanley Co.

Agreement to allow a claim of
$457,117 by Famous Theaters
against the bankrupt Stanley Co. of
Florida in consideration of the withdrawal(Continued
of a $523,549
claim
on Page
4) by the
A

Break

from

Brisbane

A front-page free plug, from no less
than Arthur Brisbane of the Hearst
newspapers in his syndicated column,
was accorded yesterday to the Warner
picture, "The Last Wilderness" on the
day of its premiere in Los Angeles.
Brisbane gave the film about a fourth
of his column, praising it for educational as well as entertainment values.
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Three Stockholders Lose
Al Smith Legion Group
Mum After First Confab
$4,000,000 Fox Film Suit
Supreme Court Justice Samuel I.
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New York Archdiocese of Legion
of Decency became organized yesterday in the first meeting called by
Alfred E. Smith, appointed as chairman by Cardinal Hayes. Closed
meeting held at the Empire State
Club lasted three hours and was attended by prominent Catholics. No
one from the film industry was invited and only a general press statement was given out.
Smith announced the group was
agreed "to marshal public support
to the motion picture industries that
are carrying out the provisions of
the code for clean, wholesome, and
decent pictures, and to stand solidly
behind the Cardinal in his endeavor
that only clean pictures are shown."
Smith halted attempted interviews
saying, "that's all we will say now
till we know what we are talking

Rosenman yesterday dismissed a
suit for return of $4,000,000 film
stock profits and an unestimated
amount of damages by three stockholders of Fox Film against 21 individuals and six corporations. The
Judge said that the 200 per cent
of increase in the issuance of 1,600,000 shares of Fox Film stock in
April 1930 was a phase of a plan to
relieve the company and its subsidiaries from threatening financial
difficulties. Nothing in the transaction could be construed as illegal or
injurious, Rosenman rules.

Meyer Succeeds Vergesslich
Phil Meyer, recently in the independent distribution business, is
succeeding Joe Vergesslich as New
York metropolitan manager for
Gaumont British under an appointment made by George W. Weeks,
Those present were: Smith preabout." siding, James A. Farrell, George general sales manager. Vergesslich
New York Dec. 27 for OrlanMacDonald, John P. O'Brien, Mor- leavesdo, Fla.
with his wife, who is ill.
gan J. O'Brien, Martin Quigley,
John J. Raskob, Judge Alfred J. Meyer was formerly with Columbia,
Tiffany
and
other companies.
Talley, James Donnelly, Judge William Fetherston, Arthur O'Leary,
George Cook and James Dwyer.
Emanuel
Lewis Heads Samjax
Emanuel Lewis has been elected
Educational Eastern Unit on Holiday president of Samjax Corp., replacWith its eastern production well
ing Jacques Koerpel, resigned. Lewis
ahead of release schedule, a holiday will manage the Gaiety Theater,
has been declared for Educational's operated by Samjax, and the house
Astoria unit until after the first of will chance its policy to a combinathe year. Al Christie, in charge of
tion stage and screen bill. Koerpel
production, leaves for Los Angeles will devote al his time to foreign
today to spend the holidays with his markets for Eureka Productions.
family. William Watson and Art
Jarrett, writers, are going to the
James Hanlon Dead
coast with Christie. Charlie WilJames Hanlon, Atlanta branch
liams and Marcy Klauber, another manager for M-G-M for 12 years,
writing team, leave for a trip to died recently of pneumonia in that
Bermuda.
city. He was in the early forties.
As yet no successor has been apMetrotone Issues "News Parade'"
A special edition of Hearst Met- pointed.
rotone News, consisting of 23 of the
Conrad Nagel in New Play
outstanding events of the year, is
Conrad Nagel will appear in "The
being released today under the title
Rowlandat Ed"The News Parade of 1934." With Shining wardsHour,"
will openwhich
Christmas
the
Edwin C. Hill as narrator, the news- Montclair, Montclair, N. J.
reel is divided into seven main sections, including "Europe's Tragic
Year," "History Making Flights,"
"Outstanding Disasters," "The War
on Crime," "Strike Epidemic Passes," "A Year of Speed and
Thrills" and "America Marches

.ommg

an

d G

J. R. McDONOUGH. president of Radio Pictures, returned to the coast last night accompanied by JANE MURFIN and ALLEN
SCOTT,
writers.
HARRY THOMAS returns to New York today from a midwest
trip.
today.
TOM WALLER left yesterday for Washington
on Paramount Newsreel business and returnsi
PHIL REISMAN arrives tomorrow
Empress
of Britain from
abroad.

on

the

KITTY CARLISLE,
who is now in New York.i
will remain here until after Jan. I before re
turning to the Coast.
FRED LANGE, Paramount's general foreign i
representative headquartering in Paris, who
arrives in New York today, leaves for Philadelphia to spend
the holiday.
E. M. NEWMAN, whose one-reel shorts produced by Vitaphone and entitled "See America First," is practically completed, is en
route to Florida, where he will spend the
winter gathering material for forthcoming pictures and novel films.
JUDITH

ALLEN,

who

recently finished work

in Fox's Shirley Temple film, "Bright Eyes,"
arrivesbyinplane.
New York this morning from the
coast
DR. C. E. MEES. vice-president of Eastman
Kodak, sails today on the Monarch of Bermuda.:
JAMES BLAKELEY. under contract to Colum
bia, arrives today
by plane
from
the coast.

Jerry Hodes
Wins
Bonus
Jerry Hodes of the RKO New.
York Exchange won the first week's
bonus
in the company's
con-i
test
— meaning
the WeeklyWASP
Accessory;
week's pay.
Star Performance. He gets an extra;
"I Sell Anything" Opens Monday
First National's "I Sell Anything'"
opens with a 6 P. M. Christmas Evepreview at the Mayfair, following ly
two-week run of the Warner Baxter]
film, "Hell in the Heavens."
First Div. Three-Day Holiday
First Division will close Saturdajj
*
morning.
at noon and reopen Wednesda-'

Exceptionally Fine for
Holiday Bookings

Eddie Selette Joins Lieberman
Boston — Edward Selette, formerly
On!"
with Publix, E. M. Loew and various independent theaters in New
England, has been named manager
of the Lieberman circuit's Columbia
here. He succeeds Jerome K. Jerome.
Columbians' Christmas Luncheon
Annual Christmas luncheon of the
Columbians will be held in the Adam
day.
Room of the Hotel Edison on Mon- "JACK and the BEANSTALK"

C /A RTOONS
Real Headline Attractions

"ALADDIN and WONDERFUL LAMP"
"THE QUEEN of HEARTS"
Jean Acker in Comeback
"THE HEADLESS HORSEMAN"
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Jean Acker, is start- "DON QUIXOTE"

ing a comeback in Columbia's "Once
A Gentleman."

CELEBRITY

PRODUCTIONS,

Inc.

"THE
"THE
"PUSS
"THE
"JACK

BRAVE TIN SOLDIER"
LITTLE RED HEN"
in BOOTS"
VALIANT TAILOR"
FROST"
723
NEW

SEVENTH
YORK,

AVENUE
N.
Y.

NEWS OF THE WEEK IN PHOTO-REVIEW

'DEVIL DOGS

OF THE AIR'* goes to cutting

room. Sensational Cagney-O'Brien Marine
Corps sequel to 'Here Comes the Navy/ Barbara Stanwyck's 'North Shore/0 and KibbeeMacMahon's 'While the Patient Slept'0 make
three completed in week qt Warner studio.
NATION TUNES UP FOR 'SWEET ADELINE' in anticipation of coast-tocoast holiday premieres including lavish Jan. 4 opening at New York Paramount. Above are Anatole Friedland, Jean Schwartz, Gus Edwards snapped
at song-writers' dinner at Hotel Roosevelt in honor of Dick Gerard (right)
co-author of original song, celebrating 'Sweet Adeline's' arrival on screen.*

WARNER
ROOM

CUTTING
IN QUAN-

DARY as editors discover every inch of 10,000foot rough-cuf of Rudy
Vallee's 'Sweet Music' is
far too good to be sliced.

'SUPERB

...LIVELY...

HIGHLY

ENTERTAIN-

ING' is New York critics'
tribute to 'Babbitt' after
Broadway premiere at
Palace Theatre. KibbeeMacMahon
comedy

MAX REINHARDT STARTS CAMERAS on 'Midsummer Night's Dream'
after months of preparation and rehearsal with James Cagney, Joe E. Brown,
Dick Powell, Jean Muir, Victor Jory heading multi-star cast Warners have
assembled. Renowned director shown here as he okays model for one of
gigantic sets to be used in his spectacular version of Shakespeare's drama.*
*A Warner Bros. Picture

team's wide popularity
brings studio announcement of 'Wanderlust' as
their fourth co-starrer.°

°A First National Picture

Vitagroph, Inc. Distnoutors

■a

&H
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MPTOA WOULD RETAIN
CODE LEASE CLAUSE

PARAMOUNT TO MAKE
14 FOREIGN VERSIONS

(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)

vice studio, Astoria.
First of the
initial group of two pictures will
go into work Jan. 7. Both will offer
Carlos Gardel and Rosita Moreno.

National Board of Review
Picks(Continued
Year's
Best Films
from Page 1)
der, "Count of Monte Cristo",
"Crime Without Passion", "Eskimo",
"First World War", "It Happened
One Night," "Lost Patrol," "Lot in
Sodom", "No Greater Glory", "Thin
Man", "Viva Villa"; Foreign, "Blue
Light". "Catherine the Great",
"Constant Nymph", "Madame Bovary", "Man of Aran".
In addition to rating the foregoing as the best artistic films, the
Board's review committee picked the
following for popular appeal, in the
order named: "One Night of Love",
"House of Rothschild", "Barrets of
Wimpole Street", "Thin Man", "It
Happened One Night", "Count of
Monte Cristo", "Of Human Bondage", "Queen Christina", "Treasure
Island", "What Every Woman
Knows".
"Man of Aran" was voted the
year's best film by the Committee
on Exceptional Photoplays, and "It
Happened One Night" was voted the
best American film. "Lot in Sodom",
a short not generally released, was
included because it was "an outstanding example of cinematic art."

Pandro Berman Cutting
1935-36 Lineun to 10
(Continued from Page 1)

Legion of Decency drive has sharply curtailed the subjects open to
film treatment, he stated.
Berman is opposed to production
of pictures for segregated audiences, pointing out that the biemoney pictures are those that have
an appeal to all ages and classes.
He believes that there will be increased production of musicals in
Hollywood, because the studios have
found that musicals earn big monev
Berman observed, on the basis of
considerable examination of Broadway plays since his arrival here last
week, that most of the plays were
not written with the screen in mind.
Writers in Hollywood are turning
out little work of any originality.
Berman declared, referring particularly to writers on company payrolls.
Berman has completed 10 pictures
on his current schedule. His remaining five include "Break of Hearts."
with Katharine Hepburn and Francis
Lederer, under the direction of
Philip Moeller; "Quality Street," another Hepburn vehicle; an Ann
Harding picture, and "Top Hat,"
musical starring Fred Astaire and
Ginger Rogers, with music by Irving Berlin, story by Dwight Taylor
and with Mark Sandrich as director.

•
• • IT SEEMS that the AMPA
Xmas Party at the
Astor was given in honor of Mr. Sam Klein
a tailor in
the Bronx
Sam didn't even bother to attend the party
given in his honor
but his was the ticket that Mr. Walter
Huston pulled out of the revolving squirrel cage on the seventh
try
giving Mister Klein the $1,500 Nash car for a twobit investment
now comes the tragic irony of it all
when Mr. De Angelis, the Bill Poster Expert, tried to sell his
tailor a ticket
Mr. Klein said
"For what I should
want a car?
Ain't I got it a car already?"
and Mr. De
Angelis urged "Aw, be a sport.
Take a quarter gamble
for charity." and Mr. Klein said
"Oo, all right,
for charity I'll be reckless." and we are sure that Vincent
Trotta, Art Director of Paramount
will be tickled silly
to learn that he Just Missed the Prize
his was the Sixth
ticket drawn from the revolving gambling wheel
Life is
Like That
•
•
• WHAT A Party! handled expertly from the
dais by Prexy Billy Ferguson and "Keynoter" Jack Alicoate
they kept alternating as Masters of the Revels
with a grand Floor Committee
keeping everything
moving
smoothly
headed by Paul Benjamin and Marvin Kirsch
and did those babies WORK!
all nite the night before, practically
Billy Ferguson summed it up graphically
at the close
he said
"From the dais we saw about
1500 guests with smiling faces. A grand proof that the Industry
can get together with united purpose to do a good deed — and
have a lot of fun doing it."
and that tells the Story .
•
• • ALL WE have space for are FLASHES
Glendenning Ryan, speaking in the absence of Mayor LaGuardia
oodles of Talent
boiling their stuff down so as many
as possible could go on
and at that there were a dozen
good acts omitted
Smith & Dale in kidding repartee
the Leonardis doing two fine numbers as only they can harmonize the Two Honeymooners
crooning Sally
Rand explaining Everything about Herself except who supplies
her Fans and Bubbles . but we can tell you that her mink
coat comes from H. Walzer & Co. of Chi.
for we saw the
label when she placed it over her chair
Sally said her Advertising Technique was the same as the film biz
"Full display ! Hold nothing back !"
•
• • THEN
WE
heard Arthur Tracy sing "Love In
Bloom" the Keller Sisters and Lynch also sang
Nick
Lucas with his guitar did some troubadoring Jack Alicoate
paid a Grand Tribute to AMPA and its splendid work
also
a Blurb for Bill Ferguson on behalf of the Entire Industry
this feller Alicoate was by way of being a One-Man Show
he surprised us who work for him
we didn't really think
the guy was That Good
but that just goes to show that you
shouldn't judge your Boss too hastily we've only been
around him a dozen years
•
• • NOT OMITTING Louis Nizer whose polished
phrases fell upon his attentive audience with the fragrance of
perfume and the opulence of spun gold
a Wizard of Words !
then there was Postmaster Albert Goldman with a Xmas
Greeting to the Industry
and Charlie Pettijohn razzing
Mister Nizer for his "slurs" at Kentucky Colonels
with
Grover Whalen expressing his amazement at the Grand Way
the film mugs rallied to their Cause
and Harry Hershfield with swell yarns Walter Huston with stage reminiscences Paul Benjamin handling the Nash Car ballyhoo
with Mister Huston
scores of celebs taking bows
SOME Xmas Party!

«

«

«

»

»

»

practices," he added. The exhibit
leader asserted that "a fair am
equitable method of clearance anj
zoning must be secured for the th<
ater owners of this country to brii
some semblance of orderly procedui
out of the present chaotic conditio]
and to preserve the code, much
which is based on this."

57 Cents a Share
Estimated for Pars
(Continued from Page 1)
the first nine months, under the pro
posed plan, were $4,530,000, again
$5,692,000 in the corresponding period last year when only $482,001
came from theater operations. Earn
ings from the theaters at presen
are reported ahead of a year ago.

Allow One Para. Claim
Against
Fla.fromStanley
Coj
(Continued
Page 1)
Paramount
trustees
against
thei
Stanley Co. was approved yesterday
by Federal Judge Coxe. The agre<
ment states that the actual assel
of the Stanley Co. available for di
tribution amount to only a few tho
sand dollars and that if the clail
of Famous
Theaters, the largest
creditor of Stanley, is not allowed,!
the bankrupt will have to go to coi
siderable expense
to contest t!
claim to the financial detriment
Famous Theaters.

Reliance to Make Four
For (Continued
Next U.fromA.PageProgram
i
1)
titled: "Melody Lingers On," "Be»
Brummel" and "Gunga Din."
Goetz returned after signing Rob
ert Donat for a Reliance pictu;
The player is currently appearini
in "Mary Read," play produced b;
Alexander Korda in London am
which London Films will lab
make into a picture, said Goeti
"The Count of Monte Cristo,"
which Donat appears, will play 6!
towns in England day and date, fol-l
lowing a six-week engagement in
London's West End.
February.
Goetz plans to go to the Coast in

Compliance Council Hears
Smalley-Schine
(Continued from Lease
Page 1) Case
leases in Hamilton, N. Y. Counsel
for Schine appeared to protest
jurisdiction. His arguments were
heard and the hearing was given
over to the merits of the case. la
was the contention of Schine counsel that the merits were without
prejudice. The Code Authority recorded no vote.
Curran Joining Donahue & Coe
Charles Curran of the Columbia
advertising staff joins the Donahue
& Coe agency shortly after Jan. 1.

"Old Fashioned DieHards"

Sirs:
LET ME BE ONE OF THE FIRST
TO CONGRATULATE YOU ON
YOUR ANNOUNCEMENT THAT
YOU WILL ENTER THE MOTION
PICTURE FIELD STOP I KNOW
YOU WILL DO A GOOD JOB AND
THAT YOU WILL PROVE TO A LOT.
OF OLD FASHIONED DIEHARD
HALF MUMMIFIED PROFESSORS
AND OTHER SUPPOSED TO BE
EDUCATORS IN THIS COUNTRY
THAT BY THE USE OF PICTURES
AND RADIO YOU CAN REEDUCATE MANY MILLIONS
NOT WORRY
TRES ALL
TRES WILL

Sirs:
As a regular reader of TIME, I am
much interested in having THE
MARCH OF TIME shown at our
Emboyd Theatre this city.
Here's hoping we may have the pleasure of seeing the first picture issue and
that it proves as interesting and successful as TIME
truly,
YoursMagazine.

S. P. H., M.D.
Fort Wayne, Indiana

Frenzied Impatience
Sirs:
Am enormously
interested
TIME's
brilliant
new venture,
THE inMARCH
OF TIME, Inc. As a resident of a small
Indiana city I'm hoping that its showing
will not be confined to metropolitan
areas.
A large group of TIME-readers and
MARCH OF TIME enthusiasts are
awaiting the debut of your first reel in
termed a frenzy of impapetition
the manager of
iccordingly.
s,and
allowFORTUNE'S
me to wish
the world to the
Inc., knowing that
igress with the same
lerived from the su-

Sirs:
If the MARCH OF TIME moving
pictures will be like the broadcasts and
the magazine (TIME), I shall endorse
them with enthusiasm.
Yours very truly,

P. K.
620 Second Street
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Sirs:
The Warner Theatre in Ridgewood,
the Hawthorne Theatre in Hawthorne
and the Pascash Theatre in Westwood
are the ones I patronize most often. I'd
be glad to see THE MARCH OF TIME
very truly,
at any or allYours
of them.

E. H.
224 Richards Road
Ridgewood, N. J.

IME "Letters" —
Sirs:
Your announc'
most interesting.
productions show
Cordi

Sirs:
I would like to see the MARCH OF
TIME shownYours
at truly,
Madison Theatre.
Oneida, New York.

E. A.
Wampsville, N. Y.

A Toast
Sirs:
I have just finished listening to your
MARCH OF TIME program, which
holds me enthralled for thirty minutes
each Friday night — I only wish it were
sixty minutes in length.
Needless to say, I shall look forward
with anticipation for your MARCH OF
TIME Newsreel. I only hope our theatre
manager will buy this feature — for I feel
sure the people of our town would appreciate this news feature. I shall request
that he book the MARCH OF TIME
myself and I know my friends shall do
the same.
A toast to TIME's new venture — and
much success to its christening.
Yours truly,

Mrs. J. F.
224 N. Oak
Pratt, Kansas

"Our Whole Family"

Sirs:
With reference to your announcement
this evening on the MARCH OF TIME
program, please be advised that I as well
as our whole family will be very glad to
support your new venture and sincerely
hope that we may soon have the pleasure
of seeing your pictures.
Very truly yours,

I. R.
616 Lyons Ave.
Irvington, N. J.
Sirs:
We in this family are delighted to read
that your new venture in pictorial journalism issoon to begin. The theatres at
which we'd like to see the MARCH OF
TIME are: the Kentucky, the Strand,
and/or the Ben Ali theatres.
We greatly enjoy the March of Time
on Friday evenings. But your program
on Nov. 30 was one of the best we've
heard.
Very truly yours,

A. S.
1600 Richmond Road
Lexington, Ken.

"MAKING
Sirs:
First
Sta
Secon
Oh
Wishi

Sirs:
Pleast
ias of tl
Wiscons
TIME
custome
tise it. 1

HISTORY"

So many pictures have "made history" we
hesitate to apply the word to The March
Of Time. The announcement of this series
however, did something that had never
happened before.
Remember, no one has ever seen THE
MARCH OF TIME on the screen in a public showing. Yet on the announcement,
less than two weeks ago, that there would
be a MARCH OF TIME on the screen, we
were deluged with letters.
Read these letters, they're more than interesting to exhibitors. They are from
people in every part of the country. They
are asking that THE MARCH OF TIME be
shown at certain theatres in order that
these people can pay money to that theatre to see this new and exciting kind of a
motion picture.
Read the letters. . . . look for the name of
your own theatre. . . . draw your own
elusions.

ARCH
York

Sirs:
Interested in your new venture. Best
Any of local theatre for showing is The Century.
to have

N. L. T.

2312 E. Federal Street
Baltimore, Maryland

tres,
1 not

W. Mildred
H.
33
Terrace
Vaux Hall, N. J.

| will

I would like to have THE MARCH
OF TIME exhibited at the Bronxville
Theatre, N. Y.

G. C. V deG.

650 Fifth Avenue
New York, N. Y.

would

Harry A. Thomas, President

FIRST

Sirs:
Have been enjoying THE MARCH
OF TIME over
radio and will be
Yoursthe truly,
very pleased to hear same in the movies.

DIVISION

Sirs:
It is
— The New Major
forward
MARC1
Rockefeller Center,
am sure
New York
dramati
the air it
I sugglsT
OF TIME may be shown in Indianapolis
at Loew's Palace Theatre.
With best wishes for great success,
I am
Yours truly,

like to see the
in Motion pictures.

most of my
tory)Balaban
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3 Cheers
3 Cheers for THE MARCH
Movies. How can we wait!!

OF TIME
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(Continued from Page 1)

tion to help those of the industry
Cleveland — Dick Wright of the who have fallen upon hard times.
Warner theater circuit is the father And if one organization can do so
much, we are sure that every indiof a boy.
vidual who has a job in the film
biz
— big or little — can echo the fine
Brockton, Mass. — Keith's Theater
in Campello has been opened by L. sentiment by digging down and comTrask with double features.
ing up with some coin of the realm
for this Great Cause. So let's hear
Wolfboro, N. H. — The Liberty from you today — if your name is
Theater, a new house for the lake still missing from the list below —
resort, has been opened by W. Tray- of folks who have listened to the
ers in opposition to Memorial Hall. cry of their brothers in distress.
Don't turn away. A few dollars
Houma, La. — The Fox Theater from you will mean so much to some
opened Dec. 18 with inaugural cere- noor fellow — a chap whom you no
monies in which the mayor partici- doubt know — but who is too proud to
pated together with film row repre- let you know how much he needs
sentatives from New Orleans. Par- help. The Film Daily Relief Fund
ticipating in the ceremonies were: will help him without humiliating
William Cobb, owner; H. S. McLeod, him. We DEPEND on You! Here
G.S.T.O.A. president; Fred Goodrow, is a one-man show that you can
First Division manager; the mayor;
stage — Relief to Your Brother.
Bob Kelly, Mayfair manager, and
Are You Here!
Leo Seichsnaydre, Bromberg manager.
David Palfreyman
Ned Depinet
Sam

Wood

to Direct

West Coast Bureau of THE

Two

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Reliance has signed
Sam Wood to direct two pictures.
Wood recently returned to the Coast
from
New York.
Gets Eucharistic Film
Vatican Pictures, with headquarters in the Paramount Bldg., has acquired distribution rights to "The
32nd Eucharistic Congress," tworeeler.
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Hugo Mayer

Amend Order on Suits
Against
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(Continued from
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LINGERING
MEMORIES
AMPA's Christmas Party shall go marching down the pathway
of time as a truly unforgettable event. . . . Greater service
hath no man than that to Charity, and the luncheon was a
symbol of the picture business' sincere respect for that eternal
commitment. . . It was a glorious occasion for all who came. . .
You can always relive those tender moments and perpetuate
their poignant memories by buying a GROUP PICTURE.
They're $1 each, 50c of which will go to the MOTION
TURE CHARITIES' FUND. . .
Send or phone your

FILM

DAILY

RELIEF

orders,

FUND

not later than

or

1650 Broadway
Tel.

AMPA

Circle

thanks Drucker

7-4736

Dec.

to

MARTIN
International

729

and Baltes, Photographers,

27th,

Seventh

STARR

Beauty
Ave.,

PIC-

Pageant

BRyant

9-6024

for their kind concession.

A Little

Grab

Can

of Albert A. Kaufman to the list
of defendants and the substitution
for Frederick G. Lee of his executors, Sophie H. Lee and Frederick
G. Lee. The order, signed by Federal Judge Coxe, states that Newton did not become a Paramount director until Aug. 8, 1932, which is
after the acts complained of in the
impending suits occurred. Kaufman
is requested to account for his official conduct as a d rector in 192728-29-30.

RKO Radio Forms Unit
To Handle
Biz
(Continued European
from Page 1)
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By RALPH WILK

J^DWARD
HORTON
has been EVERETT
signed by Warners
for
"Caliente,"
which
features
Dolores
Del Rio and »Pat »
O'Brien.
T
Jack Haley. noted Broadway
comedian and musical comedy star,
has been signed by B. G. DeSylva
for the principal male role in Fox's
"Nymph Errant.'" Alice Faye will
portray the leading feminine role.
Other important roles are in the
hands of Mitchell and Durant, the
knock-about comedians. Music is
being written by Cole Porter.
v

9

r

Ernest Pascal has been engaged
by* Jesse L. Lasky to prepare a
story for Nino Martini, recently
signed by Fox.
T
» been
»
Walter Lang
has
signed by
RKO to direct a musical picture to
be produced
by Felix Young.

Outlook in Japan
Better, Says Piper
With possibilities of a quota or
some other restrictive measures now
petered out, Japan does not threaten
any film legislation objectionable to
American pictures, declared J. W.
Piper, Paramount managing director for that country, yesterday, before leaving New York for the Coast
en route to his headquarters.
About 70 of Japan's 1,800 theaters are playing American-made
product regularly, Piper estimated.
He figures that 600 features will be
produced in that country this year,
the total being slightly less than
during the past year. Two major
theaters are being planned in Japan,
stated Piper. One opens in Tokyo
next Spring and another house is
being rebuilt.
West

Court Stops

Coast

Bureau

Reinhardt

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Under a restraining
order obtained by A. A. Haendler,
agency executive, Max Reinhardt
yesterday was restrained from continuing work on the picturization of
"A Midsummer Night's Dream."
The order was issued by Superior
Judge Emmett H. Wilson.

unit, which ha=; no connection with
Radio Pictures, Ltd., and Ned E.
Depinet, Phil Reisman and R. W.
G. Mackay are members of the board
of directors. Reisman .returns tomorrow from London.
Compromise
Buxbaum
Claim
Settlement for $750 of a $3,614
claim by the Paramount trustees
against Harry H. Buxbaum, a former Paramount employee, was approved yesterday by Federal Judge
Coxe. The claim represents interests on secured loans and salary
advances made by Paramount to
Buxbaum
between
1920-1928.

FILM
DAILY to
the THE
fol- ,\■»
Best wishes
from
lowing on their birthday:
Lucien
Hubbard
William J. Cowen

Pat
Hartigan
Blanche Schneider
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Joseph M. Schenck Urges Classification of Films
-A Merry Christ

-A Merry Christmas

-A Merry Christmas-

TRANS-LUX OFFICERS UPHELD BY STOCKHOLDERS
-A Merry Christmas-

-A Merry Christmas-

-A Merry Christmas

Fox Theaters Corp. Receiver Submitting Met. Plan
Weisman
Not
Satisfied
With Draft Filed by
Bondholders
Milton C. Weisman, receiver for
the Fox Theaters Corp., which controls all the stock of Fox Metropolitan Theaters, said yesterday that
he would present a reorganization
plan for Fox Met. to Federal Judge
Mack on Wednesday or Thursday of
next week. Weisman said he had
seen the new draft of the reorganization plan prepared by the Fox
Met. bondholders' committee and
that he was not satisfied with it.
Present indications are that the
(Continued on Page 2)
A Merry Christmas

"Best" Pictures and "Best" Stories
There will be a point of unusual interest in comparing the "Ten Best" films of the
year, as selected by some 425 of the nation's critics, and the outstanding screen stories
of the year as picked this week by the Screen Writers Guild. Generally speaking, a
"Best" film has got to have a good story, although a good story in itself doesn't always
make a "Best" film. At any rate, the writers themselves picked "It Happened One
Night," by Robert Riskin, "The Thin Man," by Dashiell Hammett with screenplay
by Albert Hackett and Frances Goodrich, "House of Rothschild," by Nunnally Johnson, "One Night of Love." by S. K. Lauren, and tieing for fifth place, "Gay Divorcee,"
by George Marion, Jr., Dorothy Yost and Edward Kaufman, and "Of Human Bondage,"
by Lester Cohen. Honorable mention went to "Barretts of Wimpole Street," screenplay by Claudine West, Ernest Vajda and Donald Ogden Stewart; "Viva Villa," by
Ben Hecht; "Twentieth Century," by Hecht and Charles MacArthur, "Crime Without
Passion."
by Hecht and MacArthur,
and "No Greater Glory,"
by Jo Swerling.

J. J. MG GUINNESS
PARA. SUBSIDIARY
IS DEAD IN BOSTON BUYING TENN. CORP.

MEETING AGAIN TODAY

Boston — J. J. McGuinness, execuHearing will be held Monday betive secretary of Allied Theater
fore Special Master Joyce on apOwners of Massachusetts, an M. P.
proval of the agreement whereby the
T. 0. A. unit, died suddenly yester- Tivoli Theater, Inc., wholly-owned
day of heart failure. He had long Famous Theaters' subsidiary will acquire the assets of the bankrupt
been prominent in New England theater activities.
Tennessee Enterprises, Inc., for the
Exhibitor and operator leaders
sum
of
$130,000 to be paid entirely
will again tackle the problem of a
(Continued on Page 2)
projectionists' wage scale for greatA Merry Christmas
er New York this morning when the Copyright Protection Bur.
Catches
Three
Violations
[committee appointed
by
Division
AdFilm
Editors
Propose
ministrator Sol A. Rosenblatt meets
Following investigations by the
Annual Merit Award
at the Code Authority headquarters. Copyright Protection Bureau for the
Officials of the I. A. T. S. E.,
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
final decrees were obI. T. 0. A. and T. 0. C. C. will be distributors,
tained in the U. S. District Court
Hollywood — The Academy Awards
present, in addition to Rosenblatt.
has taken under conthis week in three copyright in- Committee sideration
a recommendation and
A Merry Christmas
fringement actions against Dion
Hoffarth of Yonkers. One involved plan submitted by a committee
Eastern Sales Meet
the Film Editors Section, consisting of Martin Cohn,
Being Held by U. A. the Harold Lloyd feature, "Movie representing
Nearly 30 members of the United Crazy," which was being shown un- Anna Bauchens, Harvey C. Johnston,
titleothers
of "Hollywood
Bound,"
lArtists sales force will attend an and der the
the
concerned
Van Eugene Milford and Basil Wrangell,
Eastern meeting today at the com- Beuren and Pathe subjects, "Splash- that an award be given for the best
annual job of film editing.
pany's headquarters in New York.
ing Thru" and "Bugville Romance."
Al Lichtman will preside. Attendants will include: Harry Gold, Moe
Streimer, (Continued
David Burkan,
Meyer Leion Page 3)

ON OPERATORS' SCALE

LAST CALL!
It's the good ole F.D.R.F. Meaning
the Film Daily Relief Fund. It closes
on Xmas Day for another year. You
don't want to go down in film history
as a gent who wasn't listed among the
Reg'lar Fellers of 1934, do ya? Then
GIVE.
And thank you!

Classifying Films Would Lessen
Reform Attacks, Says Schenck

If theaters would differentiate between adult and family pictures in
their advertising, the industry would
have
substantially
less difficulties
Hollywood — Joseph I. Breen has
with
reform
elements,
President
(Continued on Page 2)
definitely rejected Universal's offer
to join its story department.

Rejectof sTHE"U"FILMOffer
Breen
West
Coast Bureau
DAILY

Stuart Webb, E. G. Lauder
Among Five New TransLux Directors
Trans-Lux Corp. stockholders
voted to retain the present management and elected an enlarged board
of 15 directors, it was stated yesterday after the stockholders' meeting.
The proxy count showed that 399,471 shares were voted for the management, a majority of 167,466 over
the opposition group.
The new board, which has been
increased from 12 to 15, includes
Percy N. Furber, Leslie E. Thompson, Ellery W. Mann, Harold P.
Farrington, Robert L. Gordon, Leavitt J. Hunt, George H. Robinson,
Robert L.(Continued
Daine, onGeorge
Page 2)H. EichA Merry Christmas

RGA VOTES AGAINST
RECAPITALIZATION
RCA board of directors in annual
meeting yesterday decided against
any plan for recapitalization, it was
announced by James G. Harbord,
chairman, and David Sarnoff, president, after the meeting. Action was
taken after the committee appointed
(Continued

on Page

3)

A Merry Christmas

Stoneman Gets $75,000
In Suit Against Fox

Boston — A jury yesterday returned a verdict of $75,000 in favor
of David Stoneman, attorney, in his
suit for $250,000 against Fox Film
Corp. to collect agent's fee for securing a leasehold for a Fox subsidiary now defunct.
M-G-M

Restores Salaries

Salary cuts put into effect by M-G-M
and Loew's at the time of the general
industry
cut have been restored, effective yesterday.

'%2H
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MAY ROBSON. who recently finished work
in Columbia's "Mills of the Gods," arrives
tomorrow
morning from the Coast to spend
holidays.
the

PHIL M DALY
• • • FOR THE American premiere of the GaumontBritish "The Iron Duke"
starring George Arliss
Mark Ostrer, chairman of the board of this company
is
planning- to come from London
for the opening at the
Music Hall the end of January
incidentally, the London
opening of this nix broke all British records for nrice of ducats
they sold for 10 guineas each
. .$53 in our coin
think of that!
▼
T
T
• • • A CAMPAIGN to raise funds was launched yesterday at a meeting of the Theater Authority the same
representing theatrical groups for the suppression of free
shows
attended bv Frank Gillmore of Equity, Ralph
Whitehead of American Federation of Actors, Dave Ferguson
of the Jewish Actors, and Sam Scribner of the Actors' Fund.
▼
▼
▼
• •
• FRIENDS
OF Eddie Schnitzer are yelling that
there was a conspiracy in connection with his retirement
as sergeant-at-arms of the New York Film Board of Trade
thpy uot Eddie to retire as sergeant, this dirty gang of conspirators promising to vote him in as vice-prexy
then they gave their votes to someone else Harry Buxbaum presented him with a broom handle all tied up with a red
ribbon as a Retirement Gift
NOW
make it an
Auspicious Week-end
by sending that check to the Film
Daily Relief Fund

Joseph Schenck Urges
Stockholders Uphold
Trans-Lux Officers
Classifying Pictures
(Continued from Page

1)

Joseph M. Schenck of United Artists
declared yesterday. This plan,
coupled with greater care being exercised by producers, would eradicate complaints made against films
from the viewpoint of morality, in
Schenck's opinion.
The United Artists president stated he has recently talked to various
leaders identified with the Legion
of Decency and they "seemed satisfied" with improvements effected in
pictures. He deplored use of the
lurid and sensational in films and declared that the anti-dirt campaign
developed because a small minority
of pictures were considered objectionable.

(Continued
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Earl W. Wingart
John Cromwtll

Alfred T. Mannon
P. D. Cochrane

Merry

MR. and MRS. WALTER EBERHARDT reNassau.turn to New York Dec. 26 from a trip to

ANDY
JAKE
York.

SMITH.

Wirner

sales executive, and

WILK, head of the company's story department, left Hollywood yesterday for New

FRANK
plans
to

FREEMAN, who has gone to Atlanta,
return
Wednesday.

PAULINE STARKE returns to New York next
week from the Coast after working in "$20 a
Week"
for Ajax
Pictures.
RCBFRT WILBY left New York last night
a Caribbean
cruise.
GRADWELL L. SEARS will return to his
office Monday
from
a mid-west
sales trip.

on

A

Merry

Christmas — —

"Pimpernel" Lauded at Premiere
London — "Scarlet Pimpernel,"
produced by Alexander Korda of
London Films for United Artists
release, had its premiere last night
and was hailed as one of the best
British films to date. Leslie Howard
and Merle Oberon are in it.

HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA

2

Corp.

Ufa Profits Jump

A

ROBBINS and family sail today on
cruise.
for a Caribbean

1}

W the use of claims alreadv owned
A Merry Christmas
bv Paramount subsidiaries. The Tennessee Corp. assets consist of the
Fox Theaters Receiver
f*e to the Tivoli Theater, ChattaSubmitting Met. Plan "ooga,
certain notes secured by a
(Continued from Pane 1 )
""ned of trust on tbe Bijou Theater.
Knoxville
and certain cash in tbe
bondholders' reorganization plan will
be presented to Federal Judge Mack -'"nking fund for interest and reon Dec. 28, along with a motion by f;-ement of Tivoli Theater bonds.
the committee to intervene in the TVie agreement will reduce the
reorganization
proceedings.
carrying chareres on the Tivoli The"+°r bv $8 000 annually and add
A Merry Christmas
V 0.000 cash to the Paramount
estate.
Berlin — Ufa announces a net profit of 1,200,000 marks for the past
year,
before. against 40,000 marks the year

HERMAN
Vulcama

Christmas

Para. Subsidiary
Buying Tenn
(Continued

the

1)

berger, Walter Siemer, Stuart Webb,
Robert Atkins. Edwin G. Lauder, L.
\. Hall and Edward W. Marshall.
The last-named five are new additions to the b"«H. John McGrath
fnd Cha*. M. Walton, former directors affiliated with the opposition
grnnn, f piled of election.
Election of officers of Trans-Lux
will take place on Dec. 27. All present, officers are exnected to be retained.
A

MR. and MRS. JAMES A. FITZPATRICK sail
from New York today on the Santa Rosa for
California.

Christmas

First Division Confab On
Two-day convention of First Division to acquaint exchange men
with the "March of Time" series
Frank Beal Dead
gets under way today at the Park
r-ntral' Hotel. There will be a
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Frank Beal, veteran Christmas Party for visiting exactor and director and father of changemen todav at the F. D. ExScott R. Beal, died Thursday.
change at 630 Ninth Ave.

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood
$2. SO up, Single
$3.00 up, Double
Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaza is near everythingto see and do in
Hollywood.
Ideal for business or pleasure.
Every room has private
dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every venience.
modern
Fine foodscon-at
reasonable prices. Convenient parking for your car.
Cbas. Danziger, Mgr.

Eugene Stern, Pres.
The "Doorway of Hospitality"
Vine
at Hollywood
Blvd.
HOLLYWOOD

s
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A Little
from "Lots"
By RALPH WILK — «
HOLLYWOOD
2AMMY FAIN and Irving Kahal
are writing all the songs for Mae
best's next picture, "Now I'm a
jady." Their numbers include "He's
i Bad Man," "Love Is Love in Any
iVoman's Heart" and "Now I'm a
jady". They are also preparing an»ther number for the picture.
|=S

V

▼

T

Our Passing Show: M. C. Levee,
rlaria Gambarelli, Rowland Brown,
ackie Osterman, Anita Loos, Lyle
ralbot, John Emerson, Don Hartnan, Dore Schary, Irving Strouse,
t the opening of Ben Bard's "Reudevil"; Thomas Meighan, Leon
Irrol, Richard Schayer, Lynne Overtan watching the Chicago Cardinals
rub the Los Angeles Maroons.
After her strenuous work in
Sweet Music," opposite Rudy Val:e, Ann Dvorak has been given two
weeks' leave from the Warner
tudios. She leaves with her hus■and, Leslie Fenton, for Honolulu
n Saturday.

T

T

▼

Constance Collier, Isabel Jewell,
[arvey Stephens and Ivan Simpson
ave been added to the cast of
Shadow of Doubt," which George
eitz is directing for M-G-M. Ricaro Cortez and Virginia Bruce have
lie leading roles.
T

T

W

Mona Barrie and Gilbert Roland
ave been teamed for the leading
oles in "Secret Lives," which Fox
ill put into production at an early
ate.
T

Y

REVIEWS
Katharine

"THE

Hepburn

LITTLE

of the NEW
in

OFFICE

BET IN POWERFUL
TIONAL LOVE STORY.

AND

EMO-

The producers did right by James M.
Barrie's classic of the Scotch minister in
the little country town in love with the
gypsy girl who almost disgraced him. The
drama, has been adhered to religiously,
and much of the charm of Barrie's writing
has been caught by the camera. Katharine
Hepburn is superb as the fiery gypsy girl
who has been reared as a lady in the castle
en the hill. It is easily her finest emotional role, for it gives her opportunity to
run the gamut of all her various moods.
She is in turn tender, passionate, fiery,
wistful, tearful — and in every mood she is
a sheer delight. The direction has taken
advantage of all the genius that Barrie put
into his great story, and transferred it to
the screen with sympathy and fidelity.
The supporting cast deserves the highest
praise, and you feel that every member
caught the spirit of the drama and actually
lived it. Women of all classes and types
will go for it, for Hepburn has a part that
is woman personified in all her moods.
Cast: Katharine Hepburn, John Beal, Alan
Hale, Donald Crisp, Lumsden Hare, Andy
Clyde, Beryl Mercer, Billy Watscn, Dorothy Stickney, Mary Gordon, Frank Conroy,
Elly Malyon, Reginald Denny, Leonard Carey, Herbert Bunston, Harry Beresford,
Barlcwe Borland.
Director, Richard Wallace; Author, Sir
James M. Barrie; Screenplay, Jane Murfin,
Sarah Y. Mason, Victor Heerman; Editor,
William Hamilton; Cameraman, Henry GerDirection,
Best.

Excellent.

lotion Picture Classes
Set for Calif. University
FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Four evening classes
motion pictures will be given at
niversity College, evening divion of University of Southern Caliirnia, starting Jan. 4, with a staff
)mposed of Frank Capra, direcM J. Farrell MacDonald, actor;
rthur J. Campbell, cameraman, and
r. Boris V. Morkovin, chairman of
le department of cinematography
; U. S. C. There will be actual
•oduction of experimental
films.
iam G. Campbell will conir.
a film appreciation course on
ict Will
onday evenings.
2 New Houses for Okla. Town
Idabel, Okla.— This town will have
ur theaters instead of two at the
)se of the year. Arrangements
ive been completed to open two
:w houses.

"THE

Photography,

PLAYS

«

M-G-M
75 mins.
INTENSELY INTERESTING DRAMA OF
CALIFORNIA WILD LIFE HANDLED IN
UNUSUAL STYLE WITH NOTE OF HUMAN INTEREST.
In addition to the fact that class and
educational groups no doubt will shower
bouquets on this production as high up in
the exceptional class, its elements of human appeal as well as novelty make it
something that will interest a good portion of the mass clientele. Basically, it
is the story of a young fawn and a young
puma, adopted by Jean Parker, daughter
of a writer who spends a good deal of
time in the mountain wilderness and has
a theory that ferocious animals can be
brought up as friendly pets if handled
right. The action then depicts how these
two animals grow up as pals, loyal to their
benefactress, and, with human instinct,
coming to each other's aid in time of
need, and particularly in mutual defense
against an inhuman hunter. Little dialogue
is necessary, the wealth of action serving
sufficiently for most of the story, and
there is a fitting musical background. A
touch of romance is provided between Jean
and Russell Hardie, a member of the forestry corps.
Cast Jean Parker, Russell Hardie, Samuel S. Hinds, Paul Hurst, Ben Hall, Willie
Fung, Harry Lowe, Jr.
Director, Chester M. Franklin; Author
Vance Joseph Hoyt; Screenplay, Ann Cunningham, Sam Armstrong, Carey Wilson;
Cameraman, Chester A. Lycns; Editor,
Charles Cochberg.
Direction, Unusual. Photography, Exceptional.

The
Bing

BAND

FILMS

"SEQUOIA"
with
Jean Parker

MINISTER"

RKO Radio
110 mins.
KATHARINE HEPBURN A GRAND BOX

T

Patricia Ellis, currently at work in
While the Patient Slept" at Warsrs, has been assigned the feminine
ad opposite William Gargan in
King of the Ritz." Other cast asgnments
include
Bodil
Rosing,
Richards,
Addison
thy Tree,
Ioro
erton Churchill and Isabel Jaynos.

'est Coast Bureau of THE

»

ON"

Crosby

and

Kitty

Carlisle

in

"HERE IS MY HEART"

with
Roland
Young,
Alison
Skipworth,
with
Robert
Young,
Stuart
Erwin,
Leo
Reginald Owen
Carrillo, Betty Furness, Ted Healy, Preston
Paramount
77 mins.
Foster
M-G-M
88 mins.
SWELL ENTERTAINMENT IN ROMANTIC COMEDY THAT WILL HAVE THE
ENTERTAINING COLLEGE FOOTBALL
CROWDS
CHEERING.
STORY WITH POPULAR HUMAN INTERVALUES.
PRODUCTION
EST AND GOOD
Patterned
after Bing Crosby's other reevery bit as
this one
pictures,
cent
through
A nice, wholesome theme, carried
with a good eye to popular audience ap- jcharming if not more so. Crosby is at his
"It's June In January", a
generally pleas- ! best singing sure
peal, this production makes has
best sellers are "Love
exploitation hit. Other
ing entertainment and

"With
angles for the wideawake exhibitor. It's Is Just Around the Corner" and
the story of an honest football coach, Pres- Every Breath I Take". Kitty Carlisle makes
for the crooner's amorous
perfect model
the [a
fromsteers
ladsand
fourside
takeseast
ton Foster,
and Roland Young has a big
attentions,
NewwhoYork
crowded
them away from a possible life of crime place in the comedy spot. Action takes
to college careers. Capitalizing on the |place on a yacht and in a hotel which
youthful teamwork inclinations, he turns Crosby buys in order to be a waiter for
With
them into The Four Bombers, patterned a lovely guest. Princess Alexandra.
he
after Notre Dame's Four Horsemen. Leo much difficulty and discouragement
finally wins the princess by his songs and
Carrillo and Ted Healy supply the comedy,
Stuart Erwin, Leo jgood deeds, thus fulfilling the last of a
Cast: Robert Young,
list of boyhood dreams he promised to
Carrillo, Betty Furness, Ted Healy, Preston himself when he would have a million
Foster, ' Russell Hardie, William Tannen, dollars.
Robert Livingston, Norman Phillips Jr., DaCast: Bing Crosby, Kitty Carlisle, Rcland
vid Durand. Sidney Miller, Beaudine Ander- Young, Alison Skipworth, Reginald Owen,
son, Betty Jean Graham, Joseph Sauers, William Frawley, Cecilia Parker, Marian
Henry Kolker.
Mansfield, Charles E. Arnt, Akim Tamiroff,
Director, Russell Mack; Authors, Byron Arthur Housman, Cromwell McKechnie,
Moran, J. Robert Bren, Harry Stuhldreher, Albert Petit, Charles Wilscn.
W Thornton Martin; Screenplay, Bernard
Director, Frank Tuttle; Author, Alfred
Schubert, Ralph Spence, Harvey Gates; Savoir; Screenplay, Edwin Justus Mayer,
WilEditor,
Smith;
Harlan Thompson; Cameraman, Karl Struss.
Cameram
Levanway.Leonard
liam an,
Direction, Gccd.
Photography,
Excellent.
Direction, Fair. Photography, Gcod.

Sharon, Pa. — Movies are expected
to be reopened next Sunday after
having been dark for two weeks.
Three theater owners suspended
Sunday operation until city council
erased an ordinance which provided
a heavy fine for violation of the antiSunday show code.
Youngstown — Tony Perretta of
New Castle has reopened the Regent, a neighborhood house, following extensive renovation.
Lincoln, Neb. — Suburban houses
got a break here on the new occupation tax ruling, which halved their
assesment.
Former price was $75.
Shreve, O. — E. 0. Ramsey of
Mansfield has leased a downtown
building here and is converting it
into a picture theater.
Greencastle, Ind. — The Castle
Square has reopened after being
dark for several years.

RCA Votes Against
Recapitalization
(Continued
from Paae 1)
to study the matter made its report
and recommended against readjustment of the capital structure. Discussion concerned accumulated dividends to the amount of $8.75 a share
on the class A stock and $15 a share
on the class B issue excepting 100,000 shares issued to Rockefeller Center, Inc. These dividends will redecision.
main unpaid as result of the board's

Eastern Sales Meet
Being Held by U. A.
(Continued from Page 1)
berman, Leon Herman, Nat Beier,
Lawrence Brown, Edward Mullen,
Arthur Horn, Reville Kniffin, Harry
Bodkin, Harry La Vine, T. L. Davis,
R. Brenner, Charles Kranz, Sidney
Lehman, Robert Bertchy, E. Martin,
John Dervin, George Hager, Lou
Wechsler, Sam Stern, Jack Kaplan,
John Zurich, Matt Sullivan.
Musicians Win Local Autonomy
Local
in Musicians'
Local
802 autonomy
becomes a reality
after 16
years with landslide vote for the
"blue ticket" electing William Feinberg, v. p., Jacob Rosenberg, secy.,
and Harry
A. members
Suber, treas.
executive board
also areAllfrom
the "blue ticket". Edward Canavan
was automatically elected president
for two years, but will be subject
to ballot election next time.
Hurel Representing
Pathe-Natan
Robert Hurel of France-Film,
Montreal, has been named general
manager of Pathe-Natan in the U.
S. and Canada, with offices in the
ter.
Maison Francaise, Rockefeller Cen-

The Most

TRUSTWORTHY
STELLAR acting... inspired direction
...superb camera technique... should
these elements of a hit ever be jeopardized
by use of any but the most dependable
film? Unmatched scientific research, manufacturing experience, and distributing facilities... brilliant performance every day, all
over the world... these factors all point to
Eastman Super-Sensitive "Pan" as the
most trustworthy negative for any picture.
Eastman

Kodak

Company,

Rochester,

N. Y. (J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors,
New York, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN Super-Sensitive
Panchromatic Negative
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Product Praised by Nick Schenck
A Merry Christmas

A Merry Christmas

NRA EXPECTED TO RETAIN LEASE CLAUSE IN CODE
A Merry Christmas

by

A Merry Christmas

A Merry Christmas

Warner-F.N. Will Complete Half of Lineup Next Week
30

Pictures Finished
January — 10 Now
in Preparation

W est Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

S. R. O. Turns Out N. S. G.

DAILY

Hollywood — With the completion
lext week of four features of the
;ix now in work, the Warner-First
National studios will have finished
xactly 50 per cent of their line-up
f 60 pictures for 1934-35. Of the
i0 completed, 16 have been released,
vith the remaining 14 awaiting
ates. In addition, 10 pictures are
eing prepared for production.
A Merry Christmas

[HEATERS RUN SECOND
IN OKLAHOMA UPTURN

Detroit — Max and Sol Krim, circuit owners, were fined $35 in court last week
for doing too much business at the Lasky theater. The house has an S.R.O. permit
for 90 persons, but 228 were standing on Sunday evening a week ago, according to
the fire marshal.
It was the first overcrowding prosecution
in recent years.

Interpretation
of Lease
Clause to be Given by
NRA in a Week

The NRA in Washington is expected to decide to retain the code
clause concerning interference in
leasing deals, but to announce an
interpretation of it within one week.
The provisions were assailed and defended at a hearing conducted by
William P. Farnsworth, deputy administrator, at Washington last
Now, boys and girls, gather week. The clause originated when
around joyfully. We have some nice major companies proposed it as a
news for you from Santa Claus. He means of protecting assets of thesays that you have been doing such
aters in bankruptcy from outside
a grand job on contribs to the
Film Daily Relief Fund, that he is parties.
■
A Merry Christmas
■
going to extend the 1934 Campaign
till the New Year. Instead of shutting down Christmas Day as previously announced.
That gives you a chance to take
some of your Christmas Loot that
is no use to you, and convert it into
cash for the Fund.
Or to take part

13 DONE, 10 IN WORK HOLIDAY PERFORMANCE
FOR U. A. RELEASE RUNS TILL NEW YEAR
Having ah'eady delivered 13 pictures, three of which have not yet
been released, producers under the
United Artists banner now have six
films in work and four others in
preparation. Before the cameras
are "Clive of India," "Folies de Bergere
de Paris,"
Night,"
the new
Charlie "Wedding
Chaplin film,
and

two English productions, "Escape
Me Never," "Congo Raid." In preparation are "Cardinal Richelieu,"
I Oklahoma City — Theater business
"Call
of the Wild," and two in Engtnks second in improvement in this
land, "Les Miserables" and "100
lUte under the NRA, according to a
ihrvey by Kathryn King, secre- Years from Now."
A Merry Christmas
,lry of the NRA education commit|e. Furniture stores led the list. United Artists Studios
Jetterment in various lines ranged
rom 10 to 25 per cent.
Will Take Spring Recess

FOX SETS JAN. RECORD
WITH 15 PIX IN WORK

(.Continued

on Page

8)

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — A record for January
A Merry Christmas
activity will be set by the Fox studios next month, when 10 new features go in work, in addition to five
Warners
Set
"Devil
Dogs" now before
the cameras and schedAs
First
for
Cosmopolitan
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
uled for completion during the
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM
DAILY
A Merry Christmas
Hollywood — United Artists will
close its studio for two months next
Hollywood — "Devil Dogs of the month. Those to start include "Man
Eating Tiger," "Recipe for Murder,"
iansas City First-Runs
spring, resuming activity about June Air," with James Cagney, Pat "Redheads
on Parade,"
(Continued
on Page 2)"Highway
1. Twentieth Century plans to have O'Brien and Margaret Lindsay, will
Likely to Boost Prices six
be
the
first
Cosmopolitan
release
pictures completed by March 16,
jKansas City — Rumors that down- about which time the plant will sus- through
A Merry Christmas
filiation. Warners under the new afwn houses are likely to raise adpend work.
lission prices have kept suburban
New Australian Quota Bill
leaters in check in the local price
Would Ban Block Booking
ruation.
Sydney — Another attempt to enact
iJay Means, who operates the Oak
an
Australian film quota law, patirk and Bagdad, reports business
terned after the British Act, is being
Itter than last year and believes it
made in the Commonwealth. The
ill continue to improve unless the
Praise for the coming product of bill, presented to the New South
lice situation gets out of hand.
provides for
the industry in general was voiced Wales Parliament,
Eight Broadway Shows
(Continued on Page 8)
Saturday
by
Nicholas
M.
Schenck,
Interest Film Producers
M-G-M and Loew's, folCoast producers are displaying in- presidentlowing of
last week from a
On Ail-Night Policy
terest in eight plays current on stay at thehis return
No Bur.,
Stopping
'Em DAILY
coast.
West Coast
THE FILM
Broadway
or
scheduled
to
open
Boston — The Rialro theater in ScolHollywood — The following sign was
"Having had an opportunity to see
noted on an Ocean Park marquee:
lay Square has adopted an all-night
within a few days. Actual negotia(Continued on Page 8)
operating
policy.
"I'll Sell Anything"
tions are under way for: "Page Miss Dependable Delivery is guaranteed by National
"Behold
My Wife"
Glory," "Gold
Eagle
Guy,"
"Valley
Film Carriers,
Inc. — Advt.
(.Continued on Page 8)

Schenck Praises Coming Films
After Looking Over the Studios

THE

-asm
DAILY

Monday, Dec. 24, 1934

Fox Sets Jan. Record
Jos. Schenck Skeptical
With
15
Pix
in
Work
Of Grand Opera in Films
(.Continued from Page 1)
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STOCK

MARKET

AS OF SATURDAY) Net
High

Am.
Seat
Columbia Picts. vtc.
Con.
Fm. Ind

Low

5'/2
37l/2
6Vs

5Vi
37l/2
6

Close

Chg.

5'/2 +
37'/2 —
6Vs

%
1

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 20i/4
20
East. Kodak
llll/2 110%

20
111

—

Fox
Fm.
"A"
Loew's,
Inc
do pfd

12%
34
104

+
—

%
*k

28y4 +
3'A —
1
—

%
%
%

Metro-Goldwyn,
Paramount ctfs.
Pathe
Exch

12%
34y8
104
pfd. 28'/4
. . . 3%
1%

do "A"
RKO
Warner

12%
33%
104
28y4
3%
1

1

133A
2%
Bros
4%
NEW
YORK
BOND
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40..
8y2
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs.
8'/8
Keith A-0 6s 46...
70
Paramount 6s 47 filed 61 %
Par. 5'/2s50 filed.... 61%

13%
13%
2%
2%
4%
4% +
%
MARKET
8l/2
8V2
8y8
8% —
%
70
70+2
61%
61%—
%
613,4
613^ — 1

Warner's

58%
58%
MARKET
12%
1234
2
2%

6s 39 YORK
NEW

Technicolor
Trans-Lux

58%
CURB
12%
2%

RECORDING

ON FILM

Grand opera, of itself, is not likely to prove popular on the screen,
in the opinion of Joseph M. Schenck,
United Artists chief, commenting on
the move to popularize opera in
films. He feels, however, that by
incorporating arias and the dramatic situations of operas as part of a
A Merry Christmas
film drama, a type of screen play
2 A. C. Houses Using Vaude
unAtlantic City — Straight film with an operatic
dercurrent can be background
evolved whichor will
houses are expected to suffer from
prove
successful.
the vaudeville arrangement entered
Making of fewer pictures by prointo by the Hollywood theater, usducers as individuals is predicted by
ing acts on Saturday, Sunday and Schenck. He sees no recurrence of
Monday, and the Earle, reopening
"cycle years," and believes producers
Dec. 29 with vaude on Friday, Sat- are
getting a more definite line on
urday and Sunday.
public
demands.
A Merry Christmas
A Merry Christmas
Indies Doing Better, Says Savini
RKO Theater Shifts
Independent exchanges are finding business five times better now
Recent RKO theater transfers include: Herman Whitman, lately
than last year, according to Bob
Savini, executive identified with sev- manager at the Center, back to the
eral firms. An indication of this Albee, Brooklyn; Harry Weiss
broad improvement, he points out, switched from the Albee to the Madis that when producers are forced
ison; John O'Day promoted from
to go back to exchanges for more treasurer
to assistant; George Banmoney in connection with unantici- nan, formerly with Paramount, is
pated production costs, they are able the new treasurer; former treasurer
to respond.
Frank Smith to the Alden in Jamaica.
A Merry Christmas
Audio Finishes Comedy
A Merry Christmas
'Love, Honor and Obey (the
Solve Atlantic City Thefts
Law)," two-reel comedy with Harry
Atlantic City — A series of theater
Langdon, has been completed by thefts
a period of months was
Audio Productions at the General solved over
last week with the arrest of
Service Studios, Hollywood. Leigh a former assistant manager of a
Jason directed.
Boardwalk theater. He was caught
A Merry Christmas
with an accomplice in the act of
"Life Returns" as Special
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
robbing the Embassy safe — the
Hollywood — Following preview ninth burglary at this one house.
— — A Merry Christmas
■
reactions, Universal will take "Life
Mastbaum Has Preview Premiere
Returns" from its regular program
and release it as a special. It is a
Philadelphia — A dress rehearsal
scientific novelty.
yesterday afternoon and another
A Merry Christmas
invitation performance last night
Buster Collier to Marry
given at the Roxy-Mastbaum,
Buster Collier and Marie Stevens were
which opens to the public today unhave made application for a mar- fel. der the directorship of S. L. Rothariage license in Greenwich, Conn.
Robbery," "Thunder in the Night,"
"Work of Art," "Tabloid," "Nymph
Errant," "$10 Raise" and a Will Rogers film. At present in work are
'One More Spring," "Little Colonel,"
"Dante's Inferno," "Life Begins at
40" and "George White's Scandals."

A Merry Christmas

Rivkin Scouting Roach Talent

A Merry Christmas

Takes Sunday Case to State Court
Ada, Okla. — Kenneth Blackledge,
Hollywood — Joe Rivkin, New York
agent, has been assigned to act as convicted in police court of illegally
operating
a movie on Sunday, has
talent scout, as well as exploitation
and publicity representative, for the taken,
Court. the case to the State Supreme
Hal Roach studios.
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

Coming and Going
TREM CARR, head of production for Monogram will arrive in New York shortly after
the first of the year to confer with W. Rav
Johnston.

PHIL REISMAN arrived in New
Saturday on the Empress of Britain.

WINFIELD

SHEEHAN

on the coast
from New
Christmas
dinner.

CH. 4-2200

CORP.

321 W. 44th St., N.Y.C.

is due to arrive back
York in time for his

MRS. JEAN KAYSER, wife of the Warner ■
Bros, architect, arrived last week from abroad :
en route to Hollywood.

BEBE DANIELS and BEN LYONS expect tot
week.
leave New York for the coast again early this 3
JUDITH ALLEN, who recently appeared in Fox's "Bright Eyes," is in New York from Hoi- lywood.

PANDRO BERMAN. RKO producer, left New||
York
on Saturday
for the coast.

MR. and MRS. ARTHUR LOEW and BRUCE*
CABOT arrive in New York today from abroad i
on the Paris.
holidays.
CHARLES BICKFORD is in the east for rhj]

A Merry Christmas
West

2 Roadshows on "Motherhood
Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILlk

Hollywood — Dwain Esper has twaT
road shows already booked solid to}
March 10 on "Modern Motherhood.'!
Harry Nace booked the picture for
his circuit and opened it recently
at the Rialto, Phoenix, Ariz. The
picture has been endorsed by Mrs
J. A. Stokely, state chairman of tha
Better Films Committee, Arizona
Federation of Women's Clubs.
Esper will start production Jan.
15 on "Maniac," which he will also
roadshow.
A Merry Christmas

Joseph

Engel

Assoc.

Producer

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

j

DAILYt

Hollywood — Joseph Engel haaj
been appointed associate produce
by Fox and his first assignment un
der the new contract will be "Tei
Dollar Raise," from the Peter
Kyne story, which Lew Seiler wl
direct.

mm

A Merry Christmas

Matty Fox at the Academy
W. L. Shelton Dead
Matty Fox from the Rivoli is the
Kansas City — William L. Shelton,
owner
manager at the Academy. B. J.
week. of the Ashland, died last new
Ostrow remains as assistant.

Superfine Merchandise

To Whom It May
Concern :
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the
partnership lately subsisting between
DOUGLAS D. ROTHACKER and NANCY
E. ROTHACKER carrying on the business
of producing and distributing motion picture films at 729 Seventh Avenue, New
York City, New York, under the firm
name of DOUGLAS D. ROTHACKER was on
the 21st day of December, 1934, dissolved
according to law. DOUGLAS D. ROTHACKER as Trustee will wind up the business of the partnership.
DOUGLAS

SLIDE FILM— RECORDS

PRODUCTIONS

on

DAILY

INDUSTRIAL— FILM

BRUNSWICK

York

TO WHOM

ARTOONS
Real Headline Attractions

CELEBRITY PRODUCTIONS,
723 Seventh Ave.,
New York, N. Y.

Inc.

Cable:

IT MAY

D.

ROTHACKER

CONCERN

:

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that starting with the 21st day of December, 1934,
the undersigned in the future will carry
on the business of producing and distributmotion picture films alone and in his
own ingname.
DOUGLAS

D.

ROTHACKER

"Celebrity"

!

THIS IS A GOOD Tl E
TO CHECK UP ON
HEARST MET ROTO NE
NEWSREEL!
ON October 2nd
M-G-M gave you the
FIRST issue of the
NEW Hearst-Metro tone
NEWSREEL with
EDWIN C. Hill as
THE Globe Trotter . . .
WEEK after week
WITH
THAT

a consistency
amazed

ALL competitors
WE presented the
MOST complete
NEWSREEL entertainment
ON the market
OUR promise has been kept —
WE go on to the New Year
HAPPY in your praise and confidence.
CAN we keep it up?
next page!

AND THE CLIMAX OF A
YEAR OF ACHIEVEMENT!
23 HISTORY- MAKING NEWS
EVENTS IN ONE ISSUE!
Read the synopsis below of
the most amazing issue of
any newsreel in film history!

EDWIN

THE

NEWS

PARADE

Special edition of Hearst Metrotone News
presents a spectacular panorama of the history-making events, outstanding thrills and
highlights of the year!
EUROPE'S

TRAGIC

FLIGHTS

Scott and Black win 12,000-mile London to Melbourne
race — New records mark progress of aviation.

OUTSTANDING

DISASTERS

Record
drought
turns Mid-west
into a Sahara—
10,000,000 cattle suffer.
Chicago stockyards destroyed in worst fire since 1871.
India earthquake
kills 15,000 and does $40,000,000
damage.
Fire and die.
storm
Thousands

OF

THE WAR

wreck

Japan's

industrial

centres —

Liner Morro Castle burns in 1934's most appalling sea
horror.

1934!

ON CRIME

Lindbergh baby kidnapping sensation! Arrest of Bruno
Hauptmann is startling climax to two-year hunt.
June Robles abduction has happy ending.
Child is
returned after 19 days in desert tomb.
John Dillinger, Public Enemy No. 1, trapped at last
and killed by Federal agents.
Al Capone, Machine Gun Kelly and forty others go to
Alcatraz, America's Devil's Island.
Baby Face Nelson, Dillinger aide, killed in Government's relentless hunt.

YEAR

Albert of Belgium heads 1934's toll of rulers called by
death — His son takes the throne.
Chancellor Dollfuss victim of assassins amid tumultuous
scenes in Austria.
Turmoil in Paris arouses populace and unseats Cabinet
ministers.
President Von Hindenburg passes.
King Alexander, of Jugoslavia, assassinated as mob
battles with slayers in memorable films.
Pope Pius, undismayed by world unrest, spreads gospel
of peace; proclaims New Holy Year.

HISTORY-MAKING

C. HILL fiwmoi.

STRIKE

EPIDEMIC

PASSES

Great textile strike hits 13 states. Terror grips New
England towns.
General strike paralyzes San Francisco. Rioters bombed
with tear gas by police.

A YEAR

OF SPEED
New streamlined
hours.

AND
express

THRILLS
makes

coast-to-coast

in

57

Sea and land planes set new records.
Fatal crashes
mark speed attempts.
Russia thrills world with biggest mass parachute jump
ever made.

Cavalcade's great victory in the Kentucky Derby.
The thrilling Indianapolis auto race.

AMERICA

MARCHES

ON!

Franklin Roosevelt first President to visit Hawaii.
Reviews mightiest navy spectacle since war lime.
New Deal spurs industry.
Nation marches on with
President!
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A LITTLE
from
By RALPH
WILK "LOTS
HOLLYWOOD
pRANCIS EDWARDS FARAGOH
is working on the screen play
for "The Crime of Sylvester Bonnard," which RKO Radio will produce, with George Nicholls, Jr., directing. Ann Shirley will be featured.
T

T

T

Ben Holmes will direct several
RKO comedies, starting in January.
One comedy will star Leon Errol,
while Edgar Kennedy will be starred in another. A third will star
Gene Austin.

▼

T

T

Victor Schertzinger will direct
Grace Moore in her second Columbia
film, which goes in work after the
holidays.

»

»

▼

Claire Trevor, Lew Ayres and
eight-year-old Jane Withers have
been signed for the principal roles
in "Lady Cop," a Sol Wurtzel-Fox
production.
r
v
v
"The Best Man Wins" has been
chosen as the release title on "The
Depths Below," the Columbia production which features Jack Holt,
Edmund Lowe and Florence Rice.

•

»

»

RKO cast assignments: O. P. Heggie for "Dog of Flanders," Adrian

Chicago — The new Alba Theater,
Rosley for "Roberta," Virginia Reid
mas Day. and Kedzie, opens Christfor "Puzzle of the Pepper Tree," Lawrence
and Nydia Westman, Donald Meek,
Jed Prouty, Henry Travers, Otto
Hoffman and Douglas Walton for
Chicago — Warners will add stage
shows at the Avalon on Dec. 29 as
"Capt. Hurricane."
a week-end policy.
Milton Krasner, ace cameraman,
is now a proud papa. A boy, their
St. Louis — Stage shows are refirst child, was born to Mr. and Mrs.
turning to the Missouri on ChristKrasner Dec. 15.
mas Day. The initial show will feaT
T
¥
Walter Lang will direct Felix ater. ture 175 pupils of the local Fanchon & Marco School of the TheYoung's initial musical production
for RKO. Lang directed "The
Mighty Barnum," "Warrior's HusOsceola, Iowa — Negotiations are
band" and "Carnival."
in progress far opening a new picr
*
»
ture house here by A. T. Stancell.
Sig Herzig, formerly with Universal and Warners, has joined the
Des
Moines — Robert K. Fulton has
RKO writing staff.
been appointed manager of the new
▼ T T
Bill Bloecher, who has been doing Roosevelt theater, which opens Dec.
free-lance writing for fan maga- 27. Fulton formerly managed the
zines, has joined the United Artists Strand, Waterloo, where he will be
studio publicity department.
replaced by Joseph Stewart, manager of the Garden here. Art Farrell
T
T
T
of the Strand will manage the GarCharles Kenyon is a busy writer den.
at Warner-First National. In addition to being assigned to do the
original story and screen play of
Lafayette, Ind. — Walkathons and
similar contests are forbidden in an
"Goose and the Gander," for Kay ordinance adopted here.
Francis and George Brent, he is
writing the screen play and dialogue
Baton Rouge, La. — The Saenger
of "Outcast," novel by Hubert Hen- Theater
has reopened for three days
ry Davies.
t

▼

T

a week. The other Saenger circuit
houses,
the Empire
and the Crown,
are
running
daily.
Lincoln, Neb. — Walt Smith, who
has been with the J. H. Cooper interests and scheduled to move from
Colorado Springs, Colo, here to
trade places with E. A. Patchen for
a while, quit instead and joined Fox.
Springfield, Mass. — The house formerly known as the Fox Nelson is
now dubbed the Art theater.

Detroit Notes
Detroit — George W. Trendle,
president of United Detroit Theaters, has been made commissioner
of the Detroit and Michigan Exposition at Convention Hall.
B. A. Morthorst, former Regent
manager, returned to the movie fold
this week to manage the Rosedale
for Mrs. Ida Klatt. Roy Campbell,
former manager, resigned.
No further admission price cutting has followed the reductions at
the
Fox, theaters.
State, Michigan and United
Artists
Woodward Theater Co., operating
the Woodward in Highland Park,
has been dissolved.

Leo Klebanow
and

The Longacre Press, Inc.
wish their friends in the

Motion Picture Industry
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NICK SCHENCK PRAISES

HOLIDAY PERFORMANCE
RUNS TILL NEW YEAR
(Continued from Page

Our Legion of Decency!
Ned Depinet
Jack Alicoate
Al Lichtman
Jimmy Grainger
Louis Nizer
Don Mersereau
Billy Brandt
City Photo Engraving Co.
Henry Reston
William R. Ferguson
Andrew Geoly
Eaves Costume Co.
Automatic Devices, Inc.
Ben Amsterdam
Amusement
Supply Co.
J. H. Moskowitz
Charles C. Moskowitz
Irving Samuels
Ed Finney
Earle W. Hammons
Bert Adler
Mrs. Bert Adler
N. H. Brower
Rube Jackter
Jay Emanuel
Fred Quimby
Dick Brady
Mike Vogel
J. R. Vogel
Internat'l
Alliance
of Theatrical
Stage Employees
Ray Johnston
Monogram Pictures
Sack Amusement Co.
Louis K. Sidney
Harold Hendee
Harold Franklin
Roy Norr
Will Hays
William Barnett
Don Gillette
Samuel Bram
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas
Goldberg
George Barnett
Joe Lea
Al Friedlander
Rutgers Neilson
H. J. Glick
James P. Clark

David Palfreyman
Nate Golden
David Bernstein
Cresson E. Smith
M. J. Kandell
Winfield Andrus
Moe Streimer
J. S. MacLeod
Addie Dannenberg
Mrs. Edna Sussman
Alma Masony
Harry Buckley
M. VanPraag
Jerry Cohen
Irving Goodfield
Haskell
Masters
Edward Davidow
Herbert
Berg
William A. Orr
Ross Federal Service, Inc
Morris Kinzler
Ben Shlyen
J. A. Tanney
Harry Thomas
William Massce
Joseph H. Brennan
C. K. Olson
Leo Klebanow
Arthur Eddy
Phil De Angelis
George Browne
Arthur Gottlieb
Al Young
Jules Levy
Arthur Horn
E. A. Schiller
Quigley Publications
Leopold Friedman
Maurice McKenzie
Jack Trop
Si Seadler
W. A. Scully
Jack Goetz
Irene F. Scott
A. P. Waxman
George J. Schaefer
Frank C. Walker
Arthur Lee
Ted
Curtis
Toby Gruen
Motion
Picture
Club

wishes

from

THE

FILM DAILY to the following on their birthday:
John W. Alicoate
Michael
Curtiz
Howard Hughes
Wilfred Noy
Ted
Joseph M. Schenck
Charles Cruze
Joe Bonomo
Beulah
Marie
Dix
Sonya
Levien
Helen Twelvetrees

\

Carl Brisson
Evalyn
Hall
Ruth Chatterton
Eulalie Jensen
Toddy
A. P. Waxman
Marguerite Churchill
William Conklin
Earle Foxe
Tom
Reed
Charles Curran

(Continued from Page 1)

the coming product of most organizations and to discuss general plans
with the executives in charge, I am
convinced that the quality of the
pictures themselves is steadily improving," said Schenck.
"Producers, directors and players
are ambitious not only to succeed
but to stamp their work as worthwhile. The industry each year
grows more capable of intelligent
activity. At one time it used to be
said too often that motion pictures
were in their infancy. Today the
movies are grown-up and they are
acting grown-up. Therefore I am
most
On optimisti
the basisc."of his observations,
Schenck believes "business in 1935
should be better than in 1934, which
has been most satisfactory."

PHIL M. DALY

•

•

• DEAR SANTA
CLAUS
you old fuss-fuss
we had it in mind to write a column about you
the real lowdown on what a washout you really are
but here we find ourself immersed in the gooey, sticky,
sentimental Xmas Spirit
and all that mush
the
mugs around us in the ossif are all coked up with Sweetness,
Charity and Merry-Merry
the ole smoosh
and
they've got us feeling that we would be an old meany
if we really told the Truth about you
Santa Cluck
T
T
T
• •
• BUT WE can think of plenty of things
to
thank you for, also
right in our own film biz
our thoughts right now run to Film Personalities
scores of names of Regular Guys
who make life Worth
While
who smooth the sometimes rocky pathway of our
Dizzy Racket
gents with understanding hearts
unselfish devotion folks it is a privilege to meet from
day to day
who make you feel that they like you for
Yourself
and not for what they can chisel out of you
New Australian Quota Bill
in the way of favors
ha
we're tellin'
you !
sure
you can classify them as well as we
Would (Continued
Ban Block
Booking
from Page 1)
can
well, let's just think about the Reg'lar Guys
abolition of blind and block bookthis Holiday Season .
gawd knows, it's tuff enuf to have
to encounter the others all year round
right now we can
ing, and has wide trade support. A
forget they exist
as we conjure up before the panospecial rejection clause in block
ramic camera of the mind
the legion of fine boys and
booking contracts is provided,
girls in this biz
who are very much Worth While . . .
planned so as to give the exhibitor
T
T
▼
a greater option of rejecting other
• •
• AND SO
to one and all
who have
than British films.
patiently, hopefully
even naively
read this Kolyum from day to day
expecting to really get something
Eight Broadway Shows
out of it
we greet you as one Sucker to Another
Interest
Film Producers
wishing you the Season's Best!
(Continued from Page 1)
Ajax Sells Talmadge Series
Omaha Briefs
Ajax Pictures has sold English Forge," "Anything Goes," and "Post
Omaha — George Givot, spending
holidays with relatives here, was H. rights to six Richard Talmadge fea- Road." Other shows certain to figtures to Universal. Rights for In- ire in bidding are: "Ode to Liberty,"
J. Chapman's (Columbia) dinner
dia, Burma and Ceylon have been "Petrified
Forest" and "Point Vaguest the other night.
acquired
by Exhibitors Pictures.
Joe Smith of Midwest has gone to
New York, his home town, on two
weeks' holiday given him by Manager R. 0. Ringler for good work.
Milt Overman, Westland theaters
laine."IN THE
at Lincoln, told local film moguls
RAIN
WAITING
CCCWDS
that despite the fact the voters in
Lincoln voted for Sunday shows, it
has rained or snowed for six straight
Sundays.
PLAYING AT RIALTO THEATRE
giving

to see « MODERN

Clint

Best

NEW YEAR'S PRODUCT

G THE
AglONRIALT

1)

of the big check your boss or your
favorite aunt gave you for Christmas, and shoot it to the Committee.
All this week you will be in the Holiday Mood of rejoicing — we hope.
So let some of it spill over in the
form of YOUR contrib to help make
joyful the Needy Cases in Our Own
Film Family. Thanks, boys and
girls — and a very Merry Holiday
Season to you all — from the Film
Daily Relief Committee.
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Weyer

Ed Kuykendall
Herschel Stuart
Arnold Van Leer
Irving Lesser
Lou Guimond
E. M. Orowitz
Felix F. Feist
Walter
Reade
W. F. Rodgers
H. J. Yates
Charles Rosenzweig
Sam
Dembow,
Jr.
Sol Brill Foundation
Harry Shiftman
N. L. Manheim
David Loew
Al Lichtman
Donahue & Coe, Inc.
Charles A. Leonard
Geo. F. Dembow
Jack Eaton
Hugo Mayer
Louis Nizer
Glendon Allvine
Emil Jensen
A. Schneider
J. E. Brulatour
Joe Hornstein
A. Montague
Eugene Picker
Herman Robbins
Charlie Einfeld
Stella ai

IPUBLIX

William Steiner
Wm. B. Brenner
Bill German
Maurice Hess
Kann
Gabriel

BEST HOUSE

MOTHERHOOD"

IN PHOENIX)

DEC.

13,

34

J. H. Seidelman
W. A. Downs
William
F. Barrett
Paul N. Lazarus
James A. FitzPatrick
Harry Weltz
George D. R.Clark
Batcheller
John
J.
J. O'Leary
Renee
Carroll
A. J. Dash
Wm.
J. Greenberger
John W. Hicks. Jr.
George Taylor
Harry
Phil M.Arthur
Daly
Thomas
J. Connors
W. E. Celestin
Employees of
Barnes Printing Co.
H. J. Muller
J. Margolies
Leo Breeder
Saul E. Rogers
Ben Y. Cammack
S. S. Braunberg
Norman C. Nicholson
Budd Rogers
id Tom Hamlin
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Kuykendall Cites Code's Failures and Benefits

'34 AN EVENTFUL YEAR IN FILM INDUSTRY

Only 9 U. S. Films Released in Germany in 4 Months
Censor and Exchange Difficulties Result in
Drastic Drop
Berlin — Due to censorship and
foreign exchange difficulties, only
nine American films were passed by
the German censors in the first four
months of the 1934-35 season, a
checkup discloses. On this basis,
total for the year will be the lowest in many seasons.

WRITER GROUPS AGREE
IN CLOSED SHOP MOVE
Agreement between the Screen
Writers' Guild of Los Angeles and
the Authors' Guild and Dramatists'
Guild of New York City whereby
the latter two organizations, to aid
the Screen Guild in obtaining a
closed shop, would prohibit their
members from working for producers unwilling to accept a closed shop
contract, is considered a likelihood
by responsible officials of the Authors' League of America, parent
body of all three Guilds.

New $155,000 Theater
For Vancouver, Wash.
Vancouver, Wash. — Ex-Mayor
John P. Kiggins announces that he
will build a $155,000 theater in the
heart of the business district. Seating 800, the new building will be
started early in February. Kiggins
also operates another local theater.

Held Over!
Such a successful run has been enjoyed by that great dramatic classic,
The Film Daily Relief Fund, that the
Committee decided to hold it over till
New Year's Day. This gives all you
fellers a chance to come in. We don't
want to slight anybody. And YOU, of
course, don't want to slight the Fund.
So send along your autograph for the
Relief Committee's Collection. (Note:
the autograph must be on a check.)

Tri-Ergon,
Free
Shows,
Legion, Ascap Among
Year's Headaches

Ten Leading News Events of 1934
William Fox upheld on Tri-Ergon Patents — Suits against industry in general
held in abeyance pending U. S. Supreme Court review of patents.
Legion of Decency launches film campaign — Joseph
producers to pass on films before release.

In putting "finis" to 1934,
the film industry will shake off
a year of stress and turmoil
from which there will be plenty
of hangovers in 1935. It was
a twelve-month in which the
number of far-reaching events
that popped up far exceeded
any other year since sound.

I. Breen appointed by

American Society of Composers, Authors & Publishers demands higher rates
for music — Government files suit asking dissolution of Ascap.
Fight against free radio shows comes to a head, with Standard Oil's traveling revue forced to switch from free auditoriums to regular theaters.
British invasion of American movie market becomes a reality through the
establishment by Gaumont British of its own nationwide sales organization

Elsewhere in these pages the leading headline events have been
grouped for convenient reading.
There was(Continued
much sweating
on Page 4)over Wil-

in U. S.

Vitaphone-Erpi litigation of long standing is ended by a consent decree,
with Warner-Vitaphone getting about $5,000,000 in settlement.
Report of Division
in film industry.

Administrator

Sol A.

Rosenblatt

upholds

high

salaries

M.P.T.O.A. LINES UP
CONVENTION TOPICS

Actors' Equity Ass'n and Screen Actors Guild in affiliation move, with
Guild to receive American Federation of Labor charter and local autonomy.

from

Warner-Hearst tieup shifts Cosmopolitan
M-G-M
to the Warner lot.

Productions

and

Marion

Davies

Failure of code machinery to set up an acceptable clearance and

zoning

plan, as provided under the code, for any territory.

M.P.T.O. A. Head Says Code
Has Failed in Nine Respects

Conferences and discussions on
improved theater management, better methods of merchandising and
selling modern picture entertainment, will be a highlight of the M.
P. T. O. A.
annual convention which
(Continued on Page 4)

Speed Marks Innovations
At Roxy-Mastbaum, Philly

Philadelphia — S. L. (Roxy)
The motion picture code, after a
year of operation, has signally Rothafel's latest innovation, a scenefailed in nine respects, though it has less and curtain-less theater, gave
accomplished some good, declared its first public performance yesterEd Kuykendall of the M.
Arthur L. Mayer, who has been President {Continued
day when the Roxy-Mastbaum was
on Page 2)
a 50-50 partner with John Goring
officially opened, following two prehas
in the Criterion Theater lease,
views on Sunday. The stage novelty lies in(Continued
the use on
of Page
lighting
effects
disposed of his 50 per cent interest. Washington M. P. T. O.
2)

Arthur L. Mayer Sells
Interest in Criterion

Huffman Threatens Suit
In Giveaway Controversy

Denver — If the local grievance
board, as requested by the Denham
theater, rules on Friday that Harry
Huffman has violated the Code Authority order to stop auto giveare diaways,
and film exchanges
(Continued
on Page 4)

Lauds Anti-Dual Stand

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — A resolution commending the stand of M-G-M, Warner-First National, Paramount and
United Artists
fea(Continuedagainst
on Page double
4)
All members
of National Film
give dependable service. — Advt.

Carriers,

Inc.,

First Soviet Slapstick

Film

Moscow — First Soviet slapstick comedy has been completed and will shortly
be shown throughout the Union. It is
titled "The Youth of Maxim," fashioned
on the old Mack Sennett formula, with
musical trimmings.

THE

-sua
DAILY

Speed Marks Innovations
Code's Failures, Benefits
Are (Continued
Cited byfrom Kuykendall
At Roxy-Mastbaum, Philly
Page 1)
{Continued from Page
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exclusively in place of curtains and
scenery, thereby eliminating exits
and entrances and speeding up the
show to a fast tempo.
Initial stage presentation is a
Christmas pageant, employing a
coterie of local musical talent and a
troupe of Roxyettes, precision dancers, with a 60-piece orchestra. Screen
attraction is "Sweet Adeline." The
house will play Warner, Paramount,
RKO, Universal, M-G-M and Columbia, as well as outstanding independent and foreign product.

Philadelphia Police Ban
Sunday Charity Shows
Philadelphia — Cooperative move
of the Young Democratic club and
city theaters belonging to the Independent Exhibitors Protective Association resulted in the police banning the scheduled charity shows
here Sunday. Admission was to have
been through contribution of foodstuffs. Police Superintendent Lestrange left enforcement of the ban
on Sunday shows to police captains
in the districts with the result that
less than one-half ran shows. I. E.
P. A. charity performances were
first scheduled on Sunday.
Williamson May Film Sea Monster
John E. Williamson, founder of
Submarine Film Corp., who has gone
to his home in Lake Worth, Fla., for
the holidays, plans to return shortly
to Scotland, where he recently looked over the possibilities for an underwater film hunt for the Loch
Ness monster. Williamson has just
signed a contract in England for the
publication of his new book, "20
Years Under the Sea." The Bahamas government will issue an airmail stamp using a sea garden scene
taken by Williamson.
New G-B Buffalo Manager
George W. Weeks, Gaumont British general sales manager, has appointed Howard Brink as Buffalo
manager succeeding: Tony Ryan,
who has resigned. Basil Brady has
been engaged as a salesman to take
over duties formerly performed by
Lester Wolfe.

Zanuck Joins the Colonels

Charles A. Alicoate

Mort Blumenstock

Coming and Going

P. T. O. A. in a bulletin to his members yesterday.
"The Code itself," he said, "failed completely to restrain or control the spreading
evil of cut-throat double feature competition,
did nothing about the inexcusable score
charge, and generally failed to provide an
adequate cancellation privilege, a practical
protection against unfair non-theatrical competition, against the premium racket, against
forcing unwanted features, against forcing
designated play dates on percentage pictures, to provide for a simplified and fully
standardized exhibition contract with enforceable arbitration of contract disputes. Selfish interests with powerful lobbies blocked
many of these provisions."
Kuykendall
protested
failure
establish clearance also
and zoning
plans.
He to
added:
"We

believe that a lot has been accomplished in the right direction, that many
abuses have been removed, that obscure and
uninfluentia] exhibitors have been given a
place that was accessible and inexpensive
where many of their grievances could be heard
and remedied. Definite progress has certainly been made in curbing unfair overbuying;, in reducing the number of unwanted
shorts exhibitors are forced to take, in providing a very, very limited cancellation privilege, in mildly curbing unfair non-theatrica!
competition, in providing for some semblance
of standardization in exhibition contracts, in
curbing rebates, lotteries, and other cut-rate
rackets, in restraining individual instances
of unreasonable clearance, etc. That definite
progress has been made on these matters
demonstrates quite clearly what can be accomplished if a genuine effort is made."
Kuykendall predicted that Congress will
pass a new NRA under which codes will be
authorized to regulate wages and hours, child
labor, and regulate fair trade practices and provide more effective and uniform
compliance
or enforcement.

Warns of Anti-Semitism
In Catholic Film Drive

JOHN E. WILLIAMSON of Submarine Film
Corp.
days. returned Saturday from Scotland en route
to his home in Lake Worth, Fla., for the holiMRS. J. BALDERSTON, wife of the Paramount
wr.ter, arrived last week from England
with
their son, Jack, who had been in school over
there.
They left immediately for Beverly Hills.
EARL G. CARRIER
of Carrier Air Conditioning Co., accompanied
by
Mrs.
Carrier
a
their son, Willis, sail today from New York
the Deutschland for England, en route to Ca
Town,
South
Africa.
JESSE LASKY, JR., who collaborated with Rian
James on the adaptation of "White Parade "
has
east to begin work with James on a
new come
Fox film.
KITTY CARLISLE, who received a new Paramount contract among her Christmas presents
'eturns to the coast shortly to begin work iii
"Wakiki Wedding." She is now on a New
York holiday
visit.
JOSEPH
coast from

SCHILDKRAUT
New
York
to

has arrived
on
appear
in Cecil

thJ
D-

Mille s "Crusaders."
WILLIAM
DARLING,
Fox studio
artist who]
won
the Academy
award for designing the sets
of "Cavalcade,"
is in New
York
for a brief
vacation and to look at the production
of "The
the company.
Farmer
Takes
a Wife,"
recently
purchased
by ■

BEN VERSCHLEISER, Monogram supervisor!
has arrived in New York from the coast owing 1
to the illness of his father.
GEORGE
PABST
and
EDW.
arrived from abroad Sunday on
left for Hollywood by plane.

CAREWE,
the Europa

who!
have

EDDIE McEVOY, RKO's eastern and Canadian
sales manager, sails Saturday with Mrs. McEvoy
of Bermuda for a 12-day cruise.

on the Monarch
MARTY

BARRETT,

general sales manager

fe

Van Beuren, has
That threats of anti - Semitism northwestern
states.returned from a tour of the
lurk in the current movie crusade of
the Legion of Decency was pointed
Alonzo at Poli, Meriden
out by Rabbi Stephen S. Wise and
Rabbi Sidney E. Goldstein at the
Meriden, Conn. — A. Alonzo, 'for
Sunday morning service of the Free many
years a Poli executive in New
Synagogue, Carnegie Hall.
Haven, has been named manager of
PoH's here by the Loew interests.,
Acquires Spanish Film
Louis A. Falk continues as managei
"Campanas de Amor" ("Bells of of the Palace, another Meriden theLove"), Spanish dialogue feature
ater taken over by Loew from Poli.i
produced in the east, has been acquired for world distribution by Criterion Films, headed by M. D.
Finish Industrial Film
Strong. Distribution will be hanPhiladelphia — De Frenes Studiosj
tonio.dled by Sack Amusement of San An- have completed production on a sixpart industrial sound picture, "The|
Plus That Wins," for Atlantic Re-i
Filming in Ireland
Co. The film was directed by
Dublin — Erin Studios have been fining
Emerson Yorke and employed thej
opened and an American firm is
of Ted Husing, Alois Havservices
making a film based on a story by
rilla and a cast of picture princip-*
Lennox Robinson, Irish dramatist.
als. All interior and exterior scenes!
Aafa in Bankruptcy
environs.
were shot in Philadelphia and its'
Berlin — At a recent meeting of
Aafa creditors it was revealed that
assets of only 10,000 marks were
ON
available against claims of 1,302.000
marks.

Cordero Joins El Cine Rie
Jose A. Cordero, for the past 14
vears in charge of circulation for
Cine Mundial, has joined Vanera
Publishing Co. as advertising and
Pictorial Film Library Opened
circulation director of El Cine Rie
Pictorial Film Library, handling
and other magazines to be published stock library film sequences, has
for distribution in Latin countries.
opened at 729 Seventh Ave.

"Telegram" Expands Movie Space
Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Two full pages are now being deHollywood — Darryl Zanuck, 20th
voted to movie material by the New
Century production chief, is among York "World-Telegram" in its Satthe recently appointed Kentucky
urday edition. The newly added
Colonels. Dr. Harry W. Martin, hus- page is given over to feature artiband of Louella Parsons, is another. cles.
West
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Film or Disc
INDUSTRIALSLIDE FILM-

BRUNSWICK

PRODUCTIONS

CORP.

CH. 4-2200 321 W. 44th St. N.Y.C.

'tfl'iiJte".'
This week 300 leading theatres"
will be playing America's darling
in her brightest picture.
A new record For dayand-date showings!

&fft
in

RIGHT EYES
with

JAMES

DUNN

Produced by Sol M. Wurtzel
Directed

by

Comelman.

David

Butler.

s
O
x
/
y

.Screen play fc> William

Story by D<nid BulUr

and EJwm

C&

Burke

THE

'34 AN EVENTFUL YEAR
IN THE FILM INDUSTRY
(Continued from Page

1)

liam Fox's Tri-Ergon patent suits,
the Legion of Decency, the increase
in music rates effected by Ascap,
double feature controversies, reorganization plans, low admission
and clearance schedprices,ules,zoning
and the usual long list of
bugaboos which exhibitor groups are
continually waving in the air.
Despite all this, the year had its
compensations on the constructive
side. Major companies for the most
substanpart again began to show
tial profits. Product on the whole,
by a wide consensus of opinion,
showed much improvement. Theater
and new theater conreopenings struction
activities revived on a
bigger scale than for several years.
Attendance increased from 10 to 25
per cent.
About mid-year the situation was
up by the invasion of Gaupepped
mont British. Just before the fall
season started, scattered efforts
were made to put admission scales
up nearer where they belong, with
no success. So this problem carries
over into 1935, along with the Legthe Tri-Ergon litigation, zoningion,and duals.

Huffman Threatens Suit
In Giveaway Controversy
(Continued from Page

-2&*i
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M.P.T.O.A. LINES UP
CONVENTION TOPICS

THE LIGHTER SIDE OF 1934
ABOUT

a score of new "Samuel Goldwyn boners" are added to the list making the rounds; then the producer spoils it all by revealing that most of
the funny things credited to him were really concocted by leading humorists.

(Continued from Page 1)

takes place at the Hotel Roosevelt,
New Orleans, Feb. 25-27. Newest
ideas is theater design, decoration,
lighting, ventilating and cooling
and equipment will be displayed
A meeting of the board of direc-'
tors is scheduled for the day before
the convention.

End of prohibition makes movies the favorite political and reform football,
with the church team stampeding the field and taking the play away from
all others.
Meteoric success of Shirley Temple causes
their baby daughters in theatrical schools.
After

giving the California

two

million mothers

film industry all that worry,

writes series of articles for New York "Post" in which
month in advance that he wouldn't be elected governor.

to enter

Upton

Sinclair

he says he knew

Washington M. P. T. O.
Lauds
Anti-Dual Stand
(Continued from Page 1)

a

Florida passes bill exempting all film studio property from taxation for
15 years, but neglects to pass a bill against possible hurricanes, so producers,
after figuring the cost of removing to the everglades state, decide to continue
to take chances with California earthquakes.

tures was adopted by the M.P.T.d
of the District of Columbia at its
monthly meeting last week. The unfi
"views with alarm the spread of the
pernicious practice of double featut
ing in the U. S." and declares it has
hurt the number and quality of
shorts "thereby reducing the educ%
tional value of the screen."

Max Reinhardt's highly profitable stage production of the Shakespearean
play, "A Midsummer Night's Dream," to be followed by a film version at the
Warner studios, inspires a half dozen coast producers to wire their New York
offices to "sign up that fellow Shakespeare."
soon

Hollywood grabs most of the good British actors, and American films
have more cockney accents than English productions, which in turn

import American players and
Hollywood
product.
Producers
cycle of any

surprise
type of

the

soon

world

contain

by

going

more

a

Yankee

whole

year

speech

than

without

a

the

man.
Herbert Bayard Swope

major

exhibs choose

to make

Prosperity again predicted

Cleveland Notes
Cleveland — Myer Fine of Associated Theaters, with Mrs. Fine and
their son, Marshall, left last week
for Mexico City, returning Jan. 15.
Holbrook C. Bissell, Columbia
branch manager, and Mrs. Bissell
flew down to Miami over the holidays.
Frank Drew, M-G-M branch manager, and Mrs. Drew spent Christmas in Detroit.
Martin Printz has bought the
Gaumont British product for firstrun showing at the Alhambra.
8 Ordered to Drop Bank Night
Milwaukee — Eight Wisconsin
houses recently were ordered by the
grievance board to discontinue bank
nights as contrary to the code. Four
were local houses.
"Pecos" and "Jew" for Criterion
"West of Pecos," RKO picture
starring Richard Dix, opens tomorrow at the Criterion with "The
Wandering Jew" slated to follow.
M. J. Kandel is releasing "The Wandering Jew."
St. Louis Garden Reopens
St. Louis — The Garden, formerly
the Grant, recently transferred by
W. Mathews to H. M. Worack, has
been reopened.

to

it "Belle of the Nighties."
for 1935 by the same

for 1934, 1933, 1932, 1931 and
right sometime.

1930; by keeping

persons

who

predicted

it up, they're bound

ket.Chase Bank sells 165,000 shares in open marFEBRUARY
Important executive shifts in RKO
personnel.
ities.
McDonough to have charge of all RKO activfersonnel of 42 local code boards announced.
thority.
Allied withdraws test suit against Code AuMARCH
Court
dismisses
Rembusch
suit against
major companies.
Pandro
Berman,
Jules
Levy,
Phil
Reisman
boosted in new RKO setup.
Fanchon
& Marco
acquiring St. Louis theaters, i I u :
Fox shows $1,410,793 profit under new setup.
M. P. T. O. A. to hold studio
debate
on
coast.
. J^j
Patman bill rejected after brief hearing.
NRA Review Board orders sweeping code inquiry.
APRIL
Code
budget
taxes
theaters
$12
to $36
a

End of National
Recovery
dered by June 1.
Vitaphone-Erpi
suit being
decree.

Review

Board
by

or-

consent

circuit.
famous Theaters buys out Marcus in Salt Lafc
William
companies.

Authority

moves
JUNE to

reopen

assents

pe-

New code assents period to run to Aug.
15
Loew-Warner
in joint bid for Fox Metropolitan circuit.
Warners
ment.

get

$2,500,000

Meyer-Schneider
get
RKO
reported
after
All
Philadelphia
over church ban.
Joe Breen to okay
Church
group
to
Paramount trustees
court
banPhiladelphia
clause.

22
10

JULY
theaters

cash

in

Erpi

settle-

Manhattan
Consolidated

theaters.
houses.

threaten

closing

all films starting July 15.
submit
plan to producers.
made permanent by court.
denies
writ against
dual

Control of Local 306 taken over by I. A. T
S. E. Harry Sherman quits Local 306.
Rosenblatt report upholds high salaries.
Composers' Society denies getting score fees
Ascap
boosting
music
rate for theaters.
Gaumont-British
to set up own
U. S. sales
organization.
AUGUST

Fox files patent suits against fill

tures.
Warners' Philadelphia houses to classify pir
tieup.
filiation.
Screen Actors' Guild votes A. F. of L. >\\
Actors' Equity council endorses Actors' GUI

Loew in bid for Fox metropolitan houses.
Government
dismisses
Warner-First
National
suit.
Code
riod.

to joir

OCTOBER
Tri-Ergon case being taken to Supreme Court
William
Fox upheld
on Tri-Ergon
patents. ;
Compromise
reached
in music
tax situation
tion.
Western Electric licensees assured of prot«

to be

ended

;

chair-

productions.

it

HIGHLIGHTS in the NEWS of 1934
JANUARY
Adolph Zukor elected chairman,
Ralph Kohn,
piesident, of Famous Theaters, formed to take
over assets of Publix.
S. L. Rothafel severs connection with
Radio
City Music Hall.
NRA rules 10 per cent cancellation clause in
contracts is retroactive.
Code Authority sued by Allied in test case.
Fhotophone to protect licensees in Tri-Ergon
action.

Loew

KAO

Propose permanent reopening of code assenbi
Ludington and Fiske buy into First Division'
Gen. Johnson resigns from NRA.
Sam
Katz joins M-G-M
production forces.
Warners sign Max Reinhardt for series »

1)

rected to stop service to Huffman,
the latter plans to go into Federal
Court and seek an injunction. Huffman holds the Fox and Warner franchises and claims it would be illegal
to interfere with these contracts.

becomes

Sam Dembow,
Jr., quits Paramount
National
Screen Service.

picture.

Mae West finds out "what's in a name" when her "It Ain't No Sin" goes
through many changes of title and finally winds up as "Belle of the Nineties"
but many

SEPTEMBER
being
turned
over

Nov.Poli 1. circuit

NOVEMBER
Kent signs new three-year contract with FW
S. M. P. E. membership at new high of »
Cosmopolitan Productions and Marion Dan
switch to Warner lot.
Standardization of all equipment sought <i
S.

M. P.
Supreme
Theater
Only 51
way.
Feature

E.
I
Court will review Tri-Ergon case.
construction sets four-year peak.
I
out of 358 films get Catholic ban.
releases this year highest since 19;

Equity
approves
charter
for
E. V. Richards makes new
Circuit.
(-robe

of

A.

T.

&

T.'s

Actors'
Guild.
deal on Saent

movie

activities

New move launched against free broaden
ing shows.
Loew's,
Inc., earns $4.50
a share
for ye
Pathe
reports
$188,787
profit
in first
weeks.
Fox Theaters
sues Erpi over sound
charg
Government seeks 5 per cent sound equipffli
deal.
tax.
Skouras-West Coast in ten-year operat

Loew
withdraws from
Fox Metropolitan
bid
60 Springer-Cocalis
and Consolidated
houses
merged.

S. R. Kent
ropolitan
setup.to head trustees in new Fox M

Paramount
directors
sued
over stock
repurchases.
year.
New interests buying into Fox Film.
MAY
Ralph A. Kohn resigns from Paramount.
Neil
Agnew
promoted
to Paramount
sales
manager.

Decide on trust action in music tax fight.
Paramount
buying
out Louis
Marcus
circuit
Double
features
upheld
by Code
Authority.
Code assessments to be revised.
Hays
elicits accord
from
church
on films
Pathe
to finance
Chesterfield-Invincible distributors.

$300,000
studios.

George J. Schaefer named head of Paramaunt
Theaters.
Herman Zohbel made head of all RKO houses
except KAO.
Adolph
Zukor to devote more time to production.

Paramount
first-runs.

Revival

of theater construction

under wa>.

and

Warners

pooling

Brooklyn

9 Staten Island Brill houses merge with Paramount.
set.
Pooling of Seider-Schwartz Long Island houses
Exhibitor

group

to

ask

dissolution

of

Ascap

DECEMBER
fire sweeps

Warner-First

Natio

Stanley Co. may be merged wth Warner Bi
seating.
Standard Oil agrees to discontinue free sho
Demolition of 13 houses cuts Chicago o*
Three local unions may be brought un
I. A. T. S. E.
Allied to invade South, M. P. T. O. A. stro
hold.
Equity members
Guild.
Universal
Trans-Lux

ratify tieup with

Ser

sells Griffith
circuit
interest.
officers upheld
by stockholder

.''*<$!
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REVIEWS
"MURDER

?£V:MJ

«

INwith
THE CLOUDS"

Lyle Talbot, Ann Dvorak, Gordon Westcott
First National
61 mins.

» NEWS of DAY*

THE
G
N
O
M
1
R
I
ALT
%#^Si

Bridgeport, Conn. — Following the
resignation of Frederick Duneo as
manager of the Globe here, Theodore Holt has been shifted from the
Loew office in New Haven to handle
the house until the appointment of
a resident manager.

M. DALY

• • • LITERARY NOTE
David B. Hampton and
Verne Porter have dissolved their partnership as literary agents
Hampton will retain the agency's quarters at 509 Madison Avenue, along with the staff
Porter has formed
Verne Porter, Inc
and has opened offices in the Algonquin Hotel he will handle a small and exclusive list of
clients Hampton will continue publishing "The Writing
World," the literary newspaper of the agency

There's plenty doing throughout the footage of this murder mystery yarn. Lyle
Talbot and Gordon Westcott are rival fliers
as well as being after the same girl, Ann
Dvorak. Westcott is the heavy, in league
with a gang that plots to pilfer a valuable
formula on explosives which Talbot is assigned to rush by plane from the west
coast to Washington. Getting word that
the plane crashed and its occupants were
killed, Ann, worried about her brother,
who was co-pilot with Talbot on the trip,
goes to the scene of the accident and is
kidnaped by the gang. Talbot comes to
her rescue, but both are caught again and
are about to be rushed across the border
into Mexico when they are saved by a
group of Army planes in a chase windup
that climaxes the action, excitement and
suspense and results in a few casualties
among the crooks, including Westcott, thus
clearing the way for Talbot with Ann.
Cast: Lyle Talbot, Ann Dvorak, Gordon
Westcott, Robert Light, George Cooper,

•

▲

▲

Milwaukee — The Strand, local
first-run which was slated for reopening Christmas Day, is expected
to continue dark indefinitely.

▲

Fond du lac, Wis. — New low bargain prices have been announced for
the Fond du Lac theater, with admission at 15 cents on Sundays until
2 P. M., on Saturdays until 6 P. M.,
every weekday matinee and all day
on Thursdays and Fridays, with
double features being shown, and
bank night every Saturday.

• • THROUGH THE London Fog
Noel Madison,
Hollywood's
dependable
feature
artist,
has
left
town to rejoin the land of milk and orange juice and Lunnon
honey
Lester Mathews, accompanied by his beautiful wife, is on
the high seas heading for Universal City
Mathews is touted as one of the most promising leading men to come out of
England Joe Rock is on his second feature comedy with
Leslie Fuller, with half-pint Georgie Harris working on the
gags
Trade show records broken at the showing
of
"Imitation of Life" Eddie Cahn returns to Hollywood after
six months in London Dave Bader's article on taboo words
for Anglo-American pix is being reprinted by three British
studios to be distributed among their writers, directors and
technical staff This is the season of Pantomime
every big theater available is putting on one of those Fairy
Tales
(no remarks, lads) which are the delight of
English folk at this time of year
T
T
▼
• •
• A GIFT of a specially recorded historical newsreel
called "Headlines" and recorded in six reels
covering events concerning the United States and its relations
with foreign powers
has been presented by the Association of Paramount News
to the American Historical Association at Washington

Charles Wilson, Henry O'Neill, Russell
Hicks, Arthur Pierson, Edward McWade,
Clay Clement, Eddie Shubert, Wheeler Oakman, Nick Copeland.
Director, D. Ross Lederman; Authors, Roy
Chanslor, Dore Schary; Screenplay, same;
Cameraman, Warren Lynch; Editor, Thomas
Pratt.
Direction, Fast.
Photography, Fine.
with

"I SELL ANYTHING"
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ACTION MELODRAMA THAT WILL
PLEASE THE MYSTERY FANS WITH ITS
NOVELTY AND SUSPENSE.

with Pat O'Brien, Ann Dvorak, Claire Dodd
First National
70 mins.
AMUSING EXPOSE OF THE AUCTION
RACKET MAKES FAIR ENTERTAINMENT
FOR THE POP HOUSES.

DAILY

"GREAT

EXPECTATIONS"

Feodor

"DON

Chaliapin

Lincoln, Neb. — Allen Thamer is
being moved here from Denver to
take over advertising duties under
E. A. Patchen, Lincoln Theaters
Corp. exploitation manager.
Chicago— The new E. A. R. Theater, completely remodeled, reopened
last week. House has been refurnished throughout and a new screen
has been installed. The reconstructed Alba Theater, at Kedzie and
Lawrence, opened Christmas Day as
one of the
Balaban & Katz neighborhood circuit.

in

QUIXOTE"

Henry
Hull,
Phillips Holmes,
Jane
Wyatt,
Florence
Reed
Universal
100 mins.

Matty Radin

DICKENS' CLASSIC HAS BEEN WELL
HANDLED FOR GENERAL APPEAL WITH
HENRY HULL SCORING IN TALKER
DEBUT.

OF CLASSIC "QUIXOTE"
WITH
HEAVY TIRETREATMENT.
VERY ARTISTIC
PRODUCTION.

Though it is likely to be enjoyed more
With a story idea that seems to have by folks who are familiar with the works
of
Charles Dickens than by the movie fan
had better possibilities than the actual
realiration, this turns out as a moderately at large, this is a worthwhile production
diverting exposition of the auction game. that should get plenty of support on its way
Pat O'Brien has one of his typically talka- arcund. Of special interest in the cast is
tive roles as a New York east side auc- Henry Hull, making his talker debut and
tioneer who is enticed by Claire Dodd to doing an outstanding job as the escaped
step uptown to bigger things after he has convict who, without revealing his identity,
sold her a supposedly worthless trinket for showers a fortune on Phillips Holmes because of a kindness many years before.
$50 and she re-sells it as an antique for
$5,000. Pat promptly goes society, despite Hull eventually comes and makes himself
the warnings of Ann Dvorak, who is his known to Holmes, who realizes the fugitive
secretary and loves him, and turns his at- is in danger of capture and tries to aid
tentions to the adventurous Claire. In a him. Holmes also finds out that Hull is
big sale suggested by Claire, auctioning off the father of Jane Wyatt, whom Holmes
a lot of bogus antiques, Pat ends up by loves but who favors another man. Hull
accidentally selling a chest containing the finally is caught again, after he has paid
receipts of the auction. On discovering a score with the man who took his wife,
the calamity, Claire dashes off, retrieves but he dies before the law takes its course.
the money for herself, and then walks out Jane changes her mind at the last minute
on Pat, who returns to his small east side and marries Holmes.
Cast: Henry Hull, Phillips Holmes, Jane
shop and to Ann.
Cast: Pat O'Brien, Ann Dvorak, Claire Wyatt, Florence Reed, Alan Hale, Rafaela
Dodd, Roscoe Karns, , Hobart Cavanaugh Ottiano, Walter Armitage, Jackie Searl,
Russell Hopton, Robert Barrat, Harry Tyler, Eily Malyon, Virginia Hammond, Ann Howard, George Breakstcn, Forester Harvey,
Gus Shy, Leonard Carey, Ferdinand GottHarry Cording, Douglas Wood, Philip Dakin.
schalk, Clay Clement.
Director, Stuart Walker; Author, Charles
Director, Robert Florey; Authors, Albert
J. Cohen, Robert T. Shannon; Screenplay, Dickens; Screenplay, Gladys Unger; Cameraman, George Robinson; Editor, Edward
Brown Holmes, Sidney Sutherland; CameraCurtiss.
man, Sid Hickox.
Direction, Fair.
Photography, Good.
Direction, Sympathetic
Photography, A-l.

BRITISH

FILM

MISSES

79 mins.

COMEDY

SA-

It seems a pity that such a painstaking
and artistic production should have entirely missed the spirit and purpose of the
immortal classic of Miguel de Cervantes.
Here the doughty old knight who rides forth
to do battle with wickedness, and winds
up by fighting windmills and sheep, is portrayed by the Russian basso, Chaliapin, as
a heavy-handed old gentleman gone entirely
off his nut. The figure becomes tragic
and pathetic, instead of a gentle, romantic
old soul whose doughty deeds constitute one
of the greatest comedy satires ever written.
Chaliapin simply was not fitted for such
a light part. George Robey as his faithful
servant, Sancho Panza, on the other hand,
has caught the jesting spirit of the classic
perfectly. The camera work is superb.
The composition and lighting of interiors
is beautiful, and some of the exteriors seem
like etchings. Director Pabst has performed wonders with his cunning direction,
groupings, and characters. Chaliapin sings
several arias splendidly. Still, it is not the
"Quixote" that thrilled us in our youth —
for it has missed the essential spirit, as
noted:
Cast: Feodor Chaliapin, George Robey,
Emily Fitzroy, Sydney Fox, Renee Valliers
Director, G W. Pabst; Author, Miguel de
Cervantes; Adaptor, Paul Morand; Cameraman, Nicholas Farkas.
Direction, Good
Photography, excellent.

Clarence, Mo. — The Dixie theater
is now under the management of
Jack Weil. It was formerly operated by Raymond Hall.
LaBelle, Mo. — The new LaBelle j
theater has been opened under the
management of P. J. Sandknop.

"COWBOY

HOLIDAY"

with Big Boy Williams, Janet Chandler
Beacon, Inc.
56 mins.
SO-SO WESTERN OF SHORT LENGTH
SUITABLE TO FILL IN WITH ANOTHER
FEATURE ATTRACTION.
Moderately exciting melodrama amid
rocky landscapes with less than the expected horsemanship and too little hard
fist fighting and gun-play. Biggest trouble
is with the badmen who are tame fare.
Slow to get started but finally swings into
action with Big Boy Williams deciding to
give up his vacation to clear the honor of
a notorious desperado who has gone
straight. He does this by trapping a villain posing as a deputy sheriff. In the
meantime the heroine's father has been
killed, and a romance is kindled in this
fashion between Janet Chandler and Big
Boy, all ending sweetly.
Cast: Big Boy Williams, Janet Chandler,
Dick Alexander, Julia Bejarano, Julian Revaro. John Elliott, Alma Chester.
Director, Bob Hill; Author, Roc Hawkey;
Cameraman, Gill J. Warrenton; Editor, Holbrcok Todd.
Direction, Weak.

Photography, Fair.
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Stockholders Want More Film Men on Para. Board

AGREEMENT IS REACHED IN OPERATOR SITUATION
RKO

Exchanges Throughout Europe Hinge on Business
Houses
to be Classified
Foreign Receipts Showing
Plan for
How
They
Started UnderBoothNew Scales
a Healthy Increase,
Says Reisman

Exchanges for distribution of
RKO Radio pictures will be established in all European countries
within the next year if business
continues to improve, it was said
yesterday by Phil Reisman, head of
the foreign sales department. At
present there are Radio exchanges
only in England and Spain.
Reisman disclosed that contracts
for distribution of 1934-35 product
had been signed for six more for(Continued on Page
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ACTORS' GUILD VOTE
MAY BE HELD BY MAIL
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

CODE ASSESSMENTS
NEARLY ALL PAID

DAILY

Hollywood — Screen Actors' Guild
referendum on affiliating with
Equity and joining the A. F. of L.,
will probably be sent to membership
through the mails, it is announced
at Guild headquarters. Move is due
to the physical impossibility of getting a quorum, as many members
are in the east in legit productions.

Limiting Theater Accounts
On 'March of Time' Series

First Division will sell the "March
of Time" series nationally to only
a limited number of theaters, it has
Jbeen decided. An active advertising campaign
will accompany pre(Continued on Page 10)
Richardson

Has

No

Plans

Chas. E. Richardson has resigned as
a Paramount trustee, effective Dec. 29,
but has made no definite plans for the
future, he stated to THE FILM DAILY
yesterday. Rumors that he would rejoin Paramount in a new executive
post were denied by Richardson, who
said he had had no offers. For the
next month or two, Richardson said
he would be occupied with his personal
affairs and with finding a permanent
home in Philadelphia, where he has
moved with his family.

Exhibitors and operators' leaders
who are members of the NRA-appointed committee named to work
out a wage scale for New York City
are understood to have tentatively
agreed to a plan at a meeting held
yesterday morning at the Code Authority headquarters. The arrangement, under which houses will be
classified, will be submitted to the
NRA at Washington for study, it is
understood. A report is expected
within a week, when the committee
will hold another session.
Sol A. (Continued
Rosenblatt,
division
on Page
4) admin-

Virtually all exhibitor assenters to
the code have paid their assessments
for the first half of the code year,
according to the Code Authority.
Out of a total
assessment
of approx(Continued
on Page 10)
D.pper Ned Depinet, president of RKO Distributing Corporation, broke in as the ticket-taker in
the store-front Dreamland Theater in New Orleans, doubling as assistant operator in charge of
slides. This is the eighth of the "How They Started" Series and irrepressible "Hap" Hadley is
the artist doing the dirty work

Para. Board Opposition Seen;
Group Favors More Film Men
Allied New England Meet
Is Scheduled for Jan. 8
Boston — Annual meeting of Allied organizations in New England
will be held here Jan. 8. Nathan
Yamins, president of the New England groups, will be present at the
activities, which are to include an
election of officers. Walter B. Littlefield, president of Independent
Exhibitors, is mentioned as the next
divisional prexy.

Some opposition to the suggested
personnel of the new Paramount
Publix directorate being set up under the reorganization plan is understood to be pending. The stockholders' committee is reported favoring the placing of more film men
on the board, while the bondholders' committee is understood to be
inclined
sentatives.toward more bank repreOnly three
Paramount executives
(Continued on Page 4)

Morros Later to Produce
Paramount Films Abroad
Boris Morros, who joins the Paramount production force at the Coast
late next month, will eventually go
abroad to produce foreign language
pictures for that company. He will
spend six months or so at the studio studying production methods and
policies before going to Europe.
Ascap Victor in La. Ruling
Lake Charles, La. — Louisiana's $5,000
a year tax law intended to hinder
Ascap representatives was declared unconstitutional by Federal Judge Edwin
C. Dawkins, who ruled that any state
act intended to prohibit a federal court
from proceeding in a federal case was
unconstitutional. Judge Dawkins had
been asked by state attorneys not to
proceed in a case filed by Ascap against
five alleged copyright law violators until
the Ascap
lawyer had paid the tax.
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Warners Form "Clue Club"
To Promote Mystery Films
To promote the 12 mystery films
which are being released by Warner-First National at the rate of
one a month, the company's home
office advertising and publicity department has grouped these pictures into the "Clue Club" series and
will give them special exploitation
through the medium of tieups, accessories and prizes for exhibitors
putting over the best campaigns on
the films.
One of the tieups is with "Black
Mask," mystery magazine, involving local Clue Clubs, a Miniature
Mystery Conte.st based on the
month's Clue Club production, and
aaffiliated
full-page magazine.
ad in "Ranch
TwoRomances",
vacation
cruises to Bermuda will be the exhibitor prizes.
Releases in the Clue Club series
include "White Cockatoo", Jan. 10.
followed by "Case of the Curious
Bride", "While the Patient Slept",
"Florentine Dagger", "Case of the
Lucky Legs", "Patient in Room 18",
"Murder by an Aristocrat", "Case
of the Velvet Claws" and "Green
Cat". Lehman to Ban Block Booking
Ask
Governor Lehman of New York
has been asked by the Protestant
Episcopal Church to give his support to legislation against block
booking and blind buying of films.
The General Convention of the
church recently passed a resolution
urging a federal law against the
trade practice, and a copy of this
resolution was sent to Lehman.
Astor Holds "Babes in Toyland"
Walter Reade will hold over MG-M's "Babes in Toyland" for a
third week at the Astor theater.
Capitol M. P. Supply Moving
Capitol Motion Picture Supply
Corp., headed by I. S. Perse and Ben
Perse,
will tomove
its headquartersnext week
the large
corner store
in the Film Center Bldg. The new
quarters will be formally dedicated
with a housewarming on Jan. 2,
when the firm also will celebrate its
fifteenth anniversary.

Relief Fund takes this opportunity
to thank all those who so kindly
contributed to this year's Drive.
This is the last notice for the season that
won't
bother
youwill
till appear.
next XmasWe Season.
If there are still some individuals
with hearts who can hear the cry of
distress from their fellow-workers
in the industry, here is their last
chance to get in before we close the
books for the year. As we have so
often stated, the Need is great and
the number of Urgent Cases greater
than ever before. A few dollars
from you may prove a veritable lifesaver in a most literal sense to
some poor chap right in our own
Film Family.
It's the Last Call!

GB Executives Attending
Sales Conference in Chi.

PHILLIP LAVINE. general manager of the
Phil Smith circuit in New England, is on a
southern cruise aboard the Statendam with
Mrs.
Lavine
and
their children.
NOEL MADISON arrivpd on the President Harding yesterday after completing his
Dart in Gaumont British s "Morals of Marcus."
He left immediately for the coast.
LORENA IAYSON. screen actress, arrived in
New York from California on Monday aboa-d
the Virginia with her husband. DANNY DANKER of the J. Walter Thompson advertising
agency on the coast. They are en route to
Europe
for a honeymoon.
ARTHUR
BELKELNER. manager of Leo
Breeder's in Roosevelt
is on a holiday
vacation
Atlantic Theater,
City.
W. A. ROTHSCHILD
from
Hollywood.

the

has arrived in New

York

HARRY KIRCHGESSNER, New England manager for National Screen Service, is spending
holidays
in New York.

DOC 8RITTON. manager
New England came down
the week-end.

for World Wide in
to New York over

A group of Gaumont British offiARTHUR RICHMAN goes to the Co>st in
cials, including Arthur A. Lee, February
from New York to join the Paramount writing staff.
vice-president; George W. Weeks,
general sales manager, and Jack
AL SELIG returned to New York yesterday
Schlaifer, special sales representa- from Boston.
tive, left yesterday afternoon for
MR and MRS ADOLPHE MENJOU (Verree Chicago to attend a special confer- Teasdale). who have been on a vacation ience to be held there today for the New York following completion of Meniou'«
GB mid-west sales division.
role
in First
National's
"Gold Diggers
of 1931:
are now
en route
to Hollywood
and will
arrive"
Three forthcoming pictures will there tomorrow.
be previewed, "The Iron Duke" with
A. M. BOTSFORD. newly appointed head ot 1
George Arliss. "The Unfinished Paramount's Hollywood studio scenario department, arrives in New York from the Coast toSymphony" with Hans Jaray and
day to confer with home office executives'
Marta Eggerth, and "My Heart Is in
connection
with his
the new
Broadway
plays.new duties, and to see
Calling" with Jan Kiepura.
Sales representatives who will be
WILLIAM P. FARNSWORTH, deputy adminoresent at the conference are A. H.
istrator, will be in New York today from Washington to attend
the Code Authority
meeting.
Fischer, Harry Charnas, M. E. Ma?ur, Charles Lundgren and Jack
PAT GARYN. western sales manager for the
"March
of
Time."
series,
left
New
York
yesFriedman. Chicago; R. Borg, Josterday on a swing through
the western states.
eph Woodward and Rube Melcher.
TETER KASSLER of Beacon Prods, has arKansas City; F. Abelson and Art
rived in New York from
Hollywood.
Huesman, Minneapolis; R. Knoepfle
and R. Laws, Cincinnati; R. J. Heft,
Interstate Adding
Dallas House
Des Moines; M. Harlan Starr, DeDallas — Interstate Circuit will
troit: F. Wagoner. Tpdianapolis: W.
R. Marshall. Sid Shuster, and Al take over Melrose theater on Jan
Poulton, Milwaukee: Jack McCar- 15 with Joseph E. Luckett installed]
thy, Omaha; J. M. Harris and R. C. as manager. P. G. Cameron, present lessee and manager, will move
Mortenson, St. Louis.
aters.
to
Los Angeles to operate three the"Anne" Holding Over at Roxy
RKO's "Anne of Green Gables"
Warner Club Ball Feb. 16
will be held for a second week at
The Warner Club will hold its
the Roxy. The house is opening its
doors at 10 A. M. daily throughout sixth annual dinner and ball at the
the holiday week.
Waldorf-Astoria on Feb. 16.

Superfine Merchandise

Palestine Film Completed
"Romance of Palestine" feature
with Ludwig Lewisohn, writer and
lecturer, who also conceived the
story, has been completed by Motion Picture Bureau, Inc.
Boy for Morris Lane
Morris S. Lane, who has the Lane
theater, is the father of a 10-pound
boy born Christmas Day in the Madison Park Hospital, Brooklyn.
Marlene
Dietrich
Sam
Coslow
Edward
L. Klein

Dave Mountan Quits Spectrum
Dave Mountan
has resigned as
sales manager of Spectrum Pictures.

A RTOONS
Real Headline Attractions

CELEBRITY PRODUCTIONS,
723 Seventh Ave.,
New York, N. Y.

Inc

Cable:
"Celebrity"

LEO STOLE
THE SHOW!
f

"Gee whiz,
that Lion
always steals

my stuff!"
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AGREEMENT REACHED
IN UNION SITUATION
(.Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

1)

are named in the tentative board of
12 members, which can be extended
to 20 places, under the reorganization plan. They are: Adolph Zukor,
Austin C. Keough and Walter B.
Cokell. Other members are bankers, with Chemical Bank & Trust
Co. an important factor.

Public Relations Program
Urged by Fred Wehrenberg
St. Louis — A public relations program of the type employed by many
big industries is urged by Fred
Wehrenberg, president of the M. P.
T. 0. of St. Louis, Eastern Mo. and
Southern 111., as an essential to better theater business in 1935. Wehrenberg says the producers are now
supplying more pictures suitable for
family trade.
I.A.T.S.E.

Names

Studio Agent

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — ■ Steve Newman,
member of the Los Angeles Studio
Workers' Local, and Stage Employees' Local, has been named I. A.
T. S. E. Studio representative on the
West Coast. He fills the vacancy
due to the resignation of Richard
J. Green, former secretary-treasurWanger

Wet

Signs

Coast Bureau

Frances

of THE

Langford

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Frances Langford,
radio warbler, has arrived here to
join the Walter Wanger roster.
Wanger already has signed Charles
Boyer, Peggy Conklin and Henry
Fonda. All will appear in Wanger's
Paramount productions.
Resume Work on Zoning Plans
The Code Authority today resumes work on clearance and zoning schedules for Kansas City, Buffalo and New Haven. Division Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt will
attend the meeting, at which approximately 20 appeals will be decided.
Marcy Gets Western Series
New Series of eight six-reel westerns starring Reb Russell to be produced by Willis Kent will be released
in the metropolitan territory by
Marcy Pictures. First of the new
series will be released Feb. 20.
Equity Frames New Contracts
Legal department of Equity is
drawing up terms of a new group o'
standard contracts. Suggestions
have been requested from members
to be received not later than Jan. 15.
Von Sternberg 3 Weeks Ahead
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Josef von Sternberg
plans to complete "Caprice Espagnol", new Marlene Dietrich picture
at Paramount, three weeks ahead of
schedule.

PHIL M. DALY
• • • IF YOU are an exhib
don't overlook the
chance to grab some of that cash prize dough
amounting to $500
offered by Audio Productions and First Division Exchanges
showmen who put on the best exploitation campaigns on the "Musical Moods" series of classy
musical shorts in Technicolor
will cop this loot
the contest is being run in conjunction with an offer of $1,000
in cash prizes to the musical clubs or members
who submit the best scenarios to be included in the new series of Audio
musical numbers
the contest closes April 15
so you have plenty of time to think up an exploitashe campaign.

T

▼

▼

• •
• DOWN HAVANA Way
Exhibs in this hectic
city have received exactly 18 free feeds
since electing
their new prexy, Vincente Blanco
A gor-geous party was
thrown by Jack Rapoport, the local Paramount chief, in celebration of Paramount Week
and he copped the biz in grand
style for this special week
Heliodoro Garcia, the Little
Napoleon of exhibs in these parts, says he could not find time
for biz during his recent trip to Broadway
what with
looking at 32 pix and over 40 shows
Columbia's "One
Night of Love" looks like one of the new year's big hits in
Cuba, after a record one-day showing for a starter
T

T

T

United Artists Sets
Eight More Releases;
Release dates have been set onr
eight additional United Artists pro-f
ductions, bringing the release schedule up to April 21, according to AM
Lichtman, vice-president and geni
eral manager. "Clive of India,'!
20th Century production starring;
Ronald Colman, is set for release:
Jan. 25 and will be followed by*
"Scarlet Pimpernel," Feb. 15; "Folies:
Bergere de Paris," Feb. 22; "Wedding Night," March 8; "Call of thet
Wild," March 15; "Les Miserables,'"
March"Cardinal
22; "Nell
Gwyn," April
April 21.5,'and
Richelieu,"
Ruling
Washington

• •
• FOR
THE
coming year
we have started
a New Resolution
as exemplified in the above paragraph
from Havana
the idea is to get a film guy in various
important cities throughout the world
to send us the
local film news
we have figured it out like this
if we can work up a staff of 20 correspondents
all working purely for the love of their Art, of course
and each of
the 20 sends us a weekly letter
well, figure it out yourself our job becomes Quite Simplified
also
our kolyum takes on a sort of International Scope
the
power we can eventually wield becomes staggering to the imagination BUT
the helluvitis, these correspondents
get tired of working purely for the love of their Art
and
actually get so they want to be paid
we know from Past
Experiences
even an occasional Personal Mention won't
satisfyeverything
'em
this Money Curse and the Profit System
ruins

•
•
• AND
NOW
Jean Dalrymple,
tooting the footer
for the Bijou house with its all-cartoon program
challenges
our assertion that the Westminster on 49th Street is copping
the cream of the carriage customers
Jean sez that the
Bijou on 45th Street gets more limousine trade than any legit
house on the "Street of Hits"
thus we have provided these
two houses with a publicity stunt between 'em
now we'll
sit back and see if they're smart enough to cash in on it

•
•
• IN ITS first-run at the Mayfair
Educational's musicomedy, "The Girl from Paradise," featuring Sylvia
Froos and the Paradise Revue
and what a girlie show !
Frances "Peaches" Browning went into a tie-up with
Bernard J. Hynes, theater manager of a Denver house
the hookup was negotiated by a justice of the peace at Tuckahoe, N. Y
Bob Cohen of Columbia publicity staff has
written a three-act comedy, "Lady In Waiting"
it will
be given a February opening by the Morningside Players
Arnold Van Leer is handling the publicity as an act of charity
for the Godmothers' League New Year's Eve Supper-Dance at
the Hotel Plaza
the League runs a shelter for babies

«
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«
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»

»
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istrator, took part in yesterday's)
meeting, which was attended by Ma-j
jor L. E. Thompson, chairman;?
Charles L. O'Reilly, Lou Krouse, A.[
Kindler, Charles C. Moskowitz,
Harry Brandt, Hyman Rachmeil and:
Tom Murray. It was reported that!
a public hearing may be held on the.
plan at Washington.

on Printing
Bureau

of THE

Machine
FILM

DAIL9

Washington — In an opinion handed down by Associate Judge Bland.,,
in the U. S. Court of Customs and:
Patents Appeals, in the case of theJ
U. S. vs. Paramount
Publix, the'
court ruled that on a machine reproducing motion pictures by print-,
ing on blank film the picture whichl
is on a developed film should be as(
sessed at 45 per cent as projection)
apparatus and parts thereof.
Thg
importer protested that it was prop
erly dutiable at various lower rates
The court held the machine dutiabl
at 25 per cent as printing machin
ery, and their judgment is reversed,!
with directions to sustain that pars
of protest which claimed merchant
dise dutiable at 27^ per cent as "all
other machines."
Mae West Film Starts
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILl

Hollywood — Mae West's new picture, "Now I'm A Lady", started
production yesterday at Paramount
studios with Paul Cavanagh in the
leading male role. Those just added
to the cast include Janet Beecher
Monroe Owsley, Dewey Robinson
and Grant Withers. Alexander Hall
directs.
Loretta Young at Paramount
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILV

Hollywood — Loretta Young has
bsen borrowed from 20th Century
.o Cecil B. DeMille for "The Cruj
sades" at Paramount.
"I Am a Thief" for Mayfair
Warners'
"I Am a Thief," with
Mary
Astor and Ricardo Cortez
opens viewwith
New Year's Eve preat the a Mayfair.

comes in like a

LION!

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayers

iviotion ricrure

Greatest

DAVID COPPERFIELD
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A "LITTLE" from HOLLYWOOD

By RALPH WILK
'T'HE highest figure ever offered a
director in the history of motion
pictures is the price Carl Laemmle, Sr., Universal's president, is
reported willing to pay for the loan
of the services of Roy Del Ruth,
20th Century director, for 10 weeks'
work. Through associate producer
William Anthony McGuire, this
tempting proposition was made
to Darryl Francis Zanuck, 20th Century production chief, for Del Ruth
to direct "The Great Ziegfeld." Del
Ruth recently directed "Kid Millions" for Samuel Goldwyn, and is
now making "Folies Bergere" for
20th Century, .starring Maurice
Chevalier and Merle Oberon. Zanuck
is the final arbiter as to the Universal offer.
T

T

»

Bernard Hyman, M-G-M associate
producer, and Joe Manckiewicz, one
of filmland's most prolific writers,
have been gathering interesting
data and facts for the past two
months concerning the life of "Johann Strauss, Jr.," to augment a
story now owned by the studio revolving around this noted European
composer.

At Least Two a Year for Davies at Warners
Marion Davies will star in at least two Cosmopolitan productions a year for Warner-First National. The company's production plans were shaped at conferences held
by H. M. Warner, A. W. Smith, Jr., Jake Wilk and S. Charles Einfeld with Jack
Warner and Hal Wallis.

Bruce Humberstone has been
signed by Fox producer Sol M.
Wurtzel to direct "Secret Lives,"
with Mona Barrie and Gilbert Roland. The production will be supervised by Edward T. Lowe.

T

T

▼

Henry Kolker, LeRoy Mason,
James Burtis, Norman Houston
Monte Collins, Sam Lufkin and Otto
Fries are the latest additions to the
cast of the Monogram production,
"The Mystery Man," with Robert
Armstrong and Maxine Doyle. Ray
McCarey is directing.
T

T

T

T

»

T

Phil Klein and Robert Yost have
been assigned by Fox to adapt the
Sinclair Lewis novel, "Work of Art,"
for Spencer Tracy and Claire Trevor.

Harriet de Bussman, grand prize
winner in the Monogram-Agfa
▼ ▼ T
"Chance for Hollywood" national
Ray Maker, vaudeville comedian, contest,
receives her second assignhas been signed for RKO Radio comment with a role in Monogram's
edies.
"Great God Gold," featuring Sidney
T
T
T
Blackmar and Martha Sleeper, which
William Davidson is a recent ad- Arthur Lubin is directing. Maria
dition to the cast of First National's Alba, Gloria Shea, Regis Toomey,
"Go Into Your Dance."
Edwin Maxwell, Ralf Harolde, John
▼ T T
T. Murray and George Irving also
"Laddie" has gone in work at have roles in "Great God Gold."
RKO with George Stevens directing.
John Beal has the leading role in
Paul Kelly, Dorothy Wilson, Jimthis Gene Stratton-Porter story with
my Butler, Harry Woods, Richard
screenplay by Ray Harris.
Carlye,
Clarence Wilson and Edgar
T
T
T
Norton, have been selected for "When
George O'Brien, Dorothy Wilson a Man's a Man," George O'Brien's
and Paul Kelly are back from loca- newest starring vehicle for Fox retion at St. George, Utah, for the lease.
filming of the Harold Bell Wright
T
T
T
novel, "When
Man."Frank
DiBenny Rubin, now a writer, bids
rector Eddie aF. Man's
Cline a and
fair to duplicate the success he had
Melford, production manager, head- as an actor. In collaboration with
ed the unit.
F. Hugh Herbert he wrote the
T T ▼
for "The Traveling SalesJohn Blystone, Fox director who screenplay
lady," which will be made by Warrecently completed work with Will
ner Bros. He is now working with
Rogers in "The County Chairman," Ben Markson on the script for
has been assigned to direct "Thun- "Molly and Me," also for Warners.
derterin and
theKetti
Night,"
with Warner Bax- He is free-lancing.
Gallian.
t

r

▼

"LOTS

er Synchronizing
the job.

Service

T

T

V

T

T

Y

t

▼

T

T

T

T

handled

Fred Keating has been signed by
RKO for a musical film
//-with story
being
written
Bradford
Ropes.by Vera Caspary and

Hugh
O'Connell
and several
Patricia Ellis gets the feminine
other
exiles
from Broadway,
will
William Gargan in Warspend Christmas at Lake Arrow- lead with
ners' "King of the Ritz."
head, where they can shiver and
T
T
»
wade about in the snow to their
heart's content.
Director Clarence Brown is still
ooking around for the right actor to
Howard Smith has completed the
play the
role He
in "Ah,
ness" atchief
M-G-M.
has Wilderalready
screenplay
and dialogue
"The
Man
Who Broke
the Bank for
at Monte
turned down several prominent
Carlo," for 20th Century, and has names suggested by executives.
▼ ▼
▼
started work on the script for "It
Had to Happen," for the same com"Murder on a Honeymoon" is the
pany.
new title for "Puzzle of the Pepper
T
T
T
George Stevens will direct the Tree", Stuart Palmer mystery thriller now being produced by RKO
next Wheeler-Woolsey comedy at Radio.
James Gleason and Edna
RKO. Fred Guiol and Al Boasberg
May Oliver head the cast. Lloyd
are doing the screen play, tentative- Corrigan
is director.
ly called "Murder
» T Song."
▼
▼ T T
Helen Parrish, child actress, has
Kay Francis and George Brent
will be teamed by First National in been signed for "A Dog of Fland"The Goose
and the Gander," by ing. ers," which RKO Radio is filming
Charles
Kenyon.
with 12-year old Frankie Thomas as
the star. Edward Sloman is direct▼ ▼
v
Haskell- Travers of Los Angeles
are publishing the shooting script of
The first players to be signed by
"Silver Streak." The book will also
include articles by Roger Whately, producer Lou Brock for his first Fox
the author; Glendon Allvine, the feature, "Adios Argentina," are
Veloz and Yolanda, noted dancing
producer; Tommy Atkins, the director; William Farnum, veteran actor; team. The script of "Adios Argentina" was recently completed by AlJ. Roy Hunt, the cameraman; Fred
len Rivkin, noted screen writer, who
Knudsen, film editor; Clarence
has
since
signed by Fox to a
Young of the RKO publicity depart- long term been
contract.
ment, and Ralph Budd, president of
T
T
T
the Burlington Railroad. The book
will also have a glossary of more
Michael Visaroff has been signed
than 400 definitions of Hollywood
studio lingo.
for
a roleof inthe"Roberta,"
RKO musical
Radio's
filming
Jerome Kern
hit, featuring Irene Dunne, Fred
Mervyn LeRoy, who directed Astaire and Ginger Rogers.
"Sweet Adeline," "Hi Nelli" and
r
T
T
"Happiness Ahead," is making prepClaudia Dell, actress, and Edward
arations for "Oil for the Lamps of tentions.
China,"
which he will direct for Silton, agent, have filed marrage inWarner Bros.
t

▼

▼

t

▼

T

T

T

T

Lew Lipton, who just finished his
assignment on the script of "Mutiny
on
Bounty,"
for M-G-M,
at
the the
Cedars
of Lebanon
Hospitalis for
observation. He has been suffering
from an unknown stomach ailment
T ▼ »
▼ T T
and had just been assigned to the
Ray
Cannon,
writer-director
who
Edward Doner and Milla Daven- recently returned from China, has Marx Brothers picture. He is workport have been added to the cast of
ing from his sickbed.
joined Universal. He wrote several
»
V
T
"Wedding Night," Goldwyn produc- of the Reginald Denny comedies
tion with Anna Sten and Gary
"She," which Merian C. Cooper
made
by
Universal.
Cooper.
will produce for RKO Radio, will go
T T ▼
before the cameras the latter part
February. Irving Pichel and L.
Clifford Jones, who was in "Com- of
ing Out Party" and "The Crime of C. Holden will direct.
Annual Goldwyn Girl Hunt
T ▼ T
Helen Stanley," is playing an imporThe search for the new year's conrole in "Transient Lady," which
tant
tingent of "Goldwyn Girls" will begin
Ivan
Lebedeff
was an army ofnext week, with the departure of Samuel
Eddie Buzzell is directing for Unificer and a stock market operator in
versal.
Goldwyn's talent scouts from Hollywood
Constantinople and Vienna before
for New York, Chicago, St. Louis, New
T
T
T
Orleans, Detroit and other large cities
turning actor.
of the nation. The girls will be seen
Scenic Art exhibition
United
The
▼ ▼
T
in Eddie Cantor's next musical proComof
duction for Goldwyn. Arthur Sheekat the Hollywood gChamber
HugohasRiesenfeld's
100th
musicalIt
man and Nat Perrin are now at work
merce is attractin much attention. score
just been completed.
on the script.
The work of various studio scenic
was for "Little Men,'" and the Meyartists is being displayed.

John Ford and Dudley Nichols,
who wrote "The Lost Patrol" for
RKO Radio, are teamed again by the
same studio. They are writing the
script for the Liam O'Flaherty tale,
"The Informer."
Ford will direct.

T

▼

T

C. Gardner Sullivan's original
story, "Jim Burke's Boy," with
screenplay by Mike Simmons, will
be Sullivan's first effort as producer
at Columbia.
Jack Holt will be
starred
in it.

Fox Signs 3 Asst. Directors
Fox Film has signed three contracts
with as many assistant directors. The
papers go to Ad Schaumer, Jasper Blystone and Percy Ikerd. Schaumer is
currently aide to David Butler on "The
Little Colonel" and Ikerd is assigned
to "George White's Scandals." Blystone
is temporarily unassigned.
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FILMS

FOREIGN

the stove. Commentary by Lowell ships of the future. Other items in
Thomas makes the whole story the short include a musical introclear.
duction by Carson Robison and his
Buckaroos, a fashion bit dealing
with painted fingernails and de-'
"Thrill Flashes"
scribed by Raymond Knight, and at(World of Sport)
tractive pastoral scenes of England
Columbia
1
mins.
in the late autumn.
Action
Weak spots in the story, which hasn't
Culled from the action material
much in the way of originality or freshness
and sometimes puts too much strain on the
caught by the newsreel cameracredulity, relegate this production to the
men, this compilation shows a dareMakers' 7 mins..
devil in a high dive after setting RKO-Van"Sunshine
Beuren
pop fare houses. It's a newspaper yarn,
himself aflame, aquaplaning behind
with Walter Connolly as the influential
Clever
Cartoon
"EIN FRAU WIE DU" ("A Woman Like an ocean liner,, motordrome riding,
owner of a paper and Fay Wray as his
Very clever cartoon in colors thatt
You"), in German; produced by Bavaria wild animal training, trying to catch
daughter. At Fay's request, Connolly en- Film; directed by Karl Boese; with Liane
is specially adapted to the Holiday,
gineers a promotion for Victor Jory, a
Haid, Szoke Szakall, Fritz Kampers, George a polar bear in the Arctic, steeple- Season. It tells the fable of the litjacks on a skyscraper, and various
motorcycle cop who had given the news- Alexander, Adele Sandrock, Fritz Odemar,
tle Sunshine Gnomes in their brightl
other thrilling scenes.
paper owner a ticket for speeding. Jory et al. At the 86th St. Casino.
red costumes who engage in battle:
later does Connolly a good turn by apLively musical comedy with strong cast
the Blue Devils of Melancholy. The.
pearing on the scene just as the latter
weapons consist of bottled sunshine!
is menaced by Leslie Fenton, a bank clerk and a light but pleasing story that fur"Pathe
(No. Topics"
2)
nishes plenty of amusement.
which
the Gnomes manufacture, and
who did some embezzling and was written
RKO Radio
10 mins. spray over their enemies, finally
Good
up in the paper. Fenton gets away and
transforming them into Bluebirds eg
subsequently commits a murder, which i:
SHORTS
Highlight of this subject is the Happiness, as it were. The kids will
pinned on Fay. Though in love with her,
showing by Norman Bel Geddes of enjoy this clever cartoon fable, and
Jory makes the arrest, then leaves the
"Buried Heat"
a group of streamlined ocean liners the grownups will appreciate the
Narrated by Lowell Thomas
force and goes on the hunt for Fenton,
Malkames
Productions
10
mins.
designed by him as the possible significance in back of a clever ideaj
bringing him back in time to save Fay at
the trial.
Coal Mine Trip, Interesting
Cast: Walter Connolly, Fay Wray, Victor
Depicting a trip through a Pennsylvania coal mine, this subject RKO Expansion Abroad
Eight Florida Houses
Jory, Leslie Fenton, Oscar Apfel, Irene
holds interest and has educational
Join the Active List
Hervey, Robert Emmett O'Connor, Jessie value besides. It starts with the
Contingent
on
Business
(Continued from Page 1)
Arnold, Mary Foy, William Demarest, CathMiami — Reopening of six houses
erine Clare Ward.
descent down the shaft, along the eign countries and that W. W. Jay
this week and two more next week
Director, Leo Bulgakov; Author, Harold underground tunnels to the coal
had been appointed general sales adds eight to the active list in FlorShumate; Screenplay, Same; Cameraman, veins, shows the process of blasting,
manager of Radio Pictures, Ltd.
ida. Del Padgett has reopened th«
Benjamin Kline; Recording Engineer, Lee loading and bringing the coal to the The new distribution contracts were
Capitol and Ritz in Clearwater, Sid
surface, then how it is put through
Bernds; Editor, Otto Meyer.
signed
by
Harry
Leasim,
managing
Landers
is manager of the newlj
the breakers and made ready for
Direction, Fair.
Photography, Good.
director of RKO Radio Pictures, S. opened Florida in Daytona Beachl
A., with Arta Film of Rumania, where J. L. Cartwright also ha
Cinea Alliance of Greece, Marik
Crystal,
the Vai
Films of Persia and Cinema Co. of opened
Croix inSparks'
Eau Gallie
is operating
Indo-China, and by Jack Kennedy, again after improvements, and th«
in St. Petersburg is open agaia
special sales representative of Ra- Park
dio Pictures International, with with Erwin Reiss as manager. P}
Meyrowitz Distributing Co. for Po- E. Gore is opening the New Grand \i
land and with another distributor Lake Butler, while the former Sara£
for Hungary.
sota Theater in Sarasota is beinj
Reisman said that foreign busi- reopened as the Fitz.
ness would show a healthy increase
this year over last. He declared
there was some danger that Italy
might enact stringent restrictions
try.
**• JOYOUS hour, an inspiring occasion
on exporting money from that counBOOK
like AMPA's Christmas Party leave their
THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
"WHITE

with

LIES"

Walter

Connolly,
Fay Wray,
Victor
Jory, Leslie Fenton
Columbia
63 mins.
JUST A FAIR DRAMA IN NEWSPAPER
BACKGROUND HANDICAPPED BY RATHER TRITE STORY.

"QUIEN MATO A EVA?" ("Who Killed
Eva?"), in Spanish; produced in Mexico by
Duquesa Olga; directed by Jose Bohr; with
Jose Bohr, Josefine Velez, Julio Villarreal,
et al. At the Teatro Campoamor.
Good murder mystery drama with suspenseful story and capable cast under intelligent direction. Inclusion of several
musical numbers adds to the entertainment
values.

FOOTPRINTS
OF TIME!
unerasable memories . . . What better way
to harness the peace and contentment you
enjoyed that afternoon than a GROUP
PICTURE ever recalling that there indeed dwelt a great, humanitarian spirit
and you were a part of it . . . AMPA's
sincere gesture of man's service to his
stricken brethren xvill live long. So will
your memories of the event every time
you look at your print . . . They're $1
each, 50c of which go to the MOTION
PICTURE CHARITIES FUND.

It is possible for American films
to gross twice as much in Europe
as in the United States, Reisman
said. Foreign demand is for action
pictures that require a minimum of
dubbing
"King Kong"
was
cited oras titling.
an example.
Reason for the formation of Radio Pictures International, was to
provide the continental countries
and the Near East with printing,
advertising and accounting services,
Reisman stated.

Send or phone your orders, not later tlian Dec. 29th to
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1650
Broadway
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FUND

or
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International
729 Seventh

Beauty
Ave.,

STARR
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thanks Drucker and Baltes, Photographers for their kind concession.

9-6024

State, Ft. Wayne, Changes Hands
Fort Wayne, Ind. — Mr. and Mrs.
Broak will take over the State theater. The house has been redecorated and remodeled.
Fred Wills Transferred
Daytona Beach, Fla. — Fred Wills
has been appointed manager of the
Crystal, being transferred from the
Empire.

Dec. 28: Annual election of MPT 0. of Eas
ern Pa., Southern N. J. and Del., Hot
Adelphia, Philadelphia.
11 A. M.
Dec. 31 : Annual New Year's Party ot tl
Motion Picture Salesmen, Inc., Hotel Astc
New York.
Jan. 3-4:

Meeting

of

newly

formed

Indi

pendent and
Theaters
of Wiconsin
Upper Protective
Michigan Ass'n
to ratify
b
laws
and
elect
officers,
Milwaukee.
Jan. 8: Annual meeting of Allied organiz
tions in New
England,
Boston.
Jan. 14:
Hearing
of arguments
by the U.
Supreme
Court,
Washington,
in the Par;
mount appeal
from
the lower
court de<
sion on American
Tri-Ergon
patents.
Feb. 16: Warner Club's sixth annual dim
and ball, Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, New Yo
Feb. 23. Annual ball of the Detroit Varii
Club.
Feb. 25-27: M.P.T.O.A.
Hotel
Roosevelt,
New

annual
Orleans.

conventi'

March 4:: Extraordinary meeting of stoi
holders of Pathe Exchange, Inc. to act
reorganization plan 2:30 P. M., New Yor
wood.
May 20-25:
Annual
Spring
Meeting
of
Society of Motion Picture Engineers, Hoi

THE
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NEWS

OF THE DAY

DO NOT ATTEND

Atlantic City — Hyme Jacobs, man- vanced opening hours to 11 A. M.
ager of the Embassy, is on a short on weekdays and 12 noon on Sunvacation.
days and holidays.
Freeburg, 111. — The Freeburg theMountainview, Mo. — J. M. Buchater is now under the management
anan has transferred the New theof
A. N. Brown. He has also taken
ater to Mrs. Annie Belew. The house
was formerly known as the Electric. over the Grand in Mascutah, 111.,
formerly under the management of
East Alton, 111. — A. H. Boemler Gregory-Hershberger.
has taken over the Ritz, formerly
operated by V. J. Colonna.
Lincoln, Neb. — Biz for picture
spots, during the stretch from
Maplewood, Mo. — A. Papand has Thanksgiving to Christmas, was
reopened the Powhattan theater about 5 per cent up over a like
after modernizing the house.
period last year. Retail business
was almost 25 per cent better.
New Orleans — Musicians' union
officers elected for 1935 are: G. PipiJacksonville, Fla. — Jess Marlowe
tone, president and business agent, is the new manager of the Empress,
re-elected; John DeDroit, succeeding which plays holdovers from city's
Leon Hirsch as vice-president; R. L. class A house. He was formerly
Chabao, succeeding himself as sec- manager of the Rialto, which has
retary-treasurer. Pipitone and De- been abandoned and eased to a mercantile store.
Droit are the A. F. of M. convention delegates.
Lancaster, Ky. — J. R. Haseldon,
Vancouver, Wash. — James Carey Jr., has taken over the theater formerly operated by his uncle.
has been appointed manager for the
new $125,000 house which ex-Mayor
lohn P. Kiggins is building.
Crawsfordsville, Ind. — H. P. Vonderschmitt of Bloomington will open
the
new 750-seat theater here Feb.
Lansing, Mich. — Harry Hayden,
24. The house is now under con-nanager of the Capitol, has ad- struction.

HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA

\S)

Abingdon, 111.— S. E. Pirtle recently added the Bijou here to his
string of houses in northern and
central Illinois.

THE

Annual Dinner
and Dance
OF THE

MOTION PICTURE SALESMEN,,,.
NEW

YEAR'S EVE - - - HOTEL ASTOR

UNLESS
YOU WILL BE IN THE MOOD

• €NT€RTAINMENT
• R€V€LRY

Atlantic City— The Strand has reopened with the Eddie Cantor film,
Millions."

$2. SO up, Single
$3.00 up, Double
Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaza is near everything to see and do in
Hollywood. Ideal for business or pleasure.
Every room has private
dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every venience.
modern
Fine foodscon-at
reasonable prices. Convenient parking for your car.
Cbas. Danzigcr, Mgr.
Eugene Stern, Pres.
The "Doorway of Hospitality"
Vine at Hollywood
Blvd.
HOLLYWOOD

OF

• GAY€TY

Quincy, Fla. — Seating capacity of
the Shaw is being increased by 150.
A stage for roadshows also is being
provided.
"Kid

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood

FOR AN EVENING

New Orleans — Orin Howell, former assistant booker at Warner
Bros, has been appointed booker for
Goodrow Attractions, which have
recently reacquired distribution for
Mayfair.
Seattle — Vaudeville has been added to the double features and shorts
at the Rex, formerly the Pantages.
Madison, 111. — Damage of about
$3,000 was caused by a recent booth
fire at the Madison, owned by Herman Steinberg. Loss is covered by
insurance.
St. Petersburg, Fla. — Pinellas
Theaters, Inc., operator of the
Sparks houses here, no longer has
the lease on the Alcazar. The circuit objected to a new provision
inserted by the owner requiring the
house to be kept open at all times.
Geneva, Ind. — The Star will be
reopened as soon as changes are
completed.

STAGE AND

SCREEN STARS-

SOUVENIRS

FOR

BERNARD

FOR

LADIES—

TICKETS:

G. KRANZE

CHICKER1NG

4-2400

FOR

RESERVATIONS:

JOSEPH LEE
LACKAWANNA

4-0700

THE

-%£&
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HOLD HEARINGS TODAY
ON PARAMOUNT PLANS

RCA Victor Is Merged With RCA Radiotron
RCA

Victor Co. and RCA Radiotron Co., the two wholly owned manufacturing subsidiaries of RCA, have been consolidated into a single organization to be known as
RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc., David Sarnoff, RCA president, announced yesterday.
The new company will begin operations as of Jan. 1, 1935. The consolidation is being
made primarily for convenience of operation. Present officers and management of the
two subsidiaries will continue in their respective positions, and the factories at
Camden, N. J. and Harrison, N. J., will continue their operations as at present. The
Photophone activities come under the RCA Victor Co.
E. T. Cunningham will be the president and David Sarnoff the chairman of the board
of directors of RCA
Manufacturing Co.. Inc.

Hearing on the combined Paramount-Publix and Paramount Broadway reorganization plans will be
held this morning before Judge Alfred M. Coxe in Federal Court.
There will also be hearings today
Detroit Notes
before Judge Coxe on the fairness
of the provisions of the deposit
Detroit — Opening of the new First
agreements of the Paramount stock- Division offices here was attended by
and Paramount
debenture Harry Thomas from New York and
committeeholders'
andprotective
of the
Minna Gold from Buffalo. The latBroadway bondholders' committee.
ter handled the details of the opening. Milton E. Cohen is manager
Jacksonville House Reopened
of the branch, with Clive Waxman
as
assistant.
Ralph Abbott and Fred
Jacksonville, Fla. — The Arcade
theater, E. J. Sparks house, remod- Nugent are state salesmen and Anne
eled at a cost of more than $30,000, Zimmerman is a member of the office force.
was reopened Christmas Day after
being closed more than six years.
Dow Thompson has been made asIt is equipped with wide range
sistant to H. M. Richey, general
sound and a screen larger than any manager of Allied Theaters of
in town. John N. Thomas, manager Michigan. George M. Quesada reof the Palace, moved his offices to signed.
the Arcade and from there directs
John Krass, Coliseum owner, has
the activity of both houses. His
the De Luxe from L. A.
Fill.
assistants are Archie Taylor at the acquired
Arcade and John Black at the PalLew Wisper and Frank Wetsman
are reported dickering for the Tuxedo, north end key house.
"Love Time" at the Stanley
C. J. Stuckey of the Theatorium
Fox's "Love Time," with Nils boy.
and Enterprise is the father of a
Asther and "Pat" Patterson, is having its first Times Square showing
Joseph Urban has succeeded Walat the Stanley for the split-week
ter Wilczynsky as manager of the
ending tomorrow. It is on a dual Conant.
bill with "The Last Gentleman."
Charles Powell is managing the
Joe Weinstein Leaves Basil
National Screen Service office while
Buffalo — Joe Weinstein, former Harris Silverberg is in St. Lawrence
Shea booker, has resigned a similar Hospital, Lansing.
post with the Basil Brothers' circuit
DuWorld
Gets Jeritza Film
of community theaters. He is expected to join the Paramount PubDuWorld has acquired distribulix organization.
tion rights in North and South
America to the first talking picture
I.T.O.A. Maps Zoning Fight
starring Maria Jeritza. Tentative
A plan of action aimed at New title is "Viennese Love Song."
York zoning protection claimed to be
Hymer and Tracy Reunited
excessive is likely to be mapped out
by the I. T. O. A. at a meeting to- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Warren Hymer who
day. There is talk of seeking a governmental investigation.
appeared several years ago with
Spencer Tracy in the latter's first
Talkies for Fort Worth School
picture, "Up the River," will be reunited with Tracy in the forthcomFort Worth — With machines and
films to be furnished free for a sixing Fox film, "Dante's Inferno."
month trial by Erpi Picture ConBerton Churchill Cast
sultants, local schools will adopt
talkies in classes starting Jan. 3. West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Sam Taylor has cast
Berton Churchill to play a wealthy
"Best Man Wins" for Rialto
department store owner in the fea"The Best Man Wins," Columbia
ture production Taylor will produce
picture, opens Monday night at the
Rialto.
and direct for Hal Roach. The story
is tentatively titled, "The Girl Is
Butler.
Mine" and is an original by Frank
"Forsaking"
Sets Capitol Top
Largest box-office intake for Christmas Day in the history of the Capitol
was chalked up by "Forsaking All
Others," M-G-M picture with Joan
Crawford, Clark Gable and Robert Montgomery, according to Major Bowes, managing director of the house. The picture, which opened Christmas Day, also
set a new high for a single day's gross
in 1934. An extra show, including Ted
Lewis and his unit on the stage, has
been added daily.
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Not

1 in 10,000

Would

West Coast Bureau of THE

Know
FILM

Him
DAILY

Hollywood — Not one person in 10,000 would recognize Andy Clyde if
they met him on the street. He plays
character roles, most often that of
a man in his fifties, and fans believe
he must be near middle age at least.
He is really in his thirties. He was
born in Scotland.

Cincinnati Squibs
Cincinnati — Fred Witte, manager
of the Orpheum, has opened a 200seat night club on the roof where
movie
show. patrons may dance after the
Jack Jossey of Monogram is
spending the holidays with his family in Atlanta.
Norman Moray, Vitaphone sales
executive, stopped off here a few
days ago and addressed the local
exchange. A. W. Schwalberg alsc
visited
the Warner exchange for a
few days.
RKO representatives on vacation
are Ralph Kinsler and wife, driving
east; Al Sugarman, with wife and
father, visiting New York, and Lester Rosenfeld, visiting in Kokomo.
Al Shmitkin, Warner branch manMiami. ager, is spending the holidays in

CODE ASSESSMENTS
NEARLY ALL PAID
(Continued from

Page

1)

imately $90,000, more than $88,000
has been received.
Bills for the second half of the
year have been mailed out. The
only assenters who have failed to
pay are those in non-competitive
situations.

Limiting Theater Accounts
On 'March
of Time' Series
(Continued from Page 1)
release of the first subject in the
series on Jan. 25, in addition to
which each theater handling the ser"Fortune"
magazines.
ies will receive
listing in "Time" and

No Code Auth'y Additions

The NRA plans to appoint Administration members of Code Authorities "to adequately represent the
public interest" isandnotto expected
aid in code
administration
to

apply to the Motion Picture Code
Authority. No additional appointments are contemplated, according
to John C. Flinn, executive secretary. Sol A. Rosenblatt and Clare
San Antonio Notes
Booth Brokaw are Government memSan Antonio — The Majestic is
bers of the film administrative body,
showing the locally produced Bibli- with Eddie Cantor as a member to
cal featurette, "The Shepherd's sit when matters affecting production are scheduled for action.
Psalm,"
a National Pictures' KierPhillips Production.
Dorothy Mann, ticket seller at the
"Animal Crackers" in Revival
Majestic,
became Mrs. George Reister
last week.
A holiday program of film revivals will be shown continuously
Russell Barron, son of R. W. Barron, manager of the Independent at the New School for Social Research
beginning at 2 P. M. on SatFilm Exchange, has returned from
urday. The Four Marx Brothers in
a year's stay in St. Louis.
Adams Film Exchanges here has "Animal Crackers" and Walt Disney's "Four Seasons" will constiplaced the first all-German talking
tute the program. Proceeds will go
picture into the Texas for a oneto
financing
a film to be made on
night engagement soon.
Harlem by the Film & Photo
League.
Newlyweds' of Anniversary
West Coast Bureau
THE
FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Evelyn Venable and
Hal Mohr, the newlyweds, are soon
Seventh Week for "Waltz Time"
to celebrate an anniversary. They
"Waltz Time in Vienna" goes into
a
seventh
week at the 55th St. Playmet the day before Christmas a year
house on Saturday.
This is a three
ago on the "David Harum" set.
year record for the house.
Arrange For Japanese Operetta
We*t Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
Columbia
Signs Writers
Hollywood — Arrangements are be- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ing made for the world's premiere of
Hollywood — Preston Black and
a Japanese operetta, by Jimmy McBeebe,
writers,
have
been
Hugh and Dorothy Fields, at the Ford
signed
by Columbia.
Hollywood Bowl early in July. The
Civic Grand Opera Association of
Hollywood will stage the operetta. I. A. T. S. E. Board Meets in Jan.
McHugh and Miss Fields are now
The general executive board of
I. A. T. S. E. will meet in New
writing
the music at
for RKO.
Felix Young's the
York the week of Jan. 7.
initial production
"Old Heidelberg" in Hollywood
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — "Old Heidelberg" will
open at the Pasadena Community
Playhouse on Jan. 29. Hans Twardowski, who has done much picture
work abroad, is planning a gay and
unusual atmosphere for the opening.
Martin Kosleck has been assigned
to play the role of the Prince.

Canada's World War Film
Toronto — An all-Canadian war film
approved by the government will make
its appearance early in 1935 with premiere in Ottawa. The film, selected
and compiled from thousands of feet of
war film in the custody of the government, is now in process of completion
in the Canadian
capital.
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Shows $231,348 Profit in First Six Months

PARA. EXECS AT HEARING URGE SPEED ON PLAN
Value of Tri-Ergon Patents is Disclaimed in Brief
Papers in Appeal Declare
American Genius Alone
Developed Sound
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — That the success of
sound pictures is due entirely to
American inventive genius is the
claim of counsel for Altoona Publix
Theaters in a brief filed in the Supreme Court yesterday in connection with the American Tri-Ergon
patent litigation which is now before the high court for review. The
brief was filed in an appeal from a
decision of the Third Federal Ciruit Court holding that the German
{Continued on Page 9)

ALLIED HAS 21 UNITS;
25F0RTHEM.P.T.0.A.
As Allied States Ass'n launched
unit-catching expedition into the
;Outh, and its national opposition,
he M. P. T. O. A., prepares to hold
ts annual convention in the same
ection, a checkup of the comparaive strength of the organizations
ndicate that Allied claims 21 reg(Continued

on

Page

9)

Vew Haven Exhibs Appeal
^or Zoning Plan Adoption

A delegation of five New Haven
xhibitors, representing 17 of the
ity's 19 subsequent runs, yesterday
tppealed to the Code Authority to
tdopt and put into operation withut further delay the last clearmce and zoning plan proposed by
(Continued

Col.

on Page

2)

Waugh — of Tennessee

Memphis— Howard Waugh, Warners'
advertising and publicity chief for the
Memphis zone, received among his
Christmas presents an appointment as
Colonel on the staff of Governor hill
McAllister of Tennessee. The Tennessee
colonels number only about 25 to date,
it is said.

Stuart Webb Made First Div. Chairman;
Amos Hiatt to be Assistant to Thomas
No Change by Erpi
If Tri-Ergon Loses

Although Electrical Research
Products is prepared to place on the
market equipment which does not
necessitate the flywheel the company will continue selling its present types of reproducers in event
the U. S. Supreme Court finds the
American Tri-Ergon patents invalid
at the hearing scheduled for Jan. 14
in Washington.
The distributor
of Western Elec(Continued on Page 2)

Stuart Webb, Pathe president,
was elected chairman of the First
Division Exchanges board of directors at its meeting yesterday. Harry
H. Thomas, First Division president,
announced appointment of Amos
Hiatt as his assistant. Hiatt resigns from Pathe and as a director
of the Van Beuren Corp. to join the
Thomas company.
As production plans go forward,
Nicholas S. Ludington, president of
First Division Productions, left New
York last(Continued
night for
the 15)
Coast and
on Page

Kuykendall is Slated for MPTOA
Re-election of Ed Kuykendall
over his protests is expected to occur at the annual meeting of the
M. P. T. 0. A. board of directors
in New Orleans on Feb. 24, the day
prior to the annual convention,
which terminates Feb. 27 at the Hotel Roosevelt. No other candidates
are understood to be in the field and
while Kuykendall. who is also a
member of the Code Authority, is
reported not keen about again accepting the post, it is anticipated
that he will be drafted for the job.

Re-election

West Coast Bureau

Hollywood — Demands of the
arbiScreen Writers' Guild include
tration of disputes by a committee
protwo
consisting of two writers,
ducers and a fifth member to be
administrathe NRAis that
by demand
appointed
25 per
tor. Another
(Continued

on Page

9)

After a resume by Alfred A. Cook,
counsel for Paramount-Publix, of
the evolution of the Paramount reorganization plan and a defense of
several chief features of the plan,
presentation of proof on the plan
got under way yesterday before Federal Judge Coxe and a packed courtroom with a parade of witnesses
including Austin C. Keough, George
J. Schaefer, Y. Frank Freeman and
Frank Mohrhardt.
Testimony
of the
ex(Continued
on Paramount
Page 9)

ASSESSING $2 A SHARE
UNDER PARA. PLAN

Steps for Code Revision
May Be Taken at Meeting

Paramount reorganization plan
provides for an assessment of $6,Although no plans for revising 500,000 against holders of common
and modifying the motion picture stock, it was stated yesterday by Alcode have officially been projected,
fred A. Cook, counsel for Paramount-Publix, at a hearing in Fedaccording to NRA. executives eneral
Court on the reorganization
trusted with the task of supervising
plan.
This
assessment
is equal to
its operation, such steps may originate through a general meeting of approximately $2 a share on the curthe National Industrial Recovery
rently outstanding common stock.
Board in Washington on Jan. 9
when future
policies
of the
(Continued
on Page
15) Nation- Trans-Lux
Officers

Final Report of RKO Receiver
6-Month Net
Shows $231,348 Radio-Keith-Orpheum
Corp. and
Arbitration Committee
Writers
Demandedof THEby FILM
DAILY

Paramount Reorganization
Hearing WilltinuedBeToday Con-

subsidiaries showed a profit of
$231,348.45 before federal taxes for
the first six months of 1934, according to the final report of the Irving
Trust Co. as receiver for the companies, filed yesterday in Federal
Court. Cash on hand on June 30.
1934, was(Continued
$4,977,000,
an increase of
on Page 9)
Ship your film
for
dependable

via National
Film
service. — Advt.

Carriers.

Inc.,

Re-elected by Board

Trans-Lux board of directors met
yesterday and re-elected the same
slate of officers including Percy N.
Furber, president; Robert L. Daine.
vice-president; Percy E. Furber,
vice-president; Arthur C. Paine,
vice-president and treasurer; Edward T. Holway, secretary and assistant treasurer, and A. T. Mulcahy, assistant secretary.
Opening Phiily Trans-Lux

Philadelphia — New Trans-Lux theater
on Chestnut Street near 1 3th Sl^ee^
will

open

New

Year's

Eve.

THE
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No Change by Erpi
1New Haven Exhibs Appeal
Plan Adoption
If Tri-Ergon Loses For Zoning
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page
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trie equipment will adopt the vertical cut system of re-recording in
case the Supreme Court establishes
validity of the American Tri-Ergon
patents on the double print system.

Authority Not to Quit
Work on Zoning Schedules

the New Haven board. The schedule, they stated at a meeting of the
Authority, has been approved by
New Haven first run operators and
all but one distributor.
Under the plan, the College theater, charging 30 cents admission,
will play 30 days after the downtown houses, it was explained. Comprising the delegation were: J. B.
Fishman, Adolph Johnson, Harry
Lavietas, Meyer Bailey and Joseph
Davis.

The Code Authority will not
abandon its efforts to draft zoning
and clearance schedules, including
those for Kansas City, New Haven
and Buffalo, despite reports to that
Jules Cronjager Dies
effect, it was officially stated follow- lift Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ing its meeting yesterday. The work
Hollywood — Jules Cronjager,
will again be taken up at its next pioneer cameraman, died yesterday
session on Jan. 10.
following a paralytic stroke.
Felix Jenkins, alternate for Sidney R. Kent, presided as chairman.
Bronx House Opens Tomorrow
About twenty appeals were decided.
Max A. Cohen and Arthur J.
Siegel are staging a gala opening
tomorrow evening for the modernized Prospect Theater at Prospect
Liberty Sets Northwest Franchise
Elliott Film Co. of Minneapolis and Westchester Aves., the Bronx.
Invitations have been issued for the
has acquired the Liberty Pictures
franchise for the Minneapolis, affair, which gets under way at 7:30
North Dakota and South Dakota P. M.
territory, it is announced by Budd
Pani Blumenthal in Stock Firm
Rogers, general sales manager for
A.
Pam Blumenthal, former viceLiberty.
Deal covers
tire 12 features
for thisLiberty's
season. en- mesident and general manager of
Warner
Bros. Industrial Films and
The Empire and Galax in Birmingham have bought first-run on m-eviously oresident of Stanley Advertising Co., is a member of the
the 12 pictures in that city.
new stock exchange firm of Adler,
Blumenthal & Co.. which opens for
business on Jan. 2 with main office
GB Closes Two Circuit Deals
at 1 Wall St. and a branch at 730
Jack Schlaifer, Gaumont British Fifth Ave.
special sales representative, has
closed two deals, one with the Pub- Martin Johnsons in Bvrd Program
lix Tri-States Circuit of Iowa and
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson,
Nebraska, and the other with the
Robb and Rowley Circuit of Texas. whose latest big game film, "BaBoth deals are for the showing of boona," will be released shortlv by
the first eight of the 16 GB pictures ^ox. will be featured on the "Little America" broadcast next Wedto be released this season.
nesday evening at 10 P.M. The nrosrram will be broadcast to Commander Richard E. Byrd and his
Dick Powell, Bette Davis Renew
exploration party in the Antarctic
We I Const Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
via Columbia Broadcasting System.
Hollywood — Contracts of Dk'K
Powell and Bette Davis have been
Trustee for Employees' Fund
renewed by Warner-First National
St. Louis — J. Porter Henry, an
for seven-year periods. Miss Davis attorney, has been appointed snewill next appear with Edward G. fial trustee for the fund of $20.96?
-lenosited in the First National
Robinson in "Money Man".
Bank under the name of The Skonras' Employes Mutual Aid AssociaShooting Begun on Yiddish Talkie
tion by Circuit Judge Green. linger the court's order Henry will deHenry Lynn, director for the Sovtermine to whom the fund should
Am Film Corp., has begun shooting
on "Bar Mitzvah," second of the be paid.
all-talking Yiddish pictures on that
"Wicked
Woman"
for Aefor
company's schedule. The film is an
"A Wifked Woman." M-G-M proadaptation of Bores Thomashefsky's
duction introducing Madv Chrisstage play. It will have a musical
background and explanatory titles Mans in her first American nicture.
in English.
onensTheater.
todav at Walter Reade's Astor
200 "Minister" Holiday Dates
Bookings set on RKO's "Little
Minister", starring Katharine Hepburn, will result in the picture
opening for a total of 200 engagements in the course of the holidays.

Gets Talmadce Series
Arthur Sanchez of Trans-OceanV
Film Export Co. has closed a contract with Aiax Pictures Corn, for
exclusive distribution rights to th°
six Richard Talmadge action stunt
pictures for Latin America.

Coming and Going
AL LICHTMAN, vice president and general
manager of United Artists, and Paul Lazans
western division sales manager, leave fo' Chicago today to attend the second of a series
ot sales conferences.

NICHOLAS M. SCHENCK, together with Mrs.
Schenck and family: FIFI D'ORSAY and
her
husband E. HILL, and FRANKLYN FARNUM
are aat few
the days.
Ritz-Carlton Hotel in Atlantic City
tor

BRUCE CABOT and ADRIENNE AMES
ai
their way
back
from
England.
LEONTINE SAGAN, director of "Maedchen in
Uniform, who was brought to Hollywood

on

*"*
at M-G-M
M"G_M'
is returning
to
.EuroSe0me
KAREN MORLEY.
contract player now
in New York, will leave for Washington tomorrow to attend a New Year's Eve banquet
given in honor of Homer S. Cummings Attorney General of the United States.
in M^D^E.-EVANS
M-G-M s David
whoCopperfield,"
r«ently finished
work
will arrive
in New York from Hollywood on Sunday for
a
brief vacation,
her first since 1931.

fromGARRETT
FORT
the Coast.

has

arrived

in

New

York I

r""-LIP REED, Warner player who arrived
in New York by plane on Christmas Eve, returns to the coast after New Year's Day.
HENRY ARMETTA, character comedian under
contract to Universal, is on his way back
to
the coast after a short visit in New York.
DAVID C. WERNER, who winds up his connection at Universal on Saturday to enter business for himself, leaves New York on Tuesday for the coast where he will establish the
firm of David C. Werner, Inc., handling talent
and acting as Hollywood representative of Curtis-Brown, who in turn will represent him in
the east.
J. M. CUMMINGS, M-G-M auditor, will be
at the Boston exchange until after the holidays. .
EDWARD O'CONNER, member of the M-G-M I
Asiatic
forces
with
offices
in Singapore
exuntil the lirst of the ■peets to be in Boston
WILLIAM SHAPIRO, prexy of Franklin Productions Corp. in Boston, is en route home)
from
London.
year.

MARCEL
MECKLEBERG,
executive of Century !
Film in Boston, is in Albany.
JOE RIVKIN leaves today on the Manhattan^
for a five-day trip to Bermuda.
PEDRO DE CORDOBA leaves New York today!
for the coast to appear in "The Crusades,"
Cecil
B. De Mille production
for Paramount.!

First of Stunt

Series

Ready

"The Fighting Pilot", first of six)
stunt films starring Richard Tal-Jl
madge, is ready for release in thej|
metropolitan area through Trans*
Oceanic, it was announced yesterfj
day by Arthur Sanchez.

RECORDING ON FILM
INDUSTRIAL— FILM
SLIDE FILM— RECORDS

BRUNSWICK
PRODUCTIONS
CH. 4-2200

•

CORP.

321 W. 44th St., N.Y.C.

•

NEWS OF THE WEEK IN PHOTO-REVIEW

LATEST

ROBINSON

ROLE

fails to deceive

his family, as 'Little Caesar' arrives in New
York disguised as Santa Claus. Star will
spend brief vacation with Mrs. Robinson and
Eddie, Jr. before returning to coast to start l
work in his next Warner special, 'Money Man.'
IRST COSMOPOLITAN

PRODUCTION

for Warner

release

o be Cagney-O'Brien's 'Devil Dogs of the Air,' according to
nnouncement made at swank house-warming of Cosmopolitan
roductions building on Burbank lot, attended (above) by
\. M. Warner, Edward Hatrick, Louella Parsons, Jack L. Warner.

TWO

WARNER

HITS

SCORE

in

holiday week on Broadway. Scribes
laud 'Murder in the Clouds'0 at Rialto
as 'rip-roaring action picture with excitement, suspense, thrills' Iright) and
'I Sell Anything'0 at Mayfair as 'a lot
of laughs — lively, rapid-fire comedy.'
'ALL EYES TURNED
ADELINE"

TO "SWEET

opening at Roxy-Mast-

baum, biggest news in years',declares
Variety, as key houses from Boston
to Frisco keep ticket reels spinning
through smash holiday runs of Irene
Dunne

ICK POWELL

WINS

7-YEAR

CONTRACT.

musical

romance

(below!.*

Sensational rise

singing star of '42nd Street,' 'Dames,' 'Flirtation Walk' and
ng of smash Warner musicals rewarded with long-term pact
cutters rush work on his latest vehicle, 'Gold Diggers of 1935.'

*A Warner Bros. Picture

°A First Notional Picture

Vilagraph, Inc., Distributors
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Orleans Merchants

Exploit "We Live Again"

"C'EATURING a series of window and departmental tieups
"We LiveinAgain",
Loew's
Stateon theater
New Orleans
got some good breaks along
Canal Street. The campaign
put over by Manager Rodney
T. Toups, Moise Bloch, his assistant, and Bob Wood, United
Artists exploiteer, consisted of
the following tieups: window
with Holmes on Radio sets making favorite stars live again; a
tieup with "Screenland" magazines through drug stores and
newsstands; tieup with Tintex
on the fact that their product
makes dresses and colors live
again; through Cinema fashions
a display was arranged in the
leading downtown stores on Anna
Sten hats. One tieup placed
bumper cards on 300 cabs and
privately owned cars, which
tied right into a local safety
campaign. Through Simoniz a
tieup was made with all their
dealers, featuring the fact that
an
auto's paint
will live Trunks
again
if owners
use Simoniz.
were also tied up on the picture. Special ads were run in
all papers on Wednesday afternoon and the opening morning,
Thursday. Regular exploitation
channels were also used.
— Loew's State, New Orleans.

Radio Drama
Boosts "Painted Veil"

•
•
• ONE OF the most satisfying pix of the year
so far as we are concerned that Arkayohraydeeoh achieve
ment of performing what has hitherto been considered by the
cynics as impossible for the film factories
transferring
a printed classic to the screen with fidelity
preserving
the atmosphere of the original so that it chimes with our memories of the printed word that gave us so much enjoyment
as has been done in the case of "The Little Minister"
the James M. Barrie masterpiece is a joy to behold in pictured
story form
the perfumed essence of this idyllic romance
embodied in cold type flowers forth on the screen with all the
magic that lies hidden in the camera's lens
•
•
• ONE HAS a distinct feeling while watching the
romance of Babbie and the brave little dominie develop
that everybody who had a hand in the production became imbued
with the Spirit of the Wee Scotch Village of Thrums
it
is not a fabrication of Hollywood
of the studios
you
are transported back to the period and place
you are
ACTUALLY a part of the scene in the little Highland community and that is by way of being a great achievement in
production
there is one pix in every two score that can
do that
and maintain the Illusion of Transporting You
Completely Out of Yourself for one hour and a half of
running time
• • • AND WE are creating no new definition of Film
Entertainment
when we state that this is the very pinnacle of what any picture can do
Make Folks Forget
Themselves
so, to all those identified with this beaucoup
production
we
extend
felicitations,
adulations
and salutations
T

'THE highlight of the Boston
campaign on "The Painted
Veil," put over by Joe Brennan,
manager of the State, was the
planting of the radio dramatization, provided by the home office, with station WEEI. The
cast of three was excellent, and
many phone calls were received,
calling it the best picture broadcast ever put on by the station.
The critics were given a preview. 5,000 special circulars
were distributed by Postal Telegraph boys. A roadshow mailing list of 3,000 was used.
— State,

PHIL M. DALY

•

•

•

•

T

T

•

AT REGULAR
intervals we return to our desk
to find a sweet typewritten message banged out in our
absence
by Herbie Berg
the gent who goes to work
on the Trade Press Muggs for United Artists
imploring us
in Showman Language to have a heart and say somethin' nice
about This or That
today the missive concerns the pressbook on "The Mighty Barnum"
Mister Berg goes into a
Barnum Blither of Gargantuan Adjectives about the praise-rag
hell, they should have let him write the book
after
reading it
it sounded tame by comparison with Herbie's
rave
BUT it is good
done in the manner and tradition of the Hokum Expert it portrays
in a word
what
we are trying to say is
it has caught the atmosphere of
The Mighty Showman
in comparison to whom we of the
film biz are just a carload of ordinary tomatoes

Boston.

New Incorporations
NEW YORK
Comar Plays Corporation, Manhattan. Motion
pictures; capital, 100 shares of stock. Shareholders: Samuel D. Cohen, Harold J. Cleary
and Irwin Marguiles.
Theater of Broadcasts, Inc., Manhattan. Motion pictures, theaters and radio broadcasts;
capital, 1,200 shares of stock. Shareholders:
Max J. Herman, Harry E. Gould and Florence
M. Lifschitz.
The Year 'Round Productions, Inc., Manhattan. Stage plays and vaudeville; capital, $300.
Stockholders: Syd Comparte, Nathan Witkin
and Jacob
Weinfeld.
The Grandview Theater of Ridgewood, Inc.,
the Belvedere Theater of Ridgewood and th?
Majestic Theater of Ridgewood, Inc. Principal
office, New York City. Each of these companies are capitalized at $2,500 and will engage in a general theatrical business. Stockholders: Anthony M. Livoti, Casper Livoti and
Fannie Livoti.
DISSOLUTION
Film Securities
Corp.

• AND IS the Merry Yuletide Spirit still with us!
over at 630 Ninth Avenoo riding up and talking to
the ope/rator of one of the cars
to our query how Santa
Claus did for him, he grunted "Say, the tenants in this
building broke their hearts, feller. Most of 'em gave me two
bits — and one guy made me sign a receipt for it!"
•
•
• THERE
WILL be a Housewarming soon
given by Irvin Shapiro and Arche Mayer of DuWorld Pictures
to celebrate taking over of enlarged quarters on the frfth
floor of 729 Seventh
just one year ago these lads started
and we can recall one or two big organizations that hadn't
made as much progress their first year as these fellers
so here's wishing 'em luck
in their short career they have
picked several likely pix to distribute
and put them over
under handicaps with real showmanship

«

«

«

»

»

»
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TIMELYJOPICS
Critic Says Film Quality
Equals That of the Stage
^LTHOUGH
I have chauvinisno intention of becoming
tic about the cinema or rushing
quixotically to its defense, I
must confess that I experience
more than just a slight tinge of
sorrow when, every now and
then, one of my favorite dramatic critics dismisses some lamentably mediocre piece of theatrical balderdash with the condescending remark that although it is unsuited to the discriminating playgoer, it will
make appropriate grist for the
Hollywood mills. No one is
more aware than I that the cinema turns out more than its
share of woefully inefficient and
stupid films each season, but
even the Hollywood impresarios
who are, almost without exception, considerably less than courageous when it comes to developing the screen as an original
medium of expression, sometimes use what discrimination
they possess and refuse to bite
for every bit of theatrical bait
that is dangled before their
eyes. Frankly, it has long been
my contention that much of the
mediocrity that appears on the
screen is due directly to this
lack of courage on the part of
motion picture producers to regard and treat the screen as an
unlimited means of expression
which to be properly effective
should be almost entirely divorced from the stage. Instead
of concentrating on and developing screen forms, they prefer to
spend fantastic sums of money
on stage plays — sometimes simply duced
because
they have— been
proon Broadway
although
they may have to be altered almost entirely to suit screen technique. Imitators and traders in
reputations, rather than creators, the Hollywood impresarios
have only themselves to blame if
the drama and its defenders frequently hold them and their
products to scorn. At this point
I shall probably be reminded
that the cost of making a film
is so excessive that a movie producer virtually must have aj
guarantee that his investment
will repay him and that for this
reason it is more logical to buy
something
is a proven
cess than tothat
experiment
with sucan
unknown quantity. That there
is more than a modicum of truth
in this, I will not deny. But if
the cinema is continually going
to depend on the proved successes of the theater or the literary world — if, in short, it isj
going to become more and more j
reluctant to gamble on its belief in itself as an art mediumit will stagnate
completely.
— William
Boehnel,
New York "World-Telegram". ■

PRIZE
JANUARY

PICTURES
• FEBRUARY

• MARCH

January
— "ENTER
MADAME,'
with ELISSA4thLANDI,
CARY GRANT,
Lynne
Overman, Sharon Lynne, Richard Bonelli,
Nina Koshetz. Directed by Elliott Nugent.

January J7fh -" RRESIDEN
with Edward Arnold, Arthur Byron, Paul
Kelly, Andy Devine, Janet Beecher, Edward
Ellis. A Walter Wanger production directed
by William A. WellmGn.

FEBR

ARY
W

..<A~

January 18th-"ONCi IN A BLUE MOON.'
AHecht-MacArthur production with JIMMY
SAVO. Written, directed and produced
by Ben Hecht and Charles MacArthur.
(Tent, date)

January 18th -"THE LIVES OF A BENGAL
LANCER," with GARY COOPER, Franchot
Tone, Richard Cromwell, Sir Guy Standing,
C. Aubrey Smith, Monte Blue, Kathleen
Burke. Directed by Henry Hathaway.

January
— "GILDED
LILY" starring
CLAUDETTE25fhCOLBERT
with FredMacMurray,
Ray Milland, C. Aubrey Smith, Edward
Craven. Directed by Wesley Ruggles.

March
22nd —"STOLEN
HARMONY,"
with George Raft, Ben Bernie, Queen ie
Smith, Lloyd Nolan, Iris Adrian, Paul
Gerrits. Directed by Alfred Werker.

March
Walter
Charles
another
Gregory

UARY

29th - "PRIVATE WORLDS," a
Wanger Production, starring
Boyer with Joan Bennett and
star to be selected. Directed by
LaCava.

PRIZE

PICTURES

JANUARY

• FEBRUARY

Outstanding
1 COLBERT

1 COOPER

• MARCH

Attractions

picture

. "The Gilded Lily'

picture

"The Lives of a Bengal Lancer'

1 CROSBY- CARLISLE picture

"Here Is My Heart'
"Mississippi'

1 CROSBY- W. C. FIELDS picture

. . . Second

DIETRICH

1 LAUGHTON-BOLAND-RUGGLES

1 RAFT- LOMBARD

1 MYRNA
1 ZANE

picture

LOY-CARY
GREY

or Lose"

a

picture

picture . . .

. "Ruggles of Red Gap'

.

GRANT

"Rumba'

picture

picture

as

f it's

including

"Wings in the Dark'

"Rocky Mountain

"Here Is My Heart"
"Stolen Harmony"

e

it's

Mystery'

"Mississippi'

"All the King's Horses'

the

best

show

in

town!
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PARA. OFFICIALS URGE
QUICK ACTION ON PLAN
{Continued from Page 1 I

ecutives under direct examination by
Cook and his associate, Louis Loeb,
was concerned with details of operation of Paramount-Publix affecting
the plan, and in the case of Mohrhardt, Paramount general auditor,
and R. F. Storkey, of Price, Waterhouse & Co., another witness, with
explanation of how the figures given
in the plan were arrived at. Schaefer stressed the desirability of an
early reorganization, stating that
other companies had tried to wean
away stars, directors and executives
by asserting their uncertain future
with Paramount in view of the bankruptcy proceedings, and that this
had had a disturbing effect on the
company's morale.
Some cross-examination of the
witnesses was done by Archibald
Palmer and Samuel Zirn. Palmer
expressed opposition to the bank settlement and the Paramount Broadway reorganization, Zirn asserted
that Judge Coxe had assumed improper jurisdiction over the hearing
and asked that the matter be referred to Judge Hulbert, which was
denied. Objections to Zirn's questioning Keough and Schaefer on
what salaries they had received
after the company went into receivership, and whether the amounts
were greater or less than the salary
they received prior to the receivership, were sustained by Judge Coxe.
In his description of the evolution of the reorganization plan, Cook
stated that both the Vanderlip debenture holders' committee and the
stockholders' committee had been organized by Kuhn-Loeb & Co., Paramount's bankers, and that the bankers had also designated counsel for
the committees. Cook stated that
Kuhn-Loeb had withdrawn from participation in the reorganization
plan and from a place on the new
board of directors because of the
suits filed against the bankers by
the trustees. Cook indicated that
Kuhn-Loeb might again return to
the Paramount board after the
suits were
finally adjudicated.
The hearing was adjourned till
noon today.

Control "Wandering Jew"
American rights to "The Wandering Jew" are now controlled by
Olympic Pictures Corp.

Hunter as Aide to Dillard
George G. Hunter, attorney who has
been located in Washington with the
NRA Administration, has been appointed
assistant to Tyree Dillard, ;ounsel to
the Code Authority. He is headquarterYork. ing at the Authority's office in New

Price Cutting is Chief Complaint to Boards
Reduction of admission prices so as to constitute unfair competition is the principal
complaint made to local grievance boards during the initial year of their operation.
More than 1,100 complaints have been filed with these boards, in addition to protests
made to the local clearance and zoning boards. John C. Flinn, executive secretary of
the Code Authority, is preparing an analysis of local board activities and tomolaints
covering the first year.

Allied Has 21 Units;
Tri-Ergon Patents
Disclaimed in Brief
25 for the M.P.T.O.A.
(.Continued from Page

(Continued from Page 1)

patents, owned by the William Fox
company, were valid. Virtually all
major companies are behind the ap-

1)

ional
while the M. P. T. O. A.
holds outfits,
25.
Associations listed by Allied are:
A. T. 0. of 111., Associated T. 0. of
Ind., A. T. 0. of La., M. P. T. 0. of
Maryland, A. T. 0. of Maine, Allied Theaters of Michigan, Allied
Theaters of Minnesota, Montana

Commenting on the flywheel depeal.
vice which is the real basis of the
suit, counsel for the film companies
asserted that the U. S. Patent Office
refused Thomas A. Edison a flywheel patent in 1897 when he -was
improving the phonograph. The Exhibitors Ass'n, A. T. 0. of New
German patents, it was contended, Hampshire, Independent Exhibitors, Inc., Boston, A. T. 0. of New
were used in production in that
country in 1922, but failed.
Jersey, A. T. 0. of New York;
The American motion picture in- North Dakota Exhibitors Ass'n., I.
dustry, it was asserted, was revolu- T. 0. of Ohio, Allied Amusements
by Western Electric appa- of the Northwest, Allied Theaters of
ratus intionized
1926.
Oregon, M. P. T. 0. of Western Pa.,
"We may properly ask why this
revolution did not occur at the hands A. T. 0. of R. I., A. T. 0. of Texas,
of the patentees while they were A. T. O. of Vermont and Independent T. O. of Wis.
showing their pictures in Germany
prior to 1926 if they would claim
Affiliates claimed by the M. P. T.
responsibility for it," the brief said. 0. A. are: Southeastern T. O. Ass'n,
The real answer, it was asserted, Allied Theaters of Mass., M. P. T.
is that improvement on early patents
O. of R. I., M. P. T. 0. of Western
developed by scientists of the Western Electric and General Electric- N. Y., T. 0. A. of North and South
companies and the Bell Telephone Carolina; T. 0. Protective Ass'n,
laboratory made possible successful Texas; Rocky Mountain T. 0. A.,
sound motion pictures.
New Mexico T. 0. A., Associated T.
0. of Ind., Kansas, Missouri T. A.,

Arbitration Committee
Demanded by Writers

M. P. T. O. of Va., Associated Exhibitors, Inc., Los Angeles; M. P. T.
O. of Ark., Miss., and Tenn., M. P.
I Continued from Page 1)
T. 0. of Wis., M. P. T. O. of Conn.,
cent be paid writers of original material on the making of the deal, Gulf States T.O.A., T.O. of Oklahoma, M.P.T.O. of Neb., and Western
and the balance within a reasonable
period
after the story is finally writ- Iowa, M. P. T. O. of Eastern Pa..
ten.
Southern N. J. and Delaware, M. P.
The Guild also demands that pro- T. 0. of Western Mo. and Southern
ducers guarantee that at no time
will writers be engaged through a III., Inter-Mountain T. A., Salt Lake
central booking office. No writers City; I. T. O. of Northern Cal., Cal.
under contract shall be loaned with- T. A., San Francisco; M. P. T. O.
out their permission, according to of District of Columbia.
the Guild which also requires that
writers on a yearly contract basis
shall not be compelled to lay off
Betty Compson to Direct in China
more than twelve weeks.
West

"Don Quixote"
Distributing
Waldemar
D. Bell is distributing
the French-made film, "Don Quixote," and not Matty Radin as recently indicated.

sFILMFlats"
West Kelly
Coast for
Bureau"McFa
of dden'
THE
DAIl V
Hollywood— Walter C. Kelly, the
Virginia Judge of vaudeville fame,
has arrived in Hollywood for the
lead in Paramount's "McFadden's
Flats," which Ralph Murphy will diand Helen
Mack. rect with Andy Clyde

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Betty Compson, who
is just back from a six-month trip
to the Orient with her husband, Irving E. Weinberg, says she will return to Shanghai shortly with her
husband and engage in production
there, with Miss Compton as director and supervisor. They are now
lining up equipment here.
Miss Van Upp's Option Taken Up

il , ■/ Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood
— Virginia
Van Upp's
optional
contract
has been
taken
up which means that the Paramount
scenarist will remain at the studio
for at least another six months.

RKO NETS $231,348
IN FIRST 6 MONTHS
(Continued from Page

1)

$2,1711,000 from Dec. 31, 1932, when
the receivership began.
A loss of $267,000 was shown
from operations during the second
quarter of 1934. It is understood
that figures for the entire year of
1934 will show a net loss for RKO
and subsidiaries, but will reflect a
decided improvement in the company
compared with the $4,384,064 net
loss during 1933.
RKO Radio Pictures, Inc., and
RKO Pathe Pictures, Inc., and their
subsidiaries showed a net profit of
$275,783.74 before federal taxes for
the first six months of 1934, compared with a loss of $1,212,947 in
the first six months of 1933. The
combiner cash balances of these
companies increased to $2,086,000 on
June 30 last from $330,000 on Dec.
31, 1932.
Pathe News, Inc., showed a net
loss of $33,793 for the first six
months of 1934, compared with a
net loss
of $82,192 for the same period of 1933.
Claims against the companies totaled $35,766,416 on June 30, 1934,
the report states. A number of additional claims were filed against the
company after the company came
under the purview of Sec. 77 B, but
these are not mentioned. Of the
claims listed, $25,866,454 are awaiting adjudication by Special Master
Thomas D. Thacher. Negotiations
are pending for withdrawal of
claims totaling $2,222,999, and claims
of $2,032,024 have been withdrawn.
Consolidated balance sheet of the
companies shows assets of $94,406,964. Economies during the first six
months of 1934 resulted in lowering
of the monthly fee charged theaters
for management by the RKO Service
Corp. to $67,000 monthly, compared
with $102,000 monthly charged during 1933. The reduction was from
approximately 5 per cent of the
gross receipts during 1933 to 2.7
percent during
1934.
Gross income for the first six
months of 1934 was $23,833,092.
The consolidated statement of RKO
and subsidiaries for the first six
months of 1934 shows that theater
admissions totaled $11,339,008; film
rentals and sales, $10,874,971; rents,
concessions and other income, $1,117,746. Artists' salaries totaled
$909,642, and film service and productions, $2,795,201.

Scout

Nathanson

Report

Paramount executives yesterday disclaimed any knowledge of reported
resignation of N. L. Nathanson as head
of Famous Players Canadian circuit.
The story which was denisd said that
J J. Fitzgibbons
would
succeed
him.
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CENTURY
PICTURE

Sirs:
I am very much interested in your an
nouncement of having ""The March
Time" Iappear
in the
moving picti
houses.
think this
is a wonderful
opment and something that you |
be justly congratulated for.
Please advise me when the li
ance will get so far out as t
State of Washington
Tacoma.

E. L.

1910 fj
Tacr M

Sirs:
I am ext
announcem
TIME as
radio las'
of this '
hope *
also '

)F
I have read your magazine fur a num.week's issue I notice

Sirs:
We hope the new movie feature THE
MARCH OF TIME will be shown at
the I mi i iIiiji I11"1 * I
i ii I Mich

Sirs:
Having had the pleasure of seeing one
of your MARCH
OF TIME reels in
your Time and Fortune Building at the
Fair late this summer. I am glad to hear
that you are going to make them a permanent thing. I would suggest the Cinema Theatre at 151 East Chicago Avenue
as a good spot to show them to a great
number
of TIME
readers. Also the
dearborn Theatre at 40 West Division
£et. These two movie houses are very
ktfr with the class of persons who
ite Time and Fortune, and who
linly welcome the opportunity
ir newsreels so close to home.
>u the greatest of success in
nure. I am.

C. East
H. M.
i5S
Washington St.
Chicago, 111.

cept your invitation to
| in
connection
— the
showing withof your
the
TIME in theatres.
a city of approximately
mts. It has six picture
Hamilton. Grand, Capin
lllton, Strand. The first
are Warner
Brothers
:her three are indepenAid
fnd operated.
I would like to see the
TIME exhibited in one of
■ndent houses, preferably the
This theatre is located on the
irner of our city and it seems
e most
•c would
be thepopular.
Fulton. My second

the'.'
Copy to:
State Theatre
Raleigh, N. C.

Sirs:
Referring to yo
last night that yo
March of Time
appreciate it i'
your represent
ger of the loc<
Sewickley, P
showing thi
Tha^kina*

flere is hoping the MARCH
OF
TIME
will dp as great a success in
theatres as it always was on the radio
and that I may have a chance of seeing
and hearing it in Lancaster shortly after
the first of the year.
With best wishes. I am,

A. O. R.

Sirs: _

TTties which really nee<
thiifce^rfe. I feel, are State College
throffgh the Nittany Theatre, and
Ithaca. New York, through one of the
theatres of the Cornell Theatres, Inc.

Sirs:
I read with interest the announceme
in the current issue of TIME of t
inaugural of the March of Time news
series. Being a cover-to-cover reader of
TIME and an eager listener of the radio
March of Time, I do want to be "in on"
the first joining of eye and ear appreciation of the efforts of TIME'S staff.
Acting on the suggestion made by
your advertisement, I suggest that in
Duluth, the March of Ti
be presented at the Ly1
the following reasoi
First, it is the li
showing always fi|
Second (more i
tisements in the li
tures shown at the
elude the name of
shorts that go wit

206 No. Queen Street
Lancaster, Pa.

I have just finished listening to the
best radio program. THE MARCH OF
TIME arid am writing immediately regarding the new movie. I am looking
forward to seeing the same and hope we
can enjoy it for a long, long time.
Long life to TIME

M. Union
G.
284
Avenue
Irvington, N. J.

the first time in many weeks I was
e enough to hear the MARCH
E Friday night last, which as
ought very good indeed. Duryour announcer
therogram
inauguration
of a new mentype
aIE.program. I also saw notice of
'tionto
' -at you
will do are
all possible
■•owsreels
I its
say affilithatto
~'?°atre' -norreleased
'i will

success-

Sirs:
MARCH OF TIME at Str
tre, Niagara Falls, N. Y.

J. S. M.
Niagara Falls,

Sirs:

Dublin Road
Greenwich. Conn.

Sirs:
.
_
.
prefer—
For the motion pictures I on
Ave..
Bright
e,
Theatr
n
Allsto
Allston, Mass.
For second choice^^
Capitol
Ave., Al

Sirs:
I am
idea of
I hope
and I

extremely)
showing thl
the theatr|
attend will
are Loew's
theatres
and
the Strand The
Because the future is a p\__
present, and the present is a product of
I am sure that your new venthe past,
ture will be highly successful.

J. A.

Lawrence Academy
Groton, Mass.
Sirs:
I am thrilled by your announcement
of your new THE MARCH OF TIME
and hope it will be shown in the Palm
Springs Theatre.

J. H. B.
Palm Springs, Calif.

Sirs:
TIME

reader and 16 mm. movie enthusiast that I am, will answer your
suggestions at once:
I would like to see the Black Hills
Amusement Company, which has a chain
of theatres in all important Black Hills
Towns of Western South Dakota, be
among the first theatres to show your
new MARCH OF TIME newsreel
Their main office is Rapid City, S. D

R. S. B.
812 First Street, So.
Belle Fourche, S. D.

\Ntttf

tfS
C
f
t
U
Y
B
M
U
p

F. J. C.
17 Huntington Avenue
Worcester, Mass.
rou on
nt
vies.the
It

Upto
ling
Av
Warn
Unive
Ca
R.K.(
St.
St.,
Parar
Metri
M St&
Sqi
Loew
Pla
Fine
ton
Fenw
Av
Exete
Bos
Capit
Avi

Sirs:
I see
May
my "Sell
plac
it
nearby

approved of
definite
has ment
ic unce
publanno
oflya new kind of
THETime's
a motion picture.
ry.
Read these letters from all over the 'count
TIME
All talking about THE MARCH OF
the screen. Cash cusand its coming debutof ontheater
s asking that this
tomers of thousands
in their favorite
shown
be
s
picture
new series of
in the histheater. It's never happened before
tory of the motion picture industry.
rs of the
produce
But it's no accident. The
reMarch of Time (twenty minutes long atand
public
leased once a month) are not guessing
the
appeal. Into the MARCH OF TIME on
ideas, resources and suc-&
screen goes the same that
have made Time
cessful presentation
Fortune Magazines and the March of Time on
in
the radio, the greatest box office successes
their fields.
appears hunBy the time this advertisement
dreds of exhibitors will have heard directly
Srom patrons of their houses. Positive proof
that the public wants the MARCH OF TIMEe
on the screen. Bring this ready made audienc
to YOUR theater.

Copy of the following letter attached:

e news
nation,
ve real
asthem
pic-

lew ;h !s, ara
s,
des
.
of and

S. W. M. Jr.

,
Sirs:
Sirs:
I am elated at your announcement
With reference to the announcement
your new "Venture as anRegardinounng
st
broadca
ced inthis week's TI M E, am pleased
feature "The in THE MARCH OF TIME
news cinema
of the new
10,
er
of
Decemb
list
a
TIME
d
in
and
7
appen
er
I
"
Decemb
Time.
March of
to recommend the "Paramount" at this
to which 1 relative to your new type of newsreel: point as the leading Motion Picture
greater Boston movieinghouses
letter:
THE
and
theatre and the place selected to exhibit
have sent the follow
If this is as good as TIME
"THE MARCH OF TIME, the
MARCH OF TIME, I certainly want to the "New March of Time."
see it and I shall be greatly disappointed
new news movie, is available in
G. G.
January.
Canada.
if it doesn't find exhibition inThe
shall
Idaho Falls. Idaho
and
Capitol
it
see
to
want
shall
"I
Let's have it up here.
Theatre at Regina, Sask., is the place.
recommend it to my household (5),
to my office staff (25) , to my friends
H. H. K.
32 Kenora, Apts.
s), and to my clients (more
(hundreds).
hundred
Sirs:
Regina, Sask.
I shall reco.
"The March of Time"
As one who has thoroughly enjoyed
"The March of Time" on the air, I look
forward to next month, when the same
Ite having the motion program is to be tried out on the screen
iiRCH
OF TIME in the local picture houses.
It is the hope of my wife and me that
in AlbuThis is our
best Poli's, Franklin Square, Worcester, will
Ine Theatre
obtain this release.
We shall be glad indeed to do what we
can to interest our friends in your new
venture, which we wish the best of
success.

ighb k
Igetew bu
,s r
Ha reeblan isbofr-or
r
the them
lo- -

I have read with interest your advertisement regarding the MARCH OF
TIME and would like very much to have
this shown at the Pickwick Theatre in
Greenwich, Connecticut.

d >rt
int s
el- ub-

Sirs:

Released Through

FIRST DIVISION

Franklin Square
Worcester, Mass.
Attention of the Manager
Gentlemen:
Asli'sfairly regular patrons of your
Po
theatre, my wife and I are hopeful
that the news reel, THE MARCH
OF TIME, which is to be released
showIncorporated,he for
by TIME, January,
obtained
can
ing during
and shown at your house.
TIME'S radio program has appealed to us and to our friends as
one of the best on the air, and it
seems to us that they would turn
ont a very interesting picture.
rethis new
going itto isseeshown
are wherever
We lease
in this
it
hope
ely
sincer
vicinity, and we
will be possible to view it at your
theatre.

m,
;atre in
;atre of
>t been
but au-it Sirs:
■ent
I wioild like to have the MARCH OF
rowing,
TIME shown at the Fox Theatre or the
ms
are
)ften of Opera House in Tucson. Arizona. I am
le like). looking forward to seeing your intelligent and interesting presentation.
TIME

J. L. T.

The New Major
HARRY

A. THOMAS,

Tucson, Ariz.

PRES.

"On Needles and Pins"
Sirs:
...
Through P. T. A. I am a little in touch
with the discouraging feeling of parents
in regard to movies for children and
youth. There is so very little that is
sentisuitable, so I am sure I voice the
ment of many parents when I say a
hearty welcome to your venture. It will
be wholesome, instructive and fascinating. Many thanks. In Rochester, perhaps, Loew's, R. K. O. Palace, or
Century would be the favored.

E. A.

11 Reservoir Avenue
Rochester, N. Y.

Louisville, Ky.

Sirs:
I have just looked over my TIME,
and noticed your announcement of your
new venture; namely, your future pictorial MARCH OF TIME.
I would like to see it at the Olympia
Theatre, New Bedford's leading theatre.

A. R.

58 Spruce Street
New Bedford, Mass.

City
COPY
Montgomery
Hill :
Dear Gum

w»or-u

Last night in listening to MARCH
OF TIME on radio, they announced
that they would have for distribution in
.
January, MARCH OF TIME pictures
As their magazine and radio broadcasts
have been so interesting, I hope you will
secure these pictures for Greensboro.

Sirs:
You suggest (TIME. December 3>
that subscribers should write in and tell
you what cities they would like to have
ed.
THE MARCH OF TIME forexhibit
my part
I agree with this and suggest
this city, Pocatello. Idaho. If the particular theatre would be of any assistis "Orpheum
ance to you. theof name
the "Fox Theatres
Theatre" or one
located here.
Waiting "on needles and pins to see
remain,
what new thing TIME has to offer, I

J. R. O.

Greensboro, N. C.

EVEN BEFORE RELEASE
THOUSANDS ARE DEMANDING

D. P.

Pocatello, Idaho

IT
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14
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A TITTLE" from HOLLYWOOD

Friday, Dec. 28, 1934

TOTS":

musical film to be produced by Felix
cians Branch. Membership of the coast by M-G-M,
is expected
to
Young. Earl Dancer, former husboard also includes Harry Cohan, make another connection shortly.
band of Ethel Waters, has been
(^HARLES LAMONT, who direct- Bernard Herzbrun, Fred Jackman,
^ ed "Sons of Steel," "Gigolette,"
signed to direct a colored dance
Ray
June,
Wesley
C.
Miller,
William
"The Curtain Falls," "Tomorrow's Mueller, Emil Oster, Max Parker,
in the picture, which starts
in January.
"Hold 'em Yale," a Damon Run- number
Youth" and "The World Accuses," and Gordon S. Mitchell, Manager yon story which is just entering prowill direct "Dartmouth Murdars,"
duction
at
Paramount,
has
drawn
Y
Y
Y
for Chesterfield.
of the Academy Technical Bureau.
Arthur Treacher, English actor
Final decision as to the findings of Andy Devine and George E. Stone
T
T
T
as cast additions. The leading roles
the
Board
will
be
announced
at
the
Our Passing Show: Sol Lesser,
are yet to be cast. Benjamin Stoloff who was seen in Columbia's "The
M. C. Levee, Lew Fields, Bobby and Academy Awards Banquet, Feb. 27. is
directing.
Captain Hates the Sea," has been
T
T
T
engaged by the company for a feaEdmund North, Mitzi and Ruth
T
T
T
Melville Brown has been signed
Cummings, Bert Allenberg, Ralph
tured role in "Once a Gentleman."
Andrea Johnson, Lorna Lowe, This is the Bradley King story in
Morgan, Sam Wolf, Charles Skouras, by producer Robert T. Kane to diwhich Tullio Carminati and Lilian
Felix Young, Jack Robbins, Bill
rect "Man Eating Tiger," adapted Leone Lane, Marion Strickland, Eve
Wright, Otto Kruger, Arthur Freed, from the play by Ben Hecht and Kimberly, Eleanor Johnson, Gail Harvey have the leads. Victor
P. J. Wolfson, Barry Trivers, Edgar Rose Caylor, and slated for early Goodson, Juana Sutton and Edward Schertzinger is directing. Other
Allen Woolf, William Rowland, Jack January production by Fox.
Pawley have been awarded roles in roles are being played by Tala Birell,
Chertok, Nick Carter, Lee Marcus,
Hugh Williams, Luis Alberni, Clauthe forthcoming Fox film, "Dante's chalk.dia Coleman and Ferdinand GottsEdmund Breese, Mauri Grashin^
George Irving, Jack Mower and
T
T
T
Lewis Gensler, Everett Riskin,
r
T
T
Zion and Carmel Myers, Ned and Russ Clark have been added to the Inferno."
"Recipe For Murder," the new
Irene Dunne has been set by UniEdwin Marin, Howard Strickling, cast of the Fox film, "One More
Lowe-McLaglen
Fox
co-starring
picversal
for
the
role
of
Magnolia in
Sid Silvers, Jerry Horwin, Joseph Spring," in which Janet Gaynor and
ture, is slated for production on
Mankiewicz, Elizabeth Young, Harry Warner Baxter enact the principal
the
new
version
of
"Showboat."
She
roles.
Jan. 3 with Rosemary Ames as the played in the original Broadway
Ruby, Florine McKinney at the cockromantic lead under the direction
▼
T
T
tail party given by Dr. and Mrs.
stage production.
of Eugene Forde.
Y
Y
Y
Marcus Rabwin in honor of Dorothy
Constance Bennett has signed a
T
T
T
Warners contemplate starring
Fields and Jimmy McHugh.
long-term contract at M-G-M.
▼
▼
y
T
T
T
"Four Stars to Love" has been Kay Francis in "Lady Dick" and
Chester Hale is preparing the
John
Krimsky,
brought
to the chosen as the title of the RKO Radio "Roadhouse," two Cosmopolitan
magazine stories by Arthur Somers
dance numbers for "Reckless," the
Roche, with the same central charJean Harlow-William Powell vehicle
acters. Both stories will be woven
at M-G-M.
into one screen play.
By RALPH

Y

Y

WILK

T

More Passing Show: Cary Grant,
William Wellman, F. Hugh Herbert,
George Levee, Sam Mintz, Marty
Brooks at Irving Strouse's Sunday
Night "Frolics"; Gordon Westcott,
Ben Englander, Sammy Cohen, Jules
Schermer, Eddie Rubin, Joseph Rosen, Benny Baker at Ben Bards' "Revudeville"; Morris Small, Dewey
Robinson, Harry Spingler, Charles
S. Belden, Frank Strayer, Alma Bennett, Charles Lamont, M. A. Andersen, Jr., Lon Young, Doug Churchill
at Maury Cohen's cocktail party.

NEWS

OF THE DAY

Sioux City, la. — "Kid Millions"
will get a dual showing here New
Year's Eve midnight in the Capitol
and Princess, A. H. Blank houses.

Y

Y

Y

Ramon and Rosita, internationally
known dance team, have been signed

for a dancing role in Warner's proAkron, O. — Funeral services for
duction of "Gold
Diggers
of 1935."
T
T
T
Fred E. Johnson, former Colonial
Louella Parsons will have Kay
manager who died recently in St.
Paul, Minn., were held here this Francis and George Brent, who have
week.

just completed their work in "Living on Velvet" for First National,
Ravenna, 0. — Appointment of a
artists on her radio proWaterbury, Conn. — The Garden as guest
receiver for the Kent Opera House
gram next Friday.
Theater
has
resumed
activities
after
Co. at Kent, near here, is asked in a building.
Y
Y
Y
suit filed in Common Pleas Court being closed due to a fire in the
Universal has added a number of
here
by
John
Palfi,
and
his
wife,
T
▼
T
players to the cast of Octavus Roy
Susie.
Gertrude Orr, who did the script
Orlando, Fla. — Fire recently de- Cohen's story, "Transient Lady"
stroyed all but the walls of the which went into production at Unifor "Little Men," is also doing the
versal City last week. In support of
Akron, O.— The Falls theater at Winter Garden theater.
story and script of "A Woman
the featured players, Gene Raymond,
Cuyahoga
Falls
has
reopened
after
Comes Along," also for Mascot. Deal
Henry Hull and Francis Drake, are
was set by writers' department of complete renovation.
Lake City, Fla.— B. E. Gore has now included the following players:
Lichtig & Englander.
taken over the DeSoto from Earl M.
Y
Y
Y
Norwalk, O. — New Forum was Fain. M. H. Kress will serve as June Clayworth, Clark Williams,
Douglas Fowley, Billy Sullivan,
His slogan, "out -of the trenches opened Christmas day by Jerome manager.
James Bradbury, Jr., Edward Ellis,
Steel
of Oberlin and W. K. Selman
by Christmas." fully realized, Director Henry Hathaway has completed of Cleveland. It has 587 seats all
Frederick Burton, Al Bridges, WilJasper, Fla. — Charley Nelson has
liam Gould, James Farley, Russ
the last "pick up" scene of Para- on one floor.
been
appointed manager of the Fay Powell, Clifford Jones, John Pater
theater.
mount's "Lives of a Bengal Lancer,"
which was four years in preparation
Richmond,
Richard Powell, Willard
Tidioute, Pa. — James H. Madden
and in the making. A week or two
Robertson and Helen Lowell. The
Orleans,
Ind.—
and
B.
F.
Haines
are
preparing
the
The
State
theater
of intensive cutting and the picture
adaptation and continuity were made
will be ready for release in principal Gem theater for opening as the has closed permanently.
by Arthur Caesar, and the produczell. tion is in the hands of Edward Buzcities by the middle of January. Tidioute theater. Madden operates
Fort Wayne, Ind.— The Ritz here
theater, Parker's LandHathaway's completion of shooting the Parker
ing, Pa., and has been associated in is now operated by Pete Mailers.
today terminated fifteen weeks of
T
▼
T
camera operations. The picture co- the theater business in Clarion, Pa.,
Marguerite Roberts, member of
Alexandria, Ind. — The new thefeatures Gary Cooper, Franchot for the past eight years.
ater
Paramount's
writing
staff,
has reto
be
known
as the Ritz will
Tone, Richard Cromwell, Sir Guy
ceived notice from the editor of
Youngstown — Princess, reopened be operated by C. V. Wilson.
Standing, Kathleen Burke and a sup"Liberty" that her short story, "Triporting and atmospheric cast of ap- Christmas Day with Stephen Grapa
Indianapolis— The Capitol has re- lication. angle" has been accepted for pubproximately 1,500 persons.
as manager, is offering the only
verted
to
the
Hook
T
T
▼
Holding Co.
stage show in town and plans to
T
T
T
Carl Dreher, who has served as add films later.
Iris Adrian, who was George
Culver, Ind. — Palms theater has
closed.
chairman of the board of judges for
Raft's dancing partner during his
Meadowlands, Pa. — The Crystal
the Scientific and Technical Award
last personal appearance tour, and
in each Academy awards contest for has been leased by George Craig
Roches
to
ter,
Frank
who
is appearing with him in ParaInd.
Akselrad,
—
son
H.
of
L. KreighMax
the past three years, has again been
baum will open the new theater here
mount's "Rumba," is to have a feaappointed to that office by Nathan Akselrad, operator of the Regent to
be
known
McKees
Rocks,
Pa.
as the Ritz.
tured role in George's next film,
Levinson, chairman of the Techni"Stolen Harmony," with Ben Bernie.
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"BEAST OF BORNEO"

John

Preston,

Mae

Stuart,

Sigaloff
Du World

Eugene

65 mins.

FAIRLY ENGAGING JUNGLE ADVENTURE THAT CAN LOOK ELECTRIFYING
FROM THE LOBBY AND WHICH HOLDS
AVERAGE SUSPENSE.
Expedition into Borneo to capture a giant
orang-utan finds a he-man and a cad in
love with the same woman. Natives desert the trio and by a series of hardships
the weaker of the two men, the scientist,
turns coward and is destroyed by the huge
beast they have captured. Several hokum
struggles between man

and beast and be-

tween a boa constrictor and the orangutan look realistic to the kids. A cub
orang-utan gives much
who like animals.

comedy

to those

Cast: John Preston; Mae Stuart, Eugene
Sigaloff, Doris Brook, Val Durran, Alexander Schoenberg, John S. Peters, Jo-Jo
the monk.
Director, Harry Garscn; Authors, Alfred
Hustwick,
Frank J. Murray.
Direction, Passable

Photography, Fair

FOREIGN
"FLICKORNA FRAN GAMLA STAN"
("The Girls from the Old Town"), in
Swedish; produced by Europa Film; directed
by S. Bauman; with Edvard Person, Karin
Ekelund, et al. At the Fifth Avenue Playhouse.
Well-made comedy with music produced
against colorful native background makes
good entertainment foi the Swedish fans
and is easily understandable to most any
type of audience.

cent of imported pictures shown in India are of
compiled in a recent distributor survey. An inproduct is being exhibited, partly due to better
by English companies.

(Continued from Page 1)

MAN'S

Get
"Bad
readiness for

Weather"
campaigns
instant use.

(Continued from Page 1)

al Recovery Act administration will
be developed.
Ideas will be submitted for the
re-shaping of various codes, probably along lines which allow more
freedom of activity on the part of
industries.
William P. Farnsworth, deputy
administrator in charge of the film
code, yesterday stated that up to
the present time there has been no
official consideration of plans for
revamping the motion picture setup,
Omaha Items
to the National IndusOmaha — Due in part to the re- but pointed
trial Recovery Board meeting as
cent closing of the 2,800-seat Parapossibly
holding
in conmount two weeks ago, local firstnection with suchsignificance
a move.
runs had big business Christmas
week, according to Will Singer,
manager of the Brandeis, and Evert
R Cummings, district manager for 11th Wk. for 'One Night' in London
London — In its eleventh consecuA. H. Blank theaters.
tive week, and still playing to capaThe Brandeis boosted prices
city crowds at the Carlton Theater,
starting Christmas Day to 25 cents
"One Night of Love," Columbia's
until 1:30 P.M., 35 cents for Satur- Grace
Moore starring vehicle, now
day, Sunday and holiday matinees,
the
of being London's
and 40 cents at night. House has holds
longest runrecord
picture.
booked "The Little Minister" for a
10-day run starting New Year's
Eve, with Manager Singer predicting the film will run two or three
weeks.
Marriage of Elmer Huhnke, RKO
salesman,
"Violetsurprises.
Sorensen, was
among the and
holiday

Boston — Edward X. Callahan,
Fox branch manager, is all set to
move into the newly built exchange
this week.
"Child of Mother India"
Central Film Co.
30 mins.
E. M. Loew has reopened the
Nice Novelty
Davis Square Theater, recently
This three-reeler is a pleasing damaged by bombers.
William Shapiro, head of Franknovelty, showing how the customs
lin Productions, is due back from
of East India have been transplanted to the western hemisphere on the Europe in a few days.
is
there
where
Morton Lieberman of the LieberIsland of Trinidad,
a large colony of East Indians. The man circuit has been seriously ill.
marryBoston Friars' Club will hold its
story concerns the custom of
ing little girls of 10 years to men first social event on New Year's
Eve at the Somerset Hotel starting
at 11 P.M.

REMINDER

Dec. Motion
31: Annual
Year's
the
Picture New
Salesmen,
Inc.,Party
Hotel ofAstor,
New York.
Jan.
3-4: Meeting of newly formed Independent Theaters Protective Ass'n of Wisconsin and Upper Michigan to ratify bylaws and elect officers,
Milwaukee.

John Curtis, vice-president in charge
of production for the firm, leaves by
plane for the Coast on Jan. 6, to
assist Ludington. Al Friedlander,
First Division Exchanges vice-president and director of advertising and
publicity, leaves for Hollywood
about the middle of January to take
charge of First Division distribution and to handle "The March of
Time" and other product. He will
be away five or six months.

Boston Briefs

four times their age in pursuance
of ancient religious custom. In this
instance the life of the girl is shown
in detail, her betrothal, the elaborate marriage ceremony, and the sudden transformation of a little girl
into a married woman of cares and
responsibilities. Good photography,
and a very interesting and informative narration by Don Beddoe. Has
a good element of pop appeal in the
subject matter that is treated without sensationalism.

BOOK«

Today: Annual election of M.P.T.O. of Eastern Pa., Southern N. J. and Del., Hotel
Adelphia, Philadelphia.
11 A. M.

Stuart Webb Named
Steps for Code Revision
First Div. Chairman May Be Taken at Meeting

SHORTS

SHOW-

»DATE

75 Per Cent American Films In India
Calcutta — Approximately 75 per
American origin, according to data
creasingly large amount of British
distribution arrangements
effected

8: Annual meeting of Allied organizations in New England, Boston.
14: Hearing of arguments by the U. S.
Jan. Supreme Court, Washington, in the Paramount appeal from the lower court decision on American
Tri-Ergon patents.
Feb. 16: Warner
Club's
sixth annual
dinner
and ball, Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
Feb. 23. Annual ball of the Detroit Variety
Feb. Club.
25-27: M.P.T.O. A.
Hotel Roosevelt, New
Feb. 27: Awards Banquet
Motion Picture Arts &

annual convention,
Orleans.
of the Academy of
Sciences, Hollywood

March 4:: Extraordinary meeting of stockholders of Pathe Exchange, Inc., to act on
reorganization plan 2:30 P. M., New York.
May wood.
20-25: Annual Spring Meeting of the
Society of Motion Picture Engineers, Holly-

Sheriff Sells Allentown House
Allentown, Pa. — The Lyric was
recently sold by the sheriff to the
law firm of Butz & Rupp, attorneys
for holders of a $157,600 mortgage.
Sale price was $1.00.

ATLANTIC
NEWESTCITY'S

boardwalk

* Present

hotel

The President
Five Hundred Rooms with Sea Water Baths
— American

and

European

Plans. Also

Beautifully Furnished Housekeeping Apartments with Complete Hotel Service by the
week, month or year.

SEA WATER
MARINE

15

SWIMMING
SUN DECK

TURKISH

BATHS

POOL

FIRST FIVE HOURS
DAY
ON OPENING

IONS
as wind-swept, shivering
crowds stotm doors of

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
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asm "inns

RKO-RADIO

PICTURE
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Of Motion Pictures
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Independent in Thought
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Catholics Dissatisfied With Film Rating System

PARA. PLAN MAY HAVE TO AWAIT TRI-ERGON RULING
British

Film

Overseating
Reaches
the
Acute Stage — American
Program Films Hit
Development and expansion in the
British film industry reached its alltime peak in 1934, it is shown in
the annual survey of that country's
movie situation by Ernest W. Fredman, managing editor of "The Daily
Film Renter," for The Film Daily
Year Book. While the upturn in the
production end has been of a healthy
nature, the indiscriminate building
(.Continued on Page 5)
A

Happy

New

Year

SEE MODERNIZATION
IN BRITISH EXHIBITION
British exhibition is modernizing
itself through replacement of oldfashioned theaters with modern
structures, declared Joe Friedman,
in charge of Columbia's distribution
in that territory, in New York yesterday. Friedman is in New York
conferring with Joseph H. Seidelman, the company's foreign department head, and other home office
officials, and plans to leave for England next week.
More than
50 per cent of film con(Continued on Page 5)
A

Happy

New

Year

24 E. M. Loew Houses
In Active Operation

Boston — Out of 28 houses in the
E. M. Loew independent circuit in
New England, all but four are now
in active operation. Phil Berler is
booking all of the situations.
Fights Newspaper With Radio
Lincoln, Neb. — Milton Overman, Varsity manager here in a fight with newsprpers over rates and policies, has installed a mike in his office and takes
two broadcast periods a day over KFOR,
local radio station. He tells 'em the
latest gossip about coming pictures and
has a mike by the screen he can switch
on at crucial spots in the picture to
give 'em a teaser on the current attraction.

Industry

Sets

New

Peak

BOOTH SCALE HEARING BRITISH LAUNCHING
THIRD DIMENSION
SHIFTED TO WASH'N

in

Expansion

Determination
of Para.
Claims Must Await
Tri-Ergon Edict

Indications are that Federal Judge
Alfred M. Coxe may not approve a
Washington
Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
London (By Cable) — Experiments Paramount reorganization plan until
Washington — Deputy Adminis- being
carried on by Gaumont British after the U. S. Supreme Court rules
trator William P. Farnsworth an- and Imperial
Tri-Ergon
Corp.
Chemical Industries on the American
nounced Saturday that a public
that stereoscopic films will patent litigation, and thereby deterhearing on the proposed amendment indicate
mines
whether
the
claims
filed
for determining minimum booth be available for public exhibition in against Paramount
by Tri-Ergon
scales in Greater New York, will be two years. One system which has for indeterminate
sums have any
already successfully produced these
conducted Jan. 11 in the Raleigh effects
validity.
This is because it is proon a screen involves embed
Hotel here.
vided that
the Paramount
(Continued
on Page 5)reorganiding in the film itself two separat'A Happy New
Year
lenses
and
also
requires
a
spec'a!
Soviets Invite U. S. Firms
A Happy New
Year
screen. A second process concern"
of two views of the same
In World Cinema Festival printing
scene on the same positive film.
American major companies,
A Happy Ne-M Year
through their foreign departments,
have been invited to participate in
15
Gaumont
British Films
the World Cinema Festival to be
held under auspices of the Soviet
From
Outside
Producers
Government in Russia beginning
Walter Wanger, who is producing
Feb. 10 in observance of the 15th
London (By Cable) — Gaumont
anniversary of its film industry.
British is having about 15 pictures a series for Paramount, has appointed W. B. Frank, formerly Mack
A Happy New
Year
made by outside producers, including Sennett
New York representative, to
Smalley Case Closed
Julius Hagen, who is understood to handle distribution matters. Wanger
have
a
contract
to
deliver
six
feaWashington — On the basis of evion Wednesday opens an office for
dence submitted, the NRA Com- tures.
Walter Wanger Productions in the
pliance Council has filed no violation
Paramount
Building. Helen Strauss
Maurice Ostrer has now assumed will be identified
of the code as charged in the case
with the office.
of William C. Smalley, Hamilton, important- status in the company's
A Happy New
Year
N. Y., against the Glove City production activities. C. M. Woolf,
Amusement Co., Gloversville, and formerly concerned with production,
16th
Annual
Movie
Ball
recommends that the case be closed,
according to Deputy Administrator is now devoting virtually all of his
At
Hotel
Astor,
Jan.
12
efforts to distribution.
William P. Farnsworth.
Theater owners of the metropolitan
district will hold the 16th Annual
Movie Ball on Jan. 12 at the Hotel
Astor. There will be a midnight
supper, with dancing from 10:30
A. M. Freddie Rich and His OrchesObjections and dissatisfaction on in a movement to revise the system,
tra and the Bama Collegians will
the part of Catholics in the east over with the likelihood that a national supply music. Film celebrities f r
list
may
result.
Both
Catholic
the
event
are now being lined up.
the rating and listing of clean pictures in accordance with the lists churchmen and the laity have criticized the Chicago lists as being of
issued by the Chicago council of
Record Run for Kansas City
the Legion of Decency has resulted little value to New York movieKansas City — All local records for any
goers and also on the grounds that
kind of show, stage or screen, have been
by
the
time
the
lists
are
made
availInternational Film Expo
broken
by "One Night of Love," going
able the majority of pictures have
into a ninth week at the Fox Apollo.
Is Being Held in Japan completed(Continued
The event inspired an editorial in the
their runs
or
remain
to
on Page 2)
Kansas City "Star," which couldn't quite
Tokio — An international exposifigure out
the reason for the film's
unusual
popularity.
tion of the film industry will be Forget your delivery worries by shipping via
held here from Jan. 7 to Jan. 21.
National
Film Carriers, Inc. — Advt.

e
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i
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W.B. FRANK TO HANDLE"
WANGER DISTRIBUTION '

Chicago Legion's Film Lists
Are Called "All But Useless"
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in the Clouds
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week)
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BRUNSWICK
PRODUCTIONS
CH. 4-2200

CORP.

321 W. 44th St.

N.Y.C.

PAUL MUNI and MRS. MUNI arrive in New
York tomorrow from the west coast on the
Santa
Elena.

%

Palace

Lenin

week)

(7th

Vienna

(2nd week)

Subsequent
run
Follows
Forsaking

All

♦

New

to start re-

LOUIS MARTIN LEVY, attorney active in the
film field, and Mrs. Levy have left for Hollywood, Fla., for a vacation. They are accompanied by FRANK J. C. WEINBERG, a director
cf National Screen Service, and Mrs. Weinberg.
FRIEDMAN,

who

is in New

York from

55th St. Playhouse

Acme

on

Columbia
Warner Bros
M-G-M
M-G-M
M-G-M
Paramount
(b)
(d)

♦

the

Washington.

Arthur
Rialto
Paramount
Astor
Capitol
Capitol
Roxy

Following Criterion run.
Follows Anne of Green Gables.

1)

of Local 666, International Photographers of the Motion Picture
Industries, the following were elected
to the executive board:
Bertel J. Kleerup, president;
by "America"
launched
has beenorgan
Catholic
in the east, declaring
Francis J. Venegas, first vice-presithat the film compilations are "all
dent; Charles Geis, second vicebut useless," and the Rev. Edward president; Walter Hotz, financial
Roberts Moore, representative of secretary; Mervin La Rue, recording
Cardinal Hayes on the Legion com- secretary; Fred Hafferkamp, treasmittee here, has been delegated to
urer; Jack Barnett, sergeant-atformulate some plan to overcome the arms; Stanley
Polinski, first trustee;
shortcomings of the midwest list.
Eugene Cour, second trustee; Floyd
Traynham,
third
trustee.
A Happy New Year
Installation of officers will take
Bob Hope Finishes Vita. Short
place at the general meeting on
Bob Hope, star of the current Jan. 7.
A Happy New
Year
Broadway stage success, "Say
U. S. Films for Paris Houses
When," completes work in a tworeel Vitaphone musical short at the
Paris — Cinema Ranelagh has reopened under new management with
company's Brooklyn Vitaphone studio today. Supporting Hope are a policy of featuring only American
Jean Lacey, Lionel Stander, Sam films in the original version.
The new Camera cinema also has
Wren, George Watts and Rose Ressner, all well known on the Broad- opened for the showing of foreign
way stage. Lloyd French directed. I pictures in the original.

OF THE DAY

Milwaukee — Mr. and Mrs. H. J.
Racine, Wis. — A reduction in admission prices has been announced
j Mirisch are the parents of a 7%j pound girl born on Christmas Day. by Warner's Venetian theater, with
j Mirisch is manager for Warner the- matinees at 15 cents and evening
prices at 25 cents.
! aters in Wisconsin.
Sheboygan,
Wis.— G. W. Miller,
41, projectionist
at Warner's
Majestic for the past four years, died
last week.

to reach

Amkino

Westminster

♦

be shown in only a few of the final
subsequent-run houses.
An attack on the Chicago listings

NEWS

is scheduled

Ufa

FILMS

Catholics At Odds
Chi.
HoldsCameramen's
Election of Local
Officers
On Listing of Films
Chicago — At the bi-annual election
(Continued from Page

BRADY

London,
returns to England
in one week's time.
MAURICE SIGLER, AL HOFFMAN and ALBERT GOODHEART, American song writers,
having completed work on two Gaumont Britsh musical
at the forShepherd's
Bush
Studios comedies
in London,filmed
have sailed
America

OPENINGS

Others

ALICE

York on hearsals
Jan.
15 from
in a stage
play.Hollywood

JOE

RUN

LANGUAGE

♦ FUTURE
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AS OF SATURDAY)

l"icts. vtc.
Ind

ARKE
GEORGE
SHERWOOD
and
PAULINE
STARKE
are on a trip to Bermuda,
returning next week
to New
York.

+ TWO-A-DAY

FINANCIAL
(QUOTATIONS

Eyes

Bright

Theater
Paramount
Capitol

.... Music Hall
RKO Rad.o
Waldemar D.Bell. ... C.««o
Rialto
First National
Rivoh
United Artists
Roxy
RKO Radio
Marfair
Bros
Warn, r
Astor
M-G-M
Cummins-Koerpel. ... Gaiety

Minister

Little

The

Distributor
Paramount
M-G-M

Boston — "Man of Aran," the Gaumont British sea saga which opened
here on Christmas
Day, has been
turning them away.

A

Happy Nezv

Greenblatt

Year

■

Moving

Consolidating with General Pictures Exchange, Inc., Arthur Greenblatt moves into General offices at
830 Ninth Ave., becoming active
president of that firm following Phil
Meyer's resignation to become New
York mont
exchange
manager for GauBritish.
Greenblatt stated that there will
be no change in the present organization, and that the personnel will
be enlarged immediately to handle
new 1935 business. Greenblatt was
metropolitan district manager for
Educational for 12 years prior to
going in business
for himself.
A

Happy

New

Year

Expedition to Guiana
An expedition headed by Captain
R. Stuart Murray, under the auspices of the Heye Foundation of the
Museum of the American Indian,
will sail Jan. 31 on the Herissa of
the Furness West Indies Line for
the Rupununi district in British
Guiana to explore for lost Indian
tribes. The unit will take movie
cameras along and is expected to be
gone for more than six months.

To Whom It May
Concern :
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the
partnership lately subsisting between
DOUGLAS D. ROTHACKER and NANCY
E. ROTHACKER carrying on the business
of producing and distributing motion picture films at 729 Seventh Avenue, New
York City, New York, under the firm
name of DOUGLAS D. ROTHACKER was on
the 21st day of December. 1934, dissolved
according to law. DOUGLAS D. ROTHas Trustee
will wind up the business of ACKER
the
partnership.
DOUGLAS

TO WHOM

IT MAY

D

ROTHACKER

CONCERN

:

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that starting with the 21st day of December, 1934,
the undersigned in the future will carry
on the business of producing and distributown ingname.
motion picture films alone and in his
DOUGLAS

D.

ROTHACKER

J

comes in like a

LION!

IVieiTU-wWiuinr

j ■ ■-*▼■%• 7
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PARA. PLAN MAY AWAIT
TRI-ERGON DECISION

BRITISH INDUSTRY SETS
NEW EXPANSION PEAK
(.Continued

from

Page

1)

(Continued from Page

of new super-cinemas has resulted
in the country becoming seriously
over-seated, says Fredman. The
problem has become so acute
that the Cinematograph Exhibitors'
Ass'n, which comprises almost all
exhibitors in England, had to take
the remarkable course of issuing a
circular on "redundancy" and to appeal to local authorities in many
areas to stop the erection of further
theaters. Total number of British
cinemas now in operation is about
4,500, Frodman states
The Quota Act, which now requires the showing of 17% per cent
British product, is proving a serious
blow to American program films,
Fredman points out, as the turning
out of these quota pictures, plus
other product of the English studios, results in enough program
material being made over there.
More spending monev is in the
hands of the British public now, indicating afavorable outlook for the
new year, says Fredman.

Sees Modernization
In British Exhibition
(Continued from Page

1)

tracts being made in the British
Isles are now en a percentage basis,
said Friedman. Fully 85 per cent
of Columbia's deals there are on percentage, he stated. Theater business
is showing concrete and substantial
improvement, observed Friedman,
and pointed out that elimination of
the admission tax, particularly harmful to small houses, would greatly
stimulate conditions.
Columbia will re-issue "Africa
Speaks" abroad next summer, Friedman said. "One Night of Love" has
just closed a 14-week run at the
Carlton, Friedman stated.

PHI!, M. DALY
•
•
• A CLOSEUP of Tom Costain
eastern editor
for Fox Films
is contained in the current issue of the
"Rockefeller Center Weekly"
the very clever mag that
presents personality yarns about the tenants of Rockefeller
Center
Mister Costain was the ace story buyer for the
Satevepost for 15 years
till Sidney Kent lured him away
he tells a lot of inside dope on the writing craft
and states that the Prime Requisite in a writer is the ability to
Follow Through
so many
writers have grand ideas
but these ideas very often phitter because they don't
stick with the brain-child till it is properly weaned
he
cites three big money-writers as proof of his contention that
Follow Through is the main axiom of successful writing
Charles Francis Coe, Clarence Budington
Kelland, and Ben
Ames Williams
•
•
• IT'S ALL too true
as applied to magazine
and book writing
but as Mister Costain grows wise in the
ways of screen writing he will learn as so many writers
have
that the Hollywood studio execs have their own peculiar rules for writing
and that few writers ever have,
the opportunity to Follow Through
a half dozen other
writers are usually called in before the original author is HalfWay Through
but it was nice, Mister Costain, to read
your treatise on how the Writing Art SHOULD function
now try and sell your Ideas and Ideals to the film biz
if you succeed
the Hollywood Writers will unanimously
elect you their Patron Saint without an opposition ticket
•
•
• IT IS interesting to learn the results of the Film
Poll conducted by the Manlius School of Manlius, N. Y.
here are some of the student selections
Best Actor,
George Arliss
Second Best, a draw between John Barrymore and Clark Gable
Best Actress, Myrna Loy
Second Best, a draw between Mae West and Ginger Rogers
third place was between Jean Harlow, Claudette Colbert and Carole Lombard
and 'way down in fifth place
were Katharine Hepburn and Joan Bennett
Five Best
Pix for the year
"Count of Monte Cristo," "It Happened
One Night," "Gay Divorcee," "Flirtation Walk," and "The House
of Rothschild"
▼
T
1
•
•
• AFTER
ABOUT
31 years in show biz
Frank Jaquet, musical comedy actor
grabs his first screen
assignment
Sam Cummins heard him on the air in radio
skits
and selected him sight unseen to play the clergy
role in "War Is A Racket"
Monogram Pictures will be
among the closed offices today

Beatrice Lillie for Night Club
Beatrice Lillie has been signed to
appear nightly at the Rainbow Room
Radio City. The deal was made by
Richard
son office.Krakeur of the Leo MorriHouse Change in Ashland, N. H.
Ashland, N. H. — A change of
managership has been recorded for
the Ashland theater, with A. H.
Westcott succeeding I. M. Cottrell.
Vaude at Globe, Bridgeport
Bridgeport, Conn. — The Globe
using vaudeville.

Best wishes from THE
FILM DAILY to the following on their birthday:
Frank

Richardson
Hortense
Gaston
Glass

William Fox
Charles Bickford
William Koenig
J. D. Alexander

Schorr

William Haines
Boris Morros
Hal Martin

P. Smith
theaters
circuit of
Nacional,
operating

•
•
• A NEAT Novelty to help the motion pix editors
of the nation's newspapers originated by the RKO Radio
publicity dep't
being thumb-nail mats of the company's
leading players and stars
in half-tone,
drawing and
caricature a choice of each to fit thelineoccasion
nifty, eh what ?
The Rockwell-O'Keef agency
which has an ex-college lad named Bing Crosbye doing
quite well
in the agitated pictures is by way of launching another
discovery on the studios Lester Borden, captain of the
Fordham football team
guy has what it takes to
knock femmes unconscious, they the
say
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11 W. B. Houses Actve in N. E.
Boston — Eleven Warner Bros.
houses in this territory, managed by
Max Melincoff, are now in active
operation. Only two, one in Lawdark. rence and one in Newburyport, are
Cleve. Holds "Chu Chin Chow"
Cleveland — "Chu Chin Chow," the
Gaumont British musical extravaganza, has been held over for the
second week at the Alhambra.

BOOK
THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S

Today:
Year's Party of th«
MotionAnnual
Picture New
Salesmen.
Inc.. Hotel Astor,
New York.
Jan. 3-4: Meeting of newly formed Independent Theaters Protective Ass'n of Wisconsin and Upper Michigan to ratify bylaws and elect
officers,
Milwaukee.
Jan. 7: Installation of officers of Local 666.
International Photographers of the Motion
Picture
Industries,
Chicago.
Jan. 8:

•
•
• DOWN
HAVANA
way
Ernesto
and Heliodoro Garcia, operating the most important
in town
have joined interests and formed a
their five houses
the Encanto, Campoamor,
Fausto and Neptuno
the new combine starts
Jan. 1

1)

zation plan shall not become effective if the claims against the estate
exceed $65,000,000, a condition which
cannot be definitely determined at
the moment. The U. S. Supreme
Court is scheduled to hear the TriErgon litigation in mid-January.

Jan. 12:
Astor,

Annual meeting of Allied organizations in New
England,
Boston.
Sixteenth Annual Movie Ball of metropolitan district theater owners, Hotel
New York.

Jan. 7-21 : International Exposition of
Film Industry,
Tokio,
Japan.

the

Jan. 14: Hearing of arguments by the U. S.
Supreme Court, Washington, in the Paramount appeal from the lower court decision on American
Tri-Ergon
patents.
Feb. 16: Warner Club's sixth annual dinner
and ball, Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
Feb. Club.
23. Annual ball of the Detroit Variety
Feb. York.
24: Friars' Frolic, Majestic Theater, New
Feb. 25-27: M.P.T.O.A.
Hotel
Roosevelt,
New

annual
Orleans.

convention,

Feb. 27: Awards Banquet of the Academy of
Motion Picture Arts Cr Sciences, Holiywood.
March 4:: Extraordinary meeting of stockholders of Pathe Exchange, Inc., to act or.
reorganization plan 2:30 P. M., New York.
wood.
May 20-25: Annual Spring Meeting of the>
Society of Motion Picture Engineers, Holly-
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EXPLOITETTES
Merchant Tie-ups Plug
"We Live Again" in Atlanta
STEN'S latest production, "We Live Again," was
accorded an outstanding exploitation campaign by Manager Ed
Melniker of Loew's Grand theater, Atlanta. A few days in
advance, all local newspapers
played up the engagement by
special feature stories and photos of both Anna Sten and

A LITTLE from "LOTS
By RALPH

HOLLYWOOD

ANNA

Fredric March. Two co-operative ads were obtained in the
"Georgian" through a tie-up
with the "Screenland Review."
A tie-up with Ridgway's Tea
resulted in special window
streamers placed on all local
grocery windows plugging both
picture and tea. Radio station
WGST, in addition to giving the
picture daily announcements,
used a 15-minute playlet. More
than 10,000 napkins, with imprint, were distributed to all
hotels and restaurants; 1,000
book marks were placed in all
local libraries; and special cards
were paced on bulletin boards in
each branch. Special dashboard
cards were placed on local street
cars. Window displays of scene
•stills and llxl4's of both Anna
•Sten and Fredric March were
placed in the following windows: Davidson-Paxton, Regenstein's and many local men's
;and women's clothing shops.
^Co-operative ads were obtained
in local newspapers through tieups with both the DavidsonPaxton and Regenstein stores.
The front and inner lobbies carried special cut-outs of Anna
Sten and scene stills and cards
in advance.
— Loetv's Grand, . I ilanla

Butterficld Circuit Broadcasts
Scenes from "Green Gables"
JNSPIRED by the outstanding
success
of "Anne
of Green
Gables" in the key cities, theater managers of the Butterfield Circuit
of Theaters,
in
Michigan, launched
that RKO
Radio picture with sizzling
licity
and
exploitation
c »i
paigns.
As elsewhere, the ba. '*bone of these campaigns
based on the widely-read book,
sales of which have totaled over

Monday, Dec. 31, 1934

T)EATH of Lowell Sherman late
Friday threw thfe film colony
into mourning over the week-end.
Scores of executives and players
paid tribute to the noted actor-director who was stricken by pneumonia
while directing "Becky Sharp,"
Pioneer Pictures production, for
RKO release.

WILK;

tier, and Loretta Young, the cast
now includes Jack Oakie, Reginald
Owen, Katherine De Mille, Sidney
Toler, Frank Conroy, Charles Stevens and Lalo Encinos. Sid Grauman
has left his theaters to appear in
the film and to portray the role he
actually played when the gold fields
of Alaska were first opened.

The musical numbers for "CalCosmopolitan is understood to iente," Dolores Del Rio's next starring picture for First National, are
have paid close to $76,500 for screen
being written by Allie Wrubel and
rights to "Page Miss Glory," Broadway show, which it acquired as a Mort Dixon. "Caliente" is scheduled to go into production within the
Marion Davies vehicle, her first for
next ten days or two weeks. Miss
Warner
release.
Del Rio's supporting cast includes,
to date, Pat O'Brien, Glenda Farrell
and
Phil Regan. The original story
"Call of the Wild," Darryl F.
Zanuck's newest production for 20th of "Caliente" was written by Ralph
Century Pictures, went before the Block and Warren Duff. Jerry Wald
cameras last week. After one week and Julius Epstein wrote the adapof shooting at the studio, the entire tation.
company under the direction of William Wellman will move to the
Aline MacMahon and Guy Kibbee
northwest where most of the story
will be filmed against authentic completed work last week in "While
backgrounds. It is expected that the Patient Slept," under the direction of Ray Enright. Production
they will be away for a full month.
Headed by Clark Gable, borrowed starts soon at the Burbank studios
from M-G-M to star in the Jack on "Wanderlust," their next co-starring picture for Warners.
London
saga of the Alaskan frona million copies to date. Ads of
1,200 lines were used in Jackson, Battle Creek, Lansing,
Kalamazoo, Saginaw, Bay City
and other of the more important
towns, and radio broadcasting
of scenes from the picture was
generally taken advantage of.
In each city the Superintendent
of Schools was contacted, and
splendid cooperation resulted.
The Study-Guides proved exceptionally popular with the educators as did the Library Posters.
— Bvtterfield Circuit.

Living "Flirtation Walk"
Trailer in Pittsburgh
TOE FELDMAN, Warner's adJ vertising and publicity man
in the Pittsburgh territory, effected a grand stunt in conjunction with his advance ballyhoo
on the forthcoming showing of
"Flirtation Walk" at the Stanley Theater here. Feldman had a

uniformed fife and drum corps
on the stage of the theater as
a living introduction to the regular "Flirtation Walk" trailer.
As the lights go up, the corps
give a fanfare and was then
dimmed out as the trailer opened. The stunt is creating a
great deal of favorable comment among the patrons who
always applauded at the conclusion of this novel ballyhoo.
■— Stanley, Pitsbnrgh.
"V ..inished Symphony" for Roxy
"The Unfinished Symphony," Gaumont British musical romance, is
scheduled to have its American
premiere at the Roxy early in January. Hans Jaray plays the role
of Franz Schubert, with Helen
Chandler and Marta Eggerth as the
two women who influenced the composer's life.
Fire Damages Ala. House
Sylacauga, Ala.— The Ritz theater was recently damaged by fire
with the loss approximately $12,500.
The house was built recently by
Martin Theaters of Georgia.

TIMELY TOPICS
English Authors
Prefer U. S. Market
TN England the author is the
prophet who is not without
honor, save in his own country.
That is why, despite the protests being made, English authors sell their best stories to
Hollywood. It is precisely why*
W. P. Lipscomb and I sold our
play,
of India,"
is
now in"Clive
its tenth
month which
on the
London stage, to Darryl Zanuck
Pictures.
for
production by 20th Century
Frankly, I would like to see
this story produced in England,
for it concerns the man who,
by his daring and bravery, won
an empire for England. He is
Britain's
great national hero.
English producers, I find, are
prepared to import American
screen stars at even higher salaries than these stars often receive in Hollywood. But as an
author, it is to me significant
that American producers place
no limit on the amounts they
spend to bring the best British
writers to Hollywood.
The producers of Hollywood
recognize that regardless of the
popularity of stars, and their
"box-office" draw, these stars
must be provided with the best
possible dramatic vehicles. So
to get the necessary stories,
they do not stint in the prices
they are willing to pay. English
procedure, on the other hand,
will not even go half way.
Mr. Zanuck made us an offer
for the screen rights. The offer
was seven times the figure offered by a British producer. Had
an English bid even distantly
approached
Mr.have
Zanuck's
we would not
waited offer
for
Hollywood to come along. It is,
perhaps, an ironic observation
that Hollywood should be doing
more for the British Empire,
through its screen adaptations,
than Elstree.
— R. J. Miimey

Robert Riskin Tells
His Writing Method
are writers
V HERE
a scenario. They

who plan
break up
their story into hundreds of little scenes. I never do. I take
the story assigned to me and
sit down at the typewriter,
woi-king at it as if I were writing a play. The only difference
is that, instead of having two or
three scenes to the act, I have
hundreds of scenes, if necessary.
But I do aim at curtains; I direct the story toward a firstact curtain and a second-act
curtain. If I succeed I know I
have suspense that will hold an
audience throughout the picture. It is the only way it can
be done, because every form of
dramatic construction is a play.
— Robert Riskin.
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